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IMPERIAL

ENCYCLOPAEDIA;

NAVAL TACTICS.

NAVAL TACTICS is the art of ranging fleets in sucli order
|

or disposition, as may be judged most convenient, either '

for attacking, defending, or retreating, to the greatest ad-

vantage; and to regulate their several movements accord-

ingly* It is not a science established on principles absolutely inva-

riable, butfoundedon suchreasonsasthealterationand improvement
ofarms must necessarily occasion in a course oftime and experience

;

from which also naturally results a difference in the construction of i

ships, in the manner ofworking them, and in fine, in the total disposi-

tion and regulation of fleets and squadrons.

History of Naval Tactics.

The ancient galleys were so constructed as to carry several

banks of oars, very differently disposed from those in our modern
galleys, which, however, vary the least of any others from their

ancient model. Advanced by the force of their oars, the galleys

ran violently aboard of each other, and by the mutual concussion

of their beaks and prows, and sometimes of their sterns, endea-

voured to dash in pieces or sink their enemies. The Prow, for

this purpose, was commonly armed with a brazen point or trident,

nearly as low as the surface of the sea, to pierce the enemy's ships

under the water. Some of the galleys were furnished with large

turrets, and other buildings, either for attack or defence. The
soldiers also annoyed their enemies with darts and slings, and on
their nearer approach, "With swords and javelins; and that their

missive weapons might be directed with greater force and certainty,

the ships were equipped with several platforms, or elevations

above the level of the deck. The sides of the ship were fortified

with a thick fence of hides, which served to repel the darts of their

adversaries, and tocovvr their own soldiers, who thereby annoyed
the enemy with greater security. As the invention of gunpowder
has rendered useless many of the machines employed in tlie naval

wars of the ancients, the great distance of times has also consigned

many of them to oblivion : some few, however, are recorded in

ancient authors, of which it is proper to present a short description.

And first. The Atxtiv, or Dolpliin, was a large and massy piece
of lead or iir.n, cast in the form cf a dolphin. This machine ijeing

suspended bv blocks at the mast-heads or yard-arms, upon a pro-

per occasion, was let down violently into the enemy's ships; and
either penetrated through their bottom, and opened a passage for

the entt>rin;^ waters, or by its weight immediately sunk the vessel.

The i;iiiavo», or Drepanum, was an engine of iron crooked like

a sickle, a d fixed on the top of a long pole. It was employed to

cut asi:nde. the slings of the sail-yards, and, thereby letting the
sails fall do« ii, to disable the vessel from escaping, and incommode
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her greatly during tlie action. Similar to this was another instru-

ment, armed at the head with a broad two-edged blade of iron,
wherewith they usually cutaway the ropes that fastened the rudder
to the vessel. The Dorata naumacha ao?(/,7» vcu^ax,a, were a sort

of spears or maces ofan extraordinary length, sometimes exceeding
20 cubits, as apjiears by the 15th Iliad of Homer, by whom they
are called /M^^i. The Kiraiw, Kijaiai, were certain machines
used to throw large stones into the enemy's shi|)s. Vigetius men-
tions another engine which was suspended to the main-mast, and
resembled a battering ram ; for it consisted of a long beam and a
head of iron, and was with great violence pushed against the side*

of the enemy's galleys. They had also a grappling iron, whiclt
was usually thrown into the adverse ship by means of an
engine; this instrument facilitated the entrance of the soldiers
appointed to board, which was done by means of wooden bridges,
that were generally kepi ready for this purpose in the fore-part of
the vessel. The arms used by the ancients rendered the disposi-

tion of their fleets very different, according to the tinje, place,
and circumstances, of the engagement. They generally considered
it an advantage to be to windward, and to have the sun shining
directly on the front of their enemy. The order of battle chiefly
depended on their power of managing the ships, or of drawing
them readily into form ; and on the schemes which their ofiicers
had concerted. The fleet being composed «f rowing vessels, they
lowered their sails previous to the action ; they presented their

prows to the enemy, ami advanced against each other by the force
of their oars. Before they joined battle, Uie admirals went from
ship to ship, and exhorted their soldiers to behave gallantlv. All
things being in readiness, the signal v\as displayed by hanging cut
of the admiral's galley a gilded shield, or a red garment or banner.
During the elevation of this, the action continued; and by its

depression, or inclination towards the right or left, the rest of the
ships were directed how to attack or retreat from their enemies. To
this was added the sound of trumpets ; which be^fan in the admiral's
galley, and continued roimdthe whole fleet. 'Jhe figlit was begun
by the admiral's galley, by grappling, boarding, and cndeavourin"
to overset, sink, or destroy, the adversary. Sometimes, for want
of grappling irons they fixed their oars in such a manner as to
hinder the enemy from retreating. If they conid not manage their
oars as dexterously as their antagonists, or fall along side so as to
board them, they penetrated their vessel with the Imizen prow.
The vessels approached each other as well as tlieir circumstances
would permit, and the soldiers were obliged to light liand to liand
till the battle was decided : nor indeed could they fight otherwise
with any certainty, as any little distance rendered their slings and

.O arrows.
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arrows, ami almost all their oifeiis"ne weapons, inelTectiial, if not

iiselevs. Tlie squadrons were <-onietuncs r.ingeil In two or three

right lines, parallel to eaili other; being selilom drawn up in one

line, Hnle« when forineil into an half-moon, which indeed appears

to liave lieen the nio>t convenient lor rowing vessel^, tliat engaged

by advantin}? with their prows. At the hattle of Kcnoniiis

between the Komnns and the Carthaginians, tlie lleet of the for-

mer was ranged into a triangle, or a sort of wedge in front, and

towards the middle of its depth of two parallel lines. That of the

latter wiis formed into a rectangle, or two sides of a square, of

which one branch extended behind, and as the opening of the

other prosccntcd the attack, was ready to fall upon the (lank of

such of the Roman galleys jis should attempt to break their line.

Ancient history has preserved many of these orders, of which some
have been followed in later limes. In a battle A. D. 1340, the

English lleet w as formed in two lines, the lirst of which contained

the larger ships, the second consisted of all the sn'iallcr vessels,

used as a reserve to Eiipport the former when necessary. In 1 j4.j,

the French fleet under the command of llie Mareschal d'Annbault.
ill an engagement with the Knglisli in the Channel, was arran!;ed

in the form of a crescent. 'J'he whole of it was divided into three

bodies, the centre being comiiosed of 30 ships, and each of the

wings of 30. He had aUo many galleys; but these fell not into

the line, being designed to attack the enemy occasionally. This
la>t disposition was continued down to the reigns of James I. and
Lewis XUl. In the mean tinu- the invention of gunpowder in

1330 cr.uUially introduceil the use of lire-arms into naval war,
witliout linully superseding the ancient method of engagement.
The 5)paniar<ls were armeii with cannon in a sea- liglit against the
English and the people of I'oiiou, on the coast of Roclielle in

1372; and this battle is the lirst wherein mention is made of artil-

lery in our navies. .Many yeai-s elapsed before tlie marine arma-
ments were sufficiently jirovided with fire-arms. So great a revo-
lution in the maimer of lighting, and which necessarily introduced
a total chanije in the construction of ships, could not be suddenly
ellected. 'i he squadrons of men of war were uo longer formed of
rowing vessels, or composed of galleys and ships of the line; but
entirely of the latter, which engage under sail, and discharge the
whole "force of their artillery from their sides. Accordingly they
are disposed in no other form than that ofa right line parallel to the
enemy ; every ship keeping close-liauled upon a wind on the same
tack.> Indeed the dilVerence between the force and manner of
fighting of siiips and galleys, rendered their service in the same
l.ne incompatible. A change was therefore introduced, both in
t!ie construction and workingOf tlie ships, by the use of cannon

;

anil s(|uadrons of men of war' began to appear in the order that is

iiow generally adopted. The machines which owe their risf to tlie

JHvcntionofgun-powder have now totally supplanted the others; so
that there is scarcely any but the sword remaining, of all tlie wea-
pons iise<l by the ancients. Our naval battles are therefore almost
always decided by lire-arms, of which there are several kinds,
known by the general name of Artillery. In a ship of war, fire-
arms are distinguished into cannon mounted on carriages, swevel-
caniion, granadoes, and musquetry. Sec Cannon, Gun, Mus-
ket, &c. Resides these machines, there are several others iKed
ui merchant-ships and privateers, as cohorns, carabines, fire-arrows,
organs, stink^pots, &c. The writers on naval tactics have been
few, considering the imporlance of the subject. 'l"he principal
and most scientihc British treatise on this subject, is " An Essay
on Naval Tactics," &c. by John Clerk, Esq; of EUlen, near
E<linburgh. Some of the principal French treaties on naval tac-
tics are the following: 1. L'Artdes AimtesNavales, ou Traits des
Evolutions Navales, par Paul ITIoste, 1 vol. folio, printed at
Lyons, 1727. Tins book was translated and ))ublished by Christo-
pher O'lJryen, Esq; in 4to, in 17C2. 2. Tactique Navalc, ou
I raile des Evolutions et des Signaux, par M. le Viscomptc de
Merogues, 4to, Paris, I7t)3. 3. Le Maiittuvrier, par M. P.ourde
de \ illehuet. 4. L' Art de Guerre en Mer, ou Tacticiue Navalc
&c. par .\I. le V iscomple de Grenier. Translations of the two last
have appeared in English in 4to in 1783, under the name of the
" Chevalier fie Sauseud;" and a translation of parts of the three
last IS in the 2d vol. of the Elements and Practice of Ri.rgin» and
Seamanship, published at London in 1794. Other books on evo-
lutions and tactics are, " Th^orie de la Manreuvre des Vaisseanx "
Paris, 1689. " Pilot's Theory of Woiiing Ships applied to Pra'c-

li'e," &c. translated by Stone, 1743. " De la Manoeuvre de^

Vaisseaux, ou Traite de .Mecbanique et de Dynomique," &e. par

.\1. Bougiier. "The British .\larn," &:c. by \\ iiliam Flexney,

17(13. " .V Sea-Manual," by Sir Alexr. Schomberg, 17i)7. "A
View of the Naval Force of Great Britain," &:c. by an OlFicer of

Rank, 1791, Aic It cannot be expected that in this work we
should treat extensively on the subject befoieus, weshall therefore

chiefly confine our observations to the improvements proposed by
Mr. Clerk in his naval tactics. 'I'he system oflliis author has met
with great approbation from the ablest ollicers in the British navy,

which appears to be founded on p-iiuiples self-evident, and is

therefore now generally lulopted. Sir. Clerk, in the introduction

to his Essav, informs us, that upon considering tlie great superi-

ority displayetl in the three last wars by the British seamen over

their enemies, when engaged in single ships, and comparing it with

the very little that, previoustoLord Rodney'sgloriousaction,onthe

12th .\pril, I7-i2, they liarl achieved when engaged in fleet? drawn
up in line of battle, he was led to conclude, that there must be
something wrong in our mode of making the attack. He turned

his thoughts to the subject, and in 1790 publisl-.ed part of a large

work, comprehending, 1. A Theory of Attack from VVindwaro;

2. .V Theory of Attack from Leeward; and, 3. An Historical

Sketch of' Naval Tactics.

Observations on* the present Method of bringing
Ships to Action.

It has often, if not generally, been the practice, in the case of

single ships, -as well as in that of llei;ts, for the weather sliip or fleet,

wh( 11 it is wished to bring the other to action, to steer directly

down upon that ship or fleet, without reflecting that, by doing so,

it gives the enemy an opportunity of completely disabling it, be-
fore it can attain its wisfied-for station. For each ship in the lee-

line can use all the guns upon one side ; whereas the ships in the

weather-line, bearing directly down, have it only in their power to

use their bow-chases. This method of attack appears, therefore,

to be the worst possible for the weather-fleet, and the most ad-

vantageous for the lee-fleet. For suppose a single ship of eighty

guns to windward at B, fig. 1, Plate CXXIV. discovering an ene-
my's ship of equal force to leeward at F', to bear directly dowa
upon her endwise, the receiving ship F, by lying to, as in lig. 2,

would present a broadside of fortv heavy guns bearing upon B
during a course of two miles, in which every shot might take ef-

fect ; while 15, in this position, would have it in her power to

bring only the two light guns of her forecastle or bow-chase to

bear on F; a disadvantage greatly exceeding tvienty to one. Be-
sides, the receiving ship F, by laying broadside to, will have all

her masts and rigging more open, and consequently will allow shot

to pass with less etit;ct than the ship B, wljich, coming endwise, is

liable to be raked by everv shot from stem to stern. The conse-
qucBce of which must be, that B would be disabled in her ri_^ging,

&c. long before she could arrive at a proper position for annoying
F, and when she had attained that position, F, by being entire in

her ricging, would have it in her power to fight in aiiv position, or
to make olT at pleasure. The method then is, B, having the w ind,

shoiild'run down astern, as per doited line, and getting into the

course, or near the wake of F, or a position that will bring !ier

parallel to the course of F, ata proper distance, she could then run
up close along-side of F, upon e(]ual terms, as in fig. 3, or other-

wise, on shootihg ahead, she may veer, and run down on the wea-
ther-bow of F, as in fig. 4, till she siiall lorcc F to bear away to
leeward, keeping close by F on equal terms; but during the
course, in both cases, carelully watching that F may not have it in

her power to bring her broaciside to bear upon B without retalia-

tion. It having been often said that the French have made it a
rule to throw the whole effect of their shot more particularly into
the rigging of their enemy, and that the British, on the other hand,
have been as attentive to point the force of their fire against the
hull of the ship ; it is proper to state the two eases, and compare
the elfecl. Let us suppose a ship of eighty guns wishing to avoid
the effects of a close engagement, but at the same lime lying to a«

at F, fig. 5, intending to receive, with every advantage, an enemy
B of equal force, coming down with an intention to fight her ; and
let us SHppose that F, by aiming her fire at llie rigging of B, shall

have carried away any of the principal slays, eight or ten wind-
ward shrouds, or foretopmast, vi any otiier rigging, though ofmuch

less
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less consetiuence, but, at the same time, witliout liaving wounded
a single man of the ship B ; and suppose a second sliip, consort to

i\ receiving such anotiiership a> 15, and by tiring at her hull only,

shall, without other damage, liave kiilefi thirly or forty of her

men : in lliis critical juncture, wlieii F and her consort are de-

sirous of avoiding a close engagement, it is evident that the ship at

B, which has lost part of her rigging, is more completely disabled

from closing with them than the other ship, who'.e rigging is entire,

though shi; may have lost 100 of her men. It has been often said,

that some particular ship has been exposed in battle to the cannon-

ade of tliree, four, or even live, ships, all extended in the enemy's
line, and all bearing upon her at one and the same time ; but this

can never have been the case, but when the ship so exposed was

at a very great distance. Let I, H, F, H, 1, fig. 6, represent five

ships extended in line of battle ahead at the distance of one cable's

length, or 240 yards, from eacli other; let the length of each ship

be forty yards, so that the whole space between head and head of

any two adjacent ships is 280 yards ; and let the perpendicularline

FK, proceeding right out from the beam of the middle -hip F, to

the distance of six cables' length, or 1440 yards, be divided into

six equal parts: It is evident, from inspection, that a slii|) staiioned

at the point E of the line FK, 7'iO yards distant, cannot fr an)*

length of time be exposed to the tire of more than the coii'.rpship

F of the fleet I, H, F, II, I. For supposing the ships H, K,

ahead and astern of F, to be able to bring their broadsides to bear

on E, (a supposition which, if the line be close-hauled, cannot be
made of the headmost of those ships,) it is evident, that by |nitting

themselves in positions proper for that purjio-e, the ships Ii,H,
will not only disorder tlieir own line, but also leave, the one her

head, and "the other her stem, exposed to a raking (ire from their

opposites B, B, in the enemy's line. But if the opponent ship can-

not well be exposed to the fire of the two ships, H, H, at the point

E, she must be still less exposed at the point C, 480 yards distant;

and it will be almost impossible for the ships H, H, to touch her

at the point G, 240 yards, or one cable's length, distant. But one

cable's length asunder is too small an allowance for accidents that

may liappen by the ships I, H, F, H, I, extended in the line of

battle ahead. Therefore let us suppose the three ships, which are

said to be at once upon a single opponent, to be stationed at 1, F,

I, at the distance of two cables' length, or 4S0 yards, from each

other. Then it is evident that the opponent ship cannot now be

more exposed at the point K, at the dijtance of 1440 yards, than

she was, on the former supposition, at the point E, 720 yards dis-

tant ; and if we sujjpose the line of battle to be formed at one and

an half cable's length asunder, she must be at L, distant 1080 yards,

before she can be annoyed even to this degree by the three hostile

ships at once. Hence we may conclude, that if one ship has any
time been exposed at once to the fire of five, four, or even three,

ships, of the enemy's line, such ship must have been at a very great

distance, and in no great danger. In order to judge of the differ-

ent modes of bringing great fleets to action, suppose a fieet, often,

twenty, or more ships, of eighty guns each, extended in the line

of battle to leeward, and lying to, with the intention of avoiding

an attack; whilst another fleet B, of equal number and force of

ships, also extended in line of battle, three or four miles to wind-

ward, is desirous of making an attack, and coming to close action

on equal terms with the fleet F. In this disposition of the two
fleets, should that to windward run down headlong ship for ship

on its opponent, as in figs. 2 and 5, it is evident, from what has

been said in the beginning of this section, that each individual sliip

of the weather-fleet inight be completely disabled before it could

possibly come to close action with the fieet to leeward. But let it

be supposed that the coniinander of the weather-fleet R, though

his ships have been much disabled in their rigging during their

course art afrom windward, fig. 7, has made them bring to at a

great distance, from whence he can hurt F; is it to be expected

tliat F, whose desire has always been to avoid a close engagement,

and who has already disabled the ships of B, will patiently lieslil',

or wait until B shall have time to disable him in his turn? No
surely. While enveloped iji his own smoke, as well as that of his

eneiny, he will bear away unhurt to a new station G, and there

remain out of the reach of B's cannon-shot, who must repair his

rigging before he can attempt a second attack. Again, suppose

that B, in place of going headlong and endwise down, were to run

down in an angular course, or lasking as it is called ; it is evident,

6

front tig 8, that should any ship in this angular line come to be

crippled, her way bemg slopped, might of consequence occasion

a confusion amongst the shiijs next astern to her, some running to

leeward and others to windward of the disabled ship ; and thus the

time be lost for affording the necessary support to the ships ahead,

and now so far separated from their companions. To illustrate

this still farther, let B, fig. 9, represent a fleet putting before the

wind, each sh'p with an intent, when brought to at a determined

distance at A, to take up her particular antagonist in the line of the

enemy F to leeward ; and let F be supposed at i-est, without any

motion ahead. There seems to be no difficulty in conceiving, that

while the alternate ships of t's line, under cover of the smoke,

withdraw from battle to GGG, the intermediate ships left behind

them in the line will be sul'ficient to amuse even the whole of B's

fleet, till the ships G shall form a new line HH as a support

Irom the leeward. In such case B, after being disabled, as he nui^t

be, and not having foi-cseen the manoeuvre, will neither be ableto

prevent the intermediate ships with which he is engaged from

hearing away to join their friends, nor, were he able, would it be

advisable to follow them ; for the same manoeuvre with equal suc-

cess can again and again be repeated. To shew the relative mo-

tion of both fleets, let F, fig 10, be a fleet of twelve ships, drawn

up in line of battle, at one cable's length, or 120 fathoms, asunder

;

and let the length of each ship from the end of the jib-boom to the

stern be 364 fathoms; the whole fleet will then occupy a space of

two English miles ; also, let its rate of sailing be four knots an hour

in the direction of FG, so that in the space of an hour it may be

moved from F to G four miles distant from its "former position.

Let B lie the opponent fleet, consisting also of twelve ships, and

four miles to windward ; and let the point A be 440 yards, or one

quarter of a mile, right to windward of tire point G. Then if B,

oy bearing awav in the direction BA, shall arrive at the point A at

the same" instant that F, the fleet to leeward, has arrived at the

point G, the motion of the fleet B will have been at the rate of five

and an half miles nearly per hour; and the angle contained^be-

tween the direction of its line of bearing and present course 43° 9',

or nearly four points. For in the right-angled triangle ABM are

given B'M — 4 miles, and AM — 3| miles. Now BM ZI 4 miles

: AM— 31 miles : : 11 : tan. ABM = 4.'3° 9' ; and R : sec. ABM.
43° 9'

: : BM —4 m. : AB — i-483 miles. Again, if F, as in

lig. 1 1, by carrying more sail, shall move at the rate of six miles

an hour, that is," from F to G ; then B, having his course made

thereby the more slanting, will have just so much the greater dif-

ficulty to keep his shi|)s in line abreast while coming down to the

attack : for the leading ship meeting with no obstruction in her

course, will push on ; whereas every accident of obstrc-tion ac-

cumulating, as it happens to each ship progressively, the rear

being affected in the greatest degree, will for that reason be left

the larther astern. But, from the very form of this slanting course,

every ship astern will be apt to get into the wake of the ship ahead.

Therefore the whole fleet of B, van and rear, will not arrive in the

same time at the line AD, so as to be in a perfect line abreast, and

parallel with the fleet to leeward ; but will have assumed the lask-

in? form, as represented at the points M, N, and O, in the different

parts of the course. In this case, the distance run by the vans of

B, from Bto A, is 7'075 miles, or seven miles and 132 yards, and

the ani^le conta'-ned between the line of bearing and the distance

BA is 32° 0'. And again, as in fig. 12, if the fleet to leewaixV shall

lie up one point higher, as FG, then the rears of the two fleets

will thereby be removed at a much greater distance, and the van

A of consequence must be sooner up with the enemy's van, and

evidently so much the farther from support; while F, by bring-

ing up liis ships in succession, will have it in his power to disable

the van of A, and will afterwards bear away, as at H, unhurt and

at pleasure ; while B, at this time, by the supposition, be'iig

crippled, or having his rear I) obstructed, and at a distance, will

beunable to prevent him. In all the three cases, it is evident

that the fleet B, so soon .as he shall approach within reach of gun-

shot, must be exposed to the fire of F's whole line ; for he will be

abreast of B continually in every part of his course .
But the dif-

ficulty of bringing the rear of the" windviard fleet to action will still

be more increased, if the sternmost ships of the leeward, in place

of keeping their wind, shall bear away occasionally, as at ML.
All which being admitted, the difticulty"of bringing adverse fleetsto

close eneagemest may be accounted lor, without being obliged to

have
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have rc-iour-e to tliat su|)()05ed inferiority' in point of sailing, im-

puted to our sliips, com parfd to those of tfie Fn-nili. Hence a

fleet B to windward by extending his line of battle, with a (It-sign

to stop and attack a whole line ot enemy's ships to leeward, must
do it at a great disadvantage, and vvilliout hope of success ; .or the

receiving licet K to leeviard unquestionably will have the four fol-

loviiug advantages over him : I. The superiority of a fire above
twenty to one over the lleet B, while coming down to attack. 2.

That when the ships of B are brought to at their respective station,

if it blows hard, the shot from F, by the lying along of the ships

will lie thrown up into the air, and will have an effect at a much
greater distance ; whereas, on the other hand, the shot from B,

lioiii the saniecau??, will be thrown into the water, and the ellect

lost. 3. That Fwill have tlie power of directing and applying at

pleasure the (ire of his whole line against the van of B, who is now
unable to prevent it, his ships being disabled, separated, and there-

fore unsupported. 4. That F will also have a greater facility of

withdrawing from battle the whole or any one of the disabled
sliips of his line. If then it be foni\d that the French admirals have
seldom shew n a willingness to risk the making tlie attack, but ge-
nerally have made choice ot a leeward position ; if invariably, up-
on seeing the British fleet disabled, they have made sail, and de-

molished the van in passing ; if invanal)ly, upon feeling the efi'ect

of the British fire, tliev have withdrawn at pleasure either a part
vr the w hole of their (feet, and have formed a new line of battle to
leeward ; and, if the British, from an irresistible desire of making
t.he attack, as constantly and uniformly have courted the windward
position; if, unifonnly' and repeatedly, they have had their ships

so disaljled an<l separated, by making'the attack, that they have
not once been able to bring them to close with, to follow up, or
even to detain one ship of the enemy for a moment—shall we not
have reason to believe that the French have adopted and put in

execution some system which, if the British have discovered, they
have not yet profited by the discovery .' Mr. Clerk, therefore,
iiisteadof the usual mode of attack, which, by being principally
on the van, seems to be tlie result of the groundless expectation ot

being able to lake, destroy, or disable, liie whole of the enemy's
line, proposes

A NEW Mode of Attack from the Windward upon the
Rear of the Enemy.

Suppose a fleet of ten, twenty, or more ships, extended in line of
battle at F, tig. 13, endeavouring to avoid aclose engagement, but
at the same time keeping under an easy sail, with the intention of
receiving the usual attack from another fleet of equal numlier,
three or four miles to the windward at B, sailing in any form, but
let it be in three lines or divisions ; it is required by what method
shall B make the attack on F, wiOi advantage? The impossibility
of attacking and carrying the enemy's whole line of ships, having
been demonstrated by every action whicii has been fought at sea,

the next consideration will &e, how many ships may be attacked
and carried with advantage? Let it be supposed that the three
stcrnmost ships only, and not e.xceeciing the fourth, are po>sil)le to
be carried; let a sufficient strength A be sent down to force an
attack upon these three ships, disposed and supported according
to the judgement of the admiral, while in the mean time he keeps
to windward with the rest of his fleet, formed into such divisions
as m;iy best enable him to attend to the motions of the enemy and
the ell'ett of his attack ; being himself so far disengaged from ac-
tion, aslo be able to make his observations, and to give orders,
with some degree of traiiqiiillity. Bv placing the fleet B in sucVi
divisions as represented in (lie hgure,' ulien the attacking squadron
romes up wiiJi the rear of the enemy, the whole will be so dis-
posed, and so connected together, as to be able to give the support
and attention (lut may be recpiireilto any ship, or anv part of the
fleet, and in pifferencc to a long extended line of 'six or seven
miles in length, where it must be impracticable to give the neces-
sary support to such ships as may be disabled. 'I'he ships of the
fleel F may, in general, be better' sailers than the ships of the fleet
B; but it is conceivable that the swiile.t ships of B must come
upalone^ide of the sternmost and dullest sailing ships of the enemy
F : while, at the same time, F, by attempting to outsail B, must be
thrown into the disorder of a downright flight: therefore, it must
be admitted, that if the enemy F contmuc going olf in the line of
battle, and endeavouring to avoid a close engagement, it will be

impossible to prevent tlie fleet making the attack from getting into

the position B A. But by this position, it is evident that the three

shipsat I of the fleet F will be in tlie power of tlie ad. niral of B;
for, by keepings© many ships to windward, he will be enabled to

send down fresh ships from time to time, either for the support, or

to supply the station, of any of those that may be disabled in mak-
ing the attack, while it may be imagined that the three ships in

question, by bein;.- disabled, or being deprived ot the wind now
taken out of their sails by the ships to windward, will be jirevented

from following their friends. Hence the enemy ahead must either

abandon his three sternmost ships, or he must double back to sup-

port them ; which must be done either by tacking or veering.

But let it be lirsl examined what is naturally to be done by tack-

ing ; and for the greater satisfaction, kt every possible case that

can happen be examined separately. First, let us suppose that the

enemy at F, fig. 14, hascontinueJ to protract his course in line of
battle upon the same tack, and the headmost ship II, with the three

next astern to her, have tacked to windward, and that the whole
remaining ships intend to tack the same way, but in succession ; is

it not evident that F has then left his three sternmost ships at I ia

power of the ships at A ; that he must also leave exposed his fourth

and fifth ship G to another attack from another division of B at C,
wiiich will also be on equal terms as with his three sternmost at I ;

and lastly, if he prosecutes iiis intention of supporting his three
ships, he will be obliged to begin a disadvantageous attack upon
the admiral, with the main body of the fleet lying ready to receive
liim? The consequence of all whicli must be, that he will not
only lose his three sternmost ships, but in all probability the fourth
and lifth also, as at G ; and will be forced to begin an attack, and
close and mix ship with ship on equal terms ; a situation which he
at all times, with the greatest anxiety, hath avoided, and which B
with equal anxiety has always courted. Again, suppose that his

three sternmost ships have been attacked, and that he has ordered
his fleet to tack all at one time, as in fig. 15. The conse(|uences
will then be, that this movement, having required some time and
some length of cour-e, will have produced a considerable distance
between his main body and his three ships ; or, in other words, that
these three ships must liL.ve been deserted; for it will not be in tlieir

power to tack with the rest of their friends. He must also, in
bringing his ships' heads round, expose the ships nearest his enemy
to be raked by a dreadful cannonatle : besides running the risk of
hav:ng his fleet thrown into a general disorder, by many of his

ships missing stays, veering and running to leeward. Lastly,
upon a suppi sition, that his ships have all tacked, and none of
them missed stays, still he must of necessity begin the attack, mix.
his ships, and come to a close engagement, as in the former case.
Let us now examine what may be expected from an attempt to
veer the fleet. Suppose the two fleets in the same position as in
fig. 13, that is, tiie main body of the enemy extended in line of
battle to leeward, his three sternmost ships entangled with the fleet
B, whose admiral, with the main body, keeps to windward- to ob-
serve, with a rigid attention, the motions of the enemy. Suppose
that the admiral F has ordered his sternmost ship G, to veer, fig.

16, and atterwards the whole line ; and that he is now running up-
on a contrary tack to leeward, as at H, wishing to support or bring
oil his three ships. From inspection, it will be evident that this
attempt may be more dangerous than the attempt to windward ;

for it will expose a number of his ships to a raking fire w hile in the
act of veering; and the squadron, by getting so far to leeward, will
be unable to give the proper support to the three ships. It will
open a gap for the fleet of B (who will immediately veer also and
follow him) to break in, as at A, and cut off the three ships with-
out hope of recovery. And if F shall still persist in the endeavour
to recover his three ships, he will be c'ol'ged to begin the attack
under all the usual disadvantages. Again, supposing that the head-
n.ost ship of the enemy H, fig. 1 7, with the fouror fii e nextastern,
have wore, and are running upon a contrary tack, wishing, as be-
fore, to support or bring ofl" (he (hree ships, the rest of the fleet
intending to veer also, and follow in succession; it is evident that
this movement, being more unseaman-like, will be worse than the
last: it will expose an a<lditional number of ships, particularly the
two last, as at G; and will at the same time make an opening for
the main body of B's fleet to fall in and cut olithe three ships, as
in the former case. Again, should the enemy F veer and bear
away with his whole ships at one and the same time, it is evident

that
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Oiat this inovoinent must liavo tlie conseciuenco ot" a <lo\vmig!it

(light, with the cerlainlv of losing the three ship?, l-'roni what has

been said, it appears, that a (left B, keeping connected in a I)ody

to windward, may come up with and entang'e the three sternniost

sliips of an enemy F, extended in line of battle and going off to

leeward, and at the 'anie time be able to overawe the remaining

main body of their (leet ; and that, having forced the position, the

Miliole consequence?, as already described, must follow ; that is, F
must bubmit to th-e lo^s o! three ship?. What has been hitherto

sfl'd proceeds upon a supposition, that the rieet F has kept on his

course till the fleet B has come up with his rear. Let it then be

examined what other auempts the enemy F can make to avoid

eoiiiin^ to close engagement upon equal terms. Suppo-e a (leet

of ships of the enemy standing on the larboard tack to leeward,

and going off as before at F, and a fleet of ships in a collected po-

sition to windward, as at B, fig. 13, and suppose that the enemy F,

perceiving the Heet B pointing an attack against his rear, in place

of keeping on his course upon the same tack, should veer, and en-

deavour to pass on contrary tacks to leeward (for it will not be ad-

mitted that he can get to windward) ; what will then be the ef-

fect? Is it not evident, that the headmost ships of F must be

forced to leeward by the fleet B obst.ucting his line of du'ecticn,

or the line of his course? that they must be forced to begin an at-

tack at any distance B may choose? that they may receive such

damage as will stop their way ? that their way being stopped, will

of course be an obstruction to the next astern ; or that these subse-

quent ships, to prevent this stop, must bear away to leeward of

their crippled ships, as at G, fig. 18, which will not only prevent

these ships from damaging the headmost ships of B, but will give

time and opportunity to B to bring down his windward ships to

full in either ahead or astern, that is, to the right or left of his head-

most ships A, and oppose ship for ship of the enemy upon equal

terms ? But sliould none of the headmost ships of the squadron F
be crippled, that is, should F pass B without reach of cannon-shot,

which undoubtedly he will do if he can ; still, while bearing away,
he may be forced to suffer a distant cannonade, ship with ship, on
equal terms, whether he veers and gets back upon his former tack,

as at G in fig. 19 ; or continues to run before the wind, as at P in

fig. 20. But if F persists to pass on a contrary tatk to leeward,

and without reacli of cannon-shot, it is evident, whether he put
right before the wind, or run off ship bv ship as he best can, tliat B
must at some time or other come up with his rear. So far the at-

tack has proceeded witn the wind fixed i;i one and the same quar-
ter. '1 o m;ike the propriety of it the more ap|)arent, it will be
necessary toinquire, What might be tl-e effect produced bv a change
of wind, should tli.[t take place during the action ? For this \n\v-

pose, let the opponent ileets be placed in some of tlie preceding
positions, representing the attack upon the three sternniost ships of

the enemy, as in fig. 21, in which the fleet desirous of making the
attack is represented in four divisions, as at R, B, B, A, and F, the

fieet desirous of avoiding the attack, at the hazard of abandoning
his three sternniost ships at G. In the commencement of the at-

tack, let us suppose the wind to be N. and the ships going two
points free on the larboard tack, or standing E ; and soon after the
commencement let the wind be supposed to veer round to the W,;
then it is evident, by the disposition of the two fleets, that the fleet

F, by such a change, will have acquired no advantage whatever;
on the contrary, it will thereby l)e thrown just so much the farther

to leeward. Again, if the wind, by taking an opposite course,

shall shift abend and come round by the eastern quarter to L, the
admiral of the fleet F will not have it in his power to avail himself
of this circumstance, provided the commander of B, continuing
carefully to watch his motions, and feeling the impulse of the veer-
ing wind, shall stretch his ships, as at 06, to the windward of the

three ships atG, separated from F's fleet, and at the same time to

the leeward of the main body of that fleet. This will be apparent
from figs. 22 and 23, which exhibit the two fleets, after this ma-
noeuvre, both on the larboard and st.irboard tack. We shall here
conclude this article w ith some other modes of attack, which have
been suggested as improvements of those commoidy followed. [.

It has been proposed that the attack should be made with the

greater part bearing dow.. before the wind upon the six slernmost

ships of the enemy. It is, however, evident, tiiat ships by making

the attack in this maimer must be exposed, without a possibility of

return, to as many broad-sides from each of these six ships as can

be got ready during a course of two miles. Hence, as the ships'

makingthe'attack will assuredly be disabled before ihey can have

it in their power to hurt the enemy, this mode of attack cannot be

proper. II. It has also been luiagined, that some part of the

force chosen to make the attack should be sent to leeward as well

as to windward of the three ships determined to be attacked. But

the danger supposed, of shot pa^'sing over the enemy's ships, and

striking those of friends, may be an objection to this mode. HI.

Others have been of opinion, that the headnioit ship chosen to

make the attack should come close up alongside of the sternniost

of the enemy, and having delivered her fire, push along the line

as far as possible, which maybe supposed to be the sixlh ship of

the enemy ; and as it is evident that this first ship may liave re-

ceived six broadsides, that is, a broadside from every one of the

six ships of the enemy during her course in passing them, it has

been thought possible that the other five ships, by following close

after her, may attain their stations, each abreast of her opposite,

without having received a greater number of broadsides than they

have had it "in their pow er to return ; and therefore that by thi*

mode the number of ships to be attacked will be determined : For

as many ships as the leading ship will be able to reach, as many
will the' attacking fleet be able to carry. IV. Again, let it be sup-

posed, ar in the former case, that the fleet making the .ittack has

been brought up to action in a collected manner, but subdivided

only so far as the service may require, and that the leeward divi-

sions shall be more' particularly destined for the immediate attack.

while, at the same time, the body of the fleet keeping to windward

shall be supposed attentive to give the necessary support where re-

quired ; then let it be supposed, that the headmost ship making the

attack, having been soon crippled, shall not have been able to pusK

farther than the third or fourth ship of the enemy's line—is it not

easy to conceive, it is asked, that some one or more of the ships to

windward, attentive to support and supply her place, may bear

down on the fourth ship of the enemy, under cover of the smoke,

throw in her fire, and push on to the fifth or sixth ship, or perhaps

farther ; and that so far as this fresh ship, or a second fresh ship,

may be able to push, so many ships of the enemy may be expected

to be carried ? For whatever ships of the enemy can be got abreast

of at a proper distance, may be disabled, and therefore command-
ed, by the numerous fre^h s'hips kept to windward for this purpose.

I

In all' these various methods of attack, the fleet making tlie attack

is supposed to sail faster than the other, or at least to come up with

I

it ; and that so soon as the ships are engaged, their velocity will

1 consequently be diminished. That being premised, a more proper

i mode of attack than anv of the preceding will perhaps be as lol-

! lows: V. The first or headmost of the ships intended to make the

attack is to ran^'e alongside of the enemy, and preserve that station.

The second ship is to make all possible 'sail to luff up and pass the

first ship, which is now supposed to be engaged, and get alongside

the last but one of the enemy, which she is to engage. In like

manner, the third of the attacking ships is to get alongside of the

last but two of the enemy, whom she is to engage ; and if it be

deemed expedient, the fourtli, &c. ship may be engaged. It is,

however, evident that this method can only be practised when the

wind is brisk, and that a calm in consequence of a vigorous can-

nonade, niav render the attack upon more than three or four of

the enemy''s ships impossible. In all the different attacks up-

on the rea'r, it has by some been thought a great object, if practi-

cable, to throw a raliing fire into the rear of an enemy's line of

battle, by shi|)S detached for that purpose. For if shot, as has been

said, can take effect at a distance of two miles, from- this

position it will surely reach the sixth ship, if the enemy's line shall

be formed at two cables' length asunder; and if formed at one

cable's length asunder, it may reach and may cripple the twelfth

ship. The reader who wishes forfurthi-r information will be much
interested in the perusal of Mi. Clerk's Essay.
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NAVAN, a town d lul.tiul, in tin.- coiiiilv ol .McHth, 23 miles

N. W. of Uiii>lin. on the Pxnne.

NAVARIN, or NAV'AKINO, a town of European Turkey,

mi tlie W. coa5,t of the Morej, 72 mile- S. W. ot AYgos, and 3»

S. W. of Coriiitli. Loii. ei. 40. E. Lat. 37. 2. N.
NAVAKUK, Martin AzntcvcrA, successively professor of

Jtir>pru(leiice at Toiilou-e, Salamanca, and Coimbra, was born at

Ver.LSo-, mar Paiupuluna, in Navarre, (wlience bis assumed name)

in M94\ and studied al Caliort and Toulouse. He was consulted

from all quarten as an oracle of the la\r. I'ius V. appointed him

assessor to catdlnal I'Vaticis Akiat ; ami Gregory XIII. was very

familiar with him. He was universally esteemed ncl only for his

knowledge, but also for his probity ami virtue. His tenifjerance

preserved to him a vigorous constitution; and at a very advanced

age his genius was eijual tr) the severest study. At the age ot 80,

he set out for Rome, to defend his friend Bartholomew Carewza,

Archbishop of Toleda, who had been charged wilh heresy by the

Inquisition at Rome. His ccionomy enabled him to give liberal

assistance to the poor. His charities, indeed, were so very great,

that his mule, it is said, would stop as soon as she perceived' a beg-

gar. He died at Rome in IJS6, aged <J2. His works were col-

lected and printed in (J vols, folio at Lyons in 1597, and at Venice

In 1602. He was uncle by the mother's side to St. Francis of

Sales. See Sales.

Navarre, Peier, an officer of eminence in the siNteenth cen-

tury, particularly celebrated for his dexterity in directing and

springing mines. He was born in Biscay, of low extraction.

Paul Jove a(TirmSj from his own mouth, that he v\as first a sailor,

but afterwards w ent to Italy, w hen he became footman to the car-

dinal of Arragon. He afterwards inlisted as a soldier in the Hous-

line army ; and having served there for sometime, went to sea

again, and distinguished himself by his courage. General Gon-
salvo de Cordone employed him in the war against Naples, and

made him a captaiti. Having contributed greatly to the taking of

that city by springing a mine, the emperor rewarded him with the

earldom of Alveto, in that kingdom, and gave him the title of

Count of Navarre. Having the command of a naval expedition

against the Moors in Africa, he was at tirst very successful, and

took Oran, Tripoli, and some other places; but being afterwards

shipwrecked on the island of Gerbes, the great heats and the

Moorish cavalry destroyed a part of his army. He was e<|Ually

unfortunate in Italy; he was taken prisoner at the battle of tta-

tenna, in 1512, and languished in France for two years. Finding

that the King of Spain, who had been prejudiced against him,

would do nothing for his ransom, he went into the service of

Francis I. who gave him the command of twenty companies of

infantry. He distinguished himself in several successful expedi-

tions, until 1522, when, having been sent to the relief of the Ge-
noese, he was taken by the Imperialists. They conducted him to

Naples, where he remained a prisoner for three years in the castle

of tEuf. He was released by the treaty of Madrid, and fought at

the siege of Naples under Laulric in 152S : but being again made
prisoner at the retreat from Aversa, he was sent a second time to

the castle of tEuf. Here the prince of Orange having, by order
of the emperor, caused several persons of the Angevine faction to

be beheaded, our hero would undoubtedly have suffered the same
fate, if the governor, feeling for the misfoitnnes of so great a man,
Jiad not saved him. He died a natural death.

Navarre, an ancient kingdom of Europe, between France and
Spain, erected soon after the invasion of the Moors; bounded on
the N. R. by the Pyrenees, E. and S. by Arragon, and W. by
Old Castile an<l Biscay; about 80 miles long from N. to S. and
75 broad. The name is a contraction of Nava Errea, which, in

the language of its ancient inhabitants the \'a=.cones, signilies a.

lanil ot valleys. It was governed by its owji kings, Irom .\. \).

718, till 1512, when Ferdinand \'. i\. of Arragon and Castile,

conquered it, and anne.\ed the gre.ter part of it to Spain.

Ilejice it was divided into I pper and Lower >.'avarre.

Navahrk, Ne'.v, a pr< vnice of New .Me.xiio, bounded ox llie

E. by New .Me.\;co Proper, and New Bi>cay ; S. by C nli.uan;

\V. by'tlie Gult of Caliioinia, andN.I>\,in unknown c( untry.

It was coiupiered by the Spaniards in i:.;'.'. St. Juan de Ciiialua

is tlie capital.

NAVARKEINS, a town of Franco, in the depLirlinent of the

Lower Pyrenees; ten miles and a half N. W. of Oleron, and
eigliteen \V. of Pan.

"^NAVAS, or NAVAS DE TOLOSA, a town of Spain, E. of

Mount Sierra Morena.
NAVAZZA, an island between Cuba and Hispaniola, abound-

ing with guanas.

NAUCLEA, in botany, a genus of the monogynia order, and
pentandria class of i)lants. Corolla, funnel-form ; seed one, infe-

rior, two-celled; receptacle common, globular. It all'ords four

species. N. parviflora is a beautilul large tree, growing naturally

in almost every part of the coast of Coromandel.
NAUCRAfti, among the ancient Athenians, were the chief

magistrates of the A^f^isi, boroughs or townships, called Nttu!<{«ji(ti

;

because each was obliged, besides two lioi-stnien, to furnish one

ship for the public service.

NAUCKATIS, a city of Egypt, on the left side of the Cano-
pic mouth of the Nile. It gave birth to Athenxuf.
NAUCRATITES NOMOS, in ancient geography, was, ac-

cording to Pliny, a division of the Delta, so called from thcabov*
town ; but Ptolemy comprises it under the Nomos Saites.

NAUDE,Gabriel, or NAUD^EUS, a learned writer, was born

at Paris in 1600. After studying at his native place he went to

Padua, where he took his degrees in physic ; after which he b«-

came librarian to cardinal Bagni at Rome, and on his death was

patronized by cardinal Barberini. On being recalled to France

he was made librarian to cardinal Mazarine, who conferred oq

him several benefice^. Cliristina, Queen of Sweden, invited him
to her court, but he soon returned. He died at Alibeville in

1653. His |)iincipal works are, 1. An Apology for Great Men
who have been accused of Magic, 12ino. ; 2. Advice for Forming

a Library; 3. Addition to the Life of Louis XL ; 4. Bibliographia

Politica; 5. Syntagma de Studio Militari ; (>. De Antiquitate

Scholx iVIedics Parisiensis; 7. Syntagma de Studio Liberali ; 8.

A Discourse against Libels. {H'utkins.)

NAVE, in architecture, is the body of a church, where the

people are tlisposed, reaching from the balluster, or rail of the

door, to the cliief choir. Some derive the word from the CJreek

va©-, a temple; and others from ••ci, a ship, as the roof of a

church bears some resemblance to a ship.

NAVEL, in anatomy, the centre of the lower part of the abdo-

men ; being that part where the unibilical vessels passed out of the

placenta of the mother. See ^Vnatomy.
NAVER, or LOCH NAVFRN, a lake of Scotland, in Su-

Iherlaiidshire, six miles long, and three broad.

Naveu, or Navern, the largest river in Sutherlandshiro,

which rises from the above lake, and falls into the sea at Stratby-

hearl.

NAVRW, in botany. See Brassica.

NAVICULAR BONE. NAVICULARIS OS. See Ana-
tomy.
NAVIDAD, a sea-port of Mexico, on the South Sea; 350

miles W. of Mexico. Lon. lOli. i). W. Lat. 19. 0. N.

NAVIGATION.

NAVIGATION,[fromrtac/,go,to5ail, Lat.]the art of conduct-
ing a ship from one port to another. The poets refer the invention
cf the art of navigation to Neptune, some to Bacchus, others to
Hercules, others to Jason, and others to Janus, who is said to have
Blade H»e first sii<p. llistoviaiis ascribe it to the il'ginetes, the |l

Phoenicians, Tyrians, and the ancient inhabitants of Britain. Some
will have it, the (irst hint was taken from the flight of the kite;
others, as Oppian, (De Piscibus, lib. i.) from tlie fish called nau-
tilus: others ascribe it to accident. Scripture refers the origin of

1
this useful inveutioii to God himself, wl^ gave the first sjiecimen

8 tliereof
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tlirreiif ill lb;' sik built by Xoah umli-r bis direction. For tiie

riilliry the gnocl man iiiulerwi-iit on iiccount of his eiitcrijrise

sheas evidently enough that men were then ignorant of any tiling

like navig;itioii', anJ that they even thought it impossible. How-
ever, proiiine history represents the Phcciiiciaris, especially those

ot thr.r capital 'I'yre, as the first navigators ; being urged to seek

a kreigii commerte by the narrowness and poverty of a slip of

ground tliey possessed along the roasts; as well as by the coiive-

nieiK-y of two or tliree good ports, and by their natural genius for

traflic. Accordingly, Lebanon, and the other neighbouring inoiiii-

t<i:ns, furnishing them wilh excellent wood fur siiip-buildiiig, in a

tliort time they were masters of a nnmeious (leet ; and constantly

lijzarding new naviLjatioMs, and settling new trades, they soon ar-

rived at an incredible pitch of opulence and populoiisness: inso-

much as to be in a fonilition to send out eolonies, the principal of

which was that of Carthage: which, keeping up their Phoenician

spirit of commerce, in time not only equalled Tyre itself, but
vastly surpassed it; sending its nierchant-lleets llirough Ilercules's

pillars, now the straits of Gibraltar, along the v.e-tern coasts of

Africa and Europe; and even, if we believe some authors, to

America, 'lyre, whose immense riches and power are represent-

ed in such lofty terms both in sacred and profane authors, being
destroyed by Alexander the Great, its navigation and commerce
were transferred by the conqueror to Alcxaiuhia, a new city, ad-

mirably sittiated fur those purposes, proposed for the capital of the

empire of Asia, which Alexander then meditated. And thus

arose the navigation of the Egyptians, whicli was afterwards so

cultivated by the Ptolemies, that Tyre and Carthage were (piite

forgotten, vvhieji at Itiigth was also the fate of Alexandria itself.

The nations of Roman Britain, and the tribes of Caledonia and Ire-

land, had inherited from their earliest ancestors, many of the ruder

arts of navigation. But the fall of Rome and its empire drew
along with it not only that of learning and the polite arts, but that

of navigation ; the barbarians, into whose hands it fell, contenting

themselves with the spoils of the industry of their predecessors.

It is not cert.iin which of the European nations, first revived navi-

gation and commerce. Some think it began with the French ;

thougii the Italians seem to have the justest title to it, and are ac-

cordingly ordinarily looked on as the restorers of this art. It is the

people of Italy, then, and particularly those of Venice and Genoa,
who have the glory of this restoration; and it is to their advan-
tageous situatioo for navigation they in great measure owe their

glory. In the bottom of the Adriutic were a great.number of

marsliy islands, only separated by narrow channels, but those well

screened, and almost inaccessible, the residence of some fisher-

men, who supported themselves by a little trade of fish and salt,

which they found in some of these islands. Thither the ^'eneti. a

people inhabiting that part of Italy along the coasts of the gulph,
retired, when Alaric, King of the Goliis, and afterwards Attila,

King of the Huns, ravaged Italy. These new islanders, little ima-
gining that this waslo be their fixed residence, did not think of

composing any body-politic ; but each of the 7'2 islands of the

little Archipelago continued a long time under its several masters,

and each made a distinct commonwealth. When their commerce
was become considerable enough to give jealousy to their neigh-

bours, they began to think of uniting into a body. An<l it was
this union, first begun in the sixth centurv, but not completed till

the eighth, that laul the sure foundation of the future grandeur of

the stale of Venice. From the time of lliis union, their fleets of

men hantmen were sent to all parts of the Mediterranean ; and at

last to those of Egypt, particiilarlv Cairo, a new city, built In the

S.iracens on the E. banks of the Nile, where they traded for the

spices and other product; of the Indies. Thii^ they flourished,

increased their commerce, their navigation, and their conquests,

on the terra firma, till the league of Canibray in 150!^, when a

number of jealous princes conspired to their ruin ; whiciiwas the

more easily effected by the diminution of their F'ast India com-
merce, of which the Portuguese had got one part, and the French
another. Genoa, which had applied to navigation at the same
time with Venice, and with equal success, was a long lime its dan-
gerous rival, disputed with it the empire of the sea, and shared
with it the trade of Egypt, and other parts both of the east and west.

About the ;,ame time that navigation was revived in the southern
parts of Europe, a new society of merchants was formed in the

north, which not only caiTied tommsrce to tlw greatest perfection

it w;is capable of, till the <li-covery of the East and West Indies,

but also formed a new sciieme of laws for the regulation thereof,

wiiicli still obtain under the names of Uses and Customs of the

Sea. This society is (bat famou^ league of the Haiise towns, com-
monly supposed 10 have begun about 1 1C4. See IIA^•sE Towns.
For the modern state of navigation in England, Molland, France,

Spain, Portugal, &c. See Company, Trade, &;c. The art of

navigation hath been exceedingly improved in modern times,

both with regard to (he form ot the vessels, and the methods of

working them. The u>e of rowers is now entirely superse<led by
the improvements made in the formation of the sails, rigging, &c.
by which means the ships cannot only sail much faster than for-

merly, but can tack in any direction with the greatest facility. It

is also probable that the ancients were neither so well skilled in

finding the latitudes, nor in steering their vessels in places of diffi-

cult navigation, as the moderns. But the greatest advantage

which the moderns have over the ancients is from the mariner's

conqxiss, by which tbey can find their way with as great facility

in the midst of an immeasurable ocean, as the ancients could have
done by creeping along the coast, and never going out of sight of

land. Some indeed contend that this is no new invention, but

that the ancients were acquainted with it. They say, that it was
impossible for Solomon to have sent ships to Opliir, Tarshish, and
Parvaim, which last they will have to be Peru, without this useful

instrument. They insist, that it was impossible for the ancients to

be acquainted with the attrattive virtue of the magnet, and to be
ignorant of its polarity. Nay, they affirm, that this property of

the magnet is plainly mentioned in the book of Job, w here the load-

stone is mentioned bytlie name of topaz, or I he stone that turns itself.

But it is certain that the Romans, who conquered Judea, were
ignorant of this instrument; and it is very improbable, that such

an Useful invention, if once it had been commonly known to any
nation, would have been forgot, or perfectly concealed, from such

a prudent people as the Romans, who were so much interested in

the discovery of it. The mariner's compass, whenever it was in-

vented, was not commonly used in navigation before 1410. In that

year the sciencewas considerably improved under the auspices of

Henry, DukeofVisco, brotlier to the king of Portugal. And in a

few years after the use of the cross-staff" began to be introduced

among sailors. This ancient instrument w.as recommended by
John Werner of Nuremberg, ill 1514, for observing the distance

between the moon and some star, in order thence to determine
the longitude. At this time the art of navigation was very iinper-

fe< t on account of the inaccuracies of the plane chart, which was

the only one then known, and which, by its gross errors, must
have greatly misled the mariner, especially in voyages far distant

from the equator. Its precepts were probably at first only set

down on the sea-charts, as is the custom at this day : but at length

there were two Spanish treatises published in 1545 ; one by Peter

de Medina ; the other by Martin Cortes, which contained a com-
plete system of the art, as far as it was then known. These seem
to have been the oldest writers who fully handled the art ; for Me-
dina, in his tiedication to Philip, prince of Spain, laments that

multitudes of ships daily perished at sea, bec.uise there were neither

teachers of the art, nor books by which it might be learned; and
Cortes, in Ins dedication, boasts to the emperor, that he was the

firs-t who had reduced navigation into a com|)endium, valuing

himself much on what he had performed. Medina defended the

plane chart ; but he was opposed by Cortes, who shewed its errors,

and accounted for the variation of the compass, by supposing the

needle to be influenced by a magnetic pole (which he called the

point attractive), different from that of the world : which notion hath

been farther prosecuted by others. This book was soon translated

into Italian, French, and Flemish, and served for a long time as a
guide to foreign navigation. However C'orfes was the favourite au-

thor of the English, and was translated in IJGl; while Medina's
work was entirely neglected, though translated also within a short

time of the olher. At that time the system of navigation consisted

of the following particulars, and others similar: an account of the

Ptolemaic hypothesis, and the circles of the sphere ; of the round-

ness of the earth, the longitudes, latitudes, climates, &c. and
eclipses of the luminaries ; a calendar ; the method of finding the

prime, epact, moon's age, and tides; a description of the com-
pass ; an account of its variation, for the discovering of which
Cortes said an instrument might easily ue contrived ; tables of

the
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theMm'!.<!<iliii;ilion f.ntoiir viais i" ""''^t *> "i"' '''«^ l^titin^e

from his mcii'liaii-altitiul*- ; (liiociioii> t.. lincl tlit- same by oijnai"
j

staiN ; of tlif coiiiic of the sun and moon r the lingth of liie days

;

of lime and its divi>ioi,s ; tlic mclliod of finding the hour of tiie

dav and nifl;hl; and laMlv, a di-3'Ti|)tion of thesea-ch;'.rt, ou which,

to discover « huT die -hip is, they iiiado use of a small table, that

she veil, upon the alleralion ot one degree of the latitude, how

many leagues were 1 UP. in ea<h rhumb, together vulh the depar-

ture 'from the meridian. Iksidcs, some instruments were describ-

ed, especially by Cortes ; sueh as one to find the place and de-

clination of the sun, with the days, and place of the moon ; cer-

tain dials, the astrolabe, and cross-stair; with a complex machine

to discover the hour and latitude at once. About the same time

were made propo-als for (inding the longitude by observations on

the moou. In 1530, Gemma Krisius advised the keeping of the

time by means of small clocks or watches, then, as he says, newly

invented. He also contrived a new sort of cross-staft'i and an in-

strnment called the nautical quadrant; which last was much
praised bv William Cunningham, in his Astronomical Glass,

printed in'lJjQ. In 1537, Peter Nimtz, or Nonius, published a

book in tlie Portuguese language, to explain a diiViculty in navi-

gation proposed to him bv the commander, Don Martin Alphonso

De Susa. In this he exposes the errors of the plane chart, and

gives the solution of several curious astronomical problems

;

among which is that of determining the latitude from two observa-

tions of the sun's altitude, and intermediate azimuth being given.

He invented a method of dividing a quadrant by means of con-

centric circles, which, after being much improved by Dr. Plalley,

is used at present, and is calleda nonius. In 1577, Mr. \Villiam

Bourne published a treatise, in which, by considering the irregu-

larities in the moon's motion, he shews the errors of the sailors in

finding her age by the epact, and also in determining the hour

from observing on what point of the compass the sun and moon
ap|)earcd. Also he describes the way by which our sailors esti-

mate the rate of a ship in her course, by the log. This was so

named from the piece of wood or log that lloats in the water, while

the time is reckoned during which the line that is fastened to it is

veering out. The author of this contrivance is not known ; nei-

ther was it taken notice of till 1007, in an East India voyage, pub-
lished by Purchas : but from this time it became famous, and was
much taken notice of by almost all writers on navigation in every
country ; and it still continues to be used as at tirst, though many
attempts have been made to improve it, and coiitrivan.es pro-

posed to supply its place ; many of which have succeeded in quiet

water, but proved useless in a stormy sea. See Log. Several

improvements were soon made ; but many errors were still found
in the practice of sailing, especially such as were the consequences
of using the plain chart. Methods of removing thc«e errors had
indeed been sought after; and Gerard Mercator seems to have
been the first who found the true method of doing this so as to

answer the purposes of seamen. His method was to represent the

Carallels both of latitude and longitude by |)arallel straight lines,

ut gradually to augment the former as they approached the pole.
Thus the rhumbs, which otherwise ought to have been curves,
were now also extended into straight lines; and thus a straigl-.t

line drawn between any two ])laces marked upon the chart would
make an angle with the meridians, expressing the rhumb leading
from the one to the other. Hut though. In 15f>9, Mercator pub-
lished an universal map constructed in this manner, it doth not
appear that he was acquainted with the principles on which this

proceeded ; and it is now generally believed, that the true prin-
ciples on which the construction of what is called Mercalor's chart
depends, were first discovered by an Englishman, Mr. Edward
Wright. For some time after the appearance of Mcrcator's map,
it was not rightly understood, and it was even thought to be en-
tirely useless, if not detrimental. However, about 1592, its utility

began to be perceived ; and seven years after Mr. Wright printed
his famous treatise intituled "The Correction of certain Errors in
Navigation," where he fully explained the reason of extending the
length of the parallels of latitude, and the uses of it to navigators. In
Kjin a second edition of Mr. Wriglil's book was published with
improvements. An excellent method was proposed of determin-
ing the magnitude of the earth; at the same time it was judiciou-ly
proposed to make our common measures in some proportion to a
Jegree on its surface, lliat tbcy might not depeinl on the uncertain

leiuth ol'a barlcv-coni. Some of hi-, other improvements were,
" The table of latuiulcs for dividing the meridian computed to

minutes;" wiiereas it had only been divided to every tenth mi
nute. He also published a description of an iiistnimeiit which he
calls fke searing ; and by which the variation of the compass,

altitude of the sun, and lime of the day, may be determined

at once in any place, proviiled the latitude is known. He
shewed also how to correct the errors arising from the eccentricilv

of the eye in observing by the cross-stali'. He made a total

amendment in the tables of the declinations and places of the sun
and stare from his own observations made with a six-foot quadrant

in tlie years 1594, 9^, 9f), ami 97. These improvements soon be-

came known abroad. In UiOS, a treatise intituled Hypomnemata
Mathematica was published by Simon Stevin, for the use of Prince

Maurice. In that part relating to navigation, the author having
treated of sailing on a great circle, and shewn liow to draw the

rhumbs on a globe mechanically, sets down Wright's two tables

of latitude and of rhumbs, in order to describe these lines more
accurately, pretending even to have discovered an error in

Wright's'table. But all Stevin's objections were fully answered
by the author himself, who shew ed that they arose from the gross

way of calculating made use of by the former. Tliough the me-
thod discovered by Wright, for finding the change of longitude by
a shipsailingon a rhumb, is the proper way of performingit. Hand-
son pro))Oses two ways of approximation to it without the assistance of

Wright's division of the meridian-line. The first was computed
by the arithmetical mean between the cosines of both latitudes ;

the other by the same mean between the secants, as an alternate,

when Wright's book was not at hand ; though this latter is wider
from the truth than the first. l>y the same calculations also he
shewed how much each of these compendlums tleviates from the
truth ; also how widely the computations on the erroneous prin-

ciples of the plane chart differ from them all. The method, how-
ever, generally used by our sailors is commonly called the middle
latitude : which, thougli it errs' more than that by the arithmetical

mean between the two co-sines, is preferred on account of its

being less operose: yet in high latitudes it is more eligiWe to use
that of the arithmetical mean between the logarithmic co-sines,

equivalent to the geometrical mean between the co-sines them-
selves ; a method since proposed by Mr. John Bassat. The com-
putation by tlie middle latitude will always fall short of the true
change of longitude; that by the geometrical mean will always
exceed; but that by the arithmetical mean falls short in latitudes

above 45',and exceeds in less latitudes. However,none of these me-
thods will dill'er much from the truth when the change of latitude is

siv.all. About this time logarithms were invented by John Napier,
Baron of Merchiston in Scotland, and proved of the utmost service
to the art of navigation. They were first applied by Mr. Edward
Giinter in 1620. He constructed a table of artificial sines and
tangents to every minute of the quadrant. These were applied
according to Wright's table of meridional parts, and have been
found extremely useful in other branches of the mathematics. He
contrived also a most excellent ruler, co.iimonly called Gunter's
scale, on which were inscribed the logarithmic lines for numbers,
and for sines and tangents of arches. He also greatly improved
the sector ami other instruments for the same |)urposes. See
GuNTER. Mr. Richard Norwood, put in execution the method
recommended by Mr. Wright as the most perfect for measuriii"
the dimensions of the earth, with the true length of the degrees of
a great circle u|)on it; and, in 1635, he actually measured the dis-
tance between London and York ; from w hence, and the sumn>er
solstitial altitudes of the sun observetl on the meridian at both
places, he found a degree on a great circle of the earth to contain
367,196 English feet, equal to 57,300 French fathoms or toises

:

which is very exact, as appears from many measures that have
been made since that time. Of all this Mr. Norwood gave a full
account in his treatise, called. The Siaman's Practice, j>ublished
in 1637. In the twelfUi edition of this work, published in 1670,
when the following [jaragraph was inserted In a smaller character:
"About 1672, M. Picart published an account in French, con-
cerning the measure of the earth, a breviate whereof may be seen
in the Philosophical Transactions, No. 112; wherein he concludes
one degree to contain 365,184 English feet, nearly agreeing with
Mr. Norwood's experiment;" and this advertisement is continued
in the subsequent editions as late as 1732. About 1645, Mr.

6uu<i
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Bniifl j)iibli5hL'd in Norwood's Epitome a very cjieat improveiiienl
ill Wright's methoti by a property in his ineriilian-line, wlitn-liy

its (livisinns are more scieiititically assigned than the autlior him-
s.-lf was aljle lo effect; which was iVoiii this theorem, that these

Uivisioti-, are anaiogovis to the excesses of the logaritlimic tangents

of hall the respective latitudes atignienled by 4j degrees above the
lo:;ariilim of the radius. I'his he afterwards explained more fully

in ihe edition of Gunler's works, printe<l in 1653; wh.'re, after

ol)u-rviiig that the logarit'iniic tangents from 43° upwards increase

in tile same maimer that the recants added together do ; if every
hall-degree be accounted as a whole degree of Mercator's meri-
dional line; his rule for coinputing t)ie meridional parts belonging
to any two latitudes, suppo^eti on the same side of the equator, is

to Llie following eliecl: " 'take the logarithmic tangent, rejecting

the.radius, of hall each latitude, augmented by J4 di-gn'es; divide
the difference of those numbers by Ihe logarithmic tangent of 6'

30', the radius being likewise rejected; and the quotient will be
the meridional parts required, expressed in degrees." This rule

is the immediate consequence from the general theorem, that the
degree? of latitude bear to one degree (or 60 minuter, which in

Wright^s table stand far the meridional parts of one degree) the

same proportion as the logarithmic tangent of half any latitude

augmented by 45° and the radius neglected, to the like tan-

gent of half a dearee augmented by 43° with the radius like-

wise rejected. But still there was farther wanting the demon-
stration of this general theorem, which was at length supplied

by Mr. James Gregory of Aberdeen, in his Exercitationcs Geo-
mctrica% printed at London in 1668; and afterwards more con-

cisely demonstrated, together w tli a scient tic determination of the

divisor, by Dr. Halley in the Philos. Trans, for 1693, N'aiQ.
After the true principles of the art were settled by Wright, Bond,
and Norwood, the authors on navigation became so numerous,
that it would be impos.ible to enuinerale them; and every thing

relative to it was settled wilh an accuracy not only unknown to

former ages, but which would have been reckoned utterly impos-

sible. The earth being found to be a spheroid, and not a perfect

sphere, with the shortest diameter passing through the poles, a

tract was published in 1741, by the Kcv. Dr. Patrick Murdoch,
wherein he accommodated Wright's sailing to such a figure; and
Mr. Coin Maclaurin, the same year, in the Philos. Trans. N°
461, gave a rule for determining the meridional parts of a sphe-

roid ; which speculation isfarther treated of in his book of Fluxions,

printed at Edinburgh in 1742. Among the later discoveries in this

science, that of finding the longitude, both by lunar observations

and by time-keepers, is the principal. See Longitude. The
science is indebted to Dr. Maskelyne for putting the first of these

methods in practice, as well as for many other important improve-

ments: and the British parliament has no small merit in having

given encouragement to men of genius to bring the art to perfec-

tion, by offering suitab'e rewards. Among forei^^n nations also

many treatises were now published; but excepting the remarkable

discovery of the longitude by Mr. Harrison, no considerable im-

provement hath been made any where. Indeed, the subject hath

been so much canvassed and studied by men of learning and m-
genuity in all nations, that there seems to be little room for farther

improvements. We shall now proceed to explain the principles

and the practice of this benelicial art.

Theory of Navicatiom.

The motion of a ship in the water is well known to depend on
the action of the wind upon its sails, regulated by the direction of

the helm. As the water is a resisting medium, and Ihe bulk of the

ship very considerable, it thence follows, that there is always a

great resistance on her fore-part ; and when this resistance becomes
suiVicient to balance the mov ng torce of the wind upon the sails,

the ship attains her utmost degree of velocity, and her motion is

no longer accelerated. This velocity is different according to the

(tifl'erent strencth of the wind: but the stronger the wind, the

greater resistance is made to the ship's passage through the water;

and hence, though the wind should blow ever so fiercely,

thflDH is also a limit to the velocity of the ship : for the

sails and ropes can bear but a certain force of air ; and when
the resistance on the fore-part becomes more than equivalent

to their strength, the velocity can be no longer increased,

and the tackle gives way. The direction of aship's motiontle-
VOL. IV.—NO. 135.

pends on the situation of her sails with regard to the wind. The
mo^t natural and ea--y position is, when she runs direclly before it;

but this is not often the case, on account oi the variable nature of
the winds, and the situations of the dilCerent |)arts to which tlie

ship may be bound. AVhen the wind iheretore happens not to be
favourable, Ihe rudderand sails must be managed in such a manner
that the ship may make an angle with the direction of the current
of air, as represented in Plate CXXV, fig. 1, 'Jhus, supposing a
ship at D, bound for the port B. Supposing DG the length of the
heel, it must be kept by the rudder in such a posilicn, as to make
the acute angle EUlJ with the direction of the wiiwl. If, when
she arrives at B, it is required to sail to another port A, the keel
must be kept in the position Bi''; and thus, bv continually making
the angle EBA uuh ilie ilireciioii of the wind", she will arrive lat the
desired port: and in this manner may a shij) be steered to any
other port, suppose to C or li. The re.ivon of tiie ship's motioii
in these cases is, that the water resists the side more than the fore-
part, and that in the same proportion that her length exceeds hcc
breailth. This proportion is so considerable, that the ship con-
tinually ilirs olT where the resi-tance is least, and that sometimei
with great suiftness. In this way of sailing, however, there is a
great limitation ; for if the angle made by the keel with the di-
rection of the wind be too acute, the ship' cannot be kept in that
position; neither is it possible lor s large ship to make a more
acute angle with the wind than 67| degrees ; tiiough small sloops,
it is said, may make an angle of 36 or^ 37 degrees'witli it. In all
these cases, however, the velocity of the ship is greatly retarded

;

and not only on account of the obliquity of her motion, but by
reason of what is called her lee-way. 'i'his is occasioned by the
yieliling of the water on the lee-siile of tlie ship, bv which means
the vessel acquires a compound motion, partlv in the direction of
the wind, and partly in that which is necess;«-y for attaining the
desired haven. Thus, supposing a ship to set out from B, in the
direction BA, th« force of the wind will have such an impression
upon her, that instead of keeping the straigh.t path BKl'E, she will

follow that of Ball c, &c. and thus will fall short of her intended
port by some considerable space, as A/. It is perhaps impossible
to lay down any mathematical principles on w hich the lee-way of
a ship could be properly calculated ; only we may see in general
that it depends on the strength of the wind, the roughness of the
sea, and the velocity of the ship. When the wind is not very
strong, the resistance of the water on the lee-side bears a very
great proportion to that of the current of air; and therefore it will

yield but very little: however, supposing the ship to remain in
the same place, it is evident that the water having once begun to
yield will continue to do so lor some time, even though no ad-
ditional force was applied toil; but as the wind continually ap-
plies the same force as at first, the ke-way of the ship must go on
constantly increasing till the resistance of the water on the lec-side

balances the force a|)plied on the other, when it will become uni-
form, as doth the motion of a ship sailing before the wind. If the
ship changes her place wilh ai>y degree of velocity, then every
time she moves her own length, a new quantity of water is to be put
in motion, which hath not yet received any momeutuni, ;uid which
of consecpience will make a greater resistance than it can do w hen
the ship remains in the same place. In proportion to the swift-

ness of the ship, then, the lee-way will be the less : but if the wind
is very strong, the velocity of tie ship bears but a small propor-
tion to that of thtf current of air ; and the same effects niu-t follow
as though the ship moved slowly, and the wind was gentle ; that

is, the ship must make a great deal of lee-way. The same thing

happens when the sea rises high, whether the wind is strong or not ;

for then the whole water of the ocean, as far as the swell reaches,

hath acquired a motion in a certain direction, :ind that to a very
considerable depth. The mount:iinous waves will not fail to carry
the ship very much out of her course ; and this deviation will cer-

tainly be according to their velocity and ivagwitude. In all casei

of a rough sea, therefore, a gretit (leal of lee-vay is made. Ano-
ther circumstance also makes a variation in the quantity of the

lee-way; namely, the lightness or heaviness of the ship ; it being
evident, that when the ship sinks deep in the water, a much greater

quantity of that element is to be put in motion before she can
make any lee-way, than when she swims on the surface. As
therefore it is impossible to calculate all these things with mathe-
matical exactness, it is plain that the real course of a ship is ex-

D - ceedingl}
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cpt-a^ngly I'tirTiCiilt to be fnuiul, and frfqut;iil errors must be m^de,

whicli onl> can be corretled bv celeslial observations. In iiiMiy

places of llie ocijn ll)cre arc cuncius, or places wliert the water,

instead of reniaiiimg at ri5i, runs \mIIi a considerable velocity for

» great w;iy in some pjrlicular ilireclion, and wliicli will certainly

carry tiie ship greatly oiu ol her conr>c. This occasions an error

of the same nature with the lee-way ; and therelore, whenever a

current is perceive.l, it* velocity onglit to be determined, and the

proper all.w noes made. Another source of error in reckoning

llie course oi a "'hip proceeds from the variation of the coinpa-.s.

There are tew pans of me world where the needle points exactly

north; nu! in these wher« the variation is k:iown, it is subject to

very coniiderable alt^-ration-. Ey these nieuns the course of ihe

ship is ml^taKel:; for as <ailors ha^e no other standard to direct

them than the coiiip.", if the needle, instead of pointing due N.

should point N. E. a prodigious error wouhi be occasioned dur ng

the voyage, and the ship would not come ne-.ir the port to which

she was bound. 'I'o avi.'.d enor- of thi> kind the only nietiiod is,

to iilxerve the azinuilhs as fieqiienlly as possible, by uhich Ihe

ilirference of variation will be perceived, and the proper ailow-

anies ran then ; e made for error- in the comse which this may
liave occasioneil. Errors will arise in the reckoning of a ship,

especially when she sails in high latitudes, from llie spheroidal

figure of the earth ; lor as the polar diameter of our globe is shorter

thin the eipiatoreal one, it thence follo.vs, that the farther <vo re-

move from the eijuator, the longer are the degrees of latitude. Of
consequence, if a naviL>,ator assigns any certain number of miles

for the Icnglh of a degree of latitu'ie n.ar the equator, he must

vary that mea>nre as he i.pproaclies towards the poles, otherwise he

will hnagine tliMt he hath sailed further than he actually hath

done. It is of consequence to iiivigators in a long voyage to take

the nearest way to their port; but this can seldom be done without

consideiable <lifticully.- The .-l)orte>t distance between any two
points of a sphere is measured by an arch of a great circle inter-

cepted between them ; and thi-refore, excepting where both places

lie under thesame parallel of latitude, it isadviseable to direct the

ship along a great circle of Ihe earth's surface. Hut this is a mat-
ter of considerable difficulty, because there are no fixed marks by
which it can be readily known whether the ship sails in tlie direc-

tion of a great circle or not. For this reason the sailors com-
monly direct their course by the rhumbs, or the bearing of tlie place
by the compass. Thc-e bearings do not point out the shortest dis-

t.ince between places ; because, on a globe, the rhumbs are spirals,

aml^iot arches of greatcircles.Iiowever.when the places lie directly
uniler the equator, or exactly under the same meridian, the rhumb
then coincides with the arch of a great circle, and of consequence
she\ts the nearest way. The main end of all practical naiigation
is to conduct the >liip in safety to her destined port ; and for this

purpose it i« of the uimost consequence to know, in what particular
part of the surface of the globe ^lle is at any particular lime. This
can only be done by having nn accurate iiia]) of the sea-coasts of
all the countries of the world, and, by tracing out the ship's pro-
gress along Ihe map, to know nt wiiat time slie approaches the de-
sired haven, or how she is to direct her 'ourse in order to reach it.

It is therefore a mailer of great importance for navigators to be
furnished with maps, or charts, as they are called, not only very
accurate in themselves, but such as are capable of liavingtheship's
course easily iraced upon them, without the trouble of laborious
calculations, which are ready to create mistakes. The names of
the two great divisions of na'vigation are taken merely from Ihe
kind of charts made use of. Plane sailing is that in' which the
plane ch.irt is made use of; and .Mi rcalor's vailing, or globular
sadmg, IS that in winch Mercator's chart is used. In both these
methods, u is easy to find the ship's place with as great exacliiess
ii9,Mie chart will allow, either by a solution of a case in plane tri-
gonometry, or by geometrical construction.

Of Plane Sailing.

As a necessary preliminary to this nielliod of navigation, we
shall give the construction of the plane chart. This chart supposes
Ihe earth to be a plane, and the meridians parallel to one another •

and likewise the p.irallels of hitilude at eciual distance from cno
another, as ihey really are upon Ihe globe. Though this
rrethod be in itself evidently lalve ; yel, in a short run, and espe-
cially near the equator, an account of the ship's way may be kept
by u tolerably well. Having determined the limits of the clurt

I

I that is, how nianv <legrees of latitude and longitude, or meridional

dislance (ihey beint' in this chart the same), it is to contain : sup-

pose Irom the lat of 2u° N. to tlie lat. of 71° N. ; and from Ihe

longitude ot London in 0. deg. to Ihe Ion. ot 50 \V. ; then choose

ale of equal pans, by which ihe chart may be contained within

the size of a ^llLet ">f paper on which it is intended to be drawn.

In the chart annexed, the sca.e is such, that eacli degree of lati-

tude and longitude is one-eighth part of an inch. Make a parallelo-

gram A15CI-), fig. 2, the length of which AI3 from N. to S. shall

contain 51°, ti.ediUcf.nce of latitude belween tlie limits of 20'' and
71''; and the breadth AD from E. to \V. shall contain the pro-

posed 50 degrees of longitude, tlie degrees being then from Ihe

said scale oi S degrees to an inch ; and this parallelogram will be-

tlie boundaries of the chart. About the boundaries of tlie chart

make scales containing the degrees, halves and quarters of clegrfees

(if the scale be large enough) ; drawing lines across Ihe i hart

ihiough every 5 or 10 degrees; let the degrees of lalitude and
longiindv have their respective numbers annexed, and the sheet is

lilted to receive the places intended to be delineated tliereon.

On a str.iit slip of pasteboard, or stiff paper, let the scale of the

degrees and parts of degrees of longitude, in the line AD, be
laid close to the edge ; and the divisions numbered In in the right

hand towards the left, being all west longitude. Seek in a geo-
grapliiinl table for the latitudes and longitudes of the ))laces con-
tained wiiiiin the propo.sed limits; and let them be written out in

the order in which they increase in latitude. Then, to lay down
any place, lay the edge of the pasteboard-scale to tlie tlivisions

on each side of tlie chart, shewing the latitude of ihe place ; so
that the beginning of its divisions fall on the right hand border
AB ; and against the divisions shewing the longitude of the given
place make a point, and this gives the position of the place pro-
posed ; and in like manner are all the other places to be laid down.
Draw waving lines from one point to the other, where the
coast is contiguous, and thus the representation of tlie land*
within the proposed limits will be delineated. Write the names
to the respective parts, and insert a compass, and the chart
will be completed. The angle, formed by the meridian and
rhumb that a ship sails upon, is called the ship"s course.
Thus if a ship sails on the N. N. E. rhumb, then her course
will be 22° 30'; and so of others. The distance between
two places lying on the same parallel counted in miles of th«
equator, or the distance of one place from the meridian of another
counted as above on the parallel passing over that place, is called
meridional distance ; which, in plain sailing, goes under the name
of departure. Let A, hg. 3, denote a certain point on the earth's
surface, AO its meridian, and AD the parallel of lalitude passing
throu:;h it; and suppose a ship to sail from A on the N. N. E.
rhumb till she arrive at B; and through B draw the meridian
BD, (which, according lo the principles of plane saihng, must be
par.ilhl to CA,) and the parallel of latitude BC : then Ihe length
of AB, viz. liow far the ship has sailed upon the N. N. E. rbuiiib,

is called her distance: AC or BD will be her difference of lati-

tude, or northing ; C:B will be her departure, or easting; and the
anjjle CAB will be the course. Hence it is plain, that llie distance
sailed will always be greater than either the difference <if latitude
or departure ; it being the hypolhenuse of a right-angled triangle,

whereof tie other two are the legs ; except the ship sails either on
a meridian or a paiallel of latitude: for if the ship sails on a me-
ridian, then it is plain, that her distance will be just equal to her
difference of latitude, and she w ill have no departure ; but if she
sail on a parallel, then her distanie will be the same with her de-
parture, and she will have no ilill'erence of latitude. It is evi-
dent also from the figure, that if the course be less than 4 points,
or 45 degrees, its complemenl, viz. the other oblique angle, will
be greater than 45 degrees, and so the difference of latitude will
be greater than the departure; but ifthecoui-se be greater than
4 puinls, then the dillerence of latitude will be less than the de-
parture; anil lastly, if the course be jnst 4 points, the difierence
of latitude will be eqiial to the departure. Since the distance,
ditierence of latitude, and departure, form a right-angled triangle,
in which the oblique angle ojipositeto the departure is the conrse,
and the other its complement; therefore, having any two of these
given, we can (by plain trigonometry) find Ihe rest; and hence
arise the cases of plane sailing, w hich are as fViUow :

Case I. Coui-se and distance given, tofinU ditJference of lati-

tude and departure ?

Examp.
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Liamp. Suppose a ship sails from tlit UitiUide of 30° 2J' north,

N. N. E. 32 miles, (ig. 4. Required the iliflerence of latitude

a«d departure, and the latitude come to? Tlien (by right-ajigUd

trigouoinelrj',) we have the following analogy, for linding the de-

narliire, viz.

As radius lO-OOOOO

to the distance AC 32 IJOSIJ

so is the sine of the course A 22° 30' 9.382S4

to the departure BC 12-25 1-08799

so the ship has made 12-25 miles ot departure easterly, or has got

so far to the eastward of her meridian. Then for the dilierence of

latitude or northing the ship has made, we have (by rectangular

trigonometry) the following analogy, viz.

As radius...". lOOOOOC)

is to the distance AC 32 1-50515

so is the CO sine of course A 22° 30' 958284
to the difference of lat. AH 2957 1-47077

so the ship lias differed her latitude, or made of northing, 29.57

minutes. And since her former latitude was north, and her dif-

ference of latitude also north ; therefore.

To the latitude sailed from 30° 25' N.
add the ditreience of latitude 2957'

and tlie sum is the latitude come to 30° 54.57' N.
By this case are caiculaled the tables of difference of latitude, and
departure, to every degree, point, and quarter-point, of the com-
pass.

Case H. Course and diiferciice of latitude given, to find dis-

tance and departure!

Exam]). Suppose a sliip in lat. 45" 25' N. sails NE6N \ easterly,

fig. 5, till she come to lat. 46° 55' N. Re(|uired the distance and

departure made good upon that course ? Since both latitudes are

northerly, and the course also northerly ; therefore.

From the latitude come to 46" 55'

subtract the l.ititude sailed from 45 25

and there remains 1° 30'

the difference of latitude, ei|ual to 90 miles.

And, by rectangular trigonometry, rad. : diff. of lat. AB: : tang,

of the course A : deji. BD, 73 84 miles eastward. Also, rad. :

sec. of the course : : diff. of lat. AB : distance AD 1 16-4.

Case III. Difference of latitude and distance given, to find

course and departure r

Examj]. Suppose a ship sails from the latitude of 56° 50' N.on
a rhumt) between south and west, 126 miles, and she is then found
by observation to be in the latitude of 55° 40' north : Kequired the

course she sailed on, and her departure from the meridian, fig. 6.

Since the latitudes are both north, and the ship sailing towards the

equator ; therefore.

From the latitude sailed from 56° 50'

subtract the observed latitude 55° 10

and the remainder 1° 4o'

equal to 70 miles, is the difference of latitude.

By lectangular trigonometry we have the distance DF-. rad.::

diff. of lat. : co-sine of the course F =; 56° 15' orSVViW. And
rad. : distance DF::sine of the course: dep. 104-S miles wes-

terly.

Case IV. Difference of latitude and departure given, to find

course and distance ?

Examp, Su])pose a ship sails from the latitude of 44° 50' north,

between south and cast, till she has made 64 miles of easting, and
is then found by observation to be in the latitude of 42° 56' N.
Required the course and distance made good.' fia;. 7. Since the

latitudes are both north, and the ship sailing towards the equator ;

therefore,

From the latitmle sailed from 44° 50' N.
take the latitude come to 42" 56'

and there remains 1° 54'

equal to 1 14 miles, the difference of latitude or southing. In this

case, diff. of lat. GK. : rad. :: dep. KL: tang, ot the comse G
ilff" 19', which, because the ship is sailing between south and east,

will be south 29° 19' east, SSE^ east nearly. Then, for the dis-

tance, we shall liaxe as rad. : CaH. of lat. GK : : sec. of the course

: distance GL 130-8 ; consequently the ship has sailed on a SSE.^

east course 130 8 miles.

Case V. Distance and departure given, to find course and dif-

ference of latituvle ?

Exump Suppose a ship at sea sails from lat. 34° 24' N. between

N. and VV. 124 miles, and is found to liave made of westing 86

miles: required the course steered, and the dil'ference of latitude

or northing nvade good ? Fig. 8. In tliis case, the distance AD :

rad. : : departure AB : sine of the course D 43° 54' so that the

ship's course is north 43° 54' west, or N \V/»N^ west nearly. And
rad. : distance AD : : co-sine of the course : diff. ot latitude BD
8y-35 which is equal to 1 degree and 29 minutes nearly. Hence
to find the latitude the ship'is in, since both latitudes are nortli,

and the slip sailing from the equator, therefore.

To the latitude sailed from 34° 24'

add the difference of the latitude I" 29'

the sum is 35° S3'

tlie latitude the ship is in north.

Case VI. Course and departure given, to find distance and

ciilfereiice of latitude ?

Examp. Suppose a ship at sea, in the latitude of 24° 30' south,

sails SE/<S, till she has made of easting 96 miles : retpiired the dis-

tance and diHerence of latitude made goo»l on that course. Fig. 9.

In this case by rectangular trigonometry anil by Case 2, we have

the following proportion for finding the distance. Sine of the

course G : tiie dep. HM : : rad. : distance GM 1728. Then,
for the difference of latitude, we have, tangent of course : dep.

HM : : rad. : diff. of lat. Gil. 143-7 equal to 2° 24' nearly. Con-
secpiently, since the latitude the ship sailed from was south, and
she sailing still towards the south.

To the latitude sailed from 24° 30'

add the difierence of latitude 2° 24'

and the sum 26° 54'

is the latitude she is come to south. When a ship sails on several

courses in 24 hours, the reducing of all these into one, and thereby

finding the course and distance made good upon the whole, is

commonly called the resolving of a traverse. At sea they com-
monly begin each day's reckoning from the noon of that day, and
from that time they set down all the different courses and dis-

tances sailed by the ship till noon next day upon the log-board;

then from these several courses and distances, they compute the

difference of latitude and departure lor each course (by Case 1 of

Plane Sailing) ; and these, together with the courses and distances,

are set down in a table, calleil the traverse table, which consists of

five columns: in the first of which are placed the courses and dis-

tances ; in the two uext, the diU'erence of latitude belonging to

these courses, according as they are north or south ; and in the

two last are placed the departures belonging to these courses, ac-

cording as they are east or west. Then they sum up all the

northings, and all the southings, and taking the difference of these,

they know the difference of latituile ivade good by the ship in the

last 24 hours, which will be north or south, according as the sum
of the northings or southings is greatest : the same way, by taking

the sum of all the eastings, and likewise of all the uestings, and
subtracting the less of these from the greater, the dilfercnce will be
the departure made good by the ship in the !ast 24 hours, which will

be east or west according as the sum of the eastings is greater or

less than thesum of the westings ; then from the ditlerence of lati-

tude and departure made good by the ship in the last 24 hours, found
as abo^e, Ihev find the true course and distance made good upon^
the whole (bv Case 4 ot Plane Sailing), as also the course and
distance to the intended port.

Examp. Suppose a ship at sea, in the latitude of 48° 24' north

at noon any day, is bound to a port in the latitude of 43° 40'

north, whose departure from the ship is 144 ii.i'es east ; conse-

quently the direct course and distance of the ship is SSE. 4 east

3 ! 5 infles ; but by reason of the shifting of the winds she is obliged

t'j steer the following courses till noon ue.\t day, viz, SE6E 56
miles, SSE 64miles, NWiW48 miles, S6W i west 54miles,and
SEftS4'<'t 74 miles: required the course and distance made
good the last 24 hours, and the be.nng and <listaiice of the ship-

ti I. jn the intended port ' The solution of this traverse depemls

entirely 011 the 1st and 4th Cases of Plane Sailing ; and first we
must
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miHt (by Case 1,) liiul ihc clilVvience of laliuide ami diparlure tor

racli course. '1 lius,

1 Course SEAS distance 56 miles.

For di'paviiire.

As radius

is 10 tlie di^laiue 5C

so is the sine of the course 33° 4J'

to the departure 31 U l.49.')3

For diirereiice of latitude.

As radius 100(1000

Is to the distance 56 _
1-74SI9

so is the co-sim- of the coui-se 33 4j' 99UI85

to the ditli.-ronre of lalitud*- 4u.57 1-66804

2 Ourse SSEaiid distance 04 miles.

For departure.

As radius 10-00000

is to the diMaiicp 64 IXOtilS

so is the sine nf the course 22° 30' OjSI'S-I

to the departure 94..5 1.3Sy02

For dilVerence of latitude.

As radius 1000000

Is to the distance 64 I.SO61S

so is the co-sineol thecoui-.e 2J° 30' 996-62

to the ditTerence of latitude 5913 r772sa
3 Course N W/AV aud distance 4S miles.

for departure.

As radius lOOOOOO

is to the distance 48 1.6S124

so is the sine of the course 56' 15' 9-919S5

to the departure 3991 1-60109

For dilVerence of latituilc.

As radius 1000000

is to the distance 4S 1-6S124

so is the co-sine of the course 56° 15' 9.74474

to the dilierencc of latitude 26-67 1-42598

4 Course SiVV | west and distance 54 miles.

For departure.

As radius 10-00000

iststhe distance 54 1.73239

so is the sine of the course ^6' 52' 9-4026'.'

lo the departure 15-67 - 8-19501

For difference of latitude.

As radius 10-00000

is to the distance 54 1-73239

so is the co-sine of the course 16° 52' 9.98090

to the ditTerence of latitude 51.67 1-71329

5 Course SE6S \ east and distance 74 miles.

For departure.

As radius 1000000
is to the distance 74 1 -86923

so is the sine of the course 39° 22' 9 80228

to the departure 46-94 1-67151

For dili'erence of latitude.

As radius ,
10.00000

is to the distance 74 1-R0923

so is the co-sine of the cour>e 39° 22' 9 88724
tothe dilTerciice of lalilude .>7.2l 1-75747

Now these several courses and distances, together with the dif-

ferences of lalilude and departures deduced from them, being set

<lown in the proper columns in the traverse table, will stand as

follows:

The Thaversk Table.

Courses.
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tlie iioiiit A, and set tlie several courses of the ship in order on the

circiinitereucp as at I, 2, 3, 4, 5, on the iirst course set the dis-

tJiicu AP, 56 miles ; from P draw PQ parallel to A 1?, and equal

lothe second distance 64 miles ; in like manner draw QR parallel

to A 3, 48 miles, and so of the other courses ; and the la<;t course

will delennine the point D, for the place of the shiij. Draw DE
perpendicular, an<l DF parallel to AB, and join AD and DC;
then AE is the difference of the latitude, and ED the departure

made good ; also the angle FDC is the direct course, and DC the

distance to the intended port. In like manner from D, the next

day's traverse may be constructed. The angle formed by the me-

ridian and rliumb that a ship sails upon, is exhibited in the fol-

low ing table for every point and ^ point of the compass.
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it to llip dUtaiice sailed 624 C-79j18

so is ll.e radui, 10-00000

to tlie co-sinc of llielat iff 21'..., . 9'-«jo4

C9iisc<iufmly llie latitude of the ship or parallel she sailed upon was

56= 21'.

From what has been said, may be solved the following pro-

blems : »T .. 1

Prob. I. Suppose two ships in Ll. 40" 30' N. distant a'iuiuU-r

6i4 miles, sad both dircclK N. 236 niik-s.^yid consequently come

to the latitude of 50° 46' N'. Required tlie distances on lliat pa-

rallel ?—Bv Cor. 0, it will be,

As the coVme of. 46" 30' 9-837S1

is to the cosine of 5i>° 40' gSOlOj

so is bJ7 „ 2-813iS

tp 001 2-77882

the diitanre between the ships when on the parallel ot SO" 46'.

Prob. II. Suppose two ships in lat. 4^ 4J' N. distance 846

milcj, sail direi llv N. till the distance between them is 624 miles

:

Ileqnired the latitude come to, and the distance sailed -—By Cor.

i, it will be.

As their first distance S4G 2-92737

h to tlieir second distance 024 2-79518

so is theto-sine of 45° 48' 7-S4334

to the co-sine 39' 4' 9-71115

the latitude'of the parallel the ships arocome to.

Consequently to find their dirfance sailed.

From the latitude come to 5i»° 4'

subtract the latitude sailed from 45 48

h

and there remains 13 Iti

equal to 796 miles, the dilTerence of latitude or distance sailed. To
those who know- trigonometry the conetruction of the cases of pa-

rallel sailing will be very easy when it is observed that in fig. 12,

AB is radius, AD co-sine of 'the latitude, BC dilTerence of longi-

tude, and DE the departure or meridional difference of longitude.

Or by another method as shewn in fig. 13, where tlie angle A is llie

latitude, A 'J the difference of longitude, and AC the departure.

It is evident that either construction agrees with the general tlie-

orem and corollaries above.

Of Middle-latitude Sailing.

I. When two places lie both on the same parallel, we shewed in

the last section, how, from tlie dilTerence of longitude given, to

find the miles of easting or westing between tliem, et e coiitia.

But when two places lie not on the same parallel, then their dif-

ference of longitude cannot be reduced to miles of easting or we-t-

iiig on the parallel of that place having the least latitude; it would
be too great. Hence the common way ot reilucing the dilTerence

of longitude between two places, lying on dilferent parallels, to

miles of ea.sting or westing, et e contra, is b^ counting it on the

nudille parallel between the places, which is found by -adding the

latitudes of the two places together, and taking half tiie sum, wliich

will be the latitude of tlie middle parallel required. N. B. Al-
though this kind of s-ailing is not exactly true; yet, because of its

general conformity to the globe, it far exceeds Plane Sailing, w-hicli

supposes the earth a plane superficies ; but it falls considerably short

of tilt accuracy of Mercator's Sailing, in which the degrees of

longitude bear exactly the same proportion to the degrees of lati-

tude ill any parullel, as they do on the globe.

Case I. The latitudes of twQ places, and their difference of Ion
gilude, given ; to find t!ie direct course and distance?

F.iamp. Required the direct course and distance between the
Lizaid in the lal. of JO" 0' N. and Ion. i" 14' W. and St. Vincent
in lat. 17° 10' N. and Ion. 24" 20' W.
First, To the latitude of the Lizard 50' 0' N.
add the latitude of St. Vincent 17 10

The sum is 67 10
Half the sum or latitude of the middle parallel is 33 35 N.
Also the difference of latitude is 32 50
pcpial to 1970 miles of southing. Again,
Friiin the longitude of St. Vincent 24 CO W.
take the longitude of the Lizard 5 14

there remains.., .,. ,,,.., ,...?. ly
eifual to i 146 mill, of diff, ofIon. W,

Then for the miles of westing, or departure, it will be, (by C;L-,e 1

cf Parallel Sailing)

As radius lOOO.lOO
isto the co-sine of the middle parallel 33° 35' 9-9J.i69

so is iiiin. dilT. of Ion 1146 S'05!HS
to the miles of westing 9547 2 97987
And for the course it will be, (by Case 4, of Plane Sailing.)

AsthedilT. of lat 1970 329447
is to radius lOOCUUO
so is the departure 9547 2-y79.'^7

to tlie tang, of tlie course 25" 51' 908540
which, because it is between S. and W. it will be hSiW ^ west
nearly

For the distance, it will be, by the same case.

As radius 1000000
IS to the difi". of lat 1970 3-29447
so is thesecant of the course 25° 51' 1004579
to the distance 21S9 3-34026
whence the direct course and distance from the Lizard to St.
Mncent is SSW i \V. 21S9 miles.

Case II. One latitude, course, and distance, sailed being
given ; to fiiiri the other lat. and dillereiicc of Ion. -

Examp. Suppose a ship in lat. 50° 0' X. sails S. 50" C' W. 150
miles: Ke(|uired the latitude the ship has come to, and how much
she has dilft-red her longitude?— First, For the dilTerence of lati-

tude, it will be, (by Case 1, of Plane Sailing,) As radius : the dis

tance : : co-sine of the course : diff. of lat. 9622 equal to 1° 36'.

And since the ship is sailing towards the equator, therefore,

From the latitude she was in 50° 0'

take the dilT. of lat i 3Q

and there remains 4s 24
the latitude she has come to N. Conseiiuently the latitude of the
middle parallel will be 49° 12'. TheiTfor departure or westing, it

will be, by the same Case, As radius : the distance : : sine ot the
course : departure 115-1. As for the dilTerence of longitude, it

will be, (by Case 2 of Parallel Sailing,)

As the cosine of the )

middle parallel y

is tor.idius 10.00000
so is the departure 1 15'1 2.00098
to ihe niin. dilT. of Ion 176-1 2 24579
equal to 2° 56', which is the difference of longitude the ship h»s
made westLily.

Case III. Course and dilTerence of latitude given; to find the
distance sailed, and difleience of longiuidu ?

Examp. Suppose a sliip in the latitude of 53° 34' N. sails SEiS
till by observation she is found to be in t!.e l;ititu<le of 51° 12', and
consequently has dilfered her latitude 2° 22', or 142 miles: He-
quin-d the distance sailed, and the (lilTerence of longitufle?—Firjt,

lor the departure, it will be, (by Case 2 of Plane Sailing,) As
rad. : the difr of lat. : ; tang, of course : departure 94 88. And
fo.- the distance it will be, (by Ihe same Case,) As radius : dilT.

of lat. : : secant of the course : distance 1708. Then, siiue the
latitude saili d from was 53° 34' N. and the latitude come to 51°

12' N. ; therefore the middle parallel will be 52° 23'; and conse-
(luently, for the dilTerence of longitude, it will be, (jy Case 2 of
1 arailcl Sailing,) As the co-sine of middle parallel -. departure : :

radius : min. ofditT. of longitude 155.5 equal to 2° 35' the dilTerejice

of longitude E.
Case IV. Difference of latitude and distance sailed, given; to

finil the ccurse and dilTerence of longiludi- ?

Examp. It a ship in the latitude of 43° 26' N. sails between S.

and E. 246 miles, and then is found by observation to be in lal. of
41° 0' N. Required the direct course and dilTerence of longi-
tuiie?—First, For the course, it will be, (by Case 3 of Plane
Sailing,) As the distance : radius : : diff. ot lat. : co-sine of ihe
course 55° 19', which, because the ship sails between S. and E.
will be south 55° 19' east, or SEtE. nearly. Then for departure,
it will be, by the same Case, As radius : the distance : : sine of the
course : departure 202-3. Lastly for the difference of Ion.

it will be, (by Case 2 of Parallel Sailing,) As the cosine of the
mid. par. : departure : : radius : mill, of dill", of Ion. 273-3 equal
to 4° 33', the difference of Ion. E.

8
. C.^SB

.49° 12' 9S15I9
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C'Ast V. Course ami departure givcji, to find the difference of

latitude, dilierence of longitude, and distance sailed?

Examp. Suppose a ship in tlie latitude of 48° 23' N. sails

S\V//S, nil she has made of westing l.'jmdes: Kequired the lati-

tirde come to, the dilfereiice of longitude, ajid the distance sailed?

First, l"or the distance, it will be, (by Case 6 of Plane Sailing,)

As the sine olthe course : departure : : radius : the distance 221-4.

• And for the difference of lat. it will be, by the same Case, As the

tang, of course : departure: : radius: diff. of lat lS4equaIto3°
4' : And since the ship is sailing towards the equator', the lat. come
to will be 45" 19' N. and consequently the middle parallel will be
4(3° 51'. Then to find the difference of longitude, it will be, (by

Case 2 of Parallel Sailing,) As the co-sine of mid. par. : the de-

parture : : radius : min. of ditl. of longit. 180, wliich is equal to

i" 0', the (lilferonce of longitude w esterly.

Case VT. DiffiTcnce of latitude and de|)arture given, to find

cA^t^ distance, and difference of longitude?

Examp. Suppose a ship in lat. 46° 37' N. sails between S. and E.'

till she has made of easting 146 miles, and is then found by obser-

vation to be in lat. 43" 24' N. Kequired the course, distance, and
difference of longitude?—Fir^t, By Case 4 of Plane Sailing, it

will be for the course, As the diff. of lat. : departure : : radius :

tang, of the course 36° 55' wliich, because the shi|) is sailing be-

tween S. and E. will be S. 36° 55' E. or SE/^S ^ east nearly. For
the distance, it will be, by the same Case, As radius : diff. of lat. : :

secant of the course : the distance 241 '4. Then for the difference

of Ion. it will be, by Case 2 of Pargllel Sailing, As the co-sine of

the mid. par. : the departure : : radius : min. of diff. of Ion. 205,
equal to 3° 2 j' the difference of Ion. E.

Case VII. Distance and departure given, to find difference of

latitude, course, and difference of longitude ?

Examp. Suppose a ship in the latitude of 33° 40' N. sails between
S. and E. 165 miles, and has then made of easting 112-5 miles;

Required the difference of latitude, course, and difference of lon-

gitude? First, for the course, it will be, by Case 5 of Plane Sail-

ing, As the distance : radius : : the departure : sine of the course
42° 59', which, because the ship sails between S. and E. will be S.

42° 59' E. or SE6E | east nearly. And for the difference of lati-

tude, it will be, by the same case, Asradius : distance: : co-sine of

the course : the difference of lat. 120-7 equal to 2° 0' ; consecjuentl^

the latitude come to will be 31° 40' N. and the latitude of the

middle parallel will be 32" 40'. Hence, to find the dilierence of

longitu(fe, it will be, by Case 2 of Parallel Sailing, As the co-

sine of the mid. par. : departure : : radius : min. of diff. of long.

133-6, equal to 2° 13' nearly, the ditference of Ion. E.
Case VHI. Uiffererice of longitu.le and departure given ; to

find ilifference of latitude, course, and distance sailed?

Examp. Suppose a ship in lat. 50° 46' N. sails between S and
'W. till her difference of Ion. is 3° 12', and is then found to have
•leparted from her former meridian 126 miles: Kecjuired the dif-

ference of latitu<le, course, and distance sailed ?—Fir,t, for the

latitude she has come to, it will be, by Case 3 of Parallel Sailing,

As min. of diff. of long. : departure : : radius : co-sine of mid. par.

4S"59'. Now since the middle latitude is equal to half the sum
of (he two latitudes (by art. 1 of this sect.) and so thesum of the two
latitudes equal to double the middle latitude: it follows, that if

froiii double the middle latitu<le we subtract any one of the lati-

tudes, the remainder will be the other. Hence from tw ice 43°

59', viz. 97" 53', taking 50° 46' the latitude sailed from, there re-

mains 47° 12' the latitude come to ; consequently the difference of

latitude is 3° 34', or 214 minutes. Then for the course, it will be,

by C'dse 4 of Plane Sailing, As diff. of lat. : radius : : de]iarlure :

tang, of the course 30° 29', which because it is between S. and W.
will be S. 30° 29' W. or SSW i west nearly. And for the distance,

it will be, by the same Case, As radius : diff. of lat. : : secant of
the course : the distance 248-4.

H From what has been said, it will be easy tosolve a traverse,

by th»rules of Middle-latitude Sailing.

Examp. Suppose a ship in 1-at. 43° 25' N. sails upon the follow-

ing courses, viz. SWtS 63 miles, SSW a west 43 miles, &6E 54
miles, and SWAW 74 miles: Required the latitude the ship has
come to, and how far she has differed her longitude ?— First, By Case
2 of this Sect, find the difference of lalilnde and diflerence of lon-

gitude belonging to each course and distance, and lliey will stand
Es iu the lollowing table :

Courses. Dist.
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itsju^t proportion, at svicli rateu< llie secant of the latiuule of llul

pniallol i> grcal.r thai) ra(\iii>; and ihcifroro, to kocj) up tin: pro-

portion of nortliini; and southing to that of casting and westing,

tipon tliis chart, ab it is upon the glotn-il-clf, thek-ngth of a niiniite

npon the meridian at any parallel imi>t also be intMcased beyond

its just proportion at llie'sanie rate, i. c. as the secant of the btii ude

of that parallel is greater than radius. Tluis to find the lengtli ol a

minute upon the meridian at the latitude oi 73", since a minute ol a

meridian is every where equal on the globe, and also equal to a

minute upon the equator, let it be repnsented by unity ; then

making it as radius is to the secant of Tj", so is unity to a fourth

iiunil)ir, which is 3-8C4 marly ; and consequently, by wliatever

line you represent one minute on the equator of this chart, the

lengtli of one minute on the enlarged meridian at lat. 7J° or tlie

distance between the parallel of 75" U' and the parallel of 7i° 1',

will be eciual to 3 of these lines, and -,'5'^;;% of one of llicm. By
makiii'^ the same proportion, it will be fouml, that the length ot a

minute on the meridian of this chart at the parallel of (30°, or the

distance between the parallel of GO"" 0' and that of 60° 1', is equal

to two of these Hues. After the same manner, the length of a

minute on the enlarged meridian may be found at any latitude

;

and consequently, beginning at the equator, and computing the

length of everv intermediate minute between that and any parallel,

the sum of all these shall be the length of a meridian intercepted

between the equator and that parallel ; and the distance of each de-

gree and minute of latitude from the equator upon the meridian of

this chart, computed in minutes of the equator, forms what is com-
monly called a table of meridional parts, which wc shall here give

in a concise form.
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point of latliulc in your chart subtMcl the incrulioiial pails answer-

ing to lliL- li-ast latitude, ami set otl" tlie ilillWcnces severally, (roin

tlir parallel of tlie least lalituile, upon tlie two extreme meridians ;

and the lines joining these points of ihe meridians shall represent

the several p;-.rallels upon -vour ehart. Tlius let it lie retpiired to

draw a chart that shall serve trom the latitude of 20" N. to (io' N.

and that shall contain 80° of Ion. Having drawn the line DC
(same figure) to represent the parallel of twenty <le?;re>s and tU-

meridians to it, as in the fortgouig example; set ot'l"G(i3 (tlie dil-

(erente between the meridional parts answering to 300 and lliose of

•J0° from D to 30, and from C to 30 ; tlien join the |)oints 30 and

30 with a right line, and that shall be the p:u"dlel of 30. Also set

off 1398, (the dilU-renee between the meridional parts answering

to 40 degrees, and those of L'O degrees) from D to 40 and from C
to 40 ; and joining the points 40 and 40 with a right line, that shall

be the parallel of 40. And proceeding after the same way, we

may draw as many of the iniermediate parallels as we have occasion

for. But if the two parallels of iatitu<'e, that bound the chart, are

on thecontrary sides of the eipiator, ihen draw a line representing

the C;putor an'd meridians to it, as in the first example; and from

the Cipjalor set off on each side of it the several parallels conlaine<l

belwetn it and tlie given ]>arallels as above, and your chart is

lini-hed. If Mcrcator's chart, con^rucled as above, hath its

eipiator extended on each side of the point E 180° and if the

several plaees on the surface of the earth be there laid down ac-

cording to their latitudes and longiludes, we shall have what is

commonly called Mercator's ni ip of (he earth. This map is not

10 be considered as a similar and just reiiresenlalion of the earth's

surface; for in it the fi inures of countries are distorted, especially

near the poles: but since the degrees of latitude are every where

increased in the same proportion as those of longitude are, the

bearings between the places will be the same in this chart as on the

globe ; and the proportions between the latitudes, longitudes, and

nautical distanaes, will also be the same on this chart, as on the

globe itself; bv which means the several cases of navigation are

solved after a most easy manner, and ada|ited to the meanest ca-

pacities. N. 15. In all cl'.arts the upper purt is the N. side, and
the lower part or bottom, is tlie S. side ; Ihe part towards the right

hand Is the E. and that towards the left hand the W. side of the

chart. Since, according to this projection, the meridians are pa-

rallel right lines ; it is plain, that the rhumbs, w Inch form always

equal angles with the meridians, will be straight lines; which
property renders this projection of the earth's surface much more
easy and proper for use than any otlier. This method of pro-

jecting the earth's surface upon a jjlane was first invented by Mr.

-

lidward Wright, but first published bv Mercator; and hence the

sailing by the chart was called Mercator's sailing. In Plate

(,'XXV. fig. 17, let A and E represent two places upon Mercator's
chart, AC the meridian of A, and CEthe parallel of htitude pass-

ing through E; draw A E, and set off upon AC the length AB
etpial to the number of minutes contained in the difference of lati-

tude between Ihe two places, and taken from the same scale of equal
parts the chart was made by, or from tlie ecpiator, or any graduated
parallel of the chart, and through 13 draw BD parallel to CE
meeting .VE in D. Then AC will be the enlarged difference of
latitude, AB the proper difference of latitude, C I' ihe difference of
longitude, BD the departure, AE the enlarged distance, and AD
the proper distance, between the two places A and E ; also the
angle B.\D will be the course, and A E the rhumb-line between
them. Now since in the triangle ACE, BD is parallel to one of
its sides CE ; the triangles are .-XCE, ABD, similar, and conse-
quently the sides proportional. Hence arise the solutions of the
several cases in this sailing, which are as follow :

Case I. Tlie latitudes of two places given, to find the meri-
dional or enlarged difference of latitude between them? Of this
case there are three varieties, viz. either one of the places lies on
the equator, or both on thesame side of it; or liLstly, on differenlsides.

I. If one of the proposed places lies on the ecpiator, then the
meridional difference of latitude is thesame with the latitude of the
other place, taken from the table of meridional parts.

Examp. l?i-(|uired the meridional difference of latitude between
St. Thomas, lying on the equator, and St. Antonio in the latitude
of 17° 20" N. We look in the tahle for the meridional parts an-
swering to 17° 20', and find it to be 10j6.2, the enlarged differ-
ence ot latitude required.

II. If the two proposed places be on the same side of the equa-

tor, then the meridional difference ol lalilude is found by subtract-

ing the meridional parts answering to the least latitude from those

answering to the greatest, and the'dili'erence is that re<iuired.

£ia/iip. Required the meridional difference of latitude between

the Lizard in lat. 50° 0' N. and Antigua in lat. 17° 30' N. >

From the meridional parts of -'0° 0' 3474-5

subtract the meridional parts of 17 30 lOlitj-?

there remains 24078
the meridional difference of latitude recjuired.

III. if the places lie on dilferent sides of the equator, then the

meridional dilierence of latitude is found by adding together the

meridional parts answering to each latitude, and the sum is that

reipiired.

Examp. Required the meridional difference of latitude between
Antigua, in iat. 17' 30' N. and Lima in Peru, in lal. 20° 30' S.

To die meridional parts answering to 17° 30' 1066-7

add those answering to 12 30 75t)-l

the sum is • 1822-8

Ihe m-.ridioiial dilference of latitude recjuired.

Case II. The latitudes and longitudes of two places given, to

find the direct course and distance between them ?

Examp. Required to liiid the direct course and distance be-

tween the Lizard in llie latitude of 50° 0' N. and Port Royal in

Jamaica, in latitude 17° 40'; differing in Ion. 70° 46', Port Royal
lying so far to the W . of tlie Lizard.

Preparalion. From the latitude of the Lizard 50° 0'

subtract the latitude of Port Royal 17 40

and there remains 32 20
equal to 1940' the proper difference of latitude.

Then trom the meridional parts of 5i)° 0' 3474-j
subtract those of. 17 40 1077-3

and tlicre remains 2397-3
ihe meridional or enl-arged difference of latitude.

Geometrically. Draw the line AC, fig. 18, representing the me-
ridian of the Lizard at A, and set off from A, upon that line, AE
equal to 1940 (from any scale of equal parts) the proper difference of
latitude, also AC equal to 2397-3 (from the same scale) the meri-
dional or enlarged difference of latitude. Upon the point C raise

CB perpendicular to AC, and make CB equal to 4246, the mi-
nutes of difference of longitude. Join AB, and through E draw
ED parallel to BC : so the case is constructed ; and AD, applied
to the same scale of equal parts the other legs were taken trom,
will give the direct distance, and the angle DAE measured bv the
line of chords will give the course.

Ry Calculation. For the angle of the course EAD, it will be,
(by rectangular trigonometry,) AC : CB : : R : T, BAC.
i. t. As the meridional difference of lat 2397.3 3-37970
is to the difference of Ion 4246 3.62798
so is radius 10 OOCOO
to the tangent of the direct course 60* 33' 10-34828
wiiich, because Port Royal is S. of the Lizard, and the difference

of Ion. W. will he S. 60° 33' W. or SW/AV.| west nearly. Then
for the distance AD, it will be, (by rectangular trigonometry),
U : AE:-. Sec. A: AD,
i.e. As the radius lOOOOOO
is the proper dilference of lat 1940 328780
so is the secant of the course 60° 33' 10.30833
to the distance 3945 6 3-59613
consequently the direct course and distance between the Lizard
and Port Royal in Jamaica, is S. 60° 25' W. 3945-6 miles.

Case III. Course and distance sailed given, to find difference
of latitude and difference of longitude.

Examp. Suppose a ship from the Lizard in the latitude of 50°
0' north, sails south 35° 40' west 156 miles: required the latitude
come to, and how much she has altered her longitude ?

Geometrically. 1. Draw the line BK, fig. 19, representing the
meridian of the Lizard at B; from B draw the line BM, making
with BK an angle equal to 35° 4u', and upon this line set olf BM
equal to 156 the given distance, and from M let fall the perpendi-
cular MK upon BK. Then for BK the proper difference of lati-

lisd-e.
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tilde, it will he (!>)- rectangular trigunomelry,) 11: MB :: S,

BMK: BK,
i. e. As radms 1000000
is to tlie distance 156 L'19.il'i

so is the co-sine of the course Sj" 40' 9-90978

to the proper dilifercnce of lat 127 2'10290

equal to 2° 7'; and since the ship is sailing from a norlii latitude

towards the south, therefore the latitude tome to will be 47" 53'

north. Hence the meridional dilference of latilutle will be 193-4.

II. Produce I5K to D, till BD be equal to 19J-4; through

D draw ])L parallel to MK, meeting Di\I produced in L ; ll en

DL will be the dillerence of longitude: to hnd which by caltu'a-

tion, it will be, (by rectangular trigonometry,) 11: BD ::'!',

LBO : DL, i. e. as radius 1000000
is to the meridional dilTerence of lat 193-4 2-CJi()4tJ

so is the tangent of the course 33° 40' y.Sj394

to minutes of diflercnce of Ion 138-8 2. 14.'40

e(|U3l to 2° 18' 48", the difference of longitude the ship lias made
westerly.

Case IV. Given course and both latitudes, viz. the latitude

sailed from, and the latitude conie to ; to find the distance sailed,

and the difl'ereiicc of longitude.

Eitittip.- Supposes ship in latitude 54' CO' N. sails south 33° 4j'

E. untd by ol;servation she is found to be in lat. 51° 45' N. Ke-
<juired the distance sailed, and the difi'orence of longitude ?

Geometrically. Draw AB, tig. 20, to represent the meridian

of the shij) in the first latitude, and set off from A to B 15j the

minutes of the proper difference of latitude: al-,o AG ecpial to

257-9 the minutes oi the enlargeil ditCerenceof latitude. 'I'hrough

B and G, draw the lines BC and GK perpendicular to AG; also

draw AK, making with AG an angle of 33" 45', which will meet
the two former lines m the points C and K; so the case is con-

structed, and AC and GK may be found from the line of equal

parts: to find which.

By Calculation; first, for the dilTerence of longitude, it will be,

(by rectangular trigonometry,) R : AG : : T, GAK : GK,
i. e. As radius 10-00000

is to the enlarged difference of lat 257.9 2.41 145

so is the tangent of the course 33* 45' 9.S4289

to minutes of difference of Ion 172-3 2.23634
equal to 2° 52' IS", the difference of longitude the ship has made
easterly. 'I'his miglit also have been found, by first linding the

<lepartui-e BC, by Case 2 of Plane Sailing, and then it would be
AB : BC : : AG : GK, the difference of longitude re(piii-ed.

Then for the direct distance AC, it will be, (by rectangular trigo-

nometry,) R : AB : : bee. A : AC,
i. €. As radius 1000000
is to the proper difference of lat 155 2-19033

so is the secant of the course 33° 45' 10-08015

to the direct distance 186-4 2 27048
consequently the ship has sailed S. 33° 45' E. 180-4 miles, and
has differed her longitude 2° 52' 18" E.
Case V. Both latitudes and distances sailed, given ; to find the

direct course, and difference of longitude ?

Examp. Suppose a ship from the latitude of 45° 26' N. sails be-

tween N. and li. 195 miles, and then by observation slie is found
to be ill lat. 48° %' N. Required the direct course and difference

•of longitude?

Geometrically. Draw AB, fig. 21, equal to 160 the proper
diflerence of latitude, and from the point B raise the perpendicular

BD; then take 195 in your compasses, and setting one foot of

them in A, with tlie other cross the line BD in D. Produce AB,
till AC be equal to 2336 the enlarged difference of latitude.

Through C draw CK parallel to BD, meeting AD produced in K

:

so the case is constructed; and the angle A maybe measured by
the line of chords, and CK by the line of equal parts: to find

which,
By Calculation : First, For the angle of the course BAD, it will

be, (by rectangular trigonometry,) AB : R :: AD : Sec. A.
I. e. As the proper difference of lat !6u 2.20412
is to radius 10-00000

EC is the distance 195 2-29003
to the secant of the course 34° 52' IOOH59I
which, because the ship is sailing between N. and E. will be N.
34° 32' E. or NE6N 1° 7' easterly. Then for the difference of

Ion. it will be, (hy rectangular trigonometry,) 11 : AC :: T,
A : CK.
i. e. As radius 10-00000

is to the meridional dilVereiice of lat 2036 2-3Ci847

^o is the tangent of tlie course 34° 52' 9-84307

to minutes of dilferencc of Ion 162 8 i,' 21154
equal to 2° 42' 48", the dillVronce oflon. easterly.

Case VI. One latitude, couite, and ditleience, of longitude

given; to find the other latitude and distance sailed ?

E.iiiiiip. Suppose a ship from lat. 48° 50' N. sails S. 34° 40' E.

till her difference of Ion. is 2" 42'; required the latitude come to,

and the distance sailed ?

Geometrically, I. Draw AE, fig. 22. to represent the meridian

of the sh-p in the first latitude, and make the angle EAC equal to

34° 40', the angle of the course; then draw FC parallel to AK, at

the distance of 164 the minutes of dilfereni.e of longitude, which
will meet AC in the point C. From C let fall upon AE the per-

pendicular CE; then AE will be the enlarged difference of lati-

tude. To find wl'.ich by calculation, it will be, (by rectangular

trigonometry,) '!", A : R : : CE : AH,
/. e. As the tangent of the course 34° 40' 9-83984

is to the radius 10-00000

so is minutes of difference of Ion 164 2-21484

to the enlarged ditference of lat 237.2 2-37500

and because the ship is sailing from a N. lat. southerly, therefore

From the meridional parts) ^go -q, ^^qq.^
of the lat. sailed trom )

take the meridional dilVerence of lat 237-9

and there remains 31297
the meridional parts of the latitude come to, vi/. 46° 9'. Hence
for the ])roper difference of latitude,

From the latitude sailed from 4S° 50' N.
take the latitude come to 46 9 N.

and there remains 2 41 N.
equal to 161, the minutes of dilfereme of lat.

II. Set off upon AE the length AD equal to l6l, the proper

difference of latitude, and through D draw DB parallel to CF.

:

then AB will be the direct distance. To find which by calcula-

tion, it will be,(bv rectangular trigonometry, )1\ : AD :: Sec. A : AB.
i. c. As radius...: 1000000
is to the proper difference of lat 161 2.20683

so is the secant of the course 34° 40' 10-08488

to the direct distance 195-8 2.29171

Case VII. One latitude, course, and departure, given; to find

the other latitude, distance sailed, and difference of longitude?

Examp. Su))|)ose a ship sails from 54* 36' N. 42° 33' W. imtil

she has made of departure 116 miles: required the latitude she is

in, her direct distance sailed, and how much she has altered her

longitude?

Geometiicallv, 1. Having dra«-n the meridian AB, fig. 23,

make the angle"BAD equal to 42° 33'. Draw FD parallel to AB
at the distance of 116, which will meet AD in D. Let fall upon
AB the perpendicular DB. Then AB will be the proper differ-

ence of latitude, and AD the direct distance: to fiiid which by
calculation, first, for the distance AD, it will be, (by rectangular

trigonometry,) S, A : BD : : R : AD.
i. t. As the sine of the course 42'> 33' 9-83010

is to the departure 116 2-06446

so is radius 10-00000

to the direct distance 171-5 2-23436

Then for the proper dilTerence of latitude, it will be, (bj rectan-

gular trigonometry,) T, A : BD : : R : AB,
i. e. As the tangent of the course .42* 33' 9-96281

is to the departure 1ia 2-96446

so is radius , 1000000
to the proper difference of lat 126-4 2-10165

equal to 2" & : consequently the ship has come to lat. 52° 0' N.
and so the meridional dilTerence of latitude will be 2122.

II. Produce AB to E, till AE be equal to 2122; and through

E draw EC parallel to BD, meeting AD jiroduced in C; then

EC will be the difference of longitude; to find which by calcula-

tion, it will be, (by rectangular trigonometry,) R : AE : : T,
A : EC.

i. «, As
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i. e. As rulius
'0™""0

is to the meridional (lillereiuo of lat '^1- 2 - J-('7j

so is the iJiigt-nt of the course 42° 33'
^H?'

to the ininiites of dirlerence of Ion 1948 ............ 21'?JjO

Miial to 3= 14' 4S', the .lifTcrence of longitude W .
J Uu might

hjve bivii found othorwise, thus: bicaus-.- the triangles AC h,

ADB, arc similar; therefore it will be, A 15 : HD: :
AL: EC.

J. c. As the proper dillVrence of Ut 12ti-4 2-1016o

is to thf departure 110 206446

so is the enlarged dillerence of tat 212-2 2 32675

to minutes of dilTerenroMf Ion 194S .....2.2S9i6

CASfcVIII. B.-ith latitudes and departure given, to find course,

distance, and dilf.reiicf of longitude =

^, ., , c.

Fxiimp. Suppose a Jiip from lat. 46° 20' N. sails between b.

and !:. till she has made of dep.irlure 1264 miles; and is then

touiid by observation to be in lat. 43° 3i' K: required the course

and distance sailed, and ilitl'erence of longitude ?

Geometrically. Draw .\K, lig. 24, to represent the meridian

of the ship in her first latitude; set ofl' upon it AC, ecpial to 16j,

the proper dilTerence of latitude. Draw BC perpeiidieular lo

AC, equal to 126 4 the depailure, and join .\B. S't off from A,

AK eciual to 233 i, the enlarged diitVicnce of latitude; and

through K draw KD parallel to BC, meeting AB producefl in D:
so the case is constructed, and DK will be the difference of longi-

tude, .\B the distance, and the angle A the course ; to find which,

By Calculation : First, For DK the dillerence of longitude, it

will be, AC : CB:: AK: KD.
2. c. As the proper difference of lat 10,"> 221748
is to the departure 1264 2- 101 75

so is the enlarged difference of lat '233-3 2-36791

to minutes of dilTerence of Ion 178-7 225218
equal to 2' 5S' 43", the difference of Ion. E. 'Ihen for the coui-se

it will be, (by rectangular trigonometry,) AC : BC : : R : T, A.

i.e. A« the proper diifereiice of lat 165 2.21748

is to the departure 446.1 2- 10175

so is radium 10 00000

to tlie tangent of the course 37° 27' ..9'SS427

which, because the ship sails between S. and E. will he S. 37° 27'

E. or SEiS 3° 30' E. Lastly, For the distance AB, it will be,

(by rectangular trigonometry,) S, A : BC : : R : AB.
J. e. -As the sine of the course 37° 27' 9-78395

IS to the departure 126-4 2-10175

so is radius 10-00000

to tlie direct distance 207-9 2-31780

Case IX. One latitude, distance sailed, and departure given;
to find the other latitude, difference nf longitude, and course?

Exniitp. Suppose a sliip in lat. 48'' 33' N. sails betw-een S. and
W. 138 miles, and has then made of departure 112-6: Required
the latitude come to, the direct course, and difference of
longitude ?

Geometrically, I. Draw BD, fig. 25, for the meridian of the
ship at B; and jiarallel to it draw FE, at the distance of 112-6,

the departure. Take 13S, the distance, in your compasses, and
fixing one point of them in B, with the otlier cross the line FE in

the point E ; then join B and E, and from E let fall upon BD the
perpendicular ED ; so BD will be the proper difference of lati-

rude, and llie angle B will be the coui-se ; to find which, by cal-

culation, First, For the course it will be, (by rectangular trigono-
metry,) BE : R :: DE : S, B.

I, €. As the distance 133 , 2 13988
is to radius lOOOOOO
so is the departure 112-6 2-05154
to the sine of the course 54° 41' 9.91166
which, because tlie ship sails between S. and W. will be S. 54° 4l'
\V. or S.W. 9° 41' W. Then for the difference of latitude, it will
be, (by rectangular trigonometry,) K : BE : : Co. S, B : BD.
i. t. As radius 1000000
is to the distance \3^ 213qS8
so is the co-sine of the course 54° 41' 9-76200
to the difference of lat 7y-s 1-90183
»qual to 1° 19'. Conseiiuently the ship has come to lat. 47° 13'. .

Hence the meridional difference of latitude will be 1 17-7. Ildly
Produce B to A, till BA be equal to 1177; and through A draw
AC parallel to DE, meeting BE produced in C ; then AC will
be the difference of longitude; to find which by calculation it

will be, BD : DE : : BA : AC. 1

i. e. As tae proper difference of lat 79 8 l-gOlSO

is to the departure 1 12-6 205 1 54
so is the enlarged difference of lat 1 17-7 20707J5

lothe dilTerence of Ion 1661 2.-2'2044

e(|ual to 2° 46' 6', the difi'ereiice of Ion. E.

i-'rom what has been said, it will be easy to solve a traverse ac-

cording to the rules of Mercator s sailing.

Eitiiitp. Suppose a ship at the Lizard in lat. 50° 0' N. is bound to

the Madeira in lat. 32° 20' N. the difference of longitude between
llieni being 1

1° 40', the W. end of the Madeira lying so much to

the westward of the Lizard, and coiiseiiuently the direct course
and distance (by Case 1, of this Sect.), is S' 261° 6' W. II8I-9
miles ; but by reason of the winds she is forced to sail on the fd-
hiwing courses, (allowance being made for lee-way and variation,

&c.) viz. SSW 44 miles, SiW J west 36 mih-s, S\\ iS 56 miles,

and S4E 28 miles : Required the latitude the shij) is in, her bear-

ing and distance from the Lizard, and her direct course and dis-

tance from the Madeira, at the end of these courses? The gcc-
melrical construction of this traverse is performed by laying down
the two ports according to construction of Case 2, of this Section,

and the several courses and distances according to Case 3, l>y

«liich we have tlie following solution by calculation. I. Course
SSW, distance 44 miles. For dilfeience of latitude.

As ratlins ,.10-00060

is to the distance 44 1-64315

so is the co-sine of the course 22° 30' 996563
to the dilTerence of lat 40-65 6-60997
and since the course is southerly, therefore the latitude come to

will be 49'^ 20' N. and consequently ihe meridional dilfeience of
latitude will be 6rS. Then, For dilTerence of longitude.

As radius 10-00000
is to the enlarged difference of lat 61-8 1-79099,
so is Ihe tangent of the course 22° 30' 9'6l7y2
to minutes of dilTerence of Ion 25-6 1 -40831
II. Course SiW ^ west, distance 36 miles. For difl'erence of
latitude.

As radius , inOOOOO
is to the distance 36 1 55630-
so is the co-sine of the course 16° 52' 9 98090
to the difference of lat 34-46 1-53730-

and since tlie course is S. therefore the latitude come to will be
48° 45'. Hence the meridional dilTerence of latitude will be
53-4. Then, for difference of longitude,

As radius „ 1000000
is to the enlarged difference of lat 53-4 1-72654
so is the tangent of the course 16° 52' 9-4c8I71

to the difl'erence of Ion 16-19 1-20S25
III. C^ourse SWiS, distance 56 miles. For difference of latitude.

As radius lO-QOOOO
is to the distance 56 1-74819
so is the co-sine of the course 33° 45' 9 919S5
to the ditTerence of bt 46-56 1 -66804
consequently the latitude come to is 47° 59'; and therefore the
enlarged difference of latitude will be 69-2. Then, for differcnse

of longitude.

As radius 10-00000
is to the enlarged diflerence of lat^ 69--2 1'840H
so is the tangent of the course 33° 45' 9-8248tJ
to the dilfeience of Ion , 4624 1-66500
IV. Course S6E, ilistaHCe 28 miles. For difference of latitude.

As radius.... lO-OOceo
is to the distance 28 l-447i(i
so is the co-sine of the course 1

1° 15' 9 99157
to the difference of lat 27-46 1-43873
consequently the latitude come to will be 47° 31'; and hcDce the
meridional diftisrence of latitude- will be 43-2. Then, for the
dilTerence of longitude.

As radius 10-OOOOf)
is to the enlarged difference of lat 43-2 1-63548
so is the tangent of the course 11° 15' 929866
to the difference of Ion 8-59 0-93414
Now these several courses and distances, together with the dif-

ference of latitude and longitude belonging to each of them, being
set ilown in their proper columns in the traverse table, will staad
as follow

:

Courses,,
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CoursL-s. Distances.

SSW 44
Si \V^ W 36

sw /)S 5a
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liuiv be fouiul thus : Take tlie distance betvve.ii them in your

compasses, aniUpply that lo the graduated mendian. no as the one

foot limy be as many minutes above as the other is below the given

i)ava\lel ; and the degrees and minutes interceptcii, reduced to nu-

iiutes, w ill give the distance. Or it may also be found thus
: 1 ake

thclength of a dec;ree on the meridian at the given paralle , and

turn that over on the jiarallel from the one place to the other, as

oft as )OU can; then as oft as tlial extent is contained be-

tween tlie places, so many t"iies sixty miles will be coalaiiRd in

the distance between tliem.

Case IV. When the places differ byth in longitude and lali-

Examp. Suppose it were required to find the distance between

the two places a anil c up^m the chart. By

Prob. II. Kind the dilieience of latitude between them; and

take that in your compasses from the graduated equator, which set

ollon the r.icridian of a, from a to ft; then througii b draw be pa-

rallel to rfc' ; and taking iic in your compasses, apply it to the gra-

duated equator, and it will shew the degrees and minutes coulaiiied

in tlie distance required, whieli multiplied b) 60 will give the miles

of distance. For it is evident that ad is the enlarged dillereiice of

latitude, and ah the proper ; consequently ae the enlarged dis-

tance, and ac the proper.

Pkob. V. To lay down a place upon the chart, its latitude and

bearing, from some kuosvn place upon the chart being known, or

(which is (he same) having (he course and dilTeicnce of latitude

that a ship has made, to lay down the running of the sliip, and Jind

her place upon the chart.

t'.Xiiinp. A ship from the Lizard in the latitude of 50* 0' N.
sails SSW till she has dilTered her lat. 36° 40'. Required her

place upon the chart? Count from the Lizard at L, on the gra-

duated nu-iidian downwaids (because the course is soulheiiy) 36°

40' to I,'; through which draw a parallel of latitude, which will be

the parallel the ^hip is in ; then from L draw a SSW line Lf, cut-

luig the former parallel in/, and this will be the ship's place upon

the chart.

I'rob. Vf. One latitude, course, and distance, sailed, given;

to lay down the running of tlie sliip, and find her place upon the

chart.

Examp, Suppose a ship at a \\\ lat. 20" 0' N. sails N. 37° 20' E.

191 miles: required the ship's place upon the chart? Having
drawn the meridian and parallel of the place a, set oil' the rhumb-
line ac, making with nb an angle of 37 'JO' ; and upon it set ofl

191 from a to c ; through c draw the parallel cb ; and taking ab

in your compasses, apply it to the graduated equator, and observe

the number of degrees it contains ; then count the same number
of degrees on the graduated meridian from C to b, and tlirough h,

draw the parallel ac, which will cut ac produced in the point c,

the ship's place reciuired.

Puoii. Vll. Both latitudes and distance sailed, given; to find

the ship's place upon the chart.

Examp. Suppose a ship sails from a, in lat. 20° 0' N. between
N. and r,. 191 miles, and is then in lat. 45° 0' N : required the
ship's place upon the chart? Draw dc the paralUl of 4j", and set

olTupoii the meridian of « upwards, nb equal to the proper dili'er-

piice of h'itude taken from the equator or graduated jjarallel.

Through b draw be parallel \.o dc ; then «itii 191 in your com-
,pa5>es, fixing one foot of them in a, with the other cross be in r.

Join (I in i: with the right line «c ; which produced will meet dc
in c, the sliip's place re(\uired.

Prob. Vll I. One latitude, course, and difference of longitude,
given ; to find the sliip's pla<-e upon the chart.

Examp. Suppo>e a ship from tlie Lizard in lat. 50° 0' N. sails

S\V/AV, till her difference of l(in;>itude is 42° 36' : required the
ship's pla<e upon the chsitr Having drawn AE the miridian of
the Li/ard at L, count from E to 1' upon the equalor 4'J' 36';

and through K draw the meridian EG ; then from L draw ihe
SWiW line LK, and where this meets l'"G, as at K, will be die
!>hip'» place rei|uired.

Prob. IX. One latitude, course, and departure, given; to find

the ship's place upon the chart.

Exiimp. Suppose a shi]) at « in the latitude of 20° 0' N. sails

N. 37'' 20' E. till she has made of departure 116 miles: required
the ship's place upon the chart. Having drawn the meridian of

a, at the distance of U6, draw paralkl to it the meridian kt.

Draw the rhumb-line nr, which will meet kl in some point c;

then through e draw the parallel cb, and ub will be the proper dif-

ference of latitude, and he the departure. Take ub in your con -

pisses, and apply it to the equator or graduated parallel ; the'i ob-

serve the number of degrees it contains, and count so many on

the graduated meridian from C liptvards to A. Through h draw
tlie parallel he, which will meet iic produced in some point as c,

\shich is the ship's place upon the' chart.

Prob. X. One latitude, distance, and departure, given ; to find

(he ship's place upon the chart.

Exnmp. Suppose a ship at a in lat. 20" C N. sails 191 miles

between N. and S. and then is found to have made of departure

116 miles: required the ship's place upon the chart? llaving

drawn the meridian and parallel of the place «, set oil" upon the

parallel «w eipril to 1 16, and tlirough m <lraw the meridian^/.

Take tlie given dis(ancc 191 in your compasses; setting one foot

of them in a, with (he other cross kl in t. Join ae, and througii c

draw (lie parallel cb ; so cb will be the departure, and ab the pro-

per diilVrence of latitude ; then proceeding with this, as in tlio

forei^omg problem, you will find the ship'-, place to be e.

Proi!. XI. The latitude sailed from, difference of latitude,

and departure, given ; to find the ship's place upon tlie chart.

Exavip. Supijosc a ship from a in the latitude of 20° 0' N,
sails between N. and E. till she be in lat. 4j1 C N. and is then
found to have made of departure 116 miles: required (he ship's

place upon llie chart? Having drawn the meridian of n setoff
upon it, from a to /;, 25 degrees, (l.ikeii from the equator or gra-

duated parallel") the proper difference of latitude ; thifii through b
draw the parallel, be, and make be equal to 1 16 the departure, and
join (u\ Count from the parallel of u on the graduated meridian
upwards to h 23°, and througii /; draw the parallel he, which will

meet ac produced in some point c, and this will be the place of
the ship re()uired.

XI I. In plane sailing, the terms meridional distance, departure,
and duference of longitude, were synonymous, constantly signity-

ing the same thing ; wiiich evidently followed from the' supposi-
tion of the earth's surface being projected en a plane in which the
meridians were made parallel, and the degrees of latitude equal to
one another and to those of the equator. But since it has been
demonstrated (in this section) tliat if, in the projection of the
earth's surface upon a plane, the meridians be made parallel, the
degrees of latitude must be unequal, still increasing the nearer
they come to the pole ; it follows, that these terms must denote
lines really different from one another.

Of OBLiaiJE Sailing.

The questions that may be proposed on this l>ead being innu-
merable, we shall only give a few of the most useful :

Prob. I. Coasting along the shore, 1 saw a cape bear from me
NNE; then I stood away N\V6NN' 20 miles, and I observed lh«
same cape to bear from me Ts EiE : required (he distance of the
slii|) from the cape at each s(a(ion.

Geomet. Draw the circle NWSE, (Plate CXXVI. fig. 2,")

to represent the compass, NS the meridian, and "WE, the east
and west line, and let C be the place of the ship in her first sta-

tion ; then from C set oil" upon the NWiW line, CA 20 miles,
and A will be (he place of the ship in \w second station. Erom
C draw the NNE line CB, and from A draw AB parallel to the
N VJiV. line CD, which will meet CI? in B the place of the cape,
and ("B will be the distance of it from (he ship in i(s first station,

and AB the distjince in the second : to find which.
By Calculation-. In (he triangle ABC are given .-\C, equal

to 2(1 miles ; the angle ACB, equal to 7(j'' 4j', the distance bi?-

tweendieNNE and NWAW lines; also the angle ABC, equal
loBCi), ecpial to 33° 45', the distance between the NNE and
NE/'E lines; and consequently the angle A, equal lo 67° 30'.

Hence for CB, (he distance of (he eape from the ship iii her first

station, it will be (by oblique Irigonoiiietrv,) S. ABC:AC::S.
BAC:CB,
;'. c. As (he sine of the angle B 3.')° 45' 9-7447,t
is Iodic di>(aiice run AC 20 1-30103
so is (he sine of BAC 67" 30' 9-96562
to BC 33.26 1-52191
the distance of the cape (rom the ship at the first station. Then

for
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for \B, it Aill be, by oblique trigonometry, S. AI5C : AC : : S.

ACB:A15.
J. f. As the sine of B 33" 45' 974474

i^ to AC -'0 1-30103

so is thL- sine of C ...78»4y 9-99157

to AB 35.31 1 -54786

the distance of the ship from the cape at her second station.

Prob". II. Coastini» along the shore, I saw two headlands ; the

first bore from me NEiE 17 miles, the other SSW 20 miles : re-

quired the bearing and distance of these headlands from one an-

other.

Geo.mf.t. Having drawn the compass NWSE, (fi^. 3,) let C
represiiit the place of the ship ; set otV npon the NEili line CA
17 miles from C to A, and upon the SSW line CB 20 miles from

C tu B, and join AB: then A will be the fust headland, and B
the second; also AB will be their distance, and the angle A will

be tlie bearing from the NE?A' line : to find which.

By Calculation. In Iho triangle ACB arc given AC 17, CB
SO, and the angle ACB equal to 101° 15', the distance between

the NEiE and SSW lines, ilence (by oblique angular trigono-

metry) it will be

As Use sum of the sides AC and CB..37'' 1-56820

is to their difference 3* 047712
so is the Cmg. of -J

the sum of the > SQ'o"'' 9-91471
angles A and B J

' ^

to the tang, of half their dilV. 3049' 8-82309

uonsequently the angle A will be 43° 1 1', and the angle B 35° 34';

also the bearing of B from A will be S6W 1" 49' westerly, and the

bearing of A Irom B will be NiE 1° 49' easterly. Then for the

distance AB, it will be, (by oblique angular trigonometry) S. A :

CB : : S. C : AB,
i.e. As the sine of A 43° 11' 983527
U to CB 20 1-30103

so is the sine of C lOI" 15' 9-99157

to AB.i 28-67 1-45733

thii distance between the two headlands.

PuoB, III. Coasting along the shore, 1 saw two headlands; the

first bore from me NW6N, and the second NNE ; then standing

away E6X | N 20 miles, I found the first bore from me WNW
J.

westerly and the second NiW ;• westerly: required the bearing
and distance of these two headlands.

GEOMb-r. Having drawn the compass NWSE, (fig. 4,) let C
represent the first place of the ship ; from which draw the NW/)N
lineCB, and the NNE line CD, also the EiN ^ N line CA,
which make equal to 20. From A draw AB parallel to the
WNW i W line, and AD parallel to the NAW 4 W, meeting the

two first lines in the points B and D ; then B will be the first and
D (he second headlands. Join the pomts B and D, and BD will

be the distance between them, and the angle CDB the bearing
from the NNE line : to fuid which.

By Calculation. I. In the triangle ABC are given the an-
gle BCA, equal to 104° 4', the distance between the NWiX
line, and the ENE | E line; the angle BAC, equal to 36' 34',

the distance between the WSW ^ W line and the WNW" J, W
line; the angle ABC equal to 39° 22', the distance between'the
ESE i E line ; and the SWAS line, also the side CA e(|ual to 20
miles : whence for CB, it will be (by oblique trigonometry)

As the sine of CBA 39' 22' 9-8022S
is to AC 20 1-30103

so is the sine of CAB 36° 34' ,....9-77507
to CB 18-79 1 -27382
the distance between the first headland and the ship in her first

l>tation.

II. In the triangle ACD, are given the angle ACD, equal to
47° 49', the distance between the ENE a E line and the NNE
line ; the angle CAD, equal to 92° 49', the distance between the
•W SW • W line ; and the NiW i line, the angle CDA equal to
39° 12', the distance between the SSW line and the SftE ;. E line;
also tlwleg CA equal to 20. Hence for CD, it will be" (by ob-
lique trigonometry)

As the sine CDA 39° 1-J' 980228
is to AC 20 1-30103
so is the sine of CAD 92" 34' 9-99O60
to CD 31 -J , 1-49S35

the distance between the second headland and the ship in her first

station.

III. In the triangle BCD aie given BC 1879, CD 31-5, and
the angle BCD equal to 55° 15', the distance between the

NWiN line and the NNE lino. Ilence for the angle CDB, it

will be (by oblique trigonometry)

As the sum of the sides 50-29 1-70148

is to the difference of sides 1271 1-I0415

so is the tangent of J sum of the } gr, . .

lO-^'lS*)
unknown angles J

""

to tang, of halt their diff. 25" 18' 9-67456

consequently the angle CBD is 87° 10', and the angle CDB 36"

3J'. Hence the bearing of the first headland from the second will

be S 59° 8', W or SW/(W j- W nearly; and tor the distance be-

tween them, it will be.

As the sine of BDC 36° 35' 9-7752i

is to BC 18-79 1-273S2

so is the sine of BCD 56° 15' 9-91985

to BD 26-21 1-41843

the distance between the two headlands. This, and the first pro-

blem, are of great use in drawing the plot of any harbour, or lay-

ing down any sea-coast.

Suppose a ship that makes her way good within 6'- jMiints of tl;e

wind, at north, is bound to a port bearing east 86 miles distance

from lier: required the course and distance upon each tack, to

gain the intended port.

Geomet. Having drawn the compass NE. SW. (fig. 5,) let C
represent the ship's place, and set ofiupon the east line AC 86n:ile5,

so A will be the intended port. Draw CD and CB on each side

of the north line at 6| points distance froHi it, and through A draw
AB parallel to CD meeting CB in B ; then the ENE i E line

CB, will be the course of the ship upoiMhe starboard tack, and
CB its distance on tliat lack; also the ESE

-J E line AB, will be
the course on the larboard tack, and BA the distance on that tack

:

to find which.

By Calculation, In the triangle ABC are given the tingie

ACB, equal to 16° 53', the distance between the ENE | E line;

tlie angle CBA, equal to 146" 14', the distance between liie ENE
i E and the WNW

J.
W lines ; the an^le BAC equal to 10° 53'

the distance between the E and ESE i^ E lines; also AC 8S
miles. Hence, since the angles at A and C are equal, the legjCB
and BA will likewise be ecpial ; to find eitiier of which (suppose'

CB) it will be (bv oblique-angled trigonometry)

As the sine of B.' 146° 14' '. 974493
is to AC 86 !-9345()

so is the sine of A 16-53 9-46303

to CB 44-94 1-65260

the distance the ship laust sail on each tack. There is a great va-

riety of useful questions of this nature that may be proposed ; but

the solution of them being better understood by practice at sea, we
shall leave them, and proceed to,

Great Circle Sailisc.

The cases in this kind of sailing depend on the solution of the

following problem:

Prob. Given the latitudes and longitudes of two plates on the

earth : required the nearest distance on the surface, together with

the angles of position from either place to the other. The solu-

tion of this problem belongs to spherics, and since the nearest dis-

tance betwein two places is the arch of a great circle, the problem

requires this arch to be determined. It is obvious that when both

places lie under the same ineridian, their dilVereiice of latitude

shews their nearest distance. And that when the two places lie

under the etiualor, their distance is equal to the difference of lon-

gitude between them.

In other cases proceed in the following manner :

Let PESQ, (fig. 6,) be a projection of the sphere on the plane

, of the meridian of one of the places A, its latitude being EA; EQ
I
the equator, and P and S the poles ; also let EF be the latitude of

1
the other place, and EI the difference of longitude ; describe the

parallel FG and the meridian SIP, and through their intei-section

B and the point A draw the great circle ABL. See Projection
OF THE SrHF.RE. Then B is the other place, and AB the re-

quired arch of a great circle, and the augles at A and B the angles^
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of position, all wliich mav be ineasnreil by the rules of projection.

The same is easily (letcniVQeil by calculation, for in the triangle

APB, the sides Al', PB, and thc'inclnded angle, are given to de-

termine the remaining side and angles, winch are the nearest dis-

tance and angle of position of each place from the otiier. I5ut

every great cncle except ih.e eiiuati>r cuts the successive meridians

in different angles, and therefore a ship, in order to sail on the arch

of a great circle, except it be the ei[ualor, or a meridian must con-

tinually alter her course ; thus, if a ship sail Irom 15 to A, at B her

course is the angle PBA, but at a her coui-se is the angle PrtA

dillerent from the former. If the tneriihan V06 be drawn at right

angles to AB, when the ship is at () her course is due east or

west, and since this point is the nearest to the pole she is then in

her greatest latitude. But since the (;ontinu;\l variation of a ship's

course is a ditiiculty too great to be admitted into the practice of

navigation, it has been thougl.t sufficiently exact to effect this bu-

siness by a kind of appro\imation, founded upon this principle,

that, in small arcs, the dilVerence between the arc and its tangent is

to little; that they may be taken one for the other in any nautical

operations. Upon this principle, the great circles of the earth are

snp^^Osed to be made of short right lines, each of wliich is a seg-

ment of a rhumb-line. And on this supposition the solution of

tlie following problem is founded. Having given the latitudes

and longitudes of the places sailed from, and bound to; to find

the successive latitudes on the arc of a great circle in those places

wln-re the alteration in longitude shall be a given cpianlily ; toge-

ther with the courses and distances between those places. 1. Find
the angle of position at each place, and their distance as above
«hewn. 2. Find the greatest latitude HO, (fig. 6,) the great cir-

cle runs through ; that is, find PO the perpendicular from the

pole to that circle ; and also iind the several angles at the pole,

made by the given alterations of longitude between this perpendi-
cular and the successive meridians come to. .3. With this perpen-
dicular, and the polar angles, severally find as many corresponding
latitudes, by saying

:

As rad. : tan. greatest lat. : : cos. I polar an. : tan. 1. lat.
'

: : COS. 2 polar an. : tan. 2. lat.

&c. &c.
For in the triangle POk, radius is to cotangent of PO or tangent
of HO, as cosine of OPa to cotangent of Pa, or tangent of Ro;
and the same holds of the triangles 0P6, OPc, &c. 4. Haying
the several latitudes passed through, and the difference of longi-
tude between each, iind by Mercator's sailing, the courses and
distances between those latitudes. And these are the several
courses and distances the ship must run to keep nearly on the arc
ol a great circle. The smaller t!ie alterations in longitude are
taken, the nearer will this method approach the truth ; but it is

stifticient to compute to every live degrees of difference of longi-
tude, the length of an arc of five degrees differing from its chord
or tangent only by 00002. If the latitudes be determined for
every live or ten degrees of difference of longitude, &c. the.dif-
ferencc of latitude may be laid down on Mercator's chart by
means of the table of meridional p.irts, and the difTerent courses
*ill thea be obvious on the chart. Thus, if Ab, be, cd, fic. be
the meridional dilfereuces of latitude for every five degrees dif-

ference of longitude, the path of the ship will be AC, CD, DF,
ix. and the courses/AC, gCD, ADE, &c.

Of the Log-line and Compass.

The method commonly used for measuring a ship's way at sea,
or how far she runs in a g'iven space of lime, is by the log-line and
half-minute-glass. See Log. From the constrnc'ion of the log and
line, whatever number of knots the ship runs in half a minute, the
same number of miles she will run in one hour, supposing her to
run with the same degree of velocity during that time ; and there-
fore it is the general way to heave the log every hour to know her
ralcofs;iiling: but if the fwcc or direction of the wind vary, and
not continue the same during the 'whole hour ; or if there has been
more sail set, or any sail handed, that so the ship has run swifter
or slower in any part of the hour than she did at the time of heav-
ing the log

;
then lliere must be an allowance made accordingly

for it, and this must be according to the discretion of the artTst.

S luietimes, when the ship is before the wind, and there is a great
sea Setting after her, it will bring home (he log, and conse<|Ucntly
the ship will sail faster than is given by the log. In this case it

is usual, if there be a very great sea, to allow one mile in ten ;

.and less in proportion, if the sea be not so great. But for the ge-
nerality, the ship's way is really greater than that given by the
log; and therefore, "in order to have the reckoning rather before

than i)ehind the ship, (which is the safest way,) it will be proper
to make the space on the log-line between knot and knot to con-
sist of fifty feet instead of fifty-one. If the space between kiu't

and knot on the log-line should happen to be too great in propor-
tion to the half-uiinute-glass, viz. greater than tifty feet, then the
di^tance given by the log will be too short ; and it' that space be
too small, then the distance run (given by the log^ will be too
great: therefore, to find the true distance run in either case, hav-
ing measured the distance between knot and knot, we have the
followin;! proportion, \\z. As the true distance, fifty feet, is to the
measured distance ; so are the miles of distance given by the log,

to the true distance in miles that the sliip has run. Again, sup-
posing the distance between knot and knot on Uie log-line to be
exactly fifty feet, but that the glass is not tiiirty seconds, then, if

the glass require longer time to run than thirty Seconds, the dis-

timcc given will be too great, if estimated by allowing one mile for

every knot run in the time the glass runs ; and, on the contrary,

if the glass requires less time to run than thirty seconds, it will

give the distance sailed too small. Consequently to find the true
distance in either case, we must measure the time the glass requires

to run out (by the method in the following article) ; then we have
the follow ing proportion, viz. As the number of seconds the glass

runs is to half a minute, or thirty seconds ; so is the distance given
by the log, to the true distance. To know how many seconds
the glass runs, you may try it by a watch or clock that vibrates

seconds ; but if neither of these be at hand, then take a line, and
to the one end fastening a plummet, hang the other upon a nail or
peg, so as the distance from the peg to the centre of the plummet
be 39^ inches : then this put into motion will vibrate seconds,
i. e. every time it passes the perpendicular, you are to count one
second ; consequently by observing the number of vibrations that
it makes during the time the glass is running, v\'e know how many
seconds the glass runs. If there be an error both in the log-line

and half-minute-glass, viz. if the distance between knot and knot
and the log-line be either greater or less than fifty feet, and the
glass runs either more or less than thirty seconds ; then the lind-

ing out the ship's true distance will be somewhat more compli-
cate, but may be determined by this proportion ; as live times the
seconds the glass runs is to three times the distance between the
knots, so is the distance given by the log to the true distance.

The method of measuring the ship's way by the log-line, is sub-
ject to several errors, and these very considerable. For, first, the
half-minute, or quarter-minute-glasses (by which and \.h£ log, the
ship's way is determined) are seldom or never true, because dry
and wet weather have a great influence on them ; so that at one
time they may run more, and at another time fewer, than thirty

seconds ; and it is evident that a small error in the glass will cause
a sensible one in the ship's way. Again, the chief property of the

log is to have it swim upright, or perpendicular to the horizon :

but tliis is too often wanting in logs, because few seamen examine
wnether it is so or not, and generally take it upon trust, being
satisfied if it weigh a little more at the stern than the head. And
from this there Hows an error in the reckoning ; for if the log does
not swim upright, it will not hold water, nor remain steady in the
place where it is heaved, since the least check in the hand in

veering the line will make it come up several feet : this repeated
will make the errors some fathoms, and perhaps knots, which,
how insignilicaut soever they appear, are miles and parts of
miles, and amount to a good deal in a long voyage. Another
inconvenience attending the log-line is its stretching and shrink-

ing ; for when a new line is first used, let it be ever so well

stretched upon the deck, and measured as true as possible, yet
after wetting it shrinks considerably ; and consc<iueiitly to be the
better assured of the ship's way by the log-line, we ought to mea-
sure and alter the knots on it every time before we use it ; but
this is seldom done oftener than once a week, and sometimes not
above once or twice in a whole voyage: also when the line ii

measured to its greatest degree of shrinking, it is generally left

there; and when, by much use, it comes to stretch again, it is

seldom or never mended, though it will stretch beyond what it

first shrunk. These and many other errors, toe well known, at-

tecdiog
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tending that method of mea^m-ing the ship's way l)y the log-line,

plainly account for many errors committed in reckonings. So it

is to be wished, that this method were improved or amended, or

that some other method less subject to error were found out.

The meridian and prime vertical of any place cuts the Iiorizon in

four points, at 90 degrees distance from one another, viz. North,

South, East, and West ; that part of the meridian which extends

ilselt from the place to the north point of the horizon is called the

north line ; that which extends to the south point of the horizon is

called the south line; and that part of the prime vertical which
extends towauls the right hand of the observer, when his face is

turned to the north, is called the east line; and lastlvi that part of

the prime vertical which tends towards the left hand is called the

west line ; the four points in which these lines meet the Iiorizon

are called the cardinal points. To determine the course of the

winds, and to discover the various alterations or shiftings, each

quadrant of the horizon, intercepted between the meridian and
prime vertical, is usually divided into eiglit equal parts, and con-

sequently the whole horizon into thirty-two ; and the lines drawn
from the place on which the observer stands to the points of

division in his horizon, are called rhumb-lines ; the four principal

of which are those described above, each of them luiving Its name
from the cardinal point in the horizon towards which it tends ; the

rest of the rhumb-lines have their names compound'd of the prin-

cipal lines on each side of them, as in tig. 8, Piate CXXVI. and
over whichsoever of these Imes the course of the wind is directed,

that wind takes its name accordingly. The instrument commonly
used at sea for directing the ship's way is called the Mariner s

Compass ; w hich consists of a card and two boxes. The card is a

circle made to represent the horizon, whose circumference is quar-

tered and divided into degrees, and also into thirty-two equal

parts, by lines drawn from the centre to the several points of divi-

sion, called points of the compass. On the back side of the card,

and just below the S. and N. line is fixed a steel-needle with a

brass-cupola, or hollow centre in the middle, which is placed upon
the end of a fine pin, upon which the card >ay easily turn about:

the needle is touched with a loadstone, which makes the S. and
N. line on the card hang nearly in the plane of the meridian ; by
which means the S. and N. lines on the card produced would
meet the horizon in the S. and N. points ; and consequently all

the other lines on the card produced would meet the horizon in

the respective points, as in the figure. The card is put into a

round box, made for it, having a pin erected in the middle, upon
which the hollow centre of the needle is fixed, so as the card may
lie horizontal, and easily vibrate according to the motion of the

needle: the box is covered over with a smooth glass, and is hung
in a brass-hoop upon two cylindrical pins, diametrically opposite

to one another; and this hoop is hung within another brass-circle,

upon two pins at right angles with the former. These two circles,

and the box, are placed in another square wooden box, so that

the innermost box, i^nd consequently the card, may keep horizon-

tal whicli way soever the sliip heels. Since the meridians do all

meet at tlie poles, and there form certain angles with one another ;

and since, if we move ever so little towards the east or west, from

one place to another, we change our meridian, and in every place

the east and west line being perpendicular to the meridian ; it fol-

lows, that the east and west line in the first place will not coincide

with the east and west line in the second, but be inclined to it at a

certain angle : and consequently all the other rhumb-lines at each
place will be inclined to each other, they always forming the same
angles with the meridian. Hence it follows, that all rhumbs, ex-

cept the four cardinals, must be curves or hemispherical lines, al-

ways tending towards the pole, and approaching it by infinite gy-
rations or turnings, but never falling into it. Thus let P, (fig. 9,)

be the pole, EQ an arch of the equator, PE, PA, &c. meridians,

and EFGHKL any rhumb : then because the angles PEF, PEG,
&c. are by the nature of the rhumb-line equal, it is evident that

it will form a curve-line on the surface of the globe, always ap-
proaching the pole P, but never falling into it ; for if it were pos-

sible for it to fall into the pole, then it would follow, that the same
line could cut an infinite number of other lines at equal angles, in

the same point; which is absurd. Because there are thirty-two

rhumbs (or points in the compass) equally distant from one an-

other, therefore the angle contained between any two of them ad-

jacent will be 1 1° ly, viz. -jJj part of 360°; and so the anjle con-
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tained between the meridian and the N6E will be 11° 15', and be-
tween the meridian and the NNE will he 22° 30'; and so of the

rest, as in the fable given under Plane Sailing.

Of Currents, and how to make proper Allowances.

Currents are certain settings of the stream, by which all bodies

(as ships, &c.) moving therein, are compelled to alter their course

or velocity, or both ; and submit to the motion impressed upon
them by the current.

Case I. If the current sets just with the course of the ship,

/. e. moves on tlie same rluunb with it ; then the motion of the

ship is increased, by as much as is the drift or velocity of the cur-

rent.

Examp. Suppose a ship sails SE6S at the rate of six miles a«
hour, in a current that sets SE?<S two miles an hour: required her

true rate of sailing ' Here it is evident that the ship's true rate of

sailing will be eight miles an hour.

Case IF. If the current sets directly against the ship's course,

then the motion of the ship is lessened by as much as is the velo-

city of the current.

Examp. Suppose a ship sails SSW at the rate of ten miles an
hour, in a current that sets NNE six miles an hour: required the

ship's true rate of sailing ? Here it is evident that the ship's true

rate of sailing will be four miles an hour. Hence it is plain.

Cor. 1. If the velocity of the current be less than the velocity

of the ship, then the ship will get so much a-head as is the ditt'er-

ence of these velocities.

Cor. 2. If the velocity of the current be greater than that of the

ship, then the ship will tall so much a-stern as is the difference of

these velocities.

Cor. 3. Lastly, if the velocity of the current be equal to that of

the shij), then tlie ship will stand still; the one velocity destroying

the other.

Case III. If the current thwarts the course of the ship, then

it not only lessens or augments her velocity, but gives her a new
direction compounded of the course she steers, and the setting of

the current, as is manifest from the following

Lemma. If a body at A, (fig. 10,) be impelled by two forces at

the same time, the one in the direction AB capable to carry that

body from A to B in a certain space of time, aiid liie other in the

direction AD capable to carry it Irom A to D in the same time ;

complete the parallelogram ABCD, and draw the diagonal AC ;

then the body at A, agitated by these two forces together, will

move along the line BC, and will be in the point C at the end of

the time in which it would have moved along AD or AB with the

forces separately Applied. Hence the solution of the following

examples will be evitent:

Examp. 1. Suppose a ship sails (by the compass) directly S. 96
iles in 24 hours, in a current that sets east 45 mdes in the Same

time: required tlie ship's true course and distance?

Geomet. Draw AD, (fig. 10,) to represent the S. and N. line

of the ship at A, which make equal to 96 ; from D draw DC per-

pendicular to AD, equal to 45 ; and join AC. Then C will be

the ship's true place, AC her true distance, and the angle CAD
the true course.

To find which, by Calculation ; Fin>t, For the true course DAG,
it will be (by rectangular trigonometry,)

As the apparent distance AD 96 1-98227

is to the current's motion DC 45 r6j32l

so is radius ...„. 10 00000

to the tangent of the true course ) „ro ~, 9 67094

consequently the ship's true course is S. 25* 7' E. or SSE 2° 37

easterlv.

Then for the true distance AC, it will be (by rectangular trigono-

metry,)
As the sine of the course A 25° 7' 9-6C7S4

is to the departure DC .....45 1-65421

so is radius 1000000

to the true distance AC 106 2-02537

Examp. 2. Suppose a ship sails SE. 120 miles in twenty hours, in

a current that sets WAN at the rate of two miles an hour: Required

the ship's true course and distance sailed in that time }

Geomet. Having drawn the compass NESW, fig. 11, let C
represent the place the ship sailed from ; d:aw the SE line CA,

H whick
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wliu h make equal to V2Q ; then will A be the place the sliip caped

at. From A draw AI5 parallel to the \\ iN line CD, emial to 4o,

Hie motion of the current in twenty hours, and join CB; then 13

will be the sliip's true place at the'cnd of twenty hours, CB her

true distance, and the angle SCB her true course. The valcu-

Jalion will be easy from this construction.

. Examp. 3. Suppose a ship, coming out from sea in the evening,

has a view ofScilly liglit, bearing N£iN distance four leagues, it

being Ihen flood-tide setting EN E two miles an hour, ;'.nd the ship

running afier tiie rate of live miles an hour: Required upon what

couree'and how far she must sail to hit the Lizard, ^hich bears

Ironi Scilly E ^ S distance 17 leagues ?

Geo.met. Having drawn the coinpa'is NESW, fig. I'J, let Are-

present the sliip's place at sea, and draw the NEiN line AS,

wliich make equal to 12 miles ; so S will represent Scilly. From
S draw SL equal to 51 miles, and parallel to the E J S line ; then

L will represent the Lizard. From L draw LC parallel to the ENE
line, equal to two miles, and from C draw CD equal to live miles

meeting AL in D ; then from A draw AB parallel to CD meeting

LC produced in B; and AB will be the required distance, and

b.\B the true course. Hence the calculation may be easily per-

formed.
Exump. 4. A ship from a certain headland in the latitude of

34' 0' north, sails, SL6S 1-2 miles in five hours, in a current tliat

sets between N. and E. and then tlie same headland is found to

bear WNW, and ship to be in the lalilude of 33° 52' N. Re-
quired the setting and drift of tlie current

Geomet. Having drawn the compass NESW, fig. 13, let A
rcpcesent the place ot the ship, and draw the SE'^S line AB, equal

to two miles ; also the ESE line AC. Set off from A upon the

meridian AD, equal to eight miles, the dilVerence of latitude, and
through D draw DC parallel to the east and west line WE, meet
ing AC in C. Join C and B with the right line BC ; tlien C will

be the ship's place, the angle ABC the setting of the current from
tiie SE'iS line, and the line BC will be the drift of the current in

three hour?. To liiid which, by calcuialion, there will be no dif-

ticully.

Cr THE VARlATrOS' OF THE CoMl'ASS, AND HOW TO FIXD IT
FRO.M THE '1'ruE AND OuSEKVEU AMPLITUDES OR AzlJiUTHS
OF THE Sun.

I. The variation of the compass is how far the north or south
point of the ne<"dle stands from the true south or north point of the
lior'zon towards the east or w est ; or it is an aicli of the horizon
mte.cepted. between the meridian of the place of observation and
the ni;!:.'.nctic meridian.

H. It is absolutely necessary to know the variation of the com-
pass at sea, in order to correct the ship's course ; for since the ship's
i:o-.irse is dire, ted by the compass, it is evident tliut if the compass
be wrong, the true cour'^e will differ from the observe-l.

III. The sun's true amplitude is an arch of the horizon com-
jirehendeil between the true eavt or west point thereof, and the
i.entre ofthe sun at rising or setting ; or it is the number of degrees,
&c. that the centre of the sun is distant from the true east or west
point ofihe horizon, towards the S. or N.

1\ . The sun's magnetic amplitude is the number of degrees that
llie centre of the sun is from the east or w est point of the compass,
towards tlie S. or N. point of the same at rising or setting.
V. Having the declination of the sun, together with the latitude

of the place of observation, we may from thence find the sun's
true amplitude, by the following astronomic proposition, viz.
As the co-sine of the latitude
is lo the radius.

So is the sine of the sun's declinati
to the sine of the sun's true amplitud*",
which will be N. or S. according ai

«rS
g as the sun's declination is N.

Aa-rtwi/). Required the sun's true amplitude in the latitude of 4!"
Jll N. on the 23d day of April 1731. First, I find (Irnm the
tables of the sun's ihchnation) that the sun's declination the 23cl ol
April was 15 54' N. then for the true amplitude, it was by the
former analogy,
A.S the cosine ofthe lal 41'' 50' 9 87''''1

i?'?^''":^ • • i"!!!!l"";"!"!i()noooo
^lo is the sine ofthe dccl |j" j4', 9 4J;6<)
tu tJie siuc ofthe amplit .,21° 35', „.,...,',,. 9-565 4i

w hich w.is N because the declination was N at that time ; and con-

sequently in hit. 41" 50' N. the sun rose on the 23d of April 21°

35 from the E. part of the horizon towards the N. and set so much
from the W . the same way.

VI. The sun's true azimuth is the arch of the horizon intercepted

between the meridian and the vertical circle passing through the

centre of the sun at the time of observation.

VII. The sun's magnetic azimuth is the arch of tlie horizon, in-

tercepted between the magnetic meridian and the Tertical, passing

ihroiieh the sun.

Vll. Having the latitude of the place of observation, together

with the sun's declination and altitude at the time of observation,

we iiiav find his true azimuth after the following method, viz.

Make it, As the tangent of half the complement of the latitude iJ to

the tangent of half the sum of the distance of the sun from the pole

and complement of the latitude ; so is the tangent of half the dif-

ference between the distance of the sun from the pole and comple-
ment of the altitude, to the tangent of a fourth arch, which fourth

arch added to half tlie complement ofthe altitude will give a fifth

arch, and this fifth arch lessened by the complement of the latitude

will give a sixth arch. Then make it. As the radius is to the tangent

ofthe altitude ; so is the tangent otthe si.xlharch to the co-sine of

the sun's azimuth, which is to be counted from the S. or N. to the

E. or W. according as the sun is situated with respect to the place

of observation. If the latitude ofthe place and declination of the

sun be both N. or both S. then the declination taken from 90° will

give the sun's distance from the pole; but if the latitude and decli-

nation be on contrary sides of the equator, then the declination

added to 90° will give the sun's distance from the nearest pole to

the place of observation.

Exump. In lat. 51° 32' N. the sun having 10° 39'N. declination,

his altitude was found by observation to be 3S° IS' : Required the
azimuth.' By the fin,t of the foregoing analogies, it will be
As the tangent of | the com-) jy„ j^,_ 9-542G0

plenienl of the latitude _i

is to the tangent of » the sum \

of the (listaiice ofthe sun f
from tlie pole and com- 1

plement of the altitude *

Cl" 1' 10-25C55

9° 19' 7-21499
So is tl e t:;ngent of half their )

dill'erence j'

to the tang, of a fourth arch 40° 20'
, 9-92S85

which fourth arch 40° 20', added to 19° 14', half the complement
ofthe latitude, jives afifdi.arch 59" 34'; and this fifth arch lessened

by 38° 28', the complement of the latitude, gives the sixth arch 21"

&; then for the azimuth, it will be, by the second of the preced-
ing analogies.

As radius lOOOOOO
is to the tang, ofthe altitude 3S° 18' 3-89749
so is the tang, of the sixth arch 29° & 9J8i.)4.i

to the co-sine of the azimuth 72° 14' 948393.
which because the latitude is N. and the sun S. of the place of ob-
servation, must be counted from the S. towards the E. or \V. and
consequently, if the altitude of the sun was taken in (he morning,
the aziimith will be S 72° 15' E, or ESE 4° 4j' E ; but if the alti-.

tudewas taken in the afternoon, the azimuth will be S. 72° 15' W
VV.S.W.4°45' \V.

IX. Having found the sun's true amplitude or azimuth b\ the
preceding analogies, and his magnetic amplitude or azimuth by ob-
servation, it is evident, if they agree, there is no variation ; but if

they disagree, then if the true and observed amplitudes at the
risina or setting of the sun be both of the same name, i. e. either
both N. or both S. their dilVerence is the variation ; but if they be.
of diflerenl names, i. e. one north and the other south, their sum is

the variation. Again, if the true and observed azimuth be both of
the same name, i. e. either both E. or both \V. their ditl'erence is

the variation: but if they be of ditl'erent names, iheir sum is the
variation. And to know whether the variation is easteiJy, observe
this general rule, .\ iz. Let the observer's lace be turned to the sun

;

then if the true amplitude or azimuth be to the right hand ofthe
observed, the variation is easterly ; but it it be lothe lelt, westerly.
To explain which. Let NESW, fig 14, represent a vonipass, and
suppose the sun is really EiS at the lime oi observation, but the ob-
server sees him oil' the east point of the compass, and so the true
amplitude or azimuth of the sun is to the rii;ht of the niagnctic or
ob-erved; here it is evident that the EiS point of the conqiass

0U!»ht
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ouglit to lie where the E point is, and so the N. wiiere the N6W
is ; consetjueiitly the N. point of the compass is a point too far E.

a. e. the variation in this case is easterly. Tlie same will hold when

the amplitude or azimuth is taken on the W. side of the meridian.

Again, let the true amplitude or azimuth be to the Ml hand

of the observed. Tlius, suppose the sun is really E6N at the

time of observation, but the observer sees him oil the east point

of the compass, and so the true amplitude or azinuith to the left of

the observed: here it is evident that the E6N point of the

compass ounht to stand where the E. point is, and so the N. where

the NiK point is ; consequently the N. point of the compass lies a

point too far westerly ; so in this case the variation is west. The
same will hold when the sun is observed on the W. side of the

meridian.

Examp. 1. Suppose the sun's true amplitude at rising!; is found

to be E. 14° 20' N, but by the compass it is found to be E 26° 12':

Required the variation, and which way it is .> Since they are both

the same way, therefore.

From the magnetic amplitude E 26° 12' N
take the true amplitude E 14 20 N

and there remains the variation 11 52 E
which is easterly, because in this case the true amplitude is to the

right of the observed.

Examp. 2. Suppose the sun's true amplitude at setting is W.
34° 26' S, and his magneti- amplitude W 23° 13' S: Required the

yariation, and which way it is ? Since they lie both the same way,

therefore

From the sun's true amplitude W 34° 26' S

take the magnetic amplitude W 23 13 S

tliere remains the variation 1 1 13 W
which is westerly, because the true amplitude, in this case, is to the

left hand of the observed.

Examp. 3. Suppose the sun's true altitude at rising is found

tobe 13* 24' N, and his amplitude E 12° 32' S : Required the vari-

ation, and which way it lies? Since the true and observed ampli-

tudes lie ditilerent wavs, therefore,

To the true amplitude E^ 13° 24' N
add the magnetic amplitude E 12 32 S

the sum is the variation 25 56 W
which is westerly, because the true amplitude is, in this case, to

the left of the observed.

The way commonly taught for finding the variation of the com-
pass is by the sun's azimuth, or amplitude, above explained ; but

tlrese ways not beinj; attainable by any but those wlio have learned

astronomy, we proceed to a far easier way, which is this : take

your quadrant about eight, nine, or ten o'clock, when you sup-

pose the sun is nearly about half-way from the horizon to the me-
ridian, and take an observation of the sun's altitude; which being

done, lay by your quadrant (letting the vanes remain unmoved),
and by your azimuth-compass set the sun, and mind what point of

the compass the sun is upon at that observation. 'I'his done, wait

till the afternoon, when the sun grows almost as low as he was
when you observed him in the forenoon, and then with your vanes

fixed, as in the first observation, observe till the sun be so low as

that the vanes so fixed will just take the sun's altitude without al-

tering them ; which done, observe immediately (as before) upon
what point of the compass the sun is at that observation : then the

space between that point which the sun was upon at the first ob-
servation, and that point upon which the sun was at the hist obser-

vation, divided into two ecjual parts, the middle is the true south
point of the compass, and the distance betwe^-n that and the south
point of the card, is the variation required.

Exanip. Suppose at the forenoon-obervation we findthe sun bv
the compass to be SE. and suppose in the afternoon we find, when
the sun has the same altitude, that he bears M'SW. now the dis-

tance bctwei-n SE. and WSW. is ten points, the half of that is live

points, which is reckoned from SE. towards the WSW. it falls

upon the S. by W. therefore we conclude that the S. by
W. point of the compass points to the true S. point, and the dis-

tance between the S. by W. point (which is the true S.) and
the S. point of the comirass (which we may call tiilse S. or magne-
tical S.) is the variation of the compass; and because the magneti-
cal S. is eailwaids from the true S. therefore the majncticalN. is

westward from the true N. Here we conclude, that the variation

is one point westerly, &c. In this case there is only this caution
to be observed, viz. that this observation be not made « hen the
ship is running very fast northwards or southwards, which may
make some small error, though scarcely discernible.

The Method of Keeping a Journal at Sea ; and how to
Correct it, by Making PRorER Allowance for the Lee-
way-Variation, &c.

I. Lee-way is the angle that the rhumb-line, upon which the

ship endeavours to sail, njakes w ith the rhumb she really sails upon.
This is occasioned by the force of the wind or surge of the sea,

when she lies to the windward, or is close hauled, which causes

her to fall off and glide side-ways from the point of the compass
she capes at. 'J'hus let NESVV, fig. 15, represent the compass;
and suppose a ship at C capes at, or endeavours to sail upon, the

rhumb Co; but by the force of the wind, and surge of the sea,

she is obliged to tall off, and make her way good upon the rhumb
Ci ; then the angle aCb is the lee-way ; and if that angle be e<iual

to one point, the ship is said to make one point he-way ; and if

equal to two points, the ship is said to make two points lee-

way, Sec.

II. The quantity of this angle is very uncertain, because some
ships, with the same quantity of sail, and with the same gale, will

make more lee-way than others; it depending much upon the

mould and trim of the ship, and the quantity of water that she

draws. The common allowances, generally made for the lee-

way, are as follow : 1 . If a ship be close hauled, has all her sails

set, the water smooth, and a moderate gale of wind, she is then sup-

posed to make little or no lee-way. 2. If it blow so fre h as to

cause the small sails to be handed, it is usual to allow one point. 3.

If It blow so hard that the top-sails must be close reeft, then the

common allowance is two points for lee-way. 4. If one top-sail

must be handed, then the ship is supposed to make between two
and three points lee-way. 5. When both top-sails must be handed,
then the allowance is about four points for lee-way. 6. If it blows
so hard as to occasion the fore course to be handed, the allowance
is between 5| and six points. 7. When both main and fore courses

must be handed, then six or 6t points are commonly allowed for

lee-way. S. When the niizen is handed, and the ship is trying

a-hull, she is then commonly allowed about seven points for

lee-way.

III. Though these rules are generally made uje of; yet since ther
'

lee-way depends much upon the mould and trim of the ship, it is

evident that they cannot exactly serve to every ship ; and there-

fore the best way is to find it by observation. Ihus, let the ship's

wake be set by'a compass in the poop, and the opposite rhumb is

the true course made good by the ship ; then the difierence be-

tween this and the course given by the cpmpass in the binnacle,

is the lee-way required. If the ship be within sight of land ; then

the lee-way may be exactU found by observing a point on tlie

land which continues to bear the same way, and the distance be-

tween the point of the compass it lies upon, and the point the ship

capes at will be the lee-way. Thus, suppose a ship at C, fig. 16,

is l>ing up NliW, towards A ; but insteacl of keeping that course,

she is carried on the NNE line CB, and consequently the point B
continues to bear the same way from the ship : here it is evident,

that the angle ACB, or the dist;mce between the NiW line that

the ship capes at, and the NNE line that the ship really sails upon,

will be the lee-way.

IV. Havingthe course steered, and the lee-way, given; we may
from thence find the true course by the following meliiod, viz.

Let your face be turned directly to the windward ; and if the ship

have her larboard tacks on board, count the lee-way from the

course steered towards the right hand ; but if the starboard tacks

be on board, then count it from the course steered towards the left

hand. Thus suppose the wind at N. and the ship liesup within

six points of the wind, with her larboard tacks on board, making
one point lee-way ; here it is plain, that the course steered is EN E,

and the true course E6N : also suppose the wind is at NN W, and

the ship lies up within 6^ points of the wind, with her starboard

tack on board, making 1^ points lee-way; it is evident that the

true course, in this case, is \\SW.
V. We have shewed, in (he last section, how to find the Tari-

ation of the compass ; and from what has been said there, we have

this general rule for fiudiug.the ship's true course, having the course

steered
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steered and the vaiiLition given, viz. Let your face be turned to-

wards the point of llio comiiass upon which tlie ship is steered ; and

if the variation be easterly, count the quantity of it from the course

steered towards the right hand ; but if westerly, towards the left

hand; and the course thus found is the true course steered. Tlius,

tuppose the course steered is N6E, and the variation one point

easterly; thenthe true course steered will be NNE; also suppose,

the course steered is NEAE, and the variation one point westerly;

then, in this case, the true course will be NE; and so of others.

Hence, bv knowing the lee-way variation, and course steered, we

may thence tind the ship's true course; but if there be a current

under foot, llien that mu^t be tried, and proper allowances made

for it, as has been shewn in the section concerning Currents, from

thence to find the true course.

VI. After making all the proper allowances for finding the ship's

true course, and making as just an estimate of the distance as we

can ;
yet bv reason of the many accidents that attend a ship in a

day's running, such as difl'erent rates of sailing between the times

of heaving the log ; the want of due care at the helm by not keep-

ing her steady, but suffering her to yaw and fall off; sudden

storms, when no account can be kept, &c. the latitude by account

frequently differs from the latitude by observation : and when that

happens, it is evident there must be some error in the reckoning ;

to discover which, and where it lies, and also how to correct the

reckoning, you may observe the following rules :

Rule I. If the ship sail near the meridian, or with:n 2 or 2^ points

thereof; then if the latitude by account disagrees with the latitude

by observation, it is most likely that the error lies in the distance

run ; for it is plain, that it will require a very sensible error in the

course to make any considerable error in the difference of lati-

tude, which cannot well happen if due care be taken at the helm,

»nd proper allowances be made for the lee-way, variation, and cur-

rents. Consequently, if the course be pretty near the truth, and
the error in the distance run regularly through tlie w hole, we may,
/rom the latitude obtained by observation, correct the distance

^nd departure by account, by the following analogies, viz. As the

difference of latitude by account is to the true difference of lati-

tude. So is the departure by account to the true departure. And
so is the direct distance by account to the true direct distance.

The reason of this is plain : for let AB, fig. 17, denote the meri-
dian of the ship at A, and suppose the ship sails uppn the rhumb
AE near the meridian, till by account s!ie is found in C, and con-
sequently her difference of latitude by account js AB ; but by ob-

servation she is found in the parallel ED, and so her true diHer-

cnce of latitude is AD, her true distance AE, and lier true de-
parture DE ; then, since the triangles ABC, ADE, are similar, it

will be AB : AD : : RC : DE, and AB : AD : : AC : AE.
Eiamp. Suppose a ship from lat. 45° 20' N. after having sailed

upon several courses near the meridian for twenty-four hours, her
ditf'erence of latitude is computed to be upon the whole 95 miles
southerly, and her departure 34 miles easterly ; but by observation
she is found to be in lat. 43° JO' N. and consequently her true dif-

ference of latitude is 130 miles sout'nerly : then for the true depar-
ture it will be. As the difference of latitude by account 95 is to the
true difference of latitude 130, so is tlie departure by account 34
to the true departure 46-52, and so is the distance by account JOUQ
to the true distance 138.

Rule 2._ If the cour.^es are for the most part near the parallel of
E. and W. and the direct course be within five and a half or six
points of the Mieridian ; then if the latitude bv account differs from
the observed latitude, it is most probable that the error lies in the
course or distance, or perhaps both ; for in this case it is evident
the departure by account will be very nearly tiue ; and thence by
the help of this, and the true diff. of latitude, may the true course
and direct distance be readily found by Case 4 of Plane Sailing.

Examj). Suppose a ship from lat. 43° 50' N. after having sailed
upon several courses near the parallel of E. and W. for twenty-
four hours, is found by dead reckoning to be in lat. 42° 45' N.
and to have made 160 miles of weHing ; but by good observation
the ship is found to be in lat. 41° 35' N. Required the true
course and distance sailed' With the true difference of lat. 75
miles, and departure I60 miles, we shall lind by Case 4 of Plane
Sailing, the true course to be S. 64° 53' \V. and the direct dis-

tance 176-7 miles.

Rule 3. If the courses are for the most part near the middle of the
Quadrant, and the direct course within two and six points of the

meridian, then the error may be in the course, or in the distance,

or in both, which will cause an error both in the difference of the
latitude and departure ; to correct which, having found the true
difference of latitude by observation, with this, and the direct dis-

.ince by dead reckoning, find a new departure (by Case 3 of Plane
Sailing) : then half the sum of this departure, and that by dead
reckoning, will be nearly equal to the true departure ; and conse-

<|uently with this, and the true difference of latitude, we may (by
Case 4 of Plane Sailing) find the true course and distance.

Eiamp. Suppose a ship from lat. 44° 38' N. sails between S. and
E. upon several courses near the middle of the quadrant, for

twenty-four hours, and is then found by dead reckoning to be in

lat. 42° 15' N. and to have made of easting 136 miles ; but by ob-
servation she is found to be in lat. 42° 4' N. Required her true
course and distance ? With the true difference of latitude 154 miles,

and the direct distance by dead reckoning 197-4, you will find (by
Case 3 of Plane Sailing) the new departure to be 123'4 and half the

sum of this and the departure by dead reckoning will be 123-7, the

true departure ; then with this, and the true difference of latitude,

you will find (by Case 4 of Plane Sailing) the true course to be
S. 39° E. and the direct distance 198-2 miles.

VII. In keeping a ship's reckoning at sea, the common method
is to take from the log-board the several courses and distances

sailed by the ship last iwcuty-hours, and to transfer these together
with the most remarkable occurrences into the log-book ; into

which also arc inserted the courses conected, anil the difference of
latitude and difference of longitude made good upon each ; thea
the whole day's work being finished in the log-book, if the lati-

tude by account agree with the latitude by observation, the ship's

place will be truly determined; if not, then the reckoning must
be corrected according to the preceding rules, and placed in the
journal. The form of the log-book and journal, with an example
of a days' work, are here subjoined. To express the days of
the week, they commonly use the characters by which the sun
and planets are expressed, viz. denotes Sunday, ]) Monday,
^ Tuesday, g Wodnesday, H- Thursday, J Friday, ^ Satur-

day. '

It is to be observed that the journal or sea-reckoning is a regular
account written every day in a book (fit for that purpose) and stat-

ing the course, distance, difference of latitude, and departure the
ship has made, what latitude and' longitude she is in ; and also

the wind, weather, with all accidents and occurrences that mar
happen. For this purpose there must be provided a folio-book of
two, three, or four, quires of large paper, ruled like the Ion-board,
with five columns, taking up about half the breadth of each page.
The five columns may be marked or noted at the head ef each
column with letters to denote the hours, knots, fathoms, courses,
which have been steered, and winds, which have blown that day,
&c. In the first column (marked at the upper end with H) write
down the hours of the day; tliat is for common voyages, 2, 4, 6,
S, 10, 12, and 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12: but for an East India voy-
age, 1, 2, 3, &c. to 12 at midnight; then 1, 2, 3, &c. to 12 at

noon. And thus far is the book fitted, and prepared to copy off

the log-board. Under these five columns let there be ruled seve-
ral short columns, which may take up the whole breadth of each
page of the book. These arc intended to note the courses, di-tances,

&c. made good in the preceding twenty-four hours. Every day
at noon, write in the five columns the same which is written on the
log-board, which contain the ship's courses steered, distances run
by the log, what winds have blown, what sails lianded, and when.
In the vacant space of the right hand of these five columns (which
takes up more than half the breadth of the book) express the trans-

actions of that day, as winds, weather, currents, sftting of the sea,

handing of sails, meeting or parting with ships, death of men, va.

riation of the compass, and all other accidrnts and occurrences
whatsoever. Then correct the several courses, by allowing for

leeway, currents, and variation, according to the nature of them
;

and bring them into one course by the rules above given for re-
solving a traverse, by which you will find the ship's distance, dif-

ference of latitude, and departure trom the meridian ; w liich set

down in columns bearing those titles; then by the Mercator'ssailing

find the latitude ami longitude the ship is in, which also enter in co-
lumns with their proper titles; then if the observed latitude differs

from the latitude by account, the corrections are to be made as

above directed, and thus will the day's work be completed: the
following specimen w ill furnish an idea of this-iubject

:

Ike
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Jcvd on tla- uiulerside of tlicijuadraiit, by which the ^lass may
be iiiint-il .1 hw driirccs on its axis, to set it parallel to tlic index-

gls'^s. 1 ln' lever 1:3.- a contrivance to turn it ilowly, and a butlon

to fix it. To sot the j^lassrs perpendicular to the plane of the instrii-

TiK'nl, fhiTi; are twoMink screws, one before and one behind each

|lais: these screws pass through the plale on which the fraine is

tixed into another plate ; so that by loosening one and tightening

the oilier ol these screws, the direction of liie frame with its minor

niav be altered, and set perpendicular to the plane of the instru-

ment. There aro usually three coloured glasses, K, two of uliich

arc tinged red and the other green. They are used to prevent the

solar rays from hurling the eye at the time of oLservalion. These

glasses are set on a li-ame which turns on a centre, so that they

may be used se|)iirately, or together, as the brightness of the sun

may require. The green glass is p.irticularly useful in observa-

tions of the moon ; it may bo also used in observations of the sun

it that object be very faiist.' Jn the fore observation, these glasses

arc fixed as in tig. I ; but when the back observation is used, they

are removed to N. Each of the two sight-vanes, H, I, is a

perforated piece of brass, designed to direct the sight parallel to

the plane ot the quadrant. That which is fixed at I is used for the

fore, and tlie odierlor the back, observation. The vane I has two

holes, one exactly at the height of the silvered part of the horizon-

glass, the other a little higher, to direct the sight to the middle of

the transparent part of the mirror. The limb of the quadrant is

divided from right to left inio ninety primary divisions, which are

to be considered as degrees, and cacli degree is subdivided into

three equal parts, which are therefore of twenty minutes each ; the

intermediate minutes arc obtained by means of lUe scale of divi-

sions at the end of the index. The vernier, nonius, or subdivid-

ing scale, contains a space equal to twenty-one divisions of the

limb, and is divided into twenty equal parts. Hence the differ-

ence between a division on the dividing scale and a division on
the limb is one-twentieth of a division on the limb, or one minute.

The degree and minute pointed out by the dividing-scale, may be
easily found thus: Observe what minute on tlie dividingrscale co-

iilci<les w ith a division on thelimb ; this division being added to the
<lcgree and part of a degree on the limb, inimediatelv preceding
the fii-st division on the dividing scale will be the degree arid mi-
nute required. Thus, suppose the fourteenth minute on the di-

viding scale coincided wilh a division on the limb, and that the
preceding division on the limb to o on the vernier was 56*40';
licnce the division shewn by the vernier is 56° 54'. A magnifving-
glass will assisl the observer to read off the coinciding divisions

with more accuracy. The adjustments of Hadley's quadrant
consist ill phuing the mirroi-s perpendicular to the plane of the in-

strument. The lore horizon-glass must be set parallel to the spe-
culum, and the planes of the speculum and back horizon-glass
produced must be perpendicular to each other when the index
is at o.

Adj. I. To- set the index-glass perpendicular to the plaiieof the
quadrai't: I. Set the index towards the middle of the limb, and
hold the quadrant so that its plane may be nearly parallel to tlie

iiorizon: then look into the index-glass; and if the portion of the
limb seen by rcdection appears in the same plane w ith that seen
directly, the rpecuiiim is perpendicular to the plane of the instru-
ment. If they do not appear in the same plane, the error is to be
rectified by altering the position of the screws behind the frame of
the glass. 2. Another method is performed by the two adjuslin<r
tools, fig. 2, 3, which are two wooden frames, having two lines on
each, exactly at the same distance from the bottom. Place the
•juadrant in an horizontal position on a table

; put the index about
tin; middle of the arch; turn back the dark glasses; place one of
the above-mentioned tools near one end of the arch, and the other
at the opposite c;id, the side with the lines being towards the
inde.\-glass ; then look into the index-glass, directing the sight pa-
rallel to the plane of the inatrumeut, and one of the tools will be
seen by direct vision, and the other by reflection. By moving the
index a little, they may be brought exactly together. If th^lines
coincide, the petition of the mirror is right; it not, they must be
made to coincide by altering the screws behind the frame, as
i»«fore.

Adj. II. To set the fore horizon-glass perpendicular to the
plane of the instrument. Set the index too; hold the plane of
ihe qusdraiit parallel to tlic horizon; direct the sight to l-be hor'

1

zoi), and if the horizons seen dtiectly, and by reflection are appa-

rently hi the same straiglit line, the lore honzon-glass is perpendi-

cular to the j)lane of the instrument ; if not, one of the horizons

will appear higher than the other. Now if the horizon seen by
retlcction is higher than that seen directly, release the nearest

.

screw ill the pedestal of the glass, and screw up that on the failher

side, till the direct and reflected horizons appear to make one
continued straight line. Kui if the reflected horizon is lower than

that seen directly, unscrew the farthest, and screw up tlie nearest

screw till the coincidence of the horizons is perfect, observing to

leave both screws equally tight, and the fore horizon-glass will be
perpendicular to the plane oi the quadrant.

Adj. III. To set the fore horizon-glass parallel to the index-
glass, the index being at o. Set o ou the index exactly to n on
the limb, and fix it in that position by the screw at the under-side;

hold the plane of the quadrant in a vertical position, and direct the
sight to a well-delined part of the horizon; then if the Iiorizon

seen in the silvered part coincides with that seen through the trans-

parent part, the horizon-glass is adjusted; but if the horizons do ,

I not coincide, unscrew the milled-screw in tlie middle of the lever

on the other side of the quadrant, and turn the nut at the end of-

the lever until both horizons coincide, and hx' the lever in this

posilii:)ii by tightening the milled sc.ew. As the position of the
glass is liable to be altered bj- fixing the lever, itwi:l, therefore,

be necessary to re-examine it ; and if the horizons do not coincide,

it will be necessary either to repeat the adjustment, or rather to

lind the error of adjustment, or, as it is usually called, the iiidex-

eiT(jr; thus: Direct the sight to the horizon, and move the index .

until the rellected horizon coincides with that seen directly ; tlieiv

the difference between o on the limb and o on the vernier is the
nulex-error ; which is additive when the beginning of the vernier-
is to the right of o on the limb, otherwise subtractive.

Adj. IV. To set the back horizon-glass perpendicular to the
plane of the instrument. Put the index too; hold the plane of
the quadrant parallel to the horizon, and direct the sight to the
iiorizon through the back sight-vaue. Now if ilie reflected hori-
zon is in the same straigiit line with that seen through the transpa-

rent part, the glass is perpendicular to the plane of the instrument:
if the horizons do not mute, turn the sunk screws in the pedestal
of the glass until they are apparently in the same straight line.

Adj.. V. To set the back horizon-glass perpendicular to the
plane of the index-glass produced, the index being at o. Let the
index be put as much to the right of o as tw ice the dip of the hori-
zon amounts to ; hold the quadrant in a vertical position, and ap-
ply the eye to the back-vane: then if the reflected horizon coin-
cides with that seen directly, the glass is adjusted; it they do not
coincide, the screw in the middle of the lever on the other side.cf

the quadrant must be released, and the nut at its extremity turned
till both horizons coincide. The reflected horizon will be invert-

ed ; 2. e. the sea will be apparently uppermost, and the sky low-
ermost. As this method of adjustment is esteemed troublesome,
and is often very difficult to pertorm at sea, various contrivances
have been proposed to render this adjustment more simple. Sonie
of these are the following: i. In Mr. Dollond's method of adjust-
ing the back horizon-glass, an index is applied to it, by which it

may be moved so as to be parallel to the index-glass, when o on
the vernier coincides with o on the limb. When this is effected,

the index of the back horizon-glass is to be moved exactly yO°
from its former position, which is known by means of a divided
arcli for that purpose; and then the plane of the back horizon-
glass will be perpendicular to the plane of the ind^x-glass pro-
duced. 2. In Mr. Blair's method all that is required is to polish
the lower edge of the index-glass, and expose it to view. The
back horizon-glass is adjusted by means of a rcliection from this

polished edge in the very same method as the fore horizou-glass is

adjusted by the common method. I'o illustrate this, let Kill E,
rig. 5, represent a pencil of rays emitted from the object K, inci-

dent on the index-glass I, from w hiciv it is reflected to the fore ho-
rizon-glass H, and thence to the eye at E. By this double re-
flection, an image of the object is formed at r. RHE represents
another pencil from the same object R, coming directly through
the fore horizon-glass to the eye at E; so that the doui)ly reflected .

image r appears coincident with the object R itself, seen directly.

When this coincidence is perfect, and the object R so very dis-

tant as to'iiiakc the angle IRH insensible, the position of the spe-

1 culumsi
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ciilimis I and II will differ iii^eiisibly from paralklism ; that is, the

quadranlwill be adjusted for the fore observation. Now it is fr jin

the ease and accuracy with which this adjustment can at any time

be made, that the fore olwervation derives its superiority over the

back observation. But by grinding the edge of the index-glass

perpendicular to its retiecting surface, and polishing it, the back

observation is rendered capable of an adjustment equally easy and

accurate as the fore hoi-izon-glass : for by a pencil of rays emitted

from the object S, incident on the reflecting edge of the index-

glass D, thence reflected to the back horizon-glass B, and from

that to the eye at e, an image wdl be formed al s; which image

being made to coincide with the object S itself, seen directly, as-

certains the position of the back liori;:on-glass relative to the inde.v-

glass with the same precision, and in a manner equally direct, as

the former operation does that of the fore horizon-glass.

Tlie Afethiid of Adjusling the Huadrant for ths Back Observa-

tion is this i If it is to be done without making use of the tele-

scope, place the index at o, and, ap))lying the eye to the hole in

tire sight- vane, or tube for directing; the sight, direct it through
the back horizon-glass to the horizon, if that is the object to be
used for adjusting. The two horizons are then to be made to co-

incide, holding the quadrant fi'rst in a vertical and then- in an hori-

zontal position ; by which means both adjustments will be effected

as in the fore observation. Besides the hole in the sight-vane com-
monly made, there must be another nearer to the horizon-glass,

and so placed (hat an eye directed through it to tlie cer)tre of the
horizon-glass shall tlicre perceive the image of the polished edge
of the index-glass. This hole must not be made small like the
other, but equal to the ordinary size of the pupil of the eye, there
being on some occasions no light to spare. There will be no difli-

cnlty in liuding the reflected horizon, if the observer first directs

his eye to that part of the horizon-glass wliere he observes the
image of the pnlislied edge of the index-glass, whicli will appear
double. When t!ie direct horizon is made to appear in this space,

tlie reflected one will be seen close by it, unless the instrument
wants ailjustment. In this case, a little motion of the back hori-

zon-glass backwards and forwards will presently bring it in view.
When the horizon, or any obscure terrestrial object, is to be made
use of for adjusting by means of the reflecting edge, there is a pre-
caution to betaken, without v.hich the observer will sometimes
meet with wlrat will appear an unaccountable difficulty; for if the
sky, or- other oljjcct behind him, shovdd happen to be pretty
bright, he will not be able to discern the horizon at all. This
arises from (he- image of the object behind him, which is reflected
from the silvered surface of the index-glass appearing to coincide
with the horizon ; in which case, the bright pictin-e of the former,
which is lormed in the bottom of the eye^ prevents the fainter im-
pression of the latter from being perceived. This will be avoided,
either by applying a black screen over the silvered surface of the
index-glass, or, without being at this trouble, by standing at a
door or window, so that only the dark objects within can'bere-
/tected from the index-glass : but if the observation is to be made
in the open uir, a iiat, or any such dark obstacle, held before the
sil-ered surface of the index-glass, will very effectually remove
this inconvenience. Some observei-s, instead of making the prin-
cipal adjustment, place the speculums parallel, by moving the in-
dex without altering the position of the horizon-glass-: and the dif-
ference between o on the vernier and o on the limb is the index-
error, which must be subtracted from all angles measured by the
back observation, when o on the index is to tlie right of o on the
limb, and added when to the left. 3. Mr. Wright's method of ad-
justing the back horizon-glass of his improved patent quadrant.
Fig. 4, is a representation of the quadrant complete in all its parts
fop use. A, is the reflecting surface of the index-glass, which is

made of the usual length, and f^ of an inch broad. The bottom-
part IS covered in front by the brass-frame, and the reflecting sur-
face is -i^on the back. B, the fore horizon-glass, placed as usual:
O, the back horizon-gUss, now placed under the fore sight-vane
on tlie first radius of the quadrant I: C, the sight-vane of"the fore
iiorizon-glass : D, the sight-vane of the back horizon-glass : E, the
coloured glasses in a brass-frame, in the proper place for the fore
observation: F, a hole in the frame to receive the coloured glasses
when an observation is to be taken with the back horizon-glass in
the common way, by turning the- back to the sun: G, a h.ole in
the frame of the farthest radius K. to receive the coloured "lasses
when an observation is to be taken by the new niclliod ; which is

by looking through tlie lower hole in the sight-vane of the back
horizon-glass directly at the sun in the line of sight DN ; the hori-

zon from behind will tlien be reflected from the backof the index-
glass to the liorizon-glass, and from thence to the eye. H, a brass-
damp on tlie upper end of the index, having a milled-screw un-
Jurneath, which fastens the round plate to the index when requir-
ed. IK, the graduiilcd arch of the quadrant divided into ninety
ilegrees: L, the brass-index which moves over the graduated
arch: M, thevernierto subdivide the divisions on the arch into

single minutes of a degree. Fig. 6, shews the upper part of the
index L on a larger scale, with part of the brass-frame diat fastens

the index-glass, and the three adjusting screws D, to adjust its

axis vertical to the plane of the quadrant: B, the centre on which
the miUed-plate O moves over the index: the doited line BF is

the distance it is required to move ; K, the adjusting screw to stop
it in its proper place for adjvisting the back observation-glass : G, a
piece of brass fastened to the index opposite to the clamp H, to

keep the plate O always close to the index L. Fig. 7, represents
the parallel jrosition of th.e index and horizon-glasses alter adjust-

ment by the sun: BC, a ray from the sun incident on the index-
glass C, and from thence reflected to the for^ horizon-glass D, and
again to the eye at E, in the line DE, where tlie eye seesthe sun
at A by direct vision, and the image by reflection in one ; the pa-
rallel lines AE and BC being so near to each other, that no appa-
rent angle can be observed in the planes of the index and horizon-,

glass, when adjusted by a distant object. In fig. S, the index-
glass is removed 4j° from the plane of the fore horizon-glasj, and
fixed in its proper place for adjusting the back horizon-glass jXd-

rallel to its plane, in the same manner as the fore horizon-glass is

adjusted. In tig. <), the iiide.x-glass (after the adjustment of the
fore and back horizon-glasses) is carried forward by the index on'
the arch 90 degrees, and makes an angle of 4j° w ith the plane of
the tore horizon-glass, and is at right angles to the plane of the
back horizo;. -glass. The eye at E now sees the siin in the hori-

zon at H, reflected by the index and horizon-glasses from the ze-
nith, at Z, the image and object being 90 degrees distant. The
back horizon K is now reflected from the back surface of the
index-glass C to the horizon-glass M, and from thence to tlie eye
at D, in a right line with the fore-horizon F. In order to make
an exact contact of the fore and back-horizons at F, the index
must be advanced beyond the 90th degree on the arch, by a quan-
tity equal to twice the dip of the horizon. The quadrant is ad-
justed for the fore observation as usual, having previously fixed

the index-glass in its proper place by thfr milled screw at H, as

represented in fig. G.

To iidjast the Haadrantfor the Back Observation. Fasten the
index to 90° on the limb ; loosen the screw H, (fig. 6,) and (urn
the plate O by the milled edge until the end of the adjusting

screw K touch the edge of the clamp M- ; and by means of a dis-

tant object observe if the glasses are then parallel, as at fig. 7 : if

they are, fasten the screw II ; if not, with a screw-driver turn the
screw K gently to the right or left to make them perfect, and then
fasten the screw. IS'ow remove the index back to O on the limb,

and the index-glass will be parallel to the back horizon-glass E,
fig. 8: if not, make them so by turning the adjusting screw oi

the glass E, the eye being at the upper hole in the sight-vane D,
and the sight directed to the horizon, or any distant object in the
direction DN, fig. 4. Now the index remaining in this position,

the index-glass is to be returned, to stop at the jjin E, and it will

be parallel to the fore horizon-glass as at first : then the quadrant
will be adjusted for both methods of observation.

To observe the Sun's Attitude by thx- Back Observation. Re-
move the coloured glasses toG, fig. 4, and look through the lower
hole in the sight-vane D, in the line of direction DN, directly lo

the sun, and move the inde.x forward on (he arch exactly in the
same manner as in the fore observation : make the contact of the
sun's limb and the back-horizon exact, and the degrees and mi-
uutes shewn by ihe index on the limb is the sun's zenith-distance.
It may be observed thatthe horizon will be inverted. If the sun's
lower limb be observed, the semi-diameter is lo be subtracted
from the zenith-distance; but If the upper limb is observed, the
semi-diameter is to be added. The observation may i)e made in
the usual manner,- by turning the back ttv the sun. In tnis case
the coloured glasses are to be shifted to F, and proceed accoi-atng
to the directions formerly given.

Use of Hadley's Haadraat. The altitude of any object is de-

tffmiuetl
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Hie si<?l.t-\'ane; otherwise, to the lower hole: and in t ms case, the

nuadrant is to be held ^o thai the sun may be bisected by ihc line

ol separation of the silvered and tniii';i)aieiit parts of the glass.

The moon is lo be kept as nearly as possible in the same position;

and the image of the star is to be observed .in_ the silvered part of

the class adjacent to the line of separation of thetwo parts. I here

are two dilVercnt methods of taking observations with the <(Ha-.

drant. In the first of these the face of the observer is du tcted to-

wards that iiarl of tlic horizon immediately under the suii, and is

therefore called the fore observation. In the other method the

Observer's back is to tliesnn, and it is hence called the back ob-

servation. This last method of observation is to be used only

%Vhen the horizon iindei llie sun is obscured, or rendered indistinct

1)V (c or any other impediment. In taking the sun s altitude,

whelKer bv tne fore or back observation, the observer must turn

tlie quadrant about upon the axis of vision, and at the samcliine

liirn himself about upon his heel, so as to keep the sun always in

(liat part of the horizon-glass which is at the same distance as the

. eve from the plane of llie quadraiit. I;i this way the reflected sun

will describe an arcli of a p:\rallel circle ronml the true sun, whose

conve.v side will be downwards in the fore observation, and up-

wards in the back; and consequently, when by moving the index,

the lowest point of the arch in tlie fore observation, or liighest in

the back, is made to touch the horizon, the qnndrant will stand in

a vertical plane, and the altitude above the visible horizon will be

properly observed. The reason of these operations may be

thus explained : The image of the sun being always kept in the

axis of vision, the index will always shew on the (luadrant the dis-

tance between ihe sun and any object seen directly which its

iuiage appears to touch ; therefore, as long as the index remains

oiiniovecl the ima5;e of the sun will describe an arch every where

ciiui-distant from the sun in the heavens, and consequently a pa-

rallel circle about the sun, C3« pole.. Such a translation of the

sun's ima''e can only be produced by the quadrant's being turned

about upon a line drawn from the eye to Ihe sun, as an axis. A
motion of rotation upon this litw may be resolved into tv.o, one

tjpon the axis of vision, and the other upon a line on the quadrant

perpendicular to the axis of vision; and consequently a proper

tombination of these two motioiis will keep tlie image of the sun

constantly in the axis of vision, and cause both jointly to run over

a parallel' circle about the sun in the heavens: butwiien the <iua-

dnint is vertical, a line thereon perpendicular to the axis of vision

becomes a vertical axis ; and as a small motion of the quadrant is

all that is wanted, it will never differ much in practice from a ver-

tical axis. The observer is directed to perform two motions ra-

ther than the single one equivalent to them on a line drawn from

the eye lo the sun ; becaiise^we are not capable, while looking to-

wards the liorizon, of judging how to turn the (|uadrant about upon

the elevated line goiiig to the sun as an axis, by any other means

than bv.combiniiig the two motions above-mentioned, so as to

keep tlie sun's image always in the proper ])artof the horizon-

glass. AVheii the sun is near the horizon, the line going from llie

eye to the sun will not be far removed from the axis of vision ; and

coiijequenlly the principal motion of the quadrant will be per-

formed on the axis of vision, and the part of motion made on the

vertical axis will be but small. On tlie contrary, when the sun is

near the zenith, the line going to the sun is not far removed from a

vertical line, and consequently the principal motion of tlie (pia-

(iraulwillbe perfonncd on a vertical axis, by the observer's turn-

ing himself about, and tlie part of the motion made on the axis of

vision will be but small. In intermediate altitudes of the sun, the

motions of the quadrant on the axis of vision, and on the vertical

axis, will be more eipially divided. Observations taken with the

<Miadrant are liable to errors, arising from the bending and elasti-

city of the index, and the resistance it meets with in turuing

round its centre : whence the extremity of the index, on being

pushed along the arch, will sensibly advance before the index-

ulass begins to move, aii<l may be •-een to recoil when the force

iicling on it is removed. Mr. Iladley seems to have been appre-

jLeasivu that bis instruiiicnl would be luible lo errors from this

Ji

cause; and in order to avoid Ihem, gives jiarticular directions that

the index be made broad at the end next the centre,, and that the

centre, or axis itself, have as easy a motion as is consistent with

steadiness; that is, an entire freedom from looseness, or shake, as

Ihe workmen term it. By strictly complying with these direc-

tion; the error in question may indeed be greatly diminished; so
far, perhaps, as to render it nearly insensible, wliere the index is

made strong, and the proper meciium between the two extremes
of a shake at the cenlre<on one hand, and too much stiffness there

on the other, is nicely hit: but it cannot be entirely coirtctcd ;

for to more or less of "hending the index will always be subject;

and some degree of resistance will remain at the centre, unless the

friction tlierc could be-totally removed, wliicli is impossible. Of
the rcnility of the error to which he is liable from this cause, the
observer, if he is provided with a.quadrant furnished with a screw
ffjr moving the index gradually, may thus satisfy himself. After

linishing the observation, lay the quadrant on a table, and note the

angle: then cautiously loosen the screw which fastens the index,

and it will immediately, if the quiuhanl is nut remarkably well
constructed, be seen to start from its former situation, more or
less accoriling to the perfection of the joint and Ihe strength of
the index. This starting, which is owing to the index recoiling

after being released from the conlined state it was in during the
observation, will sometimes amount to several minutes; and its di-

rection v.ill be opposite to that in which the index was moved by
the screw at th.e lime of linishing the observation. JStit how far it

affects the truth of the oliservation, depends on the manner in

which the index was moved in setting it to o, for adjusting the in-

strument ; or in finishing the. observations necessary lor lindmg the

index-error. The easiest and best rule to avoid these errors seems
to be this: In all observations made by Hadley's quadrant, let the

observer take notice eonstantly to finish his observations, by mov-
ing the index in the same direction which was used in setting it to

(or adjusting ; or in the observations necessary for linding the

index-error. If thisTuleis observed, the error arising from tlie

spring of the index will be obviated : for as ^he index was bent
the same wav, and in the same degree in adjusting as in observing,

tbe trutli of the observations will not be affected by this bending.

To taU Aitiludts bij the Fore Obitrvutinn: 1. Of the Sun.

Turn down either of the coloured glasses before the horizon-glass,

according to the brightness of the sun ; direct the sight to that part

of the, horizon which is under the sun, and move tlie index until

the coloured image of 4.he sun appears in the horizon-glass; then
give the quadrant a slow vibratory motion about the axis of vision;

move the index until the lower or upper limb of the sun is in con-

tact with the horizon, at the low est part of the arch described by
this motion ; and the degrees and minutes shewn by the index on
the limb will be the altitude of the sun ; observing to add sixteen

minutes, or the sun's semi-diameter, if the sun's upper edge is

used, and subtract the same for the lower edge.

II. Of U'e J loon: Put the index to o, turn down the green
glass, place the eye at the lower hole in the sight-vane, and ob-

serve the moon in the silvered part of the liorizon-glass ; move tlie

index gradually, and follow.the moon's rellected image until the

enlightened liiiib is in contact willi the horizon, at the lower part

of the arch described by the vibratory motion as before, and the

index will shew the altitude of the observed limb of the moon. If

the observation Is^niiule in the day-time, the coloured glass is unne-
cessary.

III. Of a Sitir or Planet. The index being put to o, direct the

sight to the star through the lower hole in the sight-vane and trans-

parent part of the horizon-glass ; move the plane of the quadrant

a very little to the left, and the imaye of the star will be seen in.

the silvered part of the "lass. Move the index, and the image of

the star w ill appear lo (lescend ; continue moving the index gra-

duallv until the star is in contact with the horizon at the lowest

part of the arch described, and the degrees and minutes shewn by
the index on the limb will be the altitude of the star.

To take Attiiiuks by the Buck Obsci-,:tilion. I. Of Ihe Sua.

Put the stem of the coloured glasses, into the ptrforatioii between
the horiion-glasscs, turn down either according to the brightness

of the sun, and hohl the quadrant vertically ; then direct the sight

through the hole in the back sight-vane, and the transparent slit in

Ihe horizon-glass to that part of the horizon which is opposite to

Ihe sun ; now move the index, till the sun \i in the silvered part of .

the
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tlif- gla>s, and l>y giving the quadrant a vibratory motion, tlie axis

of wiiicli is tliat ot vision, llie image of tlie sun will describe an

arch whose convex side is upwards: bring the limb of the sun,

when in the upper part of this arch, in contact with tlie horizon;

and the index will shew the altitude of the other limb of the sun.

H. OfthtAlnnn. The altitude of the moon is observed in the

same manner as that of the sun ; with this dirt'erencc only, that the

use of the coloured glass is unnecessary uidess the moon is very

bright; and tliat the enliglitened limb, wliether it be the upper or

tower, is to be brought in contact with the horizon.

HI. Ofn Star or Planet. Look directly to the star through the

vane and transparent slit in the horizon-glass; move the index

until the opposite horizon, with respect to the star, is seen in the

silvered part of the glass ; and make the contact perfect as for-

merly. J f the altltutlc of the star is known nearly, the index may
be set to that altitude, the sight directed to the opposite horizon,

and the observation made as before. Two corrections are neces-

sary to be made before the altitude can be accurately and rinally

tlelermincd, viz. one on account of the observer's eye being raised

above the level of the sea, and the other on account of the refrac-

tion of tlie atmosphere, especially in small altitudes.

General rules for these correctimis. 1. In the fore observa-

tions, add the sum of both corrections to the observed zenith-

distance, for the true zenith-distance; or subtract tlie said sum
from the observed altitude, for tlie true one. 2. In the back ob-

servation, add the dip and subtract the refraction for altitudes;

and fir zenith-distances do the contrary, viz. subtract tlie dip, and

add the refraction.

Eiamp. 1. B) a back observation, the altitude of the sun's lower

edge was found by Iludley's quadrant to be 25° 12' the eye being

30. feel above th'- li 'nzon. By the tables, the dip on 30 "feet is 5'

14", and the rifra< tion on 23' 1 2' is 2' 1". Henre
Appar alt. louer limb 25° 12' o"

Sun's semidiameter, sub Iti

Appar. alt. of centre 24 56

Dip of horizon, add 5 14

25 1 14

Refraction, subtract 2 1

True alt. of centre 24 59 13

Examp. 2. By a back observation, the altitude of Q's lower

limb is 84° r 12", the eye being 50 feet above the horizon. Re-
quired the true altitude of his centre.

Appar. alt. of O's lower limb 84° 1' 12"

O's semidiameter subtract ,. o 15 55

Appar. alt. of O's centre 83 45 17
Dip of horizon add o 6 44

93 52 1

Atniospli. refract, sub G

True alt. of 0's centre S3 51 55

TABLE I.
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upon as ;i very morose and obsliiiaU- ol'J Icllow, wlio would not

carry over any man williout his fare; and hence the proverbml

use of that vti-se in Juvenal,

Furor est post omnia pcrdere nauUim.

A similar custom took place among the Greeks ; with whom the

money pnt into tlie mouth of the deceased was tailed A-.vr;^,.

NAUMACHIA, in anliquilv, a show or spectacle among the

ancient Romans, repre-entin- a'sea-fight. The<;e mock sea-li-hts

are supposed to liave c/rii?inated :U the time of the Inst I'linu- war,

when the Romans first instructed their men in the knowledge ol

naval asfairs. Afterwards tiiey were intended to entertain the po-

pulace, as well as to improve the seamen. They were often like

other shows exhibited at' the cxpence of mdividuals, to increase

their popularity.

Naumachi* were also places fitted up for the?e s!,ows, a sort

of circuses ot amphitheatres, with seats and porticos, &c.

N.VUMBERG, a-town of Germany in the Lower Rhino, on

the Edcr; 14 miles W. S. W. of "Cassel. Lon. 9- 0. K. Lat.

51.2. N.
NAUMBURG, a town of Germany, in Upper Saxony, capital

»f the county of Saxe-N^iumhiirs;. Lon. 11. yo. E. Lat. 51. 12. N.

NAITPACTUS, or NAPACTV.M, in ancient geography, a

city of jLlolia, at the mouth of the Evenus. The name is dcri'ved

from i=!u.- and r:y,y;-j,xt, because it was there that the Heraclida; built

the first ship which carried them to Peloponnesus. Lon. 22. 20.

E. Lat.38. 0. N.
N.\UPLIL"S, a son of Neptune and Amymone, a native of

Argoi, who went to Colchis with Jasun, in the Argo.

N.\UPLiL's, in fabulous history, king of Eubcea; was the son of

C I itonas, and grandson of Nauplins the Argonaut. He was the

father of the famous I'alamedes, who was so unjustly sacrilked to

tlie artifice and re>entment of Ulysses by the Greeks to the Tro-

jan war.

NAUPORTUM, or NAUPORTUS, a town on a cognominal

river towards its source, in Pannonia Superior. The reason of the

name, according to Pliny, is, that tlie ship Argo, after coming up
the Danube, the Save, and the Ijaubach, was thence carried on
men's shoulders over the Alps into the Adriatic.

TC.'VL'RZIM, a lake of Russia, 4S miles in circumference. Lon.
64. 4Q. E. Lat. 51. 30. N.
NAUSCOPY, the art of discovering the approach of sliips or

the neighbourhood of land at a considerable distance. This pre-

tended art was invented by a M. Bottineau, employed in the King
and Company's service in the island of Erance, from 1782 to 1784.

NAUSEA, or SICKNESS, a retching or propensity and en-

deavour to vomit,' arising from something which irritates the sto-

macli. See Medicine.
NAUSICAA, the daughter of Alcinous king of the Phsaceans,

who entertained Ulysses hospitably when shipwrecked on her fa-

ther's coastr See Ulysses.
KAUTES, a Trojan soothsayer, who comforted .'Eneas, when

his tiret was burnt at Sicily. lie was the progenitor of the Roman
fau;ily of the Nautii to whom the Palladium was entrusted.

N'AUTILL^S, in zoology, a genusl)c!onging to the order ofvermes
testacea. Shell univalve, spiral, divided into several apartments by
partitions. There arc upwards of thirty species, chiefly distinguish-
ed by particularities in their shells. Bonani observes, that this genus
of shellfish is very well-named from the Greek va^7ix@', which
signifies both a ship and a sailor ; for the shells of all the nautili carry
the appearance of a ship with a very high poop. Dilierent authors,
both ancient and modern, have called the nautilus by tlie names
of pompilus, nauplius, ovum polypi, polypus testaceus: and the
French call it le vollier. It is by some imagined, that men first

learned the art of navig;ition from this animal. 1 he chief division
of the nautili is into the thin and thick-shelled kinds.
N. Concha Marcaritifera, the Thick-Shelled Nauti-

lus, has a very thick shell, and never <iuits that habitation. This
shell is divided into forty or more partitions, which grow smaller as
they approach the extremity or centre of the shell : between every
one of these cells and the adjoining ones there is a communication
by a hole in the ccnlie of every one of the partitions. Through
this hole runs a pipe the whole length of the shell. It is supposed
by many, that by this ])ipe the fish occasionally passes from one
cell to another; biit this seems improbable, as 'the fish would be
crushed lo dcatli by passing' through it. It is much more likely

that it always occupies tl;e largest chamber in lt^ •.hell ; tlkit is,

that it lives in the cavity between the mouth and the first partition,

and that it never removes out of this ; but that all the apparatus of
cells, and the pipe of communication, serve only to admit occa-
sionally air or wativ into the shell, in such propoiiion as may serve

the creature for sw imming. Authors call this shell concha marga-
litifera, on account of the fine colour on its ins'uie, which is more
lieauliful than any other mother-of-pearl ; but it has not been ob-
served that this species offish ever produced pearls.

N. I'apvraceus, the PAPtR-SnELLED Nautilus. The shell

of this species is no thicker than a piece of paper when out of the
water. This animal is not at all fastened to its shell. There Is an
opinion; as old as the days of Pliny, that it creeps out of its shell,

and goes on shore to feed. When it is to sail, it expands tw.o of
its arms on high, and between these supports a membrane, which
it throws out, and which serves for its ^ail ; while the two other
arms serve occasionally either as oars or as a steeraje ; but this last

oliice IS generally served by the tail. When the sea is calm, it is

common to see numbers ot these creatures diverling themselTCS in

this manner: but as soon as a storm rises, or any thing gives them
disturbance, they draw their legs, and take in as much water as

niidies them specifically heavier thau that in which they iloat ; and
then they sink to the bottom. When they rise again, they void
this water by a number of holes, of which their leg; are full.

N.WY, [from navis, Lat.3 the fleet or shipping of a prince or

state. Sec Marine. The management of the British royal navy,
under the lord high admiral of Great Britain, is entrusted to prin-

cipal ol'licirs and commissioners, v. ho hold th'-ir places by patent.

The royal navy ot Great Britain is now in a very (fourishing state,

having been diligently keptup in late reigns, as the natural strciigtU

of the kingdom. ^\ hen it is complete, it is divided into three

si|uadioiis, distinguished by the colours of the flags carried by the
respective admirals belonging to the same, viz. red, white, and
blue; the principal commander of which bears the title of admi-
ral: and each has under liim a vice-admiiijl and a rear-admiral,

who are likewise flag-officers.

Navy, Chief Officers of the. The principal officers of

the navy are four, viz. the treasurer, whose business it is to receive

money out of the exchequer, and to pay all the charges of the

navy, by warrant from the principal ofticers: complrolier, who
attends and controulsall payment of wages, is to know the rates of

stores, to examine and audit all accounts, &c. : surveyor, who is

to know the state of all stores, and see wants supplied ; to estimate

repairs, charge boat-swains, &c. with what stores they receive, and
at the end of each voyage to state and audit accounts: clerk of

the acts, whose business it is to record all orders, contracts, bills,

warrants, &c.
Navy, Commissioners, &c. of the. The commissioners of

the navy are five; the first executes that part of the comptroller's

duty which relates to the comptroUiiig the victualler's accounts ;

ihe'sccond another part of the said comptroller's duty relating to

the account of the storekeepers of the yard ; the third has the di-

rection of the navy at the port of Portsmouth ; the fourth has the

same at Chatham'; and the fifth at Plymouth. There are also

other commissioners at large, the number more or less according

to the exigencies of public affairs ; and since the increase pf the

royal navy, these have several clerks under tl>em, with salaries .il-

lowed by'the king. The victualling of the royal navy halh for-

merly been undertaken by contract ; but it is now man:iged by
commissionei-s, who hold their oflice on Tower-hill, London. The
navy-office is where the whole busiuess concerning the navy is

managed by the principal officei-s and commissioners.

Navy-Exercise. The exercise of the great-guns ^vas, till

lately, very complicated, and abounding with superfluities, in our

navy, as well as all others. The following method was then suc-

cessfully introduced by an officer of distinguished abilities. Upon
beat t:> uri/is (every body having imiiiediately repaired to their

cpiaiters) tlic- midshipman, commanding a number of guns, is to see

that they are notwithout every necessary article, as (at evcrv gun)

a spuuge, powder-horn, with its priming wires, and a sufficient

(juantityof powder, crow, hand-spike, bed, ciuoin, train-tackle,

&c. seiuling without delay for a supply of any thing that may be

a missing ; and for the greater certainty of not overlooking any dc-

liciency, he is to give strict orders to each captain under hiiu, to

make the like examination at his respective gun, and to take care

that every recjuisite is in a serviceable condition, which he is lo

report
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reporl acTorcliiiylv. And rbesidex tne other ac(v:intagt~i of this re-

gulalion) fov tlic still more lertiiiii and speedy accoiiiit heiiig t;ikeii

upon these occasions, the midshipiiian is to give each man his

i'njif;e ;it quarters (as expressed in the fonilof tlie monthly report),

V ho is to st^arc li for his particular implements ; and, not finding

them, is immediately to acquaint his captain, that, upon his report

to the midshipman, ihey may be replaced. Tlie man who takes

care of the powder is to place himself on the oppo-^ite side of the

deck from tliat v. here we engage, except when lighting both sides

At once, when he is to be amid-ships. He is not to suffer any
other man to take a cartridge from him but he who is appointed to

»erreth.e gun with that rfrticle, neither in time of a real eng;ic;empiit

nor at exercise. Lanthorns are not to be brought to quarters in

the night, until the midshipmin gives his orders for so doing to the

jx-rson he charges with that article. Everything being in Us place,

and not the leiist lumber in the way of the guns, the exercise he-

gins with, 1. Silcuce. At this word every one is to observe a

silent attention to the officers. 2. Cast Inose your guns. The
muzzle- lashing is to be taken oti' from the guns, and (being coiled

up in a sn.all compass) is to be made fast to the eye-bolt above the

port. The lashing-tackles at the same time to be c-asl loose, and
middle of the breeching seized to the thin>ble of the poniillion.

The spunge to be taken down, and, with the crow, hand-spike,

&c. laid upon the deck by the gun. N. B. Wlien prepared for

engaging sn enemy, the seizing within tlie clinch of the breeching

is to be cut, that the gun may come sufficiently within board for

foading, and that the force of the recoil may be more spent before

it acts upon the breeching. 3. Level your guns. Tlie breech of

vour metal is to be raised so as to admit the foot of the bed's being

placed upon the axle-tree of the carriage, with the quoin upon the

bed, both their ends being even one with the other. N. B. When
levelled for firing, the bed is to be lashed to the bolt wiiich sup-

por ts the inner end of it, that it may not be thrown out of its place

by the violence of the gun's motion when hot with frequent dis-

charges. 4. Take nut your tovipimxs. The tompion is to be

taken out of the gun's mouth, and left hanging by its laniard. 5.

Uunoul ynur gun.i. With thctackleshookedtothe upper bolts of the

carnage, the gun is to be bowsed out as close as possible, without

the assistance of crows or hand-spikes ; taking care at thes.-.me time

to keep the breeching clear of the trucks by hauling it through the

rings ; it is then to be bent so as to run clear when the gun is fired.

When the gun is out, the tackle-falls are to be laid alongside the

carriages in neat fakes, that, when the gun by recoiling o\erliauls

them, they may not be subject to get foul, as they would if in a

common coil. 6. Prime. If the cartridge is to be pierced with

the priming wire, and the vent tilled with powder, the pan also is

to be tilled ; and the flat space, having a score through it, the end
of the pan is to be covered, and this part of the priming is to be
bruised with the round part of the horn. The apron is to be laid

over, and the horn hung up out of danger from the Hash of the

priming. 7. Point your guns. At this command the gun is, in

the first place, to be elevated to the height of the object, by means
t)f the side-sights ; and then the person pointing is to direct his fire

by the upper sight, having a crow on one side and a hand-spike on
the other, to heave the gun by his direction till be catches the

object. N. B. The men who heave the gun for pointing are to

stand between the ship's side and their crows or hand-spikes, to

escape the injury they might otherwise receive from their being
struck against them, or splintered by a shot ; and the man who
attends the captain with a match is to bring it at the word, " Point

your guns," and kneeling upon one knee opposite the train-truck

of the carriage, an<l at such a distance as to be able to touch the
priming, is to turn his head from the gun, and keep blowing gently
upon the lighted match to keep it clear from ashes. And as the

missing of an enemy in action, by neglect or want of coolntss, is

most inexcusable, it is particularly recommended to have the
people thoroughly instructed in pointing well, and taught to know
the ill consequences of not taking proper means to hit their mark ;

wht-relore they shoul<4 be made to elevate their guns to the utmost
ni<ely, and then t) point with the same exactness, having caught
the object through the upper sight. At the word, 8. Pire, The
match is instantly to beput to the bruised part of the priming ; and
when the gun is discharged, the vent is to be closed, in order to
smother any spark of fire that may remain ip the chamber of the
gun ; and. the man who spungcs is immediatelv to place himself

by t!if muzzle of the gun in readiness; when, at t!ie next worth
i>. Sj>unge i/our gun, I'he spunge is to be rammed down to the

bottnm of thechamber, and then twisted round, to e.\tinguish effec-

tually any remains of fire; and when drawn out, to be struck against

the outside of the muzzle, to shake off any sparks or scraps o; the

cartridge lliat may have come out with it ; and next, its end is to

be shifted ready for loading; and while ths is doing, the man ap-

pointed to provide a cartridge is to go to the box, and by the time
the spunge is out of the gun, he is to have it ready ; and at the
word, 10. Load ivitk cartridge. The cartridge (with the bottom-
end first, seam downwards, and a wad after it) is to be put into the

gun, and thrust a little way within the mouth, when the rammer
is to be entered : the cartridge is then to be forcibly rammed
(.lown ; and the captain at the same lime is to keep his priming
wire in the vent, and, feeling the cartridge, is to give the word
home, when the rammer is to be drawn, and not before. While
this is doing, the man appointed to provide a shot is to provide one
(or two, according to the order at that time) ready -at the muzzle,
with a wad likewise ; and when the raiMiiier is drawn, at the word,
11. Shot your guns, The shot and wad upon it are to be put into

the gun, and thrust h little way down, when the rammer is to be
entered asbefere. The shot and wad are to be rammed down to

the cartridge, and there have a couple of forcible strokes, w hen
the rammer is to be drawn, and laid out of the way of the guns and
tackles, if the exercise or action is continued; but if it is o-ver, the
spunge is to be secured in the place it is at all times kept in. 12,

Put in your tompions. The tomiiions are to be put into the muz-
zle of the cannon. 13. House your guns. The seizing is to be
put on again upon the clinched end of the breeching, leaving it no
slacker than to admit of the guns being housed with ease. Tlie
quoin is to be taken from under the breech of the gun, and the bed,
still resting upon the boll» wHhin the carriage, thrust under, till

the foot of it falls off the axle-tree, leaving it to rest upon the tmd
which projects out from the foot. The metal is to be let down
upon this. The gun is to be placed exactly square ; and the muz-
zle is to be close to the wood, in its proper (ijace for passing the
muzzle-lashings. 14. Secure your guns. The tnuzzle-lashings

must fiist be made secure, and then with one tackle (having all its

parts equally taught with the breeching) the gun is to be lashed.

Ttie other tackle is to be bowsed taught, and by itself made fast,

that it may be ready to cast off for lashing a second breeching.

'N. B. Care must be taken to hook the first tackle to the upper
bolt of the carriage, that it mav not otherwise obstruct the reeving

of the second breeching, and to give the greater length to the end-
part of the fall. No pains must be spared in bowsing the lashing

very tasght, that the gun may have the least play that is possibTe,

as their being loose may be productive of very dangerous conse-
quences. The quoin, crow, and hand-spike, are to be put under
the gun, the powder-horn hung up in its place, &c. Being engaged
at any time when there is a large swell, a rough sea, or in squally

weather,5;c. as the ship may be liable to be suddenly much heeled,

the port-tackle-fall is to be kept clear, and (whenever the working
of the gun will arlmit of it) the man charged with that office is to
keep it in his hand ; at the same time tl.e muzzle-lashing is to be
kept fast to the ring of the port, and being hauled taught, is to be
fastf ned to the eye-bolt over the port-hole, so as to be out of tlic

gun's way in firing, in order to haul it in at any time of danger.
This precaution is not to be omitted, when engaging to the wind-
ward any more than when to the leeward, those situations being
very subject to alter at too short a warning. A train-tackle is al-

ways to be made use of with the lee-guns ; and the man stationed

to attend it is to be very careful in preventing the guns running
out at any Improper time.

NAWORTIl CASIT.E.an ancient castle in Cumberland, tea

miles from Carlisle, near the Gelt, still entire and inhabited. It is

a large pile, square, and built round a court.

N AXlA, a considerable isl;..nd of the Archipelago, 23 miles in
length, and SS in circumference, anciently called Naxos. It is

covered with orange, olive, lemon, cedar, citrou, pomegranate,
fis, and mulberry trees ; and there are many springs and brcks.
It has no harbour ; and yet they carry on a considerable ti'ade ir»

barley, wine, figs, cotton, silk, flax, cheese, salt, oxen, sheep,
mules, and oil. It still maintains its ancient reputation lor the best

wine in the Levant.

Naxia, a confiderable town, capital of the above isle, over-
6 againt
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against llie is)e of Pares. Tlie greatest part of the inhabitants are

decks. Loii. •-'.=•. 51. E. Lai. 37. 8. N.
NAXIVAN, NACSIV.VN, or NACCHIVAN, a town of

Persian Arincnii!, supposed to liave been the ancient ArtaNata, one

of the' largest cities of the east. It is 90 inilts S. E. of Eri^an,

^nd 258 E. of Erzeriini.

NAXKOVV, a town of Denmark in the isle of Lalan<l, 60 miles

S. W. ol Copenhagen. Lon. 11.31. E. Lai. 54. 52. N.
NAXOS, or NAXU3, in ancient geography, an island in the

iFgean Sea, now caUed Naxia, formerly Strongyle, Dia, Diony-

•ias, Callipolis, and Little Sicily.

Naxus, or Naxos. the capital ol the above island now called

aNo Naxia.

N .VY U E^, the nobility of the Malabar coast. They are reck-

oned the oldest nobility in the world ; for the most ancient writers

ni:'iition then), and quote the law thai permits the Nayrc ladies to

have iiiaiiv husbands.

NAZ.VREAN, .NAZAREXE, or NAZARITE, has varioiis

signitications, as I. One that is ol Nazareth, or a native of this

citv. 2. It was gi-en to Jesus Christ and his disciples, and is

commonly taken in a sense of derision and contempt, in such

authors as have written against Christianity. 3. A sect of heretics.

4. A man that has taken a vow to observe the rules of Nazarite-

Shl|), either for his whole life, as Samson and John the Baptist ; or

onlv for a time, as those mentioned in Numbers vi. 18, 19,20.

Amos ii. 11, 12. 5. Lnstly, Nazarite in some passages of scrip-

ture denotes a man of particular distinction and dignity in the court

ofsome prince. I. and II. the name Nazarene belongs to Jesus

Christ, not only because of his having lived the greatest part of his

life at Nazareth, but also because the propiiets had foretold that

he should be called a Nazarene. See Matt. ii. 23. We lind

no particular place in the prophets in which it is said expressly and

simply, that 111 • Messiah should be called a Nazarene ; and St.

Maithew only quoles the prophets in general. Perhaps the name
"I'tJ Nazir or Nazarite given to the patriarcii Joseph, Gen. xlix.

-'(). Deut. xxxiii. 16. was a prophecy which was to be fulfilled in

the person of Jesus Christ, of whom Joseph was a figure. St. Je-

rom was of opinion, that .St. Matthew here alludes to that passage
of Isaiah xi. 1. and Ix. 21. "And there shall come forth a rod
out of the stem of Jesse, and a branch (Ileb. NczerJ shall grow
out of his roots." This branch or Nezer, and this rod, are cer-

tainly intended to denote Jesus Christ, by the general consent of
all the fathers an<l interpreters.— 111. T he sect of Nazarenes were
Christians converted from Judaism, whose chief error consisted in

defending the necessity or expediency of the works of the law,

and who obstinately adhered to the practice of the Jewish cere-

monies. The name, Nazarenes, at first had nothing od'ous in it,

and it was often given to the first Christians. The fathers fre-

quently mention the gospel of the Nazarenes, which dirters nothing
from that of St. Matthew, which was either in Hebrew or Syriac,
for the use of (he first converts; but was afterwards corrupted by the
Ebioniles. These Na:arenes preserved this first gospel in its primi-
tive purity. Some of them were in existence in the time of St.

Jerom, who does not reproach them with any error. They were
very zealous observers of the law oi Moses, but held the traditions
of the Pharisees in very great contempt.— IV. Nazarite, when
«sed to signify a person under the ancient law, who made a vow
ol observing a more than ordinary degree of purity, denotes a man
or woman who engaged by a vow to abstain from wine and all in-

toxicating 1 quors, to let tlieir hair grow without cutting or shaving,
not to enter into any house that was polluted by having a dead
corpse in it, nor to be present at any funeral. When any one died
in (heir presence, they began again the whole ceremony of their
consecration and Nazaritesbip. Tills ceremony generally la.ted
eieht dayn, sometimes a month, an<l sometimes their whole lives.

When the time of their Nazariteship was accomplished, thi- priest

brought the person to the door of the temple, who there oHered a
he-lamb for a burnt-oflfering, a slie-lamb for an expialorv sacrifice,
and a nun for a p'-ace-oiTering. They offered likewise loaves and
cakes, with wine for the lii)atieins. After all this the jiriest or some
other shaved the head of the Nazarite at the door of the tabernacle,
and burnt his hair, throwing it upon the lire of the altar. Then
tie priest put into the hand "f the Nazarite the shoulder of the ram
rousted, with a loaf and a cake, v.liich the Nazarite reluming into
the hands o! the priest, heoller'-d them to the Lord, lifting them

up in the presence of the Nazarite. And from this time he might
again drink wine, his Nazaritesbip being accomplished. As to

those who were perpetxial Nazarites, as were Samson and John the

Baptist, it appears that they were consecrated to their Nazaritesbip

by their parents, aii<l continuctl all their lives in this state, without

drinking wine or cutting tneir hatr. Those wlio made a vow of

Nazaritesliip out of Palestine, and could not come to the temple
when their vow was expired, contented themselves with observing

the abstinence required by the law, and alter that ciilliiig their

hair in the place where they were: as to theoflerings and sacrifices

prescribed by Moses, which were to be olTered at the temple by
themselves, or by others lor them, they ikferrerl Ihislill they could
have a convenient opportunity. Hence St. Paul being at Co-
rinth, and having made the vow of a Nazarite, he had his hair cut

oir at Cenchrea, and put off fulfilling the rest of his vow till he
should ai rive at Jerusalem, Acts xviii. IS. \V hen a person found
that he was not in a condition to make a vow of Nazarile^hip, or
had not leisure to perform the ceremonies belonging to it, he con-
tented himself by contributing to the expence of the sacrifice and
offerings of those who had made ?nd fulfilled this vow ; and thus

became a partaker in the merit of such Nazaritesbip. When St.

Paul came to Jerusalem, A. D. 58, the apostle St. James the Less,

with the other brethren, said to him. Acts xxi. 23, 24, tliat to quiet

the minds of the converted Jews, who had been informed that he
everv where preached up the entire abolition of the law of Moses,
he ought to join himself to four cf the faithful who" had a vow of

Nazaritesbip upon them, and contribute to the charge of the cere-

mony at the shaving of their heads; by which the new converts

would perceive tiiat he continued to keep the law. V. 1 he He-
brew word Nazir, or Nazarite, which is made use of to express a
man exalted to great dignity, as it is said of the patriarch Joseph,
Gen. xlix. 26, and Deut. xxxiii. 16, "that he was separate from
his brethren," as it is in our translation; or as the Vulgate and
others undersland the Hebrew, " that he was as a Nazarite among
his brethren," is varlou^ly understood. Some think that the He-
brew word "1*U Nazir in these places, signifies one who is crowned,
chosen, separated, or distinguished: flie word TtJ Nazir signifies

a crown. The LXX translate this word a chiel or him that is

honoured. Calmet thinks that this was a term of dignity in the
courts of eastern princes ; aiul that at this day in the court of Per-
sia the word Nazir signifies thesuperinlendant general of the king's
household, the chief officer of the crown, the high steward of his

family, treasures, and revenues ; and thai in this sense Joseph was
the Nazir of the court ol Pharaoh. Le Clerc translates Nazir a
prince, and calls Joseph " the prince of his brethren," in the two
places already quoted. Mr. Pool declares in favour^of this last

translation. See the works of Josephus, Chardin, Chrysto. St.

Jerom, &c.
NAZARETH, a little city of Judaea in the tribe of Zebu'nn, io

Lower Galilee, W. of Tabor, and E.of Ptolemais. Eiisebius says
it is fifteen miles from Legion towards the E. 'Ihis city is much
celebrated in the scriptures, for having been the usual place of the
residence of Jesus Christ for the first thirty years ol his life. Luke
ii, 51. There he was brought up, lived in obedience to Joseph and
Marv, and thence was called a Nazarene. Lon. 35. 20. E. Lat.
32: 30. N.
Nazareth, a town of Pennsylvania, in Northampton county,

ten miles N. by E. of Bethlehem, and 63 N. by VV. of Phi-
ladelphia.

NAZE, or LINDESNESS, a cape on the S. coast of Norwav,
joining the main land by a very narrow rocky isthmus. Lon. 7.

12. E. Lat. 58. 1. N.
Nazf, or Naze Point, a head-land on the E. coast of Esse.v,

S. of Harwich, and! sixty miles from the North Foreland, with
which it forms the month of the Thames.
NAZIM, the lord-lieutenant, viceroy or governor of a province

in Hindoslan ; the same as Lubahdor, or Nabob.
NEA, an isle between Lemiios and the Hellespont; which

ro'-e during an earthquake. Plin. ii. 87.

N E A1)^HTTAS, in law, a writ directed to the bishop, at the
suit of one fliat is patron of h church, where, on a scpiare impedit,
&c. dcpeni ing, he is doubtful that the bishop will collate his clerk,
or iidmit the other's clerk, during the suit between them.
NKAGH, LOUGH. See Lough-Neagii.
NEALED, among seamen, is used when the sounding is deep

water
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vater close to the shore; as also wiien the shore is sandy, clayey,

oozv, or foul and rocky ground.

KEALING, or rather ANNEALING, is the preparing of

several matters, by boating or baking them in the oven, or

the like.

Nealixc is also used for the art or act of burning or baking

earthen or other waie in an oven. The miners at Mendip, when

they meet with a rock they cannot cut through, anneal it by Ijynig

on wood and coal, and contriving the lire so that they quit the mine

before the operation begins, it being dangerous to enter it again

before it be quite cleared of the smoke.
Nealing of Glass is the baking of glass, to dry, harden, and

give it the due consistence, after it has been blown, and fashioned

into the proper works. This is usually performed in a kind of

tower called the leer, built over the melting furnace. See Glass-

making.
N EALING OF Steel, is the heating it in the fire to a blood-red

heat, and then taking it out, and letting it cool gently of itself.

This is done to make it softer, in order to engrave or punch upon
it. See Engraving.
NEAP, or NEAP TIDES, are those tides which happen when

the moon is in the middle of the second and fourth quarters. I'hey

are low tides, in respect of their opposites the spring-tides. As the

highest of the spring-tides is three days after the full or change, so

the lowest of the neap is four days before the full or change. On
which. occasion the seamen say that it is deep neap.

NEAPED. When a ship wants water, so that she cannot get

out of the harbour, off the ground, or out of the dock, the seaman
say she is neaped, or beneaped.
NEAPOLIS, in ancient geography, a city of Italy, in Cam-

pania, on the Sebethus, called also Parthenope, originally a coJony
from Cunii". It is now called Naples. See Naples.
Neapolis was also the name of twelve other ancient cities : viz.

1. A city of Egypt, in the Nonios Panopolitanus, between Theba;
to the S. and Panupolis to tlie N. on the E. side of the Nile ;

otherwise called Caene. 2. In Babylonia, near the Euphrates on
the S. side. 3. In Caria, near the Meander. 4. In (.'yrenaica,

between Ptolemais and Arsinoe. 5. Neapolis or Ca-nfipolis, on
the E. border of the same province. 6. In Ionia. 7. In Mace-
donia Adjecta, twelve miles E. of Philippi. 8. InPisidia, on the
borders of Galatia, between Amblada and Pappa. 9. In Samaria,
the ancient Sichem. 10. Irj Sardinia, on the S. W. side of the
island, thiity miles N. of Metalla; now called Neapoli. 11. In
Regio Syrtica, called also Leptis. 12. In Zeugiiana on the Me-
diterranean, E. ofClypea, and S. of the Promontorium Mercurii.
NEAR, or NO NEAR, at sea, a word of command from him

that cons the ship to the man at the helm, requiring him to let her
fall to the leeward.

NE.\RDIA, a race of Africans, who inhabit the mountains of
Jibbel Aurez, in Algiers. Mr. Bruce says, they are much fairer

in the complexion than any of the nations to the S. of Britain:
their hair is red, and their eyes blue : they maintain their indepen-
dence, and are of a savage disposition, so that our traveller found
it difficult to appoach them with safety. Eachuf them has a Greek
cross in the middle between the eves, marked with antimonv.
NEAT, or NEAT WEIGHT, the weight of a commodity

alone, clear of the cask, bag, case, or even filth. See Net.
NEATH, a town of S. Wales, in Glamorganshire, 32 miles N

W. of Llandaff. Lon. 3. 47. W. Lat. 51. 37. N.
NEBUCHADNEZZAR, or NABUCHODONOSOR, the

second king of Babylonia, son of Nabopolassar, and styh'd the
Great, was associated by his father in the empire, 6n7 B. C.
and the following year he took Jehoiakim king of Judali prisom-r,
and proposed to carry him and his subjects in captivilv into Baby-
lon ; but upon his submission, and promising to hold 'his kingdom
under Nebuchadnezzar, he was permitted to remain at Jerusalem.
In 603, Jehoiakim attempted to shake off the Babylonian yoke,
but witliout success ; and this revolt brought on the general cap-
tivity. Nebuchadnezzar also subdued tlie Ethiopians, Arabians,
Idumsans, Philistines, Syrians, Persians, Medes, Assyrians, and
almost ail .^sia. Beuig puffed up with pride, he caused a aolden
statue to be set up, and commanded all to worship it :''which
Daniel's companions refusing to do, they were cast into the fiery
furnace. But as he was admiring his own magnificence, by divine
sentence he was driven from men, and in the scripture-style is said
vol, IV.—NO. 157.

to have eaten grass as oxen : i. e. he was seized with the disease

called by the Greeks lyconthrophy, wliich is a kind of madness

that causes persons to run into the fields and strei.ls in the night ;

and sometimes to suppose themselves to have the head of oxen,

or to be made of glass. .'Vt tlvj c.id of seven years his reason re-

turned to him, and he was restored to his throne i^nd glory. He
died B. C. 562, in the 43d year of his reign; in the' 5th of

which happened that eclipse of the sun mentioned by Ptolemy,
which is the surest foundation of the chronology of his reign.

NEBULA, [Lat. J a term applied to appearances, like a cloud

in the human body ; as also to films upon the eyes.

NEBl'L.E, in astronomy, a term applied to certain spots in

tlie heavens, some of which consist of clusters of telescopic stars,

others appear as luminous spots of different forms. The most con-

siderable is one in the midway between the two stars on the blade

of Orion's sword, marked S by Bayer, discovered in the year l6j(j

bv Hu\gens ; it contains only seven stars, and the other part is

a bright spot upon a dark ground, and appears like an opening

into brighter regions beyond. See Astronomv.
NEBULOUS, Cloudv, in astronomy, a term applied to cer-

tain of the fixed slai-s, which shew a dim hazy light, being less than

those of the sixth magnitude, and therefore scarcely visible to the

naked eye.

Nebvlous Strata. See Astronomy.
NEBULY, in heraldry, is when a coat is charged with several

little figures, in form of words running within one another, or

when the out-line of a bordure, ordinary, &c. is indented or

waved.
NECESSITY, inlaw, as it implies a defect of will, excuses

from the guilt of crimes. See Crime. Compulsion and inevit-

able necessity are a constraint upon the will, whereby a man is

urged to do that which his judgement disapproves ; and which, it

is to be presumed, his will (if left to itself) would reject. As pu-

nishments are therefore only inflicted for the abuse of that free

will which God has given to man, it is highly just, that a man
should be excused for those acts which are done through unavoid-

able compulsion. 1. Of this nature, in the first place, is the

obligation of civil subjection, whereby the inferior is constrained

by tlie superior to act contrary to what his own reason and inclina-

tion would suggest: as when a legislator establishes iniquity by a

law, and commands the subject to do an act contrary to religion

or sound morality. How far this excuse will be admitted in foro

conscientis, or whether the inferior in this case is not bound to

obey the divine rather than the human law, it is not our business

to decide ; though among casuists, the qui>stion will hardly bear a
doubt. But obedience to the laws in being is undoubtedly a suf-

ficient extenuation of civil guilt before the municipal tribunal.

The sheriff who burnt Latimer and Ridley, in the bigotted days

of Queen Mary I. was not liable to punishment from Eiizabetlx

for e.xecuting so horrid an office ; being justified by the commands
of that magistracy which endeavoureil to restore superstition,

under the holv auspices of its merciless sister, persecution. As fa

persons in private relations, the principal case, where constraint of

a superior is allowe<l as an excuse for criminal misconduct, is with

regard to the matrimonial subjection of the wife to her husbind :

for neither a son nor a servant are excused for the commission of

any crime, whether capital or otherwise, by the command or co-

ercion of the parent or master; though in some cases the com-
mand or authority of the husband, either express or implied, will

privilege the wife from punishment, even for capital oftVnces.

And therefore, if a woman commit theft, burglary, or other civil

offences, by the coercion of her husband, or even in his company,
which the law construes a coercion, she is not guilty of any crime :

being considered as acting by compulsion : which doctrine is at

least 1000 years oid in this kingdom, being to be found among the

laws of Ina in the West Saxon. And among the northern nations

on the continent, this privilege extended to any woman trans-

gressing in concert v.illi a man, and to any servant that committed
a joint ull'ence with a freeman ; liie male or freeman only was pu-

nishe<l, the female or slave d'smissed. But (besides that, in the

English law, which is a stranger to slavery, no inqjunity is given

to servants, who are as free agents as their masters) even with re-

gard to wives, this rule admits of an exception in crimes that are

mala in se, and prohibited by the law of nature ; as murder, and
the like: not only because these are of a deeper dye, but also,

L
'
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?incf in I stule of nature no one is in ?nbjcction to aiiotlicr, it

would bf uiiaasoiuble to screen an olTrni'.ci from tlie punishment

rfiie to natural crimes, bv the refinements and subordinations of

civil society. In treason al^o (the hichest crime which a member

of sociflv caiv, as such, be guilty of), no plea in_ covi-rtnre shall

oxcusi: tfie wife : no presumption of the hu^ljand's coercion shall

extenu.rtr her guilt : as well because of the odiousiiess and dan-

gi>roiT> (•onM>qu«'iK-(.'S of ihc crime itself, as because the lni<band,

havin;; bnikcii through the most sacred tic of social community

by icbcllion against the slate, has no riu;ht to that obedience from

aVifc, which he hinisi-lfas a subject has forgottoii to pay. In in-

ferior mi-in-meanors also, a wife may bo indicteil ami set in tlie

pillorv with licr husband, for keeping a broliiel : for thii is an of-

I'fnee touching the domestic ttcouomy or government of the house,

iu which the wife has a priiKipal share; anil is alsosurii an olfence

as the law presumes to be generally conducted by the intrigue?

of the female se\. And in all cases where the wife ortends alone,

V. ilhout the conipany or coercion of her husband, she is responsi-

ble for her ofTence as' nuicli as any femine sole. :!. Another species

ofcompukioii or necesMty is what the law calls duns, piT uiiiias;

or threats and menaces, wliicli induce a fear of death or other bo-

dily harm, and which take away for that rea^on the guilt of many
crimes and misdemeanors, at ies->t before the human tribunal.

But then that fear, which compels a man to do an tniwarrantable

action, ought to l«e just and well grounded; such, "(pii cadere

poisit in virimi constantent, non timidum et meticulosum," as

k.-acton expresses it, in the words of the civil law. 'I lierefore,

in time of war or rebellion, a man may be justiiied in doing many
treasonablti acts by c(mipul.-;iou of the enemy or rebels, whicli

would admit of no excuse in the time of peace. This, however,
seems only, or principally, to hold as to positive crimes, so created

by the laws ofs(x:;ety, and which therefore society may excuse:
but not as to natural olfences, so declared by the law of God,
wherein human magistrates are only the exei ntioners of divine

puni-iiiDcnt. And therolore though a man be violently assaulted,

and lialh no other possible means of escaping death but bv killing

an innocent person, this fear and force shall not iicquit him of i

murder; for he ought rather to die himself than escape bv the
murder of an innocent. But in such case he is permitted to kill

the assailant; for there the law of nature, and sell-defence its pri-

mary canon, have made him his own protector. 3. There is a
third species of necessity, which may be distinguished from the
actual compulsion of external force or fear ; being] the result of
reason and reflection, which act upon and constrain a man's will,

and oblige him to do an action which without such obligatioji

would be criminal. And that is, when a man has his choice of
two evils set before him, and, being under a necessity of choosin"
one, he cboo.ses the least pernicious of the two. Here the will

cannot be said freely to exert itself, being rather passive than ac-
tive ; or, ifactrve, it is rather in rejecting the greater evil than
in choosing the less. ^Of this sort is that uecessitv, where a man
by the commandment ol the law is bound to arre^'t another for any
capital olTence, or to disperse a riot, and resistance is made to his
authority: it is here justitiable, and even necessary, to beat, to
wound, or perhaps to kill, tiie oiTeuders, rallier tUun permit the
murderer to es<ape, or the riot to continue, lor the preserva-
tion of the peari- of the kingdom, and the apprehenclini; of noto-
rious malctai tor>, are of the utmost consequence to the public

;

and therefore excuse the felony, which the killing would other-
wise amount to. 4. There is yet another case of necessity, which
has occasioned great speculation among the writers upon general
law ; viz. whether a man in extreme want of food or clothing mav
jiistity stealing either, to relieve his present necessities. Aiid Ihi's

both Grotius and Pufiendorf, with many other foreign jurists,
bold in tiie alVirmative ; maintaining by many ingenious, humane,
and plausible reasons, that in such cases the connnimity of goods,
by a kind of tacit concession of society, is revived. And even
soiue IJiglish laayers have held the same ; though it seems so be
an unwarranted doctrine, borrowed from the notions of some ci-
vilians ; at least the law of England admits no such excuse at pre-
Hfiit. .\nd this its doctrine is agreeable not wnly to the sentiments
rif many of the wisest ancients, particularly Cicero, who holds,
'I'liat luum ciiique incommodum ferendum est, potins quam de
alterius coumiodis detrahendum ; but also to the Jewish law, as
certified by Salomon himself: " If a thief steal to satisfy his soul

when he is hungry, he shall restore sevenfold, aud shall give all

the substance of house :" which was the ordinary punishment for

theft in that kingdom. And this is founded upon the highest
reason : for men's properties would be under a strange insecurity,

if liable to be invaded according to the wants of others ; of which
wants no man can possibly be an adequate judge, but the party
himself who pleads them. In Kngland especially, there would be «
peculiar impropriety in admitting so dubious an excuse: for by the
laws such sufficient provision is made for the poor by the power of
the civil magistrate, that it is impossible that the most nee<lv
stranger should ever be reduced to the necessity of thieving to

support nature. The case of a stranger is, by the way, (l:r

strongest instance put to Baron Puffendorf; and whereon he
builds his principal arguments : which, however they may hold
upon the continei-it, where the parsimonious industry of the na-

tives orders every one to work or starve, yet must lose all their

weight and eflicacy in England, where charity is reduced to a

system, and interwoven in our very constitution. 'I'hcrefore the
English laws ought by no means to be taxed with being unmerci-
ful, for denying this privilege to the necessitous; especially when
we consider, that the king, on the representation of his ministers

of justice, hath a power to softeji the law, and to e.xlend mercy in

cases of peculiar hardsliii) : an advantage which is wanting in manv
states, particularly those which are deinocratical : and these have
in its stead introduced and adopted, in the body of the law itself,

a multitude of circumstances tending to alleviate its rigour. But
the founders of our constitution thought it better to vest in thc-

ciown the power of pardoning particular objects of compassion,
than to countenance and establish theft by one general undistin-
gulshing law. See Pakdon.

Nkcf.ssity, in metaphysics, implies whatever is done by a
cause or power that is irresistible ; in which sense it is opposed to

Liberty. Man is a necessary agent, if all his actions be so de-

termined by the causes preceding each, that not one past action

could jiossibly not have come to pass, or have been otherwise than
it hath been ; nor one future action can possibly not come to

pass, or be ollierwise than it shall be. But he is a free agent, if

he be able, at any time, under the circumstances and causes he
then is, to do different things ; or, in other words, if he be not un-
avoidaldy determined in every point of time, by the circumstances

he is in, and the causes he is under, to do that one thing he does,

and not possibly to do any other thing. Whetlier man is a neces-

sary or a free agent, is a question wliich has been debated with

much ingenuity by writers of the first eminence, from Hobbes
and Clarke, to Priestley and Gregory. See Metaphysics, and
PUEDESTINATIOK. ^
Necessitv, in mythology, a power supposed to be superior to

all other powers, and equally irresistible by gods and by meir.

Herodotus, Ilesiod, and Homer, teach that the gods were gene-

rated by necessity of night and chaos. This power, though alw ays

represeiited as blind aiid unintelligent, was however worehipped

as a godde>s, bearing in her hand large iron-nails, wedges, an-

chors, and melted lead, as emblems of the inflexible severity of

her nature.

NECIIO II. king of Egypt, reigned B. C. 6l6, and is

celebrated in history for attempting, though in vain, to cut a canal

from the Nile to the Arabian gulf. He carried his arms as far aS

the Euphrates, and conquered the city of Carchemish. Tins

prince is known by the name of Neclio in profane history, as well

as in scripture. He raised fi,real land-armies, and lilted out vast

lleets, as well upon the Mediterranean as U))on the Ked Sea : he
gave battle to the Syrians near the city of Migdol ; routed them,

and made himself master of the city of Cadytis. The learned,

however, are not agreed about Cadytis. Some will have it to be
Cades in Arabia Petra'a, others Jerusalem ; and others say it is

the city of Cedes, or Kedesh, in Galilee, iu the tribe of Naphtali.

The scriptures accjuaint us with the whole expedition of Necho
in all its particulars. It happened A. M. 33()4. See 2 Kings

xxiii. ','<), &c. and 2 Chr. xxxv. 20, 'Jl, &:c. Jeremiah informs us,

(ch. xlvi. i,) that Carchemish was t:;keii from Necho by Nebu-
chadnezzar ; and Josephus adds, that this monarch reduced the

whole country between Egypt and the Euphrates : so that N'echo's

coii(|uests were very short-lived.

N E(T>C, is that slender part situated between the head and the

trunk of the boilv. See An.vtomy.
NECKAR'a GEMUND,
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' 'NECKAR'sGEMUND, atouii of Gemiany, in (Ije late circle

cnJ palatinate of the Rhine, 3 miles E. of Heidelberg. Lou 7.

54. E. Lat. 49. 19. N.
KECROLIUM, a word used by some of the alchemical wri-

ters to expreis a remedy almost always capable of averting death,

and rontinuiiif; life to its utmo't period.

NECROLOGY, [necrologium from v!x^,-, dead, and >:>>•»,-,

enumeration,] a book anciently kept in churches and monaste-
ries, wherein were registered the benefactors of the same, the time
of their deaths, and the di'.ys of their commemoration ; as also

the deaths of the priors, abbots, religious, canons, Sic. This was
otherwise railed calendar and obituary.

NECIJOMANCY, [vjxjaj and /xavJif,] a superstitious and im-
j)ious imposture, which appears to have had its origin at a very
oarly period in Elgypt, and to have been thence propagated in

every nation with the manners of which history has made us ac-

quainted. The conquests of Sesostris might intioduce it into

India ; Ihi; Israelites would naturally borrow it from the people
among whom they sojourned 400 years ; and it would easily find

Hi way into Phoenicia, from the vicinity of that country to tlie

land of il^ nativity. From the Egyptians and Plio^nicians it was
adopted, with Ihe other rites of paganism, by the Creeks ; and it

was imported into Rome with Grecian literature and manners. It

spread itself through all the modern nations of Europe, and took
stieh deep root as to be long retained, even after those nations

were ci»nverted to the Christian faith. Of its early antiquity we
have convplete evidence in the writings of Moses, (Deiit. xviii.

11, 12,) where it is severely condemned as an abomination
to the Lord ; and though it appears to have been even then

kpread into Phoenicia, we may yet conclude its birth-])lace to

liave been Egypt, because at their exody, the Israelites

were corrupted only by Egyptian superstitions, and because ne-

cromancy was one of those whoredoms which tlie prophet Ezekiel

says they brought with 1 hem from Egypf. and continued to prac-

tise till they were carried captives into Ijaby Ion. Profane authors

not only aflirm Egypt to have been the birtli-pUice of iiecromancv,

but ill some degree account for the origin of so impious a delusioii.

From Diodorus the Sicilian (Lib. 1, § 2,) we learn, that the Gre-
cian fiibles ot Charon, the ferry-man of hell, of Styx, Cocvfus,

the Elysian Fields, Tartarus, thejudgement of Minos, and Rha-
damanthus, &c. with the whole scenery of the infernal regions,

were imported from Egypt into Greece. The ancient Egyptians,

and indeed all the people of the east, made use of caves for bury ing-

places, which were well suited to the solemn sadness of the sur-

viving friends, and proper receptacles for those who were never
more to behold the light. In Egypt, many of those subterra-

neous cavities, being dug out of the natural rock, still remain and
command the admiration of travellers ; and near to the pyramids
in particular there are some apartments of a wonderful fabric,

which though they extend in lengtli 4400 feet, and are about 30
feet in depth, appear to have been, if not entirely dug, at

least reduced to form by means of the chisel or pick-a\e.

From the practice of burying in such caverns sprung the opi-

nion that the infernal mansions were situated somewhere near

the centre of the earth, which by the Egyptians was believed to

be not very distant from its surface. In these dreary mansions, it

was easy for the priests of Egypt to fabricate Erebus, Tartarus,

the Elysian Fields, and all those scenes which were displayed be-

fore the initiated, (see Mysteries,) and by them described to the

people. That the Israelites, notwithstanding the divine jd-ohibi-

tlon, continued to practise the rites of necromancy, is apparent

from Saul's transaction with the witch of Endor. See Magic.
From the same transaction, it is likewise apparent that the witches

of Israel, and in all probaljility the necromancers of Egypt, pre-

tended to raise the ghosts of the dead by a dxmon or familiar spi-

rit, which they had at their command to employ upon every

emergency. 'Ihis dxmon was calle<l Ob ; and therefore Saul de-

sires his servants to find him a woman who was mistress of an Ob.
But though the Egyptian priests were imdoubtedly the inventors

of necromancy, and though itwas from them imported intoGreece

fay the Selli or priests of Dodoua, it docs not appear that the Gre-
cian necromancers pretended to be masters of Obs or familiar spi-

rits. Mopsus Ori)tieus, Linus, Eumolpus, &c. who either tra-

velled into Egjpt in quest of knowledge, or were actually natives

of that country, instructed the early Greeks in this occult science

:

but whatever might be the practice of these apostles themselves,
their disciples professed to do all the feats of magic by perlormim;
certain rites, by offering certain sacrilices, by muttering a certain
form of words, by charms, spells, and exorcisms. By these they
pretended to evocute the dead as certainly as the Egyptians and
Jews did by their familiar spirits. The popular storv'of Orpheus
and Em-vdice was founded on one of these necromantic decep-
tions e.\tiibited iji a cave ne.ir Dodona, where the priest had 1
hades or infcrnal mansion, in imitation of those with -.vhich the first

of tlicm were well acquainlrd in Egypt. Virgil makes one ot^

his shepherds, by means of certain herbs, poisons, and senseless
charms, raise up ghosts from the bottoms of their graves; and
Luoian, (Lib. vi. ver. 570,) before the batlle of Pharsalia makes-
young Pompey travel by night to a Thessalian sorceress, and anx-
iously inquire of her the issue of the war. This female necro-
mancer, by a tedious process of charms and incantations, conjures
up the ghost of a soldier who had been lately slain. The phan-
tom, afrer a long preamble, denounces a prediction mucli of the-
same kind with that which Saul received from Samuel at Endor ;

and though we have elsewhere shewn that nothing but the Spirit af
God could liave foreseen the inevitable destruction of Saul, hi^
son-', and his army. See Magic. Itwas very easy for any man
of tolerable sagacity to foresee the defeat of Pompey 's raw »"»d un-
disciplined troops by the hardy veter.ins of the victorious Ca'sar.'
Not many years ago some of the Highlanders relied implicitly
upon certain oracular responses, called in their language Taghairm.
lliis word seems to b(; compounded of ta, whicli in some parts of
the H ighlands is still used to denote a spirit or ghost, and ghuirm,
which signifies calling upon or invokin-T. Taghairm, therefore,
in its original import,is necroiijancy inthemost proper senseof that
word. There were different kinds of taghairm, of which one was
very lately practised in Sky. The diviner covered himself with a
cow's hide, and repaired at night to some deep-soundini; cave,
whither the person who consulted him followed soon after uilhout
any attendants. At the mouth of the cave he prop.,sed aloud the
questions of which he wanted solutions ; and the man within pro-
nounced the res|)onses in a tone of voice similar to that with whicli
the Obs, or pretended da-mons of antiquity, gave from beneath tlm
ground their oracular answers. Another'species, called taghairm
an usige, or taghairm by water, was also last practised in the Isie
ot Sky, by a man of the name of M'Cuidhean, whose ancestors
had long been famous for the art. He lived near a beautiful cas
cade on a small river ; and when consulted on any matter of con-
sequence, he covered his whole boily with a cow's hide, and
placed hims'-lf between the water of the cascade and the rock over
which it (lowed. Then another man with a heavy pole gave re-
peated strokes to the water, and the diviner behind it crying out
now and then in Gaelic, " Is this a stock of arn?" This operation
was continued till M'Cuidhean was perceived to be frantic or fu-

rious, when he was considered as in a condition to answer the
most important questions, lie was frequently consulted about
futurity ; and though he could not, in the proper sense of the
word, be called a necromancer, his responses were listened to as
proceeding from something more than human. A degree of
trenzy, either real or affected, seems to have accompanied the
predictions of certain kinds of diviners in all agi-s ; and we can-
not help remarking the similarity between the madness of M'Cuid-
iiean and that of the Sybil in the il^neid, lib. ver. 87—90, though
we cannot suppose the former to have been borrowed from the
latter. That all these pretences, whether ancient ormodern, to
the power of divination by means of familiar spirits, or bv the art
of necromancy, were groundless as well jw impious, it is needless
to offer any proof. See Macic.
NFXROSIS, [vEKWTi;,] in medicine, a complete mortification

of anv part ; railed also sideralio and sphacelus.
NfiCTAR, [v.xT^;.,] was fabled to be the drink oJ" the gods in

contradistinction from their solid food, called Ambrosia.
NECTARINE, in botany. See Amygd-^hs, and Pkr-

sica.

NECTARIUM, [from nectar, I.at.] an appendage of the
flowers of many plant'^, containing a sweet liquor, sucked by bees,.
&c. See Botany. All flowers are not provided with it, neither
is it essential to fructilication. Linnanis is censured by some bo-
tanist--, for terming the nectarium a p-art of the corpUa. He might
(it is said) with eq'ial propriety, have termeil it a part of the sta-

mina,
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mina, calyx, or [lointii!, as it is coiilinccl to no parlirular part of

the lloiM r, bill IS as various in point of situation as of form.

NECIRIS, in botanv, a genus of tlie litxanclria digynia class

and order. N.itural order, Tripetaloicles. Calyx one-U-afcd, six-

pjrlijd, coloured ; corolla none; styles permanent ; capsules two,

superior, ovate, on^-ccl!ed, many-seeded. Tliere is but one spe-

cies, viz. N. aquatica, growing in ponds, lakes, and rivers, in

Guiiiiia and the island ol Cavenne.
NliCYDALlS, in zoology, .i genus of insects of the order

Coleoptera. Feelers setaceous ; elytra shi>rter and narrower than

the wings ; tail simple. There are 'about 40 species, chiefly dis-

tinguislied bv tlii- size and figure of tlieir elytra. N. humeralis,

is found ill litis country : shells subulate, black, yellow at the base,

williout lines ; hndv and leijs black.

NEDOSTUKL"0\ A, NEDRIGALLO, two towns of Russia;

known l)v tlie names of Irkutsk and Charkou.
N'KD'RO.M.i, an ancient town of Algiere, in Tremecen, 50

miles VV. S. W. of Oran.

NEUSJED, ane.xtensivc province of Arabia, comprehending
great part of its interior ; bounded N. by the desert of Syria, E.

by Lachsa, S. by Iladramaut and Yemen, and \V, by ttedsjas.

T'iie soil is partly fertile, partly barren.

NEDSJERAN.a principality ol .'\rabia in Yemen, fertile in

corn and fruits. Its horses and camels are much esteemed.

Nedsjerax, an ancient city, capital of the above territory,

famous in Arabian history, about 1U9 miles N. E. of Saade.

IS'EEDIiAM, JoHS TuBKRViLLE, a Roman Catliolic divine,

was born in London in 171.3, and educated at Douay, where he
«?ntered into orders. liis supeiiors appointed him professor of

p'liloiophy in the English college at Lisbon. He afterwards be-

came travelling tutor to a nobleman; and on his return settled in

J-ondon, where he was chosen fellow of the Royal Society. He
died rector of tlie Academy of Sciences at Brussels in 1781. Mr.
Neediiam wrote observations inserted in Buffon's Natural History ;

also, *' New Enquiries ii|)on Miscroscopical Discoveries, and the

Generation of Organized Bodies," Svo. I'aris; " Observations on
Spallanzani's Microscopical Discoveries;" " Enquiries concerning
Nature and Religion."

Needh\m, a town of Suffolk on the Orwell, 10 miles N W.
of Ipswich, and 73 N. E. of London. Lon. 1. 23. E. Lai.
52. 15. N.
NEEDLE, a very common small instrument or utensil, made of

steel, pointed at one end, and pierced at the other, used in sewing,
embroidery, tapestry, &c. Needles make a very considerable
article in commerce, though there is scarcely any commodity
cheaper, the consumption of them being almost incredible. 'I'lie

sizes are from n° 1, the largest, to n° 25, the smallest. In the
Vianufactni:e of needles, German .ind Hungarian steel are of most
repute. In the making of tliem, the liist thing is to pass ti.e steel
through a coal-iire, and under a hammer, to bring it out of its

square figure into a cylindrical one. This done, it is drawn through
a large iiole of wire-drawing iron, and returned into the fire, and
drawn through a second hole of the iron sn.aller than the first ; and
thus successively from hole to hole, till it has acquired the degree
of lineness required for that species of needles; observing every
time it is to be drawn, that it be greased overwith lard, to render
It more manageable. 'I'he steel thus reduced to a fine wire is cut
m p.eces of the length of the needles intended. These pieces are
flatted at one end on the anvil, in order to form the head and eye ;

they are then put into the iire, to soften them farther ; and thence
taken out and pierced at each extreme ot the flat part on the anvil,
by a puncheon of well tempered steel, and laid on a leaden block
Jo bring out, with another puncheon, the little piece of steel re-
maining in the eye. The corners are then filed off the square of
the heads, and a little eavity filed on each side of the flat of the
head ; this done, the point is formed with a file, and the whole
filed over : they arc then laid to heat red-hot on a long narrow iron,
crooked at one end, m a chaicoal-iire ; and when taken out thence
are thrown into a bason of cold water to harden. On this opera-
tion a gooil deal depends ; too much heat burns them, and too
liltle leaves them solt ; the inediuin is learned by experience
When thus hardened, they are laid in an iron-shovel on a fire more
or less brisk m proportion to the thickness of the needles ; taking
tare to move tliem from time to lime. This serTcs to temper
Jliem, and take oft' their brittleness

; great care here too must be

taken of the degree of heat. They are then straightened one af-

ter another with the hammer, the coldness of the water used ill

hardening them having twisted the greatest part of them. The
next process is the polishing them. T^o do this, they take 12,000

or 15,000 needles, and range them in little heaps awinst each

olher on a piece of new buckram sprinkled with emery-dust. The
needles thus disposed, emery-dust is thrown over them, which is

again sprinkled with oil of olives ; at last the whole is made up into

a roll, well bound at both ends. This roll is then laid on a polish-

ing table, and over it a thick plank loaded with stones, which two
men work backwards and forwards a day and a half, or two days,

successively ; by which means the roll tiius conliinially agitated by
the weight and motion of the plank over it, the needles witliinside

being rubbed against each other « ith oil and emery, are insensibly

por^hed. Alter polishing, they are taken out, and the filth

wa-shed offthem with hot water and soap: they are then wiped in

hot bran, a little moistened, placed with the nsedles in a round
box, suspended in the air by a cord, which is kept stirring till the

bran and needles be dry. The needles thus wiped in two or three

dirterent brans, are taken out and put in wooden vessels, to Uav«
the good separated from tho^e whose points or eyes have been
broken either in polishing or wiping ; the points are ihen all turned

the same way, and smoothed with an emery-stone turned with a

wheel. Tliis operation finishes them, and there remains nothing
but to make them into packets of 350 each. Needles were first

made in England bya native of India in 1545, but the art was
lost at ills death: it was, however, recovered by Christopher

Greening in 1560, who was settled with his three children, Eliza-

beth, John, and Thomas, bv Mr. Damar, ancestor of the present

lord Milton, at Long Crendon in Bucks, where the manufactory
has been carried on from tliat time to the present period.

Needle, Dipping, a long straight piece of steel, Plate

CXXVII, fig. 10, every way poised on its centre, and afterwards

touched witli a loadstone, but so contrived as not to play on the

point of a pin, as does the common horizontal needle, but toswing
in a vertical plane, about an axis parallel to the horizon ; and this

to discover the exact tendency of the power of magnetism. The
inventor of the dipping-needle, Mr. Whiston ob-.erves, was witlv-

out all question one Robert Norman, a compass-maker at Wapping
in London ; who having luid a custom of finishing and hanging thu

needles of his compasses before he touched them, always found
that immediately after the touch, the north point would bend or
decline downward under tlie horizon, insomuch that to balance
the needle again, he was always forced to put a piece of wax ou
the seuth end, as a counterpoise. The constancy of this effect

letl him at length to observe the precise quantity ot'the dip, or to

measure the greatest angle the needle would make with the hori-

zon. This, in the year 1576, he found at London to be 71° 50':

but the dip varies as well as the horizontal direction, and is now
found at the same place to be about 75°. Burrow.s, Gilbert,

Ridley, Band, &c. endeavour to apply this discovery of the dip
to the finding of the latitude. See Dipping-needle, Magnetism,
and Vakiation. Mr. Nairne made a dipping-needle in 1772
for the Board of longitude, which was used in the voyage towards
the north-pole. See Plate CXXVII, fig. 1 1. The needle AA
is 12 inches long, and its axis, the ends BB of which are made of
gold alloyed with copper, rests on friction-wheels CCCC, of four

incbc-stliameler, each end on two friction-wheels: which wheels
are balanced with great care. 1 he ends of the axes of the friction-

wheels are likewise of gold alloyed with copper, and moved iiv

small holes of bell-metal ; and opposite to the ends of tlie axes of
the nee<lle and the friction-wheels, are flat agates, set in at DDD,
finely polished. The magnetic needle vibrates within a circlfe of
bell-metal, EEE, divided into degrees and half-degrees ; and a
line, passing through tlie middle of the needle to the ends, points

to the divisions. 'J'he needle of this instrument was balanced be-
fore it was made magnetical ; but by means of a cross, the ends qf
which areP'FKF, (contrived by the Rev. Mr. Mitchell) fixed on
the axis of the needle, on the arms of which are cut very fine
screws to receive small buttons, that may be screwed nearer or
farther from the axis, the needle may be adjusted both ways to a
great nicety, after being made magnetical, by revcrsiug the poles,
and changing the sides of the needle. GG are two levels,, by
which the line of degrees of the instrument is set horizontal,, by
meaus of the four adjusting screws LLLL ; U is the perpendicular

9 axis.
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axis, by which ihe instrument may be turned, that, the divided

face of the circle may front the east or west ; to this axis is fixed an

index [, whicli points to an opposite line on the horizontal plate K
wlien the instrament is turjied half-roimd ; MMMM are serous

vhicli hold the glass-cover to keep the needh? from being dislui htd

by the wind. When this needle is constructed for sea, it is sus-

pended by an universal joint on a triangular stand, and adjusted

vertically by a plumb-line and button above the divided circle

and the dovetail work at the upper 90; and the divijioas on the

circle are adjusted ^o as to be perpendicular to the horizon by the

same phimb-line, and an adjoining screw ; and when it is adjusted,

a pointer annexed to a screw, which serves to move the divided

circle, is fixed' at the lowest 90, Whenever the instrument is used

to find the dip, it must be so placed, that the needle may vibrate

exactly in the magnetic meridian.

N EEDLE, Magnetical, in navigation, a needle touched with

a loadstone, and sustained on a pivot or centre ; on which playing

at liberty, it directs itself to certain points in or under the horizon
;

whence the magnetical needle is of two kinds, viz. horizontal

or inclinatory. See Magnetism, Compass, and Variation.
Needles, Surgeons', are generally made crooked, and their

points triangulate,. They are of diliierent forms and sizes, and bear
diflerent names, according to the pur])03es they are used for. The
largest are used in amputation; the next for wounds; the finest

needles for sutures. Others are made very shurt and flat, for ten-

dons ; others, still shorter, and the eye placed in the middle, for

tying together of vessels, &c, Needles for couching cataracts are

of various kinds ; all of which have a small, broad, and sharp point

or tongue ; andsoine with a fulcus at the point. Needles of silver

pierce more easily in stitching arteries after an amputation, than
those niide of steel.

Needles, in geography, sharp-pointed rocks N. of the Isle of
Wight. They are situated at the W. end of the island, which is

an acute point of high land, from which they have been disjoined

by the wa--hing of the sea.

Needle-Stone, in mineralogy, a species of the Zeolite family,

found in Iceland and Brittauy. Its common colour is a yellowish
white. It occurs massive, and crystallized in recUingular four-

sided acicular prismf, which are generally aggregated. It is dis-

tinguished from the radiated zeolite, by being harder and more
brittle, by its lustre being greater, and of the vitreous kind.
NEEDS, St. or St. NEOTS, a large well built town of Hun-

tingdonshire, 56 miles N. N. W. of London. Lon. 0. 30. W.
Lat. i2. 7. N.
NE EKEAT regno, in law, is a writ to restrain a person

from going out of the kingdom without the king's licence. P.N.B.
35. It may be directed to thesheriff, to make the party find surety
that he will not depart the realm, and on refusal to commit him to
prison : or it may be directed to the party himself; and if he then
goes, he may be fined. And this writ is granted on a suit being
commenced against a man in the chancery, when the plaintiff fear^

the defendant will fly to some other country, and thereby avoid the
justice and equity of the court; whicii hath been sometimes prac-
tised : and when thus granted, the party must give bonds to the
master of the rolls, in the penalty of 1000/. or' some other large
sum, for yielding obedience to it ; or satisfy the court, by answer,
afTulavit, or otherwise, that he hath no design of leaving the king-
dom, and give security.

N EFASTI DIES, in Roman antiquity, an appellation given to
those days wherein it was not allowed to administer justice, or hold
courts. They weie so called because, non fari licebat, the prs-
tor was not allowed to pronounce the three solemn w(jrds or formu-
las of the law, do, duo, addico, I give, I appoint, I adjudge. These
days w-ere distinguished in the calendar by the letter N. for nefasius;
or N. P. Nefastus Prime, when the day was only nefastus in the
forenoon, or first part. The days of a mixed kind were called
intercisi.

NEGAPATAM, or NEGAPATAN, a to-.vn of Hindostan, in

Tanjore, on the coast of Coromandel, It was first a colony of the
Portuguese, but A-as taken from them by the Dutch, in 1658, who
fortified and kept it, till 1782, where it was taken by the British.
It is'42 miles E. of Tanjore, and 150 S. of Madras. Lon. 79. 53.
E. Lat, 10. 46, N.
NEGATK)N. See Logic.
NEGATIVE, in general, something that implies a negation.
VOL. IV.— NO. 153.

Thus ue say, negative quantities, negative signs, ne;;ative powers,
&c. See Algebra.
Negative Electricity, See Electricity.
Negative SihN,in algebra. See Algebra.
NEGLIGENC'E, is where a person neglects or omits to do a

thing which he is obliged by law to do. Thus where one has

goods of another to keep till such a time, and he has a cer-

tain recompence or reward for the kefping, he shall stand charged
for injury by negligence, &c.
NEGO^IB6, a sea-port-town of Asia, on the W. coast of

Ceylon. Lon. 80. 25. W. Lat. 17. 0. N.
NEGRAIS, an island near the S. W. coast of Ava, in the mouth

of the river Persaim.

NEGRO, [_Honin pelli nigra, L.a.t.'l a name given to such of

the human species, who are entirely black, and are found in the

Torrid zone, especially in that part of Africa which lies within the

tropics. In the complexion of negroes we meet with many various

shades; but they likewise differ far from other men in all their

features. Round cheeks, high cheek-bones, a forehead somewhat
elevated, a short, broad, flat-nose, thick lips, small cars, and ir-

regularity of shape, characterize their external appearance. The
negro-women have the loins greatly depressed, and very large

buttocks, which gives the back the shape of a saddle. Vices the

most notorious that can disgrace human nature, have been ascribed

to this unhappy race. But by whom has this picture l>een drawn?
By those pei-sons chiefly who have been interested in thus represent-

ing them, because they treated them, as worse than brutes. The
origin of the negroes, and the cause of their remarkable difference

from the rest of the human species, has much perplexed naturalists.

Mr. Boyle has observed, that it cannot be produced by the heat
of the climate : for though the heat of the sun may darken the

colour of the skin, yet experience does not shew that it is sufficient

to produce a new blackness like that of the negroes. In Africa

itself many nations of Ethiopia are not black; nor were there any
blacks originally in the West Indies. In many parts of Asia, uii'

der the same parallel with the African region inliabited by the

blacks, the people are but tawny. He adds, that there are negroes

ill Africa beyond the southern tropic ; and that a river sometimes
parts nations, one of which is black, and tlie other only tawny.

Dr. Barriere alleges, that the gall of Negroes is black, and being
mixed with their blood is deposited between the skin and scarf-

skin. But Dr. Mitchel of Virginia, in the Philos. Trans. N° 476,
has endeavoured by many learned arguments to prove, that the

influence of the sun in hot countries, and the manner of life of

their inhabitants, are the remote causes of the colour of the Ne-
groes, Indians, &c. Lord Kaimes, on the other hand, and such
philosophers as he, whose genius and imagination are too lively to

submit to a dry and painful investigation of facts, have contended,
that no physical cause is sufficient to change the colour, and what
we call the regular features of white men, to the dark hue and de-

formity of the woolly-headed negro. Their arguments have been
examined with much acuteness and ingenuity by Dr. Stanhope
Smith of New Jersey, Dr. Hunter, and professor Zimniermann,
who have made it in a high degree probable, that the action of the

sun is the original and chief cause of the black colour, as well as

distorted features, of the negro. True negroes are found in no
quarter of the globe w here the heat of the climate is not very great.

They exist no where but in the Torrid zone, and only in three re-

gions situated in that zone, to wit, in Senegal, in Guinea, and on
tlie western shores of Africa, in Nubia, and the Papons land, or
what is called New Guinea. In all these regions the atmosphere is

scorching, and the heat excessive. The inhabitants of the north

are whitest; and as we advance southwards towards the line, and
those countries on which the sun's rays fall more perpendicularly,

the complexion gradually assumes a darker shade. And the same
men, whose colour has been rendered black by the jiowerful ac-

tion of the sun, if they remove to the north, gradually become
whiter (at least their posterity), and lost their burnt colour.

Whites, when transported into the burning regions of the Torrid
zone, are at first subject to fever ; the skin of the face, hands, and
feet, becomes burnt, hardens, and falls off in scales. Hitherto the
colour of negroes appears to be only local, extrinsic, and accidental,

and their short frizzled hair resembles fine wool. The varieties in

the colour of negroes, who always go naked, are also owing to the
different temperature of their climates. During eight months

M of
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of tlie year tliev have a conliiuicil drought, a sky conslaiit'.y clear,

no rain or noriii of any kind, excessive heat, and a plentilul fall of

dew after suii-set. Their food, and the cxhnlations from the sur-

face of the earth, may likewi-e conlribute to the production of this

piKciiomenon. In a European or white the lymph is while, ex-

cept when it is mixed with bile, which gives a yellow tint to the

skin. But in a negro, whose Ivmpli and bile are black, according

to some accounts, the skin ought in like manner to be of the same

colour. It is maintained however, by skilful anatomists, that the

blood, lymph, cl-.vle, and olher lluids, and even the eyes, teeth,

bones, and internal part of the 1!))^, X:c. of negroes are not of a

dill'erent colour from ours. It is evident, then, that the races of

black and white men are not two dilTercnt species, because the

fruit of their connection has the faculty of reproducing beings like

themselves, excepting the colour. The young negroes at birth,

and even negro-fcetuses, have a considerable resemblance to whites,

excepting only that the scrotum and glans penis are black, and

that they have a black or brown tliread or circle on the extremity

of the nails. These marks are a certain sign that the infant will be

black ; and negro-fathers, who suspect the fidelity of their wives,

consider the want of them, as a sufficient reason for abandoning the

ort'spring. Among the Indians, tiie scrotum is grey, and in mulat-

toes of a pale-red. The bodies of young negroes are whitisli for the

iirst eight days, but their natural" colour, "though weak, is easily

discernible : the skin begins to grow brown, then assumes a colour

inclining to that of bistre, and last of all becomes black. Some
modern anatomists of great celebrity, who have inquired into tlie

cause of this blackness, have found, that the recticulum in negroes

is really as black as ink, and that this mucous colour shines through

the whitish epidermis, which is thin and transparent. See Mem.
(le I'Acad. dcs Sciences, part 30, art. 13, anno 1702. See also

Traite de ia Coiileur delaPeau humaine, by M. Ic Cat; wliosays,

that we must seek, in ihe nervous system, and the parts connected
with it, for the fabrication of those colours which give a taint to the

skin of animals, and particularly of the ar.imal Elhiops, which
produces the colourof the negro. It has been added, that the me-
dullary substance of the brain in negroes is generally bluish; and
that from this principle it follows, that the colour of the skin in the
inhabitants of dil'l'crenl zones dep-nds upon the iiui' ous substance
ol the recticulum. We have, however, been assured by phvsi-

ciaiiswho had the best opportunities of making observations, that

liie pretended facts upon which this hypothesis is huih, are mere
imaginations, and that there is no apparent difference between the
medullary substance of the brain in negroes, and the medullary
substance of white men. A number of other facts equally re-
markable are mentioned by authors concerning dilferent men who
have been born white in Europe, and who have become black in

the same climate. We have heanl likewise of negroes born in

Guinea, who, even in Ihe climate of Africa, have in the same man-
ner become white, without ever turning to their former colour.
Not long ago we had an account from Surinam of a negro of An-
gola whose skin and hair were perfectly white, though both his

lather and mother had verv dark complexions. See Albi.vos.
NEGROLAND, or N'lGUrriA, a country of Africa, lying

ne.xt to Guinea towards the north, and extending from IS" of w"^
to 130° of E. Ion. and from IO°to 20° of lat. N. On the N. it is

bounded by Zaara or the Desart ; on the E. by countries unknown;
on the S. by Guinea : and on the W. by the'Atl.intic Ocean ; and
is watered by the rivers Niger and Senegal, which run through it

from \V. to E. The Europeans have settlements on the coasts
of this country, especially near the mouths of the Niger and Gam-
bia, which last was sujjposed to be a branch of the former. A
?reat number of nations inhabit the banks of the rivers ; some
agans, some Mohanimeda.is, of dilferent languages, a[i<l indepen-

dent of one another. The country is fruitful, especially along the
rivers ; abounding in rice, Cniinea grain, and Indian corn, where
it iscultivated ; and with cocoa-nuts, plantains, pulse, palm-trees,
and tropical fruits ; nor is it destitute of cattle, and a variety of
other animals, particularly such as abound in Guinea, ^ee
Guinea. Negroland is fertilized by the overHowing of the Niger
and Gambia, as Egypt is by the Nile. It is now fully ascertained
that the Gambia is not a branch of the Niger.
NEGROPONT, anciently Euboea, an island of the Archipe-

lago, stretching along the E. coast of Achaia or Livadia, from
which it is sci>aiatcd by a narrow channel called the Euripus.

NECRoroNT, the capital of the above island, i> walled, and con-
tains about l.'>,000 inhabitants ; the Christians are said to be much
more numerons than the Tuiks.
NEGl'S, a well-known compound beverage, prepared of one

part of Poll-wine, and two [rarts of water, to which is usually added
a small quantity of sui^ar, lemon-peel, &:c. This licjuor is salubri-

ous and harmless, especially if the juice of a Seville-orange be sub-
stituted for that of lemons. As the peel of the last mentioned fruit,

however, contains a considerable quantity of highly inHainmable
and volatile oil, negus becomes more stimulating than pure wine,

if it be used in large quantities; but, if moderately taken, it may
contribute lostrengthen the stomach. It should, however, be re-

membered, that asthmatic patients, or those « ho are subject to
diseases of the breast, ought carefully to abstain from this and
similar drink ; an indulgence in which, may be productive of
the worst consequences ; as the heating oil, together with the
fumes of wine, is too powerful a stimulus to their organs of
breathing.

NEHAVAND, orNEHAVEND, an ancient town of Persia,

in Irak, said to have been originally founded by the ])alriarcli

Noah, and named Nouhavend. It is 70 miles N. W. of Ispahan.
Lon. 47. 10. E. Lat. 34. 20. N.
NEIIEMIAH, or NEEMIAS, [Heb. fromia.i:, he rested,

and iT, the Lord, ;' e. the Lord's rest,] son of Ilachaliah, was
born at Babylon during the captivity, (Neh. i. 1, 2, &c.) He
was, according to some, of the race of the priests, but, others

think, of the tribe of Judah and the royal family. The former
support their opinion by a passage in Ezra, (x. 10,) where he i»-

called a priest, but the latter argue, 1st, That Nehemiah having,
governed the republic of the Jews for a considerable time, there
is great probability he was of that tribe of which the kingsalwavs
were. 2tlly, That the oflice of cup-bearer to llie king of Persia, to
which Nehemiah was promoted, is a proof that he was of an illus-

trious family : and 3dly, That hence Sanballat accused him of
aiming at the royalty (Neh. vi. 6, 7.) The scripture (Ezra, ii

62, Neh. vii. 63,) calls him snwnn tirsliaiha, or cup-bearer ; as lie

had this employment at the court of Arlaxerxes Longimanus. He
had a great affection for the country of his fathers, though he had.
never seen it ; and one day as some Jews newly come from Jeru-
salem, acquainted him with tiie miserable state of thatcity and peo-
ple, he was sensibly alfected ; he fasted and prayed, that the Lord,
would favour the design he had of asking the king's permission to

rebuild Jerusalem. '1 he course of his attendance at court being,
come, he presented the cup to the king according to custom ; but
with a dejected countenance, which the king observing, Nehe-
miah told the occasion of his disquiet, and Artaxerxes gave him
leave to go to Jerusalem, and repair it, ordered the governors be-
yond the r.iiphrates to furnish wood, and appointed hiin governor
of Judea, i\. M. 3530. His execution of this agreeable commis-
sion ; his rebuilding the walls, lowers, and gale*, of Jerusalem ; the
invidious attempts of Sanballat and Tobiah to discourage him, and
obstruct the work ; his solemn dedication of the walls, towei-s,

&c. when completed, with the sacrifices and festivals accompanv-
mg it ; and his complete reformation of various abuses, which had
taken place among the Jews, are particularly recorded in the book
which bears his name. This important reformation was accom-
plished A. M. 3534. In the second book of Maccabees, (i. 19,

20, 21, &c.) it is recorded that Nehemiah ^cnl to search for the
holy lire, which before the captivity of Babylon the priests had hid
in a drv and deep pit ; but not finding any fire there, but,instead

thereof a thick and muddy water, he sprinkled this upon the altar ;

whereupon the wood which had been sprinkled with it took fire as
soon as the sun began to 'appear : ^Vhich miracle coming to the
knowledge of tiie king of Persia, he caused the place to be encom-
passed with walls where the fire had been hid, and sraiUed great
favours and privileges to the jiriests. It is also recorded in 2 Mac.
ii. 13, 14, that Nehemiah erected a library, wherein he placed
whatever he could find, of the books of the prophets, of David,
and of such princes as had made presents to the temple. Lastly,
he returned to Habrlon (id. v. 14, and xiii. 6,) accor'ding to the
promise he had made to king Artaxerxes, about the 32d year of
this prince, in the year 3663. From thence he returned again to
Jerusalem, where he died in peace, about A. M. 3380, having,
governed the people ot Judah about 30 years. It is doubted
whether this Nehemiah be the same that is mentioned in Ezra,
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(ii. 2, and Neh. vii. 7,) amoiie Ihose who returned from the Baby-

lonish captivity under Zenibliabel ; since from the first year of

Cyrus to the 20th of Arlaxerxes Longiinanus, there are no less

than 92 years intervening; so that Nehemiah must at this time

have been a very old man, upon the lowest computation 100, con-

sequently incapable of beiiii^ the king's cup-bearer, of taking a

journey from Shushan to Jerusalem, and of beliavinglheie with

all the courage and activity recorded of him. Upon this pre-

sumption, therefore, we may conclude that this was a different

person, though of the same n;ime, and that Tir^hatha (the other

name by which he is called, Ezra ii. 63, and Neh. vii. 65,) de-

notes the title of his office, and both in the Persian and Chaldean
tongues was the general name given to the king's deputies and
governoi-s.

NEISSE, or NEVSZE, a principality of Silesia, sometimes
called Grotkau, from Grotkau being annexed to it. It is sur-

rounded by those of Munsterberg, Brieg, Oppein, Jagerndorf,

Moravia, and Glatz. In the S. it is hilly, but fertile in the N.
Neisse, a river, in the above district, wliich falls into the Oder,

twelve miles N. E. of Guben.
Neisse, or Neysze, the capital of the above principality. Lon.

17.35. E. Lat. SO. 52. N.
NELEUS, in fabulous history, king of Pylos, the son of Nep-

tune by Tyro, and the twin-brother of Pelias. He joined his

brother in usurping the kingdom of lolchos, but after a short con-
junct reign, Neleus was expelled, and (led to Apharcus king of

Messenia, who received him kindly, and allowed hi.n to build the

city of Pylos.

NELLENBURG, a landgravate of Suabia.

NtLLENBURG, the capital of the above district, 20 miles N. W.
of Constance. Lon. 9. 3. E. Lat. 47. 59. N.
NELSON, RoffERT, F. R. S. a learned and pious English

gentleman, the son of Mr. John Nelson, a Turkey merchant, was
born at London, in June 1656. He was educated at St. Paul's,

London, and at Trinity College, Cambridge. In 1680 he was
chosen F. R. S. and set out with liis friend and school-fellow Dr.
Edmund Halley, on his travels, in Dec. 1080. At Rome, he be-

came acquainted with lady TheophiUi Lucy, widow of Sir Kings-

mill Lucy of Broxburne, Bart, and second daughter of George
earl of Berkeley, whom he married after his arrival in England
in 1682. He was ignorant that she had adopted the Roman
Catholic religion, and when he discovered it, he used every
measure in his power to make her return to the Protestant faith

without effect. Tiltotson laments her case on that account, and
even \\'as afraid of the influence she might have upon her husband.
But Mr. Nelson's religion was too much the result of his reason

to' be shaken by his love, which was equally steady. Her change
of religion made no change in his aHeclion for her ; and vshen her
bad state of health obliged her to go and drink the waters at Aix,
he attended her thither in 1688: and took a second trip to Italy,

with her, her son, and daughter. lie returned through Germany
to the Hague, where he staid some time with lord Dursley, who
was married to his wife's sister. He arrived in England, in the

end of 1691 ; where being averse to the Revolution, he declared
himself a nonjuror. Upon the death of Archbishop Tillotson, who
expired in his arms in 1694, Mr. Nelson was very instrumejital

in procuring his widow's pension from the crown to be increased
from 400/. to 600/. per ami. Among his new nonjurant con-
)rections was Mr. Kettlewell, who had resigned his living at Cole-
bill in Warwickshire on account of the oaths, and lesided in Lon-
don. By his advice Mr. Nelson published many works of piety,
which are desenedly esteemed ; winle Mr. Nelson encouraged Ket-
tlewell to prosecute some works, which otherwise would not have
seen the light. His works are ; 1. The Practice of True Devotion,
12mo. ; 2. Transubstaiiliation contrary to Scripture, 4;o. ; 3.

Companion for the Festivals and Fasts of the Church of England,
8vo.; [a very valuable work, of which there have been numerous
editions.l 4. The Great Duty of frequenting the Christian Sacri-
fice, 8vo. ; 5. The Life of Bishop Bull, 8vo. ; 6. A Letter to Dr.
Clarke on his Scripture Doctrine of the Trinitv, Svo. ; 7. A Let-
ter on Church Government; 8. An Address to'Pcrsons of Qualilv
and Estate, Svo. ; 9. The Whole Dutv of a Christian, by Way of
Question and Aiiswer, 12mo. Mr..Nelson died in 1714.
Nelson, Hobatio, Viscount, a gallant admiral, was the fourth

son of the Re\% Mr..Nelson, rector of J3tu'nhatii Thorpe in Nor-

folk, where Horatio v\'as born Sept. 29, 175S. By his mother's
side he was related to the Walpoles, Cholmondelys, and Towns-
hends. He received his education at the school of North Wal-
sham ; but at the age of twelve years he was taken to sea by his

maternal uncle, captain Suckling of the Raisonable man of war.
Soon afterwards the ship was put out ofconnnission, and young Nel-
son went on board of a merchant-man to the AVest Indies. On his
return he again joineil his uncle, who hud obtained the command
of tiie triumph. In 1773 a voyage was undertaken for the dis-

covery of a north west passage, under the command of commodore
Phipps and captain Lutwidge. Our young seaman eniered on
boai'd the ship commanded by the latter, and distinguished himself
in that perilous voyage by his skill, courage, and promptitude.
Soon after his return he was appointed to a station m the Seahorse,
in wliich he sailed to the East Indies. He passed for a lieutenant
in 1777, and received his commission as second of the Lowestoff
frigate; in which he cruised against the Americans. In 1779 he
obtained the rank of post-captain, and was appointed to the com-
mand of the Hmchinbrooke, with which he sailed to the West
Indies, and while there essentially contributed to the taking of
Fort Juan in the gulph of Mexico. We find him next command-
ing the Boreas, having under him the duke of Clarence, who was
captain of the Pegasus. While thus engaged he married the
daughter of William Woodward, es(|. judge of the island of Nevis,
and the widow of Dr. Nesbit, a physician of that island, by whom
he never had any issue. On the breaking out of the war with
France he was nominated to the Agamemnon of 64 guns, on board
of which he sailed to the Mediterranean, and was present at the
taking possession of Toulon. He was also present at the siege of
Bastia, where he served at the batteries with a body of seamen ; as
lie afterwards did at Calvi : and while employed before that place
he lost an eye. He was so active on that station that his name
was dreaded throughout the Mediterranean. He was with admiral
Hotham in the action with the French fleet, March 15, 1795; and
the same year he took the island of Elba. In 1796 he was ap-
pointed commodore on board LaMinerve, in which frigate he cap-
tured La Sabine, a forty-gun-sliip. Soon after this he descried the
Spanish fleet, and steered with the intelligence to Sir John Jervis
off St. Vincent. He had scarcely communicated the news, and
shifted his flag on board the Captain of 74 guns, when the enemy
hove in sight. A close action ensued, which terminated in a coin-
plete victory on the side of the British, w ho were inferior in num-
bers. On this occasion commodore Nelson attacked the Santis-

sima Trinidadaof 136 guns; and afterwards he boarded and took
the San Nicolas of 80 guns, from whence he'proceeded in the same
manner to the San Josef of 112 guns; both of which surrendered
to him. For his share in this glorious victory, the commodore was
honoured with the order of the Bath ; and having soon afterwards
hoisted his flag as rear-admiral of the blue, he was appointed to
command the inner squadron at the blockade of Cadiz. He there
made a bold but unsuccessful attempt to bombard the city, head-
ing his men himself. The next exploit in which he was engaged
was an attempt to take possession of Tenerifi'e, which design also

failed, with the loss of captain Bowen of the Terpsichore. In this

expedition admiral Nelson lost his right arm by a cannon-shot.
He now returned to England for the recovery of his health, and
received the grant of a pension of one thousand pounds a year,

in consequence, as was said, of the loss of his arm, but in fact as a
small recompence for a whole life of danger, hardship, enterprize,

and service. Previous to the issuing of the grant, a positive custom
required, that he should distinctly state his services to his Majesty.
The following is the Memorial which was delivered in upon the

occasion:

—

(copy.)

To the King's Most Excellent Majestv, the Memorial of Sir

HonATio Nelson, K. B. and a Rear-Admiral in your Ma-
jesty's fleet.

Humbhj sltev^eth,

That, during the present war, your Memorialist has been in four
actions with the fleets of the enemy, viz. on the 13th arid l4th of

March, 1795; on the I3th of July 1795; and on the 14th of

Feb. 1797; in three actions with frigates; in six engagements
against batteries ; in ten actions in boats employed in cutting out
of harbours; in destroying vessels, and in taking three towns.
Your Memorialist has also served on shore with the army four

4 • moirtlH,
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months, and commanded the batteries nl tin- suges ol Bastia and

Calvi. That, during the war, he has assisted at the cap-uro ot

seven sail of the line, six frigates four corvettes, and elev.;n pri-

vateers of ditferent sizes; and lakrn and destroyed near 111 tv sail

of merchant-vessels ; and vour Memorialist has actually been en-

youi

eracious consideration.

October 1797. (Signed) Nei.son.

The brave admiral, however, did not long remain inactn e
:
he re-

joined earl St. Vincent, who, on receiving intelligence of the sail-

in" of Buonaparte nnm Toulon, detached sir Horatio Nelson with

as"quadron in pursuit of him. After exploring the coast of Italy,

this indefatigable coninian<ler steered for Alexandria, where to his

great mortification not a French ship was to be seen. He then

sailed to Sicilv, and having taken in a fresli supply of water, and

obtained more correct information, returned to Alexandria, which

he descried August 1, 179S at noon. The enemy were discovered

in Aboukir bav. Iving at anchor in line of battle; and supported

by strong batteries on an island, and strengthened by gun-boats.

Notwiths'tandini; tliis formidable appearance, the British admiral

made the signal'for battle ; and by a masterly and bold manceiivre,

gave directions for part of his fleet to lead inside t!ie enemy who
were thus exposed between two fire?. The contest was Iiot and

bloody. Several of the French ships were soon dismasted ; and at

last the admiral's ship L'Orient of 120 guns took tire, and blew up.

The filing, however, continued ; b'.it by the dawn of day only two

sail of the line were discovered with their colours flying, all the re^t

having struck. These two, and two frigates, cut their cables and

stood to sea. The consequence of tliis splendid victory, in which

eleven sail of the line were taken or destroyed, weie, that the

emperor of Germany broke off the conferences for peace at

Radstadt, and the Ottoman port declared war againt the French.

On the British admiral honours were deservedly poured ; he was

created lord Nelson of the Nile. The grand seignioiir sent him a

plume of triumph of diamonds; and the king of Naples, created

him duke of Bronte, and gave him an estate. Soon after this lie

sailed for Sicily, and from thence to Naples, where he quelled a

rebellion, and restored the king. Having performed these and

other important services, lord Nelson returned to England, and

was received with enthusiastic joy. A confederacy of the northern

powers having alarmed the government, he was employed to dis-

solve it. A fleet was fitted out, the command of whicii was given

to Admiral Sir Hyde Parker, assisted by lord Nelson. On their

arrival off the Cattegat, and being refused a passage, lord Nelson
offered his services for conducting the attack on llie Danish force

which was stationed to oppose an entrance. Tiiis being accepted,

he shifted his flag to the Elephant, and passed the sound with little

loss. On the second of .\pril the action coniiiienced at ten o'clock,

and after a sharp conflict seventeen sail of the Danes were sunk,
burnt, or taken. A negoci.'ition was then entered into between his

lordshij) and the crown prince; in consctpicnce of which the ad-
miral went a-shoie, and an armistice was settled. He next obtained
from the Swedish government an order for taking off the embargo
on English ships in the Baltic. Having accomplished these gre.it

objects, he returned to England and was created a viscount. In

August !S01 he bombarded the enemy's flotilla of gun-boats, at

Boulogne, but without any material erfect. A treaty suddenly
taking place, his lordship retired to his seat at Merton in Surrey ;

but hostilities recommencing he sailed for the Mediterranean, and
in March 1803 took the command of that station on board the
Victory. Notwiihstanding all his vigilance, the French fleet es-

caped from Toulon, and was joined by that of Cadiz ; of which
being apprised he pursued them to the West Indies with a far in-

feiinr force. The combined squadrons, however, struck with
terror, returned without effecting any thing ; and after a partial

aclion with sir Robert Calder otT Ferrol, re-entered Cadiz. The
French under admiral Villeneuvc and the Spaniards under
Gravina, ventured out with a number of troops on board, October
19,1803, and on the 2 Ist, about noon, the aclion began off Cape
Trafalgar. Lord Nelson ordered his ship the Victory to be carried

alongside his old antagonist, the Santissima Trinidada, where he
was exposed to a severe fire of musketry ; and not having the pre-

caution to cover his coat, which was uccorated with his star and

other badges of distinction, he became an object for the riflemen

placed purposely in the tops of the Bucentaiir, which lay on his

quarter. A shot' from one of these entered just below his shoulder,

of which he died in about two hours. In this action the enemy's
force consisted of thirty-three ships of the line and several of ex-

traordinary magnitude; while the British were only twenty-seven.

After the fall of lord Nelson, the command devolved on admiral
CoUingwood, by whose bravery and skill a complete victory was
obtained. Four sail were carried to Gibraltar, sixteen were de-

stroyed, and six of those which escaped into Cadiz were reduced
to mere wrecks. Four French line of battle ships which hauled

off in the action were afterwards taken by sir Richard Strachan.

The remains of lord Nelson were interred with great pomp in St.

Paul's cathedral, January 9, following. The city of London, voted
a monument to his memory, which was erected in their Guildhall,

and opened for public inspection, April ?6, ISll. The execution

of the sculptor is truly beautiful, but the design of the artist has

been thought far inferior to what might have been produced from
siicli striking and impressive events.—A Pyramid in the back-
ground, supposed to be the tomb of the immortal hero, is decorated

with naval trophies, the fruit of his victories ; while a female in the

centre (personating the City of London,) in grateful remembrance
of the signal services he rendered to his country, perpetuates the

memory of his great actions to posterity, and finishes with admi-
ration the record of his last glorious achievement off Trafalgar.

Britannia, on the left, supported by a Lion (the symbol of unshaken
courage,) is pensively musing over a portrait of the Conqueror,
and in silent grief deplores her loss. A recumbent figure in the

fore-ground, representirtg the Ocean, roused by the fame of his

heroic actions, participates in Britannia's sorrow and regret forthc

Hero's fate. The representation of a Naval Aclion in front of

the pedestal, exhibits the situation of the fleet towards the conclu-

sion of the battle, when the Hero was mortally wounded by a shot

from the main-top of a 74, with which the Victory appears to be
closely engaged. In the niches, two British seamen, with imple-

ments' of war and navigation, hear, with deep conceni, the fate of

their beloved Hero. The following incription appears on the tab-

let; it is from the pen of Mr. Sheridan:

—

TO HORATIO VISCOUNT AND BARON NELSON",
Vice-Admiral of the White, and Knight of the most Honourable

Order of the B'ath :

A Man among?t the few who appear at different periods, to have
been created lo promote the grandeur, and to add to the security,

of nations: inciting by their high example their fellow-morlals,

through all succeeding times, to pursue the course that leads to

the exaltation of our imperfect nature. Providence that im-
planted in Nelson's breast an ardent ))assion for renown, as boun-
teously endowed him with the transcendent talents necessary to the

great purposes he was destined to accomplish. At an early period

of life he entered into the naval service of his country ; and early

were the instances which mark'd the fearless nature and enterprize

of his character; uniting to the loftiest spirit and the justest title

to self-confidence, a strict and humble obedience lo the sovereign

rule of disci])line and subordination. Rising by due gradation to

command, he infused into the bosoms of those he led the valorous

ardour and enthusiastic zeal for the service of his Kins' and Country
which animated his own; and while he acquired the love of all,

by the sweetness and moderation of his temper, he inspired a uni-

versal confidence in the never-failing resources of his capacious

mind. It will be for history to relate the many great exploits,

through which, solicitous of peril, and regardless of wounds, he be-

came the glory of his profession ! But it belongs to this brief re-

cord of his illustrious career to sav. that he commanded and con-

quered at the Battles of the NILE and COPENHAGEN : Vic-
tories never before equalled, yet afterwards surpassed by hi", own
last achievement, the Battle of TRAFALG.^R ! Fouglit on the

21st October, in the year 1805. On that day, before tlic conclu-
sion of the action, befell mortally wounde<l ; hut the sources of
life and sense failed not until it was known to him that the destruc-

tion of the enemy being completed, the glory of his country and
his own had attained their summit. Then laying his hand on his

brave heart, with a look of exalted resignation to the will of the

Supreme Disposer of the Fate of Men and Nations, expired.
The Lord Mayor, Aldermen, and Common Council lof the City
of London, have caused this Monument to be erected ; not in the

presumptuous
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presiimi)tiious hope of sustaining the departed Hero's memory,
but to manifest tlieir estimation ot the Man, and tlieir admiration of

his deeds. Tliis testimony of their gratitude they trust will re-

main as long as their own renowned City shall exist.

The period of NELSON'S FAME can only be the END of

TIME.
Nelson, or Nelson's Fort, a fort and settlement of Labrador.

W. of Hudson's Bay. Lon. 92. 3:i. W. Lat. 57. 7. N.
Nelson, or Nelson's Ri\'er, a river of North America, which

runs into Hudson's Bay, at Nelson.

NEMAUSUM, or NEMAUSUS, in ancient geography, the

capital of the Arecomici, in Gallia Narbonensis, now called

Nismes.
NEMEA, a river of Achaia, running between Sicyon and

Corinth, the common boundary of both territories, and falling

into the Corinthian bay.

Nemea, in ancient geography, a village, town, or district, situ-

ated between CleouE and PhiUis in Argolis, where a grove stood in

which the Argives celebrated the Nemean games, ancTwhere all the

fabulous circumstances of the Nemean lion were believed to have

happened. The district Nemea is called Bembinadia, by Pliny.

NEMEAN G.AMES, so called from Nemea, where they were
celebrated ever) third year. The exercises were chariot-races,

and all the parts of tiie Pentathlon. These games were institutC'l

in memory of Opheltcs or Archemorus, the son of Lycurgus and

Creusa, who was nursed bv llyp'ipyle; who leaving him in a

meadow while she went to shew the besiegers of Thebes a fountain,

at her return found him deatl, and a serpent twined about his neck.

:

whence the fountain, before called Langia, was named Arche-

morus ; and the captains, to comfort Hypsipyle, instituted these

games. Others ascribe their institution to Hercules, after his

victory over the Nemean lion. Others allow, that they were in-

stituted first in honour of Archemorus; but intermitted, and re-

vived again by Hercules.

NEMESIANUS, Aurelius Olympius, a Latin poet, who
was born at Carthage, and flourished about A. D. 2Sl, under the

emperors Carus, Carinus, and Numerian : the last of whom was so

fond of poetry, that he contested the glory with Nemesianus, who
had written a poem upon (ishing and maritime alTairs. There are

"still extant a poem of tliis author called Cynegeticon, and four

ecloques: they were published by Paulus Nlanutius in 153S; by
Barlhelet in 1613: at Leyden in I6j3, %vith thenrtesof Janus

Vilitias. Giraldi hath preserved a fragment of Ncmesianu'^, wliich

was communicated to him by Sannazarius, to whom we are obliged

for our poet's works: for having found them written in Gothic
cliaracters, he procured them to be put into the Konian, and sent

them to Paulus Manutius.
NEMESIS, in Pagan mythology, the daughter of Jupiter and

Necessity, or, according toothers, of Oceanus, and Nox, who had

the care of avenging the crimes which human justice left un-

punished. Slie was also called Adrasta;a, because Arlrastus king

ofArgos first raised an altar to her ; and Khanmusia, from her

having a magnificent temple at Rhamnus in Attica.

N EMESIUS, a Greek philosopher who embraced Christianity,

and was made bishop of Emesa in Phoenicia, where he was born ;

he flourisl'.ed in tlie beginning of the fifth century. We have a

piece by him, intituled De Natura Hominis, in w hich he refutes the

fatality of the Stoics and the errors of the Manichecs, the Apolli-

narists, and the Eunomiaus ; but he espouses the opinion of Origen

concerning the pre-existence of souls. This treatise was translated

by Valla, and printed in 1535. Another version was made of it by

Ellebodius, and printed in 1665; it is also inserted in the Bibh-

otheca Patrum, in Greek and Latin. A third edition was pub-

lished at Oxford in 1671, folio, with a learned prefiice, wherein the

editor endeavours to prove, from a passage in this book, that ti.e

circulation of the blood was known to Nemesius ; which, however,

was since shewn to be a mistake by Dr. Freind, in his History of

Physic.

NEMETH-UJAV.AR, a populous town of Hungary, near

Stiria, 1?0 miles S. of Edenburg.
NEMINE CONTRADICENTE. [Lat.] i.e. none contra-

dicting it ; a term chiefiy used in padiament when any thing is

carried without opposition; usually contracted into nem. con.

NEMORALIA, festivals observed in honour of Diana, in the

woods of Aricia.
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NEMOURS, a town of France, in thedepartment of Seine aod
M.irne, and late province of the Gatiuois, 15 miles S. E. of Pari>'-

Lon. y. 45. E. Lat. 4a. 15. N.
N.-..N, or NINE, the chief river of Northamptonshire, which

rises m the \V. part of it, and is made navigable at Northampton.
NEN.'VGfJ, a town of Ireland, in Tipperarv, nineteen miles

N. !",. of l^imeiick, ami 23 N. of Cashel.
NTCNAWEHUCKS, a nation of North American Lidians,

who inhabit the banks of Severn lake and river.

NENEEVA, one of the FrieiKlly Islands, 29 miles N. E. of
Anamooka.
N ENIA, or N.-ENIA, in anciei.t poetrv, a kind of funeral-song,

sung to the music of tlutes at the obsetpues of the dead. Authors
represent them as sorry compositions, sung bv hired women-
mourners called Prxfica'. The first rise of these Nenia is ascribed
to the physicians. The goddess of tears and funerals was called
Nxnia ; whom some suppose to have given that name to the
tuneral-song, and others to have been named from it.

N EOM AGUS, or NOVIOMAGI'S, a town of the Trivirl on
the Moselle : now called Numagen, 14 miles E. of Triers.

Neom.\gus, a town of Gallia Narbonensis, on the confines of
the Tricastini, now named Nyons.
NEOMENIA, or NOUMENTA, a festival of the ancient

Greeks, at the beginning of every lunar mouth, which, as the name
imports, was observed upon the day of the new moon, in honour
of all the gods, but especially Apollo, who was called Neomcnios,
because the sun is the fountain of light.

NtoMENiA, or feast of the new moon, was also a festival of the
Jews, en which peculiar sacrifices were appointed ; and on wliith

they had a sort of family-entertainment and rcioicing.

NEOMINAS, a river of Peru, 40 miles "N. W. of the Bona-
ventura. It falls into the South Pacit.c Ocean, opposite Palmas
island.

NEOPHYTE, [via; and p^-','] a name given by thq ancient
Christians to those heathens who had newly embraced the faith ;

such persons being considered as regenerated, or born a-new by
baptism.

NEORIS, an extensive country of Asia, near Gedrosia, almost
destitute of waters.

N LOTS, St. See Needs.
NEP. See Nepeta.
NEPA, tlie Waler-Scorpion, in zoology, a genus of insects

of the order hcmiptera. Snout inflected; antenna; shorter than
tlie thorax ; !iind-feet hairy, and fitted for swimming. There are

fourteen species. The four wings are folded together crosswise,

with the anterior part coriaceous. The two fore-feet are cheliforni,

or resemble the claws of a crab; the other four are formed foi

walking. The insect sinks its egg into the stalk of a bull-rush or

some other water-plant, so that the egg lies concealed, and only
the hairs or bristles stick out, and are to be seen. One may easily

preserve in water those stalks loaded with eggs, and see the younu
water-scorpions h.Uched under one's own nml, or at least their

larva;. These insects are voracious, and feed on other aquatic ani-

mals, which they pierce and tear with their sharp rostrum, while

they hold them with the forceps of their fore-feet. 'I'hey fly well,

e^peclally in the evening and niglit, and they convey themselves

from one pool to another, especially when that they are in bea:in^

to dry up. For a delineation of two species, see Plate LXXVL
NEPAL, a kingdom of India, about twelve days journey N.E.

of Patna. The climate of the low country, at the foot of tlie hills

called Teriani, is very unwholesome, from March to November,
and the people are often atfected with putrid fevers ; but the exten-

sive plain of Nepal, which is about 200 miles in circumference,

has a good climate, and altbrds a most agreeable prospect, resem-

bling an am^iitheatre, covered with populous towns and villages.

The three cliief cities of Nepal are, Cat'hmandu, Lelit Pattan, and
B'hafgan.

N EPE.4N, an island of llie S. Pacific Ocean, near the S. coast

of Norfolk island, so named from Sir Evan Nepean.
Nepeav Sound, a bay of the N. Pacific Ocean, on tlie W.

coast of North America. Lon. 127. 30. W. Lat. 53.32. N.
NEPENTHES, in botany, a genus of the ditccia syngenesis

class and order. Calyx four-parted; corolla none : male, filament

one, with many anthers, connected into a peltate head: female,

style none ; stigma large, peltate, four-lobed ; capsule four-ceiled,
" N with
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villi ii:any uiiUcd seeds. N. tlijtillatoria, a native of India, is the I

Oiilv spt-i ii-s.
1

N KPE r.\, C'aimint, or N ep ; in botany, a genus of tlie gym-

rio>|)eniiia order, and didvuaiiiia class of |>laiUs; natural order,

Verticillala'. Corolla, lower lip willi an iiitciniediatc segment,

crenate; tliroat tlIU-n- at the edjo ; stamina ai)i)roximaling.

There are twenty species, amoiii; which is the N. cataria, common
catmint, with a perennial root, :uid many lirar.ching stalks, about

two feet in heighf, upright, pubescent; leases of a velvet-like

soilness, wrinkled, a-li-colomed ; spikes, composed of interrupted

whorls, terminate the stem ; (lowers, sub-sissile ; calyx downy,

with green ribs; corolla while; the whole plant has a strong

scent, between mint and pean; royal. Cats are very fond of it,

especially when it is withered. 'It is a native of most parts of Eu-

rope, on banks and hedges, cliicliy in a calcareous soil, flowering

from July to September.
NEPII.\I.I.\, ancient Grecian festivals, held in honour of

Mnemosyne, the mother of the Muses.

NEPHELIU.M, in botany, a genus of the pentandria order,

and monaxia class of plants.' Natural order, Tricocc.-e. Male,

calyx live-toothed; corolla none: female, calyx four-cleft; co-

rolla none ; germs two, with two styles to each ; drupes two, mu-
ticated, one-seeded. Tliere is but one species, viz. N. lappa-

ceuni, a n.itive of the East Inilies.

N EPIl E\V, according to the civil law, is in the third degree of

tonsan^uinitv, but according to the canon in the second.

NEPHRfriC, [vivjiT.^t^-, Gr.] belonging to the organs of

urine. See Kidney.
NEPIIKITICS, in pharmacy, medicines proper for diseases

of the kidneys, especially the stone. Such particularly are the

roots of althxa, dog's grass, asparagus, sago, pellitory of the wall,

mallows, pimpinelia, red chick-pease, peach-kernels, turpen-

tine, &:c.

N El'HKlTE, in inineralogy, a species of the talc genus ; it is

also called jade or jade-stone. It was formerly celebrated for its

medical virtues. It is of a dark leek-green colour, verging to

blue. It occurs massive in detached rounded pieces. 'l"he

smooth external surlace is glimmering with an oily lustre ; inter-

nally it is dull, except when mi.\ed with fibres of asbestos and
scales of talc. The specific gravity is about three. There are two
sub-species: the conmion, and axe-stone: tiie former is somewhat
brittle, takes a r;ood polish, and is cut into handles for knives, &c.
the laller is made into hatchets by the natives of New Zealand.
Nephrite is found in Egypt, China, America, the islands in the
Pacitic Ocean, and Siberia.

NEPONSET, a river of Massachusetts, which f.dlsinto Boston-
lii'bour.

NEPOS, CoRXELivs, a celebrated I.alin biographer, who
flourished in tlie time of Julius C'a;sar, and lived, according to St.

Jerome, to the si\th \e.ir of .'\uguslus. lie was an Italian, if we
may credit Catullus, and born at llostilia, a small town of Verona,
m Cisalpine Gaul. .Ausonius, however, will have it that he was
born in Gaul : and they may both be in the right, as that part of
Italy was in Gallia Cisalpina, or Gallia Togata. Leander Alberti
thinks Nepos was born in Verona, or its neighbourhood. Cicero
and .\tticu< were friends of our author ; who wrote the lives of the
<;reek historians, as he himself attests in that of Dion, speaking of
Phdistus. What he says in the lives of Cato and Hannibal,
nroves that he had also written the lives of the Latin captains and
tiistorians. He wrote some other excellent works which are lost.

What remains is his Excellenlium Imperatorum Vilaf^, which were
long ascribed to iEmilius Probus, who published them, as it is said,
under his own name, to insinuate himself into the favour of the
emperor Thcodosius ; but, in the course of time, the fraud has
been discovered, although several learned persons luve confound-
ed the two authors. This piece was translated into French bv
Claveret, 'in lt3t)3 ; and by .\I. le Gras, at Paris 17'J9, 12mo.
There is : n excellent translation of it in English, by sevaal hands
at Oxford.

° '

NEPTUYS, in mythology, the wife of Typhon, and mother
of Anubis bv Osiris.

NEPTUNE, in Pagan mythology, the god of the sea, was the
son of Saturn and Vesta, or Ops, and the brotl«;r of Jupiter and
Pluto. He assisted Jupiter in his expeditions ; on which that god,
vhen he artiTtd at the suprenie power, assigned him the soa and
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the islands for his empire. He was, however, expelled from hea.

ven with Apollo for conspiring against Jupiter^ when they w-we

botii employed by Laoiiiedon, king of Phiygia, in building the

walls of 'I'roy ; but that prince dismissing Neptune without a re-

ward, he sent a sea-monster to lay waste the couulry, on which he

was obliged to expose his daughter Hesione. He is said to have

been the fust inventor of horsi mansliip and chariot-racing. In a

contest willi Minerva he pro<luced a horse by striking the earth

w itli his trident ; aud on another occasion, in a trial of skill with

.Minerva and \'ulcan, produced a bull, whence that animal was

sacrificed to him. His favourite wife was Aniphylnte, whom he

long courted in vain, till sending the dolphin to intercede for him,

he met with success ; on which he rewarded the dolphin by plac-

ing him among the stars. He had also two other w n'es, one of

whom was called Salacia, from the salt-water; the other Veniliaj

from the ebbing and flowing of the tides. He had likewise many
concubines, by whom he had a great number of children.

TS'EUAC, a town of France, in the department of Lot and Ga-
ronne, 20 miles S. \V. of Agen. Lon. 0. 13. E. Lat. 44. 8. N.
NERAINSKOI, a town of Russia, in Irkutsk, on the Argun*

near the borders of China. Lon. 120. 9- E. Lat. 50. 28. N.
NERBUDDA. a river of Hindostan, which rises in the S. part

of Allahabad, and falls into the Gulph of Cambay, 31 miles N. of

Surat.

NEREIDES, NEREIDS, in the Pagan theology, sea-nymphs»
daughters of Nereus and Dons, 'llie Nereids were esteemed'
very handsome; insomuch that Cassiope, the wife of Cepheiis,

king of Ethiopia, having triumphed over all the l)eauties of the

age, and daring to vie with the Nereids, they were so enraged that

they sent a prodigious sea-monster into the country ; and, to apr

pease them, she was commanded by the oracle to expose her

daughter Andromeda, bound to a rock, to be devoured by the

monster. See Axdromeda, and Peeseus.
NEREIS, in zoology, a genus of animals of the order vermes

moUusca. Body oblong, linear, fitted for creeping; tentacula

lateral, pencilled. There are thirty species, of which the most
remarkable are the tive following:

N. CvtRVLEA, the Blue Nereis, inhabits the ocean ; where it

destroys the serpula; and teredines.

N. CiBRosA, the Waving Nereis. The body is red, Inmbri'*

ciform, with (ij notches, furnished on both sides with two rows of

bristles. It vomits a rud rK|Uor with which it tinges t.'ve water.

N. GiGANTAA, the Giant Nereis, is a peculiar species of

those large worms that make their way into decayed piles drives

down into the sea, vi'liich they bore througli and feed upon,
whence they are called sea-worms. From head to tail they are

beset on either side with small tufts terminating in three points.;,

which are like the fine hair-pencils used by painters, aud composed
of shining bristles of various colours.

N. NocTiLucA, the NocTiLucoui Nereis, inhabits almost
every sea, and is one of the causes of tiie luniinousness of the

water. These creatures shine like glow-worms, but with a brighter

splendour, so as at night to make the element appear as if on fire

all around. Their bodies are so minute as to elude ex;imtnation

by the naked eye. It is sometimes called nereis phosphorans.

NERENBERG, a town of France, in the department of the

Rhine and Moselle, 3-' miles S. of Cologn.
NEREUS, in mythology, a marine deity, the son of Oceaniis

and Tethys. He settled in the /Egean Sea, was considered as a

prophet, and had the power of assuming what form he pleased.

He married his sister Doris, by whom he had bO daughters called

Nereids, who constantly attended on Neptune, and when he weiit

abroad surrounded his chariot.

NERI, St. Philip de, founder of the congregation of the Ora»-

tory in Italy, was born of a noble family at Florence, on the 2Jtb
of July, lili. Educated in the principles of piety and learning,

he soon became distinguished for his kncvwletlge and virtue. At
the age of 19 he went to Rome, where he assisted the sick, and
gave many proofs of self-denial and humility. Being raised to

the priesthood at the age of 36, he instituted, in 1 J50, a fellowship

in the church of St. Saviour del Campo, for the relief of poor fo-

reigners, pilgrims, and convalescents, who had no. [Jace w hither

they could retire. This society was the cradle of the Congrega-
tion of the Oratory. Pope Gregory XHI. gave his approbation of

.

the congregation "in 1575. The order soon spread throughoui
Italy.
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Italy. No vow is taken ; charity is tlie only bond of connection.

The general continues only three years in office, and lii^ orders

are not despotic. The founder died at Rome on the 2(Jth May,
1 jftj, aged 80.

I^'ElUCIA, or NERIKE, a province of Sweden, about CO
miles long, and 4S bro-ul ; bounded on the Si by Kast and Wc^t
Cjotldand. The soil is fertile in corn and pasture. 'Ihe hills

abound with wood, iron, akini, liine-stoae, sulphur, &c. Arms
and hardware are the ciiief nianiilactures. There are 23 lakes, ami
several rivers. Ortbro is the capital.

NKRIGLISSAK, the fourth king of Babylonia, was son-in-lcRv

of Nebuchatlnczzar, and succeeded Evil-Merodach.
NEHITA, a genus of the vermes testacea class and order.

Animal a liniax ; shell univalve, spiral, gibbous, riattish at bottom

;

aperture semi-orbicular or semi-lunar; pillar-lip transversely trun-

cate, flattish. About eighty species are enumerated.
NEKITOS, a mountain of Ithaca; whence the island is also

often called Nerilos; and Ulvsses Neritius dux. Virg. JEn.
iii. 271.

NERITUM, an ancient town of Italy, in Calabria, now called
Nardo.
N ERIUM, Oleander, orRosER\y; in botany^ a genus of

the monogynia order, and pentandria class of plants ; natural order,
Contortx. Contorted ; corolla with the tube terminated by a la-

cerated crown ; follicles two, erect. There are nine species,

beautiful evergreen shrubs or trees, upright and branching. It is

called nrrium, from "ijof, humid, because the plants grow in moist
|>laces.

N. Oleander, Solth Sia Rose, a beautiful shrub, culti-

vated in gardens on account of its tlowers, which are of a fine pur-
ple, and in clusters. The whole plant is poisonous, and especially

tli^ bark of the roots. Oleanders are generally propagated by
layers in this coiintry. The plant has a force which is insupera-
ble ; lor Its juice excites so great and violent an inflammation, as

immediately to put a stop to deglutition; and if it be received
into the stomach, that part is rendered incapable of retaining any
thing ;. the pernicious drug exerting its force, and purging both
upwards and downwards. Antidotes said to be good against its

poi-on are vinegar and all acids.

NERO, C'laudius Domitivs C^sar, the sixth emperor of
Rome, and tUe last of the family of Ihe Cssars, was the son of
Caius Domitius Al cnobarbus and Agrippina, the daughter of
Gernianicus. He was adojjted by the emperor Claiidiu-, A. D.
50, and foar veats after succeeded him. In the beginning of his

reign he assumed the appearance of the greatest kindness, conde-
scension, affabUily, complaisance, and humanity. The object of
his administ4ation seemed to be the good of his people ; and when
he was desired to sign his name to a list of malefactors that were to

be executed,. he exclaimed, " Would to heaven ! had never learn-
ed to write!" When the senate had liberally commended the
wisdom of his goveruLuent, he desired them to keep their prai>es

till he deserved them. These apparent virtues, however, proved
to be artificial : Nero soon displayed the real propensities of his

uaturo. He delivered himself from the sway of his mother, and
at last ordered her to be murdered. Many of his courtiers shared
her unhappy fate; and Nero sacrificed to his fury or caprice all

who obstructed his pleasure or inclination. In the night he gene-
rally went from his palace to visit the meanest taverns, and all the
scenes of debaui hery which Rome contained. In these nocturnal
riots he insulted the people in the streets : and his attempts to :

offer violence to the wife of a Roman senator neatly cost him his

life. Ue also turned actor, and appeared publicly on the Roman
stage. To excel in music, and to conquer the disadvantages of a
hoarse disagreeable voice, he moderated his meals, and often
passed the day without eating. He next went into Greece, and
presented himself a cawdidale at the Olympic Games. He was
defeated in wrestling ; but the flattery of the spectators adjudged
Jiini the victory, and he returned to Rome with all the pomp and
splendor of an eastern conqueror, drawn in the chariot of Augustus,
and attended by a band of musicians, actors, and stage-diincers.
T,hese amusements, however, were comparatively innocent ; but
his conduct soon became abominable ; he disguised himself in the
Jiabit of a woman, and was publicly married to one of his eunuchs.
This violence to nature and decency was soon exchanged for ano-
ther; Nero resumed his sex, and celebrated his nuptials with one

of his meanest catamites: and on this occasion a Roman wit ob-
'erved, that the world would have been happy if Nero's latlR-r

had had such a wife. His cruelly was now displayed in a still

higher degree, for he sacrificed his wife Octavia Popptca, and the

celebrated writers, Seneca, Lucan, Petronius, &c. He had heard
of the burning of Troy ; to represent that dismal scene, he caused
Rome to be set on fire in different jdaces. The conflagration be-
canK' soon universal, and during nine successiv^days the fire con-
timied. All was desolation : nothing was heard Init the lamenta-
tions of mothers whose children had perished in the ilames, the

sroans of die dying, and thecontinual fall of palaces and buildings.

Nero was the only one who enjoyed the general consternation.

He placed himself on the top of a high tower, and played on his

lyre, while he sung the destruction of Troy, a dreadful sceuB
which his barbarity had realised before his eyes. He attempted
to avert the public odium from his head, by a pretended commi-
seration of the miseries of his subjects, and by throwing the blame
of the fire on the Christians; which gave rise to the first dreadful

persecution wherein St. Peter and Paul suffered. Nero began to

repair the streets and the public buildings at his own cxpence. He
built a celebrated palace, which he called his golden house. It

was liberally adorned with gold, with precious stones, and with

every thing rare and exquisite. It contained spacious fields, arti-

ficial lakes, woods, gardens, orchards, and whatever exhibited a

beautiful scene. 'Ihe entrance of this edifice admitted a large co-

lossus of the emperor 120 feet high; which Pliny says was after-

wards destroyed by lightning; the galleries were each a mile long,

and the whole was covered with gold. The roofs of the dining-

lialls represented the firmament, in motion as well as in figure ;

and continually turned round night and day, showering down all

sorts of perfumes and sweet waters. This grand edifice, according
lo Pliny, extended all round the city. When he went a-fishing,

his nets were of gold and silk. He never appeared twice in the

same garment ; and when he took a voyage, there were thousands
of servants to take care of his wardrobe. This continuation of de-

bauchery, extravagance, and cruelty, at last roused the people.

Many conspiracies were formed against him ; but they were gene-
rally discovered, and the conspirators suffered the severest punish-

ments. The most danjuerous one was that of Piso, from which he
was saved by the confession of a s'ave. The conspiracy of Galba
proved more siiteessfnl, w ho, when he learned that his plot was
known to Nero, declared himself emperor. The unpopularity of
Nero favoured his cause ; he was acknowledged by all the Roman
empire, and the senate condemned the tyrant to bediagged naked
through the streets of Rome, whipped to death, and afterwards to

be thrown down from llie larpeian rock like the meanest male-

factor. This, however, Nero prevented by killing himself, A. D.
(j(f, in the 32d year of his age, alter a reign of 13 years and 8

months. Rome was filled with acclamations at it; and the citizens,

more strongly to indicate their joy, wore caps, such as were geue-

rallv used by slaves who had received their freedom. The name
of Nero has been ever since used emphatically to express a bar-

barous and bloody tyrant.

Nero, in geography, an island in the East Indian Ocean, the

second of the Banda islands. Lon. 129. 4j. E. Lat. 4. 40. N.
NERTCHINSK, an extensive province of Russia, in Irkutsk,

bordering on China. It is mountainous, but aboundswith fine

pasture, and rich mines of gold, silver, and lead.

Nertchinsk, the capital of the above province, on the borders

of China.

N ERTERIA, a genus of the class and order tetrasdria digynia.

Corolla funnel-shaped, four-cleft, superior; berry two-celled;

seeds solitary. There is one species, an annual of New Zealaixl.

NERVA, CoccKius,' an excellent Roman emperor, who suc-

ceeded Domitian, the last of the Twelve Cssars. He was a native

of Narnia in Umbria ; but his family was originally of Crete. Dion
Cassius says he was born on the 17th of March, in the 18th yeac

of Tiberius, A. D. 33. Nero in the 15th yearol his reign made
him pr:Ftor, and erected a statue for him in ihe palace on account
of his poems (for he was one of Ihe best poets of his age), some of

v.hich were inscribed to him. He was consul in 71 witH Vespa-
sian, and in 90 with Domitian. Authors uniformly celebrate him
as a prince of a most mild and humane temper, of great modera-
tion and generosity, who looked on his office as emperor, not as if

it was for his- own advantage, but for that of his people ; and whilst
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he reigned, he made (Ik- lia|)pin(ss of his subjects his only pursuit.

lie narrowly escaped deatli under Domitiaii. The Konians un-

animously chose him emperor; and they 1 ad no cause to repent

of their choice. An instance of his great lenity appears in his

pardoning Calpurnius Crassus wlio conspired against liini. hi

short, lie omitted nothing that might contribute to the restoring of

tlie empire to its former "lustre; recalling tliose who had been ba-

nished lor religiiJh, and redressing all grievances. Tiiiding his

strength failing, he conferred an additional benclit on the Romans
by adopting Trajan. He died A. D. 9S. He was the first Ro-

man emperor of foreign extraction.

NERVES, Ina-vt, Lat.] in anatomy, are small white glistening

cords, proceedmg from the brain and spinal marrow, and dividuig

into very small branches, which are sent off throughout all parts

of the body ; and which are found to be the organs of sensation

and motion'. See As'.momy.
NER^II, an ancient brave nation of Gallia Belgica, wlio at-

tacked Julius Cffsar, but were defeated. They possessed

Hainault.

NERVOUS FLUID. See Anatomy.
NESLE, a town of France, in the department of Somme; '-'6

miles E. of Amiens. Lon. 'J. i7. E. Lat. 49. (>1. N.
NESS, a river of Scotland, in Inverness-shire, which flows from

the east extremity of Loch Ness, and falls into the Frith of Moray,
a little below Inverness.

NESSUS, in fabulous history, a celebrated centaur, son of

Ixion and the Cloud. He otl'ered violence to Dejanira whom
Hercules had entrusted to his care, with orders to curry her acio>s

the river Evenus. Hercules saw the distress of his wife from the

opposite shore, and immedialciv let ily one of his poisonous ar-

rows, which struck the oenlaur to the heart. Nessus, as he ex-
pired, gave the tunic he then wore to Dejanira, assuring her that

from the blood which had flowed from his wounds, it had received

the power of recalling a husband from unlawful love. Dejanira

received it with pleasure, and this mournful present caused the

death of Hercules.

NEST, Eatable Birds. See Birds' Nests, and Hirundo.
NESTES, a late territory of France, now included in llie de-

partment of Upper Pyrenees. Barlhe was the c apital.

NESTOR, in fabulous history, a son of Neleus and Chlorls,
nephew to Pclias and grandson to Neptune. He had eleven bro-
thers, wlio were all killed with his father by Hercules. His
tender age detained him at liome, and was the cause of his

preservation. The cijii(|ueror spared his life, and placed him
upon the throne of I'ylos. He married Eurydice, tlie daughter
ofClymenus; or, according to others, Anaxabia, the daughter of
Atreus. He soon distinguished himself in battle ; and w as pre-
sent at the nuptials of Pirilhous, wlien a bloody engagement
took place between the Lapith;E and Centaurs. As' king of Pylos
and Messenia he led his subjects to tlie Trojan war, where he dis-

tinguished himself by elociuence, address, wisdom, justice, and
uncommon prudence. Homer displays his character as the most
perfect of all his heroes; and Agamemnon exclaims, that if be had
twenty generals like Nestor, he should soon see Troy reduced to
ashes. After the Trojan war N estor retired to Greece, where he
enjoyed in his family peace and tranquillity.

NESTOR IAN S, a sect of ancient (Christians, still subsisting in

some parts of the Levant ; whose d stinguishing tenet is, that Mary
is not the mother of God. They take their name from Nestoriu?,
bishop of Constantinople, whose'tloctrines were spread with much
zeal through Syria, Egypt, and Persia. One of the chief promo-
ters of tlw Nestorian cause was Barsunias, bishop of Nisibis, A.D.
435. Such was his zeal and success, that the Nestorians who still

remain in Chaldea, Persia, Assvria, and the adjacent countries,
consider him alone as their parent and founder.
NESTORIl'S, from whom the sect of the Nestorians derive

their name, was born in Germanica, a city of Syria ; and educated
and baptized at Antioch ; and soon after his baptism he withdrew
to a monastery in the suburbs of that city. Upon his being ad-
mitted priest he soon ac(|uired so great reputation by his eloquence
and the regularity of his lite, that the emperor Theodosius deemed
bim a fit person to fdl the second see in the Christian church, and
he was accordingly consecrated bishop of Constantinople in 4'J9.

He becatne a violent persecutor of heretics, but contending for
the doctrine that " the Virgin Mary cannot with propriety be call-

ed the mother of God," he was deprived of his see by tlie council

of Ephesus. He then retired to Ins ancient monastery at Antioch,

whence he was taken by the emperor's order, and banishetl in 435

to Tarsus. That city being destroyed by tlie Barbarians, he was

removed to Panopolis, a city of Thebais, where he was not suflered

to remain long, but nas compelled to go from place to place, till

being m one of his journeys mortally bruised by a fall, death re-

moved him from the furv of his persecutors. Such of his writings

as remain prove that he was unjustly condemned. He rejected

the errors of Ebion, Paulus Saniosatenus, and Photinus ; he main-

tained in express terms, that the divine Word was united to the

human nature in Jesus Clirist in the most strict and intimate sense

possible ; that these two natures, in this state of union, make but

one Christ and one Person; that the properties of the divine and
human natures may be attributed to this Person ; and that Jesus

Christ may be said to have been born of a virgin, to have sulf'ered

and died; but he never would admit that God could be said to

have been born, to have suffered, or to have died.

NESTVED, a town of Denmark, in the isle of Zealand, near

the south coaat on the Nes, 3S miles W. of Copenhagen. Lon. 11,

51. E. Lat. 3j. \j. N.
N E T, or N EAT, in commerce, something pure, and unadul-

terated with any foreign mixture. Thus wines are said to be net

when not falsified or balderdashed : and coffee, rice, pepper, &c.
are net when the filth and odours are separated from them. See
Neat. A diamond is said to be net when it has no stains or
flaws; crystal when transparent throughout.

Net is also used for what remains after tiie tare has been taken
out of the weight of any merchandise, i. e. when it is weighed
clear of all package. See Tare. Thus we say, a barrel of cochi-

neal weighs 450 pounds; the tare is 50 pounds, and lliere remains
iii»t 4uO pounds.

Net, Inati, Gothic,] a texture woven with large interstices, or
meshes, used commonly as a snare for animals, chielly used for

catching fish or fowls. See Bird-c.\tching, and Fishery. The
taking of fowls by nets is the readiest and most advantageous of all

others, where numbers are to be taken, 'i lie making of the nets
is very easy, and what every true sportsman ouglit to be able to

do for himself. All the necessary tools are wooden needles, of
which there should be several of different sizes, some round and
otliers flat ; a pair of round pointed and fiat scissai's, and a wheel
to wind off the thrcail. The jiackthread is of different strength

and thickness, according to the sort of birds to be taken ; and the
general size of the meshes, if not for very small birds, is two inches

from point to point. The nets sliould neither be made too deep
nor loo long, lor they are then difficult to manage ; and they must
be verged on each side with twisted thread. The natural colonr

of the thread is too bright and pale, and is therefore in many cases

to be altered. The most usual colour is the russet, which is to be
obtained by plunging the net, after it is made, into a tanner's pit,

aiid letting it lie there till it is sufTiciently tinged : this is of a
double service to the net, since it preserves the thread as well as

alters the colour. The green colour is given by chopping some
green wheat, and boihng it in water, and then shaking the net in

this green tiHcture. The yellow colour is given in the same man-
ner with the decoction of celandine, which gives a pale straw-

colour, which is the colour of stubble in harvest. The brown '

nets are to be used on plowed lands, the greeu on grass-grounds,

and the yellow on stubble-lands.

Net, Day, among fowlers, a net generally used for taking such
small birds as play in the air, and will stoop either to prey, gig, or
the like, as larks, linnets, buntings, &c. The time of the year for

using this net is from August to November ; the best time is very
early in the morning: the milder the air, and the brighter the sun
is, the belter will be the sport, and of longer continuance. The
place where this net should be laid ougl t to be plain champaign,
either on short stubble, green ley, or Hat meadows, near corn-
fields, and somewhat remote from towns and vill.iges: let the net
lie close lo the ground, that the birds creep not out and escape.
The net is made of fine packthread with a small mesh, not exceed-
ing half an inch stpiare ; it must be three fathoms long, and one
broad : verged about with a small but strong cord ; the two ends
extended upon two small long poles, suitable to the breadth ol the

net, with four stakes, tail-strings, and drawing-lines, 'i'his net is

composed of two nets exactly alike ; laid opposite to one another,

1 bO
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so even and c!ose, that when Diey are drawn and pulled over,

the sides must meet and touch each other. Stake this net down
with strong stakes, very stilTon their lines so that you may with a

nimble touch cast them to and fro at pleasure ; then fasten your
diawing-cords or hand-lines (of which there must be a dozen at

least, and each, two yards long) to the upper end of the foremost

staves : and so extend them of such a straitness, that with a little

strength they may rise up in the nets, and cast them over. The
net, being thus laid, place the gigs, or playing wantons, aliout

twenty or thirty paces beyond, and as much on this side the nels:

tlie gigs must be fastened to the tops of long poles, and turned

into the wind, so as they may play and make a noise therein.

'1 hese gigs are a sort of toys made of long goose-feathers, like

shuttle-cocks, and with little small lunjiels of wood running in

broad and flal swan-quills, made round like a small hoop; and so

with longer strings fastened to a pole, will, with any small wind or

aTr, move after such a maimer, that birds will come in great Hocks
to play about them. Wlien the gigs are placed, then place the

stale ; which is a small slake of wood, to prick down into the earth,

having in it a mortice-hole, in which a small and slender piece of

wood, about two feet long, is fastened, so as it may move up and
down at pleasure: and fasten to this longer slick a small line,

which, running through, a hole of tlie stick above-mentioned, and
so coifting up to tlie place where you are to sit, you may, by draw-
ing the line up and down with your right-haiul, raise up the longer

slick as you see occasion. Fasten a live lark, or such like bird,

to this longer slick, which with the line making it to stir up and
down by pulling, will entice the birds to come to your net. 'I'here

is another stale, or enticement, to draw on these birds, called a

looking-glass, which is a round stake of wood, as big as a man's
arm, made very sharp at the end, to thrust it into the ground;
very hollow in the upper part ; above five fingers deep ; into

which hollow tliey place a three-square piece of wood about a fool

long, and two inches broad, lying upon the top of the stake, and
going with a foot into the hoilowness; which foot must have a

great knob at the toj), and another at Ihe bottom, with a deep
slenderness between : to which fasten a small pack-thread, which,

running through a hole in the side of the stake, must come up to

the place where you sit. The three-square piece of wood, which
lies on the top of the slake, must be of sucl» a poise and evenness,

and the foot of the socket so smooth and round, that it may whirl

and tmn round ujjon the least touch ; winding the pack-thread so

many times about it, which being suddenly drawn, and as sud-

denly let go, will keep the engine in a constant rotatory motion ;

then fasten with glue on the uppermost flat squares of the three-

square piece, about twenty small pieces of looking-glass, and painl

all the square wood between them of a light and lively red
;

which, in the continual motion, will give such a reflection, that

the birds will play about till they are taken. Both this and the

other stale are to be placed in the middle between the two nets,

about two or three feet from each other ; so that, in the falling of

the nels, the chords may not touch or amioy them : neither nmsl
they stand one before or after another; the glass being kept in a

continual motion, and the bird very often fluttering, llavini;

placed the nets in this manner, with the gigs and stales, gd to the

further end of Ihe long drawing-lines and stale-lines; and lay the

main drawing-line across your thigh, and, with your left, pull the

stale-lines to shew the birds ; and when you perceive Ihem to play

near and about your nets and stales, then pull the net over with

both hands, with a quick hut not too hasty motion ; for otherwise

your sport will be spoiled. See Plate CXV'IU. tig. 9, where A
shews the bodies of the main nel, and how they ought to belaid.

H, the tail-lines, or the hinder-lines, staked to the ground. C, the

fore-lines staked also to the ground. D, the bird-stale. E, the

looking-glass-stale. G, the line which draws the bird-stale. II,

the line that draws the glass-stale. 1, the drawing double-lines of

the nets, which pulls them over. K, the stakes which stake down
the four nether points of the nets and the two tail-lines. I.,, the
stakes that stake down the fore-lines. M, the single line, with the
w ooden button to pull the net over with. N, the stake that stakes

down the single line, and where the man should sit ; and Q, the

Net Produce, a term used to express what any commodity
has yielded, all tare and charges deducted.
NETHAN, a river of Scotland, in Lanarkshire. It aliounds

with troutsand silver-eels, and in August is visited by s.i'lmon.
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NETHE, a river of France, in the department of the Dyle,

and late province of Austrian Brabant, which runs into the Dj le,

six miles N. W. of Malines.

NE 1 11 EllLAN DS, the name given till lately to an extensive

country of Europe, anciently called Belgium, but afterwards de-

nominated Low Countries or Netherlands, ftoni their low situa-

tion. They lie between 2° and 7° Ion. E. and between 50° and
j3' 30' lat. "N. and are bounded by the German sea on the N. by

Germany on the E. by the late Lorrain and Fiance on the b. and

by France and the British seas on the W ; extending near 300

miles in length from N. to S. and 200 miles in breadth from E. to

\V. They consisted of 17 provinces; 10 of which were called

the .Vustnan and French Netherlands, now annexed to France,

and the other seven the United Provinces. The climate differs in

the several provinces; in those towards theS.it resembles that

of England, though the seasons are more regular. In the N. pro-

vinces the winter is generally very sharp, and the summer sultry

hot; but the extreme cold and excessive heat seldom continue

above five or six weeks. The air is reckoned very whok-some,

but is subject to thick fogs in winter through the moislness of the

country, wdiich would be very noxious, were it not for the dry

easterly winds, which, blowing olf a long continent for two or thri e

months in the year, clear the air, and occasion very sharp frosts in

January and February; during which, the ports, rivers, and canals,

are commonly shut up. The face of the country is low and fiat

;

for, except some sinall hills and a few rising grounds in Utrecht

and Guelderland, and in the parts lying towards Germany, there

is no hill to be seen in the whole 17 provinces. This is the reason

that they have been called the Low Countries. 'J'he soil is in ge-

neral fertile, but varies in the diti'erent provinces. French Flan-

ders abounds in grain, vegetables, llax, and catlle, but is in want
of wood. Tliese provinces have been divided by the French,

since the revolution, into departments.

NETHINIMS, among the Jews, the posterity of the Gibeon-
ites, who were condemned by Joslu:a to be hewers of wood and
drawers of water for the house of God.
NETOPION, orNETOPlUM, a name given by the ancients

to a very fragrant and cosily ointment, consisting of a great num-
ber of the finest spicy ingredients.

NETTINGS, in a ship, are a sort of grates made of small roj>es

seized together with rope-yarn or twine, and fixed on the quarters

and in the tops; they are' soinetimes stretched upon the ledges

from the waste-trees to the roof-trees, from the lop of the forecastle

to the poop, and sometimes are laid in the waste of a ship to serve

instead of gratings.

NETTLE, in botany. See Uutica.
NiiTTLE, Dead. See Lamium.
NETTUNO, a town of Italy, in the Campagnia of Rome.

Lon. 12. 57. E. Lat. 41. 30. N.
NEVA, a river at Petersburgh, in Russia.

NEUBURG, a late principality or duchy of Germany, in Ba-

varia, united with that of Sallzbach.

Neuburg, the capital of the above duchy, 15 miles W. of In-

goldstadt. Lon. 11. 10. E. Lat. 48. 45. N.
Neuburg, a town of Bavaria, on the Schwarza, 19 miles S. E.

of Amberg.
NtUBL'RO, a to^n of Lower Austria, on the Danube, five

miles from Vienna. Lon. 16. 20. E. Lat. 48. 13. N.

Neuburg, a town of Germanv, in Brisgau, near ihe Rhine; 12

iniles N. of Basle. Lon. 7. 35. E. Lat. 47. 47. N.
Neudukg, a town of Wirtemburg, 25 miles VV. of Stulgard.

Lon. 8. 34. E. Lat. 4S. 52. N.
NEUCHATEL, NEUCHATTEL, ftr NEUFCHATEL, a

county of Swisierlaml, boundeil on the W. by the late Franche

Comte, on the N. by Basle, and on the E. and S. by the cantons

of Berne and Frihurg. This principality, including N'allengin, is

about 36 miles long, and iR broad. The plains, with the lower

part of the mountains, is occupied by the district of Neuchalel,

but Vallengin is totally inclosed by Jura. Parallel chains of these

mountains run trom E. to W. forming several valleys in the most

elevated parts. The lower grounds of this chain consist of arable

lands and vineyards ; the higher of large tracts of forest, which in

many parts have been cleared and converted into pasture-grounds,

intermixed with fields of barley aud oats. The inhabilanls are

numerous, and remarkable for their genius, politeness, and active

industry.
() Neuchattel,
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Nevphattel, capital of the above county. Lon. 7. 10. E.

Lat. 47. i. N. •,,,,-,
Neuchattel, a \arge lake, called also 1 verdiin, \v Inch sepa-

rates the ahnve countv, from the cantons of Bern ami Friburg.

NEVEL. or NEBEL, in tlie Jewish anticjuilii.-s, a kind ot mu-

sical instrument. See Nabli'M.

NEVERS, a citv ot trance, capital of the department of the

Kievre, as it formerly was of the >Jivcrnois, ami governmeiil of

Orleanois. Nevcrs is 15 miles N.W. of Moulins and 75 E. ol

Orl.ans. Lon. 3. 14. E. Lai. 46. ^9. N.
NELFCllATEAU, a town of France, in llie department of

Vosges, and late province of Lorruin. Lon. 5. 4i. E. Lat. 48.

20. N. , ,

NEUFCHATEL, a town of France, in the department of the

Lower Seme, 20 miles S. E. of Dieppe. Lon. 1. 30. E. Lat. 49.

46. N.
NEVFLL'S CROSS.aplace in Ens^land, nc-ar Durham, where

David II. king of Scots, was defeated and taken prisoner, with

many of his nobility, by the English under cjueen Philippa and

lor-lP-'rcy, and 13,000 of tlic Scots were slain.

NEVIS, one of tlie Caribbee islands, lying about 21 miles N.

of Muiitserrat, and sei>arated from St. Cliristopher's by a narrow

channel. Its circumference is about 21 miles. I'he climate in

the lower part is reckoned warmer than Barbadoes, but it is more

temiierate towards the summit. Tlie soil is very fine in the lower

part, but coarser above.

KEUMACJEN, a town of Germany, in the late electorate of

Treveis, 42 miles S. W. of Coblentz.

NEUMANN, Caspar, M. D. an eminent vhemist, born in

lG8i, atZidlichan, in the duchy of Crossen, in Brandenburg, of

winch place his father was a burgher and apothecary. For some

years he studied at the university of Halle, and was then sent at

the e.ypenceof the king of Prussia to travel for improvement in

chemical knowledge. In 1711 he visited the German mines, and

thence passe<l into Holland, where he attended the lectures of the

illustrious Boerhaave. He visited England, where the news of

the death of his sovereign, in 1713, somewhat deranged his plans.

At Berlin he obtained the friendship of St.'iil, physician to Frede-

ric-AVilliau), who procured an order for hun to resume his travels

it the e.tpence of the court. In France an'! Italy he added much
to his stock of scientific knowledge, and formed convicclions with

several eminent men. Upon his return to Berlin he was appointed

court-apothecary; and, on the establishment of a college of medi-

cine and surgery, in 1723, nominated tothe chair of chemistry. He
received the de'gree of M.D. from Halle in 1727, and in that year

travilled through Sile^i:^ and Moravia to Vienna, returning by
Bohemia and the ininnig country of Saxony. His reputation now
KXtended to the diilerent countries of Europe, and he was elected

a member of the Royal Society of Loiulon, of the Imperial Aca-
ilemy Natur:E Curiosorum, and of the Institute of Bologna. In

1734 he made a tourto the New Marche and Pomerania, where he

discovered the true origin of Ostescolla. He died at Berlin 1737,

liaving been made dean of the college the preceding year. The
Works published by Dr. Neumann in his life-time, consist chiefly

of dissertations in 'the Latin language, inserted in the " Philoso-

phical Transactions of London," the " Ephemerides Acad. Na-
tuia; Curiosorum," and the " Miscellanea Berolinensia, and of

otiiers in the German language published separately. After his

death two different copies of his " Chemical Lectures" were
given to the public; one, in two editions, at Berlin and Dresden,

from notes taken by one oi his pupils, intermixed with compila-

tions from different authors; the other by the booksellers of the

Orphan Hospital of Zulliclnu, from papers in Neumann's own
hand-writing. Dr. Lewis has given an excellent English transla-

tion in two Volumes, octavo, abridged, methodized, and enriched

with notes. "Neumann's Lectures," says Dr. Lewis, "are a

valuable magazine of chemical knowledge. The author, biassed

by no theory, and attached to no opinions, has encpiired by e."<pe-

fiment into the properties and uses of the nvst considerable natu-

ral and artificial productions, and the preparation of the principal

commodities which depend on chemistry ; and seems to have can-

didly, and without reserve, communicated all he discovered."

NEUMAKK, a town of Bavaria, in the Upper Palatinate, 22

Diiies S W. of Aniberg, and 31 N. W. of Rivtisbon.

NEURADA, in botany, a genus of the dccandria detagynia

class and order: natural order. Succulents. C.ilyx five-parted ;

i)etals five; capsule inferior, ten-celled, ten-seeded, prickly.

Tliere is but one species ; viz. N. procumbens, an annual white

plant ; native of Egypt, Arabia, and Numidia.
NEUUITICS, in pharmacy, medicines useful in disorders of

the nerves.

NEUKOGRAPHY,adescriptionofthenerve5. See AN.'iTOMV.

N EUROLOGY, [ve^jov and xsy©',] a description of the nerves.

See Anatomy.
NEUROPTERA, in natural history, the name of the fourth

order of insects according to the Linnwan system, and so called

on account of the nerves and veins disposed in their wings. The
insects of this order have four wings: all of them menibrajiaccous,

reticulate: tail unarmed. There are seven gencia, viz. Ephe-
mera, Hemkrobius, Libellula, Myr-meleon, Pakorpa,
Phryganra, Raphidia, which see.

NEUROTOMY, [vEvjot and ti^vui,] the anatomy of the nerves.

See Anatomy.
NEUSOL, a town of Upper Hungary, 10 miles N.E. of

Cremnitz, 50 N. E. of Leopoldstadt, and 104 E. of \'ienna.

N EUS TADT, a town of Austria, 20 n.iU-s S. of Vienna.

Neustadt, a town of l''rance, in tlie department of Mont Ton-
nere, and late palatinate of the Rhine, on the Hart, 14ntjJi^s W.
of Spire, and 30 E. of Deux Ponts.

liEUSTADT, a circle of Germany, in Upper Saxony, bounded
by Erzgeburg, Altenburg, Saalfield, and Reusz.

Neustadt, the capital of the above circle, 44 miles S. W. of
Leipsic, and 80 \V. of Dresden.
Neustadt, a town of Germany, in Wirtcmburg, 12 miles

N. E. of Hailbron. Lon. 9. 38. E Lat. 49. 17. N.
Neustadt, is also the name of IG other towns in Germany.
NEUTER NOUNS, those which are neither masculine nor fe-

minine. See Gender. In English, and other modern tongues,

there are no neuter nouns. See Grammar.
Neuter Verbs, by some grammarians called intransitive

verbs, are those w hich govern nothing, and that are neither active

nor passive. When the action expressed by the verb has no ob-
ject to fall upon, but the verb alone supplies the whole idea of the

action, the verb is said to be neuter: as 1 sleep, thou yawnest, he
sneezes, \vc walk, ye run, they stand still. Some divide neuter

vt;bs into, 1. Such as do not signify any action, but a tiuality ; as

iillxt, it is white; or a situation, as sedct, he sits : or have some
relation to place ; as ude.st, he is present ; or to some other state

or attribute, as regnut, he rules, &c. And, 2. Those tliat do sig-

nify actions, though such as do not pass into any subject diilerent

from the actor ; as to dine, to sup, to play, &c. But this last kind
sometimes cease to be neuter, and commences active, especially

in Greek and Latin, when a subject is given them : as there
vitum, umhulare viam, piignare piignant. Thus the old French
poets say, Soupircr son tourmcnt ; the English, to sigh his woes,

&c. But this only obtains where something particular is to be
expressed, not contained, iti the verb : as, rircrc vitam bcatam,

to live a happy life; pugnare bonam piignam, to fight a good
fight, &c. According to abbot Dangeau, neuter verbs may be
divided into active and passive ; the first, those that form their

tenses in English, by the auxiliary verb to liavt; ; in French, by
avoir. The second, those that form them in English with the

verb to be ; in French etre. Thus to sleep, to yawn, dormir and
ettrneiir, are neuters active. To come, and to arrive, are neuters

passi ve.

NEUTRAL SALTS, among chemists, a sort of salts neither

acid nor alkaline, but partaking of the nature of both. See Acid,
Alkali, Chemistry, and Salts.
NEUTRALIZATION. When two or more substances mu-

tually destroy each other's properties, they are said to nen'ralize

one another. Thus, in a proper combination of acid and alkaline

substances, the acid and alkaline properties are destroyed.

NEUWIED, or NEW WIED, a town in Westphalia, four
miles below Coblentz.
NEWARK, a town of New Jersey, capital of Essex county,

nine miles W. of New York. Lon. 75. 12. W. Lat. 40. 32. N.
Newark, or Newark upon Trent, a town of Nottingham-

shire, a great thoroughfare on the York road, 17 miles N. E. by-

E. of Nottingham, and 124 N. by W. of London. Lou. 0. 4j.

W. Lat. 53. 6. N.
y NEW"
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NEW BEDi''ORD, a town and townaliip of Massacliuselts in

Rri-.tol county, 13 miles long, and 4 broad, 58 miles S. of

boiton.

NEWBERN, a maritime district of North Carolina ; also the

capital of-tlit; district.

N'EWBOROUGH, or NEWBURGH, a town of North
Wales, in tlielsleof Anglesey, about 15 miles S. W. of Beau-
nii'.iis. Lon. 4. 27. W. Lat. 53. 10. N.
NEWBURGH, a town of Scotland, in Fifeshire, 8 miles N. of

Falkland, and 10 S. E. of Perth.

NEWBURY, a town of Berks, 16 miles W. of Reading, and
5ti of London. Lon. 1. 12. W. Lat. 51. 25. N.
NEWCAbTI,E, a county of the United States of America, in

Delaware ; boundi-d E. by the I^elaware, S. by Kent county, W.
by the State of Maryland, and N. by that of Pennsylvania. It is

47 miles long, and 20 broad.

Newcastle, a town of Virginia, in Hanover county, on the
S. W. bank of the Paniunky ; L'4 miles N. E. of Richm'nml.
Newcastle, a town of Ireland, in Limeric, on the road to

Kerry, 1 14 miles Irom Dublin.
Newcastle, a town of South Wales, in Caermarthen^hire, on

the Tivy, with an old fort, and 17 miles N. W. of Caerniarthen.
Lon. 4. 30. W. Lat. 52. 4. N.
NEwcASTLE-tJNDER-LiNE, a town of Staffordshire, 15 miles

"N. of Slaflbrd. Lon. 2. 2. W. Lat. 53. 12. N.
Newcastle-vpon-1'yne, the capital ot the county of Nor-

thumberland. 14 miles N. W. of Durliani, 94 N. of York, 63 S.

by E. of Berwick, bO E. of Carlisle, and 271 N. by E. of London.
Lon. 1.26. W. Lat. 55. 1. N.
NEWEL, in architecture, is the upright post which a pair of

winding stuirs turn about : this is properly a cylinder of slone,

vhicii bears on tl.e ground, and is formed by the end of the steps

of tne winding stairs.

NEW ENGLAND, a late province of the British empire in

America, bounded on ihe N. by Canada, E. by Nova Scotia, and
the Atlantic ocean, S. by the Atlantic and Long Island Sound,
and W. by New Y'ork. It lies in the form of a quarter of a cir-

cle. Its W. line, beginning at the mouth of Byram river, which
runs into Long Island bound at the S. W. corner of Connecticut,
lat. 41°, runs a little E. of N. until it strikes the 45th degree ot

lat. and then curves to the E. almost to the gulph of St. Lawrem-e.
This country was discovered in the beginning of the seventeenth
century, and call.-d North Virginia ; but no Europeans settled

there till l608. It was orig.nally divided into four states, which
at tiisl had no coun-ction with one another. The necessity of

maintaining an armed force against the savages, obliged them to

form a confederacy in 1643, when they took the name of the

United Colonies. New England now consists of the States of

New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Maine, Rhode Island,
Connecticut, and Vermont. (See these articles.) These
states are sul-divided into counties, and the counties into tow n>hips.

New England is a high, hilly, and in some parts a mountainous
country, loimed to be inhabited by a hardy race of free, indeijen-

dent republicans. The mountains are comparatively small, run-

ning nearly N. and S. in ridges parallel to each other. Between
these ridges flow the great rivers in nnjestic meanders, receiving

the innumerable rivulets and larger streams which proceed from
the mountains on each side. To a spectator on the top of a neigh-

bouring mountain, the vales between the ridges, while in a state of

nature, exhibit a romantic appearance. They seem an ocean of

woods, swelled and depressed in its surface like that of the great

ocean itself. A richer though less romantic view is presented,

when the valleys, by industrious husbandmen, have been cleared

of their natural growth ; and the fruit of their labours appears in

loaded orchards, extensive meadows, covered with large heids of

sheep and black cattle, and rich fields of flax, corn, and the vari-

ous kinds of gruin. These vallevs, which have reci-ived the ex-

pressive name of intervale lands, are of various breadths, from two

to twenty miles ; and by the annual inundations of the rivers which
flow through them, there is frequently an accumulation of rich

fat soil, letl upon their surface when the waters retire. The soil

is very various. On the sea-coast the land is low, and in many
parts level and sandy. In the valleys, between the ranges of

mountains, the land is generally broken, and in many places

rocky, but of a strong rich soil, capable of being cultivated to

good advantage, which also is tlie case with many spots even on
the tops of the mountains. Each tract of different soil is distin-

guished by its peculiar vegetation, and is pronounced good, mid-
dling, or bad, from the species of trees which it produces ; and
trom one species generally predominating in each soil, has origi-

nated the descripuve names of oak-land, birch, beech, and ches-
nut-lands, pine, barren, maple, ash, and cedar-swainps, as each
spe'-ies happens lo predominate. Intermingled with those predo-
minating species are walnut, firs, elm, hemlock, magnolia, moose-
wood, sassafras, &c. &c. The best lands produce walnut and
chesnul ; the next, bee'-.h and oak ; lands of the third quality pro-
duce fir and pitch-pine; the next, wiiortleberry and barberry-
busiies ; and the poorest produce nothing but marshy imperfect
shrubs. Among the flowering trees and sinuljs in the forests, are

the red-flowering maple, the sassafras, the locust-tree, the tulip-

tree, honeysuckle, wild rose, dogwood, elm, leather-lree, laurel,

hawthorn, &c. which in the spring of the year give the woods a
most beautiful appearance, and lill them with a delicious fra-

grance. Among the fruits which grow wild, are the several
kinds of grapes ; which are small, sour, ^nd thick skinned. The
vines on which they grow are very luxuriant, often overspread-
ing the highest trees in the forests ; and v.itnout doubt, might be
greatly meliorated by proper cultivation. Besides these, are the
wild clierries, white and red mulberries, cranberries, wah.'Uts, nuts,

chesnuts, butter-nuts, beech-nuts, wild plums and pears, whortle-

berries, bilberries, gooseberries, strawberries, &:c. The soil in the
interior country is calculated for the culture of Indian corn, rye,

oats, barley, flax, hemj), buck-wheat, beans, jieas, &c. In nianv
of the inland parts, wheat is raised in large quantities; but on the
sea-coast it has never been cultivated with success, being subject

to blasts. The fruits which the country yields from culture are,

apples in the greatest plenty ; of tliese cyder is made, which con-
stitutes the principal drink of the inhabitants; also, pears of vari-

ous sorts, quinces, pe.icl'.es, (from which i-. made peach-brandy,)
plums, cherries, apr.cots, culinary plants, &c. New England is

a line grazing country ; the valleys between the hills are generally
intersected w ith brooks of water, the banks of which are lined with
a tract of rich meadow or intervale land. The high and rocky
ground is, in m.my parts, covered with honevsuckle, and generallv
alfbrds the finest of p.islure. The inhabitants of New England ai'e

generally fond of the arts, and have cultivated them with great
success. Thfir colleges have tlourishi-d beyond any others in the
United States. 'I he illustrious cliaraciers they have produced,
who have distinguished themselves in politics, law, divinity, the
mathematics, and philosoph)-, natural and civil history, and in the
fine arts, particularly in poetry, evince the truth of these observa-
tions.

NEWEN T, a town ol GlouceUei-shire, in the forest of Dean,
8 miles N. W. of Gloucester. Lon. 2. 20. W. Lat. 51. 56. N.
NEW FOREST, an extensive forest of Hampshire, at least

40 miles in compass, which had many populous towns ^nd
villages, and 36 churches, till it was destroyed and turned into a
forest by William the Conqueror. It is remarkable that William
II. the son of this tyrant, was killed in this forest at a hunting
match. There are nine walks in it ; and to every one a keeper,
under a lord-warden, besides two rangers, and a bow-bearer. As
this large tract lay many ages open and exposed to invasions from
foreigners, Henry ^'I1I. built some castles in it; and it has now
several pretty towns and villages. It is situated in that part of

Hampshire which is boumled on the E. by the Southampton, and
on the S. by the British Channel.

NEWFOUNDLAND, a large island of North America, be-
longing to CJreat Britain, lying between 46° 50' and 51" 30' Lat.

N. and between 53° 30' and 58° SO' Lon. W. of I^ndon. The
form is that of au irregular triangle, the base or S. side being SO
leagues in extent ; the E. side is the longest ; and the whole cir-

cumference about 150 lengues. It is bounded on the N. by the

Straits of Belleisle, which separate it from Labrador ; on the E.
and S. the Atlantic Ocean, and on the W. the Gulph of St. Lau-
rence. The climate is rather severe ; Piid the soil, at least on the
sea-coi:sl, which is all that we know of il, is poor and barren. A
few kitchen- vegetables with strawberries and r.ispberries are all its

produce. The country within land is mountainous, and abounds
with timber; there are several rivers which are plentifully stored

with various sorts of fish, many deep bays, and good ports. St.

Jobi's
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Jolii.'s and Plucentia are tlie Uvo principal setlk-iuents and at each

of these there is a fort ; the number of people w hQ remain here in

winter is compiiled at 4000. The trench, by the treaty ot

I'tretht, were pennitted to tish from Cajie Bonavista on the E.

nde round the N. of the island to Point Uich on tlie W. and by

the treaty of Paris, tliev were allowed the isles of St. Pierre and

Misquelbn, to dry their' lish, but not to erect fortilications. '1 he

great importance of this place arises from its fishery, whicli is

j)artly carried on by tlic inliabitants at the several liarbours, which

are about twenty in number, who take vast quantities of cod near

the coast, which they bring in and cure at their leisure, to have

it ready for the ship's when they arrive. But llie great and ex-

tensive lisliery is on llie banks at some distance from the island.

The great bank lies twenty leagues from the nearest point of

l.md Irom the latitude 4l^ 10 49", stretching 300 miles in length,

and 75 in breadth. East of this lies the False Bank ; the next is

styled Vert, or the Green Bank, about 240 miles long, and l'.^0

over ; then Banquero, about the same size ; the shoals of Sand

Island, Whale Bank, and the Bank of St. Peter's, with several

others of less note, all abounding with fish. The <od are caught

only by a hook and line ; yet an expert fisher will lake from '2J0

to 400 in a day ; for the fish never bite in the night, and the labour

is verv great. The usual season is from May to October, in the

height of whicli there are from 500 to 700 sail upon the banks at

a time.

NEW-HAVEN, a county of Connecticut, extending along

the Sound, from Middlesex county on the E. to I'airiield county

W. about 30 miles long from N. to S. and 28 broad from E.

to W.
New-Haven, the capital of the above county, 40 miles S. by

AV. of Hartford, and 1S3 N. E. of Philadelphia. Lon. 72. 56. W.
Lat. 41. 18. N.
New-Haven, a town of Sussex, at the mouth of the Ouse, 56

miles S. of London. Lon. 0. 5. E. Lat. 50. 4A. N.
NEWMAKKET, a town of England, in t'ambridgeshire, 14

miles E. of Cambridge, and 60 N. E. of London. Lon. 0. 25. E.
Lat. 52. 20. N.
NEWNHAM, a town of Gloucestershire, on tlie Severn, 8

miles S. W. of Gloucester, and 1 12 N. W. of London. Lon. 2.

23. W. Lat. 51. 46. N.
NEWPORT, a borough of England, in Cornwall. Lon. 4. 36.

W. Lat. 50. 43. N.
Newport, a large borough of Hampshire, in the Isle of Wight,

6 miles S. ol Cowes, and 91 S. W. of London. Lon. 1. 15. W.
Lat. 50. 40. N.
Newport, a town of South Wales in Pembrokeshire. 18 miles

N. E. of S . IDavld's, and 235 W . N. W. of London. Lon. 4. 50.

W. Lat. 52. 6. N.
Newport, a town of Monmouthshire, 19 miles S. W. of Mon-

mouth, and 152 \V. by N. of Loudon. Lon. 3. 4.W. Lat.51.36. N.
Newport, a town of Shropshire, 17 miles E. of Shrewsbury,

and 140 N . \V. of Loudon. Lon. 2. 18. W. Lat. 52. 45. N.
Newport, a maritime county of the United Slates, in Rhode

Island.

Newport, liie metropolis of Rhode Island, 30 miles S. E. of
Providence, and 80 N. E. of New York. Lon. 0. 43. W. Lat
52. 4. N.
Newport Pagxel, a town of England in Bucks, 14 miles E.

N. E. of Buckingham, and 51 N. N. W. of London. Lon. 0. 43.
W. Lat. 52.4. N.
Newport Pratts, a sea-port-town of Ireland, in Mayo, on

Clew Bay, S miles W. of Castlebar. Lon. 9.21. W. Lat. 53
53. N. '

NEW RIVER, a fine artificial river of London, brought from
two springs at Cliadwell and Amwell, near Ware in Herts, to sup-
ply the metropolis with water. It w,is completed in 1613, by Sir
H'lmh Middlet.on, who spent his forlune on this patriotic work.
NEWRY, a considerable sea-port-town of Ireland, in liown

county, 33 miles S. S. W. of Belfast, and 49 N. of Dublin. Lon
6. 30.' \V. Lat. 54. 9. N.
NE-WSPAPERS, certain publications, which appear daily,

weekly, or at other stated periods of the week, in order to com-
inunicale the most important political, domestic, or literary infor-

nialion. The first English newspapers were published in the year
1642, since which time they have been greatly increased, so "that

now several millions of copies are circulated every year. Inde-

pendently of their utility as vehicles of general intelligence, these

prints certainly contribute to disseminate useful knowle<lge of a

very diversilied nature : and, so long as they are conducted with

the strictest adherence to truth and decorum, they may be justly

considered as a national benefit. If, however, a contrary conduct
is pursued, and newspiijiers are made subservient to the sordid

views and intrigues ot a party, they not only disgrace their osten-

sible editoi'S, conductors, or proprietors, but are highly prejudicial

to the interests of society ; inasmuch as they become the records

of falsehood, either by propagating, ;ind often enlarging upon ca-

lumnii.iis reports, or by misrepresenting matters so as to exhibit

both the object and the subject of tiic paragraph in an odious
light; or, by perpetuating national prejudices and animosities;

or, lastly, by displaying their ignorance of the geographical and
political situation of other countries connected with the British

empire.

NEW STYLE, first used in England in 1752, was intro-

duced into the western world by Pope Gregory XIII. See
Chsoxology.
NEWT. See Lacerta.
NEWTON, Sir Isaac, one of the greatest philosophers and

maihematicians the world has ever produced, was the only child

of Mr. John Newton of Colesworth, near Grantham in Lincoln-
shire, wlio had an estate of about 120/. a year, where Isaac was
born on Christmas-day 1642. His father dying when he was
young, his mother's brother, a clergyman, .Mr. Ayscough, who
lived near her, and directed lier aliairs, put her son to school at

Grantham. At the age of eighteen he was removed to Trinity
College, Cambridge. Here he was soon taken notice of by Dr.
Isaac Barrow ; who, observing his bright genius, contracted a
great friendship lor liim. M. de Eontenelle tells i\i, " That in

learning mathematics he did not study Euclid, who. seemed to him
too plain and simple, and unworthy of taking up his time, lie
understood him almost before he read iiim ; and a cast of his e\e
upon the contents of his theorems was sufficient to make him mas-
ter of them. He advanced at once to the geometry of Des
Cartes, Kepler's optics, &c." It was in this early course that he
invented the method of series and tidxions, which he atterwards
brought to perfection, tliough his claim to the discovery was un-
justly contested by Leibnitz, who obtained a knowledge of it in

1076 from the author himself. He made his great discoveries in

geometry, and laid the foundation of his two famous works, ihe
Principia anil Optics, by the time he was 24 years of age. In

1664, he took the degree of A. B. and about the same lime lie

applied to the grinding of optic-glasses for telescojies ; and having
piocureil a glass-prism in order to try the piia-nomena of colcnrs

lately discovered by GJrimaldi, the result of his observations was
his new theory of light and colours. On the breaking oul of the

plague in 1665 he retired to his country-seat, where, secluded
from conversation and books, his active and penetrating mind
started that hint which gave rise to his celebrated system of lie
universe. He was sitting alone in his garden when some apples

falling from a tree led his thoughts to the subject of gravity ; and
reflecting on the power of- that principle, he began to considef

that as it is not diminished at the remotest di'-tance from the centre

of the earth, it may be extended as far as the moon, and to all the

planetary bodies. This subject he afterwards resumed on the oc-

casion of the great comet in 1680. In 1669 he was chosen pro-

fessor of mathematics in the university ot Cambrii'ige, upon the

resignation of Dr. P.arrow. In 1699, 70, and 71, he read a course
of optical lectures in Latin, in the public schools ot tl.e univer-ily;

an English translation of which was printed at London in I7','3, m
8vn. as was the Latin original, in 1729, in 4to. From 1671 to

1679, he held a correspondence with Mr. Henry Oldenhiirg, se-

cretary of the Royal Society, and Mr. John Collins, 1'. K. S.

These letters contain a variety of curious observations. In 16S7
he published the treatise, intituled " Mathematical Principles of
Natural Philosophy ;" a work considered as Ihe production of a
celestial intelligence rather than of a man. 'I'his year the univcr-

sily of Cambridge was attacked by kiug James II. when Mr. New-
ton was one of its most zealous defenders, and was nominated one
of the delegates of that university to tlie high commission-court

;

and in I6S8 he was chosen one of their members for the conven-
tion-parliament, in which he sat till it was dissolved. In 1696,
Mr. Nlonlague, then chancellor of the exchequer, and afterwards
earl of Halifax, obtained for him of King William the office of
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v.ai(!Lii of tile mint; in which eniplovnient lie was of signal st-r-

viue, when the iiionev was called iii to be recoineJ. Three years

alt'T, he was appointed master of the mint ; a place of very coii-

iidc-rable proht, which he held till his death. In 1699, he was

elected a member of the Koyal Academy of Sciences at Paris.

In 1701, he was a second time chosen M. P. for the university of

Cambridge. In 1704, he published his "Optics;" which con-

tanis discoveries for wliich the world is indebted to ntir author.

In 1705, he was knighted by Queen Anne. In 1707, he publish-

ed his " Arithmetica Universalis." In I'll, his " Analysis per

Quantitatum Series, Fluxiones, et Dillerentias, &c." waspubllsh-
I ed by William Jones, Esq. In 1712, several of his letters were

j

published in the Comniercmm Epiatolieum. In the reign of

George 1. he was better known at court than before. The pi in-

cess of Wales, (afterwards queen Caroline) often proposed ques-

tions to him, and declared that~she thought herself happy to live at

tlie same time with him, ami have the pleasure of his conversation.

He had written a treatise of ancient chronology, which he did not

think of publishing; but the princess desired an abstract, which
slie would never part with. However, a copy of it stole abroad,

and was carried into France ; where it was translated and printed,

with some observations, which were afterwards answered by Sir

Isaac. But, in 1728, the Chronology itself was published at Lon-
don in 4to. and was at;ackcd by several persons, and as zealously

defended by Sir Isaac's friends. The main design of it was to find

out, from some tracts of the most ancient Greek astronomy, what
was the position of the colures with respect to the fixed stars, in

the time of Chirnu the centaur. As it is now known that tliesc

stars have a motion in longitude of one degree in 72 years, if It is

once known through what fixed stars the colure passed in Chiron's
time, by taking the distance of these stars from those through which
it now passes, we might determine what number of years has

elapsed since Chiron's time. As Chiron was one of the Argo-
rauts, this would lix the time of that famous expedition, and con-
sequently that of the Trojan war; the two great events upon
which all the ancient Grecian chronology depends. Sir Isaac

places them 500 years nearer the birth of Christ than other chro-
Tologers usually do. This great man had all along enjoyed a set-

tled and equal state of health to the age of 80, when lie began to

be afflicted with an incontinence of urine. However, for the five

following yeai-s, he had great intervals of ease, which he procured
by the observance of a strict regimen. It was then believed that

lie had the stone ; and when the paroxysms were so violent, that

large drops of sweat ran down his face, he never expressed the
smallet degree of impatience ; but, as soon as he had a moment's
ease, would smile and talk witli his usual cheerfulness. Till then
he alway* read and wrote several hours a day. He had the per-

fect use of all his senses and understanding till the day before he
died, which was on the 20th of Marcli 172d-7, in the 85th year of

his age. He lay in state in the Jerusalem chamber at Westmin-
ster, and on the 28th of March his body was conveyed into West-
minster Abbey ; the pall being supported by the lord chancellor,

the dukes of Nfontrose and Roxburgh, and the earls of Pembroke,
fiusseir, and MacclesfiekL The bishop of Rochester read the fu-

neral-office, attended by all the clergy. The corpse was interred

at the entrance into the cross-choir, where a noble monument is

erected to his memory : Sir Isaac was of a middling stature, and
in the latter part of liis life somewhat inclined to be fat. His
countenance was pleasing, yet venerable. He never used specta-

cles, and lost but one tooth during his whole life. His temper
was so equal and mild, that riO accident could disturb it. Of this

the following instance is related. Sir Isaac had a favourite little

dog, called Diamond ; and being one day called out of his study,

Diamond was left behind. When Sir Isaac returned, he found
that Diamond having thrown down a lighted can<lle among some
fapers, the labour of many years, was in riames. This loss, as Sir

saac was then far advanced in years, was irretrievable ; yet, witli-

out striking the dog, li€ only said, "Oh! Diamond! Diamond!
thou little knowest tite mischief thou hast done !" He was a great

lover of peace ; and would rather have chosen to remain in obscu-
rity, than to liave the calm of life ruffled by those storms and dis-

putes which genius and learning often draw upon those that are

peculiarly eminent for them. When he had any mathematical
problems in his mind, he would never quit the subject on any ac-

count. Dinner has been often three hours ready for him before
VOL. IV.—KO. 158.

he rould be brought to table: and hi-> I'.iaii often .-.aul, when he
lias been getting up in a morning, he has sometinito befiuii to dress,

and with one leg in his breeches sat down again on the bed, where
he has remained for hours before he got his cloaths on. From hi?
love of peace, arose that unusual aversion which he had for all dis-

putes ; a steady unbroken attention free from those lecoilings in-

cident to others was his peculiar felicity ; he knew it, and he knew
tlie value of it. When some objections, hastily made to his dis-

coveries concerning light and colours, induced him to lay aside
his design of publishing his optic lectures, he " blamed his own
imprudence for parting with so real a blessing as quiet, to run after

a shadow ;" and resolved not to publish any more about that the-
ory till he had put it above the reach of conlroveisy, by the e.x-

actest experiments and the strictest demonstrations ; and accoi-d-
iugly it has never been called in question since. In the same tern-"

per, after he had sent the MS. of his " Principia" to the Royal
Society, with his consent to the printing of it by them, upon Mr.
Hook's injuriously insisting that himself had demonstrated Kepler's
problem before our author, he determined, rather than be involr-
ed again in a controversy, to sup|)rcss the third book, and was very
hardly prevailed upon to alter that resolution. The public was
thereby a gainer ; that book, which is indeed only a corollary of
some propositions in the first, being originally drawn up in the
popular way, with a design to publish it in that form, lie was now
convinced would be the best not to be published without a strict

demonstration. The amiable quality of modesty stands foremost
in the character of this great man. It was in reality greater thait

can be easily imagined ; yet it always continued «'ithost altera-
tion, though the whole world, says Fontenelle, conspired against
it ; and though he was thereby robbed of his invention of fluxions.
Nicholas Mercator publishing his Logarithmotechnia in 1668,
where he gave the quadrature of the hyperbola by an infinite

series, which was the first appearance in the learned world of a
series of this sort drawn from the particular nature of the curve,
aud that in a manner very new and abstracted; Dr. Barrow, the«
at Cambridge, where ^ir. Newton, at that time about 2l) years of
age, resided, recollected tliat he had met with the same thing in
tlie writings of tliat young gentleman; and there not confined to
the hyperbola only, but extended, by general forms, to all sortt
of curves, even such as are mechanical ; to their quadratures, their

rectifications, and their centres of gravity ; to the solids formed
by their relations, and to the superficies of those solids ; so that,
when their determinations were possible, the series stopped at a
certain point, or at least their sums were given by stated rules

:

and, if the absolute determinations were impossible, they could
yet be infinitely approximated : which is the happiest and most
refined method, says Mr. Fontenelle, of supplying the defects of
human knowledge that man's imagination could possibly invent.
To be master of so fruitful and general a theory was a mine of gold
to a geometrician ; but it was a greater glory to have been the
discoverer of so surprising and ingenious a system. So that Mr.
Newton, finding by Mercator's book, that he was in the way to it,

and that others might follow in his tract, should naturally have
been forward to open his treasures, and secure the property, which
consisted in making the discovery : but he contented himself with
his treasure which he had found, without regarding the glory. His
MS. upon infinite series was communicated to none but Mr. .fohn
Collins and lord Brounker ; and even that had not been coniplied
with, but for Dr. Barrow, who would not suffer him to indulgeliis

modesty so much as he desired. In a word he never talked either
of himself or others, nor ever behaved in such a manner as to give
the most malicious censurers the least occasion even to suspect
him of vanity. He was candid and affable, and always put him-
self upon a level with his company. He never thought citlier his

merit or his reputation sufficient to excuse him from any of the
common offices of social life; no singularities either natural or af-

fected, distinguished him from other men. Though he was firmly
attached to the church of England, he was averse to the persecu-
tion of the non-conformists. He judged of men by their manners ;

and the true schismatics, in his opinion, were the vicious and the
wicked. He was of a very meek disposition, and a great lover of peace.
To his other great qualities he added a serious and devout reve-
rence for religion. His favourite study was the Bible ; the pro-
l)hecies of which he illustrated by his researches. He conformed
to the church gf tng^laud, but itc lived, in friendship witli good
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men of all comiiiunious: --nJ, i,e „-as an cnemv to every kir.d of

peiNcciilio:!. ""V Laac had a great abhorrence of inlule'litv, anil

'''^"'"l^jiie.l to reprove tho=e who mailc free with revelation in his

presence, of which the following is an instance: The learned Dr.

Jiallev was sceptically inclined, and sometimes took the liherty

of sporlin;» with the scriptures. On one such occasion Sir Isaac

said to hiin—" Dr. Halley, I am always glad to hear yon when

you spcik about astronomy, or other parts of malluinatics, be-

cause that i^ a subject whicli you have studied, and well under-

stand ; but you should not talk of Christianity, for you have not

studied it ; 1 hivc, and know you know nolhin? of the nialter."

Sir Isaac was m. ver n-arried, and, perhaps, had never time to think

of it, being constantly immersed in the profoundest studies, and

not being will iig to have them broken by domestic eoncerns.

Re left 3C,O00i. at his death ; but made no will, which Mr. Fon-

teuelle tells us vvas because he thought a legacy was no gift. As
to his works, besides what were published in his lifetime, there

ivere found after his death, among his papers, various discourses

upon the subjects of antiquity, history, divinity, chemistry, and

ipathematics, several of which were published at different times.

A complete and elegant edition ot his works -was published with

illustration^ i>y Ur. Horsley, in 1779, in live vols. 4to.

Nev»tom, Jchn, D. D. an eminent Divine and malhefnatician,'

born at Oundle in Northamptonshire, in 16-'-'. From school, he
was sf;nt to Oxford in 1637, and took his degree of B. A. in

1641 ; of M. A. in 1642 ; and of D. D. in 1661 ; when he was

appointed a king's chaplain, and rector of Ross in Herefordshire,

where he died December 2j, 167S. Mr. Wood says he was Ca-

pricious. He wrote many useful works; particularly 1. Astro-

nomia Uritannica, 1656, 4'to. 2. Help to Calculation, 16">7, 4to.

3. Trig'.:-.om"tria Rr tannics, in two books, one tr.insia ed from
Gellibrand, tlie oth"r his own; 1638, fol. 4. ChiliadPs centum
Logaritbmoruui, 16;)0,aud 1667. 5. Geometrical Trigonometry,
1639. 6. Mathematical F.lements, 1660, 4to. 7. A Perpetual

Diary, 1665. 8. Use of the Carpenter's Rule, 1667. 9. Ephe-
meriiles, 1667. 10. Rule of Interest, 166S. 11, Practical Gaug-
ing, l6.iy. 12-15. Introductions to'RhctOric, Arithmetic, Astro-

nomy, and Geography ; 8vo. 167"!, 1678. 16. The English Aca-
drniy, 1677. 17. Cosmography, 167S.

Newton, Thomas, a learned author of the si.xteenth century,
eminent for his Latin poetry. Though in orders, he practised

phys'c, and kept an academy. He died in 1607.

Newton, Thomas, D. D. Bishop of Bristol, was born at Lich-
field, in Staflbrdsbire, in 1704. After finishing his educational
Westminster school he was elected to Trinity college, Cambridge,
of which he was chosen fellow. After entering into orders he be-

came curate of St. George, Hanover square, and assistant-preachet

to the rector. Dr. Trebeck, whose daughter he married. He was
also reader and afternoon-preacher at Grosvenor chapel. \n 1744
he obtained the rectory of St. Mary-le-Bow, London, and the year
following took bis degree of doctor in divinty. In 1747 he Was
cliosen lecturer of St. George, Hanover-square; and in 1749 he
published an edition of tlie Paradise Lost, with notes selected frorh

various authors, and njany of his own. He also prcfi.\ed a curious
and well-written life of the author. In 1754 lie lost his father at

the age of 83 ; and within a few days his wile, at the age of 38.
This was the severest trial he ever underwent, and almo-it Over-
whelmed him. At that time he was, fortunately, engaged in \\t\t-

ing his Dissertations on the Prophecies; for in any affliction he
never found a more tHeclual remedy than plunging deep into

study, and fix.ug his thoughts intensely upon other subjects. The
first volume was published the following winter: buttheo^her
(lid not appear till three years afterwards ; and as a reward for his

S'ast and incitement to future labours, he was appointed to preach
oyle's lecture: 1250 copies of the Dissertations were taken at

the first impression, and 1000 at every other edition: and after

having gone through six editions in English, they were translated

into the (icrman and D.uiiih languages; and received the warmest
encpmiuiiis from persons of learning and rank. In 1756 he was
appointed phaplain and ordinary to the king ; and afterwards ob-

tained a prebendal stall in St. Peter's church, Westminster. Hav-
ing lost his wife, he married in 1761 the widow of the Rev. Mr.
Hand, and daughter of John Lord Lisluirne. The same year he
kissed tin- king's haiid on being promoted to the bishopric of Bris-

tol. He was offered the primacy of Irelanil in 1764, but Ueclijied

it. Four years afterwards bo accepted the deimy of St. Paul's,

London, wliicli, with his bishopric, he held to ins death in 1782.

iiishop Newton was a man of considerable learning and piely, of
much observation and liberality. Of his numerous works, bis

" Disseitations on the Prophecies," aie by much the most
valuable.

Newton, in geography, a borough of Hampshire, in the Isle

of Wight; 14 miles S. ot Southampton. Lon. I. 10. W. Lat.

50. 4.?; N.
N twToN, a b«rough of Lancashire, live miles N. of War-

rington.

Newtos, or Newtown, a townof N. Wales, in Montgomery-
shire, seven miles S. W. of Montgomery. Lon. 3. 12. W. Lat.

52. 21.N.
Newton, or Newtown, a town of Connecticut, in Fairfield

county, 26 miles W. N. W. of Ne\v-Haven.
N ewton, a town of Pennsylvania, the capital of Bucks County,

25 miles N. E. by E, of Phdadelphia.

Newton-upon-Ayre, a sea-port-town of Scotland, in Ayr-
shire.

Newton Bushel, a large town of Devonshire, 15 miles S. bv
W. of Exeter. Lon. 3. 38. W. Lat. 50. 32. N.
NEWTONIAN PHILOSOPHY, the doctrine of the uni-

verse, and particularly of the heavenly bodies, their laws, alVec-

tions, &c. as delivered by Sir Isaac Newton. The term Newto-
nian Pliilosophv is applied very dili'erently ; whence divers con-
fused notions have arisen relating thereto. Some authors under
this pliilosophy include all the corpuscular philosophy, considered
as it now stands corrected and reformed by the discoveries and
improvements made in several parts thereof by Sir Isaac Newton.
In this sense Gravesande calls his elements of physics introcKictio

ad Philosophiam Newtonianam. And in this sense the Xewtoiiian
is the same with thenew philosophy ; and staudscontradistiiiguisbed

from the Cartesian, the Peri|)atetic, and the ancient Corpuscular.
Olliers, by Newtonian Philosophy, mean the method or order
whicli Sir Isaac Newton observes in philosophizing; viz. the rea-

soning and drawing conclusions directly fromph3enomena,exclusiYe
of all previous hypotheses; the beginning from simple principles;

deducing the first powers and laws of nature from a few select pbae-
nomena, and then applying those laws, &c. to account for other
things. And in this sense the Newtonian Philosophy is the same
with the experimental philosophy, and stands opposed to the an-
cient Corpiiscular. Others, by Newtonian Philosophy, mean that
wherein physical bodies are considered mathematically, and where
geometry and mechanics are applied to the solution of the appear-
:inces of nature. In this sense the Newtonian is the same witli tlie-

1

mechanical and niatliematical philosophy. Others again, by New-
|

Ionian Philosophy, understand that part of physical knowledge '

which Sir Isaac Newton.h.'is handled, improved, and demonstrated,
in his Principia. Otliers, lastly, by Newtonian Philosophy, mean
tiie new principles which Sir Isaac Newton has brought into phi-

losophy; the new sysiejii founded thereon ; and the new solutions
of phs'Doniena thence deduced ; or that which characterizes and
distinguishes his. philosophy from all others. This is the sense
wherein we shall chiefly consider it. The Newtonian Philosophy,
as delivered by its indefiitigal)le aud learned autlior, is con-,

lained in his Principia, or Mathematical Principles of Natural
P^ulosophy- He founds. Iris system on tlie following definitions.

1. The (|uantity of matter is the measure of the same, arising from
its density and bulk conjunctly.-—Thus airef a double density,

in a double space, is quadruple in quantity ; in a triple space, sex-
tuple in quantity, &c. 2. 'The (pianlity of motion is the measure
of the same, arising from the velocity and c|uanlity of matter con-
junctly. This is evident, because the motion ot the whole is ths

motion of all its parts ; aud therefore in a body double in quantity,
withequ.il velocity, the motion is double, &c. 3. The vis iiisita,

or innate force of matter, is a power of resisting, by which every
body, as much as in it lies, endeavours to persevere in its present
state, whether it be of rest, or moving unilormly forward in a right
line. This force, being the natural consequence of the pas-
sive or inactive slate of matter. Sir Isaac Newton denomi-
nated vis inertix'. 4. An impressed t.'ice is an action exerted upon
a body, in order to change its state, either of rest, or of moving
unilormly forward in a right line. This force consists in the action
»nly ; and remains no longer in the body when the action is over.
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For a body luMntains every iKrw stati,' il acquires by its vis inertia;

only. 3. A centripetal force is tliat by wliich bodies are drawn,

impelled, or any way tend towards a poirit, as to a centre. The
quantity of any centripetal force may be considered as of three

kinds, absolute, acceleratlve, and motive. 0. The ahsoUite (|nan-

tity of a centrifugal force is the measure of the same, proportional

to the efficacy of the cau^e that pro|)agates it from the centre,

tlirough t!ie space round about. 7. The accelerative quantity of

a centripetal force is the measure of the same, proportional to the

Telocity which it generates in a given time. 8. The motive quan-

tity of "a centripetal force is a measure of the same, proportional to

the motion whicii it generates in a given time. This is always

known by the quantity of a force equal and contrary to it, that is

iust sufficient to liinder the descent of the body. 9. Sir Isaac

Newton distinguishes time, space, place, and motion, into absolute

and relative, and then delivers three laws of motion, with several

corollaries, for which see Mechanmcs. The whole of the mathe-

matical part of the Newtonian Pliilosophy depends on the following

lemmas ; of which the first is the principal.

Lem. I. Quantities, and the ratios of quantities, which in any

finite time converge continually to equality, and before that time

approach nearer tlie one to the other than by any given dilference,

become ultimately equal. If you deny it; suppose them to be

ultimately unequal, and let D be their ultimate difference. There-

fore they cannot approacli nearer to equality than by that given

difference D ; which is against the supposition. Concerningthe

meanin" of this lemma philosophers are not agreed-; and unliappily

it is the very fundamental position on whicli the whole of the sys-

tem rests. Many objections have been raised to it by people who
suppose themselves capable of under>laiuJing it. 1 hey say, that

it IS impossible we can come to any end of an infinite series, and

therefore that the word ultimate can in this case have no meaning.

In some cases the lemma is evidently false. Tlius, suppose there

are two quantities of matter A and B, the one containing half a

pound, and the other a third part of one. Let both be continually

divided by '-' ; and though tlieir ratio, or the proportion of the

one to the other, doth not vary, yet the flitl'erence between them
perpetually becomes less, as well as the quantities themselves, un-

til both the dilference and quantities themselves become less than

any assignable quantity ; yet the difference will never totally

vanish, nor the iiuantities become equal, as is evident froin the

two following series :

111111
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or the tangent. He llu-i. sli.ws .onie properties of the ordinates of

curvilinear ligiire^ ; ami proves llial tlie spaces wind, a body (le-

Jiribes bv any linile lorce urging it, wlietiier tliat torce is deler-

nnneU an'.i inimiilable, or is contnuially augmented or continual y

diminished, are, in llie very beginning of tlie motion, one to the

other in the duplicate ratio of the powers. And, lastly, having

8.hled some demon^itrations concerning the evanescence ot angles

of contact, he proceeds to lay down the mathematical part ot his

system, and w hicli depends on tne following theorems

:

"TutOR. I. The areas which revolving bodies describe, by

radii drawn to an immoveable centre of force, lie in the same im-

luoveable planes, and are proportional to the times m which they

ire described.
,

Thf.or. ir. Everybody that moves in any curve line de-

scribed in a plane, ancl, by a radius drawn to a point either im-

jiioveable or mo\hig forward with an uniform rectilinear motion,

describes about that point areas proportional to the times, is urged

by the centripetal force directed to that point.

Theor. 111. Every bodv that, by a radius drawn to the centre

of another body, however moved, describes areas about that cenire

proportional to the times, is urged by a force compounded ot the

centriiietal forces tending to that other bod\ , and of all the ac-

celerative force by which the other body is impelled. The de-

monstration of this is a naluial consequence of t he theorem imme-

diately preceding. These theorems, and their corollaries, are ex-

plained under the article Mechanics, which see.

In his second book. Sir Isaac treats of the properties of fluids,

anil their powers of resistance ; and lays down such principles as

entirely overthrow the doctrine oi" Des Carles's vortices, which

was the fashionable system in his time. In tlie third book, he

begins particularly to treat of the natural phKnomena, and apply

them to the mathematical principles formerly demonstrated ; and,

as a necessary preliminary to this part, he lays down the following

rules for reasoningin natural philosophy : 1. We are to admit no

more causes of natural things than such as are both true and suf'li-

cient to explain their natural appearances. C, Therefore to the

natural effects we must always assign, as far as possilile, the same
causes. 3. The qualities of bodies w hich admit neither intension

nor remission of degrees, and which are found to belong to all

bodies within the reach of our experiments, are to be esteemed the

\jnivers;il qualities of all bodies whatsoever. 4. In experimental

philosophy, we are to look upon propositions collected liy

general induction from pha'nomena as accurately or very near-

ly true, notwithstanding any contrary hypotheses that may be
imagined, till such time as other pluTnomena occur, by which
thev may either be made more accurate, or liable to exceptions.

The phenomena first considered, are, 1. That the satellites of

Jupiter, by radii drawn to the centre of their primary, describe

ireas proportional to the timesofthe description; and that ilieir

periodic times, the tixed stars being at rest, are in the sesquiplicate

ratio of their distances from its centre. 2' The same thing is like-

wise observed of the ph.x'nomena of Saturn. 3. The five primary
planets, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn, with their

several orbits, encompass the sun. 4. The fixed stars being sup-

posed at rest, the periodic times of the five primary planets, and of

tlie earth, about the sun, are in the sesquiplicate proportion of their

mean distances from the sun. 5. The jirimary planets, bv radii

drawn to the earth, describe areas no ways proportionable to the

times: but areas which they describe by radii clrawn to the sun
are proportional to the times of description. 6. The moon, by a
radius drawn to the centre of the earth, describes an area propor-
tional to the time of description. All these pha;nomena are ui>de-

niable from astronomical observations, and are explained at iarpc
under the article Astronomy.
Newton-.Ardes, a town of Ireland, in Down county, at the

N. point of Lake Sirangford.

New Trial, in law. Formerly the only remedy for a reversal
of a verdict unduly given, was by writ of attaint ; but this course is

now justly exploded, and a new trial is granted upon application
to the court from which the cause issued.

NEWTYA, a port on the coast between Goa, the capital of
the Portuguese settlements in In<lia, and the English settlement of
Jiombay. Lon. 73* 16' E. and I.at. 15' 52' N.
NEW UTRECHT, a maritime town of New- York, in King's

Cgunty Long Island, eight miles S. of New York.

NEW YEAR'S GIFTS, presents on the first day of the year.

Nonius MarcelUis refei-s the origin of new year's gitts among the

Homaiis to Titus Talius, king of the Sa'bines, who reigned at

Rome conjointly with Romulus, and who having considered as a
good omen a present of some branches cut in a wood consecrated

io the goddess of strei)"th, which he received on the first day of

the new year, authorised this custom afterwards, and gave to these-

persons the name of strena.-.

New Year's Isi.E5, a cluster of small islands on the N. sidf of

Staten Island, much frequented by sea-l;ons, vultures, petuals,

penguins, seals, &:c. Lon. 64. 20. W. Lat. 54. 46. S.

NEW ZEALAND. See Zealand.
NEXI, in Roman aiitic|uity, persons free-born, who for debt

were reduced to a state of slavery. By the laws of the XI I. tables

it was ordained, tliat insolvent debtors should be given up to their

creditors to be bound in fetters and cords, whence they were called

Nexi ; and though they did not entirely lose the rights of free-

men : yetjthey were often treated more harshly than the slaves

themselves.

NEYi3A, or NEYVA, a river of Ilispaniola.

N EYTR ECHT, a town of Upper Hungary, capital of a county
of the same name, with a bisliop'ssee; forty miles N. E. of Pres-
burg. Lon. 17. 49. E. Lat. 48. 28. N.

I^I EYVA, or NEYI3A, a town of S. America, in Terra Firma,
capital of a mountainous district in Popayau.

NEZ, [Fr. i. e. A'ose or 7"ac(',] in geography, is used by the
French for a cape or promontory ; thus,

Nez de Jobol'RG, a cape on the W'. coa^t of France, in the
English Channel, three miles S. of Cape AndervjMe. Lon. I.

52. W. Lat. 49. 40. N.
Nez de Querqueville, a cape on the W. coast of Fiance, in

the English Channel, three miles N. W. of Cherburg.
NGAAN-CHAN, a city of China, of the first rank, in the pro-

vinqg of Ksei-tcheou. Lon. 123. 27. E. Lat. 26. 12. N.
NGAAN-KING, a city of China, and capital of the W. part of

the province of Kiang-nan, 575 miles S. of I'ekiii. Lon. 1 16. 35.
E. Lat. 30. 37. N.
NG.\N-LO, acity of China, of the first rank, in the province

of Hou-Quang, in a fertile country. Its district contains two
towns ot the second rank. Lon. 112. 3. E. Lat. 31. 14. N.
NHING-KOUE, a city of China, of tlie first n.iik, in the pro-

vince of Kiang-nan, 537 miles S. S. E. of Pekiu. Lon. 118.35.
E. Lat. 31.2. N.
NIA, or UNIA, an island of Dalmatia, W\ of Osero. It is

seven miles long, and has a spacious and safe harbour.

NIAB, a town of Arabia, near the coast of the Red Sea; 7f
miles W. S. W. of Saab, aiul 58 N. of Abu-Ariscli.

NIAGARA, a river of the United States, which iiows from
Lake Erie, and runs by a N. W. course into the S. W. end of Lake
Ontario, constituting part of the boundary between the United
States<nd Canada. It is 34 miles long, including its meanders.
About twenty miles below Lake Erie is the great Cataract, called
the Falls of Niagara, which is justly reckoned one of the greatest

natural curiosities in the world. Tfiese falls run from .S. S. E. to
N. N. W.; and the rock of the falls crosses them not in a right
line, but forms a kind of figure like an hollow semicircle, or horse-
shoe. Above the falls in the middle of the river, is an island called

Grand Isle, about 900 or 1000 feet long; the lower end of which
is just at the perpendicular edge of the fall. On both sides of this-

island runs all the water that comes from the lakes of Canada ; viz.

Lakes Superior, Michigan, Huron, and Erie. Before the water
comes to this island, it runs but slowly compared with its motion
afterwards, when it grows the most rapid in the world, running
with a surprising swiftness before it comes to the fall. It is per-
fectly white, and in many places is throw n high up into the air.

At this island, the river divides into two channels: the perpendi-
cular descent of the N. E. channel, as measured by Dr. M'Causliii,
is 163 feet; that of the N. W. 143; the breadth of the cataract
and island, above a mile. The water that runs down on the W'.
ide is more rapid, in greater abundance, and w hiter, than that on
the E side ; and seems almost to outlly an arrow in -wiltness. At
the principal fall, on looking up the river, one may see that the
water is every where exceedingly steep, almost like the side of a
hill ; but upon looking at the fall itselt, it is impossible to express
the amazement it occasions. The height of it, as me;uured by
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mathematical instruments, is exactly 1 37 feet ; and when the wa-
ter ii come to the bottom, it jumps back to a very great height

in the air. The noise is heard at the distance of 45 miles. At lort

Niagara, when they hear the noise of the fall more loud than ordi-

nary, they are sure that a N. E. wind will follow ; which is tlie

more surprising, as the fort lies S. W. from the fall. Sometimes
the fall makes a much greater noise than at others ; and this is held

for an infallible sign of approaching rain or bad weather. From
the place where the water falls there arises a great quantity of va-

pour like very thick smoke, insomuch that when viewed at a dis-

tance one Would think that the Indians had set the forest on fire.

These vapours rise high in the air when it is calm, but are dispers-

ed by the wind when it blows hard. In September and October
such quantities of dead water-fowl are found every morning below
the fall, on the shore, that the garrison of the fort live chiefly upon
them. Besides the fowls, they iind several sorts of dead fish, also

deer, bears, and other animals which have tried to cross the water

above the fall : the larger animals are generally found broken to

pieces. Just below, a little way from the great fall, the water is

not rapid, but goes in circles, and whirls like a boiling pot ; which
however does not hinder the Indians going upon it in small canoes
a-fishing; but a little further, and lower, the odier smaller falls

begin. There is an island in the middle of the river above the

fall, where the Indians go often to kill deer, which have tried to

cross the river, and are driven upon it by the stream. On the W.
side of this island are some small islandsor rocks of no consequence.

The E. side of the river is almost perpendicidar, the W. side more
sloping. In former times, a part of the rock at the fall which is

on the \V. side of the island, hung over in such a manner, that the

water which fell perpendicularly from it left a vacancy below, so

that people could go under between the rock and the water ; but

the prominent part some years ago broke off and fell down. The
breadth of the great fall, as it runs in a semicircle, is reckoned to

be about 300 feet. Below the fall, in the holes of the rocks, are

great plenty of eels, which the Indians and the French catch with

their hands. Everv day when the sun shines, may be seen from
ten A. M. to two P. M. below the fall, a glorious rainbow, and
sometimes two, one within the other. The more vapours, the

brighter and clearer is the rainbow. When the wind carries the
vapours from that place, the rainbow is gone, but appears again

as soon as new vapours arise. From the fall to the landing above
it, where the canoes from Lake Erie put ashore (or from the fall

to the upper end of the carrying place), is half a mile. Lower
the canoes dare not come. They have often found below the fall

pieces of human bodies, that have unhappily come down to the

fall. The French say, that they have often thrown great trees into

the water above, to see dieni tumble down the fall; they went
down with surprising swiftness, but could never be seen after-

wards ; whence it was thought there was a bottomless abvss just

under the fall. The rock of the fall consists of a grey limestone.

Niagara, a fort and post-town of New-York, on the E. side of

the above river, about fourteen miles below the great cataract, call-

ed the Falls of Niagara.

NIALMA, a town of Asia, in Thibet,76 miles N.of Catmandu.
Lon. 85. 27. E. Lat. 29. 23. N.
NIAS, an island near the W. coast of Sumatra. Lon. 97. 0. E.

Lat. 1. 10. N.
NICjEA, in ancient geography, the metropolis of Bithynia

;

situated on the lake Ascanius. See Nice.
Nicsa, is also the name of other five ancient towns; viz. l.in

Corsica: 2. in the Hither India: 3. a town ofLiguria: 4. A colony
of the Massilians. Now Nizza or Nice, on the Mediterranean:
5. in Locris, near Thermopylai.
NICANDRA, in botany, a genus of the monogynia order, and

decandria class of plants ; natural order. Contorts. Calyx turbi-

nate, coloured, four-parted : corolla one-petaled, ten-cleft
; germ

encircled with a membranaceous ring ; stigma peltate, orbicular,
six-rayed ; berry roundish, six-grooved, three-celled, many-seeded.
The only species, is N. amara, a native of the large forest of
Guiana, used as an emetic and purge.
NICARAGUA, a maritime province of South America, in

Mexico, bounded on the N. by Flonduras, on the E. by the North
sea, on the S. E. by Costa Rica, and on the S. \V. by the South
sea, being 400 miles in length from E. to \V. and 120 in breadth
from N. to S. It is one of the most fruitful and agreeable provinces

vol. III.—NO. 159.

in Mexico, and is well watered with lakes and rivers, the country
produces plenty of sugar, cochineal, and fine chocolate. Leon is

the capital.

Nicaragua, a large river in the above province.
Nicaragua, a lake in the above province, 200 miles in circum-

ference.

NICARIA, an island of the Archipelago, between Samos and
Tine, about 50 miles in circumference; anciently called Icaria.

Lon. 26. 30. E. Lat. 37. 45. N.
NICASTRO, an episcopal town of Naples, in Calabria Ultra

;

16 miles S. of Cosenza. Lon. 15. 59. E. Lat. 39. 15. N.
NICE, an ancient town of Asia, in Natolia, now called Isnic.

See Is.vic.

Nice, a late county and province of Savoy, now annexed to

France, and included in the department of the Maritime Alps.

Nice, an ancient, handsome, and considerable city on the coa-
fines of France and Italy, late capital of the county so named, with
a strong citadel. It is io miles S. bv W. of Turin. Lon. 7. 20. E.
Lat. 43. 42. N.
NICENE CREED, a creed composed and established, as a

proper summary of the Christian faith, by the council at Nice iu

325, against the Arians. It is also called the Conslaiitinopolittd

creed, because it was confirmed, with some few alterations, by the
council of Constantinople in 381. See Cree;^.
NICEPHORUS, Gregory, a Greek historian, who was bor«

about the close of the 13th century, and nourished in the l4th,

under the emperors Andionicus II. and III. John Pahcologus, and
John Cantacuzenus. He was a great favourite of Andronicus II.

who made him librarian of the church of Constantinople, and sent

him ambassador to the prince of Servia. He accompanied this

emperor in his misfortunes, and assisted at his death ; after which
he repaired to the court of Andronicus II I. where he was well re-

ceived : and by his influence over the Greeks, that church refused

entering into any conference with the legates of pope John XXII.
But in the dispute which arose between Barlaam and Palamos,
taking the part of the former, he maintained it zealously in tlie

council held at Constantinople in 1351, for which he was cast into

prison, and continued there till the return of John PalEologus, who
released him ; after which he held a disputation with Palcmos be-

fore that emperor. He compiled a history, which in 1 1 books
contains all that passed from 1204, when Constantinople was taken
by the French, to the death of Andronicus III. in 1341. The best
edition is that of the Louvre, in Greek and Latin, in 1702.

NICEUON, John Francis, was born at Paris in 1C13.
Having finished his academical studies, with success, he took the
habit of the Minims, in 1632, his paternal uncle being a Minim.
His taste for mathematics appeared early; and lie devoted thereto
all the time he could spare, after he had completed his studies in

theology. He confined himself particularly to optics, and there
remains still, in several houses wherein he dwelt, at Paris, some ex-
cellent performances, which discover his skill in this science, and
make us surprised that he proceeded so far as he did, in the midst
of his various occupations and traveU, during the short spaee of
time which he lived. He tells us in the preface to his Thauma-
turgus Opticus, that he went twice to Rome ; and that, on his re-

turn home, he was appointed teacher of theology. He afterwards
accompanied F. De la None, vicar-general of the order, in his

visitation of the convents throughout all France. He died at Aix
in Provence, Sept. 22, 1646, aged 33. He was intimate with
Des Cartes. His other writings are L' Interpretation des Chiffi-es;

and La Perspectif Curieuse.

NicKRON, JoH.N- Peter, so much celebrated on account of his
Memoirs of men ilhisttious in the Republic of Lctter.s, was born at
Paris, March II, 16S5. He was of an ancient and noble family,
who were in very high repute abcmt 1 540. He studied with suc-
cess in the Mazarine college at Paris, and afterwards at the college
Du Plesiss. Resolving to forsake the world, he consulted one of
his uncles, who belonged to the order of Barnabite Jesuits, and in-

troduced him as a probationer to that society at Paris, lie was re-

ceived in 1702, took the habit in 1703, and his vows io 1 704, at the
age of 19. After this he was sent to Montarges, to study philo-
sophy and theology ; theuce to Lochc.> in Touraiiie to leach those
sciences. He understood both ancient and modern languages. He
died after a short illness, July 8, 1738, at the age of 53. " His works
are, 1. Memoirs of Men illustrious in the Republic of Letters, witb
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an Account of their Works, in 44 vols. ; 2. a Transhilion of Dr.

Hancock's book on the Virliius of Common Water, 2 vols. 12mo.

;

.i. The Conversion of England lo ChristianUy. 4. The Natural

History of the Earth, tmns'latecl from the English of Mr. Wood-
ward, &c.
NICETAS, Arhomiicates, a Greek historian of the !3thcpn-

lurv, called also Coniates being born at Cuone, or Colossus, in

Phrvgia. He was employed in several considerable art'airs at tlie

rouil of Const.mtinople v and when that city was taken by the

French in 1204, he withdrew with a young girl taken from the

enemy, to Nice inBithynii, where he' married his captive, and

died in 1206. He wrote a History, or Annals, from the death

of Alexius Comiienu5 in 1 1 IS, to that of Baldwin 1. in 1205 ;
of

which work we have a Latin translation by Jerome Wollius,

printed at Basil in i5j7; and in the body of' the Byzantine His-

torians, printed in France at the Louvre.

NJCHE, [from ihe Ital iicchia, a sea-shell,] in architecture, a

liollow sunk into a wall, for the conmiodious and agreeable placing

a statue. See Architecture.
NICHOLAS, an island on the N. coast of Cuba. Lon. 7<).

40. W. Lat. 23. 15. N.
Nicholas, St. a town of France in the department of the

Meurthe, five miles S. E. of Nancy. Lon. 6. 23. E. Lat. 4S.29. N.
Nicholas, St. a sea-port-town of Russia, at Ihe mouth of the

Dwina, six miles S. of Archangel. Lon. 31.0. E. Lai. 64. N.
NICHOLLS, Franc, an eminent English physician, was born

at London in 1699. He was educated at Westminster school,

from whence he removed to Oxford, where he took his degrees,

and became reader of anatomy. On leaving the university he
settled in London, and in 1743 married a daugliter of Dr. Mead,
by whom he had five children. He was eminent as a lecturer on
anatomy and tlie practice of physic ; bnt he was guilty of a culpa-

ble custom in perverting the minds of his pupils to infidelity while
teaching them the principles of medical science. He was phy-
vician to George H. an account of whose death he published in the

Philosophical Transactions. He died in 1779. Dr. Nichollswas
also the author of a tract De .\iiima Medica, and a dissertation De
Motu Cordis et Sanguinis in Homine. (Il'ittkins.)

NICHOLS, William, an English divine, son of John Nichols
of Donington, in Bucks, born in 1664. In 1679, he became a

commoner of .Magdalene Hall, Oxford, whence he removed to

Wadliam College, and took the degree of A. B. Nov. 27, 1683.

In Oct. 16S4, he was admitted fellow of Merton College. In

16S8 he- took the degree of M. A. and about the same time licing ad-
mitted into orders, he became chaplain to Ralph earl of .Monta-
gue, and was in Sept. 1691, made rector of Selsev, near Chiches-
ter in Sussex. He was admitted B. D. July 2, 1692 ; and D. D.
Nov. 29, 1095. Thoughhis time was wholly devoted to piety and
study, and though he published, in Latin and in English, no fewer
than nineti-en works in defence of Christianity, and of the church
ot England, his nierits were totally overlooked, by the professed
patrons of orthodoxy. He died in 1712. Of his numerous pub-
lications, tliose which are most generally known are, " A Con-
ference with a Theist", an excellent work, in five parts, and " A
Comment on the Book of Common Prayer and Administration of
the Sacraments," &c. A volume of letter in Latin between him
and Joblonski, Ostervald, and Wctstein, &c. was presented, Oct.
28, 1712, by his widow to the archbishop of Canterbury ; and are
preserved among tlie valuable M.iS. at Lambeth.
NICIAS, a celebrated Athenian general, contemporary with

Alcibiades, who was his rival. Being sent against Sicily, and not
properly supported with supplies, he was obliged to surrender to
the Sicilians, v. ho put him to death; B. C. 413.

NiciAs, a celebrated painter of Athens, who flourished about
B. C. 322, and was universally extolled for the great variety and
noble choice of his subjects, the force and relievo of his figures, his
skill in the distrihulion of the lights and shades, and hisdexleritv
in representing all sorts of four-footed animals, beyond any master
of his time. His most celebrated piece was that of Tartarus or
Hell, as described by Homer, for which king Ptolemy 1. offered
him 60 talents, or 1 1,250/. wliich he refused, and generously pre-
sented it to his own country. He was much esteemed likewise by
all his contemporaries for his excellent talent in sculpture.

NICKAGACK, a town of Georgia, on the Tennessee Lon.
85.57. W. Lat, 33, 50. N,

NICKEL, in chemistry, metallurgy, and mineralogy, a white
metal formerly thought to be a compound ; and even Bergman-
himself conjectured that it was a modification of iron; but it is

now universally ranked as a distinct metal. It had its name (says

SirT. Bergman,) from this circumstance, that though it has the

appearance of containing copper, not the smallest particle of that
metal can be extracted from it, even by fire. It was first mentioned
by V. Hiema, in 1694, in a book written in the Swedish language,

concerning the discovery of ores and other mineral-substances. It

was sup])osed by Henckel to be a species of cobalt, or arsenic al-

loyed with copper. Cramer classed it with the arsenical or cupre-
ous ores; though both they and all other chemists confess that they
were never able to extract one particle of copper from it. Mr.
Cronstedt, in 175! and 1754, shewed by many accurate experi-
ments that it contained a new semimetal. The solutions of nickel

in all the acids are green. Lemon-juice seems not to actat all upon
nickel. All the acids are deeply tinged by dissolving nickel.

Volatile alkali dissolves it, and the solution is of a blue colour;
the fixed alkali dissolves it very sparingly, and forms a yellow so-

lution. Nickel becomes the more difficult effusion, in proportion
to its purity, so that at last it requires nearly as great a heat for this

purpose as a malleable iron. It is easily melted with other metals,
but its great scarcity has prevented this matter from being tho-
roughly investigated. When well freed from cobalt, it easily

unites in equal proportions with silver, without any remarkable
diminution of the whiteness or ductility of the latter. When ob-
tained pure, it is both ductile and malleable, and may be forged into

very thin plates, their thickness not being greater than 0.01 of an
inch. Its colour is intermediate between that of silver and tin,,and

is not altered by the air. It is nearly as hard as iron. Its specific

gravity is 8.279, and when forged 8.666. The species of nickel
ores are its alloy with arsenic, and a little sulphur and its oxide.
When heated in an open vessel, it combines with oxygen, and as-

sumes a green colour; and if the heat is continued, acquires a
tinge of purple. The oxide of nickel according to Klaproth, is

composed of 77 parts of nickel and 23 of oxygen. Nickel has not
been combined with carbon nor hydrogen, but it combines readily
with sulphur and pho-phorus. Cronstedt found that sulphuret of
nickel may be easily formed by fusion. The sulphuret which he
obtained was yellow and hard, with small sparkling facets ; bnt
the nickel which he employed was impure. Phosphuret of nickel
may be formed either by fusing nickel along with phosphoric glass,

or by dropping phosphorus into it while red-hot. It is of a white
colour, and when broke, it exhibits the appearance of very slender
prisms collected together. Wlien heated, the phosphorus burns, ami
the metal is oxidated. It is composed of 83 parts of nickel and 17
of phosphorus. The nickel however on which this experiment was
made was not pure. Nickel is constantly attracted by the mag-
net, and that not at all in proportion to the quantity of iron it con-
tains; for the more it is purified from this metal, the more mag-
netical it becomes ; and even acquires what iron does not, viz. the
properties of a true loadstone. For the affinities of this metal see
Table of affinities under the article Chemistry.
NICKING OF HORSES.''_.-See Farrier v.

NICKLOBING, a town of Denmark, in N. Jutland, with a
good harbour. Lon. 8. 52. E. Lat. 56. 54. N.
NICOBAR ISLANDS, several islands in Asia, lying at the

entrance of thegulpli of Bengal. The largest is about 40 miles long,

and 15 broad, and the inhabitants are said to be a harmless sort of
people, ready to supply the ships that stop there with provisions.

The S. end of the Great Nicobar is by captain Ritchie placed in.

94" 23' 30". Lon. E. and Mr. Rannel says that it is within 12° Lat.
N. Of these islands very little is known in Europe. Of the
northernmost called Carnicobar, we have indeed, in the Asiatic

Researches, \o\. II. some interesting information respecting both
the produce and natural history of the country, and the manners
of its inhabitants. The author, Mr. G. Hamilton, in his account of
the island, says, " It is low, of a round figure, about 40 miles in

circumference, and appears at a distance as if entirely covered with
trees ; though there are several well cleared and delightful spots
upon it. The soil is a black kind of clay, and maii-hy. It pro-
duces in great abundance, and with little care, pine-apples, plan-
tains, papayas, cocoa-nuts, and areca-nuts; excellent yams, and a
root called cachu. The only (|uadrupeds are, hogs, dogs, large
rats, and ao animal of the lizard kind but large, called by tlie natives

tolonqui ;.
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f oloiiqui ; these frequently carry off foals and clilckens. The only

kind of poultry are hens. There are snakes of many dilTerent kinds,

whose bites are mortal. The timber is of many sorts, in s^reat

plentv, and some of it remarkably large, aftordnig excellent ma-

terials for building or repairing ships. 'I'he natives are low in

stature, but well made, active and strong; they are copper-co-

loured, and their features have a cast of the Malay.

NICODEMUS, a Jewish senator who visited our Saviour by
night, and afterwards became his disciple, though secretly. But

when Jesus Christ was crucified he avowed himself, and together

with Joseph of Arimatliea, paid the last duties of regard to his mas-

ter. The Jews, it is said, intended to have put him to death, but

were hindered by his relation Gamaliel. They, however, deposed

and excommunicated him. There is a pretended gospel under the

name of Nicodemus; but it is full of errors, and was composed by

the Manichees.

—

(Ik'atkins.)

KICOLAITANS, in church-history, Christian heretics who are

said to have assumed this name from Nicolas of Antioch; whose
eeal and devotion recommended him to the church of Jerusalem,

t» be chosen one of the first deacons. Their ir.famous practices

were expressly condemned by the Spirit of God himself. Rev. ii.

6. Their opinions and actions were highly extravagant and cri-

minal. They allowed a community of wives, and made no dis-

tinction between ordinary meats and those offered to idols. Ac-
cording to Eusebius, they subsisted but a short time ; but Tertul-

lian says, that they only changed their name, and that their heresies

passed into the sect of the Cainites.

NICOLAS,' one of the first seven deacons in the Christian

church, a native of Antioch, a proselyte to the Jewish religion, and

a convert to Christianity. He is getierally supposed to have been

the founder of the heretical sect of the Nicolaitans ; but many of

the primitive writers are of opinion, that he was rather, by some
imprudence, the occasion than the author of that immoral heresy.

Some even say, tiiat the founder of that sect was quite a diif'erent

person.

Nicolas, St. aii island of the Atlantic Ocean, and one of the

riost considerable of those of Cape Verde, lying between Santa
Lucia and St. Jago. Lon. 33. 35. W. Lat. 17. 0. N.
NICOLE, Francis, a celebrated French mathematician, born

at Paris, 23d Dec. 16S3. Shewing early signs of a genius for

mathematics, M. Montmort luulertook to educ.ite Yiim, and
soon instructed him in the higher geometry. He fir>t attracted tin-

public attention, by detecting the falsehood of a boasted quadra-

ture of the circle. C)ne ^L Mathulon thought himself so certain,
' that he had discovered the qu.idrature, that he deposited, in the

hand of a notary public at Lyons, 3000 livres, to be paid to any
man, who should prove the falsity of his solution ;—the (question to

be decided by the Academy of .Sciences. Nicole accepted the

challenge, exposed the paralogism, and the academy decided, that

Nicole had clearly pioved, that, the rectilineal figure, which Ma-
thulon had given as equal to the circle, was not only unequal to it,

but that it was even greater than the polygon of 32 sides circum-
scribed about the circle. Nicole gave the 3000 livres to the pub-
lic hospital at Lyons. The acadeiSy appointed him eleve me-
chanician 12th March, 1707; adjunct in 17 IG; associate in 1718,
and pensioner in 1724, which he enjoyed till he died, on the 18th

Jan. 1758, in his 75th year. He was author of 26 valuable papers,

inserted in the Memoirs of the Academy, between 1707 and 1747 ;

which are particularly enumerated in Dr. Hutton's Mathematical
Dictionary.

N ICOLO, St. the most considerable of the isles of Tremeti in

the gulf of Venice, E. of St. Domingo, and S ofCapparata. Lon.
15.37. E. Lat. 42. 7. N.
NICOMEDES, a geometrician, famous on account of thein-

vention of the curve called conchoid. See Conchoid. It ap-

pears that he lived soon after Eratosthenes, for he rallied that phi-

losopher on the mechanism of his raesolabe. Geminus, who lived

in the second century before Jesus Christ, has written on the con-
choid, though Nicomedes was always esteemed the inventor.

Those who place him four or five centuries after Jesus Christ must
be ignorant of these facts, by which we are enabled to ascertain

pretty nearly the time in which he lived.

NICOMEDIA, in ancient geography, the metropolis of Bithy-
nia, now called Ischimitch, or Schmit. See Schmit. Lon. 29
30. E. Lat. 40. 30. N.
KICOPOLI, or GLANISH, a town of Armenia, built by

Pompey the Great ; fifteen miles S. of Erzerum. Lon. 37. 35. E.
Lat. 38. 13. N.
NicopoLi, a town of European Turkey, in Bulgaria, 130 miles

N. _W. of Adrianople. Lon. 25. Zi. E. Lat. 43. 46. N.
NICOSIA, the capital of the island of Cyprus, where a Turkish

bashaw resides. It is 100 miles ^V. of Tripoli, and ItiO S. W. of
Alenpo. Lon. 34. 45. E. Lat. 34. 54. N.
NICOTERA, a town of Naples, in Calabria Ultra, 32niiles

N. N. E. of Rpggio.^ Lon. 16. 30. E. Lat. 38. 34. N.
NICOTIANA, Tobacco; in botany, a genus of the monogvnia

order, and pentandria class of plants ; natural order, Lurids. "Co-
rolla funnel-shaped, with a plaited limb; stamina inclined ; capsule
bivalved and bilc.cular. There are seven species, of which the
most remarkable is,

N.TABAcuM.the Common Tobacco Plant. This plant was first

discovered in America by the Spaniards about 1560, and by them
imported into Europe. '

It had been used by the inhabitants of
Ai-ierica long before : and was called by ihose'of the islands yoli,
and pEtun by those of the continent. It was sent into Spain from
Tabaco, a province of Yucatan, where it was first discovered, and
whence it takes its name. Sir Walter Raleigh is said to have been
the first who introduced it into England about 1585, and taught his
countrymen to smoke it. Dr. Cotton Mathor, however, (in his
Christian Philosopher) says, that in 1585 one Mr. Lane carried
over some of it irom Virginia, which was the first that had ever
been seen in Europe. Tobacco is commonly used among the ori-
ental nations, though it is uncertain by whom it was introduced
among them. Considerable quantities of it are cultivated in the
Lerant, on the coasts of Greece, and the Arcliipelago, in Italy,
and the island of .Malti. Ihere are two varieties of this species,
distinguished by the names of Oronokoe and sweet-scented to-
bacco. They differ only in the figure of their leaves; those of
the former being longer and narrower than the latter. They are
tall herbaceous plants, growing erect with fine foliage, and rising
with a strong stem from six to nine feet high.- See Plata
CXXIX.
NICOYA, a town of Mexico, in Costa Rico. Lon. 88. 0. W.

Lat. 10. 15. N.
NICSARA, a town of Asiatic Turkey, in Caramania: ten miles

N. of Tocat. Lon. 36. 9. E. Lat. 39. 25. N.
NICTATING, or NICTITATING MEMBRANE, a thin

membrane chicHy found in birds, and fish, which covers the eyes
of these animals, sheltering them from dust or too much ligjit

; jet
is so thin and pellucid, that tlwy can see- pretty well through it.

NID DA, a town of Germany, in Upper Hesse ; 20 miles N. E.
of Frankfort on the Maine. Lon. 9. 12 E. Lat. 50. 17. N.
NIDDUI, in the Jewish customs, is used to signify separated

or excommunicated. This, according to some, was lo'be under-
stood of the less excommunication used among the Hebrews. He
that had incurred it was to withdraw himself from his relations yt
least to the distance of four cubits; it commonly continued a
month.
NIDECKEN, a town of France in the department of the Rocr,.

and late duchy of Juliers; 13 miles S. S. E. of Juliers.

NIDIFICATION implies not only the formation of a bird's
nest, but its hatching or bringing forth its young. See Orni-
thology.
NIDJIBABAD, a town of Hindostan, in Oude ; 80 miles N.

E. of Delhi, and 96 N. N. W. of Bereilly. Lon. 78. 41. E,
Lat. 29. 5. N.
NIDUS, among the naturalists, signifies a nest or proper re-

pository for the eggs of birds, insects,- &c. where the young of
these animals are hatched and nursed.

NIECE, in the civil law, the third degree of consanguinity.
NlEMEN,a large river of Poland, which rises in Lithuania,

where it passes by Bielica, Grodno, and Konno.
NIENBURG, a town of Germany, in Brunswick Lunenburg,

Lon. 9. 26. E. Lat 52. 44. N.
NIEVA, a country of North America, near the E. end of Hud-

son's Straits. Lon. 67. 7. W. Lat- 62. 4. N.
NIEUPORT, a town of France in the department of the Lys,

and late province of Austrian Fl iiiders, 16 miles N. E. of Dun-
kirk. Lat. 51° 7' 41" N. Lon. 2" 45' 5" E.
NIEVRE, or N YEVRE, ariver ofFrance, which runs into the

Loire at Nevers.
NiEVBE, or Nyevre,. a department ofFrance, bounded on the

1 Nortl!
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North by that of Yonne ; East bv those of Cote d'Or. anil Saone

and Loire ; South by tlie latter and that of tlie AlUer ; and \V . by

that of the Cher. Nevcrs is the capiUl. It coiiipreheadi the late

province of Nivernois.

NIEUSTADT. See Nevstadt.
NIEUWliNTYT, Bernarb, au able philosopher and learned

niatheniatJcian, bom at West-graafd) k, in 1654. He bfcanie

counsellor and burgomaster of llie town of Purmerend, where he

was esteemed for his integrity and learning, and died in 1723. His

works are, I. A treatise, intituled, The F.xistence of God demon-

strated by the Works of Nature. "2. A Rt-futalion of Spinoza. 3.

Considerations on the Analysis of (iuantities inlinitely small. 4.

Analysis of Curves bv the Doctrine of Infinites. 5. Considerations

on the Principles of the dillerential Calculus. 6. Contemplations

on the Universe ; this has been translated into English under tlie

title of The Relif;iOUS Philosopher, in 3 vols. 8vo.

NIEUWL.VN'I), Peter, late professor of mathematics and

n.itural philosophy in the university of Leyden, was born at Die-

mermeer, a village near Amsterdam, November 5, 1764. His

father was a carpenter, and beins; fond of books, and acquainted

with mathematics, instructed his son till he was in his eleventh

year. He shewed very early marks of genius. He wrote poems

in his tenth year, which were inserted in various collections, and

much admired. Bernard and Jerome De Hosch, two of the weal-

thiest men in Amsterdam, took him under their patronage. The
former took him into his house in his eleventii year, and the latter

instructed him for four years, in Latin, Greek, &c. He studied

philosophy and mathematics under Wyttenbach. In 1783, he

translated two dissertations of his instructors, on tlie opinions of the

ancients of the state of the soul after death. From September
1784 to I78J, he studied at Leyden ; and afterwards at Amsler-
flam, under professor Van Swinden. He soon made himself mas-

ter of the great Lavoisier's theory of chemistry. But his attention

was chiefly directed to three branches of science, seldom pursued

by the same person, viz. poetry, mathematics, and natural philo-

sophy. Of his poems his Orion was much admired : and his es-

says intituled, " A Comparative ^'iew of the \'alue of the dilVer-

ent Branches of Science ;" and, " The l)est Means to render ge-

neral, not Learning,but Soundness of Judgement and Taste," were
)iighly esteemed. He also published several papers on astronomy
and navigation, in Bode's Astronomical Almanac for 1793. But
previously to this, he had in 17?6, been appointed a member of

the commission chosen bv the admiralty at Amsterdam, for deter-

mining the longitude and improving Jiiarine charts. In this labour
he was employed eight years ; and prepared also a Nautical Al-

manac, with tables, &c. In 17S7, he was invited to Amsterdam
by the magistrates to give lectures on Mathematics, Astronomy,
and Navigation. In this situation he wrote his useful "Treatise
on Navigation ;" published at Amsterdam 1793. In 1789, he was
chosen a member of a learned society, whose chief objects were
chemistry and philosophy. For this society he wrote " Recher-
ches Physico-Chymiques," in four parts ; published in 1792, 3,

and 4. He also wrote for it, other ten papers: 1. On the Newest
Discoveries in Astronomy, 17S8. 2. On the Figure of the Earlh,

1789. 3. On the Cause of Comets, 1790. 4. On Mathematics.
6. On the Light of certain Fixed Stars, 1790. 6. On Spherical
Trigonometry, 1791. 7. On the Value of the Sciences, 1791. S.

On the System of Lavoisier, 1792. 9. On the Seleiiotopogrnphia
of Schroeder, 1793. 10. On Instruction, 1793. In July 1793,
he was invited to be professor at Leyden, which he accepted ; but
died of a fever and inflammation oi the throat on tlie 13th Nov.
1794.

NIGELLA, Fen-neT.-Flower; a genus of the pentagynia or-

der, and pentandria class of plants. Calyx none; petals five ;

nectary five, two-lipped, within the corolla ; capsule as many,
conne( ted. There are five species, annual herbaceous plants, with
pinnate or bipinnate leaves, and linear leaflets.

NIGER, a large river of Africa, oflen said to run from east to
west, and described as the same with the Senegal. By Herodotus,
Pliny, Ptolemy, and other ancient historians and geographers, the

Niger is uniformly said to flow from west to east, dividing Africa

as the Danube divides Europe ; and, from the report of the Afri-

cans, Herodotus calls it " a large river abounding with croco-
diles." But in the twelfth century Edrise firet led geographers

wrong, by describiiig the Niger, which he styled the Nile of the

Negroes, a5 running from east to west, and falling into the Allan'
tic ; and his account was universally adopted by subsequent geo-
graphers, till its falsehood was discovered by the African Associa-
tion. Fronl" many concurring accounts. Major Houghton was
convinced, that the course of the Niger is from west to east, ac-

cording to the most ancient geographers ; and this truth has been
confirmed and established beyond all controversy, by Mr. Park,
who saw the Niger himself, and actually travelled along its banks
for many miles, in its majestic course, as described by Herodotus.
The Niger rises in or near the country of Mantling, or Mandingo,
between 10" and 11° of Lat. N. and between J" and 9° Lon. W.
which comprehends a country the most elevated of all this part of
Africa, ^lr. Park traced the Niger to Silla, about 420 miles from
its source, where it is larger than the Thames at Westminster.
But 420 miles form a very small part of the course of the Niger,
which receives many streams before it reaches Kassina, 700 miles
farther E. where it is believed to have been seen by the ancient
Romans.
NIGHT, that part of the natural day during which the sun is

below the horizon. Night was originally divided by the Hebrews
and other eastern nations into three parts or watches. The Ro-
mans, and after them the Jews, divided the night into four watches;
the first began at sunset, and lasted till nine, according to our reck-
oning ; the second lasted till midnight ; the third tiir3 A. M. and
the fourth ended at sunrise. The ancient Gauls and Germans di-

vided their time not by days but by nights ; and the people of
Iceland and the Arabs siiU do the same. The like is observed of
the Anglo-Saxons. The length and shortness of night is accord-
ing to the season of the year and position of the place ; and
the causes of this variety are now well known. See Astro-
nomy, &c.
Night, in mythology. See Nox.
Night-Angling, a method of catching large and shy fish in

the night-time. Trouts and many other fish, are naturally shv
and fearful ; they therefore prey in the night as the securest 'time.

The method of taking them on this plan is as follows : The tackle
must be strong, and need not be so fine, as for day-fishing, when
every thing is seen ; the hook must be baited with a large earth-

worm, or a black snail, and tliiuwn into the river ; there must be
no lead to the line, so that the bait may not sink, but be kept
drawling along, upon or near the surface. Whatever trout is near
the place will be brought thither by the motion of the water, and
will seize the worm or snail. The angler will be alarmed bv the
noise which the fish makes in rising, and must give him line,' and
time to swallow the hook ; then a slight touch secures him. The
best and largest trouts bite thus in the night ; and they rise mostlv
in the still and clear deeps. Sometimes, though there are fish

about the place, they will not rise at the bait : in this case the

angler must put on some lead to his line, and sink it to the bot-
tom.
NIGHTINGALE, in ornithology, a species of motacilla. See

MoTACiLLA. Its eyes are remarkably large and piercing ; and
though it is about equal in size to the redstart, it is longer in body,
and more elegantly made. Mr. Hunter found by dissection, that

the muscles of the larynx are stronger in the nightingale than in

any other bird of the same size.

NIGHT.MARE. See Incubus, and Medicine.
NIGHTSHADE. See Solaxum.
Nightshade, Deadly. See Atropa.
Nightshade, Malabar. See Basella.
Night-Walkers, in law, are such pei-sons as sleep by day and

walk by night, being oftentimes pilferers or^ disturbers of the public
peace. Constables are authorised by the common law to arrest

night-walkers and suspicious persons, &c. Watchmen may also

arrest night-walkei'S, and hold them until ihe morning ; and it is

said, that a private person may arrest any suspicious night-walker,
and detain him till he give a good account of himself. One may
be bound to good behaviour for being a night-walker ; and com-
mon night-walkers, or haunters of bawdy-houses, are to be indicted
before justices of the peace, &:c. But it is not held lawful for a
constable, &:c. to take up any woman as a night-walker on bare
suspicion only of being of ill-fame, unless she be guilty
of a breach of the peace, or some unlawful act, and found mis-
doing.

NIGIUNA, in botany, a genus of the monogynia order, and
pentandria
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pentandr;;! class of plants. Corolla funnel-shap.'d ; calyx inflated;

stigma obtuse ; capsule biiocu'iar.

NIGUINE, in niineralogy, a species of the Menachine genus.

Coknir dark brownish black ; it occurs in angular grains; specific

gravity 4.5. It is not attracted by the magnet ; it is infusible per

se, but with boi-ax it melts to a transparent hyacinth-red globule ;

it yields its nienachine to acid of sugar. Has hitlierto been found
only neat Passau in Bavaria, and at Arendaal in Norway, and near
St. Gothard. It was di-cnvered by professor Hunger. It is some-
times disseminated, but more commonly crystaUized, in four-sided

prism.s, not longer than one-fourth of an inch. Primitive form a
rhomboidal prism. It comes to us commonly intermixed with

grains of precious garnet, cyanite, and common sand. Its name
is derived from its black colour; it is distinguished from niena-

chunite by its stronger lustre, superior harilness, the colour of the

streak, as well as Ijy its not being in the smallest degree affected

by the magnet, which also distinguishes it from iroa-saod. It is

composed of
Oxide of menachine 84
Oxide of iron 14
Oxide of manganese 2

100

NIHIL CAPIAT PKR BREVE, or PER BII.LAM, in

law, the judgement given aaainst the plaintiff in an action either

in bar thereof, or in abatement of the writ.

Nihil Dicrr, a failure in the defendant to put in an answer to

the plaintiff's dechiration, &c. by the day assigjied for that pur-

poje, by whicJi omission judgement of course is had against

bim.
KiHIi. Debet, is the usual plea in an action of debt ; but it is

no plea in an action of covenant, in a breach assigned for nonpay-
ment of rent, &c.

Nihil Habuit in Tf.nementis, a plea that can be pleaded
only in an action of debt brought by a lessor against a lessee with-

out deed : for if it be by indenture of lease it may not be pleaded,

the lease being an estoppel : yet it is said, that if it be upon a deed-
poll, the defendant may plead this plea.

NiHiLS, or NicHiLs, issues which a sheriff who is apposed in

the exchequer says are nothing worth, and not to be levied,

through the insutiiciency of the parties from whom the same
are due.

NIKIOPING, or NYKOPING, [i.e. New Mart,] an an-

'cient citv of J>»eden, capital of Sudermanland, 50 miles S. W. of

Stcckhofm. Lon. 16. 40. E. Lat. 58. 40. N.
NIKOLSKOI, five towns of Russia, of which three are in the

province of Arch:iiigel : 4th in Vologda, 24 miles S. E. of Volog-
da: 5lh in Upland, HO miles E. S. E. of Orenburg.
NIKt)PING, a town of Denmark, capital of the island of

Falster, 55 miles S. W. of Copenhagen. Lon. 12. 7. E. Lat. 54.

40. N.
NILE, [iVj7us, Lat. Ntix®', Gr.] a celebrated river of Africa,

to which the country of Egypt owes its fertility; and the ex-
ploring of the sources of which has been accounted impracti-

cable. Of late, however, this has been done by James Bruce,
Est^. of Kinnaird, in Scotland ; who spent several years at the court
of Ab)ssiiiia, and, by the favour of the emperor and great people
of the country was enabled to accomplish the arduous task. Ac-
cording to Mr. Bruce the sources of the Nile are in the country of
the Agow?, as Kirclier had said ; so that the latter must either

have visited them himself, or liave had very good informati-.n

concerning tiiem. The name of the place through which is the
passage to the territory of th<^ Agows, is Abala ; a plain, or rather
valley, generally about half a mile, and no where exceeding a whole
mile, in breadth. Tlie mountains which surround it are at first of
an inconsiderable height, covered to the very top with herbage
and acacia-trees ; but in proceeding to the S. they become more
nigged and woody. On the top of these mountains are deligfitful

plains, producing excellent pasture. Those of the W. join a moun-
tain called Aformaska, where, from a direction nearly S. E. they
turn S. and inclose the villages and territory of Sacala, which lie

at the foot of them ; and still low er, that is more to the W. is the
imall village of Geesh, where the fountains of the Nile are situat-
etl. Here the mountains are in the form of a crescent; and along
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these the river takes its course. The longitude of the principal

fountain was lonnd by Mr. Bruce to be 36" 55' 30
' E. of Greeuw ich.

The elevation of the ground must be great, as the barometer stood

only at 22 English inches. " Neither, says he, did it vary sensibly

from that height any of the following days I st'iid at Geesh ; aiul-

thencc I inferred, that at the sources of the Nile I was then more
than two miles above tlie level of the sea ; a prodigious height, to

enjoy a sky perpetually clear, as also a hot sun ne\er overcast fur

a moment with clouds from rising to setting." From its source

the Nile turns to the W. and, after running over loose stones oc-

casionally in that direction about four miles farther, there is a small

cataract of about six feet in height : after which it leaves the moun-
tainous country, and takes its course through the plains of Goutto.

In lis course it inclines to the N. E. and winds very much, and
proceeding to the N. it receives a number of streams, and at last

crosses the S. part of the lake Tzana or Denibt a, preserving the

colour of its stream during its passage, and issuing out at the W.
side of it in the territory of Dara. Its general course is northward'

through Abyssinia into Egypt, till it comes below Cairo to the

Delta, where it divides ; one branch discharging itself into the

Mediteiranean at Damieta, and another a hundred miles to the

westward of it at Rosetta. For an account of the inundations of

the Nile, see Egypt.
NILOMETER.orNILOSCOPE, an instrument used among

the ancients to measure the height of the water of the Nile in its

overflowings ; anciently called Mikeas, or rather Mykeas, from
Mi«ait, to rear, or make a hollow sound, alluding to the noise of

the waters. The word Nilomeler comes from Nnxfv, Nile, (and

that from »-'» o i;, new mud, or, as others have it, from j>iu, I flow,

and o.v;, mud,) and f*(r=r., measure. The Greeks more ordina-

rily call it N:.:- j/xoiiM. The nilometer is saiel, by several Arabian

writers, to have been (ii'st set up, for this purpose, by .toseph dur-

ing his regrncy in Egypt : the measure of it was sixteen cubits,

this being the height of the increase of tlie Nile, \vhich was neces-

sary to the fruitfiiliicss of Egypt. From the measure of this co-

lurnn. Dr. Cumberland deduces an argument, to prove that the

Jewish and Egyptian cubits were of the same length. In the late

French king's library is an Arabic treatise on the nilometers, inti-

tuled " Neil si ainal al Nal ;" wher'-in are described all the over-

flowings of tlie Nile, from the first year of the Hegira to the S75t1i.

Herodotus mentions a column erected in a point of the Delta, In

serve as a nilometer ; and there is still one of the same kind in a

mosque of the same place. As all the riches of Egypt arise from

the inundations of tl'.e Nile, the inhabitants used to supplicate them
of Serapis ; and committed the most execrable crimes, as actions

of religion, to obtain the favour. This occasioned Constantine

expressly to prohibit these sacrilices, &c. and to order the udome-
ter to be remove<l into the church ; whereas, till that time, it had

bex'n in the temple of Serapis.

NIMBUS, in antiquity, a circle observed on certain medals,

around the heads of some empefors ; answering to the circles of

light drawn round the images of saints.

NIMEGUEN, a town of Batavia, in the department of the

Rhine and late province of Dutch Guelderland. Lon. 5. 50. E.

Lat. 51.55. N.
NIMES, NEMS, or MIUOMIC, a town of Bohemia, is

Boleslaw, 3S miles N. of Prague, and 44 S. E. of Dresden.

NIMIQUAS, a nation ot Sontli Africa, divided into two tribes,

called by Vaillant the Greater and Less Niiniquas.

1. NiMiQU.'SS, THE Gre\ti-u, inhabit a country, extending

from the mountains of Camis to the sea on the W. i. e. from Ton.

15° 25' to 18" 25' E. of London, and between 25° and 28» Lat. S.

It is barren ; yet the people are tall, slender, and handsome, gene-

rally about five feet ten inches.

2. NiMittUAS, the Less, inhabit a country nearly in thp

same longitude with the above, hut lying in Lat. between 28° Vt

and 29° 36' S. The number of inhabitants does not exceed 6000,

and this is annually diminishing, by the frequent attacks of the

Boihies-men, and the aridity of the' soil and climate, which is so

great, that sometimes a wliole year passes w ithoui rain.

NIMPO, a city of the first rank, and a sea-port of China, in

the province of Chekiang. l.on. 122. 0. E. Lat. 30. 0. N.

N IMROD, the sixth son of Cush, and probably much youngrr

than any of his brothers ; for Mo^cs mentions the sons of fiaamah,

liis fourth brother, before he speaks of hirn. What the sacred his-

li toria«
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torian says of him is sliort ; and yet he says more of him than of

any other of the posterity of Noah liffore Ahraliam. Me tells us,

that " Nimrod hegan to be a mighty one m the earth:" that he

was a " mighty iiuiiter before the i.urd," even to a provcrl) ; i.bc1

that " the beginning of liis kijigdom was Babel, and Krech, and

Accad, and C'alneh, in the lanil of Shinar." Authors have taken

a great (h-al of pains to fiml Nimrod iii jjrofajie history: some
have imagined him to be the same with Belns, the founder of the

Bauyloiiish empire; others willi Ninns, the fuit Assyrian ino-

narch. Some think he was Evechous, the tirst Chaldean king

;

and others perceive a great resemblance between him and Bacciius.

Some Mohammedan writers suppose him to have l)een Zohak, a

Periian king of the first dynasty ; otl)ers Cay-Cans the second

king of the second race ; and some of the Jews say he is the same
with Amraphel, the king of Slnnar, mentioned by Moses. Some
of tlie rabbins pretend he was slain by Esau, whom they absurdly

make liis contemporary. There is a tradition that lie was killed

by the fall of the tower of Babel ; others say, that as he led an
anny against .'\braham, God sent a squadron of gnats, which de-

stroyed moot of thcin ; and particularly Nimrod, whose brain was
pierced by one of those insects.

NINE is the l;\st of the radical nfimbers or cliaractcrs; from
the combination uf which any definite number, however large,

may be produced. " It is observed by arithmeticians (says

Hume,) that tlie praduots of 9 compose always either 9 or some
less products of 9, if you add together all the characters of which
any of the former products is composed : thus of 18, 27, it"), which
are products of 9, you make 9, by adding 1 to 8, 2 to 7, 3 to 6.

Thus 3t)9 is a product also of 9 ; and if you add 3, 6, and 9, you
make IS, a less product of 9." See Hume's Dialogues on Nat.
Relig. p. \G7, 168, &c. 2d edit.

NINEVEH, in ancient geography, the capital of Assyria,
founded by Ashur, the son of" Shem. " (Gen. x. 1 1.) It was one
of the most ancient, famous, potent, and large cities of the world.
It is difficult exactly to fix the time of its foundation ; but it could
not be long after llie building of Babel. It was situated upon the
banks of the Tigris ; and in the time of the prophet Jonas, who
was sent thither under Jeroboam II. king of Isniel, and, as Cal-
inet thinks, under the reign of I'ul, father of Sardanapalus, king of
Assyria, Ninereh was a very great city, its circuit being three
day's journey. (Jonah iii. 3.)

NINOVE, a town of France, in the department of the Dyle,
and late province of Austrian Flanders, seated on the Deiider ; 13
miles \V. of Brussels. Lon. 4. 3. E. Eat. 50. 52. N.
NINTH, in music. See Interval, and Music.
NINUS, the first or second king of Assyria, the son of Belus,

or Ashur. He enlarged Nineveh and Bab>iori ; conquered Zo-
roaster king of the Bactrians ; married Semiramis of Ascalon

;

subdued almost all Asia ; and died after a glorious reign of 52
years, about 1150 B.C.
NINYAS, the son of Ninus and Semiramis, and successor of

the latter in the kingdom of Assyria, whom he is said to have put
to death, for her incestuous attachment to hiin. Little is record-
ed of his reign, but that he intrusted the care of his government to
kiis favourites, and began that inglorious course of luxury and elfe-
imnacy, which, being pursued by his successors with increasing
tolly and extravagance, ended in the ruin of the empire under
Sardanapalus.

NIC), an island of the Archipelago, anciently called Ino, los,
and Dios, between Naxia, on the N. Armago on the E. Santerino
on the S. and Sikino on the \V. about 35 miles in circumference.
Lon. 25. 53. E. Eat. 3t). 35. N.
NIOBE, in fabulous history, the daughter of Tantalus, and

wite of Amphion king of Thebes; by whom she had seven sons
aed seven daughters. Having become so proud of her fertility
and high birth, as to prefer herself before Latona, and to slight the
>acrilices olHered uo by the Theban matrons to that goddess,
Apollo and Diana, the children of Latona, resented this contempt'
The former slew tlie m:\U- children and the latter the female ; upon
which Niube was struck dnmbnith grief, and remained without
sensation. Cicero is ot oi> nion, that on this account the poets
fcijned her to be tiirne.l into stone. Amnng the relics of ancient
H.ituary js preserved a beautiful statue of Niobc.
^'p^'' » 'o*n I'f Switzcihmd, in the canton of Cerne, near

it,e lake of Geneva, 11 miles N. of Geneva.

NIOUT, a con^ldclable trading town of France, ca;jilal of the

depurtmeiit ut the Two Sevres, and late province ot Poitou, 28
imh s N. E. oi Kochelle. Lon. 0. 33. W Eat 46. 20. N.
NIPA, a genus of the natural order of palms. Male, a spathe ;

corolla si x-pelaled : female a spathe ; corolla none ; drupes angu-

lar. There is one species, a native ol the Ea .1 Imlies. '1 he leaves

are used in making mats.

NTPASHE, a lake of North America. Lon. 101. 0. W. Lat,

G2. 10. N.
NIPEGON, a large river of North America, which runs into

lake Superior, from tin- N. Also a lake near the river.

NIPHON, or IllPHON, the largest of the Japan islands,

being (360 miles long, 400 broad, and 1500 in circumference, con-
taining 55 provinces. Its chief cities are Jeclclo, Meaco, Osaica,
Guriiin.ra, and Siccai. Lon. 14S° 20' to 158° 45' E. Lat. 33° 45'

to 40^ N.
NiPHON, the name given to the whole empire of Japan, by the

natives, from the above island.

NIPPEKS, in the manege, are four teeth in the fore-parl

of a horse's mouth, two in the upper, and two in the lower

jaw. A horse puts them forth between the second and third

year.

NIPPLE, a small prominence arising from the middle of (he

frmiile breast. The lacteal tubes terminate in these i)rojections,

thiougli which the milk is drawn in the act of sucking. See Ana-
ioMY. The nipples of females, when suckling tlieir first cliild,-

are fre{|ue:itly so diminutive and deep within the breast, as to ren-

der it <lifficult or impracticable for the infant to extract the milk.

In such cases, the young mother should frequently, though cauti-

ously, protrude the nipple between her fingers, by depressing the

projecting part of the breast ; and afterwards covering the protu-

berances with an exqavated nutmeg, to be worn several weeks
previously to lier delivery. But, if this expedient prove insuffici-

ent, it will be adviseable to draw the breasts, either by presenting

them to a healthy infant, several months old ; or, by applying Mr.
Savigny's small air-pump contrived for that purpose ; and which
is far preferable to the common breast-glasses, as well as to the dis-

gusting practice of employing quadrupeds.

NISAN, a month of the Hebrew kalendar, answering to our
March, and which sometimes takes from February or April, ac-

cording to the course of the moon. It was the first month of the

sacred year, at the coming out of Egypt (Exod. xii. 2,) and the

seventh ot the civil year. By Moses it is called Abib. The
name of Nisan was used only since the time of Ezra, and the re-

turn from the captivity of Babylon.

NISBET, Alexander, Esq. author of an excellent " Sys-

tem of Heraldry," in two vols, folio, flourished about the end of

the 17th and beginning of the 18th centuries. His work, which was
embellished with plates, is still esteemed equal, in point of research

into antiquity, historical, biographical, and heraldic accuracy, to

any thing yet published on llie subject. It is astonishing that no
memoir is to be found, respecting a gentleman who exerted him-
self so Hiuch to immortalize the names, families, genealogical con-

nections, and heroic atchievements, of his countrymen.

NISHNEI, or NOVQGOROD, a province of Russia.

NisHNEi, or NovoGOROD, a populous town in the above pro-

vince, 280 miles E. by N. of Moscow. Lon. 46. 30. E. Lat. 56.

34. N.
NISI, a river of Sicily, which runs into the sea, 15 miles S. of

Messina.

NISIBIS, in ancient geography, a very ancient, noble, and
strong city of Mesopotamia, in Mygdonia towards tlie Tigris, from
which it is distant two days' journey.

NISIDA, an island in the Gulf of Naples, Smiles S. W. of

Naples.
NISI PRIUS, in law, a judicial writ, which lieth in cases

where the incjuest is panelled and returned before the justices of
the bank ; the one party or the other making petition to have this

writ for the ease of the country. It is directed to the sheriff, com-
manding that he caused the men empanelled to come before the
justices in the same county, for the determining of the cause there,

except it be so difficult that it need great deliberation : in which
case, it is sent again to the bank. It is so called from the first

words of the writ nisi prius apud talem locum venerint. Justices

of nisi prius must be one of them before whom the cause is de-

6 pending
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pending in the btiicl), wiih some others of the eounty associated

to him.
NISMES, or MIMES, an ancient, large, and flourishing

town of France, in the department of Gard, and late province ol

Langiiedoc, with an academy. Lon. 4. 2d, E. Lat. 43. yO. N.
NISROCH, a god of the Assyrians. Sennacherib was killed

by two of his sons, while paying his adoration to this god.

(? Kings xix. 37.) The septuagint calls him Mesrach ; Josepluis

calls him Araskes. The Hebrew of Tobit published by Munster

calls him Uagon.
NISSA, a city of Servia, 150 miles N. E. of Ragusa.

NlisSOLIA, m botany, a genus of the decandria order, and

di idelphia class of plants ; natural order, Papilionacca-. Calyx
quinquedentate ; capsule irionospernious, terminated by a iigulate

wing. It has two species, natives of Carthagena.

IS'ISUS, the son of Hyrtacus, a young 'rrojan who accompa-
nied A'neas to Italy. He was united in the closest friendship with

Eunalus.
Nisus, in fabulous history, a king of Megara, son of Mars, or

of Pandion, whose life and success depended on a yellow lock of

hii hair not beijig cut. Minos king ot Crete besieged Megara.
Scvlla, the daughter of Nisus, being in love with Muios, cut oil'

the fatal lock, while lu-r father was asleep.

NITH, or NID, a river of Scotland, which rises from Loch-
Cure, in Avrshi'c, and f.iIK into the Solwav Frith.

NITHlSnALE, NllHSDALE, or NIDDISDALE, a

large mountainous division of Dumfriesshire, lying V\'. of Annan-
dale, so named from the Nith.

NIl'lDULA, a genus of inserts of the coleoptcra order. The
gcrieric character is, antenns clavate, the club solid ; shells mar-

gined ; head prominent; thorax a little flattened, margined.
There are upwards of forty species of this genus.

NITIOBRIGES, an ancient people of Gallia Aquitanica, men-
tioned by Caesar, (De Bello Gall. lib. vii. c. 7,) supposed to have
inhabited the country since called Agenois, in Guienne; now the

department of Lot and Garonne.
NITOCRIS, the wife of Evil-Merodach, and mother of Bel-

shazzar, king of Babylon, was a woman of extraordinary abilities.

After the death of Evil-Merodach, she took the burden of all pub-
lic affairs upon herself; and while her son followed his pleasures,

did all that could be done by human prudence to sustain the tot-

tering empire. She perfected the works which Nebuchadnezzar
had begun for the defence of Babylon ; raised strong fortifications

on the side of the river, and caused a vault to be made under it,

leading from the old palace to the new, twelve feet high and fif-

teen wide. She likewise built a bri<lge across the Euphrates, and
accomplished several other works, which were afterwards ascribed

to Nebuchadnezzar.
NITRARIA, in botany, a genus of the monogynia order, and

dodecandria class of plants. Corolla pcntapetalous, with the pe-
tals arched at top ; calyx quinquefid ; stamina fifteen ; fruit a mo-
nospermous plum. The only species is a shrub of Siberia.

NITRATES, salts formed by the nitric acid. The most im-
portant of the nitrates have been long known ; and in consequence
<rf the singular properties which they possess, no class of bodies
has excited greater attention, or been examined with more un-
wearied industry. See Nitre. Thfy may be distinguished by
the following properties: 1. Soluble in water, and capable of crys-

tallizing by cooling. 2. When healed to redness, along with
combustible bodies, a violent combustion and detonation are pro-

duced. 3. Sulphuric acid disengages from them fumes, which
have the odour of nitric acid. 4. When heated along with muria-
tic acid, oxymuriatic arid is exhaled. 5. Decomposed by heat,

and yield at first oxygen-gas. The nitrates at present known are
twelve in number, ievi of them combine with an excess of acid
or of base, so that there are hardly any supernitrates, or subni-

'iratcs.

NITRE, or NITRATE OF POTASS. Asthis salt, known
also by the name of saltpetre, is produced naturally in considera-
ble quantities, particularly in Egypt, it is highly probable that the
ancients were acquainted with it ; but scarcely' any thing certain
can be collected from their writings. If Pliny mentions it at all,

he confounds it with soda, which was known by the names of ni-

tron and nitrum. It is certain, however, that it has been known
in the East from time immemorial. Roger Bacon mentions this

salt in the thirteenth century under the irame of nitre. No ph;p-
nomenon has excited the attention of chemical philosophers more
than the continual reproduction of nitre in certain places after it
had been extracted from them. Prodigious quantities of this salt
are necessary for the purposes of war ; and as nature has rot laid
up great magazines of it, as she has of some otiier salts, this annual
reproduction is the only source from which it can be procured,
ft became therefore of the utmost consequence, if possible, to dis-
cover the means which nature employed in forming it, in order to
enable us to imitate her processes by art, or at least to accelerate
and facilitate them at pleasure. Numerous attempts accordingly
have been made to explain and to imitate tluse processes. 'Hy
the numerous experiments of several French philosophers, parti-
cularly by those of Thouveiiel, it was discovered that nothing else
is necessary for the production of nitre than a basis of lime, heat,
and an open but not too free communication with dry atmosphe-
ric air. AVhen these circumstances combine the acid is first

lormed, and afterwards tlie alkali makes its appearance. Nitre
is found abundantly on the surface of the earth in India, South
America, and even in some parts of Spain. In Germany and
FiMiice it is obtained by means of artificial nitre-beds. The>"e cou-
sin ot the refuse of animal and vegetalile bodies undergoing pe-
trifaction, mixed with calcareous and other earths. It has been
ascertained that if oxygen-gas is presented to azote .it the instant
of its disengagement, nitric acid is formed. This seems to ex-
plain the origin of the acid in these beds. The azote disengaged
tiom these putrefying animal-substances combines with the o.\y-
geii of the air. 'i'he potass is [jrobably furnished, partly at least,
by the vegetables and the soil. The n'ltre is extracted from these
beds by lixiviating the earthy matters with water. This water,
when sufiiciently impregnated, is evaporated, and a brown-colour-
ed salt obtained, known by the name of crude nitre. It consists
of nitre, common salt, nitrate of lime, aud various other salts.

The foreign salts are either separated by repeated crystallizations,

or by washing the salt repeatedly with small quantities of water
;

for the foreign salts being more soluble are taken up first. Nitre,
when slowlj evaporated, is obtained in six-sided prisms, terminat-
ed by six-sided pyramids ; but for most purposes it is preferred in

an irregular mass, because in that state it contains less water. The
primitive form of its crystals, according to Haiiy, is a rectangular
octahedron, composed of two four-sided pyramids applied base to
base ; two of the sides are inclined to the other pyramid at an an-
gle of 120"

; the other two at an angle of 1 1 1°. The form of its

integrant particles is the tetrahedroiu The six-sided prism is the
most common form which it assumes. The specific gravity of
nitre is 1-9. Its taste is sharp, bitterish, and cooling. It is very
brittle. It is soluble in seven times its weight of water at the tem-
perature of 60°, and in nearly its ovin weight of boiling water. It

is not altered by exposure to the air. When the solution of nitre
is exposed to a boiling heat, part of the salt is evaporated along
with the water, as Wallerius, Kirwan, and Lavoisier, observed
successively. When exposed to a strong heat it melt-, and con-
geals by cooling into an opaque mass, wliich has been railed mine-
ral-crystal. Whenever it melts it begins to disengage oxygen;
and by keeping it in a n d heat about the third of its weight of
that gas may be obtained : towards the end of the process azotic
gas is disengaged. If the heat is continueil long enough the salt

is completely decomposed, and pure potass remains behind. It

detonates more violently with combustible bodies than any of the
other nitrates. When mixed with one-third part of its weight of
charcoal, and thrown into a red-hot crurible, or when charcoal is

thrown into red-hot nitre, detonation takes place, and one of the
most brilliant combustions that can be exl.ibited. The re^duum
is carbonate of potass. It was formerly called nitre fixed by char-
coal. A still more violent detonation is produced by using phos-
phorus instead of charcoal. When a mixture of nitre and phos-
phorus is struck smar'ly with a hot hammer a very violent detona-
tion is produced. Nitre oxidizes all ti.e metals at a red heat,

even gold and platinum. Nitre, according to Bergman, is com-
posed of

31 acid

61 potass

8 water.

According
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Acrarcliiig l<> the lalesl fvperinifuti o: Kirwan, alter being dried

is tlie ten);K'ratiire of 70°, it i>i composed of

44.0 acid

51.K polass

4. J water.

100.0

Nitre* is decompojed bv llie foUowiiiit salts: 1. Sulpliales of

soda, ammonia, magnesia,' alumina. '-'. Muriate and acetate of

barvte?. One of the most imporutnt coniponnds formed by means

of nitre is gunpowder, which has completely changed the modern

art of war. See Gun I'OwnER.

NITRIC ACID, in commerce called Aqua I'ortis, is lighter

than the sulphuric acid. In a liquid and pure stale it is white ; but,

as usually met with, it ha? a yellow colour, a strong and disagree-

able smell, and emit; red vapours. It gives a yellow colourlo the

skin, to silk, and to almost all animal-substances with which it

may come in contact. It dissolves and speedily corrodes iron,

copper, zinc, Src. in which case a cloud of red vapours escapes du-

rint* the lime of its action. It reddens and entirely destroys the

colour of violets : it unites to water with facility ; and the mixture
assumes a green colour, which disappeai-s if still further dihited.

Nitric Acid seems to have been first obtained in a separate state

by Raymond Lnlly, who was born at Majorca in 1335. He
procured it by distilhng a miMure of nitre and clay. It was after-

wards denominated aquafortis, and spirit of nitre. The name
nitric acid was lirst given it in 17S7 by the French chemists ; it

was immediately before called nitrous acid. It is gencrallv
oblainr-d in large manufactories by distilling a mixture of nitre

and clay, but the acid procured by this process is weak
and impure. Chemists generally prepare it by distilling three
parts of nitre and one of sulphuric acid in a glass-retoit. The
neck of the retort must be luted into a n^ceiver, from which there
passes a glass-fube into a bottle with two mouths, containing a
little water, and furnished witli a tube of suffety ; wliich is a tu1)e

open at its upper end, and having its lower end plunged in water.
The wuti'r prevents any communication between the external air
and the inside ot'the apparatus. If a vacuum happens to be form-
ed witliin the vessels, the external air reaches down through the
tube, and prevents aiiy injury to the vessels. On the other
hand, if air W. gener.ited in the vessels it forces the water up
the tube, the height of which becomes thus the measure of t!ie

elasticity of the air in the vessels. By this contrivance the appara-
tus is in no danger of being broken, which otherwise might hap-
pen. From the other mouth of this bottle there passes a tube into
H pneumatic apparatus, to collect tlie gas which is evolved during
the process. 'I he retort is to be heated gradually almost to redness.
The nitric acid comes over, and is condensed in the receiver-
while the common air of the vessels, and a quantity of oxygen-gas
which is evolved, especially towards the end of the i)rocess, passes
into the pneumatic apparatus, and the water in the bottles is im-
pregnated with some acid wliich is not condensed in the receiver.
The acid thus obtained is of a yellow colour, and almost alw.iys
contains muriatic and sometimes sulphurous a( id. These may be
removed by distilling it over again with a moderate heat, and
changing the receiver after the fh-st portion, which contains all the
foreign acids, has passed. It still contains a quantity of nitrous
gas, to which it owes its colour and the red Aimes which it exhales.
This gas may also be expelled by the application of heat. Pure
nitric acid remains behind, transparent and colourless, like water.
When newly prepared in this manner it is a liquid as transparent
and colourless as water ; but the affinity between its component
parts is so weak, that the action of light is sufficient to drive o(Ta
part of its oxygen in the form of gas; and thus, by convertiu" it

partly into nitrous gas, to make i't assume a yellow colour. Tits
taste is exceedingly acid and peculiar. It is very corrosive, and
tinges the skin of a yellow colour, which does not disappear till

the epidermis comes off. It is constantly emitting white fumes
which have an acrid disagreeable odour. It has a strong affinity
for water, and has never yet been obtained except mixetl with
that li<iuid. \V lien concentrated it attracts moisture from the at-
mosphere, but not so powerfully as sulphuric acid. The specilic
gravity of the strongest nitric acid that can be procured is 1.58 •

bill at the temperature of 60", Mr. Kirwan could not procure it

jU-oiiijer than 1.5543. When nitric acid is exposed to the action

l\ of heat it boils at the temperature of 248, and evapordtes com-
pletely without alteration; but when made to pass tlirough a red-
hot porcelain-lube It is decomposed, and converted into oxygen
and azi>tic gas. When cooled down to—b6 it begias lo congeal

;

and wlien agitated it i> converted iiilo a mass of the consistence of
butter. Oxygen-gas hiis no at:tion whatever on nitric acid; but
alt the simple combustibles decompose it, unless we are to except
the diamond. SVIien poured upon sulpiiur or piiospiiorus at a
high temperature it sets llieiii on lire; but at a moderaie tempera-
ture it converts them slowlj into acids, while nitrous gas is exhaled.
It inll.unes charcoal also at a h.gh temperature; and even at the
common lemiK>rature, provided tlie cliarcoal is perfectly dry and
minutely divided. Hydrogen gas produces no change on it at the
temperature of the atmosphere ; bul when passed along with it

through a red-hot porcelain-tube it detonates witli great violence
i

water is formed, and azotic gas evolved. When this acid is pour-
ed upon oils it sets them on lire, 'i'his is occasioned by a decom-
position both of the acid and oil. The oxygen of the ."cid com-
bines with the carbon and with the hydrogen of the oils, and at
the same lime lets go a quantity of ( aloric. Hence we see that the
oxygen which enters into the composition of the nitric acid still

contains a great deal of caloric ; a fact whicli is conlirmed by a
great number of other pha.-:iomena. Azote has no action on nitric

acid; but muriatic acid decomposes it by combining with a portion
of its oxygen, nitrous gas and oxymuriatic gas being evolved. U
is capable of oxidizing all the metals, except gold, platinum, and
titanium. It appears, Irom the experiments of Schetiei, bcrgman.
Sage, andTillct, that nitric acid is capable of dissolving (and con-
sequently of oxidizing) a very minute quantity even of gold. It

even sets tire to zinc, bismuth, and tin, if it is poured on them in

fusion, and to tilings of iron if they are perfectly dry. Nitric acid
combines with alkalies, earths, and the oxides of metals, and
forms compounds, which are called nitrates. The order of its

alfinitirs may be seen in the table at the article Chemistry. Nitric
acid is one of the most important instrumeiils of analysis which Uie
chemist pos--es3es; nor is it of inferior consequence when consider-

ed in a political or commereial view, as it lorms one of the most
cs-ential ingredients of gunpowder. Its nature and composition
accordingly have long occupied the attentioii of philosophers

;

and from their experiments it appears, that nitric acid is composed
of azote and oxygen ; consequently nitrous gas is also composed
of the same ingredients. And as nitrous gas absorbs oxygen, even
Irom common air, and forms with it nitric acid, it is evident that

nitric acid contains more oxygen than nitrous gas. But it is ex-
ceedingly difficult to ascertain the exact proportions of the com-
ponent parts of this acid. Lavoisier concluded, from his experi-

ments on the decomposition of nitre by charcoal, tliat nitric acid
is composed of one part of azote and tour parts of oxygen. But
Professor Davy has shewn that this decomposition is more com-
plicated than had been supposed ; and that Lavoisier's experiments
by HO means warrant the conclusion which he drew from them.
Cavendish, on the othei hand, concluded, from his experiments,

thill the acid which he lorined, by combining together azote and
oxygen by means of electricity, is composed of one part of azote
and 2.340 of oxygen. With this result the late experiments of
Mr. Davy corresponded vei-y nearly. He formed his standard

acid by combining together known quantities of nitron.^ gus and
oxvgeii. According lo him 100 parts ot pure nitric acid are com-
posed of

29.5 azote

70.5 oxygen

100.0;

or 1 part of ajjote, and 2.39 of oxygen.
NITRITES, are salts formed from nitrates, saturated with

nitrous gas. See Nitrates. The existence of these salts was
lirst pointed out by Bergman and Scheele ; the two philosophers to

whom we are indebted for the first precise notions concerning the

dilTerence between nitric and nitri^us aciils. They cannot be
formed by combining directly nitrous acid with the dilVerent earthy

and alkaline bas<>s; nor have any experiments made to combine
nitrous gas w ith the nitrates been attended with success. Tfie
only method of obtaining these salts at present known, is that

which was long ago pointed out by Bergman and Scheele. It

consists in exposing a nitrate to a pretty slrong heat till a quantity

of

i
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of o.\ygen-gas is diseiigagod from it. What remains in (lie retort

after tiiis process is a nitrite ; Init tlie lejigth of time necessary for

producing this ciiange has not yet been ascertained with any de-

gree of precision. If tlie heat be applied too long the nitrate will

be totally decomposed, and nothing but the base will remain^ as

happened to some of the French ciieniists on attempting to repeat

the process of Bergman and Scheele. Nitrite of potass is the only

salt formed by this process, of which an account has been given.

Scheele's process for obtaining it is as follows : Fill a small retort

with nitre, and keep it red-hot for half an hour. When it is allow-

ed to cool it is found in the state of a nitrite. It deliquesces when
exposed to the air ; and red vapours of nitrous acid are e.xhaled

when any other acid is poured upon it.

NITUO-MUKIATIC ACID. When muriatic acid is mixed
vith nitric acid, the mixture is nitro-muriatic acid, which was
formerly known by the name of acjua-regia.

NITROUS .-^CID. The liquid at present called nitrous acid

by chemists, may be formed by causing nitrous gas to passlhrougli

nitric acid. The gas is absorbed, and the acid assumes a yellow
colour; audits specific gravity is diminished. It is then deno-
minated nitrous acid. It is always in this state that it is obtained

by distilling a mixture of sulphuric acid and nitre. The acid of

commerce is always nitrous acid. The nitric and nitrous acids

were first distinguished with accuracy by Scheele; and at present

it is allowed by every one, that nitrous'acid is merely nitric acid

more or less impregnated witli nitrous gas. The component parts
of nitrous acid, of different colours and densities, may be seen iii

the following table, drawn up by Mr. Davy, from e.xperiments
made by him on purpose, wilh much precision :

100 Parts.
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NOBILITY, Inobililas, Lat.] in llie comiuoii acceptation of I

the word, meani tliat iiiuiluy or dignity wliicli raises a man abovr

the rank oJ a pe, sant or a commoner. It is an opinion not iinconi-

nion, and at least plausible, that the nobility of a wcU-regulaleJ

tlate is llie best security against monarchical tlespolism or lawless

usurpation on the one hand, and llie confusion of democratic inso-

lence 0.1 tie other. Self-interest is the most powerful princi|)le

intheh'.unan breast; auJ it is obviously the interest of such inin

to preserve that ba ance of power in society upon which the very

existence of their order depends. The origin of noi-ility in Eu-

rope is hv some referred to tliefJoths, who, a.ter they had seized

a part of 'Europe, rewarded their captains witli titles of honour, to

duinguish them from the common people. We shall only in this

ph.ce consider the manner in which in our own country they may

be created, and the incidents attending them ; lefeiring tiie reader

for a fu:L-r account of their origin in Europe to the article

Society, Civil. The right of peerage seems to have been ori-

ginally territorial ; th-t is, annexed to lands, honours, castles,

manors, and the like ; the proprietors and possessors of which were

Xiii right of those estates) allowed to bepecrs of the realm, and were

summoned to parliament to do suit and service to their sovereign :

and, when the land was alienated, the dignity passed witli it as ap-

pendant. Thus in England the Bishops still sit -in the house of

lords in right of succession to certain ancient baronies annexed, or

suppoed to be annexed, to t'ucir episcopal lands; and thus in U
Henry \T. the possession of the castle of Arundel was adjudge;! to

confer an earldom on its possessor. But afterwards, when aliena-

tions grew to be freijuent, the dignity of peerage was confined to the

lineage of the party ennobled, and instead of territorial became
personal. Actual proof of a tenure by barony became no longer

necessary to constitute a lord of parliament ; but the record of the

wru of summons to hiiu or his anecstoi'S was admitted as a sulli-

cicnt evidence of the tenure. Peeri ol Great Britain (says Blackstone)

are now created either by writ or by patent: for those who claim

by prescription must suppose cither a writ or patent made to their

ancestors ; tlioiigh by length of time it is lost. The creation by
writ, or the king's letter, is a summons to attend the house ot peers,

by the style and title of that of barony which the king is pleased

to confer: that by patent is a royal grant to a subject of any dig-

nity and degree of peerage. Tlie cre.ition by writ is the more
ancient way ; but a man is not ennobled thereby, unless he ac-

tually take his seat in the house of lords ; and some are of opinion

that there must be at least two writs of summons, and sitting in two
distinct parliaments, to evidence an hereditary barony ; and there-

fore the most Usual, because the surest, «ay is to grant the dignity

by pdeiit which endures to a man and his heirs, according to the

Imitation tliereof, though he never himself makes use of it. Yet
it is commcn to call up ilie eldest sou of a peer to the house ot

lords by writ of summons, in tiie name of his father's barony : be-
cause in that case there is no daiiger of his children's losing the
nobility in case he never take his seat; for they will succeed to

their grandfaher. Creation by writ has also one advantage over
that by patent ; for a person treated by writ holds the dignity to
him and his heirs, witiioiit any words to that purpose in the writ

;

but in letters patent there must be words to direct the inheritance,
else the dignity endures only to the grantee tor life. For a man
or woman ina\ be created noble for their own lives, and the dig-
nity not descend to ther lieirs at all, or descend only to some par-
ticular heirs: as where a peerage is limited to a man and the heirs
•male of his body by El zabctli his present ladv, and not to such
heirs by any former or iulure w ife. Tlie privileges of the nobility
are very considerable, they are all esteemed the'kim^'s hereditary
counsellors, and are privihgcd from all arre-ts, unless for treason,
felony, breach of peace, condinmation in parliament, and con-
tempt of the king. They enjoy theii seats in the house of peers
by descent, and no act of parliament can pass without their con-
currence: they aretne supreme court of judicature, andeven in cri-
minal cases give their verdiit upon their honour, without being
put to their oath. In tiiLir absence they are aliovied a proxy to
vote for them, and in all places of tru^t are permitted to consti'tute

deputies, by reason of the necessity the law supposes them under
ot attending the king's person : but no peer is to go out of the
kingdom without the king's leave, and when that is granted, he is

to riturn with the king's writ, or forleit goo<Is and chattels. Sec
the articles Pakliament, P|;er of the Kealm, 3£c.

NOBLE, a person who has a privilege which raises him above
a commoner, or peasant either by birtii, by office, or by patent from
his prime. The original wortl nohilis is formed of tiie ancient

iwscibilis, distinguishable, or remarkable. In England the word
noble is of a narrower import than in other countries ; being con-
lined to persons above the degree ol knights; whereas, abroad, it

comprehends not only knights, but gentlemen. 1 he nobles of

England are also called pares regni, as being nobilUates pares,

thougli gradu iinpares.

NoutEs, among the ancient Greeks, were called E:/xa7;iJa(, as

descended from those heroic aacestoii so famous in history. Such
were the Praxiergie.x, Etrobutida-, Alcmxonida?, &c.
Nobles, among tlie ancient Romans, were such as had tlie Jus

imaginuin, or the riglit of using the pictures or statues of tlieir an-

cestors ; a right which was allowed only to those whose ancestoiu

had borne some cunde olllce, that is, had been curule a-dile, cen-
sor, pijrtor, or consul. For a long time, none but the Patricii

were the nobiles, because no person but of that superior rank
could bear any curule oliice ; lience in Livy, Saliust, &c. nobili-

tas is used tosigniiy the Patrician order, and so opposed to plebs.

The Roman people \fere divided into nobiles, novi, and ig»

nobiles.

Noble, a money of account containing six shillings and tight-

pence. The noble was anciently a real coin struck in ine reign

of Edward 111. and then called the penny of gold ; but it was af-

wards called a rose-noble, from its being stamped with a rose: rt

was current at six shillings and eightpence.

NOCERA, a town and bishop's see of Italy, in the duchy cf
Spolelo, 16 miles N'.E. of Spoleto.

Nocera, or NocERA Di Pacas'i, an epi.-copal city, which
might with propriety be styled a cluster of villages; its parti

being e.xtei.ded along the foot of the mountains, from the Citta
Sotana, or low town ; and the bi<hop's palace, together with
some convents embowered in cypre-s-groves, cover the jieak of a
single hill in a very picturesque manner, and compose the Citta
Sopraiia. Lon. \2. 55. E. Lat. 43. J. N.
NUCERIANA TERRA, Earth of Nocera, in the materia

medica, a species of bole remarkably heavy, ot a greyish white
colour, of an insipid taste, and generally with some particles in it

which grit between the teeth. It is much esteemed by the Italians

as a remedy for venomous bites, and in fevers ; but, excepting as
an absorbent and astringent, no dependence is to be had on it.

NOCTILUCA, a species of phosphorus, so called because it

shines in the dark without any liglit being thrown upon it : such is

the phosphorus made of urine. See Phosphorus.
Noctillca, in Pagan worship, a surname ot Diana. A ten>

pie was erected at Rome on Mount Palatine, to Diana Noctiluca>
NocTiLtJCA, ill zoology. See Lami-ykis, and Nereis.
NOCTURNAL, something relating to the night, in contradis-

tinction to diurnal. See Diur.n'al.

Nocturnal Arc, in astronomy, the arc of a circle described
by the sun, or a star, in the night. See Arc.
NocrURNAL, or Noctl'RLabil'M, an instrument chiefly used

at sea, to take the altitude or depression of some stars about the
pole, in order to find the latitude and hour of the night. Some
nocturnals are hemispheres, or planispheres, on the plane of the
equinoctial. Those commonly used among seamen are two; the
one adapted to the polar star, and the lirst of the guards of the
Little Bear ; the other to the pole-star, and the pointers of the
Great Bear. 'I his instrument consists of two circular plates, ap-
plied to each other. The greater, which has a handle to hold the
instrument, is about two inclies and a half in diameter, and is di-

videil into twelve parts, agreeing to the twelve months ; and each
month divided into every tilth day; so as that the middle of the
handle corresponds to that day of the year wheiein the star here
regarded has the same right ascension with the sun. If the instru-

ment be titled for two stars, the handle is made moveable. The
upper left circle is divided into twenty-four equal parts for the
twenty-four hours of the day, and each hour subciivided into quar-
ters. These twenty-four hours are noted by twenty-four teeth to

be told in the night. Those at the hour twelve are distinguished
by their length. In the centre of the two circular plates isadjust-

ed a long index, moveable upon the upper plate; and the three
pieces, viz. the two circles and index, are joined by a rivet which
is pierced Uirough the centre wivh a bole, through which the star
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is to be obseiveil. See Plate CXXV[1. rig. 12. To use the

nocturnal, turn the upper plate till tlie long toot'.i, marked 13, be
against the day of tlie month on the under plate ; then biingiiig

the instrument near the eye» suspend it by the handle witli the

plane nearly parallel to the efpiinociial ; and viewing the pole-star

through the whole of the centre, turn the index about, till, by the

edge coming from the centre, you see the bright star or guard oi

the Little Bear, (if the instrument be htted to that star) : then that

tooth of the upper circle, under the edge of the index, is at the
hour of the night on the edge of the hour-circle : which may be

known without a ligiit, by counting the teeth from the longest,

which is lor the hour I '2.

NOD, or the LAND OF NOD, the country to which Cain
withdrew alter his lr„tricide. (Gen. iv. 16.) '1 he septuagint, as

veil as Josephus, read Naid instead of Nod, and have taken it for

the name ot a place. It is not known what country this was, un
less it was Nyse or Nysea, towards H^rcania.
NODAILD HYPERBOLA, a' name given by Sir Isaac

Kewton to a kind of liyperbola, which, by turning round, decus-
sates or cros-es itself.

NODE, \_.indus, Lut.] in surgery, a tumour on tlie bones,
tisual'.j proceeding from some venereal causey being much the
same with what is called exostosis.

Nodes, in astronomy, are the two points where the orbit of a

nlanet mtersecis the ecliptic. Such are the two points C and D,
Pbte CX\ III. tig. 11, of wn.ch the node C, where the planet,

ascends northward above the plane of the ecliptic, is called the

ascending node, or the dragon's head, and is marked thus Q.
The other node D, where the planet descends to the south, is c.tll-

ed tlie descending node, or t'.ie dragon's tail, marked thus y.
The Ine CD, wherein the tvvo clicks CEDE and CGDII inter-

sect, is called the line of nodes. See Astronomy.
NODINGEN, an island of Sweden, in the North Sea, near

the W. coast. Lon. 1 1. 30. E. Lat. 57. 1(3. N.
NODL'LE, orNODULUS, a word useil in pharmacy, for a

knot tied .n a rag, and including some medicinal ingredients to be
suspended in any liquor, as beer, or wine, to give it a tincture, or

the like. Itsignihcs also a parcel of odoriferous simples, tied up
in a piece of silk, for the patient to be frequently smelling to.

NODUS, or NODE, in dialing, a certain point or pole in the

gnomon of a dial, by the shadow or light whereof, either the hour

of the day in dials without furniture, or the parallels of the sun's

declination, and his place in the ecliptic, &c. in dials with furni-

ture, are shewn. See the article Dial.
Nodus, is also used for a hole in the ceiling of a room, or in

the window, for the making of a dial on the floor, wall, or the like.

NOEL, two islands in the Indian Ocean, near the coast of Siam.

Lon. yb° 30' to 96° 4»' E. Lat. 10° 33', to 10° 47' N.
NOETIANS, in chmch-history. Christian heretics in the third

century, followers of Noetius ; whose heresy consisted in affirm-

ing that there was but one Person in the Godhead ; and that the

Word and the Holy Spirit were but external denominations given

to God in coniequence of different operations ; that, as Creator,

he is called father ; as Incarnate, Son ; and as descending on the

apostles. Holy Ghost.
NOETIUS, a philosopher of Ephesus, the founder of the sect

of the Noetians. He pretended that he was another Moses sent

by God, and that his brother was another Aaron.
NOGARA, a town of France, and capital of a district, in the

department of Gers; 21 miles S. W. of Condom.
NOGENT LE UOTROU, in the department of Eure and

Loire, and province of Beauce, 27 miles S. W. of Chartres. Lon.
0. 50. E. Lat. 48. 20. N.
NoGENT suR Seine, in the department of the Aube, on the

Seine ; nine miles E. S. E. of Prnvins, and twenty-eight N. W. of

Troyes. Lon. 3. 40. E. Lat. 4S. 30. N.
NOIR, Cape, a cape of South America, at the S. W. e.\.tre-

niity of Terra del Fuego. Lon. 73. 3. W. Lat. 54. 43. S.

NOIRE, a river of the United States in the north-western ter-

ritory, which runs W. by S. and falls into Lake Michigan, 15 miles

N. of St. Joseph.

NOIKMOUTIER, an island of France, in the department of

the Vendtv, separated from the coast by a strait about a mile
wi<le. Lat. 47° 0' 5" N. Lon. 2° 14' 22" W.
NoiRMOUTiER, a town of France, with a harbour and bay, on

the E. coast of tlie above island. Lon. 2. 10. W. Lat. 47.
0. N.
NOLA, a very ancient city of Italy, in Naples, formerly popu-

lous and strong. It is 13 miles E. N. E. of >iaples. Lon. 15. E.
Lat. 41. 9. N.
NOLANA, in botany, a genus of the monogynia order, and

pentandria class of plants; natural order, Asperifoliie. 'Corolla

canipjnulated ; sxyle situated belwi.\t thegermens; seeds bilocu-

lar, resembling berries. It has only one species.

NOLI, a town of Italy, 5 miles' N. E. of Finale, and 30 S. W.
of Genoa. Lon. S. 41. E. Lat. 44. 13. N.

Noli meTangere, [Lat. i. e. touch me not,] in botany. See
Impatiens, and Mgmokdica.
Noli me Tangere, Touch me not, in medicine, a malignant

eruption in the face, occasioned by an e.>ctremely sharp corrosive

humour ; thus called, either because it affects those who touch it,

or because the more it is touched, the worse it grows, and the far-

ther it spreads.

NOLINSK, a town of Russia, in the government of Viatka;
40 miles S. of Viatka. Lon. 50. 25. E. Lat. 57. 44. N.
NOLLE PROSEQUI, in law, is svhere a plaintiff in an action

does not declare in a reasonable time ; in which case it is usual for

the defendant's attorney to enter a rule tor the plaintiff to declare,

after w hich a non prosequi may be entered. A nolle prosequi is

esteemed a voluntary confession, that the plaintiff has no cause ot

action : and therefore if a plaintiff enters his nolle prosequi, he
sliall be amerced : and if an informer cause the same to be entered,

the defendjnt shall have costs.

NOLLE r, John Anthony, F. R. S. an eminent French phi-

losopher, born at Pimbre, in the diocese of Noyon, on the 17th

Nov. 1700, of respectable but nut wealthy parents. They' sent

iiini to the collea;e of Clermont in Beauvoisis; afterwards to

Beaiivais, and at last to Paris; where lie studied scholastic divi-

nity, during his probation in 1723 was made a deacon, and ob-

tained a licence to preach. His time was now divided between
theology and the sciences. The latter, however, prevailed, and
he entered into the study of physics with ardour, and was received

into the Society of Arts. In 1730, he was engaged in a work con-

junctly with Reaumur and Du Fay of the Academy of Science?.

In 1734, he went to London in company with Messrs. Du Fay,

Du Hamel, and Jussieu. His merit procured him a place in the

Royal Society without solicitation. Two years alter he went to

Holland, where he formed an intimate connection with Desagu-

liers, Ciravesande, and Muschenbroeck. On his return to Pans,

he resumed the course of experimental physics which he had be-

gun in 1735, and which he continued till 17G0. These courses of

physics suggested the idea of particular courses in chemistry, aiia-

loiiiy. natural history, &c. In 1738, the count de Maurepas pre-

vailed on cardinal Fleury to establish a public class for experi-

mental physics ; and Abbe Nollet was appointed the first professor.

In 1739, he was admitted a member ot the Royal Academy of

Sciences ; and in April following, the king of Sardinia, intending

to establish a professorship of physics at Turin, invited him into his

dominions. Thence he travelled into Italy. In 1744, he was in,-

vited to Versailles, to instruct the dauphin in experimental philo-

sophy ; the king and royal family were oifen present at his lec-

tures'. The qualities of his heart as well as of his understanding

gained him the esteem of his pupil. In April 1749, he made a

tour into Italy, being sent thither for tlie purpose of making ob-

servations. At Turin, Venice, and Bologna, he appeared as a de-

puty from the philosophers of the rest of Europe. lu 1753 the

king instituted a class of experimental philosophy iu the royal

college of Navarre, and appointed Abb6 Nollet professor. Ill

1757, he appointed hiiii preceptor in physics and natural history

to the princes, and professor of experimental philosophy in the

school of Artillery, at F'ere. In November following, he was ad-

mitted as a pensionary of the Royal Academy of Sciences; and iu

1761, professor of experimental philosophy at Mezieres. This

celebrated philosopher, who has rendered the most important sier-

vices to physics by the discoveries with which he has enriched

every branch of this science, particuiarly electricity, died at Paris

on tlie 25lh April 1770, aged 70. He often gave assistance to his

relations, who were not in afllueut circumstances. His works are.

1. Several papers inserted in the Memoirs of the Academy of

Scieiices : among which one on the Hearing of Fishes is particu-

t krly
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larly valuable. 2. Lt<;ons de Physiqiie Experimeiitale, 6 vols.

!2nio. 3. Recueil de Lettres sur rElectrlcile, 3 vols. 12mo.

17J3. 4. E^sai sur 1' Electricity des corps, 1 vol. 12ino. 5. lie-

clierches sur les Causes Particulieres des Plienoinenes Klectriques,

1 vol. 12nio. 6. L'Andes Experiences, 3 vols. ISnio. with

ligures, 1770.

KOMADES, a name given, in antitjuity, to several nations

whose « hole occupation nas to feed and tend their fiocks ; and

who had no fixed jilace of abode, but were constantly shifting, ac-

cording to the convenience of pasturage. The word comes from

the Greek vi/j-w, to feed. The most celebrated Nomades were

those of Africa, who inhabited biitween Africa, properly so called,

to the E. and Mauritania to the A>". They are also called Numi-
ds, or Numidians.
NOMANCY, liiojiien, Lat. and |uav'ti«, Gr.] the art of divin-

ing the fates of persons by the letters that form their names.

rvO-MAN S-LAND, a space between the after-part of the

belfrey and the fore-part of a ship's boat, when the said boat is

stovietl upon the booms, as in a deep-waisted vessel. These

booms are laid from the fore-castle nearly to the quarter-deck,

where their after-ends are usually sustained by a frame called the

gallows,which consists of two strong posts, about six feet high, with a

cross-piece reaching from one to the other, athwart ships, and

serving to support the ends of these booms, masts, and yards,

which lie in reserve to supply the place of others carried away, &c.
The space called No-man's-land is used to contain any blocks,

ropes, tackles, &c. which may be necessary on the fore-castle. It

probably derives this name from its situation, as being neither on

the starboard nor larboard side of the ship, nor on the waist or

forecastle; but, being situated in the middle, partakes equally of

all tho=e places.

No-Man's-Land, in geography, an island of Massachusetts, in

Duke's county, S. W. of Martha's Vineyard ; three miles long,

and two broad.

NOMARCHA, in antiquity, the governor or co.nmander of a

iiome, or nonios. Egypt was anciently divided into several re-

gions or quarters, called nomcs, from the Greek vof^©-, taken in

the sense of a division ; and the ofllcer who had the administration

of each nome or nomos, from the king, was called Nomarcli.^,

from vovijv and ajx") command.
NOMBRii DE DIOS, a town of South America, in Mexico,

in the province of Darien, a little E. of Porto-Bello.

NoMRKE DE Dios, a flourishing town of North America, in

Mexico, in the province of Zacatecas, N. of Guadalajara.
NOMBRIL POINT, in heraldry, is the next below the fess-

point, or the very centre of the escutcheon. Supposing tlie

escutcheon divided into two equal parts below the fess, the hrst of
these divisions is the nombril, and the lower the base.

NOME, or NAME, in algebra, denotes any quantity with a
sign prefixed or added to it, whereby it is connected with some
other quantity, upon which the whole becomes a binomial, trino-

mial, or the like. See Algebra.
Nome, or Nomos, a division of ancient Egypt. See No-

HARCKA.
NOMENCLATOR, in Roman antiquity, was usually a slave

who attended upon persons that stood candidates for offices, and
prompted or suggested to them the names of all the citizens thev
met, that they niight court them and call them by their names,
which among tliat people was the highest piece of civility.

NoMF.NCLATOBS, among botanical authors, are tliosewho have
employed their labours about settling and adjustuig the right
names, synonyms, and etymologies of names, in regard to the
whole veg;'table world.

i NOM liNCLA PURE, a catalogue of the usual words in any
language, with their significations, compiled to facilitate the use of
such words to those who are to learn the tongue.
NOM KN Y, a town of France, in the department of Menrthe,

and late duchy of Lorrain, 15 miles N. of Nancy. Lon 6 15
E. Lat. 48. 56 N. J

NOMINALS, or NOMINALISTS, a sect of school-philoso-
phers, tiie disciples and followers of Occam, orOcham, an English
cordelier, in the 14lh century. They were great dealers in words
whence they were vulgarly denominated word-sellers; but had
the denoninialion of Nominalists, because, in opposition to the
Realisls, tbe^ maintained, tliat words, aud uot things, were the

object of dialectics. Tliis sect had its first rise towards the end of

the elevenfli century, and pretended to follow Porphyry and Aris-

totle ; but it was not till Ocham's time that they bore the name.
NOMINATION, the act of naming and appointing a person

for some function, employ, or benefice.

NoMiKATioN, in law, signifies the power that a person has of

appointing a clerk to a patron of a benefice, by him to be present-

ed to the ordinary. 1'his power or right of nomination a person

may have bv deed, whereby, if the patron refuses to have the per-

son nominated, or instead thereof presents another, the nominator
may l>ring a quare impedit.

Nominative, the fiist case of nouns which are declinable.

The simple position of a noun, or name, nomen, is called the no-

minative case; yet it is not so properly a case, as the matter or

ground whence the other cases are to be formed, by the several

changes and inflectio.is given to this first termination. Its chief

use is to be placed before all verbs, as the subject of the proposi-

tion or affirmation.

NOMINATOR, he who presents a person to an office or bene-
fice ; whence the person named, or presented, is called nominee.
It is held, in the case of a benefice, that the person who has the

nomination, is in effect the patron of the church, and the other is

but an instrument to him that nominates; nevertheless, wlien a

nominator does not appoint a clerk within six months after the
avoidance, but the patron presents before the bishop has taken the
advantage of the lapse, his clerk is to be admitted.

NOMOPIIYLACES, magistrates of Athens, under the Ar-
chons, resembling our sherilf's.

NON, or CAPE NON, a promontory on the W. coast of
Africa, opposite to the Canary Islands. Lon. 10. 30. W. Lat. 9.
40. N.

,

Non-Ability, in law, incapacity, or an exception taken against
a plaintiff, in a cause, on some just ground, why he cannot com-
mence a suit in law; as his being attainted of felony, outlawry, &c.
NoN Compos Mentis, in law, is used to denote a person's not

being of sound memory and understanding. Of tliese persons
there are four different kinds, an ideot, a madman, a lunatic who
has lucid intervals, and a drunkard who deprives himself of reason
by his own act and deed. In all these cases, except the last, one
that is non compos mentis shall not lose his life for felony or mur-
der ; but the drunkard can have no indulgence on account of the
loss of his reason, for, in the eye of the law, his drunkertncss does
not extenuate but aggravate his offence. See Ideot, Lu-
natic, &c.
Non-Claim, in law, where a person has a demand upon an«j-

ther, and does not enforce his claim within a reasonable time, he
is precluded by law from bringing his action to enforce it ; and
where a creditor neglects to make his claim upon a bankrupt's
estate within a certam period, he will not be let in afterwards, so
as to disturb the dividend, and may lose his estate. Non-claim is

generally applied to the period of live years, after which a party is

barred by a fine. See Limitation.
Non est Factum, is a plea where an action is brought upon a

bond, or any other deed, and the defendant denies it to be his

deed whereon he is impleaded. In every case where the bond is

void, the defendant may plead non est factum ; but where a bond
is voidable only, he must shew the special matter.

Non est Inventus, is a sheriff's return to a writ, that the de-
fendant is not to be found.

Non LitiuFT, It does not appear; a verdict given by a
jury, when a matter is to be deferred to another day of trial.

NoN Molestando, a writ that lies for a person, molested con-
trary to tlie king's protection granted him.

Non Omittas, a writ that lies where the sheriff returns, upon a
writ or process directed to him, that he was sent to the bailiff of
the franchise, who has the return of writs, and Ihat he neglects to
serve the writs sent him ; upon which the sherill is commanded to

enter into such franchise himself, and there to execute the king's
process.

Non Plevin, a default in not replevying of land in due time.
NoN Ponendo in Assisis et Jliratis, a writ which lies for

freeing a person from serving on assizes and juries: where a per-
son h exempted by charter, Sec. he may sue the sheriff for retuiu-
ing him. .^-r^'

Non Procedendo ad Assisam rege Incoksulto, isawril
granted
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grained tor ^topp:!);; tlic trial of a cause appertaining to a peraon

«'ho ii in ihe king's seivice, till his majesty's pleasure be taither

known.
NoN Pros. -If the plaintiff in an action at law neglect to deliver

B declaration for two terms after the (lel'endant appeare, or is guilty

of other delays or defaults, against the rules of law, in any subse-

quent "tcige of the action, he is adjugeJ not to pursue his remedy
•s he ou!>lit; and thereupon a non-suit, or non-prosequitur, is en-

tered, and he is tiien said to be non prosed.

NoN KtsiDEUCE, is particularly applied to spiritual persons,

who wilfully absent themselves for the space of one montli toge-

ther, or two months at different times in the year, troin their bene
fices ; for which Ihey are liable to penalties, by the statute of non-
residence: but bishops, the kingS chaplains, &c. are excepted.
Non Residentia tro Clekicis Regis, is a writ directed to

the bishop, charging him not to molest a clerk employed in the

king's service, on account of his non-residence.

Non snSM Memorise, is an exception taken to an act, declared
to be done by another, importing, that it was done at a tinic when
the party was not in his right senses.

Non-suit, signifies the dropping of a suit or action, or a re-

nouncing thereof by the plaintiff or defendant, which happens
most commonly upon the discovery of some error in the plaiiititT's

proceedings, « hen the cause is so far proceeded in, that the jury
is ready at the bar to deliver in their verdict.

Non sum Informatus, I am not Informed, a formal answer
made by an attorney, who is not instructed what to say in his

client's behalf; on which he is deemed to leave the cau^e unde-
fended, and therefore judgement passes against his client.

Non-Tenure, is a plea in bar to a real action, by which the

teHant insists that he does not hold the lands, &c. mentioned in

the pliintilif's count, or at least some part of it.

Non-'I'erm, the time of vacation between term and term, which
vas formerly called the days of the king's peace.

NONCONFORMISTS, in England (says Blackstone.) are of

two sorts. First, such as absent themselves from divine worship
ill the established church through irreligion, and attend the service

of no other pci'suasion. 'These, by the stat. 1 Fliz. c. '2, 23 Eliz.

C.I, and 3 Jac. c.4, forfeit one shillingto the poor every Lord's day
they so absent themselves, and 20/. to the king if they continue

such default for a month together. And if they keep any inmate
thus irreligiously disposed in their houses, they forfeit 10/. per
month. The second species are tho;e who are supposed to olTeiid

through a mistaken or perverse zeal. Such were esteemed, by
the English laws enacted since the Reformation, to be Papists and
Protestant dissenters : both of whom were supposed to be eciually

schismatics, in not communicating with the national church ; with

this dilfcreiice, that the Papists divided from it upon material,

though erroneous, reasons ; but many of the dissenters upon mat-
ters of indifference. " Yet certainly (says Sir William Black-

stone) our ancestors were mistaken in their plans of compulsion
and intolerance. The sin of schism as such, is by no means the

object of temporal coercion and punishment. The civil magis-

trate has nothing to do with it; unless their tenets and practice are

such as threaten ruin or disturbance to the state. He is bound
indeed to protect the established church ;. and if this can be better

effected by admitting none but its genuine members to offices of

trust and emolument, he is certainly at liberty so to do ; the dis-

posal of offices being matter of favour and <liscretion. But this

point being once secureil, all persecution for diversity of opinions,

nowever ridiculous or absurd, is contrary to every principle of
sound policy and civil freedom. The names and subordination
of the clergy, the posture of devotion, the materials and colour of
the minister's garment, the joining in a known or unknown form
of prayer, and other matters of the same kind, must be left to the
option of every man's private judgment." With regard therefore

to Protestant dissenters, although the experience of their turbu-
lent disposition in former times occasioned several disabilities and
restrictions (which I shall not undertake tojuslifv) to be laid ujion

them, yet at length the legislature, with a true spirit of magnani-
mity, extended that indulgence to these sectaries, which tliev

themselves, when in power, had held to be countenancing schism',

and denied to the church of England. The penalties are condi-
tionally suspended by the statute I W. & M. st. 1, c.lS, " tor ex-
empti::g their .Majesties Protestant subjects, dissenting from the
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church of England, from the penalties of certain laws," co'fimonly
called the toleration-act; which declares, that neither the lawi
above-mentioned, nor the statutes 1 Eliz. c. 3, § 14, 3 Jac. I. c.

4, & 5, nor any other penal laws made against Popish recusants
(except the test-acts) shall extend to any dissenters, other than
Papists, and such as deny the Trinity : provided, I. That they
take the oaths of allegiance and supremacy, (or make a similar af-

firmation, being Quakers,) and subscribe the declaration against
Popery. 3. That they repair to some congregation certified to,

and registered in, the court of the archbishop or archdeacon, or at

the county-sessions. 3. That the doors of such meeting-house
shall be unlocked, unbarred, and unbolted ; in default of which,
the persons meeting there are still liable to all the penalties of the
former acts. Dissenting teachers to be exempted from the penal-
ties of the statutes 13 & 14 Car. II. c. I, are also to subscribe the
articles of religion mentioned in stat. 13 Eliz. c. 12, (viz. those
which only concern the confession of the true Christian faith, and
the doctrine of the sacraments), with an express exception of
those relating to the government and powers of the church, and to
infant-baptism. And by statute 10 Ann. c. 2, this toleration is ra-

tified and confirmed; and it is declared, that the said act shall at
all times be inviolably observed for the exempting such Protestant
dissenters, as are thereby intended, from the pains and penalties
tlierein mentioned. Thus, though nonconformity is by no means
universally abrogated, it is suspended, and ceases to exist, with re-
gard to these Protestant dissenters, during their compliance with
the conditions imposed by the act of toleration : and, under these
conditions, all persons, who will approve themselves no Papists ot
op|)ugners of the Trinity, are lett at full liberty to act as their
consciences shall direct them in the matter of religious worship.
And if any person shall wilfully, maliciou>ly, or contemptuously
disturb any congregation, assembled in any church or permitted
meeting-house, or shall misuse any preacher or teacher there, he
shall (by virtue of the same statute) be bound over to the sessions
of the peace, and forfeit 20/. But by stat. (5 Geo. I. c. 4,) no
mayor or principal magistrate must appear at any dissenting meet-
ting with the ensigns of his oflice, on pain of disability to hold that
or any otlier office: the legislature judging it a matter of pro-
priety, that a mode of worship, set up in opposition to the na-
tional, when allowed by the government to be exercised in
peace, should be exercised also with decency, gratitude, and
iuimility. Neither does the act of toleration extend to enervate
those clauses of the statutes 13 & 14 Car. II. c. 4, & 17 Car. II. c.

2, which prohibit (upon pain of fine and imprisonment) all persons
from teaching school, unless they be licensed by the ordinary, and
subscribe a declaration of conformity to the liturgy of the church,
and reverently frequent divine service established by the laws of
this kingdom. As to Papists, what has been said of Ihe Protes-
tant dissenters would hold equally strong for a general toleration
of them ; provided their separation was founded only upon dif-
ference of opinion in religion, and their principles did not also
extend to a subversion of the civil government. If once they
could be brought to renounce the supremacy of the Pope, they
might quietly enjoy their seven sacraments ; their purgatory, and
auricular confession ; their worship of relics and images; nay even
their transubstantiation. But while they acknowledge a foreign
power, superior to the sovereignty of the kingdom, they cannot
complain if the laws of that kingdom will not treat them upon the
footing of good subjects. The following are the laws that have
been enacted against the Papists ; who may be divided into three
classes, persons professing Popery, Popish recusants convict, and
Popish priests. I . Persons professing the Popish religion, besides
the former penalties for not frequenting their parish-church, are
disabled from taking any lands either by descent or purchase,
after 18 years of age, until they renounce their errors ; they must,
.It the age of 21, register their estates before acquired, and all fu-
ture conveyances and wills i elating to them ; they are incapable of
presenting to any advowson, or granting to any other person any
avoidance of the same ; they may not keep or teach any school,
under pain of perpetual iinpfisonment ; and, if tliey willingly say
or hear mass, they forfeit the one 200, the other 100 inerks," and
each shall suffer a year's imprisonment. 'Thus much for persons
who, from the misfortune of tamily-prejudices, or otherwise, have
conceived an unhappy attachment to the Romish church from
their infancy, and publicly profess its es/ors. But if any evil in-

1 dustry
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clustry is used to livet Uu'se fiToi^ upon tliei\i ; it any iktsoii -t-iuU

, aiiotlier abroad to b« ediicated in the Popibli religion, or to leside

iu aiiv religious house abroad for that purpose, or contributes to

Iheir'niaintenaiice when there ; both tlie sender, tliesent, andllie

contributor, are disabled to sue in law or equity, to be executor or

administrator to any person, to lake any legacy or deed of gitt,

and to bear any office in the realm ; and'shall lorfeit all their goods

and chattels, and likewise all their real estate for life. And where

these errors are also aggravated by apostacy or perversion ; w here

a persi.n is reconciled to the see'of Kome, or procures others to

))e reconciled, the offence amounts to high treason. 2. Popish

recusants, convicted in a court of law of not attinding the service

of the churi; h of Knglanil, are subject to the following disabilities,

penalties, and forfeitures, over and above those liefore mentioned.

They are considered as persons exconiiiiuiiicated : they can hold

no ofiice or employment ; they must not keep amis in their houses,

but the same may be seized by the justices of the peace : they

may not come within 10 miles of London,on pain of 100/. they can

briiig no action at law or suit in equity : they are not permitted

to travel above five miles from home, unless by licence, upon pain

pf forfeiting all their goods ; and they may not come to court,

under pain of 100/. No marriage or burial of such recusant, or

baptism of his child, shall be had otherwise than by the ministers

of the church of England, under other severe jjenalties. A mar-
ried woman shall forfe't tuo-thirds of her dower or jointure, may
hot be executrix or administratrix to her husband, nor have any
part of his goods ; and during the coverture may be kept in prison

until lier husband redeems her at the rate of 10/ a month, or the

third part of all his lands. And lastly, as a fenniie cjuverle re-

cusant may be iraprisoni^d, so all others must, within three months
after conviction, either sidiniit or renounce their errors, or if re-

quired so to do by four justices, must abjure and renounce the
realm : and if they do not depart, or if they return without the
King's licence, they shall be guilty of felony, and suf/er death as

felons without benefit of clergy. There is also an inferior species of

recusancy, (refusing to make the declaration against Popery en-
joined by statute 30 Car. 11. st. 2, when tendered by the proper
niagistrale) ; which, if the party resides within ten miles of Lon-
don, makes him an absolute recusant convict; or, if at a greater
distance, suspends him from having any seat in parliament, keep-
ing arms in his house, or any horse above the value of 51. 3s.

Po])ish priests are still in a more dangerous condition. By statute
II and 12 W. HI. c. 4, Popish priests, or bishops, celeb.ating
mass, or exercising any part of their functions in England, e.\-

eepl in the houses of ambassadors, are liable to perpetual impri-
sonment. And by stat. 27. Eliz. c. 2, any Popish priest, born in

the dominions of the crown of England, who shall come over
hither from beyond sea, (unless driven by stress of weather and
tarrying only a reasonable time), or shall be in England three
days without conforming and taking the oaths, is guilty ofhiijh
treason: and all persons liarbouring him are guilty of felony with
out the benefit of clergy. This is a short summary of the laws
against tlie Papists ; of which Montesquieu observes, that thev are
so rigorous, thougii not professedly of the sanguinary kind,' tliat

tlicy do all the hurt that can possibly be done in cold blood. Rut
in answer to this, these laws are seldom exerted to their utmost
rigour; and indeed, if they were, it would be very difficult to
excuse them. For they are rather to be accounted for, from the
iM-gency of the times, which produced tluin, than to be apj)roverl
as a standing system of law. The restless machinatiims oi the Je-
suits during the reign ol Elizabeth, the luibulence and uneasiness
ef the Papists under the new religious establislmient, and the
boldness of their hopes :,nd wishes for the succession of the (jueen
of Scots, obliged the parliament to counteract so dangerous a
spirit by laws of great, and tlien perhaps necessary, severity: The
powder-treason, in the succeeding reign, struck a panic into
James I. which operated In diflerent ways : it occasioned the
enacting of new laws against the Papists ; but deterred him from
putting them in execution. The intrigues of Queen Henrietta in

the reign of Charles 1. the prospect of a Popish successor in that
of Charles II. tlie assas.sination-plot in the reign of William IH.
and the avowed claim of a Popish |>retender to the crown in sub-
set|uent reigns, will account for the extension of these |)cnalties at
these several periods of our liistory. Rut now that all fears of a
preleudcr have vuuished, and the power and intlueucc of the

8

pope has become leei)le, ridiculous, and despicable, in almost

every kingdom of ICurope ; and as in fact the British Catholics

solemnly disclaim the dangerous princijiles ascribed to them ; the

British fegislalure, giving way to that liberality of sentiment be-

coming Protestants, have repealed tlie most rigorous of the above
edicts, viz. The punishment of Popish priests or Jesuits who
should be found to teach or officiate in the services of that church;
which acts were felony in foreigners, and high treason in the na-

tives of this kingdom:— the foiieitures of Popish heirs, who had
received their education abroad ; and whose estates went to the

next Prolesliint heir. Tiie power given to the son, or other rela-

tion, being a l^roteslant, to take possession ol the father's, or other

relation's estate, during the life of the real proprietor: and the de-

barring Papists from the pow er of acquiring any legal property by
purchase. In proposing the repeal of these penalties, it was ob-
served, That, be-ides that some of them had now ceased to be ne-

cessary, others were at all times a disgrace to humanity. The im-
prisonment of a Popish priest for life, only for ofiiciating in the

service of his religion, was horrible in its nature: and although

the mildness of government had hitherto softened the rigour of the

law in the practice, it was to be remembered that the Koman Ca-
tholic priests constantly lay at the mercy of the basest and most
abanfloned of mankind, of common informers ; for on the evidence
of any of these wretches, the magisterial and judicial powers were
of necessity bound to enforce all the shameful penalties of the act.

Others of these penalties held out the most powerful temptations

for the commission of arts of depravity, at the very thought oi

which our nature recoils with horror: tliey seem calculated to
loosen all the bands of society; to dissolve all civil, moral, antl

religious obligations and duties, to poison the sources of domestic
felicity, and to annihilate every principle of honour. The en-
couragement given to children to lay their hands upon the estates

of their parents, and the restriction which debars anv man from the

honest ac<|ui3ition of projierty, need only to be mentioned to ex-

cite indignation in an enliglitened age. In order the better to

secure the English established church against perils from noncon-
formists of all denominations, infidels, Turks, Jews, heretics. Pa-
pists, and sectaries, there are, however, two bulwarks erpcted ;

called the corporation and test acts: by the former of which, no
person can be legally elected to any office rel.itiiig to the govern-
ment of any city or corporation, unless, within a twelvemonth be-
fore, he has received the sacrament of the Lord's supper according
to the rites of the church of England ; and he is also enjoined to
take the oaths of allegiance and supremacy :it the same time that

he takes the oath of olfice ; or, in default of eitlier of these requi-
sites, such election shall be void. The other, called the test act,

directs all officers civil and military to take the oaths and make
thedeclanition against transubstantiation, iii any of the king's courts
at Westminster, or at the quarter-sessiens, within six kalendar-
months after their admission ; and also within the same time to re-

ceive the sacrament of the Lord's supper, according to the usage
of the church of England, in some public church immediatelv after

divine service and sermon, and to deliver into court a certificate

thereof signed by the minister and a churchwarden, and also to
prove the same by two credible witnesses ; upon forfeiture of 500).
and disability to hold the said office. And of much the same na-
ture with these is the statute 7 Jac. 1. c. 2, which permits no per-
sons to be naturalised or restored in blood, but such as undergo a
like test: which test having been removed in 1733, in favour of
the Jews, was the next session of parliament restored again willv
some precipitation. Rut these relics of persecution ought also to
be abolished. The church of England has no need of such sup-
ports, and the most decisive arguments have been often urged
in parliament for their total abolition, though hitherto without
effect.

Non-Conformist, one who refuses to- join in the established
worship.

NONA, a fertile island and county in the late Venetian Dalma-
tia, anciently called JEnona; 20 miles long from S. toN. and 1»
broad from E. to W.
Nona, a city of Dalmatia, in the above island, remarkable for

its ruins, which might furnish abundant materials to gratify the cu-
riosity of antiquaries; seven miles N. E. of Zara. Lon. 16, 10.
E. Lat. 44. 35. N.
MONJ;; ET DECIJLE, were payments formerly made to the

clergy.
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clergy, by tenants of cluirch-farms: in which case non;e signified a

iduty paid for things belonging to husbandry : and decniiK, or

tithes, were claimed in righi ot llie churtii.

NONAGE, in law, g.iieraily signilies all the time a person

continues under the age ot 21 ; but, u) a special aejiie, it is all tlie

time that a pereon is under the age of 14.

NONAGESIMAL, orNONAG ESIMAL DEGREE, called

also the MidHeavev, is the yoth degree, or highest point, of

the ecliptic, reckoned from its intersection with the Ivorizon at any
time ; and its altitude is equal to the angle that the ecliptic makes
with the horizon at their inti'rsection, or equal to the distance of

the zenith from the pole of the ecliptic, ll is much used in the

calculation of solar eclipses. See Astkon'omy.
NONAGON, a figure having 9 sides and angles. In a regular

nonagon, or that w hose angles and sides are all eipial, if each side

be 1 , its area will be 6-! 8 IS J42 = a of the tangent of 70°, to the

radius 1.

NONES, NON.E, in the Roman kalendar, the fifth day of the

months January, February, April, June, August, September, No-
vember, and December; and the seventh of March, May, July,

and October. Iklarch, May, July, and October, had six days in

their nones; because these alone, in the ancient constitution of the

year by Noma had 31 days a-|)iece, the rest having only 29, and
February 30: but when Julius Cajsar reformed the year, and made
other months contain 31 days, he ilid not allot them si.\ days of

nones.

NONJURORS, those who refused to take the oaths fo govern-
ment, and who were in consequence under certain incapacities,

and liable to certain severe penaUies. There are very few non-
jurors now in the k'ngdom ; and all penalties have been abolished
respecting such both in Scotland and England. The members of
the Episcopal church of .Scotland were long denominated Nonju-
rors; but u])oti the death of prince Charles Stuart, in 178S, their

bishops, and the great majority of the people, avowed their attach-

ment to the present Royal I'aniily, and resolved to pray for his

Majesty king George ill. so th.it the onlv remaining ground of
their difference from the establishment is on account ol ecclesias-

tical principles. There are still, however, a few in Edinburgh,
Perth, and other towns of Scotland, who adhere to their original
non-juring principles.

NONli'S,rErER,in SpanishNuNEz, a learned Portuguese, and
one of the ablest nuithematicians of the sixteenth century, was born
at Alcacer. He was preceptor to prmcc Henry, king Emanuel's
son, and taught the mathematics in tlie university of Coimbra.
He published the following works, by which he gained great re-

putation! 1. De .•Vrte navigandi. 2. Annotationes'in Theorias Pla-
netarum Purbachii. 3. A treatise De Crepnsculis. 4. A Trea-
tise on Algebra. It is observed in Fureliere's tlictioiiary, I'.iat Peter
Nonius, in i:i30, first invented the angles of 4j° made in every
meridian, and that he called them rhumbs in his language, and
calculated thein by spherical triangles. Nonius died in 1577,
aged eighty.

Nonius, the name which was not many ages ago given to the
common device for subdividing the arcs of quadrants and other
astronomical instruments, from the persuasion that it was inventLd
by Nonius or Nunez. See Nonius. But the generality of astro-
romers of the present age, transferring the honour of the inven-

|

'tion from Nimez to Peter Vernier, a native of Franche Comte,
have called this method of division by his name. See Veunier.
Mr. Adam=, however, in his Commercial and Geographical Es-
says, has lately shewn that Clevius the Jesuit may dispute the in-
vention with them both. The truth seems to be, that Nunez
started the idea, Clevius improved it, and Vernier carried it to its

present state of perfection. The method of Nunez, described in
his treatise De Crepusculis, printeil at Lisbon 1542, consists in
describing within the same quadrant 45 concentric circles, dividin"
the outermost into 90 equal parts, the next within into 89, the
next into S8, &c. till the innermost was divided into 46 only. On
a quadrant thu& divided the plumb-line or index must cross one
or other of the circles very near a point of division ; whence, by
computation the degrees and minutes of the arch might be easilv
ascertained. This method is also described by Nunez in his trea-
tise De Arte atque Ratione navigandi, where he would fain per-
sua-le himself, that it was not imknown to Ptolemy. But as the
degi-ees are thus divided very unequally, and as it is very difficult

to atiain exactness in the division, especially when the numbers
nito which the arches are to be divided are incomposfte (of which
there are no less than nir.e), the method of diagonils, (irst pub-
lished by Thomas Digges, Esq. in a treatise intituled Ala: seu
Scalx mathematica-, printed at London in 1573, and said to be
invented by one Richard Chenseler, was substituted in its room.
Nonius's method was, however, improved at dilil'erent times and
by diliiiretit persons; and it must be acknowledged, that if Vernier
saw either the original or any of th.e improvements (and he is be-
lieved to have seen them all), his merit is ojdy that of having ap-
plied to an useful practical purpose the speculative invention of
another person.

NONNIUS. See Nonius.
NON-NATURALS, in medicine, are so called, by a strange

perversionof language, because by thiir abuse they become the
causes ol diseases; although all of them, instead of being non-na-
turals, are so very natural to human life, that it cannot exist with-
out them. Physicians reckon these to be six, viz. air, meal and
drink, sleep and watching, motion and rest, retention and excre-
tion, and the passions of the mind.
NON-OBSTAN'l E, [notwithstanding,] a clause frequent in

statutes and letters patent, importing a licence from the king to do
a thuig, which at common law might be lawfully done, but being-
restramed by act of parliament cannot be done without such
licence.

NON-SUIT, the dropping of a suit or action, or a renouncing
thereof by the plaintiff or defendant; which happens most com-
monly upon the discovery of some error in tlie plaintiff's proceed-
ings when the cause is so tar proceeded in. Hat the jury is ready at
the bar to deliver in their verdict.
NONTRON, a town of France, and capital of a district, in the

departnient^ot Doidogne; 21 miles N. of Perigueux.
NONUPLA, in the Italian music, denotes a°quick time, pecu-

liar tojigs. Ihis species ot time is otherwise called the measure
ot nme times, whicli requires two falls of the hand, and one rise
I here are three sorts of nonupla. 1. Nonupla di semi-minimel
or dupla sesquiquarta, thus marked

J, where nine crotches are tobemthebar, ot which four make a semi-breve in common time,
2. f. in the down stroke S1.X, and but three up: it is usually beat
adag.o. 2. Nonupla di crome, or sesqui ottava, marked thus s
wherem nine quavers make a bar instead of eight in common time"
t. e. SIX down and three up : it is beat presto. 3. Nonupla disemi-crome or super settipartiente nona, thus distinauished 2. inwinch nme semi-quavers are contained in a bar. whereof 16 ar^reqtiued m common time, six down, and three up: it is ordinarily

.^OOl-OLK, atownot llimlostan, in Guzerat, 55 miles E of
Sural. Lon. 7b.. 50. E. Lat. 21 1 1 N

NWkSnd.''"""'^
"""" ''• ^^'•--'ofN.America, upoo.

sJiX''t:!S^!o'r^%!!^'^' - '^-'^ - Nootka

NooTKA Sound or, as it was called by Captain Cook, KingGeorge's Sound, lies m Lat. 49.33. N. Lnn. 126 48 \V ut
an entrance or strait to a vast inland sea on the west coast of North

Europe!'
'"^ '^ '"'^' '° ''^^'^'"'^''^ the Baltic or Mediterranean in,

T ^'^H^T'^^ ^^^'.^ ^"^y of Canada, on the N. W. coast ofLake Michigan, 45 miles long and 18 broad. Lon. 86. 20 W
NORCIA, a cityof Italy, in the duchy of Spoleto and lateterri-

^ory^^ot the Pope, 48 miles N. E. of Ilome. Lon. 13. 4. E. lit. "i
NORDBORG, a town of Denmark, in Sleswick, N. of the Isleof Alsen. Lon. 9. 43. £. Lat. 55. 3. N • "' me laie

I

^i^I^DEN, an ancient sea-port-town of Germany, in E Fries-land, three miles from the Sea, and fifteen N of EiiulenNORDERNA^ an island near the coast of E. Fnesland fourmiles long and two broad. Lon. 6. 45. E. Lat 53 45 NNORDHAUSEN, an ancient imperial city 'of Germanv inLmver baxony, 38 miles N. of Erfurt. Lon. 11. 3. E W51"
NORDKIOPING a town of Sweden, in East Gothland Its

r5l"lo!'f; Lat Is? 20. n"
™''^''

'" "'' ^*''''^'' ^"S"^S^- 1^°°-

NOEDLAND,
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NORDLAND, oiieot the five general divbioiis ot Sweden,

bounded on ihe N. by l.apland, E. by ihe Gulph ot buthnia, b^

bv Upland and Dalecarlia, and W. by Norway, Da ecailm, and

I'apland. It was anciently a distinct monarcliv- 1 he sur.a.e is

rocky and mountainous, but has some fertile spots, interspersed

with rivers and lakes. U has several rich mines, and abounds with

timber, same, wild geese, and cattle. It comprehends seven pro-

Tinces; viz. Gestricia, lielsini^ia,^ Medelpadia, Heimtland, He-

ricdalia, Wingermannia, and \V. Bothnia,

NoRDLAND, a province or district ot Northern Norway.

NORDLINGEN, or NORLINGEN, an imieiial city of

Germany, m Suabia, seated on the Epre, 38 railesN. W . of Augs-

burg. Lon. 1 1. 49. E. Lat. 4S. b2. N.

^?ORDS^RAND, an island of Denmark, near the coast ot

Bleswick.Sfi miles long and 15 broad. Lon. 8. 50. E. Lat. 54. 35. N.

NORFOLK, a county of England, so called from >U northern

situation in respect of Suffolk, is bounded on the N. and E. by the

German ocean; on the S. and S. E. by Snilolk, from which it is

parted by the VVaveiiey, and the Lesser Onse; on the W. it is

separated' from Cambridgeshire by the Greater Ouse; and from

a small part of Lincolnshire by the Washes, 77 miles long from E.

to W. and 45 broad. The air varies in dilferent parts of the county

according to the soil, which in some places is marshy, especially

on the sea-coast, and there the air is foggy and unwholesome; in

others it is clayey and chalky, poor, lean, and sandy, and there

the air is good. 'The county is almost all champaign, except in

some places, where are gentle bills. The marsh-lands yield rich

pasture for cattle; the clay-grounds pease, rye, and barley; and

the sandy heaths feed vast ilocks of large sheep, of which some

villages keep 4000 or 5000. These heaths abound also in rabbits

cf a silver-grey colour. Walsingham is noted for salTron. Nor-

wich is the capital.

NoKFOLK, a maritime county of Massachusetts, 43 miles long,

and 20 broad.

Norfolk, a county of Virginia, contii^uous to N. Carolina ;

bounded on the N. by the James, E. and "S. E. by Princess Ann

county, S. W. and W.by Nansemond. It is 44 miles long.and 22

broad.

Norfolk, the capital of the above county, seated on the L.

bank of Elizabeth river, and has a safe harbour, capable of con-

taining 300 ships. Lon. 76. 28. \V. Lat. 36. 35. N.
_

_

NoRFOLF Island, an island of tlie South Sea, lying in 29° 2'

Lat. S. and l6.i° 1(3' Lon. E.

Norfolk Sound, according to Captain George Dixon, is situ-

ated in 57° 3' Lat. N. and 135° 36' Lon. W. It is very extensive,

but how far it stretches to the N. is not known.

NORHAM, atown of Durham, situated in Northumberland,

on the Tweed, six miles S. W. of Berwick.

NORICI, an ancient nation of lUyricum, who inhabited Nori-

cum, and were governed by kings, who made many incursions

upon the Romans.
NORICUM, a Roman province, described by Ptolemy and

Tacitus, situated between the Danube on the N. and thus separated

from ancient Germany; the Alpes Noricix on the S. the river

JEnui on the W. which separates it from Vindelica; and Mons
Cetius on the east which divides it from Pannonia ; now contain-

ing a great part of Austria, all Saltzburg, Stiria, and Carinthia. It

was anciently a kingdom undi. r its ow n kings.

NORMAL, in geometry, signifies the same with a perpendicu-

lar, and is used lor a line or plane that intersects another per-

pendicularly.

NORMAN CHARACTERS, a species of writing introduced

into England by William I. From some old MSS. the Norman
writing appears to have been composed of letters nearly Lombar-

dic. In regal grants, charters, public instruments, and law pro-

ceedings, this charter was used with very little variation from the

reign of the Cinqueror to that of Edward III.

NOR MAN D Y, a late province of France, bounded on the N.

by the English channel ; E. by Picardy and Isle of France ; S.

by Percheand Maine, and part of Bretagiie; and W. by the ocean.

It is about 155 miles in length, 85 in breadth, and 6oO in circum-

fereiif-e. It is very fertile, and abounds in all things, except wine,

but they supply that defect by cyder and perry. Rouen was the

capital. It IS now divided into the departments of the Channel,

talvados, Eure, Ornc, and Lower Seine. A small part of it is

also included in tliat ot the Eure and Loire, i. Normandy,
Lower, bordered on Bretagne ; and 2. Normandy, Upper, on
Picardy.

NORMANS, a tierce warlike people of Norway, Denmark,
and other p.irts of Scandinavia. They at different tunes over-ran
and ravaged most countries in Europe.
Norman's Island, an island of iNla3sachussett5,near the S. coast

of Martha's Vine) ard. Lon. 70. 45. W. Lat. 41. 13. N.
NORRIS, John, alcirned Engliih divine and Platonic philoso-

pher, born in 1657 at Colingborne-Kingston, in Wilts, of which
his father, Mr. John Norris, was then minister. He vas bred first

at Winchester school, alterwards at Exeter college, 0.\tord, where
he was admitted in 1676 ; but was elected fellow of All Souls in

IGSO, and took the degree of A. B. lie resided at his college, and
had been only in orders live years, when he was presented to the
rectory of Newton St. Loe, in Sor.iersct>hire, 1689; upon which
he married and resigned his fellowship. In 1691, his merit pro-

cured him the rectory ot Beinerton, near Sarum, a living upwards
of 200/. a. year. Hedied in 171 1, in his 55lli year, at Bemerton.
NOIIRISTOWN, atown of Ptunsylvania, capital of Montgo-

mery county, 20 miles N. W. bv N. of Philadelphia.

N'ORROY KING AT ARMS. See King. Ills oflice is

to marshal and dispose the funeral- of all the inferior nobility, as

baronets, knights, esquires and gentlemen, on the north side of the

Trent.

NORTELGA, or NOR-TELGE, a sea-port-town of Sweden,
in Upland, built bv Gustavus Adolphus, in \622, 30 miles N. E.

of Stockholm. Lon. 10. 3.'. E. Lat. 59. 44. N.
NORTH, Fran-ci^, lord Guildford, lord keeper of the great

seal in the reigns of Charles 11. and James II. was a third son of

the second Dudley lord North, baron of Kertling ; and sludie<l at

St. John's college in Cambridge, whence he removed to the Atid-

dle Temple. He acquired French, Italian, Spanish, and Dutch ;

and became not only a good lawyer, but uas well versed in his-

tory, mathematics, philosophy, and music. He was afterwards

made the king's solicitor general, and was chosen to represent the

borough of Lynn in parliament. He succeeded Sir Heneage
Finch in the post of attorney-general ; and lord chief justice Vaug-
han, in that of lord chief justice of the common pleas. He was af-

terwards made keeper of the great seal ; and in l683 was created a

baroH, by the title otlord Guildford. He died at Wroxton in 16S5.

He wrote a philosophical essay on music ; a paptr on the gravitation

of fluids, considered in the bladders of fishes, printed in Lowthorp's
abridgement of the Philos. Trans, and some other ])ieces.

North, George, F. A.S. a learned divine and antiquarian, born
in London, in 1707, and educated at St. Paul's school; whence
he went to Rennet's college, Cambridge, where he became i\. M.
In 1741, he published An Answer to a scandalous Libel, intituled

The Impertinence and Imposture of modern Antiquaries displayed.

This recommended him to the Society of Antiquaries, who ad-

mitted him a member, and he was soon after appointed vicar of

Cadicot, in Herefordshire, where he died June 27tli, 1772, aged
65. He published A Table of English Silver Coins from the Con-
quest to the Commonwealth, with remarks.

North, in geography, a department of France, comprehending
the provinces of French Flanders, French Hainault and Cambresis.
Douay is the capital.

NORTHALLERTON, a borough of Yorkshire, in the North
Riding, 30 miles N. N. W. of York.
NORTHAMPTON.or NORTHAMPTONSH IRE, acoun-

ty of England, situated in the very heart of the kingilom : bounded
on the E. by the counties of Bedfor<l and Huntingdon; on the S" '

by those of Buckingham and Oxford. It lies in the Mid-land cir-

cuit, and in the diocese of Peterborough. Being dry, well culti-

vated, free from marshes, except the fens about Peterborough, in

the centre of the kingdom, and of course at a distance from the

sea, it enjoys a very pure and wholesome air. In consequence of

Ihis it is very populous, and so full of towns and churches, that

many spires or steeples may be seen in many places, at one view ;

and even in the fens, the inhabUants seem to enjoy a good state of

health, and to be little aflccled by the water which frequently over-

Hows their grounds, especially in winter, but is never siilfertd to

remain long upon it. Its soil is exceeding fertile both in corn

and pasturage; but it labours under a scarcity of fuel, as it does

not produce much wood; and, by lying at a distance from the sea,

cannot
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lut Lie easily supplied with coal. Its c'Oiiiiiioditie=, besides

.;, are sheep, wool, black cattle, ajid salt-peire ; and its iijami-

ires are serges, tammies, slialloons, l)oots, and shoes.

ORTHA.MPTON, a towii of Eiigiarul, capital of the above
.- -iiiity, 30 miles S. E. of Cov.entry, and fiij N. N. VV. of London.
Loii. 1.1 1. W. Lat. b2. 15. N.
NoRTHA.MPTON, a comity of N. Carolina, in IJalifax district.

NoRTHAMPTo;^, an extensive hilly comity of Pennsylvania.
.'x'oRTHAMPTON, a connty of Virginia.

^ORTH Ct'RRY, a considerable town of England, in Somerset-
iri.ire, 20 miles S. W. of Wells. J^on. 3.' 0. \V. Lat. 51.0. N.
North-East Passage, a passage to the East-Indies along

••"-northern coasts of Asia, which, like the North-West Passage,
I oflenijeen attempted, bnt hitherto without success.

.OUTHEIM, a rich town of Brnnswick, 45 miles S. of Han-
I. Lon. 7. 10, E. Lit. 51. 42. N.
NORTHERN LIGHTS, the same with aurora borealis. See

Aurora.
North Island, an island on the coast of S. Carolina, at the

mouth of the Great Pedee. Lon. 79. 3. W. Lat. 33. 10. N.
North Island, an island in the N. Pacific Ocean. Lou. 133.

lu. W. Lat. 54. N
NoRTHLEECH, a town of England, in Gloucestershire, 80 miles

W. by N. ot London. Lon. 1. 43. W. Lat. 51. 46. N.
• NORTHLINED LAKE, a large lake of N- America, 160
niik-s S. of Chesterlield inlet; 80 iniles long and 25 broad.

NORTHORP, a town of N. Wales in Flintshire, 1 l-J- miles
AV. N. W. of Chester, and 193 N. W. of London.
North Pole. See Pole.
NoKTH Sea, that part of the Atlantic, which lies North of

Juigland and Ireland. The name is sometimes also applied to the
( '• niian Ocean, on that part of the Atlantic, which is North of the
JJi wiisand mouth of the Thames.
NORTHUMI5ERLAN D, the most northerly county of Eng-

land, and formerly a distinct kingdom, is bounded on the N. and
W. by the Tweed, which divides it from Scotland, the Cheviot
hills, and part of Cumberland ; washed on the E. by the German
Ocean ; and si-parated from Durham on the S. by the Tyne and
Derwent. Tiiis county extends about 66 miles in length from N.
to S. and 47 in breadth from E. to W. The climate, like that of

every other mountainous country near the sea, is moist and disa-

greeable: the air, however, is pure and healthy, being well ven-

tilated by breezes and strong gales of wind ; and in winter miti-

gated by the warm vapours from the two seas, the Irish and the

German Ocean, between which it is situated. The soil varies in

different parts of the county. Among the hills it is barren ; though
it alifords good pasture for sheep, which cover those mountains.
The low country, when properly cultivated, produces plenty of

wheat, and all sorts of grain; and great part of it is- laid out in

meadows and rich inclosures. Northumberland is well watered
with many rivers, rivulets, and fountains: its greatest rivers are the

Tweed and the 'I'yne. The mountains of Northumberland are

supposed to contain lead-ore and -other melals, as tliey in all re-

spects resemble those |)arts of Wales and Scotland where lead-

mines have been found. But the inhabitants are diverted from
inquiries of this nature, by the certain prolits and constant employ-
ment they enjoy in working the coal-pits, wilh w hich this county
abounds. Alnwick is the county-town.
Northumberland, a county of Pennsylvania.

Northvmbsrland, a flourishing town in the above county.

Northumberland, a countv of Virginia.

Northumberland Islands, a chain of islands near the N. E.
coast of New Holland. Lon. 149° to 150° 20' E. Lat. from 21°

28' to 22°26'S.
North-West Passage, a supposed passage to the Pacific

Ocean through Iludsons's Bay or Davis's Straits, the discovery of

which hath been frequently attempted without success; notwith-

ing which, many are still of opinion that it is practicable.

North-Western Territory, or Territory North-West
OP THE Ohio, an extensive country of N. America, comprehend-
ing all iliat part of the United States, which lies N. W. of the Ohio.

It is situated between 81. 8. and 91. 8. Lon. W. and between 37°

and 50° Lat. N. Its greatest length, according to the Rev. Dr.
Morse, is about 900 miles, and its greatest breadth 700. The ter-

ritory abounds with various useful minerals, coals, free-stone, lime-

stone, lead and iron ores ; a silver-mine, numerous salt-springs,
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excellent vihite and blue clay for grass and e.;ilheii wares, &c.
'J'lie surface is every where pleasant and lieahliv ; (he hills gentle
and swelling ; the soil consists of all varieties, bni in general is very
fertile: producing naturally great qu^intities of grapes, of which
excellent wine is made; a great variety of trees, particularly
maple or sugar trees, sycamores, elm?, oaks of all kinds ; mulber-
ry, liiccofy, walnut, cherry, cliesnut, butternut, sassafras, ash,
aspin, papaw, locuM, lime, cucumber, and various kinds of apple,
pear and plum trees, &c. and by cultivation, wheat, rye, corn,
indigo, tobacco, cotton, &c. 'i'he woo<ls abound with all kinds
of game; wild cattle, deer, bears, wolves, buffaloes, partridges,
pheasants, ducks, swans, turkeys, &c. are exceedingly numerous.
The climate is uncommonly excellent and healthy, and springs of
excellent water abound everywhere.
NORTHVVICH, or NORTHWICK, a small town of Che-

shire, long celebrated for its rock-snltaud brine-pils. The stratum
of salt lies about forty yards deep ; and some of them are hollowed
into the form of a temple. The descent is through a dome, the
roof supported by rows of pillars about two yards thick, and se-

vtr.d in height; and when illuminated with a sufficient number of
candles, they make a most magnificent appear^aice. Above the
salt is a bed of whitish clay (Argilla ca'rula-cineiea), used in mak-
ing the Liverpool earthenware ; and in the same place is also dug
a good deal ot gypsum, or plaster-stone. The fossil-salt is gene-
rally yellow, and semipcllucid, sometimes debased with a dull
greenish earth, and is often found, but in fniall quantities, (|uite

clear and colourless. The town ii situated near the Dane, and is

lolerablv handsome: it has a market on I'riday. It is 20 iiiles N.
E, of Chester, and 173 N. W. of London. LoD. '2. 36. W. Lut.
53. 16. N.
Northwind, the wind that blows from the norlli. It is generally

accompanied with a considerable degree of cold, it sometimes
blows with almost irresistible fury. It is often mentioned by the
classic authors under the name of Boreas. See Boreas.
North Yarmouth, a town of Maine, in Cumberland county';

140 miles N. E. of Boston.

NORTON, or CHIPPINGNORTON, a borough of Ox-
fordshire, 74 iniles N. W. of London. Lon. 1.17. W. Lai. 51.

55. N.
NORWALK, a town of Connecticut, in Fairfield county.

Lon. 73. 47. W. Lat. 41. 9. N.
NORWAY, a country of Europe, lying between the 57° and

72° of Lat. N. and between the 5" and 31° of Lou. E. from London;
extending in length about 1000 miles, in ailirect line from Liudes-
ness, in the diocese of Chrisliaiisand, to the North C.pe, at the

extremity of Finmark. Its breadth, from the frontiers ul Sweoeu
westward to Cape Statt, amount to about 300 miles ; iiut from
thence the country becomes gradually narrower towards the N.
Norway is bounded on the S. by the Schageii rock, or Catenate,

the entrance into the Baltic ; on the E. it is divided from Swedtn
by a long ridge of high mountains; and on the V\'. and N. It is

waslicd by the northern ocean. In the S. part ot Norway, the .

country is craggy, abrupt, and mountainous, diversified some-
times with fertile and even delightful spots. In these respects it

resembles Switzerland: the prospects and the meteorological pliic-

nomena seem to be very similar. The range o( the thermometer
is of great extent ; in the summer having risen to 88°, ami in the

w inter fallen to 40° : in general it is between 80° and 22°. The
climate is very dill'crent in diifereiit parts of the kingdom. At Ber-

gen the winter is so moderate, that the seas are always open and
navigable both by mariners and fishermen, except in creeks and
bays, that reach far up into the country towards Filefield. On the

E. side of Norway from the frontiers of Sweden to Filefield, the

cold generally sets in about the middle of October with great seve-

rity, and lasts till the middle of April : during which interval the

waters are frozen to a very considerable thickness, and the face of

the country is covered wilh snow. In 1719, 7500 Swedes, who
intended to attack Droutheini, perished in the snow on the nioun'

tain of Ruden or Tydel, which separates Jemptland in Sweden
from the diocese of Drontheim. 'Phe cold is still more intense in

that paft of Norway called Finmark, situated in the frigid zone

near the polar circle. But if the wiiiter is generally cold, the sum-

mer is often excessively hot, in Norway. The rays of the sun aie

reverberated from the sides of the mountains so as to render the

weather close and sultry in the valleys ; besides, the sun's absence,

below the horizon is so short, that the atmosphere and mountains

U hivc
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have not time to cool. '1 he heal is so great, tlv.it vceetation is re-

niaikablv quick. Barley is sown, grows, ripens, and is reaped, in

sW weeks or two months. The longest day at Bergen consists of

nineteen hours: the sun rising at half an hour alter two, and setting

at hilf an hour after nine. The shortest day does not exceed six

hours ; the sun rising at nine A.M. and setting at three P.M. In

the depth of winter, tlierefore, it is for some weeks invisible ; and

all the light perceived at noon is a faint glimincring fur about an

hour and an half, proceeding from the retletlion of the sun's rays

from the highest mountains. But the inhabitants ol these provin-

ces are supplied with other hglils that enable them to follow their

employments in the open air. The sky being generally serene,

the moon-hine is remarkably bright, and, being retleeted from the

mouiitans, illuminates tiie valleys. They are also assisted by the

Aurora Borealis, which is very frequent in the northern parts of

Europe. The air of Norway is generally pure and salubrious.

On the sea-coasts, indeed, it is rendered moist by vapours and ex-

halations : but in the midland parts of the country, towards the

mountains, the climate is so dry, that meal may be kept for many
years without being worm-eaten or damaged in the least. The
inhabitants have no idea of sickness, except what is occasioned by
excess. It is said, that in the vale of Guldbrand the inhabitants

live to such extreme old age, that they become weary of life, and
cause themselves to be removed to a less salubrious climate, where-

by they may have a chance of dying the sooner. In consumptions

the moist air on the sea-side is found to be most agreeable to the

lungs in respiration. The coast of Norway, extending above 300
leagues, is slu(lde<l with a multitude of small islands, affording

habitations to ti>hermen and pilots, and pasture to a few cattle.

They form an infinite number of narrow channels, and a natural

barrier of rocks, which render Norway inaccessible to the naval

power of its enemies. The shore is generally bold, steep, and
impending ; so that close to the rocks the depth of the sea amounts
to 100,200, or 300 fathoms. The perils of the north sea are

moreover increased by sudden storms, sunk rocks, violent cur-

rents, and dreadful whirlpools. The most remarkable vortex on
this coast is called Moskoestrom, or Maelstrom. See Mael-
strom. There are three vortices of the same kind near the islands

of Ferroe. This kingdom in general is divided into Northern and
Southern.

Norway, Northern, is a long narrow slip of land, ex-
tending as far as Cape North, beyond 71° Lat. N. and bounded
on the W. and N. by the Northe.n Ocean ; on the E. by Swedish
and Russian Lapland ; and S. by Sweden. It is divided into
Nordland and Finmark. The latter, called also the province of
Wardhuys, extending to the North Cape, and including the
islands, is divided into two parts ; namely, Finmark and Norwe-
gian Lapland. The chief town, which is very inconsiderable,
slandsupon the island Ward, whence the name.

NoRv\'AY, Proper, or Norway, Southern, is bounded on the
N. E. by Sweden, and on the S. and W. by the Northern Ocean.
It is divided into fourprovinces or governments; viz. .'\ggerhuys,
or Christiania, Christiansand, Bergenhuys, and Drontheim.
That of Bahus, a narrow tract, 90 miles long; is now subject to
Swe<len. The province of Aggerhuys comprehends theS. E. part
of Norway, extending in length about 300 miles. Its chief towns
aie Christiana, the see of a bishop, suffragan to the metropolitan
see of Drontheim, where the sovereign court of justice is held, in
presence of the viceroy and the governor of the province; Agger-
huys, about 15 miles S. W. of Christiana; Frederickshall or^re-
dericksladt, in a siege of which Charles Xll. of Sweden lost his
life; Saltzhcrg, Tonsberg, AUeen, Hammar, and Hollen. The
provinceof Bergenhuvs lies in the most southerly and westerlv
part ot Norway, including the city; an.l Start hanger, situated iii

the bay ot Buckensior, about 80 miles S. of Bergen. The pro-
vince of Drontheim, orTrontheim, extends about 500 miles alone
the coast, and is but thinly peopled. The chief town, Drontheinr
seated on a gulph at the mouth of the Nider, is the only metropo-
litan see in Norway. Leetytrand, Stronden, ScoerUale, Opilal
Romsdael, and Soleiulael, are also places of some trade. The n!
division of Drontheim, called the suh-government of Salten, con-
tains the towns of Mtlanger and Scheen. Alstedius says, that the
kingdom ot Norway was founded by Gotho, in the year «00 and
that It was lirst united with that of Denmark under one monarch,
by the great Margaret, daughter of VValdemar HI. The churches

public edifices, and many private houses in Norway, are built of

stone : but tlie people in genei al live in wooden houses, made of

the trunks of iir and pine-tree laid upon each other, and joined by-

mortices at the corners. These are counted more dry, warm, aiid

healthy, than stone or brick buildings. In the whole diocese of

Bergen, one hardly sees a farm-house with a chimney or window:
they are generally lighted by a square hole in the top of the house,

which lets in the light, and lets out the smoke. In summer this

hole is Ultqiiite open: in the winter, it is coveied with what tliey

call a sian ; that is, the :neinbranes of some animal, stretched upon
a wooden frame that fits the hole, and transmits the rays of light.

It is fixed or removed with a long pole occasionally. Every per-

son who enters the house, upon business or courtship, takes hold
of the pole, according to ancient custom. Norway abounds with

fresh-water-lakes ; the principal are, Rysvand in Nordland, Snaa-
sen, Selboe, the Greater and Lesser Mioes, Slirevand, Sperdille,

Rand, Vestn, Saren, Modum, Lund, Norsoe, Huidsoe, Farisvand,

and Oeyevaiul: all these are well-stocked with fish, and navigable

for large vessels. A great diversity of stones is found in Norway,
some of which are of a surjiiising figure. Several mountains con-
sist chiefly of a brown pebble, which decays with age; nay, it

sometimes dissolves, and drops into the sea, and the cement being
thus loosened, a terrible disruption ensues. In some places the

grey and black pebbles are intermixed with iron, copper, lead,

silver, and gold. The ground in certain districts is covered with-

the fragments of rocks tliat have been precipitated from the sum-
mits ot mountains, and broken by their fall into innumerable shi-

vers. Between tliirty ainl forty years ago, in the neighbourhood
of Bergen, a man was suddenly overwhelmed with such amass,
which formed a kind of vault around him. In this dreadful tomb
he remained alive for several weeks. Bv his loud cries the place

of his confinement was discovered ; but it was found impossible to

remove the huge stones by which he was inclosed. All that his

friends could do for him was, to lower meat and drink through
some crevice ; but at length the stones fell in, and crushed him to

death. In Norway are inexhaustible quarries of excellent marble,
black, white, blue, grey, and variegated ; together with many
detached pieces of alabaster, several kinds of spar, chalk-stone, ce-

ment-stone, sand-stone, mill-stone, baking-stone, slate, talc, mag-
nets, and swine-stone, a production natural to Norway and Swe-
den, of a brown colour, fetid smell, and in texture resembling
crystal: also the amianthus or stone-flax, of which incombustible
cloth may be made. Norway aflbrds no flints, hut plenty of py-
rites or quartz, beautiful crystals, granites, amethysts, agates, thun-

der-stones and eagle-stones. Gold was formerly found in a small
quantity in the diocese of Christiansand, and coined in ducats.

There is a very considerable silver-mine wrought at Kongsberg
on the king's account ; the ore is surprisingly rich, but interrupted

in such a manner, that the vein is often lost. Many masses of pure
silver have been found ; one piece weighing 5601b. is preserved in

the royal museum at Copenhagen. Such is the richness of these
mines, that the annual produce amounts in value to a Ion and aij

half in gold. Other silver-mines are prosecuted at Jarlsberg, mixed
with lead and co|iper. In many parts of this country copper-mines
have been discovered ; but the principal, and perhaps the richest

in Europe, is at Roraas, about 100 English miles from Drontheim.
This work yields annually about 1 100 ship-pounds of pure copper;
the founderies belonging to it consume yearly about 14,000 lasts

of coal, and 500 fathoms of wood. Iron is still in greater plenty,

and was the first metal wrought in this country. Many hundred
thousand quintals are annually exported chiefly in bars, and part of
it in stoves, pots, kettles, and cannon : the national profit arising

trom this metal is estimated at 300,000 rix-dollars. The great
chain of mountains, running from N. to S. called indili'crently

Rudfield, Sndefield, Skarsfield, and Scorcberg, is known in dilTer-

ent parts by other appellations, such as Dofreheld, Lamsfield, Sag-
nefield, Filcfield, Halnefield, lladangerfield, Joklelieid, Bygle-
field, Hicklefield, and Hangfield. 'Ihe height and brea<lth of
this extensive chain likewise vary in dillerent parts. The soil of
Norway varirain different places according to the situation of rock
or valley. The mountains, as in other countries, are bare and bar-
ren ; but the earth washed down from them by the rains enriches
and fertilizes the valleys. In these the soil generally consists of
black mould, sanil, loam, chalk, and gravel, lying over one ano-
ther in unequal strata, and sometimes in three or four successions;

tbe
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the uppermost moiikl is very fine and mellow, and fit to nonrisli

all sorts of vegetables. Tliere is ;ilso clay in different parts of the

kingdom, of which the inhabitants make earthenware; but bricks

and°iles are not used. The face of the country is in many places

deformed liy large swamps and marshes very dangerous to the

traveller. Near Leeol'foe in the diocese of Chri'stiansaud, a wooden

causev/ay is extended near a mile over a morass; and it a horse

or any other animal slionid make a false step, l.e wdl sink at onte

into the abyss, never to rise again. In a cold country like Nor-

way, roughened with rocks and mountains, interspersed with bogs,

and covered with forests, we cannot e\pect to find agriculture in

perfection. The plowed lands, in respect to monntans, woods,

meadows, and wastes, do not e.xceed the proportion of one to

eighty ; so that the whole country does not produce corn to main-

tain above half the number of its inhabitants. The peasants are

discouraged from the practice of husbandry by the trenuency ol

accidents peculiar to tiie climate. Even in the fruiiful provinces

of Guldhrandsdale, Oesterdale, and Soloer, as well as in other

places, when the corn appears in the most flourishing condition,

the whole hope of the harvest is sometimes destroyed in one night

by a sudden frost that nips the blade and e.xtinguishes llie vege-

tition. In some unfavouraule years, in which the sun seems to

have lost his genial power, the vegetables are stunted ; the trees

bud and bloom, yet bear no fruit ; and ihe grain, though it rises,

produces nothing but empty ears and straw. This calamity,

however, rarely occ-urs; and in gi'ueral the cultivated parts of

Norway yield plentiful crops of excelh.'iit rye, barley, and oat-^.

T he most fruitful provinces are Nordland, Inderbarre, and Nn-
medale, in the diocese of Orontiieim ; Sognifiord and Vaas, in

that of Bergen; Jedderen, Ryefylsk, Raabygdelag, and the lord-

ship of Nedenes in the diocese of Chrisliansand ; Hedemark in

the diocese of Aggerhuys; Hadeland, Toten, Romerige, Kinge-

rigc, and Giildbrandsdale : these, besides producing grain enough
lor their own consumption, likewise supply their neighbours, and
even part of Sweden. I'ease are also cultivated, together with

wheat, buck-wheat, hops, hi-mp, and flax, hut nut to any great

amount. The meadows are w-ell-slored witli pasturage for sheep

and catHe, and the fields are productive of those vegetables which
are common in o'.lier nortliern countries. Within these sixty years

the Norwegians have paid altention to the cnllurc of gardens,

which formerly were so neglected, that the towns were supplied

witli pot-herbs and roots, from England and Holland. Butthevnow
raise their own roots and vegetables, which thrive as well as in any
other country. The scurvy being a disease that prevails along the

sea-coast, a variety of herbs grow spontaneously upon it, that are

efficacious in the cure of that distemper; such as angelica, rose-

wort, gentian, cresses, trel'oil, sorrel, scurvy-grass, and a plant

called erich's grass, that grows in great plenty on the islands of

Nortliland; whence the people of the continent fetch away boat-

loads of it, to be preserved as a succedaneum lor cabbage. There
are also a few noxious vegetables peculiar to Norway. In Guld-
brandsdale is a species of grass called selsnape; the root of which
is so poisonous, that any beast which eats of it dies immediately.
Aiiotlier vegetable pernicious to the cattle is the Gramen ossifra-

gum Norwegiense, w hich is said to mollify the bones of the cattle

which feed upon it. Of the trees tliat grow wild, the principal

are the fir and the pine. The first yield an annual revenue of

1,000,000 of fix-dollars, if we include the advantages resulting

from the saw-mills and the masts ; or of which last has been
known to sell for 280 rix-dollai-s. The' red fir-tiee, which grows
on the mountains, is so rich in turpentine as to be almost incorrup-
tible. The buds or pine-apples of this tree, boiled in stale

beer, make an excellent medicine for the scurvy ; more pleasant
to tlie taste, and as efficacious as tar-water. The pine-tree is more
tall and beautiful than the fir, though inferior to it in strength and
quality. Norway likewise produces some forests of oak, which is

excellent for ship-building. Elm-trees are numerous ; the bark of
which, being powdered, "is boile<l up with other food to fatten
hogs, and even mixed by the poor among their meals : also the ash,
from which the peasants distil a balsam used in certain disorders,
and which is used both externally and internally. Hazels grow in
such abundance, that 100 tons of the nuts are annually exported
from Bergen alone. The Norwegians carry a considerable trade
with foreign nations. 1 he duty, on the produce of their own
country exported, amounts annually to 100,000 rix-doUars. These
commodities are, copper '.uought a'.id uiivMOught ; iron cast into

cannon, stoves, and pots, or forged into bars; lead, in snail quan-

tity ; ma^ls, timber, deal-boaros, planks, marble, mill-stones, |ier-

rin'as, cod, ling, salmon, lobsters, fiounders, cow-bides, goat-skms,

seal-skins, the luri of bears, wolves, foxes, beavers, ermines, mar-

tens, &c. down, feathers, butter, tallow, train-oil, tar, juniper and

other sorts ot berries, aiul nuts; salt, alum, grass, vitriol, and pot-

ashes. All otlier commodities and articles of luxury llie Norv/e-

gians import from dillerent nations. Many are employed in graz-

mg and breeding cattle : but a much greater number is engaged in

selling wood, lioating timber, burning charcoal, an ''
extracting

tar from the roots of the tre.-s which have been cut down; in the

silver, copper, and iron-mines; in the na'iigation and fishery. A
considerable number of people earn a comiortable livelihood by

hunting, shooting, and bird-catching Every individual is at hl.er-

ty to pursue the game, especially in tlie niuuntains and commons :

tlierefore every peasant is expert in the use of fire-arms ; and there

are excellent marksmen among the mountains, who make use of

ihe bow to kill those animals, whose skiiis, being valuable, would

be damaged by the shot of fire-arms.

Norwich, the aipital of Norfolk, 43 miles N. of Ipswich, 109

N. N. E. of London, and 160 E. N. E. of Oxford. Lon. 1. 20.

E. Lat. 52. 40. N.
Norwich, a citv of Connecticut, in New London county, 14

miles N. of New London, and 231 N. E. of Philadelphia.

NORWICH, a town and township of Nermont, in Windsor

county, on the W. bank of the Connecticut, 100 miles N. N. W.
of Bos'ton. Lon. 72. 22. W. Lat. 43. 40. N.
NOSE, in anatomy, the external organ of smelling, or that pnvt

which projects from the middle of the human face. See Ana-
tomy. 'I'he uses of the nose are, its giving us the sense of smell-

ing ; Its serving in the great ofiice of respiration, and in modelling

the voice; in receiving the abundant humours from Ihe eyes, and

in adding to the beauty of the face. '1 he nosewas by the Augurs

particularly attended to in their conjectures coiicfrning future

good or ill success. In Tartary, the greatest beauties are those

who have the smallest noses. If ilie nr.se of an infant be obstructed

with any gross matter, so as to impede respiration, or toiievent

him from sucking or swallowing, it will be advisable, every even-

ingto anoint the part with a little sweet oil, or fresh butter. By this

simple application, the gross particles will in most instances be dis-

solved, and the faculty of breathing speedily restored. Should,

however, the obstructions continue after llie lepeated use ot this

remedy, it will be necessary first to administer oiie or two gentle

laxatives ; such as a tea-spoonlul of castor-oil, or a grain of rhu-

barb ; after which the nose is to be frequently bathed with a linen-

rag, dipped in u filtred solution of two or three grains of white

vitriol, in one ounce of niarjoram-waler.

Nosebleed. See AcHiLL.a;A.

NOSOCOMIUM, [Gr. from vo^-o,-, a disease, and w^*™, to

cure,] an infirmary.

NOSOLOGY, ['o^-o.' and xoyo;,] a discourse or treatise of dis-

eases ; otherwise called Pathology. The importance of a compre-

hensive and accurate nosology has been long and generally allow-

ed. Baglivi, Boerhaave, Gorier, Gaubus, and Sydenham, have

expressed their desire of a work of this kind, the great object of

which is to fix pathognomonics to every disease ; or in which all

diseases are disposed into certain classes, orders, and genera,

founded on distinctions taken from the symptoms only, withotit

regard to remote or proximate causes.

NOSS, one of the most fertile of the Shetland Islands, S. E. of

Bressay.

Noss Head, a cape on the E. coast of the above island.

NOSTOCH, in natural history. Shot Stars. See Tre-
MELLA.
NOSTRADAMUS, Michael, a French astrologer and phy-

sician, was born at St. Remi, in Provence, in 1503. He studied

physic atMontpellier, where he took his doctor's degree. Having

rendered some eminent service to the inhabitants of Aix when the

citv was visited by a contagion, he received a yearly pension

many years. In 1555 he published his pro|)liecies, which, though

very obscure and absurd, gained the author a considerable reputa-

tion, owing to the monstrous ignorance and superstition of the

times. These were followed by several others: the whole making

one volume folio, in barbarous verse. Nostradamus was honoured

with isarks of distinction by persons of the highest rank, particti-

1 larlv Charles IX. king of France. He died in 156j.
" '

°
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NOS I'KILS, are tuo aperUiri'S ovcaviues ot llie nose, iliroiigh

xvhicli llic air passi>, ;iii<l which Si'ivc to convi-y odoiMS, and to

ruiTV oll'llic pimitous matter separated in tiie sinus of the base ot

the tianium. These npertmes iire divided iVoni eacli other by a

cartilage: they arc lined with a very fen?ib!e niembiane, and

:nis«i-r the (oiijoint pm poses of sniiUing, rehpualion, ai.d spceih.

As the delicate niembram: wliich lines llie noslnls, is llie coniiiion

intejimnent of the month, and other interior vessels, it will be

readily conceived, that its exposure In sudden 'ciianges of tem-

perature, nuist be productive of injiuioi;s confe(]Uencei. Hence
the neceisity of a,uarding against cold, v. lien hastily leaving the

lire-bide for encountering the frosty air of winter, or, returning

frftni tlie latter to a heated room. Although tlie frequent colds

find* catarrhs are generally considered as trivial, and too often

neglected, yet we are persuaded, that by far the gieater num-
ber of roiisuuiptivp and aslhmntic sufl'-rers date tlie period of

Iheir declining health from such inattention. We ti;ereiore re-

commend to those who are yet susceptible of advice, previously

to expo-ling themselves to a damp, cold, or sharp air, to spend a

jew in'uietes in a cool, temperate room, or to apply a handker-

chief to the mouth, when suddenly coming in contact with the

external air, till thev become gradually accustomed to its stiiiiu-

his. Thus, we doubt not, many complaints of sesious consequen-

ces migh' be easily prevented.

KObl UUM, denotes any medicine the composition ofwhich
is supposed to be secret, and conlined to the knowledge of one or

:i few individuals

NO'J' GUILTY, is the general issue or plea of the defendant

in any criminal action or prosecution,; as also in an action c.i lies-

pass, or upon the case for deceits and wrongs; but not on a ])ro-

li'.ise or assumpsit. It/is the usual detence where the party com-
plains of a wrongful injury done to l.ini.

NO'lVE, signs used in writing, which ha-e the force of many
letters. This contrivance for expedition is of great anti(|uity. It

Mas l.nowii to the Greeks, and Irom them <lerived to the Romans.
By whom ih.e invention was brought into Koine is not precisely

ascertained ; but tlie most general opinion is, that in matiers of

importance Tully liist made use of notes or short-hand-writing,

when Cato made an oration in order to oppose Julius Caesar re-

lativ • to the conspiracy of C'aliline. Cicero, who was at that time

consul, placed notarii, or expert shorthancl-writers, in diU'ercnt

jiarts ot the senate-house, to lake down the speech ; and this was

the first public occasion which we find recorded of employing
-fhort-liand writers among the Komans. Ilei.ce was derived the

term notary still in use. There were three kiiidsof notes for short-

liaiid writing used by ihe ancients, either for dispatch or secrecy.

'J'he first and most ancient was tha' of hieroglypliics, whidi are

yrither images or repiesentalions of things than of words. See
Hieroglyphics. The Chinese characters are of this kind, and
)iuy with i;reater propriety I'e called nota- than liiera". The se-

cond species of notes were called singular^.-c, from their expressing

words by single letters. The third kind ol notes were called nota-

Tironianw, trom Tiro the freed-man of Cii ero, who was excel-

lently skilled in this art ; and to him we are indebted for the pre-

servation ol Cicero's letters, oi which a great part still remain, and

one entire bonk of them written to Tiro himself.

NOTAHII, persons employed by th.e ancient Tvomans to take,

bv nets', trials and pleadings in their courts of judicature, or to

write as anianuerses from tlie mouth of an author. These notarii

wereof servile condition. Under the reign of Justinian, they were
formed into a college or corporate body. Notarii were also ap-

iJoiiited to attend Oie prefects, to transcribe lor them.

KOIAUY, u-ually a scrivener, who frames sliort draughts of

contracts, obligations, charter-parties, or other writings. We call

him a notary public, who publicly a'tests deeds or writings, in

order to make tliem authentic in another nation ; but he is princi-

pally employed in business concerning merchants; as making pro-

tests of b, lis of exchange, &c. And noting a bill is where he goes

to take notice of a merchant's refusal to accejjt or pay the

same.
NOTATION, in arithmetic and algebra the method of ex-

pressing numbers or quantities by signs or characters appropriated

for that purpose. See Algehra, and Ahithmetic.
NO'l Cil CAPK, a promontory in the Straits of Magellan,

ton the W. point of Goodli.ck Bay. Lon. 74. .34. W. l,at. 53. 33. S.

NOrCIlCNGONG, atown of Ilir.dostan, in Beiar, -47 milti
S. W. of Nagpoiir. Lou. 7y. 17. K. Lut. li'o. 3J. N.
NOTClAVEED. See Atripllx.
NO'J'E, [notu, Lat.] is used (or a character or abbreviature,

serving to tlenote or express somclhing in a little coinpass.

Notes, in music, characters which mark the sounds; i. e. the
elevations and fallings of the voice, asd the swiltness and slowness
of its motions. In general, under notes art »;on:prehcnded all the
signs or characters used in music, though in propriety the word
only implies the marks which denote the degrees of gravity and
acuteness to be given to each sound. Sec Music.
Note is likewise used for a mark made in a book or writing

where there occurs som^.thing remarkable aiid w^riiiy of particular

notice: as also for an observation or explicatioif ot some passage

in an author added in the margin, at the bottom ol the page, or

elsewhere, by an editor, in which sense it stands contradistinguibhe<l

to text. Tlie notes make the principal diileience in the editions

of classic, &c. authors. We have \ irgil, Horace, Terence, &c.
with Dacier's notes, Dauphin's liotes, nota; variorum, &c.
Note is al»o a minute, or shoit writing, containing some article

of business, in which^sense wcsay, promissory note, note of hand,
bank-note, &c.
Note a Bill. See Notary, Protest, and Bill.

NoTK OF A Fine, in law, an abstract oi the line or contract made
by the chiro.'.'ra| her, before the same is engrossed.

NOTHING, [ytihil, Lat.] The schoolmen distinguish between
nothing taken strictly, being th.it wliich is imj)ossible, or implies

a contradiction; and iioihing taken more generally, being applied
both to what is pos>ible and impos.ible. Again, they distinguish

nothing into negative, which is the absence of real.ty in any sub-

ject ; and privative, which is the absence ot reality in a subject ca-

pable thereof, or wherein it ought to be Sound.

NOTHUS, [yo5»j, Gr.] signifies spurious, or bastard ; whence
it is figuratively applied by physicians to such diseases as, though
in respect of a similitude of symptoms, &c. they have the same
denomination as some olhei-s, yet are ot a difi'erent origin, scat, or
the !ik<-, from the same.
NO'J'ICE, inlaw, is the making of something known that a

man was or might be ignorant of before, and it jiroduces divers

effects; for by it the party that gives the same shall have some
benefit, which otherwise he should not have had : and by this

means Ike party to whom the notice is given is made subject to

some action or charge, that otherwise he would not have been lia-

ble to, and his estate in danger of prejudice. Co. Lit. 309. The
plaintiff anil defendant are both bound i.t their )Hril to take notice

of the general rules of the practice of the court ; but if there is a

special |)arlicular rule of court made for the [ilaintiff, or for the de-

fendant, he for whom the rule is made ought to give notice of this

rule to the other ; or else he is not bound generally to take notice

of it, nor sliall be in contempt of the court although he does not
obev it. 2L. P. R.204.
>sOT10N, a word which in common language is considered as

of the same import with idea. This, however, isimpnper. Idea
is derived from nJw, to see ; notion from nosco, noii, nntum, to

know. In the original sense of the words, therefore notion is

much more com])rehensive than idea, because we know many
things which cannot be seen. We have a notion ot spirit, of
power, of solidity ; but of these things we can have no ideas.

Ideas are relics of sensati ,;j ; but there are objects of knowledge
wliich fall under the cognl-zance of no sense ; of these objects,

however, we may have very distinct notions cither direct or rela-

tive. ^ir. Boswell records in his Life of Johnson, that that great

lexicographer " was particularly indignant against the almost uni-

versal use of the word idea in the sense of notion or opinion, when
it is clear that idea can only signify somethiug of which an image
may be formed in the mind. We may have an idea or image of

a mountain, a tree, or a building ; but we cannot surely have an
idea or image of an argument or proposition. Yet we hear the

sages of the law delivering their ideas upon the (piestion under
consideration, and the first speakers in parliament entirely coin-

ciding in the idea, so ably stated," &c. See Logic, and Meta-
physics.

NOTITIA, in literary history, a book that gives an account of

a particular country, citv, or other place: such is the Notitia Im-
perii Romani, Notitia Romac Aiitiiiua', &c.

7 NOTO,
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NOTO, oiNOTO NUOVO, j: <-. N kw Noto, a town of

Sicily, capital of the valley of Nolo. J.oii. 14. 0. E. Lat. 36.

5,0. N.
NoTo, Vai. di, or the Valley of Noto, one of the three val-

leys or provinces into which Sicily is {livided ; lies between the

sea anti the valleys of Deniona, and Mazara.
NO'rONECTA, the Boat-fly; a genus of in'sects belonging

to the order hemyptera. Snont inflected ! antenns shorter than

the tiiorax ; four wings folded cross-wise, coriaceous on the upper
half; hind- legs hairy, formed for swimming. There are seven-

teen species ill two divisions, viz. A. Lip elongated, conic. 15.

Conic, spinous at tl)e si<les.

. N. Glai'ca, has a head somewliat round, of which the eye
seems to take up the greatest part. Those eyes are brown and
very large, the rest of the head being yellow. In the fore-part it

has a sharp trunk that projects, and is inflected between the fore-

feet. On the sides are seen the antenna?, verysnull, yellowish,

and that spring from under the head. The thorax, which is broad,

short, and smonlji, is yellow on tlie fore and black on the back-
part. The escutrheon is Kirge, of a rough black, and as it were
nappy. The elytra, rather large, and crossed over each other,

are a mixture of brown and yellow, not unlike the colour of rust,

which makes it look cloudy, 'llie under-part of the body is

brown ; and at the extremity of the abdomen are to be seen a few
liair.-;. 'I'liis insect is >een in stagnating waters, where it swims on
its back, and presents its abdomen upwards; for which reason it

has been called by the Greek name of notonecta. '1 he hiniler

feet, longer than the re<t, serve it as paddles. It is very nimble,

and <lives down when you go to take hold of it; after which, il

rises again to the surface of the water. It must be cautiously han-

dled if one would avoid being pricked by il, for tlie point of its

rostrum is exceeding sliarp and intolerably painful, but it goes off

in a few minutes. The larva very much resembles the perfect Ih-

sect. It is very common in the ponds of water in Hyde-park,
and ill several other places about London.
NOTORIOUS, that is publicly known, and therefore needs

BO |)roof.

NOTOXL^S, a genus of insects of the order coleoptera. An-
tenna:! lihform ; feelers four, hatchet-shaped; jaw one-toothed;
thorax a little narrowed beliind. There are about thirteen spe-

cies. N. nionoceros, has a thorax projecting like a horn over
the head ; shells pale, with a black band and dot. It inhabits Eu-
rope on umbelliferous plants.

NOTRE DAME, our Lady, an appellation frequently given

to the Holy Virgin; and hence we meet with churches of iiotre

dame, as that at Paris ; also feasts, nunneries, &c. of notre dame.
NOTTEBURG, a town of Russia, in Ingria, on an island in

the lake Ladoga. Lon. 31. 40. E. Lat. 60. 6. N.
NOTTINGHAM, or NOTTINGHA.MSHIRE, a county

of England, bounded on the E. by Lincolnshire, on the S. E and
S. by Leicestershire, on the W. by Derbyshire, and on the N.
and N. \V. by Yorkshire. It extends in length 48 miles, 25 in

breadth, and 1010 in compass. No county in England enjoys a

pleasanler and healthier air. The soil differs widely in different

parts of the county. Towards the VV. where lies the forest of

Sherwood, it is sandy; and therefore that part of the county is

called by the inhabitants The Sand : but the S. E. parts, watered
by the 'I rent an<l the rivulets, are clavey, and therefore are called

I'he Clay. 'The latter is Iruitful both in corn and pasture; the
former produces little besides wood, coal, and some lead. The
county has a variety of commodities and manufactures, as wool,
leather, tallow, butter, cheese, coal, marl, cattle, malt, liquorice,

stockings, class, earthenwares, and strong ale. The principal

rivers are tnc Trent and Idle. 'The 'Trent enters the county on
the S. W. and passing through it to the N. E. enters Lincolnshire.

The Idle traverses the N. part of the county. The spacious
forest of Sherwood lies in the W. part of the county, and indeed
takes up the greatest part of it.

NoTTJNGHAM, the capital of the above county, is a handsome
city and a county of itself. The name is derived from the Saxon
word Siiottengha,)!, which signifies caves, from the caves and
apartments anci.'^ntly dug in the rocks on which the town stands.

'These, being soft, easily yield to the spade and pick-axe ; whence
the townsmen have excellent cellars for the vast quantities of malt-
liquors matle here, and sent, as well as their malt, to most parts of
Eiigland. Lon. 1. 5. W, Lat. 53. 0. N.
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Nottingham Islan'ij, an island in Hudson's Bav. Lon. 78.

30. W\ Lat. 78. 30. N.
NOTUS, or AUSTER. See Auster.
KOVALLE, a town of Italy, between Padua and Treviso ; 10

miles S. of I'revigio. Lon. 12.5. E. Lat. 45. 35. N'.

NOVANIUM, an ancient municipal town of Dalmatia, built

by tlie Romans, in the territory now called Imoschi.

NOVARA, an ancient and strong city of Italy, capital of tlie

late Novarese, now included in the department of the Scsia. It

lies 8 miles N. E. of Vercelli, and 23 \V. S. W. of Milan. Lon.
8.35. E. Lat. 45.25. N.
NovARA, or the Novarese, a late province of Italy ; formerly

included in the duchy of Milan.
NOVATIAN, a heresiarch of the third century, wlio made

much noise, was first a Pagan philosopher. He was baptized in

bed when dangerously ill ; recoverine, he was afterwards ordained

priest of the church of IJome, his bishop having obtained this fa-

vour for him, which the clergy and people were not disposed to

grant. By his wit, knowledge, and eloquence, he might have
been peculiarly serviceable to the church, had he not with cow-
ardice shrunk from persecution. His ambition to be made a

bishop likewise misled him. On the death of Fabian, bishop of

Rome, he wrote a letter to St. Cyprian; but the promotion of

Cornelius to that dignity excited his envy and jealousy to such a

pitch, that he separated from the new bishoi>, and from all why
professed to believe, what Novatiaii strenuously denied, that the

church could receive those again whoiiad been guilty of idolatry.

He soon got a number of followers among the laity, and some
even among the clergy. Novatus, a priest of Carthage, joined

him, with his adherents. He got himself consecrated bishop of

Rome in a most infamous and clandestine manner, by three weak
men w honi he had imposed upon, and one of whom did penance
lor his concern in the business. But he never was acknowledged
as bishop of Rome, Cornelius being coniirmed, whilst he was con-

demned and excommunicated. He still, however, taught his doc-

trine, and at length became the head of the party which bears his

name. Besides the letter mentioned above, St. Jerome says lie

wrote on the Passover, on the Sabbath, on Circumcision, on the

High Priests, on Prayer, on Jewish Meals, and on Firmness of

Miwd, &c. with i large treatise on the Trinity. None of them
appear under his own name, and some are thought spurious.

NOVA'Tl AN I, NOV.VTIANS, asect of ancient heretics, that

arose in the end of the third century, so called from Novatian.

'They were called also Cathari, from xa5«;®^, pure, q. d. Puritans.

Novatian first separated from the communion of pope Cornelius,

on pretence of his being too easy in admitting to repentance those

who had fallen off in times of persecution. Novatus coming to

Rome, joined Novatian ; and both maintained, that there was no

other admission into the church but by repentance in baptisrn ;

grounding their opinion on that of St. Paul : " It is impossible for

those once enlightened, and Aho have tasted the heavenly gift, if

they fall away, to renew themselves by repentance." Not that

they denied but a person, fallen into any sin, might obtain pardon

by repentance; for they themselves recommend repentance in the

strongest terms: but their doctrine was, that the church had it not

in its power to receive sinners into its communion, as having no
way of remitting sins but by baptism ; which once received could

not be repeated. In process of time the Novalians moderated the

rigour of their master's doctrine, and only refused absolution to

very great sinners. The two leaders wert proscribed, and declar-

ed heretics, not for excluding penitents from communion, but for

denying that the church had a power of remitting sins.

^0^'ATION, [iiovutio, Lat.] the introduction of something

new.
NOVATION, or INNOVATION, in civil law, denotes the

change of one kind of obligation for another; as when a promise is

accepted instead of a written obligation.

NOX'A'TUS, a priest of Carthage, in the third century, who.

to avoid being punished for a crime, joined with the deacon,

named Felirissiimis, against St. Cyprian. He went to Rome in

251; and there found Novatian, Toith whom he contracted a

friendship ; and afterwards promoted his consecration to the see of

Rome. 'This produced a very great schism. See NovatiaNs,
NOVEL, a fictitious history, written with a view; to exhibit the

emotions of the human heart ; the happiness and misery of private

lite ; the effects of hidulging the passions, and especially that of
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love. The origin of modorn novel-writing, together with the re-

tiuisite> e>'-«'ntial to an intcitjling work, we leave to the discnssion

of the critic. There are, indeed, too many publications of this

nature; but the generality of such performances, instead of inspir-

ing the young mind with a love of virtue, and a detestation of

vice, are" only calculated to excite the most insidious and sensual

ileas: hence \ve think it our duty to caution parents, with respect

to the piirily of such compositions as may fall into the hands of

their unguarded children. As the design of novels or romances

is to interest the human heart, they are too apt to lead it astray,

unless written in a chaste and correct style. Numberless are the

victims of delusion, especially in the metropolis, whose wretched

stale commenced with the indiscriminate perusal of seductive no-

vels. Nor is this evil confined to the middle-ranks of society, in

cities, or to boarding-schools. The farm-house, and the cottage,

in many parts of England, furnish subscribers to circulating nhra-

ries, at the distance of several niiles from the town or villanc,

where the most ah»urd, and frequently immoral narratives (pro-

vided they be handsomely printed), are eao;erly road, and digni-

fied with the title of a " Novel." By these brief strictures, we
by no means intend to proscribe the dissemination of knowledge,
particularly among the lower classes. There undoubtedly are

novels (though few in number), which deserve to be perused by
inexperienced youth, and which reflect credit on their authors.

Such " familiar histories," in the opinion of the late Dr. Johnson,
" may perha^ be made of greater use than the solemnities of pro-

fessed morality, and convey the knowledge of vice and virtue with

more etlicacy than axioms and definitions. But, if tlie power of

example be so great as to take possession of the memory by a

kind of violence, and ])rcidiice efl'tcts almost without the interven-

tion of the will, care uu gilt to be taken, that, when the choice is

unrestrained, the best examples only should be exhibited ; and
that what is likely to operate so strongly, should not be mischiev-
ous or uncertain in its effects."

Novel, in the civil law, a term used for the constitutions of se-

veral emperors, more particularly those of Justinian. They were
called novels, either from their producing a great alteration in the

face of the ancient law, or because they were made on new cases,

and after the tevisal of the ancient code.
Novel Assignment, inlaw, an assignment of time, place, or

the like, in an action of trespass, otherwise than it was before as-

signed. This is practised, where an action of trespass being
brought for breaking a close, generally ; and the defendant, in his

plea, justifies hi.nself in a place where no trespass was committed
;

in which case, the plaintiff assigns the close, or place where the
trespass was done, and to this the defendant must plead.

NOVELLARA, or NOVALLERA, a late principality of
Italy, in the duchy of Reggio, held as an imperial tief by the D.
of Modena, till the late revolutions of Italy, in the department of
Crostolo.

NovEiiARA, a town of Italy, in the department of Crostolo,
and district and late duchv ot Reggio, nine miles N. of Reggio.
Lon. 11. 4. E. Lat. 4i. .'iS. N.
NOVELTY, or NEWNESS. Of all the circumstances that

raise emotions, not excepting beauty, nor even greatness, says
Lord Karnes, (in his Elements of Criticism,) novelty hath the most
powerful influence. A new object produces instantaneously an
emotion termed wonder, which totally occupies the mind, and for

4 time texcludes all other objects. Conversation among the vul-
gar never is more inleresliiig, than when it turns upon strange ob-
jects and extraordinary events. Men tear themselves from thi'ir

native country in search of things rare and new ; and novelty
converts into a pleasure the fatigues and even perils of travelling.

To what cause shall we ascribe Ihes-e singular appearances? To
curiosity upiloubfedly ; a principle implanted in human nature
for a purpose extremely henelicial, that of acquiring knowledge;
and the emotion of wonder, raised by new and strange objects,
iafiamcs our curiosity to Know more of such obiecls. During in-

fancy, every new object is probably the occasion of wonder, in

some degree ; because, during infancy, every object at first sight
is strange as well as new : l.-ul as objects are rendered familiar bv
custom, we cease by tlegrees to wonder at new appearances, if

they have any resemblance to what we are accpiainted with ; for a
thing must be singular as well as new, to raise our wonder. In
I'xpUining tile eflecls of uovelty, the place a being occuiiies in the

scale of existence, is a material circumstance. Novelty in the in-

dividuals of a low class is perceived with iiuiilt'eience, or with a
very slight emotion: thus a pebble, however singular in its ap-

pearance, scarcely moves our wonder. The emotion rises with thij

rank ol the object; and, other circumstances being equal, is

stromjest in the highest order of existence ; a strange insect afli eta

us more than a strange vegetable; and a strange quadruped more
than a strange insect. However natural novelty may be, it is a

matter ef experience, that those who relish it the most are careful

to conceal its inliuence. Love of novelty, it is true, prevails iu

children, in idlers, and in men of shallow understanding; and yet,

after all, why should one be ashamed of indulging a natural pro-

peiisitv ? A distinction will afford a satisfaUor) answer. No
man h ashamed of curiosity when it is indulged to acquire know-
ledge. But to prefer any thing merely because it is new, shews a

mean taste which one ought to be ashamed ot: vanity is commonly
at tlie bottom, which leads thOse who are deficient in taste to pre-

fer things odd, rare, or singular, to distinguish themselves from
others.

NOVEMBER, in chronology, the eleventh month of the Ju-

lian vcar, consisting only of thirty days: it got the name of No-
vcniher, as being the ninth month of Romulus's year, which be-
gan with March.
NOVEMVIRI, nine magistrates of Athens, whose government

lasted but for one year. The first of whom was calleci archon, or
prince; the secon<l basileus, or king; the third polemarchus, or
general of the army : the other six were called (hesmothetx, or
lawgivers. They took an oath to observe the laws ; and incase
of failure, obliged themselves to bestow upon the commonwealth
a statue of gold as big as themselves. Those who discharged their

office with honour were received into the number of the senators

of Areo|)agus.

NOVI, a town of Italy, on the confines of the Milanese, Lou
8. 48. E. Lat. 44. 45. N.
Nov! Bazar, a considerable town of European Turkey, in Ser-

via, near the Oresco. Lon. 2t). 24. E. Lat. 43. 25. N.
Novice, in general, denotes a person not yet skilled, or expe-

rienced, in any art or profession. In the countries where niona-
chisin prevails, novices are the candidates, or probationers, for a
religious life. This noviciate lasts a year, at least; in some mo-
nasteries more ; after which the novices, by professing themselves
and taking the vows, become dead to the world in a civil sense.

Novices, in nunneries, wear white veils : the rest black. In
some convents, the sub-prior has the direction of the novices.

Novices, or clerks in arms, in the ancient order of knighthood
went through a kind of apprenticeship ere they were admitted
knights.

NOVICIATE. See Novitiate.
NOVICII, or NOVITII, in the ancient Roman militia, young

raw soldiers, distinguished by this appellation from the veterans,

NOVIGRAD, a town ot Dalmatia, near the gulph of Venice.
Lon. 16. 45. E. Lat. 44. 30. N.
NoviGRAD, a town of Upper Hungary, capital of a county of

the same name, near the Danube. Lon. 18. 10, E. Lat. 40.
50. N.
NoviGRAD, a very strong place of Servi.a, subject to the Turks;

seated near the Danube. Lon. 26. 5. E. Lat. 45. 5. N.
NOVITIATE, or NOVICIATE, is a year of probation ap-

pointed for the trial of novices, whether they have a vocation, and
the necessary qualities for living up to the rule ; the observation
whereof they are to bind themselves to bv vow. The noviciate-

lasts more tJian a year in some houses. It is esteemed the bed
of the civil death of a novice, who expires to the world by pro-
fession.

NOUN, {jtnmen, Lat.] in grammar, a part of speech, whicb
signifies things without any relation to time ; as a man, a house,
sweet, bitter, &c. See Grammar.
NOVOGOROD, one of the most ancient cities in Russia; for-

merly called NovoGOROu Weliki, Or the Great Novogokod,
capital of the province of the same name, now presents to the in-

telligent traveller a striking instance of iallen grandeur. Its former
power was so great, and its situation so impregnable, as to give
rise to a proverb, Who can resist the gods and great Ninogorod.
In Its most flourishing condition it contained at least 400,000 souls.

Its ruiu was brought on by John BasiliowiU IL and comi;leted by
the
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the toiiiulatioii of Petersbiirgli. It is 1C5 miles S. S. E. of Petei-s-

buig. Loii. 32. 45. E. Lat. j8. CO. N.
NovoGOROD NiZNEi; a city and province of Kmsia. Tiie

city lies 220 miles E. of Moscow, and 492 E. N. E. of Peters-

buig. Lon. 44. 3. E. Lut. 56. 18. N.
NovoGORou Skrpskoi, Or SiEVERSKOi, a proviiice of Russia,

in' Siberia, bounded on the N. by those of Smolensk and Mogi-
lev, ou the N. W. by Mogilev ; S. W. and S. by Tclicrnigofskoi,

and E. by Orlof, Kursk, and Charkof.

NoVOGOKOD SerPSKOI, or NoVOGOROD SiEVERSKOi, a

strong town of the Russian empire, and capital of the above pro-

vince, seated on the Dubica. Lon. 33. 20. E. Lat. j'J. 30. N.
NovoooROD Veliki, or Novogorod Weliki, a province of

Moscow, bounded on the N. by Ingria ; on the E. by part of the

duchv of Belozero, and that of ruera, wliich also bounds it on the

S. with the province of Rzeva; and Oii the W. by Plescow. It

was formerly an independent republic, but was reduced by John
Uasiliowitz II. It is full of lakes and forests ; however, there are

some places which produce corn, flax, hemp, honey, and wax.
NOVOGOROOECK, a large town of Lithuania, and capital

of a palatinate of the same name, 68 miles E. of Grodno, and 200
E. N. E. of VVar>aw. Lou. 25. 30. E. Lat. 53. 45. N.
NOVOGORODSKOI, a province of Russia, bounded N. by

that of Olenet/, N. \V. by Petersburg, S. W. by Pskov, S. E. by
Tuer, and E. bv Vologda; 360 miles long, and about 160 broad.

Lon 47. to 39. 55. E. "Lat. 57. 10. to6l."lO. N.
NO\'OI, an island in the Caspian Sea. Lon. 52. 5. E. Lat.

44. 50. M.
Nourishment. SeeNuTRixioK, and Physiology.
Nourishment of Vegetables. See Compost, Plants, and

Husbandry.
NOWED, in heraldry, is derived from the Latin iiodatus, and

applied to the tails of such creatures as are very long, and repre-

sented in coat-armour as tied up in a knot.

NOX, Night, in the Pagan mythology, one of the most an-

cient deities among the heathens, daughter of Chaos. From her

union with her brotlier Erebus, she gave birth to the Day and the

Light. She was aUo die mother of the Parc.-e, Hesperides,

Dreams, Discord, Death, Momus, Fraud, &c. She is called by
some of the poets the mother of all things, of gods as well as of

men.
NOY.^, an ancient town of Spain, in Galicia, on the mouth of

the Tambro, 19 miles W. S. W. of Compostella.

NOYERS, three towns of France; viz. 1. in the department

of the Lower Alps ; four miles and a half W. of Sisteron : 2. in

that of the Meu^e, nine miles N. W. of Bar le Due: 3. in that of

Yonne, on the Serin, ten miles and a half S. of Tonnere. Lon.
4. 2. E. Lat. 47. 39. N.
NOYON, a city of France, in the department of the Oise, 22

miles N. W. of Soissons. Lon. 3. C. E. Lat. 49. 35 N.
NOZERET, orNOZEROY, a townot France, in the de-

partment of Jura, and district of Arbois ; 12 miles S. E. of

Salines.

NUBECULA, [Lat.] A Little Cloud ; in medicine, a term
sometimes used for a disease in the eye, wherehi objects appear as

through ^ cloud or mist.

Nubecula, is used likewise for a matter in form of a cloud,

suspended in the middle of the urme.
NUBIA, a kingdom of Africa, bounded on the N. by Egypt,

on the VV. by ti e Red Sea and part of Abyssinia, on the E. by
the kingdoms of Tagua, Gaoga, and the desert of Gerham. The
Nile runs through it ; on the banks of which, and those of the

other rivers, it is pretty fruitful, but in other places barren, sandy,

and in want of water. To the west of the Nde is the desert of Ba-

houda, which is five days journey over, being the usual road from
Egypt to Abyssinia. Money is of no use in this country in the

way of trade, it being all carried on by way of exchange. Their
bread and drink is made of a small round sect!, called dnca or seft",

which is very ill tasted. Their houses have mud-walls, being very
low, and covered with reeds. The habit of the belter sort is a

vest without sleeves ; and they have no coverings for their h'-ads,

legs, and leet. The common people wrap a piece of linen-cloth

about them, and the children go quite naked.
NuBi.A, or NuABiA, a town of Atfica, in the above kingdom,

on the Nile; supposed to be the ancient Meroe; 300 miles

N.E. of Sennaar, and 380 S. of Syene.

NUBLADA, an island in the Pjciiic Ocean, W. by S. of
Cape Cojientes, on the coast of Mexico. Lon. 122. 30. W.
Lat. 16. 40. N.
NUCLEUS, in general, denotes any seed inclosed within a

husk. It is also used for the body of a comet, otherwise called its

head.

NUCTA, a dew, which falling in Egypt, about St. John's day,
is by the supers'itions natives considered as miraculous, and the
peculiar gilt of that saint. It is occasioned by the rains which at

this period fall in Ethiopia.

NUDITY, in painting and sculpture, is applied to any part
of a human figure, not covered with any drapery ; or those paits

where the carnation appears.

NUEVA SEGOVIA, a town in the isle of Manilla, or Luzon.
Lon. 120. 59. E. Lat. IS. 39. N.
NUGHZ, or NAGAZ, a town of Candahar, 58 miles E.S, E.

of Ghizni, and 85 S. E. of Cabul. Lon. 69. 31. E. Lat. 33.
16. N.
NUISANCE, inlaw. Nuisances are either public or private.

A public nuisance is an olTence against the public in general,
either by doing what tends to the annoyance of all the king's sub-
jects, or by neglecting to do what the common good retiuircs : in

which case all annoyances and injuries to streets, highways, bridges,
and large rivers, as also disorderly ale-houses, bawdy-houses, gam-
ing-houses, stages for rope-dancers, &c. are held to be common
nuisances. A private nuisance is, wlien only one person or family
is annoyed by the doing of any thing ; as where a person stops up
tlie light of another's house, or builds in such a manner that the
rain falls from his house upon his neighbour's.

NLTTHONES, an ancient people of Germany, who inhabited
the countries now called Mecklenburg and Pomerania.
NULLITY, in law, signifies anything that is null or void

:

thus there is a nullity of marriage, where persons marry within the
degrees, or where infants marry without consent of their parents
or guardians.

NUMA, PoMPiLius, the second king of Rome, and the fourth
son of Pompilius Pompo, an .Mlustrious Sabine. He had married
Tatia, the daughter of kingTatius, and togefherwith her remained
in his native country, preferring the tranquillity of a private life to
the splendor of a court. Upon the death of his wife, with whom
he had lived 13 years, he gave himself up entirely to the study of
wisdom ; and leaving the city of Cures, confined himself to the
country, in search only of those woods and fountains which reli-

gion liad made sacred. His recluse life gave rise to the fable,

which was very early received among the Sabines, that Numa
lived in familiarity with the nymph Egeria. Upon the death of
Romulus, the senate and peo|)le of Rome dispatched Julius Pro-
oulus and Valerius Volesus, two senators of distinction, to make
him an offer of the kingdom. The Sabine philosopher rejected at

first their proposal ; but at last vielded, and set eut (or Rome,
where he was received by all ranks of people with joy. Spurius
Vettius, the interrex for the day, having assembled the cuns, he
was elected indue form, and the election was unanimouslv con-
firmed by the senate. The beginning of his reign was popular;
and he dismissed the 300 guards which his predecessor had kept
around his person. He was not, like Romulus, fond of war, but
applied himself to tame the ferocity of his subjects, to inculcate in

their minds a reverence for the Deity, and to quell their dissen-

sions by dividing all the citizens into classes. lie established dif-

ferent orders of priests, and taught the Romans not to worship the
Deity by images ; and hence none appeared in the temples of
Rome for 160 years. He encouraged the report of his paving
visits to the nymph Egeria, to give sanction to the laws which he
introduced. He established the college of the vestals, and told
the Romans that the safety of the empire depended upon the pre-
servation of the sacred ancyle or shield, which, it was believed,
had dropped from heaven. He dedicated a temple to Janns,
which, during his whole reign, remained shut as a mark of peace.
After a reign of 42 years, in which he had given every encoura<re-
meut to the useful arts, Numa died A. U. C. S2. Not onlv the
Romans, but the neighbouring nations, were eager to pay their last

offices to a monarch whom they revered. He Ittl lichind him
one daughter called Pompilia, who married Nuina Marcius, and
became the mother of Ancus Marcius, the fourth king of Rome.
The principal laws of king Numa, mentioned by authors are ; 1.

That the gods should be worshipped. 2. That whoever know-
ingly
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inglv killed a fico man, should lie held as a panicide. 3. Thiit

no harlot sliould louch the altar of Juno ; and if she did, that sin;

should sacrifice an cHe-laiiib to that goddess, with dishevelkd

hair. 4. That wlioever removed a land-mark should be put to

d«ath. J. That wine should not be poured on a funeral-pile, &t.

NUMBER, [Humerus, Lat.] in arithmetic, an assemblage of

several units or Ihnig^ of the same kind. See Arithmftic, and

MET.iPHYsics. Number, says Malcolm, is either abstract or ap-

plicatc: abstract, when referred to things in general, without at-

tending to their particular properties ; and applicate, when consi-

dered as the number of a pai-ticular sort of things, as yards, trees,

or the like. When particular things are mentioned, there is al-

ways something more considered than barely their numbers ; so

that what is true of numbers in the abstract, or when nothing but

1!ie number of things is considered, will not be true when tlie

question is limited to particular things : lor instance, the nundjer

hvo is less than three; yet two yards is a greater ciuunlity than

three inches; because regard niust be had to their different natures

as well as number, whenever thijigs of a different species are con-

sidered ; for though we can compare the number of such things

abstractedly, yet we cannot compare them in any applicate sense.

And this dilVerencc is necessary ro be considered, because upon it

the true sense, and the possibility or impossibility, of some ques-

tions depend. Number is unlimited in respect of increase; be-

cause we can never conceive a number so great but still there is a

greater. However, in respect of decrease, it is limited ; unity

being the (irst and least number, below which, therefore it cannot
descend ; except by subdivision into decimal or other parts, which
may also be extended infinitely, at least in idea, if not in fact; for

we cannot conceive any particle of matter so small but that it may
be supposed capable of being rendered still smaller, by division

and subdivision, and this proved not only by the astonishing divi-

sibility of gold in gold-leat, gilding, &c. but also even in animated
matter, by the incredible number of invisible animalcul* disco-

vered by the microscojje. Sec Animalculk, and Microscopes.
XuMBERs, Kinds and Distikctions of. Mathematicians,

considering number under a great variety of relations, have esta-

blished the following distinctions

:

Numbers, Broken, arc the same with fractions.

Numbers, Cardinal, are those which express the quantity of
nnits, as 1, 2, 3, 4, &c. whereas ordinal numbers are those whicli

express order, Isl, 2d, 3d, &c.
Numbers, Compound, those divisible by some other number

besides unity, as 12, which is divisible by 2, 3, 4, and 6. Num-
bers, as 12 and 13, which have some common measure besides
unity, are said to be compound numbei-s among themselves.

Numbers, Cubic, the product of square numbers by their

root: such is 27, as being the product of the square number 9 by
its root 3. Every cubic number, whose root is less than G, being
divided by 6, the remainder is the root itself; thus '27-~6 leaves
the remainder 3, its root ; 2 1 6, the cube of 6, being divided by (i,

leaves no remainder; 343, the cube of 7, leaves a remainder 1,

vliich, added to 6, is the cube-root; and 312, the cube of 8, di-

vided by 6, leaves a remainder 2, which, added to (i, is the cube-
root. Ilence the remainders of the divisions of the cubes above
21t), divided by 6, being added to 6, always give the root of the
cube so divided till that remainder be j, and consequently 1 1, the
cube-root of the number divided. But the cubic number above
this being divided by 6, there remains nothing, the cube-root bein"
12. Thus the remainders of the higher cubes are to be added to
12 and not to 6, till you come to 18, when the remainder of the
division must be added to IS, and so on ad infinitum.

Numbers, Determinate, those referred to some given unit,
as a ternary or three.

Numbers, Even, those which may be divided into two equal
parts without any fraction, as 6, 12, &c. The sum, difTerence,
and product, of any number of even numbers is always an even
number.
Numbers, Evenly Even, those which maybe measured, or

<livided, without any remainder, by another even number, as 4
by 2.

Numbers, Heterogeneal, those referred to different units.

Numbers, Homogenfal, are those referred to the same unit.

Numbers, iMPtRFEeT, those whose ali(|Uot parts added toge-

ther make either more or less than the whole. And these are cTis-

tinguished into abundant and defective : au instance in the former

case is 12, whose aliquot parts C, 4, 3, 2, 1, make 11), and in tho
latter case l(j, whose aliquot parts, 8, 4, 2, and 1, make but 15.

Numbers, Indetermin.vh., those referred to unity in gene-
ral, and called ([uantity.

Numbers, Irrational, or Surds, those incoinmensuiable
with unity.

NuMBbRS, Odd, those that arc not even, as I, 3, 5, 7, &c.
Numbers, Oddly Odd, those odd numbers, which are mea-

sured by odd numbers. Thus 15 is a number oddly odd, because
the odd number J incisures it by the odd number 5.

Numbers, Perfect, lliose whose aliquot parts added together
make the whole number, as 6, 2S ; the aliquot parts of 6 being 3,
J, and 1 =1. 6; and those of 26, being 14, 7, 4, 2, 1, = 28.

Numbers, Plain, those arising from the multiplication of two
numbers, as 6, which is the product of 3 by 2 ; and these numbers
are called the sides of the plane.

Numbers, Polygonal, or Poly'gonous, or Figur.\te Num-
bers, the sums of arithmetical progressions beginning with unity ;

these, where the common dilTereiice is 1, ar^- called triangular

numbers; where 2, square numbers; where 3, pentagonal num-
bers ; where 4, hexagonal numbers ; where 5, heplagonal numbere,
&c. See I'iGURATE Numbers.
Numbers, Primitive or Prime, those divisible only by unity,

as 3, 7, &c. And prime numbers among themselves are those whicli -

have no common measure besides unity, as 12 and ly.

Numbers, Pyramidal the sums of polygonous numbers col-
lected alter the same manner as the polygons themselves, and not
gathered out of arithmetical progressions, are called first pyramidal
numbers; the sums of the first pyramidals are called second py-
ramidals. Sec. If they arise out ot triangular numbers they are
called triaagular pyramidal numbers; if out of pentagons, first

pentagonal pyramidals. From the manner of summing up poly-
gonal numbei-s, it is easy to conceive how the prime pyramidal

(n — 2) 11^ -f 3n2 — (« — 3) n
numbers are found, viz. expresses

6
all the piime pyramidals.

Numbers, Rational, those commenBurable with unity. A
rational whole number is that whereof unity is an aliquot part ; a
rational broken number, that equal to some aliquot part of unity ;

and a rational mixed number, that consisting ot a whole numGrr
and a broken one. «
Numbers, Square, are the product of any number multiplied

by itself; thus 4, which is the factum of 2 by 2, is a square num-
ber. Every square number added to its root makes an even num-
ber.

Numbers, Uneven, those which exceed an even number, at
least by unity, or which cannot be divided into two equal parts,

as 3, 3, &:c. T he sum or tlilTerence of two uneven numbers
makes an even number; but the factum of two uneven ones makes
an uneven number. If an even number be added to an uneven
one, or if the one be subtracted from the other, in the former case
the sum, in the latter the difference, is an uneven numb< r ; but
the factum of an even and uneven number is even. The sum of
any even number of uneven number* is an even number ; and
the sum of any uneven number of uneven numbers is an uneven
number.
Numbers, Unevenly Even, numbers which may be equally

divided by an uneven number, as 20 by 5.

Numbers, Whole, are otherwise called integers.

Number, Golden, in chronology. See Chronology.
Numbers, Oratorical, Poetical, &c. are certain measures,

proportions, or cadences, which render a verse, period, or song,
agreeable to the car.

i. Numbers, Poetical, consist in a certain harmony in the or-
der, quantities, &c. of the feet and syllables, which make the piece
musical to the ear, and fit for singing, for which all the verses of
the ancients were intended. See Poetry.

ii. Numbers, Rhetorical, or Prosaic, are a sort of simple
unaffected harmony, less glaring than ihat of verse, but such as is

•'

perceived and atfects the mind with jjleasure. The numbers are
that by which the style is said to be easy, free, round, flowing,
&:c. TS umbers are absolutely necessary, "in all writing, i.nd even
in all speech. Hence Aristotle, TuUy, Quinlilian, &c. lay down
many rules as to the best manner of intermixing dact> les", spon-
dees, ana))ests, ice. in order to have the numbers perfect. The

'J substance
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substance of wliat they Irave said is re(Uicil)le to « hat follow;

:

1. The style beromes numerous by the alternate disposition and

temperature of lori^ and short syllables, so as that the multitude

of short Ones neither render it too hasty, nor that of long ones too

slow and languid : sometimes, indeed, long and short syllables are

thrown together designedly without any such mixture, to paint the

slowness or celerity of any thing by that of the numbers, as in

these verses in Virgil

:

Illi inter sese magna ri brachia tollunt; and

Radit iter liquidum, celeres ne(]ue commovet alas.

2. The style becomes numerou*,by the inte-'mixing of words of one,

two, or more syllables ; whereas the loo frequent repetition of mo-
nosyllaLles renders the style pitiful and gratuig. 3. It contributes

greatly to the numcrousness of a period, to have it closed by mag-
iiificeiit and well-sounding words. 4. The numbers depend not

only on the nobleness of the words in the close, but of those iu

the whole tenor, of the period. 5. To have the period How easily

and equally, the harsh concurrence of letters and words is to be

studiously avoided, particularly the frequent meeting of rough

consonants ; the beginning the tirst syllable of a word with the last

of the preceiling ; the frequent repetition of the same letter or

syllable ; and the fre(|uent use of the like ending Vi'ord-;. Lastly,

the utmost care is to be taken lest, aiming at oratorical numbers,

you should fall into poetical ones ; and instead of prose write verse.

NuMbER, in grammar, a modification of nouns, verbs, &c. to ac-

commodate them to the varieties in their objects, considered with

regard to number. See Gram.mar.
TS'UMEKAL LETTERS, or CHARACTERS, those letters

of the alphabet which are generally used for figures, as I, V, X, L,

C, D, M. See Arithmetic.
NUMERATION, or NOTATION, the art of expressing in

cliaractei's any number proposed in words ; or of expressing in

words any number proposed in characters. Thus, for example,

the follow'ing characters 250000010000000 express the number
two hundrecl and fifty billions and ten millions. See Ahithmetic,
and Notation.
NUMERATOR OF A FRACTION, is a number which ex-

presses the number of the parts of unity, or the whole, you make
use of in any fraction, and is placed at the top. See Arithmetic.
NUMERICAL, orNUMERAL, something belonging to num-

bers ; as numerical algebra is that which makes use of numbers
instead of letters of the alphabet. Also, numerical diflference is

the difference whereby one individual is distinguished from an-

other. Hence a thing is said to be numerically the same, when
it is so in the strictest sense of the word.

NuMERtCAL Algebra, that which makes use of numbers in-

stead of letters of the alphabet.

NL^MIDIA, tlie Pintado, or Guinea-hen ; in ornithology, a

genus of birds of the order gallins. Bill strong and short, with a

carunrulate cere at the base, in which the nostrils are lodged;
iiead horned with a compressed coloured callus ; wattles hanging
from the cheeks ; tail short, pointed downwards; body speckled.
There are tour species,

N. Meleacris, the Guinea-hen, is a native of Africa. It is

larger than a comnion hen. Its body is sloped like that of a par-
tridge, and its colour is all over a dark grey, very beautifully

spotted with small white specks; there is a black ring round the
neck; its head is reddish, and it is blue under the eyes. They
naturally herd together ni large numbers, and breed up their

young in common; the females taking care of the broods of others
as well as of their own. Barbut inf >rms us, that in Guinea they
go in flocks of (wo or three humlred, perch on trees, and feed on
worms and grasshoppers; that they are run down and taken by
dogs ; and that their flesh is tender and sweet, generally white,
though sometimes black. They breed very well with us, Mr.
Latham observes, " that the native place of this bird is, without
doubt, Africa, and that it is the inelea"ns of old authors. It is

supposed originally to have come from Nubia, and was esteemed
in the Roman banquets. See Plate CXX.
NuMiDiA, an ancient kingdom of Africa, bounded on the north

by the Mediterranean Sea ; on the south by Gaetulia, or part of
Libya Interior; on the west by the Mulucha, a river which se-

parated it from Mauritania ; and on the east by the Tusca, another
river tliat bounded it in common with Africa Propria. This
country in former times included two districts ; one inhabited by
the Massyli, and the other by the Masxsyli ; the latter being also

called, in after times, Mauritania Cai-sariensis, and the former Nu-
midia Propria. The country of the Massyli, or, as some call it,.

Terra Metagonitis, was separated from the proper territory of
Carthage by its eastern boundary the river Tusca, and from the
kingdom of the Nasssyli, or Mauritania Ca:sariensis, by theriveC
Ainpsaga. The most celebrated antiquarians agree, that die tract,

extending from the isthmus of Suez to the lake Tritonis, was
chiefly peopled by the descendants of Mizraim, and that the pos-
terity of his brother Phut spread themselves all over the country
between that lake and the Atlantic Ocean. Herodotus counte-
nances this ; for he tells us, that the Libyan Nomades, whose ter-

ritories on the west were bounded by the Triton, agreed in their

customs and manners with the Egyptians ; but that the African,

from the river to the Atlantic Oeean, differed in almost all points

trom them. Ptolemy mentions a city called Putea, nearAdra-
luetum ; and Pliny, a river of Mauritania Tingitana, known by the
name of Fut, or Phut ; and the district adjacent to this river was
called Regio Phutensis, which plainly alludes to the name Phut.
That word signifies scattered, or dispersed, which very well agrees
with what Mela and Strabo relate of the ancient Numidians : so.

that we may admit the aborigines of this country to have been the;

descendants of Phut,

NUMISMATOGRAPHW

Definition,

NUMISMATOGRAPHY, [Numismatngraphia, Lat, from
nianisma, a piece of money, and y^atai, to describe,] literally sig-

nifies a description of money ; and is the proper name of that

science which teaches the knowledge and description of ancient
Coins and Medals, whether of gold, silver, copoer, or brass.

There arc few studies of more importance to liistory than that of
medals ; the sole evidence we tan have of the veracity of an his-

torian being only such collateral documents as are evident to every
body, and cannot be falsified. In modern times, these aie found
in public memoirs, instructions to ambassatiors, and state-papers of
\arious kinds. Such memorials, however, are subject to various
accidents, and besides commonly remain in the countries where
they are first published, and cannot therefore give to the world at

large that perfect and entire satisfaction which ought to be derived
from genuine history ; so that more durable and widely diffused
monuments are still to be wished for. Such are public buildings,
inscriptions, and statues ; but these, excepting a few instances'of
the two last, are always confined to particular countries; so that
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. medals alone remain as infallible documents of truth, capabfe of

I

being diffused over all countries in the world, and of remaining
through the latest ages. Coins and Medals are useful in other
sciences besides history. In geography, we find the situation of
towns determined by their vicinity to some noted river, mounlain,.
&c. Thus, MArNHTslN-siiiTAOT siiews that Magnesia was situated

under Mount Sipylus. In like manner, it is shewn from a medal,
that Ephesus stood on the river Cayster ; and there is extant a
medal, bearing an inscription, which signifies Alexandria on the
Scamander; a name given to Troy by Alexander the Great, The
reverse has upon it the famous Apollo Sminlheus of Homer. In.

natural history, also, medals are useful chiefly from the coins struck
on the celebration of the secular games, in which the figures of
various animals are preserved ; and thus it may very often be de-
termined whether any animal be known to the ancients or not On.
many of the Greek medals are several unconmios plants and ani-
mals. Thus, on most of the medals of Cyrene, is the figure of
the celebrated Sylphium ; and on those of Tyre, the shell-fish from
which the famous Tyriau puiple was procured. By means of

Y niudals.
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nieUala, also, the e\ac't delineations of many noble edifices are pre-

served, though nol even a vestige of their ruins be now existing;

so that the uses of them to the architect are very considerable.

The study of this science is not of very ancient date : None of the

classic writers give any account of collections of medals. \\ e

know that manv of the coins of the Greeks were of excellent work-

manship ; and that they \\ere admired and imitated by the Ro-

mans, but we do not find that they were made any scientific use

of by either. The first among the moderns, who began to study

Kumisni.Kography, was Petrarch. Being desired by the Emperor
Charles IV. to compose a book containing the lives of eminent

men, and to place him in the list, he replied, that he would do so

whenever the en-peror's life and conduct deserved it. In conse-

quence of this conversation, he afterwards sent the emperor a col-

lection of gold and silver coins bearing the representations of emi-

iieut men, with an address suitable to his forn-.ir declaration. A
collection of coins was made in the next age by Alphonso, king of

Airagon: but though this monarch collected all that could be

found throughout Italy, there could not have been very many, as

the whole were contained in an ivory-cabinet, and carried always

about with him, A very considerable collection was made by
Anthony Cardinal St. Mark, nephew to Eugene IV. who was

jxipe in 1431; and soon after the grand museum at Florence was

tu'gun by Cosmo de Medicis, wliere a collection of ancient coins

aim ineilals had a place among other curiosities. Matthias Cor-

vinus, king of Hungary, about the same time formed a noble col-

lection of coins along with ancient MSS. and other valuable relics

of antiquity. Mr. Pinkerlon considers Agnolo Poliziano, or An-
gelus Politianus, as the first ivriter w ho adduced medals as vouchers

of ancient orthography and customs. He cites dilleient coins of

the Medicean collection in his Miscellanea written about 1490.

By means of a cabinet of medals collected by Maximilian I. em-
peror of Germany, John Iluttichins was enabled to publish a book
pf the lives of the emperors, enriched with their i)0rtraits, deline-

ated from ancient coins. It is generally supposed that this book,

which appeared in 15C5, was llie first work of the kind ; but Labbe,

in his Uibliotheca Kummaria, mentions another named Illustrium

Imagines, by one Andrew Eulvius, printed in 151-7, in which most
of the portraits seem to be from medals. About the middle of the

16th century, Hubert Goltzius, a printer and engraver, travelled

pver most countries in Europe searciiing for coins and medals, to

publish books concerning them. From one of these works it ap-

pears, that there were then in the Netherlands L'OO cabinets of

jiiedals; 173 in Germany, upwards of 380 in Italy, and 200 in

France. It is probable, however, that there are now four times as

many in these countries, besides 500 in Britain ; but we are not to

imagine that all these were grand collection?, for of such there are

not above a dozen even in Ilaly: most of those just mentioned,
were of the class named caskets of medals, containing from 100 to

1000 or 2000. There are few countries, Italy excepted, in which
a greater number of coins have been found thin in Britain ; though
we are by no means well acquainted with the time when the study
of them commenced. Mr. Pinkerton suspects that Cambden was
one of the first, if not the very first British author, who published
medals in his works, and who must have had a small collection.

Speed's Chronicle, published in the 17th century, was illustrated

with coins from Sir Robert Cotton's cabinet. Gorla?us's cillection

was purchased by Henry prince of Wales, brother to Charles I,

to whom he left it at his death. According to Joseph Scaliger, it

consisted of 30,000 coins and medals. A collection of 5500 coins
was purchased by archbishop Laud for fiOO/. and given to the
Bodleian library. Thomas earl of Arundel, earl-marshal of Eng-
land, well known from the Ariindelian tables and other antiquities

which he imported from Greece and Italy into Britain, had a rich

cabinet of medals collected by Daniel Nisum. The dukes of

Buckingham and Hamilton, Sir William Paston, Sir Thomas Fan-
sliaw of Ware- park. Sir Thomas Hanmer, Ralph Sheldon, esq. ;

Mr. Selden, &:c. are enumerated by Evelyn as collectors of
medals. Since this time a great number of fine cabinets have been
formed in Britain.

Of THF, Materiai-s or which Coins and Mkdals are Cov-
STRl'CTF.D.

Coins and medals are formed of goM, silver, and various modi-
ficati.Jiis of copper. The gold usually made use of in coinage is

about the fineness of 22 carals ; but llie iiio=t anciei.t medals are

more impure than the modern coins. Many of them are com-
posed of a mixture of gold and silver, calleil liy the ancients elec-

trum. The gold-medals were made of much finer metal alter Phi-

lip I. of Macedon became possesseil of the cold-mines ot Philippi

in Thrace, and those of his son Alexander the Greiit are equally

fine; as well as those of some other princes of that age. Those
of the Egyptian Ptolemies are of the fineness of 23 carats three

grains, with only one grain of alloy. The Roman coins are very

pure even from the earliest times. Some are of opinion, that the

Roman coins begin to fall short of their purity after the time of

Titus ; but Mr. Pinkerton denies that this takes place till tlie time of

Severus ; and even then only in a few instances. Most of the Roman
gold was brought IVo.n Dalmatia and Dacia. IJodin tells us, that

the goldsmiths of Paris, upon melting one of Vespasian's gold-coins,

touiid only 7-1? P^'' o* alloy. Most of the ancient silver, parti-

cularly that of Greece, is less pure than that of succeeding times
i

even the Roman silver is rather inferior to the present standard
;

but in the time of Severus, the silver appears very bad, and con-

tinues so until the time of Dioclesian. Many writers upon thi»

subject have mistaken the denarii xrei, " coins of brass washed
with silver," for silver-currency. Silver-coins are extremely
scarce from the time of Claudius II. to that of Dioclesian, or from
A. D. 270 to 284; in which short space no fewer than eight em-
perors reigned. Silver at that time was found mostly in Spain

;

and such were the troubles of the times, that both the silver anj
gold coins of those eiglit em])erors are extremely scarce. There is

still, lioweutr, some silver extant of these eight emperors. Occa-
sional depravations of silver had taken place long before; as Plinr
tells us, that Mark Antony mixetl iron with his silver-denarii ; anil

Mr. Pinkerton informs us, that he had seen a denarius of'Anlony,
which was attracted by a magnet. The am lent brass-coins are of
two kinds; the red or Cyprian, which indeed is no other than cop-
per ; and the common yellow brass. Our author observes, that i|i

the Roman coinage, brass was of double the value of copper, and he
is of opinion, th.it it was the same among the Greeks ; and the
latter is the metal most commonly made use of in the Greek coin-

age. The Roman seslcrtii arc always of brass: the middling-
sized kind aie partly copper and partly brass : the former bein^
double the value of ihe latter, which are the ases. Mr. Pinkerton
next gives an account of the mixed metals used among the
Romans. In BriUiin, all kinds of coins made of mixed metal are
without hesitation alleged to be forgeries ; although it is certain that

the variety ot mixi;d metals used in coinage was very considerable.

The most valuable mixture was that of gold and silver, named
electrum ; the silver commonly amounting to one-fifth part of the

gold made use of, or perhaps more. Of this mixture are many of

the early coins of Lydia, and some other Asiatic states ; also those

of the kings otthe Cimmerian Bosphorns, during the imperial agej

of Rome. Next to the electrum were the coins of Corinthian
brass; but Mr Pinkerton says, that not a single coin was ever
struck of this metal by the ancients ; it having been constantly em»
ployed only in the fabrication of vases or toys.

Of Ancient Money.

Coinage, acconling to Herodotus, was first invented by the Ly-
dians, from whom the Greeks quickly received it. The lormep
could not have received it from the Persians, whose empire did

not begin till 570 B. C. though it might have proceeded from the

Syrians, who carried on commerce in very ancient times. • The
most ancient Greek coins of silver have an indented mark upon
one side, and a tortoise upon the other ; and those of greatest an-

tiquity have no letters upon them. Those of later date have Ain
marked upon them, which has been interpreted of .F.giuni

in Acliaia; bat which is more probably a contraction of ^Egina,

the mint of which was much celebrated. The general denomina-

tion of the Greek money is the drachma, or Fth part of an ounce;
which to this day is retained in the medical weiglits, the Grecian^,

coins receiving their names from the weights they bore ; though >

in some instances the weights received their appellations from tins

coins. The silver-drachma, according to Mr. Pinkerton, w.is

about nine-pence siciling ; and he linds fault vilh those who make
the drachma and denarius both e<pial to one another, the latter being

no more than eight-pence. Tlie didrachm of silver, according to

the same calculation, was worth eighteen-pence ; but the tridrachm

j
occuis
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oc( urs very rarely ; and- Mr. Piiikerton is even of opinion, that

iiK-dallists give this name to tlie didrachm of Algiiia. Tlie largest

ofall tl)f Circciaii coins is the tetradraclmi, which on the itginean

standard is worth five shillings; but in those of tlie other states

only four. There are, however, many subdivisions in the silver-

drachma ; the highest being the tetraobolion or coin of four oholi

;

being in proportion to the drachma as our groat to a six-pence,

weighing about 44 grains, and being in value about sixpence. 'I'he

iiemidrachni ortriobolion comes next in value, weigliing about 33

grains, and worth four-pence half-penny. The silver diobolin, or

third of the drachma weighs about 22 grains, and is worth three-

peJice. The obohis of silver weighs about 11 grains, and is worth

enly three halfpence. Tliere is likewise a hemiobolion in silver,

or half the obolus, of five grains and an half, value three-farthings:

and another called tetratobolion dichalos, or cjuaiter-obolus, which

is the most minute coin yet met with ; and by reason of its extreme
imalhipss, weigliing only two grains and a quarter, is now very

scarce: but there is one in the cabinet of Dr. Hunter, and sonii>

more have been lately brought from Athens by Mr. Stewart.

Some of them are likewise met with atTarentum. Another set of

coins famous in antiquity were those of Cyzicus in Mysia, which

were of gold ; but they are now almost entirely vanished by bemg
/*ecoined in other forms. The Afiajimot »ni7'(j.a, or money of Ary-

fludes, who was made governor of Egypt by Cambyscs, is men-
tioned by IK'sychius; but none of them have reached our limes.

They must have been marked with Persian characters if with any.

The copper-money of the Greeks is next in antiquity to the silver.

Mr. Pinkerton is of opinion, that it was not used at Athens till the

i'6th year of the Peloponnesian war : about 15. C. 404, and 300

alter silver was first coined there. The first copper-coins were

"those of Gelo of Syracuse, about 490 B. C. With respect to the

gold-coins of the Greeks, none of that metal was coined before the

time of Philip of Macedon, as none have reached our times prior

.to the reign of that monarch. Notwithstanding, however, thisde-

liciency of gold-coin among the Greeks, it is certain that the coin-

age of gold had taken place in Sicily long before; as we have gold-

x:oin3 of Gelo about 491 B. C. of Hiero I. 478, and of Dionysius I.

in 404, all using the Greek characters; thougli not to be ranked

umong the gold-coins of Greece, as Philip caused his to be. Gold-
toins of Syracuse even appear of the third class of antitiuity, or

with an indented square, and a small figure in one of its segments.

.Gold-coins were used in the cities of Brettium, Tarentum, and
throughout Magna Grscia: also in Panticapa;a in 'I'hrace, and
likewise in Cosa in that country ; but not in Tuscany, as is com-
monly believed, though Neumann proves that they were struck by
Brutus, and are unquestionably as ancient as the Greek coins.

The Thebans and Athenians probably coined the fii-st gold after

Philip had set them the example, and when they were attempting

t) resist the ptojects of that enterprising monarch. The jEtolians

probably coined their gold during the time of their greatest power,
about a century after Philip, and when they were combating the

power of Aratus and the Achsan league. The x?^''®'. gold piece,

or stater, called the Philippus, from the monarch is a didraehm,

and is the most common of all the ancient coins. Mr. Pinkerton

Js of opinion that it went for 20 silver-drachms on its first appear-

ance ; but in later times for 2j Greek drachmae or Roman denarii.

Tliere are proofs of the Philippi being didrachms, both from the

writings of ancient authors and from numbers of the coins them-
selves, which remain to this day ; and that the xs"'^©') O"" principal

gold-coin of Greece, wa"> of the same weight, is also evident from
ancient wriiings. It was anciently worth about 15*. but valuing

gold now at the medium price of it. per ounce, it is worth about
20s. In Rome, as well as in Greece, the money was at first esti-

mated by weight : and tlie first metal coined by that people was
copper, silver being long unknown in Rome ; nor is it certainly

known that any silver has ever been found in the Italian mines.

In Rome the tirst valuation of mpni-y was by the libra gravis a;ris,

or pound of heavy brass : and in the progress of their conquests,

the little silver and gold that came in their way was regulated by
the same standard, as appears from the story of Brennus. The
weights made use of were the same with those which continue to

this day. 'I'lie pound consisted of 12 ounces of 4.=)!^ grains each ;

but the pouiul by which the money was weighed apjn-ars to have
consisted only of 420 grains to the ounce, or to have contained in

all i040 grains. This became the standard of copper ; and when

silver came to be coined, seen denajii wenl to the ounce as eight

drachms did in Greece. Gold was regulated by the scr ptulum
or scrupuluni. tlie third part of a denarius, and by tlie larger

weigiitsjust mentioned. The number 10 was at first used by the

Romans in counting their money ; but hnding alterwards that a

smaller number was more convenient, they divided it into quarters;

and as the quarter of 10 is 2 j, they for this reason bestowed upon
it the name of sestertius or " hall the third ;" to express that it was
two of any weights, measures, Sec. and half a third; whence the

Sestertius came at last to be the grand estimate of Roman money.
The as being at first the largest, and indeed the only Roman coin,

the word sestertius means sestertius as, or " two ases and an

half." On the first coining of silver, the denarius of ten ases was
struck in the most common and convenient denary division of

money, or that by tens ; the sestertius being of course two ases and
an half. But the denarius being afterwards estimated at 16 ases.

the name sestertius was still applied to a quarter of the deiuuius,

thougli it now contained four ases. The term sestertius was ap-

plied to all sums not exceeding 1000 sestertii, or Si. 6s. 8d. ; but

for greater sums the mode of the sestertius was likewise altered,

thougli not to exclude the former. \'cry large sums of money
were estimated by the hundred weight of brass; for the Romans
were at first unacquainted with the talent. The hundred weighl,

by way of eminence, was distinguished by the name of pondus, and
sestertium pondus became a phrase for two hundred weight and an

half. Mr. Piiikertou is of opinion, that we may value the as li-

bralis of ancient Rome at about eight-pence English. Estimating

the as therefore at a pound weight, the sestertium pondus was equal

to 1000 sestertii, or 8/. 6s. 8(1 ; and by a coincidence which our

author supposes to have been tlie eli'ect of design, as soon as the

silver-coinage appeared, the sestertium centum denariorum was al-

ways equal to 8/. 6.s. Sd. also. The word sestertium itself, how-
ever, seems to have been unknown prior to the coinage of silvcf-

nioney at Rome : the pondera gravis xiis being sufiicient before

that time for all the purposes of a state in which money was so

scarce. But however this may be, the poHdus or hundred weight

of brass was precisely worth 100 denarii, or a pound ot silver. J^^

the great sestertium was always valued at lOOo of the smaller, gr

8/. 6.S. Sd. we never find one sestertium mentioned in authors, bijl

two, three, or more : ten thousand of them being equal to

8,.333,33J/. 6i' Sd. The as decreased in weight at the following

periods. About the year 300, B. C. it weighed 10 oz.— 8 oz.

about 290—6 oz. about 280—4 oz. about 270—3 oz. about 260

—

2 according to Pliny, about 2i0— 1 according to the same author,

about 214—And about 173, he says that the us was reduced to half

an ounce by the Papyrian law, at which it continued till the time

of Pliny himself, and long after. After the Romans began to have

an inteicourse wiUi Greece, a variety of elegant figures appear

upon the parts of the as, though not on tlie as itself till after Uie

timeofSylla. Towards the latter end of the republic also, du-

poudii, or double ases, were coined, together with the sestertii

a;rei, which came in place of the (juadrusses, when the denarius

began to be reckoned at 16 ases ; probably at the time the latter

was reduced to half an ounce. In some instances it is to be ob-

served, that the Romans accommodated their coins to the counti-y

where their army was stationed : whence we have many coins

marked as Roman, which have been coined in Magna Grecia and
Sicily, and are evidently upon the Greek and not the Rom^
scale. In the latter part of the republican times, also, the types

begin to vary ; so that we have a brass-coin supposed to be struc|c

by Sextus Pompeius in Sicily, haying upon it a double head of

that warrior, representing a Janus. Towards the end of the reign

of Constantine I. a new coinage was introduced throughout the

whole empire. The follis coined by this prince was of half an

ounce weight ; 24 of them going to the milliarensis, or larger silver-

coin. The word follis signifies also a purse, in which sense we
sometimes find it mentioned in the Byzantine history. The com-
mon follis of silver, when, it occui-s by itself, m^ans a purse of 250

milliarenses, as the sestertium was 250 denarii ; and by a law of

Constantine 1. every man paid to the state a follis or purse accord-

ing to his income. The method of counting by purses continues

in Turkey to this day. The dupondius was only half the value of

the sestertius, or about one penny Sterling ; the imperial as, or

assariuni, was worth only an halfpenny. At first it weighed half

an ounce, apd was always of copper till the time of Gallicnus,

when
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wlii-ii il was niJiie of bnis, ;ind weighed only the eight part of an

ounce. From the tim;' of Gallietuis to tliat of Dioclesian, it con-

tinued to diminish still more, the size being tiien 20 to an ounce.

This was the same with the Icpta, or smallest coins but the yo:/ni«,

•which woif^lied only ten grains. The sestertius diminishes from

PerlMiax to Gallien'us so fast that no parts of the as arc struck, itself

being so small. Trajanus Decius, indeed, coined some small

pieces, which went for the semis of the time. The small brass-

coin-' under Gallienus were called assaria, sixty of whicli went to

tlte silver-denanus. They are about the size of the denarius, and
some of them occur of the coinage of Gallus and his family, of half

thai size which appear to have been struck during the latter part

of his reign, wneii the assariiim was diminished to a still smaller

size. The assarion or lepton of the Constantinopolitan empire was
One of the smallest coins known in antiquity, weighing no more
than 20 grains; and the noumia were the very smallest which have

readied our times, being only one-half of the former. The
principal coin of the lower or Constantinopolitan empire was
the follis, which was divided into an half and a quarter; the

latter of which is shewn by Du Cange to liave been a small brass-

coin, as the other is supposed to have been by Mr. Pinkerton.

The lirsl silver-denarii coined at Rome, are supposed to have been
thoe which are impiessed with the Uoma ; and those seem the
jnost ancient which have a double female head on the one side,

and on the reverse Jupiter in a car, with victory holding the reins,

and the word Roma imlented in a rude and singular manner. The
doulile female head seems to denote Home, in imitation of the
Jamis then uijon tiie as. There are 15 of these in the cabinet of

Dr. Hunter; one of the largi'st weighs OSA grains: and the rest,

which seem to be of greatest antiquity, are of various weights be-

twixt that and 84 ; the smaller and more modern weigh iS or 59
grains ; hut Mr. Pinkerlon is of oijiiiion, that the large ones are of

the very (irst Roman coinage, and struck during that interval of
time betwivl the coinage of the first silver-denarius and the as of
two ounces. He takes the indentation of the word Roma to be a
mark of great antiquity; such a mode being scarcely known any
vhere eKe, except in Caulonia, Crotona, and other towns of Italy

;

all of them allowed to be struck at least 400 B. C. At Rome the
denarius was worili eight-pence ; the qninarius four-pence ; and
the sestertius, whether silver or brass, two-pence. The denarius
is the coin from wliich our penny is derived, and was the chief sil-

vei'-coin in Rome for COO years. According to Celsus, seven de-
narii went to the Roman ounce, which in metals did not exceed
430 grains ; but as all the denarii hitherto met with weigh at a me-
dium only 60 grains, this would seem to make the Roman ounce
only 4i0 grains ; though pcrliaps this deficiency may be accounted
for from the unavoidable waste of metal even in the best preserved
of these coins. According to this proportion the Roman pound
contained eighty-four denarii ; but in tale there was a very consider-
able excess ; for no fewer than 100 denarii went to the Roman
pound. The Greek ounce appears to have been considerably
larger than that of Rome, containing about ."'28 grains ; yet not-

withstanding this apparently great odds, the difference in the coins
was so small, that the Greek money went current in Rome, aud
the Roman in Greece. " The Romans' gold-coinage was still later

than that of silver. Pliny fells us, that gold was coined 62 years
after silver; and ihe scruple went for 00 sesterces. It was after-

wards thought proper to coin 40 pieces out of the pound of gold.

And our princes have by degrees diminished their weight to 4j in

the pound." This account is coiitirmed by the pieces which still

lemaiii ; for we have that very coin weighing a scruple, w hich
went iov 20 sesterces. On one side is the head of Mars, and on
the other an eagle; and it is marked ««. We have another coin

of the sainc kind, but double, marked '»"
; and its triple, marked

,[,'' or 60; the 4- being the old numeral character for 50. The
autei or Roman gold-coins, were at first 43 in the pound ; but they
were afterwards diminished in number to 40, owing to an aug-
mentation in the weight ol each coin. In the time of Sylla, the
aureus weighed no less than from 164 to 168 grams, and there
were only 30 in the pound ; but such confusion in the coinage
was inlroiUiccd by that conqueror, that no pei-son could know ex-
actly what he was worth. Till this time the aureus seems to have
conlinue<l of the value of 30 silver-denarii, about one pound ster-

ling; for about that time it was enlar;;ed a whole third, that it

jiii;^ht still be equivak-nl to the lull uunibcr of denarii. But alter

Svlla had taken Athena, and the arts and manners of Greece be-

came objects of imitation to the Romans, the aureus fell to 40 in

the pound, probably when Sylla had abdicated his dictatorship.

Thus, being reduced near to the scale of the Greek xi'"''^> 't passed

for 20 denarii, as the latter did for as many drachmas, being in

currency 13i. 4f/. sterling. "This (says Mr. Pink^rton) is the

more probable, because we know from Suetonius, that the great

Caisar brought from Gaul so much gold, (hat it sold for nine times

its weight in silver; but the Gallic gold was of a very base sort."

The gold-coins called Bezants in Europe, because sent Irom By-
zantium or Constiintinople ; were solidi of the old scale, six to the

ounce. In Byzantine writers, the solidus is also called nomisma,
or " the coin ; crysinos, because of gold ; hyperperos, from its

being refined with fire, or from its being of bright gold flaming

like fire. The solidi also, as the aurei formerly, received names
from the princes whose portraits they bore; as Michelati, .Manue-
lati. Solidus is a term used also for the aureus, by Apuleius who
lived in the time of Antoninus the philosopher; nay, as early as

the PrEtorian edicts of the time of Trajan. It was tiien a dis»

tinction from the semissis or half.

Of the Preservatios" of Coins amd Medals.

Medals are distinguished and preferred not only from their ge-
nuineness, but also Irom the high degree of jjreservation in which
they are. This, by Mr. Pinkerton, is called the conservation of
medals. In this, he says that a true judge is so nice, that he will

reject even the rarest coins if in the least defaced either in the
figures or legend. Some, however, are obliged to content them-
sejves with those which are a little rubbed, while those of superior
taste and abilities have in their cabinets only such as are in the
very state in which they came from the mint ; and such, he says»

are the cabinets of Sir Robert Austin, and Mr. VValpole, of Ro-
man silver at Strawberry-hill. It is absolutely necessary, howeveiy
tliat a coin be in what is called good preservation ; which in the
Greek or Roman emperors, and the colonial coins, is supposed to
be when the legends can be read with some difTiculty ; but when
the conservation is perfect, and the coin just as it came from the
mint, even the most common coins are valuable. The fine rust»

like varnish, which covers the surface of brass and copper-coins, is

found to be the best preserver of them ; and is brought on by ly-

ing in a certain kind of soil. Gold cannot be contaminated but
by iron-mould, which happens when the coin lies in a soil impreg-
nated with iron; but silver is susceptible of various kinds of rust,

principally green and red ; both of which yield to vinegar. Itv

gold and silver coins the rust must be removed, as being prejudi-

cial ; but in brass and copper it is preservative and ornamental ; a
circumstance taken notice of by the ancients. " This fine rust

(says Mr. Pinkerton,) which is indeed a natural varnish not imita-

ble by the art of man, is sometimes a delicate blue, like th;rt of a
turquoise ; soinetimes of a bronze brown, equal to that observable
in ancient statues of bronze, and so highly prized ; and sometimes '

of an exquisite green, a little on the azure hue, which last is the
most beautiful of all. It is also found of a fine purple or olive,,

and of a cream-colour or pale yellow : which last is exquisite, and
shews the impression to mudi advantage, as paper of cream-colour,
used in all great foreign presses, does copper-plates and printing.

The Neapolitan patina (the rust in question) is of a light green ;

and when free from excrescence or blemish is very beautiful.

Sometimes the purple patina gleams through an upper coal of an-
other colour, with as fine elfect as a variegated silk or geir. In a
few instances a rust of a deeper green is found ; and it is sometimes
spotted with the red or bronze shade, which gives it quite the ap-
pearance of the East Indian stone called the blood-stone. These
rusts are all, when the real product of time, as hard as the metal
itself, and preserve it much better than any artificial varnish could
have done ; concealing at the s;une time not the most minute par-
ticle of the impression of the coin." The value of medals is

lowered when any of the letters of the legend are misplaced ; as a
suspicion of forgery is thus induced. Such is the case with many
of those of Claudius Gothicus. The same, or even greater, dimi-

nution ill value, takes place in such coins as have not been well
fixed in the dye, which has occasioned their sli|)piiig under the

strokes of the hammer, and thus made a double or triple image.

Many coins of this kind are found in which the one side is pei^

leclly well formed, but the other blundered in the manner jus*
•^l jnentionctl
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menlioiied. Aiiollier blemish, but of smiiUer moment, and wliicli

to some may be ratlier a recommendation, is wlien the workmen
through inattention have pnt another coin into the dye witlioiit

taking out the former. 'I'luis the coin is coavex on one side und

concave on tlie other, having tiip same figure upon both its s,ides.

The wiedals said by the judges in this science to be oountermark-

ed are very mre, and highly valued. They have a smaP stamp

impressed upon them, in some an head, in others a few letters,

iuch as Aug : N. probi's, &c. which marks are supposed to im-

ply an alteration in the value of tlie coin ; as was the case with the

countermarked coins of Henry VIII. and Queen Mary of Scot-

land, borne have a small hole through tlsem ; sometimes with a

little ring fastened in it, having been used as ornaments ; but this

makes no alteration in llieir value. Neither is it any diminution

in the value of a coin that it is split at the edges ; for coins of un-

doubted antiquity have often been found in this state. On the

contrary, tiiis cracking is generally considered as a great merit

;

but Mr. Pinkertou suspects that one of these cracked coins has

given rise to an error with re3l>ect to the wife of Carausius who
reigned for some time in Britani. The inscription is readORiuNA
Aug : and tliere is a crack in the medal just before the O of

oriuna. \>'ithout this crack Mr. Pinkerton supposes it would have
been read foaxuN.i Aug.

Of the DiJTINCTlON BETWEEN GENUINE MeD.\LS AND
C'OUNTERFEITS.

The most difficult and roost important thing in the whole science

of Numismalography is the method of distinguithing the true from
the counterfeit. I'he viUue put upon ancient coins made the for-

gery of them almost coeval with the science itself; and as no laws

inflict a punishment upon such forgers, men of great genius and
abilities liave undertaken tlie trade. Forgeries are more conspi-

cuous among the Roman medals than any other kind ot coins : but
we arc not to look ujion all these as the work of modern arti>t.s.

On the coiitrary, we art assured that many of them were fabricat-

ed in the times of (he Romans themselves, some of tliem being

even held in more esliniution than the geimine coins themselves on
account of their being plated, and otherwise txeculed in a manner
to which modern forgers could never attain. lEven the ancients

held sonie of these counterfeits ill such estimatioiv, that Pliny in-

forms us there were fre(iuently many true denarii given fur one
false one. Of the Roman coniiular coins not very many have ever

been forged. The celebrated silver-denarius o?*Brulus, with the

tap of liberty and two daggers, is the cldef inttance of a consular

coin of which a counterfeit h known. But it is easily rejected by
this mark: in the true coin the cap of liberty is below the guard
or hilt of the dagsers ; in the false, the top of it rises above that

hilt. The imperial series of ni'itjulg is (he grand object of modern
mcdallic forgeries ; and the deception was at lirsl extended to the

roost eminent writers upon the subject. The counterfeits are by
Mr. Pinkertou divided into hix classes

:

I. Such as are known to be imitations, but valued on account of

the artists by which they are executetl. In this clas", the medals
eif Cavino the Paduan rank highest ; the others being so mmierous
that a complete scries of impi-riul medals of almost evei y kind, nav
almost every medallion, may he fornied from aniong them. The
Paduan forgeries may be distinguished fnim those of inferior ar-

tists by the following marks: }. The former are seldnm thinner

ihijn the ancient, which others almost always are. £. They very
seldom appear as worn or damaged, butthe others very frequent-

ly, especially in the reverse, and legend of the reverse, which
ssinietimes, as ip forged Olhos, appear as haU consumed hy time.

3. The letters in moulds taken from the anti(|ne coins have tiie

rudeness of antiquity. 4- False varnish is commop.lv light green
or black, and shines too much or too little. 5. The side^ of forg-

t'd coins are fre(i«iently quite smooth, and undistinguislKible from
the ancient, though to acconq)ii)h this requires but little art. t3.

Counterfeit iiiedals are frequently as irregular in their form as the

genuine ; but the Paduan are generally circular, though false coins
have often little pieces cut olf, in perlect imitation of tjic genuine.
7. In cast coins the lellers do not go sharp down into the mel^il,

and have no li.\ed outline; their miniile angles, as well as those of
the dripery, are commonly lilled up, and have not the sharpness

of the gpnuine kind. Where the letters or Jigures aic fajiilj the
VOt. lY.—NO. 161.

coin is greatly to be suspected. The letters form tl>e great crite-

rion of meclals, the ancient being very rude, but the modern
otherwise; the reason of which according to Cellini, is, that the

ancients engraved all their matrice.s with the graver or burin, while

the modern forgers strike theirs \\ itli a punch. According to Vico,

the false p;Uina is green, black, russet brown, grey, and ii-or.-'.o-

lour. The trial of brass-coins with the tongue is not to be despis-

ed ; for if modern I he plalina tastes bitter or pungent, while if an-

cient it is quite tastcl.ss. Mr. Pinkerton informs us, that all

medallions from Julius C^a'sar to Adrian are much to be suspected

of forgery ; the true medals of the first fourteen emperors beiiig

exceedingly valuable, and to be found only in the cabinets of

princes.

II. The second class of counterfeit medals contains those cast

from moulds taken from the Paduan forgeries, and others done by
eminent masters. These are sometimes more difficult to be dis-

covered than the former, because in casting them they can give

any degree of thickness they please ; and tilling the small sand-

holes with mastic, they retouch the letters with a graver, and co-

ver the whole with varnish. The instructions already given for a

firmer class, however, are also useful for those of the second, with

this addition that metals of this class are p^eiierally lighter than the

genuine, because lire rarefies the metal in some degree, while that

which is struck is rather condensed by the strokes.

[II. Medals cast in iiinulds J'>-(im an antique.—^The directions

given for discovering the two former deceptions hold good also in

tills.

W. Ancient medals retouched and altered.^-T\\n is a class of

counterfeits more difficult to be distovered, than any other. The
art, (says Mr. Pinkerton,) exerted in this class is astonishing ; and

a connoisseur is the less aj)t to suspect it, because the coins them-

selves are in fact ancient. The Italian artists alter the portraits, and

the reverses, and the inscriptions themselves, in a surprising manner.

This fraud is distineuished by the false varni:>lnvhich sometimes masks

it ; but, above all, by the fetters of the legend, which are ohvays

altered. ^I hougli (his be sometimes done wilh an artifice almost

miraculous, yet most commonly the characters straggle, are dis-

united, and not in a line. In counterfeits of this kind sometimes

the obverse is not touched, but the reverse nude hollow, and fill-

ed with mastic coloured like the coin, and engraven with such de-

vice and legend as was most likely to bring a great price ; otha's

are only retouched in some minute parts, by which, however, the

value of the coin is much diminished.

V. Med(ils impressed ivilh niw devices nr soldered. In the

first article of this class the reverses have been totally filed off,

and new ones inipressed with a.dye and hammer. The difTerence

of fabrication in the face or.reverse will be discovered at the first

glance by any person of skill. ^I'he solden;d medals consist of two

halves belouging to difiVrcnt medals, sawed through the middle,

and then joinedWith solder. Tiiis mode of counterfeiting is com-

mon in silver and brass coins. .Medals which have a porhait on

each side, and which a-'C generally valuable, are the most liable to

a suspicion of this fraud. To a very nice eye the minute nng of

solder is always visible ; and upon inserting a graver, the fabrica-

tion falls into 'halves.

\'I. Plaited Pit dais, or tliose iKMch have clefts:—H has been

already remarked, that many true medals are cracked in the

edges ; owing to the repeated 'strokes of the hammer, and the lit-

lle^degrcQ of ductility which the metal possesses. This the for-

gers attempt to iniilatc by a file ; but it is easy to distinguish be-

twixt the natural and artili'cial cleft by means of a small needle.

The natural cleft is wide at the extremity, and appears tct have a

kind of almost imperceptible fikiments ;" the edges of the crack

corresponding with each other in a manner which no art cau -imi-

tate. The plaited medals which have been forged in anci'nt limes

were long supposed to be capable of resisting eyerj-<"^ort of mo-
dern imitation ;

" but of late years some ingenio-js rogues,' (says

Mr. Pinkertou,) thought of piercing false mf'^als of silver with a

red hot needle, w hich gave a blackness t', jl,^ inside of the coin,

and make it appear plaited to an ini-jdicious eye. This fraud is

easily distinguished by scrap iig '''.le 'inside of the nietal." It is,

however, very dillicult trt' dii>t'',imi|.l, the forgeries of rude money
when not cast; and our a»"^t|,or gives no other direction than to

consult a skilful medal';u7,t. Indeed, notwithstanding all the direc-

tions already giveoj vj^Jj seems to be a resource which cannot by
Z auy
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any means safely be neglected. Forgeries of modern coins and

medal* are almost as numerous as of the ancient.

Of the Valve of ancient Coins and Medals.

All ancient coins and medals, thougli equally genuine, are not

equally valuable. In medals, as well as in every tiling else, the

scarcity of a coin stamps a value upon it wliicli cannot ollierwise

be derived from its intrinsic worth. There are four or five de-

grees of rarity reckoned up; the highest of vyhich is called

unique. The cause is generally ascribed to the fewness of num-
ber thrown off originally, or to their having been called in, and

recoined in another form. Sometimes the rarest coins lose their

value, and become common. This our author ascribes to the

high price given for ihem, which tempts the possessors to bring

them to market ; but chielly to the discovering of hoards of

them. The fornur cause took place with Queen Anne's farthings

some of which formerly sold at five guineas; nay, according to

the newspapei-s, one of them was, several years ago, sold for no

less than 9601. ! 'Jhe latter cause took place witli the coins of

Canute the Great, king of England and Denmark, which were

verj- rare till a hoard of them was discovered in the Orkneys.

As such discoveries, however, produce a temporary plenty ; so,

when they are dispersed, the scarcity returns, while some of the

common coins become rare, merely through neglect. As there

are many more copper-coins of Greek cities to be met with than

silver, the latter are much more valued; but the reverse is the

case with those of the Grecian monarchs. All the Greek civic

coins of silver are verj' rare, excepting those of Athens, Corinth,

Messana, Dyrrhachium, Massilia, Syracuse, and some others. Of
the Greek monarchic coins, the most rare are the tetradrachms of

the kings of Syria, the Ptolemies, the kings of Maccdon and Bi-

thynia, excepting those of Alexander the Great and Lysimachus.
Those of the kings of Cappadocia are of a small size, and hardly

to be met with. Of those of Numidia and Mauritania, the coins

of Juba the father are common ; but those of the son and nephew,
Ptolemy, are scarce. Coins of the kings of Sicily, Parthia, and
Judsa, are rare : the last very much so. We meet with no coins

of Arabia and Comagene except in brass; those of the kings of

Bosphorus are in electrum, and a few in brass, but all of them
rare ; as are also those of Philetenis, king of Pergamus, and of the

kings of Pontus. In 1777, a coin of Mithridates sold for 26/. 5s.

Didraclimsof all kings and cities are scarce, excepting those ofCo-
rinth and her colonies ; but the gold-coins of Philip II. of Mace-
don, Alexander the Great, and Lysimachus, are common. The
silver tetradrachms of all kings bear a very high price. The di-

drachin of Alexander the Great is one of the scarcest of the small

silver Greek coins ; some of the other princes are not uncommon.
The copper-money of the Greek monarchs in general is scarce,

but that of Hiero I. of Syracuse is uncommonly plentiful, as well

as that of several of the Ptolemies of Egypt. Many of the cop-
per civic coins of Greece, too, are also common. They are

almost all of those sizes which are called small brass in the Roman
series ; the middle size is scarce. The largest, prior to the Ro-
man emperors, are extremely rare. The common Grecian civic

coins in small brass sell at from 3rf. to Is. 6^. according to their

preservation. Very many cities, however, of which not above one
or two coins are known to be extant, and those of brass, bring far

higher prices. " The want of a few cities, however, says Mr.
Puikcrton, is not thought to injure a collection ; as indeed new
names are discovered every year, so that no assortment can be
perlect. To this it is owing that the rarity of the Grecian civic
coins is not much attended to." The Greek copper-coins are
fov the most part scarcer than the silver, except the Syro-Grecian,
w^hich ,;re common, and almost all of the size called small brass.

They ougiil (says Pinkerton,) to bear a high price ; but the metal,

and similarity to the copper civic coins, which are common, keep
then' actual price laodcrate, if the seller is not well instructed, and
the buyer able anil wiiijig to pay the ))rice of rarity." The gold-
coins of Phlip II. and Alt.sander the Great, being very common,
bear but from bs. to lOi. ahovy their inlrinsic value ; but those of
the other princes, being rare, sell ,;t from 31. to 30/. each, or even
more. The teliaib'achms are the dearest of the silver monarchic
money, selliiia at fruin bs. to lOs. and, if very rare, from SI. to

30/. each. Half of these prices may be given for the drachmas,
aiiU the coins of the other denouunalioK^ \a proportion. 1'lie

gold-coins of Carthage, Cjreiie, and Syracuse, are worth about

double their intrinsic v.lue as metal ; but the other gold civic

cons are worth from i/. to 30/. each. The only gold-coins of Athens

certainly know n to exist are two purchased a tew years ago by his

maiesiv, one of which remains in the royal cabinet, and the other

was given by the queen to Dr. Hunter. There was another in

the British Nluseiim, but it is suspected not to be genuine. Dr.
Hunter's coin then, if sold, would draw the highest price perhaps

ever given for a coin. The silver-coins of Syria, Dyrrhachium,
Massilia, Athens, and a few other states are common ; the drachmas

and coins of less size are worth about 5s. each ; the didrachmas,

tetradrachms, &c. from 5s. to 10s. according to their size and
beauty ; the largest, cafteris paribus, being most valuable. Tlie

tetradrachms of cities, w hose coins are common, are worth from
7s. 6d. to21s.; but it is impossible to put a value upon the rare civic

coins: ten guineas have been given for a single one. The most
rare of the consular Roman coins are those restored by 'i'rajan : of

the others, the gold consular coins are the most rare, and the sil-

ver the most common ; excepting the coin of Brutus with the cap
of libertv, and a few others. Some of the Roman imperial coins

are very scarce, particularly those of Olho in brass ; nor does his

portrait occur at all on any coin struck at Rome, owing to the

shortness of his reign. His head upon the brass-coins of Egypt
and Antioch is very badly executed, as well as all the other im-
perial coins of Greek cities. The best likeness is on his gold and
silver coins; the latter of which are common. The Greek and
Egyptian coins are all of small or middling size;, and have vari-

ous reverses ; those of Antioch, as well as most of its other impe-
rial coins, have Latin legends. They have no other reverses but
S. C. in a wreath, excepting in one or two of the large and mid-
dle brass, where the inscriptions are Greek. Latin coins of Otho
in brass, with figures on the reverse, are reckoned false; thougli
in the cabinet of D'Ennery at Paris there was Otho in middle
brass, restored by Titus, which was esteemed genuine by con-
noisseurs. The leaden coins of Rome are very rare : most of
them are pieces struck or cast on occasion of the Saturnalia

;

others are tickets for festivals and exhibitions. The tickets for

theatres were made of lead, as were also tlie contorniate, perpetual
tickets, like the English silver-tickets for the opera. Leaden me-
dallions are also found below the foundations of pillars and other
public buildings, to perpetuate the memor)' of the founders.

From the time of Augustus leaden seals were also used. A work
of Ticorini on this subject, intituled " Piombi Antiochi," is

much recommended by Mr. Pinkerton. The Roman coins,

which have be-jn blundered in the manner formerly mentioned,
are very rare, and undeservedly valued by connoisseurs. The
blunders in the legends of these coins, which are probably th«

mere effects of accidents, have been so far mistaken by some me-
dallists, as to have given rise to imaginary emperors who never
existed. A coin of Faustina, which has on the reverse SousTl.
s. c. puzzled all the German antiquaries, till Klotz ridiculed their

investigations by the following humorous interpretation : " Sine
omni utilitate seclamini tantas ineptias !" As to the Roman im-
perial coins, some of those, which belong to the emperors
whose coins are numerous, may yet be extremely valuable by
having uncommon reverses. Mr. Pinkerton points out one of
Augustus, with the legend C. Marius Trogvs, which is

worth three guineas, though the silver-coins of Augustus ia
gweial are not worth above Is. In like manner the common
gold-coins of Trajan are not worth above 20s. while those
with Basilica Ulpi*, P'orum Trajani, Divi Nerva et Tra-
janusPater, Divi NtRVA et Platina Aug. Profectio Aug.
regna assignata, Rtx Parthus, and some others, draw from
3 to 6/. The ticket-medals belonging to the senate are wortU
from 3s. to 10s. The ancient Roman ases are worth from 2s. to
-/. according to the singularity of their devices. The name of
weights, given to the ancient Roman ases, is (says Mr. Pinkerton)
exceedingly improper, as the Romans had weights of lead and
brass sides ; without the least appearance of a portrait upon them.
These denote the weight by the number of knobs, and have like-

wise small fleurettes engraved upon them. Whenever, therefore,
(lie adds) we meet with a piece of metal stamped on both sides,

with busts and figures, we may lay it down as a certain rule, that it

is a coin ; but w hen slightly ornamented, and marked on one
side only, we may with equal certainty conclude it to be a weight.

Coctuiac
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Consular gold-coins arewortlifromSO^. to 5/. Pompey with his sons

21/. andtlie 2 Bruti 25/. The silver-coins are universally worth

from Is. to '2s. 6d. excepting that of the cap of liberty, and a few

others, which, if genuine, will bring from lO.y. to 5/. The consu-

lar copper bears an equal price with the silver, but is more rare ;

the consular silver-coin^, restored by Trajan, are worth 20^. each.

Of the coins of other nations, those of Hilderic, King of the Van-

dals, in silver, are worth, 10s. the small brass of Athanaric, js. ;

the gold of Theodoric, 40.?. ; the second brass of Theodaha',

5s. ; the second brass of Badueta, being rare, are worth \0s. ; the

third brass 3i. each. Coins and medals with unknown characters

are always scarce and dear. Ancient British coins are very rare,

and wortli from 10s. to 2 guineas each, sometimes much more.

The heptarchic coins of England are generally rare, except those

called Stycas, which are very common, as well as those of Bur-

gred, King of Mercia. The coins of Alfred the Great, witli his

bust are scarce, and his other money much more so. Those of

Hardy-Knute are so rare, that it was denied they had any exist-

ence ; till Mr. Pinkerton informed the public, that there are three

in the British Museum, upon all of which the name Harthecnut
is quite legible. Saxon pennies of the Heptarchy are rare, and
worth from 10s. to ten pounds, according to their scarcity an<l

preservation. Coins of Edward the Confessor are pretty plentiful

;

others are rare, andworth from 10s. to 2 guineas; while two of l^Iar-

dy-Cnute are worth no less than ten guineas each. The coins of the

English monarchs, after the conquest, are common, except those of

Richard I. and John, not one of which is to be met with ; though
there are some French coins of Richard I. and Irish ones of King
John.

Of the Symbols in Ancient Coins and Medals.

The names of the deities represented on the reverses of Greek
coins are never expressed ; perhaps, as Mr. Pinkerton supposes,

out of piety, a symbolical representation of their attributes being

all that they thought proper to delineate ; but the Roman coins

always express the names frequently with an adjunct, as Veneri
VlCTKici, &c. In others, the name of the emperor or empress is

added ; as Pudiciti.«; Augusts, round an image of Modesty
;

Virtus Augusti, round an image of Virtue. The principal

symbols of the divine attributes to be met with on the Greek me-
dals are as follow :

1. Jupiter is known on the coins of Alexander the Great, by his

eagle and thunderbolts ; but when the figure occurs only on the

obverses of coins, he is distinguished by a laurel-crown, and placid

bearded countenance. Jupiter Amnion is known by the ram's

horn twisting round his ear; a symbol of power and strength, as-

sumed by some of the successors of Alexander the Great, particu-

larly by Lysimachus.
2. Neptune is known by his trident, dolphin, or being drawn

by sea-horses : but he is seldom met with on the Grecian
coins.

3. Apollo is distinguished by an harp, branch of laurel, or tri-

pod ; and sometimes by a bow and arrows. In the character of the

Sun, his head is surrounded with rays; but when the bust only

occurs, he has a fair young face, and is crowned with laurel. He
is frequent on the coins of the Syrian princes.

4. Mars is distinguished by his armour, and sometimes by a

trophy on his shoulders. His head is armed with a helmet, and
has a ferocious countenance.

5. Mercury is represented as a youth, with a small cap on his

head, wings behind his ears, and on his feet. He is known by the

cap, which resembles a small hat, and the wings. He appears
also with the caducus, or wand twined with serpents, and the mar-
Supiuin, or purse, which he holds in his hand.

6. ^sculapius is known by his bushy beard, and his leaning on
a club with a serpent twisted round it. He sometimes occurs with
his wife Hygeia or Health, with their son Telesphorus or Conva-
lescence between them.

7. Bacchus is known by his crown of ivy or vine, his diadem
and horn, with a tiger and satyrs round him.

8. The ligure of Hercules is common cm the coins of Alexamlcr
the Great, and has frequently been mistaken for that of the prince
himself. He appears sometimes as a youth, and sometimes with a

beard. He is known by the club, lion's skin, and remarkal)ly ap-

parent strength ; sometimes he has a cup iu his baud, and a pop-

lar tree, as a symbol of vigour, is sometimes added to the por-

trait.

9. The Egyptian Serapis is known by his bushy beard, and a
measure upon his head.

10. Apis is delineated in the form of a bull, with a flower of the

lotos, the water-lily of the Nile, supposed by Macrobius to be u
symbol of creation; and Jamblichus tells us, that Osiris wa?
thouglit to have his throne in it.

1 1. Harpocrates, the god of silence, appears with his linger on
his mouth ; sometimes with the sistrum in his left hand : a symbol
common to most of the Egyptian deities,

12. Canopus, another Egyptian deity, appears in the shape of
an human head placed on a kind of pitcher. See Canopus.

13. The Holy Senate and Holy People appear frequently on
Greek imperial coins, sometimes represented as old men with
beards, at others as youths.

The goddesses represented on medals are,

1. Juno, represented by a beautiful young woman, sometimes
with a diadem, sometimes without any badge, whicii is reckoned
a sufficient distinction, as the other goddesses all wear badges.
Sometimes she appears as the goddess of marriage ; and is tlieu

veiled to the middle, and sometimes to the toes. She is known by
the peacock, a bird sacred to her trom the fable of Argus.

2. Minerva is very common on the coins of Alexander the
Great ; and her bust has been mistaken by the celebrated painter
Le Brun, for the hero himself. Her synil)ols are, her armour ;

the spear in her right hand, and tlie regis with a Medusa's head in

her left; an owl commonly standing by her.

3. Diana of Ephesus is commonly represented on the Greek
imperial coins; and appears with a great number of breasts, sup-
posed to denote universal Nature, She is supported by two deer,
anti carries a pannier of fruit upon her head. The bust of this

goddess is known hy the crescent on her brow, and sometimes by
the bow and quiver at her side.

4. Venus is known by an apple, the prize of beauty, in her
hand. Sometimes she is distinguished only by her total want of
dress ; but is always to be known by her extraordinary beauty,
and is sometimes adorned with pearls about the neck.

5. Cupid is sometimes met with on the Syrian coins, and is

known by his infancy and wings.

6. Cybele is known by a turreted crown and lion : or is seen in

a chariot drawn by lions.

7. Ceres is known by her garland of wheat, and is common on
the Sicilian coins ; that island being remarkable for its fertility.

Sometimes she has two serpents by Tier, or is drawn in a chariot

by them. She carries in her hand the torches, as if in search of
her daughter Proserpine.

S Proserpine herself is sometimes met with on coins with the
name of xo;-^, or the girl.

9. The Egyptian Isis has a bud or flower on her head ; a sym-
bol of the perpetual bloom of the inhabitants of heaven. She car-
ries also a sisti um in her hand.

10. The Sidonian Astarte appears on a globe supported on a
chariot with two wheels, and drawn by two horses.

These are the deities most commonly represented on the Greek
coins. The more uncommon are, Saturn with his scythe, or with
a hook on the Heraclean coins; Vulcan with his tongs, on the re-

verse of a coin of Thyatira, represented at work in the presence
of Minerva. Adranus, a Sicilian god, is sometimes represented on
coins with a dog. Anubis, an Egyptian deity, has a dog's head.
Alls is known by his Phrygian bonnet ; Castor and Pollux by a
star on the head of each ; Pluto, by his old face, dishevelled hair

and beard, and a hook; Flora, by a crown of flowers ; Nemesis
by her wheel ; and Pan by his horns and ears of a beast.

There are likewise to be found on inedals many different syni-

bols by themselves; of which we subjoin a list, with their signifi-

cations :

1. Vases with sprigs, signify Solemn games. 2. Small chest or
hamper, with a serpent leaping out. Mystic rites of Bacchus. 3_
Anchor, on Selencian medals, coin struck at Antioch, where an
anchor was dug up.. 4. Apollo on Syrian coins, on an inverted'

hamper, covered tripod. 5. A Bee, Aiisteus, tlie son of Apollo
6. Laurel, Apollo. 7. Reed, a river. 8. Ivy and grapes, Bad
chus. 9. Poppy, Ceres and Proserpine. 10. Corn, Ceres. 11,

Owl and olive, Minerva. 12. Dove, Venus. 13. Torch, Diana"
Ceres.
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Cerrt, or I'roserpiiie. 14. Mudnis, or conic stone, Ihe Sun, Be-

I

lus, or Venus. Ij. Pomegranate llowei-s, Hhodos. 16. Owl,

Athens. 17. Pegasus, Corinth. 18. Wolf's head, Argos. 19.

Bull's head, Bctotia. 20. Minotaur's head and labyrinth, Crete.

•.'I. Hoi-sc's head, Pharsalia. 22. Lion, Marseilles. 23. Tortoise,

Peloiionnesus. 34. Sj.hinx, Scio. 9.">. Three legs joined, (as in

the Isle of Man-money,) Sicily. 26. Hoi-se, Thessaly. 27. The
crescent, Bvzantium. 2S. Bull, supposed to be a river. 29. En-

sign, with the letters col. A colony drawn from one legion. 30.

Bull, Apis, strength ov security. 3*1. Caduceus, peace and con-

cord. 32. Cornucopia, abundance. 33. Pontifical hat, priest-

hood. 34. Pjrazonium, baton of command. 35. Globe on an

altar with three st.irs, the world preserved by the gods for the

three sons of Constantine I. 30. Fort and gale, Security. 37.

Tribuli, a kind of chevaux de frize, unknown. 38. Altar or tripod,

Piety. 39. Dolphin, Apollo. 40. Tectisternia, Festivals. 41. Lituus.

or twisted wand,-.\ugurship. 42. Apex, or cap with strings, Pontifi-

cate. 43. Thensa, or chariot employed to carry images, conse-

cration of an empress. 44. Peacock, ditto. 45. Eagle, consecra-

tion of an emperor.
Of Med.^llions.

Besides the ordinary coins of tlie ancients, which passed in com-
mon circulation, there were others of a larger size, which are now
termed medallions. Tliese were struck on tlie commencement of

the reign of a new emperor and otlier solemn occasions : fre-

quently alv), by the Greeks in particular, as monuments of grati-

tude or of flattery. Sometimes they were mere trial or pattern

pieces ; and those abound after the time of Maximian, with the

words Tfes Monetie on the reverse. The common opinion is,

that all tlie Roman pieces of gold, exceeding the denarius aureus,

all in silver exceeding the denarius, and all in brass exceeding the

sestertius, went under the denomination of medallions ; but Mr.
Pinkcrlon thinks that many of these large pieces went in circula-

tion, though not very commonly, as our five and two guinea-pieces,

silver crowns, &c. do in this country. The linest medallions were
presented by the mint-masters to the emperor, and by the empe-
ror to his friends, as specimens of tine workmanship. The best

we liave at present are of brass and many of them composed of
two sorts of metal ; the centre being oopper, with a ring of brass

around it, or the contrary ; and the insci iption is sometimes cnn-
Jined to one of tlie i-ielals, sometimes not. There is a remarkable
•liilerence between the Greek and Koman medallions in point of

thickness ; the latter beinij frequently three or four lines thick,

while the other seldom exceed one. Very few medallions, how-
ever, were struck by the Greeks before the lime of the Koman
emperors; but the Greek medallions of the emperors are more
luimerous than those of the Romans themselves. All these pieces,
however, are of such high ])rices, lliat few private persons are able
to purchase ihem. In tlie 17ih century, ChHsliiia quyen of Swe-
den procured about 300. In the late king of France's collection,
there were I'-OO ; a number formerly supposed not to exist ; but
Dr. Hunter's toliectiou contains about 100, exclusive of the
Egyptian.

.
• DiRECv^>''' ^OR M.^Ki.N'u Cabinets.

As Ihe formation nf a cabinet must be attended with very con-
siderable pxpence, it is necessary for every one who attempts this,

to proportion it lo his circumsl;inces. Tlieieaie, properly speak-
ing, three kinds of cabinets. /. Those meant to contain
a coin of every sort that has been issued from the mint in every
age and country : but this, which may be called the large an'd
complete cabinet, is not to "be accomplished bv private persons.
That of Dr. Hunter is perhaps one of the be'st private cabinets
ever known ; and cost 23,000/. but as many duplica'es were sold
as cost 2(iiio/. by which means the e.xpeiice was reduced to
21,000/. 'Ihe viisi collection made by the king of France cost
upwards of 100,00 /. The smaller cabinet

, may be supposed to
con-ist only of middle and small Koinan brass, English pennies,
groats, &c. with a few medals of the more valuable kind, and may
be supposed to incur an expence of from 200 to 1000/. 'Ihe
smallest kind is called a casket nf inedals, and docs not consist of
above 1000 at most of various kinds; and consecjuently the ex-
pence must depend on the pleasure of the proprietor.

' The ar-
angemeiit of a grand cabinet, according to Mr. Pinkerton, is as
fallows : " 1. '1 he coins of cities and of free states in alphabetical

order ; whether using Greek, Roman, Punic, Etruscan, or Spanish

cliaracfers. IF. Kings in chronological series, both as to founda-

tion of empire and seniority of reign. HI. Heroes, heroines,

founders of empires aud cities. IV. Other illustrious persons. V.
Roinanases. Vl. Coins of families, commonly called consular.

Vll. Imperial medallions. Vlll. Imperial gold. IX. Imperial

minimi of all metals. X, Imperial silver. XI. Imperial first

brass. Xil. Second brass. XIII. Third brass. Xl\'. Colonial

coins, which aie all of br.iss. XV. Cireek cities under the em-
perors, of all metals- and sizes. In a smaller cabinet they may
be put with the Roman, according to their metal and size. Those
without the emperor's head go to I. though struck in Roman
times. XVI. Egyptian coins struck under the Roman emperors,

of all metals, aud sizes. They are mostly of a base metal, called

by the French p.\tix', a kind of brittle brass. XVII. Contor-
niati, or ticket-medals. XVIII. Coins cf Gothic princes, &c.
inscribed with Roman characters. XIX. Coins of southern na-

tions using uncommon alphabets, as tlie Persian, Punic, Etrus-

can, and Spanish. XX. Coins of northern nations using un-

coiDinon characters, as the Runic and German. In the mo-
dern part no series can be formed of copper that will go
back above two centuries ; but sequences (chronological series)

of gold and silver may be arranged of all the dilTcreiit empires,

kingdoms, and states, as far as their several coinages will allow.

Those of England and France will be Ihe most perfect. Modern
silver is commonly arranged in three setpiences ; the dollar, the

groat, and the penny sizes. The medals of each modern country
ouglit of coui-se to be separated : though it is best to arrange each
set in chronological order, let their size ot metal be what it will.

These directions likewise apply to the formation of a cabinet of
tlie second kind : but if the collector means to form a series of

large Roman brass, he will find the coins ot four or hve emperors
so scarce as not lo be attainable in tliat series, at any price. He
must therefore supply their places with miildle brass, as is allowed
with regard to Otho, even in the best cabinets, there not being

above three coins of that emperor in large brass known in the

world ; whereas of the middle brass, two or three hundred may
exist. For this reason Mr. Pinkerton concludes, that in cabinets

of the second class, the collector may mingle the large and second
brass together as he thinks proper, in order to save expence ;

though it would not do so well to unite such disproportionate

sizes as the large and small. " In the sjnall sequence, however,
(says he), there can be no more harm in his mixing gold, silver,

and brass, as chance or curiosity may lead him to purchase any of

these. Ill short, the collector has no rules but in the Greek cities

and Roman families, to observe alj)habetical order and chronology
in every thing else." The most ancient coins, according to

Froelich, are distinguished by the h How ing marks, which he
accounts infallible: 1. Their oval circumference, and globulous
swelling shape. 2. Antiquity of alphabet. 3. The characters be-

ing retrograde, or the lirst division of the legend in the common
,

style, while the next is retrograde. 4. The indented square.

5. The simple structure of the mintage, ti. Some of the very old

coins :u-e hollowed on the reverse, with the image impressed on
the front. 7. The dress, symbols, &c. frequently of the rudest

design and execution.

Abbreviations vsfh in' the Legend? or Coins and Me-
dals; FROM Mr. Pinkerton.

Gkeek Coins.
.1. Athens, Argus, AuluS, Asyimu, priiui ur first ;'as Efffftwv or .^. Ac*»;,
• I.Illcc^ialls, firsl )ico|)le of .4«ia." A. Ahassus, Abdcni, .Vbydus ou
Hellespont. AB. Abydus in Egypt. .^BT. Abydiis on IIclles|>.mt. A®.,
AWE Allii'iis. Air. .-\oginH Airojno. Apgospot.miu.'!. aia AclUn, ,

Aulia Cupilolina. AIN. Aenos. AK AKPAFAN. Agrigcntum. AKt,
Acilium. AKT. Ac-iuiu. AAE. AlexaiulriH. AM. Aiiiynms. AMBP.
Aiiibracia. AM<I>I. Ainphilocliia. AN«. A-.ei/TOTtv, Proconsul ANTIS.

.'\iilissa. ANA. Aiiatloria. ANTI. Aiilium. AN. Ancyr.-i. ANT. An-
toninus, Aiitioch. AH. .\.vus in Crete. AON. Aoniiir. .\OYE. Avenio,

l-'ell. An. Appius. AHA. .'Vpninea. Alio .t-jolloiiia. AriTA .Apiara.
''

AP. Aradus, Harnia. AITE. Arj^ennos. APr. Arnos. API, Aricauda
APIM. Arimimiin. aPXI Arsiuoe APT. iVrjca AI'X. A-X'tftUi ot ,

Ajx^'l'igli I'l'iast or iiingislralc. ASl.\PX. Asiarclue, prcsideiil«ot'tii4/

siaines 111 Asia. AS, AsyTum. A. I. Ujotu St/jia;, First of -Syria. AJIJ*'''

Ascalon. AT Atabvviu'rn. ATaP Alarnx-. .\Tr. AiiSHstus. ATPIJ-V.

,

Aureliuj. AT. ATT. ALrox^a-riuo, Kmiieror. ATTON. AvTi^fx.-.; enjoy
ing their on u Ia»s. AI^I. Apliyta A4<P. Africauus. AX. .-^cliii

-(- ». B«i/Xi|fr
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B. BouXi; Couniil : BltjIus : liilhviiia. -EArHAAO. Bag:uliioi:i,i. BA.\.

Vali r'ius. BIl. Berytiis. BITON. Bitoiiluui. EOI. Bccutm. BPfiV. Bruu-

du.-iiiiii. Br Bjzaiitiuaj.

r. rp. rpAM. Grammaticus, or kerper of tlio records, r. Gaius, or Cains.

TA. Gallus, Galeriu«, Galliei'.us. r. rv:u-if.cov, Illustrious. TEA. (Selas.

TEP, GermaiiicuM. FN. Genius. roPTT.'Gorl^'ua. 1"PA. Gravisra.

A, Decimus, Uynia:. AAK. D.n-icu>.. aAM. Damascus. i^.W. Oardanutn.

AH Aiifio;, the people. AHMAPX. EHOTi. with Tiibuniti.;!! power. AE.

JUeciiia. AEK. IXcius. J1E.P. Derbc io Lycaonia. AH. Deloa. AI.

Diospolis. APE. Drepanuju. ATP. Dyrrhachium.

E. Ervce. E. EPES. Eresus. EAET Eleu^ius. EAET9. EXivitm, Free.

- Eril. Epidaurus. EPI. F.riza ui Caria. EPX. Ercliia. EPT. Erythra;.

. ET. ETO. ZTO-ji, Year. ET. Eteima in l'aui()hvlia. EE. Efous-ia, Power.

ET. ETBO. Euboca. ETI. Eu<7£?>i,-, Pious. ETT. S.v'7-jx>t(, Happy. E*.

EtI>E. Ephesus.

EA. Zacynthus. Z.\NKA. Zancle, Messaiia anciently so called.

H. Eliuin. nr. Hvjy.om;, President. HPAK. Herac'lea. BA. Thasiis. 0E.

Tliespiae. ®ES. Tlicssalouica. 0H. 0Hn. Tlicbo?.

I. lEP, IiJ^r, Stirred, lEP.-VIIY Hveiapvtha. IKAP. Hiccara. lAI. Ilium.

lOT. lulius a city, or Julius. IOTA. Julia. IHA. Hippaua. IP. Irene,

Ih5. fiUfrhi. IS. Isus, IslioDu.

K. Cuius ; KovitTo;, Quintus. K. KAIS. Cesar. K. K. Koivov KiXixlre;,

Conriumiity ol Cilicia. KAIA. CjeIius. KAA. Chalccdon. KAAAI
Callipolis. KAMA. Caiuara. KAN Canata. KAII. Capua. KAnil.

Cap-'ado.ia KAP. Carrlia:. K.VPT. Carthago KAT. C.iulonia. KE. Ceo^.

KE*. Cc'phaliPdis. KI. Ciaiius, Ciba-unr. KIA. Cilbiani. KA. CUeunse,

Claudius. KAA. Cl.izoiueiie. KNI. Cr.idus. KO. Corinth. KOIN.
Koivov. Coni-.iiunily. KOA. KoXoyiaj. Colony. Colophon. KOM. Couimo-
diis. KOP. Corcyra. KP. Cragiis iu Lycia". KPA. c:rauns. KPH. Crete.

KTH. Ctenieiie, rWI. KT. Cuiiia, Cydonmm, Cyon. KT0. Cythnus.

K-rn. Cyprus. KTP. Cyrene.
A or L. AvxaSavTo;, Year. A. Lucius. AA. Laceda^nion. A.AM. Lamea,

LaTnps<cus. AAP Larissa. AAPI. Lamuim. AE. AET. Eeucas, AEON.
Lcontium. AHM. Leiuuos. AIII. Lipara. AITI. Liviopolis. AO. AilK.

Locri. AOr. Eongone. .VTF. ATK. Lyctus.

M. Marcus, Malea; Megalopolis, iMazaka. MA. Maronea, Massilia, Ma-
ccdo-iia. MAP. Magnesia. MAKPO. Macrocephali. MAM. Mainer-

tiui. MASS. Massilia. MAZ. i\Jazara. ME. Weuclais, on Syrian regal

coins. MENEK Mcnecrates. ME. MEf. Megara, Megalopolis, Melite.

MEr. MsyaXo;, Great. ^IES. iVIessana. METArMetaponiuui. M. MHTPO.
Metropolis. MI. Miletus. MK. iMazaka of Cappaducia, on coins of

Miihridates VI. MOP. Worgalitia. MT. Myceiia;. MTP. Myrlca.
MTTI. Mytilcue.

K. Naupactos. N.\S. Naxos. NTAPX. Nuft^^iSoi enjoying a sea-port.

N£. N'cmea. N. NEtlK. Neocnii. NEOn. Nfopolis, NEP. Kerva. NIK.
Kicienni, Nicomedia. NT3. Nysaii, on coins of Scythopolis. I'lil.

OT. Octlia-i. ON. Ovrot, being. OIIEA Opclius. OII.'Opus. OPT. Oiycus.
orx Orchonienus. OTn. oi Tn. OKTraro; or TTrriTo;, Consul. OTEP.
A'eius. OTH. Vetus. OTEXn. Vespasianus. OTITEA. Vitellius. 0<1>PT.

Ophryniuin.

n llajrt, njs;, upon. n. nonA. Pnblius. n HA. Paphos-or Faros.

HAlk Pa!5iuin. HAN. P.inorujus. n.\P. Paiopimira. IIAPI. Paros.
HAPa. Parthicns. HE. Pcrinthus HEA Pclla. HEP. Peigns. HEPT.
Pertinax. IIESK Pescennius. n. HH. Pelusiuni. ITIN. Pinamyta;.
IIAA. PlatfX". no Pontns. noAT. Holyrrhtnum. nos. Posidonia.

UPAS. Prassus. n. HPT. Jli-jram;, Pra;fect. HP. nPE^. TlrirSio;, Le-

gate. nPO. Proconnesus. nvOAl nooJixo;, Curator. IT. IIPilT. n^jaro;,

Viral nr. Ptiileuiais. nT. Pylos.

PO. Rhodes.

S. £.4. Sniamis, Sainos, Syria. SA. Saraosate. lAAAIl. Salapia. SAP. Sar-

dis. SE. SiTiplHis, SegCbte. lEH. -zsSag-o;, Augn.sius. . SEA. Selinus,

Selencia. SEnr Sepmnius. SI. Sipli^ios. SIA. Side. xiNfl. Sinope.
ImT. Snijrna. STP. XTPA. ST^rtniyo;, I'rifctor. STB. Svbaris. ST. STP.\.

•Syr.ictise. STP. Syria. SSI. bjol;c.

T I'ltus. TaBaA. labala. TA. TANA. Tanagra. TAP. Tarentom, Tar-

sus. TATP. Tauroniennm. T£. Teuienlis. TEP. Terina. TH. 'i'enuH.

TI. TIB. I'iberius. TPA. Tr.illis. iPl. I'tipolis. Tpo. Troizene. TTAN.
T\ana. TT. Tyndans. TTP. Tyre (luonogiaui).

TE. TEA. Velia, Tn. THAT. Tttbtoj, ConsulT

*. Plulu), Phoestus, fhiluniiniii. «A. Phaseiis. *\p. Pharsalus. *i.

Vibius, Philippopolis. <1>INE. i'liiiicium. il>,v. Flavins. *0K. Phocajum.
*OTA. Fulvia. ctiv. Piiycus in Cyrene.

X.Chios. XAA. Chaleis. XEH. Cncrsoncsus. Xi. Cliytri in Crete.

Greek Numerals.

4.0.

b'lii.

Olio.

7ll;l.

900.

.S.

vol.. IV.—NO, iGi

s. or C '200.
I

*.

T. 300.
I

X. f.DO.
I q.

Examples. Ik 10: add a to i, and ia makes 1 1 : so is, I?;

ir, 13, &c. K is 20, KA, 21, &c. PiA makes 111. The Englisli

wordAiR marks tho grand iiiiti.'l miiiit-rals. On coins thcnuimrrals

are often placed in ixtiograde order ;vvhich makes no dilTcrence in

the value, as every letter is appropriated to its nitniber. Thus tAF
or TAT imply the same, 333. But this advantage being unknown
to the Koinan numerals and Arabic ciphers, is apt to puzzle the

beginner.

Roman Coins.

A. AuLUs: in the exergue it implies the lirst mii;f, as ant. a.

coined atAntiochin the first mint. A. a. a. f. f. Auro, Argen-

to, JEtc, Flando, Feriinulo. A. or an. Annus, a. a. Apollo

Augusti. a. f. a. n. Auli iilius, Auli nepos. abn. Abnepo.s.

Act. Aetiacus, or Actium. ad frv. emvi'. Ad fnigcs emundas.
ADiAB. Adiabenicus. adop. Adoptatus. ado.. Adqiiisita. adv.
Adventus. aed. .J^des. AtD. E. iEdilitia potestate. aed. s.

iEdcssacrae. aed. cvr. iEdilib Curulis. aed. PL. JJdilis Ple-

bis. ael. iElius. AEM. or aimil. ilunilius. aet. ..Eternilas.

AFR. Africa, or Africanus. albin. Albinus. alim. ixal. Ali-

meiita Italia;, ann. avg. Annona Augusti. A. N. v. F. An-
iiuiTi Novum Faustum Felicetn. anic. Anicius. ann.
DCcCLXiiii. NAT. VRB. P. ciR. co.v. Anuo SG4. Natali Uibii

Populo Circenses constituti. ant. avg. Antonius Augur.

ANT. Antonius, or Antoninus, ap. Appius. a. p. f. Araento
Publico Feriunilo. a. pop. frvg. ac. A Populo Fiuges Ac-
cepts. Aa- AQL. Aqiiilius. AavA mar. Aqua Martia. arab.

ADft. Arabia Adquisita. arr. Arrius. avg. Augur, Augustus,

Augufta. AVG. D. F. Augustus Divi Filius. avgg. Two
Augiisli. AVGGG. Three AugusJi. avr. or hvkzl. Aurelius.

li. The mark of the second mint in any city. bon. event. Bo-

nus Evcntus. B. R. p. NAT. Boiin Reipublica: Nato. brit.

Britannicus. brvt. Brutus.

c. Caius, Colonia. c. a. Cssarea Augusta, c. cae. or caes.

Ciesar. caess. Cssares. carth. Carthage, cen. Censor.

CENS. p. Censor Perpetuus, cest. Cestius, or Cestiaiuis. cik.

CON. Circnni Condidit, or Circenses Concessit. civiB. et
sign, milit. a parth. recvp. Civibus et Signis Militaribus a

Patthis Recuperatis. CN. Cneius. coEi.. Calius. con. ob.

Constantinopoli Obsiguata, or Constantinojioli Officina secun-

da, or CoiiHata Obryzo. col. Colonia. con. svo. Con'erva-
lori suo. CONCORD. Concordia. CL. v. Clypetis Votivu.s.

COMM. Commodus. clod. Clodius. CL. or clavd. Claudius.

COS. Consul, coss. Consnies. corn. Cornelius, cvk. x. r.

Curavit Denarium Faciendum.
d. Deciinus, Divus, Designatus. dac. Dacicus. d. f. Dacia

felix. D. M. DiisManibus. des. or desig. Designatus. Dicx.

Dictator, do.mit. Domitianus. d. n. Dominus iioster. did.

Didius. d. p. Dii Penates, dv. Divus.

eid. mar. Idus Martia;. ex cons. d. Ex Consensu DecurionuiTi.

ex s. c. E\ Senatus Consiilto. ea. ordin. Et|Ueslris Ordinis.

ex a. pv. Ex Argento, or Auctoritate Publica. exer. Exer-
ciius. etr. Etruscus.

f. Filius, or Filia, or Felix, or Faciendum, or Fecit, fel. Felix.

FELic. Felicitas. fl. Flavius. flam. Flanien. fort. red.
Fortuns Reduci. fovrl Fourius lor Furius. font. Fonteius.

FRVGiF. FrugifersE (Cereii). fvl. Fuivius. fvlg. Fulge-

ralor.

G. Gneius, Genius, Gaudium. ga. Gadit nus. G. D. Gertnani-

cus Dacicus. gen. Genius, germ. Germanicus. gl. e. u.

Gloria Exercitus Romani. gl. p. r. Gloria Populi Roniani.

GOTH. Gothicus. g. p. r. Gei'.io Populi Romani. g. t. a.

Genius Tutelaris iEgypti, Africa;.

HEL. Helvius. hel. Heliopolis. her. Herennius, or Ilerennia.

HO. Hollos. HS. Sestertius.

I. Iniperator, Jovi, Julius, ian. clv. Jaiium clusit for claiisit.

IMP. Iini)erator. impp. Imperatores. i. s. .M. r. JunoSospita,

Mater, or Magna Regina. IT. Italia, Iteruni. ite. Itenim.

IVL. Julius or Julia. ivsT. Ju.stus. i. i. s. Sestertius, i. o. m.
sacr. Jovi Opliino, Maximo, Sacrum, ii vir. Dunmvir. in.

vir. a. p. e. Quatuorvi,-, or Quatuorviri, .-^uro, or Argento, or

Aire, Publico Fcriundo. ivn. Junior.

L. Lucius. LAT. Laliiius. leg. pkop-r. Legatus Propratoris.

2 A . LEG.
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LtG. I. &c. LegiolVima, ic. LLP. LfjiiJus. Ltsr. cvn. x.

F. LentulusC'iiiavit Deiiariuin Fiicimiciuni. ubero. p. Libeio

Palri. LIB. pvB. LiberlasPublica. lic. Liciniiis. l. s. den.

Lucius tjiciiiius DciiUtu'i. lvc. LucilVra. lvd. cik. Luili

Circcnses. lvd. eq. Ludi Equcstres. lvd. SAtc. f. Ludos

Sa-culaiesFetit.

M. Maicus, or Mariu?. mar. CL. ^Jalcellus Clodius. M. F. Mar-

ci Filiiis. M. OTACiL. Slaivia Olacilia. mag. or amgk. Mag-
ni'if. MAC. MacRlUiin. max. Maxiiiuis. mak. Martia (aqua).

MAR. VLT. Marti Ultori. mes. Messius. metal. Metalluiu.

irtSAT. Miuatius. MISER. Minerva. M. .M. i. v. Municipes

Muiiicipii Jul'ii Uticensis. MON. or monet. Moneta.

K. Ne;jos or NosUt. s. c. Nobilissinuis Ca;sar. kat. vrb.

N:tta|ls Urbis. NEi*. Nepos. nep. red. Neptuno llcduf i.

o. Optimo. OB. c. s Ob Cives Servatos. of. Ofiicina. opel.

Opeliiis. oRB.TER. Orbis Terrarum.
p. or per. Pottslato. pac. orb. ter. Pacatori Orbis Terra-

rum, papi. Pajiius or Pjpirius. parth. Partliicus. perp.

Perpetuus, pert, or pertin. Pertiuax. pesc. Pesccueius.

p. f. Pius Felix, plaet. Plxtonius. p. l. n. Ppcunia Loii-

diiii Notata. P. lok. s. Pecunia Loiidini Sionata. p.

>i. or PON'T. MAX. Pontiiex Maximus. pomp. Poinpeius.

p. p. Pater Patria;. PR. Pritor. p. R. Populus Roniainis.

PRAEF. CLAS. ET OR, MARiT. Prffit'ectus Classis et Ora; Mari-

timE. PRiN'C. ivVEKT. Princcps Juventutis. priv. Privernuni.

pPvOC. Proconsul, pron. Pronepos. prop. Propntor. PROii.

ProqULEstor. prov. de3R. Provideiitia Deorum. pvpien.
Pupienus.

a. Quintus, or Quxstor. q. c. m. p. i. Quintus Cxcilins Metel-
lus Pius Imperator. q. desig. Quaestor Designalus. a. p.

<Ju.T5tor Pr.ttorius. q.. PR. Qua;stor Provincialis.

R. Kiiiia, Resiitit. recep. Receptis, or Receptus. sest.

RLSiiiit. ROM. ET AVG. RomsE et Augusto. r. p. Res-
piihlica.

s*Ec. AVR. Sxculum Aureum. saec. pel. Sa'ciili Felicitas. sal.

Salus. SAL. Sallu-tia. sarm. Sarmaticus. s. c. Seiiatus Con-
sult©, scip. ASIA. Scipio Asialicus. sec. orb. Securilas Or-
bis. SEC. PERP. St-curitas Perpetua. sec. te. Securilas Tem-
porum. SEN. Senior, sept. Septimius. ser. Sorvius. SEV.

Severus. sex. Sextus. sic. v. sic. x. Sicut Quinquennalia,
sic Decennalia. sig. Signis. s. m. Signata Moneta. s. p. q.

K. Senatus Populustpie Romanus. stabil. Stabilitas (terra).

svL. Sulla.

T. Titus Tribiiuus. ter. Terentius, orTertium. tejip. Tem-
poruni. Ti. liberius. tr. or tkev. Tieveris. treb. Trebo-
nianua. tr. .mi! . 'iribunus Militaris. tr. p. or trie. pot.
Tribunitia Potestas.

V. Quituai: v. c. Vir Clarissunus. vesp. Vespasianus. via.
Vibiiis. vicT. Victoria, vii. vir. epvl. Septtmvlr Epulo-
luiin. viL. pvB. Villa publics, virt. Virtus, vs. mr. Ve-
nen.ndie Memorix. vox. x. mvlt. xx. Votis Deccnnalibus
Multiplicatis Vicennalibus.

X. Decern, Denarius, xv. vir sacr. kac. Quindecim Vir Sa-
cris Faciundis.

Abbreviations on the Eiergue ; from Eadnduri and Moiialnii.

rinkerton.

A. Olliciiia Prima, ale. Alexandria, amb. Aiitiodiensis Mo-
neta Secun(!a; Officins. an. .\nt. anti. Antiocliia. anb.
Antiochi» Secunda Officina: to anh. Antiochiie Octava Offici-

na. A. p. L. (In oRiciiia) Prima p?rcussa Lugduni. aq. aql.
Aquilc s. Ad. o. B. p. A<iuilei» Oflicin;e Secujid* Fabrica.

Aft. P. s. Aquileio; Pecunia Signata. au.. s. Aquileia; Signata.

A. AR. ARL. Arelate. A. sisc. Prima (in oHicina) Sisci;E.

B. siRM. SocuiKlaSirmii. b. s, l. c. Secunda Sii^nata I.ugduni.

CO. Constantinopoli Nona, comob. Conflata Sloneta Obryz'
Only on gold or silver from a gold-dye. con. Constuntinopoli.
conob. Confiala Obryzo. Only on gold. coNS. Constan-

K. o. Carthaginiensis Oflirina.

tino|;()li.

KART. Carthago,

L. ic. LVC. lvg. Lucduni, Ltrgduni. l. lon. Londini. L. p.

Lugdtinensis vel Londinensis Pecunia. lvc. p. s. Lugduni
Petunia Signata.

MOPS. Meiliolani Pecunia Signata. m. k. v. t. Moneta Kartagi-
nensis Uibis (ih oiricinJ) 'i'ertia. m. l. Moneta Lugduncnsis
vel Londinei'Sis. mostt. Moneta Ofiicina; Secunda: Trever-
orum. MSTK. Moneta Signata Tieveris.

o. Orficiiia. OFF. III. CONST. Ofiicina Tertia Constan'inupoli.

PAKL. Percus;aor Pecunia Arelate. fix)K. Pecunia LoiKlinensis.

PLVD. G. Pecunia Lugduncnsis. p. R. Pecuni^ Romana, or
Percussa P.omie. p. T. Pecunia Trevercnsis.

d. AR. Quinta Arelatensis (officina).

R. RO. Ro.M. Uonia-. RA. Ravenn?-. rops. Romse Pecunia 'Signata.

s. AR. Arelate Signata. s. const. Signata Constantinopoli. sis.

Sisci;c. ss. p. Sisciensis Pecunia. sisc. v. Siscia Vrbs. sma.
Signata Moneta Antiochix. s. M. her. Signata Moneta Ileru-

clere. s. .M. N. Signata Moneta Niconieilx. s. m. r. Signata

Moneta Roma. s. t. Signata Treveris.

TEsoB. Tessalonics Onicina Secunda. theopo. Tlieopoli. tb^
Treveris Oliicina Seccnda.

A List of Roman Colonies whose Coins remaiit.

Abdera in Spain. Acti in Spain. Acluilia in Africa. jElia C'a-

pitolina in Jud;ea. Agrippina in Germany. Antiocliia in Pisi-

di». in Syria. Apamea in Biilijnia. Arna in "Jliessaly.

Astigi in Spain.

Babba in Mauritania Tingitana.Berytus in Piieenicia.Bilbilis in Spain.

Bosti^ in Arabia. Bracara Augu?fa in Spain. Buthrotuni inEpirus.

Cabellio in (jaul. Ca;3ar-Au;uist.'. in Spain. Ca:>5area in Pales-

tine. Calagurris in Spain. C'alpe in Spain. Cameloduiuini in

Britain. Carrlnv in Mesopotamia. Cartcia in Spain. Cartha-

go in Africa. Carthago Nova in Spain. Casciinliim in Spain.

Cassandria in Macedon. Ci Isa in Spain. Clunia in Spain.

Coillu in Nuniidia. Comuna in Cappadocia. CoriiilLius in

Greece. Cremm in Pisidia. CuUain Ihrace.

Damascus iu Ca:le.>;yria. Dersosa in Spain. Deuiton in Thrace.
Dium in Macedon.

Ebora in Spain. Edessa in Mesopotamia. Emerita in Spain.

Emesa iu Phcenicia. Ergavica in S|>ain.

Germe in Galatia. Graccuris in Spain.

Hadrumetum in Africa. Heliopolis in Cxlesyrla. Hippo Re-
gius in Africa.

Iconium in Lycaonia. Ilerda in Spain. lUergavonia in Spain,

llleci in Spain. lol in Mauritania. Italics in Spain.

Laelia in Spain. Laodicea in Syria. Leptis in Africa. Lugdu-
num in Gaul.

Neapolib in Palestine. Nemausus in Gaul. Xesibis i« Mesopo-
tamia. Norba Caesarea in Mauritania.

Obulco in Spain. Oea in Africa. Olba in Pamphylia. Osca in

Spain. Osicarda in Spain.

Panormus in Sicily. Parium in Mysia. ParalVs in Lycaonia.
Patricsa (Ccrduba) in Spain. Pella in Macedon. Philippi in

Macedon. Philippopolis in Arabia. Ptolemaic in Phcenicia.

Ru?cino in Gaul. Romula (llispalis) iu Spain, llhesftna in Me-
sopotamia.

Sabaria in Hungary. Saguntum in Spsin. Sebaste in Palestine.

Segobriga in Spain. Sidon in Phoenicia. .Signara in Mesopo-
tamia Sinope in Pontus. Stobi in Mace<lon.

Terraco in Spain. Thessalonica in Macedon. Traductc. (.lulia)

in Spain. Troas in Phrygia. Turiaso in Spain. Tyana in

Cappadocia. Tyrusin Plurnicia.

Valentia in Spain. Vienna in Gaul. Viminacium in Moesia. Uti-

ca in Africa.

Abbreviations on Colonial Coins.

Acci. AccitanaColonia, GHa(/;z J?J i):,Y«'n. adi. Adjutrix /fg/c

ael. mvn. coel. .£lium Municipium Ca-la, near Sestos nn lite

IlcUispont. AST. A^tigitana, Ectja in Andalusia.

B. A. Braccara Augusti, Prague in 'Portugal.

c. A. Ca>sarea Antiocliia. c. a. a. p. or paTr. Colpnia Augusta
Aroe Patrensis. cab. Cabellio. c. a. bvt. Colonia Augusti
Buthrotuni, in Epirus. c. a. c. Colonia Augusta Cxsarea.

c. A. 1. Colonia Augusta Julia, Cadiz, c. a. e. Colonia Aug.
Enlerita, Merida. cal. Calaguvris, Cilnhnrra in Siitiin. c.

A. o. a. f. Cylonia Antoniana Oea Aua,. Felix, Tripoli in Jf-
rica. c. a. pi. met. sid. Colonia jEmilia Pia Metropolis Sidon.

c. A. u. Colonia Augusta Rauracoriim, or Colonia Asia Regia:
Augstin Swit/erlaiul, or Ast near Xeres de la Frontera in Spain.

c. c. A. Colonia Cj^sarea Augusta, S(tru!ro.isa in Spain, c. C.

coL. LUG. Claudia Copia Colonia Lugduncnsis. c. c. i. B. Co-
lonia Campestris Julia Babba, in Mauritania, c. c. i. B. D. D.

Colonia Campestris Julia Babba Decrcto Decurionum. c. c.

1, H. F.A. Colonia Concordia Hadrumetiua, Pia Augusta, c.

CIV.
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CIV D. D. p. Corona Civica dala Dccreto Publico, c. c. n

A. Colonia CarlliagoNova AujJUbia. c. c. N. c. D. d. (Joloiiia

CoiR-tirilia, Norba Ca;:;areana, Derreto Decuriomiin. c. cor.

(Jolonia CoriiitlHis. c. c. T. Diicentesima Reniissa. c. c. s.

Coioiiia Cl.iiiilia Sauaria, in Hungary, c. F. p. d. Colonia

Flavia Pacemis Develliim, Dezcltum in Thrace, c. G. i. H. p. a.

Colonia G«iiiella Julia liadriana, Pariaiia, Augusla. c. i.e. A.

Colonia Julia Concordia, Apamea. c. i. A. D. Colonia Julia

Au(»tista Dcrtona, Tortomi near Milan, c. i. A. v. Colonia

Julia Au^:;. Cadiz, c. h. avg. f. sim. Colonia Julia Augusta

Ftlix Siiiope. c. I. B. Colonia Julia Balba, in Mauritania.

c. I. c. A. p. A. Colonia Julia Carthago Augusta Pia Antiqua,

or Corintl), or Carthago Nova. c. i. cal. Colonia Julia Calpt-,

Gibrahar. c. i. f. Colonia Julia Felix, Cadiz, c. i. g. a. Co-
lonia Julia Gemella Augusta, c. i. i. A. Colonia linmuni^ 11-

•lice Aiigii-ila, £kht in Spain, c. i. n. c. Colonia Julia !

»Noiba CiEsareana, or Alcantara : sometimes it nifans

Col. Ju^lia Nova Carthago. c. i. v. Colonia Julia

Valc-ntia, yulencia in Spam. c. v. T, Colonia V'ictrix

"^I'arraco. c. l. i. cor. Colonia Laus Julia Corinthus.

•c. L. I. n. AVG. Colonia Laus Julia Nova Augusta, /,a«? or

Lodi in Lucaniu, c. m. l. Colonia Metropolis Laodicea, in

Coc.tesyria. co. dam. metro. Colonia Damascus Metropolis.

COHH. VRET. VII. P. VI. F. Cohortes Prffitoi iauK Septimum Puc.

Sextur.i Felices, coh. i. cr. Cohors prima Cretensis. coh
PRET. PHIL. Cohort Pra-toriiinaPliilippenMum. col. ael. a. h.

MET. Colonia .'Elia Augusta Hadrnmettina Metropolis.ZHvij Wfu.
COL. AEL. CAP. COMM. P. F. Colonia jElia Capitolina Coninio-

diana Pia Fx^lix. col. ale.x. troas. Colonia Ale.\andriana

Tvoas. col. amas. or ams. Colonia Amastriana, en /"ayjAfaiiO-

nia. COL. ant. Antioch in Pisidia. i col. arelat. sfxtan.
Colonia Arclaie Se.\tanoruni, Arits. col. ast. avg. Colonia

Astigitana Angustana Augusta, Eceja in Spain. col. avg.

FEL. BER. Colonia Aui^usta Felix Berytus. col. avg. fir.

Colonia Aug. Firnia, F.ceja. col. avg. iul. philip. Colonia

Augusta Julia Philippensis. col. avg. pat. trevir. Colonia

Augusta Paterna Treviroruni, Treves in Germaui/, sent Jrom
Paiernum in Italy, col. aur. kar. comm. p. f. Colonia Au-

relia Karrhw C'omniodiana Pia Felix, or Canieatum Comma-
gene, or Carrhx in Asia. col. b. a. Colonia Braccn-

ra Augusta, Brague. cdl. bevt. l. v. Colonia Berytus Lcgio

Qviinta. col. cabe. Colonia Cabellio. col. caes. aug. Co
Ionia Csesarea Augusta, /« P«/Mi/nf. col. camalodvn. Co-
lonia Camalddmuim, England, col. casilim. Colonia Casi-

linum, Ctistcltazo in Italy, col. cl. ptol. Colonia Claudia

Plolemais, Acre in Pluenicia. col. DsMas. metro. Colonia

Damascus Metropolis. col. f. r. A. p. barcin. Colonia

Flavia Julia Augusta Pia, Barcino or S»rfe/o«o. col. fl. pac.

DEVLT. Colonia Flavia Pacensis Deultuin, Develtwn in Thrace.

COL. HA. me. t. Colonia Hadriana Mercurialis Thxnitana, Mer-
curiali, Fermo in Italy, and Thenes in Africa, col. h. (or

HEL.) LEG. H. C^oloiiia Heliopolis Legio Heliopolitana. col.

HEL. I. o. M. H. Colonia Heliopolis Jovi Optimo Ma.\imo
Heliopolitano. col. ivl. avg. c. i. f. coman. Colonia

Julia Augusta Concordia Invicta Felix Comanoruin, druvinfrnrn-

Concordia in Ituli/, and sent to Comana in Cuppadociu. col.

IVL. AUG. FEL. CREMNA. Colonia Julia Augusta Felix Crein-

na, in Paniph:/lia. col. ivl. CER. sac. avg. pel. cap.

oECv.M. ISE. HEL. Cclonw Julia Certanien Sacrum Augustum
Felix Capitolinum Oecuinenicum Iselasticum Heliopohtanum.
COL. iul. conc. apam. avg. d. d. Colonia Julia Concordia
Apamea Augusta Decreto Decmionuni. col. ivl. pater,
NAR. Colonia Julia Paterna Narboncnsis. col. nem. Colonia
Nemausus. col. niceph. cond. Colonia Nicephorium Con-
A'Aa, in Mesopotamia, col. Patr. Colonia Patrensis or Patri-

cia, Patrasin Greece, or Cordova in Spain, col. p. f. avg.
F. CAES. MET. Colonia Prima Flavia Aug. Felix Casarea Me-
tropolis, in Palestine, col. pl. f. avg. caes. metrop. p. s. p.

same as ahoix, p. s. p. is Provincial SyriiE Palestina;. col. pr.

F. a. ciESAR. Colonia Prima Flavia Augusta Caesarea,-2« /"e-

hstine. col. r. f. avg. fl c. metkop. Colonia Romana
Felix Aug. Flavia Cssarpa Metropolis. The same. col. rom.
Colonia Romidea, or Seville, col. ro.m. lvg. Colonia Ro-
mana Lugdunum. col. rvs. leg. vi. Colonia Ruscino Legio

Sexta, Roussillon in France. coL. sabar. Colonia '.iaburi.'e.

COL. SEBAS. Schaste w/'o/fsiiHe. col. ser. g. neapol. Co-
lonia Servii Galbs Ntapolis, in Patc.nlne, coL. v. i. celsa,

0[ col. VIC. ivl. celsa. Colonia Victrix Julia Celsa, Kelsain

Spain. COL. vie. ivl. lkp. Colonia Victrix Julia Leptis, in

Africa, col. vim. an. i. or ii. &c. Colonia Viniinacium

Anno primo. U'idinin Servia. coL. vlp. tra. Colonia Ul-
pia Trajana : Kellen, or If^artiul in Transylvania, co. P. F. cae:
metro. Colonia Prima Flavia Cssarea Metropolis, co. p. i.

A. Colonia Pacensis Julia Augusta, or Col. Octaviana. c. R. i.

F. s. Colonia Romana Julia Felix Sinope. c. T. t. Colonia

Togata Tarraco. t. v. il. Colonia Victrix lllice, Elche in

Spain.

D. Decuriones. d. c. a. Divus C;rs. Aug. der. Dertosa.

GEN. COL. NER. PATR. Genio Coloiiia; Neroniana; Patrensis. g.

L. s. Genio Loci Sacrum.
M. H. iLLERCAvoNiA DERT. Muiiicipium Ilibera Illergavonia

Dertosa, Tnrtnsa in Catalonia. M. m. i. v. Municipes Mu-
nicipii Julii Uticensis. m. R. Municipium Ravennatium. mvn.
CAL. IVL. Municipium Calagurris Julia, //; Spain, mvn. clun.
MunicipiuEiCIunia, Cranna in Spain, mvn. fane. jel. Mu-
nicipium Fanestiee Aelium. Fano. mvn. stob. Municipium
Stobense, Sobi in Maccdon. mv. tv. Municipium Turiaso, in

Spain.

n. tr. alexandrin;e col. bostr. Nervia; Trojana' Alexan-

driaiise Colonis Bostrse, in Palestine.

SEP. COL. LAVD. Septimia Colonia Laudicea, or Laodicea. se.p..

TYR. MET. Septima Tyrus Metropolis.

T^IUMITOR, thesonof Procas king of Alba, and the brother
ofAnv.dius. Procas, before his dcatli, made him and Amulius
joint heirs to the croivn, on condition of their reigning annually
by turns: but Amulius, on getting possession of the throne, ex-

cluded Numilor, whose son Lausua he put to death, and oblij;ed

Ilia, or Rhea Sylvia, Numilor's only daughter, to become a ves-

tal. This princess becoming pregnant, declared that she was with
child by the god .Mars : and afterwards brought forth Remus and
Romulus, who at length killed Amulius, andVei;tored Numitor to

file throne, B. C. 7.U.

NUMMUS, [Lat.]a piece of money used synonymously with
Jesteilius; and called aureus, golden, argenteus, silver, sreus,
-brazen, ic. according to the metal it was made of. See KuMis-
MATOGRAPHV, and Sestertius.
NUltJj a woman, in several Christian countries, who devotes

herself, in a cloister or nunnery, to a religious life. See Monas-
tery. There were women, in the ancient Christian church, who
made public profession of virginity, before the monastic life was
known in the world, as appears from the works of Cyprian and
TertuUian. These, for distinction's sake, are sometimes called

ecclesiastical virgins, and were commonly enrolled in the canon
or matricula of the church. -They dillered from the monastic
virgin chiefly in this, that they lived privately in their fathers'

houses, whereas the others lived in communities; but their pro-

fession of virginity was not so strict as to make it criminal in them
to niarry afterwards, if ttiey iliought fit. As to the consecration

of virgins, it had some things peculiar in it: it was usually per-

formed publicly in the church by the bishop. The virgin made
a public profession of her resolution, and then the bishop put upon
her the accustomed habit of sacred virgins. One part of this habit

WAS
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wa'i a veil, Ciilled sacrum volaiiien ; another was a mi're or coro-

net worn upon the nead. At present, wlien a woman is to be made
a mm, the habit, veil, and ring, of the candidate are carried to the

altar: and she herself, accompanied by her nearest relations, is

condnclcd to the bishop, who, after mass and anthem (the subject

of which is " thai she ouglu to have h'-r lamps lighted, because

the bridegroom is coming to meet her"), pronounces the benedic-

tion : then she rises up, and the bisliop consecrates the new habit,

sprinkling it \?ith holy water. When the candidate has put on
her nligioiis habit, siie presents lierself before the bishop, and
sings, on her knees, Ancilla Christi sum, &c. ; then she receives

the veil, and afterwards the ring, by which she is married to Clirist;

and lastly, the crown of virginity. When she is crowned, an ana-

the.na is denounced against all who shall attempt to make her

break her vows. In ome few instances, perhaps, nunneries and
mona>l -iics mav have been useful to morality and religion as well

as to literature ; but in the gross, they have been highly prejudi-

cial ; and however pious they may appear in theory, in fact lliey

are inmatiiral and inii)iou.>. It was surely never the intention of
the Almighty to sn lude youth and beauty in a cloistered ruin, or
to deny them the innu.ent enjoyment of their age and sex.

Nun, in geography, or Veld de Nun, a province of Africa, S.

cf Sus, frr>m which it is separated bv sandy deserts.

NUNC10,or NUN TIO, an ambassador from the pope tosonie
Catholic prince i r state, or a person who attends on the pope's be-
lia'f at a congress, or an assembly of several ambassadors.
NUNCUPATIVE, [Hi(ncM/)a<!«, Lat] in the schools, means

something that is only nominal, or has no existence but in name.
Nuncupative V.'ill or Testament, a will made verbally,

and not put in writing. See Testament, and Will.
- NUNDINA, a aoddess among the ancient heathens, supposed
to have the care of the purification of infants.

NUNDIN.'E, or FliRl.E NUNDINALES, in Roman anti-

quity, legular market-days, held every ninth day.

NUNDINAL, [^Mwcliimlis,'] a name which the Romans gave
to the eight first letters of the alphabet used in their calendar. 'I'liis

series of letters. A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, was placed and repeat-
ed successively from the fust to the last day of the vear : one of
these always expressed the market-days, or the assemblies called
nundins, quasi novendina;, because they returned every nine
days.

NUNDYDROOG, a large district of Hiiidostan, in Mysore.
NuNDVDROOG, a town and fort in the above district, wliich was

besieged aiil taken bv the British under Lord Cornwallis in Octo-
ber 1792. See India.
NUNEATON, a town of Warwickshire, eight miles N. by E.

of Coventry, and 99 N. N. VV. of London. Lon. 1. 2b. W. "Lat.

52. 36. N.
NUNEZ, or NUNO, a river of Africa, which divides the

Nalos from Sierra Leona, and falls into the Atlantic.

NUNNERY. See Convent, Monastery, and Nun.
NUOVO, MONTE, a mountain in the environs of Naples,

which bloi ks up the valley of Averno. " This mountain (Mr.
Swinburne tells us) arose in 1538, for after repeated (]uakings the
earth burst asunder, and made way for a deluge of hot ashes and
flames, which rising extremely high, and darkening the atmos-
phere, fell down again, and formed a circular mound four miles in

circumfpience, and l.'^no fi-et high, witli a large cup in (he middle.
NUPTIAL RITES, the ceremonies attending the solemniza-

tion of marriage, which are different in different ages and coun-
tries.

NUREMBERG, a country of Germany, in Franconia, which
is considerably extensive.

Nuremberg, or Nurembcrg, an ancient imperial city of
Germany, capilal of the above territory, as well as of Franconia,
seati-d on the Pecpitiz.

NUREMBEUGS, toys of wood, very ingeniously made at
Nuremberg, which are >dld in CJermany, and thence through all

F.nrrpe. 'These toys have an incredibfy great sale, and afford a
livelihood to the greatest part of the iuhabiiaiits, who make a very
consulerable profit from this traflic.

NURLINGEN, a town of Suibia, in Vi'urtemberg, 14 miles
S. E. of Stutgard.

NURSERY, in gardening, a piece of land set apart for raising
and propagatijig all sorts of trees and plants to supply the garden
and other plantations.

I NUKSIA, an ancient town of lt.-l\, in Piceuuin ; nov; calleil

Norza. Virg. vEn. vii. 7 Hi. Liv. xxviii. 4j.

NURSING OF CHILDREN. See Lactatjo. The fol-

lowing observations are said to be the result of long experience.
The child should be laid (the fii'st month) upon a thin matrass,

rather longer than itself, which the nur?e will keep upon her lap,

that the child may always lie straight, and only sit up as the nurse
slants the matrass. Toseta child quite upriglit before the end of
the first month, hurts the eyes, by m.'king the white part of the eye
appear below the upper eye-lid. Afterwards the nurse may begin
to set it up and dance it by degrees. The child must be'kept as

dry as possilile. 'The clothing should be very light, and not much
longer than the child, that the legs may be got at with ease,- to
have them often ruboed in the day with a warm hand or flannel,

and in particular the inside of them. Rubbing a child all overtakes
off scurf, and makes the blood circulate. Thr one breast should
be rubbed with the hands one way, and the other the other way,
night and morning at least. The ankle-bones ;nd inside of tiie

the knees should be rubbed tw ire a-day ; this will strengthen thobe
parts, and make the child stretch its knees and keep them flat,

which is the foundation of an erect and graceful person. A nurse
ought to keep a child as litde in her arms as po.ssible, lest the legs

should be cramped, and the toes turned inwards. Let her always
keep the child's legs loo^e. The oftener the posture is clianged,

the better. Tossing a child about, and exercising it in the open
air in fine weather, is of the gre.'.test service. In cities, cbiUhen
should not be kept in hot rooms, but have as much air as possible.

V\'ant of exercise is the cause of large heads, weak and knotted
joints, a contracted breast, which occasions coughs and st\itfed

lungs, an ill-shaped person, and waddling geit, besides a numerous
train of other ills. The child's body should be kept perfectly

clean, by constantly washing its limi>s, neck, and ears; beginning
with warm water, till by degrees it will not only bear, but Tike to

be washed with cold. Rising early in tlie morning is good for all

children, provided they awake of them-elves, which they generally

do; but they should never be waked out of their sleep; as soon as

possible they should be brought to regular sleeps in the day.
When laid in a bed or cradle, their leg.s should aiwa\s he laid

straight. Children till they are two or three years old must never
be suffered to walk long at a time so as to be weary. Constant
exercise and proper postures ought always to be attended to.

NUSSERPOUR, a town and district of Ilindostan, 30 miles
S. S. W. of Mooltan, and 47 N. E. of Tatla. Lon. 68. 20. E.
Lat. 25. 20. N.
NUT, among botanists, denotes a pericarpiuni of an extraordi-

nary hardness, inclosing a kernel or seed. See Botany.
f.'uT, Bladder. See Staphyl.ea.
Nut, Cashew. See Anacardu'.vi.
Nut, Cocoa. See Cocos.
Nut, Earth. See Bunium.
Nut, Fausel. See Areca.
Nut-Galls, are excrescences formed on le.ives of the oak by

the puncture of an msect which deposits an egg on them. 'The best

are the Aleppo galls, imported very largely into this country for

the use of dyers, calico-printers, &c. These are hard, bluish,

and of a disagreeable taste. They are partly soluble in water. By
experiments Mr. Davy found that 500 grains of Aleppo calls

formed with water a solution which yielded by slow evaporation
185 grains of matter, which was composed of

Tannin 130
Gallic acid and extract 3)

Mucilage and extract \'2

Lime and saline matter ; 12

SeeTA.N'NiN. 185

Nut, Ground. See Arachis.
Nut, Hazel. See Corylus.
NUTATION, in astronomy, a kird of tremulous motion of the

axis of the earth, first observed by Dr. Bradley, whereby in each
annual revolution, it is twice in- lined to the ecliptic, and as often
returns to its former position. Sir Isaac Newton observes, that
the moon has the like motion, only very small, and scarcely
sensible.

Nutmeg. See Mvristica. With respect to their cfl'ects on
6 the

!
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the rumiiin body, nutmegs are slioMi;ly aromatic, slomarliic, ami

aslriugeiit : hence tliis drug lias often been Ujeci for diarrlioeai ami

dysi'nteries, in doses from "ten to twenty grains in powder, or in

larger qu.intitii.'S, when infused in Port-wnie. In violent liead-

a^lis, arising from a debilitated stomach, sniali doses of (his niechcme

have tre^|iiently been found of real service; but, if injutliciously

eni|)lovefl, it is apt to affect the head, not unlike opium aiul other

powerful narcotics.

NU rUlTION, in the animal osconomy, is the repairing the

continual loss which the different parts of the b.>dy undergo. The
motion of the parts of the body, the friction of these parts with

each other, and especially the action of the air, would destroy the

ibody entire! v,ifthe loss was not repaired, by a diet containing nulritive

jUiCes: which being digested in the stomach, and afterwards con-

verted into chyle, mix with the blood, and are distributed lliroiigii

the whole body for its nutrition. In young person*, the nutritive

juices not only serve to repair the parts tliat are damaged, but also

to increase them, which is called growth. In grown persons, the

cuticle is everywhere constantly desquamating, and again renew-
ing; and in the same manner the parts rubbed off, or otlier«i?e

separated from tiie He^liy parts of the body, are soon supplied with

new tiesh ; a wound heals, and an emaciated person grows pUimp
and fat. Buffon, to account for nutrition, supposes the body of an

animal or vegetable to be a kind of mould, in which the matter
necessarj- to its nutrition is modelled and assimilated to the whole.
NUX. VOMICA, a flat, compressed, round fruit, about the

breadth of a shilling, brought from the East Indies. It is found
to be a certain poison for dogs, cats, &c. and it is not to be doubt-
ed that it would also prove fatal to mankind. Its surface is not

much corrugated; and its texture is firm like horn, and of a pale

greyish-brown colour. It is said to be used as a specific against

the bite of a species of water-snake. It is considerably bitter and
deleterious ; and has been used in do5es from five to ten grains

twice a day or so, in intermittents, particularly quartans, and in

contagions dysentery.

N U YS, a town of Germany, in the circle of the Lower Rhine,
and late electorate of Cologne, now included in the department
of the Roer; 22 miles N. N. VV. of Cologne. Lon. 6. 52. E.
Lat. 51. II. N.
NUZZER, or NURZERANAH, a present or oftering from

an inferior to a superior. In Hindostan no man ever approaches
his superior for the first time on business without an offering of a

gold or at least a silver rupee in his right hand ; vihich if not
taken, it is a mark of disfavour.

NYCHTHEMERON, amongthe ancients, signified the whole
natural day, or day and night, consisting of twenty-four hours, or
twenty-four equal parts. See Day. Tliis way of considering the
day was particularly adopted by the Jews, and seems to owe its

origin to that expression of Nioses, in the first chapter of Genesis,
" the evening and the morning were the first day." Before the
Jews had introduced the Greek language into their discgurse, they
used to signify this space of time by the simple expression of a
night and a day. It is proper here to observe, that all the eastern

countries reckoned any part of a day of twenty-four hours for a

whole day ; and say a thing that was done on the third or seventh
day, &c. Irom that last mentioned, was one after three or seven
days. And the Hebrews having no word which exactly answers
to the Greek Ni/v 5-,|fii;ov, signifying " a natural day of twenty-four
hours," use night and day, or "day and night, for it. So that to

say a thing happened after three clays and three nights, was, with
them, the same as to say ii happened on the third clay. This ex-
plains what is meant by " the Son of Man's being three days and
Ihiee nights in the heart of the eartli."

NYCTANTHES, Arabian- Jasmine, a genus of the mono-
•gj'iiia order, and diandria class of plants ; natural order, Sepiaria;.

Corolla and calyx octofid ; capsule two-celled, margined ; seeds
solitary. It has several species.

N. Arbor TKisris, the Melancholy, or Sorrowful-tree.
This shiub, the pariatacu of the Bramins, grows naturally in sandy
places in India, particularly in Ceylon and Java, where it is pro"-

duced in great abundance,' and attains the height of eighteen or
twenty feet. It rises with a four-cornered stem, bearing leaves
that are oval, and taper to a point. The fruit is drv, capsular,
membranaceous, and compressed. The tube of the flower, when
dried, has the sinidl of saffron ; and, being pounded and mixed
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with Sanders wood, is used by tlu- nai.vr- o: ine MalaO-r da^t :or

imparting a grateiul ir.igrancy to tlien- bo-hes, which they rub or

aiio'iit witii ihe mixture.

N YCTASTRATEGI, among the ancifiUs, were cffuers ap-

pointed to prevent fins in tlie night, or lo give alarm and call as-

si'.tance W'hen a fire broke out.

NYCTEUS, in fabulous history, a son of Neptune by Ceh-ne,
king of Lesbos, or Thebes; who married Amahha'a, b\ wh.im he
had Nyctimene and Aiiliope, the mother of Ainphioii and Ze-
thus.

NYEBORG, an ancient sea-port-town of Denmark, on the

E. coa.t of the isle of Fuiien. Lon, 10. 15. E. Ljt. 55. L'J. N.
NYEKIOBIXG, an ancient town of D.-nniaik, in the isle of

Falstrr. Lon. 11.51. E. Lat. 5-i. 50. N.
NvEKlOBiNG, a town of Denm.;rk, in /i-aland, which has a

good harbour and considerable Ir.ide. Lon. II. 44. E. Liit. 55.

57. N.
KYLAND, a province of Sweden, in Finland, lying on the

gulf of Finland, \V. of the province of Canlia. It "is lj» miles

long and 30 broad ; ar.d is fertile and populous. It contains three
districts. Melsingfors is the capital.

N\ L-GHAU, in zoology, a species of antelope, and classed

in that genus, by Drs. GiiR-lin and Pallas, Messrs. Pennant, Kerr,
&rc. though others reckon it a species of Bos. " It seems," in-

deed, says Bewick, in his Hist, of Quadr. " to be of a middle na-

ture between the cow and deer, and carries the appearance of both
in its form. In size, it is much smaller than the one, as it is larger
tlian the other : its body, horns, and tail, are not unlike those of a
bull ; and the head, neck, and leg=, are similar to Iho-e of a deer.
Sec Capua, and Plate LIX. Mr. Bewick concludes his account
ol it by observing, that " it remains to be considered, whether this

rare animal might not be pro;agatcd with success in this country.
That it will breed here is evident fiom experience ; and if it should
prove docile enough to be easily trained to labour, its great swift-

ness and considerable strength might be applied to the most valua-
ble purposes,"

NYMBURG, a town of Bohemia, on the Elbe. It was taken
by the Saxons in lf)34. Lon. 15. 34. E. Lat. 50. 10. N
NIMPH, [tviJ.fl \ ?!^Hi/)/7a, Lat.] in entomology, lliat stale of

winged insects betore their living in the winged or most perfect

state. The eggs of insects are first hatched into a kind of worms
or maggots ; w hich afterwards pass into the nymph-state, sur-

rounded with shells or cases of their own skins : so that, in reality,

these nymphs are only tlie embryo-insects, wrapped up in this co-
vering ; from whence they at last get loose, though not w itiiout

great dllliculty. During this nymph-state the creatures lose its

motion. Swammerdam calls it nympha aurelia, or simply aure-
lia ; and others give it the name of chrysalis, a term of the like

import. See Chrvsalis. But modern entomologists prefer the
term Pupa to both. See Entomology.
Nymphs, in mythulogv, were certain inferior goddesses, inha-

biting the mountains, woods, waters, Ike. said to be the daughters
ot Oceanus and Telhys. All the universe was represented as full

ot these nymphs, who are distinguished into several ranks or

classes. The general division of tliein was into celestial and ter-

restrial ; the former were called Uranix, and were supposed to be
intelligences that governed the heavenly bodies or spheres. The
latter, called Epigi ia,", presided over tlie several parts of the infe-

rior world ; and were divided into those of the water and those of
the earth. The nymphs of the water were the Oceanitides, or
iiyMiphs of the ocean ; the Nereids, the nymphs of Ihe sea; the
Naiads and Ephydriades, the nymphs of the fountains ; and the
Lininiades, the nymphs of the lakes. The nymphs of the earth

were the Oreades, or nymphs of the mountains; the Napa-x,
nymphs: of the meadows; and the Dryads and Hamadryads, who
were nymphs of the I'oresls and groves. Besides these we meet
with nymphs who took their names from particular countries,

rivers, &c.
NYMPH/E, in anatomy, two memhran.veous parts, situated

on each side the riina They are of a red colour, and cavernous
structure, somewhat resembling the wattles under a cock'", throat.

They are soiiieliines smaller, sometimes larger ; and are contigu-
ous to the pr;eputium of the, clitoris, and joined to the interior side
of the labia.

N YMPHyEA, in antiquity, structures about wliich the learned
2 B aiii
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arejiot agreed. Some take lliein to have been grottos, deriving

their name from the statues of the nymphs with which they were

adorned ; but that tiiey were considerable works appears from

their being executed bv the emperors, (see Ammian, Victor, and

Capitoliniis;) or by the city-prefects. In an inscription, the

term is written nymsinni. None of all these nymphaa have last-

ed down to our t'ime, except one,- discovered some years ago be-

tween Naples and Vesuvius. It is a square building, with only

one entrance, and some steps that went down to it. On tin; right

hand, in entering towards the head, there is a fountain of the purest

water; along which is laid a naked Arcthusa of the whitest mar-

ble; the bottom or ground is of variegated marble, and encom-

passed with a canal fed by the water from the fountain.

NYMPH.IA, tlie Water-Lily ; in botany, a genus of the mo-

nogynia order, and pnlyandria class of plants ; natural order. Mis-

cellanea. Calyx four, five, or six-leaved ; corolla many-petal-

ed ; berry many-celled, truncated. There are six species.

N. Lotus, the Egyftiav Lotus, with heart-shaped toothed

leaves, thought to be peculiar to Egypt, is thus mentioned by

Herodotus : " When the river Nile is become full, and all the

grounds round it are a perlect sea, there grows a vast <iuanli(y of

lilies, which the Egyptians call lotus, in the water. After they

have cut them, they" dry them in tlie sun; then, having |)arche"d

the seed within the lotus, which is most like the poppy, they make
bread of it, baking it with fire. The root also of the lotus is rat-

able, easily becoming sweet, being round, and of the size of an

apple." M. Savary mentions it as growing in the rivulets and

on the sides of the lakfes ; and there are two sorts or varieties

of the plant, the one with a white, the other with a bluish

ilower.

N. LuTEA, the Yeliow Water-Lily, is a native of Dritain,

growing in lakes and ditches. Linn.xus tells us, that the swine

Me fond of the leaves and roots, and that the smoke of it will

dri?e away crickets and blatt;e, or cock-roaches, out of houses.

NYMPfLEUM, in ancient geography, a sacred place near

Apolionia in lUyricum, sending forth continually hre in del.iched

streams from a green valley and verdant meadows. Dion Cassius

ad<ls, that the hre neither burns up nor parches the earth, but that

herbs and trees grow and thrive near it, and therefore the place is

called nympha?um : near which was an oracle of such a nature,

tiiat the fue, to shew that the wish was granted, cotisunicd the

I frankincense thrown into it : but repelled it, in case the desire was
I
rejected.

I

NYMPH-F)ANK, a great fishing bank in the Irish sea, siluat-

!
ed about ten leagues oft the coast of the countv of \V;',ifTford,

;
and province of Munster, eleven leagues S. S. E. of the hi^h lieatl

I

of Dung;\rvon.

NYON, a considerable town of Switzerland, in the canton of

!
Bern, and capital of bailiwick so named. It stands delightfully

upoH the edge of the lake of Geneva, in the very point

where it begins to widen, and in a very pleasant country com-
monly called Pays de Vand. It was t'ormerly called Colonia
Kijuestris Naioduiium, and, as a proof of its antitjuity, several

Roman inscriptions, and other ancient remains, have been fre-

(]uentlv discovered in the outskirts of the town. Lon.5. 15. E. Lat,
44. ','().' N.
NYS A, or NYSSA, in ancient geography, a town of Ethio-

pia, S. of Egypt.
NYSLOl", a strong town of Russia, in Livonia, with a cas-

tle ; seated on the Narva. Lou. 26. 55. E. I^at. SS. 46. N.
NYSSA, in botany, a genus of the order diuecia, and poly-

gamia class of plants; natural order, lloloracea;. Calyx, five-

parted ; corolla none : male, stamens ten : hermaphrodite, sta-

mens five; i)istil uue ; drupe inferior. There are two species,

viz. N. integrifolia, mountain-tupelo ; and N. denticul.'.ta, water-

tupelo ; the farmer of which grows naturally in Pennsylvania,

rising to the height of thirty or forty feet, and nearly two in dia-

meter, sending otVmany horizontal and oltcn depending branches.

NYS TED, a town of Denmark, in I.aland, J9 miles S. E. of

Naskow. Lon. 1 1. 40. E. Lat. 54. 43. N.

o.

Oor O, the fourteenth letter, and fourth vowel of our alpha-

9 bet, pronounced as in the words nose, rose, &c. it is

usually denoted long by a servile a subjoined ; as, moan, or by e

at the end of the syllable ;, as, ioHe; when these vowels are not

appended, it is generally short, except before //; as, droll, scroll,

and even then sometimes short ; as, loll. Its sound is often so soft

as to require it double, and that chiefly in the middle of words ;

3f: goose, reproof, &c. And in some words this oo is pronounced
like M short, as in food, blood, Sic. The Greeks had two O's ,

viz. omicron, o, and omega i« ; the fii"st pronounced on the tip oi

the lips with a sharper sound ; the second in the middle of the

mouth, with a fuller sound, equal to two oo in our language. The
long and short pronunciation of our O are equivalent to the two
Greek ones ; the first, as in suppose ; the second as in obey. As
a numeral, O was sometimes used for 1 1 among the ancients ; and
with a dash over it thus, o, for 1 1,000. In modern arithmetic, it

is used for the cypher and represents nothing, by which that

science and all otiiers connected with it have been brought to

their present state of perfection. As an abbreviation, in notes ol

the ancients, O. CON. is read opus conductum ; O. C. Q. opera
consiliotpie ; O. D. M. operie donum munus; and O. LO. opus
Jocatum. Among the Irish, the letter O, at the beginning of the

name of a family, is said to be a character of dignity annexed to

great houses, 'rhus, in the history of Ireland, we freijuently meet
with the O Aleuts, O Carroll, &c. considerable houses in that

island. Cambden observes, that it is the custom of the lords of

Ireland to prefix an O to their names to distinguish them from the

commonalty. But we rather suspect the O prefixed to Irish

names to be a Patronymic syllable signifying grandson, as Oy still

does in the old Scottish <lialect, used in a similar manner with

Mac, in the Gaelic, which, every body knows signifies son. In
music, the ancients used O as a mark of triple time ; from a no-
tion that the ternary, or number 3, was the most perlect •of iium-'

bers, and therefore properly expressed by a circle, the most per-

fect of figures. It is not, strictly speaking, the letter O, but the
figure of a circle Oj or double Cf), by which they used to ex-

press what they called tempo purfecto, or triple time. Hence the

Italians call it circolo.

OAK, in botany. The oak has been long known among
men by the title of monarch of the woods. 1 he ancient druids

had a most profound veneration for oak-trees : and some derive

their very name from the old British word dm, an oak. See
Druids. The bark, leaves, and saw-dust, are used in tanning,

and dyeing, for manure, and for medical purposes. See
QuERCUS.
OAKHAM. See Okeham.
OAKHAM PTON, a town of Devonshire, on the Oke, 24

miles VV. of Exeter. Lon.4.^.\V. Lat. 50. 48. N.
OAKINGHAM, or WOKINGHAM, a town of Berkshire,

i near Wilts, 7 miles E. S. E. of Reading, and 32 W. of Lon-
don.

OAKUM, old ropes untwisted, and pulled out into loose

7 heinp.
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hemp, ill ordfT to be u^ed In caulking the seams, tree-iiails and

bend- ot a ship, tor stuppiiig or preventinf; leal<5.

OANNIlS, a being in Chaldean iiiylliology, representid as

half a nun and lialfa lish. According to Berosns an^l others, this

monster was the civihzer of tlie Chaldeans; to whom he taiig!\t a

system ot jurisprudence so perfect as to be incapable of inipvuve-

meiit.

OAR, in navisaiion, a long piece of wood, .made round where

it i> to be hf id in the hand, and thin and broad at the other end,

for the eas er cutting and resisting the water, and coi>seciuently

moving th'i vessel, by rowing ; that part of liie oar which is out of

the vessel, and which enters into the water, is called the bhidr, or

wash-plat: and that which is within board is lernied the loom,

whose extremity, being small enough to be gra":pcd by the rowe s,

or persons managing the oars, is called the handle.

OASIS, the name of three districts of Egypt, so called from

their lertilitv, the word oasis, signifying "a fertile spot in a sandy

desert." 'I'liey produce barley, maize, dates, &c.
O.^sis is also liie name of several fertile districts of Africa, in

Sahara, or the Great Desert.

OAT, or OATS. See Avena, and Husbandry.
OATH, JusjuRANDUM, IS a solemn affirmation in wiiich the

persons sworn nivoke the Almighty to wilness that their testimony

IS true, renouncing all claim to Ins mercy, and calling for his ven-

geance if it be false: on which account such an oath is termed
Sixramentum, a holy band, or tie ; and it is also called a corporal

o; th, because the person who takes it, lays his right hand on the

bi ok of t!ie K\ angelists. All oaliis must be administered by a

person duly autiiorized, and in order to discover truth and right ;

and therefore, il a person not duly authorized, administers an oath,

lie is punishable buth with fine and imprisonment. The laws of

all civilized states Inve required the security of an oath for evi-

dence given in a court of ju^tice, and the Christian religion ut-

terly prohibits swearing, except when oaths are required by legal

authority.

OB, [plural Ohoih,'] in Hebrew antiquity, a dsmon or'aniiliar

spirit. The oi'iginal or radical meaning of the word occurs in

Job xxxii. 19, where Elihu compares his belly to oboth, new bot-

tles. Hence some etymologists derive the name Ops, the goddess

of the earth, and Upis, a name of Diana, or the Moon.
Ob, or Oby. See Oby.
OBADIAH, [Heb. nay and n», i. e. the servant of the Lord,]

a valiant man of David's army, who came to join him in the

wilderness, with several others of the tribe of Gad, (1 Chron.
xii. (J.)

Obadiah, was also the name of one of those whom king Jeho-

shaphat sent into the cities of Judah, to instruct the people in

their religion ; (2 Chron. xvii. 7,) as well as of one of the principal

men of Judah, who signed the covenant that Nehemiah renewed
with the Lord. (Xehem. x. 5.)

Obadiah, the prophet, is believed to have been the same with

the governor of Ahab's house, mentioned in the fir>t book of

Kings (xviii. 3, &c.) who hid and fed the hundred prophets whom
Jezebel would have destroyed ; and some say, that he was liiat

Obadiah whom Josiah made overseer of the works of the temple,

(2 Chron. xxxiv. 12.) The truth is, that when he lived, or pro-

phesied, is wholly uncertain : though most writers make him con-

temporary with Ilosea, Amos, and Joel.

OBASIXE, a town of France, in the department of Correze,

5 miles S. of Tulles, and 6 N. E. of Brive. Lou. 1. 44. E. Lat.

48. 25.N.
OBDACH, a town of Stiria, at the conflux of the Achza

and Traun, 35 miles W. of Gratz. Lon. 14. 43. E. Lat. 47.

3. N.
OBEDIENCE, or OBEDIENTIA, in the canon-law, is

sometimes u^ed for an ofSce, or the administration of it. In our

ancient customs obedientia was used, in the general, for every
thing that was enjoined the monks by the abbots : and in a more
limited sense it was applied to the farm belonging to the abbey, to

which the monks were sent vi ejusdrni obedientiae, either to look

after the farm, or collect the rents. Hence, these rents themselves

were also called obedienliE.

OBELISK, [obelisciis, l.^t.'] in architecture, a truncated, qua-
drangular, and slender pyramid, raised as an ornament, and fre-

quently charged either with inscriptions or hieroglyphics ; so call-

ed because of its resemblance to the spits on which the ancients

roasted the flesh of thtir sacrihces. Obelisks appear to be of very

great antictiiity, and to have been first raised to transmit to poste-

i-'ty prece|)ts' of philosophy, which were cut in hieroglyphical

characters: afterwards tliey'were used to immortalize the great

actions of heroes, and the meniery ot persons beloved. '1 he first

obelisk mentioned in history was that of Rumescs king of Egypt,

in the time of the Trojan war, which' was 40 cubits high. Phms,

anortier king of Egvpl, raised one of 5:) cubits ; and Ptolemy Phi-

ladclphus, another of 88 cubits, in memory of Arsinoe. Augustus

erected one at Rome in the Campus Warlius, which served to

inr.rk the hours on an horizontal dial, drawn on the pavement.

'I'hev were called by the Egyptian priests the fingers of the sun,

l:cca'use they were made in Eg\pt also to serve as stvlcs or gno-

mons to mark the hours on the oround. The Arabs still call Ihcin

Pharaoh's needles ; wiier.ce theTtalians call them aguglia. and the

French aiguilles. The f;imous obelisks called the devil's arrows,

now reduced to th.rec, the fourth having been taken down in the

seventeenth ccnturv, stand about half a mile from the town of Bo-

roughbridge to the S. W. in three fields, separated by a lane, 200

fer-t asunder, nearly en high ground sloping every way. Mr.

Drake urges many arguments for their Roman antiquity, and

plainly proves thein to be natural, and brought from Plumpton

quarries about five miles oH', or from Ickly 16 miles ofi'. The
cross in the town, 12 feet high, is of the same kind of stone. The
easternmost or highe-t is 22 leet and an half high, by four broad

and four and a hall in girth ; the second 21 and a hulf by 55 and

a quarter; the third IG and a half by 84. Stukeley's measures

diller. The (lutings are cut in the slone but not through: the

tallest stands alo:ie, and leans to the south. Piot and Stukeley •

affirm them to be British monuments, originally hewn square.

Dr. Gale supposed that they were Mercuries, which had lost their

heads and inscriptions; but in a MS. note in his Antoninus, he

acknowledges that he was misinformed, and that there was no ca-

vity to receive a bust. On tlie N. side of Penrith in the church-

yard are two scpiare obelisks of a single stone each, 11 or 12 feet

high, about 12 inches diameter, and 12 by S at the sides; the

highest about 18 inches diameter, with something like a transverse

piece to each, and mortised into a round base. They are 14 feet

asunder, and between them is a grave inclosed between four semi-

circular stones of the unequal lengths of 5, 6, 4 and a half, and 2

feet high, having on the outsides rude carving, and the tops notch-

ed. This is called the Giant's grave, and ascribed to Sir Ewati

Carsarius, wl-.o is said to have been as tall as one of the columns,

and capable of stretching his arms from one to the other, to have

destroyed robbers and wild boars in Englewood forest, and to have

had an hermitage hereabouts called Sir Hugh's parlour. A little

\V. of these is a stone called the Giant's Thumb, six feet high, 14

inches at the base contracted to 10, which is only a rude cross, .

which is the circle of IS inches diameter. M. Pouchard, in the

Memoirs of the Academy of Inscriptions, gives a very curious ac-

count of some celebrated Egyptian obelisks. Gent. Mag. for

June 1740.

OBERKIRCH, a town and fort of France, in the department

of the Lower Rhine, and late province of Alsace; three miles E.

of Strasburg.

OBERLAND, a province of Prussia, fertile, rich, and well

cultivated, formerly called Hockeriand.

OBERNHAU, a town of Upper Saxony, in Erzgeburg; six

miles N. of Lauterstein.

OBERNKIRCHEN, a to.vn of Germany, in Austria, eight

miles W. of Freistatt.

OBERNPERG, a town of Bavaria, on the Inn ; with a fort

;

12 miles S. S. W. of Passau. Lon. 13. 36. E. Lat. 48. 15. N.
OBERSTEIN, a late county of Germany, in the late elec-

torate of Treves, and palatinate' of the Rhine, now annexed to

France, and included in the department of the Rhine and Moselle.

Obersteix, a town of Fiance, in the department of Rhine and

Moselle, 32 miles E. S. E. of Treves.

OBER-WESEL, a town of France, in the department of the

Rhine and Moselle, and late electorate o^ Treves ; 40 miles

E. N. E. ef Treves.
OBERWOLTZ, a town of Germany, in Stiria, 24 miles W. of

'

Judenburg.
OBJECT, in philosophy, something apprehended or pre-

sented to the mind by the seniation or imagination. See Meta-
physics.

Object-
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Obiict-CJlass OF A Telkscopb, or Microscope. See Mi-

CRf'scdi-E, and Optics.
OBJl'X'TION, soiiH-lliins! urged to ovrrtlirow a position, or a

dilViciilly raisi-d aijainst an allegalioii, or proposition of a person

wl- an- (lispiitinc vutlial.

OBJECTIVE, is u^ed in the schools, in speaking of a tl:ing

which cxisis IK) otherwise than as an object known. The existence

<jf such a thing is said to be objective.

OBIT, [from obiliis, death,] signifies a fuiieral-solemnil;-, or

oflice for the dead, nio^t comnionly peifornied wlun the corpse

.lies in the church uninterred: also the anniversary office, (2 Cro.

ol Over 313). The anniversary of any per>on's death was aNo

calleii thcouit; and to observe such day with prayers and alms,

•or other conimrmorulion, was the keeping of the obit. In religi-

ons houses they had a register, wherein they entered the obits or

obilual days of their founders and benefactors; which was thence

termed obrtuary. Tlie (enure of obit or chantry laiuls is taken

away and extinci by 1 Kdw. NT. c. 14, and I j Car. II. c. y.

dlil'VVAh, [from ohitiis, Lat.] of or beluugiiig to funeral-

riles. See fJcRiAi , and Funeral.
OBI'lUARY, [frrmi ohitus, Lai.] a register of the dead.

OCLA'l !•: SiTlt-KOID, a solid formed by the rotation of an
ellipse about the shorter axis. See Spheroid.
OBLA'l I, [Lat.] ill church-history, secular persons, who de-

voted themsflvis and their estates lo some monastery, into which
they vvere admitted a^ a kind ot lay-brothers. The form of their

admission was |)uUing the bell-ropes of the church round tlieir

necks, as a mark of servitude. They wore a religious habit, dif-

feivnl from tliat of the moi ks.

OBLAJ'lUN. See OpFtRiNG, and Sacrifice.
OBLltjA riON, ill i;eiieral, uenotes any act whereby a person

becomes bound to another, to do something; as to pay a sum of

Jiioiiey, by surely, or the like. Obligations are cf three kinds,

viz. natural, civil, and mixeil. Natural obligation is entirely

founded on natural equity ; civil obligation on civil authority

alone, without any foundation in natural equity ; and mixed obli-

ijations are those which, being founded on natural equity, are far-

ther enforced by civil authority.

Obligation, in law, signifies a bond, wherein is contained a

penalty, with a condition annexed for the paymeit of money, &c.
The diifereiice between it and a bill is, that the latter is generally

without a penalty or condition, though it may be made obligatory

:

and obligations are sometimes by matter of record, as statutes and
jCco;;nizances. See BoN D.

OiiLiGATioN, Moral. See Moral Philosophy.
OBLlQUli, in geometry, somethuig aslant, or that deviates

from the perpendicular. Thus,
OsLKiUE Angle, is either an acute or obtuse one, i.e. any

angle except a right one.

OBLiiiUE Ascension, is that point of the equinoctial, which
rises with the ( eiitre of the sun, or a star, or any other point of the
lieavens, in an oblique sphere.

Oblique Circle, in the stereographic projection, is any circle,

that is oblique to the plane of projection.

Oblique Descension, is thai point of the equinoctial whicli
sets with the tentre of the sun, or star, or other point of the hea-

vens, in an oblique sphere.

OBLiauE Force, or Percussion, or Power, or Stroke, is

that made in a direction oblique lo a body or plane. It is demon-
strated, that the elfect of such oblique force, &c. upon tlie body,
is, to an equal perpendicular one, as the sine of the angle of inci-

dence is (o radius.

OuLiQUE Line, that which, falling on another line, m.ikes ob-
Jique angles with it, viz. one acute, and the other obtuse.
Oblique Planes, 11, dialing, are those which decline from the

zenith, or incline towards the horizon. See Dialing.
Oblique Sailing, in navigation, is v\hea a ship sails upon

some rliumb between the four cardinal points, making an oblique
angle with the meridian; in which case she continually changes
both latitude and longitude. See'NAVioATioN.
Oblique Sphere, is where the pole is elevated any number of

degrees less than 90°; in which (ase, the axis of the world, the
•ipiator, and parallels of <leclination, w ill cut the horizon obliquely.

See Sphere.
Oblique Cases, in grammar, are ;ill the cases except the no-

minative. See Grammar.

OBLIQI'CS, in anatomy, a name given lo several umscles,

paiticularlv in ihe IkmcI, eve?, and ahdi.inen. See Anatomy.
OBLONG SPHEKOI'D, is that which is formed by an ellip'e

revolved al)out its loiig«- or transverse axis, in contradistinction

from the oblate splu-ioid, or that wliicli is tlatteU at its poles. See
Spheroid.
OULOQUY. See Calumny.
OBOLAHIA, in botany, a genus of the angiospermia order,

and clidyiiamia class of plants; natural order, Personat.-c. Calyx
bilid ; corolla cainpanulale, quadrilid ; capsule unilocular, bi-

valved, polvspermou> ; staimra rising from the divisions of tlie co-

rolla. It has but one species.

OBOLLAH, a populous and strong town of Persia, iu Irac

Agemi, near Ba'sora. Lon. 43. 15. E. Lat. 30. 15. N.
OBOLl'S. an ancient silver-mor.ey of Athens, the sixlh part of

a drachma ; worth somew i:at more iliiiii a penny farthing sterling.

The word is derived from the Greek o?o)©-, or o^iA©-, a S|)it, or

broach ; cither becau-e it bore such an impression ; or because,

according to Eustathius, it was in form thereof. Rut those now in

the cabiaeis of anticpiaries are round. See Nu.mismatography.
Obolus, in me<licine, is uacd for a weight of ten grains, or half

a scruple.

OBUEPTITIOl'S, an appellation given to lettei-s patent, or

oilier inslrumeiUs, obtained of a superior by surprise, or bj con-

cealing from him the truth.

OBSECKATTON, ia rhetoric, a figure whereby tlio orator im-
[ilores the a~si^lance of God or man.
OBSEQI'IES. See Burial, and Funeral.
OBSEUN'ANCE, in a monastic sense, denotes a community

of religious, tied to the perpetual observation of the same rule.

OBSERVATION, among luwigators, signifies the taking of
tlic sun's or the star's meridian-altitude, in order ihereby to find

the latitude.

OBSERVATORY, a place destined for observing the he;i-

venly bodies; being, generally, a building erected on some emi-
hence, covered with a terrace for making astronomical obser-

vations.

Observatory, is generally erected on some eminence, covered
with a terrace. There are several good observatories in the Scot-
tish universities; and an excellent one is erected at Dublin. Tlie
ino'-t celebrated observatories are the following:

Observatory at Benares. Of this Sir Robert Barker gives

the following account. Philosophical Transactions, vol. Ixvii. p.

5yS. " Benares in ihe East Indies, one of the principal semina-
ries of the Bralimins or priests of the original Gentoos of llindoslan,

continues still lo bethe place of resort of that sect of people ; and
there are many public charities, hospitals, and pagoJas, where
some thousands of them now resiile. Having frequently heard
that the ancient Brahmins had a knowledge of astronomy, and
being confirmed in this by their information oi an approaching
eclipse both of the sun and moon, I made inquiry, when at that

place in 1772, among the principal Brahmins, lo endeavour to get
some information relative to the manner in which they were ac-

quainted of an approaching eclipse. The most intelligent that I

could meet with, however, gave me but little satisfaction. Iwais.
told, that these mailers were confined to a few, who were in pos-
session of certain books and records ; some containing the mys-
teries of tlieir religion ; and others tlie tables of astronomical ob-
servations, written in the Shanscrit language, which few understood
but themselves: ihat they would take 'me lo a place which had
been constructed for the purpose of making such observations as I

was inquiring after, and from whence they supposed tin; learneif

Brahmins made theirs. I vasthen conducted to an ancient build-
ing of stone, the low er part of which, in its present situation, was
converted into a sl.ible for horses, and a receptacle for lumber;
but, by the number of court-yards and apartments, it appeared that
it must once have been an edifice for the use of some public body
of people. We entered this building, and went iq) a staircase lo

the lop of a pait of it, near to the river Ganges, that leil to a large
terrace, where, to my surprise and satisfaction, I saw a number of
instruments yet remaming, in the greatest preservation, stupend-
ously large, immoveable from Ihe spot, and built of stone, some of
them being U|)waidsof 20 feet in height; and although they are
said to have been erected 2U0 years ago, the graduations and clivi-

sioiis on the several ares appeared as well cut, anil as accurately
divided, as it thev had been the pertormance of a modern artist.

Th^
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The execution in tlie construction of these in^trnnlents exhibited

a mathematical exactness in the fixing, bearing, fitting of the seve-

ral parts, in the necessary and sutiicient supports to the very large

stones that composed them, and in the joining and fastening each
into the other by means of lead and iron.

Observatory at Cambkidge. Over the great gate of Tri-
nity college, there is an observatory which is called Sir Isaac

Newton's, because this great philosopher had used it ; but it is

gone to decay. It ought to be repaired and preserved in memory
of that truly great man. In St. John's, too, there is a small one.

The late ingenious Mr. Cotes used to give lectures in Sir Isaac

Newton's on Experimental Philosophy.
Observatory at Greenwich, was built in 1676, by order of

Charles II. at the solicitations of Sir Jonas Moore and Sir Christo-

pher Wren ; and furnished with the most accurate instruments;

particularly a noble sextant of seven feet radius, with telescopic

iiigiltS.

Observatory at Oxford, is a very excellent one, built by
the trustees of Dr. Radclitfe, at die expcnce of nearly 30,000/.
Observatory at Paris, was built by the order of Lewis

XIV. in the Fauxbourg St. Jacques. It is a very singular, but
withal a very magnificent building, the design, of Monsieur Pe-

. rault: it is SO feet high ; and at top is a terrace. The difference

in longitude between this and the Greenwich Observatorv is 2°

20'. In it is a cave or cellar, of 1 70 feet descent, for exi,eriment3

that are to be made far from the sun, &c. particularly such as re-

late to congelations, refrigerations, indurations, conservations, &c.
Observatory at Pekis'. Father Le Compte describes a

very magnihtent observatory, erected and furnished by the prede-

cessor of the late emperor of China, in his capital, at the inter-

cession of some Jesuit missionaries, principally Fatlier Verbeist,

whom he made his chief observer. The instruments are exceed-
ingly large; but the division less accurate, and the contrivance

in some respects less commodious, than that of the Europeans.
The chief are, An arniillary zodiacal sphere of six feet diameter

;

an equinoxial spliere of six feet diameter ; an azimuthal horizon of

six feet diameter ; a large quadrant six feet radius ; a sextant eight

feet radius ; and a celestial globe six feet diameter.

Observatory or Tycho Brake', was in the little island

Ween, or Scarlet I?land, between the coasts of Schonen and Zea-
land in the Baltic. It was erected and furnished with instruments

at his own expence, and called by him Uraniburg. Here he
Spent 20 vears in observing the stars ; the result is his catalogue.

At Dublin also there is an excellent observatory; and another at

Kdinburgh, at this city a new one is now building. The principal

instruments lor a li.xed obseivatory are,

I. S.undraiUs. When these do not exceed two or three feet in

radius, they are generally fixed on particular stands: when they

are larger, they are attached to a strong wall, and called mural
quadrants. See Quadrant.

II. A Poutrful Achromatic Refracting Telescope, and other

telescopes. See Telescope, and Optics.
III. A Micrometer. See Micrometer.
n'. T/ie Eijual Akitucfe Instrument, an instalment that is used

to observe a celestial object w'hen it has the same altitude on both

the east and west sides of the meridian, or in the morning and af-

ternoon. It principally consists of a telescope about thirty inches

long, fixed to a sextantal m semicircular divided arch, the centre

of which is fixed to a long vertical axis.

V. Transit Instrument. The transit-instrument is used for ob-

serving objects as they pass over the meridian. It consists of a

telescope fixed at right angles to a horizontal axis ; which axis

must be so supported, that what is called the line of colliniation,

or line of sight of the telescope, may move in the plane of the me-
ridian. This instrument is made of various sizes, and of large di-

mensions in our great observatories. In Plate CXXVIII. fig. 1,

NM is the telescope ; in the eye-tube of which a system of parallel

wires, is situated in the focus ot the eye-lens. EF is the horizontal

axis, in the middle of w hich the telescope is steadily fixed ; so

that by moving the telescope, the axis is forced to turn round its

two extremities E and F, which rest in the notches of two thick

pieces T, S, of bell-metal, such as are delineated, separated, and
magnified, at X and Z. Those pieces are generally fixed upon
two pillare cither of cast iron, or, which is better, of stone, as are

shewn in the figure ; and they are constructed so as to be suscepti-
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Iile of a small motion by means of slides and screws, viz. the piece
T l/ackwards and forwards, and the piece S upwards and dowi-.-

wards ; by wliich means the axis EF of the instrument niav be set

exactly horizontal, and caused to ninve perpendicular to the plane
of the meridian. In order to verily the first of lliose requisites,

viz. to see whether the axis is truly horizontal, the long spirit-'evel

PQ is suspended upon it by means of the metallic branches PO
and QIl ; and the situation of the bubble in it will imniedialelv
shew wl-.elher the axis is truly horizontal, or which way it inclines^,

and of course where it must be raised or depressed. The other
requisite, viz. whether the axis is perpendicular to the plane of the
meridian, or not, may be verified by various means, the best of
which is by observations on those circumpolur stars which never
go below the horizon of the observatory. Thus, observe the limes
by the clock, when a circumpolar star, seen through the telescope

NM, crosses the meridian both above and below the pole ; and if

the times of describing the eastern and western parts of its circuit

are equat, the telescope is then in the plane of the meridian, con-
sequently the axis EF is perpendicular to that plane ; otherwise
the notched pieces T and S, which support the extremities E, !•",

of tlie axis, must be moved accordingly, or until upon observation
it is found that the above-mentioned times of the stars' semi-revo-
lutions are equal. When the imtrumeiit has been once so adjust-

ed, a mark may be made upon a house, or rock, or post, at some
distance from the observatory, so that when viewed through the
telescope, tliis mark may appear to be in the direction of the axis
of the telescope ; by w hich means the correct situation of the in-

strument may afterwards be readily verified. The cylindric ex-
tremity F is perforated, and the perforation passes through tlic

half of the axis, and reaches the inside of the lelesco])e ; that side
of the telescope tube which is exactly facing F, being also per-
forated. W ithin ti;e said tube, r^id directly opposite to the per-
foration of the end F, a plane-reflector, or a flat piece of ivory, is

fixed, making an angle of A'j" with the axis of the telescope, and
having a hole through it large enough to admit all the rays jjassiii"

from the object-glass to tiin eyc-Jass of the telescope. When
stars, or other celestial objects, are to be observed in the night-
time, a small lantern Y is set upon a stand just before the perfora-
tion of the extremity F, so as to throw the light within the axis,

and upon the slant reflector within the tube of the telescope,

whence it is reflected upon the wires in llie eye-tube M, and ren-
ders them visible. By placing the lantern nearer to, or farther
from, the extremity F, the observer may illuminate the wires suf-

ficiently for the purpose, and not too much. To the oilier extre-
mity E of the axis, a divided circle, or sometimes a semicircle, is

fixed, which turns with the axis ; the index being fixed to the pil-

lar which supports the axis. Sometimes the situation of those
parts is reversed, viz. the circle is fastened to the pillar, or to the
brass-piece which sujiports the axis, and the index is fastened to
tlie extremity E of the axis. The use of this circle, is to place
the telescope in the direction of any particular celestial body,
when that body crosses the meridian; which inclination is equal to
the colatitude of the place, more or less the declination of the ce-
lestial body, according as that declination is north or south.

To Adjust the Clock Inj the Sun's Transit over tie Meridian.
Note the times by the clock wiien the preceding and following

edges of the sun's limb touch the cross-wires. The difference

between the middle time and 12 hours, shews how much the
mean, or time by the clock, is faster or slower than the a|)paient,

or solar time, for that day ; to which the equation of time being
applied, will shew the time of mean noon for that dav, bv which
the clock may be adjusted.

VI. Astronomical or E'liiatorial Sector, an instrument for find-

ing the dirt'erence in right ascension and declination between two
objects, the distance of which is too great to be observed by the
micrometer, was invented by Graham. Let AB, fig. 2, represent
an arch of a circle, containing ten or twelve degrees well divided,
having a strong plate CD for its radius, fixed to the middle of the
arch at D : let this radius be applied to the side of an axis IIFJ,
and be moveable about a joint fixed to it at F, so that the plane of
the sector maybe always parallel to the axis HI; which, being
parallel to the axis of the earth, the plane of the sector will alwavs
be parallel to the plane of some hour-circle. Let a telescope CE
be moveable about the centre C of the arch AB, from one end of
it to the other, by turning a screw atG; and let the line of sight

2C be
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bv' para'.k! lo tlu- plane of llif set lor. New, by turning llie v hole

imlriiniei'.t abciit the 3Ms HI, till the pl;'.nc of it is iUccoMv.ly

directed, fll^t to one of the stars and then lo another, it is tiisy lo

inovelhc sector about ihe joint ^•", into snth a position, that the

arch AB, when fixed, shall take in both the stars in their p::ssage,

by the plane of it, provided the dilVerencr of their declinations

floes not exceed the arch AB. Then, having fixed tlie plane ot

Ihe sector a little to the weslw.-.rd of both the -^tars, move the tele-

scope CE l)y the screw G; and observe by a clock the linu- of

each transit .-ver liie cross hairs, and also the degrees and numitts

\ipon the ;inh AB cut by the index at each transit; then in the

ditVerence oftlie arches, the dificrence of the declinations, and by

the ibiference of the time-:, we have the dilVeience of the right as-

censions of ihe stars. The dimensions of this instnimoit iuc tiiese:

The len:;th of ihe telescope, or the radius of the sector, is two fee!

and a luiTf ; the breadih of the radius, near the end C, is one inch

and a half; and at the end D two inches. The breadth of the

limb Att is one inch and a half; and its length six inches, contain-

ing teo degrees divided into quarters, and numbered from each

end to the oilier. The telescope carries a nonius or subdividing

plate, whose length, being equal to sixteen (jiiarteis of a degree,

IS divided into tilteen equal parts; which, in clVcct, di\ide>the

limb into minutes, and, by estimation, into smaller parts. '1 he

length of the square axis IIFI is eighteen inches, and its thickness

is about a quarter of an inch; the diameters of the circles are each

five inches; the thickness of the plates, and the other measures,

may be taken at the direction ot a workman. This in-lrument

mav be rectified, for making observations, in this manner : By

placing the intersection of the cross hairs at the same dislanve from

the plane of the sector, as the centre of the object-glass, the plane

described by the line cf sight during the circular moticin of the te-

lescope upon the limb will be suflicientlytrue, or free from conic;.l

curvity: which may be examined by suspending a long plumb-

line at a convenient' distance from the instrument; and by fixing

the plane of the sector in a vertical position, and then by observ-

ing, while the telescope is moved by the screw along the limb,

whether the cross hairs appear to move along the plumb-line.

The axis hfo, fig. 3, may be elevated nearly parallel to the axis

oftl»e earth, by means of a small common quadrant; and its error

may be corrected by making the line of sight follow the circular

jniotion of anv of the circumpolar stars, while the whole instrument

is moved about its axis hj'o, the telescope being fixed to the limb:

for this purpose, let the telescope kl be dirteted to the star a,

when it passes over the highest point of its d.urnal circle, and let

the division cut by the nonius be then noted : then after twelve

hours, when the star comes to the lowest point of its circle, having

turned the instrument half round its axis to bring the telescope

into tlie position m n ; if the cross hairs cover the same star sup-

posed at b, the elevation of the axis hfo is exactly right ; but if it

is necessarv to move the telescope into the position « r, in order

to point to this star t c, the arch ni u, which measures the ang'.e

mfu, or hjc, will bs known ; and then the axis hfo must be de-

pressed half the quantity of this given angle if the star passed be-

low b, or must be raised so much higher if above it; and thus the

trial must be repealed till the true elevation of the axis is obtained.

By 'making the like observations upon the star on each side the

pole, in the six o'clock hour-circle, the error of the axis, towards

the east or west, mav also be found and corrected, till the cross

hairs follow the star quite round the pole : for, supposing nopbc
to be an arch of the meridian, make the angle afp equal to half

the angle afc, and the line fp will point to the pole ; and the

angle "//), which is the error of the axis, will be equal to lialf the

angle /'^c, or mfu, found by the observation; because the dif-

ference of the two angles aj b, afc, is double the difference of

their halves afo and afp. Unless the star is very near the pole,

allowance must be made for refractions.

VII. -4 Pendulum Clockfor sJienine, equal Timt. This should

shew time in hours, minutes, and seconds ; tlie observer, by hear-

ing the beats of the pendulum, may count lliem by his ear, while

his eye is employed on the motion of the celestial object he is ob-

terving. Just before the object arrives at the position described,

the observer should look on the clo( k and remark the time, sup-

pose it 9 hours, I j minutes, 25 seconds: then saying, Qj, 26, 27,

;;s, &c. responsive to the beat of the pendulum, till he sees

through the instrument the objict arrived at the position ex-

pet ted; wliith suppose to happen when he says thirty-eight, he

theJi writes down 9" 1
j' oA' for the lane of oliservation, annexing

the particular <lay. If t«o persons are concerned in making the

observation, one'may read ihe time audibly while the other ob-

serves through the instrument, the oliserver repeating the last se-

cond read when the desind position h, ppeii>,

Obsekvatory, roRTABLE, Or the Lui.'ATO".E \L, an instr^iment

designed to .inswer a number of uselul purposes in practical astru-

noniy, iiiiiependtnlly of any particular observatory ; it may be

made use of in any steady room, and peiforms most of the useful

problems in Ibe science. The principal parts in this instrument,

lig. 4, are, 1. .he azimuth or horizontal circle A, which repre-

sents the horizon of the place, and moves on an axis B, called the

vertical axis. 2. The equatoieal or hour-circle C, represenlinp;

the equator, placed at right angles to the polar axis D, or the axis

of the tarlh, upon which it moves. 3. The semicircle ot declina-

tion E, on which the telescope is placed, and moving on the axis

of decliiclioii, or the axis ot motion of the line of collimalion F.

These circles are measured and divided as in the loUowing table;

4. The telescope in this eiiuatoreal may be brought parallel to the

polar axis, as in the figure, so as to point to the pole-star in any
part of Its diurnal revolution ; and thus it has been observed near
noon, when the sun has shone very brignt. 5. The apparatus tor

correcting the error in altitude occasioned by refraction, winch is

applied lo the eye-end of the telescope, and consists of a slide, G,
moving in a groove or dovetail, and carrying the several eye-
tubes of the telescope, on which slide there is an index correspond-

ing to five small divisions engraved on the dove'ail; a small cin le

called the refraction-circle, rl, moveable by a finger-screw at the
extremity of the eye-end of the telescope ; which circle is di-

vided into half-minutes, one entire revolution of it being equal lo
3' IS", and by its motion raises the centre of the cross-hairs on a-

circlc of altitude ; and likewise a quadrant I of an inch and a half
radius, with divisions on each side, one e.xpressing the degree of

altitude of the object viewed, and the other expressing the minutes
and seconds of error occasioned by refraction, corresponding to

that degree of altitude: lo this quadrant is joined a ^niall round
level, K, which is adjusted partly by the pinion that turns the
whole of this apparatus, and partly by the index of the qiia<lrant

;

tor whicii purpose the refraction-circle is set to the same minute,&e.
which the index points lo on the limb of the quadrant ; and if the mi-
nute, &c.giveii bythe quadrant exceeds the 3' 18 "contained in one
entire levoluliou of the refraction-circle, this must be set to the ex-
cess above one or more of its entire revolutions; then the centre
of the cross hairs will appear to be raised on a circle of altitude to
the additional height which the error of refraction will occasion at

that altitude. The principal adjustment in this instrument is that

of making the line of collimalion to describe a portion of an hour-
circle in the heavens ; in order to which, tlie azimuth-circle must
be truly level; the line of collimalion, or some corresponding line

represented by the small brass-rod M parallel to it, nuist be per-
pendicular to the axis of its own proper motion ; and this last axis

must be pei-pendicular to the polar axis. On the brass-rod M
there is occasionally placed a hanging level N, the use of which
will appear in the lollowing adjustments. The azinuuh-( inle
may be made level by turning the instrument till one of he levels

is parallel to an imaginary line joining two of the feet-screws;

then adjust lliat level whh tlifie two fccl-screws; turn the ciirle

half
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hull loiuiil, that is 180°; anil if thr» lHi!il)!e ii not tlKii right, cor-

rect halt the eiroi by t!ie screw belonging to iIk- level, ami llic

other hall-error by the two feedscrews ; repeat this till the inibble

comes right ; then turn the circle !I0' from the two former posi-

tions, and set the bubble right, it it is wrong, by the foot-screw

at the end ol the level ; when this is done, a just the other level

by its own screw, and the azimuth-circle will be truly level. The
hanging level must then be fixed to the brass-rod by two hooka

of equal length, and made truly parallel to it : for this purpose

make the poUr-axis perpendicular, or nearly perpendicular, to the

horizon ; then adjust the level by the pinion of the declination-

semicircle, reverse the level, and if it is wrong, correct half the

error by a small steel-screw that lies under one end of the level,

and the other half-error bv the pinion of the declliiation-semi-

ciicle ; repeat this till the bubble is right in both positions. In

order to make the briss-rod on which the level is suspended, at

right-angles to the axis of motion of the telescope or line of

collimation, make the polar axis liorizonal, or nearly so; set the

declination-semiciicle to 0°, turn the hour-circle till the bubble

conies right; then turn the declination-circle to 90° ; adjust the

bubble by raising or depressing the polar axis (lirst by hand till

k is nearly right, afterwards tighten with an ivory-key the socket

which runs on the arch with the polar axis, and then a|)ply the

same ivory-key to the ailjiistitig screw at the end of the said arch

till the bubble come-, q-.iite right) ; tiu n turn the declination-

circle to the opposite 90"; it the level is not tlien right, correct half

the error by the aforesnid adjusting screw at t!ie end of the arch,

and the other half-error by the two screws wlrcli raise or depress

the end of the brass io<l. The polar axis remaining nearly Hori-

zontal as before, and the declination-semicircle at 0°, adjust the

buSble by the hour-circle; then turn thi declination— einicircle to

90° and adju-t llie bubble by raising or depre.ising the polar axis ;

then turn the hour-circle twelve hours; and if the bubble is

wrong, correct half the uror by the polar axis, and the oilier half-

error by the two paii of capstan screws at the feet of the twn sup-

poits on one side of the axis of motion of the telescope ; and thus

this axis will he at right angles to the polar axis. The next adjust-

ment is to make the centre of cross hairs remain on the same ob-

ject, while you turn the eye lube quite round by the pinion of the

refraction- apparatus; for this afljiistineiit set the index on tlie slide

to the first Uivis;on of the dovetail ; and set the division marked 18"

on the refraction-circle to its index ; then look through the tele-

scope, an<l with the pinion turn the eye-tube quite round ; and if

the centre of the hairs does not rem.,in on the same spot during
that revolution, it must be corrected by the four small screws, two
and two at a time (which you will (ind uuon unscrewing the near-

est end of the e\e tube that contains the ,ir>t eye-gla^s) ; repeat

this correction till ih.- cenlre of the liair^ remains on the spot you
are looking at (luring an en i e 'evolution, [n order to make the

line of collimation parallel to the brass-rod on which the level

hangs, set the pol:;r axis horizontal, and the dei lination-circle to
90°

; adjust the level by the |!o!ar axis ; look through the tel

on some distant horizontal object, covered by the centie

cross hairs ; then invert the telescope, which is diaie by turning the

-^our-circle half roun'l ; and if the centre of the cross hairs does
not cover the same object as before, correct half the error by the
uppermost and lowermo>t of the lour small screws at the eye-end
of the large tube of the telescope: this correction will give a se-

cond object now covered by the centre of the hairs, wh.ich must
be adopted instead of the first object : then invert the telescope as

before; and if the second object is not covered by the centre of

the hairs, correct half the error by the same two screws which
were used before ; this correction will give a third object, now co-
vered by the centre of the hairs, which must be adopted instead

of the second object; repeat this operation till no error remains ;

then set the hour-circle exactly twelve hours (the declination-circle

remaining at 90° as before) ; and if the < entre of the cross hairs

does not cover the last object fixed on, set it to that object by the
two remaining small screws at the eve-end of the large tube, and
then the line of coUiniation will be parallel to the brass-rod. For
rectifying the nonius of the declination and equatoreal circles, lower
the telescope as many decrees, minutes, and seconds, below 0° or
M on the declination-semicircle, as are etpial to the complement
of the latitude; then elevate the polar axis till the bubble is hori-
zontal, and thus the equatoreal circle will be elevated to the co-
latitude of t!ie place ; set tbis circle to six hours ; adjust the level

lescope

; of the

by the pillion of ihL- decliiialion-circle ; then turn the equatoreal

1 circle exactly twelve hours troni tlie last position ; and il the level

is not right, correct one-halt of the error by the equatoreal circle,

and the other half by the declination-circle ; then turn the equato-

real circle back again exactly twelve hours from the last position ;

I

and if the level is still wrong, repeat the correction as belore till it

is right when turned to either position; that being done, set the

nonius of the equatoreal cirt le exactly to six hours, and the no-

nius of the declination-circle exactly to 0°. The principal uses of

this equatoreal are, I. To find the' meridian by one observation

only : for this purpose elevate the equatoreal circle to the co-lati-

tude of the place, and set the decimation-semicircle to the sun's

decliiKition for the day and hour of the day required ; then move
the azimuth and hour circles both at the same time eitlier in the

same or contrary directions, till you bring the centre ot the cross

hairs in the telcsco])e exactly to cover the centre of the sun ; when
that is done, the index of the hour-circle will give the apparent

or solar time at the instant of observation ; and thus the time

is gained, though the sun is at a distance from the meridian ;

then turn the hour-circle till the index points precisely at twelve

o'clock, and lower the telescope to the horizon, in order to

observe some point there in the centre of your glass, and that

point in your meridian-mark found by one observation only;

the best time for this operation is three hours before or

three hours after twelve at noon. 2. To point the telescope on a

star, though not on the meridian, at fell day-light. Having ele-

vated the C(iuatore:d circle to llie co-latitude of the place, and set

the declination semicircle to the star's declination, move the index

of the liour-circle till it shall point to the precise time at which the

star is then diAant from the meridian, found in tables of the right

ascension of the stars, and the star will then appear in the glass.

Besides these uses peculiar to this instrument, it is also applicable

to all the purpose^ to which the principal astronomical instruments,

viz. a transit, a quadrant, and an equal-altitude instrument, are ap-

plied. The principal instruments that are at present used for ol)-

servations serving the purposes of navigation, are that incomparably

useful instrument called Hadley's sextant, or quadrant, or octant

;

a portable chronometer ; and a pretty good telescope. VVit-h

these few instruments, the latitudes, longitudes, hom-s of (he day

or night, and several other problems useful to navigators, may be

accuratel) solved. See Optics, NAViCAXiON, Quadrant, Te-
lescope, &-C.

OBSESSION, the being beset by an evil spirit, which, without

entering the body, torments, and, as it were, besieges the person,

from without ; in which sense it dili'ers from possession.

OBSIDIAN, Iceland Agate ; in mineralogy, a genus of the

pitch-stone family found in Hungary, Iceland, Siberia, the Le-

vant islands, and South America. Colour from a velvet-black to

a greenish grey : it is often striped and spotted. Specific gravity

about 2.4: it melts into an opaque grey masss. It contains silica,

alumina, and oxide of iron, in dillerent proportions. It is on ac-

count of its great hardness and opaque blackness, and of its capa-

bilitv of receiving a high polish, used as an ornament in dress.

(JBSIDIONALIS, an epithet applied by the Romans to a
sort ol crown. See Crown.
OBSTETRIC ART, Obstetrics, the same with Midwifery,

which see.

OBSTRUCTION, in medicine, such an obturation of tlie ves-

sels, as prevents the circulation of the fluids, whether of the sound

and vital, or of the morbid and peccant kind, through them ; aris-

ing from an excess of the bulk of the fluid to be transmitted, above

the capacity of the vessel Which ought to transmit it.

OBTURATOR, in anatomy. See Anatomy.
OBTUSE, signifies blunt, dull, Sec. in opposition to acute,

sharp, &c. thus we say, obtuse angle, obtuse-angled triangle, &c.

OBVINSK, a town of Russia, in Perm, at the conflux of the

Obva and Kama, 60 miles N. of Perm. Lon. 74. 0. E. Ferro.

Lat. 58. 44. N.
OBY, or OB, a large and fam.ous river of Asiatic Russia, which

issues from the Altin lake, called by the Russians Teleskoi-Osero.

Lon. 103. 40. E. Lat. 52. 0. N. This river forms the boundary

towards the north between Europe and Asia, and its course is up-

wards of 2000 miles in length.

OCCA, or OCA, a chain of mountains in Spain, extending

from Tortosa, in Catalonia, to Burgos, in Old Castile.

OccA, a Turkish weight, equal to two pounds ten ounces
English
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English avoirdiipoise: twenty-live occas make one casiz, or Turk-
ish corii-measiiie.

OCCIDENT, in gcograpliy, is the westward quarter of the ho-

rizon ; or that ot the horizon where tlie the echptic, or the suit

therein, descends into the lower hemisphere ; in contradistinction

to orient.

OCCONEE MOUNTANS, mountains of Georgia, in tlie

N.E. part ot the slate. Lon. S3. 40. \V. Lat. 34. 50. K.
OCCUL'I", in geometry, is vised tor a hne that is scarce per-

ceivable, drawn with the point of the compasses or leaden pencil,

'i hese lines are used in several operations, as the raising ol plans,

designs of building, pieces of perspective. Sec. They are to be
ellaced when the work is hni>hed.

Occult Qualities, in philosophy, were those qualities of
body or spirit which baffled the investigation of philosophers, and
for which ihey were unable to give any reason.

OccvLT SciENChs, are magic necromancy, cabbala, &c. now
exploded.
OCCULTATION, [pcciillatio, Lat.] in astronomy, is the time

that a star or planet is hid from our sight, when eclipsed by in-

terposition of the body of the moon, or some other planet between
it and us.

OccuLTATiON, CiRCLE OF PERPETUAL, is a parallel in an ob-
li<iue sphere, as far tlistant from the depressed pole as the elevated
])ole is from the liori/on. .^11 the stars between this parallel and
the depressed pole, never rise, but lie constantly hidden under
the horizon of the place.

OCCUP.\NT, in law, the person that first seizes, or gets posses-
sion of a thing; and this by law must be of what has a natural
existence, as ol land, &c. A person cannot be an occupant of a
void posse-sion.

OCCUPANCY, in law, is a right which one acquires to a

thing by being theliibt to gain possession of it. This (says Judge
Blackstone) is the true ground and foundation of all property, or
holding those things in severalty, which by the law of nature, un-
cpialitied by that of society, w ere common' to all mankind. But,
when on<elt was agreed that every thing capable of ownership
should have an owner, reason suggested, that he should lirst de-
clare his intention of appropriating any thing to his own use, and,
in consequence ol such his intention, actually took it into posses-
sion, should thereby gain the absolute property of it ; according
to that rule of the law of nations, recognised by the laws of Rome,
Quod nullius est, id ratione naturali occupanti conceditur. This
riglit of occupancy, so far as it concerns real property, hath been
conlined by the laws of England within a very narrow compass

;

and was e.xtended only to a single instance ; namely, w here a
man was tenant pour autrie vie, or had an estate granted to him-
self only for the life of another man, and died during the life of
cestuy que vie, or him by whose life it was holden : in this case, he
that could first enter oh the land, might lawfully retain the pos-
session solon^ as cestuy cpie vie lived, by right" of occupancy.
This seems to have been recurring lo fust principles, and calling
in the law of nature to ascertain the properly of tlie land, when
left without a legal owner. For it did not revert to the granter,
who had parted with all his interest, so long as cestuy que vie
lived ; it did not escheat to the lord of the fee ; for al'l escheats
must be of the absolute entire fee, and not of any particular es-
tate carved out of it, much less of so minute a remnant as this :

it did not belong to the grantee; for he was dead; it did not de-
scend to his lie.rs ; for there were no wards of inheritance in the
grant: nor could it ve>t in his executors; for no executors could
succeed to a freehold. Belonging therefore to nobody, like the
ha-reditas jacens of the Romans, the law lett it open to be seized
and appropriated by the first person that could enter upon it, dur-
inj; the life of cestuv que vie, under the name of an occupant.
But there was no right of occupancy allowed, where the king had
the reversion of the lands: tor the reversioner halh an equal
right with any olhcr of his Majesty's subjects to enter upon
the vacant possession ; and where the king's title and a subject's
inlfitere, the king's shall always be preferred. Against the" king
therciore there could be no prior occupant, because milium teni-
pns occurrit regi. And, even in the case of a subject, had the es-
tate pour aulrie vie been granted to a man and his heirs durin" the
life of resluy que vie, there the heir might, and still may, enter
and hold poisession.and is called in law a special occupant; as hav-

)
ing a special exclusive right, by the terms of the original grant, to

;
enter upon an<l occupy this Iri-reclitas jacens, duniig the residue

I

of the estate granteil : though some have thought that such estate

I

IS rather a descendil>le freehold. I)ut the title of conuiion occu-
' pancy is now reduced almost to nothing by two statutes ; the one,

29 Car. II. c. 3, which enact>, that where there is no special oc-

cupant, in whom the estate may vest, the tenant pour autre vie

may devise it by will, or it shall go to the executors, and be assets

in their hands for payment of debts : the other that of 14 Geo. IL
c. 20, which enacts, that it shall vest not only in the executors,

but, in case the tenant dies intestate, in the administrators also ;

and go in course of a distribution like a chattel interest. By these

two statutes the title of common occui)aiicy is utterly e.\tiiict and
abolished : though that of special occupancy, by the heir at law,

continues to this day ; such heir being held to succeed to the an-

cestors' estate, not by descent, for then he must lake an estate of

inheritance, but .-\s an occupant, specially markrd out and ap-

pointed by the original grant. For the statutes muat not be con-
strued so as to create aiiy new estate, or to kecj) that alive which
by the common law was determined, and thereby lo defeat tho

granler's reversion ; but merely to dispose of an interest in being,

to which by law there was no owner, and which therelore was left

open to the first occupant. When there is a residue lolt, the sta-

tutes give it to the executors, &c. instead of the fcrsl occupant

;

but they will not create a residue on purpose to give it to the ex-
ecutors. They only mean to provide an appointed instead of a
casual, a certain instead of an uncertain, owner, of lands which
before were nobody's ; and thcieby to supply this casus omissus,

and render the disposition of the law in ad respects entirely uni-

form : this being the onlv instance wherein a title lo a real estate

could ever be acquired by occupancy. In the case of a sole cor*

poration, as a parson of a church, when he dies or resigns, though
there be no actual ow ner of the land till a successor be appointed,
yet there is a legal potential ownership, subsisting in contempla-
tion of law ; and win n the succes>or is appointed, h.» appointment
shall have a retrospect and relation backwards, so as to entitle liini

to all the profits from the iu'^tant that tlie vacancy commenced.
And, in all other instance , when the tenant dies intestate, and
no other owner of the lands is to be found in the couimon
course of descents, there the law vests an ownership in the king, or

in the subordinate lord of the tee, by escheat.

OCCUPAVIT, inlaw, a writ which i-sues for a person that is

ejected out of an estate ol inheritance in time of war.

OCCUITER.S OF WALLING, a term used in the salt-

works for tlie persons who ar;> the sworn officers that allot in par-

ticular places what quantily ot salt is to be made, that the markets
may not be overstocked, and see that all is carried fairly and equally
between the lord and the tenant.

OCEAN, (from •"ctav'.f, of u.xi<«.-, swiftly, and vaw, I flow) the

vast collection of salt and navigable water which encompasses the
whole globe of the earth, and by means of which, in the present

improved state of navigation, an easy intercourse subsists between
places the most distant. The ocean is distinguished into three

giand divisions, of wliich the other seas or oceans are only parts or'
branches.

1. Ocean, the Atlantic, that which divides Europe and
Africa from America, is generally about 3000 miles wide.

2. Ocean, the Indian, separates the East Indies from Africa
and is 30U0 miles over.

3. Ocean, the P.^cific, or South Sea, that which divides

j
America from Asia, is generally about 10,000 miles over.

Ocean, Saltness, Fides, &c. of the. See Sea, Tides, &c.
OCEANIDES, or OCEANITIDES, in the mythology', sea-

nymphs, daughters of Oceanus and the goddess '1 ethys. 'Ihey
were 3000 according to Apollodorus, who nn ntions the name of

seven of them : Asia, Styx, Electra, Doris, Eurynome, Aniphi-
trite, and Metis, llesiod speaks of the eldest of them, ot whom
he reckons 41 ; Pitho, Admete, Prynno, lanthe, Rhodia, Hippo,
Callirhoe, Urania, CIvmene, Idyia, Pasithoe, Clythia, Zeuxo,
Galuxaure, Plexaure, Peiseis, Pluto, Thoe, Polydora, Melobosis,
Dione, Cerceis, Xanthe, Acasta, lanira, Telcstho, Europa, Me-
ncstho, Petrea, Endora, Calypso, Tyche, Ocyroe, Crisia, Ain-
pliiro, with those mentioned by Apollodorus, except Amphitrite.
SeeNvMPH,
OCEANUS, in Pagan mythology, the son of Coelus and

Terra,
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Terra, the husband of Tetliys, and the father of the Oceaiiides.

The ancients called him the Father of all things, imagining tiiat he

was produced by humidity, which, according to Thales, was the

first ijriiici|)le from which every thing was produced.

OCEIA, a woman who presided over the rites of Vesta for 57

years with the greatest sanctity. She died in the reign of Tibe-

rius, and the daughter of Domitius succeeded her.

OCELLUS LUCANUS, or the LL'CANIAN, an ancient

Pythagorean philosopher, who lived before Plato. His work weji

•* nt«»!o,-, or. The Universe, is the only piece of his which is come
down entire to us ; and was written originally in the Doric dialect,

but was translated by another hand into the Attic. William Chris-

tian, and after him Lewis Nogarola, translated this work into La-
tin; and there are several editions of it, both in Greek and Latin.

A fragment is also extant of his work on Laws, which is praised by
Plato.

OCHIL HILLS, a ridge of lofty mountains of Scotland,which
begin in Perthshire, and extend many miles eastward into Fife.

OCHLOCRACY, that form of government wherein the po-

pulace have the chief administration of afiairs.

OCHNA, in botany, a genus of the mcnogynia order, and po-

lyandria class of plants. Corolla pentapetalous ; calyx penta-

phyllous; berries monospermous, affixed to a large roundish re-

ceptacle. There are three species.

OCHO RIOS, a bay on the N. coast of Jamaica. Lon. 76.

J6. W. Lat. 18.26. N.
OCHOTSK, a province of Russia, in the government of

Irkutsk.

OcHOTSK, a sea-port in the above province, at the mouth of

the Ochota, 1320 miles N. E. of Irkutsk. Lon. 142. 5. E. Lat.

59. 28. N.
OCHRES, in chemistry, combinations of earths with the oxide

i of iron : they are of various colours, and are principally employed
as pigments.

OCIIROMA, in botany, a genus of the pentandria order, and
monadelphia class of plants ; natural order, Columnifera:. Co-
jrolla six-petaled, three external, and three internal ; anthera:

unite, and form a spiral pillar round the style; capsule long, five-

celled ; seeds black, round, numerous. Of this there is only one
•pecies, viz.

O. Lagopus, the down-tree or cork-wood. This tree is fre-

quent in Jamaica, is of speedy growth, and rises to about 25 or 30
feet. The flowers are large and yellow. The bark is tough, and
its fibres are in a reticulated form ; it might be made into ropes.

The dried wood is so very light and buoyant, as to be used by the

fishermen in Jamaica for their nets instead of pieces of cork.

OCHROXYLUM, a genus of the class and order pentandria

trigynia. Calyx five-cleft; petals five; nectary angular, three-

lobed, glands ; capsules three, approximate,one-celled,two-seeded.
OCIMUM, or OCYMUM, Basil, a genus of the didynamia

gymnospermia class and order. Natural order, Verticillats.

Calyx with the upper lip orbiculate, the lower four-cleft ; corolla

resupine, with one lip four-cleft, the other undivided; filaments,

the two outer putting forth a refle.x process at the base. There
are twenty-five species, sweet-scented herbs or under-shrubs ; their

tiowers are in whorls, forming a loose spike, terminating and
axillary.

OCKLEY, Simon, a learned orientalist, born at Exeter in

1678, and educated at Queen's college, Cambridge, where he dis-

tinguished himself by his inlense application to literature. At the

usual time he took his degrees of A. M. and B. D. but marrying
very young, was precluded from a fellowship in his college, which
occasioned his being afterwards involved in many difficulties. In

1705 he was presented to the vicarage of Swavesey in Cambridge-
shire : and in 1711 he was chosen Arabic professor of the univer-

sity. He was perfect master of the Arabic and other oriental

tongues : the learned Reland said of him, Vir, si cpiis alius, harum
literarum peritus. Afterwards he had the misfortune to be con-
fined in Cambridge castle for debt. The above preferments, not-

withstanding, he enjoyed till his death, Avg. 9, 1720. He wrote,

1. Introductio ad Linguas Orientales. 2. The History of the pre-

sent Jews throughout the World ; translated from the Italian of

Leo Modena, aVenetian rabbi. 3.The Improvements of Human
Reason, exhibited in the Life of Hai Ebn Yokdham, translated

from the Arabic. 4. An Account of South-west Barbary, contain-
VOL. IV.—NO. 162.

ing what is most remarkable in the Kingdoms of Fez and Morocco,
written by a person who had been a slave tliere a considerable time,

and translated from his MS. 5. The History of the Saracens, col-

lected from the most authentic Arabic authors, in 2 vols. 8vo.

He was also well skilled in the French, Spanish, and Italian, lan-

guages.

OCRA, a viscous vegetable substance well known in the West
Indies, where it is used to thicken soup, and for other purposes.

OCTAETERIS, a cycle or term of eight years, in the Grecian
chronology, at the conclusion of which three entire lunar months
were added. This cycle was in use till Melon's invention of the

golden number or cycle of 19 years.

OCTAGON, [•»7ui, eight, and ywvia, an angle,] in geometry, a

figure consisting of eight sides and angles ; and this, when all the

sides and angles are equal, is called a regular octagon, which may
be inscribed in a circle. If the radius of a circle circumscribed in

a regular octagon is =: r, and the side of the octagon ^= y ; then y= ^/'2r^ - r l/2r':
Octagon, in fortification, denotes a place that has eight bas-

tions. See FOHTJFICATION.
OCTAHEDRON, or OCTAEDRON, [»«K eight, and ">,

a side,] in geometry, one of the five regular bodies, consisting of

eight equal and equilateral triangles. Tlie scjuare of the side of

the octahedron is tothe square of the diameter of tlie circmmscrib-

ing sphere, as 1 to 2. If the diameter of the sphere is 2, the soli-

dity of the octahedron inscribed in it will be 1,33333 nearly. The
octahedron is two pyramids put together at their bases; therefore

its solidity may be found by multiplying the quadrangular base ot

eitlier of them, by one-third of the perpendicular height of one of

them, and then doubling the product.

OCTANDRIA, [oxru/, eight, and «>i», a man,] the eighth class

in Linnsus's sexual systeni ; consisting of (ilants with hermaphro-

dite flowers, which are furnished with eight stamina, or male or-

gans of generation. See Botan'y.
OCTANT, OCTILE, in astrology, is, when a planet is in

such an aspect or position with respect to another, that their places

are only distant an eighth part of a circle or forty-five degrees.

OCTAVE, in music, bee Interval, and Music.
OCTAVIA, daughter of Caius Octavius, and sister to Augus-

tus Cssar. She was one of the most illustrious ladies of ancient

Rome ; her virtues and her beauty were equally conspicuous.

She married Claudius Marcellus, and after his death M. Antony.
Her marriage with Antony was a political match, to reconcile her

brother and him together. Antony proved for some time atten-

tive to her ; but when he had seen Cleopatra, he neglected her ;

and when she attempted to withdraw him from this illegal amour
by going to meet him at Athens, she was totally banished from
his presence. This affront was highly resented by her brother;

and though Octavia endeavoured to pacify him by palliating An-
tony's behaviour, yet he resolved to revenge her cause by arms.

After the battle of Actium and the death of Antony, Octavia,

forgetful of her own injuries, took into her house all the children

of her husband, and treated them with exlraordinai^ tenderness.

Marcellus, her son by her first husband, was married to a niece of

Augustus, and openly intended as successor to his uncle. His
sudden death plunged all the family into the greatest grief, and
constantly preyed upon the mind of Octavia, who died of grief,

about 1 1 years" before the Christian era. Her brother paid great

regard to her memory, and pronounced her funeral-oration him-

self. The Roman people also shewed their regard for her virtue,

by wishing to pay her divine honours.

OCTAVIANUS, or OCTAVIUS CESAR, was nephew of

Julius Csesar the dictator, being the son of Accia his sister byOcta-
vius a senator, andalterwards becamethe secondemperor of Rome.
He was born A. U. C. 691, during the consulship of Cicero. His

uncle Julius Ca;sar adopted him, and left him the greatest part of

his fortune. When he was but 20 years of age, he was raised to

the consulship. His youth and inexperience were ridiculed by
his enemies ; but his prudence and valour soon raised his conse-

quence. He made war against his opponents on pretence of aveng-

ing the assassination of his uncle. He engaged in five civil, wars

with great success, viz. The wars of Mutina, Perusia, Philippi, Si-

cily, and Actium : the first and last of which were against M. An-
tony ; the second against L. Antony brother of the triumvir; the

tliird against Brutus and Cassius ; and the fourth against Se.vtuB

2 D Pompey,
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Pompey, "on ot PoiipcT the Great. He imUtd his forces with

Antony's at the battle of'Phihppi; and had he not been supported

by ihe' activity and bravery ot his colleague, he would doubtless

have been totally ruined in that engagement. In his trmmvirate

with Antony and Lepidus, he obtained the western parts of the

Roman empire ; and like his colleagues to establish his power,

proscribed his enemies and cut them olf. The triumvirate lasted

for ten years. He had given his sister Octavia in marriage to An-

tony, to make their alliance more lasting ; but when Cleopatra had

charmed this unfortunate man, Octavia was repudiated. Augus-

tus immedialelv took up arms professedly to avenge the wrongs of

his sister; but perhaps chiefly to remove a rival whose power and

abilities he dreaded and envied. Both parties met at Aclinm to

decide the fate of Rome. Antony was supported by all the power

of the east, and Augustus by Italy. Cleopatra fled from the bat-

tle with 60 ships, and her flight ruined Antony, who followed her

into Kgypt. The conqueror soon after went into Egy pt, besieged

Alexandria, and honoured with a magniticent funeral his unfortu-

nate colleague and the celebrated queen, whom the fear of being

led in the victor's triumph at Rome had driven to commit suicide.

After he had established peace all over the world, he shut the tem-

ple of Janus, A. U. C. 7J3. He was twice determined to lay down
the supreme power immediately after the victory at Actium, and

on account of his ill-health ; but liis two faithful friends Meca;nas

and Agrippa dissuaded him, and contended, that if he did, lie

would leave it to be the prey of the most powerful, and expose

himself to the greatest dangers. He died at Nola in the 76th year

of his age, after he had held the sovereign power for 57 yeai-s.

He was an active emperor, and consulted the good of the Romans,
He visited all the provinces except Africa and Sardinia, and his

consummate prudence and experience occasioned many salutary

laws. He is, however, accused of licentiousness and adultery ; but

the lidelity of his friendship, and the many good qualities, which

the poets whom he patronized have perhaps truly celebrated, made
some, though in the eye of strict religion and true morality, but

little amends for his foibles. He distinguished himself by his

learning ; he was a complete master of the Greek language, and
wrote some tragedies, besides the memoirs of his life and other

works, which arc now lost. He married four times ; but was un-

happy in all these connections ; and his only daughter Julia dis-

graced herself and her father by her debaucheries. He recom-
mended at his death his adopted son Tiberius as his successor. He
left his fortune partly to him and to Drusus, and made donations

to the army and Roman people. The title of Augustus was con-

ferred upon him by the senate after the battle of Actium. See
Augustus.
OCl^AVO, [Lat."] A book is said to be in octavo when a sheet

is folded into eight leaves.

OCTIDI, the eighth day of the French decade. See Ca-
lendar.
OCTOBER, in chronology, was the eighth month of Romu-

lus's year, which the name implies ; but the 10th in the calendar
of Niiina, Julius Cssar, &c. The senate gave this month (he
name Faustinus, in compliment to ["'au^tina, the wife of the Em-
peror Antoninus. Commodus would have it called Invictus; and
Domitian named it Domitianus; but in spite of all these attempts
it still .viuins its original name. This month was sacred to Mars,
and under his protection.

OcTOBRis Eauus, a horse annually sacrificed to Mars in Oc-
tober, because the horse is a warlike animal. A race was run
with ciiariots drawn by two horses, previous to the sacrifices, and
he that ran (piicke^it wasadiudgod tt) be the victim.
OC'IObURUS, an ancient town of Helvetia, now called Mai-

. tigny. Ca?<!. Com. i. 61.

OCTOPErALOliS,[./.7u, and wi7r.>.,, Cr.] having ei-ht flower-
leaves.

OCTOSTYLE, [onliu and rvx®; Gr.] in the ancient architec-
ture, is the face of a building or ordonn.ince containing eight co-
lumns.

OC'ULUS, the Eye, in Anatomy. See Anatomy.
OcuLus Beli, [Lat.] The oculus bell of jewellei^, probably of

Pliny, is an accidental variety of the agate kind ; having a grey
horny ground, circular delineations, and a spot in the middle,
rirsenibliiig the eye ; whence its name.
OCZAKOFF, orOCZAKOW, atown of Turkey in Europe,

and a capital of a sangiacate of the same name, inhabited by Tar-

tars. It is called by the I'urks Dzain Crimenda. During the

late war it had a Turkish garrison of '-'0,000 men. Lon 30. SO. E.

Lat. 46. 50. N.
ODA, in the Turkish seraglio, signifies a class, order, or cham-

ber. The grand Siguier's pages are divided into five classes or

chambers.
Oda-Bachi, or Oddabassi, an officer in the Turkish soldiery,

equivalent to a Serjeant or corpural among us.

ODE, in poetry, a song, or a composition proper to besung.

Among the antienls, odes signified no more than songs ; but with

us they are very difi'erent things. The ancient odes were gene-

rally composed in honour of their gods, as many of those of Pin-

dar and Horace. See Poetry.
ODENSEE, the capital of the isle of Funen, a place of such

high antiquity, that some Danish writers derive its foundation

and name from Oden, or Woden, the god and heio of the Gothic
nations. Odensee lies 22 miles from Assens, and 75 W. of Co-
penhagen. Lon. 10. 27. E. Lat. 55. 2R. N.
ODER, a river of France, which, runs into the sea, three

miles below Qtiimper, in the department of Finisterre.

Oder, a river of Germany, which rises near a town so named
in Silesia, and on the confines of Moravia. It runs N. through

that province, and then into the Marthe of Brandenburg and Po-

merania, where it forms a large lake, afterwards falling into the

Baltic sea by three mouths ; between which lie the islands Use-

dom and Woliii.

Oder, a town of Silesia, at the source of the Oder, 16 mile$

S.W. ofTroppaw. Lon. 17. 30- E. Lat. 50. 46. N.
ODERBERG, ODERBURG, or BOGUMIN, a town of

Silesia, iu Te:.ehen, at the confluence of the Oder and Essa. Ldn.
18. 10. E. Lat. 50. 2. N.
ODEUNHEIM, two towns of Germany, now annexed to

France, and both included in the department of Mont Ton-
nerre.

ODEUM, in Grecian antiquity, a music-theatre, built by Pi^
ricles; the inside of which was filled with seats and ranges of pil-

lars, and on the outside the roof descended shelving downwarils
from a point in the centre, with many beiulings, in imitation of the

king of Persia's pavilion. Here the musical prizes were contended
for ; and liere also according to Aristophanes, was a tribunal.

ODIHAM, a town of Hampshire, 25 miles N. E. of Win-
chester, and 42 W. by S. of London. Lon. 0. 56. \V. Lat. 51,

IS. N.
ODIN, in Saxon myihologr, called also in the dialect of the

Anglo-Saxons Woden, or Wodan, a name given by tlie ancient
Scythians to their supreme god.

Odin, in Saxon history, a name assumed about B. C. 70, by
Sigge, a Scythian prince, who conquered the northern nations, made
great changes in their government, manners, and religion, enjoyed
great honours, and had even divine honours paid him. Accord-
ing to the account given of this conqueror by Snorro, the ancient

historian of Norway, and his commentator Torfa-us, Odin was a
Scythian, who withdrew himself, with many others in his train, by
flight, from the vengeance of the Romans, under Pomijev ; and hav-
ing officiated as priest in his own country, he assumed the direction
of the religious worship, as well as the' civil government, of the

nations w hich he conquered. Ilavirta subdued Denmark, Sweden,
and Norway, he retired to Sweden, where he died. Dr. Henrv
gives this account of him :" " Odin is believed to have been the

name of the one true God among the first colonies who came from
the cast and peopled Germai.y and Scandinavia, and among their

posterity for several ages. But at length a mighty conqueror, the

leader of a new army of adventurers irom the east, over-run the
north of Europe, erected a great empire, assumed the name of
Odin, and claimed the honours which had been formerly paid to

that deity. I'>om thenceforward this deified mortal, under the
n.ime of Odin or Wodin, became the chief object of the idolatrous
worship of the Saxons and Danes in this island, as well as ofmany
other nations. Having been a mighty and successful warrior, he
was believed to be the god of war, who gave victory, and revived
courage, in the conflict. Having civilized, in some measure, the

countries which he conquered, and introduced arts formerly un-
known, he was also worshipped as the god of arts and artists. In a

word, to this Odin his deluded worshippers impiouslj^ascribed all

th«
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tlie attributes which l)elong only to the true God : to him they

built niagnilicent temples, offered many sacriiices, and consecrated

the fourlli day of the week, whicli is still called by liis name
Woden's day or Wednesdays iu England, and in all the other

countries where he was tormerly worshipped. Notwithstanding all

this the founders of all the kingdoms of the Anglo-Saxon hep-

tarchy pretended to be dqpcended from Wodin, and some of them
at the distance only of a few generations." His wife's name was

Frea.

ODINUS, a celebrated hero of antiquity, who flourished about

70 years before the Christian era, in the northern part of aiicient

Germany, and Denmark. He was at the same time a priest, a

soldier, a poet, a monarch, and a victor. He seems to be the same
with Odin.

DE ODfO ET ATIA, a writ anciently directed to the sheriff,

commanding him to inquire whether a prisoner charged with mur-
derwas committed upon just cause of suspicion, or merely propter

odium et atiani, for hatred and ill-will ; and if upon the inqui-

sition due cause of suspicion did not then ap|)ear, then there issued

another writ for the sherill" to admit him to bail.

ODO, Cantianus, so called as being a native of Kent in Eng-
land, was a Bi-nedictine monk in the 12th century, in which order

his leariiing and eloquence raised him to the dignity of prior and
abbot. Archbishop Becket was his friend ; and his panegyric was

made by John of Salisbury. He composed Commentaries on the

Pentateuch, and the second Book of Kings; Moral Reflections

on the Psalms ; treatises entiluled, De Onere Philistim ; De Mori-
bus Ecclesiasticis; De Vitiis et Virtutibus Anini^e, &.c.

ODOACER, king of the Heruli, accordingto Ennodius, was

only a private man in the guards of the emperor Augustulus, when
A. D. 476, under the consulship of Basilicus and Armatus) the bar-

barians chose him for their leader. The barbarians thought, as

they often defi-nded Italy, they had a right at least to part of it ;

but upon demanding it they were refused, and the consequence

was a revolt. Odoacer is said to have been a man of uncommon
parts, capable alike of commanding an army or governing a state.

Having left his own cotnitry when he was very young, to Serve in

Italy, as he was remarkably tall he was admitted among the em-
peror's guards, and continued in that station till the above year;
when, putting himself at the head of the barbarians in the Reman
pay, who, though of dilferent nations, had unanimou<Iy chosen him
for their leader, he marched against Orestes, and his son Augus-
tulus, who still refused to share any of the lands in Italy. The
Konians being inferior both in numbers and valour were easily

conquered. Orestes was ordered to be slain; but Augustulus
was spared, and though stripped of his dignity, was treali-d with
humanity, and allowed a liberal sum for his support and that of his

telations. Odoacer was proclaimed king of Italy ; but assumed
neither the purple nor any other mark of imperial dignity. He
was afterwards rlefeated and slain by Theodoric the Ostrogoth.
ODOMANTI, an ancient nation of Thrace, on the E. bank

t>f the Slrymoii.

ODONTALGIA, [efi^ and <.v/»f,] the toothach. See Medi-
cine.
ODONTOIDE, in anatomy, an appellation given to the pro-

cess of the second vertebra of the neck, from its resemblance to a

tooth.

ODOUR, is that property of bodies by which they affect the

sense of smell at a distance, whether in a pleasant or disagreeable
manner, it has been ascertained by numberless observations, that

every species of animals, as well as of diseases, emits a peculiar
odour; which, however, can be distinguislied only by the most
refined sense. The American Indians ate able to ascertain, by
smeil, the proximity, or distance, of their enemies ; and whether
they are while men or black. Anatomists have lately discovered,

that this astonishing acuteness of smelling must be attributed to liie

uncommon size of the nostrils, whicii are much dilated among
these nations.

ODYSSEY, an epic poem composed by Homer so named from
oJi/(7<7i^i;, the Creek name of Ulysses, whose adventures it records.
ffiAGER, or OiAGRUS, in fabulous history, a king of Thrace,

the father of the poet Orpheus, by the Muse, Calliope. See Or-
phens.

(EC0LAMPADIU3, John, a celebrated German reformer,
born at Rainspurg in P'ranconia, in 1482. He studied at Heilbrun,

and afterwards at Heidelbilig, wtiere he took his degree of bache-
lor in philosophy in his 14lh year. His reputation induced the
elector palatine to appoint him preceptor to his son. He com-
pleted his studies at Tubingen, under Renchlin ; after which he
was invited to Basil, and made D. D. At Augsburg, he embraced
the sentiments of Luther, and published his Confession, which con-
taining doctrines disagreeable to the monks of his convent, he
quitted it, and returned to Basil, in 1523, where the council ap-

pointed him professor of divinity and city-preacher. He trans-

lated St. Chrysostom's Commentaries u|ion Genesis into Latin,

In the dispute between Lutlier and Zuinglius respecting the eu-
charibt, he defended the opinions of the latter, in a work which is

reckoned well written. In 1528 he manied, and completed the

reformation of the churches of Basil and Ulm. In l.i29, he as-

sisted at the conference at Marspurg; and returning to Basil, died
of the plague, in 1531, aged 49. A monument is erected in the

cathedral to his memory. He left a son and two daughters. His
works are numerous and respectable.

ECONOMICS, [oix»vofiix«;, acnnoinique, Fr.] from oeconomy.
See Economy.
ffiCOXOMISTS, a sect of philosophers in France, who lately

made a great noise in Europe, and are generally believed to have
been unfriendly to religion, and to have paved the way for the
numberless horrors attending the French revolution, by eradi-

cating all regard for it from the minds of the people. The founder
of this sect was Dr. Duquesnai, who had so well insinuated him-
self into the favour of Lewis XV. that he used to call him his

thinker. The sect was styled QEconomists, because the ceconomy
and order to be introduced into the finances, and other plans of

alleviating the distresses of the people, were their constant topics.

The Abbe Baruel admits, that some few of them may have had no
other objects; but he adduces very plausible evidence, that the

great aim of the majority of the sect was to eradicate from the

minds of the people all reverence for divine revelation. This tliey

endeavoured to do by printing and dispersing among the people
at very low prices, and often gr-itis, by the hands of hawkers, ped-
lars, ic. pamphlets and small books, containing extracts from the
works of Voltaire, Diderot, and other modern philosophers,

against religion, morals, and government. Lender pretence of

meliorating the condition of the people, and instructing them,
they drew several of the king's best friends in, to patronize their

society and their ostensible measures; but in the mean time held
private and secret meetings with all whom (hey could trust, at

Baron Holbach's ; w here they prepared and revised their tracts for

publication, in some of which they disguised their sentiments, but
in others were so bold, as to publish under such titles as Christi-

anity Unmasked ! &c. Their principal members were Messrs.

D'Alembert, Turgot, Condorcct, Diderot, La Harpe, and La
Moignon, keeper of the seals, who on his dismission from that

office, shot himself.

QiCONOMUS, a person who takes care of the revenues and
other affairs of churches, monasteries, and the like.

QiCONOMY, the prudent conduct, or discreet and frugal

management, whether of a man's own estate ojr that of another.

See EroNOMY.
tEcoNoMY, Animal, comprehends the v.irious operations of

nalure in the generation, nutrition, and preservation, of animals.

See Generation, Natural History, Nutrition, &c. The
doctrine of the animal crcononiy is nearly connected with physio-

logy, which explains the several parts of the human body, their

structure, use, &c. See Anatomy, Physiology, and Medi-
cine.
QiCUMEN ICAL, [oiiiK/xsyiM;, from oiju/pfyi,] signifies the same

with general, or universal; as cecninenical council, bishop, &c.
Q^i)EM.\, \^Airt[M from oiJK/.', to swell,] in medicine and sur-

gery, a tumour attended with paleness and cold, yielding little

resistance, retaining the print of the finger when pressed with it,

and accompanied with little or no pafn.

ffiDERA, in botany, a genus of the polygamia segregata or-

der, and cla':s of plants. Calyxes many-tlowered ; corollets tu-

bular, hermaphrodite, witli one or two female ligulate florets ; re-

ceptacle chaffy ; down of several chatfs. There are two species,

viz. O. prolifera, and O. alieua, both natives of the Gape of Good •

Hope.
(EDIPUS, the unfortunate king of Thebes^ whose history is

partly
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partly fabulous, flourished about 1266 B. C. He was given by

his father to a shepherd, who was ordered to put liim to death, to

prevent the misfortunes with w hich he was threatened by an oracle.

But the shepherd, unwilling to kill him with his own hands, lied

him by the feet to a tree, that he might be devoured b^ wild

beasts. The infant was however found in this situation by another

•hepherd named Phorbas, who carried him to Polybus king of

Corinth ; where the queen, having no children, educated him with

as much care as if he iiad been her own son. When he was grown

up, he was informed that he was not the son of Polybus : on which,

by order of the oracle, he went to seek for his father in Phocis

;

but scarcely was lie arrived in that country, when he met his father

on the road, and killed him without knowing him. A short time

sflcr, having delivered the country from the monster called the

Sphinx, he married Jocasta, without knowing that she was his

mother, and had four children by her ; but afterwards, being in-

formed of his incest, he quitted the throne, and thinking, himself

unworthy of the light, put out his eyes. Eteocles and Polynices,

who were celebrated among the Greeks, were born of this inces-

tuous marriage.

OEGWA, a town of Africa, on the Gold Coast.

OELAND, an island of Sweden, seated on the Baltic, between

the continent of Gothland and the isle of Gothland. It lies be-

tween 56° and 57° I.at. N. and between 17" and 1S° of Lon. E.

It is about 60 miles long, and 13 broad ; having a wholesome air,

and a fertile soil, with rising hills, and several castles. Borck-
holm is the capital.

OELFELDT, a town of Saxony, in Magdeburg, on the AUer;
?5 miles E. of Brunswick. Lon. 11. 20. E. Lat. 52. 27. N.
OELS, a principality of Silesia, bounded on the S. by Brieg,

W. by Wohlau, and N. and E. by Poland. The soil is sandy.

Oels, the capital of the above territory, 14 miles E. N. E. of

Breslau.

CENANTHE, Water-Dropwort, a genus of the digynia

order, and pentandria class of plants ; natural order, Umbellala>.

Florets difform ; those of the disk sessile, barren ; fruit crowned
%vith the calyx, and pistil. 1 here are eleven species ; of which the

most remarkable is the

O. Croc ATA, or Hemlock-Dropwort, growing frequently on

the banks of ditches, rivers, aiid lakes, in many parts of Britain.

The root and leaves are strong poison ; several persons have

perished by eating it through mistake, for water-parsneps or for

celery, which last it resembles pretty much in its leaves. Lobel

calls this plant oenanthe aquatira cicuta; facie. It grows in great

plenty all over Pembrokeshire, and is called by the inhabitants

five-fingered root ; it is much used by them in cataplasms for the

felon or worst kind of whitlow. They eat some parts of it, but

carefully avoid the roots and stalk. These indeed are most per-

nicious, and prove instantly fatal, unless a proper remedy is ap-

plied.

CENEUS, in fabulous history, a king of Calydonia in jEtolia,

son of Parthaon, grandson of Neptune, and father of Mele-
ACER, Tydeus, Dejanira, &c. See these articles.

QiNOMAUS, in fabulous history, the son of Mars by Sterope,

the daughter of Atlas and father of liippodamia the wife of Pelops.

See Pelops.
(ENONE, a nymph of Mount Ida, daughter of the Cebrenus,

and wife of Paris, before he was known to be the son of king Priam.

Beingeducated with the spirit of prophecy, she foretold to him, that

his voyage to Greece would be attended w ith the ruin of his

family and country ; and that he would return to her for aid at the

hour of his death : all which happened, and CEnone killed herself

on his body.
CENOPTjE, in Grecian antiquity, a kind of censors at Athens,

who regulated entertainments, and took care that none drank too

much, nor too little.

Q5N0S, [from Oi»o;, vinuni, wine,] in ornithology, the name
used by authors for the stock-dove, or wood-pigeon, called also

by some vinago, from its wine colour.

OENOTHERA, Tree Primrose, agenusof the nionogynia

•rdcr, and oclandria class of plants; natural order, Calycanthema-.

Caly.\ four-cleft; petals four; capsule cylindrical, inferior ; seeds

naked. There are eleven species.

O. PuMiLA, the Low Perenial Tree-Primrose, hath fibrous

roots, crowned with many oval, spear-shaped, close sitting leaves

;

slender herbaceous stems from 10 to 12 inches long; garnished vrith

spear-shaped, blunt, smooth leaves, having very short foot-stalks;

and at the axillas smallish bright yellow flowers, succeeded by
acute-angled citpsules.

CENOTRI, the people of (Enotria. These CT"<notrians were
called Aborigines ; and after they had been engaged for many
years in a war with the Siculi, entered into an alliance with a
colony of the Pelasgi, who came out of Thessaly into Italy, after

having been driven from the former country.

Q".NOTKIA, an ancient name of Italy; so called from the
CEnotri, who inhabited between Psestuni and Tarentum, originally

Arcadians, conducted by ffinotrus, sonof Lycaon, 17 generations

before the war of Troy, or 459 years, at 27 years each generation,

and gave name to the people. Cato derives the name from (E-
notrus, king of the Latins ; and Servius from the Greek name for

wine, for which Italy was famous ; of which opinion is Strabo.

(ENOTRIDES, two small islands in the Tuscan sea, over
against Velia, in Lucania, called Pontia and Isoia ; now Penza and
Ischta.

OESEL, an island of the Baltic sea, at the entrance of the gulf

of Livonia. It is about 70 miles in length, and 50 in breadth, and
contains 10 parishes. It lies between 22° and 24° Lon. E. and
between 58° and 5y° Lat. N.
(ESOPHAGUS, [from oic-o;, wicker, from some similitude in

the structure of this part to tiie contexture of that ; and fuyu to

eat,] the gullet ; a long, large, and round canal, that descends
from the mouth, lying all along between the windpipe and the
joints of the neck and back, to the lifth joint of the back, where it

turns a little to the right, and gives way to the descending artery

;

and both run by one another, till at the ninth the oesophagus turns

again to the left, pierces the midrirt, and is continued to the left

orifice of the stomach. See Anatomy.
Q2STRUS, in zoology, a genus of insects of the order diptera.

Mouth with a simple aperture, and not exserted ; feelers two, of

two articulations orbicular at the tip, and seated each side in a de-
pression of the mouth ; antenna of three articulations, the last

subglobular, and furnished with a bristle on the fore-part, placed
in two hollows on the front ; face broad, depressed, vesicular, and
glaucous. The larva are without feet, short, thick, and annulate,

and often furnished with small hooks. There are twelve species,

named chiefly from the animals which they infest. This is one of
the most curious genera of insects. From the hinder part of their

body issues a whimble of wonderful structure. It is a scaly cylin-

der, composed of four tubes, which draw out like the pieces of a
spying-glass ; the last is armed with three hooks, and is the gimb-
let with which the oestri bore through the tough hides of horned
cattle. The animal seems to experience no pain from the punc-
ture, unless the insect, plunging too deep, attacks some nervous
fibre; in which case, the beast runs about, and becomes furious.

The eggs being hatched, the grub feeds on the matter of the
wound. The place of its abode forms upon the body of the
quadrupeds a bunch sometimes above an inch high. MTien full

grown, the larva breaks through the tumor, and slides down to
the ground ; for doing whic h, it lakes the cool of the morning,
that it may neither be overpowered by the heat of the day, nor
chilled by the cold of the night: it then digs itself a burrow, into
which it retires. Its skin grows hard, and turns to a very solid

shell. There it is transformed to a chrysalis, and afterwards to a
winged insect. The shell wherein the oestrus is inclosed, is of so
strong a texture, that it could not make its way out, if at one ofthe
ends there were not a small valve, fastened only by a very slight

filament. The first push the oestrus makes, the door gives way,
and the prison opens. Tiie insect wings its way to woods and
places frequented by cattle.

O. Bovis, The Breeze or Gad-fly. Thorax yellow, with a
black transverse line between the wings. Abdomen tawny, with
fine black transverse lines; last segment black: Wings white, with
a brown transverse line, and three brown spots. Size of the large
blue tly. Deposits its eggs under the skin on the back of oxen,
where the maggots are nourished the whole winter till the month of
June ; and plague the cattle all the summer.
O. Ovis, the Grey Fly, spotted with black ; front pale yellow ;

legs brownish ; wings with short black veins; length half an inch.

Breeds in the frontal sinus of sheep ; where the maggots, hatched
from the eggs, lodge the whole winter, veHiciting the internal

4 membranes
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O. Takandi. Thorax yellow ; «iili a lilack liiiu between the

ving>, wliu'h are immaculate : AlKlonien tawny, last segment
black. They infest the back of the rein-deer, so as greatly to re-

tard the breed. The rein-deer of Lapland are obliged every year

to flv to the Alpine mountains, to escape the pursuit of these in-

sects: yet a fourth part or their number perish by thcni at two
years o^.d ; the rest are emaciated, and have tlieir skins spoiled.

See Plate LXXVT.
OETA in ancient geography, a mountain of Thessaly, ex-

tending troni Thermopylse W. to the Sinus Ambracius, and
in some measure cutting at right angles the mountainous country
stretching out between Parnassus on the S. and'Pindus on
the N.
OETIXG, a town of Germany, in Upper Bavaria, eight miles

W. of Burkhausen. I.on. 12. 47. E. Lai. 4S. 0. N.
OPTING, a couiiiy "i Germany, in ihe circle of Suabia, bounded

on tiie N. and E. by Franconia ; S. by the duchy of Neuburg;
and W. bv that of W irtemberg. It is about 40 miles from E. to

W.and 20 from N. t., S.

Oetjng, or OexiNGEN', the^-apital of the above county, 14
ipilfs S. of An?pa< h. Lon. 10. 43. E. Lat. 4S. 52. N.
OFFA, or UEFA, an Anglo Saxon monarch, king of Mercia,

who succeeded Ethelbald, A. D. 75.i. He treacherously mur-
dered Ethelliert, k<ng of the East Angles, and took possession of

his kingdom. As an atonement, he gave the 10th of his goods to

the poor, went on a pilgrimage to Rome, instituted the tax, called

Peter Pence, and built the monastery at St. Albans. He also erect-

ed the wall «hich bears his name. He died in 794.

OFFANT O, a river of Naples, which rises in the Appennine
mountains, and falls into the eulph of Venice, near Salpe.

OFFENBACH, a town of Germany, in the circle of the Upper
Bhine. It is five miles E. of Frankfort. Lon. 8. 45. E. Lat.

42. 53. N.
OFFENCE, in law, is an act committed against the lavir, or

emitted where the law requires it.

OFFERING, an oblation, any thing offered in worship.

Offerings, Jewi-^h. The Hebrews had several kinds of ofFer-

4Dgs, which they presented at the temple. Some were free-will

offerings, and others were of obligation. The first-fruits : the tenths,

the sin-otTerings, were of obligation : the peace-ofFerings, vows,
ofiVrings of wine, oil, bread, salt, and other things, made to the

1 temple or to the ministers of the Lord, were offerings of devotion.

I

The Hebrews called all offerings in general corban. But the of-

ferings of bread, salt, fruits, and liquors, as wine and oil, which
I were presented to the temple, they called mincha. The sacri-

fices are not properly offerings, and are not commonly included
under that name. See CoRBA^f, Mincha, and Sacrifice.
The offerings of grain, meal, bread, cakes, friiils, wine, salt, and
oil, were common in the temple. Sometimes these offerings were
alone, and sometimes they accompanied the sacrifices, iloney
was never offered with the sacrifices; but rtmi^ht be offered alone
in Ihe quality of the firstfruils. These were the rules that were
observed in the presenting of those offerings, called in Hebrew
mincha or kerbon mincha; in the Sepluagint, offerings of sacrifice;

and thesame by St. Jerom, oblationem sacrificii ; but by our trans-

lators, meat-offerings : Lev. ii. 1. ic.) There were five sorts of
these offerings . 1. Fine flour or meal. 2. Cakes of several sorts,

baked in an oven. 3. Cakes baked upon a plate. 4. Another
sort of cakes, baked upon a gridiron, or plate with holes in it. 5.

' The firstfruits of the new corn, which were offered either pure
' and without mixture, or roasted, or parched in the ear or out of the
ear. The cakes were kneaded w ith olive-oil, or fried with oil in a

: pan, or only dipped in oil after they were baked. The bread of-

I

fered to be presented upon the altar was to be without leaven ;

I

for leaven was nevcrotlered upon the altar, nor with the sacrifices.

But they might make presents of common bread to the priests and
ministers of the temple. The offerings now mentioned wcie ap-
pointed on account of the poorer sort, who could not go to the
charge of sacrificing animals. Those that offered onl v oblations of

]
bread or of meal, offered also oil, incense, salt, and' wine, which

i

were in a manner the seasoning of it. The priest in waiting re-
ceived the offerings froin the hand of him that offered them : &id a
part of them upot, the altar, and reserved the rest for his own sub-
sistence, as his right. Nothing was burnt quite up but the incense,

'i:ch the priest kept back nothing for his own share. When
'L. IV.—NO. 162.

an Israelite offered a loaf to the piiesl, or a cake, the priest

broke the loal or cake into two parts, setting that part aside that
he reserved to himself, and broke the other into crumbs ; poured
oil upon it, salt wine, artd incense ; and spread the whole upon Ihe
the fire of the altar. If these offerings were accompanied by an
animal for a sacrifice, it was all thrown upon the victim, to be con-
sumed along with it. If the olterings were the ears of new corn,
either wheat or barley, these ears were parched at the fire or in

the flame, and rubbed in the hand, and then offered to the priest

in a vessel; overwlrchhe put oil, inceuse, wine, and salt, and
then burnt it upon the altar, fir>l having taken as much of it as of
right belonged to himself. The greatest part of these offerings were
voluntary, and of pure devotion. But when an animal was ofler-

ed in sacrifice, they were not at liberty to omit these olferings.

Every thing was to be supplied that was to accompany the sacri-

fice, and which served as a seasoning to the victim. There are
some cases in which the law requires only offerings of corn, or
bread : for example, when they offered the firstfruits of their

harvest, whether they were offered solemnly by the w hole nation,
or by the devotion of private persons. As to the quantity of
meal, oil, wine, or salt, which was to go along with the sacrifices,

we do not rind that the law determined it. The priest threw an
handful of meal or crumbs upon the fire of the altar, with wine,
od, and salt, in proportion, and all the incense. All the rest be-
longed to him, the quantity depended upon the liberality of the
offerer. Moses appoints an Assaron, or the tenth part of an ephah
of meal, for those that had not wherewithal to offer the appointed
sin-offerings. (Lev. v. ll.xiv. 21.) In the solemn offerings of
the first fruits for the whole nation, they offered an entire sheaf of
corn, a lamb of a year old, two tenths of fine meal mixed w ith oil,

and a quarter of an hin of wine for the libation. (Lev. xxiii. 10,
11, 12, &c.) In the sacrifice of jealously (Numb. v. 15,) when
ajealous husband accused his wife of inlideUty, the husband oflercd
the tenth part of a satum of barley-meal, without oil or incense,
because it was a sacrifice of jealousy, to discover whether his wife
was guilty or not. The offerings of 'the fruits of the earth, of bread,
of wine, oil, and salt, are the most ancient of any that have come
to ourknowledge. Cain offered to the Lord of the fruits of the earth,
the firstfruits of his labour (Gen. iv. 4, 4.) Abel offered the
firstlings of his flocks, and of their fat. The heathen have
nothing more ancient in their religion, than these sorts of offer-
ings made to their gods; They offered clean wheat, flour, and
bread.

Offerings, Pagan. See Druids, Libation, PRiMira,
Sacrifice, &c.
OFFICE, a particular charge or trust, or a dignity attended with

a public function. The word is primarily used in speaking of the
oftices of judicature and policy; as the office of a secretary of
state, the oflice of a sheriff, of a justice of peace, &c. See Secre-
tary, &c.
Office, in architecture, denotes all the apartments appointed

for the necessary occasions of a palace or great house; as kitchen,
pantries, confectionaries, &c.
Office, in the canon-law, is used for a benefice that has no

jurisdiction annexed to it.

Offices and Pensions, Doty upon, a branch of the king's
extraordinary perpetual revenue, consisting of a payment of Is. in
the pound (over and above all other duties) out of all salaries,

fees, and perquisites, of oflfices and pensions payable by the
crown. This highly popular tax was imposed by stat. 31 Geo. II.
c. 22, and is under the direction of the commissioners of the land-
tax.

OFFICER, a person possessed of a post or oflice.

Officers, Commissioned, are such as are appointed by the
king's commission. Such are all from the general to the cornet
and ensign inclusive. They are thus called in contradistinction to
non-commissioned officers.

Officers, Flag. See Admiral, and Flag.
Officers, General, are those whose command is not lim'l-

ed to a single company, troop, or regiment ; but extends to a
body of forces composed of several regiments : such are the g>;ne-
ral, lieutenant-general, major-general, and brigadier.

Officers, Great, of the Crown, are, the lord high-stew-
ard, the lord high-chancellor, the lord high-treasurer, fhe lord
president of the coimcil, the lord privy-seal, the lord-cham-

2 E berlain.
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berUii), the lord liigU-consWble, untl the eail-marshal ; each of

\khich st-e iiinler its propi-r article.

Officers, Non-commissioned, are serjeant-majors, quartcr-

masler stTJeams, scrjeanls, corporals, drum ami life majors; who

arc nominated bv their respective captains, and appointed by the

commanding offi'ters of regiments, and by them reduced without

a court-martial.

Officers, Staff, are such as, in the king's presence, bear a

white staU or wand ; and at other times, en their going abroad,

have it carried before them by a footman bare-headed ; such are

the lord-steward, lord-chamberlain, lord-treasurer, &c. The

white staff is taken for a commission ; and, at the kin" s death,

each of these oflicers breaks his slatT over thi- hearse made tor the

king's bo<ly, and thus lays down his commission, and discharges

all his inferior officers.

Officers, Staff, in the armv. See Staff.

OfucERS. Si'BALTERN, are all who administer justice in the

name of subjects ; as those who act under the earl-marshal, admi-

ral, ic.
Offjcers, Subaltern, in the army; are the lieutenants, cor-

nets, en<^ian«, serjiai.ls, and corporals.

OKFICl.'VL is also a deputy appointed by an arch-dea-

con as his assistant, who sits as judge in the arch-deacon's

cov:rt.

Official, in the canon-law, an ecclesiastical judge, appointed

by a bisliO(), chapter, abbot, &c. with charge of the spiritual juris-

. diction of the diocese.

OI-FICIXAI., in pharmacy, i^ applied to such medicines,

whether simple or compound, as are required to be constantly kept

in 1 ho apotliccarics shops.

Officikal Simvi.es are appointed among us, by the college

of physicians, and the manner of making the compositions directed

in their dispensatory. See Pharmacy.
OFFING, or OFFIN, in the sea-language, is that part of the

sea a good distance from shore, where there is deep water, and no

need of a pilot to conduct the ship : thus, if a ship from shore be

seen sailing out to seaward, they say, she stands for the offing ;

and if a ship, having the shore' near her, have another a good

wav without her, or towards the sea, they say, that ship is in the

6(fing.

OFFSETS, in surveying, are perpendiculars let fall, and mea-

suring from the stationary lines to the hedge, fence, or extremity

of an iiiclosure.

OCiEF., O. G. or CYMA. See Architecture.
OGH.WIS, a particular kind of steganograpliy, or writing in

cypher practised by the Irish; of which there were three kinds:

the tirst was composed of certain lines and marks, which derived

their power from their situation and position, as they stand in rela-

tion to one principal line over or under which they are placed, or

through which they are drawn ; the principal line is horizontal,

and serveth for a rule or guide, whose upper part is called the

left, and the under side the right: above, under, and through

which line, the characters or marks are drawn, which stand in the

place of vowels, consonants, diplithongs, and triphthongs. Some
authors have doubted the existence ot this species of writing in

cypher, called Ogham among the Irish ; out these doubts are per-

haps ill-f.uinded ; for several MSS. in this character still exist,

from wiiii !i Mr. Astle has given a plate of them.
0GIL15Y, John, a voluminous writer, was born near Kdin-

burgh in 1600. He was originally a dancing-master, and employ-
ed in the family of the earl of StatTord, as teacher to his children.

1 hat nohlenian appointed him deputy-master of the revels at Dub-
lin, where Oinlby erected a theatre. On the breaking out of the
Irish rebellion he returned to England, and settled at Cambridge,
where he applied to the study of the learned languages. He was
appointed in lG6l to conduct the ceremonies at the king's coro-
nation, and of which he published a pompous account in folio

with plains. Ogilhy translated Virgil and Homer into English
verse ami publislii:!! a magnificent Bible with prints, for which lie

was remunerated by the house ot lords. He was appointed geo-
graphic.d pi inter to the king, and died in 11371). The other works
«jf this induslrious writer are, an Account of Japan, foho ; an At-
las, folio ; the Fables of X.>op in Verse, 2 vols. 8vo. ; and a Book
of Roads, 8vo. Fhi^ List wtiii through numerous editions, but has
been superseded by Paltetsou's.

OGIVE, in architecture, an arch or branch of a Gothic vault;

which, instead of being circular, passes diagonally from one angle

to another, and forms a cross with other arches. See Architec-

ture.
OGLOSA, an island of Italy, in the Tyrrhene sea, E. of Cor-

sica, now called Monte Christo.

OGOUA, a town of Africa, on the Slave Coast, containing

about 250 well-built houses, with a square in the centre, surrountt

ed with shops, where all kinds of wares and provisions are sold.

The people are sociable, and governed by magistrates.

OGYGES, king of Thebes, or as others say, of Ogygia and
Acta-, afterwards called Baotia and Attica. He is recorded to

have been the lirst founder of Thebes and Eleusin. Tlie famous

deluge happened in his time, in which some say he perished with

all his subjects, B.C. 1796.

OGYGIA, the island of Calypso; placid by Pliny in the Si-

nus Scylaceus, in the Ionian Sea, opposite to the promontory La-

ciniiim"; by Mela, who calls it CEac, in the strait of Sicily.,

others place it at the promontory Circ^;iuin, and call it the island

of Circe.

Ogygia, the ancient name of Thebes in Doeotia : so called

from Ogvges, an ancient king, under whom happened a great de-

luge, lOiO veurs before the first Olympiad.
OFIETEKOA, one of the South Sea islands lately discovered.

It is neither fertile nor populous ; nor has it an harbour or anchor-

age lit for shipping, and the di -position of the people is hostile to

such as visit them. Lon. 1 JO. 47. W. Lat. 22. 27. S.

OHIO, a beautiful river of the United States formed by the

junction of the Alleghany and the Monongahela, between the Al-

legany mountains and the lake Erie; and running S. W. through

a most delightful country, and receiving many smaller livers in its

passage, at length falls mto the Mississippi, in about Lat. 37° N.
Its total length is 1 188 miles ; its general breadth 600 yards, 90O
at its mouth, and no where above 1200. It separates the North-
Western Territory from Kentucky on the S. and Virginia on
the S. E.

OHITAHOO, an island in the South Pacific Ocean. Lon.
139. 6. W. Lat. 9. 54. S.

OIBO, an island in the E. Sea, on the coast of Africa. Lon.
39. 50. E. Lat. 11. 52. N.
OIL, [oal, Saxon; oleum, Lat.] an inflammable, unctuous

fluid, drawn from various natural bodies, bcloaging either to the

mineral, animal, or vegetable kingdoms of nature.

1. Oil, Mineral, is that fluid denominated Petroleum, or
Naphtha. See these articles.

2. Oils, Animal, are obtained by distillation from the fat of

animals, together with their volatile salts. They may also be pro-

cured from certain animal matters, by boiling and expression.

Such are the train and spermaceti oils extracted from whales,

porpoises, and other fish. This class of oils is chiefly consumed
in lamps ; and as they are apt to become rancid, various means
have been devised to edulcorate, or restore them to their natural

state. Among the most easy expedients, are those contrived by
Mr. Dossie, and published some years since by the Society for

the Encouragement of Arts : they deserve to be more generally

known : 1. Let one ounce of chalk, finely pulverized, and half an
ounce of lime, slacked by exposure to the air, be put into a gallon

of fetid oil ; after which they must be carefully stirred, and lialf a

pint of water gradually mixed. The stirring is to be repeated af-

ter an hour has elapsed, and at other convenient intervals, for two
or three successive days. At the end of that time, a pint and a
half of water, in which an ounce of salt has been previously dis-

solved, is to be incorporated with the ingredients in a similar man-
ner, and the agitation occasionally renewed for one or two days.

The whole is tlien suffered to stand at rest, when the water and
chalk will be precipitated, and the oil will he considerably puri-

fied, Lliough not so completely as by the following process: 2.

Let an ounce of pulverized chalk be added to a gallon of crude,

fetid oil, or til a siinlar quantity of the fluid prepared as above
directed, and the whole be repeatedly stirred, as above described.

Alter it has been mixed for several hours, one ounce of pcarlashes,

dissolved in four ounces of water, is to be added, and the stirring

continued, at intervals, for some hours; when a solution of two
ounces of salt, in one |)int of watei, must be added, and the agi-

tation uccaiiioually repeated during the ne.xt two days. Now, tt»e

4 mixture
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mixture ought to stand for seveiul days, when the brine will sepa-

fater torn the oil, which will he greatly improved both in smell

and colour. Should a greater degree of purity be required, the

proportion of pearl-a-shes ought to be increased ; and the period

intervening between tlie addition of the salt and water prolonged :

lastly, if the same operation be repeated, and the quantity of in-

gredients be reduced one-half each time, the oil rriay be brought

to a very light colour, and its smell rendered equally sweet as the

common spermaceti. By this treatment, the coarsest cod, or

seal-oil, may be made to burn ; and, thougli it be loo putrid for

use, it may be so far corrected by the first process, as to be in all

respects equal to that commonly sold. Reside its utility for

lamps, animal-oil possesses a valuable property which deserves at'

tention. If one drop be laid on a bug, fly, wasp, or earwig, it

will cause the immediate death of those troublesome vermin ; and,

even when it is damaged, it may, according to Mr. Bucknall, be
advantageously applied to fruit-trees, about a month after

they have been washed with soap-suds, in order to eradicate

moss.

.3. Oils, Vegetable, are procured either by expression, infu-

sion, or distillation. 1. Those by expression are obtained from

the seed, leaves, fruit, and bark of plants; which, being pound-
ed in a mortar, the oil is forced out by means of a press, without

the aid of heat. Such are the oils of olives, almonds, beech-mast,

rape, and linseed. 2. In essential oils procured by infusion or

fleCoction, the virtues of some particular plant are extracted. To
this kind belong the oils of roses, chamomile, &c. which, how-
ever, ought to be boiled only so long as there remains any aque-

ous moisture; for otherwise tljey v.'ill become bhxk. 3. Other
essential oils of vegetabU-s are prepared by distillation, only from

those plants, or parts of plants, that pos^ess a considerable odour.

They contain thfe fragrance, warmth, pungency, and often the ac-

tive powers of the substance, from which they are drawn ; whence
they have received the name of essences, or essential oils ; for in-

stance, those of cloves, cinnamon, &c. Oils in general, from
their peculiar properties, are distinguished in two kinds, fixed or

fat oils, and volatile or essential oils.

Oil, which is of such extensive utility in the arts, was known at a

very remote period. It is mentioned in Genesis, and during the

time of Abraham was even used in lamps. The olive was very

early cultivated, and oil extracted from it in Egypt. Cecrops
brought it from Sais, a town in Lower Egypt, where it had been
cultivated from time inmiemorial, and taught the Athenians to

extract oil from it. In this manner the use of oil became known
in Europe. But the Greeks seem to have been ignorant of the

method of procuring light by means of lamps till after the siege of

Troy ; at least Homer never mentims them, and constantly de-

scribes his heroes as lighted by torches of wood. There are two
classes of oils exceedingly dilferent from each other; namely, fix-

ed oils and volatile oils. Fixed or fat oils are distinguished

by the following characters: 1. Liquid, or easily becoming so

when exposed to a gentle heat. 2. An unctuous feel. 3. Very
combustible. 4. A mild taste. 5. Boiling point not under CUO".

6. Insoluble in water and alcohol. 7. Leave a greasy stain upon
paper. Those oils are numerous ; and are obtained partly from
aniiTials and partly from vegetables, by simple expression. As the

whale-oil or train-oil obtained from the blubber of the whaje ;

olive-oil, obtained from the fruit of the olive; linseed-oil and al-

niond-oil, obtained from linseed and almond-kernels. Fixed oils

may also be extracted from popjiy-seeds, hemp-seeds, beech-mast,

and many other vegetable substances. It deserves attention, that

the only part of vegetables in which fixed oils are found is the

seeds of bicotyledinous plants. All these oils differ from each
other in several particulars, but they also possess many particulars

in common. Wliether the oily principle in all the fixed oils is

the same, and whether they owe their differences to accidental in-

gredients, is not yet convpletely ascertained, as no pro])er analysis

has hitherto been made ; but it is not improbable, as all the oils

hitherto tried have been found to yield the same products. Fixed
oils are considered al present es composed of hydrogen and car-

bon. Lavoisier analysed olive-oil by burning a given portion of
it in oxygen-gas, by means of a particular apparatus. I'he quan-
tity of charcoal in 44.50 grains of carbonic acid gas is 12.47 grains;
and the quantity of hydrogen in 22.15 grains of water is 3.32
grains; both of wiiicb, svhen taken together, ainoimt to 15.79

grains, and found from the annlysis, that 15.79 grains of olive-oH

are composed of

Or,

12.47 carbon
3.32 hydrogen,

79 carbon
21 hydrogen

This however can only be considered as a very imperfect approxi-

mation towards the truth. Fixed oil, when in the state of vapour,

takes tire on the approach of an ignited body, and burns with a

yellowish-white Hanie. It is upon this principle that candles and
lamps burn. The tallow or oil is first converted into the state of

vapour in the wick ; it then takes lire, and supplies a sufficient

quantity of heat to convert inore oil into vapour ; and this process

goes on while any oil remains. When exposed to the action of

cold, fixed oils lose their fluidity, and are converted into ice ; but

this change varies exceedingly in dilTerent oils. When fixed oils

are exposed to the open air or to oxygen gas, they undergo dif-

ferent changes according to the nature of the oil : 1 . Some of them
dry altogether, without losing their transparency, when thin layers

of them are exposed to the atmosphere. These are distinguished

by the name of drying oils, and are employed by painters. Lin-

secd-oil, nut-oil, poppy-oil, and hempseed-oil, possess this pro-

perty ; but linseed-oil is almost the only one of these liquids em-
ployed in this country as a drying oil. The cause of tins pecu-

liarity has not been completely investigated ; but it is well known
that these oils possess the drying quality at first but iinperfectly.

Before they can be employed by painters, they must be boiled

with a little litharge. During this operation the litharge is partly

reduced to the metallic state. Hence it has been conjectured

that drying oils owe their peculiar properties to the action of

oxygen ; which is supposed either to constitute one of their com-
ponent parts, or to convert them into drying oils by diminishing

their hydrogen. 2. Other fixed oils, when exposed to the

atmosphere, gradually become thick, opaque, and white, and

assumes an appearance very much resembling wax or tallow.

These have been distinguished by the term fat oils. Olive oil, oil

of sweet almonds, of rape-seed, and of ben, belong to this class.

3. Both these classes of oils, when exposed in considerable quan-

tity to the action of the atmosphere, undergo another change, well

known under the name of rancidity. But the fat oils become ran-

cid much more readily than the drying oils. Rancid oils are thick,

have usually a brown colour, convert vegetable blues to red, and

have the smell and taste of sebacic acid. During the change

which they undergo, some drops of water also appear on their sur-

face. The rancidity of oils then is owing to the formation of a

quantity of acid in them. This, together with the water, is evi-

dently the consequence of a partial decomposition. Fixed oils

readily dissolve sulphur when assisted by heat. The solution as-

sumes' a reddish colour. When distilled, there comes over a great

quantity of sulphurated hydrogen gas.- When the solution is al-

lowed to cool, the sulphur is deposited in crystals. By this pro-

<ess Pelletier obtained sulphur in regular octahedrons. Charcoal

has no sensible action on fixed oils; but when they are filtered

through charcoal-powder, they are rendered purer, the char-

coal retaining their impurhies. Neither hydogen nor azotic gas

has any action on fixed oils. Fixed oils have scarcely any action

upon metals ; but they conibine with several metallic oxides, and

form compounds known by the name of plasters. See Pl.^stkr.

They combine likewise with alkalies and earths, and form with

them compounds called soaps. The fat oils enter into these com-

binations much more readily than the drying oils. See Soap.

Fixed oils absorb nitrous gas in considerable quantities, and at the

same time become much thicker and specifically lieavier than be-

fore.

The affinities of fixed oils are as follow

:

Lime, Ammonia,
B:,rytes, Oxide ot mercury,

Fixed alkalieS;, Other metallic oxides.

Magnesia, Aluuiiiia>
Tfe«
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iduce this cft'ect, vaiies according to the oil. Some of them, as

oil ol anise aiul of fennel, Income solid at the temperature of 50";

frozen oil of ber-jamot and of canella become liciuul ai 2i' , oil of

turpentine at 14". Margiircn exposed se\er;d volatile oils to a

cold of 17°. Thevconge.iied or rather crystallized partially, and

at the same timeVmilled an elastic fluid. These crys;als con-

sisted partly of th<- o Is themselves, partly of otiier substances.

Some of them ba<l the properties oi benzoic acid. IMiey have no

action on the metals, and s^eiv. scarcely ,cap,;'>le of combnimi! with

the metallic oxides, i'hey combine oiii) imperfectly, and in

small qnantities, with alkalies and earths. The French chemists

have proposed to give these combinations the name of savonulcs,

which Dr. Pearson has translate<l by the term saponules; but these

denominations have not been adopted by chemists. They absorb

nitrous gas in great abundance, am' «Uh great facility, and seem-

ingly decompose it. acquiring a thick consistence and a resinous

appearance, as ii they had \ibiorbcd oxygen. Sulphuric acid de-

composes volatile oils ; carbureted hydrogen gas is emitted, and

charcoal is precipitated. Nttricacid inflames them, and converts

them into water, carbonic acid, and charcoal. Oxynuiriatic acid

converts them into substances analogous to resins. Volatile oils

are applied to a great number of uses. Some of them are em-

ployed in medicine: someof tJitm, as oil of turpentine, are much
used to dissolve resins, wh.'n are afterwards employed as var-

nishes; not to mention their employment in painting and in perfu-

mery. Besides the oils which exist ready formed in the vegetable

and animal kingdoms, there are a variety of others which are ob-

tained when animal or vegetable bodies are distilled by means of

a heal above that of boiling water. These oils have received the

ippellalionof eiupyrcumatic, because tliey are formed by the ac-

uon of the fire.

ThefoUoxiiiiigis a list of the plants ivhich yield the fixed oils oc-

curring usually in commerce

:

1. Linum usitalissimum and perenne Linseed oil

2. CoryUis avellana ) ^^^ ^.^
3. Juglansregia ^

4. Papaver somniferum Poppy oil

5. Cannabis sativa Hemp oil

6. Sesanium orienlale Oilolsesanitim

7. Olea Enropea Oliveoil

8. Amygdalus communis Almond oil

9. Giiilandina Mohringa Oilofbehen

10. Cacurl'ita pepo and nielapepo Cucumber oil

11. Fagus sylvatica Beech oil

|2. Siiiapis nigra and arvensis Oil of mustard

l.>. Helianlhus annuus and perennis Oil of sunflower

14. Brassica napiis and cainpestris Rapeseed oil

!"). Ricinus communis Ca.toroil

16. Nicotiana tabacum and rustica Tobacco-seed oil

17. Prunusdomestica Plum-kernel oil

;s. Vitis vinifera Grapeseed oil

19. Theobroma cacao Butter of cacao

120. Laurus nobilis Laurel oil

' 21. Arachis hypogsa Ground-nut oil

The nnportance of fixed oils is well known. Some of them are

emplcved as sea^oner^ of food ; some are burnt in lamps
,
some

form tlie basis of soap ; not to mention their utility in painting,

«nd llie many other imoorlant purpose's which they serve.

Oils, Vol.^tile, called also essential oils, are distinguished by

the following properties: I. Liquid ; often i>l'n°^' ^ '"lU'J
?j

w.-.ter; sometimes viscid. 2. Very combustible. 3. An acrid

laste and a strong fr..gr;,nt odour. 4. Boiling point not higher

than 212°. 5. Soluble in alcohol ; and imperlectly m water. O.

Evaponte withoirt leaving any stain on paper. By this last test it

is easy to discover whether they have been adnlto'-ated with any ot

the fixed oils. Let a drop of the volatile oil lall upon a sheet of

writing paper, and then apply a gentle heat to it. It it evaporates

withoSt leaving ,mv stain upon the paper, the od is pure ; but it

it leave a stain, it 'has been contaminated. Volatile oils are al-

most all obtained from vegetables, and ihey exist in every part of

plants; the root, the bark, the wood, the leaves, the flower, and

even the fruit : though they are never found in the substance of

the cotyledons ; whereas the fixed oils, on the contrary, are al-

most always contained in these bodies. When the volatile oils

are contained in ^reat abundance in plants, they are sometimes ob-

tained by simple expression. This is the case with the oil of

oranges, of lemons, and of bercamot ; but in general they can only

be obtained by distillation. The part of the plant containing the

oil is put into a still with a quantity of water, which is distilled olf

by the application of a moderate heat. The oil comes over along

with the water, and swims upon its surface in the receiver. h\

this process are obtained the oils of peppermint, thyme, lavender,

and a great manv others, which are prepared and employed by

the perfumer. Others are procured by (he distillation of resinous

bodies. This is the case in particular with oil of turpentine, which

is obtained by distilling a kind of resinous juice, called turpentine,

that exudes from the juniper. The greater number of vohf.le

oils are liquid, and some of them are as transparent and colouilesF

»s water. This is the case with the oil of turpentine ; but for tile

most part they are coloured. Some of them are yellow, as the oii

of lavender ; "some brown, as the oil of rhodium ; some blue, a^

the oil of chamomile; but the greater number of volatile oils aiv

yellow or reddish-brown. Their odours are exceeiiingly various,

nd all the fragrance of the vegetable kingdom resides in the vola-

tile oils. Their tiiste is always acrid, hot, and exceeding unplea-

sant. Their specific gravity is for the most part less than '.hat of

water ; some volatile oils, as those of canella and sassafras, ;ir?

heavier than water, from 0.8697 to 1.0439. Water dissohes •

small portion of volatile oils, and acquires the odour and the lasit

of the oil which it holds in solution. When heated, they evapo-

rate very readily and without alteration. They are mucli more
eombustible than fixed oils, owing to their greater volatility.

They burn with a fine bright white llame, e.xhale a great dt-al of

smoke, deposit much soot, and consume a great<'r proportion of

the oxygen of the atmosphere than fixed oils. The products of
their combustion are water and carbonic acid gas. Fmni these

facts it has been concluded that they are composed of the same
ingredients as the fixed oils, but that tliey contain a greatir pro-
portion of hydrogen. When exposed to the action of cold they
congcallikeihe fixed oils; but of the temperature necessary to pro-

Tablc cnutnining a copious list of plants which i/ield volatile oils. The part of the plant from which it is extracted, and the English

name ofthe oil, are added in separate columns.

Plants.
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Tabic containing a copious list of plants which yield volatile oils, concluded. The part of the plantJrom which it is extracted, and

the English name of the oil, are added in separate columns.

Carum canii

Aiiioinum cardamoimim .,

Carlina acaulls

Scandix chaerefoliiiin

Matricaria cliamoiiiilla

Lauriis cinnainomuin
Citrus niedica

Cochlearia oft'icinalis

CopaiferaotTficiiialis

Coriandruin sativum

Crocus sativus

Pipt-r cubeba
Laurus culilabaii

Cuininuni cymiuni
Inula helcniuiii

Anetluim fciiiculum

Crotoi) eleutheria

Maranta galanga

Hyssopus officinalis ,

Juniperus communis ,

Lavendula spica

Laurus nobiiis

Prunus laurocerasiis

Levisticuni logusticum

Myristica moschata
Origanum majorana
Pistacia lentiscus

Matricaria partlienium

Melissa officinalis

Mentlia crispa

piperitis

Achillea millefolium

Citrus aurantium ,

Origanum creticuiii

Apiuni petroselinuni

Pmus sylvestris and abies ,

Piper nigrum
Rosmarinus ofificinalis ....

Mentha pulegium
Genista canariensis

Rosa centifolia

Ruta graveolens

Juniperus sabina

Salvia officinalis

Santalum album
Laurus sassafras

Satiireia hortensis

Thymus serpillum

Valeriana officinalis

Ksmpferia rotunda
Amomum Zinziber

Andropogon schKnanthuni.

Pari;.

Seeds
Seeds
Roots
Leaves
Petals

Bark
Rind of the fruit ....

Leaves
Extract
Seeds
Pistils

Seeds
Bark
Seeds
Roots
Seeds
Bark
Roots
Leaves
Seeds
Flowers
Berries

Leaves
Roots
Seeds
Leaves
Uesin
Plant ,

Leaves
Leaves
Leaves ,

Flowers
,

Leaves
Flowers
Roots ,

Wood and resin ...

Seeds
Plant

Flowers
Root
Petals

Leaves
Leaves
Leaves
Wood
Root
Leaves
Leaves and flowers

Root
Root
Root

Oil of

Caraways ...

Card, seeds

Chervil

Chamomile ...

Cinnamon
Lemons
Scurvy gra^s ...

Copaiba
Coriand. seed
Saffron

Cubeb pepper
CulUaban
CuTnmi
Elecampane ...

Fennel
Cascarilla

Galanga
Hyssop
Juniper
Lavejidcr

Laurel
Laurocerasus
Loveage
Mace
Marjoram
Mastich
Motherwort ...

Balm

Peppermint ,

MillefoU ...,

Neroli

Spanish hop
Parsley

Turpentine
Pepper
Rosemary ...

Pennyroyal
Rhodium ...

Roses
Rue
Savine
Sage
Santalum ...

Sassafras

Satureia

Thyme
Valerian ...

Zedoary
Ginger
Sira

Colour.

Yellow
Yellow
White
Sulph. yellow
Blue
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
White
White
Yellow
Yellow
Brown yellow
Yellow
White
White
Yellow
Yellow-

Yellow
Green
Yellow
Brownish

Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Blue
White
White
Yellow
Blue and green
Orange
Brown
Yellow
Colourless
Yellow
Colourless

Yellow
Vellow
Colourless

Yellow
Yellow
Green
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Green
Greenish blue
Yellow
Brown

Several of the gum-resins, as myrrh and galbanum, yield an essential oil ; and likewise balsams, as benzoin, &c.

OINTMENT. See Pharmacy.
OIRA, an ancient town of Naples, at the foot of the Appen-

nines, 20 miles N.E. of Tarenlo. Lon. 17. 54. E. Lai. 40.

38. N.
OlSANS, a town of France, in the department of Isere, and

late province of Dauphiny, 28 miles S. E. of Grenoble. Lon. 6.

15. E. Lat. 45. 0. N.
OISE, a river of France, which rises on the borders of the late

province of Hainault, and joins the Seine live miles S. of Pontoise.
OiSE, a department './f France, bounded on the N. by that of

Somme; E. by that of the Aisne ; S. by those of the Seine and
Marne, and Seine dnd Oise; and W. by those of the Euie and

\0l. IV.—NO. 162.

Beau-Lower Seine. It contains pact of the late Isle of France.
vais and Compiegne are alternately the capitals.

OKA, two rivers of Russia, the one rising 42 miles S. of Orel,
and after passing Orel, Kaluga, Riazan, &c. falling into the Volga,,
at Niznei Novgorod: the other running into the Angara, near
Bratskoi.

OKEHAM, the capital of Rutlandshire, in England. It is

pretty well built, has a good church, a free school, and an hospi-
tal. Lon. 0. 4,-). W. Lat. 5,2. 40. N.
OKEY HOLE, a famous natural cavern of England, on the S^

side of Mendip hills. The entrance is in the fall of those hills,,

which is beset all about with rocks, and has near it a precipitate

i. F cksccBk
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descent of near 1-' fathoms deep, at the bottom ot « hid, t ure

continually issues from the rocks a considerable ci.rren ot water.

The nakeJ rocks above ihe entrance are al.onl 30 fathoms h.gh,

and the whole ascent of the hill above is about a mile, ami veiv

steep. As vou pass into this vault, you go at first upon a level,

but advancing farther. U.e way is rocky and uneven sometimes

ascending, and sometimes descending. The root of this cavern,

in the highest part, is about eight fathoms from Ihe ground, but in

many places it is so low, that one must stoop to get along. 1 he

breadth is not less various than the height, for in some places it is

five or six fathoms wide, and in others hoI more than one or two.

It is in length about 200 yards. At the farthest part of the cavern

there is a stream of water, large enough to drive a mil, wliu h

passes all along one side of the cavern, and at length slides down

about six or eight fathoms among the rocks, and then pressing

through the clells, falls into the valley. The river within the ca-

vern IS well stored with eels, and has some trouts. In dry sum-

mers, a great number of frogs are seen all along this cavern, even

to the Srthest part of it; and on the roof are vast numbers of

^OKINGIIANf, OCKINGHAM, or WOKINGHAM, alarge

town of Berkshire, in England, noted for the manufacture of silk-

stockim^s. LoH. 0. SO. W . Lat. 51. 26. N.
OKO TZK, a province of Russia, in Irkutzk.

Okotzk, the capital of the. above province, is seated at the

mouth of the Okota, on a bay of the Eastern Ocean.

OKl'LOKA, a town of Russia, in Archangel, onthePinega;

ISO miles S. E. of Archangel.

OLAN, a river of Asia, which rises in Thibet, in Lon. 1 15. 3. E.

Lat. 37. 38. N. ; and, running into Chensi in China, changes its

name to Tai-tong, and at last falls into the Hoang.

OLAND, an" island of Denmark, in tlie North Sea; eight

miles N. of Nordstrand.

OLAX, in botany, a genus of the nionogynia order, and trian-

dria class of plants.' Calyx entire ; corolfa' funnel-form, trifid
;

nectarium four ; berry tin ee-celled, many-seeded. There is but

one species, viz. O. Zcylaiiica, a native of Ceylon.

OLDENBURG, a county in Westphalia, bounded on the N.
by the lordship of Jcver; E' by the county of Desmenherst and

the VVeser; S. by the late bishopric of'Munster, and W. by

East Eriesland. It is 40 miles long, and above 30 broad. The
soil is fertile, and its pasturage rears excellent black cattle and

horses.

Oldknburg, a title of the royal house of Denmark, derived

from the above county, and acquired by the marriage of the widow

of Ciiristopher II!. w'ho died in 1358, to Christian, second son of

Theodoric, count of Oldenburg.

Oldenburg, the capital of the above county, 22 miles W. of

Bremen. Lon. S. 8. E. Lat. 53. 7. N.
OunF-NBURG, a town of Holstein, near the Baltic, 30 miles N.

of Lubec. Lon. 10. 47. E. Lat. 54. 21. N.
Oluekbvrc, Henry, a learned German, in the 17th century,

descended from the ancient earls of Oldenburg, in Westphalia.

lie was born in the duchy of Bremen, and during the long parlia-

ment in king Charles I.'s time, was appointed consul for his coun-

trymen, at London, after the usurpation of Cromwell : but being
discharged of that ofTice, he was made tutor to Lord Henry
O' Bryan, an Irish nobleman, whom he attended to the university

of Oxford, where he was admitted to study in the Bodleian librarv,

in 1656. He was afterwards tutor to William Lord Cavendish,
and was acciuainted with Milton the poet. During his residence

at Oxford, he became also acquainted with the members of that

body there, who gave birtli to the Uoyal Society ; upon the foun-

dation of which, he was elected fellow ; and was cliosen assintaiit

secretary to Dr. Wilkins. He began the publication of the Phi-
losophical Transactions with No. 1, in 1664; and held a corre-
spondence with more than 70 learned persons, upon a vast variety
of subjects, in didercnt parts of the world. He married a ilaughter

of the famuus John Durie, a Scottish divine, by whom he left two
children, Riipeil and Sn|ihia. He was a constant correspondent
of Mr. Robert Boyle, with whom he had a very intimate frieiid-

sliip; and translated several of his works into Latin. He conti-
nued to publish Ihe Transactions, to No. xxxvi. June 25, 1677;
after which they were discontinued till Jan. 1678 ; when his suc-
cessor in oflice, Mr. Nchemiah Grew, resumed and carried on

the work. Mr. Oldenburg died at Chaileton, near Greenwich, in,

Augu-t, Ifi'S.

OLDEN DOllF, a town of Lower Saxony, in Lunenburg,

seated on the Wenaw and Esca. Lon. 10. 35. E. Lat. 53,

16. N.
Oldendorf, a town of Germany, in Schauenburg, six milei

S. of Schauenburg, and five E. of Kinteln. Lon. 9- 31. E. Lat
52. 16. N.
OLDENLANDIA, in botany, a genus of the monogynia

order, and tetrandria class of plants ; natural order, Stellati. Ca-
lyx fa^tened to the pericarpiiim with four awl-shaped teeth at top;

corolla one-petaled, four-cleft ; capsule inferior, two-celled ; re-

ceptacle free, fastened to Ihe partition by the base only. There
are sixteen species.

OLDENZEEL, or OLDENZEL, a town of Holland, in the

department ot the Yssel, and late province of Overvssel, 30 miles

E. of Deventer. Lon. 6. 57. E. Lat. 52. 20. N.
OLDESLO, orOLDESLOIlE, a town of Holstein, on the

Trave, 17 miles W. of Lubec, and 25 N. E. of Hamburg.
OLDHAM, John, an eminent English poet m the 17th cen-

tury, son of a non-conformist minister, was educated under his

father, and then sent to Edmund-hall in Oxford. He became
usher to the free-school at Croydon in Surry, and was afterwards

tutor to several gentlemen's sons successively. Having saved a

little money, he went to London, and became a votary to the bot-

tle, being an agreeable companion. He was acquainted with

Dryden, Rochester, and the wits of his time. He lived mostly

with the carl of Kingston at Holme Pierpoint in Nottinghamshire,

where he died of the small-pox in 1683, in his 30th year. His

works chiefly consist of satires, odes, translations, paraphrases of

Horace, &c. elegiac verses, imitations, parodies, familiar epis--

tles, &c.
OLD HEAD, a cape of Ireland, in Cork, Munster, four miles

S. of Kinsale ; it runs far into the sea, and has a light-house.

Old HtAD, a cape of the Orkneys, on the S. E. coast of Ro-
naldshay. Lon. 0. 26. E. of Edinburgh. Lat. 58. 38. N.
Old Woman's Island, a narrow slip of land, about two miles

long, separated from Bombay in tlie East Indies by an arm of the

sea, which, however, is passable at low water.

OLEA, the Olive-tree; in botany, a genus of the nionogy-

nia order, and diandria classof plants; natural order, Sepiaria*.

Corolla quadrifid, with the segments nearly ovate ; drupe oue-

sceded. There are seven species

:

O. Capensis, the Cape Box-leaved Olive, rises with

shrubby stems, branching numerously from the bottom, six of

seven feet high ; small, oval, thick, stiff, shining, leaves ; and at

the axillas small clusters of whitish flowers; succeeded by Mnall

fruit of inferior value.

O. Europea, the Common Olive-tree, rises with upright

solid stems, branching numerously on every side, twenty or thirty

feet high; spear-shaped, stiff, 0|>posite, leaves, two or three inches

long, and half an inch, or more, broad ; and at the axillas small

clusters of white flowers, succeeded by oval fruit. This species is

the principal sort, cultivated for its fruit ; the varieties of which
are numerous, varying in size, colour, and qualify. It is a native

of the southern warm parts of Europe, and is cultivated in great

quantities in the S. of France, Italy, and Portugal, for the fruit to

make olive-oil ; which is in great repute, and is transported to all

parts, to the great advantage of those countries where the trees

grow in the open ground: the green fruit is also in much esteem
for pickling. Olive-trees are easily propagated by shoots ; which,

when rare has been taken to ingraft them properly, bear fruit iu

eight or ten years. Those kinds which produce Ihe jiurest oil,

and bear the greatest quantity of fruit, are ingrafted on the stocks

of inferior kinds.

O. Fragrans, or O. Odoratissima, called in India Qvefa,
in Japan Skio Ran, or Sju Ran, is thus described by Tliunberg,

bulbis fibrosis, foliis ensiformibus, sessilibus, flurihus pendulis.

The flower is by some said to give the fine flavour to the green
tea ; but Thuiiberg attributes the said flavour to the Cemellie se-

serque. See Plate CXXIX.
OLEAfjINOUS, denotes something that partakes of the natu)"e

of oil, out of which oil may be expressed.

OLECKO, a town of Poland, in Volhynia, 56 miles S. W. of

Lucko. Lon. 25. 10. E. Lat. SO. 23. N.
OLECRANON,
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OLECRANON, or OLECRANUM, m anatomy, tlie protu-

berance of tl\e ulna, whkh prevents tLe joint of the elbow from

being bent back beyond a certain length. See Anatomy.
OLEGGIO, a town of Italy, in tlie department of Olona; dis-

trict and late duchy of Milan, on the Tessino, nine miles

N. N. E. of Novara.
OLEGON, a cape of Russia, in the sea of Ochotsk, 252 miles

E. of Ochut^k. Lon. 151. 25. E. Lat. 59. 20. N.
OLEKMA, a river of Russia, which rises in the mountains near

China, in Lat. 49° and running N. falls into the Lena, opposite

Olekminsk.
OLEKiMINSK, a town of Russia, in Irkutsk, 300 miles

W.S.W. of Yakutsk. Lon. 119. 25. E. Lat. 60. 25. N.
OLENUS, orOLENUM, an ancient town of Peloponnesus

between Patrae and Cyllene.
OLEORUS, one of the Cyclades, now called Antiparos.

OLERON, an island in 'the Atlantic, on the W. coast of

France, live miles from the continent ; in the department of the

Lower Charente. It is twelve miles long, five broad, and very

fertile. Lon. 1. 26. W. Lat. 46. 10. N.
Oleron, a town of France, in the department of Lower Cha-

rente, on the E. coast of the above island ; ten miles W. S. W. of

Rochfort, and sixteen S. of Rochelle. Lon. 1. 20. W. Lat. 45.

53. N.
Oleron, a town of France, in the department of the Lower

Pyrenees, and late province of Beam ; seated on the Gave, ten

miles S. W. of Pau, and thirty W. of Tarbe. Lon. 0. 14. W.
Lat. 43. 7. N.
Olerov, Sea-Laws of, certain laws relative to maiitime affairs,

made by king Richard I. when he was at the island of Oleron.

These laws, being accounted the most excellent sea-laws in the

world, are recorded in the Black Book of the admiralty : and are

the foundation of the maritime laws of most states in Europe. See
Selden's Mare Clausuni.

OLEUM, PALMit Christi, commonly called Castor Oil,

is extracted from the kernel of the fruit produced by the Ricinus

AmericaiKis. See Ricinus. This oil has been much used as a

purgative in medicine. It acts gently on the bowels, with little or

no irritation. By many physicians it has been deemed a sovereign

remedy in bilious, calculous, and nephritic, complaints; but its

taste is extremely nauseous, and, when frequently used, it is apt to

relax the tone of the bowels. It is recommended to be given in

clystei-s; and Dr. Canvane of Bath affirms, that when children

cannot be made to swallow any medicine, if the navel and hypo-

chondria be rubbed with this oil, it will produce one or two physi-

cal stools. He adds, that in small draughts, or by clyster, or by
embrocation, it is an excellent and wonderful vermifuge.

OLFACTORY NERVES. See Anatomy.
OLGA, the queen of Igor, the second monarch of Russia, who

flourished about A. D. 880, having succeeded his father Ruric,

who died in 878. Olga was born in Plesco, and was of the best

family in that city. She bore him one son, called Swetoslaw.

Igor being murdered by the Drewenses, or Drewliana, Olga re-

venged his death. She went afterwards to Constantinople, where
she was baptized by the name of Helena. The emperor John Zi-

misces was her god-father, and fell in love with her, but she, al-

leging their spiritual alliance, refused to marry him. Her example
made some impression upon her subjects, many of whom became
converts to Christianity ; but none upon her son, who reigned for

a long time after her death, which happened at Pereslaw, in the

80th year of her age, 14 years after her baptism. The Russians

rank her among their saints, and keep her festival on the 1 1th of

July.

OLIBANUM, a dry resinous substance obtained from the ju-

niperus lycia, and chiefly collected in Arabia. It is the frankin-

cense of the ancients. It is in transparent brittle masses about thi-

size of a chesnut. Its colour is yellow. It has little taste, and
when burnt diffuses an agreeable odour. Alcohol dissolves it;

and with water it ferms a milky liquid. When distilled, it yields

a small quantity of volatile oil. Specific gravity, 1.73.

OLIFIAN I GAS, a name given by the Outch chemists to

carbureted hydrogen, or heavy inflammable gass See Gas.
OLIGARCHY, roxiyo^-x^ia. Or.] a form of governmi-nt which

places the supreme power in the hands of a lew persons.

OLIGOTROPHY, [from =Uy,;, Gr. small, and t.-.i-..^, to noii-

fiili,} a small degree, or decrease, of nourishment.

OI.IKA, a town of Poland, in V'ollivnia, with a citadel. Lon.
20. 8. E. Lat. 51. 15. N.
OLINDA, FERNAMBUCO.or PHERNAMBUCO,a pro-

vince of Brazil, along the coast of the Atlantic ; abounding with
cotton, sugar, Brazil wood, &c.
Olinda, the capital of the above province. Lon. 35. 0. W.

Lat. 8, 13. S.

OLIO, or OGLIO, a savoury dish of food, composed of a
great variety of ingredients ; chiefly found at Spanish tables. The
forms of olios are various. To give a notion of the strange assem-
blage, we quote one from an approved author: Take rump of
beef, neat's tongues boiled and dried, and Bologna sausages ; boil

them together, and, after boiling two hours, add mutton, pork,
venison, and bacon, cut in bits; as also turnips, carrots, onions,
and cabbage, borage, endive, marigolds, sorrel, and spinach; then
spices, as saffron, cloves, mace, nutmeg, &c. This done, in ano-
ther pot put a turkey or goose, with capons, pheasants, wigeons,
and ducks, partridges, teals, and stock-doves, snipes, quails, and
larks, and boil them in water and salt. In a third vessel, prepare
a sauce of white wine, strong broth, butter, bottoms of artichokes,
and chesnuts, with cauliflowers, bread, marrow, yolks of eggs,
mace, and saflron. Lastly, dish the olio, by first laying out the
beef and veal, then the venison, mutton, tongues, and sausages,
and the roots over all ; then the largest fowls, then the smallest,
and lastly pour on the sauce.

OLIOL^LES, a town of France, in the department of Var, and
district of Toulon, 4 miles \V. of Toulon, and 30 S. S. E. of Aix.
OLITA, or OLITE, a handsome town in Navarre, anciently

the residence of the kings of Navarre, 20 miles N. of Tudela.
Lon. 1 . 46. W. Lat. 42. 22. N.
OLITORY, a garden of herbs, or a kitchen-garden.
OLIVA, a sea-port-town of Pomerania, on a bay of the Baltic;

10 miles W. of Dantzic. Lon. 18. 29. E. Lat. 54. 22. N.
OLIVARES, or OLIVAREZ, a town of Spain, in Old Cas-

tile; IS miles S. E. of Valladolid.

OLIVE, in botany. See Olea.
OLIVENCA, or OLIVENZA. a district of Portugal, in

Alentejo, watered by the Guadiana, on the borders of Spain.
Olivenza, a strong town and citadel, in the above district, 13

miles S. of Elvas, and 40 E. of Evora. Lou. 7. 4. W. Lat. 38.
30. N.
OLIVE OIL, oil obtained from the olive. As an article of

food, olive-oil is preferable to animal fat; but it ought always to
be mild, fresh, and of a sweet taste. It should not, however, be
eaten by persons of weak stomachs ; for, even in its mildest state,

it produces rancidity and acrimony, which are extremely injuri-

ous to digestion. Olive-oil is chiefly used in salads, and should
always be consumed together with a large portion of bread, or
with the addition of sugar, on account of its richness ; as other-
wise it requires a powerful and active bile to assimilate it to ali-

mentary matter, (t pays on importation the sum of 7/. 7.9. Q^d.
per ton of 252 gallons. Medicinally considered, olive-oil has
lately been found an excellent preventive of the plague, when,
rubbed over the whole body immediately after the contagion is

supposed to have taken place. It is also beneficially employed
int<;rnally for recent colds, coughs, hoarseness, &c. whether mixed
with water into an emulsion, by means of alkalies, or with con-
serves or syrups into a linctus. Lastly, considerable quantities are
used in the preparation of plasters, ointments, &c. for external ap-
plications.

Olive-press, a machine for obtaining olive-oil. For this pur-
pose, the olives are first bruised in a rough trough, under a mill-

stone, rolling perpendicularly over them ; and when sufilciently
mashed, put into the maye, or trough, m, Plate CXXVIII. fig.

5, of an olive-press, where aa are the upright beams, or cheeks;
b, the female, and c, the male screw ; f, the board on which th«
screw presses; g, a cubical piece of wood, called a block; It, the
peel, a circular board, to be put under the block. By turning
the screw, all the liquor is pressed out of the mashed olives, and is

called virgin-oil ; after which, hot water being poured upon the
ri-mainder in tlie prtss, a coarser oil is obtained. Olive-oil keeps
only about a year, after which it degenerates.
OLIVET, or MOUNT OF OLIVES, in ancient geography,

was situated to the E. of Jerusalem, and parted from it only by the
brook Kidron, and the valley of Jehoshaphat, which stretches out
from N. to S.

OLIVINE.
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OLni.sL, .11 ll.ll.^rak>^^, a^jjecicsol tlii.- < liryM>liU- f;>milv,

foui. .h llie lorin ol tr)^lals, chietlj i" basalt; colour belweeii

aspuiiitiis ami olivt-grecn; specilic graviU 3.2. It is infusible

bo .Ti'lhc iluw-pipi-; but Willi borax it mefls into a dark-green

h. ii. N itr.c acul iliisolves il^ i.oii, ami deprives it of colour. It

Oct ui:> abiimlanllv in maiiv pans ol Europe ; it contains

b.l.c : :.... 48

Magnesia 37

L.n.e 0-2J

Oxide of iron 12.J

y7.75

Loss --J

100

OLMEDO, a town of Spain, in Old Castile, on the Adaja, 16

miles S. ol Cutnza, and 30 of Valladolid. Lon. 4. 1'9. VV. Lai.

41. 20. N.
OLML'TZ, a town of Germany, in Moravia, 80 miles N. by

E. ol Vienna. Lon. 17. 35: E. Lat. 49. 30. N.
OLNEY, a town of Buckinghamshire, 13 miles N. E. of

Northampton, and 36 N.N. W. of London. Lon. 0. 54. VV.

OLONrOLONA, orOLONE, a river of Italy, which rises

near the lake oi Lugano, passes Milan, and falls into the Po, 12

jnile> W . of Placciilia.

Oloxa, or Olone, a department of Italy, so named from the

above river.

Olone, or Oloka, an island, town, fort, and harbour, of

Frame, in the department of the Vendee, and late province of

Poiion, 30 miles N'.W. of Rochelle. Lon. 1. 43. VV. Lat. 46.

30. N.
OLONETZ, a town of Uussia, capital of Olonetzkoi, 104 miles

N. E. of Petei^biirg. Lon. 34. 20. E. Lat. 46. 30. N.
Olonetz, or OLONtTZKoi, a province or government of Kus-

*ia, bounded on the N. by that of Archangel; E. by ditto and the

White Sea, S. by Novogc rod and Vologda, and \V. by Viburg
and Finland ; about 340 nlile^ long from N. to S and 240 broad.

OI.PH EN, a city of Miinsler, 17 miles S. S. VV. of Munster.

OLYM PIA, in ancient geography, a town of Elis, or Olyiiipia

Pisalis, according to Strabo, so called from the territory of 1 isa in

Eli-^; IS described by Strabo, " as the temple of Jupiter Olympus,
behre which stands a grove of wild olive-trees, in which is the

stadium, or foot-coui-se, so called because the eighth part of a

mile ; anfl by which tlie Alpheus, coming down from Arcadia,

run-i." Olynipia was famous also for a temple of Juno, 63 feet

Jong, with columns round it of the Dor'c order; and a inetroum
or temple of the mother of the gods, a large Doric edifice; with
holy trea>uries. These, and the porticoes, a gymnasium, pryta-

neuni, and ni.iny nn re buildings, chiefly in the inclosure, with

the houses ol the priests and other inhabitants, made Olympia a

considerable place. The stadium was in the grov»; of wild olive-

trees, i.efoie tin- great temple ; and near it was the Hippodrome,
or c'.iirM- tor horse and chariot-races,

Ol.^ MPIAD, OLYMPIAS, thespace of four years, whereby
the Uneks reckoned lime. The first Olympiad fell, according
to the most accurate and learned conipul.ilion, e.\actly 776 years
before ihe rir^t year of Christ, or 775 before that of liis birth, in

the yer of the Julian period 3938, and 22 years before the build-

jug oi U.,inc. Tlie games were exhibited at the time of the full

•mofin iiesi after the summer-solstice; therefore the Olympiads
were of uiie<iiial length, because the time of tlie full moon differs

II <la\s every year, and for that reason they sometimes began the
Jie.xt day atter the solstice, and at other times four weeks after.

The c.iiipulalions by Olynipiads ceased, as some suppose, after

the 3ti4iii, in the year 440 of the Christian a:ra.

OLY.MPK; GAMES, solemn games among the ancient
Greeks, so i ailed irom Jupiter Ohmpius, to whom they were de-
dicau-d; and said to have oeen firsl instituted bv him", after his

^ictoiy over Ihe sons of Titan: others ascribe their institulion to
Hercules, the son of Alcinena; others to a Hercules of much
greater antiquity ; others to Pelops. Rnt by whomsoever tliey

were instiluled, at a period raUier early, they had fallen into dis-

• uie. Tlie wars, winch prevaded among llie Greeks, had tolallv

interrupted the religious ceremonies and exhibitions, with which

they had been accustomed to honour their common gods and he-

roes; but the Olympic games were restored by Iphitus, a de-

scendant of Oxylu'>, to whom the i)rovince of Eleia had fallen

in the general partition of the peninsula. The festival, whicn
la^ted five days, began and ended with a sacrifice to Olym-
pian Jove. The intennediale time was chielly filled up by
the gymnastic exercises, in which all freemen of Grecian ex-
traction were invited to contend, provided they had been born
ill lawful wedlock, and had lived untainted by any infamous
immoral stain. The preparation for ihis part of the entertain^

ment was made in the gymnasium of Elis, a spacious edifice,

surrounded by a double range of pillars, with an open area in tlie

middle. Adjoining were various apartments, containing baths,

and other conveniences for the combatants. The neighbouring
country was adorned with porticoes, shady walks and groves, in-

terspersed with seats and benches; the whole originally destined

to relieve the fatigues and anxiety of the candidates for Olympic
fame; and frequented, in later times, by sophists and philoso-

phej'5, wlioweie fond to contemplate wisdom, and communicate
knowledge, in those delightful retreats. The order of the athletic

exercises, or combats, was established by Lycurgus, and corre-

sponded almost exactly to that described by Homer, in the twenty-
third book of the Iliad, and eighth of the Odyssey. Iphitus ap-

pointed the other ceremonies and entertainments ; settled the re-

gular return of the festival at the end of every fourth year, in July;
and gave to the whole solemnity that form and arrangement, w bich

it preserved with little variation above 1000 years; a period e.x-

ceeding the duration of the most famous kingdoms and republics

of antiquity. Among the benefactors of Olympia, at a much later

period, was reckoned Herod, afteryvards king of Juda'a. Seeing,

on his way to Rome, the games neglected or dwindling into insig-

nificance from the poverty of the Eleans, he displayed vast nuiiii-

iicence as president, and provided an ample revenue for their fu-

ture support and dignity. The care and management of the
Olympics belonged for the most part to the Eleans ; w ho on that

account enjoyed their possessions without molestation, or fear of
war or violence. They appointed a certain number of judges,
who were to take care that those who oti'ered themselves as com-
petitors should perform their preparatei-y exercises ; and these
judges, during tlie solemnity, sat naked, having before them a
crown of victory, formed of wild olive, which was presented to
whomsoever they adjudged it. Those who were conquerors were
called Olympionices, and were loaded with honours by their coun-
trymen. At these games women were not allowed to be present ;

and if any woman was found, during the solemnity, to have passed
the river Alpheus, she was to be thrown licadlong from a rock.
This, however, was sometimes neglected; for we find not only
women present at the celebration, but also some among the com-
batants, and some rewarded with the crown. The preparations
for these festivals were great. No person was permitted to enter
the lists, if he had not regularly exercised himself ten months be-
fore the celebration at the public gymnasium of Elis. No unfair

dealings were allowed ; whoever attempted to bribe his adversary,
was subjected to a severe fine ; and even the father and rela-

tions were obliged to swear, tliat they would have recourse to no
artifice which might decide the victory in favour of their friends.

No criminals, nor such as yvere connected with impious and guilty

persons, were suffered to present themselves as combatants. The
wrestlers were appointed by lot. Some little balls superscribed
with a letter were thrown into a silver-urn, and such as drew the
same letter were obliged to contend one with the other. He who
had an odd letter remained the last; and he often had the advan-
tage, as he was to encounter the last who had obtained the supe-
riority over his adversary. In these games were exhibited running,
leaping, wrestling, boxing, and throwing the quoit, which was
called altogether irivTa.^Xov, or quinquertium. There were also
horse and chariot-races, and contentions in poetry, eloquence, and
the fine arts. The only reward that the conqueror obtained was a
crown of olive. This, as some suppose, was in memory of the la-

bours of Hercules, which were accomplished for the universal
good of mankind, and forwhich the hero claimed no other rewawl
but tlie consciousness of having been the friend of mankind. So
small and trifling a reward stimulated courage and virtue, and was
the source ol greater honours than the most unbounded treasures.

9 Tke
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The statiic"; of tlie OlympioDica, were erected at Olyinpia in the

sacred wood of Jupiter. Tlieir return home was that of a warlike

conqueror ; they were drawn in a cliariot by four horse*, and

every where received with the greatest acclamations. Their en-

trance into their native city was not thruugh the gates; to make

it more grand and more solemn, a breach was made in tlie walls.

Painters and poets were employed in celebrating their names ; and

indeed the victories severally obtained at Olympia are tlie subjects

of the most beautiful odes of Pindar. The combatants were naked.

A scarf was originally tied round their waist; but when it had en-

tangled one of them, and been the cause that he lost the victory,

it w;is laid aside The Olympic games wi-re observed every rtflh

year, or, to speak with grefner exactness, alter a revolution of four

years, and in the first month of the fifth year, and they continued

for five successive days. As they were the most ancient and most

solemn of all the festivals of the Greeks, it will not appear won-
derful that they drew so many people, not only inhabitants of

Greece, but of the neighbouring islands and countries.

OLYMPUS, a celebrated mountain of Macedonia and Thes-

saly, now called Lacha. The ancients supposed it to be the

highest mountain in the world ; that its top reached heaven, was
the court of Jupiter, and the residence of the gods; and the poets

feigned that upon it there were neither clouds, rain, nor wind, but

an eternal sprine. It was aKo fabled to have been the scene of

the battle between the gods and the giants. Its real height is

about a mile and a half perpendicular; its top is always covered
with snow.

OLYNTHIANS, the inhabitants of Olynthus; a brave people,

who, not being supported by the Athenians, were conquered and
sold for slaves by Philip. II. See Macedon.
OLYNTHUS, a celebrated city and republic of Macedonia,

on the isthmus of the peninsula of Pallene, once very flourishing,

and able to dispute wilh Atliens and Sparta. It was at last de-

stroyed by Philip II. of Macedon.
OLYRA, in botany, a genus of the Iriandria order, and monoe-

cia class of plants ; natural order, (iramina. Male, calyx glume,

one-flowered, awned; corolla glume awnlcss. Female, calyx

gUinie one-flowered, spreading, ovate; style bifid ; seed carl ila-

I ginous. There are two species, viz. O. paniculata, and O. pauci-

tlora, both natives of Jamaica.

OMAN, a province of Arabia Felix, bounded north by the

I gulf of Persia, east by the ocean', south and west by the desarts.

It is divided among a number of petty sovereigns, cailed Schiechs,

the chief of which is the imam of Oman, whose territories are

mountainous to the sea-coast. All its rivers but one flow through
out the year, and ren<ler the country fertile in barley, lentils,

fruits, grapes, dates, &c. which last are so abundant, that se-

' veral ship-loads are annually exported ; and fish are so plentiful

on the coast, that they are often used as manure. It has also lead

i
and copper mines.

Oman, one of the capitals of the above province, 60 miles N.W.
of Mascate. Lon. 57. 20. E. Lat. 24. 0. N.
OMAQUAS, a tribe of American Indians, on the banks of the

Amazon; who were converted to Christianity in 1686, by F.
Fritz, a Spanish missionary.

OMAR I. sirnamed Ebn Al Khattab, successor of Abu Beer,
was originally a violent opposer of the Arabian prophet. Mo-
hammed felt this opposition, and regrettetl it ; and, it is said, by
prayer effected th« conversion of this his dangerous antagonist.

Omar had no sooner read the 20th chapter of the Koran than he
was convinced : upon which he instantly repaired to Mohammed
and his followers, and declared his conversion. On the death of
Abu Beer, who succeeded the impostor in the regal and pontifical

dignities, Omar was raised to the throne. He conquered the Per-
sians, and Jerusalem submitted to his power; nor does he appear
to have been checked in a single instance. He was stabbed by a
person of the Magian sect, while performing his devotions, and
after languishing three days, died in the month of Dhu'lhajja, and
Iwenty-third year of the flegira, which began A. D. 643, aged 63.

I The Arab hislorians say that he reigned between ten and eleven
' years. His extensive conquests made the Moslem empire one

I

of the most powerful and formidable monarchies in the world.
I His disposition is represented as one of the best possible, and his
i temperance highly extolled.

I
OMAKA, a river of Brazil, which runs into the sea. Lon. 36. 0.

W. Lat. 5. 0. S.
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OMASUIOS, a province or jurisdiction of Bueno-; Ayres, ex-

tending twenty leagues along the banks of lake Titicaca, which
bounds it on the west. The climate is cold. Great numbers of

cattle are pastured in it.

OMBI, a city of ancient Egypt, afterwards called Arsinoe and
Crocodilopolis, was the capital of one of the nonies into which that

country was divided, and is remarkable, in the annals of idolatry,

for the hatred of its inhabitants to the religion of their neighbours,

the citizens of Tentyra.
OMBRE, a game of cards borrowed from the Spaniards, and

played by two, by three, or by five persons, but generally by
three.

Ombre de Soleil, or Shadow of the .Sun, in heraldry, is

when the sun is borne in armory, so as that the eyes, nose, and
mouth, which at other times are represented, do not appear; and
the colouring is thin, so that the field can appear through it.

OMBRIA, the ancient name of a province of Italy, in the terri-

tory of the pope, called also Uinbria, and now Spoletto.

OMBRO, or L'OMBRO, a town of Etruria, in the territory of

the Siennois, 45 miles S.W. of Sienna.

OMBROMETER, a machine to measure the quantity of raiu

that falls. See the description and lig. of one in Phil. Trans. No.
473, p. 12. It consists of a tin-funnel, whose surface is an inch

square, with a flat board, and a glass-tube set into the middle of it

in a groove The rise of the water in the tube, whose capai ily at

different times must be measured and marked, shews the quantity

of rain that has fallen.

OMEGA, [lu/Ajya,] the last letter of the alphabet, therefore

taken in the holy scripture for the last. lam alpha and omega,
the beginning and the ending. Rev. »,

OM EGN A, a town of Italy, in tlie deparftnent of the Agogiia,
and district of Domo d'Ossola, 1 J miles S. S. E. of Donio d'Os-
sola.

OMELET, or AMLET, is a kind of fricassee of eggs, with
otlier ingredients, very usual in Spain and France,
OMEN, a sign or indication of some future event taken from

the language of a person speaking without any intent to prophecy.
Hence Tully says, " the Palhagoreans attend to the discourse not

only of gods but also of men, which they call omens." "^Ihis sort

of omen was supposed to depend much upon the will of the per-

son concerned in the event ; wlience the phrases accepit omen, ar-

ripuit omen. Such were the original omens ; but they were after-

wards derived from things as well .IS from words. Thus Patercu-
lus, speaking of the head of Sulpicius on the rostrum, says, it vias

"the omen of an impending proscription. Suetonius says of Au-
gustus, that he believed implicitly in certain omens ; and that, " if

his shoes were improperly put on in the morning, especially if the
left shoe was put upon his right foot, he held it for a bad omen."
Omen was used in a still l.irger sense, to signify an augury ; as in

the following line of Tully : "Thus Jove confirmed the bright

omen of the eagle." It was lastly used in the most generic sense
of all, for a portent or prodigy ; as in the third book of the A'neid,

where a myrtle torn up by .Eneas dropped blood. Upon this ap-

pearance, says the hero

—

Mute and amaz'd, my hair with terror stood

;

Fear shrunk my sinews, and coiigeal'd my blood;

And the same thing being repeated upon his breaking a branch
liom another tree, he prayed to the gods to avert the omen. These
portentous or supernatural omens were either external or internal.'

Of the former sort were those showers of blood so frequently oc-
curring in the Roman history, which were much of the same na-
ture with this adventure of Aneas, which he calls monstra deuni.
Of the second sort were those sudden consternations, which, seiz-

ing upon men without any visible cause, were imputed to the
agency of the god Pan, and hence called panic fears. But indeed
there was hardly any thing, however trivial, from whicli the ancients

did not draw omens. That it should have been thought a direful

omen when any thing befel the temples, altars, or statues, of the
gods, need excite no wonder; but that the meeting of an eunuch,
a negro, a bitch with whelps, or a snake lying in the road, should
have been luoked upon as portending bad fortune is a deplorable
instance of human weakness, and of the pernicious influence of
superstition on the mind. It is probable that this practice of
making ordinary events ominous of good and bud fortune took its

rise in Egypt, tlie parent country of almost every superstition of
paganism; but wherever it may have arisen, it spread itself over

2G the
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ilu- «liole uiliabilea globe, ami still prevails in a greater or less

tloi^ree amoii? tliu vuifjar of all nations. That paving any rt-ganl

to omen? IS conlrarv to every principle of sound philosophy, all

philosophers will readily aikiiowlcdgc ; and whoever has studied

the writings of St. Panl, must be convinced liiat it is inconsistent

with the spirit of genuine Christianity.

O.MKNTL'.M, [Lut] the Cawl, called also reticulum, from

its structure resembling that of a net. Sec A.s'atomy.

OMF.U, llOMKK, CORUS, or CHOMllK, in the Jewish

aiiiii|U.tiei>, was a measure containini; ten baths, or seventy-live

gallons and live pints, as a incisure ol things liquid, and thiity-lwo

Jiecks and one pint, as a measure for things dry. The corus, or

oilier, was most commonly a measure for things dry; and the

greatest that was used anions; the Jews. It contained, accoidiiit;

to the rabbins ten epiiahs, or thirty sata or seas. Corus is tlie

most usual term in tiie historical writei-s, and omer or chomer

among the propliels.

Omer, Sr. a fortified, large, and populous town of France, in

llie department of the straits of Calais and late province of Artois,

S miles N. \V. of Aire. Lon. 2. Jl). E. Lat. 34. 45. N.
OM lev, an island of Ireland, near the west coast of Galwav.

Lon. 10. 7. W. Lat. 53. .51. N.
OMISCU, or AL.MISS.V, a territory in Venetian Dalmatia, on

the cast bank of the Cettina, 18 miles square. It is mountainous,

and produces vines, from vvhicli are made muscadine and jirosecco

vines.

Omiscii, or Almissa, an ancient town and fort in the above

territory.

O.MNIENBURG, astroiig town of Germany, in the late elec-

torate of .VIentz, seatctl on die Olhorn, 9 miles'S.E. of Marpurg,

and 4j N.E. of Krancfort.

O.M M I:K LAN US, or O.MM ELAND, a late territory of Hol-

land, in the department of the Eems, and late province of Gron-

ingen, of which it formed one half.

0,Mj<lU.M, a terni in u^e anioiip; stock-jobbers, to express all

the articles included in the contract between government and the

Diiginal subscribers to a loan, which of late years has generally

consisted of different proportions of 3 and 4 percent, stock, with a

ccitaiii quantity of terminable annuities, '/"hose wlio dispose of

their share soon after the agreement is concluded, generally get a

premium of 2 or 3 percent, for it, whicli lluctuates with the cur-

rent prices of the public funds ; and in a few instances the omnium
has been at considerable discount. Some of the sub^cribers pay
their whole subscription at the time fi,\ed for their first or second
payment, and their shares become immediately tiansferrable stock:

others dispose of the several articles which make up the terms of

(he loan separately ; and in this state the 3 or 4 per cent, consols,

&c. are distinguished by the name of scrip, till the whole sum has

been paid upon them.
OMOA, a Spanish town and fortification on the south side of

tlie bay of Honduras. Lon. S9. ji). \V. Lat. 1,''). 50. N.
O.NiOPHAGIA, an ancient Greek festival, in honour of Bac-

chus Onioph;;gos.

O.VIPHACINE OIL, a viscous brown juice exlracfed from
green olives. With this oil the ancient athleta, when going to
wrestle, anointed themselves ; and when that gymnastio; exercise
was over, they rolled themselves in the sand, which, mixing with
the oil and sweat of their bodies, constituted the strimenta so highlv
esteemed 1« the cure of several diseases.

OMl'HALI''.,infabulous history, a queen of Lydia, and daughter
of Jardauus. She married Tmolus, who at his death left her mis-
tress of his kingdom. Omphale had been informed of the great ex-
ploits of Hercules, and wished to see so illustrious a hero. Her
wish was soon gratified. After the murder of Eurytus, Hercules,
bj; way of atonement, was ordered to be sold as a slave, that he
might recover the use of his senses. Mercury vas commissioned
to sell him, and Omphale bought him, and restored him to liberty.
The hiro bicame enamoured of his mistress, and the queen fa-

voured his passion, and had two sons by him, Agelaus and La-
mon; from whom were descended Gyges and Crcesus; though
some make these Lydian monarchs spring from Alca-us, a son of
Ilf.rculcs, by one of the female servants ot Omphale. Hercules
is represented by the poets as so desperately enamoured of the
quitfii, that, In conciliate her esteem, he spun by her side among
Ler women, whili; she covered herself with the' lion's $kio, and

armed herself with the club of the hero, often striking kini with

her sandals for the uncouth manner with which he held the dis-

tafi; &c.
OMITL^LEA, in botany, a genus of the triandria order, and

nionacia class of plants. Male calyx tetraphyllous ; corolla none

;

rec(i)tacle, into which the aiither.i; are sunk, ovate : female calyx

and corolla as in the male: stigma trifid ; capsule cariious and tri-

locular, with one seed. There are four species, natives of Ja-

maica.

OMTHALOMANTIA, a species of divination, pretended to
by niidwives, of foretelling how many more children a woman is to

have from the knots on the umbilical cord.

O.MITIALO .MESENIEIUC, in anatomy. All fceluses are
wrapped up in at least two coats or membranes ; most of them have
a third, called allantoides, or urinary. Some, as the dog, cat,

hare, &c. have a fourth, which has two b'ood-vrssels, viz. a veia
and an artery, called oniphalo-mesenterics, because passing along
the string to' the navel, and terminating in the mesentery.

O.MPHALOPTIC, [JfxfaM; and oTuxo;,] an optic "glass that is

convex on both sides, commonly called a convex lens.

OMPHALOS, an ancient town of Crete, sacred to Jupiter.

OMPOMPANOOSUCK.arapid river of Verniont.w inch run-
ning S. E. falls into the Connecticut, above Dartmoiiih College.

OMUAH, a man of the first rank in the Mogul empire; ano-
blemaii. It is the plural of the Arabic ameer.

OiNHiAUTTY, a town of Hindostaii, in Berar, 20 miles S.E.
ol Ellichpour. Lon. 78. 16. E. Lat. 20. 55. N.
OMSK, a town and fort of Russia, in Tobolsk, at the confiux

of the Om and the Irtisch, 2130 miles S.E. of Tobolsk.
ON, in ancient geogiiiphy, a city of Egypt, sacred to the suuj

and by the Greeks, on that account, called Heliopolis.

ONANCOCK, a town of Virginia. Lon. 75. 40. W. Lat. 37.

45. N.
ONANIA, or ONANISM, terms lately framed to denote the

crime of self-pollution, mentioned in scripture to have been com-
mitted by Oiian. See Tissot's Onania.

ONATIAYO, an island in the South Pacific Ocean. Lon.
13S. 51. W. Lat. 9. 58. S.

ONCE, in zoology. See Felis.

ONCHIDIL'M. in natural history, a genus of the vermes mol-
lusca class and order. Body oblong, creeping, ilat beneath,

mouth placed before ; two feelers, situated above tlie mouth ; two
arms at the side of the head ; vent behind and placed beneath.

There is but one species, viz. O. tvpha;, the ouch, a native of
Bengal, on the leaves of the tvpha elephantina about an inch long.

ONKEHOURA, and OIVEEHOW, two small islands of that

cluster which was discovered by captain Cook, and by him called

the Sandwich Islands. Oncehouia is very small, and its chief pro-

duce is yams. Oneehow is considerably larger, being about ten

miles over. It is remarkable for the great cjuantity of excellent

yams which it produces, and lor a sweet root called tee, or lea,

which is generally about the thickness of a man's wrist, though
sometimes much larger.

ONEG, or ONEGA, a town of Russia, in Archangel, on the

Onega, near the White Sea, 80 miles S.S.W. of Archangel.

Onega, a river and lake ot Russia, between Muscovite Carelia,

the territory of Cargapol, and Swedish Carelia.

Onega, a territory of Russia, in Archangel, abounding with
W'Oods.

ONEGLIA, CENEGDIA, or ONEILLE, a late principally

of Italy, formerly belonging to the king of Sardinia. It consists

of three valleys, viz. Oncglia, Maro, and Prela. It abounds with
fruits, vines and olive-trees, from which excellent wines and olive-

oil are made.
,

Oneglia, a sea-port of the Ligurian republic, formerly belong-
ing to the king of Sardinia, capital of the above principality. Lon.
7. 51. E. Lat. 43. 5S. N.
ONEIDA, a lake of New York, about 25 miles long, and 5

broad ; situated between Onoiidago, Oneida and Herkenier coun-
ties. The middle part of it lies in about Lon.' 76. 0. AY. Lat.

43. 5. N.
Oneida, a county and river of New Yoik.
ONEIDAS, or ONEIDA INDIANS, one of the six nations

of North American Indians, who inhabit the country south of lake

Oneida, in the alrove county.

ONEIUOCRrriCA,
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ONEIROCRITICA, the art of intcrineting dreams, or fore-

telling future events by means of dreams. See Dream. The
word is formed from the Greek omj®-, dream, and it{i7ixi, of xjitri;,

Judgement. Some call it oneirocratica, and derive it from ojiio©-,

and KOftTiiu, I possess, I command. It appears from various pas-

sages of scripture, that tliere was, under tlie Jewisli dispensation,

such a thine as foretelling future events by dreams ; but then there

were particular gifts or revelations required for that purpose. See
Gen. xxviii. 12, xxxvii. xl. xli. Dan. ii. iv. vii—xii. Matth. i. 20,

Acts X. &c. But as a human art it is doubtless as vain and chime-
rical as astrology or magic.
ONEIROCftlTICISM, the art of interpreting dreams. See

the above article.

ONEIROCRITICS, signify also books written on dreams.
There is no regard to be had to those Greek books called oneiro-

critics. It is indeed surprising that the patriarch of Constantinople
and otheis should 'have written on such a subject. Rigault has

given a collection of the Greek and Latin works of this kind ; one
attributed to AstraRipsichus ; another to Niccphorus, ])atriarch of

Constaniinople ; with the treatises of Artemidorus and Achmet.
But the books themselves are mere reveries; a kind of waking
dreams, to explain and account for sleeping ones.

ONEIRODYNIA, uneasiness during sleep. See Incubus.
ONEIROSCOPIST, [from ov,.=o.-, a dream, and «»x„., to

view,] one who inquires into the meaning of dreams.
ONEKOTAN, one of the Kurile Isles. It is about 60 miles

in circumference. Lon. 1j5. 2j. E. Lat. iO. 0. N.
> ONEMACK, a cape of North America, the S.VV. point of that

continent on the jS.W. coast, and the S. limit of Bristol Bay.
Lon. I(i3. 30. W. Lat. 54. 30. N.
ONESLETHERMiE, were, according to Strabo, excellent

baths, and salutary waters, at the foot of the Pyrenees in Aqui-
tania.

ONESICRITUS, a cynic philosopher and historian of iEgina,
who accompanied Alexander the Great into Asia, and was sent by
him to the Indian Gymnosophists. He wrote a liistoi'y of Alex-
ander's Expedition, which has been censured for the romantic and
exaggerated anecdotes it contains.

ONGLEE, in heraldry, an appellation given to the talons or

claws of beasts or birds, when borne of a different colour from
tiiat of the body of the animal.

ONGOLE, a town and district of Hindostan, in the N. part of

the Carnatic; 65 miles N. of Nellore. Lon. 80. 5. E. Lat. 15.

30. N.
ONION. See Allium. Onions, leeks, and garlic, are all in

their recent state acrid, but harmless to the human body. When,
by age or climate, this acrimony is too great, tliey are not used as

food. In Spain, the garlic being c<|ually mild with tlie onion, is

used as common food. By the ordinary culinary preparation their

acrimony is dissipated, and a remarkably mild substance remains,

atfording much nutriment. They are used in medicine, uniting

the two qualities of pectorals, viz. by their acrimony, being hi

their recent state expectorant ; in their boiled state, on account of

their mucilage, demulcent, provided the quantity taken be suffi-

cient. Some have found in leeks a somniferous quality ; and
onions are undoubtedly possessed of this property^ as any person

may be satisfied by eating one or two, when wakeful in the night.

ONISCUS, in zoology, a genus of insects belonging to the or-

der aptera. Jaw truncate, denticulate ; lip bifid; anteniiK from
two to four, setaceous ; body oval, consisting of about fourteen

transverse segments ; legs fourteen. These insects feed on animal
and vegetable matter, and they cast their skin. There are nearly

fifteen species divided into sections. A. without feelers ; four an-

tenna, sessile. B. feelers unequal, the hind ones longer ; antennae

filiform.

O. Aquaticus, is of an ashen colour, and tolerably smooth.
Its body is composed of seven articulations, exclusive of the head
and tail ; which last part is much larger than the other segments,
round at the extremity, from which is^ue two appendices, each
divided into two threads. The antenna: have but three long arti-

culations, the last of which is much longer than the rest. This
insect is found in pools, small rivulets, and especially in springs.

O. Armadillo, is broad, very glossy, and smooth; its colour
ji bliick, with a small portion of white on the edge of the seg-

ment, which colour often varies j but still the insect is glosty and

smooth. Its body is composed of ten segments, besides tl>e head
and tail. It is found in woods.

O. AsELLUs, MiLLEpEs, or Wood-louse, is oval; the tail o1>-

tuse, with two undivided bristles; vaiiousas to colour; Icngtii,

five lines. Their use in medicine iswell known.
ONKELOS, sirnamed the Proselvte, a famous rabbi of the

first century, and llie author of tlie Clialdee Targuin on the Pen-
tateuch. He flourished in tlie time of Jesus Clirist, according to
the Jewish writers. The Talmudists tell us that he assisted at the
funeral of Gamaliel, and was at a prodigious expence to make it

magnificent.

ONKOTOMY, [from oyxoc, Gr. a tumour, and to^.'.,, cutting,]
in surgery, the opening of a tumour or abscess. See Surgery.
ONOCLEA, in botany, a genus of the cryptogamia fiiices class

and order: natural order, Fiiices, or Ferns. Capsules under tlie

recurved and contracted pinnules of the frond, resembling peri-
carps. There are two species, viz. O. senslbilis, and O. polypo-
dioides, the former is a native of Virginia, the latter was found by
Koeiiig, ill the fissures of the rocks near the top of the Table
Mountain at the Cape of Good Hope.
ONOMANCY, ONOMANTIA, or ONOMANC:iA, [ov.,x«

and (.invln.x,] a branch of divination, which forctels tlie good or bad
tortune of a man, from the letters in liis name. From the same
principle the young Romans toasted their mistresses as often as

there were letters in their names: Hence Martial says, Naevia
sex cyalhis, septem Jiist^na bibatur.

ONOMATOPOEIA, in grammar and rhetoric, a figure where
words are tormed to resemble the sound made by the tilings signi-

fied ; as the buzz of bees, the cackling of hens, &c. See Alli-
teration, Oratory, &c.
ONONDAGO, a river of New York, which rises from lake

Oneida, and runs W. into lake Ontario st Oswego. Salmon
abound in this river.

Onondago, an extensive and fertile county of New York, 78
miles long from N. to S. and 59 broad from F,. to W.
ONON DAGOES, a nation of North American Indians, who

inhabit the banks of lake Onondago.
ONONGHOUAGO, a town of New York, on the Susque-

hannah, 13 miles E. of Chenonga.
ONONIS, Restharrow; in botany, a genus of the decandria

order, aud diadclphia class of plants ; natural order, Papiliohacea;.
Calyx five-parted, with the segments linear ; vexilliim striated;
legumen turgid, sessile; filaments coalited without a fissure.

There are tliirty species, chiefly herbaceous plants.

ONOPORIJUM, Woolly Thistle ; in botany, a genus of
the polygainia :ci|ualis order, and syngenesia class of plants ; natu-
ral order, Conipositsc. Receptacles ho«ey-combed ; scales of the
calyx niucronate or pointed. It has seven species.

ONORE, a sea-port-town of Hindostan, on the coast of Mala-
bar, in C'anara ; 4t) miles N. W. of Bedamoie, 70 S. S. E. of Goa,
and 39S S. by E. of Bombay. Lon. 74. 12. E. Lat. 14. 13. N.
ONOSANDER, a Greek author and Platonic philosopher,

who wrote Commentaries on Plato's Politics, which are lost: hut
particularly famous for a treatise intituled Aoyo; £T*»Tiiyixof, " Of
the Duty and Virtues of the General of an Arm) ;" which has
been translated into Italian, Spanish, and French. The time
when he lived is not precisely known: but is imagined to have
been in the reign of Claudius I.

ONOSMA, in botany, a genus of the nionogynia order, and
pentandiia class of plants; natural order, Asperifoliae. Corolla
caiiipanulate, with the throat pervious; seeds four. It has three
species.

ONOTH, a town of Hungary, 50 mil«s N. E. of Buda. Lon.
19. 22. E. Lat. 48.. 12. N.
ONRUST, an island in the East Indian Ocean, on the coast of

Java, in the harbour of Batavia, where the Dutch build and repair

their ships.

ONS, an island in the Atlantic, near Spain, Lon. 7. 52. E.
of Ttneriffe. Lat. 42. 23. N.
ONSLOW, a maritime county of North Carolina, in Wilming-

ton distrii t, bounded E. by Carteret, S. E. by the ocean, S. W.
by New Hanover and Duplin counties, and N. bj Craven county.
Swaiisborough is the capital.

Onslow, a township of Nova Scotia, in Halifax county; 35
miles N. E. of Wiudsor, and 46 N. by W. of Halifax.

ONTARIO,
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ONTARIO, a lake of North America, in the country of the

Iroouois, 180 miles long, anil 60 bruaci, or as Mr. Scott lias it, m
his United States Gazetteer, -'73 miles from E. to W. and 73

from N. to S. containing '.',390,000 acres. Many rivers rnn into

it ; and from it tlie St. l^urence proceeds. It commnnicales

with lake Erie by a river 33 miles long, in which is the remarka-

ble cataract of Niagara. Us toini is nearly oval. Its greatest length

is from S. W. to N. E. and it^ i irciiniferente about 600 miles. It

abounds with lish of an e.\cellent flavour, among-\vbich are the

Os» PKo ba.ss, weighing three or four pounds. Jt is situated be-

tween Ion. 76° 30' and 80° W. and lat. 43° li' and 44° N.

Ontario, an extensive fertile county of New York, com pre-

bcndinn the country of Gencssee ; bounded on the N. by the

above Take; E. by'Tvog-a and Onondago counties; S. by Ly-

coming and Alleghany counties, and \V. by the Niagara and lake

Erie.

ONTOLOGY, [ivra and ^'yo,-,] the science of the aflections of

being in general ; metaphysics. See METArHvsics.
ON'IOSOPHY, the same with ontology.

ONVCHA, is supposed by Jarchi, the Jewish interpreter, to

be the root ot a certain spice; others think it opium or laudanum

;

others the bdellium.

ONVCOMANCY, or ONYMANCY, a kind bf divination

by the nails of the £ngers. The word is from the Gretk o'^l,

nail, and fiay'iitct, dirination. The ancient practice was to rub the

nails of a youth with oil and soot, or wax ; and to hold up the

nails thus smeared against the sun. Upon them were supposed to

appear figures or characters, which sliewed the thing required.

ONYX, in lithology, one of the semipcllucid gems, witli vari-

ou'^ly coloured zones, but none red. See Chalcedony. There
are four varieties of this gem. 1. A bluish white one, with broad
white zones: 2. A very pure onyx, with snow-white veins: 3.

Ihejasponyx, or horny onyx, with green zones: 4. The brown
onyx, with bluish white zones. The ancients attributed woiuler-

ful properties to the onyx, aiul imagined that if worn on the linger

it actid as a cardiac : they also recommended it as an astringent

;

but at present no regard is paid to it. The word ojt/| signifies nail;

the poets feigning this stone to have been formed by the Parca;

from a piece of V'enus's nail, cut off by Cupid with one of his

arrows.

Onyx, in conchiliology, a species of voluta, found in cabinets

;

but polished, and not in its natural state.

OODOOANULLAH, a town ot Hindostan, in Bengal, on the
W. b.ink of the Ganges, 82 miles N. by W. of Moorshedabad.
Lon. 87. 55. E. Lat. 24. 58. N.
OOISCONSING, a river of the North-Westem Territory,

which runs into the Mississippi, in Lon. 92. 3. S. Lat. 42. 32. N.
OOISCONSINGS, a tribe of North American Indians, who

inhabit the banks of the above river.

OONALASHKA, or UNALASHKA, one of the islands of
the Northern Arciiipelago, visited by captain Cook in his la^t

voyage. The natives are a very peaceable people, having been
much polished by the Russians, who, however, keep them in a
Stale ot subjection. Lon, 139. 29. E. Lat. 53. 5. N.
OONAMAK, an island in the North Pacific Ocean, between

Oonalashka and Alashka, W. of Oonella. Lon. 192. 30. E. Lat.
54. 30. N.
OONELLA, an island of the Northern Archipelago, N. E. of

Oonalashka, being separated from it by a navigable strait.

OOSTP.ORCH, or OOSTBURG, a town bf Holland, in the
department of the Mcuse, island of Cadsand, and late province of
Dutch Flanders: four miles N. E. of Sluys. Lon. 3 2Q E
Lat. 51.22. N.
OOT.'VGAMIS, LovjER, a town of the North-Western Terri-

tory, at tl'.e conflux of the Ooisconsina with the Mississipoi. Lon
S2. 3. W. Lat. 42. 33. N.

Fl "' •

CoTACAMis, Upper, a town of tlie North-Western Territory,
on Ihe Ooisconsing. Lon. yi. 8. VV. Lat. 42. 42. N.
OPACITY, in philosophy, a tiuality of bodies which renders

them impervious to'the rays of light. The cause of opacity in bo-
dies docs not consist, as was formerly supposed, in the want ot
rectilinear pores, pervious every way : but either in the unequal
deiksity of the parts, in the magnitude of the pores, or in tlieir
being filled with a matter, by nu'ans of which the rays of light in
their passage are arrested by innumerable refractions and reflec-
tious, become extinct, and are absorbed.

OPAL, in mineralogy, a stone found in many pans of Europe,

especially in Hungary. When lirst dug out of the earth it is soft,

but it hardens and dimini;hes in bulk by exposure to the iiir. Th«'
substance in which it occurs is a lerruginous sand stone. The opaj

is always amorphous. Its fracture is conchoidal. Commonly
somewhat transparent. Specific gravity from 1.9 to 2.5. A spe>

cimen of the variety, called noble opal, analysed by RIaproth,

contained
00 silica,

10 water.

100.

The constituents of the common opal, as ascertained by Klajt*

roth, are

Opal of Kosemutz. Opal of Telkobanya.
98.75 93.5 silica

0.1 1.0 oxide of iron
0.1 0.0 alumina
0.0 5.0 water.

9S.95 9&.i

Lender the opal may be placed also the mineral known by the
name of cat's-eye. It comes from Ceylon, and is seldom seen by
European mineralogists till it has been polislied by the lapidary.

Mr. Klaproth has described a specimen which he received in its

natural state from Mr. Greville of London. Its figure was nearly
square, with sharp edges, a rough surface, ami a good deal of bril-

liancy. Its texture is imperfectly foliated. Lustre greasy. Spe-
cific gravity 2.625 to 2.66. Colour grey, with a tinge of green,
yellow, or white ; or brown, with a tinge of yellow, or red.

OPALIA, in antiquity, feasts celebrated at Rome in honour of
the goddess Ops.
OPATRUM, a genus of insects of the coleoptera order. An-

tenna moniliform, thicker towards the top; head projecting from
a cavity in tlie thorax; thorax a little liattennd, margined; shells

immarginate, longer than the abdomen. There are about 28 spe-
cies of this genus.

OPEN FLANK, in fortification, that part of the flank which is

covered by the orillon. See the article Flank.
OPENING OF TRENCHES, is the first breaking of ground

Ijy the besiegers, in order to cany on their approaches towards a
place. See the article Trench.
Opening of Gates, in astrology, is when one planet separates

from another, and presently applies to a third ; bearing rule in a
sign opposite to that ruled by the other planet.

OPERA, a dramatic composition, set to music, and sung on
the singe, accompanied with musical instruments, and enriched
with magnificent dresses, machinery, and other decorations. See
Music, and Poetry.
Opera-Glass, an optical instrument which consists of a tube

having a concave glass in it, near a plane mirror placed diago-
nally, with a convex glassin a hole in tlie side of the tube. When
the end of the tube is held with the glass to the eye, all objects
next to the hole in the side will be reflected so as to appear in a
direct line forward, or in a position at right angles to the person's
situation who is looked at. Plane glasses instead of a concave and
convex may be used : but in this case the objects are not magni-
fied,

OPERATION, in surgery and medicine, denotes a methodi*
cal action of the hand of the human body, to re-establish health.

OPERCULARIA, in botany, a genus of the tetrandria mono-
gynia class and order. Flower compound ; calyx common, one-
leafed, unequally toothed, closed by a common receptacle,
(lowering above, seeding below, falling when ripe. There are
tlirce species.

OPETOPEC, a fertile island of the United States, with a town
so named, in Lake Nicaragua, IB miles E. of Nicaragua.
OPIIIDIUM, a genus ot fishes of the order, Apodes. Head

somewhat naked; teeth in the jaws, palate, and fauces; body
long; fins of the back, fail, and anus, confounded in one ; no fin
on the under part of tlie body ; and the eyes covered by the com-
mon skin. Of this genus tfiere are several species, of which the
most curious is the

O. Barbatum,
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O. Barbatum, or the Bearded Opiiidium, about eight

inches long, inhabiting tlie Adriatic and Mediterranean Seas.

O. AcuLEATUM, is figured ill PlateCXXI.
OPIUOGLOSSUM, Adder's Tongue ; in botany, a genus

of the cryptogamia ti)ices class and order : natural order, I'Tlices,
'

or Ferns. Capsules numerous, connected by a membrane into a

rfistich spike, subglobular, when ripe opening transversely, with-

out any elastic ring ; seeds very many, extremely minute. There
ire nine species.

OPHIOMANCY, in antiquity, the art of making predictions

from serpents. Thus Calchas, on seeing a serpent devour eight

sparrows with their dam, foretold the duration of the siege of

Troy.
OPIHORFIIZA, in botany, a genus of the monogynia order,

and ijentandria class of plants ; natural order, Stellata.'. Corolla

funnel-shaped ; capsule twin, two-celled, many-seeded. There
are three species ; the most remarkable is the

Ophiorhiza Asiaticum, or True Ligmvm Colubrinum.
The root of this is known in the East-Indies to be a specific against

the poison of that most dreadful animal, called the huedcd ser-

pent.

OPIIIOXYLON, in botany, a genus of the nionoecia order,

«nd polygamia claas of plants; hermaphrodite, raly.\ five-cleft,

corolla five-cleft, funnel-form ; stamens five ; pistil one : male,

calyx bifid; corolla five-cleft, with a funnel-form mouth ; nec-

tary cylindric ; stamens two. There is but one species ; yix. O.
serpentinum, scarlet-fiowered opiiioxylum, a native of the East-

Indies.

OPHIR, a country mentioned in scripture, from which Solo-

mon had great quantities of gold brouglit home in ships wliich he

sent for that purpose ; but respecting the situation of whicla au-

thois are much divided in opinion. Some have gone to the

West, others to the East Indies, and the eastern coasts of Africa,

in search of it. But the two opinions which have been met
plausibly supported, are those of Mr. Bruce, the AI)yssinian tra-

veller, and Dr. Doeg, author of Letters on the Savage State.

The latter holds that Ophir was somewhere on the \V. coast of

Africa ; the former is satisfied, that it was the country which is now
called Sofala, a kingdom of Africa, on the coast of Mosambique.
near Zanguebar. See Sofala.
OPHIRA, in botany, a genus of the monogynia order, and oc-

tandria class of plants. Invulucre two-valved, three-flowered
;

ceroUa four-petaled, superior ; berry one-celled. There is but

o.ne species, viz. O. stricta, a native of Africa.

OPHITES, in lilhology, is a sort of variegated marble, other-

wise called serpentine.

Ophites, in church- history. Christian heretics, so called both

from the veneration they had for the serpent that tempted Eve,

and the worship they paid to a real serpent: they pretended, that

the serpent was Jesus Christ, and that he taught men the know-
ledge of good and evd. They distinguished between Jesus and
Christ: Jesus, they said, was born of the Vngin, but Christ came
down from heaven to be united with him ; Jesus was crucified, but

Christ had left him to return to heaven. They distingnished the

God of die Jews, whom they termed Jaldabaotli, from the iju-

prcme God : to the former they ascribed the body, to tlie latter

the soul of men.
OPllRYS, TwvnLADF., a genus of the diandiia order, and

gynandria class of plants; natural order, Orchidca". N'ectarium

a little carinat€<l below. It has 34 species.

O. Anthbopophora, Man-Shaped Ophrys, or Man-or-
chis, hath a roundish bulbous root, crowned with three or tour

oblong leaves ; upright thick stalks, rising a foot -and a half high ;

adorned with narrow leaves, and terminated witli loose spikes of

greenish flowers, representing the figure of a naked man ; the lip

of the ncctarium linear, tripartite, with the middle segment longest

and bifid.

O. Insectifera, the Insect Orchis, Bee-flower, or

Gnat-Flower, has two rountiish bulbous roots, crowned with ob-

long leaves ; erect leafy stalks, from six to ten or twelve inches high,

terminated by spikes of insect-shaped greenish flowers, having the

lip of the ncctarium almost five-lobed. This wonderful species

exhibits flowers in different varieties, tiiat represent singular figures

of flies, bees, and other insects ; aad are of different colours in

the varieties.
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OPHTHALMOSCOPY, a branch of physiognomy, wh.ch
deduces the knowledge of a man's temper and manner iron: tlie

appearance of his eves.

OPH'l'HALMY, [from af^aXfj.®', Gr.] a disease of the eyes,

being an inllaninialion iif the coats, proceeding from arter'.otis

blood gotten out of the vessels, and collected into those parts.

OPIATES, medicines of a thicker consistence than a syrup,

prepared with opium scarcely liuid. They consist of various in-

gredients, made up with honey or syrup ; and are to be used for

a long lime either for purgative, alterative, or corrobo-ative in-

tentions. Opiate is also used for any medicine given to procure
sleep, whether in the form of electuaries, drops, or pills.

OPINION, is that judgement which the mind forms of any
proposition for the truth or falsehood of which there is not >u(li-

cieiit evidence to produce science or absolute belief. That three

angles of a plane triangle are equal to two right angles, is not a
matter of opinion, nor can it with propriety be called an object of
the mathematician's belief: he does more than believe it ; he
knows it to be true. When two or tliree men, under no tempta-
tion to deceive, declare that they were witnesses ot an uncommon
though not preternatural event, their testimony is complete evi-

dence, and produces absolute belief in the minds of these to whom
it is given ; but it does not produce science like rigid demon*
stration. The fact is not doubted, but those who ha*e it on report

do not know it to be true, as they know the truth of proposition!!

intuitively or demonstrably certain. When one or two men re-

late a story including many circumstances to a third person, and
another comes who positively contradicts it, either in whole or in

part, he, to whom those jarring testimonies are given, weighs all

the circumstances in his own mind, balances the one against the
other, and lends an assent more or less wavering, to that side on
which the evidence appears to preponderate. This assent is his

opinion respecting tlie facts of which he has received such ditferent

accounts. Opinions are often formed of events not yet in being.

In forming opinions of this kind, upon which, in a great measure,
depends oursucces.s in any pursuit, every circumstance should bt;

carefully attended to, and our judgements guided by former ex-
perience- Truth is a thing of such importance to man that he
should always pursue the best methods for attaining it ; and when
the object eludes all his researches, he should remedy the disap-

pointment, by attaching himself to that which has the strongest ra-

semblance to it ; and that which most resembles truth is called

probability, as the judgement which is formed of it is termed
O|)inion.

OPI UM [*a^N, ojti, Arab.] an inspissateil gummy, resinous juice,

which is obtained from the white poppy, papaver somnitenim, a
plant cultivated in Persia and Arabia, where it attains the heigtit

of 20 or 30 feet. When the heads are nearly ripe, they are
wounded on one side by an instrument furnished with five edge*,

which make an equal number of incisions; whence the opiuux

Hows by the action of the sun's heat, and is collected on the fol-

lowing ilay, by a person who wounds the opposite side of the head {

from which tlie juice exudes, and is received in a similar manner.
As soon as it is collected, the opium is moistened with a little wa-

ter or hoi-.ry, and is kneaded with the hand, till it acquires the

consistence of pitch ; after which it is formed into cakes or rolU

for sale. The best opium is imported from the province of Ba-

har, in the East Indies; though it appears from experiments, that

this drug may be adv.mtageously prepared in England, by the fol-

lowing method. When the leaves of the plant begin to wither, it

will be proper to extract the opium ; for this purpose, four or five

longitudinal incisions, about one inch in length, must lye made ort

one side of the head, so as to cut through the outer (;r scarf-skin,

without injuring the seeds. In conse<|uence of such wound, a

glutinous milky fluid will exude, which should not be removed till

the succeeding day, when it ought to be scraped o(f into proper
vessels; and, in the course of one or two days, the opium will be
of a proper consistence to be formed into a mass. The opposite

side must next be wounded in a similar manner, in order that the

viscous juice may be completely extracted. Opium is very pon-
derous ; o' a close and compact texture ; rather moist ; and of u

deep brown colour. It emits a faint smell, and has a very bit-

ter a^cid taste : the best sort is of a moderale firmness, possessi ;ij

a very powerful odour, and a bitter diiagreeable flavour. T1..S

narcotic drug is at present greatly esteemed ; and, whether nsed
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ill llic extract m.ule into piU^, oi in tl)e liquid foiin of laLuliuuim,

Uis one of tiie nioa valiKible midiciius. Being a vciv poweifiii

antidote, as well as 3 remedy for procuring sleep and mitigating

pain, it is but too often abvised. If conjoined in certain propor-

tions with vei^etable acids, it possesses the remarkable (jroperty of

preventing sleep, and excitin,^ the mental i)owers. On this ac-

count, it lias often, though injurioi.sly, been employed by tlio'ie

w ho are obliged to devote their nights to sedentary or active pm--

suit';. Among the various disorders, in which opium has been

given, with good ericcts, we sha'l first mention diarrhutas, and dy-

senteries. It has likewise been found serviceable in relieving the

tooth-acli, in allaying the pain and preventing the fever arising

from wounds, fnxtures, or similar accidents: and also in the

small-pox, both where the patient is troubled witli convulsion-,

Lefore the appearance of the eruption, and on the iiftli or subse-

quent days. Hut as it is, on the wj-.ole, a precarious remedy, its

proper use cm he determined only by the expert practitioner.

Opium is the most ceitain antispainio<lic hitherto discovered ; and,

when conjoined witli laxatives, is eminently useful in colics ; as,

l>y relieving the spasm, it frequently prevents iiifianin)alions of

the bowels. Lastly, it is of the greatest service in the dillerent

species of tetanus, an<l locked jaw ; and afiords relief in tlie va-

r.ous spasmodic affections attending indigestion, hypochondriasis,

the bite of a mad dog, &c. it facilitates the passage of calculi, or

.stones, through the ureters ; and has been loun<l useful in some

species of epilepsy. But, thougli opium be thus valuable, it

-should not be taken in too large doses, or without medical advice

;

as it is not unfrequently productive of the most fatal consequences.

If, however, any quantity be swallowed, or suspected to have

befell swallowed, either accidentally, or with a design to termi-

mXc existence, its effects will become evident by vomiting, de-

lirium, vertigo, and an irrc^i tible propensity to sleep. In sucli

case, friction with salt has been found serviceable, in restoring the

patient to a slight degree of animation : immediately after it will

be necessary to exhibit twelve grains of vitriolated zinc, if he be

an adult. This medicine should be succeeded by water-gruel, or

similar muciLginous drink, or butter-milk, sour whey, and parti-

cularly vinegar, or strong cotfee, which last appears to be the most

effectual antidote.

OPOBAl-SAMUM, or OPOBALSAM. See Amyris.
OPOCALPASU.M, OPOCARBASl'M, or APOCALPA-

SUM, a gummy lesinous substance, which has a strong resem-

blance to the best licpiid myrrh, and which in the time of Galen

thev mixed willi myrrh.
Opodeldoc, a quack medicine, compounded of camphor,

soap, and spirits, similar to the mcdiial prescription called bv re-

gular practitioners the Saponaceous BaNain ; only the opodeldoc

Jias a larger proportion of soap. It is piescribed for rheumatisms,

(;hilblains, and all kin<!s of sprains.

OPOPONAX, [Lat.] a gmn-resin in small loose grannies, and

sometinus in large masses, of a strong disagreeiblc smell, and an

acrid and extremely bitter taste ; brought to us Iron, the East,

and known tolhe Greeks. It is obtained from llie pastenaca opo-

ponax, a perennial [ilaiit which grows wild in the south of Eu-

rope. This is extracted by w(uinding the stock or root, and is

known here in the form of mund drops or tears, or in irregular

masses of a reddish colour. It is bitter and acrid to the taste, and

with a peculiar suiell. It forms a milky solution with water, and

yields an essenti.d oil by distillation.

OPORINl'S, John, a celebrated German printer, born at

Basil, in 15()7. His fatlier was a painter, and being a man of edu-

cation taught him Latin himself, in which he improved himself

farther when he studie<l Greek at Strasburgh. Me afterwards kept

it school, transcribed VISS. and became a corrector of the press.

Me niani> d an old woman, the widow of one Xelotect, a canon

of Lucerne, who, though rich, made him unhappy, and when re-

lieved by her death, he was as poor as ever. lie marrieil however

three times afterwanls. He studied phys.c, and was for two years

secretary to the famous Paracelsus. Meat last commenced prin-

ter ; anci published many valuable works, from old MSS. with

Botes; as well as some original pieces of his own. lie died in

1563, aged fil.

OPOUrO, orPOUTO, a town of Portugal, in the province

of Enire Douro e Minho. Lon. K. 1. W. Lat. 41. 0. N.
Oi'OSSUM, in zoology. See Djdelphis.

OPOrsdiK.-V, a town of Bohemia, Ijiniie.s N. of kon.ngin-

gratz.

OPPA, a river of Silesia, wjjicli runs into the Oder, 14 miles

S. E. of Troppau.
OPPELEN, or OPPELN, a principality of Silesia, bound-

ed on the N. by those of Bieslau, Oels, and B'rieg.

OpPELN', or OppELtN, the ca|)ital of the above duchy, 35
miles S. E. of Breslaw, and 40 N. of Tioppau. Lon. 17. JO. E.

Lat. 50. 41. N.
OPPENIl ElM, a town of Germany, now annexed to France,

8 miles S. of Menlz, and 12 N. of Worms. Lon. 8. '20. E. Lat.

49. 5.S. N.
OPPIA LEX, the OPPIAN LAW, in Roman antiquity, a

law hitroduced by C. Oppius, the tribune, A. U. C. 540' It

enacted, that no woman sliould wear above half an ounce of g Id,

have party-coloured garments, or be carried in any city or town,

or to anv jilace wiihin a mile, unless to celebrate some sacred fes-

tival. ft was repealed soon after.

OPPIDO, ail episcoi>al town of Naples, in Calabria Ultra, 2j
miles N. E. of lleggio. Lon. 16. 21. E. Lat. 38. 19. N.
OPPIETO, a town of Krance, in the department and island of

Corsica ; 8 miles N. N. E. of Ajaz?o.

OPPIL.VTION, in medicine, is the act of obstructing or stop-

ping up the passage of the body, by redundant or peccant hu-

mours. It is chiefly used for obstructions in the lower belly.

OPPONENT, a person who withstands or opposes another.

This term is chiefly used in scholastic or academic disputes or
e.xeriises ; where a person who opposes a thesis, or impugns it by
his objections, is called opponent.

OPPOSITES, [oppos'ta, Lat.] among logicians, simply taken,
are such things as differ among themselves, but so as not to differ

in like manner from some third. The schoolmen, reckon four
kinds of opposites, viz. relatively, contrarily, privately, and con-
tradictorily opposites.

Opposite Cones. See Cove, and Conic Sections.
Opposite Skctions, are two hyperbolas made by cutting two

opposite cones by the same plane.' See Conic Sections.
OPPOSITION, in logic, the disagreement between proposi-

tions, which have the same subject and the same predicate.

Opposition, in astronomy, is that aspect or situation of two
stars or |)lanets, wherein they are diametrically opposite to eacfv
other, or ISO" asunder. It is marked thus, g. See Astro-
NO.MY.

Opposition, in geometry, the relation of two things, between
which a line may be drawn perpendicular to both.

Opposition, in rhetoric, a figure whereby two things are
joined, which seem incompatible ; as a wise folly.

OpposnioN, in British politics, is collectively used for the
minority in parliament, or that body of nieinhers in both houses,
who oppose the measures of ministry. That such an opposition is

UM-ful, and even necessary in such a free constitution as the British,

under a limited monarch, to prevent ministers from encroadiin"
on the liberties of the people, will be readily granted ; but when
the same individuals violently oppose measures when out of place,
which they themselves zealously supported when in power, thev
degrade the character of opposition, and render themselves an<i
their cause contem|)tible.

OPPURG, a town of Upper Saxony, in Neustadt ; 4 miles
W. S. W. of Neas, and 9- W. of Auma.'
OPS, in mythology, the daughter of Coehis and Terra, the

sister and wife of Saturn, and mother of Jupiter, Neptune aixl
Pluto, Sic. She is also called Cybele, Rhea, Bona Dea, Magna
Mater, Tellus, Thya, &c. which see.

OPSA, a town of Lithuania, in Wilna.
OPl ATHE M0(M3, in grammar, that which serves to ex-

press an ardent dcsiie or wish for something. Sec the article
Sloon. Ill most languages, except the Greek, the optative is

only expressed by prefixing to the subjunctive an adverb of wish-
ing, as utinam, in Latin ; but in Greek it is expressed by a pecu-
liar inflection, oi,ui, n;, oi, &r.
OPTIC ANGLE, the angle which the optic axes of both eyes

make with one another, as they tend to meet at some distance be-
fore the eyes.

Optic Axis, the axis of the eye, or a line going through the
middle of the pupil and the centre of the rye.

OPTICS,.
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OPTICS, [oirliOT,] (hat science which treats of tlie element of

light, -and th"; \iirious plia;nomena of vision.

HISTORY OF OPTICS.

The element of light has occupied much of the attention of

thinking men ever since the phienoniena of nature has been oljjects

of rational investigation. For the discoveries which have bei ii

made concerning it, see the article Light. The ancients, though

they made very few optica! experiments, nevertlieless knew, that

when light passed throuph mtdiums of diH'erent densities, it did

not move forward in a straight line, lint was bent or refracted, out

of its course. This was properly suggested to tliem by the ap-

pearance of a straight stick partly immersed in water : and we
|

find m3nv questions concerning this and other optical appearances

in Aristotle; to which, however, his aiswers are insignificant.

Archimedes is said to have u ritten a treatise concerning the appear-

ance of a ring or circle inider water, and therefore could not have

been ignorant of the common plixnomena of refraction. But the

ancients were not only acquainted with these more ordinary ap-

pearances of refraction, but knew also the production of colours

by refracted light. Seneca says, that if the light of the sun shines

through an angular piece of glass, it will shew all the colours of

the rambow. These colours, however, hetays, are false, such as

are seen in a pigeon's neck when it changes its position ; and of

the same nature, he says, is a speculum, which, without having

any colour of its own, assumes that of any other body. It ap-

pears a'so, that the ancients were not unacquainted with the mag-
nifying power of glass-globes tilled w ilh water, though they do not

seem to have known any thing of the reason of this power; and
the ancient engravers are supposed to have made use of a glass-

globe tilled with water to magnify their figures, and thereby to

work to more advantage. That the power of transparent bodies

of a spherical form in magnifying or burning was not wholly un-

known to the ancients, is further probable from certain gems pre-

served in the cabinets of the curious, which :.re supposed to have
belonged to the Druids. They are made of rock-crystal of va-

rious forms, amongst which are found some that are lenticular

and others tliat are spherical: and though they are not sufficiently

wrought, to perform their office as well as they might have done,

if they had been more judiciously eNecuted, yet is hardly possible

that their effect, in magnifying at least, could have escaped the

notice of those who had often occasion to handle them ; if inrleed,

in the spherical or lenticular form, thcv were not solely intended

for the purposes of burning. One of tliese, of the spherical kind,

of about an inch and an half diameter, is preserved among the

fossils given to the university of Cambridge by Dr. Woodward.
The first treatise of any note, written on optics, was by the cele-

brated astronomer Claudius Ptoloma;us, who lived about the mid-

dle of the second century. Til? treatise is lost; but from the ac-

counts of others we hud that he treated of astronomical refractions.

Though refraction in general had been observed very early, it is

possible that it might not have occurred to any philosopher much
before his time, that the light of the sun, moon, and stars, must
undergo a similar refraction, in consequence of falling obliquely

upon the gross atmosphere that surrounds the earth ; and that

they must thus be turned out uf their rectilinear course, so as to

cause those luminaries to appear hi.^her in the heavens than they

would oiherwise do. This philosopher also advances a very sen-

sible liypotliesis to account for the remarkably greater apparent
size of the sun and moon when seen near the horizon. The mind,
he says, judges of the size of objects by means ot a pre-concei\ ed
idea of their ilistance from us: and this distance is fancied to be
greater when a number of objects are interposed between the eye
and the body we are viewing; which is the case when we seethe
heavenly bodies near the horizon. In the 12lh century, the na-

ture of lefraction was largely considered by Alhazfn, an Arabian
writer ; in so much that, having made e.vperiments upon it, at

the common surface between air and water, air and glass, water

and glass or crystal ; and, being prepossessed with the ancient opi-
nion of crystalline orbs in the regions abnve the atmosphere, he
even suspected a refraction there al>o, and fancied he could prove
it by astronomical observ.itions. This author deduces from hence
several properties of almos|)herical refraction, as that it increases
ihe altitudes of all objects in the heavens; and he first advanced,
that the stars are sometimes seen above the liorizon by means of
refraction, when they are really below it. Tliis observation was
confirmed by Vitellio, B. Walt'herus, and especially by the excel-
lent observations of Tycho -Brahe. Alhazen observed, that refrac-

tion contracts the vertical diameters and distances of the heavenly
bodies, and that it is the cause of the twinkling of the stars.

In 1270, Vitellio, a native of Poland, published a treatise of
optics, conta-ning i.ll that was valuable in Alhazen, and di-

gested in a much more intelligible and methodical manner.
He observes, that ligiit is always lost by refraction, in conse-
quence of which the objects seen by retracted light alwavs
appear less luminous, but he does not attempt to estimate tiie

quantity of this loss. He introduced into a table the result

of his experiments on the refiactiye powers of air, water,
and glass, corresponding to different angles of incidence. He
also shews, that refraction is necessary as well as reflection, to
form the rainbow ; because the body which the rays fall upon is a
transparent substance, at thcsurface of which one part of the light

is always reflected and another refiacted. But he seems to con-
sider refraction as serving only to condense the light, and thereby
enabling it to make a stronger impression upon the eye. He also
makes some ingenious attempts to explain refraction, or to ascertain
the law of it. He also considers the foci of glass-spheres,

and the apparent size of objects seen through them ; though
upon these subjects he is not at all exact. It is sufficient

indeed to shew the state of knowledge, cr rather of ignorance, at

that time, to observe, that both Vitellio, and his master Alhazen,
endeavour to account for objects appearing larger when they aie
seen under water by the circular figure of its surface ; since, bein^
fluid, it conforms to the figure of the earth. From this time, to
that of the revival of learning in Europe, we have no farther treatise

on refraction, or on any other part of optics. One of the first who
distingiii-.hed himself in this way was Maurolycus, teacher of
mathematics at Messina. In a treatise, " De Lumine et Unibia,"
published in 1575, he demonstrates that the crystalline humour of
the eye is a lens that collects the rays of light is>uing from the ob-
jects, and throws them upon the retina where is the focus of each
pencil. From this principle he discovered the reason why some

-

people were short'sighted and others long-sighted ; and why the-

t'ormer are relieved by concave, and the others by convex, glasses.

About the same time that Maurolycus made such advances towarcfe

the discovery of the nature of vision, John Baptista Porta, of Naples-,

discovered thecamera obscura, which throws still more light on the
same subject. His house was constantly resorted to by ail the in-

genious personsat Naples, whom he formed into what he called an
academy of secrets ; each member being obhge<l to contribute
something that was not generally known, and miglit be useful.

Thus he was furnished with materials for his Magia Naturalis,.

which contains his account of the camera obscura, and the fir>t edi-

tion of which was published, whea lie was n«t quite 15 years old;

He also gave the first hint of the magic lantern; which kircher af-
terwards followed, and improved. His experiments with the

caaiera obscura convinced him, that vision is performed by the in-

tromission of something into the eye, and not by visual ra)S pro-

ceeding from the eye, as had been formerly imagined : ami he was
the first who fully satistied himself and others upon this subject. . In-

deed the resemblance between experiments with the camera ob-

scura and the manner in which vision is performed in^ the eye, was
too striking to escape liie observation of a less ingenioLS person.

But w lien he said that the eye is a camera obscura, and the pupil

the hole in the window-shutter, he was so far mistaken -as to suppose
that it was llie crystalline humour that corresponds to the wall
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wliitli receives the iiragcs ; nor was t ilisrovcrtd till 1004, that

tlii? office U pcrformea bv (he rcliiu. He makes a variety ot just

observations coiicenmi^ 'visiuri ; and particularly cxplanis several

cas-es in wliicli we iniagino tiling to he witiiout the eye, when the

appcar.inces are occasioned 1)V some aiViction of the eve itself, or

some motion within the eye.' He observes also, that, in cerlain

circumslances, vision will be assisted by convex or coiicave-glasjes;

and he seems also to have made some small advances towards the

discovery of telescop'S. All this time, however, the great prob-

lem concerning the me:isuring(.f refractions had remained unsolv-

ed. Alhazen and Vitellio, indeed, had attempted it; but tailed,

bvaltemptiniJ to measure the angle itself instead of its sine. At

last it was discovered bv Snellius, professor of mathematics at

Leydeii. This philoMjphe'r, however, <lid not perfectly understand

his own discovery, nor did he live to publish any account of it him-

self. It was afterwards explained by professor ilortciisiMs both

publicly and privately before it appeared in the writings ot Des-

cartes, who published it under a dilferent form, without milking

-any acknowledgement of his obligations to Snellius, whose papers

Hiiygen': assures us, from his own knowledge, Descartes had seen.

Belore (his time Kepler had piiblishe<l a New Table of retracted

Angles, determined by his own experiments for every degree of

incidence. Kircher had done the same, and attempted a rational

or physical theory of refraction, on principle. Descartes under-

took to explain the cause cf refraction by the resolution of forces,

on the principles of mechanics. In consecpience of this, he was

obliged to suppose that light passes with more ease through a dense

-meu'lum, than through a rare one. The truth of this explanation

was hist questioned by M. Ferinat, counsellor to the pjilianuiit of

Tlioiilouse, and an able mathematician. IJe asserted, contrary to

the opinion of Descartes, that light suHers more resistance in water

than in air, and more in glass than in water; and he maintained,

that llie resistance of dillerenl mediums with respect to light is in

proportion to theirdi'iisities. M. Leibnitz adopted the same gene-

ral idea; and these gentlemen argued upon the subject in a man-

ner, which did not alibrd satisfaction ; and a little lime shew ed the

fallacy of their dilVerent hypotheses. At a meeting of the Royal
S'lCiety, Aug. .31, I6(i4,^aii ex'perimcnt for meiisuiing the refrac-

\\in\ o( common water was" made witli a new instrument which they

had prepared for that purpose ; and, the angle of incidence being

40", tluit of refrjclioii was found to be 30". About this time also

we find the first mention of mediums not refracting the light in an

exact proportion to their densities. M. Di La Hire also made
several experiments to ascertain the refractive power of oil with

respect to that of water and air, and found the sine of the angle of

incidence to that of rer'raclion to be as 60 to 42; which, he ob-

serves, is a little nearer to that of glass tluin to that of v. afer, tliough

nil is much lighter than water, and glass much heavier. Dr.
Hooke made an experiment belore tlie Uoyal Society, .Feb. 11.

lGtJ3, which clearly proves that ice refracts the light less tlian

water; which he took to be a good argument that the lightness of

ice, which causes it to swim in water, is not cajsed only by the

small bubble,s which are visible in it, but that it arises from tlie uni-

form constitution or general texture of the whole mass. I5y a

most p.ccurate and elaborate experiment made in l6i)8, in which a

ray of light was tiansinittcd through a 'I'nrricellian vacuum, Mr.
Lowthorp found, that the refractive pmver of air is to that of
wAvr as 36 to 34,400. He concludes his account of the ex-
periment wilh observing, that the refractive power of bodies
IS not proportioned to the density, at least not to the gra-

vity, of the relracting medium. For the refractive power of
glass, fothatof water isasjj to 34, whereas its gravity is as S7 to 34.

H'he Hoyal Ac;|deinyof Sciences, endeavoured to repei;t the ex-
periment in 1700 : but they did not succeed. For, as they said,

beams of light passed through the vacuum without suffering any
refraction. The Royal Society being informed of this, were de-
sirous that it might be put past dispute, by repealed and w ell at-

tested trials ; and ordered NIr. Hauksbee to make an instrument
for (he purpose, by llie direction of Dr. Halley . It consisted of a

strong braS5-piisiii, two sides of which had sockets to receive two
plane glasses, whereby the air in the prism might either he exhaiist-

tdor condensed. The prism had also a mercurial gage iiiiedto

it, to discover the density of the contained air; and was contrived
to turn upon its axis, in order to make (he refractions e(|unl on
Ciicli side when it was lixcd to the end of a telesco^ie. 'llie refract-

ing angle was near.Gl" ; and the length of the telescope was about

10 feet, having a line hair in its focus. The event was as follows

:

Having chosen a pro|)rr and very distinct erect object, whose dis-

tance was 2.5S8 feel, June 15. O.S. 1708, in the morning, thff

barometer being then at 'i9.7-J, and the thermometer at CO, they

first exhausted the prism, and tlien applying it to the telescope,

the horizontal hair" in the focus covered a mark on llie object dis-

tinctly seen through the vacuum, the two glasses being equally in-

clined to the visual ray. Then admitting the air into the prism,

the object was seen to rise above the hair gradually as the air en-

tered, and in the end the hair was observed to hide a mark lOJ
inches below the former mark. This they often repealed, and wHIi

the same success. After tliis, they applied the condensing engine 10

the prism ; and having forced in another atmosphere, so that tie

density of the included air W3S double to that of the outward, they
again placed it before the telescope, and, Ictling out the air, ti.e

objects which before seemed to rise, appeared gradually todesccm',
and the haii" at length rested on an object high' r than before by the

same interval of lOi inche?. This ex|)ei"iinent they likewise fre-

quently rejieated without any variation in the event. They then

forced in another atmosphere ; and upon discharging ihecondensed
air, the object was seen near 21 inches lower than before. Novif

the radius in this case being 2588 feet. 10| inches will subtend an
angle of one minute and eiglit seconds, and the angle of incidence
of the visual ray being 32° (because the angle of the glass-planes

wast)4), it follows from the known laws of refraction, that as the

sine of 39° is to that of 31° 59' 26' <li(rering from 32° by 34' the

half of 1' 8" ; so is the sine of any other incidence, to the sine of

its angle of refraction ; and so is radius, or lOUOOOO, to 999736 ;

which, therefore, is tlie proportion between the sine of incidence
in vacuo and the sine of refraction from thence into common-air.
It appears, by these experiments, that the refractive power of the
air is proportionable to its density. And since the density of the
atmosphere is as ils weight directly, and its heat inversely, the ratio

of its density, at any given time, may be liad by comparing the
heights of the barometer and thermomeler ; and thence he con-
cludes that this will also be the ratio of the refraction of the air.-

Hut Dr. Smith observes, that, before we can depend upon the ac-

curacy of this conclusion, we ought to examine whether heat and
cold alone may not aller the refractive power of air, wh.le its den-
sity continues the same. This, he says, may be trie<l, by heating

the condensed or rarefied air, shut up in the [-risni, just behire .t

is fixed to the telescope, and by observing whrtlitr the hair in its

foci's will continue to cover tlie same mark all the while tliat tire

air is cooling. The French academicians, being iiitbrnu'd of tI.e

result of llie above-mentioned experiment, employed .NL De'i-.!e

the younger to rcpe;:l their former experiuient with more care ;

and he presently found, that their operators had never made any
vacuum at all, there being chinks in their instrument, through
which the air had insinuated itself. He therefore annexed a g.'ge to

his instrument, by which means he was sure of his y;uuuni ; and then

'he result of the experiment was the same witli tiiat in England.
The refraction was always in proportion to the density of the air,

except. ng when the mercury was verv low, and conse.|nentlv the

air very rare; in which case the whole quaiility being very small,-

he could not perceive much dili'erence in them. Comparing,
however, the refractive power of the atmosiiheie, ob-erved at Pans,

with llie result of his experiment, he found, that the be»t vacuum
lie could make was far sliort ofthat of the etherial rc,vions above the

atmos])1u'r<'. About this time Grimahli fir-t obseived lliat the

Coloured image of the sun retracled through a prism is always ob-

loiii^, aiul that colours proceed froin niraclion. The way in which
he first discovered tli.s, was by Vitellio's experiment al)ove-ineii-

tioned, in which a piece of white paper placed at the bottom ol a
glass-vessel filled with watir, and exposed to the ligiit of l.he sun,

appears coloured. However, he observed, that in case the twosui-
tacesnfthe refracting medium were exacHy parallel to each other,

no colours were produced. But of the true cause of those co-

lours, viz. the different refrangibility of the rays of light, Ixihail

not the least suspicion. This discovery was reserved tor Sir Isaac

New'on, and occurred to him in 1666. At that time he was
busieil in grinding optic glasses, and procnnd a trianguh'r gloss*

piism to satl^fy himself concerning tl.c i)lianomena <jf coloura.

While he ainnse-1 himself with this, the o'.dong figure of the

coloured spcctru n first struck him. lie was surprised at th«
^ gtcal
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great disproportion between its iL-ngth and breadth ; the former

beiii? aljout five times tiie measnre ot the latter. He could hardly

think that any ditierence in the thickness of the glass, or in the

co.nposition of it, could have such an influence on the lif^lit.

However, without concluding any thing k priori, he proccedei.1 to

examine the effects of those circumstances, and tried what would

be the consequence of transmitting the light through parts of the

glass that were of different thicknesses, or through holes in the

window-shutter of different sizes ; or by setting the pri^m on the

outside of the shutter, that the light might pass through it, and be

refracted before it was terminated by the hole. He then suspect-

ed that these colours might arise from the light being dilated by

sofiie unevenness in the glass, or some other accidental irregularity;

and to iry this, he took another prism, like the former, and placed

it insuch'a manner, as that the light, passing through them both,

might be refracted contrary wise, and so be returned by the latter

into the same course from which it had been diveited by the for-

mer. In this manner he thouglit that the regular effects of tlie

first prism would be destroyed by the second ; but tliat the irre-

gular ones would be augmented by the multiplicity of refractions.

The event was, that the light, which by the hrat prism was diffused

into an oblong form, was by means of the second reduced into.

a circular one, with as much regularity as if it had not pas-

sed through either of them. At last, after varioui expcri-

nicots and conjectures, he hit upon what he calls the e.xperi-

mentum crucis, and which completed this great discovery.

He took two boards, and placed one of them close behind

the prism at the windows, so that the light might pass through

a small hole made in it for the purpose, and fall on the other board,

which he placed at the distance of about 12 feet ; having lir^t maile

a small hole in it also, for some of that incident light to pass

through. He then placed another prism behind the second board,

so that the light which was transmitted through botli the boards

niiffht pass througli tliat also, and be again retracted before it ar-

rived at the wall. This done, he took the first prism in his hand,

and lurneil it about its axis, so much as to make the several parts

of the image, cast on the second board, successively to pass

throagh the hole in it, that he might observe to what places on the

wall the second prism would refract them; and he saw, by the

change of those placLS, that the light, tending to that end of the

image towards winch the refraction of the tirst prism was made,
did, in the second prism, suffer a refraction considerably greater

than the light which tended to the other end. 'I'he true cause,

therefore, of the length of the image was discovered to be no other,

than that light is not simdar, or hotnogeneal ; but that it consists of

rays, some of which are more refrangible than others : so that,

without any difference in their incidence on the same medium,
some of them shall be more refracted than others ; and therefore,

that, according to their particular degrees of refrangibility, tliey

will be transmitted through the prism to different parts of the op-

posite wall. Since it appears from these experiments that different

rays of light have different degrees of refrangibilty, it necessarily

follows, that the rules laid down by preceding philosophers con-

cerning the refractive power ot water, glass, &c. niu>t be limited

to the middle kind of rays. Sir Isaac, however, proves that the

sine of the incidence of every kind of light, considered apart, is

to its sine of refraction in a given ratio. This he deduces, both by
experiment, and also geometrically, from the supposition that

bodies refract the light by acting upon its rays in lines perpendicu-

lar to their surfaces. The most important discovery with regard to

refraction, since the time of Sir Isaac Newton, is that of Mr.
DoUond, who founil out a method of curing the faults of refracting

telescopes arising from the different refrangibility of the rays, and
which had been generally thought impossible to be removed.
Notwithstanding the great discovery of Sir Isaac Newton con-

cerning the different refrangibility of the rays of light, he had no
idea but that they were all affected in the same proportion by
every medium, so that the refrangibility of the extreme rays might
be determined if that of the mean ones was given. From this it

would follow, as Mr. Dollond observes, that equal and contrary

refractions must not only destroy each other, but that the diver-

gency of the colours from one refraction would likewise be cor-

rected by the other, and that there could be no possibility of pro-

ducing any such thing as refraction, which would not be affected

by the different refrangibility of light ; or, in other words, tliat
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however a ray of light might be lefracted backwards and forwards

by diflereiU jjiediums, as water, glass, ,\c. piovided it was sjdone,
that the emergent ray should be parallel to the incident one, it

would ever after be white; and consequently, if it should come out

inclined to the incident, it would diverge, and ever after be co-

loured ; and from this it was natural to infer, that all spherical ob-

ject-glasses of telescopes must be equally atiected by the different

refrangibility of light, in proportion to their apertures, of whatever
materials they may be formed. For this reason. Sir Isaac Newton,
and all other philosophers and opticians, had despaired of bringing

refracting telescopes to any great degree of perfection, without

making them of an immoderate and very inconvenient length.

They therefore applied themselves chietly to the improvement cf-

the reflecting telescope; and the business of refraction was drop-

ped till about 1747, when M. Eiiler, improving upon a hint of Sic

Isaac Newton's, formed a scheme of making object-glasses of two
materials, of different refractive powers; hoping, that bythisdit-

feience, the refractions would balance one another, and thereby

prevent the dispersion of the rays that is occasioned by the differ^^

ence of refrangibiiitv. These object-glasses were composed of two
lenses of glass with water between them. This memoir ofM.
Euler excited the attention of Mr. Dollond. He carefully went
over all M. Euler's calculations, substituting for his hypothetical

laws ofrefraction those which liad been actually ascertained by the

experiments of Newton ; and found, thai, after this necessary sub-

stitution, it followed from M. Euler's own principles, that there

could be no union of the foci of all kinds of colours, but in a lens

inlinitely largs. M. Euler did not mean to controvert the experi-

ments of Newton : but he said, that they were not contrary to his

hypothesis, but in so small a degree as might be neglected ; and
asserted, that, if they were admitted in all their extent, it would be
impossible to correct Ihe difference of refrangibility occasioned by
the transmission of the rays from one medium into another of differ-

ent density ; a correction v. hich he tliought was very possible,

since he supposed it to be .actually effected in the structure of the

eye, which, in his opinion, was made to consist of different me-
diums for that very purpose. To this kind of reasoning Mr. Dolr
lond made no reply, but by appealing to the experiments ot New-
ton, and the great circumspection, with which it was known that he
conducted all his inquiries. In this slate of the controversy, the

friends of M. Clairaut engaged him toattend to it ; and it appeared
to him, that, since the experiments of Newton cited by Mr. Dol-
lond could not be questioned, the speculations of M. Euler were
more ingenious than useful. The same paper of M. Euler was
also particularly noticed by M. Kllngcnstierna of Sweden, who
gave a considerable degree of attention to the subject, and disco-

vered, that, from Newton's own principles, tlie result of the eighth

experiment of the second book of his Optics could not answer his

description of it. He found, he says, that when liglit goes out of

air through several contiguous refracting mediums, as through wa-
ter and glass, and thence goes out again into air, whether the re-

fracting surlaces be parallel or inclined to one another, that light,

as often as by contrary refractions, it is so corrected as to emerge in

lines parallel to those in which it was incident, continues'ever after

to be V. Iiite ; but if the emergent ravs be inclined to the incidept,

the whiteness of the emerging light will, by degrees, in passing on
from the place of emergence, become tinged at its edges with co-

lours. This he tried by refracting light with prisms of glass, placed

within a prismatic vessel of water, liy theorems deduced from this

experiment he infers, that the refractions of the rays of every sort,

made out of any medium into air, are known by having the re-

fraction ofthe rays of any one sort ; and also that the refraction out
of one medium into another is found as often as we have the re-

fractions out of them both into any third medium. On the con-
trary, the Swedish philosopher observes, that, in this experiment,

the rays of light, after passing through the water and the glass,

though they come out parallel to the incident rays, will be colour-

ed ; l)ut that the smaller the glass-prism is, the nearer will the re-

sult of it approach to Newton's description. I'his paper of M.
Klingenstierna being communicated to Mr. Dollond by M.
Mallet, made him entertain doubts concerning Newton's report,

and determined him to have recourse to experiment. He therefore

cemented together two plates of parallel glass at their edges, so as

to form a prismatic vessel, when stopped at the ends or bases ; and
the edge being turned downwards, he placed in it a glass-prism,

2 I with
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witli one of ilseUgesupwards, aiid lillerf ui) the vacancy with clear

water V so llial ll.e retrjtlioii of tlie priim was contriviil to be con-

trary lolhatof the water, in order that a ray of light, traii'^r.utled

IhrJiigh both fhw refracting mediums, might be elJected \>v the

difTerence <.nU between the two retractions. As he found tiie

•water to refract more or less than the glass-prism, he diminished o;

increased tlie ani.Je between the glass-plates, till he found the two

coiitrar) reiracHoiis to be ec|iial ; which he discovered by Viewing

an object lh^Oll^h this double prism. For when it appeared

neither raised nor depressed, he was satisfied that the retractions

were e(|ii.il, and that tlie eimrgent rays were parallel to t!ie inci-

dent. Now, according to the prevailing opinion, he observes,

the object should have appeared through this double prism in its

natural colour; lor if the diiicrcnce cf relrangibility bad been in

all respects equal in the two et|ual refractions, they would have

reclilied e;.cli other. But this cNperinient fully proved the fallacy

of tlie received opinion, bv shewing the (hvergency of the light by

the glass-prism to be almost double of that by the water ; lor the

imag oflheohject, though not at all refracleil, was yet as much
airecte<l with I'rismanc colours, as if it had been seen tluough a

elass-wedge onlv, whose refracting angle was near 3il degrees,

"i'his experiment is the very same with that of Sir Isaac Newton':,

above mentione<l, notwiihstan<ling the result was ^o remarkably

difterent ; l)ut Mr. DoUond assures us, that he used all possible

precaulion and care in his process; and he kept his apparatus by

him, that he might evince the truth ol' what he wrote, whenever

he should be properly required to do it. He plainly saw, how-

ever, that iflhe refracting r.ngle of the water-vessel could have

admitted of a sufVicient increase, the divergency of the colouied

rays would have been greatly dimini^hcil, or entirely rectified ;

and that there would have been a very great refraction without

colour, as he had already produced a great discolouring without

refraction: but the inconveniency of so large an angle as that of

the prismatic vessel must have been, to bring the light to an equal

divergency with that of the glass-prism whose angle was about ()0",

made it necessary to try some experiments of the same kind with

smaller angles. 'Accordingly, he got a wedge of plate-glass, the

angle of which was only 9°^ and using it in the same circumstances,

he increased the angle of the w ater-wedge, in which it was placed,

till the divergency of the light by the water was equal to that by
the glass ; that is, till the image of the object, though considerably

refracted by the e.xcess of the refraction of the water, appeared

nevertheless quite free from any colours proceeding from the dif-

ferent refrangibility of the light; and, as near as he could tlien

measure, the refraction by the water was about | of that by the

glass. As lliese experiments clearly proved, that different substan-

ces made the light to diverge very differently in proportion to

their general refractive power, Mr. Dollond began to suspect that

such variety might possibly be found in diti'erent kinds of glass,

especially as experience hail already shewn that some of the kinds

made much better object-glasses in the usual way than others ; and
as no satisfactory cause had been assigned for such diiTcrence, he
thought there was great reason to presume that it might be owing
to the diiferent divergency of the light in the same refractions. lie

therefore ground wedges of difTerent kinds of glass, and applied
them together; se that the refractions might be made in contrary

directions, to discover whether th(; refraction and the divergen-

cy of the colours would vanish together. It was not till the end of

1757 that he undertook it; when he discovered a difference far

beyond his hopes in the refractive qualities of different kinds ol

glass, with respi ct to the divergency of colours. The yellow or

straw-coloured foieign sort, commonly called Venice glass, and
the English crown-glass, proved to be very nearly alike in that re-

spect ; though, In general, the crown-glass seeined to make the
hght diverge least. The common English plate-glass inade the
light dive ge more ; and the white-crystal, or English flint-glass,

most of all He now examined the particular qualities of everv
kind ol gl.iss that he could come at, not to amu^e himself with coii-

je^•tllre^ about t' e cause of mis difference, but to fix upon two
sort HI wiiich it hould be the greatest ; and he soon found these

to be the crown-glass and the white-flint-glass. He tliereforc

ground one wedge of white Hint, of about 25°; and another of

crottiigl.iss, of .bout 29°: which refracted very nearly alike, hut
their power of mik'iig the colours diverge, was very dil'ferent

He then gruuud several others of crown-glass to differei.t angles,

till he got one which wasecpial, with respei I to the divergency of

the light, to that in the while Hint-glass; lor when they were put

together, so as to refract in contrary directions, the refracted light

wa- entiielv tree Irom colours. Then measuring the refraction of

each wedge with these ditU rent angles, he tound that of the white

alass tobeto that of thccro«n-glass marly as two to three: and
this proportion held very nearly in all small angles; ?* that any

two weiiues made in this propiriiin, and apidied together, so astai

refract in acontrarv direction, would refract the light wthout any
dispersion of the ra'vs. In a letter to M. Khngenstierna, quoted

by M. Clairaut, WU. Dollond says, that the sine of incidence in

crown-glass is to that of its general refraction as 1 to 1..^3, and in

tlijit-glass as 1 to 1.583. To apply this to practice, Mr. Dollond

went to work upon the ol)ject-gla>ses of telescopes ; not doubting

butthal, upon the same principles on which a relracted colourless

ray was produced by prisms, it might be done by lenses only,

made of similar materials. And he succeeded, by considering,

that, in order to make two spherical glasses that should refract the

light in contrary directions, the one must be concave, and the other

convex ; and as the rays are to converge to a real focus, the excess

ofrchaclion must evidently be in the cinvex lens. Also, as the

convex glass is to refract the most, it appeared from his experi-

ments that it must be made of crown-glass, and the concave of

white Ihiit-glass. Fartlier, as the reiiaclioiis of spherical glasses are

in an inverse ratio of their tocal distances, it follows, th.it the focal

distances of the two glasses shall be inversely as the ratios of the re-

fractions of the v/edges; for being thu-i proportioned, every ray of

light that passes through this combined glass, at wlialever distance

it mny pass from its axis, will constantly be relVacled, by the dilf'er-

eiice between two coiltrary refraction"^, in the proportion required ;

and therefore the different refrangibility of the light will be entirely

removed. Notwithstanding our author had these clear groundsin
theoryandexperimenttogoupon, hefoundthathehad many difficul-

ties to struggle with : For, ). The focal distances, as well as the

particular surfaces, must be very nicely proportioned to tlie den-
sities or refracting powers of the glasses, which are very apt to va-

ry in the same sort of glass made at different times. 2 The cen-
tres of the two glasses must be placed truly in the common axis

of tlie telescope, otherwise the desired ellect will be in a great

measure destroyed. 3. There are four surfaces to be wrought
perfectly spherical; all of which require the greatest accuracy
throughout the whole work. At length, however, after numerous
trials, he constructed refracting telescopes, with such apertures and
magnifying powers, under limited lengths, as, in the opinion of
the best judges, far exceeded any thing that had been produced
before, representing objects with great distinctness, and in their

true colours. It was objected to Mr. Dollond's discovery, that

the small dispersion of tl-.e rays in crown-glass is only apparent,
owing to the opacity of that kind of glass which does not transmit

the fainter coloured rays in a sufiicieni quantity ; but this objec-
tion is answered by M. Beguelin. As Mr. Dollond did not ex-
plain the methods which he took, in the choice ofdifferent spheres
proper to destroy the efi'ect of the difTerent refrangibility of the
rays of light ; and as the calculation of the dispersion of the rays,

in so complicated an affair, is very delicate; M. Clairaut endea-
voured to make out a complete theory of it; as without :iomc as-

sistance of this kind, it is impossiljle to construct telescopes of
ecpial goodness with those of Mr. Dollond. Besides Mr. Dollond
only gave his proportions in general, whereas the greatest possible

precision is necessary. ']"he labours of M. Clairaut were succeeded
by those of M. D'Alembert, which seem to havegiventhe makers
of these achromatic telescopes all the aid that calculations can
aflord them. This excellent mathematician likewise proposed
a variety of new constructions of these telescopes; at the same tmie
he points out several methods of correcting the errors to which
they are liable : as by placing the object-glasses, in some cases, at a
small distance from one another, and sometimes by using eye-
glasses of different refractive powers. He shews, that telescopes
may be made to advantage, consisting of only one object-glass,
aiul an eye-glass of a dilTerent refractive power. Notwithstanding
Messrs. Clairaut and D'Alembert seemed to have evhaustetl the
business of calculation, on the subject of Mr. Dollond's telescopes,
no use could be made of liieir labours bv foreign artists. For still

ihe telescopes made in England, according to no exact rul<-, as
loreigners supposed, were greatly superior to any made elsewhere,

6 thousti
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though under the immediate direction of those able calculiitors.

For tills M. Begiielin a53iiJiied several reasons: 1. 1 heir geoiiie-

trii-al theorem-, ^v ere too general, and their Calculations too toin-

plicateil, tor the use of workmen : 2. In coiisoqiience of niglect-

ing small quantities, winch these calculators prolesstdiv did, tu

make their algebraical expressions more commodious, their con-

clusions were not sulliciently exact : I5ut 3. Wliut he thought to

be of the most consequence, was ihe want of an exact method of

measuring the refractive and di persin^ powers of the different

kinds of glass ; and for winit of this, the urcate^t precision in cal-

culation was altogether useless. M. Euler, who tirst gave occa-

sion to this inquiry, being persuiided both by his reasoning and
calculations, that Mr. Dollond had discovered no new principle in

optics, and yet not Deiiig ubie to controvert Mr. Short's testimony

in favour of the goodness of his telescopes, concluded that this

extraordinary efl'ect wa^ owing, in part, to the crown-glass not

Iransniitting all the red light, which would otherwise have come to

a different focus, and have distorted the image; but principally

to his happening to hit on a just curvature of his glass, which he
did not doubt would have produced ihe same effect if his lenses

liad all been m.ide of the same kind of glass. He also imagine I

that the goochie^s of Mr. Dollond's telescope iiiiaht be owing to

the eye-gl.iss. At length, however, M. Euler was convinced of

the reality and importance of Mr. Dollond'.s .discoveries ; and
frankly acknowledged, that he should perhai)S never have been
brought to assent to it, had not his friend M. (Jlairaut assured him,
that the expei'iineius of the English optician might be dependeil
upon. However, the eNperiments of M. Zeiher, of Peteisbnrgh,
gave iiim the most complete satisfaction, with respect to this new
law of refraction. '1 his gentleman demonstrated, that it is the
lead in the composition of glass that gives it this remarkable pro-

pel ty, that while the refraction of the mean rays is nearly the same,
th.it of the extremes dilfers considerably. And, by increasing the
quantity of lead in the mixture, he produced a kind of glass, which
occasioned a much greater separation of the extreme rays than
the tiint-glass which Mr. Dollond had made use o!'. By this evi-

dence, Euler ow'iis that he was compelled to renounce the princi-

ple which, before this time, had been considered as incontestible,

viz. that the dispersion of the extreme rays depends upon the re-

fraction of the mean : and that the former varies with the (]uality

of the glass, while the latter is not affected by it. From these new
principles M. Euler deduced theorems concerning the combina-
tion of the lenses, and, in a manner similar to M. Clairaut and
D'Alembert, points out methods of constructing achromatic tele-

scopes. While he was employed upon this subject, he informs us,

that he received a letter from M. Zeiher, dated Petcrsbiirgh, 30th
January, 1764, in which he gives him a particular account of the
success of his experiments on the composition of glass; and that,

having mixed minium and sand in different proportions, the result

of the mean refraction and the dispersion of the rays varied accord-
ing to the following

TABLE.

Proportion of mini-
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iiiBsofllii'; insirMinent.the Irii^tmn is so small, as lo look 'ike a ring.

Wlrh an iii4riiiiie.it of ill s kind, it is tliouijlit. Unit tlie Uomaiis

lii'liteil llieirsacrcil fin-. Some have also ihousht that tliis was

the lorm 01 llic- mirror with which Archimedes burnt the Woman

iket, or bv applviii^ a smaller parabolic mirror for this purpose, as

is represeiilea hg. >. All this time, lunvever, the naUire of rc-

Hection was very fur from being understood. Even lord Bacon,

who made much greater advances in natural philosophy than his

predecessors, and wlio poin'ed out the true method of improving

It, was so far deceived with regard to the nature of refieclion and

relraction, that he supposed it possible to see the ima-e reflected

from a looking-glass, without seeing the glass itselt; and to this

purpose he quotes a storv of friar Bacon, who is reported lo have

apparently walked in the air between two steeples, and which was

thought to have been effected by reflection from glasses while he

\\ alkeil upon the ground. The whole business of seeing images in

the air may betraced up to Vitellio; and what he said iipcn the

subject seems to have passed from writer to writer, with coiisi-

derable-additiens, to the time of lord Bacon. What Vitellio en-

deavours to shew is, that it is possible by means of a cylindrical

convex speculum, to see the images of objects in the air, out of

the speculum, when the objects themselves caiiiu't be >eeii. But,

if his description of the apparatus requisite for this e.\periment be

.iltended to, it will be seen that the eye was lo be directed towards

the speculum, which was placed within a room, while both the

dbjccl and the spectator were without it. But if he himself did

make any trial with the apparatus that he describes lor this pur-

pose, he iiiii-t have been under some deception with respect to

it. Kepler first discovered the true reason of the apparent places

of objects seen by reflecting mirror-, as it depends upon the angle

which the rays of light, issuing from the extreme part of an object,

make with oiie another after such reflections. In plane mirrors,

these rays aie reflected with the same degree of inclination to one

another that they have before their inciilence ; but he shews that

this iiulination is changed in convex and concave iiiirrois. Mr.
Boyle made some curious ob'^ervations concerning the reflecting

powers of dilTercnlly-coloured substances. Many learned men,
he says, imagine that snow afTects the eyes, not by a borrosved,

hut by a native light ; but having placed a quantity of snow in a

Tooni (roin which all ioicigii light was excUuled, iieitlier henorany
body else was able to perceive it. 'lo try whether white bodies

reflect more light than others, he held a sheet of white paper in a

sun-beam admitted into a darkened room ; and observed that it

reflected much more light than a paper of any other colour, a con-

siderable part of the room being enlightem-d bv it. To sliew that

white bodies reflect the ra_\s outwards, he adds, that common
bur«ing-glasses will not of. a long time burn or discolour white
paper. When he was a boy, he says, it set him very early upon
guessing at the nature of whiteness, e-iiecially as he observed that

the image of the sun was not so well detined upon white paper
as upon bla< k ; and as, wh< n h-.' put ink upon the paper, the mois-
ture would be f|Uickly <lried up, and the paper.which he could not
burn bef'e, would presii.iis take (ire. But of all tho'.e who
have given their attention t., this subject, none seems to have
given such sati'-faclion as M. Bouguer ; and next to those of Sir

Isaac Newton, his lab jiirs ^eein to have been the most successful.
The object of his curious and elabor.ite experiments was to mea-
sure the degrees of light, emitted, retlectetl, or refracled, by dif
ferent bodies. Thev were originally occasioned by an article of
M. Mairaii's in the Memoirs of the French Academy, for 1721, in

wliicii the proportion of the light of the sun at the' two soUtices
was supposed to be known; and his laudable attempt to verify
what had been before taken lor granted, suggested a variety of new
expert nents, anil opined to him and to the world a new held of
optical knowledge. His first production upon this subject was a
tre.iti-ie entitled Kssai d'Opti((ue, which was received with general
approbation. Ahcrwaids he loriiied a plan of a much larger
work, to which many moie experiments were necessary: but°he
liad hardly comphled it when he died, in 1758^ so that we are
obliged to his friend .M. l)e la Caille lor the care of the publica-
tion. At length, liowever, it was printed at Paris in 1760, under
the title of I'raitede Oplique. By his account of the variety, the
singular accuracy, and circumsijection, with which he tnade his
experiments he aiu>t have guarded against every avenue to error,
ami particularly against those objections to which'thc few attempts

that iiad been made, of a similar nature, before him h.:d I em li-

able. To compare dilferent degrees ol light, he always contrived

to place the bodies from which it proceeded, or other bodies dln-

minateil by them, in such a manner as that he could view theiu

ditiuclly at the s..me time; and he either varied the ilistances of

these booies or modilied their light in some other way, till he

could perceive no dill'erence between them. 'Iheii, considering

their dilferent distances, he calculated the propoiliou wliich they

would have borne to each other at the same distance,or in thesarau

circumstances. To ascertain the quantity of light lost by reflec-

lion, he placed the miiror, or reflecting surface, B, I'late CXXX,
flg. 3, on which the experiment was to be made, truly upright ;

and having taken two tablets, of precisely the same colour, or of

an equal degree of whiteness, he placed them exactly parallel to

oneanother at K and D, and thre^v light upon them by a lamp or

candle, P, placed in a riglit \\::e between them. lie then placed

himself so, that with his eye at A he could see that the table E,

and the image of the table D, reflected from the mirrror B, at the

-fame time; making them, as it were, to touch one another. He
then moved the candle along the line ED, so as to throw more or

less light upon either of them, till he coiud perceive no dilference

in the strength of the light that came to his eye from them. After

this, lie measured the distances EP and DP; for the scjuai-es of

those distances expressed th'' rlegree in which the reflection of the

mirror diniinisheil the quail' .y of ligh' It is evident, that if the

mirror reflected all the lav; a received, tlic candle P must have
been placed at C, at an eciuul distance from each of the tablets, in

order to make them appear equally illuminated ; but because
mucli of the light is lost in reflection, they can only be made to

appear equally bright by placing the candle nearer the tablet D,
which is seen by reflection only, lo lind how much light is lost

by oblii|US reflection, he took two equally polished plates, D and
!i', lig. 4, and caused them to be enlightened by the candle P;
and while one of them, D, was seen at A, by retlection from B,

placed in a position oblique to the eye, the other, E, was so placed,

as to appear coniiguous to it i and removing the plate E, till the

light which it reflected was uo stronger than that which came from
the image D, seen by a reflection at B, he estimated the quantity

of light that was lost by this obliciue reflection, by the squares of

the distances of the two objects from the candle. In these expe-
riments all foreign light was excluded, his eye was shaded, and
every other precaution was observeo) to make his conclusions un-
(|uesli()iiable. To ascertain the quantity ol light lost by reflec-

tion with the greatest exactness, M. Bouguer introduced two beams
ot liglil into a darkened room, as by the apertiiies P. and Q. fig.

5; which he had so contrived, that he could place them higher oc
lower, and enlarge or contract them at pleasure ; and the reflect-

ing surface (as that of a fluid contained in a vessel) was placed ho-

rizontally at O, whence the light coming through the hole P,

was reflected to R, upon the screen GH, where it was compared
with another beam ot light that fell upon S, through the hole Q ;

which he ni.ide so much less than P, as the spaces S and R were
e<|ually illuminated; and by the proportion that the apertures?
and Q bore to each other, he calculated what quantity of light

was lost by the reflection at O. It was necessary, he says, that

tlie two beams of light PO and QS (which he usually made seven
or eight feet long) should be exactly parallel, that they might come
from two points of the sky equally elevated above the horizon,

and having precisely the same intensity of light. It was also ne-

cessary that the hole Q should be a little higher than P, in order
that the two images should be at the same height, and near one
another : and that the screen GH be exactly vertical, in order that

the direct and reflected beams may fall upon it with the same in-

clination ; since, otherwise, though the two lights were perfectly

e([ual, they would not illuminate the screen equally. "1 his dis-

position serves to answer another important condition in these ex-
periments; for the direct ray QS must he of the same length with

the sum of the incident and reflected rays PO and OK, that the
quantity of light introduced into the room may be sensibly pro-

portional to the sizes of the apertures. Partly as the result of his

experiments and observation, and partly by calculation, he drew
U|)tlie following table of the Ciuantity of light reflected from the
Mirlace of water, (which he pitched upon as the most commodious
fluid,) at difi'erent angles with the surlace.

Angles
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ihroDKli it ; « li.Ti-as, in (lie otl.er case, it is hardly to be discerned.

Kr.mi li.e^plwi) oSservalious lie- ronciiuled, that tlie drop docs

not really touch the |)Unt, when it h.is the merciinal appearance,

but ii MKpeiiJed ill the air at some distance from it iiy the lorce ot

a lepiilsive powrr. For there could not be any copious rcHection

oi Willie light from its tinder snrfaf. unless there were a real inter-

val between it and the surface of the plant. It that surface were

perfectly Miiooth, the iiuiler surface of the drop would be so likc-

w.,e, an I woul.l therefore show an image of the illuminating body

bv reflection, like a piece of polished silver ; but as it is consider-

aJly rou?h and unequal, th.: under surface becomes rough like-

wise, anil so, by relleclin;; the light copiously in ditTerent direc-

tions, assumes the lesplendent white colour of unpolished silver.

It being thus proved by an optical argument, that the drop is not

really in contact with the plant which supports it, it may easily be

conceived whence its volubility arises, and why it leaves no mois-

ture where it rolls.

Discoveries concerning the Inflection of Light.

This property of light was not discovered till about the middle

ef the 17th century. The person who first made the discovery

was F. Griinaldi ; at least he first published an account of ^t in his

treatise De lumine, coloribus, et iride, printed in 1666. Dr.

Hooke, however, laid claim to the same discovery, though he dirl

not publish his observations till six years after Griinaldi. Dr.

Hooke having made his room completely dark, admitted into it a

beam of the sun's light bv a very small hole in a brass plate fixed

in the window-shutter. 'Vhis beam spreading itself formed a cone,

the apex of which was in the hole, and the base was on a paper, so

placed as to rerive it at some distance. Comparing the diameter

of this base with its distance from the hole, he found it to be by

no mearB the same as it would have been, if it had been formed by

strait lines drawn from the extremities of tlie sun's disk, but varied

with the size of the holes, and the distance of the paper. Struck

with this pha;noniena he proceeded to make several other experi-

ments from which he obtained these conclusions, viz. 1. There is a

deflection of light, dillerlng both from relleclion and refraction,

and seeming to tlepend on the unequal density of the constituent

parts of the ray, whereby the light is dispersed from the place of

condensation, and rarified, or gradually diverged into a quadrant.

2. This deflection is made towards the superfices of the opaque
body perpendicularly. 3. Those parts of the diverged radiations

which are deflected by the greatest angle from the straight or di-

rect radiations are the faintest, and those that are deflected by the

least angles are the strongest. 4. Rays cutting each other in one
common foramen do not make the angles at the vertex equal. 5.

Colours may be made without refraction. C. The diameter of tlie

sun cannot be truly taken with common sights. 7. The same rays

of light, falling upon the same point of an object, will turn into

all sorts f)f colours, by the various inclinations of the object. S.

Colours begin to appear when two pulses of light are blended so

well, and so near together, that the sense takes them for one F.

Grimaldi also m.ule a great many accurate experiments by .vhich

he proved that rays of light do not always proceed in straight lines,

but really bend, in passing by the edges of bodies; he divei-sified

one of his experiments in the following manner: Eie admitted a
beam of light, by a very small aperture, into a darkened room, as

before ; and, at a great distance from it, he fixed a plate El", lig.

6, Plate CXXK. with a small aperture, GH, which admitted
only a part of the beam of light, and found, that w hen the light

transmitted through this plate was received at some distance upon
wliiie paper, the base IK was considerably larger than it could pos-
sibly have been made, by rays issuing in right lines through the
two apertures, as the other straight Tnes drawn close to tlieir edges
plainly demonstrate. The experiments of Grimaldi and Dr.
Ilojke were not only repeated with the greatest care by Sir Isaac
Newton, but carried much farther than they had thought of. So
little use had been made of Grimaldi's observations, that all phi-
losophers before Newton had ascribed the broad shadows, and
even the fringes of light which he described, to the ordinary re-

daction of the air. Sir Isaac made in a piuce of lead a small hole
with a pin, the breadth of which was the 42d p.irt of an inch.
Through this hole he let into his daikened chamber a beam of the
mil's light ; and found, thai the shadows of hairs, and other sleiuhr
SHl/ilances plated in it, were considerably broader than thev

would have been if the ravs of light had passed by those bodies in

right lines. He therefore concluded, that they must have passed

as^they are re pres-nted in fig. 7. m which X represents a section of

the hair, ar.uAD, BE, .tc. rays of light passing by at diflferent

distances, and then falling upon the wall GQ. Since, when the

paper wliich receives the rays is at a great distance from the hair,

tlie shadow is broad, it must follow, that the hair acts upon the

rays of light at some considerable distance from it, the action being

strongest on those rays which are at the least distance, and growing

weaker and wea'.r on those which are farther olf", as representca

in this figure ; and hence it happens, that the sliadow of the hair

is much broader, in proportion to the dist.incc of the (laper from

the hair, when it is nearer than when it is at a great distance. He
found, that it was not material whether the hair was surrounded

with air, or with any other pellucid substance ; for, upon repeating

the experiment with the hair between wetted glasses, he found

the shadow at the s.ime distances was as big as before. Also the

shadows of scratches made in polished plates of glass, and the veins

ill the glass, cast the like broad shadows; so that this breadth of

shadow must proceed from some other cause than the refraction of

the air. The shadows of all bodies, metals, stones, glass, w ood,

horn, ice, &c. in this light were bordered with three parallel

fringes, or bands of coloured light, of which that which was con-

tiguous to the shadow was the broadest and most luminous, while

that which was the most remote was the narrowest, and so faint as

not easily to be visible. It was ditScult to distinguish these

colours, unless when the light fell very obliquely upon a smooth

paper, or some other smooth white body, so as to make them
appear much broader than they would otherwise have done;
but in these circumstances the colours were plainly visible, anil

in the following order. The first or innermost fringe was violet,

and <leep blue ne.xt tl'.e shadow, light blue, green, and yellow in

the middle, and red without. The second fringe was almost con-

tiguous to the first, and the third to the second ; and both were

blue within, and yellow and red wiliiout ; but their colours were
very faint, especially those of the third. The colours, therefore,

proceeded in the following order from the shadow ; violet, indigo,

pale blue, green, yellow, red ; blue, yellow, red ; pale blue, pale

yellow, and red. The shadows made by scratches and bubbles ia

polished plates of glass, were bordered with the like fringes of co-

loured light. By looking on the sun through a feather, or black rib-

bon, held close to the eye several rainbows will appear, the shadows
wliicli th« fibres or threads cast on the retina being bordered witlj

the like fringes of colours. Measuring these fringes and their in-

tervals with the greatest accuracy, he found the former to be ii»

the progression of the numbers, I, ,/ -l^ \, and their intervals to

be in the same progression with them, that is, the fringes and their

intervals together to be in continual progression of the num-
bers 1, ^/i'v/jv/ivZ-j, or thereabouts. And these propor-

tions held the same very nearly at all distances from the liair, the

<lark intervals of the fringes being as broad in proportion to the

breadth of the fringes at their first appearance as atterwards, at

great distances from the hair, though not so dark and distinct.

For furtlier information upon this subject, see Newton's Optics.

M. Le Cat has explained a phenomenon of vision depending
upon the inflection of light, which shews, that, in some cases ob-
jects appear magnified by this. Looking at a distant steeple,

when a wire, of a less diameter than the pupil of his eye, was held

pretty near to it, and drawing it several times betwixt his eye and
that object, he .was surprised to find, that every time the wire

passed before his pupil, the steeple seemed to change its place,

and some hills beyond the steeple seemed to have the same mo-
tion, just as if a lens had been drawn betwi.xt his eye and them.
Examining this appearance more attentively, he found that ther«

was a position of the wire, but very ditlicult to keep, in which the

steeple seemed not to have any inotion, when the wire was passed

before his eye ; and in this case the steeple appeared less distinct-

ly, and seemed to be magnified. These ellecls being similar to
those of a len«, he attended to them more particularly ; and placed
his eye in such a nianner with respect to the steeple, that tiie rays
ol light by which he saw it must come very close to the edge ot a
window, where he had placed himself to make his observations.
Then passing the wire once more before his eye, he observed,
th;it when it was in the visual axis, the steeple appeared nearer to
the window, on whichever side the wire was made to api roachi.

4 He
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He repeated this experiment, and constantly witli tlie same result,

the object being thus always niagnit'ied, and nearly doubled. This

pha:nomenon is easily explained by Plate CXXX. fig. 8, in which

B represents the eye, A the steeple, and C the diameter of the

wire. The black lines express the cone of light by wh'ch the

natural image of the steeple A is formed, and which is much nar-

rower than the diameter of the wire C ; but the dotted lines in-

clude not only that cone of light, stopped and turned out of its

course by the wire, but also "more distant rays inHected by the

wire, and'therebv thrown more converging into the pupil ; just as

would have l)i;en the effect of the interposition of a lens between

the eye and the object. The result of this experiment was the

tame, whatever substances he made use of in the place of the wire,

provided they were of the same diameter.

Discoveries concerning A'ision.

Maurolycus was the first who shewed the true theory of vision,

by demonstrating that the crystalline humour of the eye is a lens

which collects the light issuing from external objects, and throws

them upon the retina, where is the focus of each pencil. He did

not however find out, that, by means of this refraction of the rays,

I
an image of every visible object was formed upon the retina,

j

though this seems hardly to have been a step beyond the discovery

he had already made. Montucla indeed conjectures, that he was

prevented from mentioning this part of the discovery by the diffi-

culty of accounting for the upright appearance of objects, as the

image on the retina is always inverted. This discovery was made
by Kepler: but he, too, was much perplexed with the inveiled

!

position of the image. The rectificatii.n of the<e images, he says,

i is the business of the mind ; which, wlieu it perceives an impres-

i sion on the lower part of the retina, considers it as made by rays

1 proceeding from the higher parts of objt-cls; tracing the rays back

1 to the pupil, where they cross one another. Kepler did not

, attempt to account for the manner in which die mind perceives

:
the images upon the retina, and blames Vitello for attempting

I
prematurely to determine a question of this nature, and which in-

deed, he says, does not belong to optics. He accounts, however,

1
though not in a satisfactory manner, from the power we have of

seeing distinctly at different distances. The di < overy concerning
vision was completed by Scheiner. For, in cutting away tiie coats

of (he back part of the eyes of sheep and oxen, and presenting

I several objects before them, within the usual distance of vision, he
saw their images distincUy and beautifully painted upon the retina.

He did the same thing with the human eve, and exhibited this

curious experiment at Rome in 1625. He takes particular notice

of the resemblance between the eye and the camera obscura, and
explains a variety of methods to make the images of objects erect.

As to the images of objects being inverted in the eye, he acquiesces

j

in the reason given for it by Kepler. He knew that the pupil of

I

the eye is enlarged to view remote objects, and that it is contract-

ed while we are viewing those that are near ; and this he proved
by experiment, and illustrated by figures. He also took a good
deal of pains to ascertain the density and refractive power of all

the humours of the eye, by comparing their magnifying power
j

with that of water or glass in the same form and circumstances.
The result of his inquiries was, that the aqueous humour doth not

differ much from water in this respect, nor the crystalline from
glass ; and that the vitreous humour is a medium l?etween both.

He also very accurately and minutely traces the progress of the

]

rays of light through all the humours of the eye ; and after dis-

I cussing every possible hypothesis concerning the proper seat of

Tision, he demonstrates tiiat it is in the retina, and shev.s that this

was the opinion of Alhazen, Vilellio, Kepler, and all the most
eminent philosophers. He produces many reasons of his own for

this hypothesis ; answers a great number of objections to it ; and,
by a variety of arguments, refutes the opinion of former times,

that the seat of vision is in the crystalline. Descartes makes a

good number of observations on the phsenomena of vision. He
explains satisfactorily the natural methods of judging of the magni-
tudes, situations, and distances, of objects by the direction of the

optic axes ; comparing it to a blind man's judging of the size and
distance of an object, by feeling at it with two sticks of a known
length, when the hands in which he holds them are at a known
distance from each other. He also observes, that having been ac-

t-'uslomcd to judge of the situation of objects by their images fall-

ing on a particular part of the eye ; if by any distortion of the eye

they fall on a different place, we are apt to mistake their situation,

or imagine one object to be two ; as we imagine one stick to be

two, when it is placed between two contiguous fingers laid across

one another. But he observes, that all the methods we have of

judging of the distances of objects are very uncertain, and extend

but to narrow limitb.

Discoveries of Optical Ixstrvments.

The ancients were so little acquainted with the science of Op-

tics, that they seem to have had no instruments of the opticai

kind, excepting the glass-globes and speculum- formerly mention--

ed, which they ued in some cases for magnifymg and burning.

Alhazen gave the first hint of the invention of spectacles, and it i«

probable that they were found out soon after his time, f- rom the

writings of Alhazen, together with the observations and experi-

ments of Roger Tjacon, it is not improbable that some monks gra-

dually hit upon the construction of spectacles ; to which Bacon's

less segment, notwithstanding his mistake concerning it, was a

nearu- approach than Alhazen's larger one. 'I'he u-e of concav*

glasses, to help those persons who are short-sighted, was probably

a discoverv that followed not long after that of convex ones, for

the relief of those whose sight is defective in the contrary extreme,

though we find no trace of this improvement. From this time,

though both convex and concave lenses were suflicicutly coiiimon,

vet no attempt was made to forin a telescope by a combination of

them, till the end of the l6;h century. Descartes considers James

Melius, a person who was no mathematician, though his father and

brother had applied to those sciences, as the first constructor of a

telescope; and says, that as he was amusing himself with making

mirrors and bm-ning-glasses, he casually thought of looking

through two of his lenses at a time ; and that happening to take

one that was convex and another that was concave, and happening

also to hit upon a pretty good adjustment of them, he found, that,

by looking through them, distant objects appeared very large and

distinct. In fact, without knowing it, he had made a telescope.

Others say, that this great discovery was first made by John Lip-

persheim, a maker of spectacles at Sliddleburgh, or rather by his

children ; who, like Metius, were diverting themselves with look-

ing through two glasses at a tiine, and placing them at different

distances from one another. But BoreJIus, the author of a book

intituled, " De Vero Telescopii Inventore," gives this honour to

Zacharias Joannides, or Jansen, another maker of spectacles at the

same place, who made the first telescope in 1 J90 ; and it seems

now to be the general opinion, that this account of Borellus is the

most probable. Indeed, his account of the discovery of telescopes

is so circumstantial, and so well authenticated, that it does not

seem possible to call it in question. It is not true, he says, that

this great discovery was made by a person who was no philoso-

pher: for Zacharias Jansen was a ddigent inquirer into nature,

and being engaged in these pursuits, he was trying what uses could

be made of lenses for those purposes, when he fortunately hit upon

the construction. This ingenious mechanic and philosopher, had

no sooner found the arrangement of glasses that produced the ef-

fect he desired, than he inclosed them in a tube, and ran with his

instruinent to prince Maurice ; who, immediately conceiving that

it might be of use to him in liis wars, desired the author to keep it-

a secret. But this -was impossible; and several persons in that

city immediately began to make and sell telescopes. One of the

most distinguished of these was John Laprey, called Lippersheim

by Sirturus. By him some person in Holland being very early-

supplied with a telescope, he passed with many for the inventor,

but both Metius above-mentioned, and Cornelius Drebell of Ale-

mar, in Holland, applied to the inventor himself in l6'iO; as did

also Galileo, and many others. The first telescope made by Jan-

sen did not exceed 15 or 16 inches in length ; but Sirturus, who
says that he had seen it, and made use ol it, thought it the best

that he had ever examined. Jansen, having a phiksophical turn,

applied his instrument to such purposes as he had in view- when he

hit upon the construction. Directing it towards celestial objects,

he distinctly viewed the spots on the surface of the moon ; and

discovered many new stars, particularly seven pretty considerable

ones in the Great Bear. His son, John Zacharias, noted the lucid

circle near the limb of the moon, from whence several bright rays

seem to dart in different directions; and he says, that the ttili

moon.
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moon, viewed lliroughtliis inslruiiient; liiil not appear flat, but wjs

evidently spherical, the middle part being prominent. Jupiter also,

he says,. appeared rounil, a;id rather spherical ; and sometimes he

perceived two, sometimes three or four sm;:ll stars, a little above or

belo.v him ; and, as far as h.- could observe, lliey performed revolu-

tions round him. This was probablythe first observation of the satel-

litesof Jupiter. One Francis Fontana, an Italian, also claims tiie in-

vention ; but he d;d not pretend to have made it before U>08, and it is

. well known, that the instrumentswere made and sold in Holland some

time before. Some sav that Galileo was the inventor of tele-

scopes ; but he himself' acknowledges, (hit he first heard of the

Instrument from a German ; but he says, that being informed of

nuthing more than the eflects of it, first'by common report, and a

fvw davs after bv a Frencii nobleman, J. fiailovere, at Paris, he

himself d;scov<r;'d the construction, by considering the nature of

refraction : and thus he had much more real merit than the inven-

tor himself. Th^ account of what Galileo actually did in this busi-

ness is circum^t nlially related by the author of his life, prefixed

to the 4to. edition of his works, printed at Venice in 1744. About

April or May IGOD, it was reported at Venice, where Galileo (who

was professor ot mathematics in the university of Padua) then hap-

pened to be, that a Dutchman had presented to Prince Maurice

of Nassau, a certain optical in;trument, by means of which, distant

objects appeared as it they were near ; b^it no farther account of

the discovery had reached that place, though this was near twenty

years after the discovery. Str.uk, however, with this account,

Galileo instantly returned to Padua, considering what kind of an

instrifincnt this mu.tbe. The night following, the construction

occurred to him ; and the day after, putting the parts of the in-

strument together, as he had previouslv conceived of it, and not-

vilh.itanding the imperfection of the glasses that he could then

procure, the eiTect answered his expectation, as he acquainted h:s

friends at Venice, to which place he six days .ifterwards carried

another and a belur instrument, and where, from several emi-

nences, he shewed to some of the principal senators of that repub-

lic a variety of distant objects, to their very great aston'-shment.

When he ha<l made f.irther improvemejits in the instrument, he

lUlde a present of one of lliem to the Doge, Leonard Donati, and
of one to each of the senators of Venice ; giving along with the in-

strument a wriitin paper, in which he explained the structure and
wonderful uses tliat might be made of it both by land and at sea.

In return, the republic, on the 2jth of August, the same year,

more than tripled his salary as professor. Galileo, directing his

tube towards the moon, found that the surface of it was diversified

with hills and valleys, like the earth. He also discovered that the

ia lactea and nebul.-e consisted of a collection of fi.xed stars,

which, -on account either of their vast distance or extreme sniall-

ness, were invisible to the naked eye. He likewise observed in-

numerable fixed stars, dispersed over the face of the heavens,
which had been unknown to all the ancients; and examining Jupi-
ter, with a better instrument than any he had made before, he
found that he was accompanied by four stars, which performed
neriodical revolutions roilnd him, and which, in honour of the
Medici, he called Medicean planets. This discovery he made in

January 1610, N. S. and in March, he published an account of all

hii discoveries, in his " Nuncius Sidereus," printed at Venice,
ai> 1 dedica'p' to Cosmo, great duke of Tuscany, who, by a letter

dated 10th Juiy 1610, invited him to <|uit Padua, and assigned him
an ample stipend, as primate and extraordinary professor at Pisa,
but without any obligation to read lectures, or to reside. Al-
though Galileo had great merit with respect to telescopes, yet he
did not explain the rationale of the instrument. This important
service to science was performed by John Kepler, whose name is

famous in the annals of philosophy. He first gave a clear expli-
cation of the elVccts of lenses, in making the rays of a pencil of
light converge and diverge. He shewed, that a plano-convex lens
makes rays parallel to its axis, to meet at the distance of the dia-
meter of the spliere of convexity ; but that if both sides of the
lens be equally convex, the rays will have their focus at the dis-
tance of the radius of the circle, corresponding to that degree of
convexity. But he did not investi"ate anv rule for the foci of
lenses uneoually convex. To Cavaflieri we owe this investiga-
tion. He laid down lliis rule: as the sum of both the diameters is

to one of them, so is the other to the distance of the focus. All
liiesc rules concerning convex lenses are applicable to those that

are cjncave ; with this difference, that the focus is on the con-

trary side of the glass. Such was the telescope first discovered

and used by astronomers ; and it is of a much more difficult con-

struction tlian some other kinds that have been invented since.

The great inconvenience attending it is, that the field of view is

exceedingly small. For since tiie pencils of rays enter (he eye

very much diverging from one another, but few of them can be
intercepted by the pupil ; this inconvenience increases with the

magnifviiig power of the telescope, so tliat philosopb€i"s at this day
cannot' help wondering, that it was possible, with such an instru-

ment, for Galileo anil others to have made the discoveries they

did. It nmst have required incredible patience and address. No
other telescope, however, than this, was so much as thought of,

for many years after the discovery. Descartes, who wrote thirty

years alter, mentions no others as actually constructed. To Kep-
ler we are indebted for the investigation of the astronomical tele-

scope, the best adapted for viewing the heavenly bodies. F.

Rheita soon after hit upon a better construction, using three eye-
glasses instead of two. This was named the terrestrial telescope,

being chielly used for terrestrial objects. Telescopes of these con-
structions are now in common use. The proportion in which the

first telescope magnifies, is as the focal length of the object-glass

to that of the eye-glass. The only dillerciice between the Gali-

lean telescope an. I the other is, that the pencils by which the e.x-

tremities of any object are seen in this case, enter the ey diverg-

ing ; whereas, in llie other, they enter it converging; but if the

sphere of concavity in the eye-glass of the Galilean telescope be
equal to the sphere of convexity in the eye-glass of another tele-

scope, their magnifying power will be the same. The invention

of the telescope and microscope having incited mathematici.uis to

a more careful study of dioptrics, and this having soon become al-

most a perfect science, by the discovery of Snellius, many dilfer-

ent constructions were ottered to the public. Huygens was par-

ticularly eminent for his systematic knov\'ledge of the subject, and
is the author of the chief improvements which have been made, on
all the dioptrical instruments till the time of Mr. Dollond's disco-

very. He was well acquainted with the theory of aberration aris-

ing from the spherical figure of the glasses, and has shewed several

ingenious methods of diminishing them by proper constructions of

the eye- pieces. He first shewed the advantages of two eye-glasses

on the astronomical telescope and double microscope, and gave
rules for this construction, which both enlarges the field and short-

ens the instrument. Mr. Dollond adapted liis construction to the

terrestrial telescope of Rheita ; and his five eye-glasses are nothing

but the Huygenian eye-piece doubled. This construction has

been too hastily given up by the artists of the present day for an-

other, also of Mr. Dollond's, of four glasses. Vision is more dis-

tinct in the Galilean telescope than in the other, owing pirhaps in

part to there being no intermediate image between the eye and
the object. Besides the eye-glass being very thin in the centre,

the rays will be less liable to be distorted by irregularities in the

substance of the glass. Whatever be the cause, we can sometimes
see Jupiter's satellites very clearly in a Galilean telescope not

more than twenty or twenty-four inches long ; when one of four

or five feet, of the common sort, will hardly make them visible.

F. Rheita also invented a binocular telescope, which F. Cheru-
bin, of Orleans, endeavoured to br ng into use. It consists of two
telescopes fastened .together, and made to point to the same ob-

ject. M. xVuzout, in a paper del;vcre<l to the Royal Society, ob-

served, that the apertures, which the object-glasses of retracting

telescopes can bear with distinctness, are in about a sub-duplicate

proportion to their lengths ; and upon this supposition he drew up
a table of the apertures proper for object-glasses of a great variety

of focal lengths, from four inches to four hundred feet. Upon this

occasion. Dr. Ilooke observed, that the same glass will bear a

greater or less aperture, according to the less or greater light of

the object. If, for instance, he was viewing the sun, or Venus, or
any of the fixed stars, he used smaller apertures ; but if he wanted .

to view the moon by day-light ; or Saturn, Jupiter, or Mare, by
niglit he used a larger aperture. But the merit of all those im-
provements was in a manner cancelled by the discovery of the

much more commodious reflecting telescope. For a refracting

telescope, even of 1000 feet focus, supposing it possible to be
made use of. could not be made to magnify with distinctness more
than 1000 times; whereas a retlecting telescope, not exceeding

nine
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nine or ten feet, will magnify 1200 limes. " It must be acknow-
Jedged (says Dr. Smith in liis Complete System ot Optics,) tliat

Mr. James Gregory of Aberdeen was llie (ir^t iiiventor of the re-

flecting telescope." But, according to Dr. Pringle, Mcrseniius
was the man who eiilertained the tir^t iMouglit of a reflector. A
telescope with specula lie certainly proposed to the celebratcil

Descartes many years before Dr. Gregory's invention, lliougli

indeed in a manner so very unsatisfactory, that Descartes, who
had given particular attention to the improvement of the telescope,

was so far from approving the proposal, that he endeavoured to

convince Mersennus of its fallacy. See TELtscopE. Dr. Smith
had not seen two letters of Descartes to Mersennus on that sub-

ject. But Newton, whose gentu5 for experimental knowledge was
equal to that for geometry, happily interposed, and saved this

noble invention from well-nigh perishing in its infant slate. He
likewise at an early period of life had ai)plietl himself to the im-
iproveiueiit of the telescope ; but imagining that Gregory's specula
were neidier very necessary, nor likely to be executed^ he began
•with proiecuting the views 'of Descartes, who aimed at making a
more perfect image of an object, by grinding lenses, not to the

tigure of a sphere, but to that of a conic section. While he was
thus employed, three years after Gregory's publication, he hap-
pened to e.xamme the colours formed by a prism, and having by
that simple instrument discovered the" diUerent refrangibility of
the rays of light, he perceived that the errors of telescopes, arising

from that cause alone, were son^e hundred times gieater tiian those
occasioned by the spherical liguie of lenses. This circumstance
forced Newton ij fall into G;egory's track, and to turn his

thoughts to rciiectors. " The dTlferent refrangibility of the ray-
of light (says iic, in a letter to .Mr. Oldenburg, secretary to the

Koyal Society, dated February ItJ'J,) made me take reflections

into consideration ; a«tl finding them regular, so that the angle of
rellectiou of ail sorts of rays w as ecpial to the angle of incidence,

I understood that, by their mediation, optic instruments might be
brought to any degree of perfection imaginable, i)rovided a re-

flecting substance could be tVnind, which would polish as tinelv as

glass, and reflect as much light as glass transmits, and the art of
commimicating to it a parabolic figure be also obtained. Amidst
tiicse thoughts I was forced fron:i"Cambridge by the intervening
plague, and it was mora than two veai-s before I proceeded fur-

tlier." if Newton, then, was not the first inventor of the reflect-

ing telescope, he was the main and efTectual inventor. Hy his

admirable genius, he fell upon this new property of light ; and
thereby found, that all lenses of whatever figure, would be affected

more or less with such prismatic aberrations of the rays as would
be an insuperable obstacle to the perfection of a dioptric telescope.

About the end of 1608, or bcginikjng of IfitiQ, Newton, not relying

on any artificer for making his specula, set about the work himself,

and early in 1672 completed two small reflecting telescopes. In

these he ground the great speculum into a spherical concave, but
found himself uiiable to accomplish the parabolic form. In the

letter that accompanied one of tliesi' instruments, which he pre.

«ented to the Society, he writes, •< that though he tlten di^paired

of performing that work (to wit, the parabolic figure of the great

•speculum) by geometrical rules, yet lie douWcsl not but that the

thing might in some measure be accoinplished bv mechanical
devices." Not less did the diliiculty appear to find a nietallii-

substance th,it wovild be of a ]iToper hardness, have the fewe^t

pores, and receive the smoothest polish : a difficulty which he

<le«me<l a^lmosl unsurmountable, w hen he considered, that every
irregulaTtty in a reflecting surface would make the rays of light

stray live or six times more out of their due course, than the (ike

Tfregalarities in a refracting one. In another letter, written soon

after, he tells the secretary, " that he was very sensible, that

metal reflects less light than glass transmits; but as he had found

some metallic substances to be more strongly reflective than

others, to polish better, and to be freer from taniishing than others,

"SO he lioped that there might in time be foujid out some sub-

stances much freer from these inconveniences than any yet

Icnown." Newton therefore laboured till lie found a composition

that ans-ivered in some degree, and presenteil a reflecting telesco]>e

to tli^ Royal Society ; from whom he received such thanks as

'were i\\\e to so curious and valuable a present. And Huygens,
'one of the greatest geniusi'S of the age, and a distinguished ini-

«rover of the refractor, m» sooner was ijilormcd Uy .Mr. Olden-

i VOL. IV.
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berg of the discovery, 'than be wrote in answer, " tliaf it was an
admirable telescope ; and that Mr. Newton ha<l well considered
the advantage which a concave speculum had above convex
glasses in collecting the parallel rays, which according to his own
calculation was very great : Hence that Mr. Newton could give a

far greater aperture to that specukmi, than to an object-glass of

the same distance of focus, and c<)nse(|uently much more magnify
in his way than by an ordinary telescope : besiiles, that by tiia

redector he avoided tui inconvenience inseparable from object-
glasses, which was the obliquity of both their surl'.ices, which
vitiated the retractu'ii of the rays that passtowawls the sides of the
gla-s, and did more hurt than men were aware of: again, thai by
the mere rellection of the mctallii.e speculum there were nof so

many rays lost as in glasses, which reflected a considervble (pian-

tify by each of their surfaces, and besides intercepted many of

them b) the obscurity of thi-ir nialter : that the main business

would be, to lind a matter for ibis spi-cuhmi, that would bear as

good and even a polish as glass." M. Huygens was not sali-ifieil

wilh thus expressing to tlie society his high apjirobation ot New-
ton's invention ; but drew tip a favourable account cf the new
telescope, which he caused to be published in the " Journal iles

Scavaus" for 1672, by which it was soon known over luirope.

But how excellent soever the contrivance was; how well soever

supported and announced to the public ; yet whelher it was that

the artists were deterred by the diliiculty and labour of the work,
or that the discoveries eveii of a NV-wton were not to be exeni|)ted

from the general fatality attending great and uselVd inventions, Ihr

making a slow and vexatious progress to the authors; the fact is,

that, excepting an unsuccessful attempt which the society made,
by employing an artificer to imitate the Newtonian conslruclion,

but ripon a larger scale, and a disguised Gregorian telocope, set

up by Cassegrain, abroad as a rival to Newton's, and that iii

theory only, no reflector »'a> heard of for near half a century after.

But a rethcling telescope was at la-t produced to the world, of

the Newtonian constriiction, by Or. Hadlcy, which the author had
ihe Siiti'^laclion to find executed in such a manner as left no room
to fear that the invention would any longer continue in obscurity.

This memorable event was owing to the genius, dexterity, rfnd

application, of Dr. Hadley, the inventor of the reflecting civia<l-

rant, another most valuable instrument. 1 he two telescopes

which Newton had made were but six inches long, were held in

the hand for viewing objects, and in power were compared to a

six-feet refractor; whereiis Hadley's was above live feet long, pro-

vided with with a well-contrived apparatus for managing it, and

etiualled in performance the famous aerial telescope of Huygens,
of 123 feet in length. Excepting as to the manner of making the

specula, we have, m the transactions of 1723, a complete descrip-

tion, with a figure, of this telescope, together with that of the ma-
chine for moving it ; but, by a strange omission, Newton's name
is not once mentioned in that paper, so that any person not ac-

quainted with the hi.tory of Ihe invention, and reading that ac-

count only, might be ap't to conclude that Hadley had been the

sole inventor. The same celebrated artist, after fiiii>hing two tele-

scopes of tne Newtonian construction, accomplished a third in the

Gregorian way; Ixit, it would seem, less successfully, bv D?-^.

Smith's declsrnig so strongly in favour of the other. Dr. Hadley
instructed Mr. Molyneux" and the Hev. Dr. I'.railley ; and when

these gentlemen had made asullicient proficiency in the art, being

<le-iroiis that these telescopes should become more public, they

liberally communicated to some of the instruuivnt-mukt'rs of I.cn-

(hjii the knowledge thev had eic(|uired of him. Su-:h scholars soen

advanced beyond iheir' master-, and completed ryileclors by other

-and better methoils than what had been tiiughl them. Telescop.ea

were now executed by diff<-renl artists, which far surpassed all tne

preceding ones in perfection. But in constructing reflecting tele-

scopes of exlraordinarv magnifying (lowers. Dr. Herschel luis dis-

played skill and ingenuity su'rpas^.ing all his predecessors. He
has' made Ihem from 7, lu, 20, to even 40 feet in length; by

means of which he hiis made many evcelleiit di-coveries in the

heavens. The greatest improvement irt refiaeting telescopes hi-

therto made public, is that of Mr. Dolh.nd, of whcli an account

has been given above. But hesli'es the obligation we are under

to hill) for lorrectingthe aberration of Ihe rays of light in the locus

of the obiect-glassfs, arising from tb^'ir different relangibility, he

made another considerable improvement, viz. by con ecling both
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this kinil of aberration, and also tliat which arises from the splieri-

cil form of lenses, by an expedient of a very different nature, viz.

increasing the number of eve-glasscs. It any jHTion, ^says he,

would have the visual angle of a telescope to contain 20°, the ex-

treme pencils of the field must be beut or refracted in an an^le of

10°; which, if it be performed by one eye-glass, will cause an

aberration from the figure, in proportion to the cube of that angle ;

but if two glasses are so proportioned and siuiated, as that ll«' re-

fraction mav be ecpiallv divided between tlieni, they will cacli of

them produce a refrai iioii ecpial to half the required angle ; and,

therefore, the aberration being in proportion to the cube of hall

the angle taken twice over will be but a fourth part of that which

is in proportion to the cube of tlie whole single ; because twice the

cube of 1 IS but i the cube of'-'; so the aberration from the figure,

where '.wo eve-glasses are rightly proportioned, is but a foiirlh ot

what it must unavoidablv be, where the whole is performed by a

single eye-glass. By the same reasoning;, when the refraction is

divided Ijctween three glasses, the aberration will be found to be

but the ninth part of what would be produced from a single glass;

because three times the cube of 1 is but one-ninth of the cube of

3. Whence it appears, that by increasing the number cf the eye-

glasses, the indistinctness which is observed near the borders of the

field of a telescope may be very much diminislied, though not en-

tirely taken away. Jo Mr. Short we are indebted for the excel-

lent-contrivance of an equatorial telescope, or portable observa-

tory ; whereby pretty accurate observations may be made with

little trouble, by those who have no building adapted to the pur-

jjose. Mr. Uamsden has also invented a portable observatory or

equatorial telescope See Observatory. The invention of mi-

croscropes was not much later than that of telescopes ; and, ac-

cording to Boiellus, we are indebted for them to Z. Jansen and his

son. These two instruments, though dillerent in their application,

are very similar ; as both assist us in the discovery of objects that

we must otherwise have lemained unacquainted with, by enlarg-

ing the angle which they subtend at the eye. The Janseiis, how-
ever, have not always enjoyed that reputation to which they seem
to be entitled, with respect either to the telescope or microscope.
The discovery of the latter has been considered as more uncertain

than that of the former. Many say that microscopes were first used
in Germany about 1621 Others affirm that this instrunient was
the contrivance of Cornelius Drebell, uo philosopher, but a man
of ingenuity, who also invented the thermometer. According to

Borellus, Zacharias Jansen and his son presented the first micro-
scopes they had constructed to prince Maurice, and Albert arch-
duke of Austria. This microscope was evidently a compound
one, or rather something betwixt a telescope and a microscope,
what we should now, perhaps, call a megalitscope. It appears
from Jamblicus and Plutarch, quoted by Dr. Roger*, that the an-
cients gave such instruments as they use<l tor magnifying small ob-
jects the name of dioptra. As spectacles were certainly in use
long before die invention of telescopes, one can hardly help con-
cluding, that lenses must have been made smaller, and more con-
vex, for the purpose of magnifying minute objects. At what time
lenses were made so small as we now use them for magnifying in
single microscopes, we have not found. But as this must have
been done gradually, the only object of inquiry is the invention of
the double or compound microscope ; and this is clearly given by
Borellus to Zacharias Jansen, the inventor of the telescope, or his

ion. The invention of compound microscopes is also claimed bv
Fontana, w ho claimed that of telescopes ; though lie did not pub-
lish any account of this invention till 1646, notwithstanding he
pretended to have made the discovery in I6l8. Eusfice Divini
made microscopes with two common object-glasses, and plano-con-
vex eye-glasses joined together on their convex sides so as to meet
in a point. The tube in which they were inclosed was as big as a
man's leg, and the eye-gl.isses almost as broad as the palm of a
man's hand. Mr. Oldenburg, secretary to the royal society, re-
ceived an account of this instrunifnt from Rome, "and read It at a
meeting, Aug. 6, 1668. About this period Hartsoker improved
jingle microscopes, by using small globules of glass, made by melt-
ing thcin In the tlau.e of a candle, instead of the lenses which had
belore been used for that purpose. But no man distinguished
himself so iilnch by microscopical discoveries as the famous M.
Leeuwenhoek, though he used onlv single lenses with short foci,

preferring dislinclnws of vision to a large maguifving power. M.

Lceuwenhoek's microscopes were all single ones, each of them

consisting of a small double convex glass set in a socket intween

two silver plates rivetted together, and pierced with a small hole;

a1id the object was placed on the po.iit of a i.eedle, so contrived

as to be placed at any distance from the lens. It the objects were

solid, he fastened them with glue; and if they were fluid, or re-

quired to be spread upon glass, he placed Ih. in on a p.ece of

Muscovy talc, or glass blown very tliiii ; which he a!t< wards

glued to his needle. He had, however, a dilferent apparatus for

vicwin" the circulation of the blood, which he couhl fix to the

same microscopes. The greatest part of bis micro-copes M.
I.eeuwehoek bequeathed to the Royal Society. They were con-

tained In a small Indian cabinet, in the drawers of which were thir-

teen little boxes, in each of which were two microscopes neatly

fitted up in silver, and both the glass and the apparatus were made
with his own hands. The glass of all these lenses is exceedingly

clear, but none of them magnifies so nnicli as those globules which

are often used in other microscopes; but Mr. Folkes, who ex-

amined them, thought that they shewed objects with much greater

distinctness, which M. Leeuwenhoek principally valued. His

discoveries, however, are to be ascribed not so much to the good-

ness of his glasses, as to his great judgement acquired by long ex-

perience, in using them. He also excelled in his manner ol pre-

paring objects for being viewed to the most advantage. Mr.

Baker, who also examined M. Leeuwenhoek's microscopes, and

made a report concerning them to the Royal Society, found that

the greatest magnifier among them enlarged the diameter of an

object about lOu times, but that all the rest fell much short of that

power ; so he concluded that M. Leeuwenhoek must have had

other microscopes of a much greater magnifying power for many
of his discoveries. And it appears, he says, by many circum-

stances, that he had such microscopes. It appears from M. Leeu-
wenhoek's writings, that he was not unacquainted with the method
of viewing opaque objects by a small concave reflecting mirror,

which was afterwards improved by ^L Lieberkhun. For, after

describing his apparatus for viewing eels in glass tubes, he adds,

that he had an instrument to which he screwed a inicroscope set

in brass, upon which microscope he fastened a little dish of brass,

probably to assist his eye to see objects better; for he says, he had
polished the brass round his microscope as bright as he could, that

the light, while he was viewing objects, might be reflected from it

as much as possible. This microscope, with its dish, is constructed

upon principles similar to those which are the foundation of our
single microscope by reflection. See Microscope.

General Definitions.

1. The science of optics comprehends all that hath been disco-

vered concerning the various motions of the rays of light, either

through different mediums, or when reflected from ditilerenl sub-

stances in the same medium. It contains also an account of every

thing which hath been discovered with regard to vision ; the opti-

cal deceptions to which we are liable ; and, in short, ought to

give the reason of all the known optical pha-nomena. The science

is commonly divided into three parts, viz. dioptrics, which con-
tains the laws of refraction, and the plixiiomena depending upon
them ; catoptrics, which contains the laws of reflection, and the

phenomena which depend on them ; and, chromatics, which treat

of the refrangibility of light, and the phaenomena of colour. 2.

Light is a material substance, the particles of which are extremely
small, and by striking on our visual organs, give us the sensation of
seeing. 3. The particles of light are emitted from what arc called

luminous bodies, such as the sun, afire, a torch, or candle, iS;c.

&c. It is reflected or sent back by what are termed opaque bo-
dies, or those which have no power of atfording light in them-
selves. Light, whether emitted or reflected, always moves in

straight or direct lines, as may easily be proved by looking into a
bent tube, which evidently obstructs the progress of the light io

direct lines. 4. By a ray of light, is usually meant the least parti-

cle of liglit that can be either intercepted or separaleil from the
rest. A beam of light is generally used to express something of
an aggregate or mass of light greater than a single ray. 3. Paral-
lel rays are such as proceed equally distant from each other through
their whole course ; as at A, Plate CXXX. fig. 9. The distance
of the sun from the earth is so immense, that rays proceeding from
the body of that luniiuary are generally regarded as parallel. 6.

Converging.
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Converging rays are such as, proceeding from any body, tend to-

wartls one point ; as tlic rays at Blend to !', fig. 9. Tlie form of

J-ays thus lending to an nnion in a single point lias been compared

to'tliat of a cajuile-extinguisher ; it is in fact a perfect cone. 7.

Divergnig rays are those which, proceeding froin a point, as F,

fig. 9, continue to recede from each oiher, and exhibit the form

of an inverted cone, C. 8. A small object, or a <-inall single point

of an object, front which rays of lis>ht diverge, or indeed proceed

in any direction, is sometimes called the railiant, or radiant point.

9. Any parcel of rays, diverging from a ponit, considered as sepa-

rate Ironi the resl, is called a pejicd of ravs. 10. The focus of

rays is that ponit to which converg.ng rays tend, and in which they

unite and niter>ect, or cross each other. It may be considered as

the apcK or point of the cone; and it is called' the focus (or fire-

place), because it is the point at which burning-glasses burn most

intensely. 11. The virtual or imaginary focus is that supposed

point behind a mirror or looking-glasses, where the ra\s would

have naturally united, had they not been intercepted by the mir-

ror. 12. Plane mirrors or speculums are those reilecling bodies,

the surfaces of which are perfectly plain or even, sucli as our com-
mon looking-glasses. Convex and concave minors are those, the

surfaces of which are curved. 13. An incident ray is that which

comes from any body to the reflecting surface; the reflecting ray

is that which is sent back or reflected. 1 4. The angle of incidence

is the angle which is formed by the line which the incident ray

describes in its progress, and a line drawn perpendicularly to the

reflecting surface: and the angle of reflection is the angle formed

by the same perpendicular and the reflected ray ; thus, (Plate

CXXXI. fig. 27,) if bu is a reflecting surface, and dc an incident

ray, then (ic P is the angle of incidence, and e c P the angle of re-

flection. 15. By a medium opticians mean any thing which is

transparent, such as void space, air, water, or glass, llu'ough which

consequently the rays of light can pass in straight lines. 16. The
refraction of the rays of light is their being bent, or attracted out

of their course, in passing obliquely from one medium to another

of a diflerent density, and which causes objects to appear broken

or distorted when part of them is seen in a different medium. It

is from this property of light that a slick or an oar which is partly

immersed in water, appears broken. 17. A lens is a transparent

body of a diflerent density from the surrounding medium, com-
monly of glass, and used by opticians to collect or disperse llie

rays of light. They are in general either convex, that is, thicker

in the middle than at the edges, which collect, and by the force of

refraction converge the rays, and consequently magnify ; or con-
cave, that is, thinner in the middle than at the edges, which, by
the refraction, disperse the rays of light, anri diminish the objects

that are seen through them. 18. Vision is performed by a con-
trivance of this kind. The crystalline humour, which is seated in

the fore-part of the human eye, immediately behind the pupil, is a

perfect convex lens. As therefore every object is rendered visible

by beams or pencils of light, which proceed or diverge from every
radiant point of the object, the crystalline lens collects all these

divergent rays, and causes them to converge on the back-part of

the eye, where the retina or optic-nerve is spread out ; apd the
points where each pencil of rays is made to converge on the re-

tina, are exactly correspondent to the points of the object from
which they proceed. As, however, from the great degree of con-
vergence which this contrivance will produce, the pencils of light

pioceeding from the extreme points of the object will be made to
cross each otlier before they reach the retina, the image on the
retina is always inverted. 19. The magnitude of the image painted
on the retina will also, it is evident, <lepend on the greatness or
obtuseness of tlie angle under which the pencil of rays proceeding
from the extreme points of the object enters the eye. For it is

plain, that the more open or obtuse the angle is, tlie greater is the
tendency of these rays to meet in a point and cross each other;
and the sooner they cross each other after passing the crystalline

lens, the larger will be the inverted image paint<--d on the retina.

The visual angle, therefore, is that which is made by two right
lines drawn from the extreme points of any object to the eye ; and
on the measure of that angle, the apparent magnitude of e'very vi-

sible object will depend. 20. The prism used by opticians is a
triangular piece of line glass, which has the power of separating the
rays of light

Of the Refraction of Light, or Dioptrics.

Light, when proceeding from a luminous body, without being

reflected from any opaque substance, or inflected by passing very

near cue, is invariably found to proceed in straight lines, without
the least deviation. But if it hippen to pass obliquely from one
medium to anotlwr, it always leaves the ilireclion it had beCorc,

and assumes a new one ; and this change of course is called its re-

fraction. After having taken this new direction, itlhert proteeils

invariably in a straight line till it meets wilh a diffnent medium,
when il is again turned out of its course. The plia?nomena of re-

fraction are explained by an attractive power in the medium
through which light passes, in the following manner : All bodies

being endowed with an attractive force, which is extended to some
distance beyond their surfaces; when a ray of light passes out ol a
rarer into a denser medium (if this latter lias a greater attractive

force than the former, as is commonly the case), the ray, just be-

fore its entrance, will begin to be attracted towards the denser me-
dium ; and this attraction will continue to act upon it, till some
lime after it has entered the medium ; and therefore, if a ray ap-

proaches a denser medium in a direction perpendicular to its sur-

face, its velocity will be continually accelerated <luring its passage

through the space in which that attraction exerts itielf ; anci there-

fore, after it has passed that space, it will move on, till it arrives at

the opposite side of the medium, with a greater degree of velocity

than it had before it entered. So that in this case its velocity cnlv

will be altered. WhereaS, if a ray enters a denser medium ob-

liquely, it will not only have its velocity augmented thereby, but
its direction will become less oblique to the surface. Just as when
a stone is thrown downwards obliquely from a precipice, it falls lo

the surface of the ground in a direction nearer to a perpendicular

one, than that with which it was thrown from the hand. Hence a
ray of light, in passing out of a rarer into a denser medium, is re-

fracted towards the perpendicular; !. c. supposing a line drawn
perpendicularly to the surface of the medium, through the point

where the ray enters, and extended both ways, the ray in passing

through the surface is refracted or bent towards the perpendienlar

line; or, which is the same thing, the line which it describes by
its motion after it has passed through the surface, makes a less an-

gle with the perpendicular, than the line it described before. All

which may be illustrated thus: Suppose first, that the ray passes

out of a vacuum into the denser medium ABCD, Plate CXXX.
fig. 10, and that the attractive force of each particle in the me-
dium is extended from its respective centre to a distance equal to

that which is between the lines AB and EF, or AB and GH ; and
let KL be the path described by a ray of light in its progi-ess to-

wards the denser medium. This ray, when it arrives at L, will

enter the attractive forces of those particles which lie in AB, the

surface of the denser medium, and will therefore cease to proceed

any longer in the right line KLW, but will be diverted from its

course by being attracted towards the line AB, and will begin to

describe the curve LN, passing through the surface AB in some
new direction, as oQ ; thereby making a less angle with a line, as

PR, drawn perpendicularly through the point N, than it would
have done had it proceeded in its first direction KLM. Where-
as, we have supposed the attractive force of each particle to be
extended through a space equal to the distance between AB and

EF, it is evident that the ray, after it has entered the surface, will

still be attracted downwards, till it has arrived at liie line EF; for,

till that time, there will not he so many particles above it which
will attract it upwards, as below , that will attract it downwards. So
that after it has entered the surface at N, in the direction oQ, it

will not proceed in that direction, but will continue to describe a

curve, asNS; after which it will proceed straight on towards the

opposite side of the medium, being attracte<l equally every way ;

and therefore will at last proceed in the direction .rST, still nearer

the perpendicular PK than before. Now if we sujipose ABP not

to be a vacuum, but a rarer medium than the other, the case will

still be the same; but the ray will not be so much refracted from

I
its rectilineal course, because the attraction of the particles of the

upper medium being in a contrary direction to that of the attrac--

lion of those in the lower one, the attraction of the denser medium
will in some measure be destroyed by that of the rarer. t)n the

contrary, when a ray passes out of a denser into a rarer iredium, if

its direction be perpendicukir to the surface of the medium, it will

onlv
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only lo-e soim-wliat of \U vcloci'y, in pn^sing tlirougli the spates of

aiu'iclibn of tlial nu-diuni (ilial is, llie spacL- wherein it is attraclecl

more om- wav than it ib another). If its direction he oblique, it

will coiilinnull) recede from tlie iierijeiulieiilar (luring its passage,

nml l)y these means have iiS obli<|nily in( reaseil, just as a stone

thrown up ohliipielv from the surface o'f the earth, iticreases its ob-

li<|Uitvall llie time' it rise-. 'liuis, «uppo>iiig the ray IS passing

out ol the ilenser meiiinni AliCD into the rarer AIM', v\heu it ar-

rive> at S it will bei^iii to be atlrafteil downwards, and so will <le-

scri\)e the curve SNL, and then procewl in the right line LK ;

makiiij; 3 larger angle with the perpendicular I'U, than the line

IS r ill which it proceeded during its passage through the other

medium. The forces, which produce this deviation of the rays ol

light from their original path, arise from the joint action of all the

particles of the boily which are suOiciently near the particle of

light; that is, wlio^e 'distance i'rom it is not' greater than the line

AlC orG.V ; and therefore the whole force which acts on a parti-

cle in its- dillerent situations between the phuiesCIl anil El'', fol-

lows a very dillerent law from the force exerted by one particle of

the mediuiii. The space ihrougli w hich the attraction ot cohi-sion

iif the paitiiks of matter is e\teiidcd is so very small, thai in consi-

dcriug the progress of a ray of light out of one nie<lium into ano-

ther, the curvature it describes in passing through the space ot at-

IvactiiKi is generally neglected; and its path is supposed to be

bent, or, in the ii-ual terms, the ray is supposed to be refracted

only in the point wluiv it enters the denser meilium. Now the

line which a ray <lescribes before it enters a denser or a rarer me-
ilium, is called the incident ray ; that which it describes alter it

has entered, is the refracted lav. '1 he angle comprehended be-

lAveeii the incident ray and the perpendicular, is the angle of inci-

dence; and that between the refracted ray anil the pei pemlicular,

is the angle of relraction. There is a certain and immntal)le law

or ni'e, bv which retraction is always performed ; and that is this:

\^ hiitever inclination a ray of light has to the surface of any me-
dium before it enters it, the degree of refraction will always be
such, that the proportion between the sine of the angle of its inci-

dence, and that of the angle of its refraction, will always be the

same in that medium. To illustrate this : Let us suppose ABCD,
.lig. 11, to represent a rarer, and ABEF a denser medium: let

CIJ be a ray of light parsing through the first and entering the se-

cond at II, and let III be the refracted ray : then supposing the

perpendicular I'M dniwn tliiougli the point II, on the centre li,

iiMil with any radius, describe the circle APUK ; and from G and
I, where the incident and refracted rays cut the circle, let fall the

lines GK and II. perpendicularly ui)on the line PK ; 1he former
of these will be tli« sine of the aii'gle of incidence, the latter of re-

fraction. Now if in this case the rav Gil is so refracted at II,

that (;K is double or triple, i^:c. of IL, then, whatever other in-

clinalioii the ray (Jll might have had, the sine of its angle of inci-

dence wo'ilil have been double or triple, &<:. to that of its angle of
refraction. Tor instance, had the ray passed in the line Mil be-
fore refraction, it svould have passed' in some line as UN after-

wards, vo situated that .\l() should have been double or triple,

Jcc. of N't^. When a ray pas>es out of a vacuum into air, the
sine of the angle of incidence is found to be to that of refraction as

J/)Ol).>li to KHHino. When it pa-ses out of air into water, as about
J* to .5. When out of air into glass, as about 3 to '2. Wlien out
<if air into a diamond, as about .'i to 1.'. Hence a rav of light can-
not iu>« out of water inio air at a greater angle than 48° .3()' the
«iiR' of which is to radius as .5 to l; nor out of glass into air at a
greater ajigle than Af 1

1' the sine of which is to radius as 'J to 3,
<ir inwre ae<<irately as 11 lo 17. And thus in general a ray of
lj;;hl u ill 4.")i pavs out of a dense into a rarer medium, if the obli-
<4uiJyJie greater tliaii that in which the sine of the angle of inci-

ileju-iL- U to radius, in the constant ratio of the sine of the angl- of
'uiciiUwce to that of refraction: and in those cases the light will be
M-!lee(e<l m the tiaijspavcnt medium. When light is refracted to-
ward, llv^erpeiidid-dar lo the refracting surface, it is accelerated;
and it is.r<UariU-d Avhen i( is ivlricleil from the perpcndiinlar. In
the liiM case, -theieloie, it nui>l be consideri il as having been
aeii-d on by I0.US (Qiis<)iriiig (in part at least) with its motion,
and vice ver^ii. TheriliMe, because we see that it is always re-
acted lowariU {he i()erj)e*4dic-ular, when passing ircHii a void' into
liny lnii,-],;iri'nl sui)staiice, ,».e conciude that it is, on the whole,
idtr..itid l;v that siibsiauce- We dra-.v the wine coacUiaioii from

t

observing, tiiat it is refracted from the perpendicular in its passage

oul of any transparent substance whatever into a void. It has

been attracted backwards by that substance. This acceleration of
light in refraction is contrary to the opinion of those who mainlain,

that illumination is produced by the uiululation of an elastic me-
dium. That light is subject to' the laws of chemical action, and
susceptible of aliinities and combinations is abundantly proved
from the researches of modern chemists, and tiiis tends greatly ts

corroborate the above doctrine of refraction. I'rom what is ad«

vanceil, il apinais that if AI5, fig. \'2, be the surface of any re-

fracting nieduun UK, denser than air, as water, glass, S:c. and let

J)C' be a ray of lignt incident thereon in tlie point C ; through

the point draw I'.Il |)erpeiKlicular to the surface A U, the angle cf

refraction I'C'II i-> less llian the angle of iiKiilence KCH by the

small angle FCK, which is called the refracted angle. On the

other hand, if a ray of light CI'" in a dense medium be incident at

C upon any rarer medium, it will be refrailed out of its fii-st di-

rection I'C into another CD, which will be farther from the per-

pendicular CE. And the greater the diU'erenl refractive poweis
of the mediums, the greater will be the dill'erence of the angles

ECD and I'CH, as above explaincxl. If the refracting surKice

ACH be not plane, but spherical ; then let K be the centre of the

sphere, and \'EI'', the axis thereof. Let CI) be a ray of light

lalling on the convex surface, fig. 13, in the point C, and parallel

to the axis \'l'' ; from the centre E draw the perpenilicular ECU,
and it is evident the ray DC will be refracted in the denser me-
dium towards the perpendicular EC, and therefore must intersect

tlie axis at some point I'", which point is the focus of all the rays

parallel, anil near to the axis. In case of a concave surface ACli,
fig. 14, a ray of light DC, parallel to the axis EV', will, at its en-

trance into the denser medium, be refracted also towards the per-

pendicular CH, in such a manner to !', tli:it were EC to be pro-

duced, it Would cut the axis produced in the rarer medium be-

yond F. The distance of the point F Irom the vertex X in water,

is four times the radius of the sphere, viz. \'F=r4VE; and iii

glass it is V'F = 3V E, or the focus is distant three semi-diameters

of the sphere. If a ray of light be twice refracted, first into a

dense medium, and then into a rare one, its course after the se-

cond refraction will be variable, according to the figure of surfaces

w hich bound on each side the denser medium, w hich brings ns to

the consideration of lenses, which are the essential parts of tele-

scopes, nficroscopes, and all other instrmnents of the dioptric kind.

A lens is a transparent body of a different density from the sur*

rounding medium, and terminated by two surfaces, either both

spherical, or the one plane and the other spherical, whether con-

vex or concave. They are therefore generally distinguished by
their forms, and are called plano-convex or plano-concave, or

double-convex or double-concave; a lens which has one side

convex and the other concave, is called a meniscus, or concave-

conve.x lens. See Fig. 1j. It is evident, that in lenses there

may be almost an intinite variety with respect to the degree of

convexity or concavity ; for every convex surface is to be consi-

dered as the segment of a circle, (he diameter and radius of which

may vary to almost an infinite extent. Hence, when opticians

'peak of the length of the radius as applied lo a lens, as for in-

stance, when they say its radius is three or six inches, they mean
ihat the convex surface of the glass is the part of a circle, the ra-

dius of which, or half the diameter, is three or six inches. The
axis of a lens is a straight line drawn through the centre of its

spherical surface; and as the spherical sides of every lens arr

arches of circles, the axis of the lens would pass exactly through

the centre ol Ihat circle, of which its sides are arche- or segments.

Let AN H, lig. 11), be a idano-convex lens, then rays of light DC,
DC, which fall upon it parallel lo the axis VE, will, after refrac-

lion, be converged to a focus in the axis at the point F, whi<-h i»

iie.irly eipial to the distance of the diameter of the sphere VF
(from the vertex V) of which the li'iis is a segment. On the con-

trary, it follows, <hat if rays of light diverge from a point F, at the

distiiiiee of twice the radius VE <>f convexity, in am plano-convex
lens A\IJ, they will, after refraction through it, proceed parallel

lo the a\is\'K. In like manner, if AVli, fig. 17. be a doul.lu

and equally convex h-iis. Thin parallel rays DC falling upon it,

will be refracted to a focus !>', verv near the' point K, or centre of

eoiivexily. Therefore on the contrary, when rays of light FA,
I'li, diverge from a point in any cbj.-ct in the focus F of an eipiallv

ccrves
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convex lens AVI}, they " ill) after refraction through it, proceed

jraiallel to the axis of till- lens Vl£. Let parallel rays DC, DC,
fall upon a plano-concave lens ACB, fig. 18, then will they be so

refracted through it to/,/, as if tiiey came diverging from a point

or focus F, at the distance ot the diameter of the sphere of conca-

vity of the lens, and the point F is in this case called the virtual

focus. If parallel rays DC fall upon a double and equally con-

cave lens, fig. 19, then they will be refracted to/and/diverging
from a |)oint E, which is the centre of concavity, and the virtual

focus of llie lens. In each of these two last cases, if rays/C,/C,
•converging to a focus F or E, are intercepted by a single or dou-
ble concave lens AB placed at the distance of the diameter or ra-

dius of concavity from the said focal ))oint, then the rays, alter re-

fraction, will proceed parallel among themselves, and to the axis

•of the lens. If the lens be not e(iually convex on both sides, tiien

tile focus of parallel rays will be found by the following

Siile. Divide the product of the radii, by half their sum, and
the quotient will be the focal distance required.

Exavip. Sup|)ose one radius Ij inches, theotherg; their pro-

tluct is 135, which divided by half the sum 12, gives ll.f\, inches

for the focal distance of such a lens, if the incident rays f.re not

parallel, but come diverging from a distant rat'iant point in the

axis of a lens of equal convexity, then the focal distance is found
by this

liule. Multiply the distance of the radiant by the radius of the

lens ; and divide that product by the difference between the said

tlislaiice and radius ; and the quotient will be the focal distance

required.

Exanip. Let the radius of the convexity be Ij inches, and the

distance of the radiant (SO ; then ihcir product is yOO, and their

diljerence 45 ; therefore 45)900(20 = the focal distance in inches,

for that distance of the radiant. ^V'^.en the radii of convexity are

unequal, the focus of diverging rays is found by the following

Rule. Multiply twice the product of tlie radii by the dislance of

the radiant; and then divide by the difference between the sum
oi the radii multiplied by the dbtance, and twice the product of

the radii ; and the quotient will be the focal dislance requiri-d.

Examp. Let one radius be 15 inches, the other 9; and the dis-

tance of the radiant GO ; then twice the product of the radii is 270,
which, multiplied by 60, makes lf)200; the sura of the radii 24
iiiultiplied by GO is 1440, from which take 270, there will remain
1170; then .1 170)1 tiSOO^ia-j"^ inches, the focal distance required.

If the rays fall converging on the lens, tlien if we divide by the

-sum instead of the diflcrence, the rule will in all other respects be
the same, in each of the two la^t cases, for iinding the focal dis-

tance for any given distance to which the rays tend. In all that

lias been hitherto said, it is supjiosed that the lenses are of glass,

and that liie sine of incidence is to that of refraction in glass as 3 to

2. But as there is a considerable difference in the refractive

powers of different kinds of glass, if we have regard to that, (as in

some cases will be necessary) then the rules above will be some-
what diU'erent, and more complicated, and it will be best to de-

termine the focus by experiment, in each particular sort of glass.

Let OB be any object placed at a distance from the convex lens

CD, fig. 20. Then it is evident that a pencil of rays CAD,
which flow from the point A in the axis, will all be converged to

another point, a, in the axis, (if the diameter of the lens CD be
but small) whose distance Vo may be found by the above rules,

and this point will be the representation or image of the point A
in the object. J-ct O be a point in the extreme part of the object

which fends a pencil of rays DOC to the lens CD ; among these

one ray OV will be refracted through the centre of the lens, and
therefore the position of the refracted part VM, will be similar or

parallel to the incident ray OV, and when the thickness of the lens

CD is inconsiderable, as in most optical cases it is, then OV and
VM may, without sensible error, be esteemed one right line; ami
therefore the axis of that pencil of rays, in which, at the point M,
they will all be united after refraction, wherefore M will be the

image of the point O in the object. And in like manner I w ill be
the image of the point B in the object, and so the whole object

6B will be represented in its image !M. And by calculating by
the above rules it will be found that the image IflM will be curve-
Jineal, more or less, as the aperture CD of the lens is greater or

smaller. The position of the image, v/ilh respect to the similar

parts of the object, is inverted. The reason of this is evident by in-

ipection of the ligure, since the axis of the pencils from each ex-

!
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^ treme part of the object cross each other in the centre of the lens.

Tlic object and image sulitencl equal angles at the centre of the
lens. I'or since OM and Bl may be considered as straight lines,

the angle BVO, under wliich the o!)jcct appeai-s, will be equal to
tlie angle IVM, under which the image is seen Irom the centre or
vertex V of tlie lens. Tiie lineal dimensions of the object and
image are as their distances from the lens respectivelv ; lor since
the triangles OVB and l\'M are similar, we have OB,' the length
ot the object, to IM, the length of the image, in the same propor-
tion as OV, or AV, the distance of tlie object, to IV, or u\, the
distance of the imago. Hence their superhcies will be as tin-

squares, and their solidities as the iiibes of the distances from tlie

lens. The object and image are reciprocal ; for ii IM be consi-
dered as an object, then will OB be the image tliereol ; and A, a,
are called the conjugate or respective focusses, lor those distances
of the object and image. Hence it appeal's, that the nearer tlie

object is to the lens, tlie farther otf the image will be lonned ; and
when the object comes to the focus of the lens, the image will then
be at an inlin,te distanc, since the rays from every pv int will,

after refraction, be pr.iallel among themselves. Lastly, if the ob-
ject be nearer the lens than the focus, the r.iys after relraction w ill

diverge, and in this case no real image can be formed ot that ob'
ject at all by the single lens.

Of VisroN.

From the elements delivered above, we are rrabled to explain
the true theory of vision, as it is performed by the most exquisite
of all dioptric instrument^, the eye. For which purpose it will be
necessary to describe the several parts that are immediLlely con-
cerned in producing this wonderful effect, and forluither particu-
lars respecting the eye, we refer the reader to anatomy. And
here it must be observed, that vision is efiected by a relraction of
light through the humours of the e\e to the retina', and therefore
the anterior part of the eye must necessarih be of a convex figure,
and of such a precise degree of convexity as the particular refi-ac-

five power of the several humours require for forming the image
of an object at a given focal distance, viz. the diameter of the eye.
First; 'I'he external pait of the eye-ball CD, fig. 2-1, is transparent,
and properly convex, which, having some resemblance to horn, is

called the cornea, or horney coat of the eye. Secondlv; Imme-
diately behind this coat there is a fine clear liumour, which, from its

likeness to water, is called the aqueous, or watery humour, and is

contained in the space between CD and GFE. 'Thirdly; In this

space there is a membrane or diaphragm, called the uvea, with a
perforation or hole in the middle as at F, of a muscular contexture
for altering the dimensions of that hole, or pupil, for the adjusting
of a due quantity of light. Fourthly; Just behind this diaphragm
is placed a lenticular substance GE, called, from its transparency,
the crystalline humour, though it be not of a fluid body, but of'a
considerable consistence. It is contained in a fine tunic called'
the arachnoides, and is suspended in the middle of the eye by an
annulus of muscular fibres called the ligamentum ciliare, as at G-
and E. By this nieans it is capable of being moved a little nearer
to, or farther from, the bottom of the eye. Fifthly ; All the re-
maining interior part of the eye is made up of a large quantity of
a jelly-like substance, called the vitreous, or glassy humour, on
account of its transparency. Sixthly ; On one side of the
hinder part of the eye as at K, the optic nerve enters it from
the brain, and is ex[)anded ov<-r all the interior part of the eye
to G and E, all around. This delicate part is by nature ap-
pointed the immediate organ of sight. On this wonderful mem-
brane, called the retina, the image IM of every external object
OB is formed according to tlie laws of optics in the following

manner. Let OB be any object, placed at a great distance AL,
from the eye. Then a pencil of rays proceeding from any point
L, will fall on tile cornea DC, and be refracted by tl-.e acpieous

humour under it to a point in the axis of that pencil continU'.;d

out. These rays will he again refracted by the acpientis, crystal-

line, and vitreous, humours, in such a manner that all qljects

at a great distance have their images formed on the retina,

and thereby distinct vision is produced by this organ of optic sen-

sation, ,\V hen the distance of objects is not very great, the focal

distance, aftei the last refraction in the vitreous humour, will Le a -

little increased ; and to do this we can move the crysiuaine a little

nearer the cornea by means of the lignmentiini ciliare, and thus on
all occasions it may b6 adj usted for a due focal distance of every dis-
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tincc ot o Jti , tx';fptii^ ihat uhicli i> !c-> lluiisix or sf ven inches,

i.T gooU evts. [' V M nui fias bc.n ?aitl, it appi-ars tliat rays ol, light

flowing from evcr'v prt of an oSicit OB, placeil at a proper dis-

tance ffo.n tlic eve, -.viii have an iinanc IM lorineil tlierehy on the

retina in the bottom ol the e\e; and iincelhe r;iys OM, 151, which

foi-.ic from tl,e extreme part'of ihe object, cro-s each oiher in the

rvddl.: of the pupil, the poiition of the image IM will becontiary

to that ol the object, or inverted, as in the case of Ions. T he ap-

.L3:ent place of any part of an object is in the axis and conjugate

focus o; that pencfl of rays hv which that part or point is formed

the image. 'I'Ims OM is the axis -ind O the fonis proper to the

rays bv which the point .M in the image is made; therefore the

sensation of the place of that part \\ ill be conceived in tiie mind to

be at O ; in like manner the idea of place belonging to the point 1,

will be referred, in the axis IS. to the piop.r focus B ; therefore

the appaivnt place of the whole imai;e I.M will be conceived in

the inind to occupy all the space between O, B, and at the dis-

tance AL from the eye. Hence likewise appeal^ the reason why
we see an object uprijjhl by means of an inverted iniage ; for since

the apparent place ot every point ^^ will be in the axis MO at

O ; and this axil crossing the axis of the eye HL in the ptipil, it

follows, that the sensible place O of that point will lie, willioiil tlie

rye, on the contrary side of the axis of the eye to lh.it of the point

in the eve ; and since ihis is tr'ie of all other parts or points in the

image, 'it is evident the position of every part of the object will

he on ll'.e contrary side of the axis to every corresponding part in

the image, and th'ercfore the whole object OB, will have a con-

trary position to that of the image IM, or appear uprigl-.t. Tlie

(liinensions, or ma?;nitude, of an object OB, we judge of by the

(liiantily of Ihe angle OAB which it subtends at tlie eye. I'or if

thes.iin'e object be placed at two dilTerenl distances Land N, the

angles, OAlSand 0:\b, which in lhe-;e two places it subtends at the

eye, will be of dilferent magnitude ; and the lineal dimensions will

be at N and at L as the angle oA') is to the angle OAB. And llie

^irtaces and solidities of the objeits will be as the squares ami

cnbej of those angles. It is founil by experience, that two points

<>, L, ill any object will not be distinctry seen by the eye till

thev are hear enough to subtend an angle OAL of one minute.

Hence when objects, however large in themselves, are so remote

as not to be seen under an angle of one minute, they cannot pro-

perlv lie sa:d to have any apparent dimensions or magnitude at

all ; such as is the case of the lai-ge bodies of the planets, comets,

anil fixed stars. Tig. 23, I'late CXXXI. shews the manner in

Which rays proceed I'rom every point of an object and are so refracted

by the Immonrs of the eye, that those which issue from any point

meet again od the r<tiiia, and produce the iniage of that point, and

tliuithe whole object is depicted in an inverted position. U the con-

vexity of the corneaCD lig. 21, happens not exactly to corre.>pond
,

•o the diameter of the eye, considered as the natural focal distance,
'

then the image will not be formed on the retina, and consequently
I

no distinct vision can be erfecte<l in such an eye. If the cornea I

be too convex, the focal distance in the eye will be less than its
(

diameter, and the ini.ige will be formed short of the retina, as

shewn in fig. 26. Hence the reason why people having such

eyes are obliged to hold things very near to them, to lengthen Ihe

local distances, and also why they use concave glasses to counter-

act or remedy the excess of convexity, in order to view distant

objects distinctly. If the eye has less than a just degree of con-
Te.titv, or is too flat, as is generally the case with old eyes, by a

natural deticicucy ol the aqueous humour, then the rays tend to a

point or focus beyond tiie retina or bottom of the eye, as in fig.

•J5 ; and to supply this want of convexity in the cornea, we use
convex lenses in those frames we call spectacles, or visual gl.isses.

Since the rays of light OA,BA, fig. 21, which constitute the visual

angle OAB will, when they are intercepted by a lens, be refracted

sooner to the axis, the said angle will thereby be enlarged, and
the object, of course, become magnitied ; which is the reaion why
those lenses arc called magnifiers, or reading glasses.

Ot THE ReFLECTIO>J OF LtGHT, OR CaTOPTRICS.

Wlien a ray of light falls upon any body, however transjiarent,

(he whole of it never passes through the "body, but some part is

always driven back or reflected from it ; and it is by this fttlecled

light that all bodies w hich have no light of their own become vi-

sible to US. Of lh:.t part of the ray which enters, another part is

also reflected from the secoud surface, or th.tt which is farthest

fr»ni the luminous body. When this part arrives again at the first

surface, part of it is reliectcd back from that surface; andtluisit

continues to be rellected between the two surfaces, and to pass

backwards and forwards within Ihe substance of the medium, till

some part is totally extinguished and lost. Be-;ides the inconsidei-a-

ble (|uantitv, however, which is lost in this manner, the second
surface often reflects much more than the first ; insomuch that, in

certain positions, scarcely any rays will pass through both sides of

Ihe medium. A very considerable ipiantity is also unaccountably

lo^t or extinguished' at each reliecting surface; insomuch that

no body, how ever traiispavent, can transmit all the rays which fall

upon it'; neither, though it be ever so well fitted for reHection,

will it reflect them all. The fundamental law of the reflection of

light, is that in all cases the angle of reflection is equal to the angle
of incidence. This is found by experiment to be the case ; and
besides may be demonstrati-d mathematically from the laws of
percussion in bodies perfectly elastic. The axiom, therefore,

holds good in every case of rellection, whether it be from plane

>uriaces or spherical ones, and whether they are convex or con-
cave ; and by means of this law the chief phsnomena of lellectioii

are explainecl. A ray of light falling pcrpendiculnily on a plane
surface, is reflected back exactly in the same direction in which it

came to Iherellecting surface: raysfallingobliqtiely observe the ge-
neral law of reflection, and their angle of reflection is exactly
ecjiial to the angle of incidence. In Pl.ite CXXXI. fig. 27, fc is a
ray of light falling perpendicularly on the plane surface ah, and it

is reflected back exactly in the same direction ; ec is a ray falling

obliquely on the surface at c, and it is reflected in the direction

cd, making the angle of reflection dc¥ exactly equal to tlie angle
of incidence ecP, as may be seen by the inspection of the figure.

Parallel rays falling obliquely on a pfaiie reflecting surface are re-

flected parallel, converging rays are reflected with the same de-
gree of convergence, and diverging rays equally diverging.

In otl'.er words, plane surfaces or mirrors make no change in

the previous tlisposition of the rays of light. A mirror is a
body, the surface of which is polished to such a degree as

to reflect most copiously the rays of light. Figs. 27, 28,
29, are plane mirrors: in tig. 2S, the rays d'> and ca, which iire pa-

rallel, after having reached the surface n6, are reflected, the one
towards h and the other towards k, and in both instances the angle
of reflection is evidently equal to the angle of incidence. The
rays db and ca, fig. 29, are convergent, and without the intcqiosi-

tiou of the mirror would unite in the point E ; but being reflected

thev unite in the opposite point F : the angle of rejection with
respect to each being still e(|ual to the angle of incidence, as may
be seen by drawing perpendiculars to the points a and It. The
rays c/i and en, fig. 30, arc, on tlie contrary, divergent, and after

retleclion towards !i and /c, preserve exactly the same distance

from each other as they would have had if they had proceeded'
without interruption towards F and E, the angle of reflection

being with respect to each ray still exactly equal to tlw angle of in-

cidence. As, therefore, the angle of reflection is always equal ta ,

the angle of incidence, it will be evident on the inspection of fig,
j

31, that the converging rays Km, Ln, proceeding from the extre- |

mities of the object, KL, and falling on the mirror ah, are re-

flected to the eye at f with the same degree of convergence, and
consequently will cause the image kl to be seen tinder an angle
equal to that under which the object itself would have been seen
from the point i without the interposit-ton of the mirror. The
image appears also at a distance behind the mirror etjual to that at

which the object stands before it. For it must be remembered,
that objects are rendered visible to our eyes not by a single ray
proceeding from every point of an object, but that in fact pencils

or aggregates of divergent rays proceed from every point of alt

visible objects, which rays are again, by the mechanism of the eye,,

converged to as many points on all those parts of the retina where
the image is depicted. The point from which the rays diverge is

called the focus of divergent rays ; and the point behind a reflect- ,

ing surface from which they appear to diverge, is call<-d the virtual-

focus. As, therefore, the angle of reflection is exactly equal to

the angle of incidence, it is evident that the virtual focus will be at
the same distance behind the mirror as the real focus is at before
it. Thus in fig. 32, the diverging rays ch will after reflection

appear to diverge from the pomt § which is behind the mirror
ah, and that point for the reasons assigned (viz. no alteration being
made in the disposition of the rays but only in the direction)

1 wiU
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will be at ail ecuial distance beliind tlie niii-ror with the himiuoiis

point c before it. As every part of tlie image appears at a dis-

tance behind tlie mirror equal to that at which the oljject stands

before it, and as tlie object KL, fig. 31, is inclined or out of

the vertical position, the image kl appears also inclined. Hence
it is evident, ihnt to e.\hibit objecw as they are without any de-

gree of diatorlion, looking-glasses should be always luing in a verti-

cal position, that is, at right-angles with the floor of the apartment.

What is said of plane siirlacts, holds true for one single poiiit of

anv surface whatever, for every surface may be coniidered as

made up of an indefinite number of exceedingly small plane sur-

faces, and a perpeucHcnIar being drawn to that small surface the

general law applies, viz. That the angle of incidence DC E, (ig.

22, is equal to the angle of reflection ECF, EC being supposed

perpendicular to the curve or mirror in the point C. Let A^'B
be a concave mirror, E the centre, V its vertex, and VG the axis.

Then let G be a radiant point taken any where in the axis, from

whence a ray of light GC proceeds to any point C very near to

the vertex V, and draw EC, the perpendicular to the point C,
and make the angle EC/=:GCE, and C/wiU be the reflected

ray, meeting the axis in/, which is called the proper focus, or

that which respects the distance GV only. All parallel rays, DC
falling on the part CV, extremely near the vertex V, will be re-

fleded to a point F, so that DCE the angle of incidence be equal

to ECF the angle of rellection ; which point, or focus F is the

middle point between K and V, or VF = i radius VE. And
since this is the case, with regard to the sun-beams, which, by
such a mirror are all reflected or converged to tlx; point F, that

point is called the solar focus, or focus of parallel rays ; and, is re-

lative to such objects only as are at a very great or infinite dis-

tance. Again, as the point F is that where all the rays of the sun,

falling on the speculum, are collected into a very small space, they

will be there greatly condensed, and their action on bodies, with

respect to light and heat, so very much increased, as to produce
a^cencion, or burning of any combustible body placed in that

point F, when ii is called the focus, or burning place, and all such

speciilums are called burning glasses. See Burning Glasses.

What we have said of a single ray holds good for any number, or

quantity of rays issuing from a given pohit ; and hence it will fol-

low, th.it all the rays which How from any particular point of an

I

object on a reflecting speculum, will all be converged to one

I
point nearly, or made to diverge from one point; and that point,

I

therefore, will be a representation of the said point in the object,

j
and consequently, since every point in the object may easily be

' conceived to be thus formed in the focus of the s|5eculum, the

I

whole object will be there represcntetl, formed, or clepicled in

I
imagery ; or there will be an image formed in the focus of every

I distant object to which it is exposed. To explain this matter more

j

particularly, let OB be any object placed before any speculum

I
CVD, lig. 33, at the distance AV in the axis ; let E be the centre

of the mirror, through which, from each exti erne part of the ob-

ject O and B, draw the lines, or rays OED and BEC to the mir-

ror, and as they pass through the centre E, they will be |icrpen-

dicular to the surface in the points D and C. Also from each

point O and B draw the rays OV, BV, to the vertex of the mirror

V. Lastly, join OC and 15D. Now it is evident, that since the

incident ray OV on the vertex on one side the axis AV , makes the

same angle OVA, as the reflected ray VM does on the other,

therefore the respective focus M will be on the contrary side of

the axis from the radiant point O. And the same is to be ob-

served with regard to the other extreme point B, and its focus \.

Therefore the jjosition of the image I M before the concave mir-

ror is inverted with resjiect to that of the object OB. The points

O, A, B, in the object being represented by M, a, I, in the image,

h will be found by computation, that the form of the image is cur-

velineal, when the speculum CD is large, though very little so,

wlieji it is small in diameter. The rule for finding the focal dis-

tances MD, nV,, IC, for the respective distances of the raihant

OD, AV, BC is this. Multiply the distance of the radiant by the

radius of the speculum, and divide that product by the difference

between twice the said distance and the radius •, the quotient will

be the focal distance required. The object and image subtend the

same angle at the vertex V and centre E of the speculum. For
It the vertex they are both seen under the same angle OVB ; and

at the centre of the angle which the object subtends OEB= lEM

the angle subtended by the image. The lineal dimensions, or
magnitude of the object and image, areas their distances from the
speculum. For OB : I\I : : AV : a\ . Therefore w hen the distance
of the object is ecjuul to the radius, (viz. when it is placed in the
centre E) then the image there meets it, and is equal to it. Wiien
the distance of the object exceeds the radius E\', then will that of
the image he less ; and tlie image in all such cases will be less than
the object. On the contrary, when the distance of the object is

less than the radius, th;it of the ini.ige will be greater ; and tlie

image will be in proportion larger than the ol)ject. 'I'hus suppose
I.VI a small object placed at u, between the centre and. solar tocus,

then will OB be its enlarged or magnilied image ; and this is the
case and structure of what is jiroperly called a reflecting 'micro-
scope, by a small speculum CVi). If CVD, fig. 34, represent
the same concave speculum and E its center, then it IM be any ob-
ject placed nearer lo it than the solar focus, or halt VE, then by
the same reasoning we shall have OB to represent its enlarged and
magnilied image on the other side of the s|)eculum ; which image
is in this" case erect, or in the same position with the object. And
thus it is, that all large concaves become magnifying mirrors.

Thus it appears that a concave speculum has a positive and a ne-
gative fo-jus, and will magnify or enlarge the appearance of an ob-
ject in either. And also, that it will diminish objects in the posi-

tive focus only. IfCVM) be a convex speculum (l,g. 34,) then
any obj'^ct OB placed before it will havls a virtual focus only, or
the rays will be so leilected from it as if they came diverging"from
a point behiiul it, thus the ray 0\' will be >o reflected from V to

to Bas if it came Jroin the point M, and the ray BV will be re-

flected diverging from the point \, and the same may be said of

all other rays from the points O and B; therefore Ml will be the

image of tlie object OB. With respect to this image we observe, 1

.

That it is always on theconti-arv side of the glass from the object.

2. That it is always erect. 3. 'Fliat it is ever less than the object,

the proportion being that of their distances IV to VO from the
vertex, as before. Hence a conve.x mirror, when large, will ex-
hibit a delightful landscape of distant objects, which is its principal

u,.e.

Of the different kefrangibtuty of Light, a\d of
Chromatics.

In order to illustrate this subject. Sir Isaac Newlon made the
following evpeiiments: " In a very dark chamber, at a round
hole, fig. 3j, Plate CXXXl, about one-third of an inch broad
made in the shut of a window, I placed a glass prism ABC, where-
by the beam of the sun's light, SF, which came in at that hole

might be refracted upwarils, toward the opposite wall of the cham-
ber, and there form a coloured image of the sun, represented at

I'T. The axis of the prism (that is, the line pa-sing through the

prism, from one end of it to the other end, parallel to the edge of

the refracting angle) was in this and the following experiments per-

pendicular to the incident rays. About this axis I turned the

prism slowly, and saw the refracted light on the wall, or coloured

image of tlie sun, first to descend, and then to ascend. Between
the descent and ascent, when the image seemed stationary, I

stopped tlie prism and fixed it in that posture. Then I let the re-

fracted light fall perpendicularly upon a sheet ol white paper,

MN, placed at the opposite wall of tlie chamber and observed

the figure and dimensions of the solar image, PT, formed on the

paper by that light. This image was oblong, and not oval, but ter-

minated by two rectilinear and parallel sides, and two semicircular

ends. On its sides it was bounded pretty distinctly ; but on its

end very confusedly and indistinctly, the light there decaying and

vanishing by degrees. At the distance of 18| feet from the prism

the breadth of tlie image was about 2| inches, but its length was

about \(>\ inches, and the length of its rectilinear sides about

eight inches ; and ACB, the refracting angle ot the prism, whereby

so ffreat a length was made, was 64°. With a less angfe the length

of the image was less, the breadth remaining the same. It is far-

ther to be observed, that the rays went on in straight lines from

the prism to the image, and therefore at their going oui ot the

prism hafl all that inclination to one another from which the length

of the image proceeded. This image PT was coloured, and liie

more eminent colours lay in this order from the bouoin at T to

the top at P; red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, vioiet ;

together with all their intermediate degrce.s in a continual succes-

Moa.
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Sinn perpeUi.llv varying." Sir Na.ic coi.iliulcs from tins expen-

iiiPii'. and nuinv otlu-rs, " that the li^hl of the sun consists

of a inixlure of several sorts of c.loiir.-d rays, some of

which at e(|ual incidences are niorr- rclracted than others, and

therefore are lalk-d more rcfnmiiibie. '1 he red at 1 ,
I'emg

nearesi to the place Y, where the ravs of the sun would go di-

ifclly if the (iriMn was taken away, is llie least refracted of all the

rays; and the orange, veliow, green, hkie, indigo, and violet, arc

co'nliniiallv more and niore refracted, as they are more and more

<Jiverte<l Irom (he course of the direc-t light. For by mathemati-

cal reasoning he has proved, that when the prism is lixed m the

posture above-mentioned, so that the place of the image shall be

the lowest possil)le, or at the limit between its descent and ascent,

the ficure of the in>a!;e onuhl then to be round like the spot at V ,

if all the ravs that tended to it were equally rifractod. 'I'licrefore,

seeing by experience it is foimd that this linage is not round, but

about five times longer than broad, it follows that all the rays are

not equally refracted. And this conclusion is farther conlirmed

by the fojlowing experiments: " In the sun-beam, ST, lig. jo,

w'hich was propagated into the room thrmigli the hole in the win-

dow-siint EG, at the distance of some feet from the hole, 1 held

the prism A15C in such a posture, that its axis might be piTjn ii-

tlictilar to that beam : then I looked through the prism upon the

hole F, and turning the prism to and fro about its axis to make
the image/) t of the whole ascend and descend, when between ils

two contrary motions it seemed stationary, 1 stopped the prism;

in this situation of the pri'sni, viewing through it the said hole !•,

I observed the length of its refracted image ]i t to be many times

greater than its breadth ; and that the most refracled part thereof

appeared violet atp; the least refracted red, at I ; and the middle

parts indigo, blue, green, yellow, and orange, in order. The
same thing happened when 1 removed the prism out of the sun's

light, and looked through it upon the hole shining by the light of

the clouds beyond it. And yet if the refractions of all tl.e rays

were equal according to one certain proportion of the sines of in-

cidence and refraction, as is vulgarly supposed, the refracted image
ought to have a))peared round, by tlie mathematical demonstration
above-mentioned. So then by these two experiments it appears,

that in equal incidences there is a considerable inequality of re-

fractions." For the discovery of this fundamental property of

light, which has opened the whole mystery of colours, our author
was not only beholden to the experiments themselves, which many
others had made before him, but also to his skill in geometry ;

which was absolutely necessary to determine what the figure of

the refracted image ought to be upon the old principle of an equal
refraction of all the rays : but having thus made the discovery,
he contrived the following experiment to prove it at sight. " fn
the :iiid<lle of two thin boards, DF de, fig. 37, I made a round
hole in each, at CJ and g, a third pan of an inch diameter ; and
in the window-shut a much larger hole being made, at F, to let

into my darkened chamber a large beam of the sun's light, I

placed a prism, ABC, behind the shut in that beam, to retract it

towards tlic opposite wall ; and close behind this piism I fixed one
of the boards i) E, in such a manner that the middle of the re-
fracted light might pass through the hole made in it at G, and the
rest be intercepted by the board. Then at the distance of about
twelve feet from the' first board, 1 fixed the other board, d e, in
such a manner that theniiddle-of the refracted light, wliicli came
through the hole in the first board, and (ell upon the opposite wall,
might pass tlimugh tiie holei,'- in tliis other board d(, and the rest,
being intercepted by the boiid, might paint upon it the coloured
spectrum of the sun. And close behind this board I fixed another
prism a, b, c, to refract the light which came through the hole g.
Then 1 returned speedily to the first prism ABC, and by turning it

slowly to and Iro about ils axis, I caused the image w hich fell upon
the second board d c, to move up and down upon that board, that
all Its parts might pass successively through the hole in that board,
and fall upon the prism behind it. And in the mean lime I noted
the places, M, N, on the opposite wall, to which that light after
Its refraction in the second prism did pass; and by the diVference
of the places at M and N, I found that the light, whioJi, bein«
most rclracted in the first prism AliC, .lid go to the blue end o"f
the image, was again more refracted by the second prism «, h c
than the light which wont to the red end of that ima.'e. For 'when
the lower part ot the light which fell upon Uiu second board de

was cast through the hole ^, it went to a lower place M on the

wall ; and when the higher part of that light was cast through ihe

san-.e hole g, it went to a higher place N on the wall ; and when

any intermediate part of the light was cast through that hole, it

went to some place in the wall between M and X. The unchanged

position of lln, holes in the boards made the incidence of the rays

upon the second prism to be the same in all cases. And yet in that

common incidence some of the rays were more retracted and

others less : and those w ere inore refracted in this prism, which by

a greater refraction in the first prism were more turned out of their

way; and therefore, for their constancy of being move refi acted,

are' deservedly called more refrangible." Our author shows also

by exi'criments made with conv.ex glass, that lights (reflected from

natural bodies) which differ in colour, dilTer also in degrees of re-

frangibility ; and Ihat they differ in the same manner as the ray«

of the sun do. The sun's light consists of rays differing in reflexi»

bilitv, and those rays are more refiexib'e than others which are

more refrangible. A prism, ABC, fig. 3S, whose two angles, at

its base BC, were equal to one another and half right ones, and
the third at A a right one, 1 placed in a beam FM of the sun'g

light, let into a dark chamber through a hole F one third part of

an inch bread. And turning the prism slowly about itsaxi^, until

the light, which went through one of its angles ACB, and was re-

fracted by itto Gai!dli,began tobe rellected into the line MN by
ils base BC, at which till then i't wi-nt ought of the glass ; I ob-

served that those rays, as MH, which had suffered the greatest re-

fraction, were sooner reflected than the rest. To make it evideut

that the ravs which vanished at H were reflected into the beam
MN, I made this beam pass through another prism VXY, and
being refracted by it to fall afterwards upon a sheet of white paper

p t placed at some distance behiiul it, and there by that relractiou

to paint the usual colours atp /. Then causing the first prism to

be turned about its axis, according to the order of t'ne letters ABC,
I observed that when those rays NlII, which in this prism liad suf-

fered the greatest refraction, and appeared blue and violet, began
to be totally reflected, the blue and violet light on tiu; paper
which was most refracted in the second prism received asen.-ible

increase at p, above that of the red and yellow at t : and after-

wards, when the rest of the liglil, which was green, yellow, and
red, began to l)e totally reflected and vanished at G, the light of
those colours at t, on the paper /;/, received as great ;.n increase

as the violet and blue had received before: which puts it past dis-

pute, that tliose raj^s became first of all totally rellected at the base
BC, which before, at equal incidences with the rest upon the base
BC, had suffered the greatest refraction. 1 do not here take no-
tice of any refractions made in the sides AC, AB, of the first

prism, because the light enters almost perpendicularly at the first

side, and goes out almost perpendicularly at the second ; and
therefore sutlers none, or so little, that the angles of incidence at

the base BC are not sensibly altered by it ; especially if the angles
of the prism at the base BC be each about 40". For the rays l''.\I

begin to be totally reflected when the angle CMF is about 50°,

and therefore they will then make a right angle of 90° with AC.
It appears also from experiments, that the beam of light NJN, re-

flected by the base of the prism, being augmented first by the
more refrangible rays and afterwards bv the less refrangible, is

composed of rays diHeienlly refrangible.
' " The light whose raj's

are all alike refrangible, 1 call simple, homogeiieal aud similar;
and that whose rays are some more refrangible than otliers, 1 call

compound, heterogeneal, and dissimilar. The former light I call

homogeiieal, not because I would aflirm it so in all respects; but
because therays which agree in refrangibility agree at least in all

their other properties which I consider in the following discourse.
The colours of hoinogeneal light I call primary, homogeneal, and
simple ; and those of heterogeneal light, heterogeneal and com-
pound. For these are always compounded of homogeneal light,

as will appear in the following discourse. The homogeneal light
and rays which appear red, or rather make objects appear so, I
call rubrific or red-making ; those which make objects appear yel-
low, green, blue, and violet, I call yellow-making', ureen- making,
blue-making, violet-making; and so of the rest. And if at any
time I speak of light and rays as coloured or endowetl with co-
lours, 1 would be understood to speak not phi'osophically and
properly, but grossly, and according to such conceptions as vul-
gar people in seeing all these experiraeiits would be apt to frame.

For .
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For tlie rays, to speak properly, are not coloiirerl. In tliem there

is nolliing else tlian a certain power and disposition to stir up a sen-

sation of lliis or tliat colour. Fur as sound, in a bell or nnisical

.siring, or other sounding body, is nothing but a trembling motion,

and HI tiie air nothing but that motion propagated from the object,

and in the sensoriuni it is a sense of that motion under tlie form of

sound ; so colours in the object are nothing but a disposition to

lollect lliis or that sort of rays more copiously than the rest : in

lays tliey are nothing but their dispositions to propagate this or

that motion into thesensoriuin, and in llu-sensorium they are sensa-

tions of those motions under the forms of colours. " " By the

malhemalical proposition above-mentioned, it Ascertain that the

rays which are equally refrangible do fall upon a circle answering

to the sum's apparent disk, which will also be proved by experi-

ment by and by. Now let AG, lig. 3P, represent the circle

which all the most refrangible rays, propagated from the whole
disk of the sun, would illuminate and |)ainl upon the op|)osite wall

if they were alone ; IvL the circle, which all the least refrangible

rays would in like manner illumiiiate if they were alone ; BH, CI,
DK, the circles wliichso many intermediate sorts wuuld paint

. upon the wall, if they were singly propagated from tlie sun in suc-
cessive order, the rest being intercepted ; and conceive that there

are oiher circles without number, which innumerable other inter-

mediate sorts of rays would succe.(sivcly paint upon the wall, if

the sun should successively emit every sort apart. And seeing the
sun emits all these sorts at once, they must altogetlicr illuminate

uiid puMit innumerable equal circles ; of all whicli, being accord-
ing to tlieir degrees of refiangibility placed in order in a continual
scries, that oblong spectrum PT is composed, which was described
in the first experiment. " Now if these circles, whilst their cen-
tres ki.t-p llieir distances and positions, could be made less in dia-

meter, llicir interfering one with another, and consc^quently the
mixture of the heterogeneous rays, would be proportionably dimi-
nished. Let the circles AG, BlI, CI, &c. remain as before ; and
Jet fig, I'll, ci, &c. be so many less ciicles lying in a like continual
bcries, iietween two |)arallel right lines a c and g I, with the same
distances between tiit-ir centres, and illuminated with the same sorts

ofrayi: that is, the circle a tf with the same sort by which llie

torrespondi<ig circle AG was illuminated ; and the rest of the
circles b h, c i, d /c, c I, respectively w ith the same sorts of ravs bv
ttliich the corresponding circles, BII, CI, DK, EL, were illu-

minated. In the figure PT, composed of the great circles, three
of those, AG, BH, CL are so expanded into each other, that

three sorts of rays, by which those circles are illuminated, toge-

ther « itii innumerable other sorts of intermediate rays, are mixed
at QU in the middle of the circle UH. And the like mixture hap-
pens tin'oughout almost the whole length of the ligure PT. lint

in the ligure P I, composed of the less circles, the three less circles

ii g, h h, c ;', which answer to those three greater, do not extend
into one another ; nor are there any where mingled so much as

any two of the throe sorts of rays by which those circles are illumi-

nated, and which in the figure PT are all of them intermingled at

QR. So then, if we would diminish the mixture of the rays, we
are to diminish the diameters of the circles. Now these would be
diminished if Ihe sun's diameter, to which they answer, could be
made less tiian it is, or (whicii comes to the same purpose) if with-

out doors, at a great distance from the prism towards the sun,

some opacine body were placed witii a round hole in the middle
of it to intercept all the sun's light, except so much as coming from
the middle of liis body could pass through that hole to the prism.

For so the circles AG, BH, and the rest, would not any longer
. answer to tlie whole disk of the sun, but only to that part ot it

whicli could he seen from the prism through tliat hole ; that is, to

thf apparent magnitude of that hole viewed from tlie prism. But
that tliese circles may answer more distinctly to that hole, a lens is

to be placed by tlie prism to cast the image of the hole (that is,

every one of the cucles AG, BH, &c.) distinctly upon the paper
at P T ; after such a manner, as by a lens, placed at a window, liie

pictures of objects abroad are cast distinctly upon a paper witiiin

the room. If this be done, it will not be necessary to place that

hole not very far otl", no not beyond the window. '. '-^ The solar

image /•"/, formed by the separated rays, did in th< progress from
its end P, on which the most refrangible rays fell, unto its end t,

on which the least rel'rangible rays fell, appear tinge.d with Uiis se-

ries of colours,- violet, indigo, hlije, green, yellow, orange, red,

ViJL. IV. NO. 104.

together with all their intermediate degrees in a continual succes-

sion perpetually varying, so that there appeared as many degrees

of colours as there were sorts of rays diti'ering in refrangibility.

And since these colours could not be changed by refractions nor
by reflections, it follows, that all homogeneal light has its ]n-oper

colour answering to its degree of refrangibility. Lvery homo-
geneal ray considered apart is refracted, according to one and the

same rule ; so that its sine of incidence is to its sine of refraction

in a given ratio: that is, every ditTerent coloured ray has a dif-

ferent ratio belonging to it. This our author has proved by ex-

periment, and by other experiments has determined by what
numbers those. given ratios are expressed. For instance, if an he-

terogencal white ruy of the sun emerges out of glass into air ; or,

which is the same tiling, if rays of all colours be supposed to suc-

ceed one another in the same line AC, and AD, their commoir
sine of incidence in glass be divided into jO eipial parts, then EF
and GH, the sines of refraction into air, of tlic least and most re-

frangil)le rays, will be 77 to 78 such parts respectively. And since,

every colour has several degrees, the sines of retraction ot all the

degrees of red will have all intermediate degrees of magnitude
from 77 to 77^, of all the degrees of orange from 77^ to 77i, ot"

yellow from 77i to 77f, of green from 77jto 77^, of blue from

77 J to 77|, of indigo Irom 77i to 77i, and of violet from 77.J to

7S." From these experiments it is manifest, that the sensation of

colour is the effect of light alone, an<l es|)ecially as no sort of ob-

ject on H liich the refracted beam falls, nor any diirerence ii^lhe

mediums by, and in which it is refracted does ever change thir

colours peculiar to the several parts of the refracted beam. '1 hey
are more or less intense, according to the greater or less refractive

powers of Ihe mediums, but still the colours of the same parts of

the refracted beam are always the same. Hence then it tollows

that the sensation or idea of colours is excited in the mind by llie

action of light, as the elVicient cause ; and that the diflerent phj-.-

nomena of colours are the effects of diflerent ra)S of light, varying

in some properly or (jiialily, which perhaps we do not certainly, it

at all, comprehend. Sir Isaac Newton supposes, with grea^rea-

son, tliat this colorltic quality of the rays depends on the diiTerenl

sizes or magnitudes of the particles of liglit which conipose them ;

but to this hvpolhesis there are some objections. It must suf-

fice therefore to know, that light is the cause of colour; and that

where there is no light there can be no colour ; and as darkness,

or total shadow, is noUiing more than the absence, or privation ot

light, so blackness is no oilier thing in itself than a want of the

natural operation of light ; and with respect to us, it is the want

of all colour in bodies. Hence black is, properly speaking, no
colour at all. The above mentioned experiments and discoverie*

have laid the foundation fcr the genuine theory of colours, though
it must be acknowledged that neither what 'Sir Isaac, has done,

nor the subsequent labours of other philosophers have ttilly de-

termined this subject vith certainty. The discoveries of Sir

Isaach Newton, however, are sufiicient to justify the following

Aphorisms.

1. All the colours in nature proceed from the rays of light, 'i.

There are seven primary colours ; which are red, orange, yellow,

green, blue, indigo, and violet. 3. Every ray of light may be
separated into the seven primary colours. 4. The rays of light in

passing through the same medium have different degrees of refran-

gibility. 5. The difl'erence in the colours of light arises from its

dilTerent refrangibility : that which is the lea^t refrangible produc-

ing red ; and that which is the most refrangible violet. 6. By
compounding any two of the primary colours, as red and yellow,

or vellow and blue, the intermediate colour, ar. orange or green,

may be produced. 7. The colours of bodies arise from their dis-

positions to reflect one sort of rays, and to absorb the oth.ec : those

that relied the least refrangible rays appearing red ; and thoi^e that

rcllect the most refrangible, violet. S. Such bodies as reflect two
or more sorts of rays, appear of various colours. 9. The white-

ness of bodies arises from their disposition to reflect all the rays

of light promiscuously. 10. The blackness of bodies proceeds

from their incapacity to reflect any of the rays of light.; and
hence black bodies, when exposed to the sun, become >oon(er

heated than all others. It may not be improper here to o.bserve,

that for the same reason tiial a prism separates the beam.ol . light

into its original or sj^npk rays, so likewise does a leus,- yiis. be-

2 N 'Icause
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tau^e Its siili'i are inclined to i-acli oilier, ami therefore the image

in the focus of a single lens must be a* compouncletl as light it-

self, and consetiiicntly in some nieasure confused ; for eacli par-

ticular species 'of rays' doi-s in reality form a distinct ima^e in its

own peculiar focus. And of course, when this compound image

is Yiewed with a deep iiiagnitler, it will appear both coloured and

Confused, as we liiid in the common niK ro-copes, telescopes, &c.

of the refracting sort, llow this is in some degree remedieil, see

below. Hut imiges formed by reflected light are not subject to

either of those iiiiperfections, because tlicre is no different rttlec-

tion o: light while the angles of incidence are the same : and

therefore 'onlv one simple Ullage is formeil in the focus of a spe-

culum : and s'o perlect, that itWill bear to be niagnilied a second

time with suiricient distinctness; and consequently a double

powerofma^iiifving in a rellecting telescope will have the same

ert'ec-t in a small' length as we have in a very great length by re-

fraction.

As EXPLICATIOM or SEVERAL NATURAL Ph.'EN'OMES'A, DE-

PENDING ON THE Principles of Optics.

Of the Rainbow.

This beautiful plixnomeiion hath engaged (he attention of all

ages. By some nations it haih been deified ; thougli the more
Sensible part always looked upon it as a natural appearance, and

entJeavoured, however imperfectly, to account for it. The ob-

servations of tiie nncii-nts and phiiosopheis of the middle ages,

concerning the rainbow, wcr^' siuh as could not have escaped the

notice of the most illiterate husbandman who gazed at the sky;
and their variou- hypotheses deserve no notice. It was 3' consi-

derable time even after the dawn of true philosophy in this

weitern part of the world, before we find any discovery of import-

ance oh this subject. Maurolycus was the first who pretended to

Jiave measured the diameters of two rainbows with much exact-

ness ; and he says, that he found that of the inner bow to be 43"^,

and that of the outer bow 36° ; from which Descartes takes occa-

sion to observe, how little we can depend upon the observations of

those who were not accpiaiiited with the cause of tiie appearances.
One (Michtova'us (who distinguished himself by his opposition to

Luther, and died in 1.'j43,) had niaintaimd, that the second bow
is the image of the first, as he thought was evident from the in-

verted order of the colours. For, said In-, when we look into the
water, all the images that we see reHccted by it are inverted with
respect to the objects themselves ; the tops of the trees, for in-

stance, that stand near the brink, appearing lower than the roots.

That the rainbow is opposite to the sun, had always been observ-
eil. It was,' therefore, natural to imagine, thai the colours of it

were produced by some kind of reflection of the rays of light from
drops of rain, or vapour. The regular order oi the colours was
another circumstance that could not escape notice. But, notwith-
standing njere reflection had in no other case been observed to
produce colours, and it could not but have been observed that re-

,fractioii isfiequently attended with that phienomenon, yet no per-
son seems to have thought of having recourse to a proper rchac-
fion in this case, 'before one Kletcher of Breslau, who, in a treatise
published in 1571, endeavoured to account for the colours of the
rainbow by a (limbic refraction and one reflection. But he ima-
gined thai a ray of light, after entering a drop of rain, and suffer-
ing a refraction both at its entrance and exit, was afterwards re-
tlected from another drop before it reached the eye of the specta-
tor. He seems to have overlooked the reflection at the farth'_>r

sule of the drop, or to have imagined that all the blendings of the
light vnthm the drop would not make a sufticient curvature to
bring the ray of the sun to the €-yc of the spectator. That he
should think of two rifractious, was the necessary consequence of
his supposing that the ray entered the drop at all. This supposi-
tion, therefore, was all the light he threw upon the subject. B.
Porta supposed that the rainbow is produced by the refraction of
light ill the whole body of rain or vapour, but not in the separate
<lrops. Afierall, a man who had no pretension to philosophy,
hit upon this curious <liscovery. This was Anthony Oe Domiiiis,
bishop of Sp.ilatro, whose treatise " l)e Radiis Visus et Lucis,"
was published by J. Barlolus in 1611. He first advanced, that the
double refraction of Fletcher, with an intervening reflection, was
sufficient to produce the colours of the bow, and also to bring the
rays Out formed Ihem to the eye of the spectator, without any

subsequent rellection. He distinctly describes the progress of a
ray of light entering the upper part of the drop, where it suli.ri

one refr.iction, and after being thereby thrown upon the back pait

of the inner surface, is from thence rcllected to the lower part of
the <lroi); at which place undergoing a second refr.iction, it is

thereby bent, so as to come directly to the eye. To verify this

hypothesis, tjie bishop proceeded in a very sensible and philoso-

phical manner. For he procured a small globe of solid glass, aucl

viewing it when it was exposed to the rays of the sun, in the same
manner in which he )iad supposed that- the ilrops of rain were
situated with respect to them, he actually observed the same co.

lours w hich he had seen in the true rainbow , and in the same
ordi r. Thus the circumstances in which the colours of the rain-

bow were formed, and the progress of a ray of light through a
drop of water, were clearly understood ; but philosophers were
long at a loss to assign reasons for all the jjarticular colours and for

the order of them. Indeed nothing but the doctrine of the dif-

ferent refrangibility of the rays of light, a discovery reserved for

the great Sir Isaac Newton, could turnish a completi; solution of
this dilllcully. De Dominis supposed that the red rays were
those which had traversed the least space in the inside of a drop
of water, and therefore retained more of their native force, and
consequently, striking the eye more briskly, gave it a stronger

sensation ; that the green and blue colours were produced by those

rays, the force of which bad been, in some measure, obtundcd in

passing through a greater body of water; and that all the inter-

mediate colours were composed (according to the hypothesis
wliicli prevailed at that time,) of a mixture of these three primary
ones. Tliat the difi'erent colours were caused by some d.tt'erence

in the impulse of light upon the eye, and the greater or less im-
pression that was thereby made upon it, was an opinion which had
been adopted by many persons, who had ventured to depart from
the authority of Aristotle. Afterwards De Dominis observed,

that all the rays of the same colour must leave the drop of water
in a part similarlv situated with respect to the eye, in order that

each of the colours may appear in a circle, the centre of which is

a point of the heavens, in a line drawn from the sun through the

eye of the spectator. The red rays, he observed, must issue from
the drops nearest to the bottom of it, that the circle of red may
be the oulermost, and therefore the most elevated in the bow.
But though he conceived so justly of the manner in which the

inner rainbow is formed, he was far from having as just an idea of
the cause of the exterior bow. This he endeavoured to e\|)lain

in the same manner in which he had done the interior. When Sir

Isaac New ton discovered the different refrangibility of the rays of

light, he immediately applied his new theory of light and colours

to the phi-nomena of the rainbow, taking this remarkable object
of philosophical inquiry, where De Dominis and Descartes were
obliged to leave their investigations imperfect. For they coukl
give no good reason why the bow shouhi be coloured, and much
le.ss could they give any satisfactory account of the order in which
the colours appear. If different particles of light had not ditferent

degrees of refrangibility, on which the colours depend, the rain-

bow, besides being much narrower than it is, would be colour-
less ; but tlie ditTerent refrangibility of differently coloured rays

being admitted, the reason is obvious, both why the bow should
be coloured, and also why the colours should appear in the order
in which they are observed. Let a, Plate CXXXI. fig 24, be
a drop of water, and S a ray of light ; which, on its leaving the
drop of water, reaches the eye of the spectator. This ray, at its

entrance into the drop, begins to be decomposed into its proper
colours ; and upon leaving the drop, after one reflection ano a
second refraction, it is farther decomposed into as many small
difi'erently colour-pencils as there are primitive colours in the
lii>ht. Three of them only are drawn in this figure, of which the
blue is the most, and the red the least refracted. The doctrine of
the ditferent refrangibility of light enables us to give a reason for

the various phasnomena of the rainbow, which may be thus ex-
plained. .Suppose BNFG, (Plate CXXXH. fig. 40,) to be a
spherical drop of falling rain, and AN a ray of the sun falling

upon it in the point N ; which ray suppose refracted to F, from
thence reflected to G, and there again refracted in the direction
GR to the eye of a spectator ; and let IG be perpendicular to the
drop in the point G ; then will the ray or beam of light, by its

refiiictioo at G, be separated into several sorts of rays, which will

paint their respective colours in that part of the drop j of wiiich

y that

I
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that next llie perpendicular IG will be red, as being least refract-

ed ; and the rest in order above it, viz. oiange, yellow, green,

blue, indigo, violet. Now it is found by coniputalion, that the

greatest angle SEO, (lig. 41,) or EOP, bt-cause OP parallel to

SE, under which the most refrangible rays can come to the eye

of the spectator at O, is 40° 17'; and that the greatest angle FOP,
under which the least refrangible rays come to the eye at O, is

4'i° 2': and so all the particles of water, within the d'ilference of

those two angles, EF, will exhibit severally the various colours of

the prism, and constitute the interior rainbow in tiie cloud. If

the beam of light go not out of the drop, at G, but is rellected a

second time, to H ; (hg. 40 and 41,) and is there refracted in the

<lirectioji HS, making the angle SYA with the incident ray AN,
it will paint on the part H the several colours of light ; but in an

inverse order to the former, and more faint, by reason of the rays

lost by the second reflection. It has been lound also, that the

least angle SGO, or GOP, under which the least refrangible rays

can come to the eye at O, after two reflections and two refractions

is bO" 57'
; and the least angle HOI', under which the most re-

frangiblt rays can come to the eye in this case, is 54° 7' : whence
all tlie colours of the exterior rainbow, will be formed in the drops

from G to H ; which is the breadth of the bow, viz. 3° 10';

whereas the breadth of the former, or interior bow, viz. EF, is

but 1° 45' ; and the distance between the bows, viz. FG, is 8° 55'.

And such wotdd lie the measure of the bowf, were the sun but a

point ; but since his body subtends an angle of lialf a degree, it is

evident, by so much wilt each bow be increased, and their dis-

tance dnnuiislied. To apprehend rightly the dil'ferent affections

of the rauibow, we must attend to the following particulars: 1.

That llvough tlie rainbow be occasioned by the refracted and re-

flected light ot the sun falhng on the drops of rain, yet neither oi

them is produced by any rays falling on any part of the drop in-

tlifferently, but by those only which fall on the surface of the drop

BLQG, '(fig. 40, 41, and 42,) in or about the point N, as the ray

AN; tnose which fall nearer to B, or farther towards L, being
uncertain in this proiluction. 2. The internal bow is produced
by two refractions and one reflection. The first refraction is of

the incident rays extremely near AN, by which they proceed
from N to one common point or focus at F, from whence they

are reflected to G, and are there a second time refracted towards

K, and produce the various colours of the said bow. 3. There is

a necessity that several rays should be refracted together to the

point F, that being reflected together from thence to G they may
there go out parallel, and so come in quantity sufficient to excite

the sensation of colours in a strong and lively maimer. Now
those rays, and those only, which are incident on the globule

about the point N, can do this, as will appear from what follows:

for, 4. The point F makes the arch QF a maximum, or the dis-

tance QF from the axis of the drop SQ is greater than any other

distance from whence any other rays nearer to the axis, as SD,
SE, or farther from it, as SH, SI, are reflected; because those
which are nearer after the first refraction ten<l to points in the axis

produced inore remote than that to which the ray SN tends ; and
therefore as their distance from the axis increases, so likewise will

the distances of their points of reflection QP, QO, till the ray be-
romes SN ; after which the rays more remote from the axis, as

SH, SI, are refracted towards the points X, Y, which are nearer
and nearer to the axis; and this occasions the points of reflection

on the farthest side of the drop to decrease again from F towards
Q. 5. Hence it will necessarily happen, that some rays above
and below the ray SN will fall upon the same point, as O or P,
on the farthest side ; and for that reason they will be so reflected

from thence as to go out of the drop by refraction parallel to each
other. Thus let SE below, and SH above the ray SN, be re-

fracted both to one point O ; from hence they will be reflected to

M and L, and will there emerge parallel, it is true, but alone

;

being divested of their intermediate rays SN, which going to a
flitferent point F will be reflected in a different direction to G,
and emerge on one side, and not between those rays, as when they
were incident on the drop. All which is evident from the figure.

6. As this will be the case of all the rays which are not indefinitely
near to SN, it is plain, that being deprived of the intermediate
rays, their density will be so far diminished, as to render them in-

effectual for exciting the sensation of colours; and they are there-
fore called inefficacious rays, in contradistinction to those which

enter the drop near SN, and which, having the same point F of
reflection, are not scattered like the others, but emerge together

at G, so as to constitute a beam GR of the same density with the
incident beam SN, ancy therefore capable of exhibiting a vivid

appearance of colours, and for this reason are called efficacious

rays. We may now account for the following phenomena of the
bows. 1. Each bow is variegated with all tlie prismatic colours.

This is a necessary consequence of the different refraugibility of
the rays refracted and rellected in drops of falling rain. Let A,
(fig. 43,) be such a drop, SX a ray entering it at N, which is re-

fracted to F, IVom whence reflected to G, uhere, as it emerges,
it is retracted into all the several sorts of rays of which it is com-
posed, viz. GR, the least refrangible or red-making ray, GO the
orange, GY the yellow, GG the green, GB the blue, Gl llie in-

digo, and GV the violet, or most refrangible ray. The truth of
this may be easily proved by experiment, by suspending a glass-

globe Idled with water in the sun-shine, and viewing it in such a
position, tliat the rays SN will fall upon it, and emerge to the eye
at A, under the several angles from SFR to SFV ; which may be
easily effected by letting the globe descend from A to G, by a.

string going over a pulley. 'J. Hence the circular form, is account-
ed for, and also the brea"dth of the bow ; for that will be equal to

the angle ARG = RGV = 1° 45', where the ray, as here, cmergei
after one rellection. These particulars are represented more
Completely in fig. 41, where PiFD is the red circumference form-
ed by the rotation of the ray OF, that can first come to the eye
at O ; and CEA is the violet arch formed by the least refrangible
ray EO ; alter which the rays are all refracted below the eye.
And thus, by the intermediate rays and colours, the whole interior

bow is produced. 3. The appearance of two bows. This follows
from hence, that after an efficacious ray of light, entering a drop
of lain, has been twice reflected on the farthest side, as at G and
H, it will emerge refracted into all its simple or constituent ray&
at G and H, upon the upper side of the drop, so as to make with
the incident ray an angle 54° 10', if that ray be the violet sort, or
most refrangible ; but if it be the re<l or least refrangible sort, then,

the said angle is but 50° 58'. Therefore, all those drops whicli
are so situated around the eye, that their most refrangible rays
shall fall upon it, must with "those rays make an angle with the
line OP passing through the eye parallel to the sun's ravs, viz. the
angle HOP, equal to the angle SYO, equal to 54° 10'. These
rays, therefore, will everywhere exhibit a violet colour in tlit arch
KHL. For the same reason, those drops whose least refrangible
rays fall upon the eye at O, make the angle GOP = 50° 53';
and so the ray OG revolving about the axis OP, will describe the
circular arch WGN, which will exhibit the deepest red ; and all

the drops between G and H will paint the several other coloured
peripheries, all which together will complete the exterior bow.
4. The greater breadth of the exterior bow. Thus, if from 54'

10' we subduct 50° 58', we shall have 3° 12' = GH = the width
of the outer bow ; which, therefore, is almost twice as wide as the
interior bow. 5. The distance between the two bows, which is

thus determined ; from the angle which the least refrangible ray ia
the upper bow makes with the axis OP, viz. 50° 58', subtract the
anule 4'^° '2' which the most refrangible ravs make therewith in the
lower bow, and the remainder 8° b6' = GOF is the arch of dis-

tance between the bows. 6. The inverse order of the colours in

the two bows. This follows from the contrary parts of the drop
on which the ray is incident, and from whence it emerges and is

refracted. Thus, when the rays enter the upper part of the drop,
and emerge from the lower, it is evident the rays refracted in this

case (viz. in the interior bow,) will have a situation quite the re-

verse of those which enter on the lower part of the drop, and are
refracted from the upper, as in the exterior bow, whose colours are
violet, indigo, blue, green, >ellow, orange, and red ; whilst those
of the other are red, oiange, yellow, green, bliie, indigo, and vio-
let ; counting from the upper part dovvnwar<ls in both. 7. The
laintness of the exterior bow, in comparison of the imerior one.
This is the consequence of the rays being twice reflected wiihia
the drops which form the outer bow. They who make the expe-
riment in a dark chamber, may wonder when thev observe how
large a part of the beam (that enters the globule ai N,) goes out
at F, (tig. 40,) that there should be enough in the remaining part
FG to exhibit the colours so strong and vivid in the first bow as
they appear ; but then, considering how much of this residual ray
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is retrailed at G, it i^ rall.er a woiid.r iw-v tl.f very smiill part k-

H,-ct.Hlton, »hoiiM llierc. «h.;n r.'fr..cle(l. be lu cii.aiilitv butli-

cicnt to F«itr aiiv ilKtinct itk-as of colmirs at all. *> ./ "^^
fP"

ncarai.cr of the bows in that ,.art of ti>e heuv.ns opposite to the

l.m This ,u-ces,a.ilv happens from the i.H,dent and en,ergent

ray heinp both on one side of the drop ; for 'l * '^'''^". /l'|^. "'

order to see the colours we i.nist Inok to ihlt part agan>^ w nch

the sun shines. 9. '1 he bows never appear but when an.
I

where

it rain.. Thts ts because rain adoids a .ulheienl plenty odro,>s,

or anueous spherules, proper to re.le. t and re.mct the hght lit tor

this purpose, which cannot he done without u requisite size, hgure,

and disposition of the particles, which the vapour of the cloud

rioes not admit. a„d Iherefi.re clouds alone exhibit no such ap-

pearance. In the same manner innunier;ib!<»l.ows might be trom-

cd bva greater number of icfleKtions within the drops; but as

the sl-condary is so much fainter than the primary, that all the

colours ill it are seldom seen, for the same reason a bow iiuiue

with three reriections would be fainter stiH, and in general alto-

gether imperceptible. Since the ra>s of liglit. by various re-

ilections and retractions, are thus capable of forming, by means

of drops of rain, the bows which we so tre.,tienlly see in the hea-

vens it is evident that there will be not only solar and Ulnar

l)ows, but that maiiv striking appearances will be produced by

llrops upon the grouiid, or air on the agitated surface ol the wa-

ter 'Jlius a lunar bow will be formed by rays Irom the moon

anecled bv drops of niiii ; but as its light is very fa:nt in compa-

rison wiih'thal of the sun, such a bow will very seldom be seen,

aml-thecoloursof It, when seen, will be taint and dim. 1 he

nhsnomena of haloes and parhelia de|)end also on tlie refraction

und lellertion of light. I'ov an account of these see Halo, and

rARHlLIU.M.

Of the Concave Fioure of the Sky.

Thi:- apparent concavity is only an optical deception founded

on the incapacity of our oisaiis of vision to take in very large

ilistanccs. Dr. Smith in his " Complete System of Optics," hath

dcmonslralod, that, if the surface of the earth was perfectly plane,

•the distance of the visible horizon from the eye would scarce ex-

teed- the distance of 5000 times the heisiht of the eye above the

ground si!ppr)sing the height of the eye between live and six feet

:

beyond this distance all" objects would appear in the visible

liorizon. For, let OP, (fig. 44, Plate CXXXI.) be the height

of the eve above the line PA drawn upon the ground ; and

if an obi'eet AB, einial in height to PO, be removed to a

<listance "'PA equal to JOOO times that lieight, it will liardly

'be-visible by reason of the smallness of the angle AOPj. Coiise-

i^uently any distance AC, how great soever, beyond A, will be

invisible. For since A(' and BO are parallel, the ray CO will al-

ways cut A 15 in some point D between A and B; and therefore

Ihe' angle AOC:, or ;VOD, will alwjys lie less than AOR, and

therefore AD or AC will be invisible. Of course all objeclsand

clouds, asCE and FG, placed at aW distances beyond A, it they

'be high enough to be visible, or to subtend a bigger angle at I lie

eve than AOB, will appear at the horizon AB ; because the dis-

tance AC is invisible. Hence, if we suppose a vast long row of ob-

jects, or avast loHg wall ABZY, lig. 4j, built upon this plane, and

its perpendicular distance OA from the eye at O to be e(|iial to

or griMier than the distance O « of the visible horizon, it will not

appear straight, but circular, as if it were built upon the circuin-

ferenee of tile horizon n c eg J/:
and if the wall be continued to

an immense distance, its extreme parts YZ will appear in tiie ho-

rizon, at ;/=. where it is cut by a line 0(/ parallel to the wall. For,

supposing a ray Y(>, the angle Y()(/ will become insensibly

small. Imagine this infinite plane 0.\Y >/, wilh the wall upon it,

to be turned about the horizontal line O like the lid of a box, till

it becomes perpendicular to the other half of the horizontal plane

LM V, and til" wall parallel to it, like a vast ceiling overhead;

and then the wall will appear like the concave llgure of the clouds

overhead. Hut though the wall in the horizon appear in the

fipure of a semicircle, yet the ceiling will not, but much lialter.

Because the horizontal plane was a visible surface, which suggested

the idea of the same di-tances quite round the eye : but in the ver-

tical plane extendird beiw'e<-n tlie eye and the ceiling, there is

nothing that afiects the sense with an idea of its parts but the com-
mon line O/y ; consequently the apparent distances of the higher

parts of the ceiliim will be gradually diminished in asceiuliiig Irom

that line. When the sky is quite overca»lwith the clouds ol equal

gravities, they will all Hoat in tJie air at ecpial heights above the

earth, and conse<iuenlly will compose a surlace resembling a large

ceiling, as flat as the visible surlace of the earth. Its concavity

theietore is not real, but a])pareiit: ami when the heights of the

clouds are unequal, since their real shape» and magnitudes are all

unknown, the eye can seldom distinguish the iiiiei|ual distances

of those clouds that appear in the same directions, unless they are

verv neariis, or are driven by contrary currents of the air. So
i

that the visible shape of the whole surface remains alike in both

lases. And when ihe sky is either partly ov<n ast, or partly free

from clouds, it is matter of fact that we retain iuik h the same idea

of its concavity, as when it was quite overcast. '1 he concavity of

the heavens appears to the eye, to be a less proportion of thesplie-

rical surface than a hemisphere. Dr. Smith says, that the ceniie

of the concavity is much beloiv the eye ; and by taking a medi-

um among several observations, he found the apparent distance of

its ])arts at the horizon to be generally between three and four

times greater than the apparent distance of its parts overhead.

For let the arch ABCD, fig. 4fi, represent the apparent concavity

of the sky, O the place of the eye, OA and OC the liori/.. ntal

and vertical apparent tli>tanees, wlmse propoilion is ri (piired. First

observe when the sun or the moon, or any cloud or star, is in .such

a position at B, that the apparent arches B.\, BC, extended on
each side of this object towards the horizon and zenith, seeni

ecpial to the eye ; then taking the altitude of the object B with u

quadrant, oriindiiig it by astronomy from the givin time of ob-

servation, the angle AOIJ is known. Drawing llicMefore the line

OB in the po-ition thus determined, and taking in it any
point B, at pleasure, in tlie vertical line CO produced
downwards, seek the centre K of a circle ABC, whose
arches B;\, BC, inteicepteil between B and the legs of the right

angle AOC, shall be equal to each other; then will this arch

ABCD represent the apjiarent figure ol the sky. The centre E
mav be found geometrically by constructiiij> a cubic eipiatioii, or

as cpiickly »n<l suflicienlly exact, by trying whether the chords

BA, BC.of the arch ABC drawn by conjecture are equal, and bv
altering its radius BE till they are so. In jiiaking several obser-

vations upon the sun, moon and slars, they seemed to the Dr. to

bisect the vertical arch ABC at B, when their apparent aliitudes

or the angle AOB was about 23 degrees; which gives the

proportion ol OC to OA as 3 to 10, or 1 to3j nearly. When
llie sun was but 30' high, the upper arch seemed always less than

the under one; and, in Dr. Smith's opinion, always greater wiien •

the sun was about 18° or 20° high.

Of the Irradiations of the Suk's Light appearisg
THROUGH the INTERSTICES OF THE ClOUDS.

This is an appearance which every one must have observed,

when the sky was pretty much overcast wilh clouds at some ijis-

tanee from each other. At that time several large beams of light,

something like the appearance of the light of the sun admitted inloa

smoky room, w ill be seen generally with a very considerable degree

of divergence, ;!S if the radiant point was situated at no great d's*

lance above the clouds. Dr. Smith observes, that this ;ippearaiice

is one of those which serve to demonstrate, that very, high and
remote objects in the heavens do not appear to ns in their real,

shapes and positions, but according to their pei-spective projec-

tions on the apparent concavity of the sky. He sax s that though
these beams are generally seen diverging, as represented in fig. 47,

Plate CXXXil. it is not always the case. He himsell once saw
them converging towards a point diametrically opposite to thesmi
for, as near as he could conjecture,the point to which they 0OB»

verged was situated as much below the horizon, as the sun was
then elevated above the opposite part of it. This part is repre*

sented by the line tDt, fig. 48, and the point below it in opposi-

tion to the sun is E ; towards which all the l<e;ims v t, r t, &c. ap-

peared to converge. " Observing (says he) that the p'oint «f

convergence was oppo'^itc to the sun, I began to suspect, that thil

unusual phenomenon was but a case of the usual apparent diver-

gence of the beams of the sun, from his apparent place among the

clouds, as represented in fig. 47. 1 say an apparent divtirgenoe.;

for though it is common for r; vs to diverge from a luniliicus boiy,,

yet the clivergeute of these beams in such angles is not rej, but

ai>parciit

:
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apparent : Because it is im])05sible for the direct rays of the sun

to cross one anotherat any point of the apparent concavity of the

sky, in a greater angle than about half a degree. For tbe diame-

ter of the earth being so extremely small, in comparison to the dis-

tance of the sun, as to subtend an angle at any point of his body
ofabout 20" or 22" at most ; and the diameter of our visible hori-

zon being extremely smaller than that of the earth ; it is plain, that

all the rays which fall upon the horizon, from any given point of

the sun, must be inclined to each other in the smallest angles ima-

ginable : the greatest of them being as much smaller than that

angle of 2'i seconds, as the diameter i>f the visible horizon issmaller

than that of the earth. All the rays that come to us from any
given point of the sun may therefore be considered as parallel to

each other; as the rayseBg, fig. 49, from the point e, or/BA from

the opposite point/; and consequently the ray,; of these two pen-

cils that come from apposite points of the sun's real diameter, and
cross each other in the sun's apparent place B among the clouds,

can constitute no greater an angle with each other than about

half a degree ; this angle of their intersection cB/' being the

same asTlie sun would appear under to an eye placed among the

clouds at B, or (which is much the same) to an eye at O upon the

ground: Because the sun's real distance OS is inconceivably

greater than his apparent distance OB. Therefore the rays of the

sun, as \ig, BA, do really diverge from his apparent place B in no
greater angles g-B/i than about half a degree. Nevertheless they

appear to diverge from the place B, (ig. 47, in all possible angles,

and even in opposite directions. Let us proceed then to an ex-

planation of this apparent divergence, which is not self-evident by
any means ; though at first sight we are apt to think it is, by not dis-

tinguishing the vast difi'erence between the true and apparent dis-

tances of the sun. Supposing all the rays of the sun to fall accu-

rately parallel to each other upon the visible horizon, as they do
very nearly, yet in both cases they must appear to diverge in all

possible angles. Let us imagine the heavens to be partly overcast

with a spacious bed of broken clouds v,v, v, &c. fig. 50, lying

parallel to the plane of the visible horizon, here represented by
the line AOD ; and when the sun's rays fall upon these clouds in

the parallel lines sv, s v, &c. let some of them pass through their

intervals in the lines v t, v t, &:c. and falling upon the plane of the

horizon at the places t, t, &c. And since the rest of the incident

rays s v, s v, are supposed to lie intercepted from the place of the

spectator at () by the cloud ,r, and from the intervals between the

transmitted rays, v t, %• t, &c. by the cloud v, v, &c. a small part

of these latter rays v t, v t, when reflected every way from
some certain kind of thin vapours floating in the air, may undoubt-
edly be sufficient to atifect the eye with an api)earance of lights and
shades, in the form of bright beams in the places v I, v t, &c. and
of dark ones in the intervals between them ; just as the like beams
of light and shade appear in a room by reflections of the sun's rays

from a smoky or dusty air within it ; the lights and shades being

here occasioned by the transmission of the rays through some parts

of the window, and by their interruption at other parts. Now,
if the apparent concavity of this bed of clouds t', v, to the eye at

O, be re|)resented by the arch ARCD, and be cut in the point B
by the line OB.r drawn parallel to the beams <t'; it will be evi-

dent by the rules of perspective, that these long beams will not

appear in their real places, but upon the concave ABCD diverg-

ingevery way from the place B, where the sun himself appears, or

the cloud X that covers his body, as represented separately in full

view in fig. 47, Plate C XXXI I. And for the same reason, if the

line BO rig. 50, be produced towards the point E, below the

plane of the horizon AO I), and the eye be directed towards the

region of the sky directly above E, the lower ends of the same real

beams V t, V t, v.ill now appear upon the part DF of this concave

;

aii<i will seem to converge towards the point E, situated just as

much below the horizon as the opposite pomt B is above it : which
is separately representeil for the sake of illustration in fig. 48,

For if the beams v t, v t, be supposed to be visible throughout their

whole lengths, an<l the eye be directed in a plane perpendicular to

them, liere represented by tlie line OF, fig. 50, they and
their intervals will evidently appear broadest in anil about this

plane, tiecaose these parts of them are the nearest to the eye ; and
therefore their remoter parts and intervals will appear gradually

narrow er tow ards the opposite ends of the line BE. As a farther

illustration of this matter, we maj' conceive the spectator at O to
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be situated upon the top of so large a descent OHI towards a re-

mote valley IK, and the sun to be so very low, that the point E,
opposite to him, niay be seen above the horizon of this shady val-

ley. Li this case it is manifest, that the spectator at O would now
see the.se beams converging so far as to meet each other at the

point E in the sky itself.

Of Optical Tnstrtjments.

1. Tlic Muhiplying Glass. This is made by grinding down
the round side « ( .', lig. 51, Plate CXXXII. of a plano-convex
glass A B, into scveial Hat surlaces, a^ li h, b d, d k. An object-

C will not appear niagiiilied when seen through this glass by the

eye at II ; but it will appear multiplied into as many dil'iereiit

objects as the glass contains plane surfaces. For, since rays will

How from tlie object C to all paits of the glass, and each plane sur-

face will refract these rays to the eye, the same object will appe.ir

to the eye in the direction of the rays which enter if through each
surface. Thus, a ray g' i H, f.illiiig peipeinruularly on the mid-
dle surface, will go lliniiigh the glass to the eye witiiout suircring

any retraction ; and will therefore shew tlie object in its true place

at C : whilst a ray a b flow ing from the same object, and falling

obliquely on the plane surface b h, will be refracted in the direc-

tion II, by passing through the glass; and upon leaving it, will

go on to the eye in the direction e H ; which will cause the same
object C' to appear also at E, in the <lirectioH of the ray H e, pro
duced in the right line li e ». And the ray c d, flowing from the

object C, and falling obliquely on t^ie plane surface d k, will be
refracted (by passing ihrough the glass, and leaving it alfj to the

eye at II ; which will cause the same object to appear at D, in

the direction Hj'm.— If the glass be turned round the \h\e g I H,
as an axis, the object C will keep its place.becanse the surface bid
is not removed ; but all the other objects will seem to go round C,
because the oblique planes, on which the rays acbd fall, will go
round by the turning of the glass.

2. Mirrors. There are three mirrors principally used in opti-

cal e\))eriments, the plane mirror, the spherical convex minor,
and the spherical toncave mirror. Of these the plane mirnr lno^t

claims our attention, as it is more common, and undoubtedly
more ancient, than tlie other two. It has been said that the image
reflected by this mirror appears as far behind the surface as the

object is before it ; that the image will appear of the same size,

and in the same position with the object ; that every such mirror

will reflect an image of twice its own length and breadth ; and that

in certain circumstances it will reflect several images of the same
object. For these phsenomcna we shall endeavour to account by
the laws of reflection. Let AB, fig. 52, be an object before the

reflecting surface g h i of the plane mirror CD ; and let the eve
be at o. Let A/i be a ray of light flowing from the top A of tlie

object, and falling upon the mirror at h, and h ni be a perpendi-

cular to the surface of the mirror at /i ; the ray A /i will be re-

flected from the mirror to the eye at o, making an angle »i /( o
equal to the angle A h m : then will the top of the image E appear

to the eye in the direction of the reflected ray o /( produced to E,

where the right line A p E, from the lop of the object, cuts the

right line o k E, at E. Let B i be a ray of light proceeding from

tlie foot of the object at B to the mirror at i ; and n i a perpendi-

cular to the minor from the point i, where the ray B f falls upon

it: this ray will be reflected in the line t o, making an angle ni o

equal the angle B i n, with that perpendicular, and entering the

eve at o ; then will the foot F of the image appear in the direction

of the reflected ray o i, produced to F, where this right line BF
cuts the reflected ray iirodticed lo F. All the other rays that

flow from the intermediate points of the object, AB, and tall upon

the mirror between /i and i, will be reflected to the eye at o ; and

all the intermediate points of the image EF will appear to the eye

in the direction of these reflected rays produced. But all the rays

that flow from the object, and fall upon the mirror above A, will

be reflected back above the eye at o; and all the rays that flow

from the object, and fall upon the mirror below i, will be reflected

back below tbe eye ato; so that none of the rays that fall above /i.

or below i, can be reflected to the eye at o ; aiid the distance be-

tween A and i is equal to half the length of the object AB. Hence

it appears, that if a man sees his whole image in a plane looking-

glass, the part of the glass that reflects his im;tge must be just half

as long and half as broad as himself, let hin) st^nyl at any distance

•2 O '^f*'"*
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from .1 whatever; .n<l tluu bis .mag- mu.l n|.|>r.>r jnst as tar be

tilixl tlu- filass as lu' w before it. '1 hi.s, the man AB, \yj, p3, ^ io«-

ing Imnsdf i.. tlv plane n.irror CD, «hich i* just ha t a^ long as

him..!.. «e,rs his « hole image as al EK, l..-h,n<l the sla^s esactlj

equal to his o.« n size, for a i^v AC procee<hns /"'n. his eye at

A and fallii.e perpendicularly upon the surlace ot the g ass at *. ,

is n-rtL-eied oack to lus eve. in th.- same line C A : an. the eye of

h.sin.a^e will appear at ft, in the san.e !me pio.hu-od to 1-, l>e-

vonl Ih.-Rlass. And arav HI), flow ins; trom his loot, and falling

obliquely on the -lass at D, will he ivHectcd as oblupiely on the

other si(ie of llic perpendicular a b I), in the direction U.A ; and

the foot ofhisima:;e will appear at F. in the direction of the re-

flected rav AD, produced to V, where it is cut by the riftht line

BGF, drawn parallel to the right line ACE. Just the same as il

the glass were taken away, and a real man stood at V, equal in

si/e to ih<- m,>n standing at B : for to his eye at A, the eye id llu-

otlier man a' K would be seen in the direction of the line AC h ;

and the fool of the man at F would l)e seen by the eye A. in the

direction ol ilie li.ie ADF. If the glass he brought near the man

AB, as siippos." to c II, he will see his imaije as at CDG : for the

icflecle^l rav CA (.lieins perpendicular to the glass) will shew the

eve 1.1 the imaae as at C ; and the incident ray B b, being re-

fl'ccted in tlie Ime b A, will sliew the foot of his image as at G ;

the angle of iVllectioii a b A being always equal to the angle of in-

cidence B /'« : and soof all the'mterniediate rays from A to B.

Hence, if tiie man AB aiivances towards the glass CD, his image

^vill approach towaids if. and if he recedes from the glass, his

iinatte will also recede from it. If the object be placed before a

common looking-glass, and viewed obliquely, tliree, four, or more

jmaaes of it, w'.li appear behind the glass. To explain this, let

ABCD, fig. J4, represent the glass; and let EF be the axis of a

pencil of lavs Mowing from E, a point in an object situated there.

Ihe ravs of tliis pencil will in part be reflected at F, suppose the

line FG. What remains will (after refraction at F, which we do

not consider here) pass on to H ; from whence (on account of the

quicksilver which is spread over the second surface of glasses of

this kind, to prevent any of the rays from being transmitted there)

they will he strongly reHected 'to K, where part of them will

emerge and enter an eye at L. By these means one representa-

tion of the sai<l point will be formed in the line LK produced,

suppose in VI ; Again, another pencil, wliose axis is EN, first re-

flected at N, tlien at O, and afterwards at 1', will form a second

representation of the same point at Q: And thirdly, another pen-

cil, whose a\is is ER, after reflection at the several points K, S, H,
T, V, successively, will exhibit a third representation of the same
point at X; and so on in inlinitum. The same bein_» true of

each point in the object, the whole will be represented in the

like manner; but the representations will be faint, in proportion

to the number of reflections the rays suffer, and the length of their

progress within the glass. We mav add to these another repre-

sentation of the same object in the line LO produced, made by
such of the rays as fall upon (), and are from thence reflected to

the eye at L. This experiment may be tried by placing a candle
before the glassas at E, and viewing it obliquely, as from L. The ef-

fects of concave and convex mirrors have been already explained.

3. Microscopes and Telescopes. For the description of these

instruments we refer to tlie articles in their alphabetical order ; vvc

shall here only observe that the advantages arising from the use of
the microscopes and telescopes depend, m the first place, uix)n
their property of magnifying the minute parts of objects, so thai

they canoe thus more distinctly viewed by the eye; and, 2dly
upon their throwing more light into the pupil of 'the eye than
wliat is done without them. The advantages arising from the
in.'.gnityiiig power would be extremely limited, if they were not
also accompanied by the lalter : for if the same quantity of light

IS spread over a large portion of surface, it becoms proportionally
diminished in force ; and therefore the objects, though magnified,
a))pear proporlionablynlim. Thus, though any magnifying glass
should enlarge the diameter of tlu- object ten tinies, and con-
sequently magnify the surface lUO times, yet if the focal
dist.ince of the glass was above eight inches (provided this was
possible), and its diameter only about the size of the pupil of the
eye, the object would appear 100 times more dim when we looked
through the glass, that wlieii we beheld it with our naked eyes ;

aod lUis, even on a supposition, tliat the glass transmitted all the

light which fell upon it, which no glass can do. But it the local

distance ol the glass was only four incht^, though its diameter n-
niained as before, the inconvenience would be va«ily diminished,

because the glass could tlien be (jljced twice as near the object as

beior.', anil conse(iuently would receive -lour limes as many rays

as in the former case, and tlierelore we would see it much brighter

than before. Going on thus, still diminishing the focal distance of

the glass, and keeping its diameter as large as |M)ssible, we shall pi-r-

ceive the object more and move magnified, and at the same time

very distinct an<l bright. It is evident, however, that with re-

gard to optical instruments of tiie microscopic kind, we niust sooner

or later arrive at a limit which cannot be [Mssed. This limit is

formed by the following particulars: 1. The quaiilily of light lost

in passing through the glass. 'J. Diminution of the glass itselt,

by which it receives only a small quantity of rays. 3. The ex-

treme shortness of the focal distance of meat magnifiers, whereby
the free access of the light to the object which we wish to view Is

impeded, and consequently the reflecti<in of tlie light from it ii

weakeued. 4. The aberrations of the rays, occasioned by their

diUerent refrangibility. With regard to telescopes, those ufthe
refracting kind have evidently the advantage ol all others, where
the aperture is equal, and the aberi itions of tile rays are corrected'

according to Mr. Dollond's method; because the image is not

only more perfect, but a much gwatcr quantity of light is trans-

milted, than can be reflected from the best materials hitherto

known. Unluckily, howe\er, the inipertections of the glass set a ,

limit to these telescopes, so that they canuot be made above 3J i
leet long. On the whole, therefore, the reflecting telescopes are

preferable in this respect, that they may be made of dimensions
greatly su|)erior ; by w hich means they can both magnify to a
greater degree, and at the same time throw much more light into

the eye. With rei^ard to the powei-s of telescopes, however, they

are all of them exceedingly less than we should be apt to ima^iue,^
from the number of times which they magnify ll-e object. Ihus,'"
when we hear ol a telescope which magnilies 200 times, we are

apt to imagine, that, on looking at any distant object though it,

we should perceive it as distinctly as we could with our naked eye
at the yooth part of the distance. But this is by no means the

case; neither is there any theory capable of <lirecting us in this

matter: we must therefore depend entirely on experience. The
best method of trying the goodness of any telescope is by observ-

ing, how much farther oil you are able to read with it than vou
can with the naked eye. But that all deception may be avoided^

it is proper to choose something to be read where the imagination

cannot give any assistance, such as a table of logarithms, or some-
thing which consists entirely of figures; and hence the truly use-

ful power of the telescope is easily known. In this way Mr. Short'*

large telescope, which magnifies the diameter of objects ICOO
times, is yet unable to aliord suflicieiit light for reading at more
than '.>00 times the distance at w hich we can read with our naked
eye. With regard to the form of reflecting telescopes, it is now
pretty generally agreed, that when the Gregorian ones are well

constructed, thev have the advantage of those of the Newtonian
form. One evident advantage is, that with the Gregorian tele-

scope an object is perceived by looking directly through it, and
consequently is found with much greater ease than in the Newto-
nian telescope, where we must look into the side. The unavoid-

able imperfection of the specula, common to both, als-o gives the

Gregorian an advantage over the Newtonian form. Notwith-

standing the utmost care and laboiirof the workmen, it is found im-

possible to give the metals either a perfectly spherical or a per-

lectlv parabolical form. Heniv arises some indistincti ess of tlic

image tormed by the great speculum, which is frequently correctetl

by the little one, provided they are properly niatchetl. But if

ill's is not done, the error will be made much woi-se; and hence

many of the Gregorian telescopes are far inferior to the Newlo-
iiioii ones ; namely when the specula have not been properly

adapted to each other. There is no method by which the work-
man can know the specula which will fit one another wilhouta
trial ; and therefore there is a necessity for having many specula

ready made of each sort, that in filling up a telescope those may be
chosen which best suit each other. The brightness of any olijeet

seen through a telescope, in comparison with its brightness when
seen l.y the naked e\e, inay in all cases be easily found by the

following formula: Let n reprcseut the natural distance of a visi-

ble
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ble object, at which it can be distinctly seen ; iuul let d represent

its ili^Umte Ironi tlie obiect-glass of tlie instriimei)!. Lei m be the

magnifying power of the instrnm-nt ; tliat is, let the visual angle

sutJteiKled at the eye by the object wh:'n at the distance n, anu view-

ed without the instrunn iit, be to the visual angle produced b" the

initrunient as 1 ti m Let a be the diameter of the object-.nlass,

and be that )• the pupil. Let the instrument be so constructed,

that no pails M'Ju- pencils are interceptid for want ot sufticienl

apci lures of the intermediate glasses. Lastly, let the light lost

in refieclion or refraction be neglected. The brightness of viioii

a ;?]

through the instnunent will be expressed by the fraction
'

>ii p d''

thj brightness of natural vision being 1. But although this fracfiin

mav exceed unity, liie vision through tlie in^trun)eot will not be
brighter than natural vision. For, when this is the case, the pupil
does not receive all the light transm,lied through the inuriiinent.

Ill microscopes, ;; is tiie nearest limits of distinct vision, nearly eight
inches. But a diflerence in this circumstance, arising from a dif-

ference in the eye, makes no change in the formula, because vi

changes in the same proportion with a. In telescopes, ii and

d may be accounted equal, and the formula becomes
m p-

4. The Magic Lanthorn. This corresponds with and is up-
00 the same principles as the solar microscope, and ;nav be used
with good elVect for magnifying small transparent object's; but in
general it is applied to the purpose of amusement, by taslin j ih,-

image of a small transparent painting on glass upon a wlnte wall or
screen, at a proper distance from the instrument. Let a candle or

lamp C, fig. 13, Plate CXVItL be placed in llie inside of a bo's

so that ihe light may pass through Ihe plano-convex lens NN,
and strongly illuminate the object OB; which is a transparent
painting on t;lass, inverted and moveable before NN, by means of
a slidin:>,|)i-Le in which the glass is set or fixed. 'I'liis illumina-
tion i- siill more increased by the reflection of light from a concave
ninor .Sd, placed at the other end of the box. which causes the light
to fall upon the lens NN, as represented in the figure. Lastly, a
lens LL, fixed in a sliding tube, is brought to the reciuisited dis-

tance from the object 01^, and a4:)rge erect image IM is formed
upon the opposite wall.

5. Tlic Camera Ohscura. This instrument has the same rela-

tion to i lie telescope as the solar microscope has to the coiiimoii
double microscope, and is thus constructed: Let CD, lig. 12,

repiesmt a darkened chamber perforated at L, where a conve.>c

lens is lixed, the i^urvature of which is such, that the focus of pa-
rallel rays falls upon the opposite wall. Then if ,\B is an object at»
siicii .1 di.^tance that the rjys which proceed from any given point
of its surface to the lens L in.iy be esteemed parallel, an inw rted

picture will be formed on the opposite wall ; for the pencil which
proceeds from \ will converge to n, r.vid the pencil wliich |)i

-

ceeds from B will converge to b, and the intermediate pt iuls ot the

"jject will be depicted between a and b. For the use of painters
these instruments are now constructed in a very convenient mode.
The lens is made to slide in a small wooden box, so as to be easi-

ly adjusted to a proper focus; and the image falls upon a plane
mirror, placed obliquely at the back part of the box, from which
it is reliccted on a piece of ground-glass, or on a sheet of white pa-
per extended over. 'I"he picture which is thus formed is very
lender and beautiful. The moving objects give it animation; and
the oulline formed is so perfect that it may be easily traced, even
by a person who is little skilled in drawing or perspective.

OPTIM.'VTES, one of the divisions of the Roman people, op-
posed to poi)ulares. They were warm supporters ot ihe dignity
of the chiel magistrate, and promoters of the grandeur of the state,
who cared not if the inferior members sutifered, provided the com-
manding powers were advanced; whereas the populares boldly
stood up for the rights of the people, pleaded for larger privileges,
and laljonred to bring matters nearer lo a level.
OPTION, in ecclesiastical polity. When a new suffragan

bishop is consecrated, the archbishop of the province, bv a cus-
tomary prerogative, claims the collation of the hrst vacant benefice,
or dignity, in that see, according as he shall choose; which choice
is called the archbishop's o))tion. But if the bishop die, or be
transl.ited, before the incumbent of the promotion chosen by the
archbishop die or be removed, it is generally supposed that the
option is void ; as the granter, singly and by himself, could not
convey any right or title beyond the term of his continuance in
that see. And if the archbishop die before the avoidance happen,
the right of filling up the vacancy shall go to his executors or ad-
ministrators.

OPUNTIA, the prickly pear-tree, a species of cactus; See
Cactus.
OR, the French woid for gold, by which this metal is expressed

in heraldry. In engraving it is noted by small points all over the
field or bearing. It may b<= supposed to^'gnify of itself, generosity,
splendor, or solichty,

; according to G. Leigh, if it is compounded
with Giilcs, it signilies Courage ; Azure, Trust ; Vert, Joy; Pur-
piiie, Charily ; and Sable, Constancy.
ORA, in antic|nity, was a term equivalent to an ounce; but it

bas been much debated among antiquaries, whether the ora was a
coin, or onh money of account.
ORACH, a town of Bosnia, capital of a Sangiacat, 72 miles

h L of Serajo, and 96 S. S. W. of Belgrade.
I IRACLE, ill sacred historj, is sometimes used for the mercy-

.
or the cover of the aik ot the coveiiaiU; and at other times it

I.en for the sanctuary, or for the most holy place, wherein the
s .vas deposited. Among the Jews we may distinguish several

sorts of real oracles. They had first oracles that were delivered
viva voce

; as when God spake to Moses face to face, as one friend
sjieiks to another, (Numb. xiL S.) 2, Prophetical dreams sent by

God : as the dreams which God sent to Joseph, and which foretold
Ins future greatness, (Gen. xxxvii. 5, 6.) 3. Visions; as when a
prophet in an ecstacy, being neither properly asleep nor awake,
had supernatural revelations. (Gen. xv. 1, xlvu 2.) 4. The ora-
cle of Urim and 1 hummim, which wis accompanied with the
ephod or the pectoral worn by the high-priest, and which God
had endued u ilh tlie gift of foretelling things to come, (Numb. xii.

6, Joel ii. 2S.) This manner of enquiring of the Lord was often
made use of from Joshua's time to the erection of the temple at

Jerusalem. Fifthly, After the building of the temple, they
generally consulted the prophets, who were frequent in Judah and
Israel. From Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi, who are the last of
the prophets that have any of their writings remaining, the Jews
pretend that God gave them what they call Balhkol, tlie daughter
of the voice, which was a supernatural manifestation of the will of
God, performed either by a strong inspiration or internal voice,
or else by a sensible and external voice, wliich was heard by a
number of ))ersonssufticient to bear testimony of it. For e.xample,
such was the voice that was heard at the baptism of Jesus Christ

(.\Iatth. iii. 17.) The scripture affords us examples likewise of
profane oracles. Balaam, at the instigation of his own spirit, and
urged on by his avarice, fearing to lose the recompense that he
was promised by Balak king of the Moabites, suggest a diabolical

expedient to this prince, of making the Israelites fall into idolatry

and fornication (Numb. xxii. 14, xxxi. 16,) by which he assures

him of a certain victory, or at lea^t of considerable advantage
against the people of God. See also 1 Kings xxii. 21, Sec. Tlie
dialogue there recorded proves two things ; first, that the devil

could do nothing by his own power ; and, secondly, that with the
permission of God, he could inspire the false prophets, sorcerers,

and magicians, and make them deliver false oracles.

Oracle, among the heathens, was the answer, which the gods
were supposed to give, to those who consulted them upon any af-

fair of imporlance. The.credit of oracles was so great, that in all

doubts and <lisputes their determinations were held sacred and in-

violable; whence vast numbers flocked to them for advice; and no
business of importance was undertaken, scarce any peace con-
cluded, any warwagetl, or any new form of government instituted,

without the advice and approbation of sorac oracle. The answers

were
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wi-ro siveii ii_v tin- prirst or prie>t(>>i of tlu- poil who w;;? consiilled ;

and grnoraily expre>>cil in such dark and .imbigoous plirases a-

niigl'it bo tasily « rested to provL- tin- truth ..f the oracle whatever

was the event. It is not, therefon-, to be wondered at, that the

prie,l5 who delivered them held tlie highest credit and esteem, and

that they managed this reputation so as greatly to promote Iheir

own advantage. 'The most ancient oracle was of Dodo.va but the

most famous was that i>f Delphi, which see.

OR.EA, certain solemn sacrilii-es of fruits which were offered

in the lour seasons of the vear, in order I o obtain mild and tem-

perate w either. They w ere ollered lo the godde>ses who presided

over the seasons, who attended upon the sun, and who received

divine worship at .\tlii-ns.

OKAI., \_f>s, nris, Lat.] delivered by mouth ; not written.

Or.\i, Traditios. See TkapitioV.
OR.VN, a very ^lrong town of Barbary, in the kingdom of Tre-

mecen, with several forts, and an excellent harbour. Lon. 0. 8. £.

Lai. 36 2. N.
t)R.VNAI, one of the Sandwich islands; nine miles from

Mowee and Morytoi. Lon. !:•(>. i2. W. Lat. 30. 46. N.
ORANGK, ill seography, a late principality of Krance, which

was united to Dauphliie, and is now included in the department ol

the Mouths of the Rhone.
OsANct, a tlinious city of France in the department of the

muulh of the Rhone, and' late capital of the above principality,

with a university. It is seated in a tine large plain, watered by a i

vast number of little rivulets on the E. side of th« Rhone. Lon. 4.
]

49. E. Lat. 44.9. N.
Orange, or Orange Bay, two b.iys of Jamaica, the one on

the N. E. coast, near Crawford's town; the other on the N. VV.

coast.

Orasge, a mountainous county of New York, bounded N. by
Ulster, E. by the Hudson, S. and' S. \V. by New Jersey, and \\^

by Pennsylvania and the Delaware. Jt is 68 miles long, and 27

broad.

Orakce, Prince of. See Maurice.
Orange, in botany. See Citrus.
ORANGEBURG', a district of S. C.irolina, bounded on the

N. E by the Congaree; E. bytheSantee; S. E. by Charlestown

district ; S. VV, by the Savannah, and VV. by Ninety-Six. It is

75 miles long, and 73 broad.

Orangebvrc, the capital of the above district, 70 miles

N. N. VV. of C'harlestown.

Orange-Men, a political parly in Ireland, who flourished

previous to, and during the late rebellion, in I71)S. '1 heir pro-

fessed principles were to support the Protestant Astendrni y." With
more zeal than judgement," (say the compilers of the Annual
Register for 1798, p. 1(>6.) " they assumed the CNtcrnal marks
of parly <listinction, and as the memory ot William III. was

justly held in veneration by the Protestants of Ireland, as their

great deliverer, the party were distinguished by the name of Orange-

men.
ORANG OUTANG. See Simia, and ZooroMY.
ORANINBAUM, atown of Bussia, on l!ie (^ulf of Finland, ?0

miles VV. of Petersburg. Lon. 'J9. 37. E. Lat. 59. 5-'. N.
OR.VrAVIA, the capital of the island of TeiierilTe ; 150miles

W. of the African coast. Lon. 16. 'JO. VV. Lat. l-'R. 23. N.
OR.ATION, {oratio, Lat.] a speech delivered in public. Ora-

tions may be reduced to three kinds, viz. the demonstrative, deli-

berative, and judicial. To the denionslralive kind belong pane-

gyrics, genethliaca, epithalamia, congratulations, &c. To the

deliberative kind belong persuasion, exhortatinn, &c. And to the

judicial kind belong accusation, confutation, &c. See Oratory.
ORATOR, PUBLIC, an ollice of very considerable dignity,

and of some emolument in the English universities. Ihe public

orator is the principal, and in many eases the only ostensible, agent

for the university in all those matters or forms which are merely

external. lie carries on or superintends all corre^pondi'nces which

are calculated to promote the dignity, or raise the utility, of Ihe

seminary. He has little to do, imleed, with the internal govern-

ment of the body, for which a variety of officers in dilferent de-

partments are appointed ; but in all public all'airs he is, as it were,

the mouth of the whole; putting their deliberations into proper

form, and communicating or publibhing them, ai cording to the in-

tention of the univei"sity.

ORATORIO, in the Italian music, a sort of sacred drama of

dialogues; containing recitalivos, duettos, trios, ritornellos, cho-

ruses, &c. The subjects of those pieces are usually taken from

scripture, or the life of some saint, &c. The music for the ora-

torios should be in the finest taste and best chosen strains. Ora-

torios arc greatly used at Rome in the time of Lent, and of late in

England.

ORATORY.

ORATORY, the art of speaking well upon any subject, in or-

der to persuade. The terms Rhetoric and Oratory, having no
other dill'erencc but that one is taken from the Greek language, and
the other from the Latin, may l>e used synonimously, but the c.ise

is not the same with respect to the wortls rhetorician and orator.

For allhough the Grecians used the former, both to express those
who taught the art, and those who practised it; yet the Romans
afrerwanl, when they took that word into their language, contined
it to the teachers of the art, and called the rest orators. And there
seems to have been a sufficient reason for this distinction, since the
art was Ihe same in both, and might therefore go by either name:
but the ditfereiit province of rhetoricians and orators made it not
improper that they should be called by dilTerent names. Besides,
anciently, before rhetoric was made a separate and distinct art from
philosophy, the same persons taught both. And then they were
called not only rhetoricians, but sophists. But because they often
employed their ait Rither to Tiiidieate svhat was false and unjust,
than to support truth and virtue; this disingenuous conduct, by
which they frequently imposed upon weak minds, brought a dis-

credit both upon Ihenisi Ives and their profession. And therefore
the word sophist, or sophisler, has been more generally used in an
ill sense, to signify one skilh d r.ither in the arts of cavilling, than
([ualilied to speak well and accurately upon any subject.

History.
The invention of oratory is by the Egyptians and the fables of

the poets ascribed to Mercury. Quintilian says, respecting the

origin of this art. " The faculty of speech we derive from nature ;

but the art from observation." B.it no certain account can be
given when, or by whom, this art first began to be cultivated.

Aristotle supposes that the first lineaments of it were vi ry rude and
imperfect. Pausanias, in his Description of Greece, tells us, that

Piltheus, the uncle of Theseus, taugiit it at Trezene, in Pelopon-
nesus, and wrote a book concerning it, about 1000 years before

Pausanias, who flourished under Adrian. And we learn from

Homer, that the art was very early in high esteem among the

Greeks, as that poet greatly celebrates Nestor and Ulysses for their

eloquence. Quintilian says, that afterwards Empedocles is the first

upon record who attempted any thing concerning it. And he, by
Sir Isaac Newton's account, flourished about 500 years after Troy
was taken. Quintilian also tells us, that ' the oldest writer*. upon
this art are Corax and Tisias, both of Sicily. After tjiein came
Gorgias of Leontium in the same island, who is said to have been
the scholar of Empedocles, and by reason of his great age (for he

lived to be 1 09 years old) bad many cotemporaries. Thrasvma-
cliiis of Chahedon, Prodicus of Cca, Protagoras of Abdera, Hip-
piasof Elis, and Alridamus of Elea, lived in his time ; as also Ann-
tiphon, who first wrote orations as well as a treatise on the art, and
is said to have spoken admirably well in his own ilefence; and be-

sides these, Polycrates, and The'cdor.- of Byjantium.' Plato wrote

an elegant dialogue upon this sul ject which is still extant, entiluled

9 Gorgiaf.
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Gorgias. But l^ocratcs was llie most rfiiowned ofall Gorgias's

scliolare. Cicero extols hiin with tSic highest comiiieiulation<, as

tlie greatest mailer and teacher of oratory ; "whose school like

the IVojaii hor^e; sent forth many |;reat men." Ari-totle was
chielly iiuUiced to engage in this province troni an cmnlalion of

hh glory. Qnintilian says they hoth wrote upon the art, though
there is iio system of tlie former <:xtant. lint that of Aristotle is

f;teemcd tlie Ijest ajid most complete of any in the (jreek lan!;ii;ii);e.

In this age the Grecian eloquence appeareil in its liii^lie-t |)i:ifi-ction.

Demosthenes was a hearer l)olh of Isocrales and Plato, as also

of Isaius (ten of «l\ose orations are yet e.stanl) ; siid bv his sur-

prising genius and indefatigable iudu-try, mai'e that advantage of

their precepts, that he has been alsvays esteemed by the best

judges the i)nnce of Grecian orators. His great adversary and
rival ..Esrhines, after liis banishment, is saiil to have gope to

Khodes, and employed his time there in teaching rhetoric. There
is preserved a treatise upon lliis suljjectj which some ascribe to

Demetrius Phalereus, thougli others more jjrobably to Dionvsius
of MalicarnassiiS. Quinlilian mentions several other famous rhe-

toricians in the following ages, who were likewise writeis; as Her-
tnagoras, Atliena;us, .^pollonius, Molo, Areiis C.ecilius, Dionvsius
of Halicarnassus, A|)ollonius of Pergamus, ajid 'I'heodore of Ga-
dara. But of these notliing more now remains upon ti'.e subject of

oratory, except some irai is of Diony>ius, who fiourish.ed in the

reign of Augustus. But some emineni writers on lliis subject have
a|)peared among the Greeks since liie time of Quinliliiiii, particu-

larly Hermogenes, and Longinus, the author of the incomparable
treatise Of the Sublniie, a book which can scarce be too much
commended, or too ol leu read. It was long before the Romans
cultivated this art, and not williout difficulty at lir^t. The reason

was, that for several ages they were wholly addicted to military

affairs. Therefore so late as A. C. J93, when by the iudustrv of

some Grecians, the liberal arts began to tlourisli in Italy, a decree
passed the senate, by which all philosophers and rhetoricians were
Hrdered to depart out of Home. But in a few years alter when
Carneades, Critolaus, and Diogenes, who were not only philreo-

|

pliers but orators, came aliibassadoK from Athens to ftome, the
[

Uoman youUi were so charmed with the eloquence of their
'

harangues, that they could no longer be stopt from pursuing the

study of oratory. And by a further ac(iuaintance with the Greeks,
ilsoon came into such esteem, that persons of the hrsl quality em-
ployed their time and pains to ac0|Uire it. Qnintilian gives us the

names of those Romans, who wrote upon tlie art. " The first

(says he,) who composed any thing upon this argument, was M.
Calo the lensor. After him Antony the orator began upon the

subject, which is the only work he has left, and lli.it imperfect.

Then followed 'ome of less note. But he who carried eloquence
to its highest pitch among us, was Cicero ; who has likewise by
his rules given the best p'ljn bolh to practice and teaclitheart.

Cornificiu'', wrote largely upon the same subject ; Slerlinus and
Gallio, the fatlier, each of them something. But Cclsus and Lenas
were more accurate tlian Gallio; and in our times Virgiiiius Pliny,

and Kutilius." Time has deprived us of most of tlie writers men-
tioned by (iuintilian. But we have the less reason to regret this

subject. Beside- his Two Books of liu-cntion, winch Qnintilian

here calls his Books of Rhetoric, there are e.xtant his Three Books
of an Orator ; one Of famous Orators ; and another, enlituled The 1

Orator ; also his Topics, a preface Concerning llie best sort of

Or.ttors,- and a treatise Of the parts of Oratory. Eacli of these

treatises, whether we regard the justness and delicacy of the

llioughts, the usefulness ollhe rules, or the elegance and beauty of

the style, deserves to be frequently persued by all lovers of elo-

quence. But the Four books of llerenius, which are publisiied

among Cicero's works, seem with good reason to bo attributed to

tjornificius. There were some other Orators in the following ages,

whose works are yet extant ; but as they contain nothing of mo-
.t, it is unnecessary to enumerate tlieni. The archbishop of

ibray gi\e^ it as his opinion, that the method of forming tiie

-vstem of oratory, is to collect it from the finest precepts of

'otle, Cicero, Quintilian, Longinus, ami other celebrated
'lors of antiquity.

INTRODUCTION.
Il;p business of oratory is tp teach us to speak well ; which, as

'.'.cero explains it, is to speak justly, methodically, floridly, and
'.ojiiously. To speak justly, a man ir.tift be able to say all'that is
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propi r, and to avoid whatever is tnding. To speak niethodicany,
the orator must arrange all the parts of his discourse in their proper
order. To speak floridly, is so peculiar a property of this art,

that some have wholly confined it to the pomp and oniamcnts of
language. But true elocjuence requires not only the be.iuties and
flowers of language, but likewise the best sense and clearest reason-
ing. Besides rhetoric gives rules for the several sorts of style, and
directs the use of them agreeably to the nature of the subject. But
the force of oratory appears in nothing more tlian a copiousness of
expression, or a i)roper manner of enlargement, suited to the nature
of the subject ; which is of great use in persuasion, and forms the
last property, required by Cicero, of speaking well. A short and
concise account ot things is often attended with obscurity, from an
omission of some necessary circumstances relating to them : and is

incapable of exciting tlie attention of the hearer. But w here the
images of things are drawn in their full proportion, painted in their

proper colours, set in a clear light, and represented in ditferent
views, with all the strength and beauties of eloquence, they capti-
vate th« minds of the audience with the highest pleasure, engage
their attention, and by an irresistible force bend them to tlie opinion
of the speaker. While the orator employs his art in pursuing
only those ends for which it was at first designed, the persuading of
men to good and virtuous actions, and dissuading them from every
thing that is ill and vicious ; nothing can be more commendable in

itself, or, useful to liuman societies. But the best things may be
abused. Oratory consists of four parts; invention, disposition,

elocution and pronunciation. Every one who aims to speak well
and accurately upon any object, pursues such thoughts as seem
mo»t proper to explain and illustrate the thing upon which he de-
signs to discnurse. And if the nature of it requires that he should
bring reasons to confirm what he says, he not only seeks the
strongest, and such as are like to be best received ; but prepares
to answer any objection which may be offered to the contrary.
Tliis is invention. After this he considers how he can Iwst arrange
those arguments, which have occurred to his mind, that they may
appear in the plainest light, and not lose their forre by disorder and
confusion, 'lliis is disposition. His next care is to give his

thoughts an agreeable dress; by selecting Hie most proper words,
clearest expressions, smooth and harmonious periods, with other or-

naments of style, as may best suit tlie nature of his subject, brighten
his discourse, and render it most entertaining to his hearers. This
is elocution. The last thing, is to deliver what he has thus com-
posed, with a just and agreeable pronunciation. Anc daily expe-
rience convinces ns, how much tlii'* contributes both to engage the
attention and impress what is spoken upon the iniud of the

hearers.

Ov Ikvention.

Invention, in general, is tlie discovery of such things as are pro»

per to persuade. To attain this end, the orator proposes three

things : 1 . To prove or illustrate the subject upon which he treats.

3. To conciliate the minds of his hearers ; and to engage their pas-

sions in his favour. And, 3. as these require different kinds of ar-

guiiient^ or motives, invention furnishes him with a supply for

each of them. An argument, as defined by Cicero is a reason

which induces us to believe what before we doubted of. And as

ditl'crent kinds of discourses require dil'ferent arguments, rhetori-

cians have considered them two ways ; in general under certain

heads, as a common fund for all subjects ; and in a more particu-

lar manner, as they are suited to demonstrative, deliberative, or

iudicial discourses. Great learning and extensive knowledge are

noble iiinds jor invention. An orator therefore should be furnished

with a stock of important trutlis, solid maxims, and a variety of
knov\'Iedge collected both from observation -and acquaintance with

the liberal arts; that he may not only be able to exjiress himself in

the most agreeable manner, but likewise to supJxJft what he says

with the strongest and ch-arest arguments. But as all are not born

I

with a like happy genius, and havt; not the same opportunity to

; cultivate their minds with learning and knowledge; art has pre-

! scribed a method to le-sen. in some measure, these difficulties, and
help every one to a supply of arguments upon any subject. y\nd

this i; done by common places, which Cicero calls the seat^ or

heads of arguments, and by a name from the Greek, topics. They
are of two sorts, internal and external.

1. Internal topics arise from the subject upon which the orator

C P treats;
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treats; and are thiTefore JUtinguiili«l from oxtenuil, wh.clihe

fetchc'S from without, ami applie* to his purpose. Cicero and (Jiiin-

tihan made them 16; of » hit. li three comprehend the whole thins

they are brought to prove, namely, definition, enumeration, and

notation: of the remaining 13, some contain a part of it, and the

rest its variou^ properties and circumstances, with other consider-

ations relating to it ; and the«e are, genus, species, antecedents,

ron^etjiicnts, adjuncts, conjut^ates, cause, ellVct, contraries, op-

posites, siniililu'le, dissimilitude, and comparison. Definition ex-

plains the nature of the thing defined and shows what it is. Kiiu-

ineration takes in all the parts of a thins;. And from tliis we prove,

that wliat agrees to all the parts agrees to the Whole. Notation,

or etymology, explains the meaning or signifKatioii of a word.

Genu's contains under it two or more species of Ihin^-*. differing in

nalure. Species is that which comprehends under it all the indi-

•vidualsof the same nature. Antecedents are such things, a<, being

once allowed, others necessarily, or very probahly, follow. Con-

sequents are such things as, being allowed, necessarily or very

probably infer their antecedents. Adjuncts are siparable properties

of things, or circumstances that attend tlieni. These are very

numerous, and afford a great variety of arguments. They do not

necessarily infer their subject ; but if litly chosen, render a thing

credible, and are a good ground for assent. Conjugates are words

deduced from the same origin « itli that of our subject. I5y these

the habit is proved from its acts. A cau«e is that, by the force of

which a thing iloes exist. Tlwiv are (our kinds of causes, matter,

form, efficient, and end, which art'onl a great variety of arguments.

The way of reasoning from them is to infer the elVect from tlie

cause. An effect is that which arises from a cause, therefore the

cause is proved by it. Contraries arc things, which, under the same

genus, are at the utmost distance from each oiher; solhatv\lKit

we grant to the one, we deny tlic other. Opposites are things,

which, though repugnant to each other, yet are not directly con-

tradictory : as, 1 o love and to injure, to hale and to coniiiiend.

They ditfer from contraries in this, that they do not absolutely e.v-

clude one another. Similitude is an agreement of things in quality.

Dissimilitude is a disagreement of things in (|uality. Comparison
is made three ways : for either a thing is compared with a greater,

with a less, or with its equal. Thi-, therefore, dilTers from simili-

tude on this account, that the quality was considered in that, but

here the quantity. From this account of common places, as laid

down by the orators of ancient Greece and Rome, it is easy to

conceive what a large field of discourse they open to the mind
vpon every subject. " One who had no other aim, (says Dr.

Blair,) but to talk copiously and plausibly, by consulting them on
every subject, and laving hold of all that they suggested, might
discourse without end ; and that, too, though he had only the

most superficial knowledge of his subject. But such discourse

could be no other than trivial. What is truly solid and persuasive

must be drawn from a thorough knowledge of the subject, and pro-

found meditation on it. They who would ilirect students of oratory

to any other sources of argumentation, only delude them ; and by
attempting to render rhetoric too perfect an art, they render it in

truth, a triding and childish study."
II. External topics are all taken from autliorities, and have one

general name. Testimonies. All testimonies may be distinguished
info two sorts, divine and human. A divine testimony, when cer-

tainly known to be such, is incontestable, and ailmits of no debate.
Human testimonies, considered as furnishing the orator with argu-
ments, may be reduced to three heads; Writings, Witnesses,
and Contracts. See these articles. The occasion of dispute
respecting written testimonies, which may alVoid the orator an op-
portunity of displaying his abilities may arise from live circum-
stances; viz. Ambiguity, Disagreement between words and inten-
tion, Contrariety, Reasoning, and Interpretation. Of these it

would be s;ipert1uous to. give examples.
in. Of the Slate of a Controversy. The ancients, observing

that the principal que'^tion or point of 'dispute in all controversies
might be referred to some iiarticular head, reduce those heads to a
certain number, that both the nature of the (piestion might thus be
better known, and the arguments suited to it be discovered with
greater ease. And these heads they call state?. The number of
these states, both Cicero and Quintilian reduce to three; and tell
Ls, that three things may be inquired into in all disputes: \\'hether
a thing is ;, what it is? and how it is .> Arg-ujinis suited to demon-

strative discoursi's CI iisist either in praise or <li>-praise; and, agree*

ably to the nature of all contraries, one of ibem will serve to illus-

trate the other. Either persons or things may be the subjects of

praise.

I. In praising or dispraising persons, rhetoricians prescribe two
UK-thuds : 1. To follow the order in Which every thing happened

that is mentioned in the discourse: Q. To reduce what is said un-

der certain general heads, without a strict regard to the order of

time.

I I. In praising things, all beings infrior to man may be proper

subjects for praise or dispraise ; wlietlier animate or inanimate;

whether ideal or veal ; as virtues, vires, countrie><, citit>, &c. But
what <hic(ly claim the .ittention of the orator, as subjects of praise

or di'praisf', are the actions of men. '1 he principal heads ot argu-

ment-, proper for ilcliberalive discour>cs, are these, taken from
tli!^ nature of the thing under consideration. 1. I'liasure often af-

fords a very cogent argument :ii discourses of this nature. ','.

Prolit, or advantage, l.as no less iiiflueiRe upon mankind than the

former; and w hen it respects things truly valuable, it is a very just

and laudable nioti\ e. 3. Honour, than which no argument will

sooner prevail with generous minds, or inspire them with greater

ardour. Rut although a thing considered in itself appear bene-

ficial if it could be obtained, yet the expediciicy of umlertaking it

may still be questionable: in which case the following heads,

taken from the circumstances which attend it, will afford |)roper

arguments to cngago in it. 1. The possibility of succeeding may
sometimes be argued, as one motive to this end. 2. Rut an argu-

ment founded upon probability will be much inori' likely to pre-

vail. 3. Rut as even probability is not a motive strong enough
with many per^ons, to engage in the prosecution of a thing which
is attended with considerable dilliculties, it is olten necessary to

represent the facility of doing it, as an additional reason. 4. It

the thing advised can be -liown to be in any respect necessary, this

will render the niotiie still much stronger for undertaking it. 5.

To these heads may be added the consideration of the event,

which in some cases carries great weight with it. .^s when we ad-

vise to tlie doing of a thing from this motive, f hat whether it

succeed or not, it will yet be of service to undertake it. These
are the principal he;u]s which fuinish the orator with proper argu-

ments in giving advice. Rut no small skill and address are re-

quired in giving it, as it must be suited to the tempers, sen-

timents and circumstances of the hearers. In judicial contro-

vei•^ies there are two parties; the iilaintilT or prosecutor, and
the defendant, or person charged. 'I'he subject is always some-
thing past. And the ends proposed by then) Cicero calls

equity, or right ; the former of which arises from the laws of

the country, and' the latter from reason and the nature of things.

All judicial causes are either private or public. Private causes,

or civil causes, relate to the right of particular persons. Public

causes are those which relate to public justice, and the govern-

ment of the state; which are also called criminal, because by them
crimes are prosecuted, whether capital, or of a less heinous nature.

We need only take the heads of the arguments from this last kind,

because they are more copious, and easy to be illustrated ; whence
such as agree to the former, will sutlicienlly appear. 1. The con-

jectural state. When the accused peran denies the fact, there

are three things wh ch the prosecutor has to consider; whether he
would have done it, whether lie could, and whether he did it.

And hence arise three topics ; from the will, the power, and the

signs or circumstances which attended the action. The alfections

of the mind di^coyer the w ill ; as passion, an ohl grudge, a desire

of revenge, a resentment of an injury, and the like. The second
head is the power of doing a thing: and there are three things

which relate to this, the place, the time, and opportunity. The
third liead comprehends the signs and circumstances which either

preceded, accompanied, or followed, the commission of the fact.

So threats, or the accused person being seen at or near the place
before the fact was committed, arc cictumstances that may proba-
bly precede muriler; fighting, crying out, blood-shed, are such as

accompany it ; paleness, trembling, inconsistent answers, hesita-

tion, or faltering of the speech, somctliinc Ibund upon the person
accused which belonged to the deceaseil, aie such as follow it.

These are the topics from which the prosecutor takes liis argu-
ments. The business of the defendant is to invalidate these.

Therefore such as are brought from the will, he eitlier eu.leavours

H
»<?
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to shew are not true, or so weak as to merit very little regard.

And lie refutes those taken from the povver, by proving that he
wanted either opportunity or ability : as, if he can shew, that nei-

ther the place nor time insisted on was at all proper; or th;it he
was then in another place. In like manner he will tntieavour to

confitle the circumstajices, if they cannot be directly denied, by
shewing that they arc not such as necessarily accompany the fact,

but might have proceedi-d from other causes, though nothing of

what is alleged !iad been committed ; and it will be cf great ser-

vice to assign some other probable cause. See Crime, Jt'ny,
Manslaughter, Mvkdkr, 'I'riai., &c. 2. The dclinitue state,

which is principally cunccined in dehn:ng and fixing the name
Cro|)er to the fact: Ihongii orators seldom use exact definitions,

ut commonly choose larger descriptions, taken from various pro-

perties of the subject or thing described. 'I'he lieads of argument
in this state arc much the same to both parties. For each of tliem

defines the fact his own way, and endeavours to refute ihf. other's

delinition. 3. 'I'lic third state is that of (pialLty, in which the dis-

pute turns upon the ju-tice of an action. And here the defendant
does not deny he diil ilie thing lie is cliarge<l with ; but asserts it

to be right and eiiuilable, from the circumstances of the case, and
the motives which imluced him to it. 4. Lastly, a fact is some-
times rather excused than defended, by pleading that it was not
done dcsigneiUy, or with any ill intent. This is called conces-
sion; and consists of two parts, apology and inlreatv. 'Ihe
former represents the matter as the elfoct of inadvertency, chance,
or necessity. Having considered and explained the lirst part of

invention, which furnishes the orator with such arguments as are

necessary for the proof of his suliject, we are next to shew what arc
the [iroper means to conciliate tlie nnnds of his hearers ; to gain

their aitectioiis; and to reconimciul l)oth himself, and v\'hat he
says, to their good opinion and esteem. This is by Quintilian

calleil, propriety of nianiiers. And he adds, It is necessary, " that

every thing appear easy and natur;!l, and the disposition of Ihe

the speaker be discovered by his words." There are four quali-

ties, suited to the character of an orator, which should appear in

his discourses, to render what he says acceptable to hi-, hearers

;

and these are, wisdom, integritv, benevolence, and modesty. It

is the or.itor's business to consider the various charactei-s and cir-

cumstances of life, w ith the dilleient bias and way of thinking they
give to the mind ; that he may so conduct himself in his behaviotu'

and manner of speaking, as will render him most fcceptable, and
gain him the good esteem of those whom he addresses. As it is

(iften highly necessary for the orator, to it requires his greatest

skiUj to engage the passions in his interest. Where persons will

neither be convinced by reason, nor moved by the authority of

the speaker, the only way left, to put them' upon action, is to en-
gage their passions. The passions may be separately referred,

cither to demonstrative, deliberative, or judicial, discourses;

though they are not confined to any of them. i. To the demon-
strative kind, we may refer joy and sorrow, love and hatred,

emulation and contempt, ii. To deliberative discourses may be
referred fear, hope, and shame, iii. To judicial discourses may
be refcrreil anger and lenity, pity and indignation. These are the
passions «illi which an orator is principally concerned. In ad-

<lressing which, not only the greatest varnilh and force of expres-

sion is often necessary ; but he must likewise first endeavour to

impress his own mind with the same passion he would excite in

others. A man may convince, and even persuade others to act,

by mere reason and argument. But that degree of eloquence
which gains the admiration of mankind, and properly denominates
one iui orator, is never found without warmth or passion. Passion,

wtien in such a degree as to rouse and kindle the niind, without
throwing it out of the possession of itself, is universally found to

exalt all the human powers. It renders the mind more enlightened,

penetrating^ vigorous, and masterly, than it is in its calm moments.
A man, actuated by a strong passicn, beconves much greater than
he is at other times. He is at no loss for words and arguments.
He transmits to others, by a sort of contagious sympathy, the
warm sentiments w Inch he feels ; his looks aiitl gestures are all per-

suasive; and nature here shews herself infinitely more powerful
than art.

Of Disposition.

As invention supplies the orator with riecessary materials, so dis-

position, directs him how to place ll em in tJie most proper order.

What is here cliiefly intended by if is, the placing of the several
parts of a di.scourse in a just metho<l and dependence upon one
another. Writers are not all agreed in determining tlie parts of
an oration; though the dillerciice is ratlier in the manner ol consi-
dering theiii, titan ill the thmps themselves. Cicero mentions six,

vu. Introduction, Narration, Proposition, Coi»firiviation, Confuta-
tion^ and Conclusion.

OJt/ie Iittroductini], The design of the introduction is to pre-
pare the ininds ot the heaieis for a suitable reception Oi wli-at is to
follow. For this end, three things are requisite ; that tlie srator
gain the good opinion of his hearers, that he secure their .ttentioh
and give them some general notion of his subject. I. '\\< ensure
the good opinion of those to whom tlie discourse is made, it is not
unusual to commend them for their virtues, and those t -peciall'^

which have a more iiiinudiate relation to the present subject.
Sonielimes the orator ex[iresses Ins gratitude for past favours; at
other times he declares his loncern Inr them and their interest.
'2. As to attention, Cicero says, " We shall be heard attentively on
one of these three things ; if «c pro|)Ose what is gn-at, neces-arv,
or for the interest of those to w hoin tlie diicourse is addressed. 3.
Some general account of the subject of the discourse is alw.iys ne-
cessary. For every one expects to be soon informed of the de-
sign of the speaker, and what he proposes to treat of. Thes^g are
the heads which commonly furnish matter for this part of a dis-

course. In some cases, orators have recourse to a more artful way
of opening their subject, endeavour to reniove jealousies, apolo-
gize lor what tliey are about to say, and seem to refer it to the
candour of tlie hearers to judge of it as Uiey please. This is called
insinuation; and may be necessary, where a cause is in itself

doubtful, or may be thought so from' the prejudices of the hearers,
or the impressions alreatly made upon them by the contrary side.
An honest man would not knowingly engage in a bad cause; and
yet, through prevailing prejudice, 'that may be so esteemed which'
IS not so in itself. In these cases great prudence is necessary to
give such a turn to things, as may be least liable to offence.

Of i\arratinii. 'Ihe orator having prepared his hearers to re-
ceive ills discourse with candour, and actjuainted them with his
general design, before he i)roceeds directly to his subject, often
linds it necessary to give some .iccount of what preceded, accom-
panied, or followed upon it. And this he does to enlarge the view
of the particular point in dispute, and place it in a clearer lighr.

This is called narration ; which is a recital of something done, in
the order and manner in which it was done. Those things, which
properly enter into a narration, are the cause, manner, time, place,
and conscquenci^ of an action; with the temper, fortune, views,
ability, associates, and other circumstances of tho-^e concerned in
il. in relating a fact, the orator describes it in so strong and lively
a manner, as may give the greatest evidence to his hearers, and
make tlie deepest impression upon their minds. See Narra-
tion. TJiere are four properties requiied in a good narration;
tliat it be short, perspicuous, probable, and interesting.

Of the Proposition. In every regular discourse, the speaker's
intention is to prove or illustrate something. And when he lays
down his subject, in a <listinct and express manner, this is called
the proposition. Orators use several ways in laying down the sub-
ject of their discourses. Sometimes they do it in one general i)ro-

position. At other times, to give a clearer and more distinct view
of their discourse, they stibjoin to the [jroposition the general
heads of argnuient by which they endeavoui' to support it. But
when the subject relates to several different things, which require
to be separately laid down in distinct propositions, it is cahed a
partition. Some have made two kinds of partition, oneralleil se-

paration, and the other enumeration. Ly the former, the orator
shews in what he agrees with his adversary, and wherein he diileiv
from him. By the latter he acquaints his hearers with Ihe several
parts of his discourse upoij which he tlesigns to treat. And thiv

alone, proix-rly speaking, is a partition. There are three tlvint^

requisite in a good partition ; that it be short, complete, and con-
sist but of a few members. 1. A partition is said to be short,

when each proposition contains in it nothing more than is neces-
sary. So that the brevity here required is ditferent from that of a
narration ; for that consists chiefly in things, this in words. 2. It

ought to be complete and perfect. And for this end, care iinist

be taken to omit no necessary part in the enumeration. 3. There
should be as few heads as is consistent with the nature of the sub-
ject, 'i lie autient rlietoritians prescribe thrge or four at the most.
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Ami Cicero never e^ccils tli;it mmibpr. \ et it is soiiictiines

tonvciiiiul lo subilivide tiu-e again, into several parls. 1 his

^ubaivllllll^, liowever, jl.oiikl nivcf have plate but whiii it is ab-

^oklU•lv iieccss;iry. 'lo s)M a subject inlo ii.aiiy iniimte parts,

lias always a ba.i efli-l in spral^iiig. It makes an oration a|)pear

ilrv, anil nnnecessurily fatigu.-. tiie memory. In a sermon, Uierc

may be from three lo live or six heads, iiiclutiing suhilivisions;

seldom more.
i

• T
Of Conlirmiition. 'Ilie oivtcr having acquainted Ins hearers, in

tilt proposition, «iih the>nL>jccl on vvliieli he designs to di.coui-se

iiMiallv proceeds either to prove iT illnstralc what he has laid

Uown.' Some discouives reti'ire nothing more than an illftstrution,

\o set till nt ill a proper light, tor which reason, lliey have often no

«lislinct proposition. Bnt uhere aigmiients are brought m defence

of the subject, this i< properly eoiilirmation. Cicero dehiies

" coiiliiniation, that which fives' proof, authority, and support, to

a cause, by reasoning." If any tiling i" <lic proposition seems

obscure, of liable to be misunderstood, tiie orator lirst CNplains it,

and then oilers such arguments in proof of it, and represents tliem

in such a light, as seem mo>t proper lo gain the assent of his

liearers. Two methods of reasoning are employed by orators, the

svnthi'tic and analvtic.
'

I. ICverv piece of synthetic reasoning may be resolved into a

svllogism,"or series of'syllogisms. See Logic. As a logical syl-

logism c<)n>ists of three parts or propositions a rhetorical syllogism

trequentlv contains four or live. Cicero reckons this last the

most complete. I5ut all tlial'js said in conlirmation of either of

the premises is accounted but as one part. But orators do not

often use complete syllogisms, but most commonly enihymemes.

An cnlhjnieme is aii"im|KTfecl syllogism, consisting of two parts;

the conolusion, and one of the pivmrses: and in this kind of syllo-

gism, that proposition is omitted, whether it be the major or mi-

nor, which issufliciently manifest of itself, and may easily be sup-

plied by tlie hearers.
' Hut the proposition tliat is expressed is

usually called the antecedent, and the conclusion the consequent.

II. The other method of reasoning is the analytic, in which the

orator conceals his intention concerning the point he is to prove,

till he has gradually brought his hearers to the designetl conclusion.

'I'hey are led on, step by step, from one known truth to another,

till tiie conclusion be stolen upon them, as the natural consequence
of a chain of p'opositions.

Of Confutation. The forms of reasoning here are tlie same as

have been explained under i onlirmalion. Confutation, however,
is often the more dil'licult task ; because he who is to prove a

thing come? usually prcjiarcd ; but he who is to confute it is fre-

tiuenlly left to a sudden answer. Therefore, not onlv a good
judgement, but a readiness of thought, is necessary. But, in all

ilisputes, it is of the greatest consequence to observe where the

stress of the controversy lies. In confutation, what tlie adversary
Jias advanced ought carefully to be considered, and in what manner
lie has expressed himself. Those arguments that are foreign to

the subject may, in a very few words, be shewn to the insignifi-

cant. There ought also io be a distinction made between such
things as relate to the subject, according to their importance.
Those that appear to have no great weight should be slightly re-

marked ; and are generally lietter turned off with an air of neglect,
u pungent question, or an agreeable jest, than confuted by a seri-

ous and laboured answer. But those, which relate to the merits
of the cause, may be confuted eitlier by contradicting them, or
by »hewing some mistake in the reasoning, or their invalidity when
granted.

Of the Conclusion. Kheloricians make the conclusion of a dis-

course to consist of two parts : recapitulation, and an address to
the passions.

I. Recapitulation is a summary account of what the speaker has
J)eloie offered in maintenance of his subject; uiid is designed both
to refresh the memory of the hearers, and to bring the principal
;iiguments together into a narrow compass, that they may appear
iii a stronger light.

II. By an address to the passions, the orator sometimes endea-
vours occasionally to work upon his hearers in other parts of his
•liscourse, bnt especially in the conclusion, where he is warmest
himself, and labours to make tliem so. For the main design of
the iirtroduction is to comiliate the hearers ; of the narration, pro-
position, and coiifnnii.tion, lo inform them ; and of the conclu-
sion, to move th«-;n. An'\ therefore, says Quinlilian, " Here all

the springs of eloquence are to be opened, it is here we secure

the minds of the hearers, if w hat went belore was managed. Now
we are past the rocks and shallows, all the saiU may be hoisted.

And as the greatest pan of the conclusion consi>ts in illustration,

the most poiiipous language and strongest liguri-s have place here."

The passions, which the orator addresses, differ according to the

nature of the discour e. In ilemonstralive orations, when lauda-

tory,—love, admiration, and einulalioii, arc usually excited; hut

in invectives,— hatred, enVy, and contempt. In deliberative sub-

jects, either the liope of gralilying some desire is set in view, oi

tlie fear of some impending evil. And in judicial discounes,

almost all the passions have place, but more e-pecially lesentnieiit

and pity. But the same passion may be excited by very different

metlio(''s. Horace endeavours to recommeii<l virtue, by laii!;liin«;

vice out of countenance; Persius moves us to an abhorrence of

vice, with the severity of a philosopher; and Juvenal, by open
and vehement invectives, )^o oratois make use of all these me-
tliods, but they should not dwell long upon the same passion.

\\ hen the emotion is once carried as high as it can be, the hearers

should be left under its influence.

Of DiGREssroN, Tkansition, and Amplification.

Besides the number, order, and nature, of tlie purls which con-

stitute a complete and regular oration, explained in the preceding
chapters, there are several other things necessary to be known by
an orator, which come under the second branch of his art. These
are. Digression, Transition, and Amplitication.

I. Digression, as defined by (Jiiiiitihan, is, "A going ofl' front

the subject we are upon to some diU'erent thing, which may, how-
ever, l)e of service to it." As where a subject is of itself dry, or

requires close attention, it relieves the mind by soinelhing entei^

taining. But they shcnild neither be too Irequent nor too long.

Indeed orators sometimes, when sore pressed, and the cause will

not bear a clo^e scrutiny, artfully run into digression, to divert the
attention of the hearers from the subject, and turn thein to a dif-

leri'iil view. And in such cases, to be unobserved, they do it ta-

citly, that they may get clear of a difficulty, till they enter upon
some iresh topic.

II. Trausitinii.i are often used not only after a digression, but
upon other occasions. A transition is. " A form of speech, by
wliich the speaker in a few words tells his liearers both w hat he has

said already, and wliat he next designs to say." Where a dis-

course consists of several parts, this is often vcr\ proper, especially

when tlie pails are of a coiisi<lerabIe length; tor it assists the

hearers lo carry on the si-ries of the discourse in their minds. It

is likewise a relief to the atlention, to be told w hen an argument
is finished, and what is to be expected next. But sometimes, in

passing from one thing to another, a giiieral hint is thought sufli-

cient to prepare the hearers, without specifying what has been said,

or is next to follow. And at other tiifcs, for greater brevity, the

tiansition is imperfect, and iiieiition made only of the following
head.

III. By Amplification is tiipant not barely enlarging upon a
thing, htit so to represent it in the fi.llest and most comprehensive
view, as that it may ill the liveliivt inaiiner strike the mind, and
iidUieiice the pas>ions. Rhetoricians have observed several ways
oldoing this. One is to ascend troin a particular thing to a gene-
ral. '1 lius Cicero, in his defence of Arc bias, having commended
him a- .in excellent poet, says many things in prai":e of polite lite

rature in general. A contrary method is, to <lesiend h'om a ge-

neral to a particular. As if any one, while speaking in commen-
dation of eloquence, should illustrate what he says from the exam-
ple of Cicero, and shew the great services he did his country, and
the honours he gained to himseU, by his admirable skill in oratory.

A third method is by an enumeration of par's. Su<li represenla-
tioiis greatly enlarge the image of a thing, and alTord the mind a
iiiucli clearer view of it than if it were contracted into one single

proposition. Another method similar lo the former is, when any
thing is illustrated from a varieiy of causes or ell'ects. A thing
niay likewise be illustrated by its opposite. Thus the blessings

and advantages of peace may be recommended from the miseries
and calamities of war. See Ahplificatios'.

Of Elocution.

Klocutlon directs us lo suit both the words and expressions of 3
discourse to tPie nature of the subject, or to speak «ith inopriety

aim

:.^l
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aijil decency. J i.is faculty is called eloquence ; awl t'.io who
are possessed oi it are styled eloqueut. Klociitioii, according to

rlietoricians, toiisiits of elegance, composition, dignity, and

style, li discourse winch has all these p^opertle^ suitably adjust-

ed, must, with respect to tlie langiiage, be pcri'cct iii its kind.

Of Elegance.

Elegance consists in Purity and Perspicuity; both with re-

spect to single words, and their construction in sentenc -s.

Till f" pioperties in language give it the name of elegant, for a

like reason that we call other things so, which are clean and neat

in t'.eir kind.

I. Purity sigiiiffes tlie choice of such words and phrases as are

agreeable to the use of the language in which we speak: and so

eiuhii-.^irians reduce the faults ih-y oppose to it to two sorts, called

arbarisiii and solecism: the lornier ot which respects single

worii , and thi^ iattei their construction. But in oratory, neither

all words, nor aii ex|iv.-!;sions, an called pure, which oc< nr in lan-

guage; out such onl_, as come recoininended by llie aulnority oi

tJi-^se wliospr^k W'th accuracy and politeness.

li. P Tsji < uity, as well as purity, consists partly iu single words,
and paTl'y in ;he.r con^tiucuon.

i. As to suigk words, those are generally best understood which
are visfd in their proper sense. But it requires no small attention

and skill lo be well acquainted with the force and propriety ol

v.ord . All words nny be divide«J into proper words ami tropes.

Those are called piiper words, wiiich are expressed in their pro-

per a. d Usual icue: aiiu iropes are uch words as are applied to

sxiiie o'lier tiling tiiaii what tncy properly denote, by reason of

some , nil tude, relatiou, or rontfaiiity. between the two things.

So, when a snbtlo luaii is called a fox, the reason of the name is

foondr n: a similitude of qualities. If we say, CiteiowiU always
live, meaning Ins works, the cause is translerrtd to the effect.

Som^tiiii'- two or more words hjve tne same sigiiihcation, and
may ilierefori- be used ynonymously. Of this kind are the words

l)it\ and I impassion. There are otiier words of so near an affi-

nity to each other, that they are commonly thought synonymous.
Sucii are mercy ami p.ty ; though mercy in its strict sense is e.x-

erci.-ied louariis ap otfrnder, and pity respects one in distress.

T4iis peculuir force and distinction of word-- is carefully to be at-

tended to. Thou.il woids, wh'Mi taken in their proper signitica-

tion, generally convey the plainest and clearest sense; yet some
are more forcible, sonorous, or beautiful, than others. And by
these considerations we must often lie determined in our choice of

them. So wnether we say, he got, or he obtained, thevictoiy,

the sense is the same ; but the latter is more lull and sonorous,

ii. Dut perspicuity arises not only from a choice of single words,

but likewise from tlie construction of them ii: sentences. For the

mcaniu!^ of all the words i;. a :>entence, considereu by them^elves

may be very plain and evident; and yet, oy a disorderly placing

ot them, or confusion of the parts, the sense of the whole m:,y be
obscured. It is certain that the most natural order is the plainest,

when both tlie words and parts of a sentence are so disposed, as

best agrees with their mutual relauon and dependence upon e.ich

other. And a want of a proper di^-position of the words in a sen-

tence is often the cause of ambiguity and obscurity.

Of Composition.

Composition, in the sense here used, gives rules for the struc-

ture of sentences, with the several members, words, and syllables,

of which tliey consist, in such a manner as may best contribute to

the force, beauty, and evidence, ot the whole. Composilioii con-

sists of four parts, which rhetoricians call period, order, jiinctue,

and number. The liist treats of the structure of sentence^; the

second of the parts of sentences, which are words and m< nit^ers;

and the two last of the parts of words, which are letters and s>l;u-

bks. For all articulate sounds, and even the most minute parts

of language, cmne under the cognizance of oratory.

I. Vf Period. In every sentence or proposition, somet' ing is

eaid ot something. That of which something is said, lofiiciai.s call

the subject, ancf that which is said of it, the pred cate : but in

grammatical terms, the foriin-r is a noun substantive, and the latter

a linite verb, c'lnoting affirmation, and some staieiof being, acting,

or suiferiiig. A simple sentence consists of one such noun ancl

verb, \( nil wli; tever else is Joiued to either or botli ol liieni. And
vot. IV.—NO. 165. }

a compound sentence contains two or more of Inem ; and may be
divided into so many distinct propositions, as there are such nouns
and verbs, either expressed or understood. Sc^me sentences con-
sist either wholly, or in part, of such members as contain in them
two or more c-ompound ones, which may theiefore, fur distinc-

tion's sake, be called decompouiiu members. In tlie proper dis-

tinction and separation ot the meinbers in such complex seniences,

the art of pointn^ chiefly consists. For the principal use of a
comma is to divide the simple members, a semicolon the com-
pound om s, a colon such as are decompounded, and a period the

whole li-OMi the lollowing sentence. See Punctuation. Sen-
tences, with respect to their form or composition, are distinguisli-

ed into two SOI ts, called by Cicero tracta, straight or direct ; and
contorta, bended or winding. By the former arc meant those whose
members follow each other in a direct order, without any inflec-

tion; and by the latter those, which, strictly speaking, are coiled

periods. For uijioJ®' in Greek signilies a c:ircuit or circle : ancl

so the Latins call it circuitus and ambitus : by « hich both mean a

sentence consisting of correspondent parts, so framed, that the

voice in pronouncing them may have a proper elevation and ca-

dency, and distinguish them by its inflection; and as the liiUer

part returns back, and unites the ioriner, the period, like a circle,

surrounds and incloses the vUiole sense. Tins e'evation of the

voice, in ti.e former part of the period, is by the Greeks called
TjoT-.^if, and bv the Latin propositio; v.nd the depiesslon of it in

the latter part, ijy the one aTioSitrt;, and by the other redditio. As
jimple sentences have not these coriespondent parts, which i"e-

<|uire anv infection of the; voice ; nor a circular form, by r^-ason

of th.eir brevity ; they are not properly periods, in die strict m nse
of tlie word: tiiougli in common speech, the words sentence and
period are used as equivalent terms. As to those compound sen-
tences, whose members follow each other in ,i direct order, without
any intlection, there is a liliie art recpiired in their composition.
Since such sentences, therefore, may be limitod at pleasure, it

seems more convenient both for the speaker and hearers to confine
them to a mode rate lengih.

lint the principal art relating to this part of composition lies in the
trauie and structure ol such compound sentences as arc properly
called periods. In the formation of these, twoihingsare claelly

to be regarded ; their length, and cadency. As the length ought
to be suited to the bieatii of the speaker, the ancient rhetoricians

scarce admit of more than fiur cc ' ns; by which we may under-
stand ccmpound ijiembeis oi a moderate size, which will be gene-
.ally found a suitable ancl proportioiiute length. A-^ to the ca-
dency, Cicero has obsi rved, t1 .it the eats judge what is full and
what is di-ticient; and direct ns to fill up our periods, that nothing
be wantiiij of what they expect. When the voice is raised at the

beginning of r. sentence, tlv y are in sns|i'i;ce till it be finished;

and are pleased with a full and just caclenc y, but are sensible of
any defect, and displeased with reduncuncy. Therefore care

must be taken that periods be neither deticrnt, and as it were
maimed, so as to defraud the ears of what seen ed to be promised
them; nor, on the other hand, offend them by loo long and im-
moderate excursions. This rise and cadency ot the voice in pro-

nunciation, depend on the nature and situation ol tiie members.
By the word member;, are to be understood such as are uncor.i-

pounded. In a period of two members the turn of the voice be-

gins with the latter member. If a sentence consist of three mem-
bers, the inflection is best made at the end ot the sec-nd member:
foi if it begin immediately alter the fir.i, tlie voce will beeither

apt to sink too love, and not to be heard, before it reach tiie end ;

or else be precij-it'ted, to prevent it. Bui a period oii four mem-
oers is reckoned tne most complete and periect, where the inllec-

uon begins at the middle, that iswitii the third member. N.jr is

it the same case here, as if, in a seiuence of three membeis, the

cadency be made at the second. For in proportion to 'he time

of raising the voire may the space be allovvi'd tor iis sinking. Brt
where the sense does not suit with this divi ii ii at the en'-.u.ce

upon the third niemh-r, it shculd be made at the fourth.

!1. Uj Order. By order riieioricians mean the placing of e.xh
word and nembcr of a sentence in 'uch a inann> r as will most
contrib.ite to tne force, be ciy, o. evidence of the whole. Cider
13 of two kinds, natnr?! and arlincial And each of t'le^^ n !> be
consi.l' led with respect to the parts either of simple or coiii|-o d
sciitencs.

i Q i. As
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I. A»lo Miiiple sentence?, wl- r.ill llv.it onU-r lutiinil, wlimall

llie wortU in a M-ntrnce are so pUiceJ, as ll'ey an: connecled witli,

or follow each olhi-r, in a gramiiiatical con»tiii<"tion.

ii. Artilicial orcli r, as it resperi^ simple sentences, lias little or

no reRjrd to the natural construction of words ; but dispo-es tliem

in sucli a mannt-r as w II be most agreeable to tlie ear, and Inst an-

swer the design of tliC speaker. As to compound sentences, jor

such as consist of two or more members, either simple or coni-

pounded ; what relates to the words in each member separately is

the same as in simple sentences. Tuit with regard to the disposi-

tion of the several members, that is i ailed the natural order, "hich

so places them as they mutually depend on each other, n hen

(his order is inverted, ii is stylei'l artificial. In amplifying, order

requiri-s a constant gradation from a less to a j^eater; as when

Cicero savs, Ambition creates hatred, shyness, discords, seditions,

and wars.' On the contr.irv, in extenuating, we should descend

from a prcaler to a less ; 'as if, speaking of the ancient laws of

Kome, one should say, Thev were so far from sufTering a Roman
citizen to be put to death, that they would not allow him to be

whipped, or even to be bound. In constituting any whole, we

jiut the parts lirsl ; as, Invention, disposition, elocution, and pro-

jninciation, make up the art of oratory. But in separating any whole,

the parts follow : as. The art of oratory may be be divided into

these four parts ; invention, disposition, elocution, and pronunciation.

In every eiuimeiation care must be taken not to mi.v the whole

with the parts; but if it be mentioned at all, it must either be put

first or last. So it would be wrong to say, " He was a man of the

greatest pnidence, virtue, justice,' and modesty :" for the word

virtue here contains in it the other three, and therefore should not

bo inserted among them.
III. Juncture and numbers relate to letters and syllables; the

former treating of their connection, and the latter of tiieir (juanlity.

Jiinclure respects the quality of syllables. A due attention isto be

paid to the nature of the vowels, consonants, and syllables in the

connection of words, with regard to the sound. When a word ends

vitli a vowel, and the next begins either with a dilVerent vowel,

i«r the same repeated, it usually renders the pronunciation hollow

and unpleasant. 'I'liosc which have the weakest and smallest

sound, follow best ; because they occasion the least alteration of

liie organ in forming the two sounds. If a word end w ilh a vowel,

liu- ne\t ought to begin with a consonant, or sucli a vowel whose
sound may agree well with the former. I$iit if a word conclude
^\ith a consonant, eilheravowel should follow, or such a consonant

\vlio=e proper pronunciation will suit wiih it. And the same sylla-

ble ought not to be repealed at the end of one word, and the be-

ginning of the next. This last, however, rarely happens in our
Janguace, which abounds with consonants.

IV. Number respects the quantity ot syllables. In the Greek
and Uoman languages every syllable has its distinct quantity ; and
is eitlier long, short, or common : two or more of which joined to-

gether in a certain order make a foot, and a determinate number
of these in a dil'ferent order constitute their several sorts of verse.

Though their prose was not so confined with regard to the feet,

either as to the kind or place of them, as their metrical composi-
tions; \et it had a sort of measure, more especially in the rise and
cadency of their periods. This they called rhetorical number.
But their rules are not applicable to our language, which has not

that accurate distinction of quantity in its syllables. A great num-
ber of monosyllaljles do not sound well together. For as there

tmght to be a greater distance in the pronunciation between one
word and another, than between the syllables of the same word;
such (lauses, thmich short, yet, when too frequent, make the

vound rough, and thus spoil its harmonv. This is the more ne-

cessary to be attended to, because the English language abounds
w ilh ir.onosy 1 lables.

Of Dignity.

Dignity coiv ists in the right use of tropes and figures. It is

not suflicient for an orator to express himself with piopriely and
clearness, or in sinoutli and harmonious periods ; but his language
should be suited to the natiue and importance of the subiect.

Aiul, therefore, as elegance gives rules for the first of these, and
compo^ltion for the second ; so does dignity for the last. It is

evident, that cluTerent subjects require a dilierenl si \le and man-
ner of expression; for, as Quiiitilian savs, " \Miat is nuignilicent

in one discourse would be turgid in another." Thi? variety in

the manner of expression arises in a great measure from tropes

and ligures. which not only enliven and beautify a discourse, but

give it likewise force and grandeur. Tropes and figures are thus

distinguished; Tropes mostly affect single words, but figures

whole sentences. A trope conveys two ideas to the mind by
means of one word ; but a figure throws the sentence into a dif-

feieiit fonn from tlie usual manner of expression. Tropes are

chiefly designed to represent our thoughts, but figures our passions.

A trojie is a figure of words, and has been usually defined to be
the change of a word from its proper signification to some other

with ailvantagp, either as to Inrauty or strength. But this defini-

tion is not slrally just; for, in every trope, a reference is had to

two tilings, which occasions two ideas; one of the thing expressed,

and another of that to which it has a respect. For all tropes are

taken either from things internally, or externa'ly, related; or

from some similitude between them ; or from a contrariety. The
first of these is called synecdoche, the second metonymy, the third

metaphor, and the last irony, 'i he reasons which occasioned the
introduction of tropes, asQuintilian observes, are three; necessity,

emphasis, and beauty.

i. Tropes were first introduced from necessity, deriving their

origin from the barrenness of language, because no language con-
lains a sufficient number of proper words to express all the ditfer-

cnt conceptions of our minds; but the principal cause of their in-

troduction seems to be that eNtcnsive influence which imagination
possesses over every kind of speech. The mind considers the same
thing various ways ; views it in different lights ; and compares it

with other things. Hence it is furnished with an almost infinite

number of ideas; which cannot all be expressed liy proper words,
since new ideas occur daily. And were this possible, yet it would
be impracticable; because the niiiltitiide of words must be so
vastly great, that the memorv could not retain them, nor recal
them as occasion required. Tropes have redressed both these in-

conveniences. Thus, where a word is wanting to express any
particular thing, it is clearly represented by the name of some
other thing resembling it : the cause is signified by the effect ; the
subject by the adjunct ; or the contrary. And the whole is often

understood by a (lart, or a part by the whole. Thus, by the use
of tropes, tlie mind is helped to conceive of something not e.K-

pressetl, from that wliich is expressed.

ii. A second use of t'opes is emphasis. Tropes often cxjircss

things with greater force than can be done by proper words.
Sometimes a livelv trope conveys a fuller and more just idea of a
thing than a large |)eriphrasis. Thus, when Virgil calls the Scipio's

two thunderbolts of war, he gives a more lively image of the rapid
force and sjieedy success of their arms, than could have been con-
veyed by a long description in plain words. And in many cases
the tropical use of words is so emphatical, that in this respect it

may be justly esteemed the moit proper. So, incensed with an-
ger, infianied with desire, fallen into an error, are all metaphorical
expressions, yet perhaps no proper words can be made use of,

which w ill convey a more lively image of the thing we design to
represent by them.

lii. Beauty and ornament have been another cause of the use of
tropes. Some subjects require a more florid and elegant dress
than others. And it is the business of an orator to entertain his

hearers wliile he instructs them. Cicero has observed, that, "as
garments were first invented from necessity, to secure us from the
injuries of the weather, but improved afterwards for ornament and
distinction; so the poverty ol language hist introduced tropes,
which were alterwaids increased for delight." y\s to the choice of
tropes, they ought neither to be obscure nor too far-fetched, lest

they should become unintelligible. It is necessary in a good
trope, not only that there be a near affinity between (he two ideas,
but likewise that this affinity be obvious. A trope should likewise
bear a t'ue proportion to the thing it is designe<l to represent, so
as neither to heighten nor diminish the just idea of it. Poets in-

deed are allowed a greater liberty in tliis respect ; but an orator
shouUl be modest in liis expressions. 'J'ropes are divided into
primary and secondary.

I. I'riiiK.ry trope* are subdivided into four species; 1. Meta*
phor: i,'. .Meloiiyiny: 3. Synecdoche: 4. Jronv.

I. A Metaphor is usualfy defined, ,\ trope, which changes
words from liien proper signification to another cUtlereut from it,
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by reason of some siniilitudc between them. But it is certain that

a word, when used metaphorically, does not alter its-signilication,

but retains its proper sense. Cicero calls a metaplior a siniilitiidc

reduced to a single word. It is a similitude, when I say ot a niun,

he has acted like a lion ; and a metaphor, when I say, he is a lion.

The use of metaphors is as extensive as universal nature. For
there are scarce any two things which have not some similitude be-

tween them. However, they may all be reduced to four kinds.

i. Those taken from similitudes between animate beings. 3.

Those borrowed from similitudes between animated beings.

3. Those taken from similitudes between animated things and
animals: and 4. Those, which are esteemed the finest and strongest,

which ascribe life and action to inanimate things. See Meta-
phor.
H. Metonymy, as defined by Quintilian, is, the putting of one

word for another. But Vossius describes it more fully, when he
calls it, " A trope, wliich changes the name of things that are na-

turally united, but in such a manner as that one is not the essence

of the other." A word used as a metonymy changes its sense,

and denotes something different from its proper signification.

Thus, when Mars is put for war, and Ceres for corn, they lose

their personal sense, and stand for the effects of whicli those dei-

ties were said to be the cause. .See Metony.mv.
III. Synecocche is a trope by wliich either the whole of a thing

is put for a part of it, or a part for the whole ; so that the two
things, whose ideas are presented to the mind in this trope, are in-

ternally related to each other. In a synecdoche the word retains

its proper sense, and the expression is elliptical. A thing may be
tonsidered as a whole in three different respects, which logicians

call an universal, essential, and integral whole. An univei-sal

\v hole is any genus with regard toils species; as animal with re-

spect to men and brutes, or philosophy with respect to the arts and
sciences. An essential whole consists of matter and form ; as, a

man of body and soul. And an integral whole is any body or

quantity, with respect to the parts of which it is composed ; as, an
Innnan body with respect to its members ; or a year, as divisible

into monllis, weeks, and days. Hence arise six species of synec-
doche. l.The first puts the genus for the species. 2. The se-

cond puts the species for the genus. 3. The third species is, when
the essential whole is put for one of its parts ; that is, either for the

matter or form. 4. The fourth is when either the matter or form
is put for the whole being. 5. By the fifth species of synecdoche,
the whole of any material thing or quantity, w hether continued or
discrete, is put for a part of it. 0. Tlie sixth and last kind of sy-

necdoche puts a part of any material thing or quantity for the
whole of it. So we say of a iieet, that it consists of so many sail

;

meaning, so many ships.

I S'. Irony is a trope in which one contrary is signified by ano-
ther: As if any one should say, well done; when his design is to

intimate that the tiling was ill done. Not that the word is changed
from its usual signilicatioa ; but by the circumstances attending
the expression, we perceive the contrary to what is spoken is in-

tended. Quintilian observes, that an irony may be known by one
of these tiiree ways: " By the manner of pronunciation, or from
the nature of (he person or the thing. For wliere any of these do
not suit with the words, it is plain the speaker intends the con-
trary',

II. Secondary tropes are so, called, because they are all of the
same nature with the former, and may be referred to some one
or other of them, though they have received different names.
They are eight in number: As'tonomasia, Communication,
Litotes, Euphemism, Catachresis, Hyperbole, Metalep-
Sis, and Allegory-. See those articles. The three first are
simple tropes, and may all be referred to a Synecdoche. But the

five last are of a mixed or complex nature, and not confined to

any one of the primary tropes.

I. Antonomasia. A common or general word is sometimes
used for the proper name of some particular -thing or person, who
upon any account is eminent and remaikable. So we say. He is

gone to, or he comes from the city, that is, London.
II. Communication, among orators, signilies a change of per-

sons. Sometimes, to prevent the imputation of pride, in assum-
ing to themselves the praise of any laudable acticP, they as-

cribe it to their hearers, and dt) not bay, we, but ye did so

and so.

III. But there is a n.ode of speech, in whicli, by dfiiying the

contrary, more is intended than the words express. This is call-

ed Litotes ; and is often used where a person is led to say any
thing in his own praise, or to soften an expression whicii iit

direct terms might give oilence. As if one should sav, I do
not commend you for that ; meaning, I greatly discommend or
blame you for it.

IV. When any displeasing or ungrateful thing is expressed by a
more soft and agreeable word, it is called Ku])lien)isiii. As death
carries in it a disagreeable idea, instead of sayhig a person is dead,
we often say he is departed.

V. Catachresis signifies in general any liarsh trope, though it is

most commonly found in metaphors.
VI. Hyperbole is the boldest of all tropes : for it exceeds the

strict bounds of truth, and represents things either greater or less,

better or worse^ than they really are. But the representation is

made in such a manner as not to inij)ose on the hearers. For an
hyperbole is not used to describe any thing accurately, but only
to magnify or depresj it in a considerable degree, when we do not
choose to represent it exactly. 'I he excess m this trope is called
auxesis ; as «hen we say of any thing that is very high, it reaches
to the skies. The defect, or contrary extreme, is termed nieiosis.
So we say of a very lean person, he is nothing but skin and bones
or a mere skeleton.

VH. Sometimes two or more tropes, and those of a di/Terent
kind, are contained under one word; so that several grada-
tions, or intervening senses, come between the word tirat is

expressed, and the thing designed by it. And tliis is called a
Metalepsis.

Vlll. Allegory is a continuation of several tropes in one or
more sentences. Thus Cicero says, "Fortune provided you no
field, in which your virtue could run and display itself."

The term figure seems to have been borrowed from the stage,
where the different habits and gestures of the actors, suitable to
the several characters they sustained, were by the Greeks called
o-x-i/AKTO, and by the Latiiis.A'g-!(ra'. And it is usual to sav of a
person, both with respect to his dress and action, that he makes
a very bad, or a very graceful figure. As language is the dress
of our thoughts, in which they appear to others ; so any particular
manner of speaking, may be called its figure. But rhetoricians
restrain the sense of the word to such forms of speech as nilier
from the ordinary ways of expression ; as the theatrical habits of
actors on the stage diU'er from their usual garb at other times. A
figure therefore, in the sense used by rhetoricians, is, a mode of
speaking dilTerenl from, ami more beautiful and emphatical than,
the usual way of expressing the same sense. The advantage of
figures, to an orator is evident. They are a sort of natural elo-
quence, which one falls into, suitable to that temper of mind witli
which he is afl'ected himself, and is desirous to alicct others. In a
cool and sedate discourse, such figures as convey our sentiments
with the greatest strength and evidence are most proper, 'i'heie
are others suited to brighten and enliven g;vaiid sprightiv sub-
jects. Others again are peculiarly adapted to -express the pVrtur-
bations of the mind. Figures are peculiarly sei-viceable to an
orator for answering these different intentions. Cicero's Oration
against Catiline, when he had jast discovered his plot to destroy
the Roman state and burn the city, affords a grand specimen of
the strongest and mo^t moving figures. And the discour>e had it*

desired effect ; for when Catiline stood up to make his defence,
the whole senate was so inflamed from what Cicero had said, that
they had not patience to hear him speak ; upon whicli he iniiiie-

diately left the city. But different passions require different
figures. Whe-i Dido finds that Antas is about to leave her, she
uses all her arts to detain him, and discovers her fear, an^er, re-
venge, «ith the whole crowd of passion., whicli th.en possessed her
mind, ill a variety of moving figures, suited to raise the counter
passions in his breast, as is finely represented by Virgil. Fi"ures
are u-^ually divided into two soils, figures of words, and figures of
sentences. The differ nee consists in this . that in the former, if

we alter the words, or even the situation ot iheni, we destroy the
figure ; but in the latter tlie figure remains, whate-yer word's are
used, or in whatever manner the order of tliem is clianged. Tims
when the iKiiiic of -a person or thing is repc:ued, to intimate seme
known property r qualitv belonging thereto, it is a verbal figtire

called rioce, -Cicero wai a true paiiiot; auU ttitryloieSc use

t'.ii
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h s tieure, lh;,t M the time of Catiliiu-'s consiJiiacy, Cicero ap-

peart.l like Cicero. 'I'lie sense wotiU! remain the same, but the

figure would be lost, if we should say, at that lime Cicero ai pear-

eS like himself. So when two or more sentenci-s, or members of

a s-nleiue, end with the same word, it is called Epislroplie ; as

when we say, To lose all relish of life, is in ellect to lose lite.

Bui if the order of the words be changed in tlu- latter clause tluis.

To lose all relisli of life, is to lose life in eflect ; the figure vanishes.

Such is the nature of the verbal figures. Hut it is not so m hguies

of sentences ; they continue the same, whatever alleratioui are

made in the words.

I. Verbal figures may be distinguidied into three sorts, as

they consist in a deticieney, a redundancy, or a repetition, of

wurds.

I. Of the first sort are ellipsis and asyndeton.

i. Ellipsis, is when one or more words arc wanting in a sen-

tence, to complete the construction, and fully express the scn.e.

This liguic is often used in proverbial expression ; as when we

say. Many men, many iiiiii'.is ; i. e. have many minds ; and, 1 he

i^ore danger, the more honour; i.e. gains more honour. But

where more is intended by such expressions than more brevity,

and especially when they are the eliect of some passion, the figure

is calleiJ Apusiopesis.

ii. Asyndeton is when the particles that connect the members

of a sentenc • are left out, to represent either the celerity of an ac-

tion, or tic haste and eagerness of the speaker. Thus Casar, ex-

pre^ses his speedy coi)C|Ucsl of Pharnaces : I came, I saw, I con-

quered. If he had insnled the copulatives, and said, I came, and

I saw, and I con(|uered, it wouUl have retarded the expression,

and not given so full and just an idea of the swiftness of the

action.

II. The second sort of verbal figures is contrary to these, and

consists in a redundancy or multiplicity of words ; which are like-

wise two, pleonasmus and polysyndeton.

i. When we use more words than are necessan," to express a

thing, it is calleil Pleonasmus. This is done sometimes for greater

emjMiasis, as when we say. Where in the world is he? At otiier

times it is designed to ascertain the truth of what is said.

il. When the several parts of a sentence are united by proper

particles, it is called Polysyndeton. 1 his adds a weight and gra-

vity to an expression, and by retarding the course of the sentence,

gives the mind time to reflect upon every part distinctly. We
uften meet with this figure in Deinostlienes, w hich very well suits

with t!ie gravity of his style. So he encourages the Athenians to

prosecute the war against Philip 11. from this consideration, that

now "they had ships, and men, and money, end stores, and all

other things, which might contribute to the strength of the city,

in greater number and plenty than in former times." Every arti-

cle here has its weight ; but if we remove the copulatives, the sen-

tence will lose much of its force.

III. The third kind of vtrtial figures consists in a repetition.

Either the same word in sound or sense, is repeated ; or one of a

like sound, or sigiiificatioo, or both.

I. Of the former sort there are ten, called anfanaclasis, ploce,

ep'izeuxis, climax, anaphora, epistrophe, symploce, epanalepsis,

anadiplosis, and epanodos. Tin two first of these agree in sound,

but ditFer in sense ; the eight following agree in both. 1. When
the same word in seund, but not in sense, is repeated, it is called

Antanaclasis. As when a son, to clear himself of suspicion, assur-

ed his father he did not wait for his death ; his father replied. But
1 desire you would wait for it. Here the word ivait is taken in

two dififerent senses. 2. Sometimes the name of some person or

thing is repealed , to denote some particular character or property ;

and then it is called ploce. Thus Cicero says, Young Cato wants
experience, but yet he is Cato ; mianing he had the steady tem-
per of the family. 3. When a word is repeated with vehemence
in the same sense, il is called Epizcuxis. As O Jerusalem, Jeru-
•alem, who killest 'he prophets! 4. Climax is a beautiful kind
of repetition, when the word, which ends the first member of a
period, begins the second, and so through each member, till (he

whole is finishe<l. As in this example : There is no enjoyment of

property without government, no government without a magis-
trate, no magistrate without an obedience, and no obeditnce
where every one acts as he pleases. 5. When several sentences,

• r mciakcrs of a sentence, begin with the same word, it is called

Anaphora. This is a lively and elegant figi're, and ser es very

w.ucli to engage the attention. Fer by the frequent rrliTn • f the

saiw word, the mind of the hearer is held in an agreer.ole sus-

pence, till the whole is finished. " Ywi do nothing, (says Cieero

to Catiline,) you attempt nothing, you think nothing, but wiiat I

not only hear, but also see, and plainly perceive." '5. Epistrophe

is contrary tothe former, and makes the repetition at the end of each

member or sentence. As thus: since concord -(as lost, fr -nd-

ship was lost, fidelity was lost, liberty was \i,<{ ; ail was lost. 7.

Svinploce takes in both the<ie last figures. A; -n that of Cicero i

" You would pardon and acquit him, whom the sepate h.;th con-

demned, whom the people nf Uonie have condemred, whom alt

mankind have condemned." P. When a sentence concludes

with the word with which it began, it is called Epanalep is. As
in. tliat ex.jresbioii of Plautus, " Virtue contains all things ; he
wants no good thing who has virtue." 9. When the next sen-

tence begins wth the same word with which th'- first concluded,
it IS termed Aiadiplosis. As in the follow'ng instance: " Let us
think no pri< • too great for truth ; tiu'h cn:inot bt bought too
dear. 1 hi» figure generally suits best uitii solemn disi ourses.

10. Epanoi'.os is the inversion of a sentence, or repeating it back-
wards, so that it takes in the two last fipuro ; for it both begins
and ends with the same word, and the same word is likewise re-

neated in the mic'dle. It serves to illustrate and enforce the sense,

by setting it in two oppoMte views. As in tliat expression of Die
])rophet: " \\o unto tliem who call good evil, and evil good;
w ho put darkness for light, and light for darkness '." &c.

II. 'l"hcse figures which consist in a repetition of words of a
like sound or signification, or both, are four; paronomasia, ho-
moioptoton, synonyniia, and derivatio; the two first of which re-

spect words that are similar in sound only, the third in sense, and
the last in both.

i. Wht-n two words very near in sound, but diflferent in sense,

respect each other in the same sentence, it is called Paronomasia.

As when we say. After a feast comes a fast ; and, a friend in need
is a friend indeed.

ii. When the several parts of a sentence end with the same case,

or tense ol a like sound, this is the figure, named Homioploton. As
thus: No marvel though wisdom complain that she is e'lfici wil-

fullv despised, or carelessly neglected ; either openly scon.ed, or
secretly abhorred.

iii. The next figure is Synonymia. Strictly speaking, s\ nony-
mous words are those which have exa' tly the same sense. But
there being few such, the term is cxl( nded to comprehend words
of a nearer affinity in their signification, which in discourse are

frequently put for one another. So, to desire, and intreai, are
used as equivalent terms; and esteem and honour are utten taken
for synonymous words, though tht-y have not precisely the sam«
sense, for esteem is the good opinion we entertain of a person, and
honour the outward expression of that opinion. When two
or more such words come together, they constitute this fi-

gure.

iv. When such words as spring from the same roof, as justice,

just, injustice, unjust, and the like, come together in the same
sentence, they make the figure called Derivatio. This figure re-

ceives :m additional beauty when repeated, in two opposite mem-
bers ; as, He wished rather to die a present death, than to live a
miserable life.

11. Figures of Sentences. Of these some are principally adapt-
ed for reasoning, and others to move the passions.

I. Figures suited for proof, are six : piolepsis, hypobole, ana-
coiiiosis, epitrope, parabole, and antithesis.

i. Prolepsis, or Anticipation, is so tailed, when the orator fir<t

starts un objection, which he foresees may be made either against
his conduct or cause, and then answers it. Its use is to prevent
the I xceptions of an adversiiry, which cannot afterwards be intro-

duced with so good a grace.

ii. Hypobole, or Subjection, is like the former; and is. when
several things are mentioned that seein to make for the contrary
side, and each of them refuted in order.

iii. Anacoinosis, or Communication ; by which the speaker de-
liberates or expostulates cither with the judges, or hearers, or the
advei-sary.

iv. Epitrope, or Concession, grants one thing, to obtain another
more advantageous. It is eiUier real or feigned ; and either the

whole
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whole of a tiiiii?, or a |);irt only, is granted. Nothing more ton-

founds ;in adver^iirv, than to grant liini his whole iirgninent; and

at the same time eitlii-r to ihow that it 'is nothing to the pttrpose,

or to ort'er somet'iinj; else to invalidate it.

V. Faraljole, or Snnilitude, illustrates a thing by comparing it

with some other, to which it hears a resemblance.

vi. Antithesis, Contrast, or Opposition, by which things con-

trary or ditt'erent are compared, to render them more evident.

Thus Cicero says, " The Koman people lialc private luMn'v, bnt

love ptiblic grandein'." Tliis is a very florid figure ; and sniti.-:l

no less for amplitication than proof. It is esteemed a beauty in

this tigure when any of the members are inverted, which some call

Antinietatliesis. As where CicerO) opposes the conduct ol Verres

when governor of Sicily, to that of Marcellus who took Syracuse

the capital of that island. To this figure may also be referred

oxymoron, or seeming contfadiction ; that is, when the parts of a

sentence disagree in sound, but are consistent in sense. As when
Cato says of Scipio Africanus, that " he was never less at

leisure, than when he was at leisure; nor less alone than when
alone."

I!, f'ignres suited to move the passions, are thii'teeii ; viz. cpa-

nprlhosis, pandepsis, parrhesia, aparithinesis, exergasia, liypotypo-

sis, aporia, aposiope~is, erotesis, ecphonesis, epiphonema, apostro-

phe, and prosopopeia.

i. Epanorthosis, or Correction, is a figure, by wliich the speaker
either recalls or amends what he had last said. Sonielinr.s one or

more words are recalled, and others substituted in their room ; at

other times, without recalling what has been said, something else

is substituted as more suitable. This is a very extensive ligure,

and used in addressing different passions. Cicero, in his detcnce

of Milo, speaking to the judges concerning Clodius, sa)s, " Are
you only ignorant what laws, if they may be called laws, and not

rither torches and plagues of the state, he was about to impose and
force upon us r''

ii. Paralepsis, or Omission, is a figure, when the speaker pre-

tends to omit, or pass by, what at the same time he declares. It

is used either in praise or dispraise. Thus Cicero, in his defence
of Sextius ;

" I might say many things of his liberality, kindness

to his domestics, his command in the army, and moderation dur-

ing his office in the province : but the honour of the state presents

itself to my view ; and calling me to it, advises me to omit these

Jess matters." Tliere is a beautiful instance of this figure in St.

Paul's epistle to Philemon, ver. 19.

iii. Parrhesia, or Reprehension. The orator sometimes pre-

pares his hearers for this by commending them first, urging the

necessity of it, representing his great concern for them as his mo-
tive, or joining himself with them. Thus Cicero charges the se-

nate with llie death of Servius Sulpicius, for sending him to Mark
Antony under a very ill state of health. His design was to make
them agree to a motion he was to make, that a statue and
monument might be erected to his memory at the pulilic e.\-

pence.

iv. Aparithmesis, or Enumeration, is when that, which might
be expressed by a few words, is branched out into several particu-

lars, to enlarge the idea, and render it the more affecting. Cicero, in

pleading for the Manilian law, where his design is to conciliate

the esteem of the people of Pompey, thus enlarges upon his cha-
racter : " Now, what language can equal the virtue of Cneius
Pompey ? What can be said either worthy of him, or new to you,
or wliich every one has not heard? For those are not the only
virtues of a general which are commonly thought so ; labour in

affairs, courage in dangers, industry in acting, dis|)atch in perform-

,

ing, design in contriving; which are greater in him than in all

!
other generals we have ever seen or heard of."

V. Exergasia, or Exposition, has an affinity with the former
figure ; but dirti^rs in this, that it consists of several equivalent ex-

pressions, or nearly such, to represent the same thing in a stronger
manner; whereas the otlier enlarges the idea by an enumeration

I

of different particulars. So thai this figure has a near relation to

I synonymia.
vi. flypotyposis, or fniagery, is a description of things painted

in such strong and bright colours, as may help the imagination of
' the hearei-s to conceive of them as present to their view. This
' figure requires a vigorous and lively geniu=.

vii. Aporia, or Doubt, expresses the debate of the mind with
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itself upon a pres'^ing difficulty. A person in such a state is apt

to hesitate, or start sjvnal things successively, without coming to

any fixed resolution. Of this knid is that of Cicero ibr Cluentius,

when he says, " I know not wliich way to turn myself. Shall I

deny the scandal thrown upon him of bribing the judges? Can I

say the people were not told of it?" &:c. Orators sometimes
begin their discourse with this figure. A difiidenCe' of mind at

first is not unbecoming, but graceful. It carries in it an air of

modesty, and tends very much to conciliate the aU'ections of

the hearers.

viii. Sometimes a passion has that effect, not so much to render

a person doubtfid what to say, as to stop him in the midst of a

sentence, and prevent his expressing the whole of what he design-

ed ; and then it is called Aposiopcsis, or Concealment. It de-

notes different passions ; as anger, which, by reason of its heat

and vehemence, causes persons to break olf abruptly in their dis-

course. But Cicero, in a letter to Cassius, uses it to express fear,

when he says to hiin, " Brutus could scarce support himself at

Mutina ; if he is safe, we have carried the day. But if—heaven
avert the omen ! all must have recourse to you." His meaning is,

" If Brutus should be defeated."

ix. Erotesis, or Interrogation. Every question is not figurative ;

but it becomes figurative, when the putting it by way of question

gives it lite and spirit. As when Cicero says, " Catiline, how-

long will you abuse our patience ? <lo not you perceive your de-

signs are discovered t" It serves also to press and bear down an

adversary.

X. Ecphonesis, or Exclamation, is a vehement extension of

the voice, occasioned by a commotion of mindj naturally venting

itself. This figure is used by Cicero to express variety of pas-

sions. Thus, after his return from banishment, reflecting upon
those who had occasioned it, he breaks out into this inoviiig ex-

clamation: " O mournful day to the senate, and all good men,
calamitous to the state, afflictive to me and my family, but glori-

ous in the view of posterity !" His design was to excite an odium
against the authors of his exile, rt'hen recalled in so honourable a

manner.
xi. Epiphonema, or Acclamation, has a great affinity with the

preceding figure. It is so calleil, when the speaker, at the con-

clusion of his argument, makes some lively and just remark
upon what he has been saying, to give it the greater force.

xii. Apostrophe, or Address, is when the speaker breaks o(f

from the series of his discourse, and addresses himself to some par-

ticular person present or absent, living or dead ; or even to inani-

mate natuie. So the prophet, " Hear, O heavens ! and give ear,

O earth I for the Lord hath spoken." See Apostuophe.
xiii. Prosopopeia, or the Fiction of a Person : by which, either

an absent person is introduced speaking ; or one wiio is dead, as^

if he were alive and present : or speech is attributed to some in-"

animate being. There is no figure, perhaps, which serves better

purposes to an orator than this. For by it he is enabled to call in

all nature to his assistance. There is scarce any thing fit to be

said, but mav be introduced this way. When he has severe things

to say, and which mav give olVence as coming from himself, he

avoids this, by putting" them into the mouth of some other person

from whom they will be better taken ; or makes inanimate nature

bring a charge, or express a resentment, to render it the more af-

fecting. And by the same method he sometimes secures hiniself

from a charge of flatterv, in carrying a compliment too high.

Cicero, in his oration for Balbu?,' introduces Marius, who was

dead, to plead in his defence : " Can Balbus (says he) be con-

demned, without condemning Marius for a like fact? Let him be

present to your thoughts, since he cannot be so in person. Let

him tell you, he was not unacquainted with leagues, void ol exam-

ples, or ignorant of war." In the management of this figure,

care should be taken that what is said i)e always consistent with

the character introduced. In treating upon figures, we have hi-

thei-to cou'iidered them separately; but some expressions consist

of a complication of them, and may come under the denomination

of several figures, as well verbal as those of sentences, differently

considered. Examples of this the judicious reader will easily

discover, both in ancient and modern orations.

The word sUlc proper

i R

Of Style.

; signifies the instruments which the an-
''

ijients

i
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ciciiK IS-,; ill »r.iiii!j. Fora-ilhrv commonly wrote upon thin

boards lovcit-a ovir «;tli vvjx, lh'cI ,oiiictimes ii|)on the b;ivk ol

trees, they made u^e of a long iiiMnmi.-iit like a hodkiii, pointed

at one end. Willi wlikli lliey till llicir letters ; and broad at the

other, toer;;zeaiiv Ihini; lliey civ.-e t.) alter. 'I his the Latins

called >t% Ills. Bill Ihoiigli tin- he the fir>l sense ot the word, yet

afterward ; it came to denote the manner of expression. In this

sense we like- rf use il, bv th(! same kiml of trope thai we call

any one's writing his hand. St . le, tlien, in the common aetep- l

tat'ion of the word, is the peculiar manner in which a man e.\-

presses his conception- b\ means of language. The reasons, w hich

occasion a variety of st_>ie, are principally these. ^
As speech and

writing are onlv sensible e.\pres>ions of our thoughts, by which we

conmuinicate them to o(!ie:-s, and as '.11 men think more or less

ilineieiilly, so they naluraily <:t:Ver in llieir style. No two per-

sons, writing upon one subject, woulil use the very same words.

And they would as certainly differ in lluir order and connection.

From the -e internal characters, critiis underlake to discover the

authors of anonymous writings. We may often ob-erve in authors

a fondness for some particular words or phrases; and a peculianly

in the turn of their sentences, hy which iheir style may he known,

even when thi'y design to conceal it. There is likewise ofien a

considerable diireraiee intiiestUe of the same person, in diireicnt

Tieriods of his life, ^'uiig persons, whose invention is (piick and

lively, commonly run iiito a pompous and luxuriant st> le ; and

while they endeavour to repivsent every thing in the brightest

colours, they ruider Iheir style verbose and florid, but weaken the

force and streiigih of it. Uut as their imagination cools, and they

acqiMre a more ma' iire judgement, Ihey cut off many siiperlUiilies,

and their style hecoines more correct and nervous. But as old

age sinks the po.vers of the mind, and chills the imagination, the

style, too, usiinily grows dry and languid. Critics have observeil

something of this difference in the wrUings of Cicero himself. 1 o

be master of a go id si \ '.e, therefore, it seems necessary that a per-

son should be e.idoweil »ilh a vigorous mind and lively fancy, a

strong m.'mory, and a good judgement. Another cause ot th.e

variety of style arises from the different nature and properties of

language. A dillireiu e in the letters, the form of ti.e words, and

the crvliT of them, all atVect the style. Quintilian observes, that

the Latin tongue cannot eciii.il the Greek in proiuiiiciat on, because

n is haraher. The Latins want --j, one of the softest of the Greek
voxels ; and many Latin words end in ;« ; a letter of a broad and

hollow sound, which never terminates any Greek word ; but v

does frequently, v.liose sound is much softer and sweeter. Be-
sides, in the combination of syllables, the letters i and dare often

so situated, as to require too strong and uneiinal a force to be laid

upon them, as in the words obversus and atljungo. Another ad-

vant.ige ofthe Greek tongue arises from the variety and different

seatoflhe accents : for the Greeks often accent the last syllable,

which both enlivens the ]>ronnncialion and renders it more musi-
cal ; whereas the Latins never do this. But the greatest advantage
of the Greeks lies in their plenty and variety of words; for which
reason they have le~s occasion for tropes or circumlocutions, which,
when used from necessity, h.ive generally less force, and weaken
the style. But under these disadvantages, Quintilian gives h's

countrymen the best advice the case will admit of: 1 hat what
they c.innot do in words, they should make up in sense. If their

e\pre--ions are not so soft and tender, they should exceed in

strength ; if they are less subtile, they should be more sublime
;

and if tliey have fewer proper words, they should excel in the
beauty as well as number of their figures. But the chief distinc-

tion of style arises from the different subjects of discourse. The
same way of speaking no more suits all subjects, than the same
garment would all persons and all ranks. The style therefore
Should always be adapted to the subject, which rhetoricians have
reduced to three ranks : viz. the low or plain stvle, the middle or
temperate, and the lofty or sublime: Which are likewise called
characters, becau-e they denote the quality of the subject upon
which they treat. This divi-ion of style into three characters, was
taken' notice of very e.irly by ancient writers.. Some observe it

even in Homer, whoassigiis the sublime to Ulysses, when he re-

presents him so copious and vehement an orator, that his words
came from him like winter snow : while he describes Menelau,- as
a polite speaker, but concise and moderate ; and represents Nes-
tor's mamicras between tjiese Iwo, not so bigh as the one, nor so

low as the other ; but smooth, even, and ph-asant, or, as he ex-

pri'sses it, more sweet than honey. Quiniilian observes, that al-

though accuracy and politeness wire general characters of the At-

tic writers ; yet among their orators, Lysias ex'elled in the low

and familiar w.-.y ; Isociiites for elegi'iice, smoothnc-s, and the (ino

turn of his periods ; and Demosthenes for tlame and rapidity,

bv which he carried all before him. And Gellius tells us, that the

l.ke dillerence was found in the three philosophei-s who were sent '

from Athenians to Kome (before the Romans had any relish for

the polite art-) to solicit the reiiiillance nf a line laid upom thenj.

Carncades was vehement and r.ipid in his haiangues; Critulaus,

nuat and smooth ; and Diogenes, niodtst and sober.

OJ'llic Loj; tt/lc. This may be consi'.i-red under two heads>

thougiits and language ; in each of whicli ihc ocveral characters

are distinguished. ^

1. \\itli respect to the former, as the subjects proper for this

stvle lire ether common things, or such as should be treated in a

f.iiniliar way ; so plain thoughts are most suitable to it. By plain

ihmiglits, are meant such as are simple and obvious, and seem to

rise naturally Irom the subject; so that any one, upon hrst hear-

ing them, would be apt to imagine they should have occurred to

himself. I'or the more natiiial a thing is, the more easy it seems
to be; though in reality it is otien olhetwiae ; and the perfection

of art lies in its nearest resemblance to nature. This natural plain-

n-,-.ss and simplicity very nuicii contributes to give credit to what
IS sail!. Nor is any thing more apt to impose upon us, than the

appearance of this, when artfully assumed. Cicero's account of

the light between Milo and Clodiiis, in which Clodius was killed;

is a ri-niarkable instance of this. Isee Orat. pro Milone. But as

things are sometimes best illustrated by their opposites, we shalk

mention a contrary ir.-iance of a very aflected and unnatural way
of relating a fact, ^'al. NLiximus tells us of a learned man at

Athens, \>ho, by a blow which he received by a stone upon his

head, entirely forgot all his learning, though he continued to re-

member every thing else. And in the coiiive of his narrative, he
talks of a " direful and malignant wound invading his mind, and
surveying the knowledge reposited there, and cruelly seizing a

particular part of it, and burying it with an invidious funeral?

This alVected nonsense lias no small resemblance to a great deal of

metaphorical bombast, which we meet with in many of our mo-
dern publications. But there are two properties of plain thoughts,

one of which ought constantly to attend them in common with all

thoughts, and the other is often necessary to animate and

enliven this character. The former is justness and propriety.

What Cicero says of the death of Cras us the orator, seems just,

and natural. " It ras (says he) an afHiction to his friends, a loss

to his country, and a concern to all good men ; but sui li public ca-

lamities followed upon it, that heaven seemed rather to have fa-

voured him with death, than to have deprived him of life." This

tliuught seems agreeable to the seiUimenls of a good man, as Cras-

suswas; to choose death rather that to oullive ihe happiness of

his country. The other properly, which should often accompany
plain thoughts, is, that they be sprightly. This is necessary to

enliven such discourses as require the low style. The fewer orna-

ments it admits of, the greater spirit and vivacity is requisite to

prevent it from being <lry and jejune. A thougnt may be very

brisk and lively, and at the same tunc appear very natural. Such
thoughts, attended with agreeable turns, are very suitable to this

style ; but care should be taken, lest, while fancy is indulged, the

jiistne.'S of theuvbc overlooked.

II. As to the language proper for tliis style, it ought to be agree-

able to the thoughts, plain, simple, and unallecled. The first thing

is elegance, or a [proper choice of words and expressions; whicli

ought always to suit the idea Ihey are designed to convey. The
next thing, is composition, which here does not re<|uire the greatest

nicety. A seeming negligence is sometimes a beauty in this style,

as being more natural. Short sentences, or those of a moderate
length, are likewise best suited to this character. Long and accu-

rate periods, finely wrought up will) a gradual rise,, haimunious
numbers, &:c. are improper, as they are the elTect of art. Yet
some proportion should be observed in the members, that njilhcr

the ears be disappointed, nor the sense ob-cured. Of this Kind is

that expression of a Greek orator, blamed by Demetrius: Ceres
came readily to our assistance, but Aristides not. The latter

clause is too short ; and by dropping so suddenly, both disappoints

8 Uitf
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the ear, ami is obscure. It wcult! have been more agreeable tllll^,

but Arislides ilul not come. The last tiling to be consiUere<l, is

dignity, or tiic u^e of tropes and figures. But tropes ought to be
used cautiously, unless such as are very common, and have either

come into the plar# of proper words, or at least are equally plain

and clear.

Of the Middle Style. In treating of this character, we must
consider first the natter, and then the language proper for it.

I. As tiie subjects proper for this style are things of weight and
impoitance, which require both a gravity and uccunicy of ex-

pression ; so line thoughts are its distinguishing mark. A fine

iliought may deserve that character from tiic following properties:

1. Gravity and dignity. Thus Cicero, ui a speech to Ciesar, says,

" It has been often told me, that yon have frf(|uently said, yon
have lived long enough for yourself. I believe it, if you eit'ier

lived, or was born for yourself oniv." Nothing could either be
more lit and proper, or a liner compliment to C'xsar. 2, Another
property of a fine thought is beauty and elegance. It is a fine

compliment which Piiny pays to Trajan, when he says, " It has

happened to you alone, that you was father of your country, be-

fore you was made so." And of the same kind is that of Cicero
to Ca;sar, when he says, " You, Cssar, are wont to forget nothing

but injuries." 3. The next property of a fine thought is delicacy.

As, in the objects of our senses, those things are said to be deli-

cate, which affect us gradually in a soft and agreeable manner; so

a dirlicate thought is that which is not wholly discovered at once,

but, by degrees unfolding itself, discloses more than was at first

perceived. Quinlilian relersto this, when he says, " Those things

are grateful to the hearers, which when they apprehend, thev are

delighted with their own sagacity; and please themselves, as

though they had not heard, but discovered them." 4. The la^t

properly ot a fine thought, is novelty. Mankind are naturally

pleased with new things; and when they are set in an agreeable

light, this very much heiglilens the pleasure. Even where a thing

hath been so well said already, that it cannot easily be mended,
the revival of a fine thought often iitTords entertainment to the

mind, though it has no longer the claim ol novelty.

II. Of the language proper for the middle style, in general it

may be observed, that as the proper -ubjects of it are things of

weigiit and importance, though not of that e.xalted nature as wholly
to captivate the mind, and divert it from attending to the diction;

so all the ornanKiits of speech, and beauties of eloquence, have
place here. Vi'ilh regard to elegance, sometimes one single word
adds a grai e and weight to an_ expression, which, if removed, the

sense becomes flat and liteless. Such words as are most full and
expressive suit best with this character. Proper epithets, also,

serve much to enliven it. The most accurate compo-ition, in all

the parts of it, is here employed. Periods, the mot b>.-autifiil and
biirmonious, of a due length, and wrought up with the most exact
order, jusl cadency, easy and smooth connection of the words,

and flowing numbers, are the genuine ornaments, which contri-

bute to lorin this charatcr. But the principal distinction of style

arises from tropes an<l figures. By these it is chiefly animated
and raised to its diflerent degree s or characters, as it receives a less

or greater number of iheni ; and those either more mild, or strong

and powerful. As to tropes, those which aliord the most lively

ami pleasing ideas, e^pecidlly metaphors, suit the middle charac-

ter. A pretty remark has been maJe by some critics upon two
verses of Virgil; the one in his Eclogues, and the other in the

Georgics. The former is for the most part written in l!ie low-

style, as the laugu.ige of shepherds ought tnbe; but the latter in

the middle styh-, suitable to the subject, and the persons for whom
it is designed ; the greatest men in P.nme r.ot thinking it below
them to enteriain themselves with rural affairs. In the Eclogue,

lliL shepherd, comp'aining of the barrenness of his land, says,

Infelix lolium et stcriles nascunlur avena'.

Wild oats and d.irnel grow instead of corn. But in the Georgic,
where the same sense is intended, instead of tlie proper word nas-

cuntur, grow, the autlior substitutes a metaphor, dominantur,
command, and says,

Infelix lolium et stcriles dominantur avena-.

Where corn is sown, darnel and oats command. It was natural

for the shepherd to express his sense in the plainest terms : But in

the Georgic, where the poet speaks in his own person, tlie mela-
j^lior is beautiful, and agreeable to the dignity of the work. This
instaoce may shew how the style is heightened by tropes, aiid the

same thought may be accommodated to the several characters of
style by the diflerent manner of expression. The like may also

be said of figure^ either of wonK or sentences, in reference to this

character ; which admits of the finest descriptions, most lively

images, and brightest figures, that serve eithei for delight, or to

influence the passions without transjjort or ecstacy, which is the
properly of the sublime.

('f the Sublime Slijle. The sublime is the most noble, as well
as tlie ino-t difficult, part of an orator's province. It is this prin-

cipally which Cicero re(juires in his perfect orator, whom he could,

not describe in words, but only conceive of in liis mind. And in-

deed, the noblest genius and the greatest are both requisite to form
this character. For where nature has been mo>t liberal in furnish-

ing the mind with lofty thousihts, bright images, and strong ex-
pressions; yet without the a;si-tance of art there willsoinctiiiies be
found a mixture of what is lou, improper, or misplaced. And a
great genius, like a too rich soil, must produce flowers and weeds
promiscuously, without cultivation. l!nt the justest propriety,

joined with the greatest strength and highest elevation of thought,
are required to complete tiie true sublime. Art therefore is ne-
cessary, to regulate the taste of those, who are desirous to excel'

in this character. In explaining the nature and properties of this

character, we shall consider first tlie thoughts, and then the lan-

guage, in each of which it is distinguished from the two former.

Of ilie Siibliiiic, (IS it retiites to Thoup;lits. Lofty and grand
sentiments are the basis and foundation of the true sublime. Lon-
ginus therefore advises those who aspire at this excellence, to ac-
custom themse'ves to think upon the noblest subjects. A mind,
that always dwells upon low and common -subji-cts, can never
raise itself sufficiently to represent things great and magnificent,,
in their full e.xtt-nt and proper light. But he who inures himself
to conceive the higliest and most exalted ideas, and renders theia.

familiar to his thoughts, will not often be at a loss how to express
them ; for wli.!re proper words arc wanting, by meiaphors and'
images taken from other things, he will be able to convey them In
a just and adequate manner. Noble and lofty thoughts are prin-

cipally tliose wiiich either relate to divine objects, or such things
as among men are generally esteemed the greatest and most illus-

trious. Of the former sort is that of Homer, v\'hen describing the'

the goddess Discord, he says, that she

Walks on the ground and hides her head in clouds.

This stretch of thought, says Longinus, as great as the distance
lietweeii lieaven and earth, does not more represent the stature of
l!ie goddess, than the measure of the poet's genius and capacity.

But such images, however beautiful in poetry, are not so proper'
for an orator, whose business it is to make choice of those which
are suited to the nature of things, and the common reason of man-
kind. That sentiment is equaHy just and noble, widi which Ci-
cero endeavours to inspire the members of a community, in his

treatise " Of Laws," when he says, that "Citizens ought first to
be persuaded, that all things are under the government of the gods ;

that every alVair is directed by their wisdom and power; that the
highest regard is due to tlvcm from men, since they observe every
one's conduct, how he acts and behaves himself, and with what
temper and devotion he worships them ; and that they make a
difference between the pious and impious." The other kind of
lofty thoughts ave those which relate to power, wisdom, courage,
benclicence, and such other virtues as are of Hie highest esteem
among mankind. " Your fortune (says Tiilly to Cssar) has no-
thing greater than a power, nor your nature than awill, tosave
many." A'clleius Peterculus, as if he thought no encomium too
high for this great orator, laments his unhappy fate in these lofty

strains, addressed to M. Antony, by whose order he was put to

dcalli: "You have taken from Cicero old age, and a life more
miserable than death under your government ; but his fame, and
the glory of his actions and words, you have been so far from de-
stroying', that you have increased them. He lives, and will live

in the memory of all ages; and while this system of nature, how-
ever constituted, shall remain, tl'e praise of Cicero shall ac-

company it ; and all posterity, while it admires his writings

against you, will curse your ti-eatnient of him ; and soon-
er sliall mankind be lost to the world than his name." But
the true sublime is consistent with V..-' greatest plainness and
simplicity of expression. And, generally speaking, the more-
plain and natural the images appear, the more they surprise us..

Hww succinct, and yet how majestic, is that e.xpreasion of Csesar

upos.
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upon Ilis victory over Pliiiriijcfs? 1 caiiu-, I saw, 1 conquered.

Hut there cjiinrii be a grealer or iiinre beautiful example o| tins,

than what Loiisjinus lias iiuoted Iroiii Mo<es. •' Tlio legislator

of the Jews (says he), no ouliiiary pei-$on, hav inc; a just notion of

the power anil niajcsty of the Ue'ily , has »xpieH>.il it In the liegni-

nin>; of his laws in ihe following words: Anil Gml said—what?

Lettherebelislit; :,n.l then; was light. Let the earth be made;

anil it was made. This instance from the divine writer, and the

characlir here given of hini by that excellent crilic, ii the more

rcmaikable, as he was himself a Pagan. To command nature niio

him by a word, represents it at once altogether boundless and un-

limitei'l. ^, , ,

Ojtke Sublime, iiilh rtg,ard to Language. This comprehends

three heads; Eleijance, Composition, and dignity.

I. Eleg.ince. 'I hose word.i and expressions chielly contribute

to form the sublime, which are mo^t sonorous, and liave the great-

est splendor, force, and dignity. Long words, when e<|ually ex-

jjressive, are rather to be ch.osen than short ones, especially mo-

iiosyllal)les. '1 lius, to conquer or vanquish an enemy, has a fuller

and more grand sound, than to beat an enemy. Compound words

are alo ofteu preferable to simple ones. So if we say, Cesar's

army, when he was pre>cnt, was always invincible; liiis manner of

expression has more sublimity in it, than if we should say, Cxsar's

armv, when he was present, could never be con<|Ueied. 'I'he use

of proper epithets also contributes very much to this character.

Thus when the character of divine poet is given to Homer or

Virgil, or prince of orators to Demosthenes or Cicero ; it conveys

to Ihe mind the most sul)liine ideas of them.

II. Composition. The force of this, as Longinus observes, is

so great, that sometimes it creates a kind of subliine, where the

thoughts themselves are but mean ; and gives a certain ajjpearance

of grandeur to that which otherwise would seem but common.
But composition consists of several parts; the lirst of which is pe-

riod. Sublimity arises from the several parts of a period, so con-

nected, as to giv6 force, as well as beauty, to the whole. The
periods, therefore, should be of a proper length. If they are too

short, they loose their grandeur, and are gone almost before they

reach the ear ; as on the contrary, when they are too prolix, they

loose their force by becoming heavy and unweildy. The next

thing is the order and disposition of tlie several words and members
of a sentence. The difierent placing but of one or two words will

sometimes wholly destroy the grandeur of a sentence, and make
it extremely flat. And in placing the several parts or members,
they ought to be so disposed, that what is most weighty and im-

portant should stand last. Thus TuUy says of Catiline, "We
ought to return thanks to heaven, that we have so often escaped
so odious, so frightful, so dangerous a plague of the stale." Ano-
ther thing is the connection of the words with regard to the sound ;

that the pronunciation, in passing from one to another, may be
most agreeable to the ear, and best suited to the nature of the

subject. The last head is the proper use of tropes and figures ;

which is here so necessary, that the title of dignity seems to have
been given to this part of elocution, from the assistance it more
especially affords to this character. For if, as I.onginus says,

compositions sometimes create a sort of sublimity ; tliis much of-

tener hap(iens from the force and eflicacy of some lively tropes

and strong figures. Astotropci, bright metaphors are peculiarly

suited to raise and animate the style. This is manifest iVom their

nature, as ihey consist of similes, reduced to a single word ; which,
if taken from things lofty and grand, must of conse'pience give a
sublimty to the style. What can suggest tons a grealer idea of
the valour of Ajax, than Homer's calling him the bulwark of the
Greeks? A number of these, well chosen, contribute no less to
the grandeur than to the beauty of discourse. Hyperbole some-
times givesthe same force to an expression, if cautiously used, so
as not to exceed all appearance of truth. But the chief use of
it is, where proper wolds will not express the just idea of the thing
designed to be conveyed ; and it may seem rather tlie olfspring

of necessity than choice. Of this nature is that of Herodotus,
when speaking of Ihe Lacedemonians at Thermopylx, he says,
" They defended themselves with the swords they had left, and
even with their hands and teeth, till llie barbarians buried them
under their arrows " As to figures, whether verbal or those which
consist in the sense, the nature of this character will easily direct

to such ab are most proper. But poets lake greater liberties in the

use of Iheuj than would be allowed to an orator. The orator**

use ol them be ng to set things in a stronger and clearer light, they

are more sedate and inodeiale. As the proper subjects of thu

character are either divine things, or such as are in the highest

eHeein and regard amnng mankind, which often require Sudatory
discourses, or panegyric ; tiiese admit of all the ornaments of elo-

quence ; which, however, nnist be used with discretion : for when
tlie mimi is stretched to the utmost of its power in the pursuit of a

sublime idea, it cannot attend to all the lesser fineries oi language ;

but Irom its own vigour, will he led to express them in terms the

most eniphatical, and best suited to the nature, in s-.^ch cases,

therefore, the sublimity must appear rather from the elevation of

the thought, attended with a simplicity of e.\pre-sion, than from
the ornaments and dress of the lai;guage: though, upon Ihe whole^

grandeur and majesty of expression is the proper mark of this

character with relation to the language. After this account cf tl e
distinctions of style, we may observe, that the style of an orator

comprehends all the characters already explained, of low, middle,

anil sublime, as they are applied by iiini in the ditFercnt parts of
his province. For the language must be suited to the subject, and
the dillerent view of tiie speaker necessarily occasions a variety in

the manner cf expression. Now an orator has three objecl^ in

view ; to prove what he asserts, to represent it in an agreeable
light, and to move the passions. Each of these parts of his pro-

vince requires a dillerent style. The low style is most proper lor

proof anil information ; the middle style is best suited for pleasure

and entertainment ; but the sublime is necessary to inlluence the
]rassions. Here the orator calls in all the assistance of nature and
art ; the most raised and lofty thoughts, clothed with the brightest

and strongest colouring, enter into this charcctcr. All tins vari«

ety, however, is not always necessary. Regard must l)e had to
the nature of the subject, the time, place, persons, and other cir-

cumstances ; by all which the style is to be regulated. Cicero
refers us to some discourses of his own, as instances of each kind.

His oration for Cacina, he says, is written in tiie low style ; that

for the Manilian law in the middle style, and that for Rabirius in

th'i sublime ; and his Orations against Verres, and some others,

are tlie patterns of the variety here mentioned. And he gives us

a very comprehensive description of a perfect orator in few words,
when he says: "He is one who can speak upon a low subject

acutely, upon a lofty subject w ill) sublimity, and upon a mode*
rate subject temperdlely."

Of PROKUNciATioy.

Pronunciation is also called action by some of the ancients:

though, if we attend to the [noper signihcation of these words, the
former respects ihc voice, and the latter the gesture and motions
of the body. But if we consider them as synonymous terms, in

this large sense pronunciation or action may be said to be a suitable

conformity of the voice, and the several motions of tiie body, in

speaking, to the subject matter of the discourse. The best judges
among the ancients have represented this as the principal part of
an orator's province, whence he is chielly to expect success in the
art of persuasion. When Cicero, in the person of Crassius, has

largely and elegantly discoursed upon all the other parts of ora-

tory, coming at last to speak of this, he says, " All the former
have their effect as they are pronounced. It is the action alone
that governs in speaking ; without which the best orator is of no
value, and is often defeated by one in other respects much his in-

ferior." And he says, that Demosthenes was of Ihe same opinion,

who, when he was asked what was the principal thing in oratory,

replied action; and being asked again a second and third lime,

what was next considerable, he still made the same answer ; by
wh'ch he intimated, that the w hole art did in a manner consist in it.

And indeed, if he had not judged tins highly necessary for an ora-

tor, he would scarce have takea so much pains in correcting those

I
natural defects, under which he laboured at first, in order to ac-

quire it. See DEMOSTHENt:s. Nor was he less careliil in en-

neavouring to gain the habit of a becoming and decent gesture ;

for which purpose he used to |;ronounce his disconrses alone be-

fore a large mirror. Such pains did this prince of the Grecian ora-

tors lake to remove those ililricultics, which would have been suf-

ficient to have discouraged an inferior genius. To how great a
perfection lie arrived in his action, under all these disadvantages,'

by his indefalig-able diligence, is evident from the cnnfcssion ofhis

Rre-dt
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great adversary and rival in oratory, vEscliiiies ; who, when he

could not bear the disgrace of being vvorsted by Demosthenes in

the cause of Ctesiphon, retired to Rhodes. And being desired

by the inhabitants to recite to them his own oration upon that oc-

casion, wliich accordingly he<lid the next day, tliey requested of

him to let them hear that of Deinostiienes ; which having pro-

nounced iii a most graceful manner, to the admiration of all pre-

sent, " How much more (says he) would you have wondered, if

you had heard him speak it himself!" QuintiUian s.i)s, that " it

IS not of so much moment what our compositions are, as how they

are pronounced; since it is the manner of the delivery, by which

tne audience is moved." And therefore he asserts, that " an in-

ditl'erent iliscourse, assisted by a lively and graceful action, will

have greater efficacy than the iinest harangue, which wants that

advantage." The truth of this sentiment of the ancients, con-

cerning the power of pronunciation, might be proved from many
instances. Hortensius, a cotemporary with Cicero, and while

living, ne.Mt to him in reputation as an orator, was highly applauded

for his actioji. But his orations after his death, as Quintilian tells

us (for there are none extant,) did not appear answerable to his

character ; whence he concludes, there must have been some-

thing pleasing when he spoke, by which he gained his charac-

ter, which was lost in reading them. But Cicero himself affords

a decisive instance of this. Alter the death of Ponipey, when
C'ssar had got the government into his own hands, many of his

acquaintance interci;ded with him in behalf of their relations and
friends, who had been of the contrary party in the late wars.

Among others, Cicero solicited for his friend Ligarius; which Tu-
bcro understanding, who owed Ligarius a grudge, he opposed it,

and undertook to represent him to Cssar as unworthy of his mercy,
Cxsar himselt was prejudiced against Ligarius ; and therefore,

when the cause was to came before him, he said, " We may ven-

ture to hear Cicero display his eloquence; for I know the person

he pleads lor to be an ill man and my enemy." But, in the

coui'se of his oration, Cicero so worked upon his passions, that by
the frequent alteration of his countenance, the emotions of his mind
were very conspicuous. And when he came to touch upon the

battle of Pharsalia, which had given Cssar the empire of the

world, he represented it in that moving and lively manner, that

Caesar coidd no h'uger contain himself, but was thrown ijito such a

fit of shivering, that he dropped the papers which he held in his

hand. This was the more remarkable, because Caesar was him-
self one oftlie greatest orators of that age, knew all the arts of ad-

dress, and avenues to the passions, and conse<|uently was better

prepared to guard against them. But neither his skill, nor reso-

lution, was of sufficient force against the power of oratory; but

the conqueror of the world became a conquest to the charms of

Cicero's eloquence ; so that contrary to his intention, he pardoned
Ligarius. That oration is still extant, and appears exceedingly
well calculated to touch the tender passions ; but we believe it can
scarce be discernible to any in reading it, how it should have had
so surprising an elfect ; which must therefore have been chiefly

owing to the wonderful address and manner of the speaker. Tli'e

more natural the prmunciation is, it will be the more moving.
And therefore the ancients make it one qualification of an orator,

that he be a good man ; because a person of this character will

make the cause he espouses his own, and the more sensibly he is

touched with it himself, his action will be the more natural, and
thus the more easily affect others. Cicero says, " It is certain

that truth in every thing excels imitation ; but if that was sufficient

of itself in action, we should have no occasion for art." In his opi-
nion, therefore, art, if well managed, will assist and improve na-
ture. Sometimes the force of it is so great, that, even where it is

wholly counterfeit, it will work the same effect as if it were founded
in truth: how ])owerful then must be the effect of a just and lively

representati<.n of what we know to be real ? As action therefore
was judged so necessary a ([ualification in an orator among the an-
cients, so they made use of several methods and expedients for

the belter attaining of it. The principal of these we shall briefly

mention. Decency of pronunciation is an habit. And as all habits
are gained by time, so tlie sooner they are learned, they are ge-
nerally acquired with the greater ease. Quintilian was so sensible
of this, that in order to have persons trained up to it, he begins
with thein in their childhood, and even gives directions how tliey

sliould be taught to pronounce, when they first learn to read.
,
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And he advises, that they should then be instructed where to sus-

pend their voice, and make the proper pauses ; when to raise or

sink their voice, or give it a proper inflection ; to be slower or
faster, more vehement or sedate, as the nature of the subject may
require ; and that the tone of their voice be a'ways manly and
grave, but at the same time mixed with an agreeable sweet-

ness.

Of THE Voice.

The influence of sounds, either to raise or allay our passions, is

evident from music. And certainly the harmony of a fine dis-

course, gracefully pronounced, is as cap'ilile to move us, if not
in a way so violent and ecstatic, yet not less powerful and more
agreeable to our rational faculties. As persons are diflerently af-

fected when they speak; so they naturally alter the tone of their

voice. It rises, sinks, and has various inflections, according to

the state and disposition of the mind. When the mind is calm
and sedate, the voice is moderate and even ; when the former is

dejected with sorrow, the latter is languid ; and when that is in-

flamed by passion, this is raised and elevated. It is the orator's

business, therefore, to endeavour, that the tone of his voice appear
natural and unaffected. For this end, he must suit it to the nature
of the subject ; but still so as to be always decent. Some deliver

a discourse in a low drawling manner ; others hurry on in so loud
and boisterous atone, as if they imagined tlieir hearers were deaf.

But all the harmony of speech lies in the proper temperament of
the voice belweerf these extremes. The principal properties of
voice may be referred either to quantity or quality.

I. The quantity of the voice consists in its highness or lowness,

swiftness or slowness, and the intermediate degrees between
them.

i. Every person who speaks in public, should endeavour to fill

the place where he speaks. But still he ought to be careful not to

exceed the natural key of his voice. If he does it will neither be
soft nor agreeable ; but either harsh and rougli, or too shrill and
squeaking. Besides, he will not be able to give every syllable its

full and distinct sound; which will render what he says ob-
scure.

ii. The like caution is to be used against the contrary extreme,
that the voice be not dropped, and suffered to sink too low. This
will give the speaker pain in raising it again to its proper pitch,

and be no less offensive to the hearers. The medium between
these two is a moderate and even voice. But this is not the same
in all ; that which is moderate in one would be high in another.
Every person therefore must regulate it by the natural key of his

own voice. A calm and sedate voice is generally best ; as a mo-
derate sound is most pleasing to the ear, if it be clear and distinct.

But this equality of die voice mu>talsobe accompanied with a va-
riety, otherwise there can be no harmony. Nothing is less pleas-

ing than a discourse pronounced throughout in one continued mo-
notony. The gradations, whether higher or lower, should be so
gentle and regular as to preserve a dne proportion of the parts and
harmony of the whole. An even voice is best fitted to keep the
mind to close attention. But the voice ought to agree with the
style : and as the orator's province is not only to apply to the

mind, but likewise to the passions ; these require a great variety

of the voice, high or low, vehement or languid, according to the
nature of the passions he de.signs to affect.

iii. The next property is swiftness. That some expressions

ought to be pronounced faster than others, is manifest. Gay and
sprightly ideas should not only he expressed louder but also faster,

than such as are sad and melancholy. And when we press an ad-
versary, the voice should be brisk and quick. A precipitant and
hasty pronunciation however is culpable, -us well as speaking too

slow. This argues a heaviness in the speaker ; and as he appears
cool himself, he can never expect to warm his hearers ; hence the

orator will guard against both these extremes.

II. The chief qualities of the voice are strength, clearness, ful-

ness, and smoollinesB. Though it is not in our power to give our-

selves what qualities of the voice we please, several defects of the

voice may be helped by care and attention. Temperance is a
preservative of the voice, and all excess is greatly prejudicial to

it. The voice must suffer, if the organs of speech have not their

proper tone. For this purpose they must be kept in a due tem-
2 S pcrature ;
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pcratiire ; neither too moist nor too dry. All excesses affect the

organs one or other of these ways.

1. A strong voice is very serviceable to an orator, becanse, he
is thereby capable to make liimsclf heard. And if at any time he
is forced to strain it, he is \a less danger of its failing hini bclore

he has linished his discourse. But he who has a weak voice,

should be careful not to strain it. Me ought to begin low, and rise

gradually to such a pitch as the key of his voice will easily carry

Tiim, without being obliged to sink afterwards. Frequent infec-

tions of the voice will be some a>sistance to him. But he should
take care to speak deliberately, and ease his voice, by allowing due
time for respiration at all the proper pauses.

ii. A voice is said to be clear, when the organs of speech are

suited to give every single letter, and all the combinations of llieni

in syllables and words, their proper and distinct sound. Such a

voice is very agreeable to the hearers ; and no less so to ilie speak-

er, as it saves liini a great expence of spirits. For a moderate
voice, if clear, will be as distinctly heard, as one much louder, if

obscure. This is a great advantage to the speaker, because he
can better help his voice under command, and modulate it at

pleasure. An obscure and confused voice is not always occa-
sioned by a deficiency in the organ ; but is often the etlect of a
bad habit. The most likely way to mend such faults is to speak
deliberately.

iii. A full voice dilTers from a strong or a loud voice. It fills

the ear, but it is often not pleasant. And therefore to render it

so, it should be frequently varied. Yet it seems better suited to

the character of an orator, than a small and shrill voice ; because
it has something in it more grave arid manlv. And those, who
have the misforlune of a very small voice, should be cautious of

raising it to too high a pitch, especially at once ; because the sud-
den compressnre of the organ is apt to occasion a squeaking and
disagreeable sound.

iv. A soft and smooth voice is the most musical, especially if it

be flexible. Nothing is less harmonious, than a voice that is harsh

and rougii. From these properties of the voice, we may conclude
that to he the littest lor an orator, which is moderate, distinct,

firm, clear, and smooth, and easily tie.xible to the several varia-

tions of sound, which the various parts of the discourse may re-

quire.

Of Gesture.

By gesture is meant, a suitable conformity of the motions of
the countenance, and sevtral parts of the body in speaking, to

the subject matter of the discourse. The word is here used in a

larger sense than is done in common language. For we rarely

use that word to denote the motions of the countenance, but as

these make a considerable part of our present subject, they must
here be comprehended under this term. It is not agreed among
the learned, whether voice or gesture has the greater influence
upon us. But as the latter affects us by the eye, as the former
does by the ear, gesture seems to have this advantage, that it con-
veys the nnpre.ssion more speedily to the mind. Nor is its in-

fluence less upon our passions ; nay, in some instanc es it appears
to act more powerfully. A cast of the eye shall express desire
iu as moving a manner as the softest language; and a d.fferent
motion of ii resentment. Nor is it in some respects less various
and expressive than language. Cicero tells us, he often diverted
himselt by tryinij this with Uoscius the comedian ; who could ex-
press a sentence as many ways bv his gestures, as he himself by
words. And some dramas, called pantomimes, are carried on
wholly by mules, who perforin every part bv gestures onlv, in a
way very inielligent, as will as entertaining to the spectators.
Well therelore might Cicero call action (or gesture) the language
of the body, since it is capable in so lively a manner to express
both our ideas and passions. But with respect to oratory, g.- tiire

may veiy properly be called the seci ml part of pn.nunciaiion ; in

which as the voice should he suited to the impressions it receives
from the inind, so the several motions of the body ought to be ac
commndated to various tones and nflections of the voice. When
the voice is even and in. .(In-.. te, little gesture is required; and
nothing is more unnatural Ih.m violent mot on, in discoursing upon
ordinary and familiar suujects. The ok. lions of the body should
rise therelore, in proportion to the vehemence and energy of the
expression, as the natural and genuine elTect of it. It is hardly

necessary to mention, that by the uniform practice of all nations,

the most proper posture for a public speaker is to address his au-

dience standing. Hut though standing apjjears to be the most
proper posture, yet it is very unbecoming tor the body to be en-

tirely without motion. It should not long continue in the same
position, but be constantly changing, though the motion be very
moderate. There ought to be no appearance of stitTness, but a

certain ease and pliableness, suiting every expression ; by which
means, when a greater degree of motion is necessary, it will ap-

pear less sudden and vehement : for as the raising, sinking, and
various iuHections of the voice must be grathial, so likewise should
the motions of the body. It is only on some particular occasions

that an hasty impetuosity is proper in either case. As to the se-

veral parts of the body, the he.id is the most considerable. To lift

it up too high has the air of arrogance ; to stretch it out too far, or

tiirow it back, looks clownish ; to hang it downwards on the breast,

shows an unmanly bashfulness ; and to suffer it to lean on either

shoulder argues indolence. Wherefore in calm and sedate dis-

course it ought to keep its natural state, an upright po-ture. How-
ever, it should not be long without motion, but gently turn some-
times on one side, and sometimes on the other, as occasion re-

quires, that the voice may be heard by all who are present. It

should always accompany the other actions of the bod\, and turn

on the same side with them ; except when aversion to any thing Is

expressed, which is done by stretching out the right hand, and
turning the head to the left. But it is the countenance that chiefly

represents both the passions and disposition of the mind. By this

we supplicate, thieaten, sooth, invite, forbid, consent, or refuse,

without speaking. But the several parts of the face bear their part,

and contribute to the proper and decent motion of the whole. In

a calm and sedate discourse, all (he features retain their natural ap-
pearance. In sorrow, the forehead and eyebrows lour, and the

cheeks hang down. But in jov and cheertulne-s, the forehead
and eyebrows are expanded, the cheek' contracted, and the cor-

ners of the mouth drawn upwards. Anger and resentment con-
tract the forehead, draw the brows together, and thrust out the
lips. And terror elevates both the brows and forehead. See Le
Brun's description of the elfects of the passions on the fialures,

'

under the article Drawing. But as the eyes are the most active

and significant, Cicero advises, that the greatest care should be.
taken in their management. We readily g'.iess at a person's

tention, by his eyes. And any sudden change or emotion of the

mind is presently followed by an alteration in the look. In

speaking therefore upon pleasant and delighllul subjects, the eyes
are brisk and cheerful ; as, on the contrary, they sink and are lan-

guid in delivering any thing melancholy and sorrowful. A gen-
tle and moderate motion of the eyes is in an orator most suitable,

always directed to some of the audience, and gradually turning

from side to side with an air of respect and modesty, and looking
them decently in the face, as in common discourse: such a beha-
viour will of course draw attention. But as all the passions are in

the most lively manner expressed in the eyes, their motions ought'

to vary according to the different nature of those passions they are'

suited both to discover in the speaker, and convey to his hearers;

since, as the quickest access to the mind is by the sight, a proper
well timed look will sooner effect this than can be clone by word?,

."^s to the other parts of the bo.ly, the shoulders ought not to he
elevated ; as it contracts the neck, and hinders the proi)er motion
of the head. Nor, on the other hand, should they be drawn
down, and depressed ; as this occasions a stilfness both to the neck
and the whole body. Their natural posture therefore is most easy
and graceful. A continued n>otion o( the arms any way, is to b6 '

avoided. Their action should genera'ly be very moderate, and'
follow that of the hands unless in very pathetic expressions-, wher^'
It may be proper to give them a more- lively 'pring. '1 lie hands
need never he idle. Quintillian seeins to think them as necessary

and powertui in action, as Cicero does the e^es. "The hancM
(says he), without which all gesture is lame and weak, have a'

greater varietx of motions than can be well expressed ; for Ihey'

are almost equal to our words. In short he styles them " the com-
mon languasje ol all iii,;nkind." Now, all bodily motion is either

upward or clownward, lotherigiit or left, lorwarclor backward, or
else circular, 'i'he hands are employed bv the orator in all these'

except the last. And as they ought to correspond with our ex*

pressions, so they ought to begin and end with them. In adniita-

4 tioB
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tion ami ai!dres<e» to heaven they must be elevated, but never
raised abov • the eyes ; and in speaking of things below lis, they

•ire directed dciwnwards. Side motion shonid generally begin

from llie leit, and tefniinate gently on the right, tn denion>tra(-

ing, addre^sing, and on several other occasions they are moved
forward ; and in threatening sometimes thrown back. But when
the orator >peaks of liimself, his right hand shonid be gently

laid on his breast. When no other motion is necessary, the hands
shonid be kepi abont as high as the breast, so as to make near a

right angle with the arm. This is not only graceful, but likewise

the most easy posture, and gives the least strain to the muscles.

They shonid never be snll'ered lo hang down, nor to loll npoji the

cushion or bar. The left hand sliouki never move alone, but ac-

commodate itself to the motions of the right. In mr.tions to the
left side, the right hand shonid not be carried beyond (he lell

shoulder. In promises, and e.\pre<sions of coippHment, (he mo-
tions of tlie hands shon'd be gtntle and slow ; but in exhor'ation
and applause more swift. The hand" shonid generally be open
but in expressions of compunction and anger tliev mav be closed
All fiincal and trilling actions of the fingers ought to be avoided
nor should they be strelciied out and expanded in a stiff and rigid
posture, but kept easy and ])liable. Besides altending (o the rule
here delivered, he, who would attain to celebrity in public speal.

ing, must carefully observe how those, \»ho have acquired fame a

finished orators, conduct their voice and gesture, as well as linv

they manage the several parts of tln-ir discourses.

ORATORY, among the Romanists, a closet or like apartment
near a bed-chamber, furnished with an altar, crucifix, &c. for pri

Tate devotions.

ORB, in tactics, is the disposing of a number of soldiers in a

circuUir form of defence.

OUBE, a town of Swisserland, 24 miles S. W. of Friburg.

ORBIT, in astronomy, is the path of a plaint nr comet, or tlie

curve that il describes in its revolution roun<l its central bodv ;

thus, the earth's orbit is the curve which it describes in its annual
course roiind the sun, and usually called the ecliptic. See
Astronomy.
ORBITEI.LO, a strong town of Etniria, in the Siennesc, 58

miles S. b\ W. of Sienna, and 8 > S. ol Florence.

ORCHARD, in horlic uUiire, a tract of land appropriated to

the growth of standard fruit-trees, with a view to furnish asnppiv
of the most useful kinds of fruit. In the orchard mav be p'anted

as standards, all sorts of apple-trees, most sorts of pears and plums,
and all sorts of cherries ; which four species are the capital

orchard fruits ; each comprising numerous valuable varieties. But
a conipkte orchard should also have quinces, meddlars, mulber-
ries, walnuts and che-nuts ; which two last are particularly applic^i-

ble for the boundaries of orchards, to screen the other trees from
inipetous winds •.•nd cold blabts. Orchards are sometimes con
fined to the cultivation of apples, pears, cherries, or other particu-

lar fruit, especially if they be situated in the vicinity of a town cr

city : more frequcnllv, however, they are composed of all the

trees before menMoi.ed, with a double proportion of those bearing
apples; which doubtless are the most plentiful and valuable fruit,

that may be easily preserved during the whole year. The utiliU

of a general orchard, both for domestic use and the sale of its pro-

ductions.is evident to the most superficial observer, independently
of the beautiful appearance il presents, from an early period in the

spring to the late autumn : we shall therefore state a few hints,

from practical writers, and actual exi'erience, on the proper ma
nagenient of this most im|)ortant department of a'connmy.

if. Exttnt, Situation, imdSoil. The extent of an orchard should
be proportioned to that of arable land, and the quantiiv of fruit

required either lor private use, or the supply of public markets

:

so that the plantation may consist of from half an acre to 20 acres

The situation and aspect may vary according to circumstances,
provided the soil be good. All low, damp, exposures, however,
ought to be purposely avoided, as no fruit-trees will flourish there ;

nor can their productions be fine or well flavoured. A moder-
ately low situation, therefore, is preferable to elevated lands, pro-

vide<l il be dry ; because it will thus be sheltered from the efre(t>-

of tempestuous winds; though a small declivity will be verv ('e-

sirable, especially if its aspect inclhie towards the East. South-'easi,

or to the South ; which siiuaticnis are always more eligible than a

western exposure. But a northern a-pect ought bv no means to

be selected, unless it be well sheltered, or (he cround be peculi-

arly favourable to t!ie formation of an orchard. With respect to the

so:l, any common field, or pasture, which produces abundant crop'^

of corn, grass, or iiilin,irv vegetables, maybe ch.isen for laving

out an orchard. If it be of a.nch hiainv nature, il will be of great

advantage; though any soil of a good (puility, mav be prepared
for the purpose ; but it must be neitlier too wet or heavy ; nor loo

light or dry; it should be soft, easily worked, and haveatlea^t
one spade deep of vegetable mould.

III. Preparation of the Land. This primary object of lior-

ticulturc, is usually effected by trenching, if th( plantation be in-

tended for private use. In the preparation of very extensive
orchards, it will be advisable to plough the soil to a considerable
depth ; but the most eligible method is, to dig trenches, one or
two spades deep, according to the nature of the ground, and six or
eight feet wide iii each row, where the trees are in future to be
placed ; especially if it be grass-land, and intended to be kept in

the sward; in which case ihe green sods must be laid at the bot-
tom of each trench ; because, when putrefied, they will afford an
excellent manure. Should hops, or any other under-U'op, be de-
signed to be raised, it will be requisite "to trench the whole of the
ground; but, in either case, Ihe spade must be carried to the
depth of the natural soil. The land, thus managed, ought likewise
to be secured from the incursions of cattle, by mr^ans of a good
ditch, and a well-planted hedge; which should be trained to-

wards the north, as high an<l as thick as it can be carried. The
pk'.ntation ought, also, to be screened on the east and west sides
Iroin the ellects of boisterous winds, by means of shaws or shelters

of Spanish chesnut, Scotch firs, ash, or other quick-growing trees.

Man re is likewise an objed of the greatest importance: and, foF

this purpose, the sweepings of streets, ihose of cow and slaughter-
hou>es, the emptying ol drains and night-soil, are, in opinion of
Mr. Bncknall, eminently serviceable; as thev " are more dis-

posed lo facilitate the growth anil health of fruit-trees, Ih.m the
manure from Ihe stable."

III. Method of Planting. The best se.ison'for pl.mting fruit-trees

is in autumn, shortly after the leaves begin to tab; from Ihe lat-

ter end of October till the commencement of December; though,
if the weather continue open, or mild, it may be performed at any
time between the months of October and March. As many trees

become diseased with the moss, canker, &c. in conse(|iience of an
injudicious selection, Mr. B. directs them to be chosen the year
before they are intended to be planted, 'ihe orchadisl, he ob-
serves, must be particularly careful lo obtain young and healthy
trees ; for cankered plants emit a vapour which is very detrimental
to such as are sound ; he inusl, likewise, see them properly pruned
in the nursery, so that all extraneous or rambling braiuhes be
closely taken off, and only three or four leading shoots be left lo

every head : thus managed, the trees will not require tn be hip-

ped for a con-iderable time; and, as they will have no woumls
open in the xearwhen transplanted, Iheir growlji w ill l)e greailv

promoted. On taking up the fridl-lrees, the roots should be ])re-

served of a convenient length, in consequence of wliiih they will

incline to grow in a horizontal direction, and be mnre iiiiniediLilely

influenced by the sun: their sap will bei-ome richer, and produce
the sweetest and most beautiful fruit. In arranging Ihe trees, Mr.
Bucknall directs one row of llie tallest arid strongest standards to

be set on the three cold sides ; p.Mallcl to which, must be planted
another row of the next free-grower^ : then, Ihe trees are lo be dis-

posed in a similar manner, accnniing to their strength, griiduallv

declining in size, to the eenlre. Eac h siandaril i^ lo be placed
33 feet asunder, between which two dwar.'-trees sh'uld be planted ;

all of th<-m being so pruned, that each row will, at Ihe expiration
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of liurtcen yeai-5, I'Drin an actual lir'dgo of fruit. The interinedi.ite

space-; ma/be iiUeil willihops which sliouUI be removed, accord-

ingly as ttie Irces advance in growth. In plate CXXXIII. tig. 1,

we liave given the plan of an orch;ud with the sections of tin- rows

• if trees on it. It is 19 rods in lingtii according to the horizontal

vows and I" in breadth, contsinin;; about two acres of ground, in

which tiie trees are arranged in symmetrical order, forming an

irri-gular Miuarc, which will be foiuul most convenient and agree-

able tu the laws of vegetation. Thus the eye wherever it turns,

not only pcrceivo? a straight, line, and uniform groves, but the

plan itself, is likewise the most consistent ; because each tree is

planted at the greatest distance 'rom the other; and is in this man-

ner less cumbersome to its neiglibour, than it would be ina rec-

tangular square. Hence the proper and most profitable di>p'jsition

will be that of allowing three rods interval between standards, in

the horizontal rows from east to west ; and two and a half rods in

the perpendicular lines from south to north. Tiiis space, however,

would, afler some time, become too nanow; one tree woidd ini-

liede the growth of another; and by obstructing the air as well

as therays of the sun prevent tlie ripening of the fruit; if the trees

were imiiscriniiiiately planted in the spots which are marked on

the plan. To obviate such inconvenience, the trees should be so

chosen and arranged that one of a vigorous growth, with a spread-

ing crown or top, should stand next to auotlier that expands with

less luxuriance, and has fewer or lower branches. This ari-ange-

nient niav be the more easily accomplished, as every zealous

friendof Horticulture willnaturally wish to possess in his collection,

at least one or a i'ew trees of every valuable kind.

OKCTIESTICE, in antiquity, a class of Gymnastic exercises;

comprehending, 1. Dancing: 2. Cubistice, or the art of Tumb-
ling: and 3. Sphsristice, or Tennis, including all the exercises

with VWx or balls.

ORCIIESTON St. Mauy's, a town of Wilts, on Salisbury

plain, abo;it niric miles from S:ilisbury.

ORCHESTRA, in the Grecian theatres, was that part of the

proscenium or stage where the chorus used to dance. In the mid-

dle of it was placed the Aoyns* or pulpit. The orchestra was semi-

circular, and surrounded with seats. In the Roman theatres it

made no part of the scena, but answered pretty nearly to the pit

in our playhouses.

ORC HIES, a town of France, in department of the 1*J. and
late province of French Flanders; nine miles S. W. of Tournay,
and 14 S. S. E. of Lille. Lon. 3. 35. E. Lat. 50. 28. N.
ORCHILLA, or HORCHILL.\, a cluster of islands, in the

Caribbean Sea, 80 miles N. of Terra Firma. Lon. 65. 20. W.
Lat. 12. O.-N.

ORCHIS, Fool-stones, or Goats-stones, a genus of the
diandria order, and gynandria class of plants; natural order. Or-
chids. Nectary a horn or pur behind tlie flower. There are 50
species of this genus, which exceedingly resembles the orphrys.
The most remarkable species are,

M. Mascula, or male Fool-stones, with a root composed of
two bulbs, crowned with oblong, broad, spotted leaves ; upright
stalks, a foot hi);h, with one or two narrow amplexicaule leaves,

and terminated by a long spike of reddish-purple flowers having
the petals reflexed ba'.kwaru. The flowers of ijiis species possess

a very agreeable odour.

M. MoRio, or Female-orchis, has a few amplexicaule leaves

,

and terminated by a short loose spike of flowei-s, having connivent
petals, a quadrilkl crenate lip to the nectarium, and an obtuse
jiorn.

NL MiLiTAKis, or Man-orchis, has erect flower-stalks, eight
or ten inches high, terminated by a loose spike of ash-coloured and
rcddi-h flowers, having confluent petals ; a quinquefid, rough,
spotti'd lip to the nectarium, and an obtuse horn. The structure
of the flowei-s exhibits the llgure of a naked man; and is often of
•lilTerent colours in the same flower, as ash-colour, red, brown, and
clark-alripped. All the orchises are very hardy perennials, with
bulbous fleshy roots. The flowers appear in May, Jime, and
July, but principally in June: their mode of flowering is univer-
sally in ip^kes, many flo.vers in e:icli spike ; and each flower is

coniposc<l of five petals in two series, anil a nectarium. The season
for removing them is in summer, alter they have done flowering,
when their Iraves ami stalks decay : plant them three inches deep,
and let them remain imdistuibed several years ; for the less thoy are

removed the stronger they will flower. This plant flourishes in

various parts of Europe and Asia, an«i giowjin our country spon-

taneously, and in great abundance. It is assiduously cultivated in

the E. ; and the root o( it fornis a considerable part of the diet of

the inhabitants of 'I'urkey, Per--ia, and Syria. From it is made the

alimentary powder called Salep ; w liich, prepared from foreign

roots, is sold at 5*. or (is. per lb. though it might be furnished by
ourselves at the sixth part of that price, if we would cultivate this

plant. The orchis mascula is the most valued for this purpose.

A dry and not very fertile soil is best adapted to its growth. The i

properest time for gatliering the roots, is wl.en the seed is formed,
and the stalk is ready to fall ; because the new bulb, of which the

salep is made, is tiun arrived at its full maturity, and may be dis-

tinguished from the o!il one, by a white bud rismg from the top of

it, which is the germ of the orchis of the succeeding year. The
culture of the orchis is an object highly deserving of encourage-
ment. And as the root, if introduced into common use, would
furnish a cheap, wholesome, and most nutritious article of diet, it

would be sufTiciently profitable to the farmer.

ORCHOMENOS, or ORCHOMENUS, three ancient cities;

1. in Arcadia, so named from a son of Lycaon: (Pans. ix. 37.) 2.
in Ba-otia, W. of Lake Copais, called also Minyeia, 3. and 4. a
town and river of Thessaly. Strabo. 5, 6.

ORICUS, or PLUTO, god of the infernal regions, so called '

from ^ix'-'. 'i tomb or sepulchre, or from ^jv.o; an oath by the rivet

Styx. The ancients gave this name also to all the divinities of
the infernal regions, even to Cerberus. This deity has also beea
confoimded with Charan : he had a temple at Rome.
Orcus, a river of Thessaly, which took its rise from the

mar.hes of the Styx, and the wfaters of which were so thick that

th.y floated like oil upon the surface of the river Peneus, into

which tiiey discharged themselves. This river probably suggested
to the poets the idea of the infernal abodes which they denominated
Orcus.
ORDEAL, [orifci?. Sax. ordaiiMW, low Lat.] an ancient form-

of trial. See Trial. It was an appeal to the innnediate interpo-

sition of divine power, and was peculiarly distinguished by the ap-
pellation of judicium Dei; and sometimes vulgaris purgatio, tot

distinguish it from the cannonical purgation, w liich was by the

oath of the party. That the purgation of ordeal, of some one kind
or other, is very ancient, admits not of a doubt ; and that it was
very universal in the times of superstitious barbarity, is eciuallv cer-

tain. It seems even to have been known by the ancient Greeks*
And Grotius gives us many instances of water odeal, in Bithynia,

Sardinia, and other places. There are two sorts of it more com-
mon than the rest, in Europe, by fire, and by wafer. The for-

mer was Confined to persons of higher rank, the latter to the ccm-
mon people. Both these might be performed by deputy: but
the principal was to answer for the success of the trial ; the deputy
only venturing some corporal pain, for hire or perhaps for friend-

ship. The Fire Ordeal was performed either by taking up in the
hand, unhurt, a piece of red-hot iron, one, two, or three pounds
weight; or else by walking, barefoot, and blindfold, over nine :

red-hot plough-shares, laid lengthwise at unequal distances; and
if the party escaped being hurt, he was adjudged innocent; but if

it happened otherwise, as w ithout collusion it usually did, he vm,
then condemned as guilty. Water Ordeal was perlormed, either

by plunging the bare arm up to the elbow in boiling water, and I

escaping unluirt thereby, or by casting the person suspected into

a river or pond of cold water; and if he floated therein without
any action of swimming, it was deemed an evidence of his guilt

;

but if he sunk he was acquitted. It is easy to trace out the tradi-

tional relics of this vyater ordeal, in the ignorant barbarity still prac-

tised in many countries to discover witches, by casting them into

a pool of water, and drow ning them to prove their inconvenience.
In the Eastern empire the fire ordeal was used for the same pur-
pose, by the emperor Theodore Lascaris ; who, attributing his

-ickness to magic, caused all those whom he suspected to handle,
the hot iron : thus joining (as has been well remarked) to the
most dubious crime in the wo'rld, the most dubious proof of in-

nocence. Besides these methods of trial, there were some othen
common in Europe; as the judicial combat, the ordeal of the
cross and the ordeal of the corsned. See Battel, anti Corsned,
The judicial combat was well suited to the genius and spirit of
fierce and warlike nations,and was one of the most ancient and uni-

venal
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vPrs-.il modes of trial! It was exceedingly common in Germany in

verv remote ages. It was also used in some countries on tlie continent

at pretty eariy periods : it is not, however, mentioned in any of tlie

Anglo-Saxon law? ; and it does not appearto have been mucli used in

England till alter the conque t. There are, however, two remarkable

instances of it recorded in Dr. Henry's History of Great Britain, to

which we shall refer the inquisitive reader. \V'e need scarcely add,

that thi.t detestable form of trial was the foundation of the no less

fletestable crime of duelling, which disgraces our age and nation.

Sec Duel. It was so much the custom in the middle ages of

Cliristianity, to respect the cross even to snpei-slition, that it would
have been indeed wonderful if the same ignorant bigotry had not

converted it into an ordeal : accordingly we lind it u^ed for this

purpose, iii^o many diH'e'rent ways as almost to preclude descrip-

tion. Dr. Henry gives the following account of it: " In crimi-

nal trials, the judgement of the cross was commonly thus con-

ducted. When the prisoner had declared his innocence upon oatli,

and appealed to the judgement of the cross, two sticks were pre-
pared exactly lil-ce one another ; the ligure of the cross was cut on
one of Iheie sticks, and nothing on the other : each of them was
then wrapiJL'd up in a quantity of fine wiiite wool, and laid on tlie

altar, or un the relics of the saints ; after which a solemn prayer
was put 11]) to Ciod, that he would please lo discover, by evident
signs, whether tlie prisoner was innocent or guilty. These solem-
nities being finished, a priest approached the altar, and took up
oneof till? sticks, which was uncovered with much anxiety. If it

was the stick marked with the cross, the prisoner was pronouucetl
innocent ; if it was the other, he was declared guillv. When the

judgement of the cross was appoled to in civil causes, the trial

was conducted in this manner: 'Hi'' judges, |)arties, and all con-
cerned, being assembled in a church, each of the parties chose a

priest, the youngest and stoutest that he could lind, to be his re-

presentative in tlif trial. These representatives were then placed
one on each side of some famous crucifix ; and at a signal given,

they both at once stretched their arms at full length, so as to form
a cross with their body. In this painful posture they continued
to stand while divine service was perlorming ; and the partv wliose
representative dropped his arms first lost his cause. These and
the like relics of snpei-stition and barbarism, were abolished in

England, (as had been done in Denmark above a cenluiv belore)
by act of parliament 3 Hen. III. according to Sir Edward Coke, or

rather by an order of the king in council. Ordeal se -ms to be
carried lo a gi eater height among the Hindoos, than ever it has

been in any nation or among any people however rude or bar-
barous: for in a paper of the Asiatic Researches communicated bv
the celebrated Warren Hastings, esq. we find thai the trial by or-

deal among them is cnndiicted in nine different wavs: viz. 1. by
the balance ; ?. by fire ; 3. by hot oil ; 4. by images ; 5. by pof-

son; -6. by red-hot iron; 7. by rice; 8. by the Cosha;9. by
water.

ORDER, in architecture. See Architecture.
Order, in natural history, is used for a division of plants or ani-

mals. See Botany, Entomology, Ornithology, Zoo-
lOGV, &c.
Order, in rhetoric. See Oratory.
Order is also the title of certain ancient books, containui"- the

divine otlice, with the order and manner of its performance.
Tlie Roman order is that wherein are laid down the cefemonies
which obtain in the Romish church. See Ritual.
Orders, in a military sense, all that is lawfully commanded by

! superior ofiicers. Orders are given out every day, whether in

I
camp, garrison, or on a march, by the commanding otlicer ; which
orders are afterwards given to every of'licer in writing by their re-

j

spective Serjeants.

Orders, Holy, or Orders, by way of eminency, denote a
character peculiar to ecclesia'^tics, whereby they are set apart for

I the ministry. See Ordination. This the Romanists make their
sixth sacrament. In no reformed church are there more than
three orders; viz. bishops, priests, and deacons. In the Romish

I
church there are seven, exclusive of the episcopate : all which the
council of Trent enjoins to be received, and believed, on pain of
anathema. They are distinguished into petty or secular orders,
which are four viz. those of door-keeper, exorcist, reader,
and acolyth, and major or sacred orders which are three: viz.
those of deacon, priest, and bishop.
.- VOL. IV.—NO. ItiC.

Orders, Military, are companies of knighls, intituted by
kings and princes, either for defence of the laith, or to confer
marks of honour, and make distinctions among their suljects.
Orders, Religious, are congregations or societies of monas-

tics, living under the same superior, in the same manner, and
wearing the same iiabit. Religious orders may be reduced to live
kinds; viz. monks, canons, kuii^hts, mendicants, and regular
clerks. See Canon, NJonk, &:c. F. MabiUon proves, that till

the ninth century, almost all the monasteries in Europe followed
the rule of St. Renedict ; and that the . stiuction of orders did not
commence till u|)oi! the reunion of several monasteries into one
congregation.

Orders, Religious Military, are those instituted in de-
fence oi the faith, and privileged to say mass ; and who are prohi-
bited marriage, &c. Of this kind.are"tiie knights of Maltii, or of
St. John of Jerusalem. Such also were the knighls Templars,
the knights of Calatrava, knights of -St. Lazarus, Teutonic
kniglils, &;c.

Order, White, denotes the order of regular canons of St.,

Augustine, so named from the colour cf tin ir iiabit.

ORDINANCE, or ORDONNANCE, a statute, or com-
mand of a sovereign or superior: thus the acts of parliament are
^Olnl.linies termed ordinances of parlianieni, as in the parliament
rolls. Though in some cases we lind a diderence made between
tlu- two

; ordinances being only temporary things, by way of pro-
hibition ; and capable of being altered by the commons alone:
" hireas an act is a perpetual law, and cannot be altered but by
king, lords, and commons.
ORDINARY, in general, signifies, common, usual ; thus, an

embassador or envoy in ordinary, is one .sent to reside statedly,
and ior a number of years, in the court of some foreign prince or
state, in order to keep up a good understanding, and watch over
the interest of his own nation. This term is also applied to several
officers in the king's household, who-attend on common occasions.
I'hus we say, physician in ordinary, &c.
Ordinary, in civil law, is any judge invested with autho-

rity, to take cognizance of causes in his own right, and not by <le-

pulation.

Ordinary, in common or canon law, means one who has or-
dinary or immediate jurisdiction in matters ecclesiastical, in any
placi;. In this sense arcluieacons are ordinaries, but the appella-
tion is most frequently applied to the bishop of the diocese, who
has of course the ordinary ecclesiastical jurisdiction, and the colla-

tion to the benefices within such diocese. There are some cha-
pels, chapters, abbeys, &c. exempted from the jurisdiction of the
ordinary.

Ordinary, in naval language, denotes the establishment of the
persons employed by government to take charge of the ships of
war, whicli are laid up in the several harbours adjacent lo the
royal dock-yard-. These are principally composed of the war-
rant ollicers of the said ships, as the gunner, boatswain, carpenter,
depul) purser, and cook, and three servants.

Ordinary of Assizes and Sessions, was a deputy of the
bishop of the diocese, amiently appointed to give malefactors their

neck-verses, and judge wiiether tiiey read or not; also to perform
divini*service for them, aud assist in preparing them for death.

So the

Ordinary op Newgate is one who is attendant in ordinary
upon the condemned malefactors in that prison, to prepare them
for death ; and he records ihe behaviour of such persons.

ORDINAIES, or ORDINATE APPLICATION, in gco^
metry, are parallel lines, MM, mm, (Plate CXVIIl. fig. 14,)

terminating In a curve, and bis-ected by a diameter, as AD. 'I he
half of these, as MP, m/i, is the ordinate, the whole being com-
monly called the double ordinate. See Abscisj, Curves, and
Conic Seciions.
ORDIN A'l ION, ihe act of conferring holy orders, or of ini-

tiating a person into the priesthood, by prayer and the laying on
of hands. It has always been esteemed the principal prerogative

of bishops, and they still relTiin the function as a mark of s|)iritual

sovereignty in llieir dioceses. Without ordination, no person can
receive any benefice, parsonage, vicarage, Sir. A person must
be 23 years of age, or near it, Ijefore he can be ordained deacon
or have any share in the ministry ; and full 24 before he can be
ordained priestj and by these muans be pciaiitled to administer

2 T the
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M.e liolv roM.M,,mion. A bishop, on the ordination of clergymen, .. Ordn-anck I?ills or Ords-as'ce Debentures are bilU

is to ex'.,miii.- tlicn. in tlie pri^ciice of- the ministers, who, in the
j]

issued by thf board of ordnance on the treasuuT of tliat office, lor

.irdiMtion of priests, biit not of deacons assist him al the inipos

ion of hiinds ; but this is only done as a mark oi assent, not be-

cause it is thouglit necessary. In case any crime, as drunkenness,

periurv, forgery, &c. be allesred against any one that is lo be or-

ilaiiied", eillicr priv?st or deacon, the bishop ought to desist frcni or-

daining iiini. 'llic person lo be oiilained is to bring a totinionnd

ot his'bfe and docirine lo tli« bishop, and to give account of hi>

failh in Lat'n ; and both priests and deacons are obliged to sub-

scribe the 39 articles. The ordination of bisliops is more pro-

perly and more commonly railed coiwecration. In the ancient

<li-cipline there was no such thing ;is a yagtie and absolute ordina-

tion ; but every one w.is to havea church, whereof he was lo be

ordained clerk or priot. In the I'.'lh ceiiuny they grew more

remiss, and onlained without any title or Ixnelice. The council

of Trent r.stored the ancient diM'ipinie, and -.•ppoiiited thai nniu-

s'loiild he ord.iiiieil but those w no were provided of a bent lice

s&ulKcient to sub~i~t liiein : wiiicli praflK e still olitaiiis in Eifjiaiid.

The council of Uonie, in 744, orders, that no ordinalions ^hall be

held except on the 1st, 4lh, 711i, and lOtli monlhs. In Kntrland,

by can. 31, ordination days are the lour Siindu\s iinniedialeiy fol-

l(ming Ihe lumber weeks'; being the ^(1 Sunday m Lint, Trinity

Sunday, and iIk- Suinlays lollowiiig the lirst" Wednesday after

Sept. i4lli, ami Dec. l.Ub. Tlie^e are the staled times; but c>r-

dinations may take plate at any otiier lime, according to the dis-

creliou of the bishop or circuiiistaiices of tlie case. Pope Alexan-

<ler U. condemns oidinalion per salliini, as they call it ; i.e. the

leaping to a su|)erior order withoiil pa'-^ing through the inferior.

Ordination is one of the sacranieiits of llie cluircli of Rome. In

the establishment of Scotland, where there are no bishops, the

power of ordination is lodged in the pieshytery. and by the inde-

pendents in the sullVa»e of the people. See tpiscoPAry, Inbe-
fENIIENTS, and PaESl>VTK1^1ANS.

C)l{ UNAS' CK, a general name for all sorts of great guns used

in war. Sec Caxnon, t'ARABisE, Carronade, Gun, llowir-

zt.R, MoRTAit, and Phojkctiles.

Ordnance, Bokino ok. Formerly ordnance were cast hol-

low, and the ca\ ily enlarged and made smooth by means of stvel-

culters. IJut many inconveniences are found to arise from the cast-

ing of them hollow, so that they are n^.^ hoied nut of tlie solid, by

the following method ; the niece A, (Plate CX.XX11I. lig. 2,) i's

placed upon two standards Ul5, by means of two jouj-ney>, turned

round by a water-<^heel ; the breech D being introduced into the

central line of the wheel, witii the mu/zle towards the sliding car-

riage E, which is pressed forwards by a ratch I'' and weights.

Upon this sliding carriaue is fixed, truly horizontal and c.»ntral to

the gun, the drill-bar G, to the end of which is fixed a carp's

tongue drill or culler H ; which, being pie-secl forward upon the

piece whilst it is turn iig rnuiid, perforates the bore, which is after

wards finished witn bars and cutlers. The machinery lor the boring

of ordnance is sometimes put in motion by a ileam-cngine : and
in this way, from IS lo 24 great guns have been bormg at the

same time ; the borer in each piece being brought 'ip to its pro-

per place in the gun, by a lever and weights. In this method of

bringing up the borer the i)ressure may always be niade equable,

and the motion of the borer regular ; but the disadvantage is, Ihit

without due attention the borer may work up too far towarcls the
breech, and the piece he spoiled. In the royal arsenal at Wool-
wich, only one piece is bored at a lime in Ihe same null : tlie gun
to be bored lies with its axis parallel to the horizon, and in that
position is turned inund its axis by means of wheel-work, ni ved
l)y one or more hoi>es. The borer is laid, as above described, in

the direction of the avis of the gun, and is incapable of motion in

any direction except that of its lengih ; and in this direelion it is

coiistantly moved by means of a s'nall rack-wheel, kept in proper
motion by two men, who thus made the point of the borer so to
bear against the jjart of the gun that is boring, as to pierce and
cut ii. The outside of the gun is smoothed at the same time by
men with instruments fit for the purpose, whilst it turns round, so
tli.it the bore may be exactly in the centre of ilie metal.

Ordnance, Office of, an ollice kept within the Tower of
I^ondon, which superintends and disposes of all the arms, instru-

nients, and utensils of wiir, both by sea and land, in all the maga-
zines, garrisons, and forts, in Great Britain.

the payi'nent of stoies, &c. These are not payable at any cerlani

time, and do not bear any interest, so that the discount upoathoni

is ollen very high ; but they are seldom much above two years in

arrear.

Ordnance, Office, or Board of, an office kept within

the Tower of London, which superintends and disposes of ali the

arms, instruments, and utensils of war, both by sea and land, in all

the magazines, garrisons, and forts, in Great Britain.

Ordnance, Ci.erk of t. e, an officer whose function is to

record all ordei-s and instructions given for the governmeiil of Ihe

office ; all patents and grants ; the names of all ollicers, clerk.-,

arliiicers, gunners, labouiers, &c. who enjoy tho>e gr*its, or any
other fee lor the same; to draw all estimates for provisions and
supplies to be made, and all letters, instruction-, rominissioiis, de- .

putalious, and contracts, for his majesty's service ; lo make all bills

of imprest and debentures, for the payment and salistacuon of work
done and j)rovisions received in the said oifice ; and all ciuart>r

books for the salaries and allowances of all officers, clerks. So:.

belonging to the office ; and to keep journals and legers of the

receipts and returns of his majesty's stores, to serve us a check be-

tween the two accountants of the office, the one for inouey, and
the other for stores.

Ordnance, Master-General of the, is deemed the prin-

cipal officer in the civil branch of the ordnance'; yet he is always,

chosen from amongst the first generals in his majesty's serMce.

His trust is very great, as in him is vested the sole power ol stor-

ing all the military mag;\zines in the king's dominions with proper

munitions of war, and likewise to supply the royal navy with vihal

they may need in his department, tin; parliament granting money
in the mo-l liberal manner lor this purpose. lie is colonel in Vhiet"

of the royal regiment of artillery, and he is invested with a pecu-

liar jurisdiction over all his majesty's engineers emploved in the

seveial fortifications in his majesty's dominions: to him they are

all accountable for their proceedings, and from him thev receive

their particular orders ami iiislruclions, according to the il.rectioiis

and commands given by his majesty in Council.

OUDONNANC'li,'in architecture, is the composition of .i

building, and the disposition of its parts, both with regard to the

whole and to one another; or, as Mr. Evelyn expresses it, de-

termining the measure of what is assigned in the several apart-

ments. See AuCHITtCTURE.
ORDDVICES, ant ient Britons, who lived in North Wales.

They w ere called by Tacitus Ordeuices, and are sujiposcd to have

been originally of the same tribe or nation with the liuicii of W;ir-

wickshire, who were under some kind of subjection lo the Cor-
iiavii.

OUDUN.A, or OKDUNNA, a sea-port-town of Spain, in the
province ot Biscay, CO miles S. W. of Bilboa, and 50 N . E. ot Bur-
gos. Lon. 3. 26. W. Lat. 43. U. N.
ORE, in natural history, the compound mineral, glebe, earth,

stone, or other substance, which is sufficiently rich in metallic par-

ticles lo be worth purification, and separation of the metal from it,

whether gold, silver, copper, &c. See Mftallurgy, Mine-
RALOcv, and the various metals, in their ordijr.

OREADES, in ancient mythology, nymphs of the mountains,

daughters of Jupiter, or as others say, Phoroneus and Hecate.

OREI5RO, or OEREBKO, a" town of Sweden, capital of

Nericia, 9J miles S. W. of Stockholm. Lon. l.i. 12. E. 1-at. 59.

12. N.
OR EBY POINT, a cape on the N. coast of the isle of Lewis.

Lon. 2. jl. W. of Edin. Lat. 58. 33. N.
OR F.GRL'ND, a sea-port of Sweden, in Upland, on the gulph

of Ikiihnia, 60 miles N. of Stockholm. Lon. 18. 15. E. Lat. 60.

20. N._

OREL, a province or government of Russia, in Bielgorod.

Orel, the capit.d of tlie above province, seated on the Oka,
207 miles S. W. by S. of Moscow. Lon. 35. 20. E. Lat. 52.

50. N.
ORlT.L.\N,-\, Francis, the first European, as is commonly

thought, wlm d scovered the river of the Amazons. 4n 1539, lie

emharki'd near Quito, upon the river Coca, which farlhtr down
lakes the name of Nap^i. From tliis he fell into another larger

river ; and leaving himself entirely to the direction of the current,

he
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he arrived at Cupe Norlli, on the coast of Guiana, after sailing

iiearlv 1800 leagues. Orellana perisliPil ti;n years after, with tlu<-e

vessels wliieh iiad been intrusti-tl to liim in Spain, without Ijeing

:ible to find agani the mouth of this river. In sailine; down the ri-

ver, iie met with some armed women, against vviiom an Indian ca-

cique had told him to be on his guard; and he thence named it

the river of the Amazons.
ORIiNBURG, a town of Russia, 180 miles S. of Upha. Lon.

."(.i. 0. E. Lai. 51.4(j. N.
ORENSE, an ancient town of Spain, formerly called Aquical-

<knsis, hi the kingdom of Galicia. Lon. 7. 37. W. Lat. 42.

IG. N.
ORESTES, in fabulous history, the son of Agamemnon and

Clvtemnestia. When his f'atlier was cruelly murdered by Cly-

temnestra and itgisthus, young Orestes was saved from his mo-
tiler's dagger by his sister Eh-ctra, called by Homer Laodicca,

who privately conveyed him to the house of Slrophius, king of

Phocis, who had married a sister of Agamemnon. He was ten-

derly treated by Slrophius, who educated him with his son Py-
lades. The two young princes soon contracted a most inviolable

Iviendship. When Orestes came of age, he visited Mycenae, and
aviMiged his father's death, by killing Ins mother Clylemnestraand
her adulterer iigisthus. Alter this he was acknowledged king of

Wycense ; but b.ing tormented by the Euries for his parricide, iie

exiled himself to Argos, where Apollo purified him, and he was
acquitted by (he unanimous decision of the Areopagiles, whom
Minerva herself instituted on this occasion, according to the jioet

v^Cschylus. Pausanias says, Orestes was purified of the murder at

T-roe/ene, where still was seen a large stone at the entrance oi

Diana's temple, upon wiiich the ceremonies of purification had
been performed. I iiere was also at Megalapolis, in Arcadia, a

temple dedicated to the Furies, near which Orestes bit otit one of

his lingers with his teeth, in his insanity. But Euripides says, that

Orestes, after the murder of his mother, consulted the oracle ol

Apollo at Delphi, where he was told, that nothing could deliver

him from the Furies, if he did not bring into Greece Diana's sta-

tue, from tlie Taurica Chersonesus, which, as was believed, hail

fallen down from heaven. Thoas, kinij of Chersonesus, always

sacrificed to the goddess all who entered his country. Orestes

and his friend were therefore both doomed to be sacrificed. Iphi-

gcnia, Oestes'i sister, was then priestess oi' Diana's temple, and it

was her ctVice to immolate these strangers. The intelligence that

thev were Grecians delayed the pre|)arations, ;ind Iphigenia was

anxious to learn something about her native country. She inter-

ested herself in their misfortunes, and offered to spare the life of one

of them, provided he would convey letters to Greece. This was a

difficult trial ; never was friendship more truly displayed, accord-

ing to Ovid, de F'onio 3, el. 2,

Irejubet Py lades carum moriturus Orestetn ;

Hie negat; inque vicem pugnat utertpie mori.

At last, Pylades yielded to the intreaties of his friend, and con-
sented to carry the letters to Greece. These were addressed to

Orestes himself, and led to a discovery of the connection of the

priestes; with the man whom she was going to immolate. Iphige-

nia, when the cause of trheir journey had been explained, resolved

to fly from Chersonesus with them, and to carry away the statue of

Diana. Their lliglit was discovered, and Thoas prepared to pur-

sue them ; but Minerva interfered, and told liim that alt had been
done by the w ill of the gods. Orestes came to Cappadocia from
Chersonesus, ami left there the statue of Diana at Coinana. Af-

ter this, Orestes reigned at Argo; ; married Hermione the daugh-
ter of Menelaus, and gave his sister to his friend Pylades. Orestes

(lied in Arcadia, by the bite of a serpent. The friendship of

Orestes and Pylades became pioverl'ial ; and the two friends re-

ceived divine honours among the Scythians.

ORES TEUM, an ancient town of Arcadia, so ramcd from
Orestes, IS miles from Sparta.

ORESTIDA, a country of Greece, S. W. of Macedonia, so

named by the subjects and descendants of Orestes, who settled in

it, after thev were expelleii Argos by the Heraclidie.

ORFA, 'a town of Asia, in Diarbeck, H3 miles N. E. of

Aleppo, ami inoS. W. of Diarbekir. Lon. o7. 45. E. Lat. 36.

20. N

4nd
GUFORD, a town of Suffolk, 18 miles E. by N. of Ipswich,

d b8 N. E. of London. Lon. 1. 3>. E. Lat. 'S'i. ii. N.

OiiFOUD Ni:ss, a cape of England, on the S. E. coast of Sus-
sex, with a lighthouse. Lon. I. 6. V.. Lat. 5'J. 4. N.
ORGAN, [oiynfji, ail lustrumenl,] in general, is an instrument

or machine, designeii for the production of some certain action or
operation ; in which sense the mechanic powers, machines, and
even the veins, arteries, nerves, muscles, and bones, of the human
body, may be called organs.

Organ, in music, denotes the largest and most harmonious of

all wind-instruments; on which account it is called o;yftvo», the or-

gan, the instrument, by way of excellence; chiefly used for play-
ing a thorough bass, with all its accompaniments. Tliat organs are
the invention of remote anliipiity is generally allowed ; but (he
particular lime and country in which the discovery was made are

uncertain. In ancient autliors there are various ))assuges where
mention is made of the organ, but it was probably an insfrunieiit

very different from that whicli now goes by this name. It appears
indeed to have been borrowed by the Latins from the Greeks, but
not (o have been in general use till the 8th century. V'itruvius

describes an organ in liis lOth book, and St. Jerome mentions one
with twelve pair of bellows, which might be heard 1000 paces, or
a mile off; and anotlier at Jerusalem, which might be heard at the
Mount of Olives. It has been affirmed, that, in Fiance, it was not
known till tiie time of Lewis I. A. D. 8)3, when an Italian priest

taught the us-e and construction of it, which he had learned at Con-
staiitinoj)le. By some, however, it lias liren carried as far back as

Charlemagne, and by others as far as Pepin. Bellannine says that

tlie orgiiii b( gaii to be used in the service of the eliurch about fi60.

Ammoiiins thinks, liowever, that this happeei'd alter 820, in the

time of Lewis the Pious. The learned Bingham, in his Origines
Saiuc iflirnis, that organs were not used till after the Ihne of 'I'ho-

ina> Aquinas, and he atlds these words, " Our church doe^ not
use musjtal instriunents, as harps, and psalterii s, to praise Con
withal, that she may not seem to Juuaize Hence it has been
concluded, bj the learned Gregory, that they were not used in

churchts in his time, about A. D. 1250. It appears, howi'ver,

irom the testimony of Gervas tlie monk of Canterliury, who nou-
rished A. D. l-'Oii, that organs were introduced u)>wards of 100
years even before that time. If Gerva^'s rulhority be held good,
it will give countenance to a pretty general opinion, that in Italy,

Germany, and England, tliey became Ireciuent about the lo'th

century. But it is certain, tliat the use of the organ was very com
mon in the latter ages of the tluirch, and the propriety of it was
unilisputed. In the 17lh century, however, during the civil wars,

organs were rem;>ved from the churches in England ; and so ge-

nerally reprobated, that, at the Restoration, there could scarcely be
found either organists, organ-builders, or singers. Organs have
never yet been used in the estabiishnient of Scotland since it be-

came Presbyterian; but they are used in Holland, where lliat

foim of church-government also obtains. The organs in Germany
(>avs Dr. Burney,) in magnitude, and the organists in abilities,

seems unrivalled in any other part of Europe, particularly in the

use of pedals. In Marpurg's Essays, vol. iii. there is a minute ac-

count of a variety of organs in Germany ; of all which the longest

pipe of the manuals is 16 feet long, and of the pedals 32. One of

the largest organs in Germany is at Gorliz in Upper Lusatia. The
uncommon merit of Handel as an organist is well known. The
organ in the catliedral church at Ulm in Germany is 93 feet high

and 38 broad: its largest pipe is 13 inches diameter, and it has 16

pair of bellows. The size of an organ is generally expressed by
the length of its largest pipe : thus they say, an organ of 8, 16, 32,

feet, ice. An organ, when complete, is of thieefold construction,

and furnished with thi-ee sets of keys; one of which is called the

great organ, and which is the middle set ; a second (or low er set)

for the choir-organ ; and a third (or upper sil) for the swell, in

the great organ, the principal stops are the two diapasons, the prin-

cipal, the twelfth, the fifteenth, the sesquialtra, the mixture or fur-

riture, the trumpet, the clarion, and the comet. The choir-orgai)

usually contains the stopt diapason, the duleiaiia, the principal, the

flute, the twelfth, the bassoon, and the vox hiunana. The swell

comprises the two diapasons, the principal, the hautboy, trumpet,

and cornet Besides the complete organ, there are other organs

of less sizes, and more limited powei-s, adapted to church, chiipel,

and chamber use. Thgre is also the barrel or hand organ, consist-

ing of a moveable turning c>linder called a barrel, on which, by

means of wires, pins, and staples, are set the tunes it is intended to

perform.
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pertorni. Thi'se pins and staples, by the n-voliitioii of tlu' baiTfl,

act upjii tin- kevi uiihiii, ami give ailniission to llie wiml lioin llic

bellows to (III- p'p.s. The barfel-ori^im is gem-rally portable; and

so contrived tlut the same action ol the hand wliich tnriis the bar-

rel, stioplies the wind bv giving motion to the bellows.

Organ, The HvnitAUUc, denotes a lllu^ical machine that

plays by water instrmi of wind. Of Ihi-se there are several in

IlaK', in the grotto? of vineyard.. Ctesebe, of Alexandria, who

livc'd in the time of Ptolemy Energetes, is said to have invented

org.iiisthat plavi-d by compressing the airwilli water, as is still

practised. Archimedes and Vitrnviiis have left us descriptions of

the hvdranlic organ. In the cabinet of Queen Christiana is a

beautiful and large medallion of Valcntinian, on the reverse

whereof is seen one of these hydraulic organs; with two men, one

on the right, the oilier on the left, seeming to pump tlie water

which plays it, and to listen to its sound. It has only eight pipes

placed on a (oniid pedestal. The inscription is placca spetri.

ORGANIC.VL, in the ancient music, was that part performed

bv instruments. -See Music. Tlie organical comprehended

tlir.-e kinds of instruments, viz. the wind-instruments, as trumpets,

llules, hautboys, &c. stringed instruments, as lutes, lyres, violins,

harjjsichords, &c. and pnlsative instruments, or those played by

beating with the hands or sticks, as drums, &c. .See '{'rum-

pets, &c.
Organ'ICal Part, is that part of an animal, or plant, destined

for the performajKe of some particular function.

Orcan'ICal BlsEASE. a disease in an organical part of the

body, wliereby its function is impeded, suspended, or de-

stroyed.

O'rgakical DESCRiPxroN OF Curves, the method of de-

scribing them on a plane by means of instruments. See
Curve.
ORGANO, in music, signifies the thorough bass. It is usually

scored with ligures over the notes for the harpsichord, bass-viol,

and hue.

Orcano Picciolo, a chamber or little organ, used to play in

a small room ; being about two or three feet high, that is, its

largest pipe is that leiigtii : it is made in a small bullet like the po-

sitive, or little organ of a church.

ORGANY. See Origanum.
ORGANZINE, in commerce, a description of silk ii^tially im-

.jjorted from Italy into this country. It is of tlie utmost iiii))ort-

auce to the manufacturer, as none of the principal articles could
be fabricated without it ; and the Italians, aware of this, long kept
the art of throwing it a most profound secret. It was introduced
into this country by the enterprize and skill of Messrs. Thomas
and Jiihn Lombe, the latter having at the risk of his life, ami with

wonderful ingenuity, taken a plan of one of these complicated
machines, in llie King of Sardinia's dominions, from which, on his

return, thry established a similar set of mills in the town of Der-
by ; and in consideration of the great hazard and expence attend-

ing the undertaking, a patent was granted to Sir Thomas Lombe,
in 171H, for securing to him the exclusive privilege of working
organzine for the term of 14 years ; but the construction of build-

ings and engines, and the instruction of the workmen took up so
much time, that the 14 years were nearly e.xpired before he could
derive any advantage from it, in consequence of which he ptti-

lione<l parliament, in 1731, to grant him a further term ; but par-
liament considering it an object of national importance, granted
him the sum of 14,000/. on condition that he slioiild allow a per-
fect model of the machinery to be taken, and deposited in the
Tower of London for public inspection. Similar mills were, in

consequence, set up in dilferent parts of the country ; but owing
to the difiictilties that were experienced in procuring raw silk of
the proper size for the organzine, the exportation of which from
Italy was prohibited, and to the mills having subsequently found
employment for other purposes, the (piantities worked into organ-
zine, for many years, bore scarcely any proportion to the imports
from Italy; it has, however, been since revived and improved, in

consequence of which it is now carried to a very considerable e.\-

tent.

ORGASM, [from t;y«ii/, to swell,] in medicine, denotes vio-

lence or turgcscency, and is used for ecstacy or impetuous desire
of coition, occasioned by a turgency of the seminal vessels, which
;*fe no longer able to restrain thc'tr contents. The ancients also

evteiid orgaMii to the other humours, and even excrements,

which beiiig atipimiulated, demand excretion. Quiiicy u>es or-

gasm for an impetuous or too quick motion of the blood or

spirits; whereby the muscles are distended with an uncon)ni.oi>

force.

ORGAZ, a to\sn of Spain, in New Castile, with a fort, 1 j miles

S. of Toledo. Lon. 3. 22. VV. Lat. 39. 3Ci. N.
ORGIA, [from ojy^, fury,] feasts and sacrifices in lionour of

Racchus, held every third year, and chielly celebrated by wilj

distracted women, called Bacchs.
ORGIVA, a town of Spain, in Granada, 23 miles S. ot Gra-

nada. Lon. 3. 50. W. Lat. 36. 43. N.
ORGON, a river of Chinese Tartar^-, which runs into the Se-

liiupie, in Lon. 124.0. E. Lat. 50. 0. N.
OKGULS, in the military art, are thick long pieces of wood,

pointed at one end, and shod with iron, clei;r one of another

;

hanging each by a particular rope or cord, over the gateway of a

strong place, perpendicularly, to be let fall in case of the approach
of an enemy.
Ob CUES is also used for a machine composed of several harque-

buss or musket-barrels bound together, by means whereof severah

explosions are made at the same lime. It is used to defend breaches
and other places attacked.

ORGYxV, [»jyw»,] an ancient Grecian measure coniaining sis

feet.

OR I A, a town of Naples, in Otranto, at the foot of the

Appi'iinines; 40 miles N. W. of Otranto. Lon. 17. 48. E. Lat.

40.39. N.
ORIAGO, a district of Italy, in Padiiano.

Oriago, an agreeable market-town, in the above district, on
the S. bank of the Brenta.

ORIBASIA, in botany, a genus of the monogynia order, and
pentandria class of plants; natural order, Stellata;. Corolla small,

tubulated, monopetalous ; pericarjiium a globular berry, grooved
longitudinally, quuKjuelocular, one-seeded. There are six species,

all natives of the wanner parts of America.
ORICIIALCH, ORICHALCl'M, or AURICIIALCUM.

a metallic substance resembling gold in colour, but very inferior in

value. It was well known to the old Romans, who often took ad-

vant:vge of its resemblance to gold ; fur some sacrilegious charac-

ters, who could not resist the temptation ol taking gold from tem-
ples and other public places, choose to conceal their guilt by sub-

stituting onclialcum for it. It was thus that Julius Cx'sar acted,

when he robbed the capitol of 3000 pounds weight of gold; in

which he was followed by Vitellius, who despoiled the temples of

their gifts and ornaments, and put this inferior metal in their place.

Respecting the etymology of the word there is great diversity of

opinions. I'liose who write it uurichalcum think it is composed
of the Latin word aunim, gold, and the Greek x."'^''°J> hrass or

copper. The most general opinion is, however, that it is com-
posed of o;o;, a mountain, and ^aXjuj;, alluding to its being found
in mountains. See Mem. of the Lit. and I'hilos. Soc. of Manch.
vol. ii.

ORICUM, or ORICUS, an ancient town of Epiriis, with a
good harbour, on the Ionian Sea.

ORIENT, or PORT L'ORIENT, a handsome seaport-

town of Fiance, in the department of Mojbihan, and late province

of Bretagiie, on the bay of St. Louis. Lon. 3. '2-2. W. Lat. 47.

45. N.
Orient, or Oriens, in geography and astronomy, the east, or

east-point of the horizon ; thus called, because it is the point where
the sun rises.

0R1ENT.'\L, situated towards the east with regard to us, in

opposition to occidental.

ORIFICE, the mouth, or aperture of a tube, pipe, or other

cavity. In anatomy, this term is particularly applied to the

mouths of the several ducts, vessels, and other cavities, as of the

bladder, uterus, stomach, &c. See the article Bladder, &c. It

is also used for the aperture of a wound, or nicer.

ORIGANUM, ORIGANY, or MARJORAM, a genus of
the gymnospermia order, and didynamia class of plants; natural

order, Yerticellatte. Strobile four-cornered, spiked, collecliug

the calyxes. There are twelve species, with several varieties.

O. DicTAMNUs, DiTrANv OF Crete, holds the first rank
among the medicinal plants produced iu Crete. The praises b<'-

stovfed

i
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stowed oil its virtues by tlie ancients are altogether extravagant

;

Jet we perliaps treat its medical virtues with too much contompt.

ts leaf is very balsamic, and its flower ditTuscs a delicious odour.

The inhabitants of Crete apply it with success on various occa-

sions, The leaf, when dried and taken in an infusion with sugar,

niakes a very pleasant drink, of a finer flavour than tea. It is there

«n immediate cure for a weak stomach.

O. Hekacleoticum, or Winter Sweet Marjoram, a finely

scented aromatic, excellent for culinary purposes, particularly for

broths, soups, ice. It is also useful for giving fragrance to oint-

menls, and other medical purposes: so that it is proper both for

kitchen and physic gardens, and may also be employed iu the

pleasure ground.

O. Marjoranum, or Annual Sweet Marjoram, is an aro-

matic of the highest fragrance, is admirable for kitchen use, and
excellent for nosegays.

O. Vulgare, the Ccmmon Wild-pot Marjoram, possesses

the same properties with the Heracleoticum. All the species

flower in July and August ; the flowers are small, monopetalous,
ringent, universally hermaphrodite, and collected into verticilii

round the stalks ; succeeded by ripe seed in autumn.
ORIGEN, one of the most celebrated ecclesiastical vpriters,

greatest geniuses, and most learned men of the primitive church,

during the third century, was born at Alexandria, A. D. 185;
and was surnamed Adamantius, either from his indefatigable ap-
plication to study, or from the firmness he discovered amidst the

torments he suffered for the faith. Leonidas his father trained

him with great care, and made him study the Holy Scriptures

from his infancy, in which he made surprising progress ; and very
early manifested a rage for eispoundingtl.e scriptures allegorically,

which he afterwards carried to great excess. He had afterwards

in philosophy Ammonius the celebrated Christian philosopher, and
St. Clement of Alexandria for his instructors. At IS years of age
he succeeded that great man in the ofiice of catechist ; an impor-
tant employment, which consisted in teaching divinity, and ex-
pounding the scriptures. Leonidas his father had suffered mar-
tyrdom the year before, during the persecution of Severus in 202;
and Orlgen had shewn such eagerness to follow his father to mar-
tyrdom, that his mother was obliged to hide his cloaths to prevent

his going abroad. Origen had a great concourse of auditors who
attended his school, some of whom were of the faithful, and others

pagans. He confirmed and strengthened the first in their faith,

and,converted most of the others ; and there were such a number
of martyrs amongst his disciples, that it might be said, that he kept
rather a school of martyrdom than of divinity. He taught the
doctrines of Christianity to the women as well as to the men ; and
taking in a too literal sense what Christ says of becoming volun-

tary eunuchs, castrated himself, to prevent his deserving or suffer-

ing scandal. He took a voyage to Rome in 211, in the beginning

of Caracalla's reign, and under the pontificate of Zepherinus. At
his return he published many works, by which he acquired an ex-
traordinary reputation, that drew to him a great number of audi-

tors. But Demetrius, bishop of Alexandria, conceiving a jealousy

of him, endeavoured by various pretences to injure him. At
length Origen went to Antioch, whither the empress Mamma.>a
had sent for hi.ti to hear him discourse on the Christian religion.

He returned to Alexandria, where he continued to teach till the

year 22S, when he travelled into Achaia, and Palestine, and was
ordained by the bishops of that province at 42 years of age. His
being ordained by foreign bishops, without the permission of De-
metrius, renewed that prelate's resentment; on which Origen re-

turned to Alexandria, to endeavour to mollify him : but Deme-
trius drove him thence in 231, and caused him to be excommuni-
cated, and even deposed in a council held in Egypt. Origen
then retired to Cssarea in Palestine, where he raised a cclnbraled

school, and had St. Gregory Thauiiialurgus, and a great number
of illustrious persons among his disciples. He afterwards travelled

to Athens; and at the desire of Firmilianus, staid some time at

Cssarea in Cappadocia ; whence he was invited into Arabia.

Under the seventh persecution of the Christians in the reign of

Decius, none were used with gieatec severity than Origen. He
supported with incredible constancy the dreadful torments which
his persecutors invented against him. He died at Tyre in 254,
aged 69. He was the author of a great number of excellent

vorks. -The principal of those extant are, 1, A Treatise against

VOL. IV.—NO. 106,

CeUus. 2. A great number of Ilomilies, with Commentaries on
the Holy Scriptures. 3. Philocalia, and several other Treatises.

4. Fragments of his Hexapla, collected by father Montfaucon ;

2 vols, folio. Of all Oiigen's books, the loss (if the Hexaples is

most to be regretted. This work was thus named from its con-

taining six columns; in the first of which was the Hebrew text of

the Bible ; in the second the same text in Greek characters; in

the third the Greek version of the Septuagint ; in the fourtl- that

of Acjuila ; in the fifth that of Symmachus ; and in the sixth that

of Theodosian. This admirable work gave the first hint for our

Polyglot Bibles. 5. The Book of Principles ; of which we ha\i-

ouly an incorrect Latin version. In all his writings he discovered

a surprising degree ol modesty, candour, and humility ; a noble

and sublime genius, profound learning, and vast erudition. His
manners were extremely pure, and he had a warm zeal for spread-

ing the gospel. He had tjuick parts ; a strong imagination, and a

happy invention ; and he w rote with so much ease, that he is said

to have dictated to seven or eight amanuenses at a time. He was
well acquainted with the sciences.

Origen, a Platonic philosopher, and the disciple and friend of

Porphyry, who studied philosophy under Ammonius: supposed lo

have been the founder of the Origenians.

ORIGENIANI, or ORIGENIANS, ancient heretics, who
even surpassed the abominations of the Gnostics. Epiphanius

speaks of them as subsisting in his time ; but their numbere, he
says, were inconsiderable. Hs fixes their rise about the time of

the great Origen ; but distinguishes them from the Origenists,

whom he derives from Origen Adamantius. And St. Augustine

expressly asserts, that it was another Origen. Their doctrines

were shameful : they rejected marriage ; they used several apo-

cryphal books, as the acts of St. Andrew, Sec. and endeavoured to

excuse their open vices by saying, that the Catholics did Ih^ same
in private.

ORIGENISTS, in church history, a Christian sect in the 4th

century, so called from their drawing their opinions from the writ-

ings of Origen. The Origenists maintained, that the souls of men had
a pre-existent state: that they were holy intelligences, and had sin-

ned in heaven before the body was created ; that Christ is only the

son of God by adoption ; that he has been successively united with

all the angplical natures, and has been a cherub, a seraph, and all the

celestial virtues one after another ; that, in future ages, he will be

crucified for the salvation of the devils, as he has already been for

that of men; and that their punishment, and that of the damned, will

continue only for a certain limited time. These are ceitainly dan-

gerous opinions, and are no where to be found in the Bible.

ORIGINAL SIN, the sin of our first parents, by reason of

which we are naturally addicted to sin. See Theology.
ORIGUELA, or ORIHUELA, a town of Spain, in Valentia.

Lon.O. 56. W. Lat. 38. 22. N.
ORILLON, in fortification, is a small rounding of earth, faced

with a wall ; raised on the shoulder of those bastions that have
casemates, to cover the cannon in the retired flank, and prevent

their being dismounted by the enemy. See Fortification.
ORINSAY, one of the Hebrides, between Boreray and North

Uist.

ORIO, a town of Spain, in Guipuscoa, 8 miles S. W. of St.

Sebastian. Lon. 2. 19. W. Lat. 43. 23. N.
ORIOLE, or ORIOLUS, in ornithology, a genus belonging

to the order of picae. Bill conic, convex, very sharp and straight

;

mandibles equally long ; nostrils small, and lodged in the base of

the bill, and partly covered ; tongue divided and sharp-pointed.

These birds are natives of America, are clamorous aed voracious,

ajipear in flocks, feed on fruits and ^rain, and frecpiently have

pensile nests. Latham enumerates forty-five species ; Gmelin
fifty.

O. Acuta Cauda,, the Sharp-Tailed Oriole, is about the

size of a lark : the bill is dusky ; the crown is brown and cinere-

ous : the cheeks are brown, bounded above and below with deep

dull yellow. The throat is white ; the breast, sides, thighs, and

vent, are a dull pale yellow, spotted with brjwn ; the belly is

white; the back varied with-ash-colour, hlacii, and white; the

wing-coverts are dusky, v/ith ferruginoXis edges.

O. Picus, Climbing Oriole, is delineated in Plate CXX.
ORION, in astronomy, one of the constellations of the southern

hemisphere. The ancients placed it near the feet of the bull. It

2 U was
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was compose.] of 1" Ntars in tlii- lurm ot ;i nun hold ni; a s«orJ ;

for wUicli reason the poets ol'len speak of Orion's swonl. As the

constellation of Orion is generallv siippo>e<l to b« accompanied al

its rising with great rains and storing it has the epithet of^ aquosus

given it by Virgil. The name is lormed from the Greek »j«v, to

make water; the ancients supposing that it occasioned floods at it^

rising and setting. See Astronomy.
Orjon, in myihology, was the son of Jupiter, Neptune, and

Mercury. For as these gods were visiting the earth, they entered

the hou:>e of Hyrieus, a native of 'I'anaora, in Bocolia, as benighteei

;-avellers, he being fam<-d for hos])ilahty to strangers. Ilyrieus

treated them generously, and even kille<l an ox, the only one he

bad, for their entertamment. Al which the gods wore so pleased,

that they oHered the old man whatever he would ask ; who said

he desired nothing so much as a son. Upon this they caused tin-

o.k's hide to be brought before them, in which, having deposited

tlieir urine, they bad him keep it under ground for nine months.

He then dug for the skin, and found in it a beautiful child whoin

he called Urion from urina ; afterwards changed into Orion. Af-

ter deatli, Orion was placed in heaven, and changed into a con-

stellation.

ORISSA, or ORIXA. See Orixa.
OKISTAGNI, or OUISTANO, an ancient town of Sardinia.

Lon. S. 5S. E. Lat. 39- 33. N.
ORIXA, or ORISSA, a kingdom of Hindostan, lying on the

Gulph of Bengal. It is divided trom the ancient kingdom of Gol-
tonda, by a ridge of mountains, the end of which runs a little way
into the sea. It is fertile in corn and cattle, and they have seve-

ral good towns and harbours on the coast ; there are also manufac-

tures of ditVereiit kinds carried on throughout the kingdom. The
prince is aGentoo, who pays to the Great Mogul a tribute of about

J ^',00(11. yearly.

ORKN'EY ISLANDS, called Orcades, by the ancients, a

cluster of idands on the north of Scotland, from which they are

separated by a frith -0 miles long, and 10 broad. They are si-

tu.ited between Lon. 0. 2. and 1.0. \V. of Edinburgh; and be-

tween Lat. jS.37. and .59. 16. N. The air of these islands is

uioist, on account of the neighbourhood of the sen ; and frost and
snow do not continue long. In some places the soil is bare and
mountainous, and in others sandy and barren ; but many of the

islands produce large crops of barley and oats. The gardens,

when duly cultivated, produce all kinds of kitchen herbs and
ioots, bringing even fruit-trees to maturity ; but in the open
country there is scarcely atree or shrub to be seen, except juniper,
wild myrtle, heath, and the cyur-hodon : yet this deficiency
cannot be imputed to the poverty of the soil, or the nature of the
climate ; for trunks of large oaks are often dug up in the marshes.
Nay, the inhabitants frequently find, deep in the earth, the roots
of large trees, evidently exhibiting marks of the ax by -.vhich they
were felled ; so that these northern parts must have undergone
some strange revolutions. The Orkney's produce great variety of
herbs and berries, grass and corn. In some of the islands, the na-
tives have discovered mines of tin, lead, and silver, though none

:

of them are wrought to any advantage ; in others, abundance of
i

marl, grey and red slate, quarries of freestone, and even of marble
j

and akibaster. When the wind rages to any violence, the sea
throws in plenty of timber, torn from other countries ; and, the

'

people often find large pieces of ambergrease. The fresh water in

these islands is very pure and limpid ; and the ground is wuU wa-
tered with lakes and rivulets, that not only turn their mills, but
abound with trouts of the most delicate flavour.

ORLA.MUNDA, a town of Thuringia, in Altenburg, 40 miles
S. W. of Altenburg, and 24 E. S. E. of Erfurt. Lon. 1 1. 24. E. \

Lat. 50. 53. N.
ORLE, OKLET, or ORLO, in architecture, a fillet under!

the ovolo or quarter round of a capital. When it is at the top or
bottom of the shaft, it is called cincture. Paladio used the word
•fk), for the plinth of the bases of columns.

j

OkLb, 111 heraldry, an ordin.iry in form of a fillet drawn round
die sjiii Id, near the edge or extremity thereof, leaving the field
vacant in the middle.

ORLEANNOIS, or ORLEAXOIS, a late province of France,
which inclu<led the several districts of Orleannois Proper, Biauca
Proper, or Chartrain, Dunois, Vendomois, Blaisois, the greatest
part of Gatmoi-, and Perche-Gouci. The princii)al rivers are the
Loire, Loiret, Cher, La Come, Aigle, Hyere, Yonne, and Eyre;
which render the country very fertile. It is now divided into the
three departments of the Loire and Cher, the Loiret, and the Eure
:ii).l Loire.

ORLEANS, a city of France, capital of the department of the
Loiret, and late capital of the Orleannois. It was anciently called
Gcnabum, or Cenabum ; and afterwards Aurelia. Orleans lie*

30 m les N. E. of Blois, and 60 S. S. VV. of Paris. Lon. 1. 59. E,
Lai. 47. 54. N.
Orleans, an island and town of Canada, on the river St. Law*

rence, E. of Quebec. Lon. 69. 30. W. Lat. 47. 0. N.
Orleans, .Maid of. See Joan of Arq.
Orleans, New, the capital of Louisiana. Lon. 90. J. \V",

Lat. 29. 5S. N.
ORLOP, in the sea-language, is the uppermost deck in a great

I

ship, reaching from the main to the mizen-inast. In three-
decked ships the second and lowest decks are sometimes called

' orlops.

ORLOVSKOE, a province of Russia, bounded on the N. by
those of Smolensk and Kaluga; E. by Tambouskoe and Tulskoe ;
S. E. by Kurskoi and Voionetskoi, and VV. by Smolensk, and
Novogorod Sieverskoi. It is SOS miles long, aiid from 20 to lOO
broad.

ORMES HEAD, Great and Little, two capes of Nortit
Wales, in Caernarvonshire, 5 miles distant from each other. Lon.
2. 5. Lat. 53. 24. N.
ORMSKIRK, a market-town of Lancashire in England, 13

miles N. of Liverpool.
ORMUS, a small island of Asia, at the bottom of the gulph of

the same name, at the entrance of the Gulph of Persia. It is

about 6 miles from the mainland, and IS in circuit. It yields
plenty of white salt ; also a kind of shining black sand, which is

used for dusting writings, and is transported in considerable quan-
tities to Europe. Lon. 56. 23. E. Lat. 27. 20. N.
ORNAN.S, a town of France, in the department of Doubs,

and late province of Franche Comte, 8 miles S. £. of Be-
sancon.

ORNE, a department of France, comprehending part of the
late provinces of Normandy and Perche. It is bounded on the
N. by that of Calvados, N. E. by that of Eure and Loire, S. by
those of Sarte and Maine ; and W. by that of the Channel. It

is about 70 miles long, and from 18 to 30 broad. Alengon is the

capital.

Orne, a river of France, which rises about 5 miles from Seez,
in the above department, and runs into the English Channel, 9
miles below Caen.
ORNEA, an ancient town of Argolis, where a battle was fought

between the Spartans and Argives.

ORNISCOPIST, [•fn; and r^t-nm,'] one who examines the
flight of birds in order to foretel futurity.

ORNITHLE, a name given by the ancients to certain winds,
which usually blew in the spring, at the time when the birds
of passage come over to them. Pliny says, that these winds
blew from the west, and that by some the Etesian winds we^O
called by this name. Others suppose that they blew from the N.
or N. Vf.

ORNITIIOGALUM, Star of Bethlehem ; a genus of
the monogynia order, and hexandria class of plants ; natural or-

der, Coronarix. Corolla hexapetalous, erect, persisting, and pa-
tent above the middle ; filaments alterdilaled at the base. Ther.e
are 35 species.

ORNITHOLOGY,
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ORNITHOLOGY

OHNITHOI.OGY, [i;n,- and >n».-,l a discourse on birtis, or

the science wliich treats on birds ; describes their form, external

and internal ; and teaches their occonomy and tlieir uses. A bird

is an animal covered with feathers ; furnished with a bill ; having

two wings, and only two legs ; with the faculty, except in a very

few instances, of removing itself from place to place through the

Explanation of TECHNtcAL Terms in Ornithology, used
BY Pennant and Linnaeus.

Fig. 1, Plate CXXXV. Cere. Cera. The naked skin that

covers the base of the bill in the hawk kind.

2. Capistrum. A word used by Linna;us, to express the short

feathers on the forehead, just above the bill. In crows these

fall forwards over the nostrils.

3. Lorum. The space between the bill and the eye, generally

covered with feathers ; but in some birds naked, as in the black

and white grebe.

4. Orbits. Orbitti. The skin that surrounds the eye, which is

generally bare
;
particularly in the heron and parrot.

5. Emargiiialum. A bill is called rostrum emarginatum when
there is a small notch near the end : this is conspicuous in that

of butcher-birds and thrushes.

6. ribrissa. i'ibrissce pectinala, stiff hairs that grow on each
side of the mouth, formed like a double comb, to be seen in

the goat-sucker, fly-catcher, &c.
7. Bastard-v-ing. Jllula spuria. A small joint rising at the end

of the middle part of the wing, or the cubitus; on which are

three or five fealiiers.

8. Lesser coverts of the xvings. Tectrices primoe. The small

feathers that lie in several rows on the bones of the wings. The
under coverts are those that line the inside of the wings.

9. Greater coverts. Tectrices secuTidie. The feathers that lie

immediately over the quill-feathers and secondary feathers.

10. Quill-feathers. Primores. The largest feathere of the wings,

or those that rise from the first bone.

l\. Secondaryfeathers. Secundaria:. Those that rise from the

second.

12. Coverts nf the tail. Uropygium. Those that cover the base
of the tail.

13. yent feathers. Those that lie from the vent to the tail.

Crissum Linnrei.

14. The tail. Rectrices.

15. Scapularfeathers. That rise from the shoulders, and cover
the sides of the back.

16. Nucha. The hind part of the head.

17. Rostrum subulatum. A term LinnEUS uses for a straight and
slender bill.

' 18. Pes ainbulatorius. All the toes divided to the bottom.
\\9. Pes grassorius. The outer toe more or less united to the
I middle one, particularly conspicuous in the feet of the kings-

fisher.

SO. Pes scansorius. The foot of the woodpecker, formed for

climbing. Climbing feet.

Q\. Finnedfoot. Pes cobatus. Such as those of the grebes.

22 Scolloped foot. Pes pinnatus. The webs indented in the
sides, as in the coots and scolloped-toed sandpipers.

23. Pes tridactylus, -eel cursorius. Such as want the back tee.

24. Pes didactylus. In which the foot is composed of two toes,

observed only in the ostrich.

25. Semipulmuted. Pes semipalmatus. Wlien the webs reach
only half-way of the toes.

156. Ungue postico sessili. When the hind claw adheres to the
1

leg without any toe, as in the petrels.

fiT. Digitis 4 onudbus palmatis. All the four toes connected by
webs, as in the corvorants.

Rostrum cultratum. When the edges of the bill are very sharp,
such as in that of the crow.

38. Unguiculatum. A bill with a nail at the end, as in those of
the goosanders and ducks.

29. Lingua ciliata. When the tongue is edged with fine bristles,

as in ducks.

30. Integra. When plain or even.

i\. Lumhriciformis. When the tongue is long, round, and slen-

der, like a worm, as that of the woodpecker.
Pedes compedes. When the legs are placed so far behind as to

make the bird walk with ilifficulty, or as if in fetters; as is the

case with the auks, grebes, and divers.

32. Nares Linneares. When the nostrils are very narrow, as in

sea-gulls.

33. Emarginatcc. With a rim round the nostrils, as in the stare.

External Parts of Birds.

A bird may be divided into head, body, and limbs.

I. Head.

1. Bill (rostrum) is a hard horny substance, consisting of an

upper anfl under part, extending from the head, and answering to

the mandibles in (juadrupeds. Its edges generally plain and sharp,

like the edge of a knife, cultrated, as are the bills of crows ; but

sometimes serrated, as in the toucan ; or jagged, as in the gannct

and some herons ; or pectinated, as in the duck; or denticulated,

as in the mergansers ; but always destitute of real teeth immersed
in sockets. The base in falcons is covered with a naked skin or

cere (cera) ; in some birds with a canieous appen<lage, as the tur-

key ; or a callous, as the curasso. In birds of prey, the bill is

hooked at the end, and fit for tearing: in crows, straight and
strong for picking: in water-fowls, either long and pointed, for

striking; or slender and blunt, for searching in the mire; or flat

and broad, for gobbling. Its other uses are for building nests;

feeding the young; climbing, as iu parrots; or, lastly, as an in-

strument of defence or offence.

2. Nostrils, (nares,) the nice instruments of discerning their

food, are placed either in the middle of the upper mandible, or

near the base, or at the base, as in parrots; or behind the base, as

in toucans and hornbills: but some birds, as the gannet, are desti-

tute of nostrils. The nostrils are generally naked ; but sometimes

covered with bristles reflected over them, as in crows, or hid in

the feathers, as in parrots, &c. The fore part of the head is called

the front (capistrum) ; the summit (vertex), or the crown : the

hind part, with the next joint of the neck (nucha), the nape: the

space between the bill and the eyes, which in herons, grebes, &c.

is naked (lora), the straps : the space beneath the eyes (genx), the

cheeks.

3. Orbits (orbita-), the eye-lids; in some birds naked, in

others covered with short soft feathers. Birds have no eye-brows ;

but the grous kind have in lieu a scarlet naked skin above, which

are called supercilia; the same'word is also applied to any line of

a different colour that passes from the bill over the eyes.

4. Ears. Birds are destitute of auricles or external ears, hav-

ing an orifice for admission of sound ; open in all but owls, whose
ears are furnished with valves.

5. The Chin, the space between the parts of the lower mandi-
ble and the neck, is generally covered with feathers ; but, in the

cock and some othei-s, has carneous appendages called wattles (pa-

learia) ; in others, is naked, and furnished with a pouch, capable

of dilatation (sacculus), as in the pelican and corvorants.

6. Neck (collum), the part that connects the head to the body,

is longer in birds than in any other animals ; and longer in such as

have long legs, than in those that have short, either for gathering

up their meat from the ground, or striking their prey in the water;

except in web-footed fowls, which are, by reversing their bodies,

destined to search for food at the bottom of waters, as swans, and
the like. Birds, especially those that have a long neck, have the

power of retracting, bending, or stretching it out, in order to

change their centre of gravity from their legs to their wings.

11. Body.

i
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U. Body,

1. Consists of the Back (dorsum), which is Hat, straight, and

inclinfs; tfniiinated by the
'2. Rump Cropi/giumJ , furnished with two glands, secreting a

fattisli liquor from an orifice each has, which the birds express with

their bills, to oil or anoint the discomposed parts of their feathers.

Ihese glands are particularly large in most web-footed water-

fowls ; but in the grebes, which want tails, they are smaller.

3. Bkeast (pectus) is ridged and very muscular, defended by
a forked bone (davicula), the merry thought. The short winged

birds, such as grous, &c. have their breasts most fleshy and mus-

cular ; as they require greater powers in flying than the long-

winged birds, such as gulls and herons, which are specifically

lighter and have greater extent of sail.

4. BetLY (abdomen) is covered with a strong skin, and contains

the entrails.

5. The Vent, or Vent-Feather (crissxm), whicli lies be-

tween the thighs and llie tail. The anus lies hid in those fea-

thers.

HI. Limbs.

1. Wings (alec), adapted for (light in all birds except the dodo,
ostriches, cassowary, great auk, and the pinr^uins, whose wings are

too short for the use of (lyin;^; but in the dodo and ostrich when
LXtended serve to accelerate their motion in running ; and in the

pinguins. perforin the oflice of fins, in swimming or diving. The
wings have near their end an appendage covered with four or five

feathers, called the bastard wing (tila notlui), and alula spuria.

The less coverts (tectriccs) are tlie feathers which lie on tlie

.bones of llie wings. The greater coverts are those which lie be-

neath the former, and cover the quill-fcathcrs and the stcomlaiies.

'J'he quill-feathers (primores) springs from the first bones (dig'iti

and metacarpi) of the wings, and are ten in number. Quill-

feathers are broader on their inner than their exterior sides. The
secondaries (secondari(r) are those that rise from the second part

(cubitus), and are about eighteen in number, are equally broad

on both sides. The primary and secoiulary wing feathers are

called remiges. A tuft of feathers placed beyond the secondaries,

rear the junction of the wings with the body. This in water-fowl>

is generally longer than the secondaries, cuneiform, and may not

unaptly be called the tertjals. The scapulars are a tuft of long fea-

thers arising near the junction of the wings (brachia) with the

body that lie along the sides of l!^e back, but may be easily dis-

tinguished, and raised with one's linger. Tiie inner coverts are

those that clothe the under side of the wing. The subaxillary are

peculiar to the greater Paradise. The wings of some birds are in-

struments of offence. The anhima of Marcgrave lias two strong
spines in the front of each wing. A species of plover (Edw. tab.

47, and 280), has a single one in each ; the whole tribe of jacana
and the gainbo, or spur-winged goose of Mr. VVilloughby, the
tame.

2. The TiiL is the director, or rudder, of birds in their flight

;

they rise, sink, or turn, by its means; for when the head points

one way, the tail inclines to the other side: it is, besides, an equi-
librium or counterpoise to the other parts ; the use is very evident
in the kites and swallows. The tail consists of strong feathers

(rectices), ten in number, as in the ivood-pcckers, &c. twelve in

the hawk tribe, and many others; in tlie gallinaceous, the niergaii-

«ers, and the duck kind, of more. It is either even at the end, as

in most birds, or forked, in the swallows, or cuiieatcd, as in mag-
pies, &c. or rounded as in the puiple jackdaw of Catesby. Tlie
grebe is destitute of a tail, the rump being covered witli down;
and that of the cassowary with the leathers of the back. Imme-
diately over the tail are certain feathers that spring from the lower
part of the back, and are called the eoverts of the tail (uropy-
gium.)

3. Thighs (feinoru), are covered entirely with feathers in all

land-birds, except the bustards and the ostriches ; tlie lower part
of those all waders, or cloven-footed water-fowls, are naked ; that
of all webbed footed the same, but in a less degree; in rapacious
birds are very muscular.

4. Legs (crura), those of rapacious fowls very strong, furnished
with large tendons, and fitted for tearing and a firm gripe. The
legs of some of this genus are covered with feathers down to the
toes, such as the goldeii eagle ; others to the very nails ; but thobe

of moit other birds arc covered with scales, or with a skin divided
into segments, or continuous. In some of the pies, ijnd in all the
passerine tribe the skin is thin and membranous; in those of web-
tooted water-fowls, strong. Hie legs of most birds are placed
near the centre of gravity : in land-birds, or in waders that want
the back toe, exactly so ; for they want that appendage <o keep
them erect. Auks, grebes, divers and pinguins, have their leg»

placed tiuite behind, so are necessitated to sit erect: their pace is

aukwaru and diflicult, walking like men in fetters: hence Linna:us
styles their feet pedes compedes. The legs of all cloven-footed
water-fowls are long, as they must wade ia search of food: of the
palinatcd, short, except tiiose of the flamingo, the avoset, and the
courier.

5. Feet (pedes), in all land-birds that perch, have a large back
toe: most of them have three toes forward, and one backward.
Woodpeckers, parrots, and other birds that climb much, have two
forwani, two backward ; but parrots have the power of bringing

one of their hind toes forward while they are feeding them-
selves. Owls have also the power of turning one of their fore toes

backward. All the toes of the swift turn forwards, which is pecu-
liar among land-birds: the tridactylous woodpecker is also anoma--
lous, having two toes forward, one backward: the ostrich is an-
other, having but two toes.

6. Toes (Uigiti). The toes of all waders are divided; but,
between the exterior and middle toe is generally a small web,
reaching as far as the first joint. The toes of birds that swim are
either plain, as in the single instance of the common water-hen or
gallinule ; or pinnated, as in the coots and grebes ; or entirely-

webbed or palmated, as in all other swimmers. All the plover
tribe, or charactrii, want tfee back toe. Jn the swimmers the same
want prevails amo;ig the albatrosses and auks. Xo water-fowls

perch, except certain herons, the corvorant, and the shag.

7. Claws (ungues). Rapacious birds have very strong, hoojy-

ed, and sharp claws, vultures excepted. Those of all land-birds

that roost on trees have also hooked claws, to enable them to perch
in safety while asleep. The gallinaceous tribe have broad con-
cave claws for scraping up the ground. Grebes have Hat naili

like the human.

IV. Feathers.

Feathers are designed for two uses ; as coverings from the in-

clemency of the weather, and instruments of motion through the
air. They are placed in such a manner as to fall over one another
(tcgnlalim), so as to pt-nnit the wet to run olT, and to exclude
the cold ; and those on the bcdy are placed in aquincuncial form;
most apparent in the thick-skinned water-fowls, particularly in the
divers. 1 . 'I'he parts of a feiither are the shafts ; corneous, strong,

light, rounded, and hollow at the lower part ; at the upper, con-
vex above, concave beiie:ith, and chietly composed of a pith.
2. On each side the shafts are the vanes, broad on one side, nar-
row on the other ; each vane consists of a multitude of thin la-

mina, slitf, and of the nature of a split quill. These lamin:c are
closely braced together by the elegant contrivance of a multitude
of small bristles; those on one side hooked, the other straight,

which lock into each other, and keep the vanes smooth, compact,
and strong. The vanes near the bottom of the sliafts are soft, un-
connected, and downy. 3. Feathers are of three kinds : (1.) Such
as compose instruments of flight ; as the pen-teathers, or those
which form the wings and tail, and have a large shaft : the vanes of
the exterior side bending downward, of the interior upward, lying
close on each other, so that when spread not a feather misses its

impulse on the air. (2.) The feathers that cover the body, which
may be properly called the plumage, have little shaft and much
vane ; and never are exerted or relaxed unless in anger, fright, or
illness. (3.) The down (pluma), which is dispersed over the
whole body amidst the plumage, is short, soft, unconnected, con-
sists of laiiuginous vanes, and is intended for excluding that air or
water which may penetrate or escape through tlie former. This
is particularly apparent in aquatic birds, and remarkably so in the
anserine tribe. There are exceptions to the forms of feathers.

The vanes of the subaxillary feathers of the Paradise are uncon-
nected, and the lamina distant, looking like hei ring-bone. Those
of the tail of the ostrich, and head of a species of curasso, curled.
Those of the cassowary consist of two shafts, arising from a com-
mon stem at tlie bottom ; as do, at the approach of winter (after

1 moultiog).
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(moulting), tliose of the [jtacmigans arctic countries. Tiie f'eathersd

iof the pmguins, particularly those of the wings, consist chielly of

thin flat shafts, and more resemble scales than feathers; tho-e of

the tdil split like whale-bone.

Flight of Birds.

Tiie flioht of birds is various; for, had all the same, none could

elii'lc that of rapacious birds. Those which are much on wing, or

flit trom place to place, often owe their preservation to that cau<e:

those in the water, to diving. Kites, and many of the falcon triLie,

glide smoothly through the air, with scarcely any apparent motion

of the wings. Most of the order of pies tiy quick, with a fre-

(iiieiit repetition of the motion of the wings. The Paradise floats

oil llie air. Woodpeckers fly aukvvardly, and by jerks, and have
. i.ipensity to sink in their progress. The gallinaceous tril)c, in

I III, fly very strong and swiftly; but their course is seldom

, by reason of the weight ot their bodies. The columbine

,,m- IS of singular swiltness ; witness the flight of the carrier pi-

geon. The passerine llv with a quick repetition of strokes; their

flight, except in migration, is seldom distant. Among tlieni, the

swallow tribe is remarkably agile, their evolutions sudden, and

their continuance on wing long. The struthious race cannot fly ;

but still, in running, their short wings are of use, when erect, to

collect the w-ind, and like sails to accelerate their motion. Many
of the greater cloven-looted water-fowls or waders, have a slow

and flagging flight ; but most of the lesser fly swiftly, and most of

them with e.\tended legs, to compensate the shortness of their tails.

Rails and gallinules fly with their legs hanging down. Coots and

grebes will) difficulty are forced from the water; but when tl\ey

rise, fly swiftly. Grebes, and also divers, fly with their hind parts

downwards, by reason of the forwardness of their wings. Several

web-footed fowls have a sailing or flagging wing, such as gulls.

Pinguins, and a species of auk, are denied the power of flight.

Wild geese, in their migrations, fly in a regular llgure, in order to

cut the air with greater ease; for example, in long lines, in the

figure of a > , or some pointed form or letter, as the ancients re-

port that the cranes assumed in their annual migrations, till their

order was broken by storms! See Lucan, lib. v. 1. 711.

Of the Nuptials, Nidification, and Eggs, of Birds.

1. Most birds are monogamous, or pair; in spring fixing on a

mate, and keeping constant till the cares of incubation and educat-

ing the young brood are past. This is the case, as far as we know,
with all the birds of the first, second, fourth, and fifth, orders.

Birds that lose their males early, associate with others ; and birds

that lose their first eggs will pair and lay again. The male, as

well as the female, of several, join alternately in the act of incuba-

tion, and afways in that of nutrition ; when the young are hatched,

both are busied in looking out for, and bringing food to, the nest-

lings; and, at that period, the mates of the melodious tribes, who,
before, were pt- rched on some sprig, and by their warbling, allc-

viate<ltl)e care of the females confined to the nest, now join in the

common duty. Of the gallinaceous tribe, the greatest part are

polygamous, at least in a tame state ; the pheasants, manv of tlie

grous, the partridges, and bustards, are monogamous. The males
of polygamous birds neglect their young; and, in some cases,

would destroy them, if they met with them. The ceconomy of

the struthious order, in tJiis respect, is obscure. It is probable
that the birds wliich compose it are polygimous, like the common
poultry, for they lay many eggs; the dodo, however, is said to

lay but one. The affection of l)irds to their young is very violent

during the 'shole time of nutrition, or as long as they continue in

a helpless state ; but as soon as the brood can fly and shift for it-

self, the parents neglect, and even drive it from their haunts; the

aftectioii ce ising with the necessity of it. 2. The nest of a bird is

one of those daily miracles that, from its familiarity, is passed over
without regard. We stare witl) wonder at things that rarely hap-
pen, and neglect the daily operations of nature that ought first to

excite our admiration, and claim our attention. Each bird, after

nuptials, prepares a place suited to its species, for depositing its

eggs and sheltering its little brood : ditilerent genera, and dilTerent

species, set about the task in a manner suitable to their several na-

tures; yet, every individual of the same species collects the very
same niiiterials, puts them together in the same form, and chooses
the same sort of situation for placing this temporary habitation.
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Tlie young bird of the last year, which never saw the building of a

nest, directed by a heaven-taught sagacity, pursues the same plan

in the structure of it, and selects the same materials as its parents

did before. Birds of the same species, of different and remote
countries, do the same. The swallows of Britain, and of the re-

moter parts of Germany, observe the same order of architecture ;

and in many instances have been known to return to the same
places, in which they had reared their young the year before.

The nests of the larger rapacious birds are lude, made of sticks and
bents, but often lined with somithing soft ; they generally build

in high rocks, ruined towers, and in desolate places: enemies to

the whole feathered creation, they seem conscious ot attacks, and
seek solitude. A few build upon the ground. Shrikes, allied to

t)ie rapacious birds, build their nests in bushes, with moss, wool,

&c. The order of pies is very irregular in the structure of their

nests. Parrots, and in fact all birds with two toes forward and two
backward, lay their eggs in the hollows of trees. And most of

this order creep along the bodies of trees, and lodge their eggs
also within tliem. Crows build in trees: among them, the nest

of Iheniagpie, composed of rude materials, is made with much art,

quite covered with thorns, and only a hole left for admittance.

The nests of the orioles are contrived with wonderful sagacity, and
are hung at the end of some bough, or between the forks of ex-
treme branches. In Europe, only three birds have pensile nests ;

the common oriole, the parua pendulinus, or hangnest titmouse,

and one more. But in the torrid zone, wh'-re the birds fear the

search of the gliding serpent and inquisitive monkey, the instances

are very frequent ; a marvellous instinct implanted in them for the

preservation of their young. All of the gallinaceous and struthi-

ous orders lay their eggs on the ground. The ostrich is the only
exception, among birds, of the want of natural afl'cction: " Wliicli

leaveth her eggs in the earth, and warmelh tiiem in the dust, and
forgetting that the foot may crush them, or the wild beast may
break them." The columbine race makes a most artless nest, a
few sticks laid across may suffice. Most of tiie passerine order-

build their nests in shrubs or bushes, and some in h.oles of walls or
banks. Several in the torrid zone are pensile from the boughs of

high trees. Some swallows make a curious plaster-nest beneatii

the roofs of houses ; and an Indian species, nests of a certain glu-

tinous matter, which are collected as delicate ingredients for soups
of Chinese epicures. Most of the cloven-footed water-fowls, or

waders, lay upon the ground. Spoonbills, and the common he-

rons, build in trees, and make up large nests with sticks, &c.
Storks build on churches, or the tops of houses. Coots make a.
great nest near the water-side. Grebes, in the water, a floating-

nest, perhaps adhering to some neighbouring reeds. Web-footed
fowls breed on the ground, as the avosets, terns, some of the gulls,

mergansers, and ducks: the last pull the down from their breasts,

to make a softer and warmer bed for their young. Auks and
guillemots lay their eggs on the naked shelves of high rocks ; pin-

guins, in holes under ground: among the pelicans, tl^it which
gives name to the genus makes its nest in the desart, on the ground.

Shags, sometimes on trees ; corvorants and gannets, on high rocks,

with sticks, dried alga;, and other coarse materials, 3, Rapacious

bird;;, in general, lay few eggs; e.igles and the larger kinds, fewer

than the less. The eggs of falcons and owls are rounder than

those of most other birds ; they lay more than six. The order of

pies vary areatly in the number of their eggs. Parrots lay only
two or three white eggs. Crows lay si.x eggs, greenish, mottled

with dusky. Cuckoos, as far as we can learn, two. Wood-
peckers, wryneck, and kingsfisher, lay eggs of a clear white and
senii-transi)areiit colour. The woodpeckers lay six, the othera

more. The nuthatch lays often in the year, eight at a time, white,

spotted with brown. The hoopoe lays but two cinereous eggs.

The creeper lays a great number of eggs. The honey-sucker, the

least and most defenceless of birds, lays but two; but the extinc--

tion of the genus is prevented, by a swiftness of flight that eludes

every pursuit. The gallinaceous order, the most useful of any to

mankind, lay the most eggs, from eight to twenty. Benigna circa

hoc natura, innocua et esculenta animalia, fa:cunda generavit, is a

fine observation of Pliny. The cloven-footed water-fowls, or wa-

ders, lay, ill general, four eggs: the crane and the iS'orfolk plover,

seldon-. more than two. All of the snipe and plover genus are of

a dirty white, or olive spotted with black, and scarcely to be dis-

tinguished in the holes they lay in.

2 X Systematic
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Systematic ARRANOiMEVx.

T.innsrui arrances the wliolo class of birds under stx orders, ac-

cording to the dilVcrent tigures of their heaks, viz. I. Accipitrcs,

upper iiiaiulible witli an angular projection. 2. Pica-, bill com-
presied, convex ; with lect fornicil for perching or climl)-

ing. 3. Anseres, !)ill covered with skin, broad at the tip; some
with and >onie without teeth. 4. Grallas bill roriuii-^h, tonsue
Ilisliy ; some with three some v. ith tour toes. 5. Gallina-, bill

convex, upper mandible arciied. I). I\Merc3, bill conic, sharp-

pointed. The following table cxhibils Mr. Pennant's arrange-

ment, witli tl)e correspontient orders in the Systcnia Natur* of

Linnaeus.

Div. 1. L \.sr)-15iRDS, Div.

f Order I. Rapacious.

I

II. Pies,

j
III. Gallinaceous.

Divis. I. { I\ . Columbine.
\'. Passerine.

l
VI. Struthioiis.

f
OrderVII. Cloven-footed,

I
or \\ aders.

Divis. 11.^ VIII. Pinnated feet.

IX. Wcbfooted.

II. \\ AltR-1'oWL.

Accipitres Lin,

Piac.
Oalliiicr.

J'usscres.

Passi res,

S
Gallina:.

Crallx.

I Gratia-.

i Anseres.

X Gralltc.

5 Aii.ieres.

I Grallit.

OKNITHOMANCY, [oj...and f*«T.:»,] a species of divina-

tion perlornieil by nieuns ol birds; being the same with augury.
See .\uci.n.v. ami Di\ i.vatiOn.

ORNirilON, an ancient town of Phoenicia, between Tyre
and Sidoii.

ORNITIIOPUS, Birds-Foot; in botany, a genus of the de-
candria order, and diadelphia clas of plants; natural order, Papi-
iionacei'. I.egunien articulated, cylindrical, and bent in the form
of a bow. It has five species.

OUNUS, P'raxinls ; a species of the ash-tree, which, accord-
ing to Dr. Cirillo of Naples, produces the manna. See
Tkaxinls.
OUOH.\XriIIC, Broom-Rape ; in botany, a genus of the an-

giospermia order, and didynamia class of plants; natural order,

Personat.e. Calyx bifid; corolla ringent ; capsule unilocular, bi-

valved, polyspermous, gland under the base of the germcn. It has
fourteen species.

OROBUS, Bitter Vetch ; a genus of the decandria order,
and diadelphia class of plants ; natural order, Papilionacea-. Ca-
lyx blunt at the base ; tiie upper teeth deeper and shorter ; style

linear. There are sixteen species, with l"ibratid roots, which are

perennial, but arc annual in slalk, rising early in spVing, and de-
caying in autumn. They are very hardy plants, and prosper in

any common soil of a garden.

'ORODADA PESA, a town of Peru, on the coast of the
South Sea, six miles S. by W. of Payta, and six miles N. of
Lobos.
ORODES, a prince of Parthia, who inurdered his brother

Mithridates, and ascended his throne. He defeated Crassus the
Roman triumvir, and poured melted gold down the throat of his

fallen enemy, to reproach him for his avarice and ambition. lie
followed the interest of Cassius and Brutus at Philippi. It is said,

that when Orodes became old and inlirm, his 30 children applied
to him, and disputed in his presence their right to the succession.
Phraates, tlie eldest of them, obtained the crown from his father;
and, to hasten him out of the world, he attempted to poison him.
The poison had no effect; ajid Phraates, still <letermined on his

father's death, strangled him with his own haniis, about 35 years
before the Christian era. Orodes had reigned about .iO years.

OROE, an island of Denmark, at the S. end of the Little Belt,

twelve miles long, and two broad ; eight miles S. W. of Funen.
Lon. 10. 20. E. I..it. 34, 5<). N.
OROMASDES,OKOMAZ,OROMAZDES,OROMAZES,

names of the supreme god of the ancient Persians; the origin of
all good, as Arimanius was of all evil. See Arimanius. •

OROMTCIII, a town of Asia, in Thibet. Lon. 86. 55. E.
Lai. 44 58. N.
ORONDOC!KS, a tribe of North American Indians, in Cana-

da, wlin reside near Trois Rivieres.

OKONSAY, or ORAXS.VY, one of the Hebrides, a small
but tVrtile island, separated from Colon-ay bv a nanow channel.
OKONTES, a famous river of Syria, about which Strabo and

other ancient authors, mention many fabulous stories, of its disap-
pearing and tunning under ground for several miles, &c. It rises

I in Crelosyria, and after a r.ipid course, falls into the Mediterra-
I
nean below Antioch. It is now called Asi.

' ORONTIUM, in botany, a genus of the monogynia order,

land iiexar.dria class of plants; natural order, Piperifa". Spadix
cylindrical, covered witli florets; corolla six-petaled, naked; no
style; follicles one-seeded. It has two species, O. aquaticum,

I

and O. japonicum.

I

OROONOKO, a great river of Terra Firma, which rises ia.
' Popayan, and falls into the Atlantic, by sixteen mouths. It is

one of the largest rivers in South America ; and is remarkable for

rising and falling once a-year. It rises gradually for live months,
remains stationary for one; tlien falls gradually for other five

j

months, and continues stationary for one. i.

]
OROl'ESA, a town of Spain, in New Castile, 12 miles E.9

; Placentia, and 50 W. of Toledo. Lon. 4. 36. W. Lat. 39.

,
50. N.

I

Oropesa, a town of Peru, in La Plata, in the valley of Co-
chambaniba, 150 miles N. E. of Potosi. Lon. 63. 30. "W. Lat.

I

18. 0. S.

OROPUS, an ancient town of Bceotia, near the Euripus, on
the borders of Attica.

I

OROSA, a town of Sardinia, on the E. coast, 38 miles E. of
Algeri, and 73 N. N. E. of Cagliari.

1 OROSIUS, Pavl, a Spanish historian and divine, and a disci-

ple of St. Augustin ; who sent liim to Jerusalem to consult St.

Jerome on tlie origin ot the soul. He wrote an Universal History
from the Creation to his own time, intituled Miseri Humana, in

which he displays more learning and diligence, than chronological

accuracy. 'Fhe best edition is that of Havercanys, 4to. Lug. Bat.

1767. He wrote also a Treatise on Free AVill, and other pieces,

He flourished about A. D. 416.

OROUST, an island on the W. coast of Sweden, 40 miles in

circumference. Lon. 11. 30. E. Lat. 58. 10. N.
ORPHANOTROPHY, [oef«v»; and t«?i,] an hospital for

orphans.

ORPHEUS, a celebrated poet and musician of antinuitv, ac-

cording to Sir Isaac Newton, was the son of A^agrus, who re-

ceived Thrace from Sesac when he < onquered that country. With
the kingdom, the latter gave .Tvagrus, one of his singing women,
to wife, who brought him Orpheus. Hence his motherwas fableJ
to be Calliope. On account of the great antiquity of Orpheus
numberless fables have been intermingled with his history, but
there can l,e no doubt of his existence. To his father he was in-

debted for his first instruction in religion, and he afterwards he-
came a disciple of the Idea DaclyH in Crete. Thence he travelled
into Egypt, and became a proficient in all kinds of literature.

From the latter country he transplanted the whole fable of Osiris
into Greece, t.dapting it to the lamily of Cadmus. The peoph:
held him in the highest veneration, supposing him to be possessed
of the^'cietsof expiating crimes, curing diseases, and appeasing
the god-.. Fle promulgated an idea of iiell ; iuititute.r the mys-
teries of Hecate among the yEginetes, and those of Ceres at Sparta,
lie is chiefly famed lor his music, which is poetically represented
to have had the effect of laming the most ferocious animals, and

making
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making (lie trees of tlie forest dance in conct- rt to liis lyrt-. Juu v-

dice made a deep impression on the melodious musician, and their

Huptials were celebrated. Their happiness, however, was but

short : for ArislEUS became enamoured of her ; and as slie tied

from her i)ursuer, a serpent bit her foot, and she died of the poi-

soned wound. Her loss was severely felt by Orpheus, and he re-

solved to recover her or perish in the attem|)t. With his lyre in

his hand, he entered the infernal regions, and gained an easy ad-

mission to the palace of Pluto. Having charmed all hell with his

strains, Pluto and Proserpine consented to restore Eurydice, pro-

vided he forbore looking behind him till he bad come to the ex-

tremest borders of hell. Tlie conditions were gladly accepted,

and Orpheus was already in sight of tiie upper regions of the air,

when he foigot his promise, and turning back to look at his wife,

lost her for ever. The only comfort lie could find was to sootlie

his grief by the -sound of his musical instrument in grotloes, or on
jiiOHntains. He totally separated himself from the society of man-
kind ; and the Tlnaciau women, whom he had ofl'ended by his

coldness to their amorous passion, attacked him while they cele-

brated the orgies of Bacchus; and after they had torn his body to

pieces, they threw his liead into the Hebrus, which still articulated

£urydice! Eurydice! as it was carried down the stream into the

jEgean sea. Others say, that, as he attempted to conjure his wife

from the dead, which they undeistand by the story of iiis goiug

down to hell, he thought he saw her; and when afterwards, on
looking back, he missed, he died of grief. Pausanias speaks of a

temple in Thesprotia, where Orpheus went to call up the ghost of

Eurydice. Some say that he was killed by a thunder-bolt. He
was buried at Pieria, in Macedonia, according to Apollodorus.

The inhabitants of Dion boasted that his tomb was in their city,

and the people of Mount Libethrus in Thrace claimed the same
honour; and reported that the nightingales, which built their nests

near his tnmb, sang with greater melody than all other oirds. Or-
pheus, after death, received divine honours ; the Muses gave an
honourable burial to his remains, and his lyre became one of the

conslelhitioiis. Tzelzes e.xplains the fable of his drawing his wife

Eurydice from hell, bv his great 'skill in medicine, with which he
prolonged her life, and thus snatched her from the grave. With
respect to the writings of Orpheus, he is mentioned by Pindar as

author of the Argonautics, and Herodotus sp jaks of his Orphics.

His hynms, says Pausanias, were very short, and but few in num-
ber. Those poems that bear his name, were published at Nurem-
berg 1702, and reprinted at Leipsic, in 1764, under the title of
OP'tF.tlS An.\NTA.

Orpkeus, in ichthyology, the name of a fish caught in the Ar-
chipelago. It is of a broad and fiat figure, and of a fine purple
colour; its eyes are large and prominent, and its teeth serrated ; it

has only one fin on the back, and the anterior rays of that are
IJrickly, the others soft to the touch.
ORPIMENT, in natural history, a mineral composed of sul-

phur and arsenic, sometimes artificially produced, but found also
native, and constituting one of the ores of arsenic. It is of two
kinds, red and yellow, the former called Realgar. It is commonly
found in shapeless masses, very seldom crystallised; though Baron
Borne once found it in a polyhedral form on a blue clay in Ilun-
g.uy. It is a very beautiful substance of a fine bright red, very
glossy, and a little transparent, and is found in the Turkish douii-
jiions, in the islands of the Archipelago, and even in our own
country, Dr. Hill having received some of it from Cornwall, un-
der the name of red mundic. The yellow kind contains about
one-tenth of its weight of sulphur. It'is the common oriiiment of
the shops. Some think that the nflSious qualities of the arsenic
are so much counteracted by the sulphur with which this substance
is mixed, that it may be swallowed with safety ; but Macquer po-
sitively asserts the contrary, and cautions against its use, even
thor.gh we be certain that the orpiment is native. When refined
by distillation, it forms the colour called king's yellow.
'ORPINE, in botany. See Sedum.
ORRERY, an instrument which, by means of certain move-

ments, represents the revolutions of the heavenly bodies. It was
first made bv Mr. Rowley, a mathematician bom at Litchfield,
and so named from his patron, the earl of Orrery : by one or other
of this family, almost every art has been encouraged or improved.
See Planlt.^rium.
UrrerYj Earls of. See Bovle.

(.)K1\US, in botany, a name by which many of tiie ancient^;

called the cultivated pme-tree, from its being remarkably full of
juice.

ORSOY, or ORSAW, a town of France, in the department of

the Roer, and late duchy of Cleves, 20 miles S. E. of Cleves.

ORTEGAL, Cape, the most northern promontory of Spain,

where there is also a castle of the same name. Lon. 8. 20. W.
Lat. 44. 0. N.
ORTEGIA, a genus of plants of the class triandria, and order

monogynia; natural order, Caryophylle.^i. Calyx five-leaved;

corolla none; capsule one-celled; seeds very many. There arc

two species, viz. O. Hispauica, Spanish ortegia, audO. dichotonia,

forked ortegia, natives of Spain and Italy.

ORTENAU, a territorv of Germany, in Suabia, bounded S.

by Breslau, N. by Baden, and E. by Wirtemberg.
" ORTENBURG, a town ol Austria, in Ca.-inthia. on the Drave,

six miles E. S. E. of Saxenburg. Lon. 13. 3S. E. Lat. 46.

J2. N.
OitTENBURC, a county, town, and fort, of Lower Bavaria, ten

miles W. of Passau.

ORTHES, or ORTHEZ, a city of France, in the department
of the Lower Pyrenees, and late province of Beam, 20 mile*

N. W. of Pau, and 30 E. of Bayonne. Lon. 0. 24. W. Lat. 43.

5. N.
ORTHOCERATITES, a species of fossile shells. See-

Plate CXLIl.
ORTHOCOLON, [o;a<^ and xt^xor,] in surgery, the preterna-

tural stiaightness of a joint.

OKTIIODORON, an ancient measure of length, shorter by »
finger's breadth than a span.

ORTHODROMICS, [from o.'jS-, and ijs.u®',] the art of sail-

ing in the arc of some great circle, which is the shortest and
straightest distance between any two points on the surface of the

globe.

ORTHOEPY, a branch of prosody, comprehending the rules

of pronunciation. See Grammar.
ORTHOGON, [o;3-.; and y^.,,] a rectangled figure.

ORTHOGRAPHICAL PROJECTION OF THE
SPHERE, that wherein the eye is supposeil to be at an infinite

distance; so called, because the perpendiculars from any point of
the sphere will all fall in the common intersection of the sphere
with the plane of the projection. See Geography, and Pro-
jection.
ORTHOGRAPHY, [ojS-o; and 75^.^] that part of grammat

which teaches the natuie of letters, and is one of the four great di-

visions of grammar. See Grammar.
Orthography, in geometry, the art of drawing or delineating

the fore right plan of any object, and of expressing the heights or
elevations of each part. It is called orthography, for its determin*
ing things by perpendicular lines falling on the geometricil plane.

Orthography, in perspective, is the fore right side of any
plane, ;'. e. the side or plane that lies parallel to a straight line,

that may be imagined to pass through the outward convex points

of the eyes, continued to a convenient length.

ORTHOMETRY, [o;^©- and ^c^tmu.,'] a branch of prosody,
comprehending the laws of versification.

ORTHOPNOEA, [o.-'jottvois, Gr] a species of asthma, where
there is such a difficulty of respiration, that the patient is obliged
to sit or stand upright in order to be able to breathe. See Me-
mciNE.
ORTHUS, in the mythology, a dogwhich had two Iieads. He

was the son of Ty|)hon and Echidna, and the brother of Cerberus-,

and the Hydra. He was kept by Geryon, and killed ahmg with

him, bv Hercules.

OR'^IVE, [ortivus, Lat.] in astronomy, is the same with

eastern. The ortive or eastern amplitude, is an arch of the hori-

zon intercepted between the place where a star rises, and the east

point of the horizon, or point where the horizon aad enuatof
intersect.

ORTOL.4.N. See Emberiza.
ORTON, a town of Westmoreland, 12 miles S. W. of Appleby.

Lou. 2. 40. W. Lat. 54. 28. N.
ORTONA, or ARTONA, an ancient town of Latium, winch

was taken by the iEqui. Liv. ii. c. 43.

ORTYGIA, the birth-place of Diana, was a beautiful grove of

tvefi?
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trees of various kinds, chieflv cvpiesses, near Eplicsiis ; on the

coast, a little up from the sea'. 1 his place was filled wuh shrines

and images. The priests ot the goddess were eunuchs, and ex-

ceedingly respected bv tiie people.

Ortvgia, an islind of Sicily, in the bay of Syracuse, which

formea one of the four creat qii.'irters of that great city.

ORIZA, a lortirted town of Lithuania, in Witepsk, 50 miles

W. of Smclensko. Lon. 5». 30. E. hat. 4. 45. N.
ORVIETANO, a territory of Italy, in patrimonio, belong-

ing, lil! very lately, to the Pope, about twenty miles long, and from

ten to lifteen broad.

ORVIETO, the capital of Orvictano, is a large strong city, situ-

ated at ilie contiux of the Paglia and tiie Chiana, 20 miles N. W.
ol \ Herbo, and iO N. N. W. of Rome. Lon. 12. 20, E. Lat. 42.

io. N.
OKURO, a province or jurisdiction of South America, in

Buer.c- Avres.

ORYC'rOI-OGY, [from wrarojdugiip, and >.oyo;, a discourse]

the science which treats on such animal and vegetable substances

as one dug out of the earth in a mineralized stale. See Geology,
Delugf, Fossils, &c.
ORYZ.A, Rice, in botany, a genus of the digynia order, and

liexandria class of plants ; natural or<ler, Gramina. Calyx a bi-

valved uniflorous glume ; corolla bivalved, nearly equal, and ad-

hering to the seed. There is but one species.

O. Sativa, Common Rice, (with several varieties.) Tliis

plant is greatly cultivated in most of the eastern countries, where
it is the chief support of the inhabitants ; and great quantities of it

are brought into England and otlier European countries every

jear, where it is mucii esteemed for puddings, &c. but is too ten-

der to be produced in these northern countries without the assis-

tance of artificial heat. It grows upon moist soils, where the

ground can be flowed over with water after it is come up. So that

whoever would cultivate it in this country should sow the seeds

upon a hot-bed^ p.iid when the plants are come up, they should be
removed into pots tilled -with light rich earth, and placed in pans of

water, which should be plunged into a hot-bed; and, as the water
wastis, it must from time to tinie be renewed. In July these plants

may be set abroad in a warm situation, still preserving the water

in the pans, otherwise they will not thrive ; and, toward the end
of August, they will produce tlieir grain, wiiich will ripen tole-

rably well, provided the autiunn proves favourable. The leaves of

rice are long, like the reed, and tieshy ; the flowers blow on tlie

t'.p like barley ; but the seed which follows is disposed in clusters,

each of which is inclosed in a yellow husk, ending in a spiral

thread. The seed is oblong, or rather oval, and white. Rice is

the chief commodity and riches of Daniietla in' Egypt.
ORZI, a territory of Italy, in the department of the Mella, dis-

trict and late duchy of Brescia.

Orzi, or Orci, a town in Italy, in the department of the Mella,
and district of Brescia, fifteen miles S. W. of Brescia.

OS, ^Lat.] a bone. See Anatomy.
OSACA, a commercial town of Japan, in Niphon ; with a mag-

nificent c-aslle and harbour. Lon. 133. 45. E. Lat. 35. 20. N.
OSAGES, a river of Louisiana, which runs E. into the Mis-

souri.

OsAGES, a nation of North .\merica Indians, who inhabit the S.

banks of the Missouri.

OSBECKIA, in botany, a genius of the nionogynia order, and
octandria class ; natural order, Calycanthema,-. Calyx four-cleft

;

corolla four and five-petaled ; stamina eight or ten; anthers
beaked ; capsule inferior, four-celled. There is one species, a
plant of China.

OSBORN, Francis, an eminent English writer in the 17th
century. He fretiuented tlie couil, and was master of the horse to
William earl of Pembroke. Upon the breaking out of the civil

wars, lie adhered to the parliament, and bad several public em-
ployments conferred upon him. His " Advice to a Son," so soon
as it was published, being complained of to Dr. John Tenant, vice-
chancellor of Oxford, as of irreligious tendency, there was a [mo-

jjosal made to have it publicly burnt; but that taking no ell'cct, it

was ordered that no bookseller or others should sell it, which om'v
made it sell the faster. He wrote also " Historical Memoirs of
the Reigns of Queen Ehzabeth and King James I. ;" "A Discourse
on the Greatness and Corruption of the Chtirch of Rome ;" " A
Discourse upon Muchiavel, Sec, He died in 1659.

OSCHEOCELE, [ocviov and x.i>.<i,] a kind of hernia, wherein
the intestines break into the scrotum.
OSCHOPHORIA, a festival observed by the Athenians. It

receives its name mo rt-./ ipfjiiv Ta; t^xn;, from carrying boughs hung
upwitb grapes, called oa-X"". It was instiluled by Theseus, in ac-

knowledgement forhis having destroyed the Minotaur, and thereby-

freed his country from the tribute of seven young men, who were
to be sent every year into Crete, to be devoured by that ijion-

ster. At this festival there was always a race by young men elected

out of every tribe, who run from Bacchus's tt-mple to that of Mi-
nerva Sciras ; the place where the race ended, was called Oscho-
phorion, and th-.- victor's reward was a cup containing a mixture of
wine, honey, and oil.

OSCILLA, small images of wax or clay made in the shape of
men or women, and consecrated to Saturn, to render him pro-
pitious. Tlie w ord is sometimes used to signify a kind of mask
scooped from the baikofatree, and worn by the performers of
comedy in the ruder ages of Rome. In this sense we find it in

Virg. Geo. ii. 3St).

OSCILLA'l'lON, [from oscillo, Lat. to vibrate, swing to and
fro] in mechanics, vibration, or the reciprocal ascent or descent of
a pendulum. It is demonstrated, that ^hc time of a complete os-

cillation in a cycloid, BE AD, Plate CXVllI. fig. 15, is to the
time in which a body would fall through the axis of that cycloid,

as llie circumference of a circle to its diameter ; and that if a single

pendulum be suspended between two semicyc'loids BC, CD, that

have the diameter CF of the generating circle, equal to half the
length of the string, so that the string as it oscillates, folds about
them; all the oscillations, however unequal, will be isochronal in

a non-resisting me^lium, whence it follows, I. That the oscillations L

in the cycloid are all performed in et|ual times, as being all in the
same ratio to the time in which a body falls through the diameter of
the generating circle. 2. As the middle part of the cycloid may
be conceived to coincide with the generating circle, the time in

a small arch of that circle will be nearly equal to the time in the
cycloid ; and hence the reason is evident, why the limes in very
little arclics are equal. 3. The lime of a complete oscillation in

any little arch of a circle, is to the time in which a body would fall

through half the radius, as the circumference of a circle, to its di-

ameter ; and since the latter time is half tiie time in which a body
would tall through the whole diameter, or any chord, it follows that

th?tinie ot an oscillation in any little arch, is to the time in which
a body would fall through its chord, as the semicircle to the dia-

meter. 4. The times of the oscillations in cycloids, or in small
arches of circles, are in a sub-duplicate ratio of the lengths of the
pendidums. 5. But if the bodies that oscillate are acted on by un-
equal accelerating forces, then the oscillation will be performed in

times that are lo one another in the ratio compounded of the direct

subduplicate ratio of the lengths of the pendulums, and inverse sub-
duplicate ratio of the accelerating forces. Hence it appears that if

oscillations of unequal pendulums are performed in the same time,

the accelerating gravities of these pendulums mu>t be as their

lengths; and thus we conclude, that ihe force of gravity decreases
as you go towards the equator, since we find that the lengths of
pendulums that vibrate seconds are always less at a less distance

from the equator. 0. The space described by a falling body in

any given time, may be exactly known ; for finding by experi-

inenls, what pendulum oscillates in that time, the half of the pen-
dulum will be to the space reipiired, in the duplicate ratio of the
diameter of a circle to the circumference. 7. The length of a pen-
dulum, that will perform its oscillations in a second, is 39,125
inches.

Oscillation Centre. See Mechanics.
OSERO, or ORSORO, an island ofDalnialia, one of the Four

Islands of the Quarnaro. It is 15 miles long, and from two to five
broad. The surface is hilly, and the soil stony ; yet it is fertile ill

•

corn, vines, orange, fig, and olive-trees.

OsERO, the capital of the above island, the ancient Absyrtium.
Lon. 15. 30. E. Lat. 45. O.N.
OSIER, in botany. See Salix.
OSIMO, an ancient town ot Italy, in Ancona, 10 miles S. of

Ancona, and 110 N. E. of Romel Lon. 13.34. E. Lat. 43.
23. N.
OSIRIS, in mythology, one of the gods of ancient Egypt, and

generally supposed to nie,-m Ihe sun, or the mind actuating that
luminary. Macrobius says, that iii the hieroglyphic writings of

7 ancient
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ancient E:;ypt, " Osiris was represented by a sceptre and nil eye,"

to tleiioie that lliis god was tlie sun looking down from heaven on

all things upon I.irlh. Some of the ancients, liowever, and a few

of the most learned moderns, have contended, that liy Osiris the

Egvptians understood die Nile or spirit of tJie Nile, vWiht other?

have confounded him with the Grecian Bacchus, But that they

areall mistaken, has been evinced by Jablonski in such a manner as

loenforre ilie fullest conviction. But though the original Osiris was

undoubtedly the sun, or the intelligence actuating the sun, yet

there was a secondary Osiris, wiio was said to be the founder of

the Egy|ilian monarchy ; and, as was customary in 'liose days,

having eillier received the name oi ihe sun, or communicated his

own to that luminary, was after his deatn deihed for the benefits

which he had rendered to his country: and being at first worship-

ped only as a demigod, was in process of time advanced to full di-

vinily, and confounded with his heavenly godfather.

OSM.A, a to'vn oi Spjin, in Old Castile, 80 miles N. by E. of

M idrid. Lon. 2. 12. \V. Lat. 41.30. N.
OSMAN 1. orOTHMAN I. emperor of the Turks, succeeded

his uncle Muslapha I. who was deposed in 1618. He inarched

against the Poles in 162', with a great army, but being repeatedly

defeated, coTicluded a disadvantageous peace, and returned home ;

where he was deposed by the janizaries, and Muslaplia restored,

who caused him to beslrmgled.
OSMITES, in botany, a genus of the syngenesia class, and

))olygamia frustranea urder; natural order Coinposita". Calyx im-
bricate, scariose ; cirolla of the ray ligulale ; down obsolete ; re-

ceptacle chaHy. There are four species, shrubs of the Cape.
<.>SM1UM, a metal which as well as iridium was discovered by

Mp. Teiinaiit, in tlie black powder which remained after dissolv-

ing platina. The osmium was obtaine<l by heating the black pow-
der with puje alkali, in a silver-crucible. The oxide of this metal

combined with the alkali may be expelled by an acid, and, being
very volatile, may be obtained by distillation. It does not redden ve-

getable blues, but stains tlie skin of a deep red or black. The ox-

ide, in solution with water, is colourless ; combined with ali>ali

or lime, it is yellow; with the infusion of nut-galls, it afilbrds a
very vivid blue colour. It is precipitated by all the metals, ex-
cepting gold and platina. 'I he name osmium was given to this

metal because of its strong smell of the oxide.

OSMUND, OSMUN'DA, Moo.nwort ; in botany, a genus of

the order of filices, and cryptogamia class of plants
;

'capsules dis.

tinct, disposed in a raceme, in such a manner as to look the same
way, or else heaped on the back of the pinna or division of the
frond, sessile, sub-globular, opening transversely without any ring;
seeds verv many, extremely minute. There are tweniy-seven
species. The root of the O. regalis boiled in water is very slimy ;

and is used in the north to stiffen linen instead of starch.

OSNABRUCK, or OSNABURG, a late bishopric of Ger-
many, situated in the centre of Westphalia.
OsNABURG, or OsNABRucK, the Capital of the above late

bishopric, 35 miles N. E. of Muiister. Lon. 8. 20. E. Lat. 52.
24. N.
OsNABURG Island, or -Martea, an island in the South Sea,

about three miles in circuit ; in some parts covered with trees, in

others naked. Lon. 147. 30. W. Lat. 17. .M. S.

OsNABURG Island, another island in the South Sea, discovered
by Captain Carteret, in 1767. Lon. 141. 34. W. Lat. 22. 4S. S.

0S0RN{3, a town of Chili, on the Bueiio, 80 miles S. of Valdi-
via. Lon. 73. 20. W. Lat. 40. 58. S.

OSPRAY, or OSPREY. See Falco.
OSSA, a lofty mountain of Thessaly, near the Peneus, which

runs between this mountain and Olympus; famous in fabulous his-

tory as one of those which the giants piled up to facilitate their
attack on heaven.
OSSABAW, an island of the United States, near the E. coast of

Georgia, 20 miles in circumference. Lon. SI. 17. W. Lat. 31.
42. N.
OSIER, or SALIX VIMINALIS, an indigenous plant, grow-

ing in woods, and hedges, especially on boggy land ; it flowers in

the months of April and May. This shrub is very valuable; as
its leaves are eaten by horses, cows, sheep, and goats ; its pliant
twigs are woven into putcheons ; wheels for taking eels ; and into
bird-cages: the braiiches are much used for making hoops, and
large baskets. Farther, it forms a hardy and useful heilge for ex-
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eluding boisterous winds ; and, as it flourishes in wet situations*

is frequently planted, with a view to prevent tiie banks of rivers

from being washed away by the force of the current.

OSSELET, [French,] a little hard substance arising on the
inside of a horse's knee, among the small bones; it grows out of a

gummy substance which fastens those bones together.

OSSETI, or OSSl, one of the Seven Nations of Mount Cau-
casus. Tl'.e Circassians and Tartars call them Kusha. Their lan-

guage is analogous to the Persian.

OSSETIA, the country of the Osscti, is situated between the
Black Sea and the Ca piaii.

OSSIAN, a celebrated Celtic poet, wlio is supposed to have
fiouri-hetl in Caledonia, about the end o! tiie second or beginning
of the third century ; ot whom little else is known than what is con-
tained in llioseot his poems, which were collected, translated, and
published, by Mr. Macpherson. (See Macpherson.) He was
the sou of Fingal, who is said to have commanded the Caledonians
during the invasion of Severus. (See Fingal.) It appears from
his poems, that in one of his early expeditions to Ireland, Osstan
had fallen in love with and married Evirallin, daughter to Branno,
petty king of Lego. This Evirallin brought him his son Oscar,
whose exploits he celebrates in many of his poems, and whose deatli

he laments in the first book of Temora. Evii'allin died some lime
before Oscar, (Fingal, B. iv.) who seems to have been her only
child; and Ossian did not marry afterwards : so that his posterity

ended in the death of Oscar; who seems to have died as he was
about to be married to Malvina, the daughlt.r ofToscar. Thi.i

celebrate<l maid remained wilh her iuti-nded father-in-law while
die lived, and paid him every attention wiiich his age demanded.
It is not certain at what age Ossian died ; but from his having l)cen

long blind with years, and from the many contrasts between his

present and past situations, in poems composed, as it would ap-
pear, at a considerable distance of time from eacli other, it is most .

likely he lived to an extreme old age. The current tradition is,

that he died in the house of Culdee, called llie Son of Alpin, with
whom he is said to have held several conferences about the doc-
trines of Christianity. The authenticity, however, of these par-
ticulars has been disputed by men of the highest literary eminence.
But Dr. Blair in a letter to Mr. Morison gives his opinion as fol-

lows: "That Ml'. M'Pherson may not have given an exact anil

scrupulous translation of all these poems; that he may have joined
and collected scattered pieces into one, and have omitted some
rudenesses that were in the original, is what 1 never called in

question. But that they are not poems of his composing, but are

really and truly in the substance of diem, genuine, original, and
ancient Gaelick songs, well known to many natives of the Higii-

lands, is what, froni innumerable circumstances which I haduccess
totrace. I am as fully convinced and as certain of, as I can be of

any thing under the sun."

OSSIFICATION, in the animal ceconomy, is the formation

of the bones, but more particularly the conversion of parts natu-

rally soft to the hardness and consistency of bones. Bones, Dr.
Drake contends, are formed out of the most comminute or broken
parts of the blood ; as the blood of old men, which by a long
course of circulation becomes in a manner unlit for the common
office of nutrition, will however ossify, and convert into bones,

many of the tendons and ligaments, and even the coats of the ves-

sels themselves, whose substance being next to the bones the most
compact, admits only of the smallest particles of the blood, which
therefore soonest become osseous, as they are frequently found.

Dr. Nesbit's opinion of ossification is, that in the blood, or a

fluid secreted from it, there is an ossifying juice, having particles

which are not apparent : that whenever nature <lesigiis an ossitica-

tion between membranes, or within a cartilage, she occasions a>

more than usual aflUix of this fluid ; which so milch distends the
vessels which were before invisible, as to make them capable of
receiving the red globules of blood, which isalwajs to be seen
near to the place where ossification is begun. In this blood, gritty

bony particles may be feltty the point of :f knife, which have bet-n

formed by the attraction and cohesion of the particles of the ossify-

ing juice obstructed, along with the otlier grosser fluids, , in the
beginning of the vessels prepared to receive refluent juices. See
Anatomy, and Bones.
OSSILAGO, in Roman antiquity, the god of the bones, whjo

was supposed to have the care of forming and joining the human
2 Y bones;
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hon« ;*and on that account was chietiy worshipped by pregiiaiil

womi'ii.

OS.SOI.A, orOSCELI.A, a district of Italy, in the depart-

ment of the Agogna ; about 35 miles long, and from 15 to 2J

broad.

OssoLA, DoMO d', the capital of the above district. Lon. 8.

i!5. E. Lat. 4tj. 3. N.
OSSUNA, a toun of Spain, in Andahiiia, with an university

and an hospital. Lon. 4. 18. W. Lat. 37. 8. N.
OSTALRIC, a town of Spain, in Catalonia. Loh. 2. 45. E.

Lat. 4:. -14. N.
OSTESl), a viTV strong sea-poit town of France, in the de-

partment ot the Lvs,' and late province of Anstriaii Flanders, 10

niik-s \V. of Bruges, S N. E. of Nieupoit, 32 N. E. of Dun-
kirk, and til) N. \V. ot Briisseis. Lon. 3. 1. E. Lat. 51. 14. N.

OSTEOCOLLA, [»,-«>i='>)i«,1 in natural history, awhile or

ash-coloured sparry substance, in sluine like a lione, and by some
supposed to liave "the quality of uniting broken bones, on which

account it is ordereil iu some plasters ; a supposition not warranted

1)V experience.

'OS'l'EOLOt! Y, [^-ni and Ksyo',] in anatomy, a description

of llie hones, hee Anatomy.
OSl'EOSl'ERMirM, Hard-sebded Chrysanthum ; in

botaiiv, a genus of plants, of ilie s\in>encs\a class, and poly-

ganiianecessaria Older ; natural order, Cumposita;. Calyx sim-

ple, or in two roMs, many-leaved, ahnost equal ; seeds globular,

iolourc<l, bony : ilowu none ; receptacle naked. There are se-

venlceft' species.

OSTERV.'VLD, John FRF.nF.RrcK, a celebrated Protestant

divine, born at Neiifchatel, in ICI33, and descended of an ancient

family. He made such rapid progress in his studies, tliat he be-

came M. A. at Saunuir before he was Itj years of age. IJeatter-

wards studied at OileaiiS and at Paris. At his return to Neuf-

chalel in lf)99, he beiame professor of divinity and pastor of thf

fhurcli there; and contracted a strict friendship with the cele-

brated John Alpiionsus Tiirrctin of Geneva, and tlie illustrious

Samuel Weieiikls of Basil. The union of these three divines

which was called the Triumvirate of the divines of Swisserland,

lastetl till his death. Mr. Ostervald aicpiired the highest reputa-

tion by his virtues, his zeal in instructing his disciples, and restor-

ing ecclesiastical discipline. He wrote many books in French ;

the principal of which are, 1. A Treatise concerning tlie Causes
of the present Corruptions of C'hristinns, and the Remedies:
which was translated into English anil has been often publislud.

2. A Catechism, or Instrm-tion in the Christian Religion ; wliich

has been translated into (jernian, Dutch, and English ; and the

Abridgment ot the Sacreil History, which he prefixed to it, was
translated and printed in Arabic, to be sent to the East Indies, by
the Society for the PrDpng^ition of the Gospel, established in Lon
don ; who admitted him an honorary member. 3. A Treatise

against Impurity. 4. An edition of the French Bible of Geneva,
with Arguments and Reflections, in folio. 5. Eihica Christiana.

0. Theologia- Compendium, &c. He died in 1747. He iiad a
>ni), who was pastor of tiie English eluirch at Basil, and main-
tained the reputation of his father. He published a work, whicli

is much esteemed, intituled, Les Devoirs des Coiimiunicans.

OSTIA, an ancient and celebrated town of Italy, in Cam-
pagna, at the mouth of the Tiber. It was built by Ancus Mai-
tius, the fourth king of Rome, and was called Ostia 'I'ibi rina, in

the plural number, i. c. the two mouths of the TibcT. It is 12
miles S. \V. of Rome. Lon. 1','. 24. E. Lat. 41. 44. N.
OSTIACKS, a people of Asia in Siberia. They live upon the

banks of the Ohy and Jenisay, and some other rivers which fall

into these. They are very poor, and very lazy, and in summer
live mostly upon lish ; and at other times upon venison, wild
fowls, hsh, and roots, for they have neither rice nor bread. They
drink for the most part water, audit is said they ran very well

relish a draught of train oil. They are immoderately fond of to-

bacco, and of swallowing the smoke, which intoxicates them.
OSTRACIOX, the '1'kunk Fish, in zoology, a genus of

fishes, of tlie order Carlilaginei. Teeth cylindric, pointing for-

wards and rather blunt; body mailed by a complete long cover-
ing. There are twelve species. Ostracion quadricornus is repre-

-seiiled in Pale CXXI.
OSTRACISM, in Grecian antiquity, denotes tlic banishment

of such persons whose merit and influence excited the jealousy of

the people of Athens, lest they should attempt any l!i;ng against

the public liberty. This punislinient was called ostracism, from
the Greek wordorwxo*, which properly signifies a shell ; but wl.ca

applied to this object, it ii used for tiie billet on which the Athe-
nians wrote the names of the citizens whom they intended to ba-

iii-.li, which was a piece of baked earth, in the form of a shell ;

the person who jiroduced the law was its hrsl victim, but as to his

name, and the time of its establishment, the ancients difler ex-

tremely.
OS'i'RACITES, fossile oysters, which are common in many'

parts of England. They are of various shapes and kimis ; and the

name is by some authors used for the shell itself, when preserved

in its native stale and condition ; as is the case with those about
Woolwicli and Blackheath ; and by otlieis, for the stone cast or

formed in those shells, or in cavities from whence they have been '

washed away and dissolved: in both these cases the stone carries

the exact resemblaace of the shell, even in its nicest lineaments ;

in the first case, bearing every mark of the inside ; in tlie other of
the outer surface.

O.STREA, the Oyster; in zoology, a genus of the vermes
testacea class and order. Animal a tethys : shell bivalve, gene-
rally witli unequal valves and slightly eared ; hinge without teeth,

but turnished with an ovate hollow, and mosllj iatertil tiaiisverse

grooves. About 150 species have been enumerated, and classed

into sections and subsections. A. furnished with ears and radiate ;

scallop. B. rough, and generally plated on the outside ; oysters..

C. hinge with a perpendicular grooved line. This sea-fish, says

Barbut, occupies in the scale of nature one of the degrees the

most remote from perfection ; destitute of defensive weapons -and
progressive motion, without art or industry, it is reduced to mere
vegetation in perpetual imprisonment, though it every day open*
regularly to enjoy the element necessary to its preservation. The
animal figure, and the springs of its organizations, are scarcely dis-

cernible through the coarse and shapeless mass ; a lig.inient placed

at the summit of the shell serves as an arm to its opi-raiioiis. Oy-
ster>are reputed to be hermaphrodites: the spawn wliich they cast

iu May adheres to the rocks and other matters at the bottom of

the sea ; and in the space of 24 hours is provided with shells iu

which are contained other oysters, that never huive tlie spot on
which they were fixed, till the greedy fisherman tears them from
the element. The green oysters eaten at Paris are commonly
brouiiht from Dieppe. Their colour is owing to the care taken

to bed them in creeks, encompassed with verdure, whence they
acquire their delicacy. Common oysters should be fresh, tender,

and moist. The most esteemed are those caught at the mouths of
rivers, and in clear water. The want of fresh water rendcre oy-
sters hard, hitter, and unpalatable. Mud and sea-weeds destroy

them in their very birth ; galangal root, muscles, scollops, sea-

stars, and crabs, are formidable enemies to the oyster. '1 here are

found in Spain red and russet-coloured oysters; in Ulyria, brown
coloured, witli the fhrsh black ; and in the Red Sea, of the co-
lours of the Iris. Oy^^ers of tlie m '.nffle-tree are of two sorts ;

those of St. Domingo are delicate, adhering to the stumps of tlie

trees that dip in the water. The negro-divers cut them off with a
bill, and they are served upon table with the roots. Britain has

been noted for oystei-s from the time of .luveiial, and still preserves

its superiority in oysters over other couiilnes. Most of our coast?

produce them naturally ; and iu such places they are taken by
dredging, and are become an article ot commerce, both raw and
pickled. The very shells, calcined, become an useful medi<ine
as an absorbent. In common with other shells, they prove an ex-
cellent manure. Stews or layers of oysters are formed in places

w liith nature never allotted as habitations for them. Those near
Colchester have been long famous ; at present then; are others

tl^t at least rival the former, near the mouth of the Thames. The
oysters, or their spats, are brouaht to convenient places, where
they improve in taste and size. It is an error to suppose, that the
fine green, observed in oysters taken fr. m artificial beds, is owing
to copperas ; it being notorious how destructive the substance or

the solution of it is to all fish. We cannot give a better account
of the cause, or of the whole treatment of oysters, than that in

the learned Bishop Sprat's history of the Royal Society, p. 307 to

309. " In May, the oysters cast their spawn, (which the dredgers

call th«ir spats) ; it is like to a drop of candle, and about the big-

ness
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ncss of a halfpeiinv. Tlif spat cleaves to st(ine>, oUloj'Ster-:-i)f-lls

.pieces of wood, and such like tilings, at the .bottom of the -..'a,

which thcv call clutch. It is probably conjectured, that the spat

in 24 hours begins to have a shell. In May, the dredgers (by the

law of the adn"iiraltv-court) have liberty to catch all oystei^, of

what size soever. VVlien they have taken them, with a knife they

<;endy raise the small brood from the clutch, and then they throw

the clutch in again, to preserve the giound for the future, unless

tbev be so newly spat, tliat they cannot be safely severed from tlie

clutch ; in that case they are permitted to take the stone or shell,

&c. that the spat is upon, one shell having many times 20 spats.

After May, it is felony to carry away the clutch, and punishable

to take any other oysters, unless it be those of size, (that is to sar)

about the bigness of an half-crown piece, or when, the two shells

being shut, a fair shilling will rattle between them. The places

where these oysters are chiefly caught, are called the Pent- Burn-

ham, Maiden," and Colne watere ; the latter taking Us name from

the Colne, which passes by Colchester and gives name to that

town. (See Colhk.) This "brood and other oysters they carry to

tj)e creeks cf the sea, at Brickelsea, Mersy, Langno, 'Fingrego,

Wivenho, Tolesbury, and Saltcoast, and there throw them into

the channel, which they call their beds or layers, where they

grow and fatten ; and in two or three years the smallest brood will

be oysters of the size aforesaid. Those oysters which they woulil

have green, they jnit into pits about three feet deep in the salt-

.njai"shes which are overllowed only at sprjng-tides, to which they

iiave sluices, and let out the salt-water until it is about a foot and

halt deep. These pits, from some quality in the soil co-operating

with the heat of the sun, will become green, and communicate
\

their colour to the oysters that are put into them in four or five

davs, though they commonly let them continue there six weeks
or two months, in which time they will be of a dark green. To
prove that the sun operates in the greening. Tolesbury pits will

ereeii only in summer ; but yet the earth hath the greater power,
firickelsea pits green both winter and sumhier : and for a further

proof, a pit withiu a foot of a greening-pit will not green ; and
tho^e that did green ver\- well, will in tune lose their qiialitv.

The ovnters, when the tide comes in, lie with their liollow

shell downwards ; and when it goes out, they turn on the otiier

side : they remove not from thelrplace, unless in cold weather,

to cover themselves in the ouse. The reason of the scarcitv of

oysters, and conseciuenlly of their dearnes^, is, bocause they are of

late years bought up by t)ia Dutch. There are great penalties bv
the admiralty-court laid upon those that fish out of tho'^e grounds
which the court api>oints, or that destroy the clutch, or that take

anv oysters that arfe not of size, or that do not tread under their

feet, or throw upon the shore, a fish which they call a five finger,

resembling a spur-rowl, because that fish gets into the oysters

»lien they gape, and sucks them out. The reason that such a pe-

nalty is set upon any that shall destroy the clutch, is because tUey
find that if that be taken away, the ouse will increase, and the

muscles and cockles will breed there, and destro)' the oysters,

they having not whereon to stick their spat. The oysters are sick

after they have spat; but in June and July they begin to mend,
and in August they are perfectly well : the male oyster is black

sick, having a black substance in the fin ; the temale white sick (as

they term it), having a milky substance in the fin. They are salt in

the pits, Salter in the layers, but saltest atsea." The oyster aiTords

the curious in microscopic observations a very pleasing entertain-

ment. In the i;lear licjuor many little round living animalcules
have been founil, whose bodies l)eing conjoined, form splierical

figures with tails, not changing their place otherwise than by sink-

liig to the bottom, as being heavier than the fluid ; these iiave

been seen frequeiitly separating, and then coming together again.

In other oysters, animalcules of tlie same kind were found, not
conjoined, but swimming by one another, whence they seemed
in a more perfect state, and were judged by Mr. Leeiiwenhoek to

be the animalcules in the roe or semen of the oyster. A female
oyster being opened, incredible multitudes of small embryo oy-
sters were seen, covered with little shells, perfectly transparent,

and swimming along slowly in the liquor; and in another female,
the young ones were found of a browner colour, and without any
appearance of life or motion. M. Joblot also kept the water run-
ning from oysters three days, and it appeared full of voung oy-
sters swimming about nimbly iu it; these iiicieaseU ia size daily ;

but a mixture of wine, or the vapour of vinegir, killed them. In

Au?u>t oysters are supirasedlo breed, because young ones are then

found in them. Mr. Leeuwenhoek, on the 4lh of August, opened

an oyster, and took out of it a proi igious number of mmute oy-

sters all alive, and swimming nimbly about iu the liquor, by

means of certain exceedingly small organs, extending a little way

beyond their shells ; and these he calls their beards. I" t.hes? lit-

tle oysters, he could discover the joinings of the shells ; and per-

ceived that there were some dead ones, with their shells gaping.

These, though so extremely minute, are spen to be as like the

large ovsters in form as one egg is to another. As to the size of

them, he computes that 120 of them in a row would extend an

inch ; and consequently, that a globulai' body, whose diameter is

an inch, would, if they were also round, be equal to 1,728,000 of

them. He reckons 3000 or 4000 are in one oyster, and found

many of the embryo oysters among the beards; some fastened

thereto by slender filaments, and others lying loose : he likew ise

found animalcules in the liquor 500 times less than the embryo
oysters.

OSTRICH. See Struthio.
OSTROGOZSK, a town of Russia, in Voronez ; 40 miles S.

of Voronez. Lou. 3<>. 11. E. Lat. 51. 0. N.
OS TROV, a town of Russia, in Pskov, on the Velika. Lon.

30. 43. E. Lat. 57. 'iO. N.
OsrUNl, a town of Naples, in Otranto, 16 miles N. \V. of

Bvindici, and 24 N. E. of Torento. Lon. 17. 49. E. Lat. 4i>.

5&. N.
OS\V.4.LD, St. the first Christian king of Northumberland,

during the Heptarchy. He totally defeated Cadwall, the British

monarch, at the village named from him St. Oswald, but was af-

terwards defeated and killed by Penda, King of Mercia, at Os-
westrv, on tlie 5th Au^. 642.

OS"\VE(JATCHY,''a lakeand river of New York. The lat-

ter runs into the St. Liwrence, iu Lon. 75. 28. W. Lat. 44.

43. N.
OSWEGO, a fort of North America, on the S. side of the lake

Ontario. Lon. 70. 35. W. Lat. 45. 15. N.
Oswego, a town and fort of New York, on theE. coast of lake

Ontario. Lon. 7f>. 36. \V. Lat. 43. 22. N.
OSWEICZEN, orOSWElZEN, atownof Poland, in Cra-

covia, 15 miles S. W. of Cracus. Lon. 19. 47. E. Lat. 50,

1. N.
OSWESTRY, an ancient town of England in Salop, 172

miles N. W. of London. Lon. 3. 3. W. Lat. 52. 52. N.
OSYMANDES, or OSYMAXDYAS, a famous king of

Egypt, who, according to some authors, was the first monarcli

who collected a great number of books for the purpose of forming

a library. To this curious collection he gave the title of Phaf-
macy of the Soul.

OSYHIS, Poet's Cassia; in botany, a genus of plants, of the

class dicecia, and order triandria. Calyx trifid ; corolla none :

female, stigma roundish ; drupe one-celled. There are two spe-

cies.

OTABALO, a province of S. America, in Quito, The lands

are chiefly laid out in plantations of corn, sugar-canes, &c. The
native Indians are very industrious, both in manufactures and
agriculture. They sow wheat and barley in furrows, putting the

grains into small holes, which, though a tedious method, is amply
repai<l by the produce. They masufacture cottons, carpets, pa-

vilions, quilts, damasks, &l' of various colours. Horses, black

cattle, and sheep, abound, and great quantities of cheese ar«

made.
Otabalo, the capital of the above province, is a large city,

and contains "about 20,000 souls, among whom are manj Spa-
niards.

OTACOUSTIC, or AURICULAR TUBE, [ara and a«r«„,5

an in:.lruiuent to facilitate the hearing. See Acoi.-stics.

OTAH.A, one of the Society Islands, in the South Se«.

OTAHEITE, a celebrated island of the South Sea, dis-
covered by Captain Wallis in 1767; visited in 1768, bv Mr.
Bougainville; and by Captain Cook in 1773 and 1774, who had
in I'tiQ sailed round the island in a boat to oUserve the transit of
Venus. Lon. from 14(). 13. to 150. 0. W. L;it. from 17. 30. to

17. 48. N. The island consists of two distinct kingdoms, which
are united by a narrow ueck of land ; the larger being cailttl by

the
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thr natives 'riarnbou. or O Tahrilee-Nin; ; the smsller one
||

Opoureonoii, or t)-('alieilPe-Eie. The circumtpreiue of both
j

HantU is about 40 leagvies; tin- larger kiiigdoni being diviUecl into
|

43tlislntls. The coimlry has a deliglitfnl romantic appearance. (I

The coast, viewed from 'the sea, presents a niosi beautiful pros-
:

pect, being elevated like an aniphilhoatrc. The island is skirted |'

with a reet of rocks and towards the sea is level, being covered

with fruit-trees of various kinds, parll- iiUuly the cocoa-nut.

About three miles from the shore, thecouiitry rises into lofty hills

terminated in peaks, covered with wood to the summits, from

which lari^e riv. i^ are precipitated into the sea. The stones every-

where appear to have been burnt. The air is extremely hcallhy

and pleasant ; the heat is not troublesome ; and fresh meat will

keep very well for two days. The winds do not blow constantly

from (he i-asi, but generally a little breeze from E. to S. S. E.

The tide rises very liltlf ; an>l, being governed by the winds, is

•very uncertain. These islanders, who inhabit huts exposed to all

the winds, and hardly cover the earth, which serves them for a

bed, with a laver of leaves, are remarkably healthy and vigorous,

and live to old age without enduring any of its inhrraities ; their

senses are acute, and they retain their beautiful teeth to the last.

There are, however, several sorts of leprous complaints, which

appear in cutaneous eruptions of the scaly kind ;, some were seen

that had ulcers upon .iitilercnt pans of their bodies : yet they

seemed little regarded bv those who were afllicted with them, and

no application whatever was used to them, not so much as to keep

oir the fl•.e^. But the excellency of their climate, and the siinpli-

t iv of llieir vegetable food, prevent almost all dangerous and

ileidiv disorders. They are sometimes afllicted with the colic,

and c'iughs are not unknown among them ; and the chiefs, who
lare more sumptuously, are sometimes attacked with a disorder

similar to tlie gout, in which tiie legs are swelled and excessively

painful. M. de Bougainville's -urgeon had seen many withmarks

of the small pox. The usual method employed here to restore

the sick to lu-alth, is by pronouncing a set form of words; after

which the exorcist applies liie leaves of the cocoa-tree plaited to

the fingers and toes of the sick ; so that nature is left to conflict

with thiMlisease, without being assisted with any salutary applica-

tion of ait. The venereal disease was entailed upon t'.iese people

by the crew of M. Boi;gainville's ships, who visited this island a

thort linte after Captain Wallis had left it. The natives distin-

guished it by a name of the same import with rottenness. How-
ever ihi-y had found a specific cure for it, as none were seen on
whom it had made a great progress, wiiin Captain Cook was
there, in 1.7t)9. The soil is a rich fat earth, of a blackish colour.

It produces spontaneously, or with very slight culture, a great

variety of the most excellent fruits; such as breixl-fruit, cocoa-

nuts, bananas of 13 sorts, plantains, potatoes, yams, sugar-canes,

ginger, turmeric ; a fruit that grows in a pod like a large kidney-
beaa; a tree called wharra, which produce a fruit something liiie

the pine-apple, and which in the East Indies is called pandanes ; a

species of tern ; and the Chinese paper-mulberry, of the bark of

which '.hey make their cloth; the Ava-Ava, the Barringlonia, with

many other rare plants, of which no description can be given suf-

ficient to convey a just idea of them. The domestic poultry re-

semble tliose of Europe ; there also wild ducks, green turtle-

cloves, lavge'pigeons, small paroquets, with beautiful red, blue,

:iikI green teal hers, king:;-fishers, large cuckoos, and blue herons.

There were no quadrupeds but dogs, hogs, and rats. No frogs,

toads, scorpion'^, centipedes, or any kind of serpent, have been
found here : there arc ants, however, but not numerous. There
is a great vaii>-tv of exc>?llent fish.

OTAKOOTAIA, an island in theS. Pacific Ocean, three miles

in circumference, di'covered by Capt. Cook, in 1777. The chief

trees were cocoa-palms ; among which were seen cuckoos, cur-

lews, herons, and great number of noddies. Lon. 178. 23. W.
Lat. 19. 51. S.

OrCHAlvOV, a strong fortified cisy of Russia, in Ekateri-
noilaf, 2Ut) miles E. of J.issi, and 376 N. N. E. of Constantino-
ple. Eon! 32. 34. E. I.at. 4ti. 44. N.
OITIEKA, ill botany, a genus of the tetrandria monogvnia

class and order. Calyx four-parted
; p,-lals four, ovate, llat

;

stigma sessile ; capsule. 'F'-here is hut one species, viz. O.japo-
tiica, a native of Japan, with a shrubby stem, and round, striatud,

purple branches,

9

OTHO, M. Salvius, the eighth emperor of Rome, born A.
D. 3'i, of a family descended from the ancient kings of Etruria.

He was among the number of Nero's favourites, was raised to the

highest offices of the ^late, and made governor of Pannonia by the

interest of Seneca, who wished to remove him from Rome, lest

Xero's love for l'oi)pffia should prove his ruin. After Nero's

death, Otlio concilia'.ed the lavour of Galba the new emperor ;

but when Galba refused to adopt him as his successor, he proiuretl

his assas^ination, and matle himself emperor. He was acknow-
ledged by the senate, but tlie sudden revolt of Vitellius ,n Gep-
manv rendered his situation very precarious. Otho obtained three

victories, hut in a general engagement near Brixellum his forces

were defeated, and he stabbeil himself when all hopes of success

had vanished, in the 37tli year of his age, after a reign of about
three months,
OTHONNA, Africam Ragwort ; in botany, a genus of the

syngenesia polygamia nccessaria class and order. Natural order,

Composit,x' Discoidcae. Calyx one-leafed, multifid, subcyiin*

drical ; down almost none ; receptacle naked. There are twenty-

seven species.

OTHRYADES, one of the 300 Spartans who fought against

300 Argives, when those two nations disputed tiieir respective

right to Thyreata. "Iwo Argives, Alcinor and Cronius, and
Othryades, survived the battle. The Argives went home locarry
the news of their victory ; but Othryades, who had been reckoned
among the number of the slain on account of his wounds, re-

covered himself, and carried some of the spoils of which he had
stripped the Argives into the camp of his countrymen ; and aftef

he had raised a trophy, and had written the word with his own
blood, vici on his shield, he killed himself,imwilling to survive tlie

deatli of his countrvmeii.
OTHRYS, a mountain, or chain of mountains, in Thessalyj

said to have been the residence of the Centaurs.

OTHUMA, a town of Arabia, in Yemen, 80 miles N. N. Ei.

of Mocha. Lon. 43, J7. E. Lat. 14. 32. N.
OTHUSand EPHIALTES, in the mythology, two giants,

sons of Neptune by Ipliimedia, the wife of the giant Aloeus.

OTIS, in ornithology, a genus of birds of the order, Cllinse.

Bill somewhat convex ; nostrils oval and open ; tongue bifid and
pointed ; legs long, and naked above the knee ; only three toes.

Gmelin mentions eleven species, and Latham nine.

O. Tarda, the Bustard, is the largest of the British land-

fowls ; the male at a medium weighing 251b. ; there are instances

of some very old ones weiglring 27 : the breadth nine feet ; the

length near four. Besides the size and dilVerence of colour, the

male is distinguislied from the female by a tuft of feathers ahoirt

five inches long on each side of the lower mandible. Its head and
neck are ash-coloured ; the back is barred transversely with black

and brigiit rust-colour : the greater ciuill-feathers are black : the

belly white : the tail is marked with broad red and black bars»

and consists of 20 feathers: the legs are dusky. These birds in-

habit most of the open countries of the S. and E. parts of Engr
land, from Doreetshire, as far as the Wolds in Yorkshire. They
are excecilingly shy, ;md difficult to be shot ; run very fast, and
when on the wing" can fir, though slowly, many miles without

resting, 'i'hey take flight "with ditViculty, and are sometimes run
down with greyhounds. They keep near their old haunts, sekloOi

wandering above 20 or 30 miles. Their food is corn and othef

vegetables, and those large earth-worms that appear in great quan-

tities on the Down before sun-rising in the summer. These ai«

replete with moisture, answer the purpose of liquids, and enable

tliein to livelong without drinking, on those extensive and dry
tracts. See Plate CXX. •

OTLEY, a town in the W. Riding of Yorkshire, 25 miles Wt
of York, and 202 N. N. W. of London. Lon. 1. 48. W. Laf.

53.54. N.
OTOUINI, OTTADINI, orOTTODINI, a nation of an-

cient Britons, sealed on the N. E. of the Brigantes, in the coun*
tries now called Northumberland, Merse, and the Lotliians.

OTOGAMIES, a nation of N.American Indi..ns, who residi

in the North-Western Territory, between the Mississippi and tli

Lake of the Woods.
OTOCJL'E, an island of S. America, in Panama Bay. Lon. 8

10. W. Lat. 7.50. N.
OTUANTO, orTERRA D'OTRANTO, a province otNi

pies ;i
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|)les ; bounded on the N. by Terra di Bari and the gul|)h of Ve- i

nice ; on Uie E. by the same gulph, and on theS. and W. by a

groat bay between that and the Basilicata. It is a mountainous

country, abounding in figs, olives, and wine.

Otranto, the capital of the above province, 37 miles S.E. of

Brindisi, and 206 i.. of Naples. I,on. 18. 35. E. Lat. 40. 20. N.
OTRICOLI, asnialltownof Italy, in the late ecclesiastical state,

and in the ducliy of Spoleto, 32 miles N. of Rome. Lon. 12. 23.

E. Lat. 42. 26. N.
OTSEGO, a county, lake, and town of New York, bounded

north by Oneida county, north-east by Montgomery, east by
Schoharie, south by Ulster, and west by Tyoga counties.

OTTAWAS, two nations of North American Indians, both in

the north-western territory, viz. a tribe who reside on the banks

of Lake Huron, near Suiganamby, and have 150 warriors. .2. A
tribe who reside near Detroit, and have about 500 warriors. 3. A
river in Canada.
OTTER, in zoology. See Mustela.
OTTERY, Sr. Mary's, a towji in Devonshire, 159 miles W.

of London, and 10 miles E. of Exeter.

OTTOMAN PORTE, a title given by Europeans to the

Grand Siguier, or the Turkish emperor ; from Othoman, the first

emperor of the Turks.

OTTONA, a town of Naples, on the Adriatic, 43 miles E. of

Aquileia. Lon. 42. 50. E. Lat. 42. 28. N.
Oval, is an oUlong curvilinear figure, otherwise called ellipsis.

See Ellipsis. However, the proper oval, or egg-shape, differs

considerably from that of the ellipsis, being an irregular figure,

narrower at one end than at another : whereas the ellipsis, or ma-
thematical oval, is equally broad at each end : though these two
are often very improperly confounded together ; even geometri-

cians calling the oval a false ellipsis.

OUALO, or HOUAL, a kingdom of Africa, on the banks of

tiie Senegal, and coast of the Atlantic, 96 miles long, from E. to

W. and 18 broad from N. to S. Tliosoil is rich, producing great

«juaiititics of maize, rice, legumes, indigo, cotton, tobacco, and

palm-trees ; the meadows feed numerous herds of cattle, and game
-and wild fowls are plentiful and very various.

OVARIA. See Anatomy.
OVARIUM, in botany, the germen or seed-bud, containing

the rudim' nti of the future seed. See Botanv.
OUARVILLE, a town of France, in the department of the

Eure and Loire, ajid district of Janville, 12 miles S. E. of

Chartres.

OVATION, [ora/io, Lat.] a less triumph among the Romans,
allowed to those comnjanders who had won a victory without

much bloodshed, or defeated some less formidable enemy.
Ovation, generally began at the Albanian mountain, whence

the general with his retinue made his entry into the city on foot,

with many flutes or pipes sounding in concert as he passed along,

and wearmg a garland of myrtle as a token of peace. The term
ovation, according to Servius, is derived from oris, a sheep ; be-

cause on this occasion the concpieror sacrificed a sheep, as in tri-

umph he sacrificed a bull. The senate, knights, and principal

plebeians, assisted at the procession,which concluded at the capitol,

where rams were sacrificed to Jupiter. The first ovation was
granted to Publius Poslhumus the consul, for his victory over the
Sabines, A.U.C. 253.

OUDE, a province of Hindostan Proper, on both sides of the
Ganges, bounded on the north by mountains which separate it

from Thibet, cast by Bahar, south by Allahabad, and west by Agra.
Its length according to major Rennel, is 360 miles from E. to W.
aud its breadth from 150 to 180.

OuDE, an ancient city in the above province, to which it gave
name, on the Ganges, near Fyzabad.
OUDENAUDE, a town of France, in the department of

the Scheldt, and late province of Austrian Flanders, 12 miles S. of

Ghent, 15 N.E. of Tournay, and 27 W. of Brussels. Lon. 3. 49.

E. Lat. 50. 51. N.
OUDENBERG, or OUDENBURG, atown of France, in (he

department of the Lvs, and late province of Austrian Flanders,

8 miles S. E. of Ostciid, and 10 VV. of Bruges. Lon. 3. 0. E. Lat.
51. 9. N.
OUDEWATER, a to\*ri of Batavia or Holland, in the depart-

ment of Delft, 10 miles S. W. of Utrecht, and 20 S. of Amster-
dam.
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OUDIPOUR, CHEITORE, orMEYWAR, a province of

Hindostan, one of the principal slates belonging to the Rajpoots.

It is about 100 miles square, and lies between Lat. 24° and
28° N.
OuDiPOUR, Cheitore, or Meywak, the capital of the above

province, in the country of Agimere, 120 miles S.S.W. ofAgt-
nice city ; and 260 S.\V. of Agra. Lon. 74. 42. E. Lat. 24.

42. N.
_

- _

OVEN, a kind of domestic furnace, used for baking bread,

pics, tarts, &c. of a circular structure, with a very low roof, well

lined, on the top, bottom, and sides, with stone ; it has a small

entrance in the front, which is exactly fitted by a kind of door.

It appears from the kiln-burnt pottery which has been discovered

in the British sepulchres, and from the British apjjellation of an
odyn or oven, that furnaces for baking were generally known
among the original Brilons. An odyn was, therefore, erected at

the mansion of each British baron, for the use of himself and his

retainers. In the year 1800, the Society for the Encouragement
of Arts, &c. conferred a bounty of fifteen guineas on Mr. S.

Holmes, for an invention of an oven, which is heated with-

out flues. The whole consists of a cast-iron oven, from the

side of which a solid piece of that metal projects into the fire,

where it constantly remains ; and, on becoming red-hot, commu-
nicates to the whole oven a degree of heat sufficient for baking

bread, while it at the same time assists the fire in roasting meat.

OUEN-TCHEOU, acity of China of the first rank, in the

province of Tche-kian, 765 miles S. E. of Peking. Lon. 1 10. 30.

E. Lat. 28. 1. N.
OVER, in general, signifies one thing being above another,

through, or from, one end to another, beyond, cross, or overthwart:

it also denotes excess, &c. thus.

Over-blow, among seamen, is when the winds blow so very
hard that the ship can hear no topsails.

Over-done, in the manege: a horse is said to be over-done
when his wind and strength are broke aud exhausted with fa-

tigue.

Over-flowing OF Lands, among husbandmen, is commonly
effected by diverting the streams of rivers, brooks, land-floods, or

springs, or some part of them, out of their natural channel ; hut

where the stream lies too low for this, they are made u?eofto
turn such engines as may raise a sufficient quantily of water to do

it. The most useful engine for this purpose is the Persian wheel,

which is a wheel fitted with buckets at its cogs, to raise the water

and discharge it on higher grounds. Where there are no streams

to turn this wheel, the farmers have recourse to pumps and other

enguies moved by the wind. Lands that lie low, near brooks,

give iTiore frequent opportunities lor these practices than those

which are near rivers; the brooks having greater falls, and the

rivers running more slow and level : but when it can be effected

by the waters of large rivers, the land is yet more enriched by it;

these waters being much more fruitful than the others. AVhen
the water is by this engine thrown into tbe trough, it is to be con-

ducted by it to the highest part of the land ; and when tliat is

sufficiently flooded, the water is to be let into a large, but not

deep, trench ; several small ones running out of which (o all parts

of the land, may convey it every where, and every part may be

enriched by it.
'

It is always proper to contrive this matter so, that

the overflowing may be often repeated, and the water quickly car-

ried off: for when it is suffered to be long upon the land in win-

ter, it is apt to breed rushes, and otlier coarse plants, ui)on the

ground.
Over-grown, on board a-ship, When the waves of the sea

grow high, the mariners call it rough-sea; but when the surges and
billows grow higher, then it is an over-grown sea.

Over-hale. In the sea-language, a rope is said to be over-

haled when drawn loo stiff, or haled tlie contrary way.

Over-hauling-, the act of opening and extending the several

parts of a tackle, or other assemblage of ropes, communicating
with blocks or dead eyes. It is used to remove those^ blocks to a

sufficient distance from each other, that they may again be placed

in a state of action, so as to produce the effect required.

O VKR-RAKE. Among seamen, when a ship, rid;n<j' at anchor, so

overheats herself into a head-sea, that she is washed by the waves

breaking in upon her, they say the waves over-rake her.

Over-reach, in the manege, is when a horse strikes his hind-

feet against his lore. The word is also used for a strain or paiu-

2 Z ful
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ful spelling of llif m.i^UT-siiu'«, of a liorM-, occii^ioned by sucii an

over-ri-acli. .

OvtR-BiDiNC, in the manege, the same with Over done,

Kipra.

Over-ruling an Objection, in law, is the rejecting or setting

cf it a'iile bv the court.

Over KUNViNG, among printers. See Printing.

. OVEUSEKUS OF THE POOR, are piibhc onicer. appointee

by statute in everv parish, to provuie for the poor therein ;
and

sometimes ihey are two, three, or four, according to the largeness

of parishes. .

OVEUSET, orOVERTlinOW, in the sea language, a ship

is said to>ovei-set "hen her lieel turns uppermost; which misfor-

tune is occasioncil eitlier by bearing too much sail, or by ground-

ing her so that she falls upon one side.

ONERFLACKEE, an island of Balavia, in the province of

Holland, situated on liie mouth of the river Maes, having the

island of Voorn on the north, Brabant on the east, the island ot

Schowen on the'soiilh, and the Goree on the west.

0\'Eiri", the same with open ; thus an overt-act signifies an act

which, in law, must be clearly proved ; and such is to be alledged

in every indictment for high-treason.

OVliRTL'RE, or OUVEKTURE, opening or preluding ; a

term used for tlie solemnities at the beginning of any public act or

ceremony ; an opera, tragedy, concert of music, &c. The over-

ture of the theatre, or scene, is a piece of music usually ending

with a fugue : tiie overture of a jubilee is a genefal procession, &c.

0\'ERYSSEL, a province of P,atavia or Holland, bounded by

Groningen on the north, by Westphalia on the east, by Zulphen

on the south, and by Gueldeiiand, the Zuyder Sea, and Friesland,

on the west.

OVICUI.UM, in the ancieDt architecture, a little ovum, or

egg : some aNo use the word oviculum for ovolo. See Ovoi.o.

"Ol'GHTRED, W-.LLIAM, an eminent mathematician, horn

and educated at Eton, in 157 J, whence he was sent to King's

College in Cambridge, of which he afterwards became fellow.

Being admitted to holy orders, he left the university about 1603,

and was presented to the rectory of Aldbuiy, near Guildford, in

Surry; and about IfiyS was appointed by the earl of Arundel to

instruct his son in the mathemutics. He corresponded with some
ot the most eminent scholars of his tin.e upon mathematical sub-

jects ; and the most celebrated mathematicians of that age owed
most of their skill to him, as young geivtlemen came from all parts

to receive his instructions. Upon hearing the news of the vote at

Westminster, for the restoration of king Charles II. hecNpired in

a sudden transport of joy, aged S8. He wrote, 1. Cla»is Mathe-
jnatica; afterwards published in English. 'J. A Dcxrription of the

double horizontal Dial. 3. Opuscula Mathematica ; and several

other works. He left also behind him a great number of papers

upon malhemalical subjects, in the museum of William Jones, es<|.

F.K.S. He had one son, whom he bre<l a watch-maker, and
wrote a book of instruction on that art tor his use.

OUIA'l'ANON, a fort of the UnUed States in the North-
Western Territory, 130 miles S. of Fort St. Joseph. Loii. 87. 38.

W. Lat. 40. 38. K.
OVIDIL'S NASO, Pl'blius, a celebrated Latin poet of the

Augustan age, was a Roman knight, born at Siilmo, B.C. 43. He
studied rhetoric under Aurelius Fuscus, and for some lime fre-

quented the bar. His progress in eloquence was great, but no-

thing could deter him from pursuing his natural inclination to

^oetry. Every thing he wrote was expressed in poetical numbers.
A lively genius and a fertile imagination soon gained him ad-

mirers: the learned became his friends; Virgil, Propertius, Ti-
biiluj, and Horace, honoured him with their correspondence, and
Auguitiij patroniseil him with tlw most unbounded liberality.

Soon, however, lie incurred his displeuMire, and was banished

to Tomos, a citv on the Pontus Euxinus, near the mouth of the

Danube, when lie was lifty years of age. The cause of this exile

is unknown, nut several (/.issages indicate that it was something he
knew of the family of Augustus. His writings in exile, although
full of flattery and impatience, failed to procure him a |)ardoii,

and he died in the sevcmh or eighth year of his banishment, in the

fiftv-sevenlh vear"of his age. He was buried at Tomos. Tiie

greatest part of his poems are exiant, consisting of his Metamor-
jjlioses, his Fasti, his Trislia, Elegies, the Heroides, three books

Ainoruni, and three de Arte Amandi, with the other de Remedi»
Amoris, his ll):s, and fragments of other poems, among which are

))art of a tragedy called .Medea. His Epistles from Pontus are

the language ..f a mean tiatterer. All his poetry is characterised

by sweetness of style, glowing CNpression, and elegance of de-
scription, mixed, however, with much licentiousness. 1 lie best

edition of his works is that of Burmann, 4 vols. 8vo.

OVIEDA, in botany, a genus of tlie angiosperinia order, and
didvnamia class of plants ; natural onier Personata. Calyx quin-
quetid ; tube of the corolla almost cylindrical above, very long ;

herrv globose and dispermous. It has two species, O. spinosa,

and "(.>. milis.

OVIEDO, a city of Spain, capital of Asturias d'Ovicdo, 50
miles N.W. of Leon, and 208 N.W. of Madrid. Lon. 5. 47. W.
Lat. 43. -'3. N.
OVILIA, or SEPTA, a place in ancient Rome, in the Campus

Nfartiiis, at lirst railed in like a sheep-pen, whence its name. Af-
terwards it was mounted with marble, and beautified with walks,

and people were called to give their suffrages for the election of
magistrates.

0\IXIA LEX, the Ovinian Law, a law of ancient Rome,
enacted to permit the censors to elect and admit among the sena-

tors the most virtuous and worthiest of the citizens.

OVIPAROUS, lo'cum, and pario, Lat.] bringing forth eggs

;

not viviparous.

0\'IS, the Sheet, in zoology, a genus of the mammalia class,

and of the order pecora. Horns concave, turned backwards, full

of wrinkles; fore-teeth eight in the under jaw, no canine teeth.

Dr. Shaw enumerates nine species. The wool of these animals is

only a congeries of very long and slender hairs oddly twisted and
contorted, and variously interwoven with one another. This, at

far as is yet known, is a clothing peculiar to the sheep kind, no
other animal having been seen to possess it. It is not, however,
the clothing of all the species of sheep, some that are found in dis-

tant nations having short hair like that of the goal. See Plate C.
O. Ammon, the Argali, or Ovis Fera of Dr. Pallas ; or the

Wild Sheep of Mr. Pennant, is supposed to be the original of the

common sheep. The horns arc large, semicircularly arched back-
wards and divergent, wrinkled on their upper surface, anil Haltish

on the under side : the neck has two pendant hairy wattles. Dr.
Pallas paid particular attention to this species. He says he " found-

tlie ovis fera, or wild sheep, in all its native vigour, boldness, and
activity, inhabiting the vast chain of mountains which run through-

the centre of Asia to the Eastern Sea, and the branches which it

sends off to Great Tartary, China, and the Indies. This wikl
animal, which our learned naturalist declares to be the musimon
of Pliny, and the ophion of the Greeks, is called argali by the-

Siberians, which means wild sheep ; and by the Russians kamen-
noi barann, or sheep of the rocks, from its ordinary place of abode.
It delights in tlie bare rocks of the A'-ialic chain just mentioned,
where it is constantly found basking in the sun ; but it avoids the

woods of the mountains, and every other object that would inter-

cept the direct rays of the glorious luminary. Us foo<l is the Al-
pine plants and shrubs it linds amoug>t the rocks. The argali

prefers a temperate climate, although he does not disdain that of
Asiatic Siberia, as there he finds his favourite hare rocks, sun-
shine, and Alpine plants ; nay, he is even found in the cold east-

ern extremity of Siberia and Kamtschatka, which plainly prove*
that nature has given a most extensive range to the sheep in a
wild state, equal even to what she has given to man, the lord of
the creation ; a fact that ought to make us slow in believing the
assertions not uncommon, which tend to prove the sheep a lo«al

animal ; or at least that it must lie confined to certain latitudes, to

possess it in all its value. The argali loves solitude, or possibly

perfect liberty, and therefore flees the haunts of all-subduing man;
hence it gradually ahumlons a country in proportion as it becomes
peopled, if no unsurmountable obstacle obstructs its flight; inso-

innch that Dr. Pallas thinks that nothing but the surrounding sea
can account for wild sheep being found in an inhabited island, a»
is sometimes the case. The ewe of the argali brings forth before
the melting of the snew. Her voung resembles much a young
kid ; except that it has a large flat protuberance in place of horns,

and that it is covered witli a woolly hair, frizzled, and of a dark
grey. There is no animal so shy as the argali, which it is almost
impossible to overtake ou such ground as it keeps to. When puiv
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sued, it does not run straight forward, but double^ unci turns like

a liare, at the same t4jne that it scrambles up and over the rorlis

with wonderful agility. In the same proportion that the adult

argali is wild and untanieable, the lamb is easily tamed when taken

young, and fed first on milk, ajid afterwards on fodder, like the

domestic sheep, as has been found on numerous experiments made
in the Russian settlements in these parts. This aiiinial formei-ly

frequented the regions about the upper Irtish, and some other

parts of Siberia, where it is no longer seen sinre colonies have

been settled in these countries. It is common in the Mongalian,

Songarian, and Tartarian mountains, where it enjoys its favourite

solitude or liberty. See Plate C
O. Aries, the Common Sheep, has the horns spirally twisted

outwards. The disposition of the sheep is so n)ild and gentle, that

although in its wild state it fears not to <lefend itself against the

most formidable antagonists ; yet, when domestic, it is the most

timid and apparently defenceless of all animals. It is of the most
extensive utility to man. We are clothed by its fleece. The
flesh is a delicate and wholesome food. The skin, dressed, forms

different parts of our apparel, and is used for covers of books.

The entrails, properly prepared and twisted, serve for strings for

various musical instruments. The bones calciiied form materials

for tests for the reliner. The milk is thicker than that of cows,

and consequently yields a greater (|uantity of butter and clieese ;

and in some places is so rich, thst it will not produce the cheese

without a mixture of water to make it part from the whey. The
dung is remarkably rich manure ; insomuch that the folding of

sheep is become too useful a branch of husbandry for the farmer

to neglect. In short, this animal has nothing Uiat does not re-

dound to our benefit. The ram is capable of generating at llie

age of eighteen months ; and the ewe can be impregnatid

when a year old. One ram is sufficient, according to fiuH'on, for

twenty-hve or thirty ewes. He ought to be large and well pro-

portioned : his head should be thick and strong, his front wide,

his eyes black, his nose flat, his neck thick, his body long and
tall, his testicles massy, and his tail long. While is best colour

for a ram. The ewes, whose wool is plentiful, busliy, long, soft,

and white, are most proper for breeders, especially when at the

same time they are of a large size, have a thick neck, and move
nimbly. Of this most useful species Mr. Kerr enumerates filteen

varieties. On account of its numerous useful purposes, the sheep

has deservedly become an object of national consideration : it will,

therefore, not be uninteresting to give a concise view of the difler-

ent breeds at present existing in Britain, and which is selected from

Mr. Culley's Practical Observations on Live Stock, &vo, secoiKt

edition, Robinson's, 1795.

Average
weight of

fieece pei lb.

no horns. ..r white faces and legs long wool

.

1 Dishlcy
'2 Lincolnshire,

3 Tees-Water
4 Dartmore Natts..

5 Exmoor ...homed ditto tlitto

6 Dorsetshire small horns ditto fine short wool

7 Herelordshire no horns ditto very fine short wool

8 South-Down.. ditto grey faces and legs ditto

9 Norfolk large horns black faces and legs fine short wool

10 Heath ditto ditto coarse long wool....

1

1

Herdwick no horns speckled faces and legs short wool
12 Cheviot ditto white faces and legs fine short wool
13 Diinficed ditto dun faces and legs ditto

14 Shetland ditto colours various fine cottony

Years old

when killed.

H

4i

To these ditlerent breeds must be added, 1. The improved Glou-
cester, or the Cotswold sheep, enlarged bv the old Leicester

Cross; producing the full-sized and well (lavoured mutton : and,

2. The Staftbrdshire Cannock-heath sheep, which resembles those

of the South Down. Both these breeds are said to be susceptible

ef great improvement by crossing, and have been highly recom-
mended to the attention of brcedei-s. Besides the native kinds, or

varieties, of this valuable animal, we cannot omit to mention the
Spanish sheep, which have within a few years been imported into

Kritain, with a view to improve the English breeds. Numerous
experiments were consequently instituted, under the immediate
superintendance of lord Somerville, and the Board of Agricul-
ture, which have been attended with the utmost desirable success.

OU-MONG, a city of China, of the first rank, in the province
•f Se-tchcun. Lon. 103. 30. E. Lat. 27. 20. N.
OUNCE, the sixteenth part of a pound avoirdupois, and the

twelfth part of a pound Troy. The word is derived from the
Latin, tmciu, the twelfth part of any whole, called as; parti-

cularly in geometrical nieasuies, an inch, is the twelfth part of a
foot.

Ounce, in zoology. SccFelis.
OUNDLE, a town of Norlhaniptonshire, 13 miles S. of Stam-

ford, and 83 N. by VV. of London. Lon. 0. 42. W. Lat. 52.
26. N.
OVOLO, or OVUM, in architecture, round moulding, whose

profile or sweep, in the Ionic and Composite capitals, is usually a
quadrant of a circle ; whence it is also commonly called the quar-
ter-round. It is usually cut with representations of eggs and ar-
row-iieads or anchors placed alternately.

OU-POEY-TSE, a name given by the Chinese to a kind of
ests made by certain insects upon the leaves and bi-anches of the
tree called ycn-fou-tse. These nests are much used in dyeing,
sad the physicians employ them for curing many dibtcmpers.

Some of these nests were brought to Europe, and put into the-

hands of the celebrated Mr. Geoflroy, who found some confor-

mity in them to those excrescences which grow on the leaves of

the'elm, aiid which the vulgar call elm-bladders: he found these

nests so sharp and astringent to the taste, that he considered thera

as far su|)enor to every other species of galls used by the dyers.

According to him they are the strongest astringents existing in the

vegetable kingdom. It is certain that there is a great afliuity be-

tween the ou-poey-tse and the ehn bladders.

OUR EM, a town of Portugal, in Estreraadura. Lon. 7. 40.

W. Lat. 39. 34. N.
OUUIQUE, atoyvnof Portugal, in Alentejo, 24 miles S. W,

of Beja, and 32 S. E. of Lisbon. Lon. 8. 49. W. Lat. 38. 26. N.
OUROOSTE, a small but populous island of the East Indies,

four miles from Batavia. It is only three-fourths of a mile long,

and half a mile broad.

OURRY, or NEW ALDERNEY, an island in the South Pa-

cific Ocean, discovered by Captain Carteret in 1767. It is one of

Qiieen Charlotte's Islands; and is about ten miles long,, and five

broad. Lou. 165. 19. E. Lat. II. 10. S.

Ol'R'i'E, a department of Fiance, formed out of the late Aus-

trian Netherlands. The capital is Liege.

OUSE, in geography, a river of Sussex, which passes by Lewis,,

and falls into the channel below Newhaven.
OusE, a river of Yorkshire, which passes by Aldborough, York,

Selby, &c. and after receiving the Whaif, the Derweiit, the Aire,

and the Don, from the S.W. joins the Trent on the borders of

Lincolnshire; where the united streams form the Ilumber, 17

miles W. of Hull.

t^usE, a river of Canada, which runs into Lake Erie, in Lon.

79. 30. W. Lat. 42. 30. N.
OusE, another river of England, which rises near Fitwoll in Ox-

fordshire, and falls into the sea at Lynn-Regis in Norfolk.
OUSEL,
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OL'SEL, a species of Motacilla, wliich see.

Ol/SIOiT, a province of Egypt.

. OUSOOU, a town of Hindosian, in Mysore ; 19 miles S. E. of

Bang.ilorc, and 69 E. N. E. of SeriiiRapatam.

OL'S'l'EU, or DLSPCSSEblSIONf, in law, an injury which

carries w ith it tlie amotion of possession ; for by means of it tlie

wrong doer gets into the actual possession of (he land or heredita-

ment, and obliges him tliat hatli a right to seek, a legal remedy, in

order to gain possession, toi;etlier with damages. This ouster

may either be of the freeliold by abatement, intrusion, disseisin,

tliscoiitinuance, and deforcen>eiit; or of tliattels real, as an estate

by statute-merchant, statute-staple, or elegit, or an estate for years.

Ouster le .Mais', Amovkre .Manum, in law, denotes a livery

of lands out of tlie king'» hands; or a judgement given for him

that traversed, or sued, a monstrans le droit. When it appeared,

upon the mailer being discussed, that the king had no right or title

to the land seised, judgement was given in chancery, that tlie

king's hand be amoved ; and ouster le main, or aiiiovt-as manum,
was therefore awarded to the Cscheator, to restore the land, &c.
All wardships, liveries, ouster le mains, ^c. are now taken away
and discharged bystat. 13 Car. II.

OUSTIOl'G, a province of the Russian empire, bounded on
the N. by Dwina, E. l)y tlie forest of Zirani, S. by Wologda, and
W. by Cargapol and Waga.
OvsTiouG, the capital of the abo'e province, seated on the

river Suchan. Lon. 43. 25. E. Lat. 61. 48. N.
OU IS, Plur, in British politics, a common expression for per-

sons out of place, and uiipensioned ; opposed to the Ins, or those

in olTice or administration. It is only used in the plural.

OU-TCHANG, a city of China, of the iirst rank, in the |)ro-

\incc of Hou-quang, 582 miles S. of Peking. Lon. 113. 50. E.
Lat. 30. 36. N.
OU-'rCHEOU, a city of China, of the first rank, in Quang-si,

near the province of Quang-tong. Lon. 110. 32. E. Lat. 23.

28. N.
Ol"nM.\CS, a nation of North American Indians, who reside

in the North-Western Territory, between lake Michigan and St.

Clare.

OU-TING, a city of China, of the first rank, in the province
of Yun-nan. Lon. 102. 0. E. Lat. 25. 53. N.
OUTL.VVVRY, is the punishment of a pci-sonwho, being called

into law, and lawfully, according to the usual forms, sought, does
contemptuously refuse to afipcar. The effect of being outlawed at

the suit of another, in a civil cause, is tlie forfeiture of all the per-
son's goods and challi-ls to the king, and the profits of his land,
while the outl.iwry remains in force. If in treason or felonv, all

the lands and tenements which he has in fee, or for life, and all his

goods and chattels, are also foileited : and besides, the law inter-
prets his absence as a sufficient evidence of guilt ; and without re-
quiring farther jiroof, accounts the person guilty of the f^ct, on
which ensues corruption of blood, Jl-c. However, to avoid inhu-
in.inity, iio man is entitled to kill him wantonly or wilfully ; but
in so doing he is ruilty of murder, unless it happens in endeavour-
iiig to apprehend liim : for any body may arrest an outl:-w, either
of his own head, or by writ or warr.int of capias uttagatum, in or-
der to bring him to e.xecutiun. If after outlawry, in civil cases, the
defendant puhldy appear, he is to be arrested' by a writ of capias
utlagatuni, and committed till the outlawry be'reversed : which
reversal may be had by the defendant's appealing in court, (and in
tl e king's lunch, by sending an attorney, according to slat. 4 and
5 VV. and M. cap. 18,) and any plausible circumstance, however
trifling, is in general sufficient to reverse it ; it being considered
only as a process to force appearance. The defendant must, how-
ever, pay full costs, and must put the plaintiff in the same condi-
tion as if he had appeared before the writ of exigi facias was
awarded. It is appointed by magna charta, that no freemen shall
be outlawed, but according to the law of the land. A minor or a
woman cannot be outlawed. In Scotland, outlawry ancienllv
took place in the case of nfusal to fulfil a civil obligation, as well
as in criminal cases. At present, however, it only'takes place in
the two cases of flying from a criminal prosecution, and of appear-
ing in court attended by too great a number of followers. IVit
the defender, upon appearing at any distance of time, and offering
to sMud trial, is entitled de jure to have Hit! outlawry reversed,
and to be admitted to trial accordingly, and even to bail, if the
offence be bailable. Sec Waive.

OUTLICKER, in a ship, a small piece of timber made fast to

the top ol the poop, and standing out right a-stern. At the out-

most end thereof is a hole, into which the standing part of the
sheet is reeved.

OUTWORKS, in fortification, are all those works made with-

out-side the ditch of a fortified place, to cover and defend it. See
FoKTIFtCATJO.V.
0\ UM. See Egg, and Ovolo.
Ovum Anguinum. See Angui.sum.
OWEN, Dr. John', an eminent and learned dissenting minister,

born in 1616, at Hadham, in O.sfordshire, of which place his fa-

ther was vicar. At 12 years of age he was admitted into Queen's
College, 0.\ford, and in 1635 was made A. M. but soon after, dis-

approving the new regulations made by Archbishop Laud their

chancellor, he was obliged, in 1637, to leave the university; when
taking orders, he became chajilain to Sir Robert Dormer of Ascot
in Oxfordshire, and tutor to his eldest son. Me was afterwards
chaplain to John Lord Lovelace of Hurley in Berkshire. When
the civil war broke out, he opsnly avowed the cause of the parlia-

ment, which caU'-ed his uncle to disinherit him. When Lord
Lovelace joined the royal army, .Mr. Owen went to London, and
soon after joined the non-conlormists. The Earl of Warwick
gave Mr. Owen lh<» living of Cogge»lial, where he soon left the
Presbyterians, and formed a church oi Independents. He was
now sent for several times to preach before the parliament ; arid

Cromwell was so pleased with him, that he took him to Ireland,

where he remained about half a year. Soon after Cromwell sent
him into Scotland ; fuit he also returned Irom thence after about
half a year's slay at Edmburgh. He was then promoted to tliR

deanery of Christ-churcli, Oxford, whither he went in 1651 ; and
Cromwell, being now chancellor of the university, nominated him
his vice-chancellor. The next year he was created D. D. Dr,
Owen enjoyed the post of vice-chancellor five years; during
which he behaved with the greatest moderation to the royalists.

At the death of Cromwell, he was removed from the vice-chan-
cellorship; and at the Restoration was ejected from his deanery
of Christ-church, when he retired to an estate he had purchased
at Hadham. Lord Clarendon afterwards offered to prefer him if

he would conform, but he declined. He died at Ealing in I6S3.
Dr. Owen was a very voluminous writer. His greatest works are,

ail Exposition of the Hebrew, 4 vols, folio; Treatise on Original
Sin, 8vo ; and Sermons and Tracts, 1 vol. folio.

Owen, Henry, a late learned divine, born in 1715, in Mon-
mouthshire, and educated first at Ruthin, and next at Jesus Col-
lege, Oxford, where he took the degree of M. D. He afterwards
entered into orders, and became vicar of Edmonton, in Middle-
sex, and St. Olaves; London. Hi> works are, 1. Observations
oil Scripture Miracles: 2. Remarks on the four Gospels: 3. In-
quiry into the LXX Version: 4. Sermons preached at Boyle's
Leciure. 5. Introduction to Hebrew Criticism: 6. Modes of
Quotation used by the Evangelists: 7. Sermons, 2 vols. He
died in 1795, aged" SO.

Owen, Thomas, a judge of the common pleas, son of Richard
Owen, Esq. of C^ondover, in Shropshire. He was educated at

Oxford, and having taken liis degree of A. M. he left the univer-
sity, and entered hiniself of Lincoln's Inn in London, where be
became an eminent counsellor. In 1583 he was elected Le.it
reader to that society. In 1590 he was made Serjeant at law, and
queen's Serjeant soon after. In 1593, he was made judge of the
common pleas; which office he executed with gre.it abtUtics and
integrity. He died in 1598, and was buried in Westminster Ab-
bey, where a monument was erected to his memory. He was a
learned man, and a patron of literature. He was the author of
Reports in Ihe Common Pleas, Loud. 1656, folio.

OWEKRA, or OVEIRO, a town and territory of Guinea, in
the kingdom of Benin. The climate is unhealthy, and the soil
drv, yet it produces cocoa-nuts, bananas, &c. Lon. 6. 0. E.
Lat. (3. 0. N.
OW EY, an island on the N. W. coast of Ireland. Lon. 6. 21,

W. Lat 55. 3. N.
OWHYIIEE, the easternmost, and by far the largest, of the

Sandwich islands. Its greatest length from N. to S. is 28}. leagues,
its breadth 24, and its circumference nearly 300 English miles. It
is divided into six large districts; two of which on the N. E. siHd
are separated by a mountain, that rises in three peaks, which are
perpetually covered with snow, and m;iy be seen clearly at 40

leagues
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leagues. T« the north of this moiintain, the coast consists of high

and steep clilfs, down which fall many beautiful cascades. The
•whole country is covered with cocoa-nut and bread-fruit trees.

The peaks of the mountain on the N. E. side are about half a mile

in height, and entirely covered with snow. To the S. of this

mount, the coast presents a prospect of the most dreary kind, the

whole country appearing to have undergone a total change by
some dreadful convulsion. Among the plantations are a few huts,

(or shelter to the labourers ; but there are no villages at a greater

distance from the sea than four or live miles. There are supposed

to be on this island about IjO,000 inhabitants, "The men are

above the middle size, stout, well made, and fleshy, liut not fat.

Their colour is brown olive. The women are in general mascu-

line, though there are some exceptions. The features of both

sexes are good, and some cf the females are really fine women.
They are very healthy, anil some live to a great age. They are

all thieves, without exception. The custom of tattowing prevails

greatly among tliem, but tlic men have a nmch larger share of it

than the women. Both men and women are very cleanly in their

persons; the latter wash their whole bodies in freshwater twice

ajid sonielimeii three times a-day.

OWL, in ornithology. See Strix.
OWLING, so called from its being usually carried on in (he

night, is the ofience of transporting wool or shei p out of this

kingdom, to the detriment of its staple manufacture. 'Ihis was

forbidden at common law, particularly by stat. 1 1 Edw. 111. c. 1,

wlien the importance of our woollen manufacture was lirst attemi-

ed to ; and there are now many later statutes relating to this of-

fence, the principal of wli.ich are those enacted in the reign of

Queen Elizabeth, and since. The xtat. 8 Eliz. c. 3, makes the

transportation of live sheep, or embarking them on board any
ship, for the first offence, forfeiture of goods, and imprisonment
for'a year, and that at the end of the year the left hand shall be
i:ut off in some public market, and shall be there nailed up in the

openest place ; and the second ofti-nce is felony. The statutes i2
Car. II. c. 3:^, and 7 and 8 Will. III. c. ?8, make the ex|)ortation

of wool, sheep, or fuller's earth, liable to pecuniary penalties, and
the forfeiture of the interest of the ship and cargo, by the owners,

if privy ; ajid confiscation of goods, and three years imprisonment,

to the master and all the mariners. A-.d the statute 4 Geo. 1. c.

1 1, (amended and farther enforced by 12 Geo. II. c. 21, and 19

Geo. 11. c. 34,) makes it transportation for seven years, if the pe-

nalties be not paid.

OW^L'S HEAD, two capes of North America: 1. on the W.
side of Penobscot Bay: 2. on the S. E. coast of Nova Scotia.

Lon. 62. 50. W. Lat. 44. 42. N.
OX, a gener.ll appellation for male black-cattle; but which

Strictly denotes a castrated bull. See Bos. The best time for

castrating bulls is at the age of puberty, or when they are eighteen

niontlis or two years old ; when performed sooner, they often die;

but if they survive the operation, such generally grow larger and
fatter as have been castrated a few days after birth. The ox is

the only horned animal in these islands that will apply its strength

to the service of mankind. The best time for inuring him to la-

bour is at the age of iv.'o and a half or three years. It is now ge-

nerally allowed, that, in the draught, oxen are in many cases more
profitable than horses; their food, harness, and shoes, being
cheaper; and should they be lamed, or grow old, an old working
beast will be as good meat, and fatten as well, as a young one.

There is scarcely any part of this animal without its use. The blood,
fat, marrow, hide, hair, horns, hoofs, milk, cream, butter, cheese,

whey, urine, liver, gall, fp'.een, bones, and dung, have each their

particular use in manufactures, commerce, and medicine.
OXALATES, salts formed by the oxalic acid. This genus of

salts was first made known by Bergman, who described the greater

number of them in his Dissertation on Oxalic Acid, published in

1776 These salts may be distinguished by the following proper-
ties: 1. When exposed toured heat, their acid is decomposed
and driven oil', and the base oidy remains behind. 2. Lime-water
precipitates a white powder fiom their solutions, provided no ex-
cess of acid is present. This powder is soluble in acetic acid, after

being exposed to a red heat. 3. The earthy oxalates are in gene-
ral nearly insoluble in water: the alkaline oxalates are capable of

combining with an excess of acid, and forming super-oxalates
much less soluble than, the oxalates. 4. The insoluble oxalates

VOL. IV.-^NO. 16S.

are rendered easily soluble by an excess of the more powerful
acids.
" Oxalate of Strontian, first examined by Dr. Hope, and

afterwards by Vauquelin, is readily formed by mixing a solution

of oxalate of potass, and nitrate of strontian. It immediately pre-

cipitates; it is a white insipid powder; soluble in 1920 parts of
boiling water. Heat decomposes it by destroying the acid. It is

composed of 40'5 parts of acid, and o9'5 strontian." System of

Chemistry, Vol. II. p. 406—410.
OXALIC ACID, an acid formed native in the juice of the

oxalis acetocella, or wood-sorrel, and in some other acid vegeta-

ble juices. The oxalic acid is prepared artificially, by boiling a
sullicient qtiantity of nitric acid with a variety of vegetable and
animal substances, such as sugar, mucilage, alcohol, animal-jelly,

S:c. Thus one ounce of sugar is put into a retort, with tliree

ounces of strong nitric acid. During the solution, great quantities,

of the nitrous acid escapes: heat is to be applied till the nitrous

gas is driven off. Three ounces more of nitric acid are to be
added, and the boiling continued till the fumes cease, and the co-

lour of the liquor vanishes. Pour out the liquor into a wide shal-

low vessel, and, when it cools, crystals will be formed, which may
be collected and dried on unsize<l paper. The crystals thus ob-
tained may be again dissolved in, distilled water, and evaporated

to obtain new crystals. In this way oxalic acid may be obtained

froiii the substances above enumerated, and many others, as alco--

hoi, gum, honey, &c. It was formerly called acid of sugar, or

saccharine acid. Prepared in this way, oxalic acid is in a con-
crete state, crystallized in four-sided prisms, terminated in two-

sided summits. They are white and transparent, and have consi-

derable lustre. They have a sharp taste, and change vegetable

blues into a red colour, and produce the same effect on all vege-
tables, excepting indigo. The acid properties of this substance
are so strong, that one part of concrete oxalic acid gi\es to 3,600
parts of water the property of reddeiiing paper stained with turn-

sole. When exposed to heat it is volatilized, partlv in a liquid,

and also in a crvstalline form. It cainiot be decomposed but by
a very great heat. Its fixity is such, that none of it is sublimed:
when its solution is raised to the boiling pitch. It is not affected:

by exposure to air, or oxygen gas. It oxidates all the metals, ex-
cept gold, silver, platinum, and mercury. Muriatic and acetous

acids dissolve but do not alter it. Sulphuric and nitric acids de-

compose it by heat. Its composition, ascertained by I'ourcroy

and Vauquelin, is 77 parts of oxygen, 13 carbon, and 10 hydro-
gen. For its affinities, see Chemistry.
OXALIS, Wood-Sorrel; a genus of the pentagynia order,,

and decandria class of plants ; natural order, Gruinales. Calyx
pentaphyllons; petals connected at the heels; capsule pentagonal,

opening at the angles. There are 96 species.

O. AcETosELLA, the Co.MMON WooD SoRREL, grows natu-

rally ill moist shr.<ly woods, and at the sides of hedges in many
parts of Britain, and is seldom adniilted into gardens. The roots

are composed of many scaly joints, wliicli propagate in great

plenty. The leaves arise immediatt-ly from the roots upon single

lon^ foot-stalks, and are composed of three heart-shaped lobes,.

They are gratefully acid, and of use in the scurvy, and other pu-
trid disorders.

OX-EYE, in botany. See Buphthalhu.m.
Ox-eye, in ornithology. See Certhia.
Ox-fly, in entomology. See Oestrus.
OXFORD, the capital of Oxfordshire, celebrated for its uni-

vewity, is pleasantly situated in a plain fruitful country. In the

year 806 the university of Oxford was begun under the auspices of

St. Griinbald; but was not established by royal authority till 886,

wiien it was visited by tlie great king Alfred. The first who pre-

sided and read divinity-lecuires in it was St. Ncnth, assisted by
St. Grimbald ; Asser the monk, professed grammar and rhetoric ;

John, monk of the church of St. David, gave lectures in logic,

music, and arithmetic ; and John the monk, colleague of St.

Grimbald, taught geometry and astronomy. The Danes in the
reign of Edward plundered and burnt the place ; and soon after

Harold Harefoot practised the most inhuman barbarities here, ir>

revenge for some of his men who were killed in an affray ; so that

the most melancholy remove of the students ensued, and the uni-

versity remained almost extinct, a lamentable spectacle, till the

time of William the Norman. About 1)29, Robert Pulcn began
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10 read leclurcs in divinity ; anil such was llie resort of stiulents

to it, tlial ill llif r>i!»ii ot king John tliere were not fewer than

soon. Koliert .I'Oitv, a NoVnian, to whom William the Con-

qMcror liaJ given lllc•"^^ealest part of it, built a castle on the west

sidi- of it, in 1071. "in a palace built by Henry I. was born

Kichard I. comnionlv called Cteur <le Lion. About the tenth ol

liing Jolm, there happened a ijuarrel between the citizens ;'nd stu-

dents; in cunsequence of which many of the latter quilted it, but

relumed again a few years afterwards. Here Henry III. held a

parliament to settle the ditVerenccs betwixt him and his baions

;

when he contimicd the i)riviloge> granted to the university by his

predecessors, aii<l added othei-s. In this reicjn the students are said

to have been 30,000, who were all excommunicated by tlic pope

for some rudeness to his legate. In the time of Durw Scotus, we

are told thai 30,000 scholars attended his lectures. Matthew Paris

styles the university ot Oxford, ' the second school of the church

after Paris, and tiie very foundation of the church.' 'J'he popes

liad before this honoured it with the title of I'niversity, which

ihey bad conlerred bv their decrees on no other but that of Paris,

this of Oxford, and "iho^e of liologna and Salamanca. Colleges

began about this time to be founded and endowed. The follow-

ing is a list ol them, with the time when, and the persons by

whom, they were loiinded :

CollegesI

'

J-ouiidi-rs. King's reign.

University King Alfred Alfred.

Baliol, Sir John I'.allol, father to the

king of Scots Hen. III.

Mt-rton Walter Merton, lord chancel-

lor and bishop of Ro-
chester ICdw. I.

Oriel Edward I! Edw. II.

ExHer Walter Stapleton, lip Edw. II.

Qneen's lU.hert Eglest^eld, B. I) Edw. HI.

Kew College William of Wickham, Bp. of

Winchester, lord chan-

cellor Edw. HI.

Lincoln Richard Fleniint^ Bp. of Lin-

coln : Hen. VI.

All-Souls Hugh Chicheley, Abp. of

Canterbury Hen. VI.

Magdalen William Wainflect, Bp. of

Winchester, lord chancellor.Uen. VI.

Brazen-Nose William Smith, Bp. of Lin-
coln, and Richard Sutton,

Esq Hcn.VilL
Corpus Christi Richard Fox, Bp. -of Win-

chtater, and lortl privy seal.Hen.VHI.
Christ-Church Henry 'I'lII. and Cardinal

Wolsey Hwi.VIII.
Trinity Sir Thomas Pope Mary.
St. John Baptist Sir '1 homas White, mercliant

of London Marv.
Jesus Queen Elizabeth , Elizabeth.

'Wadham Nicholas and Dorothy Wad-
ham James 1.

Pembroke Thimias Ti^dale, Es(|. and Dr.
Richard \\ hitwick J.-mws I.

Worcester was called Gloucester-hall till lately, when it was en
(lowed by Sir Thomas Coke, and made collegiate. Hartibrd was
Hait-hull till 1740, when it was erected into a college by Dr.
Richard Newton. All these are richly endowed, and have fine

gardens, libraries, chapels, ic. The most considerable of these

colleges are Magdalen and Christ-church, which are as noble
foundations as any in the world. The church of the fatter is the

cathedral, and has a dean, eight canons, eight chaphiins, eight

singing men, eight choristers, a teacher of music, and an organist.

Each of the colleges has its visitor ap;ninted by its statutes, .except
Chiist-chuich, which is snlvject to the visitation of the sovereign
alone. The oilier remarkal)le buildings belonging to the univer-
sity are. 1. the public schools; C. the Bodleian or public library ;

3. Ratcliffe's library, a inrjst elegant structure, for building and
furnidiing which, t>r. RatclilVe Icil 40,000/.; 4. the theatre, built

by Sheldon, archbishop of C'anlerlnirj ; i. the museimi, in which
is an eiaboralory and a lepositor) lor natural and aitificial rarnies

aft<laiui<iuities; 6. the ClaiBiidon prinlin^j-honse, so called, be-

cause it was built partly with the money arising to the university

by the sale of lord Clarendon's history. To the south of Magda-
len college lies the physit-garden, insiiiutecl by the earl of Danliy,

and much improved by Dr. Sherrard: It contains live acres, in

which is a complete series of such plants as grow naturally, dis-

posed in their respeetive classes ; together with two neat and con-
venient green-houses, .stocked with a valuable collection of exo-
tics, and a hot house, where various plants brought from the

warmer climates are raised. The whole body of the university,

including professors, fellows, and students of ail sorts, exceeds
3000. Each college has its parlic.'uhr statutes and rules for go-
vernment. Tlure are four terms in the year for public e.\ercises,

&c. and particular days and hours fur public lectures, by the se-

veral profes.sors. The university is governed by a chancellor,

high-steward, viee-chancellor, two proctors, a public orator. See
Opator. a keeper of the archives, a register, three esquir-

-

beadles, and three yeomen-beadles. See University. The
city has had the same privileges granted to it us London, particu-

larly an exemption from toll, all over England. It was made an
episcopal see in 1 J41, when Robert King, the last abbot of Ose-
ney, was elected bishop. It is governed by a mayor, high-steward,
recorder, four aldermen, eiglit assistants, two bailiffs, a town-clerk,
two clunnberlains, all that have borne the office of bailiff arid

chamberlain, and twenty-four common-council men ; but these
are subject to the chancellor or vice-chancellor of the university

in all aflfuirs of moment ; and not only the mayor, but the princi-

pal citizens, and sheriif of the county, take an onth to maintain the
privileges of the university. The city, including the colleges, is

a place of consideralde magnitude, having thirteen parish-churches,
besides the cathedral, well built, clean, and regular. It is 20
miles S. W. of Buckingham, 40 S. W. of Bedlord, 45 S. E. of
Worcester, and 38 W. by N. of London. Lon. 1. 10. W. Lat.
51. Aj. N.
Oxford, a sea-|jort-town of Maryland, on the eastern shore, in

Talbot county, 48 miles S. E. of Baltimore, and i'28 S. W. of
Philadelphia.

Oxford, or Oxfordshike, a county of England, which made
part of the territory of the ancient Dobiini, bounded on the W.
by Gloucestershire; on the S. by Berkshire; on the E. by Buck-
inghamshire. It extends oO miles from N. to S. and 35 from E.
to W. The air is pleasant, and the soil rich and fertile. 'I he
lower parts consist of meadows and corn-lields, and the higher
were covered with woods till the civil wars; in which they were
so entirely destroyed, that wood is now extremely scarce, except
what is called the chiltern, and so is coal ; of consequence fuel

bears an exorbitant price. The county is extremely well watered
;

for besides the Isis, Tame, Cherwell, Evenlode, and Wiiidrush,
there are many less rivers and brooks. One of the four great
Roman ways passes quite through this county, entering at the pa-

il rish of Chimier, and going out at that of Goring.
OXGANG, or OXGATE OF LAND, is generally taken, in

old law-books, for 15 acres, or as much ground as a single ox can
plow in a year.

OXIDATE, OXIDATION, OXIGENATED, CXI-
GRNATION, OXIGENE. See Oxvdation, Oxygexated,
OxYGF.N, &c.
OXIDE, a substance haviirg oxygen for one of its constituent

parts, but in a less proportion than is sufficient to constitute an
acid. Oxygen enters into coiubination with a great variety of bo-
dies, whieii combinations may be divided into two sets: l'. Those
which possess the properties of acids; and, 2. Those which are
destitute of these properties. The first set of compounds are dis-

tinguished by the term acids; to the second, the term oxide has
been appropriated. By oxide, then, is meant a siibslance com-
posed ot o.xygcn and some other body, and destitute of the pro-
perties which belong to acids. It is by no means uncommon to
find a compound of the same base and oxygen belonging to both
ot these sets, according to the proportion of oxygen which eiitei-s

into the compound. In all these cases, the smaMer proportion of
oxygen constitutes tlie oxide; Ihe larger the acid. Hence it fol-

lows, that oxides always contain less oxygen than acids with the
same base. See Chemtstiiy, Oxygen,' and Oxydation.
OXONIA, or OXONIUM, the classical name of Oxford.

From its pleasant situation, it was called by Antoninus, Bellositum,
and Calleva.

OXOPHYLLUM.
V
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OXOPHYLLl'M, in botany, a genus of llw monadflphia

pentandria class and order. Natural order, Tnhilatip. Style

one; calyx tive-tootlied ; petah five, long; filaments sheath'ng

tlie style, five-toothed at top; teeth antherilerous ; stigma one;

capsule five-celled. There is but one species, O. tcetiduin, a

shrub of Guiana.
OK-'rONGUE, in botany. See PicRis.

OXUS, orJIHUN, a large river of Asia, nuich taken notice

of in ancient histories; it runs a course of about 260 miles from the

•Caspian sea to the lake Aral.

OXYCHATE, [oJw.{«1ov, from o|i/f and x.-jaw,] in pharmacy, a

TTiixture of water and vinegar, used to assuage, cool, and refredi.

The usual proportion is one spoonful of vinegar to five or six

•spoonfuls of 'Aater.

OXYDATION, the process by which hotiies are converte<l

Into oxides, particulai'h' applied to the conibining of oxygen and

rnetallic substances. The process of oxydation is effected more
rapidly when metals are exposed to the action of heat; and, in-

deed, many metals require a very high temperature to produce
the combination, while it cannot l)e accomplished in others by the

greatest degree of heat that can be produced. Tliis proce.-.s vvas

iormerly called calcination, or calcining the metal ; and the pro-

duct, now denominated an oxide, was distinguished by the name
of calx or calces, from its beiiig reduced to the state of powder, in

tl'.e same way as limestone, by burning. Metals differ very much
from each other in the circumstances in which this oxydation takes

place, as iii the teni])erature which is necessary, the facility of the

combination, the propoitions of ox\ gen which combine, and the

force of aflinity between the constituent parts of the oxide. Some
inetals are oxydaled in the lowest temperature, as, for instance,

iron and manganese ; while others require the greatest degree of

heat that can be applied. Such are silver, gold, and platina.

During the process of oxydation, metals are divested of their lus-

tre; and, alter increasing considerably in weight, they exhibit an

earthy appearance. Chemists, from this circunislflnce, have long
conjectured, that all earths are metallic oxides, and that they are .vll

susceptible of reduction to a metallic state, provided there be any
matter for which oxygen has more powerlul elective attraction

than that by which it is kept in combination with the bases nf the
oxides. This has been in part verified by the experiments of

Dr. Daw.
•0XY£)RAC;E, an ancient warlike nation of India, who confe-

derated with the Catheri and Malli, aga nst the invasion of Alex-
ander the Great : but were defeated.

OXYGEN, [from o|t/r, acid, and yivvwui, to produce,] in clie-

TTlistry, a sul:)stance whicli constitutes the base of oxygen gas, and
which enters into combination with several substances forming
those classes of bodies called acids and oxides. See Chemistry.
Oxygen is considered as one of the elements incapable of decom-
position ; nor will it adinit of being exhibited by itself, or of

being produced in its simple stale : for, at the moment of its be-

coming free, it unites with the light, and caloric, or heat. of the
surrounding medium, and thus forms what has been severally de-

, nominated vital air, fire-air, dephlogisticated, or i)ure air, and
Jaslly, oxygea-gas. See Gas. The peculiar character of this

elastic fluid was first developed bv Dr. Priestley, whose experi-
rncirts have been confirmed, and the properties of gas-oxygen
fully e,\plained, by Lavoisier, Cavendish, and other illustrious

chemical piiilosophers. From their discoveries it appears, that

-this uncompounded invisible matter can be known only in its com-
binations; th-at it forms a constituent part of the atlno^pheric air,

in which it exists in the proportion of 27 or 1'8 parts to 100. Far-
ther, oxj-gen may be separated not only from the atmospliere, but
also from water; from all acids; and also from vegetables exposed
to the rays of the sun. By this natural process, a considerable
portion of it is evolved from the leaves of plants during their per-
spiration, in consequence of solar heat: thus, when oxvgen is car-

ried to their roots, by means of the circulating fluids, it is be-
lieved to promote their growth ; tliou.->h, if it be absorlied too co-
piously, and rapidly, it is unfavourable to vegetation. On the
contrary, a very large proportion is requisite to conduce to the
crowth, and to nourish the vitality of animals. So universally
diffused is this substance, that it is supposed to exist in all bodies,

whether of the vegetable, animal, or mineral, kingdoms, and par-

ticularly in certain metallic calces or oxid« ; such as ruddle, ca-

lamine, burnt clay, &:c. which, on account of the large quantity

of the acidifying principle they contain, are conjectured to be of

considerable utility as manures. For the metliod" of obtaining the

oxygen giis, see Gas; and for the alfinities of oxygeu, see Che-
mistry.
OXYGENATE, to combine any substance with oxygen.

OXYGENATED, combhied with oxygen.

OxvGF.SATED Muriatic Acid. See MuRiATrc.
OXYGENATION, the combination of an acid with oxygen.

OXYGLYCU, a species of drink, prepared of the sw' etest

honey-combs macerateil and boiled. Tlu! combs, from which all

the iioney has been expressed, are put into a pot with pure water,

and boiled till they seem to have deposited all their contained

honey in the water. This liquor is to be kept, and when diluted

will) cold water, is to be drank in the summer-time, in order to

remove thirst.

OXYGONTOUS, [frpm ofi/t, siiarp, and y»vw, an angle,] in

geometry, -acute-angled.

OXY'MEL, [of-j/y-sxi, ofi/f, and (^I'x,] in pharmacy, a mixture of

honey and vinegar, which are boiled to the consistence pf a syrup.

See Pharmacy.
OXYMORON, [ofupLuifov, Gr.] a rhetorical figure, in which

an epiliiet of a quite contrary signification is added to any word.

See Oratory.
OXY-MURIATE, a salt formed by the combination of the

oxy-muriatic acid, with ditiferent bases. " Though the oxy-

muriatic acid was discovered," (says Dr. Thomson,) by Scheele,

it was not till 1786, that BerlhoUet discovered the possibility of

combining it with diftereiit bases, and forming that class of salts

now named oxy-muriates. These salts cannot be formed by dis-

solving the dilierent bases in the acid, while liquid, in conse-

quence, perhaps of the strong affinity it has for water; but may
be easily formed by the following process: Dissolve the base

which is to be combined with the acid, or its carbonate, in waler,_

or mix it with water if it be insoluble, and putting it into one of

Woulfe's bottles, cause oxy-muriatic acid, in tlie state of gas, dis-

tilled in the usual manner, to pass through it. The acid combines

with the base, and (if a carbonate be used) an effervescence takes

place, owing to the disengagement of the carbonic acid gas. As
the base becomes saturated with acid, the oxy-muriate gradually

precipitates in the state of crystals. At the same time with the

oxy-muriate a quantity of common muriate is formed ; but it may
be easily separated by dissolving the salt in a small quantity of

boilini! water, and allowing it to cool ; the greater part of the oxy-

muria'tes fall down in crystals, whereas the other salt remains Ih

solution. The oxymuriates may be cUstinguished by the follow-

ing properties : 1 . 'When heated moderately they give out a great

(|uantlly of oxygen gas, and are converted into common muriates.

2. When mixed with combustibles, llicy detonate with much
greater violence than the nitrates. This detonation is occasioned

not onlv bv heat, but by friction and percussion, and often takes

place spontaneously. 3. Soluble in water, and capable of crystal-

lizing when the solution cools. 'J'he greater number of them

Imve been but slightly examined; owing probably to the difficulty

of forming them rapidly. Some of them, however, liave been in-

troduced into the process of bleaching, with much advantage.

OXY-MUKIATIC ACID, -an arid composed of muriatic acid

and oxvgen; It is also called oxygenated muriatic acid. See

M'JRiATic Acid, Oxygenated.
OXVREGMIA, in medicine, a sourness of the stomach, occa-

sioning acid belches.^

OXYRRHODINE, [of./5joiiv«, ofi/?, and e^J",] a mixture of

two parts of oil of roses with one of vinegar of roses.

OXYTOCtIA, [from or-'t, sharp, and nx™, to bring forth,]

in midwifery, medicines given to promote delivery.

OY ER, [oyer, old Fr. to hear,] a court of oyer and terminer

is a judicature where causes are heard and determined. This

word, in law-books, seems to have been anciently used for what is

now called assises. See Assise.

OYES, \_n>/ez, Fr. hear ye,] is the introduction to any procla-

mation, or advertisement given by the public criers, both in Eng-
land and Scotland. It is thrice repeated, it is also frequently

used by the criers in our courts, on making proclamation, or to

enjoin silence.

OYSTER, in zoology. See Ostrea.
Oyste.is,
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OvsTEKS, FossiLE. The largt^st bed that is known of fossile

oystcR is that ntar Heading in 15eiksliiie. Tiiey are entirely

shaped, and have the same substance with tlie recent ovster-sliells;

and yet since the oldest histories that uiention the place give an
account of them, we must suppose they have lain there for a long
time. 'I'hey txtend over no less than six acres of ground.
Oystkr Island, an island of Massachusetts, near the S. E.

coast, in a bav or harbour to which it gives name. Lon. 70. 24.
\V. Lat. 41. J3. N.
Oyster-shells, are an alkali far more powerful than is gene-

rally allowed, and in all probability much better medicines than

many of the more costly and pompous alkalis of the same class.

The proof of alkalis is in their solution by acid spirits , and Mr.
Homberg found, that they dissolved far easier in acids of nitre and
sea-salt, than either pearls or coral, or indeed than any of the rest.

This he supposes to be owing to their containing in the body of

the shell a large portion of sal salsus, which is easily perceivetl
upon the tongue, and which keeps the whole substance of the
shell in a sort of half-dissolved state. These shells produce very
sensible ell'ects on the stomach, when it isinjured by acid humours.
Instead of preparing oyster-shells for medical use bv calcination,

Mr. Homberg recommends them to be powdered in a mortar.

OZ.t.XA, [oi'<t>ro, fronit/u^; ozaie, Fr.] a malignant ulcer of
the nose, distinguished by its toetor, and often accompanied with a
caries of the bones of the nose. See Surgery.
OZAMA, a river of Hispaniola, which runs into the sea belovr

St. Domingo; in Lon, 70. 33. W. Lat. 18. 18. N.
OZANA.M, James, an eminent French mathematician, born

at lioligneu.\ in 15resse, in 1640, of a wealthy tamily. His father
designed him for the church ; but his mathematical genius shewed
itself so early, that he made that study his profession. He taught
that science at Lyons. In 1702 he w'as admitted into the Royal
Academy of Sciences ; and died of an apoplexy in 1717. He was
of a mild and serene temper, of singular generosity, and oC a
cheerful disposition. His works are very numerous, and have
met with a|>probation. The principal are, 1, Practical Geometry,
It'mo. 2. A Mathematical Uictionary. 3. A Course of Mathe-
matics, 5 vols. Svo. 4. Mathematical and Philosophical Recrea-
tions, the most complete edilio;i of which is that of 1724, in 4 vols.

Svo. 5. An Easy Method of Surveying. 6. New Elements of
Algebra, a work much commendeil by M. Leibnitz. 7. 'I'heore-

tical and Practical Perspective, ic.
OZWTEZIN, a town of Poland, on the Weitchel, 34 miles W.

of Cracow. Lon. 19. 10. E. Lat. jO. 10. X.

P.

Tj a labial consonant, being the fifteenth letter of the alph-ibet,
-* 9 and the eleventh consonant. The sound is formed by ex-
pressing the breath somewhat more suddenly than in forming the
sound of 4; in other respects these two sounds are pretty much
alike. When p stands before t or s, its sound is lot ; as in the
•words psnlnis, psychologij, ptoleimiic, ptisa?i, &c. When placed
before A, they both together have the sound of/; philosoplii/, phi/sic,
fcc. P and B are so like each other, that in ancient inscriptions,
and old glossaries, these two letters have often been confounded.
Several nations still pronounce one for the other, the Welcli and
Germans particularly, who say, pnmim cinum, for bnnum vinum.
Among the Latins, as often asa'n s followed, the I) was changed into
a/;, asicriio, scripai. St Jerome observes, on Daniel, that theHe-
brewshad no P ; but that the ph served them instead thereof; add-
ing, liiat there is but one woril in the wliole Bible read with a P, viz.
apadno. As an abbreviation P stands for Publius, Pondo, &c.
P. A. DIG. for Patricia Dignitas; P. C. for Patres Conscripti

;

P. V for I'ubhi Filius; P. P. for Proposituni, or Propositum pub-
lice; P. R. for Populus Uomanus; P. R S. for Pra;toris senteu-
tia; P. R. S. P. for Prases provincii. P. M. among asUonomers,
is frenucntly used for post meridiem, or afternoon. On the French
com P denotes those that were struck at Dijon. In the Italian
music P stands for piano, or softly ; and P. P. P. for pianissimo, or
Tery softly. Among physicians P stands for pugil, or the eighth
part of a hanrlful ; P. .V.. partc> xqiiales, or equal parts of the in-
gredients ; P. P. signifies pulvi; patrum, or Jesuit's bark in pow-
der ; and ppt. preparatus, or prepared. .\% a numeral, P was used
among the ancients to signifiy the same with the G. viz. 100:
though Baronius thinks it rather stood for seven. When a dash
was added a-top of p, it stood for 400,000. The Greek tt signi-
fied 80.

"^

PA, two towns of China of the second rank, 1. in Petche-li,
50 miles S. of Peking: 2. in Se-tchuen, 693 miles S. of Peking.
Lon. 100. 24. E. Lat. 31. 51. N.
PARBAY, an island of Scotland, in Invernesi-shire. It has a

coBical appearance, and rises to a peak considerably higher than
the adjacent isles. It is nearly circular, and its diameter is about
two miles and a lialf. It is very fertile, except on the north-west
Lan. 7. 14. W. Lat. J7. 55. I<. I

PAl'BLUM, among natural pliilosophers, the same with fuel.
i'ACAJP^S, a district of Buecos Ayres iji lUe province of La

Paz, containing some rich silver-mines. Tiie air is mild, some*
times cold ; the pastures are good, and cattle its chief commerce.
PACE, a measure taken from the space between the two feet of

a man walking ; usually reckoned 2\ feet and in some men a yard
or three feet. The geometrical pace is five feet; and (J0,000 sucli

paces make one degree on the equator.

Pace, in '.he manege, is of three kinds, tIz walk, trot, and gal-

lop ; to which may be added amble, because some horses have it

ii-iturally.

PACEM, a kingdom of India, in the island of Sumatra; de-

'

pendent on Acheen.
Pacem, the capital of the above kingdom, 120 miles S. E. of

Aclieen. Lon. 97. 15. E. Lat. 5.0. N.
PACHA, a title of honour and command in the East, nearly sy-

nonymous with bashaw. See Bashaw.
PACHACAMAC, or PACAMAC, a valley of Peru, in South

America, ten miles S. of Lima; celebrated for its pleasantness and
fertility.

Pachamac, in Mythology, the name given by the Peruvians to

the Supreme God ; to whom the temple in the above valley was
dedicated, and after whom the valley and town were named.
PACHUCA, a town of Mexico, famous for its silver-mines, of

which, Gemelli says, it has 1000 within six leagues. It lies 45
miles N. N. E. of Mexico.
PACIFIC OCE.\N, that vast ocean which separates Asia from

America. It is called Pacific, from the moderate weather the first

mariners who sailed in it met with between the tropics; and it was
called South Sea, because the Spaniards crossed the isthmus of

Daricn from N. to S. when they first discovered it;, though it is

properly the Western ocean with regard to America.
PACIFICATION, in matters of polily> signifies the restoring

of the pulilic Iranciuillity. Hence.
P.VCIFICATOU signifies much the same with mediator, or

one who endeavours to reconcile princes or states at variance. See
Peace, and Treaty.
PACK, in commerce, denotes a quantity of goods, made up in

loads, or bales, for carriage. A pack of wool is seventeen stone

and two pounds, or a horse's load.

PACKAGE, is a small duty of one penny in the pound, paid
for all goods not particularly rated.

PACKERS, persons whose employment it is to pack up all

7
"

goods
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goods for exportation ; which tliey do for the great trading coin-

nr.iiifs and merchants of London, and are answerable if tlie goods

rerrive anv dama'je through bad package.

TACKET, orl'ACKKT BOAT, a vessel appointed by the

government to carry tiie mail of letlci-s, packets, and expresses

I from one kingdo\i) to another by sea in tl>e most expeditions man-

ner. Thus, the packet-boats, under the direction of the post-

master general of Great Britain, carry the mails from Dover to

Calais, from Falmouth to Lisbon, from Harwich to Helvoetsluys,

and from Parkgate to Dublin. See Post.
PACTOLUS, a river of Lydia, called Clirysorrhoas, from its

rolling down goldeii sand, according to Herodotus, Plutarch..

Pliny, and Strabo ; rising in mount Tmolus.
PAC TYA, an ancient country of India, mentioned by Hero-

dotus, which Major Rennel supposes to be the modern Pchkely.

PACY, an ancient town of France in the department of the

Eure and late province of Normandy ; eight miles S. by E. of

Vernon.
PADAN-ARAM, in ancient geography, literally signifies the

plains of Aram, or Syria; translated by the Seventy simply Me-
sopotamia, or Mesopotamia of Syria ; by the Vulgate Syria.

PADANG, a sea-port and fort of Sumatra, on the W. coast, be-

Ion;^ing to the Dutch. Lon. 99. 46. E. Lat. 0. 50. S.

PADDOCK or PADDOC-COl'KSE, is a piece of ground
encompassed with pales or a wall, and taken out of a park, for

exhibiting races with greyhounds, for plates, wagers, or the like.

PADERBORN, a duchy of Germany in Westphalia,

one of the indemnities, having the county of Lippe on tlie

N. and W. Hesse-Cassel and Waldec, on the S. and Munster,
on the W. Its length is about 40 miles, and its breadth 30. Some
parts of it yield good pasture, and feed great numbers of cattle

;

but it is not very fruitful in corn.

Padekborn, the capital of the above, 40 miles N. W. of Cas-
sel, and 60 S. VV. of Hanover. Lon. 8. 55. E. Lat. 51. 46. N.
PADOGI, a punishment used in Russia. The body of the

criminal is stripped to the waist, and then laid upon the ground

;

one slave holds the head of the person to be punished between
his knees, and anotlier the lower part of the body ; then rods are
applied to the back till some person gives notice to desist, by cry-

ing out enough! This punishment is considered in Russia merely
as a correction of the police, exercised on the soldier by military

discipline, by the nobility on theh" servants, and by persons in au-
thority over all such as are under their command. After the ac-

cession of Elizabeth to the throne of Russia, the punishments were
reduced to two kinds, viz. the padogi and knout.

PADRON, a town of Spain, in Gallicia, on the Ulla; 12 miles
S. of Compostella, and 15 S. of St. Jago. Lon. 8. 17. W. Lat.
42. 40. N.
PADSTOW, a sea-port town of England on the N. coast of

Cornwall, on the Camel, near the Bristol Channel, 19 miles W.
of Launceston, and 243 W. by S. of London. Lon. 4. 45. W.
Lat. 50. 42. N.
PADUA, an ancient, large, and celebrated city of Italy, capital

of the P.-.duano. Lon. 11. 55. E. Lat. 45. 24. N.
PADUAN. among medallists, those counterfeits of antique

medals properly that were struck in the seventh century, by an
Italian painter born atv Padua; but olten used in general for all

counterfeit medals.
PADUANO, a small province of Italy, in the late territory of

Venice. It is so fertile in corn, wine, and vegetables, tliat Dr.
Oppenheim calls it " a second Paradise, and the garden of Eu-
rope."

PADUS, anciently caili-d Eridanus, a river famous for the fable

of Phaeton. It rises m mount \'esulu3, in the Alpes Cottia?, and
discharges itself at seven months, into the Adriatic. Now
tiie Po.

Padus, in botany. See Prokus.
P.E.'\N, among the ancient pagans, was a song of rejoicing sung

in honour of Apollo, chiefly used on occasions of victory and
triumph. See Apollo.
PiEAN,in the ancient poetry, a foot consisting of four syllables;

of which there are four kinds, the pa:an primus, secundus, &c.
Paian prinms consists of one long syllable and three short ones, or
the trochius andpyrrhichius, as tempori'bijs

; pa;an secundus con-
sists of a short syllable, a long, and two short, or an iambus and a
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pyrrhichius, as piiientiii ; psan tertius cor.sists of two short sylla-

bles, a long, and a short one, or a pyirhirhius and a trocha-us, ?s

ani'niiitiis
;
p»an quartus consists of three short syllables :'.iid a

long one, or a pyirhirhius and iambus, as ci?leri''as.

PiEDERIA, in botany, a genus of tlu- inonogynia order, and
pentandria class of plants. Contorted; l.erry void, brittle, two-
seeded ; style bifid. There are tv.o species, climbers of the East
Indies.

IM'-DEBOTA, a genu; of the monojynia orler, and pentan-
dria class of plants; natural order, Contorla;. Berry empty, brit-

tle, and (lispermou; ; stj le bifid. There are three s|)ecies.

P.EDOBAPTISM ; infant baptisn;, or that conferred on child-

ren ; from nai;, infant, and /5«irTiTf*«,-, baptism. This has been
the subject of great conlrover.sy in ihecluircli. See .Anabaptists,
Baptists, &:c.

P/EDO-BapTist, one who baptises infants ; or pleads for the doc
trine of infiint-baptisni.

P/EDOTK13A, in ar.tiquity, one of the four officers in the

ancient Gvumasium, whose business was to teach the e.vercises nic-

clianically, v.ithout their theory.

PAEFENHOFFEN, a town of France, in the department of
the Lower P.hine, and late province of Alsace. Lon. 7. 38. E. Latw

48. 4S. N.
P.EMANT, an ancient nation of Gallia Belgica, supposed to

have inhabited the W. part of the late duchy of Luxemburg.
PiEONI.A, a country of Macedonia, on the banks ot the Stry

mon. Liv. xlii. c. 51.

P.EONiA, PioKY ; a genus of the digynia order, and poly.

andria class of plants ; natural order, Multisiliqua;. Calyx
pentaphyllous ; petals live; no styles; capsules polyspermous-.

Tlicre are five species, most of them hardy, herliaceous, flowerv

perennials, with tuberous roots, sending up strong annual
stalks. The P. oflicinalis was formerly celebrated in nervous dis-

tempers, Init the present practice pays very little regard to it.

PyESTU.M, a town of Lucania, on the Sinus Pa;stinus ; called

Posidoiiia by the Greeks.
PAGANj! Blaise Francis, Count of, an eminent French ma-

thematioian, born at Avignon in Provence, March 3, 1604. He
became a soldier at 14, and signalized himself in an extraordinary

manner on many occasions, particularly in the passage of the

Alps, and at the barricade of Susa. LouisXIII. made hiin lield-

marshal, and sent him envoy to Portugal in 1642. The same
year he became entirely blind by the loss of his eye at the siege of
Montauban, having before been deprived of the sight of the other

by a disorder. He then turned his attention to mathematical
studies, and wrote, 1. a Treatise on p'ortifications ; 2. Geometrical
Theorems; 3. Theory of the Planets; 4. .\stionomical Tables;
5. an Historical Relation of the River of the Amazons, Svo. He
died at Paris Nov. 18. 1665 ; unmarried.

Pagan. See Mythology.
Py\GANAL!A, certain festivals observed by the ancient Ro-

mans ill the month of January. They were instituted by Servius

Tullus, who appointed a certain number ot villages (pa.;i,) in each

of which an altar was to be raised for annual sacrifices to their tu-

telar gods; at which all the inhabitants were to assist, and give

presents in money, according to their sex and age» by winch

means the number of country people was known. The servants

upon this occasion ofilered cakes to Ceres and lillus, to obtain

plentiful harvests.

PAGANIS.M, the religious worsliip and discipline of pagans;

or, the adoration of idois and false gods. See Idolatry, Slysv

TEKiES, Mythology, and Polytheis.m.

PAGE, a youth of state retained in the family of a prince or

great personage, as an honourable servant, to attend in visits of

ceremony, do messages, bear up trains, robes, &c. and at the same
time to have a genteel education, and learn his exercises. The
pages ill the king's household are various, and have various offices

assigned them, as pages of honour, pages of the presence-chamber,

pages of the back stairs, &c.

PAGEANT, a triumphal car, chariot, arch, or other like pom-
pous decoration, variously adorned with colours, flags, &c. carried

about in public shows, processions, &c.

PAGO, one of the four islands of the Quamaro, in the gulph of

Venice, separated from the continent of Morlachia by a narrow

channel. Its ancient name is supposed to have been Portunata.

3B Ir
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It e^tLMiils from N. to S. over agaiiii.t maritiine Croatia, or tlie

mciintain Morlacca. It is about 50 milfs long; it» breadtli is iin-

Miiial. It lias a large iiUernal salt-water-lake 15 miles long from

S. to N. into wliicli llu- sea enters by a canal not above a quaiter of

a mile broad in some \,Uc'S. 'lliis lake is Irequentcd by the tunny

fsh. There are also two smaller lakes on tbe island ; one near

Viajstb, abounding in fish; and one near Slabine. In this island

the winter is dreadfully coM, and the summ<r scorehingly hot.

The in.-teors are exceedingly irregular in summer; sudden whirl-

winds are fretjuent and heavy sli<nvei-s of rain : the lait are hurtful

to the inhabitants of one part of the island, and favourable to the

cultivation of the opposite end. They cultiv^ile neither corn nor

oil, but plenty of wine, and an immense quantity of salt. 'J'he

f>t!ier products are wool, honey, and salt-fi-ih.

Pago, the ca|)ital of the above island.

PAGOD, or PAGODA, a name wliereby the East-Indians call

the temple in whicli they worship their gods. The best account

of tliese temples is conta'ined in a pajier in the Asiatic Researches,

loncerning the sculptures, See. at Mavalipuram, a few miles N. of

Sadras, aiid known to seamen by the name of the seven pagodas.

'J"he monuments which Mr. Chambers (who communicated the

paper) describes, appear, he says, I o be the ruins of some great

city decayed many centuries ago. " They are situated close to

the sea, between Covclong and Sadras, somenhac remote from

the high road that leads to the diuerent European settlements.

And when visited in 1776, there was still a native village adjoining

to them which retained tiie ancient name, and in which a number
of bramins rciided that seemed perfectly well acquainted with the

subjects of moit of the sculptures to be seen there. " Proceeding

on by the foot of a hill on the side facing the sea, there is a p.igoda

rising out of the ground of .one solid stone, about 16 or 18 feet

iiigh, which seems to have been cut upon the spot, out of a de-

tached rock that has been found of a proper size for that pur-

pose. The top is arched, and the style of architecture according

to which it is formed, different from any- now used in those parts."

Beyond this a numerous group of human figures in bas relief, con-

siderably larger than life, attract attention. They represent

considerable persons, and their exploits, many of which are now
|

very indistinct through the injuries of time, assisted by the corrod-

ing nature of the sea-air; while others, protected from that el

inent, ai-e as fresh as when recently linished. The jiill, which is

at first of easy ascent, " is in other parts rendered more so, by
very excellent stcp^ cut out iji several jilaces, where the communi-
catioQ would be (IjIThuU or impricticable without ihein. A wind-
ing stair of this sort leads to a kind of temple cut out of the solid

rock, with some figui'es of idols in high relief upon its walls, very
well tinislied, and perfectly fresh, as it faces the west, and is there-

fore sheUert-d from the sea-air." This temple our author conjec-

tures to have been a place of worship appertaining to a palace:

some remains of which still exist, and to which tliere is a passage
from the temple by another flight of steps. This finishes the ob-
jects " on tli.it part of the upper surface of the hill, the ascent to

which is on the N. but on descending from thence, you are led

round the hill lo the opposite side in which there are steps cut from
the boltom to a place near the summit, where is an excavation that

seems to have been iiitendevl for a place ofworship, and contains va-

rious sculptures of H indoo deities. The most remarkable of these is a

gigantic irgure of Vishnou, asleep on a kintl of bed, with a huge
snake-wound about in many coils by way of pillow for his head;
and these figures, according to the manner of this place, are all of
one piece hewn from the body of the rock." 'I'hese works, how-
ever, although they are uncpiestioiiably stupendous, are, in ourau-
thor's opinion, surpassed, by others about a mile and a half S. of
the hill. " They consist of two pagodas of about 30 feet long by
CO feet wide, and about as ni^iny In height, cut out of the solid

rock, and each consisting originally of onesingle stone. Near these

also stand an elephant fid) as big as life, an 1 a lion inucli largiMlhan

the natural size, but very well executed, each hewn also out of one
stone. The great rock above described is at some distance from
the sea, perhaps 50 or 100\ards, and in that space the Hindoo
village before mentioni'd stood in 1776. Rut close to the sea are
tlie remains ot a pigoda built of brick, and dedicated lo Sib, the

greatest part of which has evidently been swallowed up by that

el>'nienl ; for the door of the innermo.'^t apartment, in which the

idol is placed, and before which there arc always tv/o or three

spacious courts surrounded with walls, is now washeil by the waves,
and the pillar used to discover the meridian at the tmieot iountling

the pagoda is seen standing at some distance in the sea. In the
neighbourhood of this building there are some detached rocks,
wliich are washed also by the waves, on which there appear
sctdpturcs, though now much worn and defaced. And the natives
declared to the writer of this account, that the more aged people
among them remend)ercd to have seen tlie tops of several pagodas
far out in the sea, w hich being covered with copper (probably gilt)

were particularly visible at sun-rise, as their shuiing -iurface used
then to reflect tlie sun's rays, but that now that effect was no longer
produced, as the copper had since become incrusted wilji mould
and VL-rdcgrease." From these circumstaiues it is probable that
llie maanificentcity, of which these appear lo be part of the ruins,
has been destroyed partly by an eavtiupiake, by which the rock
was rent, and partly by a sudden inundation of the sea occasioned
by this commotion ot the earth. The term Paged or Pagoda is

also sometimes used for the idol itself.

P.vgoda, or Pagod, is also the name of a gold and silver coin,
current in several parts of the East Indies.

PAGON, or St IGNATIUS, one of the Marian Islands. It

is 36 miles in circumference, and 30 N. of Amalagan.
PAGOUA BAY, a bay on the E. coast of Dommica. Lon

61. 19. W. Lat. 15. IS. N.
PAGUISA, or PAQl'ISA, a country of S. America, on tha

W. coast; 30 miles N. ofCobiia.
PAJAROS, or ISLANDS OF BIRDS, a cluster of islands on

the coast of Chili ; t.'4 miles N. W. of Cogilin'bo bay.

PAI.MROEUF, a sea-port-towu of France, in the department
of the Lower Loire, on the mouth of the Loire, 20 miles W. of
Nantes. Lon. 1. 53. W. Lat. 47. 15. N.
PAIN, an uneasy sensation, arising from a sudden and violent

solution of continuity, or other accident in the nerves, membranes,
vessels, muscles, &c. of the body. Pain, according to some, con-
sists in a motion of the organs of sen'e ; and, according to others,
it is an emotion of the soul occasioned by those organs. As the
brain is the seat of all sensation, so it includes that of pain. Boer-
haave, and most authors on this subject, assign a stretching of the
nerves as the only immediate cause of pain : but as the nerves do
not appear to consist of fibres, this cause of pain does not seem lo

be well founded. Many kinds of pain are met with in medical
authors: such as a gravitative pain ; in which there is a sense of
weiglit on the part affected, which is always some lieshy one, as

the liver, &c. A pulsative pain ; v^hich, Galen says, always suc-

ceeds some remarkable infiaminalicn in tlie containing parts, and
is observed in abscesses while suppurating. A tensive pain, which
is also called a distending pain : it is excited by the distension of
some nervous, muscular, or membranous part, either from some
humour, or from flatulence. An acute pain is, when great pain is

attended with cpiick and lively sensations : a dull pain is, when a
sense of numbness is as much complained of as the jiaiii is. The
mediate and more remote causes of pain are generally obvious ;

and vihen so, the cure will consist for the most part in removing
diem: for though in many instances tlie chief complaint is very
distant from the seat of these causes, yet their removal is the pro-

per method of relief. See Medicine. Perhaps all pains may be
included, with irritation, in those that hare spasm or inflammation
forlheir source. When pain is owing to inWainmation, the pulse

is quicker than in a natural state; it is also generally full, hard,

and tense; the pain is equal, throbbing, and unremitting. If a
spasm is the cause, the pulse is rarely ali'ected ; at intervals the

pain abates, and then returns with some degree of agitation
; gen-

tle motion s Jinetimes abates, or even cures, in some instances :

but in inllamniatiiry cases no such eti'ects arc ever experienced.
See Dr. Lobb's Treatise on Painful Distempers. The pain so
fretpiently attendant on women in child-bed, called afler-pains

(from their happening only after being delivered of a child,) are
often occasioned by scooping to fetch away coagulated blood,
which is a needless endeavour. When no improper treatment in

ilelivering the secundhies can be suspected, the irritability of the
uterus alone is to be considered as the cause. Care should he
taken not to confound these after-pains with, or mistake the pains
aHending puerperal fevers for, the colic. After-pauis come by
fits, and soon go otf ; but return at dilTerent interval^ which are

longer each day, and alter two or three days are usually at an end,

though
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tlioii;;h sometimes they contliuie seven oi' eight days : notwith-

Itaiufuig these pam-i, the lochia liow properly, and gfiierally more
abunduntly after tlie cessation of each lit : this does not liappen in

colicky complaints, nor is the belly so free from tumefartiLn when

the puerperal fever is attendant. As these pains are of the spas-

modic kind, anodynes and gentle opiates, with frequent draughts

of warm caudle, camomile-tea, &c, are all thai are required in or-

der to their rehef. Among the various causes of pain, a singular

one is related in vol. iii. of the Lond, Med. Obs. and Inq. p. 241,

&c. Some persons who had taken told durin; dieir being salivat-

ed, were alllicteil with pains which resisted all the usual methods
of relief. At length the author of the narrative suggested li;e

cause ; and by e.\citing a fresh salivation the pa'us abated : tlie

spitting was kept up a little whde, and permitted to obatc with
some caution ; and thus the cures were completed.
PAINSVVICK, a town of Gloucestershire; 7 miles S. E. of

Gloucester, and 101 W . by N. of London. Lon. 2. 11. W. Lat.
31.46. N.

PAINTING.

PAINTING is the art of representing to the eyes, by means

of figures anu colcurs, every object in nature that is discernible by

the sight ; and of sometimes expressing, according to tlie princi-

ples of physiognomy, and by the attitudes of the body, the various

emotions of tlie mind. A smooth surface, by means of lines ami

colours, represents objects in a state of projection ; and may repre

sent them in the most plea^^aut dress, and in a manner most capa-

ble of enchanting tlie senses. This art is entitled to claim the

earliest antiquity. The scriplures furnish num -10115 proof> timt

the art of drawing had in very early ages arrived to considerable

perfection, and the remains of Eiiypii'ii sculpture still extant,

shew that people to have been to'eiaule prolicients in delineating

the outlines of men and animals, hut the ancient Greefe appear to

have greatly exceeded in taste and correctness of figure and ex-

pression. The Romans, inspired by emulation, imitated the

Greeks, and ailhough they neve, attained the excellence of theii'

masters, have left multiplied specimens of correct knowdedge in

the human outline. Long after the fall of their empire, Italy

produced a succession of men who brought the art of drawing al-

most to its greatest possible perfection. 'The ancient Persians vver"

so far from excelling in the arts, that the iiaintings of Egypt were

highly esteemed among them after they had conquered that coun-

try. The only ancient painter of Persia, whose name is preserved,

is Manes; and he is more celebrated for his attempt to accommo-
date the Persian theology of two first principles, to the Christian

system, than lor his skill as a painter. He was famed, however,

for drawing straight lines without a ruler. The iiaintings of Thi-

bet are remarkable for the fineness of their strokes; and in this

consists their chief merit. It is asserted by some authors, that the

Chinese have no idea of perspective, and that their representations,

of the human figure, are mere caricatures: but we have seen Chi-

nese productions, which fully evince, that they have artists, who
stand in the first rank, as painters of the human form ; and who
are well versed in the principles of perspective. The ancient in-

habitants of Etruri, were the first wlio connected the arts with the

studv of nature. In some of their monuments which still remain,

there is to be observed a first style, which shews the art in its in-

fancy ; and a second, which, like the works of the Florentine ar-

tists, shews more of greatness and exaggeration in the character

than precision or beauty. Pliny says that painting was carried to

great perfection in Italy before the foundation of Rome ; but it

appears that even in his time the painters of Etruria were held in

great reputation. The only Etrurian paintings, which remain,

have been found in the tombs of the Tarquins. They consist of

long painted frizes, and pilasters adorned with huge figures, which
occupied the whole space from the base to the cornice. These
paintings are executed on a ground of thick mortar, and many of

them are in a state of high preservation. The art of painting may be
considered as in its infancy in Greece, till about B. C. 400, when
Zeuxis and Parrhasius flourished. By Aptlles, Protogenes, ;ind

Kuphranor, the art was carried to the greatest height of perfection.
'

Grace, svmmetry, proportion, and illusion, were now added by
the greatest masters to the noblest objects of nature. The paint-

ings of the ancient artists were either moveable; or on the ceilings

or compartments of buildings. According to Pliny, the most
eminent were those who painted moveable pictures. The latter were
either on firwood, larch, boxwood, or canvas; sometimes on mar-
ble. When they employed wood, they laid on first a white

ground. Among the anti(iuities of the Ilerculaneum are four

paintings on white marble. Their immoveable paintings on wall;

were eitiicr in fresco, or on clry stucco ;n dislempcr. Iiulred all

the ancient paintings maybe reduced to, first, fresco-painting;

secondly, water-colour, or distemper-painting on a dry ground ;

and, thirdly, encaustic painting. i"he ancient fresco-paintings ap-
pear to have been ahvajs on a white stucco-ground, the colours
inlaid very deep, and the drawing nnich more bold a(! 1 Iree than
any similar performance of modern art. The outlines of the an-
cient p^iintiiigs on fresco were probably done at onre, as appears

I

from the d>_pth of the incision and the boldness and frvedoin of the
design, eciual to the care and spirit of a pencilled outline. In ge-
neral the ancients painted on a dry ground, even in their buikl-

iiigs,as appears from the Ileixulanean anticjuitics, most of which
are -executed in this manner. At Rome and Naples, the first

(deepest) coat is of true Puzzolana, of the same nature with the
terras now used in mortar, required to keep out wet, about one
finger thick ; the next of ground marble or alabaster, and some-
times of pure lime or stucco, in thickness about one-third of (lie

former. Upon this they appear to have laid a coat of black, and
then another of red paint; on which last the subject itself was ex-
ecuted. .Such seems to have been their method of painting on
walls ; but in their moveable pictures, and in the performance of
their first artists, and where the effects of shade and light were ne-
cessary, they doulMle'SS used white. The colours employed they
seem to have mixed up with size, of which they preferred that

made by boiling the ears and genitals of bulls. This appears to
have made the colours so durable and adhesive, that the ancient
paintings lately found bear washing with a soft cloth and water;
and sometimes even diluted atpiafortis is employed to clean their

paintings on fresco. Pliny says tliat glue, dissolved in vinegai-

and then dried, is iiot again soluble. What the encaustic painting

of the ancients was, has been much disputed. From the works of
Vilruvius and Pliny, it appears evidently that it was oi three
kinds: 1. Where a picture painted in the common way, was
covered with a varnish of wax melted, diluted with a little oil,

and laid on warm with a brush. 2. Where the colours themselves
were mixed up with melted wax, and the mixture used while
waim. And, 3. Where a painting was executed on ivory by
means of the ccstrum or viriculuni. Of white colouring sub-

stances, the ancients had white lead variously prepared, a white
from calcined egg-shells, and preparations from cretaceous and ar-

gillaceous earths. The moderns in addition have magistery of
bismuth, little used ; and ought to have the calcssof tin and zinc.

Of blacks, the an( ients had preparations similar to lamp, ivory,

blue, and Frankfort black ; also to Indian ink and common writ-

ing ink ; and they used what we do not, the precipitate of the
black dyers' vats.

" The ancients possessed a species ( f vcrmillion

or fine cinnabar, a coarser cinnabar, red lead, various earths burnt
and unburnt, apparently similar to our red ochre ; \"enetian reil,

Indian red, Spanish brown, burnt terra de Sienna, and Searltt

ochre ; they had also a substance alike in colour and in name to

our dragon's blood. The yellow pigments of the ancients were
gcnerically the same with our orpimcnts, king's yellow, Naples
yellow, &c. They did not possess turbith mineral, mineral yel-
low, or gamboge ; nor do they appear to have known of gall-

stone as a p'gment. (^f blue paints they had preparations from
the lapis syanus and lajjis armenus. Indigo they had, and perhaps
bice and smelt ; for they made blue glass, hut whether from some
ore of cobalt or of wolfram must be uncert-ain ; th( \ had not I'rus^

t sian
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iaii blue, vcrd.ti-r, nor Ikmiis, wliicli we li:ive. W e do not use

the blue [irecipitatc of the dyers' vats, nor niountaiii-bUie, wbicb

they certainly emploved. Of green c.ilonrs they Inul verdcgiise,

terra vert, and niala'chite or mountain-crieen. Ths latter !s not

in use amon^ us. Sap ^reen, green \ erditer, and Scheele'i green,

appear to have been unknown to theni : like us, tliey proturetl as

many tints as they pleased from blues and yellow vcgeti-bl??. \\ e

have no original purple in use : that from .^^old by means of tin,

though vcr^- good when well prepared, is too dear. 1 heir purple

wasa tinged earth. Their orange or sandarac (red orpiment) we

also p.«sess. Hence there does not appear to Iwve been any gre:;!

wint of picnienls, or any very material diftrrence between the '.-D-

lours thev'used and such as we generally employ. rerhajK t.he

full eflfoct of colouring may be obtai:icd withoul the >i:e of the

exceeding brilliant pigments, depeiiding chieHy .on the proportion

and opposition of lints. The ancie:-.ls were undoubtedly p.cquamt-

ed with oil-varnishes, that is, with th~ use a.id efiect of resmous

gums dissolved in boiling inspissated oils. One of the best pre-

served mummies in the Hritish Museum has an astonishing bright-

ness of colours on the outside of the coflin. Thou-ir \s. of years

have not impaired them ; thev are as fresh as if they had been

laid ou yetterdav. Fliny. h?x described the effects of the vawisli

of Apellcs, under the name of atrameut. He lias mentioned the

shining glossy skin of the varnish which excites the bri-nlUness of

the colours, and preserves them i-gainst dust ; he^ observe!, that

this skin was laid on so thin, that it could not be discerned at any

distance. The chemists and connoisseurs are of opinion, th;it no

liqui<l mixture of any kind is fit to produce these effects beiides

the oil-varnishes : and therefore, that Apelles and the Greeks were

certainly acquainted with those varnishes. The black outlines of

the figures on tlie most ancient Greek paintings yol extant, that

is, on Etruscan vases, are so sharp, so thick, and drawn in so

easy and masterly a manner, that one cannot help looking upon

them as having been drawn in oil-colours. Y?t the Greek and

Roman paintings that have been preserved or discovered at Rome
and Herculaneum do not countenance the supposition of oil-co-

lours ; at Icaat Turnbull and the academists at Naples, who have

described the royal collection at Portici, Cochin, and many other

authors who have seen and described them, do not hint any thing

of that nature. On the other hand, Vitruvius, who has left us so

many valuable notices of the ajicient aits, acquaints us, that there

was a kind of painting which absolutely required a mixture of oil

:

and Pliny, to the same purpose, expressly says, " Sun and moon
shine are inimical and obnoxious to red lead. The remedy is to

apply the red wax when hot and melted with some oil on the

well-dried walls, which is lo he done with brushes." But, on the

whole, we have no direct evidence, that painting in oil was under-

stood, or practised, by the ancient Egyptians, Greeks, or Romans,

however nearly tiicy may have approached towards the discovery.

The art of painting was revived in Europe about the end of the

13th or beginning of the 1-Uh century. In Italy, where the first

attempts were made, they were employed in representing the

mysteries of the passion, and subjects of a similar nature, on the

walls of chapels and churches. Their labours were directed to a

vast number of figures, rather than to the beauty and perfection of

each ; and the art in ni^re modern times has always preserved

somewliat of tliis absurd fault w hich it contracted at that early pe-

riod. The first thuig, which tliey di>covered or rather revived

was perspective, which enabled them to give more truth to their

works. Dominique Gliirlamlaios, a Florentine, was the first who
enriched the style of his composition by grouping his figures, and
who gave depth to his pictures, by distinguishing, by exact grada-

tions, the spaces which his figures occupie'l ; l)iit his successors

have far surpassc-d him iu boldness of composition. Leonard Da
Vinci, Michael Angelo, Giorgion, Titian, Barthole.new De St.

Marc, and Raphael, li.nirished about the end of the 14lh ceniury.

Da \'inci was the inventor of many details in the art : Michael
Angelo, by studying the ancients, and by his knowledge of ana-

tomy, arrived at great elegance in drawing the outlines of his

figures: Giorgion gave greater brilliancy to his colours than his

predecessors: Titian, by a careful imitation of nature, made great

proficiency in the truth and i)erfeclion of his tones : St. Marc dis-

covered the claro-obscuro, the best nianner of giving drapery to

his figures, and of making the naked to be felt even where they
were covered : Raphael formed a style more perfect and more

universal than any p:iinier, wlio went before or who liassvicceeded

him. After KapUael had appeared, grace was the only thing

wanting to the art, anrf C.'orregio became the Apelles of Europe.
Painting was by him carried to the highest degree among the mo-
derns ; the task- nt tiie best critics and the eye of the vulgar were
equallv gratified. After these great masters a considerable inter-

val elapsed till the time cf the Cjiacci, who by studying the w orks

of their predecessors, becap.ie the first and the most celebrated of

their imitators. The pupils of the Caracci formed a school after

J
tiieir manner; but Guido, a painter of an easy and happy talent,

formed a style altogether graceful, rich, and easy. Guershen
formed after Caravaggio, or invented a jiarticular style of the
claro-obscuro, composed of strong shades and vivid oppositions.

[
Peter De Cortone succeeded those great imitators of their prede-
cessors and of nature; and having great ralural abilities, applied
himself chiefly to composition and taste. He distinguished inven-
tion .''rom com|)osition ; appeared not to have attended to the for-

, mer, hut chieily to those parts which are most prominent in the
"picture, and to the contrasting of groups. About the middle of
the !7th century flourished st Rome Cliarlej Maratti, who, aim-
ing at the greatest perfection, carefully studied the works of the
firt.t painters, and particularly those of the school of the Caraccj.

Trance also produ'-ed great masters, particularly in the part of
composition; in which Poussin, after Raphael, is the best imita-

tor of the style of the ancient Greeks. Charles Le Brun i^nd

man}' others distinguished themselves for great feitility of genius;
and as long as the French school departed not from the principles

of the Italian school, it produced masters of great merit in the dif-

ferent branches of the art. Several great masters in painting have
been distinguished by some peculiarities in their productions, ge-
nerally arising either from tlie principles or from the nianner of
execution adopted by the artist. When the particular principle,

manner, or style, of a painter is studied and followed by a class of
artists, such a class is commonly denominated a school, which
most frequently receives its general appellation from the place or
country where the artists chiefly practise. The school of Flo-
lence is rem",rkab'.e for greatness; for attitudes seemingly in mo-
tion ; for an expression of strength, by which grace perhaps is ex-
cluded ; and for a character of design approaching to the gigantic.

Andrew Castagna was the first Florentine who painted in oil. But
Leonard Da Vinci and Michael Angelo, contemporary painters,

were the glory of the school of Florence. Raphael Sanzio, born
at Urbino in 14S3, and scholar to Peter Perugeno, was the un-
doubted founder of this school. His first manner was that of Pe-
rugeno his master; but he travelled twice to Florence to study
the great artists who flourished in that city. It was fortunate for

Raphael, says Mengs, that he was born in what he terms the in-

fancy of the art, and that he formed himself by copying nature be-

fore he had access to see the works of any great master. He be-

gan by studying, with great exactness, the simple truth in his

figures. He was then ignorant that any choice was necessary;

but he saw the works of Da Vinci, Massacio, and Michael An-
gelo, which gave his genius a new direction. But the works of

those masters were not suflkiently perfect to point out the best

choice to make; and he continue(l in uncertainty till he saw in

Rome the works of the ancients. Then he found the true models,

and in imitating them, he had only to follow the natural impulse

of his genius. A masterly contrast bt-lween Angelo and Raphael
is given by Sir Joshua Reyiiohls: " If we put those great artists

(says he) in comparison with each other, Raphael had more taste

and fancy, Michael Angelo more genius and imagination. The
one excelled in beauty, the other in energy. Michael Angelo
has more of the poetical in operation ; bis ideas are vast and sub-

lime. Raphael's imagination is not so elevated ; though his ideas

are chaste, noble, and of great conformity to their subjects," &c.
The Venetian school is tiie child of nature. The Venetian pain-

ters, not having under their eyes, like the Roman, the remains of

aiUicjuity, were destitute of the means of forming a just idea of

the beauty of forms and of expression. They copied without

choice the forms of nature; but they were chiefly delighted with

the beauties which i)rpsented themselves in the mixture and llic

variety of natural colours. Colouring was their chief object, aid
they succeed in it. They endeavoured by the agreement and
opposition of the coloureil objects, and by the contrast of light

and shade, to produce a vigorous ellect, to demand and tix the

attention.
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I'ion. Dominic, who was the second Italian artist who panit-

1 oil, instructed James Bellin, whose two sons, Genlel and

:i, became eminent painters. Gentel, the eldest, painted

chic.'ly in water-colours. John contributed much to the progress

of lii^ art in painting constantly in oil, and after nature. He had

fi'r scholars Glorgion and '1 itian, who are considered as the

founders of the Venetian school. Giorgion distinguished himself

bv a design of a better taste than that of his master ; but he chiefly

surpassed him in coloiiviug. Tiziano Vecelli, best known by the

name of Titian, was instructed to copy nature in the most servile

manner in the school of John Bellin ; but when he had seen the

works of Giorgion, he began to study the ideal in colom-ing.

The truth of history is not to be expected in his historical

paintings, or in those of the artists of the same school. He
sL'fuH to have paid little attention to the consistence of scene,

to the costume, to expression adapted to the subject, or, to

the accommodation of parts which characterise the works of

those who have studied the ancients. He was in short a great

painter, and nothing more. But although he deserves not to be
plareJ among the most distinguished artists in point of judgement,

\'et he is by no means destitute of great and noble conceptions.

There is often to be found among his male ligures a considerable

degree of grandeur. 1 he beauties of his works consist in the

happy dispositions of colours both proper and local ; and he car-

ries this to the highest point of perfection. At Na])les, in the

early part of the 17th century, Gulseppe Ribera, called Spagno-
letto, painted ill the style of Caravaggio, and surpassed him in in-

vention, design, and choice of subject. Luca Giordano was his

disciple, who afterwards studied under Pietroda Cortona at Rome,
and returning to Naples, became the founder of the Neapolitan

school. Of this school Solimcni and Sebastian Conca are the

principal ornaments. The distinguishing characteristics of the

J.i>nibard school are, grace, an agreeal)le taste for design, without

great correction, a mellowness of pencil, and a beautiful mixture

of colours. Antony Allegri, or Corregio, was the father and
greatest ornament of this school. He began to imitate nature

alone ; but, as he was chiefly delighted with the graceful, he was
careful to purify his design from all short turnings and unneces-

sary angles. He perceived that largeness contributed to grace;

and therefore not only rejected all sm;d! figures, but enlarged as

much as possibh" the outlines, avoided acute angles and straight lines,

and by these means gave an easy grandeur to his design. He
made his ligures elegant and large ; he varied the outlines by fre-

quent undulations; yet he was not always pure and correct. The
Caracci, Lewis, Angustin, and Hannibal, formed \yhat is called

the second Lombard school, which is frequently distinguished bv
the name of the school of Bologna. Lewis was tiie master of the

other two ; he had studied' the works of Titian and Paul Veronese
at Venice, those of Andrew Del Sarte at Florence, those of Cor-
regio at Parma, and those of Julius Romano at Mantua; but he
chiefly endeavoured to imitate the manner of Corregio. Hanni-
bal fluctuated between Corregio and Titian. Augustin had his

mind cultivated by learning, and devoted part of his time to

poetry, music, &c. These three painters often employed their

talents on the same piece ; and seemed to be animated with the
same spirit. They established an academy at Bologna, which
their zeal for the advancement of their art made them call I' Aca-
demia degli Desiderosi ; but it was afterwards called the Academy
of the Caracci, from their high reputation. In this school were
taught the art of conslructing models, perspective, and anatomy ;

lessons were given on the beautiful proportions of nature, on the
best manner ol usl.-ig colours, and on the principles of light and
shade. During the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, painting
began to appear ani-w in Germany, F'ranee, Holland, and Flan-
ders. In the German school, the names of Albert Durer, Kra-
nach, Holbein, aiul Amberger, stood high at Nuremberg, Augs-
burg, Basil, and Weimar, in the beginning of the sixteenth cen-
tnry, but the capilal of Vienna afforded no encouragement to
painting till the reign of Rodolph the Second. After this period
the artists became numrrous, but few of them have ri^en to emi-
nence. Of those few, Albtyrt Durer is the first in the order of
time, and Mengs the latest. Albert was born in 1471, ard ex-
celled in painting and engraving. His pictures were finished with
great exactness, but his manner was dry and hard. His principal
works were painted at Prague in the palace of the emperor Maxi-
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mili.in, by whom, as well as by Ch.irles the Fifth, he was held in

great esteem. RatTaele is said to have hung the prints of Albert
Durer in his own apartment. Holbein was nearly contemporary
with Durer. He is known by a multitude of accurate portraits,

and was likewise eminent for richness of invention, which he dis-

played in numerous designs for gravers, sculptors, and jewellers.

His Dance of Death, painted in the town-hall of Basle, is univer-

sally celebrated. He is remarkable for having, like Turpilius,

the Romui, performed all his works with his left hand. Kneller,

born at Lubeck, in the duchy of Holstein, received his first in-

structions from Rembrandt. He painted chiefly portraits, which
were highly celebrated in England during the reigns of Charles
the Second, James the Second, William the Third, Anne, and
George the First. Antonio Raffael Mengs, one of the most scien-

tific painters of any country, was educated in Germany; but
pjinted chiefly at Rome, and at Madrid. His works possess many
beauties of composition, and mechanical execution. His writings

are too frequeritly metaphysical, but contain many excellent dis-

quisitions on painting, calculated to inspire the artist with exalted
ideas of his profession. The Dutch and Flemish schools are

nearly as much distinguished by the number, as by the excellence,
of their artists. In the former school, the precedence of fame in

point of date is given to Lucas van Ley<len, born in 1494 He
was a laborious competitor of Albert Durer, and resembles him in

manner and style. Polemberg, Oslade, Gerard Dow, Micris,

Wouvernians, Cuyp, Berghem, Vanderwerf, Van Huysum,
Schalchen, Brower, Hemskirk, are amongst the eminent painters

of the Dutch school ; but they are all greatly surpassed by the
truly astonishing genius of Rembrandt, in whose works we every
where see the force and dignity of nature. The honour of found-
ing the Flemish school is attributed to John of Bruges ; and the
names of his successors are too many to admit of detail. Their
works are to be found in every cabinet. The most illustrious

masters of this school are Reubens and Vandyck. To Joiin of
Bruges, better known by the name of John Van Eyk, was for a

long time attributed the invention of oilpainling ; but he had
only the honour of transmitting that method lo Italy, where a pic-

ture painted by him, aiul sent to Alphonso, kingof Naples, first di-

vulged the discovery. Frans Floris is celebrated as the Raffaelu
of t landers. De \'os, Segre, Diepenbech, Teniers, Jori'acns,

stand prominent in the catalogue of merit in the same school.

Rubens possessed a most fertile and extensive genius, and pro-
duced an immense number of works. This extraordinary painter

distinguished himself equally in historical, portrait, and landscape
paintini;^; in animals, fruits, and flowers. He both invented and
executed with the utmost facility. His drawing, although over-
charged, is not without considerable meril. He had great know-
ledge of anatomy ; but he was hurried away by tlie ardour of

frxecution, and too often sacrificed form and correctness to splen-

dour, and the magic charms of colour. He excelled in colour-
ing, and chiaro-scuro. He studied principally in Lombardy,
after the works of Titian, Paolo, Veronese, and Tintoret, from
whose excellences he formed rules for his own practice, from which
he seldom deviated. He was not only an eminent painter, but
an accomplished scholar, and rose to high employment in the

service of his country, visiting several courts in the character of

an ambassador. Of the diiciples of Rubens, Vaiulyck best com-
prehended all the rules and general maxims of his master ; and
even surpassed him in the delicacy of his colouring, particularly

in portraits, in which he stands one of the highest masters of his

art. The French school or schools may be classed in three dif-

ferent jeras and characteriz'-d by as many different styles ; two
prior, and one modern, since the period of the late revolution.

The artists of the former schools chielly adopted the manners of

the various painters whose works liiey studied or imitated. But
Po'issin, Vouet, Le Brun, and Le Sueur, are those masters who
have given ilistinction to the French school in the province of
history. The first and the last of these have be<n compared by
the French to Rafi'aele, whose example LeSnturin particular

considered as his model. Poussin studied the antique statues with
so great devotion, that his pictures frequently bear a strong resem-
blance to them. Le Brun's battles of Alexander are deservedly
celebrated for their spirit, comjjosilion, and correct ilrawing. Gas-
par Dughet (commonly called Caspar Poussin, from his master's

name, whicli hs adopted), and Claude GelCe (calleci (Maude Lor-
3 C ramr.
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raine, from the |jlace of his birlli,) are eminent exaiiipk-s of ex-

cellence in lan^l^ca|)e. Tlie latter appeuis to staml witlioiit a

riv.il, or at least stood unrivalled in his time. Both these painters

derived their professional knowledge, as well as their choice of

subjects, from the fascinating and classic objects of imitation which

they found in Italy, where they studied and flourished. The
arts whicli hail been raised in France by the masters before-men-

tioned tu very considerable dignity, sunk in the second sciiool of

Heiicher and V'aulor to a state of imbecillity and atl'ectation. • The
reputation of a colourist was sought by exaggerated tint?, and

the hand of a master was conceived to consist m ostentatious pen-

ciling. In a more recent period, and particularly since the revo-

lution, a new style lias been introduced into the arts. Vien was

the lir-.t reformer of this class, and his example has been vigorously

followeil by David and his contemporaries. They have endea-

voured to substitute a simple and rigid taste in the place of false

and ghilering manners. Tlie comparative merits of those modern
schools whicn have been hitherto mentioned, are thus given by
Richardson : " Ilie painters of the Roman school weie the best

designers, and had a kind of greatness, but it was not antique.

The Venetian and Lombard schools had excellent colourisls and
a certain grace, but entirely modern, especially those of Venice ;

but their drawing w.i3 generally incorrect, and their knowledge in

history and the antique very little : and the Bologuese school is a

sort of composition of the others. Even Annibale himself pos-

sessed not any part of painting in the perfection that is to be seen

in those from whom his matmer is composv'd ; though, to make
amends, he possessed more parts than perhaps any other master,

and in a very high degree. The works of those of the German
ichools have a dryness and ungraceful stilfiiess not like what is seen

amongst the old Florentines, that has something in it pleasing

liowever ; but this is odious, and as remote from the antique as

Gothicism could carry it. The Flemings have been good co-

lourists, and imitated nature as they conceived it ; that is, instead

of raising nature, they fell below it ; though not so much as the

Germans, nor in the same manner. Rubens himself lived and died

a Fleming, though he would fain have been an Italian ; but his

imitators have caricatured his manner; that is, they have been
more Rubens in his defects than he himself was, but without his

excellences. The EVench, excepting some few of them (N. Pous-
?in, Le Sueur, Sebastien Bourdon, &c.) as they have not the

German stit'fjiess, nor the Flemish unaracefulness, neither have
they the Italian solidity ; and in their airs of heads and manners,
they are easily distinguished from the antique, how much soever
they may have endeavoured to imitate it." The art of painting

began to flourish in Spain during the reigns of Charles the Fifth

and Philip the Second. The style of painting, however, was not
tlistinguished by gjeat excellence until the works of Velas<|uez

appeared. From the masterly imitation of nature displayed in his

pictures, the school of the nation has been forined. Zarbaian
and Herrera are among the best painters before Velasquez; and
Murillo for the most distinguished after him. The softness of
tints and harmony of colour in the paintings of Murillo seem to

enchant the eye. In Russia the arts are at present cultivated with
great energy, and with unremitting attention on the part of the

government. In America also, great establishments are forming
at New York and Philadelphia, with tht same view to the pro-
motion ol the arts. It now only remains to speak of the art of

painting in England, where it is at present making great advances
towards excellence. Painting has l)een cultivated in England at

several periods with various success, and has been noticed and
patronized by many sovereigns of this country- But to form the
great epocha of patronage conferred by a British king on British

subjects, in painting, sculpture, and architeclure, was reserved for

the reign of his present majesty, George 111. In the vear 1768, his

majesty gave his royal sanction to a plan formed for the establish-

ment of an acaflemy of painting, sculpture, and architi-cture, of
which he was graciou--!} plea^eil to become the protector and pa-
tron. In the three branches of art which constitute that academy,
he found many artists already formed : among others of cotisidcr-

al)le celebrity in painting, Reynolds, Wilson, Haymaii, Gainsbo-
rough, Hoare, Danu, Mortimer, Barret, Sandby, Wright, Cotes,
and West; in sculpture, Bacon, Nollekcns, and Wilson; in

architei lure. Chambers, G. Dance, Stuart, T. Sandby, Gwvn,
aod the two Adams. At tha same time, Strange, Woollett, ilall.

Green, and Mac .Vrdell, shone w itli marked eminence among thfe

engravers. The merits of our engiavers, blended with the la-

bours of the painter, opened a new avenue to fame. The harmo-
nious softness of Strange; the united skill of Wilson and Woollett
in landscape, as seen in the prints of Niobe, Pha-ton, Ceyx, Ge-
lation and Amelia, &c. the portraits in mezzolinto from Sir
Joshua Reynolds, by M'Ardell, Fisher, &c. ; the successful com-
bination of West with Earlom, Green, Woollett, Hall, 5fc. in

historical works, as seen in. the prints of Agrippina, Regulus,
Hannibal, Wolfe, La Hogue, the Hoyne, Pcnn, Cromwell, and
tlie Restoration, ic. spread the celebrity of English works of art

through the medium of engraving ; ivm\ the circumstance of these
prints rising to a higher price in every market throughout the con-
tinent than had ever been known in the annals of the art, inspired

tho^e comuK rcial views which afterwards produced the galleries

of Shakspeare, under Boydell ; the poets, under Macklin ; his-

torical, under Bowyer, &c. &;c. giving to this country a new
source of commerce, highly beneficial to its interests, and unex-
ampled in any other. England has produced a multitude of artists

besides those who experienced the royal patronage. Of these we
shall mention Hogarth, whose unrivalled excellence in works of

humour is principally known to us by the numerous engravings
from his pictures. Of the modern English school. Sir Joshua
Reynolds was the founder, ami his works still remain its greatest

glory. They not only give him the most distinguished rank among
the artists of the present age, but the effects produced by them
on the rising artists, as well as by the elevated principles inculcated

in his discourses delivered at the Royal Academy, will secure his

reputation as long as England shall pay respect to superior talents.

The English taste appears to be formed on the great masters of
the Italian and Flemish schools. Reynolds professed an admira-
tion and preference of Michael Angelo, but his own works are in

no point similar to that great master of design. The names of
Gainsborough and Wilson stand the highest in landscape-painting.

The painters of this school have been distinguished as less rigid

with regard to the forms and correctness of their drawing, than
ambitious of striking and poignant effect. " Beauty," says the

French Encyclopedia, " ought to be the characteristic of the

English school, because the artists have it so frequently displayed

before their eyes. If this beauty is not precisely similar to the

antique, it is not inferior to it. The English school should also

be distinguished lor the truth of expression, because the liberty

enjoyed in that country gives to every passion its natural and un-

biassed operation." 'I'he best accounts of painting and painters

are to be found in the works of Lionardo da Vinci, Alberti, Lo-
mazzo, and Bellori ; and in the Lives of the Painters, by Vasari

and Du Piles ; Felibien's Entretiens sur !es Vies des Peintres, and
his other writings; the Discourses delivered by Reynolds in the

Royal Academy of London; the various Treatises by Mcngs
;

Richardson on Painting; and De Arte Graphica, by Du Fresnoy.

The late publications of Barry, Shee in his Rhymes on Art, and
Howe in his Inquiry into the present Slate of the Arts in England,

convey tlie most accurate information concerning the progress ef

painting in this country.

Principles of the Art, and the Order of ths
Artist's Stcdies.

Anatomy.

It is almost unnecessary to observe that a painter should be ac-

quainted with anatomy. It is not indeed requisite for him to enter

into the different systems of the nerves, blood-vessels, bowels, and
the like ; parts w hicli are removed from the sight, and the study

of which therefore may be lel't to the surgeon and the physician,

as a guide in the operations of the former and in the prescriptions

of the latter. It is enough for the painter, to be accpiainted with

the skeleton ; with the hgure and connection of the bones, which
are, in a manner, the pillars and pups of the human body ; th«

origin, progress, and shape, of the muscles, which cover these

bones; the different degrees in which nature has cl.itlud the mus-
cles with fat, for this substance lies thicker upon them in some
places than in others. Above all, he should know in what man-
ner the muscles affect the various motions and gestures of the

body. This knowledge is to he accjuired from the treatises of

Moro, Cesia, Torlebat, Bouchcrdon, and others ; from ana-

tomical
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tomical casts, and from Uie study of humao subjects living and
dead.

Perspective.

The study of perspective siioiild go hand in hand with that of

anatomy, as not loss fundamental and necessary. In fact the con-

lour of an object, drawn upon paper or canvas, represents nothing

more than such an intersection of the visual rays sent from the ex-

tremities of it to the eye, as would arise on a glass put in the place

of the paper or canvas. Now, the situation of an objeit at llie

other side of a glass being given, the delineation of it on the glass

itselfJepends entirely on the situation of the eye on this side of

the glass; that i- to say, on the rules of perspective : a science

which, contrary to the opinion of most peo|>le, extends much far-

ther than the painting of scenes, lloors, and what generally goes

under the name i|iiadratuia. Perspective teaches in what propor-

tion the pait^ fly trom, and lessen upon, the eye ; hou ligures

are to be marshalled upon a plain surface, and fore-shortened. It

contains, in short, the whole rationale of design. See the article

Perspective.
Optics.

As practice ought in every thing to be built upon principle, the

study of optics, as far as it is requisite to determine the degree in

s^ich objects are to be illuminated or shaded, should proceed
hand in hand with that of perspective ; in order that the shades,

cast by figures upon the planes on which they stand, may fall pro-

perly, and be neither too strong nor too light ; in a word, that

those most beautiful effects of the chiaro-scuro may run no risk of
ever receiving the lie from truth, wliich sooner or later discovers
itself to every eye.

Symmetry.

The study of symmetry, it is obvious, should immediately fol-

low that of anatomy : for it would avail us little to be acrjuainted
with the different parts of the human body, and their several of-

fices, were we at the same time ignorant of the order and propor-
tion of those parts in regard to the whole in general, and to each
other in particular. The Greek statuaries distinguished themselves
above all others, as much by the just symmetry of their members,
as by their skill in anatomy. Thi; Greek statues sliould therefore
often be copied by the young painter.

Imitation.

Imitation is the first part of the art of painting, though not the
most exce'.ie.it. Whatever a young painter's natural disposition
may be, whether to paint boldly and freely like Tintoret and
Rubens, or to labour his works like Titian or Da Vinci, let him
follow it. This kind of imitation is very commendable. How-
ever, a painter should have his eye constantly fixed on nature, that
inexhau.-tible and varied source of every kind of beauty; and
should study to imitate her in her most singular efletts. He
should never be without his little book and crayon, to make draw-
ings of every beautiful or uncommon object tliat may happen to
present itself. He may afterwards employ these sketches as oc-
casions offer ; and in the mean time will have tlie advantaoe of
acquiring a grand taste. It is by carefully studying the best mas-
ters, and imitating nature, that a painter arrives 'at the style or
perfection which the Italians c.dl gusto grando, the French lebeau
ideal, and the English the great style. It is a necessary warrant-
able pride, (says Sir Joshua Reynolds,) to disdain to walk servile
behind any individual, however elevated his rank. The true and
liberal ground of imitation is an open tield, where, though he who
precedes has had the advantage of starting before you, yet is it

enough to pursue his course
; you need not tread in his footsteps •

and you certainly have a right to outstrip him if you can."
'

COLOURIWG.

Colouring, though a subject greatly inferior to manv others
which the painter must study, is yet a branch of the art which re-
quires hi; particular regard. To excel in it, he must be v.ell ac-
quainted with that part of optics, which has the nature of Ih'ht and
colours for its object. Light, however simple and un. ompounded
It may appear, is nevertheless made up of several distinct sub-
stances. Kvery un<rivided rav, let it bo everj-o fine, is a little

bundle of red, orange, yellow, green, azure, indigo, and violet

rays, wliich, while combined, are not to be distinguished one from
another, and form that kind of light called white; so that white is

not a colour per se, as Da Vinci affirms, but an assemblage of
colours. Now, these colours, which compose light, although im-
mutable in themselves, and endued wirh various qualities, are
continually, however, separating from each other in their reflec-
tion from, and passage through, other substances, and thus become
manifest to the eye. Grass, for example, reflects only green
rays, or rather reflects green rays in greater number, than it^does
those of any otiier colour ; one kind of wine transmits red rays,
and another yellowish rays: and from tliis kind of separation arises
that variety of colours with which nature has diversified her va-
rious productions. Man, too has contrived to separate the rays
of light by making a portion of the sun's beams pass through a
glass-prism

; for after passing through it, they appear divided into
seven pure and primitive colours, placed in succession one by thtt
other, like so many colours on a painter's pallet. See Optics.
Now, though Titian, Corregio, and Vandvke, have been excel-
lent colourists, without knowing any thing of these physical phe-
nomena, yet now that they arc discovered and ascertained, every
painter ought to be well acquainted with them, as with these co-
lours he is to give life and perfection to his designs. From a due
tempering of the tints in a picture; from making colours partake
of each other, according to the reflection of light from one object
to another

; there arises, in some measure, that sublime harmony
which gives pleasure to the lovers ot the art. And this harmony
has its loundation in the genuine principles of optics. For though
colours are in their own nature immutable one into another, and
every body reflects, more or less every sort of coloured rays' but
those rays in the greatest number which are of the colour it exhi-
bits, there must arise, in colours placed near one another, certain
particular temperaments of colour : nay, this influence of one co-
lour upon another may be so far traced, that three or four bodies
ot different colours, and likewise the intenseness of the light falling
upon each, being assigned, we may easily determine in"^ what si-
tuations and ' how much they would tinije each other. We may
thus, too, by the same principle, account for several other things
practised by painters: insomuch that a person, who has carefuUv
observed natural elfects, shall be able to form general rules where
another can only distinguish particular cases. After all, the pic-
tures of the best colourists are sources from which a voung pain-
ter mu-,t chiefly look for the rules of colouring; that is,'' of that
branch of painting which contributes so much to express the
beauty of objects, and is so requisite to represent them as they
really are. Giorgio and Titian seem to have discovered circum-
stances in nature which others had overlooked

; and the last
has expressed them in the most delicate manner. In his works
we behold that sweetness of colouring which is produced by imion-
that beauty which is consistent with truth ; and all the insensible
transmutations, all the soft transitions, of tints and colours. When
a young painter has, by close application, acquired fromTitian, that
art which, of all painters, he has best contrived to hide, he would
do well to turn to Bassano and Paolo, on account of the beauty,
boldness, and elegance, of their touches. That richness, softness,
and freshness, of colouring, for which the Lombard school is so
justly famed, may likewise be of great service to him. Kor will
he reap less benefit by studying the principles and practice of the
I Icmish school

; who chiefly by means of their varnishe'--, have
given a most enchanting lustre and transparency to their colours
Tlie best model for the tone of colours and the degradation of
shades is furnished by means of the camera obscura, as this exhi-
bits the various tints of a scene in all the variety, loveliness and
truth, of nature.

'

Drapery.

Drapery is a most important branch of the art. It seldom hap-
pens tliat a painter has nothing but naked figures to represent •

nay, his subjects generally consist of figures clothed from head to
toot. To drape a figure well, it is necessary that the folds be
large and few in number ; because large (olds proouce "leat
m;i?ses of light and shadow, while small ones multiply the ol)]ects
of view and distract the attention. But if the character of the
drapery or kind ot stuff require small folds, they should at lea^ be
distributed in groups, in such a manner that a great number of

small
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small folds shall be subordinate to an equal mass formed by a prin-

cipal fold. See the article Drawing.

Landscape and Architecture.

When our young painter has made a sufficient progress in those

principal branches ol his art, the designing, perspective, colour-

ing, and drapery, of human tigiires, he should lurii his thoughts to

laiidscapi' ami Architecture. The most eminent landsc.ipe-pam-

ters are Poiissin, Lorenese, and Titian. Paul Veronese is in ar-

chitecture what Titian is in landscape. To excel in landscape,

we must, above all tilings, study nature. To excel m architec-

ture, we must chitlly regard the linest works of art ; such as the

fronts of ancient ediiices, and the fabrics of those moderns who

have best studied and best copied antiquity. After Brunelleschi

and Alberti, who were the tirst revivers of architecture, came

Bramante, Julius Uomano, Sansovino, Saiimicheli, and lastly Pal-

ladio, whose works the young painter should above all diligently

study and imprint deeply on his mind. Nor is Vigiiola to be

forgot.

Expression of the Passions.

That language, which above all others a painter sliould care-

fully endeavour to learn, and from nature herself, is the language

of the passions. Without it the finest works must appear lifeless

and inanimate. Ills in this branch that ])ainting truly soars, and

in a manner rises superior to itself. Many have written, and

amongst the rest the famous Le Brun, on the various changes that,

according to the Tarious passions, happen in the muscles of the

face, which are, as it were, the mirror of the soul. From Le

Brun's work we have already given a sufficient extract, under the

article Drawing, which see.

Invention.

Invention is the finding out of probable things, not only such as

are adapted to the subject in hand, but such, besides, as by tlieir

sublimilv and lu-auty are most capable of exciting suitable senti-

ments ill' die spectator, and of making him, when well executed,

fancy that it is the subject itself in its greatest perfection, and not

a mere representation of it, that he lias before him. We do not

say true things, but probable thinjrs ; because probability or veri-

similitude is, in fact, the truth of those arts which have the fancy

for their object. It is, indeed, the business and duty of both na-

turalists and historians to draw objects as they find thein, and re-

present them with all those imperfections and blemijhes, to which,

as individuals, they are subject. But an ideal painter, and such is

the painter of real genius, resembles the poet : instead of copying
he imitates ; that is, he works with his fancy, and represents ob-

jects endued with all that perfection which belongs to the species,

and may be conceived in the archetype. The mythology of the

ancient Greeks and Romans afiforded an extensive field for inven-

tion to the ancient painters ; nor have there been wanting able

inventors in painting among the moderns. When a painter takes

a subject in liand, whether historical or fabulous, he should care-

fully peruse the books which treat of it, imprint well on his mind
all the circumstances that attend it, the persons concerned in it,

and the passions with which they must have been severally ani-

mated ; not omitting the particulars of lime and place. His next
business is to create it, as it were, anew, observing the rules al-

ready laid down for that purpose : from what is true, choosing
that which is most striking ; and clothing his subject with such
accessory circumstances and actions, as may render it most conspi-
cuous, pathetic, and noble, and best display the powers of the in-

ventive faculty. But, in doing this, great discretion is requisite
;

for, let his imagination grow ever so warm, his hand is never to
execute any thing that is not fully approved by his judgement.
Nothing low or vulgar should appear in a lofty and noble subject;
a fault, of w hicli some of the greatest masters, even Lampiiri and
Poussin, have been now and then guilty. I'lie action must be
one, the place one, the time one. The episodes introduced in the
drama of a picture, should be not only beautiful in themselves,
but indispensably requisite. Every part should agree with, and
have a relation to, the whole. Unity should reign even in va-
riety ; for in this beauty consists. This is a fundamental maxim in

all the arts whose object it is to imitate the works of nature.

Disposition.

Disposition may be considered as a branch of invention, con-

sisting in the proper stationing of what the inventive faculty has

imagined, so as to express the subject in the most lively manner.
Tlie chief merit of disposition consists in that disorder, which,
wearing the appearance of mere chance, is in fact the most studied

etfect of art. A painter, therefore, is equally to avoid the dryness

of those ancients, who always planted their figures like so many
couples in a procession, and the alTectation of those moderns, wlio

jumble them together as if they met merely to light and squabble.

Let the inferior figures of a piece be placed as they will, tlie prin-

cipal figure should strike the eye most, and stand out, as it were,

from among the rest. This may be ctiected various ways, as by
placing it on the foremnst lines, or in some other conspicuous part

of the piece; by exhibiting it, in a manner, by itself; by making
the principal light fall upon it ; by giving it the most resplendent

drapery ; or, indeed, by all these methods together. According to

Leon Baptist Alberti, painters should follow the example of coinic

writers, who compose their fable of as ttw persons as possible.

For a crowded picture is apt to give as much pain to the specta-

tor, as a crowded road to the traveller. Some subjects, it must
be granted, require a numlier of figures. On these occasions, it

depends entirely on the skill of the painter to dispose of them in

such a manner, that the principal ones may always make the prin-

cipal appearance ; and contrive matters so, that the piece be not
over crowded, or want convenient rests and pauses. He must, in

a word, take care that his piece be full, but not charged. ^ri;e

reason for breaking the composition into several groups, is, that

the eye, passing freely from one object to another, may the better

comprehend the whole. But these groups are to be so artfully

put together, as to form rich clusters, give the whole composition
an air of grandeur, and afl'ord the spectator an opportunity ol dis-

cerning the piece at a distance, by taking the whole in, as it wore,
at a single glance. These efi'ects are greatly promoted by .i due
regard to the nature of colours, so as not to place together those

which are apt to pain by their opposition, or distract by tlieir va-

riety. They should be ro judiciously disposed as to temper and
qualify each other.

Costume.

The costume in painting corresponds with the unities of time,

place, and action, in tragedy and in epic poetry. It is chiefly

confined to history-painting ; and regards the customs of dirterent

periods, the manner, the dress, and colours, of diU'erent nations.

Great exactness in the costume is scarcely practicable ; but too
sensible a departure from it denotes unpardonable negligence. It

frequently happens, that a piece composed of picturesque figures

derives considerable advantage from certain liberties, which are

calculated to please both the artist and the spectator ; for the
judges of painting arc not habitually occupied with the details of
ancient and modern history, or profoundly versed in all the cir-

cumstances which make a departure from the costume conspicu-
ous. On the other hand, if they were so ignorant as not to under-
stand, or so indifferent as not to regard, those circumstances, this

branch of the art would be altogether arbitrary. The road of the

painter is between these two extremes, not to despise beauty on
the one hand, nor probability on the other. But in pursuing this

part of the art, it is in vain to seek for perfect models in ancient

or modern painting. A painter, tlie belter to attain the end of his

art, which is deception, ought carefully to avoid mixing the an-

tique with the modern, the domestic with the foreign ; things, in

short, repugnant to each other, and therefore incapable of gaming
credit. A spectator will never be brought to consider himself as

actually present at the scene, the representation of which he lias

before him, unless the circumstances which enter it perfectly agree
among themselves, and ihe field of action, if we may use the e.x-

prcssion, in no shape belies the action itself. For instance, the
circumstances, or, accessories, in a Finding of Moses, are not,

surely, to represent the border of a canal planted with rows of
piippics, and covered with country-houses in the European taste

;

but the banks of a greal i iver shaded w ith clusters of palm-trees,
with a Sphinx or an Aiiubis in the adjacent fields, and here and
there in the back-ground a towering pyramid. And indeed the
painter, before he takes cither canvas or "paper in hand, should on

4 the
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the wings of fancy transport hini«;elf to Egvpt, to Tliebes, or to

Romi; ; and sunimoiiinii to his imagination the physiogiicMii\ , the

dress, the plants, tlie buildings, siiiiable to liis subject, with the

particular spot where he has chosen to lay his scene, so niaiiagi d

his pencil, as, by the magic of it, to make the enraptured specta-

tors fancy theinselves there along with hiiii.

Of the different Classes of Painting.

As all the subjects in nature are susceptible of imitation by the

pencil, the masters ot this art have applied themselves to different

subjects, each one as his talents, his taste, or inclination, may have

led hiin. From whence have arisen the following classes

:

I. History-painting: which represents the principal events in

history sacred and profane, real or fabulous ; and to this class be-

longs allegorical expression. These are the most sublime produc-

tions of the art; and in wliich Raphael, Guido, Rubens, LeBiuii,

&c. have excelled.

II. Rural history ; or the representation of a country-life, of

villages and handets, and their inhabitants. Tliis is an inferior

class; and in which Teniers, Breuglipl, Watteau, &c. have great

reputation, by rendering it at once pleasing and graceful.

III. Portrait-painting ; or the representation of persons either as

large as life or in miniature, which is an admirable brai.ch of this

art, and has engaged the attention of the greatest masters in all

ages, as Apellts, Guido, Vandyke, Rembrandt, Rcgauds, Pesnc,

Kneller, La Tour, Sec.

1\'. Grotesque histories ; as the nocturnal meetings of witches ;

sorceries and incaiitations ; the operations of mountebanks, &c. a

sort of painting in wliich the younger Breughel, Teniers, and
others, have exercised their talents with success.

V. Battle-pieces; by which Huchtemberg, Wouwerman, &c.
have rendered themselves famous.

VI. Landscapes : a charming species of painting, that has been
treated by masters of the greatest genius in every nation.

VII. Landscapes diversihed wifh waters, as rivers, lakes, cata-

racts, S.'c. wliich require a peculiar talent, to e.\press the water

sometimes smooth and transparent, and at others foaming and
rushing furiously along.

VIII. Sea-pieces; in which arc represented the ocean, har-

bours, and great rivers ; and the vessels, boats, barges, &c. with
which they are covered ; sometimes in a calm, sometimes with a

fresh breeze, and at others in a storm. In this class Backhuysin,
A'andervelde, Bloiiie, and many others, have acquired great repu-

tation.

IX. Night-pieces ; which represent all sorts of objects, either

as illuminated by torches, by the flames of a conflagration, or by
the light 01 the moon. Schalck, Vanderneer, Vanderpool, &c.
have here excelled.

X. Living animals : a more diflicult branch of painting than is

commonly iin.igined ; and in which Rosa, Carre, Vandervelde,
and many others, have succeeded marvellously well.

XI. Birds of all kinds ; a very laborious class, and which re-

quires extreme patience minutely to express the infinite variety

and delicacy ol their plumage.
XII. Culinary pieces; which represent all sorts of provisions,

and animals witlu'ut life, &c. A class much interior to the rest,

in w'licli nature never appears to advantage, and which requires

only a servile imitation of objects th.it are but litUe pleasing. The
painting of fishes is referred to this class.

XIII. Fruit-pieces, of every kind, imitated from nature.

XIV. Flower-pieces ; a charming class of painting, w here art in

the hands of Huyzuiii, P. Segerts, Sleriun, Szc. becomes the rival

of nature. Plants aiid insects are usuall) referred to the painters of
flowers-, who with them ornament their works.
XV. Pieces of architecture ; a kind of painting in which the

Italians excel all others. Under this class may be comprehe^id-
ed the representations of ruins, soa-ports, streets, and public
places; such as Ate seen in the works of Caneletti, and other able
masters.

XVI. Instruments of music, pieces of furniture, and other ina-

nimate objects ; a trlflinj species, and in which able painters only
accidentally employ their talents.

XVII. Imitations of bas-reliefs ; a very pleasing kind of paint-

ing, and which may be carried by an able hand to a hii^h degree
of excellence.
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XV I II. Hunting-i>icccs : these also require a peculiar talent, a\
they unite the painting of men, horses, dogs, and game, to that of

landscapes.

We have already noticed several particulars in history-painting,

we shall add a few observations relative to land-capes and por-

traiture, these forming the principal artities of painting.

La.vdscapes.

Landscape-painting includes every object that the country pre-

sents ; and is distinguished into liie heroic, and the p..stural or
rural ; of which indeed all other styles are but mixtures. The
heroic style is a composition of objects, \\'hich in their kimls draw
both from art and nature every thing that is great and extraordi-

nary in either. The situations are perfectly agreeable and sur-

prising. The only buildings are temp-hs, pyramids, ancient
places of burial, -altars consecrated to the divinities, pleasure-

houses of regular architecture; and if nature appear not there as

we every day casually see her, she is at least represeiited as v.e

think shi; ought to be. Th.s nlyle is an agreeable illusion, and a
sort of enchantinent, when handled by a man of line genius and a
good understanding, as Poussin was, who had so liappilv express-
ed it. But if, ill the course of this style, the painter has not
talent enough to maintain the snbhme, he is often in danger of
falling into the childish manner. The rural style is a representa-
tion ot couiithies, rather abandoned to the caprice of nature, than
cultivated: we there see nature simple, wiihout ornament, and
without artifice; but with all those grates wherewith she adorns
herself much more when left to herself than when constrained by
art. In this style, situations bear all sorts of varieties . sometimes
they are very extensive and open, to contain the flocks of the
shepherds ; at others very wild, for the reireat of solitary

persons, and a covert for'wild beasts, ^riiere are numberless
pieces wherein both these styles happily meet ; and which
lias the ascendant, will appear from their respective properties.
The chief parts of landscapes are, their sites and openings,
accidents, skies, and clouds, offskips and mountains, verdure
or turting, rocks, grounds or lands, terraces, fabrics, wa-
ters, fore-grounds, plants, figures, and trees. The word site, or
situation, signifies the view, prospect, or opening, of a country.
Situations ought to be well put together ; and disdigaged in their

make, that the conjunction of grounds niay not seem to be ob-
structed though we should see but a part of them. 1. Situations
are various, and represented according to the plan of the painter,

as either open or close, mountainous or vs'atery, tilled and inha-
bited, or wild and lonely ; or, in line, variegated by a prudent
mixture of some of these. But if the painter' be obliged to imi-
tate nature in a flat and regular country, he must make it agree-
able by a good disposition oftheclaro o'bsciiro, and such pleasing
colouring as may make one soil unite with another. 2. An ac-
cident in painting is an obstructicn of the sun's light by the inter-

position ot clouds, in such manner, that some part of the earth shall

be in light and others in shade, which, according to the motion of
the clouds, succeed each other, and produce such wonderfifl ef-

fects and changes of the claro-obscuro, as seen; to create so many
new situations. 3. The sky, in painter's language, is the ethereal

part over our heads; but more particularly the air in which we
breathe, and that wheie clouds and storms are engendered. Its

colour is blue, growing clearer as it approaches the earth, because
of the interposition of vapours arising between the eye and the
horizon ; which, being penetrated by the li^lit, communicates it lo

objects in a greater or less degree, as they are more or less re-

mote. But this light, being either yellow or reddish, at sunsit
these objects partake not only of the light, but of the colour; thus
the yellow light mixing with the blue colour of the sky, alters it,

and gives it a tint more or less greenish, as the yellowness of the
light is more or less deep. This observation is general and infal-

diblc ; but there is an infinity of particular ones, "which the painter
must make upon the natural, with his pencil in his hand, when oc-
casion offers ; for there ave very fine and singular effects appearing
in the sky, which it is dilTiciilt to describe or account for by pliv-

sical or optical reasons. 4. Ofl'skips have a near affinity with the
sky ; it is the sky which determines either the force or faintness of
them. They are darkest when the sky is most loaded, and bright-

est when it is most clear. They sometimes intermix their shapes
and lights ; and there are times, and countries, where the clouds

3 D pass
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pa-iS belufcn Ihi.- iiioiiiitaiii~, whose tops rise am; appear aliove

tliem. Mountains llijt are lu^li, and covered wilh snow, are very

proper lo proiliire eslraorjiiiarv ellt-cls in the oli"-klp, "liich are

advantageous loilie pa'.nte:, and plea-in^ to ilie ^jieelulor. 'I he

ilispos lion of oii>kips is aibilrary; lei Ihcin only a^ree with the

whole together of the pit litre, and the nature ol the country we
would represent. 'J'hey are ii-ua!ly hliie, because of the interpo-

sitions o( air between them and the eye; but they lose this colour

by dei;ri es, as they come nearer the eye, and so take that which

is natural to the objects. In distancing niountains, we must ob-

serve to join them insensibly by the roundings olC, whith the re-

flections make probable ; and avoid a certain edglness in their

(rxtreniilies, whiih make", them appear in slices, as if tut with

scissars, and stuck upon the doll). 5. IJy verdure or furling is

jneant the greenness with w hich the herbs colour the ground.

This is done several ways; and the divei-sily proceeds not only

from the nature of plants, which, for the most purf, have their

particular verdures, l)ut also from the change of seasons, and the

colour of the eaih, when tlie herbs are but tliinly sown. By this

variety, a painter may choose or unite, in the s.in"e tract of laml,

several sorts of t;reens, intermixed and blended togeilur, which
are often of great service to those who know how to use them;
bec;'iise this diversity of greens, as it is often found in nature, gives

a character of truth to those parts, where it is properly used. There
is a wonderful example of this part of landscape, in the view of

Mechhn, by Kironis. f>. Though rocks have all sorts of shapes, and
participate of all colours; yet there are, in their diversity, certain

characters which cainiot be well expressed without having recourse
to nature. Somi- are in banks, and set otT with beds of shrubs;

others in luh.'e blocks, either projectingorfalling back; others con-
sist of large broken pans, contiguous to each other; and others,

in short, of an enormo\is size, all in one stone, either naturally, as

iree-stone, or else through the injuries of time, which in the course
of many ages has worn aivny their marks of separation. But what-
cvertheir form be, they are usually set out with clefts, breaks,
liollows, buslu's. moss, and the stains of time ; and these particu-
lars, well managed, create a certain idea of truth. 7. A pround
or land, in the palmer's style, is a certain distinct piece of land,
which is neill)t;r too woody nor hilly. Groiuuls contribute, more
than any thing, to the gradation and distancing of landscape ; be-
cause they follow one another, either in shape, or in their claro-
obscuro, or in their variety of colouring, or by sonie insensible
conjimctioii of one with another. 8. A terrace, in painting, is a
niece of ground, either quite naked or having verv lilile herbage,
like great roa<ls ansl prices often frequented. 'Thev are of use
chiefly in the fore-grounds of a picture, where theyought to be,
very spacious and open, and a'conipanied with some accidental
verdure, and some stones, which, if placed with judgement, give
a terrace a greater share of probability. 0. Painters mean by
buildings any structures I hey generally represent, but chiefly such
:is are of a regular architecture, and "are most conspicuous. 10.

Much of the spirit cf landscape is owing to the waters which are
introduceil in it. Thev apinar someti ues impetuous, as when a
storm makes tliem overflow their banks ; at other times rebound-
ing, as by the fall of a rock ; at other limes, through unusual pres-
sure, gushing out and dividing into numberless streams, whose
motion and murmuring agreeably deceive both the eye and ear ;

at other times calm and purling in a sandy bed ; at other times so
still and standing, as to i)econie a faithful looking-glass, which
iloubles all the objects that are opposite to it ; and in this state
they have more life than in the most violent agitation. Consult
Bourdon's works, or his prints, on thissubicet': he has tre.-vted of
waters with the gre.itest propriety. 11. As it is the part of the
fore-ground lo usiier the eye into the piece, great care must be
taken that the eye nieet with good reception ; sometimes by the
opening of a fine terrace, whose design and workmanship may be
equally curious; so.iietiines bv a variety of well-distinguished
plants, and these sometimes flowered; and at other times, by
ligures in a lively taste, or other objects, eitlier admirable for thefr
novelty or introduced as by chance. In a word, the arlist cannot
too nuich sindy his fore-ground-objects, since they attract the eye,
iiftpress the first cinracter of Irirli, and gre.itly contribute to make
the artihce of a piclure sncces^ul, and lo anticipate our esteem
lor the whole work. I'J. I'lanivare not aUvavs necessary in fore-
grounds, because there arc several ways of Ulalviiig those grounds

j
agreeable. 15ut if we resolve to draw plants there, we ought I'j

' paint them e.xactly after life. 13. In composing landscape, ihe

i artist may have intended to give it a character agreeable lo fliK

subject he has chosen, and whit h his figures ought lo represent.

I He may also, asoflen happens, have only thought of his ligures,

!
alter fini>hing his landscape. 'J he truth is, the ligures in most

i

landscapes are made rather to accompany than to suit them, 'i lure

are landscapes so disposed and situated, as to require only passing

I figures; which several good masters, each in his stvle, have iu-

j
troduced, as Poussin in the heroic, and I'ouquier in the rural, with

I
all probability and grace. Ktsting iigures have also been made

I

to appear inwardly active. And these two <lill'erent ways of tr<"at-

' ing ligures act equally, though in a diflerent manner. It is rather

I

inaction tliat ought to be blamed in figures ; for in this condition,

which robs then) of all connection with the landscape, they appear

I to be i)asted on. Great care must betaken to proportion lliesiz«

of the ligures to the bigness of the trees, and other objects of the

,! bndscapo. And as they chiefly give life lo a landscape, they

<\ must be dispersed as conveniently as possible. 14. The beauty

I

of trees is perhaps one of ihe greatest ornainenis of landscape; oa
I

account of the variety of their k':nds, and their freshness, but chiefly

I their lightness, which makes them licem, as biiiig exposed to the

air, to be always in motion. Though diversity be pleasing in all

the objects of landscape, it is chiefly in trees that it shews its great-

est beauty. Landsca|)e considers both their kinds and their forms.

I

Tlieir kinds retpiire the painter's parliculai^ study, to distinguish

I

them from each other; for we must be able at lirst sight to dis-

1 cover '\ hich are oaks, elms, firs, sycamores, poplars, willows, pines,

I &c. whicii, by a specific colour, or touching, are distinguishable

from all other kinds. Besides the variety whicli is found in eacli

kind of tree, there is in all lrec"S a general variety. This is ob-

served in the different manners in which their branches are disposed,

some being very vigorous and thick, others more dry and thin ;

some more green, others more red or yellow. But, v\hatever their

nature or m.inner of branching be, let the handling be lively and
thin, to preserve the spirit of their characters. The observation

of the dilCerent barks merits particular attention ; for in hard

woods, age or accident ciiaps them, and thereby gives Iheni a sort

of embroidery. Beginners will iiiul, in practice, that the chief

trouble of landscape lies in handling trees; and both in practice,

and speculation, trees are the most diilicull part of landscape, as

they are its greatest ornament. After having ^luilied and copied,

willi the pen or crayon, lirst the pcinls, ami then the designs, of

Titian and Caracci, Hu> student should imitate with the pencil

those touches which they have most distinctly specified, if their

paintings can be jirocnred: but since they are scarce, othersshonld

be got which have a good character for their touching: as those

of Fouquier, who is a most exccilent model: I'aul Brill, Brtugel,

and Bourdon, are also very good ; their touching is neat, lively,

and thin. 'Ihe student should here alsoa))ply hinnelf assiduously lo

nature, and direct his genius lo delineate that extensive variety,

which she everywhere presents in the appearance of trees. I'or

the general rules of drawing landscapes and the perspective parti-

cularly required in this department of painting, see Drawing,
and Perspectivk. The principal coloure used in landsc;ipes

are; I. Hake white; 2. white lead, or common white; 3. fine

light ochre; 4. brown ochre; 5. brown pink; t). burnt umber;
7. ivory bhick ; 8. Prussian blue; 9. ultramarine; 10. terre-

verte ; 'l I. lake; 12. Indian red ; 13.vermiHion, or native cinnabar ;

14. king's yellow. 'Ihe principal lints arc, 1. Light ochre and
white; 2. Light ochre, Prussian blue, and white ; 3. Light ochre,

and Prussian blue; 4. The same darker; J. lerreverte and
Prussian blue ; ti. Brown pink and Prussian blue ; 7. Brown pink

and brown ochre ; S. Brown pink, ochre, and Prussian blue; ().

Indian red and white; 10. Ivory-black, Indian red, and lake.

Tlie colours neicssary for dead colouring, are: conmion white,

liiJjht ochre, brown ochre, burnt umber, Indian red, ivory-black,

and Prussian blue. The ])rincipal colours and tints tor painting

the sky, are, fine while, ullramarine, I'russian blue, bglil ochre,

rennillion, lake, and Indi;ni red. The tinls^ are, a line azure,

lighter azure, light ochre anil white, Vermillion and white ; and a

tint made ofwhite, a little vtnnillioii, and some of the light axure,

at your di-cretion. .See Coi,ol'R-N! aking.
t'orlriulure. Before we jiroceed lo particulars in this branch

of painting, it is necessary to attend lo some general propositions:

I. There
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I. 'riiere isiioL asinglc person in llii- worlJ who has iiol a pccn-

liar chariictur l>oth in body and f;uc,

I!. Simple and genuine nature is more proper for imitation,

tlian nature cnibeliislied too artilicially.

III. Painters easily accustom themselves to tlieir own tints, and

tlie niauiier of their "masters: and after this habit is rooted, they

view nature not as she really U, but as they are usett' to paint her.

IV. It is very dilBcnll to make a picture the figures of which

are as big as hfe, to have the same effect near as at a distance.

V. It IS proper, before we begin a portrait, to make a sketch

ef it.

There are four tilings necessary to make a portrait perfect ; viz.

air, colouring, dress, and attitude. ' !. The air respects the lines of

the face, the licad-attirc, and the size. The lines of the face de-

pend upon exactness of draught, and agreement of the parts;

which all togetlier must represent the physiognomy of the person

painted in such a manner, that the picture of his face niaj' seem
to be also lliat of his mind. It is not eNactness of ilesign in por-

traits that gives spirit and true air, so much as the agreemen' of

the parts at llie very moment when the (hsposilion and tempera-

ment of the sitter are to be hit off. We see several portraits,

which, though correctly designed, have a cold, languisliing, and

stupid air; whiUt others, hfss correct in design, strike us, how-

ever, at lirst sight, with the siller's resemblance. Few ))ainter3

are careful enough to put the parts well together: Sometimes the

mouth is smiling, and the eyes are sad; at other times the eyes

are cheerful, and the cheeks lank : by whicii means their work
lias a false air, and looks unnatural. Of all the parts of the fare,

that which contributes most to likeness is the nose ; it is therefore

of great moment to set and draw it well. Though the hair of the

head seems to be part of the dress which is c-.ipable of various forms

XvithoHt altering the air of the lace; yet the head-attire, which

one has been most accustomed to, creates such a likeness, that we
Scarcelv know a familiar ac(|Uaintance on his putting oji a periwig

somewhat dilferent from that which he used to wear. It is neces-

sary, therefore, as far as possible to take the air of the head-orna-

ment, and make it accompany and set off that of the face, if there

be no reason to the contrary. 2. Colouring, in portraiture, is an

effusion of nature, discovering the true tem|)ers of persons; and
their temper being essential to likeness, it ouglit to be handled as

€\'actlv as the design. This part is the more valuable as it is rare

and difficult to hit. Many painters have come loa likeness by
strokes and outlines; but few have shewn in colours the tempers
of persons. Two points are ncce-sary in colourin;;; exactness of

tints, and the art of setting tlieni off. The former i^ accfuired by
practice, in examining and comparing the colours we see in life

\vilh those by which wc would imitate it : and the art of those tints

consists in knowing what one colour will produce whi'n set by ano-

ther, and in making good what eilher distance or time may abate

on the glow and freshness of the colours. A painter who does no-

thing more than wiiat he sees, will never arrive at a perfect imi-

tation ; for though his work may seem, on the easel, to he good
to him, it may not appear so to others, nor perhaps even to him-
self at a distance. A tint which, near, appears disjoined, and of

bne colour, may look of another at a distance, and be confounded
in the mass it belongs to. If you would have vour work, there-

}'oi-e, to produce a good effect in the place wlu-re it is to hang, both

the colours and lights must be aliitle loaded ; hut wilh discretion.

Ill this (joint consult Titian, Rubens, Vandyke, and Rembrandt's
jnethoils ; for indeed their art is wonderful. The tints usuallv

reipiire three times of observation. The lirst is at tlie person's

first sitting down, when he has more spirit and colour than oitlin;'.-

ry ; and this is to be noted in the first hour of his-iiiing. The 2d
is when, being composed, his look is as usual ; which is to be ob-

served in the fjecontl hour. And the third is when, tlnough tire-

someness by sitting in one posture, his colour altera to -a hat wea-
riness usually creates. On which account, it is be>l to keep to the

sitter's usual tint, a little improved. 3. In dress and draperies,

all sorts of colours do not suit all sorts of persons. In men's por-

traits, we need only observe great truth and great force: but in

women's there must al-o be charms; whatever beauty they have
must appear in a fine light, and their blemishes must be soltened.

For this reason, a white, lively, and bright tint, ought ncvei to be
set olf fiy a fine yellow, whidiwoukl make it look like plaster;

but rather by colours inclining to green, blue, or grey, or such

others as, by their opposilion, may make the tint appear more
flcihy than usual in fair women. In grounds, two lliings nre ob-

servable; the tone and the colour. The colour is to be consi-

tlerod in the same manner as those of draperies, with respect to the

head. 'I'he tone must be afways different from the mass it sup-
ports, and uf which it is the ground, that tii<; objects coming upon
it may not seem tian,;/aieiu, i)'ii soir.! and raised. 4. Attitudes

ought to suit the a;j,.
i if persons and their temiiers.

In old men and worn I ii- uruve, majestic, and some-
times bold: and gciK ,, ,i, ..oi.un, liiey ought to have a noble
simplicity and modest ciiceriuliiess ; for modesty ought to be the

character of women. Attitudes are of two kinds: oni' in motion,
the other at rest. Those at rest may suit every person : but thoie

in motion are ])roper fur young people only, and are hard to bu
expressed ; because a great part of the air and drapery must be
moved by the air ; motion, in painting, being never better ex-

pressed th;ui by such agitations. The altitudes at rest must not
appearso much at rest as to seem to represent an inactive person,

and one who sits for no other purpose but to be a ropy.
,
Accord-

ing to De Piles, portraiture requires three different sittings and
operations; to-wit, dead colouring, second colouring, and retouch-

ing or finishins. Before the painter dead colour, he must attentively

consider wh;it aspect will best suit the sitter, by putting him in difle-

rent positions, if he have not any settled design ; whentliis is deter-

mined, it is of the utmost consequence to put the pans well toge-

ther, by com|)aring always one part with another ; f<n' not only
the portrait acquires a greater likeness when well designed, but it

is Iroublesi.me to make alterations at the second sitting, when the-

arliit should onl) think of painting, that is, of disposing and unit-

ing his colours.

I. The dead-colouring ought to be clean, because of the slope and
the transparency of the colours, especially in the shades: an(l when
the |)arlsare well put together, and become clanuiiy, they must be
judiciously sweetened and melted in each other ; yet without tak-

ing away the air of the picture, that the painter may finish it, in

proportion as he draws.

II. The business of the second sitting is, to put the colofurs well
in their places, and to paint them in a manner that is suitable to

the sitter and to the efi'ect we propose : but before they are made
clammy, we ought lo examine afresh whether the parts are rightly

placed, and here and there to give some lou'dies towards likeness,

that, when we are assured of it, the work may go on with greater
satisfaction. If the jiortrait be justly designed, the painter ought,
as much as possible, to work tjuick as the work will thus have the

more spirit and life. But this readiness is only the effect of long-

study and experience.

III. Before we retouch or finish, it is proper to termina'e the
hair, that, on finishing the carnations, we may be able to juiige of
the effect of the wliole head. If, at the second .itting, we cannot
do all we intended, which often haiipetis, the third makes up the
loss, and gives both spirit, physiognomy, and character. If we
would paint a portrait at once, we must load the colouring; but
neither sweeten, nor drive, nor very much oil it: and if we dip

the pencil in varnish as the work advances, this will readily enable
us to put colour on colour, and to mix them without driving,

'.'"here is nothing so rare as fine hands, eilher in the design or co-

louring. It is therefore convenient lo cultivate a friendship ftith

some women who will take pleasure in serving tor a copy. But if

an opportunity occurs of copying heads after Vandyke, it must
not be let slip ; for lie drew them with a surprising delicacy, and
an admirable colouring. It is of great service to copy after the
manners which come nearest to nature ; as are those of Titian and
^'andykc. The surest way tojudge of the colours is hy compari-
son; and to know a tint, nothing IS better than to compare it with
linen plarcd next it, or else placed next to the natural object, if

there is occasion. The jiortrait being now finished, nothing re-

mains, but, at some distance of time to view both tl.e picture and
sitter together, to determine with certainty, whether tliere is any
thing still wanting to the work.

Of the different Methods op Painting.

1. The most simpleofall methods of painting, and doubtles? the
first discovered and used, is painting' in water-rolours. 2. Paint-

ing ill oil is preferable to all other methods, as it is more suscep-

tible ofallsortsofexpresbion;,of more perfect gradations of colours,

7 sua
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aivl is r.t the saiiie time more ilur.ihle. 3. Mosaic painting, is per-

formed by joiiv.i)!!; toc;eiher agreat number ofsiiv.il piecis of mar-

ble of dilltfcitt coleiira, with stucco. Woriisof lliis kiiul ;;re maile

more priiici|wllv at Rome, where this art has been Ciirrird so tar

us to rea-nible the pa:iitiiij,s ot tlie greatest ma>tt'rs ; and of tliesc

are made niiJiiuineirti for llie late-i pisteriiy. See Mosaic. 4.

Painti; g iii fn-sco i> ppilormod by (lraw:ni» with colours tliluted

with «ate.-, on a wall newly pl.i^tend, a.d with vliich they so iii-

corp'jr. t'-, lh.it they piTisfi oii'y with the stucco .tstlf. 'I'iiis is

princip.illy ii>ed oil ix-ihiigs. :-. Miniature-painting is performed

Willi water-colour!, or wlh gum arabic ; ;;nd ir|)rp5ents objicls

in the least discernible magi;iti':des. See Mistature. 6. Paint-

ing in crayon-i. Colours, either simple or compound, are mi.\eil

with gum, and made into a kind of hard paste like chalk, with

which they draw on paper and parchment. 7. Painting in ena-

mel is performed on copper or gold, with niineral-coluurs that

an- dried by lire, and become very durable. See E^JA^IEL. 1 lie

paintings on the porcelain of China and Europe, on Uel!t wares,

&c. are so many sorts of enamel. 8. Painting in wax; or encaus-

tic paiiitini;, is a new invention, or rather an old one renewed, in

which tliere are in Fri^nce performances highly pleasing. It is

done with wax mixed with varnish and colours. 9. Painting on

glass, of which there are various kinds. See Glass. 10. Elydo-

ric painiing, a i.ew species, being the mixed application of oil and

watvT-eolours.

Of Painting in FRtsco.

Of all kinds of painting fresco is the most durable, the most
speedily executed, and the most proper to adorn great buildings.

It appears,that tliefr.iiiments of ancient painting handed down to us

by tlieRomans are all in fresco. Norden, quoted by Winckleman,
speaks of the ruins of Egyptian palaces and temples, in which are

Colossian paintings on walls eighty feet high. The descri|)tion

which tiiose authors have given of these paintings, of the prepared
groun.1, and of the manner in which the colours have been em-
ployeil, &c. shews plainly that they have been executed in fresco.

The stability ot fresco is demonstrated by the existence of those
fragmentsof the highest antiquity. There are no other kinds of
painting which could equally have resisted the injuries of the wea-
ther, the excessive aridity of certain elements, the moisture of sub-
terraneous situations, and the destructions by barbarians. In mak-
ing paintings in fresco, the choice of place, 'when they are without
doors, is ot the greatest importance. In countries where there is

little or no fro-f, an exposure to the north is the most favouralilc
;

and in cold climates a western exposure should be made choice
of, because the first rays of the rising sun have a very pernicious
ellect after frost. The choice of materials is the next thing of im-
portance in executing fresco. To maki' it durable, the grouiul is

an object of chief attention ; anil to make this perfect, the mortar
used by the ancients, now unknown, would be necessary. It is

«asy to perceive, tliat a minute detail of forms, an extensive mix-
ture and gradation of tints, and the merit of a delicate and gentle
touch, can make no part of the excellencies of tliis kind of paint-
ing. It cannot bear a close examination like a picture in oil.

There is always something dry and rough which pleases. An
artist who could flatter himself with success in a fresco placed near
the eye would be grossly deceivetl : a common .spectator would
find It coarse and Iwdly lini^ied. Fresco is chiefly employed in
palaces temples, and public edifices. In these vast places no
kind of painting can be preferred to it; large, vivid in its strokes
and constantly tresh, it enriches the architecture, animates it, and
)?ives relief to the eye from the repetition of the same forms, and
the monotony ot colour, in a place where coloured marbles and
bronzes are not employed. A fine fresco gives the greatest effect
to a lofty buddiiig. which serves as a frame and support to this en-
chanting art, wh:cli fixes the attention of every person of sensibililv
and laste, f'resco has a freshness, splmdour, and vigour, not to be
found in oil or water-colours. If we inquire why painting in fresco
i» now seldom or never practised, we may ascribe it to the ereal
talents required to execute it. •' Many of our painters (says ^ a-
sarin his I realise on Painting) excel in oil and water colours
and yet fail in fresco ; because of all kinds this requires the creii-
«st strength of genius, boldness in the sliokes, and resolution."
t he ni«chaoical proc«s, of this useful and beautiful kind of paint-

ing, is as f.jllows: Before painting it is necessary to apply two
layers. ] I tlie wall on which

_\ on are to paint is of brick, the layer
is easily applied ; but if it is of iVcestone closely united, it is ne-
cessary to make excavations in tiie stone, and to drive into theni
nails or pegs of wood in ordiT to hold the lirvt laver. The first

layer is made of goo<l lime and a cement of pounded brick ; or
which is still better, river-sand : tlfis latter forms a layer more un-
even, and better lilted to ritain the second smooth ami polished
layer applied to its surface. Tiiere sliould be experinnnis to dis-
cover a layer still more compact, and more ind.-iiendnit of the
variations of llie air; such, for example, as covers the aqueducts
and ancient reservoirs conslrucled by the Romans in the neigh-
bourhood of Naples. P^efore applying the second layer, or what
you are to paint, it is necessary tliat the first be perfectly dry ;

for there issues from tlie lime, when it is moiit, a smell both disa-
greeable and pernicious to the artist. When the first laver is

perfectly dry, it is wet with water in proportion to its dryness,
tliat ihe-seconil layer may the more easily incorporate with it. The
second layer is composed of lime, slaked in the air, and exposed
for a year, and of river-sand, of an equal grain, and moderately
line. It acquires an active and intelligent mason to apply (his
layer, as the surface must be altcgether eipial. The operation is

peiiVirmed with a trowel ; and the operator requires to have a
small piece oi wood to take away the large grains oi sand, which,
remaining, might render the surface uneven. To give a fine polish
to thi^ layer, one ought to take a sheet of paper, apply it to tlie

wall, and pass and repass the trowel over the paper. l!y these
means the little inequalities which hurt the exactness of the stroke,
and wliich produce false appearances at a distance, are entirely
smootlied. The artist must not lay more than the painter can finisli

ina day, asthi.kind of painting must be executed on a fle^h ground.
Tlie layer being thus prepared, tlie painter begins his operation ;

but as painting in fresco must be executed rapidly, and as there is no
time to retouch any of the strokes, the painter takes care to provide
himself w ith large cartoons, on which he has drawn, with exactness,
and in Iheir full size, the figures w hich he is to paint, w hich leaves
liim nothing to do but to copy them on the wall. The cartoons are
composed of strveral sheets of large paper pasted one on another,
neither too thick^ior too slender. The painter traces the tracks of
the figures on the plaster, by passing a steel-point over the tracks
in the cartoons, or in pricking them. Having thus attained an
exact and speedy drawing, it now remains to execute the painting.
But it is essenti.'il, when one wishes to finish any small work of
this kind, in the first place to be informed of the proper colours,
and of those which cannot be used. In general, the colours ( .x-

tracted from earths, and those which have passed through the fire,

are the only ones which can be employed in this kind of painting.
The colours are white, made of lime, tiie w hite of egg-shells, ultra-

marine, the black of charcoal, yellow ochre, burnt vitriol, red
earth, green of Verona, \'enetian black, and burnt ochre. There
are others which require to be used with great precaution, such as
enamel blue, cinnabar, and white marble-dust. When enamel
blue is used, it recjuires to be applied instantaneously, and when
the lime is very moist, otherwise it does not incorporate with the
plaster; and if one retouch with this colour, it must be done an
hour or more after tiie first aiiplication, to increase its hislre. With
legard to the white marble-dest, it is apt to turn black if it be not
mixed up with a proper qu.'.niily of while lime. Cinnabar, which
has a splendor almost superior to all other colours, loses it almost
entirely when mixed with hme. At the same time, it may be em-
ployed in places not exposed to the air with a little degree of care
in the preparation. Reduce a quantity of the piurst cinnabar to
powder, put it into an earthen vessel, anvl pour lime-water on it

lor two or three times. By this process the cinnabar receives some
impression of lime-water, which makes it capaiile of being em-
ployed in fresco- painting. One of tlie best colours, and tlie one
most used in fresco for the gradation of tints, and for giving the
rei|ui'-ile tone, is while of lime. This white is prepared by mixing
lime slacked long before with good water. The lime deposits a
sediment at the bottom of the vessel ; when the water is poured off,

this sediment is the white of lime, Anc ther kind of white might
be used, the effects of which would be known by experience,
namely, the white of egg-shells. To prepare this white, one must
take a great quantitv ot shells of eggs, which must be pounded and

boiled
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boiled iti w;iteraloiij5 with a quantit) of quickliniL- ; attrr this, tliey

are put into a strainer, ami waslied repeatedly with fountain-water.

Theshellsare again pounded until the water employed for that

purpose become pure and lijiipid ; and when they are in lliis man-
ner reduced to powder, this powder is grinded in water, and formed
into small piece?, and dried in the sun. All the different kinds of

ochres make excellent colours for fresco, and take dilFerent shades,

being previously burned in iron-chests. With regard to tlie Na-
ples yellow, it is dangerous to use it where the painting is much
exposed to the air. The blacks of chjrcoal, of peach-stones, and

of vine-twi^s, are good ; but that extracted from bone; is of no
value. Roman vitriol, gathered at the furnaces, and called burnt

vitriol, grinded afterwards in spirit of wine, resists the air extremely
when employeil in lime. There is a red extracted from this pre-

paration somewhat like tliat produced from lac. This colour is

very proper for preparing the layers to be coloured with cinnabar

;

and the draperies painted with these two colours will vie in splen-

dor with those pamted with fine lac in oil. The ultramarine is the

most faithful colour; and not only never changes, but it com-
municates this precious quality to those colours with which it is

mixed. The manner of employing these colours, is to grind them
ill water, and to begin by arranging them into the principal tints

to be employed ; these are afterwards put into jjots ; and it is ne-

cessary to use many pallets raised at the edges, to form the inler-

liiediate shades, and to have under one's eye all the shades re-

quired. As all the tints, except burnt ochre, violet, red, and blacks

of all kmds, are apt to become clear, the painter must have besides

him some pieces of brick or new tile very dry A dash of the

colours is applied to one of these with tlie pencil before using

them ; and as tile instantaneously imbibes the water, one perceives

ttliat the shade will be after the fresco is dry.

Of Pai.sting with Crayovs.

The student must provide himself with strong blue paper, the

thicker the better, if tlie grain is not too coarse. The knots should

be levelled with a penknif'- or razor, otherwise they will prove ex-

ceedingly tnniblesome. The paper must be pasted very smooth
on a linen-cloth, previously strained on a deal-lrame, the size ac-

cording to the artist's pleasure: on this the picture is to be exe-

cuted ; but it is most eligible not to paste the paper on till the

whole subject is fir>t dead-coloured. The method of doing this is

by laying the paper with the dead-colour on its face, upon^ smooth
board, when, by a brush, the back side of the i)aper must be
covered with paste; the frame, with the strained clotii, must then

belaid on the pasted side of the paper; alter which, turn the

painted side uppermost, and lay a piece of clean paper upon it, to

prevent smearing it : this being done, it may be stroked gently

over with the hand ; by which means all the air between the cloth

and the paper will be forced out. When the paintei-s wjnt to

make a very correct picture, they geiieraily use tiiifany or black

gause, strained tight on a frame, which they lay ilat on the subject

to be imitated, and with a piece of chalk tr.ice all the outlines

on the titfany. They then lay tiie canvas to be painted on, Hat

upon the floor, placing the til'fany with the chalked line» upon it,

and with an handkerchief brush the whole over; lliis jjreacats the

exact outlines of the picture on the canvas. The crayon-paijiter

may also use this method wlien the subject of his imitation ij in

oils; hut in copying a crayon-picture, he must have recourse to

the following method, on account of the glass. Th.e picture b-jing

placed upon the easel, l(;t die outlines be drawn on the glass with

a small camel's hair pencil dipped in lake, ground thin with oils,

with great exactness. After this, take a sheet of paper of tlie same
size, and place it on the glass, stroking over all the lines with the

liand, by which means the colour will adhere to the paper, which
must be pierced with pin-holes pretty close to eacii otlier. The
paper inteniled to be used for the painting must next be laid upon
.1 table, and the pierced paper placed upon it ; then with some line

pounded charcoal, tied up in a piece of law n, rub over the pierced

li'-ies, wliichwill give an exact outline; but great care must be
taken not to brush this otTlill the whole is drawn over with sketch-

ing chalk, which is a composition made of whiting anil tobacco-

pijje clay, rolled like the crayons, an^l pointed at each end. \\ hen
a student paints from the life,_itis proper to make a correct draw-
ing of the outlines on another paper, the size of the pit lure he is

going to paint, which he may trace by the preceding juelhod.
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The student will find the silting posture, w itli tlie box of crayons

in his lap, the most con/enient method lor bun to paint; The
part of the picture he is painting should be rather below liis

face, else the arm will be fatigued. Let the windov.s of the room
be darkened, at least to the ht'ight of six feet from the ground ;

and the subject to be painted should be placed so, that tlie light

may fall with every advantage on the face. The featurc-s being

correctly drawn with chalks, take a crayon a pure carmine, and
carefully draw the nostril and edge of the nose next the shadow ;

then, with the faintest carmine teinf, lay in the l.igliest light upon
the nose and foreliead, which must be executed broad. Then pro--

ceed gradually with the second teint, and the succeeding ones,

till he arrives at the shadows, which must be enriched with nuicli

lake, carmine, and deep green. The several pearly teints discenii-

bl;- in fine complexions must be imitated with blue veiditer and
white, which answers to the ultramarine teints used in oils. But
if the parts of the face wdiere these teints appear are in shadow, the

crayons composed of black and white must be substituted in their

place. Let the student be careful wiien he begins the eyes, ta

draw them with a crayon inclined to the carmine teint, of what-

ever colour the irises are ; he must lav them in brilliant, and at

first not loaded with colour, but executed lightly. 'I'lie student

must let the light of the eye incline very much to the blue cast,

avoiding a staring white appearance, but [jreserving a broad shadow
thrown on its upper part, by the eye-lash. The student should

begin the lips with pure carmine and lake, and in tlie shadow use

some carmine and black; the strong vermillion-teints should be
laid on afterwards. lie must form the corner of the mouth with

carmine, brown ochre, and greens variously intermixed. If the

hair is dark, he should preserve mucii of the lake and deep c-ar-

miiie teints therein. After he has dead-coloured the head, he is

to sweeten the whole together, by nibbing it over with his hnger,

beginning at the strongest light upon the forehead, passing his

finger very lightly, and uniting it with the next teint, which he

must continue till the vvhole is sweetened together, often wipinghis

finger on a towel to prevent the colours being sullied. When the

head is brought to some degree of forwardness, let the back
ground be laid in, which must be done by covering it as thin as pos-

sible, and rubbing it into the paper with a leathern stump. Near
the face the paper should be almost free from colour. The ground,

being painted thin next the hair, affords an opportunity of painting

the edges of the hair over in a light and free manner at finishing.

The above method properly executed, produces the appearance of

a painting composed of three colours, viz. carmine, black, and
white, which is the best preparation a painter can make for the pro-

ducing a fine cravon-picture. The next step is, to complete the

back ground ancf the hair; thence proceed to the forehead, finish-

ing downward. In painting over the forehead tlie last time, be-

gin the higliest light with the most faint vermillion-teint, in the

same place where the faint carmine was first laid, keeping it broad

in the same manner. In the next shade, the student must work in

some light blue teints, composed of verditer and white, inter-

mixing with them some of the deeper vermillion-teints, insensibly

molting them into one another. Some brilliant yellows may -ab'i

be used, and towards the roots of the hair, strong verditer-teints,

intermixed with green, will be of singular service. Cooling cray-

ons, composed of black and white, should succeed these, and melt

into the hair. Beneath the eyes, the sweet pearly teints are to be

preserved, composed of verditer and white, and under the nose,

and on the temples, the same maybe used; bei:e:ith the lips

teints of this kind also are proper, mixing them with the ligh.t

greens and some vermillion. In finishing the cheeks, let the |nne

lake clear them from any du>t contracted from the other crayons ;

then with the lake may be intermixed the bright vermillion; and
last of all, a few touches of the orange-coloured crayon, but with

caution. The eye is the most difficult feature to execute in cray-

ons, as every part must be expressed with the utinost nicety, to

appear finished ; at the same time that the painter must preserve

itslneadlh and solidity while he is particularizing the parts. To
accomplish this, the student should ue his craynn in sweetening

as much, and his finger as little, as.possible. When he wants x

[joint to touch a small part witii, he may break off a little of hi-i

crayon against the box, which will produce a corner fit to work
with in the minutest parts. When the eye-balls are suf'rick'iTlIy

pref):ired, the shining s^ieck must l« made witli a pure wiiite

U
3 E crayon.
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cravoii, wiii'-h slioiiM be tii^l broken to a point, ami tlicii laid on

finii ; but as it is posjiblt thc> nuv ht- di-tcctivt in neatness, tliey

sliaiild be ronocle.l willi a pin, taking olltbe redundant parts, by

wbieb means thev niav be lonned i.i neat as can be leipured.

The ditVicuUy, wHili ic-|icel to tbe nose, is to preserve the Inies

properly delcnniiied, and at the same time so aitlully blended

into the cheek, as to CNpress its projection, and vet no real line to

be pcrci'ptd)le upon a close examination ; in some cireimistances

it should be ([Uite blended wilh the cheek, which appeai-s behmd

it, and determined entirely with aslii^ht touch of rod chalk. '1 he

•shadow cau5>-d bv the nose is generally the darkest in the whole

lace. Carmine antl brown ochre, carmine and black, and such

brilliant cravens, comjioses it best. 'I'he student having pre-

pared thclipi with thestroii;;est l.ike and carmine, &c. must with

these colours ni.ikf; them completely correct; and when finishing,

introduce the strong vermillion^, but witli caution. This, if properly

touched, will give the lips an appearante equal, if not suj)erior, to

those e.\ecute(l in oils, nctwillistanding the seeming superiority

the latter has, by means of glazing, of which the other is entirely

destitute. When the student paints the neck, he should avoid ex-

pressing the muscles too strong in the stem, nor should the bones

eppear too evident on the che^it. The most necessary part, to be

expressed, is a strong marking just above the place where the

collar-bones unite ; and if the head is much thrown over the shoul-

ders, some notice should be taken of the large muscle that rises

from behind the ear, and is inserted into the pit between the collar-

bones. All inferior muscles shuuld be avoided. In colouring the

neck, Itt the student preserve the stem of a pearly hue, and the

light not so strong as on the chest. If any part of the breast ap-

pears, its transparency nnist also be expressed by pearly tcinis
;

but the upper part of the chest should be coloured with beautitul

»ermillions delicately blended with the other. Dark blue, purple,

black, pink, and all kinds of red draperies also, should be first

tinged with carmine, wliich will render the colours much more bril-

liant than any other method ; over this should be laid on the paper

the middle teint, except the dark masses of shadow, which should

be laid on at first as deep as possible; these, sweetened with the

finger,, will exhibit a masterly breadth, which the less folds, when
added, ouulit by no means to destroy. With the light and dark

teints, the smaller parts are next to be made with freedom, exe-

cuting as much with the crayon, and as little with the finger, as pos-

sible ; in each fold touching the last stroke w ith the crayon, which
jitroke the ftnjer must never touch. In the case of reflections, tlie

simple touch of the crayon will bo too harsh, therefore fingering

will be nece>sary afterwards, as rellectod lights are always more
gentle than tliose which are direct. With respect to reflections in

general, they must always partake of the same colour as the object

reflecting, but in the case ot single figures, it may be useful to make
jome particular observations. In a blue drapery, let the reflec-

tions be of a greenish cast ; in ijreen draperies, make them of a

yellow teint ; in yellow, ol an orange ; in orange, reflect a reddish

cast; in all n'ds, something of tlieir own nature, but inclined to

t!ic yellow : black should have a reddish reflection ; the reflection

of a reddish teint will also present purples to the best advanl;!ge.

Of whatever colour the drapery is, the lefltclion on the face must
partake theriol, otherwise the picture, like paintings on glass, will

Jiave but a gaudy eflect. Linen, lace, fur, &c. should be touched
spiritedly with the crayon, fingering very little, except the latter

;

and the last touches, even of this, like all other parts, should be ex-
ecuted by the crayon, without sweetening with the finger. The
imthods above recommended have been practised by the most
celebrated crayon-painters, whose works have been held in public
estimation ; but the knowledge of, and ability to execute, each
separate part with brilliancy and truth, will be found very insuf-
ficient to con-tiUitc a complclw painter, unless he unite them with
each other, by correctness of drawing, propriety of light and
shadow, and harmony of colouring. To accouiplish this, the
student should carefully avoid finishing one part, till he has pro-
perly considered the connection it is to have with the rest.

NtiTERiALS. The perfection of the crayons consists, in a great
measure, in their softness; for it is impossible to execute a bril-

liant pcture with them if they are otherwise ; on which account
great care should be observed in the preparing of them, to prevent
th ir being hard. In all compositions, flike-white and white-lead
ihoutd be wholly rejected, because the sli^itcst toiicli with either

of these will un.'.voidably turn black, 'i'hey are .t^ubject to ch;iiige ;

but whenever this happens, it is entirely owing to an injudicious

use of the above-mentioned whites, which will stanti only in oils.

To obviate the bad effects of such crayons, use common whiting

prepared as follows : 'I'ake a large vessel of water, put the whiting

into it, and mix them well: let this stand abouf half a minute,

then poi*r off the top into another vessel, and throw tlie gritty sedi-

ment away ; let what is prepared rest about a minute, and then

pour it off as beioic, which will purify the whiting. When this is

done, let the whiting settle, puur the water from it; after which,

lav it on the dialk to dry, and keep it for use, either for white

crajons, or for preparing teints with other colours, for with this all

other teints may be safely prepared. All colours of a heavy or

gritty nature, especially blue verditer, must be purified by washing

after this method. The student must have a large, flexible pallet-

kni'e, a large stone and mullerto levigate the coloui's, two or three

large jjieces of chalk to absorb the moisture from the colours after

they are levigated, a piece of flat glass to prevent the moisture

from being absorbed too much, till llie colours are rolled into

form, and vessels for water, spirits, &.-c. as necessity and conveni-
ence shall direct.

I. Keds. Good carmine is inclinedto the vermillion-teinl, and
good lake to the carmine teint. The_ carmine crayons are thus
prepared

:

1. Carmine. As their texture is inclinable to hardness, instead

of grinding and rclling them, take a suflicient quantity of carmine,
lay it upon the grinding-stone, mix it with a levigating knife with
spirit of wine, till it becomes smooth and even. The chalk-stone
being ready, lay the colour upon it to absorb the spirit ; but he
careful that it is laid on in a proper shape for painting. If it is le-

vigated too thin, tlie crayons will be too flat; and if too thick, it

will occasion a waste of colour, by tiieir adhering to the pallet-

knife. The next step is to compose the different teints bv a mix-
ture with whiting ; the proportion consists of twenty gradations to

one. Take some of the simple colour, and levigate it with spirit

of wine, adding about one part of washed whiting to three parts of
carmine, of which, w hen properly incorporated, make two parcels.

The next gradation should be composed of equal quantities of car-

mine and whiting, and of which four crayons may be made. The
third composition should have one-fourth carmine, and Uiree-fourlhs

whiting; of this make six crayons, which will be a good propor-
tion with the rest. The last teint should be made of whiting, very
faintly tinged with carmine, of which make about eight crayons,
wh cb will complete the above-mentioned proportion.

'2. Luke is a colour very apt to be hard ; to prevent which, taka
about half the quantity of lake intended, and grind it very fine

with spirit of wioe ; let it dry, and then pulverize if, which i?

easily clone if the lake is good ; then take the other half, and grinty

it with spirits, after which mix it with the pulverized lake, and lav

it out directly in crayons on the chalk. This colour will not bear
rolling. The simple colour being thus prepared, proceed with
the compound crayons as directed before, and iu the same degrees,
of Rradalion as the carmine teints.

3. f'erniitlioii. The best is inclined to the carmine teint. No-
thing is retpiired to prepare this colour more than to mix it on the
stone with soft water or spirits, after which it may be rolled into
crayons, ^'arious teiuts are produced by a mixluie of the simple
colour with whiting.

II. Blues. 1. Prussian blue is apt to bind, and is rendered
soft with more difficulty than carmine and lake. The same me-
thod of pieparation is to be followed with this as directed with re-.

spect to lake. 2. Blue verditer is naturally gritty, and therefore
siiould be washed well. Its particles are so coarse, as to retpiire to
\)e united by slaked plaster of Pa>is about the size of a pea. This
blue is extremely brilliant, and will be of great use in heightening
draperies, &c. The teints must be formed with whiting as above
directed.

HI. Greens. In Switzerland, they have a irwthod of making
greens su-perior to ouin. We usually take yellow ochiv, grind it

with spirits, mix it with the powder of Prussian blue, then temper
it with a knife, and lay the crayons on the chalk, without rolluig
tliem. Instead of this, some use king's yellow mixed with Prus-
sian blue, and others brown ochre and Prussian blue. The crayons
made of the two last may be rolled.

IV. Yellows. 1. KijigVyellow is the most useful, and the

J!10?t
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niosl hrilliaiit, levii^ated witli spirits of wiiu.-. Yellow ocliiv, uiul

Na|)k->-yellow, giouiul «ith spirits, make useful trayoiis. '3.

Orange is produced willi kiiig's-yellow and verniillion ground to-

grtliiT witii spirits, and tlie teints formed as in otiier cases, but no
great i|irantity of tl)('iii is required.

V. Browns. 1. Cullen's eartli is a fine dark brown. After six

or eiglit of tlie simple crayons are prepared, several rich compound
teints may be produced from it, by a mixture witli carmine, in

various degrees. Koinan or l)ro.vn oclire is an excellent colour,

either simple or . oiiipounded with carmijie. Whiting tinged with

ieither of these, proves very serviceable in painting. 'J. Umber
may be treated in the same maimer, only it is necessary to levi-

gate it with Spirit of wine.

VF. Purples. Prussian blue ground with spirits, and mixed
with pulverized lake, will produce a good purple. Carmine, thus

mixed with Prussian blue, will produce a purple something dif-

ferent from the former.

VII. Black. 1. Lamp-black is the only black that can be used
with safety, as all others are >ubiect to mildew ; but as good lamp-
black is very scarce, the student should make it himself; the pro-

cess is as follows : Provide a tin-cone, fix it over a lamj) at such a

height tiial the flame may just reach the cone for the soot to collect

within it. When a sufficient (piaiitity is collected, take it out,

and burn all the grea^e from it in a crucible. It must then be
ground with spirits, and laid on the chalk to absorb the moisture.

1. Various grey teints may be formed from this by a mixture with

whiting. '2. Virmillion mixed with carmine is a composition of

great use. 3. Carmine and black is another good compound, and
various gradations should be made. 4. Vermillion and black is also

a very useful compound. 5. Prussian blue and black is another
good compound, and will be found of singular service in painting

draperies. The different compositions of colours must be cut into

a proper magnitude, after they arc prepared, to be rolled into pas-

tils, for use. Each crayon should be formed in the left hand with

the ball of the right, first formed cylindrically, and then tapered at

each end. If the composition is loo dry, dip the finger in water;

if too wet, the composition must be laid upon the chalk again to

absorb more of the moisture. Tlie crayons should be rolled as

quick as possible; and when hnished, must be laid upon the chalk
again, to absorb all remaining moisture.

Oi- Encatjstic Painting.

Many colours which cannot be admitted in oil-painting, as red
lead, red orpiment, crystals of verdegris, and red precipitate of
mercury, may be used here. l"he crayons used in encaustic
painting are the same with those used in the common way of
crayon-painting, excepting those that in their composition are too
tenacious; antftlie method of using them is the same in both c.ses.

The encaustic painting has many peculiar advantages: though the
colours have not the natural varnish or shining which thev acquire
with oil, they have all the strength of paintings in oil, aiid all the
airiness of water-colours, without partaking of the apparent cha-
racter or defects of either; they may be looked at in any light,

and in any situation, without any false glare: the colours are firm,

and will hear washing; and a picture, after having been smoked,
and then exposed to the dew, becomes as clean as if it had been
but just painted. It may also be retouched at pleasure without
any detriment to the colours; for the new colours will unite with
the old ones, without spots, as is the case in common size-painting;

nor is it necessary to rub the places to be retouched with oil as in

oil-pictures; it is not liable to crack, and easily repaired, if it

should chance to suffer any injury. 'Jhe duration of this painting
is also a very material advantage ;' the colours are not liable to fade
and change; no damp can affect ihein, nor any coiTosive substance
injure them; nor cin the colour fall off in shivers from the can-
•vas. However, not'.vithstanding all these and other advantages
enumerated by the .liibe Mazeas and Mr. Munfz, this art has not
yet been much ])r.icl'sed. Many of these properties belong to a
much higher species of encaustic painting, afterwards discovered
in England, the colours of which are fixed by a very intense heat;
nor are the colours or grounds on which they are laid liable to be
dissolved or corroded by any chemical menstruum, nor, like the
classy colours of enamel, to run out of the drawing on the fire.

The following account of this method was communicated in a let-

ter from Mr. Josiah Colebiook to the earl of Macclesiield, P.R.S.

in \7S9. " The art of p.iiiiliug with burnt wax (says In-) has long
been lust to the woild Tlie use of it to jiainters in the infancy of
the art of paintii.g, was of the utmost conH'(|uence. Drying oil

being unknown, they had nothing to preserve their colour's entire
from the injury of damps, and the heat of the sun : a varnish of
some sort was therefore necessary ; but they being unacquainted
with distilled spirits, could not, as we now do, dissolve gums to
make a transp.'reiit coat for their picture.--: this invention, there-
tore, of burnt wax supplied that defect to llu-m ; and with this

manner of painting, the chambers and other rooms in their houses
were furnished: this Pliny calls encauslum, and we encaustic
painting. 'Jhe following experiments which I have the honour
to lay before your lordship and the socic'ty, were occasioned bv
the extract of a letter from the abbe Mazeas, translated by Dr.
Parsons, and published in the second part of Vol. XLIX. of the
Philosophical Transactions, No. 100, concerning the ancient me-
thod of painting with burnt wax, revived by count Caylus."
After seven unsuccessful attempts, rckted by him, but which we
need not quote, " The bad success (says the count) which had at-

tended all the former experiments, led me to consider of what use
the w;:x was in this kind of painting: and it occurred to me, that
it was only as a varnish to preserve the colours from fading, 'i'o

try this:

£.xp. 8. I took what the bricklayers call fine stuff, or putty : to
this I added a small quantity of burnt alabaster, lo make it dry;
this it soon ilid in the open air; bt;t before I put on any colours, I

dried it gently by the fire, lest the colours should run. VVhen it was
painted, I warmed it gradually by the fire (to prevent the ground
from cracking) till it was very hot. I then took white wax three
parts, white resin one part, melted them in an eartlien pipkin, and
with a brush spread them all over the painted board, and kept it

close to the fire in a perpendicular situation, that what wax and re-

sin the plaster would not absorb might drop ofl'. When it was
cold, 1 found the colours were not altered, either from the heat of
the fire, or passing the brush over them. I th.en rubbed it with a
soft linen-cloth, and thereby procured a kind of gloss, which I

alterwards increased by rubbing it with a hard brush ; which was
so far from scratching or leaving any marks on the picture, that it

became more smooth and polished by it. After I had made all
the foregoing experiments, in conversation with my honoured and-
learned friend Dr. Kidby, a fellow of this society, 1 said I had been
trying to find out what the encaustic painting of the ancients was.
Upon which he told me, that there was a passage in Vitruvius de
Architectura, relative to that kind of painting ; and was so good as

to transcribe it for me from the seventh book, chap. 9. De minii
teinperatura." Vitruvius's words, translated by count Cavlus, are
these: " But if any one is more wary, and uo.ild have the paint-
ing with Vermillion hold its colour, when the wall is painted and
dry, let liim take C'arthaginian or Harbary wax, melted with a little

oil, and rub it on the wall with a hair-pencil ; and afterwards let

him put live coals into an iron-vessel, and hold it dose to the wax,
and when the wall, by being heated, begins to sweat ; then let it be
made smooth: afterwards let him riib it with a candle and clean
linen-rags, in the same manner as they do the naked marble-sta-
tues. This the Greeks call xreur<;. The coat of Carthaginian wax
(thus put on) is so strong, that it neither sulTeis the moon by night,

nor the sun-beams by day, to destroy the colour. Being satisfied

from this passage in Vitruvius, that the manner of using wax irL

Exp. 8, was right, I was now to find if the wax-varnish, thus burnt
into the picture, would bear wa-hing. But here I was a little dis-

appointed ; for rubbing one corner with a wet linen-cloth, some of
the colour came off; but washing it w ilh a soft hair-pi-ncil dipped in

water, and letting it dry witlioul wiping, the colour stood very
well. A board painted, as in Exp. 8, was hum; in the most smoky
part of a chimney for a day, and exposed to the open air in a very
foggy night. In the morning the board was seemiiisly wet
through, and the water ran olf the picture. This was suffered to
dry without wiping; and the picture had not suffered at all from
the smoke or the dew, either in tlie ground or the colours ; but
when dry, by rubbing it, first with a soil cloth, and alterwards

with a brush, it recovered its former gloss. Suspectinr; that some
tallow might have been mixed with the white wax 1 had used,
which might cause the colours to come off on being rubbed wilh a^

wet cloth, 1 took yellow wax which had been melted Horn the

honey-comb in a private family, and consequently not at all adnl-
6 ttrated

:
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tfraieil : to tliree i>ai Is of ihis I aJdod oivj part resin, ai^d melted

tlicm tNj-jclli'i-.

Exi>. i). Spanish white, mixed with fish-gliie, was put for a

crouiul on a hoard, and piiiiitid with water-colours only. The
hoard was nud- warm ; and when IIk- was and resin were \n\t on

with a hrnsh, and kept close lo the iire till the piclnre had ini-

bihecl all ihe varnish, and looked <lrv. When it was cold, 1 ruh-

bed it liist with a liner.-clolli, nnd llien polished it willi a hard

brush. In these experiments 1 found great difficnllies with regard

to colours. Many water-colours being made from the juices ot

plains, have some' degree of an acid in them ; and these, when

painted on an alkaline ground, ;',s chalk, whitening, cimolia, and

I'last -r, aic totally chanjjed in their colours, and from green be-

come brown ; which coV.lrihuks imich to make the experiments

tedious. I would therefore advise tlie use of mineral or metallic

colours for this sort of paiiilinE;, as nio>t likely to preserve their

colour: for although I iieulrali/;ed Spanish while, by fermentmg it

•with vinegar, and aflerwards washed it very well with water, it did

not succeed In my wish. I'hese experiments, and this passage from

Vilruvius, will in' some measure explain the obscurity ot part ot

that passage in Pliny which Dt. Parsons, in his learned comment
on the encaustic painting wiili wax, seems to despair of. Ceris

pingere, was one species of encaustic painting. Evxa-j,-ov, inustum,

may be translated, " forced in by the means of lire, burnt in :" for

whatever is forced in by the help of lire, can be rendered into

J-r.lin by no other significant word that 1 know of but inustum.

If this is' allowed me, and I think 1 have the authority of Vilruvius

(a writer in the Augustaii age) for it, who seems to have- written

Irom his own knowledge, and not like Pliny, who copied from

others much more than lie knew himself, the diliiculty with regard

to lliis kind of painting is solved, and the encaustic with burnt wax
recovered to the public. What he means hT the next kind he

mentions, in ebore cestro id Cjt viriculo, I will not attempt to ex-

plain at present. The ship-painting is more easily accounted for:

the practice being in part continued to this time; and is what is

corruptly called breaming, for brenning, or burning. This is done

by reeds set on fire, and held uikUt the side of a ship till it be
quite hot ; then resin, tallow, tar, and brimstone, melted together,

and put on wilii a hair-brush while the planks remain hot, make
such a kind of paint as Pliny describes: which, he says, nee sole,

uec sale, ventiscpie cc-rrumpilur. As they were ignorant of the

use of oil-painting, they mixed that colour wiih the wax, &e.
which they intended for each particular part of the ship, and put
on in the manner above described, in the pictures painted for these

»sxperiments, and now laid before your lorilsjiip and the society,

.1 hope neither the design of the landscupe, nor the execution of it,

will be taken so much into consideration as the varnish (which was
the thing wanted in Ihis iii'iuiry): and I think that will evince that

the encaublic painling with Iniriit wax is fully restored bv these
experiuu-nts ; and though not a new^nvention, yet having been lost

for so many ages, and now applied further, and to other purposes,

than it "as by Vitruvins (who confined it lo vermillion only), may
also amount lo a new discovery, the use of which may he a mean's

of pri;serving many curious drawings to posterity : for this kind of
painting may be on paper, cloth, or any other substance that will

admit a ground to be laid on it. The process is very simple, and
is not attended wylh the disagreeable smi-11 unavoidable in oil-

painting, nor with some inconveniences inseparable from that arl ;

and as there is no substance we know more durable than wax, it

hath the greatest probability of being lasting." Still, however,
there seem lo h.ive liec-n some di-fecls or inconveniences allending
these an<l other sul)se<]uenl i.tleiiipts; for we tiiul the ancient or

some similar mi-lhod of painling in wax remaining a dcvideralum
upwards of twenty-live years alter t!ie piihliraiion of the preceding
experiments ; w hen in )7S7 a method was comnumicateil to the So-
ciety of Arts, by .Miss Greenland, for uhicli vhe was rewarded wilh

a prize. The ground of her infuniiation she received at Kloreiue,
through the ac(piainl.ince of an aniatenr in painling who proem cd
)»er the satisfaction of seeing s'>me paintings in the ancient Grecian
Rtyle executed by signora Parenti, a professor at that place, who
fcad been in>-tru<led by a Jesuit at Pavia. llie person who made the

farthest discoveries in ihal art. Miss Greenland's friend knowing
she was fond of painting, infoimerl her what wi-re the materials the
p.iijitress used, but could not tell lier the proportions of the com-
position i

however, from her anxiety to Mireeed in ^ucli an ac-

(lUisilion, she made various experiments, and at last obtained such
a suflicient knowledge of the iiuanlities of the ditl'erent ingi-edientJ,

as lo begin and llnish a picture, which she afterwards presented lo

the society for their inspection. Her nielhod is as follows: "-Take
an ounce of white wax, and the same weight ofgum niastich powder-
ed. Put the wax in a "lazed earthen vessel over a very slow lire ;

and when it is quite dissolved, strew m the maslich, a little at a

linv , stirring the wax until the whole quantity of gum is perfectly

melted, and nicorporated : then throw the paste into cold water;
and when it is hard take it out of the water, wipe it dry, and beat

it ill one of Mr. Wedgwood's morlais, observing lo pound it at

first in a linen-cloth lo absorb some drops of water that will remain
in the paste, and would prevent the possibility of reducing it to u
powder, which must be so fine as to pjss through a thick gau7e.
It should be pounded in a cold place, and but a little vthile ;!t a
time, as after Ion" beating the friction will in a degree soften the

wax and gum, and instead of becoming :< powder they will relurn

lo a paste. Make some strong gum-aiahic waUr ; and when you
paint, lake a little of the powder, some colour, and mix them to-

gether with the gum-waler. Light colours rctpiire but a small

quantity of the powder, but more of it must be put in proportion

to the body and darkness of the colours ; and to black there should
be almost as much of the powder as colour. Having mixed the co-

lours, and no more than can be used before they grow dry, paint with
fail water, as is practised in painting with water-coloufs, a ground
on the wood being first polluted of some proper colour prepared in

ihe same manner as is described for the picture; walnut-tree and
oak are the sorts of wood commonly made use of in Italy for this

purpose. The painting should be very highly finished: otheryvise

when varnished, the tints will not appear united. When the

painting is quite dry, with rather a hard brush, pas>ing it one way,
varni^h it with white wax, which is put into an earthen vessel, and
kept nielled over a very slow fire till the picture is varnished,

taking great care the wax does not boil. Afterwards hold the

picture before a fire, near enough to melt the wax, but jiot make
it rim ; and when the varnish is entirely cold and hard, rub it

gently with a linen-cloth. Should the varnish blister, warm the

picture again very slowly, and tlic bubbles will subside. When
the piclure is dirty, it need only be washed wilh cold water.- 'J'he

opinion given by llie society upon the above is :
" The method

made use of by Miss Greenland provides against all inconveniences;

and ihe brilliancy of the colours in the picture painted by her, and
exhibited to the society, fully justifies the opinion, that the art of

painting in wax, as above ilescribed, highly merfted the reward of
a gold-pallet voted to her on this occasion."

Of Elydoric Painting.

This new species of painting is little known, and capable of
great improvement. The name is derived from iXiio», oil, and
i/Jiuj, water; because these two liquids are employed in the opera-
tion. Its principal advantages are, that the artist is able to give
the greatest liiiishing possible to-small figures in oil ; lo add to the
mellowness of oil-painting, the greatest beaiily ot water-colours in

niiniatiire, and to do it in such u manner that it appears like a large

piclure seen through a glass whicli diminishes objects. The fol-

lowing is the manner of proceeding: .\ piece of very line linen, or of
white lalTety, is sized with starch, in the most equal manner possi*

ble, on pieces of glass about two inches square, the angles of which
are blunted in order Ih.it the cloth may cover them neally and
without wrinkles. When these |)ieces of cloth are sufiicicnllv dry,
a layer composed of while lead finely grinded, and oil of piiiks or'

ot poppies, Ihe whitest lh.it can be toiiiid, is applied lo them wilh a
knile. W hen this layer is dry enough lo aiTiuit of scraping, more
may be applied, ii necessary. As it is of the greatest importance for
the preservation of this kind of painling that the d.irerent layers be
|)urged of oil, in order that they may imbibe the colours applied
lo tliini, it is necessary that their surface be very smooth, very
dry, and very hard. T he artist is iieNl provided with a circle of
cop|)er nearly two inches in diameter, one-tourth of an inch in
hiiijlit, extremely thin, and painted on the inside with black.
Tills circle is employed to contain the water on tlw surface of tlie

piclure. The preference is given to water distilled from rain or
snow; because ordinary water, from the salts which it contains, is

pernicious to this kind'of painting. The colours must be grinded
between two oriental agates, most carefully i)ieseivea from

du-f.
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dust, >iiu! mixed with oil of poppies, or any oilier siccalive oil wliich

lias been extracted vvithout fire, and |)iire as wuler. All liie colours

being grinded, llicy are placed in a small heap on a piece of glass,

whicli is covered wilh distilled water in a tin-box. Wiien the mate-

rials are thus prppared, the suhject is sli^hlly traced on one of the

pieces of cloth, above-mentioni;d, with a lead-pencil. I'he lints are

formed on the pallets from the heaps of colonrs ujider the water,

and tiie pallet placed as usual on llie left arm with the thumb
through the aperture. Th.e picture is held between the thumb and

fore-finger, supported by the middle, and the r^eres-ary pencils

between the tliird and "the litile linger. 'I'he hand is sujjport-

cd on Ihe back of a chair, that there may be full liberty of

bringing the work near, or keeping it at a distance from tlie eye.

The'penciU are cleaned with the essence of reclilied turpentine.

Alter having made the rough draught with the colours still fresh,

the circle oi copper which ought to surromul the picture is fitted

exactly to the surface. The distilled water is poured within this

circleto the height of one-eighth part of an incli; and the bod\

is leaned forward till the sight fall perpendicularly on the object.

The third linger of the right hand must rest on the internal right

sujgle of the picture. The artist, wilh a fine and firm pencil, runs

over the iirst draught, to give colours to the weak places, and to

/Soften those whicli appear tc:o strong. As soon as the oil swims

<ju the top, the water is poured oil, and the picture is carefully co-

Tered with a watch-glass, and dried in a box with a gentle heat.

When it issufl'iciently dry, to be scra])ed almost to a level with

tlie knife, the above operation is renew ed till the artist is sntislieil

vith his work. In this last work the artist feels all the advantage

of this new method for finishing. The water poured on the pic-

ture discovers ;dl the faults of the pencil, gives facility in search-

ing into llie bottom of the shades, and the jjower of correcting the

work, and of rendering it perfect. When the work is finished, it

is put under s crystal, where there is no admission of external air,

and dried with a gentle heat.

Of Oi^coNOMicAL Painting.

This relatts to several mechanical proceedings in certain kinds

ef painting, calculated -to preserve and embellish the walls of

houses and furniture. This branch of the art extends to every
part of architecture. The whole building becomes the workshop
of the artist ; the stairs, the ballustrades, the sashes, the doors, and
the railing of all kinds, occupying his first care, and then the ceil-

ings and wainscoting. The artist gives to all his subjects a chosen

and uniform tint ; but he hcis it in his power to vary the colours on
different parts of the building in such a manner as to produce the

most pleasing effect. Among tlie utensils of the painter, it is

almost needless to mention brushes and pencils of all sizes as abso-

lutely necessary. The bruslies are made of boars' bristles, or of

hair with a mixture of bristles ; tiiey ought to be straight, very

smooth, and of a round form. Half an hour before they are useil,

it is propjr to soak them in water, in order to swell the wood of the

handle, and prevent the hairs from falling off; after this, they may
be applied to all purposes, either in water-colours, or in oil ; but
for the fomier they require less softening. The pencils are made
of badgers' hair, or any fine hairs, enchased in the pipes of qudls of

all sizes. The vessel wherein the pencils are cleaned, is made of

copper or of tin, smootli below, rounded at the ends, and divided

into two parts by a thin plate in the middle. The oil, or the sub-

stance with which the pencil is cleaned, is contained in one of the

divisions. The pallet is made of the wood of the pear or apple-

tree, of an oval or square shape, very slender, but somewhat
thicker at the centre than at the extremities. A hole is made in

one of its sides sufliciently large to adroit the thumb of the work-
nian. \\' hen the pallet is new, it is covered with oil of walnuts;
and as often as it dries, the operation is repeated, nil it be fully

impregnated; it is afterwards polijlicd, and finally rubbed with a

piece of linen dipped in oil of common nuts. The painter's knife

IS 3 thin flexible plate, equally slender on both sides, rounded at

one extremity, and the other fixed into a handle of wood. All

the vessels employed to hold the colours should be varnished ; a

precaution necessary to prevent their drving too quickly. To
grind, is to reduce to powder the substances which give colours,

on a piece of marble or any hard stone, by means of water, oil, or

essence. To dilute, is to impregnate a liquid with a teint in such

ct manner as to make it capable of being applied by a brush.
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Vv'lien the materials are grinded in v/at^v, it is proper to dilute

them in size made from parchment. If they are diluted in spirit

of wine, tliere must be no more diluted than wh?.t serves the im-

metiiate occasion, as coloiu's prepared in t!iis manner dry very ra-

pidly. Colours grinded in oil are sometimes (iiluted witli puro^

oil, more frequently with oil mixed with essence, and commonly
with the pure essence of turpentine; the essence maki^s the colour*

easy to w ork. Those iirepared in this manner are more solid, but

they require more lime to dry. When colours are grinded with

the essence of turpentine, and diluted in varnish, as they require

lo be immediately applied, it is necessary to prepare a small quaii-

tity at a time. This preparation of colonrs gives greater brilliancy,

and dries Tnore speedily, than those prepared in oil ; but they re-

quire more art to manage them. Colours, or coloured substances,

are grinded with a mullet, which is employed on the stone till

they become a very fine powder. The operation is facilitated by
moistening theni from tune lo lime with a liule water, and by col-

lecting them under the mulle! wilh the knife. T hey are after-

wards laid ill small heaps on a sheet of white paper, and allowed

to dry in a situation not exposed to dust. Those who grind while

lead have a stone for the purpose, as this colour is very easily tar-

nished. In executing this part well, it is necessary to grind the

colonrs equally and moderately ; to grind them separately, and
not to produce a teint by mixlnr>; till the colours are well prepar-

ed. Dilute no more at a time Ihan is to be employed, to [jievent

them troni growing thick. In griH<ling the colours, put in no
more liquid tlian is necessary to make the solid substances yield

easily to the mullet: the more the colours are grind" d, they mi»
belter, and give a smootiier and more agreeable painting. Great-

atlention should be paid to the grinding and diluting of colours,

that they may be neither loo thick nor too thin. With regard to tha

application of the colours, the following instructions will be found
useful: 1. Prepare only the quantity necessary for the work, be-

cause they do not keep long ; and those which are newly mixed
are more vivid and beautiful, 2. Hold the brush straight before

you, and allow only the surface to be applied to the subject : if

you hold it inclined in any other direction, you will run the liazard

of painting unequally. 3. It is necessary to lay on the colours

boldly, and witii great strokes ; taking care at the same time to

spread them equally over the surface, and not filling up thS

moulding and carved work. If this accident should happen, you
must have a little brush to clean out the colours. 4. Stir them
frequently in the vessel, that they may preserve always the same
teint, and that no sediment may remain at the bottom. 5. Take
care not lo overcharge the brush with the colour. 6. Never apply

a second layer till the first or preceding one be perfectly dry ;

which is easily known, when, in bearing tlie hand gently over it, it

does not adhere. 7. To render this drying more speedy and uni-

form, make always the layers as thiu as possible. 8. Before paint-

ing, prime the subject ; that is, give it a layer of size, or of white

colouring oil, lo fill up the pores, and render the surface smooth :

thus fewer layers of colour or of varnish, are afterwards necessary.

9. Every subject to be painted or gilded ought to have first a white

ground ; this preserves the colours fresh and vivid, and repairs the

damage which they occasionally receive from the air.

Ok (EcGNOMiCAi, Painting in WATER-Cototns.

To paint in water-colours, is lo do it in those which arc grinded

in water, and diluted in size. There are three kinds ot this paint-

ing; viz. the common, the varnished, and that which is called

king's while. 1. Take care that there be no grease on the subject;

if tliere be, scrape it off, or clean it with a lye, or rub the greasy

part with garlic and wormwood. 2. Let the diluted colour fall in

threads from the end of the brusli when you take it out of the ves-

sel ; if it adheres to it, it is a proof that it wants size. 3. Let all

the layers, especially at the beginniug, be laid on .very warm, pro-

vided tile liquid be' not boiling, which would effectually spoil the

subject ; and if on wood, expose it to crack. The last layer,

given immediately before the varnish, is the only one which ought

to be applied cold. 4. In very fine work, where it is necessary to

have beautiful and solid colours, the subjects are prepared by size

and proper w bites, which serve as a ground to receive the colour,

and render the surface very equal and smooth. 5. Whatever co-

lour is to be laid on, the white ground is the best, as it assimilates

most easily with the painting. whicJi borrows always something of

3 F Ihe
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the grouiKl. (i. If knots of wood are foiwitl in the subject, it is ne-

cessary to rill) them witli garUc, to make the size adhere. 'J o

make the fo. lowing details sulTicieiitlj pUiin, we shall Uike the

measures to which the (quantity of colours are applied at fathoms;

that is to sav, six feet in height by six in breadth. We shall after-

wards fix the quantity of materials, and of liquids necqssary to

cover this surface. This, however, cannot he exactly defined ; as

tome subjects imbibe ihe colours much more than others. The
manner of employing them also makes a dilVerence; as habit en-

ables one to manage them to greater advantage than another.

The lirst layer will consume more than the second ; and a pre-

pared subject requires le-s than one which has not been so. 'I lie

fathom abovemenfioned must be understood of a smooth and equal

surface ; for if the wood is varied w ith mouldings and carving,

there must be a difference in the quantity of colours. In general,

it requires about a pound of colours to paint a square fatiiom in

water-colours. In making up this quantity, take three-fourths of

colours grinded in water, and a quarter of a pound, or six ounces,

of size to dilute it. Works, which re<iuire no great care or prepa-

ration, as cielings and staircases, are generally painted in common
water-colours, i. c. with earths infused in water, and dihitcd in

size.

i. For a common white kind of this painting, steep Spanish

white moderately pounded in water for two hours. Infuse a pro-

per quantity of the black of charcoal in water for the same space
of time; mix the black and white in the proportion that the teint

requires ; afterwards mix them up with a pretty strong size, suffi-

ciently thick and warm, and apply them to the subject in as many
layers as may be thought necessary. It requires about two pounds
of white in a pint of water, and a quantity of black in proportion
to the teint, together with a part of size, to cover a square fathom.
If this be employed on old wr.lls, thev must be well scraped, the

dust brushed off with a !;3ir-besom, and washed carefully with

lime-water. If on new plaster, the colours require more size. All
kinds of colours may be grinded in water only when the teint is

made; and when they have been infused in water, they must be
mixed up with size.

ii. The white des carmes is a manner of whitening interior walls,

whereby they are rendered extremely beautiful. 1. Procure a
quantity of the very best lime, and pass it through fine linen;
pour it into a large tub, furnished with a spigot at the height equal
to that which the lime occupies : fill the tub with clear fountain-
water; beat the mixture with great pieces of wood, and linn allow
it to settle for twenty-four hours. 2. Open the spigot, allow the
water to run off, supply the tub with fresh water, and continue this

operation for several days until the lime receives the greatest de-
gree of whiteness. 3. When the water is finally run otf, the lime
will be found in the consistency of paste; but with the quantitv
used, it is necessary to mix a little Prussian blue or indigo to re-

lieve the brightness of the white, and a small quantity of turpen-
tine to give it brilliancy. The size proper for it is made of glove-
leather, with the addition of some alum : and the whole is applied
with a strong brush in five or six layers to new plaster. 4. The
wall is strongly rubbed over with a brush of hogs' bristles after the
painting is dry; which gives it its lustre and value, and which
m;ikes it appear like marble or stucco.

iii. Badegeon is a pale-yellow colour, applied to plaster to m.Jie
it appear like free-stones. It gives to old houses and churches the

.
exterior of a new building, by assuming the colour of stones newly
cut. I. Take a quantity of lime newly killed, 2. Add to it the
half-quantity of what the French call sciiiie de pierre, in which
must be mixed of the ochre of rue, according to the colour of the
stone intended to be imitated. .3, Steep the whole in a pail of wa-
ter, in which is melted a pound of rock-alum. When ihe sciure
de pierre cannot be obtained, use a greater cpiantity of ochre de
rue, or of yellow ochre, or erind the scales of the stone de St.
Iau ; pass it through a sieve ;' and along with the lime it will form
a cement, on which the weather will scarcely make any impres-
sion.

iv. When the cielinps or rooft of rooms are new, and you wish
to whiten them, lake white of Bouglval, to which add a little of
the black of charcoal to prevent the white from growing reddish:
infuse them senarately in water; mix the whole with half water,
and half size of glove-leather, which being strong would m.ike the
\iy^.v come off iu rolls if it were not reduced with water. Give

I

two layers of this teint while It isluke-warm. If the roof has been
formerly whitened, it is necessary to scrape to the ipiick all the re»

maiiiing white; then give it two or three layers of lime to ground
and whiten it: brush it carefully over ; and give it two or three
layers of the white of IJougival prepared as before.

v. lo colour the backs of chimneys with lead-ore, clean them
with a very strong brush, and carefully rub off the dust and rust ;

pound about a quarter of a pound of lead-ore into a line powder,
and put it into a vessel with half a pint of vinegar; then apply it

to the back of the chimney with a bru^h : when it is made black
with this liquid, take a dry brush, di|) it in the same powder with-

out vinegar, and dry and rub it with this brush till it become shiu'

ing as glass.

Of ^'AR^'|SHED Water-Colours.

The advantages of this kind of painting are, that the colours do
not fade ; that tliey reflect the light ; that they give no ol'lensive

smell, but permit the places to be inhabited as soon as finished

;

and that the varnish preserves the wood from insects and moisture.
To make a fine varnish on water-colours, seven principal opera-
tions are necessary : nameiy, to size the wood, to piepare the
white, to soften and rub the subject, to clean the moulding, to
paint, to size, and to vanii>h. 1. To size the wood is to give one
or two layers of size to the subject intended to be painted. Take
three heads of garlic, and a handful of wormwood-leaves; boil
them in three pints of w ater till they are reduced to one ; |)ass the
juice through a linen-cloth, and mix it with a pint of parchment-
size; add half a handful of salt and half a pint of vinegar; and '

boil the whole on the fire. Size the wood with this boiling liquor;
allow it to penetrate into the carved and smooth places of the
wood ; but lake care at the same time to take it as clean ofT the
work as possible, or at least to leave it at no place thicker than an-
other. This first sizing serves to fill up ihe pores of the w ood, and
to prevent the materials aftei-wards from collecting in a body,
which would cause the work to fall oil" in scales. In ajjijit of
strong parchment-size, to which add four pints of warm wafer, put
two handfiils of white Bougival, and allow it to infuse for half aii

hour. Stir it well, and give a single layer of it to the subject very
warm, but not boiling, equally and regularly laid on, and dashed
with repeated strokes of the brush into the mouldings and carved
work. 2. To prepare the white, take a quantity of strong parch-
menj-size, and sprinkle lightly over it, with the hand, Bougavil
white, till the size be covered with it about half an inch in thick-

ness ; allow it to soak lor half an hour as near the fire as to keep it

milk-warm; and then stir it with the brush till the lumps are
broken, and it be sufficiently mixed. Give seven, eight, or ten,

layers of this white, or as many as the nature of the work, or the-

defects of the wood, shall render necessary, giving more white to

the parts which rei]uire to be softened ; but in general, the layers

must be equal bolli with regard to the quantity of the white, and
tlie strength of the size. The last layer of the white ought to be "

made clearer than the rest, by adding water. It must be applied.

more slightly, taking care with small bruslies to cover all the diffi-

cult places in the mouldings and carved work. Between the dry-
ing of the difierent layers, fill up all the defects with white mastich
and size. 3. To soften, is to give the subject after the whitening
a smooth and equal surface, and to rub it over with a pumice- '

stone. The wood being dry, take little pieces of white wood and
pumice-stone, grinded for the purpose, into all necessary forms»
either for the panels or the moulding. Take cold water, heat
being destructive of this kind of work; in summer it is common
to .add a little ice. Soften the wall with a brush, but only ai

mtu h at a time as you can ea^ly work, as the water might dilute
the white and spoil the whole : then smootii and rub it with the
pumice-stones, and with th.e small pie<:es of wood : wasli it with a
blush as you smooth it, ami rub it over with a piece cf new linen,

which gives a fine lustre to the work. 4. The mouldings and
carved work are ch-aned with an iron ; and the only thing to be
attended to in the operation is not to raise the grain of the wood. 5.

The subject thus prepared is ready to receive the colour intended
to be given it. Choose your teint; suppose a silver-colour.

Grind white ceruse and Bougival white separately in water, of
each an ecpial quantity, and mix them together. Add a little

blue of indigo, and a very small quantity ol black of charcoal,

from the vine-tree very fine, grinded also separately, and in water;

moie
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more or less of the one or other gives the teiiit rec|u!recl. Dihite

this teint in strong parchment-size; pass it tlivoiigh a bolting-cloth

of silk very line, and lay the teint on the work, taking c?.re to

spread it ve;y equally; and then give ittwo layers, and the colour

is applied. 6. Make a weak, beautiful, and clean, size: stir it till it

cools; strain it through a fine cloth, and give two layers to the

work with a soft painting-brush, which has been used, hut care-

fully cleaned. Take care not to choak up the mouldings, nor to

lay on the size thicker in one place than another, and spread it

over the work very sliglilly, otherwise you will dilute the colo.urs,

and occasion undulations in the painting. The beauty of the

work depends on this last sizing; for if aJiy part is omitted, the

varnish will penetrate into the colours, and give it a darker shade.

7. When the siziiig is dry, lay on tVo or three layers of spirit-of-

wine varnish, taking care that the place on which you lay it be
warm, and the work is fiiiished.

Of Painting in Oil-CIolours.

To paint in oil is to apply to all sorts of subjects, as walls, wood,
cloths, and inetuls, coloured earths grinded and diluted in oil.

The ancients are thought to have been ianoruiit if this art, and the

honour of this discovery is generally ascribed to .'ohn Van Eyck,
a flemish painter. The secret is nothing more llian substituting

oil in place uf water in grinding and diluting colciirs. 13y means
of oil the colours are longer preserved ; and not drj ing so speed-

ily, they give painters longer time to smooth, fmi>h, and retouch,

their works; the colours being more marked, and mixing better

together, give more distmguishable teint^, and more vivid and
agreeable gradations, and the colouring is more sweet and deli-

cate. We here shall offer the following observations on painting

in oil : 1. When bright colours, as white or grey, are grinded and
diluted in oil, it is necessary to make use of the od of walnuts;
but if the colours be dark, suclvas chesnut, or olive, or brown,
pure linseed-oil is preferable. 2. When the colours are grinded

and diluted in oil, they nuist be laid on cold, except on a new or

moist plaster, which reciuires them to be boiling. 3. Every colour
diluted in pure oil, or in (jH ndxed with essent e, ought to fall in

threads from the end of the brush. 4. Take care to stir from time
to time the colour before taking it upon (he brush, that it may
preserve an equal, tiiickness, and consequently the same tone.

N' twidistanding the precaution of stirring, if it is found to be
thicker towards the bottom, it will be necessary to pour in from
time to time a little oil. 5. In general, every subject which is

painted in oil ought lirst to receive one or two layers of white
ceruse, grinded and diluted in oil. 6. When the painting is ex-
posed to the air, as in doors, windows, and other works, which
cannot be varnished, it is necessary to make these layers with
pine oil of walnuts, mixed up with about one onnce of essence to

a pound of colours; more would make the colours brown, and
occasion them to fall off in dust ; but this quantity prevents the
sun from blistering the work. 7. In subjects on the inside of the
house, or wlien the painting is varnished, the first layer ought to

be grinded and diluted in oil, and the last diluted with pure
essence. 8. If copp,;'r or iron, or other hard substances, are to be
painted, mix a liltle essence wiih the first layers, to make the oil

penetrate into them. 9. When there are many knots in the sub-
ject, as in fir-wood, and when the colour does" not easily take im-
pression on tliese parts, it is necessary, in painting wfth simple oil,

to lay on a little oil mixed with litharge on the knots. In paint-
ing with polished oil-varnish, it is necessary to apply a hard tint.

10. There are colours, such as the French call stils de grain, black
of charcoal, and especially bone and ivory blacks, which are diffi-

cult to dry when grinded in oil. To remedy this inconveniency,
the following siccatives are mixed with the colours, to make them
dry, viz. litharge both of the silver and gold colour, vitriol or
copperas, and siccative oil. With regard to the siccatives, ob-
serve the following rules : 1, Do not mix the siccatives with the
colours till they are to be employed, otherwise it will thicken
thein. 2. Mix them only in very small quantities in tin, wherein
there is white lead or ceruse, because these colours are siccative
of themselves, especially when they are diluted in essence. 3. In
painting which is to be varnished, give the siccative only to the
first layer, and allow the other layers, in which there is essence, to
dry of themselves. 4. In dark colours in oil, give to every pound
of coloms in diluting tliem hajf an ouace of litharge ; to bright

colours, a div.chm of white copperas grinded in wahiut-(?il. .5.

When in place of litharge or copperas the siccative oil is employ-
ed, it requires a quartern of thij oil to every pound of cohjur. 6.

The sicaitive oil is prepart-d of one halt-ounce of litharge, as
much of calcined ceruse, as much of terne d' ombre, a colour
with which the French paint shadows, and as much of talc boiled
for two hours on a slow and equal fire, with one pound of linseed-
oil, and stirred the whole time. It must be carefully skimmed
and clarified, and the older it grows it is. better.

Of the Quantities of Substances and Liquids.

1. Ochres and earths recpiire more liquids both in grinding and
diluting tlian ceruse. 2. Different quantities of liquids are requir-
ed in th.e grinding, only on account of greater or less dryness;
but in diluting, tlie cjuantity is always the same. 3. Forthe first

layer after the priming, which has no relation to the colours laid
on afterwards, to a square fathom give fourteen ounces of ceruse,
about two ounces of liquid to grind, and four ounces to dilute it.

If there is a second layer of the same materials, the quantities re-

quire to be less. 4. It will require three pounds of colour for three
layers of a square fathom. The first may consume eighteen
ounces, the second sixteen, and the third fourteen. 5. To com-
pose these three pounds of colour, take two pounds or two pounds
and a half of grinded colours, and diUite them in a pint or three
half pints of oil, mixed with essence or pure oil. But if the first

layer of ceruse is not used, there will be a necessity for a greater
quantity of colours. N. B. In the following kinds and applica-
tions ot oil-painting, we are to keep these proportions in mind.

Of Painting (Economical in simple Oil.

1. On doors and windows give a layer of ceruse grinded in oil

of walnuts diluted in the same oil, together with a little siccative ;

then give another layer of the same preparation ; to which, if a
greyish colour is wanted, add a little black of charcoal and Prus-
sian blue, grinded also in oil of walnuts. If to these is required
to be added a third layer, grind and dilute it in pure walnut-oil ;

observing that the two last layers be less clear, or have less oil iii

them, ihan tlie fir^t ; the colour in this case is more beautiful and
less apt to blister With the sun. 2. Walls th.it are to be painted
must be very dry ; and this being supposed, give two or three
layei-s of boiling linseed-oil to harden the plaster ; then lay on two
layers of ceruse or ochre, grindeil and diluted in linseed-oil ; and
when these are dry, paint the wall. 3. To paint tiles to a slate-

coiour, grind separately ceruse and German black In linseed-oil

;

mix them together in the proportion which the colour requires,
and dilute them in linseed-oil : then give the first layer very clean
to prime the tiles ; and make the three next layers thicker, to give
solidity to the work. 4. To paint arbours and all kinds of garden-
work, give a layer of white ceruse grinded in oil of walnuts, and
diluted in the same oil, with the addition of a. little litharge, then
give two layers of green, composed of one pound of verdegrise
and two pounds of white lead, grinded and diluted in oil of wal-
nuts. jV. B. This green is of great service in the country for
doors, window-shutters, arbours,

.
gardens, seats, rails, either of

wood or iron ; and in short for all works exposed to the injuries of
the weather. 5. To whiten statues, vases, and all ornaments of
stone, either within or without doors ; first clean the subject well,
then give one or two layers of white <eruse, grinded and dilutee!
in pure oil of pinks, and finish with giving one or many layers of
white lead prepared in the same manner, ti. 'Jo paint on walls
not exposed to the air, or on new plaster, give one or two layers
of boiling linseed-oil, and continue the brush till the walls are frdly
soaked ; then give a layer of white ceruse, grinded in oil of wal-
nuts and diluted with three-fourths of the same oil and one fourth
essence ; and lastly, give two layers more of white ceruse, grinded
in oil of walnuts and diluted in oil mixed with essence, if it is not
to be varnished ; but in pure essence if it is. It is in this manner
that walls are painted white. If you adopt another colour, it is

necessary to grind and dilute it in the same quantities of oil and
essence. 7. To paint chairs, benches, slone, or plaster, give a
layer of white ceruse grinded in oil of walnuts and diluted in the
same oil, into which you have cast a little litharge to make it dry

;

then apply a layer of the tint you fi.\ on, grinded in oil and dilut-

ed in one part oil and three parts essence ; and afterwards give two
more layers of the same tint grinded in oil and diluted iu pure es-

sence ;
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gene* : this iiusy be varnished with two layers of spiilt of wine.

8. To make a steel-colour, griiirt separately ill essence white ce-

ruse, Prussian hliic, fine lac, and vei<l<'i;ri>e. The tone ie<iii!ieil

is procured by the proper ni'xture of llie'C ingredients. Wlu-n

jou have tixed on tl.e tone of colour, takeubmit the size of a wal-

nut of the ingredients, and dilute thcni in a small vessel in one

part of the essence and three parts of white oily varnish. A'. B.

Tills colour is generally made of white ceruse, of black charcoal,

and Prussian blue, t-rimled in thick oil, and diluted in essence,

which is the cliea])est method of procuring it ; but the former is

the most beaulifid. 9 For painting balUmtranes and railings,

dilute lampblack with varnish and Vermillion ; giving two layers

of it, and afterwards two layei-s of spirit of wine varnish. Since

tile discoverv of oil-painting, and the knowledge that wood is prc-

s.-rved by it," and especially since the discoveiV of a varnish with-

out smell, and which even'takus away that of oil, the painting of

apartments in oil h.is been with justice preferred. In tact the oil

slops up the pores of the wood ; and although it does not alloge-

Ihi-'r resist the impression of moisture, yet the effect is so little

perceptible, that it i> to be recommeniled as the best method of

])ie.^erving wood. 10. To preserve wainscotling in tlie most ellec-

tnal manner from moisture, it is necessary to paint the wall be-

liind it with two or three layers of common red, grinded and di-

luted in lin-;eed-oil. To paint the wainscotting itself, give a layer

of white ceruse grinded in oil of wahuits, aud diluted in the same

oil mixed with esjence. This layer being iliy, give two more ol

tile colour vou have adopted, (>rinded in oil and diluted in pure

essence. If the mouldings and sculpture be wished painted In a

<lill"erent colour, grind and dilute it in the same manner. Two
or three days alter, when the colouis are fully dry, give two or

three layers of the white varnish without smell, which also pre-

vents the oliensivc smell of the oil-colours. N.B. Those who
begin their operations in water-colours, if they find it more agree-

able, may linish it in oil-colouis as above. When the pores of the

wood are well slopped by the prepared white, a layer of while ce-

ruse grinded in oil of walnuts, and diluted in the same oil, mixed
with essence, may be applied. This will be suiilicienl, the wood
being previously primed ; and afterwards lay on your intended

colour and varnish.

Of Painting QI^coso.mical in' Oil with the i'olistied

Vaunisii.

I. This is the best kind of oil-painting, owing more to the care

it requires, than to the proceedings, for they are nearly the same
|

with Iho-e of simple oil-i)ainting; the difference consisting only in

tlie prfp.u-ation and nianni-r of (inisliing. 1. To paint wain^cot-

thigs ol apartni Mils with the poli-hed varnish, it is necessary, in the

firsl place that the pannels be new. Then make the surface of the

subject which you mean to paint, very smooth and level, which is

<loiie by a layer, which serves to receive the hard tint or ))olished

ground and the colours. This layer ought to be of white, what-

ever colour i^ to lie afterwards «p|)lied. It consists of white ce-

ruse, grinded very line in liii?eed-oil mixed with essence. 2.

Make tlie polished ground by seven or eight layers of the hard

tint. In painting equipages, a'dozen is necessary. The hard tint is

m.:de, bv crindiiigpure white ceruse, which ha> not been much cal-

cined, v'l-ry lineU m thick oil, and diluting it with essence. Take
rare th.it the layp;s of the hard tint be not only equal as to the

application, but to Ihe qiianlily of the while ceruse and the oil,

and to Ihe dearec of calcination. Then, 3. Soften this ground

wilh pumice-stone. 4. Polish it moderately with a piece of serge

soaked in a pail of water, in which is put some powder of pumice-

stone finely grimled and passed through in a fine sieve. There is

no occasion to spare washing, as this part of the operation will not

spoil with water. ">. C'hoose the tint with which you intend to

decorate your apartment ; grind it in oil, and dilute it in essence ;

pass it thrnutth a very hne silk, give two or three layers carefully

and thinlv spread over the surface, as on this part of the operation

depends in a great measure the beauty of the colour. All sorts

of colours may be employed in '.his manner in oil of essence. 6.

Give two or li:rce layers of spirit of wine varnish, if it is to wain-

scoUing ; if to the body of a coach, a varnish of oil is employed.

If the varnish is to be polished, it is necessary to give seven or

tight lavers at h'ast, laid (Jii equally and «itli great precaution,

not to be tliicker iu-'onc place than another, which occasions spots.

7. U is again polished with pumic6-stone reduced to powder aiid

water and a piece of serge. If the wainscotting has been pauilrd

before, it is necessary to rub olTthe colour to the hard tint, v. Iiich

is done with pumice-stone and water, or with a piece of linen Cr.y.-

ped in essence.

11. 'i'here is a white painting in oil, called white varnish poii-i:,

which corresponds to the king's white in water-colours, and \i

equal to the fresimess and gloss of marble if it is applied to wood.

To paint in this nuuiner, 1. Give a layer of ceruse grinded in oil

of wahuils, w.ili a liltle calcined cojiperas, and liiluted in essence.

But if it is applied to stone, it is necessary to employ oil of «al-

nuls and calcined copperas alone. 2. Grind white ceruse very

tine in essence, and dilute ii in line white oil witli varnish copal.

3. Give =even or eight layers of it to the subject. 'Ihe varnish

mixed with the white ceruse dries so promptly, that three layer*

of it may be given in a day. 4. Soften and polish all tiie layers

as above, a. Give two or three la^ ers of w bite lead grinded in oil

of walnuts, aud-diluteJ in pure essence, t). Give seven or eight

layers of white spirit of wine varnish, and then polish theiu.

Of Painting im Varnish.

To paint in varnish, is to em|)loy colours grinded and dilulcil in

varnish, eitiier in spirit of wine or oil, on all sorts of subjects.

Wainscotting, furniture, and ecpiipages, are painted in this man-
fier, though we shall confine ourseltes to the first. 1. Give two
lav ers cf while of Bougival, diluted in a strong size boiling hot. 'J.

Give a layer of what ihe French call de blane appril. 3. I'dl up
llie defects of the wood with mastich in water; and when the

layers are iR-y, smooth them with the pumice-stone. 4. When Ihe

wood IS smooth, suppose Ihe paint a grey colour, take one pound
of white ceruse, one drachm of Prussian blue, or of black of char-

coal or ivory black ; put the white into a piece of leather, so tied

that the colours cannot escape ; shake them lill they are sufii-

ciently mixed. 5. Put two ouaces of colours into a quartern of

varnish, mix them carefully ; give one layer above the white. 6.

This lavcr being dry, put one ounce of colours into the same
quantity of varnish as above, and give a second layer. 7. To the

tliird layer give half an ounce of colour to the same quantity of

varnish. 8. As each of these layers dry, be careful to rub Ihein

with a piece of new coarse cloth, in such a manner, however, as

not to injure the colour. N.B. The three layers may be given

in one day. 9. If a perfect lustre is wanted, add a lourlh layer

prepared as the third. 10. All other colours, as blue, &c. may
be applied in llie same manner. This nietl»od is the only one by
which orpiment can be employed in all its beauty, but not with-

out some of its inconveniences. Another method, of performing

this kind of work, is to apply the colours and the varnish without

previously using the size and the white ground. This is es-

tiemely expeditious, but it is easy to perceive it will want the po;

lish and brilliancy of the other. We shall conclude this article by
presenting tlie reader with a few n'stablished rules for judging ot >

the goodness of a palming. These rules, which are to be applied

occasionally, are the following : 1. The subject must be finely"'

imagined, and, if possible, improved in the painter's hands ; he

must think well ;is a historian, poet, philosopher, or divine, anilj

more especially as a painter, in making a vise use of all th(^

advantages of liis art, and in finduig expedients to supply iC

defects, i?. The expression must be proper to the subjoctj

and tlie characters of the persons: it must be strong so thati

the dumb shew may be perfecily and readily understood;

every [lart of the picture must contribute to this end ; coloui'?,

animals, draperies, aud especially the actions of the figures, and
above all the hairs of the head. 3. There must be one princpal

light, and this, and all the subordinate ones, with the shadows and
reposes, must make one entire and harmonious mass ; the several

parts must be well connected and contrasted, so as to render the

whole as grateful to the eye, as a good piece of music to the ear.

By this means the picture is not only more delightiul, but better

seen and comprehended. 4. The drawing must be just; nolfiiig

must be Hat, lame, or i\l-proportioneil ; and these proportions
should vary according to the characters of the persons drawn. S.

The colouring, whether gay or solid, must be natural, beaiiliful,

and clean, and what the eye is delighted with, in shadows, as well

as lights and middle tints ; and whether the colours are laid on
thick, or finely wrought, they must appear to be dune by a light

7 and
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Slid accurate hand. Lastly, nature must be the foundation (hat
j!
rarely met with, but even yet liigher, from a judicious and bieauti-

nuist be seen at the botloiii ; but nature must be raised and im- ful idea in the painter's mind, so that grace and greatness may
proved, not only from what is commonly seen, to what is but I shine throughout, more or less according to the subject.

PAIR, [p/Jr, Lat.] denotes two eqnal and similar things joined

together, either collectively, as a pair of gloves, or two similar pans

that compose the whole, or a set of things joined to make another

complete, &c.
-P\iR, in anatomy, an assemblage, or conjugation of two nerves

which have (heir origin together in the brain, or spinal marrow,

and thence distributed into the several parts of the body, the one

on one side, and the other on the other.

PAISHAW, a title of honour, and command, in the E.

Indies ; soinewhat similar to that of Pacha or Bashaw in Turkey.
PAISHAWUR, a city of Asia, in Cabul, on the Kameh ;

1C3 miles S. E. of Cabul, and 170 N. of Moultan. Lon. 70. 36.

E. Lat. 33. 18. N.
PAISLEY, a town of Scotland in Renfrewshire, about 64 miles

W. of Glasgow, and 22 miles N. of Ayr. Lon. 4. 20. W'. Lat.

55. 52. N.
PAITA, a sea-port of Peru, in the audience of Quito. Lon.

81. 19. W. Lat. 6. !;. S.

PAIX, a town of Hispaniola, on the N. coast. Lon. 72. 55.

W. Lat. 19. 58. N.
PAKIR, or PACHER, a sea-port-town of Arabia, in Omen,

25 miles E. of Dosar, and 132 S. \V. of Hassek.

PALA, a weight used in the East Indies, containing four car-

shas. Each carsha is 80 racticas, or seeds of the Gunga Creeper,

which are li grains each.

PALACE, \_palatium, Lat.] is a name generally given to the

dwelling-houses of kings, princes, and other great personages ; and
taking different epithets, according to the qualiticalions of the in-

habitants, as imperial, royal, pontitical, cardinal, ducal, episcopal,

&c. Among the works of the ancient Egyptians, we have an ac-

count in the Universal History, of a most magnificent palace in

Upper Egypt, near Aswan, the ancient Syene ; the ruins whereof

are as large as a little city.

PALACIUM, in ancient geography ; 1. A town of theThra-
cian Chersonesus. 2. A village of Italy on Mount Palatine, w here

Rome was afterwards built.

PALyE, an ancient town of Corsica, now called St. Boni-

facio.

PAL^EMON, Q. Rhemmius, a famous grammarian of Rome,
in the reign of Tiberius. He was born of a slave at Vienna, and
was first bred up a weaver: but attending his master's son to

school, he acquired so much learning, that he obtained his free-

dom and became a teacher at Rome. He had an excellent me-
mory, a ready elocution, and could make verses extempore. 15ut

his arrogance and his debaucheries were so great, that his large in-

come was not sul'ficient to support them. We have only some
fragments of his works.

t'ALil'^PAPHOS, a town of Cyprus, where stood a temple of

Venus ; and an adjoining town called Nea Paphos ; where St. Paul

struck El) mas blind, and converted the proconsul Sergius Paulus.

(St. Luke, Strabo, Virgil, Pliny.)

PALA'.PHATUS, an ancient Greek philosopher, who flourisli-

ed between the times of Aristotle and Augustus, but whose precise

age is uncertain. He wrote five books De Incredibilibus, of

wliich the first only is extant. In it he attempts to explain the

fables of mythology by historical facts. The best edition is that

of J. Fred. Fischer; 8vo, Leips. 1773.

PAL.EPOLIS, an ancient town of Italy, in Campania, l)uilt

by a Grecian colony, on the spot where Naples was afterwards

erected.

PAL.(ESTE, a town of Epirus, near Oricus, where Ca?sar first

lauded with his fleet. Lucan v. 460.

PAL^ESTR.'\, in Grecian antiquity, a public building where
the youth exercised themselves in svrestling, running, playing at

cjunfts, &:c. Some suppose the palsstra to have been only a part

ti\ the gymnisium.
VOL. IV.— NO. 169.

PAL.ESTRlCE, in the ancient Gymnasium, comprised all

exercises under the denomination palatsira ; as wrestling, boxing,

pancratia, hoplomachia, running, leaping, throwing the di-cus,

the exercise of the javelin, and that of the hoop, denominated by
the Greeks tjsx®') vvhich consisted in rolling an iron-hoop five or

six feet in diameter, beset with iron-rings, the noise of wliich ap-

prising the people to give way, alforded them also an amusement.
Both strength and skill were requisite in directing this hoop, wiiicli

was driven with an iron-rod. To these must also be added the

exercises belonging to the medicinal gymnastics; as, 1. Walking.
2. Vociferation, or shouting. 3. Holding one's breath. liotl-

man enumerates no fewer than 55 sorts of exercises that were prac-

tised in the gymnasia.

PAL/ES TROPHYLAX, [iraXaire* and i>uXf.;,] the director of

the palffistra, and the exercises performed there.

PAL.ETYRUS, the ancient city of Tyre, on the continent.

See Tyre.
PALAIS, a town of France, the capital of Belle-isle, in the de-

partment of Morbihan. Lon. 3.2. W. Lat. 47. 18. N.
Palais, St. a town and district of France, in the department

of the Lower Pyrenees, 13 miles S. E. of Bayonne. Lon. 1. 4.

\V. Lat. 43.21. "N.

PALAMBANG, or PALAiMBOANG, a town of the East

Indies, in the island of Java, capital of a kingdom. Lon. 115. 10.

E. Lat. 7. 10. S.

PALAMCOTTA, or TINEVELLY", a town of Hindostan,

in the Carnatic, and province of Tinevelly, 74 miles S.S. W. of

Madura, and 401 S. W. by S. of Madras. Lon. 77.54. E. Lat.

8. 43. N.
PALAMEDEA, in ornithology, a genus of birds of the order

grall.T?. Bill conic, upper mandible hooked; nostrils oval ; toes

divided nearly to their origin with a small membrane between the

bottoms of each. There are two species.

P. CoRNUTA, the Horned Screamer, is about as large as a
common turkey, and has on the crown of its head a slight horn,

rising perpendicularly about three inches in length. It feeds on
herbs and seeds, and, some add, on reptiles. It is a native of

Guiana, and other neighbouring territories of South America.
These birds always go in pairs, antl are very remarkable for their

faithful, tender, and constant attachment to each other. They are

eaten by the natives while young. See Plate CXX.
P. Ckistata, the Crested Screamer, is aliout the size of a

heron : the bill is short, bent like that of a bird of prey, and of a

yellowish brown : the irides are gold-coloured: on the forehead,

just above the bill, is a tuft of black feathers, variegated with ash-

colour: the head, neck, and body, are grey, mixed with rufous

and brown. This species inhabits firasil, and is sometimes kept
tame.
PALAMEDES, a Greek chief, son of Nauplius king of Euboea,

by Clymene. He was sent by the Grecian princes who were
going to the Trojan war to bring Ulysses to the camp, and pre-

vailed ; but at the expcnce of the inveterate hatred of the latter,

who was mean enough to forge a letter, which had the elTect to

make him be considered guilty of treachery; und he was accord-

ingly stoned to death. Homer is silent about the fate of Pala-

med'es ; and Pausanias mentions, that it had been reported by
some that Ulysses and Diomedts had drowned him in the sea as

he was fi^hing on the coast. Pllilostratus adds, that Achilles and
Ajax buried his body with great pomp on the sea-shore, and that

they raised upon it a small chapel, w here sacrifices were regularly

offered by the inhabitants of Troas. Palamedes was >a. man of

learning as well as a soldier; and according to some he completed
the alphabet of Cadmus by the addition of four letters S, f, if, y,
dming the Trojan war. To him also is attributed the invention

of dice and backgammon ; and it i^ said that he was the first who
regularly ranged an army in a hue of battle, and who placed seii-

3 G tinds
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<i;iels roiiiul llie camp, anfl excited their vigilance and allcnlioii
f

by giving tliem a walcliwoid. He is also famed for his skill in

pl)vsic.

PALAMOS, a strona fea-poit town of Spain, in Catalonia, on

the .Med.tcriaiiean, 47 miles N. E. of Barcelona.

PALANKA, a fortitied town of lUingarv, on the Ibola, 37

miles N. of Buda. Lon. 18. '23. E. Lat. 48. 9. N.
PALANQUIN, a kind of covered carriage used in tlie eustern

countries, that is supported on the shoulders of slaves, aniLwhen-iii

persons of distinction are carried.

PALAPOl.l, a town of N'atolia, on the coast of Caramar.ia,

with a Greek archbishop's sic. Lon. 33. '26. E. Lat. 36. j2. N.

PALARIA, among ihe Romans, a kind of exercise pertoinied

nt a stake bv the soldiers. 'I'lie/take being fixed in the ground,

and six feet"high al)ove il, the yoiinc; undisciplined soldiers ad-

vanced against it, armed with a "hurdle and cudgel, instead of a

.sword and sliield, and went through all the rules of attack and de-

fence, as if acUiallv engaged with an adversary.

. PALATE, in anatomy, the llesh that coinposes the roof, or

the upper and inner pari, of the mouth. It has much the same

strnclurc with the gums; but it has a great number of glands, dis-

covered so early as the lime of Fallopius: these are principally

situated in tiie hinder part near the uvula, wliere it is pendulous,

in the manner of a curlain, which part is called velum, or daus-

Irum, palaii. See Avatomy.
PALATlNWrE, [paLuinutus, Lat.] a province or signiory,

pos^essed by a palatine.

Palatinate of the Tvhime, a late province of Germany,
divided into two parts liy the Rhine, called the Upper and Lower
Palatinate. Authors are divided about the origin of the name
Palatines or P-alzgraves, as the German* call them; but it seems
most likely to be <lerived from the palalia, or palaces, which the

old Frankish and German kings and Roman emperors were pos-

sessed of ill dilTerent parts of the countrv, and over which they

appointed supreme stewards or judges, who were called Palatines

or Psalzgraves. The countries where the^e Palatines kept their

courts, were, from them, called Palatinates ; which name came at

last to be appropriated, by way of eminence, to this country, as

being the most considerable of them.
J' \i.ATi.">'ATE, Lower, before the late revolutions belonged to

the elector Palatine. Il was bounded on the E. by the county of

Kal/.enellnbogen, and the archbshopric of Mentz ; \V. by Al>are,
and certain districts of the electorate of Mentz ; S. by the duchv
of Wurtemberg; and N. by a part of the late arch'bisho|nic of
Mentz and the county of Kalzenellnbogen. 1 1 is about ino miles
long, and 70 broad. 'I'hc air is lieallhlnl, and Ih? -.oil fruitful in

corn, pasturage, wine, tobacco, and all sorts of pulse and fruits,

particularly walnuls, chesnuts, and almonds. 'I'his countrv also

bri:eds abuutlance of callle, and is well watered by the Nackar,
the Nahe, and the Rhine.

Paiati.mate, UiTKii, lies in the late circle of Bavaria, and b?>-

longcd to the elector thereof. U is bounded on the W. and N.W.
by Franconia ; E. and N. E. by Bohemia ; and S. by Newburgand
Lower Bavaria. In the 12th century it belonged to ihe dukes of
Suabia. Amberg is the'capital.

Palatinates of Poland. Previous to the Revolution in this

iiniortunate country, it was divided into palatinates. A Polish
palatine is thus described in the Ijiiversal History : " A palatine

jnay be regarded as the governor of a province, who levies and
leads the troops of his own jurisdiction to join the army of the
republic. His civil power is likewise considerable, as he presides
at the assemblies of his palatinate, rates the prices of all commo-
dities and merchandise in the province, regulates tlie weights and
jneasures, and judges and defends the Jews within his jurisdiction.

This part of his function is particularly specified, that a set of men
the most useful and industrious in Poland may not be oppressed ;

the king being likewise obliged, by his oath, to all'ord them
the protection of tlie laws and liis sovereignlv. Under hiin

IS appointed a substitule or vice-palatine, wlio takes an oath
to his superior, and must be possessed of a land-estate to a certain
value."

Palatine, or Court Palatine, was a tide anciently given
to all persons who had any office or employment in the prince's
palace: but afterwards conlerrcd on those delegated by princes lo
hold courts of justice i(i the provinces ; and on such among the

lords as had a jialace, that is, a court of justice, in their owa
houses.

Palatine Counties in England. Chester, Durham, and
Lancaster, are called counties palatine. The two former are such
by prescription, or immemorial custom ; or, at least as old as the
Norman conciuest : the latter was created by king Edward III.

in favour of Henry Plantagi-net, first earl and then duke of Lan-
caster ; wliose heiress being married to John of Gaunt ihe king's

sun, the franchise was greatly enlarged and conlirmed in parlia-

ment, to honour John of Gaunt himself, whom, on tbtdeatliof
his father-in-law, the king had also created duke of Lancaster,.

Counties palatine are so called a palatio ; because the owners
Ihercof, the earl of Chester, the bishop of Durham, and the duke,
of Lancaster, had in those counties jura regalia, as fully as the king
hath in his palace ; regalem potestatem in omnibus, as Bractoik
expresses it. They might pardon treasons, murders, and felonies;

they appointed all judges and justices of the peace ; all writs and
indictments ran in their names, as in other counties in the king's ;

and all offences were said to be done against their peace, and iiot^

as in other places, contra pacem domini regis.

Palatine Games, in Roman antitpiity, games instituted ii»>

honour of Augustus by his widowLivia, after he had been en-
rolled among the gods. They were celebrated in the palace,
whence the name, and were confirmed by the succeeding em^
perors.

PALATINUS MONS, or PALATIU.M, the first mountain,
of Rome, occupied by Romulus, and where he fixetl his residence
and kept his court, as did Tullus Ilostilius, Augustus, and all the
succeeiling emperors: and hence th.e residence of princes is called
palatium. Tlie reason of the name is variously assigned : some
say it is derived from the goddess Pales, or from the Palatini, who.
originally inhabiled the place, or from bahre or palare, the
bleatings of sheep, which were frequent there ; or from the word
palantes, wandering, because Evander, when he came to settle in
Italy, gathered all the inhabitants, and made tiiem all one
society.

PAL.4TIUM, in ancient geography, a town of Italy, in the
territory of Reale.

PALAVIA, in botany, a genus of the monadelplfia polyandria
class and Older ; natural order, Columniferx. Calyx half-iivo-

cleft ; style many-cleft; capsule many-celled; cells in a ball on
the raised central receptacle. There are two species; P. malvi-
folia, and P. moschata, both annuals, and natives of Peru.

PALAZZOLO, a late quadra or district of Italy, in the de-
parlinent of iSIella, and district of Brescia.

Palazzolo, a town of Italy, in the deparlnient of Mella, ca-
pital of the above territory, 15 miles \W . of Brescia.

PALE, a little pointed stake, plank, or piece of wood, used in

making Inclosures, separations, &c. The pale was an ijistrument

of punishment, and execution, among the ancient Romans, and.
still continues so among the Turks. Hence, empaling, the pass-

'

ingasharp pale up the fundament through the body. See Em-
pallment. Pales serve as a fence for parks, paddocks, gardens,
and similar inclosures, and are generally made of larch, oak, or
other hard wood. As pales are exposed to all the vicissitudes of
the weather, in consequence of which they often rajiidly decay, a
proper method of rendering them more durable, is an object of
imi)ortance to landed proprietors. With this view, the following
varnish has been recommended : Let any portion of tar be ground
with as much Spanish brown, as it will bear without becoming too
thick, to be applied in a manner similar to paint. The mixture
must be laid on the wood by means of a large brush, and the work
kept as free from the dust and insects as possible, till the varnish
be perfectly dry : tlius, if the wood be smooth, it will acquire an
excellent gloss, which preserves it iigain^t the injurious ctlecls of
air and moisture. Being not only cheaper, but drying more spee-
dily, it is far preferable to paint ; and may be advantageously ap-
plied to all other wood-work that is exposed. Shouiu the glossy
brown be disliked, a greyish-brown linge may be imparted to the
work, by mixing a small (pianliiy of wiute-lead, and ivorv-black,
togi'ther with the Spanish tirown.

Pale, in heraldry, one of the honourable ordinaries of an escut-
cheon ; being the representation of a pale or stake placed upright,-
and comprehending the whole height of the coat Irom Ihe top of
the chief to the point. When the i)ale is single, it is to contain

one>
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tiiie-llv.id ol Ills bri.\.illli of ll)L' sliii:Ul. 'Wlici) Uiere arc Sfveial,

iiiori' pruin-rly called pailels, tlie) are proporlioned so as thai two

take ii|) Iwo-htths of llie shield, and tluee take up three-sevenths:

and ill tliose cases tlie number of pieces are specified, as well as

that of tliose they are charged withal, &c. Pales are borne vari-

ous ways, as wavy, creiielh', saillis, indented, ini^railed, inverted,

&c. There are also comeied and flaming pales, which are point-

ed, soiiictinies waved, &c. See Ilr.RALURY.

PALli.E, in botany, thin, membranaceous, chaffy plates,

springing out of a connnon receptacle, and intended as lines ot

partition between the small partial florets of compound and aggre-

gate (lowers.

PALKARIUS, AoNius, a man of great probity, and one of

the best writers of the Ifcitli century. lie was prolessor of polite

literature at Sienna, and afterwards sct'dtd at Lucca. Tinally he

removed to Milan ; where he v\as seized, .carried to Kume, and

burnt in 15ti(3, for having spoken in favour of the Lutherans, and
against the inquisition, lie wrote several pieces in verse and

prose, of which a poem on the innnortality of the soul is most

esteemed.

PALENCLV, a town of Spain, in Leon. Lon. 4. 42. W. Lat.

42. 10. N.
PALERMO, a city of Sicily, in Mazara, with an archbishop's

see and a large harbour. 'Ibis city which is the capital of Sicily,

of great antiquity ; and if a conjecture may be formed from its

ancient name Pano:inus, which signilies an universal harbour, it

was formerly in a verv iiourishing condition. Lon. 13. '23. E.

Lat. 33. li.'N.

PALERNO, two towns of Naples: 1. in Calabria Citra, 6
irilts S. S. \V. of Cojenza : 2. in Principato Ultra, 12 miles VV.

N. W.-of Consa.
PAI^tS, in Pagan worship, the goddess of the shepherds; to

whom they offered milk and honey, in order that she might deli-

ver them and their tiocks from wild beasts and infectious diseases.

This goddess is repre.iented as an old woman. She was worship-

ped with great solemnity at Rome ; and her festivals called Pahlia,

were celebrated on the 21st of April, the day that Romulus began

to lay the loundation of the city of Rome.
PALESTINE, a Country liighly celebrated in antiquity, now

a part of Asiatic 'I'urkey, situated between 31° 30' and 33° 20'

lat. N. and between 34^ 50' anil 37° Ij' lon. E, It is bounded
by Mount Libanu«, which divides it from Syria, on the N. by
Mount Herinon, which separates it from Arabia Deserta, on the

E. by the mountains of Seir and the departs of Arabia Petra:a, on

the S. and by the .Mediterranean sea on the W. This once fertile

an<l happy spot was first called the land of Canaan, or Chanaan,
from Noaii's grandson. In Scripture, however, it is frequently

distingui^lu-'d by oiher names; such as the Land of Promise, the

l,aiul of God, the Land of Israel, &c. It received the name of

Palestine from the Palestines or Philistines, who possessed a great

part of it ; and it had the name of Judaa, or Juda'a Palestina, from
Judah, the most considerable of the twelve sons of Jacob, or rather

from the tribe his descendants. The Christians have denominated
it the Holy Land; partly on accoiint of the many singular bless-

ings it received from the Divine Providence, and partly on ac-

count of its metropolis being made the centre of God's worship
and his peculiar habitation ; but much more for its being the

pl.ice of our Saviour's birth, the scene of his preaching and mani-
fold miracles; especially the place in which he accomplished the

great work of our redemption. As to tlie name of Juda?a, it did

not begin to receive that till after the return 6f the Jews from the

Babyioiiish cajitivity, though it had been styled long before the

Kingdom of Jiiduli, in opposition to that of I;-aeI, which revolted

from it under Jeroboam, in the reign of Rehoboani the son of So
lomon. But alter the return, tlie tribe of Judah, the only one that

made any (igure^st-tlling at Jerusalem, and in the countries adja-

cent, quickly gave its name to the whole territory. By profane
authors it was called by many different names; such as Syria,
Palestiiia S)ria, Ca;lesyria, Jduma, Idum.ea, and Phcenicia or
Pheenice ; but these are supposed only to have been given out of

contempt to the Jewish nation, whom they looked upon as unwor-
thy of any other name than what (list oguished the most obscure
parts of the neighbourin.2; provinces. 'Phat part of the country,
which was properly called the Land of Promise, was inclosed on
lihe W. by the Mediterranean ; E. by the lake Aspballites, the

Jordan, the sea of Tiberias or Gahlee, and the Samachonite lake ;

N. by the mountains of Libamis, or r.'.ther An ilibanus, or the.

province of Pha-nicia ; and on ihe S. by that of Edom or Idumx-a,

irom which it was parted by another ridge of high mountains. J he
b'oundaries of the other part, which belonged to the two tribes

and a half beyond the Jordan, are not so e.iaily defined, as well

as those of tlie conquests made by the more prosperous kings of
the Jews. All that can be said with any probability is, that the

river Arnon was the lirst northern boundary on that side. The
climate of this country is e.\ceedingly happy. 'I'he longest day is

not above 14 hours 15 minutes. 'I'he Scripture i? pregnant with
proofs of the extraordinary richness and fecundity ot this once
iiappy land, and of the vast number of people that lived in it.

The exports of corn, wine, oil, raisins, &c. were very large. It

is now remarkable only for barrenness and sterility. Such have
been the effects of the Turkish despotism. I'he extent of this

country is variously stated by geographers; some giving it no
more than 170 or ISO miles from N. to S. and 140 in breadth
where broadest, though not much above half the breadth where
narrowest. But from the latest and most accurate maps, if ap-
pears to extend near 200 miles in length, about SO in breadth
about the middle, and about 100 or 150, more or less, where it

widens or shrinks. The whole country is now reduced to a dis-

trict or province, under Ihe beglerbeg, or basha, of Schain or Da-
ma';cus, who has seven sangiacs or subgovernors under him ; viz.

1. The sangiac of Damascus, who is under the ba^ha of tliat pro-
vince. 2. Of Jerusalem, or, as the Turks call it, Cudjembaric or
Coudsclierif, 3. Aglum. 4. Babara. 5. Scifat. 6. Gaza. 7.

Nabolos. Each of these has a number of ziamets, and each zianiet

has a number of timariots under him.
PALES i'RINA, a town of Italy, in the Caiupagna of Rome^

with a bishop's see. Lon. 12. 55. E. Lat. 41. 51. N.
,PALt.sTRiNA, an island of Italy, one ot the largest and most

populous of the Lagunes, near Venice, and where the chief noble-
men have seats.

PALEY, William, a learned divine of the English church,
was born at Peterborough, in Northamptonshire, in 1743, and
educated under his father, who w as mas-ter of Giggleswick school
in Yorkshire. Afterwards lie was sent to Christ's college, Cam-
bridge, where in 1763 he took the degree of B. A. Soon after

this he became assistant in the school at Greenwich, where he con-
tinued three years, and then returned to his college, of which he
was elected fellow. He distinauished himself as a tutor, and had
for coadjutor Dr. John Law, afterwards bishop of Elphin ; by
whose recommendation Mr. Paley was patronized by his father.

Dr. Edmund Law, bishop of Carlisle ; who gave him a living in

Cumberland, and afterwards that of Appleby in AVestmoreland.
He also obtained a prebendal stall in the cathedral of Carlisle, with,

the living of Dalston. About 1780 he became chancellor of Car-
lisle. In 1785 he published his Elements of Moral and Political

Philosophy, in one vol. 4to ; since frequently printed in two vols.

Svo. His next work was Hor.T Paulnue, or Observations on the

E])istles of St. Paul, in one vol. Svo. In 1794 he published his

excellent work on the Evidences of Christianity, twc> vols. Svo,

Dr. Paley soon after obtained a prebend of St. Paul's, the sub-

deaiiry of Lincoln, and Ihe valuable living of bishop Wear--
mouth. Dr. Paley, besides the above woiks, published a trea-

tise intituled Natural Theology, one vol. Svo. some sermons and'

tracts.

PALETTE. See Pallet.
PALICATA, or PALICATE, a sea-port-town of India, on;

this side of the Ganges, 70 miles N. of I'ort St. George. Lou.
80. 1. E. Lat. 13. 34. N.
PALICAUD, PAJLIUCAUDCHERRY, or PALGAT-

CHERRY, a fortress of considerable strength in India, which
commands the passage between the two coasts of Malabar aiid-

Coroniandel, by way of Tritchinopoly and Comibeiiore coun-
tries.

PALICI, or PALISCI, in the mythology, two deities, sons of

Jupiter by Thali, whom iEschylus, according to Macrobius calls-

/Etna, in a tragedy which is lost.

PALINDRO.ME, [TraMv^.'^ia, <t«)mv and iei>^<u-,] a word or

sentence which is the same read backward or torwards : as, jiia-

dam ; or this sentence, Subi dura a rudibus. Some have refined

upon the Palindronius, and composed verses, each word of vliich.
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ii the same backwards as loiwanls ; tor instance, that of Cam-

den :

—

Odo tenet mulum, madidam mappam tenet Anna.

Anna tenet niappani niadiilain. miiUmi tenet Odo.

PALINGKNESIA, amona; divines, is the same with regenera-

tion. Amonf! chemists, it denotes the producing of a body from

its principles.

PALINGUIR, one of the Philippine islands, N. of Cape En-

ganne, on the isle of Lucon, 15 miles in circnmference.

PALINURUS, in fabulous history, /Eneas's pilot, who fell

into the sea when asleep ; and was three days exposed to the tem-

pests and its agitation, and at la«t came safe ashore, where the

cruel inhabitants of the jjlace nmrdered him to get his clothes.

His body was left unburied on the sea-shore; which prevented

him from crossing the Stygian lake for 100 years, according to the

superstitious ideas of the Rnnians.

PALISADOES, or PALISADES, [from pa/u.?, Lat.] in for-

tification, are stakes made of strong split wood, about nine feet

long, six or seven inches squire, tliree feet deep in the ground, in

rows about two and a half or three inches asunder, placed in the

covert way, at three feet from, and parallel to, the parapet or side

of the glacis, to secure it from surprise. They are also used to

fortity the avenues of the open forts, gorges, half-moons, the bot-

toms of ditches, and in general all posts liable to surprise. They
are usually fixed perpendicularly, though some make an angle in-

clining towards the ground next the enemy, that the ropes cast

over them to tear them up may slip oil'.

Palisadoes, Turning, an invention of Mr. Coehorn, to pre-

serve the palisades of the covert-way from the besieger's shot.

They are so ordered, that as many of them as stand in the length

of a rod, or about ten feet, turn up and down like traps, so as not

to be in sight of the enemy till they just bring on their at-

tack ; and yet are always ready to do the proper service of

palisades.

PAI.ISSE, in heraldry, a bearing like a range of palisades be-

fore a fortification, represented on a fesse, rising up a considera-

ble height, and pointed a-top, with the field appearing between
them.
P.^LIURUS, in ancient geography, a river of Africa, witli a

town of the same name, at the \V. end of Egypt, on the Mediter-
ranean. The river is now called NahiJ.

PAi-rvRvs, in botany. SeeRHAMVUs.
P.VLI., Ip'illiiim, Lat.] in heraldry, a figure like a Greek T,

about the breadth of a pallet ; it is by some heralds called a cross-

pall, on account of its being looked upon as an archiepiscopal
bearing. See 11 eualdry.
PALLA, in Roinan antiquity, a mantle which women wore

over the gown called stola. It was borne on the left shoulder :

whence passing to the other side, under the right arm, the two ends
were bound under the left arm, leaving the breast and arm quite
bare. It had many folds, ajid derived its name from tix^xw, to
shake or tremble.

PALLA DES, virgins who were consecrated to Jupiter by the
Thcbans of Egypt.
PALI-ADIO, Andrew, a celebrated architect, was born at

Vicenza in 1,508. His parents were in middling circumstances,
but he rose by his merit to the rank of nobility. He began with
sculpture ; but Trissino the poet perceiving his inclination for the
inathemalics, explained to lum the architecture of Vitruvius, and
made with him three journies to Rome, where Palladio studied
and designed after the ancient monuments of that city. In these
pursuits he discovered the true principles of an art w'hich, in his

time, was buried in Gothic barbarity. Among the noble struc-

tures which this illustrious architect built, one of the principal is

the theatre called Degli Olimpici at Aicenza. He published a
valuable treatise on architecture in 1570, in folio, with plates; and
after his death, which happened in liSO, was published a work of
his on the antiiniities of ancient Home.
PALLADIUM, in antiquity, a statue of the goddess Pallas,

supposed to have droppe<l down from heaven, preserved in Troy,
whereon the fate of that city is said to have depended. It is said
that there was anciently a statue of Pallas preserved at Rome, in
the temple of \'esta, which some pretended to be the true palla-

dium ot Troy, brought into Italy by Ajieas: it was kept among
iIm: sacred things of the temple, and only known to thepries-ts anil

vestals. It was esteemed the destiny of Rome; and there were

several others made perfectly like it to secure it from being stolen,

as was that at Trov, which the oracle of Apollo declared should

never be taken so long a~> the palladium was found within its walls

:

this occasioned Diomede and L'lysses, in the time of the Trojaa

war, to undertake the stealing of it.

PALLADll'M, in chemistry, a metal discovered by Dr.

Wollaston in the native platina ; it is of a greyish colour ; consi-

dcrable lustre ; very ductile, very malleable ; flexible, but not

very elastic. Fracture fibrous, in diverging stria-, shewing a kind

of crystalline arrangement. Its hardness is superior to wrought

iron ;' specific gravity from 10.9 to U.S. It is u loss perfect con-

ductor of caloric than the other metals, and is also less expansible.

When exposed to a strong heat, its surface tarnishes a little, and

becomes blue, but, bv increasing the heat, it again becomes bright.

By a very great heat it is fused. Its oxides are not obtained by heat;

but those formed by the action of acids are reduced by means of a

high temperature. Its solutions formed by acids may be decom-
posed by the alkalies and earths ; the precipitates are' generally of

a beautiful orange-colour. It may be alloyed with several of the

metals, and combines readily with sulphur, but not with charcoal.

PALLADIUS, bishop of Helenopolis in Bithynia, and after-

wards of Aspona. He was a Galatian, and born at Cappadocia.

He became an Anchorite in the mountain of Ncbria in 388, and

was consecrated a bishop in 401. He was an intimate friend of St.

John Chrysostom, whom he never forsook during the time of his

persecution, nor even in his exile. He went to Rome some time

after Chrysostom's death, and at the request of Lausus governor

of Cappadocia, compo^ed the history of the Anchorites or Hermits,

and entitled it Laujiaca, after that lord, to whom he dedicated it

in 420, when it was written, being tlien in the 20th year of his

episcopacy, and 33d of his age. His history was published in

Greek by Mcursius at Amsterdam, in 1619, and in Latin in the

Bibliolheca Patrum.
PALLANTIDES, the SOsonsof Pallas, the son of Pandion,

and urother of yEgeus ; who were all killed by Theseus, the son

of ^Egeus, whose succession they opposed.

PALLAS, in the mythology, a giant, the son of Coelus and

Terra, who was killed by Minerva.

Pallas, a name of Minerva, from -aaWt"!, to brandish, in allu-

sion to her spear.

Pallas, a freed man of Claudius, celebrated for the power and

the riches which he obtained. He advised the emperor to marry
Agrip|)ina, and to adopt her son Nero, for his successor. It was

through him and Agrippina, that the death of Claudius was hasten-

ed, and that Nero was rai-ed to the throne. Nero, however, dis-

carded Pallas, and some time after caused him to be put to death,

that he might procure his great riches.

PALLASSIA, a genus of the syngenesia polygamia frustranea

class and order. The receotacle is chaffy ; down none ; seeds

vertical ; margin ciliated ; calyx i.nbricate. There is one species,

a shrubby plant of Lima.
PALLEN E, a small peninsula of Thrace or Macedonia, for-

merly called Phlegia.

PALL?rr, among painters, is a little oval table, or piece of

wood, or ivory, very thin and smooth ; on ami round which the

painters place the several colours they have occasion for, to be

ready for the pencil. The middle serves to mix the colours on,

an<l to make the tints required in the work. It has no handle, hut

instead thereof, a hole at one end to put the left thumb through

to hold it.

Pallet, among potters, crucible-makers, &c. a wooden instru-

ment, almost the only one they use, for lorming, healing, and
rounding their works. They have several kinds: the largest are

oval, with a handle ; others are round, or hollowed triangularly;

others, in fine, are in manner of large knives, serving to cut off

whatever is superlluovis on the mouUK ot their work.
Pallet, in gilding, an instrument mudc of a squirrel's tail, to

take upthe gold-leaves from the pillow, and to apply and extend
them on the matter to be gilt.

Pallet, in heraldry, is nothing but a small pale, consisting of

one-half of it in breadth, and therefore there are sometimes several

of lhenni|>on one shield. See Heralpuv.
Pallet, is aKo a part belonging to the balance of a watch or

movement. See Watch.
Pallet,
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Pallet, in sliip-builjing, is a room within the hold, closely

parted from it, in whii;!' by laying some pigs of lead, &c. a ship

may be suflicicntly ballasted, without losing room in the lioid ;

which, therefore, will serve for the stowing ot more goods.

PALLIA'l'.K, a name which the Romans gave to sucli plays

as laid ihe plot in Greece, and required the performers to appear

in Grecian habits. It is nst il in contradistinction to lo^ati-, in

which the scene was laid at Rome, and the dresses were Roman.
The word is lierived bom pailium, which was a part of dress pecu-

liar to the Greeks.
PALLI.vnON, or a PALLFATIVE CURE, in medicine,

is whfn, in desperate and incurable diseases, after predicting the

fatal cvrnt, the physician prescribes some remedies for mitigating

the pain, or some other urgent s\mptorns, as in ulcerated cancers,

or caiK erons fistula, and the like.

PAI.LIER, or PAILLIER, in building, denotes a landing-

place in a stair-ca.e.

PALLlFIC.VriOX, or PILING, in architecture, the piling

of ground-work, or ilrengthening it with piles of timber driven

into the ground, when buildings are erected on a niaisiiy-soil

PALIllO CO-OPF.UIRE. It was an ancient custom, where
children were born out of lawtul wedlock, and their parents were
aflerwanls married, tliat those children, together with the father

and mother, should .>tand p,dlio cooperli, under a cloth, wliile the

marriage was solemnizing : which was a kind of adoption, and had
the eftect of a legitimation.

PALLISER's ISLANDS, a cluster of islands, in the S. Pa-
cilic Ocean. 1 he large-t is Ij miles long, and y broad. Lon.
146'= to 147° W. Lit. I

j" to 16" N.
PALLIL'M, [Lat.] in antiquity, an upper garment or mantle

worn by the Greeks, i.s the toga was by the Romans.
Pallium, a word often mentioned in our old historians. Du-

randus tells us, that it is a garment made of w bite wool, after tiie

following manner, viz. The nuns of St. Agnes, every year, on
the feast-day of their saint, otVer two white lambs on the altar of

their church, during the time lliey sing Agnus Dei, in a solemn
mass; which are afterwards taken by two of the canons of theLaleran
church, and by them given to the Pope's subdeacons, who send
them to pasture till shearing time, and then they are shorn, and
the pall is made oi their wool mixed with other while wool. The
pall being thus maile, is carried to the Lateraii church, and there

placed on the high altar, by the deacons, on the bodies of St. Peter
and St. Paul; and after an u'-ual watching, it is carried away in

the night, and delivered to the subdeacons, who lay it up safe.

And because it was taken from the body of St. Peter, it signifies

the plenitude of ecclesiastical power: and therefore it was the pre-

rogative of popes, who pretend to be the immediate successors of

that saint, to invest other prelates witli it ; which at first was done
no where but at Rome, though afterwards at other places.

PALLUAU, two towns of France; 1. in the department of
the indre, 6 miles E. S. E. of Cliatillon, and 16i N. W. of Cha-
leau-roux. 2. in that of the Vendue, lOJ miles E. S. E. of
("hallans.

PALM, in botany. See Palm;e, and Phcenix.
Palm, The, has among almost all nations been regarded as an

emblem of victory, and assigned as the reward of it. The reason
why this tree was adopted, and made use of to represent victory,
is said to be, because jt is so elastic, that if pressed by the greatest
weiglit, it will rise superior to the pressure, and be able to restore
itself to its former state, appearing almost invincil)le.

Palm-Sukday, in the Chri:.tian church, the Sunday before
Easter; being so called in memory of our Saviour's triumphal
fntry into Jerusalem, when tiie multitude that attended him
strewed branches of palm-trees in his w ay.

Palm, a measure in length, about three inches.

PALMA, an island in the Atlantic Ocean, and one of the Ca-
naries, 36 miles N. W. of Goniera, and about 75 in circumference.
Lon. 17. 50. W. Lat. ','S. 37. >..

Palma, a town of Portugal in Alenteio, Lon. 8. 40. W. Lat. 38.
37. N.
Palma, a town of Terra Firma, in New Grenada ; 50 miles

N. \V. of Santa Fc. Lon. 73. 40. W. Lat. 4. 30. N.
Palma Nuova, a strong town of Italy, in Friuli, 10 miles S.

E. of Udino, and 55 N. E. of Venice. Lon. 13. 15. E. Lat.
46. 2. N.
VOL. IV.—NO. 170.

PALM.E, in botany, Palms. Under this name Linninis has
arranged several genera, which, a'though capable of a place in se-
parate clas-ics of Ins >ystem, he chooses ratlier, on account of their
singular struciuiv, to place apart in an app^tidix to the svork. See
Areca, Cham^rops, Cocos, Corypha, PnoiNix, Sec. The
same plants constitute one ot the seven families or tribes into
" liich all vegetables are distributed l)y Linna'us in his Philosophia
Botanica. 'Fliey an- defined to be plants witli simple stems, winch
at their summit 'be;ir leaves re>ein!'liiig tliose of the ferns, being a
composition of a leafand a branch ; and whose fioMcrs and fruit are
produced on that particukn- receptacle or seat cal'ed a spadix,
protruded from a common calyx in form of a sheath or scabbard,
L'-rmed by Linnacu;. spatlia. .See Botany.

PALM.ffi; is likewise the iiinie of the first order in Linnsus's
Fragments of a Natural Method. See Botany.
PAL.M.VRIA, two islands in the Mediternmean ; 1. oiT the

coa^t of the late Ligurian Republic, 7-i miles S. of Spezza. 2.
about 45 miles from The coast of Naples, and 3 miles W. of Ponza.
PAL.MARIS MUSCLES. See Anatomy.
PALMAS, ariver of N. America, lormed by the union of se-

veral rivers. It is the S. boundary of New Leon, and runs into
die Gulf ot Mexico. Lon. 81. 10. W. Lat. 25. 0. N.

Palmas, one of the Philippine Islands, 48 miles S. E. of Min-
tlanoa. Lon. 127. 0. E. Lat. 5. 33. N.
Palmas, a river of N. America, in Tabasco, which runs into

the Bay of Campeachy. Lon. 86. iO. W. Lat. 1?. 'M. N.
Palmas Cape, a promontory of Africa, on the Ivory Co;vstof

Guinea. Lon. 5. 34. W. Lat 4. 20. N.
PALMATED, rescmbbng the shape of the hand; thus we say,

palmaled leaves, roots, stones, &c.
PAL.MATI, in ornithology, a subdivision of the order of Pal-

mipedes, in Mr. Latham's System : comprehending birds with
full-webbed feet and short legs.

PALMELA, a town of Portugal, in Estramadura ; 19 miles
S. E. of Li>bon. Lon. n. 56. \V. Lat. 38. 29. N.
PAL.MERSTON's ISLANDS, a cluster of islands in the Paci-

fic Ocean, which Capt.Cook visited in his second and last voyages.
There are nine or ten of them, connected by a reef of coral-rocks,
and lying in a circular direction. They have no anchorage, nor
any inhabitants, though abounding with cocoa-nuts, scurvy-grass,
and tlie wharra-tree. The chief island is not above a mile in cir-

cumference. Lon. 196. 35. E. Lat. 18. 8. S.

PALMETTO, in botany. See Chamarops.
Palmetto Point, two capes of Jamaica. 1. on the N. coast

;

in Lon. 76. 20. \V. Lat. 18. 18. N. 2. on the S. coast; in Lou.
77. 57. W. Lat. 18. 7. N.
PALMIPEDES, in ornithology, the third order in Mr. La-

tham's svstem ; comprehending web-footed birds.

PALMIRAS POINT, a cape of Hindostan, on the coast of
Orixa. Lon. 87. 5. E. Lat. 20. 45. N.
PALMISTRY, Ipalina, Lat.] the cheat of foretelling fortune

by the lines of the palm.
PALMUS, a long measure used both by the Greeks and Ro-

mans. The Grecian palnius called also "imjoy, was of two sorts ;

the greater, which contained nine lingcrbreadths, and the less

which contained four. Phe Roman Palmus wasalsooftwo sorts;

the greater which contained twelve lingerbreadtlis, or 8-j inches

English ; and the less, which contained four tinger-breadths, or
near three inches English. The great palnius wa^ taken from the

length of tlie hand or span; the less from the breadth of it. See
Measure.
PALMYRA, a noble city of ancient Syria, now in ruins, sup-

posed to have been the " Tadmor in the wilderness" built by So-
lomon, (1 Kings, ix. 18, 2 Chron. viii. 4, and Josephus, Ant." Jud.
lib. 1,) though this is much controverted by many learned men.
For the world have been long and justly astonished to lind in the
Desart of Syria, at a distance from the sea, with only a very pre-
carious and scanty supply of water, and without a particular con-
nection with any great monarchy, ruins of a citv more extensive

and splendid than Rome itself, the depo^it of all the arts which
Greece in its most flourishing periods could afford. The cele-

brated ruins of Palmyra consist of temples, i)alaces, and porticoes

of Grecian architecture ; and lie scattered over an Extent of se-

veral miles. They were accidentally discovered by some Eng-
lish travellers from Aleppo above a century ago. The most re-

3 H markable
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iiiarkahle of ihem U tin; temple of tlie Sun, ofwhich the riiiiis are

S|)ieail over a square of CJO yar:U. Il was eiicoiv|<;isNeil with a

siatelvwall, built of large square stones, and adorned wi;h pilasters

witliiii and without to the number of (vj on a side. Within the

court are the remains of two rows of noble marble-pillars J7 teet

high, with their cap.lals of most exquisite \vorkinaii>hip. Ol

these only J8 remain entire, but tlicy appear to liave gone round

the whole lourt, and to have supported a double piazza. The
walks opposite the castle apoe.u- to have been sfiarious. At eaen

•end of this line are too niches for st;;luis, with their pedestals

borders, supporters, and canopies, carved with the utmost, pro-

priety and elegance. The spare within this inclosure seems to

have'beeii an open court, in the middle of which stood the temple

encompassed with another row ol pillai^ of a diilereiit order, and

inuch taller, being 50 feel high, but ol these only 16 reiiiaiii. The

whole space colli ained within thc-e pillars is jy yards in length,

and near CS in br<adth. The temple is 33 yards long, and 13 or

14 broad. It points N. and S. and exactly in the middle ol the

building, on liie W. side, is a most magniliccnl entry, on the I'e-

niainsofwh^h are some vines and clusters of Sf''!"-''"' earved in the

most masterly imitation of nature that can be conceived. Just

ov<T the door are discerned a [lair of wing>, which e\. ends lU

whole breadth ; but the body whether of an eas^le or an angel is

destroyed. The N. end of this temi)lc is adorned with the most

curious fret-work and has relief; and in the middle lliere is a

dome or cupola about ten feet diameter. North of this plaie is an

obel.sk, coiioi)liiig of seven large stones, besides its capital. It is

about 50 feet hii^h ; and, just above the pedestal, is 1 ;' feet in

circumference. About a qu;iiter of a mile Irom lliis pillar, to the

K. and W. are t»o others, besides the fragment of a liiinl. About
100 paces (loin tlie middle obelisk, is a mai^niticent entry to a

pia/:za, which is 40 feet broad, and more than half a mile loiig, in-

closed with two rows of marble-])illai-s 'Jt) feet high, andeiulUor
nine in compass. Of these there still remain I'i'J, but there must

originally have been no less than jOO. The upper end of tin-

piaz/a was closed by a row of pillars. To the hit are the ruins of

a stately banquctting housf, built of belter marble, :md finished

with yet greater elegance, thin the piazza. 'l"he pillai-s wliicli

supported it were of one entire stone. It measures C'J feet in

length, and in compass eight feet nine inches. In the W. side of

the piazza are several apertures for gales into the court of the

|)alace. Each of these were adorned with four porjjhyry pillars,

placed by couples in the fn'nt of tlie gale facing the palace, two
«n each side. Two of these only remain entire. 1 hey are 30
feet long, and nine in circumference. On the E. side of the

piazza stand a great number of marble-pillars, some perfect, but

the greater part mutilated. At a little distance are the remains of

a small temple, widiout a roof. Before the entry wltich looks to

the S. is a piazza supported by six pillars, two on each side of the

door, nnd one at each end. 'I'he pedestals of those in front have
been filled with inscriptions both in the Greek and Palmyrene
languages, which are become totally illegible. Among these

ruins are many sepulchres. They are all square lowers, four or

live stories high. 'I'here is a walk across the whole building ; the

space on each hand is subdivided into six partitions by thick walls.

The space between the partitions is wide eiunieh to receive the

largest corpse; and in these niches there are six or seven piled

upon one another. Many inscriptions have been found at Pal-

myra, which have occupied much of the attention of the learned.
See Barlheleiiiy's U. flections on the Palmyrene .Vlphabet, pub-
lished at Paris in 1734: An Explication of the Inscriptions at

Palmyra hitherto published, by John Swinton of Christchnrch,
Oxfonl. Phil. Trans, n" J17, an'd 218 ; Ancient Univeial Ilisloi v,

•vol.1, and, above all, the Ruins of Palmyra, or Tadmor in the
Desert, ])ublishej. bv Mr. R. Wood, who, with M. Bouverie and
Mr. Dawkins, travelled thither in 17.>I. The result oflhiir ob-
servations was published in 1753, in the form of an all.is. The
ruins of this once mighty and celebrated city are repicsenled in

S7 copper-plates, 1(5 by IG indies, printed on imperial paper.
'I'hey are admirably executed ; Palmyra was visited by Mr.
Bruce, before his journey into .Vby^sinia. [t is situated about
150 miles S. K. of Aleppo. Lon. 38'- 50. E. Lat. 33. 20. N.
PAI.XAUp, a district of Ilindoslan, in the C'arnatic, on the S.

bank of the Kistnah, 70 miles long and 15 broad, between Gol-
coirda and puiitoor. Zimerycotla is the capital.

P.VLOMINOS, a cluster of island, of S. America, on the coast

of Peru ; three miles W. of S. Lorenzo.

PALOS, a town of Spain, in Andalusia, 40 miles S. W. of Se-

ville. Lon. G. 39. W. Lat. 37. 14. N.
Pai.os, a town of Spain, in Murcia, JO miles E. of Carthagen?.

Lon. 0. 39. W. Lkt. 37. 37. N.
P.\Los, Cape, a promontory of Spain, in Murcia, S. of the

above town, between the Bav of Carlhai^ena, and that of Alitant.

PALOTA, or PALOTTA, a town of Lower Ilun^arv, in

Alba Uegalis, 40 miles S. \V. of Buda. Lon. 18. 0. E. Lat. 47.

0. K.
PALPITATION OF THE H EAUT, .a violent and irregu-

lar action of that muscle, accompanied with great uneasiness' and
opure>>ioii of the breast.

PALSGU.W'E, John, an English divine, who studied at Cam-
bridge and at Paris. lie became tutor in the Irench language

to princess Marv, on her marriage with Louis XII. ol France ;

and after his return to his own country he obtained some prefer-

ment. He translated a Latin comedy called Acalastus inte Eng-
lish. He died about 15.50.

Palsgrave. See Palatinate.
PALSY, Ipuralyais, ]^at.] a disease in which the patient w*

partly deprived of the power of voluntary motion ; and which is

often attended with sleep. One of the most fre<|uent lorms of the

palsy is that, in which all the muscles on one side of the body ar*

attacked, w hen the disorder is called a hemiplegia. If the pow er

of motion and sense of feeling in the lower half of the body be im-
paired, the complaint is denominated, paraplegia. Sonieliincs,

also, it aU'ects the tongue, lips, or other parts, in w hich cases it is

termed local palsy. See MtDiciNt:.
P,\LUDA, a town of Asiatic 'I'lirkev, in Erzerum, near the.

Euphrates. Lon. 3y. 'i5. E. Lat. 38. 35." N.
PALL'DA.MEN rU.NJ, in Koman antiquity, a habit that dif-

fered but little troiii the chlamys, except that this last belonged
chic'ily to the lower class of people.

PALY, or PALE', in heraldry, is when the shield is divided
into four or more ecpial parts, by perpendicular lines falling

irom the top to the boitom.
Paly Be.vde, is when the escutcheon is divided by perpendi

cular lines, which is paly ; and also by diagonals, which is called
beildv.

PALZGKAVE. See P.\lati.sate.
PAMU'.US, a town of Fiance, in the department of the Arriege.

and late territory of Foix ; 8 miles N. of Foix, and 30. S. of Ton-
louse. Lon. K32. E. Lat. 43. S.N.
PAMLICO, or TAR RIVER, a large river of N. Carolina,

which rises in Caswell county, and running S. E. falls into

Pamlico Sound, a large lake, or inland sea, ot N. Carolina;
8G miles long from Roanoke to Crane island, and from 10 to 30
broad.

PAMP.\NGAN, a town of Lucon, the chief of the Manillas,
on the l'>. coast.

P.VMPELL N.'V, the capital of Navarre in Spain. Lon. 1.

<-'5. E. Lat. 4i. 4'.'. N.
Pamteluna, a town of New Granada in South America, fa-

mous for Its •.old-mines. Lon. tiS. 30. W. I^t. 6. 30. N.
P.A.M PIIIl.l'S, a celebrated painlor of Macedonia, in the age

ot Philq) II. 11l- was founder ot the school for pamting at Sicvon;
and he made a law « hich was observed not only in Sicyon but all

over Greece, that none but the children of noble and dignified
persons hould be permitted to learn painting. Apelles was one
of his pupils.

P.-\MPHYLIA, the ancient name of a country of Natolia, in

.\sia, nrw called Caramania.
P-\N, ill mytlulogy, the god of shepherds, hunters, and all

couiitry-cxerci>es. In Egypt he was named .\Iendes, which, ac-
coidiiigto Jabloiivki, signilies fecundity. Hence his svn>bol was
a lii;-goat, the mot salacious of all aniinals. His principal temple
was a niagnifuent building in a city of Lower Egypt, called aller
his name ; where was kept a he-goat, to w horn sacnhces of a very
monstrous kind were oflered. Homer makes him the son of Mer-
cury, and says he was called Pan from to», omite, all, because he
charmed all the gods with his Hute ; others say that he was the son
of neixogorgon, and tiist invented the organ, of seven unequal
reeds, joined together in a particular manner.

Pax,
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P/\v, or Pahan, a town of Malacca, capital of a kingdom so

iianied, remarkable for abounding with elephants, and producing

great (]u:;nlilics of pepper.

I'ANACEA, [^«my.»a,] a remedy for all diseases, which is a

tiling inipossi!>le to be obtained.

Pakacka, in botanv. See Panax.
Panacea, in mythology, the daughter of ^Esculapiiis, a god-

dess who presided over Iwalth.

PANADA, orPAN.VDO, a preparation consisting of bread

boiled in water, and swiietened with sugar. It is ofte'n given as

a« article of diet to children, and invalids ; but such disli ought

never to be made of new or ropy bread ; which cannot fail to be

Uetrimental to the organs of digestion. Nor is it advisable to em-
jjloy a large prO])Orlion of sugar on this occasion ; as the mucilage

contained in the bread, if combined with saccharine matter, is apt

to cloy and oppress the stomach. Hence it will be proper to add
4 small qoantuy of salt ; and instead of common bread, we would

prefer a i>anada, consisting of macerated biscuits, without boiling

tiieni, and a very moderate addition of salt and honey.

PANE'l'IUS,' a stoic i)liilosopher of Khodes, who flourished

about liii 15. C. He studied at Athens with such credit as to be

olTercd the vigiits ol citizenship, which he refused, saying, " a mo-
ae:^l man is content with one country." He afterwards went to

Konie.where he had numerous disciples, among the rest Lslius and

Sicipio. Panelius accompanied the latter in his expeditions, and

rendejvd eminent services to llie Rhodians by his interest with

tJiat commander. Cicero mentions a work of his on the Duties

of Man, wliidi is lost.

FAN.-\.MA, a province of S. America, on the isthmus of Da-
rien, with a number of small adjacent islands in the Gulf. The
pearl-fishery is carried on in thtse islands. Most of the Inliabi-

tiin's employ such of their negroes in it as are good swimmers.
Tliese slaves pUmge and repUinge in the sea in search of pearls,

itill this exercise has exhausted tiie strength of their spirits. Kvery
negro is obliged to deliver a certain number of oysters. Tho»e
in which there are no pearls, or in which the pearl is not entirely

formed, are not reckoned. What he is able to find beyond the

stipidatcd obligation, is considered as his indisputable property :

he may sell it to wliom he pleases ; but commonly he cedes it to

his master at a moderate price. Sea-monsters, which abound
more about the islands where pearls are found than on the neigh-

bouring coa>l>, render this fishing dangerous. Some of these

devour the divers in an instant.

Panama, the capital of the above province, where the treasures

t)f gold and silver, and the other rich merchandises of Peru, arc

lodged in magazines till they are sent to Europe. Lon. S'J. 15.

\V. Lat. 8. 48. N.
Panama 15av, a bay on the coast of Panama.
PAN AMARIBO, a town of Guiana, on the coast of Surinam,

E. S. E. of Demerara. Lon. 36. 26. VV. Lat. 6. 0. N.
PAN AMOS, a mountain of S. America, inTruxillo; one of

the Andes.
PANAON or PANAH.^N, one of the Philippines, about 4i

miles in circumference, abounding in mountains and rivers, but

not very populous.

PAN.^KAGA, a kingdom of the isle of Java, with its capital

on tlieS. 60 miles E. of .\lataran.

PANARl, or PANARIA, one of the Liparia islands, five

miles in circumterence: the soil is barren. Lon. 15.0. E. Lat.

3Q. 0. N.
PANARO, a department of Italy, comprehending the late

duchy of Modeiia.
Panaro, a river of Italy, which ri^es iw the Apennines, runs

through the above department, and falls into the Po at Bondeno.
PANAROCAN, or PANARUCAN. a kingdom in the island

of Java, with its capital, seated on the N. coast, near the E. part

of the island. The chief trade is in slaves and long pepper ; a

great number of the Portuguese are mingled with the natives.

Lat. 7. 30. S
PAN.\TIIENyEA, [^nvK-%v5.a,] in Grecian anti(|uity, an an-

cient Allicnian festival, in honour of Athena, or Minerva, the
protectress of Athens.

P.^NAX,(jixseng; agenus of the dicecia order, andpohgamia
class of plants. Natural order,l'n!bellata\ Corolla five-petaleu; sta-

mina five, hermaphrodite ; calyx five-toothed, superior ; styles two ;

berry two-seeded : male, calyx entire. There are nine species.

P. Quhiquefolium is represented in Plate CXXIX.
PANAV, an island of A^ia, one of the Philippines, lying be-

tween those of Paraguay and Negro. It is 250 miles in circum-

ference, and is the most populous and fertile of them all. It is

watered by a great number of rivers and brooks, and produces a.

great quantity of rice. Its shape is triangular. Lon. 121. 10. E.

Lat. U. 10. "N.
'

Pan AY, a river in the above island, which gives n.ime to it, and

fertilizes it by running a course of 120 miles through it.

PANCARPUS, [Gr. from *«v, all, and %«;«?, fruit,] hi Ro-

man antiquity, a kind of show which the Roman emperors fre-

quently exhibited to the people. The name was also given by
the Athenians to a sacrifice wherein all kinds of fruits were ot-

fered.

P.ANCH.EA; 1. an island of Arabia Felix, w|iere Jupiter

Triphvlius had a temple. 2. A country of Arabia, famous for its

perfumes.

PANCRAS, atown of Middlesex, on (he N. W. side of Lon-

don, in the hii^hwav to Kentish Town.
PANCRi\TIU>;i, [from stm, all, and itv,T.:.<, I overcome,"]

among the ancients, a kind of intermived exercise, consisting of

the lucta, wrestling, and the pugilale or boxing; but it ditl'ers

in this, that as the allilels were not to seize the body, their hands

were not armed with gauntlets, and gave less dangerous blovs.

Pancrativm, Sea-Dafpodil ; in botany, a genus of the ino-

nogynia order, and hexandria class of plants ; natural order, Spa-

thac'ex. Petals six; nectary tweive-cleft ; siamina placed on the

nectary. There are ten ^j-.ecies. This genus consists of perennial

bulboua-rooted plants, I'lom « hence proceed long narrow leaves,

and a strong upright scape, two feet m heigiit, terminated by a

large spatlie, bursting on one side, disclo^ng in some of the spe-

cies many ; in others only hk- or two wlnle (lowers of great ele-

gance and fragrance. They are chiefly natives of America and

the West Indies.

I'ANCREAS, [irar and xj^ac,] in anatomy, po|>n!arly called

the sweet-bread, is a large gland, of a fiattish shape and ileshy co-

lour, extended behind the stomach, and reaching from the dtio-

dcnum transversely towards the spleen, .^ee Anatomv.
PANCSt)VVA,' a town and fi>rt of Hungary, in Temeswar

;

on the N. bank of the Danube; 8 miles N. of Belgrade.

PANDA, in mvthologv, a goddess who was invoked as the

protectress of travellers and navigators. The goddess of peace

was also called Panda, because she opened the gates which were

shut in time of war.

PANDANUS, in botany, a genus of the nionandria order and

dia'cia class. Calyx or corolla ; male anther sessile ; female stiginai

two ; fruit compound. There is one species.

PANDARUS, in fabulous history, a son of Lycaon, who as-

sisted the Trojans in their W'ar with the Greeks. He wounded

Menelaus and Oionu-des, but was at !a~t killed by the latter.

PANDATARIA, or PAN DA TEKIA, an island in the Tus-

can sea ; a place of banishment for ilkistrions eviles. It is now
named Santa Maria, situated between Ponlia and Isrfhia.

PANDECTiE, or PANDECTS, [from nav, all, and iix«f-^'.

to take, q. (I. a book containing all things, or all laws,] the digest

or collection, made by Justinian's order, of 534 decisions or

judgements of the ancient lawyers, on so many questions occurring

in the civil law; to which that emperor gave the force of law,

by the epistle prefixed to them. They con-isl of 50 books, and

make the first part of the body of the civil law. They were de-

noted by ^~
; but the copyists taking those ^rt (orf, ihc cnslom

arose ol quoting them by //; In 1137, the pandects of Justinian,

which had been brought bv an Amalfitan merchant from the east,

fell into the hands of the P'isans, and for near thne centuries they

were called I'aiidectx Pisana?. But, about 14!6, Pisa being taken

by the Elorentines, they were transported to I'lorence, where they

are now preserved in the library of the Medici, and named Pan-

dect.!^ Florcntina>. Papi.-.s extends the name of Pandects to the

(>ld and New Testament. There are also Pandecta; Medicina- by

Mat. Sylvaticus of Mantua; Pandects of Turkey, by Leunclac

viiis ; and Pandecta; Canonum, bv Bi-hnp Ueveridge.

iWNDiA, an ancient festival held at Alhens, instituted by
Pandon. from whom some derive its name ; liiough othei-s insist,

thut, a< It was observed in honour of Jupiter, tin- name is derive<l

from
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from itis omni|>oteiice, because he t« aai-za Uwjhi, can move and

j

tiiiii all lliiims as he pleases.

PANi:)ICULAl ION, that violent and tensive motion of the

solids, which accompanies vaiinin;;.
I

PANDOORS, or PASsIvOOR OYSTKKS, a name siven
\

to the largest and fattest kind of oysters found at Preston Pans ; \

so named from the doors of the pans, those found nearest the town i

being alwa\ s the largest and hest. ^

j

PAND()UA, ill the mythology, a woman formed hy Prome-

theus to whom each of tlie goiK'gave some perfection. N'enus
,

bestowed upon h^r beauty; Pallas, wisdom; Juno, riches ;
|

Apollo, music ; and Mercurv, eloi|uence ; but Jupiter, bemg dis-

1

pleased at Prometheus for having stolen lire from heaven to ani-

mate the mass he had formed, gave Pandora a box, which she was

ordered not to open ; and then "sent her to the ejrlh wilh this box,

in vvhich wore inclosed age, diseases, pestilence, war, famine, envy,

discord, and all the evils and vices that cnuld afflict mankind.

This fatal box was openeil by EpimL-lheus, Pronietheus's brother,

when instantly all the diseases and mischiefs with which it was

filled spread over the earth, and Hope alone remained at the bot-

tom. Hesiod says she was the first woman.
P.\NDOSIA, a strong inland town of the Bruttii, on the

Acheron, where Alexander of Fpirus, deceived by the oracle of

Doilona, met his fate and perished. Now called .NIendicino.

PAN DOURS, flimganan infantry ; they wear a loose garment

fixed tight to their bodies by a girdle, vjith great sleeves, and

larae breeches hanging dow n to their ancles.

PANDURA, or PANDORON, a musical instrument, used

among the ancients, resembling the lute ; so called from fy and

iaioiv, V. c all gifts. Isidore d-rives the name from its inventor

Paodorns ; othei-s from Pan, to whom they attribute its invention,

as well as th.it of the flute.

P.VNEAS, the apparent spring from which the Jordan rises, ou
the extremity of tlie W. side of the Tiachoiiitis.

PaMeas, a district adjoining to the spring Paneas, with a cog-

ncminal town.

PANEGYRIC, [is derived from wxv, all, and aynau., to assem-

ble,] an oration in praise of some extraordinary thing, person, or

virtue. It was so called because ancienily held in public assem-

blies of the Greeks, at their games, feasts, fairs, or religious meet-
ings. To m;ike their panegyrics the more solemn, the Greeks
used to begm with the p."aises of the Deity in whose honour the

games, &c. were celebrated; then they descended to the praise of

the people or country where they were celebrated ; then to the

princes or magistrates who presided at them ; and at length to the

ciiampions, especially the conquerors, who had gained the prizes

in them.

PANF.GYRICUM, in church-history, an ecclesiastical book,
used by the Greek church, containing the panegyrical or.itions of

various authors, on the solemnities of Jesus Christ and the saints.

It is found in MS. in most churches, but is not the same in all ;

each church having its particular saints; and the compilers of this

Kjnd of books usually suited their collections to the taste of their

own devotion. They are disposed according to the order of
months, and frequently consist of 12 volumes, answering to the
12 months. Among the principal authors of these works are
Athanasius, Cyril, Basil, Chrysostom, oic.

PANEL, inlaw, signifies a schedule, or small roll of parch-
ment, in which is contained the names of the jurors returned by
the shtrilT, to pass upon trial : so that the impanelling of ajurv,
is no more than the sheriff's entering them upon his panel or

roll.

Panf.l, or Pannel, in joinery. See Pannel.
Pamll, in Scots law, signifies the prisoner at the bar, hr person

who takes his trial before the high court of justiciary for some
crime.
PANG^US, a mountain of Thrace, joined to Rhodope ; fa-

mous in fabulous history, as the scene of Orpheus's miraculous
m'isic, fic.

PANGASANE, an island in the E. Indian ocean; 45 miles
long, and 9 hroad ; befwien Celebes and Bouton.
PANGASINAN, a town on the W. coast of Lucon isle ; ca-

|)ital ot a province. Lon. 15. 40. N.
PANGLAO, or PANGLO, one of the Philippines, 60 miles

N. of Mindanao. 9

PANGO, a jjrovince of Congo, with its capital ; seated ou the

Barbelu.

PANGCTNIA, hi the old system of mineralogy, [from r.a.j, ru»

meruus, and jw.tn, an angle,] a genus of trystals,coii»i.-ting of sucU

as are composed of many angles.

PANJAB, an extensive country of Hiiulostan, comprehending
the whole province of Lahore, and the greater part of MouUan.
See Lahore, and Moui.r.\N.

PANIC, [^ritvty.®-,] a sudden fright without cause; an ill-

grounded terror.

PANICLE, in botany, denotes a soft woolly beard, on which
the see<ls of some plants hang pendulous ; as in millet, reeds, and
liayi See Botany.
PANICL'M, a genus of the digynia order, and triandria class

of plants. Calyx trivalved, the third valvule being very small,

n he species are in number seventy-nine, grasses ol dillerent coun-
tries. The species are accurately described in Marlyn's edition

of Miller's Botany.

PANIF.RS, baskets used in fortification. In military alfairs

the term is expressive of a man dangerous to society, of one who
ought to be guarded against where contidence and discretion are

necessary.

PANiONT.'V, in antiquity, a festival celebrated in honotir of

Neptune by jieople from all the cities ot Ionia.

PANIONIUM, a place in A^a Minor, at the foot of mount
Mycale, near E|)hesus, where the deputies of the 12 cities of Ionia

assembled to celebrate the above festivals, or to deliberate upon
any other public business.

PAN IS, an island in the Atlantic, in the mouth of the

Baiidi.

P.-\NNARIA, one of the Lipari islands.

PAN NEL, in joinery, is a tympanum, or square pi«ce of thin

wood, sometimes carved, framed, or grooved in a larger piece, be-

tween two upright pieces and two cross-pieces.

Pannei., in masonry, is one of the faces of a hewn stone.

Pamnels of a Saddle or two cushions or bolsters, filled wilh

cow's, deer's, or horse's hair, and placed under the saddle, ou each
si.de, to prevent the bows and bands from galling the liorse.

PANNICLE, in botany. See Pamcv.m.
PANNTCULUS CARNOSUS, in zootomy, a robust fleshy

tunic, situated in beasts between the skin and the fat ; by means
of which they can move their skin whole or in part. It is altogether

wanting in mankind.
PANNIPLT, a town of Hindostan, 72 miles N. W. of Delhi,

and 70 E. of Hissar. Lon. 76. 45. E. Lat. i.'9. 15. N.
PANNON IA, an extensive country ol Europe, bounder) on the

E. by Upper Mu;sia, S. by Dalmatia, W. by Noricum, and N.
by the Danube. It was divided by the ancients into Upper and
Lower, and Superior and Inferior Paniionia.

PANOM Pilous, [from ™v, ;ill, and o/.ci'n, voice,] in anti-

quity, a designation given to Jupiter, because he was said to be
the original author of all sorts ol <livination, having the books of

fate, and out of thein revealing either more or less, as he pleased,

to inferior d.emons.

PANOPOLIS, [from ifrev and otXic, i. e. the city of Pan,] an
ancient town of Egypt, called also Chemmis anrl Achmim.
PANORAMA, [from 5t<tv, all, and 0{-«nrt, view,] a word re-

cently introduced, to express a painting in oil or water colours,

which represents an entire view of any country, city, or other na-

tural objects, as they appear to a pei'son standing in any situation

anil turning quite round. To produce this effect, the painter or

drawer must Ijx his station, and delineate correctly and connectedly,

every object which appears as he turns round, concluding his

drawing by a connection with w here he began.

PANOllMO, a town of European Turkey, in Albania, oppo-
site Corfu: 45 miles S. S. E. of Valona. Lon. 20. 13. E. Lat.
40. 0. N.
PANORMUS, an ancient city of Sicily, now Palermo.
Panormus, the name of other five ancient towns : 1. in Achaia,

in Peloponnesus, near Cape Rhium: 2. in Crete, on the N. side:

3. in Macedonia, on the jKgean Sea: near Mount AthoS: 4. in

Samos: 5. in the Thracian Cliersonesus, on the \V. side of the

Peninsula.

Panormus, three ancient sea-ports: 1. in Attica, very capa-

cious: 2. inEpirus, on the coast of the Monies Ceramii, below the

citadel
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citadel ChimiFra: 3. in Ionia, near Ephesus, witli a temple of

Diana.

PaNORPA, the Scorpion Fly, in zoology, a genus of in-

sects of the orcliTnciuoptera. Rostrum horny, cUinclrical ; pappi

two ; stemmata, three ; feelers longer than the thorax ; tail, formed

by the three la-,t segments of the abdomen, the last terminating in

two hooks, which lonstittites a tail like that of the scorpion. There

aie nine species, distinguished chielly by the colour and shape of

their wings. The P. (Joa is represented iu Plate CXXXV 1.

PANOTII, an ancient people of Scythia; said fo have had

uncommonly I'rge ears.

PANIALAKIA, an island in the Mediterranean sea, between

Sicily and the main land of Africa, about 17 miles in circum-

ference. Loii. 12. 23. E. Lat. 36. 35. X.
PANTALOOX, on the tlieatre, is abutfoon or masked person,

who performs high "nd grotesque dances, and shews violent and

extravagant postures and airs. The word is likewise used for the

habit or dress then' buffoons usually wear ; which is made precisely

to the form of their body, and all of a piece from head to foot.

Hence thuse who wear a habit of this kind, under their other

clothes are called pantaloons of Venice.

PAN I'HEA, the beautiful and virtuous wife of Abradates, king

of busa. She was taken prisoner by Cyrus the Great, who treateil

her well, but would not visit her", lest he should have been en-

snared by her charms. Abradates, hearing ot tins, laid duuii his

arms, joined C\rus\vith all his forces, and fonaht lorliim, llcinu;
j

atterwards killed in battle, Panthea killed herself on his body, and
Cyrus raised a monument to their memory. ,

Panthea, in antiquity, single statues, composed of the figures,

or symbols, of several dili'ereiit divinities together. F. Joubert,

who calls them panthea, and who has remarked them sometimes on

medals, sa\ s their heads are most commonly adorned with the sym-

bols or attributes belonging to several gods.

PANTHEISM, a philosophical species of idolatry leading to

atheism, in which the universe was considered as the supreme

God. Wlio was the inventor of this absurd system is not known ;

but it was of early origin, and differently modilied by different

philosophers, and which serves to shew that these wise men aiul

lovers of wisdom, were deadly sunk in ignorance.

PANTHEON, [tov&»ov,] a beautiful edifice at Rome, an-

ciently a temple dedicated to all the gods ; but now converted into

a chur' h, and dedicated to the Virgin and all tlie martyrs. It is

generallv thought to have been built by Agrippa son-in-law to Au-
gustus, because il has the following inscription on the frieze of the

portico: M. AGRIPPA L. F. COS. TERTiuM FE<;iT. Sevenl an-

tiquarians and artists, however, have supposed that the pantheon

existed in the times of the commonwealth ; and that it was only

embellished by Agrippa, who added the portico. Be this as il

will, however, the pantheon, when perfected by Agrippa, was an

exceedingly inagnihcent building; tlie form of whose body is

rounil or cylindrical, and its roof or dome is spherical: it is 144

feet diameter within ; and the height of it, from the pavement to

the grand aperture on its lo|>, through which it receives the light,

is just as much. It is of the Corinthian order. The inner cir-

cumference is divided into seven grand niches, wrought in the

thickness of the wall : six of which are flat at the top ; but the

seventh, opposite to the entrance, is arched. Before each niche

are two columns of anlique yellow marble fluted, and of one en-

tire block, making in all 14, the finest in Rome.
Pantheon, th<' name of another temple at Rome, dedicated to

Minerva, as the goddess of medicine.
Pantheon of Ati:en3 was in ntany respects little inferior to

the Roman one built by Agrippa. The Greek Christians also

converted it into a church, dedicated it to the Virgin, inuler the

name of Panegia ; and the Turks changed it into a mosque.
PANTHER, [sT'tv5.,j,] panthera, in zoology. See Felis.

PANTICAP/EUM, an ancient town of Taurica Chersonesus.
It is now called Kerche.
PANTOM 1 M E, [=T«v and ij.ifj.& ;] in antiquity, a person who

imitates all sorts of actions and characters, by mere gesturei, with-

out speaking a word. Pantomimes made a part in the theatrical

entertainments of the ancients; their chief employment was to ex-

press, in gestures and action, whatever the chorus sung, changing,

their countenance and behaviour as the subject of the song varied.

1 hey were very ancient in Greece.
P.ANUCO, or GUASrECA, a province of North America

lying N. of Mexico, bounded on the E. b the Gulf of Me.\ico,

S. by Mexico, and on tlie W. by the province of Mechoacan
and New Biscay. The tropic of Cancer divides it, on each side

of which il extends 55 leagues.

pANuco, a nvi-r in tlie above province ; also its capital, 192
miles N. N. E. of Mexico. Lon. 99. 50. W. Lat. 23. 50. N.
PAO-KING, a cilv of China of the first rank, in Hou-quang;

S32 miles S. S. W. of Peking. Lon. 1 1. 12. E. Lat. 27. 4. N.
PAOOM, oneot the New Hebrides, in the South Sea, 1) ing

S. of Mallicollo. Lon. 168. 29. E. Lat. 16. 30. S.

PAO-TING, in t.'hina, where the viceroy resitles, is (lie most
consii.erable city in tiie province of Pe-tchli, next to. Peking, 78
miles S. S. W. of Pe-king. Lon. 115. 25. E. Lat 38. 54. N.
PAPA, [ra-Birires;

; pupu, Lat.] a foud name for father, used in

many languages. Also, the Latin word fiom which our E-nglish

word pope is derived.

Papa, a town of Lower Hnngarv, in the county of Vesprin, 45
miles W. of Buda. Lon. IS. 20. E. Lat. 47. 26. N.

"

Papa, or Papa Stour, i. e. Great Papa, an island of Scotland,

in Shetland, a mile W, of Mam-land.
Papa, or Papa Stkonsay, an island of Orkney, half a mile

N. E. of Stronsav, and three miles in circumference.

PAPAGAYO' BAY, a bay of the Pacific Ocean, on the W.
coast of North America, and province of Nicaragua. Lon. bS.

25. W. Lat. 11. 10, N.
PAFALOAPAIN, the largest river of Guaxaca, in Mexico.

It rises in the Zoncoiucan Mountains, and falls into the N. Paci,-

PAPAS ADASSI, PAPADONISIA, or PRINCE'S !S-
L.VNDS, a cluster of islands on the N. E. coast of the islands of 4
M.irmora, at the entrance of the Straits of C'oiistantinopie ; eight

miles S. of that city.

PAPAVER, the Poppy ; a genus of tlie nioi;og\n-n on'rr, and
polyandria class of plants; natural order, Rliueajthr. Corolla
tetrapetalous; calyx diphyllous ; capsule bilocular, opening a' he
poies below ; a permanent stigma. There are nine sp- < ir-.

P. Rhceas, the CoRN-RosE, Cop-RosE, or Headwark, grows
in corn-fields, and flnweis from June till August. The petals,

when infused, yield a fine colour; and a syrup is prepared Irom
such infusion, which partakes in some measure of the properti* $

of opium, and is occasionally used in coughs, and catarrhal affec^

lions, on account of its anodyne effects. I'hese flower-leaves also

yield, on expression, a bright-red juice, whicli impaits its colour
to water, and the tint of which may be greatly improved b\ the
addition of the vitriolic acid. Thus cloth, liiieu, and e-pecially

silk and cotton, are dyed of a beautiful deep red shade. The
sluffs, previously immersed in a solulion of bismuth,' acquired a.

yellow cast ; though Dambourney obtained only a pale iiut-

colour.

P. Album, or Somntferum, White of Wild Poppy, is found
in neglected gardens and corn-fields,where it Howicrs in themontlis
of June and July. Thejuicc, whicli, aftei- making incisions, ex-
udes from the heads of this species, is suffered to inspissate by the
heat of the sun, and thus affords the drug called Opium,_ An ex,-

tract is also prepared from these seed-vessels; which, being les^

powerful than the foreign opium, is given in a double qiipiitityj'.to

produce similar effects. The seeds are very nourisliing ; aie,V{i-

vested of the narcotic property of tlic flower ; and yii-ld ou e\-
liression a mild sweet oil, little inferior to that of almoiids . htjncfi,

they are often employed as an article of diet.' Linnanis cotinfv^
in one poppv-head 32,000 seeds. .

PAPER,' [from wriTiiyjoc, papyrus, the naiiie-of that celebrated
Egyptian plant,, which was so much used by' tiie ancients In' all

kinds of writing,] sheets of thin matter, made ol some vrgitable
substance. The materials on which mankind hav<', in dilierent

ages, contrived to write their sentiments, have been eNt,r'emely

vai-ious ; in the early ages they made use of stones, aiid'tables.jQf

wood, wax, ivory, &c. See Uie itext article. '

.
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PAPERMAKING.

PAPERMAKING, theartofmanufacturinglliin nexible leaves

generally troiii vegetable substances, for the purpose of writiii!;,

prmting, &c. Tt is unnecessary particularly to tiesrnbe the dit-

terent expedients which men in every age and country have em-
ployed for giving stability to their ideas, ami for handing them
down to their children. When the art of xvrilini* was once disco-

vered, stones, bricks, leaves of trees, the exterior and interior bark,

plates of lead, wood, wax, and ivory, wei-e employed. In the pro-

gress of society, nien have invented the Egyptian paper, paper
of cotton, paper manufactured from the b.rk of trees, and in our

times from old rajjs.
' The inhabitants of Ceylon, before the

Dutch made th"mselves masters of the island, wrote on the leaves

of the talipot. The manuscript of the Bramins, sent to Oxford
from Fort St. George, is written on the leaves of a palm of Mala-
bar. Herman speaks of another palm in the mountauis of that

country which produces leaves of several feel in breadth. Ray, in

his History of Plants, Vol. H. Book xxxii. mentions some trees

both in India and America, the leaves of which are proper tor

writing. From the interior substance of these leaves they drawU
whitish membrane, lai-ge, and somewhat like the pedicle of an egg;
but the paper made by art, even of the coarsest materials, is nmch
more convenient in use than any of these leaves. The Siamese,

]

for example, make two kinds of paper, the one black, and the

other white, from the bark of a tree which they call Pliokkloi.

The5e are fabricated in the coarsest manner; but they can be used
|

on both sides with a bodkin ot fuller's earth. The nations beyond
i

the Ganges make tlieir paper of the bark of many trees. The other

Asiatic nations witliin the Ganges, excepting those toward thesoutli, '

make it oi' old rai;< of cotton-cloth ; but from their ignorance ol I

the proper method, and the necessary machinery, their paper is

coarse. This, however, is by no means the case with that made in

China and Japan, wliicli deserves attention from the beauty, regu-

larity, strength, and fineness, of its texture. In Europe they have
parried to perfection the ini;enious art of making paper with old

rags, originally either from Hax or hemp; and since this discoTcry,

the paper produced from our inaiiuractures is sufficient lor

every purpose. But, though tlnse materials have been hitherto

abundant, several philosophers have attempted to substitute other

vegetable substances in iliL-ir place. In tlie sixth volume of the

Transactions of the Society for the encouragement of Arts, we have
an account of paper made by Mr. Greeves near Warrington, from
the bark of willow-twigs; and it has been observed by a societv of

able critics, that ho|)-buds would probably answer this purpose
better. The Egyptian paper is the t'amous paper used by the an-

cients, which vias made of a kiiul of reed called papyrus, growing
in Egypt on the banks of the Nile. It is not certain at wliat par-

ticular period tlie ancients began to make paper of papyrus ; but
there are several authorities which prove the use of it in Egypt long
before ttie time of Alexander the (ireat. Pliny, (lib. xiii. rap. 1

1

,

12,) gives a des<ription of the simple process ot making this paper
in Egypt. They divide, says he, with a kind of needle, the stem
<»fthe p,tpyrus irito thin plates or slender pellicles, each of them as

large as the pl.mt will admit. As they were separated from the

reed, they were extended on a table, and laid across each other al

right angles. In this state they were moistened by the water of

the Nile, and while wet, , were put under a press, and afterwards

exposed to the rays of the sun. This paper was an important
branch of coiunie.i clothe Egyptians, wliich continued to increase

towards the end of the Roman republic, and became still more ex-
tensive in the reign of An :u-.tiis. Accoriling to Mabillon, the

paper of Egypt was use,! in France, and Italy, and other European
countries. It is still a ipieslion at what particular period the fa-

brication of it totally ceased. Whoever wishes lor a fiiller account
of the paper of Egypt may consult Pliny, lib. xiii. 'I'heophrastus,

lib. iv. cap. 'ix. Guillaiufiiiiis, Scaliger, Saumaise, Kerchmayer,
Nigrisoli. Ilardouin's Pliny ; Mabillon's DeUe Diplomat ; Mont-
f.mcon's Paleogra{>hy, and Collections ; Maffei's Istor. Diplomat.
Count Cayltis, lu the Memoirs of the Academy of Ii>scriptions and

Mr. Bnice's Travels in Abyssinia. It is generally supposed
that the invention of the paper called charta bonibycina, supplanted
the Egyptian paper in Greece. This paper is incomparably more
lasting, and belter calculated for all the purposes of writing. It is

not precisely known at what period this art, which supposes a

great variety of previous experiments, was first reduced to practice

;

but Montitaucon proves, by incontestible authorities, that paper
(rom cotton was in use ia 1 100. The paper produced from cotton
's extremely white, very strong, and or a fine grain. From the
pellicle, or inner coal, found in many trees between the bark and
the wood the ancients made a paper. Tiie trees commonly in use

were the maple, the plane-tree, the elm, the beech, the mulberry,
and most frequently the linden Iree. The ancients wrote on this

inner coat after they had separated it from the bark, beat, and
dried it. There are many palm-trees in India and America
to which botanists have given the name papyraceous, because the

natives have written with bojkins either on the leaves or the bark.

Such is the American palm, called tal by the Indians ; and of the

same kind is the guajaraba of New Spain. Every palm, the bar.k

of which is smooth, and the leaves large and thick, may be used
for this purpose. The art of making paper from vegetables re-

duced to stuff was known in China long before it was practised in

Europe ; and the Chinese have carried it to a degree o! perfection

hitherto unknown to the European artists. The line paper m
China is softer and smoother than that of Europe ; and these ijuali-

tics are admirably adapted to the pencil which the Cliinese use in

writing. ^ he Chinese paper mu^t be dipped in a solution of

alum before it can take either ink or colours. Paper has been
made of the asbestos which is a librous substance of little strength,

the threads of which are easily broken. This substance has the

peculiar quality of supporting the action of fire without receiving

any damage. A certain quantity of the asbestos is pounded in a
mortar of stone till it be reduced to a substance like cotton. All

the parts of earth or stone remainifig in the asbestos are then taken
off by means ofa fine sieve, and it is formed into sheets of paper by
an ordinary paper-mill. Mixing it with water reduces it to slufl ;

only, fs it is heavier than that from linen-rags, it requires to be
continually stirred when they are taking it up with, the frames.

The only excellence of this paper is, that the writii;g disappears

when it is cast into the fire. It must be observed, at the same
time, that as it is of a slender consistency, and easily torn, it is

more an object of curiosity than use. Paper made from linen-rags

is manufactured through all Europe. This kind of paper was ut-

terly unknown to Iheancients. By what nation and at what period
the art of making our modern paper was discovered, we are igno-

rant. The merit has been ascribed to ditlerenl nations without
any authority. All we know is that no book has been found writ-

ten on this subiect aitecedent to A. D. I'-'/O It is discovered to

have been in Germany in 1312, and in England in 13'J0 and 1342.

The rags after having been sorted into diHerent classes, according to

their respective (|ualities, are first carried to a machine, called a'

cutting-table, where they are divided into minute pieces; and
thence to an engine, denominattd the duster ; which is covered
with a wire-net, and put in molion by machinery ; so that, by the
rapidity of its motion, it separates the dust from the shreds, and
forces it through the wire. The rags are now reduced to a pulp
of a proper consistence for making paper: this operation is effected

in mills, by the joint action of water, and cylinders provided witlj'

iron-blades; after which the stuff is conveyed into a general re-'

pository, that supplies the vat or vessel, whence the pulp is drawn.
In order to cast this pulp into paper, the workman itjimerses in the
vat a mould, composed of wire-cloth, and furnished with a frame
to retain the stulf : thus, he draws as much of the pulp as is neces-

sary to form one sheet, on which he lays a felt for the piupose of
absorbing the moisture ; and thus he continues, placing alternately'

a slie.'t and a felt, till he has formed six quires of paper, which is

called a post. When the last sheet of the post is covered with felt,

the whole it pressed; after which the sheets are suspended on
» cor;k
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cortU 111 ail airy room to dry, ami tlit-n to undergo the process of

[sizing. Tlii* is perliirined by piunging a few slieets togetl.er, and

turning them, in a vessel fid! of size, which is prepared of tlie

shieds and parings of tannep, curriers, and parchment-makers ; and

into which a small portion of alum is thrown, before the sheets are

immirsed. The paper is now carried to the drying-room; and,

after being gradually dried, it is conveyed to the finishing-room ;

where it is submitted to the action of the press; selected; ex-

amined; folded; formed into quires of y4 sheets, and finally, into

reams, consisting of 20 quires each. Thus manufactured, it is

called writing-paper ; as it is adapted for this purpose by the pro-

cess of sizmg. There are, however, various other sorts, such as

blotting, brown, and coarse papers, wliich will not bear ink with-

out sinking. To these may be added, the different sorts of paper

intended for drawing, engraving, and printing ; which, though pre-

pared in the usual way, are not sized so thoroughly as that de-

signed for the pen. Paper being an article of extensive utility, for

literary, commercial, and domestic uses, many vegetables have

been discovered, which may be advantageoualy substituted for

rags. In justice to those ingenious men, who lirst devoted their

attention to this important subject, we shall only remark that many
schemes had been proposed, but none carried into ed'ect, previ-

ously to the year 1751 ; when Giiettard, in Frauce, and, in I'tiJ,

Dr. Schaefl'er, m Germany, published their experiments; and
communicated to the world new specimens of paper, made of the

bark, leaves, wood, straw, &c. of ditTerent plants, shrubs, and trees.

Soon after that period, the wiorks of M. de Villette, who de-

scribed the properties and uses of different plants, were printed on
paper manufactured partly from the marsh-mallow, and partly

from the barker rind of the Lime-tree, or Linden-tree; it de-

serves to be remarked, that the paper obtained from the former,

was tolerably fine, and of a yellowish-green shade : that from the

latter, was somewhat coarser, and of a reddish-brown cast ; both

were smooth, equally fit for printing and writing, but especially

for drawing. Another French manufacturer, however, Lovier De
Lisle, has been erroneously considered as the original inventor of

the art of converting raw vegetable matter into paper; tlioiigh his

specimens are said greatly to surpass those produced by Scha-

effer, in Germany. We shall here briefly enumerate the principal

of those specimens ; namely, from nettles, dark-green; from hops,

dark-brown ; from mosses, greasy or dusky-green ; from reeds,

light-green ; from three species of the conferva, different shades of

green, niii;ed whh grey ; from the bark of the willow, reddish-

brown ; from the wood of the hazel-nut-tree,' white as milk ; from
the bark of the oak, reddish-brown ; from that of the poplar,

somewhat lighter than the preceding ; from the osier, nearly of the

same tint ; from the elm, somewhat darker brown ; from the bur-

dock, and the leaves of the thistle (chardon) a green and white spot-

ted paper. In conducting experiments with plants, the following

remarks of Sch. efl'er deserve attention :—The boiling of vegetable
substances, or the wood itself, in alkaline solutions, w ith a view to

soften them, and facilitate their conversion into a pulp, is of no
service; as, notwithstanding such treatmenl for several hours, they
not only remained hard, but likewise assumed a yellow cast,

though they ha<l formerly been white. Even immersion in pure
water affects the colour of vegetables; hence it is most advisable
to carry them as fresh and expe<ritiously as possible tq the mill, to

convert them into pulp ; to draw the paper ; and suspend the
sheets to <liy in an airy place. Though lime-water, if employed
for materating vegetables, that are to be ruade into paper without
rags, facilitates the decomposition of the former ; yet, at the same
time, It imparts a yellowish cast to the paper: such discoloration,

however, may in a great measure be obviated by long-continued
washing of the materials in the engine, during their conversion into

a pulpy mass. Plants of tender libres, which are naturally soft and
pliant, require no lime-water, especially when they are (o be re-
duced in a fresh stale; but, for those tliat are dry, hard, and of a
woody consistence, lime will be indispensably necessary ; as other-
wise the paper manufactured of them, always remains brittle, and
nnlike that obtained from rags. Among the ditlercnt productions
of the vegetable kingdom, which have been employed in the ma-

,
Butacture of paper (before any attempts to that ert'ect were made in

Britain,) we siiall enumerate chiefly the following : J. Cotton,
when treated in a manner similar to that practised with linen-rags,

alTorils an excellent paper, which is iaconipaiably wore durable.

and bettiT calculated for writing; on account of its uncommon
whiteness, great strength and fine grain: it was first invented in

Greece; and at present forms a very extensive branch of the Le-
vant trade. 2. The pith of the various species of Thistle have
been employed with success by Schaelier, who first decorticated
the stalks of this plant, bruisetf them, extracted the inner spongy
substance, and sent it in a fresh and sappy state to the mill: after

being worked three horn's, it afforded, without rags, a tolerably

while paper. Dr. Buhnier, however, observes, that the while
down grow ing on the Colton-tiiistle might be more easily collected
and usefully employed for this purpose. 3. T he Witlien, or Sal-

low. In the year 1788, the Society for the Encouragement of

Arts, &c. conferred their silver-medal on Mr. Greaves, of Mill
Bank, near Warrington, for preparing 20 quires of paper from
the bark of this tree. The quantity of the material employed,
was about six cwt. which had been stripped of the twigs in the
month of September; and two-thirds of which were heckled and
dried, in a manner similar to hemp, so that it was reduced to one
cwt. the remainder was dried in its natural green stale, by which
it lost one-half of its original weight. The heckled bark was then
chopped small ; worked in the usual manner, anil produced eight
quires of a finer kind of paper: Irom the other, Mr. Greaves ob-
tained 24 half-quires of coarser paper ; which, though not in all re-
spects equal to that manufactured of linen-rags, nevertheless
" seems likely to answer some valuable purposes hereafter, when
the mode of working raw vegetable materials, shall he better un-
derstood." Mr. G. is of opinion, that paper may thus be obtained
atone-half of the expence usually incurred m the common mode
of preparing it from ropes or rags; and that it will be more ser-

viceable, when made of the bark and leaves in a green state. 4.

Hemp is one of the most proper plants for being converted into
paper, provided it could be procured at a reasonable price. Dii
Halde informs us that the inhabitants of Nangha, in Japan, mace-
rate tills plant ill lime-water, beat it, and then immediately prejiare
their paper. Guettard asserts, that the very shaws, and'other re-
fuse from the stalks of hemp, may be made into a good and strong
packing-paper. In order to improve shaws, liiey ought to be
dried in an oven ; when the small woody particles should be se-

parated, by beating' them with thin sticks ; next, the clean and
pure material must be suffered to putrefy, and afterwards treated
in a manner similar to old rags. F'ondi, an Italian author, relates,
that from shaws alone, he obtained a paper resembling the finest
sort manufactured in Holland, after exposing thum to the open air,

for a whole winter: thus, from tiuie to time, a white pellicle ap-
peared on the surface, till their woody substance is entirely de-
cayed ; this coat or skin should be occasionally removed, being
one of the best substitutes for linen-rags. Press-boards have, in
this country, always been manufactured of shaws ; and we have no
doubt but that the latter may be rendered subservient to more
valuable purposes. :>. Hop-bines : Dr. Schaeffer plunged them
fifteen minutes in boiling water, then separated the rind frrim the
woody substance, cut the latter into small pieces, and sent it to the
engine. After being worked eight hours, they became fibrous,
pulpy, and were fit to be formed into paper: on adding rags, the
sheets assumed a whitish appearance ; but, without them, had a
brownish shade, and were uniformly of a firm consistence. 6. The
stalks of Brown or Blue Cabbage, when deprived of their external
skin, macerated for twelve hours in lime-water, then reduced to a
pulp, afford, with the 2Uth part of rags, a good white paper. 7.
The dry down of the Cat's-tall. b. The stalk of the Mallow, and
particularly those of the Alcea rosea, Lin. from which a fine and
white paper may be prepared, without adding any rags. 9. Maize :

from the leafy husk of this fruit, according to Plaucus, the most
beautiful post-paper is prepared in an Italian mill, near Rimini.
Schaelfer made an experiment with the whole plant, and obtained
.1 greyish paper: but, after steeping the pulp four days in lime-
water, the sheets acquired a greenish shade. 10. Froii the woolly
catkins of theWhite Poplar, schaeffer also obtained an excellently
smooth paper; having previously cut them into small pieces, and
then submitted them for three hours to the operation of the en-
gine ; he remarks, that the pulp was easily drawn, formed into
sheets, pressed, sized, &c. The paper made oV the woolly substance
produced by the Black Poplar, was grey, and neither firm, nor
free from knobs, il. The stalks of the' Coninion Broom,, after
depriving them of the external rind, afford, without rags, a

solid
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soUJ wrUinnpapir. I J. Tlie Sliaws of Flax, together willi other

r^ru^^e tr»iii lh.it article, hnve lately been ii!.eH with advantage by

the (iennaii paperiiiaker-.: it is well known, that the stall.s ot tlie

flax-plant may be eni|>loM;d m their natural state for this inirpose ;

bnt the eN|)pme won! J'
not be ei|iiivalent to the profit: hence

the shaws ought not to h<- thrown away as useless. 13. The

sulk of the Common Snn-llower contains a large portion of a

whi'p, shining fibrous »iil)stance, which, in tlie opinion of ni;iny,

deserves more than any other, the attention of the niaiuifacturer.

14. Peat has, at lirfnri.'latelv been converted into an useful wnip-

pingpapcr, paste-boaril-, plaving-cards, &c. without the addition

of rags:—we conceive, it woi'iUl atTord a good material for paper-

hangings. 15. CJrass-wru-k, / >slera marina, Lin. is with great

advantage employed in North-Holland, where most of the pack-

ing-paper is in.ii'iul'actureil of this marine vegetable. 16. The
tendrilsof the Vine, after having undergone the putrefactive fer-

mentation, yield a beautiful paper. 17. 'I'he Common Horn-

beam-Tree, Carpinus Retulus, Lin. Tlie shavings merely wash-

ed, and submitted to the mill, were made into a tolerably white

papeu 18. The stalks of the Mugwort, Artemisia Absinthium,

Lin. when soaked for several days in lime-water, and reduced to

a pulp, were formed into a whitish writing-paper; but that pro-

duced from the external rind was fit for all the purposes of pack-

ing. 19. The fibrous stalks of Ibe Clematis. 20. Barley -straw

is, perhaps, the most abundant and profitable material which

might, in this respect, serve as a substitute. Dr. Schaeffer (whose

inventions have not always been acknowledged by an iinirateful

posterity) obtained a vellowi.^h paper of this straw, after soaking it

ill boiling water, thenstceping it in lime-water, and addini; tiie

twentieth part of linen-rags. Having thus given an outline of the

iniprovrments and discoveries made in this useful branch of the

arts, by ingenious men on the Continent, as well as in Britain, we
were not a little surprized at the etfrontery of those adventurers

and ignorant pretenders, who have lately amused the world with

their new invention of manufacturing paper from straw, and other

vegetable productions. Indeed, we deem it a duty we owe to

the public in general, and the British mamifaclurers of this impor-

tant article in particular, to declare that, in oiir opinion, they are

fully entitled to avail themselves of the different substances before

described ; even though a speculative person should screen liis^

pretended method of making or re-manufacturing paper, under
an exclusive privilege. In a late volume of the " ,\nnales de
Chimie," we meet with some useful hints relative to the manner
of re-inanufacturing the paper of old books (or even new ones of

a certain descrijition), or any letters, or other paper already used
for writing or printing; by M. M. De Yeux, Pelletier, Molard,
and Verkaveu.

I. Processfor re-fabricating Printed Paper:—All paper of the

same quality should be collected, and separated from such as

may have any writing on the pages ; the edges of those leaves

which may have become yellow, and also the backs of books, be-

ing cut otTbj the instrument used by book-binders. One luiii-

dred weight of paper is now to be put, sheet by sheet, into vats,

sutTiciciilly capacious to conlain it, together with 500 quarts of hot

water ; but which ouglit to be filled about one-third : the whole
is next stirred by two men for the spare of one hour, who are
gradually to add as much water as will rise "about three inches
above the paper ; after which it is left to macerate four or five

hours; the agitation being occasionally repeated, so as to seija-

rale, and at length to form the paper into a kind of paste. The
water is now drawn olfby means of pipes, and the pulp conveyed
to the mill, where it is to be coarsely ground for one hour; at

the expiration of which, it is boiled in a cauldron for a similar

space, with a sufficient quantity of watcrto rise four or five inches
above it. A short time before the mixture begins to boil, thirteen

quarts of caustic ley of potass are to be added to every cwt. of
paper. The ley alluded to, is prepared by dissolving lOOIbs. of
potass in 300 quarts ot boiling water, to which are to be added
SOIbs. of pulverized quick-lime; and the whole must be briskly
agitated, till it become of an uniform consistence, when it issulfer-

ed to stand for twelve hours ; at the end of this time it must be;

drawn off, and 75 <iuarts ol boiling water added to the sediment,
which being stirreil for half an hour, and suffered to sta ml till it

become clear, is to be mixed with the li(|Uor first decanted. When
tlie paslelias boiled in tiua ley for oiic hour, the fire is to be ex-

tinguished, and the matter suliered to mixerate f^r tufrlve hours;

after which it mu- 1 be taken out, drained, put into bags, and sub.

mitled to the action of a strong press for a similar length of time,

to deprive it of all moisture ; and, if it appear white, so that the

printer's ink be properly extracted, it may be re-manufactured in

the usual manner.

II. Process for the re-fiibricatinn of ICrillen Paper :—The
paper must be sorted ; the yellow edges cut oil; and the whole

thrown, leaf by leaf, into a tub half-lull of boiling water, where it

islo be agitated as before diretttd. After it has macerated four

hours, the water should be drawn ofl'; a fresh quantity of boiling

water ad'led ; and the mixture stirred for hall an hour ; at the ex-

piration of which the paper is again left to dissolve for three hours.

The fiuid ioHow drawn off, and 2G0 quarts of cold water poured on
each cwt. of paper ; wliich being perfectly mixed, bibs, of oil of

vitriol are to be gradually added ; and tiie whole strongly agi-

tated for a considerable time, that the paper ii>ay thoroughly im-

bibe the liquor. This composition is next suHered to macerate
for twelve iiours; the agitation being occasionally repealed, when .

the tub is to be filled up with cold water ; and the uuxture again

stirred, to wash the paper, which wid now be reduced to a per-

I

feet paste. Lastly, alter drawing off the water, the pulp must be
put into bags, pies-ed, and grouinl in a mill ; alter which it is con-

veyed to the vat, and worked in the manner practised with linen-

rags. In the vear 1801, a patent was granted to Mr. Koops, foir

extracting ink" from printed paper, and restoring it to its original

slate. His process varies little from that abovi -described ; the

paper being agitated in hot water, to extract the si/e, and reduced
into a pulp ; next, the adhesion of the ink is to be removed by a
caustic alkali prepared of lime and potass, the quantities of which,

should be proportioned to those of tlie paper. After dischaiging

the ink, he directs the pulp to be bleached by means of the oxy-
genated marine acid, in the proportion of ten or twelve gallons ta

l401bs. ot ihe material ; and, when sufficiently whitened, it is re-

manufactured in the usual manner. According to the patentee's

account, writing paper does not require so large a proportion, if

any, of the caustic alkali ; but is bleached by confining it in a
wooden box, rendered air-tight; into which the acid gass is thrown
directly from the retort wherein it was produced. As writing pa-

per is often imperfectly sized, in consequence of which the ink Is

apt to sink, it has been recommended to dissolve a small piece of
Roman alum in a glass of pure water. This liquor should be
gently spread over the suspected part, with a soft sponge ; and,
after becoming dry, it may be sately used for writing. Should
there be any occasion to w rite on a printed book, or on paper that

is too fresh and moi^t, it w ill only be necessary to mi,*' a little gun>
with the ink. Lasllv, in case any book or manuscript be stainecl

with oil, or grease, it has been directed to calcine and pulverize
the bones of sheep's trotters ; and to apply a small portion of the
powder to each side of the stain, which should be placed betweea
two sheets ot white paper, and the whole submitted for the space
of twelve hours to the action of a press : if the stains <lo not dis-

appear, the process should be repealed in a warm place. Various
])atents have been granted for inventions, or improvements, in the
ditfercnt branches of the paper-manufactuie ; we shall mention
.Mr. Hooper's, in 1787, for his invention of a paper for printing »

and, in 1790, for making paper of different sorts from leather-

cuttings;—Mr. Cunningham's, in 1794, for manufacturing paper
from various materials;— M.r. Bigg's, in 1795, for a cheap and
expeditious mode of bleachhig paper;—and Mr. Carpenter's pa-
tent, obtained in the same year, for a new method of bleaching In

the water-leaf or sheet.

Paper-Hangings, are a particular kind of paper, which is-

nuicb thicker than that used for the purpose of printing, writing,.

&;c. ; so that it is manufactured solely for hanging or lining the
walls ot rooms. Su< h papers are coloured in various ways ; but,.

as a description of these processes would trespass on our limits, we
shall merely take notice of a patent, which was granted in 1793,
to Eckhardt ; for his method of preparing and printing paper-
hangings in difl'erent patterns, and silvering them so as to resemble
damask, lace, and various Silk-stulfs. The jKitentee directs the
paper to be coloured in the usual manner, and a proper coat of
size, consisting of solutions of isinglass, or parchment, to be ap-
plied. When this ground is sutficiently dry, a gold-size, orothtr
preparation, may be substituted, and lai<l on those parts, on which

tke
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the ornaments aie inleiulocl to appear. Before the gold-size is per-

fectly dry, leaves of silver are spread over it ; the paper is sized

two or three times; and then liiiished with such varnish as will

resist moisture.

Of various Operatiovs on Paper, to render it fit for
different purposes.

1. To prevent paper from sinking, take about the size of a nut

of rock-alum, dissolve it in a glass of clear water, and apply it to

the paper, which has not been sufficiently sized, with a fine sponge.

Ill this manner the paper-manufacturers of Paris prep^ire the paper

for drawing what are ••ailed papiers laves. When there is occasion to

write on a printed book, or on paper too fre^h, it is suflicient to

mix a little gum with ordinary ink. 2. To give to writing-paper a

brilliant varnish, take that which is of an ordinary fineness, very

smooth, without any kind of stain or hairs on its surface ; stretch

it on a smooth plank, and by means of a hare's foot cover it with a

thin and equal layer of sandarac finely powdered. Afterwards, if

a whole ream is to he varnished, take eight oz. of rock-alum, and
one oz. of white sugarcandy ; bring them to boil in six pints of

water ; and when the liquor is lukewarm, wet that side of the sheet

which h IS been covered with the sandarac with a fine sponge ; lay

the sheets in a heap, one sheet exactly above another ; and submit
the ream to the press for twelve hours: hang them sheet by sheet

on the cords of the drying-house; put them again under the press

for some days to stretch them ; and, finally, beat them with a book-
bmder's mallet. This paper can only be used for three or four

months after it is prepared. 3. Painters prepare their paper for

drawing, and giving it a dark ground, which spares them much la-

bour of the pencil afterwards in those places where shade is neces-

sary. For this purpose they take white paper and pass a sponge
over it, which has imbibed water impregnated with soot, leaving

the light places to be formed afterwards. They use also a kind

of paper for drawing, which is called tainted paper. A liglit co-

lour is passed over the whole ground, which deprives the paper of

its original brightness, and makes the light places of the print ap-

pear more in relievo, and more luminous. 4. The method most
common and most convenient for copying a print, is to use oiled

paper. The manner of preparing this paper is to take that which
is thin and smooth, known commenly by the name of serpent-pa-

per, and moisten it with a composition, two parts of the oil of

walnuts and one part of the oil of turpentine mixed well together.

A sheet of pasteboard and a sheet of paper are laid on a smooth
table ; above them are placed two sheets of paper to be prepared ;

and a layer of the oil applied to the uppermost is suflicient to

penetrate both. This may be done to any number of sheets, and
astrongsheet of pasteboard is placed over the whole. The heap
is afterwards submitted to the press, under which it remains for

two or three days till the oil be completely dry. Paper prepared
in this manner serves te copy very readily and exactly all kinds
of figures and plans ; because being altogether transparent, all the

parts of the drawing, whether of light or shade are easily distin-

guished. 5. Besides the paper made from the asbestos, it is ne-

cessary for wrapping up gunnowder and valuable writings, to have
a paper that will not easily take fire. The manner in which this is

prepared is extremely sini[)le. Ordinary paper is dipped into

boiling liquid, consisting of I of water and l of dissolved alum.
This salt, which is not inflammable, covers the surface of the paper,
and renders it in some measure incombustible. 6. In the season
of verjuice, a little of it diluted with water is sufl'icient for oblite-

rating any fresh spot of ink. The salt of the verjuice dissolved in

water answers the purpose equally well, and the salt of the sorrel

is also employed, though with less effect. If the spots be drv,
and the above acid^ are insufficient to eradicate them, a little aqua-
fortis diluted in water and auplied with the feather of a <iuill or a
fine hair-pencil will make them entirely disappear. 7. Books and
^ISS. are sometimes defaced by accidental stains with oil. To
remove such blemishes, burn sheeps' bones and reduce them to a

fine powder ; lay a quantity of this powder on each side of tlie

stain; place it between two sheets of white paper, and submit it

for twelve hours to the press. If the stains have not disappeared,
it will be necessary to reiterate the process. 8. To make oiled
papers take colours ; mix with the colours a very small quantity
either of the gall of a pike or a carp ; and as these substances are of
the same nature of soap, they dissolve the grease that is in tlie pa-
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per, and permit the colours to be spread over the surface. 9.

Emery-paper, which is employed for taking the rust from iron

without washing it, is made by impregnating coarse paper with

gummed water or any other tenacio;«s substance, ami lluj»i cover-

ing it over with the finest emery. 1 0. To render paper fit for dur-

able writin:;. Dr. Lewis recommends the impregnation of it with

astringent materials. " It is observable (says he) that writings first

begin to fade on tlie back of tlie paper, where the larger strokes

have sunk in, or are visible through it ; as if part of the irony mat-

ter of the vitriol was in a more subtile state tliaii the rest, and sunk
fuither, on account of its not being fully ilisengagcd from the acid,

or sufficiently combined with the astrhigent matter. But if the pa-

per was impregnated with astringent matter, the colour of the

ink would be more durable." 11. The colours proper tor

paper are not different from those used for other substances, and
are enumerated under the article Coi.our-Maktno. They arc

applied with soft brushes, after being tempered to a due degree

with size or gum-water. If the paper on which they are to be laid

is soft, so that the colours are apt to go through, it must also be

sized before they are laid on, or a proportionably larger quantity

must be used along with the colours themselves. If a considerable

extent of the paper is to be done over with one colour, it must
receive several coatings, as thin as possible, letting each coat dry

before another is put on, otherwise the colour will be unequal. IJ.

To gild paper, take yellow ochre, grind it with rain-water, and lay a

ground with it upon the paper all over: when dry, take the white

ofecgs, beat it clear with while sugarcandy, and strike it all over:

then lav on the leaf-gold ; and when dry, polish it with a tooth.

Some take sati'ron, boil it in water, and dissolve a little gum with

it ; then they strike it over the paper, lay on the gold ; aiul, when
dry, they polish it. 13. To silver paper, in the Chinese method,

take two scruples of clear glue made of neats leatlier, one scruple

of white alum, and half a pint of clear water; simmer the whole
over a slow fire, till the water is consumed, or the stea;ii ceases:

then, your sheets of paper being laid on a smooth table, dip a
pretty large pencil into that glue, and daub it over as even as )ou
can, repeating this two or three times : then sift the powder of

talc through a small sieve, made of horse-hair or gauze, over it

;

and then hang it upto dry; and, when dry, rub off the superflu-

ous talc, which serves again for the same purpose. The talc is

prepared in the following manner: Take fine white transparent

Muscovy talc ; boil it in clear water for four hours ; then take it

off the fire, and let it stand so for two days: then take it out, wa^li

it well, and put it into a linen-rag, and heat it to pieces with a

mallet: to lOlb. of talc add 31b. of white alum, and grind them
together in a little hand-mill ; sift it through a gauze-sieve ; and
being thus reduced to a powder, put it into water, and just boil

it up : then let it sink to the bottom, pour off the water from it.

place the powder in the sun to dry, and it will become a hard

consistence. This beat in a mortar to an impalpable pvnvder, and
keep it for use free from dust. 14. The common grounds laid in

water for i)aper-hangings are made by mixing whiting with the

common glovers' size, and laying it on the paper w ith a proper

brush in the most even manner. This is all that is required,

where the ground is to be left white ; and the paper being then

hung on a proper frame till it be dry, is fit to be painted. \Vlieii

coloured grounds are required, the same method must be pursued,

and the ground of whiting first laid ; except in pale colours, such

as straw-colours or pink,where a second coating may sometimes be
spareil, by mixing some strong colour with the whiting. 15.

Ther*" are three methods by which paper-hangings are painted
;

the first by printing on the colours ; the second by using the sten-

cil ; and the third by laying them on with a pencil, as in other

kinds of painting.

I. When the colours are laid on by printing, tiie impression is

made by wooden prints ; which are cut in. such a manner, that

the figure to be expr(!ssed is made to project from the surface by
cutting away all the other part ; and this, being charged with the

colours tempered with their proper vehicle, by letting it gently

down on a block on which the colour is previously spread, conveys

it thence to the ground of the paper, on which it is made to fall

more forcibly by means of its weight, and the elYbrt of the arm of

the person who uses the print. There must be as many separate

prints as th.-re are colours to be printed. But where there are

more than one, great care must be taken, after the fiist, to let th^

3 K. priii^
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print fall fxactiv in tlie same pari of the paper as tlir.t wliii li wtut

before; oIIktwIsc ihr figure ol llie cKsign woiilil be biyirji lit into

irri;j;ularit_v anil coi)fiisioii. In comnioii paper of low price, il is

v>u,<.*, llvVi-fiire. to print only tlie outlines, ami lay on the le^l ol li

the colours by steiicilhng; whirh botli saves the espencc of tut- !

ling more prints, and can he |iract'.se(l by coniniun.v.orkmen, not

requiring the great care ami ilexterily necessary to the using se-

veral prints.

II. 'The manner of stencilling the colours is this. The figure, I

^\hich all the parts of any particular colour make in the design to I

be painted, is to be cut out, in a piece ol thin leather or oil-clolli,

which pieces of leather or oilcloth are (ailed stellcil^; and hem-
laid flat on the sheets of paper to be printed, spread on a table or

floor, are to be rubbed over with the colour, properly tempered,

by means of a large brush. 'I'he colour passing over the whole is

consequentlv spread on those parts of the paper where the cloth or

leather is cu' away, and give the same eHect as if laid on by a

print. 'i'hi> is nevertheless only practicable in pans where there

are only detached masses or spots ol colours: for w here there are

small coiUiiuied lines, or parts that rim onfi into another, it is difli-

cult lo preserve the connection or continuity of the parts of the

clotii, or to keep tlie smaller corners close down to the paper; and

therefore, in such cases, prints are preferable. Stencilling is in-

tleed a cheaijer method of performing coaisif work than printing:

but without such extraordinary attention and trouble as render it

equally difficult witii printing, it is far less beautiful and e.\act in

the eflect. For the outlines of the spots of colour want that sharp-

ne>s and regularity that are given by prints.

III. Pencilling is only used in the case of nicer work, such as

the better imitations of the India paper. It is performed in the

same manner as other paintings iu water or varnish. It is some-

times used only ly 'iH the outlines already form d b> printing,

where the price'of the colour, or the exactness ol the manner in

\\'n.i.'.\ It is required to be laid on, render the stcncilluig or printing

il less proper ; at other times, it is usetl for forming or deUneating

some |«arls of the design, where a spirit of Ireedum and variety,

Kot to be had in printed oullnes, are desired to be had in the

work. Itj. Manugement ot llockpaper. The paper designed for

receiving the flock is lirst prepared with a varnish-gruuii'l with

some proper colour, or bv that of the paper itsell. It is lieqnently

practised lo print some Slo.«aic or other small running ligure in

colours on the ground, belore the flock be laid on ; anil it may be
done with any pigment of the colour desired, tempered with var-

nish, and laid on by a print cut correspundeiilly to that end. 'I'he

method of laying on the flock is this: A wooden print being cut,

for laying on tlie colour in such manner that the part ot the design

which is intended fur the flock may project beyond the rest of llie

surface, the varnish is put on a block covered with leather or oil-

cloth, and the print is to be used also in llie same manner, to lay

the varnijh on all the parts where the ilock is to be li.\ed. 'llie

sheet, thus prepared by the varnished impression, is then to be re-

moved to another block or table, and to be strewed over witli

Hock ; which is afterwards to be gently compressed by a board,
or some other flat body, to make the varnish lake the better hold
of it : and then the sheet is to be hung on the frame till the varnish
be |)erlectly dry ; when the superfluous part of flock is to be
brushed ofl by a soft camel'shaii-brush ; and tlie proper lioi k will

be found lo aiUiere in a very strong manner. The mtthoil of pre-

paring the flock is, by cutting woollen rags or pieces of cloth with
the hand, by means of a large hill or chopping-klitfe; or bj means
of a macliine worked by a hoi'se-niiU.

P.1PER, BioTTiNG, is paper not sized, and into which ink
readily sinks : it is used in hooks,.ic. instead of sand, lo prevent
blotting; and also by apothecaries for tiltring.

Paper, Teint, or Demiteist, is a paper used for designing
on, and is either blue, brown, or bistered.

Paper, Uisterkd, is white paper washed over with a sponae
dipped in soot-water. Its use is to save the labour of the crayon
in jjlaces which are to be shadowed the same deptli as the feint of
thii paper: as to the light places, they iu-e made with chalk.

Pa'PER mill, a mill in wliicli rags are gi-ound for paper. See
Papekmaxikc.
Paper-Money, a term frequently made use of for bank-bills,

which pass currently in trade instead of gold and silver. On this

species of currency, the national utility of which has been contro-
verted by some, L)r. Smith has a number of judicious observations
in )iis Treatise on the Wealth of Nations, tor which we must refer
our readers to that important work, as our room permits us not to
quote them, See Bank, and Trade.

Paper-Office, an office in the palace of Whitehall, in which
all the public writings, matters of slate and council, proclaniations,
letters, intelligences, iiegociations abroad, and generally all dis-

patches that pass through the ofiices of the secretaries of s'tate, are
lodged, by way of library,'

PAPH I A, an ancient name of Cyprus.
Paphia, a surname of Venus, from Paphos.
PAPHLAGONES, or the PAPHLAGONIANS, the inha-

bitants of Paphlagonia, whc are mentioned by Homer, as a brave
people, but by Lucian as superstitious and silly.

PAPHLAGONIA, in ancient geography, a country of the
Hither Asia, beginning at Parthenius, a river of Bithynia, on the
W. and eNtending in length to the Halys E. with the Eiixine on
the N. and Galatia on the S. It is now called Penderachia,
PAPHOS, in ancient geography, two adjoining islands on the

W. side of the island of Cyprus; the one c.-illed" Hala- Paphos;
the other Nea Paphos, When mentioned without an adjunct, this
latter is :ilways understood.

Paphos, N'ew, the < apilal of the above islands, ou the W, coast,
called by modern geograoheri Ball'os.

PAPHUS, in mythology, the son of Pygmalion, by the ivory-

statue of a woman, which he made, and to which Venus ga^3'

life.

PAPIER M.^CllE', a substance made of cuttings of white or

brown paper, boiled in water, and beaten in a mortar, till they
are re<luced into a kind of paste, and then boiled with a solution

of gum arable or of size, lo give tenacity to the paste, which is

afterwards formed into dili'erent toys, i'c. by pressing it into oiled

moulds. When dry, it is done over with a mixture of size and
lamp-black, and afterwards varnished. The black varnish tor

these toys, according to Dr. Lewis, is prepared as follows : Some
colophony, or turpentine boiled down till it becomes black ami
friable, is melted in a glazed earthen vessel, and thrice as much
amber in fine powder sprinkled in by degrees, with the addition of

a little spirit or oil of turpentine now and then ; w hen the amber
is melted, sprinkle in the same iiuaiitity of sarcocolla, continuing
to stir iheni, and to add more spirit of turpentine, till the whole
becomes fluid ; then strain out the clear through a coarse hair-

bag, pressing it gently between hot boards. This varnish, mixed
with ivory-black in Hue pov.der, is applied, in a hot room, on the

dried paper-paste ; which is then set in a gently heated oven,
next day in a hotter oven, and the third day in a very hot one,
and let stand each time till ths oven grows cohl. I'he paste
thus varnished is hard, durable, glossy, and bears liquors hot or
cold.

P.'\PILIO, the BuTTERKLv; ; in zoology-, a genus of insects, of
the order lepidoptera. Wings four, imbricatud with a kind of
downy scales ; tongue convoluted in a spiral form ; body hairy ;.

antenna; thicker towards Iheir extremity, and generally terminated
by a knob ; wings, when sitting, erect, their extremities meetlog
one another above the body, There are upwards of 1200 species,

wliich iiy in the day-time, 'i'he beauties of this elegant part of

the creation are well known. 'J'he chrysalis is at once the tomb of
the caterpillar and the cradle of the butterfly. Il is within a silken

cod, or under a tian'^parent veil, that this great miracle of nature
is daily wrought. Take one of their cods, make an aperture in it

with a pair ot scissars, fix it against a glass ; observe the insect, jou
will perceive the organs gradually displaying themselves : follow

his
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his operation Willi your eyes ; he ttnigiiics lo bi-eak looiL' fi-om his

COllfiiieuieiU, Ob-^-rve the fioliiy li<iuoi' which it lllsgor,^es ; liiat

liquor servos to soiU'ii tile end ol the cod, whicli at Icngtli yields

to the buttina; of the insect's head, liy degrees the bar is removed,

and tlie biitierHv springs fortii ; the iiniire^sioii of the air acts uiioii

its wings, shght'ly apparent at first, but which alterwards expand
with reniiirkalile rapidity. The display of theai is sometimes
checked by drought, in whicli case the insect is depiived

of the fatul'tv of Hying. The rustruin, extended under the co-

vering of the chrysalis, is in this last state rolled up into a spiral

farm, and lodged in a recess prepared for it. The fly is now per-

fectly formed ; it gently flutters, then takes its (light, and pursues

its mazy wanderings over the enamelled meads, plungiuj; its roj-

trum into cups of nectareous flowers. The great mmiber of spe-

cies found ill this genus makes it absolutely necessary to divide

the whole into sections or sects, instituted from the habit or gene-

ral appearance, and, in some degree, from the distribution of the

colour on the wings. This division of the genus is conducted by
Linnaus in a peculiarly elegant and instructive manner, being an

attemijt to combine, in some degree, natural and civil history, by
attaching the memory of some illustrious ancient name to an in-

sect of a certain paiticular ca^L These divisions are the live fol-

lowing, viz.

1. v. Danai, whose wings are entire; 1. candidi, with whitish

wings; 2. festivi, with variegated wings.

2. P. l^ttuiTES, or UiuF.Rs, the upper wings being longer from
the hindermost angle to the point than to the base ; their antenns
are often hlifopii. They are subdivided into

!. P. AcHivi, or Greeks, whose breast has no marks; the

small eye being placed at the angle of the anus ; and of these

some are with bauds or fillets, others without bands or fillets.

ii. P. Tboes, o-- Trojans, which, for the most part, are black,

with blood-like spots on the breast.

3. P. Hf.liconii, whose wings are narrow throughout, often

bare; the upper oblong, the under ones very shuit.

4. P. Nymph.vles, whose wings are denticulated; divided into

the gemniati, whose wings have eyes; subdivided into those which
have eyes on all the wings ; those which have them on the upper
wings ; those which have them on the under ones ; and the pha-
lerati, whose wings are without eyes.

5. P. Plebeii, whose larva is often contracted: divided into

the rurales, with darkish spots on their wings; and the urbicdhe,

with spots generally transparent on their wings. Of these elegant
insects, the P. priamus, a native of Amboyna; P. hector, found m
the East Indies; P. menelaus, inhabiting America; and P. uia-

ch.ion, a native of Great Britain, are of the first note for their bulk
and beauty. Among the nymphales gemmati few can exceed in

elegance the P. io, or peacock butterfly, a species by no means
nncQiiimon in our own country : the ground-colour of this insect

is oraiigi-brown, with black bars separated by yellow inlennediate
spaces on the upper edge of the superior wmgs, while at the tip of
each is a most beautiful large eye-shaped spot, formed by a com-
bination of black, brown, and blue, with the addition of whitish
siecks; on each of the lower wings is a still larger eye-siiaped
spot, consisting of a black central patch, varied with blue, and
surrounded by a zone of pale brown, which is itself deeply bor-
dered with black : all the wings are scolloped or denticulated.
T'he caterpillar is black, with numerous white spots, and black ra-

mified spines: it feeds principally on the nettle, changing to chry-
salis in July, and the itv appearing in August. Two of the species
are delineated on Plate CXXXVl.
PAPILIONACEI, in botany, a termapplied to certain flowers,

from their supposed resemblance to the figure of a butterfly. '1 he
term is applied also to the thirty-second order of Linna;us's
" Fragments of a Natural Method."
PAPIST, [papistu, Lat.l one that adheres to the communion

of the pope and church of Home. Papists believe the pope or
bishop of Rome to bii the supreme pastor of the universal church,
and believe all the articles of pope Pius's creed, and promise im-
plicit obedience to the edicts of the church, especially the decrees
of the council of Trent. See Pope, Popery, and Transub-
STANTIATION.
PAPOUI, a town of France, in the department of Aude, and

late province of Languedoc, on the Lembe; 3j miles S. E. of
Toulouse.

PAPPENliEliVI, a town of Ge1%iany, in I-'ranconia, and
capital of a county so named, 17 miles N. W. of Neuburg,.
and 32 S. of Nuremberg. Lou. lU. 31. IC. Lat. 48. 58. N.
PAPPOPllORUM, in botany, a genus of the digynia order

and triandria class: natural order, Gramina, or Grasses. C'aly.K

two-valved, two-flowered; corolla two-valved, many-awned.
There is but one species; viz. P. alopecuroideum, a native of
Spanish I'own in America.
PAPPU.S, 'I'hisit.e-down ; in botany, a sort of feathery or

hairy croun, with which many seeds, particularly those of com-
pound flowers, are furnished for the purpose of dissemination. A
seed surmounted by its pappus resembles a shuttle-cock, so that it

IS naturally framed for flying, and for being transported by the
wind to very considerable distances from its parent plant. By this

contrivance of nature, the dandelion, groundsel, i<ic. are disse-

minated far and wide. In some plants, as hawk-weed, the pappus
adheres immediately to the seed; in others, as lettuce, it is ele-

vated upon a foot-stalk, which connects it with the seeds. In the
fii'st case it is called |)appus sessilis; in the second, pappus stipita-

tus; the foot-stalk, or thread, upon which it is raised is termed
" stipes." See Botany.
PAPPUS, in biography, an eminent philosopher of Alexandria,

said by Suidas to have tiourished under Theodosius the Great,
who reigned from,A. D. 379 lo 393. His writings shew him to
have been a consummate mathematician : many of them are lost

;

the rest continued long in MS. detached parts having only been
occasionally published in the 17th century, until (^'harles Mano-
lessius published his remains entire at Bologna in 1660, in folio.

PAPS, mountains of Ireiand, in Kerry, eight miles E. of Kil-
larney.

Paps of Jura, four mountains of Scotland, in the isle of Jura.
PAPYRUS, the famous reed from which was made the far-

famed paper of Egypt. There is an opinion generally received in

Europe, that tliis plant is lost. But Mr. Bruce not'only saw the
papyrus growing both in Egypt and Abyssinia, but actually made
paper ol it in the manner in which it \vas made by the ancients,
lie tells us likewise, that, so far from any part of it being useless,

the whole plant is at this day used in Abyssinia for making boats, a
piece of the acacia-tree being put in the bottom to serve as a keel,
like the boats of ancient Egypt. The papyrus grows in the
marshes of Egypt, or in the stagnant places ot llie Nile. Its roots

are tortuous, and in thickness about four or live inches ; its stem
is triangular, rising to the height of ten cubits. The stem tr.peis

from the bottom, and terminates in a point. It carries a top or
plume of small hairs, and its roots throw to the right and left a
great number of small fibres, which support the plant asainst the
violence of the wind. Formerly, it used to grow in immense
c|uanlities. The Egyptians made of this plant paper fit for writing,

which the Greeks called e.?/o,-, or philuna, and al3ox«s"''i; lience

the Latin tharta ; for, in general, charta is used for the paper of
Egypt. Ihe ancient botanists placed the pa]>yrus among the gra-
minous plants or dog-grass; ignorant of the particular kind to which
it belonged, they were contented to spe< ily it under tlie name of
papyrus, of whicli there were two kinds, that of Egypt, and that of
Sicily. The moderns have endeavoured to shew, that these two
plants are one and the same species of cyperus. It is under this

genus that they are found in the catalogues and <lescriptions of
plants published since the edition of Morrison's work, where the
papyrus is called cyperus niloticus, vel Syriacus ma.ximus papy-
raceus. In the MSS. of the letters and observations of M. Lippi,
physician at Paris, who accompanied the envoy of Lewis XI V .'to

the emperor 6f Abyssinia, we Ind the description of a cyperus
which he had observed on the iianks of the Nile in 1704. After
having described the flowers, he says, that many ears covered with
young leaves are supported by a pretty long pedicle ; and that

many of those pedicles, equally loaded and coming from one jointi

form a kind of parasol. The disk of this par;isol is surroundeii
with a quantity of leaves which form a crown to the stem which
supports it. Th? stem is a pretty long prism, the corners of which
are a little rounded; and the leaves, not at the top, but at theside,

are formed like tiie blade of a sword ; the roots are black, and full

oflibres; ami this plant is called cyperus Nileacus major, umbella
inultiplici. The same Lippi describes another kind which rises

not so liigh : the stem and leaves correspond with the lormer, but
the ears lorm rather u kind of head than any thing like the spreads

6 iug.
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iug ot an umbrella ; ll>i^ head was very soU, sliiiiing, ami {^ikieU,

rifl> and airy, imicli loavWd, supported by ptditles whicli were

joined togetlier at llie botloni, like the knitting of a parasol. It is

called by him cypenis Nileaciis nmjor, aiirea, divisa pannicnia.

These two kinds of cypenis have a marked resemblaiKe in tlieir

leaves, their stem, their loliage, and the marshy places where they

grow. The only ditTerence consists in their size, and in the posi-

tion of the ears, which "^erve to dislingiiish lluni : and ihey seem

to bear a resemblance to the papyrus and tlie sari, described by
ancient authors.

PAR, in commerce, signifies any two things equal in value

;

and in inoney-alfairs, it is so much as a person must give of one

kind of specie, to render it just equivalent to a certain quantity of

another. In the excliange of money with foreign countries, the

person to whom a bill is p.iyable, is supposed to receive the same
•value as was paid the drawer by the remitter; but this is not always

the case, with respect to the intrinsic value of the coins of different

c<iuiitrie->, which is owing to the fluctuation in the prices of ex-

change amongst the several Kuropean countries, aiul the great

trading cities. The par, therefore, differs from the course of ex-

change in this, that the par of exchange shews what other nations

should allow in exchange, which is rendered certain and lixed, by
the intrinsic value of the several species to be exchanged : but the

course shews what they will allow in exchange ; which is uncertain

and contingent, sometimes more, and sometimes less ; and hence
the exchange is sometimes above, and sometimes under par. ijee

ExCH^NCt.
Par, in anatomy, a pair of the nerves. See Anatomy.
PARA, or BEI^li^NI, a province of South America, in Guiana,

comprehending that part of Guiana which belongs to the Portu-
guese, on the N. bank of the Amazon, extending from its junc-

tion with the Madeira to the Atlantic ; 600 miles from E. to W.
and 200 from N. to S. See Gl'Ia.sa.

Paka, a town of Brazil, with a fortress and walls. Lon. 50. 0.

AV. Lat. 1. 30. S.

Para, a river of Brazil, which rises about lat. 6. 10. S. and,
after running 200 miles, falls into the Amazon, near its mouth.
PARABLE, [CT«;'4?]r,, Gr.] a fable or allegorical instruction,

founded on something real or apparent in nature or history, from
which a moral is drawn by comparing it with something in which
the people are more immediately concerned ; such are the para-

bles ot the Prodigal Son, of the 'I en Virgins, &c. See Allegory,
and Oratory. Parables are certainly a most delicate way of im-
pressini; disagreeable truths on the mind, and in many cases have
the advantage of a niore open reproof, and even of formal lessons

of morality: thus Nathan ma<le David sensible of his guilt by a
parable; and thus our Saviour, in attacking the prejudices of his

countrymen, always spoke to them in parables.

PAiiABOL.'V, in geometry, a figure arising from the section of
a cone, when cut by a plane parallel to one of its sides. See
Co.sic SrcTioNS.
Parabola, Cabtesiak, is a curve of the second order, ex-

pressed by the equation xy=:.ax'-{- bi--\-cx-^d, containing four
mliriite legs, viz. two hyperbolic ones, MM, I'un, Plate CXVIII.
fig. 16, (AE being the asymptote) lentling contrary ways, and
tMo parabolic lens BN, MN, joining them, being the sixty-sixth
species of lines of the third order, according to Sir Isaac Newton,
called by him a trident : it is made use of oy Des Cartes, in the
third book of his Geometry, for rinding the roots of equations of
six dimensions by its intersections with a circle. Its most simple
eciuation is ly =. .i' -|- a\ and points through » hich it is to pass,

may be easily found by means of a common parabola, whose ab-

sciss is ar«+ 6i -}- c, and an hyperbola whose absciss is — ; for ?/

X '

will be equal to the sum or dillerence of the correspondent ordi-
nates of this parabola and hyperbola.
PARAnoLA, Diverging, a name given by Sir Isaac Newton to

five dilferent lines ot tlie third order, expressed by the equation

'J!/
— <"'+ I'"'+ '• '+ <i.

PAKABOL.AN, Paraholanus, in antiipiity, a kind of gladia-
tor, who rushed vipon death.

PAHABOLIC AS^ .Ml' lOlE, in geometry, is used for a p
raholic line approaching to a curve, so llial they never meet ; ye
by producing both indelinilely, their distance Irom each other be'

comes le>s than any given line. Macburin observes, th.it there

may be as many diflerent kinds of these asymptotes as there are

parabolas of different orders. When a curve has a common pari-

bola for its asymptote, the ratio of the sub-tangent to the abscits

approaches continually to the ratio of two to one, when the axij

ot the parabola coincides with the base ; but this ratio of the sub-

tangent to the absciss approaches to that of one to two, when the

axis is perpendicular to the base. And by ob^rving the limit to>

which the ratio of the subtangeiit and absciss ajiproaches, parabolic

.isyniptotes of various kinds may be discovered.
1

Parabolic Conoid, in geometry, a solid generated by the ro- I

tatioii of a parabola al)0ut its axis: lis solidity is := | of that of its

circumscribing cylinder. The circles, conceived to be the ele- !

ments of this figure, are in arithmetical proportion, decreasing to-
j

wards the vertex. A parabolic conoid is to a cylinder of the same :

base and height, as 1 to 2, and to a cone of tlie same base and

height, as 1
-J

to I.

Parabolic Cun'eus, a solid figure formed by multiplying all

the DB's, Plate CXVllI. fig. 1 7, into the DS's; or, which amounn
to the same, on the base APB erect a prism, whose altitude is AS;
this will be a parabolical cuneiis, which of necessity will be equal

to the parabolical pyramidoid, as the component rectangles in one

are severally equal to all the component squares in the other.

Parabolic Pvramipoid, a solid tigure generated by supposing

all the squares of the ordinate applicates in the parabola so placeti,

as that the axis shall pass through all the centres at right angles; in

which case, the aggregate of the planes will form the parabolic

pyramidoid. The solidity hereof is had by multiplying the base

by half the altitude, the reason of which is obvious ; for the com-
ponent planes being a series of arithmetical proportionals beginning

from 0, their sum wil be equal to the extremes multiplied by halt

the number of terms.

Parabolic Space, the area contained between any entire ordi-

nate, as VV, Plate CXVIII. fig. 18, and the curve of the incum-
bent parabola. The parabolic space is to the rectangle of the

semi-ordinate into the absciss, as 2 to 3 ; to a triangle inscribed on

the ordinate as a base, it is as 4 to 3. Every parabolical and para-

boloidical si)ace is to the rectangle of the semi-ordinate into the

absciss, as r a: >/ {in -|- r) to xy; that is, as r to m + r.

Parabolic Space, Segment of a, is that space included be-

tween two ordinates.

Parabolic Spindle. In gauging, a cask of the second variety

is called the middle frustum of a parabolic spindle. The parabolic

spindle is eight-fifteenths of its circumscribing cylinder.

Parabolic Spiral, a curve arising from the supposition that

the parabola is bent till the axis come into the periphery of a cir-

cle, the ordinates still retaining their places with respect to the

circle.

PARABOLISM, in algebra, the division of the terms of an

equation, by a known quantity that is involved or multiplied ill I

the first term.
PAUAROLOIDES, [3r:tj«ftx»;, and xSigM,] p.irabolas of the

higher orders. The equation for all curves of this kind being '

a X = y , the proportion of the areji of any one to the com-
|

plement of it to the circumscribing parallelogram will be as m
to n.

PARACELSUS, Aurelius Philip Theophrastus Bom-
BASTus, DE Hohenheim, a famous physician, born at Einsilden,

in the canton of Schweitz. He was educated with great care by
his father, w ho was the natural son of a prince, and made a rapid

progress in the study of physic. He afterwards travelled into

Fiance, Spain, Italy, and Germany. In his return to Swisserland,

he stopped at Basil, where he read lectures on physic in the Ger-
man tongue. He was one of the first who made use of chemical

remedies with success, by which lie ac(|iiired great reputation.

He gloried in destroying the method established by Galeu, and
thus drew upon himselt the hatred of tl.e other physicians. It is

said, that he bo:isted of being able by his remedies, to preserve

the life of man for sevi-ial ages: but'he himself experienced the

vanity of such boasting, by dying at Saltzburg, in l,i04, at 37

years of age according to some, or 48 according to others. The
best edition of his works is that of Geneva in 1658, in 3 vols,

folio.

PARACENTESIS, [:a«jaH,yl-,<rif, wr<.«:(:,T,u., to pierce,] that

operation,
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operation, whereby any of the venters are perforated to let out

any matter; as tapping in a fympanv- See Surgery.
PARACENTRIC, [=7«j^ and vlvrjov,] deviating from circnla-

rity.

JParacentric MoTioy, the motion or space by which a re-

volving planet approaches nearer to, or recedes from, the sun, or

centre of attraction.

Paracentric Solicitation of Gravity, the same wiUi the

centri))etal force. See Mechanics.
P.^RACiIUTE, a large and strong kind of umbrella, invented

by M. Blanchard, tlie French aeronaut, to break a person's fall

from an air-balloon ; in case of any accident happening to it at a

lilgli elevation. By means of his parachute, he, on dill'erent occa-

.sions, let fall from his balloon, dogs and other animals, without

tiieir receiving any hurt. At last he ventured to descend himself,

but tailing among trees, he broke one of his legs. Citizen Gcir-

nerin was more successful. See Akrostation.
PARADE, in a military sense, is the place where troops as-

semble or draw together, to mount guard, &c.
Parade, in fencing, implies the action of parrying or turning

off any tlirust.

Parade, in geography, a town of France, in the department of

Lot and Garonne; six miles E. olTonneins.
Parade de Bour.o, a town of Portugal, in the province of

Enlie-Duero-e-Minho
; 16 miles and a half N. N. E. of Braga.

PiVKADlGM, [5T»5a«iy,x.a] an example.
PARADISE, Ina^r.iu^f^, Gr.] the blissful regions, in which

tlie first pair was placed.

Paradise, is principally used for the garden of Eden, in which
Adam and Eve were placed immediately upon tlieir creation.

There have been many inquiries about its situation. But con-

cerning the exact place we must ever remain uncertain, if indeed
it can bo thought at all to exist at present, considering the many
changes which liave taken place on the surface of tlie earth since

the creation. Tlie learned Huelius places it upon the river that

is produced by the conjunction of the 'i'igris and Euplirates, now
called the river of the Arabs, between this conjunction and the
division mail« by the same river before it falls into the Persian sea.

Other geographers have placed it in Armenia, between the sources

of the Tigris, the Euphrates, the Araxis, and the Phasis, wliich

they suppose to be the four rivers described by Moses. The ce-

lestial paradise is that plar<! of pure and spiritual delight, in which
the souls of the blessed enjoy true felicity. In this sense it is fre-

quently used in the New Testament : our Saviour tells the peni-

tent thief on the cross, " This day shalt thou be with ine in Para-
dise :" and St. Paul si>eaking of himself in the third person, says,
" I knew a man who was caught up into Paradise, and heard un-
speakable words, which is not lawful for a man to utter."

Paradise, Bird of. See Paradisea.
Paradise, Mohammedan. "The Paradise of the Moham-

medans is said by them to be situated above the seven heavens, or
in tlie seventh, and next under the tlirone of Gfod ; and to express
the amenity of the place, they tell us that the eartli of it is of tlie

finest wlieat-flonr, or of ihc purest musk, or of safiVon ; and that its

stones are pearls and jacinths, the walls of its buildings enriched
with gold and silver, and the trunks of all its trees of gold,
aniong'^t whicli the most remarkable is the tree tuba, or tree of
happiness. They pretend that this tree stands in the palace of
Mohammed, lliough a bramh of itwill reach to the house of every
true believer, loaded with pomegranates, dates, grape*, ^nd otlie'r

fruits of surprising bigness, and delicious tastes, unknown to mor-
tals. If a man desires to eat of any particular kind of fruit, it w ill

immediately be presented to him" ; or if he chooses flesh, birds
ready dressed will be set before him, and such as he may wish for.

They add, that this tree will supply tlie blessed, not only with
fruit, but with silk-garments also, and beasts to ride on, adorned
with rich trappings, all which bur^t forth from the fruit; and that
the tree is so large, that a person mounted on the fleetest horse
would not be able to gallop from one end of its shade to the other
in KIO years, &c. See Mohammedanism.
Paradise Sou.n'd, a bay of Newfoundland, on the N. W.

coast of Plarentia. Lon, 54. 15. W. Lai. 47. 30. N.
PARADISEA, in ornithology ; a genus of birds of the order

pii;c. Beak covered with downy feathers at the base ; nostrils

covered b)- the feathers ; tail of ten feathers ; legs and feet very
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large and s'rong ; toes three forward, one backward, and the mid-
dle connected to the outer one as far as the first joint. ^I'he Por-

tuguese first f.und these birds on the island of Gilolo, the Papua
islands, and New Guinea; and they were known by the name of

birds of the sun. The inhabitants of Tcrnate call them manuco
duwata, the bird of God ; w hence the name- manuco diata, used
by some naturalists, is derived. The peculiar kngth and struc-

ture of their scapular feathers hinders them from settling, in rough
winds, on trees ; and when they are thrown on tlie ground by
these winds, (hey cannot rise again. Latham enumerates eight
species, aiid Gmelin twelve.

P. Maxima, the Largest Bird of Paradise, is commonly
two feet four inches long ; the head is small ; the bill hard and
long, of a |)aie colour. 'J"he head and back part of the neck is

lemon-coloured, a little black about the eyes ; about the neck, of

the brightest glossy emerald green, soft like velvet ; as is also the

breast, which is black ; the wings are large, and chcsnut-coloured ;

tlie back part of the body is covered with lone, straight, narrow
feathers, of a pale brown colour, similar to the plumes of the

ostrich. These feathers are spread when the bird is on the wing
;

for whicli reason he can keep very long in the air. On both sides

of the belly are two tufts of stiff and shorter feathers, of a golden
yellow, and shining. From the rump proceed two lorig stiff shafts,

which are feathered on their extremities, 'i hese birds are found at

the Aroo islands, 15 Dutch miles E. of Key, during the W. w
dry monsoon ; and they return to New Guinea as soon as the E.
or Wet monsoon sets in. Tliey come always in a flock of thirty

or forty, and are led by a bird which the inhabitants oi Aroo call

the king. This leader is black, with red spots; and constantly

flies higher tlian the rest of the flock, which never forsake him, but
settle as soon as he settles : a circumstance that frequently proves
their ruin when the king lights on the ground, wh.ence they arc

not able to rise on account of the singular structure and disposition

of their plumage. They are likewise unable to fly with the wind,
which would ruin their loose plumage ; but tiike their flight con-
stantly against it, cautious not to venture out in hard blowing
weather, as a strong wind frequently obliges them to come to the

ground. During their flight tliev cry like starlings. ^Plieir note,

however, approaches more to the croaking of ravens ; which is

heard very plainly when they are in distress from a fresii gale

blowing on the back of their plumage. In Aroo, they settle on
the highest trees, especiallv on the liens benjamina of the hortus

malabaricus, commonly called the waringa-tree. The natives

catch them with bird-lime, or in nooses, or shoot them with blunt

arrows ; dry and fumig.ite the bodies with sulphur or smoke, and
sell them at Banda for half a rixdollar each ; but at Aroo they may
be bought for a spike-nail or a piece of old iron. Flocks of tlicse

birds are often seen flying from one island to another against

the wind.

P. Regalis, or Regis, the King's Bird, is about seven

inches long, and somewhat larger than a titmouse. Its hcid and
ey<'s are small ; the bill straight ; the eyes included in circles of

black plumage; the crown of the head is flame-coloured; the

back of the neck blood-coloured ; tlie neck and breast of a ches-

imt-colour, with a ring of the brightest emerald green. Its wings
are in proportion strong; and the quill-featlu-rs dark, with red

shining i)lumes, spots, and stripes. Two long naked black shafts

project from the rump, at least a hand-breadlh beyond the tail ;

having at their extremities semilunar twisted plumage, of the most
glaring green colour above, and dusky below. The belly is while

and green sprinkled; and on each side is a Uift of long plumage,
feathered with a bioad margin, being on one side green and on iIk*

other duskv. T'he back is blood-red iMid brown, shining like silk,

See Plate CXX.
PARADOX, [ji-ij.-siofo;, from ireja, contrary to, and Jcjti, opi-

nion,] in phllosojjhy, a propo,sition or tenet seemingly absurd, as

being contrary to appearance or to received opinidn; but yet
true in fact. No science abounds mnre with |)aradoxes than geo-
metrv : thus, that a right line should continually approach to the

hyperbola, and yet never reach it, is a true parado.x ; and in the
same manner a spiral may continually .ipproiich to a point, an:|

yet not reach it in any number of revolutions, however great. .S;:e

M'Laurin's Fluxions. See Logarithms.
Paradox, IIvDiiosTAric. See 11 vurOsTatics.
P.\RADOX 1, 3 -ort of mimes or bulfoons among the ancients.

3 L. wlio
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who cnti-TUiined llie people with extempore elt'usions of droilery.

They were also called Parailoxologi, Ordoiiari, Neanicologi, and

PAKADOXOLOGI. See Paradoxi.
PAUAGAUD.E, among the ancient Roman?, wreaths of

gold, or silk and gold, inlorwoven in, not sewed to, their gar-

ments.

PARAGO, a large island of Asia, in the Indian Ocean, between

Borneo and llie Philippines.

PAUAGOGE, [ir-^ -injury-,,] a figure whereby a letter or sylla-

ble is added at the end'of a word, without adding any thing to the

sense of it ; as med fur me, dicier for did, &c. a ridiculous

figure ill the ancient languages, from whicli our modern Eng-

lish is happily free.

PAUAGOS', in geography, one of the largest of the Cala

Biianes IslaniU, in the Kast Indian Sea.

PAKAGHAPll, [asjreyea?.^,] a distinct part of a discourse.

It is properly a section or division of a chapter ; and in references

k marl\ed Ihus, %.

PAKAGUA, one of the Philippines; 180 miles long, 21

broad, and 195 E. N. E. of Mindanao. Lon. 1 17. 45. E. Lat.

10. 0. N.
P.'iRAGUAY, or LA PLATA, an extensive country of

Sonlh America, bounded on the N. by Amazonia and the river

Amazon ; on the E. by Brazil ; on llie S. by Patagonia; and on

the \V. by Chili and Peru. This country was first discovered by

Sebastian Cabot. It was not, liowever, thoroughly reduced, tiil

the Jesuits obtained possession of it. A lew of these went to Pa-

raguay soon after the city of Assumption was founded, and con-

verted about fifty Indian families, who soon induced many others

to follow their example, on account of the peace and tranquillity

they enjoved under the fathers. They had long resisted the Spa-

niards and Portuguese; but the Jesuits, by learning their lan-

guage, conforming to their manners, &c. soon acquired great au-

thority among them : till at last, by steadily pursuing the same

artful' measures, they arrived at the highest clegiee of power and

intluence, being in a manner the absolute sovereigns of a great

part of this extensive country ; for above 350,000 families are said

to have been subject to them, living in obedience and awe bor-

dering on adoration, yet procured without the least violence or

constraint. Tlie country is divided into six provinces : viz. Para-

guay Proper, Parana, Giiayra, Uruguay, Tucuman, and La
Plata. It has numerous lakes and rivers ; of the latter the three

principal are the Paraguay, Uruguay, and Parana, which uniting

form the Plata. These rivers, by overflowing their banks occa-

sionally, render the soil of this country extremely fertile. It is

one continued plain for several hundred miles, though elsewhere

<iiversified with mountains, forests, and marshes : but the whole of

it is not under the Spaniards ; many parts of it indeed being still

unknown. It produces sugar-canes, indigo, pimento, ipecacu-

anha, tobacco, and cotton, in great abundance ; the valuable herb

called Paraguay; w'ith rice, corn, flax, hemp, maize, manioc, po-

tatoes, and a vast variety of fruits and other vei;etables, unknown in

Europe. The forests abound with bees and honey. The climate

is mild and serene. Paraguay abounds with horses, mules, sheep,

and black cattle; and the wild cattle are so numerous that they

kill them only for their hides.

Paraguay, a river in the above country, which rises in about

Lon. 57. 35. VV. bitween 5" and 6° L;it. S. It rnns a Ions

course almost due S. till it joins the Uruguay and Parana, and

forms the great river La Plata; in Lon. 60. 25. W. Lat. 28.

0. S.

Paraguay Proper, one of the six provinces, into which the

Spanish part of the above country is divided.

Pakacuay, or Paraguay '1 ea, in botany, a valuable plant,

which grows naturally in live above country, and is extremely use-

ful botii as food and medicine. It is a middle-sized tref, resem-

bling an orange-tree, and tasting like mallows. The leaves are

tlie part cliiifly used. The natives make three gatherings an-

uuallv ; 1st, of the buds, before they untold into leaves; these

are reckoned best, but soonest decay : 2d. of the full-grown"

leaves al their first expansion ; and 3d of the leaves, when thev

have remained orj the trees for some time after they arc fully

blown. These leaves are loa'-'id, and kepi in pits under ground

for sale. Quantities to the value of IdO.OtiO^. are annually ex-

ported to Peru and Chili. Mr. Lee ranks this plant as a species

of Ilex. SeelLKX.
PARAIBA, or PARAYBA, the most northern province of

P.razil, in South America, bounded by the river Grande on the

>.'. the Atlantic on the E. the 'I'amarack on the S. and Eigi-ares

on the W. The soil is fertile and abounds in sugar-canes. Brazil-

wood, cotton, tobacco, cattle, &c.

Paraiba, a river in the above province ; also its capital, seate.l

<in the S. bank of the river, 'J miles from the sea, and 60 N. of

Fernambuco. Lon. 49. 53 W. Lat. 7. 15. S.

PAUALEPSIS, [7r=tj'xX!4i;,] in rhetoric, the pretence of pass-

ing over a thing, and yet mentioning it by the bye. See Ora-
tory. -
PARALIPOMENA, [TOMXHTronEva,] in matters of literature,

denotes a supplement of things omitted in a preceding work. The
two books of Chronicles, in the canon of the scripture, are often

termed paralipomena, as being a kind of supplement to those of

Kings.

PARALLACTIC, in general, something relating to the pa-

rallax of heavenly bodies. See Parallax. The parallactic an-

gle of a sta;, &c. is the difl'erence of the angles CEA, BTA»
(Plate CXXXIII. fig. 4,) under which its true and apparent dis-

tance from the zenith is seen ; or, which is the same thing, it is

the angle TSE. The sines o! the parallactic angles ALT, AST,
(fig. 5,) at the same or equal distances, ZS, from the zenith, are

in the reciprocal ratio of the distances TL, and TS, from the

centre of the earth.

PARALLAX, [xasaxvtfi,-, from Ku^xxxaUa, I vary or diange,3

in astronomy, is a change of the apparent place of any heavenly

object in the sphere of heaven, caused by its being seen from dif-

ferent points of view ; or it is the dil'terence between the true and

apparent distance of any heavenly body from the zenith ; or the

dili'eience between the places of any celestial object as seen from
the surface and centre of the earth at the same instant. Thus let

AB, (Plate CXXXIII. fig. 3,) be a quadrant of a great circle on

l"lie earth's surface, A the place of the spectator, and the point V,
in the heavens, the vertex or zenith. Let VNII represent the

starry firmament, AD the sensible horizon, in which suppose the

star C to be seen, whose distance from the centre of the earth is

TC. It this star were observed from the centre T, it would ap-

pear in the firmament in E, and elevated above the horizon by the

arch "DE ; this point E is called the true place of the pha;nome-

non or star. But an observer viewing it from the surface of tlie

earth at A, will see it at D, which is called its visible or apparent

place ; and the arch DE, the distance between the true and visi-

ble place, is what astronomers call the parallax of the star, or

other phi-nomenon. If the star rise higher above the horizon to

M, its true place visible from the centre is P, and its apparent

place N ; whence its parallax will be the arch PN, which is less

than the arch DE. The liorizontal parallax, therefore, is the

greatest ; and the higher a star rises, the less is its parallax ; and
if it should come to the vertex or zenith, it would have no paral-

lax at all ; for when it is in Q, it is seen both from T and A in the

same line TAV, and there is no difference between its true and
apparent or visible pi.ice. Again, the further a star is distant from
ihe earth, so much the less is its parallax ; thus the parallax of tlie

star V is only GD, which is less than DE the parallax of C.
Hence it is plain, that the parallax is the difference of the dis-

tances of a star from the zenith, when seen from the centre and
trom Ihe surface of the earth ; for the true distance of the star M
Irom the zenith is the arch VP, and its apparent distance \'N, the

(lilTennce between which PN is the parallax. These distances

are measured by the angles VTM, and VAM, but VAM — VTM
=: TMA. For the external angle VAM = angle ATM -\- angle

AMT, the two inward and opposite angles; so that AMT mea-
sures the parallax, and upon that account is itself frequently called

the parallax ; and this is always the angle under which the semi-

diameter of the earth AT appears to an eye placed in the star ;

and therefore where the semiTdiameter is seen directly, there the

parallax is greate-i. viz. in the horizon. %V])en the star rises

higher, the sine of the parallax is always to the sine of the star's

distance from the zenith, .is the semi-diameter of the earth to (lie

distance of the star from the earth's centre ; hence if the parallax

of a star be known at any one distance from the zenith, we can
find iu parallax at any olhcr distance. If we have the distance of

a. star
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a star from the earth, we can easily find its parallax ; for on the

trianglt 1'AC, rectangular at A, having the semi-diameter of the

earth, and 'I'C the distance of the star, tlie angle ACT, which is

the liorizontal parallax, is found by trigonometry ; and, on tlie

other hand, if we have this parallax, we can find the distance of

the star ; since in the same triangle, having AT', and the angle

ACT, the distance TC may be easily found. See Astrokomy.
The parallax always diminishes the altitude of a pluvnomcnon, or

makes it appear lower than it would do, if viewed from the centre

of the earth ; and this change of the altitude may, according to tlie

different situation of the ecliptic and equator in respect of the ho-

rizon of the spectator, cause a change of tlie latitude, longitude,

declination, and right ascension, of any plia.'nomenon, which is call-

ed their parallax. The parallax, therefore, increases the right and
oblique ascension; diminishes the descension ; diminislies the

northern declination and latitude in the eastern part, and increases

them in the western; but increases the southern both in the east-

ern and western part; diminislies the longitude in the western
part, and increases it in the eastern. Hence it appears, that the

parallax has just opposite effects to refraction. See Refraction,
and Astronomy.
Parallax, in levelling, denotes the angle contained between

the line of the true level, and that of the apparent level.

Parallax is also used to denote the change of place in an ob-

ject arising from viewing it obliquely with respect to another ob-
ject. Thus the minute-hand of a watch is said to have a parallax

when it is viewed obliquely ; and the difference between the in-

stants shewn by it, when viewed directly and obliquely, is the

quantity of parallax in time.

Parallax of thk Earth's Annual Orbit, is the differ-

ence between the places of the planet as seen from the sun and
eartli at the same iiistant. The rlifference between the longitudes

of the planet as seen from the sun and earth, is called the parallax

in longituile ; and the difference between its latitudes is the paral-

lax in latitude.

Parallax, Annual, the change of the apparent place of a

heavenly body, which is caused by being viewed from the earth

in different parts of its orbit round the sun. See Astronomy.
The annual parallax of all the planets is found very considerable,
but that of the fixed stars is imperceptible.
PARALLEL, [OTrr.guxx.iA®-, from naf^, even, and axx^xw, each

other,] in geometry, an appellation given to lines, surfaces, and
bodies, every wliere equidistant from each other; and which,
though infinitely produced, would never meet.
Parallel Planfs, are such planes as have all the perpendicu-

lars drawn betwixt them ec|ual to each other.

Parallel Rays, in optics, are those which keep at an equal
distance from the visible object to the eye, which is supposed to
be infinitely remote from the object.

Parallel Ruler, an instrument consisting of two wooden,
brass, &c. rulers, equally broad everywhere; and so joined to-

gether by cross-blades as to open to dilferent intervals, accede and
recede, and yet still retain tlieir parallelism. The use of this in-

strument is obvious ; for one of the rulers being applied to a given
line, and the other withdrawn to a given point, a right line drawn
by its edge through that point, is a parallel to the given line. See
Geomltry.
Parallhl Sailing. See Navigation.
Parallel Sphere, that situation of tlie sphere wherein the

equator coincides with the horizou, and the poles with the zenith
aud nadir.

Parallels of Altitude, or Almucantars, are circles pa-
rallel to the horizon, imagined to pass through every degree and
minute of the meridian between the horizon and zenith, having
their poles in the zenith. See Astronomy.

Parallels of Declination, in astronomy and geography,
circles parallel to the equinoctial or ecpiator. See Astronomy,
and Geography.

Parallels of Latitude, in astronomy, are less circles of the
sphere parallel to the ecliptic, imagined to pass through every de-
gree and minute of the colures. See Astronomy.

Parallels, or Parallel Circles, in splierics, less circles of
the sphere which are always parallel to some great circle ; and a
great circle is to its parallel as radius to the cosine of it? di>lance
from Ihetparallel. See Projection of the Sphere.

PARALLELOGRAM, [-roj^nxx^x^ and yja^iua,] in geome-
try, a right-lined quadrilateral figure, whose opposite sides are pa-

rallel and equal. See Geometry.
PARALLELOPIPED, in geometry, a solid figure contained

under six parallelograms, the opposites of which are etpial and pa-
rallel ; or it is a prism, whose base is a parallelogram : it is always
triple to a pyramid of the same base and height. All paraJlelopi-

peds, prisms, cylinders, &c. whose bases and heights are equal,
are themselves equal. A diagonal-plane divides a parallelopiped
into two equal prisms; so that a triangular pri-in is half a paral-
lelopiped upon the same base and of the same altitude. All pa-
rallelopipeds, prisms, cylinders, &c. are in a ratio compoundccl of
their bases and altitudes': wherefore, if their bases are equal, they
are in proportion to their altitudes; ami conversely. All paral-

lelepipeds, cylindei-s, cones, &c. are in a triplicate ratio of their

homologous sides, and also of their altitudes. Equal parallelopi-
peds, prisms, cones, cylindei-s, &c. reciprocate their bases and alti-

tudes. See Geometry.
PARALOGISM, [iraoaXoyjir^oio;,] in logic, a false reasoning, or

a fault committed in demonstration, when a consequence is drawn
from principles that are false ; or, though true, are not proved ; or
when a proposition is passed over that should have been proved
by the way. A paralogism dill'ers from a sophism in this, that the
sophism is committed out of design and subtlety, and the paralo-
gism out of mistake and for want of sufficient light and applica-
tion.

PARALYSIS, [TTaMXuc-if,] in medicine, the palsy.

PARAMABIRO, PARAMARIBO, or PARAMAIRAMBA,
the capital of Surinam, is seated on the W. bank of the Surinam,
about 16 miles from its mouth. Lon. 55. 25. W. Lat. 5. 4S. N.-
PARAMECIUM, in zoology, a genus of the vermes infusoria

class and order. Worms invisible to the naked eye, simple,
pellucid, flattened, oblong. Seven species have been no-
ticed.

PARAMETER, in geometry, a constant right line in each of
the three conic sections, called also latus rectum, which in the
third proportional to the abscissa and any ordinate ; and in
the ellipsis and hyperbola, it is a third proportional to two conju-
gate diameters. See Conic Sections.
PARAMOUNT, in English law, the "highest lord of the

fee, of lands, of tenements, and hereditaments." As there may
be a lord mesne wiiere lands are held of an inferior lord, who holds
them of a superior under certain services ; so this superior lord is

lord paramount. Also the king is the chief lord, or lord paramount
of all the lands in the kingdom. Cok. Lit. 1.

PARANA, a large river of Brazil, which rises in about Lat.
18° S. runs a long course, and joins the Paraguay, in Lat. 28° S.
Parana, a province of Brazil, in Paraguay, so named from the

above river. See Paraguay. St. Anne is the capital.

PARANYMPH, [^r^ea and n-^i-i,] among the ancients, the
person who waited on the bridegroom, and directed the nuptial
solemnities ; called also proiiubus and auspex, because the cere-
monies began by taking auspices. As the paranymph officiated

only on the part of the bridegroom, a woman called pronuba offi-

ciated on the part of the bride.

PARAPEGM, [TrajrjTTiyitio, 7raca7r.,yvj,ai,] a brazen table fixed
to a pillar, on which laws and proclamations were anciently en-
graved : also a table set up publicly, containing an account of the
rising and setting of stars, eclipses of the sun and moon, the sea-
sons of the year, &c. whence astrologers give this name to the ta-
bles, on which they draw figures according to their art.

PARAPET, in fortification, an elevation of earth designed for

covering the soldiers from the enemy's cannon or small shot. See
Fortification. ,

PARAPHERNAL, of or belonging to the Paraphernalia, oi

the wife's peculiar property.

PARAPHERNALIA, [Lat.] goods in the wife's disposal.
PARAPHRASE, [irB.o«ipo»<ri;,] an explanation of some text,

in clearer and more ample terms, whereby is supplied what the
author might have said or thought on the subject ; such are es-

ttemed Erasmus's paraphrase on the New Testament, the Clialdee
paraphrase on the Pentateuch, &c.
PARAPH REN ITIS, [^laj^ and ifeiv,T<;,] an inflammation of

the diaphragm. The symptoms are a violent fever, a most exqui-
site pain increased upon inspiration, by which it is distinguished

from
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from a ijleurisv, in wlucli tiie greatest pain is in expiration. See

Diaphragm,' ;inil Medicine.
PARAPHROSYNE, a word used by medical writers to de-

note a delirium, or an alienation of mind in fevers, or from what-

ever other cause.

PARAPH YMOSIS, a di-order wherein tlie prepuce is shrunk,

and withdrawn behind the glans, so as not to be capable of being

brought to cover the same ; which geuenilly happens in venereal

tlisordei-s.

PARARA, an Anglo-American word, used in the Northern

United States, for what is called in the Southern States, a Savan-

nah, i. e. an extensive rich plain, without trees, but covered with

grass. Some of these arc 40 miles bioad, and several hundred

miles long; and exhibit fine pro»prcls.

PARASANG, an ancient measure, ditfering at different times,

and in different places, particularly in Persia ; being usually thir-

ty, sometimes forty, and sometimes fifty stadia, or furlongs. The
word, according to Littleton, has its rise from parasch anqariiis, q. d.

the space a postman rides from one station, angaria, to another.

PARASCENIUM, in the Grecian and Romish theatres, was a

place behind the scenes whither the actors withdrew to dress and

undress themselves. The Romans more frequently called it

Postsccnium.
PARASELENE,[ita5aand<r:>>Tvi,]iii natural philosophy, a mock

moon ; a meteor or phaenoinenon encompassing or adjacent to the

moon, in form of a luminous ring ; wherein are observedsometimes

one and sometimes two or more images of the moon.
PARASEMON, [ntfaT^/^o/,] among the Greeks, was the

figure carved on tlie prow of the ships to distinguish them from

each other.

PARASITE, among the ancient Greeks, was originally a very

reputable title ; the parasites being a kind of priests, at least mi-

nisters, of the gods, in the same manner as the epulones were at

Rome. Parasite was also an honourable title among the ancient

Gauls, and was given to tlieir poets. But of late it has been used

3S a term of reproach for a flatterer and mean dependant.

Parasites, or Parasitipal Plants, in botany, such plants

as are produced out of the trunk or branches of other plants, from

whence they received their nourishment, and will not grow on the

ground. Such are the misletoe, &c.
PARASOL, [iraart, against, and so/, tliesun,] a small canopy or

umbrella carried over the head to shelter from rain and the heat of

the sun, particularly the latter.

PARASYNEXIS, in the civil law, a conventicle or unlawful

Hieeting.

PARATHESIS, the same with apposition, also the same with

parenthesis. See Apposition, and Parenthesis.
Parathesis, in the Greek church, tlie prayer which the bishop

rehearses over the catechumen-^, stretching his hand over them to

give them benediction, which they receive bowing their heads un-

der h > hands.

PARATITLES, \^paratitla, I-at.] in jurisprudence, short

notes or summaries of the titles of the digest and code ; which have
been made by several lawyern, in order to compare and examine
the connection of the several parts with one another. See Digest,
and Code.
PARAVAIL, or PARAVAILE, a person that is tenant to

one who holds of another, or the lowest tenant of the fee.

PARAZONIUM, or SCIPIO, among medallists, a sceptre,

rounded at the two ends in a manner of a truncheon, or com-
mander's staff; or a kind of poniard or short sword, represented as

worn at the gi die on several ancient medals.
PARBOILING, in pharmacy, &c. a term applied to fruits,

herbs, &c. which are boiled a little while, to draw out the first

juices, in order to be afterwards inspissated or thickened.

PARBUNCLE, in a ^hip, a rope almost like a pair of slings

;

it is seized both ends together, and then put almost tlouble about
any heavy thing tliat is to be hoisted in or out of the ship ; having

the hook of the runner hit< hed into it, to hoi^t it up bv.

PARCiE, in heathen mythology, goddesses who were suppos-

ed to preside over the accidents and events, and to determine the

date or period, of human life. 'I'he Parcx were three, Clotho,
Lachesis, and Alropos. They spun the thread of men's lives ;

Clotho held the di^talf and diew the thread; Lachesis twirled

the spindle, and spun it ; and Atropos cut it.

PARCHMENT, the skins of sheep or goats prepared after

such a manner as to render it proper tor writing upon, covering

books, &c. The word comes from the Latin pcrgainena, the an-

cient name of this manufacture ; which is said to have been taken
from the cilv Pergamos, to Euinenes, the king of which its in-

vention is usually ascribed ; though, in reality, that prince appears

rather to have been the improver than the inventor of parchment.

For tlie Persians of old, according to Diodoius, wrote all their re-

cords on skins ; and the ancient loiiians, as we are told by Hero-
dotus, made use of sheep-skins and goat-skins in writing, many
ages before Eumenes's time. Nor need we doubt that such skins

were prepared and dressed for that purpose, after a manner not

unlike that of our parchment ; though probably not so artifi-

cially.

PARDIES, Ignatius Gaston, aningeniousand learned French
Jesuit, born at Paris in 1636. He was professor of rhetoric, and
taught polite literature for several years. He also wrote several

pieces in prose and verse, with oeculiar delicacy. At length he
devoted himself entirely to mathematics and natural philosophy.

He died in 1673, of an infectious disorder contracted by preaching

to the prisoners in the Bicetre during the Easter holidays. His
Elements of Geometry are well known.
PARDON, in criminal law, is the remitting an offence com-

mitted against the king. His power of pardoning was said by our
Saxon ancestors to be derived a lege sus dignitatis : and it is de-

clared in parliament, by stat. 27 Hen. VIH. c. 24, that no other

person hath power to pardon or remit any treason or felonies what-
soever ; but that the king hath the whole and sole power thereof,

united and knit to the imperial crown of this realm. In democra-
cies there is no power of pardoning. The king may pardon all of-

fences merely against the crown or the public ; excepting, 1 . That,
to preserve the liberty of the subject, the committing any man to

prison out of the realm, is by the habeas corpus act, 31 Car. II c.

2, made a pramunire, unpardonable even to the king. Nor, 2.

Can the king pardon, where private justice is principally concern-
ed in the prosecution of otfenders : Non potest rex gratiam facere

cum injuria et damno aliorum. Therefore, in appeals of all kinds
(which are the suit, not of the king, but of llie party injured,) the

prosecutor may release ; but the king cannot pardon. Neither
can he pardon a common nui>aiice, while it remains unredressed,

or so as to prevent an abatement of it ; though afterwards he may
remit the fine : because thougli the prosecution is vested in the

king to avoid the multiplicity of suits, yet (during its continuance)
this ofience savours more of the nature of a private injury to each
individual in the neighbourliood, than of a public wrong. Neither,
lastly, can the king pardon an offence against a i>opular or penal
statute, after information brought ; for thereby the informer hath
acquired a private property in his part of the penalty. There is

also a restriction of a peculiar nature, that affects the prerogative

of pardoning, in case of pailiamentary impeachments, viz. that the

king's pardon cannot be jjleaded to any such impeachment, so as

to impede the inquiry, and stop the prosecution, of great and no-
torious offenders.

PAREGORICS, [7rM))yo;i)«r,] in pharmacy, medicines that

assuage pain, ollierwise called anodynes.
PAREIRA FRAVA, in the materia medica, a kind of oblong

and large root brought from Brazil. It is certainly a diuretic of
no mean character, and has done great service in nephritic cases.

In pleurisies and quinsies, it has been attended with more success
than almost any medicine we know of singly.

PARELCON, in grammar, a figure by which a word or sylla-

ble is added to the end of another.

PAREMBOLE,[Gr.] in rhetoric, a figure wherein something're-

lating to the subject is inserted in the middle of a period. All the
dilTerence between the parembole and parenthesis, accordina to
Vossius, is, that the former relates to the subject in hand, whweas
the latter is foreign to it.

PARENCHYMA, [irreftyxu^a,] a spongy or porous substance;
in physic, a part through which the blood is strained for its better
fermentation and perfection.

Parenchyma, in ^inalomy, is a term introduced by Erasistra-

tus, signifying all that substance which is contained in the inter-

slices betwixt the blood-vessels of the viscera, which he imagined
to be extravas;ited and concreted blood.

Parenchyma of Plants. Grew applies this term to the pith
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or pulp, or that inner part of a fruit or plant, through which the

iuicf '.s supposed to be distributed.

I'/iKEN r is a term of rchitlou applicable to those from whom
»e iniaiciiatolv derive our being. See Moral Philosohhy.

r.VUEN'A'AJ^IA, in antiquity, funeral-obseciuies, or the last

du!.e» j)aid l)y ch Idren to their tieceased parents.

I'AUEN'rHESIS, \_irir.:<-c, It and nS^.i^i,] a sentence so in-

cluded in another sentence, as that it may be taken out, uitliout

irji.rii:g the sense of that which inclo>esit: being comuionlv
marked thus, ( ). I'he proper characteristic of a parenthesis is,

that it way be either taken m or left out, the sense and the gnun-
inar remaining entire. In speaking, the parenthesis is to be pro-

nounced ill a ciilierent tone ; and in writing, it is enclosed be-

tween ( "), called also a parenthesis, but coinuionly a bracket, or

ciolcliet, to distinguish it from the rest of the discourse. The po-

litest Of our niodeia writers iivoid the parentheses, as keeping the
niuid in suspense, embarrassing it, and rendering the discourse

less clear, uniform, and agreeable. The parenthesis is frecpiently

conionnr'ed with the pareiiibole. The_paienthe-.es are often mis-

applied by^uthors and printers, by being made to inclose words
at the end of a sentence, where diey are quite unnecessary, and
still more, when they are made to inclose clauses without which
thesenteiice is inconi{ilete.

?ARENT1UM, an ancient sea-port-towii of Istria ; (Plin. iii.

e. 19,) now calkd
PARENZO, a town of Italy, on the gulf of Venice, 9 miles

N. N. VV. of Rovigno, and 65 E. of Venice. Lon. 13. 50. E.
Lat. 45. 2-1 N".

PARERGA, [raf.'.jy^,] a term sometimes used in architecture

for additions or appeiulages made, by way of ornament, to a prin-

cipal work. It is sonutimcs used in painting lor little pieces or

Gompartiments, on the sides or in the cornei-s of the principal

piece.

PARESIS, [««;!Ti.-,] in medicine, a palsy of the bladder,

wherein the urine is either suppressed or discharged involunta-

rily.

PARETONEUM, in mineralogy, an earth found on the siiores

of Egy))t, Cyrene, and Crete, used by the ancients in painting.

PARGA, a strong seu-port-town in the Lite Venetian Albania ;

26 miles W. of Aita, opposite Corfu. Lon. 20. 47. E. Lat.

39. '2S. N.
PARGET, in mineralogy, a name given to several kinds of

gypsum, or plaster-stone.

PARGETING, in buildings, is used for the plastering of walls,

and sometimes for plaster itself. Pargeting is of various kinds :

as, 1. White lime aiul hair-mortar laid on bare walls. 2. On bare

laths, as in partitioning and plain cieling. 3. Renewing the insides

of tiie walls, or doubling partition-walls. 4. Rough casting on
lieart-laths. 3. Plastering on brick-work, with finishing mortar,

in imitation of stone-work ; and the like upon heart-laths.

PARI! ELION, or PARH ELI CM, [from 'J^^ja, near, and ^x.of,

sun,] in natural philosophy, is anieteoriu form of a bright light,

a-])pearing on one side of the sun. Appearances of this kind have

been mentioned both by the ancients and moderns. Aristotle ob-

serves, that in "eneral tiiey are seen onl} when the sun is near the

. horizon, though betakes notice of twoltuit were seon in Bospho-

(11J.S from morning till evening; and Pliny has related the times

u hen such ph.Tnoniena were observed at Rome. Gasseudi says,

that in lC3j ;nid 1636 he o'ten saw one mock sun. Two wore

observed by M. De la Hire in 1689 ; anil the s.uiie number by

Cassiui in ;6ii3, Mr. Groy in 1700, and Dr. Halley in 170'J: biit

the most celebrated appearances o( this kind were seen a^ Rome
by Schetner, by Muschenbrocck at Ulrecht, and by Heveliiisat

Se<laii. Bv the two former, four mock suns were observed, and

by the latter se^en. Parhelia are apparently of the same size with

the sun, thoygli not always of the same brightness, nor even of

till? same shape ; and when a number appear at once, there is

some dirterence m both respects among tliem. Externally they

are tinged with colotirs like the rainbow ; and many have a long

f>!S-y tail opposite to tlw sun, but paler towards the extremity.

Parnelia are generally accompanied with coronas, some of which

are tinged with xainbow-colouis, but others are white. (See

IIaLo). They <lifler in mimber and size; but aH agree in

breadth, which'is that of tin? apparent diameter of the sun. A very

large white circle, parallel to llie horizon, generally passes through

ill the parhelia ; and, if it \v«re entire, it would go through the
|j
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centre of the sun. Paraselens, or mock moons, have also been
seen, accompanied with tails and coloured circles, like those
which accompany the parhelia. An account of several, and apai-
ticular description of a line appearaijce of tills kind, may beseea
in Mu'chenbroeck. The Kunian phenomenon, Observed by
Scheiner, is famous on account of its liaviiig been the first api)ear-
ance of the kind thiit engaged the attention of philosop'.ieis. It is

represented in Plate CXXXlll.fig. 6, in which A is the place of
the observer, B his zenith, C the true sun, AB a plane passing
through the observer's eye, the true sun, and the zenith. About
ihe sun C, there appeared two concentric rings, not complete,
but diversified with colours. The less of them, DEI'', was
luUer, and more perfect ; and though it was open from D to E,
yet those ends were perpetually enieavoiiring to unite ; and some-
times they did so. The outer of these rings was much fainter, so
as scarcely to be discernible. It had, however, a variety of co-
lours ; but was very inconstant. The third circle, KL^i^', was
very large, and all over white, passing through the middle of the.

sun, and everywhere parallel to tl'.e horizon. At lir>t this circle

«as entire; but towards the end of the appearance it was weali
and nigged, so as hardly to be perceive<l from M towards N. lu
the intersection of this circle, and the outward iris GKI, there

broke out two parhelia, or mock suns, N and K, not quite per-

fect; K being rather weak, but N shone brighter and stronger.

The brightness of tlie middle of them was sonietliing like that of

the »un ; but towards the edties they were tinged with colours like

tliose of the rainbow ; and they were uneven and ragged. The
parhelion N was a little wavering, and sent out aspiked tail, KP,
of a colour somewhat fiery, the length of which was continually

changing. The parhelia at L and M in the horizontal rinir were
not so bright as the former; but were rounder, and white, like the

circle in which they were placed. The parhelion N disappeared

before K ; and while M grew fainter, K grew brighter, and va-

nished the last of all. The order of the colours in the circles

DEF, GKN, was the same as in Ihe connnon halos, namely, red

next the sun ; and the diameter of the inner circle was also about
45°; which is the usual size of a halo. The Rev. Dr. Hamilton
sent the following account of parhelia seen at Cookstown to the

Ri.yal Irish Academy: "Wednesday, Sept. 24th, 1783, as I

was' preparing to observe the sun passing through the meridian be-

fore the first limb touched the centre-wire, it was obscured by a

dark well defined cloud, about 10° in diameter. Upon going to

the door of the transit-room, to see il it was likely soon to pass ofT

the disk of the sun, 1 observed tlie following phsenomena : from

the western edge of the cloud issued a luminous aie pirallel to the

horiiion, perfectly well defined, extending exactly to the northeru

meridian ; it was about 30' broad, white, and ended in a blunted

termination. On it were two pariiclia; the nearest to the sun dis-

plaving the prismatic colours; the remote one white, and both ill-

defi'ned. In a short time the cloud had passed oti", and shewed llie

luminous almicantar, reaching perfect to the true sun. Wliile

things were thus situated, 1 measured with an accurate sextant tlie

distances of the parhelia : I found the coloured one i'S", the re-

moter one 90°, from the true sun. Just as 1 had done this, a new

and prismatic circle surrounded the sun, immediately within the

prismatic parhelion. And now another coloured parhelion ap-

peared on the eastern board. The sextant, with ils face up and

down, exactly measured this andihe former at the original distance

of i'6° ; the luminous almicantar still remaining perfect. In about

lOor i'J minutes whitish hazy clouds came on, and obscured .Ml

these uncomman ap|)earances. I di<l not observe that the aliiio-

spherical pha-nomena before or after were at all uncomnum. I he

wind a light breeze at S. S. W. Bar. L'9,6 rising. 'I hermometer

55. In fig. 7, SM represents the south meridian; N.M north me-

ridian ; PP the prismatic circle, with two prismatic sun, or par-

helia, at2()'',distance oneacbsidethe truesun ; W the white par-

helion, at tjO° distance from the true sun ; LA the luminous almi-

cantar; and HO the horizon. Various hypotheses have been

framed bv philosophers to account for this phsnomenon, particu-

hirlv bv M. .Mariotte, Descartes, and Uuygens. None ot them,

however, are satisfactory ; but readers who wish to become ac

quainled with them may consult Uuygei/s dissertation ondus sub-

ject in Smith's Optics, booki. ch. 11, Mussenbroeck s iitroduc-

"tion, &c. vol. xi. p. 1038, &c. 4to. but especially Dr. l-riestley s

History of Vision, Light, and Colours, vol. u. p. 6l3,&c.

PARIA, or NEW ANDALUSLV,.^ couuti;> of 1 erra I'lrma

3 M *
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ill S. America ; boundeil on tlic N. by llie Noitli Sea; E. by Su-

rinam ; S. !-v Guiana, and \V. by New Granada and the Carac-

«as. See Andalusia, Nlw. Cuniana is the capital. See Cu-

MAMA. . .

Paria, a district ol S. Am.-rica, in La Plata, beginning 210

miles N. W. of llie city of La Plata, and extending I'iO miles.

The climate is loWl, and the soil barren ; but it has silver-m:iies,

and abounds with catile. Its chee^e is uuith esteemed, and ex-

porled through all the provinces of Peru.

Paria.s Chro-^hcle. See Arundelias NL-vRBLts.

Pariam Makble, in the natural history of tlie ancients, the

white marble used then, aiid to this day, for carving statues, &c.

and called by us at this time statuary nvirble.

PAUIANA, in botany, a genus of the moncEcia polyandria

class and order. Male, liowei-s in whorls, forming spikes ; calyx

two-valved ; corolla two-valved, larger than (he cal)X ; filaments

forty : female, flowers solitary in each whorl ; calyx two-^a^cd ;

corolla two-valved, less than the calvx ; stigmas two; seed three-

cornered, inclosed. There is but one species, viz. P. campestri.s, a

native of the woods in the island of Cayenne.

PARIAS, or PEUREAS, a tribe of Hindoos, so peculiarly

degraded beyond all other.-, that they live by themselves in the

out-skirls of towns: and in the country, build their houses apart

from the villages, or rather have villages of tlieir own, furnished

\»ith wells ; for thev dare not fetch water from those which other

families make use of ; and lest these latter should inadvertently go

to one of theirs, they are obliged to scatter the bones of dead cat-

tle about their wells, that they may be known. They dare not in

cities pass throngih the streets where the Braminslive ; nor set toot

in the villages where they dwell ; nor enter a temiile, either of

their god Wistnow or Eswara ; because they are held impure.

They get their bread by sowing, digging, and building the walls

of m'udhouses ; most of' those inhabited by the common people

being raised by these Parias ; who do all such kinds of dirly work

as other |« opie will not meddle with.

PAUIETARIA, Pellitory OF the Wall; a genus of the

monoecia order, and polygamia class of plants ; natural order, Sca-

bndx. Two hermaphrodite tlowers, and one female Howcr in a

flat six-leaved involucre; calyx four-cleft; corolla none; style

«jne ; seed one, superior, elongated : liermal)hroditc, stamina

four: female, stamina none. There are ten species. P. Ofrici-

nalis, or Pellitory of the Wall, is delineated in Plate CXXIX-
PARiETES, in anatomy, a term used for the inclosures or

niembranes that slop up or close the hollow paits of the body ;

especially those of the heart, the thorax, ^*>.-. The parietes of the

two ventricles of the heart are of uneipial strength and thickness
;

the left exceeding the right, because of its ofTice, which is to force

the blood through all parts of the body; whereas the right only
drives it through the lungs.

PAR I LI A. See Pales.
PAUILLA, or SANTA PARILLA. a town of Peru, in

Lima, jO miles S. of Truxillo, ami 230 N. W. of Lima. Lou.
77. 50. W. Lat. a. 36. S.

PARINA CANCH A, a province of Peru, S. of Guamanga
;

fertile in corn and fruits, and abounding with cattle, as well as

wilh gold and silver mines.
,

Pabina Cocas, a province of Lima, 75 miles long; which
also abounds with gold and silver mines, pastures, cattle, corn,
and fruits.

PARIS, in fabulous history, the son of Priam, king of Troy,
by Hecuba ; also named Alexander. He was de( reed, even be-
fore his birlh,' to become the ruin of his country ; ancl when his

jiiother, in the first months of her pregnancy, had dreamed that

siie should bring forth a (ore h which would set fire to her palace,
the soulhsayeis foretold Uie calamities which were to be expected
from the imprudence of her future soii,and which would end in the
ruin of Troy. Priam,to prevent so great a calamity, ordered hisslave

Archelaus to destroy the child as soon as he was i)orn. The slave

only exposed the child on mount Ida, where the shepherds of the

place fdUiul him, and educated him %s their own. At the mai-
i-iage of Peleus and Thetis, Ate, the goddess of discord, who had
not been invited to partake of the entertainment, shewed her dis-

pleasure, by throwing into the assembly of the gods who were at

the celebration of the nuptials, a goUlen apple, on which were
wriUen tliie words Let H Ue given to tb* fair.e4. All the god-

desses claimed it as their own ; the contention at first became ge-

neral ; but at last only three, Juno, Venus, and Minerva, wished
to dispute their respective right to beauty. The gods, unwilling

to become arbiters in an atfair so delicate in its nature, appointed
Paris to adjudge the prize. '^Jlie goddesses appeared belore their

judge without covering or ornament, and each endeavoured by
promises to influence his judgement. Juno promised him a king-

dom ; Minerva, wisdom and military glory ; and Venus the fairest

woman in the world for his wife. [Ovid. Heroid. 17, v. I'S.]

After he had heard their several claims and promises, Paris ad-
judged the prize to Venus, and gave her the golden apple. '1 his

decision drew upon the judge and his family the rebcntmeiit of
the two other goddesses, which terminated in the destruction of
Troy. He died about 1188 B. C.

Paris,^ Matthew, one of the best English historians, from
William the Conqueror to the latter end of the reign of Henry IH.
Leland, his original biographer, informs us, that he was a monk of
St. Alban's, and that he was sent by Pope Innocent to reform the
monks of die convent at Holm in Norway. Bishop Bale adds,
that, on account of his extraordinary gilts, he was much esteemed
by Henry HI. who ordered him to write the history of his reign.

Fuller makes liim a native of Cambridgeshire, and says, he was
sent by the Pope to visit the monks in the diocese ot IS'onvich.

Paris died in the monastery of St. Alban's in 1259.

Paris, in geography, the ca])ilal of France: is situated on the
river Seine, in the department of Paris, and late isle of France.
It derives its modern name from the ancient Parish ; and is sup-
posed to have h.id the Latin name of I.utelia, from Lutwn, mud,
the place where it now stands having been anciently very marshy
and muddy. Ever since the reign of Hugh Capet, that is, for

above 800 years, this city has been the usual residence of the

kings of France ; it is of a circular form, and, including the sub-

urbs, about 15 English miles in circumference. The number
of its inhabitants is computed at above 800,000 ; that of its streets

above 1000; and that of its houses upwards of 24,000, exclusive of
the public structures of all sorts. Its greatest defect is the want
of good water. 1 he streets are narrow, but w ell-built, paved,

and lighted. The number of churches, hospitals, market-places,

fountains, gates, and bridges, in this city is very great ; besides the

National Institute, which supplies the place of the late academies,
public libraries, &lc. and above 100 hotels, some of them very
stately. Paris is usually divided into three parts: 1. the town,
which is the largest, situated on the north side of the river Seine.

2. the citv, much the least, but the most ancient, consisting of
three little islands in the middle of the Seine. 3. The university,

which l.es on the south side of tiie river. Paris is 70 miles S. of
Rouen, 265 S. E. ol London, 625 N. W. of Vienna, and 630
N. E. of Madrid. Lon. 2. 25. E. Lat. 48. 50. N.

Paris, a department of France, containing the capital with it*

suburbs, and a circuit of about three miles round it.

Paris', Herb Paris, or True-Love ; in botany, a genus of '

the trigynia order, and octandria class of plants ; natural order,

Sarmentaceae. Calyx four-leaved ; petals four, narrower; berry
four-celled. There' is but one species, viz. P. quadrifolia, herb
Paris, true love, or one-berry.

Paris, Plaster of. See Plaster. «
PARISH, the precinct of a parochial cliurch, or a circuit of

ground inliabited by people vilio belong to one church, ancl

are under the particular charge of its minister. The word
comes from -aa^itMo. habitation ; of "«;», near, and omof, house. Du
Cange observes, that the name =r(t{«i!<"re was anciently given to the

whole territory of a bishop, and derives it from neighbourhood
;

because the primitive Christians, not daring to assemble openly in

cities, were forced to meet secretly in neighbour-houses. In tht
ancient church there was one large edifice in each city for the
people to meet in ; and this they called parochia, parish. But the-
signification of the \Tbrd was afterwards enlarged, and meant a
diocese, or the jurisdiction of a bishop, consisting of sevtral

churches. In every parish in England, the pai-son hath a parish-

clerk under him, who is the lowest officer of the church. These
were formerly clerks in orders, and their business at first was to
officiate at the altar ; for which they had a competent maintenance
by offerings; but they are now laymen, and have certain fees with
the parson on christenings, marriages, burials, &c. besides wages
for their maintcnauce. The law looks upon Uiem as ofllcers fgp

t iife

:
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il'e : and ihev are chosen by the minister of the parish, unless there

's a custom for the parishioners or churchwardens to cl)oose them ;

in which case tlie canon cannot abrogate such custom ; and when
chosen it is to be signified, and Ihey are to be sworn into tlieir nf-

tice bv the archdeacon, for which the court of king's bench will

grant a mandamus.
PARIS!, ancient Brit ;ns, who inhabited the countries now

called Durham, Westmoreland, and CumbeVJtiud.

PARISH, an ancient people of Gallia Celtica, who inhabited

the couuuy about the Seijuana and Marona, since called the Isle

of France.

P.^Risii, an ancient people of Britain, who had the Briganles

on the N. and W. the German Sea on the E. and tlie Cloritaiii on

the S. from whom they were separited by the Humber. They
inhabited the district now called Holderness, in Yorkshire.

PARIUM, in ancient geography, a noble city of Mysia Minor,

with a port on the Pro|)ontis ; called Adrastia by Homer, accord-

in" to Pliny ; but Siraho distinguishes them : according to others,

it IS the Pa'est'js of Homer.
PARK, 'ipearruc, Six. pare, Fr.] a piece of ground inclosed

and stored with wild beasts of chase, which a man may have by
prescription or the king's grant. No man can erect a park

without licence under the broad seal ; for the common law does

not encourape matter of pleasure, which brings no proht to the

commonweaith. But there may be a park in reputation erected

without any lawful warrant ; and the owner may bring his action

against persons kilTuig his deer. To a park three things are re-

quired. 1. A grant thereof. 3. Inclosures by pale, wall, or

hedge. 3. Beasts of a park ; such as the buck, doe, &c. And
where all the deer are destroyed, it shall no more be counted a

park ; for a park consists of verf, venison, and inclosure : and if it

IS determined in any of them, it is a total dispai king. Parks as

well as chiises are subject to the common law, and are not go-

verned by the forest-laws.

Park of Provision's, in military affairs, the place where the

sutlers pitch their tent in the rear, and sell their provisions to the

soldiers. Likewise that place where the bread-waggons are drawn

up, and where the troops receive their ammunition-bread, being

the store of the army.
Park, also signifies a large net, place<l on the brink of the sea,

with only one entrance, which is next the shore, and wliich is left

dry by the ebb of the tide ; so that the tish having once entered

cannot escape.

PARKER, Hekry, Lord Morley, a noble author, who flou-

rished in the reign of Henry VUI. and wrote several works, a list

of which may be seen in Mr. Walpole's (or Lord Orford's) Cata-

logue of Royal and Noble Authors, vol. 1. He was one of the

barons, who signed the memorable letter to Pope Clement Vi I.

threatening him with the loss of his supremacy in England, unless

he proceeded to dispatch the king's divorce against Queen Ca-
therine.

PARKHURST, Johm, a learned divine and lexicographer,

born at London ; and educated at Cbre Hall, Cambridge ; of

which he was admitted fellow in 1751, and look his degrees of

A. B. and A.M. He settled at Epsom in Surrey ; was the inti-

mate friend of Bishop Home, and, like him, adopted tiie opinions

of Plulchinson. He published, 1. A Greek and English Lexicon,

4to. 2. A. Hebrew and English Lexicon, 4to. both of which are

very useful. 3. An Answerto Dr. Priestley on the pre-exi,tence

(if Christ. He died in 1797.

PARKINSON, John, an eminent English botanist, born in

1567. He was the first who singly described and figured the

subjects of the flower-garden. His Theatrum Bolanicum con-

tained a more copious history of medicinal plants than any former

publication; but the title of "his first work included a pun upon

Ills name ; viz. Paradisi in Sole Paradisus Terrestrius : ?'. f
.

Park-

in-Sun's Terrestrial Paradise.

PARKINSONIA, so called in honour of the English botanist

Parkinson; a genus of the monogynia order, and decandria class

of plants; natural order, I.omcntaceae. Calyx five-cleft; petals

five, ail oval except the lowest, which is reniform ; there is no

style ; the legumen moniliform, or like strong beads. There is

but one species, P. aculeata, prickly Parkinsonia, a native of Ja-

jjiaica, where it is called the Jerusalem thorn.

PARLEY, in war, a conference with au enemy. Hence, to

beat or sound a parley, is to give a signal for holding such a con-
ference by beat of drum, or sound of trumpet.
PARL'lAM ENT, the grand assembly of the three slates of this

kii.gdom, sunanoned together by the king's authority, toconsider
of n-.alters relating to the public welfare, parlitularly to enact and
rejx; I laws. The original or first inslilul.on of parliament lies so far

hidiitn in the dark ages of antiipj ty, that the tracing of it out is

equally difficult and uncertain. The word parliament is, compa-
ratively, of modern date ; derived from the French, purler, i.rd

signifying tli^,' place where they met and spoke, or conferred toge-

ther. Itwasiiist applied to general assen>blies of the states under
Lev/is VII. in France, about the middle of the ICth century.

But it is Certain, that long before the Norniau coniiuest, all ni_t-

tei's of importance were debated and settled in the gre.;t councils

of the realm ; a practice which seems to have been universal

among the northern nations, |)articularly the Geimans ; and carried

by them into all '.he countries of Europe, which tliey over-ran at

llie dissolution of the Roman empire. Relics oftiiis coriStitutioii

under various modifications and changes, are still to be met with

in the diets of Poland, Germany, and Sweden, and formerly in the

assembly of the states in France : for what was there lately called

the parliament, was only the supreme court of justice, consisting

of the peers, certain dignified ecclesiastics, and judges; which was

neither in practice, nor supposed to be in theory, a general coun-

cil of the realm. In England, this general council has been In Id

immemorially, under the several names of michel synolh, or great

council ; michel gemote, or great meeting ; and more frequently

wittena gemote, or, the meeting of wisemen. It was also styled in

Latin, commune concilium regni, magnum concilium regis, curia,

magna, conventus magnatunj vel procerum assisa generalis, and

sometimes communitas regni Anglia;. We have instances of its

meeting to order the affairs of the kingdom, to make new laws,,

and to amend the old, or as Fleta expresses it, novis injuriis emer-

sisnova constituere reuiedia, so early as the reign of Ina king of

the West Saxons, Offa king of the Mercians, and Ethelbert king

of Kent, in the several kingdoms of the heptarchy. And it is ge-

nerally agreed, that, in the main, the constitution of parliament, as

it now stands, was marked out so long ago as the 17th year of King

John, A. D. 1215, in the great charter granted by that princ«;

wherein he promises to summon all archbishops, bisliO])s, abbots,

earls, and greater barons, personally ; and all other tenants in chief

under the crown, by the sheriff and bailiffs ; to meet at a certain

place, with 40 days notice, to assess aids and scutages when ucces-

safy. See Magna Charta.
Parliament, AsstMDUNG op. The parliament is regularly

summoned by the king's writ or letter, issued out of chancery by

advice of the'privy-cuuncil, at least 40 days before it begins to sit.

It is a branch of the royal prerogative, that no parliament can be

convened by its own authority, or by tiie authority of any, except

the king alone. And this prerogative is tounded upon very good

reason.
°

For, supposing it had a right to meet spontaneously, with-

out bein" called together, it is impossible to conceive that all the

members', of each of the houses, would agree unanimously upon

the proper time and place of meeting; and if half of the mem-

bers met, and half absented themselves, who shall determine

which is really the legislative body, the part assembled, or that

which stays away .' It is therefore necessary that the parliament

should be called together at a determinate lime and place ; and,

highly becoming its dignity and independence, that it should be

called to<rether bv none but one ot its own const;tuep.t parts :
and,

of the three constituent parts, this office can only appertain to llie

king, as he is a single person, whose will may be unitorm and

steady • the first person in the nation, beingsuperior to both houses

in di'^nity, and the only branch of the legislature that h;is a separate

existence, and is capable of performing any act at a time when no

parliament is in being.
,i i

• •

Parliam-^nt, Constituent Parts of. These are, the king s

maiesty sitting there in his royal political capacity, and the three

estates of the realm ; the lords spiritual, the lords temporal (who

sit together with the king in one house), and the commons, who

sit by themselves in another. And the king and these three estates

together form the great corporation or body politic of the king-

doin of which the king is said to be caput, principium, et linis.

For upon theii comingfogether the king meets them, either in per-

son or by representation; without which there can be no bcsinniiig
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of a iMirliaiiieiU ; ami lie alio lias alone the jiower of tlissolxMiig

them. It is higlily neci.-ssary for preserving tlie balance of trie

constitution, tluU tl'ie eNeCiitive power slunihl be a bran.li, tliouuh

not the whole, of the lei^islatnre. The total union of them would

be productive of tyranny ; the total disjunction of them, fc;- the

present, would in' tlie "end produce the same elfects, by c. using

that union against which il seems to provide. The legislature

would soon liecome tyrannical, by making continual eniroach-

nient?, and gradually assuming to' itself the rights of the execu-

tive power. Thus the long parliament of Ciiarles I. while it acted

in a con'^titutional manner, with tlie royal concurrence, redressed

many heavy grievances and established many salutary laws. Rut

wliti'i the two houses assumed the power ot legislation, in exclu-

sion of the royal authority, tliey soon after assumed likewise the

reins of administration; and, in consequence of these united

powers, overturned both church and state, and established a worse

oppression than any they pretended to remedy. To hinder there-

fore any such encroachments, the king is himself a part ol the par-

liament ; and as this is the reason of his being so, very properly

therefore the share of legislation which the constitution has piuceii

in the crown, consists in the power of rejecting, rather than resolv-

ing ; this being sufficient to answer the end prcposed. For we may
apply to the royal negative, in this instance,what Cicero ob-.ervcs

of the negative of the Roman tribunes, that the crown has not any

power of doing wrong, but merely of preventing wrong from

being done. The crown cannot Iwgin of itself any alterations

in ill.- present established law; but il may approve or disapprove

of the alterations suggested and consented to by the two houses.

'I'he legislature llieretore cannot abridge the executive power
of any rights which it now has by law, without its own con-

sent ; since the law must perpetually stand as it now does, unless

all the powers.will agree to alter it. And herein indeed consist-

the true excellence of the British government, that all the parts ot it

form a mutual check upon each other. In the legislature, the

people are a check upon the nobility, and the nobility a check

upon the people, by the mutual privilege of rejecting what the

ether has resolved; while the king is a check upon both, whicii

preserves the executive power from encroachments. And this very

executive power is again checked and kept within the bounds t)y

• the two houses, through the privilege they have of inquiring into,

impeaching, and punishing, the conduct (not indeed of the king,

which would destroy his constitutional independence ; but which
is more beneficial to the public) of his evil a;iid pernicious coun-
sellors. Thus every branch of our civil polity supports and is sup-

ported, regulates and is regulated, by the rest : for the two houses

naturally drawing in two directions of opposite interest, and the

prerogative in another still dilt'erent from them both, they nuituallv

keep each other from exceeding their proper limits ; while the

whole is prevented from separation, and arlilicially connected to-

gether by the mixed nature of the crown, which is a |)art of the

legislative, and the sole executive magistrate. Like three distinct

powers in mechanics, they jointly impel the machine of govern-
ment in a dir. ction dilierent from what either, acting by itself,

would have done; but at the same time in a direction partaking
of each, and formed out of all; a direction which constitutes the

true line of the liberty and happiness of the cominunity. See the
articles King, Lorbs, and Commons.

Parliamknt, Method oi' Making Laws in. The metliod
of (jroceeding, in enacting laws, is rviuch the same in both houses;
cacii house has its speaker. The speaker of the house of lords,

Mtiosc office it is to preside there, and manage the formality of

business, is the lord chancellor, or keeper of the king's great seal,

or any other ai)pointed by the king's commission: and if none be
so appointed, the house of lords (it is said) may elect. The
speaker of the house of commons is chosen by tlie house ; but
must be approved by the king. And herein the usage of the two
Iioiises diHi'is, that the speaker of the house of coniinons cannot
give his opinion, or argue any question, in the house; but the

sneaker of the house of lords, if a lord of parliament, may. In each
house the act of the majority binds the whole; and this majority

is decl.ircd by voles openly and |)ublicly given.

Parliament, Method of Proroguing, Adjourning, and
Disso'lving. 1. An adjournBient is no more than a continuance

of the session from one day to another, as the word signilies ; and
tiiis is done by tli.- autlicirity of each house separately every day ;

|

and sometimes for a fortnight or a month together, as art Christmsa

or Easter, or upon other particular occasions. But the adjourn-

ment of one liouse is no adjournment of the other. It has also

been usual, when his Majesty hath signified his pleasure that both

or either of the houses should adjourn themselves to a certain day,

to ^;bey tlie king's pleasure so signified, and to adjourn accord-

ingly. Otherwise, besides the indecorum of a refusal, a prorogation

wuuld assuredly lollow/ ; which would often be very inconvenient

to both public and private business. F'or prorogation puts an end
to the session; and then such bills as are only begun, and not per-

fected, must be resumed de novo (if at all) in a subsequent session ;

whereas, after an adjournment, all things continue in tlie same slate

as at the time of adjournment made, and may be proceeded on
on without any fresh comnuncement. '-'. A prorogation is the

continuance ot the parliament from one session to another ; as sii

adiournmeiit is a conlinuation of the session from day to day. This
is done l)y the royal authority, expressed either by the lord chan-
cellor in his maje.--ty's presence, or by commission from the crown,
or frequently by proclamation. Both houses are necessarily pro-

rogued at the same time ; it not being a prorogation oi the house
of lords or commons, but of the parliament. 3. A dissolution is

the civil death ot the p rliament ; and this may be efiected three

ways : I . liy the kind's w ill, expressed either in person or by re-

presentation. For as the king ha* the sole right ot convening the

parliament ; so also it is a branch of the royal prerogative, that he
iiu.y (whenever he pleases) prorogue the parliament for a lime, or
put a final period to its existence. 2. A parliament may be dii-

solved by the demise ot the crown This dissolution formerly hap-
pened iuimedia p|y upon the death of the reigning sovereign : for

he being cons dered in law as the head of the parliament, (caput,

principium, et finis,) th..t failing, the whole body was liel.i to be
extinct. But the calling a new parliament immediately on the in-

auguration ot the successor being found inconvenient, and dangers
beini; apprehended from having no parliument in being in case of

a disputed succession, it was enacted by the statutes 7 and .S \V.

III. c. 104, and 6 Ann c. 7, that the parliament in being shall con-
tinue for SIX months alter the death of any king or queen, unless

sooner prorogued or dissolved by the successor ; that if the parlia-

ment be, at the lime of the king's death, separated by adjournment
or prorogation, it shall notwithstanding assemble immediately; and
tliat if no parliament is iheii in being, the members of the last par-

liament shall assemble, and be again a parliament. 4. Lastiv, a
parliament may be dissolved or expire by length of time, 'file

utmost extent of time that the same parliament was allowed to sit,

by the statute tj W. and M. c. 3, was three years: after the expi-

ration of which, reckoning from the return of the first summons,
ihe parliament was to have no longer continuance. But by slat.

1 Geo. I. St. 2, c. 3S, (in order, prolessedly, to prevent the great

and continued expences of frequent electiniis, and the violent heats

and animosities conse<|Uent thereupon, and for the peace and se-

curity of the government then just recovering from the late rebel-

lion,) this Icnn was prolonged to seven years ; and, what alone is

an instance of the vast authority of parliament, the very same house
that was cliQsen for three years, enacted its own coiilinuance for

seven. So that, as our constilutton now stands, the parliament

must expire, or die a natural death, at the end of every seventh
year, if not sooner dissolved by the royal prerogative.

Parliament, Pecvliar Forms Observed in. In the liouse

of lords, the princes of the blood sit by itiemselves on the sides of
the throne ; at the wall, on the king's right liand, the two arch-

bishops sii by themselves on a form. Below them, the bishops of
London, Durham, and W^inchester, and all the father bishops, sit

according to the priority of their consecration. On the king's left

hand the lord treasurer, lord president, and lord privy-seal, sit

upon forms above all dukes, except the royal blooil ; then the
dukei, marquisses, and earls, according to their creation. Across
the room are wool-sacks, continued trom an ancient custom ; and
the chancellor, or keeper, being of course the 5[)caker of the liouse

if lords, sits on the fiiat wool-sack before the throne, with the great

seal or mace lying by him ; below these are forms for the vis-

counts and barons. On the other wool-sacks are sealed tlie judges,
masters in chancery, and king's council, who are only to give their

advice in points of law ; but they all stand up till the king gives
them leave to sit. 2. The commons sit promiscuously ; only (ha
speaker has a chair at the upper end of the house, and the clerk and

his
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his assistant sit at tlie table near him. Wlicri a member ot llip

house of .comiT.oiis speaks, he stands up uncovered, and directs bis

speech to the speaker only. If w hat be says be answered by
another, lie is not allc ved to reply the same day, unless
personal retlections have been cast upon him : but when the
commons, in order to have a gieater freedom of debate, have re-

solved themselves into a committee of the wiiole house, every
member may speak to a question as often as lie thinks necessary.
In tlie house of lords they vote, beginwing at the puisne, or lowest
baron, and so up orderly to the highest, every one answering Con-
tent or not Content. In llie lionse of conniions they vote by veas
and nays; and if it be dubious which.are the greater number, the
bouse divides. If the question be about bringing any thing into

the house , the yeas go out ; but if it be about any tiling the house
already has, the nays go out. In all divisions the speaker a]>point3

four tellers, two of each opinion. In a committee of the whole
house, they divide by changing sides, the yeas taking the right

and the nays the left of the chair ; and then there are but two tel-

lers. If a bill pass one house, and the other demur to it, a con-
ference is deman led i;i the painted chainber, where certain mem-
bers are deputed from each house; and here tlie lords sit covered,
and the conimons stand bare, and debate the case. If they
(li-agree, the atTair is mill ; and if they agree, this, with the other
bills that havi- passed both houses, is brought down to the king in

the house of lords who comes thither clothed in iiis royal robes
;

before him the clerk ot the parliament reads the title of each bill,

and as he reads, the clerk of the crown pronounces the roval assent

or dissent. If it be a public bill, the royal assent is given in these

words, Le roy le vent, 'I'he king will have it so ; if private, Soit

fait comme il est desir^, Let the request be complied with; if the
king refuses the bill, the answer is Le roy s'avisera. The king will

tinnk of it ; and if it be a money-bill, the answer is, Le lov re-

ntere ie ses lo\ anx stiji-ts, accepte leur benevolence, & aussi le

vent ; The king thanks his loyal subjects, accepts their benevo-
lence, Mud therefore grai>tshis consent.

Pakliament, thk High Court of, is the supreme court in

the kingdom, not only for the making, but also for the execution,

of laws ; bv the trial of great and enormous oll'entlers, whether
lords or tumiijoners, in the method of parliamentary impeachment.
As for acts of parliament to attaint particular persons of treason or

felon\ , or to inflict pains and penalties, beyond or contrary to the

con:iiion law, to serve a special purpose, we speak not of them
;

being to all intents and purposes new laws, made pro re nata, and
by no means an execution of such as are already in being. But
an impeachment beforellie lords by the commons of Great Britain,

in parliament, is a prosecution of the already known and established

law, and has been frequently put in practice; being a present-

ment to the nio>t high and supreme court of criminal jurisdiction

bv the most solemn ijrand inquest of the whole kingdom. A com-
iiioncr cannot, however, be impeached before the lords for any

capital oll'eiice, but only for any high misdemeanor, a peer may
be impeached for any crime. And they usually (in case of any
impeachment of a peer for treason) address the crown to appoint a

lord high steward, for the greater dignity and regularity of their

|)rocee(iings ; which high steward was formerly elected by the

peers themselves, though he was generally commissioned by the

king; but it hath of late years been strenuously maintained, that

the apjjointment of a high steward in such cases is not indis-

pensably necessary, but that the house may proceed without

one.

PARMA, a duchy or province of Italy, bounded on the N. by

the Po; on tlieN. E. by the late Mantuan, now the department

of the Mincio, on the E. by the late duchy of Modeiia, now the

department of Paiiaro, in the same republic ; on the S. by Tus-

cany ; and on the W. by the duchy of Placentia. The air is very

wholesome, on which account the inhabitants live to a great age.

The soil is very fertile, in corn, wine, oil, and lietnp ; the pastures

feed a great number of .-attle, and the cheese is in very high

esteem. Heie are considerable mines of copper atid. silver, and

plenty of truflles.

Parma, an ancient, rich, populous, and handsome city of Italy,

capital of the above dtichy, 3'2 miles S. \\'. of Mantua; liO S. E.

of .Milan, and (iO S. E. of Cremona. Lon. 10. 30. E. Lat.44.

47. N.
Parma, a river of Ilaly, which vises in the S. part of the duchy,

near Etruria, and falls into the Po, near Viadana.
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PARMLMDLS, an ancient Greek philosopher, born in Elis-
about b. C. 503. He studied under Xenophancs, or Anaxi-
mander. lie taught that there were only two elements, fire and
earth

;
and that the first generation of men was produced from the

sun. Along with these and other absurdities, he taught some iihi-
osophical truths. He first discovered that the earth^is round, but
he placed it, like Ptolemy, in the centre of the Solar Sy<item. lie
put his system into verse; and Eragments of it were collected by
Henry Stephans, and published under the title of De Poesi Pln-
losophica.

PAK.M ESAN, the duchy of Parma, in its most extensive sense ;
including not only the city and duchy of Parma Proper, but also
thoseofGu-.istaila and Placentia. It extends 40 miles bom N to
S. and from 30 to 4S, from E. lo W. This country once formed
a small republic ; btit afterwards fell successively utnier the pupes,
the emperors, the lUikes of Milan, and the French.
Parhesax Chelse, a sort of cheese much esteemed among

the Italians ; so named from the duchy of Parma where it is made,
and whence it is conveyed to various parts of Europe.

PAl{i\ASSI,\, fiRAss OF Parnassus ; in botany, a genus of the
tetragyiiia order, and pentandria class of plants. Calyx five- parted

;

petals five; nectaries five, cordate, ciliate, with globular apexes;
capsule four-valved. There is but one species, viz. P. palustris]
common marsh parnassia.

PARNASSUS, in ancient geography, a mountain of Phocis
near Delphi, and the mounts of Citha-ron and Helicon, with two
tops; the one called Cirrha, sacred to Apollo; and the other Nisa,
sacred to Bacchus. It was covered with bay-trees, and originally
called Larnassus from Deucalion's larnax or ark, thither conveyed
bythetlood; alter the flood, Parnassiis ; from Har Nahas, chang-
ing the h into p, the hill ol divination or augury ; tiie oracle of
Delphi slanding at its foot.

'

PA K0D1C.\I, DEGK EES, is an equation, a term used lo de-
note the sever.il regular terms in a quadratic, cubic, biquadralic,

!
iVc. e(|uation, whi'ii the inilices of the powers ascend or descend
orderly in an ari,thmetical progression. Thus x'- -j- tn 3--j- ?; x =;
a cubic ecpiation, where no term is wantinu, but having all its mr
rodic degrees ; the indices ot tiie terms reiiularlv dtsceudin" thus
3,2,1,0.
PARODY, [TrajjJia,] a kind of writing, in which the words of

an author or his thoughts are taken, and by a slight change adapted
to some new purpose.

Parody is also used for a popular maxim, ailage, or pro
verb.

Parody, in poetry, consists in applying the verses written on
one subject, by way of ridicule, to another; or m turning a seri-

ous work into a burlesque, by affecting to observe as near a? pos-
sible the same rhimes, words, and cadences. The parody was
first set on foot by the Gretk'^ ; fronj whom we borrow the

name.
PARO-UOTUN, a town of Chinese Tartary : 288 miles

N. N. E. of Peking. Lon. US. ,)8, E. Lat. 44. 2. N.
PAROL, oi PAROLE, in law, is used for a plea in court:

sometimes this word is joined with the term lease; thus lea<e-pa-.

role denotes a lease by word of mouth, in order to distinguish it

from a lease in writing.

Parol-arrest signifies an arrest by word of mouth, where au-

thorised to be made ; as in the case of a breach of the peace, com-
mitted in a justice of the peace's presence, he may thereon ver-

bally order the olTender to be arrested.

Parol-demurker is said to be a privilege allowed to an infant

that is issued in relation to lands, which came to him by descent,

when the court will give judgement, that the suit shall remain or

continue, until the infant arrives at full age, viz. twenty-one

years.

Parole, is aNo a word given out every day in orders by (he

commanding olliccr, both in camp and garrison, in order to tnow
friends from enemies. '

PARONOM.VSIA, [3rajovo..i»<r.a,] a rhetorical figure, in which,

by the change of a letter or syllable, several things are alluded to.

It is called, in Latin, agnominatio; it also signifies a pun. See.

Oratory.
PARONYCHIA, [t«=luvjx"<,] the Whitlow ; in surgery, an ab- ,.

scessat the end of the lingers. According as it is situated more or

less deep, it i.< differently denominated, and divided into species.

PAROQUE'l'. See Psittacu,.

3 N PAROREI.\,
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PAKORF.IA, in ancient ot-ographv: 1. A to.ui of Timice,

near mount H.muH : (I.iv. 39, ';. '.'T.) J. A town oi Pelopon-

re-^us : 3. A district of Plirvgi;!.

PAROS, in ancient geosnpliv. an islam! of the .Egean sea, one

of the C'vclaclcs, 38 mile^ from Del..» ; anciently c;illed Paclve ftiicl

Minoa;'also Uemttria^, Zacvmhus Hyria, llylessea, ami Ca-

barnis. Tt wa> the conntry of Archilociins, t!ie Linibi(; poet, and

famon5 for its white marble, called lychnites, because dng with

lamps.

Pahos, the metropolis of the above island, lies on the \\ . coast.

Lon. <J5. 44. !:. I.at. 37. 8. N.
PAROTID, f'"'-:-'^"';, i!«j» aniU™,] salivary gands: so named

becLUise nc^ir the ears. Sec A.vatomv.
PAKOl IS, (r«=u1.;,] a tumonr in the glandules bpliind and

about the ears, generally cailod llie eniunctories of the brain

;

tho\igh, indeed, they are the external fonnlains of l!ie saliva of the

nionlh.

PAROXYSNf, i'^t^'^vT/Az;,'] in meriicine, the severe fit of a

disease, under which it grows higher, or exasperates, as of the gout.

Sec. It is also used for the access or return of a disease that inter-

mits, as an ai^ue, cVr.

PARQUIMANS, a county of N. Carolina, in Edenton dis-

trict, hounded on the N. by Virginia.

P.\RR, '1'homas, or Old Parr, a remarkable Englishman, who
lived in the reigns of ten kings and queens. He was the son of

John Parr, a husbandman of Winiiington, in the parish of Alder-

bury, Salop. Following the profession of his father, he laboured

liard. and lived on coarse fare. Being taken up to London by the

E. of Arundel, the journey proved fatal to him ; owing to the al-

teration in his diet, to the change of the air, and his general mode
of life, he lived but a very short time, though one Robert Saniber

says, in his work, entituled Long Livers, that Parr lived 16 years

after his presentation to Charles II. He was buried in Westminster

Ahbev. The following summary of his life is from Oldy's MS.
notes on Fuller's Worthies: " Old Parr was born 1483; lived at

home until irjOO, at. 17, when ho went out toservice. 1518, a;t. 35,

relumed home from his master. 1522, a-t. 39, spent four years en

the remainder of his father's lease. 1543, xt. 6i>, ended the first

lease he renewed of Mr. Lewis Porter. 1563, a;t. SO, married

Jane, daughter of John Taylor, a maiden ; by whom he had a son

ami a daughter, who both died very young. 1564, a-t. 81, ended
the second lease which he renewed of Mr. John Porter. 1585,

xt. 102, ended the third lease he had renewed oi Mr. Hugh Porter.

1588, St. 105, did penance in AUlerbury church, for Iving with

Catharine Milton, and getting her with chiW. 1595, a-t. 112, he
buried his wife Jane, after they had lived 32 years together. 1605,

a;t. 122, having lived 10 years a widower, he married Jane, widow
of Anthony Adda, daughter of Jolm Lloyd of Gilsells in Mont-
gomeryshire, who survived him. 1635, a?t. 153 and nine months,
be died ; after they had lived together 30 years, and after 50 years
possession of his last lease."

PAR R A, in ornithology, a genus of birds of the order grails ;

the characters of which are: Bill tapering, a little obtuse ; nostrils

oval, situated in the middle of the bill ; forehead covered with
fleshy caruncles, lobated ; wings small, spinous. There are 16
species.

P. Chavaria is about the size of a dunghill-cock, and stands a

foot and a half from Ifhe ground. The bill is of a dirty white co-
lour ; the upptT mandible similar to that in a dunghill-cock ; the
nostrils are ohlon:;, pervious on both sides, at the base of the bill,

is a red membrane, which extends to the temples.

PARRAMATTA, a town of New South Wales, settled by
British convicts, at the harbour of Port Jackson, 1 1 miles W. of
Sydne-y Cove, betwei-n Rose-hill and the landing place. In 1791,
about 1000 .u-res of the afljacent grounds were in cultivation ; and
the soil is good. Lon. 151. 39. E. Lat. 33. 50. S.

PARRELS, in a ship, are frames n.ade of trunks, ribs, and
ropes, which, having botli their ends fastened to the yards, are so
conirived as to go round about the mast, tliat the yards bv their

m> aii> may go up and down upon the mast. These also, v/ilh the
breastropes, f;is!en the v.a ds to the masts.

PAKRK r, or PED'HED, a river of Somersetshire, wliich rises

in the S. p;irt of that county, on the borders of Dorsetshire, and

strictly signifies

fall s into the Bristol channel in Bridgcwater Bay.
'ARRICIDE, Ipurricida vr patnciduj Lat.]

] the murder or murderer of a father, as matiieide does of a mother *

yet this word is ordimuily taken in both senses, and is also ex-
tended to the murder of any ne,ir relation, as husband, wife, brother,

sister, child, gr.iiidchild, uncle, &c. and even to that ot great or
sacred persons, though no way allied in blood, as a king, &c. By
the Roman law, it was punished in a severer manner than any
otiiei kind of homicide. Afler being scourged, the delinquents
were sewed up in a leathern sack, with a live dog, a cock, a viper,

and an ape, and >o cast into the sea. Solon, it is true, in lip>

laws, niaile none against parricide; appreliending it inipossibl«

lliat one should be guilty of so unnatural a barbarity. And the
Persians, according to Herodotus, entertained the same notion,
when they adjudged all persons who killed their repuleil parents to
be bastards. And upon some such reason as this must we account
for the omission of an exemplary punishment for this crime in the
English law ; wliich treat it no otherwise than as simple murder,
unless the ciiild was also the servant of the parent. For thongli

the breach of natural relation is unobserved, yet the breach of
cix il or ecclesiastic connections, when coupled with nuir<ler, de-
nominates It a new offence ; no less than a species ol treason, cdled
parva proditio, or petit trea^on ; which, however, is nothing else

but an aggravated degree of murder ; although, on account of the
violation of private allegiance, it is stipmati^ied as an inlerior spe-
cies of treason. And thus, in the ancient Gothic constitution, we
find the breach bolli of natural and civil relations ranked in the same
class with crimes against the state and sovereign. .

PARROT. See Psittacus.
PARSLEY, in botany. See Apium.
Pauslky, Bastard. See Caucalis.
Parsley, Mountain. See Athamanta.
PARSNEP, in botany. See Pastinaca.
Paksnep, Cow's. Sec Heracleum.
PARSON, one that has full possession of all the rights of a

parochial chuich. He is called parson, persona, because by his

person the church is represented ; and he is in himself a body cor-

porate, to protect and defend the rights of the cliurch (which he
personates) by a perpetual succession. He is sometimes called

the rector or governor of the church ; but the appellation ol par-
son is the most legal and most honourable title, that a parish-priest

can enjoy ; because such a one, (Sir Edward C'oke observes), and
he only, is said vicem sen personam ecclesiK gerere. A parson
lias, during his life, the freehold in himself of the parsonage-house,
the glebe, the tithes, and other dues. But these are sometimes ap-
propriated ; that is, the beiiefice is perpetually annexed to some
Spiritual corporation, either sole or aggregate, being the patron of
the living; whom the law esteems equally capable of providing
for the service of the cliurch as any single private clergvman. See
Approi'RIATION. The appropriating corporations, or religious

houses, were wont to depute one of their own body to perform
divine sfirvice, and administer the sacraments in those parishes of
which the society was thus the parson. This officiating minister

was in reality no more than a curate, deputy, or vicegerent, of the
appropriator, and therefore called vicarius, vicar. His stipend

was at the discretion of the appropriator, who was, however,
bound of common right to find somebody, qui illi de temporalibus,
episcopo de spiritualibus, debeat respondere. But this was done
in so scandalous a manner, and the parishes suflered so much by
the neglect of the appropriatoi's, that the legislator was forced to
interpose: and accordingly it is enacted, by stat. 15 Ric. 11. c. 6,
that in all appropriations of churches the diocesas bisl'.op ehall or-

dain (in proportion to the value of the church) a competent sum
to be dialributcd among the poor parishioners annually ; and that

the vicarage shall be sufficiently endowed. The parish frequently
suffered, not only by the want of divine service, but also bv with-
holding those alms, for which, among other purposes, the payment
of tithes was originally imposed: and therefore in this act a pen-
sion is directed to be distributed among the pOQr parochians, as

well as a sufficient stipend to the vicar.

P.'^RSONAGE is a rectory, or parish-church, endowed with a
glebe, house, lands, tithes, &c. for the maintenance of a minister,

with cure of souls within such parish. See Parson.
PART, \^pa)-s, lyat.] a portion of some whole considered as di-

vided or divisible.
i

Part, Aliciuant, is a quantity which, being repeated any niini-

ber of limes, becomes always cither greater or less than tiie whole.
y Thus,
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'1 lius, (ive is an aliquant part of seventeen, and nine an aliquant
part of ten, ire. The aliquant part is resolvable into aliquot parts.

Thus (ii'teen, an aliquant part of twenty, is resolvable into teii an<l

a halt, and live a fourth part of the same.
Part, Aliquot, is a quantity whicli, being repeated any num-

ber of times, becomes equal lo an integer. T'hns six is an aliquot
part of twenty-four, and live an aliquot part of thirty.

Part, Logical, is a division for whieli we are indebted to the
schoolmen. It refers to some universal as its whole; in which
senrf the species are parts of a genus, and individuals are parts of
the species

Part, Physical, is that which, though it enter the composition
of a whole, may yet be considered a part, and under its own dis-

.tinct idea ; in which sense, a continunni i, said to consist of jiarts.

Physical parts, again, are of two kinds, homogeneous and hetero-
geneous ; the first are those of the same denomination with some
other ; the secoiid nf a different one. (See Ho.mogf.nf.ous, &c.)
Parts, again, are distinguislied into subjective, es-enlial, and inte-

grant. The schoolmen were also the authors of this division.

Parts of Spefch, in grammar, are all the sorts of words which
can enter the composition of a fliscourse. See (iRaivimar, under
English Language. Mr. Home Tooke's altcin|>t to reduce
the number of the parts of speech to tlirec, nouns, verbs, and ad-
verbs, is no real improvement in grammar.

Part, in geometry and astronomy, is applied lo the division of
lines and circles, &c.

Part, Pkoportjoval, is a f)art or number agreeable and i.na-

logous to some other part or number; or a medium to find some
number or part unkiio«n, by proportion and equality of reason.

Parts. Similar, are those which are lo one another, as their

wholes are to one another.

Part, in music, denotes a piece of the score, or partition, writ-

ten by it^elf, for the conveniency of the musician ; or, it is one or

more of the successions of sounds, which make the harmony, writ-

ten apart. Or, the parts are th'- sounds made by several persons,

singing or playing in concert.

Part of Fortune, in the judicial astrology, is the lunar horo-

scope, or the point wherein the moon is, at the time when the sun

is in the ascending part of the east. The sun in the ascendant, is

supposed, according to this science, to give life, and the moon dis-

penses the radical moisture, and is one of the causes of fortune. In
horoscopes, the part of fortune is represented by a circle divided

by a cross, thus, (®). See the article Horoscope.
Part, or Dkpart, in the manege, a word u^ed to signify the

niotion'and action of a horse, when put on at full spee<l.

PARTERRES, in gardening, are of two kinds; the pl^n, and
parterres of embroidery. Plain parterres are most valuable in

England, because of the firmne?? of the English grjss-turf, which
is superior to that of anv ot!:er part of the world ; and the parterres

of embroidery are cut into shell and scroll-work, with alleys be-

tween them. An oblong, or long square, is accounted the most
jjroper figure for a parterre ; and a parterre should indeed be

always twice as long as it is broad, because, according to the laws

of perspective, a long square always sinks to a square ; and an

exact square always appears less than it really is. As to the breadth

of a parterre, it is to be propoilionable to the front of the house ;

but less than 100 feet in breadth is too little. Tiiere should be on

each side the parterre a terras-walk raised for a view, and the Hat

of the parterre between the terrases should never be more than

300 feet, at the utmost, in breadth, and about 140 feet in width,

with twice and a half that in length, which is esteemed a very good

size and proportion.

PARTHAON, in fabulous history, the son of Neptune, or of

Agenor and Epicaste; and father of Qineus, Sterope, &c. by his

wife Euryte. ,

PARTHENAY, a town of France, in the department of the

Two Sevre?, and late province of Poilou, 24 miles ^V. of Poitiers.

Lou. 0. 10. W. Lat. 47. 36. N.
Px\RTHENIUM, Bastard Feverffw, or Kiu-koa, of the

Chinese'; in botan-. , a genus of the pentandiia order, and mona-cia

class of plants; natural cider, Composita'. Male, calyx com-

mon, five-leaved ; corolla of the disk one-petaled : female, co-

rolla of the ray five ; on each side two males, with one female be-

tween, superior. There are two species, viz. P. hysterophorus,

cut-leaved parthenimii, or bastard feverfew, and P. integrifolium,

entire-leaved paitlienium.

P.^RTHIA, a celebrated empire of antiquity, bouiuKd en the
W. by Media; N. by Hyrcania, E. by Ana, S. by Carmania the
desert; surrounded on every side by mountains, w'hich still serve
as a boundary, Ihougli its name is now changed to Eyrac orirar;
and to distinguish i t "from C ha Idea, to that of Irac Agemi. By
Ptolemy it is divided into five districts, viz. Caniinsine, or Gaini-
sene, Partliyene, Clioroane, Alticene, and Tabiene. Tiie ancient
geographers enumerate many cities in this country. Ptolemy
reckons L'5 large cities; and it certainly must have been very |:c)-

pulous, since we have at counts of 2000 \illages, besides a number
of cities, in this district, being destroyed by earthquakes. Its ca-
pital was named Hecatompolis, from the ciicumstanre of its hav-
ing 100 gates. It was a noble and magiiitirent place ; and accord-
ing lo some, it still ri mains under the nan-.e pf Ispahan, the capital

of the present Persian empire. The Parthians subdued the Per-
sians, who were subject to them nearly 500 years, at length the
Persians revolted, and completely reduced them, and forced iheni
marked lo become their vassp.ls.

PARll, PAUriE, PARTY, or PAKTF.D, in heraldry, is

applie'l to a shield or escutcheon, denoting it 10 be divided or
marked out into partitions. Thus,

1. Parti per bend Dexter, is when the cut comes froui the
upper corner of the shield on the right hand, and descends a!ir>vart

to tlie opposite lower corner.

a. Parti per besd Sinister, is when the cut, coming from
the upper left corner, descends across to ihe opposite lower oi<e.

3. Parti per Fi^ss, is when the cut is across the middle from
side to side.

4. Parti per Pale, is when the shield is divided perpendicu-
larly into two halves. All these partitions, according to M. de ii

Colonlbiere, have their origin from the cuts and bruises that have

appeared on shields after engagements ; and, heii.g proofs of the

dangers to which the bearers had been exposed, tiiey gained dieiu

esteem : for which reason they were tran.^milted to posterityj and
became arms and marks of honour to their future families.

PARTICIPLE, a mode of a verb partaking of the nature of aa
adjective. See Grammar.
PARTICLE, in physiclcgv, the minute part of a body, an as-

semblage of which constitutes all natural bodies. In the new phi-

loso])hv particle is often used in the same sense with atom in the

ancient Epicurean philosophy, and corpuscle in the latter. Seme
writers, however, distinguish them; making particle on assemblage

or composition of two or more primitte and physically indivisible

atoms ; and corpuscle, or little body, "an assemblage or mass of se-

veral particles or secondary corpuscles. The distinction, however,

is of little moment; and,'a3 to most iHir|!Oses of physics, particle

may be understood a'^ synonymous u ith corpuscle. Particles are

then the elements of bodies: it is the various arrangement and te.N-

ture of these, with the dilfeienceof the cohesion. Sec. that consti-

tute the various kinds of bodies, hard, soft, liquid, dry, heavy,

light, &c. See Attraction, Cohesion, and Physics.

Particle, in grammar, a denomination for all tliose words that

unite or disjoin others ; or that express the modes or manners of

words or things. It coiniirehends all those parts of speech, divided

by grammarians into Articles, Adverbs, Prepositions, In-

terjections, and Conjunctions. See these articles, and

Grammar.
Particle, in theology, is used in the Latin church for the

crumbs or little pieces of consecrated bread, called in tlie Greek

church fj-ipiis- Tf.e Greeks have a particular ceremony, called

Tuv |U.!ai^u,v, of the particles, wherein certain crumbs of bread, not

consecrated, are offered up in honour of the Virgin, St. John the

Baptist, and several other saints. They also give them tin- name
of T7joTf oja, oblation. Gabriel, archbishop of Philadelphia, wrote a

treatise express "j' tm |u.'jiio/v, wherein he endeavours to s'.iew Ihe

antiquitv of this ceremony, in that it is mentioned in the liturgies

of St. Chrvsostom and Basil. '1 here has been much controversy

on this heacl between the reformed and catholic divines.

Particles, Organic, are those small moving bodies which

31 e imperceptible without the help of glasses; for besides those

animals which are perceptible to ihe sight, some natnralists reckon

this exceedingly small species as a separate class, if not of animals

properly :0 called, at least of moving bodies, which are found in

the semen of animals, and which cannot be seen without the help

of a very powerful microscope. From these observations, ditierent

systems' of generation have been proposed, concerning the sper-

matic
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iiiatic wori'.is of iho male, and the tggs of Uie femal.'. In Riiffoii's

Natural History, Vol, 11. scvi-rul experinu-iils arc iclalcd, lending

to sliew that those movii.g bodies which we discover by the help

of glasses in the male senieil are not real animal^, but organic,

lively, active, and indestructible, molecules, «liich possess the

propirty of becoming a new o'-jjaiii.'.ed body similar to tliat troin

which ihey were extracted. BiilVon founil such bodies in the fe-

male as well as m the male semen ; and lie supposes tliat the mov-
ing bodies which he observed with the microscope in infusions ot

the ijcrins of pl;;iit< are likewise vegetable org.mic molecules.

PAKriCi'J.AR, [particuliiris, I.al] a relative term referring

to species or individual, and op])osed in oeiieral or universal. See

Species, and General. There is this ditfereifco between parti-

cular and singular, that particular ilenutes a thing taken as a part,

as Peter in respect of mankind ; whereas singular denotes the part

taken after the manner of a wliole, as I'eler considered in himself.

PAllTIES, in law, sigHifvthe persons that are named in a deed
or line, viz. those that made the deed, or levied the fine, and also

iho^e to w hom the same was made or levied.

PARTING, in chemistry, an operation by which gold and
silver are separated from eacli otlier. As these two metals resist

equally well the action of lire ant! of lead, tlieymust, therefore, be
separated by other methods. This separation could not be elVected

if they were not soluble by different nien-truunis. Nitrous acid,

marine acid, and sulphur, w liich cannot dissolve gold, attack silver

very easily ; and therefore these three agents furnish methods of
separating silver from gold, or of the operation called parting.

Parting by nitrous ;icid is the most convenient, and therefore mo-t
ti^ed, and even almost the only one employed by goldsmiths and
coiners. Wherefore it is called simply parting. 'That made with
the marine acid is only uiaile by cementation, and is known by
the name of concentrated parting. I.iistly, parting by sulphtT is

made by fusion, wli ch the chemists call tlie dry way, and is there-
fore called dry parting.

Parting-Glasses, glass-vessels used for parting gold and silver,

T hey have the form of truncated cones, the bottom being com- i

inonly about seven inches wide, the aperture about one or two
inches wide, and the height about twelve inches.
PARTISAN, in the art of war, is a person dexterous in com-

manding a parly ; who, knowing the country well, is employed in

getting iiilelligeiice, or surprising the enemy's convoy, &c. It

also means an officer sent out with the command of a body of light
troeps. This corps should be composed of infantry, light-horse,
and hussars.

PARTITION, in law, s'rgnifies a division of lands, &c. de-
scended by common law or custom among coheirs or parceners,
being two at least. Partition may also be inade by joinl tenants,
and tenants in common by assentj deed, or writ. "See the article
C'orAllCF.S'ARV.

PAR I LET, a name givcti to a hen ; the original signification
being a rulj or band, or covering for the neck.
PARINERSHIP, a contract among two or more persons, to

carry on a certain business, at their joint exjience, and share the
gain or loss which arises from it. Oflhis there are four kinds :

1. Partnership in Co-mpanies incorporated bv Autho-
rity. A royal charter is necessary to enable a company to hold
lands, to have a common seal, and enjoy the other privileges of a
corporation. A charter is sometimes procured in order to limit
the risk ot partners: for, in every private company, the partners
are liable for the debts, without limitation; in corporated societies
tliey are only liable for tlieir shares in the stock of the society.
The incorporation of societies sometimes is authorised by act "of

))arlianient
; but this high authority is not necessary, unless for

conferring exclusive privileges.
2. Partnership in Companies, where the Rusikess is

COS- DUCTED BY OFFICERS. There are many companies of this
kind in Uritain, chieliv established for purposes which recpire a
larger capital than private merchants can command. The laws
w«h respect to these companies, when not 'coulirmed bv public
authority, are the same as the following, but the articles'of their
agreement, usually very different. The capital is condescended
on, and divided into a certain number of shares, whereof each
partner may hold one or more, but is generally restricted to a cer-
tain number. Any partner may transfer his share ; and the com-
pany must admit his assignee as a partner. The death of the part-

ners has no effect on the company. No partner can act personally

in the altairs of the company : but the execution of thi ir biisines;-

is intrusted to officers, for whom they are responsible ; and, when
the partners are numerous, the stipeiintendency of the officers is

committed to directors chosen anuually, or at other appointed

times, by the partners.

3. Partnership, in occasional Joint Trade, is where two
or more merchants agree to employ a certain sum in trade, and
divide the gain or loss so soon as the adventure is brought to an

issue. This kind of contract being generally private, the parties

concerned are not liable for eiich other. If one of them purchase

goods on trust, the furnisher, who grants the credit through confi-

dence in him alone, has no recourse, in case of his insolvency,

against the other partners. They are only answ erable lor the share

of the adventure that belongs to the insolvent partner. If it be
proposed to carry the adventure farther than originally agreed on,

any partner may withdraw his interest ; and if it cannot be sepa-

rated from the others, may insist that the whole shall be brought to

an issue.

4. Partnership in standing Companies, is generally esta-

blished by written contract between the parties, where the stock,

the lirni, tho duration, Ih.e division of the gain or loss, and otlicr

circiiinstaiiccs, are inserted. All the partners are generally aulin;-

rised to sign by the firm of the company, though this privilege

may be confined to some of them by particular agreement. The
firm ought only to be subscribed at the place where ihe copartnery
is established. If a partner lias occasion, when absent, to write a

letter relating to their alTairs, he subscribes his own name on ac-

count of the company. When the same partners carry on business

at ditferent places, they generally choose different firms lor each.

The signature of each partner is generally sent to new correspond-
ents ; and when a partner is ailmitted, alihough theie be no altera-

tion in the firm, his signature is transmitted, with an intimation of

the change in the copartnerv to all their correspondents. Ilou-es
that have been long established, often retain the whole firm, though
all the orisinal partners be dead or withdrawn. No partner is lia-

ble to make good the loss arising from his judging wrong in a case

where he liad authority to act. If he exceeds his po>ver, and the

event prove unsuccesslid, he must bear the loss; but it it prove
successful, the gain belongs to the company : yet if he acquaints

the company innuediately of what he has done, they must either

ac(]uiebce therein, or leave him the chance of gain, as well as the

risk of loss. All debis C( »;racled under the firm of tiie company
ate binding on the whole p.irtners, though the money was borrowed
by one of them for his private use, w ithout the consent ot the rest.

And if a partner exceeds his power, the othei-s are nevertheless

[
obliged to implement his engagements ; though they may render

j

him responsible for his misbehaviour. Although the sums to Ic
advanced by the partners be limited by the contract, if there be a

! necessity for raising more money, to answer emergencies, or pay
the debts of the company, the partners must furnish what is neces-

sary in proportion to their shares. A debt to a company is not
cancelled by the private debts of the partner; and when a partner

becomes insolvent, the company is not bound for his debts beyond
the extent of his share. The debts of the company are preferable,

on the company's eflects, to the private d^bts of the |)artners.

Partnership is generally dissolved by the death of a partner ; yet,

when there are more partners than two, it may, by agreement,
subsi.st among the survivors. Sometimes it is stipulated, that, in

case of Ihe death of a paitner, his place shall be supplied by his

son, or some other peisons condescended on. The contract ought
to specify the time and manner in which the surviving partners

shall reckon with the executors of the deceased for his share of the

stock, and a reasonable time allowed for that purpose. When a
partnership is dissolved, there are often outstanding debts that can-

not be recovered for a long time, and effects that cannot easily be
disposed of. The partnership, though dissolved in other respects,

-^till subsists for the management of their outstanding affairs ; ami
the money arising from them is divided among the partners, or

j
their representatives, w hen it is recovered. Rut as this may pro-

tract the filial sctllemiMit of the company's afi'airs to a very mcoii-

veniiNit length, other methods are sometimes used to bring them lo

a conclusion, cither in consequence of the original contract, or by
agreement at the lime of dissolution. If a partner withdraws, he
continues responsible lor his former partners till it be publicly

known
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known lliut he liath doue so. A df ed of separatioji, registered at a

public oflice, and announced in the gazette, is sufticieiil presump-
tit>n ol siicii notoriety.

PAR TRIDGE, in ornithology. See Tetrao.
TARTU RITION, tlie act ot "bringing forth, or being delivered

of yo"ne;.

i'AR TY, in politics, denotes a faction considered as opposing

another: such are the whigs and tories.

Party, in a military sense, a small luiniber of men, horse, or

foot, sent upon any kind of duty; as into an enemy's country to

pillage, to take prisoners, and to oblige the country to come un-

der contribution. Parties are often sent out to view the roads and
ways, get intelligence, seek forage ; to reconnoitre, or amu?c the

enemy upon a march : they are also frequently set upon the flanks

of an army or regiment, to discover the enemy if near, and pre-

vent surprise or ambuscade.
Party, in heraldry. See Parti.
Partv-Jury, inlaw, a jury in some trials, half foreigners and

half natives.

PARU, in geography, a fort of Brazil, in Para, on the N. bank
of the Amazon. Lon. 53. 10. W. Lat. 1. jO. S.

PARVIS, [Fr.] a church or church-porch: applied to the

mootings or law-disputes among young students in the inns of

courts, and also to that disputation at O.xford, called disputatio

in parvis.

PARULIDES, in surgery, tumours and inflammations of the

gums, commonly called gum-boils. They are to be treated with

dlscutients like other inflammatory Inmoui's.

PARUS, the I'lTMOusE ; in ornithology, a genus of the order

of passeres. Bill straight, somewhat compressed, strong, haul, and
pointed ; nostrils round, and covered with bristles turned back
over them from the base of the bill ; tongue truncated, and bristly

at the end; toes divided to their origin, the back one very large

and strong. These birds aie found in almost every part of the old

Continent, from the north of Europe to the south of India Gme-
lin eimmerates thirty-one species, and Latham twenty-seven.

P. C^RULEUS, the Blue Titmouse, is a very beautifid bird.

The bill is short and dusky; the crown of the head a fine blue;

from the bill to the eyes is a black line; the forehead and cheek

white ; the back of a yellowish green ; the lower side of the body
yellow ; the wings and tail blue, die former marked transversely

with a white bar; the legs of a lead-colour. They irequent gar-

dens; and do great injury to fruit-trees, by bruising the tender

buds in search of the insects which lie under them. Ihey breed

in holes of walls, and lay twelve or fourteen eggs. See

Plate CXX.
PASSICK, a large river of New Jersey, which rises in Morris

county, and fails into Newark bay, where its mouth is 400 yards

broad.

PASAKAMENITZ, a town of Bohemia, in Chrudim, 8 miles

"W.N.W. ofPolitzka.

PASANGA, an island in the East Incfian Ocean, near the west

coast of Sumatra.
PASARGADA, a town of Persia, near Caramania, founded by

Cyrus the Great, on the spot where lie conquered Astyases.

PASCAGOOLA, or PASCAGOULA, a town of West Flo-

rida. Lon. 88. 32. \V. Lat. 30. 30. N.
Pascagoula, a river of Georgia, which runs through West

Florida, passes the above town, and falls into the Gulf of Mexico.

PASCAL, Blaise, one of the greatest geniuses and best writers

France has produced, was born at Clermont in Auvergne, in lf>23.

From his infancy he gave proofs of a very extraordinary capacity.

His father had kept all mathematical -books out of his way, lest

they should interrupt his study of the languages : but, by intuition

alone, he advanced considerably m the knowledge of malhe-

matics, wuliout knowing a single term. He understood Euclid's

Elements as soon as he cast his e) es upon them. At sixteen years

of age he wrote A Treatise of Conic Sections, which was ac-

counted by the mast learned a mighty effort of g';nius. At nineteen

he contrived an admirable machine, which woiild have done cre-

dit to any man versed in science. About this time his health be-

came impaired, and he was in consequence obliged to suspend his

labours for four years. In Ins twenty-third year, having seen

Torricclli's experiment respecting a vacutim and the weight of the

iir, he turned his thoughts towards these objects; and he pub-

V&L. IV.—NO. 171.

lished the result of a variety of expi-rmieiU!, in two sni;;ll treatises

the one intituled A Dissertation un the Equilibrium of Liquors,
and the other, An Essay on the Weight of the Atniosplu're.

These labours procured him so mucii reputation, that the greatest

mathematicians and (jhilosophers of the age consulted him about
such dilliculties as they could not solve. But his career, though
brilliant, was ordained to be but short. His health declined so

rapidly, that he was obliged to renounce all severe study, and be-
took himself to devotion, which he carried to such a mistaken
degree as to indict on himself the most severe tortures. He died

a': Paris 1602, aged 39 years. Besides the works above mentioned,
he wrote Lettres Provinciales, satirising the Jesuits, and some
religious pieces. His works were collected by Bossu, in five

volumes octavo.

PASCHAL. See Passover, and Easter.
PAS-EP-A, the chief of the Lamas, particularly eminent for

having invented characters lor the Moguls. He was much esteem-

ed by the Chinese. There is still at Pekin a myau, or temple,

built in honour of Pas-ep-a in the time of the Nlogul emperors.

He died in 1279.

PASEWALK, a town of Pomerania, on the Ucker, 21 mile;

W. of Old Stettin, and 6ti S.S.E. of Stralsund. Lon. 14. 8. ¥..

Lat. 53. 27. N.
P.-VSIGRAPHY, [from nx;, all or whole, and yw?<", to write,!

" tiie art of writing on any subject so as to be undersluod by ail

nations." Schemes of universal characters to anssver this purpose

have bien proposed by dilterent ingenious men; but the practica-

bility of introducing such characters to universal use is generally

doubted. " In France (says the learned Dr. Gleig), where every

thing is admired that' is new, and every vagary of a pretended phi-

losopher thought practicable, a proof has been made to introduce

one universal language into the world, constructed by a few meta-

physicians on the laws of human thought. And to this language,

in its written form, is to be given the name of pasigraphy."

PASIPILE, in fabulous history, daughter of Apollo, by Per-

seis, and wife of Minos, king of Crete, and mother of the Minotaur.

See D/-EDALUS, Minos, and Minotaur.
PASITANO, a sea-port-town of Naples on the bay of Salerno,

a tew miles west of Amalsi.

PASMAN, an island near the coast of Dalmatia, eighteen miles

long, and three broad ; containing seven villages, a convent in its

centre, and a monastery on its east point, it abounds with vines

and olives, and the people have oil, wine, &c. in plenty.

PASOMDSO, a lake of Thibet, 48 miles in circumference.

Lon. 94. 35. E, Lat. 29. 42. N.
PASPALUM, a genus of the triandria dig>'nia class and order.

Calyx two-valved, orbicular ; corolla of the same size ; stigma pen-

cilled. There are fifteen species, all foreign grasses.

PASPAYA, a mountainous, but fertile, province of Peru in La
Plata, abounding in grain and Iruits.

Paspaya, a town in the above province, 120 miles from the

city of Plata.
. ., ^ t-

PASQUA, a town of Mexico, in New Gallicia, 25 miles S.h.

of Cape Corientas, and 310 W. of Mexico.

PASQUIN, a mutilaled statue at Rome, in a corner of the pa-

lace of the Ursini. It takes its name from a cobler of that city,

called Pasquin, famous for his sneers and gibes, and who diverted

himself by passing his jokes on all that went through that street.

After his death, as thev were digging up the pavement before his

door, thev found in the earth the statue of an ancient gladiator,

well cut,' but maimed and half spoiled: this they set up in the

place where it was found, and by common consent named it Pas-

quin. , , /• T>

PASQUINADE, a satirical libel fastened to the statue of Pas-

(luin: tiiese are commonly short, witty, and pointed; and from

hence the term has been applied to all lampoons of the same

PASQUOTANK, a county of North 'Carolina, in Edenlon

district ; bounded on the north by Camden, east by Currituck,

south by Albemarle Sound, and west by Parquimans coumy.

PASS, ill a military sense, is a straight and dillicult passage

which shuts up the entrance into a country.

Pass Parole, in military affairs, a command given at the head

of an army, and thence communicated to the rear, by pass.ng it

from nrou'tli to mouth.

3 Q P.\SSADL,
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PASSADE, in fencing. See Pass.\ do.

Passade, in tiie manege, is a tuin or course of a horse back-

w ads or forwards on tlie same spot of ground. Hence lliere are

srvcral sorts of passades, according to liie dilferent ways of turn-

ing, in order to part or return upon the same tread, which is called

closing the passade ; as the passa<le of one time, the passade of live

times.^and the raised or high passades, into which the demivolts

are made in curvets.

PASSADO, PASS, or PASSADK, in fencin;;, an advance or

K-ap forrt-ard upon tlie eneniv. Ot these there are several kinds;

a< pa^es within, above, beneath, lo the right, the left, and passes

under the line, &c. The measure of tlie pass is when the swords

;ire so near as that they may touch one another.

PASSAGE, in the manege, is a hoist's walking or trotting in

such a manner that lie raises" the outward hind-leg, and the i;vw.irfl

fore-leg together ; and setting these two on the ground, raises the

other two alternately, never gaining above a foot of ground at a

lime.

Passage, Birds op, a name given to those birds which at cer-

tain .staled season= of the year remove from certain countries, and

at oti'.er stated times return to them again, as our quails, wood-

cocks, storks, nightingales, swallows, and many other species.

.See Migration of Birds.

Passage, Fort, a town and fort of Jamaica, between Port

Royal and Spanish 'I'own, 7 miles S.E. of the latter, at the mouth

ofiheCobre.
Passage, Kight of, in commerce, is a dutj exacted by some

princes, eidier by land or sea, in certain close and narrow places in

their territories, on all vessels and carriages, and even sometimes

on persons or passengers comiTig in or going out of ports, &c.

'I'he most celebrated passage of this kind in Europe is the Sound :

the dues for passing which strait belong to the king of Deiim;irk,

and are paid at Elsinore or Cronenburg.

PASSAGES, a sca-port-tow n of Spain, in Guipuscoa, 3 miles

F,. of St. Sebastian, and 60 E. of Hilboa. Lou. -2. 4. W. Lat.

43. 21. N.
PASSANT, in heraldry, a term applied to a lion or other ani-

jn jl in a shield, appearing lo walk leisurely : for most beasts, ex-

c>-pt lions, the trippant is frequently used instead of passant.

PASSAO, a cape of Peru, under the equator. Lon. 78.

iO. \V.

PASSARA, a town of Borneo, on tlie west coast, 80 miles S.VV.

of Borneo.

PASSARON, in ancient geography, a town of Epirus, where,

after sacrilicing to Jupiter, the kings swore to govern according to

)aw, and the people to obey ami defend the country.

PASSARUAN, or PASSARVAN, a kingdom of the East In-

d.es, in the isle of Java.

Passarvan, the capital of the above kingdom, lies on the north

coast of the isle of Java, 40 miles ^V. of Pauarucan. Its cliiel

trade is in cotton. Lon. 114. \b. E. Lat. 7. 0. S.

P.-\SSAU, a late bishopric and principality of Germany, in Ba-
varia, lying between Lower Bavaria, Austria, and Bohemia, about
iO miles long.

Passai', an ancient, handsome, and celebrated city of Germany,
capital of the above territory, seated on the Danube, 82 miles

E.N.E. of Munich, and 120 £. of Vienna, Lon. 13. 34. E. Lat.
4S. 26. N.
PASSERES, the sixth order of birds in the Linna:an system:

they are distinguished by a conical and pointed bill ; nostrils oval,
pervious, naked ; legs formed for hopping ; toes slender, divided

;

iiody slender, llesh of such as feed on grain jiure; of those which
feed on insects impure; nest formed w'lth much art. They live

chiefly in trees and hedges, are monogamous, vocal, and feed (he
young by thrusting the food down tlii;ir throats. They are thus
divided: the genera in A have thick bills, as the coliui, emberiza,
fringilla, loxia, and pliitoloma. Those in B have the upper man-
dible somewhat hooked at the point, as the caprimulgus, pipra,

and hirundu. Those in C have the upper mandible notched near
'

the end, as the ampelis, muscicapa, tangara, and turdus. Those
In I) have the bill straight, simple, tapering, as the alauda, co-
bimba, motacilla, parus, andsturnus.

PASSEIUNA, Sparroa' Wort; in botany, a genus of the
Gctandrla monog) nia class and order. Naturid order, Veprecuhe.
Calyx none; cpiolla four-cleft ; stamina placed on the tube; seed

one, corticate. There are nineteen species, chiefly natives of the

Cape of Good Hope and New Zealand,

PASSERO, Cape, a cape of Sicily, anciently called Pachinus,
the most southerly point of the island. Lon. Ij. 12. E. Lat. 36.

3 J. N.
PASSIFLORA, the Passion-plower ; a genus of the pen-

tandria order, and gynandria class of plants: natural order, Cucur-
bilacea. Styles three ; calyx five-leaved ; petals five ; nectary a

crown ; berry pedicelled. There are thirty-seven species.

P. C.ERUi.EA, the Blue-rayed common palmated Passion-
FLOWEF., hath long, slender, shrubby, purplish-green stalks,

branchy, and ascending upon support by their claspers thirty or
forty I'ect high; with one large palmated leaf at each joint, and at

the axillas large spreading flowers, with whitish-green petals, and a
blue radiated nectarium ; succeeded by a large, ovul, yellowish
Iruit. It flowers from July -until October; the llowers are very
large, conspicuous, and their composition is exceedingly curious
and beautiful. All thespeeies in this country are of a tender qua-
lity, except the first, which succeeds very well in the full ground,
in a warm situation ; only their young branches are sometimes
killed in very severe winters ; but plenty of new ones generally rise

again in spring following: the others, denominated stove-kinds,
must always be retained in that repository.

PASSIGNANO, or PASSIGNIANO, a town of Italy, in the
the province ot Perugiano, 8 miles S.E. of Cortono, and 22 N.W.
ol Penig'a. Lon 12. 5. E. Lat. 43. 16. N.
PASsION, a word, which, as Dr. Reid observes, is not pre-

cisely ascertained, either in common discourse, or in the writings
of philosophers. In its original import it denotes every feeling of
the mind occasioned by an extrinsic cause ; but it is generally
used to bignity some agitation of mind, opposed to that state of
tranquillity in w hich a man is most master of himself. That it was
thus used by the Greeks and Romans, is evident from Cicero's
rendering wk9o,-, the word by which the philosophers of Greece
expressed it, by perturbatio in Latin. In this sense of the word
passion cannot be itself a distinct and independent princijile of
action; but only an occasional degree of vehemence given to those
dispositions, desires, and affections, which are at all times present to
the mind of man; and that this is its projier sense, we need no
other proof, than that passion bus always been conceived to bear
analogy to a storm at sea, or to a tempest in the air. See Drawing,
and Plate LXU. No. 1 and 2. The passions may be divided into

two classes, nanirly, those which are of an agreeable nature, and
such as are calculated to produce a coiitrary effect. To the for-

mer chiefl^ belong Hope, Joy, Desire, and Love ; to the latter.

Sorrow, Envy, Hatrei), Fear, TER-ioR, Anger, &c. See
these articles. The inlluence of the passions on the human frame
is truly astonishing ; sometimes they operate suddenly, at others
slowly, and almost imperceptibly ; but their efiVcts are etiually

certain. Thus, sudden joy, and long-continued sorrow, may be-
come alike fatal ; both terminating in death : the phlegmatic
and indolent, however, are less subject to their sv^ay than those
who possess great .sensibility with an acute uriderstanding. AH
violent passions are of a dangerous tendency, and not unfrequently
lay the foundation of incurable disorders. Hence those who have
any regard for their health cannot exercise t'lO strict dominion
over their passions and affections: and, though the particular mode
in which they act upon the human constitution, has not hitherto

been determined, yet there doubtless subsists an intimate con-
nexion between the mind and the body ; for whatever injures the
one disorders the other. The inquisitive reader, who wishes lo

derive information on this interesting subject, will peruse Dr. Co-
gan's truly Philosophical Treatise on the Passions, in which amuse-
ment is blended with instruction.

Passions, External Sign's op. See Phvsiog.momv.
Passions, in medicine, are raiik>'d among the non-naturate.

Joy, anger, and fear, are the principal ; but all of them when vio-

lent, produce very sensible eli'ects on the health. There are more
instances on record of people being killed by sudden joy than by
sud.den grief.

Passions, in pauiting, are the external expressions of the dif-

ferent dispositions of the mind; particularly by their effects on the
features. See Drawi.vg, and Plate LXH. No. 1 and 2, and
Painting.

Passion, or Cross op the Passion, in heraldry, is so called^

because
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because resembling the shape of that on which our Saviour is

thought to have suKercd ; that is, not crossed in the middle, but
a little below the top, with arms short in pioportion to the length
of the shaft.

Passion-Flower. See Passiflora.
Passion-Week, the veek immediately preceding Easter, named

in commemoration of our Savour's crucifixion.

PASSIVE, in general, denotes something that suffers the action
of another, called an agent, or active power. See Agent, and
Active.

Passive Obedience, the duty enjoined by the scriptures of
submission to the powers that be.

Passive Prayer, among the mystic dirines, is a total suspen-
sion or ligature of the intellectual faculties ; in virtue where-
of, the soul remains of itself, and as to its own power, impotent
with reg;ird to the producing of any effects. The passive state,

according to Fenelon, is only passive in the same sense as contem-
plation is ; tliat is, it does not exclude peiceable, disinterested acts,

but only unquiet ones, or such as tend to our own interest. In the
passive state, the soul has not properly any activity, any sensation

of its own: it is a mere infinite flexibility of the soul, to which the
fctble.-t impulse of grace gives motion.

Passive Verb, in grammar, the verb or word that expresses
suffering, or the effect of action, which, in the learned languages.

Las a peculiar termination; 3.^ amor, doceor, &c. iu Latin; that is,

an r is added to the actives amo, doceo: and, in the Greek, the
inflection is made by changing w into o/xai ; as i-jtIji mz^i^xi, &c.
But, in the modern languages, the passive inflection is performed
by auxiliary verbs, joined to the participle of the past tense ; as, /
am piuisrd, in Latin laudor, and in Greek nst.i-i!oiA.%t; or, I am
loved, iri Latin atiior, and in Greek j)ixeo^.iiii.

PASSOVER, a feast instituted among the Jews in meniorv of

the time when God, smiting the first-born ot the Egyptians, passed

over the habitations of the Hebrews. The obligation of keeping
the passover was so strict, that whoever neglected to do it, was
condemned to death, (Numb. ix. 13.) But those who had any
lawful impediment, as a journey, sickness, or any uncleanncss, vo-

luntary or involuntary ; those that had been present at a funeral,

or by any other accident had been defiled, were to defer the cele-

bration of the passover till the second monlii of the ecclesiasiical

J ear, or to the foui-teentli day of the month Jiar, which answers to

Aprd and May- (See 2 Chr. xxx. 1, 2, &c.) The modern Jews
observe in general the same ceremonies that were practised by
their ancestors, in the celebiation of the passover. On the four-

teenth of Nisan, the tirst-born fast in memory of God's smiting the

fust-born of the Egyptians. The morning-prayers are the same
with those said on other festivals. They take the roll of the penta-

teuch out of the chest, and read as far as the end of the twelfth

chajiter of Exodus, and w hat is contained in the eighteenth chapter

of Numbers, relating to the passover. The matron of the family

then spreads a table, and sets on it two unleavened cakes, and two

pieces of the lamb, a shoulder boiled, and another roasted. To
this they add some small lishes, because of the leviathan ; a hard

egg, because of the ziz ; some meal, because of the beliemoth,

(these three animals being appointed for the fea:.; of the elect in

the other life); and peas and nuts for the children, to provoke their

curiosity to ask llie reason of this ceremony.
PASSPORT, or PASS, a licence or 'writing obtained from a

goveri.melit granting permission and a safe conduct to pass through

the country without molestation; Also a permission granted by
anv state to navigate in some particular sea, without molestation.

It contains the name of the vessel, and that of the master, together

with her tonnage, and the number of her crew, certifying that she

belongs to the subjects of a particular state, and requiring all per-

i,ous at peace with that state to suffer her to proceed on her voy-

age without interruption. ,

Passport is used likewise for a lieence granted by a prince for

the importing or exporting merchandizes, moveables, &c. without

paving the duties. Merchants procure such passports for certain

kiuds ot commodities ; and they are always given to ambassadors

and ministers for their baggage, equijJage, &c.
PasspOiit is also a licence obtained for tlie importing or export-

ijiB of merchandizes deemed contraband, and declared such by

tarilfs, &c. as gold, silver, precious stones, au-munilion of war,

horses, corn, wool, &c. upon pay in;; aiities.

PASSUS, among the ancient Romans, a measuie of length,
being about four feet ten inches, or the lOOOlli part of a Roman
mile. See Measure.
PASTE, in cookery, a soft composition of flour, wrought up

with proper fluids, as water, milk, 'or tlie like, to serve for cases
or coflins, therein to bake meats, fruits, &c. It is the basis or
foundation of pies, tarts, patties, pasties, and other works of
pastry. All pastry is hard and indigestible without butter, or other
animal-fat: and, even with such addition, it is apt to produce lip
heart-burn, acidity, and complaint* 01 indigestion. Hence, it

would be an important discovery, it a method could be devi;ed,
of baking these compositions without the aid of yeast and fat; be-
cause the viscid rancid matter of such ingredients, occasions ob-
structions in the abdomen, and is frequently productive of obsti-
nate cutaneous alTections. Children, in particular, ouglit not lo
be indulged in the habitual eating of pastry ; for tiieir palates are
thus artificially stimulated, and a false appetite is tliereby created.
Hence arises that propensity which, in many infants, borders on
gluttony ; and which many weak parents consider as a criter.on of
perfect health. To the same fruitful sowice, we are inclined to at-

tribute the sickly appearance of most children and childish adults,

in the metropolis.

Paste is likewise used for a preparation of wbeaten flour, boiled
up antl incorporated with water; used by various artificers, as ui>-

holsterers, saddlers, bookbinders, &c. instead of glue or size, to

fasten or cement their cloth, le.athers, papers, &c. When paste is

used by bookbinders, or for p.iper-bangings to rooms, they mix a
fourth, fifth, or sixth, of the weight of the flour of powdered resin;

and where it is wanted still jiiore tenacious, gum-arabic, or anv
kind of size, may be added.

Pastes, in the glass-trade, or the imitation or counterfeiting of
gems in glass, is an art of considerable importance. Gems made
of pastes, are no way inferior to the native stones, wlieii carefully

made and well polished, in brightness or transparence, but want
their hardness.

Pastes, General Rules FOR Making. These are, 1. That
all the vessels in which they are made be firmly luted, and the

lute left to dry before they are put into the fire. 2. I'hat such
vessels be chosen for the work as will bear the fire well. 3- That
the powder be prepared on a porphyry-stone; not in a metal-

mortar, which would communicate a tinge to them. 4. '1 hat the

just proportion in the quantity of the several ingredients be nicelv

observed. 5. That the materials be all well mixed ; and, if not

sufficiently baked the first time, be committed to the fire again,

without breaking the pot; for if this be not observed, they will be
full of blistei-s and air-bladders. 6. That a small vacuity be always

lelt at the top of the pot, to give room to the swelling of the ingre-

dients. To make p;iste of extreme hardness, and capable ot all

the colours of the gems, with great lustre and beauty: Take of

prej)ared crystal, ten pounds ; salt of polverine, six pounds ; sul-

phur of leact, two pounds; mix all these well into a fine powder :

make the whole with common water into a hard paste; and make
this pa-te into small cakes of about three ounces each, with a hole

in their middle ; <lry them in the sun, and afterwards calcine them
in the sfraightest part of a potter's furnace. After tliis, powder
them, and levigate them to a perfect fineness on a porphyry -stone,

and set this powder in pots in a glass-furnace to purify for three-

days: then cast the whole into water, and afterwards return it into

the furnace, where let it stand fifteen days, in which time all foul-,

ness and blisters will disappear, and the paste will greatly resemble^

the natural jewels. To give this the colour i^f the emerald, add to

it brass thrice calcined ; for a sea-green, brass simply calcined to a.

redness; for a zapphire, add zaiiler, with manganese; raid for a

'topaz, manganese and tartar. All the gems are thus imitated in;

this, by the same way of working as the 'making of coloured

glasses; and this is so hard, that they very much approach the na-:

tural gems. The colour of all the counterfeit gems made of tic.

several pastes, niay be made deeper or lighter according lo the:

work for which the stones are designed ; and it is a necessary ge-

neral rule, that small stones for rings, &c. require a deeper colour,

and large ones a paler. Besides the colours made from manganese,

verdigris, and zatfer, which are the ingredients commonly used,

there are other very fine ones which care and skill may prepare-

A ver\ fine red may be made from gold, and one not much infe--

rior to' that from iron ; a very fine green from brass ur copper-; a.

skv-
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skv-colo;)i from silver, aii.l a much finer one from the granales of

B.iheinia. An excellent way of making the paste to imitate the

coloured gems is this : Tnke a quantity of sugar of lea^l ; set it in

sand, in a glass-body well luted from the neck downviards ; leave

the nu-iUli of the ^lass open, and coiitinwe the lire twenty-four

hours ; then take out the fait, and if it be not red but yellowish,

powder it fine, and return it into the vessel, and keep it in the

Sand heat twenty-four hours more, till it becomes as red as cinna-

bar. The tire must not be made so strong as to melt it, for then

all tiie process is spoiled. Pour distilled vinegar on this calcined

salt, and separate the solution from tlie dregs ; let the decanted

Jiquor stand'six days in an earthen vessel, to give time for the finer

sediment to subside; lilter this lii[Uor, and evaporate it in a glass-

hodv, and there will remain a most pure salt of lead; dry this

well', then dissolve it in fair water ; let the solution stand si.x days

in a glazed pan ; let it sulisid-; tlien filter the clear solution, and

evaporate it to a jet move pure white and sweet salt; repeat this

operation three liiiics; putth<j now perfectly pure salt into a glass-

vessel, set it in a sand-heat for several days, and it will be calcined

to a line impalpable powder of a lively red. Take all the ingre-

diei.ts as in the common composition of the pastes of the ses'eral

colours, onlv inttead of red lead, use this powder; and the pro-

duce w^ill we'll reward (he tiouble of the operation. A paste pro-

per for receiving colours may be readily made by pounding and

mixing si.x pounds of white sand cleansed, three pounds of red

lead, two pounds of purified pearl-ashes, and one pound of nitre.

Pastes, Mcthod or Colouring. To give pastes dilTerent

colours, the process is as follows: Having prepared the following

comjjositior.s, viz. 1 . lor a hard glass, which is performed by pul-

verizina twelve pounds of the best saud cleansed by washing in a

glass or fi.nt-mortar, and mixmg seven pounds of pearl-ashes, or

any fixed alkaline salt, purified with nitre, one pound of salt-petre,

anci haif a pound of borax, and pounding them together. 2. A
glass less hard may be prepared of twelve pounds of white sand

cleanfetl, seven pounds of pearl-ashes, purified with salt-petre, one

pound of nitre, half a pound of borax, and four ounces of arsenic

prepared as before. For Amethyst. Take ten pounds of either

of these compositions, one ounce and a half of manganese, and
one drachm of zafftr

;
powder and fu-e them together. Black.

Take ten pounds of either of the above compositions, one ounce
of zaffer, six drachms of mang.niese, and five drachms of iron,

highly calcined ; and proceed as before. Blue. Take of the same
composition ten pounds ; of zaffer, six drachms ; and of manga-
nese, two drachms; and proceed as with the foregoing. Chryso-
lite. Take of either of the compositions for paste above described,

prepared without saltpetre, ten pounds; and of calcined iron five

drachms ; and pursue the same process as with the rest. Jted

Cornelian. Take of the same compositions two pounds; of glass

of antimony, one pound ; of the calcined vitriol called -scarlet

ochre; two pounds; and of manganese, one drachm. Fuse the
glass of antimony and manganese with the composition; then pow-
<ler them, and mix them with the other, by grinding them toge-

ther, and fuse tliem with a gentle heat. IVhite Cornelian. Take
of the composition just referred to, two pounds; of yellow-ochre
well vN'ashed, two drachms ; and of calcined bones,' one ounce.
Mix t'.iem, and fuse them with a gentle heat. Diamond. Take of
the white sand, six pounds; of red lead, four pounds; of pearl-

ashes purified, three pounds; of nitre, two pounds; of arsenic,

five ounces ; and of manganese, one scruple. Powder and fuse

them. Eagle marine. Take ten pounds of the above composi-
tion ; three ounces of copper highly calcined with sulphur ; and
ene scruple of zaffer. P'oreed as before. Emerald. Take of the
same composition with the last, nine pounds; three ounces of cop-
per precipitated from aquafortis; and two drachms of precipitated
iron. Garnet. Take two pounds of the composition ; two pounds
of the glass of antimony; and two drachms of manganese. For
rincgar- garnet, Vd)^e of the composition for paste, described at the
beginning of this article, two pounds ; one pound of glass of anti-

mony, and half an ounce of ireii, highly calcined ; mix the iron
with tie unct loured paste, and fuse them ; then add the glass of
antimony powdered, and continue them in the heat till the whole
is incorporated. Gold, crfnll yclldv:. Take of the composition
lor paste, ten pounds; and 1^ ounce of iron, strongly calcined;
proceeding as with the otliers. Deep purple. Take otVithcr of the;

compositions for paste, ten ppunds; of manganese, one ounce;

andofzafi'er, half an ounce. Rulnj. Take one pound of either of
tiie compositions for paste, and two drachms ol precif'itation of

gold by tin ; powder the paste, and grind the calx of gold with it

in a glass, flint, or agate-mortar, and then ftise them together. A
cheaper ruby-paste may be made with half a pound of either of the-

above compositions, half a pound of glass of antimony, and oixj

drachm and a half of the calx of gold; proceeding as before.
Sapphire. Take of the composition for paste, ten pounds; of zaf-

fer, three drachms and one scruple ; and of the calx Cassii, one
drachm. Powder and fuse them. Or the same may be done, by
mixing with the paste one-eighth of its weight of smalt. Topaz.
Take of the compositions for glass, ten pounds, omitting the salt-

petre; and an equal quantity of the gold-colouted hard glass.

rowdcr and fuse them. Turquoise. Take of the composition for

blue paste, already described, ten pounds; of calcined bone, horn,
or ivory, half a pound. Powder and fuse them. Opaque uliite.

Take of the composition for paste, ten pounds ; and one pound oi

calcined horn, :vory, or bone; and pioceed as before.

Pastes, Method of Making, in the Form of Doublets.
Let the crystal or gla^s be lirst cut by the lapidaiies in the manner
of a brilliant, except that, in this case, the figure must be composed
from twc separate stones, or parts of stones, formed in the manner
of the upper and under parts of a brilliant, if it was divided in an
horizontal direction, a little lower than the middle. After the two
plates of tiie intended stone are thus cut, and fitted so exactiv lliat

no division can appear when tliey are laid together, the upper part

must be polished ready for setting; and then the colour must be
put betwixt the two plates by this method : 1 ake of Venice or
Cyprus turpentine two scruples ; and add to it one scruple of the
grains of mastlch chosen perfectly pure, free from feulness, ar.d

previously powdered. Melt them together in a small silver or
brass-sijoon-ladle, or other vessel, and put to them gradually any
of the coloured substances below mentioned, being first well pow-
dered ; stiiring them together as the colour is put in, that they
m.iy be thoroughly commixed. Warm then the doublets to the
same degree of heat as the melted mixture ; and paint the upper
surface of the lower part, and put the upper one instaiiily upon it,

pressing them to each other, but taking care that they may be con-
joined in the most perfectly even manner. When the cement or
paint is quite cold and set, the redundant part of it, which has been
pressed out of the joint ot the two pieces, should be genth scraped
off the side, till there be no appearance of any colour on the out-

side of the doublets: and they should then be skilfully set ; ob-
serving to carry the mounting over the joint, that the upper piece
may be well secured from separating from the under one. The
colour of the ruby may be best imitated, by mixing a fourth part

of carmine with some of tlie finest criin->on-lake that can be pro-

cured. The sappiiire may be counterfeited by a very bright Prus-
sian blue, mixed with a little of the above-mentioned crimson-lake

to give it a cast of the purple. The Prussian blue should not be
very deep-coloured, or but little of it should be used : tor other-

wise, it will give it a black shade that will be injurious to the lustre

of the doublets. The inerald may be counterfeited by distilled

verdigrease, with a little powdered aloes. But the mixture should
not be strongly heated, nor kept long over the fire after the verdi-

Ejease is added : for the colour w ill be soon impaired by it. The
resemblance of the garnet may be made by dragon's blood

;

which, if it cannot be procured of sufficient brightness, may be
helped by a very small quantity of carmine. The amethyst may
be imitated by tne mixture of some Prussian blue with the crim-
son-lake ; but the proportions can only be well regulated by direc-

tion, as different parcels of the lake and Prussian blue vary ex-
tremely ill the degree of strength of the colour. The yellow to-

pazes may be counterfeited by mixing the powdered aloes with a
little dragon's blood, or by good Spanish aiiotto : but ttve colour
must be very sparingly used, or the tinge will be too strong foe

the appearance of that stone. The chrysolite, hyr.cinth, vinegar-

garnet, eagle-marine, and other such we,->ker or mote diluted co-
lours, may he formed in the same n.amier, by lessening the pro-
portions of the colours, or by compounding tnem togetlur corre-

spondently to the hue of the stone to be imitated ; to which end it

is proper to have an original stone, or an exact imitation of one, a»

hand, when the mixture is made, in order to the more certain

adapting the colours to the effect desired ; and w hen these precau-
tions are taken, and the operation well coudacted, it is practicable

9 to
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to bring tl)e doublets to so near a resemblance of the true stones,

tJ.iat even the best judges cannot distinguish them, when well set,

withnut a peculiar manner of inspection ; viz. by beholding them
betwixt the eye and light, in «uch position, that the light may pass

through the upper part and corners of the stone; when it will

Rasily be perceived that there is no colour in the body of the
stoiie.

PASTEBOARD, a kind of thick paper formed of several

sheets of paper pasted together. The chief use of pasteboard is

in Ijiiiding books, making letter-cases, &c. See Paper-mak-
ing.
P.\STERN, in the manege. See Farriery.
Pastern-Joint, the joint ne.\t a horse's foot.

P.iSTlL, or PASTEL, among painters, is a paste made of

dilfc'rent colours ground up with gum-water, to make cravens.

Sec Painting.
Pas 111., in pharmacy, is a dry composition of sweet-smelling re-

sins, aromatic woods, &c. soraetiraes burnt to clear and scent the

air of a chamber.
PASTINACA, the Paksnep ; a genus of the digynia order,

and pcntandria class of plants ; natural order, Unibellatic. Fruit

an elliptical compressed plane ; petals involuted, entire. There
arc tlivt-e specie.-..

P. Sativa, the Garden Parsnep, is an exceedingly fine escu-

lent root. It is propagated by seeds sown in February or M.nch,
in a rich mellow soil, which must be deep dug, that the roots may
be able to run deep without hindrance. It is common to sow-

carrots at the same lime, upon the same ground with the parsneps;
and if the carrots are designed to be drawn young, there is no
harm in it. The parsneps, when they are grown up a little, must
be thiiined to a foot distant, and kept clear of weeds. They are

fine-t tasted just at the season when tiie leaves are decayed: antl

such as are desirous to eat them in spring should have them taken

up in autumn, and preserved in sand. When tlie seeds are to be
s-.)vcd, some very strong and fine plants should be left four fet-t

distant; and towards the end of August or begijiniug of Septem-
ber the seeds will be ripe: they must then be gathered, and dried

on a coarse cloth. They should always be sown the spring fol-

lowing ; for thev do not keep well.

PAS TO, or ST. JUAN DE PASTO, a town of Terra Firma,

in Popayan, 80 miles N. N. E. of Quito.

PASTOPHORI, among the ancients, priests whose office it

was to carry the images, along with the sjirines of the gods, at

solemn festivals, when they were to pray for rain, fair weather, or

the like.

PASTOPHORIA, the cells or apartments near the temples

where the puslophori lived.

PASTORAL, in general, something that relates to shepherds

;

hence we say, pastoral life, manners, poetry, &c. A pastoral is an

imitation of the action of a shepherd, or one considered under that

character. The form of this imitation is dramatic, or narrative, or

mixed with both ; the fable simple ; the manners not too polite

nor too rustic ; the thoughts are plain, yet admit a little quickness

and passion, but that short and flowing ; the expression humble,
yet as pure as the language will atlbrd ; neat, but not llorid ; easy,

and yet lively. In short, the fable, manners, thoughts, and ex-

pressions, are full of the greatest simplicity in nature. The com-
plete character of this poem consists in simplicity, brevity, and de-

licacy ; the two (irst of which render an eclogue natural, and the

la5t (leliglitfal. Theocritus excels all others in nature and simpli-

city. The subjects of his Idyllia are purely pastond ; but he is

not so exact in his persons, having introduced reapers ajid lisher-

men, as well as shepherds. He is apt to be too long in his de-

scriptions, of which that of the cup, in the first pastoral, is a re-

markable instance. In the manners he seems a little defective,

for his swains are sometimes abusive and immodest, and perhaps,

too much inclining to rusticity ; for instance, in his fourth and

fiftti Idyllia. But it is enough that all others learned their excel-

lencies from him, and that his dialect alone has a secret charm in

if, which no other could ever attain. \ irgil, who copies Theocri-

tus, retines upon his original; and in all points where judgement

is principally concernerl, he is much superior to his master.

Though some of his subjects are not pastoral in themselves, but

oidy seem to be such, they have a wonderful variety in them,

w4iicli the Greek was a stranger to. !!: exceeds liiia in regularity
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and brevity, and falU short of him in nothing but simplicity and
propriety ot style

; the first of which, perhaps, was the fault of his
age, and the la^t of his language. Among the moderns, their suc-
cess has been greatest, who have most endeavoured to make tiicse
ancients their pattern. The most considerable genius appear? in
the famous Tasso and our Spenser.
PASTPi ANA, a town of Spain, in New Castile ; 10 miles S S

E. of Guadajaxara, and 32 E. of Madrid.
PASTRY is that branch of cookery uhich is chiefly taken upm making pi«, pasties, cakrs, <H;c. See Paste.
PA.STURE. or PASTURE-LAND, is that reserved fer

feeding cattle. See Husbandky.
PATACOON, a Spanish coin worth fo\u- shillings and ei'-'hl-

pence English.

PATil-XL in mythology, images of gods which the Phoenicians
carried on the prows of their gallies. Herodotus, lib. iv. calls
them T-'.?;ux3i. I'he word is Pha-nician,and derived from pethica,
i. e. tituhis.^a title, or mark of dignity. See Bochart's Chanaan,
lib. ii. cap. 3. Rut Scaliger does not agree. Morin derives it
from it;«-.,x©', monkey, this animal having been an object of wor-
ship among the Egyptians, and hence might have been honoured
by their neighbours.

PATAGONIA, a country of South America, comprehending
all Ihat country from Chili aiid Paraguay to the utmost extremity
of South America ;• that is, from 3i° ainiost to j4° of latitude : be-
ing surrounded i)y Chili, Paraguay, the South and North Seas,
and the Straits of Magellan, which separate it from Ten a del
Fuego, and extend about 116 leagues in length from sea to sea,
but only from half a league to three or four in breadth. This
country had the name olTerra Magellauica, from Magellan. The
lofty mountains of the Andes, which are covered wilh snow a great
part of the year, crojs the country from N. to S. the air is much
colder than in the N. under the same latitude. Towards the N.
it is covered with wood, but on the S. not a single tree fit for anv
mechanical purpose is to be seen : yet there is good pasture, antl
incredible numbers of wild horned cattle and horses. The E.
coast is mostly low land, wilh few or no good harbours; one of the
best is Port St. Julian. Patagonia is inhabited by a variety of In-
dian tribes ; as the Patagons, from which the country takes its

name ; the Pampas, tlie Cossares, ^c. of whom we know very lit-

tle. From tlie accountsof Com. Byrom and his crew, and the tes-

timonies of other navigators, some of them are of a gigantic sta-

ture, and cloathed with skins; others go almost f]uite naked, not-
withstanding the inclemency of the climate. On the coasts of Pa-
tagonia lie a great number of islands. On the west coasts are the
islands Madre de Dios, Santa 'Irinidad, Santa Cruz, the isles of
the Chunians and Huillans, the Sarniientos, and many others; to
the number of eighty in all. Of those on the S. coast, the most
considerable are Terra del Fuego, and Staten Land. See
these articles.

PATAN, a kingdom of Asia, in the East Indies, and peninsula
of Malacca, on the E. coast, between' (he kingdoms of Siam and
Paha. The inhabitants are partly Mohaimnedans and partly Gen-
toos ; but they are very voluptuous. The air is wholesome,
though verv hot ; and they have no seasons but the winter and
summer. 'I'he former is more property the rainy season ; and
happens in our Nov. Dec. and Jan, The woods are full of ele-

phants and wild animals.

Patan, the capital of the above kingdom, has a good har-

bour. Lon. loy. 0. E. Lat. 27. 30. N.
- PATARA, the capital of Lycia, E. of the mouth of the Xan-

thus ; famous for a temple and orai le ol Ajjollo.

PA-TA-R.E-US, or PA-1"A-REUS, a surname of Apollo,
from Patara. -

PATAS, or CAXANL\RQLTLLA, a mountainous province
of Peru, in Truxillo, remarkable for its gbld-mines.

PATA\ INTTV, among critics, a peculiarity of Livv's dic-

tion; from Patavium, the jjlace of his nativity ; but wherein this

patavinlty consists, they are by no means agreed. See Ljvivs. in

all probability, it is one of those delicacies that are lost in a dead
language.

PATAVIUM, a town of Gallia Tianspadana, on the left orN.
bank of the Medoacus Minor; founded by Antenor the Trojan.

Now called Padua.

PATAY, a town of France, in the department of tlie Loiret,
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and late province of Orleannois; lemmkable for the defeat of the

English ill 1429, where Joan of Arc did wonders. It is 12 iniles

N. N. VV. of Orleans, and 18 N. of Be;iugency. Lon. 1. 43. E.

L,it. 48.5. N.
, .

PA IE, in fortification, a kind of jjlatform, rescmbhng what is

called an lior>e's shoe.

Pate, in geography, an island of France, in the Gjronde, near

Blave.

fATEE, or PATTEE, in heraldry, a cross, small in the

centre-, and widening to the extremities, which are very broad.

PATEHUCA, a town of Mexico, near a silver-mine. Lon.

99.55. E. Lat. 21. N.
PATELI, or PUTALA, a town of Thibet, in Lassa, 3 miles

E. of Lassa, and 272 N. N. VV. of Ghergoiig.

PATELLA, in anatomy, a bone which covers the fore-part of

th? jonit of the knee, called also rotula, and popularly the knee-

pan. SeeAxATOMV.
Patella, the Limpet ; in zoology, a genus of insects belonging

to the order of vermes testacca. Animal a Umax : shell univalve,

subconic, shaped I'lke a bason ; without a spine. This is a very

numerous genus, containing between two and three hundred spe-

cies, divided into sections. A. furnished with an internal lip ;

ghell entire. B. with the margin angular, or irregularly toothed.

C. with a pointed, recurved tip or crown. D. very entire, and

r.ot pointed at the tip or crown. E. with the crown or tip perfo-

rated. Tlie species are prinripLdly distinguished by peculiarities

in their shells. The patella vu'lgata is represented in Plate

XC'VllI. as is also the tortoise-shell-buckler, which is the finest

shell of this species: its size, the fine mother-of-pearl-colour on

the inside, and the beauty of its red spots without, which have the

appearance of tortoise-shell, give it the pre-eminence over all

oth«-r3.

PATENT, that stands open or expanded: thus a leaf is

said to be patent when it stands nearly at right angles with

the stalk.

Patent, or Letters Patent, are writings sealed with the

great seal of f'ngland, by which a man is authorised to do, or to

enjoy, any thing which of himself he could not. They are so

called on account of their form, being open, with their seal affix-

ed, ready to be exhibited for the confirmation of the authority

tlelegated by them. Letters patent for new inventions are ob-

tained by jjetition to the crown ; they go through many offices,

and are liable to opposition, on account of the want of novelty,

&c. and if obtained, and it can be proved that the invention was

not new, or had been made public previously to the granting the

patent, they may be set aside. A patent at the lowest cost, and
v^hen no opposition is given to it, will, for fees of oftice, specifica-

tion, &c. cost for the three branches of the United Kingdom about

three hundred pounds.

PATER PATRATUS, the first and principal person in the

cr>llege of heralds, called Feciales. Some say he was a constant

officer and perpetual chief of that body ; and others suppose him
to have been a temporary minister, elected upon account of mak-
ing peace or denouncing war, which were both done by him. See
Feciales.
PA TERA, [from pateo, Lat. to be open,] in antiquity, a large

open goblet or vessel, used by the Romans in their sacrifices;

wherein they offered their consecrated means to the gods, and
wherewith they made libations. See Libation, and Sacri-
tlCK.
PATH, in mechanics, is the course or track marked out or run

•ver by a body in motion.

Paths of the Moon and Planets. See Astronomy.
PATHETIC, relating to the passions. It comes from the

Greek, ir«S©', passion or emotion. See Passion.
Pathetic, or Pathltical, in music, very moving, or ex-

»picvsive, or passionate; capable of exciting pity, compas-
sion, anger, or other passions. 'I'lse (hioniatic genus with its

greater and less semitones, cither ascending or descending, is very

proper for the pathetic ; as is also an artful management of dis-

cords ; with a variety of motions, now brisk, now languishing, now
swift, now slow.

PATHOGNOMONIC, [7i».^c-/vi.f.i.ywo,-, 7r«3©^ and y,v,^r=<iv,]

an epithet applied to such signs of a disease as are inseparable, de-

tiguiug the essence or real nature of a disease ; not symptomatic.

PATHOLOGY, [««&©- ai.d Xiyx-,] llial part of medicine which
relates to the distempers, with their ditferences, causes, and effects,

incident to the human body. See Medicine.
PATHOS, [na8o;,] literally signifies passion, and in poetry is

ap))lied to the expression of passion.

PATHROS, a city and canton of Egypt, which the prophets.

Jeremiah and Ezekiei mention ; Jer. xliv. i, 15. Ezck. xxix. 14.-

.\xx. 14.

PATIENCE, that calm and iinrtiflled temper, with which a

good man beai.s the evils of life, from a conviction that they are

at least permitted, if not sent, by the best of Beings, who
makes all things work togetiier for good to those who love and-

fear him.
Patience, in botany. See Ru.mex.
PAI IGUMO, (a corruption of the words pate de gnimauvc,)

a sort of paste or cakes much used on the Continent, as an agree-
able and useful remedy for catarrhal defiuxions, and Siipposed by
Dr. Percival to consist of gum-arabic combined with sugar and
the whites of eggs. Rut it is said that the powdered substance of
the marshmallow is the chief ingredient of the composition. The
Dr. recommends it as an antidote against hunger. His receipt is

this : Fine sugar four ounces, gum-arabic one ounce, rose-water
half an ounce, white of eggs, q. s.

P.\TiN, or PATINA, yErugo, or the green rust of copper,
so much valued by antiquarians, as an evidence of the genuineness
of ancient copper-coins. Listead of corroding the metal, as the
ru>t of iron does. Patina is the best preservative of ancient cojjper-

coins. It is produced by age alone.

Patina, in painting, is applied to a similar change, which takes

place upon ancient paintings. See Painting.
PATMOS, in ancient geography, one of the Sporades, 30 miles

in compass, according to Dion) sius and Pliny. It was rendered
famous by the exile of St. John, and the Revelation shewed him
there. Palmos is now called Patino, Pactino, Patmol, or Pal-

mosa. The island is very barren, and without wood ; but abounds.
with partridges, rabbits, quails, turtles, pigeons, and snipes.

Patmos, the capital of the above island. Lon. 26. 24. E.
Lat. 37. 24. N.
PATNA, a town of Hindcstan, N. of Bengal, where the Eng-

lish have factories for saltpetre, borax, and raw silk. It is the ca-

pital of Bahar, a dependency of Bengal, and is situated in a plea-

sant country, 400 iniles E. of Agra. Lon. 85. 40. E. Lat. 25,

45. N.
PATOMACK, a large river of North America, in Virginia,

which rises in the Alleghany mountains, separates Virginia from
Maryland, and falls into C'hesapeak Bay. It is about 7 miles

broad, and is navigable for near 200 miles.

PATONCl':, or POTENCE, in heraldry, is a cross, flory at

the ends ; from which it dii'fers only in this, that the ends, instead

of turiiing down like a fleur-de-lis, are extended somewhat in the

pattee form. See Flory.
PATR.E, a city of Achaia, at the N. W. of Peloponnesus, an-

ciently called Aroe.
PAI'R.AS, an ancient and flourishing toA-n of European Tur-

key, in the Morea. Lon. 21. 45. E. Lat. 38. 17. N.
PATRIARCH, or PATRIARCHA, one of those first f..thers

who lived towards the beginning of the world, and who became
famous by their long lilies of descendants. Abraham, Isaac, and
Jacob, and his twelve sons, are the patriarchs of the Old Testa-

ment ; Adam, Seth, Enoch, &c. were antediluvian patriarchs.

See Antediluvians.
Patriarchs, among Christians, arc ecclesiastical dignitaries, or

bishops, so called from their paternal authority in the church.

The power of patriarchs was not the same in all, but differed ac-

cording to the customs of countries, or the pleasure of kings and
councils. Thus the patriarch of Constantinople grew to be a pa-

triarch over the ]>atriarchs of Ephesus and Cssarea, and was call-

ed the CECumenical and universal patriarcli ; and the patriarch of

Alexandria had some prerogatives which no other patriarch but

himself enjoyed, such as the right of consecrating and approving

every single bishop under his jurisdiction.

PATRIARCHAL CROSS, in heraldry, is that where the

shaft is twice crossed ; the lower arms being longer than the up-

per ones.

PATRICA, a town of Italy, in the late territory of the Church,
and
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and Campagna of Rome, 8 milts E. of Ostia, and 13 S. of

Eonif.
PATRICIAN was a title givi'ii, among the ancient Romans,

to liie (leicendants of tlie 100 or 20 J iirst senators chosen by Ro-
muhis; and by kini called paires, fathers. Romulus established

this order alter the example of the Athenians; who were divided
into two classes, viz. the tuTHiloiSai, potricios, and ivfj-alixiv;. popu-
lares. Patricians, therefore, were originally the nobility ; in op-
position to the Plebeians.

Patrician was alio a title of honour often conferred on men of

the lirst quality in England, in the time of the Anglo-Saxon kings.

See Thane.
Patrician Deities, Patricii Dii, in mythology, were Ja-

nus, Saturn, the Genius, Pluto, Bacchus, the Sun, the iMoon, and
the Earth.

Patkiciaks, in ecclesiastical writers, were ancient sectaries,

who disturbed the peace of the church in the beginning of the third

century ; thus called from their founder Patricius, preceptor of a
Marcioiiite railed S) nmiaehus.
PATRICK, St. the tutelar saint of Ireland, is asserted by

some to have been a native ot Coriuvail, and by others of Wales.
In the Catalogue of Briti>h Saints he is said to have been principal

of a college m A\ ales, but was taken captive by some pirates of

Ireland ; llie inhabitants of which country he converted to Chris-

tianity. It appears certain that he was archbishop of x\rmagh. and
founded many churi hes and schools of learning, lie died about
450, aged S3. Sir James Ware published some pieces in Latin
under tlie name ol St. Patrick, at London in 1658.

Patrick, Sr. Order of, an insiitulion which took place in

Ireland in 17S3. On the 5th of February 1783, the king ordered
letters patent to be passed under the great seal of the kingdom of

Ireland, for creating a society or brotherhood, to be called knights

of the illustrious order of St. Patrick, of which his majesty, his

heir.s, and successors, shall perpetually be sovereigns, and his ma-
jesty's lieutenant-general and general-governor ol Ireland, &c. for

tlie time being, shall ofliciate as grand-masters; and also for ap-

pointing prince Edward, and several of the prime nobility of Ire-

land, knights companions of the said illustrious order.

1'atrick's Isle, St. an island of Ireland, on the coast of Dub-
lin, ojjposite Bahuddery.

Patrick's Wem., St. a town of Ireland, in tlie county of

L'.merick, and province of Munsler.
PATRIMONIO, or ST. PETER'S PATRIMONY, a pro-

vince of Italy in the Pope's late dominions ; so called, because it

was granted by the emperor Constantine, to support a church, which
lie built in honour of St. Peter, and for the use of the Pope. It

is bounded on the N. by Orvietano and part of Umbria ; E. by
Sabina and Campagna tii Roma ; S. W. by the Mediterranean ;

and N. W. by the duchy of Castro. It is about 43 miles long,

and 32 broad ; and is fertile in corn and fruit. It also produces

great quantities of alum. Viterbo is the capital; the other chief

eities are Boslcna, Castellana, Civita Vecchia, and Monte Fias-

cone. Napoleon, emperor of the French, has lately added all this

territory to the French empire.

PATRIMONY, a right or estate inherited by a person from

his ancestors.

Patrimony, has been also applied to church-estates or re-

venues ; in which sense authors say, the patrimony of the church

of Rimini, Milan, &c. The church of Rome had patrimonies in

France, Africa, Sicily, and many other countries. To creaie the

greater respect to the estates belonging to the church, it was usual

to give their patrimonies tlie names of the saints they held in the

highfst veneration: thus the estate of the church of Ravenna was

called the patrimony of St. Apollinarius : that of Milan, the patri-

mony of St. Ambrose; and the estates of the Roman church were

called the patrimony ot St. Peter in Abruzzo, the patrimony of

St. Peter in Sicily, and the like.

P'iTBiMONv OF St. Peter. See Patrimonio,
. PATRINGTON, a town of Yorkshire, near the inoiith of the

Humber, anciently called Pra^tcMium, 18 miles E. S. E. of Hull.

PA'IRIOTIC, actuated by the love of one's country ; belong-

JDg to a patriot, or patriotism.

PATRIOTISM, loveof one's country; zeal for one's country.

Numberless instances of the mo.t exalted patriotism are recorded

io. the histories of ancient Greece and Rome, and niodefn times

have also afforded excellent examples, as will appear from the bio-

graphical part of this work.
PATRIPASSIANI, or PATRIPASSIANS, a sect of Chris-

tians, who appeared about the end of the second century, so called

from their ascribing passion or sull'ering, to the Father ; (or they

asserted the Unity ol God in such a manner as to destroy all dis-

tinction of Persons, and to make the Father and Son precisely the

same; in which they were followed by the Sabellians and others.

The author ot this heresy was Praxeas, a piiilosopher of Phrvgia.

PATROCLUS, a Grecian chief at theTroiiui war. He was

the son of Meiicetius king oi Opus, by Slhenele, Philomela, or

Polymela. When (he Greeks «int to the Trojan war, Patroclus

went with them at the express desire of his father, and embarked
with ten ships from Plithia. He was the constant companion of

Achilles ; lodged in the sa.nc lent ; and when he refused to apjiear

in the lieUI of battle, on account of Agamemnon's injustice, Pa-

troclus imitated his example, and his absence was the cause of

much los5 to the Greeks. At last Nestor prevailed upon him to

return to the war, and Achilles permitted him to appear in his ar-

mour. The brai-ery of Patroclus, with the terror \Nhich the sight

of the arms of Achilles inspired, soon routed the Trcjans, and
obliged them to fly to the ciiy. He would have broken down the

walls : but Apollo opposed hmi ; and Hector, at the instigation of

that god, dismounted from his chariot to attack him as he attempt-

ed to strip a Trnjan whom he had slain. This engagement was

obstinate; but Patroclus was at length overpov.'ered by Hector,

with the aid of Apollo. His body v.'as at last recovered, and car-

ried to the Grecian camp, where Achilles received hnii with the

loudest lamentations. His funeral was observed with the greatest

solemnity. Achilles sacrificed near the burning pile twelve young

Trojans, four of his horses, and two of his ilogs ; and the whole

was concluded by the exhibition of funeral-g^mes, in which the

conquerors were liberally rewarded by Achilles. Achilles, laying,

aside his resentment against Aganieninon, entered the field to

avenge the fall of his friend ; and his anaer was gratified only by
the slaughter of Hector, who had kinfUed his wrath by appearing

at the head of the Trojan armies in the armour taken from Patro-

clus. The patronymic of Aclorides is applied to Patroclus, be-

cause Actor was father to Menalius.

PATROL, in war, a round (ir march made by the guards, or-

watch in the night-time, to observe what passes in the streets, and

to secure the peace and tranquillity of a city or camp.

PATRON, among (lie ancieiit Romans, was an appellation'

given to a master who had freed his slave.

Patron was also the name, which the ancient Romans gave to

some great man under whose protection they usually put them-

selves; paying him all kinds of honour and respect, and denomi-

nating themselves his clients ; while the patron, on his side, grant-

ed them his credit and protection.

Patron, in the church of Rome, a saint whose name a person

hears, or under whose protection he is put, and whom he takes

particular care to invoke ; or a saint in whose name a church or

order is founded.

Patron, in the canon or common law, is a person who, having

the advowson of a parsonage, vicarage, or the like spiritual pro-

motion, belonging to his manor, hath on that account the gift and

disposition of the benefice, and may present to it whenever it be-

comes vacant. See Patronage.
.

PATRONAGE, or ADVOWSON, [patronatus, Lat.] is a

sort of incorporeal hereditament, consislinc; in the right of presen-

tation to a church or ecclesiastical benefice. Advowson, adv, -

ca/20, signifies the taking into protection ; and therefore is syiu-

nvnious with patronage, and he who has the right of advowson :s

called the patron of the church. For w hen lords of manors first

built churches on their own demesnes, and appointed th.e tithes of

those manoi-s to be paid to the officiating ministers, which before

were given to the clergy in common, the lord w ho thus built a

church, and endowed it with a glebe or land, had of common right

a power annexed of nominating such minister as he pleased (pro-

vided he were canonically qualified) to officiate in that church, of

which he was the founder, endower, maintamer, and patron. Ad-

vowsons are either advowsons appendant, or advowsons in gross.

They arc also either presentative, coUative, or donative. See

Advowson. .u . „ f

PATROfTACE, Arms of, in heraldry, are those on the top of

7

.

wnitu •
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which ari; some marks of siibjf-ction and clepeiKlt-me : Uui=^ tlu-

city of Paris lately bore tlie (iciirs-clc-lis in chief, to slitw lu-r siib-

jeclioci to the king ; and the cardinals, on the lop of tlieir arms,

b; ar thuse of the pope, who gave them llie hat, to shew that they

arc his creatures.

PA IKON YMIC, [3(tT;r,i,u.;:3;,] a name expressing the name
of tlie father or ancestor.

Patkosymics, amoM!^ c;ranimarians, are derived, 1. From tlie

name of the fatlier; as Pehdes, i.e. Achilles the son of Peleus.

S. From tlie mother ; as Pliilyrides, i.e. Chiron the son of Plii-

lyia. 3. From the grandfather on tlie father's side ; as .V^acides,

?. e. Achilles the grandson of ^-"acus. 4. From the grandfather by

tlie mother's side ; as Atlanliades, i.e. Mercury the ijrandson ot

Atlas. And, 5. From the kings and founders oi nations ; as Ko-

muhda-, i. e. the Romans, from their founder kini; lloniu-

lus. The terminations of Greek and Ixilin patronymics are

chiefly four, viz. dds, of which we have CNaniples above ; an, as

Tliauniantias, i.e. Iris the daughter of riiaumas ; is, as Atlantis,

i. e. Electra the daughter of Atlas ; and ne, as Nerine, the daugh-

ter of Xereus. Of these terminalions dcs is masculine ; and as,

is, and ne, feminine: dts and ne are of the fir^t declension, as and

is of the third. The Russians, in their usual mode ot address,

never prefix any title or appellation of respect to their names ;

but persons of all ranks, even those of the first distinctKm, call

each other by their Christian names, to which they add a patro-

iivr.rc. These patronymics are formed in some cases by adding

^'ltch (the same as our Fitz, iis Fitzherbert, or the son of llerbert)

to the Christian name of the father; in others by Of or Ef; the

former is applied only to persons of condition, the latter to those

of inferior rank. Thus, Ivan Ivanovitch, Ivan Ivanof, is Ivan the

son of Ivan, or John tlie son of Jol-.n ; Peter Alexivitch, Peter

Alexiof, Peter the son of Alexis. The female patronymic is Efna,

Ofna, or Owna, as Sophia Alexeefna, or Alexiowna, Sophia the

(laughter of Ale.xis ; Maria Ivanofna or Ivanowna, Mary the

dau;iliter of John.

PAI ROS, a country mentioned by Jeremiah and Ezekiel,

Tihich appears from the context to mean a part of Egypt. Bo-
chart thinks it denotes the Higher Egypt.
PATTA, or PATI, an island near the coast of Africa, about

ten miles in circumference, chiefly inhabited by Arabians, with

vl'.om the English, Portuguese, ajid Indians, trade for ivory and
slaves. I.on. 41.30. E. Lat. 1. 50. S.

PATTANS, PATANS, or AFGHANS, a very warlike race

of men, who had been subjects of the vast empire of Bochara.
See Afghans.
PATTERSON, a town of New Jersey, in Bergen countv, 19

miles N. E. of Morristown, and 100 N. by E. of Philadel-

phia.

PA'TTI, PATI, or PIATTI, a sea-port-town and bishop's see

of Sicily, in Dcmoiia, 32 miles W. of Messina.
PAI TUX, or PUTTAX, a city of Hindostan, in Guzerat, 48

miles N. of Aniedahad. Lon. '.27. 30. E. Lat. 23. 4i. N.
PAU, a town of France, in the department of the Lower Pv-

renees, late province of Gascony, and territory of Rearne, 97
miles S. of Bounleaux. Lon. 0. 4. \V. Lat. 43. 13. N.

PaVAK, or PAVAXE, a grave dance used among the Spa-
niards, and borrowed from them ; wherein the performers made a

kiiu! of wheel or tall before each other, like that of pavo, a pea-
cock ; from whence the name is derived.

P.VUCAR-COLLA, a province of Buenos Ayres, abounding
villi sheep, and silver-mines. Puna is the capital.

Paucar-Tamba, a province of Peru, E. of Cusco, about 72
miles long, fertile in corn and fruit.

PAUCTON, Alexis John Peter, a learned mathematician,
Horn near Lussan, in 1732. His principal work was his Metro-
logic, first published in 17S0, which contains a collection of the
measures of all coiintrlcs. 'The astronomer Lalande assisted him in

the foreign department. This excellent work contains also calcu-
lations oi' the ancient measures, with dissertations on population,
agriculture, &-c. He also iiublished A Theory of the Laws of
N.iture, in 17S1, wherein he attempts to refute the systems of
Newton and Nollet. He died in 1799.
PAVEMENT, a layer of stone, or other matter, serving to co-

ver and strengthen the ground ot divers places for the more com-
modious walkiiig on.

PAY F.SAN, PAVESE, or PAVIA, a late duchy of Italy,

bounded on the N. by the Mdaricse, E. by the Lodesan and Pla-

cenlin ; S. by tlic Genoese territory; and W. by the Lumellui
and 'Tortoiiese.

PAVE'TTA, in botany, a genus of the ir.onogynia order, and
telrandria class of plants; natural order, Stellata-. Corolla mono-
pet.dous, funnel-shaped above ; stigma carved ; berry two-seeded.

There are seven species.

FAVI.A, an ancient and celebrated city of Italy, in the depart-

ment of Olona, district of Pavia, late duchy of Milan, and capital

of the Pavesan, 1 7 miles S. of Milari, and 72 W. of Mantua. Loa.
9. 15. E. Lat. 45. 10. N.

P.4VIA, a district of Italy, in the department of tl-.c Olona, com-
prehending the late Pavese.

Pavia, a late duchy of Italy. See Pavese.
PAVII^lOX, in architccluie, signifies a kind of turret or build-

ing, usually insulated, and contained under a single rool ; some-
times square, and sometimes in form of a dome : thus called from
the resemblance of its roof to a tent.

Pavilion, in heraldry, denotes a covering in form of a tfnt,

which invests or wraps up the armories of divers kings and si ve-

reigns, <lepending only on God and their sword. 'The pavilion

consists of two parts; the lop, which is the chapeau, or coruiiet

;

and the curtain, which makes the mantle.

Pavilion, in military affairs, signifies a tent raised on posts, to

lodge under in the summer-time.
Pavilio.n" is also sometimes applied to llags, colours, ensigns,

standards, banners, &:c.

Pavilions, among jewellers, the under-sides and corners of the

brilliant>, lying between the girdle and the collet.

PAVIXG, the construction of ground-floors, streets, or high-

ways, in such a manner that they may be conveniently walked
upon. In Britain, the pavement of the grand streets, &c. are

usually of flint, or rubble-stone ; courts, stables, kitchens, halls,

churches, are paved with tiles, bricks, flags, or lire-stone ; some-
times with a kind of free-stone and rag-stone. In some streets,

e. g. of Venice, the pavement is of brick : churches sometimes are

paved with marble, and sometimes with mosaic work, as the

church of St. Mark at Venice. In France, the public roads,

streets, courts, &c. are all paved with gres or gritt, a kind of free-

stone.

PAUL, formerly named Saul, was of the tribe of Benjamin, a

native of 'Tarsus in Cihcia, a Pharisee by profession ; first a persecu-

tor of the church, and afterujrds a dlscijile of Jesus Christ, and
apostle of the Gentiles. It is thought he was born about two year*

before our Saviour, supposing that he lived 68 years, as is men-
tioned in a homily in the sixth volume ot St. Chrysosloni's works.

He was a Roman citizen, because Augustus had given the freedom
of the city to all the freemen of Tarsus, in consider.otlon of their

firm adherence to his interest. His parents sent him early to

Jerusalem, where he studied the law at the feel of GamalitI, alamous
doctor, lie made very great progress in his studies, and his life

was always blameless before men ; being very zealous tov.fhe whole
observation of the law of Moses. But his zeal carried him too far;

Ik persecuted the church, and when the protomartyr St. Stephen
was stoned, Saul was not only consenting to his death, but he even
tool?care i)f the clothes of those that stoned him. This happened
A. Dl 33, a short time after our Saviour's death. After the death
of St. Stephen, Saul shewed the utmost violence in di>tre^sing the .

Christians; and having got credentials from the high-priest Caia-

phas, and the elders of the Jews, to the chief Jews of Damascus,
with power to bring to Jerus.ilem all the Christians he should fliul

there, he went away full of threats, and breathing nothing kut
blood. But as he «as ujion the road, anddra%>iiig near to Da-
mascus, all on a sudden about noon, he perceived a great light to

come from heaven, which encom,'.assed him and all those that

were with him. 'Tliis splendor threw him on the ground; and
Saul heard a voice sayhig to him, " Saul, Saul, why persecutest

thou me;" His answer, with his blindness, his cure, and the other

surprising circumstances that followed, and issued in his conversion,

are recorded in the 9th chapter of the Acts. His escape from Da-
mascus, where the Jews had influenced the governor to seize him ;

his ivieeling at Jerusalem willi the disciples, who wi re still afraid of

him ; the plot of the Jews to kill him ; his journey to Cssarea, and
thence to 'Tarsus, where he continued from A. I). 37 to 43 ; his

I iourney thence with Barnabas to Autioch, and from that city to

I
JcrusaUin, with -upplies to the disciples during the famine, A. D.

* 44, when
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41, when lit- iiiet wilh the piojiliets Simeon, Lucius, and Manaen,
aiul «beii lie is siippo'ied to have had his iiiffl'.iole vision of heaven ;

(a Cor. xii. 2, 4,) his jouniej with Barnabas to Cyprus; the op-
po liioii of Barjesus: his blimlness; the conversion of Sergius
JP.iiiliis, A. D. 45 ; the chanqe ol Saul's name into Paul ; hisjoui^

iiey to Perga, and preaching in the synagogues there, as well as

at Antioch, Iconuim, Lvslra, and Deibe: the miracles he wrought,
and persecutions he suflered at these places ; his recovery after being
stoned, and sup^iosed dead ; the dissension about circumcision at

Antioch ; his mission with Barnabas to Jerusalem for the opinion of
the otlier apostles on this subject, with their decision ; his cen-
sure of St. Peter for his dissimulation ; his separation from Barna-
bas, and junction with Silas; their journey through Lycaonia,
Plirygia, Galatia, Mysia, Troas,- to Maceclonia; their imprison-
ment, ?ic. at Philippi ; the conversion of Lydia and the jailor, and
their spirited expostulation with the magistrates ; theh-jouniey
througli Amphipolis and ApoUonia, to '1 hessalonica and Berca ;

thetumults raised by the Jews against them in these cities; Paul's

voyage to Athens, A. D. 52 ; his disputes there with the philoso-

phers; his defence before the Areopagus; the conversion of Diony-
sius and Damaris ; his journey to Cori.nth, where he continued
eight months; and whence, or from Athens, he wrote his two
epistles to the Thessalonians ; his accusation before GaUio, and
acquittal ; his voyage to Ephesus, Ce'sarraj and Jerusalem ; his

journey through Antioch, Galatia, Phrygia, and the higher
provinces of Asia; his return to Ephesils, where he continued
three years, from A. D. 54, to 57 ; wrote his epistle to the Gala-
tians, and performed many miracles, and wlrere he savs, he also

fought with beasts; but whether he did this literally in the am-
phitheatre, in consequence of a sentence of the heathen magistrates,

or whether the expression is only a metaphorical allusion to the

scuffle he had with Demetrius and the silver-smiths, commentators
are not agreed : His journey after this to Philippi in Macedonia
along with Timothy, whence he wrote his two epistles to the Co-
rinthians ; thence to Achaia, Corinth, Assos, Mitylene, Miletus,

Coos, Rhodes, Patara, Tyre, Ptolemais, and Caesarea; where he
met with Philip the evangelist, and the prophet Agabus, who fore-

told his future sutTerings : His journey thence to Jerusalem,

where, by the advice of St. James, lie took the vow of Nazarite ; the

riot raised in the temple against him by the Jews ; his rescue from
their fury by Lysias; his unjust treatment by Ananias the high

priest ; the division between the Pharisees and Sadducee; respect-

ing him ; the bloody vow of the Jewish assassins to murder him ;

his transmission to Felix by Lysias, his accusation by Tertullus,

and his animated defence; the injustice of Felix; Paul's spirited

oration before Festus and Agrippa ; its effect upon the latter;

Paul's appeal to Ca-sar, and conse(|uent voyage from Adramytliuni

over the seas of Cilicia and Pamphylia, to Myra, and thence to

Crete ; the storm of 14 days; the shipwreck on the coast ot Malta,

with all the interesting particulars attending it ; the cure of Puhliiis,

&c. Pdul's re-embarkation and voyage to Syracuse, Rhegium,
and Puteoli, with his final arrival at Rome, and reception there by
his countrymen, are all fully recorded by St. Luke, in the Acts of

the Apostle^, from chap. ix. to xxviii. Paul dwelt for two whole

years at Rome, from A. D. 61 to (53, in a hired lodging ; where he

received all that came to him, preacliing the religion of Jesus

Christ, without interruption. His captivity contributed greatly

to the advancement of religion ; for he was the instrument of con-

verting several persons even of the emperor's court. (Philip, i. 1?,

18, and iv. 22.) The Christians of Philippi, hearing that St. Paul

was a prisoner at Rome, sent Epaphroditus to him with money, to

assist him in their name. (Phil. ii. 25.) Epaphroditus fell sick

at Rome ; and when he v\ent back to Macedonia, the apostle sent

by h'mi his Epistle to the Pliilippians. It is not known by what

means St. Paul was delivered from his prison, but it is certain that

he was set at liberty, after having been two years a prisoner at

Rome. He wrote also, during this imprisonment, his Epistles to

Philemon and the Colossians. He was still in Rome, or at least

in Italv,when he wrote his Epistle to the Hebrews. He travelled

over Italy ; and, according to some of the fathers, passed into

Spain ; then into Judea ; w ent to Ephesus, and there left Timothy ;

(Heb. xiii. 24, and 1 Tira. i. 3,) preached in Crete, and there

fixed Titus, to cultivate the church in that place. Probably he

.might also visit the Pliilippians ; (Phil. i. 23, 26, and ii. 24.) and

it is believed, that it was from Macedonia that he wrote the First
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Epistle to Timothy. Sometime after, he wrote to Titus, whom
he had left in Crete ; desiring him to come to Nicopolis, whence,
jirobably, he sent tliis letter. The year following, that is A. D.
65, he went into Asia, and came to Troas. (2 Tim. iv. 13.)

Thence he went to visit Timotliv at Ephesus, and from that to

Miletus. (2 Tim. iv. 20.) Lastly, he went to Rome; and St.

Chrysostom says, that it was reported, that having converted a

cup-bearer and a concubine of Nero, this so provoked the Empe-
ror, that he caused St. Paul to be apprehended, and put in prison.

It was in this last place of 'oullnenient, that he wrote his second'
Epistle to Timothy, which C^lirysoslom looks upon as (he apostle's

l,!st testament. See Timothy, aiulTjTi's. This great apostle al

last consummated his martyrdom, the 29th of June, A. D. 66, bv
having his head cut off, at a place called the Salvian Wafers. He'
was buried on the way of Ostium, and a magnificent church was
built over his tomb, whicli is still in existence. Calmet's Diet &c.

Pail, first bishop of Narbonne, or Sergius Paulus the procon-
sul, converted and made bishop by St. Paul, was descended from
one of the best families of Rome. It is said the apostle called
himself Paul from his name. The Spaniards venerate him as their

apostle ; and say he died a martyr at Narbonne.
P.\UL, late emperor of Russia, the son of the unfortunate Peter

HI. by Catharine II. was born Oct. 1, 1754; and married Oct.
10, 1773, to Wilhelmina, daughter of Lewis, landgrave of Heise-
Darmstadt, who died in childbed April 30(li 1776, without leaving-

issue. He next married, Oct. 7th 1776, Sophia Augusta Doro-
thea, daughter of Pr. Charles of Wirtemberg, by whom he had
Alexander, the present emperor, Constuntine, Alexandra, Helen,
and Anne. He took an active part in the iate war; but was mur-
dered on the 23d March, 1801.

Paul, in sea-language, is a short bar of wood or iron, fixed close

to the capstern or windlass of a ship, to prevent those engines from
rolling back or giving way, when they are employed to heave in

the cable, or otherwise charged with any great elibrt.

Paul, St. a province of South .America, in Brazil, wliicliisa

kind of independent republic. The climate is excellent.

Paul, St. the capital of the above republic, 12 miles from t!ie

coast, and 210 W. of Janeiro. Lou. 45. 52. \V. Lat. 23.25. S,

Paul, St. an island in tlie Lidian Ocean. Lon. 01. 2. E. Lat.

37. 51.S.
Paul, St. an island in the Gulf of St. Lawrence ; nine miles

N. E. of Cape Breton.

Paul, St. a town of Malta ; six miles N. \V. of Malta.

PAULA, a learned Roman lady, who flourished in the fourCi

century. She was descended from the Scipios and the Gracchi,

and added to the brightest qualities of the mind tlie virtues of

Ciiristianity. She was well versed in the Hebrew srri|)tures, and
was the intimate friend of St. Jerome. She died A. D. 407.

Paula, a tow n of Naples, in Calabria Cilra, near (he coas1 ; 1 ?

miles K. W. of C'esenza. Lon l6.t(. V.. Lat. 39. 24. N.
PAULIANIST.'E, PAULIAKISTS, a sect of heretics, so

called from their founder Paulus Samo^atenus, a native ol Samo-
sata, electeil patriarch of Antioch in 26_\ His doctrine amounted
to this; that the Son and the Holy Gliiist exist in God in the same

manner as reason and' activity do in man ; tlial Christ was born a

mere man ; but that the reason or w isdom of the Father descended

info him, and bv him wrought miracles upon eaith, and instructed

the nations ; anil, finally, that, on account of this union of the Di-

vine Word wilh the man Jesus, Chri'-t might, though imiiroperly.

be called God. He did not baptize in (he name of the Father aiid

the Son, &<:. ; for which reason the council of Nice ordered ihosfe

bajitized bv him to be re-baptized.

PAULl'CIANS, a branch of the ancient Manicliees, so called

from their fcuiuKr, one Paulus, who, with his brother John, both

of S.imosata, formed this sect in the seventh century : tliongh

otliers are of opiirion, that they were thus called from another Pan-
'

Ins, an .'\rnieniau by birth, wlio lived :n the reign oi Justinian II.-

'J'he Greek wri(ei> comprise their errors under the hix followinij

particulars r 1. They deilied that (his inferior and visible world is'

the prodiRlion of the Supreme Being; and the\ disdneuish the

Creator iif the world and of human bodies from the most high God
who dwells in t-lie heavens; and hence some think that they were

a branch of (he Gnostics rather than of the Manieheaus. 2.'l hey-

refused to worship the Virgin Mary. 3. 'I'hey reiiised locelcbrat'^

the institution ol the Lord's auu.per. 4. They refused to follow

3 Q the
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the practice of the Gii-cks wlio \km\ to the prtteinled wood of the

tro^<i a sort of religious lioiiiaf?-. 5. They rejfctL-d the books of

the Old rfstamcnt"; and looked upon the writers of lh.it hk red

history as inspired hy the Creator of this world, and not by tliesn-

prenie God. 6. They excluded presbyters and elders from all

pan in ihe administration of the church.

PAUL!N.\, a Konian lady, wife of Satnrniniis, governor of

Svria, in the reign ot the emperor Tiberius.

Paulisa, wife of the philn,oi)her Seneca. She atteiiipted to

kill herself when Nero had ordered her husband to die. The em-

peror, however, pi-evented her ; and she lived some few jcars after

in the greatest melancholy.

P.VULINIA, in botaiiy, a jtenus of the trigynia order, and oc-

taiidria class of plants; natural order, Trihilata>. Calyx five-

leaved ; petals four ; nectary tour-leaved, unequal ; capsules

tliree, compressed, nn-mbranaceous, connate. There are seven-

teen vpeties, natives of warm climates.

. PAULOGRAD, a town of Russia, in Ekaterinoslaf ; 32 miles

E. of Kkaterinoslaf. Lon. 36. 5. E. Lat. 47. 10. N.
PAULO POST FUTURUM, a tense in the Greek verbs, used

to express a period •,Jiiturum, about to be, paulopnst, a little after;

i. e. any event which is almost upon the point of taking place. The
editors of the Encyclopedia Perlhensis iiave strangely interpreted

this phrase by the English words " a little after thi- luture", a trans-

lation so very abuud that it needs no refutation. There is nothing

analogous to this tense in the Eatin or any other language.

P.VUEOVSK, a town of Russia, in Voronez, on the Don ; 68

miles S. E. of Voroiiez. Lon. 40. 'J5. E. Lat. 30. JO. N.
PAUL'S ISLAND, St. an inland in the Strait between New-

foundland and Cape fjrelon ; 1 j miles N. E. of North Cape. Lon.
60. 2. VV. Lat. 47. 30. N.
PAVO, the Pe.acock, in astronomy, a constellation in the

SDulhcrn hemisphere, unknown to the ancients, and not visible in

oi:r hititude. It consists of 14 stars. See Astronomy.
1 Pavo, the PtACOCK, in ornithology, a genus belonging

to tlie order of galUnx. The bill convex and strong; head covered

with turned back fe.ilhers , nostrils large, feathers of the tail long,

bread, expaiisile, and adorned with rich eye-like spots. L.Uliani

enumerates eiglit species.

P. Ai,Bus, the White Peacock, is, as its name imports, en-

tirely white, not excepting even the eyes of the train, which it is

nevertheless easy to trace out. This variety is in Latham's opi-

nion, more common in England than elsewhere.

P. Cbistati's, the CoiMMON Peacock of English authors, has

a compressid crest and solitary spurs. It is about tlie size of a

turkey; the length from tlie lip of the bill to the end of the tail

being three feet eight inches. The bili is nearly two inches long,

and IS of a brown colour. The irides are yellow. On llie crown
there is a sort of crest, composed of 24 feather^, which are not web-
bed e.*;ccpt at the ends, which are gilded green. The shafts ate

of a whitish colour ; arfd the head, neck, and breast, are of a green

gold-colour. Over tiie eye there is a streak of white, and beneath it

there is the same. 'Ihe track and rump are of a green gold-colour,

glossed over with copper: the fealliers arc distinct, and lie ever

each other like slulls. Above the tail springs an inimitable set ot

long beauiiiul leathers, adorned with a variegated eye at the end
of each ; these reach considerably beyond the tail ; and the longest

of them in many birds are four feet and a half long. This beauti-

ful tiaiii, or tail as it is improperly called, may be expanded quite

to a perpendicular upwards at the will of the bird. The life of

these birds is reckoned by some at about 23 years; by others at

J 00. See M.itcCXX.
PAVOASA"N, or PAVOASSAN, a town of Africa, in the

island ot St. Thomas, belonging to Portugal. It lies under the

equator. Lon. 8. 30. \V.

PAYOR, MKIUS, or TIMOR, FEAR, a Roman deity,

ttUose worship wa-. imro.Uired by Tullus Hostilius, who, in a

p.:nic, vowed a ^Uiiiie to him, and one to Pallor, Paleness; and
therelore they are (mind on the coins of that family The Ep!inri

of Sparta erected a temple to Fear, near their tribunal, to strike an

awe into those «Uo approached it.

F.VURiEDAS I'YL/E, in the old mineralogy, agenusof per-

fect crystals with douhh- pyramids, and no intermediate cuUimn,
•on) po.ed of twelve pbnes, ot two licx.,ugulac pyramids, joined

base to base.

PAUSANLVS, a Spartan king and gei.eal, who signalized him-
self at the battle of Plata-a against the Peiaiaiis. The Greeks,
sensible ot his svrvices, rewarde.l his merit with a tenth of thespoils

taken Ironi the Per^iatls; He was afterwards ap|iointe<l to com-
mand the Sjiartan armies, and he extended his conc)uests in Asia;
but the haughtiness of his behaviour <rea'ed him many enemies;
and \\<t! Adienians soon obtained a superiority in Ihe affairs of
Greece. He was starved to death in the temple of Minerva, and
died about 15. C. 474.

Pausaxias, a learned Greek historian and orator, in the second
century, uiid'-r Antoninus the philoiojiher. He was the disciple

of H erodes Atticus ; he lived for a long time in Greece; and af-

terwariU went to Rome, where he died at a great age. He wrote

an excellent description of Greece, in ten books; in which we
lind not only the situation of places, but the antiijuities of Greece,
and every thing mo>t curious and worthy of knowledge. Abb^
Gedoin lias given a French trandation of it, in two vols. 4to.

PAUSE, a cessation in speaking, singing, playing, or the like.

One U'-e of pointing in grammar is to make proper pauses. There
is a pait^e in the middle of each verse ; in an hemistich, called a
rest or repose. See Poetuy, and Reading.
PAUSL'VS, a famous ancient painter, the inventor of Encaustic

Painting, was a native of Sicyon. He was a disciple of Painphi-

liis, and flourished about B. C. 332. He drew a beautiful picture

of his mistress Glycere, for which Luctillus gave two talents. The
Sicyonians bi-ing obliged to sell his pictures to clear an enormous
debt, they were all purchased by M. Scaiirus, the Ro.iian.

PAUSILIPI'O, > celebrated mountain of N.iples, live mi'es
from Puzzoli, famous for its grotto, or rather its subterranean pas-

sage througl) it, near a mile long, about 20 feet broad, and from
30 to 40 in height.

PAUSUS, "in zoology, a genus of insects ot the order coleop-
tera. Antenna: two-jointed, the upper joint very large, inflected,

hooked, pedicillate; head pointing forward with a convex, jugular
triangle; thorax narrow, unequal, Scutellate ; shells flexile, de-
flected, truncate; four feel |)laced at the fore-part of the breast,

thighs with minute ajipendagcs ; tarsi four-jointed. There are

fii'e species. P. microcephalus : head unarmed ; club an oblong
sphere ; shells as long as the body, not punctured ; shanks linear.

It inhabits the Banana islands. P. sphu;rocerus : head horned;
club globular ; shells shorter than the abdomen, punctured ; shanks
dilated at the t:p. It is found at Sierra Leone.

PAUTZKE, a town of \V, Prussia, in Poiiierelia ; C3 miles N.
AV. of Dantzick. Lon. 18. 41. E. Lat. 45, 44. N.
PAUXIS, a fort of Brazil, in Para, on the N. bank of the Ama-

zon. Lon. 40. 3t5. W. Lat. 1. 30. S.

PAW, P.\TrE', in heraldry, the fore-foot of a beasf, cutoff
short. If the leg be cut off, it is called gambe. Lion-paws are
much used in armory.
Paw, in the manege, a horse is said to paw the grotind, when,

his leg being either tired or painful, he does not rest it upon the
ground, .-,nd fears to hurt himself as he walks.

P.\\\LE, in a ship, a small piece of iron bolted to one end of
the beams of the det k, close to the capstan ; but yet so easily, as

that it can turn about. Its use is, to stop the capstan from turning

back, by being made to catch hold of Ihe whelps : they therefore

say, heave a pawle ; that is, heave a little more, for the pawle to

get hold of the whelps; and this they call pawling the capstan.

PAWN, \j)and, Dutch; pan, French,] something given to

pletige as a security for money borrowed or pioinise made. The
term is derived a ptigiio, quia res quce pigii'yri dantur, pugno
veliiianu tniduntur. Ihe party that pawns goods hath a general

property in them ; they cannot be forfeited by the party that

hath them in pawn for any otf'ence of his, nor be taken in execu-
tion for his dei)t ; neither may tiiey othenvise be put in execution
till the debt for which they are pawned is satisfied. If the pawn
is laid up, and the pawnee robbed, he is not answerable;

though if the pawnee use the thing, as a jewel, watch, &c. that wilt

not be ;he worse for wearing, which he may do, it is at his peril ;

and if he is rubbed, he is answerable to the owner, as the using oc-

casioned the loss, &c. If the pawn is of such a nature that the
keeping is, a charge to the paw nee, asa cow or a hcrse, &c. ho may
n.ilk the one, and ride the oilier, and this shall go in reconi])ence

tor his keep'ng. Things which will grow the worse by using, a«

apparel. Sic. he may not use.

PAWiNEE,
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PAWNEE, one wHo lenh on pawns.

.PAWTEVVAIAMIES, a nation ot N. American Indians who
re->i(if in tlieNorth-Weslern Territory, on tlie banks of the river

St. Josi ph.

PAX, the goddess of Peace, among the ancients. The Athe-
nians erected a statue of lier, representing her as holdijig Plufte,

the g<jd of wealtli, in licr lap.

PAXARO, PAKAROS, or PAXARO NIGRO, an island or

cluster of islands, near the coast ol Californ-a, in the N. Pacific

Oce.tn. Lon. 120. 43. \V. Lat. 29. 30. to 30. 18. S.

PAXIMADES, an inland near the S. coast nf Candia.
PAXL), an i->lancl in the Mediterranean, 12 miles in circum-

ference, 8 miles S. E. ot Corfu.

PAYENGALT, or COIMBETORE, a district of Hindos-
tan, in Mysore, on the Malabar toast. See Coimbettore, and
MVSOKE.
PAY, in the sea-laiigiiage. The seamen say, pay more cable,

wlien they mean to let out more cable.

PAYING, among seamen. When the seams of a ship are laid

o.ver with a coat of hot pitch, it is called paying her ; and when
this is done with canvas, paictUing : also when, after she is

gj-aved, and the soil burm-d oil', a new coat of tallow and soap, or

one of train-oil, ros'n, and brimstone, boiled together, is put on
her, that is aUo called i)a\ing ot a ship.

P.A Y.M EN'i". the discharge of a debt, either by money really

told, or by bill-, of exciiange, &c. See the article Debt. The
manlier oi payment shall be directed by him that pays the money,
and not by the receiver of it. It money be paid before the time,

it is, in law, accounted a payment at the day; and here the pay-

ment of a less sum may be a satisfaction for llie whole, though
not otherwise.

PAZ, or L.A PAZ, a province and archbishopric of Peru, in

Buen.s Ayres or Chalycos, full of mountains, which aie supposed

to abound with gold.

Paz, ihe capital of the above province, 180 miles N. of Plata,

and 350 S. E. ot C'usco. Lon. 64. 30. W. Lat. 1 o. 59. S.

PEA. in botany. See PisuM.
Pea-Chick. See Cicer.
Pea, Everlastikg. Sec Lathyrus.
PEACE, [per, Lat.] in its general signification, stands in con

tradistinrtioii lo war. See War. Peace, in our law-books, signi-

fies a qu et and inolfensive behaviour towards the king and his peo-

ple, it IS observed, that all authority for keeping the jieace

comes originally from the king, who is the supreme otliccr or ina-

gistrate tor the preservation of it. Also the lord-cliancellor and
judges of the king's bench, &c. have a general power to keep the

peace over all the realm ; as have likewise all courts of record

within their own precincts, and sheriffs of counties, justices of Ihe

peace, constables, &c. No person may break Ihe peace without

being liable to punishment ; and where any person is in <langer of

harm, or some bodily prejuilice from another, on oath made
thereof before a justice ot the peace, or other magistrate, he may
be secured by bond or recognizance, which is commonly called

binding to the peace.

Peace of the King, is thit peace or security, both of life and
goods, which the king ))romises to all his subjects, or others that

are under hi^ protection. There is a so the peace of the king's high-

ways, which is to be free from all annoyance and molestation ; to

which may be added the peace of the plough, whereby bolli the

plough ancl plough-cattle are secured from distresses ; and fairs are

said to have their peace, so that no person may be troubled there

fur debts contracted elsewhere.

Peace, Temple of, a celebrated temple at Rome, which was
consumed by fire A. U. 191 ; produced as some writers suppose,

by a slight earthquake, for no tlumder was heard at tiie time. That
magnificerit structure had been raised by Vespasian after the de-

stuction of Jerusalem, and enriched with the spoils and ornaments

of the temple of the Jews. The ancients speak of it as one of the

most stately buildings in Rome.

J
Peace, Justices ofthe. See Justices of the Peace.

V PE-'iCH. See Amycdalds.
PEACOCK, in ornithology. See Pavo.
PEAK, a mountain of Ireland, in Cork, Munster ; in which

',' tl'ere are Several subterraneous caverns, wherein a great numher of

Vhnman skeletons were discovered in 17J J.

Peak OF Derbysiiip.c, a cliain of very high mountains in,
l,)erby, famous for the mines they contain, and for tiirir remark-
able caverns. The most remarkable of these are Pool'> hole and
LIden-hole. The former is a cave at the foot of a high hill called
Coitmnss, so narrow at the entrance that passengers are obliged to-
creep on all-f.iurs; but it soon opens to a considerable heiolii, ex-
tending to above a quarter of i mile, with a roof somevriiat re-
sembling that of an ancient cathedral. By Ihe petrifj ing water
continually dropping in many parts of the cave are tormed a variety
ot curious figures and rcpreseiitalions of Ihe works both of nature
and art. T'lere is a co'umn here as clear as alabaster, which is

called The Queen of Scot's Pillar, because Queen Mary is said
lo have |)roceeili'd thus far when she visited ihe cavern.

'

Elden-
liole is a dreadtui chasm in the side of a mouniain; which, before
Ihe end of the 17th century, was thoueht to be altogether unla-
Ihomable. In 1699, Captain Slurmy, cics, ended by ropes fixed
at the top of an old lead-ore-pit, four fathoms almost perpendicu-
lar, and Irom thence thrte fathoms more obi. quely, between Iwo
great rocks. Al the bottom ot this he luund an eiilraiice into a
very spacious cave.n, whence he descended ahuig with a miner
lor 2j faihoms pirpendicular. At last thej came lo a great wa-
ter, which he touiid to he 20 fathoms l-road atid eight dei p. A*
they walked by the side of ihis water, they i.b-i rved a hollow in
the rock some feel aiiove them. The miner wnil inlo this place,
which was the mouth of another cavern ; and walked for about 70
paces in it. The fioor of these caserns is a kind of white stone
enamelled with lea.l-ore, an<l the roofs are encrusted with shining
spar. On his return from this subterr neous joMiiey, Captain
Sturmy was seized with a violent head-ach, which," alter con-
tinuing four days, terminated in a fever, of which he died in ashort
time.

Peak ofTeneriffe. SeeTENERiFFE.
PEAN, ill heraldry, is when the field of a coat of arms is sable,

and the powilerings or.

Pean. See Pjean.
PEAR, in botany. See PvBus.
PEARCE, Zac'harv, a learned prelate, was born in 1690, and

educated at Westminster school, from whence he w;.s elected to
Trinity college, Cambridge, where he wrote some papers in the
(jiiardian and Spectator. He published an excellent edition of
Longinus in 17'.'4, and the same year obtained his <!oclor's de-
gree. When Woolslon rudely attacked the miracles of our Sa-
viour, he was replied to by Dr. Pearce, in an anonymous pam-
plilet, intituled, "A \iin:i( alion of the Miracles," which went
through several editions. Dr. Pearce was prefeixed to the deanry
of Winchester in 1739, advanced to the see of Uangor in 1748,
and in I7J6 translated to Rochester, with the deanry of Weslmin-
sterannexed. Bishop Pearce died in 1774. Besides the above he
published, " A Review of the Te.xt of Milton ;" ' On the Ori-

gin of Temples ;" " An Account of Trinity College, Cambridge,"
and other works. After his death were published his " Commen-
taries on the Gospels and Acts," 2 vols, quarto, ami Sermons in

4 vols. 8vo.

PEARCH, in ichthyology. See Perca.
Peabch Glce, a kind of glue, of remarkable strength and

purify, made from the skins of pearches.

PEAR-GLASS, or rather GLASS-PEAR, is synonymous witli

Glass-Drops, or Glass-Tears, Prince Rupert's l)rops. See Ru-
pert's Drops.
PEARL, in geography, an island in the Gulph of Mexico,

near the nioutli of the Mississippi ; 7 miles long, and 4 broad.

Pearl, another island of the W. Indies ; in Lon. 79. 13. W.
Lat. 14. 33. N.
Pearl> a river of Georgia, whioh rising in the W. part of the

Chaclaw country, run* S. to the Gulf of Mexico.

Pearl, in natural history, a liard, white, shining body, usually^

roundish, fmmd in a testaceous fish resi nibling an oyster. See
Mya. Pearls are analogous to the bi zoars and other sinny c on-

cretions in several animals ol other kinds. The fi-h iu which these

are usually produced is the East Indian pearl-oyster. Besi<le»

this shell, there are many others that are found to produce pearls i
as the common oxstcr, the nuiscle, and several c.tliers ; the pearls

of wUich are often very good; but those of the true Indian ber-

beri, or pearl-oy-ler, are in general superior to all. The small ot

seed-pearls, also called ouuce-pearls, from their being sold by the

t> o'liBCe
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oiiiu e ami not by talc, are vastly the nio>t numerous an<i common.
There are Scotch pearls freiiuencly as big as a little tare, some as

liig a^a large [lea, anil some few of the size of a horse-bean ; but

these are usually of a bad shape, and of little value in proportion

to their weight. Philip II. of Spain had a pearl perlect in its

shape and colour, and of the size of a pigeon's e^g- The colours

ofpeails are dilVerent according to the shells in which they are

found. There are three kinds of bivalve shells chiefly soucht

after by the pearl fi>hci-s. The firet is a kind of muscle chielly

found in the N. end of the Red Sea. It produces pearls of a fine

shape and excellent lustre, but seldom of that very fine colour

wliich enhances their price. The second kind called Pinna, is

broad afld semicircular at the top, and sharp at the hinge, the out-

side rough and red, the inside lined with mother-of-pearl. It pro-

<luces pearls having the reddish ca^t of the inner shell ot the pinna,

called molhor-of-pearl ; which confirms the opinion of Reaumur,
that the pearls are formed from the glutinous fluid which makes
tile lii-st rudiments of the shell ; and this kind of pearl is found to

be more red as it is tonncd nearer the broad part of tlie shell,

which is redder than the other end. The third sort of shell re-

sembles the oyster, and produces pearls of extreme whiteness.

Tiie value of these commodities depends upon tlieir size, regula-

rity of form, whetl-.cr round or not, weight, smoothness, colour,

and the different shades of that colour. Pearls were anciently rated

at very extravagant prices. Servilia, the niolher of Marcus Bru-
tus, presented one to Ca;sar of the value of 30,000/. of our money;
and Cleopaira dissoKed one worth 250,000/. in vinegar, which
she drank at a supper w ith Mark Antony ! !

!

Pearls, Fisheries of. There are many rivers great and
small in Eastern Tartary considrrable for pearl-fishery ; but these

pearls, though imich esteemed by the Tartars, would be little va-

lued by linropeans, on account of their defects in shape and co-
lour. The Emperor Kanghi had several chaplets or strings of these
pearls, each containing 100, which were very large, and exactly
matched. There are many rivulets in Livonia which produce
pearls almost eipial in size and clearness to the oriental ones.
J'here are several fisheries both on the E. and W. coasts of Africa;
the most considerable of which lie round some small islands, over-
against the kingdom of Sofala ; but the people thus employed,
instead of exposing the oysters to the warmth of the sun, which
would induce them to open, lay them upon the embers; by which
absurd method, tho«e pearls which they catch contract a dull kind
of redness, wli;ch robs them of their natural lustre as well an of their
value. Pearl-lishing is performed by the women as well as the
men; both being equally expert. In the sea of California also
there are very rich pcarl-fi4ieries. The most esteemed pearls
are those of Asia and the E. coast of Africa. In the kingdom of
Madura there are many pearl-fisheries. In Japan likewise there
are found pearU of great price. Pearls are met with in all parts
of the Red Sea, in the Indian Ocean, on the low part of the coast
of Arabia Eclix named Baharen, adjoining to the Persian (Julf.
Thev are likewise found on the low coa^t about Gunibroom E. ot
the Persian Gulf ; and many of the finest kind are met with on
the coasts of Ceylon. They are most plentiful in the Raharen,
between the coa>t of Arabia Felix and Ornius, whence they are
transported to Aleppo, then sent to Leghorn, and then circulated
through Europe.

Peari,, in heraldry, in blazoning with precious stones, is the
same with arjent, or white.

Pearl, Pin, or Web, in medicine, an excrescence growing in
the eve.

°

PEA'RL-,\SH, a kind of fixed alkaline salt, prepared in va-
rious parts of Europe, and also in America, by melting and ex-
tracting the salts fr.)iii the ashes of burnt vegetables ; and, after
evaporating the moisture, and' reducing them to dryness, by cal-
cining such ash-s for a considerable time in a furnace moderately
beuteil. The best pearl-ashes are obtained from weeds, tlie ashes
c f which yield a larger proportion o; salt than most kinds of wood.
And it appears from the numerous exiierimcnts of Mr. Kirwan,
that, among weeds, the fumitory produces the greatest ()unntity
oi salt ; and next to it, wormwood ; though he observes, that if
we attend only to the proportion of salt in a given weight of ashes,
those of wormwood cnnlain the most. The tref.iil-buckbean, also
produces a larger quantity of ashes, and salt, than fern. Pure
peafj-aslics sliould possess a veiy acrul, caustic taste, and be uni-

formly wnitc ; though sucii criterion is not al^ajs to be relied

upon, as they ale frequently adulterated witli liine aiid salt ; in;,

positions, not easily discovered by the eye. In order to defect-

this fraud, let a small portion of the su^peeted pearl-ash be e;.»

posed to the air till it become soft, when it should be held over tie
fir<*in a shovel : if the alkali contain any romin.m salt, the latter

will crackle, ai.d a slight explosion will take place, as soon as it

becomes hot. Pearl-ashes are very generally employed in tie
manutacture of glass ; for they combine with earths in a proper
degree of heat, and form a vitreous mass : they are also used foc
domestic purposes, in washing linen, &c. and aie subject to a duty
of 2j(. Hid. per c«t. on importation: but by the 24 Geo. II. c«

51, §2,3, both pearl, and pot-ashes, may be imported duty-free
hom the British colonies of America.
Pearl Islands, a cluster of islands in Panama Bay, .?fi miles

from the city of Panama : so named from their coasts abounding.
with pearls.

Pearl, Mother of, the shell, not of the pearl-oyster, but of
the niytilus margaritiferus. See M ytii.us. The mother-of-pearl-
manufactory is brought to the greatest perfection at Jerusalem.
The most beautiful shell of this kind is that of the Pinna ; but it is

too brittle to be employed in any large pieces of workmanship

;

whence that kind named dora is most usually employed ; and
great quantities of this are daily brought from the Red Sea to Je-
rusalem. Of these, all the fine works, the crucifixes, the wafer-
boxes, and the beads, are made, which are sent to the Spanish
dominions in the New World, and produce a return incompa-
rably greater than the staple of the greatest manufactory in the
Old.

Pearl-Spar, is a fossil of the calcareous kind, being composed
of carbonate of lime, with the oxides of iron and manganese : it

has received different names, and occurs massive, disseminated,
and crystallized ; its colours are white, often with shades of grey,
yellow, or red ; but by mere exposure to the air its colour dark-
ens, it becomes brown, and at length nearly black. Specific
gravity about C.8. It does not melt before the blow-pipe, but
blackens: it effervesces with acids: it is said by Bergman to con-
sist of

Carbonate of lime , 50
Oxide of iron 22
Oxide of manganese 28

100

PEARLSTEIN, or PEARLSTONE, in mineralogy, occurs
in round and longish vesicles. Its lustre is shining and pearly, and
its colour varies from the pearl to the llesh-red and greyish black.
It is composed of thin, concentric, lainellar concretions. It is

translucent on the edges, easily finiigible, and soft. It occurs in

porphyry, and contains balls of obsidian, and is found iu Hungary.
It is composed of

Silex 75.25
Alumina 12.

Oxide of iron 1.6

Potash 4.5
Lime 2.5

Water 2.5

Loss.

98.35
. 1.65

PE.\RSON, John, a learned English bishop, born at Snoring,
in Norfolk, in I6l2. He received his education at Eton, from
whence he was elected to King's College, Cambridge. In 1640
he obtained the living of Terrington in Norfolk, and in 1650 was
chosen minister of St. Clement, East Cheap, London. He was
promoted to tlie bishopric ot Chester in 1673, and died in 1686.
Bishop Pearson is principally known by his valuable Exposition
on the Creed, of which there have been several editions. He
also wrote Vindicia' Ignalii, or a Defence of the Epistle of St. Ig-
natius, and other learned works.
PEAR-TREE S»e Pybls.
PEAT, a well known inflammable substance, used in manv

pari!
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parts of the world as fuel. There are two species: viz. 1. A yel

lowish brown.pr black peat, found in moorish grounds in Scot-

land, Holland, ajid Germany. When fresh, it is of a viscid con-

sistence, but hardens by exposure to the air. It consists, accord-

ing to Kirwan, of clay mi.\ed with calcareous earth and pyrites ;

sometimes also it contains common salt. While soft, it is formed
into oblong pieces for fuel, after the pyritaceous and stonn^mat-

ters are separated. By distillation it yields water, acid, oil, and
volatile alkali ; the ashes containing a small proportion of fi.\ed

alkali, and being either white or red, according to the pro-

portion of pyrites contained in the substance. 2. The second

species is found near Newbury in Berkshire. It is a composition

of the branches, twigs, leaves, and roots, of trees, with grass, straw,

plants, and weeds, w'hich having lain long in water, is formed into

a mass so soft as to be cut through with a sharp spade. The co-

lour is a blackish brown, and is used in many places for firing.

There is a stratum of this peat on each side the Kennet, near New-
bury, in Berks, which is from about a quarter to half a mile wide,

and many miles long. The depth below the surface of the ground

is from one foot to eight. Great numbers of entire trees are found

lying irregularly in tlie true peat. They are chiefly oaks, alders,

willows, and firs, and appear to have been torn up by the roots,

many horses' heads, anrl bones ofseveral kinds of deer ; the horns

of tiie antelope, the heads and tusks of boars, and the heads of

beavers, are also found in it. With peat also may be classed that

substance called in England stone-turf; which hardens after its

first exposure to the air, but afterwards crumbles down.
Peat-Ashes, properly burnt for a manure, are noble improvers

both of corn and grass land ; but the substance from which they

should be got is an under stratum of the peat, where the fibres and

roots of the earth, &c. are well decayed. Indeed the very best are

procured from the lowest stratum of all. This will yield a large

quantity of very strong-ashes, in colour (when first burnt) like ver-

niillion, and in taste very salt and pungent. Great care and cau-

tion should be used in burning th«se ashes, and also in preserving

them afterwards. The method of burning them is much the same
as burning charcoal. The peat must be collected into a large

heap, and covered so as not to flame out, but suffered to consume

slowly, till the whole substance is burnt to an ash. The ashes

thus burnt are held in most esteem ; but the peat-ashes burnt in

common firing are in many places used for the same purposes, anil

sold at the same prices. Peat-ashes are excellent in sweetening

sour meadow-land, destroying rushes, and other bad kinds of

grass, and in their stead producing great quantities of natural

grass. Lord Dundonald, recommends peat mixed with sails, as

a most excellent maniue, but where the latter are not easily to be

procured, he advises the urine of every kind of cattle to be sub-

stituted. His Lordship farther suggests the propriety and advan-

tage of incorporating lime with peat ; and tlie patriotic Thomas
Johnes, Esq. observes, that four parts of peat, and one of lime,

make a very vahmble compost. Such lime, however, ought to

be carefully slaked before it is added ; as it will otherwise occa-

sion considerable trouble tore-mix the whole.

PEBBLES, a genus of fossils, comprising 34 species, which are

again divided into numerous varieties. They chiefly consist of si-

liceous earth or flint, being insoluble in water and acids, except

the fluoric ; while they are destitute of taste, and fusible only by
means of alkaline salts, with which they form glass. Pebbles, in

general, are roundish stones, composed of crystalline matter that

is debased by various earths of the same kind ; in consequence of

which they become clouded, veined, and otherwise variegated.

They are usually found at a considerable depth beneath the sur-

face of the earth ; and, being intermixed with sands, their strata

serve as a natural drain to carry off superfluous waters, and thus

prevent the formation of bogs, morasses, &c. An absurd opinion

prevails in some parts of the country, that the swallowing of peb-

bles is conducive to health, in helping the stomach to digest its

food. But the stomach of man is formed so, that it can never re-

quire those assistances to the comminution of food. On the con-

trary, it must be hurt by such extraneous and indigestible sub-

stances, as pebbles ; and there are instances on record in which

they have undoubtedly done much mischief.

PECCANT, in medicine, an epithet given to the humours of

the body, when they offend either in quantity or quality, i. e.

when they are either 'morbid, or in too great aJjuudancj.

VOL. IV.—NO. 173.

PECHEM, in the materia medica, a name given by the mo-
dern Greek writers to the root called behem by Avicenna and Se-
rapion.

PECriYAGRA, a name given by authors to the gout affecting
the elbow.

PECHYS, j( name used by some anatomical writers for the
elbow.

PECHYTYRBE, an epithet ued by some medical writers foe
the scurvy.

PECK, a measure of capacity, four of which make a bushel.
See Measure.
PECORA, in zoology, the fifth order of the class mammalia,

in the Linnean system. See Zoology.
PECQUENCOURT, a town of France, in the department of

the North, and late province of Hainault, on the Scarpe ; 5 miles
E. of Douay.
PECTECV, the Scallop; a genus of shell-fish. Animal, a

tethys ; shell bivalve, unequal ; hinge toothless, having a small
ovated hollow. This shell-fish is one of the spinners, having the
power of spinning threads like the muscles : but they are much
shorter and coarser than those of that fish ; so that they can never
be wrought into any kind of w/ork like the longer and finer threads
of the pinna marina. Tiie use of the threads which are spun upon
the scallop is to fix the creature to an) solid body near its shell.

All these proceed, as in the muscle, from one common trunk. It

is an evident proof, that the fish has a power of fixing itself at plea-

sure to any solid body by meansof these threads, that after storms
the scallops are often found tossed upon rocks, where there were
none the day before ; and yet these are fixed by their threads, as

well as those which had remained ever so long in their place. They
form their threads in the same manner with the muscle ; only their

organ for spinning is shorter, and has a wider hollow, whence the
threads are necessarily thicker and shorter. Mr. Barbut divides
the genus ostrea into four families; which he thus names accord-
ing to their characters; 1. The winged equilateral pectens, 2.

The pectens, that have one ear inwardly, springing by being ci-

liated. 3. The pectens that have their valves more gibbous on
one side than on the other. 4. The rough ones, commonly called

oysters.

PEC'TIS, in botany, a genus of the polj-gamia superflua order,
and syngenesia class of plants ; natural order Composits. Calyx
five leaved, cylindric ; florets in the ray five : down awned; recep-

tacle naked. There are four species, annual plants, of the West-
Indies.

PECTORAL, a sacerdotal vestment, worn by the Jewish high-

priest. The Jews call it Hhoschen, the Greeks J.oyioy, the Latins

rationale and pectorale, and in our version of the Bible it is

called breastplate. It was about a span-square. See Breast-
Plate.
Pectoral, an epithet for medicines good in diseases of the

breast and lungs

PECTORALE, a breastplate of thin brass, about 12 fingers

square, worn by the poorer soldiers in the Roman army, who
were rated uijder fOOO drachma;. See Lorica.
PECULATION, or PECULATE, in civil law, the crime of

embezzling the public money, by a person intrusted with the re-

ceipt, management, or custody, thereof. This term is also used

by civilians for a theft, whether the thing be public, fiscal, sacred,

or religious.

PECULIAR, in the canon law, signifies a particular parish or

church that has jurisdiction within itself for granting probates of

wills and administrations, excepting from the ordinary or bishop's

court. The king's chapel is a royal peculiar, exempt from all

spiritual jurisdiction, and reserved to the visitation and inmiediate

government of the king himself. There is likewise the archbishop's

peculiar : for it is an ancient privilege of the see of Canterbury,

that wherever any manors or advowsons belong to it, they forth-

with become exempt from the ordinary, and are reputed pecu-

liars: there are 57 such peculiars in the see of Canterbury. Be-

sides these, there are some peculiars belonging to deans, chapters,

and prebendaries, which are only exempted from the jurisdiction

of the archdeacon : these are derived from the bishop, who may
visit them, and to whom there lies an appeal.

Peculiars, Court of, is a branch of, and annexed to, the

court of arches. It has a jurisdiction over all those parishes dis-

3 R persed
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persed through the province of Caiitfrbury in the ini<Ul of other

tliocescs, which are exempt from the ordinary's juriidictiou, and

subject to the metropolitan onlv.

PECULIUM, in law, the stock or estate which a person, in

the power of another, whether male or female, either as his or

her slave, may ac(|iiire by his industry.

Peculium, in the Latin church, denotes the goods which

each religious reserves and possesses to himself.

PEDAGOGUE, or P.ED.VGOGUE, an instructor of gram-

mar and other arts. The word is formed from the Greek ir<»iJ»v

ay^yo;, puerornm ductor, i. e. a leader of boys. M. Fleury ob-

sers-cs, that tlie Greeks gave this name to slaves appointed to at-

tend their children, lead them, and teach them to walk, &c. The
Romans gave the same denomination to the slaves who were in-

trusted with the care and instruction of theirchildren.

PEDALS, [pedaiis, Lat.] the large pipes of an oryan ; so

called because played upon and stopt with the foot. 1 hcv are

made square, and of wood ; and are usually 13 in number. They
JM-e of modern invention, and serve to carry the sounds of an oc-

tave deeper than the rest. See Organ.
PEDALIUM, in botany, a genus of the angiospermia ordffr,

and didynamia class of plants ; natural order,Luriclse. Calyx five-

parted ; corolla subringent, with a five-cleft border ; notsuberous,

four-cornered, thornv at the corners, two-celled ; seeds two.

There is but one species, viz. P. murex, prickly-fruite^ peda-
Jium ; a native of the East Indies.

PEDAN T, a term used for a rough unpolished man of letters,

who makes an impertinent use of the sciences, and abounds in

unseasonable criticisms and observations. Madame Dacier de-

fines a pedant, a person who has more reading than good sense.

See Pedaniry.
PEDANTRY, or PEDANTISM, the quality or manner of a

pedant. See Pedant. To swell up little and low things, to

make a vain show of science, to heap up Greek and Latin, with-

out judgement, to tear those to pieces who dil'fer from us about
a passage in Suetonius or other ancient authors, or in the etymo-
logy of a word, to stir up all the world against a man for not ad-

miring Cicero enough, to be interested for the reputation of an
ancient as if he were our next of kin, is what we properly call

pedantry.

PED'aRIAN, in Roman antiquity, those senators who signified

their votes by their feet, not their tongues ; that is, such as walked
over to the side of those whose opinion they approved of, in di-

»isions of the house.

PEDATURA, in Roman antiquity, a space or proportion of a

certain number of feet set out. This word often occurs in writers

on military affairs: as in Hyginus de Castrametat'.oiie, memine-
rimus itaqiie ad computationem cohortis equitata; miliaris pecla-

turam ad 1360 dari deberi ; which is thus explained : the peda-
tura, or space allowed for a cohors equitata or provincial cohort,

consisting of both horse and foot, could not be the same as the

pedatura of an uniform body of infantry, of the same number,
but must exceed it by 360 feet ; for the proportion of the room
of one horseman to one foot-soldier he assigns as two and a half

to one.

PEDEE, Great, a large navigable river of S. Carolina, which
rises in N. Carolina, in the Apalachian mountains, where it is

called Yadkin, and falls into the Atlantic, 6 miles below George-
town.

PEDENA, a town and bishop's see in Istria ; 25 miles S. S.

E. of Trieste, and 64 N. E. of Rovieno. Lon. 14. 30. E. Lat.
45. 34. N.
PEDERNEIRA, a sea-porf-town of Portugal, in Estrcmadura,

18 miles S. \V. oi Leyria, and 18 N. E. of Peniche.
PEDESTAL, in architecture, the lowest part of an order of

columns, being that which sustains the column, and serves it as a
foot or stand. See Architecture, and Column.
PEDIACI, or PEDI/liANS, in Grecian antiquity. Tht citv

of Athens was anciently divided into three different parts; one
on the descent of an hill ; another on the sea-shore; and a third
in a plain between the other two. The inhabitants of the middle
region were called niJ.as,, Pt-diians, formed from ctoJ.ov, plain or
flat, or as Aristotle will have it, Pediaci : those of tlie hill, Dia-
crians ; and those of the shore, Paralians. These quarters usually
cqmposed so many diflfcrent factious.

PEDICELLAR1.\, in zoology, a genus of the vermes mol-
lusc.i class and order. Body solt, and sealed on a rigiil fixed pc
duncle ; aperture single. 1'hree species only are enumerated.

PEDiCELLUS, in botany, a partial tlower-stalk, or the pro-

per stalk of any single flower, in an aggregate or head of flowei-s.

The principal stalk, which supports all the (lowers, is called the

comnion fiower-stalk : the stalk of each partial flower, if it has

one, is styled the proper flower-stalk, or " pedicellus."

PEDICLE, among bolani^ts, that part of a stalk which imme-
diately sustains the leai of a flower or a fruit, and is commonly
called' a foot-stalk. See Botany.
PED1CUL.\R, {^ped'Ci'luris, Lat. pediculaire, Fr.] having

the phthiriasis or lousy distemper.

PEDICUL.VRIS, Rattle Coxcomb, or Louse-Wort; in

botany, a genus of the angiosperniia order, and dldynaniia class of

plants ; natural order, Pcrscnatx. Calyx five-clett, capsule two-
celled, mucronate, oblique ; seeds coated. There are nineteea
species.

PEDICULUS, in botany, a oot-stalk, so called by former
botanists; but Linna;us has substituted in its stead, " peliolus,"

for the foot-stalk of the leaves : and " pedunculus," for tlie foot-

stalk of the flowers.

Pedicuhjs, the Louse, m natural history, a genus of insects,

of the order, Aptera. Generic character : mouth with a retrac-

tile recurved sucker, witiiout proboscis ; no feelers ; antenna; as

long as the thorax ; eyes two ; abdomen depressed ; legs six,

formed for running. These live by extracting animal-juices; the
larvE and pupa; are six-footed, and nimble, resembling the perfect

insect. There are between seventy and eighty specieS. They
are not peculiar to man alone, but infest other anima's, as quad-
rupeds and birds, and even fishes and vegetables ; but these are

of peculiar species on each animal, according to the particular na-
ture of each, some of which are different from those which inlest

the human body. Nay, even insects are infested with vermin
which feed on and torment them. Several kinds of beetles ara

subject to lice ; but particularly that kind called the lousy beetle.

The lice on this are very numerous ; ;.nd will not be shook olf.

The earwig is often infested with lice, just at the setting on of its

head : these are white, and shining like mites, but they are mivclx

smaller ; they are round-backed, flat-bellied, and have long legs,

particularly the foremost pair. Snails of all kinds, but especially

the large naked sorts, are very subject lo lice ; which are con-
tinually seen running about them, and devouring them. Num-
bers of little red lice, with a very small head, and in shape re-

sembling a tortoise, are often seen about the legs of spiders, and
they never leave the animal while he lives; but if he is killed,

;hey almost instantly forsake him. A species of whitish lice are

found on humble-bees ; they are also found upon ants ; and fishes

are not less subject to them than other animals. Kircher tells us,

that he found lice also on flies. The louse which infests the

human body makes a very curious appearance through a micro-
scope. See Microscope.
PEDIGREE. See Consanguinity, Descent, Genealogy,

and Inheritance.
PEDILUVIUM Bathing OF the Feet. The uses of warm

bathing in general, and of the pediluvium in particular, are so
little understood, that they ate often preposterously used, and
sometimes as injudiciously abstained from. Warm bathing is of

no service where there is an irresokible obstruction; though by its

taking olf from a spasm in general, it may seem to give a momail's
ease; nor does it draw from the distant parts, but often hurts by
pushing against matter that will not yield with a stronger impetus
ot circulation than the stretched and diseased vessels can bear

:

so that where there is any suspicion of schirrus, warm bathing of

any sort should never be used. On the other hand, where ob-

structions are not of long standing, and the impacted matter is not
obstinate, warm baths may be of great use to resolve them quickly.

Ill recent colds, with slight humoral peripneumonies, they are

frequently an immediate cure. This tiiey effect by increasing

the force of the circulation, opening the skin, and driving freely

through the lungs that lentor whicii stagnated ot moved slowly in

them. See Bathing.
PEDIMENT', [/)frf/«, Lat.] in architecture, an ornament that

crowns the ordonnances, finishes the fronts of buildings, and serves

as a decoration over gates, windows, and nilches : it is ordinarily
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of a triangular form, but sometimes makes the arch of a circle.

See Architecture.
PEDIR, a town ol Sumatra, on the north coast, 40 miles E. of

Acheen. Lon. 96. 3(i. E. Lat. S. 22. N.
PEDN BOAR POINT, a cape of Cornwall, on the south

Coast, 6 miles S. E. of Lizard Point. Lon. 5. 8. W. Lat. 50.

G. N.
PEDOBAPTISM, [7r».S.f and i3«7r7„7f.>.«.] See Baptism.
PEDOMETER, or PODOMETER, [from ^o;, pes, foot,

and |ut1{ov, measure,] a mechanical instrument for measuring dis-

tancts, which is usually construc'cd in the form of a watch, and
consists of several wheels with teeth, that are arranged on the fame
plane, and correspond with each other. Such instruments are ei-

ther fastened by means of a string, chain, &c. to the knee of a per-

son, or to the wheel of a carriage; and advance one notch at

• every step, or each revolution of the wheel : so that the number
being marked on a dial-plate, the traveller is enabled to compute
his progress by the number of his steps, or to measure accurately

the distance between certain places. Some of these machines are

contrived so as to mark both the time and distance ; by combin-
ing within the same case the mechanism of a watch, so that they
may be conseniently worn in the pocket. The utility of pedo-
meters for the purpose of surveying land being obvious, various

instruments of this description have bee.T constructed by ingenious

mechanics, in order to facilitate the practice of geometry. Among
these, Mr. Edgeworlh's late contrivance deserves to be first nien-

tionid, on account of its great simplicity ; but as it is calculated

only for level grounds, and is apt to be deranged by hilly or irre-

gular surfaci's, we decline to enter into any detail. A pedometer
upon a new plan, was a few years since contrived by Mr. W. Era-

ser, mathematical instrument-maker, of New Bord-street. It is

stated to be perfectly correct, and not liable to be out uf order. The
wheel-work is constructed on the scale of 1000 paces to a mile ;

and, as it winds itself up, while in motion, being adjusted to

pockets of all sizes, it is attended with no trouble to the wearer.

It is provided with a compass, by means of which the traveller is

enabled to ascertain the ditfercnt directions which he takes on his

e.\cnrsion ; while he learns the accurate distance which he has

walked. Hence it recommends itself to those invalids who are

obliged to take a certain degree of exercise within doors ; as they

may thus measure the thousandth part of a mile. Another ma-
chine, which deserves more immediate attention, is the pedometer
invented by Mr. Lewin Tugwell, of Bever^tone, in the county

ot Gloucester, and which is represented in tig. S, PlateCXXXIIl.
A The stock of the pedometer. B, B, B, &c. Twelve spokes;

one end of wliich is fastened by means of a screw to the outward

ring, or periphery of the wheel, while the other is inserted in the

stock. Tiie periphery, which is an iron-ring, is!6j feet, or one

pole in circumference; and it is divided into twenty-five equal

parts, corresponding to the links of Gunter's chain for laiid-inpa-

suiing, &c. D,D,D,&c. Are twelve small plates, representing the

separate spokes, and each of which includes two links ot the chain

above-mentioned ; the twelfth spoke being divided at its foot, for

comprehending the twenty-lifth link. E, An iron-axis, being a

screw of 320 circumvolutions, each of which is marked separately

on an engraved index on one of its sides ; and, in order to apply

this part of the machine, it is screwed firmly intu the stock of the

>yheel, w ilh which it revolves when in motion. F,A style, or alidade,

being an expanding screw-nut, that embraces the axis, along with

its screws, as the latter revolves with the wheel; and, as each re-

volution describes an exact longitudinal pole (four of which are

computed to a chain), the style being pendant, and moving to-

wards its proper figure, denotes the length of ground passed ; as it

is divided into chains and poles on the index of the axis E, and

into links on the periphery C. G is a small adjusting screw,

which being turned, the style may be removed to the beginning

of the index, after the given line, in surveying or measuring land,

has been ascertained in chains, poles, &c. H Represents a cross,

or scjuare, with sights, for determining perpendiculars in land-sur-

veying, it is suspended at its end on the axis, whence it may be oc-

casionally detached by a simple touch of the finger and thumb,

when ill use. Farther, this cross prevents the style from being re-

volved from the axis by any accident. As the 320 divisions mark-

ed on tlie index of the axis E, describe a mile, the style F, after

having passed over them, will stop : and as it will now move round

with the axis, it will carry with it a standard ; which will strike on
the wrist ot the operator, and thus prevent him from |)roceeding to

any farther distance, till he withdraws his hand from between such
standard and the axis. Having received this hint, he turns the

screw G ;
puts the style F back to the bottom of the index, and con-

tinues the revolution of the machine till he has completed his

course. Mr. TugwcU's contrivance is particularly calculated to

prevent error in measuring land ; as one person may survey with

greater accuracy and expedition than by the use of the chain

alone. Besides, no fraud can possibly be committed by labourers

in measuring task-work ; a circumstance of the utmost importance
to agriculturists.

PEDRA, an island near the coast of Portugal, 4 miles S. of

Oporto bay. Lon. 7. 25. W. Lat. 41. 6. N.
PEDRAZA, a town of Spain, in Old Castile, 21 miles N.E. of

.Segovia.

PEDRO POINT, the most northern cape of Ceylon. Lon.
80. 27. E. Lat. 9. 52. N.
Pedko Point, a cape of Jamaica, on the north coast. Lon.

78. 12. W. Lat. 18. 28. N.
Pedro, Port St. a sea-porl-town of Brasil, on the south-ea.st

coast, at the mouth of the Plata.

Pedro, St. one of the Marquesas islands. Lon. 138. ,">1. W.
Lat. 9. 58. S.

PEDUNCULUS, in botany, the foot-stalk of a flower, or head

of flowers : the pedunculus elevates the Hower and fruit only, with-

out the leaves ; the petiolus, or leaf-stalk, supports the leaves only,

without the flower or fruit.

PEEBLES, or TWEEDDALE, a county of Scotland, 25

miles long, and 13 broad ; bounded on the east by Ettrick Forcit,

south by Annandale, west by Clydesdale, and north by Mid I^n-

thian. It is a hilly country, well watered by the Tweed, the Yir-

row, and a great number of smaller streams that fertilize the val-

leys, which produce good crops of oat-, barley, and wheat. All

the rivers abound with trouts and salmon. About the middle of

this county is the mountain of Braidalb, from the top of which the

sea niav be seen on eacli side of the island.

Pelei.es, [from the pebbles abounding near it,] an ancient town

in the above countv on the Tweed, 20 miles S. of Edinburgh.

Lon. 3. 0., W. Lat. 55. 38. N.
PEEK, in the sea-language, a word used in various senses. Tiie

anchor is said to be a-peek, when the ship being about to weigh

comes over her anchor in such a manner that the cable hangs per-

pendicularly between the hause and the anchor. To heave a-peek,

is to bring the peck so that the anchor may hang a-peek. A ship

is said to ride a-peek, when lying with her main and fore yardi

hoisted up, one end of her yards is brought down to the shrouds,

and the other raised up on end ; which is chiefly done when she

lies in rivers, lest other ships falling foul of the yards should break

them. Riding a broad peek denotes much the same, excepting

that the vards'are only raised to half the height.

PeekIs also used for a room in the hold, extending from the

bitts for« aid to the stern : in this room men of war keep their pow-

der, and merchantmen their victuals.

PEEL, in geographv, a small island on the west coast of the Isle

of Man. It is naturally very strong, but was rendered much more

so by Thomas, earl of Derby, who encompassed it with a wall,

towers and other fortificaiions ;" so that in those days it was impreg-

nable. Lon. 4. 40. W. Lat. 54. 13. N.
Peel, a town of the Isle of Man, formerly called IIolm-Towii,

14 miles W. of Douglas.

PEENANG, an island in the East Indian Ocean, in the Straits

of Malacca; 30 miles in circumference. Lon. 9S. 40. E. Lat.

5. 32. N.
PEER, was anciently applied to the vassals or tenants of the

same lord, who were called peers, because they were all equal in

condition, and obliged to serve and attend him in his courts; and

peers in fiefs, because they all held fiefs of the same lord. The
term peers is now applied to those who are impamielled in an in-

ciuest upon a person for convicting or acquitt,lng him of any of-

fence laid to his charge: and the reason why the jury is so called

is because by the common law and custom of this kingdom every

person is to be tried by his pcei-s or equals; a lord by the lords,

and a commoner by commoners. See Jury-

Peer of the IIe.vlm, a uoble lord who has a seat and vote

4 In
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in the house of lords or peers. These lorcL are failed peers, be-

cause though there is no distinction of degrees in our nobility, yet

in public actions tliey are equal, as in their votes in parliament,

and io trying any nobleman or other person impeached by the com-

mjus, &c. See Parliament.
Peers, Hovse of, or House ok Lords, forms one of the three

estates of parliament. See Lords, and Parliament.
PEERESS, [female of peer,] the lady of a peer; a woman en-

nobled.

PEGANUM, Wild Syrian Rue; in botany, a genus of tlie

moiiogynia order, and dodecandria class of plants; natural order,

MultisiVuiua>. Calyx five-leaved, or none; corolla five-petaled ;

capsule three-celle<l, three-valved, many-seeded. There are two

species, viz. P. harmala, a native of Spain, and P. dauricum, a

native of Siberia.

PEGAS I D ES, a name of the Muses, from Pegasus.

PEGASUS, among the poeis, a horse imagined to have wings,

and hhWd to have sprung from the blood of Medusa; being that

».liereon Bellnophon was fabled to be mounted when he engaged

the Chimera. He was also mounted by-Perseus when he destroy-

ed the sea-monster, that was to devour Andromeda. The opening

of the fountain Hi]ipocrene on mount Helicon, is ascribed to a

blow of Pegasus's hoof. He was feigned to have flown away to

heaven, where he became a constellation. Hence,
Pegasus, in astronomy, the name of a constellation of the

northern hemisphere, in form of a flying horse. See Astrovo.m Y.

Pegasus, in natural liistory, a genus of fiJhes of the order

nantes : the generic character is, snout elongated, mouth beneath;

pectoral tins large, ventral single-rayed ; body depressed, mailed,

with the abdomen divided into bony segments.

P. Draco, Dragon Pegasus, which is the principal species of

this genus, is a small fish of about the length of three or four inches,

and is remarkable for the size of its pectoral fins, which are sup-

posed to enable it, like the e.xocoeti and some other fishes, to sup-

port itself for some moments in the air, while it springs occa-

sionally over the surface of the water: the thorax or superior part

of t!ie body is of a broad, slightly flattened, squarisli form, and is

marked both above and beneath by several radiated shields or

bony tubercles of considerable size ; from each side of the abdo-
men springs a lengthened cirrus, which may be considered as sup-

plying the place of a ventral fin ; from the thorax the body de-

creases suddenly in diameter, and is marked into several divisions

or transverse segments ; the tail is small and slightly rounded ; the

pectoral fins, as before observed, are large in proportion to the size

of the animal, and of a rounded shape, with a kind of scalloped or

indented outline ; the eyes are large and protuberant, and the

snout of a subconical form, but with a slight dilatation towards the

tip, so as to appear spatule-shaped when viewed from above ; the

colour of tlie whole animal is whitish, with a slight cast of pale

brown. It is a native of the Indian seas. See Plate CXXI.
P. VoLANs: length about three inches ; snout much elongated;

on the head a rhomboidal depression, and behind it two deep sub-

pentagonal cavities; last joint.; of the body, ne.xt the tail, pointed
on each side. Native of the Iiulian seas.

PEGNA MACOR, a town of Portugal, in Beira, on the bor-

ders of Spain; 40 miles N. \V. of Alcantara. Lon. 6. 32. \V.
Lit. 39. 59. N.
PEGNAFIEL, a town of Spain, in Old Castile, on the

Douero, 25 miles S. E. of Valladolid. Lon. 4. 0. W. Lat. 41.

41. N.
PEGNARANDA, two towns of Spain: 1. in Leon, 30 miles

S. E. of Salamanca : 2. in Old Castile, 18 miles W. of Osma, and
30 S. W. of Olmedo.
PEGU, or PEGUE, a very considerable kingdom of Asia, be-

yond the Ganges. The country properly so called is but about
350 miles long from N. to S. and as much in breadth from E. to

\V. It is situated on the E. side of the bay of Bengal, nc;.rlv op-
posite to Arixa, and to the N. E. of the coast of CoVomandel. It

is bounded on the N. by the kingdoms of Arrakan and Ava ; E.
by the Upper and Lower Slam ; S. by Siam and the sea ; and \V.

by the sea, and part of Arrakan. The air of Pegu is very healthy,
and presently recovers sick strangers. The soil also is very rich

and fertile in corn, rice, fruit, and roots ; being enriched by the
inundations of the river Pegu, which are almost incredible,' ex-
tending above 30 leagues above its channel. It produces also good

limber of several kinds. The country abounds with elephants,

buffaloes, goats, hogs, and other animals, particularly game; and
deer is so plentiful in September and October, that one m:iy be
bought for three or four pence ; they are very fleshy, but have no
fat. There is store of good poultry ; the cocks are vastly large,

and the hens very beautifid. As for fish, there are many sorts, and
well tasted. In tegu are found mines, not only of gold, iron, tin,

and lead, or rather a kind of copper, or mixture of copper and
lead, but also of rubies, diamonds, and sapphires. The rubies are
the best in the world ; but the diamonds are small, and only found
in the craws of poultry and pheasants. In the government of this

country, despotism prevails in its full e.xtent, and despotism too of
the very worst kind ; for the inhabitants are under the absolute
power of a set of petty tyrants, who are themselves nothing more
than slaves to the king of Ava. As they have little or no emolu-
ment, except what they can raise by extortion, it is exercised in

the most unlimited manner. The commodities exported from this

country are gold, silver, rubies, musk, benjamin, long-pepper, tin,

lead, copper; lacka, or gum-lac, whereof they make hard wa.\ ;

rice-wine ; and some sugar-canes, of which they would have
plenty, but that the elephants eat them. Uncl;r the name of ru-
bies, the Pegiiers comprise topazes, sapphires, amethysts, and other
stones; which they distinguish by saying the blue, the violet, and
the yellow rubies. The true ruby is red, transparent, or sparkling,
inclining near the surface to the violet of the amethyst. Cotton-
cloths from Bengal and Coromandel, with some striped silks, are
best for the Pegu market, and silver of any sort will go olT there

:

for the king, in return for his eight and a half per cent duly on it,

allows thg merchants to melt it down, and put what copper alloy

they please in it. They wear none of our European commodities
in Pegu but hats and ribbons. Th.e gentry will give extravagant
prices for fine beaver-hats, which they wear without any cocks.
They are no less fond of ribbons flowered with gold and silver,

which they wear round their hats.

Pegu, the ancient capital of the above empire, was one of the
most splendid, large, and populous cities of all Asia, before it was
destroyed by the Birmans. This fine city was totally destroyed,
and every building in it razed in 1757, except the pagodas. The
present capital of Pegu is built on the same plan, and on part of
the site of the old city. Lon. 96. 42. E. Lat. IS. 5. N.
Pegu, a river in the above empire, which rises in the Galladzet

hills; which are chiefly remarkable for the noisome effluvia of
their atmosphere. It often overflows its banks. It falls into the
Ava, near its mouth, in the bay of Bengal.

PEI, two towns of China: 1. in Kiang-nan, of the third rank,
40 miles N. W. of Pesu : 2. in Se-tchuen, of the second rank, on
the Kincha ; 720 miles S. W. of Pekin.

PEINA, a towrf of Lower Saxony, in Hildesheim, ISmilei
N. N. E. of Hildesheim, and 21 E. of Hanover.
PEINE, a town of Brunswick, 17 miles \V. of Brunswick.
Peine fokt et Dure, [Lat. pana fortis et dura,'] signifies a

special punishment inflicted on those who, being arraigned of fe-

lony, refuse to put themselves on the ordinary trial, but stubbornly
stand mute; it is vulgarly called pressing to death. See Ak-
RAIGNMENT.
PEIPUS, orTCHUDSKOI, alargelakeof Russia, between

Petersburg and Riga ; about 64 miles long, and from 8 to 24
broad. It communicates with lake ^^'ertzerwe, and the Gulf of
Finland.

PEIRESC, Nicolas Claude Fabri, an eminent antiquarian,

born in 1580, was descended from an ancient and noble family,

seated originally at Pisa in Italy. At ten years of age, he was sent

to Avignon, where he spent five yeai's in the Jesuits' college, in the
study of the languages. In 1595, he removed to Aix, and entered
upon philosophy. In 1596, he was sent to finish his course under
the Jesuits atTournon, where he turned his attention to cosmogra-
phy. Being recalled by his uncle, in 1597, he returned to Ai.v,

and entered there ujjon the study of the law. In 1598 he west
again to Avignon, to carry on his course of law under one Peier
David ; who was also well skilled in antiquities. He returned in

1603, to Aix, at the earnest request of his uncle, w ho resigned to
him his senatorial dignity, for which the degree of LL. D. was a
necessary qualification. Peiresc, therefore, took that degree Jan.
IS, 1604. In 1618, he wa; nominated by Lewis XIII. abbot of
Sancla Maria Aquestriensis, He died tlie 24th of June, 1637, in

bis
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his 57th year. His works are, 1. Historia Provincix Gallia; Nar-
bonensis. 2. Nobilium Ejiistlem Provincia; Familiariim Origines,
et Separatim Fabiicia;. 3. Coniinenlarli Reriim omnium Meaioria
Dignarum sua /Elate gestariim. 4. Liber de Ludicris Naturs
Opiribus. 5. Mathematica ct A^ronoiiiica Varia. 6. Obscrva-
tioiies Mathematica;. 7. Epislola; ad S. P. Urbamim VIII. Car-
tliiiales Barberinos, &c. 8. Antliores Anticjui Giceci et Latiiii de
Pondetibiis et Mensuris. 9. Elogia et Epitapliia. 10. Inscrip-
liones Antiqiia et Nova.-. 11. Geiiealogia Domiis Austriacx. 12.
Catalogus Libronim Biblioth. Reg. 13. Poemata Varia. 14.

NummiGallici, Saxonici, Britannici, &c. 15. Lingua: Orientales,
llebrEa, Samaritana, Arabica, Egyptiaca, et Iiiditci Librorum
Harii^m Linguanmi. 16. Observatioiies in Varies Auctores.
PEISCHAR, a word used in Bengal for a principal person in a

public office.

PEISIICUSII, a Bengal word, for a present; also a line, or a
tribute.

PEISHORE, or PISHOUR, a city of Hindostan, in Cabul,
40 miles N. W. of Allock. Lon. 69. 45. E. Lat. 32. 44. N.
PEKIN, or PEKING, the capital of China, wiicrethe emperor

generally resides. It is situated in a very fertile plain, twenty leagues
from the great wall. This name, wljicii signifies the northern court,
is given to it, to distinguish it from the city Nanking, or the southern
court. The emperor formerly resided in the lattei-, but the Tar-
tars, a restless and warlike people, obliged this prince to remove
his court to the northern provinces, that he might more effectually

repel the incursions of those barbarians, by opposing to them a nu-
inerous militia which he generally keeps around his person. It is

an eNact square, and divided into two parts; namely, that which
contains the emperor's palace, wliich is in the new city, or, as it is

called, the Tartars' city, because it is inhabited by Tartars ever
since they conquered this empire; the other, called the Old Citv,
is inhabited by the Chinese. The circuit of both these together'is

52 Chinese lys, each of which contains 240 geometrical paces;
being, without the suburbs, full six leagues in circumference, ac-

cording to the most accurate measurement made by order of the
emperor. The population is generally estimated at 2,000,000, but
others state it at double that number. Crosier tells us, " that the
height and enormous thickness of the walls of the Tartar city ex-

cite admiration ; twelve horsemen might easily ride abreast upon
them ; they have spacious towers raised at intervals, a bow-shot
distant from one another, and large enough to contain bodies of re-

serve ill case of necessity. Lon. ! 10. 41. E. Lat. 39. 54. N.
PELAGIANS, a sect who appeared about the fifth, or end of

the fourth century. They maintained the following doctrines : 1.

That Adam was by nature mortal, anrl, whether he had sinned or

not, would certainly have died. 2. That the consequences of

Adam's sin were confined to his own person. 3. 'I'hal new-born
infants are in the same situation with Adam before the fall. 4.

That tlie law qualified men for the kingdom of heaven, and was
founded upon equal promises with the gospel. 5, That the gene-
ral resurrection of the dead does not follow in virtue of our Sa-

viour's resurrection. 6. That the grace of God is given according
to our merits. 7. That this grace is not granted for the perform-
ance of every moral act ; the liberty of the will, and information

in points of duty, being sufficient, &c. The founder of this sect

was
PELAGIUS, a native of Great Britain; but whether of Eng-

land, Scotland, or Wales, is uncertain. Dr. Henry says, he was

born in North Wales, Nov. 13,354; and that liis real name was

Morgan, of which Pelagius is a translation. He was educated in

the monastery of Banchor, in Wales, of which he became a monk,
and afterwards abbot. He wrote, 1. Espositionum in Epist.

Paulinas, lib. xiv. 2. Epistola ad Demetriadem de Virginilale.

3. Expianationis Symboli ad Daniasum. 4. Epistol.t ad Vidnam
Dux. 5. De Lilu-ro Arbitrio. These, and many other fragments,

are scattered among the works of St. Jerome. They are also col-

lected by Garnerius, and published in Append. Op. jklercatoris, p.

373.

PELAONISI, an island in the Grecian Archipelago, S miles

in circuit. Lon. 24. 21. E. Lat. 39. 30. N.
PELAGONIA, a division of Macedonia.
PELAGOSA, an island in the Adriatic, near Dalmatia, which,

together with several rocks that appear above water near it, are

the remains of an ancient volcano. It is 16 miles S. W. of Agosta,

and 30 from tlie Diomede isles.

VOL. IV.—NO. 172.

PELARGONIUM, Crane's Bill; in botany, a genus of the,

monodelphiaheptandria class and order. Natural order, Gruinales,
Calyx five-parted, the upper segment ending in a cajjillary nec-
tariferous tube, running cloKg the peduncle; corolla live-petalcd,
irregular; filaments ten, imeciual, three of whicli are castrated;
fruit fivc-grair,ed, beaked; beak spiral, bearded witliin. ') here
are eightv-two species, chiefl) natives of Africa.
PELASGl, PELASGIANS, a very ancient pco)!le of Greece,

originally of Arcadia, according to Hc'siod; so named from Pelas-
gus, their first king, though otiu-rs derive th.e name from nix«.;y,-,

a stork, on account of their wandering manner of life.

PELASGIA, a name given to Greece, from liie Pclasgi.
PcLASciA, I, the ancient name of Lesbos; so called from the

Pelasgi. 2. The ancient name of Peloponnesus, from Pelasgiis, a.

native of the country.

PELASGUS, in fabulous history, a son of Jupiter and Niobe,
who reigned in Sicyun, and from whom his subjects, the Pelasgi,
derived their name.
PELATiE, free-born citizens, among the Athenians, who, by

poverty, were reduced to the necessity ot serving for wages.
PELATIAII, the son of Benaiah, a prince of the Jews, wh»

lived in the time of Zedekiah, king ot Jtidah, and opjooseil the

wholesome advice given by Jeremiah, to submit to king Nebu-
chadnezzar.

PELECOIDES, in geometry, a figure in form of afl hatchet:
such is the figure BCDA, Plate'CXXX HI. fig. 9, contained un-
der the two inverted quadrantal arcs AB and AD, and the semi-
circle BCD. Tlie area of the i)elecoides is demonsirated to be
equal to the square AC, and that again to the parallelogram EBi
It is ec|ual to tlie square AC, because it wants ol the square on the

left hand the two segments AB and AC, which are equal to the

tvfo seements BC and CD, by w Inch it e.xcceds on the right hand.

PELEG, son of Eber, the fiftl'. in descent from Noah, was born
in A. M. 1757. He was named Pelcg, which signifies division,

because in his time tlie earth was divided (Gen. x. 25,

xi. 16).

PELEGRINO, a promontory on the N. coast of Sicily; two
miles W. of Palermo.
PELENGON, orGELENGON, a town of Persia, in La-

ristan ; 66 miles N. E. of Sar.

PELETHITES, and CHERETHITES, men famous in the

reign of king David. They were the most valiant men in the

army of that prince, and had the guartl ot his person.

PELETHKONII, a name given to the Lapiths, cither from

their town oi Pelethronium, or from their leader Pcli tlironius. I'o

them mankinil arc indebted for the invention of the bit with whicli

thev lamed tlieir horses.

PKLE THUON I UM, a town of Thessaly, in a flowery part of

mount Pelios; so named from Pelios and Sjova, flowers. (AY-'

candei'.}

PELEUS, in fabulous history, a king of Thessaly, son of Macva
and Endeis, the daughter of Chiron. He was the only mortal

man vvlio ever married an immortal. His marriage with Tiietis

was celebrated with extraordinary solemnity, all the gods attend-

ing and making them valual)ie presents. A'te, the goddess of Dis-

cord, was the only one who was not invited, and she punished this

neglect by throwing an apple into the midst of the assembiy, with

th:s inscription, Detur pulchriori. See Paris, 'i'lie celebrated

Achilles was the fruit of this marriage, whose education was early

entrusted to his great-grandfather Chiron, and afterwards to Phcc-

nix, the son of Amvnior. See Achili.es.

PELEW ISLANDS, a cluster ot small islands, situated be-

tween lat. 5" and if N. and lon. 130° and ]3t»° E. The ifttives are

all of a deep copper-colour, going pcrleclly naked. They are of a

middling stature, very straight, muscular, and well formed; but

their le"s, from a little above their ancles to the middle of tlieir

thiidis, are tattooed so very thick, as to ajjpear dyed of a far deeper

colour ihan the re^t of their skin, 'i'he island Coorooran, of which

I'elew is the c;:pital, produces plantains, bananas, Seville oranges

anil lemons, but neither of them in any considerable iquai.tity.

Nune of the islands which the English visited lad any kind of

Train. As to birds, they had plenty of comnlon cocks and hens,

which, thoiinh not doniesticati;d, kept running abtiut near their

holies and plantations ; and w^jat apjiears extremely singular is,

that the natives had never made any use of them, till our peojjle

told them thev were excellent eathig.
li.-r t , t-.t- .
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PELIADES, tlie diuglilers of Pelias were AUeste, PiskV.tc,

Pelopea, iitul Hippotlioe, towhoiri llygimis lu'.tls jMeiUisa. Their

mollier's iiaine was Aiiaxibia, Uie daughter of Bias, and Pliilomaclie,

the daiigliter of Ani|jhion.

PELIAS, in fabulous liistory, the twin-brollier of Neleus, was

son of Neptune by Tyro, daughter of Salmoneus. Their birlh

was concealed by their mother, who wished their father to be ig-

norant of lier incontinence. See Argonauts, Jason, and
AIedka.
PELICAN, in ornitliology. See Pelicanus.
Pelican*, in clieniislry, is a ghiss-alenibic consisting of one

piece. It liasatubulatedciipit.il, from which two opposite and
crooked beaks pas.s out, and enter aijain at the bellv ot the cucur-
bit. Tliis vessel has been conlrired for a continual distillation and
soliobalion, which chemists call circtdation. The volatile parts of

substances put irhto this vessel rise into the cap.tal, and are obliged
to return through the crooked beaks into the cucurbit; and this

without interruption, or luting and uiiluling the vessels. Although
fhe pelican seems to be a very convenient instrument, it is now
little used ; either because the modern ciiemists have not so much
patience as the ancient chemists had for making long experiments;
or because they lind that two matresses, the mouth of one of which
is inserted in the mouth of the other, produce the same ellect.

Pelican Isiands, tliree small islands: viz. I. on the N. E.
coast of Antigua; Lou. 61. 24. W. Lat. 17. 14. N. 2. on the
S. W. coast of Antigua: Lon.til.33.W. Lat. 17. 10. N. 3. near
the S. W. c<iast of West Florida. Lon. 88. 6. W. Lat. 30. 14. N.

PbLicAN Islands, a cluster of islands, near the coast of West
Florida. Lon. SS. i>j. W. Lat. 29. 48. N.
Pelican Islands, a cluster of islands on the S. coast of Jamai-

ca, W. of Port-Royal harbortr.

PELICANl'S, in ornithology, a genus belonging to fhe order
of anscres. Bill straight, without teetli, crooked at the point; the
face naked ; feet palmatrd. Mr. Latham enumerates no lc<s than
Vhirly difierenl species of this genus, besides varieties. The most
remaikable are these:

P. AciUiLus, or the Man-of-War-Bird, is in the body about
the size of a large fowl ; in length three feet, and in breadth four-
teen. 'I'iie bill is slender, five inches long, and much curved at

the point; the colour is dusky; from the base a reddish dark-
coloured skin spreads on each side of the head, taking in the eyes:
from the under mandible liangs a large membranaceous bag at-

tached some way down the throat. It is usual with other birds,
vlien fatigued with lining, to rest on tlie surface of the water; but
nature, from the exceeding length of wing ordained to this, has
inade the rising therefrom utterly impossible ; though perhaps this
is no defect, as it scarcely seems'to require much rest ; as from the
length i/f wing, and its apparent easy gliding motion (much like
that ot the kite), it appears capable ot sustaining very long flights

;

*or it is often seen above 100, and sometimes above 200, leagues
from land. It also attacks gulls and other birds which have caught
a fish, w hen it obliges them to disgorge it, and then seizes it before
it falls into the water.

P. Carbo, the Corvorant, sometimes exceeds seven pounds
in weight; the length three feet four; the extent four feel two;
the bill dusky, five inches long, destitute of nostrils; the base of
the lower mandible is covered with a naked yellow skin, that ex-
tends under the chin, and forms a sort of pouch ; a loose skin of
the same colour reaches from the upper mandible round the eyes
and angles of the mouth ; the head and neck are of a sooty black-
ness, but under the chin of the male the feathers are white ; and
the head in that sex is adorned with a short, loose, pendant, crest:
in some both the crest and hind part of the head are streaked witli
white. '1 he coverts of the wings, the scapulars, and the back, are
of a d.eep green, edged with black, and glossed with blue ; the
qniU-feathers and tail dusky. These birds occupy the highest
p.irts of the clifls that impend over the sea: thev make their nests
of sticks, sea-tang, grass, he. 'I hev are remaikably voracious,
having a most sudden digestion promoted by the vast quantilv of
small worms that (ill their ii.le.tines. The corvorant has the rank-
est and most disagreeable smell of any bird, even when alive. See
riale CXX.

P. Gkacus*s, (he Shag, called in the north of England the
crane, IS in length twenty-seven Indus; breadth three feetsix • the
wei;«ht three pounds aod three quarters, The bill is fouriuches long

;

the head is adorned with a crest two inches long, pointing back-

ward ; the whole plumage of the upper part of this bird is of a tine

and very shining green; the edge ol the feathers a purplish black;

hut the lower part of the back, the head, and neck, wholly green ;

the belly is dusk) ; the tail of a du-ky hue, tinged with green.

P. O'nocrota'll's, or the pelican of Asia, Africa, and Ame-
rica; though Linnarus thinks that the pelican of America may be
a distinct variety. 'I'liis creature, in Africa, is much larger in (he

body than a swan, and somewhat of the same shape and colour.

Its four toes are a!! webbed together ; and its neck in some mea-
sure resembles that of a swan: but the singularity, in which it dif-

fers from all other birds, is in th.e bill and the great pouch under-

neath. This enormous bill is fifteen inches from the point to the

opening of the mouth, wliich is a good way back behind the eyes.

At the base the bill is somewhat greenish, but varies towards the

end, where it hooks downwards. 1 he under chap is still more
exlraorilinary ; for to the lower edges of it hang a bag, reaching

the whole length of the bill to the neck, wliich is said to be capa-

ble of containing tifleen quarts of water. W hen this bag is empty,
it is not seen ; but when the bird has lishcd with success, it is then

incredible to what an extent it is often seen dilated. For the first

thing the pelican does in fishing is to fill up the bag; and then it

returns to digest its burden at leisure. When the bill is opened to

its widest extent, a person may run his head into the bird's

mouth, and conceal it in his monstrous pouch, llius adapted for

very singular purposes. 'I'ertre affirms, that it will hide as many
fish as will serve sixty hungry men for a meal.

PELLVI, a town, lake, and river, of Russia, in Tobolsk. The
river runs into the lake, which is 56 miles in circumference. Loii.

64. 0. E. Lat. 59. 20. N.
PELING, an island of Asia, in the Yellow Sea, near the coast

of Corea; 10 miles long and 4 broad. Lon. 124. 39. E. Lat.

38. 24. N.
PELION, or PELIOS, a mountain of Thessaly, near Ossa,

hanging over the Sinu^ Pela-gicus, or Pegasicus ; its top covered
with pines, the sides with oaks, and wiUl ash.

PELISSA, a town and couiitv of Lower Hungary, 15 miles N.
of Buda. Lon. 18. 20. E. Lat." 47. 40. N.
PELI^, John', D. D. an eminent mathematician, of an ancient

family in Lincolnsliire, horn at Southwykein Sussex, March I,

IfilO, and educated :it Cambridge, where he took his degree of
.\L A. in 1630. In 1629, he drew up the Descri))tioii andVse of
the Quadrant. In 1643, he was chosen Professor of Mathematics
at Amsterdam. He published a work on Algebra, and on the
tenth of Euclid, with other tracts. He died at London, Deceinber
12, 16S5.

PELLA, in ancient geography, a town of Macedonia, on the
confines of Emalhia.

Pella, a town of the Decapolis, on the other side the Jordan,
abounding in water, 'J'hither the Christians, just before the siege
of Jerusalem by Titus, were divinely admonished to fiy.

PELLETS, in heraldry, those roundles that are black; called
also ogresses and gunstones, and by the late F'rencii heralds to-

teaux de sable.

PELLICLE, among physicians, a thin film or fragment
of a membrane.
PELLITORY, [parietnria, Lat.] See Parietaria.
PELLUCID, the same with diaphanous, or transparent. See

Transparent.
PELOPEIA, in fabulous history, the daughter of Thyestes,

and mother, by him, of j^gisthus. See these articles.

PELOPIA, a festival observed by the Eleans in honour of
Pelops.

PELOPONNESIAN WAR, Peloponnesiacum Belll'm,
a famous war, wliich lasted for twenty-seven years, between the
Athenians and the inhabitants of Peloponnesus, with their respec-
tive allies, and which ended in the overthrow of the Athenian Re-
public, and its subjection to thirty tyrants. It is the most interest-

ing of all the wars, which happened among the inhabitants of an-
cient Greece.
PELOPONNESUS, a large peninsula in the S. of Greece; so

called, from Petopis v,|itoc, or insula, though properly not an island,

hut a peninsula; yet wanting but little to be one, viz. the isthmus
of Corinth, ending in a point. It was anciently called Apia and
Pelasgia; and is situated between the .figean aad Ionian

seas.
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yea', and rescnibling a plaiitane-leaf, by its angular rcctsscs

or bays.

PELOPS, in fabulous history, the son of Tantalus, king of

Phngia. in his infancy he was murdered by his father, cut in

jiieces, and served up at a feast to the godi, to try their divine om-
niscience. Ni.neot them, however, cat of him, but Ceres, who
eat one of his shoulders. Jupilcr restored him to life, and gave
him an ivnry-shonlder, which had (he miraculous power of healing

all diseases by its touch ; and he punished llic impiety of Tantalus
by condemning him to eternal hunger and thirst, in the view of ex-

cellent food and drink in hell. Pelops afterwards went into Elis,

and married Ilippodamia, the daughter of Oenoniaus, king of

]'isa, by whom he iiad Atreus, Thvestes, Pittheus, Troezen, &c.
He afterwards became so pow erful ihat all the territory nf Greece
beyond the isthmus of Corinth was from him named Peloponnesus.
Alter his death he received divine honours, and was revered above
all the other heroes of Greece. lie had a temple at Olympia,
erected bv Flerculcs, near that of .'upiter.

PELORIAS, PELOUIS. or PELOTIUS, in ancient geogra-

phy, one of the three capes of Sicily, now called Faro. It is said

to have been so named from Peloi us, the pilot of the ship, which
carried Hannibal out of Italy, whom that general, when he found
the tide driving t!ie vessel inlothe straits of Charybdes, killed, on
the supposition that he was going to betray him to the Romans;
and. iherofore, to gratify his manes, he named the cape after him.
PELOSO, a town of Naples, 35 miles W. of Barl. Lon. 16.

CO. E. Lat. 41. C6. N.
PEL 1"A, a small, lisjht, manageable, buckler, used by the an-

cients. It was worn by the Amazons. It is said to have resem-
bled an ivy-leaf in form ; by others it is compared to the leaf of an
Indian fig-lree; and by Servius to the moon in her first quarter.

Pelta, in botany, a term liy which the tiower or flat fructifi-

cation uf l!ic genus lichen or liver-wort is characterized, which, iu

most of its "ippcies, is glued to the edges of the leaves.

PELTARIA, in botany, a Rcnus of the siliculosa order, and te-

tradvnamia class of plants; natural order, Siliquosae. Silicle en-

tire,' suborbiculate, compressed, flat, not opening. It has two
species.

PELVIS, [Lat.] the lower part of the belly. See Anatomy.
PELUSIUM, in anciiiit geography, a noble and strong city of

Egvpt, without the Delt-.-., twenty stadia from the sea; situaied

amidst marshes ; and hence its name and i(s strength. It is called

the kev or inlet of ICgvpt bv Diodorusand Hirtius.

PEMBA, or PEN DA. an island in the East Indian Sea, near

the coast of Atrica; 100 miles in circumference. Lon. 40. 0. E.

Lat. 5. 55. S.

PbMB.4, a province of Africa, in Congo. Banza, or St. Salva-

dor, is tile cap-tal.

Pemua, a town of the above province ; in Lon. 18. 25. E. Lat.

7. 30. S.

PEMBKIDGE, a town of Herefordshire, on the Arrow; 12

miles N. W. of Hereford. Lon. 2. 42. VV. Lat. 52. 14. N.
PEMBROKE, a city of South Wales, capital of Pembroke-

shire. It is situated upon a creek of Milford-Haven. 10 miles

S. E. of flaverford-west. Lon. 5. 3. W. Lat. 51.37. N,
PEMBROKESHIRE, a county of Wales, bounded on all sides

by tlie Irish sea, except on the E. where it joins to Caermartiien-

sliire, and on the N. E. to Cardiganshire. It lies the nejrest to

Ireland of any county in Wales; and extends in lencth from N.
to S. 35 miles', and fiom E. to W. 29. It is about 140 in eircum-

ference. Amongst the birds common here are migratory sea birds,

that bleed in the Isle of Ramsey, and the adjoining rocks called

Tiie Bishop and his Clerks.

PEN, a little instrument usually formed of a quill; serving to

v;rite withal. Pens are also sometimes made of silver, brass, or

iron.

Pens, Dutch, are made of quills that have passed through hot

ashes, to take off the grosser fat and moisture, and render them

more transparent.

Pen, Foust.^in, is a pen made of silver, brass, &c. contrived

to contain a considerable quantity of ink, and let it flow out bj

gentle degrees, so as to supply the writer a long time without

being under the necessity of takin? fresh ink. The fountain-pen

is composed of several pieces, as in Plate CXXXIV. fig. 5, where

the middle piece F carries the pen, which is screwed into the insitle

of a little pipe, which again is soldered to another pipe of the same
bigness as the lid G ; in which lid is soldered a male screw, for
screwing on the cover, as also for stopping a little hole at the place
and liiiideriiig the ink from passinj; through it. At the other end
of the piece F is a little pipe, on the outside of which the top-
cover H may be screwed. In the cover there goes a port-ci-ayon,
which is to be screwed into the last-mentioned pipe, in order to
stop the end of the pipe, into which the ink is to be pouied by a
funnel. To use the pen, the cover G must be taken off, and the
pen a little shaken, to make the ink run more freely.

Pen, Geometric, an instrument in which, by a circular mo-
tion, a right line, a circle, an ellipse, and other mathematical
figures, may be described. It was first invented and explained by
John Baptist Suardi, in a work intituled " Nouvo Istromenti pe'r
la Descrizzione di diverse Curve Antichi e Moderne," &c. Se-
veral writers had observed the curves arising from the compound
motion of two circles, one moving round the otliers ; but Suardi
first realized the principle, and first reduced it to practice. It has
been lately introduced with success into the steam-engine by Watt
and Bolton. The number of curves this instrument can describe is

truly amazing ; the aiithorenumeratcs not less than 1273, which, he
says, can be described by it in the simple form. It is thus described
in Adam's Geometrical 'and Graphical Essays. Plate CXXXIV.
fig. 1, represents the geometric pen; \, B, C, the stand by which
it is supported ; the legs. A, B, C, are contrived to fold one within
the other for the convenience of packing. A strong axis D is

fitted to the top of the irame ; to the lowei-'part of this axis any of
the wheels (as i) may be adapted ; when screwed to it they are
immoveable. EG is an arm contrived to turn round upon the
main axis D ; two sliding boxes are fitted to this arm ; to these
boxes any ot the wheels belonging to the geometric pen may be
fixed, and then slid so that the wheels may take hito each other, and
the immovedble wheel i : it is evident, that by making the arm
EG revolve round the axis D, these wheels will be made to re-

volve also, and that tlie number of their revolutions will depend
on the proportion between the teeth, fg is an arm carrying the
pencil; this arm slides backwards and forwards in the bu.x cd, in

order that the distance of the pencil from the centre ' f the wheel
It may be easily varied ; the box cd is fitted to the axis of the
wheel A, and turns round with it, carrying the arm Jg along with
it: it is evident, therefore that the ievolut:ons will be fewer or
greater in pro|)ortion to the dilfercnce between the numbers of
the teeth in the wheels A and i; this bar and socket are easily re-

moved for changing tl.e wheels. When two wheels only are

used, the harfg moves in the same direction with the bar EG ; but
if ano'iier wheel is introduced between Ihein, thev move in con-
trary directions. The number of teeth in the wheels, and conse-

quently the relative velocity of the epicycle or arm Jg, may be
varied in infinitum. The numbers we have used are S, 16, 24,

32, 40, 48, 56, 64, 72, 80, 88, 9t>. The construction and appli-

cation of this instrument is so evident from the figure, that nothing

more need be pointed out than the combinations by which vari-

ous figures mav be proiUiced. We shall take two as examples:
th.e radius of EG, fig. 2, must be to that of./g, as 10 to 5 nearly ; their

velocities, or the number of leelh in the wheels, to be eo^iial ; the

motion to be in the same direction. If the length of fg be varied,.

the looped figure delineated at fig. 3, will be produced. A circle

mav be described by equal wheels, and any radius but the bars

must move in contrary directions. To describe by this circular

motion a straight line and an ellipsis: For a straight line, equal"

radii, the velocity is 1 to 2, the motion in a contrary direction ;.

the same data will give a variety of ellipses, only the radii must
be unequal; the ellipses maybe described in any direction."'

See fig, 4.

PENjI^A, in botany, a genus of the monogynia order, belo;ig.

ing to the telrandiia class of plants; and in the natural method
ranking with those of which the order is doubtful. The calyx h
dipbyUous ; the corolla is campanulated ; the style quadrangular ;

the capsule tetragonal, quadrilocutar, ami octospermous.

PENA GARCIA, a town of Pmtugal, in Beira, 6 miles E. of

Idmha Velha. Lon. 6 6. W, Lat. 39. 40. N.
PENALVA, a town of Portugal, in Beira, 9 miles N. of Co-

iiubra. Lon. 8. 17. VV. Lat. 40. 4. N.
PENANCE, a punishment, either voluntary or imposed by

authoritv, for tli« faults a person has committed, Ptnauce is one
of
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of tlie seven sacraineiits ot tlie Latin church. Besides fasting,

|

alms, abstinence, and the hkc, wliich are the general conditions

of penanci-, there are others ol a more particular kind ;
as the re-

peating a certain number of ave-iiiarias, paternosters, and credos,

wearing a hair-shirt, and giving one's self a certain number ot

stripes. In Italy and Spain, it is usual to see Uoinan Catholics

almost naked, loaded with chains and a cross, and lashing them-

selves at every step.

PEN-ANGLAS, a cape of South Wales, on the north coast ot

r.nibrokeshire. Lon. 4. jP. W. Lat. 51. ;)7. N.
PENATES, in Uonian antiquity, a kind of tutelar deitie.s ei-

tlur of countries or particular houses; in wliich last sense tiiey

iliil'ered in nothing from tlie lares. See Larf.s. They were pro-

perU liie lutelar gods of the Trojans, and were adopted by the

Kon'iaii', wh > gave them the title of penates.

PENAUTI EK, a town of France, in the department of Aude,

and late province of Languedoc, 4 miles N. of Caicassone. Lon.

2. 2.i. E. Lat. 43. 18. N^
PENBUGIITOE HE.-\D, a cape of South Wales on the north

coast of Pembrokeshire. Lon. 5. j. E. Lat. 51. 5t). N.
PEN'CIL, an instrument used by painlers for laying on their

colours. Pencils are of various kinds, and made of various ma-

terials ; the larger sorts arc made of boars' bri>tles, the thick ends

of which are bound to a stick, bigger or less according to the uses

'they are designed for ; these, wlieii large, are called brushes. The
finer sorts of pencils are made of camels', badgers', and squirrels'

hiir, and ot the down of swans; these are tied at the upper end

with a piece of strong thread, and inclosed in the barrel of a quill.

All good pencils, on being drawn through the lips come to a line

point.

Pencil is also an instrument used in drawing, writing, Sec.

made of long pieces of black-lead, or red-chalk, placed in a

groove cut in a slip of cerlar, on which other pieces of cedar being

glued, the whole is planed round, and one of the ends being cut

to a point, it is fit for use.

PENKT.NL a town of Germany, in Anterior Pomerania, 13

miles S. VV. of Old Stettin. Lon. 14. 24. E. Lat. 53. 15. X.
PEND.\N T, an ornament hanging at the ear, frequently con-

sisting of diamonds, pearls, and other precious stones.

Pendants, in heraldry, parts hanging down from the label, to

the number of three, four, live, or six at most, resembling the

drips in tlic Doric freeze. When they are more than three, they

mu4 be specified in blazoning.

Pendants ok a Ship, are those streamers, or long colours,

which are split and divided into two parts, ending in points, and
hung at the head of masts, or at the yard-arm-ends.

Pe.ndant FEATHF.Ks, with falconers, are those feathers that

grow behind the thigiis of a hawk.
Pendants, among florists, the same with apices, or antheraf.

PEN DENN IS, a ca5tle in Cornwall, situated on Falmouth bay,

50 miles S.W. of Launceslon.

PEKDENTIVE, in architecture, the whole body of a vault

suspended out of the jierpendiculnr of the walls, and bearing
against the arch-boutants: or according to Daviler, it is the por-

tion of a vault between the arches of a dome, usually enriched
with scinpturc.

PEN-DINAS, a cape of Wales, on the north of St. Bride's

B.!v. Lon. 5. 10. W. Lat. 51. 4S. N.
PENDLETON, a county of South Carolina, in Washington

district.

Pendleton, a mountainous county of Virginia. It is watered
by the south branch of the Patomac. Frankford is the capital.

PENDULU.M, [peiidiiliK, L-M.'] a vibrating body suspended
from a fixed point. For the history of this invention, see Clock.
The theory of the pendulum <lepends on that of the inclined
plane, and istreatcd with it under tlie article mechanics. See Me-
chanics, (art. 'J3). The point or axis of suspension of a pendu-
'..m is that point about which it performs its vibrations, or from
which it is sus|Hnd(il. The centre of oscillalion is a point in

vhich, if all the matter in a ])enduluin were collected, any force
applied at this cetiire would generate the same angular velocity in

a given time as the same force when applied at the centre of gra-
vity. The length of a pendulum is equal to the distance between
the axis of suspension and centre of oscillation. I^-t PN, (fig. d,

Plate CXXXl v.) represent a pcailulum suspcaded from the point

P ; if the lovi.tr p.ul N of tiie jjcndulum be raised to A, and let

fall, it will by its own gravity descend through the circular arch
AN, and will have acquired tlie .--ame velocity at the point N
that a body would acquire in falling perpendicularly frolii C to N,
and will endeavour to go olV Willi tnat velocity m the tangent
ND ; but being prevented by the rod or cord, «il! move thiuugh
the arch NC to B, where, losing all its velocity, it will by its gra-
vity descend through the arch BN, and, having acquired the same
velocity as before, will ascend to A. In this manner it will con-
tinue its motion forward and backward along the arcii ANB, which
is called an oscillatory or vibratory motion ; and each swing is

called a vibration. In ?rt. 23, Mechanics, the following parti-

culars among others respecting the peiululuni are demm^trated.
1. The times ol the vibrations of a penduUmi, in very small arches,
are all equal. 2. 1 he velocity ot the bob, m the lowest point,
will be nearly as the length of the chord of the arch winch it de-
scribes in the descent. 3. The times ot vibration in dificrent pen-
dulums, AB, AC, (fig. 7,) are as the square roots of the times of
their vibrations. 4. The time of one vibration is to the time of
the descent, through half the length of the pendulum, as the cir-

cumference of a circle to its diameter. 5. Whence the length of
a pendulum, vibrating seconds, will be found 39.2 inches nearly;
and that of a haU-second-pendulum 9.8 inches. 6. An uniform ho-
mogeneous body BG, ((ig. 8,) as a rod, staff, &c. which is one-
third part longer than a pendulum AD, will vibrate in the same
time with it. When pendulums were first applied to clocks, they
were made very short ; and, the arches of the circle being large,

the lime of vibration, through different arches, could not in that
case be equal ; to etl'ect which, the pendulum was contrived to

vibrate in the arch of a cycloid, by making it play between two
semicycloids CB, CD, (hg. 9,) whereby it debcrii^es the cycloid
BEAD ; the property of which curve is, that a body vibrating in

it will describe all its arches, great or small, in equal times.

However this property is demonstrated only on a supposition that

the whole mass of the pendulum is concentrated in a point ; but
this cannot take place in any really vibrating body ; and when the
pendulum is oi finite magnitude, there is no point given in posi-

tion which determines the length of the pendulum ; on the con-
trary the centre of oscillation will not occupy the same place in

the given body, when describing different parts of the tract it

moves through, but will continually be moved in respect of the
pendulum itself during its vibration. This circumstance has pre-
vented any general determination of the time of vibration in a cy-
cloi<lal arc, except in the imaginary case referred to. There are
many other obstacles which concur in rendering the application of
this curve to the vibration of pendulums designed for the mea-
sures of time the source of errors far greater than those which by
its peculiar property it is intended to obviate ; and it is now
wholly disused in practice. Although the times of vibration of a
pendulum in different arches be nearly equal, yet if the ratio of
the least of these arches to the greatest be considerable, the vibra-

tions will be performed in different times ; and the difference,

though small, will become sensible in the course of one or more
days. In clocks used for astronomical purposes, it will therefore

be necessary to observe the arc of vibration ; which if different

from ihat described by the pendulum when the clock keeps time,

there a correction must be applied to the time shewn by the clock.
This correction, expressed in seconds of time, will be equal to the
half of three times the difference of the square of the given arc,

and of that of the arc described by the pendulum when the clock
keeps time, these arcs being expressed in degrees; and so much
will the clock gain or lose according as the first of these atches is

less or greater than the second. Thus, if a clock kee])s time when
the pendulum vibrates in an arch of 3°, it will lose lui seconds
daily in an arch of four degrees. For 4'^ — 3- x | =: 7 x

-I-
= 10

J-

seconds. The length of a pendulum-rod increases with heat;

and the quantity of expansion answering to any given degree of
heat is experimentally foiuid by means of a pyrometer; (see Py-
rometer ,) but the degree of heat at any given time is shewn by
a thermometer: hence that instrument should be placed within

the clock-case at a height nearly eijual to that of the middle of the

pendulum ; and its iieight, for this pur|)Ose, should be examined
at least once a day. Now by a table constructed to exhibit the

daily quantity of acceleration or retardation of the clock answer-

ing to every probable height of the thermometer, the correspond-

ing
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^ correction may '>e obtained. It is also necessary to observe,

that the mean height of the thermometer during tlie interval ought
to be used. In Six's thennometcr this height inav be easily ob-
tained ; but in thermometers of the common construction it will

be more difficult to find this mean. It has been found, by re-

peated experiments, that a brass-rod equal in length to a second
pendulum will expand or contract one-ldOOdth part of an inch bv
a change of temperature of one degree in Fahrenheit's thennome-
ter ; and since the times of vibration are in a subduplicate ratio ol

the lengths of the pendulum, hence an expansion or contraction
of one-tOOOdth part of an inch will answer nearly to one second
daily: llierefore a change of one degree in the thermometer will

occasion a difference in the rate of the clock equal to one second
daily. Whence, if the clock be so adjusted as to keep time when
tlie thermometer is at .i5°, it will lose 10 seconds daily when the
thermometer is at 65°, and gain as much when it is at 45°. Hence
the daily variation of the rate of the clock from summer to « inter

will be very considerable. It is true indeed that most |)endulums
liave a nut or regulator at the lower end, by which the bob may
be raised or lowered a determ.nate quantity; and therefore while
the height of the thermometer is the same, the rate of the clock
will be uniform. But since the slate of the weather is ever varia-

ble, and as it is impossible to be raising or lowering the bob of
the pendulum at every change of the thermometer, then-fore the
correction formerly mentioned is to be applied. This correction,
however, is in some measure liable to a small degree of uncer-
tainty ; and in order to avoid it altogether, several contrivances
have been proposed by constructing a pendulum of dirterent'nia-

terials, and so diiposing them t'.iat their effects may be in oppo-
site direction*, and thereby counterbalance each other; and thus
the pendulum will continue of tiie same lengths. The pendu-
lums contrived for this purpose have received dilTerent ap-
pellations according to their form or construction, as the follow-

ing:
Pendulum, Angular, is formed of two pieces or legs like a

sector, and is suspended by the angular point. This pendulum
was invented with a view to diminish the lenglh of the common
pendulum, but at the same time to preserve or even increase

the time of vibration. In this pentlulum, the time of vibration

depends on the length of the legs, and on the angle contained be-
tween them conjointly, the duration of the time of vibration in-

creasing with the angle. Hence a pendulum of this construction

may be made to oscillate in any g'ven lime. At the lower extre-

mity of each leg of the pendulum is a ball or bob as u^ual. It

may be easily shewn, that in this kind of a pendulum, the squares
of the times of vibration are as the secants of half the angle con-

tained by the legs: hence if a pendulum of this construction vi-

brates half-seconds when its legs are close, it will vibrate whole
seconds when the legs are opened, so as to contain an angle equal
to 151° 2|'.

Pendulum, Conical, or Circular, is so called from the

figure described by the string or ball of the pendulum. This pen-
dulum was invented by Mr. Huygens, and also cl; imed bv Dr.
Hook. To understand the prini'iples of this pendulum, it will be
necessary to premise the following lemma, viz. the times of all the

circular revolutions of a heavy globular body, revolving within an
inverted hollow paraboloid, will be equal whatever be the radii of

the circles described by that body. To construct the pendulum,
therefore, so that its ball may always describe its revolutions in a

paraboloid surface, it will be necessary that the rod of the pendu-
lum be flexible, and that it be suspended in such a manner as to

form the evolute of the given parabola. Hence, letKH, (fig. 10,')

be an axis perpendicular to the horizon, having a pinion at K
moved by the laslwlieel in the train of the clock ; and a liardened

steel-point at H moving in an agate-pivot, to render the motion as

free as possible. Kow, let it be required that the pendulum shall

perform each revoluticJVi in a second, then the paraboloid surface

it moves in must be such wbo«e latui rccUim is double the length

of the common half-second-peiiduhim. ii-ct O be the focus of the

parabola MEC, and MC the latus rectum; and make AE=r
IklO =4 MC = the length of a common half-second-pendulum.

At the point A of the verge, let a thin plate AR be fixed at one
• end, and at the other end 13 let it be fastened to a bar or arm UD
perpendicular to DII, and to which it is fixed at the point I).

Tlie figure of the plate AB is that of the evolute of the given para-

bola M EC. The equation of this evolute, being also that of Uie
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semicubical parabola, is — nx2= //». Let — n = P ; tl.cn Pa*

lo' ''
K')'

'

= 'j\ and in the focus P = Cy. In this case 2x- =:y- = ^V-

:

oj
hence J^ = I P-, and j; = P^ | = ~p ^/ |= the distance of the

focus from the vertex A. By assuming the value of .x-, the ordi-
nates of the curve may be found ; and hence it may be easily
drawn. The string of the pendulum must be of su( h a length
that when one end is fixed at B, it may lie over the plate AB,
and then hang perpendicular bom it, so that the centre ot the bob
may be at E when at rest. Now, the verge KH being put in
motion, the ball of the pendulum will begin to gy:ate, and
thereby contrive a centrifugal force which will carry it out front
tfie axis to some point F, where it will circulate seconds, or half-

seconds, according as the line AE is 9-8 inches, or 2^ indies, and
AB answerable to it. One advantage possessed by a clock having
a pendulum of this construction is, that the second hand moves
in a regular and uniform manner, without being subject to those
jerks or starts as in common clocks; and the pendulum is en-
tirely silent.

Pen'dulum, Fir. The expansion or contraction of straight

grained fir-wood lengthwise, by change of temperature, is so small,

that it is found to make very good pendulum-rods. The wood
called sapadillo is said to be still better. There is good reason to

believe, that the previous making, varnishing, gilding, or soaking,
of these woods in ajiy melted matter, only tends to impair tlie

property that renders them valuable. Thev should be simply
rubbed on the outside with wax and a cloth. In pendulums .-f

this construction the error is greatly diminished, but not taken

away.
Pendulum, Gridiron, is an ingenious contrivance for the

purpose above-mentioned. Ins'ead of one rod, this pendulum is

composed of any convenient odd number of rods, as five, seven,

or nine ; being so connected, that the effect of one set of them
counteracts that of the other set ; and therefore, if they are pro-

perly adjusted to each other, the centres of su>pension and oscilla-

tion will always be equidistant. Fig. 1 1 represents a gridiron-pen-

dulum composed of nine rods, steel and brass alternately. The
two outer rods, AB, CD, which are of steel, are fastened to the

cross-pieces, AC, BD, by means of pins. The next two rods,

EF, GH, are of brass, and are fastened to the lower bar, BD,
and to the second upper bar, EG. The two following rods are

of steel, and are fastened to the cross-bars EG and IK. The
two rods adjacent to tlie central rod being of brass, are fastened

to the cross-pieces IK and LM ; and the central rod, to which

the ball of the pendulum is attached, is suspended from the cross-

piece LM, and passes freely through a perforation in each of the

cross-bars, IK, BD. From this disposition of the rods, it is evi-

dent that, by the expansion of the exireiiie rods, the cross-piece,

BD, and the two rods attached to it, will descend; but since

these rods are expanded by the same heat, the cross-piece, EG,
will consequently be raised, and therefore also tlie two next rods;

but because these rods are also expanded, the crossbar, IK, will

d'sceiid ; and by the expansion of the two next rods, the piece,

LM, will be raised a quantity sufficient to counteract the ex-

pansion of the central rod. Whence it is obvious, that the effect

of tiiC steel-rods is to increase the length of the peniiuluni in

hot weather, and to iliminish it in cold weather, ami that the

brass-rods have a contrary effect upon the pendulum. The effect

of the brass-rods must, however, be equivalent not only to that of

the steel-rods, but also to the part above the frame and sprir>g,

which connects it with the cock, and to that part between the lower

part of the frame and the centre of the ball.

Pen'dulum, Mercurial, was invented by the celebrated Mr.
George Graham. In this, tlie rod of the. pendulum is a hoUovr

tube,"in which a sulhcieiit quantity of mercury is put. Mr. Gra-

ham first used a glass-tube, and the clock to which it was applied

was placed in the most exposed part of the house. It w;.s kept

constantly going, without having the hands or peiidnlum altered,

from (ho 9th of June 1722 to the 14th of October 172j, lukI its

rate was determ'ned by transits of fixed stars. Another cloi k

made with extraordinary care, having a pendulum about 6n lb.

weight, and not vibrating above one degree and a half fio:u the

ijerpendicular, was placed beside the former, the more readily to

- 3 1" compare
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romp.'.re lliem with eadi otlier, and tliat they might botli be

e<loaliy expovjd. Tlie result of all the observations was this,

that the in-emil;iritv of tlie clock with the (iiiicksilver-pendtiluni

exceeded not, wlien giealcst, a sixth part of that of the other

clock with the coinmon pendiiluin, but for the greatest part of the

vear not above an eighth or ninth part ; and rven this {[uantitv

would have been lessened, had the cohuiin of mercury been a lit-

tle shorter: for it differed a little the contrary way trom the other

clock, going faster with heat and slower with cold. To confiim

this exp"erimeiit more, about the beginning of July 1723 Mr. Gia-

Iiain took off the heavy pciululuin from the other clock, and

made another with mercury, but with this difference, that instead

of a glass-tube he used a brass one, and varnished the inside to se-

cure it from being injured by the mercury. This pendulum he

used afterwards, and found it' was about the same degree of exact-

ness as the other.

Pendulum, M. Thiout's. Another excellent contrivance for

the same purj)0)e is described by M. Thiout a French author on

clockniiiaking. Of this pendulum, somewhat improved by Mr.
C'roslhwaite, watch and clock-maker, Dublin, we have the following

description in the Transactions of tiie Royal Iri^h Academy, 178S.

A and B, fig. 12, arc two rods of steel forged out of the same bar,

at the same time, of the same temper, and in every respect similar.

On the top of B is formed a gibbet C ; this rod is firmly supported

by a steel-bracket D, fixed on a large piece of marble E, firmly

set into the wall F, and having liberty to move freely upwards be-

tween cross-staples of brass, 1, 2, 3, 4, which touch only in a point

in front and rear (the staples having been carefully formed for that

purpose;) to the other rod is firmly fixed by its centre the lens G ;

of 24 pounds weight, although it should in strictness be a little be-

low it. This pendulum is suspended by a short steel-spring on
the gibbet at (J ; all which is entirely independent of the clock.

To the back of the clock-plate, I, are firmly screwed two cheeks

nearly cycloidal at K, exactly in a line with the centre of the verge

L. The maintaining power is applied by a cylindrical steel-stud,

in the usual way of regulators, at M. In'ow, it is very evident,

that any expansion or contraction that takes place in either of these

exactly similar rods, is inst;mlly counteracted by the other

;

whereas in all compensation-pendulums composed of different ma-
terials, however just calculation may seem to be, that can never be
the case, as not only different metals, but also different bars of the

same metal that are not manufactured at the same time, and ex-

actly in the same manner, are found by a good pyrometer to dif-

fer materially in their degrees of expansion and contraction, a very
small change affecting one and not the other." Theory has

pointed out several other pendulum?, known by the names of

Elliptic, Horizonlal, Rotulary, &c. pendulums. T'hese, however,
have not as yet attained that degree of perfection as to supplant the

common pendulum. Besides the use of the pendulum in measur-
ing time, it has also been suggested to be a proper standard for

measures of length. See Measure. Since pendulums move in

consequence of the power of gravity tliey will move f|uicker or
sloweras that power is greater or less, an<l in order that pendulums
may vibrate in equal times their lengths must vary as tlie power of
gravity varies. See Mechanics, art. 23. Pendulum's length in

latitude of London, to sv/ing.

Seconds 39,2 Tnches.

•J Seconds 9,3

I Seconds a,45
Length of Pindulums to vibrate Seconds at every Fifth De-

gree of Latitude
"
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that tliey also made a religious orIlt of the penitents, or woiiicu
they converted, giving lliem the same rules and observances which
they themselves kept.

PENITENTS, an appellation given to certain fraternities cf
penitents distinguished by the different shape and colour of their

habit;. These are secubr societies, who have their rules, statutes,

and churches, and make pulilic processions under their particular

crosses or banners. Of these there are more than 100 : the chief
of which are, 1. the white penitents, of which there are several dif-

ferent sorts at Rome, llie most ancient of which was constituted in

1264: the brethren of this fraternity every year give portions to a

tjertain number of young girls, in order to their being married:
their habit is a kind of white sackcloth, and oh tlie shoulder is a

circle, in the middle of which is a red and white cross. 2. Black
penitents, the chief of which are the brethren of mercy, instituted

in 1488 by some Florentines, to assist criminals during their im-
prisonment, and at their death ; on tlie day of execution, they
walk in procession before tiieni, singing tlie seven penitential

psalms and the litanies ; ai\d after they are dead, they take tliem

do\vn from the gibbet and bury them; their habit is black sack-

cloth.

Penitents, or Converts of the Name of Jesus, a congre-
gation of religious at Sevile in Spain, consisting of women who
had led a licentious life, founded in J 550. This monastery
is divided into three quarters : one for professed religious ; another
for novices; a third for those who are under correction.

Penitents op Orvieto, are an order of nuns, instituted bv
Antony Simoncelli, a gentleman of Orvieto in haly. Their rule

is that of the Carmelites. 'J'hese religious undergo no noviciate.

AH required is, that they continue a tew mouths in the monas-
tery in a secular habit; after which they are admitted to the

vows.
Penitential. See Penance. There are various penilentials,

as the Roman penitential, that of the venerable Bede, that of Pope
Gregory III. &c.

Penitentiary, in the ancient Christian church, a name given to

certain presbyters or priests, appointed in every chu'ch to receive

the private confessions of the people, in order to facilitate public

discipline, by acquainting them what sins were to b"" expiated by
public penance, and to appoint private penance for such private

crimes as were not proper to be publicly censured.

Penitentiary, at the court of Rome, is an ofTice in which are

examined and delivered out the secret bulls, graces, or dispensa-

tions, relating to cases of conscience, confessions, &c.
Penitentiary is also an officer, in some cathedrals, vested with

power from the bishop to absolve, in cases reserved to him. The
pope has his grand penite"''ary, wlio is a cardinal, and the cliief

of the other penitentiary priests established in the church of Rome,
who consult him in ail difficult cases. He presides in the peni-

tentiary, dispatches dispensations, absolutions, &c. and has under

him a regent and four proctors, or advocates of the sacred peni-

tentiary.

PENKRIDGE, a town cf StatTordshire, si\ miles S. of Staf-

ford, and 129 N. W. of London. Lon. 2. 0. W. Lat. 32.
j

54. N.
1

PENLEE, a point or cape in the English Channel, on the S.

coast of Cornwall, W. of the entrance into Plymouth Sound.

PENMAEN-MAWR, or PENMAN-MAWR, a mountain in

Caernarvonshire, 1400 feet high. It hanp,s perpendicularly over

the sea, at so vast a height, that few spectators are able to look

down the dreadful steep.

PENMARCH, a point or cape of France, on the W. coast, S.

of Audierne bay; 15 miles S. S. E. of Audierne, and 18 S. W.
ofQuimper. Lon. 4. 25. W. Lat. 47. 46. N.
Pekmarch, Rocks, rocks or small islets, near the W. coast of

France, and S. E. coast of the department of Finisterre ; E. of the

above Cape.
PENN, William, an eminent writer among the Quakers, and

the found'^r and legislator of Pennsylvania, was the son of Sir

William Penn, and was born at London in U)44. He received a

good education, which was completed at Christ church, Oxford ;

but he disappointed his father's expectations by turning Quaker,

and was discarded by hiin. Young Penn, however, was confirmed

in his opinions by Thomas Loe, a leading Quaker, with whom
he travelled to propagate their faitli. At Cork in Ireland, lie

was taken up for preaching and sent to prison, biit was released
throuj.'h the interest of his fatner. After Ins return to England ha
was Sent to the Tower, on account of a book whicli he had written,
and while there he composed his principal work, entituled, " No
Cross, no Crown ;" intended to shew the i)enefit of suffering. On
his release he went on in the same course, v,nd was apprehended
with some others, and tried for preaching at a conventicle in Grace,
cburcli-street. The jury persisted in finding them not guilty,
and were sent to prison lor acting contrary to the dictates of tha
judge, Admiral Penn was reconciled to his son before his death,
and left hirn^ all his propt-rty. He continued firm in his attach-
ment to the Friends, and went on a mission to Holland and Ger-
many, with Fox and Barclay. In 1681 he obtained from the
crown, in lieu of the arrears due to his father, tiie grant of the pro-
vince in North America, now called Pennsylvania. Penn tookovef
with him a colony of Friends, and founiled Philadelphia ; but be-
fore he entered upon possession he made a treaty with the Indians.
The code of laws which he formed for the govrrnment of his pro-
vince was simple, but would have done honour to tlie piofoundest
legislators. Penn died at Beaconsfield in Beikshire, of an apo-.
plexy, in 1718. His works are nun^erous.

PENNAFLOR, a town of Spain, in .Andalusia; ten mile*
N. of Exija, near the Xenil. Lon. 4. 12. W. Lat. 43. 15. N.

Pennafi.or, a town of Spain, in Asliirias, en tlie Asta ; 14 miles
S. W. of Oviedo, Lou. 3. 56. W. Lat. 43. 15. N.
PENNANT, Thomas, Esq. LL.D. F. R. S. &c. a late emi-

nent English naturalist, born in Flintshire, in 1726, and descended
of a race of ancient Britons, who had settled in that country for
many centuries. He was educated successively at Wrexham,
Fulham, and Oxford, where he graduated ; and haviuij made con-
siderable proficiency in the classics, for some time studied law.
About this time, a present of Willoughby's Ornithology gave him
an att-ichraenl to Natural History, which continued thi'ough life.

After making a tour through Wales, Cornv;all, and other parts of
England, he travelled to the continent, and established a corres-
pondence with several of the greatest men of the age, particularly
C'ount Buffoii, Dr. Pallas, Dr. Haller, Linna;us, and Voltaire.
On Ins return, he married, and had two children ; but did not suc-
ceed to ttie family-fortune till his 37th year, when he settled at
Downing. His wife dying, he made another tour to the continent

;

wheie nis reputation as ? man of science was now established by
his British Zoology ; which was published in four vols. 4to. so
early as 1750. About 1770, he set out on his Travels through
Scotland; and, in 1771, published a most entertaining account of
that Tour, in three vols. 4to. which gave univeftal satisfaction, and
passed through several editions. After this tour, he penetrated to

the Hebrides, and visited Man. In 1776, he married hissecond
wife, Miss Mostyn, sister of Sir Roger Mostyn. In 1778, he com-
menced the publication of his Welch Tour, in two vols. 4to. In
1782,. lie published his Journey from Chester to London, in one
vol. 4to. ; and in 1784, his Arctic Zoology, an admirable work,
highly esleeined both at home and abroad. In 1790, he published
another 4to. vol. intituled Of London; and with it a farewell ad-

' dress to the public ; notwithstanding which, he soon after published
The Natural History of the Parishes of Holywell and Downing;
in one vol. 4to. And even so late as 1797, his 71st year, he pub-
li'^hed The Views of Hindoostan, a splendid work in two vols. 4to.

with 23 plates, admirably engraved. From his apology in the pre-
face, these two vols, appear to be only part of a work of which the
remaining vols, may still be expected to be published: He also

published the following papers in the Phil. Trans. 1. A Letter on
an earthquake felt at Downing in 1753 ; 2. Another on Coralloid

Bodies, (MfaxxoiJ.ii,) collected by him: and 3. Synopsis of Quad-
rupeds, 1771: 4 A pamphlet on the Militia: 5. A paper on the
Turkey, and, 6. A vol. of Miscellanies. Besides being F. R. S.

of London, lie was a nicmberof the Society of Antiquaries: F. R. S.
of Upsal, in Sweden; a member of the American Philosophical

Society, and of the Anglo-Linniau Society, &c. His ample .or-

tune enabled him to keep a hospitable table; and to dedicate the
profits of several of his works to charitable institutions ; partictilarly

the Welch Cliarily School. He died at Downing in 1798, aged
72. He left several works in MS. intituled Outlines of the Globe,
of which, the View of Hindoostan composed the 14th and 15th vols.

He was endued with a healthy frame of body, an openand intelli-

gent aspect, an active and cheerful disposition, and great vivacity.

His
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His heart was kind, benevolent, and cliaritable. He was candid

and free from [irejudices ; and Scotland will ever venerate bim, as

the firsl traveller from tiie S. side of the Tweed, who visited her,

with no unfriendly spirit.

Pennant, [pennon, F'r.] a small llag, ensign, or colours. A
tackle for hoistmc; things on hoard.

PENNAN'TIA in botany, a genus of the polygam ia dioccia

class am; order. Ci'.lyx none: corolla live-pctaled ; stamens five ;

pericarpium, tliree-siileci, two-celled, with solitary subtriquetroiis

seeds. The only species, is V. corymbosa, a native of New Zea-
land.

PENNAQUID, a cape of the United States, on the coast of
Maine. Loii. (J9. 27. W. Lat. 48. 47. N.
PENNAK, a river of Hindostan,which rises in Mysore, and falls

into the bay of Bengal at Gangapalnam, twelve miles E. of Nellore.
PENNARE, a cape in the English channel, on the S. coast of

Cornwall; six miles W, S. W.'of Deadman's Point.

PENNAR rn BAY, a bay of Wales on the S. coast, in the
Severn, at the month oftheTave below Carditt".

PENNA TED, [peiuiati/s, Lat.] winged. In botany, such
leaves of plants as grow directly one against another on the same
rib or stalk ; as those of asli and the walnut-tree.

PENNATULA, the Ska Pen, in natural history, a genus of
the class an<l order vermes zuophyta. Animal not affixed, of vari-

ous shapes, supported by a bony part within, naked at the base, the
upper part with generally lateral ramifications, finished with rows
of tubular denticles producing radiate polypes from each tube.
'Ihere are about eighteen species.

P. Phosphorea, in its general appearance greatlv resembles
that of a (|uill-fi-.ither ofa bird's wing ; about four inches Ion", and
of a reddish colour; along the back there is a groove from the
quill-part to the extremity of the feathered part, as there is in a

pen ; the feathered part consists of fins proceeding from the stem,
as expressed in Plate XCVIH. No. 1. The fins move the animal
backward and forward in the water, and are finished with suckers
or mouths armed with filaments, which appear magnified as at

No. '2.

PENNON, orPENON, a kind of standard, with a long tail,

anciently belonging to a simple gentleman. It is opposed to the
banner, which was square.

Pennon, a fort of Algiers, on an island before the harbour of
that city.

Pennon de Velez, a sea-port of Barbary, 75 miles E ofCcuta
Lon. 4. 0. W. Lat. 35. 25. N.
PENNSYLVANIA, one of the 17 United States of North

America. It was founded by William Penn, the celebrated
Quaker, in 1679. This state is bounded on the N. by New York
and Lake Erie: E. by the Delaware river and bay, which sepa-
»ate it from New Jersey ; S. by part of Virginia, Maryland, and
Delaware; W. by part of Virginia, and the North VVesterlvTer-
ritory, and X. W". by part of Lake Erie. It lies in the form ofa
parallelogram ; and comprehends 44,900 square miles ; being
238 miles long from E. to W. and 156 broad from N. to S. Lon
from 74.48 to SO. 8. W. Lat. from 39.43. to 42. 0. N. The air
is sweet and clear. Autumn begins about the 2nth Oct. and lasts
till the beginning of Dec. when winter sets in, which continues
till March, and is sometimes extremely cold and severe ; but the
air is generally dry and healthy. 'I'he Delaware, though very
broad, is often frozen over. From March to June, (that is, in
spring,) the weather is more inconstant than in tlie other seasons.
In July, August, and September, the heats would be intolerable,
if they were not mitigated by frequent cool breezes. The wind,
during summer, is generally S. W. but in winterblows for the
most part from the N. W. o'ver the snowy mountains and frozen
lakes of Canada, which occasions the excessive cold during that
season. On the whole, the climate of this state differs not ma-
terially from that of Connecticut, except that on the W. side of
the mountains the weather is much more regular. 'I'he ii.'iabi-
tants never feel those quick transitions from cold to heat, by a
change of the wnid from N. toS. as those so frequently experience
vho live E. of the mountains, and near the sea. This state is di-
vided into 23 counties; viz. Philadelphia, Chester, Delaware
Kucks, Montgomery, Berks, Lancaster, Dauphin, Northatnpton'
Luzerne, York, C umberland, Northumberland, Franklin, Bed'
ford, Huntingdon, MilHiii, Westmoreland, Somerset, Fayette"

Washington, Allcshanv, and Lycomiiig. These counties are sub-
divided into a great number oi lounsl ips The principal towns are
Philadelphia, the capital, Lancasi i u, Caulisle, Pitisburc,
SvNBURY, Bethlehem, Nazareth, York-Town, Hakrisbi'rg,
and Washington. See these articles. Manufactures of oil kinds
are of late greatly improved and increased in this state ; particularly
those of leather, skins, furs, boots, shoes, sa<ldles, harnesses, &c.
that iron-works are of long standing, an<l that all the varieties in
that branch either of cast or forged iron are made as in Europe ;

that cabinet-making, house-carpentiy, coach-making, ship-build-
ing, &c. are carrietl on with ecpiid success; as well as nianutac-
tures of paper, stone, and glass wares, earthen wares, bricks, gun-
powder, and various utensils in copjier, brass, and tin. But there
is no proliability that the citizens of this st; te will be able to rival

the manufacturers of Britain, in their woollen, linen, and cotton
cloths, tor a long period. One species of manulaciure, peculiar to
America, is earned on to a great extent ; viz. the making of e.v-

cellent sugar from the maple-tree. About 300,000 hats arc also
made annually, of wool and fur. Iron-ore is found In considera-
ble quantities throughout this state : copper, lead, and alum, in
several places. Lime-stone-quarries are wi ought in many districts,

and various kinds of beautiful marble. Coals also abound in the
middle and western parts. Besides the usual domestic animals,
horses, sheep, and oxen, this state abounds with deer, beavers,
otters, racoons, martins, panthers, bears, wolves, squirrels, foxes,
opossums, rabl>its, wild cats, &c. Buffaloes seldom cross the
Ohio. Wild turkeys and pheasants, formerly numeVous, are now
become rare, except in the new settlements. Pigeons, ducks,
and wild geese, are nvuiierous. Turkeys an<l other lame poultry
are numerous and cheap. Tlie rivers abound with fish. 1 he
chief rivers are the Delaware, Schuylkill, Sus(iuehai)iiah, Alle-
ghany, Monongahela, and Youghiogany. The soil is various

;

some parts barren ; a great portion good ; and a considerable part
uncommonly fertile. In general it is fitter for raising grain than
grass. The greater part of the trees and plants, that grow in the
United States, abound in Pennsylvania. Oak, hiccory, walnut,
sassafras, mulberry, and tulip trees abound in the woods. Pines,

cedars, red and while, elms, and maples, also are'numerous.
Wheat, the staple of Pennsj Ivania, Indian corn, buck-wheat,
rye, barley, oats, potatoes, &c. are cultivated in great quanti-
ties.

PENNY, or PENY, in commerce, an ancient English coin,

which had formerly considerable course ; but, till of late, was
dwindled into an imaginary money, or money of account, con-
taining the 12lh part of a shilling, or 140th of a pound. Camden
derives the word from the Latin pecuniu, money. The ancient
English penny, per.ig, or pening, was the first silver-coin struck in

England ; and the only one current among the Anglo Saxons : as

is agreed by Camden, Spelnian, Dr. Hicks, &c. The penny
was equal in weight to our three-pence ; five of them made one
shilling, or scilling Saxon ; 30 a mark or mancuse, equal to our
7^. 6rf. Till the time of King Edward I. the penny was struck
with a cross, so deeply indented in it, that it might be easily

broke, and parted on occasion, into two parts, thence called half-

pennies ; or into four, thence called four-things, or farthings. But
that prince coined it without indenture ; in lieu of which, he first

struck round halfpence and farthings. He also reduced the weight
of I he penny to a standard ; ordering that it should weigh 32 grains

of wheat, taken out of the middle of the ear. 1 his penny was
called the penny sterling. Twenty of these pence were to weigh
an ounce ; when the penny became a weight as well as a coin.

See Pennyweight. The silver-penny is now nigh disused; but
the copper-penny is a neat modern coin much used.

Penny, in ancient statutes, is used for all silver-money. And
hence the ward-penny, aver-penny, hundred-penny, tithing-peii-

ny, and brothal-penny.

Penny- Weight, a Troy weight, contaiiiing 24 grains ; each
grain weighing a grain of wheat gathered out of the middle of the

ear, well-dried. The name took its rise hence, that this was for-

merly the weight of one of our ancient silver-pennies. Sec
Penny. 'IWentv of these pennv-weights make an ounce Troy.
I'ENOBSCOT, a town of the United States, in Maine, capi-

tal of Hancock county, 262 miles N. by E. of Boston. Lon. 08.

40. W. Lat. 44.24. N.
Penobscot Bay, a large bay of the Atlantic, on the S. coast of

Maine.
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Maine, about 48 miles broad ; containing several islands. Lon.
68. 40. to 69. 0. W. Lat. 43. 55. to 44. 30. N.
PENRISE, a r>ea-i)ort-(oun of S. Wales, in Glamorganshire,

20 ni.les S. E. of Caermarlhen, and 14 W. N. W. of Swansea.

Lon. 2. 52. W. Lat. 54. 40. N.
PENRITH, an ancient town of Cumberland in England,

•sati-il under a hill called Penrith-Fell, near the rivers Eamont
and Lowther. Lon. 3. It). W. Lat. 54. 35. N.
PENRYN, a town of Cornwall, the entrance of Falmouth

haven. Lon. 5. 35. \V. Lat. 50. 23. N.
PENSACOLA, the capital of W. Florida, is seated at the

mouth of a river on the gulf of Mexico. Lon. 87. 20. \V. Lat.

32. 22. N.
PENSANCE, a town of Cornwall, at the bottom of Mounts-

bav, about 10 miles from the Land's End, and 287 miles W. by
S.'of London. Lon. 5. 35. \V. Lat. 51. 23. N.
PEXSFORD, a town of Somerset-.hire, 7 miles W. of Bath,

and 1 17 W. of London. Lon. 2. 30. W. Lat. 51. 23. N.
PENSION, a sum of money paid annually for actual services,

or considerations already past. 'Ihe yearly payment of each mem-
ber to the houses of the mns of courts are likewise named pen-

sions ; and the yearly assembly of tlie society of Gray's Inn, to

consult on the ati'airs of the house, is also callecl a pension.

Pensionarv or Pknsion-er, a person who has an appointment
or yearly sum, payable during life, by way of acknowledgment,
charged on the estate of a prince, company, or particular person.

Pensionary, in the late government ot the United Provinces,

was the first minister of the regency of each city in Holland. His

office was to give his advice in affairs relating to tlie government,
either of the slate in general, or of the city in particular ; and in

assemblies of the states of the province, he was speaker in behalf

of his city.

Pensioner, in tlie university of Cambridge and in tliat of Dub-
lin, has a very peculiar meaning; for those students, either under-

graduates or bachelors of arts, are called pensioners, who live

wholly at their own expence, and who receive no emolument
whatever from the collegeof which they are membcrs.They are di-

vided into two kinds, the greater and tlie less ; the former of whom
are generally called fellow-commoners, because they eat with the

fellov.s of their college; the Jatter are alu-ays called pensioners,

and eat with the scholars, who are those students of the college,

either under graduates or bachelors who are upon the foundation,

who receive emoluments from the society, and who are capable

of being elected fellows. See Servitor, and Si/.ar.

Pensioner, in general denotes a person who receives a pen-

sion, yearly salary, or allowance from government. Hence
Pensioners, 'Ihe Band of Gentlemen, the noblest sort

of guard to the king's person, consists of 40 gentlemen who re-

ceive a yearly pension of 100/.

PENSTOCK, a sluice or llood-gatc, serving to retain or let go

the water of a mill-pond, or the like.

PENTACHORD, [of OTv7£, five, and xf'*. string.lwas an ancient

musical instrument. The invention of the pentachord is referred

to the Scythians ; the strings were of bullock's leather ; and they

were struck with a plectrum made of goal's horn.

PENTAGON, Ipentttgou, Fr. ct<v7? and yiuv.a,] in geometry,

is a ligure of five sides and live angles. See Geometry.
Pentagon, in fortification, denotes a fort with five bastions.

PENTAGRAPH, or PAUALLELt^GRA.VL an instrument

whereby designs of any kind may be copied in what proportion

you please, without befiigskille<l in drawing. A pentai^raph is com-

posed of fourbai-s, AP.DE,PlateCNXXVir. iig.4,usually of brass;

the bar A is ioinled to B at i about the mijdle, and at a it i? con-

nected with E : the bar B is the same length as A ; and at rf is

jonited to the bar D, whose end is connected with the end of E;
these four bars form a parallelogram : thus, ha =; D, and kl = E.

To the other end of the bar A, a tube F is soldered, through

which a ])oinled brass-rod c, called the tracer, is put ; the end of

the bar B has a slither G upon it, which has a tube similar to F ;

another slider I of the same kind is mounted on the bar D. These

sliders have screws, by which they can be fi.ved at any distance.

Under each of the jointj of the base, a small tube is hKed, in the

bottom of which is a small caslor as H, which makes the instru-

ment run easily on the table. When the instrument is used, the

two sliders GI must be set exactly in a line with the tube F ; when
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it is required to make a copy of a drawing of the same size, the

sliders must be set so that from F to I is the same distance as from
1 to G ; the lube I must then have a wire put through it, whose
lowest end is fast screwed to a heavy leaden weight, L; this must
have three sharp points in the under side, so that when it is set on
the fable it may not be liable to move; then if a design or draw-

ing is laid under tlie tube F, and the point of the tracer drawn
over the lines of it, the point of the pencil at G will describe a si-

niilar figure. If the drawing is to be reduced to one-halt of the

size, the weight must be put to the slider G, and the pencil into 1,

without movmg either slider ; then the distance from the tracer to

the li\ed point or weight L, is twice the distance of the pencil to

the weight. Tlie rule for setting the sliders for any proportion is,

as the distance between the tracer e and the fi.\ed point L, islo

the distance between the |)encil G and the same, so is the length

of any line described by the tracer, to the length of the line at t/;c

same time described by the pencil. To avoid the trouble of mea-
suring these distances each time, the bars B and D are divided

into ten or twenty of the most common propoitions, by which di-

visions the sliders are to be fixed. The construction of ono' of the

sliders is shewn in fig. 5, where M is a piece of brass, to one cor-

ner of which a tube G is soldered ; an opening of the same width

as the bar is cut in this, and a cover N is screwed on with two

screws ; this cover has a screw with a mill-head through it, by
which the slider is fixed. A piece of brass O, a little bent, is put

between the bar and the under side of the cover, and whose elasti-

city prevents the slider moving too freely when the screw is slack,

and defends the bar from being scratched by the ends of the screvr

when it is fixed. Fig. 6, describes the method of making the

joints of the rods: P is the end of one bar, which hasasleel-s|>iii-

dle p screwed fast to it; the other bar o has a cock n, screwed on,

whose upper end projects over the tube t, and has a hole tlirougli

it, just over the hole in the tube. The ends of the spindle Pare
put between the holes in the cock and the hole in the tube ; if the

spindles are well fitted, this joint is very steady, and without any

shake. The lower end of the tube t has a hole drilled in it, into

which the spindle W of the castor is put; the castor is kept from

falling out of the tube, by the point of a small screw going tlirougli

the side of the tube f, wliich takes into a notch cut round intlifi

top of the spindle tw. When the machine is used, a fine line, Rii,

is put through rings in the cocks bd, and tied to the pencil; the

ether end has a loop to be hooked over the thumb of the operator,

bv pulling which he can raise the pencil at D, when he does not

wish it to mark. To prove that the ficure described by a jienta-

graph is similar to the given figure, let C, fig. 3, be the fixed cen-

tre of motion; P the pencil for tracing the given figure PP, and

p the pencil which tra<-es the other {\guie p p ; p, &c. must be so

adjusted, thatp, C, and P, may lie in one straight line; thea

since Bp : A p : : BP : AC, whatever be the situation of tiie pen-

tagraph, the angles PC P and p C p are vertical; and therefore

PC p will in every position of the instrument be a right line ; but

PC : oC : : BA : Ap, in each of the two positions in the figure,

and conseciuently the triangles PC P, p C p, are similar; and PP :

pp (: : PC :pC;': : BA ; Ap, or ill a given ratio. Hnice it ap-

pears, that bv moving the pencil p, Ap may be equal to BA, or

less in any proportion; and consequently pp may be equal to

PP, or less, ill the same proportion.

PENTAGV MA, [from ^i>t!, five, and y-'v^, a woman, or wife,]

in the Linnaan System of Botany, an order in the classes, Pentaii-

dria, Decaiidria, 'Dodecandria, Icosandiia, and Polyaudria ; con-

sisting of plants which have hermaphrodite flowers, with five fe-

in;i!e~organs. See Botany.
PEN I'A.METER \ERSE, a kind of verse consisting of fiv«

feet or metres, whence the name ; the two first feet may be either

dactyls or spondees at pleasure ; the third is always a spondee ;

and the two last anapests : such is the following verse of Ovid :12 3 4 5 _

Carminijbus vi|ves! tempus inj omnc me'is.

.\ pentameler verse subjoined to -.ui hexameter, constitutes what is

called elegiac. See Elegiac.
PENTANDRIA, [from irnTi, five, and av-ij, a man, or biis-

baiuC] the fifth class in Linnanis's sexual method, consisting of

plants which have hermaphrodite flowtrs, with five stam.iia or

male organs. See Botany.
Pfntandria is also the name of an order in the classes .Mona-

3 U delphia,
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4lel|)hia, Folvadelphia, Gynaiulria, Mouoecia, and Dioecia. See

Botany.
PKN TaPETALOUS, [»iv5<, Gr. m\dpctula, Lat.] having five

petal- or fluwer-Ieaves.

PENTA PETES, in botany, a genus of the dodecandria order,

and nionadelphia class of plants ; natural order, CoUininifL-ra,-.

Calyx double, outer tlwee-leaved ; inner five-parted ; stamina

fifteen, with five ligules, petal->liaped ; capsule five-celled, many-

beeded. There is but one species, viz. P. phoenicea, scarlet-

flowered pentapetes, a native of the East Indies and Japan.

PENT APOLIS, a name given to the five titie.s, Sodom, Go-
r.iorrah, Admah, Zeboim, and Zoar.

PtNTAPOLis, a district of Cyrenaica; situated on the Medi-

terranean ; denominated from its five cities ; namely, Berenice,

Arsinoe, Ptolemais, Cyrene, and Apollonia.

PENTATEUCH is derived from the Greek lu->Uz,vx^, from

Tuv'i, five, and nux®"' ^n instrument or volume ; and signifies tlie

collection of the five instruments or l)ooks of Moses, viz. Genesis,

£\odiis, Leviticus, Numbers, and Deuteronomy.
PENTATHLON, or PENTATHLUM, in antiquity, a ge-

neral name for the five exercises performed at the Grecian games,

vi^. wrestling, boxing, leaping, running, and playing at the discus.

PENTECOST, [CTfv1i:to5->!,] a solemn festival of the Jews, so

-Called because it was celebrated on the fiftieth day after the six-

teenth of the month Ni-an, which was (he second day of the pass-

over. See the article Passover. T'he feast of pcntecost was in-

stituted in memory of ihe law's being given on the fiftieth day af-

ter the Israelites came out of Egypt. At this feast the Jews also pre-

sented at the temple seven lambs of that year, one calf, and two
rams, for a burnt offering; two lambs for a peace-ofi'ering ; and

a goat for a sin-offering (Levit. xxiii. 15, 16. E\od. xxxiv. 22.

and Deut. xvi. 9, 10.) The modern Jews celebrate tht; pente-

co>:t for two days. T'liey deck the syiiagogue and their own
houses wilh garlands of flowers. T'hey hear a sermon in praise of

the law, whicii they suppose to have been delivered on this day.

The Jews of Germany make a very thick cake, consisting of seven

layers of paste, which they call Sinai. The seven layers repre-

sent the seven heavens, which they think God reascended from the

top of this mountain. (See Leo de Modena and Buxlorfii synag.

Jud.) It was on the feast of pcntetost that the Holy Ghost mira-

cul(iusly descended on the apostles. (Acts ii.)

Pentecost, an island in the Archipelago one of the Great Cy-
clades.

PENTHEUS, in fabulous history, the son of Ethion and
Agave, king ofT"hebe<, in Bccolia. He was murdered by the

Bacchanalian women, for oppoMiig the worship of Bacchus, then
newly introduced ; though others say it was for prying into the
Bjysteries of the new deity.

PENTHILUS, a son of Orestes and Erigone, the daughter of
.Euy^thus ; who reigned conjunctly with his brother Tisamenes
at Ar^os, till thev were expelle<\ by the Heraclida'.

PEN 1 HORUM, in botany, a genus of the peutagynia order,
and pentandiTa cla s of plants. Calyx five or ten cleft ; petals

none, or five ; capsule five-cuspcd, five-celled. There is onlv
one species, viz. P. sedoides, American pe: thorum.
PENT'LAND FRITH, or PiCTLAND EUITH, a narrow

strait of 12 miles between the main land of Scotland and the Ork-
ney isles. T'his straight is the great Ihoioughfare of sliip))ing be-
tween (he E. and VV. seas, the terror ol the boldest mariners, and
the iirave oi thousands. By the meeting of many different tides,

the si'a runs wittt such impetuosity, that no vessel can withstand
it. T'lie spray is often driven several miles on land.

FENtLAN'O lIiLi.s, a ridge of tiills which begin about 4 miles S.

by \V. (if Edinburgh, and extend 10 miles W. towards the W.
borders of Mid Lothian.

PEN rST EMON, in botany, a genus of the didynamia an-
eiosperinia class and order. Natural order. Personals. Calyx
SVe-lcaved; corolla bilabiate, veiiliicose; rudiment of a fiith

stamen bearded above ; capsule two-celled. T'here are two spe-
cies, P. l.-Bvigata, sraoolh penlstemon, and P. pubescens, hairy
pentstemon.

PENUL.V, among the ancient Romans, was a coaite garment
©r cloke worn in cold or rainy weather. It was shoiter than the
laceriia, and therefire more proper for travellers.

PENULTIMA. or PE:>:ULT1MATE SYLLABLE, in

jramiaar, dengtes the last syllable but one of a word ; and hence

the ante-peiiultimate syllable is the last but two, or tliit uninedi-

diately before the penultima.

PENULTIMATE CHORD, in music, according to Bros-

sard, is the same wilh what the Greeks call paranete, though others

will have the paranete to be only the next chord to Ihe ultimate.

PENUMBRA, [peiie, almost, and umbra, a shadow, Lat.] in

astronomy, is a partial shade observed between the perfect shallow

and the ftill ligiit in an eclipse.

PENZA, a town of Russia, capital of the province of Penzen-
skoe, near the Sura ; 3 It) milts E. S. E. of Moscow, and 644 S.

E. of Petersburg. Lon. 45. 49. E. Lat. 53. 30. N.
PENZANCE. See Pensance.
PENZENSKOE, a province of Russia, bounded N. by Nize-

gorodskoe, E. by Simbirskoe, S. by baratovskoe, and VV. by
Tanibovskoe ; 172 miles long from E. to W. and from 4u to (i'd

broad, from N. to S. Penza is the capital. Lon. 42. 35. to 47,

35. E. Lat. 52. 40. to 54. 36. N.
PE.N'ZINSKAIA, a gulf of Russia, at the N. end of Penzin-

skoe Sea. Lon. 180. 0. E. L.il. 01° to 62° N.
PENZINSKOE SEA, a large bay of the N. Pacific Ocean,

between Russia and Kanitschalka, N. E. of Ochotsk ; about 130
miles long, and from 120 to 160 broad. Lon. 153° to 162° E. Lat.
58° to 62° N.
PEON, in the language of Hindostan, a foot-soldier, armed

with sword and target. In common use, it is a footman, so armed,
employed to run before a palanquin. Piadii is the pro|ier word,
of which peon is a corruption.

PEONY, or PIONY. See P^tlonia.

PEOR, a famous mountain beyond Jordan, which Eiisebius

places between Heshbon and Livias.

PEPARETHOS, an island in the iEgean sea, 20 miles 'ti cir-

cumference ; famous for excellent wine and olives.

PEPAS riCS, [ujiTireiviu,] medicines which are good to help the

rawness of the stomarh and digest ciudities.

PEPECHAISSINAGAN, a river of Canada, which runs into

the St. Lawrence : in Lon. 68. 55. VV. Lat. 4S. 26. N.
PEPLIS, in botany, a genus of the monogynia order, and

hexandria class of plants ; natural order, Calycantheins. Perian-

thium cainpanulate; mouth cleft in 12 parts ; petals six, inserted

into the calyx ; capsule two-celled. There are two species.

PEPLUS, a long robe worn by the women in ancient limes,

reaching down to the feet, without sleeves, and so very fine, that

the shape of the body might be seen through it.

PEPONG, two islands in the E. Indian Ocean, near the coast

of China. I^on. 107. E. Lat. 23. 22. N.
PEPOZIANS, a sect ol Christian heretics, who sprung up in

the second century ; a branch of the Montanists.

PEPPER, Piper, in natural history, an aromatic berry of a
hot dry quality, chiefly use<l in seasoning. See Pjper. All the

species of pepper possess a strongly aromatic smell, and a hot
pungent taste. The long sort, being the most powertul, is gene-
rally employed for medicinal purposes : theblatk is chiefly used
in culinary preparations. On account of their heating and stimu-v

lating properties, however, the use of every sort requires some
circumspection. P'pper is an excellent spice, w hich should al-

ways be coarsely ground, and eaten only wilh fat snii ked, or
tough animal food ; with cabbages, curnmbeis, and other flatu-

lent and cold vegetable.- ; and likewise witti fish, and all substances

that are difficult to b= digested. On the continent, this spice is

highly esteemed for its rfticacy in relieving flatulency, weak or
impaired digestion, and the giddiness which generally accompa-
nies the complaint last mentioned. For this purpose, from six to

ten grains are directed to be swallowed every morning previouslv to
taking food : such practice, however, ought to be adopted only in

cases where the stomach is in a high degree vitiated; or the patient

has been habituated to the free use of spiers and spirituous liquors.

Pepper, Water, a liquor prepared by putting common black
pepper, grossly powdered, into an open vessel of water.

PEPPERMINT, a species of mint. SecME.s'THA.
' Pepper-Wort. See Lepidivm.
PEPYS's ISLANDS, a name given to Falkland Islands.

PEQUIGNY, a town of France, in the department of Somnie',
and hate province ot Picardy, 15 miles S. E. of Abbeville. Lon.
2. 5. E- Lat. 49. 5S. N.
PEQUOT'S, a ualioj. of North American Indians, extirpated

ia 1637.

P£R.
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PER, [Lnl.]by, or throiigli ; a wonl much U'sed in ccmpoii-

tion.

PER A, a sea-port-tow II of Malacca, 170 miles N. VV. of Ma-
lacca.

PERAMDULATOR, in siirveyina, an instrument for n.ea-
Eiiring distance^, called also pedometer, way- wiser, and survey-
in;; vihecl. Ser PtOnKETER.
PER ARSIN ET THESIN, in music. Pcrarsin. inasong,

counterpoint, figure, &c. is when the notfs ascend from grave to
acute; and per tliesin, when they descend from acute to grave.
PEUCA, the Perch, a g-r.us ot fl^llts oI the order Thoracici.

Jaws unetiual ; teeth sharp and incurvatcd ; gill-covers of three
lamina, scaly and serrated ; dorsal fin spiny on the fore part ;

scales generally hard and rough. There arc 60 species, princi-
pally distinguished by peculiarities in the back tin. See Plate
CXX[.

P. Cernua, the Pope, orPupi-E, is found in several English
streams: it is gregarious, assembling in large shoals, and keeping
in the deepest part of ihe water. It is oi a much more slender
form than the common perch, and seldom exceeds si.v ijichcs in"t

length. Theteeth are very small, and disposed in rows.
P. Fluviatilis, or Co.mmon PERrH, hath a deep body, very

rouijli scales, and I'le back much arched. The colours are beau-
tiful ; the back and part of the sides 'being of a deep green,
marked with five bioail black bars pointing downwards; the belly
is white, tinged wilh red ; the ventral fins of a tine scarlet ; the
anal (ins and tail of the same colour, but rather paler. The perch
is very tenacious of life, and has been known to survive a journey
of 60 miles in dry straw.

PERCEPTION, Ipc-ception, Fr. perceptio.'Lzi.'] the power
of perceiving; knowledge; consciousness. See Metaphy-
sics.

PERCH, in land-measuring, a rod or pole of 16^ feet in length,

of which 40 in length and 4 in breadth make an acre of ground.
But by the customs of several counties, there is a dilTerence in this

measure. In Staffordshire it is 24 feet ; and in the torest of Sher-
wood 25 feet; the foot being there 18 inches long; and in Ilere-

fordsliirc a perch of ditching is 21 feet, the perch of walling 16J-
feet, and a pole of densluered ground is 12 feet, &c.
PERCHANT, among fowlers, denotes a decoy bird, which

being fastened by the foot, flutters about the place to draw other
birds to it.

PERCHE, a late territory of Fiance, in the province of Or-
leannois 35 miles long, and 30 broad ; bounded on the N. by
Normandy; S. Iiy Maine and Dunois ; E. by Beauce ; and ^\ .

by Maine. It was named from a forest, and is ])retly fertile. It

now" forms Ihe department of Orne, with a part of Normandy.
The inhabitants carry on a pretty good trade ; and the principal

town is Bellesme.

PERCH ERS, Paris candles used in England in ancient times ;

also the larger sort of wax-candles, whicli were usually set upon
the altar.

PERCOLATION is (he same whh filtnition. See Filter,
and I'lLTRATION
PERCUSSION, in mechanics, the impression a body rnake.^ in

tailing or "-triking upon another.or the shock ot two bodies in motion.

.See MoiioN. Percussion is either direct or oiilique ; direct, when
the in1f)ulse is given in a line perpendicular tn the point of contact

;

and oblique, when it is given in_a line obrn[ue to Ihe point of

contact. See Mechanics. Tlte ratio which an oblique stroke

bears to a perpemiicular one, is as the sine oi Ihe angle ol incidence

to the radius. 1 hus kt AB, Plate CXXXIU, liij. 10, be the side

of any body on which an obliaue force falls, with the direction

DA ; draw DC at right angles to DB, a perpendicular let fall from

D to the body to be movect ; it is plain that Ihe oblique force DA,
by the laws of composition and resolution of motions, will be re-

solved into the two forces DC and BD ; of whicii DC, being pirallel

lo AB, has no energy or force to move that body ; and, conse-

quently, DB expresses all the power of the stroke or impulse on

the body to be moved; but DB is the right sine of the angle of

incidence DAB; AD being radius; wherefore the oblique force DA,
to one falling perpendicularly, is as the sine of the angle of inci

dence to the radius.

PERDICUUM, in botany, a genus of the polygamia superflna

order, and syngenesia class of plants ; natural order, Composita.

•9 PER
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Recepiacie naked; pappus simple; tlorels bilabiate. It has six
specie,.

PERDIGO, a river of West Florida, which runs into the Gulf
01 Me\iio, m Lon. 87. 26. W. Lat. 30. 20. N.
PERDIX, in ornithoh.gy, a genus of birds, belonging to the

ortler ot Gallina-, ranked by Linna;us along with the genus Tctrao,
or Grous.

PERDUES, or ENFANS PERDUES. See Forelor:j
HoPF.
PEREGRINE, among astrologers, a term applied to a pla-

net, when found in a sign where it has none of its five essential
dignities.

PEREASLAW, a strong populous town of Poland, in the pa-
latinate of Kiovia. Lon. 32. 44. E. Lat. 49. 46. N.
PEREMPiORY, in law, where joined to a substantive, de-

notes a final and determinate act, without any hope of renewing
or altering the same : thus we liiid peremptory day, action, man-
damus, &c. in our law-books. But yet there may be what is call-
ed a putting off a peremptory, when the matt;'r cannot be spokeu
to at the day fixed, on account of other business ; and this is done
by motion of the party, that the court will give a farther daywith-
out prejudice to liim.

PERENNIAI-, [perennis, hzt."] i. lasting through the year ;

2. perpetual ; unceasing.

Perennials, or Perennial Flowers, in botany, a term ap-
plied to those plants whose roots will abide many years, whether
they retain their leaves in winter or not. Tliose which retain thei-
leaves are called evergreens ; but such as cast their leaves art
named deciduous, or perditols.

PERE lERlON, a name which chirurgical writer; give to the
perforating part of the trepan. See Trepan.
PERFECT, that has all the requisites of its nature and

kind.

PePvFect Cadence, in music. See Cadence.
Perfect Tense, in grammar. See Grammar.
Perfect, in arithmetic. Perfect number is that, all whose ali-

quot parts added together, make the same number with the niun-
ber whereof they are such parts. See Number.
Perfect, in music, denotes something that fills and satisfies

the mind and the ear: in which sense we say, perfect cadence^
perfect concord, &c. See Music.
PERFECTION, the state or quality of a thing perfect. Per-

fection is divided, according to Chauvinus, into physical, moral,
and metaphysical. Physical or natural perfection, is tliat whereby
a thing has all its powers or faculties, and those too in lull vigour;
and all its parts both principal and secondary, aud those in their

due proportion, constitution, &c. in which sense man is said to be
perfect, when he has a sound min<l in a sound bodv. This per-

fection is by the schools frequently termed iv!j-/i7ixi, because a

thing is enabled thereby lo perform all its operations. Moral
perfection is an tininent degree of virtue or moral goodness, to

which men arrive by repeated acts of piety, beneficence, &c.
PERFIDIA, in music, a term borrowed from the Italians, sig-

nifying an alTectatiop of doing always the same thing, of pursuing

the same design, continuing the same motion, the same song, the

same passage, and the same figure of notes. Such are the still' or

constrained basses, as those of chacones, because depending wholly

on Ihe caprice of the coinposer.

PERFORANS MANUS, in anatomy, a muscle of the fin-

gei-s, being the ficxOr oi the third phalanx, called also profundus.

See Anatomy.
Perforans Pedis, in anatomy, a muscle of the toes, being

the flexor of the third phalanx : its origin is from the hinder sur-

face of the upper part ol ilie tibia. See Anatomy.
PERFOR.VrUS MAN'JS, in. anatomy, a muscle of the Sti-

gers, called also ^ublimis, lK:iug the flexor of the second phalanx.

See Anato.my.
Perforatus Pedis, in ai itomy, a muscle of the toes, being

the flexor of the second phala. \, arising from the lower and inner

surface of Ihe calcaneum. S^c Anatomy.
PERFUME, denotes eitlwr the volatile effluvia from any

li mly atfecfing the organ of s;:-Mling, or the substance emitting

those effluvia; in which last sense the word is most commonly
used. The generality of perfumes are made up of musk, amber-

gris, civet,, rose, and. cedar-woods, oiaage-lioH ers, jessamines,

jonquidSj
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jonquiiis, tuberoses, and oilier oaorit'crous flowers. The use of

pertiimes was l're(|iient among llie Hebrews, and among tlie ori-

cmalb in general, before it was known to the Greeks and Ro-

mans. On account of the injurious elfectb produced on the con-

stitution and particularly on the nervous sy.ueni by perfumes, all

persons having regard to their health will lay aside the practice ol

scenting their clolhe>, hands, face, &c. with these volatile drugs.

PERGIA, a town of European Turkev iu Albania, opposite

Corm. Lon. 20. 19. E. Eat. 39. 40. N.
PERGAMA, the citadel of Troy; which, because of its ex-

traordinary height, gjve name to all higli buildings. Others say

the walls of Troy were called Pcrgama.

PERGAMAR, a town of Turkey, in Romania, 00 miles S.^V.

of Adrianople, and 6.5 N. W. of Galli|)oli.

PERGAMUM, PERGAMEA, or PERGAMFA, a town of

Crete, built by Agamemnon in memory of his victory. Here was

the burying-pUue of Lycurgus.

Percamum, a town" of Mysia, situated on the Caicns, which

runs by it. It was the royal residence of Eumenes, and of llie

kings of the race of the Atfali. The ornament of Perganniin was

the royal librarv, vying with that of Alexandria in Egypt ; the kings

of Pergamum and Eg\ pt rivalling each other in this respect. Stral)o

ascribes this rivalry to Eumenes. Plutarch mentions 200,000 vo-

lumes in the library at Pergamum. Here the membranw Pergameiue,

whence the name parchment, were invented for the use of books.

PERGAMUS, an ancient kingdom of Asia, formed out of the

ruins of the empire of Alexander the Great. It commenced about

the year 283. The country was subject to the Romans, wh.le

their empire la^ted, but is now in the hands of the Turks. The
city is half ruined, and is still known by the name of Pergamo. Il

is inhabited by about 3000 Turks, and a few families of poor Chris-

tian?. Lon. 27. 27. E. Lat. 30. 3. N.
PERGUL.^RIA, in botany, a genus of the pentandria digynia

class and order; natural order, Coiitonw. C'oiitorted ; nectary

surrounding the genitals with hve sagittated cu-ps ; corolla salver-

shaped. There are five species, twining plants of the Cape.

PERGUNNAH, in the language ot Undoostan, means the

largest subdivision of a province, whereof the revej^iues are

brought to one particular head Cutchery, from whence the ac-

counts and cash are transmitted to the general Cutchery of the

province.

PERIAGOGUE, [^s^i and 'syn',] i" rhf^toiic, is used v\here

many things are accumulated into one period wliich might have
been divided into several.

PERIAGUA, a sort of large canoe made use of in ihe Lee-
ward Islands, South America, and the Gulf of Mexico). It is

composed of the trunks of two trees hollowed and united toge-

ther; and thus differs from the canoe, which is formed of one
tree.

PERIANTH lU.M, [from «j., round, and av9®-, the flower,]

the liower-C'.ip properly so called, the most common species of

calyx, placed iniinediately under the flower, which is coi-itained in

it as in a cup. See Botany.
PER1.\P r, [vTjjiti^Itu,] an amulet; a charm worn as a preserva-

tive au:ain't di^oases and mischief.

PERICARDIUM. [^,j. and xajJ<« ; pcricurde. Fr ] a thin

membrane of a conic figure that reneinbles a purse, and contains

the heart in its cavity: its basis is pierced in live places for the
passage ot the vessels which enter and come out of the heart : the
use of the pericardium is to contain a small quantity of clear
water, which is separated by small glands in it, that tlie surface

of the heart may not grow dry by its continual motion. See
Anatomy.
PERICARPIU.M,

[ pcr/carpc, Fr.] in botany, a pellicle or
thin me.nbrane, enconipjssing the fruit or grain of" a plant, or that

part of a fruit that envelopes the seed. See IJotany.
PERICHORUS, in antiquity, a name given by the Creeks

to those games or combats, that were not consecrated to any of the
gods.

PI'.RICLES was one of tlic greatest men that ever flourished
in Greece, lie was very brave; and so eloquent, that ho gained
almost as great an authority under the republican governmpiit of
Athens, as if he had been 'a monarch. Ills fondness for women
was one of his chief vices. He married tlir celebrated A^-pasia, and
died the third year of the Peloponnesian war.

PERICEANIII.M, [froiii wf;i, Or. w^a'anhun, Lat.] is the

membrane that covers the skull : it is a very thin and nervous mem-
brane of an exquisite sense, such as covers immedialely not only the

cranium, but all the bonesoflh.e body, except the teeth; for which
reason it is also called the perio.steum. S( e Anatomy.
PERIGEE, or PER((;EUM, [from =•<=. and yi,] a point in

the heavens, wherein a ph.iet is said to be iu its uearest distance

po'SibU' from the earth. See Astuonomy.
PERIGRUX, or PERIGI'EITX, an ancient town of France,

capital of the department of Dordogne, 60 miles S.W. of Limoges.
Lou. 0.48. E. Lat. -ij. 11. N.
PERIGORD, a province of France, which made part of

Guienne. Il was bounded N. by Angoumois and .Murclie, E. by
Querci and Limosin ; S. by Agemois and Bazoduis ; and VV. by
Bourdelois, Angoumois, and Saintonge.

.
It was about 83 miles

long, and 60 broad. It abounds in iron-mine.i, L'ud the air is pure
and healthy. Perigeux was the capital.

PERIGRAPIIE, a word used to expie-s a careless or inaccu-

rate delincitioii of any thing.

Perigraphe, in anatomy, is used by Vesalius to express the
wliite lines or impressions that appear on tlie musculus rectus ol the

abdomen.
PFTilHELIUM, [=r!ji and •ixit'',] that point of a planet's or-

bit, wherein it is nearest the sun. See Astronomy.
PERILLA, in botany, a genus of the didynamia gyinno^pcr-

mia class and order ; natural order, VerticilUla-. Calyx upper-
most segment very short ; stamens distant ; stvles two, conneeied.
There is but one species, winch is P. ocymoiJes, an ancual plant,

a native of the East Indies.

PERIM, au island in the Red Sea, situated between the two
points which include the Straits of Babelmandel. It is about live

milei long, and two broad.

PERIMETER, [s^tji and fxsrfiu,] il.e compass or sum of all

the sides whicji bound any f;gur.e of what kind soever, whether
rectilinear or mixed.
PERIN.-EUM, or PERINEUM, in anatomy, the space be-

tween the anus and the puitj of generation, divided into two equal

lateral divisions by a very uisimct line, which is longer in males
tlian female^.

PERINSKIOLD, Jc.hx, a learned Swedish writer, born at

Strcguesia in Sudermani.i, in IGJ4. He was made professor at

Upsal, secretary antiquary ef the king of Sweden, and counsellor

of the chancery of antiquilies. He died in 1720. His )' neipal

works are, 1. A History o; the Kings of Norway. 2. A His-
tory ot the Kings of the North. 3. An Edition of John Mes-
senius on the Kings of Sweden, Norway, and Denmark, in 14
vols. fol. kc.
PERIOD, [TTtjiiiJo,-,] in astronomy, the time taken up by a star

or planet in making a revolution round the sun ; or the duration

of its course till it returns to the same part of its orbit. See As-
tronomy.

Period, in chronology, denotes a revolution of a certain num-
ber of years, or a series of year.s, whereby, in dillerent nations,

and on diii'erent occasions, time is measured. S°ee Astronomy,
and Chronology.

PtRioD, in grammar, denotes a small compass of discourse,

containing a perfect sentence, and distinguislu d at the end by a
point, or lull stop, thus (.) ; and in members or divisions marked
by commas, colons (:), &:c. See Punctvation.

Period, in numbers, is it distinction made by a point or
comma, after every sixth place, or figure; and is used in numera-
tion, for the readier distinguishing and naming of the several figures

or places. See Numeration, under .^uithmetic.
Period, in medicine, is applied to certain dise.ises which have

intervals ae^d returns, to denote an entire course or circle of such
disease ; or its progress from any state through all the rest till it

returns to the same again.

I'ERIODEUTA, a church-ofTicer among the Greeks, esta-

blished by the council of Laodicea, in towns where there were no
bishops ; being a kind of rural dean.

PERIODIC, or PERIODICAL, tbat terminates and com-
prehends a period ; such is a periodic month, being tlie space
of time wherein the moon dispatches her period ; a periodic
disease, &:c. See Month, Disease, Pkriod, &c.
PERIUiCl, [TTijiowcii,] ill geography, such inhabitants of the

earth .as have the same latitudes, but opposite .longitudes, or live

under the same parallel aud the same meridian, but in different

semicircles
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!Piiiicircl(.-s of that meridian, or in oppo>ite points of tlie parallel.

1 hese have the same common seasons througluiut the year, and
the sajiie phenomena of the heavenly bodies ; but w hen it is noon-
day with the one, it is midnight with the other, there bv;ing twelve
hours in an east and west direction. See Geography.
PERIOSTEUM, or PERIOSTIUM, [^ij. and or.=;,] in ana-

tomy, a nervous v:isculoiis membrane, endued with a verv quick
sense, immediately surrounding in every pait both the internal

and external surfaces of all the bones in the bodv, excepting only
so much of the teeth as stand above the gums, and the peculiar
places on the bones in which the muscles are inserted. See Ana-
tomy.
PERIPATETICS, philosophers, followers of Aristotle, and

main:ainers of the paripatetic philo^o|)hy ; called also Aristote-

lians. They were called Peripatetics, from ^i^mtltoj, I walk ; be-
cause they disputed walking in the Lyceum. (See Aristotle,
Metaphysics, Plastic Nature, &c') A reformed system of
the Peripatetic philosophy was tirst introduced into the schools in

the university of Paris, from whence it soon spread throughout Eu-
rope : and has subsisted in some universities even to this day, un-
der the name of school-philosophy. The foundation thereof is

Aristotle's doctrine, often misunderstood, but oftener misapplied :

whence the retainers thereto may be denominated Reformed Peri-

patetics. Out of Uiese have sprung, at various times, several
branches. The Peripatetic system, after having prevailed with
great and extensive dominion for many centuries, began rapidly to

decline towards the close of the 17th, "when the disciples of Ranius
attacked it on the one hand, and it had still more formidable ad-
versaries to encounter in Descartes, Gassendi, and Newton. See
Philosophy.
Peripatetic Philosophy, that system taught and established

by Aristotle, and maintained by his followers, the Peripatetics,

called also Aristotelians. The philosophy of Aristotle may be di-

vided into three distinct branches ; instrumental, theoretical, and
practical. Under the lirst head are included his doctrines con-
cerning logic ; under the second, his principles of physics, pncu-
matology, ontology, and mathematics; and under the third, his

system of ethics and policy.

PERIPATON, in antiquity, the name of that vpalk in the Ly-
ceum where Aristotle taught, and whence the name of Peripatetics

given to his followers.

PERIPETIA, [irrjirffin,] in the drama, that part of a tragedy
wherein the action is turned, the plot unravelled, and the whole
concludes. See Catastrophe.
PERIPHERY, [oTtji and ?i;i",] the same with circumference.

Sec Geometry.
PERIPHRASIS, JLsrtoifjKTi;,] is when many words are used

to express the sense of one : as, for death, we may say, the loss

of life. Sec Or.ATORV.
PERIPLOCA, Virgivian Silk; in botany, a genus of the

digynia order, and pentandria class of plants; natural order, Con-
torl.'e. Nectary surrounds the genitals, and sends out five fila-

ments. There are thirteen species. The periploca is a fine climb-

ing plant, that will wind itself with its ligneous branches about
whatever tree, hedge, pale, or pole, is near it ; and will arise, by
the assistance of such support, to the height of about thirty feet

;

and where no tree or support is at hand to wind about, it will knit

or entangle itself together in a most complicated manner. Their
flowers have a star-like appearance ; for though they are composed
of one petal only, yet the rim is divided into segments, which ex-

pand in such a manner as to form that figure.

PERIPTERE, in the ancient architecture, a building encom-
passed on the outside with a series of insulated columns, forming

a kind of portico all around ; such were the portico of Pompey,
the septiznn of Severiis, and the basilica of Antoninus.

PERIPNEUMONIA, or PERI PNEUMONY, [^s^ and
in!iiy.i>ii,'\ in medicine, an inflamm.-ition of the liinf^s attended with

a weight in the lungs, a difficulty of breathing, and an oppression

of the breast, with a purulent spitting, and a fever accompanied
with a cough. When the inflammation aflects both the lobes,

and the whole body of the lungs, the case is desperate. See
Medicine.
PERIRKHANTERIUM, a vessel of stone or brass, which

was filled with holy water, and with which all those were sprinkled

who were admitted by the ancients to their sacrifices. Beyond this
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vessel no profane person was allowed to pass. It was used both by
Greeks and Romans, and has been evidently borrowed by the
Church of Rome.
PERISCII, ffrom iriji and TJtia, shadow,] in geography, those

inhabitants of the earth whose shadows do in one and the same day
successively turn to all the points of the horizon. Such are the
inhabitants of the frozen zones, or those who live within the com-
pass of the arctic and antarctic circles ; for, as the sun, at a certain
umeof the year, never sets to them, after he is once up, but al-
ways moves round about, so do their shadows.
PERISTALTIC, [.r=.:<r.>->.a,] is applied to that vermicular

motion of the guts, which is made by the contraction of the spiral
fibres, whereby the excrements are pressed downwards and
voided.

PERISTERION, Vervain. See Verben-a.
PERISTYLE, [from ti,", round, and rvx©-, a column,] in ar-

chitecture, a place encompassed with a row of columns on the in-
side: but this word also denotes a range of columns, either within
or wilhont a building.

PERISYS POLE, [xijiTyroXn,] the pause or interval betwixt
the two motions of the heart or pulse; namely, that of the sys-
tole or contraction of the heart, and that of the diastole or dilata-
tion.

PERITAS, a cluster of islands of South America, in the South
Sea, i> nodes W. of Cumana bay.
PER ITO, a town of Naples, in Abruzzo Ultra, 1 5 miles VV. S.

W. of Celano.
PERITONEUM, [Tfjiroyiav,] in anatomv, is a thin, smooth,

and lubricous membrane, investing the whole internal surlace of
the abdomen, and containing most of the viscera of that part, as it

were, in a bag. See Anatomy.
PERITONIUM, a town of Egypt, on the W. bank of the

Nile, reckoned one of the keys of the country.
PERITROCHIUM, in mechanics, denotes a wheel, or circle,

concentric with the base of a cylinder, and moveable together
with it about its axis. See Mechanics.
PERJURY, in law, is defined by Sir Edward Coke to be a

criine committed when a lawful oath is administered, in some ju-
dicial proceeding, to a ])erson who swears wilfully, absolutely,
and falsgjy, in a matter material to the issue or point in ques-
tion.

PERIWINKLE, a species of buccinum. See Buccinum.
PERIZZITES, ancient inhabitants of Palestine, mingled with

the Canaanites.

PERKINISM, in medicine, a method by which lately preten-
sions were made of curing head-achs, megrams, rheumatisms,
quinsies, gouts, lumbagos, cramps, contusions, sprains, tumors,
burns, scalds, erysipelas, palsies, and various other disea-es and
pains in all parts of the body, by drawing metallic tractors over
the parts affected ; invented by Dr. Perkins of North America.
These tractors were made of silver, brass, copper, iron, lead, or
zinc; and even of ivory and ebony; and were supposed to act

as mechanical stimuli, or as Galvanic conductors of electricity.

Professors Hcrholdt and Rafn, of CopenliHgcn, published a

treatise on Perkinism, and first made use of the term. Though it

was asserted by many that numerous cures were elfected by this

simple instrument, yet a short time evinced the whole to be mere
jugglery and imposture.

PERM, a government of Russia, formerly a province of Ka-
san. It is divided into two provinces, viz. Perm and Catharinen-

burg.

Perm, a province in the above government, seated on the

banks of the Kama.
Perm, the capital of the above government and province, seat-

ed at the conflux of the Kama and the Zegochekha, 808 miles

E. of Petersburgh, and 620 E. of Moscow. Lon. 56. 25. E. Lat.

57. 40. N.
PERMACOIL, a town of Hindoostan, in the Carnatic, 17

miles N.N. W. of Pondicherry, and 45 S, S. E. of Arrot.'

PERM.\NENT, that continues the same, wlieiher in nature or

situation, and other circumstances: thus, air generated bv fer-

mentation, is said to be permanent, because it continues to shew
all the natural properties of common air. Thus al'o tlfose rups of

flowers are called permanent, which remain after the tiower-leaves

are fallen.

3 X PERMEABLE,
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PliRMEAIM.E, aterm applied to hodies of so loose and porous

a stiucuiiT, Hi ti) Itt soineilimg pass tliioiigh iheiu.

PICRMIT, a written pi-i iiussion from an oiiiccr for traiisporlint;

of goods fVom place to piace, sliewiiig tlie duty on them lo liavi-

been paid.

PEUMSKI, or PERMIA, a town of the Russian empire, and

capital of -1 province of the same name, seated on tiie Kama be-

tween the D«-ina and the Oby. The province is bounded N' by
the banioiedes, W. by Ziraiiia and Ulatha, and E. by Siberia.

The lov.ii lies in Lon. 53. 30. E. I.at. 7U. 26. N.
PERMSKOI, one of the forty-one governments of Russia,

fornierlv pro VI nee of Ka?an, the same wiili Perm, which see.

PKR'ML'TATION, Ipermtitatio, Lat.] excliange ot one for

another.

PERN ALLA, a town of Hindoostan, in Gnzcrat ; 3.S miles S.

of Sural. Lon. 72. 53. E. Lat. 20. 33. N.
PEHXEAU, a town of Russia, in Livonia, 35 miles N. of Riga.

Lon. 23. 37. E. Lat. 58. 2(j. N.
PERN ES, a town of France, in the dcparlnitnt of the Straits of

Calais, and late province of Artois, on tlie Clarence ; 17 milts N.
W. of Arras. Lun. 2. 31. E. Lat. 50. 29. N.
PERNIO, a ki.'je or cliilblain, in a little ulcer, occasioned by

cold \n tin- hands, fe<'t, heels, nose, and lips.

PERNOR OF PRO!' lis, in law, he who takes the profits of
lands, &c. and on seisurc, the king shall have the lands of an out-
lawed person, and the profits thereof, notwithstanding they are
alienated by tl-e outlaw.

PERON^EUS, in anatomy, three muscles of the perone or
fibula. See An'Ato.my.

PERONES, a sort of high shoes which in early times were
worn oven by senators ; but at last were confined to plouglunen
and labourers.

PERONNE, atown of France, in the department of the Somme
and late province of Picardv, 27 miles S. W. of Cambrav, and 80
E. by N. of Paris. Lon. 3." 2. E. Lat. 49. 55. N.
PERORATION, \_pfrnriitin, Lat.] in rhetoric, the epilogue,

or last part of an oration, wherein what part the orator had insisted-on
through his whole discouisie, is urged afresh with greater vehemence
and passion. SeeOuATORv.
PERO I'lS, in botany, a genus of the digynia order, aiwl trian-

dria class of plants; natural order, Graniina'. CaU x none; co-
rolla a hivalvular glume; valves oblong, acute, somewhat uneijual,
terminating in a sharp beard ; stignra feathery, divaricated. Tliere
are two species.

PI'.ROLSE, John Francis Galaup, a celebrated, but nii-
fortunate French navigator born at AIbi, in 1741. He entered
early into the marine school, and served live years during tlie war.
In Oct. 17tJ4, he was made ensign, and acted in the E^ast Indies
from 1765 to 1777. He served under D'Estaing in the following
war, and in 1782, was appointed on the difticult task of destroyini^
the British settlements at Hudson's Bay, which he accomplislied'^
and returned in 1783. In 1735, he was sent by Lewis X\'I. with
two ships on a voyage of discovery, but probably perished with

-his whole crews, havmg never been heawl of, since he left li.otanr
Ikiy, in Jan. 1788. His voyage was published at London 1798,
in 3 vols. 8vo. and contains numerous important discoveriijs in
various sciences.

PERPENDICUI,AR, in geometry, a line falling directly on
anolh^r line, so as to make eciual angles on each side ; called fi-dit
angles. See Geometry. °

PERPE 1 UAL MOTION. See Motion-, Movement and
MECHANtOS.
PERPi'.TUlTY, inlaw, is when an estate is intended to be

so settled m tail, &c. that it may not possiblv be undone, or made
void. Perpetuity, in the canon law, is the" qualitv of a benefice
that IS irrevocable, or whose incumbei»t cannot be' deprived ; ex-
cept in certain cases, determilied by law.
FERPIGNAN, a consirlerable'lown of France, in the depart-

ment ot the Eastern Pyrenees. Lon. 0, 43. E. Lat 45 18 N
PERQUIMANS, or PEUQUIMINS, a county' of North

Carolina in Edenloi. district, bounded on the \V. by Chowan coun-
ty, and K. by the Pasc|iiotank county.
PERQUISIJE, inlaw, is anything gotten by a man's own

mdustry, or purchased with his money ; in contradistinction to
wliat descends to liim from his father or other ancestor.

PERRAUL'l', Ci.AUDE, was born at Paris in I0l3; and was
bred a physician, tliough he never jiractised but among his rela-

tions, friends, and the poor. He excelled in architecture, paint-

ing, sculpture, mathematics, physics, and all those arts that relate

to designing and mech.inics. When tlie Academy ol Sciences was
established, he was one of its lirst members, and was chietly de-

pended on for.medianics and natural philosophy. His works are,

A French Translation of Vitruvius : Memoires pour servir a I'His-

toire Naturelle des Animaux, folio, 1676, with figures; Kssais de
Phisique, 4 vols. 12mo. 1688 ; Recueil des plusieurs Machines de
Nouvellc Invention, 4to. 1700, &c. He died in 1688.

PERRUKE, PERUKE, or PERIWIG, was anciently a name
for a long head of natural hair ; such, particularly, as there \\as

care (aken in the adjusting and trimming of. The Latins called

It coma ; whence part of Gaul took th.e denomination of Gallia

Comala, from the long hair which the inhabitants wore as a sign
of freedom. The word is now used for a set of false hair, curled,

buckled, ai.d sewed together on a frame ©r cawl ; anciently called

capillamentiim or " false perruke." The ancients used false

hair, but the use of perukes, in Iheir present mode, has not existed
two centuries. \

PERRY, a drink made of pears, in the same manner as cvder
is made Irom apples. See Cvder. The pears must be iierlcctly

ripe, and to give the liquor a greater degree of tartness, some mi.x

crabs with them. The best fruit for making perry, are such as are

[

least fit for eating, as the choak-pear, boreland-pear, liorse-pear,

and the barbery-pe;r.

PERSECUTION, any pain or aflliction, which a person de-
signe<lly intlicts on another ; and in a more restrained sense, is the

siill'erings of Christians on account of their religion. See Tole-
ration.
PERSEES, the descendants of a colony of ancient Persians,

who took refuge at Bombay, Sural, and in the vicinity of those
cities, when their own country was conquered 1 100 years ago by
the Mohammedan Arabs. They are . a gentle, quiel, and indus-

trious people, loved by the Hindoos, and living in great harmony
among themselves.

PERSEPOLIS, formerly the capital of Persia, situated in N.
Lat. 30. 30. E. Lon. 84. now in ruins, but remarkable for the most
magnificent remains of a palace or temple that are to be found
throughout the world.

PERSEVERANCE, in theology, a continuance in a state of

grace to a state of glory. About this subject there has been much
controversy in the Christian church. All divines, except I'nita-

rlans, adiiiil, that no man can ever be in a state of grace without
the co-operation of the Spirit of God; but the Galvinists and Ar-

mlniaiis diller widely as to the nature of this co-operation. I'he

former, at least such as call themselves the true duciples of Cal-
vin, believe, that tho^e who are once under the itillueiice of divine

grace can never fall totally from 'f, O'' <lie in mortal sin. The
Armiiiiiins, on the other liaiid, contend, that the whole of this life

is a slate of probation ; that without the grace of God we can
do nothing that is good ; that the Holy Spirit assists,J)ut does not

overpower our natural faculties ; and that a man, at any period of

his life, may resist, grieve, and even quench, the Spirit. See
Theoi.ogv.
PERSEUS, in fabulous history, the son of Jupiter by Danae,

daughter of K. Acrisius. See AcHisius, and Danae. Many
miracles are related of this hero, by the poets. Having engaged
to bring the head of Medusa to Folydectes, K. of Seriphos, who
had educated him, Minerva gave him her shield, Mercury lent

him his wings and caduceus, with liis dagger made of diamomls,
called herpe ; and Pluto lent him his helmet, which rendered him
invisible. Thus equipped, Perseus (lew through the air, visited

the Graia-j and their sisters the Gorgons ; killed Medusa, and
hrouglvt away her head ;

gave birth to Pegasus and Chrysaor from

her blood ; turned the giant Atlas into a mounlain by a sight of

her head ; killed the sea-monster that was going to devour Andro-
meda ; married that princess ; changed her uncle Phineus and his

troops, who were going to carry her off from lilin, into stones;

and made the same metamorphosis upon Polydectes when he was
going to ravish Oanae. Havuig afterwards killed his grandfather

Acrisius accidentally, by throwing a quoit, he refused to sticceed

him in the throne of Argos, and exchanged it for that of Tiryn-

thus : alter whichj he founded th* city at Mycuu*, of which he
became
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became king, an^l where he and liis posterity reigned for 100

years. He flourished, aecordiiig to most chronoloi^isls, in 1348 B.

C. but, according to Sir Isaac Newton, only in 10!^8.

PtRSEus, ill astronomy, a constellation of the northern hemis-

phere, whit h, according to the catalogues oi Ptolemy and Tycho,
contains twenty-nine stars ; but in the Britannic cat;;logue, sixty-

Eeven. See Astuonomy.
PKUSHORE, a town of Worcestershire, on the Avon, 9 miles

E. S. E. of Worcester. Eon. 1. 44. VV. Eat. 52. 4. N.
PEUSIA, a most ancient and celebrated empire of Asia, ex-

tending; in length from llie moiilh of the Araxes to tliat of the In-

dus, about 1840 n'ile-, and in breadth from the O.xus, to tlie Per-

sian gulph, about lOSO. It is bounded on the N. by the Caspian

sea, tlie 0.\us, and mount Caucasus; on the E. by the Indus, and
the dominions ot the Great Mogul; on the S. by lire Persian

gulph, and the Indian ocean ; and on the W. by the dominions of

the Grand Signior. We learn from Sir William Jones, that Persia

is the name of only one province of this extensive empire, which,

by the present natives, and all the learned Mussulmans who reside

in the British territories in India, is called Iran. The most an-

cient name, however, of this country, was that of Elam, or, as

some write it, /Ulam, from Elam the son of Sliem, troni whom its

iirst inhabitants are descended. Herodotus chills its inhabitants

Ceplienes; and in very ancient times the people are said to have
called themselves Art^i, and the country where they dwelt Artsa.
The first Persian emperor of whom any thing is known with to-

lerable accuracy, was the great Cyrus, althougli it is evident that

a powerful monarchy had subsisted in Iran for ages before the ac-

cession of that hero; that this monarchy was called the Mahebe-
tlian dynasty; and that it was in fact the oldest monarchy in the

world. The air and climate of this country is very ditferent, ac-

cording to the situation of its several parts ; some being frozen

tiith cold, whilst others are burnt with heat, at the same time of the

year. The air, wherever it is cold, is dry; but where it is ex-

tremely hot, it is sometmiPS moist. All alonij the coast of the

Persian gulph, from W. to E. to the mouth of the Indus, the heat

for four months is so excessive, that even the natives, unable to

bear it, are forced to quit their houses, and retire to the mountains;

so that such as travel in these parts, at that season, find none in the

villages but wretched poor creatures, left there to watch the effects

of the rich, at the expence of their own health. The extreme

heat of the air, as it is insupportable, so it makes it exceedingly

unwholesome; strangers freijuently falling sick there, anil seldom
t^scaping. The eastern provinces of Persia, from the Indus to the

borders of Tartary, are subject to great heals, though not tpiite so

unwholesome as on the coasts of the Indian ocean, and the Persian

gulph; but in the northern provinces, on the coast of the Cas|)ian

sea, the heat is full as great, and, being attended with moisture, as

\mwliolesome, as on the coast before mentioned. From Octolier

to May, there is no country in the world more ple.isant than this;

but the pe'jple carry indehble marks of the malign inllnence of

their summers, lookuig allot a faint yi How, and having neither

strength nor -pirits ; though', about the end of April, they abandon

their houses, and retire to the mountains, which are twenty-live or

thirty leagues from the sea. But this moistne.-s in the air is only

in these parts; the rest of Persia enjoys a dry air, the sky being

perfectly serene, and hardly so much as a cloud seen to fly there-

in. Though it seldom rains, the heat admits of mitigation ; for in

the night, when there is not a cloud to be seen, and the sky is so

clear, and the stars afford a strong light, a brisk wind springs up,

which lasts until within an hour of the morning, and gives a re-

freshing coolness to the air. The great dryness of the air exempts

Persia from thunder and earthquakes. In the spring, indeed,

there sometimes falls hail ; and, as the harvest is then (irttly far ad-

vanced, it does a great deal of mischief. The rainbow is seldom

seen in this country, because there rise not vapours enough to form

it; but in the night there are seen rays of light shooting through

the firmament, and followed as it were by a train of smoke. The
winds, however brisk, seldom swell into storms or tempests; but

thev are sometimes poisonous and infectious on the shores of the

gulph. Mr. Tavernicr says, that at Gombroon people often find

themselves struck by a south wind, in such a manner that they cry,

1 burnl and immediately fall down dead. .M. Ee J$run tells us,

that he was assured while he was there, that the weather was some-

times so excessively hot at. to melt the seals of letters. Among

the incoi,venii-nces consequent from thi~ niilign dispo^ition of the
air, one of the most terrible is the engendering, in the arms and
leg=, a kind of long small worms, winch cannot be extracted with-
out great danger of breaking, them; upon which a morlilicatiou
en>ues. Persia is divided into eleven provinces; viz. I.ShikvaN,
~. AiJiRBEiTZAN; .1. Ghil.as ; 4. Mezanderan and Tabkris-
TAN

; 5. Persian' Irak, or Ancient Parthia; 6. Chusistan;
7. P'arsistan; 8. Kerman, or Kekistan; y. MLCitA.-s, or
Makran; 10. Secesian; and 11. Sablesvan, or /ablestan,
and Chorasa.v, including Asterabat and DaolstaN. (See
these aiticles.) Candahar was ancientiv a province of Persia, but
is now independeHt. ^I'he ancient Persians are known to have
been exceedingly voluptuous and elfenvnate. Tiie modern Per-
sians, like the lurks, plundering all the adjacent nations lor beau-
ties to breed by, are men of a good stature, shape, and com-
plexion ; but the Gaures, or ancient Persians, are homely, ill-

shaped, and clumsy, with a rough skin, and olive complexions.
The most remarkable law among the Persians respects marriage.

A man may divorce his wife when he chooses, without assigning

any other reason for the divorce than that il is his pleasure. If he
should change his mind, he may again marry her, divorce her a

second time, and a third time marry her; but here this privilege

stops. No man is allowed to marry the woman whom he has

thrice divorced. A widow is obliged to mourn four months for

her deceased husband before she can be married to another ; but a

concubine may form a new connection the instant that her keeper

expires. .Metals of all sorts have been loiind in Persia. Since the

reign of Abbas the Great, iron, copper, and lead, have been very

common ; but there are no gold or silver mines open. 1 here are

silver-mines in Kerinan and JVIezandeniii, and one near Spauhawn;
but they cannot be worked for want ot wood. Sulphur, saltpetre,

salt, and alum, are found in plenty. Plains, sometimes ten leagues

in length, are covered entirely with salt, and others with sulphur

or alum. In some places salt is dug out of mines. Marble, free-

stone, and slate, are found in great plenty about Hammadan. The
marble is of four colours, viz. white, black, red and black, and
white and black. Persia yields both black and white petroleum.

Near Tauris they liiid azure; and there are several rocks or

mines of turquoises. There is, perhaps, no country in the world

which, generally speaking, is more momitainous than Persia; but

many of them have neither springs nor metals, and but few are

shaded with trees. Some of the chief of them are situated on the

frontiers, and serve as a kind of natural ramparts, to this vast em-
|)ire. The horses of Persia »re very beautiful, and much esteem-

ed. Asses are of two sorts; the li'rst bred in Persia, heavy and

doltish ; the other originally ot an Arabian breed, the most docile

and u-eful creatures in the world. They are used wholly for the

saddle, being very sure-footed, carrying their heads loft;^-, and

moving gracefullv. Some of them are valued at lOl. str. (.;ainels

are also numerou's in Persia, and very serviceable : they call them

\
lechli/ Icroucli Lnnioit, i. e. the ships of the land; because the

inland trade is carrierl on by them as the foreign is by ships. As
beef is little eaten in Persia, their oxen are generally employed in

plowing, and other labour. Sheep and deer are very common.

Of wild bea-ts, the number is not great, be.cause there are few fo-

rests; but where there are any, as hi Hyrcania, now called Ta-

biiuan, great numbers of lions, bears, tigers, leopards, porcupines,

wild boars, and wolves, are found. There are but few insects,

owing to the dryness of the climate. But in some provinces,

there is a vast number of locusts, which fly about in such clouds as

to darken the air. fn certain places they have large black scor-

pions, so venomous, that such as are stung by them die in a few

hours. In others they have lizards frightfully ilgly, which are an

ell long, and as thick as a large load, their skins being as htvA and
'

tough as that of the sea-dog. The southern provinces are infested

witii gnats. Among the reptiles is a long square worm, called by

the inhabitants liuzar-peij, i. e. thousand feet, because its whole

body is covered with feet ; it runs prodigiously fast ; and its bite is

dangerous, and even mortal if it gets into the ear. There are in'

Persia all the sorts of fowls we have in Europe. Wild and tame

pigeons are kept in vast numbers all over the kingdom. Of birds

of a larger size, the most remarkable is the pelican, by the Persians

called tucah, i. e. water-carrier ; and mine, i. r. sheep ; because it

is as large as one of those animals. (See Peucavvs.) There

are in Persia various birds of prey. The Penian lords are great

\ loveiK
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lovers of falcourv, ana the kirg lia-^. generally 800 of lliem, cich o

whicli lus a perscn to uttenil il. The rivers in Persia are te%v, and

not navigable, except the Araxes. The seas on the S. of Persia

are, the Giilph or Persia, or Bassora, the Giilph ot Ormiis, and

the Indian 0(e.;n. The only sea on the N. is the Caspian, or

Hyr.:a,.ian sei-, which is more pro|)erly a lake, having no com-

niunicatioii with anv other sea. These seas, together with the

lakes and rivers, supply Pcr5ia with jjlenty of fish. 1 he 1 ersian

gulph is believed to have nioie tish than any other sea in the

world. Thf sci! of Persia is in general stony, sandy, barren, and

everywhere so drv, that, if it be not watered, it produces iiothinij,

not even i>rass; but, where they can tnrn the water into their plains

and valleys, it is not nnfrnitfnl. All alons the Persian gnlpli, the

soil is ba'rren, cattle less nninerons, and every thing in a worse

condition than any where else.

PERSIAN GDLF, or the GULF OF PERSIA, a large gulf

of Asia, between Persia and Arabia Felix. Ilie entrance near

Ormus is not above 30 miles over; but within, it is 180 in breadth;

and the length, from Ornius to the month of the Euphrates, is 4?0

niiles.

PERSICARIA, in botany. See Polygonum.
PERSICUM MARE, or PERSICUS SINUS, in ancient

geography, a part of the sea which the Romaiia called Mare Rii-

brum. and the Greeks Mare Erythra-nm ; washing Arabia Felix

on the R. between which and Cannjinia, estering into the land, it

washes Pei'sis on the S.

PERSIS, in ancient geography, a province of Persia, bt)unded

by Media, Carmania, Susiaiia, and the Persian gulf. It is used

by some authors for Persia itself.

PERSIUS FLACCUS, Aolus, a Latin poet in the reign of

Nero, celebrated for his satires. He was born, according to some,

at Volterra, in Tuscany ; and, according to others, at Tigulia, in

tlie gulf of Specia, in 'the year 34. He was educated till twelve

years old at Volterra ; and afterwards at Rome under PaUemon

the grainniariaii, Virginius the rhetorician, and Cornutus the Stoic,

who contracted a friendship for him. Persius consulted that illus-

trious friend in the composition of his verses. Lucian also studied

with him under Cornutus, and was so charmed with his verses,

that he was incessantly breaking out into acclamations at the beau-

tiful passages in his satires. He was a steady friend, a good son,

an affectionate brother and parent. He was chaste, meek, and

modest: which shews how wrong it is to judge of a man's moral-

by his writings ; for the satires of Persius are not only licentious,

but sharp and acrimonious. Persius was of a weak constitution,

and troubled with a weak stomach, which was the cause of his

death in the thirtieth year of his age. Only six of his satires now
remain.

PERSON, an individual substance of a rational intelligent na-

ture. The word person, persona, is thought to be borrowed a

pcrsonando, from personating or counterfeiting ; and is supposed

to have lir'.l signilied a mask : bctau>e, a- lioethius informs us, in

larva concava sonns volvatur: and hence the actors who ap-

peared masked on the stage were souK'times called larvati, and
sometimes personati. Things merely corporeal, as a stone, i

plant, or a horse, were called hypostases, or supposita, but never
persons.

Persov, in graminar, is applied to such nouns or pronouns as,

being either prefixed or understood, are the noniinalives in all in-

llectioiis of a verb; or it is the agent or patient in all infinite or
personal verl)S- See Gr.^mmar.

Person, in dramatic i)oety, the character assumed by an actor,

or he who is represented by the player. Thus, at the head of

dramatic pieces, is placed the dramatis person!, or list of the per-

sons that are to appear on the stage.

PERSONABLE, in law, signifies the being able to maintain a

plea in court ; esjieciallv in the case of an alien, who may be made
personable by an act of parliament.

PERSONAL, that concerns, or is restrained to, the person.

Personal Action, in law, is an action levied directly and solely

against the person, in opposition to a real or mixed action. See
Action.
Personal Goods, or Chattels, inlaw, signifies any move-

able thing belonging to a person, whether alive or dead. See
Chattels.
Personal Identity. See Metaphysics.
Personal Tythes, tithes paid of such profits as come by the

labour of a man's peKon, as by buying and selling, gains of mer-
chandise, handicralts, &c.
PERSONALirV, an action is in the personality where it is

brought against the right person, or the person against whom in

law it lies.

PERSONAT^E, the fortieth order in Linna;us's Fragments of a
Natural Method, consisting of plants whose flowers are furnished

with an irregular gaping or grinning petal, which in figure some-
what resembles the snout of an animal. See Botany.
PERSONATE, in law, is the representing a person by a ficlij

tious or assumed cliaracter, so as to pass for the person represent-

ed. Personating bail, is by stat. 21 Jac. I. c. 2t), a capital felony.

By various other statutes, personating seamen entitled to wages,

prize-monev, &c. is a capital felony.

PERSONIFICATION, PERSONIFYING, or PERSON-
ALIZING, the giving an inanimate beingthe figure, sentiments,

and language, of a person. See Oratory.
PERSOONIA, in botany, a genus of the tetraiulria monogynia

class and order. Calyx none ; petals four, staminiferous towards

the base ; glands four at the base of the germ v stigma blunt ; drupe
one-seeded. These are generally shrubby plants, natives of the

islands of the Southern Ocean.

PERSPECTIVE.

PERSPECTIVE, [U-om perspicin, 1 see plainly,] the art of

delineating visible objects on a plain surface, such as they appear

at a given distance upon a transparent plane, placed between the

<ye and the object.

History of Perspective.

Perspective, according to the accounts of historians, is derived

from painting, particularly as employed in theatrical decorations ;

but was very little known until about the beginning of the six-

teenth century. The desire of representing on a plane or a flat

surface, such figures as should produce, on the eyes of the specta-

tors, effects similar to those which would be occasioned by view-

ing them in relief, and at clitierent distances, engaged the artists of

those times to consider the apparent diminution of magnitude, and
alterations of position, which such different objects exhibit to the

eye, according as they are nearer to or farther from the same. In

this research it is, at least, vei^ probable that a due observance of

natural appearances furnished the first hints to intelligent painters

how to proceed in this part- of their art ; for, by looking at a range

of objects placed on lines parallel to each other, as rows of frees,

&c. they could not but see them as converging together and ap-
pearing'necrer and nearer to each otiier in proportion to their re-

moteness ; the ground, although really level, would seem as rising

upwards with a gentle ascent : on the other hand, in viewing a level

plane elevated on high, as a flat cieling, &c. they would see it as

appealing to decline or sink in going oil from the eye. These and
such like notices may reasonably be supposed the primary or prin-

cipal guides by which artists were directed to make the imitations,

which they first produced, of these kinds of appearances; that illu-

sions of this sort being publicly exhibited, induced geometricians,

who are not satisfied with anything less than rigorous exactness,

to examine strictly into the causes of these elTects, and the means
of accurately investigating perfect imitations of these illusive ap-

pearances, and by this means perspective is become a system of
mathematical rules, the true guide and firm support of the imita-

tive arts. The ancients made it a general and leading principle

to consider the objects which they would represent, as being be-

yond a transparent plane, so placed between the eye and the ob-

jects.
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jects, that all rays issuing from tlie objects to the e_\e sliould pass

through the same, and impress thi-reoii such images as would have
tlie same etTect to an eye placed in the proper point for viewing
Ihein, as the real objects tlieniselves would produce when »een in

their natural state ; and the moderns have assented to this posi-

tion of the ancients ; for, seeing that tiie image or representation,

thus imprinted on that plane, sends to the eye the s;-me rays a^

the real object itself would do, it is manifest, from all that has
been discovered in optics, that no other sensation can be produced,
but that similar effects will be wrought upon the spectator; and
that, if the variations of inagnitude and position be duly assisted

by the art of colouring, the illusion will be complete: whence the

art of perspective consists absolutely in a geometrical determina-
tion of the points in which the several rays cut the above-men-
tioned transparent plane in proceeding from each point of the

given objects to the eye. In short, a perspective representation

is no otiier than a projection of objects, due regard being had to

the position or place of the eye. This fundamental principle of
the ancients may be yet more generally extended ; for it is not
necessary to imagine the objects beyond a transparent plane, nor
even that the plane should be transparent ; lor the objects may be
considered and treated as being between the eye and the plane on
which they are to be represented; and the visual rays by winch
the objects are perceived, may be produced till they meet the

plane which is to exhibit tlieir iniiiges, and thus mark out other

points analogous to those of the original objects from whence they
proceeded, vhich several rays will form on that plane, when thus

posited, correspondent images, which will, in like manner, shew
the perspective representation of the given objects; but the other

way of applying this principle is most generally used ; nevertheless

the geometrician is at liberty to have recourse to either, as shall

be most convenient. Vitruvius, in his Architecture, book ii.

chap. 1, has preserved some of the perspective of tlie ancient

Greeks: he observes, that one Agatarchus, having been instructed

by Eschylus how to draw theatrical decorations, was the first who
wrote upon the >ubject ; that Agatarchus taught his art to Demo-
critus and Anaxagoras, and that those two, who were geometricians,

bad also wrote about it. Vitruvius adds, that they shewed how
to draw lines from a point in a certain place, so assuredly to re-

present a building in a decoration, in such manner that some of

them sliould appear to project or advance towards the eye, while

others, at the same time, seem to fall back and retire. In this

manner does the Roman architect explain the performances of

Deinocritus and Anaxagoras; we need only be barely initiated

in the rudiments of optics, to enable us to distinguish the resem-

blance wdiich the pr.nciples of the ancient per5]>ective have to

those of our own ; for the point in a certain place is that which we
call the point of sight, or place of the eye which determines the

position of almost al! the lineaments of the object. This is all we
nave left concerning the perspective of the ancients; so that we may
at least fairh account the moderns the second inventors of this art,

whici\ took Its rise among us at the latter end of the 1 jth or the be-

ginning of the l6lh century. Two artists, wdio were also good geo-

metricians, Albeit Durer in Germany, and Pietro del Borgo San

Stephano in Italy, gave rules for putting objects in perspective.

Durer did it mechanically by the help of a machine, whose construc-

tion and use are tounded upon the ancient principle before mention-

ed. Borgo, who was a little before Durer, wrete three books upon

the subject, which Ignatio Dante highly extols ; but they are now
lost. After thl- author, Daniel Barbaro, patriarch of Aqnileia,

published a treatise on this art in 1397. Balthazar Pcriozzi, of

•yienna, was happy in clearing perspective of many incumbrances

vdiich it laboured under in Italy, and gave it a degree of elegance

by introducing the use of points diflerent from those before made
use of, as known to us, which are called points of distance: this

author has been exactly followed bv Vignola Lingataand Andrea a

Pozzo, who wrote so lately as 1700. Guido Ubaldi Mar(iuis d.-

Monte, in a folio treatise, 'printed at Pe-aro in 1600, considered

perspective in a more scientific view than any of the former ; he

appears to have been the liist whose ideas tended towards ren-

dering the principles of perspective universal ; he also greatly im-

proved the art, by advancing this very prolific principle, viz. that

all lines parallel to one another, and to Uie horizon, although in-

clined to the table, or picture, as it is now called, would con-

stantly converge towards a point in the horizontal line, and that
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{ the said point is that where the horizontal line i> intersected by the
I

line drawn from the eye parallel to the afore- mentioned lines.

1
Ubaldi might indeed have made his principle more general, by

I

shewing that all lines parallel to one another, though not paialle'l
I to the liorizon, do meet in one certain point of the picture,' namo-
I

ly, in that where it is cut by that particular parallel ray which is

j

drawn from the eye; and there are conditions which require this
augmentation to what he advanced. The celebrated geometri-
cian. Dr. Brook Taylor, F.R.S. observing how confined, intri-
cate, and imgeometrical, the |>riiiciples of perspective were in his
time, how few, simple, and universal, they in reality might be,de-
sirous of establishing new principles of simple construction, uni-
versal in application, and supported by geometrical demonstra-
tions, condescendeil to write on this subject, and published a small
tract under the title of Linear Perspective, in tlie year 17 lo. In
this little piece the doctor made prodigious advances towards
bringing this art to its ultimate degree of perfection. He justly
observed, that all planes, coiisi<lered as such, are alike in geome-
try, and should in like manner be applied to perspective that th'-r*
are no exclusive honours due to the ground-plane ; nor any parti-
cular magic in the horizontal |)lane, nor consequently in their cor-
respondent linis or points, lie relieved us from the contracted
limits in which our conceptions of this subject were inscribed, en-
larged and extended our ideas to universality itself, tauglit us
the use of vanishing planes, lines, and points, 'in all situations in
which they can possibly be conceived, whether parallel, perpen-
dicular, or any how inclining to the picture, or to the original
objects, &c. In the year 1738, John Hamilton, esq. F.R.S. pub-
lished two volumes folio, under the title of Stereography, or a
complete body of perspective in all its blanches, the projections
of shadows, reflections by polislied planes, &c. in seven books.
This learned and ingenious author has very copiously treated the
subject of perspective in a strict mathematical wav, with the as-

sistance of Dr. Taylor's principles, with which he acknowledges to
have made,- in a few pages only, more real advances towards perfect-
ing tlic science of perspective, than all the writers who went before
him. In the year 1754, Mr. Kirby published a treatise in quarto,
intituled. Dr. Brook Taylor's MeUiod of Perspective ni;ide Easy,
&c. This work was found of i^reat utility in rendering the prac-

tical application of Dr. Brook Taylor's perspective easy and fami-
liar. The following writers on perspective merit respect and
esteem, viz. Ilondiiis, Alleaiime, Father de Chales, Gravesande,
Father Lainy, and M, de la Caille. Their works are well calcu-

lated for practical utility, and Mr. Malton has treated the subiect
copiously, and has rendered considerable service to the science by
his excellent remarks, elucidations, and diagrams, as well as b'v

the scientific manner in which he has proceeded.

Dkfinitions.

1. Perspective is that part of malliematical projection which gives
rules for describing, upon any given plane, the representations of

[

any given object, so as to exhibit thereon the exact lornis,

magnitudes, and positions, thereof, such as they would he seen to

have upon tliat plane by an eye fixed in one certain point of
the said plane, and viewing them honi thence through the said given

plane, supposing it to be perfectly transparent, or as glass, &c.
'I"he given plane on which the representation of the given obi
jects are to be drawn, must be so situated between the given o'b-"

jects and the ])oint in which the eye is placed, that all lines, which
can be drawn or conceived lo iss^e Iroin them to the eye, may
pass through the said plane; for, "-eeing (he representation's thereof

are determined upon that plane by the intersections made thereon'

by lices pa-sing through it, in proceeding from them to the eye, it

isplain tliere cannot be any representations formed on that plane

of objects which are so posited, that the lines issuing from
them lo the eye, do not cut the plane on which they are required

to be described; whence the necessity of the above-mentioned pcK
sitioii of the said given plane appears manifest.

2. The plane ,SH, Plate CXXXIX. fig. 1, upon which Xhf
given objects are represented, is, in mathematical terms, called the~

plane of projection ; but here we term it the picture^

3. The plane which contains the objects given to be descriiied'

on the picture, is called the original plane. Thus tli9-plane F'M
is here the original phne. - '

4. The point in which the eye is tixcd for viewing the given oli-
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jccts or their repreM-iitation-i on llie picture, is calleil tlie place of

"tlic eye, or point of sight. 'l'lui> K is tlie point of siglit. llie

place of tlie eye, or point of siglit, oii^lit to be justly asc. rtained,

having clue regard to the siz.-, situation, &c. of the picture and

original plane; for an injudicious determination, in this respect,

produces ill effects in the re|)resentations formed on the picture, as

appears from a recent instance thereof in a lale production.

5. A line drawn from the eye perpendicular to the picture, and

nceting the same, is called the distance, or distance of the picture

;

lliis line is situ:ited in tiie axis of the eye. '1 hus EC is the dis-

tance, or a.\is of the eye, or distance of tlie picture.

6. The point in which the a.\is of the eye meets the picture, is

the cttiitre of the picture. I'hus C is the centre of the picture SIl.

7. The descriptions made upon the picture of any original ob-

jects, whether tliey arc points, lines, surfaces, or solids, are called

perspective representations or images thereof. T lius tlie line ab

IS the perspective representation or image of the given liiu- Ali.

8. A plane passing tlirough the point of sight parallel to any ori-

ginal plane, is called the vanisliing |ilane of that original plane.

'I'hus the plane GX, being parallel lo the original plane FM, and

passing tiirough E, the point of sight is the vanishing plane of the

said plane FM.
9. A plane passing through the point of sight parallel to the pic-

ture, is call.id the directing plane. 'J'hus the plane FG, being pa-

laliel to the picture SET, and passing through E, the point of sight

is the directing plane.

10 A plane" passing through the axis of the eye at right angles

to an original plane, is the vertical plane of that original plane.

Thus D\ is the vertical plane of the original plane FM.
1 1. The line in which the directing plane cuts the original plane,

is called the directing line of that original plane. Thus FR is the

directing line ot the original plane FM.
12. 'Ihe line in which the vanishing plane cuts the picture, is

called the vanishing line of the original plane, corresponding to

that vanishing plane. Thus HL is the vanishing line of the origi-

Dal plane FM.
13. The line in which a vanishing plane cuts the directing plane,

is called the eye's parallel. Thus IG is the parallel of the eye
then placed in E.

li. The line in which the vertical plane intersects Ihe directing,

is called the director, or height of the eye. Thus ED is the di-

rector, or height of the eye, when fixed in E.

I j. The line in which the picture intersects the original plane, is

called the intersecting line of that plane. Thus SP is the inter-

secting line ol tiie original plane FM.
Ii3. The line in which the picture intersects tl\e vertical plane, is

ealh'd the vertical line of the original pliyie. Thus CP is the ver-

tical line of the originaf plane FM.
17. The point in which an' original line produced, when neces-

sary, cuts the intersecting line, is called the intersecting point of

that original line. Thus P is the hitersecting point of the original

line AB, and S that of the original line NM.
J 8. The point in which an original line produced, if necessary,

ruts the directing line, is called the directing point of that original

line. Thus D is here the directing point of A15, and also of MN.
19. The point in which a line, ilrawn from the point of sight,

pr.rallel to any original line, cuts the picture, is called the vanish-
ing point of that original line. Thus EC being drawn parallel to

AB, the point C is the vanishing point of AB; and EV being pa-
rallel to MN, the point V is the vanishing point of that line MN.

20. The point in which the vertical line cuts a vanishing line, is

ealled the centre of that vanishing line. Thus C is the centre of

Hie vanishing line H L, tlie same here with that of the picture.

21. The distance between the point of sight, and the centre of a

vanishing line, is called the distance of that vanishing line. Thus
EC is Ihe distance of the vanishing line HL.

i2. The tlistance between the point of sight, and the point in

which a line<lrawn from theme, parallel to any original line, cuts

the picture, is called the disUince of the vaii'ishing point of that

original line. Thus EC is the dislince of C, the vanishing point

«f AB, :md EV, the dist.ince of V, the vanishing point of MN.
23- Tlie point ou which ihe spectator stands is called the station-

point. Thus D is the stalion-point when the spectator stands

on it.

S4. An original plane passing through the station-point, aiid pa-

rallel to the hori/oii, Is called the ijeometrical [jlaiie. 'i hus EM
is the geomeuical plane.

2j. The vanishing-plane of the geometrical plane is called the

liovizontal plane, and its corresponding vanishing line is call.d the

horizontal line. Thus GX is the horizontal plane, and 111 the

horizontal line, FM being the geometrical plane.

2f). When the image on the picture is a point, the line which
produces it in passing from the original to the eye, is called a ray, or

optic-ray. Thus AE producing the image a, is called a ray, as is

also BE, which produces the image b.

27. When the image is a line, the several rays which produce

it are together called the plane of rajs. Thus all the rays that can

be conceived to issue from each of the points in AB, meeting to-

gether in E, constitute a plane of rays.

28. When the original is the circle, then the several rays which
produce its images on the picture, are called a cone of rays.

2};). And w hen the original is a right-lined surface, or solid, the

rays, issuing from thif several points thereof, are called a pyianiiil

of rays.

The following propositions will be manifest from duly consider-

ing the foregoing definitions:

Proi'. 1. The images of all figures in the vanishing-plane are

straight lines situated in the vanishing line.

Prop. 2. Planes parallel to the picture have no intersecting or
vani^liing lines.

Prop. 3. Lines parallel to the picture have no vanishing or in-

tersecting points.

Prop. 4. All planes passing through the point of sight, except
the directing plane, arc vanishing planes.

Prop. 5. The image of a straight line not passing through the
point of sight is a straight line.

Prop. 6. Every line, and its image, are in the same plane.

Prop. 7. The images of two straight lines which cut each other,

and are not in a vanishing plane, cut each other in the point which
is the image of the original intersection.

Prop. 8. The image of a straight line parallel to the picture, is

parallel to its original; hence Ihe images of straight lines parallel to

the intersecting line, are themselves parallel to the inlei^ccting line,

and all parallel lines which are parallel to the picture, have parallel

images.

Prop. 9. The images of figures parallel to the picture are simi-

lar to their originals.

Prop. 10. Original planes parallel lo one another, but not to

the picture, have the same vanishing line, and their intersecting

and directing lines are parallel.

Prop. 11. All lines parallel to one anotlier, but not to Ihe pic-

ture, have the same vanishing point.

Prop. 12. The image of a straiglit line is part of the line which
joins its intersecting and vanishing points, and that line is the
image of the original when produceil from the intersecting point

to an unlimited length; it is sometimes called the indelinite image.

Prop. 13. The images of all lines parallel to one another tend
lo their common vanishing point, and the images of all lints per-

pendicular to the picture tend lo the centre of the picture.

In order to perform the operations of perspective, a point must
be assumed on Ihe paper lo represent the centre of the picture,

and through this point should he drawn two straight lines at right

angles to one another; one of these is to represent the horizontal

line, and the other the vertical line; these lines will be found ex-
ceedingly useful, as being Ihe most fre(|ucnt and general vanishing

lines. It will also be projier lo prepare a scale for adjusting the
several measures of the piece, ami troni which the distance may
be set off from the centre of the picture on ihe vertical or horizon-
tal line, or on any of the vanishing line.-, &c.

Prob. 1. To find the indefinite images of lines perpendicular
to the picture, their intersecting poiuts being given.— Let C, fig,

2, Plate CXXXIX. be the centre of the picture, and A, B, G,
the given intersecting points, or the points in wliich the originiil

lines perpendicular to ihe picture meet it. From the points A,
B, and G, draw lines to C, the centre of the picture, and these
lines will be the images rei|uired.

Prob. 2. To cut olf a given part from the indefinite image of a
line perpendicular lo the picture. From the centre of Ihe picture
C, draw any line CH, equal lo the distance, and from the inter-

secting point A, draw AC), in the cmitr-^ry direction, parallel to

CH,
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CH, and eqiial to the (jart to be cut off; join Oil, aiul it will cut
off AT, wliicli will be a part of the image ec|iial to A() in the ori-

ginal hne. When the horizontal and vertical lines \)V and EK
are drawn, tlie distance may be marked on cither of tlieni as must
convenient, and the image determined as above, without drawing
any other line from C ; thus PI'" cuts off the same |iart, and thus
Bl and GS are cut oli by different lines. When a part is to be
cut oh, beginning at a given point, as at T, in the image AC,
riraw AW parallel to CF, make CF' ecjual the distance, as al)ove,

join F r, and produce it to P; make PW ecjual to the part to be
cut off; join FW, and TV will be the part required. The same
may be effected thus, make An equal to the part to be cut off, join

cC, draw Th parallel to Aa, join jiF; and the thing is done. It is

evident that, trom this problem, tlie image of any original point

may be found in the picture; for let a perpendicular be supposed
to be drawn from Ihe given point to the picture, and from the in

fersecting point thus found draw a line to the centre of the picture,

and from it cut off a part e([ual to that perpendicular, and thus will

the required image of the given point be determined ; and thus

the iniages of any objects may be ascertained on the picture, by
finding a sufficient number of points, and properly connecting them

Prob. 3. To divide the reprcientation of a line perpendicular
to the picture into equal parts. 'I'his problem is easily performed
by the help of either of the methods used in efl'ecling the last;

thus:

—

Melhnd 1st. Let AC, fig. 3, be the line to be divided;

upon Ac, parallel to IJC, set off Aa, ab, be, cd, dc, each equal to

the parts to be cut olf; make DC equal to the distance, join oD,
bD, &c. and A711, mn, rto, &c. are the images of eipial parts, each
equal to Aa. In the same manner ts BC divided by means of the

distance CE, or by the distance drawn in any other direction,

drawing HE parallel to it.

—

Mcthod2n<\. Draw Fo, lig. 4, parallel

to DC, and equal to one of the parts into which the linage FC is

to be divided; join aC, make DC equal to the distance, join oD,
draw mb parallel to DC, join AD, and repeat the operation as be-

fore, and the line will be divided in parts representing equal parts

in the points m, n, o, &.-C. in the same manner are the iniages AC
and BC divided

Phob. 4. To find the image of a given line parallel to the pic-

ture, its distance from the picture being given.—^'rom any point

in the original line conceive a perpendicular drawn to the picture,

meeting it in some point A, fig. b; join AC, and by Prob. 2, cut

olFAI equal to the distance of the given original line from the

picture, and through I draw a line parallel to the given original,

and it will be its image as recuiired. If the given line be parallel

to the horizon, its image will be IQ, parallel to the horizontal line;

if it be perpendicular to the horizon, its image will be IM, parallel

to the vertical line; but if it be inclined to the horizontal and ver-

tical planes, its image, as IN, will make the same angle IKD with

the horizontal line that the original makes with the horizontal

plane, and the same angle INC with the vertical line which the

original makes with the vertical plane. When the original line is

parallel to the horizon, it is generally best to conceive the perpen-

dicular drawn in the vertical; hence it will meet the picture in a ver-

tical line as at F, and the point II, through which the image is to

pass, is found as before. When the original is perpendicular to

the horizon, it is generally best to take the ijcrpendicular in the

horizontal plane, and it will meet Ihe picture in the horizontal line,

as suppose at K, and the point O, tliiough which the image is to

pass, isfoundas is shewn above.

Prob. 5. To cut off any given parts from the imasre of a line

parallel to the picture, beginning at a given point.—Let GI, fig.

6, be the given image; let P be any point found by drawing a

perpendicular from the original line to the picture ; through P
draw PF parallel to GI, and let m be the point at which the divi-

sions are to coniniencr; ioiii Cm, and produce it to A, and set off

the given parts, AI5, BD, DE, &c. and join BC, DC, &c. and

GI will be divided as requireil in in, n, o, r, s.

Prob; 6. To find the indefinite image of a line inclined to the

picture, the inclination and the intersecting point being given.

—

Let D, fig. 7, be the intersecting point, and conceive a hue drawn

from any point in the original line perpendicular to the picture,

meeting it somewhere a- at B; join DB, and through the centre C
draw YV parallel to u; draw CE perpendicular to YV, and cqiud

to the distance; and from E<lraw ICV, making the angle EVC equal

to the inclination of tl»e given line to the picture; then is V the

vanishing point of the given line, ;in(l f)V being joined, is the indefi-
nite image required, h A, A, &c. be mterspcting points of lines pa-
rallel lo tiiat of which D\' is the image, then lin'es drawn from A-
to V are the inilefmile images of tho^e I. lies. If the given original
line be parallel to the horizontal plane, its vanishing point V will
fall in in the horizontal line HI ; anil if it be parallel to the vertical
plane, the vanishing point V will be in the vertical line FG.

Prob. 7. To cut off a given part from the image of a line in-

clined to the picture.—Let AV, lig. 8, be the given image ; from
V, the vanishing point, draw a line to C the ceiUre of the picture,
and draw CiC at right angle^ to VC, and equal to the distance ;

join VE, and draw any li'iie as VH !rom V, eipial to V E, and pa-
rallel to it draw a line in the opposite direction from the intersect-
ing point A, and set otTthe given part or parts on it from ,V : thus, if

V H and A B be parallel, make Am, i/in, and n B, equal to the given,
parts, and join ;«H, hH, and Bil, and the like parts will be cut off
on A\', VIZ A«, ab, and be. If VG be used, the parts set off or on
its parallelAD, and the lines drawn to G, give the same divisions,
which would be in like manner found by drawing from E to the
like parts, or on AF parallel to VE. If the vanishing point V, fig.

9, be in the horizontal line, the distance VE may be set off to D,
and the parts or divisions will be found on IIV bv means of the
parallel HI ; and thus when the vanishing point, as W, is in the ver-
tical line, the <listance WF may be set off to G tor ascertaining the-
divisions on LW. By the help of these general problems ihe re-

presentations ot lines in every position may be determined ; and
these being well understood their application to the drawing of
plane figures and solids will be easy, and the best method 111 par-

ticular cases will be sufficiently apparent to those who are ready
in the use of these problems. We shall however by way of illus-

tration give a few examples. In lig. 10 arc represented several

squares having two sides perpendicular and the other two parallel

to the picture; the square Ik is pyiallel to the horizontal plane, since

fC and kC are at right angles to ik situated in the picture, and il

is cut off, by Prob. ',', equal to ik, and Im is parallel to ik, ilnik will

be the image of a square on the line ik. In like manner is the

image of the square on tf perpendicular to the horizontal plani:

found, as also that on no oblique to the vertical and horizontal

planes. Tims likewise is ac, perpendicular to the vertical p.anc

and distant from the picture, determined, B and A being ih;- iiiter-

sectingpoinls, and AG the distance of thesquarre from the picture:

if the image ab of one side of the square were given or assumed, it

is evident the whole might have been obtained as above without

using the intersecting line BG. In the same manner may an ob-

long be drawn in perspective, taking the length in any given pro-

portion lo the breadth; thus, ifBG be the length, and B.-V the

breadili, then ViAcd is the image. In fig. II, the sijuares are

divided into other squares, the nearest side PQ being di-

vided into the proper number of equal parts, and QE dra«n, CE
being the distance, QE will intersect the lines <hawn to C in poiuts

through which the parallels are to be drawn ; these squares are pa-

rallel to the vertical plane, and on the right hand of it; (he square*

into which KM is divided are parallel to the horizonlal plane, and

above it ; the squares in the oblong AH arc aho parallel to the

horizontal plane, but below it; the squares are conlinued by meai^

of another diagonal FD,and thus it might be continued at pleasure..

For finding the images of irregular liyures, squares are frequently

thus put into pers|)eclive and the required representation delnieated

in the squares to which they correspond. In fig. 12 is given an.

example of a square parallel to the horizonlal plane, and having

its sides oblique to the picture; A is the image of the nearest cor-

ner, V the vanishing point of one side ; the vanishing point N of the

other side is determined by drawing EN at right angles to VE;,
GAF is drawn parallel to VN, and AG, A F, are equal to a side of the

square, from which llu" square is determined by means of the dis-

tances of the vanishing points D and H, as in Prob. 7. If the right

angle VEN be bisected by EB, the point B is the vanishing point,

of^hedi.igonal Al ; hence ifone side, as AK.be given or found, the

square may be easily completed, siiKe i is determined by the in-

tersection of KN and. AB. In Plate CXL. fig. 13, as an example-

of a square oblique to the picture, horizontal, and vertical planes,

Ihe lelteis of reference are as in the last example, which being consi-

dered \ulhProb.6 and 7, the method of operation will he manifest. In

g. 14 is an example of a square divided into several ois'cr souares ;

le squares are determined one altar auolher by means ot the dia—the squares
gonaU^
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gona\s AB, iB, cB, &c. and may be eMeiulcd at ple-asiire. Pig.

15 tNhibits an I'asy mellioU of liiuliiig tiie perspective of circlei,

:

conceive llie circle to be ciiciiinsciibeil by a siiuure having one

side parallel to tiie picture, as AH, tlie plane of which is parallel

to the horizontal plane, or LN parallel to llie vertical plane ; hnd

ubce, the n)iddle of liie perspective scjnares, which may be done

bv drawing uh and ce through the ccnue fojnd by the diagonals

of the square, and the cm< le is to touch (he sides of the square in

the points a, A, f, and c, «hich aftera little practice will be sufficient

for drawing the circle by means of a steady hand. If greater ex-

actness be required on the side of the square PQ, draw the semi-

circle PUQ, bisect the quadrant PR in S, and draw the perpen-

dicular Sm, and make Qn equal to Pm ; draw the diagonals PI

and OQ, the lines, ;//C, pC, and iiG ; and ivox parallel to PQ: then

eight points p, t, x, i; i/, s, tu, u, are determined ; and through

. these Hith a steady hand the circle is to be drawn. In fig. 16 a

circle is drawn ijy means of a square having its sides obliqueto the

picture ; AB and AG are each the side of the square ; bibcct these

in Q and R. and draw lines towards the points of distance D and
!" which find I and K, from which by drawing lines to the vanish-

ing points V and 1], the middle of each of the other sides is found

in M and L, and the circle must be drawn to toucli the sides of the

square in the points I, Iv, L, and M. In lig. 17, are the represen-

tations of tw o cubes and a square prism with one face parallel to

the picture: having drawn the front-square BH, join HC, IC, and

BC, then bv the "diagonal ID cut olf HG equal to HI, draw CK
parallel to HI, and KL parallel to IB; or cut off BL by the di-

agonal IF, and proceed as before: in the same manner is the cube
redrawn. Having drawn the front-face MR of the prism, join

MC and QC ; make MS erjual to the depth, join SF, and draw OP
parallel to MQ, which will complete the prism. In iig. IS is a

cube and a prism with the faces oblique to the picture ; the manner
of drawing thcin is obvious. Two cylinders are shewn in fig. 19,

one extending above the horizontal line, and the other terminating

below it. The circnhi. ends are described in the squares AB, GI,
KL, and OP, after wliich lines are drawn parallel to EC touching
these circles as in the ligure. Fig. 21 represents a building with
one side parallel to the picture. Fix on C the nearest corner of

the object, and draw the perpendicular CD : lay offCD equal to the
length of the building, and draw DA and AB. From C, the nearest
corner, draw CG, to the centre of the picture. CG now contains
the line which represents the bottom of the end of the house ; but
this is an indefinite repre>entation, of which is to be cut off, by
Prop. 2, the e.xact length thus, continue the line DC to 1, and make
CI etpial to the width of the house. From G, the centre of the
picture, lay off GK equal to the distance of the picture. Draw
IK ; cutting CG in F; then is CF the exact width of the house in

perspective, which was ecpial to CI. To find the middle of this

end of the house, divide CI into two equal parts in L, and draw
LK ; it will cut CF into two equal parts perspectivelv. Or it mav
be found more simply thus: having drawn the line's BE and CF
to the centre of the picture, draw- the di.igonals EC, BF, crossing
each other in M, and raise the perpendicular MN, which is in the
middle of the gable-end. To find the height of the gable, lay its

actual height above BE, upon tlie corner-line BC continued, as
BO, and draw OG; this, crossing the perpendicular MN, gives
N the point of the gable. The toj) of the chimnev must be drawn
Ml the same manner, by laying its real heigiit, taken from a scale,

on OP ; and drawing PG, lay off L)« and L?;, each equal to half
the vvidth, and draw from these points to the distance-point K

;

this will cut the bottom of the house CF, in the points oand p;
from these draw perpendiculars ; which will give the perspective
width of the chimney. To obtain its thickness, lay off PQ equal
to its thickness, and draw QG; then drawing from iUhe \me ab,
you obtain the exact width of the chimney. I-'rom /) draw be, and
from d draw do. The other end of the gable niav be drawn by
two dilTerent methods. The lii-st is by supposing the front of the
liotisc transparent, and drawing the other end as if seen through it,

in the same manner as the eiulwehave described, by laying its

width from D to R, and drawing to tiie distance-poi'nt K. ^By
raising the perpendicular in the middle, you will meet the ridge-
linc from the other gable in ii. The other method is as follows:
Through the cen're of the picture G draw the line ST, upwards
and downwards, and perpendicular to the horizontal line. Then
Continue the line of theroof BN liil it meets ST in S, From

A draw AS, which will give the other gable, and S will be
the vanishing-point for all lines parallel to B(/ and Ad; it NE is

continued in like manner, it wdl give T for its vanlsliing-point.

The doors and windows on the siile ABCD are laid down trom a
scale, because that side being parallel to the picture, does not vary
from its geometrical delineation, except shewing the thickness of
the reveals, or edges of the doors and w indows. li there had been
any windows in the side BEFC, tliey wouhl be drawn in perspec-

tive by the same method that was used for finding the width ol the
house and the middle of the end, viz. by laying oil' the actual di-

mensions from C U])ou CI, and drawing from these points to the
d,stance-point K, which would transfer these divisions to the bot-
tom of the house CI"', and then perpendiculars might be drawn up-*
wards. Fig. 20 shews the appeal ance of circles drawn upon a
cylinder, «hen III is the horizontal line. The circle drawn on
the cylinder at that place is seen exacllv edgeways, and appears
only as a straight line ; that ne.xt above' it is seen a little under-
neath ; the next still more ; and so on, as they rise higher, appear-
ing like so many ellipses of the same transverse diameter, but
whose conjugate diameters continually increase in length, as they
rise above the horizontal line. On the contrary, you see the un-
der sides of the circles drawn below the horizontal line ; but they
observe the same law, being so many ellipses, whose conjugate di-

ameters vary in the same proportion; A little reflection on this

simple example will enable those who draw to avoid many ridi-

culous mistakes which are sometimes committed : such as shewing
the two ends of a cask, or the top and bottom of a cylinder, at the
same time. I'ig. 22 shews the method of drawing a building, or
other object, having its sides oblique to the picture. AB is the
horizontal line, and CE the ground-line, parallel to it as before.
Here neither of the sides of the house is parallel to tiie picture,
but each goes to its respective vanishing-point. Having fi.\ed ok
the nearest corner E, draw EB, at pleasure, for one side, and
choose any point F for the centre of the picture ; then, to find the
other side, lay off FG equal to the distance of the picture ; draw
BG, and GA perpendicular to BG, cutting the horizontal line in
A, the other vanishing-point. Draw now EA for the other side.

To cut off the several widths of the tw'o sides of the house", whicU
as yet are only drawn to an indelinite extent, proceed as shewn in
Prob. 7, by laying down two distance-points, viz. one for •

each vanishing point. To do this, extend the compasses from B
to G, and lay the distance taken in it from B to H, w liich will give
H tor the distance-pouit of B, and which is to cut off all the di-
visions on the side EB. Also extend the compasses from AtoG, ana
lay down AI. I is the distance-point of A, and is used for trans-

ferring all divisions upon the side EA from the ground-line GE.
These points and lines being adjusted, the process is not much
diflijrent from the foregoing example : only here equal divisions on
eacii side of the building, as doors, windows, diminish as they re-
cede in the same way as on the side BEFC, fig. 21. Lay the real
length of the side EL, taken from the same scale used for laying
dow n the horizontal line, and lay it down on the ground-line, fron'i

E to C, and draw CI, cutting otf EL for the perspective length of
the building. For the other side of the house, lay its width down
in the same manner, from E to D, and draw DH', cutting off EN
for the perspective widtli. Raise the perpendiculars EM, LK, and
NO, for the three angles of the house. Lay the height of the
building upon the corner that comes to the ground-line, as EM,
and draw MK and MO to their several vanishing-points. Also, lay
all the heights of the doors and w indows, and other divisions, upon
I'>M, and draw them to the vanishing-points A and B. To lay
down the widths of the doors and windows, put their actual widths
upen CE, and draw them to the distance-point I, which cuts
olf all divisions upon the side LE, and then raise the perpendicu-
lars. The gable-end is found exactly in the same manner as has
been described, only taking care to use the proper distance-point

II. The manner of finding the widih of the chimney is different.

Lay off 4a for the height of the chimney above the top of the gable,
and draw uc parallel to the horizontal line ; then putae equal to the
actual thickness of the chimnev, and ilraw ad to the vanishing-iioint

A; draw also ct/ to the distaiice-point I, cutting olf urf in rf: then
having drawn rf from the nearest corner of the chimney, whicli was
found as in fig. 21, diaw <(f to the vanishing-point B, cutting off

rfi'ov the exact perspective width. Fig. 30, Plate CXLI. is a di-

rect perspective view of the inside of a rooni,"'tbe cieling above/

the
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tlie lloor below, ami each side, art- to be considered us so many
plaae-i put into peispectiv^; from the given perpeju-licnlai- di~tani'e

of tlie eyi! from each, and the s;iven distance /'/ frOni tlie Iront of
the room. For since the intersections of tlie side-|)lanes with' the
cieling above, and the tloor below, are siiiJijosed perpendicular (o

the "lound-line, or perspective planCj, they will cr-nverge to the
centre of the picture and thereby terminate the perspective ol the
whole inside view. By drawing these examples fre'.|ucntlv over,

to a large scale, and reflecting upon them with attention, the stu-

dent will become familiar with their use; and as they include the
cases whicli most frequently occur, lie will necessarily find great

benefit from the knowledge of them. The practical part ot per-

spective, is only the application of these rules to the actual descrip-

tion of objects. But, as this part is purely mathematical, its assis-

tance towards drawing is alone what can be performed by rule and
compass, and can therefore strictly seri e only for finding the images
of points, of which they are composed ; and as these are infinite,

it is endless to find them all by the strict rules ; w hence it becomes
necessary after a sufticient number of them are found, to complete
the image by the help of drawing, to the better cft'ectiiig of which
these points serve as a guide. Thus when a circle is to be de-

scribed, the practical rules serve to find asnfiicient number of points

in the circumference ; which, being neatly joine<l by hand, will

perfect the image, so that, in strictness, nothing in this image is

found by mathematical rules, save the few particular points ; the

rest owes its being to the hand of the drawer. 'Jims also, if any
complicated figure is proposed, it may not be easy to apply the

practical rules to the description of every minute part ; but i)y in-

closing that figure in a regular one,, properly subdivided and re-

duced into perspective, that will serve as a help, whereby a person

skilled in drawing, may with ease describe the object proposed.
Upon the whole, where the boundaries of the proposed objects

consists of straight lines and plane surfaces, they may be described

directly by the rules of perspective; but when ihey are curvilinear,

either in their sides or surfaces, the practical rules can only serve

for the description of such right-lined cases as may conveniently in-

close the objects, and which will enable the designer to draw them
within those known bounds with a sufficient degree of exactness.

It is therefore in vain to seek, by the practical rules of perspective,

to describe all the little hollows and prominences of objects, the dif-

ferent light and shade of their parts, or their smaller windings and
turnings ; the infinite variety of the folds in drapery ; of the boughs
and leaves of trees, or the features and limbs of men and animals

;

much less to give them that roundness and softness, that force aiui

spirit, that easiness and freedom of posture, that expression and
grace, which are requisite to a good picture. Perspective must con-

tent itself with its peculiar province of exhibiting a kind of rough
draught toserve as a ground-work, and to ascertain the general pro-

portions and places of the objects, according to their supposed situa-

tion> ; leaving the rest to be finished, beautified, and ornamented,
by a hand skilful in drawing. It is true, perspective is of most use

where it is most wanted, and where a deviation from its rules would
be the mo-t observable ; as in describing ail regular figures, pieces

of architecture, and other objects of that sort, where the particular

tendency of the several lines is most remarkable ; the rule and
compass in such cases being much more exact than any description

made by hand : but still the figure, described by the perspective

rules, will need many helps from drawing; the capitals, and other

ornaments of pillars, and their entablatures, their strength of light

and shade, the apparent roundness and protuberance of the several

parts, must owe their beauty and finishing to the designer's hand
;

but, will) regard to such objects, as have no constant and certain de-

terminate shape or size, such as clouds, hills, trees, rivers, uneven
grounds, and the like, there is a much larger latitude allowable,

provided the general bulk, or usually natural shape of those objects,

are in some measure observed, so as not to make them appear un-

natural or monstrous. See Draw;kg. But, although the strict

practical rules of perspective are in a great measure confined to the

description of right-lined figures, yet the knowledge of the general

laws of that science is of great and necessary use to inform the

judgcnient,after what manner the images ofany proposed lines should

run, which way they should tend, and where terminate ; and thereby

enables it the better to determine what appearance any objects

ought to put on, according to their different situations ancl dis-

tances ; it accustoms the eye to judge with greater certainty of the
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relations between real objects and their perspective descriptions,
aiul the hand to draw the same accordingly, and directs the judge-
ment readily to discover any considerable error thert-in winch
might otherwise escape notice. Besides that, when the ground, or
general plan, and the principal parts of a picture, are firstlaid <lown
according to the rules, every tiling else will more naturally fall in
with them, anil every remarkable deviation from the just rules will
be the mure readily perceived, and the easier avoided and rectified;
so that although it may be infinitely tedious, or absolutely imprac-
ticable, to describe every minute part of a picture by'the strict

mechanical rules ; yet the employing them, where they can
be the most commodiously used, will give the picture in gene-
ral such a look, as will guide the artist in drawing the
other parts without any obvious inconsistency. We shall,

therefore, give such rules as will be of most general use in
the practice of perspective. 1. Let every line which, in the ob-
ject or geoi.ietiical figure is straight, perpendicular or parallel to
its base, be so also in itsscenograpiiic delineation. 2. Let the lines
which, in the object, return at right angles from the fore-right side,

be drawn scenographically from tlie visual point. 3. Let all

straight lines, which in the object return from the fore-right side,

run in a scenographic figure into the horizontal line. 4. Let the
object you intend to dcUneate, standing on your right hand, be
placed also on the right hand of the visual point ; and that on the
left hand, on the lelt hand of the same point ; and that which is

just before, in the middle of it. 5. Let those lines which are (in

the object) equidistant to the returning line, be drawn in the
scenographic figure, from that point found in the horizon. 6. In
setting oli' the altitude of columns, pedestals, and the like, measure
the lieiglit from the base-line upward, in the front or fore-right

side; and a visual ray down that point in the front shall limit the
altitude of the column or pillar, all tlie way behind the fore-right
side, or orthographic appearance, even to the visual point. This
rule you must observe in all figures, as well uhere there is a front
or fore-right side, as where there is none. 7. In delineating ovals,-

circles, arches, crosses, spirals, and cross-arches, or any other
figure in the roof of any room, first draw it ichnographically ; and
so with perpendiculars from tlie most eminent points thereof,

carry it up into the ceiling;' ffom which several points carry on
the figure. 8. The centre in any scenographic regular figure, is

found by drawing cross-lines from opposite angles : for the point
where the diagonals cross is the centre. 9. A ground-plane of

scpiares is alike, both above and below the horizontal line; onlv
tlie more it is distant above or beneath the horizon, the s(|uare<:

will be so much the larger or wider. 10. In drawing a perspective

figure, where many lines come together, you may, for the direct-

ing of your eye, draw the diagonals in red : the visual lines in

black ; the perpendiculars in green, or other different colour froiii

that which you intend the figure shall be of. 1 1. Having consi-

dered the height, distance, and position, of the figure, and drawn
it accordingly, with side or angle against the base, raise perpendi-

culars from the several angles or designed points, from the figure

to the base ; and transfer the length of each perpendicular, Iroiii

the place where it touches the base, to the base on the side oppo-
site to the point of distance ; so will the diamelrals drawn to the

perpendiculars in the base, by intersection wilh the diagonals,

drawn to the several transferred distances, give the angles of the

figures, and so lines drawn from point to point will circumscribe

the scenographic figure. 12. If in a landscape there are any-

standing waters, as rivers, ponds, and the like, place the horizontal

line level with the farthest sight or appearance of it. 13. If there

are any houses, or the like, in the picture, consider their position,

that you may find from what point in the horizontal lines to draw
the front and sides thereof. 14. In describing things at a great

distance, observe the proportion botli in magnitude and distance,

in draught, which appears from the object to the eye. 15. In co-

louring and shadowing of everything, you^just do the same in

your picture which you observe with your eye, especially in ob-

jects lying near; but, according as the distance grows greater and
greater, so the colours must be fainter and fainter, till at last they

lose themselves in a darkish sky-colour. U). The catoptrics are

best seen in a common looking-glass, or other polished matter^

where, if the glass is exactly ilat, the object is exactly like its or't-

ginal : but, if the glass is not ilat, the ri'semblance alters from the

original ; and that mgre or less, according as the glass diflfers from
'

3 Z 311.
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an exact plane. 17. In drawing catoptric figures, the surface of

the glass is to be considered, upon wliicli you mean to have the

relleclion : for which you must niulie a particular iciuiograpliiral

draught or projection, which on the glass niu-t appear to be a

plane full ot squares ; on which projection transfer \Uiat sliall be

drawn on a plane, divided into llie same number of like s(|uares,

wli.-re, though the draui^ht may appear very coufused, yet the re-

flection of It on the glass will be very regular, proportional, and

regularly composed. IS. The dioptric, or broken beam, maybe
seen in a tube through a crystal or glass which has its surface cut

into many others, wlierebythe rays of the object are broken. For

to the flat of the crystal, oi water, the rays run straight ; but then

tliey break and mak'e an angle, which also by the refracted beams

is nude and continued on the other side of tlie same Hat. 19.

AVhen these faces on a crystal are returned towards a plane placed

directly before it, they separate themselves at a good distance on

the plane, because they are all directed to various far-distant places

of the same.

Ok Inverse Perspective; and of the An.^morphosis or
Deformation of Figures.

The mcthodof finding the perspective of objects, as above taught,

is called the direct method. Inverse perspective is the contrary

process, and shews how, from a given ))iece of perspective, to de-

termine the original. By the direct method, it appears that the

perspective is very dissimilar to its original, and tliercl'ore if the

latter be formose and regular, the former will be dilform and irre-

cular, or, in the usual phrase, deformed and distorted. So on the

other hand, if any natural anil well-forme<l picture be considered
as a piece of pei-spective, formed on a perspective |.ilane, then
when it is resolved into its original, or prototype, that must be a

very unnatural, misshapen, and ill-)>roportior.ed figure; all which
will be evident from the following process : Let TVWX, fig. 31,

Plate CXLI. be a perspective plane standing on the ground-line
S\'. Also let I be the centre of the picture, and Y tlie point of
distance ; and tlien suppose it re(|uire<l to find in the ground-plane
the seat of the original of a given point ? in the perspective plane.

You proceed thus; from I draw through P Ihe radial IK, and on
K in the ground-line erect the ))erpendicular KG ; then from Y"

draw tlu-ough the given point P, the diagonal YL to meet the
ground-line in L. Lastly, on the point K, with the diitance KL,
describe the arch LH to intersect KG in H ; and the point H is

the original of the point P, as required. In the same manner any
other point Q will have its prototype determined in-C; and the
distances of any of those original points H and C, from the
ground-line SV, will always be e(|ual to the distances KL and LS,
contained in the ground line between the intersections of the re-

spective radials and diagonals. To find the original of a given line

PQ in the perspective plane, nothing is retjuired but to determine
the original seats H and C of its two extreme points P and Q;
then by connecting the points H, C, the line HC is formed on the
ground-plane, and is the original of the perspective PQ, as re-

quired. The distance of this original at each e.\treme from the
ground-line, as also its magnitude or length, is measured on the
line SV, in inches, feet, &c. according to the measure by which
that line is divided. In the same manner any other perspective
line OP is found to have its prototype BC, on the ground-plane;
and thus any perspective angle OPQon the plaiie VX, will have
its original angle BCH determined on the ground-plane; whose
quantity is there also measured in the usual manner. Therefore,
to find the orlg'nal or prototype of any given perspective figure
or superficies, OPQR, nothing more is necessary than to find the
original seats E, R, C, H, of its angular points O, P, Q, R, for
these being connected, Irom the figure EBCH, which is the true
original of the perspective given ; whose distance and dimensions
will then be easily known by common geometry. As in the direct
method, the perspective of regular figures are in most cases irre
gular and dissimdar; so in the inverse method, the origin,\l of re-
gular pieces of per-pective must be irregular, and of a different
foini ; and, therefore, ii the perspective figure OPQR be a square,
Ihe original EBCH is a trapezium, and if that square be divided
into equal parts, by lines drawn through the ec|uidistaiit points

/, c, d, the original will be divided very unequally by correspond-
ent original lines drawn through the original points a, b, c, at un-
equal distances in the line IIC, the original of PO. Therefore it

i

will follow, that if any portrait, or other |)icture, be drawn on the

perspective square, it will, w lien projected by the visual rays iu the

original trapezium, be there deformed, or appear of a monstrous

j
sliape. For the natural form and just proportion of parts in the

portrait, wliich depend en equal ami similar spaces which they fill

in the s<iuare, will be all destroyed, when projected on the trape-

zium into unequal and very dissimilar spaces. And this distortion

of the figure is called, an anamorphosis, deformation, or monstrous
projection. The anamorphosis is easily effected in any degree

by the rules of art. For if the perspective square PR be divided

into a number of small squares, or other equal or similar spaces;

then since by the rules above the original of the square and all its

parts are to be found, and drawn on the ground-plane, it remains

only to draw the same parts of the picture in each irregular s^ace
of the trapezium, as you see in the corresponding part of the per-

spective square ; the deformation will be completed, as required.

'I'lie distortion or deformation will be in proportion to the height

and di'-tance of the eye from a given perspective figure, OPQR#
For if the distance of the eye lY continue the same, the breadth

of the projection at each end, viz. EII and BC, will lessen as the

height of the eye \VV increases, and consequently the deformity

of the picture will be the greater, as its length continues the same
nearly. Also, if the height of the eye be the same, but the dis-

tance greater, then will the deformation or trapezium vastly in-

crease, both in length and breadth, in all the remote parts towards
BC, in comparison of tliose towards II E ; and therefore the de-

formation becomes greatly augmented in this respect also ; and,
indeed, much more than by altering the height of the eye at the

same distance. Hence it appears, that there is a certain position

of tlie eye, in which it will view any given deformation, or mon-
strous picture, EBCH, so that it shall appear perfectly natural,

or in a just proportion and symmetry of all the parts of the object it

is intended to represent. For it is evident, from tlie above, if the

deformation EBCD be placed on the horizon, at the distance ME,
from the perspective plane XV, then an eye placed at I, at the

distance lY, and height TX, will view that monstrous projection

on the ground-plane, as a regular and perfect square on tlie table ;

and the deformed image contained in it ; as a well-proportioned

and natural portrait or picture. Now, because the image in the

eye is every way similar to the object it views on a plane placed
before it, and parallel to the bottom of the eye; therefore, since

this image on the retina in the eye is the same as would be formed
of a picture well drawn or designed on the plane VX, and since it

iloes no ways depend on the said plane, but on the peculiar pen-
cil of rays passing through it only, whicli is still the same when
tiie plane VX is removed ; it follows, that the eye in the position

assigned at I, will view, by itself alone, the deformation contained

in BEHC, as a just and well-drawn picture. This invention has

given rise to those common anamorphoses of king Charles's head,

St, George and the dragon, &c. on long slips of paper, like fig.

32, sold at shops, which being held in a position parallel to the

horizon, and viewed at the proper distance ED, and small height

of the eye at I, do very agreeably surprise the spectator (incoii-

scious of the design) with a regular and beautiful view of those ob-

jects, of which in the deformationthey saw scarcely any appearance.

From what is here delivered, and from the theory of catoptrics, it is

evident, that ifTVWX be considered as a rellecting speculum, and
EBCH a deformation placed before it, then its appearance OPQK,
in the speculum, will be a regular picture; for that will be the

true perspective of the figure on the ground-plane, in the same
manner by a refiected, as by a transmitted pencil of rays. Since
the law ot reflection is the same in surfaces of every figure, it will

follow, that if we conceive the speculum TVWX to be pliable

and formed into a cylindrical surface, as ABCD, fig. 33. There
will still be a regular perspective picture formed by reflection

from a proper deformation EFGH ; the greater divergency of rays

in this case, causing only a greater distortion in the anamorphosis,
and a diminution of the picture HI the speculum. Hence arise all

those experiments of polished cylinders, cones, and other figured

specnlunis, which rectify the appearance of those seemingly un-
meaning and ludicrous deformations painted round about them,
on the planes on which they are placed; an\ of whicli are easily

drawn by any person skilled in the theory of catoptrics ; but those

who are not, may very successfully use Ihelollowing practical method,
which is universal for all speculunis. Let a square bole be cut in

a piece
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a piece of paper, pasteboard, vellum, &c. and fine threads pasted

on the paper over the hole, horizontally and perpendicularly, so

as to divide the square hole into a proper number of less scpiaies ;

. then paste this paper with the laltice-scjuare on the surface of your
polished cone, cylinder, looking-glass, &c. and place a candle at a

proper distance and height (such as you intend tlie eye shall have
to view the picture) tlien will that polished lattice be reflected on
the table in the form of the required anamorphosis, with the siia-

dow of the threads, dividing it in a proper manner for drawing the

deformation of any proposed object, whose picture is drawn in a

square, of the same size with that on the speculum. FIt. 34 pre-

sents an instance of perspective deception. Let ABCD be the

ground-plane of the perspective vista Cb aD, at the far end of

which, suppose a high wall (bcde) at right angles thereto; and let

the length of the walk BC be forty yards. Now, if it be desired

to make this vista, or walk, to appear longer than it really is, it may
lie thus effected. Suppose it were required to lengthen it by one-

half, or to make it appear 60 yards long. Then, since on the

gound-line CE, the distance C 40 determines the length of tlie

vista Cb ; if from the point 40 you set oil' 20 yards more, it will

give the point 60, fromwheijce drawing a line to the point of dis-

tance Z, it will give the point (/) in the perspective side C/; of the

vista continued out; by « Inch means the perspective Cjj^\) may be

completed for awalk GF, on the ground-plane, 60 yards in length.

Therefore, since the additional part of the perspective vista (ab/g)

may be painted on the wall contiguous to the end {ab), and as it

will be a perfect continuation of the said vista, it will exhibit to the

eye of the spectator, at a proper distance, the view of a walk

AFGD justfjO yards long; nor will he be sensible of the decep-

tion, or that the part is (ab/g) is drawn or painted on tlie lower

part of the wall. The truth and pleasure of such perspective illu-

sions any one may be convinced by the notable instances of such

pieces of art in Vauxhall gardens, and in many other places.

Mechanical Methods of Drawing im Perspective.

To such as are unacquainted with mathematics, we would re-

commend the following methods, whereby they may lay any plan

in perspective, and raise pillars or buildings to due heights, ac-

cording to their proper distances.

1, Suppose LLDBA, fig. 23, Plate CXLI. a square piece of

pavement, consiating of twenty-five pieces of marble, each a foot

square: it must be measurecl exactly, and laid regularly down
upon paper; and for the sake of a more distinct notion how every
particular square will appear when you have a true perspective

view of thelii, mark every stone or marble black ; or else number
each of them as in the figure, which is divided into squares, every

other one of w hich may be made to appear black, like the three at

the bottom marked BCD: or 12 3 4, answering to those which

are marked in perspective with the same numbers. Now to lay

your plan in perspective, fix'your point of sight as you observe in

the figure ; or more or less to the right or left, as you think pro-

per ; then draw the line KK parallel to, and at what distance you
will from LL; and raise a line on each side from L to K, to form

the figure you see, as a frame to your figure; then draw a line

from the corner K, which is the point of distance, to the opposite

corner L; and this line will regulate your -A'ork. Thus far done,

draw lines from the squares of vour plan to the point of sight, as

exact as possible; and wherever your line of distance cuts those

lines, draw lines parallel to the line LL, which will give you the

S(]uares in perspective, or the true figure of every square. Thus
D, in the perspective plan, answers to B in the measured plan, and
I, 2, 3, and 4, answer to their corresponding squares in the same
plan. To raise ehher pillars, trees, houses, or any other bodies,

according to their respective heights, at different distances and
proportions, on the plan laid down, measure them out in perspec-

tive into squares of a foot, or any other measure. Let one of

these squares, 1,4, in fig. 24, serve for the base of a pillar a foot

thick. Mark the line LK, by the scale of the ground- plan, into

equal proportions, or feet; a, b, c, d; which being so many feet

high, and standing on the base, are uprights, not in perspective.

Then draw a line 4 i parallel to 1 c. Join c and 5, and then you

have the front of a body three feet high and one foot wide, which

is the object you were to raise. From 4 draw a I me, with a black

lead pencil, to the point of sight; and from 3 raise a line parallel

to 4 j, till it touches the pencilled line passing from 5 to the point

of sight, which will give tou the side-appearance of the column or
body, as you will see it from the place where you stand. Then,
with a pencil, from c draw a line to the point of si.;ht, which will
determine the line 6 7 that bounds tlie perspective vievv of the co-
lumn a-top. Afterwards from 2 raise a pencilled line parallel to
etc or 1 c, till it touches the line drawn from c to the point of"
sight; then draw 6 7 parallel to c5, and you will have the sepiare
ot the top of the column, as observed from A, which is supposed
to be the place where you stand. It is to be observed, that the
line drawn from 2 to 6 is only an imaginary line, and in conse-
quence is to be rubbed ou', because not being seen from the place
where you stand, it must not appear in the drawing. 'I he same
may be understood of the line drawn from 1 to 2; but it is neces-
sary that they appear in the draught, on account that they direct
you how to regulate the top of your column, and to place it with
certainty upon its base. Lastly, finish your column with lines

only, that is, from 1 to c, from 4 to 3, from 3 to 7, from c to 3,
from 6 to 7, and from 1 to 4, whereby you will have the true re-

presentation of the column, as in fig. 23. When this is done, yoli
may er..'ct another column on any one of the scjuares in the same
manner, observing to put your shades all on one side, and being
able to master these few examples, which may cost you very little

trouble, you will be capable ot doing any thing in this wav."
11. The following is the method of the celebrated Sir Christopher

Wren, anil may be put in practice with great ease. A, fig. 26, is

a small sight with a short arm, B, which may be turned about and
moved up and down the small cvlinder CD, which is screwed into

the piece ED, at D : this piece ED moving round about the cen-
tre E, by which means the sight may be removed either towards
E or F. F is a ruler fastened on the two rulers G, G, which serve
both to keep the square frame SSSS perpendicular, and by their

sliding through the square holes T, T, they serve to stay the sight

either farther from, or nearer to, the said frame ; on which frame is

stuck with a little wax the paper OOOO, whereon the picture is

to be drawn by the pen L The pen I is bv a small brass-handle

V so fixed to the ruler HH, that the point I may be kept very
firm, so as always to touch the paper. HH is a ruler that is, by
means of the small strings aaaaa, bbbbh, constantly moved hori-

zontally or parallel to itself; at the end of which is stuck a small

pin, whose head P is the sight which is to be moved up and down
on the outlines of any object. 'I he construction of tlie strings is

this: The two strings aaaaa, bhbhb, are exactly of an equal length:

two ends of them are fastened into a small leaden weight, which is

employed in a socket on the back side of the frame, and serves

exactly to counterpoise the ruler HH, being of an equal weight

with it. The other two ends of them are fastened to two small

pins H, H, after they have rolled about the small pnllies MAL
LL, KK, by means of which pnllies if the pen I be taken hold of,

and moved up and down the paper, the string moving very easily,

the ruler will always remain in a horizontal position. The manner

of using it is this: Set the instrument upon a table, and li.x the

sight A at what height above the table, and at wbat distance from

the frame, SSSS, you please. Then looking through the sight A,

holding the pen I in your hand, move the head of the pin P up

and down the outlines of the object, and the point of the pen, 1,

w ill describe on the paper; OOOO, the shape of the object so

traced.

HI. Another mechanical method of designing much pr.ictised

is by means of the Camera Obscura : a machine that represents an

artii'icial eye, wherein the images of external objects are exhi-

bited distinctly in their native colours, either invertcdly or erect.

The camera obscura, or dark chaTiber, is made after two difi'ercnt

methods. The one is the camera obscura, properly so called;

that is, any large room made as dark as possible, so as to exclude

all light but that which is to pa.s5 through the hole and lens in a

ball fixed in a window in the room. The other is made in various

forms, as that of a box, the side of which folds out, &c. for the

conveniency of carrying it from place to place. For the construc-

tion of a camera obscura, 1. Darken the room EF, fig. 27, leaving

onlv one little aperture open in tlie window at V, on the side IK,

facing the prospect ABCD. 2. In this aperture fit a lens, either

plano-convex, or convex on both sides. 3. At a due distance,

to be determined by experience, spread a paper or white cloth,

unless there be a white wall for the purpose : then on this GH, the

desired objects ABCD will be oelineatcd invertedly. 4. If you
would
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woukl have tlieni appear pivct, place a concave lens between the

centre anil the focus of llie lirst lens, or receive the image on a

plane speculum iiidineil to the horizon under an angle of 4j°, or

have two lenses incUiiled in a draw-tube instead of one. If the

aperture do not exceed the bi!;ness of a pea, the objects will be

represented \sithoul any lens at all. And thus tlie objects may be

drawn or copied to the greatest degree cf accuracy. The studeiH

will adopt any of these nietlnd- which he finds the most suitable

to his purpose ; but the canu ra obscura is that which is most ge«

nerally used by painters. 'I'liis metliod lias also the additional ad-
vantage of giving the student a correct idea of colouring' froiu

nature.

Pr.RSPECTIVE, Akkial, is sometimes used as a general,

denomination for that which is more restrictedly called, 1. Aerial

perspective, or the art of giving a due diminution or degradation

to the strength of light, shade, and colours, of objects, according
to their different distances, the quantity of light which falls upon
them, anil the medium through which they are seen. 2. The
Chiaro obscuro, or clair obscuie, whicii consists in expressing the

different degrees of ligiit, shade, and colour, of bodies, arising from
their own shape, and the position of their parts, with re>pect to

the eye and neighbouring objects, whereby their light or colours
are affected ; and .>. Keeping, which is the observance of a due
proportion in the general liglil and colouring of the whole picture,

so that no light or colour in one part may be too l;right or strong
for anotiier. See KEtiPiNo.

Perspective, Bird's Eye View in, is that which supposes
the eye to he placed above any building, iStc. as in the air at a
considerable distance from it. This is applied in drawing the re-

presentations of fortifications, when it is necessary not only to ex-
hibit one view as seen from the ground, but so much of the se-

veral buildings as the eye can possibly take in at one time from any
situation.

Perspective Machine, an instrument by which any person,
without the help of the rules of art, may delineate the true per-
spective figures of objects. Mr. Ferguson has described a machine
©f this sort of which he ascribes the invention to Dr. Bevis ; fig.

23, Plate CXLI, is a plan of this machine, and fig. 29, is a re-

presentation of it when made use of in drawing distant objects in

perspective. In fig. 2S, abef\i an oblong square board, repre-
sented by ABEF in fig. L'9, x and y (X and Y) are two hinges on
which the part eld (OLD) is moveable. TJiis part consists of
two arches or portions of circles c m I (CML) and d;; /(DNL)
joined together at the top I (L), and at the bottom to the cross-
bar d c (DC), to which one part of each liinge is fixed, and the
other part to a flat board, half the length of the board a b cj
(ABEF), and glued to its uppermost side. The centre of the arch
c m I is at d, and the centre of the arch dn I is at c. On the outer
side of the arch d n I is a sliding piece n (mucli like the nut of the
quadrant of altitude belonging to a common globe), which may
be moved to any part of the arch between dand/: and there fs

such another slider o on the archc?;;/, which may be set to any
part between c and /. A thread cp ii (CPN) is stretched tight frorii

the centre c (C) to tlie slider n (N), and such another thread is

stretched from the centre d (D) to the slider o (O) ; the eiuls of
the threads being fastened to these centres and sliders. By mov-
ing these sliders on their respective arches, the intersection p (P)
of the threads may be brought to any point of the open space within
the arches. In the groove i' (K) is a straight sliding bar ? (1),
which may be drawn further out, or pushed further in at pleasure.
To the outer end of this bar I, (ig. 5, is fixed the upright piece
IIZ, in which is a groove for receiving the sliding piece Q. In
this slider is a small hole r for the eye to look tlirough, in using
the ipachine : and there is a long slit in IIZ, to let the hole ;• be
seen throngli, when the eye is placed behind it, at any height of
the hole above the level of the bar I. To use this machine, sup-
pose you want to delineate a perspective representation of the
house<7r.5p, fig 29, (which we must imagine to be a great way
otT.) place the machine on a steady table, with the end EF of the
horizontal board ABEF toward "the house, so that, when the
C'othic like arch DEC is set upright, the middle part of the open
space (about P) within it may be even with the house when v ou-
place your eye at Z and look at the house through the small liole
r. Then fix the corners of a s(|uare piece of paper with four wa-
fers oji the surface of that half of the liorizontal board which is

nearest the house ; and all is ready for drawing. Set the arch up-

right, as in the figure; which it will be when it comes to 'he per-

pendicular t of the upright piece s t fixed to the horizontal board

behind D. Then |)lace your eye at Z, and look tliroiiifh the hole

r at any point of the house, as i], and move the sliders N and O
till you bring the intersection of the threads at P directly hetweeiv

your eye and the ])oint q : then put ilowii the arch flat upon the

paper on the board, as at ST, and the intersection of the threads

will be at W. Mark the point AV on the j>riper with the dot of a
black lead pencil, and set the arch upright again as before : then

look through the hole r, and move the sliders N' and O till the in-

tersection of the threads comes between your eye and any other

p.iint of the house, asp : then pul down the arch again to the pa-

per, and make a pencil-mark thereon at the intersection of the

threads, and draw a line from that mark to the former one at W ;

which line will be a true perspective representation cf the corner

p q of the house. Proceed in the same mjinner, by bringing the

intersection of the threads successively between your eye and other

points of the outlines of the house, asr, s, &;c. and put down the

arch to mark the like points on the paper, at the intersection of

the threads: then coimect these points by straight lines, which will

be the perspective outlines of the house. Jn like manner find

points for the corners of the door and window s, top of the house,

chimneys, &c. and draw the finishing lines from point to point

:

then shade the whole, making the lights and shades as you see

them on the house itself, and you will have a true perspective

figure of it. Great care must be taken, during the whole time,

that the position of the machine be not shifted on the table ; and

to prevent such an inconvenience, the table should be very strong

and steady, anil the machine fixed to it either by screws or'clamps.

Mr. Peacock likewise invented three simple instruments for draw-

ing architecture and machinery in perspective, of which the rea-

der will find sketches and descriptions in the 7Jth vol. of the

Philos. Tran^. See Perspective.
PERSPICUITY. See Oratsrv.
PERSPIB.VTION, in medicine, is the evacuation of the

juices of the body through the pores of the skin. Perspiration is

diitinguished into sensible and insensible ; and here sensible per-

spiration is the same with sweating, and insensible per.-piration that

which escapes the notice of the senses. This last is the idea affix-

ed on the word perspiration when used alone. The vessels,

through which perspiration is performed, lie obliquely under the

scales of the scarf-skin, and are so inconceivably small, that from

a calculation made by Leewenboeck, it appears that the mouths of

an hundred and twenty-five thousand of them may be covered
with a common grain of sand. The matter of insensible pei-spira-

lion, is a fine subtile fluid which exhales from the body in the

form of a vapour, and proceeds from the whole surface and from

every cavity : it is of an aqueous and saline nature, and seems to

have a great analogy with urine ; because in a healthy state, the

increase of the one diminishes the other. Many experiments^

prove its existence. If you pass your finger over the surface of a

looking-glass, or any other polished body, it will leave a track of

moisture. If you put your naked head near a white wall, expos-

ed to the sun, the shadow of the vapoui-s which proceed from the

pores of the skin, may be plainly seen: or if you breathe upon
gla^s, you may perceive it covered with small drops of water ; and
the vapours which proceed from the lungs, are in winter condensed
by the cold, and form a kind of bluish mist, proceeding from the

mouth. Experiments shew that the matter evacuated this way is at

le.ist in some countries more than equal to all the other evacuations

by stool, urine, &c. Sanctorius found in Italy, under the circum-
stances of a moderate diet, middle age, and easy life, that the mat-

7 ter
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*er insens-iblv ptT>pue<l was tive-figlilli» oi lliat tjken u, for looil

;

«o that tiiere only remained tbiee-eigliths lor milrition, anrl tor the
cxc-renieiits of the nose, ears, intesiuits, bladder, it. The same
author shews, that as much is evatiivited by persp'ratioii in one
day, as by stool in fourteen days. 15ut Dr." Brvan Robinson, of
Dublin, lias found the case very (iiftVrent, both in England and
Ireland, and even in Suulh Carolina, in all which places he found
that tlie quantity of urine exceeds that of perspiration, and that if

the meat and drink of one day be four pounds and a half, the per-
spiration of that day will be two pounds, the urine two pounds live

ounces, and the stool three ounces. The matter of sweat is sepa-
lated from the blood by the miliary glands, and is therefore much
more gross than that of in-ensible perspiralion ; fur as there are
lio glands which serve for the excretion of this last liuid, it is sup-
posed to proceed from the extremities of the. capillary arteries.

'J hougli many experiments had been nia'ie to ascertain the tpian-
tity of matter pei-spired, yet none attempted to find how much of
thi'o is to be attributed to cutaneous persiiiration, and liow much'
to exspiralion, or transpiration from tiie lungs, tili it was done by
Lavo'.sipf and Seiiuin. A bag composed of varnished silk, and
jjerfectly air-t:giit, was procured, within vhirh Seguin, who was
usually the subject of experiment, was enclosed, and the bag
was closed exactly over h's head. There was a slit in llic bag op-
posite to his niouili, niid the edges of this slit were accurately ce-

,
inented round the mouth by means of a mixture of turpentine and
pitch. Thus every thing emitted by the body was retaintd in the
bag, except what made its escape from the lungs by respiration.

By v.eigiiing himself in a delicate balance at the conimencement
of the experiment, and again after he had continued for some time
in the bag, the iiuantity of matter carried off by respiration was
ascertained. By weighing himself without this varnished c^ivering,

and repeating the oper.iiion after the same interval of time iiad

elapsed as in the former experiment, he ascertained the loss of

weight occasioned by persp^'alioii and res))iratiou. By subtracting
from this sum the loss of v\-eight indicated by the first'experiment,

he i/btained the quantity of matter which niade its escape by ))er-

spiration in a given time. The following facts were a«certaiiied by
these experime;iti: I. The maxiniuni of matter perspired in a nn-
iiute amounted to 26 2j grains troy; the minimuiii to nine grain-;:

which gives 17.63 grains at a me'diuai in the mJiuite, or 52.82
ounces in the 24 hours. This quantity dil'fei-s less than might
have been expected from the re^u!t of former experiments made
by Sanctorius, Robinson, Dodard, Keil, Rye, &c. 2. I'lietpjan-

tity perspired is increased by drink, but not by solid food. 3.

Persi)iratioii is at its minimum immediately after a repast. It

reaches its maximum during digestion. Insensible perspiration is

the most important of the natural evacuations, by which all thin

and acrid huniouis are carried off, and the body is cleared from
impurities. l~his function is most active during the night ; audit
is computed, that healthy individuals perspire from three to four,

or five pounds weight, in the course of twenty-four hours. Hence
the body feels more lively and vigorous when transpiration is uni-

formly effected; bu!, it it be ob^lructed, or become irregular

from any cause or accident, the whole system will be disordered;
so that head achs, torpor in the limbs, and a variety of other com-
plaints, are the coiiseipieiic.-. 1 his salutary discharge, however,
is very unequal in its operation, at d;iferent times. Thus, after a

full meal, we perspire with less energy ; but, when digestion is

completed, both tiie circulation of the blood, and the action of the

pores, receive additional vigour from the conversion of chyle into

blood; so that per'-piration is renewed with greater activity. As
numerous disorders originate from frequent irregularities' in this

most important function, the greatest caution is necessary to pro-

mote its activity. Hence all, who have any regard for their

health, ought to fortify tiiemselves against the sudden changes of

our variable climate, especially by taking moderate e.vercise in

the open air, every day ; to avoid colds, or catarrhs, by guarding
against wet clothes, or damp feet; as the moisture, when absorbed

Iiy the body, augments the danger arising from such imprudence.
Persons thus situated ought in--.taiitly to change their clothes, and

nut to sit or lie down while they arc wet ; but, as many as are pre-

vented from availing themselves of this precaution, in such cases

hrisk exercise should be taken, till their dress become perfectly

<hy. In this manner, colics, inflammations cf the bowels, rheu-

jTiiitisms, and a variety oi" disorders, both acute and chrOBic, may
vet.. IV.—NO. 174.

be ttl^c.iu.illy obvated : for no constitution, however robr,-l, can
re-ist tlie liinilul effects arising from wet cloiiics. W here perspira-
tion is already obstructed, we would advi^e the patient to lake
moderate exercise; to bathe his feet in tepid water; and to em-
ploy mild sudorific remedies, when retiring to bed; such as a glass
of cold water, if he l)e of a vigorous habit; or otherwise, a lew
cups of luke-waiin tea; or vvhite-wine whey, witliout spices; but
never to indulge in the free use of spirituous mixtures. These,
indeed, may prove a temjjorary stimuh.s to the body, and increa.-.e

the circulation of the blood wliich had been inipede'd; yet, even-
tually, they will be productive of more injury than lieneiu; and
tlius impeiceptibly iiulure the most detestable of habits.

PERTH, or PERTHSHIRE, one of the largest counties in
Scotland, 77 miles lohg, and Ii8 broad. It is i,c,unde<l on the N.
by a part of In\erne»s and Aberdeen shires; on tlie E. by Fortar-
shire; on the S. E. by the Frith of Tay. It is generally dividotl
into the Highlands and Lowlands ; the Grampian mountains form
the line of division between the~e. The surface of this county is

highly and beautifully diversified : 'and tiie soil consists of all the
varieties known in the kingdom ; the carse or rich loamy soil
being most jjievalent on the banks of rivers, and low grounds; and
the sandy and tilly soil being chiefly prevalent on the sides of the
hills. The climate is as various as the soil and surface. The hilly

country abounds with pasture, on which are ted black cattle,

horses, sheep, goats, and deer. The heaths, woods, and forests,

are well stored with variety of game; the rivers teem with salmon,
perches, and trouts. The valleys are in general warm, and the
crops early, and all the usual grain and roots are raised ; but in

rainy seasons they are oltcn naich injured by the rivers overflow-
ing their banks. The two principal rivers are tiie Forth and theTay.
The principal lakes are Loch Tay, Loch Erne, Loch Dochart,
Loch Eiicf.t, Loch Catherine, Loch Rannoch, Sec. Several of
the highest mountains of Scotland are in this county ; particularly

Ben-Lawers, Ben-Ledi, Benmore, Schechallion, Mordiin, Ben-
voirlich, &c. Tliere are numerous extensive forests, abounding
with oak, fir, elm, ash, larix, and various other kinds of trees.

Lime-stone, iron-stone, slates, and freestone, abound, as well as

some lapis calaminaris; and coals are found in the S. parts of the

county.

Perth, an ancient city of .Scotland, capital of the above county.

It is siuiated o.T the. S. W. b.-k of theTay, 28 miles above its

mouth; 40 \V. of Edinburgh; 420 N. of 'London ; 64 N.E. of
Glasgow. Lon. 3. 27. W. 'Lat. bO. 2.'. N.
Perth Amboy, a city of J>lew Jersey. Lon. 7J. 0. Vi". Lat.

40. 35. N.
PERTLTS, a town of France, in the departments of the mouths

of the Rhone, and late province of Provence, near the Durance,

9 miles N. of Aix, 12 S. S. E. of Apt, and 27 N. of Marseilles.

Lon. 5. 36. E. Lat. 43. 44. N.
Pertuis Breton, a narrow strait of the sea, between the coast

of France and the isle of Re.

Pertuis d'Antioch, a strait between the isles of Oleron

and R6.

Pertuis r>E Maumusson, a strait between the coast of France

and the isle of Oleron, about a quarter of a league.

PERU, a country of South Amer ca, bounded on the N. by
Popavan, E. by Amazonia, S. by Chili, and W. by the Pacific

ocean; extending from 1° 40' N. to 26° 10' S. lat. and between
56° and 81° lon. W. being aboul ItiOO' miles long ; but its greatest

breadth not exceeding 390. Thi^ country was discoveied by the

Spaniards, in 15 '3, and the first imellioence they had of it was

from Nunez de Balboa, who had been raised to the government

of Santa Maria in Darien, and who accidentally learned from a

young cacique, that there was a country abounding with gold

about six days journey t" the S. This extensive lempire is go-

verned by a viceroy, and is divided into tiiree large provinces or

audiences, called Quito, Lima, or Los Reoes, and Charcas.
(See these articles.) This emii' e, wlien it was subdued, exteiu;ed

along the South Sea, from the r ver of Emeralds to Chili, and on

the land-side to Popayan, accoiduig to some geegrapiiers. It-

contained within It that famous chain of mountains which rises in

the Terra Magellanica, and is gradually lost in Mexico, where it

unites the southern parts of America with the Jiorthcrn. Tlie cli-

mate differs extremely in different parts of the country, (hough it

lies all within the torrid zone. Some places are e.xceedinglyJiot;

4A others
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o11ipr< niilil and tL-inperate : olhers particularlv llu* top, of llu-

Cordilleras, ami olner hinli uiountains, are covered uilh eleiiial

Siiow ; while oilier mountains, covered also with snow, constantly

throw out torrents ot fire and smoke. In'some places it never rains;

in others the rains are excessive. Tli'inekr-slorms are also ex-

ceedingly frec|uent in some places, while in others they are totally

unknown. I3nt no part of the globe is so often convulsed Ijv t1ie

most dreadful of all natural phj^noniena, ear luiuakis. Nor is any

part of the empire so freciueiitly visited by them as Lima. 'Ihe

principal mountains of Peru are the Andes, or Cordilleras.

See A.N'DES. The chief rivers are the Sangay, Upano, Payra,

Latacunga, Titiraca, &c. The principal cities are Quito, Paita,

Lima, Ciiscn, Potosi, Porco. In iliis country black cattle, which

were early introduced from Europe, now run wild and are honied.

Goats have also thriven well; but European sheep have dege-

nerated. There are tl.ree species of quadrupeds peculiar to Peru,

viz. the Lama, tiie vicuna, and guanaco. 'I'hey are all three spe-

cies of camels, though covered with wool, and hence called camel-

sheep. 'I'here are also a few tigers, as large and herce as those of

Africa, and a species of wolf erroneously called a lion. AUigatoi-s

also frequent the banks of the rivers, 'fhe most singular birds are

the gallinazo, and the condor, two dilferent spt-ciL-s of vultures.

Tlie gallinazo is of great use in preventing the country from being

over-run with alligators. They watcli the female alligators, con-

cealed among the branches of trees near the banks of rivers, ami as

soon as they have laid their eggs and retired, these binis dart down
and devourthem, tearing up such as are buried in the sand. The
condor is the largest bird in this country, is very carnivorous, and

often flies olT with lambs. Earlh-worms are as long as a m.;n's

urm, and as thick as one's thumb. The Peruvians were taught by
Alanco to adore the Creator, whom they denomiualed Paca Ca-

niac, that intelligence whicii animated the world. They seldom

built temples or offered sacrifices to him. One temple, however,

dedicated to The unknown God, the Spaniards found at their arri-

val, erected in a valley, thence named the \'alley of Paca Camac.
The sacrifices instituted in honour of the sun, consisted chiefly of

Jambs; besides which they offered all sorts of cattle, fowls, and
corn, and even burnt their finest clothes on the altar by way of

incense. They had drink-oli'erings made of maize, steeped in wa-

ter. They also paid some kind of veneiatinii to the images of se-

veral animals and vegetables that "had a place in their temples.

Besides the solemnities at every full moon, four grand festivals

were celebrated annually. The first, called Uaynii, was helil in

June, not only in honour of the sun, but of their hist Inca, Manca
Capac, and Coya Mama Ocla, his wife and sister, whom the liicas

considered as their first parents, <lescended immediately from the

sun. At this festival, ail the viceroys, generals, governors, and
nobility, assembled at Cu/co ; and the Inca ofliciated in person as

high-priest; though on other occasions the regular pontiff, who
was usually the uncle or brolher of the Inca, ofliciated. On the

inorning of the festival, the Inca, accompanied by his near rela-

tions, ill order of their seniority, went barefoot in procession, at

day-break, to the market-place, where they remained looking at-

tentively towards the east. The luminary no sooner appeared,

than they fell prostrate on their faces in the most profound venera-

tion, and acknowleclged it to be their god and father. The vassal

princes, and nobility, that were not of the blood roval, did the

same in another square. The piiests then olFered a black lamb,
in sacrifice, first turning its head towards the east. From the en-

trails of the victim, Ihny drew prognostics of peace and war, &c.
The Peruvians believed in the immortality of the soul. The Incas

taught them that, on leaving this world, they should enter into a
state of happiness, provided for them by the"ir god and father fhe

sun. The fertility of the soil is incredible, for the fruits and
flowers of all the seasons are visible at the same time ; and while
some herbs of the field are fading, others of the same kind are

springing up ; while sorrie flowers lose their beautv, others blow
;

when the fruits of the trees have attained their maturity, and the
leaves begin to change their colour, fresh leaves blossom, and
fruits are seen in their proper gradations in size and ripeness on the

same tree. The same incessant fertility is conspicuous in the corn,

both reaping and sowing being carried on at the same time : so

that the declivities of the neighbouring hills exhibit all the beauties

of the four seasons in one assemblage. Though all this is gene-

rally seen, .'et tliere is a settled time for the grand harvest: yet

sometimes the most favourable season for sowing in one place is a

nionlh or two .liltr that of another, though iheir distance does not

exceed three or four leagues. The chirimoya, which is met with

here, is one of the most delicious fruits in the vvor!d. Wheat, bar-

lev, maize, potatoes, cassava, pimento, cotton, vines, olives, Arc.

are cultivatetl, ;nd afford abundant produce. Commerce is chietly

carried on by Europeans, who are settled in Peru. The manu-
factures are tluelly cottons, white and striped baize and cloths.

On the arrival of the galleons at Carthagena, these traders resort

thil her to purchase European goods, which, on their return, they
disperse through the provinces. Iron and steel are imported from
Europe, and large quantities of indigo Mom Mexico; blue being
the colour chiefly preferred in apparel. With the wool of the vi-

cuna, they make, at Cusco, stockings, handkerchiets, and scarft.

The same wool, mixed with that of the European sheep, serves

for carpets and fine cloth. Inferior wool is manufactured inln

serges, druggets, &c. Gold and silver toys, laces and embroi-
deries, are also made by the natives ; the last chiefly by Peruvian
girls, and Mestizos.

PERL'frlA, a handsome, targe, ancient, and populous, city of
Italy, capital of Perugino ; 60 miles X. E. of I'lorence, and 7j
N. of Rome. Lon. 12. 30. E. Lat. 43. 6. N.
Pervgia, a lake of Perugino, eight miles from the city. It is

almost round, being about five miles in diameter, and has three
islands.

rEUl'GIANO, or PERUGINO, a province of Italy, one of
the smallest in the late territory of the church, bounded on the W".

by Etruria ; on tl:e S. by Orvietano, on the E. by tin- duchies
of Spoleto and L'rbino, and on the N. by the county of C.islellana.

It is twenty-five miles long, and twenty-four broad. The air i^

very pure, and the soil fertile in corn and good wine. The capi-

tal is Perugia.

PERUKE. SeePfiURUKE.
PERULA, in botany, a genus of the dicecia polyandria class

and order. Male, calyx; perianthium two-leaved, very small cch

rolla ; petal one, semi-globular, concave, hanging down ; stamens,

filaments very many; pistil, germs four, barren, very small: female

on a distinct tree ; calyx, perianthium as in the male, <leciduous;

corolla as in the male ; pistil, germs four, fertile ;
pericarpiuiH

capsule, obovate, subtrigonal ; seeds solitary, small.

PERUSIA, an ancient town in Etruria, on the Tiber, built by
Oenus, now called Perugia.

PERUVIAN BALSAM, an esteemed drug, which is obtained

from themyroxylon peruiferum, a native of Peru. This balsam is

01 the consistence of thin honey, and of a reddish-brown colour,

inclining to black • it possesses an agreeable aromatic smell, and

a hot pungent taste. Being a warm medicine, which is more acrid

and heating than the balsam of copaiba, it is used a; an ingredient

in various preparations, and chiefly for the cure of dysenteries,

asthmas, and such disorders as arise from a debilitated state of the

solids. When incorporated with the yolk of an egg, or mixed
with any of the syrups, the dose is from ten to twenty drops. Ex-
ternally it is employed for cleansing and healing wounds or ulcers,

for mitigating paintui bruises on tendinous parts, as likewise in

paralytic and rheumatic complaints. There are two other species

of this tirug, of a white and red colour, both of which are obtained

by incision from the s^me tree with the common or black halsanY

of Peru. Tliey possess a greater degree of fragrance, resembling

that of the balsam of Gilead, but are very seldom imported. See
Myroxvlon.
Peruvian Bark, or Jesuits' Bark, the bark of the Cin-

chona oflicinalis, a well known medicine. See Cinchona. The
pale and red are chiefly used in Britain. 1 he pale is brought to

us in pieces of ditt'erent sizes either flat or quilled, and the powder
is of a lighter colour than that of cinnamon. The red is generally in

much larger, thicker, flattish pieces, but sometimes also in the

form of quills, and its powder is reddish, like that of Armenian
bole. It is mu(h more resinous, and possesses the sensible quali-

ties of the cinchona in a much higher degree, than the other sorts

;

and the more nearly the other kinds resemble the red bark, the

better they are now considered. The red bark is heavy, firm,

sound, and dry ; friable between the teeth ; does not separate into

fibres ; and breaks, not shivery, but short, close, and smooth. It

h.is three fayers ; the outer is thin, rugged, of a reddish-brown

colour, but frequently covered with inossy matter : the middle is

thicker,
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thukHf, mui-f compact, darker- co vHirm, Vfr\- resinou-,, bntllc,
and yields lir^t to llie [lestle : the iiiiiiost a more vmudy, iibruus,
kiid lit a brighlei' red.

PKRWANNAH, in the language of UfM^al, an order of go-
vernment, r>r a letter !rom a man m aiilhonty,

PESADE, a motion which a horse makes in raising or 'iftino

up his foreciuarlci-s, keeping his hinil legs upon the ground without
btining.

PESAN, an island in the East Sea, near the coast of Cliina.
Lon. 120. 15. E. Lat. 26. 62. N.
PES\KO, a city of Italy in the late duchy of Urbino, on an

piiiinei'ce at the mouth of the Foglia, on the gulph of Venice.
J-on. 13. 0. E. Lat. 43. ^6. N.
Pesaro, a Uitrict of Italy, in the department of the Rubi-

con.

PESCARO, a vet-y strong town of Naples, in Abruzzo Citra.
Lon. 15. 2. E. Lat. 42. 27. N.
PESCHIERA, a town of Italy, in the department of the

Mincio, and district and late c-luchv of Verona.^Lon. 11. 4. E. Lat.
45. 27. N.
PEsENAS, a town of France, in the department of Herault

«nd late province of Languedoc, 12 miles N.E. of Beseirs. Lon.
3. 34. E. Lat. 43. 28. N.
PESSARY, in medicine, a solid substance composed of wool,

lint, or linen, mixed with powder, oil, wax, &c. made round anti

long like a finger, in order to be introduced in the exterior neck
of the matrix, for the cure of several uterine disorders.

PEST, in geography, a town of Upper Hungary, capital of a
county so named, sealed on the Danulie, 85 miles S. E. of Pres-
buig. Lon. IS. 25. E. Lat. 47. 24. N.
PESTILENCE, in medicine, an epideinical, contagious, and

malignant disease, pojiularly known by the name of plague. See
the article Plaguk.
PESTILENTIAL FEVERS, such as are attended with some

inalignant qualltv, and approach to the nature of the plague.

PETAGUEt, a territory of Brasil, bounded N. by Dele; E.

by the sea; S. by Rio-Grande; and VV. by Tupuys. It contains

mines of silver.

PETAL, \^petalum, Lat ] a term in botany, signifying those

fine coloured leaves that compose the flowers of all plants : whence
plants are distinguished into monopetalous, whose llower is one
continued leaf; tripctalous, pentapetalous, and polypetalous,

wlien they consist of three, five, or many leaves. See Bo-
tan v.

PETALISM, a mode of deciding on the guilt of citizens, simi-

lar to the Athenian ostracism. It was introduced in Syracuse

about B. C. 460, to prevent the Ivranny of the richer citizens, who
had often about that time aimed at the diadem. To prevent,

therefore, the evils daily arising from thence, and to bring down
the aspiring minds of the wealthy citizens, the Syracusans were

forced to make a law like that of the Athenian ostracism ; diller-

ing only in this, that every citizen at Syracuse should write on a

leaf, instead of a shell, the nances of such as they apprehended

powerful enougli to usurp the sovereignty. When the leaves were

counted, he who had the most suffrages against hiin, was, without

farther inquiry, banished for live years. This method of weaken-

ing the interest of the overgrowing citizens, was called petalism,

from TTiTiiXov, a leaf.

PEl'ALOMA, in bota''y, a genus of thedecandria monogynia
class and order. Calyx goblet-shaped, five-toothed; petals five,

inserted between the teeth of the calyx ; stamina on the margin of

the calyx ; berry one-cclltd ; seeds one or four. It has two spe-

cies, P. mvrtiUoides and P. mouriri.

PETARD, in the art of war, a metalline engine, somewhat re-

sembling a high-crowned hat. Sec Projectiles.
PETAU, Denis, or PETAVIUS, Dionysius, a French Jesuit

of great erudition, born at Orleans in 1583. He was but nineteen

years of age when he was made Professor of Philosophy in the

University of Bourges. He joined the Jesuits in 1605, atid did

great credit to them by his erudition. He becainn a zealous ad-

vocate for the church of Rome; and criticised and abused its ad-

versaries. His chief work, which is still in great repute, he inti-

tuled, Rationariuni Temporum. It is an abridgement of universal

hi-.tory, from the earliest times to 1632, with authorities. He died

at Paris in 1632.

PEl'AW, an ancient town ot Austra, in Stiiia; 109 miles S. o
Vienna. Lon. 15. 36. E. Lat. 4ci. 40. N.
PETA-YANG, an island near the coast of Cliiiia, in the Eas^

Sea. Lon. 1 ly. 50. E. of Ferro. Lat. 26. 2. N.
PETCHELl, a province of China, and the chief in the whole

empire ; bounded on the E. by the sea, N. by the great wall, VV.
by Chaiisi, and S. by Chantong and Honan. It contains nine ci-
ties of the first class, which iiave several others under their juris'
diction; these are about forty in number, less considerable in-
deed, but all surrounded with walls and ditches. Petcheli has few
mountains. Its soil is sandy, and produces little rice; but all
other kinds of grain abound there, as well as the greater part of the
truit-trees we have in Europe.
PETECHLE, in medicine, a name given to those spots, whe-

ther red,^ or of any other colour, w Inch appear in malignant fevers.
PETELIA, or PETILIA, an ancient town of Italy, in Magna

Grajcia, the capital of Lucania.
PETER, St. the apostle, born at Bethsaida, was son of Jonas,

and brother of St. Andrew, (John. i. 42, 43.) His first name was
S;mon, but when our Saviour called him to the apostleship, he
changed his name into Cephas, that is, in Syriac, a stone, or a
rock ; in Latin, petra, whence Peter. He was a married man ;

and had his house, his mother-in law, and his wife, at Capernaum,
upon the lake of Gennesareth. Peter was remarkable for his zeal,
which he displayed on many occasions, paiticularly in the garden,
when his master was apprehended, on which occasion he drew his

sword, and cut off the ear of the servant of the high'priest. But
when he entered the hall of Caiaphas, and was recognized as one
of the disciples, he repeatedly denied the charge, till the cock
crew, and then remeniliering our Lord's prediction, that before the
cock crew twice he would deny him thrice, Peter went out and
wept. Alter t lie ascension of our Saviour, he preached a famous
sermon at Jerusalem, by wliiih some thousands were ccnveited.
Herod Agrijipa thiew him into prison, A. D. 44, but he was re-

leased by an angel. He was crucified with his head downvaids
in the persecution under Neio, A. D. 66. Two of his epistles are
in the sacred canon.

Peter I. styled Peter the Great, czar, and afterwards em-
peror, of Russia, founder of the Russian empire. He was born in

1672 ; and was proclaimed czar when but ten years of age, in ex-
clusion of John his elder brother, who was of a sickly constitution,

and weak in his understanding. Peter's inclination for military

exercises discovered itself in his tendeiest years. He formed a
company of fifty men, commanded by foreign olticcrs, clothed

and exercised after the German manner. He entered himself into

the lowest post, that of a driimmer ? and never rose otherwise thaa

as a soldier of fortune. Herein his design was to i^ach his nobility,

that merit, not birth, was the only title to military employments.
He reinforced his company with several others, till at last he had
got together a considerable body of soldiers. As he had then no
war on his hands, he exereised them in all sorts of mock engage-

ments, and by this means secured to himself a l>ody of well disci-

plined troops. The sight of a Dutch vessel which he had met
with on a lake belonging to one of his pleasure- houses, made such

an impression on his mind, that he couceivcd thu almost impracti-

cable design of forming a navy. His first care was to get some
Hollanders to build some smali vessels at Moscow ; and he passed

two successive summers on board English or Dutch ships, which

set out from Archangel, that he might insfrurt himself in every

branch of naval affairs. In 1696 czar John died, and Peter was

now sole master of the empire. In 1698 he sent an embassy to

Holland ; and went incognito in the retinue, and visited England

as well as Holland, to inform himself fully in the art of ship-build-

ing. At Amsterdam he worked in the yard as a private ship-car-

penter, under the name of Peter Michaelof ; but he lias been often

heard to say, that if he had never gone to Engljiul, he had re-

mained ignorant of that art. In 1700 he had got t.jgcther a body
of standing forces, consisting of 30,000 foot ; and now the vast pro-

ject he had formed displayed itself in all its parts. He opened his

dominions, which till then had been shut up, having first sent the

chief nobility of his empire into foreign countries to improve ]liem-

selves in knowledge and learning. He invited into Russia ail the

foreigners he could meet with, who v\'ere capable of instructing hi?

subjects in any thine, and ofl'ered them great encouragement to

settle in his dominions. This raised roany discontents ; and the

7 despotic
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ilcspotic aulliorUv lu> cNeit.d on Uiat occasion was scarcely power-

ful enough to sii|")[)r(S< them. In I '00, being strengthened by tl\e

alliance of Augustus, kin^ of Poland, he made war on Charles

XII. kins; ot Sweden. His first ill success did not deter him ; f.r

lie used to sav, " my armies must be overcome, but this will at

last leach iheiii to conquer." He afterwards gained considerable

advantages; and founded Petersburg in 1703. In 1709 he gained

a complete vicloiv over tlie Swedes at Pullo»;a. In 1712 lie was

inclosed bv the 'furks on the banks of the Pruth ; and seemed in-

evitably lost, had not the czarina Catharine bribed the grand vizir,

and the czar's prudence completed his delive.-ance. In 1716 he

made a tour through Germany and Holland, and visited the Royal

Academy of Sciences at Paris'. He published the unfortunate his-

tory of his son prince AU>.\is, whom he caused to be executed,

and towards whom some blame his severity, while others think it

vas lie essary. He was equally severe to his son's friends. He
beheaded his own brotliei-in-law Count Lapuchin, brother to his

wife Otlokessa Lapuchin whom he had divorced, and uncle to

prince Alexis. Tlie prince's confessor had also his liead cut off.

The remainder of the czar's life was notliing but a series of grand

projects, labours, and exploits, that seemed to elface the memory
of his excessive severities. He made frequent speeches to his

court, and to his council. In one he told them that he had sacri-

ficed his son to the welfare of his dominions. He dird of llie

strangury in 1725, and left the world at least with die magnauimi-y

of a iiero, i'' not witli (he pe'.y of a Christian.

Petek, the Wild I5oy, a savage, found in the woods near Ha-
nielen, a town in the electuiate of Hanover, when king George I.

with a party of friends, was hunting in the forest of Hertswold.

He was supposed to be then about twelve years of age, and had

subsisted in those woods, upon leaves, berries, wild plants, bark of

trees, &c. from his infancy. How long he had been in that state

is not known. In 17J6, he was brought over to England, and put

under the care of Dr. Aibuthnot, witli proper teachers. nut

thougli thereappeared no natural defect in his orijaiis of speech, he
could never be brouglit to articulate a single syllable distinctly.

He was afterwards committed to the care ot diHerent persons, but

never acquired any degree of improvement. He died 22d Feb.

1783, when he was supposed to be 72 years old. He was well

made; middle-sized ; had no appearance of an ideot, nor any thing

particular in his form, except two of his fingers, united by a web
up to the middle-joint. He was delighte<l with music, and learned

to hum a tune. He had a fore-knowledge of bad weather. Lord
Monboddo gives a particular description-of him, as an instance of

his favourite hypothesis, that, " man in a state of nature is a mere
animal."
PETERBOROUGH, a citv of Northamptonshire, 30 miles S.

of Bnsion, and SI N. of London. Lon. 0. 10. W. Lat. 32. 30. N.
Peterborough,, a town of New Hampshire, in Hillsborough

county ; 70 miles VV. of Portsmouth,

. PETERHEAD, a town of Scotland, in the conntv of Aber-
deen, about 30 miles N. E. of that citv. Lon. 1. 39. W. Lat.

57 30. N.
PE lER-PENCE, was an annual tribute of one penny, paid at

Rome out of eve rv lamilv at the feast of St. Peter.

PETEIJSBL'RG, or 'ST. PETERSBERG, a city of Russia,

in the province ot Ingria, and capital of the whole empire. It was
founded in 1703 by Czar Peter the Great, whose ambition it was
to have a tleet on the Baltic; for which reason he <letermined to

found a city which might become tlie centre of trade throughout
all his dominions. Tne spot he pitclied upon was a low, fei-.nv,

ujicultivated island, formed by the branches of the Neva, before

lliev fall into the gulph of Finland. In the summer this island was
covered with mud; and in winter became a frozen pool, rendered
almost iiiaccessibfe by dre,.ry forests and deep morasses, the haunts

of bears, wolves", and other savage anirnals. Having t.Tken the fort

of Nattebourg, and the town of Neischanz, in 1703, Peter assem-

bled in Ingria above 300,000 men, Russians, Tartars, Cossacks,

Livonians, and others, even from the most distant parts of his em-
pire, a!"l laid th" foundation of the citadel and I'ortilications, which
^ert^jnished in four months, almost in despite of nature. He was

obliged to open ways through fore.ls, drain bogs, raise dykes, and
lay causeways, before lie could found the new city. The workmen
were ill provided with necessary tools and implements, such as

sjjades, pick-;ixcs, shovels, plauk's, and wlieelrbarrows: they were

even obliged to fetch the earth from a great distance in the sKirls

of their garments, or in little bags made of old mats and rags
sewed together. They had noitiier huts nor houses to shelter

them from the severity of the weather: the country, which had
been desolated by war, could not accommooate such a multitude
with provisions ; and the supplies by the lake Ladoga were often
retaidcd by contrary winds. In consequence nf these hardships,

above 100,000 men are said to have pvrijlied ; luvertlu-less the
work |)roceeded with incredible vigour and expeOilLon; wiiile

Peter, lor the security of his workmen, formed a great camp, in

such a manner, that his iiilantry continued in Finland, and his ca-
valry were quaitejed in Ingria. The buildings of the city kept
pace with the fortress, which is the centre of the town, sjrrountled
on all sides by the Neva; and in little more than a year, above
30,000 houses were erected. At present there may be about dou-
ble that number in Petersburg, thouLdi many of them are incon-
siderable. Prtersbuig is .300 niiles N. E.' of Stockholm, 335
N. \V. of Moscow, 340 N. N. E. of Wai-saw, 525 N. E. of Co-
penhagen,and 730 N.E. of Vienna. Lon. 30. 25. E.Lat. 59. 26. N,

Petersburg, a province or goveriiiiient of Russia, called also

Insjria.

Veterseurg, a town of the United States, in Georgia, 40 miles
N. \V. of Augusta. Lon. 82. 20. W. Lat. 33. 53. N.
Petersburg, a sea-p<irttown of Virginia, 23 miles S. of

Richmond.
PETERSFIELD, a handsome town of Hampshire, on the

Loddon ; 18 miles N.E. of Portsmouth, and 53 S. \V , of
Loiulon.

PE I'ERSHAGEN, a town of Ciermany, in Westphalia, in the
countv of Minden, on the W'eser. Lon. 9. 6. E. Lat. 52. 25. Ni
PETER'S, St. one of the Virgin Isles.

Peter's, St. a river of the United States, one of the N.\V.
brandies of the Mississippi ; which it joins in Lon. 9-1. 22. \V.
Lat. 45. t5. N.
PETEKWARADIN, or PETER-WARDEIN, a fortified

town of S. lavonia, aiid one of the strongest freiuier-places the
house of Austria has against the Turks, seated on tlie ]5aiiube, be-
tween the Drave and the Save. Lon. 20. 30. E. Lat. 43. 20. N.
PE I'ESI A, in botany, a genus of tiie tctrandria laonogN nia class

and order. Corolla oiie-petaled, funnel-form ; stigma bilid ; berry
many-seede<l. There are three species.

PETHERTON, South, a town of Somersetshire, 8 miles
S. \V. of Ikht-ster, and IS S. by W. of Wells. Lon 2. 41. E. Lat.
30. 56. N.
PETIGLL\NO, a town of Etruria, in the Siennese ; Smiles

W. of Castro, and 45 S. E. of Sienna. Lon. 11. 42. E. Lat.
42. 23. N.
PETTOLE, [jietinlus, Lat.] in botany, the slender stalk that

the leaves supports of a plant.

PETITIA, a genus of the class and order fetrandria monogy-
nia. Calyx four-toothed, inferior; corolla four-parted, drupe with

a iwo-celicd nut. There is one species, a small tree of St. Do-
mingo.
PETIT, Peter, an eminent French mathematician, born at

Montlucon, in 1589. By Richelieu's influence he became engi-

neer to tlie kins, and ir.tendant of fortifications ; and was sent into

Italy on the king's business. He wrote several works upon phy-
sical and astronomical subjects ; and died in 1667.

Petite CtUerre denotes the operations of detached parlies,

and the war ot posts. See W.^R.
Petit I'erre, one of the Caribbee islands near Deseada. Lon.

61. 11. W. Lat. IG. 14. N.
Petit Treason. See Treason.
PETi'lTON, in law, is a supplication made by an inferior to a

superior, and especially to one having jurisdiction. It is used for

that remedy which the subject h.is to help a wrong doiit hy the

king, who has a pcrogative not to be sued by writ: 'in vvhicli

«en*e it is either general, that the king do him right; whereupon
follows a general indorsement upon the same, let right be done
the party: or it is special, when the conclusion ami indorsement
are special for this or that to be done, &c.

Petition, in ciiancery, a request in writing, directed to the

Lord C^hancellor, or Master of the Rolls, shewing some matter of

cause whereupon tlie petitioner prays somewhat to be granted

him,

PETJTIO
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PETITIO PRINCIPH, in logic, the faking a thing for true,

and drawing conclusions fro;n it ;is such, when it is really falsi-

;

or at least wants to be jiroved before any inlerences can be drawn
from it.

PETIVERIA, Guinea Hen-Weed; in botany, a genus of
the tetragynia order, and hexandria class of plants ; natural order,
Holoracea:. Calyx fom-leaved ; corolla none ; seed one, with
rericx awns at top. There are two species, P. alliacea, conniion
Guinea hen-weed; and P. octaiidria, dwarf Guinea hcn-wced:
both natives of the West Indies.

PETRA, a town of Greece, en the coast of Illyricnm, near
Dyrrhachiuni and the mouth of the Panyasus.

Petka, the name of four other ancient towns, viz. 1. in Picria
in Macedon : 2. near Djrrhachium. 3. in Eiis : and 4. near
Corinth.

PETRARCH, Francis, a celebrated Italian poet, born at

Arezzo in 1304. He studied grammar, rhetoric, and philosophy,
four years at Carpentras ; whence he went to Monlpelier, where
be studied the law. His father and mother dying of the plague at

Avignon, he returned to that city wlien 22 years of age to settle

his domestic affairs, and purchased a country-house in a very soli-

tary tint agreeable siUiation, called Vaucluse ; where he first saw
the beautiful Laura, with whom he fell in love, and whom he has
immortalised in his poems. He travelled into France, the Nether-
lands, and Germany ; nrd at his return to Avignon entered into

the service of Pop- John XXII. who employed him in several

important affairs. He dieil at Archua, in 1374. He wrote many
Works that have rendered his memory immortal

;
printed in four

volumes folio. His life has been written by several authors
; par-

ticularly by Mrs. Susanna Dobson, in 2 vols. 8vo.
PE'I'Rli, or SALTPETRE, in chemistry. See Nitre.
PE'TREA, in botany, a genus of the angio-permia order, and

didynamia class of |)lants ; natural order, Personatw. Calyx
five-parted, very large, coloured ; corolla wheel-shaped : capsule
two-celled, at the bottom of the calyx; seeds soTitarv. The only
species is P. volubilis, a native of South America and the West
Indies.

PETRIFACTION, in physiology, denotes the conversion of

wood, bones, and other substances, principally animal or vege-
table, into stone. These bodies are more or less altered from their

original state, according to the different substances they have lain

buried among in the earth ; some of them having suffered very
little change, and others being so highly impregnated with crys-

talline, sparry, pyrilical, or otiier extraneous matter, as to appear
mere masses of stone, or lumps of the matter of the common py-
rites ; but they are generally of the external dimensions, and re-

tain more or less of the iiUenuil figure, of the bodies into the

pores of which this matter has made its way. The animal-sub-

stances that are thus found petrified are chiefly sea-shell-- ; the

teeth, bony palates, and bones, of fish ; the bones of land-animals,

&c. These are found variously altered, by the insinuation ot

stony and mineral matter into their pores ; and the substance of

some of them is now wholly gjne, there being only stony, sparry,

or other mineral matter remaining in their shape and form. Croii-

stedt has excluded petrifactions from any place in the body of his

system of niineralogy, but takes notice of them in his appendix.
He distinguishes them by the name of Mineralia Larvata, anrl de-

fines them to be " mineral bodies in the form of animals or vege-

tables." Tlie most remarkable observations concerning them, ac-

cording to Mr. Kirwan, who differs in some particulars from
Mongez, are as follow : 1. Those of shells are found on or neai

the surface of the earth ; those of fish deeper ; and those of wood
deeper sliil. Shells in substance are fo'md in vast quantities, and
at considerable depths. 2. The substances most susceptible of

petrifaction are tlio^e «hi<h niost resist the putrefactive process;

of which kind are shells, the harder kinds of wood, &c. wink- the

Softer parts of animals, which easily putrefy, are seldom met with

in a petrified state. 3. They are most commonly found in strala

of marl, chalk, lime-stone, or clay ; seldom m sandstone, still

more seldom in gypsum ; and never in gneiss granite, basalles, or

schoerl. Sometimes they are found in p) riles, and ores of iron,

topper, and silver ; consisting almost always of that kind of earth

or otiier mineral which surrounds them; somelime.^ of silex, ag ite,

or cornelian. 4. 'They are found m climates where the animaU
tliemselves could not have existed, 3, Those found in slate or
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clay are compressed and flattened. The different genera of pe-
trifactions, uccording to Cronstedl, are, 1. 'Terra Larvat;e ; ex-
traneous bo(lii-s changed into a limy substance, or calcareous
changes. 2. Larv;e, or bodies changed into a flinty substi.nce.
These are all indurated. 3. Larva? Aigillaceie ; wliei'e the todies
appear to be changed into clay. These are found either loose and
friable, or indurated. 4. Larvae Insalila? ; where the substances
are impregnated with great f|uanlilies of sails. 5. Hod es pene-
trated by minerable inflammable subslanics. 6. Larva> metalli-
fera-; where the bodies are impregnated with metals. 7, \S'here
the bodies arc tending to decomposition, or in a way of destruc-.
tion. The Abl'6 De Sauvages, celebrated for his refined lasle
and knowledge in natural history, in a tour lhroUj;h Languedoc,
between Alais and Uzes, met with a narrow vein of no more than
iwo toises wide, which crosses the road, and is bordered on one
side by a grey dirly soil, and on the other by a dry sandy earlh,
each of a vast extent, and on a level with the' n;irrou vein which
separates them. In this narrow vein only are contained petrified
shells, cemented together by a whiti^ii marl. They are in prof
digious plenty ; among which there is one species which the Abb6
does not remember to have any where de^crlbed. Thi^ shell has
the shape of a horn, somewhat incurvaled towards the base. (See
PlaleXCVIII, petrified animal bodies, Ko.l.) Itseems com-
posed of several cups, let into each other, which are sometimes
found separate. 'They have all deep channels, which extend, as
in many other shells,'from the base to the aperture ; the project-
ing ribs which form these channels are mostly worn away, being
rarely to be found entire. Sometimes several are grouped toge-
ther ; and as a proof that they are not a fortuitous assemblage
caused by the petrifaction, they are fixed together through their

whole length, in such sort, that their base and aperture are regu-
larly turned the same way. The Abbe should have referred this
tfi the genus wliich Linnaeus and the Mari)uis d'Argenville named
dentalis, had they not been let into each other. He found some
of them whose aperture or hollow was not stopped up by the pe-
trifaction, and seemed as cones a<la|)ted to one another (No. 2.)

forming a row of narrow cells, separated by a very thin paiiaiuii :

this row occupied not more than one half of the cavity of the shell. .

Fossil-bones are very common in Dalmatia. 'They are of various
kinds, and in their nalure apparently very extraordinary ; but we
have found no tolerable account or probable conjecture of their

origin. X'ltaliano Donati of Padua, in Ins Saggio sopra la storie

iiaturale dell' Adriatico, was the first v\ ho took notice of them;
and Fortis, in his travels into Dalmatia, has given a copious ac-

count of them. They are most common in the islands ot Cherso
and Osero. See For'tis's Travels into Dalmatia, page 440—465,

and Vitaliano. Several fossil-plants and shells are represented in

PhteCXLII.
PETRIFIED CITY. The story ofa petrified city is well

kuown all over Africa, and has been believed by m.iny considc--

laiile persons even in Europe. Lewis XlV. was, so fully persuaded

of its reality, that he ordered his ambassador to procure the body
iif a man petrified from it at any price. Dr. Sh^.w's account of this

affair i~ decisive, that it is all a cheat and iinposinon ; that M. Le
Maire, the French consul at Tripoli, about 1720, made great in-

(juiries into the truth ot the report; but, ihdUgh he detected the

cheat, complied with the custom of the distni I of Ras Sein so far, -as

to throw away 1000 dollars for a mutilaled im..ge of Cupid, which

the pretuidcd searchers brought ti> him as they said, lror,i Ras
Sem, at the risk tf their lives, but which, he learned afterwards,

they had found among the ruins of Lepiis, and to conceal the de-

ceit, had broken off the (|uiver, wings, and other cliaracteristics of

llie deity. However there is one remarkable circuniftance rent-

ing to SasSein that deserves to be ncordeif. When the winds have

blown away the billows of sand which tretpi.ully cover and con-

ceal these petrifications, ihey discover in smne of the lower and

more depre-sed places of thi< disirict, seveKil hllle pools ol water,

which is usually of so ponderous a nature, that, upcm drinking it,

it passes througli the bocfy like quicksilver. 'This perhips m.iy be

that petrifying fluid which has all ah.ng contributed lo the couver-

~ion Ol the p.ilm-lrees and the echini into stone.

PETRIFYING WATERS are riimerous in Scotland. The
river of .Ayr, in Ayrshire, has been long known to possess a strong

pitrifyiiia'p'-tter ; and the water of A\r Stones, which are nolfiing

but "ood petnhed in that nver, are umveisaily known, as ilie

4 li bes
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I etHibslaiiccs lor making liuiies for razors. '1 liere are also se-

veral >iniiigs of this kiiKl in Uoxburgh-sliire. " One is fouiul

(says tlie rev, J. Arkle) on ihe T«eetleii, exceedingly powertul,

ami containing a gieat quantity of water, where large musses of pe-

trified nialterapijear on every side converted into solid slone. 1 lie

piouress of the petrifaction is distinct and beautiful. 'Ihe fog,

winch grows on the edge of the spring, and is s^)rmkled with wa-

ter, is about eight inches high ; the lower part is converted into

solid stone ; the middle appears as if halt frozen, and the top is

giecn and llourishing. The petrifie<l matter, when burnt, is re-

solved into very line lime. The spring itself, when led over the

fields in little rills, fertilizes them exceedingly." Sir J. Sinclair's

Stat. Ace. vol xvi. p. 78. ,„.,.,
PETHIKOW, or PETEUKAU, a town of Poland, in the pa-

latinate of Siradia: 48 miles E. S. E. of iiiradia, and SO S. W. of

^^"ar^au. .

PETRIXA, orPETRINTA, a strong town of Croatia, 27 miles

E. of Carlstadt, and lit) S. of Vienna. Lon. 16. 0. E. Lat.

15. 47. N.
, . .

PETUOBRUSSIANS, a religions sect, which had its rise in

Tianc<> and the Netherlands about A. Di li 10. The name is de-

rived froiji Peter Bruys, a Provencal, who attempted to reform

the abuses of the church. His followers were numerous ; and for

twenty years he laboured in the ministry with great zeal. He was,

however, burnt in 1130, by an enraged populace set on by the

cleroy. ']'lie chief of Bruys's followers was a monk named Henry;

froiiiwhomlhe Petrobrussians were also called Henricians. I'hey

Jield, I. That children before Ihe age of reason cannot be justified

by baptism, i.'. That no churches shoidd be built, but that those

that alieady are should be pulled down. 3. That the cross ought

to be pulled down and burnt, because we ought to abhor the in-

struments of our Saviour's passion. 4. 1 hat the real body and

blood of Chri>t are not exhibited in the eucharist, but merely re-

presented by their figures and symbols. 5. That sacrifices, alms,

pravers, &c. do not avail the dead.

P'ETROCARYA, in botany, a genus of the heptandria mono-
gynia class and order. Natural order, Pomacea:. Calyx turbi-

nate, five-cleft, witli two biacles at the base ; corolla live-petaled,

less than the calyx ; lilanients fourteen, seven of which are barren ;

drupe inclosing a two-celled nut, with a stony shell. There are

two species, P. montana, and P. campestris, found in the woods

of Guiana, where they grow to the height of forty and eighty feet.

PETROCOKH, the ancient inhabitants of tliat part of'Gaul,

wliicli was called Perigord before the revolution. C'is. de Bell.

Gall. vii. c. 75.

PETROJOANNITES, followers of Peter John, or Peter

Joannes, i. c. Peter the son of John, who flourished in the 12th

century. His doctrine was not know n till after his death, when
his body was taken out of hi< grave and burnt. His opinions were,

th '.t he alone had the knowledge of the true sense wherein the

apostles preached the gospel ; that the reasonable soul is not the

form of man ; that there is no grace infused by baptism ; and
that Jesus Christ was pierced with a lance on the cross before he

expired.

PETROLEUM, in chemistry, a thick oily substance exuding
out of the earth, and collected on the surface of wells in many
parts of the world. The substances which mineralogists have dis-

tinguished by the names of asphaltum, maltha, petroleum, and
naptha, are thought by Mr. Murray, and others, to be mere va-

rieties of one species, and form a series which passes even into

coal. Asphaltum forms the connection with pitch-coal. It is

found in veins, and in small masses, and also sometimes on the

surface of lakes. Maltha is solter, has a degree of tenacity, and a

strong bituminous smell. Petroleum is semi-liqnid, semi-transpa-

lent, of a reddish-brown colour, and fetid odour. Napllia is of a

lighter colour, more or less transparent, perfectly Ihin and liquid,

light, odoriferous, volatile, and inflammable. Naptha by inspissa-

tion becomes pelroleum, and this passes into asphaltum. See
Asphaltum, Bitumen, &c.
PETROMVZON, the Lamprey, in ichthyology, acenns of

fishes of the class anipliibia nantes. It has seven spiracula at the
side affile nerk, no gill, a fistula on the to]) of the head, and no
breast or belly fins. There are nine species, of which the P.

BronchiiJis, P. Eluviatilis, ar.d P. Maiinus, are the most remark-
able.

PETROPAULOUSKOI, a sea-port-town of Kussia, in Kamt-

schatka, 40 miles E. of Ischiu. Lon. 15S. 43. E. Lat. 53. N^
PE'l'KOSA OSSA, in anatomy, a name given to tlie fourlU

and fifth bones of the cranium, called ossa temporum and ossa

squamosa ; the substance whereof, as their first and last names e.\-

press, is sciuamose and very hard.

PEl'UOZANODSK, a town of Russia, in Olonetx, 132 mile*

N. E. of Petersburgh. Lon. 34. 25. E. Lat. til. 40. N.
PETTAPOLL\ , a town of Hindoostan, in Guntoor; on the

coast of Coroniandel, and Bay of Bengal ; 42 miles S. \V. of Mn-
sulipatam. Lon. SO. 4lj. E. Lat. 15. 49. N.
PETTEIA, in the ancient music, a uriii to which we have no

one corresponding in our language. The mclopoeia, or the art of

arranging sounds in succession, so as to make melody, is divided

into three parts, which the Greeks called lepsis.mixis, and chresis ;

the Latins suniptio, mixtio, and usus ; and the Italians presa, me-
scolamento, and uso. The last of these is called by the Greek*
~:t1m, and by the Italians pettia ; which therefore means the art

of making a just discernment of all the manners of ranging or com-
bining sounds among themselves, so as they may produce their

e/fect, i. e. may express the several passions intended to be
raised. Thus it shews what sounds are to be used, and what not ;

how often they are severally to be repeated ; with which to begin,

and with which to end ; whether w illi a grave sound to rise, or aii

acute one to fall, &c.
PETTY, Sir William, son of Antlidny Petty, a clothier, was

born at Rumsey, a small sea-port-town in Hampshire, in lt)23;

and while a boy took great delight among the artificers there,

whose trades lie tould work at when but 12 years of age. At 15

he was master of tlie Latin, Greek, and French tongues, and of

arithmetic and those parts of practical geometry and astronomy
useful to navigation. Soon after he went to Caen, and Paris,

where lie studied anatomy, with Mr. Hohbes. Upon his return to

England, he was preferred in the king's navy. In 1647, he ob-

tained a patent to teach the art of double writing for 17 years. In

1650, he was made professor of anatomy at Oxford ; and soon

after a member of the college of physicians in London, and phy-

sician to the army in Ireland ; where he continued till lljjy, and

acquired a great fortune. After the restoration, he was introduced

to king Charles II. who knighted him in 16t)l. In lbf)2, he pub-

lished " A Treatise of Taxes and Contributions." In 1663. he
invented a double-bottomed ship. He died at London of a gan-

grene in the loot, occasioned by the swelling of the gout, in 1637.

He died possessed of a fortune of about 15,000/. a year. His fa-

mily were afterwards ennobled.

Petty Bag, an officer in chancery ; the three clerks of which
record the return of all inquisitions out of every county, and make
all patents of comptrollers, gangers, customers, ike.

Petty Larceny. See Labce.ny, and Law.
Petty Pate'es, among confectioners, a sort of small pies,

made of rich crust tilled with sweet meats.

Petty Singles, among falconers, the toes of a hawk.
Petty Ially, in tlie sea-language, a competent aliosvance of

victuals, according to Ihe number of the ship's company.
Petty Treason. See Treason, and Law,
PETUNSE, in natural history, one of the two substances

whereof porcelain or china ware is made. 'I'he petunse is a coarse

kind of flint or pebble, the surface of whicli i~ not so smooth
when broken as lliat of our common flint. See Pokci.lain.

PEUCEDAInT'M, SuLf HVK WoKT ; a genus of the digy-:

nia Older, and pcn'aiulria class of plants ; natural order, UmbeU
lata". Fruit loliated, striated on both sides, and sunounded by a
membrane; involuera very short. It has 1 1 species.

P. Officinale, or C'ommon Hog's Fennel, growing natu-

rally in the English salt-maislies, rises to the height of two feet,

witli channelled stalks, which divide into two or three branches,

each crowned with an umbel of yellow flowers, composed of se-

veral small circular umbels.

PEVENSEY, a town of Sussex, 14 miles \V. S. W. of Hast-
ings, and 63 S. of London.
PEWTER, acoiiiponnd metal employed in the manufacture

of plates, dislies, spoons, and similar domestic utcns.ls. The
basis of this metul onglit to be tin, one cw t. of which being meited
with I5lbs. of lead, and 6lbs. of brass, tlie whole forms what l«

called pewter. But there is another composition known by this

6 iiaijie.
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name, and which consists of different proportions of tin, resriiUisof

aiitinioiiy, bismuth, and copper: tliese after being incorporated
into one p.iass, over the fire, are manufacliired into vessels like
those of common pewter. The vessels composed of such mate-
rials ought to be kept constantly clean, otherwise dangerous con-
Kqiiencos might arise from the action of acids on the metals.
PEYER.SON's POINT, a cape on the N. coast of Antigua.

Lon. 61. 32. W. Lat. 17. IS. N.
PEYRONIUS, Francis De La, an eminent French sur-

geon, who practised surgery at Paris wiih such eclat, that he was
appointed first surgeon to Lewis X\'. He improved this favour-
able situation, and procured to his profession those estaWishments
which contributed to extend its benefits. The Royal College of

Sargery at Paris was founded by his nieans in 1731, was enlight-

ened by his knowledge, and encouraged by his munificence. At
his death, which happened at Versailles i;'4th April 1747, he be-
queathed to the society of surgeons in Paris two-thirds of liis ef-

fects, his estate of Marigni, which was sold to the king for 200,000
livres, and his library. He also left to the society of surgeons at

^lontpellier twohouses, with 100,000 livres to erect there a chirur-
gical amphitheatre.

PE/.I/IA, Cup Mushroom"; in botany, a genus of the natural
order of fungi, and cryptogamia class of plants. Fungus canipa-

Bulate, sessile. It has forty species ; seeds on the upper surface
only.

PFAFFENHOFEN, twro town*. of Bavaria; 1.28 miles N.
N. W. of Ratisbon. 2. On the 11m, 19 miles N. W. of Ra-
tisbon.

PFIRT, or FORETTE, a town of France, in the department
of the Ujiper Rhine, and late province of Alsace ; 10 miles W. of

Basil. Lon. 7.20. E. Lat. 47. 37. N.
PFGRTSHEIM, or PFORTZHEIM, atown of Suabia, ui

the electorate of Baden, 20 miles W. N.W. of Stutgard, Lon.
9. 40. E. Lat. 43. 57. N.
PFREIMB, or PFREIMT, atownof Bavaria, in the Upper

Palatinate, 30 miles N. E. of Amberg. Lon. 12.21. E. Lat.

49.21. N.
PFREINT, a river of Bavaria, which runs into the Nab, at

Pfremib.
PFL'LLF.NDORF, an imperial town of Germany, in Suabia,

37 miles S. W. of L'lm. Lon. 9. 27. W. Lat. 48. 8. N.
PHACA, Bastard XfiLK Vetch ; in botany, a genus of the

decandria order, and diadelphia class of plants ; natural order, Pa-

piliojjacea;. Legiimen half, two-colled. It has 11 species.

PHjEA, a famous sow which infested the neighbourhod of

Croniyon. Theseus destroyed it as he was travelling from Troe-

Kene to Athens to make himself known to his father. Some ima-

gine that the boar of Calydon sprang from this sow. According
to some authois, Phxa was a woman who prostituted herself to

strangers, whom she murdered, and afterwards plundereil.

PHj'ICACES, the Ph^acians, the people of Ph.tacia. They
Urst inhabited flyperia. See IIypekia. 'l*hey were noted for

IhcT indolence and luxury : hence Horace uses Pheax for a per-

son indolent and sleek ; and hence arose their insolence and
pride.

PH/EACIA, one of the names of the island Corcyra. It is now
calle<i Corfu. See Cokcyra, ami Corfu.
PILEDON, a di ciple of Socrates, who had been seized by

pirates in his youth ; and the philosopher, who seemed to discover

someth'ng uncommon and promising in his countenance, bought

his liberty for a sum of money, and ever after esteemed him. The
name ot Phaulon is affixed to i^ne of'Plato's dialogues.

PH/KDRA, in fabulous history, a daughter of Minos and Pa-

siphs ; she married Theseus, by whom she was the mother of

Acanas and Deinophoon.
PH/KDRUS, an ancient Latin writer, who composed five

books of fables, in Iambic verse. He was a Tliracian ; and his

being called Augustus' freedman in the title of the book, shews

that he ha<l been that emperor's slave. The fables of Phiedrus re-

mained buried in libraries altogether unknown to the public, until

the close ot ihe Kith century.

PII.ENOMENON, [fami.am,'] in philosophy, denotes any

remarkable ap|)earance, whelhor in the heavens or eartli, and

whether discovered bv observation or experiment.

PILETHUSA, a genus of the class aud o^der syngenesia poly-

gamia si'perfiua. Calyx subcylindric, niany-leavcd ; (ioiels her-
maphrodite ; receptacle chatly ; seeds vispid. There is one species,
a tree of Virginia.

PH.£TON, in fabulous history, the son of Phcebus and Cly-
mene, one of the Oceanides. Venus became enamoured oflmii,
and entrusted him with the care of one of her temples. This ren-
dered him vain and aspiring ; and having obtained from his father
the direction of the chariot of the sun for one day, he was unable
to guide the fiery steeds ; and loosmg the reins, Jiipiler, topreveHt
his consuming the heavens and earth, struck him wiih a thundej:-
bolt, and hurled him from his seat into the river Eridanus or Pb.
Some explain this poetical fable thus; Phseton was a Ligurian
prince, who studied astronomy, and in whose age the neighbour-
hood of the Po was visited with uncommon heats.

Ph;eton, [from the above,] in mechanics, a kind of high opcit
carriage for pleasure.

Phston, in ornithology, a genus of birds belonging to the
order of anseres ; the characters of which are : bill sliarp, straight

and pointed ; tlie nostrils oblong ; hinder toe is turned forward.
There are three species.

P. iETHF.REUs, theTRopic-BiF.D, is about the size of a partridge,

and has very long wings. The bill is red, with an angle under the

losver mandible. The eyes are encompassed with black, which
ends in a point towards the back of the head. Three or four of
the larger fiuill-feathers, towards their ends, are black, tipped with
white ; all the rest of the bird is white, except the back, which is

variegated with curved lines of black. The legs and feet are of a

Vermillion red. The toes are webbed. The tail consists of two
long straight narrow feathei's, almost of equal breadth from their

quills to their points. " The name tropic-bird (says Latham,)

given to this genus, arises from its being chiefly found within the

tropic-circles; but we are not to conclude, that they never stray

voluntarily, or are driven beyond them ; for we have met with in-

stances to prove the contrary."

PHAGEDENA, [f=-/!5aiva ; Uom fy-^, edn, to eat,] an ulcer,

where the sharpness of the humour eats away the flesh.

PHAGEDENIC MEDICINES, thoseused to eat off proud

or fungous flesh, such as arc all the caustics.

Phagedenic Water, in chemistry, denotes a water made trorrt

quicklime and sublimate ; and is very efficacious in the cure of

phagedenic ulcers.

PHAGESIA, an ancient festival among the Greeks, observed

during the celebration of the Dionysia : so called from the fajn?.

good eating, that then universally prevailed.

PHAL.tNA, Moth, a genus of insects of the order lepidop-

tera . the generic character is ; antenni setaceous, gradually les-

sening from base to tip; wings (when sitting) generally dcflex

(lligh't nocturnal). This genus, like that of papilio, containmg a

vast number of species, is divided into assortments, according to

the different habits of fhe animals. These assortments are as fol-

low, viz. Altaci, or those in which the wings, when at rest, are

spread out horizontally. Bombvces, in which the wings are m-

cumbent, and the ante'nna; pectinated. Noctus, with incumbent

winrrs and setaceous antenna-. Gcometrnf, with wings horizon-

tally spreail out, ne.irly as in the altaci. Tortrices, with very ob-

tuse win^s, curved on the exterior margin. Pyralides, with wings

converging into a deltoid and slightly fui.nted figure. Tinex,

«ith wings convoluted into a cylin.lcr. Alucitx, .iith wings di-

vided into distinct plumes. See Plate CXXWI. In the first

division, or atlaci, ranks the most splendid, and largest, of all the

ijliala-ns vet known, viz. the alias, an insect so large thatrtfie ex-

tent of its wings measures not less than eight inches and a half*,

the ground-colour is a very fine deep orange-brown, and in the

middle of each wing is a large sublriangular transparent spot or

pMch, resembling the appearance of a piece of Muscovy talc.

This insect is a native of both the Indies, and occasionally vanes

both in size and colours. P. luna is an American species, of large

size and extrcmelv beautiful ; its colour is a most elegant pea-

gree'n with a small yellowish eye-shaped spot with a transparent

centre in the middlV of each wing. Of this .livision the finest

European species is the P. junonia (P. pnvonia Lin ), a n.itive of

many pails of Germany, Italy, France, &c. but not yet observed

in England It measures about six. iiu hes in extent of wings, and

is varied bv a most beautiful assortment of the most.sobcr coIouin,

consisting of dilferenl shades of deep and light grey, black, brown,
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&c. Sec Plate CXXXA'I. P. pavonia minor, or siiiall.T pi'3-

cOck-mo!h; is a native of Englanil, ami is commonly called the

emperor iiiotli. Tiie bonibyc^.s ton'-titnte a very miiiieious tiUn-,

ofwliicli ll.e phalaMiacaia, or great tiger-moth, may serve as an

example. 'Miis species is one ol the larger English moths, ami is

of a tine pale cream-colour, wilii chocolate-brown bars and !-pols;

the lower wings red, and black spots ; the thorax chucolate-broun,

vilh a red collar round the neck; and the body red, with black

liai-s. The calerpdiar is of a deep brown, with "white specks ; e\-

tr^melv liiiirv, and feeds en various plants. It changes into a

chiys^iis in J\nie, and the fly ajipears in Jnly. Of all the moths

of liie tribe bonibyx the phaU'na mori, or silkworm-moth, is by

far the most important. 'l"h s is a whitish molh, with a broad

pale-brown bar across each of the upper wings. The caterj/iUar

or larva, emphatically known by the title of the silkwor::i, is,

when tnll grown, nearly three inches long, and of a yellowish

grey colc.iir ; on the upper part of tlic la^t joint of the body is a

norii-like process, as in many of the sphinf-es. It feeds on the

leaves of the white mulberry, in defect of which may be substitut-

ed the black mulberry, and even, in some instances, the lettuce

and a lew other pUmts. The silkworm remains in its larva state

about si.\ weeks, changing its skin four limes during that period,

and, Ike other caterpillars, abstaining from food for feme time

betore each change, ^^"hen full-grown, the animal entirely ceases

to feed, and begins to form itself a loose envelopement of '«ilken

fibres in some convenient spot which it has chosen for that pur-

po-e ; an<l afterwards proceeds to enwrap itself in a much closer

covering, forming an oval yellow silken case or ball, about the

size of a pigeon's egg, in which it changes to a chrysalis, and after

lying thu^ inclosed for the space of about fifteen days, gives birth

to the moth. This however is always carefully prevented when
the aiiiir.al' are reared for the purpose of commerce, the metii

greatly injuring the silk of the ball by discharging a quantity of co-

loured ilunl bclore it leaves the cell' : the silk-balls are therefore

exposed to suL'h a degree of heat, as to kill the inclosed chrysa-

lides, a few only being saved for the breed of the following year.

The moth, when hatched, is a very short-lived animal, breeding
soon alter its exclusion ; and wlieii the females have laid then-

eggs, tliey, as well as the males, survive but a very short time.

The length of the silkeii fibre or thread drawn by the silkworm
may be suppo^ed to dilier considerably in tlilferent silk balls. Ac-
cording to ijoyle, as quoted by Derliani, a lady, on making the
experiment, found the length ijI' the ball to be considerably more
than 300 yards, though the weight was only two grains and a half.

The a!)be La I'hiche informs us, that of two balls one measuied
9J4 feet, and the other 930. It may be proper to add, that the

silk throughout its whole length is douiile, or composed of two
Conjoined or agglutin.ited hU.ments. See Silk-Manufactube.
The next division, or noctu.e, is very numerous, the beautilul

plialxna nupta, a moderately large species, with the ujjper wings
of a fine grey colour, elegai.lly clouded and varied with shades
and lines of dark brown, &:c. and the under wings of a vivid crim-
son, with two br.^ad transverse black bars ; the body is grey, but
wivte underneath. The caterpillar, which is of a pale flesh-co-

loured grey, is distinguished by a dorsal tubercle on the fore part

of the bocly. It changes to a chrysalis in July, and the moth ap-
pears in August and September. P. sambucaria belongs to the
geometry; it is a very elegant moth often seen towards the middle
of summer on the elder ; it is moderately large, of a pale sulphur-
colour, with angular wing", marked by a narrow transverse brown
line OT streak. In the division tortrices, so named from the faculty

which their caterpillars pcvsiss of rolling or twisting the leaves of

the vegetable^ they inhabit, into a tubular form, stands the elegant
phalsna prasinana, an inhabitant of the oak, and sometimes of the

alder: the upper wings are of a fine green, with two oblique yel-

low stripes ; the lower wings pale or whitish. The caterpillar is df

a yellowish green, with while specks, and the end of the body
orange-coloured. Phalaina farmalis, in the division pyrales, is dis-

tingubhed by the polished surr'ace of its wings, which have a large

gUiucous brown middle area or patch, while the remainder is mark-
ed by whitish streaks. Tiiis insect, when sitting, has an obtusely
triangular outline, and the abdomen is turned up at the tip. The
•livlsion called tinea; comprehends those moths which are in ge-
jieral of a small size, though often of a very elegant colour. Of
this tribe is tlie phalatna padella : it is of a pearly white colour,

with very numerous black spots: its caterpillar is gregarious, ap-

pearing in great <iuantities on vai'ious sorts of fruit-trees during the

decline of summer. To this divibioii also belong the niutlis em-
pliLitically so called, or cloth-niolhs. In the last division, called

alucit;i', is one of the most elegant of the insect-tribe, though not

distinguished either by large size or lively colours. It is a small

ni( th, of a snowy whitene-s, and, at first view, catches the atten-

tion of the observer by the very remarkable aspect of its wings,

which are divideil into the most beautiful distinct plumes, two in

each U|)per, and three in each undecwing, and formed on a plan

resembling that of the long wing-feathers of birds, viz. with a

strong middle rib or shatt, and innumerable lateral fibres. This
motli, which is the phala'ua pentadactyla of Linusrus, aujjear*

chiefly in the month of August.

PHAL.VNGIUM, a genus of insects of the order aptera, Legs
eight; eyes two, vertical, and two lateral; front furnished with

cheliform antenna? ; abdomen generally rounded.

P. Rekiforme is one of the largest of the genu?. This animal

is a native of the hotter regions of the globe, b^dng found in Africa

and South America. It has the general appearance of a very
large spider, with the thorax heart (or rather kidney) shaped, and
the abdomen rounded : the legs are very long, and the palpi or

claspers are strongly toothed on the inner side by several sharp-

pointed curved pr"cesses : the first pair of legs have all the ap-
pearance of a pair of antenna: ; far exceeding the rest in length,

and being of a slender or filiform shape.

P. Caudati'M is, in general, of rather smaller size than the

former, and of a lengthened shape, with shorter limbs in propor-

tion : it is principally distinguished by the long setaceous process

in which the abdomen terminates : the chelae or claspers are large,

and toothed on the inside towards the tips. The general colour

of tiie animal is chesnut-brown. It is a native of the East Indies.

See Plate CXXXN I. To this genus belong those wcll-knowij

insects called long-legged, shei)herd, or harvest spiders, being po-
pularly considered as such, though diliering very considerably

trom spiders properly so named.
PHALANX, in Grecian antiquity, a square battalion, consist-

ing of 8000 men, w ith their shields joined, and pikc-s crossing eacb^

other, so that it was next to impo sible to break it.

PHALARIS, or CANARY-GRASS, a genus of the trigynia

order, and triandria class of plants. Calyx bivalved, carniate,

equal in length, containing the corolla. There are twelve species,

of which the most reniarkal>le are the canariensis, or manured ca-

nary-gia-s ; and the arundmacea, or reed canary-grass. These are

both natives of Britain. The first grows by the road-sides, and is

fre(|uently cultivated for the sake of the seeds, which are found to

be the best food for the canary and other smi.ll birds. The second
grows on the banks of river-<. It is used for thatching ricks or
cottages, and endures much longer than straw. In Scandinavia

they mow it twice a year, and their cattle eat it. There is a va-

riety of this cultivated in our gardens with beautifully slripe(J

leaves. The siripes are generally green and white; but some-
times they have a purplish cast. This is commonly called paiiitetl

lady-grass, ladies'-tresses, or r band-grass.

PHALEU.1E, among the ancient Romans, were military rewards
bestowed for some signal act of braverv

.

PHALEUCIAN VERSE, in ancient poetry, a kind of verse
consisting of five feet ; the first of which is a spondee, the second
a dactyl, and the three last trochees.

PIIALL'CA, festivals observed by the Egyptians in honour of

Osiris. '1 he name is derived from ^«xxij;, simulacrum ligneum
menibri virilis. See Phallus.
PHALLOPHORI, persons, who carried the phallus at the end

of a long pole, at the festivals of the Phallica.

PHALLUS, the Morel; in bnany, a genus of the order of

fungi, and cryptogamia class of plants. Fungus reticulated above,
and smooth below. It has three species.

P. EscuLENTus, the EscuLEST Morel, is a native of Britain,

growing in woods, groves, meadows, pastures, &c. The sub-
stance, when recent, is wax-like and friable; the colour a whitish

yellow-; turning brownish in decay ; the height of the whole fungus
IS about four or live inches.

Phallus, among the Egypti.ms, was the emblem of fecundity.

It was very fervently w-orshij)ped by women, especially by those

who were barren,

PIIANAGORIA,
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PHANAGORIA, a beautiful little island of Asia, on tlie E.

side of tlie Strait of Casta, between the Black Sea and tlie Sea of
Asoph.
PHANTASM, or PHANTASMA, [f«7a^,^», f«v7<.»-<a,]

vain and airy appearance ; something appearing only to imagi-
nation.

Phantasm, is also sometimes used in a synonymous sense with
idea, or notion retained in the mind, of an external object.

PHANTASY, or FANCY, the imagination; the second of
the powers or faculties of the soul, by which the species of objects

received by the external organs ofsense are retained, recalled, fur-

ther examined, and either compounded or divided. See Imagi-
jJATioN, and Metaphysics.
PHARjE, in ancient geography, three towns, viz. 1. a town of

Achaia in Peloponnesus, on the Pierus, seventy stadia from the

sea, and 150 S. of Patri. 2. In Crete, a colony from the PharK
of Messenia. 3. Pharje, or Pherae, a town of Messenia, on tlie

Nedo.
PHARAOH, [ny*^S, Heb. i. e. making bare,] a common name

of the kings of Egypt. Josephus says, that in the Egyptian lan-

guage the word Pharaoh signifies a king ; and that those princes

aid not assume this name till they ascended the throne, when they

quitted also their former name. There are ten monarchs of this

name mentioned in scripture.

PHARAON, or FARO, is the name of a game of cliance.

PHARISAISM, the profession and opinions of the Pharisees

;

hypocrisy.

PHARISEES, a famous sect of the Jews, who distinguished

themselves by their zeal for the tradition of the elders, which,

they pretended wire delivered to Mo^es from Mount Sinai, along

with the law, and therefore both were of equal authority. From
their rigorous observance of these traditions, they looked upon
themselves as more holy than other men : and therefore separated

themselves from tlio^e whom they thought sinners or protaiic, so

as not to eat or drink with them; and iience troni the Hebrew
word pharis, i. e. to separate, they had the name of Phari-;ees or

Separatists. This sect was one of the most ancient and most con-

siderable among the Jews ; but its original is not very well known.

They held a n-^urrection of the body, and supposed a certain

bone to reinanj uncorrupted, to furnish the matter of which the

resurrection-body was to be formed. They did not, however,

believe that all mankind were to be raised from the dead. A re-

surrection was the privilege of the children of Abraham alone, who
were all to rise on Mount Zion : their incorruptible bones, where-

ever they might be buried, being carried to that mountain below

the surface of the earth. The state of future felicity, in which the

Pharisees believed, was very gross : they imagined, that men in

the next world, as well as in the present, were to eat and drink,

and enjoy the pleasures of love, each being reunited to his former
wife. Hence tiie objection stated by the Sadducees, which our
Saviour so satisfactorily refuted. (See Matt. xxii. 23—33.) With
the Essenes, they held absolute predestination ; and with the Sad-
ducees free-will ; but how they reconciled these seemingly incom-
patible doctrines is no where 'explained. The sect of the Phi-
riseeswas not extinguisheil by the ruin of the Jewish common-
wealth. The greatest part of the modern Jews are still of this
sect ; being as nrach devoted to traditions or the oral law 36
their ancestors were. See Cabbalists, Karaites, Essenes,
Sadducees, &c.
PHARKOVA, a town of Russia, in Tobolsk, on the Niznei

Tungulska, 528 miles E. S. E. of Turuchansk.
PUARMACA, among the ancients, meant medicated or en-

chanted compositions of herbs, minerals, ire. some of which,
when taken inwardly, were suiiposed to cause blindness, madness,
love, &c. others infected by touch ; such was the garment sent by
Medea to Creusa, prepared secundum artem ; and others operat-
ed upon persons at a distance-

PHARMACOLITE, in mineralogy, white, in crystals, frac-

ture radiated. The crystallized varieties are translucent ; it is very
tender, and easily frangible ; it is soluble in nitric acid, without
effervescence ; it consists of

Arsenic acid 46.5

Lime 23.

Oxide of cobalt 0.5
Silex and alumina 6.

Water 22.5

98.5
Loss , 1.5

Tliis mineral is found in veins of granite in Germany and
France.
PHARMACOPCEIA, [from <.«e(^ax«, remedy, and :?.»-<, to

make,] means a treatise de>cribing the jjreparalions of medicines,

with their uses, manner of application, &c. We have various

pharmacopoeias, as those of Banderon, Quercetan, Zwelfer, Charas,

Bates, Salmon, Lemery, Lewis, &c. The latest and most in es-

teem are the London and Edinburgh dispensatories.

PHARMACOPCEIUS, or PHARMACOPOLA, an apo-

thecary ; or a person who prepares and sells medicines. I'he

word is seldom u:ed but by way of ridicule. It is formed fiom
9firu.«jtov and c7u,?..iv, to sell.

PHARMACUAI, [^aj^xaxov,] a medicament or medicine;

whether of a salutary or poisonous quality.

PHARMACY.

PIL\RMACY, [?«5,'xa/!>/, a medicine or drug,] consists in the

art of preserving, preparing, and compounding, for the use of tlie

physician, the various substances employed for the medical pur-

poses. It is therefore perfectly distinct from therapeutics. But,

at the same time, it is well known that the virtues of medicines

arc greatly affected by preparation. Hence the general rules re-

specting the pharmaceutical treatment of substances employed for

the purposes of medicine must be intimately connected with the

general doctrines of cure. Pharmacy, as above defined, is the art

of preserving, preparing, and compounding, nudicines; I he

preservation of medicines includes principally the general rules

for collecting plants at certain seasons, or in particular states of

maturity ; and those by which they are dried or preserved from the

injuries they would sustain by exposure to light, air, and mois-

ture. It comprehends, in like manner, rules for the collection

and preservation of animal and mineral substances. For these

rules, see Materia Medica. That part of pharmacy termed

the preparatitm of medicines, includes a variety of important ope-

rations. The virtues of those remedies, which are derived from

the vegetable kingdom, generally depend on one or other of the

VOL, IV.—NO. 175.

proximate principles of each substance ; on its gum, its resin, es-

sential oil, and some other. These dilferent principles are dis-

solved by dift'erent agents, by water, alkohol, &c. and as'they are

often, as they exist in the entire vegetable, mixed with much inert

matter, it is of advantage to extract the active principle, by means

of its proper solvent, and to exhibit it in its pure and concentrated

state. Hence have arisen the various pharmaceutic preparations

of infusions, decoctions, tinctures, extracts, &c. these being all

processes by which the active matter of any substance is separated

from tlie inert matter, with which it is naturally mixed, and dilVcr-

m" from each other only in the solvent employed, or in the form

to which the solution is reduced. Composition is the last part of

pharmacy. In this no chemical combination is effected ; but dif-

ferent medicines are merely mixed together, with the intention of

promoting their eflicacy, of coiTectiiig their operation, of cover-

ing their taste or flavour, or of giving them a commodious form.

In order to prepare the several substances for use several pharma-

ceutical operations are necessary, the principal of which are the

following

:

Pulverisation which consists in reducing substances to powder^

4 C •>/
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by beating, or forcibly overcoming the aggregative, in order to

facilitate tlie agency of clieniical attraction. In trituration, the

same cllect is produced bv rubbing in place of beating the mate-

rials operated upon ; wheii tliis last is carried to a certain extent,

und as-.i>ted by the addition ot a Huid whicii does not act chemically

upon this niatln-ial, the process is denominated levis^ation. Most
of the inclah are mechanically divided by the operation called

granulation ; this consists of tirst fding or beating the metal into

fine leaves ; or by melting it, and during its state of fusion, pour-

ing it into water, which condenses the separate globules : this pro-

cess is denominated granulation, on account of the metallic parti-

cles being separated in the form of small grains.

Solution, like pulverization, appears at lirst sight to be a simple

process; it is however, in fact, an example of chemical attraction

exerted between the particles of a solid and of a fluid substance;

and although the solvent or active power is in vulgar conception

attributed to the latter, " the attraction whence the solution pro-

ceeds is reciprocal, and is not more exerted by the one than by the

other." Solution is differently denominated, according to the na-

ture either of the solvent orsolvend, or the manner in which tlie

process is eflected. When we have a combination of saline or

earthy substances, part of which is only soluble in one, and part

in another fluid, the one portion may be separated from the other

fay the application of its appropriate solvent : such mode of solu-

tion is denominated lixiriatioii, and the result obtained a lev.

When a fluid is applied to any vegetable or animal matter, so as to

dissolve or attract only part of its principles, the operation is called

extraction. If solution is effected without artificial lieat, we de-

nominate the process maceration ; if a moderate heat is employed,
digestion. When boiling fluid is poured upon a substance, and
the vessel covered till the solution cools, the operation is termed
infusion ; and decoction if the fluid is actually boiled upon the

materials to be dissolved. When we wish to obtain the so!i<l mat-
ter that has been dissolved, the solution is exposed to heat, con-
verted into vapour, and that part not capable by this degree, or
mode of heat, of being volatilized or evapoiv.led, is thus obtained
in a solid form : this process is denominated evaporation. Many
substances, especially of the saline class, when thus treated, after

the evaporating process has been carried to a certain extent, con-
crete into hard masses, transparent, and of a regular form : such
concretions are termed crystals, and the process which engenders
them crystallization. See CRYSTALLi/ATioy

.

Precipitation is another mean by which a solid is separated from
a fluid body. If to a solution is added a substance having a more
powerful attraction to the fluid than the solvent, the latter will be
disunited, and thrown down or precipitated in a solid form ; or
the added matter may enter into combination with the solvent it-

self, and produce a compound no longer soluble, which will coii-

secjuenlly be in the same manner precipitated. When from a
given solution or mixture, the volatile ratlier than the fixed or solid
matter is wished to be separated, the processes of distillation or
sublimation are had recourse to : in the former, the materials are
subjected to a given degree of heat in vessels formed so as to col-

lect tile vapour, and again condense or reduce it to fluidity ; bv
the latter, the volatile matter is likewise separated, and again con-
denseil, but the reduction is into the state of solidity.

After solution,/«iioK is esteemed the next in importance of phar-
maceutical processes. This operation is usually performed in ves-
sels called crucibles, which are cups formed of black-lead, or
earthenware, or of some metal, to which heat is applied geiieially

by a furnace. Fusion is employed in order to effect chemical
combination among materials which are insoluble, at least in any
fluid which does not interfere with their chemical relations.

Deflagration consists in mixing substances with which oxygen
is combined, by a feeble attractive power, with inflammable mat-
ter, and subjecting the mixture to heat; such substance attracts

the oxygen from the matter with which it had previously been
united, and thus becomes oxydated or deflagrated.

Of PHARMAChUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND CoMPOUKDS.

These are arranged according to the following order in the Lon-
don pharmacopceia, viz. 1. Acida, acids. 2. Alkalia, et eorum
sales ; alkalies and their salts. 3. Terrs-, et earum sales ; earths and
their salts. 4. Sulphurea, sulphureous preparations, i. Metallia,

eteorum sales ; metals and their salts, li. VejjetabUia, vegetables.

7. Gunimi resinata, gum-resins. 8. Olea expiessa, expresed oils.

9. Olea distillata, distilled oils. 10. Aqu;B distillati, distilled

waters. 11. Decocta, decoctions. IL'. Infusa, infusions. 13.

Mucilagines, mucilages. 14. Kxtracta, extracts. 15. Mistura",

mixtures. 16. Spiritus, spirits. 17. Tincturae, tinctures. 18.

/If.therea, preparations of ethtr. 19. Vina, wines. 20. Acetica,

preparations of vinegar. 21. Mellita, prejjarations of honey. 22.

Syrupi, syrups. 23. Confectlones, confections. 24. Pulvercs,

powders. 25. Pilulx, pills. 26. Pisepavata ex animalibus, prepara-

tions from animals. 27. Emplastra, plasters. 28. Cerata, cerates.

J9. Ungiienta, ointments. 30. Linimenta, liniments. 31. Cata-
phisma'.a, cataplasms.

CLASS I. Acida, Acids.—Acidum acelosiim distillatum, Ed.
Acidam aceiicum Lond. Acetic acid.— Let a gallon of vinegar be
distilled, the first pint to be set aside, the next six is the acetic

acid.

Acidam acetosum forte, strong acetous acid.—Take of dried

sulphate of iron, one pound ; acetite of lead, ten ounces. Kub them
together. Place them in a retort, and distil from sand, with a mo-
derate fire, as long as acid is produced.

Acidum benzoicum. Lomi. and. Ed. Benzoic acid or flowers

of benjamin.-—Take of benzoin in povidcr, any quantity. Put it

into an earthen pot, to the mouth of which there had been pre-

viously adapted a paper-cone ; apply a gentle fire, that the aeid

may be sublimed. If it be contaminated with oil, let it be purified

by solution in hot water, and by crystallization.

Acidum muriaticum. Lond. Ed. and Dubl. Muriatic acid.—
Take of muriate of soda, 21b. ; sulphuric acid, l6oz. ; water, lib. ;

fir>t expose the muriate of soda in a pot to a red heat for a short

time; when cold, put it into a retort. Tlien pour the acid, mixed
with the water, and cold, on the muriate of soda. Distil from a
sand-bath with a moderate fire, as long as any acid comes over.

Its specific gravity is to that of distilled water as 1170 to 1000.

Acidum niiroswn, Lond. and Ed. Nitrous acid.—Take 21b.

of dried nitrate of potass and 2ib. of sulpiiuric acid ; distil off the
nitric acid till red vapours appear. Add loz. more of the nitrate,

and distil as before.

Acidum nitricum. Nitric acid.—Take of nitrous acid, any
quantity. Pat it into a retort, and a receiver being adapted, ap-
ply a very gentle heat until the reddest jiart sjiall have passed over,

and the acid which remains in the retoit shall have become
nitric.

Aciium iuJphuricum dihiium. Diluted sulphuric acid.—Take
of sulphuric acid, one part ; water, seven parts (in the London
Pharmacopoeia eight parts.) Mix them. Sulphuric acid is ob-
tained by burning sulphur mixed with from one-eighth to one-
tenth of nitrate of potas, in large leaden chambers. By the oxy-
genation of the sulphur, the acid is formed, and is absorbed by
water placed in the bottom of the chamber. This liquor, when
sufficiently acidulated, is concentrated by boiling in glass-retorts,

and an acid obtained thick and unctuous in its appearance, colour-
less and transparent, having a specific gravity of 1850.

CLASS U. .^LKALiA t'T EORu.M Sales. AlkitHes and their
Halts.— Curbnnas ammonia:, carbonate of ammonia, Ed. and Lond.
Prepared ammonia.—Take of muriate of ammonia, one pound ;

carbonate of lime, vulgarly called chalk, dried, two pounds. Being
each separately powdered; mi.x them, and sublime from a retort
into a receiver kept cold.

Aqua carbonutis ammnni(B,viztev of carbonate of ammonia, Ed.
Aq. ammonia:, Lond.—Take of muriate of ammonia, carbonate of
potass, of each sixteen ounces ; water, two pounds. To the salts

mixed and put into a glass-retort pour on the water ; then distil to
dryness from a sand-bath, with a fire gently raised.

Aqua ammonia, water of ammonia, Ed. Aqua ummonice punc,
Lond.—Take ot muriate of ammonia, sixteen ounces ; lime fresh-

prepared, two pounds ; water, six pounds. To one pound of water,
inanironor an earthen vessel, add the lime broken down, and
close the vessel for twenty-four hours, until the lime falls into pow-
der, which is to be put into a retort. To this add the muriate of
ammonia dissolved in five pounds of water, and, shutting the mouth
of the retoit, mix them with agitation. Lastly, distil with such a
moderate heat, that the operator can easily apply his hand to the
retoit into a receiver kept cold, until twenty ounces have distilled

over. In this process the vessels arc to be so luted, as that the
penetrating vapours may be eflectually confined.

Carbonas
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Carboiws potussce, carbonate of potass, Ed. and Lond.—Li-t
impure carbonate of potass (pearl-ash) be put into a crucible, and
brougiit to a red beat, that the oily impurities, if there are any
present, may be burnt out ; tlien rubbing the carbonate with an
eipial weight of water, let tliem be well mixed by agitation. The
liquor, aiter the impurities have subsided, being poured oft" into a
clean iron-pot, is to be boiled to dryness ; towards the end of the
boiling liie salt is to be kept constantly stirred, lest any adhere to
the vessel.

Carboncs potasses purissimus, pure carbonate of potass (salt of
tartar.)—Take of impure supertartrite of potass any quantity. Hav-
ing wrapped it in moist bibulous paper, or put it into a crucible,
place it among live coals, that it may be burnt into a black mass.
Being reduced to powder, subject it to a moderate heat in an open
crucible, until it becomes white, or cinder-like, taking care that it

does not melt. Then let it be dissolved in warm water, the liquor
strained through linen, and evaporated in a clean iron-vessel, stir-

ring tlie matter assiduously towards the end of the evaporation with
an iron-spoon, that it may not adhere to the bottom of the vessel.

A verv white salt will remain, whicli is to lie left for some time on
Uie tire, until the bottom of the vessel is nearly of a red heat.
When cold, the salt is to be preserved in a glass-vessel well
stopped.

Aqua potassa, water of potass, Ed, Liquor potassa, Loud.

—

Take of newly prepared Imie, eight ounces ; carbonate of potass,
six ounces. Put the lime into an iron or earthen vessel, with
twenty-eight ounces of warm water. The ebullition being over,
inimedialely add the salt ; and the whole being completely mixed,
close ihe vessel until they become cold. Now let them be well
agitated, and poured into a glass-funnel, the throat of which is ob-
structed with clean linen. Cover the upper orifice of the funnel
while its neck is inserted in another glass-vessel, that the water of
potass may gradually drop through the linen into the lower vessel.

When it first ceases to drop, pour into the funnel some ounces of
water, cautiously, that it may swim above the matter. The water
of potass will now again begin to drop. In this manner is to be re-

peated the allusion of water until three pounds have been liltred,

which will be in the space of two or three days. The upper are to
be mixed by agitation with the lower parts of the liquor, which is

to be kept in a well stopped vessel.

Aijiiu siipcrcarbonatis potassir, water of supercarbonate of pot-
ass.— Take of water, ten pounds; pure carbonate of potass, one
ounce. Dissolve, and expose the solution to a stream of carbonic
acid gas, which is produced from carbonate of lime, sulphuric acid,

of each three ounces, with three pounils of water cautiously and
gradually mixed. In proportion to the coldness of the air, and
the extent of pressure, the liquor will be better. It should be
kept in well stopped vessels.

Curbonas soda:, carbonate of soda, Ed. Soda; subcarbonas,
Lond.—Take of impure carbonate of soda any quantity ; bruise it,

and boil it in water until all the salt is dissolved. Strain the solu-

tion through paper, and evaporate it in an iron-vessel, that, after

cooling, crystals may form. (The barilla of commerce.)
Aqua supcrcarbonatis sodrr, water of supercarbonate of soda.

—

This is prepared from ten pounds of water, and two ounces of car-

bonate of soda, in the same mode as the supercarbonate of

potass.

Aqua acetitis ammonia, water of acetite of ammonia, Ed.
Liquor ammoniiE acetatis, Lond.—Take of carbonate of ammonia
any quantity. Pour on it as much distilled acetous acid as may be
necessary exactly to saturate the ammonia.

Acetis potassiT, acetite of potass, Ed. Potasses acetas, Lond.

—

Take of pure carbonate of potass any quantity. Boil it with a

gentle heat in four or five times its weight of distilled acetous acid,

and at diflferent times add more acid, until on the watery part of

the former portion being nearly evaporated, the acid newly added
occasions no efl'ervescence. This will be the case when about

twenty parts of acids have been consumed. Then let it be slowly

dried. Let the remaining impure salt be liquefied with a gentle

heat for a short time ; then dissolved in water, and strained through

paper. If the liquefaction has been properly done, the strained

liquor will be limpid; if not, it will be of a brown colour. After-

wards evaporale this liquor with a gentle heat In a shallow glass-

vessel, well closed, that it may not liquefy by the air.

Potassa, potass, Ed. Potussafusa, Lond.—Take of water of

potass any quantity ; evaporale it in a covered clean vessel of
iron, until, the ebullition being finished, the saline matter tlous
smoothly like oil, which will be the case before the vessel is at a
red heat. Then pour it on a clean iron-plate ; ciit it into small
masses before it becomes hard, and immediately put them iuto a
phial well stopped.

Su!p/ias potassie, sulphate of potass, Ed. and Lend.—Take of
sulphuric acid, diluted with six times its weight of water, any quan-
tity

; put it into a large glass-vessel ; and gradually drop into it

of carbonate of potass, dissolved in six times its weight of water,
as much as may sufiice perfectly to saturate the acid. The effer-.

vescei.ce being finished, fiUre tiie rnjuor through paper; and, after
due exhalation, put it aside that crystals may form.

Tartris potasscv, tarlrite of potass, Ed. Polasstr tarlras, Lond.-—Take of ciubonate ol potass, one pound : su))ertartrite of pota.ss

three pounds, or as much, as necessary ; boiling water, fifteen

pounds. To the carbonate of potass dissolved in the water add
gradually the supertartrite of potass rubbe<l to fine powder, as long
as effervescence is excited, which generallv ceas'^s before three
times its weight of carbonate of potass have been thrown in.

When the liquor is cold filtre it through paper, and set it aside,

that crystals may be formed.
Tartris potassa- tt sodcc, tartrite of pot.iss and soda, Ed. Soda

tartarisatu, Lond.—This is to be prepared from carbonate of soda
and supertartrite of potass, in the same mode as tartrite of

potass. (."V pleasant purgative.)

Pkosphas soda:, phosphate of soda.—Take of bones burnt to
'

whiteness and powdered, ten pounds; sulphuric acid, six pounds;
water, nine pounds. Mix the powder with the acid in an earthen
vessel; then add the water, and again mix. Keep the vessel in a
water-bath for three days ; ihen dilute the matter, by adding nine
pounds more of boiling water, and strain through a stioiig li)ien-

cloth, pouring gradually over it boiling water, until all the acid is

washed out. Put aside the strained liquor that the impurities mav
subside, from which pour it off, and evaporate to nine iiounds. To
this liciuor, again poured off from its impurities, and heateii in an

earthen vessel, add carbonate of soda dissolved in w,um water, till

it no longer excites effervescence. Now strain, and put it aside,

that crystals may form. These being removed, add, if necessary,

to the liquor, a little carbonate of soda, that the phosphoric acid

may be completely saturated, and again prejiare it by evaporation

to form crystals as long as these can be produced. Lastly, let the

crystals be preserved in a vessel well stopt. A mild and. useful

cathartic.

Sulphas sodiT, sulphate of soda, Ed. and Lond. (Glauber's sail.)

—Dissolve the acidulous salt, which remains after the distillation

of muriatic acid, in water, and add to it chalk, in order to remove
the supeiiluous acid. Put it aside until its impurities have sub-

sided ; then having ])Oured ofl' the liquor, and strained it through
paper, reduce it by evaporation, so as to form crystals.

CLASS III. Terr.(E lt e.iru.m Sales. Earths and their

salts.—Murias bartjtiv. Muriate of barytes.—Take of sulphate

of barytes, two pounds; v.ood-charcoal in powder, four ounces.

Roast the sulphate that it may be the more easily reduced to a

fine powder, with which is to be mixed the powdered charcoat.

Put the matter into a crucible, to which a cover is adapted, and

urge it with a strong fire for six hours. Put the matter well rub-

bed into six pounds of boiling; water, in a closed glass or earthen

vessel, and mix them by agitation, preventing, as much as possible,

the access of the air. Let the vessel stand in a water-bath, until.

the part not dissolved has subsided ; then pour off the liquor.

Pour on the residuum four pounds of boiling water, which, after

agitation and subsidence, add to the former liquor. Wliile it is

yet hot, or, if it has cooled, after it has been heated, dr.ip into it

muriatic acid as long as eflerv.scence is excited. Then strain it,,

and evaporate, that it may cr\ slallize.

Solutio muriutis bartjt^t. ^'olution of muriate of barytes.—Take
of muriate of barytes, one part. Distilled water, three parts. Dis-

solve. The saturated solution of muriate of barytes was introduced

by Dr. Crawford, as a remedy in scrofulous atl'ections, and has

been regarded as a tonic of considerable power. It is by no means
inert, and the dose requires to be regulated with some care. Five

drops are given twice a-day, and gradually increaseu to twenty or

more.
Carbonas ynaencsiie, Ed. and Lon. Carbonate of magnc=,ia.

—

Take
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Take of sulpliate of magnesia, carbonate of magnL-sia, of each equal

weights. Let them be dissolved separately in twice their weight

o! warm water, and eitlier strained or otiierwise freed from impu-
rities. Then mix them, and immediately add eight times their

weight of boiling water. Boll the liquor a little, stirring it at the

same time ; then allow it to remain ;.t rest, until the heat be di-

minished a little, and strain it tlirough linen, on uhich the carbonate

of magnesia will remain. Wash it with pure water, until it be per-

fectly tasteless.

Liquor atuminis composittis, compound solution of alum, Lond.
—Dissolve hall an ounce of alum and half an ounce of zinc in two
pints of boiling water, and filtre the solution.

Liquor cnlcis. Lime-water, Lond.—Take of lime, half a
pound : boiling distilled water, twelve pints. Pour the water on
the lime, and agitate bolh; let it stand covered for three hours;
keep the solution upon tlie subsided lime in glass-stopple-botlles,

and when required for use pour offtho limpid liquid.

Magiifsia, Ed. and Lond. Magnesia. Formerly burnt mag-
nesia.—Let carbonate of magnesia be exposed in a crucible, to a

red heat, for two hours. Then preserve it in glass-phials well stopt.

By a red heat, the carbonic acid of the carbonate is expelled, and
the pure magnesia remains. It loses about half its weight. A
smaller (jaanlity, therefore, of the pure magnesia, will produce the
same effect as a larger of the carbonate. It is preferred to the lat-

ter, where, from the abundant acidity on the stomach, flatulence is

occasioned by the disengagement of carbonic acid when the car-
bonate is employed.
CLASS IV. SuLPHURF.A. Sulphureous preparations.—Sul-

phur pr xipitatujii, Lond.—Take of sul)limed sulpluir, one pound ;

pure lime, three pounds. Boil the sulphur and lime together in

water, fillre the solution through paper, add to it muriatic acid suf-
ficient to precipitate the sulphur: wash this with water till it be-
come insipid.

Oleum sulphuratum. Sulphurated oil. Ed. and Lond.
—

^Take of
olive oil, eight ounces ; sublimed sulphur, one ounce. Boil with
a gentle fire, in a large iron-pot, stirring constaully until they
unite.

Sulphuratum Potassw, Sulphuret of potass, Ed. and Lond.—
Take of carbonate of potass, sublimed sulphur, of each eight
ounces. Having rubbed tliem together, put tliem into a large
coated crucible ; and a cover being adapted to it, apply the (ire

toil cautiously, until they melt. The crucible, after it has cooled,
being broken, remove the sulphuret, and preserve it in a phial
well stopt.

CLASS V. Metallaet eorum Sales. Afetals and their
talts.—Nitrus argcnti, nitrate of silver, Ed. and Lond.—Take of
the purest silver, extended in plates and cut, four ounces ; diluted
nitrous acid, eight ounces ; distilled water, four ounces. Dissolve
the silver with a gentle heat in a phial, and evaporate the solution
to dryness. Then put the mass into a large crucible, which is to
be placed on the tire, at first gentle, and gradually increased, until
the mass flows like oil. Then pour it into iron-pipes, warmed
and rubbed with grease. Keep it in a glass-vessel well stopt. A
strong, and frequently employed, caustic.

Oxidum antimonii cum sulphure citrificatum , vitrified sulphu-
reted oxide of antimony.—Strew sulphuret of antimony coarselv
powdered like sand on a shallow earthen vessel not glazed, and ap-
ply to it a moderate fire that the sulphuret of antimony may be
slowly heated ; at the same time stir the powder constantly, that it

jnay not run into lumps. White vapours arise, smelling like sul-
phur. When these, while the same degree of heat is kept up,
cease, augment the heat in some measure, that vapour may a'^aiii

exhale. Piocecd in this manner until the powder, now raised to a
red heat, gives out no more vapours. This powder being put into
a crucible, is to be melted with a strong fire, until it assumes the
appeajance of lused glass. It is now to be poured upon a heated
brass-plate.

Oxidum. antimonii cum phosphate calcis, oxide of antimony
with phosphate of lime, Ed. Pukis antimoniulis, Lond.—Take
of suluhuret of antimony coarsely powdered, hartshorn shaviiios,
<)l eat h equal parts. Mfx and throw them into a wide iron-pot
red-hot, and keep them constantly stirred until they are burnt
into a cineritious coloured matter, which is to be removed from
the fire, ri'bbed into a powder, ami put into a coated crucible.
To this crucible, lute another inverted, in the bottom of which is

9

drilled a small hole ; apply the fire, which is to be gradually rais-

ed to a w hite heat, and kept so for two hours. Lastly, rub the
matter when cold into a very fine powder.

Tarlris antimonii, tartrite of antimony, (tartar emetic,) Ed.
Antimonium tanaritum, Lond. Take of oxide of antimony with
sulphur of nitrate of potass, three parts ; supertartrite of potass, four
parts ; distilled water, thirty-two parts. Boil them in a glass-ves-

sel for a quarter of an hour ; strain the liquor through paper, and
set it aside that it may form crystals. The most certain and use-
ful of all antimonial preparations. Dose, as an emetic, from
one to two or more grains ; as a diaphoretic, a quarter of a
grain.

Finum antimonii, antimonial wine.—Take of vitrified antimony
powdered, one ounce; Spanish white wine, one pound and a half.

Digest for twelve days with frequent agitation, and filtre tlirouglt

paper.

Cuprum ammoniatum, ammoniated copper.—Take of pure sul-

|)hate of copper, two parts ; carbonate of ammonia, three parts.

lUib them assiduously in a glass-mortar until all elfervescence is

over, and they form into a violet-coloured mass, which being
wrapped in bibulous paper, is to be dried first on a chalkstone ami
afterw aids by means of a gentle heat. The ammoniaret is to be
preserved in a glass-phial well slopped.

Carbonas fcrri priTcipitutus, precipitated carbonate of iron.—
Take of sulphate of iron, four ounces ; carbonate of soda, five

ounces; water, ten pounds. Dissolve the sulphate in the water ;

then add the carbonate, previously dissolved in a quantity of wa-
ter, as much as necessary, and mix them well together. Let the
carbonate of iron which is precipitated be washed with warm water,
anil atterwarfls dried.

SulphasJerri, sulphate of iron, Ed. and Lond.—Take of puri-
fied filings of iron, six ounces ; sulpliuric acid, eight ounces ; water,
two pounds and a lialf. Mix them ; and the etiervesLence being
finished, digest for a short time in a sand-bath. Then strain the
liquor through paper, and after proper evaporation put it on one
side in order to form crystals. This is perhaps the most active

and useful of the chalybeates. Dose from one to four or five

grains.

Oxidum ferri rubrum, red oxide of iron.—Let dried sulphate
of iron be exposed to a violent heat until it is converted into a red
matter.

Ferrum tartarisatum, tartarised iron, Lond.—Take of filings

of iron, one pound ; crystals of tartar powdered, two pounds ; dis-

tilled water, one pound. Mix them, and expose the mixture to
the air in an open glass-vessel for eight days ; then rub the matter
dried by a sand-bath into a very fine powder. Dose from five to
ten or fifteen grains.

Hydrargyrus purificatus, purified quicksilver, Ed. and Lond.

—

Take of quicksilver, four parts ; filings of iron, one part. Rub them
together, and distil from an iron-vessel.

Murius hydrargyri, muriate of mercurj-, Ed. Hydrargyri
oxymurias, Lond.—Take of purified quicksilver, two pounds;
sulphuric acid, two pounds and a half; muriate of soda dried, four
pounds. Boil the quicksilver with the sulphuric acid in a glass-

vessel placed on a sand-bath till the matter becomes dry. When
cold, mix it with the muriate of soda ; then sublime it in a glass-

cucurbit, with a heat gradually raised. Separate the sublimed
matter from the scoriE. This (the corrosive sublimate) is the
most active of all the mercurial preparations. Dose about a fourth
of a grain. It is not now so much as formerly used in the cure of
syphilis.

Suhmurias hydrargyri, submuriate of quicksilver, Ed. and
Lond. (Calomel.)—Take of muriate of <|uicksilver rubbed to
powdtr in a glass-inortar, four ounces; purified quicksilver, three
ounces. Lei Ihcm in a glass-mortar be rubbed together, with a
very little water, in order to guard against the acrid powder which
would without this precaution arise, until the quicksilver is extin-
guished. Put the dried powder into an oblong pliial, of which it

shall occupy one-thircl, and let it be sublimed in a sand-bath. The
sublimation being completed, and the phial broken, the red pow-
der about the bottom and white about the neck of it, are to be
both rejected, the remaining mass is again to be sublimed and
rubbed into a fine powder, which is lastly to be washed with boil-

ing distilled water. This of all mercurial preparations is the most
important in medicine. Its dose, accorduig to the different dis.

eaies
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eases and civtnnnstaiices under which it is employed, varies from ij CLASS VIII. Olea expressa. Expressed oih.—The.ie
an eighth of a grain to ten or more grains. It ought never to be
given in solution.

Sulphurctuin hijdrargijri nigrum : formerly ALthiops Mirieralis.

Black sulphuret of quicksilver.— Take of purified quicksilver,

sublimed sulphur, of each equal weights. Rub them together in

a glass-niortar vviih a glass-pestle, until the globules of quicksilver

entirely disappear. By this trituration a chemical combination
appeai> to be ell'ected between the quicksilver and sulphur. It is

in the form of a very black powder. It is the most inactive, per-

tiaps, of the mercurial preparations. As an anthelmintic it is

sometimes given in a dose of five or ten grains, according to

the age.

Hydrargynis sulphur/itus ruber. Red sulphurated (juicksilver.

(Cinnabar.)—Take of purified quicksilver, forty ouncei; sulphur,

eight ounces. Mix the quicksilver with the melted sulphur. If

the mixture inflame, extinguish it by covering the vessel ; then

reduce it to powder and sublime. This is used medicinally, prin-

cipally under the form of fumigation, to check the progress of ve-

nereal ulcers.

Hydrargyrus cum cretu. Quicksilver with chalk. Lorul.—
Take of i)uriiied quicksilver, three ounces; prepared chalk, live

ounces. Rub them together until the globules disappear. This is

very little used.

Calx hydnirgyri alba. White calx of quicksilver.— Take of

inuriated quicksilver, muriate of ammonia, water of prepared kali,

of each half a pound. Dissolve first the muriate of anmionia, and
then the niuriated quicksilver, in distilled water, to which add the

water of prepared kali. Wash the powder until it is tasteless. This
preparation, formerly known by the name of white precipitate of

mercury, is used only externally in the form of ointment, as an

ap])licauon in some cutaneous aft'ections.

.iquu titliargyri Hcetati. Water of acetated litharge.—Take of

litharge, two pounds four ounces ; distilled vinegar, one gallon.

Mix them and boil to six pounds, stirring constantly ; then put

aside the liquor. After the impurities have sunsided, strain it.

This preparation has been long in use under the name of Goulard's

extract of lead. It is merely a solution of acetile of lead in

water with an excess of acid, and must be aUvays varialile in

strength. It is applied to the same purposes as the acetite of

Jead.

Oxidum zinci. Oxide of zinc. Lend. — Let a large crucible

be placed in a furnace filled with burning fuel, so that it shall be

somewhat inclined to its month ; and, when the bottom of the

crucible is at a moderate red heat, throw in pieces of zinc, about

the weight, each of them, of one drachm. The zinc soon infiames,

and is converted into white flocculi, which are to be removed,

from time to time, from tlie surlace of the metal, with an iron-

spatula, that the combustion may proceed more perfectly ; and,

ivhen the inflammation ceases, remove the oxide of zinc from the

crucible. Another piece of zinc being thrown in, the operation

is to be renewed and repeated as often as may be necessary,

lastly, let the oxide of zinc be prepared in the same manner as

carbonate of lime. This is employed principally as an antispas-

modic in epilepsy and chorea. Its dose is from two to five grains

twice a day, gradually increased.

Sidphan zinci. Sulphate of zinc, or white vitriol. Lond.—
Take of zinc, cut into small pieces, three ounces ; sulphuric acid,

five ounces ; water, twenty ounces. Mix them, and the efferves-

cence being finished, digest for some time on warm sand. Then
jtrain the liquor through paper ; and, after due exhalation, put it

aside that crystals may be formed. Sulphate of zinc is used prin-

cipally as an astringent, in the form of solution, as an injection in

gonorrhcca, and a culiyrium in ophthaliuia.

CLASS VI. Vegetabilia. i'fgdubles.— For the collect-

ing, preparing, and preserving, of vegetables, see Materia Me-
DICA.
CLASS VII. Gt/MMi Resin.e. Gi;?H-p-fSi«?. — Oum-resins

are esteemed best when obtained in a state of purity ; if they re-

quire to be purified boil them in water till they become soft, and

press them through a flaxen cloth ; let the resinous part subside

and pour off the upper part, evaporate it at a water-balli, and mix

the resinous portion with the gum. Opium should be carefully

freed from foreign matters. It should be kept soft for pills, and

liard for powder.

, vot, IV.—NO. 175,

the Edinburgh college have with more propriety denominated
fixed oils, for they are sometimes obtained without expression.
These oils are found in the seeds, and in no other parts of vege-
tables. Those who prepare large quantities of the oil of almonds,
blanch them, by steeping them in very hot water, which causes
their epidermis to swell, and separate easily. After thty peel
them, they dry them in a stove, then grind them in a mill' like a
colfee-mill, and lastly, express the oil from the paste inclosed in a
hempen bag. By bbuching the almoncis, the paste which remains
within the bag is sold with greater advantage to the perfumers,
and the oil obtained is pi-rfectly colourless. But the heat employ-
ed dispones the oil to become rancid, and the colour the oil ac-

quires from the epidermis does not injure its qualities. For phar-
maceutical use, therefore, the oil should not be exprcs;ed from
blanched almonds, but merely rubbed in a piece of coarse linen,

to separate the brown powder adhering to the epidermis, as much
ai possible. Sixteen ounces of sweet almonds commonly give

five ounces and a half of oil. Bitter almonds afford the same pro-

portions, but the oil has a pleasant bitter taste. In this manner
are to be expres'^ed.

Oleum amygdala:', almond-oil, from the kernel.

Oleum lini, linseed-oil, from the bruised seeds.

Oleum ricini, castor-oil, from the seeds previously decorti-

cated.

Olenm sinapeos, oil of mustard, from the bruised seeds.

CLASS IX. Olea distillata. Distilled oi/.?.—These are

frequently denominated volatile oils. Seeds, and woody sub-

stances, are to be previously bruised, or rasped. The oil comes
over with the water, and is afterwards to be separated ironi it, ac-

cording as it may be lighter than the water, and swim upon its sur-

face ; or heavier, and sink to the bottom. In preparing distilled

oils and waters, it is to be observed, that the goodness of the sub-

ject, its texture, the season of the year, and similar causes, must
give rise to so many dilferences, that no .certain or general rule

can be given to suit accurately each example.
Anise, pimpinella' anisi, Edin. anisi, Lond. Dub.
Caraway, carui, Lond. Dub.
Fennel-seeds, seminum fo^niculi dulcis. Dub. from the seeds.

Juniper-berries, juniperi communis, Edin. baccarum jnniperi.

Dub. juniperi bacca', Lond. from the berries.

Pimento, inyrti pinientie, Edin. from the fruit.

Fennel-flowers, florum fojniculi dulcis, Dub.
Rosemary, rorismarini officinalis, Edin. rorismarini, Lond.

Dub.
Lavender, lavanduk-c spicx, Edin.. lavendul*, Lond.

Peppermint, menths piperitE, Edin. menthx piperitidis, Lond.

Dub.
Spearmint, menthx sativa?, Lond. Dub.
Pennyroyal, pulegii, Lond. Diib.

Origanum, origani, Lond. Dub.
Rue, rut;E, Dub.
Sassafras, lauri sassafras, Edin. from the root.

Any of these being put into an alembic, add water, and distil

into a capacious refrigeratory.

CLASS X. Aqu^e distillate. Distilled xvaicrs.-Suh-

stances which differ in volatility may be separated from each

other by applying a degree of heat capable of converting the most

volatile into vapour, and by again condensing this vapour in a

proper apparatus. Water is' converted into vapour at 212°, and

may be separated by distillation from the earthy and saline mat-

ters which it always contains in a natural s'ale. But, it is evi<lenr,

that if anv substances which are as volatile as water, he exposed

to the sanie degree of heat, either by immersing them in boiling

water, or exposing them to the action of its stream, they will ri^^e

with 'it in distillation. In this way the camphor and volatile oils

of vegetable substances are separated from the more fixed princi-

ples Amd as water is capable of dissolving a ceitain quantify of

these volatile substances, it may be impregnated with a great

variety of flavours by distilling it from different aromatic sub-

stances. If the subject of our distillation contain more volatile

oil than the water employed is capable of di.,solving, it will render

the water milky, and afterwards separate from it. It is in this

way that essential oils are obtamed. That tlie waters may keep

the better, about one-twentieth part of their weight of proot spirit

4 P '"*?
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may be added to eacli after they are distilled. Distilled waters

are'em[)loyed cliieiiy as grateful diluenti, as suitable vehicles for

medicines of greater efficacy, or for rendering disgustful ones

more accc|)table to the palate" and stomach : fqw are depended on,

with any intention of consequence by themselves. The dried

herbs are generally ordered ; but when the fresh are used the

weight mu^t be increased. Herbs ami seeds kept beyond the

space of a jear, become less proper for the distillation of waters.^

To every gallon of these waters add live ounces, by measure, of

proof spirit. Water itself is ordered to be distilled, to give it

greater pm-ity ; and the substances from which distilled watei-s are

to be drawn, are as follow : the weight of eacii being sufficient for

a gallon.

Two pounds of fresh orange-pcel, Ediii. Aqua citri au-

rantii.

One pound of sweet fennel-seeds bruised, Lond. Dubl. Aqua
fecniculi (hilcis.

Si.K pounds of the recent petals of the damask-rose. Aqua
rosjB ceiitifolis', Edin. Aqua rosa;, Lond. Dub.
Three pounds, Edin. one pound and a half, Lond. Dub. of

peppermint. Acpia mentlia; piperitae, Edin. A(jua mentha; pipe-

ruidis. Loud. Dub.
Three pounds, Edin. one pound and a half, Lond. Dub. of

pennyroyal, in tlower. Aqua mentha: pulegii, Edm. Aqua pulegii,

toiicl. Dub.
Two pounds of fi-esh lemon-peel. Aqua citri medics, Edin.

One pound and a half of spearmint. Aqua inenths sativ.e.

Dub. Lond.
One pound of cinnamon, (macerated for a day.) Lond. Dub.

Anna lauri cinnainoini, Edin. Aqua cinnamomi, Lond. Dub.
One pound ot caj>ia. A(iua lauri cassis, Edin.
One pound ol bruised dill-seeds. Aqua anethi, Lond.
Haifa pound of pimento, (macerated for a day,) Lond. Aqua

myrti ijinienta", Edin. Aipia ])imento, I^ond.

CLASS XI. Decocta. Decoctions.—Dccoctum anthemidis
nohilis, decoction of camomile.—Take of dried camomile-Howers,
an ounce ; carawaj'-seeds, half an ounce ; water, five pounds. Boil
for a quarter of an hour, and strain.

Dccoctum cinclioiue ojjicinulis, decoction of Peruvian bark, Ed.
r.nd Lond. — Take of Peruvian bark in powder, one ounce; water,
a pound and a half. Boil for ten minutes in a closed vessel, and
while still hot strain. Dose, two ounces.

Dccoctum daphnes mezcrci, decoction of mezereon, Ed. — Take
of the mezereon-bark, two drachms ; of bruised liquorice-root, half

an ounce; water, three pounds. Boil with a gentle iieat down to
two pounds, and strain. This decoction has chiefly been given
in cases of syphilis, either with or without mercury. Dose, si.K or
eight ounces.

Decoclnin hordei distichi, decoction of barley, Ed. Decoct,
hordci, Lond.— 'Pake of pearl-barley, two ounces; water, five

pounds. First wash off with cold wa'ler the Hour adhering to the
barley ; then boil the bailey for a short time with about half a
pound of water, to extract the colouring matter. Put the barley
thus purified into five pounds of boiling water. Boil this to one
)ialf, and strain.

Decoctum smilacis sarsapai-ilUc, decoction of sarsaparilla, Ed.
Decoct, sarsaparilhc, Loiul.— 'I'ake of cut sarsaparilla, six ounces

;

water, eight pounds. Digest for two hours in a heat of about 105";
then take out the rout and bruise it, return it to the liquor, and
boil it with a gentle fire to two pounds. Then express and strain.

Sarsaparilla in this form is employed in combination with mercury
in syphilis.

Dccoctum sarsaparilla: cnmpositiim, compound decoction of
sarsaparilla, Lend.—Take of sars;iparilla-root slit and bruised, six
Ounces; bark of sassafras-root, shavings -of guaiac-wood, liquorice-
root bruised, of each one ounce; mezereon, three drachms; dis-
tilled water, ten pints. .Macerate for six liotirs with a gentle heat

;

boil to five pints ; towards the end of the boiling add the meze-
reon, and then strain. An improvement upon the Lisbon diet-
drink. Dose, four or six ounces three or four times a day.
Dccoctum ulml, decoction of elm, Lond.— Take of the elm-

bark, fresh bruised, four ounces ; distilled water, four pints. Boil
to two piats, and strain. This has been used in cutaneous affec-
tioiii.

CL.\SS XIL Ikfusa. Infusions.— hfusum cincliomt offici-

italis, infusion ot Peruvian b.irk.— Take ef Peruvian bark pow-
dered, one ounce ; water, one pound. Macerate for four and
twenty hours, and then strain. This contains only a small portion

of the active principle of the bark. Dose, two ounces.

Infusum digituhs purpurea, infusion of foxglove.— Take of

the dried leaves of tovglove, one drachm ; boiling water, eight

ounces ; spirit of cinnamon, one ounce. Macerate for four hours,

and strain. Dose, in dropsy, half an ounce twice a day, gradually
increased.

Ivjusum gentiana lutew coiiipositum, compound infusion of

gentian, Ed. Infiis. gcntiante comp. Lond.-^Take of gentian-root,

half an ounce; dried orange-peel, one drachm; coriander-seeds,

half a drachm ; diluted alcohol, four ounces; wat^ i, one pound.
Pour on first the alcohol, and after three hours the water ; then
macerate for twelve hours without he;>t, and strain. An useful

medicine in dyspepsia. Dose, two ounces.

Infusum rliei pabnufi, infusion of rhubarb.—Take of rhubarb-
root, half an ounce ; boiling water, eight ounces ; spirit of cinna-

mon, one ounce. Macerate the root with the water in a close<l

vessel for twelve hours; then, the spirit being added, strain the
liquor. Employed as a mild cathartic. Dose two ounces.

Infusum tamurindce indicce cum cassia senna, infusion of ta-

marind and senna.—Take of the prepared fruit of the tamarind",

one ounce ; senna-leaves, one drachm ; coriander-seeds, half a
drachm; unrefined sugar, half an ounce; boiling wa^er, eight

ounces. Macerate in a closed earthen vessel not glazed with lead,

which is to be shaken frequently, and after four hours standing,

the liquor is to be strained. This is a mild and pleasant purga-
tive. The whole of the above quantity may be taken at a
time.

CLASS XIIL MuciLAGiNFS. Mucilages.—Mucilagoamyli,
starch-mucilage, Ed. and Lond.—Take of starch, half an ounce;
water, one pound. Rub the starch, and add gradually the water ;

then boil them for a s-hort lime. Principally employed as a vehicle
for opium, &:c.in enema.
Mucilago astragali tragacanthce, mucilage of gum-tragacanfh,

Ed.
—

'Pake of trag>icanth-gum powdered, an ounce ; boiling wa-
ter, eight ounces. Macerate for twenty-four hours, and rub care-
fully the gum so that it may be dissolved; then strain it through
linen. Used chiefiy in making troches.

Mucilago mimosce nilnticce, mucilage of gum-arabic, Ed.

—

Take of powdered gum-arabic, one part ; boiling water, one part.

Digest with frequent shaking until the gum is dissolved ; then
strain through linen. Employed principally as a demulcent, and
as a vehicle for suspending oils, &c.
CLASS XIV. ExTRACTA. Ejetracts.— 1. Extracta per

aquum, extracts by water. Extractum gentiaiae lutea\ extract of
gentian, Ed. Ext. gent. Lond.—Take of gentian root any quan-
tity ; add to it, when cut and bruised, eight parts of distilled wa-
ter. Boil it to half, and with strong pressure strain. Then evapo-
rate the liquor to the consistence of thick honey by means of a
bath of boiling water, saturated with muriate of soda.

In the same manner are prepared the following : Ertracturn ra-

diets glt/c_i/rr/iizie glabra:, extract of liquorice, Ed. Extr. glt/ci/r.

Lond. i/clL'l/ori nigri, of hellebore, Ed. Eoliorum rutcr. grU'
veolcntis, of rue, Ed. FoHorum cassia senna, of senna, Ed.
flvriim anthemidis nohilis, of chaniomile, Ed. Exlr. anth. Lond.
Capitum papaveris somniferi, of poppy, Ed. Extr. pup. alb.

Lond, Ligni hamatoxi/li campechensis, of logwood, Ed. Extr.
liamuiox>/ti, Lond.

2. Exiructa per aquam et alcohol, extracts by water and al-

cohol.

Extractum cinchona officinalis, extract of Peruvian bark, Ed.
Extract, cinchona. Lond.—Take of Peruvian bark in powder, one
pound; alcohol, four pounds. Digest for four days, and pour off

the tincture. Boil the residuum in five pounds of water for a

quarter of an hour, and while hot strain through linen. Repeat
this decoction and straining with the same quantity of water, and
evaporate ilie liquor to the consistence of thick honey. Then
mix the liquors thus inspissated, and reduce them to a proper con-
sistence H) a l)aiii of boiling water, saturated with muriate of soda.

Dose, ten or fifteen grains.

CLASS XV. ^lISTUR;ii. Mixtures. Mistitra amijdalce.

Almond-mixture.—Add by degrees, one pint of distilled water,

to two ounces of almond-confection, and rub them together.

Mistura
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JSIistura 'creta. Clialk-mixtuie.—Take of prepared clialk, half

sn ounce : refined sugar, three .drachms
; gum acacia powdered,

half an ounce ; water, one point. Mingle.
Afislura camphorx. Camphorated mixture.—Take of cam-

phor, one drachm ; rectified spirit of wine, a little; refined sugar,
half an ounce ; distilled water, one pint. Hub the camphor with
llie spirit, afterwards with the sugar ; add the water gradually, and
strain the mixture. It is given as a stimulant, in the dose "of one
ounce every second or tliird hour, in fever accompanied with de-
bility,

Mistura moschi. Musk-mixture.—Take of nuisk, two scru-
ples ; powdered gum arable, refined sugar, of each one drachm

;

rose-water, six ounces. Rub the musk with the sugar, then with
tlie gum, and add the rose-water gradually. The dose is one
ounce, or an ounce and a half.

MUturaummoniaci. Milk of gum ammoniac.—Take of gum
ammoni ic, two drachms ; distilled water, half a pint : triturate the
gum-resin with the water poured on gradually, until it become an
emulsion. It is given as an expectorant in a dose from half au
ounce to an ounce at a time.

CLASS XVI. Spikitus. Spirits.—Spiritus carui, spirit of
caraway, Ed. and Lond.—Ta!>;e of caraway-seeds, halt a pound :

pour on them nine pounds of diluted alcohol. Macerate in a

dosed vessel for two days; theu add as much water as is reijuired
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to prevent empyreuma ; and distil over nine pounds.
In the same manner are to be prepared the following spirits,

nine pounds-being drawn from the quantities affixed to each.

Spintiis cortiris lauri cinnanwmi, cinnamon-spirit, (with one
pound) Sp. eiii. Lond.

menth. piperit. Jlorcntis, spirit of peppermint (with

one pound and a half.) Sp. mtiith. p. Lond.
nucis myristic. mnschnt. nutmeg-spirit (with two

ounces.) Spirit, nuc. mosch. Lond.
Jriictus mijrti pimciit. pimento-spirit (with half a

pound.) Sp.piriimt. Loud.
Spiritus anisi compo.iitus, compound spirit of anise.—Take of

anise and angelica seeds, of each bruised, half a pound; proof spirit,

one gallon ; water, sufficient to prevent empyreuma. Distil one
gallon.

Tlie following are distilled .with pure alcohol

:

Spiritus lavendtila- .apiece compositus, compound spirit of laven-

der, Ed. Sp. lu'ceiid. coiiip. Lond.—Take of spirit of lavender

(which is prepared with two pounds of lavender-flowers, and eight

pounds of alcohol, seven pounds being distilled over in a water-

bath) three pounds; spirit of rosemary, one pound; cinnamon.
one ounce ; cloves, two drachms ; nutmeg, half an ounce ; red

Saunders wood, three drachms. Macerate for seven days, and
strain.

Spiritus rorismarini oj/icinalis, spirit of rosemary. Ed. Sp.

rorism.honi}.—Take of fresh rosemary-tops, two pounds; alcohol,

eight pounds. Draw off seven nouniis by distilling in a water-

b.ith.

Alcohol. In the London Ph. the following process h ordered

for its preparation.—Take of rectified spirit ot wine, one gallon ;

subcarbonate of potass, three pounds. JVIJX a pound of the sub-

carbonate of potass heated to 300° with the rectified spirit, and

digest for twenty-four hours, shaking them now and then. De-
cant the spirit, to which put the rest of the subcarbonalrd potass,

heated also to 300°, and distil from a water-bath. The alcohol is

to be kept in a closely stopped vessel. The specific gravity of al-

.,ohol to distilled water is as 815 to 1000.

CI^ASS XVII. TiNfCTURjE. Tinctures.—Tinctura aloes sncn-

torince, tincture of aloes, Ed. Tinct. aloes, Lond.—Take of pow-

dered socotonne aloes, half an ounce ; extract of liquorice, an

ounce and a half ; alcohol, four ounces ; water, one pound. Di-

gest with a gentle heat for seven days in a closed vessel, frequently

shaking it (which is to be observed in the preparation of all tinc-

tures.) Dose, one ounce, as a calhartic.

Ttncturu aloes (Clherea, ethereal tinctur-e of aloes.—Take of

myrrh, socolorine aloes, of each an ounce and a half; English

saffron, one ounce ; spirit of bulphuric a-ther, one pound. Digest

the myrrh Willi the spirit for four days in a clo-ed vessel; then

add the aloes and saffron. Again digest for four days ; and when the

f.-eces have subsided pour off the tincture. Dose, one or two

drachms.
Tinctura aloes cum myrrha, tincture of aloes with m^irii,

|

Tinct. Ed. aloes camp. I,ond.—Take of powdered myrrh two
ounces : alcohol, one pound and a h.ilf ; water, half a pound.
Mix the alcohol wilh llie water, then add the myrrh. Digest for
lour days, and now a<ld an ounce and a half of socotorine aloes
and one ounce of English s:.flron ; again digest for three davs, and
pour off the pure tincture.

Tinctura amomi repentis, tincture of cardamom, Ed. Tinct
cardamona, Lond.—'J'ake of cardamom-seeds four ounces; di-
luted alcohol, two pounds and a half. Digest for seven days,' and
strain through a paper. This is a grateful aromatic. In the Lon-
don Ph. a compound tincture of cardamom is ordered, in which
are introduced caraway, cinnamon, and raisins.

Tinctura aristolockia scrpentaria, tincture of snake-root, Ed.
Tinct. serpent. Lo\v\. Take of snake-root, two ounces ; cochineal
one drachm ; diluted alcohol, two pounds and a lialf. Di"est for
seven days, and filtre through paper. Dose, two drachms.^

Tinctura assufatidcv, tincture of assafcctida, Ed. Tinct assa-
ftetid. Lond.—Take of assafa-tida, four ounces ; alcohol, two
|)ouuds and a half. Digest for seven days, and strain through pa-
per. Dose, one drachm.

Tinctura benzoes composita, compound tincture of benzoin,
Ed. Tinct. beiiz.c. Lond.—Take ot benzoin, three ounces ; Pe-
ruvian balsam, two ounces ; hepatic aloes, half an ounce ; alcoliol,
two pounds. Digest for seven days, and strain. This tincture is

in vulgar us(! to recent wounds.
Tinctura cassia- senna- composita, tincture of semis, Ed, Tinct.

senna-, Lond.—Take of senua-lcaves, two ouiues
; jalap-rool, one

ounce: coriander-seeds, half an ounce; diluted alcohol, three
pounds and a half. Digest for seven days, and to the tincture
hllred through paper add four ounces of refined sugar. Dose, an
ounce.

Tinctura castorei, tincture of castor, Ed. and Lond.—Take of
Russian castor, an ounce and a half ; alcohol, one pound. Digest
for seven days, and strain through paper. In the London Ph,
diluted alcohol is employed. Dose, one drachm.

Tinctura cincona officinalis, tincture of Peruvian bark, Ed.
Tinct. cincon. Lond.—Take of Peruvian bark powdered, four
ounces ; diluted akoliol, two pounds and a half. Digest for seven
days, and filtre through paper. Dose two drachms.

Tinctura calombic, tincture of calumba, Ed. Tinct. calumb.
Lond.—Take of caluniha-root, beaten into powder, two ounces ;

diluted alcohol, two pounds. Digest for seven days, and strain.

Dose two or three drachms.
Tinctura convotvuli jalapir, tincture of jalap, Ed. Tinct.

jntiip. Lond.—Take of jalap in powder, three ounces ; diluted
alcohol, fifteen ounces. Digest for seven days, and filtre through
paper.

Tinctura digitalis purpurea:, tincture of foxglove.—Take of
the leaves of foxglove dried, an ounce; diluted alcohol, eight
ounces. Digest tor seven days, and strain through paper. A
most active and useful medicine. Dose, ten grains, gradually in.

creased.

Tinctura guaiaci, tincture of guaiac.—Take of guaiac-resin,one

pound; alcohol, two pounds ai.dahalf. Digest for seven days,

and filtre through paper. Dose, two or three drachms.

Tinctura hyoscijuuii nigri, tincture of black henbane.—Take of

black henbane-leaves dried, an ounce ; diluted alcohol, eight'

ounces. Digest for seven days, and strain through paper.

Tinctura lauri cinnainomi, tincture of cinnamon, Ed. Tinct.

ciiinam. Lond.
—

'J'ake of cinnamon-bark, three ounces ; diluted

alcohol, t-.vo pounds and a half. Digest for seven days, and straiij

through paper.

Tinctura mimosa catechu, tincture of catechu, Ed. Tinct.

catechu, Lond.—I'ake of catechu, three ounces; cinnamon, two
ounces ; diluted alcohol, two pounds and a half. Digest for seven

days, and strain through paper. Dose, one drachm.

'Tinctura rMjrrha:, tincture of myrrh, Ed. and Lond.—Take of

bruised myrrh, three ounces ; alcohol, twenty ounces ; water, tel»

ounces. Digest for seven days, and nitre through paper.

Tinctura opii, tincture of opium, Ed. and Lond.—Take of

opium, two ounces : diluted alcohol, two pounds. Digest for seven

days, and filtre through, paper. Dose, from fifteen to twenty-five

drops.

Tinctura rlidi pahnati, tincture of rhubarb, Ed. Tinct. rhei.

j^oml.—Take of the rhubarb-root, three ounces; less cardamoms,

hall an ounce ; diluted alcohol, two pounds and a half. Di-
gest
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gen for seven days, :ind btraiji tliroiiyli paper. Dose, halt an

ounce.

Tinctura rhcei cmn goitiami, tincture of rhubarb with gentian.

—Take of rliui;arb-root, two oiuux-s; gentian root, hah'an ounce ;

diluted alcohol, two pounds and a half. Digest for seven days,

and strain throuch paper. Dose, from tw6 to four draclmis.

Tinctura rhti coinposita, compound tincture of rliubarb, Lond.
—

'I'akc of cut rliubarbj two ounces ; bruised liquorice, li^lf an

ounce; ginger-root sliced, and saffron, of each two drachms ; dis-

tilled waler, one pound ; proof spirit, twelve ounces. Digest for

fourteen days, and strain. Dose, half an ounce.

Tinctura cascarilla, tincture of catcarilla.—Take of cascarilla

in powder, four ounces: proof spirit, two pounds. Digest with a

gentle heat for eight days, and strain.

Tinctura sc/lla, tincture of squill, Lond.—Take of squill re-

cently dried, four ounces ; proof spirit, two pounds. Digest for

eight days, and pour off the liquor, \inegar is generally used as

t!ie menstruum. This tincture may be given in a dose of from

twenty lo sixty drops.

Tinctura v'akriana', tincture of valerian, Lond.—Take of wild

valerian in coarse powder, four ounces; proof spirit, two pounds.

Digest with a gentle heat for eight days, and strain.

Tinctura zingiberii, tincture of ginger, Lond.—Take of ginger

in powder, two ounces ;
proof spirit, two pounds. Digest with a

gentle heat for eight days, and strain. This tincture may be used

as an aromatic in combination with other remedies.

CLASS XVm. JEtherea. Preparations of Jlthtr. The
principal of these preparations are the following:

^Etlicr sulphuricus. Sulphuric ether, formerly vitriolic «ther,

Ed. and Lond.—Take of sulphuric acid, alcohol, of each thirty-

two ounces. Pour the alcoliol into a glass-retort, capable of bear-

ing a sudden heat. Then pour on the acid in an uninterrupted

stream. Mix them gradually by frequent and gentle agitation
;

then immediately distil from a sand-i)ath. previously heated for

tills purpose, into a receiver kept cool with water or snow. But
regulate the heat in such a manner that the liquor may be made to

boil as soon as possible, and continue to boil until sixteen ounces
have distilled over ; then remove the retort from the sand. To
the distilled Ijquor add two drachms of potass, then distil again

from a high-necked retort, with a very gentle heat, into a receiver

iept cool, until ten ounces have passed over. If to the acid re-

inaining in the retort alter the first distillation, sixteen ounces of

alcohol be added, and the distillation repeated, either will again

be produced. And this may be often repeated. Ether, properly
prepared, has a penetrative dilfusive odour, and a very pungent
ta>te. It is highly volatile, evaporating rapidly at the common
temperature of the atmosphere. It is soluble in ten parts of wa-
ter, and combines willi alcohol in every proportion. It is narco-
tic and antispasmodic. Its dose is half a drachm.

j£thtr sulphuricus cum alcohole. Sulphuric ether with alcohol,

formerly named spirit of vitriolic sther.—The London college
order a compound spirit of vitriolic a;ther to be prepared by mix-
ing two pounds of umectified ether with three drachms of oil of
w ine. Take of sulphuric ether, one part ; alcohol, two parts.
Mix them.

Spiritus atheris nitrosi, spirit of nitrous ether, Ed. and Lond.—^Take of alcohol, three pounds ; nitrous acid, one pound. Pour
the alcohol into a large phial, placed in a vessel full of cold water,
and add the acid gradually, with constant agitation. Close the
phial lightly, and set it aside for seven days in a cool place ; tlien

distil the liquor with the heat of boiling water, into a receiver kept
cool with w.iter or snow, as long as any spirit comes over.
CLASS X, IX. Vina, /fines.—Wine, from its composition,

and especially from the alvohol and water it contains, is capable
of dissolving the active matter of many vegetables. Solutions of
this kind are named Medicated Wines. They are more liable to
decomposition from keeping than tinctures. To obviate this, it is

usual to add to them, when prepared, a portion of alcohol.
rinum aloes socotorina-, wine of socotorine aloes, Ed. f'iit.

aloes, Lond.—Take of socotorine aloes reduced to powder, one
ounce ; lessi'r cardamom-seeds, ginger-root, of each, beat, one
drarhni ; Spanish white wine, two pounds. Digest for seven days,
shaking frequently, and strain. This is a stimulating cathartic, pro-
ducing its full effect in the dose of one ounce. In a dose of from one
to two drachms it is given to excite the action of the intestines.

9

I'inum ipccacuanlur, ipecacuan-wiiie, Ed. and Loiul.—Take
of ip'cat uan-root bruised, one ounce : Spanish white-wine, fifteen

ounces. Macerate seven days, and btrain through paper. Dose
as an emetic, one ounce to an adult.

f'inuin opii, Lond.—Take of the extract of opium, one
ounce; cinnamou-bark, bruised; cloves, bruised, ot each, one
drachm ; wine, one pint. Macerate them for eight days, tlien

filtre.

finiim rhei palmati, rhubarb-wine.—^Take of the root of rliu-

barb, cut, two ounces ; canella-bark, one draclun ; diluted alco-
hol, two ounces ; Spanish white-wine, liftc-en ounces. Macerate
seven days, and strain through paper. The dose as a purgative
is from half an ounce! to an ounce. The tincture of rhubarb is in

general to be preferred.

CLASS XX. AcETA. Vinegars.—Vinegar is capable of dis-

solving several of the principles of vegetables. It frequently,

however, alters their powers, or does not coincide with them in

virtue. There are, therefore, few medicated vinegars in use.

Acidiiin acetnsum camphoratum, camphorated acetous acid

Take of the stronger acetous acid, six ounces ; camphor, half an
ounce ; alcohol, as much as is necessary. Uub the camphor
with the alcohol into a powder, which put into the acid, that it

may be dissolved. This preparation, snuffed up the nostrils, is a
powerful and grateful stimulant, to obviate nausea, or relieve lan^

guor.

Acetum scilla maritimce, vinegar of squill.—Take of squill-

root dried, two ounces ; disiilled acetous acid, two pounds and
a half ; alcohol, three ounces. Macerate the s(|uill with the acetous
acid for seven days : express the acid ; add the alcoliol, and
when the impurities have subsided, pour oft the liquor. Vinegar
is the proper menstruum of squill; and this preparation possesses

all its |)o«ers, unimpaired. It is seldom given under this form
as a diuretic, but generally as an expectorant. The dose is from
one to two drachms.

CLASS XXI. Mellita. Preparations of honey. Medi-
cated honeys differ little Irom syrups ; the following are the prin-
cipal :

Mei boraeis, honey of borax, Lond.—Take of the pulverized
borate of soda, one drachm; clarified honey, one ounce. Mix
them intimately.

Mel rosa, honey of roses.—Take of the dried petals of the
red rose, four ounces by weight ; boiling water, three pints ; cla-

rified honey, five pounds. Macerate the petals of the rose in water,

six hours ; to the strained liquor add the honey, and boil the
whole lo a proper consistency in a water-bath.

Oxyuicl scilla:, oxymel of squills.—Take of clarified honey,
three pounds ; vinegar of squills, two pints. Boil them by a gentle
fire, until they appear of a proper consistency.

CLASS XXII. Syrupi. Syrups. Syrups are solutions

of sugar in water, either pure, or containing other substances dis-

solved. They are seldom active medicines; but are principally

designed lo render others pleasant. The proportion of sugar with
which they are generally made, is about two parts to one of fluid.

Syrupus simplex, sire cnmnninis. Simple or common syrup.

—

Take of refined sugar beat to powder, fifteen parts ; water, eight
parts. Dissolve the sugar with a gentle heat, and boil a little so
as to form a syrup. This solution is used merely lo communicale
sweetness.

Syrupus acidi acetosi. Syrup of vinegar. Take of acetous
acid, two pounds and a half; refined sugar, three pounds and a
half. Boil so as to form a syrup.

Syrupus amomi zingiberis. Syrup of ginger, Ed. Syr. zingi-
beris, Lond.—Take of the root of ginger, beat, three ounces;
boiling water, four pounds ; refined sugar, seven pounds and a half.

Macerate the root in the water, in a close vessel, for twenty-four
hours ; and, to the strained liquor, add the beat sugar, so as to
make a syrup.

Syrupus cilri medicw, Ed. Syrupus lini'inis, Lond. Syrup
of lemon.—Take of the juice of lemons strained after the impuri-
ties have subsided, three parts ; refined sugar, five parts ; dissolve
the sugar so as to form a syrup. This pleasant syrup is used to
sweeten and acidulate mixtures, especially those of the mucila-
ginous kind.

Syrupus Papureris somniferi, Ed. Syrup of white poppy.
Syrupus Papaicrts, LoikI.—Take of the dried capsules of the

white
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white pop|)V, freed from the seeds, two pounds ; hoiling water,

thirty poujuU; refined sugar, four pounds. Macerate the sliced

capsule? in the water for twelve hours ; then boil until a third part

only of the liquor remain ; and pressing it strongly, strain; boil

down the strained liquor to one-half, and again strain ; lastly, the

sugar ueing ailded, i)oil a little, so as to form a syrup.

Si/rupus rosir gittlic(r. Syrup of red roses.—Take of the dried

petals of the red rose, seven ounces; boiling water, five pounds;
refined sugar, six pounds. Macerate the petals in water for twelve
hours; then boil them a little, and strain; to the strained liquor

add the sugar, and again boil, so as to form a syrup.

Syrupus ros(E centijolia:. Syrup of damask or pale rose. Si/r-

rosa-, Loud.—Take of the fresh petals of the damask rose, one
pound; boiling water, four pounds ; refined sugar, three pounds.
Macerate the (jetals in water for twelve hours ; then to the strained

li(|Uor add the sugar, and boil, so as to form a syrup. This syrup
is a very mild purgative, and is given to children in a dose of two
or three tea-spoonluls.

Si/rupus scUlir mariiimce. Syrup of squill.—Take of the vine-

gar of squill, two pounds; refined sugar, three pounds and a half.

Dissolve the sugar with a gentle lieat, so as to form a syrup.

Dose, one or two drachms.

CLASS XXIII. CoNi-ECTiovES. Confectinns.—Confec-
tions are, for the most part, compositions of recent vegetable mat-
ters and sugar,, beaten, or otherwise mixed together, into an uni-

form mass. The sugar slioulti be pounded by itself, and passed

through a sieve before it be mixed w ilh the vegetable mass, for

without this it cannot be properly incorporated. It is obvious
that, from the large admixture of sugar, only substances of consi-

derable activity can be taken with advantage in this form. Con-
serves are hence, for the most part, only auxiliary medicines of

greater activity ; as, for example, for reducing into boluses or pills

the more ponderous powders, as calomel, oxides of iron, and other

mineral preparations.

Conjtctio am!/gdala:. Confection of the almond.—Take of

sweet almonds, one ounce ; gum-arabic powdered, one drachin ;

refined sugar, half an ounce. The almonds, previously soaked in

water and hulked, are to be pounded till they become intimately

incorporated.

Conjcctio opii. Confection of opium.—Take of hard opium,
powdered, six drachms; long pepper, one ounce; ginger-root,

two ounces; caraway-seed, three ounces; syrup, one pint. In-

corporate the opium and the syrup; after its being heated, add all

the remaining materials pulverized, and mix. The conserves that

are retained in the Ph. Ed. are the couserva corticis exterioris re-

centis fructus citri aurantii, radula abrasa ; conserve of the outer

rind of the orange, rasped by a grater, Ed. Conserva aurantii

iiispanionalis corticis exterioris, Lond. Conserva fructus rosE ca-

iiina: maturi, a seminibus eorumque pube solicite purgati, con-

serve of the fruit of dog-hips carefully freed from the seeds, and
included down, Ed. Conserva cynosbati, Lond.

Conserru rnsa gaUiccr nondum t.iplicitoruiii. Conserve of the

unblovMi petaU of the red rose, Ed. Conserra rosa rubric, Lond.

In each ol these the vegetable is to be beat into a pulp, and during

the beating three times its weight is to be gradually added.

Electuarium uromaticum. Aromatic electuary, Ed. Confectio

aromcdica, Lond.
—

'lake of aromatic |)0wder, one part ; syrup of

orange-peel, two parts. Mix, beating them well together so as to

form an electuary.

Electuarium cas.iice senttcr. Electuary of senna, Ed. Confectio

senna, Lond.—Take of senna-leaves, eight ounces; seeds ot cori-

a!i 'er, four ounces; liquorice-ioot, three ounces; figs, one pound;

pulp or tamariiul, of cassia, and of prunes, of each half a pound
;

sugar, two pounds and a half. Rub the senna witli the coriander-

seeds; and separate by passing through a sieve, ten ounces of

mixed powders. I^et the residuum with the figs and liquorice be

boiled in four pounds of water down to one-halt, then ex|)ress and

strain. Evaporate the strained liquor to about one pound and a

half: afterwards add the sugar so as to form a syrup ; add the

syrup gradually to the pulps, and lastly, mix in the powder. This

is the well known lenitive electuary. Dose from half an ounce to

an ounce.

CLASS XXIV. PuLVERKS. Pouders.—Pukisaromaticus.

Aromatic powder, Ed. Pul. cinnamomi composilus, Lond.

—

1 ake of cinnamon, smaller cardamom-seeds, and ginger, of each

jCqiial parls. Rub them into a very fine powder, whidi is to be
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preserved in a elas -phial will stopped. In the Ph. Lond. llic

l)r<iporlion of cinnamon is groiiler, and one part is added of long
pejjper.

Pulvis airhunatis calcis composilus. Chalk-powder.—Take of
prepared carbonate of iime, four ounces; of ciniianion, a drachm
andalialf; nutmeg, half a drachm. Rub tiiem together to powder.
Pukis cretie compositus. Compound powder of cliaU. Ph.

Lond.—Take of prepared chalk, half a pomui ; cinnamon, four
ounces.; lornientil, and gum-acacia, of eacli three ounces; long
pepper, half an ounce. Reduce them to powdi-r separately, and
l:iieii mix iheni. Dose of either of the above aromatic astringents,
from fifteen grains to half a drachm.
Pukis jalapie compositus. Compound powder of jalap.

—

Take oftlie powder ot jalap, one part ; snpertartrite of potass, two
parts; rub them together into a very fine powder. '1 his, m the
dose of a drachm and a half, is an excellent cathartic.

Pukis scummonii couipositus. Compound powder of scam-
mony. Take of scamniony, snpertartrite of potass, of each e(|iial

parts. Rub them together into a very fine powder. Dose front
ten grains to a scruple.

Pukis sulphutis abtruinis compositus. Compound powder of
sulphate ol argd.—Take of sulphate of argil, four parts; kino, one
part. Rub them into a fine powder. A styptic powder princi-
pally used externally.

Pukis aloes compositus. Powder of aloes with puaiac. Ph.
Lond. Take of socotorine aloes, one ounce and a half; guaiac
gum-resin, one ounce ; aromatic powder, half an ounce. Rub the
aloes and guaiac into powder separately ; then mix them with the
arsmatic powder.

Pnlvis contrai/crva compositus. Compound powder of con-
trayerva. Ph. Lond.—Take of contrayerva rubbed to powder,
five ounces ; compound powder of crab's claws, one pound and a
half. Mix.
Pukis senna compositus. Compound powder of senna. Ph.

Lone!.—Take of senna, crystals of tartar, of each two ounces;
scammony, half an ounce; ginger, two drachms. Rub the scam-
mony separately, tlie others togetlier, into a powder, and mix
them. Dose from half a drachm to a drachm.
Pukis tru'^acantha compositus. Compound powder of traga-

canlh, Ph. Lond.—Take of tragacanth powdered, gum-arabic,
starch, of each one ounce and a half; relinetl sugar, three ounces.

Rub them into a powder together. Dose, one or two drachms.

CLASS XXV. Pii.uLiE. Pills.—PiluLt aloetica:. Aloetic

pills.—Take of socotorine aloes in powder, soap, of each equal

parts. Beat them with common syrup, so as to form a m.iss fit to

be made into pills.

Pilulw aloes coniposila. Compound aloes-pills, Lond.—Take
of socotorine aloes in powder, one ounce ; extract of gentian, halt'

an ounce ; oil of caraway, two scruples ; syrup of gingL-r, as much
as necessai"y. Beat them together. Dose, two pills, or ten grains.

Pilula aloes cum mtjrrlui. Pills of aloes with myrdi, Ed. and
Lond.—Take of socotorine aloes, four parts; myrrh, two parts;

saffron, one part. Beat them with simple syup into a mass. This

is in frequent use as a purgative. Dose, two or three pill=.

Pilulic assafatidiv composite. Compound assafoetida pills.

—

Take of assafoetida, galbannm, myrrh, of each eight parts ; recti-

fied oil of amber, one part. Beat them with simple syrup into a

mass. Dose, two or three pills.

Pilulw hjdrargyri. Mercurial pills, Ed. and Lond.—Take of

purified quicksilver, conserve of the red rose, of each one ounce ;

starch, two ounces. Rub the quicksilver with the conserve in a

glass-mortar, until the globules disappear, adding, as occasion shall

require, a litde gum-arabic-mucilage ; then add the starch, and

beat with a little water into a mass, which immediately divide into

480 pills. i:)ose, two pills, gradually increased.

Ptluhc opiatcc. Opiate pills, Ed.—Take of opium, one part

;

extract of licpiorice, seven parts; Jamaica pepper, two parts. Mix-

separately the opium and the extract, softened with diluted alco-

hol, and beat them into a pulp ; then add the pepper, previously

reduced to powder, and beat them into a mass.

Piluliv seillitica. Squill-pills, Ed.—Take of dried squills pow-

dered, one scruple; gum ammoniac, smaller cardamom-seeds in

powder, and extract ot liquorice, of each one drachm. Beat them

into a mass with simple syrup. Dose, two pills.

CLASS XX\'L PRiEPARATA ExANiMALiBUS. Preparations

from animals.—Adeps praparata. Prepared lard, Lond.—Cut
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'•'le larcl into small iiieces, place it over a slow fiiP, and when

'"•iteil, press it t|irout;h a linen-i'lolli.

Cornu ustiim. Uiir'nt liaitsliorn. Lend.— Expose pieces of the

l>prn ill the fire until they are peifectli while; then powder them
as directed, lor llie preparation ol (b^lk.

Sponu,ia usta. Burnt sponge.—Cut the sponge into small

pieces,''and hy bailiiig detach all adjuring inipnrities ; then burn

It in a clo-^e iron-vessel, until it is black and triable; tlien reduce

it to an in'palpable powder.
CLASS XXVIl. Emplastra. Plasters.—Emplustrum sim-

plex. Simple plaster, Ed. Emjt. certr, J.ond.—'I alee of yellow

wax, three parts ; mutlon-snet and resin, of each two parts. 'J Ids

it principally employed as an application after a blister.

Emplastrmn oxidi plumhi .itmivitrc!. Piaster of semivitreous

oxide ot lead, Ed. Emp. plumbi, I nnd.—Take of the seniitilre-

ous o.\ide of lead, one part ; olive-oil, two parts. Having added

w;:tei, boil them, stirring constantly, until the oil and o.xide unite

and form plaster. This is chiefly a|)plied to excoriations, or trivial

vounds.
Emplastrum oxidifcrri rubri.—Take of plaster of semivitreous

oxide of lead, twemy-fcnr parts; resin, six parts; yellow wax,
olive-oil, of each three parts ; red oxide of iron, eicht parts. Rub
the red oxide of iron with the oil, and add to it tlie otlier ingre-

dients melted. The strengthening plaster, applied principally in

lumbago.

Emplastrum gummostim. Gum-plaster.—Take of plaster of

semivitrious oxide of lead, eight paTts ; ammoniac, galbanum,
yellow wax, of each one part, A stimulant plaster employed to

fncoiirat;e suppuration.

Einptustram hijdrargijri. Qu'tksilvcr-plaster, Ed. and I.ond.

—Take of olive-oil, resin, of each one part ;
quicksilver, three

parts; plaster of semivitreous oxide of lead, six parts. Rub the

c]uicksilvpr with the oil and resin melted together, and then cool-

ed, until the globules disappear; then add gradually the plaster of

semivitreous oxide of lead, nieUed,and mix them all together. A
disculient plaster.

EmpUistnim meloes xesicatorii. Pla-ter of cantharides, Ed.
Emp. li/tl/r, Lond.—Take of nnitton-suet, yellow wax, re^in, and
cantharides, of each equal weights. The Spanish flies rubbed witli

/ine powder, are to be used with otiier ingredients, melted toge-

ther, and removed from the fire. Common blistering plaster.

Emplastrum mctnes resicatorii compnsiium. Compound plaster

ofcantharid-'s. Take of Burgumly pitch, eighteen parts; turpen-
tine and cantliarides, of each tivehe parts; subacetite of co];per,

two parts; mustard-seed, and black pepper, of each one part.

To the uii'lted Eurgundy pilth and wax add the turpentine.
When the liquefaction is complete, and while the fluid is still

varni, sprinkle in tlic otiier insredieiils, powdered and mixed, stir-

ring con-tanlly so as to form plaster.

CLASSES XXVm., XXIX., and XXX. Cerata, Un-
cuenta, ft Linimf.nta. Cerates, ointments, and liniments.—
In making these compositions, fatty and resinous substances are to

be melted with a genile heat, constaritly stirring, and sprinkling in

the dry inaredienis, if there are any, in fme prm-der, until by cool-
ing the mixture acquires a slifiness of consistence.

Linimenium simplex, simple liniment.—Take of olive-oil, four
p.irts; white wax, one part.

Linimentiim camphor(C, camphor-liniment, Lond —Take of cam-
phor, half an ounce; olive-oil, two ounces. J^iquefy the camphor
in the oil.

Cngueiitum simplex, simple ointment.—Take of olive-oil, five

parts; white wax, two parts.

Ceratum simplex, simple cerate, Ed. Ceratum cetacci, Lond,—Take of olive-oil. six parts ; white wax, three parts : stipennaceli,
one part. The above tliree compositions only ditier in con-
sistence.

Ungucntwn adipis suillx, ointment of hog's lard.—Take of pre-
pare»l hog's lard, two pounds; rose water, threeountes. Beat the
lard with the rose-water, until (hey are mixed, then liquefy with a

gentle heat, and put it aside that ihe water may sni;s;de. After
pour off the ointment, stirring it constr.ntlv until it has cooled.

Ui'.iiucntum puhcris melacsve.naitorii, ointment of the powder
«f cantharides,- Ed. Ceratum li/lt!r\ Lond.—I'ake of resinous oint-

ment, seven parts ; powder of cantharides, one part. The cantha-
?id«s-oiiitrntnt is used principally "^hen the discharge, excited by

a bli-,tcr, is wished to be preserved and converted into a purulent
matter.

L'ligventiim Irjdrargyri, ointment of (piicksilver (blue oint-

ment.) 'I'alveoi quicksilver, mutton suet, ot each one )iart ; hog's
lard, three parts. Carefully rub them in a nuirlar until the quick-
siivcr-globwles disappear. Jt may be made with double or triple

the quantity of quicksilver.

Cngventtmi liydrargyri fortius, strong mercurial ointment.
Lond.—'lake ol purilieil quicksilver, two pounds; prepared hog's
lard, twenty-three ounces ; jjrcpared tallow, one ounce. Rub first

the quicksilver with the tallow, and a little lard, until the globules
disappear. Then add the remaining lard so as to form an oint-

ment.

Ungutntumhydrargyri mitius,, mild mercurial ointment, Lond.
—Take of Ihe stronger ointment of quicksilver, one pail;
prep.ired hog's lard, two parts. Mix them. One drachm ol the
stronger ointment to be introduced by Iriction ; the weaker oint-
ments are superfluous.

Unguenium oxidi liydrargyri cinerci, ointment of grev oxide of
quicksilver.—Take of grey oxide of quicks. Ivir, ona part; hog's
lard, tliree parts. This it has been supposf-d will prove more active
than the conniion blue ointment, on account ol the quicksilver
being more oxidised.

Unguenium oxidi liydrargyri ruhri, ointment of red oxide of
quicksilver.—Take of red oxide of quicksilver by nitric acid, one
pail ; hog's lard, eight parts. This is chiefly used to remove tungi
from ulcers.

Unguenium hydrargyri pracipitati, ointment of white calx of
<|uicksilver, I^nd.— lake of white calx of quicksilver, one
liraclim ; ointment of hog's lard, one ounce and a half. Mix them
so as to form an ointment. Used principally in psora.

Unguenium nitratis liydrargyri jnitius, milder ointment of
nitrate of quicksilver.—This is made in the same manner as the
last with a triple proportion of lard.

Unguenium acidi nitrosi, ointment of nitrous acid.—Take of
hog's lard, one pound ; nitrous acid, six drachms. Mix gradually
the acid with the melted lard, and during the cooling of the mix-
ture, beat it thoroughly.

Unguenium oxidi plumbi alhi, ointment of white oxide of lead.
—Take of simple oi«tment, five parts; white oxiileol lead, one part.

Unguenium acetitis plumbi, ointment of acetite of lead.—Take
of simple ointment, twenty parts ; acetite of lead, one part.

Ceratum plumbi compo-ntum. compound cerate ot acetated li-

tharje, Lond.—Take ot water of acelaled liiharge, two ounces and
a half; yellow wax, four ounces; ohve-oil, nine ounces; camphor
half a drixhin. Rub the camphor with a little of the oil. Melt the
wax with thi- rm.iining oil, and as soon as the mixture begins to
ihickin, pour on gradually the water of acetated litharne, and st.r

coiisiai.tly until the mixture h^s cooled ; then mix w ith it the cam-
phor rubbed w ith oil. This is the common Goulard's cerate.

Ceratum carbonaiis zinci impuri, cerate o: impure carbonate of
zini, Ed. Cerai. Cataminct, Lond.—Take of simple cerate, five
parts; jirepared impure carbonate of zinc, one pait. This is the
common healing cerate.

Unguenium oxidi zinci, ointment of oxide of zinc.—Take of
simple liniment, six parts; o.xide of zinc, one part. This is em-
ployed in ophthalmia.

Unguenium sulphuris, ointment of sulphur, Ed. and Lond.—

.

Take ot Log's lard, four parts; sublimed sulphur, one part. To
each pound of this ointment add essential oil of lemon, or oil of
lavender, half a drachm. Tliis is deemed one of the most eliSca-

cious ointments in psora.

Uiigutntum etemi compositum, compound ointment of elemi,
Lond —Take ofelemi, one pound; ctminon turpentine, ten ounces;
pnpired siicl, two pounds; olive-oil, two ounces. Melt the elemi
witli Miet, and having removed it from the fire, mix it immediately
w lib the turpentine and oil ; tlien strain the mixture.

Ungucnturn santbuci, (lintment of elder, Lond.—Take of clder-
tloueis, tour pountls; piv|).'.red imitton-suet, three pounds; olive-
oil, one pound. Beat the elder-flowers with I he suet and oil, until
liiey l)e(ome frialile; then pour out the fluid and siraiii it.

CLASS XXXI. Catapl.asmata. Cutuplusms.-—J'ermenti, ycst
catap'a<ni, J^ond. Take ot flour, one pound

; ye^t, half a pint.
i\Lnale, and place in a gentle heat, until Ihe mass begins to rise.

CatapUumasinapis, mustard-Cataplasm. Take of mustard-seed,

t ani
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and linseed, of (acli powdered, hall' a piiiiiid ; boiling vincaar, as
much asissiiiruiciit. Muigleso as lo make a caliplasni.

Ox Medical Prescriptions.

The principal objects designed to beallaincd by the composition
pf medicines, are, lo comniunicste rn agreeable ta'ste or flavour ; to
give a convenient form; lo correct the operation ol the principal me-
dicine, or obviate some iinplea-.ant symptoms it is liable to produce

;

to promolc ill action, hy the additional article exerting one ol a
similar kir>d ; to obtain tiie joint operation of tv\o remedies, liavin<»

ditierrnt powers; or lo alter their usual elVects, by the power which
one may hive of modifying the action of another. A prescription
has been usually divided into four parts, which compose it,—the
basis, or principal article; the adjuvans, or that designed to pro-
mote the action of the former ; the corrigens, or that which is in-

tended to correct its operation, or obviate any unpleasant S) mptom
which it maybe apt to produce; and the constiluens, or that
which gives to other in^rrcdieius consistence or form. TheSc- are
not necessarily present in every formula ; nor is the division ot
much importance, except as perhaps afford ngllic best jirinciple for

regulating llie order in whicli the ingredients of a prescription
should be entimcrEled. Tlic following are tiie principal circum-
stances (o be attended to in forming a prescription.

1. Simplicity should be attained, as far as is consistent with the
object of the prescription. Nothing ought to enter into the com-
position w bicli does not add to its virtue, rcnd.er it less uncrateful,

give it a convenient form, or which is not necessar\- to conceal
any particular ingredient ; and, in general (he practice of accu-
mulating a number of articles in one prescription is to be
avoided.

2. Substances, it is evident, ought not to be mixed together,
VI hicli are callable of entering ii.to chemical combination, or of de-
composing each other, unless it be with the view of obtaining the
product ci the combination, or decom(j0^ition,as a remedy.

3. 'I hose mixtures are also to be avoided, in which one medi-
cine, by it. peculiar action on the stomach or general system, mo-
difies and changes the action usually exerted by anolh r, unless

where the object is to obtain the etTects of that modifiid ope-

ration.

4. Theerror of coiilra-indication is to be guarded against, or

tho=e medicines ought not to be combined, the virtues of which
are not mereiy different; but are, in some measure, opposed to each
ctlier.

5. The ingredients which are to be mixed, must be such as will

mix propeil\ together, so that the form in which the remed\
is designed to be exhibited, may be easily obtained and pe-
served.

Lastly. The form under which a medicine is prescribed, must
be ailapled to certain circumstances ;

principally to the nature o(

thedi,ea^p, the nature of the remedy itself, and, as tar as m„v be
possible lo the taste of the patient. The do,e:. of medicines are not

'

lechicible to any general rules, from their general similarity of ope-
ration, or any other circumstance. The principal circumstances
oy whicn they are iidluenceil are, age, sex, temperament, idio-
syiKrasy, habil, and disease.

.

^gc—From infancy lo manhood, a larger dose ofanv medicine
is re.piHUe to produce its ellVcl, m prupurtion to tlie advance ii,
lite. I'rom manhood to old age, there is a similar grarlalion with
regarc to dimmution of dose, though in a much less proiioruoa
than that which regulates the increase. 'I'he following lailc iui
been su))posed to shew these proportioas :

Table.
Let the do=e for a person of middle age be one, or one draclim.
> or one from XIV. loxxi. years, it will be j or a scruples.

^ii- lo ^'v.' i or halfa dr.'
-iv. tovii

I or 1 scruple.——— of IV. years of age J. or 15 grams.
'.'.'• i or hall a scr.

'!• J or 8 grains.
'• TT or J grains.

.

•5'fa.—Women in general, recpiire smaller doses of any medi-
cine than men, a ditfcience probably owing to their greater sensi-
bility from Iheir habits of life.

leinperanunt.—T\\o^c of the sanguine temperament are sup-
posed lo be more affected by inedmines, and therefore to require
smaller doses than those of the phlegmatic or melancholic ; but in
what has been said on this subject, there is so much UHcertainlv,
that little r. liance can be placed on it.

Jdiosyncracy.—Thh denotes that disposition in individuals to be
aflected by certain causes, in a manner dilferent from the generality
ol mankind. Such idiosyncra-ies are observed with regard to me-
dicines, as well as lo other agents ; and, where they are known,
require to be attended to by the prescriber.

Habit.—This has an important influence on the operation of
medicines. In general, they lose some of their power by havin^
been long continued. This is particularly the case with all siroii"
stimulants and narcotics, and is even observed, to a certain extent,
in some of the other classes of the materia medica. In a few in-
stances the reverse has been supposed lo hold true.

Disease.— This has an influence on the doses of medicines not
less important; the suceptibility to external impressions, and to

action, being much varied in morbid affections, and the operations
of remedies of course being modified by such variations. The
Slate of susceptibility being in general apparent, when it varies

much from the healthy standard, the doses of the mediciues ad-^

ministered are easily regulated.

PHAKMUTHI, in the ancient Egyptian chronology, one of

the months of their year, answering toAprd, in the Roman Calen-
dar

PH.\ROS, in ancient geography, a small oblong island, adjoin-

ing to the continent of Egypt, over againt Alexandria.

Pharos is apile raised nearaport, where a lire is Kept burningin

the night, to d.rect ve>selsnear at hand. The Pharos cf Alexandria,

built in the island of Pharos at the mouth of the Nile, was anciently

very famous, insomuch as to communicate its name to all tl e rest.

This most magnificent tower consisted of several stories uv\ cal-

leri''S, with a lanthern at to|), in which a light being continually

burning, might be seen 100 miles off. It was accounted one i>t

the seven wonders of the world. It was built bv the famed aichi

tect, Sostratcs, a native of Cnidos, or, according to some, Dei
phanes, the father ot Sostiates; and cost Ptolem\ Philadelphu;

800 talents.

PHARPAR, or PHARPHAR, one of the rivers of Damascu-.

or rather an arm of the Barrady, or Chrvsorihoas, which waters Da-
mascus and the country about it. ('-' Kings v. 12.)

PHARN.\C'EUM, in botany, a genus of the pentandria trigy-

nia class and order. Natural order, Caryophyllei. Calyx five

leaved ; corolla none ; capsule three-celled, many-seeded. Tliere,

are fourteen species, chiiily natives of the Cape of Good Hope.
PHARSALI.AN. an epic poem, composed by Lucan on the

civil war between Pompey and CEsar, .and panicularly on the

victory of the latter over the former. ^
Pharsalia, or Ph^rsalium, Phaesalos, or Pharsalus, a

town of Phthiotis, a district of Thessaly, m.ar Phora? and Larissa,

now called Farsa, to which last place Pompey fled from the plains

ofPhMr^alus.

Pharsalus, or Pharsalia, an extensive plain of Thessaly, be-

tween the above tOMU and the Eiiipeus, in which the decisive bat-

;le between Pompey and Ca-sar was fought. On Pompey 's side,

the mimbrr of the dead amounted to 13,000 according lo some,

and to 25,000 according to others. Cxsar took 24,000 [irisoners,

eigtu ec'gles, and 180 ensigns.

'PH.ARUS, in botany, a genus of the hexandria order, and mo-

•incia class of plants; natural order, Gramina. Calyx a bivalved

imifiorous glume ; corolla, a bivalved glume; seed one. It has

Ihne s;ii'cies.

PHARUSir. orPHAURUSII, in ancient nation of Alrici,

beyoml Mauritania.
PHARYNGOTOMY,
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PHAUYNGOTOM Y, [f «:;/-/J ami ti/av,..,] the act of making an

incision iiUo tlie wintl-piiK-, u>L-d wlieii some tumour in ilic lliioat

llin<U'rs respiration.

PHARYNX, in anatomv, the iip.per part of llie ccsopliagus.

The muscles of the phar) n\"serve to open or shut the a-sophagus :

these are in inim'jer three pair, viz. the st_vloniar_vns=tus, the

pterjgopharjngxus, aud the ccsophaga-us. See Anatomy. There

are a niimbgr of glands situated in llie pharynx ;
and excretory

qscula, or openings, are frequenllv discoveied « iih them.

, PHASCU.M, Jobotany, agenusoftheorderofmusci, and cryp-

tp^aiiiia.cl'asj q( pjants. Anthera operculated, willi a ciliated

mouth; calVptrE minute.

PHASEOLUS, the Kidn'EY-be.^n; a genus of the decandria

order, and diadelphia class uf plants; natural order, Papiliunaces.

Keel with the stamens -.md stdes spirally twi4ed. It lias 21 spe-

cies. Of these, .one comprehends many varieties. Those princi-

pully cultivated for the table are, 1. the common white, or Dutch

kidiiey-bean. 2. The smaller kidney-bean, called the Balteriea

kidney-bean. And, 3. The upright sort, called the Iree-kidnty-

bean. The first sort was some time ago propagated in EnglanrI,

and is still in Holland. The Battersea bean is what is mure uni-

versally cultivated; it never grows very tall, nor rambles tar, and

the air can easily pass between the rows, because of its moderate

growth ; this mates it bear plentifully, and ripen well for the table.

It is the best tasled kidney-bean, except the tree-kidiiey-beaii,

which is also a plentiful bearer, and never rambles, but giows u)) in

form of a shnib ; but its beans are broader than the Battersea kind,

and are not so well tasted.

PHASES, in astronomy, from the Grefk word ipaivw, to appear;

the several appearance^, or quantities of nlumination of the Moon,
Venus, Mercury, and the other plants. See Astronomy.
PHASIANCS, the Pheasant, in ornithology, a genus of birds

of the order Gallins. Bill short, strong, and conve,\ ; head

covered in some degree with carunculated flesh ; legs generally

withspurs. There are ten species.

P. Gallvs, The Wild Pheasant, inhabits the forests of

India, and has been seen by navigators in almost all the Indian

and South Sea islands. From this have proceeded all the domes-

tic varieties throughout Europe.

P. Abgus is yellowish, with black spots, a red face, and a

blue crest on the back of the head. It is found in Chinese

Tartary.

P. CoLCHicus, the Common Pheasant, is red, with a bine

head, wedge-shaped tail, and papillous cheeks. It is a native of

Africa, Asia, and Europe. See Plate CXXKV.
P. Gallvs, the Common Dunghill Cock and Hen, with a

compressed carnacle or fleshy comb on the top of the head, and a

couple of caruncles er wattles under the chin. The ears are naked,

and the tail is compressed and erected. Ot all birds, perhaps this

species affords the greatest number of varieties; there being scarcily

two to be found that exactly resemble each other in plumage and

form. Tlie cock is still found in the islands of Tinian, in many
others of the Indian ocean, and in tlie woods on the coast of Ma-
labar, in its ancient state of independence. In this wild condition,

his plumage is black and yellow, and his comb and wattles yellow

and purple. There is another pectdiarity also in those of the In-

dian woods; their bones, which, when boded, with us are white,

in those are as black as ebony. No animal has greater courage
ll'.an the cock when opposed to or,e of his own species ; and in

every part of the world where refinement and polished manners
have not entirely taken place, cock-fighting is a principal diversion.

In China, India, the Philippine islands, and all over the East,

cock-lighting is the sport and amusement even of kings an<l

princes. With us it is declining every day ; and it is to be hoped
it will in time be abolished even among the lowest vulgar.

P. PicTUS has a yellowish crest, a red breast, and a wedge-
shaped tail. It is a native of China. See Plate CXXXV.
PHASIS. See PHA5E3.
Phasis, in ancient geography, a river which falls into the Euxine

sea about 700 miles from Constantinople.

PHASMATA, [faTiA'c'] PlIASMS, in physiology, certain ap-

pearances arising from the various tinctures df the clouds by the

rays of the heavenly bodies, especially the sun and moon.
'PHEASANT, i"n ornithology. See PhasianUs.
Pheasants, Isle of, or Isle de Faisans, or the Isle of

Conference, an inland between France and Spain, formed by
the Bidassoa, aboundiim widi pheasants. It lies about two mdcs
from Forilarabia. Lon.T. 41). W. Lat. 45. 20. N.
PHEGOR, or PEOR, a dcitv worshipped at a very early

period by the Midianites and Moabites, and prohablv by all the

other tribes which then inhabited Syria. -Phegor, or Peor, is the

same with the Hebrew word peclr/r, which signifies aperuit, and
probably refers to the ]>rophetic influence always attributed

to the solar deity, by which he opened or discovered things to

come.
PHELLANDRIUM, Water-Hemlock ; a genus of the

digynia order, and pentandria class of plants ; natural order, Um-
bellalE. Calyx four or live-pavted, superior ; petals four or five

;

capsule four or five-celled ; seeds many. There are four species,

of which,

P. AauATicuM, is a native of Britain. This grows in ditches

and ponds, but is not very common. The stalk is remarkably
thick and (i.cholonious, and grows in the water. It is a poison to

horsrs, bringing upon them, as Linna-us informs us, a kind of

palsy; whicn, however, he supposes to be owing not so much to

the noxious |Ualities of the plant itself, as to those of an insect

which feeds u ion it, breeding within the stalks, and which he calls

curculio paraplect'cns.

PHELLIN, a town of Russia, in the province of Riga, on
'he Phellin; 96 miles N. of Riga. Lcn. 25. 25. E. Lat. 58.

10. N.
PHENGITES, among the ancients, the name of a beautiful

species of alabaster. It is a rude irregular mass, \ery shattery and
friable, but of a brightness superior to that ot most other marbles,

and excelling them all in transparence.

PHENIX. See Phcenix.
PHENOMENON. See Phenomenon.
PHEONS, in heraldry, the barbed lieads of darts, arrows, or

other weapons.
PHEOS, in botany, a name which Thcophrastus, Dioscorides,

and others give to a plant used by fullers in dressing their cloths,

and o which there were two kinds, a smaller called simply pheos,

and a largi-r called hippopheos,

PHERECRA'I ES, a Greek comic poet, wlio was contempo-
rarv with Plato and Aristophanes. Afur the example of the an-

c ent comedians, who never introduced iijion the theatre imagi-

nary but living characters, he acted his contemporaries. But he
ilid not abuse the liberty which at that time prevailed upon the

stage. He laid it down as a rule to himself never to hurt the re-

putation of any person. He was author of a work on Music, and
a kind ol verse called Pherecratic.

PHERECRAIIC VFRSE. The three last feet were in hex-

ameter verse, and the first of those three feet was always a spondee.

This verse of Horace, for example, Quamvis pontic^ pinijs, is a
Pherecratic verse.

PHIDI.AS, the most famous sculptor of antiquity, was an Athe-
nian, and flourished in the 83d Olympiad. This wonderful artist

was not only consummate in the use of his tools, but accomplished

in the sciences of history, poetry, fable, geometry, optics, &c. He
first taught the Greeks to imitate nature perfectly, and all his

works were received with admiration. He made an excellent

statue of Minerva for the Plateaus ; but the statue of this goddess

in her magnificent temjile at Athens, of w hich there are still some
relics, was an astonishing production. Pericles ordered Phidias to

make a statue of the goddess ; and Phidias formed a most admira-

ble figure of ivory and gold, 39 feet high. But what rendered his

name immortal, proved at that time his ruin. He had carved
upon the shield of the goddess his own portrait and that of Peri-

cles ; and this was made a crime. Upon this he withdrew to Elis,

.md made for the Eliaiis the Olympic Jupiter; a prodigy of art

w hich was ranked among the seven wonders of the world. It was
of ivory and gold ; sixty feet high, and every way proportioned;

Phidias concluded his labours with this niaster|)iece ; and the

Eliaus, to do honour to his memory, appropriated to his descend-

ants, the ofiice of keeping clean this magnificent image.

PHIDITIA, in (jrician antiquity, feasts celebrated with great

frugality at Sparta. They were held in the public places and in

the open air.

PHI LA, in mythology, one of the attributes of Venus, which
distinguishes her as the mother of love, from f^tiv, to love.

PHILADELPHIA.
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PHILADELPHIA, in antiquity, were games instituted at Sar-

<lis to celebrate llie union of Caracalla and Geta, the sons of Sep-
timius Severus.

Philadelphia, an ancient town of Turkey in Asia, in Natolia.

It is seated at the toot of ii)Oii,:t Tniolus, by the river C'lfjamn-;,

whence there is an exceodini^lv line view over an extensive plain.

It was founded by Attahis Philadelphus, brotlier of Eunienes.

It is about 40 miles K. is. E. of Snivrna. Lon. 2S. 15. E. I.at.

38. 28. N.
Philadelphia, a populous and well cnUivated county of Penn-

sylvania; bounded on the N. E by tlie Poqiiasin and lUicks

countv ; S. E. and S. by the IJelaware, wliich separates it from

Kew Jersey ; W. by Delaware county, and N. W. by Montgo-
mery county. It is 22 miles long, and 12 broad.

Philadelphia, the capital of Pennsylvania. It is one of the

most beautiful and regular cities in the world, being of an oblong

form, situated on the VV. bank of the Delaware, on an extensive

plain, by the course of the river, 120 miles from its mouth, where

it flows into the Atlantic. PInladelphia is 97 miles S. VV. of New
York, and 3j6 S. \V. of lioston. Lon. 7J° 9' W. Lai. 39°

57' N.
PHILADELPHUS, in antiquity, a title or surname of se-

reral ancient kings ; from the Greek ia©-, lover, and aJsX'f®',

brother.

Philadelphus, the Pipe-tree, or Mock-orange; in bo-

tany, a genus of the monogynia order, and icosandria class of

plants; natural order, Ilesperides. C'alvx fom-toothed ; corolla

four-cleft ; berry four-seeded ; seeds solitary. It has three

species.

PHILANTHROPY, [fD.™ and »v^.-..ro;,] is of nearly the

same import with benevolence ; and differs from friendship, as Ihis

lust affection subsists only between individuals, whilst philanthropy

com|)rehends the whole species.

PHILIBEG, a little plaid, called also kilt. It is a sort of short

petticoat reaching nearly to the knees, worn by the Scotch High-

landers. It is a modern substitute for the lower part of the plaid,

being found to be less cumbersome, especially in time of action,

when the Highlanders used to tuck their brechdan into their gir-

dle. Almost all of them have a great pouch of badger and other

skins, with tassels dangling before, in which they keep their to-

bacco and money.
PHILIP, St. an apostle of Jesus Christ, was a fisherman of

Bethsaida, a city of Galilee, on the Lake of Gennesarcth, when
called by our Saviour. Erclesiastical historians relate that he was

riarried and had several children, that he preached the Gospel in

Phryiiia, and died at Hierdpolis in that country. He is, however,

enrolled among the martyrs by some ancient writers. He is not

to be confounded with Philip the deacon mentioned in the

A':ts, who converted the eunuch of Candace queen of Ethi-

opia.

Philip If. King of Macedon, was the fouvth son of Amynlas II.

He was sent to I'hebes as an hostage by his father, where he learn-

td the art of war under Epaniinondas, and studied the manners,

and the pursuits, of the Greeks. At the beginning of his reign lie

had to oppose the lliyrians, Piconians, and Tliraeians. The two

former he disarmed by prccpiils and promises, and the lattw were

not able to act against him. He llu-n made war against Athens,

And having gained a great victory over the troops of that republic,

he restored all the prisoners without a ransom ; which gen>'rosity

produced a peace. Philip then turiieil his arms against the lily-

nans, whom he defeated. Alter this he took Crenides, a city be-

longing to the Thraeians, and having made himself master of the

gold-mines near that place, he employed a number of men in

working them, and was the first who had gold-coin stamped with

his nanVe. His ambition now knew no bounds. He formed the

<lesi^n of subduing all Greece; aiul he began with taking Olyn-

thus, a city belonging to Athens, and having corrupted the prin-

cipal inhabitants, he obtained possession of the place. The Athe-

nians were roused against Philip by the eloquence of Demosthenes,

but all the elforts of the orator proved inetfectual, v.hen opposed

to the arms and gold of the king of .Macedon. After vanquishing

Greece, Philip resolved to attempt t!ie conquest of Persia, and was

for that purpose elected chief of the expedition in a general

assembly of the Grecian states; but while he was preparing for

the enterprise he was assassinated by Pausanias, one of his guards,
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15. C. 33(i, leaving his vast debigns to be accomplished by his son
Alexander.

PHlLll'PI, in ancient geography, a town of Macedonia, in
the territory of the Edones, on the confines of Thrace, situated on
the side of a steep eminence ; anciently called Datum and Die-
iiides, famous for two battles fought near it, between Augustus and
111.' republican party. Lon, 44. 55. E. Lai. 41.0. N.
PHILIPPICS, [^iMTTTixoi Aoyoi,] in literature, a name which '»

given to the orations ol Demosthenes against Philip II king of
Macedon. The Philippics are reckoned the niasleipiercs ol fhit

great ojator: Longinus quotes many instances of tlie sublime (roin

lliem ; and points out a thousand latent beauties. Indeed that

piitlietic ill which Demosthenes excelled, the frequent interroga-

tions and apostrophes wherewith he attacked the indolence of the
Athenians, could be nowhere better emjiloyed. Whatever deli-

cacy there be in the oration against Leptines, the Philippics have
the advantage over it, were it only on account of the subject,

which gives Demosthenes so fair a field to display his chief talent,

we mean, with Longinus, that of moving and astonishing. Dio.
nysius Halicarnasseus ranks the oiaiion on the Halonese among
llie Philippics, and places it the eighth in order : but though his

authority be great, yet that force and majesty wherein Cicero
characterises the Philippics of Demosihenes, seem to exclude the
oration on the Halonese out of the number; and authorise the

almost universal opinion of the learned, who reject it as spurious.

Libanius, Photius, and others, but above all the langiiidness of the

style, and the lowiiess of the expressions, which reign throughout
the whole, father it on Hegesippus.

Philippics are likewise applied to the fourteen orations ot

Cicero against .Mark Antony. Cicero himself gave them this

title in his epistles to Brutus; and posterity have found it so just,

that it has been continued to our times.

PHILIPPINE, a town of France, in the dejiartment of the

Scheldt, and late province of Austrian Flanders, seated on an arm
of the Scheldt, 13 miles N. of Ghent, and 20 E. N. E. of

Bruges.

Philippine Islands, or Philippines, certain islands of Asia,

which lie between 1)4 and 12(5 degrees of east longitude, and

between 6° and 20° of N. lat. about 300 miles S. E. of China.

They are said to be about 1200 in number, of which there are 400

very considerable. They form a principal division of that im-

mense Indian Archipelago, which consists of so many thousand

islands, some of which are the largest, and many of them the

richest, in the world. The principal of the Philippine islands ar<-

Luconia or Manilla, Tandago or Samul. Masbate, Mindora. .\h:

rindugera, Luban, Paragoa, Panay. Negro's Island, Leyle, iiohci.

Sibu, Sogbu, Negros, St. John, Xolo, and Mindanao. In most o;

these, the Spanish power |)revails, and all are under the governor

of Luconia ; but there are some in which that nation has little

authority, or even inlluence, such as Mindanao. The inhabitants

of these islands consist of Chinese, Ethiopians, Malays, Spaniards,

Portuguese, Pintados or Painted People, ami Mestees, a mixture

of all these. 'I'iieir persons and hahus resemble those of the seve-

ral nations whence they derive their original ; only, it is observa-

ble, that the features of the blacks of these islands are as agreeable

as those of the white people. 'I'liere is not a soil in the world tlial

produces greater plenty of all the necessaries of life ; as appears

by the muUitude of inliabilants in the woods and mountains, who

subsist almost entirely by tlie fruits of the earth, and the vinisoii

thev take. Nor can any country appear more beautiful; tor

there is a perpetual verdure, and buds, blossoms, and fruit, are

found upon the trees all the year round, as well on the mountiiiiis

as in the cultivated gardens. Vast quantities of gold are washed

down from the hills by the rains, and found mixed with the sand

of their rivers. There are also mines of other metals, and excel-

lent loadstones found here; and such numbers of wild butlaloes.

that a aooJ huntsman on horseback, arnie<l with a spear, will kill

ten or twenty in a <lay. The Spaniards take them for their hides,

which they sell to the'Chinese ; and their carcases serve the moun-

taineers for food. Their woods also abound with deer, wild hogs,

and goats. There are also great numbers of civet-cats in some ot

the islands.
, , „ c

PHILIPPISTS, a sect among the Lutherans ; the followers ot

Philip Melancthon. He had strenuously opposed the Uhiquists,

who arose in his tvnie ; and the dispute growing still bolter after

4 F his
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liis death, the university of VVittembcrg, who espoused Meiaiic-

thoii's opinion, were called by the I' lacians, who allackeil it, Plii-

lippisls.

PHILIPPOLI, PHILIPPOPEI., or FILIPPOPOLI, acon-

sidcrable town of European Turl<ey, in Romania', 82 miles N. W.
ot Adnanople, and 18S W. N. W. of Constantinople. Lon. 24.

50. E. L:it. 42. \5. N.
PMILIPSBURG, a town in the Upper Rhine, 22 miles S.E. of

Worms. Lon. 8. 3o. E. Eat. 49. 12. N.
PHILIP'S ISE.AND, ST. an island of tlie South Atlantic

Ocean. Lon. 13. 25. E. Lat. 12. 22. S.

Philip's Norton, a town of Somersetshire, 7 miles S. of Bath.
Lon. 2. 16. \V. Lat. 52. 16. N.
PHlLlPhTADT, a tounof Sweden, in Warmeland, in the

midst of a hilly country, abounding with iron-mines, 20 miles N.
E. of Carlstar.'t, and 140 N. W. of Stockholm. Lon. 14. 10. E.
Lat. 59. 30. N.
PIIILIPSTON, or PIIILIPSTOVVN, a borough of Ireland,

in King's Counlv, 15 miles N. of Kildare, and 38 S.W. of Dub-
lin. Lon. 7. .'0."\V. Lat. 53. IS. N.
PIIILIPVILLE, a town of France, in the department of the

Norih, and late province of French Hainault, 25 miles S. E.
of Moiis. and 125 N. by E. of Paris. Lon. 4. 24. E. Lat. 50.
7. N.
PMILIST;EA, in ancient geography, the country of the

Philistines; which lay along the Mediterranean, from Joppa to
the boundary of Egypt, and extending to inland places not
f;:r from the coast. It is also called Pahe^tina. a name after-

wards applied to the whole of the Holy Land. See Pales-
TI.S'A.

PHILISTINES, or PHILISTINf, the ancient inhabitants
of Palestine, well known in sacred history. The people are some-
times called in Scripture Cherethites and Caphtorims:
PHILIP ISLANDS, two islands in the South Pacific'Ocean,

discovered by Capt. Hunter, in 1791. They have some inhabi-
tants. The largest or eastmost island lies in Lon. 143. 3. E. Lat.
8.6. N.
PHILLYREA, Mock Privet; a genus of the monogvnia

order, and diandria class of plants ; natural ordei-, Sepiaris. Ca-
lyx four-toothed ; corolla four-cleft ; berry two-celled ; seeds so-
litary. There are three species, which are distinguished by the
form and indentations of their leaves ; they are shrubs, and natives
ot the southern countries of Europe ; they are evergreens, and
sufficiently hardy to thrive in the ojjen air," being rarely injured,
except in very severe winters, which causes their leaves to fall,

and kills some of their weaker branches ; thei-e are repaired by
new shoots the following summer ; there are few evergreens which
are hardier th;in the phillyrca, or that deserve more to be cultivat-
ed for pleasure.

PHILO, an ancient Greek writer, wl>o was of a noble family
ainong the Jews, and flourished at Alexandria during the reign of
Caligula ; to whom he was sent at the head of an embassy from
the Jews, to defend tlu-m against Apion, A. D. 42. The best edi-
tion of his \iforks was published at Loudon in 174C bv Dr. Mangey
in 2 vols. fol.

PHILOCLES, an admiral of the Athenian fleet during the Pe-
loponnesiaii war. He recommended to his countrvmen to cut off
the right hand of such of tht- enemies as were taken, that thev
might be rendered unfit for service. His plan was adopted by all

the ten admirals except one; but their expectations were frus-
trated, and instead of being conquerors they were totallv defeated
at iEgospotamos by Lysander, and Philocles was put to death With
the rest of his colleagues.

PHILOCI ETES, in fabulous history, the son of Psan, was
the faithful companion of Hercules; who at his death obliged him
to swear not to discover the place where his ashes were interred,
and presented him with his arrows dipped iu the Hydra's
bloud.

PHILOLAUS, of Crotona, a celebrated philosopher of anti-
nuity, of the school of Pythagoras, to whom that philosopher's
Golden Ver-es have been ascribed.

PHILOLOGY, [from iiA.;, a lover, an<Ui:>i>r, a word,] the
desire of investigating the properties and relations of words.
Though this word originally denoted only the study of words and
language, yet it gradually acciuired a more extensive signification.

It comprehended the study of grammar, criticism, etymology, the
interpretation of ancient authors, aiilujuities ; and in a word, every
thing relating to ancient manners, laws, religion, government, lan-

guage, &c. Most of the branches of philology have been already
treated of, under the various heads ol Comparison, Criticism,
Etymology, Figure, Grammar, English Language, Lan-
guage, MtTAPHOB, Narkation, Ukatory, &ic. See these
articles.

PHILONIL'M, in pharmacy, a kind of somniferous anodyne
opiate, taking its name from Philo tlie invrntor.

PHI LOSbl'H ER's SIGN E, the greatest object of alchemy,
is a long souglit for preparation, which, when found, was expected
to convert all the true mercurial part of metal into pure gold, bet-
ter than any that is dug out of mines, or perfected by the refiner's-

art. Some Greek writers in the lourth and lifth centuries speak
of this art as being then known ; and towards the end of the 13th
century, when the learning of the East had been brought h tiier

by the Arabians, the same pretensions began lo spread through
Europe. See Alchemy, and Transmutation. Alchemists at-
tempted to arrive at the making of go-Id by three methods : the-

first by separation ; for every metal yet known, it is affirmed, con-
tains some quantity of gold ; only, in most, the quantity is so little

as not to defray the expence of getting it out. The second by
maturation: for the alcliemists think mercury is the base and mat-
ter of all metals; that quicksilver purged from all heterogeneous
bodies would be much heavier, denser, and simpler, than the na-
tive quicksilver ; and that by subtilizing, purifying, and digesting,

it with much labour, and long operations, it is impossible to con-
vert it into pure gold. The lliirii raelliod is by transmutation, or
by turning all metals readily into pure gold, by melting tliem in

the fire, and casting a little (juantity of a certain preparation into

the fused matter; upon which the lices retire, are volatilized and
burnt, and carried off, and all the rest of the mass is turned into

pure gold. That which works this change in the metal is called

the philosopher's stone. ^Fhis they suppose to be a most subtile,

fixed, concentrated lire, which, as soon as it meets with any metal,
does, by a magnetic virtue, immediately unite itself to the mer-
curial body of the metal, volatilize and cleanse of all that is im-
pure therein, and leave nothing but a mass of pure gold. This
pretended secret, known afterwarils by the name of the philoso-

pher's stone, or powder, was encouraged by four licences, granted
to different projectors during the reign of Henry VI. and in suc-
ceedingliines was patronized all over Europe.
PHILOSOPHICAL EGG, among chemists, a thin glass body

or bubble, of the shape of an egg, with a long neck or stem, used
in digestions.

PHILOSOPHY, [from ip'^tiu to love, and tfofia, wisdom, and
literally signifies the love of wisdom,] in its usual acceptation,
denotes a science, or collection of sciences, of which tlie uni-
verse is the object ; and of the term thus employed many defi-

nitions have been p.iven. By Pythagoras, philosophy is de-
fined nii^ijij.n Tiuv ovloiv, " the knowledge of things existing ;" by
Cicero, after Plato, scientia rerum divinarum et humanarum cum
causis ; and by the illustrious Bacon, interprelatio natura?. Ac-
cording to M. Chauvin, the term is derivecl from fiXio, desire or
study, and craficc, wisdom : and therefore he understands the word
to mean the desire or study oi wisdom ; for, (says he) Pythagoras,
conceiving that the application of the human mind ought ratlier to

be called study than science, set aside the appelhUiou of wise ys

too assuming, and took that of philosopher. Whether any of
these definitions be sufficiently precise, and at the same time suf-

ficiently comprehensive, may be questioned ; but if philosophy in

its utmost extent be capable of being adequately defined, it is not
here that the definition would be given. ' E.xplanatioiv, (says an
acute writer,) is the first office of a teacher ; clelmilion, if it be
good, is the last of the incpiirerafter truth ; but o.plajiation is one
thing, and definition quite another." The principal objects of philo-

sophyare, God, nature, and man. That pait ofit which treats of God
is called Theology; that which treats of nature. Physics and
Metaphysics ;aiid that which treats of man. Logic and Ethics,
or Moral Philosophy. See these uilicles. See also Acous-
tics, Chromatics, Hy'drostatics, Mechanics, Optics,
Pneumatics, Electricity, Magnetism, &c. Sec. &c. Also
Aerostation, Atmosphere, Burning-Glass,Caloric, Cold,
Colour, Concel.ation, Evaporation, Fire, Flame,

1 F1.UJDIIY,
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Fluidity, Ignition, Light, Sound, Steam, Water,
Wind, &c.
PHILOSTRATUS. Flavios, an ancient Gre.-k mitbor, wilio

flourished betvieeii A. D. "90 and 244. He wrote " Tlie IM'f. oi

Apollonius Tyana-iis," and some other tracts still extant. Eu-c-

bius call him an Athenian, because he taught at Athens; but Eii-

napius and Suidas always speak ot him as a Lemnian : and he liini-

selt" hints as much in his Life of Apollon,ius. He frequented the

schools of the- sopiii-^fs, particularly Damianus of Kphesus, Pro-

tlus Naucratitas, and llippodromus of Larissa. A very exact and
beautiful edition of his works was published at Leipsic, 1709, in

folio, by Olearius, professor of Greek and Latin. A translation

into English was published by Blount. At the end of Apollo-

iiius's Life there are 9J Letters which go under his name. Thev
are not, however, believeci to be his.

PHILTERS, [from ^a-na, I love, or 'f'>^i;, a lover,] distinguish-

ed into true and spuiioiis, were given by the Greeks and Romans
to excite love. The spurious are spells or charms, supposed to

have an elfect beyond the ordinary laws of nature by some magic
\irtue ; such are those said to be given by old women, witches,

&c. The true philters are those supposed to work their effect by
some natural and niagnetical power.

PHILYDRUM, a genus of the class and other monandria nio-

nogynia. Spathe one-llqwered
;
perianthiuni none; corolla four-

petaled, irregular; capsule three-celled, many-seeded. There is

one specie"-, a herb of China.

PHILYRA, in fabulous history, one of the Oceanides, whom
Saturn met in Thrace. Tlie god, to escape from the vigilance

of Rhea, changed himself into a horse, to enjoy the canipany of

Phil\ra, by whom he had a son, half a man and half a horse,

called Chnon.
PHINEAS, or PHINEHAS, or, as the Jews pronounce it,

Pinclias, the son of Eleazar, and grandson of Aaron. He was the

third high priest of the Jews, and discharged this office from A.

M. 2571 till 2590. He is particularly connnended in Scripture

for the zeal he shewed for the preservation of his countrymen from

idolatry, on two ditferent occasions ; as recorded, in Num. xxv.

7, ij ; and Josh. xxii. 13,34. The just vengeance he executed

on Zimri, a prince of Simeon, and Cozbi, a princess of Midian,

happened A. M. 3533. The dignity of the high priesthood conti-

nued in the race of Phinehas, from Aaron down to the high- priest

Eli, for about 335 years: when it was forfeited by the wickeilness

of Eli's sons. It returned, however, again into the family of

Eleanar in the reign of Saul, who, having killed Ab'melech, and

the other priests and people of Nob, gave the high priesthood to

Zadok, of the race of Pliinehas. At the same time, David had

Abiathar with him, of ihe race of Eli, who performed the func-

tions of high priest. So that after the death of Saul, David con-

tinued the priesthood to Zadok and Abiathar conjointly. Butto-

wards the end ot David's reign, Abiathar having joined in the con-

spiracy of Adonijah, to the prejudice of Solomon, he was disgraced,

and Zadok only was acknowledged as high priest. The priest-

hood continued in his family till after the captivity of Babylon,

and even to the destruction of the temple. But from the begin-

ning of Zadok's priesthood alone, an<l the excUnion of Abiathar,

to the ruin of the temple, is U)S4 years. As Phinehas lived after

the death of Joshua, and liefoie tlie lirst servitude under Cushan-

rishathaim, during the republic ;
(Judges xvii. 6. xviii. 1. xi. 24.)

his death is supposed to have happened A. M. 2590.

PHINEUS,, in fabulous history, was son of Agenor, king; of

Phoenicia, or according to some of Neptune. He became king

of Thrace, or Bylliinia. He married Cleopatra or Clcobnki, the

daughter of Boreas, by whom he had Plexippus and Pandiou.

After lier death, he married Idaa or Idothea?, the daughter of

Dardanus.
PHLEBOTOMY, [4->i(SoT0|Uia, 9>4, *xt,3^, vena, and Ttfxvu,,

to cut,] bloodletting ; the act or practice of opening a vein for

medical intentions. See Surgery.
PHLEGETHON, [^xfys^cK, burning,] in mythology, a river

of hell, whose waters flamed.

PHLEGM, [^xiyiua,] in the animal ceconomy, was one of the

four humouis whereof the ancients supposed the blood to be com-

posed. '^I'he chemists make phlegm or water an elementary

body ; the characters of which are fluidity, insipidity, and vo-

liitiJity.

PHLEGMAGOGUES, [f>iyfi»and «-/u,,] in medicine, purges
of the milder sort, supposed to evacuate phlegm, and leave the
othxr humours. They comprehend lierniodactyls, agaric, tur-

bith, jalap, &c.
PHLEGMASIA, an order of diseases in Dr. Cullen's system

of physic.

PHLEGON, suinamed 'i'rallianus, was born in Trallis, a city

ofLydia. He was the emperor Hadrian's freed man, and lived

to the 18th year of Antoninus Pius. He wrote several works of

great erudition, of which we have nothing left but fragments.

Among these was a History of the Olympiads, A Treatise of Long-
lived Persons, and another of Wonderful Things. Tlic titles of

part of the rest of Phlegon's writings are preserved by Suidas. It

has been supposed that the History of Hadrian published under

Phlejjon's name, was written by Hadrian himself.

ITILEGYAS, in fabulous history, a son of Mars, king of tiie

Lapitha; in Thessaly, and lather of Ixion, and ol Coronis, the mo-
ther of .F.sculapius, by Apollo.

PHLEME, [from phl'Fhotnmus, Lat.] a fleam, an instrument

which is placed on the vehi, and driven into it with a blow, parti-

cularly in bleeding horses.

PHLEUM, Cat's-tail Grass; in botany, a genus of the di-

gynia order, and triandria class of planls; natural order, Gramina.

Corolla two-valved ; seed single, included within the calyx and

corolla. There are four species. See Husbanmjry.

PHLO.'VS, a genus of vermes testacea. Animal ascidia; shell

bivalve, divaricate, with several less differently shaped accessory

ones at the hinae; hinges recurved, united by a cartilage : in the

inside, beneath the hinge, is an incurved tooth. The inhabitants

of this' genus perforate clay, spongy stones, and wood, while in the

younger state; and as thev increase in size, enlarge their habita-

tion within, and thus become imprisoned. Tliey contain a phos-,

phorous liquor of great brilliancy in the dark, and which illu-

minates whatever it touches or happens to tall upon. "^I'here are

twelve species.

PHLOGISTON, [9Xo-/K^r, from fX-"/'", to burn,] a term for-

merly used by chemists, to express a principle which was supposed

to enter the composition of various bodies,^ but which is now ex-

ploded, and proved to have no existence. 'J'he bodies which were

thought to contain it, in the largest quantity, are the inflammable

substances; and the property which these substances possess of

being susceptible of inflammation, was thougirt to depend on this

principle; and hencn il was sometimes called the principle of in-

tlammabilitv. Inflammation, according to this doctrine, was the

separation of this piinciple, or phlogiston, from the other matter

which composed the co.nbustible body. As the emission of liglit

and heat alwavs attended its separation, the chemists concluded

that it was li°lit and heat combined wilh othcF matter in a peculiar

manner, or fhat it was some highly clastic and veiy subtile matter,

on certain modifications of which heat and hght depended See

Caloric. Combustion, Chemistry, Flame, Oxygen, &c.

PHLOMIS the Sage-tree, or Jerusalem S.age ; a genus of

the gvmnospermia order, and didynamia Class of plants; natural

order' Verticillata-. Calvx angular; corolla, upper lip incum-

bent, compre'sed, viUose.' There are twenty-two species.

PHLOX, in botany, a genus ot the pcntandria monogynia class

and order. Natural order, Rotace^. Corolla salver-.haped;

filaments uneqtial ; stiRinatrifid j calyx prismatical ;
capsule three-

celled, one-seeded. There are twelve species, natives ot North

PHi'yCTENA in medicine, small eruption; on the skin.

PHOBETOR, [hom f<>li'»>, to terrify,] in mythology, one of

the sons, of Somi.us, and his prime-minister. His ..(hcewas to

terrifv men during sleep, by appearing to them in the form of a

wild beast or serpent.

PHOCA the Sfal; in natural history, a genus of mammalia,

of the order'fera;. Fore-teeth, in the upper jaw, six, sharp, paral-

lel and the exterior ones larger; in the lower jaw four, distinct,

n irallel equal, and rjther blunl ; tu'^ks. one on each side, in both

ia'ws lar-e and pointed, the upper remote from the fore-teeth, the

oweV from the grinders ; grinders, five on each Mcle above, and

six below, tricMspidated. Tliere are nineteen species.

P Babbata, the Great Seal, has long white whiskers with

curled points. The back is arched ; black, very deciduous, and

very th nlv dispersed over a thick skin, which is almost naked ni
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siimniLT. Tiie lei-tli ct lius species arc like those of llie common
seal; tlie lore-le.-l are like tlie luimaii liand, tin.' middle toe bein<r

the loiiRfsl, and the lliiimb short. They are upwards of twelve

leet long. The Greenlaiiders cut oiH. of the skill of this specie.s

thongs and lines, a linger thick, for the seal-hshcry. Its tiesii is as

white as veal, and li esteemed the most delicate of any. They
produce plenty of lard, but very liilie oil. They inhabit the high

sea about Greenland, are very "timid, and commonly rest on the

Hoatiiig ice.

P. ViTULiFA, the Sea-Ca!,f, or Common Seal, inhabits the

European ocean, and is common on most of the rocky shores of

Great Britain and Ireland. It lias a -smooth head, without exter-

nal ears ; and the common length is from live to six ieet. The
fore-legs are deeply immersed in the skin of the body : the hind-

legs are placed in such a n.anner as to point directly backwarils:

evi-ry foot has five toes, connected by a strong and broail web,

covered on botji sides with short hair. The toes are furnished

with strong claws, well adapted for climbing the rocks: the claws

on the liiiul-feet are slender and straight ; but at the eiu!s a little

jncurvaled. The head and nose an- broad and llat, like those ol

the otter; the neck short and thick ; tlie eyes large and black ; in

lieu of external ears, it has two small orifices: the nostrils are ob-

long : on each side the no'-e are several long stitf haii-s: and above

each eye are a few of the same kind. The lorm of the tongue is

very singular, being forked, or slit at the end. The culling teeth

are six in the upper jaw, and only four in tlie lower. It has two

canine teelli above and below, and on each side of the jaw live

grinders; in all thirty-four. The whole body is covered with

short hair, very closely set together: the colour of that on the

body is generally dusky, spotted irregularly with white; on the

belly white: but seals vary greatly in their colours: some have

been found entirely white.

PHOC/EA, the last town of Ionia, and of jEolis, because situ-

ated on the right or N. side of the Ilermus, which he makes the

boundary of .'Eolis to the- S.

PHOCAS, a Roman centurion, who was made emperor by the

army, and was crowned at Constantinople about A. 1). 603. The
emperor Mauritius, his predecessor, thus deserted, tied to Chalce-

doii with his five children, whom Phocas caused to be inhunianlv

murdered before his eyes, and then he murdered Mauritius him-

self, bis brother, and several others who were attached to him.
Phocas then sent his own image, and tliat of his wife I.eontia, to

Rome. Gregory the Great, then bisho|. of Rome, caused the

images to be lodged in the oratory of the martyr Ca'sarius, and
wrote congratulatory letters to the usurper. As soon as the mur-
der of Mauritius was known, Narses, w ho commanded the troops

on the frontiers of Persia, revolted. Phocas, however, managed
matters so as to gain him over to his interest, and then trea-

cherously burnt him alive. In 610, however, he was overtaken

by the fate he had so long deserved. Heraclius, the son of Hera-
clius, governor of Africa, being acknowledged as emperor by the

people of Africa, sailed thence with a formiduble fleet, and a pow-
erful army, for Constantinople, where he defeated the tyrant's

fli-et. Phocas took refuge in the palace ; but one Photuius, whose
wife he had debauched, pursuing him, forced the gates, dragged
the cowardly emperor from his throne, and having stripped liini of
the imperial robes, and clothed him with a black vest, carried him in

chains to Heraclius, who commandeil his hands and leei, then liis

arms, and at last his head, to be cut off: and his body was rlelivcred

to the soldiers, who burnt it in the forum. Such was the end of this

cruel tyrant, alter he had reigned seven years and some months.
PHOCION, a di>tinguished Athenian general, and orator, in

the time of Pliilip 11. of Macedon. As he was a most disinterested

pJtriol, he could entertain no affection for Philip: but as he knew
the disposition of his countrymen, and how unlikely they were to

support measures necessary to humble the Macedonian power, he
rhose rallier to cultivate tiic esteem which Phihp shewed for the
state of Athens, as a mean of preserving her. when she should be
reduced to that situation whicii he conceived they wanted virtue

to prevent. He was appointed to command the :.rmy which was
sent to assist the By/antines against Philip, whom he obliged to

return lo his own dominions. 'Pliis truly great man, whom (though
xtremely poor) no sum ofTired by Philip or Alexander could
bribe to betray his country, and who, on all occasions, gave them
veuad advice, was at length accused by bis ungrateful countrymen.

This happened B. C. 318. He was sent to Athens by Polyper-
chon, head of a faction in Macedonia, with his liiemis, cliained ui

cart>, with this message, " That though he was convinced they
were traitors, yet he leil them to be judged by the Athenians, as a
free people." They were all in a summary manner condemned
to death, viz. Phocion, Nicocles, Ahetidippus, Agamon, and Py-
thocles ; these were present : Deinttrius Phalereus, Callimedon,
C'haricles, and others, were condemned in their absence. When
the Athenians began to cool, and remember the many services

ihev had received from Phocion, they decreed liim a statue of

brass ; and decreed that his accusers should be put to death.

PHOCIS, a country of Greece, between BtEotia on the E. and
Locris on the W. extending from the Sinus Corinthiacus on the

S. to the sea of Eubcea on the N. and, according to Dionysius, as

far as Thermopyht; ; but reduced afterwards to narrower bounds
PHtEBE, in the mythology, I. a name of Diana: 2. a daugh-

ter of I.eucippus, brother of Tyndarus, king of Sparta, by l*lii-

lodice, the daughter of Inachus.

PHtT.MCE, or PHtENlCIA, the ancient name of a country
lying between the 34th and 36th degrees of lat. N. bounded by
Syria on the N. and E. by Judea on the S. and by the Mediter-
ranean on the W. Some derive the name from one Phoenix

;

olliersfroni •^cvi;, a palm, or date, as these trees abounde<i in this

country. Some supposi- that Phceiiice is originally a translation of

the Hebrew «ord Edoni, trom the Edomites, wiio Hed thither in

the oays of David. Uy the contraction of Canaan it \>as also

called Clina, and aiicienily Rhabbotliin and Colpitis. TheJew*
commonly named it Canaan ; though some part ot it they knew by
the name of Syrophcenice. Bochart tells us, that the most probable
etymology is Phene Anak, i. e. " the tiesceiidants of Anak."
Such were the names ])eculiar to this small country; though Phw-
nice was sometimes extended to all the maritime countries of

Syria, Judea, and Canaan lo the Philistines, and even to the

Anialekites. But these two names, and the rest, were most gene-
rally swallowed up by those of Palestine and Syria.

PIlffiNlCIANS, the inhabitants of Phu'iucia. It is univer-

sally allowed that the Phoenicians were Canaanites by descent.

Their blood must have been mixed, however, with that of fo-

reigners in process of time, as happens in all trading places. The
Pha-nicians wctc governed by kings ; and their territory, sinall as

it was, included several kingdoms, namely, those of Sidon, Tyre,
Aradus, lierytus, and Bybius.

PIKENICUPTERCS, the Flamingo, in ornithology, a ge-
nus ot birds of the order grallz. Beak naked, teethed, and bent
as if it were broken ; nostrils linear ; feet palmated, tour-toed.

There is but one species, viz.

P. Bahamensis of Catesby, a native of Africa and America.
This species resembles the heron in shape, excepting the bill,

which is .of a vcy singular form. It is two years old before it ar-

rives at its perfect colour, and then it is entirely red, excepting
the quill-feathers, which are black. A full grown one is of eipial

weight w ith a wild duck, and when it stands erect it is five feet

high. The feet are webbed. The flesh is delicate, and mostly
resembles that of a partridge in taste. The tongue, above any other
part, was in the highest esteem with the luxurious Romans.' They
are found in France, Spain, and Italy. They are also common lit

the warm parts of America, as Peru, Chili, Cayenne, Brasil, and the
various islands of the West Indies. Sloane found them in Jamaiixi,

at the Bahama islands, and Cuba, where they breed. Their food
chiefly consists of small fish or their eggs; and of water-insects,

whicli they search after by plunging in the bill and part of the
head.

PHCENIX, the son of Amyntoi, king of Argos, by Cleobule
or llippodamia, and preceptor to young Achilles.

PhoiNix, the son of Agenor, by a nymph who was called Tele-
phassa, according to Apollodorus and Moschus; or, according to
otliei^, Epimetfusa, Perimeda, or Agriope.

PHa;Nix, in astronomy, one of the new southern constellations.

PhuvNix, the Great Palm, or Date-Tree ; in botany, a ge-
nus of plants, of the order palma-. Calyx three-parted ; corolla
thrce-pelaled : male, stamina three ; female, pistil one ; drupe
ovate. There are two species.

P. Dactylifera, the Common- Date-Tree, a native of Af-
rica and the eastern countries, where it grows to 60, 60, and 100.

feet high. 1 he trunk is round, upright, and studded with pro-

tuberances.
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luberani;es, which are tlie vestiges of llie derayed leaves. From
tlie top issues lortii a cluster of leaves or brandies 8 or 9 feet long,
exteiuling all round like an iinibrclla, and bending a little to-

wards tlie earth. The bottom part produces a number of stalks

like those of the middle, but ^e!dom shooting so high as 4 or 5
feet. These stalks, says Adanson, diti'use the tree very conside-
rably, so that, wherever it naturally grows in forests, it is extremely
ditificult to open a passage through its prickly leaves. The fruit

is somewhat in the shape of an acorn. It is composed of a thin,

light, and glossy membrane, somewhat pellucid and yellowish,
v'hich contains a fine, soft, and pulpy tVuit, which is firm, sweet,
and somewhat vinous to the tast;', esculent, and wholesome: with-

in this is inclosed a solid, tough, and hard kernel of a pale grey
colour on the outside, and finely marbled within like the nut-

meg. For medicinal use, dates are to be chosen, large, full, fresh,

yellow on the surface, soft, and tender, not too much wrinkled ;

such as have a vinous taste, and do not rattle when shaken. They
are produced in many parts of Europe, but never perfectly ripen

there. Tiie best are brought from Tunis; they are also very hije

and good in Egypt and in many parts of the east.

Phcenix, in ornithology, a fabulous bird of antiquity. The
ancients speak of this bird as single, or only one of its ki«d ; they
describe it as of the size of an eagle ; its head finely crested with a

beautiful plumage, its neck covered with feathers of a gold-co-

lour, and the rest of its body purple, only the tail white, and the
eyes sparkling like stars: they say that it lives alcove 500 years in

the wilderness; that when thus advanced in age, it builds itself a

pile of sweet wood and aromatic gums, and fires it with the wafting

of its wings, and thus burns itself; and that from its ashes arises a

worm, which in time grows up to be a phoenix. Hence Plioeni-

cians gave the name of phoenix to the palm-tree; because when
burnt down to the root it rises again fairer than ever.

PHCENOMENOLOGY, [4)aiv«/xtvK and xoy©',] a system of, or

treatise on, plwenomena.
PHOLEY, FOULl, or FLTLY, a country or kingdom of

Africa, in Guinea, on the banks of the Senegal, divided from that

of the Mandingoesby lake Cayor, extending 160 leagues, or 4S0
miles from cast to west. Its breadth from north to south is nut

ascertained. The country is populous, and the soil very fertile,

producing rich crops of corn, rice, millet, pease, cotton, tobacco,

and great variety of fruits and roots. It feeds great numbers of

sheep, goats, horses, and black cattle ; and abounds w ith lions,

tigers, elephants, crocodiles, and other wild beasts. The king

is called Siratick, and is said to have great authority over his sub-

jects.

PIIOLIS, in the old system of mineralogy, the name of a genus

©f fossils of the class of gypsums or plaster-stones. Its distinguish-

ing characters are, that the bodies of it are tolerably hard, com-
posed of particles somev(hat broad, and of a bright ( lystalline lus-

tre. . The name is derived from foXi;, a scale, or small tlake, be-

cause they are composed of particles of that form.

PHONICS, [from ^iovof,] the doctrine of sounds. It is other-

wise called Acoustics, which see.

PIIORCUS, or PHOKCYS, in the mythology, the son of

Neptune by Thooliii, who married his sister Ccto, by whom he
had the Gorgons, the dragon, that kept the gardens of the Ilespe-

ritles, and other monsters.

PHORMIUM, in botany, a genus of the inonogynia order, and

hexandria class of plants. Calyx none ; corolla six-petaled ; cap-

sale oblong, tluee-sided ; seeds oblong, compressed. The only

species is,

P. Tenax, the Flax-plavt, a plant that serves the inhabitants

of New Zealand instead of hemp and llax. Of this plant there are

two sorts; the leaves of both resemble those of flags, but the

flowers are smaller, and their clusters more numerous; in one

kind they are yellow, and in the other a det*!) red. Of the leaves,

with very little preparation, they make all their common apparel,

and also' their strings, lines, and cordages, for evi ry purpose;

which are much stronger than any thing we can make with hemp.

From the same plant, by anotliei preparation, they draw Ions

slender fibres, which shine like silk, and are as white as sno\s : ol

these, which are very strong, they make their hnest clothes; au-'

of the leaves, without any other preparation than splitting theiir

into proper breadths, and tying the strips together, ihey make
their fishing nets, some of which are of au enormous size.
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PHORONEUS, in fabulous histrrv, the son ol Inachus by
Meli^sa, brother of lo, and the second king of Argos.
PHOSPHATES, in chemistry, salts formed by the union of

the phosphoric acid, with different bases, viz. earths, alkalies, and
metallic oxides. These salts may be distinguished bv the follow-
ing properties: 1. When heated along with combustibles, (hey are
not decomposed, imr is phosphorus obtained. 2. Belore the
blow-pipe they are converted into a globule of glass, which, in
some cases, is transparent, in otiiers opaque. 3. Soluble in nitric
acid without elTervescence, and precipitated from that solution by
lime-water. 4. Decomposed, at least partially, by sulphuric acid

;

and their acid, which is separated when mixed with charcoal and
heated to redness, yields phosphorus. 5. After being strongly
heated, they often phosphoresce. The phosphate of soda is much
used in medicine; it is purely saline, witlioul any bitterness, which
renders it a good subotitute for Epsom and Glauber's salts. As it

melts easily, and promotes the fusion of the earths and metallic
oxides, it is used in chemical operations as a flux. Phosphate of
ammonia exists in the urine of carnivorous animals, in considera-
ble quantity, united with phus|)liate of soda, forming a triple salt^
formerly denominated microcosmic, or fusible salt, in urine.

PHOSPHA'l'ED, combined with phosphoric or phosphorous
acid.

Phosphated iROhf, a species of salt of iron, which has but little

action upon iron. However, if that niftal remain exposed to the
contact of phosphoric acid, or even to the soUilioih of salts that
contain that acid, it is gradually oxidated, and converted into
phosphate of iron. The properties of phosphated iron have not
been examined with attention. Sdieele has shewn that the acid
combines with both oxides, and forms both a phosphate and oxy-
phosphate of iron. Fourcroy and Vauipitlin have lately ascer-
tained that there are two varieties of this last salt ; one of which
had been described by Bergman, Meyer, Klaproth, and Scheele,
and another with excess of base, and conseciiieiitly a sub-oxy-
phosphate, which these philosophers lirst observed.

PHOSPHITES, salts formed by the union of the phosphorous
acid, with different bases ; as earths, alkalies, and metallic oxides.
These salts may be distinguished by the following properties : 1.

When heated, they emit a phosphorescent (lame. '2. When dis-

tilled in a strong heat, they give •>ut a little phosphorus, and are
converted into phosphates. 3. Detonate when heated with nitrate

or oxy-muriate of potass, and are converted inio phosphates. 4-
Coii veiled into pliosphates by nitric and oxy-muriatic acid. 5.

Fusible in a violent heat into glass.

PHOSPHORESCE, to take fire and burn with a lively bril-

liant ilame like phospiiorus: to become phosphoric.

PHOSPHORESCENCE, the properly or quality of burning
like phosphorus.

PHOSPHORIC ACID, a compound of oxygen and phos-
phorus, the proportion of oxygen being greater than requisite to

form phosphorous acid. Phosphoric acid may be formed bv set-

ting lire to a quantity of phosphorus, contained in a vessel tilled

with oxygen gas. The phosphorus burns with great rapidity, and
a great number of white flakes are depo!<ited, which are pho.phoricr

acid in a stale cf purity. It may be obtained too by heating phos-
phorus under water till it melt, and then causing a stream ol oxy-
gen gas to pass through it by means of a tube. In this case tiie

acid as it forms combines with the water ; but the liquid maybe
evaporated olf by the application of heat, and then the acid re-

mains behind in a slate of purity. From the experiments of La-
vo-sier, this acid is composed of about thirty-nine phosphorus, and
sixty-one oxygen. Phosphoric rcid, when pure, is solid, colour-

less, and transparent. It reddens vegetable blues ; it lias no
smell ; its taste is very acid, but it doe- n it deitroy the texture of
organic bodies. When exposed to Ihe op. n air, it soon atiracts

moisture, and deliquesces into a thick oil, -like liquid, in which
sti.te it is usually kept by chemists. When exposed to the (ire in

a platiniini-criicible, its water gradually evaporates, and leaves it

in the state of a transparent jelly. If the heat be increased it boils
'

and bubbles, owing to the separation of the remainder of its water,
accompanied with a small portion of acid. At a red heat it re-

uains in the form of a transparent liquid, and when cooled assumes
the form of the purest ci^ystal. In this state it is known by the

name of phosphoric glass. This glass 13 merely phosphoric acid

totallv deprived of water.
4 G rnosPHOHors
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PHOSPIlUKOl'S ACID, a (-oii'iiound of oxyg.'i) and piv s-

phonis coiitaining u niiiiimum ot oxygen, ll pliosplioius. in

small piece?, be expo^i'd to the air in a i>la=s-tininel plated in a

bouk, it attracts tlie oxygen and nioisliMv tinjii the atmo?plu-re,

jnd 111.1- dmvn into tlie" bottle. This is the phosphorous acid.

By this process, about three times the weight ot tiie phosphorus is

obtained. It is then in the form of a white thick liipiid, adhering

to the sides of the vessel. It varies in consistence according to

the slate of tlie air. It has an acid |)ungent taste, not dilTereiil

from phosphoric acid. It also reddens vegetable blue colour?.

The phosphorous acid is not ahered by light. When exposed to

heat in a retort, pari of the water combined with it is first driven

off, and when it is concentrated, bubbles of air suddenly rise to the

surface, and collect in the form of white smoke, and sometimes

inflames if air be present.

PHOSPHORUS, in astronomy, the name among the Greeks

for tlie morning star, or the planet Venus, when she rises before

the Sun ; called by the Latins Lucifer, and by the Frendi, Etoile

de Berger.

Phosphorus, in chemistry, a simple substance, having a very

strong attraction for oxy gen, and liencc very combustible. It was

accidentally discovered" in 1G77 by Brandt, an alchymist of Ham-
bar"h, when he was engaged in searching for the philosopher's

stone. Kuiikel associated himself with one of his friends named
Krafi't, to purchase the secret of its preparaiion ; but KratTt made
the purchase for himself, and refused to communicate it. Kunkel,

however, though at this time he knew nothing further of its pre-

paration than that it was obtained from urine, succeeded in pro-

curing this substance. It is on this account that it long went un-

der the name of Kunkel's phosphorus. Mr. Boyle also discovered

phos\)horHs, and communicated the secret of the process for pre-

paring it to the Royal Society of London in 1680. Mr. Boyle

also communicated the process to Godfrey Hankwilz, an apothe-

cary of London, who for many years supplied Europe with phos-

phorus, and lience it went under the name of English phosphorus.

In the year 1774, the Swedisli chemists, Gahn and Scheele, made
the important discovery, thai phosphorus is contained in tlie bones

of animals, and they unproved the processes for procuring it.

Foiircrov and Vau(|uelin obtained it by the following process,

which is allowed to he the most convc'iient. Take a quantity of

burnt bom-s, and reduce them to powder. Put 100 parts of this

powder into a porcelain or stone-ware-bason, and dilute it with

four times its weight of water. Forty parts of sulphuric acid are

tlien to be added in small portions, taking care to stir tiie mixture

after the addition of every portion. A violent effervescence takes

p!ace, ar.<l a great <iuantity of air is disengaged. Let the mixture

remain twenty-four liours, stirring it occasionally, to expose every

part of the powder to the action of the acid. The burnt bones

consist of the phosphoric acid and lime; but the stilphuric acid

has a greater alfinily for tiie lime than the phosphoric acid. The
actiojj of the sulphuric acid uniting with the lime, and the separa-

tion of the phosphoric acid, occasion the effervescence. The sul-

phuric acid and the lime combine together, being insoluble, and

fall to the bottom. Pour the whole mixture on a cloth-tilter, so

that the liquid part, which is to be received in a porcelain-vessel,

may pass through. Awhile powder, whicli is the insoluble sul-

phate of lime, remains on the filter. Alter this has been repeat-

edly washed with water, it may be Ihrownaway; but the water is

to be added to llr.it part of the licpiid which i)assed through the

filter. Take a solution of sugar of lead in water, and pour it gra-

dually into the liquid in the porcelain-bason. A white powder

falls to the bottom, and the sugar of lead must be added so long as

anv precipitation takes place. The whole is again to be poured

upon a liUer, and the white powder which remains is to be well

washed and dried. The dried powder is then to be mixed with

one-sixth of its w eight of chaitoal-powder. Put this mixture into

an earthen-ware-ietort, and place it in a sand-bath, with the beak

plunged into a vessel of water. Ajijily lieat, and let it be gradu-

ally incn-ased, till the retort becomes red-hot. As the heat in-

f reases, air-bubbles rush in abundance through the beak of the re-

tort, some of wh ch are infliuned when they come in contact with

the air at the surface of the water. A snbsiance at last drops oul

similar to melted wax, which congeals under the waler. 'J'his is

pho.phorus. To have it quite pure, melt it in warm »'ater, and

-stxaiii it several tiincs through a piece of sliamoy leather under the

-uifjceof the water. To mould it into sticks, take a glass-funnel

with a long tube, which must be slopped with a cork. Fill it

with water, and put the phosphorus into it. Immerse the funnel
m boiling waler, and when the phosphorus is melted, and flows

nto the tube of the funnel, then plunge it into cold water, and
when the phospliorus has become solid, remove the cork, and push
the phosphorus from the mould with a piece of wood. Thus pre-

pared, it must be preserved in close vessels, containing pure water.
When phosphorus is perfeclly pure, it is semi-transparent, and has
the consistence of wax. It is so soft, that it may be cut with a
knife. Its specific gravity is from 1.77 to 2.03. It has an acrid

and disagreeable taste, and a peculiar smell, somewhat resembling
garlic. When phosphorus is exposed lo the light it becomes of a
leddish colour, which appears lo be an incipient combuslion. It

is, therefore, necessary to preserve it in a dark place. At the tem-
perature of 99' it becomes liquid ; and if air be entirely excluded,
it evaporates at 219°, and boils at 5j4'. At the temperature of
43° or 44°, it gives out a white smoke, and is luminous in the dark.
This is a slow combustion of the phosphorus, which becomes more
rapid as the temiierature is raised. When phosphorus is heated to

the temperature of 148° it takes fire, burns with a bright flame,

and gives out a great quantity of white smoke. Phosphorus en-
ters into combination with oxygen, azote, hydrogen, and carbon.
Phosphorus is soluble in oils, and when thus dissolved forms what
has been called liquid phosphorus, which may be rubbed on the
lace and hands without injury. It dissolves too in ether, and a
very beautiful experiment consists in pouring this phosphoric ether
in small portions, and in a dark place, on the surface of hot water.
The phosphoric matches consist of phosphorus extremely dry, mi-
nutely divided, and perhaps a little oxygenized. The simplest

mode of making them is to put a little phosphorus, dried by blot-

ting paper, into a small phial ; heat the phial, and when the phos-
phorus is melted turn it round, so that the phosphorus may adiiere

to the sides. Cork the phial closely, and it is prepared. On put-
ting a common sulphur-match into the bottle, and stirring it about,
the phosphorus will adhere to the match, and will take tire when
brought out into the air. In a medicinal view, phosphorus has a
remarkable effect on the human fi-ame; and, when administered
with judgement and circumspection, forms a very powerful and
valuable remedy. According to M. Barchewitz, and other conti-
nental writers, it has proved of essential service in paralytic, epi-

leptic, melancholic, and maniacal attacks; in every species of
eruptic fevers ; particularly in those where the eruption strikes in,

and is accompanied with anxiety, convulsions, and other nervous
symptoms. He directs it to he given in doses of one grain, mixed
with conserve of roses, or with any of the syrups. Farther, a va-

riety of cases have lately been published by M. Leroi, in France,
who administered phosphorus iiilernally with the greatest success,

in consumptive diseases; in malignant fevers, where it efVectnally

checked the progress of gangrene; and especially contributed to

the recovery of persons who had been reduced by intemperance.
So potent a medicine, however, ought to be employed only with

the utmost caution, and under the immediate superintendence of a
competent judge.

PIIOSPHURETS, in chemistry, substances formed by an
union witli phosphorus; thus phosphuiet of carbon, is a com-
pound of carbon with phosphorus.

PHOSPHURK TJTCD HYDROGEN GAS, a very conibus-
tible aerial fluid, which is thus produced: VVhea pho-phorus is in-

troduced into a glass-jar of hydrogen gas standing over mercury,
and then melted by means cf a burning glass, die hydrogen gas
dissolves a very great proportion of it. The new compound, thus
formed, is phosphuretted hyd-ogen gas. It has a very fcctid odour, .

exactly similar to the smell of putrid fish. When it comes info

contadwilh common air, it burns with great rapidity; and if

mixed with it, detonates violently. When heated nearly to boil-

ing, the whole of the phosphurelled hyflrogen gas is driven o/f un-
changed, and the w. ler remains behind in a stale of purity.

PHO'i'INIANS, in ecclesiastical history, a sect of heretics in

the fourth century, who deni»d the divinity of our Lord. They
derive their name from
PHOTINI'S, their founder, who was bishop of Sirmiuni, snd

a disciple of MarcelUis. Photinus published, in the year 343, his

notiors icspeciiug the Deity, which were repugnant both to the

orthodox and Arlan systems. He asserted, that Jesus Christ was
boiii
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born ol tiie Holy Giio^t and the Virrin Marv; lliiil a certain di-

viue em.Miation, wliicli lie called uie \\ord, descended u|)on Iliiii;

and that because of the union of the divine word with his human
natnre, He \\d<> called the Son of God, and even God himself;
and tiiat tlie Holy Gii05t was not a person, but merely a celestial

virtue proceeding from the Ueity. Both parties condemned the

bishop in the councils of Antioch and Milan, held in the vcars
345 and 347. He was condemned also by the council at yirniiiiin

in3ji, and was afterwards degraded irom the episcopal dignity,

and at last died in exile in the year 372 or 375. His opinions
were afterwards revived by Socinus.
PnO'l'OMETER, [fuj;, 4icuT^, and lU-tT^ru,,] an apparatus for

measuringlhe intensity ol light, and the transparency of the medium
thiougli which it passes, riibtrunients for this purpose have been
invented by count Rumford, M. De Saussure, Mr. Leslie, and
others.

PHRASE, [iijao-if, Gr.] in grammar, an elegant turn or manner
of speech, peculiarly belonging to this or that occasion, this or

that art, or this or that language. Thus we say, au Italian phrase,

a poetical phrase, a rhetorical plirase.

Phrase is sometimes al!o used for a short sentence, or small set

or circuit of words, constructed together.

Phrase, in music. A phrase, in melody, is a series of modu-
lations, or in harmony a succession of chords, which form, without

inteiruptioii, a sense more or le^s complete, and which terminate
ill a repose bv a cadence more or less perfect.

PHRASE'OLOGY, [fjaT.taiul >-r,.»,] stile; diction. Also, a

collection of the phrases or elegant expressions in any language.
PHREATIS, or PHREATIUM, in Grecian antiqmty, was a

court belonging to the civil government of Athens, situated upon
the sea-shore, in the Piisus. The name is derived from "t« ™
f^ialo;, because it stood in a pit; or, as others suppose, from the
hero Phreatus.

PHRENTTIC, [ip{mi7ix»f, Gr.] a term used of those who, with-

out being absolutely mad, are subject to such strong sallies of ima-

gination as in some measure pervert their judgement, and cause

them to act in a way different from the more rational part of

mankind.
PHUENITIS is the same with phrenzy; an inflammation of

the meninges of the brain, attended with an acute fever and deli-

rium. See .Medicfne.
PHRIDIESGAM, a town of Rassia. in Wilnirg,- on the N.

coast of the Gulf of Finland ; 60 miles W. of Wiliuig.

PHRYGAN' EA, a genus of insects of the order neiiroptera.

Mouth without teeth, with- lour feelers ; stemmata three; anteniis

longer than .the tliorax ; wings incumbent, the lower pair plaited.

The geinis phrygaiiea consists of insects which, in point of liaiiit,

or general appearance, bear a considerable resemblance to some of

the phalaina-, and particularly lo those belonging to the division

entitled tinex. They may, however, be re.idily distinguished

from niolh.s by their palpi or feelers, as well as by the steminata

situated on the top. of the head. The phryganes proceed Irom

aquatic larva; of a lengthened shape, residing in tubular cases,

wiiich they lorni by agglutinating various fragments of vegetable

substances, jrarticies of gravel, ic. &c. 'J'here are about sixty

species.

PHRYGES, a river of Asia Minor, dividing Phrygia from
Caria.

PllRYGI.4, a country in Asia. From whence it derived its

name is not certain: some say it was iVom the river Phryx, now
Sarabat, which divides Phrygia from Caria, and tails into the Her-

nnis ; others from Phrygia, the daughter of Asopus and Enropa.

The Greek writers tell us, that the country took its name from the

inhabitants, a.d these from the town of Brygiuin in Macedonia,

from whence they first passed info Asia, and gave the name ol

Phrygia or Brvgi'a to the country where they settled. Bochart is

of opinion tliat this tract was called Plnygia from the Greek verb

^io-jy!iv, to burn or parch ; w hich, according lo him, is a translation

of us Hebrew name, derived from a verb of the same signilication.

No less various are the opinions of i-.uthors as to the e.\act bounda-

ries of this country; an uncertainty which gave rise to an observa-

tion made bv Slraho, viz. that the Phrygians and Mysian^ had dis-

tinct boundaries; but that it was scarcely possible to ascertain

them. The same writer adds, that the 'rrnjans, Mysiai.s, and

J.ytlians, are, by the poets, all blended under the common name

of Pliry ,L;i.:ns, wliich Claudian extends to the Ps^dicns, Bithynidns,
and ionians.

Phrygi.^ Proper, according to Ptolemy, was bounded on the
N. by Pontu? and Bithynia; on the W. by Mysia, Troas, the
J.gean Sea, Lydia, Mi'onJa, and Caria; en the S. by Lycia ; oh
the E. by Pamphylia and Galatia. It lies between '37° and 41'

lat. N. e,\tciid;ng m Ion. from 57° to 02°. The inhabitants of this

country, mentioned by Ptolemy, are the Lvcaones and An'.hemi-
seiiii, towards Lycia; and M<pccadelis or Moccadine, the Cyd-
deses or Cydissre towards Bithynia; and between these the Peliini

or Speltini, the Moxiani, Phylacenses, and Hierapolits.
PHRYMA, in botany, a genus of the gymnospermia order,

and didynamia class of plants; natural order. Personate. Seed
one. 1 here are two species, herbs of the Cape, and Ame-
rica.

PHRYNIUM, in botany, a genus of the monandria monogy-
nia class and order. Calyx Ihree-leaved

; petals three, equal,
growing to the long channelled tube ol the uectary ; nectary-tube
lihform; border lour-parted; capsule three-celled; nuts three.

The only species is, P. capitatum, a native of Malabar, China,
and Cochin China.

PHRYXUS, in fabulous history, a son of Athamas, king of

Thebes, by Kephele.
PHTIllA, an ancient town of Thessaly, in Phthiotis, cast of

mount Olhrys, famous for being the birth-place of Achilles ; hence
called Plithius heros.

PHTHIOTIS, in ancient geography, a province of Thessaly,

between the Sinus Pelasgicus anu Sinus Maliacus, Magnesia and
mount Qi'Aa ; also called Achaia.
PHTHIRIASIS, [from ^iSs.j, a louse,] the Lousy Evil. It

is a lousy distemper ; children are frequently its subjects, and
adults are sometimes troubled with it. The increase ot lice, in a

warm moist situation, is very great ; but a cold and dry one soon

ilestioys them. Black soap, and the flowers called cardamine, or

jady's-smock, are said to be specifics in all cases of lice on the

human body.
PHTHISIS, [^.^uri;,] a species of consumption, occasioned by

an ulcer in the kings. See AIedicin'B.

PHYLACTERY, [fj)uax7,|.-ior,] in general, was a name given

by the anci-^nts to all kinds of charms, spells, or characters, which

they wore about them, as amulets, to preserve them from danger*

or diseases.

Phylactery also denoted a slip of parchment, wherein wa»

written some text of holy scripture, particularly of the dvc.i-

logue, which the devout people among tlie Jews wore on the

forehead, the breast, or the neck, as a mark of their religion.

The primitive Christians also gave the name phylacteries to the

cases wherein they inclosed the relics of their dead. Phylacteries

are often niention'ed in the New Testament, and appear to have

been verv common among the Pharisees in our Lord's time.

PHYLICA, Bastard Alternus; a genus of the nioi^igynia

order, and pentandria class of plant^: natural order Dumo.-y.

Perianthium five-parted, turbinate; petals none ; capsule tricoc-

cous. There arc twenty species, of which three are commonly

kept in the gardens of this country; but being natives of warm
climates, thev require to be kept in pots, and housed in winter.

Thevare all shrubby plants, rising from three to live or six feet

high', and adorned with beautiful clusters ot white flowers. They
are propagated by cuttings.

PH YLLACHNE, in botany, a genus of the monandria order,

and monoEcia class of plants. Calyx three-leaved, sui>erior; co-

rolla funnel-form : female, stigma four-cornered ; capsule interior,

inaiiv-secdcd. Tbe only species is P. uligi»osa, a small mossy

plant, growing in tufts, a'native of Terra del Furgo.

PHYLLANTHUS, Sea-shje Laurel; in botany, a genus

of the triandria order, and moncecia class of plants; natural order

Tricocca'. Male, calyx six-parted, bell-shaped; corolla none;

female, calyx six-parte<l ; corolla none; styles three, bifid; cap-

sule three-celied ; seeds solitary. There are eleven species.

PHYLLIS, in fabulous history, a daughter of Sithon, or, ac-

cording to others, ol Lycurgus, king of Thrace, who itc<-iv< d De-

mophoon, the sin of Theseus, who, at his return from tiie '1 rojsa

war, had slopped on her coasts. She became enamoured of him,

and did not find him insensible to her passion.

Phyllis, Basiaku Hake's Ear ; in botany, a genus of the

•digjiii*
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(li;;vnia order, and peiiUuidria class of plants; natural order StelhiUc.

S(Tt;inas hispid ; fructifications scattc-red ; calvx two-lfavcd, obso-

lete ; <orol!:i live-petaled; seeds two. 'i'he' only species is P.

nolila, bastard hare s ear, a native of the Canary islands.

PHYSAl.IS, tlie A\iKTKR Cherry; a genus of the ninno-

gyiiia order, and peiilandria class of plants; natur.d order Lurids.

Corolla whecl-shapi-d ; sLiniina converging ; berry witliiii an in-

flated calyx, two-celled. There are seventeen species.

PHYSETER, the Cachalot; in zoology, a genus of inam-

malia of the order Cete. Teeth perceivable in the lower jaw only ;

spir.ide on the head. There are fourspecies, rf which (he P. macro-

cephaUis, or the spermaceti-whale, is siNty feet in length, and the

litad is nearly one-third of the bulk of the whole animal. It in-

habits tlie European seas, and the coasts of New England, swiins

with extreme swiftness, and jjersecutes the wliite shark with vio-

lent aud fatal enmity. It also pursues tlic luiup-fUh with great

avidity. It is one of the nio-t dillicuU of all whales to be taken,
anil survives for several days, the deepest wounds given it by thff

harpcoii. Its skin, oil, and Vendons, are all converted by the
Greenlanders to some valuable purpose. They also eat its

llesh.

PHYSIC, or PHYSICK, the art of healing; properly called

medicine. The word is formed from the Greek jn/n;, nature ; be-
cause medicine consists principally in the ob.-ervation of nature.
See Medicine.
PHYSICOMATHEMATICS, a science, which includes

those branches of physic, which, uniting observation and experi-
ment to mathematical calculation, undertake to e.\plain the plis-

nomcna of nature.

Physico-Theology, divinity enforced or illuitratad by iia'u-

I

ral plnlosophy.

PHYSICS.

Definitions and Objects of Physics.

PHYSIC'S, [fuTi-M, troin o-.'o-ii, nature,] in its most enlarged

sense, comprehends the investigation of every object in nature;

and natural philosophy is a term of the same extent : but ordi-

nary language, particularly among British naturalists, employs both

these terms in a much narrower seuie, making sensible objects

only the objects of physics or natural philosophy. The universe

consists, not of a number of independent existences detached from

each other, but of a number of substances connected by various

relations and dependencies, so as to form a whole, which is gene-

rally styled the system of nature. The most superficial view of

the universe shews an evident connection between all its parts.

All things on this globe are connected with each other by the

laws of motion and of mind. Our globe is connected with the

vhole of the ^olar system by gravitation. If we extend our ob-

servations to the fixed stars, the connection by no means fails.

Their inconceivable distances, indeed, render it impossible for us

to accjuire any extensive knowledge of their nature. But they
arc evidentlj connected with the solar system by the identity of

the light which they emit with that emitted by our sun or any
shining body. It moves with the same velocity, it consists (in

most of them) of the same colours, and it is reflected, refracted,

and inflected, according to the same optical laws. In this great

and unbounded scene of contemplation, our attention is naturally

flirected to the ditTereiit classes of objects in proportion to the in-

terest we take in them. There is nothing in which we are so

much interested as our fe'low-mcn ; and therefore we study their

distinctive nature by atiending to their characteristic appearances.
We observe them continually producing, like ourselves, certain

changes in the situation or condition of surrounding objects ; and
these changes are eviHcutly directed to certain ends wljich respect
themselves. Observing this subserviency of the effects which
they produce to their own accommodation, we consider this ad-
justment of means to ends as the effect of an intention, as we expe-
rience it to be in our own case, where we are conscious of this in-

tention, aud of these its effects. We therefore interpret those
actions of other men. w here we observe this adjustment of means
to ends, as marks or signs of intention in them similar to our ow n.

And thus a quality, power, or faculty, is supposed to exist in them
from its sign, although the <|uality itself is not immediately cog-
ri-able by our senses. As this intention in ourselves is accom-
panied by perception of external objects, kno.vledge of their pro-
perties, desire of good, aversion from evil, volition, and exertion,
without all which we neither could nor would perform the actions
ivhich we daily perform, we suppose the same perception, know-
ledge, desire, aversion, volition, and exertion, in them Thus, by
ilie constitution, of our minds, we consider the employment of
means, by which ends terminating in the agent are gained, as the
natural signs of <lesign or intention. Art, therefore, or the employ-
jneiit of means, is the natural sign of inteution ; and wherever we
observe thif adjustment of means to ends, we infer tlie agency of
\tesigii.

Of the General Division of external Objects.

The general view of things, above taken notice of, leads u; f(»

make an important distinction, by which we arrange all external
objects into two,classes. The first resembles ourselves, in giving
external marks of that thought or intention of which we are con-
scious; aud we suppose in them the other properties which we
discover in ourselves, viz. thought, perception, memory, fore-

sight, and all that collection of faculties which we feelin our-
selves, and which constitute the animal. The other class of ob-
jects exhibit no such appearances, and we make no such inference.
Thus we divide the whole objects of external nature into the
classes of thinking and unthinking beings. Our first judgements
about these classes, however, must be very inaccurate. But when
an animal dies, we observe that it no longer gives the former marks
of thought and inteution, and that it now resembles the class of
unthinking beings, although it still retains all that fitness of or-

gauical structure which it had before. This leads us to conclude,
that the distinction does not arise from aditTerence in the organical

structure, but from a distinct substance common to all thinking be-
ings, but separable from their organical frame. To this substance we
ascribe thought, intention, contrivance, and all that collection of fa-

cullies which we feel in ourselves. To this substance in ourselves
we refer all sensations, ))leasures, pains, remembrances, desires, pur-
poses ; and to this aggregate, however imperfectly understood, we
give the name of mind. Our organical frame, which seems to be
only the instrument of information and operation to the mind, wc
call our body. But, as the animating principle is not, like our body,
the inuTiediate object of the senses, we naturally conceive it to be a
substance essentially different from those which are tlie objects of

our senses. The most savage nations have shewn a disposition to

form this conclusion. Observing that animal-life was connected with
breathing, it was natural to imagine that breathing was living, and
that breath was life. It is a remarkable fact, that in most languages
the term for breath is one of the terms for the soul; TVn, ^n-j[j.tt,

spiritiix, in the Hebrew, Greek, and Latin, express both; gheist,

or ghost, in the Teutonic, comes from g/ttisni, to breathe or sigh
;

diicha, or dfiba, the soul, in Sclavonic, comes from duichat, to

breathe; and so in many other l.uiguages. Very little refinement,

however, is necessary to convince us, that air or breath cannot be
fhe substance which thinks, wishes, and designs; and that the pro-

perties of this substance, whatever it is, must be totally ditl'erent

;
from, and incompatible with, any thing that we know of the imnie-

j

<liate objects of our senses. Hence we are led to conclude that

'

I there are two kinds of substances in nature: One, which is the

I

principle of sensation ; and therefore cannot be the object of our

j
senses, more than light can be the object of the microscope. This

j

substance alone can feel, think, desire, and propose, and is the ob-

j

ject of reflection alone. The objects of our senst s compose the
other class, and therefore can have none of the other properties _

which are not cognoscible bj- the senses. These have all the pro-
perties which our senses can discover: and we can have no evi-

dence cf their having any other, nor iudeed auy conception of

6 their
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their having ihcni. This class is not conliiie.l to tl.e UDcrganized
masses of matter; for we see llwt the l)odies of animals lose after

death tint or^anical form, and are assimilated to all (he rer^t of un-
tliinkin; beings. From such views as these, while all natiojis . .._ „. ..^.

have agreed to call this class of objects by the name body, which depends are the following

Axioms eeiating to Phvsics ; of th-e Kules of Philoso-
PHIZIXG, AXD OF THE VARIOUS ProPEBTJES OF NjATlEU.

The fondamental pr'ficiples, -or axioms, on which this sciei'.ce

originally expresses oiir organical frame, some nations, faither ad-

vanced in cultivation cr retinement, have contrived an pbstract

term to express this general substance of wiiich ail Inanimate
beings are composed. Such terms we have in the wJirds materies,

i/.'i, matter, &c. Matter is that substance which is immediately
.and obviously cognoscible by our senses. Whatever is not thus

cognoscible by our senses is immaterial ; hence mind is said to be
immaterial. It is of importance to recollect this distinction.

I.illle more is necessary for detecting the sopiiism of Hilvelius,

Mirabeau, and other sages of the Gallic school, wi;o have endea-
vonre<l to remove the ties of moral and religious obligation, by
lowering our conception- of our intellectual nature. It also shews
how ha^tily they have formed their opinions, who have ascribed to

the immediats agency of mind, all thoe relations which are ob-

served in the actions of bod cs on eat h other at a distance. The
characteristic plia-nomencn, cr distinguisliing qn;;l!ty of mind, is

intention. The pha-nonicnon by which this cpiality is suggested

to us is art, or tl e emplovn'ent of means to gain ends; and the

mark of art is the supposed con.luciveness ot these ends to the

well-being of the agent. Where this train is not evident, design

or intention is never thought of. We have, and can have, no no-

lion of mind ililferent from tho^e of our own minds; and we dis-

cover the existence of other minds as we discover the existence of

bodies, by means of pha'nomena which are characteristics of minds,

and which resemble those i)h«n«mena that follow the exertion of

our own mental faculties, by the emplnyment of means to a'tain

seliish ends; and wheie such appearances are not observed, no ex-

istence of a mind is inferred. When we see a man fall from the'

top of a hoHse, an<l dash out his brains on the pavement, we never

ascribe this motion to his mind. Althouali the fitness of many of

the celestial motions for most important purposes makes us suppose

design and contrivance somewhere, and therefore a supreme mind,

we no more think of inferring a mind in the earth, from the fitness

of its motions for purpo-'^s most beneficial to its inhabitants, than

of inferring a mind in a bit of bread from its fitness for nourishing

our bodies. The term mind, therefore, in the ordinary language

of all men, is applied to what desires and wills, at the same time

that it perceives and understands. Of all the distinctions which

can be made among the obiects of our contemplation, there is

none of equal philosophical importance with this between mind
and matter. The con-iideration of the latter >s the business of

physics, according to the present import of the term, that wliich

is material or cognoscible by our senses, occupying the attention

and investigation of the natural philosopher. With regard to the

origin of this science, we may observe that the necessary occupa-

tions of ordinary lite have otiencr directed the etforts of men of

genius towards material objects, and engaged their attention on

their properties and relations; ami as all sciences have arisen from

arts, and were originaltv implied in them till separatea from them of the following^tjualilications

by speculatists, the kno'wledge of the material system of nature was
' " '" '

[jo^sessed in iletached scraps by the practitioners in the various

arts of life, long before the natural philn<o|)her thought of collect-

ing them into a bodv of science. But there have been in all ages

men of curiosity, who have been struck by the uniformity of the

operations of nature in the material world, and were eacer to dis-

cover their causes. Accordingly, while the moralists and meta-

physicians spent their time in 'invest;gating the pha?r,omena of

mind, and have produced the sciences of Pneumatology, Log'c,

Ethics, Jurisprudence, and Natural Theology, these observervof

nature found sufficient emplovment in con-idering the pharnomena

of the material world. The "bodies of which it consists are evi-

dently connected by those properties by which we observe that

they produce changes in each other's situation. This assemblage

of objects is therefcre justly called the uii-.tcrial system. It is fre-

quently termed nature; and the terms natural appearances, natural

causes,' natural la«s, have been generally restricted to those which

take place in t!ie material system. In ordi-r to proceed on sure

ground in the study of nature, or of material substances, phdoso-

l)hers have laid down certain axioms and given rules for philoso-

phizing, which we shall proceed to notice.
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yixiom I. >s'olhino has no properties.

Jjiam 2. Somewhat docs ex-i-t.

Axiom 3. There is no medium between something and nothing,
existence and non-exi'^tenre.

Axinm 4. That which exists, and is in<lependent on any other
created being for its existence,- is, properly the essence or sub-
stance of the thing existing.

Axinm 5. No sul>-tance, or essence, can produce itself; or It is

impossible nothing should become sonetliing.

Axiom 6. No matter, substance, or essence of any thing, is ca-

pable of being reduced to mere nothing, or annihilated.

Axinm 7. Every efCect has some cause, pre-existent to itself.

Axiom 8. If we ourselve-; are not the cau^e of any effect,

then that effect nm-t depend on, and result from, some other

cause.

Axinm 9. All things, as far as in them is, continue in the same
state in which they began their being.

Axiom 10. Every change is produced from some external

cause.

Axinm 1 1. Every change made in any body, is always propor-

tionable to the powers of the cause producing it. Thus, the mo-
tion of a body is always in proportion to the greatness of the power,

or stroke, that put it first into motion.

The most unexceptionable rules of philosophizing are the fol-

lowing, as laid down by Sir Isaac Newton:
Ruk 1. We must take care to admit no more causes of natural

things than what are true, and sufficient to explain their pha:no-

mena.
Rule 2. We must observe always to assign the same causes for

the same na'ural eifccts.

lluk 3. Those qualities which cannot be increased, or dimi-

nished, and agree to all bodies in which experiments can be

made, must be adjudged the properties of all bodies in ge-

neral.

Rule 4. PropoMtions and conclusions, deduced from actual ex-

periments, must be esteemed true and accurate, notwiihsfanding

any hypotheses, or ri'ceived suppositions, to the contrary ; and

I must be insisted on till some other phxnomena, either render them

more accurate, or liable to exception.

Philosophers of the present age almost entirely reject hypo-

theses in pliisics, thinking that which depends on bare hypothe^i*

and coniectme, unworthvthe name of philosophy ; and therefore

have framed new and niore efl'ectual methods for philosophical

entiuiries. However, to discard all hypotheses from physics, is to

reduce it within very narrow limits ; and indeed hypotheses duly

qualified, if not absolutely necessary, yet may be very subservient

to natural philosopliy ; but the hypotheses may be productive ot

harm instead of advantage to physics if they have not most or :!!

"
1. Thev must be agreeable to ju-t

reasoning. V. 'l hey must be necessary for want "of experience.

3 They°must be co'nsentaneous to experience. 4. They must bi;

sudicient to s;iti.lv the pha-nomelia. 5. They mu>t be naturally

adapted to the case. 6. They must he possible on every ac-

couni. 7. 'I hey mu*t be probable in their own nature. S. 1 hey

must be free from all suspu ion of prejudice, affection, or prepos-

session, in their author.
. , , .

The properties of bodies come next to the examined, and these

are divided into such as are common to all bodies alike, and those

which aie peculiiir to each in particular: ti.e first are called com-

mon and essential, the latter specific and acchlental. The first

sort are generally reckoned these which follow: 1. Inertia, tor all

bodies are ineit.' 2. Extension, for all bodies are ( xtcnded. 3.

Divisibility, for all b-oies may be divided 4. Soli.iily, lor the

ir rtides ot 'all bodies are hard. 5. iMgurability, fur all bodies

have some lorm or figure. 6. Mobility, tor all bodies are capable

of beiiiij moved. •, . ,

The oilier properties of bodies, cailed specific or accidental, are

eeiier.dly reckoned the following: 1. Light. 2. CotovRS. 3.

SovvD. 4 Gravity and Levity. 5. Attraction and

Electricity. 6. Traksparescy and Opacity. 7. Dtv-

4 H '•"
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6ITY AKD l\\RlTr. 8. HaRDXESS AND SoFTSESS. 9. ElGI-

Pirv AVB FlKXIBILITY. 10. CoNSISTtSCE AND FLUIDITY.

11. He.-st asd Cold. U'. Hi'midity and Siccity. 13.

LtASTiciTY. I4. Odours asd Sapol'us. ^fe llit-^e jrliclcs.

Iiifitia is that property of bodits IrS wi.icli thi-y ave incapable

of any action, so that lliVv ci-.nnot put Ihi-nisclvcs ni motioji, nor

d.'strov 01- in anywise alter in tliom^elves tiie motion coinniiuiicat-

€(1 f(j 'hem b\ any force. See Inlrtia.

F.rtensioi of Matter, is the qvianlity of !)ulk, or size, determin-

c<l bv the.r extension in length, breaiith, and thickness, or depth ;

and these are tne common terms, or bounds, winch limit the sub-

stance of all bodies.

The diiinihilitri of mailer is that universal jMoperty or disposi-

tion of a hodv, whereby it is capable of being divided or reduced

into pans, ciiher actua'Uy or mentally. S.-e Hie article Divisibi-

lity.
Solidit'i is that property, whereby a body resists all others

that press" it o^i every side, and whereby it hinders all other bodies

iVom entering into that place which it possesses, Ihoi.gh tlity arc

forced against it ever so violently. This is sometimes called im-

^jeneirabilily ; that is, the properly whereby two bodies cannot

penetrate each other, or he in llie same place at once. Some
liave compounded these two terms, and called this property of

matter impenetrable <o1k1:1a ; and which does certainly belter ex-

press it than either of the wonU singly. This is a properly "f

matter so universal tiuit it hclrls ju^t tiie same in liquid or lluid

.bodies, as it is in hard or fixed ones. Thus a dr 'p ot water, or a

pr.rticle of air, remaining lixed between any two bodies, will no
less hinder their contact, than an equal qnanlity of steel or dia-

mond would do.

figurahilitjj of body or matter arises from its extension by

n-hicTi it is necessitated lo appear i;i, or put on some sort ot shapn-

or ligiire, or other.

MiMlitij is that essential property of mailer by which any part

of it is capable of motion, or of a continual and successive change

o!' place. Motion may be consideied, 1. As absolutely free, or

•at least so far as to be allVcted wllh nothing but the resistance of

ihe nu.'diuni through which tlie moving body passes. 2. As de-

terminate and under restraint, when the moving body is oblige<i

to move upon or about a lixed point, which is called the centre

of motion. The general affections of motion are these three, viz.

1. The celerity or velocity of motion. ','. The quantity of mo-
tion. 3. The tlirection of motion. See Motion, and Mechakics.
The other properties of bodies noticed above are called specific,

because tiiereby the several kinds of bodies have their division

into various species, and are what they are, being thus differenced

from one anoUier : Ih.us, fire by heat, glass iiy transparency,

liquors by fluidity, solids by their fixity, &c. are dilferent from
each other ; and are accounted particular species of matter. They
are also called accidental, because they are not essential to mat-
ter, but happen to part thereof per accidens, or by accident; for

it is purely so, (hat one part of m.itler is disposed to be-liot, ano-
ther cold, another dry, another light, another of this colour, aiul

another of tliat. Having referred to the diiferenl articles deno-
minated specific or accidental properties, we shall here only notice

the peculiar properties of matter called attraction and repulsion.

M'hat bodies in some eases approach, and in other cases recedi',

from each other, witiiout any visible agency is exceedingly ob-
vious lo all ; the former of these plucnoniena is called attraction,

the latter npulsion. '1 hat there are both attraction and repulsion

in the material world, '.ccording to this sense of the terms, admits
of no (!i=pute ; hut whether this is produced by the action of mat-
ter upon matter, or by an immaterial force, is not settled by phi

losophers. VVc conceive that an immaterial force is absolutely

rerprhite to produce these effects, nor can we conceive of motion
at all ill malter^illovved lo be- inert without allowing at the same
time that a force distinct from matter has been somehow or other
employed either mediately or immediately lo produce that mo-
tion. And we can see no diffi nlty in adimtling that a certain

power quite different from matter is extendeil hoin the >nrfaces or

the c'.enif-nlary parts of matter to a certain distance from tliise

surfaces, and that eiti.er : oiii tii- different circuni tance, of dis

tance this power products the pduen ime^u of both attraction and
re,nil-ivii, or that dilil-reut parts of matter have separately the dif-

ferent po.vera applied lo thein. This being supposed in the fir~l

in.^tancc we miy easily account for many ca>cs of attraction and

repulsion occasioned by the a( tion of some fluid, for this iluul,

being first excited or put in motion by liiese powers, will allect

the bodies found in the current, and produce in them apparent al-

Iraction or repulsion. The elast.city of bodies, whether solid or

(luid, may be accounted for on ihe 'principles of attraction and re-

pulsion as here explained, and unless these powers be admitted as

exi>ting, and of a dilferent nature from matter we are not able to

undersfand any thing at all about the elasticity of bodies; but

these being admitted, the subject hardly leciuires explanaticn.

Attraction is, by tlie modern philosophers, considered twofold,

\\7. 1. Attraction of gravitation, whereby one body alilects another

at a distance, and causes it to gravitate towanU itself. 2. Attrac-

tion of cohesion, which we find only among the very small parti-

cles of iii..tter ill bodies, and of which the chief properties are, I.

This lorce is then greatest when the particles are in contact, or

touch each other. 2. In hoinoger.euus particles, ll.e greater the

surface of contact, the sronger the foice. 3. 'J'lie sphere of this

attraction is inconsiderable at any sensible distance Irom the parti-

cle. 4. 'Ihe smaller the distance, the stronger Ihe force, which is

very great at very small (li^tallc^^. 5. This force decreases nearly

as ihe cubes of the distances increase ; and not as the squares

thereof, as in the other sort of attraction, ti. This force is pro-

portional to the quantity of mat-ter in jiarticles. 7. C-onseqiiently

the densest p.irticle, whose surface of contact is largest, lias the

greatest ailraction of cohesion. 8. In p-articles of the same kind,

or equal density, the attraction is stronger between small particles

than the large ; because in tlio^e there is a greater quantity of sur-

face than in these, especially if they are of a spherical form.

From this property of matter proceeds many woiidcrfnl and
curious piianomcna, which are easily accountable for on this prin-
ci|)le. As, j. The strong cohe?ion of the jjarticles which compose
solid or hard bodies; for without this power, the hardest adamant
would instantly disseise into an impalpable powder. Q. The pro-

digious coiiesion of polished surface-, as of glass, stones, metals,

&c. 'J'hiis two leaden balls pared with a sharp knife, so as to rut
otif a segment about one-lounh of an inch diameter, if llie\ are
pressed together (giving them a little twist) pretty hard, they will

require the weight sometimes of 100 pounds to separate then?.

That this is not owing to the air is plain, berause they are not se-

parated in the exhausted receiver. 3. Hy tliis power, liquids arise

into the substance of bread, sugar, spunge, and all very porous
bodies. 4. On this account alao liquids rise on the sides of con-
taining vessels, and about the surface of bodies lloaling therein, to

a sn-aM height above the common level. 5. Paiticularly ni this

principle, we account fjr tlie ascent of liquids in capillary tubes
of glass to so considerable a height above the surface of Ihe liquor

ill which th.ey are placed, contrary to Ihe laws of hydraulics ; the
heights lo which water will arise in different tubes, are recipro-

cally as the diameters of the bores of those tubes, aiul the quan-
tities of yvater drawn up, are directly as those diameters. See
Gravesande's and Dr. Desagulier's Courses; Webster's Principles

of Nat. I'hil. page 17. Rowning's Comp. System. Harris's Lex.
Tech. under the word Attraction. 6. Hy this means, the water
in a vessel will arise between the two polished glass-plates, being
set therein touching each other on th.e sides, and open a little on
the other sides ; the figure of the water between the plates is that

of an hyperbola. 7. When jiarticlcs of matter of dilferent den-
sities, tpiantities of surface, and consetpienlly, of dillerent attrac-

tive powers, are mixed together, they will necessarily attract, ag-
late, and move, each other in various wise, and with incivdible
velocities in many case; ; fn.'m hence will arise fernunlations,

ebullitions, excalescencics, fusions, dissolutions, cri slallizations,

and other such like eflVct* known in chemistry. 8. I'ut anions
the small jiarticles of matter, there is not only an attnct.ve iiowor,
but also a repelling one, whereby they are made to recede and
lly from each other ; and this force is called rejiulsion. i). Hc-
pul-;ioii begins where attraction ends, and increases as the dist;;nre

oi particles decrease. 10. Particles attracted most slroiudy witliin

ihe sphere of its power, are repelled nujst forcibly when williout

it. 11. From the ureal degree of this lepuhive power in oil,

grease, &c. arises the great difficulty of mixing tliosi bodie:) with
water, so as to m;.ke their p. ris touch and st.ik together. 12.

This power is small between glass and water; greater between
glass and (piicksilver ; strong bttween (piicksilver andcopper;

stionijer
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-stvuiim-r bftwoen cjuicUsilvrr and polibhcd t-tef-l ; but weaker be-
•t-A ceil qiixk^iiver and gold. J3- I'roiii this |irinei|)lo it is that a
dry needle swims upwi tlie water ; and that llies, &c. walk and
luu thereon witliotit wetting tjieir U'\-t. i-i. Let there be two
balls of wood A I'nd 15, the one wetted all over with water, tlie

other with oil, let these be put Ijito a ves-el of water, and the dit'-

ferent elfecls of the attractive and rcpulMve powers of water and
oil will become ver) visible ; the water in one case rising by at-

traction above the common surface; and in the other it is forced
lielosv it by repulsioi;. See more concerning attraction and le-

n Webster's Principles, Gravesande's Eie-puision of panicles

jueuts, and Di. Desagii!

Sophy.
Courses of Experimental Pliilo-

Klectiicity consists of an attraction and repulsion which elec-
trical attraction and n pulsion, seem to depend on the motion sf
ihc electrical fluid ; but tliis ilnid is put into ai.lion by the agi-i.cy
of the immaterial forces above imtici'd. See Ei.ECTiaciTV.
Magnetical attraction may be e\plaine<l on the same principle-'
See i\1ags'etis.m. As the diflerent depattments of physical
scence are treated under their proper hei ds in this work- it will
be unnecessary to enter further into the subject here, but the
reader will iind much important iiifo!in;;lion by cons-jltMitr .the
artitles Astronomy, Electkicity, .Mai^nktism, Mechanics,
IlYDllOSXATICS, I'XEUMATICS, OrXlCS itl.

Ml'l SIOGNOMONICS, [»./'>o-/v»|Ucyix(if, from fi/r..-, nature, I position, &c. both of tlie body and mind; hence the art of rednc-
r.nd •/^l^.;a•.w, 1 know,] amoni; physicians, denote such signs as, nig these signs to practice has been by general consent termed
iieing taken from the coutiteinmce, ser^e to indicate the state, dis-

|
physiognomy.

PHYSIOGNOMY,

PHYSIOGNOMY, [from t^-,,-, nature, and y.-..™, I know,]
a science by which we attempt to acquire a knowledge of llie

moral character, and extent of intellectual powers, of human beings,

Jroiii their external appearance and manners. Physiognomy was
much cultivated in Egypt and India ; and from these countries Py-
thagoras probably introduced the rudiments of this science, as he
did tlios.,- ofmany others, into Greece. In the time of Socrates it

appears even to have been adopted as a profession. Physiognomy,
Aristotle observes, had been treated of in thiee ways: Some phi-

losopliers classed animals into genera, and ascribed to each genus a

certain mental disposition corresoonding to their corporeal appear-
ance. Others made a farther distinction by dividing the genera
into species. Among men, for instance, they distingnislied the

Thracians, the Scythians, the Egyptians, and whatever nations were
strikingly dilferent In manners and habits, to whom accoi<lingly

they assigned the distinctive physiognomical characteristics. A
third set of physiognomi-ts judged of the actions and manners of

|

the individual, and presumed that certain manners proceeded from
|

certain dispositions. But the method of treating the subject
,

adopted by Aristotle himself was this. A peculiar form of body is i

invariably accompanied by a peculiar disposition of mind; a

human intellect is never found in the corporeal form of a beast.
|

The mind and body reciprocally affect each other; thus, in intoxi- I

cation and mapia the mind exhibits the aifections of the body ;

and in fear, joy, &:c. tlie body displays the aifections of the mind. '

From such facts he argues, liiat wlien in man a particular bodily
j

character appears, which by prior experience and observation has

been found uniformly accompanied by a certain mental disposition,

with which therefore it must have been necessarily connected ; we
are emilled in all'sucli cases to infer the disposition from the ap-

pearance. Our observ.ations, he conceives, may be drawn from i

other animalsaswell as from men: for as a lion possesses one bodily
|

form and mental character, a hare another, the corjioreal characteris- i

tics of the lion, such as strong hair, deep voice, large extremities, dis- I

cernible in a human creatuie, denote the strength and courage of!

that noble animal ; while the slender extremities, soft dovvn, and

other features of tlie hare, visible in a man," betray the luenuil cha-

racter of that pusillanimous creature. Lately there w;is published
!

a colli-clion of all the Greek authors on physiognomy ; the book is

intituled, Pliysiognoinis veteris Scriptores Gra-ci. Gr. & Lat.

a Fr.-.nzio Alteno. 1780, Svo. From the number of these authors,

it appears that the science was much cultivated in Greece; but

the' professors seem soon to have connected with it sometliini^ of
j

tlie niar/ellous. The scienc e ofphysiognomy shared the same fate
j

vith all others, when the Roman empire was overthrown by the

northern barbarians. About the beginning of tl'.e iGth century it be-

gan again to be noticed. From that time till the close of the 1 7tii

it was one of the most f>»shionable studies. Within that space have

I'Ppeared almost all the approved modern authors on the subiect.
' hey arc, Bartholom. Codes, Baptista Porta, Ilonoratus 'Nu-
'luetius, Jacobus de In<lagine, Alstedius, Michael Schottus, Gas-
far Schottus, Cardan, Taisnierus, Fludd, Behmen, Barchy, Claro-
montius, Conringius, the commentaiies of Augu-tin Niphus, and
Camillus Balbus on the Physiognomica of Aristotle,—Siiontanus,
Antlreas Ilenricus, Joannes Uigander, Uuil, Goclenius, AleXi
AcliiHinus, Job. Prstorius, Jo. Belot, Guliel. Gratalorus, See,
They are noticed hi the Polyhistor. of MorhoU". vol. i. lib. 1. cap.
15, § 4, and vol. ii, hb. 3, cap. 1, § 4. .Ibout the commence-
nicnl of ihe ISth century, and thence forward, the occult sciences,

as they are termed, had declined very consideiMuly in the estima-
tion of the, learned ; and those ^vho treated of physiognomy forbore
to disgrace it by a connection with those branches of ideal learn-

ing, with which formerly it had been invariably conjoined. In
Britain, Dr. Gw)ther noticed it with approbation. His remarks
are published in the Philos. Trans, vol. xviii. ; and Dr. Parsons
chose it for the subject of the Croonean lectures, published atiirtt

in the third supplement to the 44th vol. of the Philos. Trans-
actions, anil afltrwards (1747) in a sejiarate treatise, intituled

Human Physiognomy explained. The obicrvatioiis, however, of
these writers, as well' as of Lancisiiis, ILiller, and Bufiun, relate

rather to the transient expression of the passions than to the per-

manent features of the face and body. The well-known characters

of Le Brun likewise are illustrative of the transient physiognomy,
or (as it is termed) pafhognomy. See his description of the P:is-

sion--, under Drawing, and his ligures on Plate LXII. No. 1,

and 2. During the ISth century, the publication of the great

work of -M. Lavater, deauof /.iirich, excited no inconsiderable por-

tion of attention in the literary world. The .author ])rofesses not

to give a complete synthetical iretitise on physiognomy ; I>ut, aware
that the science is yet in its infancy, he exhibits fragments only
illustrative of its diliercnt paits. His |)crforinance is no doubt de-

sultory and unconnected. It contains, however, many particulars

much"su[)erior to any thing that had ever before appeared on the

subject. From this work we shall conclude our shwrt article, by
(piotiiig part of the author's defence of his favourite science. " N»
study, (sa^shc,) excepting mathematics, more justly ileserves to be
termed a science than physiognomy. ,It is a department of physics,

including theology and belles lettres, and iu the same manner with

these sciences may be reduced to rule. It may acciuiie a fixed

and apiiropriatc character; it may be communicated aiKl taught.

Truth or knowledge, explained by fixed principles, becomes
science. Words, lines, rules, definitions, are the medium ofcoin*-

munication. The question, then, with respect to pliysiognomy,

will thus be fairly stated. Can the striking and marked diirerenci-s

which are visible between one human face, one human form, and
anotlicij be explained, ijot by obscyre and confused < cnce[)t'.ons,

Jrtil;
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but by certain characters, sign?, and expressions? Are these si^n*

can.ibie of coniminicatin^ the vigour or iinbecillity, tlie su kncss

or licaltli, of tiir hoily ; llic wisdom, the k.lly, the iiiagnaiiiuHty,

tlie meaimiss, the virtue, ir (he vire, of the luiiui' It is only to a

cert.iiii extent, tliiit even llie evperuuenl:!! uiulosopher can piir>ue

his researches. The active and viijorous mind, employed in sui h

studies, will olteii form conceptions «liich lie sh.ilj be incapable

of exi);essiiig in worrls, v-o as '.o roiii«niri cate his ideas to the

feebler mind, which was t.el:' unable to make the discovery ; but

the lofi-, the exalted mind, whi.ii soars beyond all written rule,

which possesses feelings and energies redirilde to no law, mu>t be

pronounced seiertilic! It will be admitted, then, that to a cer-

tain degree physiognomical, truth may as a -cience be defined and

conimunicateil. Of die truth of the' science tliere cannot exist a

doubt. Every countenanc;e, every form, every created exi>ter.ce,

isindividually'distinct, as well as dilTerent, in respect of (lass, race,

and kind. Ko one bring in nat'irr is precisely /unilar to another.

This proposition, in so fr as regards man, is the foundatior.- t^>ne

of physiognomy. There may #xist an Ultimate analogy, a striking

siiiiilarily, betv. een tv. o men ; yet beiiig brought together, and ac-

curately" compared, they will appear to be remarkably diftercnt.

No two minds perfectly resemble each other. Now, is it possible

to doubt that tiiere mu-t be a certain native analogy between the

external varieties of countenance and form, and the internal va-

rieties of tlie mind .' By ang -r the muscles are rendered protube-

rant: Arj net, then, the angry mind, and the protuberant muscles,

as cause and elfect ? The man of acute wit has frecpieiuly a ijuick

and livelv eye. It is impossible to resist the conclusion, that between

such a mind and such a countenance there is a determinate rela-

tion. That every thing in nature is estimated by its physiognomy;
that is, its external appearance. The trader judges by the colour,

the fineness, the exterior, the physiognomy, of every article of tral-

lic: and he at once decides that the buyer has an honest look, or

a pleasing or forbidding countenance. That a knowledge ami

scence are detrimental to man, that a stale of rudeness and igno-

rance are preferable and productive of more happiness, are tenets

now deservedly exploded. They do not merit serious opposition.

The extension and increase of knowledge, then, is an object ol

importance to man: and what object can be so important as the

knowledge of man himself? If knowledge can inlUience his hap-

piness, the knowledge of himself must intluence it the most. This

useful knowledge is the peculi:ir province of the science of phy-

siognomy. To conceive a just idea ot the advantages of physiog-

nomy, let us for a moment suppose that all physiognomical know-

ledge were totally forgolte.^ among men ; what confusion, what
unci-rlainly, what number'e-s misiakes, would be tlie consequence?

Minde4iiied to live in so:iely must hold nnitual intercourse.

The know ledpe of man imparls to this intercourse its spint, its plea-

sures, its advantages, Dilticulties, no doubt, attend the study of

this seieiiee. The most niinulR shades, scarcely discernible to the

mixperienced eye, dmote (ften 'otal opposition of character. A
small inflexion,' diminution, lengthening or sharpening, even

though but of a hair's breadth, may alter in an astonishing degree

the expression of countenance and character. Mow difliciilt then,

how mipos ible indeed, must this variety of the same conntenance

render precision ? The seat of i haracter is often so hidden, so

masked, that it can only be detected in certain, perhaps unconi-

iiinn, posilions of countenance. These posilicns may be so quickly

changed, the signs may so instantaneously disappear, and their

impression on the mind of the observer m.iy be so slight, or the-e

distinguishing traits tliemselves so difficiilt to seize, that it shall be
imiiossible to paint them or describe them in language. Innume-
rably threat and small accidents, whether physical or moral, various

incjclents and jiassions, the <liveisity of dress, of position, of light or

shade, tend to display the countenance often in so disadvantageoui

a point ot view, that the physiognomist is betrayed into an errone-

ous judgement of the true qualities of the countenance and tlia-~

racier. Such causes often occasion him to overlook the essential,

traits of cliaiacter, and to form a decision on what is purely acci-

dental, lluw surpri-ingly, for instance, may the small pox dis-

figure the countenance, and destroy or confound, or render imper-

ceptible, trails otherwise the most decisive r" Though we can-

not receive all that Lavater has advanced with so much enthusi-

asm ill praise of this science ; yet that there is a great deal of truth

in it cannot be denied. Every man's feelings direct him in a manner
to praise it, at least tacitly, in a certain degree, upon the first sight

of a stranger, especially if there beany thing either strikingly agree-

able or the opposite in his features. But should we attempt to act

by many of tlie rules of this science, in our general intercourse with

mankind, we shouUl be often grossly deceived. Hence however
tliestiidv of physiognomy may be recommended, it should be ex-
ercised with great discretion and judgement, or very fatal, or, at

least, very (lisagreable consequences, may be the result; for it

must be remembered, that numerous causes exist to derange and
discomjiose the human frame during infancy, and even before the

birth, which may impress a character or expression on the leatiires,

descriptive of evil passions that never existed in the mind of the

unfoi lunate person so situated.

PHYSIOLOGY.

PHYSIOLOGY, [ifffi,-, nature, and Xoyo.-, a discourse,] pro-

perly denotes a discourse of nature, aipd natural bodies ; or, it is

that part of nalural philosophy which treats of the various pha-nio-

inena of nature in a scientifical and speculative way. However in

the modern sense of the word it is rcst:-icted to that branch of

physical science, which treats of the different functions and proper-

ties of living bodies ; while by living bo<lies are meant those which
are by a certain organized structure enabled to grow, and propa-

gate their kind. It is naturally divided into two kinds, particular

and general. The former treats of the properties and functions of

the individual or species, as may be seen in the article Ana-
TOM'f ; the latter is the subject of the present article, and treats ot

those functions and properties, which are general or common to

allliving bodies. Physiology was long di-figured by whimsical re-

veries, and numerous hypotheses were formed without any data.

Bellini of Florence disgusted with tliese absurdities first applied

mathematics to the study of the science. Borelli, Boerhaave, and
Pitcairn, adopted similar methods. The former considered the

muscles as ropes, and the bones as levers, and explained the in-

terior motions of the animal oecononiy on the principles of ine

chanism ; whde the latter held geometrical demonstration to be the

only species of evidence, excepting the senses, that could be re-

1 led on. The mechanic physiology has now sunk into such con-

tempt, that the most illiterate affect to smil« at the mention of its

name; but let it not be forgotten, that it explained the structure

of the eye, the movement of the bone, and force of the muscle,
and that it may yet perhaps be the means of many interesting dis-

coveries in the living body . Chemistry now, in physiological iii-

vesligatioiis, holils that place vihich was formerly possessed by ge-
ometry and meclianies. Nor is chemistry undeserving of this rank.

By the know ledge Chemists have acquired of salts and of gase«, by
their more ingenious modes of analysis, and by some discoveries

made concerning the nature of hei't and of light, chemistry is now
able to account for many phenomena, that before were inexplicable.

Klectricity and Galvanism are sciences extremely useful to physio-

logy and afford an explanation of many curious facts Tn the animal-
system. The aid, which anatomy atfords to physiology, is now lobe
considered. Physiology in general and the study of anatomy are
so closely connected, that, as Hallcr imagined, they can hardly be
eparated even in idea. The anatomist has observed, that all mo-
tion proceeds immediately-from the muscular fibre : that the mus-
cular fibre again derives its power from the nerve, which termi-

nates in the l)rain ; that fibre and ner\e, and the whole system, are

nourished by the bloid which comes fn m the heart: and that the

waste of blood is supplied by the lacteals, which absorb nutritious

matter from the food, as it passes along the intestinal canal. He
7 has
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has also observed, tliat the blood, which is in continual motion,
has a circular course ; that other vessels along with the lacteals are
employed to absorb ; and by means of injection has shewn the
route of the different iluids as clearly in the dead as they could
have been seen in the living subject. Aided by the microscope,
he has discovered the red globules'of the blood, aniinalcula: in the
semen, and the anastomoses of the arteries and veins ; and when
the microscope could lead him no furtlier, he has had recourse to
chemical analysis, and made discoveries equally important, in de-
monstrating the bodies which compose the several fluids and the
solids.

A Table of the Fwnction.s or Properties of Living Bo-
dies ; ALTERED FROM M. D'AzYR.

1. Digestion. 2. Nutrition. 3. Circulation. 4. Respiration.
5. Secretion. 6. Ossification. 7. Generation. 8. Irritabilitv. 9.

Sensibility. Every body, in which one or more of these func-
tions are observed, is to be considered as possessing organization
and life.

I. Digestion. 1. Living bodies which have one orniore sto-

machs easily distinguishable from the o:sophagus and intestinal ca-

'nal ;—Man. Quadrupeds. Cetaceous animals. Birds. Crus-
taceous animals. 2. Living bodies which have a stomach di^lin-

guishable only by certain expansions from the oesophagus and in-

testinal canal:—Oviparous quadrupeds. Serpents. Cartilaginous

\fishes. Fishes jjroperly so called. 3. Living bodies which have
an alimentary canal, not distinguishable into (Esophagus, stomach,

and intestines ;—Insects. Worms. Zoophiles. 4. Living bo-

dies which have neither stomach nor intestines:—Plants.

|[. Nutrition. I. Living bodies whose nutritious juices are

absorbed by vessels beginning from internal cavities :— Man.
Quadrupeds. Cetaceous animals. Birds. Oviparous quadru-

peds. Serpents. Cartilaginous fishes. Fishes properly so called.

Insects. Crustaceous animals. Worms. 2. Living bodies wiiose

nutritious juices are absorbed by vessels opening upon the external

surface:— Plants.

\\\. Circulation. 1. Living bodies with blood, having a heart

with two ventricles and two auricles :—Man. Quadrupeds. Ce-
taceous animals. Birds. 2. Living bodies witli blood, with one

ventricle divided into several cavities, and two auricles :—Ovi-

parous quadrupeds. Serpents. 3. Living bodies with blood,

with one ventricle and one auricle :—Cartilaginoiis fishes. Fishes

properly so called. 2. Livii-.g bodies witli a whitish lluid ;

whose heart is formed of one longitudinal vessel, tuberous, and

contractile, in which there is a whitish fiuid instead of blood :

—

Crustaceous animals. Insects. Worms. In some crustaceous

animals there is observed something resembling a heart. 3. Liv-

ing bodies with juices, in which no heart has yet been observed,

but only vessels filled with juices of a nature different from that of

blood.—Zoophytes. Plants.

IV. Respiration, i. Living bodies which respire, 1. By lungs

free from all adhesion and spongy :—Man. Quadrupeds. Ceta-

ceous afiimais. 2. By lungs free from all adhesion, vesicular and

muscular:—Oviparous quadrupeds. Serpents. 3. By lungs ad-

hering to the ribs, and provided with appendages :—Birds.

4. By gills of different forms :—Cartilaginous fishes. Fishes pro-

perly so called. Crustaceous animals. 5. By stigmata or holes in

difife'rent rings :— Insects. Earth-worms. 6. By an opening called

trachea, or by e.\ternal fringes:—A(iuatic worms. 7. By tiaches :

—Plants, ii. Living bodies in which there have been discovered

neither stigmata nor trachese :—Polypes.

V. Secretion. Living bodies. There are no bodies in which

secretions are not carried on.

VI. Ossification. \. Living bodies, whose sksleton is, 1. Inter-

nal and osseous :—Man. Quadrupeds. Cetaceous animals. Birds.

Oviparous c|uadrupeds. Serpents. Fishes properly so calle<i. 2.

Internal and cartilaginous :—Cartilaginous Fishes. 3. External

and corneous:—Perfect insects. Lilhophytes. 4. External and

cretaceous:— Crustaceous ainmals. Shell-fish. Madrepores. The
greatest part of zoophytes. 5. External and ligneous :—Plants, ii.

Living bodies which have no skeleton :—Insects in tlieir first state.

Worms. Polypes.

VII. Genertition. i. Living bodies, which are I. Viviparous :

Man. Quadrupeds. Cetaceous animals. 2. Oviparous, whether

the evolutirfn of the eggs takes place within or without the female:
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—Birds. Oviparous quadrupeds. Serpents. Cartilaginous fishes,
f^'ishes properly so called. Insects. Crustaceous animals. Worms.
Plants, ii. Living bodies which propagate by slips :—Worms.
Polypes. Plants. .

VIII. Irritability. 1. Living .bodies which have a body muscu-
lar or contractile:—Greatest part of insects in the first slate of their
transformation. Worms. Polypes. 2. Living bodies which have
muscles covering the skeleton :—Man. Quadrupeds. Cetaceous
animals. Birds. Oviparous quadrupeds. Serpents. Cartilagi-
nous fishes. Fishes properly so called. 3. Living bodies which
have a skeleton covering the muscles:—Perfect insects. Crusta-
ceous animals. 4. Living bodies, which have no muscular power;
no spontaneous movements:— Plants.

IX. Scnsihilit!/. 1. Living bodies, which have nerves and
brain easily distinguishable from the spinal marrow :—Man.
Quadrupeds. Cetaceous animals. Birds. Oviparous quadrupeds.
Serpents. Cartilaginous fishes. Fishes properly so called. 2.

Living bodies, which have nerves and brain scarcely distinguish-
able from Ihe spinal marrow :— Insects. Crustaceous annuals.
Worms. 3. Living bodies, in which there have not yet been dir-

covered nerves, or brain, or spinal marrow:—Zoophytes. Planls.
I'he above table, which has its divisions marked by the functioiir,,

and their kinds and varieties by the kinds and varieties of those
organs by which they are performed, diflers considerably from a
zoological table. Borrowing its several marks of distinction from
internal characters, it more ck-arly demonstrates the difference be-
tween the mineral, vegetable, and animal, than any system that
attempts to arrange by outward appearances. In order that an
animal continue in life, it must be allowed respiration ; to grow,
it must have a supply of food, which is prepared by

—

Digestion,
taken up by

—

absorption, distributed by

—

Circulation, assimi-
lated by

—

Anti-ition, and the whole carried on by means of—.Se-

crelioii. These functions are ail dependent on a general principle
Irritahilitij : by which the system is rendered by stimulants sus-

ceptible ot^

—

Motion ; accommodates itself to different circum-
stances by means of^

—

Habit; alters its shape by successive

—

Transjorn ation ; produces the species by

—

Generation ; the ex-
hausted body invigorated by

—

Steep; till at List the powers fail,

and the consequence is

—

Death. Accordingly we shall lake a view
of the general properties of living bodies.

Of Respiratiok.

Respiration is that function by which air is brought into the sys-

tem, and by which it is prepared in particular organs, that in some
respect succeeil the placenta in the general reconomy. For, as

any interruption of the usual intercourse between the placenta and
foetus in ovo proves soon fatal ; so, when that communication na-

turally ceases, and the new one succeeds between the lungs and
external air, it is likewise found, that any preternatural interrup-

tion of this last is in all living bodies presently attended with va-

rious symptoms of increasing languor, and in many with an almost

instantaneous death. So essential is respir.-ition to ihe system, that

snails, chameleons, and some other animals, can live for years
'

upon air alone. We have seen a chameleon that lived and was
vigorous for 22 months without any food, and which might have
continued to live much longer but for an unfortunate bruise by a

fall. Other phenomena equally demonstrale the importance of

air to tlie living body. The frog leaps away wanting its heart ; it

survives the loss ot the greatest part of its spinal marrow. AVith-

out its head, it lives for some days, and its heart cor^linues to cir-

culate its blood; And Borelli found, that eels and serpents,

though their bodies be opened, and the whole of their viscera be
taken out, are able to move for a day after ; and yet notwith-

standing, in all these animals, the life is observed to be suddenly

extinguished when the all-viviiying air is excluded. Even tiie

smallest insect has died, and the plant lost its vegetative power,
when retained for any while in a vacuum. The fish itself, when
placed under the exhausted receiver, has started anxiously to the

surface of the water in quest of fresh air ; and, finding none, has

sunk to the bottom and expired in convulsions. Late discoveries

have shewn that one of the consthuent parts of the atmospheric air,

viz. the oxygen gas, is absolutely necessary to support the vital

functions. But oxygen gas does not alone enter the lungs. Of
100 parts of the atmosphere, but 27 are oxygen gas, vrec; 's carbonic

acid, and 72 are azotic gas. These last, though intended chiefly

4 1 fer
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'or other beings diftercnt troni man, which arc in immense num-

uors on the aloije, bnt which like him and llie nobler animals, are

not tonned to breathe the empyreal air, must notwithstanding be

of some important and essentia! use to all living bodies. It has ac-

cordingly been tound by experiment, that pure and unmixed

oxygen i;as cannot be breathed for any very considerable lime

without oangcr; that some azote is contained in the blood, and has

been extracted from the muscular iibre, when properly treated

with the nitric aciil. According to Berth. jllet, five of its parts with

one of hydrogen form ammonia or volatilp alkali; wliich dispels

the glandular tumoure of the body, and prevents the coagulation

of blood, and the thickening of mucus which arise from acids.

The azotic gas may therefore in part unite with hydrogen, may
prevent the coaguUltion of serum, the catarrhous formation of vi^-

cid mucus, and many combinations that oxygen might form, in-

jurious to the system. But all living bodies are not supported by

the same kind of aerial food. Oxygen gas has indeed been ho-

noured with the flattering appellation of vital air ; and nitrogen

gas been usually distuiguished by that degrading epithet azotic ; a

word which signifies destructive of life. But though man, and all

the warm-blooded animals that have yet been examined, may die

in respiring the nitrogen gas, this gas however, whi( h conititutes

more than two-thirds of the whole" atmosphere, may in general be

tailed the vital air of the vegetable tribes, and of not a few of the

orders of insects which thrive and live in it. For while man, and

others which respiie as he does, emit both the hydrogen and car-

bon, and return the nitrogen not sensibly diminished ; most vege-

tables and many insects eagerly inhale them, and emit oxygen as

noxious or useless. These effects are llie indications of a radical

difference in constitution. Even the fibres of those living bodies

which exhale oxygen, will, after death, attract it so powerfully,

as to decompose the nitric acid ; but those bodies which inhale ni-

trogen, have so very weak an affinity to oxygen, and so strong a one

to some of the bodies with which it is combined, that they can

easily decompose water and carbonated air. What fishes respire

is not ascertained. Neither the chasge of the air, nor of the water

which they occasion when in close vessels, have, so far as we know,
been fully examined. Chaptal is assured, that, like other animals,

they are sensible of the action of all gases. Fourcroy says, that

they do not generate the carbonic acid, and that the air which
Priestley and he found in the air-vesicles of carp was nitrogen gas.

We have now to inquire, what are the kinds of respiratory organs,

and in what manner their functions are performed ? The preced-

ing table has in some measure made us acquainted with this sub-

ject. Some animals breathe by a trachea and lungs ; insects, by
either stigmata, or traches, opening into air-vessels ; plants, by air-

vessels and leaves ; fishes, and numbers of the watery element, if

they do not breathe, at least receive air, by their gills : the foetus

in ovo, the polypus tribe, and many more organized bodies, by
the same organs which convey their food. The absorbents appear

to be the first and most general way by which living bodies are

supplied with air : the mouths of these vessels are like small tuber-

cles ; scattered over the body of the insect while wrapt in its mem-
brane. In the horse and the bird they are blood-vessels spreading

on a membrane, and deriving nourishment from the uterus or egg,

that had been itself nourished by absorbents. In a cow, they are

vessels which, spreading on a membrane, terminate in glands
;

these glands being opposite to others which adhere to the uterus;

and the membranous and uterine glands, when in contact, inclos-

ing a third gland like a kernel. In man, they are vessels spread-

ing on a membrane, and entering a large glandular body called

the placenta. In the mouse and the hare, they are likewise ves-

sels uranching on a membrane and entering a placenta ; this pla-

centa, when fixed, receives large veins from the parent, and which
may be either inflated or injected from the cavity of the uterus.

What are properly respiratory organs exercise not their function

till circulation and nutrition are begun. Not only are the respi-

ratory organs thus late in exercising their functions ; in many ve-

getables a great part of them is annually renewed, and laid aside

in the torpid state. In those insects which undergo the most re-

markable kinds of transformation they suffer a change ; and in all

those animals which spend their earlier days in the water, and after-

wari's coine to live in the air, they are altered in kind. In all

living bodie: the proper function of one jiart of the respiratorv or-

gans is, to secrete Irom tlic water or air that particular aeriform

fluid winch mingles with tl-.eir juices, and which is necessary to

life and luilrilion. In many places these organs are placed exter-

nally, and are always i.n contact with the air or water from which
they secrete. In other cases they are lodged internally ; and air

or water are then alternately admitted and expelled by varieties of

organs which serve as auxiliaries. Vegetables secrete their aeri-

form iluid from water and air. They receive air along with llie

Tuiuids of their absorbents, which open on the roots, the trunk, and
the branches, and upon the interior surfaces of leaves ; or, if na-
ture has plunged these leaves under water, the absorbents open and
imbibe their fluids on both sides. In many, however, the upper
surface of the leaf is intended to inhale air. As it is proved by
Ingenhousz and others, that the respiration of many leaves is as-

sisted by light, we see a reason why plants growing in a dark room
turn to the place where light is admitted ; why the flowers and the
leaves of many plants follow the diurnal course of the sun ; why
the branches of trees, which require much light, die when placed
in a thick shade ; why moonshine in autumn contributes so much
to the ripening of grain ; and why leaves and branches are arrang-

ed in such a manner as least to intercept that quantity of light

which nature has allotted to the genus of each. The air-vessels in

the body of plants are those vessels which contain juices but at

certain times, and which during the greatest part of the season are
filled with air. This air is coUttted from the sap of the roots as it

passes along the diametral insertions, and from those vessels which
open upon the trunk and upon the leaves. Like pulmonary
tubes, which are seen branching through the bodies of insects,

they perform an office similar to that of the trachea and bronchia.;

and are those general receptacles of air from which the neighbour^
ing parts of the plant secrete what is needed.

Of Digestion.

The function of digestion succeeds respiration by either con-
tinuing or supporting the growth of the living body. It depends
on respiration for a portion of heat, and is that function by which
the liquid and solid food undergoes its first preparation in the sys-

tem. Though gaseous fluids, including the principles of heat and
light, may nourish and compose the substances of all living bodies,
yet a part only can enter the syste^n in a gaseous state. 1 his part
is changed by the lungs, or by those fluids, which they contain.

The organs of digestion, before they can act on aerial bodies, must
have them reduced to some new form. For the food of vegeta-
bles, this form requires to be water, whose 100 parts consist of 844
of oxygen and lj| of hydrogen. See W.-^ter. Wlien the gases
have passed through both the watery and vegetable states, they, as
juices or solids, become the food of many animals. These ani-

mals produce new changes, and by their preparation the gases be-
come tlie food of others which are called carnivorous; and-then
the carnivorous and all living bodies, when the vivifying principle
has ceased within them, and when they are hastening to a state of
dissolution, are devoured by others who feed on corruption, are
partly converted into water and gas, and become in their turn the
food of the kinds on which they had fed. It has long been ob-
served, that those animals which are not carnivorous feed upon
plants; and, since the days of Van Helmont and Boyle, it has
been suspected that plants live upon water and air. This suspi-

cion has now been confirmed by numerous experiments. Plants
have been raised from distilled water without earth ; and, instead
of requiring a vegetable mould, have spread their roots in moss, in
paper, in cotton, in pieces of cloth, in pounded glass, and powder
of quartz. From these facts, the ingenious Chaptal supposes that
soils act, but as so many sponges, affording water in different pro-
portions, and in different ways, and that all that the plant wants
from the soil is a firm support, a permission to extend its roofs
where it chooses, and that proportioned supply of humidilv which
will secure it against the alternatives of being inundated or dried
up. The late Dr. John Brown was of the same opinion. To an-
swer, however, these several conditions M. Chaptal says it i> ne-
cessary in many cases " to make a proper mixture of the primitive
earths, as no one in particular possesses them." On these ac-
counts a single earth cannot constitute manure, and the character
of the earth intended to be meliorated ought to be studied before
the choice of any addition is decided on. The best proportions
of a fertile earth for ccrn are three-eighths of clay, two-eighths of
sand, and three of the fragnienl- of hard stone, " The advantages

ef
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of labour consist in tlividing the earth, aerating it, destroying
useless or noxious plants, anil converting them into manure by fa-

cilitating their decomposition." The leech and the tadpole are
also nourished by water, and many other animals have no other
food. " Rondelet cites a great number of examples of marine
animals which cannot subsist but by means of water, by the very
constitution of their organs. He kept during three years a fish

in a vessel constantly maintained full of very pure water. It

grew to such a size, that at llie end of that time the vessel could
not contain it. The red fishes which are kept in glass-vessels are
also nourished, and grow, without any other assistance than that of
water properly renewed." Most animals have, like vegetables,

both inhaling and exfvaling vessels, by which some of their fluids

are absorbed, and evacuations regularly carried on. Except,
however, in those animals which subsist by liquids, these vessels

are of little importance in receiving food or ejecting what is fscal

from the system. In these animals the absorbents terminate in a

hollow viscus, which is called the alimentary canal, where the
fluids undergo a preparatory change, and are partly reabsorbed
for assimilation. In all others the food enters by a proboscis, or
by an aperture called tlie mouth : this mouth is properly the en-
trance of the alimentary duct. It is very generally furnished with
a tongue, which is usually assisting in deglutition ; and if the food
be of that nature to require cutting, tearing, or grinding, it is like-

wise furnished with the proper instruments for these operations.

When the food is testaceous or some hard vegetable substance,
and these instruments are not in the mouth, something similar is

generally found in a more remote part of the canal. The crab
and the lobster have accordingly grinding teeth in their stomachs,
and granivorons fowls have a powerful gizzard lined with a thick

corneous substance. It possesses the compressing force of the

jaws ; and small pebbles which the animals swallow, serve it for

teeth. Besides grinding, the solid food often requires to be mixed
with some additional liquid. In tliose carnivorous animals which
chew, this liquid during tlie time of mastication flows into the

mouth from certain glands in the neighbourhood. In some spe-

cies of simia a p'evious dilution takes place in two pouches situated

on the sides of the lower jaw. In granivorons birds this dilution is

usually performed in a sac, which is a dilatation of the canal ; and
the food being macerated there by the glands or exhaling vessels,

gradually passes down, as is needed, to be triturated and further

prepared in the stomach. In the ruminating kind the dilution is

performed in a similar manner : but these having no muscular sto-

mach fitted for grinding, instead of descending, the food is brought
up again into the mouth, and is then, after the proper mastication,

sent to the stomach. If the food require no mastication, it is sent

directly that way at first: a circumstance which shews a curious

discernment with respect to foods, and proves that this alimentary

canal is subject to the action of voluntary muscles as far as the sto-

mach. Some of those birds which have a diluting sac or ingluvies

seem likewise to ruminate. This in the parrot was observed by
the gentlemen of the French academy. It has since been observed

in rooks, macaws, cockatoos, and others : and Mr. Hunter dis-

covered, that the male and the female pigeon secrete in their in-

gluvies a certain liquor for feeding their young ; and that the most
kinds of what have been thought ruminating birds do very often

ill expressing their fondness regurgitate their food. Yet both this

and another species of regurgitation, which is very common witli

those animals that swallow indigestible substances with their food,

should be carefully distinguished from rumination. To the rumi-

nating kinds the diluting sac is by no means peculiar. The por-

poise has one, though it does not ruminate ; and many of those

animals which have none, as the rat, the hog, and the horse, have

a part of the st-omach covered with a cuiicle, and wiiich must

therefore principally serve as a reservoir. The gullets of several

fishes and serpents are sacs of this kind. A part of their prey pro-

jects often from the mouth, while another part fills up the gullet

and gradually descends, to be reduced in the solvent below. So
very dilatable are the stomachs and the gullets of some animals,

that serpents have been often seen to swallow whole animals, which

prior to the gorging, were larger than themselves ; and many po-

Ivpes, pud even some of the louse kind, will, by swallowing food,

more-than double their own bulk. All animals whicli ruminate

have tuo stomachs, or at least two divisior.s in one ; some have

three, as the gazella ; and some four, as the cow, the dromedary,

and the sheep ; but tht- number of stomachs is no proof of a rumi-
nating power. The porpoise has two ; the porcupine has Chree di-
visions in one ; and the cassowar, although it has four stomachs,
does not ruminate ; nor, although granivorons, is any one of the
four a gizzard. Somewhat different from these expansions in the
first part of the alimentary canal, is a sort of pouch which hangs
from the neck and the lower mandible of several birds, and which,
like the two pouches of apes, may be used either to macerate the
food, or to carry provisions, from'a distance to their young. The
pelican, a native of warm countries, employs this pouch some-
times to carry a ciuantity of water, liesides the fluitls which min-
gle with the foo<l in the mouth, the gullet, or macerating sacSj there
IS one denominated the gastric juice, which acts in some measlire
as a solvent. It is secreted from large glands at the entrance of
the gizzard, from vessels or glands in'the coats of the stomach, and
perhaps mo^t plentifully near the pylorus : it powerfully resists the
putrefactive fermentation : it coagulates milk and the white of ay
egg ; it dissolves food even when inclosed in metallic tubes ; and
when life ceases, it acts frequently on the very stomach from
which it was secreted. Its taste, colour, and solvent powers, are
dilf'erent in difl'erent classes of animals. It S'.-ems to be modified
according to the age, the health, the habit, and the different ali-

ments on which they live. But what is most surprising in the
gastric juice is, that it spares all living bodies, as those worms
which exist in the stomach, and the stomach itself while it is alive ;

and it has an assimilating power, and reduces all substances, whe-
ther animal or vegetable, on which it acts, to a certain fiuid of de-
terminate properties, called chyle. The food, after passing

through the stomach, is mingled with a greenish saponaceous li-

quoi, called bile, which flows either immediately from the liver,

or from a vesicle into which it had regurgitated as into a blind gut

:

at the same time nearly it is mingled with another resembling the
saliva from the pancreas or sweet-bread ; a gland or glands whose
place is supplied in many fishes by a number of vermicular ap-
pendages to the stomach. In short, from one extremity of the

alimentary canal to the other, fluids are perpetually flowing into

its cavity from glands, vessels, or organic pores ; and the mem-
branes constantly secreting a mucus to protect themselves from the

acrimony of their contents. This acrimony must often be consi-

derably near to that end of the canal where the fa;ces are dis-

charged ; for, as the first part of the canal has generally one or

more dilatations called stomachs, and secretes at least one fiuid

which is strongly antiseptic ; so the last part has generally appen-
dages called cocca, where the food always remains for some time,

and where, from the quantity of animal-matter that happens to be
mixed with it, it becomes putrescent. T he office of the ca-ca is

sometimes supplied by the largeness and convolutions of the colon,

as in the bear whose intestines are 40 feet long, but have no ccecum.

The coeca are of various forms and capacities ; they are often

larger than the stomach itself; are often composed of proportion-

ally thin and transparent membranes ; and from their contents

have often a colour somewhat refembling that of the gall-bladder.

Their number is different in different animals. Some have but

one. The birds which have them have generally two ; the bus-

tard has three ; and Swammerdam has dissected insects which had

four. The ccecum of both the rabbit and the hare is curiously

formed. It is large and beautiful ; is rolled up like a cornu am-
monis ; and has a fold running spirally within. The animals

which live on vegetable food have usually the greatest length of

the canal, and the greatest number of stomachs and of cccca : yet

the cassowar, which has no gizzard, has no coscum ; and the po-

lype, which is said to be all stomach, is, properly speaking, rather

all ccecum.

Of .'VnsoEPTioN.

When the food has undergone the fir^t preparation, by digestion,

and the chyle is formed in tlie alinicntary canal or sap vessels, it

is thence taken up by means of absorption for the use of the sys-

tem. From the vessels it passes into the whole cellular tissue,

composed of vesicles, and closely interwoven with all the vascu-

lar part of the plant. From the vesicles or utricles of the cellular

tissue it enters the vasa propria ar.d glands, wiiich contain and pre-

pare the fluids and secretions peculi^'r to the species. It was sup-

posed that the chyle was absorbed by the ramifications of the red

veins spreading on the gut, till 16C!2, when Aselliusan Italian dis-

4 coveted
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coveietl the lacteals running on the mesentery of a hvingdog, and

printed his account of th<-ni in 16J7. As lie had not traced their

course very far, lie thought that they went to the liver. This opi-

nion conlimied to be general till 1(351, when Pecquet in France

published his account' of the thoracic duct. He owned that he

had been led lo make the discovery by observing a wliitish tluid

mixed with (he blood in the right auricle of the heart of a dog.

The lymphatics were first discovered by Rudbec, a young Swe-

dish anatomist ; and Thomas Hartholine, a Danish anatomist, fir>t

published upon them. His book came out in 1653. Glisson, who
wrote in 1654, has ascribed to these vessels the office of carrying

the lubricating lymph from the several cavities back into the

blood ; and Frederic Horiinan affirmed they were absorbents very

explicitly. On the 19th June 1664, Hwammerdam discovered the

valves of these vessels; and Ruysch, who had seen them, perhaps

very nearly about that time, fii-st gave an account of them in a

treatise published at the Hague in 1665. The most decisive mode
of demonstrating the lympliatics we owe to the celebrated Nuck,
who as a specimen of that complete System of Lymphography
which he meant to publish, printed in l6yi his Adenography, or

Description of the Glands. In this treatise be not only tells us

how he brought them into view, but in his plates represents many
of them as tilled Avith his new mercurial injections; a happy
invention, since followed by others. The lymphat'Ci per-

form the whole business of absorption. They contain a fluid

that is coagulable like the lymph of tlie blood, and are called

valvular to di5tiii!>uish them from the arteries that do not

admit the red globules. They derive their origin from the cel-

lular membrane, from the ditferent cavities, and from the surface.

They both run into the veins ; but most of the lymphatics in the

human subject, and all the lacteals, first unite in the thoracic duct,

which near the heartrleads into the course of the circulation.

Of Circulation.

The circulation of the blood « as first demonstrated by Hervey,
who was born at Folkstone in Kent, in 1578, completed his stu-

dies at Cambridge, went to Padua, and was there admitted to the
degree of M. D. with unusual marks of applause, in 1602. About
16 1 6, hefir^t taught his celebrate<l doctrine of the circulation, and
printed it in 1628. His discoveries shewed, that in most animals
the blood circulates in arteries and veins, and through the medium
of one, two, or more hearts ; that in arteries it moves from the
tmnk to the branches ; and that, meeting there with (he branches
of veins, it returns in a languid stream to the heart ; that the heart
communicates a new impulse ; that it drives it on to the trunk of

the arteries ; and that the arteries, by the thickness of their coats,

exerting a force, push it onwards again into the veins, [n every
part of this circulating course, there are valves situated where it is

necessary ; they are meant to prevent the return of the blood
;

they are at the beginnings of the great arteries, and are found in

dirterent places of the veins where their feeble action requires to

be assisted. The veins, before they enter the heart, generally ex-
pand into a thin muscular sac, which is called tlie auricle. It re-

ceives the blood while the heart is contracting; and, when tlie

heart admits of dilatation, contracts itself, and throws the blood
into the veutricie. We have here called the ventricle a heart:
though what is usually meant by the heart be a ventricle and au-
ricle ; or sometimes a ventricle and two auricles, where the veins
approach in dilTerent directions, and, without bending to meet
one another, expand at two dilTercut places. Two hearts are some-
times united, so as in appearance to form but one. Hence the
modes of circulation are various. In some animals the heart
throws it? blood to the remotest ])arts of the system ; in othei-sit
throws its blood only into the respiratory organs ; from these it is

collected by the branches of veins; and these branches, uniting
in a trunk, convey it to an artery, which renews the impulse, and
acts as a heart. In a third set of animals, the blood from the re-

spiratory organs is carried by the veins to another heart ; and this

second heart, united in the same capsule with the first, distributes
the blood by the channel of its arteries to the several parts. In
the human fretus, and the foetuses of those animals which have two
hearts, a part of the blood, without taking the passage through the
lungs, proceeds directly from auricle to auricle. In amplubious
animals, the auricular passage continues open during their life, and
is employed, when the breathing ceases under the waler.

Or Nutrition.

Nutrition is the function w hich assimilates the food in the several

part-, and which finishes the process begun in the stomach, lungs,

and vascular svstea.s. In perfect animals some of the stages of
this pr.icess.are distinctly marked. The chyle, which has some
resemblance to milk, is the work of the alimentary canal: it un-

dergoes some new changes by the action of the lacteals, and of

their glands when they exiat. In the course of circulation it passes

along the respiratory organs, and is mixed with oxygen or some
other gas : by this mixtur^, the consec|Uent heat, and the action of
the vessels, it is turned into blood. The blood, when examined,
spontaneously separates into three parts; an albuminous part or a

serum, a coagulable lymph, and red globules. The two first are

analogous to the \uiite-parts of an egg, by which the chick in ovo
is nourished ; the globules have some resemblance to the yolk,

which serves afterwards as food to the chick in the more advanced
period of life. The three parts contain in each a variety of princi-

ples which are originally composed of gases : these principles, con-
veyed through vessels of various forms, of various diagonals, and
with various degrees of motion and of heat, and all along varying

as they pass, arrive at last on the confines of the parts which are

wrapt up in a cellular tissue orsome other membrane. The tissue

or membrane gives a new change ; the [jarts nourished perform
the office of secreting organs; and as the action of the vessels is

varied according to the place to which fheyare tending and the

parts which they enter, we partly sec the manner in which bone,
muscle, cartilage, and nerve, are all secreted from a coimnon
mass. Nutrition is carried on in worms and polypes, after diges-

tion, almost entirely by the cellular tissue ; and in plants by a tis-

sue cellular-and vesicular.

Of Secretion.

By means of this function a part is separated from the whole,
and generally with some change of its ([ualities. In the case of
nutrition it was observed, that all parts secrete for themselves;
and that some few, as the lungs, the stomach, the vessels, and the
nerves, officiate besides for the general use of the whole system.
If all the ingesta were to remain and to be assimilated, the body
would continually increase. Bijt living bodies are constantly in a
state of waste and repair. In most animals part of the ingesta is

carried off by evacuation, without having entered the mouths of the
absorbents ; part, which enters the absorbents and veins, is thrown
off by exhaling arteries or the urinary passage : and experiments
with madder prove that the lymphatics, beaides originating from
all the cavities and carrying back the lubricating fluids, do enter
the substance of the hardest bones, and convey particles that had
been assimilated back into the blood. The fa;ces, the urine, and
perspirable matter, are remarkably distinguished by two kinds of
odour; the one peculiar to the whole species, the other peculiar
to the individual. By the perspirable matter which adheres
to the ground, and of which the odour is diffused by mois-
tere, the dog not oidy distinguishes a man from any other-ani-

mal, but is able to trace his master through a crowd. Tlie
natural evacuations of plants, and of some few animals which
feed by absorbents, are all by perspiration or exhaling ves-
sels. The urine in quadrupeds is before emission collected in

a vesicle, and thence carried olT by the genital organ. In birds,

and in a number of fishes, the ureters empty themselves into the
rectum, and their contents are evacuated with the faeces. The
word secretion is sometimes employed for the matters secreted.
In (his sense there are various secretions. Besides the fices, the
urine, the sweat, and the vapour from the lungs, which are cxcre-
mentitious, there arc secretions which answer useful purposes in

the system. Of these the most important and general are the bile,

the saliva, the gastric juice, and the pancreatic, which assist in
digestion; the lymph and the fat, which lubricate the parts; the
mucus', which protects them from acrid substances ; the nervous
fluid, which forms a very conspicuous link between body and
mind ; the seminal fluid, employed to propagate the species ; and
the lacteal, intended for some while to support the young after

they emerge from the fa-tal state.

The Saliva is a fluid that mixes with the food in mastication.

Ill man it is secreted from the parotid, the sublingual, and sub-
maxillary glands ; it is watery and somewhat viscid ; it retards and
moderates fermentation : it has sometimes a tendency to form cal-

culi.
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ciili. By these concretions it incrusts t!ie teeth, and sometimes ob
striicts the salivary ducts. It is tho seal of tlv" rabies caniiia.

The Gastric LniUOUR possesses a solvent power upon animal
and vegetable substances, with little preference of affinity, as it

varies according to the nature of the aliment; being sometimes
acid, and sometimes insipid.

Tlie Bile secreted by the liver is glutinous or imperfectly fluid
i-ike oil, of a very bitter taste, a green colour inclining to yellow,
and froths by agitation like the solution of soap. Its constituent
j)riuciples are water, a sjjiritus rector, a coigulable lymph, a re-

sinous oil, and soda. The resinous part differs from vegetable
resins, because these do not form a soap with fixed alkalis, becau.-;e

tiiey are more acrid and inflammable, and because the animal-re-
sin melts at the temperature of 40°, and accpiires a tluulity similar

to that of fat. From fat it differs in not be.ng soluble iji cold al-

cohol, in wdiich respect it approaches to spermaceti, wdiicb alcohol
c.'.nimt dissolve without heat. Bde, like other soa|)s, removes
i pots of oil from clothes ; when its passages are obstructed, the
motion of the intestines becomes languid. It Is neither alkaline
nor highly putrescent.

The Panckeatic Juice resembles the saliva, and wase.xamined
in the 17th century, by De Graaf and Swammerdam. It has of-

ten been observed forming stony concretions.

The Lymph consists chiefly of water ; but, like the serous part

of the blood, contains a substance which is coagulable by heat, by
ac ds, and by spirit of wine. It is found in the cellular membrane,
in the ventricles of the brain, in the pericardium, on the surface

of the pleura, in the abdomen, in the burss mucosce, and in the
joints under the name of Synovia, where it has more than an
ordinary degree of viscidity, and of the lubricating quality. It is

secreted chiefly by arteries.

Animal Fat is a substance of a nature similar to the fat oils in

the vegetalile kingdom. Its colour is usually white, sometimes
yellow, and its taste insipid. Its consistence is various in dilfeient

animals. In cetaceous animals and fi4ies it is nearly fluid : in car-

nivorous aniniLils more fluid than in the frugivorous : in birds,

finer, sweeter, more unctuou~, and generally less solid, than in

quadni])eds.

The Vegetable Fat is contained chiefly in the fruit ; and is

known by the names of fat oil, sweet oil, and oil by expression.

It freezes in diflisrent degrees of heat, and varies according to the

nature of the plant by which it is afforded.

The Mucus is more viscid than the lymph, and is not coagula-

ble by fire or alcohol. It is mild, not disposed to corruption, nor

soluble in water. This secretion is performed by glands.

The Seminal Fluid has seldom been analyzed. It is heavier

than water, soluble in urine, deliquesces in air and with heat; it

hardens with the fixed alkali, and is not coagulable by alcohol.

It contains a number of animalcule ; and in the system in which it

is secreted, it affects the passions, the manners, the voice, the

taste of the muscles, thc^ secretion of fat, and the growth of the

hair.

Scarcely any thing satisfactory is known respecting the Nervous
Fluid, and some have doubted of its existence ; therefore we will

not enlarge upon it here.

The Lacteal Secretion is generally confined to one sex,

and is peculiar to the class of mammalia; though something similar

may perhaps be secreted in the crops of pigeons.

Of Irritability.

" Irritability (says Dr. Barclay) is that property of the living

jibreby which it acts in consequence of stimulants. Being one of

the great causes of motion in living bodies, no property has excit-

ed more wonder, been the cause of more error, or exhibits such

a number of striking pha-nomena to the senses. These effects,

however, have arisen rather from the nature of the stimulants than

from any thing mysterious in irritability. iVIany of the stimulants

by which this property in bodies is displayed are often invisible,

unknown, or unthought of; and men being conscious that a num-

ber of their motions proceed from a stimulant that is under the di-

rection of a mental power, they readily conclude from a sort of

analogy, that every motion in plant and insect that seems to an-

swer a'useful purpose, tnd is caused by some invisible stimulant,

is. the consequence of mind directing from within ; Tliat irri-

lability is in all cases the consc(iuence of nerves, which are
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those organs which natuiv has einplnved in llieanimal-kingdnin
to convey stimuli between body and m'ind. These singular con-
clusions have letl to others Ihatare less admissible." The learned
Dr. Ilaller, however, the first who made u.-ie of this term, gives a
very dilferent account of irritability, which he represents as a pro-
perty, not of the nerves, but of the muscular fibres, totally dis-
tinct from, and independent of, sensibility. Besides (he other firo-
pensities which operate as stimulants in the system itself, the nalu-
ralist has found that light, heat, and moistui'e, in various degrees
from absolute darkness, coldness, and dryness, act as stimulants
upon living bodies: he has experienced tliat electricity Ls a general
agent, that several plants emit flaslies, and that some animals even
give shocks resembling the electric. He has made it probable that
it produces all the won'lers ol crystallization ; and that the cause of
chemical affinity, and of all the pha'iiomena displayed by the mag-
net, if not simply a modification, is at least akin to'it. Intliemale
parts of plant and animal he lias seen both the fluid and the pollen
that gave the stimulus in generation, and are accompanied with so
extraordinary changes in the system. In the animal-kingdom, all

muscles in the time of action are observed to discharge a quantity
of their blood ; and those muscles which are naturallv wlnte are
the most irritable. In all living bodies, the irritable" i)ower will
cease to obey the action of a stimulant, if either longer violently
applied. After exercise, therefore, the irritable fibre requires rest,

after heat cold, after waking sleep, before it again beco.nes sub-
missive to the action of the stimulant that over«helmed it. This
is the reason that in plants and animals there are certain exertions
and functions of the system that can only be continued at intervals

and seasons. The natural stimuli of inv'olinUary tnusries continue
to act, and the muscles to obey through life. On the whole, the
diflerenceoi irritability arises from the structure of the organ it-

self, and fi'om the manner in which the nerve is distributed Ihrougli

it. Other parts of the animal-body, as the stomach, the tauce.-,

and the genital organs, are thus alf'ected by jjarticular stimulants;

and many animals, and even vegetables, may be affected in va-

rious manners, and by various stimulants, of v\iiich neither our
feelinjs nor our senses can give intimation of any thing ana^

logons.

Of Motio.x-.

" Irritability, (continues Dr. Barclay,) is one of the great sources

of motion in all living bodies: and this power is brought into

action immediately by nerves or some other stimulants. Loco-
motion here is principally considered ; for although the kinds of

internal motion employed in secretion and the other funclions bs
as remarkable, in the eye of the philosopher, they have not so

generally attracted attention. Most animals are capable by nature

of changing the place which their body occupies ; fortius reason,

the irritable fibres, being formed into bundles, called Muscles,

are in most animals attaciied to bones, cartilages, or hard integu-

ments, which they move as levers, with their muscles attached,

are in most cases formed into wings, liiH, or legs, of various kinds,

and are employed in performing the motions of flying, swimming,
walking, leaping, and creeping. So very necessary, in the

opini^'U of some of the ancients, was one or other of these instru-

ments to progressive motion, that the movement of the serpent

was often ascribed to a preternatural cause, was supposeil to re-

semble the incessus deorum, and procured to the animal one of the

highest ranks among the emblematic kinds of divinities. Not-

withstanding, however, the surprise that has been occasioned by
its singular movement, the motion of snails, though not so rapid,

is in many respects a> extraordinary : they adhere by a certain vis-

cid secretion ; on dry ground this secretion foims a pavement over

which they glide; and they proceed by the action of muscles,

without bone, cartilage, or shell, to which the muscles can be at-

tached. No animal walks without legs, or flies without wings :

but there are many that swim without fins, and that leap and creep

without legs. I'he rapidity of movement is not proportioned to

the number of instruments that are employed : if the spout-fish be

observed to move slowly with one leg, the sea-urchin moves still

slower with many thousands ; the oyster moves by squirting out

water ; the scallop by the jerk of its shell, and when in the water

it rises to the surface, and sails before the wind. As to vegetable

motions, they evidently depend on external agents. The motion.,

of the wild oat is an instance ; the wings of seeds fit them to

4 K be.
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!)>• carried by tlu- wind, their spccnic gravity to Hoat in tlie water,

;uhI their legs or tcntaciila to adhere to bodies that are in motion.

The singiil^ir motions which have been ascribed to sleeping, waking,

>ensation, and volition, in the vegetable kingdom, seem only the

coiist(| leuce of lii^ht, heat, nloi^^ure, and such stimulants, acting

invisibly or witli secret influence.

Op Habit.

Habit in pliysiology dilTei-s a little from its usual meaning. Dr-

Rirclay uses it " to signify that principle in living bodies by which
they accommodate themselves to circumstances, assume as it were
a different nature, and in many respects under^oa species ottrans-

tormation." Both in plants and animals the delicacy and vigour

of the constitution are ofteiier the effects of habit and circumstance

than original conformation. The varying colour of the inte-

guments, an<l its changing with the seasons serve as proofs.

We may add, that animals covered with a down or hair have it

thick or thin, long or short, according to the exigencies of climate.

These changes on tlieir bodies are accompanied with others, which
are the causes of new tastes, new propensities, and new manners.
At the Cape of Good Hope the ostrich sits on her eggs dav and
niglit like other birds; but in Senegal, where the heat is greater,

she leaves them to the sun during the day. In those countries
where provisions can be found during the greatest part of the year,
llie bee gradually loses the propensity of laying upstores for winter;

and in those countries infested with monkeys, many birds, which
in other climates build in bushes and the clefts of trees, suspend
their nests upon slender twigs, and by this iniienious <levice elude
the rapacity of their enemies. Man, from imitation, has a great

number of habits peculiar to himself; and physical causes have in-

geniously been assigned for the variety of his features and com-
plexion. Few experiments have yet been made to shew how far

this accommodating principle may be extended in the different

species of plants and animals. This accommodating principle is

one of the conseOjUences of irritability. Its various eflects arise

from the actions of different stimulants on the irritable fibre ; and
the after duration of these eflects, from the modifications of irritable

fibres, becomes habitual from the Irefjueiit repeated action of the
stimulants.

Or TR.^.^'SFORMATION.

The changes which plants and animals undergo from metamor-
phosis or transformation are more remarkably striking, than anv of
those to which they are exposed, from the variations of habit or
Ihe change of integuments. It has ind'-ed been asserted, that these
alterations consist in throwing off certain temporary coverings or
envelopes ; but there is here a want of precision in tlie ideas, and
consequently a want of accuracy in the expression. The same
persons who make this assertion inform u<, that caterpillars change
their skin, and many of them evin several times, previous to the
period of their transformation. Transformation, therefore, and a
change of integuments, by their own concessions, are ditlerent
things. The truth is, transformation frequently takes place inde-
pendent of any change of integuments ; and there is often a change
of the integuments without transformation or any appearance of a
new form ; but a new form or change of appearance is always im-
plied in metamorphosis or transformation. This new form is

sometimes occasioned by a change of shajje, consistency, and co-
lour ; as when t'ne lobes of a seed are converted into seminal leaves.
It is sometimes occasioned by a change of proportions among the
parts. It is sometimes occasioned by the addition of new organs

;

as when the emmet receives wings, and the plume of the seed is

fed by new roots striking into the ground ; or it is occasioned by a
change of both the form and the organs, and their mode of operation,
as happens remarkably in some insects : for, though all living bo-
dies, plants, and animals, undergo partial or general transformation,
yet these changes are chiefly observable among insects. Many in-
sects appear to con«ist of two distinct animaf-bodies, one within
the other: the exterior, a creature of an ugly form, residing in the
water or under the earth, breathing by gills, or sometimes "by tra-
chea: projecting from the tail, possessing a voracious and grovelling
aupetite, and having a system ofsanguiferous vessels that circulates
the blood towards the liead. When all its parts decay and fall oft',

the creature inclosed succeeds in its stead ; this often is an animal
of a difl'erent form, generally lives in a difl'erent element, feeds on

a diliterent species of food, has different instruments of motion, d:t'-

ferent organs of sense, and different organs of respiration, and dif-

ferently situated ; and, being endowed with the parts of genera-

tion, inclines to gratify thesexual propensity, and produces an em-
bryo which becomes like the lil^t, and from which afterwards in

process of time a creature is evolved similar to itself. If the
reader wish to be much acquainted with the manners and transfor-

mations of insects, he will derive information and pleasure from
consulting the plates and memoirs of Reaumur. If he wish to

know their intimate structure, the laborious Swammerdam can in-

troduce him to a new and amusing species of anatomy. This last

author had, before Reaumur, delinecl and described the kinds of
transmutations among insects and some other animals. lie has

shewn similar transmutations in plants ; and in Plate 46 of his Book
of Nature, has compared the frog and the clove July-tiower under
their six different forms.

Or Generation.

Many of the causes which contribute to the formation of a liv-

ing bociy have hitherto eluded human research; and perhaps arc
beyond human comprehension. Some philosophers, considering
the extreme divisibility of matter, and learning from tl'.e micro-
scope that transformation is but the develnpement of certain parts
that previously existed, have imagined that generation is some-
what analogous; that all regularly organised bodies received their

form at the beginnirg ; that the first of every genus and species
contained by involution the numerous millions of succeeding ge-
nerations; and tlut the union of the two sexes gives only a stimu-
lus, and brings into view forms that had existed S'nce the world
began. The absurdity of this hypothesis, which attempted to ex-
plain a thing that is unknown, by what must for ever remain ia-

comprehensible to the human mind in its jjre^ent stale, is self-

evident. With regard to the theory of conception, the greatest

obscurity prevails. Analogy, witii what is observed in inferior

animals, furnishes the principal assistance to the physiologist in

this particular. It is well known that eggs laid by a hen which
has had no intercourse with the cock, are incapable of being
hatched, although they contain the rudiments of the chick ; hence
it has been inferred, and almost demonstrated, that it is the oflice

of the male in general to " furnish the vivifying principle, that
is, to anim.ate the individuals, the germs of which are produceil by
the female." This fecundation of the ovum is supposed to be
effected in the ovarium, the seminal liquor received into the
uterus having passed hither through the Fallopian tubes. This
last supposition, however, has not perhaps been fully veritied.

In tlieovaria, after each conception, a small body is found (corixus

luteum), which Haller proved to be the remains of a vesicle rup-
tured at the moment of conception, and permitting its contents to
escape. The matter then which thus escapes, con'titutes the
germ of the hetus. It will be evident that the Fallopian IuIh's re-

quire to be pervious, in order that conception may take place, it

is observed by Morgagni, that they are often closed in courtezans,
in consequence of habitual excitement. " Semen, when exa-
mined by a microscope, exhibits animalcula with a round head
and slender tail, that move with rapidity ;" hence the curious con-
jectures of Lewenhoeck, Boerhaave, Cowper, and others, that
every part of the seminal liquor is capable of becoming a being
resembling that from which it was formed. To prevent a confu-
sion of genera and species, animals are generally restricted by pro-
pensity to tiieir own kind ; and tlte seminal tiuids, besides, being
various in various animals, cannot indiscriminately act as a stimu-
lus on all female organs of generation. The changes of form in-

duced by habit, which is owing itself to the influence of stimuli,

will partly explain the manner in which the jirogeny is made to
resemble (he male. At the irritability of difl'erent parts is of dif-

ferent kinds, the stimulus will have a different effect on different

organs ; and in these cases, where eitlier genera or species are
mixed, the parts which are most and least affected by the stimu-
lus of the male will be obvious in the shape and form of the off-

spring.

Of Sleep.

In all living bodies there is a continual waste and repair, or to

speak with more precision and accuracy, one process of assimila-

tion and another of dissolution constantly taking place in all the

I different
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dill'iTfiit pans or t!i:' sysreni. This as^iniih'.tion, whon tlie l)odv is

healtliv, picdominites in \outh ; tiW^oliition prevails in old age;

and the two are nuarly on a par during the vigour and meridian ol

life. A gentle and moderate exertion of niinci and body will pro-

mote both. And la tly, immoderate exertion in either respect, or

any exertion tliat is not suited to our strength, habits, or period of

life, pr.vents assimilation, hastens dissolution ; and the means wliicli

nature employs to restore the balance is usually by inducing a

state of sleep. When the balance is restored, and all the parts'are

again repaired for discharging their ofHce, man awakes; but his

waking period is of short duration, if appetite or passion do not

engage him in some pursuit, if his mind be not occupied with

some object, or if no stimuli be applied from without. This pe-

riod seems chiefly intended for collecting food, and for being em-
45loyed in those exertions which promote respiration, digestion,

absorption, circulation, and secretion ; while sleep, after the food

is collscted, assists nutrition, and promotes assimilation, throughout

the system.

Of Death.

Death is the cessation and total absence of the living principle

in organized bodies. It is sometimes imitated by sleep and
swoons ; and a state of torpor in many instances can hardly be dis-

tinguished from it. Several mosses, and a few animals, as the ears

of blighted wheat, the seta aquina, the wheel polype, and some
snails, may be safely preserved as dried preparations, not for

months only, but for years ; and after irritability anil sensation

liave been totally suspended, will return to life upon the proper

application of moisture. A wheel-polype was put by Fontana
upon a bit of glass, and exposed, during the whole summer, to the

iioonday-nun ; another was exposetl in a similar manner for a year

and a half; and, after lliey svere like a piece of hardened glue,

were restored to the use of all their functions by a few drops of wa-

ter. Wherever there is death, there must therefore be likewise

a partial or general decomposition of one or more of the vital or-

gans. This decomposition takes place naiurally in some living

bodies after a few iiours, in some after a few days ; the life of

others is extended to weeks; some are vigorous for months or a

season. Man has often seen more than fourscore ; and the hardy

oak survives the shock of two or three centuries. These observa-

tions conspire to shew that there is a certain period of existence

allotted by nature to every species of living bodies. In the indi-

Tidual this period is sometimes abridged, and may be sometimes

extended, by circumstances
;
yet there ii a bound which it cannot

pass, when tlie vital organs must be decomposed, and the system

moulder with the dust. The time of incubation and the time of

gestation are pretty much defined in every species, because tlie

circumstances of the individual in these cases are generally simi-

lar; but, after emerging from the foetal state, the individuals are

partly entrusted to their own organs and the chances of life, which

are much varied; and hence the difference of their age. AV itli regard

to the periodby which the life, the functions, and diseases, of living

bodies are so frequently regulated, and which periods may some-

times be varied, but not evaded, the most prudent language that,

perhaps, can be adopted, in the present state of physiological sci-

ence, is this of the divine. That the God who formed us hath

numbered our days, determined our times, and prescribed the

limits of our existence. The ingenious Dr. Barclay concluilcs his

Tfeatise on Physiology, vvith a Table, giving a summary view

of the whole system, by way of supplement to that of M. D'Azyr,

above quoted.' The following table exhibits the substance of the

Doctor's Summary View ;

i. Pf.kspiration. Some living bodies have respiratory or-

gans, 1. Diffused through the system. 2. Confined to one place.

3. Situated externally. 4. Situated internally. 5. In the course

of circulation. G. Not in tiie course of circulation. 7. Within or

without the course of circulation at pleasure. 8. Without trachea-,

9. With trachea! ramified through the svstem, where the respira-

tory organs are generally diftused, 10, \Vitli trachea- not ramified

through the system, where the respiratory organs are confined. 1 1.

With traches formed by rings, 12. With traches formed by seg-

ments of rings on one side, and a membrane on the other. 13.

With treacheic formed by continuous rings, running spirally like a

Bcrew. 14. With trachciE admitting air by one entrance, li. With

ditto admitting it by several entrances. 10. With tracheae wholly

concealed in liie body. 17. With ditto p.uily projecting from it.

l.-i. With trachea' opening at tlie head. 19. \Vith ditto opening at

the opposite extremity. :iO. U'itli trachea; opening on one side.

21. With ditto opening on both sides.

II. Digestion, i. Some living bodies have an alimeiitary ca-

nal, 1. Without teeth. 'J. With teeth in the mouth. 3. With
teeth in the stomach. 4. With stones or artificial teeth in tlie sto-

mach, b. With glands in the mouth for secreting a liquor to be
mixed with the food. ti. With pouches in the mouth, where the
food is kept and nourished. 7. With a sac, or b;ig, where the
food is kept and moistened, a. With a membranous stomach. 9.

With a muscular stomacli. !0. Willi an intermediate stomach.
11. Without a coecum or blind gut. 12. \\'illi a ccccum. 13.

With two coeca. 14. With three coeca. Ij. With lour coica :

all of which four last, as well as ruminating stomachs and their

oesophagus, have anti-peristaltic motions. 16. With one entrance

or mouth. 17. With many entrances by absorbents.

ii. Digestion. 1. Plants have many alimentary canals. 2.

Some polypes have alimentary canals that branch through the

body. 3 The alimentary canals of plants, of some polypes, and
worms, distribute the fluids without the aid of a circulating system,

III. Absorption. Performed, I. By vessels beginning from
the alimentary canal. 2. By vessels beginning from the cavities.

3. By vessels beginning from the surface. 4. By veins in the pe-

nis and placenta. 5. By re-absorbents originating from all parts of

the system.

I\ . Circulation. 1. Some living bodies have no circulating

svstem. 2. Some have a circulating system, with one heart. 3.

Some have a circulating system, with a heart for disliibuling the

blood through the respiratory organs, and, an artery lor distribut-

ing it through the system. 4. Some have a circulating system,

with one heart for the respiratory organs, and one for the system,

both in one capsule. 5. Some have a circulating system, wilh

two hearts for the respiratory organs, and one for the system. C.

A circulating system, with a pulmonary heart for the respiratory

organs in the course of cuculatlon. 7. A circulating system, with

a pulmonary heart within or without the course of circulation.

8. A circulating system, with a heart situated in the breast. 9. A
circulating system', with a heart near the head. 10. Ditto with a

heart in the opposite extremity.

y. Nutrition. The foot! is prepared, 1. By the alimentary

canal. 2. By the lacteals. 3. By the respiratory organs. 4. By
the circulating system. 5. By the cellular membrane. 6. By the

glands. And, 7. by tlie several parts in which it becomes finally-

assimilated.

VI. Secretion. Performed, 1. By vessels. 2. By exhaling

vessels. 3. By excretory organs. 4. By organic pores, .i. By
glands. And, 6, By all the parts of which the system is com-

posed.

VII. Integumation. Some living bodies have integuments,

which are, 1. Scaly. 2. Shelly. 3. .Nlcinbranous. 4. Corneous.

b. Cretaceous. 6. Ligneous. 7. Covered with down. S. Co-

vered witli hair. 9. Covered with prickles. 10. Covered wilh

feathers. 1 1. Covered with a viscid matter. 12. Which change

their colour. 13. Which chaiiee their covering. 14. Which arc

changeil themselves.

VLII. Irritability. The irritable principle affected, 1. By

stimulants invisible. 2. By stimulants unknown. 3. By stimulants

imthought of. 4. By the nervous influence. 5. By light. 6. By

heat. 7. By moisture. S. By electricity. 9. By salts. 10. By

gases. II. Bv bodies that act niechanicallv.

IX. Motion. Locomotion perforined, I. By legs. 2. By

wings. 3. By tins. 4. By the tail. b. By organs which fall not

properlv under these descriptions. 6. By the springiness of the

body, or some part of it. 7. By contrivances which jit living bo-

dies for being moved by foreign agents.

X. Habit accommodates with respect to, 1. Respiration. 2.

Digestion. 3. Absorption. 4. Circulation. 5. Nutrition, ti.

Secretion. 7. Integumation. E. Irritability. 9. Motion. 10.

Transformation. 11 Generation. 12. Sleep. 13. Death. 14.

Form. 15. Size. 16. Climate. 17. Propensity. 18. The heal-

ing of parts that are morbid. 19. The renewal of those that are

broken off.

XI. Transformation takes place, 1. By a change of propor-

tion among the parts. 2. By a change of their form, 3. By thrw-
iflg
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inn ofl ('111 parts. 4. By an addition of new ones of a different use,

striicliire, and form. .'>. IJy a rlianm; of iht uliole form logetber.

(). By a change of (jualities, propensities, and numnei's.

XII. Genekatiox. Performed, 1. By the tenipoi'ary union of

two sexes. 2. By the spontaneous separation of parts. 3. By or-

)Tans situated in the breast. 4. By organs in tfc side. 5. By or-

gans near the head. 6. Ky organs in the opposite extremity. 7.

By an intrant organ of the male, and a recipient organ of the fe-

Diile. S. By an intrant organ of the female, and a reci))ient organ
of the male. y. By the stamina and pistils of flowers. 10. By the
i-eininal jecr'^tion of the male thrown into the organs of the fe-

male. 1 1. By ditto sjirinkled at the entrance of the female or-

gans. 1'..'. By ditto thrown upon them from a distance. 13. By
ditto transported to them by the winds. 14. By ditto sprinkled
on the embryo after emission. 15. By ditto dissolved in a fluid

secreted by the female, before it can rightly perform its olTice.

10. By ditto dissolved in water. 17. By ditto dissolved sonielinies

in air, as in the dioecious plants, where it probably acts liie an
aroma. All living bodies are exhausted after performing the act
of generation ; and many of the inferior plants and animals begin
immediately to sicken anrl decay.

XIII. .Sleep. Natural sleep is occasioned, I. By quietness.

2. By the absence of stiuuili. 3. By the sameness of stimuli, when
long continued. 4. By deficient assimilation. 5. By deficient ir-

ritability, which is owing sometimes to the weakness, inattention,

or confined powers, of the mental principle.

XIV. Dt.ATH happens naturally to some species of living bo-
dies, 1. After hours. 2. After days. 3. After weeks. 4. After
months. 5. After seasons. G. Alter years. 7. Not till after cen-
turies.

PHYSSOPHORA, a genus of vermes mollusca ; the generic
character is, the body gelatinous, pendant from an aerial ve>icle,

with gelatinous members at the sides, and numerous tentacula be-
neath. These are nearly allied to the medusjc, and might, with-
out much impropriety, be removed to that genus. Tiiere are
ihree species.

PHY TKUMA, Cretic Ra.mpiovs; in botany, a gentis of the
pentandiia monogynia class of plants, the flower of which is com-
posed of a single stellated petal ; the fruit is a roundish capsule,
and contain^ three cells, with numerous seeds. There are sixteen
species.

PHYTOGRAPHY, {nvlcy and r=«fcu,] a description of plants.

PHYTOLACCA, PoKEWEED, or A.meuic.ax Nightshade;
in botany, a genus of the deciigynia order, and decandria class of
plants; natural order, Miscellanea^. Corolla consists of five
roundish, hollow, patent petals; fruit an orbiculated depressed
iicny, wilii ten longitmlinal furrows, and as many cells, in each of
winch is a single kidney-shaped seed. There are six species. In
\ irginia, and other pa'rts of xVmerica, the inhabitants boil the
le.ives, and eat them in the manner of spinach. They are said
to liave an anodyne (juality, and the juice of the root is violently
cathartic.

PHYTOLOGY, [f.-lw and x=-/=,-,] the doctrine of plants; bo-
tanical discourse. See Botan'V, and Materia Medica.
PHYTOTAMA, a genus of birds of the order passeres. Bill

conic, straight, serrate ; nostrils oval ; tongue short, obtuse ; feet
lour-toed. There is only a single species, viz. P. rara, tlut inha-
bits Chili, nearly equal in size to the quail ; has a harsh interrupt-
ed cry, resembling the syllables ra, ra ; feeds on fresh vegetables,
which it cuts down near the roots with its bill as with a saw, and
is on that account a great pest to gardens; builds in high shady
trees, in retired places ; eggs white, spotted with red.
PIALITZA, a town ol Russia, in Archangel, on tlie coast of

the White Sea, 100 miles N. of Archangel.
PIA MATER, [Lat.] n thin and delicate membrane, which

lies under the dura mater, and covere immediately the substance
of the brain. See Anatomy.
PIANISSI.MO, in music, very soft.

PIANKASHAWS, a nation of NoPIANKASHAWS, a nation of North American Indians, who
reside in the North-Western Territorv, on the banks of the
AVabash.

PIANO, [Hal.] in music, softly.

PiA.so-FoRTE, an improved species of harpsichord. The only
dillerence between a harpsichord and a piano-forte is, that the
keys of the latter are struck by mallets covered with leather, and
the former by quills.

PIANOSA, or PIANOZA, an island in the Tuscan Sea, near
the coast of Etruria, six miles S. W. of Elba ; anciently called
Phinatia, and used as a place of exile. It is level and low, whence
the name. Lon. 10. 34. E. Lat. 42. 46. N.
PIANRIAS, a nation of North American Indians, who reside

in the North-Western Territory, on the banks of the Illinois.

PLASTER, [pitistra, llal.] an Italian coin, about five shillings
sterling in value. See Money.

PIAZZ.'V, in building, popularly called piache, an Italian name

for a portico, or covered walk. The word literally signifies a
broad open place or square ; whence it also became applied to
the walks or porticoes around them.

Piazza, a town of Sicily, in Nolo, nearly in the centre of the
island, 15 miles N. W. of Calata Gironne.

PIBROCH, is a species of tune peculiar to the Highlands and
Western IslcS of Scotland. It is performed on a bagpipe, and
difVers totally from all other music. Its rythm is so irregular, and
its notes, especially in the <|uick movement, so mixed and huddled
together, that a stranger linds it almost impossible to reconcile his

ear to it, so as to perceive its modulation. Some of these pibroclis,

being intended to represent a battle, begin with a grave motion re-

sembling a march, then gradually quicken into the onset ; run oft"

with noisy confusion and turbulent rapidity, to imitate the conliict

and pursuit; then swell into a few tlourishes of triumphant joy;
and perhaps close with -the wild and slow wailings of a funeral-

procession.

PICA, or PY E, in ecclesiastical matters, had formerly the same
sense as ordinal, meaning a table or directory, pointing out the
order in which tiie devotional services appointed for dilterent oc-
casions were to be performed.

Pica, among printers, a particular size of their types or letters.

It is probably so called from having been first used among us in

printing the pye, an old book of liturgy.

Pica, in medicine, a depravation of appetite, which makes tha
patient long for wliat is unlit tor food, or incapable of nourishing;
as chalk, ashes, coals, plaster, lime, &c. See Medicine.

Pica, in ornithology. See Cokvus.
PIC.'E, Pies, in ornithology, the second order ofA ves in the

Linnxan System. They are thus characterized by Mr. Kerr:
" The bill is sharp and convex on its upper surface. The legs are
short, stroiigish, and of ditferent kinds, some climbers, and some
fitted for walking, i. e. having no back toe. The body is (irmly
constructed. The birds of this order live on various kinds of food,
and are mostly unfit for food. ^1 hey pair, build their nests on
trees, and the male feeds the female during incubation." Thera
are twenty-six genera divided into sections.

A. Feet formed for perching, containing:

Buphaga Certhia Coracias Corvus
Glaucopis Gracula Oriolus Paradisea
Sitta Trochilus Upupa.

J3. Feet formed for climbing, containing :

Bucco Crotophaga C'uculus CJalbula
Picus Psittacus Rhamphastos Scythrops
Trogon Yuiix.

C. Feet formed for walking, containing:

Alcedo Buceros Merops- Momotus
Todus.

PICARD, John, an able mathematician, one of the most learn-
ed astronomers of the seventeenth century, born at Fleche. He
became priest and prior of Rillie, in Anjou. GJoing to Paris, he
was, in lt)66, appointed Astronomer to the Academy of Sciences.
In l(i71, he was sent, by order of the king, to the castle of Urani-
burg, built by Tycho Brahe, in Denmark, to make astronomical
observations there; and from thei'ce he brought the original MSS.

written
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written by Tycho Bialie, which are the more vaku.ble, as they

difiler ill many places from the printed copies, and contain a bool^

more ttiai! has yet appeared. He made important discoveries in

astrenoniy ; and was the first wlio travelled through France, to

measure a degree of the meridian. His works are, 1. A Treatise

on Levelling. 2. Fragments of Dioptrics. 3. Experimenta circa

Aquas Efliuentes. 4. De Mensuris. 5. De Mensura Liquidornm
et Aridorum. 6. A Voyage to Uranibiirg, or Astronomical Ob-
servations made in Denmark. 7. Astionomical Observations

inade in several oarts of France, &c. These, and some other of

liii works, wliiijh are much esteemed, are in the Memoirs of the

Academy' f>f Scieiices ; vols. vi. and vii.

PICARDrf, a rvligious sect which arose in Bohemia in the fif-

teenth century. Picard, the author of this sect, drew after him a

number of men and women, pretending he would restore them to

the primitive state of innocence wherein man was created ; and

accordingly he assumed the title of the New Adam. Under tiiis

pretence lie indulgc-d his followers in all kinds of impurity; saying

- that therein consisted the liberty of the sons of God ; and that all

lliose not of their sect were in bondage. But it is highly probalilc

that the whole is a calumny invented to disgrace the Picards, be-

catise they deserted the communion of the church of Home. La-
gitius informs us, tiiat I'icard, w ith forty other persons, besides wo-

men and children, seilled in Bohemia, in 141S. Balbinus the Je-

suit, in his Ej.'itome Rerum Boliemicaruu), lib. ii. gives a similar

ijccoxmt, and charges on tlie Picards none of the crimes ascribed

to them by some writers.

PlCAfiDY, a late province of France, bounded on the N. by
Hain.iull, Artois, arid the Straits of Calaisj on the E. by Cham
paigne; on theS. by the (sle of P'rance; and on the W. by Nor-
inandy and the English -Channel. It is long and narrow, being

ii>uaUy comp.ired to a bent arm ; and in this figure is nearly 150

miles long, but not above 40 broad, and in many places not

tthove 30. It is generally level, and produces wine, fruit of all

kinds, plenty of com, and great quantities of hay; but wood being

scarce, most of the inhabitants burn turf. They have, however,

some pit-coal, 'iijis province was divided into Upper, Middle,

and Lower Picardv ; but now' forms the department of the

Somme, and part of those of the Aisne, and the Straits of Calais.

Amiens is the capital.

PIC^ENTIA, the capital of tlie Picentini, who inhabited the

Ager Picentinus.

PICENTINI, an ancient people of Italy, who inhabited the

Ager Picentinus.

PICENTINUS, Ager, an ancient district of Italy, on the

Tuscan Sea, extending from the Promontorium Minervx, the .S.

boundary of Campania on the coast, to the Silarus, the N. boun-
tlary of Lucania, reaching within land as far as the Samnites and

PICENTIUM, Acer, PICENUM, or PICEXUS, Acer, a

t'erritory of Italy, lying to the E. of Umbria, from the Apennine
to the Adriatic ; on the coast, extending from tlie river Aesis on
the N. as far as the Prxtuliani to the S.

PICIIFORD, or PITCHFORD, a town of Salop, on the

S. E. side of Shrewsbury, near Condover. It is noted for a spring

of pitchy water (whence its name), on the top of which there

always flows a sort of liquid bitumen. Over most of t!ie coal-pits

hereabouts, there lies a stratum of blackish rock ; of wliich, by
boiling and grinding, they make pitch and tar, and also distil an

oil from it.

PICHINCHA, a mountain of Peru, in Quito, in the province

ofTruxillo, famous for its great height, which is estimated at 24.32

toises above the level of the sea.

PIClxERING, a pretty large town in the N. Biding of York-
Shiri-, CB mdes N. E. of "^ ork. Lon. 0. 3S. \V. I.ut. J4. 15. N.
PICKEHSGILL, an island in the S. Atlantic Ocean, near

Cape Disappointment, in S. Georgia. Lon. 36. 58. W. Lat. 54.

41. S.

PICKERY, in Scots law,. petty theft, or stealing things of small

value.

PICKET, an out-guard posted before an army, to give notice of

un enemy ap])roaching.

Picket, a punishment, where a soldier stands with one foot i

upon a shai p-pointed stake ; the time of his standing is limited ac-
|

Cording to the oi'lence.
[
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Pickets, in fortification, stakes sharp at one end, and sometimes
shod with iron, used in laying out the ground, about three feet

long ; but, when used for pinning the fascines of a battery, they
are from three to five feet long.

Pickets, in artillery, are about five or six feet lon'g, shod witli

iron, to pin the park-lines. In laying out the boundaries of the
park.

Pickets, in the camp, Ore also stakes of about six or eight
inches long, to fasten the tent-cords, in pitching the tents; also," of
about four or five feel long, driven into the ground near the tents
of the horsemen, to tic their lio.'ses to.

PICKLE, a kind of brine or li({uor, which is generally prepared
of salt and nitre, with the oGcasioiial addition of sjjices, or aromalic
herbs, for the preservation and seasoning of flesh-meat. Pickle
also signifies vegetables i>reserved by the Ose of vinegar and aro-
niatics. It has been, ascertained by experience, that the best pro-
portion of salt and nitre to that of href, is the following : Take
eight pounds of common salt, previously dried ;n a vi-avm room,
and one ounce and a half of salt-pctre, likciiise in a dry and pul-
verized state, to every 112 pounds of meat: let the salts be pro-
perly incorporated be'forc they arc ap))lied. The beef should be
perfect'y fresh and cool ; as otherwise it cannot be preserved for a
considerable time: the cask or vessel ought to be clean, drv, and
provided with a moveable lid or cover, so as to support a weight
on its lop. Much, howerer, depends on the e.xact proporlior. of
the saline ingredients in the pickle; and the accuracy with wliic!?

these compound Salts are dislribuied between the dillerent layers
oi the meal; for, if any cavities remain between tlie pieces so Ih.ii

air can penetrate and circulate through the inttistices, it will be
impossible to keep such meat many wrecks, in an eatable state.

PICKLING OF \EGETA15LKS, is one of the modern re-

finements of luxury, which, in point of health, deserves no com-
mendation. It is elTi-cled by employing the strongest v'inegar, to-

gellier'wilh tlie most iieating spices. '1 his compound is render<-d
still more efficacious by previously boiling the vinegar with (ream
of tartar, before the aromatics are adiled. Jn such state, most ve-
getable roots, plants, fruits, seeds, walnuts, &c. may indeed be
preserved for any length of time, in order to stimulate the p.diUe
occasionally; anil, as it is supposed, to promote ihe, digestion of
aniinal-food : but, as tiie nourishing juices of vegetables are thus
decomposed, and the fibrous or woody parts alone remain in the
torin of a sponge, we conceive such artificial preparations to he
useless to a robust stomach, and detrimental to the digestive or-
gans of invalids, or delicate coii.-,tilufions. When used in very
small portions, and only witli fal and lough animal-food or fish',

pickles may serve as substitutes for >a!t, mustard, hoi-se-iadish, or
pejjper. It deserves farther lo be remarked, that all pickles should
be kept in earthen, but unglazed, vessels; no copper or verdi-

grease must be employed ; the air should be carefully e.xtluded

;

and the room in which they stand ought neither to be damp nor
warm.
PICO, one of the A^ore islands, so called from a very high

mountain in it, terminating like I'eneriiVe in a peak, and reputed
equal to it in height. This island lies about twelve miles S. W.
of St. George, twelve of Tercera, and about nine S. E. of Fayal.
The circuniterence of the island is computed at about fifteeii*

leagues : and its most remarkable places are, Pico, Lagoas, Santa
Cruz, San Sebastian, Pestpiin, San Kocko, Playa, and Magda-
lena ; the inhabitants of which live wholly on the produce of the
island, in great ulentv and felicity. Lon. 23. 21. W. Lat. 38.

29. N.
Pico, a lofty mountain in the above inland, which gives name to

it, filled with dismal dark caverns or volcanoes, which frequently
vomit out flames, smoke, and ashes, to a great distance.

PICOS.Y, or P1SAN.\, high niounl.iins of Peru, which serve
as land-marks, extending about twent)_-o!ie miles on thecoafct, 3.
of the equator.

PICQUERING, a flyinp;war, or skifmisb, made by soldiers

detached from two armies ifor pillage, or before a ^naiu battle

begins.

PICQl'ET, a celebrated game at cards played between two
persons, with only thirty-two cards ; all the deuues, threes, foin^,

fives, and sixes, being set aside.

PICRAMN lA, in bolajiy, a gciius of the pentandria order, and
dicrcia claw ot plants. Calyx tripartite; corolla tlirec-petaled

;
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stamina from lliiee to five, a\vlil)a|)cil, and seem to join togetlier

at the base; styles two, sliort, and bonl backwards; berry

roundish; seeds two, oblon?;. 'IMu-rc are two species.

P. Antidesma, tlie MuRjoE Ik'SH, is a slirub freciuent in

copses, and about the skirts of woods in Jamaica, rising about eiglit

or nine feet from tlie ground.

PICRIS, Oxtongue; in botany, a genus of tlie polygamia

ff(Hialis order, and svngenesia class of plants; natural order, Com-
posita;. Calyx cal'ycled; receptacle naked; seed transversely

grooved ; down feathered. There are six species.

I'lCRlUM, in botany, a genus of the monogynia order, and

tetrandria cl.ivs of pl.uits." Calyx four or five-parted ; corolla one-

petaled, tube short; filament's four, hooded at their insertion;

stvle long autl thick; r.ipsule round, bivalved ; seeds many.

'J'here are two species; P. Ramosa and P. Spicata; both natives

of Guiana.
PICTAVIA, an ancient kingdom of Caledonia, or Scotland,

comprehending, at its most flourishing period, all the territories

bounded on the N. by the Forth and Clyde, and on the S. by tlie

'JWeed and Solway. It was inhabited by the Picts.

PICFET, Benedict, a native of Geneva, born in 1655, of a

distino'uislied family. After having travelled into Holland and

England, he taught theology in hi? own country with extraordi-

nary reputation. The university of Leydcn, after the death of

Spantroiua, invited him to hll his place ; but he preferred his own
country, for which he received the thanks of the council. lie

died i)th June, 1724, aged fi9. He was remarkable for charity

and ad'abiliiy. He |Hiblished a great number of works in Latin

and French,' which are much esteemed in Protestant countries.

The principal of these are, 1. A System of Christian Theologv in

Litin, 3 vols, in 41o; be^t edit. 1721. 2. Christian Morality, Ge-
neva, 1710, 8 vols. 12nio. 3. The History of the 1 Itli and IJth

centuries; a sequel to that of Sueur, 1713, 2 vols. 4to. and held in

liicrher estimation. 4. Several Controversial Treatises. 5. A
"real number of Tracts on Moraliiy and Piety ; particularly the

Art of Living and Dying well; Geneva, 1705, 12mo. 6. Letters.

7. Sermons, from 1697 to 1721 ; 4 vols. 8vo.

PICTI, or PICTA^, [Lat. painted,] an ancient people of Scy-

thia, so named, because they painted their bodies with various co-

lours, to make them apjiear terrible to their enemies. They are

also called Agalhyrsi.

PICTONES, an ancient people of Gaul, mentioned by Cassar,

who inhabited the country called Poictou iri modern limes.

PICTOL^, an island near the N. coast of Nova Scotia. Lon.

£2. 13. \V. Lat. 45. 16. N.
PICTS, one of those nations who anciently possesseil the north

of Britain. Concerning the origin of this people, authors are

much divided. Boethius derives them from the Agathyrsi, Pom-
poniusJustus from the Germans, Bede from the Scythians, Cani-

tlen and Father Innes from the ancient Britons, StiUingtleet from a

people inhabiting the Cimbrica Chersonesus, and Keating and
O'Flaherty, on the authority of the Psalter Casliel, derive'lhem

Irom the.Thracians. But the most probable opinion is, that they

were the descendants of the old Caledonians.

PiCTS Wall, in antiquity, a wall begun by the emperor Adrian,

on the northern bounds of England, to prevent the incursions of

the Picts and Scots. It was fust made only of turf strengthened

with palisadoes, till the emiieror Severus, coming into Britain in

person, built it with solid ston?. This wall, part of which still re-

mains, began at the entrance of the Solway Frith in Cumberland,
and runnino; N. E. extended to the German Ocean.

PICTURE. See Drawing, Painting, and Perspective.
PICTURESQUE, Ipicturfsqiie, Fr.] of or belonging to

paijiting: strikingly beautiful, or romantic, so as meriting to be
(Minted^

PicTDiUiSQt'E Reality refers to "such beautiful objects as are

:uited-taJJtie^>i^ucil." This epithet is chiefly applied to the works

of nature, thou,»h it will often apply to the works of art also.

Those objects are most properly denuminaled picturesque which

are disposed by the hand of nature with a mixture of varied rude-

ness, simplicity, and grandeur.

PICUMNUS, ami PILU.MNUS, two deities at Kome, who
presided over the auspices re(iuired before the celebration of

nuptials.

FICUS, the Woodpecker ; in ornithology, a genus of birds

of the order Pic;p. Bill straighl, strong, angular, and wedge-
formed at the tip; nostrils covered with bristly feathers, reflected

downwards ; tongue long, slender, cylindric, bony, jagged at the

end, and missile ; tail of ten feathers, stiff, and sharp-pointed.

Their food is chiefly insects, to obtain which they climb trees, and
are perpetually in search of tho'.e crevices in which their food 15

lodged. 'T hey have no notes but such as are expressive of pain

and sadness, and lead a life of labour and restlessness. There are

fifty species.

P. AuRATUs, the GoLD-wiNGED WOODPECKER, is about ele-

ven inches long, and weighs about five ounces. The bill is an
inch and a half long, and i-. somewhat bent, and is not square but
roundish, ridged onlv on the top, the ]ioint being sha.'p ; the upper
parts of the head and neck are ash-coloured ; the hind head is red ^
the sides of the head, throat, and fore-pait of the neck, are pale

yellow ; on each side of the head is a stripe of black, from the

base of the lower jaw to the neck ; the back, scapulars, and wing-
coverts, are of a grey brown colour, transversely striated with
black lines; the rump is whitish ; the breast, belly, and sides, are

whitish yellow. This species inhabits Virginia, Carolina, and Ca-
nada, and is found in great plenty in New Jersey, and about
New York, where it is called by some hittock, or pint, and by
others high-hole.

P. Martius, the Greatest Black Woodpecker, is about
the size o( a jac kdaw, being about seventeen inclies long ; the btir

is nearly two inches and a hall in length, of a dark ash-colour, and
wliitish on the sides ; the irides are pale yellow, and the eyelids

are naked, according to Scopoli ; the whole bird is black, except
the crown of the head, which is vermillion. This species is found
on the continent of Europe, but is numerous only in Germany.
It is not an inhabitant of Italy or France ; but it is found in Swe-
den, Switzerland, and Denmark, though not in winter.

PIDAUKA, a town of Eurojiean I'urkey, in the Morea, an-

ciently called Epidaurus; 25 miles E. of Napoli di Romania.
PIECE, in matters of money, signifies sometimes the same

thing with species; and sometimes, by adding the value of the

pieces, it is used to express such as have no other particular

name.
Piece, a kind of money of account; or rather a manner of ac-

counting used among the negroes on the coast of Angola in At-

rica. See ISJoney.

Piece, in heraldry, an ordinary or charge. The honourable

pieces of the shield are the chief, fess, bend, pale, bar, cross, saltier,

chevron, and in general all those which take up one-third of the

field, when alone, and in what manner soever it be. See He-
raldry.
Piece of Eight. See Dollar, and Money.
Pieces, in the military art, include all sorts of great guns and

mortars. Battering pieces are the larger sort of guns used at sieges

for making the breaches ; such are the 24 pounder and culverine,

the one carrying a 24 and the other an eighteen pound balL

Field-pieces are twelve poundei's, demiculverines, six pounders^
sackers, minions, and three pounders, which march with the army,
and encamp always behind the second line, but in day of battle

are in the front. A soldier's firelock is likewise called his

piece.

PIEDMONT, a country of Italy, which before the late revo-

lutionary war, was a principality, belonging to the king of Sardinia.

It was bounded on the N. uy Savoy and Italy; on the W. by
France; on the S. by the Mediterranean ; and on the E. by the

late duchies of Montierrat and Milan; extending about 150 miles

from N. to S. but much less from E. to W. It is called Piedmont,
in Latin Pedemontiuni, from its situation at the foot of the moun-
tains, or Alps, which separate France from Italy. It is in some
parts mountainous, but is everywhere very fruitful. The plains

produce fine corn, Turkey wheat, which serves for bread, and
with which people of the middle rank mix rye ; the pods are used
for fuel, and the stalks being thick, serve to mend the roads. The
hills abound with vines, which afford plenty of wine, very luscious

when new, especially the white. There is also a tartish red wine
called vino brusco, said to be very wholesome for fat people. The
French have divided it into six departments, named the Po, Ma-
rengo, Doria, Sezia, Stura, and T anaro ; the capitals of which are

Tuiin, Alexandria, Ivica, Vercelli, Coni, and Asti.

PI EN ZA, a populous town of Etruria, in the Siennesc, 25 miles

S. E.
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9. E. of Sienna, and 50 S. of Florence. Lon. 11. 42. E. L^t.

43. 0. N.
PIEPOWDER COURT, or PIEPOUDRE COURT, the

lowest, and at tlie same time the most expeditious, court ofjustice

known to tlie law of England. It is called piepoudre, (curia pedis

pulvcri?ati,) from the dusty feet of tlie suitors ; or, according to

bir Edward Coke, because justice is there done as speedily as dust

can fall from the foot ; upon the same principle that justice among
the Jews was administere<! in the gate of the city that the pro-

ceedings might lie the more speedy as well as public. But the ety-

mology given by a learned modern writer is much more ingenious

and satisfactory ; it being derived according to him, from jiied pul-

deraux, a pedlar, in old French, and therefore signifying llie court

of such petty chapmen as resort to fairs or markets. It is a court

of record incident to every fair and market ; of which the steward

of him who has the toll of the market is the judge. It was insti-

tuted to administer justice for all commercial injuries done in that

fair or market, and not in any preceding one. So that the injury

must be done, complained of, lieard, _and determined, within the

compass of one and the same day, unless the fair continues longer.

The court has cognizance of all matters of contract than can pos-

sibly ari^e within the precinct of that fair or market; and the

plaintitf must make oath that the cause of an action arose there.

JProm this court a writ of error lies, in the nature^ of an appeal, to

the courts at Westminster.

PIEK, in building, denotes a mass of sfone,&c. opposed by way
of fortre-s to the force of the sea, or a gieat liver for the security

of ships that lie at harbour in any haven.

Piers of a Bridge. See Bridge.
PIERCED, Perce', in heraldry, is when any ordinary is per-

forated, or struck through, shewing, as it were, a hole in it, which
must be expressed in blazon, as to its shape : thus if a cross have

a square hole, or perforation in the centre, it is blazoned square-

pierced, which is more proper than quarterly-pierced, as Leigh
expresses it. When the hole or perforation is round, it must be
expressed tound-pierced; if it be in the shape of a lozenge, it is

expressed pierced lozingeways. All piercings must be of the co-

lour of the lield, and when such figures appear on the centre of a

cross, &c. of another colour, the cross is not to be supposed
pierced, but that the figure on it is a charge, and must be accord-

ingly blazoned.

PIERCING, among farriers. To pierce a horse-shoe lean, is

lo pierce it too near the edge of the iron : to pierce it fat, is to

pierce it farther in.

PIERIA, in ancient geography, a district of Macedonia, con-

tained between the mouths of the rivers Ludias and Peneus ; ex-

tended by Strabo beyond the Ludias, to the Axios on the N. and

on the S. no farther than the Aliacmon, along the W. side of the

Sinus Thermaicus.
PIERIA of Syria, the N. part of Seleucia, or the Antiochcna,

situated on the Sinus Issicus, and lying next Cilicia on the

N. W.
PIERIDES, in fabulous history, the daughters of Pierus, a

Macedonian prince, who presuming to dispute with the Muses for

the prize of poetry, were turned into magpies. They were also

railed Pa;onides.

Pierides, a name of the Muses, from Mount Pieris in Thcssaly,

'vhirh was consecrated to them.

PIERRE, St. or St. PETER'S, the capital of Martinico.

Pierre, St. an island near the S. coast of Newfoundland. Lon.
56. 17. W. Lat. 46. 46. N.

Pierre, St. D'Oleron, a town of France in the centre of the

isle of Oleron, in the department of the Lower Charente ; live

miles N. W. of Oleron. Lon. 1. 13. W. Lat. 56. 57. N.
Pierre, St. Le Moutier, a town of France in the depart-

ment of Nievre, and late province of Nivernois; twelve miles

S. of Nevei-s, 15 N. W. of ISloulins, and 150 S. of Paris.

PIETISTS, a religious sect sprung up among the Protestant';

of Germany, a kind of mean between the Quakers of England and

the Quietists of the Romish church. They despise all soits of ec-

clesiastical polity, all school-lheolog^', and all forms and ceremo-

nies, and give themseUes up to contemplation and mystic the-

ology.

Pietists, otherwise called the Brethren and Sisters of the Pious

and Christian Schools, a society formed in the year 1678 by Ni-

cholas Barre, and obliged by their engagements to devote them,
selves to the education of poor children ot both se.\e5.

PIETRO, St. an island in the Mediterranean, ancientlv called
' Hieiacum, seven miles from the S. coan of Sardinia; l"3 miles
long .nnd three broad. Lon. 8. 43. E. Lat. 59. S. N.

Pir.TRo, Sr. Campo, a district of Italy in Paduano, containing
one town, the inhabitants chiefly cultivate corn and wine.

Pietro, St. Campo, the capital of the above district, is a well
built town.
PIETY, Ipietas, Lat.] a virtue which denotes veneration for

the Deity, and love and tciideniess lo our friends. This distin-
guished virtue, like many others, received among the Romans di-
vine honours, and was one of their derties. Acilius Glabrio lirst

erected a temple to this divinity, which he did upon the spot on
which a woman had fed with her own milk her aged father, who
had been imprisoned by order of the senate, and deprived of all

aliments. Cicero de div. 1, and \'ulerius Maximus, 5. c. 4. It

piety was thus practised and thus honoured, in Heathen antiquity,
it ought not to be less so among Christians, to whom its r.ature "is

better defined, and to the practice of which they have motives of
greater cogency.
PIG, in zoology. See Sl's.

Pig Guinea. See Cavia. -

Pig of Lead, the eighth part of a folher, amounting lo 250
pounds weight.

PIGEON. See Columba.
Pigeon- IsLAi-n,an island eight miles from the coast of Malabar,

and 15 from Onore. Lon. 74. 6. E. Lat 14. I. N.
PIGMENTS, preparations used by painters, dyers, &c. to im-

part colours to bodies, or to imitate particular colours. See Co-
lour-making, and Dyeing.
PIGN.\N, a town of France, in the department of Herault, five

miles W. of Montpellier, and eight N. of Frontignan.
PIGN.VNS, a lowr of France in the department of the Var,

eighteen miles N. E. of Toulon.
"PIGNEROL, or PIGNEROLA, a town of France, in the de-

partment of the Po, and late |)roviiice of Piedmont, ten miles
S. W. of Turin, at the foot of the Alps.

PIGNEY, a town of France, in the department of Aube, and
late province of Champagne, 12 miles N. E. of Troves. Lon. 4.
25. E. Lat. 45. 0. N.
PIKE, in ichthyology. See Esox.
Pike, in war, an offensive weapon, consisting of a wooden shaft,

twelve or fourteen feet long, with a flat steel-head, pointed, called
the spear. This weapon was long in use among the infantry ; but
now the bayonet, which is fixed on the muzzle of the firelock, is

substituted in its stead.

PIL.A, in antiquity, was a ball variously made according to the
dilYerent games in which it was to be used. Playing at ball was
very common amongst the Romans of the first distinction, and was
looked upon as a manly exercise, which contributed both lo
amusement and health. The pila was of four sorts: 1st, FoUisor
balloon ; 2d, Pila Trigonalis ; 3d, Pila Paganica ; 4th, Harpastum.
All these come under the general name ot pila.

PILASTER, in architecture, a sc]uare column, sometimes insu-

lated, but more frefpiently let within a wall, and only shewing a
fourth or fifth part ot its thickness. See Architecture.
PILATE, Pontius, was governor of Judea when our Lord was

crucified. Of his family or country we know but little ; though
it is believed that he was of Rome, or at least of Italy. He was
sent to govern Judea in the room of Gratus, A. D. 26 or 27, and
governed this province for ten years, from the 12th or 13th year
of Tiberius to the 22d or 23d. The Jews brought Jesus Christ
before Pilate, who perceiving that malice and envy occasioned
their charges, would have scourged the prisoner and dismissed
him. But being threatened with ihe wrath of Carsar, Pilate de-
livered Jesus, whom he had pronounced innocent, lo be crucified.

1 his governor was guilty of great oppression and cruellies, for

which he was recalled by Tiberius and banished to Gaul, w here lie

slew himself A. D. 37. A letter passes under his name, giving an
account of the miracles and resurrection of Christ to Tiberius, but
it is generally deenipa a forgery.

PlLAYO, and PASPAYA, a province of jurisdiction of S.

America in the government of Buenos Ayres, ^nd archbishopric of
La Plata.

pilchard;
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PI LCn ARD, ill iciithyol.jgy, a tiali wliicli lias a gciieial like-

iK'fS lo ihe liciring, but diUi-ia in some particiilars. 'I'lic body is less

compressed Ihainh.itof llieliernng, being lliicki-r aiidjouiider: Ihe

nose is sliorleriii piopoilioii, and "ti;uis up ; the underjaw is shorter.

The back ismoie elt'vated; the belly li-xs sharp. The djisal hn of the

pilchard is placed exactly in the centre of gravity, so that «hcii taken

up by it, the bodv preserves an equilibrium, whereas tliat of the

herring dips at the' head. The scales of the pilchard adhere very

closely, \vhcre;is ^ho^e of the herring very easily drop off. The
pilchard is in general less than the lierring, but it is latter, (>r more

lull of oil. I'lkhavds appear in %ast shoals off the C'ornisli coasts

about the middle of Jtdy, disappearing the beginning of winter,

\el sometimes a tew return after Christmas. Their winler-setreat

Is the same with lliat of ihe herring, and their motives for migrating

the same. See Clupea. They affect, during summer, a warmer
latitude; for they are not found in any (puintities on any of our

coBSis except liiosc of Cornwall, that is to say, from I'owey har-

bour to the Scilly isles, between which places the shoals keep shift-

ing for some weeks. The approach of pilchards is known by Ihe

same signs as those that indicate the arriv..! of the liernngs. Thou-
sands of persons are employed, during ihe season, m catching and

curing the lis!) ; and the lishermcii and merchants make large

gains in sending them lo Italy, Spain, &c. Nearly 30,0U0

iiogsheads are exported annually.

PILE, in hcTaldry, an ordin.iry in form of a wedge, contracting

from the chief, andleiminating in a point towards the bottom of

the shield.

Pile, among the Greeks and Romans, was a pyramid built of

^ood, whereon were laid the bodies of the decreased to be burnt.

U was partly in the form of an altar, and differed in height accord-

ing to tlie quality of the person to be consumed. Round the piU

were placed cypress-boughs to hinder the noisome Sinell. See

YvStRAL.
Pile, in coinage, denotes a kind of puncheon, which in the old

way of coinage with tlie hammer, contained the arms or other

ligure and inscription to be struck on the coin. See Coinagk.
Accordingly we still call the arms-side of a piece of money the

pile, and the head the cro-,s; because in ancient coin, across

usually took the place of the head in ours.

Pile, in military affairs. Piles of shot or shells, ari; generally

formed in the king's magazines, in three different manners : the

base is either a triangular square, or a rectangle ; and trom then( e

the piles are called triangular, square, and oblong. The number
of shot in any pile may be found by the following rules:

Pile, Triangular. Multiply the muiiber in the ^ide of the

base by the base increased by I, this product by the base in-

creased by 2, and divide by 6.

Pile, Sq.uare. Muhiply the bottom-row by the bottom-row in-

crea?,ed by 1, and this product by tv.ice the bottom-row increased

T)y '-', and divide by (i.

Piles, Kectasgulak. Multiply the breadth of the base by

itse.lf increased by 1, and this productby three times the difference

between the lenglh and breatitji of the base, added to twice the

breadth increased by'l, and divide by 6.

Piles, Incomplete. Incomplete piles being only frustrums,

wanting a similar small pile on the top, compute first tjie whole pile

as if complete, and also the small pile wanting at top ; and then

subtract the one number from the other.

PiLE-liNGiKE, a very curious machine invented by Mr. Vau-

lone for driving the piles of Westminster-bridge. See Me-
CHANU:s, art. '21. A new machine for driving piles has been

inveuted lately by Mr. S. Bunce of London which will drive u

greater number of piles in a given time than any other. Fig. 13

and I'l, I'Lite CXXXIV. represent a side and front section of the

machine. The chief parts are A, fig. 13, which are two endless

ropes, or chains connected by cross-pieces of irou 15 (see lig. 14)

corresponding with two cross-grooves cut diametrically opposite in

the wheel C (fig 13,) into which they are received; and by
which means the rope or chain A is carried round. FHK is a side-

view of a strong wooden frame moveable on the :vxis H. D is a

wheel, over which the chain passes and turns within at the top of

th-! frame. It moves occasionally from F to G upon the centre

11, and is kept in the position F by the weight I lixed to Ihe end

K. Fig. 1 J, L is the iron ram, whicli is connecled wilh the cross-

i)i,eccs by the hook M. N is a cylindrical piece of wood suspended

at the hook at O, which by sliding fieely upon the bar that con-

nects the hook to the ram, always brings the hook upright upon
the chain wl-.en at the bottom of the machine, in the position as

shewn in lig. 13. When the man at S turns Ihe usual cianc-

work, the ram being connected to the chain, and passing between
the guides, is drawn up in a perpendicjular direction ; and when it

is near the top of the machine, the projecting bar Q of the hcok
strikes against a cross-piece of wood at R (lig. 13;) and conse-

quently ilischarges the ram, whilst the weight 1 of the moveable
frame instantly thaws the upper wheel into the |)Osition shewn at F,

and keeps tl e chain free of the ram in its descent. The hook,
while descending, is prevented from catching Ihe chain by Ihe

wooden piece N. For that piece being specifically lighter than Ihe

iron-weight below, and moving with a less degree of velocity, can-

not come in contact with the iron till it is at the bottom and the

ram slops. It then falls and again connects the hook with the

chain, which draws up the ram, as before.

PILEUS, in Roman anticjuity, was the ordinary cap or hat

worn at public shows and sacrifices, and by the freedmen.

PlLl%WORMS, are a kind of worms found in the piles of the

sea-<hkes in Holland.
PILEU.S, in botany, the orbicular horizontal expansion, or up-

per |!;:vt of a mU'hroom, which covers the fructification. This,
Iron- its ligure, U ter,med, by botanists, the hat of the musl-*-

rooni.

PILGRIMAGE is a kind of religious di<;cipline, which con-
sists in taking a journey to some holy place, in order to adore the

relics of some deceased saint. Pilgrimages began to be made
about the middle ages of the church ; but they were most in vogue
alter the end of the 1 1th century, when e\ery one was for visiting

places of devotion, not exce|)ting kings and princes themselves
;

uideven bishops made no dilliculty of being absent from their

churches on the same account. The placci most visited were
Jerusalem, Rome, Compostella, and Tours. In 1 iSS, in Use

reign of Henry VI. many licenses were granted to captains of Eng-
lish siiips, for carrying devout persons lo the siu'ihe of Sf. Jnmes
of Compiislella, in Spain ; provided that those pilgrims should first

swear not to take any thing prejudicial to England, nor lo reveal

any of its secrets, nor to carry out with them any more gold or sil-

ver, than wh.it would be sufTicient for tlieir reasonable ex-
penses. For the pilgrimages of the followers of Mohammed. See
Mohammedanism.
PILL, IpiluUi, Lat.] in pharmacy, a form of medicine resemb-

ling a little hall, to be swallowed whole ; invented for such as can-
not lake bitter and ill tasted medicinal draughts ; also to keep in

readiness for occasional use without decaying. See Pharmacy.
PiiL, in geography, a town of Somersetshire, at the mouth of

the Avon, four miles below Bristol.

PILLAR, in tiiemanege,is the centre ofa ring, or managed ground,
round which a horse turns, whether thvre be a pillar in it or not.

Pillars, in antiquarian topography, are large single stones set

up iK-rpendicularly. Those of thein v/liich arc found in this

country have been the work of the Druids ; but as they are the
most simple of all monuments, they are untjuestionably more an-

cient than Druidism itself. 1'hey were placed as memorials re-

cording diiTereut events; such as remarkable instances of God's
mercies, contracts, singular victories, boundaries, and sometimes
sepulchres. Various instances of these nior.unients erected by the
patriarchs occur in the Old Testament ; such was that raised by
Jacob at Luz, afterwards by him named Bethel ; such also was the
pillar placed by him over Rachel. They were likewise marks
of execrations and magical talismans.

PlI.L.Vl', a sea-port-town of Prussia, in Sainland, 22 miles
W. S. W. of Konigsberg. Lon. 37. 46. E. Lat. 54. 37. N.
PiLLOKY, \_colli.ilrigium, q. i\. colluni siringens ; pillnria,

from tlie French pUleiir, i.e. Jcpcculutor, or pdori ; derived
Irom t!ie Greek, :!j>.rt,jwnia, a door, because one standing on the
|)illorv puts his head as it were through a door, and tjt«u>, to see,]

is an engine made of wood to punish ofiendei's, by exposing them
to public view, and rendering ihem infamous. There is a statute

of the pillory, 51 Hen. III. An<l by statute it is appointed for bakers,

foresiallcrs, and those who use false weights, perjury, forgery, &c.
3 Inst. '.^ly. J.,i>rds of leets are lo have a pillory and tumbrel, or

it will be the cause of forfeiture of the leet; and a village uiay be
bouiiu bv prescriplioa to provide a pillory, &c. i? Hawk. P. C. 73.

<J PILOCARPUS,
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PILOCARPOS, in botany, a gemis of tlie peiitandiia niono-

gyiiia class and order. Nalural order, Diiiiiosa!. Calyx live-

ieaved ; corolla fivc-ijetaled ; tilaments inserted bplow the gem;
pericarpiiiii) with t'rem two to five cocculi, united below, elastic.

There is only one species, viz, P. racemosus, a native of the West
Indifs.

PILOT, the officer who snpevintcnds the navigation, either

upon the sea-coast or on the main ocean. It is, however, more
particularly applied by our mariners to the pi'rsou charged with
the direction of a ship's course on or near the, sea-coast, r.nd into

the roads, bays, rivers, havens, &c. within his respective district.

Pilots of ships, taking upon them to conduct anv ship from Dover,
&:c. to any place up the 'I'liames, are to be first examined a .d ^i-
jjroved by the master and wardens of the society of Trinity House,
&c. or shall forfeit 10/. for the first offence, 20/. for the second, and
40/. for every other offence ; one muiety to the infornici , tiie other
to the ma-ter and wanlens : but any master or male of a ship mav
pilot his own vessel up the river: and if any ship be lot tlirough

the negligence of any pilot, he shall be for ever after disabled to

act as a pilot. 3 Geo. 1. c. 13. Tlie lord warden of the cinque ports

may make rules tor the government of pilots, and order asulficient

number to ply at sea to conduct ships up to the Thames ; 7 Geo. I.

c. 21. No person shall act as a pilot on the Tluinies, &c. (except
ill collier-^hips) without a licence from the master and wardens of

Trinity House at Deptford, on pain of forfeiting 20/.

PILSEN, a circle or province of Bohemia, abounding in sheep,
apd famous for excellent cheese.

PiLsEN', a handsome and strong town of Bohemia, capital of the

above circle, 44 miles S. W. of Prague, and 80 S. of Dresden.
Lon. 7. 30. E. Lat. 49. 39. N.
PILSX.A, PILSNO, orPILZOW, a town of Little Pomirz,

in the palatinate of .Sandomirz, 50 miles E. of Cracow. Lon. 21.

10. E. Lat. 50. 0. N.
PILTEN, a division of Courland, which lies in Courland Pro-

per, and derives its name from the ancient castle or palace of Pit-

ten, built by ValdemarU. king of Denmark, about 1220, when
he founded a bishop's see in this country for the conversion of its

Pagan inhabitants. The inhabitanrs are chiefly Lutherans.
PiLTEX', or J'vLTYN', the capital of the above district, between

Golden and Port Windaw. Lon. 22. 10. E. Lat. 57. 15. N.
PILIIL.E, pills. See Pharmacy.
PlLl'LARLA, Pepper-Grass; in botany, a genus of plants

in the class Cryptogamia, and order Filices. Common recejjtacle

globose, with four cells add fourvalves, lined v,'\y\\ numerous anthers,

and many globose germs beneath them. There is but one species,

viz. P. globulifera, pill-wort, or pepper-grass.

PILU^L a missive weapon used by the Roman soldiers, and in

a charge darted upon the enemy. Its point, we are told by Poly-
bius, was so long and small, that after the first discharge it was ge-

nerally so bent as to be rendered useless. The legionary soldiers

made use of the pilum, and each man carried two.

PIMELEA, in botany, a genus of tlie diandria nionogynia class

and order. Calyx none; corolla four-cleft; stamina inserted into

the throat ; nut covered with a baik, one-celled. There are four

species, natives of New Zealand, and New South Wales.
PIMI'LLIA, in natural history, a genus of insects of the order

Coleoptera. Antennae filiform ; feelers
.
four ; thorax plano-con-

vex, margined; head exs^rted ; shells rather rigid; generally

without wings. There are between one and two hundred species,

divided into sections; A. anteiuur, moniliform at the tip. B. an-

tetni', entirely filiform. The section A is subdivided into a feelers

filiform, and b feelers clavate. The section B is likewise subdivided
into a, fore-feelers, filiform : b, fore-feelers, hatchet-shaped ; hind

ones clavate.

PIMENTA, or PIMENTO, Jamaica Pepper, or Allspice ;

in botany, a species of the myrtus. See Myrtus.
PIMPINELLA, Burnet Saxifrage ; a genns of the digynia

order, and penlandria class of plants; natural order, Umliellats.

Petals bent in ; stigma subglobular ; fruit ovate, oblong. There
are nine species ; the most remarkable are,

P. AsisuM, the Common Anise, an annual plant, which grows
naturally in Egypt ; but is cultivated in Malta and Spain, from
whence the seeds are annually imported into Britain. The lower
leaves of this pla' t are dixided into three lobes, which are deeply
cut on their edges ; the stalk rises a foot and a half high, dividing

vou IV.—NO. 177.

into several slender branches, garnished with narrow leaves, cii

into three or four narrow segments, lerminated by- pretty large

loose umbels, composed of smaller umbels or rays, which stand en
pretty long footstalks. The fiowers are small, and of a yellowisti

white ; the seeds are oblong and swelling.

P. Major, or Greater Burnet Saxifrage, growing naturally

in chalky woods, and on liie sides ofthe banks near hedges, in several

parts of England. The lower h-aves of this sort are wringed ; the

lobes are deeply sawed on their edges, and sit close to tiie midrib,
.

of a dark green. The stalks are more than a foot high, dividing'

into four or five branches. The lower part of the stalk is garnished

with winged leaves, shaped like those at the bottom, but smaller;

those upon tiie branches are short and Irifid ; the branches are ler-

minated by small umbels of white flowers, which are composed of

smaller umbels or rays. The flowers have five heart-shaped petals,

which turn inward, and are succeeded by two narrow oblong

channelled seeds. Both these species aie used m niedicine.

PIMPLA, a mountain oi Macedonia, near Olympus, sacred to

the NJu-- -s ; hence calle<i Punplea.-.

PIMPLES, Cure for. By mixing equal quantities of the

juice of house-leek, sednm minus, passed through paper, and of

spirit of wine rectified by itself, a white coagulum of a very vola-

tile n^'ture is formed, which Dr. Buthart commends for curing

puTipies of the tace;"and says, that the thin liquor separated from

It with sugarcandy is an excellent remedy for thick viscid phlegm-

in the breast.

PIN, in commerce, a little necessary implement made of brass-

wire, used ci.lt'fly by' the women in adjusting their dress. The
perfection of pins consists in the wire and its whiteness, in the

heads being well turned, and in the fineness of the points. Though
pins are apparently simple, their manufacture is curious and coin-

|)lex. The followiiis account of it is given in Ellis's Campagna of

London. " When the brass-wire, of which the pins are formed, is

first received at the manufactory, it is generally too thick for the

purpose of b.-ing cut into pins. The first operation, therefore, is

that of winding it off Irom one wheel to another with great velo-

city, and causing it to pass between the two, through a circle in a

piece of iron of smaller diameter : the wire being thus reduced to

its proper dimensions, is straitened by drawing it between iron-

pins, fixed in a board in a zig-zag manner, but so as to leave a

straight line between them : afterwards it is cut into lengths of

three or four yards, and then into smaller ones, every length being

sufficient to make six pins ; each end of these is ground to a point,

which was performed when 1 viewed tlie manufactory by boys

who sat each with two small grinding stones before him, turned

by a wheel. Taking up a hiiidful, he applies the ends to the

coai-sest of the two stones, being careful at the same time to keep

each piece moving round between his fingers, so that the points

may not become flat : he then gives them a smoother and sharper

point, by applying them to the other stone, and by that means a

lad of tvvelve or fourteen years of age is enabled to point about-

10,000 pins in an hour. 'When the wire is thus poinled, a pin is

taken off from each end, and this is repeated till it is cut into six:

pieces. The next operation is that of t'ormiiig the heads, or, as

they term it, head-spinning ; which is done by means of a spin-

ning-wheel, one piece of wire being thus with asionishing rapidity

wound round another, and the inteiior one being drawn out, leaves

a hollow lube between the circumvolutions; it is then cut with

sheers; everv two circumvolul^.-ns or turns of the wire forming

one head ; these are softened by throwing them into iron- pans,

and placing tliem in a furnace till they are red-hot. As soon as

thev are cold, Ihey are distributed to children, who sit with anvils

and' hammers before them, which they work with their feet, by

means of a lathe, and taking up one of the lengths, they thrust the

blunt end into a quantity of the heads which he before tlieni, and

catching one at the extremity, they apply them immediately to

the anvil and hammer, and by a motion or two of the loot, the

point and the head are fixed together in much less time than it

can be described, and with a dexterity only to be acquired by

practice ; the spectator being in continual appiohension fir the

safety of their fingers' ends. The pin is njw finished as to its

form', but still it is merely brass ; it is therefore ihrovin ;nto a cop-

p. r, containing a folution of tin and the leys of wine. Here it

remains for some time; and when taken out asscmes a white

though dull appearance: in order therefore to give it a polish, it

4 M '5
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is put into a tub tontainiiig a quantity of brnii, v.liicli is set in mo-
tion 1>Y turning a sliaft that runs llirougii its centre, and tluis by

means of friction it becon.cs periettly liriglil. Tlie pin beino

complete, notiiing remains but to separate it irom tUi: bran, « liicli

is peri'ornied by a mode exattly similar to the winnowing ot coin ;

the bran flying' olT and leaving tlie pin beliind lit lor immediate

Sale. If a pin lias been aceiuentally swallowed, it will be advise-

able 10 take considerable draughts of vinegar and oil of aliuonds

;

or, if the Utter cannot be readily procured, any other sweet or

fcilad oil may he substituted. Taitarized antimony, or tartar eme-
tic, has, likewise, proved a very elTectual remedy in sucli dis-

tressing situations: it ought to be given in doses of four or live

grains, dissolved in warm water, which should be followed by the

whites of six raw eggs, if the patient be an adult. These will coa-

gulate in the stomach ; excite vomiting ; and thus occasion the

ascending of the pin, together with the sheathing matter.

PINACIA, among the Athenians, were tablets of brass inscribed

with the names of all those citizens in each tribe who were duly

qualified and willing to be judges of the court of Areopagus.

'I'hese tablets were cast into a vessel provided for the purpose, and

the same number of beans, 100 being white, and all the rest black,

were thrown into another. 'Ihi-n the names of the candidates and
the beans were drawn out one by one, and they whose names
were drawn out together with the white beans were elected judges

or senators. In Solon's time there were only four tribes, each of

which chose 100 senators ; hut the number of tribes afterwards

increasing, the number of senators or judges increased to so many
hundreds more.
PIN ARE, in ancient geography; I. an island in the -Egean

Sea: 2. a town of Syria, S. of mount Amanus: 3. a town of

Lycia.

PINCHBECK, an artificial metal, compounded of copper and

zinc. The proportions, according to Dr. Thomson, are these:
" Wjien the alloy contains three parts of zinc and four of copper,

it assumes a colour nearly the san'e with gold, but it is not so

malleable as brass. It is then called pinchbeck, prince's metal, or

Prince Rupert's metal.

PINCKN E Y, an island near the coast of South Carolina.

PiNCKNEY, a district of South Carolina, lying W. of Camden
and Cheraw districts. It is divided into four counties, named
York, Chester, Union, and Spartanburgh.
PINDAR, the prince of Ivric poets, was born at Thebes, about

.t20 jears B. C. He received his first musical instructious from
his father, who was a flute-player by profession ; after which, ac-

cording to Suidas, he was placed under Myrtis, a lady of distin-

guished abilities in lyric poetry. During this period he became
acquainted with the poetess Corinna, who was likewise a student

under Myitis, and Pausanias says, was one of the most beautiful

women of her time. He seems to have been often present at the

festivals of the Olympian, Pythian, Nemean.and Isthmian games,

as may be inferred from several expressions in the odes which he
•omposed for the victors in them all. Those at Olympia, who
were ambitious of having their achievements celebrated by Pin-

dar, applied to him for an ode, which was first sung in the Pry-

taneum or town-hall of Olympia. where there was a banqueting

room, set apart for the entertainment of the conquerors. Here
the ode was rehearsed by a chorus, accompanied by instruments,

yabricius tells us, that Pindar lived to the age of 90 ; arid accord-

ing to the chronology of Dr. Bliir, he died 43d years B. C. aged

86. His fellow-citizens erected a monument to him in the Hip-
podrome at Thebes, which was extant in the time of Pausanias ;

and his renown was so great after his death that his posterity deriv-

ed very considerable honours and privileges from it. When
Alexander the Great att;icked the city of Thebes, he gave ex-

press orders to his soldiers to spare the house and family of Pin-

dar. The Lacedemonians had done the same before this period
;

for when they ravaged Btcotia and burned the capital, the follow-

ing words were written upon the door of the poet : Forbear to

burn this house, it was the dwelling of Pindar. Respect for the

memory of this great poet continued so long, that, even in Plu-

tarch's lime, the best part of the sacred victim at the Theoxenian
festival was appr.ipriated to hi> descendants.

PINDARIC ODE, in poetry, an otle formed in imitation of

tlie manner of Pindar. See Poetry.
PINDUS, in ancient geography, an extensive chain of moun-

tains, in Thessaly, inhabited by different people of Epirus and
Thessaly, separating Macedonia, Thessitly, and Epirus.

PiNDus, a Doric city of i&olia, situated on a cognomical river,

which falls into the Cephissus.

PINE, in botany. See PiKvs.
Pine Island, an island in the Gulf of Mexico, near the S.

coast of W. Florida. Lon. SS. 18. W. Lat. 30. IS. N.
PINEAL GLAND, a gland in the third ventricle of the brain,

so called from its resembling a pine-apple. See Anatomy.
PINE-APPLE. See BkoMEUA.
PINEDA, in geography, a town of Spain on the S. E. coast of

Catalonia, \'-2 miU-s N. E. "of Mataro.
PINES, or PINE/', an island on the S. VV. coast of Cuba,

from which it is divided by a deep strait, 18 miles wide. The
island is 25 miles long and Ij broad, and abounds with pines, and
good pasture. Lon. S3. '.'5. W. Lat. 21.30, N.

PtNEs, Bay of, a bay on the coast of West Florida. Lon. 88
21. W. Lat. 30. 20. N.

Pisiis, Cape, or Cape Pine, a cape on the S. coast of New-
foundland, 24 miles \V. of Cape Race. Lon. 53. 20. W. Lat.

46. 42. N.
Pines, Island of, an island in the South Pacific Ocean,

near the S. coast of New Caledonia. Lon. 167. 43. E. Lat. 22.

3S. S.

Pines, Island of, an island of South America, near tlie coast

of Terra Firina, 12J miles E. of Porto Bello. Lon. 80. l.'j. \V.

Lat. 9. 12. N.
PING, or PIN, a town of China of the second rank, in Chen-

si, on the Kincha, 612 miles S. W. of Peking.
Pi.sc-Leang, a city of China in the province of Chen-si,

5oO miles S. \V. of Pekin. Lon. 1 16. 29. E Lat. 35. 35. N.
PiNG-TCHOUEK, a towu of China, of the second rank, in Yun-

nan, 1187 miles S. S. W. of Pekin. Lon. 100. 35. E. Lat.

25. 47. N.
PiNG-TiNG, a town of China of the second rank, in Chen-si,

187 miles S. S. W. of Pekin. Lon. 1 13. 29. E. Lat. 37. 52. N.
PINGUICULA, Butterw'ort; a genus of the monogynia

order, and diandria class of plants. Corolla ringeiit, with a spur ;

calyx iwo-lipped, five-cleft ; capsule one-celled. 'Jhere are five

species, of which the most remarkable is the vulgaris, or common
butterwort, growing commonly on bogs or low moist grounds in

England and Scotland.

PINGUIN, or PENGUIN. See Aptenodytes.
PlNTIEL, a fortilied town of Portugal, in Beira, 8 miles N. E.

of Alnieicla, and 45 S. E. of Lamego.
PINION, in mechanics, an arbor, or spindle, in the body

whereof are several notches, which catch the teeth of a wheel that

serves to turn it round, or it is a less wlieel that plays in the teeth

of a larger.

PINfTE, a mineral that has received its name from Pini in

Saxony, where it has F)een found in granite. Its colour is reddish
brow n or black ; always in ciyslals, either rhomboidal prisms, or
six-sided prisms ; sometimes entire ; sometimes having their alter-

nate lateral edges truncated ; sometimes whole ; surface smooth
and brilliant ; fracture' uneven, passing to conclioidal ; specilic

gravity 2.9. It mells at 153' of Wedgewood, into a black com-
pact glass, the surface of which is reddish. It consists, according
to Klaprolh, of

63.00 alumina
29.50 silica

6.75 iron

99.25
PINK, a name given to a ship with a very narrow stern;

whence all vessels, however small, whose sterns are fashioned in

this manner, are called pink steined.

Pink, in botany. See Dianthus.
PINNA, in zoology, a genus of the order of vermes testacea.

Animal a limax : shell bivalve, fragile, iipright, gaping at one end^
and furnished with a beard ; hinge without teeth, the valves united
into one. There are eighteen species. See Plate XCVIH.

P. .Marina, the largest and most remarkable species, inhabits

the Mediteriiinean. It is blind, as are all of the genus; but fur-

nished with very strong calcareous valves. The scuttle-fish, an
inhabitant of the same sea, is a deadly foe to this animal : as soon
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as the p!nna oj)fns its ohell, he rushes upon her like a lion ; and
vould always devour lier, but for another animal of the crab kind,

naked like the hermit, and very iiuick-sighted. This cancer or

crab the pinna receives irito her covcrhig ; and when she opens

her valves in quest of food, lets him out to look for prey; During
this die scutlle-iish approaclies; the crab returns with the utmost

speed and anxietv to liis hostess, who Ijeing thus warned of the

danger shuts her doors, and keeps out the enemy. Dr. Hassel-

ipiist, in his voyage towards Palestine, beheld this curious pha-no-

nienon, which (hough well known to the ancients had escaped the

moderns.
PINNACE, a small vessel navigated with oars and sails, and

having generally two masts, which arc rigged like those of a

schooner.

Pinnace is aUo a boat usually rowed with eight oars. See
Boat.
PINNACLE, in architecture, the top of an house, terminating

in a point. This kind of roof among the ancients was appropriat-

ed to temples: their ordinary roofs were all flat, or made in the

platform.

PINNATED LEAVES, Ipimmta folia, Lat.] in botany,

leaves formed in manner of a wing, and composed of two large

ranges, or series of foliola, annexed to the two sides of one com-
mon, oblong petal. See Botany.
PlNNAlUS, in heraldry, a term u=ed by the Latin writers

upon that subject, to express that sort of line in arms, which is

called, bv onr writers, the embattled line, or crenelle.

PINNEBERG, or PINNENBURG, a town of Holstein, 8

miles N. VV. of Holatein, and 15 N. W. of Hamburg. Lon. 9.

40. E. Lat. J3. 46. N.
PINNEL, a strong town of Portugal, in Tra-los-Montes, capi-

tal of a territory so named, 35 miles N. of (iuarda.

PINOS, an island near the S. coast of Cuba, from which it is

separated by a deep strait. Jt is 25 miles long, 15 broad, and 75 in

circumference. Lon. 82. 33. W. Lat. 22. 2. N.
PIN^r, \_pintii, Lat.] a vessel, or measure, used in estimating

the quantity of liquids, and even sometimes of dry things. See
Measure.
PINTARD'S SOUND, a large bay on the N. W. coast of

North America, containing many islands, and extending from

Point Disappointment to Cape Scott on the S. in Lon. 128. 57. VV.

Lat. 50. 56. N.
PINTLES, certain pints or hooks fastened upon the back part

©f the rudder, with their points downwards, in order to entev into,

and rest upon googings, fixed in the stern-post, to hang the rud-

der. See Helm.
PINULES, in astronomy, the sights of an nstrolable.

PINl'S, the Pine-tree, a genus of the monodelpliia order,

and monojcia class of plants ; natural order, Coniferx. Male ca-

lyx four-leaved; no corolla; stamina very many, with naked

anthers: female calyx strobiles, with a two-tlowered scale; co-

rolla none; pistil one; nut with a membraneous wing. There

are 21 species of this genus. All of them are propagated by seeds

produced in hard woody cones. The way to get the seeds out of

these cones is to lay them before a gentle fire, which will cause

the cells to open, and then the seeds may be easily taken out. It

the cones are kept entire, the seeds will remain good for some
years ; so that the surest way of preserving them is to let them
remain in the cones till the time of sowing the seeds. If the cones

are kept in a warm place in summer, they will open and emit the

seeds ; but if they are not exposed to the heat, they will remain

close for a long time. The best season for sowing the pines is

about tlie end of March. When the seeds are sown, the place

should be covered with nets to keep off the birds ; otherwise,

when the plants begin to appear with the husk of the seed on the

top of them, the birds will peck off the tops, and thus destroy

them.
P. Cedrus, ranked by Tournefort and others under larix,

famous lor its duration, is that popularly called by the ancients

the cedar of Lebanon, and by us the cedrus magna, or the great

cedar ; also cedrelate, -/.iij-iXa^*; ; and sometimes the Phanician or

Syrian cedar, from the country where it grows in its greatest per-

fection. It is a coniferous evergreen, of the bigger sort, bearing

large roundish cones of smooth scales, standing erect, the leaves

being small, narrow, and thick set.

PIOMBINO, a small principality of Tuscany or Etruria, o«

a gidfso named. 'I'lie island of Elba depends upon it.

PioMBiNO, a sea-porl-towii of Etruria, built un the ruins of the

ancient Populonium, 33 mdes S, \V. of Su'nna, and 47 S. S. \S .

of Florence. Lon. 10. 23. E. Lat. 42. 57. N.
PIONEERS, in the art of war, are such as are commande?! in

from the country, to march with an army to levtl tlie road, Sec.

Tlie soldiers are likewise employed in such like services. Most of

the foreign regiments of artillery have hal; a company of pioneers,

well instructed in that important branch of duty. Our regiments

of Infantry and cavalry have three or four pioneers each, provided

with aprons, hatchets," saws, spades, pick-axes. Sec.

PIONY, [paonia, Lat.] a large llower. See P.3;onia.

PIORl AS, a nation of North American Indian^, in the North-

Westeru Territory, who inhabit the country near the Illi-

nois.

PIP, or PEP, a disease among poultry, consisting of a white thin

skin, or lilm, that grows under the tip of the tongue, and hinders

their feeding. It usually arises fro'ii want of ualer, or from the

drinking of puddle-water, or eating tilthy meat. It is cured by pull-

ing olf the film with the lingers, and rulibing the tongue with salt.

Hawks are particularly liable to this disease, especially Iroin feed-_

ing on stinking flesh.

PIPE, in building, &.'c. a canal, or conduit, for the conveyance

of water and otiier liquids. Pipes for water, water-engines, &c.

are usually of lead, iron, earth, or wood: the latter are usually

made of oak or elder.

Pipe, or Pipa, in law, is a roll in the exchequer, called also

the great roll.

Pipe, in mining, is where the ore runs forward endwise in a

hole, and does not sink donnwards or in a vein.

Pipe, Air. See Air-Pipes.
Pipe-Office is an office w herein the officer called the clerk of

the pipe, makes out leases of crown-lands, by warrant from the

lord treasurer, or commissioners of the treasury, or chancellor of

the exchequer. To this olTice are brought all accounts which pass

the remembrancer's office, and remain there. All tallies which

vouch the payment of any sum contained in such accounts are ex-

amined and allowed by the chief secondary of the pipe. Besides

the chief clerk in this office, there are eight attorntsj's or sworn

clerks, and a comptroller.

Pipes, Sea, in zoology, are univalve shells, of an oblong figure,

terminating in a point, sometimes a little bending, and sometimes

straight. See Plate CXLII.
Pipe, Tobacco, an instrument used in the smoaking of tobacco,

consisting ot a long tube, made of earth or clay, having at one end

a little case, or furnace, called the bowl, for tlie reception of the

tobacco, the fumes whereof are drawn by the mouth through the

other end.

Pipe also denotes a vessel or measure for wine, and things

measured by wine-measure. See Measure.
PIPER, Pepper ; in botany, a genus of the (rigynia order,

and diandria class of plants ; natural order. Piperita-. Calyx and

corolla none; berry one-seeded. There are sixty spec.es, the

most remarkable are the P. Amalago, or black pepper, the P.

inequale, or long pepper cf Jamaica, and the P. Sinboa.

PIPERITI/E, in botany, fiom the word P?;ht, pepper, the

name of the second order in Linnx-us's " Fragments of a N atural

Method ;" consisting, as the name imports, ot pepper, and a few

genera which agree with it in habit, structure, and sensible qua-

lities. These plants are mostly herbaceous and perennial. Sse

lioTAN Y.

PIPERNO, a town and bishop's see of Italy, in the Cam-

pagna of Rome, 9 miles N. N. W. of Terracina, and 38 S. E. of

Rome.
. 1 r 1 vr I- r

PIPLEY, a town of Hindoostan, in Bengal, 15 miles .N. i.. ot

Balasore. Lon. 86. 21. E. Lat. 21. 20. N.

PIPRA, the .Manakin ; in ornithology, a genus ot birds ot

the order passercs. Bill short, strong, hard, nearly triangular at

the base, and slightly incurvated .it the tip; nostrils naked; tail

short. These birds are very similar to the genus ot Titmice, and

are almost all peculiar to South America. Ladiam describes 2j

species, andGmelinSI. This genus has a considerable resem-

blance to the genus parus, or titmouse. They are supposed to

inhabit South America only, but Mr. Latham has seen many ot
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those species which he has desciibed, that came from other pavts,

which certainly belong to this genus.

PIRACY, [vH-.a.lnci., Cr. piratica, Lat.J the act or praclice of

robbing on the sea. This crime by the ancient coiiiuioii law, if

committed by a subject, was held to be a species of treason, beinp:

contrary to his natural allegiance; and by an alien, to be felony

only : but now, since the statute of treasoiis, 2j Eilw. HI. c. 2, it

is held to .he only felony in a subject. This offence, by common
law, consists in commitl-ng those ads of robbery and depredation

upon the high seas, which, if committed u|)on land, would have

amounted to felony there, nut, i)y statute, some other oflences

arc made piracy also: as, by statute 11 and 12 W. III. c. 7, if

any natural born subject commits any act of hostility upon the

high seas, against others of his majesty's subjects, under colour of

a commission from any foreign power ; this, llioutj,h it would oidy

be an act of war in an alien, shall be construed piracy in a suliject.

And farther, any commander, or ollur seafaring person, betraying

his trust, and running away with any ship, boat, ordnance, ainmu-
liition, or goods ; or yielding them up voluntarily to a pirate ; or

conspiring to do t'lese acts ; or any person assaulting the com-
mander of a vessel, to )iindcr him from lighting in defence of his

ship ; or confining him, or causing or endeavouring to cause a re-

volt on board ; shall, for each of these offences, be adjudged a

pirate, felon, and robber, and shall sufler death, whetlier he be
principal, or merely accessory by setting forth such pirates, or

abetting them before the fact, or receiving or concealing them or

their goods at'fer it.

PIRAEUS, PIR.EUS, or PORTUS, in ancient geography,

a celebrated port on the VV. of Athens, consisting naturally of

three harbours or basons, which lay neglected, till Themistocles
put the Athenians on making it a commodious port.

PIRANO, a sea-port-town of Italy, in Istria, 10 miles S. of

Capo, famous for its trade in salt. Lon. 14. 1. E. Lat. 45.

40. N.
PIRATE, [itisaltif, Gr. pirata, L.at.'] one who commits rob-

beries at sea.

Pirate is also used for an armed ship that roams the seas with-

out any legal commission, and seizes or plunders every vessel she
meets indiscriminately, whether friends or enemies.
PIRENE, a fountain sacred to the Muses, springing below the

top of the Acrocorinthus, a high and steep mountain which hangs
over Corinth. Its waters were agreeable to drink, extremely clear,

very light, and pale, representing the grief of Pirene, and the
paleness brought on by the too eager pursuits of the Muses.

PiRENE, in fabulous history, a daughter of the river god Ache-
lous.

PIRIATIN, a town of Russia, in Kiof, 68 miles E. S. E. of
Kiof.

PIRITHOUS, in fabulous history, a king of the Lapithas, in

Thessaly, son of Ixioii and the cloud ; or, as others say, of Jupiter
and Dia.

PIRITZ, a town of Pomerania, in Stettin, 11 miles S. of Star-
gard, 20 S. E. of Stettin, and 32 N. of Custrim. Lon. 14. 20. E.
Lat. 53. 18. N.
PIRMASENS, a town of France, in the department of the

Rhine and Moselle, 12 miles S.E. of Deu.x Ponts, and IS W. of
Landau,

PISA, in ancient geography, a town of Elis, on the Alpha-us,
at the W. end of the Peloponnesus, founded by Pisus. Its inha-

bitants were called PisEi and Pisates ; and a colony of them
founded Pisa:, now Pisa, in Italy.

Pisa, in modern geography, a large town of Etruria, or Tus-
cany, seated on the Arno, 52 miles from Florence. Lon. 10. 17.

E. "Lat. 43. 43. N.
PIS^E, in ancient geography, a town of Etruria, built by a co-

lony of Pis:ei, from Pisa in Peloponnesus.
PISANO, a territory of Italy, in Etruria, 47 miles long, and

25 broad.

PISCA, a handsome town of Peru, in Lima, in a fertile coun-
try, 140 miles S. of Lima. Lon. 76. 15. W. Lat. 13.36. S.

PISCADORE ISLANDS, a cluster of islands in the North
Pacific Ocean. Lon. 192. 30. W. Lat. 11.0. N.
PISCARY, in ancient statutes, is the liberty of fishing in ano-

ther man's waters.

PISCATAQl'AY, or PISCATAQUA, a town of New

Hampshire, 60 miles N. of Boston. Lo:i, 70. 41. \V. Lat. 43.

4. N.
PISCES, in astronomy, tlie twelfth sign or constellation of the

zodiac. See Astronomy.
Pisces, in natural history, is the fourth class in the Lintisnari

system, consisting of five orders, viz. abdominales, apodes, carti-

laginii, jugulares, and thoriicici. In this class th.e jaws are incum-
bent ; eggs without white ; organs of sense ; for covering, imbri-

cate scales ; fins for supporter^ : they swim in water, and smack.
For an account of the hearing, seeing, &c. of fishes, see Ich-
thyology.
PISCIDA, in botany, a genus of the diadelphia decandria class

and order ; natural order, Papilioiiaces, or Leguminosa:. Stigma
acute ; legume winged four ways. There are two species, viz.

P. rrytlirina, Jamaica dogwood-tree, and P. Carthaginensis, both
natives of the West Indies.

PISCINA, in antiquity, a Urge bason in a public place, or
square, where the Roman youth learned to swim, and which was
surroundetl with a high wall, to prevent casting of filth into it. It

signifies also a lavatory among the Turks,^ placetl in the middle
court of a mosque or temple, where tlie mussulmans wash them-
selves before they offer their prayers.

PiSCIS AUSTR.ALIS, in astronomy. See Astronomv.
Piscis VoLAN's, in astronomy, a small constellation of the

soulliern hemisphere, unknown to the ancients, and invisible to uj

in the^e northern regions. Sec Astronomy.,
PISONIxV, in botany, a genus of the polygamia dioecia class

an.l order. Caly.x scarcely any ; corolla bellshajied, five-cleft

;

stamina live or six ; pistil one ; capsule superior, one-celled,

valveless: male and female on the same or on different plants.

There are live species.

PISSASPIIALTUM, Earth-Pitch; a fluid, opaque, mi-
neral body, of a thick consistence, strong smell, readily inflam-

mable, but leaving a residuum of greyish ashes after burning. It

arises out the cracks of the rocks, in several places in the island of
Sumatra, and some other places in tlie East Indies, where it is

much esteemed in paralytic disorders.

PISTACIA, Tuupentine-Tree, Pistachia Nut and Mas-
TicH Tree ; a genus of the pentandria order, and dioscia class of

plants : natural order, Amentacea;. Male is an amcnt ; caly.x

iive-cU'ft; corolla none; female distinct; calyx trifid ; corolla

none; styles two ; drupe one-seeded. There are six species ; of
which the most remarkable are,

P. Terebinthus, or Pistachia-Tree. This grows naturally

in Arabia, Persia, and Syria, whence the nuts are annually brought
to Europe. In those countries it grows to tlie height of 25 or 30
feet ; the bark of the stem and old branches is of a dark russet co-
lour, but that of the young branches is of a light brown.

P. Lentiscus, or Common Mastich-Tkee, grows naturally

in Portugal, Spain, and Italy. Being an evergreen, it has been
preserved in this country in order to adorn the green-houses. In
the countries where it is a native, it rises to the height of eighteen
or tuvnly-feet.

P. Orientaus, or true Mastich-Tree of the Levant, from
which the mastich is gathered, has been confounded by most bo-
tanical writers with the lentiscus, or common mastich-tree, above
described, though there are considerable ditTerences between them.
Pistachia-nuts are moderately large, containing a kernel of a pale
greenish colour, covered with a redtlish skin. They have a plea-

sant, sweet, unctuous taste, resembling that of almonds; and they
abound with a sweet and well-tasted oil, which they yield in great
abuntlanceon being pressed after bruising them : they are reckon-
ed amongst the analeptics, and are wholesome and nutritive ; and
are by some esteemed very proper to be prescribed by way of
restoratives, eaten in small quantity, to people emaciated by long
illness.

P. Vera, is delineated in Plate CXXIX.
P 1ST I A, a genus of the monadelphia octandria class and order.

No calyx ; corolla one-petalec, tongue-shaped, entire ; anthers
six or eight ; style one ; capsule one-celled. There is one spe-

cies, an aquatic of Senegal.

PISTIL, among botanists, (he little upright column which is

generally found in the centre of every flower. Accord ng to the

Linna-'an system, it is the female part of generation, whose office

is to receive and secrete Ihe polkn, and produce the fruit. It

consists
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consists of three parts, viz. the gernien, style, and stigma. See Bo-
tany.
PISTOIA, a city of Italy, in Etruriii, situated on the Stella, in

a beautiful and fertile plain near the foot of the Apennine moun-
tains, 20 miles N. \V. nf Florence, and 30 N. E. of Pisa. Lon.
J I. 29. E. Lat. 43. 33. N.

PISTOL, the smallest piece of fire-aiiii?, borne at the saddle-

bow, on the girdle, and in the pocket. The barrel is generally

14 inches long. Pistol-barrels are forged in one piece ; two at a

time, joined by their muzzles ; and are bored before (hey are cut

asunder; whereby there is a saving of time afid labour, and a

greater certainty of the bore being Khe same in both. The me-
thod of welding, boring, polishing, &c. is the same with that of

guns.

PISTOLE, a gold-coin, struck in Spain and in several parts of

Italy, Switzerland, &c. The pistole has its augmentations and
diminutions, which are tpiadruple pistoles, double pistoles, and
lialf-pistoles. See Money.
PISTON, the moveable part in several machines; as in pumps

and syringes, whereby the passage of a fluid is prevented in one
direction, and admitted in the contrary ; an embolus.

Piston, in pump-work, is a short cylinder of metal or other
solid substance, fitted exactly to the cavity of the barrel or body
of the pump. See Hydrostatics, and Pump.
PISUM, Pease ; a genus of the decandria order, and diadel-

phia class of plaats, natural order, Papilionaces. Stile triangular,

above, keeled ; calyx w ilh the two upuer segments shorter. There
are three species, of which the P. Sativum is the most known.
PITCAIKNE, Archibald, an eminent physician, was born

at Edinburgh in 1650. He studied divinity, and afterwards law, at

the university of his native place ; but quitted both those profes-

sions for raathematics and medichie. Alter publishing a thesis, in

wlii'~h he endeavoured to prove that the doctrine of the circulation

of the blood was known to Hippocrates, he accepted an invitation

from the curators of tlie university of Leyden to be professor of

pliysic, in 16y2. He did not continue at Leyden above a year,

but returned to Edinburgh and married. In 1701 he published
Disserlationes Medica;, 1 vol. 4to. of which he printed a more
correct edition in 1713. He al^o wrote some Latin poems of the

satirical kind, chiefly against thepnncipal authoi-s of the Revolu-
tion. He died in 1713. His lectures delivered at Leyden were
printed after his death.

—

IVutkins.

Pitcaibn's Island, an island in the S. Pacific Ocean, six or
seven miles long and two broad. It has neither river nor har-

bour, but high mountains, which are visible at 45 miles distance.

All the S. coast is rocky. Lon. 133. 21. \V. Lat. 25. 2. S.

PITCAIllNIA, a genus of the hexandria nionogynia class and
order. Calyx three-leaved, half-superior; corolla thrce-petaled,

with a scale at the base of each ; stigmas three, contorted ; cap-

sules three, opening inwar<ls ; seeds winged. There are three

species, herbs of the West Indies.

PITCH, a tenacious oily substance drawn chiefly from pines

and firs, and used in shipping, medicine, and various arts : it is

more properly tar inspissated by boiling it over a slow fire. See
Tar. The best black pilch is made of the refuse of rosin and
turpentine, such as w ill not pass througli the straw-fillre, and the
cuttings around the incision on the tree. These materials are put
into a boiler six or seven feet in circuinlerence, and eight or ten

feet high. Fuel is la.d around the top, and the materials, as they

melt, flow through a channel cut in the fire-place into a tub half

filled with water. It is then-very red and almost litpiid. To give

this a proper consistence, it is put in a cauldron placed in a fur-

iiace, and boiled down in the same manner as rosin, but it requires

niucli less precaution and double the lime. It is then poured into

moulds of earth, and forms the best black pitch. Deing less pun-
gent and bitter than tar, it is frequently used in medicine, and
chiefly in the preparation of warm ailhesive plasters. In some
cases, however, it excites blisters, though in general it only red-

dens the part to which it is applied, and from whicli consequently

exudes a slight degree of moisture. On account of these stimu-

lating properties, plasters of pilch are often useful in colds, cough-,

rheumatisms, and similar complaints. Pitch pays on importation

the sum of 13.5. 7^(1. per last of 12 barrels, (each containing 314
gallons, provided it be brought in British ships : but, in foreign

vessels, it is subject to the duty of 14.y. 4*rf. per last ; or 12^. l-^d.
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if imported from any of the British Plantations In America, or from
any American State, in English ships.

Pitch-Plaster is prepared by melting together six ounces of
white resin, seven ounces of ship-pitch, and five ounces of yellow-
wax; and afterwards foriningthem into a plaster.

Pitch, Bastard, a mixture of colophony, black pitch, and
tar. They are boiled down together, and putinloa barrel of pine
wood, forming, when mixed in equal portions, a verv liquid sub-
stance called in ViaiKe bray i^ras. 'If it is desired of a thicker
consistence, a greater proi)ortion of colophony is added, and it is

cast into moulds.
Pitch, Mineral, has a strong resemblance to common pitch.

Colour black, ilark brown, or reddish. Specific gravity from
1-45 to 2. Does not stain tlie fingers. On a while iron it flames
with a strong smell, and leaves a quantity of grey ashes. See Bi-
lUMF.N.

PITCH, in music, tlie acuteness or gravity of any particular
sound, or of the tuning of any instrument. "A sound less acute
than some other sound with which it is compared, is said to be of
a lower pitch than that othersound ; and vice versa.

PITCHING, in sea-alfairs, may be defined the vertical vibra-
tion which the length of a ship makes about her centre of gravity ;

or the movement by which she plunges her head and aUei-jjart

alternately into the hollow of the sea. This motion may proceed
from two causes: the waves which agitate the vessel ; and the
wind upon the sails, which makes her stoop to every blast tiiereof.

Pitch Pipe, in music, an instrument used by vocal practi-

tioners to ascertain the pitch of the key in which they are about to

ting. It is blown at one end, like a coiumon flute, and being
shortened or lengthened by a scale, is capable of producing, with
great exactness, all the semitones within its compass.
PITCHSTONE. This stone, which occnrs in different parts

of Germany, France, and other countries, has obtained its name
Irom some resemblance which it has been supposed to have to

pitch. It is most usually in amorphous pieces of ditTerent sizes.

Its fracture is conchoidal and uneven, and sometimes approaches
the splintery. Exceedingly brittle: it yielils even to the nail of

the finger. Specific gravity 2.3 to l.G. Its colours are numerous ;

greyish black, bluish grey, green, red, yellow of different shades.

Sometimes several ot these colours appear together in the sanie

stone. A specimen of pitchstone, an.ilysed bv Mr. Klajimth,

contained
73.00 silica

14.50 alumina
1.00 lime

1.00 oxide of iron

0. 10 oxide of inanganeee

1.75 soda
8.50 water

PITH, in vegetation, is the soft spongy substance contained in

the central parts of plants and trees.

PITHEA, PETA, or PITEA, a province of Swedish Lapland,

bounded on the N. by Lula, or Luhlia, E. by Bothnia, S. by
Uhnia or Elma, and VV. by Norway.
Pithea, a river which runs across the above province, and falls

into the Gulf of Bothnia.

PiTHEA, or Pitea, the capital of the above province, 80 miles

S. VV. of Tornea. Lon. 22. 40. E. L;it. (J5. 1 1. N.
PITHO, in the mythology, the goddess of persuasion among

the Romans, the daughter of Mercury and Venus. She was re-

presented with a diadem on her head, to intimate her influence

over the hearts of man.

PIT'l", V\ iLLiAM.a celebrated statesmam, was the son of Robert

Pitt, Esi|. ot Botonnock in Cornwall, where he was born in 1708.

He was educated at Eton, from whence he removed to Trinity col-

lege, Oxford. He was for some time a cornet of dragoons, but in

1733 he quitted the army, on being chosen into parliament for the

borough of Old Sarum. His talents as an orator were soon dis-

played in opposition to Sir Robert Walpole, and had so great ao

etfect on the duchess of Marlborough, who had a deadly h.'.lied

t'j that minister, that she bequeathed to Mr. Pitt a legacy of

10,000/. On the change of administration he was made joint vice-

4 N heaiurer>
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treasurer of IreUind, and paymasler-general of ll'»- annv, wliich

places he resigned in 1735; but llie year following lie was ap-

pointed secretary of state for tlie south I'cpartnient. In a tew

montlis attervvartis he was again out of office ; but an efficient ad-

ministration being wanted in 17.57 lie returned to his situation a>;

secretary of stale. The war in wliich the nation was then eng.iged

assumed a new aspect ; activity prevailed in every department of

the govermnerit ; the English ioiccs conquered by land and sea;

• he most brilliant acliievi-nienls were attained on the Continent,

and in dili'ercnt parts of the world. The pov.er of Trance was hu-

miliated, and England added to her colonial possessions several

valuable places in the East Indies and America. Such was the

stale of arfaii-s on the death of George 1 1 . soon after which a change
taking place by the coming of Lord Bute into power, Mr. Pitt re-

-signed. The peace of 1763 followed; but it was not popular

;

Kiid a new administration was formed in 17d6, of which Mr. Pitt

had a share as lord privy seal, and at this time he was created enri

of Ch..lhani. This ministry, however, being ill arranged, was dis-

solved in 1768. From 'the beginning of tlie differences between
England and the American colonies hi? lordship was a vigorous,

an eloquent, but an inelTectual, opposer of coercive measures ; and
his popularity, which had for some vears been on tlie wane, re-

vived with splendor. As he was speaking with his accustomed
energy on the subject of the American independence in the house
of lords, April S, 1778, he was overpowered, anti fell down in a

convulsive fit. He died on the 1 Itli of the following month, and
his body, after lying in state, was solemnly interred in Westmin-
s!er-abbcy, where a monument was erected to his memory at the
national expense, on which is the following inscription :

Erected by the King and Parliament

as a Testimony to

The Virtues and Ability

of

WILLIAM PITT, Eorl of Chatham ;

During whose Administration

Divine Providence
Exalted Great Britain

To an height of Prosperity and Glory
Unknown to any former age.

His lordship left a widow, who was created a baroness in her own
right, with a pension of 3000/. a year. Slie died in 1803 at Burton
Pyiiseut, in Somersetshire, an e-latc v.'I'.ich had been left to lord

Chatliam by Sir Thomas Pynsent, from a veneration of his clia-

racter. By his lady, the daughter of Uichard Grenville, Esq. of

Butkinehamshirc.lord Chatham had five children ; John the present

earl, William the inheriter of his fatliei's great talents, Charles who
died young, Hester who married earl Stanhope and since dead,
Harriot who married lord Elliot, and is also dead. In 1S04 lord

Grenville published a small volume of Letters written by earl

Chatham, to his relation, Thomas Pitt, the first lord Camelford,
when a student at the university.

Pitt, William, The Rigiit Honourable, one of the most dis-

lingiiiihed characters in tlie history of his country, and second son
of the great Earl Chatham, by Hester Cirenville, sister of Richard,
late Earl Temple, and born May 2S, 17.5!). The' extraordinary
proofs of his superior mind, wlicn in an infantile state, soon
awakened tlie acute penetration of his immortal sire, to that future

eminence which his darling son seemed destined to arrive at ; ami
the Eari, \vho v. as the architect of his own greatness and supe-
riority, fell uic necessity of forminglhat sound basis, which would
tend to produce a commanding and finished structure. William's
habiis were trained to greatness—the boy was never perceived in

his composition—and the father, wiio, it might be said, was almost
without a competitor, anxiously wished that his son should expe-
rience no rival ; and whatever tended to enlarge his understanding,
enrich his fancy, and invigorate his capacity, were animatedly
impressed upon iiis youthful imaginaiiou by his fond parent, who
never ceased to instil those constitutional principles of government,
that stamped his own greatness, and called forth the applause and
admiration ef all Europe. With a brilliant conception ; an indus-

try ecpial to his talents ; and an aspiring ambition ; he entered
largely into the dignified views of his anxious father : and was soon
found in the proud contention of endeavouring to wrest the palm
from the oldest and most able senators in the nation. His private

»,!jtox was the Rev. Dr. Wilson, since canon of Windsor; and at

Pembroke Hall, Cambridge, he received the valuable tuit'on of
Dr. Tunu-r, since dean ot Noruichj and Dr. Piettyman, now
bishop of Lincoln : at vNhich place he took the decree of M. A,
On leaving the university he was entered at Lincoln's Inn; and in

three years he was called to the bar : he went the weNtern circuit

once, but never had much practice ; arising, it is supposed, from
the study of the law being too confined for his capacious and com-
prehensive powers. In 17S0, he stood candidate ior the university

of Cambridge, but did not succeed ; however, by the means of Sip

James Lowther he was returned to that Parliament for the borougli

of Appleby. It was in thesenate(in 1781,) where his great ora-

torical talents burst forth on the side of Opposition against Lord
North and the American war, as the follovving specimen memo-
rably evinces :—-" No one, Mr. Speaker, knows better than I do,

the decencies that are due to the sovereign from this house; but at

the same time I am not ignorant of the duty I owe to my country
— I scorn to approach the crown with servility and adulation

—

and I cannot countenance or cherish the determined spirit breathed
in the speech without betraying my duty to my constituents. The
country is almost drained of men and money—blood is shed in

profusion, and millions squandered only to purchase disastei-s and
disgrace. I really cannot tell how the state can be retrieved— its

situation is desperate, and it is this circumstance alone that makes
me liave recourse to the expedient I am going to adopt. It is not
a change of ministers that I look for— I do not want to see the
present servants of the crown out of oflicc, or the persons who sit

near me appointed in their room— it is a total change of systems and
measures that I look for ; and till I can have some pledge that in

this my wishes shall be gratified, I will oppose privilege to prero-

gative, and vote that not a shilling be given by the people to th«

crown, until they shall first have received an earnest that Ministers

feel a thorough conviction of past errors, and are determined to do
every thing to correct them. When this shall be done, no one
shall surpass me in cliceriulness in granting ample supplies ; but I

must pause before I can think of voting away the money of the

people, with no probability of national advantage ; but with al-

most moral certainty of ruin to their affairs."—In 1782, he brought
forward his motion for a Reform in Parliament ; which was re-

jected by a small majority. On the death of the Marquis of
Rockingham, Lord Shelburiie obtained the oflice of first Lord of
the Treasury, and Mr. Pitt was appointed Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer; which situation was of short duration : peace wasconclud-
ed ; and the coalition-ministry formed by Lord North and Mr. Fox:
removed him from power. t5ut the Iridia Bill of Mr. Fox, occa-
sioning another change, Dec. 18, 17S3, Mr. Pitt was appointed to
fill the high and important offices of first Lord of the Treasury,
and Chancellor of the Exchequer. Ke commenced his official

capacity, with the introduction of a new bill for the better govern-
ment of India, which was rejected by a majority of 19 ; and the
house addressed his Majesty for the removal of his Ministers, a3

not possessing the confidence of that house and the nation ; but
the young premier, with a temerity that astonished the, most de-
termined, advised the king to dissolve the parliament ; which pro-
position was adopted, and it is said, at an expence of three mil-

licns : when Mr. Pitt was returned for the university of Cam-
bridge, and brought forward again his bill for the regulation of

India, and carried it triumphantly in both hoirse.s. He also en-
tered into a commercial treaty with France ; and adopted a finan-

cial scheme for the reduction of the national debt, by means of a
sinking fund. Great expectations were formed by the people at

th> above appointment ; and the nation resounded with " Pitt and
the Constitution." Elaborate panegyrics, and praises of the most
lavish nature, were bestowed upon him ; and in the warmth of their

admiration, he was styled the " heav'n-born Minister !"—The se-

quel of Ills political conduct, however, has been the subject of much
animadversion ; and while his party, on the one hand, have hailed

him as the saviour of his native land, and the " Pilot that wea-
thered the storm !" and formed themselves into a club to perpetuate
his revered memory ; the other have degraded him as the worst of
apostates ; as an enemy to the liberties of Englishmen ; as one who
passed obnoxious actsof parliament ; created inquisitorial and oppres-
sive taxes ; saddled his country witli-a most enormous debt ; and
eslabllsheel a new system of finance, whereby the lawful creditor

was deprived of his just claim.— It must,however, be observed,

that the 17 years of his administration, wer« no comraoB times to

guide
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guide the helm of afTaii's ; cirrumslaiices arose, and qiietions were

tlecidtd, that separated the be^t and wisest in their Iriendships :

among whicli were the King's illness, when the Prince of Wales
was denied the right of bewig Regent; and that nrj;ed according

to the principles of the Contiuition ; the alarming strides and con-

sequences of the French Revolution. Iliat threatejied the destruc-

tion of every established government in Europe ; the execution of

Louis XVI, which occasioned a war for eight years ; mutiny in

the fleets; rebellion in Ireland ; the stoppage o! the Bank of Eng-
land ; and lastly, (in 1800) bringing about that memorable poli-

tical event, the Union of Ireland with Great Britain; soon after

which he retired from oflice, on account of not being able to keep
his promise with the Irish nation ; the Catholic Emancipation.

During his retirement, peace was effected at Amiens, under the

Addingtcn administration ; which lasted but a short period, and a

iiew war conmienced. In 1804, Mr. Pitt returned to his for-

mer situation of Prime Minister, and effected a coalition witii

Husiia and Austria against Fr;.nee; but the latter overcame all

opposition, and triumphed with extended con(inests, and finally

made peace with those great empires. Dillicclties now increased

upon him ; and many of his former colleagues left him for tlie

standard of opposition ; that commanding influence, which he was

wont to possess, seemed to have deserted him; and he foresaw

that his power on the Continent was gone, and that it was also de-

clining at liome ; his ambitious spirit could not brook it, as the

greatness of liis country appeared his only object. His constitu-

tion, which was of a gouty ha.bit, was completely undermined by
_his mental exertions ; and the future prospects of the English

nation operated strongly upon his mind in his last moments, that

she might still rise to a greater eminence ; and this extraordinary

man died at his house, near Putney, Jan. 23, 1806.— Posterity

alone can decide upon his character with unerring judgement,
when faction is obliterated ; partiality has subsided ; and prejudices

havebeen worn away. In commenting upon his merits, Lord Erskine,

in his pamphlet, intituled, "A View of the Cause and Consequences
of the present War with France," published in 1797, which w-ent

through near 40 editions, thus speaKs : " During the first of these

great aras, (the American Revolution) Mr. Pitt began his public

life, under circumstances so splendid and so honourable to himself,

that, having no per-onal enmity towards him, it is painful tome
to recur to them ; indeed, if any part of what is written hereafter

shall appear to be dictated by so unworthy a motive, I utterly and
solemnly disclaim it. I make no ;ttack upon his private charac-

ter; but the public existence is at stake : Mr. Pitt is a minister in

a most awfid crisis : 1 feel a duty in examining his conduct in that

capacity, and my public conduct in opposing him is equally open
to the animadversion of the world. Towards the close of the

American war, Mr. Pitt (a boy almost,) saw the corrupt condition

of parliament, from tlie defect in the representation of the people,

with the eyes of a mature statesman : tlie eagle-eyes of liis father

had seen it before him, and the thunder of his clofpience hail made
it tremble. Lord Chatham had detected and exposed the rank
corruption of the House of Commons as the sole cause of that fa-

tal quarrel, and left it as a legacy to his son to avenge and to cor-

rect them. The youthful exertions of Mr. Pitt were worthy of

the delegation.—From my acquaintance with him, both before and
upon his first entrance info |niblic life, I have no doubt of his per-

fect sincerity in the cause he then undertook ; and the maturity
of his judgement, even at that time, with which I was well ac-

quainted, secures his conduct from the rashness of unthinking
youth. His eflbrts are in the memory of the whole public, and
their miscarriige at that time are not, in my opinion, to be imputed
to him. Corruption and abuse, always uniform, opposed to Mr.
Pitt's propositions of reformation the identical objections which,
under his own auspices, they oppose to all reformation now ; and
Parliament at that time, like the late Parliament, for motives which
I leave to evei-y man's own retlecticn, rejected reformation in all

its shapes. Within tlie walls of the House of Commons, the pro-

prietors of boroughs expressed their indignation (as they have
lately, and as they would to-morrow) that such a preposterous lime
should be chosen for alteration, however wise or regulated, as th.e

conclusion of the American war; the empire, they said, l\ad been
rent asunder by tr.e fermeniation of political opinions; that our
colonists had become republicans ; and that if the door were once
opened to changes, who should prescribe their limits ? These ar-

guments triumphed in the House of Commons; but Mr. Pitt

triumphed with the disinterested part ot the nation. His argu-
ments for chusing that crisis were convincing and ueanswerable.
1 he cause of reform was highly popular, and men of (he greatest

rank and fortune took the lead in it. Irregularities ofccuiNewere
committed, but the public mind was sound. Libels on Parlia-

ment at that time, as since, were written ; but Mr. Pitt's were un-
questionably the strongest and the best. Publicmeelings, totakelh*
sense of the people upon the conduct of the House ot Commons in

reject ng the |)roposition, were uiiiversallv promoted ; but those of
>ir. Pitt, attheTliatched HouseTavern, (as they mi^hl be expected
from his talents and the influence of his supporters,) were by
much the most systematical, and the most alarming to govern-
ment. Soon after this period, Mr. Pitt became prime minister, an
object of over-setting ambition for a very young person, and in-

deed, independently ^l that, it is but justice to n-iiiai k, that w hat-

ever disposition he might have had to serve the king, and rule
the British Parliament, according to the liberal principles with
which he began his public life, his Majesty, without very essential

changes, could not be so served, nor a British Parliaiiient be so
conducted. It would be unfair, in a publication addressed to the
world, to presume to trace the insensible changes in (he mind of
this minister upon the favourite object of his youth ; the nur=eof
his fame, and his conductor to power ; I know enough of the cor-
ruptions inseparable from the administration of a government which
must be managed upon the principles of our own at present, to be
able to make many allowances, (t is enough for my present pur-
pose, that Mr. Pitt first totally abandoned hij own opinion^, and
afterwards became the opposer, and even the persecutor, of all who
continued to preserve them. I will not leave it to his advocates
to remark, that though he had indeed abandoned the cuse o: re-

form, vet that the condition of things was in some respects changed
when he made his grand attack upon the reformers: tliat the
French revolution had intervened ; that il had caused a sreat fer-

meniation in the minds of men; that it appeared to have given to

the zeal of some British reformers a tinge of republicanism; and
that the effects and consequences of that great event had read an
awful lesson to the world. Had Mr. Pitt acted with good faith

upon these considerations, if he really entertained them, 1 know
enough of the character of his understanding to believe that his

conduct would have been different ; and his original principle, on
which he rested the whole of his memorable argument for the re-

form of Parliament, confirms me in that belief. Mr. Pitt's prin-

ciple, illustrated by the American contest, was, that tiie hold-

ing high the abuses of government had been the foundation of all

('anger and violence to its authority. He would therefore have
again brought forward the British Constitution in its purity, as an
antidote to republican speculations; confident that from his situa-

tion, and from the double hold he would have had by it over the

nation, he might have given the spirit of reform liis own direction,

and moulded it to his own will. But unfortunately for England,

he could not do this without at least a temporary sacrifice of his

station as minister ; Mr. Pitt, therefore, chose to remain in his

station upon the only principles in w liich, williout reform, it could

possibly lie maintained. Having maiie this election, it is impos-

sible, without the grossest injustice, to deny that he has conducted

himself with the masterly skill, and with a boldness without exam-
ple in the history of the minister of any regular government. Tlia

enthusiasm for English reform, animated in its zeal from the strug-

CTles of the first reformers of France, when the Bastille fell, and

when the Parliament of Paris opened its doors to tlie representa-

tives of the nation, began to .-assume an energy of which wisdom and
virtue might have taken the safe direction, but which, I admit, at

the same time, required either to be managed by a liberal support

fromgovernment, or to be checked in its excesses by a prudent and
constitutional restraint. The British minister look neither of these

courses. Too old in office to put his situation to hazard, by sup-

porting the liberal principles which bestowed it ; too bold and loo

strongly supported to employ caution in his remedy ; embittered,

perha|)s, with the reflection of his c»vn defection, and witii the re-

proaches levelled at him, he seems to have n solved to cut the

Gordian knot with asworcl. Alarmed at the contagion- of liberty

from France, he determined to cut off all coniim,iiiication belwei-n

the two nations, and to keep them separated at the chance, or r,x-

th(ir the certainty, from his own crealioii, of a general war in

Ewop»'
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Europe."—Tlie huter part of Mr. Pitt's ciirfcr is thus pourtrajed,

l)v the elegant, philanthrtipii-, and eiihgliii-iied Mr. Uoscpe, late

Al. P. tor Liverpool:—" With the battle of Aiisterlitz, the Con-
federation against Trance terniinated ; and with that terminated,

also, the political career and the life of Mr. Pitt; a statesman to

whom it would be unjust toileiiy the endowments of extraordinary

talents, and the praise of having improved those talents, in some
departments, tu a most unconunon degree. liut these accom-
plislinients which ought to have rendered him a benefactur to his

country, were, unfortunately, subservient to one predominating
passion, which not only counteracted tlieir cood effects, but con-

verted them into implements oi danger and destruction. This pas-

sion he inherited Irom his failier, who chcrishetl it in the early

years of his son, and directed his infant gaze towards that eminent
station, which he had himself once dccupied. In his education,
nothing was left undone that coitk^ qualify him to attain this ob-

ject; and no one certainly ever entered into public life with equal
advantages. 'Ihere is, however, an essential difference between
those (jualilies which are calculated to obtain power, and those

which enable us to make a proper use of it. Unfortunately, the

syslerH of education of Mr. Pitt was, in politics, that which Lord
C hesterlleld's is in private life. It was founded on too narrow a
basis, and aimed too directly at its object. A cultivated mind, and
a humane disposition, will render their possessor truly polite;

sound principles and a real love of mankind, truly patriotic ; but
without these, neither the politeness, nor the pairiotism, are any
thing more than a whited sepulchre. The system was, however,
successful ; the young orator began his career in a manner the
best calculated to display his powers. As he spoken, the hopes of

Freedom revived ; Corruption shrank before his glance ; iind the
nation hailed him as her deliverer ; but no sooiier was the prize
within his grasp, than he seized it with an eagerness, and retained
it with a tenacity, which all the efforts of his oppoaents could nei-

ther impede nor rela.\. Having thus obtained the supreme power,
the talents which had acquired it were employed, with cciual suc-
cess, to preserve it. The correction of abuses ; the removal of
peculation and corruption ; the leform of the Kepresentation ; the
e.\tensi,3ui of Religious and Civil Liberty ; were now no longer
the objects in view ; or were only recalled at stated periods, to
shew -with wh.tt dexterity the n'linister could blast his promise
without breaking his faith. Well schooled in all the routine and
mcana of office, an adept in the science of finance and taxation,
Mr. Pitt's great accomplishment was, a thorough knowledge of
the artificial and comple.x machine of government : and his great
defect, a total iiLSensibility of the feelings of mankind, and a
thorough ignorance of the leading principles of human nature.
Unfortunately for his fame, and for his country, new situations
arose, to which the liackneyed rules of narrow policy were totally

inapplicable. A powerful nation, whose slavery hadfor ages been
its reproach, threw off its shackles, and attempted to form for it-

self a limited monarchy. It was Mr. Pitt's fust misfortune to be
insensible to the grandeur of so glorious a struggle ; his second, to
miscalculate its consequences. The first act of France was, to
hold out her emancipated liaiids to the fr^e States of £ngland and of
America; but the coldness of the minister soon convinced herthat,
in this Governpient, she was not to expect a friend. That cold-
ness soon degenerated into enmity' aim abhorrence ; and through
every change of circumstance and situation, through all the actions
and foriiis of her government, whether monarchical, republican,
aristocrat ical, or despotic, she found in her, a decided and an in-
flexible enemy. With what success his hostility has been aiteiided,
impartial history will shew. Wlicllierlhe attempt was " to march
to Paris ;" to " restore the family ot Bourbon ;" to " restrain the
French within the limit-: of their own dominion ;" .ir, " to starve
them intosubjeclloii ;" in whatever wa\ our enmity has been de-
monstrated. It has failed of its ellect.

' To assert, however, that
these elforts have failed, is wholly inadenuate to the proper state-
ment of the fact, 'i hey have not only fuled of their object ; but
have been the positive and active cause of the continued union,
and consequent triumph, ot the French nation. 'J"o what circum-
!-tance is it to be attributed, tluit a people so rc>llcss in their dispo-
sition, so changeful in tluir views, should have been united to-
gether, through all the variation^ of their government, and have
Hcted in all their external relations with one heart, and as one
luan .' to what, but the continued pressure of exterior force ? to

I

the successive ciimbinalions, formed under the auspices of Mr.
Pitt to compel them to submission ? 'I hat France ha-, suffered in

the contest ; that her best blood has flowed on the scalfold ; that

(he Luminaries of Science have been extinguished, and the bright-

est genius of the human intellect trampled under foot ; that jea-
lousy, ambition, -cruelly, and revenge, have acted their dreadful
parts in awful succession, and have produced a scene of calamity
unexampled in history, is but too true ; but such was the price

that France was compelled, by luirope, to pay for her indepen-
dence on Foreign Powers ; and in this view the purchase was, af-

ter all, cheaply made. The principle which carried that nation

through all her difliculties, was the determination of the people
to rally round the existing government, whatever tliat government
might be ; and to join in repelling, with one hand, and one voice,

the common enemy. To this they have sacrificed their ease, their

property, their friends, their families, their lives, with a prodigality

which excites, at the same instant, admiration and pity!"

—

Notwithstanding Nlr. Pitt had been so many years in power he
died in debt, which the Parliament discharged. His remains also

lay in state, and were interred at the public expense, in the same
vault w ith his father. Besides his ofiicial situations, he was warden
of the cinque ports, governor of tlie Charter House, master of the
Trinity House, and high steward of the univei-sity of Cam-
bridge.

Pi rSCHENT, a town of Silesia, in Brieg, 30 miles N. E.
of Brieg, and 4i.' E. of Breslau. Lon. IS. 22. £. Lat. 51. 10. N.
PITTACUS, a native of .Milylene in Lesbos, was one of the

seven wise men of Greece: his father's name was Hvrradius.
With the assistance of the sons ofAlcxus, he delivered his country
from the oppression of the tyrant Melsnchrus ; and in the war
which the Athenians waged against Lesbos, he appeared at the
head of his countrymen, and challenged to single combat Phrynon
the enemy's general. As the event of the war seemed to depend
upon this combat, Pittacus had recourse to artifice ; and when he
engaged, he entangled his adversary in a net which he had con-
cealed under his shield, and easily dispatched him. He was amply
rewarded for this victory ; and his countrymen, sensible of his me-
rit, unanimously appointed him governor of their city with unlimit-
ed authority. In this capacity Pittacus behaved with great mo-
deration and prudence ; and after he had governed his fellow citi-

zens with the strictest justice, and established the most salutary
laws, he voluntarily resigned the sovereign power, having enjoyed
it for 10 years. His disinterestedness gained him many admirers ;

and when the Mityleans wished to reward his public services by
presenting him with an immense tract of tenitorv, he refused to
accept more laud than what should be contained in the distance to

which he could throw a javelin. He died in his 70th vcar, about
B. C. .1*9, after he had spent the last 10 years of his life in literary

ease and retirement.

PITTENWEEM, a sea-port- town of Scotland, on the S.
coast of Fife, 2.3 miles N. E. of Edinburgh.
PITTOSPORUM, in botany, a genus of the monogynia or-

der, and pentandrla class of plants. Calyx deciduous
; petals

five, converging into a tube ; cajjsule two to five valved, two to
five celled; seeds covered with a pulp. There are three spe-
cies, viz. P. Coriaceum, P. Tenuifoliuin, and P. Umbcl-
latum.

PI TTSBURG, a post-town of Pennsylvania, the capital of Al-
leghaiiY county, 303 miles W. by N. of Pliiladelnhia. Lon. 80.8.
W. J.at. 50.31. N.
PlTTSrON, or PITTS'! OWN, a post-town of New Jersey,

in Hunterdown county, jK miles N. N. E. of Philadelphia. Loii.

0, 13. E. of that citv. Lat. 40. 36. N.
PFIl'ITAKY dL.\NI>, in anatomy, a gland in the brain, of

the size of a very large pea, placed under the cella of tlie os sphe-
iioides, under the inlundibulum, wherewith it communicates. See
Anatomy.

Pl\() T, afoot or shoeof ironor other metal, usually conical, or
terminating in a poini, whereby a body, intended to'turn round,
bears on anotlx-r lixeil at rest, and performs its revolution-^. The
pivot usually bears or turns round in a sole, or piece of iron or
brass hollovveil to rei eive it.

PI URA, a district or jurisdiction of Peru, in Truxillo.

PiURA, the capital of the above jurisdiction, 25 miles S. S. E. of
Paila.

PIUS,
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PIUS, [Lat. ?'. e. pious, J a name tleseivetily tjiveii to tlie em-

peror Antoninus ; as well as to a son of Metellu'^, hecause he exert-

ed himself waiinly to j^ct his father recalled from banishment. It

ii also a name asiume<l by 7 |iopes of Koine.

PIZZIGHITONE, a town of Italy, in the department of the

Upper Po, and district and late terrilorv of Crtmoira, 36 miles S.

E. of Milan. Lon. 10. 4. K. Lat. 4j. 16. 'N. -

PLACARD, or PLACAUT, among foreigners, signifies a

teaf or sheet of paper, stretched out, and applied on a wall or post,

containing edicts, regulations, &c. Among us, placard signilies a

licence, whereby a person is permitted lo use unlawful games, &c.
Placard, in architecture, denotes the decoration of the door of

•n apartment, consisting of a chambranle, crowned with its frieze

or gorge, and a corniche, somelinies supported by consoles.

PLACI'2, locus, in philosophy, a mode of space, or that part

of immoveable space which any body possesses. See MtTA-
PHVSICS.
Place, in astronomy. The place of the sun, a star, &c. de-

notes the sign and the degree of the zodiac which the luminary i>

in ; or the degree of the ecliptic, reckoning from the beginning of
Aries, which the planet or star's circle of longitude cuts: and there-

fore coincides with the longitude of the sun, planet, or star. See
Astronomy.

Place, in war, a general name of all kinds of fortresses where a

party may defend themselves. See I'ortification.
Place, C'ommocj. See Common-Place.
PLACENTA, in anatomy and midwifery, a soft roundish mass,

found in the womb of pregnant women ; which, fron\ its resem-

blance to the liver, was called by the ancients hepar uterinum,

uterine liver.

PLACENTIA,a duchy of Italy, connected with that of Parma,
and included in the Parmesan.

Plackntia, or Placf.nza, a town of Italy, and capital of the

•above duchy, 3-' miles N. \V. of Parma, and 83 E. of Turin. Lon.
10. 24. E. Lat. 45. 5. N.
Placentia, a sea-port of Newfoundland, on the S. E. coast;

40 miles W. ofSt. John. Lon. j3. 43. W. Lat. 47. 15. N.
Placentia, a town of Spain in Estremadura, 80 miles S. \V. of

Madrid. Lon. 5. 0. VV. Lat. 40. 25. N.
Placentia Bay, an extensive bay on the S. coast of New-

foundland ; which forms a good harbour for vessels, and Is much
frequented by ships employed in the Cod Eislu'ry. The great

strand is large enough to^tlrv fish to load 60 vessels. Lon. from 54°

to 55° 10' VV. Lat. from 47° to 47. 50. N.
PLAGIAN THUS, in botany, a genus of the monadelphia do-

decandria class and order. Calyx five-cleft ; petals five, two ap-

proximating, remote from the other three ; berry. There is but
one species, viz. P. divaricatus, a native of New Zealand.

PLAGIARY, in philology, is a purloiner of another man's
works, who puts them olT as his own. Among the Romans, pla-

giarius was properly a person who bought, sold, or retaineil, a

ireeman for a slave ; and was so called, because, by the Flavian law,

such persons were condemned ad plagas, " to be whipped."
PLAGIU.M, inlaw. See Kidnapping.
PLAGUE, PESTILENCE, or PES'l ILENTIAL FEVER,

a very acute, malignant, and contagious disease ; being a putrid

fe»er of the woi-st kind, and seldom failing to prove mortal.

Though it is generally defined a malignant fever, Diemerbroek
thinks they ought to be distinguished, since the fever is not the

essence of the disease, but merely a symptom or effect of it. In

the year 1665, nearly 100,000 persons died of this destructive

malady, in the metropolis alone ; and, as the commercial inter-

course between this country and the Levant, renders the British

ships and shores every year liable to conlrai t this virulent conta-

gion, which, if neglected on its first appearance, might be produc-
tive of dreadful cunsequeiices, we shall state the most striking in-

dications of its presence, together with an account of the remedies
that have been employed with the greatest success.—The first

symptoms are, thirst, stupor, giddiness, and violent hcad-ach ; a

stiff and uneasy sensation, accompanied with redness and tumors
about the eyes, which shed involuntary tears ; the appearance of

white pustules on the tongue ; and, sooner or later, the eruption of

carbuncles on the body ; anxiety, palpitation of the heart, whicli,

as well as the liver, becomes prrternatnrally enlarged; uncommon
fetor of the breath ; nausea; vomiting of bile ; livid spots appear
VOL. rv.—NO. 178.

on the whole body ; violent luemnrrhages; and, at length, a total

prostration of strength. \'arious causes have been assigned for tlie

origin ot this mortal scourge. Dr. Cullen supposes it to arise from
a specific contagion, v\liich produces a general putrescency in the
tkiids, together with a sudden debility of the moving powers, or
of the nervous system. Dr. Russel also ascribes it to a pestilential

contagion; but the following may be classed among the most ob-
vious causes contributing to induce that disorder; namely, cor-
rupt or damaged grain, putrid fish, or other animal-substances;
noxious exhalations arising from stagnant waters ; residence in

confined situations, where the current of air is obstructed ; and,
lastly, want of cleanliness. The plague attacks persons of all age»
and sexes indiscriminately, though some instances have occurred,
in which certain countries and persons were e.xempt from its in-

Huence. Thus, we are informed by Chardin, Ilaller, and other
writers, that it is unknown in Persia, as well as in Jap;:)i. Nor
are the gouty and dropsical subject to its attacks ; ami it appear*
from a variety of instances, that cuiTiers are likewise exempt from
its contagion.

—

Prtvention. Various means have been devised for
this purpose; and, as the plague can be introduced into Britain

only trom other countries, the utmost circumspection is required
in pertorming quarantine, and in ventilating the suspected mer-
chandize, before it is suffered to be warehoused. But, if the
plague should unfortunately break out in any particular family or
place, those, who are obliged to have any intercourse witii the
latter, must carefully avoid to come in contact with the infected,
or with any article that has passed through their hands. Such,
however, as are induced to attend on the sick, ought to adopt the
precautions already staled under the article Infection ; to shun in-

tenipurance of every kind, and not to indulge in fear, or any of
the depressing passions. Moderate exercise; frctjuenl bathing in

cold water; gentle purgatives; fumigations; the prudent use of
wine and spuituous liquors ; and, lastly, tonic and antiseptic

medicines, especially the Peruvian bark, and camphor, have oc-
casionally been found elTectual preservatives.

—

Cure. The reme-
dies are as various as the causes jjroducing the disorder. Bleed-
ing, gentle laxatives, and mild emet'cs, have been employed with
advantage, both in the earlier and advanced ^t3ges of the plague.

Camphor, sudorifics, particularly opiates, when combined uitli

small portions of neutral salts; the Peruvian bark, and acids, have
all proved of great service. The most successful remedy, t!.:at

has hitherto been discovered for curing the plague, is friction of
the infected with warm olive-oil. It was first suggested by Mr.
Baldwin, late Consul General in Egypt, and then adopted by
r'alher Luigi di Pavia, who has exposed himself for nearly 30 yeari

to infection, by his philanthropic and unceasing attendance on sucli

as were attacked with this dreadful malady. As soon as the first

symptoms of infection are perceive.l, the person thus afflicted

slit.uld be removed tea close room, and placed ovei- the frame of

a vessel containing hot coals; while his body is rubbed very briskly

with a clean sponge dipped in warm olive-oil, in order to excite j

profuse sv.cat. During this operation, it will be necessary to burn
sugar and juniper-berries, as these will produce a thick smoke,
and greatly pmniote the effect. Such friction, however, ought
not to exceed three or four minutes ; as it will, in general, be fol-

lowed by copious perspiration ; but, in the contrary case, the

body must be wiped with a warm, dry, cloth ; tepid drinks, such

aselder-Hower-tea, he. should be administered to the patient ; and
the rubbing once every day continued, till the di^fase assume a
favourable appearance. In performing this sUnple operation the

greatest caution is requisite to guard against taking cold: sucli

parts of the body, therefore, as are not immediately under friction,

must be covered, and the linen remain unchanged, till the pei-spi-

ration has entirely subsided.— It does not appear to be necc::s3ry,

that the eyes should be touched ; though the other tender parts of

the body must be nibbed somewhat gently ; and the whole pro-

cess daily repeated till the patient evidently begin to recover. If

tumors arise, they ought to be frequently, but softly, nianaee<l,

till they become disposed to suppurate by means of emollient

plasters. Count Benhtold, observes that the friction ought not

to be delayed, till the mass of the blood, and the nerves, are af-

fected ; or till a diarrhcca ensue: as at so late a period, there w 111

belittle prospect of a cure: the patient, however, should not

even in such case be neglected ; for some have been recovered

by the assiduous application of the means proposed ; though (h«
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aisease had already n.adc- great progress. During the l-.i-st tour or

five davs, tlie natienls must observe a very sparing diet ;
tliiis, the

pious monk above-mentioned allows them only a small quantity

of vermicelli boiled in ecii'.al parts of vinegar and water, without

the addition of any salt, or other spice. He likewise gave tlieiii,

six or seven time, in the course of the day, a small spoontul ot

scnir cherries, preserved in sugar; and, when his patienlsw-ere on

the list of convalescents, he permitted them to take, on the hith

rnornin-T, a CUD of iTOcd Mokha colfee, together with a piece of

toasted l)i-cu;t; prepared with sugar; which (|uantity he doubled,

accordiiis to their strength and improving state ot health. 1 he

proportion of oil to be employed at each iriciion cannot be ascer-

tained with precision ; but, in general, a pint or pound was suHi-

cient its salutary plTecl* i're "o' '"'^'•^'v c'"ilinfd I" Hie cure oi

persons infected with the plague ; but it Is likewise successlully

iiscd as a preventive. Hence Father Lui°i chrecls the attendants

to rub IJK'niselvesin a similar inimner, previously to their atlemjit-

ingtl.e unction of otiier-; to avoid the current of the patient's

breath; and not to entertain the least appreh.-nsicn ol becoming

infecteil. farther, they should adhere to a very abstemious diet ;

refraining from all food and linuurs that may inliame the blood, am:

excite the passions. On account of its extreme importance, we

have discussed this subject at some length ; for, if olive-oil be thus

efficacious, both in curing and preventing tne plsg.ie, it is hignly

probable that it may --dso be employed, witli the happiest effect, m
other infectious disorders.

PLAID, aslripedor variegated cloth; aiv outer loose weed

worn much by the Highlanders in Scotland ; there is a particular

kind worn too bv the women.
PLAIN, [pluinis, Lat.J in sencr.-.l, an ap^iellation given to

whatever is smooth and even, or'siniple, obvious, and easy to be

tinderstood; and, conse(iueiitly, stands opposed to rough, enrich-

ed, or laboured.

PLAINT, in law, the exhibiting any action, real or personal,

in writing. See Action".

PLAINTIFB', he that commences a suit in law against another:

apposed to the defendant.

PLAN, in general, denotes the representation of somet.iing

drawn on a plane ; such are maps, charts, iclinographies, &c. See

Map, Chart, &c.
Plan, in architecture, is particularly used for a draught of a

building, such as it appears, or isintemled toappear, on the ground,

shewing tlie extent, division, and distribution, of its area, or

ground-plot, into apartments, rooms, passages, S;c.

Plax, Geometrical, is that wherein the solid aiid vacant parts

are represented in their natural proportions.

Plan, Perspective, is that exhibited by degradations or

diminutions, according to the rules of perspective. See Per-

spective.
, ,

• ,

Plan, Kaised, of a Building, is the same with what is other-

wise calh-d an elevation or orthogr;iphy. See Orthography.

PL.\NAUIA, in natural history, a genus of the vermes inte^tina

•ilass and order. Body gelatinous, llauish, with a double ventral

pore; moulh terminal. There are about fifty species, divided

into six sections, distinguished by the number of their eyes: A
without eyes: B with a single eye: C with two eyes: D with

ihre-eves: E with four eves : and F with numerous cjes.

PLANCHING, in carpentry, the laying the floors in a

bnildins.
, ...

PLANE, [pkinvvi, Lat.] in geometry, denotes a plain surface,

or one that lies evenly between its bounding lines : and as a right

line is the sliortest extension from one point to another, so a plain

surface is the shortest extension from one line to andtlier.

Plane Figure, in geomcirv, is an uniform surface, from every

point of whose perimeter right lines may be drawn to every other

point in the same.
, , , , , ,.

Plane Triaxgle, is a triangle included under three right lines,

or surfaces, in oppo-iition to a "ipherical triangle.

Plane Trigonq-metry, is tiie doctrine of plane triangles, their

measures, &c. SeeTRiGO:.-oMETKY.

Plane, in astronomy, conies, &e. is frequently used for an ima-

ginary surface, supposed to cut and pass through solid bodies; and

on this foundation is the whole doctrine of conic sections bu.lt.

See Astronomy, Conic Sections, &c.

Plane, in joinery, consists of a piece of wood very smooth at

bottom, as a stock or shaft ; in the midst of whK-li is an apeiture,

through which a steel-edge, or chissel, placed ol)'ic<uely, passes;

which, being very sharp, lakes off the inequalities ol the wood
along which it slides.

Plane of Gravity, is a plane supposed to pass through the
centre of gravity or a body.

Plank, Inclined. See Mechanics.
Plane of Pr(;jectiox', in tlie stereographic projection of the

sphere, is that on which the projection is niade, corresponding to
tlie perspective pline. See Projeciton.

Plane, PEKsrtCTivE, in perspective, is supposed to be pellu-

cid, and perpeii(licul..r to the horizon; the horizontal plane, srfp-

posed to pass through, the spectator's eye, parallel to the hi^i izon ;

the geometrical plane, likewise parallel to the horzon, wherein the

object to be represented is supposed to be placed, &c. See Per-
spective.

Planes, in mechanics, are either ho'izontal, that is, parallel to

the horizon, or inclined thereto. See Mechanics. The deter-

mining how far any given plane deviates from an horizontal line, .

makes the whole business of li'velliiig. See Levelling.
Plane Sailing. See Navigation.
Planf.s of Reflectio.v Lnd Hefracti'on, in optics, are those

drisvn through the incident and reflected or refracted rays. See
Optics.
Plane Table, in surveying, a very simple instrument, wherebv

the draught of a liel-i is taken on the spot, without any future pro-

traction. It is generally of an oblong rectangular hgure, and sup-

ported by a fulcrum, so as to tirn every way by means ot a ball

and -ockot. It has a moveable Iranie, which serves to hold fast a
clt-an paper; and the sides of this frame, facing the paper, are di-

vided into equal parts every way. It has also a box with a mag-
netical needle, and a large index with two sights: and, lastly, on
th- edge of the frame, are marked degrees and minutes, to supply
t!-.e place of a grapliomcter. See Plate CXXX.IV'. tig. 16. For
the use of the plane table, see Mensuration.
Plane Scale. See Scale.
PiANE Number, is a number that may be produced by the

miiltipli ation of two numbers into one anoilier: thus 20 is a plane
number prndui ed by tl;e mu'tiplicLition of 5 into 4.

PlanePlace, Locus Planus, or Locus ad Planu.m, among
ancient geometricians, denoted a geometrical lotus, when it was a
right line or a circle, in opposition to a solid place, which was an
ellipsis, parabola, or hyperbola. These the moderiis distinguished

into loci ad rectam, and loci ad circulum. See Locus.
Plane Problem, in mathematics, is such a pn blem as cannot

be solved geoiiietricaMy, but by the intersection eillif-r of a right

line and a circle, or of the circumferences of tw o circle; ; as, given
the greatest side, and the sum of the other two sides of a right-

angled triangle, to lind the triangle; as also to describe a trapezium
that shall make a given area of four given lines. Such problems
can only have two solutions, because a rij;ht line can only cut a
circle, or one circle cut another in tv. o points.

Plane, in heraldiy, sometimes denotes the point of the shield,

when coii|)ed square; a part remaining uiider the square, of a dif-

ferent colour or metal from the shield. This has been someiimcs
used as a mark of bastardy, and called cliampaigne; for, when the
legitimate descendants of bastards have t;iken away the bar, filletj

or traverse, borne by their fathers, they are to cut tiic poir.t of the
shield with a different colour called plain.

PLAN F.T, a celestial body, revolving round the sun as a cen-
tre, and continually changing its position with respect to the fixed
stars; wlience the name planet, iiXavi-rr,;, Gr. from rrKn-n-.u,, towkn-
iler. The planets are usually distinguished into primary and se-

condary. See Astronomy.
IT^AN E T-ARi U.M, an astronomical machine, so called from

its lep.eseniiiig the motions, orbits, &c. of the planets, agreeably
to tile Copernican system. In Plate CXXVIII. tig. 6, is repre-
sented Mr. Jones's ijhinetarium, which shews, in a general manner,
by various parts of its machinery, the motions and pha?nomena of
tiie planetary system. This machine consists of, the Sun in the
cciUi'e, with the planets. Mercury, Venus, the Earth and Moon,
M.iis, Jupiter and hisfour moons, Saturn and his seven inocns; and
to it is occasionally ap|)lied an extra long arm for the pbuet Hcrs-
chel and his six moons. To the earth and moon is applied a
frame CD, contai«u)g only four wheels aud two jiinioiis, which
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serve to preserve the earth's aNis in its proper paralk-lism in its

motion rouiul the sun, and to give the moon her due revoliitior.

about the earth at the s.inio lime. These vk-heels are connected
witji the wlicel-wnrk in (hi- roimd box lieiow, and llie wliole is set

in mot on bv the winch H. The arm M lliat carries round the

moon, points ont on tl'.e Plate C her age and phases for any siUia-

tion in her orbit, and which accordingly are engraved thereon. In

the same m;!;.ner -the arm points out her place in the ecliptic 15, in

signs an' I (legiees, cailevl her g''0centric place. The moon's orbit

is repre-' ntecl by the flat r ni A; the two joints of which, and
»i|)Oii which it turns, denoting her nodes. This orbit is made to

incline to aay de^ired ang'e. The eartTi of this instrument is usu-

ally miJe of a three incli or one a haU globe, papered, &c. for the

purpose; ard by means of the terminating wire that goes over it,

po ::us out the cliangrs of t'le seasons, and the difl'erent lengths of

days ?nd night^, more conspicu'usly. Tliis machine is also made
to represent the Ploiemaic sysiem, which places the earth in the

centre, End the pUuiets and sun revolving about it. 'I'his is done
by an auxiliary sriiall sun and an earth, which chancie their places

ill the instrument. The true causes of the solar and lunar eclipses

are here Very clearly seen ; for, by placing the lamp, tig. 7, upon
the centre, in room of llie l)rass-ball denoting the sun, and turning

the winch unlii the moon < oni'-s into a right line between tlie cen-

tres of the lamp (.ir sun) and the earth, the shadow of the moon
will tV.ll upon till- earth. On the other sicbc, the moon passes (in

the aforesaid ease) t'lroiuili (he shadow of the earth, and is by that

means eclipsed. And the or'iit A, fig. 6, is so mo>-eable on the

tw-<yjuirrts called nodes, that any person may easily reprerent the

due position of the nodes aiul interim-diate spaces of the moon's
oibit; and tiience shew when tliere will or will not be an eclijjse of

cither Uiniinary, and wiut the a_uai'.tity of each will he. While
the moon is cor.tinuing to move round the e.^rth, the 1 ,mp on the

centre will so illuminate her, that all her phases, as new, dichoto-

inized, gibbous, lull, warning, &c. will be seen just as they appear

in the heavens. All the same phases of the eanh, as tliev ap|.>ear

at the moon, will also be exhiliited. The satellites of Jupiter and
Saturn are moveable only by the hand ; yet all their phenomena
may be easily represented, excepting the true relative motions
and distances.

PL.'\N ETARY DAYS. Among the ancients, the week was di-

vided among the seven planets, each planet having its day. Thus
© was used for Sinidav, )) for Mon'lay, ^ for Tuesday, ^ for

Wednesday, If. for'lbur day, J forf^riday, and Ij for Saturday.

Planetary Hours, tweltth parts of the artilicial day and night;

go called because, according to astrologers, a new planet predomi-
nates everv hour, and the day is denominated from that which pre-

ilominates tiie f!r4 hour of it, as Monday (rom the moon, &c.
These hours are double the length of the civil hour. They are

still used by the Jews.

Planetary System, is the system or assemblage of the planets,

primary and secondary, moving in their respective orbits, round
their common cinlre the sun. Si-e Astronomy.

Planftai'.y Yrars, the ]}erio(!s of time in which the se-

veral planets make iheir revolutions round the sun.

PLANIMiil RY, PLANIMETRIA, [from planus, plane,

znd ft-iTPw, measure,] that part of geometry which considers lines

and plane surfaces, in opposition to stereometry, or the mensura-

tion of snli.ls. See MKNbXiKATION.
PLANiyPHERE, [jrom planus, plane, and o-faij-x, a sphere,]

a projection of the sphere, and its circies, in phmo, or on a plane ;

a map of the whole world is so called. See Map, and Pro-
JfcCllON.

PLANOCONCAVE GLASS, or LENS, such a glass, one
of who-e surfaces is concave, and the other plain. Its concavity is

spherical, unless the contrary be expressed. See Optics.
Plano-convex Glass, or Lp.ns, such a giass, one of whose

surfaces is convex, and the other plain. Its convexity is supposed

to be spherical, un'ess the contrary be expressed. See Optics.
PLANT, an organic fibrous body, consisting of roots and other

parts: though capalile neither of sensation, nor spontaneous mo-
tion, it altuclu-s itself to other bodies, in such manner as to derive

nourishm.nt from tha-in, and to pr.'pagate itself by seeds. See

Botany. It is -i curious fact, that evi-ry (lower is perfectly formed

in its p'.irts many momhs before it appears ouiwartlly ; that is, the

flowers whicli appear this year are not, properly speaking, the

flowers of this year, but of the last. I-'or example, mezereon ge-
nerally flowers in J.'ntiary ; but these flowers were complelely
formed in the mouth of August preceding. Of this fact any one
may satisfy hiiTHelf by separating the coats of a luiip-root about
the beginning of September; and he will find tliat the two inner-

most form a kind ol cell, in the centre of which stands the >oung
flower, wlrch is not to make its appearance till the following April
or May. Fig. 9, Plate CXXXVlll. exhibits a view otlhe tulip-

root when dissected in September with the voiing iinwer tcwards
(he bottom. In describing the structure of iriiii-, a feu examples
shall be taken from 'uch as are most generally known. A jHar,

besides the skin, which is a production of the skin of tlie bark,
consists of a double parenchyma, or pulp, sap, and air-vcsseis, cal-

culary and acetary. The outer parenchyma i^ the same substance
continued from the baik, only its bladders are h-rger and more
succulent. It is everx w here interspersed with small globules or
grains, and the bladders respect the>e grains as a kind of centres,

every grain being the centre of a number of bladders. 'J'he sap
and air-ves=els in this pulp are extremely small. Next the core is

the inner pulp or parencliyma, which coumsIs of bladders of the
same kind with the outer, only larger and more oblons, corre-

sponding to those of the pulp, from which it seems to be dcrive<l.

Thi ; inner pulp is much surer than (he other, and h-as none of the
small grains interspersed through it ; and hence it has got (he name
of acctary. IJetwien the acetary and outer pulp, tiie globules or
grains begin to grow larger, an,d gradually unite into a hard stony
body, especially towards the cor-iiliim or stool of tlie fruit; and
from this circumstance it has been called the calculary. Tliese
grains are not di-rived from any of the oraanical ()arts ot the tree;

but seem rather to be a kind of concretions pivcipitaied from the
sa;), similar to the precipitation from wine, urine, and other licpiors.

The core i^ a roundish cavity in the centre of tlie pear, lined with
a hard woody membrane, in which the seed is inclosed. At the
bottom of the core there is a small duct or canal, which runs up
to the top of the pear; this canal allows the air to get into the core,
for the pi'r|iose of ilrying and ripening the seeds. Fig. 1, Plate

CXXXVlll. a transverse sectionof a pear, as it is seen by the
naked ey. A, the ^kin, ind a rini; of sap-vessels. B, the outer

parenchyma, or pulp, with its vessels, and ligneous fibres inter-

spersed. C. the inner parenchyma, or acetary, with its ves-

sels, which are larger than the outer one. D, the core and seeds.

Fig. 2, a piece cut olf tig. 1. Fig. 3, is fig. 'J, magnilied. AAA.
(he small grains or globules, widi the vessels radiated from them.
F'ig. 4, n longitudinal section of the ])ear, shewing a different view
of the same parts with those of lig. 1. A, the chiamel, or duct,

which runs from the top of the pear to the bottom ot the core. In
a lemon, the parenchvma appears in three ditferent icrins. The
parenchyma of (he rind is of a coarse texture, being composed of

thick fibres, woven into large bladders. Those neaiest the surface

contain the essential oil of the fruit, which bursts into a lla-iie when
the skin is squeezed over a candle. From this outmost paren-

chyma nine or ten insertic.ns or lamella', ae produced, which run

between as manv portions of the piil|), and unite into one body in.

the centre of the fruit, which coriesponds to the pi(h in trunks or

roots. At tlie bottom and top of the lemon, this pith evidently

joins with the rind, without the intervention ot any lanielli. This
circumstance shews that (he pith and bark are actually connected

in the trunk and roots of plants, though it is difficult to demon-
strate the connection, on account of the closeness of their texture,,

and the minuteness of their fibres. Many vessels are dispersed

through the whole of this parenchyma; but the largest ones stand

on the inner edge of t'le rind, and the outer edge i.( the pilh, Just

at the two extremities of each lamella. T he second kind of paien-

chyma is placed between the rind and (he pith ; is divided into

disVmct bodies by the lamella,'; and each of ihe-e bodies forms a
h;r!.';e bag. These bags contain a third ijareiuliyma, which is a
cluster of smaller bags, distinct and unconneclecl with each other,

having a small stalk by Avhich they are fixed to the large bag.

Within each of these small bags are many hundreds of bladileis,

compost-d of extreme'y minute hbres. These bladder.! ccntain

the acid juice of the lemon. The leaves of plants consist of the

same sub^tance with that of the trunk. Thicy are full c.f nerves or
woody portions, running in all directions, ami branching out into

innumerably small threads, interwoven with the parencinma like

fine lace or gauze. The skin of the leaf, like that of an auiir.al, ia
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^uU of porus, vvliich botli serve for perspiration and for the absorp-

tion of dcR*, air, JlC. These pores or orilices dilTer both in shape

and magnitude in difTerent pLiiits, wliich is the caii>e of lliat va-

riety cf teMurc or grain pi-cu'.iar to every plant. The pulpy or

parrnchyniatoits part consists of very tninuie libres, wound up into

small cells or biaddere. Tlie:,e cells are of various sizes in the

same leaf. All leaves, of whatever fi^nre, have a niari^inal fibre,

by which all the rest arc bounded. 'I he particular shape of this

fibre determines the fipure of a leaf. The vessels of leaves have

the appearance of infiscnlaliiig ; but, v hen examined by the mi-

croscope, they are found only to be interwoven or laid along each

other. Air-vessels, or those wliich carry no sap, are visible even

to the naked eve in some leaves. When a leaf is slowly broken,

(hey appear like small woolly fibres, connected to both ends of the

broken piece. Fig. 5, The appearance of the air-vessels to the

eve, in a vine-leaf drawn s<^nlly asunder. Fig. 6, A small piece

cut ofT that leaf. Fig 7, The same piece magnified, in which the

vessels have the apf>earance of a screw. Fig. 8, The appearance

of these vessels as they exist in the leaf before they are stretched

put. In order to preserve plants in their original shape and colour,

wash a sufficiept tpiantity of fine sand, so as perfectly to separate

it from all other substances ; dry it; pass it through a sieve to clear

it from any gross particles which would not rise in the washing:

take an earthen vessel of a proper size and form, for every plant

and flower which you intend to preserve ; gather your plants and
Howers when they are in a state of perfection, and in dry weather,

and ahvays with a convenient portion of the stalk: heat a little of

the dry sand prepared as above, and lay it in the bottom of the ves-

sel, so as equally to cover it ; lay the plant or flower upon it, so as

that no part of it may touch the sides of the vessel : site or shake in

more of the same sand by little upon it, so that the leaves may be
extended by degrees, and without injury, till the plant or (lower is

covered about t«o inches thick: put the vessel into a stove, or

hot-house, heated by little and little to the fiftieth degree ; let it

stand there a day or two, or perhaps more, according to the thick-

ness and succulence of the flower or plant ; then gently shake the

sand out upon a sheet of paper, and take out the plant, which you
will find in all its beauty, the shape as elegant, and the colour as

vivid as when it grew. Some flowers re(|uire certain little opera-

lions to preserve the adherence of their petals, particularly the

tulip; with respect to which it is necessary, before it is buried in

the sand, to cut the triangular fruit "hich rises in the middle of

the flower ; for the petals will then remain more firmly attached to

the stalk. A hortus siccus prepared in this manner would be one
of the most beautiful and useful curiosities imaginable. For
more on this subject, see Hortus Siccus. For an account of

the perspiration of plants, and the moisture imbibed by them, see
Physiology. In examining the roots of plants, the first thing is

the skin, which is of various colours in difl'erent plants. Every
root, after it has arrived at a certain age, has a double skin. The
first is coeval with the other parts, and exists in the seed: but
afterwards there is a ring sent olV from the bark, which forms a

second >kin ; e. g. in the root of the dandelion, towards the end of
!May, tlie original or outer skin appears shrivelled, and is easily se-

parated from the new one, which is fresher, and adheres more
lirinly to the bark. Perennial plants are supplied in this manner
with a new skin every year ; the oiiler one always falls off in

autimin and winter, and a new one is formed from the bark in the
succeeding spring. The skin has nmnerous cells or vessels, and is

a contiiuuition of the parenchymatous [)art of the radicle. How-
ever, it does not consist 'olely of parenihynia ; for the mi( roscope
shews that there are many tubular ligneous vessels interspersed

through it. When the skin is removed, the true cortical substance

or bark appears, which is also a continuation of the parenchy-
matous part of the radiv le, but gre.itly augmented. The bark'is

of very different sizes. In mo^t trees it is exceedingly thin in pro-

portion to the wood and pith. On the other hand. In carrots, it is

almost one-half of the remidiameter of the loot ; and, in dande-
lion, it is nearly twice as thick as the woody part. The bark is

composed of two substances; the parenciiyma or pulp, which is

the principal part, and a few woody fibres' The parenchyma is

exceedingly porous, and has a great resemblance to a sponge; for

it shrivels considerably when dried, and dilates to its former di-

mensions when infused in water. Tlie seeds of i)lants are of
various iigwcs aud s:2es. Most of them are divided into

two lobes ; though some, as those of the cress-kind, have
six; and ethers, as the grains of corn, are entire. Whatever
is said with regard to the trunks of plants, aj)plies equally
to the branches. The trunk, like the root, consists of three parts,

viz. the bark, wood, and pith. These parts, though substantially

the same in the trunk as in the root, are in many cases very differ-

ent in their texture and appearance. The skin of the bark is com-
posed of very minute Ijladders, interspersed with longitudinal

woody fibres, as in the nettle, thistle, and most h^-ibs. The out-

side of the skin is visibly porous iu some plants, particularly the

cane. The principal body of the bark is composed of pulp or

|)arench)ma, and innumerable vessels much larger than those of
the skin. Tlie texture of the pidpy part, though the same sub-

stance with the parenchyma in roots, yet seldom appears in the

form of rays running towards the pith : and when these rays do
appear, they do not extend above half way to the circumference.

The vessels of the bark are very differently situated, and destined

for various purposes in different plants. For example, in the bark
of the pine, the inmost are lymphducts, and e.xc^edingly small V
the outmost are gum of resini.ferous vessels, destined for the secre-

tion of turpentine, and are so large as to be distinctly visible to

the naked eye. The wood lies between the bark and pith, and con-
sists of two parts, viz. a parenchymatous and ligneous. In all trees,

the parenchymatous part of the wood, though much diversified as

to size and coii'istence, is uniformly disposed in diametrical rays,

or insertions running betwixt siinilar rays of the ligneous part.

The true wood is nothing but a congeries of old dried Umph-
ducts. Between the bark and the wood a new ring of these ducts
is formed every year, which gradually loses its softness as the cold
season approaches, and towards the middle of winter is condensed
into a soli<l ring of wood. These annual rings, which are dis-

tinctly vlsibki in most trees when cut through, serve as natural
marks to distinguish tlieir age, fig. 10, 1 1. The rings of one year
are sometimes larger, sometimes less, than those of another, pro-

bably OH ing to the favourableness or unfavourableness of the sea-

son. The pith, though of a different texture, is exactly of the
same substance with the parenchyma of the bark, and the inser-

tions of the wood. The quantity of pith is various in different

plants. Instead of being increased every year like the wood, it is

annually diminished, its vessels drying up, and assuming the ap-
pearance and structure of wood ; insomuch that in old trees there

is scarcely any thing as pith to be discerned. A ring of sap-vessels

are usually placed at the outer edge of the pith, next the wood.
In the pine, fig, and walnut, they are very large. The parenchvm;»
of the j)ith is composed of small cells or bladders, of the same tind
with those of the bark, only of a larger size. The general figure

of these bladders is circular, though in some plants, as the thistle

and borage, they are angular. Thotigh the pith is originally one
connected chain of bladders, yet as that plant grows old they shri-

vel, and open in dilferent directions. In the walnut, after a ctr-

tain age, it appears in a regular transverse hollow division. Iu
some plants it is altogether wanting; in others, as the sonchus,
nettle, &c. there is only a transverse partition of it at every joint.

Fig. 10. A transverse section of a branch of ash, as it appears to

the eye. Fig. II. The same section magnified. AA, the bark.
BCB, an arched ring of sap-vessels next the skin. CCC, the pa-
renchyma of the bark with its cells, and another arched ring of sap-
vessels. DD, a circular line of lympb-ducts immediately below
the above arched ring. EE, the wood. F, the first year's growth.
G, the second. H, the third year's growth. Ill, the true wood.
KK, the great air-vessels. LI,, the less ones. M.MM, the paren-
chymatous insertions cf the bark represented by the white rays.

Nt), the pith, with its bladders or cells. The constituent parts of
plants, ill a chemical point of view, are various; such as the vege-
table acids, and the three alkalies, ammonia, potass, and soda

;

also gum, sugar, fat oils, essential oils, balsams, camphor, resin,

tar, farina, narcotic, and colouring matters ; all which the reader
will find trecjted of under their respective lieasls. But different

kinds of plants contain matters peculiar to themselves, which an
ingenious and profound modern chemist (Dr. Thomsou) has
classed under the general term exlr:ictive principle, and to which
he ascribes the following general properties: 1. Soluble in water,

and the solution is always coloured. When the water is slowly-

evaporated, the extractive matter is obtained in a solid state, and
transparent ; but when the evaporatiou is rapid the matter is

opaquei
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•paque-. 2. The lasto of extractive is always strong ; but it is very
ditt'erent, accordin:; to llic plant from \\liicli il is obtained. 3. So-
luble in alcohol, but insoluble in ether. 4. By repeated solutions

and evaporations, the extractive matter accjuires a deeper colour,
and becomes insoluble in water. 'I'his chant^e is considered as tlie

consequence of the absorption of the oxygen of the atmosphere,
for which the extractive principle has a strong affinity : but it the

solution is left to itself, exposed to the atmosphere, tlie extract is

totally destroyed in con-cxpience of a kind of putrefaction w hich
speedily commences. 5. When oxynuirialic acid is poured into a

solution containing cxtra(tive, a very copious dark-yellow preci-

pitate is thrown down, and the liquid retains but a light lemon-
colour. 'I'hese flaki's are the oxygenized extractive. It is now
insoluble in water; but hot alcohol still divsolves it. 6. The ex-
tractive principle unites with alumina, and forms with it an insolu-

ble compound. Accordini;ly, if sulpliLite or nuiriat<' of alumina is

mixed with a solution of extractive, a flaky insoluble precipitate

iippcar-, at least when the li([uid is boiled; but if an excess of acid
is present, the precipitate does not always appear. 7. ft is preci-
pitated from water by concentrated sulphuric acid, muriatic acid,

and probaldy by several other acids, When the experiment is

made with sulphuric acid, the fumes of vinegar generally become
sensible. S. Alkalies readily unite with extractive, and form
compounds which sre sohdile in water. 9. The greater nundjer of
metallic oxides form insoluWe conipomids with extractive. Hence
many of them, when thrown into its solution, are capable of sepa-
rating it from water. Hence also the metallic siilts mostly pre-

cipitate ex'ractive. Muriate of tin possesses this property in an
eminent degree. It throws down a brown powder, perfectly in'o-

Uible, com|)o-.ed of the oxide of tin and vegetable matter.
'
10. If

wool, cotton, or thread, is impregnated with alum, and then
\)limged into a solution of extractive, they are dyed of a fawn-brown
colour, and the liquid loses much of its extractive matter. Tiiis

colour is permanent. The same effect is produced if muriate of tin

is employed instead of alum. This elfecl is still more complete if

the cloth is soaked in oxymuriatic acid, and then dipt into the in-

fusion of extractive. Hence we see that the extractive matter re-

cpiires no other mordant than oxygen to fix it on cloth. 1 1. When
distilled, extractive yieldsan acid liquid impregnated with ammonia.
As the extracts of vegetables prepared by apothecaries for medical
purposes, besides the extractive principle, always contain other
bodies, fre<juently to the number of eight or more, and as the

greater number of them are still but imperfectly examined, we
shall satisfy ourselves at present with pointing out some of those
vegetable substances which have been ascertained to contain ex-
tractive principle, and stating the constituents of such as have been
analysed. 1. Extractive principle is not an uncommon ingredient

I

in the sap of trees. Indeed, Doycux and ^'au(|v;elin lound it in I

almost all those which they examined. It is usually llirown down
]

when the sap is mixed with oxymuriatic acid, audit precipitates!

in brown tlakes while the sap is evapor.iting on a san<l-batli. h;
forms a constituent of the bark of all In-es hitlu rlo examined.
This was evidently the ca^e with all the barks which Mr. Davy
subjected to experiment, namely, those of the oak, Leicester wil-

low, Spanish chesnut, elm, common willow, and undoubtedly all

barks which have an astringent taste; for tan ajid extractive seem
scarcely ever to be found ieparate. The inlusion of cateclui con-
tains an extractive principle, united chiefly to tan. It may be ob-

tained in a state of purity by washing the catechu in powder re-

peatedly \' 'th water till the fluids obtained cease to precipitate ge-

latine. Wliat remains is extractive. It is of a pale reddish-brown

colour, i'lid a slightly aslringrnl taste, leaving in the mouth a sen-

sation of sweetness. It has no smell. Its solution in water is at

fir^t yellow -brown ; but it acquires a tint of red w hen left expose<i

to the air. The solution in alcohol is of a dirty brown. It does

not affect vegetable blues. Alkalies brighten its colour; but

neither these bodies nor the alkaline earths precipitate it from

water. Nitrate of alumina and muriate of tin render the solution

slightly turbid. Nitrate of lead throws down a dense light-brown

precipitate. It renders the oxysulphate of iron green, and throws

down a green prerioilate, becoming black by exposure to the air.

I,inen, when boiled in thesohition, take^ away almost the whole of

the extraitive, and acquires a light red-l>rown colour. ^Vhen

this extractive i^ exposed to heat, it softens, and its colour iie-

comcs darker, but il does not melt. After it has been distilled,

it yields carbonic and carburetled hydrogen gas, weak acetic

r.;- VOL. IV.—NO. 17S.

acid, and a little unaltered extractive. A porous charcoal re-
mains. 4. The infusion of senna contains a matter of a very-

peculiar nature, but which may be considered as a S|)ecie5 of ex-
tractive. The senna ol comnicice consists of the diicd leaves of the
cassia senna, a shiubhke annual, cidtivaled in Egypt. Water, at
the ordinary temperature of the atmosphere, dissolves nearly one-
hiilf of the substance of these leaves. The infusion obtained has a
brown colour, a bitter taste, and a peculiarlv aromatic smell. It

contains a considerable proportion of carbonate of lime, sulphaie
of potass, and carl)oiiate of magnesia, besides a little silica. Ikil

the most curious of its constituents is the extractive. When con

>

mon air is made to pass for some hours through the infusion, a y e'-

low-coloured precipitate appears: the same substance is thrown
down inmitdiately by muriatic acid and oxymuriatic acid. It ap-
pears also when a current of oxygen gas is made to traverse the in-

fusion. This subslance is the extractive altered by its combination
with oxygen. It has a slightly bitter taste. It is no longer soluble
in water. Alcohol dissolves ii, but lets it fall when diluted. The
alkalies dissolve it, and form a deep-brown solution. On burning
coals, it emits a tliick smoke, exhales an aioni.itic odour, and
leaves a spongy charcoal. These properties indicate a very de-
cided approach to the re.-inous state. 3. The infusion of Peruvian
bark likewise yields an e.xtractive matter of a peculiar nature,
which assumes a fine red colour when united to oxygen; and like

the extractive of senna, acquires nearly the properties of a resin.

It wasobtained by Fourcroy from the cinchona of iit. Domingo.
Water, boiled on it till it refused to dissolve any thing more, was
slowly evaporated, and the extract obtained was dissolved in al-

cohol. The alcohol, by evaporation, depcsiced the peculiar ex-
tractive. Its colour was brown, its t.iste b;tter, insoluble in cold,

but very soluble in hot water. It was soluble in alcohol. When
dry it was black, brittle, and broke w iti; a poli^llBd fracture. Lime-
water precipitated it in the state of a red powder ; oxymuriatic
acid threw it down in the state of .i fine red jiowder, neither solu-

ble in water nor alcohol, but capable of uniting with alkalies. A
stronger dose of oxymuriatic acid renders it yellow. C.Sallron yields

extractire matter in great abundance. This substance consists of
the summits of the pistils of the crocus sativus. Almost the whole
of it is soluble in water. The resemblance between extractive

bodies and the colouring matter of plants is sufficiently striking.

It is more than probable, that when this last set of bodies have
been examined with more precision by chemists, they will be found
to belong to the same cl.iss. I'or farth.er particulars concerning
the parts nutrition, management &c. of plants see Botanv, Hus-
bandry, Gabdf.ning, &c.
Plants Fossile, those found buiied in the earth, and lodged

in almost all the kinds of strata, or substances, to be met with there.

The most frequent fossile plants are the polypody, spleenwort,

Osmund, trichomanes, and the several larger and smaller ferns;

but besides these there are also found pieces of the equise-
lums, or horse-tails, and joints of the stellated plants, as the clivers,

madder, and the like: and these have been loo often mistaken for

flowers. Sometimes there are also found complete grasses, or
parts of them; as also reeds and other water- plants ; sometimes the
ears of corn, and not unire(|uenl!y the twigs or baik, and impres-

'

sions of the bark, and fruit of the pine or fir-kind, w hich have been,
from their scalv appearance, mistaken lor the skins of fishes; and
sonietinies, but that very r:nely, we meet with mosses and sea-

plants. Many of the ferns, not iinfreqiiriuly found, are of very sin-

f^iilar kinds, and some species y it uiikiiown to us ; and the leaves

of some appear set at regular ili^anciv, with round protuberances
aiul cavities. The stones which contain these i^lants s|)lit readily,

and are often found to contain, on mir ^ide, the iiapression of the
plants ; and on the other the prominent pl.uit itself; and beside all

that have been mentioned, there have been frc(|iiently supposed to

be found with us ears of common wheat, and of the maize or Indian
corn ; the first being in reality no other than the common endmost
branches of the firs, and the other the thicker boughs of various
species of that and of the pine-kind, witli their leaves fallen oiT;

sue h branches, in such a state, cannot but alVord many irregular

tubercles and papilla-, and in some species, such as are moie
regularly disposed. These are the kinds niost obvious in England ;

and tliese are either imnx'rsed in the slaty stone which constitutes

the whole strata, or in flatted noduhs, usually of about three

im lies broad, which ri'adily split into two pieces on being struck.

Thoutth these seem the only -pccics ol phmls loiind with us, yet in

4 P
"

Germany
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Germany tliere are iiiaiiv otliei-^, and those foiuxl In Jili'eiviit sub-
j

st.incte:;. A whitisli stone, a littl.! liaiMcr than chalk, t'rcmiently
j

contains tlicm ; they are found also often in a grey slaty stone, ol i

a firmer texture; not (infrequently in a blackish one; and, at
|

times, in jiiany others. Nor are the bodice themselves less various
!

here than the matter in which they arc contained : the leaves of i

trees are found in great abundance, among which those of the wii-
|

Jow, popbr, whitethorn, and pear-trees, are the most common :

j

small branches of box, 'eaves of the olive-tree, and stalks of garden-

tliynie, are aU6 found there; and sometmies ears of the various
]

species of cor.i, and the larger as well as the smallw mosses in

great abun.UiKO. These seem tiie tender vegetables, or lierba-

ccous plants, certainly found thus immer-etl m hard stone, and

buried at ^rcat depths'in tlic earth ; otlnrs of niatiy kinds there are

also named bv auiliors ; but as in bodies so imperfect, errors are

easily fallen iiilo, these seem all that can be ascertained beyond

mere conjcctiiro. Sec Plate CXLII.
rLAIsfTA FtEMINEA, a female plant, one wliicli beai-s fe-

male llowers only. Fearale plants are produced from the same

seed with the male, and are arranged under the class of dicecia in

the sexual motiicd.

PiaNT.* Mas, a male plant, which bears only male flowers.

Pi.A>JTA Akdrogyna, a plant which bears both male and fe-

male flowers.

PLANTAGO, Plantain; a genus of the monogynia order,

and tetrandria class of plants. Calyx four-cleft; corolla four-

cl'ft, border-reflex; stamina very long; cap-ule two-celled, cut

transversely. There are 38 species, of which the most noted arc

;

1. The common broad-leaved plantain, called vveybread ; 2.

The great hoary plantain, or lamb's tongue ; 3. The narrow-

leaved plantain, or ribwort; and the following varieties have

also been found in England, which are accidental ; the besom-

plantain and rose-planta n. The plantains grow naturally in pas-

tures in most parts of England, and are frequently very troublesome

weeds. The common plantain and ribwort-iilanlain are both used

in medic ne, and are so well known as to need no description.

They are said to he slightly astringent ; and the green leaves are

co'nmoidv npplied to fresh wounds by the common people.

PLAN'TAIN See Plantaco.
PL \NTAT[ON, a term denoting, in general, a tract of land

assigned to a planter, or person, who engages to settle in a new
colony. It also siaiiilies a particular spot of grounil planted with

young trees, in ortler to form a wood or forest. Independently

of the great value of plantations to posterity, they alilbrd immediate

advantages to their possessor. Where two or more trees interfere,

and thus mutually obstruct their growth, the nwt thriving should

be reserved, ar.d the others felled for underwood ; but, if such ex-

pedient shoa'd render the plantation too thin, it will be sufficient

to pollard, or lop the tree of inferior quality ; and, if it be a larch,

or spruie fir, to trim the part that impedes the growth of its neigh-

bour. This operation, however, ought to be regularly performed

at an early period, because there will otherwise be no underwood ;

nor will the principal trees acquire a substance proportioned to

their height ; and, if the thinning be delayer!, they will be unable

to resist high winds. Such trimmings may be advantageously

employed durmg severe winters, in feeding cattle, that will eat the

lea^'cs, together with the twigs, or small branches ; the refuse, or

polei, when barked, may be cut into billets for tire-wood, or they

may be converted into rails, for fencing.

Ornamental Pla.vtations.

As there are many situations which mav be easily provided with

beautiful vegetaide productions, without mcnrring great cxpenre,

we have subjoined a list of the most elegant shrubs, but chiefly of

perennialherliaceons plants : amonz the former, there are some that

will thrive in the open air, only in tlie south of Britain; or, under

certain precauticns, also in the northern parts of the island ; and

these shrubjare distinguished by a small cross f.

1. Shrubs.
/tm:/f;dn!us rtnnu ; or Dwarf Almond.
jizalea niidisiura ; or Red American Upright Honeysuckle, a

variety of the cocnnea f.
Cixtiii laMim'finis ; l.abdanuni Rock-rose

-I".

Colutta nrhoresctns ; Arborescent Bastard Senna.

Ci/cisus sesdlij'nlius ; Sitting leaved Tree-trefoil.

Daphne cnecrum; 'Spear-ltaved Daphne, or spurge Lauvel.

Erica hcrhacea ; Herbaceous Heath.
Genista trtijiicini ; Three-cornered Broom, or Dyers Weed.
Hibi'icus H'jriacits; Syrian Mallow.
Kaimia cingnstifolia ; Narrow-loavcti Kalmia [.

gUint'i ; Grey Kalmia f.
• liii-jula ; Shaggv or Hairy Kalmia -j-.

-. lutifnlia; Broad leaved Kalmia f.

Ononisfrntico:a ; SKrub-like Uest-llarrow,

rotnndiioliu; Rouiul-leaved Rest-Harrow.
Pol;/giita vlio.miehiixtis; Box-leaved Milkwort.
Itohinia hi.ij)idu ; Rough False Acacia.

Ilosu Mitscnsa ; Musk-Rose.
liiibus odoratu.i ; Scented Bramble.
Spiitiiuni jiinvciini ; Spanish Broom.
riburnum Tiniis '. Common Lauruslinus, or Viburnum f

.

2. Herbaceous Perennial Plants, v, hich Flourish jx iiifc

OPEN Air of this Climate.

(Bulbous roots are marked with *.>

Adonis vermdis ; Perennial, or Vernal Pheasanl's-Eye,

Jgrostemnui coronaria ; Single-rose Campion.
Aliium dfscendiits ; Declining Garlic.

Alijssum deiloidcum ; Trowel-.-liapetl Madwort.
siixatilc ; Rock Madwort.— iitriciilatum ; Hollow Madwort.

Amaryllus lutea ; Autumnal Narcissus, or Lily-asphodel.

Anemone Itepatica ; Liver-shaped Wimltlower.
Iiortensis ; Garden Windflower.

• si/lvestris ; Wood Windflower.
Anthericuffu tiliastrum ; Savory Spidewort.

Antirrhinum alpinuin ; Alpine Snap-dragon.
purpureum ; Purple Snap-dragon.

Apocynum andrnseemifoi/wn; Blood-leaved Dog's-bane.
Aquilegia Canadensis ; Canada Columbine.
Arahis alpina ; Alpine Bastard-Tower-Mustard.

Aster Alpiuus ; Alpine Starwort.

Bellis perennis ; Common Daisy, a variety of the major,

BulbncoMum vernum; Vernal Mountain Saffron *.

Campamila Carpathica ; Carpathian Bell-liower.—. •

—

grandijiora ; Great Bell-flower.

Catanancht: aeratea ; Purple Candia Lion's-foot.

Ccntniircn glustifotia; Woad-leaved Greater Centaury,
deinalisintegrijoliu ; Siberian Virgin's Bower.

viticillu ; Blue Virgin's Bower.
Coreopsis vcrticitluta ; Whirled Tick-seeded SunHower.
Cnronillu varia ; Variegated Joint-podded Colutea.

Crocus veriuis ; Spring or Garden Crocus *.

Ci/clamen coum ; Coan-Snowbiead.
Ci/noglossuM omphatoidcs ; Creeping Hound's-tongue.
Ci/pr>pedium culceolns ; Co.iimon-Ladies'-Slipper.

Diiinthus barbatns ; Sweet William.
. cari/oph'/litis ; Clove Pink.,

Dodt^canthenn Sleadia ; Virginian God's-flower.

IJraba atoides ; a species of the Whitlow-giass.

Dracocephalum Aiistrkicum-; Austrian Dragon's-head.
Jipilobiiun ungiistissimtim ; Narrow Willow-herb.

Erinus ulpimis ; Alpine Cut-leaved Bell-ilovcr.

KrijthroHia/n dins canis ; Dog's-loc.th Violet.

Ercigaria cliiloensis; Chili Strawberry.

Friiillaria iviperiatis ; Imperial Fritilhiry.

nt'leagris ; Common Fritillary or Sn,.ke's-head.

pcrsiiu; Persian Fritillaiy*.

GcKtiunaaciudis; Sttndess Gentian.
asciepiudes ; Swallow-wort Gentian.

Gtraaiuyn pratense ; Crowfoot leaved Crane's bill.

pijrenaicum ; Pyrenoan, or Mountain Civ.nc'i-bill.

sun^umeum ; Bloody Crane's-bill.

slrtuliiin ; Streaked Crane's-bill.

Gladiolus ciimmunis ; Common Corn-flag*.

Helianthus multijlorus ; Many-flnv.ered Great Sun-flower.

Eleilebnras hijrmalis ; Winter Hellebore.
niger; Black Hellebore or Christmas-Rose.

Heinerocallisjiavu; Yellow Day- Lily.

Julva; Reddish Day- Lily.

HyaAnthus (Oinnsns ; Hairy Ilyociinh*.
. bdtryoidcs i Clustered Hyacinth*.

J/ijacinthus
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Hi/acinthiis racemos^is ; Branched Hyp.cintli*.

HyiicriciLin cali/ciimm ; Large-flowered St. John's Wort.
In ; orhnilcuca ; Whitish Flower-de-luce.*

."trsi-a; Persian Flower-de-luce*.

puinilu ; Dwarf Flower-de-luce*.

samhucina ; Elder Flower-de-luce*.
Susiana ; Hyacinth of .Susa*.

Siberica ; Siberian Hyacinth*.
spuria ; Spurious Hyacinth*.
vuriegata; Variegated Hyacinth*.
versicolor ; Partyci)loured Hyacinth*.

Ixia bidbocddium ; Bulbous-headed Ixia*.

Chiiiensis ; Chinese Ixia*.

Lamiiim Orvala ; Hungarian Dead-Nettle.
Lathijrus luberosus ; 1 uberous Vetchling.

Lsucojwn vermuii ; Vernal, or Spring Great Snowdrop*.
Litiiim bidbiferum ; Buibiferous Lily.

candidum ; White Lily.

chtdcedonicum ; Chalcedonian Lily.

LinumJiaTum; Yellow Flax.
. Firginianam ; Virginian Flax.

Lobelia cardinutis ; Coniniun Cardinal Flower.
si/ph/hlica ; Virginian Cardinal Flower.

Lupinus pereniiis ; Perennial Lupine.
Lycliids cludcedonica ; Chalcedonian, or Scarlet Caniphion.
Lysimachia epkemerum ; Ephemeral Loose-strife.

Melissa grnndijiora ; Hetrurian Calainint, or Bauni.
A/iinulus riiigens ; Great Bastard Fox-glove.
Monarda Jistulosu ; Hollow Indian Horehound.
Narcissus Bulbocndium ; Bulbous-Hcaded-Narcissus*.

incomparubilis ; Matchless Narcissus*.

jnnquilla; Jonquil*.
Oenothera J'ruticosa ; Shrub-like Trec-prunrose.

pumila ; Dwarf Tree-primrose.
Ornithogalum nutans ; Nodding Star of Bethlehem*.
Papuver orientate ; Eastern Poppy.
Phlox divaricuta; Str.iddling Bastard Lychnis.
Potentilla grandijiora ; Large-flowered Cinqupl'oil.

Primultc acautis V. carnea; Stemless, or Flesliy Primrose.
• marginata ; Bordered Primrose.

vilosa ; Woolly Primrose.

Prunella grandijlnra ; Large-flowered Self-heal.

Pulmonaria Firginica ; Virginian Lungwort.
lianunculus acris ; Buttercup.
• • aconitifolium ; Wolf's-bane-leaved Crowfoot.
. grandneus ; Grassy Crowfoot.
Jlubas arcticus ; Arctic Bramble.
Radbeckui purpurea ; Purple American Sun-flower.

Sanguinaria Canadensis ; Canada Bloodwort.
i'apon.ria Ocynmides ; a species of the Soapwort.
Suxijriigu crassifotia ; 'I'hick-leaved Saxifrage.

miitiUa ; Variegated Saxifrage.

sarincntosa; Spreading Saxilrage.

Seitlu amocnu ; S'.veet Squdl.

campanula ; Bell-shaped Squill.

Sedu>n unacampscros ; Decumbent Evergreen Italian Ori-ine.

popidijcliitm ; Poplar-leaved Orpuie.

Seinperiivum arachnoideum ; Spider-shaped Ilouse-leek.

i'oldnnellu ulpina ; Alpine Soldanella.

Spigelia marilundica ; Indian Pink.

'/'radtscantia Firginica; Virginian Spider-wort.

Trilliitm sessile ; Sitting Trillium-j-.

Trollius Asiaticus ; Asiatic Globe-Flowerf.
Ttissilago alpina; Alpine Colts-fnof.

Ferbuscun Myeoni ; ^/Iullein of Myconus.
FioLi pcdata ; Bird's-foot Violet.

3. Annual, or BlE^JNrAL Flower- plants, or such as Re-
quire TO BU KREaUENTLY RENOVATED BY NEW SEEDS.

A,%rosleinma Cocli rasa; Ko-y Campion.
Ai'-issum haiimifoUum ; Madwort, with whole spear-shaped

leaves.

yJnlh!/ll!S tetrapliylUt ; Fo\ir-leaveil Kidney Vetch, or Ladies'-

fin^a'r

Aali.rrhin':m spartmm; Broom Snap-dragon.

triphijllum ; Three-leaved Snap-dragon.

Argemone Mexicana ; Mexican Purging-'l'histle.

Bldnm virfgatum. ; llod-^haped Blite, or Strawberry-Spinach.

Jirizz(f maxima; Great Quaking Grass.

Campanula speculum; Bell-flower, with yellow, eye-bright

leaves.

Cerinthe major; Greater Honeywort.
Cheiruttthus niaritimus ; Sea Stock-Gilly-flower, or Wali-flower.

Contolvulus Nil; Blue Bind-weed.
purpureus, v. major; Purple Bindweed.
tricolor, r. minor; Three-coloured Bindweed.

Crepis barbata ; Bearded Bastard—Hawkweed.
Dianthus Chinensis ; Chinese Pink.

snperbus ; Early Pink.

Fiimaria glauca ; Grey Fumitory.
Hibiscus iiionum; Venice Mallow, or Flower-of-an-Hour.
Iberis umbcllata ; Umbelled Candy-tuft.

Iponiixa coccinea ; Scarlet Convolvulus, or Quamoilit.
Lathyrus articulatiis ; Jointed Chickling, or Pea.
• odoratus ; Scented Pea.

satirus ; Common Chickling.

tingitunus ; Tangier Pea.
Lavatcra trimestris; a species of the Lavatera.

Lotus tctrtigonolobus ; Winged Pea, or Bird's-foot-Trefoil.

Lupinus luteus ; Dusky Lupine.
Nigella Daniuscena ; Fennel-tiower .of Damascus.
Oenothera purpurea ; Purple Tree-primrose.

rosea; Rose-like Tree- primrose.

Polygonum orientale ; Eastern Knot-grass.

Reseda ndorata ; Sweet-scented Dyer's-weed.

Scitbiosa atrnpurpurea ; Brownish Scabious.

Scorzonera tingitana ; Tangier Viper-grass.

Senecio elegans ; Lofty Groundsel.
Silene pendula; Pendent Viscous—Campion.
Tagetes patusa; Spreading Marigold.

Trijhlium incurnidum ; Flesh-like Trefoil.

Tropiznlum majtis ; Greater Nasturtium.

minus; Lesser Nasturtium.
Zinnia viuUiJlora ; Many-flowered Zinnia.

Kespecting this extensive collection of plants, many of which are

exotics, we shall only observe that, 1, AH these shrubs and orna-

mental herbs may be easily procured from gardeners, and propa-

gated in our climate. 2. 'Fhey afford a pleasing variety of forms

and colours. 3. Their flowers or blossoms will appear in suc-

cessiof), from the early spring to a late period in autumn ; and, 4.

There is no species here enumerated, that requires an artificial

or troublesome mode of culture.

PLANTING, in gardening and agriculture, implies the setting

of a plant or tree; which, on being removed from its former

place, is fixed in a fresh cavity proportioned to its size. See Hus-
bandry, and Gardening.
PLASHING OF HEDGES, is an operation thought by some

persons to promote (he growth and continuance of old. hedges

;

but whether the fact be so or not will admit of some dispute. It

is thus performed : The old stubs must be cut olT, kc. within

two or three inches of the ground ; and llie best and longest of the

middle-sized shoots must" be left to lay down. Some of the

strongest of these must also be left to answer the purpose of stakes.

These are to be cut off to the height at which the hedge is intend-

ed to be left-, and they are to stand at ten feet distance one Irom

another: v; hen there are not proper shoots for these at the due

distances, their places must be supplied with coinmon stakes of

dead wood. The hedge is to be first thinned, by cutting away all

but those shoots which'are intended to be used either as stakes, or

the other work of the plashing: the ditch is to be cleaned out

with the spade; and it must be now dug as at first, with sloping

sides eatli way ; and when there is any cavity on the bank on

which the hedge grows, or the earth has been washed away from

ihe roots of the" shrubs, it is to be made good by lacing it, as they

express it, with the mould dug from the upper part of the ditch :

I'll the rest of the earth dug out of the ditch is to be laid upon the

lop of the bank : and tlie owner should look carefully into it Ihat

this b'- done ; for the uoikmen are apt to throw as much as they

tan upon the face of the bank ; which, being thus overloaded, is

-,oon washed off into the ditch again, and a very great p.ait of the

work undone; whereas what is "laid o» the top of llie bank al-

i«a\s
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wavs rciviaiiis Uu-ie, :m<l iiiakos a good fence of an iiidifffreiit

PLASMA, in ir.ineialogy, a mineral tlie colour of winch is iii-

lennediate bcKvtiii !>rass aikl leek green, awl of dilferent degrees

of intensity, hi, marked with oclire yellow dot-, and wliitisli

spots. It occurs in angular pieces; internally it is glistening;

fracture perfectly flat, conclwidal. It is hard, brittle, easily fran-

gible ; not ver\ "heavy. It occurs in Italy, Germany, and Tur-

key, but chietiv among the ruins of Rome.
PL.ASTF.U,' or E.Ml'LASl'EE, in pharmacy, an external

application of a harder consistence than an ointment ; to be spread,

according to the ditTerent circumstances of the wound, place, or

patient, either upon linen or leaiher. See Piiarmacv.
Plaster, or Plaister, in building, a composition of lime,

sonielimes with suul, See. to parget, or cover the nudities of a

building. See Pargeting, and Stvcco.
Plaster oi' Paris, a preparation of several species of gyp-

sum dug near Mount Mailre, a village near Paris ; whence the

name. The be»t -ort is hard, white, shining, and marbly ; known
by the name of plaster-stone, or parget of Mount >iaitre. It

iieiihei gives five with steel, nor ferments with a(iuaforlis ; but

readily calcines into a fine plaster, the use of which in building

and casting statues is well known. According to Bergman, it

contains 32 parts calcareous earth, 4d of vitriolic acid, and 22

w ater.

PLASTERING. See P.arceting.
PL.\S'r]C .ART, the art of representing all sorts of ligiircs by

the means of motdds. This term is derived from the Greek,

T>.5tr'!ti, the art of forming, modelling, or casting in a mould. See

Casting, Delft,'-Founderv, Glazing, Papier Mache', Por-
celain, Pottery, Pastes, &c.

Plastic Naivre, a certain powfr by which, as an instrument,

many philosopbers, both ancient and niodern, have supposed the

great motions in the corporeal world, and the various processes of

generation and corrujition, to be perpetually carried on. Among
the pliilosophers of Greece, such a power was almost universally

uihnilted. Cu<hvorth Berkeley, and Lord Monboddo, are stre-

jiuous advocates for the Aristotelian doctrine of a ])lastic nature

ililfused through the material world, giving to mere matter an ac-

tive power. Some other niodern philosophers have talked much
conoerning a certain plastic power or property in matter by means
of which it is capable of carrying on all the various operations

which we see continually performed in the material world. Mr.
"I'oung, to account for the phsnomcna of nature, seems to intro-

duce a kind of middle substance between mind and matter, more
properly pl.istic, than Aristotle or Plato, Cudworth or Berkeley,

ever conceived. But this theory labours under insuperable ob-

jections. Tliat ihere may be in the ur.iverse a substance essen-

tially active, and at the same time not intelligent, is a proposition

which we by no means lojitrovert. Various phmomena, both in

vegetable and animal life, lead us to suspect that there is such a

sub-lance ; but it does not follow that we are to adopt our author's

docrine respecting the formation of matter. AVe believe, that, of

the founalion of matter, no other account can be given, than that

whkh resolves it ii to the liat of the Creator.

PLATA, or L.\ PLA'J\'\, a very large river of South Amc-
.rica, first discovered by John Dias de Sails, or Soils, a Spani>h

.navigator, who, in 1515, sailed up the Plata as far as an island,

.which lies in 34" 4j' I^at. S. but who, imprudently venturing to

-go ashore with ten men among some of the native Indians, Ihey

were all, murdereil by the savages. From him the river was al

first named Soils ; but afterwards Sebastian Cabot, having pro-

cured a great deal of gold and silver plale from the adjacent inha-

bitants, and considering the-e metals as the produce of the coun-

try, though in fact (hey came from Peru, named both the country

ami river Plata. This river is formetl by the junciion of three

larse rivers, iii Lat. 2". 45. S. viz. the Paraguay, the Uruguay,
and the Parana. It is afterwards greatly increased by the waters

of many othcM- large rivers, wl-.ereby it often overflows its banks

for several lepgues, like the Nile,«iid fertilizes the adjacent fields.

Its waters are clear and sweet, and abound with such variety and
plenty of fish, that the people take them with their hands without

nets. ...'.
Pla,ta, an exlensiye and fertilij couhtri^ of South America, on

the banks of the Plata, ii'i an e.\cellent clmiale, called also Para
guay. Sec Pau.^cuay,

Plata, a province in the above territory, on the S. W. bank
of the Plata. The climate is healthy. The winter is in May,
June, and July, when the nights are mdecd very cold, but thr

days moderately warm ; the frost is neither violent nor lasting, and
the sno«s are very inconsiderable. The number of black cattle

is so prodigious, that ir.aiiy thousands of them are killed merely
for their hides, every time the ships go for Spain, and their car-

cases left to be devoured by the wild beasts and birds of prej-,

which are al-.o very numerous. Horses are no less numerous, and
in common like the other cattle; and of those that are already-

broke, one may buy some of the best, and of the tl-ue SpanisU
breed, for a dollar per head. Wild fowls also are in great plenty
here

;
partridges are more lunnerous, ar.d as large and tame as

our hens, Their wheat makes the finest and w hitest of bread ;

and, in a word, the natives want for nothing but salt and fuel.

Plata, a city of Buenos Ayres, capital of the above pro-
vince.

Plata, a city of Peru, in the province of Charcas ; on the
Chimdo, 500 miles S. E. of Ciisco. Lon. 63. 40. W. Lat. 19.

16. S.

PL.VTiEA, or PLAT^EjE, an ancient and strong town of
Bffotia, at the foot of Mount Citha;ron, on the borders of Megaris
and Attica, between Mount Cithiron and Thebes.
PLAIALEA, the SpooNpiLL ; in ornithology, a genus be-

longing to the order of gralhc. Beak plain, dilating towards the
point mlo an orbicular form ; feet with three toes, half-palmaled.

There are three species ; viz. P. ajaja, P. leucarodia, and P. pig-

mea, the second of which is delineated in Plale CXXXV.
PLATANL^S, the Plane-Tree ; a genus of the polyandria

order, and nionacia class of plants ; natural order, Amentacea'.
Male, calyx anient globular ; corolla scarcely apparent ; anthers

growing round the filament : female, calyx anient globular; co-
rolla inany-pctaled ; stigma recurved ; seeds roundish, mucronate-
v. ith the style, pappose at the base. There are two species.

P. Occidentalis, Occidental, or Western Plane-Tree,
rises with a straight smooth stem, to a great height, branching
widely round . it has lobated leaves, seven or eight inches long,

and from nine to fourteen broail, diviiled into three large lobes ;

with very small flowers, collected into round heads, succeeded by
round rough balls of seed. It is a native of Virginia and other
parts of North America ; v\'here it attains an enormous size.

P. Orientalis, Oriental, or Eastern Plane-Tree, rises

with a very straight smooth branching stem to a great height. It

haspalmated leaves, 6 or S inches long and as many broad, divided
into five large segments, having the side ones cut into two smaller,

green above, and pale underneath ; and long pendulous pedun-
cull, each sustaining several round heads of close-sitting very small
fiowers ; succeedeil by numerous downy seeds, collected into

round balls. It is a native of Asia and many parts of the east, and
grows in great ])lenty in the I^-vant.

PLATIJAND, in gardening, a border or bed of flowers along
a wall, or the side of a parterre frequently edged with box, &c.
In architecture platband is any flat square-moulding, whose height
much exceeds its projecture ; such are the faces or fascia: of
an architrave, and the platbands of the modillions of a cor-
niche.

Platband of a door or window is used for the lintel,, where
that IS maile square, or not much arched.

Platbands of fiutings, are the lists or fillets between the flul-

hiiis ot columns.
I'LAl'l"., in (ommerce, signifies gold or silver wrought into

vessels, for domestic uses.

Plates, in guiinery. The prize-|)lates are two plates of iron on
the cheeks of a gun-carriage, Irom the cap'e-scpiare to the centre,
through which tlie prise bolls go, and on which the Randspike rests

w hen it poises up the breech of the piece. Iheast-platcs are the
two plates on the face of the carriage, one on each cheek. Train-
plates are the two plates on the cheeks, at the train of the carriage.
Dulidgcplate» are the six plates on, the wheel of a gun-carriage,
where the felloes are joined together, and serve to strengthen the
dulidges.

Plate, in heraldry, is a round fi.it piece of silver, without any
impression ; but as it were formed, ready to receive it.

Plate is also a term used by our s|>ortsinen, to express the re-

ward given to liie best. lioi'se, ill our races.

6 Pl.\te,
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Plate, in s^eographv, a town of Upper Saxony, \i) PLUiicvii-

nia, on the Ilega ; 17 miles E. S. E. of Cammin,' and 22 S. gf

Colberg.
Pi ATE, a town of Hispanlola, or St. Domingo, on the S. side

of the North Peninsula. Lon. 73. 40. W. oi Paris. Lat. 10.

10. N.
PLATEN, among printers, the flat part of the pvcs-i wiiereby

the iinprLssion is made.
PLA'ITORM, in architecture, is a vow of beams wliich sup-

ports the timber-work of a roof, and lie on the top of a wall where
the entablatiire onglit to be raised. This t;rm is also nsed for a

kind of terrace, or broad smooth open walk, at llie top of a build-

ing, from whence a fair prospect may be taken of the adjacent

country.

Platform, in the military art, is an elevation of earth, on which
cannon are placed to lire on the enemy, such are the mounts in

the middle of curtins.

Platform, or Orlop, in a man of war, is a jjlacc on the lower

deck, aba!t the main-mast, between it and the cockpit, and round
about the main-capstan, where provision is made for the woundei.l

men in lime of action.

PLA'l'IC ASPECT, in astrolosy, a r.iy cast from one planet

to anotlier, not exactly, but wilhin the orbit of its own lisht.

PLATINA, or PLATINUM, the most precious of all the

metals evccpting gold, and by some reckoned superior »;ven to if.

It has hillierto been found only in America, in Choco in Pern,

and in the mine of Santa near Carthagena. It was unknown iu

Europe till Mr. Wood brought some of it from Jamaica, in 1741.

Platina, when pure, is of a white colour like silver, but not so

bright. It lias no ta^le nor smell. Its hardness is S. Its specific

gravity, after being hanunered, is 23'000 ; so that it is by far the

lieaviest I)ody known. It is exceedingly ductile and malleable ; it

may be hanunered out into very thin plates, and drawn unto v, ires

not exceeding oae-19401h of an inch in diameter. In these [ho-

perties it is preibablv inferior to gold, but it seems to surpass all

the other metals. Its tenacity is such, that a wire of platina one-

120th of an inch in diameter is capable of supporting a weight of

497 pounds without breaking. It is the most infusible of all the

metals, and cannot be melted, in any quantity at least, by the

strongest artificial heat, which can be produced. Macquerand
Beaume melted small particles of it by a blow-pipe, and Lavoisier

by exposing them on red hot charcoal to a stream of oxygen gas.

It may, indeed, be melted without difliculty when combined or

mixed with other bodies ; but then it is not in a state of purity.

Pieces of platina, when heated to whiteness, may be welded to-

gether by hammering in the same manjier as hot iron. This metal

is not in the smallest degree altered by the action of air or water.

It cannot be combined with oxygen, and converted intoan oxide,

Ijy the strongest artificial heat of our furnaces. It cannot be
doubted, however, that if we could subject it to a suflicient heat,

platina would t)«irn and be oxidated like other metals : for when
Van Mavum exposed a wire of platina to the action of his power-
ful electrical machine, it burnt with a faint white fla[ne, and was
dissipated into a s[)ecies of dust, \chicli proved to be the oxide of

platina. By putting a plalina-wire into the llame produced by the

combustion of hydrogen gas mixed with oxygen, it was made to

burn with all the brilliancy of iron-wire, and to emit sparks in

abundance. This metal may be oxidated in any quantity by boil-

ing it in sixteen times its weight of nitro-muriatic acid (a(]ua recia.)

The acid dissolves it, and assumes first a yellow, and afterwarxls a

Jeep red or rather brown colour. On the addition of lime to the

solution, a \cIlow powder falls to the bottom. This powder is the

oxide of platina. Its properties have not been examined with suf-

ficient acuracy. It seems to contain but a small proportion of oxy-

"Cn ;
probably not more tlianO.07 : this oxide may be decomposed,

and the oxygen driven off, by exposing it to violent heat. Neither

carbon nor hydrogen can be combined with platina ; but M. Proust

has found it combined with sulphur in native platina, and it unites

without dilVicully to phosphori^. By mixing togetlier nn ounce of

platina, an ounce of phosphoric glass, and a drachm of po.'-

dered charcoal, and applying a heat of about 32° Wedgew 'od, M.
Peltctier formed a phosphuret of platina weighing nvi- than an

ounce. It wa3 partly in the form of a button, and (lai'ly in cubic

crystals. It was covered above by a Idackish glass. It was of a

sii'vcT white colour, very brittle, aaU bard enough to strike fire with

ycu IV.—NO. 1/5.

steel. Platina is acted upoti by fusioji with nitrate of potass, and
also with pure fixed alk.ilies. The most delicate lest of tin- pr-
sence of platina is mu.uite of tin. A solution of platins, sf, cuini^

as to be scarcely distinguishable from water, assujnes a oriptt led

colour, on tlie addition of a single drop of the recent soluiion oF

tin. Platina has been discovered by Dr. Wollaston to be a le-

markabiy slow conductor of caloric, platina, on account of its

peculiar properties, its intiisibiiity, densi y, and iiulestruclibility,

could it be obtained in sulficient (|UaiUity, and at a moder;:te

price, would undoubtedly prove one of the most useful and ir.osl

iiiipcrlant of the metals yet known. The imporlance and utility

of platina, on account of its scaicity, have been hitherto limited to

chemical purposes ; and fop different chemical ir.strumeets and
utensils, it has been foun;l peculiarly appropriate, as there are few
chemical agents whose effects it cannot resist. There is indeed

little doubt but it might be employed with equal advantage iu tli^

construction of instruu. .fiUs and utensils, in various avts and manu-
iLictures. Dr. Le>vis found that copper was much improved by
allaying it with platina in certain proportions ; and that equal parls-

of platina and brass formed a compound not subject to tarnish, and
which might be employed wHh great advantage for the spcculums

of telescopes.

PLATING, is the art of covering baser metals with a thia'

plate of silver either for use or lor ornament. I'he silvei-i)late is

gent rally made to adhere to the baser meial by means of solder ;

which is" of two kinds, the soft and the hard, or the tin and silver

solders. The former of these consists of tin alone, the latter gene*

rally of three parts of silver and one of brass. When a buckle,

for instance, is to be plated by means of the soft solder, the ring,

before it is bent, is first tinned, and then the silver-plate is gently

hammered upon it, the h.amnier employed being always covered

with a piece of cloth. The silver now forms, as it v.ere, a mould
to the ring, and whatever of it is not intended to be used is cut off.

This mould is fastened to the ring of the buckle by two or three

cramps of small iron-wire ; after which the buckle, with the plated

side undermost, is .laid upon a plate of iron sufficiently hot to melt

the tin, but not the silver. The buckle is then covered wilh pow-

dered resin or anointed with turpentine ; and lest there should be

a deficiency of tin, a small portion of roUeil tin is likewise melted

on it. The buckle is now taken off with tongs, and commonly-

laid on a bed of sand, where the plate and the ring, while the

solder is yet in a state of fusion, are moie c'osely compressed by j,

smart stroke with a block of wood. The buckle is afterwards bent

and finished. Sometimes the melted tin is poured into the silver-

mould, which has been previously rubbed over with some fin\.

The buckle-ring is then put among the melted tin, and the plating

finished. This is called by the workmen filling up. When the

hard solder is employed, the process is in many respects diflerent.

Before the plate is fitted to the iron or other metal, it is rubbed

over with a solution of borax. Stripes of silver are placed along,

the joinings of the plate ; and instead of two or three cramps, as iu

the former case, the whole is wrapped round with small wire ; the

solder and joinings are again rubbe.i with the borax, and the whole

put into a charcoal fire till the solder be in fusion. Wlien taken

out, the wire is instantly removed, the plate is cleaned by the ap-

plication of some acid, and afterwards made smooth by the strokes,

of a hammer . , ,

Plating, French, is when silver-leaf is burnished on a piect-

of metal in a certain degree of iie.it. When silver is dissolved in

aquafortis, and precipitated upon another metal, the process W
called silvering. . .

' , . ,

Plating, ^IETAL, is when a bar of silver and copper are taken

off at least one equal side. The equal sides are macle smooth, and

tlie two bars fastened together by wire wrapped round them.

These bars are then sweated in a charcoal-fire ; and aftej- sweating,

thev adhere as closely together as if they were soldered. After

thi they are flattened into a plate between two rollers, when the

cc'ioer appears on one side and the silver on the other. This sort

of plate is named plated metal.

PLATO, an illustrious philosopher of antiquity, was by de-

'c-^nt an Athenian, though the place of his birth was the island of

E in. . His descent by his father was trom Codrus the last king

oT'Ather.s, and by his mother from Solon the celebrated legislator.

Tii^e tiiv. ' ol his birth is placed in the beginni.-ig of the 88tli Oly in-

Diad ; but Dr. Enfield thunks it may be- more accurately fi.xe<l in
^ A O U'*
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tlie third year of llic 87th Olympiad, or 430 years ht-fore tlv

Christian a-rn. He gave early indications of an extensix e and ori-

ginal geiiius, and had an education suitable to his high rai.k, being

instriictcd in the rudiments of letters by the grammarian Diuny-
sius, and trained in athletic exercises by Aristo of Arg< s. He ap-

phed with great diligence to the arts of painting and poetry ; and

wrote an epic poem, which, upon comparing it with those ul Ho-
iiicr, he burnt. He next wrote a dramatic piece, which was to

liave bten acted, but happening to attend upon a discourse of bo-

Crates, he was so captivated bv his eloquence, that he reclaimed
his tragedy, renounced the Muses, burnt all his poems, and ap-

plied himself wholly to the study of wisdom. It is said, that

Plato's lirst masters i'n philosophy were Cratylus and Hcnnogenes,
\iho taught the bystems of Heraclitus and Parnieiiides ; but when
lie was twenty years old, he attached iiimself wholly to Socrates,

vilh whom he remained eight years as a scholar. Duiing this pe-

riod, he frequently displeased his companions, and sometimes even
his mister, by grafting upon the Socratic system opinions whicli

were taken frtin some other stock. Plato, however, retained the

warmest attachment to his master. When that great and good
man was summoned before the senate, his illustrious scholar un-

-tlrrtonk to plead his cause, and begun a speech in his defence ;

Vul the partial judges would not permit him to proceed. After
tJie condemnation, he presented his master with money suflicient

to redeem his life ; which, however, Socrates refused to accept.

During his imprisonment, Plato attended him, and was present at

a conversation uhich he held with his friends concerning the im-

mortality of the soul ; the substance of wdiich he afterwards com-
mitted to writing in the beautiful dialogue intituled Pha?do. The
philosophers at Athens were so alarmed at tlie death of Socrates,

that most of then, fled from the city. Plato, whose grief upon
this occasion is said by Plutarch to have been excessive, retired to

Megara; where he was kindly entertained by Euclid, who had
been one of Socrales's first scholars, till the storm was over. Af-
terwards lie travelled in pursuit of knowledge ; and from Megara
he went to Italy, where he conferred with F.urytus, Philolaus, and
Archyias, the most celebrated of the followers of Pythagoras,

whose doctrine was then become famous in Greece; and from
these the Pytliagoreans have aflirmed that he had all his natural

philosophy. He next went to C'yrene, where he learned geome-
try of Theodorus the mathematician. Thence he passed into

Egypt, to ac(iuire their theology, to study more nicely the pro-

portions of geometry, and to instruct himself in astronomical ob-
servations; and having taken a full survey of all the country, he
settled for some time in the province of Sais, learning of the wise
men there, what they held concerning the universe, whether it

had a beginning, whether it moved wholly or in part, &c. and
Pausanias affirms, that he learned from these th;,' immortality and
transmigration of souls. He next travelled into Persia to consult
the magi about the religion of that country. lie then returned
kilo Italy, to the Pythagorean school atTarenlum, where he en-
deavoured lo improve his own system, by incorporating with it

the doctrine of Pythagoras, as it was then taught by Archytas,
Tinneus, and otliers. And afterwards, when he visited Sicily, he
retained such an attachment to the Italic school, that, through the
bouity of Dionysius, he purchased at a vast price several books
which contained the doctr.ne of Pythagoras, from Philolaus, one
of his tolknvcrs. Kilurn ng home richly stored with knowledge
of various kinds, Plato settled in Athens, and formed a new school
for the instruction of vnilh in pliilosophy, in the academy. See
Acadf.mu.s, ;ind AcADiiMY. Tliis new school soon became fa-

mous, and its master wa.^ lanked ami>ng the most eminent philoso-
phers. People of the first distiiulion in every department fre-

quented t!ie academy. Even females, disguised in men's clothes,
often attended his lectures. Among the illustrious names which
appear in the cat.dogir; of his followers are Dion the Syracusan
prince, and the orators llvperides, I^ycurgus, Demosthenes, and
Isocratcs. The dislmguis'hed reputaiion of Plato brought upon
him the envy of his former conqxaiions in the school of Socrates,
arid they loaded him widi detraction ai.d (jlilotiuy. From this
spirit, Xenoiihcii and he, though they relate the discourses of their
common maslcr, avoid nientioning one another. Diogenes the
XJjnic .ridiculed Plato's doctrine of idi as. In the nndst of these
jjiivate cenMires, however, the ptiblic fame of Plato ilaily increas-
ed ; and several slates, among which were the Arcadians and

Tbebans, sent ambassadors with earnest requests that he would
come over, not only to instruct the young men in philosophy, but

also to prescribe tliem laws of government. '1 he Cyrenians, Sy-
racusans, Cretans, and Eleans, sent also to him : he did not go to

any of them, but gave laws and rules of governing to all. He-
lived single, yet soberly and chastely. Pie was a man of great

virtues, and exceedingly affable ; of which we need no greater

proof, than his civil manner of conversing with the philosophers of
his own times, when pride and envy were at their height. Dio-
genes piqued at the politeness and line taste of Plato, took every
opporlunity of snarling at him. He dined one day at his table

with other company, and, trampling upon the tapestry with hi?

dirty feel, said, " I trample upon the pride of Plato;" to which
Plato wisely reparteed, " With greater pride." He was in high
esteem with several princes, particularly Archelaus king of Mace-
don, and Dionysius tyrant of Sicily. Dionysius invilea hiui to

his court, but the freedom of his discourse gave such olfence that

Dionysius ordered him to be sold for a slave. His purchaser was
one Anniceres, a native of Cyrene, who gave him his liberty, and
he returned to Athens. At the request of Dionysius the younger,
he once more made a voyage to bicily, where he was received'

with great honour, but tinding that his advice was not attendeil to

by the tyrant, who chose to copy after Ins father, he returned to

Athens, where he gained a number of followers. He preserved
his health by temperance and exercise to the age of 81, and died
B. C. 3-lS. The philosophy of Plato is so sublime, his morality
so pure, and his views ot the Divine Being and a future state so

clear, that he has been thought to have had a knowledgeof the
Mosaic writings ; a supjiosition which, considering his long resi-

dence in Egypt, is not improbable. The best editions of his

works are, that of Stephens, 3 vols, folio, 1578 : that of Eicinus at

Frankfort, folio, 1602; and that of Deux Ponts, 17SS, 10 vols.

Svo. Dr. Clarke, of Cambridge, in 1303 brought from Greece a
fine MS. of the works of Plato on vellum. It was transcribed by
John the Caligrapher in the reign of Leo, the son of Basil. This
is the oldest Greek copy of Plato which is known.
PLATONIC LO\ E denotes a pure spiritual affection, for

which Plato was a great advocate, subsisting between the dillcrent

sexes, abstracted from all carnal appetites, and regarding no other

object but the mind snd its beauties ; wh.ch many persons justly

reckon an impossibility ; or it is a sincere disinterested friendship

subsisting between persons of the same sex, abstracted from any
selhsh views, and regarding no other object than the person ; and
such love or friendship certainly has a foundation in nature; and
history sacred and profane records glorious instances ; witness Jo-

nathan and David ; Orestes and Pylades ; Achilles and Patroclus

;

Damon and Pylhias, &c.
Platonic Year, or the Great Ye.^r, is a period of time

determined by the revolution of the equinoxes, or the space
wherein the stars and constellations return to their former places,

in respect to the equinoxes. The Platonic year, according lo

Tycho Brahe, isOj8l6, according to Ricciolus 26920, and ac-

cording to Cassini 24800 years. This period once accom-,
plishcd, it was an opinion among the ancients that the world
was to begin anew, and the same series of things to turn over
again.

PLATONISM, the philosophy of Plato, which was divided

into three branches, theology, pliysics, and mathematics. Under
theology was comprehended metaphysics and ethics, or that which
in modern language is called moral philosophy. Plato w rot^

likewise on dialectics, but with such inleriority to his pupil Aris-

totle, that his works in that department of science are seldosi

mentioned.
PLATOON, in the military art, a small square body of forty

or hfty men, drawn out of a battalion of foot, and placed between
the squatlrons of horse, to sustain them ; or in ambuscades, straits,

and deliles, where there is not room for whole battalions or re'gi-

iiients. Platoons are also used when they form the hollow square,

to strengthen the angles. The grenadiers are generally posted in

platoons.

PLATS OF A SHIP, in sea-language, flat ropes made of rope-
yarn, and weaved one over the other ; they serve to save the ca-

ble from galling in the hawse, or to wind about the flukes of the

anciiors, to save the pennant of the foreshett from galling against

them.
PLATYLOBIUM,
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PLATYLOBIUM, in botjiiy, a genus of tlie. diadelphia de- h

candri,\ class and order ; natuial order, Papilionacex' or Legnnii- '

no.-s. Calyx bell-sliaped, live-cleft ; the two upper segments
|

very large and obtuse ; legume pedicelled, compressed, winged I

at the back. 'I'iiere is but one species, P. forniosum, orange flat

'

pea, a native of New South Wales, where it flowers all the year
|

round.

PLA rVPUS, in natural history, a genus of mammalia of the

order Bruta. Mouth shaped like tiie bill of a dtick ; feet webbed.
P. anatinus, or duck-billed platypus, is a native of South Wales, I

and constitutes a new and most curious genus of quadrupeds.
PLEA, in law, is wliat either party alleges for himself in court, <

in a cause there depending ; and in a more restrained sense, it is
|

the defendant's answer to the plaintiff's declaration. Pleas are
j

usually divided into pless of the crown and common pleas.
|

Pleas, C'ommon, (says Judge Blackstone,) are such suits as

are carried on between common persons in civil cases. These
are of two sorts ; dilatory pleas, and pleas to the action.

1. Pleas, Dilatory, are such as tend merely to delay or put
off" the suit, by questioning the propriety of the remedy, rather

than by denying the injury : pleas to the action are such as dis-

pute the very cause of suit.

Pleas to the Action, are to answer to the merits of the com-
plaint. This is done by confessing or. denying it. A confession

of the whole complaint is not very usual ; (or then the defendant
would probably end the matter sooner, or not plead at all, but
suffer judgement to go by default. Pleas that totally deny the

cause of complaint are either the general issue, or a special plea in

bar. I. The general issue, or general plea, is what traverses,

thwarts, and denies at once, the whole declaration, without offer-

ing any special matter whereby to evade it. 2. Special pleas in

bar of the plaintilT's demands are very various, according to the

circumstances of the defendant's case. As, in real actions, a gene-

ral release or a line ; both of which may destroy and bar the plain-

tiff's title. Or, in personal actions, on accord, arbitration, condi-

tions performed, nonage of (he defendant, or some other fact which
precludes tlie plaintiff from his action. A justification is likewise

a special plea in bar ; as in actions of assault and battery, son a^-

siiult demesne, that it was the plaintiff's own original assault ; in

trespass, that the defendant did the thing complained of in right of

some ofiice wliich warranted him so to do; or, in an action of slan-

der, that the plaintiff is really as bad a man as the defendant said

lie was.

Pleas of the CnowN, are all suits in the king's name, or in

the name of the attorney-general in behalf of the king, for offences

committed against his crown and dignity, and against his peace

;

as treason, murder, felony, &c. See Arraignment.
Plea to Indictment, the defensive matter alleged by a crimi-

nal on his indictment : (see Arraignment.) Tliis is either, l.A
plea to the jurisdiction ; 2. A demurrer ; 3. A plea in abatement

;

4. A special plea in bar; or, 5. The general issue. I. A plea to

the jurisdiction, is w here an indictment is taken before a court that

has no cognizance of the offence ; as if a man be indicted for a

rape at the sheriff's lourn, or for treason at tlie quarter-sessions : in

these or similar rases, he may except to the jurisdiction of the

'court, without answering at all to the crime alleged. II. A de-

murrer to the indictment, is incident to criminal cases as well as

civil, when the fact as alleged is allowed to be true, but the prisoner

joins issue upon some point of law in the indictment by which he

insists, that the fact, as stated, is no felony, treason, or whatever

t'le crime is alleged to be. III. A plea in abatement is principally

for a misnomer, a wrong name, or a false addition to the prisoner.

As, if James Allen, gentleman, is indicted by the name of John
Allen, esquire, he may plead that he has the name of James, and
not of John; and that lie is a gentleman, and not an esquire.

And, if either fact is found by a jury, then the indictment shall be
abated, as writs and declarations may be in civil actions. IV.

Special pleas in bar; which go to the merits of the indictment,

and give a reason why the prisoner ought not to answer it at all,

nor put himself upon his trial for the crime alleged.

PLEADINGS, in law, are the mutual altercations between the

plaintiff and defendant. See Process, Suit, and Writ.
PLE.^-SUUE. See Happiness, and Mo^al Philosophy.
PLEBEIAN, \_pkhcius, Lat.] any person of Uie rank of the

common peosile.. It is chiefly used in speaking of the ancient

Romans, who were divided into senators, knights, and plebeians,

or commons. :

PLEBISCITU.M, in Roman antiquity, a law enacted by the.

common people, at the request of the tribune, or other plebeian,
magistrate, without the intervention of the senate ; but more par- •

ticularly denotes the law which the people made, when they re-

tired to the Aventine mount.
PLECTRANTHUS, in botany, a genus of the eymnospermia

oi'der, and didynamia class of plants; natural nrder^ Vertieillata?.

C^lyx, upper segment larger ; corolla, resiipine, gibbous, or spur-

red at the base ; tilaments simple. There are live species, natives

of Africa and Arabia Felix.

PLECTKONIA, in botany, a genusof the pcntandria monc-
gynia class and order. Natuial order. Contorts. Petals fi\e, in-

serted into the throat of the calyx ; berry two-seeded, inferior.

There is but one species, P. ventosa, a native of the Cape of

Good Hope.
PLEDGE, [plegius, Lat.] in common law, is a surety or gage,

.

either real or personal, which the plaintirt'ur demandant is to lind

for his prosecuting the suit.

Pledges of Goods for Money. See Pawn.
Pledge, in drinking, denotes to warrant, or be surety to one,

that he shall receive no harm while he is taking his draught. The
phrase is referred by our antiquaries to the practice of the Danes,
heretofore in England, who frequently used to stab or cut the

throats of the natives while they were drinking.

PLEDGERY, or PLEGGERY, in law, suretiship, or an un-

dei taking or answering for another.

PLEDGET, BOLSTER, or COMPRESS, in surgery, is a

kind of flat tent laid over a wound to imbibe the superfluous hu-

mours, and to keep it clean.

PLEIADES, in astronomy, an assemblage of seven stars in the

neck of the constellation Taurus. They are thus called from the

Creek -niui, navigare, to sail ; as being terrible to mariners, by
reason of the rains and storms that frequently rise with them. The
Latins called them rrrgiliw, from tw, spring; because of their

rising about the time of the vernal equinox. The largest is of the

third magnitude, and is called lucida pleiadum. See Astro-
NpMY.
Pleiades, in the mythology, the seven daughters of Atlas,

king of Mauritania and Pleione, thus called from their mother.

They were Maia, Electra, Taygete, Asterope, Merope, lialcyone,

and "CelcEiio; and were also called Atlaniides, from their father.

PLEIONE, in fabulous history, a daughter ol Oceanus, wha
married Atlas, king of Mauritania, by whom she had a son and
twelve daughters, seven of whom w ere from her called Pleiades,
and five were called Hyades, from their brother Hyas, See
these articles.

PLEMMY'RIUM, in ancient geography, a promontory of Sy-
racuse, with a castle; now called Slassa Oliveri.

PLENUM, [Lat.] in physics,denotes,according to the Cartesians,

that state of things wherein every part of space is supposed to be-

full of matter, in opposition to a vacuum, which is a space sup'

posed devoid of all matter.

PLENUSFLOS, [Lat.] a full flower; a term expressive of the

highest degree of luxuriance in flowers. See Botany, and
LuwRiANs Flos.
PLEONASM, PLEONASMUS, REDUNDANTJA, a

figure in rhetoric, whereby we use words seemingly superfluous,

in order to express a thought with the greater energy : such as, I

saw it with my own eyes, kc. This grammarians usually reckon

a fault in discourse. See Oratory.
PLES, a town of Russia, in Kostrom, on the Volga; 16 miles

S. of Kostrom. Lon. 41. 25. E. Lat. 57. 15. N.
PLESCtjW, a duchy in Russia, between the duchies of Novo-

gorod, Lithuania, Livonia, and Ingria.
;

Plescow, the capital of the above duchv, 80 miles S. of

Narva, and 150 S. by W. of Petersburg. Lon. 27. 52. E. Lat.

57. 58. N.
PLESSE, a town of Silesia, on the Vistula ; 36 miles E. of

Troppaw. Lon. 18. 30. E. Lat. 50. 0. N.
PLETHORA, [from nM^i;, plenitude,] in medicine, the state-

in which the vessels are fuller of humours than is agrcealile to a

natural state of health; in this case the human fluids, particularly

the blood, abound to siu h a degree, as to prove hurtful to the ani-

7 mal.
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jnal-functions. Young persons that lead an indolent or luxurious

lift-, especially females; as well as tliose who have haslily sup-

pressed any of the larger evacuations; or whose pursnils have
been suddejily changed from an active to a sedentary einploynient,

are particularly subject to plethora; which is likewise often in-

duced by the indulgence in sleeping, longer than nature seems to

retpiire. Hence the patient becomes languid, weak, and unable
to lake the necessiry exercise lor promoLing the regular circula-

tion of the blood ; the pulse sinks, the action of the heart and ar-

teries is speedily lessened; he becomes alf'ected with violent pal-

pitation, and oppressed with great vertigo, or dulness. Such are
the symptom^ tliat generally prevail in this complaint; beside

which, the vessels are frequently distended, and thrown into dan-
gerous commotions. Thus, plethoric patients are peculiarly dis-

posed to ffvei^, ijiflamnralions, lurmorrhages, and a long train of

chronical and other diseases ; of whit h they are not easily cured,
on account of their singular dislike to avail themselves of proper
exercise. Although plethora cannot, with strict propriety, be
termed a disease, yet, as it is the parent of numerous maladies, we
detm it useful to state a few hints for the relief of the plethoric.

Such persons ought to adopt a more temperate diet : Take fre-

fpient and moderate exercise, especially by walking early in the
morning; to lose occaiioually a few ounces of blood, by the ap-

plication of leeches to the temples ; and to regulate the bowels bv
the mildest cooling laxatives, such as sweet whey, boiled prunes,
roasted apples, kc. If, however, the complaint originate from
the cessation or suppression of any natural evacuation, the re-

moval of such impediment, together with the attention paid to the
regimen above directed, will, in most instances, restore the pa-
tier.l to his former health and vigour.

PLEVIN, Iplevina, law Lat.] in law, a warrant or assurance.
See Replevin
PLEUMOSII, an ancient people of Belgium, wlio inhabited

the country now called Tournay.
PLEURA, in anatomy, a thin membrane covering the inside of

the thorax. See Anatomy.
PLEURISY, or PLEURITIS, is an inflammation of the mem-

brane, called the pleura, which lines the cavity of the chest, and
covers internally the ribs, intercostal muscles, and lungs. See
AIedicine.
PLEURONECTES, in ichthyology, a genus belonging to tlie

order of thoracici. Eyes spherical, and both on the same side ol

the head ; mouth arched ; body compressed, one side represent-
ing the back, and the other the abdomen. There are seventeen
speries. In this genus are comprehended all that are commonly
denominated flat iish. They swim obliquely, and are observed
generally at the bottom of the water, being destitute of the ait-

bladder. The flounder, plaise, sole, holibut, and turbot, belong
to this genus.

PLEXUS, among anatomists, a bundle of small vessels inter-
woven in the form of iut-«oik: thus, a congeries of vessels within
the brain is called plexus choroides, reticularis, or retiformis. Sec
Anatomy. A plexus of nerves is an union of two or more nerves,
forming a sort of ganglion or knot.
PLEUROPNEUMONY, in medicine, a disease partaking of

th nature bolii .<".! pleurisy and peripncumony.
PLI^RS^ an instruiiient by which any thing is laid hold on to

bend it.

PLIMLIMMON, a high mountain of South Wales, fn the N.
part of Cardiganshire, on the borders of Montgomeryshire ; called
al--o .Snovvdon. See Snov.'don.
PLIMPTON, or PLYMPTON, a town of Devonsfiire, 7

miles R. of Plynio\ith, and '2\S W. by S. of London. Lon. 4. 0.

W. Lat. 50. 22. N.
PLlNIA, in botany, a genus of plants of the polyandria class

and order monogynia. Calyx live or four-parted; petals live or
four ; drui)e superior, grooved. There are two species, viz. P,
crocea, saffron-fruited plinia, and P. pedunculata, red fruited
plinia.

PLINTH, [«M.»of,] in architecture, is that square member
nhith serves as a foundation to the base of a pillar. Vitruvius calls
the upper part or abacus of the Tuscan pillar, a plinth, because it

resembles a square tile: moreover, the same denomination is

sometimes given to a thick wall, wherein there are two or three
bricks advanced in form of a platband. Sec Architecture.

Plinth of a Statue, &c. is a base, ei;her flat, round, or
square, that serves to support it.

Plinth of a Wall, denotes two or three rows of bricks ad-
vancing out from a wall; or, in general, a flat high moulding, that

serves in a front-wall to mark the floors, to sustain the eavi-s of a
wall, or the larmier of a chimney.
PLINY, THE Elder, or Caius Chcilius Piinius Secun-

Dus, one of the most learned men of ancient Rome, was descend-
ed from an illustrious family, and born at Verona. He bore arms
in a distingui>litd post; was One of the college of Augurs; be-
came intendant of Spain; and was employed in several important
affairs by Vespasian and 'i'itus, who honoured him with their

esteem. The eruption of Mount Vesuvius, whicli happened in

the year 79, proved fatal to him. His nephew, Pliny theyounger,
relates the circumstances of that dreadful eruption, and the deatlj

of his uncle, m a letter to Tacitus. Pliny the elder wrote a Na-
tural History in 37 book^;, which is still extant, and has had many
editions; the most esteemed of which is that of Father Hardouin,
printed at Paris in 1T23, in two volumes folio. He also wrote 160
volumes of observations on various authors ; for which Lartius Lu-
finius offered him an enormous sum, equal to 3242/. sterling, but
was refused.

Pliny, the Younger, C^tciLius Plinius Secundos, was
the ncphfw of tlie |;receding, who adopted him for his son and
hi-ir. He had (^uiiitilian for his master, and made so great a pro-

gress, that at the age of nineteen he ])leaded in the forum, with an
eloquence equal to that of the greatest orators of his time. When
Trajan was elevated to the throne he conferred the consular dig-

nity on Pliny, who, at the desire of the senate, pronounced that

fine oration which is extant, intituled, the Panegyric on Trajan,
He wa4 some time after appointed governor of Poiilus and Bithy-
nia, where he abolished the arbitrary impositions, and stopped the

persecution of the Christians, of whom he gave a liberal account
to the emperor. After his return to Rome he went and settled at

Com^, his native place, « here he established an acadcmv and
library for young men who had not the means of education. Pliny

was the liberal patron of men of virtue and learning. For Quin-
tilian he always retained the greatest regard, and gave his daughter
a handsome dowry on her marriage. Pliny died A. D. 113. OS
the writings of this excellent writer, only his Epistles, and Pane-
gyric on Trajan, remain. He wrote the History of his Own
1 imes, of which 1 acitus speaks in high terms. The best editions

of Pliny are, that of Gessner, Leipsic, 1770 ; that of Paris by Bar-
bou ; the Variorum, 1669, 8vo. ; the Elzevirs, 1640, 12mo. Tbk
last is rare.

PLOCAMA, in botany, a genus of die monogynia order, and
pentandria class of plants. Calyx quinquedentate ; fruit a berry,

trilocular; seeds solitary. There is only one species; viz. P.
pendula, a native of the Canary Islands.

PLOCE, a figure in rhetoric, whereby a word is repealed hjr

way of emphasis, so as not only to express the subject, but the
quality thereof; e, gr. Hiswife is a wife indeed I See Oratory.
PLOEN, a town of Germanv, in Lower Saxonv, and capital of

Holstein, 12 miles N. W. of Lubeck, and 10 S. E' of Keill.

PLOERMEL, a town of France, in tlie department of the
Morbihan, and late province of Bretague ; 12 miles S. E. of
Orient.

PLOT, Robert, LL.D. a learned antiquarian and philosopher,
born at Sutton-barn, in tlie parish of Borden in Kent, in )G4l. He
studied in Magdaleii-hall, afterwards in University-college, Ox-
ford. In 1682 he was elected secretary of the Ro\al Society, and
published the Philosophical Transactions, from No. 143 to No.
106 inclusive. The next year Elias Ashmole, Esq. appointed
him first keeper of his museum, and about the same time the vice-

chancellor nominated him first professor of chemistry in the uni-
versity of Oxford. In 1687 he was made secretary to the Earl
Marshal, and in 1688, Historiographer to KingJame:* H. In 169(1

he resigned his professorship of chemistry, and also- his place of
keeper of the museum, to which he presented a very large collec-

tion of natural curiosities; which were those he had described
in his histories of Oxfordshire and StalTordshire: the former pub-
lished at Oxford in 1677, folio; reprinted with additions and cor-

rections, in 1705 ; the latter in the same size m 16S6. In January
1694-5, Henry Howard, Earl Marshal, nominated him Mowbray-
herald extraoidinary ; two days after which he was constituted

registet
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ri^gister of the court of lioiioLir ; and, on the 30tli of April IbUlj, he
tiled of the stone id liis hoiis;.- in Berden. Amongst sevi-r.il MSS.
whicli lie lufl \Mrix- large materials for the "Natural History of
Kent, Midelesex, and London." He also published De Origiue
Fontium; TenUnuen Philosophicum, 8vo. ; and nine papers in

the l'liiln.,ophif al Trausattions.

FLO r, in surveying, the plan or draught of any field, furni, or
manor, surveyed with an instrument, and laid down in the proper
lij^re aiKl dimensions. v

Plot, in dramatic poetry., is sometimes used for the fable of a

traoiedy or comedy ; hut more properly for the knot or intrigue,
which makes the emljarrass of any piece. See Poetry.
PLO i' I'ING i<C.'\LK, a mathematical instrument used in sur-

veying, for measuring the sides and angles of the plot or draught
ofafiehi.

PLOTLJS, or DARTER, in ornithologv, a genus of birds of
the order Anseres. Bill straight, pointed, "toothe<l ; nostrils, a slit

near the base; face and dun witiiout feathers; legs shorl ; toes
t<.ur, and all webbed. '1 here are three species; v\z. P. Anhinga,
V. Ciyennensis, anil P. Surinensis, all natives of America.

Pi-OUF.li, a town ol France, in the departilient of the North
Coasts; U miles N. N. E. of Dinan, and 21 E. S. E. of Lam-
balle.

PLOVER. SeeCHAUADRIVS.
PLOUGH, Iplog, bjxon

;
/j/ofg/i, Dulrli,] in agriculture, a

machine for breaking or turning up the soil, by the draught of

cattle ; and which-, in general, consists of a train or carriage, fur-

nished with two large irons (the one being pointed, while the otlier

has a sharp ed;;e), that serve both to cut or open, and also to diaw
furrows in the land.

" Ye generous I5ritons venerate the plough,
And .j'er your hills, and long withdrawing vales,

Let autuuHi spread her treasures to thi^ sun."
Thomson'.

No implement has more es?enlially con'.ribufeil to the comforts
of mankind than the plough; for, without this contrivance, nuuh
time, labour, and c.xpence, would be wasted, in digging the

ground, and preparing it for the reception of seed. Hence, iiigc-

rious men liave invented a variety of ploughs, many of which are

at nrese;>t emrloyed by British farmers. See Husba.sdry.
PLOUGH-GANG, or PLOUGH-GATE,a term used in Scot-

land, lor as much ground, as a ploughman will usually labour in a

day.

PLOUGHING, in agriculture, the turning up the earth with a

plough. See Hl'sba.n-drv.

PLOUGONVERT, a town of France, in the department of

tlie North Coasts, 15 miles W'.S.W. of Guingamj).
PLOUHA, a town of France, in tlie department of the North

C:M-:ts, 9 miles E.S.E. of Pontrien, and II S. E. of Lesneveii.

PLOUNEVEZ, a town of Fiance, in the de|)artment of Fi-

nisterre, 6 luiles N.E. of Lesneven, and 10 \V. H.W of Pol de
Leon.
I'LUCHE, Antony, an elegant wxiler, born at Rheims In

lCb8, who merited, by his engaging manners and prottciency in

the belles-lettres, the appointment of humanist in the university of

that city. Two years after, he obtained the professor of rhetoric's

cliair, and was admitted into lioly orders. Clermont, bishop of

Laon, informed of his talents, gave him the direction of ihe col-

lege of his episcopal city. By his industry and superior know-
ledge, ;. proper order and subordination soon took place in it ; but

some particular opinions respecling public affaii-s, obliged him to

resign his ofrtce. The intendant of Rouen, al the request of the

celebrated Rollin, entrusted him with the education of his son.

Abbe Pluche having filled that place with success and honour, left

Kouen and went to Paris, where, by the patronage of some lite-

rary friends, and his own excellent writings, he acquired great re-

putation. He published, l.-Le Spectacle de la Nature (Nature

Displayed), in 9 vols. 12mo. a work equally instructive and enter-

taining. 2. Hisloire du Ciel, or History of the Heavens, in 2

vols. 12mo. 3. De Linguarum Artificio ; a work which he trans-

lated with this title. La Mecanique des Langues, in lOmo. 4.

Harmony of the Psalms and the Gospels, or a Translation of Ihe

Psalms and Hymns of the Church, with Notes relative to the Vul-

gate, the Septuagint, and Hebrew Text; Paris, 1764, 12mo. In

1749, Abb6 Pluche retired to Varenne St. Maure, where he gave
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himself up entirely to devotion and study; aud where
an apople.xy on the 20th of November, I76l, aged 73.

he died of
... , . --, -„-.. ... He pos-

sessed those qualities which form tlie scholar, and j)ractised the
morals of an lione»t man and a Clirislian. Some Deists having
been surprised that, in matters ol faith, he should think and spe.ik
like the vulgar, his answer was, " 1 glory in doing so: it is inli-
nitely more rational to behc-ve the word of God, than to follow
the glimmering hghts of a reason which is limited and subject to-
error."

PLUDENTZ, a county of Germany, in the Tyrolese, pur-
chased, with its capital, in 1376, by Leopold, duke of Austria.
Pludentz, the capital, of the above county, 05 miles W. of

Inn-pruck, and 85 N. N. W. of Trent. Lon. 12. 10. E. Lat.
47. 10. N.
PLUDESCH, a town of Tyrol, in the county of Pludenlz, 6

miles N. of Piudenlz.
PLUE, a lake of North America. Lon. 93. 40. W. Lon. 48w.

50. N.
PLUGS, in naval affairs, pieces of timber, formed like the

frustrum of a cone, and used to stop the hause-holes and the
breaches made in the bo-Jy of a ship by cannon-balls ; the former
are called hause-))liigs, the latter shot-plugs, and are formed of va-
rious sizes, in proportion to the holes made by the different sizes
ol shot, which may penetrate the ship's sides or bottom in battle.
They are always ready for this purpose. »

PLUKENETIA, in botany, a genus-of the monadelphia order,
and mona-cia clas* of plants'; natural order Tricocce. Calyx
none

;
petals four : male, stamens eight ; nectaries four, bearded :

female, st)le very long, with a peltate, four-Jobed stigma; capsule
four-graintd. 'J here is but one species, viz. P, volubilis, a native
of both Indies.

PLUM-TR EE, in botany. See Prunvs.
J'LUMAGE, the covering of birds. See Ornithology.
PLUMB ISLAND, an island near the coast of MassafchiiscttSv

abounding with beacli-pluin-lrees, about nine miles long, and half

a mile bro.id. Lon. 70. 47. W. Lat. 42. 25. to 43. 4. N.
Plumb Island, an island of New York, on the N.E. coast of

Long island, about a mile from South-hold, containing eight huu-
dretl acres.

Plumb-Line, among artificers, denotes a perpendicular to the
horizon; so called, as being commonly erected by means of a
plummet. See Plv'M.met.

PLUMBAGO, Lead-wort; in botany, a genus of the mono-
gynia order, and pentandria class of plants. Corolla funnel-lorm

;

stamens inserted into scales inclosing the l)ase of the corolla; stig-

ma live-cleft ; seed one, oblong, tunicated. There are seven

species.

Plumbago, Black-Lead, or Carburet of Iron, as it is now
called by chemists. See Ikon.
PLUMBERY, is the art of casting and working le.id, and using

it in building. As this metal melts soon and with little heat, it is

easy to cast it into figures of any kind by running it into moulds

of brass, clay, plaster, &c. But the chief articles in plumbery arc

sheets and pipes of lead ; which make the basis of the plumbers'

work.
PLUME, or PLUMAGE, denotes the feathers of birds, which

are frequently worn by military men, and females, as ornaments

to the head-dress; a custom originally derived from barbarous na>

tions. It is also used for an ornameni at funerals.

PLUMER I A, Red Jas.mine ; in botany, a genus of the mono-

gvnia order, and pentandria class of plants; natural order Con-

torts. Contorted; follicles two, reflex; seeds inserted into theit

proper membrane. There are four species.

PLUMMET, PLUMB-RULE, or PLJLJMB-LINE, an in

stniment used by carpenters, masons, kc. in order to judge whe-

ther walls, &;c. be upright planes, horizontal, or the like. It is

thus called from a piece of lead, fastened to th.e end of a cord,,

which usually constitutes this instrument. Sometimes the string

descends along a wooden ruler, kc. raised perpendicularly on an-

other ; in which case it becomes a level.

PLUMMING, among miners, is the method of using a mine-

dial, in order to shew the exact place of the work where to sink

down an air-shaft, or to bring an adit to the work, or to know

which way the load inclines when any flexure happens in it. It is

thus perforrocd ; A skilful person with an assistant, and with pen,

4 R ink,
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nik, niK-l paper, riinl a loii:^ liiu-, and asmi-cHal, after liis euess of the

place above f;i<,viiicl, ileseeiids iiilo the adit or vv(;rl:, and there

.lastensone end ol'llieline to some fixed thinrj in it; then the in-

belted needle is lot to re.-l, and the exact point where it rests is

marked witli a pen : he then goes on farther in the line still tast-

ened, and at tlie next llexure of the adit he makes a mark on the

line b\ a knot or otherHisc : and then letting down the dial again,

lie the're likewise notes down that point at which the iiced:e stands

in this second posit-on. In this manner he proceeds, frcni turning

to turning, hiarking down the jioints, and marking the hue, till lie

cogies to the intended place: tliis done, he ascends and begins to

work on the surface of the caith what he tlid in the adit, bringing

the first knot in the line to such a place where the mark of the

place of the needle will again answer its [lointing, and continue

this till he come to the desired place above ground, which is cer-

tain to be perpendicularly over that part of tlie mine into which the

air-shaft is to be sunk.

PLUMOSE, formed in the manner' of a feather, with a stem

and libres issuing trom it on each side ; such are the aiilcnn* of

certain moths, bulterllies, &c.
*- PLUMULE, in botany, the diminutive of plume; the small

bii'd, germ, or embryo, in grain, from which vegetation com-
mences ; called acrospire by mahsters. See AcROSPmt.
PLUNGER, in mechanics, the same with the forcer of a pump.

See the article I'oucER.

PLUHAL, [pluralis, l/Al.'\ in grammar, an epitliet applied to

that number of nouns and verbs which is used when we speak of

more than one thing ; or that which expresses a plurality or num-
ber of thinffs. See Grammar.
PLU1L\LITY, \^plnr(ilitas, Lat.] a discrete quantity, consist-

ing of two or a greater number of the same kind ; thus we say a

plurality of gods. Sec.

Plvrality of Benefices, or Livings, is where the samt;

clerk is possesi^ed of two or more spiritual preferments, with cure

of souls. See Be.s'efice.

Plvri-lity of A^oblds. See Astrokomy.
PLURIES, in law, the name of a writvhich issues after two

former writs have gone out without any elfecl; for first, an original

writ^ called a capias, goes out, which not being obeyed, there

goes out an alias, which likewise failing, ihepluries issnc':.

PLUS, [Lat. mnrc,'] in algebra, a character marked thus -(-,

used t'lr the sign of addition. See Algebka.
PLUSH, in commerce, &c. a kind of stulf having a sort of vcl-

vet-knap, or shag, on one side, composed regularly of a woof of a

single woollen thread and a double warp, the one wool, of two
threads twisted, the other goal's or camel's hair ; though there are

some plushes entirily of worsted, and others composed wholly of

hair. Plush is manufactured, like velvet, on a loom with three

treadles ; two of these separate and depress the woollen warp, and
the third raises the hair-warp, upon which the workman throwing
the shuttle, passes the woof between the woollen and hair warp ;

and afterwards laying a brass-broach, or needle, under that of the

hair, he cuts it tl-.ereon with a knife destined for that use; conduct-
ing the knife on the broach, which is made a little hollow all its

length, and this gives the surface of the plush an appearance of

velvet.

PLUTARCH, a gre.nt philosopher and historian of antiquity,

wholived from the reign of Claudius to that of Adrian, was born
at Cha-ronea, a small city of Eocotia in Greece. Plutarch was
initiated early in 'tudy, and was placed under the care of Ammo-
nius, an Egyjitian. 1 hough he is supposed tc. have resided in

Kome near 40 ^eais, at different times, yet he never seems to have
acquired a comj^elent skill in the L.tin language ; nor did he even
cultivate his m< iher-tonpue the Greek with accuracy, and hence
that harshness, ireqiia!i!y, and obscurity, in his style, which is so
justly couiplained of. L'e could not bear tie paradoxes of the
Stoics, but was still more avere from the impiety of the Epicu-
reans; in many thinj-.s he lollowed Aristoile ; but his favourites

wore Socrates and Phito, wiiose memory he revered so highly,
that he annually celebrated their birth<lav' w ;th much solemnity.
Few circumstances ol Plutarch's life are kn^iwn. According lo the
Icarne.i Kabricius, he wai born under Claudius, 50 years alter the
Chri. lian era. In his old age the desire of visiting his native
<:ouiitry prevailed with him to leave Italy; and at his return he
wa« unanimously choieii archon of Cha;ronca, and soon after ad-

mitted into the number of the Delp-hic Apollo's pricstp. Fabricius

says he died in the fifth year of Adrian, aged 70. His works have

been divided into Lives and Morals. He has been justly esteemed

for his fine sense and learning, for his integrity, and for a certain air

of goodness which appears in all his works. The best editions of

his works are, that ot Henry Stephens, Grei k and Latin, Ll'^,

quarto ; that of Maussac, 1G24, 3 vols, folio ; and that of London,
1729, 5 vols. 4to. His Lives have been translated into English

by Diydcn, and by Langhorne. His Morals have also been
translated into English.

PLU'I'O, in Pagan wor>liip, the king of the infernal regions,

was the son of Saturn and dps, and the brother of Jupiter and
Neptune. This deilv finding himself childless and uimia'Tied,

mounted his chariot to visit the world ; ind arriving in Sicily, fell

in love with Proserpine, whom he saw gaihering llowers with her
companions in the valley of Enna, near mount iElna ; when, forc-

ing her into his chariot, he drove her to the river Chemarus,
through which l.e opened himself a jiassage back to the realms of
night. See Ceres, and Proserpine.
PLUTUS, in Paean worshi|), the god of riches. He was re-

presenled as appearing lame when he approached, and with \Vings

at his departure ; to shew the dillicully of amassiiii; wealth, and
the uncertainty of its enjoyment.
PLUVIAL, [/)/((?;«/;.!, Lat.l anciently signified a hood, or

cloak, which ectletiasrcs, chiefly religious, wore in the coiiniry

to shelter tliemselves from the rain. The word is now used, in the
Latin church, for a large hood worn by the chaiilor and sub-
deacon at mass and vespers, &c. It covers the whole man, and is

fixed before witli two clasps.

PLUVIA.M ETER, a machine for measuring the quantity of
rain that falls. Fig. 17, Plate CXXXIV. shews the section of a
very good pluviameter. It consists of a hollow cylinder, having
within it a cork-ball attached to a wooden stem, whicii p.ijse^

through a small opening at top, on which is placed a large funnel,
\\ hen this instrument is placed in the open air in a fi-ee place, the
rain that falls within the circumference of the funnel will run down
into the tube, and cause the cork to float, and the quantity of
water in the tube may be seen by the height to which the stem of
the float is raised. The stem of the boat is so graduated, as to
shew by ils divisions the number of perpendicular inches of water
which iell on the surface of the earth since the la^t ub^erwition.
PLUVIEKS, a town of Fiance, in the department of Eurc and

Loire, and late province of Heauce, 20 miles N. of Orleans.
PLUVIOSE, [Fr. ;'. e. rainy,] the fifth month of the year, ami

the second month of winter, in the new French calendar ; com-
mencinn Jan. 20, and ending Feb. IS. See Calendar.
PLUVlUS, a surname oT Jupiter, which was given him by the

Romans, w hen they entreated him lo send down rain upon the earth.
PLYEUS, in fortification, a kind of bahmce usi'd in raisin;' or

letting down a draw-bridge. They consist of two timber-levers
twice as long as the bridge they lift, joined together by other tim-
bers formed together in the form of a St. Andrew's cross to coun-
terpoise them. They are supported by two upright jambs, on
whicli they swing ; and the bridge is raised or let down by means
of chains joining the ends of the plyers and bridge.

PLYING, ill the sea-language, the act of making, or endea-
vouring to make, a progress against the direction of the wind.
Hence a ship that advances well in her course in this mnnner of
sailing, is said to be a good plyer. See Beating, Pitching,
and Tacking.
PLYM, a river of England, which rises in Devonshire, and

falls into Plymouth Sound, a little below Plymouth.
PLYMOUTH, a town of Devonshire," one of the largest in

the county ; and is one of the chief magazines in the king-
dom, on account of its port, which is one of the safest m
England, and which is so large as lo be able to contain 1000 sail.
It is defended by several tlifferent forts, mounting nearly 300
guns ; of which the chief is the Royal Citadel, e'rected in the
feign of Charles II. opposite to St. Nicholas Island, which is
wilhii) the circuit of its walls, and contains a large store-house and
live regular bastions. Lon. 4. 15. W. Lat. 50. 2t3. N.
Plymouth, a maritime county of Massachusetts, bounded on

the N. by Norfolk, E. by Cape Cod bay, S. E. by Barnstable
county, S. by Buzzard's Bay, and S. W. and W. by Bristol. It
is 37 miles long, and 21 broad.

Plymouth,
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Plymouth, a •^ea-port-lown, and c.ipital of Ihc above couiih.

Loii. 70. 10. \V. Lat. 41. 38. N.
Plymouth, a town of New Ilanipsliire, in Grafton coiiulr, 71

miles N. W. o; Portsmoutli, and 463 of Pliila<lrlpliia.

Ply.mocth Souve, a sound on the coast of Devonsliire, below
Plymouth.

.5J0 V L
PL'^'NTEIUA, a Grecian festival in bononr of Aglauros, o""

rather of Minerva, who icteived from the daughter of Cecrop$
thenanie of AgUiiiros. Tlie word is derived from 3rXw<:y, larare,

because dnring the solemnity tliey undrcsjed the statue of tlie g.O(l-

dess, and waaliej it.

PNEUMxVnCS.
PNKl'MA'l'ICS, [xvEu;xc„ spirit or sir.] among schoolmen, the

doctrine and contemplation of spirits ai.d spiritual subslances, as

God, angels, and tlie human soul, in which sense pneumatics are
the same with what we otherwise call aietaphysics. See Meta-
physics. This is otherwise termed Pnelmatology. The word
Pneumatics, in its original meaning, expresses a quality of air, or
more properly of brcalli ; but is usually extende<l to the study of

the meclianical properties of all elastic or sensibly coni|ire^'sible

fluids ; as the term hydrostatics is applied to tlie sliiilv of the me-
chanical properties of such bodies as interest us by their fluidity or
liquidity only. 'I'lie invesiig;i(ion of the nature, jirinciples.'and

properties, oi air, is therefore the clii(?f object of this science; and
the practical application of these to the invention and improvement
of various engines for philosophical e.\periments, it-; principal

use.

Of thb Properties of Air.

The properties of air, that immense fluid, upon which not only
all animal and vegetable life, but the principui phenomena of na-

ture depend, have of late very much occupied the attention of

phdosophers. And their success has been proportionate to their

industry and exertions. Numberles properties and pha'nomena
have been discovered in this (luid, of the existence of which the

ancients had not the inObt distant conception. These properties

ii;ay in general be divided into two great cla^ses, chemical and
mechanical. Of these the former arc treated of luulcr the articles

Aerology, Chemistry, Mijteorologv, Air, ATMOsriiERE,
KvAroKATioN, I'^LuiDiTY, Gas. Wind, &c. Sec. The me-
chanical properties of air, belong properly, though not exclusively,

to the science of Pneumatics. By mechanical properties, we
mean such as produce, or are connected with, sensible changes of

motion, and which indicate the presence and agency of moving
or mechanical jiowers. They are therefore the subject of mathe-
matical discussion; admitting of measure, number, and direction,

notions purely mathematical. People are apt to think, that we
move about without any obstruction ; but if we eiideavoiu' to

move a large fan with rapidity, a very sensible hindrance is per-

ceived, and that a very sensible force must be exerted ; and a sen-

sible wind is produced, which will agitate the neighbouring bodies.

Ft is therefore justly concluded that the motion is possible only in

consequence of having driven this obstructing substance out of the

way ; and that this impenetrable, resisting, moveable, impelliffg

substance, is matter. We perceive the perseverance of this mat'ei

in its state of rest when we wave a fan, in the same manner that we
perceive the inertia of water when we niove a paddle through it.

The effects of wind in impelling our ships and mills, in tearing up
trees, and overturning buildings, are equal indications of its per-

severance in a state of motion. This matter, when at rest, we call

air; and wlien in motion. Wind. Air, therefore, is a material

lluid
;
possessing all the general properties of other matter and ol

other fluids; but besides the properties of other fluids, it has the

following, which serve for its peculiar characteristics : 1. It can

be compressed into a much less space than it naturallypossesses;2.

It cannot be congealed or (ixed as other fluids may ; 3. It is of a

different density in every part upward from tjie earth's surface ;

decreasing in its weight, bulk for bulk, the higher it rises ; 4. It

is of Ml elastic or springy nature, and the force of its spring is equal

to its weight.

Of the Gravity, or WticuT of the Air.

The most direct proof of the weight of the air is had by weigh-

ing a vessel empty of air, and then weighing it again when the air

has been admitted ; and this, as it is the most obvious coiiscquenrc
of its vvright, has been asserted as long ago as the days of Aristotle.

(See his wark Tts^i !,-j-rim,, iv. 4.) As a [ r jof, take a hollow copper •

ball, or other vessel, which holds a wine-ciuart, having a neck to

screw on the plate of the air-pump ; and after weighing it wheu
full of a:r, exhaust it, and weigh it when empty ; it will be' found
to have lost about seventeen grains, which shews that this is the

weight of a quart of air. But a quart of w ater weighs 14C2 1 grains

:

this divided by i 7 quotes 860 ; so that water is 860 times as heavy
as air near the surface of the earth. This supposes air at a me-
dium temperature and density ; for these, as will be seen after-

wards, are variable. Such is the result of the experiment sug-

gested by Aristotle, evidently proving tiie weight of the air ; aud
yet the Peripatetics, who professed to follow his dictates, uni-

formly refused it tliis property. It was a matter long debated
among the philosopliers of the 17th century. 'I'iie reason was,

that Aristotle, with that indistinctness and inconsistency percep-
tible in all his writings which relate to matters of fact and expe-
rience, assigns a dilferent cause to many pha;nomena which any
man would ascribe to the weight of the air. Of this kind is llic

rise of water in pumps and syphons, which all the Peripatetics had
for ages ascribed to something which they called nature's abhor-

rence ofa void. Aristotle had asserted, that all nature was full of being,

and that nature abhorred a void. He adduces facts, which appear,

that if not impossible, it is very diiilicult, and requires great lorce,

to produce a space void of matter. Galileo was the lirst who esta-

blished the doctrine of the gravity and pressure of the air which he

did by the most unexceptionable evidence, so that wc are entitled

to assume it as a statical principle, and ta affirm a priori all its

legitimate coiise<)uences. Hence we infer that the weight of a

column of air in the atmosphere, is precisely equal to the weight

of the column of mercury, of water, oil, &c. which it can support

;

aii<l the Torricellian tube, or others filled up upon the same prin-

ciple, are justly termed Iwroscopes and baiometerswith respect to

the air. IS'ow water is supportcci at the height of 33 feet nearly :

the weight of the column is exactly 20001b. avoirdupois on every

square foot of base, or 13 and nine-tenths on every square inch.

The same conclusion very nearly may be drawn from tlie columns

of mercury, which is nearly 294- inches iiigh when in equilibrium

willi die prcsaireof the air. 1 he measure taken from the height

of a column of water, wine, spirits, and the other fluids of consi-

derable volatility, is not so exact as that taken from mercury, oil,

and the like. For the volatile fluids are converted by the ordinary

heat of our climates into vapour when the conhning pressure ot the

air is removed ; and this vapour, by its elastichy, exerts a small

pressure on the surface of the water, &c. in the pipe, and thus

counteracts a small part of the external pressure ; and therefore

the column supported by the remaining pressure must be lighter,

that is, shorter. Tlius it is found, that rectified spirits will not

stand much higher than is competent to a weight of 131b. on an

inch, llie elasticity of its vapour balancing about j'^ of the pressure

of theair.Tlie medium height of the mercury in the barometer being

29i inches, we see that the whole globe sustains a presure equal

to the whole weight of a body of mercury of this height ; and

that all bodies on its surface sustain a part of this in proportion to

their surfaces. An ordinary sized man sustains a pressure of se-

veral thousand pounds. How comes it (hen that we are not

sensible of a pressure which one should think enough to crush

us together ? ''J'his has been considered as a strong objec-

tion to the pressure of the air ; for when a man is plunged a few

feet under water, he is ver^ sensible of the pressure. The answer

is by no means easy. We feel very distinctly the effects of re-

moving
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cioving this pressure from any part of the body. If any one will

apply the open end of a syringe to his hiuul, and tlien (haw np the

piston, he will find his hand sucked into tlie syringe with groat

force, an<l it will give pain ; and the soft part of the hand will

swell into it, being i)rc-ssed in by the neighbouring parts, which

are subject to tl-.e action of the eNtcrnal air. If one lays his hand

on the to;> of a long perpendicular pipe, snch as a pump tilled to

the brim with water, which is at tirst prevented from running out

by the vaUc below ; and if liie valve he then opened, so that the

water descends, he will then find his hand so hard pressed to the

top of the pipe that he cannot draw it away. But why do we
only feel the inequalily of pressure? There is a similar instance

wherein we do not feel' it, although we cannot doubt of its exist-

ence. When a man goes slowly to a great depth under water in a

diving-bell, we know unquestionably that he is exposed to a new
and very great pressure, yet he does not feel it. Rut those facts

are not sufJiciently familiar for general argument. The human
body is a Inindle of solids, hard or soft, hllcd or mixed with

fluids and there are few or no [rarls of it which ar-; empty. All

communicate either by vessels or pores ; and the whole surface is

a sieve through which the inscnsil)le perspiration is performed.

TUe whole extended surface of the lungs is open to the pressure of

the atmosphere; every thing is therefore in cijuilibrio ; and if free

or speedy access he given to every jjarl, the body will not be
damaged by the pressure, however great, any more tl'an a wet

sponge would be dirauaed by plunging it any depth in water.

'I'he pressure is instantaneously diffused by means of the incompres-

sible fluids with which the paits are lillod ; and if any parts are

Idled with air or other compressible fluiils, these are compressed
till their elasticity again balances the pressure. Besides, all our
fluids are acquired slowly and gradually mixed with that propor-

tion of air which they can dissolve or contain. The whole animal

has grown up in this manner from thr first vital atom of the em-
bryo. For such reasons the pressure can occasion no change of

shape by squeezing together the flexible parts ; nor any obstruc-

tion by compressing the vessels or pores. We cannot say what
would he felt by a m.an, were it possible that he could ha\e been
produced ijud grown up in vacuo, and tlien subjected to the com-
]>ression. \Ve even know that any sudden and considerable change
of general pressure is very severely felt. Persons in a diving-bell

liave been almost killed by letting them down or drawing them up
too suddenly. In drawing up, the elastic matters within have sud-

tlenlj- swelled, and not finding an immediate escape have burst the

\essels. Dr. Halley experienced this, the blood gushing out from
his ears by the expansion of air contained in the internal cavities

of this organ, from which there are but very slender jiassages.

Here a very important observation recurs : the pressure of the at-

mosphere is variable. This was observed almost as soon as philo-

sophers began to attend to the barometer. Hence the barometer
came to be considered as an index not only of the state of the air's

weight, but also as indicating by its variations changes of weather.

It became a weather-gtass, and continued to he anxiously observed
with this view. Hence from the barometer, is derived a method
of measuring the heights of mountains. .See Barometer, and
MouxTAi.s', These observations give us the most accurate mea-
sure of the density of the air, arid itsspecitic gravity. This is hut

vaguely, though directly, measured by weighing air in a bladder
or vessel. The weight of a manageable quantity is so small, that

a balance suflicirntly accurate to indicate even very sensible frac-

tions of it is overloa<led by the weight oftTie vessel which contains
it, and ceases to be e.xacl : and when we take Bernoulli's ingenious
method of suspending it in water, we expose ourselves to great
risk of error by the variation of the water's density. It is ex-
tremely dfScult to observe the height of the mercury in the baro-
meter nearer than one-'iOOth of an inch : and this will produce a
difi'erence of even five feet, orone-2i3th of the whole. Perhaps
this is a greater proportion than the error in weighing. However
the medium ot many accurate experiments made by Deluc, La-
voisier, Cavendish, Mr. Hauksbce, Dr. Halley, Mr. Coles, and
other philosophers equally zealous in the improvements of na-
tural science, is about S32 to 1, when the barometer is 3j°, jnd
tije thermometer 55": this ratio must vary in proportion to the
tnangcs in the height of the barometer, and it varies also J-th
part for every degree of the thermometer above or below tcm-
»;raturc: hence a cubic foot of air is 1} ounce avoirdupoise.

and it is known a fool of water weijihs I'JOO, and mercury 13600
ounces.

Compressibility and Elasticity of the Aik.

All fluids are elastic and compressible as well as air ; in liquids

the comprissibilily makes no ligurc, or does not interest us whiie

we are considering their pressures, motions, and imjniKions. But
in the air the compressibility and e.xi)ansiou draw our chief attcii-

lion, and make it a proper representative of this class of fluids.

Nothing is more familiar than the compressibility of air. It ij

seen in a bladder filled with it, which we can forcibly squeeze into

less room ; it is seen in a syringe, of w Inch we can push the plug

lailher and farther as we increase the pressure. But tliesc appear-

ances bring into view anotlier, and the iiio-t interesting, |)rope)ty

of air, viz. its ehialicity. When we have stpuczed the air in the

bladder or syringe into less room, we liudlhal the force with whii h

we compressed it is necessary to keep it in lliis bulk ; and Ihat if

we cease to press it together, it will swell out and regain its na-

tural dimensions. This distinguishes it essentially bom such a

bodv as a mass of flour, salt, or such like, which, remain in the

com'press<?d stale to which we reduce them. It nee<ls lillle con-

sideration to convince us that air is a tluid. The ease with whu h it

is penetrated, and driven about in every direction, and the mo-
tion of it in pipes and channels, however crooked and iiilricate,

entitle it In this character. But before we can proceed to deduce
consiHjuences from its fluidity, and to ofl'er them as a true accoi;nt

of what will happen in these circumstances, it is necessary to ex-

hibit some distinct and simiile case, in which the cliaracteristic mc-
clianical properly of a fluid is clearly and unequivocally observed

in it. Tlial property of fluids from wliich all the laws of hydro-

statics and hydraulics are derived wilh the strictest evidence is,

tliat any pressure ajjplied to any part of them is propagated

through the whole mass in every (iirection ; and that in conse-

quence of tliis dillusion of pressure, any two external lorces can be
put in equilibrio by the interposition of a fluid, in the same way as

they can he put in equilibrio ijy the intervention of any mechanical
engine. Let a close vessel ABC, Plate CXLIII, lig. 1, ofany
form, have two upright pipes KDC, GFB, inserted into any parts

of its top, sides, or bottom, and let water be poured into them, so

as to stand in e(|uili'brio with the horizontal surfaces at E, D, G,
F, and let D d, !•'/, be horizontal lines; it will be lound that the

heiglit of the column K d is -sensibly ei|ual to that of the column
Gf. This is a fact universally observed in whatever way the pipes

are inserted. Now the surface of l!ie water at D is undoubtedly
pressed upwards wilh a force cipial to a column of water, having
its surface for its base, and E fi for its heigl.t ; it is therefore pre-

vented from rising by some opposite force. This can be "nothing

but the elasticity of the confined air pressing it down. The verv
same thing must be said of the surface at F: and thus there aie

two external pressures at D and F set in equilibrio by the inlei-

position of air. The force exerted on the surface D, by the pres-

sure of the column E (/, is therefore propagated lo the surface at

F ; and thus air has this characteristic mark of fluidity- In this

experiment the weight of the air is insensible when ihe \e*sel is oi

small sizcf, and has no sensible share in the f>res?ure reaching at D
and F. But if the elevation of the point F above D is vtry great,

the column E(/ will be observed sensibly to exceed the Column
Cf. Thu« if F be 70 feet higher than D, Ed will bean inch
longer tliafi the column Gf: for in this case there is reacting at I),

not only the pressure propagated from F, but also the weight of a

column of air, having the surface at D for its base, and 70 feet

high. This is ecpial to the weight of a column of water one inch
high. To compress a quantity of air to any degree, lake a cy-
linder or prismatic tube AB, fig. '2, shut at one end, and fit it with
a |)iston or plug /i, so nicely that no air can pass by its sides.

This will behest done in a cylindric tube by a turned stopper,

covered with oiled leather, and fitted with a long handle /iD>

When this is thrust down, the air which formerly occupied tiie

whole capacity of the tube is condensed into less room. The force

necessary to produce any degree of compression may be con-
cluded from Ihe weight necessary for pushing down the plug to

any dc|)th. But tliis instrument leaves us little opportunity of
making interesting experiments on or in this condensed air; and
the force recpiired to make any degree of compression cannot be
measured with much accuracy ; because the piston must be very

"
close.
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dose, aiul have great fiiclion, in order to be suflkientl) tiglit :

and as the conipressioo is increased, the leather is more squeezed
to llie side of the tube ; and the proportion of the external force,

which is employed merely to overcome this variable and uncer-
tain friction, cannot be ascertained with any tolerable precision.

To get rid of these imperfections, the follow ingadtlition iiiav be
made to Uie instrument, uli^rh then becomes what is called' the
coiidensing syringe. The end of the syrinse is perforatetl with a

small hole ef; and being cNternally turned to a small cvhnder, a

narrow slip of bladder, or of thin leather, soaked in a mixture of

oil and tallow, must be tied ovit tlie hole. Suppose the piston

pushed down to the bottom of the b.irrel to which it applies close ;

when it is draw4i up to the top, it leaves a void behind, and the

weight of the external air presies on the slip of bladder, which
therefore claps close tti the brass, and thus performs the part of n

valve, and keeps it close so that no air can enter. But the piston

having reached the top of the barrel, a hole 1'' in the side of it is

just below the piston, and the air rushes through this hole and
tills the barrel. Push ihe piston down again, it iiiimediatelv passes

the hole F, and no hair cscapys througli it ; it llierefore forcei

0|)en thti valve at/) and escape? while the pi-ton moves to the

bottom. Let l'< be any vessel, siich :is a glass-bottle, having its

moulli furiiislied with a brass-cap mnilv cemented to it, haviiig a

hollow screw which fits a solid screw |)"(7, turned on the cylindric

nozzle of ihe syringe. Screw the syringe into this tap, and it is

evident that the air forced out of the syriiige will be accumidated
in this vessel ; for upon drawing up the piMon the valve f always
shuts by tlie elasticity or expanding force of the air in E ; and on
pusliing down again, the valve will open as soon as the piston has

got so far down that the air in the lower p^rt of the barrel is more
powerful than llie air already in the vessel. Thus at every stroke

an a<lditional barrel full of air will lie forced into the vessel

1",; audit will be found, that after every stroke the piston must
be I'aitlior puslieil down before the valve will open. It cannot

opi'u till the piessure arising from the elasticity of the air con-

<lensed in the barrel is superior to the elasticity of (he air con-

densed in the vessel ; that is, till the condensation of the first, or its

density, is somewhat greater than that of the last, in order to over-

come tlie straining of the valve on the hole, and the stick'mg occa-

sioned by the clammy matter employed to make it air-light.

Sometimes the syringe is constructed with a valve in the piston.

This piston, instead of being of one piece and solid, consists of

two pieces perforated. The upper part i k n m is connected with

the rod or handle, and has its lower part turned down to a small

cvlindcr, which is screwed into the lower part k I on; and has a

perforation g h going up in the axis, and terminating in a hole h

in one side of the rod, a piece of oiled leather is strained across (he

holeg. When the piston is drawn up, and a void left below it, the

weight of the external air forces it through the hole h g, opens the

valve If, and tills the barrel. Then, on pushing down the piston,

the air being scjueezed into less room, presses on the valve g, shuts

it ; and none escaping tluough the piston, il is gradually condensed

as the piston descends till it opens the valve/, and is added to that

already accumulated in the vessel E. Having thus forced a quan-

tity of air into the vessel E, we can make many experiments in it

in this state of condensation. AVe are chiefly concerned at pre-

sent with the etTi-ct which this produces on its elasticity. We see

this to be grcitlv increased; foiwe lind more and more force re-

ipiired tor introducing every successive barrelful. When the sy-

ring'" is unscrewed, we see the air rush out with great violence,

and every indication of great expanding force. Since air is heavy,

the lower strata of a mass of air must suppwrt the upper ; and being

compressible, they must be coiidensetf by tlieir weight. In this

state of compression the elasticity of the lower strata of air acts in

opposition to the weight of the incumbent air, and balances it.

There is no reason which should make us s*ippose that its expand-

ingforce belongs to it only when in such a state of compression.

It is more probable, that, it we could free it from Ihii pressure,

the air would expand into still greater bulk. It was a natural ob-

ject of curiositv to discover the limits of this expansion ; to know

what was the natural unconstrained bulk of a quantity fif air, be-

voiid which it would not expand though all external compressing

force were removed. Accordingly philosophers constructed in-

struments for rarefying the air. The common water-pump had

beiMi long familiar, snd appeared very proper for this purpose :

vol. IV.—so. 179.

The most obvious is (he following:—Letthebarrel of the syringe
AI5, fig. 3, communicate with the vessel V, with a stop-cock C be-
tween them. Let it conununicate with the external air by another
orifice D, in any convenient situation, also furnished with a stop-
cock. Let this syringe have a piston very accurately fitted to it,

so as to touch the bottom all over when pushed down, and have
no vacancy about the sides. Suppose the piston at the bottom,
the cock C open, and the cock D shut, draw the piston to the
top. The air which filled the vessel V will expand so as to fill

both that vessel and the barrel AB; and as no reason can be given
to the contrary, we must suppose that the air will be uniformly
ditTused through botli. Calling V and B the capacity of the ves-
sel and barrel, it is plain that tlie bulk of the air will now be V -4-

15; an<l since tlie quantity of matter remains the same, and the
density of a lluid is as its quantity of matter directly and its bulk

V
inversely, the density of the expanded air will be . , , ,, , the

V -^ IJ

V
density ofcommon air beiHg 1 : for V -I- B : V : : I : ,, , .. .

The piston requires force to raise it, and it is raised in opposition

to the pressure of the incumbent atmosphere ; for this had formerlv
been balanced by the elasticity of the common air: and we con-
clude from the fact, that force is reipiired to raise the piston, that

the elasticity of the expanded air is less than that of air in its ordi-

dary state; and an accurate observation of the force necessary to

raise it would shew how much (he elasticity is diminished. When
therefore the piston is let go, it w ill descend as long as the pressure

of the almospiiere exceeds the elasticity of (h!- air in the barn I ;

that is till the air in the barrel is in a state of ordinary density. To
put it further down will require force, becausi: the air must be
compressed in the barrel ; but if we now open the cock D, the

air will be exjiclled through it, and the piston will reach the bot-

tom. Now shut the discharging cock D, and open the cock C,
and draw up the piston, the air which occupied the sp.-icc V, with

i the density . . .. , will now occupy the space V -{- B, if it ex-

pands so far. To have its density D, say. As its present bulk

V
V -f B is to its former bulk V, so is its former density , , . „ , to

V-l-B'

V X VX V V J*

V4-B'°^v+T?|'its new density ; which will therefore be ;-—i i>V -J- tJx

It is evident, that if the air continues to expand, the density of

the air in the vessel after the third drawing up of the piston will

bev.
I ,,

l after the fourth it will be^ J , and after any number

V i"

of strokes n will be vrTT,. T''"s, if the vessel is fourtimes as

large as the barrel, the density after the fifth stroke will be |f^
nearly I of its ordinary density. On the other hand, the num-
ber n of strokes necessary for reducing air to the density D is

.§: . . ,
— Thus we see that this instrument can

Log. v.—Log. (V-f B.)

never abstract the whole air in consequence of its expansion, but

only r.irefy it continually as long as it continues to expand ; nay,

there is a liinit beyond which the rarefaction cannot go. When
the piston has reached the bottom, there remaiusa small space be-

tween it and the cock C filled with common air. When the pis-

ton is drawn up, this small quantity of air expands, and also a

similar quantity in the neck of the other cock ; and no air will

come out of the receiver V till the expanded air in the barrel is of

asmaller density than the air in (he receiver. 1'his circumstance

evidently directs us to make these two spaces as small as |)Ossible,

or by some contrivance to fill them up altogether. Perhaps this

mav'be done eflectually in the following manner. Let BE, fig. 4,

represent the bottom of the barrel, and let the circle IIKI be the

section of the key ot the cock, of a large diameter, and place it as

near to the barrel as can be. Let this communicate with tJ\£ bar-

4 S rcl
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rcl by mcaiis of a hole FG \viilenin2; iiinvar('>, as tlie frii<tum uf

a hoUow obtuse roue. Let the bottom of llie pislon bj kg e be

shaped so as to tit the bottom of the barrel and this hole exactly.

Let the totk be pierced with two holes. One of them, HI,

passes perpendicularly tiirough its axis, andfonns the conuinini-

cation between the receiver" and barrel. The other hole, KI.,

has one extremity K on the same rirciimterence w ilh H, so that

when the kev is turned a fourth part round, K will come into the

place of H : 'hut this hole is pierced obliquely into the key, and

thus keeps clear of the hole III. It goes no finth.-r than the axis,

whereit communicates with a hole bored alon^ the axis aiid ter-

iiiinatine at its e\tremity. This hole forms the communication

with the"external air, and serves for dischar^iing the air in the bar-

rel. (Aside-view of the key is seen in fii;. 4 ) Fig. 3 shews tlve

position of the- cock, while the piston is moving upwards, and

lis. 4 shews its position while the piston is movin>; downwards.

When the piston has reached the bottom, the conical piece^'A g
of the piston, which may be of tirni leather, fills the hole FHG,
and therefore completelV expels the air from the barrel. The
canal KL( of the cock contains air of the common density; but

this is turned aside into the position KL (lig. fi), while the piston

is still touching the cock. It cannot expand into the barrel du-

rihgthe ascent of the piston. In place of it the perforation HLI
comes under the piston, filled villi «ir that had been turned aside

with it when the piston wa? at the top ot the barrel, and therefore

of the same density with the air of the receiver. It appear>

therefore that there is no limit to the rarefaction as long as the air

will expand. This instrument is called an Kxhauslir.g Syringe.

It is more generally made in another form, w liich is much less ex-

])ensive, and more'coiiveniei.t in its use. lnslea<l of being fni-

nisiied with cocks for estal)lishiiig the communications and shut-

ting iheiii, as is necessary, it has valves like those of the condens-

ing syringe, but opening in the opposite direction. It isihus

made: The pipe of communication or conduit M (fig. 6,) has a

male screw in its extremity, and over this is tied a si. p of bladder

or leather M. The lower half of the l)i^to^) has also a male screw

on it, covered at the end with a slip of bladder O. This is screw-

ed into the upper half of the piston, whi'-h is pierced with a hole

H coming out of the side of the rod. Now suppose thes\ringe

screwed to the conducting pipe, and that screwed into the re-

ceiver V, and the pi>ton at the bottom of the barrel. When the

piston is drawn up, the pressure of the external air shuts the valve

O, and a void is left below the piston : there is therefore no pres-

sure on the upperside of the valve M to balance the elasticity ot

the air in the receiver, which formerly balanced the weight of the

atmosphere. The air therefore in the receiver litts this valve, and

distributes itself between the vessel and the barrel ; so that when
the piston has reached the top, the density of the air in both re-

V
ceiver and barrel is as before . -. When the piston is let go,

it descends, because the elasticity of the expanded air is not a

balance for the pressure of the atmosphere, which therefore presses

down the piston with the ditlerence, keeping the piston-valve shut

all the while. At the same time the valve M also shuts: for it

was opened by the prevailing elasticity of the air in the receiver,

and while it is open the two airs have equal density and elasticity ;

but the moment the piston descends, the capacity of the barrel is

diminished, the elasticity of its air increases by collapsing, and

now prevailing over that of the air in the receiver shuts the valve

M. When it has arrived at such a part of the barrel that the air in

it is of the density of the external air, there is no force to push it

farther down ; the hand must therefore press it. This allenipts to

condense the air in the barrel, and therefore increases its elasticity;

so that it lifts the valve O and escapes, and the piston gets to the

bottom. When drawn up ag-jin, greater force is required than

the last time, because the elasticity of the included air is less than

in the former stroke. The piston rises further before the valve M
is lifted up, and when it has r' ached the top of the barrel the densi-

ty of the included air is 1. Tlie piston, when let go, will

descend farther than it did before to mnke the piston-valve open,
an 1 the pressure of the hand will again push it to the bottom, all the

iir escaping through O. The rarefaction will go on at every suc-

cessive stroke in the same manner as with the other s\ rinse. This

syringe is evidently more easy in its use, requiring no atti ndaiice

to the cocks to opin and shiil'ihem at the proper times. On this

account thi^ construction of an exhausting syringe is much more
generally used. But it is greatly inferior to tlie syringe with cocks

with respect to its power of rarefaction. Its operation is greatly

limitefl. It is evid. nt that no air will come out ot the reci iver uii-

le^s its elasticity exceed that of the air in the b;nvel by a dill'erence

able to hfl up the valve M. A piece of oiled leather lied across

this hole can hardly be made tight and certain of clapping to the

hole, without >ome small straining, which must Ihereiore be over-

come. It must be very gentle indeed not to require a force equal

to the weight ot l«o inches of water, and this is equal to about
the 21)01 h part oftlie «hole elasticity of the ordinary air ; anil

therefore this sNriuge, tor this reason alone, cannot rarely air

above 'JOO times, even though air were capable of an indehnite ex-

pansion. In like manner the valve O cannot be raided witlnnit a

similar prevalence of the elasticity of the air in the barrel above
tl e weight of the atmosphere. These causes united, make it dif-

licult to rarefy the air more than 100 times, and very few sucli

svnngeswill rarefy it more than 50 times; whereas the syringe

with cock^, when new and in good order, will rarefy it 1000

lin-es Rut, on the other hand, syringes with cocks aie iHuch

more expensive, especially when furnished with apparatus for

' pening and jhutting the cocks. They are more diflicult to m;;kc

equally tight, and (which is the greatest objection) do not re-

main long in good order. The cocks. Ivy so frequently opening

and shutting, grow loose, and allow the air to escape. No me-
thod has been lound of preventing this. They must be ground
light bv means of emery or other cnttini; powders. Some ol thc^e

unavoidably stick in the metal, and continue to wear it dossil.

For this reason philosophers, and the makers of philosophical in-

struments, have turned their chief attention to the improvement
of the syringe with valves. We have been thus minute in our ac-

count ot the operation of rarefaction, that the reader may belter

understand the value of these improvements, and in general the

operation of the principal piuuniutit engines.

An AiR-PuMi> is nothing but an exhausting syringe acrommo-
dated to a var.ety of experiments. It was first invented by Oito
Guericke, a .aenllemaii of Magdeburgh in Germany, about the

year I6j4. Guericke exhibited with it many entertaining experi-

ments betoie his Iriends upon the rarefaction of air. Being a coun-
sellor and a gi ntlcman of fortune, he made no secret of his in-

vention, but allowed his friend Caspar Schottus, professor of
Mathematics at Wirtemberg, to publish a particul.'.r descriptioD

of it, m two of his works, in i657, and 1664. Mr. Boyle having
seen SchoUus's first publication, began to construct a machine
liom his own ideas, no description of Guericke's being then pub-
lished. 1 his in-trument, yvith the various interesting experiments

he exhibited with it, soon eclipsed the fame of Guericke to such
a degree, that the air-pump was called Machina Boyleana, and
the state of air in the receiver vacuum Boyleanum. He soon
made farther improvements. Mr. Boyle, having discovered, that
to make a vessel air-tight, it was sufficient to put a piece of yvet or
oiled leather on its brim, and to lay a flat piece of metal on this ;

and that the pressure oi the external air squeezed the two solid

bodies so hard together, that it was eflectually excluded by the
soft leather, he soon rendered the whole machine much niore coin-
plete. In this he was asM ted by Dr. Hooke, the most ingeniotis

and inventive man of tlie age; who, bv applying two syringes,

whose piston-rods were yvorked by the same wheel, as in fig. 7,
and putting valves in the pistons, as in those of a common pump,
not only doubled the expedition of the operation, but diminished
the labour of pumping. This is therefore the form of the air-

pump now generally used, witli some trilling variations, all over
P'urope. Mr. Boyle's air-pump, as afterwards improved by
Hawkesbee, which, with some accommodations to particular

viesss, still remain the most approved form, consists of two brass-

barrels a fl, a a, rig. H, 1 'J inches high and 2 yvide. The pistons

are raised and depressed by turning the winch l> b. Thi-. is fast-

ened to an axis passing through a strong toothed wheel, which lavs

hold ot the teeth of the racks c c c c. Then the one is raised while
the other is depressed ; by which means the valves, which are
made of limber bladder, fixed in the upper part of each piston, as

well as in the openings into the bottom of the barrels, performing

theu'
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tlii-ir office of iliscliargiiig llie air from the barrels and adnutling
into tlieiii the air from the receiver to be aftei UMrdi discharged ;

and wlien the receiver comes to be pretty well exhausted of it»

air, the; pr<ssure of the atmosphere in the descending piston is

nearly ^o great, that the power acquired to raise the other is little

rnore than is necessary for overcoming the friction of the piston,

which venders this punip preferable to all others, which reipiire

more force to work them a^ the rarefaction of the air in the re-

ceiver advances. The barrels are set in a brass-dish about two
inches deep, tilled with watir or oil to prevent the insinuation ol

air. The barrels are screwed tiglit down bv the mils c, e, c,

M'hicli force the frontispiece// down on them, 'llirou;.;h which the
two pillars g g\ g g, pass. From between the barn^s rises a slender
brass-pipe/; /(, comiiiiinicat ng with each by a perforation in the
transverse piece of brass on which ihey stand. The npj)er end of
thii pipe communicates with another perforated piece of bra-s,

which screws on underneath the plate i Hi, often inches diame-
ter, and surrounded with a br.is-^-rim to prevent the sheddinp of
\tater used in some experiments. This piece of brass ha; three
biaiicluN: l~t. An horizontal one communicating with the con-
duit-pipe /t /(. 2. All upright one screwed into the middle of tin-

pump-plate, and terniiiia'ing in a small pipe <", ri=:ng abo'it an
inch above it. jd. Is a perpendicular one, 10i>ktiig downwards
in the continuation o( the p'pe k, and havin^a hollow screw in it^

CI d receiving the brass-rap of the gage-pipe lilt, w h ch is of

glass, ,'?4 inches long, and immersed in a glass-cistern >ii in lilled

with nuMcury. This is covered a-top with a cork- AmI, carry-
ing tlie weight of a light wooden ^ca'e divided into inches, which
are numbereel frum the surface of the mercury in the cistern.

This scale will Iheielore rise and fall with the mercury in the
cistern, and indicate the true elevation of thai in the tube.

There is a stopcock immediately above the insertion of the gtiage-

pipe, by which its communication inav be cut olV. There is an-

other at «, by which a communication is oper.ed v ilh the eMer-
nal air for allowing its reathiiission ; and there is sometimes anoiher
immediately within the insertion of tlie conduit-pipe for cutting

oil' the communication between the receiver and the pump. This
is |):irticularly useful when the rarefaction is to be coiilimied long,

as there are by these ineaus fewer chan<es of the nsiniiation of jir

by the many joinls. Tne receivers are made tic;ht by simply set-

ting them on the pump plate with a piece of wet or oiled leather

between ; and the receivers, vidiich are open atop, have a brass-

cover set on them in the same manner. In these covers there are

various perforations and contrivances for various purposes. The
one ill the 0.d.Me. has a slip-wire passing through a collar of oiled

leather, having a hook or screw in its lower end for hanging any
thing on, or producing a variety of motions. Sometimes the re-

ceivers are set in another plate, which has a pipe screwed into its

middle, furnisht t with a stopcock and a screw, which fits the

middle pipe k. When the rarefaction has been made in it, the

cock is shut, and then the whole may be unscrewed from the

pump, and removcil to any convenient place. This is called a

transporter-plate. The elasticity of the gage, II 1 1, in the or-

dinary state of the air, balances the pressure of the incumbent at-

mosphere. We ijiid this f'com the force that is necessary to squeeze
into less bulk in opposition to the elasticity. Therefore the elas-

ticity of the air increases with the vicinity of its particles. The
height of the mercury is the exact measure of that part of the

whole pressure which is not l)a!anccd by the elasticity of the rare-

fied air, and its deticiency tiom the height of the mercury in the

Torricellian tube is the exact measure of this remaining elasticity.

It is evident, therefore, that tlie pipe will be a scale of the rarefaction

of the remaining air, and will indicate in some sort the degree of rare-

faction : for there must be some analogy between the density of the

air an<l its elasticity. After i ^refying till the mercury in the guage
has attained half the heichl o! fhat in the Torricellian tube, shut the

communication with the barrels and guage, and admit the water

into the receiver. It will go in till all is again in etpiililirio wiih

the pressure of the atmosphere, that is, till the air in the receiver

has collapsed into its natural bulk. This we can accurately mea-

sure, and compare with the whole capacity of the receiver, and

thus obtain the precise degree of rarefaction corresponding to half

the natural elasticity. We can do the same thing with elasticity

reduced to one-third, one-fourth, &c. and thus discover the whole

Jaw. This guage must be considered as one of the most ingeni-

ous and convenient parts of Hawkesbee's pump; and it is well
disposed, being in a situation ijroiectcd against accidents ; but it

necessarily increases greatly tlie size of the machine, and cannot
be applied to the table-pump, represented in fig. 7. When it is

wanted here, a small plate is added behind, or between the bar-
rels and receiver ; and on this is set a small tubulated receiver, co-
vering a coniinon weather-gbss-tube. This receiver being rare-
lied along witii the other, the pressure on the mercury in the cis-

tern, arising from the elasticity of the remaining air, is rliminished
so as to be no longer able to support the mercury at its full heiglit;
and it Iherelore descends till the height at which it stands put :t

in eipiilibrio with the elasticity. In this form, therefore, the height
of the mercury is directly a measure ot tiie remaining elasticity ;

while ill the other it measures the ren)aining iiiib.ilancetl pressure
iif the at nd-plieie. Dut this guage is extrennly cumbersome,
and liable to accidents. We are seldom much interested in the
raritaction till it is great: a contracted torm of this guage is, there-
fore, very useful, and was early used. A syplrjn AI5CD, lig. 10,

Plate CLXII. each branch of which is about four inches long,
close at A and oj)en at I), is filled witli boiling mercury till

it occupies the branch .\B and a very small pail of CD, having its

surface at O. This is fixed to a small' stantl, and fixed into the
receiver along with thethingsthat aie to be exhibited in the rarefied

air. When the air has been rarefied till its remaining elast.ciiy is

not able to support the column I5A, the mercury descends in Al?,
and rises in CD, and the remaining elasticity will always be mea-
sured by the elevation of the mercury in AB above that in the
leg CD. The barometer or syphon guage is a perfect indication
and measure of the performance of an air-pump, and a pump is

(ca?tiris paribus) so much the more perfect, as it is able to raise

the mercury higher in tlie guage. Thus ve discover that none can
produce a complete exhaustion, and that their operation is only
a very great rarefaction : for none can raise the mercury to that

height at which it stands in the Torricellian tube, well purged of
air. few pumps will bring it within -jL of an inch. Hawkesbee's,
lilted up according to his instructions, will seldom bring it with-
in |. Pumps witli cocks, when constructed according to the prin-

ciples of the exhausting syringe, and new and in fine order,

will in favourable circumstances bring it within j'^. None with
valves fitted up with wet leather, or when water or volatile flu.tfs

are allowed access into any part, will bring it nearer than ^. Nay
a pump of the best kind, and in the finest order, vvili lave its rare-

fying power reduced to the lowest standard, as measured by this

guage, if we put into the receiver the tenth part of a sqriare inch,

of wlirte sheep-skin, fresh from the shops, or of any substance

ecpially damp. Hawkesbee's pump maintained its pre eminence,
till about 1750, when it engaged the attention of Mr. John Smea-
ton, a person of uncommon knowledge, and second to none but Dr.

Hooke in mechanical resource. He wasthcnamakerof philosophical

instruments, and made many attempts to perfect the pumps with

cocks; but found, that whatever perfection he could bring them to,

he could not enable them to preserve it ; and he never would sell

one of this construction. He therefore attached himself solely to-

the valve-pumps. The first thing was to diminish the resistance to

the entry of the air from the receiver into the barrels : this he ren-

dered almost nothing, by enlarging the surface on which this feebly,

elastic air was to press. InsteatI of making these valves to open
by its pressure on a circle of ^-^ of an inch in diameter, he made
the valve-hole one inch in diameter, enlarging the surface 400

times ; and, to prevent this piece of thin leather from being burst

by the great pressure on it, when the piston in its descent v<'as ap^

proaching the bottom of the barrel, he supported it by a dehcate

but strong grating, dividing the valve-hole like the section of a

honey-comb, as represented in fig. 1, Plate CXL\'. and the ribs

of this grating are seen edgewise in fig. 2, a, b, c. The valve was

apiece of thin membrane or oiled silk, gently strained over the

mouth of the valve-hole, and tied on by a fine silk-thread wound
round it in the same manner tlrat the iiarrow slips had been tied

on formerly. This done, he cut with a pointed knife the leather

round the edge, nearly four iiuadrantal arcs, leaving a small tongue

between each, as in fig. 1. The strained valve immediately

shrinks inwards, as represented by the shaded parts ; and the strain

by which it is kept down is now greatly diminished, taking place

only at the corners. The gratings being reduced near to an edge

(but not quite, lest they should cut), then; is very httle pressure

9 to
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o produce adhesion bv llie clammy oil. 1 luis it appeirs tlut a

very small elasticity ot tlie air in tlie receiver «ill be Mifticient to

raise the valve; and Mr. Smeaton fuiiiid, that when it was not

able to do tl.is at lirst, when only about^ of the natural elasti-

city, it Wi.)uld do it after keeping the piston vip eight or ten se-

conds, the air having been all the while undernnning the valve,

and gradiiallv detacliing it from the grating. But he could not

follow this irflhod with the piston-valve. There was not room

round the rod for such an expanded valve; and it would have

obliged him to have a great space below the valve, from which he

coutd not expel the air by the descent of the i)i>;loi). His inge-

nuity hit on a way of increasing the eNpclling force through the

common valve : he inclosed the rod of the piston in a collar of

leather /, through which it is moved freely without allowing any

air to got past its sides. I'or greater security, the cqll^r of leather

was containtKi in a box terminating in a cup filled willi oil. As

this makes a material change in the principle of construction of the 11

air-pump (and indeed of pneumatic engines in general), and as it

fias been adopted in all the subsequent attempts to improve (hem,

it merits a particular consideration. 'I'lie piston itself consists ot

two |)ieces ot brass tastened by screws from below. Tlie upper-

most, which is of one solid piece with the rod GH, fig. '2, i> of a

diameter somewhat less than the barrel; so that when tliey are

screwed together, a piece of leuther soaked in a mi.\ture of boiled
j

oil and tallow, is put between them; and when the piston is thrust

into the barrel from above, the leather comes up around the side

of the piston, and fills the barrel, making the piston perfectly air-

tight. Tlie lower half of the i/iston projects upwards into the up-

per, which has a hollow gbcg to receive it. There is a small hole

through the lower half at a to admit tlje air ; and a hole cd in the

upper half to let it through, and there is a slip of oiled silk strained

across the hole a by way of valve, and there is room enough lelt

at be for this valve to rise a little when pressed from below. The
rod Gil passes through the piece of brass which forms the top of

the barrel so as to move freely, but without any sensible shake:

this lop is formed into a hollow box, consisting of two pieces

ECDK and CNOD, which screw together at CD. 1 his box is

idled with rings of oiled leather exactly fitted to its diameter, each

having a hole in it for the rod to pass through. When the piece

ECDF is screwed down, it compresses the leathers; squeezing

them to the rod, so that no air can pass between them ; and, to se-

cure us against all ingress of air, the upper part is formed into a

cup EF, which is kept filled with oil. The top of the biirrel is

also pierced with a hole LK, w hich rises above the llat surface NO,
and lias a slip of oiled silk tied over it to act as a valve ; opening

when pressed from below, but shutting when pressed from above.

The comniunicatioii between the barrel and receiver is by the pipe

ABPQ ; and tliere goes from the hole K in the top of the barrel, a

pipe KRST, which either communicates w ith the oi)en air or with

the receiver, by means of the cock at its extremity T. The con-

duit-pipe ABPQ has also a cock at Q, by which it is made to

communicate either w ith the receiver or with the open air. These
channels of communication are variously conducted and ter-

minated, according to the views of the maker: the sketch in this

figure is sufficient for explaining the principle, and is suited to the

general form of the pump, as it has been frequently made by
Nairne and other artists in London. Let us now suppose the

piston at the top of jhe barrel, and that it applies to it all over, and
that the air in the barrel is very much rarefied: in the common
pump the piston-valve is pressed hard down by the atmosphere,
and continues shut till the piston gets far dcwn, condenses the air

below it beyond its natural state, and enables it to force up the
valves. But here, as soon as the piston quits the top of the barrel,

it leaves a void behind it ; for no air gets in round the piston-rod,

and the valve at K is shut by the pressure of the atmosphere. 'I'here

is nothing now to oppose the elasticity of the air below but the
stilTness of the valve /;c; and thus the expelling (or rather the li-

berating) force is prodigiously increased. This piiiiip may be
changed in a moment from a rarefying to a condensing engine, by
simply turning the cocks at Q and T. While T communicates
with the open air, ami Q with the receiver, it is a rarefying engine
or air-pump : but when T comniunicale» with the receiver, and
Q with the open air, it is a condensing engine. Fig. 3 repre-
sents Mr. Smeaton's air-pump as made bv Nairne. Upon a solid

base or tabic are set up three pillars F, tl, U : the pillar F sup-

ports the pump-plate A ; and the pillars H, H, support the front

or head, containing a brass-cog-wheel whicli is turned by the

handle B, and works in the rack C fastened to the U|jper end of

the piston-rod The whole is still fartlicr iii;»le steady by two
piecesof brass ci and oA, which connect the puiiip-plate with the

front, and have perforations comniunicatina between the hole a in

the middle of the plate and the barrel. DF. is the barrel of the

pump, firmly fixed to the table by screws through its ujipir board:

cJ'Jc is a slender brass-lube screwed to the bottom of the barrel, and

to the under hole of the horizontal canal c6. In this canal there

h a cock which open> a coinnuinicatioii between the barrel and

the receiver, when the key is in the position represented liere

:

but when the kpy is at right angles with this position, this commu-
nication is cut olT. ll tliat .side of the key which is here

drawn next to the pnnip-plate be turned outward, the external air

is admitted into the receiver ; but if turned inwards, the air is ad-

mitted into the barrel, gh is another slender bra>.s-pipe, leading from

the discharging valve at g to the horizontal caiKil /(/,-, to the under
side of which it is screwed fast. In this horizontal canal tliere is

acock H which opens a passage from the barrel to the receiver

when the key is in the jiosition here draw ii ; but opens a passage

from the barrel to the external air when the key is turned out-

wards, and from the receiver to the external air when the key i>

turned inwards. This communication with the external air is not

iinmedialc. but through a sort of box :'
; the use of this box is to

receive the oil whicli is discharged through the top-valve g. In

order to keep the pump air-tight, and in working order, it is proper

sometimes to pour a table-spoonful of olive-oil into the hole « of

the pump-plate, and then to work the |)uiiip for a sh.ort lime.

The oil goes along the conduit I'cdjc, gets into the barrel

and through tlic piston-valve, when tlie piston is presbe<l

to the bottom of the barrel, and is then<lrawn np, and forced
through the discharging valve ^' along the pipe^/i, the horizontal

passage hn, ami finally into the box ?. This box has a small liole

in its side near the top, through which the air escajies. From the

upper side of the canal cb there rises a slender pipe which bends-

outward, and then turns <lownwards, and is joined to a small box,
which cannot be seen in this view. From the bottom of this box
proceeds downwards the guage-pipe of glass, wliich enters the cis-

tern of mercury G fixed below. On the upper side of the othet
canal at o is seen a small stud, having a short pipe of glass project-

ing horizontally from it. close by, and parallel to, the front-piece

of the pump, and reaching to the other canal. This pipe is close '

at the fartlier emi, and has a small drop of mercuiy or oil in it at

the end o. This serves as a guage in condensing, indicating the
degree of condensation by the place of the drop: for this drop is

forced along the pipe, condensing the air before it in the same de-
gree that it is condensed in the barrel and receiver. In construct-
ing this pump, .Mr. Snieaton introduced a method of joining toge-
ther the difierent pipes and other pieces, which has great advan-
tages over the usual manner of screwing them together with leather

between, and which is now much used in hydraulic and pneninalic
engines. The manner in which tlie exhausting guage is joined to
the horizontal <luct c/), is this: The piece hip, in fig. 4, is the
same with the little cylinder ob^ervable on the upjier siile of the
horizontal canal cd, in fig. 3. The upper part Id is formed into an
outside screwT, to fit the hollow screw ot the piece deed. The top
of this last piece has a hole in its middle, giving an easy passage to
the lient tubecft«, so as to slip along it with freedom. To the
end c of this bent tube is soldered a piece of brass cj'g, pcrforate<l

in continuation of the tube, and having its end ground tlat on the
top of the piece hip, and also covered with a slip of thin leather
strained across it, and pierced with a hole in the middle. It is

'

plain from this form, that if the surface/sj be applied to the lop of
hi, ami the cover deed be screweil down on it, it will draw or
press them together, so that no air can escape by the joint, and this

without turning the whole tube cba round, as is necessarv in tlie

usual way. Tliis method is now adopted lor joining toge'tlier the
conducting pipes of the machine^; for extinguishing fires, an openi-
tiun which was extremely troublesome before thi^ improvemeiit.
'Ihe conduit-pi|)e V.rjc, fig. J, is fastened to the bottom of the
barrel, and the discharging pipe gh to its top, in the same manner.
But to return to the guage, tig. 4; the bent pipe cba enters the
box at near one side, and obliijuely, and the guage-pipe qr \% in-

serted through its bottom towards the opposite side. 'X'he use of
litis
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this box is to catch any drops of mercury which may sometimes
be dashed up through the guage-pipe by an accidental oscillation.

This, by Joing througli the passages of the pump, would corrode

them, and would act particularly on the joinu, which are generally

soldered with tin. When this happens to an air pump, it must be

cleaned v/itii the mo^t scrupulous attention, oilicrwise it will be
quickly destroyed. Il is reckoned a \ery line pump of tiie ordi-

nary construction which will rarefy 200 times, or raise the guage
to 20.85, tne barometer standing at 30. But Mr. Suicaton's

pump, even after long nsins, raised it to 'J99j, which is equivalent

to rarefying 6(jO times. W lien in fine order, he found no bounds
to its raretaction, frequently raising the guage as high as the baro-

ineter ; and he thought its performance so perfect, that the baro-

meter-guage was not ^urticien^ly delicate for measuring the rarefac-

tion. He therefore substituted the syplion-guaae already de-

scribed, which he gives some reasons for preferring ; but even this

he found not sulKtiently sensible. He contrived another, which
could be carried to any degree of sensibility. It consisted of a

glass-body A, lig. 5, of a pear-sliape, and therefore called the pear-

guage. This had a small projecting orifice at B, and at the other

end a tube CD, whose capacity was the lOOlh part of the capacity

of the whole vessel. 'Ibis was suspended at the slip-wire of the

receiver, and there was set below it a small cup with merciry.
When the pump was worked, the air in the [)earguage was rare-

fied along with the rest. When the r..rel'action was brought to the

degree intended, the guage was let down till B reached the bot-

tom of the mercury. The external air being now let in, the mer-
cury was raised into the pear, and stood at some height E in the

tube CD. The length of this tube being divided into 100 p.irts.

and those numbered from D, it is evident that
DE
DB

will express

the degree of rarefaction which had been produced when the

guage was immersed into the mercury: or if DC be one-lOOth of

the whole capacity, and be divided into 100 parts by a scale an-

nexed to it, each unit of the scale will be one 10,000th of the

whole. This ingenious contrivance has be.n the means of making
some very curious and important discoveries, which engaged the at-

tention of philosophers. By this guage Mr. Smeaton found, that

his pump frequently rarefied 1000, 10,000, nay 100,000 times.

Mr. Smeaton's pump, when in good order, and perfectly free from
all moisture, will in dry weatlier rarefy air about 600 times, rais-

ing the barometer-guage to within -^ of an inch of a fine barome-
ter. In the 73d volume of the Philosophical Transactions, Mr.
Tiberius Cavallo has given the description of an air-pump con-

trived and executed by Messrs. Haas and Hurler, instrument-

makers in London, where these artists have revived Guericke's
method of opening the barrel-valve during the last strokes of the

pump by a force acting from without. We shall only insert so

much of this description as j-elates to this distinguishing circum-
stance : Fig. 6, represents a section of the bottom of the barrel,

where AA is the barrel, and BB the bottom, which has in its mid-
dle a hollow cylinder CCFF, projecting about half an inch into

the barrel at CC, and extending a good way downwards to FF.
The space between this projection and the sides of the barrel is

filled up by a brass-ring DD, over the top of which is strained a

piece of oiled silk EE, which performs the office of a valve, co-

vering the hole CC. But this hole is filled up by a piece of brass,

or rather an assemblage of pieces screwed together GGH H 1 1. It

consists of three projecting fillets, or shoulders, GG, HH, II,

which form two hoUows between them, and which are filled with

rings of oiled leather, OO, PP, firmly screwed together. The
extreme fillets GG, II, are of equal diameter with the inside of

the cylinder, so as to fill it exactly, and the whole stuffed with

oiled leather, slide up and down without allowing any air to pass.

The middle-fillet HIl is not so broad, but thicker. In the upper
fillet GG there is formed a shallow dish about one-eightli of an
inch deep, and three-fourths wide. This dish is covered with a

thin plate, pierced with a grating like Mr. Smeaton's valve-plate.

There is a perforation AX along the axis of this piece, which has

a passage out at one side II, through the middle-fillet. Opposite
to this passage, and in the side ot th»- cylinder CCFF, is a hole

M, communicating with the conduit-pipe MN, which leads to t!ie

receiver. Into the lower end of the perforation is screwed the pin

KL, whose tail L passes through the cap FF. The tail L is con-
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nected with a lever RQ, moveable round the joint Q. This lever

is pushed upwards by a spring, and ihfts the whole piece is kept in

contact with the slip of oiled silk or valve EE. Now suppose a

void formed in tlie barrel by drawing up the piston ; the elasticity

of the air in the receiver, in the pipe NM, and in the passage XV,
will prc5S on the great surface of the valve exposed through the

grating, will raise it, and the pump will perlorni preci-el\ as Mr,
Smeaton's doL'S. But suppose the rarefaction to have been so long

continued, that the air is no longer able to raise the valve ; this will

be seen by the mercury rising no more in the pump-guage. W hen
this is perceived, the operator must press with his foot on the end

R of the lever RQ. 'Fhis draws down the pin KL, and with it

the whole hollow plug with its grated top. At\A tlius, instead of

raising the valve from its plate, the plate is here drawn down from

the valve. The air now gets in without obstruction, and tlie rare-

faction proceeds as long as the piston rises. \\ hen it is at the top

of the barrel, the operator takes Ids foot from the lever, and the

spring presses up the plug again and shuts the valve. 1 he p.ston-

rod passes through a collar of leather, as in Mr. Smeaton's pump,
and the air is finally discharged through an outward valve in the-

top of the barrel. This is au ingenious contrivance, similar to

what was adapted bv Guericke himself; and we have no doubt ot

these pumps performing extremely well if carefidly made; and it

seems net diflicult to keep the plug perfectly air-iight by supply-

ing plenty of oil to the leathers. Mr. Cavalio, in the Philosophi-

c.il Trans'actlons, 1783, says, that when it had been long used, it

had, in some experiments, rarefied 600 times. Aiming still at the

removing the obstructions to the entry of the air from the receiver

into the barrels .Mr. Prince, an American, has con<-tructed a

pump in which there is no valve or cock whatever between them.

In this pump the piston-rod passes through a collar of leathers, and

the air is finally discharged through a valve. But great inconve-

niences were experienced from the oscillations of the mercury in

the guage. As soon as the piston comes into the cistern, the air

from the receiver immediately rushes into the barrel, and the mer-

cury shoots up in the guage, and gets into a state of oscillation.

The subsequent rise of the piston will frequ< ntly keep time with

the second oscillation, and increase it. The descent of the piston

produces a downward oscillation, by allowing the air below it to

collapse; and, by improperly timing the strokes, this oscillation

becomes so great as to make the mercury enter the pump. Mr.
Lavoisier and the naturalists, who were occupied with hira in the

investigation of the ditferent species of gas disengaged fi-om bo-

dies in chemical operations, contrived an air-pump which has

great appearance of simplicity, and, being very different from all

others, merits a description. "It consists of two barrels /, m, fig. 1 1,

Plate CLXI I. with solid pistons kk. The pump-plate ub is pierced

at its centre c w ith a hole which branches towards each ot the barrels,

as represented h\ c d, ce. Between the plate and the barrels

slides another plate hi, pierced in the middle with a branched lioie

Jda:, and near the ends with two holes hit, ii, which go from its

tmuer side to the ends. The holes in these two plates are so

adjusted, that when the plate /ii is drawn so far towards h that the

hole /comes within the barrel m, the branch d/ of the hole in the

middle-plate coincides with the branch cd of the upper plate, and

the holes f , g, are shut. Thus a communication is established be-

tween the barrel / and the receiver on the pump-plate, and be-

tween the barrel m and the external air. In this situation the bar-

rel /will exhaust, and m will discharge. V\hen the piston of / is

at its mouth, and that of m touches its bottom, the sliding-plate is

shifted over to the other side, so that ?« communicates with the

receiver through the passage gd, (c, and /communicates \yith the

air by the passages hh. This sliding-plate performs the office of

four cocks in a verv beautiful and simple manner, and if the pis-

tons apply close to the ends ol the barrels, so as to expel the whole

air, the pump will be perfect. It works, indeed, against the whole

pressure of the external air. But this may be avoided by putting

valves on the holes h, i; and these can do no harm because (he

air remaining in them never gets back into the barrel till the pis-

ton be at the farther end, and the exhaustion of that stroke com-

pleted. But the best workmen of London think that it will be in-

comparably more difficult to execute this cock (for it is a cock

of unusual" form), in such a manner that it shall be air-tight, and

vet move with tolerable ease, and that it is much more liable to

wearing loose than common cocks. It must, however, be ac-

4 T" knowledged
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knowlcclgcil to be iiigciiious, and it niuy siiggt'St to an inlelli-

gi-nt artbl a niL'tlioJ of coinbiuiiig comiiioii conical cocks upon
one axis so a^ to answer tiie same purposes mucli niovc eftlctually.

Tlie last improvement wiiicli «c slvall mention is tliat piiblislied b_v

Mr. CuthberUon, pliilosopliical instrument-iTiaker in Amsterdam.

His piniip i> perliaps tlie most complete of any yet conslructed.

By means of a wire moveable wifliin a hollow piston rod tlie com-
municatien between the receiver .ind barrel is opened and shut as

the pnnip works, and thus the air of the receiver may be rarefied as

far as its expansive power will permit. For in this machine there are

no valves to be forced open by theelasticityofthe airin the receiver:

There is therefore nothuig to prevent the air from expanding to its

utmost degree. By means of the air-pump we obtain the advantage ot

establishing and ilkistrating the materiality, gravity, and elasticity, of

the air in a great number ofam using and instructive e.^cpeiiments, cal-

culated to exhibit these p.'isnomena in a much more iinpiesiiive and

perspicnoui manner than they can be otlierui^e sliewn: several of

th.ese experiments may be understood from an inspection oftiie

figures in PlateCXLl\'. with the lielp of the following explications

taken from Martin's Young Gentleman and Ladies' I'liilosophy.

V\g. 1, Shews a small glass, fixed upon the plate of the air-pump, by
the weight of tlie air. 2, The glass-bubble, exhausted of air, and

. tilled uilh water. 3, The same bubble, having its water exhausted,

and afterwards tilled with air. 4, The air, in the great end of an
egg, driving the yolk out of a hole at the little end. .'>, Half the

eggshell taken oil", to sliew the putamen, or skin of the egg, raised

up and protruded from the egg, by the expansion of the air within.

(5, The air-bubblo copiously ascending through the water, from
the pores of the egg. 7, Sliews the air, arising from the pores of

an apple, sunk to the bottom of a jar of water. 8, Shews a bladder

which at first contained but very little air, and its neck fast lied,

expanded by the spring of the internal air, nearly to its full di-

mensions. 9, Shews an empty bladder, sunk to the bottom of a

jar of water, by a weight, which is afterwards raised to the to|), by
the expansion of the air in the bladder. !0, Shews the reason of

cupping, by placing the hand on the top of an open receiver. 1
1

,

The weiglit of the air breaking a bladder, (tied on a proper glass)

by its pressure. 12, Small glass-bubbles, and images, raised trom

the bottom of ajar of water, in vacuo. 13, Shews the air contained

in water. 14, The airin beer, rising into a frothy head. 15, The
air, passing through a long piece of wood, rcnilered visible in

water. 16, Shews the quicksilver, forced through the pores of

wood, and descending, in the form of a mercurial shower, into a

glass jar below. 17, a piece of wood, immersed in ipiirksilver, to

have its pores injected therewith. 18, Sliews a square glass broke
by the spring, or pressure of the air. 19, Sliews the syringe de-

scending by the weight at bottom, by tiic suspended piston. 20,
Sbveral heavy weights raised by the expansion of air in an empty
bladder under them. 21, Shews the motion of a magnetic needle

in vacuo, by a loadstone externally applied. 22, A capillary lube,

immei'sed in water, to shew the rising of that iTuid by attraction, in

vacuo. 23, Shews the candle going out, and the smoke descend-

ing, in the exhausted receiver. 24, Shevi's the air to be necessary

for conveying sound, by the ringing of a bell, in vacuo. 25,

Shews the different weigiiisof bodies in the air, and in vacuo. 2o,

.Shews the method ot preserving fruit, by exhausting the air, and
preventing its return. 27, Shews the air to be necessary for ani-

mal life. £8, Shews fishes are unable to abide at the bottom of

the water, by reason of the expansion of air in their bladders, and
the increase of their bulk by that means. 29, A fountain playing

in an exhausted receiver by the pressure of air. 30,A fountain playing

by the spring of the air. 31, An experiment, shewing the rationale

of pump-work. 32, Shews the manner how halos are prcdiiced

about a candle. 33, Shews the ascent of ijuicksilver in a tube, by
the spring of the air. 34, Shews the same by the pressure of the

air. 35, The experiment of weighing air in a bottle. 36, The
experiment of burnt air by a charcoal-fire. 37, The experiment
of the exhausted hemispheres applied to the stihard. 38, The
experiment of a gun-lock in vacuo. 39, The expermicnt ot gun-

powder not firing in vacuo. 40, The experiment of a guinea and
fe.ither falling together in vacuo. Fig. 9, Plate CXI. I It. is a lit-

tle machine, consisting of tuo mills, « and i, which are of rcpial

weights, independent of each other, and turn equally free on their

axles in the frame. Each mill has four Ihui arms or sails, fixed

into the axis : those of thu mill a, have their planes at right angles

to its axis, those of i have their planes parallel to it. As the mill

a therefore turns round in common air, it is but little resisted by it,

because its sails cut the air w,th their thin edges ; but the mill h is

much resisted, because the broad side of its sails moves against the

air when it turns round. In each axle is a fine pin near the mid-
dle of the frame, wliich goes quite through the axle, and stands

out a little on each side of it ; under these pins a slider may be
made to bear, and so hinder the mills from going, when a strong

spring is set or bent again-t the opposite ends of the pins. Having
set (his m.ichine upon the pump-[)kile, draw up the slider to the

pins on one side, and set the sjiring at bend on the opposite ends
of the pins ; then push down the slider, and the sj)ring acting

equally strong upon each mill, will set them both going with equal

forces and velocities ; but the mill a will run much longer than the

mill b, because the air makes much less resistance against the edges
of its sails than against the sides of the sails of />. Draw up the

slider again, and set the spring upon the pins as above ; tlien cover
the machine with the receiver upon the pump-plate : and having
exiiausled the receiver of air, push do«n the w ire (through the

collar of leathers in the m-cU) upon the slider, which will diseng.;ge

it from tlie i)ins, and allow the mills to tuin round by tlie im-
pulse of the spring ; and as there is no air in the receiver to

make any sensible resistance against them, they will both move
a considerable time longer than they did in the open air, and
the moment that one stops the oilier will do so too. '1 his

sliews th.'.t air resists bodies i« motion; and that equal bodii-s

meet with dilferent degrees of resistance; according as th.ey

present greater or less surfaces to the air. As air is rarefied,

or made to expand by means of the air-pump ; so it may be
condensed, or pressed into less space than it generally occu-
pies, by the instrument called a condenser. Fig. 10, Plate

CXLlll. represents a machine -^if this ki: d ; it consists of a
brass-barrel containing a piston, which has a valve opening down-
wards ; so that as the |)iston is raised, the air passes through the
valve; but as the piston is pushed down, the air cannot return,

and is therefore forced tlirous^h a valve at tlie bottom of the bar-

rel, that allows it to pass through into the receiver 13, but prevents
it from returning. Thus, at every stroke of the piston, more air

is thrown into the receiver, which is of very thick and strong glass.

The receiver is held down upon the |)late C by the cress-piece D,
and the screws Eh'. The air is let out of the receiver by the cock
G, which comnuinicates with it. A great variety of experiments
may be performed by means of condensed air, a few of which we
shall here enumerate. The sound of a bell is much louder in con-
densed than in common air. A phial that would bear the pres-
sure of the common atmosphere, when the air is exhausted from
the inside, will be broken bv condensing the air round it. A very
beautiful fountain may be made by condensed air. Procure a
strong copper-vessel, (fig. 11,) having a tube that screws into the
neck of it so as to be air-tight, an<l long enough to re.ich to near
the bottom. Having poured a quantity of water into the vessel,

'

but not enough to fill it, and screwed in the tube, adapt to it a
condensing syringe, and condense the air in the vessel ; shut the
slop-cock, and unscrew the syringe ; then, on opening the stop-

cock, the air acting upon the water in the vessel will force it cut
into a jet of very great height. A number of dilTcrcnt kinds of
jets may be screwed on the tube, such as stars, wheels, &:c. form-
ing a very pleasing appearance. It may not be iniproper here to

desatibe the air-gun, an ingenious pneumatical instrum.'nt, which
w ill drive a bullet with great violence, by means of condensed air,

forced into an iron-ball by a condenser. P'ig. 7, Plate CXLV.
represents the condenser for forcing the air into the ball. At the
end a of this instrument is a male screw, on which the hollow ball

/; is screwed, in order to be filled with condensed air. In the in-

side of this ball is a valve, to hinder the air after it is injected from
making its escape, until it is forced open by rT pin, ugainst which
the hammer of the lock strikes ; which then lets out as much air

as will drive a ball witli considerable force to a gr'^at distance.

VVIien you condense the air in the ball, place your feet on the
iron-cross lili, to which the piston-rod d is lixed ; then lift up the
b;irrel ta, by the handles ii, until the end of the piston is biought
between e and c ; the b.nre! tic will then be filled with air through
the hole e. Then thrust down the barrel ac by the handles ii, un-
til the piston e joins with the neck of the iron-ball at a: the air

being thus coimensed between c and (i, will force open the v^lve
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in llie b]ll ; and wlien llie handles // are lifted up again, llie valve

will close, uiul keep in tlie air ; so by rapidly continuing tiie stroke
lip and duvui, the ball will presently be filled; alter ulii'li, un-
screw llie ball off i\'-e condenser, and screw it upon another male
screw, which is connected with the barrel, and goes through the

stock of the gun, as represented (fig. 8.) Twelve dwts. of air

have been injected into a ball of 3.73 inches diameter, which has
discharged 15 bullets with considerable force. There are many
contrivances in constructing air-guns ; some have a small barrel

contained within a large one, and the space between tiic two bar-

1

rels serves for the reception of condensed air. In tliis sort, a]

valve is fixed at a, (fig. 8,) with a condenser fi.ted to the barrel,
!

and continued through the butt-end to c, where the piston-rod !

may be always left in. Place your feet on the pin, and the whole
gun serves instead of the handn-s ii, (fig. 7,) to conrlense the air in

llie barrel. Fig. 9, is a section of the gun, by which the principle

of its action may be fully understood: the inside-barrel K is of a

small bore from whch the bullets are shot, and a larger barrel

L DSR is on the outside of it. In the stock of the gun is a sy-

ringe S, which forces in tlie air through the valve EP into the

cavity between the two barrels. The ball K is put into its j)lace

in the same way as in another gun. There is a valve at L,
which, being opened by the trigger O, permits the air to come be-

hind the bullet, so as lo drive it out wilh great force. If the

valve is suddenly opened and closed, one charge of condensed
air may makeseveral discharges of bullets ; because only one |)arl of

the air will go out at a lime, and a trrsh bullet may be put into

the place K. 'llie magazine-air-gun ditlVrs from the common one.

only by having a serpentine barrel, which contains ten or twelve
balls ; these arc brought into the shooting barrel successively, by
means of a lever; am\ they niav be discharged so fast as lo be
nearly of the same use as so many diirerent guns. Fig. 10, shews
a section of the gun, or at least, as much of it as is necessary lo

give a complete idea of the whole. AF is part of the .-l.;i k ; G
the end of the injeclion-syringe, with its valve }l, opening into

the cavity FF between the barrels. KK is the small or shooling

barrel, which receives the bullets, one at a time, from Uie maga-
zine ED, which is a serpentine cavity, where the bullets are

lodged and closed at the end D ; the circular part is the key of a

COCK, having a cylindrical hole, IK, through it, eipial to the bore

of the small barrel, and forming a part of it. When the lock is

taken off, the several parts come in view, by means of which the

discharge is made, by pushing up the pin 1'/), which rises and
opens a valve, V, to let in the air against the bullet I, from the

cavity FF, which valve is immediately shut down again by means
of a long spring of brass, NN. This valve V, being a conical

piece of brass, ground very true, will be suflicient to confine the

air. 'i o make a discharge, pull the trigger Z. which throws up
the seer 7/r, and disengages it from the notch x, upon which the

strong spring WW moves the tumbler T, to which the cock is

tixed. The end u of this tumbler, bearix down the end r of the

tumbling lever K, which by its other end m raises the Hat end, /,

of the horizontal lever Q, by which means the pin Vp is pushed

up, and opening the valve V, discharges the bullet. To bring

another bullet instantly to succeed to I, there is a part II called

the hammer, represented in fig. 1 1, which turns the cock so as to

place the cylindric bore of the key Ik in any situation required.

Thus when tlie buliet is in the gun, the bore of the key coincides

with that of the barrel KK ; but when it is discharged, the ham-

mer H is instantiv brought down to shut the pan of the gun ; by
I

which motion the bore of the key is turned into the situation ik,
'

so as to coincide with the orifice of the magazine ; and upon lift-

ing the gun uprighl, the ball ne.\t the key tumbles into its cavity,

and falling behind two small springs ss, (fig. 10,) is by them de-

tained. '

Of the Height of thf. Atmosphere.
On account of the compressibility and elasticity of the air, the

density of the atmosphere will decrease conunually as we ascend

the higher regions. The twilight is occasioned by the reflection of

the »un's light when he is situated a little below the horizon. Let

i, (fig. 1, Plate CXLVl.) be the last particle of illuminati-d air,

\vhich can be seen in the horizon by a spectator at A. This must

be illuminated by a ray SDb, touching the earth's surface at some

point D. Now it is a'known fact, that the degree of illumination

called twilight is perceived when the sun is 18'' below the horizon

therefore iC !» the secant of 9° (it is less, viz. about 8.^°, on a;-.-

count of refraction.) We know the ear;h's radius lo be fbout
3970 miles : hence we conclude iB to be about 45 miles; nay, a
very sensible illumination is perceptible muih lartlier from the
sun's place than this, perhaps twice as far, and the air is suflicici'i-

ly dense for rellecting a sensible light at the height of nearly 100
miles. We have seen that air is prodigiously expansible. IS'one
of our experiments have distinctly shewn us any limit. But it

does not follow that it is expansible without end. It is much
more probable tiiat there is a cert , in distance of the parls in which
they would arrange tliemselv(.-s if they were not heavy. But at
the very summit of the atmosphere tlie'y will be a very small mai-
ler nearer lo each other, on accoui.t of their gravitation to the
earth. Till we know precisely tlie law of this muhial repulsion,
we cannot say what is the height of the almo^phcro. But if the air
be an elastic lluid whose density is always proportionable to the
compressing force, we can teliwhat is ]ls der.sity at any height
above the surface of the carlh ; and we can compare tlie deiiMty
so calculated with the density discovered by observation : for this

last is measured by the lieight at which it supports mercury in llicr

barometer. This is the direct measure of the pressure of the ex-
ternal air; and as we know the law of gravitation, we can tell what
would be the pre.ssure of air having Ihe calculated density in all

its parts. Suppose a prismatic or cylindric column of air reaching
I o the top of the atmosphere. Let Ih.is be divided into an indefi-

nite number of strata of very small and equal depths or thickness ;

and let us su))po-e that a particle of a!r is of the same weight at all

distances from the centre of the earth. 'J'he absolute weight of
any of thc^e strata will on these coiulilions be proportional lo the
Tiumber of particles or the gravity of air contained in it: anrl since
the depth of each stratum is the same, this quantity of air will be as
the density of Ihe stratum ; but the density of any stratum is as the
compressing force ; 2. c. as the pressure of the strata above it ; ('. c.

i;s their weight ; i. c. as their quantity of matter— therefore the
t|U3nlily of air in each stratum is proportional lo the qua;iii:y of
air :.bove il ; but the (piantily in each stia'um is the dilference be-
tween Ihe column incumbent o;i its bottom and on its lop : these
differences arc, therefore, propoitional lo llie quantities of which
I hey are the differences. But when there is a series of quan'.ities

which are proportional to their own differences, both llie quan-
tities and their dilferences are in continual or geometrical pro-
gression: for let a, b, c, be three such quanlilies that

b: c :: a — b : b — c, then, by allern.

b : a — b :: c : c — b and by compos.
b: a: : c : b

and a : h : : b : c

therefore the densities of these strata decrease in a geometrical
progression ; that is, when the elevations above the centre or sur-

face of the earth increase, or their depths under the top of the at-

mosphere decrease, in an arithmetical progression, Ihe densities

decrease in a geometrical progression. Let AKQ, (fig. 2,) repre-

sent the seclion of the earth by a plane through its centre O, and
let j7(OAM be a vertical line, and aF perpendicular lo OA will

be a horizontal line through A, a point on the earth's surface.

Let AF be taken to represent the density of Ihe air at A ; and let

DH, parallel to AE, be taken to AF as 'ihe density at D is to the

density at A ; it is evident, that if a logistic or logarithmic curve
EHN be drawn, having A.M for its axis, and passing through the

points E and H, the density of the air at any other point C, in

this vertical line will be represented by C'G, the ordinate lo the

curve in th;it point : for it is the property of this curve, that if

|)roporlioiis AI5, AC, AD, of ifs axis be taken in arithmetical

progiession, the ordinates AF, BF, C'G, DH, will be in geome-
trical ))rogressinn. Il is another fundanunlal property of this

curve, tlia\ if EK or HS touch the curve in F or H, the sublan-

gciit AK or I)S is a constant quantity. A third fundamental pro-

perty is, that the infinitely extended area MAEN is equal to the

ledangle KAFI- of the ordinate and subtangeiit ; and in like

manneV, the area M DHN is equal lo SD x DIl, or to KA x DH

;

consequently the area lying beyond ?ny ordinate proportional to

that ordinate. These geometrical properties of this curve are all

an.ilogous to the chief circumstances in the constitution of the at-

mosphere, on the supposition of equal gravity. The area MCGN'
represents the whole quantity of aerial iniittcr which is above C :

for C'G is the density al C, luid CD is Uie thickness of the sir

of the spectator, that when tlie angle E6S or ACD is 18 degrees ;
'| tuin bet'Neen C ar.d D ; or.d therefore CGHD will be as the

' <i qti:mlity
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qiiaiility of matter or air in it ; ami in like manner of all others, and

ol ttieir' sii'ii'^, or thewliole area MCGN : and as each ordinate is

proportional to the area above it, so each density, and quantity of air

in eacii stratum, is proportional to the cpiantity of air above it : and

as the whole area MAEN is equal to the rectangle KAEL, so the

whole air of variable density above A might be contained in a co

himn KA, if, instead of being compressed by its own weight, it

were with<ont weight, and compressed by an external force equal

to the ple^3Ure of the air at the surface of the earth. In this case
' if ti;e uniform diMisity AK, which it has at the surface

,,,itwking \i i^wc'iave repeatedly called the homoge-

^us atmofjincre. Hence we derive this important circumstance,

that the height of the homogeneous aluiosphere is the subtangenl

of that curve whose ordinates are as the densities of the air at dif-

ferent heights, on the supposition of equal gravity. This curve

may with propriety be called the atmospherical logarithmic ; and

as the ditil'erent log.irithmics are all characterised bv their subtan-

Rents, it is of importance to determine this one. Ii may be done

by comparing the densi'.ies of mercury and air. For a column ot

air of uniform c'ensitv, reathnig to the top of the homogeneous
atmosphere, is in equ'ilibrio with the mercury in the barometer.

Now it is found, by the best experiments, that when mercury and

air are of the temperature 3.2° of Kalirenheil's thermometer, and

the barometer stands at .30 inches, the mercury is nearly 10440

times denser than air. Therefore the height of the homogeneous
atmosphere is 10440 times 30 inches, or '-'6100 feet, or 8700 yards,

or 43j0 fathonis, or 3 miles wanting 100 yards. Or it may be

found bv observation on the barometer. It is found, that u hen

the mercury and air are of the above temperature, and the baro-

meter on the sea-shore stands at 30 inches, if we carry it to a place

884 feet higher it will fall to 29 incUet. Now, in all logarithmic

curves having equal ordinates, the portions of the axes intercept-

ed between the corresponding pairs of ordinates are proportional

to the subtangents. And the subtangents of the curve belonging

to our conuiion tables is 0-4J4'J!)45, and the difference of the lo-

garithms of 30 and 29 (which is the portion of the axis intercepted

between the ordinates 30 and 29,) or 00147233, is to 0-4342945

as 8S3 is to 2605S feet, or 8686 yards, or 4343 fathoms, or 5 miles

wanting 114 yards. This determination is 14 yards less than the

other, and it is uncertain which is the most exact. It is extreme-

ly difficult to measure the respective densities of mercury and

air ; and in measuring the elevation which produces a fall of one

incli in tlie barometer, an error of one-30th of an inch would pro-

duce all the difference. We prefer the last, as depending on

tewcr circuiTistances. But all this investigation proceeds on the

supposition of equal gravity, whereas we know that the weight of

a particle of air decreases as the square of its distance from tlie

centre of the earth increases. In order, therefore, that a superior

stratum may produce an equal pressure at the surface of the earth,

it must be denser, because a particle of it gravitates less. The
density, therefore, at equal elevations, must be greater than on the

supposition of equal gravity, and the law of diminution of density

niust be different.

Make OD : OA : : OA : Oi;
OC : OA : : OA : Oc ;

OB : OA : : OA : Oi, &c.

so that 0(1, Oc, Oh, OA', may be reciprocals to OD, OC, OB,
OA ; and through the points A, b, c, d, draw the perpendiculars

AE, hf, eg, dh, making them proportional to the densities in A,

B, C, D : and let ns suppose CD to be exceedingly small, so thai

the density may be supposed uniform tlirough the whole stratum.

Thus we have
OD X Orf = OA» = OC X Oc

and Oc-.Od: : OD : OC :

and Oc : Oc - 0(/ : : OD : OD - OC,
or Oc:cd: : OD: DC;

and rd: CD: : Oc : OD;
•r, because OC and OD are ultimately in the ratio of equality,

we have
cd: CD : : Oc : OC : : OA' : OC,

OA' AO«
and cd = CD X ^y^, and cd x eg = CD X eg x ^^ ;

OA-
CD X eg X j^fT-. is the pressure at C arising from the absolute

weight of the stratum CD. I'or this weight is as the bulk, as the

density, and as the gravitation, of each particle jointly. Now CD
OA''

expresses the bulk, eg the density, and j^Tm\\\e gravitation of

each particle. Therefore, ed x eg is as the pressure on C aris-

ing from the weight of the .-ilratum DC ; but ed x eg is evidently

the clement of the < urvilineal area A»ihE, formed by the curve-

Efghn and the ordinates AE, hf, eg, uli, &c. mn. 'I'herefore tht

sum of all the elements, such as editg, that is, the area ciimg below

eg, will be as the whole pren^ule on C, arising from the giavita-

tion of all the aii above it; but, by the nature of air, this whole

pressure is as the di^iisity which it produces, that is, as eg.

Therefcjre the curve V.gn is ol such a nature that the area lying

below or beyond anv ordinate eg is proportional to that ordinate.

This is the property of the logarithmic curve, and V.gn is a loga-

rithmic curve. Bui farther, this curve is the same with EGN.
For let B continually approach to A, and ultimately coincide with

it. It is evident that the ultimate ratio of BA to Ah, and of BK
to hf, i» that of ecjuality ; and if EFK, Efk, be drawn, they will

contain equal angles wiih the ordinate AE, and will cut oil' equal

subtangents A K, A/r. The curves EGN, Egn, are therefore the

same, but in opposite positions. Lastly, if OA, Oh, Oc, Od, &c.
be taken in arithmetical progression decreasing, their recipiocals

OA, OB, OC, OD, &c. will be in harmonical progression in-

creasing, as is well known: but, from the nature of the logarith-

iviic curve, when OA, Oi, Oc, Od, Sec. are in arithmetical pro-

gression, the ordinates AE, If, eg, dh, &c. are in geometrical

progression. Therefore when OA, OB, OC, OD, &c. are in

iiarmonical protjression, the densities of the air at A, B, C, D,'
&c. are in geometrical progression; and thus may the density of

the air at all elevations be discovered. Thus to iiiid the density

of the air at K the top of the homogeneous atn)osphere, make
OK ; OA : : OA : OL, and draw the ordinate LT, LT is the den-

sity at K. Dr. Ilalley was the first who observed the relation

between the density of the air and the ordinates of the logarithmic

curve, or common logarithms. This he did on the supposition of

equal gravity ; and his discovery is acknowledged by Sir Isaac

Newton in Princip. ii. prop. 22. schol. His dissertation on the

subject is in No. 185 of the Philosophical Transactions. Newton
extended the same relation to the true state of the case, where
gravity is as the square of the distance inversely ; and shewed,
that when the distances from the earth's centre are in harmonic
progression, the densities are in geometric progression. He shews
indeed, in general, what progression of the distance, on any sup-

position of gravity, will produce a geometrical progression of the

densities, so as to obtain a set of lines OA, Oi, Oc, Orf, &c.
which will be logarithms of the densities. The subject was after-

wards treated in a more familiar manner by Cotes in his Hydrost.
Lect. and in his Harmonia Mensurarum ; also by Dr. Brooke
Taylor, Meth. Increment; Wolf in his Acrometria ; Herman
in his Phoronomia, &e. &.'c. and lately by Horsley, Phil. Trans,

torn. Ixiv.

Op the Motion of Air.

Ill the consic'eration of this subject the first pi:oblein which pre-

sents itself is to determine with what velocity air will rush into u
void when impelled by its weight alone. This is evidently ana-
logous to the hyilraulic problem of water flowing out of a vessel.

If there be similar vessels of air, water, oil, or any other fluid, all

of the height of a homogeneous atmosphere, they will -^11 rim
through equal and similar holes with the same velocity ; for iu

whatever proportion the <|uaiitity of matter moving through the
hole be varied by a variation of density, the pressure which forces

it out, by acting in circumstances perfectly similar, varies in the
same proportion by the same variation of density. We must
therefore assume it as the leading proposition, th.at air rushes from
the atmosphere into a void with the velocity which a heavy body
would ac<iuire by falling from the top of a homogeneous atmo-
sphere. Air is about 840 times lighter than water, and the pres-

sure of the atmosphere supports water at the height of 33 feel

nearly. The height therefore of a homogeneous atmosphere is

nearly 33 x 840, or 27720 feet. As for the velocity acquired by
anv fall, a heavy body by falling one foot acquires the velocity of
eight feet per second ; and the velocities acquired by falling

through different heights are as the square roots of the heights.

Therefore.
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TlVoreforc, lo fiiui •. e velocity correspc^iulins to any heiglit, ex-

pressed in feet per second, multiply tlie 3(|iiaie root of the height

by 8. We have therefore in the present instance V = 8 ^27720,
= >i X 166,493, =: ]332 feet per second. Greater precision is not

neccsjary in this matter. 'She heiglit of a lioniogeneous atmo-
sphere is a variable thing, depending on the temperature of the

air. If this seems any objection against the use of the number
1.333, we may retain S'i/H in place of it, wliere II expresses the

lieight of a linmogeneotis atmosphere of the given temperature.

A variation of liie barometer makes no change in the velocity^

nor in the height of the homogeneous atmosphere, because it is

accompanied by a proportional variation in the density of the air.

When it k intreased oue-lOUi, for instance, tlie density is also in-

creased one-lOlli ; and thus the expelling force and the matter to

be moved are changed in the same proportion, and the velocity

remains the same. We do not here consider the velocity which
the air acquires after its issuing into the void by its continual ex-

pansipn. This may be ascerlamcd by the 3filh prop, of Newton's
Principia, i. Nay, which appears very -paradoxical, if a cylinder

of air, coniniunicating in tliis manner with a void, be compressed
by a piston loaded w ilh a weight, whicli presses it down as the air

(lows out, and thus keeps it of the same density, the velocltv of

efflux will htill be the same, however great the pressure may be:
for the lirst and immediate clfect of the load on the piston' is to

reduce the air i^i the cylinder to such a density that its elasticity

«liall exactly balance the load ; and because the elasticity

(i/air is proportioiul to its density, the density of the air will be
increased in the same proportion with the load, that is, with the
expelling power ; for we are neglecting at present the weight of
the included air as loo inconsiderable to have any sensible effect.

Therefore, since the matter to be moved is increa-ed in the same
propoition with the prcisme, the velocity will be the f.ame as be-

fore. It is e(ju;illy ea-y to determine the velocity with which the

air of the atmosphere will rush into a space containing rarer air.

Whatever mav be the deiisity of this air, its elasticity, which
follows the jiroporliin of its density, will balance a propor-
tional part of the pressure of the atmosphere ; and it is the

excess of this la=t only which is the moving force. The mat-
ter to he moved is the same as before. Let D be the natural

density of the air, and i the density of the air contained ij)

the vessel into which it is supposed to run, and let P be the

pressure of the atmosphere, and therefore equal to the torce which
impels it into a void ; and let « be the force with which this rarer

P t
air would run into a void. We have D : i =-P : t, and ir =:

D
PiNow the moving force in the present instance is P— w, or P— ^

Lastly, let V be the velocity of air rushing into a void, and v the
velocity '.vitli which it will rush into this rarlfipd air.

It is a theorem in the motion of fluids, that the pressures are as

the squares of the velocities of cfilux. Therefore P : P— "
;:V

D
'

-and' :Vx 1-: r'. Hence we derive r- = V- x 1—
. „D D

AVe do not here consider the resistance which the air of the atmo-
S|:here will meet with from the inertia of that in the vessel which it

must displace in its motion. Here we see that there will always
be a current into the vessel while ' is less than D. We also learn

the gradual diminution of the velocity as the vessel fills ; for S con-

tinually increases, and therefore 1 pr continually diminishes.

It remains tadeti^rmine the time i expressed in seconds, in which
the air of the atmosphere will flow inl-j this vessel from its slate of
vacuity till the air in the vessel has acquired any proposed density
>. For this purpose let II, expressed in feet, be the height through
which a heavy body must fall in order to actiuire the velocity V,
expressed also in feet per second. This we shall express more
briefly in future, by calling it the height producing the velocity

V. Let C; rejjresent the capacity of the vessel, expressed in cubic
feet, and O tlie area or section of the orifice, expressed in super-

ficial or square feet ; and let tlie natural density of the air be D.
VOL. 'V.— .'-.'o. 180.

As the quantity of aerial matter contained in a vessel depends on
tlie capacity of the vessel and the density of the air jointly, we may
express t.he air which would fill tliis vessel by (he symbol CD
ulien the air is in its ordinary stale, and by C iwlien it lias the den-
sity t. In order to obtain the rate at whi'ch it fills, we must take
the fluxion of tliis quantity C K This is C i; for C is a constant
quantity, and S is a variable or flowing quantitv. But we also ob-
tain the rate of influx by our knowledge of tlie velocity, and tin-

areaof the orifice, and ihe density. The velocity is V," orSv/H,
at the first-instant ; and when the'air in the ve>.-el has acquired the
density S, that is, at the end of the time t, die velocity is

\/U V l--j^,or8v/HV —TT~'°'"VH—Tjj-

•

The rate of iiifiux therefore (wliicli may be conceived as measured

by the little mass of air which will enter during the time t with this

velocity) will be biiiiliVlF^"f, or 8/ HO^/Dv/U^i^; mul-

tiplying the velocity by the orifice and by the density. Here
then we have two values of the rate of influx. Ry slating them as

equal, we have a fiuxionary equation, from whicli we may obtain

the fluents, that is, the time t in seconds necessary for bringing the
air in ihe vessel to the density i, or the density * which wilTbe pro-
duced at the end of any time t. We have the equation

C
Sv/HOv/Dv/D-ii^CJ. Hence wc derive t=j-T^fjjy)

Oflhis the fluent is t=-

which A is a conditional constant quantity. The condition whicli
determi nes it is that t must be nothing w'hen S is notliing, that is,

uhen.^/D-;=^/iy; for this is evidently the case at the be-
ginning of the motion. Hence it follows, the constant quantity

IS v/1), and tlie complete fluent, suited lo the case, is

Tlie motion ceases when the air in the vessel has acquired the

density of the external air ; that is, when i=D, or when <=
C , ,„ _C_

4v/HOv^D '^^
' 4v'W0.

Therefore the time of completely filling the vessel is /u('

) .

We may illustrate this by an example in numbers. Supposing

then that air is S40 times lishler than water, and the height of the

homogeneous atmosphere 27720 feet, we have 4y^H=66G. Let

us further suppose the vessel to contain eight cubic feet, which is

nearly a wine-hog-head, and that the hole by which the air of the

ordinary density, which we shall make = 1, enters is an inch squ.ire,

or T-l^ of a square foot. Then the time in seconds of completely

filling it will be ^—rrrr n,.-^^o'" 1.7297'. If the the hole i-

TiH X '^60, °' t)bO,

only T-J-j of a square inch, that is, if its side is ^ of an inch, the

time ot completely filling the hogshead will be 17.1" very nearly, or

something less than three minutes. If we make the experiment

with a hole cut in a thin plate, we shall find the time greater nearly

in the proportion of 63 to 100, for reasons obvious to all who have

studied hydraulics. In like manner we can tell the time nece^sary

lor bringing the air in the vessel to |- of its ordinary densi ty. T he

only variable part of our fluent is the coeflicient — ^/D — «, or

\/T^i. Let H be =|, then ^T^i =v/J=-i, and 1 -.^/l^^.J ;

and the time is 861" very nearly when the liole is y^ of an inch

wide. Let us now suppose, the air in the vessel ABC D, lij. li;.

Plate CXLl II. is compressed by a weight acting on the cover

AD, which is moveable down Ihe vessel, and is thus expelled into

the external air. The immediate effect of this e.xternal presMiie is

lo compress the air, and give it ant.ther densily. The density 1>

ol the external air, corresponds lo its pressure P. Let the ad-

ditional pressure on the cover of the vessel hep, and the density

of the air in the vessel be il. VVe shall have P : P+/' :: D : rf ;
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and therefore p=P x
d-T>

D Then, because the pressure which
It

expels the air is the difference between tlie force which compresses

the air in the vessel and the force which coin|jresses tlie externa!

air, the expelling force is p. And because tlie quantities of mo-
tion are as the forces which similarly produce them, we shall have

P;^X—rr
—

••: MV : m?; where M and m express the quantities

of matter expelled, V expresses the velocity with which air rushes

into a void, and v expresses the velocity sought. But because the

quantities of aerial matter w hich issue from the same orifice in a mo-
jnentareas.the densities and velocitiesjointly, we shall have MV : mr

:: DVV : dzv, :: DV^ : dvK Therefore P : p^^^^ :: DV^' : dD

.=^vV/^^|Hence we deduce

We may have another expression of the velocity witliout con-
sideriiig the density. We had P : P+p :: D : d: therefore d :=

^^^~P' w n DxP+? _, DxT+fl-DP,p—i— and d— D=: ^

—

D, = -r> '"""•

tlierefore r=V
'^-^^^DxP+p-DP. _ F+P-? p_

'^ ~ DxV+E ~ P+P "P+Z'

\ / pXV p I
, which is a very simple and convenient expression.

Hitherto we have considered the motion of air as produced by
its weii;ht only. Let us now consider the eltect of it? elabticity.

Let ABCD, tig. 12, be a vessel containing air of any density 1).

Tliisair is in a slate of compression ; and if the compressing force
be removed, it will expand, and its elasticity will diminish aloiTi? with
its density. Its elasticity in any state is measured by the"force
which keeps it in that state. The force wliich keeps common air
in its ordinary density is the weight of the atmosphere, and is the
same witli the weight of a column of water 33 feet high. If there-
fore we suppose that this air, instead of being confined by the lop
of tiie vessel, is pressed down by a moveable piston carrying a
column of water 33 feet high, its efasticity will balance this pressure
as it balances the pressure of the atmosphere; and as it is a fluid,

and proj)agates through every part the pressure exerted on an v one
p.'.rt, it will press on any little portion of the vessel by its elasticity
in the same manner as when loaded with iliis column. The conse-
quence of this reasoning is, that if this small portion of the vessel
be removed, and tiius a passage be made into a void, the air will

begin to flow out with the same velocity with wliich it would How
W'hen impelled by its weight alone, or with the velocity acc|uired
by falling from the top of a homogeneous atmosphere, or 1332
feet ni a second nearly. But as soon as some air has come out, the
density of the remaining air is diminished, and its elasticity is

diminished : therefore the expelling force is diminished. But the
matter to be moved is diminished in the very same proportion, be-
cause the density and elasticity vary acccrdin'j; to the same law

;

therefore the velocity will conli]uie the same from the begiiming
to the end of the efHiix. Hence it follows, what appears very un^
likely at first sight, that however much the air in the vessel is' con-
densed, it will always issue into a void with the same velocity.
To find the quantity of aerial matter .which will issue durijig aiiv
time ^ and consequently ihe density of the remaining air at the
end of this time, we nnistget the rate of efilux. In the element

of time t there issites (by what has been said above) the bulk

S^HO / (for the velocity V is constant) ; and therefore the quan-
tity S^liOdt. On the other hand, the quaiitity of air at the be-
ginning was CD, C being the capacity ot the vessel ; and when
the air has acquired the density d, llie quantity is Cd, and the quan-
tity run out is CD— Cd: therefore the ([uantity which h;is runout

in the time t must be the fluxion of CD— Cd, or — Cd. There-

fore we have the equation Si^ilOdi : Cd, and ( = .„'
,

,

Sy/HOii

C
'Bv/HO d-

The fluent of this is t- X log. d. This fluent must be so

log. 1, = 0. We

Sv/llO

taken that t may be = o when (/— D. Therefore the coirect

C . 1) - . D
8v/UO

deduce from this, that it requires an infinite time for the » hole air

of a vessel to (low out of it into a voitl. N. B. by log. d, &c. is

meant the hvperholic logarithm of d, fee. Liislly, let ABCD,
CFCrll, fig. 13, be two vessels containing airs of difierent densities,

and communicating by the oriliee C, there will be a current from

the vessel containing the denser air into that containing the rarer,

from ABCD into C'FOH. Let 1' be the elastic (orce of the air

in AlJCD, Q its density, and V its velocity, and D the density of

the air in CI'GH. And after the time t, let tlie density of the air

in ABCD be q, its velocity v, and the density of the air'in CFGH
PD

be S. The expelling force from ABCD will be P ^~ at the

first instant, and at the end of the time t it will be -~ —

-

Therefore we shall have P—
PD Pi „-^ -— :: Q V - : qv-, which

gives t>;=y X v^ ~rA— TT.. a'lJ I'lC motion will cease when i— g.
^(-V4 L/)

Let A be the capacity of the, first vessel, and B that of the

second. "We have the second equation AQ -\-QD:=Aq+]ii, and

A (Q-7) -f BD.
therefore * :

Substituting this value of J in the

former value ofr,weIiaye r=:V xv/ <yB(Q-D) j'

which gives the relation between tlie velocity r and the density q.
Some of ihest questions are of ditlicult solution, and lliey are not

of frecpient use in pneunia'its. The ca-es of greatest u«e are when
the air is expelled from a vessel by an external force, as when
bellows are worked, whether of the orilinary form or consisting of
a cylinder filled with a moveable jii-toii. 'I'liis last c.ise merits a
particular considera'tion ; and the investigation is extremely easy.

Let AD, fig. 12, be a piston moving downward with the uniform
velocityj; and let the area of the piston be n times tiie area of the
hole of efilux; then the velocity uf elllux arising from the niolion

of the iii'iion will be nf. Add this to tlie velocity V produced by
the elasticity of the air in the first ipiestion, and tlie w hole velocity

wiilbeV + rt/. it will be the same in the others. 'I"he prol>-

hni is also freed from the consideration of the time of efilux. For
this depends now on the velocity of the piston. It is still, how-
ever, a very intricate problem to ascertain the relation betweeu
tlie lime and the density, even though the piston is moving uni-
formly ; for at the beginning of the motion the air is of common
density. As the piston descends, it both expels and compresses
the air, and the density of the air in the vessel varies in a very in-

tricate manner, as also its resistance or reaction on the piston.

For this reason, a piston which moves uniformly by an exteriuil

force will never make an ncilorni blast by successive strokes ; it

will always be weaker at the beginning of the stroke. The be.st

way tor securing an uniform blast is to employ the external force
only for lifting up the piston, and then to let the piston clescend

by its own weight. In this way it will quickly sink down, com-
pressing the air, till. its density and corres|)(inding ehisticily ex-'

actly balance the weight of the piston. Alter this the piston will

descend equably, and the blast will be uniform. Air in mctinn
is a very familiar object of observation ; and ii is interesting. \n

all languages it ha- gotaname; we call it wind: and it is only
upon reflection that we consider air as wind in a quiescent stal--,

and that wind 4S air in motion. It is of importance to know t lit

velocity of the wind; but no unexceptionable method has been
contrived
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contriveilfor tliis purpose. Tlie best seems to be by ni'-asiiring

the spice pa'^scil over by the shadow ofucloiKl; but litis is ex-

treinelv fallacious. For though we suppose Uial llie cloud has the

velocity of the air in which it is carried aloni;, fhi'; i-; not an exact

measure of ihe current on the surfaci; of (he earth; we may be

almostcertain that it is greater: forair, like all oilier fluids, is re-

tarded by the sides and boUoni of the channel in w Inch it nmves.

But it is also gratuitous to suppose, that the velocity of the cloud

is the velocity of the stratum .of air between the cloud and ihe

e.'.rlh ; we are almost certain that it is not. It is proved by Dr.

Ihilton of Ed nburgh, that clouds are always formed when two
parcels of air of thll'ereiittemp-eratures iTii.\' together, each coniaiii-

ing a pni^jer quaiility of vapour in the state of chemical solulion.

Dilifereiit strata of air often IJow iu different dirgclioni for a long

time. In 1781 , while a great lleet rendezvouzed in Le.lh Roads
during the American war, there was a brisk E. wind for about

five weeks; ami, clurini; the last fortnight of this period, there was

a brisk current at the height ofabout | of a mile. This was distinct-

ly indicated by f;cijtieiit fleecy clouds at a gieat distance above a

lower stratum of these clouds, which were drivina all this time

froui the K. A gentleman who was at the siege of Quebec in

17JS', informed us, that one day while there blew a gale from the

W. so that the ships at anchor in the river were obliged to strike

their top-masts, and it was with the utmost difticully that some
well manned bo;.ts could row against it, carrying some artillery-

stores to a post above the town, several shells were tlir-own from

the town to destroy the boats : one of the shells burst in the air

near the top of .its Hight, which was about half a mile high. The
smoke of this bomb remained in the same spot tor above a quarter

of an hour, like a great rouud ball, and gradually dissipated by
ditfcsion, with removing many yards from its place. \\"lien,

theiefore, two sti-.ila of air come irom dilTerent quarters, and one
of them ijows over the other, it will be on!y in the <;ont]_guous

surfaces that a precipitati(j!i of vapour will be made. This will

form a thin fleecy cloud ; and it will have a velocity and direction

which neither belongs to the upper nor to the lower stratum of air I

which produced it. Sliould one of these strata come fiom the E.

and the other from the A\'. with equal velocities, the cloud form-

ed between will have no motion at all; sliould one come from the

E. and the othcf- Irom the N. the cloud will move from the N. E.

with a greater velocity than either of thestrata. So uncertain then

is the information given by the clouds either of the velocity or the

direction of the w ind. A thick smoke from a furnace will give us

a much less equivocal measure: and this, combined with the ef-

fects of the wind in impelling bodies, or deflecting a loaded plane

from the perpendicular, or other effects of this kind, may give

us measures of the dilferent currents of wind with a precision suf-

ficient for all practical uses. Mr. John Smealon the celebrated

engineer, has given in the Philos. Trans. Vol. 51. l!se velocities of

wind corresponding to the^u-ual denominations in our language.

These are founded on a great number of observations made bv
himself ill the course of his practice in erecting wind-mills ; and

are as follow :

Miles Feet

per hour, per second.

1 1,47

e '.:,93\

3 4,40 \

A 5,87 >

5 7,33 i

10 14,t)7)

15 22, S

•JO 29,34^
25 36,<)7 \

30 44,01 \
35 51,34 J

40 58,69 I

45 6ti,01

SO 73,35

;

fiO 33,02 I

35)
32 j

SO
too

1 1 7.3(5

)

146,70 [

Xtimes.

Light airs.

Breeze.

Brisk gale.

Fresh gale.

£>trong gale.

Hard gale.

Storm.

Hurricane, tearing up
trees, overturning

liuildings, &c.

See also some valuable experiments by Mr. Snieaton on this

subject, in the Pliilos. Trans, for 1760 and . 17(J1. One of the
most ingenious and convenient methods for measuring ihe veloci-

ty of the wind is to employ its pressure in supporting a column of

water, in the same way as Mr. Pilot measures the velocity of u
current of water. it was first proposed by Dr. James Lynd of
Windsor, a g'-ntleman eminent tor his great know'le,lge in all the

branches of natural science, experiment, and practical application.

His anemometer Plate CXl.Vi. isagla;s lube of the form A BCD.
li^-. 3. open at both ends, and having ihe branch AB at right aughs
to the branch CD. This lube contains a lew inches cf water or

any fluid ; (the lighter the better;) it is held w ith the part CD
Ujjright, and AB horizontal, and m the direction of the wind ; that

-, Willi the mouth A fronlmg the wind. The wind acts in the

way of pressure on the air in AB, compresses it, and causes it to

pre^s on the surface of the liquOi ; forcing it down to V, while it

rises to E in the other leg. The velocity of the wind is concluded
from the difference E/ between the heights of the liquor in the

legs. As Ihe wind does not geuerally blow with uniform velocity,

tlie liquor is apt to dance in the tube, and render Ihe observation

difiiiult and uncertain; to remedy this, it is proper to contract

very much the communication at C between the two legs. If

the tube has half an inch of diameter, a iiole of one-tiflieth of an
inch is large enough ; indeed the hole can liardly be too small, nor

the tubes too large. This iiibtrument gives the proportions of the

velocities of dillerent currents with the greatest precision; for in

whatever way the pressure of wind is produced by its motion, tl;e

different pressures are as the squares of the velocities: if, there.-

fbie, w'e can obtain one certain measure of the velocity of the wind,

and observe the tlegree to which the pressure produced by it

raises the liquor, we can at all other times observe the pressures,

and compute the velocities from them, making proper allowances

for the temperature and the height of liie mercury in the barome-

ter ; because the velocity will be in the subduplicate ratio of the

density of the air inversely when the pressure is the same. The
velociiv of Ihe wind is nstJally estimated that which would be ac-

quired bv falling from a height which is to Ef, fig. 3, as the weight

of wr.tcr is to that of an equal bulk of air. 'I'hus, supposing air to

be 840 limes lighter th. Ill water, and that E/ is -;% of an inch, ll.o

velocity will be about 63 feet per second, which is lliat of a very

hard gale, approaching to a storm Hence we see that the scale of

this instrument is extremely short, and that it would be a great im-

provement to make the "leg CD not perpendicular, but very

much sloping; or perhaps the following form of the instrument

will give it ail the perfection o' which it is capable. Let the hori-

zontal branc4i A B, tig. 4, be contracted at B, and coinimied liori-

zoiitally for several inches I!F of a much smaller bore, and then

lurned'down for two or three inches and-then upwards with a

wide bore. To use the instrument, hold it with the)>arl DC perpen-

dicular; and (having sheltered the mouth A from the wind) pour

in water at D till it advances along GB to the pomt B, which is

made the beginning of the scale ; "the water in the upright branch

standing at^ in the same horizontal line with BF., >iow, turn the

mouth A to the wind ; the air in AB will be compressed and will

force the water along BF tc F, and cause it to rise iiomj to E ;

and the rnn"e f'E will be to the range BF on the scale as the sec-

tion of the t7ibe BF to that of CD. "'Fhus, if the width of DC be

4. an inch, and that of BF -p',, weshall have 25 inches in llie scale

for one inch of real pressure E^'. But it has nut been demonstra-

ted in a very satisfactory manner, that the velocity of the wnid is

that acquired by falling through the height of a column of air

whose weight is ec|iial to that of tl.e column of water E^. Experi-

ments made with Pilot's tube in currciifs ot wirter shew that se-

veral corrections are necessary for concluding the velocity of the

current from the elevations 'in the tube: these corrections may

however be made, and safely applied to the joies^nt case
; and

then the instrument will en.ible us to conclude the velocity of the

wind immediately, without any fundamental comp:irisou ot the

elevation, with a' velocity actuallv determined upon other prin-

ciples. The chief use which we 'have for this information is in

our emplovmei.t of wind as an impelling power, by which we

can actuate machinery or navigate ships. These are very impor-

tant applications of pneumalical doctrines, and merit a partic-ular

consider.ition; ami this naturally brings us to the last part of this

branch of our subject, viz. the 'coii.-,ide ration of tfae impulse of air •
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on bodies exposed to its action, and llic resistance wliich it op-

poses to tlie pa^isas^e of bodies tliroiigb it. This subject is of llie

greatest importance ; being tlie roiiniliition of tliat ait wlii'Ji has

flrtnethe greatest honour lo tlie ingenuity of man, and tlie greatest

St-rvice to human society, by connecting togcllier the most distant

inha!»itants of this globe, and making a commuiiication of bcnolitf

which would otherwise have been impossible ; we mean the art of

Navigation or Seaman-hip. Of all the machines «liich human ait

has constructed a ship is not only the greatest and most niagaili-

cent, but also the most ingenious and intricate; and tl-.e clever

seaman possesses a knowledge fouiuU-d on the most dilnciilt and

abstruse doctrines of mechanics. The seaman probably cannot
give any aecoiHit of his own science; and he ])ossesses it rather hv
a kind of habit than by any process of reasoning: but tlu' success

and efficacy of all the mechanism of (his complicated engine, and
the proprieiy of all the manoeuvres which tin- seaman practises, cie-

peiKl on the invariable laws oi mechanics ; and a thorongli know-
ledge of the-e vvcuUl enable an intelligent person not only to un-
derstand the machine and the manner of working it, but to improve
both. I)ut although this fnilijecl employed tl;e genius of New ton,

who considered it with great care, and his followers have added
more to his labours on this subject than on any other, it still re-

mains in a very imperfect state. A minute discussion of it car.nol

be expected in this short treatise ; n which we ran only give such
a general statement ol the mo>t a|)proved doctrine on the subiecl

as bhall enable our re.iders to conceive it distjnclly, and judge
with inteUigenec and confidence of the practical deductions which
may be made from it. Suppose a plane surface, ofwhicli aC,
"fig. 5, is the section, exposed to the action of a stream of wind
blowing in the direct.on QC, perpendicular lo a C. The motion
of the wind will be ol)strucled, and the surface « C pressed for-

ward. And as all impulse or pressure is exerted in a direction

perpendicular to the surface, and is resisted in the opposite direc-

'tion, the surface will be impelled in the direction CD, the con-
tinuation of (^C. .\nd as th.e mutual actions of bodies depend on
their relative motions, the force acting on the surface ii C will be
the sam.^, if we shall suppose th,' air at rest, and the surface mov-
ing equally swift in the opposite direction. The resi>tance of the
air to.the motion of the body will lie equal to the impulse of the
air in the former case. Thus resistance and inipnlse are equal and
contrary. If the air be moving twice as fast, its parfxle^ will

give a double impulse; but in thi-; c.ise a double number of particles

will exert their impulse in llie same manner; the impulse will there-
fore be fourfold; and in general it will be as the square of th" velo-
city: or if the air and body be both in motion, the impulse and
resistance will be proportional to the scpiare of the relative velo-

city. The ab-olute impulse of a strea.n of air, blowing ])erpen-

-riicularly on any surf.5ce, is equal to the weighi of a colunm of air

which has that surface for its base, and for its height the space
through which a body must fall in order to accpiire the velocity of
the air. Suppose the surface AC ecpial to aC no longer to be
perpendicular lo the stream of air, but inclined to it in the angle
ACO, which we shall call the angle of incidence ; then by the "re-

solution of forces, it follows, that the action of each particle is di-

minished in the proportion of radius to the sine of the ans>le of ui-

cidence, or of AC to AL, AL being perpendicular to ClJ.
Again: Dra'v AK [larallel to CD. It.is plain that no air, lying
farther from C:D than KA is, will strike the plane. Thetiuaiitity
of impulse tlierefore is diminished still farther in the proportion
ofaCtoKC", orofAC to.'\[>.. Therefore, on the whole, the
-absolute impulse is diminished in the proportion of AC'-" to A] J':

hence the proposition, that the impulse and resistance of a given
surface are in the proportion of the stpiare of the sine of the angle
of incidence. This impulse is in the direction PL, perpendicular
to the impelled surface, and the surface teiids to move in this di-

rection : but suppose it movealile only in some other direction PC),
orthat it is in thedirection PO that we wish to em|)!i)y this im-
pulse, its action is therefore oblique ; and if we wish tokiiow the
intensity of the impule' in this direction, it must be diuvnished
still farther in the proportion of radius to the cosine of the angle
LPO or sineof CPO. lloncc the general proposition: Tl)e^f-
fective impulse is as the surface, as thi; square of the velocity ot

the wind, as the square of the sine of the angle of. incidence, and
as Ihesine of the obliquity jointly, which we may express hv the
symbol R ^S'Vbin.' I sin. O ; and as the impulse depends on

the density of the impelling fluid, we may take in every circum-

stance iTy tl-.e equation R :^ SDV-. sin". I. sin. O. If the impulse

be estimated in the direction of the stream, the angle of obliquity

ACD is the same with the angle of incidence, and the impulse in

this direction is as the surface, as the sc|uare of the velocity, and at

the cube of the anale of incidence jointly. From these premises

it follows, that if ACA' be a wedge, of w'hich the base A.V is per-

pendicular to the wind, and die angle ACA' bisected by its <ii-

rection, the direct or perpendicular impulse on the base is to the

oblique impulse on the sides as radius to the scjuare of the sine of

half the angle ACA'. 'I'iie same must be allirmed of a pyramid or

cone ACA', of which the axis is in the direction of llie wind. Ti

ACA' (ig. 6, represent the section of a solid produced by the re-

volution of a curve line APC round the axis CD, which lies in the

direction of the wind, the impulse on this body may be compared
with the direct impulse on its base ; or the resistance to the motion

of this body through the aii'may be compared with the direct re-

sistance of'its base, by resolving its surface into L-lementary planes

P/), whichare coincident with a tangent-plane PR, and toniparing

the impulse on P/J with the dnect impure on the correspondii:^

part K L of the ba.,e. Thus it follows that ihe impulse on a sphere

is one-half of the impulse on its great, circle, or on the base of a

cylinder of equal diameter. A very important inference arises

from this doctrine, lo determine the most advantageous position of

a plane surface, when required to move in one direetion while it is

impelled by the wind blowing in another. Thus, Let AI3. fig. 7,

bethe ship'ssail', CA the di;ection inwhich the \yind blows, and
.'\ [) the line of the ship's course. It is reeinired lo place the yartl

AC in such a position that the impulse of the wind upon the sail

may have Ihi- greatest effect possible in impelling the ship along

AD. I.etAB, Ah, be two positions of the sail very near the best

position, but on opposite sides of it. Draw BE, /)c, perpendicu-

lar to C A, and PjF, t)f, perpendicular to AD, callyig AB radius ;

it isevichnt that BE, BP, are the sines of impidse and obliquity,

and th;;t Ihe elife;:tive impulse is BK-xBF, or be^x/>f. This
mu>t b'.' a maximum. Let Ihe points B, b, continually approach
and uliimately coincide: the chord 6 B will ultimately coincide

with a straight line CRD touching the circf- in 1!; the triangles

CBE, c '; e are similar, as also the triangles DBF. Dbf: there-

fore BR': h(^:: BC^ : hr\ and BF: bf :: BD : 6D : and BE^x
BF: /(<r2x/./::Cl';-'xBD: cb'^xbD. "Iherefore when AB is in

the best position, so that BIC-'X BF is greater than A e-x /'/, "C
shall haveC:BxBD greater than Cbxb D, orrBxBl) isalsoa
maximum. This we know to be the case when CIi = 2BDt
therefore the sail must be so pl.iced that the tangent of Ihe angle of

incidence shall be double of the tangent of the angle of the sail

and keel. In a common windmill the angle CAD is necearily a
right angle; for the sail moves in a circle to which the wind is per-

pendicular: therefore the Ijest angli- of the sail and axle will be
54" 44 nearly. Experiments on this siibject are not numerous;
at least such as can be depended on? The first that have this

cl'.aracter are those pnblisl-,ed by Mr. Robins in 1742, in his trea-

tise on Gunnery. They were repeated with soine additions by
the Chevalier Borda, and some-stfcounl of them published in tlie

Mem. of Ihe Acad, of Sciences in 17C3. In the Philos. Trans.
\'ol. T,XXIII. there are some experiments on a-larger scale by
Mr. F.dgeworth. In all these e,xperinieiits the resisi:uices were
found very exactly in the proportion of the squares of the veloci-

ties; but Ihev were found considerably greater than the weighi of
the column of air. whose height would produce the velocity in a
falling body. Mr. Robins's experiments in a square of 16 inches,

describing 'Sj-Q feet per second, indic.ite the resi>tance to he to
this weight nearly as 4 to 3. Borda's experiments on ihe same
surface state the disproportion still greater. The resistances are
not in the proportion of Ihe mrfaces, but increase considerably
f;isler. Surfaces of 9, I'T. 36, and SI, inches, moving with one
velocity, had resistances in proportion of 9. 17i, 43|, and I04|.
Now as this deviation from the proportion of If.e surfaces increases

with great regularity, it is most proljable that it continues lo in-

crease in surfaces of still greater extent ; and these are the most
generally to be un-t with in practice in the action of wind on ships

and mills. Chev, Bcrda's experiments on S 1 inches shew I hat the
in pulse of wind moving one foot per second is about one-SOOih of

a pound on a square foot. Therefore to find the impulse on a foot

ccrresjjoniling lo anv velocity, divide the square of the velocity
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b\ 500. and we obtain tlie impiiNe in pounds. Mr. Rousl- of

I^i-icesters!iire made many expi-nnicnti, \vhicli are n^enlionetl

with gr<at approbation by Mr. Smeatoii. I] 5 ^:e,it sngai-ii\ and
cxperiincp in the erection of wind-mills ob'g'- ii<; to pa\ a' con-
siderable dt-fcrence to liis judgement. Tnese cxperinn-ni' con-
firm our opinion, that the impulses increase faster tiu.n the sur-
faces. The following table was calculalt-d from Mr. Rouse's ob-
sejvalions, and may be considered as pretty accurate.

Velocity Impulse on .1

ill Feet. Foot in i'onnds.

10 1S9
20 0.913
30 2-O.VJ

40 3.«i0

50 5 71S
Co ?.234
70 ll.'Ji.?

80 14038
80 13.526

lOl) 22.K73
110 27.675
120 32.920
130 38.(554

140 44.S30
150 51.462

The square of tlie velocity in feet, being multiplied by 16, the

product will be tlie impulse or resistance on a square fool in grains

according to Mr. Rouse's numbers. Tlie greatest deviation from
the theory occurs in the oblique impulses. Mr. Robins compared
the resistance of a wedge, whose angle «as 90°, with theresiatance

ofitsbase; and instead of finding it les in the proportion ofY/2
to 1, as detenuineil by the theory, lie found it greater in the pro-

portion of 55 to 68 nearly ; and when he formed ilie body into a

pyramid, of which the sides had the same surface and the same in-

clination as the sides of the wed^;e, the resistance of the base and
face were now as 55 to 39 nearly : so that here the same stirface

with the sair.e inchuiition had its resistance reduced from 6S to 39
by being put into this form. Similar deviations occur in the ex-

periments of Chev. Borda; and it may be collected Ir ni both,

that the resistances diminish more nearly in proportion of the sii cs

of incidence than in the proportion of the squares of those sines.

The irregularity in the resistance of curved surfaces is as gre.it as in

plane surfaces. In general, the theory gives the ol.fque impulses

on plane surfaces much too small, and the impu'ses on curved
surfaces too great. The resistance of a sphere does not exceed ihe

fourth pari of the resistance of its great circle, instead of being its

lialf; but the anomaly is such as to leave hardly any room lor cal-

culation. It would be very clesirable to have the experiments on

this subject repeated in a greater variety of cases, and on larger

surfaces, so that the errors of the experiments may be of less con-

sequence.

Of the Effects of the Pressure, and Elasticity of
THE Air.

Tlie strong cohesion which takes place between polished sur-

faces which are wetted orsmeared with grease is remarkable. That this

cohesion is owing to the atmospheric pressure, is evident from the

ease with which the plates may be separated in an exhausted re-

ceiver. To this cause is also ascribed the very strong adhesion of

snails, periwinkles, limpets, and otlier univalve shells, to the rocks.

The animal forms the rim of itsshell, so as to fit the shape of the

rock to which it intends to cling. It then fills its shell with water.

In this conditi m we nnist act with a force equal to fifteen pounds
for every square inch of touching surface before we can detach it.

Thij may be illustratetl by filling a drinking glass to Ihe brim with

water ; and having covered it with a piece of thin wet h-ather, turn

it on a table, and then try to pull it straight up ; it will require a

considerable force. But if we expose a snail adiierina to a stone

iri the exhausted receiver, we shall see it drop off by its o«n
weight. In the sam<i manner do the remora, the polypus, the

lamprey, and many other animals, adhere with such firnine>-s.

Roys often amuse themselves by pulling out large stones from the

>}->avement by means of a circle of stiff wetted leather fastened to a
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sirmg. It IS owing to the same cause that the bivalve shell-fi-hes
keep ihemselves so firmly shut. We tiiink the muscular force of
an oyster prodigious, because it recjuires such force to open it

•

but It we grind olV a bit of the conv. x shell, so as to make a hole
in It, though without hurling the fish in the siiullest degree, it will
open with great ease, as it (^oes tdso in vacuo. In thTsway, the
pressure of the air contributes much to the cohes on of bodies,
where we do not suspect iis influence. The tenaciiv of our mor-
tars and cements would frequently be ineffeclual w'ithout this as-
sistance. It is owing to tiie pressure of the atmosphere that a cask
will not run by the cock unl.-ss a hole be opened in some other
part of tlie cask. If the cask is not quite full, some liquor, indeed,
will run out, but it will stop as soon as the diminished elasticity of
the air above the litifior is in equilibrio (together with the liquor)
with tne atmo-pheric pressure. In like manner, a te.vpot must
have a small hole in its lid to ensure its pouring out the lea. If,
indeed, the hole in the cask is of large dimensions, it will run with-
out any other hole, because air will get in 6t the upper side of the
hole, while tie liquor runs out by the lower part of it. On (he
same principle depends the performance of an instrument used by
spirit-dealers and excisemen for taking out a saiv.ple of their spirits.
It consists of a long tin-plate-tube A B, fig. 14, Plate CXLIIl.
open a-lop at A, and ending in a small hofe at B. The end B is

dipped into the spirits, which rises into the lube ; then the thumb
IS clapped on the mouth A, and the whole is 1 fied out of the cask.
The spirit remains in it till the thumb be taken off, when it is al-
lowed to run into a glass fur examination. It is < hiefly owing to
the pressure of the air that frosts imiiiedialely occasion a scantiness
of w ater in our fountains and wells. This is erroneously accounted
lor, by supposing that the water freezes in the bowels of the earth.
But the most intense frost of a Siberian winter would not freeze
the ground two feel deep; yet a very moderate frost will consoli-
date the w hole surface of a country, and make it impervious to tlie
air; especially if the frost has been preceded bv rain, which has
soaked the surface. When this happens, the water which was til-

lering through the ground is all arrested, and kept suspended in
its capillary tubes by the pressure of the air, in the very same
manner ;'s tlie spirits are kept suBpem'ed in the inslrument just de-
scribet' by the thumb's shutting the hole A. A tlu.w melts the
supeificii.l ice, and allows the water to run in tlie same manner as
the spirits run when the thumb is removed. Atmospheric, or
common air, is necessary for supporting the lives of most animals,
ll a small animal, such as a mouse or bird, be put under the re-
ceiver of an air-pump, and the air be exhausted, the animi.l will
quickly be thrown into convulsions and fail down dead ; if the air

be immediately readmitled, the animal will sometimes revive,
especially it tile rarefaction has been briskly made, and has not
been very great. We do not know that any breathing animal can
bear Ihe air to be reduced to one-fourth of its ordinary density,
nor even one-third; nor have we good evidence that an animal
will ever recover it the rarefaction is pushed very far, although
conlinutd for a very short lime. But the mere presence of the air

is by no means suflFi^ieut tor preserving the li'e of the animal ; for

it is found, th.it nn rnimal sh; t up in a vessel of air cannot live iii

it for any length of lim«. It a man be shut up in a box contain-
ing a wine-hogshead of air, he cannot live in it much above an
hour, and long bffore Ihis he will find his l.realliing very unsatis-

factory and uneiisy. A gallon of air will support him a minute.
A box EF, fig. 15, may be made, having a pipe AB inserted into

its top, and fitted with a very light valve at B, opening upwards.
This pipe sends off a lateral branch « D rf C, w hicii enters the box
at the bottom, and is also fitted with a light valve ;t C opening
iipw.Tds. It a person brrnthe (lirough the pipe, keeping his nos-

trils shut, it is evident that the air which he expires will not enter

the box by the hole B, nor return through the pipe CDt/; and
bv this contrivance he will gradually employ the whole air of the

box. With this apparatus experiments can be niude without any
risk or inconveniency, and the quantity of air necessary for a
iriven time of easy breathing may be Lccurately ascertained.

Since heated air expands, it must rise, and tl e pr< s^ure of the sur-

lOinding air will force a current into the rare ri-.-d part ; hence we
mav understand the nature of land and sea breezes, tne accent of
•lir and smoke U|' ch miieys, and the draught of air into warm
rooms. Hence we have some dala for conslrucling such loves

and fire-places as may be suited tor particular purposes. AU that
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y, necfs"iar.v in a clianiber fire-place, is a ciirrt-nt of air siiflicipiitly

t;rc,it for carrying up tiv smol^e and vitiated air of tlie fuel. T>\

iillowiug a gre'aU-r quatrtily ot air to get into llie cliiiTiney, heated

oiily to a moderate degree, we produce a more rapid renexval of

the"air of llie room. But a mtich smaller renewal of air tliaii we
cojnmonlv produce is abundantly wholesome and pleasant, and

we may li'ave all the pleasure of tlie light and flame of the fuel at

niucli less expence, by contracting greatly the passage into the

vent. The best way ot doing this is by contracting tlie brick-work

on each side beliind"the mantle-jiiece,' and reducing it to a narrow

l)arallelograni, having the bark of the vent for one of its lor.n sides.

Make an iron-plate to iit this hole, of the same length, but

broader, so that it may lie sloping, its lower edge being in contact

with li.e fore-side of the hole, and its upper edge leaning on the

back of the vent. In this position it shuts the hole entirely. Let
the plate have a hinge, and fold up like the lid of a chest. In a

iire-plare fit for a room of twenty-four feit by eighteen, if this

plate be about eighteen inches long from side to side, and folded

back within an inch or an inch and a half of the wall, this will allow

passage for as much air as will keep up a very cheerful lire; and
by raising or lowering this register, the lire will burn more or less

rapidly. A free passage of half an inch will be sufficient in wea-

ther that is not immoderately cold. The air vtIiIcIi is in the front

of the fire, and much warmed by it, is not allowed to get into the

chimney, where it would be hurried up the vent, but rises up to

the celling, and is diffused over the room. This double motion of

the air may be observed by opening a chink of the door, antl

holding a candle in the way. If the candle be held near the lioor,

the flame will be blown into the room ; hut if held near the top of

the door, the flame will be blown outward. The most convenient
method of warming an apartment in these temperate climates, is

by what we call a \tove-grate, and the French call a chapelle,

from its resemblance to tlie chapels or oratories in the churches.
Tlie general form of a stove, and of which all others are only mo-
difications adapted to circumstances of utility or taste, is as fol-

lows: MIKL, tig. 8, Plate CXLVl. is a quadrangular box of any
size in the direction Ml IK. The inside-width from front to back
is never less than ten inches, and rarely extends to twenty ; the
included sp;ice is divided by partitions. 'The lowest chamber All
is the receptacle for the fuel, which lies on the bottom of the stove
without any grate : this fire-place has a door AO turning on hinges,

2nd in this door is a very small wicktt P : the roof of the lire-

place extends to within a very few inches of the farther end, leav-

ing a narrow passage B for the flame. The next partition cC is

about eight inches higher, and reaches almost. lo the other end,
leaving a narrow passage lor the flame at C. The partitions Dd,
Ee, F/, Gg, HA, are repealed above, at the distance of eight
inches, leaving passages at the ends, alternately disposed as in the
figure; the last of them H communicates with the room-vent.
This communication may be regulated by a plate of iron, which
can be slid across it by a rod or handle which conies through the
side. The more usual way of shutting up this passage is by a sort

of pan or bowl of earthen-ware, which is whelmed over it with its

brim reeling in sand contained in a groove formed all round the
hole. This damper is introduced by a door in the front, wliich is

then shut. The whole is set on low pillars, so that its bottom
may be a few inches from the floor of the room: it is usually
placed in a corner, and the apartments are so disposed that their

chimneys can be joined in stacks as with us. Some straw or shav-
ings of wood are lirst burnt on the hearth at its farther end. This
warms the air in the stove, and creates a determined current. The
fuel is then laid on the hearth close by the door, and pretty much
piled up. It is now kindled ; and tlie current being directed to
the vent, there is no danger of any smoke coming out into the
room. To prevent this, the door is shut, and the wicket P open-
ed. The air supplied by this behig directed to the middle or bot-

tom of the fuel, (piickly kindles it, and the combustion goes on.
The intention of this construction is obrious. Tlie flame and
healed air are retained as long as possibU; within the stove by
means of the long passages; and the narrowness of these forces the
flame into 'ontact with every particle of soot, so as to consume it

completely, and thus convert the whole combustible mailer of the
fuel into heat. For Want of this a very considerable portion of our
fuel is wasted by our open fires, even "under the very best manage-
liieiit : the soot which sticks to our vents is very iiiliammable, ajid

a pound weight of it will give as much, if not more, lieat than a

pound of coal. And what sticks to o'lr vents is very inconsiderable

ill comparison with v hat escapes iMif. r. uuud at tlie chimney-top.

In tires of greenwood, peat, and some kinds of pit-coal, nearly

one-fifth of the fuel is lost in this way ; but in these stoves there is

hardly ever any mark of soot to be seen; and even this small

quantity is |)rod'uced only after llghling the fires. The volatde in-

llammable matters are expelled Irom "parts much heated indeed,

but not so hot as to burn ; anil some of it charred or half-burnt
,

c:uinot be any further consumed, being enveloped in flame and air

already viliated and unfit for combustion. But when the stove is

well heated, and the current brisk, no part of the soot escapes the

action of the air. The hot air thus retained in the body of the

stove is applied lo its sides in a very extended surface. To in-

crease this still more, the stove is made narrower from front to

back in its upper part; a certain breadth is necessary below, for

fuel, liy diminishing their breadth, the proportion of useful sur-

face is increased. It is with the same view of making an extensive

application of a hot surface to the air, that the stove is not built in

the wall, nor even in contact with it, nor with the floor: for by its

detached situation, the air in contact with tlie back, and the bot-

tom, (where it is hottest), is warmed, and conlribules one-half of

the effect ; for the great heat of the bnllom niakes its effect on the

a r of the room at lea^t equal lo that of the two ends. Sonietuiiei

a stove makes part of the wall lietween two small rooms. On ihc

whole, the effect of a stove depends much on keeping in the

room the air already heated by it. A small open fire in the same
room w ill be so far from increasing its heat, that it will greatly di-

minish it : it will even draw the warm air from a suite of adjoining

apartments. This is observed in the I'.ouses of the Englisli mer-
ciiants in St. Petei-sburgh : their habits of life in Britain make
them uneasy without an open fire in their rooms ; and this obliges

them to heat their stoves twice a-day, and their houses are cooler
than those of the Eu-ssians who lieat them only once. By the

compression of air its force is increased, and hence may be driven
through any ai)ertnrc, and form the machines called bellows ; it

will be unnecessary to describe those of the common construction,

as they are well kn«wn. A curious blowing machine was erected
inany years ago at Chatillon in France, on a principle rendering it

perfectly air-tight throughout. Two cylinders. A, B, fig. 9, Plate

CXLVI. loaded with great weights, were suspended at the end
of the lever CD, moving round the gudgeon E. From the top
of each there was a large flexible pipe which united in H, from
whence a pipe KT led to the luyeie T. There were valves in the

cylinders opening outwards, or into the flexible pipes; and other
valves, L, M, adjoining lo them in the top of each cylinder, open-
ing inwards, but kept shut bv a slight spring. Motion was given
to the lever by a macliine. "ihe operation of this blowing ma-
chine is evident. When the cylinder A was pulled down, or al-

lowed to descend, the water, entering at its bottom, compressed
the air, anci forced it along the passage FHKT. In the mean
time, the cylinder B was rising, and the air entered by the valve
M. We see Uiat the blast will be very unequal, increasing as the
cylinder is immei'sed deeper. Fig. 10, represents a small machine
for a blow-pipe. ABCD, is a vessel containing water, about two
feet deep. EFGH is the air-box of the blower open below, and
having a pipe ILK rising up from it to a convenient height; an
arm ON which grasps this pipe carries the lamp N: the blow-
pipe LM comes f.om the top of the upright pipe. PKQ is the
feeiling pipe reaching near to the bottom of the vessel. Water
being [loured into the vessel below, and its cover being put on,
which filslhe upright pipe, and touches two stands n, n, projecting
from it, blow in a quantity of air by the feeding pipe PQ ; this

expels the water from the air-box, and occasions a pressure which
produces the blast through the blow-pipe M. We now proceed
lo describe the very powerful engine for raising water upon this

principle, long employed in the Hungarian mines at Chemnitz,
for raising water from the bottom of a mine. In fig. 11, B repre-
sents the source of water elevated above llie mouth of the pit 136
feet. F'roin this there is a led-pipe B6CD, four inches diameter.
This pipe enters Ihe top of a copper-cylinder bcde, eight feet and
a half high, five feet diameter, and two inches thick, and it readies
lo within four inches of the bottom ; it has a cock at C. The cy-
linder has a cock at F, and a very large one at E. From the top
be proceeds a pipe GIIH two inches iu diameter, which goes
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<lown the pit uinefy-six feet, and is inserted into the top of another

brass-rylinder /^/j;, which is six leet and a lialt" high, four feet

diameter, and two iiiches thick, containing eicclitytlnee cubic feet,

whfcli is verv nearly one-half the capacity oi the other, viz. of 170

cubic feet. There is another pipe NI of four indies diameter,

which rises from within four inches of tb- bottom of tlii* lower cy-

linder, is soldered into ils top, and rise? to the trough NO, whicii

carries ofl' the water from the mouth of the pit. This lower cylin-

der connnunicates at the bottom with the water L whicli colleets

in the drains of the mine. A Iara;e cock K serves to admit or ex-

clude tliis water; another cock M, at the lop of this cylinder,

communicates with the external air. Now suppose the cock C
-shut, and all the rest open ; the upper cylinder will contain air,

an<l the lower cylinder will be filled with water, because it is sunk
go deep that Us top is below the usual surface of the mine-waters.

Now^ sluit the cocks F, E, M, K, and oi)en the cock C. The
water of the source B must run in by the orilice D, and rise in the

upper cylinder, compressing the air above it, and along the pipe

GHH, and thus acting on the surface of the water in the lower
cylinder. It will tlierefore cause it to rise gradually in the pipe

IN, where it will always be of such a height that its weight ba-

lances the elasticity of the compressed air. Suppose no issue

given to the air from the upper cylinder, it would be compressed
into one-fifth of its bulk by the column of 136 feet high ; for a

colunni of 34 feel nearly balances the ordinary claslicily of the air.

Therefore, when tliere is an issue given to it througli the pipe

CHH, it will drive the compressed air along this pipe, and it will

expel water from the lower cylinder. When the upper cylinder

is lull of water, there will be 34 cubic feet of water expelled from

the lower cylinder. If the pipe IN had been more than 136 feet

long, the water would have risen 136 feet, being then in ecjuilibrio

with the water in the feeding pipe B4CD, by the intervention of

the elastic air ; but no more water would have been expelled from

the lower cylinder than what fills tiiis pipe. But the pipe being

only 96 feet high, the water will be tiuown out at N with a very

great velocity. If it were not for the fjreat obstructions which
water and air nm.-t meet with in their passii'^e along pipes, it would
issue at N with a velocity of more than 50 feek per second. It

issues much more slowly, and at last the upper cylinder is full of

water, and the water would enter Ihe pipe GH, and enter the

lower cylinder, and without displacing the air in it, would rise

through the discharging pipe IN, and run off to waste. To pre-

vent this there hangs in the pipe HG a cork-ball, or double cone,

by a brass-wire which is guided by holes in two cross-pieces in the

pipe IIG. When the upper cylinder is tilled with water, this

cork 4>lugs up the orifice G, and no water is wasted ; the influ.x at

D now slops. But the lower cylinder contains compressed air,

which would balance water in a discharging pipe 136 feet higli,

whereas IN is only y6. Therefore the water will continue to flow

at N till the air has so far expanded as to balance only 96 feet of

water, that is, till it occupies one-fourth of its ordinary bulk, that

is, one-fourth of the capacity of the upper cylinder, or 42 i cubic

feet. Therefore 42^ cubic i'cet will be expelled, and ihe efflux at

N will cease; and the lower cylinder is about half full of water.

When the attending workman observes this, he shuts the cock C,
and opens the cock E, andfhewater issueswith greptviolcnce,being

pressed by the condensed air from the lower cylinder. It there-

fore issues with the sum of its own weight and of this compression.

These gradually decrease together, by the efflux of the water and
the expansion of the air ; but this eftlux stops before all the water

lias flowed out ; for there is 42|. feet of the lower cylinder occu-

pied by air. This quantity of water remains, therefore, in the up-

per cylinder nearly : the workman knows this, because the dis-

charged water is received first of all into a vessel containing three-

fourths of the capacity of the upper cylinder. Whenever this is

tilled, the attendant opens the cock K by a long rod which goes

down the shaft ; this allows the water of the mine to fill the lower
cylinder, allows the air to get into the upper cylinder, and this

allows the remaining water to run out of it. Thus every thing is

brought into its first condition ; and when the attendant sees no
more water come out at E, he shuts the cocks E and M, and
opens the cock C, and the operation is repeated. But there is a

very surprising appearance in the working of this engine. When
the efflux at N has stopped, if the cock P be ojjened, the water
and air rush out together with prodigious violence, and the drops

of water are changed into hail or Jumps of ice. It is a sisht
usually shewn to straiigers, who are desired to hold their hats^lo
receive the blast of air: the ice comes out with such violence as

frequently to pierce the heat like a pistol-bullet. This rapid
congelation is a remarkable instance of the general fact, that air

by suddenly expnndiuir, generates cold, its capacity for lieal

being increased. From the above account of the procedure in

working this engine, it is clear that the efflux both at N a'ld li

becomes very slow isear the end. It is convenient, therefore,
not to wait tor tlie complete discharges, but to turn the cocks
when about 30 cubic feet of water have been discliarged at N

:

more work is done in this way. A gentleman of great accuracy
and knowledge of these subjects noticed particularly the per-
formance of the machine. He observed that each stroke, as it

may be called, took up about three minutes and one-eighth ; and that
3-' cubic feet of water were disciuuged at N, and 66 were expended
at E. The expence, therefoi-e, is 06 feet of water falling 136 fett,

atid the performance is 32 raised 96, and they are in the proportion
of 66 X 136 to 32 X 96, or of 1 to 0-3422, or nearly as 3 to 1.

This is superior to the performance of the most perfect undershot
mill, even when all friction and irregular obstructions are neglect-
ed ; and is not much inferior to any overshot pump-mill lliat lias

yet been erected. Then it must be considered how inferior in

original expence this simple machine must be to a mill of any
kind which would raise 10 cubic feet 96 feet high in a minute,
and how small the repairs on it need be, when compared with a
mill. And, lastly, such a machine can be used where no mill

whatever can be put in motion. A small stream of water, which
would not move any kind of wheel, will here raise one-third of Ha

own quantity to the same height, working as fast as it is supplied.

Fig. 12 represents the common fanners, used for winnowing grain,

and for drawing air out of a room. The wings of the fanners aro

inclosed ill a cylinder or drum, whose circular sides have a large

opening BDE round the centre, to admit the air. By turning the

wings rapidly round, the air is hurried round along willi them, and
thus acquires a centrifugal tendency, by which it presses strongly

on the outer rira of the drum : this is gradually detached from the

circle as at KI, and terminated in a trunk IHGF, whicli goes off

in a tangential direction : the air, therefore, is driven along this

passage. If the wings were disposed in planes passing through the

axis C, the compression of the air by their anterior surface would
give it some tendency to escape in every direction, and would ob-

struct in some degree the arrival of more air through the side-

holes. They are, therefore, reclined a little backward, as repre-

sented in the figure. It may be shewn that their best form would
be that of a hyperbolic spiral abc ; but the straight form approaches

sufficiently near to the most perfect shape. Much labour is lost,

however, in carrying the air round those parts of the drum where
it cannot escape. The fanners would either draw or discliarge

almost twice as much air if an opening were made all round one
side. This could be gradually contracted (where required for

winnowing) by a surrounded cone, and thus directed against the

falling grain : this has been verified by actual trial. When used

for drawing air out of a room for ventilation, it would be much
better to remove the outer side of the drum entirely, and let the

air fly freely off on all sides ; hut the fiat sides are necessary, m
order to prevent the air from arriving at the fanners any other way
but through the central holes, to which trunks should be fittecl

leading to the apartment which is to be ventilated. What is called

the syphon-fountain is shewn in fig. 13, where AB is a tall receiver,

standing in a wide bason DE, which is supported on the pedestal

P by the hollow pillar FG. In the centre of the receiver is a jet-

pipe C, and in the top a ground-stopper A. Near the base of the

pillar is a cock N, and in the pedestal is another cock O. Fill

the bason DE with water within half an inch of the brim. Then
pour in water at the top of the receiver (the cock N being shut)

till it is about half full, and then put in the stopper. A little wa-

ter will run out into the vessel DE. But before it runs over, open

the cock N, and the water will run into the cistern P ; and by the

time that the pipe C appears above water, a jet will lise from it,

and continue as long as water is supplied from the bason DE.
The passage into the base-cistern may be so tempered by the cock

N that the water within the receiver shall keep at the same height,

and what runs into the base may be received from the cock O into

another vessel, and returned into DE, to keep up the stream. This
philosophical
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jed oiiL-t(>iitli, .;ii(l tlu-n it

philosophical amusement may be constructed in the follow iiig man- Ij A being sluit) till the air has -i-xp-r.

ner BB li" 14, is the tenil or cap into which the receiver i^ cc- i would slop. If the p'pe t a be now opened, tnc prersur;- o, tin;

incnted.' From its centre descends the jet-pipe C«, sloping out- air on the surface ot 1 1,e water in the .-.stern \).: will c;>use it to

vards to give room for the discharging pipe bd of larger diameter

whose lower extremity d lits tightly into the top^ ot the hollow

pillar EG. The operation is easily iindei-stood. Suppose the dis-

tance from C to P, tig. 13, 3 feet, which is but one-llth of the

height at which the atmosphere would support a column of water.

The water poured into AB would descend through FG (the bole

pout ihrough C to the hei^lil ol three fei l ui-arly, and llie water

will continue to descend thioUj»hlhe pipe IG. liy tempering liie

cock N so as to allow the water to p..s~ tiirougli it as la^t as it is

supplied by the jet, the amusement may be contnuied a long,

time.

PNEUMATOCELE, [from zy,-jix«., the wind, and ,;.,>..;, a tu-

mour,] a rupture occasioned by wind ; a tumour of the scrotum

distended, by wind.

PNEUMATOLjOGY, [irvi-j|i/.-«ToXoyia,] thecloclrine of spiritual

existence. See Asgel, Apparition, Djemon, Djemoniac, De-

vil, Genius, Ghost, Metaphysics, Pneumatics, Soul, Spec-

TKE, Sp'RIT, TkEOLCCY, &C.
PNEUMATOMACHI, \_^;-v,xr:, the spirit, and n^x". battle,]

a sect of Christians in the fourth century, who opposed the proper

divinitv of the Holy Ghost.

PNEUMONICS, [from rnvf^u^v, the kings,] in pharmacy, me-

dicines proper in diseusesof the lungs, in which respiration is ellected.

PNEUMORA, in zoology, a genus of insects of the ordei he-

miptera. Body ovate, inllate'd, diaphanous ; head inflected, armed

wiiii jaws; tho'rax convex, carinate beneath; wing-cases deHected,

membranaceous ; legs formed for running. There are only three

species, viz. 1. P. immaculala; green-spotted with white ; wing-

cases immaculate. 2. P. marulata: wing-cases green, with sciuare

white spots. And, 3. P. guttata: wing-cases green, with two

white spots ; abdomen with three white spots on each side. They
are all natives of the Cape of Good Hope.
PO, a large and celebrated river of Italy, anciently called Eri-

danus, and Padus, which rises from Mount \ho, in the late pro-

yince of Piedmont, at the N.W. part of the late marquisate of

Saluzzo, 7 miles N. of Chateau Dauphin, on the borders of the

late province of Dauphiny. It falls into the Adriatic by four

principal mouths.
Po, a department of France, formed out of the late principality

of Piedmont.
Po, a town of China, of the second rank in Kiang-nan, 260

miles S.W. of Pekin. Lon. 1 16. 25. E. Lat. 33. 45. N.
Po, Lower, a department of Italy, comprehending the late

duchy of PVrrara. Ferrara is the chief city.

Po, Upper, a department of Italy, comprehending the late

Cren)one'e. Cremona is the capital.

POA, Meadow-Grass ; a genus of the digynia order, and pen-

tandfia class of plants ; natural order Gramina. Calyx- two-valved,

many-dovi'ered ; sjjikelet ovate ; valves scariose at the edge, and

sharpish. There are seventy-one species. .See Husbandry.
POCKLINGTON, a town of Yorkshire, in the East Riding,

14 miles S.E. of York, and 196 N. by W. of London. Lon. 0.

46. W. Lat. 53. 55. N.
POCOCKE, Edward, D.D. one of the most learned men in

Europe, was the eldest son of tlie Rov. Edward Potocke, and

born at Oxford in 1604. In 1628 lie was admitted fellow of his

college, when he had prepared an edition of the 2d Epistle of St.

Peter, the 2(1 and 3d of St. John, and that of St. Jude, in Syriac

and Greek, with a Latin translation and notes. In 1629 he was

ordained prit-st, and appointed chaplain to the English at Aleppo,

where he conlinued five or six years, and distinguished himself by

his fortitude and humanity during the pl.igue. Returning to Eng-
land, he was in 1630 appointed reader of the Arabic lectures,

founrled by aahbiihop Laud. In 1637 he went back to Con>tan-

tinople, where he procured many valuable manuscripts. He em-

barked in 1640, and taking Paris in his way, visited Gabriel

Sionita, the famous Maronite, and Hugh Grotius. In 1643 he

was made rector of ChiUlrey, in Berks ; and about 1646 married

the daughter of Thomas Bu'rdett, esq. In 1647 he obtained the

restitution of the salary of his Arabic lcctur.>. In 164S kiiig

Charles I. then prisnner in the Lie of Wight, nominated him pro-

fessor of Hebrew, and .anon of Christ-church ; but in Ui50 he was

ejected for refusing to take the engagement; but upon the peti-

tion of several governors of houses, &c. he -".vas suffered to enjoy

both. He had previ-^usly published his Specimen Historije Ara-

hum; now appeared his Porta Mosis: soon after tlie English Po-

lyglot edition of the bible, to which he had largely contributed, and
Eulychius's Annals, wilh a Latin ver^l(-ll. At tiie restoration, he

was restored to his tanonry, aiid received the degn e of D.D. He
then published his Arabic version of Grotius on the Truth of the

Christian Religion; and an Arabic poem intituled Lamiato'l

Ajam, with a Latin translation and notes. Soon after he puhli'-hed

Gregory Abul-Pharajius's Historia Dynastiaruui. In l6"4 he

published an Arabic version of the chief parts of the Engh'-h Li-

turgy ; and a few years after his Commentary on the Prophecies

of .\iicah, Malachi", Ilosea, and Joel. He died <n 1691, after hav-

ing been long esteemed the first person in Europe for eastern

learning; and was no less eminent lor modesty, humility, and all

tlie Christian v'rtues. His theological works were repuljlished at

London in 1740, in 2 vols. fol.

POCKET, ill the woollen trade, a word used to denote a large

sort of bag in which wool is packed up to be sent Irom one part of

the kingdom to another. 1 he pocket contains usually Iwcnly-

five hundred weight of wool.

POCOMOCK, or POKOMOKE, a considerable river of Ma-
ryland m the Eastern Sliore, in Delaware, which tails into Chesa-

peak Bay, nearly opposite to the mouth of the Potomac. Lon.
75. 50. VV. Lat. 37. 50. N.
PODAGRA, the Gout. Sir Joseph Banks has alleviated it

greatly by powder of ginger two tea-spoonfuls, about two drachms
and a half, in one pint of boiled milk and bread sweetened w ith

sugar, taken to breakiast. Tlie celebrated Eau Medicinale d'Hus-
son, probably from its being adulterated or counterfeited in this

country, seldom produces the desired eflcct.

PODLACHIA, a county ot Poland, bounded N. by Prussia

and Lithuania, E. by LithuaniLi, S. by Lublin, and \V. by Masso-
via. It is also called Bielsk, from its capital.

PODOLIA, a province of Poland, bounded on the E. by Vol-

liinia and the Ukrain, on the N. and N.E. by Budsiac Tartary, on
the S.E. h\ the Niester, which separates it from Bessarabia and
Moldavia on the S.W. and by Red Russia on the N.W. It is usu-

ally divided into the Upper and Lower.
1. PoDOLi.\, Lower, is the eastern part; the chief town is

Bracklaw, the capital of a palatinate. •

2. PoDOLiA, Upper, is the western part; the chief town is Ka-
niicck, the capital of Podolia, and of a palatinate.

PODOLICZ, a town of Hungary on the Popprat, 12 miles

S.W. of Palotza, and 14 N.N.W of Zatniar.

PODOLYB, a town of Boliemia, in the circle of Konigingratz,

12 miles W. N.W. of Konigingratz.

PODC^METIiR. See Pedometer, and Perambulator.
PODOPHYLLUM, Duck'sFoot, or May-Apple; in bo-

tany, a genus of the monogynia order, and polyandria class of

plants; natural order Rh.vaUeic. Caly>f three-leaved; corolla

nine-petaled ; berry one-celled, crowned with the stigma. There

are two species, viz. P. peltatum, duck's-foot, or May-apple ; and
P. di'ihylhim.

PODIUA, or Spring-Tail; in entomology, a genus of in-

sects of the order ol a|)tera. Lip bilid ; feelers lour, subclavate

;

eves two, composed ol eight facets ; antennae filiforni ; bo<ly scaly

;

la:l forked, bent unchr llie body, and acting as a spring, hence its

name ; legs six, formed lor running. There are thirty-one speeies.

Tiiey fied on leaves of various plants. Of this genus some inha-

bit siill waters, leaping i'nd walking with ease on the surface of that

element. They assemble in troops in the morning, on the banks

of pools, hsh-p'inds, and reservoirs ; others are found in damp
places, under leaves, baik, and stones; olliers among heaps of

rotten
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rotten wood, mushrooms, and in melon-beds. In Lapland they

are ^eeii running upon tne snow, but when it begins to melt they

Merish. The potUira, by its elasticity, eluilcs the ea^er grasp of

the naturalist. Its iiard torky tail is a kind of spring, by njeans

of which the body of the animal is thrown up into the air.

PQ5C1LE, a famous portico at Athens, wliich received its name
from the variety (toixi>.o,-) of paintings which it contained. Zeno
kept his school there ; and there also the stoics received their les-

sons, whence their name, from r<=", a porch. It was adorned with

historical pictures of the siege and destruction of Troy, battle of

Marathon, &c.

PCENI, a name given by the Romans to the Carthaginians ; a
corruption of the word Phani, or Phrenices, as the Cartlmgmians
were originally a colony of Phoenicians.

PCESTUM, P.ESrUM, or POSSIDONIA, an ancient city

of GiTPcia Magna, now part of Naples.

POEIICAL RISING AND SETTING OF THE STARS.
The three kinds of rising and setting, viz. the cosniical, achronical,

and heliacal, v\'ere made by the ancient poets, referring to tlie

rising, Sec. of the stars to llial of the sun.

POETRY.

POETRY, [from S8j>ilii;, a poet,] is the art of expressing oiir

tlioughts in the most elegant and harmonious language, and in

numbers most agreeable to the ear, ornamented with similes, me-
taphors, tropes, figures, episodes, allegories, and hyperboU-s

;

wlierein fiction and imagination are often indulged beyond the

strict bounds of truth. A work, therefore, that incessantly pre-

sents images which render the reader attentive and alfccled, where
the autfior gives interesting sentiments to every thing that he makes
speak, and where he makes speak by sensible tigures all tliose

objects which would affect the mind but weakly when clothed in a

simple prosaic style, such a work is a poem. Dacier calls

poeti-y the offspring of religion ; and it is certain, in the earliest

ages of the world, that it was usual to sing hymns to the honour of

the gods upon solemn festivals. Du Bos thinks that poetry has

been employed in all ages, even by the most unpolished nations,

to preserve (he memory of past events. Its principal aim is to

flatter our seines and imagination: for, according to Plato, it

awakens tlie spiritual empire of the soul. Every kind of poetry

charms us in proportion to its object, says Du Bos, and to be very

affecting, it ought to be very exact. It is not the same with poetry

as with other arts, for an ignorant person may judge of poetry by

the impression it makes on him : whence all men have a right to

give their opinion concerning a piece of poetry, and this judgement
ought to be founded on experience rather than on arguinenlation.

Poetry is an art where every thing should please. It is not enough
to exhibit nature, which in certain places and circumstances is

rude and unpleasant, but the poet must chuse in her what is

beautiful from what is not : whence a poet ought to chuse, for the

subject of his imitation, something that is naturally affecting.

There is a particular rhetoric fur poetry, which consists in dis-

cerning very precisely what ought to be said tiguratively, and
what to be spoken simply ; and in knowing where ornament is

required, and where not: yet the style should be copious, and

every species of writing in this art should have a diction proper

to itself. The qualifications then necessary for poetry, or thoae

which form a good poet, are seldom found united in one person :

lie must have an extraordinary genius, great natural gifts, a w it

just, piercing, solid, and universal ; an understanding clear and

distinct; an imagination neat and pleasant; an elevation of soul

that depends not on art, or study, and which is purely a gift of

heaven, and must be sustained by a lively sense and vivacity, a

great judgement to consider wisely of things, and a vivacity to ex-

press them with that grace and abundance which gives them

beauty. In fine, to accomplish a poet, is required a temperature

of wit'and fancy, of strength and sweetness, of penetration and de-

licacy ; but, above all, he must have a sovereign eloquence, and

a profound capacity. These are the qualiti'S that must concur

together to form the genius of a poet, and sustain his character.

The rules of poetry and versifying are taught by art, and acquired

by study ; but this force anct elevation of thought, which Horace
calls something divine, and which alone makes the poetry of any

value, must be derived from nature ; or, according to Aristotle,

from some happy transports, to which that author gives tlie name
of madness. Hence the critics conclude, the end of poetry is lu

please; its cause, either the excellence of the poet's genius, or a

poetical fury and transport of thesouU manageable by tiie judge-

ment. The Greeks, a people the most ingenious, the most ani-

mated, and in every sense the most aT;complished, tliat the world
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ever produced, ascribed the gift of poetry, to their false deities,

Apollo and the Muses, as well ^s to Orpheus, Linus, Amphion,
and other heroes, who were deified for their poetical ami musical

abilities. , The literary annals of all nations alford vestiges of

poetry from the remotest ages. They are found among the most

savage' of ancient baibaiians, and the most desolate tribes of the

Americans. Tacitus mentions the verses and the hymns of the

Germans, at the time when that rough people yet inhabited the

woods and while their manners were still savage. The first inha-

bitants of Scandinavia, and the other northern countries, those of

Gaul, Albion, Iberia, Ansonia, and other nations of Europe, had
their poetry, as well as the ancient people of Asia, and of the

known borders of Africa. But the sim|)le productions of nature

have constantly something uninformed, rough, and savage. The
essence of poetry, as well as of the polite arts in general, consists in

expression.; which, tobe poetic, must arise from invention. This

invention, which is the fruit of genius alone, and is born with the

possessor, arises from, I. The subject : 2. The manner in which it

is treated, or the species of writing the poet adopts: 3. The plan

laid down : and, 4. The methiul of execution. The objects of

poetry are universal nature. There is hardly any subject in the

universe, to which poetry may not be applied, and which it will

not render pleasing and brilliant. Like electricity, it illuminates

and animates every thing it touches. Its great oliject, according

to that eminent ancient Roman poet, Horace, is eiilier to instruct

or to please,

Aut prodesse volunt aut delectare poets.

The grand standard of poetical invention is Nature, and the

perfection of the poetical art is a close imitation of it. Even
poetical licence itself does not admit of any great deviation from it.

Nature contains two important general clivisicns ; viz. the inani-

mate and the animated objects. In the mere outside view of na-

ture's works, in the inanimated part of the creation, there is a

magnificence and splendor, to which even the most untutored

minds often cannot attend unmoved. But the man of true genius

and native taste feels even in the earliest period of life, a peculiar

and inexpressible delight in contemplating the beauties of ijiani-

matcd nature. Notwithstanding this strict imitation of nature yet

we are neither to expect nor desire, that every human invention in

poetry, should be an exact copy of real existence. It is enough

that the mind acquiesce in it as probable or plausible, or what

might be expected to happen without any direct opposition to the

laws of nature : or it is enough that it be consistent, either, 1st,

with general experience; or, i'dly, with popular opinions; or,

5dly, consistent with itself, and connected with probable cirtum-

stances. The poet's language is to consist of words which arc

chosen, 1st, for their sense ; and ;?dly, for their sound. Every-

body allows, that the first of these grounds of choice is to be pre-

ferred. Yet sound is to be attended to even in prose, and in

poetry it deinands particular attention. See Gkammak, and Eng-
lish 'Language. Many direclions have been given by writers

on poetry respecting the use of those peculiar words, which arc

now no longer used in prose, but continued by our best poets, and

therefore called poetical words: such as anon, aye, behest, lamb-

kin, lore, orisons, ruthless, yon, yore, &c. But upon these we
ihink it unnecessary to enlarge ; we shall only recommend Mr.
Pope's advice in liis Essay on Criticism, (v. 33.":,) a tract, which

every young poet, should read and understand :

4 Y Be
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Be not the tint by whom the new are tried,

Nor yet the last to lav the old iisiile.

Bfsiiles a clioice of words, a proper choice of trope=, figures,

and pleasinc; liirns, is necessary; for without this, poetry would be

liUle calculated to please. For an account of the various tropes

and (igun-s, used in oratory and poetry. Sec Oratory. See

also Allegory, Apostrophe, Compauisox, Criticism, De-
scription, Dialogue, Fable, Figure, lIvrKRBOLE, Me-
taphor, Narration; and with regard to the different styles,

the low, middle, and sublime, which distinguish authors in |)oetry,

as well as in oratory, we refer the reader to the article Oka-
TOUY.

Of the various Kinds of Poetry.

The primitive sources of modern poetry maybe traced to tlie

old romance; whence was derived the simple ballad so popular in

England and Scotland, and under various names and forms uni-

vcrally adopted in Europe. On the revival of letters, when the

j<tudy'and imitation of the classics became the passion of all lite-

rary men, their nomenclature was eagerly assumed ; and volumes

of poetry were soon composed, which the high-sounding names of

odes, pastorals, satires, and epic poeius, have not saved from

oblivion ; volumes of criticism were also compiled, to shew how
jiastorals, odes, and satires, ought to have been written.

The Eric Poetry, and ^Fragkdy, in several particulars

agree: in botli the same ends are proposed, viz. inshuction and

amusement ; and in both the same means are employed, viz.

imitation of human actions. They differ only in the manner of

imitating: Epic poetry employs narration ; Tragedy represents

its facts as passing before our eyes : in the former, the poet intro-

duces himself as an historian ; in the latter he presents his actor%

but never appears himself. As this dilTerence regards form only,

it may be thought slight, but its effects are by no means so ; for

what "we sceaKvays makes a deeper impression upon us, than what

we hear from others. A narrative poem is a story told by another :

facts and incidents, passing upon the stage, come under our own
observation : and are also much enlivened by 'action and gestur ,

cxpres ive of many sentiments beyond the reach of language. A
dramatic composition, independent of action, makes a deeper im-

pression than narration, because in it persons express their own
sentiments, whereas iii narration they are related at second-hand.

Aristotle lays it down as a ride, that in an epic poem, the author

ought to take every opportunity of introducing his characters, and

restricting the narrative within the narrowest bounds. Homer
vmder>tood this perfectly, and both his poems arc highly dramatic.

Lucan runs to the opposite extreme, and stuffs his Pharsalia with

Ills own reflections, just after the generals had made their speeches,

and the armies were, ready to engage. A poem, whether drama-

tic or epic, that is intended to move the passions, by exhibiting

pictures of virtue and vice, may be stiled pathetic : where it is

invented to illustrate some moral tnilh by shewing the fatal con-

setinences of indulging disorderly passions, it is denominated moral.

Such pieces are universally allowed to be usetul. The Epic

])oem is, of all poetical works, the most dignilicd, and the most

difficult in execution. The subject must be both great and inte-

resting. Hardly any who have attempted it have failed in choos-

ing some subject sufficiently important. The fame of Homer's
lieroes, an<l the consequences of dissension between the two chief

of them, must have appeared of the highest importance to the

(ireeks, who boasted their descent from these heroes. The sub-

ject of th.c yF.neid is still greater than of the Iliad, as it is the

foundation of the most powerful empire that ever was established

on the earth. But the poems of Homer and Virgil fall in this re-

spect infinitely short of that of Milton. " Before the greatness

displayed in Paradise Lost (Dr. Johnson observes) all other great-

ness shrinks away. The sulyect of the English poet is not the de-

struction of a city, the conduct of a colony, or the fomidation of

an empire: it is the fate of worlds, the revolutions of heaven and

earth ; rebellion against the Supreme King, raised by the highest

order of created beings; the overihrov; of their host, and the pu-

nishment of their crime ; the creation of a new race of reasonable

creaUirts ; their original happiness and innocence, their forfeiture

of immortality, and tiieir restoration to hope and peace."

Lyric Poetry,

Is very ancient, and is supposed to have had its source from re-

ligious gratitude ; being early employed to express, with beconi-

ins fervour, llie grateful sense men entertained of the blessiugs

daily flowing from the Fountain of all Goodness : hence the har-

vesl-hyums, &c. It was afterwards employed, not only to praise

the Almighty for bounties received, but to solicit him in time of

troid)le, as is plain from the odes written by King David, Asapl;,

&c. and collected by Ezra into the book of Psalms. Many other

nations imitated the Israelites in songs of praise and petjlioris

addressed to their deities. 'I'his afterwards gave rise to the

custom of the heathen poets invoking the Muses; still ridicu-

lously kept up by modern Christian j)oets, as it these ideal deiticv

of Parnassus had a leal existence. Among the ancients, the ode
signified no more than a song, but with the moderns they are

reckoned dilferent compo.>itions ; the ode being usually appro-
priated to grave, lefty, and solenui subjects. Horace has pointed

out the subjects proper for both, in few words:
" Gods, heroes, conquerors, Oljmpic crowns,

Love's pleasing care, and the free joys of wine.

Are proper subjects for the Lyric song."

Of the Elsgy.

The Elegy is a plaintive and mournful, yet Sweet and engaging

kind of poem. It was fii-st invented to bewail the death of a Iriend ;

and afterwards used to express complaints of lovers, or any other

melancholy sid'ject. In lime not only matters of grief, but wislies,

prayers, expostulations, reproaches, admonitions, and almost

every subject, not excepting joy, were admitted into Clegy. But
luneral-lamentations and disappon>ted love seem most agreeable to

its character. Of elegies on the subject of death, that by Mr.
Cti-iv, written in a country church-yard, is the be^t, and is

esteemed a inaster-piece. The elegiac stanza, the monotony of

which soon becomes oppressive to the ear, is sometimes h.i|)pily

exchanged for a lighter measure, as in Cowjier's Juan Fer-

nandez :

" Ye winds that have made me your sport,

Convev to this desolate shore

Some cordial endearing report

Of a land I shall visit no more.

My friends do they now anil then send

A wish or a thought atter me .'

Oh ! tell me lyet have a friend.

Though a friend I am never to sec."

Of the Pastoral.

Pastoral poetry is so named from pastor, a shepherd, the subjett

relating to rural life, the speakers introduced being either

shepherds or other rustics. Tlicy are also called Bucolics, from
B.o:ci!vo,-, a herdsman ; and eclogues, from E«.'t.ayui, choice pieces.

'I'his species of poetry, when happily executed, pleases, because
innocence and simplicity always please, and the scenes are gene-
rally laid in the country where every thing is charming. The
characters are drawn in that simplicity, innocence and delicacy,

which was supposed to prevail in the primeval ages, and an air of

l)iety should run through the whole. Kiddles, parables, proverbs,

antiipie phrases, and superstitious fables, are fit materials to be in-

termixed. The style ought to be humble, yet pu:'c ; neat, but
not florid ; easy, yet lively ; and the numbers smooth. A pastoral

should seldom exceed 100 lines.

Didactic, or Preceptive Poetry,

Is the writing of precepts in verse, which had its rise from a
consideration of the frailties of human nature, and was intended to

engage the ali'i'ctions, to improve the mind, and amend the heart.

Didactic poetry may, therefore, be employed in all cases where
in>truction is designed. What the prose-writer says, ought to be
done, the didactic poet often conveys in the form of a narration

or description, and comiinmicates his advice indirectly. Didar^
tic poems are usually divided into four kinds : those that respect,

1. Our moral duties. 2. Our |)hilosophical speculations. 3. Our
business and pleasures. 4. Poetry and crili':ism. 'i'he principal

among the lirst class are Pope's Eihic Epistles, and Young's Night
Thoughts: in the second. Dr. Akenside's Pleasures of the Imagi-
nation, and Dr. Darwin's Botanic Garden ; in the third, Virgil's

GeorEtics; Gay's Rural Sports; and Armstrong's Art of preserv-

ing Health ; and in the fourth, Horace'? Art of Poetry, and Pope's'

j':ssay
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Essay on Criticism. Tlie style of all sucli poems ought to be
rich, agreeable, and animated.

Epistolary Poetry,

Admits of great latitude ; but the true character of Epistolary

Poetry, like that of letter-writing in prose, is elegance and ease.

It is suitable to every subject, and should have nothing forced or

unnatural ; as all the affairs of life and researches into nature may
be introduced. Excellent examples, are to be found in the works
of Addison, Pope, Swift, Philips, &c.

Of Satjee.

Satirical poetry is very ancient. Horace says, it was introduced

by way of interlude in the Greek tragedies, by way of relief from

too deep scenes. The persons were Satyrs, Tauns, rural deities,

peasants, and other rustics. The satire we now have is of Roman
invention. It was first introduced without the decorations of

scenes and action ; but written in verses of different measures by
Ennius, and afterwards moulded into t)ie form we now have it by
Lucilius, whom Horace esteemed and imitated. It is divided

into two species ; the jocose, or tiiat which ridicules vice and
folly ; and the serious, or that which is severe and acrimonious.

Horace is a pcrf'^ct master of the first species ; and Juvenal is

much admired for the second. The foibles of mankind are tlie

objects of the former ; their detestable crimes are sa'irized by the

latter. From a due consideration of the writijigs of these two emi-

nent poets we may defme Satire, a free, and often jocose, witty,

and biting poem, wherein tlie follies and vices of men are riffi-

culed and lashed, with a view to tlieir ref«rmation. Its subjects

are every thing that merits contempt or abhorrence, that is absurd

or ridiculous, or scandalous and repugnant to virtue and religion ;

though sometimes by a strange perversion of talents, religion and
virtue are profanely made its objects. In writing satire, care

should be taken, that it be true and general ; levelled at abuses in

which numbers are concerned ; for when satire becomes personal,

it degenerates into scandal. A satirist ought to be a man of hu-

mour, address, sagacity, eloquence, and good nature. It is this
last quality which renders this kind of writijif; agreeable. It pro-
duces that disdain of all baseness, vice and iolly, which prompts
the poet to e.\pres3 himself with true wit and smartness against the
faults of men, but without bitterness to their persons.

Of the Epigram,

The Epigram is a short poem, treatmg of one thing only, whose
distinguishing characters are brevity, beauty, and point, 'flie word
epigram, sTriy^ap.^a, signifies inscription ; being first used for short
inscriptions placed by the ancients on their statues, pillars, tem-
ples, triumphal arches, &c. which at first were in prose, but after-
wards in verse, and gradually lengthened. Tlie usual limits of an
epigram are from two to twenty verses, though sometimes fifty ;

but the shorter the better, and the more perfect. Tiie beauty of
an epigram consists in its harmony, agreement in all its parts, sim-
plicity and polite language. The point is a sharp, lively, unex-
pected turn of wit, with which an ejiigram ought to be concluded.
Some critics deny this, and Catullus, indeed, ditfuses the thought
through tlie wliole poem ; but the point is most agreeable to the
general taste, and Martial makes it tlie chief characteristic of his
epigrams.

Of the Epitaph.

Epitaphs generally contain some eulogium on the virtues of a;
person deceased; and have a turn of seriousness adapted to the-
subject. Their elegance consists in a nervous and exjiressive bre-
vity, and sometimes they end with an epigrammatic point. In
these no mere epithet should be admitted, as illustration would
impair the strength, and render the sentiment diffuse and languid.
Though the general characteristic of the epitaph is gravity, yet it

j

is sometimes made the vehicle of humour and satire. Tlie'y are
i
wiittcn in various forms, metre, rhyme, blank verse, or without.

; any certain measure ; the beauty of this last co:isisting in.anli-

i

thesis.

POHI.IA, in botany, a genus of the cryptogam ia nuisci class

.tiul order. Capsule ovate, oblong, placed on an obconical, nar-

rower apophysis; peristoni" double; outer with sixteen broadish

teeth; inner with a sixteen parted membrane. Males gemiua-
ceous, on a distinct plant.

POICTIERS, an ancient, large, and considerable town of

France, capital of the department of Vienne, as it formerly was of

the province of Poictou. It is 52 miles S. W. of Tours, and 120

N. by W. of Bourdeaux. Lon. 0. 25. E. Lat. 46. 35. N.
POICTOU, a late province of France, bounded on the N. by

Bretagne, .-\njou, and part of Tourainc : on the E. by Touraine,

Berry, and Manche ; on the S. by Angoumois, Saintonge, and
Auiiis ; and on the W. by the sea of Gascony, or Bay of Biscay.

It is tcrlile in corn and wine, and feeds a great number of cattle,

particularly mules.

POINCIANA, Barbadoes Flowf.r-Fence, or False-
Eboxy, a genus of the monogynia order, and decandria class of

plants; natural order, Lomentaces. Calyx penia])hyllous ; pe-

tals five, the uppermost larger than the rest ; the staminu lung,

and all fertile ; the s<ed-vessel a legumen. Theie is only one
specirs, viz. P. Pulcherrima, a native of liolh Indies.

POINT, in astronomy, a term applied to certain points or

places marked in the heavens, and distinguished by proper epi-

thets : thus.

Points, Cardinal, four grand points or divisions of the ho-

rizon, viz. the east, west, north, and south.

PoixTS, EtiuiNOCTiAL, the points where the equator and eclip-

tic intersect ; particularly, that whence the sun ascends towards

the N. pole, is called the vernal point ; and- that by which he de-

scends to the S. pole, the autumnal point.

Points, Solstitial, the points of the ecliptic, where the sun'-

ascent above the equator, and descent below it, terminate. The
former is called particularly the estival or summer point ; the

latter, the brumal or winter poiuU

PoixTS, Vertical, tlie zenith and nadir: the points wherein,
the orbits of the planets cut the plane of the ecliptic are called the
nodes. See Astronomy, and GKOCRAPny.

Poi.VT, in geography, is used for a cape or headland jutting out
into the sea: thus seamen say, two points of land are in one'ano-
ther, when they are so in a right line against each other, as that
the innermost is hindered from being seen by the outermost.

Point, in geometry, the e.xtreniity of a line. See Geo-
metry.

Point, in grammar, a character used to mark the divisions of
discourse. See Colon, C'o.mma, is;c. A point proper is a full

stop or period. See Punctuation.
Point, in music, a mark or note anciently used to distinguishr

the touts or sounds : hence we still call it simple counter-point,
when a note of the lower part answers exactly to that of an upper ;

.

and figurative counter-point, v/hen any note is syncopated, and.
one of the parts makes several notes or hiflexions of the voice,
while the other holds on one. See Composition, and Coun-
ThR-PoiNT.

Point, in perspective, is used for various poles or places, with
regard to the perspective pl;;ne. See Perspective.
Point, in jjoetiy, a lively brisk turn or conceit, at the close of

an epigram. See Poetry.
Point, in several arts, an iron or steel instrument used willv

so.tie variety. Engravers, etchers, cutters in vrood, &c. use
points to trace their designs on the copper, wood, stone, &c. See
Engraving, &C.

Point, in the manufactories, is a general term, used for all

kind- of places wrought with the needle; such are the point le

Venice, point de France, point de Genoa, die. which are distin-

gui.shecl by the particular ceconomy and arr.mgemenl uf their

])' ints. Point is sometimes used for lace woven with bobbins;;
as English point, point de Malines, point u'Havre, &:c.

Points, in electricity, are those acute terminations of bodies

which.;
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rx'liich facilitate tlie passage of tiie electrical fluid from or to sucli

bodies. See Electricity.
Points, in heiaklrv, are the several different parts of an es-

cutclu-on, denoting the local positions ol any figure. See He-
raldry.
POINTE, orPOlNTEDE GALLE, a town and Cape of

Cevion, on the S. \V. coast, on a large bay.

Jointed, m heraldn-. A cross pointed, is that wliich has

tiie extreni lies uirned off into points by straight lines.

POINTING, in war, the levcUingof a cannon, or mortar, ?oas

to play aj;ainst any certain point.

Pointing, among seamen, marking on the chnrt in what part

or pl.i'etlie vessel is.

Pointing the Cable, in the sea-langnage, is untwisting it at

tlieend, lesi^ening the jam, twisting it again, and making all fust

wilh a piece of marline, to keep it from ravelling out.

•POIN'IING, in grammar, tlie art of dividing a discourse by

points. See Pukctl'Ation.
. POISON, a term denoting any matter that may prove detri-

mental, aiid frequently fatal, to the life of animals, whether it he

taken HI small portions' b.y the mouth, mi.\ed with the blood, or

applied to the nenes by friction of the skin, or other means.

Poi>oiis are commonly divided into the animal, vegetable, and mi-

neral kinds

:

I. Poisons, Animal. Several animals are furnished with li-

quid juices of a poisonous nature, which when poured into fresh

wounds, occasion the disease or death of the wounded animal. Ser-

pents, bees, scorpions, and spiders, are well known exanijiles of

buch animals. 1 . The poison of the viper is a yellow liquid, which

lodges in two small vesicles in the animal's mouth. These com-
municate by a tube willithe crooked fangs, which are hollow and

terminate in a small cavity. When the animal bites, the vesicle ;

are squeezed, and the poison forced through the langs into the

wound. This structure was partly observed by Kedi, an Italian

philosopher ; and his discoveries were completed and conhrmetl

by the experiments and observations of Francini, Tysson, Mead,
and FontaiKi. Ammonia has been proposed as an antidote to the

bite of the viper. It was introduced in consequence of the theory

of Dr. Mead, that the poison was of an acid nature. The nume-
rous trials of that medicine by Fontana robbed it of all its cele-

brity ; b;it it has been lately revived and recommended by Dr.

Ramsay as a certain cure for the bite of the rattlesnake. '_'. The
venom of the bee and the wasp is also a licpiid contained in a small

vesicle, forced through the hollow tube of the sting into tlie wound
inflicled by that instrument. 3. The poison of the scorpion re-

sembles that of the viper also ; but its taste is hot and acrid, which

is the case also with the venom of the bee and the wasp. 4. No
experiments upon which we can rely have been made upon the

poi-on of the spider-trihe. From the rapidity with which these

animals destroy their prey, and even one another, we cannot

doubt (hat their poison is sufficiently virulent.

II. Poisons, Vegetable, seem in general to prove fatal from

an excess of narcotic mutter ; but this is a subject which requires

still farther examination.
lU. Poisons, Mineral. In general these substances, as

arsenic and corrosive mercury, seem to attack the solid paits of

the stomach, and to produce'iieath by eroding its substance ; but

the antimonials seem rather to attack the nerves, and to kill by
throwing the whole systein into convulsions. Copper, thougli

-when in an undissolvedsfate.it produces nosensible effects, h-comes

exceedingly active when dissolved ; and such is the facility with

which the solution is i Ifected, that it becomes a matter of some
consequence to prevent the metal from being taken into the hu-

man body even in its proper form. It does not, however, appear

that the poison of copper is ecpially pernicious with those of arsenic

or lead. The reason of this is, that it excites vomiting so spee-

dily as to be expelled, even though taken in considerable ipian-

tity, before it his lime to corrode the stomach. Blue vitriol,

whi( h is a solution of copper in the vitriolic acid has been used as

a medicin-^ in some diseases with great success. Verdigris also,

which is another very active preparation of the metal, has been

by some physicians prescribeil as an emetic, especially in casts

T\here other poisons had been swallowed, in order to procure the

most speedy evacuation by vomit. Where copper is not used

ivilh this view, it has been employed as a tonic and antispasmodic.

with which view it is admitted into the Edinburgh Dispensatory
under the title of cuprum ammoniacalo. The effects of the metal,
however, when taken in a pretty large quantity, and in a dissolved
state, or when the stomach abounds with acid juices sufficient to
tlissulve it, are very disagreeable, and even dangerous ; as it oc-
casions violent vomitings, pains in the stomach, fainlings, and
someiimes convulsions and death. Thconly cureforlhese symp-
toms is, to expel the poison, by vomiting as soon as possible, and
loobtundils acrimony; for which purpose drinking warm milk
will probably be found the most efficacious remedy. The fol-

lowing directions will be found useful where poisoning has either

actuaiiy taken i)!ace, or is strongly suspected. 1. In order to as-

certain the nature of the deleterious matter, the remainder of the
poisoned aliment (ifcany) should first be examined. The patient,

as well as the persons present, ought likert'ise to be strictly inter-

rocatdd, and the symptoips accurately investigated. J. The next
measure necessary to be pursued is, to learn the portion of the
poison taken into the stomach; whether it was administered by
mistake in medicine, food, drink, or any other form. In this case
a^o, attention must be paid to the symptoms, such as violer.t

looseness, nausea, and vomiting, convulsions, swelling of the face,

&c. Lastly, the time elapsed since the swallowing of the poison,

and the antidotes given, together wilh their operation, should be
minutely enquired into, as well as the effects resulting from tiiis

unturtiinale casu.ilty, such as palsy, apoplexy, colic, &c. Where
poison has been recently swallowed, it may be discharged cither
by means ot an emeiic, or by tickling the ihn^at with a feather, and
admini-tering such a quantity of oil, -mixed with milk, as the pa-
tient is able to drink. But, if the accident be discovered several
hours after it has happened, emetics would be productive of fatal

consequences: it will, therefore, be advisable to prevail on the pa-
tient to take large draughts of luke-warm water, milk and oil, and
to resort to tepid bathing.

POLA, an anciefit city of Italy, in the S. part of Istria, 44 miles
S. of Trieste, 39 S. of Capo, and 80. S. E. of Venice.
POLACHIA, a late palatinate of Poland. It was bounded on

the N. by Prussia and Lithuania; on the E. by Lithuania: S. by
Lublin, and W. by Massovia. It is 88 miles long, and 30 broad.
Bielsk is the capital.

POLx'iCRE, a ship wilhthne masts, usually navigated in the
Levant and other parts of the Mediterranean. These vessels arc
generally furnished with square sails upon the main-mast, aiid

lateen sails upon the fore and mizen masts. Seme of them, how-
ever, carry square sails upon all the three masts.

POLAND, a late kingdom of Europe, most infamously parti-

tioned between Russia, Prussia and Austria, in the face of all the
other states of Europe, not one of whom interfered to prevent
this disgraceful infringement on the rights of Nations. It was, in

its largest extent, bounded by Pomerania, Brandenburg, Silesia,

and Moravia, on the W. ; on the E. by part of Russia and the
Lesser Tartary ; on the N. by the Baltic, Russia, Livonia, and
Samogitia ; and on the S. by 2essarabia, Transylvania. Moldavia,
and Iiungary. Geographers generally divided it into the provin-
ces of Polaiul Proper, Lithuania, Samogitia, Cuurl.ind, Prussia,
Massovia, Polachia, Polesia, Little Russia, or Red Russi^ Podolia,
and the Ukrain. Agreeably to the Treaty of Peace ciSBcluded at
Tilsit in 1807, the whole of what was called Polish Prussia, was
ceded by the king ot Prussia to the king of Saxony under the tille

of the Duchy of Warsaw. The air of this country is cold in the
North, but temperate in the other parts of Poland, both in sum-
mer and winter, and the weather-in both is more settled than in

many other countries. The surface is for the most part level,

and there are few hills. The soil is extremely fertile in corn,
hemp, flax, itc. and the ])astures are so luxuriant, that one can
hardly see the cattle grazing in the meadows. The eastern part of
the country is covered with woods, forests, lakes, rivers, and
marshes. The metals found in this country are iron and lead, with
some tin, gold, and silver ; but there are no mines of the two last

wrought at present. The other minerals of Poland are most sorts

Ol precious stones, ochre of all kinds, fine rock-crystal; Muscovy
glass, talc, alum, saltpetre, amber, pitcoal, quicksilver, spar, sal-

gem, lapis calaminaris, and vitriol. In Lesser Poland are salt-

mines, which are the chief riches of the country, and bring most
money into the exchequer. The chief productions of Poland are

corn, tiax, hemp, ind wood. Vast quantities of grain are raised
fi anr.uallv,
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nunually, and about 4000 vessels and floats sent down the Vistula,

loaded chiefly with grain, to Dantzic, whence it is dispersed to

Holland and the rest of Europe. The religion of this kingdom
was under two archbishops, viz. those of Gnesna and Laopol, and
about a dozen bishop;. The archbishop of Giiesna is alwaysa
cardinal, and pnniai.e ofthekl'igdom. 'The pretailing religion is

Popery, but lnere are great nunil;ers of Lutherans, Ca!- inists, and
Greeks, who are called Dissidents, and liy the laws of the king

doni were entitled to toleration; but were much oppressed till very

!.itely. The Jews are indulged with great privileges, and are very

iiuineious iii Poland. The |)rincipal rivers of Poland are the \'is-

'tula, Dnieper, Dniester, Dwina, Bug, Warta, and Meniel. The
chief trade of this country is in corn, hemp, flax, cattle, leather,

wood, honey, wax, pitch, and potass, &c. The black cattle are

so lumicroas that about 90.000 are annually expoite<l. In the

woo>ls, which consi-t mostly of oak, beech, pine, and hr-trees, be-

sides the more common wild beasts, are eik>, wild asses, wild oxen
or uri, lynxes, wild horses, wild sheep with one horn, bisons, hy-
a;nas, wild goats, and buffaloes. In the meadows and fennv ground
is gathered a kind of manna ; and .the kermes-bevries [irudliced in

this country ase ujed both in dyeing and medicine.

^Poland, Great, or Wielko-Polska, or Lower Polani>,

one of the three great divisions of the above kingdom ; which be-

fore the lale partition included the palatinates of Posnania, Ka-
Ii.ih, Siradia, Leuczicz, and Kawa. This country was seized by
Prussia, but, owing to the successes of the French in this part in

1807, it now forms a part of the Duchy of Warsaw under the king

(late elector) of Saxony.
Poland, Little, a divisioQ of Polaml, containing the palati-

nates ot Cracow, Sandomir, and Lublin.
POLAR, relating to tlie pules of the world, or poles of the

ariiticial globes.

Polar RtGioxs, those parts of the world wliicli lie near the

north and south poles. See Pole.
POLAKl TY, the cpiality of a thing considered as having poles,

or a tendency to turn Itself into one certain posture; but chiefly

used in speakina; of the magnet. See Magnetism.
POLCliNIGO, a town of Italy, 23 miles N. of Trevi^io, and

32 W. of Udina.

POLE, in astronomy, that point in the heavens round which

the whole sphere seems to turn. It is also used for a point di-

rectly perpeifdicular to the centre of any circle's plane, and dis-

tant Irom It by the lengtli of a radius.

Pole, in geography, the extremities ofllie earth's axis, and deno-

minated north and souili poles; each of them being 90 degrees

distant from the equator, and, in consequence of tlieir situation,

the inclination of the earth's axis, audits parallelism during the

annual motion of our globe round the sun, having only one day

and one night thruui^huut tlie year. Owing to the obliipiity witli

which the rays of the sun tall ipon the poles, and the great length

of the winter-night, the told is sO intense, th:.t those parts of the

globe have never been fully explored thougli the attempt has been

repeatedly made by the most celebrated and experienced navi-

gators.

Pole, in spherics, a point equally distant from every part of the

circumference of a great circle o. tiie sphere, as tiie centre is in a

plane ligure ; or it is a point ninety degrees distant from the

plane of a circle, and in a line, called 'the axis, passing perpendi-

cularly through the centre. 'l"he zenith and nadir ;ire the poles ot

the horizon ; and the poles of the etiu:.tor are the same with those

of the sphere. See Projection of tkf. Sphere.

PcLEs of the Ecliptic, are two poims on the surface of the

jpiiere, 23° i-'b' distant irom tlie poles ot the world, and tilfdistant

Irum every part of the ecliptic.

," Poles, in inagnelics, are two pointsjjf a loadstone, correspond-

iiw to the poles of llie world ; tl.e one pointing to tiie north, the

other to tiie south. See iNIagnetism.

Pole, Pf.kch, or Rod, in surveying, is 3 measure containing

sixteen Itet and a half.

Pole, or Polar Star, is a staj- of the second magnitude, the

last in the tail ol ursa minor.

Poleaxe, a sort of hatchet nearly resembling a battle-axe,

having an handle about fiiteen jnclies in length, ?.nd being fur-

nished with a sharp point or claw, bending downwards Iroiii the

back of Its head ;^ the blade whereof is formed like tiuit ot any
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other hatcliQt. It is principally employed in sea-fights to cut away
and destiny the ri^igiog of any adversary who endeavours lo.boaro.

POLEIN, in English antiquity, a sort of shoe, sharp or pricke I

at the point. This fashion took its rise in the time of king Wil-

liam Rufus ; and the picks were so long, that they were tied up
to the knees wilh silver or golden chains. They were forbidden

by slat. an. 4, Hdw. IV. cap. 7. Tunc fluxns crinium, tunc luxu

-

vc. tium, tunc ustis calceorum cum arcuatis acjieis' inventus est.

Ma'mesb. in Will. ii.

POLEMAUCIiUS, a magistrate at Athens, who had under his

care a'l the strangers and sojourners in the city, over whom h«

had the same aulliorily that the archon had over the citi-

zen;.
'

POLEMONIUM, Greek Valerias', or Jacob's Ladder:
in butanv, a genus of the monogynia order, and pentandria class

of plants ; natural order, Campanatex. Cocolia quinqueparti'.e ;

capsule bdocular, superior. There are five species, chiefly natives

of the Cape. *

POLEMOSCOPE, [_m\t;A^ inA TMTnw,'] in optics, a kind of

reflecting perspective-glass invented by lieveiius, wlio commends
it as usetul in sieges, &c. for discovering what the enemy is doing,

w bile the spectator lies hid behind an obstacle. Plate CX.XXVI 1.

fig. 1. Its description is this: the interval ic, between the objecl-

giass and the speculum, is enlarged by a lube, of alengthsufficiert

to project the speculum beyond (he obstacle that covers the ob-

server. And for a further convenience of looking forward, as it

were, he ))rnposes to place another p-ane speculum, /^, at the

other end of the tube, to reflect the rays through a hole kl in its

side, in a direction ao, jjarallel to the incident rays Qc-; and to

place the concave eye-glass in this hole. P)y this -means, the ob-

ject will still appear upiight, and magnified just as much as if the

t« o speculvims w ere removed, and the same eye-glass was placed

ill the axis of the tube : for in the rays Qc, on, produced through

the speculums (fe, Jij, take a =; cA, anda/i=:e6; and supposing

rays to flow both ways through b, the centre of the obje.ct-glass>

after reflection from the speculums they will diverge from the

points li, i. Let two of them fall upon the ohjtct at P and R,

and since /.Pill (or die) = /.dbc (oi-fltg —J'bg) if the eye-glass

was removed, ihe object would appear under the same angle///g or

kill, as it would appear under to the naked eye placed at i; but

Ihe reflected rays//i, gl, after refractions into hn. In, through the

eye-glass kl, are inclined in the same ajigle to each other, as

tl'iey would be if the speculum fg being removed they had been

refr jctcd tlirough the same eye-glass placed in the axis of the tube,

at tlie same distance from b as it is now from h : and by tvacing an

oblique rav, Rebjhn, it is manifest that the object appears uprigljl ;

it also appears in the same posture, with respect to right iind left,

as to the naked eye. However, the leii,a,ih of the perspective <!>

must not be very great, otherwise it wili take in so little at oi:-.-

view, as to make it diflicult to find an object.

POLERON, one of the Banda or Nutmeg islands in the L^A.

Indies.
r, , ,

POLEStA, a province of Poland, bounded by Polacluo and

Proper Lithuania on the N. and by Volhynia on the S. It is pue

of the palatinates of Lithuania, and is commonly called Breccia, or

nrzesr; wlixh is the name of its capital. It is full of forests ai,;l

"POLESINO DE ROVIGO, a province of Italy, in the Tale

republic of Venice, lying X. of the Po ; and bounded on the S^.

by the Ferrare^e, on the E. by Dogiido, and on the W. by the

Veronese. It is 45 miles in length, and 1 7 in breadth, and is a

fertile country. Rovigo is the capital. '
\ '•

-

POLE P-'E'were ten magi-tratcs ot Athens, who, with three tyat

had the'manag--ment ot' money allowed for public shows were em-

powered to let out the tribute-money an<l other public revenues,

and to sell conliscated estates ; all which bargains were ratjiicd by

their president, oi in his name. They were by thev office also

bound to convict such as had not paid the tribute called\W:;:i>..«,

and sell them in the market by anciioii. The market where these

wretches were sold was called i:iv>..;:ifi« ™ {j.iU:.iii.
_

POLIAN'iHES, in botany, a genus ol the hexandna mc-

notiynia class and order. Natural order, Coronaris, Corolla

funnel-form, curved in; iilaments inserted into the jaws ot the

corolU- 'oerm at the bottom of the corolla. There is but one

species,^vrz. P. tuberosa, lub.ro.e.
i^oLICANDRO,
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FOLICAN DRO, a small island ;ii tlie Archipelago, between

Mi!o aiul Moigo. Lon. 35. 25. E. Lat. 36. 36. N.
POLICE, iho regulation and governineiit of a city or country,

so far as regards the iiiliabitants.

POLICY, or POLITY. See Polity.
Policy of Insurance, or Assurance, of ships, is a contract,

whereliy a person takes upon himself tlie risks of a sea-voyage.

See Insurance.
POLIEA, a festival at Thebes in honour of Apollo, who was

there represented with gray hairs, iroXio;, contrary to the practice

oi all other places.

POLKiNANO, a populous towTi and bishop's see of Naples,

in Ijari ; 6 miles N. U . of Conversrino, and 16 E. of li.;ri.

POLIGNI, orPOLlGNY, a town of France, in the depart-

ment of the Jura, and Lte province of Franche Comle, 3'2 miles

S. S. W. of Besancon, and 9 N. N. E. of Lous le Saniiier. Lon.
.=i. ^5. \V. Lat. 46". 50, N.
POLIN.A, an ancient toAU of European Turkey, in Albania,

12 miiei S. of Durazzo. Lon. 19,20. K. Lat. 41. 42. N.
POLISHER, or BURNISHER, among mechanics, is an in-

strument for polishing and burnishing things proper to take a po-

lish. The gildere use an iion-polisher lo prepare their metals be-

fore gilding, and the blood-stone lo give them the bright polish

alter gililing.

Polishers, among cutlers, are a kind of wooden wheels made
of walnut-tree, about an inch thick, and of a diameter at pleasure,

which are turned round by a great w heel ; U|)on these they smooth
.:nd polish their work with emery and putty.

Polishers tor glass consist of two pieces of wood ; the one flat,

covered with old hat ; the other long and half round, f.islened on
the former, whose edge it e.sceeds on both sides by some inches,

vhich serves the workmen to take hold of, and to work backwards
and forwards by.

Polishers used by spectacle-makers are pieces of wood a foot

Jong, seven or eight inches broad, and an inch a half thick, co-

vered with old beaver hat, whereon tiiey polish the shell and horn

frames their spectacle- glasses are to be set in.

POLITENESS is by Lord Chesterfield called the art of pleas-

ing. It has also been called an artificial good nature ; and indeed

good nature is the foundation of true politeness ; without which
art will make but a very indifferent ligure, and will generally de-

feat its own ends. " True politeness (says the author of the

Beauties of History') is that continual attention which humanity
i!V=pires us with, both to please others, and to avoid giving them
oifence. The surly plain-de.iler exilaims loudly against this

virtue, and prefei"s his own shocking binntness and Gothic free-

dom. The courtier and fawning llalferer, on the contrary, sub-

stitute in its place insipid compliments, cringings, and a jargon of

unmeaning sentences. The one blames politeness, because he
takes it for a vice : and the other is the occasion of this, because
that which he practises is really so."

POLln.VN, Akgelo, was b rn at Monte Pulciano in Tus-
cany in 1454. He learned Greek und..r Andronicus; and philo-

sophy under Ficiuus and Argyropylus. He was one of the most
learned writers of his time. The hrst work w hicli gained him a

reputation was a poem on the tournament of Julian de Medicis.

The account he wrote some time alter of the conspiracy of the

Pozzi's was very much esteemed. He wrote many other pieces

wiiiih have merited ;ipprobation ; but his Epistles have been mo t

read. He died at the age of forty years. His morals answered
the homeliness of his face ralher than the beauty of his genius ;

for Paul Jovius informs us, that " he was a man of aukward and
perverse m.mners, of a countenance by no means open and libe-

ral, a nose n-inarkably large, an<l squinting eyes. He was crafty,

satirical, and full of inward malice : for his constant way was, to

sneer and ridicule the productions of oilier men, and never to al-

low any criticism, how ever jnsf, upon his ow n." His works have
been often printed.

POLITICAL, [from «o>h, a city,] signifies any thing that re-

lates to policy or civil government.
PouTiCAL Arithmetic, calculations relating to the wealth of

nations. Political arithmetic does not determine in what national

wealth truly consist', but estimates the value of whalevcr passes

under this name, and distinguishes the proportions in which the

eompoBcnt articles luay be applied to purposes conducive to the

t

safety or prosperity of the community. It must be admitted that

in the application of arithmetic to the subjects of poluical aco-
nomy, it unavoidably lo-.es much of its precision, from the tluctu-

ating nature of most descrii)tions of property, both with respect to'

distribution and value, the state of which it is one of its chief ob-

jects to estimate ; it however retains a "sullicient degree of cer-

tainty to become an interesting subject to every individual who
wishes to acquire a just idea of the strength and resources eiti.er of

the community lo whiih he belongs, or of other nations. In all

incjuiries of this kind, the state of the population of ihe country is

an object of primary importance ; for it is the number of inhabi-

tants which a country maintains, that gives the land itself the chief

part of its value, of w hich we have many proofs in the former and
present state of dilferenl parts of Europe, and in the rise of the

value of land with the increase of population in our own island.

That Great Britain is now more fully inhabited than in the caHy
periods of its history, few i,er>ons will doubt, wh.itever may be
their opinion respecting its advance or decline in this respect of

late years. At the tinie of the Norman con([uest, the p: op'e of

England are supposed to have been somewhat above 2,000,000 ;

and Irom thtir depressed condition, the irequeiuy of foreign and
domestic war.-, and of peslilential distempers, their increase during

many of the succeeding reigns may be reasonably doubted, though
there are no means of ascertaining with any precision the real state

of the population at those periods. From an account of the pro-

duce of a poU-ta.v, an estimate has been formed by Mr. Chalmers
of the number of inhabitants ii; 1377, and as the addilions which
he has made to the number in the return certainly ilo not appear

loo small, the total, which amounts to 2,353,203, cannot be less

than the whole number of the people of England and Wales at

that time, if the account on which it is founded is to be depended
on. Mr. Chalmers observes, that the civil wars during the greater

part of the fifteenth century miit have caused a great waste of in-

habitants : this loss, however, was soon n covered on their termi-

nation ; and the suppression of monasteries by Henry the \'lllih,

with the repeal of all positive laws against the marriage cf priests

by Edward the Villi, continued to promote matrimony, and of

course to increase the population. From documents in the British

Museum, it appears, that during the reign of Elizabeth, accounts

were often taken of the people. Harrison gives the result of the

musters of 1575, when the number of fighting men was found to

be 1,172,674, ad<ling, that it was believed a full third had been
omittetl. Sir Waller Raleigh asserts that there was a general re-

view in 1583 of all men in England capable of bearing arms, who
were found to amount to 1,172,000. These accounts evidently

refer lo the same enumeration, though they dill'ir in the date ; and
if the number is multiplied by 4, it would j^rove ihe total number
of inhabitants to have been 4,688,000. This number increased

during the seventeenth century, and wls com]Hited by Mr. Gre-
gory King lo amount in 1690 to 5,500,000 ; while Dr. Davenant
estimated the population at the same perio.l as high as 7,000,000.
This disagreement between two very accurate writers, shews the

great uncertainty which prevailed on this subject, and in fact

there w as scarcely any particular relating to the state of the country
on which such opposite opinions were held as on the actual num-
ber of inhabitants at particular periods, and their diminution or in-

crease. 'I'his point has at length been determined by the results

of an act passed the 31 ft of December, 1800, for ascertaining the

population of Great Britain, and the increase or diminution there-

of. From the returns thus obtained, it appeared, that the total

population of Great Britain, including the army and navy, and
seamen in the merchants' service, was 10,942,646; but deducting
the proportion of soldiers and seamen belonging to Ireland, it may
be more correctly stated at 10,820,370. from several accounts
it appears, thai, ol the whole numbtr of persons living, more than
one-fourth are children under ten years of age, who therefore con-
tribute little or nothing to their own maintenance ; for though in

some le\j manufactures, children under this age arc employed,
they aie more than counterbalanced by the greater number who
remain unemployed (otherwise than in education) for several years

beyond the age often. After deducting 2,705,092, the number
of these future labourers, it will be fouiul th.,t about one in 23 of
the remainder, or 289,831 are ir apacitaled by old age or intirmi-

ties from useful labour, including all persons in the dilferenl hospi-

tals and infirmaries, and most of the inhabitants of alms-houses,
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and other charitable establishinciils. But oi those who are siip-

poited by the laboirr of others, or by tlie [iroperty of olhi.-i>, whith
js equivalent, there are many who lollow a "^ijecieb of eiiiployiiu-nt,

by winch tliey obtain this projjcrly, which eni|)loynieiii i>, how-
ever, of no beneht to the country, as it is not only uii|jrodiictive,

but useless, and in many instances injurious to lue coiiuiuinity
;

such are gamblers, swindlers, thieves, prostitutes, beggars, gipsies,

&c. whose aggregate number, according to Mr. Cok[uhouirs esti-

mate lor the metropolis, probably exceeds coNsideiubly 150,000.

'I'he convicts and prisoners conlinecl in the dilTerent prisons of

Gieat Urilaiii, and on board hulks, are usually about 10,000 per-

sons, uhuse labour IS lost to the conimuii.ty, for the work wiiich

is performed in some of our jails scarcely deserves mention. There
15 also a class of a very different description, who are supported
by the labour of others: this is the nobilily and gentry, whose e.\-

emptioii from labour is considered as a v irt of their honour and
diblmction ; some, it is true, hold employments under the govern-
ment, and a few are cngageil in agriculture or trade ; but the ma-
jority, who subsist on the income they possess, without following

any useful occupation, is probably not less than 50i)0. These
numbL-rs include persons ot holh sexes, and are all rather below
iJie truth than beyond it; they amount together to 3,IJ9,y23
persons, and be'nr^ deducted from the whole population of

10,820,370, shew the number of those who work to be 7,C)G0,4-i7.

But it is well known that of those who gain a subsistence by th-eir

labour, many follow employments which, though more or less ne-

cessary and useful, do not, in the least degree, increase the ([uan-

tity or value of the |)rocluce of the country ; the number of these

unproductive labourers is nearly as follows

:

Ihe army, ofBcers, and privates, including half-pay,

commissaiies, agents, &c 200,000
The navy, ditto l'J7,000

Officers and cleiks employed in collecting the re-

venue, and in other olfices under government 6,500
Clergy of the churches of England and Scotland 18,000
Ditto, dissenters ol every denomination 14,000

Schoolmasters (exclusive of clergymen) and school-

mistresses ' ^0,000
Judges, counsel, attorneys, sheriff's officers, jailors,

and all persons employed in the execution of the

laws, except constables, headboroughs, &c 14,000

Players, musicians, dancing-masters, &c 3,000
Women supported by the r husbands' labour 600,000
Female servants of ail descriptions 650,000
Wale servants 150,000

Total 1,704,500

It must be confessed that the number of some of these classes

of persons cannot be ascertained with much precision : this, how-
ever, is of no great importance, if the total is not far from the

truth, as the object is chiefly to shew the proportion of productive

to unproductive labourers ; the latter may be distinguished ac-

cording to the following statement :

Merchants, brokers, factors, and others depending on
foreign trade 25,000

Clerks to ditto, and in the offices of commercial
companies 40,000

Seamen in the merchants' service, including the
coasting trade and fisheries 14-1,000

Lightermen, watermen, &c 3,500
Persons employed in the diti'erent manufactures 1,800,000

Mechanics not immediately belonging to the maiui-

faclures, such as carpenters, bricklayers, masons,

wheelwrights, shipwrights, boat-builders, &c 50,000

Painters, engravccs, carvers, and other artists ......... 5,000

Shopkeepers, viz. butchers, bakers, publicans, lish-

monger-, poulterers, pastrycooks, grocers, chand-
lers, pawnbrokers, apothecaries, &c 150,000

Farmers, gia»^rs, anil all other persons employed in

agriculture, including millers, mealmen, farriers,

horse-doctors, &c 2,000,000

Wives and families of most of the above classes assist-

iiiij in their occupations or following other em-
ployments of proht 1,738,447

Total 5,955,047

1 he whole population of the country will thus appear to con-
sist ot nearly llie following proportions :

Supported by others' labour 3,I59.9'i3

Unproductive labourers 1,704,500
Productive labourers 5,yj5,947

Total 10,820,370

It has been shewn, that the whole number of the inhabitants of
Great Britain is undoubtedly greater than at former distant pe-
riods ; but the proportion of unproductive hands, who subsi'^t by
the labour of others, has also probably much increased ; the effect

of this unfavourable circumstance has, however, been amply com-
pensated by llie great improvements in dilferent arts and maiui-

faclures, by which the produce of the country has been increased

in ([uantity, and rendered much superior in quality ; so that after

supplying all our new factitious wants, antl enabling us to defray
expensive wars, it has left a considerable surplus, wliicli, gradually

accumulating, has formed the present nation. 1 stock or capital.

The computed value of tlie wealth of England, according to the

estimate of Sir William Petty, made in 1664 is as follows:

Value of the land : 24 millions of acres, yielding S

millions per ann. rent, worth at 18 years pur-
chase 1.144,000,000

Houses, reckoning those within the bills of mor-
tality equal in value to one-third of the whole..,. 30,000,000

Shipping: 500,000 tons, at 6/. per ton, including
rigging, ordnance, &c 3,000,000

Stock of cattle on the 24 million acres, and the
waste belonging thereto, including parks, fishe-

ries, warrens, &c 36,000,000
Gold and silver-coin, scarce 6,000,000
Wares, merchandize, plate, lurniture, Jtc 3l,000,00J

Total /..250,000,00O

In comparing this estimate with similar accounts at present, it

must be remembered that a great alteration has gradually taken

place in the nominal value of all commodities, which, with re-

spect to the above period, appears from a table formed by Sir G.
S. Evelyn, to be in the proportion of about five to fourteen ;

the total of the wealth of England and Wales, in 1664, would there-

fore have amounted to 700,000,000/. according to ihe present

value of money. Such has been the increase ot property in this

country, that according to late estimates of the different descrip-

tions ot stock, or actual capital, its total amount is as tollows

:

N'alue of the land of Great Britain Z,. 828,660,000

Houses 199,575,000

Cattle, and all kinds of farming stock 102,500,000

Shipping: navy and merchant sliips 20,000,000

Money 25,000,000

Goods in the hands of merchants and wholesale

dealers lG,974,O0Oi

Goods in the hands of manufacturers and retail

traders 19,424,00a

Furniture, apparel, &:c 33,262,000

Total /..1 245,395,000

The above estimate shews, that, notwithstanding the expensive

wars in which the country has been engaged, which, by drawing

much money out of the country, has greati) diminished the pro-

fits that would ctlierwise have remained, there has beenagieat

accumulation; though, at the same time, the people in general

Ljppear to live in a much more expensive manni r than their an-

cestors. We have seen that in the year 1664, the whole nation.*!

capital did not exceed 700,000,000/. according to the present

value of money : there has, therefore, been an average gain since

that time of nearly four millions per annuin,a very consi<lerable part

of which must hava arisen from foreign commerce which would, not
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be carried on without gain ; aiu! wliatever profits have been saved or

converte<l into stock, mii^t apjiear in the t'oregoing account ; even
the increased vaii!c ot llie hiiul and houses is in a great measure
Ottin^ to the- assistance ot capitals ac(]iiired in trade. The great

increase of the annual incotne is a fuilher proof that there must
have been such an accunuilaliiig surplus as is here statwl. Sir W.
Peltv computed the whole income of the country 'to be
42,000 000/. Mr. G. King estimated it at 43,500,000/. Dr. Dave-
iiaiit, in 1701, stated it at 49,000,000/. 'I'hese accourils are ex-

clusive of Scotland ; but after making a sulllcient addition on this

account, it will appear that there ha^ been a very considerable in-

crease. Sir John Sinclair, in 17S3, ob>ervcil that the income of the

country arising from lands, commerce, and manufactures, was
conmionly calculated at 100,000,000/. which he considered rather

a low valuation ; and there can be little doubt that of late years

the profit derived from each of these sources has been great!

v

augmented.
POLITICS, the first part of occonomy or ethics, consisting

in tlie well governing and regulaiing the affairs of a state for

the maintenance of the public safety, order, tranquillity, and
morals.

POLiTO, a tosvn of Sicilv, in tlie valley of Demona, 30 miles
S. E. of Palfjrmo. Lon. 13 53. E. Lat. 3S. 4. N.
POLITORIUM, an ancient cily of Latiuni, destroyed by the

KoinL:ns B. C. t>39.

POLITY, or POLICY, denotes the peculiar form.and con-
stitution of the goveriinient of any state or nation ; or the laws,

orders, and regulations, relating thereto. See Govern.men't.
Polity dilfers only from politics, as the llieory from the practice
of any art^

POLL, a word used in ancient writings for the head ; hence to
poll, is cither to vote or to enter down the names of those persons
who give in their voles at an election.

PoLL-.MoMEY, a capitation or tax imposed by the authority of
parliament on tlie head or person either of all indifferently, or ac-
cording to some known mark of distinction.

Poll-Evil, in farriery, is an abscess formed in the sinuses be-
tween the poll-bone, and the uppermost vertebrx of the neck of a
horse. See Farriery.
POLLARDS, in rural ceconomy, a kind of coai-se wheaten

flour ; only one degree liner than the brau.

POLLEN, the fecundating or fertilizing dnst contained within
the antliera; or tips of the stamina, and dispersed upon the female
organ when ripe fur the purposes of impregnation. See Bo-
tax y.

POLLEX, [Lat.] in anatomy, denotes either the tluinib or
great toe, according as either maims or pedis is added to it.

POLLfA, in botany, a genus of the hexandria monogynia class

and order. Corolla inferior, six-petaled ; berry many-seeded.
There is but one species, viz. P. Japonica.

POLLICHIA, in botany, a genus of the monandria monogv-
nia class and order. Caly.x one-leafed, iive-toothed ; corolla (iVe-

petaled ; seed solitary ; receptacle producing succulent asjgregate

scales, sustaining the fruil. There is but one species, viz. P. cam-
pi'siris, whoiled-leaved poliichia, a native of the Cape of Good'

POLLICIS PRESSIO, and POLLICIS VERSIO, were
used at the combats of gladiators as signals of life or death to the
vaiupiislietl combatant ; or to the victor to spare or take the life

•of his antagonist. The poUicis pressio, by which the people grant-
ed life to the prostrate gladiator, was no mor° than a clenching of
the lingers ot both hands together, an;' so hoUling the two thumbs
upright clo;e together. The pollici- versio wliich authorised the
victor to kill the other as a coward, was tlie bending back of the
thuml)s. Such is Dacier's u|)inion ; but others say the pollicis

pressio was when the people held up one hand with the thumb
bent, and the poUicis versio when they shewed the hand with the
thumb raised. Authors, however, are not perfectly agreed, though
the phrases pollictni prenier*, and pollicem verteic, frequentlv
occur in the Latin classics as indications of the people's will that a
gladiator shfKild live of die.

POLLUTION, in general, signifies the rendering a persol^or
pliice tinclean oi- unholy. For the Jewish pollutions, see Impu-
RIXY. The Romanists hold a church to be polluted bv the elfu-

sion of blood or of seed tlierein : and that it must be consecrated

anew. And the Indians are so superstitious on this head, that

they break all the vessels which those of another religion have drunk
out of, or even only touched ; and dram all the water out of a pond
in which a stranger has bathed.

i
*

PoLLUTiox, in medicine, a disease which consists in an invo-

Umtary emission of the seed in time of sleep. '1 his, in diftorent

persons, is very diiferent in degree; some being affected with it

only once in a week, a fortnight, three weeks, or a month, and
others being subject to it almost every I'light. The persons moit
subject to it, are young men of a saiiguineuils temperament, who
feed high a-iid lead a sedentary life. When this liap^iens to a p< i-

son but once in a fortiiiglit or a month, it is of no great conse-

quence ; but wlien it liappens almost every night, it greatly injures

the health ; the patient looks pale and sickly ; in some the eyes

become weak antl intlamed, are sometimes alTected with violent

defluxions, and are usually at last encircled with a livid appear-

ance of tjie skin. Tliis distemper is to be cured rather by a

change of life than by medicines. \\'hen it has t*ken its rise, from
a high diet and a sedentary life, a coai-ser food and the use of. ex-

erci.e will generally cure it. Persons subject to this disease

should never take any stimulating purges, and must avoid as much
as possible all violent passions of the mind : and though exercise

is recommended in moderation, yet if this be too violent, it will

rather increase the disorder than contribute to its cure.

POLLUX, in astronomy, a fixed star of the second magnitude
in the constellation Gemini, or the Twins. See Castor.
POLOCSKI, a palatinate in the duchy of Lithuania, bounded

on the N. by the palatinate of Weytepski, on the S. by the

Dwina, on the E. Iiy Muscovy, and on the W. by Livonia.

It is a desert country full of woods, and had formerly its own
dukes.

PoLocsKi, the capital of the above palatinate, 50 miles S. W.
of VVevtepski, and 80 E. of Bracksaw. Lon. 29. 0. E. Lat.

56. 4. N.
POLONGHERA, a town of France, in the dep.irlment of the

Po, and late Piedmontese, on the Po, 13 miles S. of Turin.

POLOTSK, a city of Russia, seated on the Dwina, 50 miles

S. W. of Vttepsk. Lon. 27. 50. E. Lat. 55. 43. N.
Polotsk,' or Polotskoe, a government or province of Russia,

160 miles long, and 60 broad ; tormed out of the late duchy of
Lithuania, dismembered from Poland, by the partition-treaty in

1772. It is bounded on the N. E. by the province of Pskov
;

N. \V. by that of Riga ; S. E. by those of Smolensko and Mohi-
lef, and S'. W. by Lithuania. Its products and those of Mohilef
are chiefly grain in great cpiantities, hemp, flax, wood, masts,

planks, &c. which are sent down the Dwina to Riga.

POLTAVA, orPULlOWA, a town of Russia, in EkateiL-
noslaf. Lon. 34 25. E. Lat. 46. 29. N.
POLVERINE, the calcined ashes of a plant; of a similar na-

ture with our pot-ashes, or pearl-ashes. It is brought from the Le- .

vant and Syria ; and in the glass-trade it is always to be prefcircd

to any other ashes.

P*JL\ ADELPIIIA, [from «x-.;f, many, andaii>fi«, brother-
hood,] many brotherhoods, the eighteenth class in Linnseus's

sexual system, consisting of plants with hermaphrodite flowers, in

which several stamina, or male organs, are united by their fila-

ments into three or more distinct bundles. See Botany.
POLYANDRIA, [from coXy,-, many, and a»>]j, a man, or hu.s-

band,] many husbands, the thirteentli class in Linna'us's se.xual

metiiod, consisting of plants with hermaphrodite flowers, furnished

with several stamina, that are inserted into the common receptacle
of the flower. See Botany.
POLYANTHE.V, a collection ofcommon places in alphabeti-

cal order, for the u-e of orators, preachers, &c. The word is

formed frtm the Greek -oxv;, much, and uvSo;, flower ; and has
much the s.ime meaning wilh anlhology or llorilege. The first

author of the polyanthea was Dominic Naiiiii de Mirabellio,
whose labour has been improved on by Barth. Aniaiitijus, and
Franc. Torfius ; and since liiese, by Jos. Laiigius, uii(%r the title

of Polyanthea Nova, 1013.

POLY.ANTIiES, the Tuberose. See Polianthes.
POLVBIUS, a famous Greek historian, born at Megalopolis,

in Arcadia, 2uj years before Chri-t. lie was the son of I.ycor-

tas, chief of the republic of the Acluvans. He travelled into

Eg^pt, France, and Spain, that lie might avoid such geographical

errors
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errors as lie has censured in otlie^s. It was in Home that he coin-

posed his excellent history, for the sake of which his travels were

undertaken. This history was divided into forty books: but

there only remain the five first, with extracts of some parts of the

others. Jt has had several editions in Greek and Latin ; and

there is an English translation by Mr. Hampton. He lived to the

age of 82.

POLVBOTES, in fabulous history, one of the giants who
warred against Jupiter.

POL\ CARP, one of the most ancient fathers of the Christian

church, was born towards the end of the reign of Nero, probably

at Smyrna ; where he wa=; educated at the expence ot Calista, a

noble matron diilinguished by her piety and charity. He was a

disciple of St. John the Evangelist, and conversed with some of the

other apostles. Some think that St. John dedicated his Apoca-
lypse to him, under the title of " the Angel, or messenger, ot the

Church of Smyrna." Polycarp governed the church of Smyrna
with a|)ostolic purity, till he suffered martyrdom in the 7lh year

of Marcus Auielius. He was burnt at a stake on the 23d .\pril,

A. D. I<57. He wrote some homilies and epistles, which are now
lost, except that to the Philippians, which contains short precepts

and rules of life.

POLYCARDfA, in botany, a genus of the pentandria mono-
gynia class and order ; natural order, Duniosae. Petals five,

rounded; stigma lobed ; capsule five-celled, five-valved ; seeds

arilled. There is only one species, viz. P. Madagascarensis, a na-

tive of Madagascar, where it was found by Commerson.
POTVCAltPON, in botany, a genus of the triandria trigynia

class and order ; natural order, Caryophyllei. Calyx five-leaved ;

petals five, ovate, very small; capsule one-celled, three-valved ;

seeds very many. There is only one species, vir. P. tetraphyllum,

four-leaved all seed, a native otthe South of Europe.
POLYCHRESi", in pharmacy, a medicine that serves for

many uses, or that cures many diseases.

PoLYCHREST, Sal, a compound salt made of equal parts of

saltpetre and sulphur, laid on a red-hot crucible.

POLYCNEMUM, in botany, a genus of the triandria innno-

gynia class and order ; natural order, Holorace;t. Calyx three-

leaved; petals five, calycine ; seed one, almost naked. There
are five species.

POLYCO rYLEDONES. See Botany.
POLYC RATES, tyrant of Samos, is famous for the good for-

tune which always attended him. He became very powerful

;

and got possession not only of the neighbouring islands, but also of

some cities on the coast of Asia. He had a (leet of 100 ships of

war, and was so universally esteemed, that Amasis the king of

Egypt made a treaty of alliance with liim. He, however,

advised him to chequer his enjoyrnents, by relin([iiishing some
of his most favourite objects, ffolycrates, in compliance,

threw into the sea one of his most valuable jewels; but soon

after he received as a present a large fish, in whose belly it

was found. Amasis no sooner heard this, than he gave up all alli-

ance with Iwm, saying that sooner or later his good fortune

would vanith. Some time after Polycrates visited Magnesia on

the MiEander, whither he had been invited by Orontes the go-

viTiior, who traitorously put him to death, merely to terminate his

prosperity.

POLYCROTA, in the naval architecture of the ancients, is

used to express such of their galleys as had three, four, five, or

niore tiers of rowers, seated at different heights.

POLYGALA, Milkwort; a genus of the octandria order,

and djadelphia cl.iss of plants; natural order Lomentacei. Calyx
live-leaved, with two of the leaves shaped like wings and co-

loured; legtime obcordate, two-celled. There are forty-five spe-

cies.

POLYGANHA, [«?,i/f, many, and y^fiof, marriage,] a term,

expressing an intercommunication of sexes, applied, by Linnsus,

both to plants and flowers. A polygamous plant is that which

bears both hermaphrodite flowers and male or female, or both.

See Botany.
POLYGAMIST, one that holds the lawfulness of more wives

than ope at a time.

POLYGAMY, [iro?,L/y«fji.a, plurality of wives,] the having of

several wives. Polygamy is universally esteemed unlavtful, and

even muKitural, through all Europe, and in all Christian countries.

VOL. IV.—NO. 181.

Plurality of wives was allowed of, not only among the Hebrews,
but also among all other nations, and in all ages. The an-

cient Romans were more severe in their morals, and never prac-

tised it, though it was not forbid among them: and Mark An-
tony is mentioned as the first who took the liberty of haying-

two wives. From that time it became pretty frequent in the em-
pire till the reigns of Theodosius, Honorius, anil Arcadius, who
first prohibited it by express law in 3yJ. After this, .the emperor
Valentinian, by an edict, permitted all the subjects of tlie empire,
it they pleased, to marry several wives"; nor does- it appear, Iroin

the ecclesiastical history of those times, that the bishops made any
opposition to this introduction of polygamy. In Germany, Hol-
land, and Spain, this otieiice is differently punished. By a con-
stitution ot Charles V. it was a capital crime. By the laws
of ancient and modern Sweden it is punished with death. In
Scotland it is ijunished as perjury. In England it is enacted by
statute 1 Jac. I. cap. 11, that if any person, being married, do af-

terwards marry again, the former husband or wife being alive, it is

felony, but within the benefit of clergy. The first wife in this

case shall not be admitted as an evidence against her husband, be-

cause she is the true wife; but the second may, for she is indeed
no wile at all ; and so vice versa ol a second husband.
POL^GARCHY, [from irtwi, many, and ajx,i. government,]

government by many.
POLYGARS, natives of Hindostan, who inhabit almost impe-

netrable woods, and are under the absolute direction of their own
chieftains. In time of peace they are professionally robbers ; but
in times of war are the guardians of the country.
POLYGLOTT, \_ToXuy\wTro!,'] among ilivines and critics,

chiefiy denotes a bible printed in several languages. In these edi-

tions of the holy scriptures, the text of each language is ranged
in opposite columns. The first polyglott bible was that of car-

dinal Xinienes, printed in 1527, which contains the Hebrew text,

the Chaldee paraphrase on the Pentateuch, the Greek version of

(heLXX. and the ancient Latin version. After this there were
many others, as the bible of Jusliniani, bishop of Nebio, in He-
brew, Chaldee, Greek, Latin, and Arabic ; the Psalter by John
I'otken, in Hebrew, Greek, Etluopic, and Latin ; Plantin's polyglott

bible, in Helncw,Chaldee, Greek, and Latin, with the Syriac version

of the New 'lestament ; M. la Jay's bible in Hebrew, Samaritan,

Chaldee, Greek, Syriac, Latin, and Arabic; Walton's polyglott

bible, whic his the most correct, extensive, and perfect,with several

new Oriental versions, and a large collection of various readings,

&c. See Bible. From the great rarity and high price of Walton's

Polyglott, a new edition, in a more extended form, and a more me-
thodical arrangement, would be highly acceptable to the biblical

scholar. A prospectus of such a work has been lately circulated

among our bishops and literary nobility, by whom it is most la-

vourably received; but whether the work will be put to press is a

matter (in the present disturbed state of the world) more to be de-

sired than expected. <

POLYGON, in geometry, a figure with many sides, or whose

perimeter consists of more than four sides at least :
such are the

pentagon, hexagon, heptagon, &c. See Pentagon, HexAqoN,
iUc. Every polygon may be divided into as many 'riaugles as it

has sides : for it you assume a point, as u, Plate CXXX1\ . fig. 18,

any where within the polygon, and from thence draw lines to

every angle ab, nc, ad, &c.' they shall make as iv.any triangles as

the figure has si<les.Thus, if the polygon has six sides(as in the figure

above) the double of that is twelve, from which take four, and there

remains eight. Then it will be that all the angles b,c,d, e,f, g,of that

polygon, taken together, are equal to eight right angles. For the

Ijolygon, having six sides, is divided into six triangles;, and the

three angles of each by 1. 32 Eucl. are equal to two right

ones ; so that all the angles together make twelve right ones; but

each of these triangles has one angle in the point a, and by it they

complete the space round the same point ; and all the angles about

a point are known to be equal to fi'ur right ones ; w lieretore those

four taken from twelve leave eight, the sum of the right angles

of the hexagon. So it is plain the figure has twice as many right

angles as it has sides, except four. H.E.D. Every polygon cir-

cumscribed about a circle, is ecpial to a rectangleil'-triangle, one

of whose legs shall be the radius of the circle, and the other the

perimeter (or sum of all the sides) of the polygon. Hence every

regular polygon is equal to a rectar.gled triangle, one of whose

5 A 'legs
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K-gs l^ llu' iieriiueter ot the polygon, and the other a perpendiciihir

(Ir.nvii iiom the centre to one ol the sides of the polygon. Anili

every polygon cirminscrihecl about a circle is bigger than it; and

every pofygon inserted Is less llian the circle, as is manifest, l)e-

caii^e theihjjig Containing is always less than the thing contained.

The perimeter of every polygon circimiscribed about a circle is

jrreater tlian the cir iiniference of that circle, and the perimeter of

fyei-y polygon in>cribed is less. Hence, a circle is equal to a

rectangled-triangle, whose base is the circumference of the circle,

and its height the radius of it. P'or this triangle will be le^s than

any polygon circumscribed, and greater than any inscribed ; be-

cause the circumference of the circle", which is the base of the

triangle, is greater than the compass of any inscribed, therefore it

will be equal to tlie circle. For, if this triangle be greater than

any thing that is less than the circle, and lesstlian any thing that is

greater than the circle, it follows that it must be equal to the circle.

Ihis is called the quadrature or squaring of tlie circle, that is, to find

a right lined figure equal to a circle, upon a supposition that the

basis given is equal to the circumference of the circle : but ac-

tually to find a right line equal to the circumference of a circle is

not yet discovert d geometrically. See Circle.
Polygons, Problems concerning. 1. On a regular polygon

to circulnscribe a ciriie, or to circumscribe a regular polygon

upon a circle : liicct two of the angles of the given polygon A and

R, (ig 19, by the right lines AF, BF ; and on the point F, where

they meet, with the radius AF, describe a circle which will cir-

cmiiSLiibe the polygon. Next to circumscribe a polygon, divide

3<5() by the number of sides required, to find eVd; which set off

from the centre ¥, and draw the line de, on which construct tlie

polygon as in the pollowing problem. 2. On a given line to de-

scribe any given regular polygon: find the angle of the polygon as

above, and in E "set oH' an angle equal thereto; then draw-

ing' E.A =. ED, through the points E, A, D, describe a circle,

and in tins applying" the given right line as often as you can,

the polygon will lie described. ,3. To find the sum of all the an-

gles in any given regular polygon: multiply the number of sides

by 180° ; Irom t'he product sulitract 360°, and the remainder is the

sum required: thus, in a pentagon, 180 x 5 =900, and 900 —
3r.O z= 340 = the sum of all the angles in a pentagon. 4. To find

the area of a reaular polygon: multiply one side of the polygon

by hiilf the number of sides, and then 'multiply this product by

tlie perpendicular, let fall from the centre of the circumscribing

circii', and the product will he the area required : thus, if AB (thei

side of a prnlagonj = 34 X 2^- r= 135, and 135 X 29 (the peipen-

dirular) =-391'5 =the afea required. 5. To find the area of an

jfregular polygon, let it be resolved into triangles, and the sum of

the areas of'these will be the area of the polygon. See Geo-
metry.
Polygon, in fortification, denotes the iigure of a town, or other

fortre-s. See I'ortification. Theexterior or external poly-

gon is bounded by lines drawn from the point of each bastion to

the poinis of the 'ailjacent bastions. And the interior polygon is

formed b\ Ini-s joining the centres of the bastions.

PoEYGONs. Line of, on sectors, is a line containing (he homo-
logous sides of the first nine regular pi>lygons inscribed in the

same circle, that is, from an equilateral triangle to a dodecagon.

•POLYGONAL NUMBERS, are so called because the units

whereof tliev consist may be dispose<l in such a manner as to re-

present several regular polygons. The side of a polygonal num-
ber is the number of terms of the arithmetical progression that

compose it; and the number of angles is that which shews how

many angles that figure has, whence the polygonal number takes

its name. The several sorts of polygonal numbers, \iz. the tri-

angles, s<|uar« s, pentagons, hexagon's, &c. are formed from the

addition of the terms of the arithmetical series, having respec-

tively their common flitierencc I, 2, 3, 4, &c. viz. if the common
difference of the arithmetirals is I, the sums of their terms will

form the triangles ; il 2, the squares ; if 3, the pentagons ; if 4, the

hexagons, itc. Thus,

CAriih. Prog 1,2, 3, 4, 5, (5, 7.

iTrian. Nos I, 3, 6, U), 15, 21, 28.

tArith. Prog 1,3, 5, 7, 0,11,13.
fSqnareNos i, 4, <), 16, 25, 36, 49.

(Aiith. P.og 1, 4, 7, 10, 13, 16, 19.

iPtutag. Nos 1, 3, 12, 22, 35, 51, 70.

(Arith. Prog 1, 5, y, 13, 17, 21, 25.

(Ilexag. Nos ), 6, Ij, 2b, 40, 66, iJl.

The sums of polygonal numbers collected in the same manner
as the polygonal numbers themseKes are, out of arithmetical pro-

gression, are called pyramidal numbers. To find any polygonal

number proposed ; having given its side, n, and angles, a. 'I'he po-

lygonal number being the sum of the arithmetical progression,

whose number or terms is 7!, and common ditVerence, a — 2, and
the sum of an arithmetical progression being equal to half the pro-

duct of the extremes, by the number of terms, the extremes being

1, and \-\-d.n— I =: \ -\- u— 2 . n — 1 ; therefore that number,

7i^d — n d — i n- . a — '2 — n . u — A
or this sum, will be -^ ^j. ;:;

where rf is the common difference of the arilhmcticals that form

the polygonal number, and is always 2 !e>3 than the number of

angles «. Hence for the s-veral sorts of polygons, any particular

number, whose side is H, will be found from either ot these two.

formula;, by using for d, its values 1, 2, 3, 4, &c. which gives

these following formulx for the polygonal number in each sort,

viz. the

1 nangular —;-;

—

2//^ - 0„
Square ^= n-

_, ,
3n- — Ji

Pentagonal

An^ — 2«
Hexagonal

TT .
^"^ ~ 3n „

Heptagonal , SiC.

POLYGONUM, Knot-gra.ss ; a genus of tlie trigynia order,

and octandr a class of plants ; natural order Holeraceae. Noc^-
lyx ; corolla five-petaled, calycine ; seed one, aiigulated. 'i'liere

are thirty-six species.

P. BisTORTA, Bistort, or Greater Snakeweed, has a thick
oblique intorted root, blackish without and red within ; a simple,
round, slender stem, near two feet high ; oval leaves, having de-
current foot-stalks, and tlie stalk terminated by thick short spikes

of whitish-ied flowers. The root of a kind of bistort, according to

Gmelin, is used in Siberia for ordinary food. This species is by
Haller called bistorta fohis ad oram nervosis, and by some other

botanists bistorta montana minor. The natives call it mouka.
POLY'GUAPHY, [tt-jXi/j, miuli, and >5«fii, writing,] the art

of writing in several unusual manners of cyphers, as also decypher-
iiig the same. The ancients seem to have been very little ac-

quainted with this art ; nor is there any mark of their having gone
beyond the Lacedemonian scytala. Trithenimus, Porta, V.ige-

ncre, and father Niceron, have written on polygraphy. See Ci-
pher.
POLYGYNIA, among botanists, denotes an order or subdi-

vision of a class of plants ; comprehending such plants of that class

as have a great number of pistils, or female organs of generation.

See Bot.any.
POLYHYMNIA, in the Pagan mythology, one of the nine

Muses, thus named from nax-j;, much, and niua, memory. She
presided over history, or rather rhetoric, and is represented with a
crown of pearls and a w hite robe ; her right-hand in action .as H
haranguing, and holding in her left a caduceus, or sceptre, to shew
her power.
POLY' M NESTOR, a king of the Thracian Chei-sonesus, who

married Uione, Priam's eldest daughter.

POLY MAIM Y, [?rt>.V(«aflia,] denotes the knowledge of many
arts and sciences.

POLYMYTFIY", [x»x,i/|Ln/flia,3 in poetry, a fault in an epic

poem, when instead of a single niylhos, or fable, there is a midti-

plicitv of thein.

POLYNOMIAL, or MULTINOMIAL, in algebra, a quan-

tity expressetl by several tenns. See i^LctBRA.
l?OLY0PTliUM,
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POLYOPTRUM, ill optics, a glass tlirough whicli objects ajj-

pear Tmiltii)lie<l, but eliminislied.

POLYMNlA. in botany, a genus of the polygamia necessaria

order, and syugeiiesia class of plants ; natural order, Conipositx.
Receptacle paleaceous ; no pappus ; exterior calyx four or live-

leaved ; interior lenleaved, and composed of concave leaflets. It

lias five species.

POLYNEMUS, PoLYNEME, a genus of fishes of the order
abdominales. Head compressed, covered with scales ; snout very
obtuse and prominent ; gill-membraiie live or seven-rayed ; sepa-

rate filaments or setaceous processes near the base ol the pectoral

iins. This genus may be considered as holding the same station

among the abdominal fishes which the genus trigia does among the

thoracic; being dislinguislied by a similar circumstance, viz. that

of being furni>hed on each side, near the base of the pectoral fins,

with several separate processes, or articulateil rays: these are, in

general, nuich longer and more setaceous thati in thetrialx, and,
in some si)ecies, even exceed the length of tlie whole body. The
species of polyneme are not very numerous, and are cliiefly con-
lined to the warmer latitudes. The P. paiadiseus, or mango-fish,
belongs to this genus.

POLYPE. See Polypus.
POLYPETALOUS, [iro?,i/,-and «TK>ov,] among botanists, an

epithet applied to such flowers as consist of several petals, or

flower-leave-.. See Botakv.
POLYPHEMUS, in fabulous history, a celebrated Cyclops,

king of all the Cyclops in Sicily, the son of Neptune and Thoossa
the daughter of Phorcys. He was a monster of great strength,

very tall, and had but one eve in the middle of the toreliead.

POLYPHONISM, [77o>.Lf and +u<.>i,] multiplicity of sound.

POLYPODIUM, in botany, a genus of the cryplogamia filices

class and order. Nttural orxler, Filices or Ferns. Capsules dis-

tributed in roundish dots, on the back or lower surface of the

frond. Tliere are about 140 species; most of these are of Ame-
rican growth, and very little known in Europe, except from dried

specimens, not always collected with judgement enough to shew
satisfactorily the trui characters of tlie tronds and fructification.

POLYPREMIUM, in botany, a genus of the tetrandria niono-

gynia class and order. Natural order, Caryoph) llei. Calyx
Tour-leaved ; corolla four-cleft ; wheel-shaped, with obcordale

lobes ; capsule compressed, emarginate, two-celled. There is

but one species, viz. P. procuBibeus, a native of Carolina and
Yirginia.

POLYPUS, \j:<)huavs;'.polype, Fr.] any thing; Jn general with

many roots or feet, as a swelling in the nostrils ; it is likewise ap-

4>lied to a tough concretion of grumous bloo<l in the heait and ar-

teries, w hich send off many ramifications to the adjacent vessels.

Polypus, a species of fresh-watei-iusecls, belonging to the ge-

j)us of liydra, ot the order of zoophytes, and class of veriTies. See
.Hydra.
POLYSARCIA. See Medicive.
POLYSCOPE, or POLYHEDRON, in optics, is a multi-

plyiug glass or lens, consisting of several plane surfaces disposed

into a convex form. See Llns. The ptenomena of the poly-

}}edron are as follow : l.Jf several rays, as EF, AB, CD, Plate

'CXXXVH. fig. 8, fall parallel on the surface of a pol\ hetlion,

they will continue parallel alter refraction. If then the polyhedron

lie supposed regular, LH, HI, IM, will be as tangents, cutting

the spherical convex lens in F, B, and D ; consequently, rays fall-

ing on the points of contact intersect the axis. Wherefore, since

the rest are parallel to these, they also w ill mutually intersect each

other in G. Hence, if the eye be placed where parallel rays de-

cussate, rays of the same object will be propagated to it still pa-

rallel from the several sides of the glass. Wheref re, since llie

crystalline humour, by its convexity, unites parallel rays, the rays

will be united in as many different points of the retina, a, h, c, as

the glass has sides. Con^equcntly, the eye, through a polyhe-

dron, sees the object repeated as many times as there are sides;

and hence, since rays coming from remote objects are parallel, a

remote object is seen as often repeated through a polyhedron, as

that has sides. 2. If rays, AB, AC, AD, fig. 7, proceeding from

a radiant point A, fall on several sides of a regular polvhedron ;

after refraction they will decussate in G, and proceed on a little

diverging. Hence, if the eye be placed where the rays coming

iiom the several planes decussate, the rays will be propagated to

it from the several planes a little diverging, i. e. as if they pro-

ceeded from difiTerent points. But since the crystalline humour,
by its convexity, collects rays from several points into the >ame
point; the rays will be united in as many difl'eient points of the

retina, a, b. c, as the glass has sides; consequently, the eye, being
placed in the focus G, will see even a near object repeated as ollen

through the polyhedron, as that has sides. Thus may the images
ot objects be multiplied in a camera obscura, by placing a poly-
herlron at i(s aperture, and adding a convex lens at a due distance

therehom. And it really makes a very pleasant appearance, if a
prism be applied so a< the coloured rays of the sun reliacled there-

tioin be received in the polyhedron; for by this means they will

be thrown on a paper or wall near at hand in little lucid specks,
much exceeding the brightness of anv precious stone ; and in the
focus of the polyhedron, where the ravs decussate (for in this ex-
periment they are received on the convex side) will be a star of
surprising lustre. If images be painted in water-colours in the

areola*, or little squares of a polyhedron, and the glass applied to

the aperture of a camera obscura ; the sun's rays, passing through
it, will carry with them the images thereof, ancl project them on
the opposite wall. This artifice bears a resemblance to that oiher,

whereby an image on paper is projected on the camera, viz. by
wetting the paper witli oil, and straining it tight on a frame ; then
applying it to the aperture of the camera obscura, so as the rays of

a candle may pass through it upon the polyhedron.
POLY.SPAS1 ON, in mechanics, a machine consisting of an

assemblage of several puUics. See "viECHANrcs.
POLYSPERMOUS, [irox;/,- and a !:«,«<] Those plants are

thus called, which have more than four seeils succeeding each
flower, and this without any certain order or rmmber.
POLYSYLLABLE, in grammar, is a word consisting of more

than three syllables; for when a word consists of one, two, or
three, syllables, it is called a monosyllable, a dissyllable, or a tri-

syllable'

POLYSYNDETON, [«xyo-u,Sf7,v,] a figure of rhetoric, by
which the copulative is often repeated : as, I came, and saw, and
overcame. See Oratoky.
POLYTHEISM, [^toau; and 9tot,] the doctrine of a plurality of

gods. The persuasion that there are gods many, and lords m;my,
has prevailed among all savage nations in every age, and amor.g
many who had, iji several respects, emerged from a state ofbarba-

rity. Alter miinkind began to be dispei-sed over the lace of the

earth, they would gradually lose the relish for meditating upon the

spiritual nature of that Being, by whom their ancestors had taught

them that all things were created. The first wanderers would re-

tain in tolerable purity their original notions of Deity ; and they

would certainly endeavour to impress those notions upon their

children: but in circumstances much more favourable to specula-

tion than theirs could have been, the human mind dwells not long

upon notions purely intellectual. We are so accustomed to sensi-

ble objects, and to the ideas of space, extension, and figure, which

they are perpetually impressing upon the imagination, that we find

it extremely difficult to conceive any being without assigning to

him a form and a place. Hence Bishop Law has supposed, that

the earliest generations of men (even those to whom he contends

that frequent revelations were vouchsafed) may have been no bet-

ter than aiithropomorphites in their conceptions of the Divine

Being. To men totally illiterate, tlie place fittest for the habita-

tion of the Deity would undoubtedly appear to be the sun, the

most beautiful and glorious object in the universe ; an object, too,

from whicli Ihey were sensible, that they received the benefits of

light and heat, and which experience taught them to be the source

of vegetation. The great spirit, therefore, inhabiting the sun,

which tliey would consider as the power of light and heat, was, in

all pn bability, the first object of idoh.lrous worship. And after

the idolatrous worship of this luminary probably followed that of

all the other celestial bodies, as well as that of .all terrestrial obje< ts.

But though the earth, heavens, and hell itself, were, in the fancies

of the heathens, crowded with gods and heroes, vet it is evidei.t,

from the writings ol Homer, Hesiod, and the other poets, who
were the principal theologians among the Greeks and Romans,
that they admitted ot one who was sujiri-me over all the rest.

" \\'hence each of the gods was generated (^ays Herodotii".) whe-

ther they have all existed from eternity, and what are their forms,

is a thing that was not kuown till very lately ; for Hesiod and
Houier
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Ilonior were, as I suppose, not above 400 years my seniors; ami

tlii-y iiUroiluced the tlieogony among the Gi-eek*, and gave the

gods tlieir several iuimes." Now Hesiod, towards the beginning

of his theogonv, expi-e^lv invokes his Mnsc to celebrate, in suita-

ble numbers, the generation of the niiniortal_goils, who had sprung

from the earth, the dark night, the starry heavens, and the salt sea.

He calls upon her likewise to say, " in what maniK'r the gods, tlie

earth, the rivers, ocean, stars, and hrmament, were generated, and

what divine intelligences had sprung from them of bejievolenl dis-

positions towards mankind." The creed of the philosophers seems

to have been dilferenl. Such of them as were theists, and be-

lieved in the administration of Providence, admitted of but one

Ciod, to w horn worshi-p was ultimately due ; and they adored the

subordinate divinities as his children and niiinsters, by whom the

course of Providence was carried on. AVith respect to the origin

of those divinities, Plato is very explicit. Cicero teaches the

same doctrine with Plato concerning the gods; and Mavimus
Tyrius, who seems to have understood the genius of polyth''isni as

thoroughly as ajiy man, has a passage in which we have a plain

acknowledgement of one Supreme (Jod, the sovereign of the uni-

verse, and of three inferior orders of gods, who were his ministers

in the government of the world ; and he calls these intelligences

tsyj; 5t3i/ anun; xni oi\o-j;, gods, the SOUS and friends of God.
" Amidst war, contention, and discord, you may fmd everywhere,
throughout the whole world, one uniform law and opinion, that

there is one God, the king and father of all, and many gods, the

sons of God, who reign with God. These things both the Greek
and barbarian affirm, both the inhabitants of the continent and of

the sea-coast, both the wise and the unwise. This account of phi-

losophical polytheism receives no small support from the Asiatic

Besearches of Sir William Jones. " It must always be remem-
bered (says that accomplished scholar), that the learned Indians,

as they are instructed by their own books, acknowledge only one

supreme Being, whom they call Brahme, or the great one, in the

neuter gender. They believe his essence to be infinitely removed
from tlie comprehension of any mind but his own ; and they sup-

pose him to manifest his (jower by the operation of his divine spi-

rit, whom they name Visliiiou the per^ader, and N^rayan, or

moving on the waters, both in the masculine gender ; whence he

is oftcH denominated the first male. When they consider the di-

vine power as exerted in creating or giving existence to that which
existed not before, they call the deity Brahma ; when they view
him in the light of destroyer, or rather changer of forms, they give

him a thousand names, of which Siva, Iswara, and Mahadeva, are

the most common; and when they consider him as the preserver

of created things, they give him the name of Vishnou. As the

soul of the world, or the pervading mind, so finely described by
Virgil, we see Jove represented by several Roman poets; and
with great sublimity by Lucan in the well known speech of Cato
concerning the Ammonian oracle. ' Jupiter is wherever we look,

wherever we move.' This is precisely the Indian iilea of Vishnou:
for since the power of preserving created things by a superintend-

ing providence belon gs eminently to the Godhead, tliev hold that

power to exist tianscendently in the preserving member of the

triad, whom they suppose to be everywhere always, not in sub-

stance, but in spirit and energy." This supreme god Brahme, in

ills triple form, is the only self-existent divinity acknowledged by
the philosophical Hindoos. The other divinities, Genesa, Indra,

Cuvera, Arc. are all looked upon either as his creatures or his child-

ren ; and of course are worshipped only with inferior ailoration.

For further information upon Polytheism, see the articles Mytho-
logy, and MrsTERtts.
POLYTRICHV'M, Golden Maidenhair; in botany, a

genus of the order of musci, and crvptogamia class of plants.

Capsule lidded, on a very small apophysis, or receptacle ; capsule
villose. There are nineteen species.

POLYXENA, in fabulous history, a daughter of Priam and
Hecuba, famed for beauty and accomplishments.
POMACEjK, [from pnmum, Lat. an apple,] the thirty-sixth

order in Linnscus's Fragments of a Natural Method, the genera
of which have a pulpy esculent fruit of the apple, berry, and
cherry kind. See Botany.
POMATUM, an ointment generally used in dressing the hair.

It is also used as a medicine.

POMEGRANATE. See Punica.
i'OMEGUE, an island of France, in the ''.epartment of the

6

Mouths of the Rhone, and late province of Provence, one of the

three before the iiarbour of Marseilles, near the Isle of If.

POMETS, in heraldry, are green roundles, so called by the

English heralds, who give distinct names to the dilftrent coloured

roundles.

POMERANIA, a province of Germany, in Upper Saxony.

It is bounded on the N. by the Baltic Sea,' on the E. by Prussia

and Poland, on the S. by tiie nian]U!sate of Brandenburg, and on
the W. by tlie late duchy of Mecklenburg ; and is about '250 miles

long, and in some places 75 miles, and in others 50 broad. It ii

watered bv several rivers, the most considerable of which are, the

Oder, Pene, Reg-a, Persatit, Wipper, Stolp, Lupo, and Lobo.
The air is cold ; but the soil ;iliounds in pastures, and produces

corn, of which a great deal is exported. It is a flat country ;

containing many lakes, woods, and forests, and has several good
harbours.

PO.\l ERELIA, a county of Germany, bounded on the N. by
the Baltic, F. by Prussia, S. by Poland, and \V. by Pomerania

;

about 90 miles long, and 50 broad. It was anciently a part of

Pomerania, when it was governed by its own princes of the Po-
meranian line. The chief towns are Dantzick and Stargard.

POMESANIA, a large country of W. Prussia, which extends

from E. to W. from the river Pas>erge, as far as the Vistula, be-

tween E. and W. Prussia. It is full of lakes and morasses.

POMETIA, a genus of the mono:cia hexandria class and order.

Calyx one-leaved, six-cleft ; petals six; male, stamina six; fel

male, berry globular, one seed in the centre. There are two
species.

POMIFEROUS, in botany, an appellation given to apple-

bearing trees.

POMME', or POM METTE', in heraldry, across with one
or more balls or knobs at each of the ends.

POMMEL, or PUMMEL, in the manege, a piece of brass, or

other matter, at the top and in the middle ot the saddle-bow.

POMMEL, is also a ronnd ball of silver, steel, or the like,

fixed at the end of the guard, or grasp of a sw ord, to serve in some
measure, as a counterpoise.

POMMEREULIA, a genus of the monogynia order, and tri-

andria cla.ss of plants; natural order, Gramiiia. Calyx turbinate,

two-valved, three or four flowered ; valves fourclefl, awned at the

back; corolla, two-valved, awned. There is but one species.

POMQ^RIUM, in Roman antiquity, was, according to Livy,

(hat space of ground, both within and without the walls, which the

augurs, at the first building of dies, solemnly consecrated, and on
which no edifices were allowed to be raised.

PoMCF.KiuM Prokerbe, [Lat.] signifies to extend or enlarge a
city, which could not be done by any, but those who had taken
away some part of an enemy's country in w ar.

POMPEII, in ancient geography, a town of Campania, near

Herculaneum, and destroyed along w ith it by the great eruption of
Vesuvius in the time of Titus.

POMPEY, suriiamcd The Great, or Cneius Pompeius
Magn'us, one of the greatest generals of ancient Rome, was the
son of Cneius Pompeius S(rabo and Lucilia During the civil

war between Marius and Sylla, he joined the party of the latter ;

and though then only 5!3 years of age, raiseii three legions for him ;

which secured him the friendship and protection of Sylla during
life. In his 26th year, he conquered Sicily, then in the power of
Marius : and in ten days he recovered all the territories ot Africa,

which had forsaken the interest of Sylla. This rapid success

astonished the Romans, and surprised even Sylla himself, who
complimented him w ith the title ot Great, and gave him a triuinpft^

though at first he refused it. After Sylla's death, he supporlca^k

himself against the remains of the Marian faction under Lepidus,
and defeated them. He put an end to the war against Sertorius in \

Spain, and obtained a second triumph, R. C. 73. He was soon 1

after made consul, when he restored the tribunitial power to its

original dignity ; and in 40 days cleared the Mediterranean of pi-

rates, where they had committed dreadful depredations for many
years, and had almost destroyed the naval power of Rome. He
next conquered two of the most formidable enemies of Rome.
Mithridales VII. king of Ponius, and Tigranes, king of Armenia.
After conquering the Albanians, Iberians, and some other nations

scarcely known to the Romans, he received homage from twelve

kings at once, and entering Syria, pushed his coni|uests as far as

the Red Sea ; subdued part of Arabia, iiiaile Judea a Roman pro-

vince,
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viiice, and rulufiied to Italy willi all the pomp of an easU-rn cuii-

<iiieroi. 1 III- Romans dreaded his approach, knowiiit; \<'.% power,
leal llie bloody proscriptions of Manus and Sylia slioidd be re-

iieued. But he soon dispelled their fears, disliandcd his army,
and the conqueror of Asia entered Rome as a private citizen.

'J'his modest behaviour increased his popularity immensely, and he
was decree<l another triumph ; on which occasion he added 20,000
talents to the public treasury,- and 55 niiliions of drachma? to the

national revenue. He soon after formed the first triumvirate, bv
uniting his interest with that of Ca;iar and Crassus ; which he
strengthened still farther by marrying Julia, Ca?sar's daughter.

But this powerful confederacy, which divided the then known
world amongst thein, was soon broken : Julia died, Crasaus was
killed, and a civil war broke out between Ponipey and Cssa'',

wherein the latter was victorious ; and Pompey tied to Egypt,
intending to take refuge with Ptolemy Auletes, whom lie had
placed on the throne. He land>,-d at the entrance of the liarbour

of Pelusuim ; and on quitting his w ife Cornelia and his son, he re-

peated the two following veraes of Sophocles, ' The free man who
seeks an asylum at the court of a king, will meet with slavery and
chains. He there found death. Scarcely had he landed on the

shore, wben Theodore, the rhetorician, of the isle of Chio, Septi-

mius the courtier, and Achillas the eiuiuch, who commanded his

troops, wishing for a victim to present to his conqueror, stabbed

liim with their swords. At the sight of the assassins, Pompey
covered his face with his mantle, and died like a Roman, 'lliey

cut off his head, and embalmed it, to offer it to Ciesar,

POMUM.an Apple; a species of seed-vessel, composed of a

succulent fleshy pulp ; in the iniddle of which is generally found

a membranous capsule, with a number of cells, or cavities, for con-

taining the seeds. Seed-vessels of this kind have no external

opening or valve. At the end opposite to the foot-stalk is fre-

quently a small cavity, called by the gardeners the eye of the fruit,

and by botanists umbilicus, the navel, from its resemblance to the

navel in animals. Gourd, cucumber, inelon, pomegranate, pear,

and apple, furnish instances of the fruit or seed-vessel in question,

PoMUM AuRtuM, Golden Api'le, a name given to the

globular part of a candlestick, in the ancient ornaments of

churches,

PONCTN, a town of France, in the department of the Ain,

near the Ain ; seven miles and a half N. of St. Rambert, and ten

S, E, of Gourg en Bresse.

POND, a small pool, or collection of standing water. Ponds
are of great utility in agriculture, and for various other purposes:

lience different mtthods and expedients have been devised, with a

view to obtain a constant supply of water: from these we have

selected the following, which appear to merit particular attention.

In the first vol. of the Journal de Physique, we meet with an in-

teresting method of making ponds water-tight, without the aid of

masonry, by M. Dambourney. He directs the pit to be dug to

•a convenient depth ; and its sides to be carefully sloped to an angle

of about 40 degrees. The cement with which it is to be lined,

should then be prepared in the following manner. A sufficient

quantity of brick-clay ought previously to be procured, in a moist

state, so that it may be easily worked and incorporated with one-

fourth part of quick-lime, slacked the |)receding evening, in such

a portion of water, as will reduce it to the consistence of cream-

cheese; and the whole must be formed into balls, about two feet

in circinnference. When an adccjuate stock is collected, the work-

man descends into the cavity, and an assistant supplies him with a

ball, which the former throws with all his strength on the ground,

near the centre of the pit ; thus, he continues the plastering with

other balls, in such a direction that each may come in contact with

^the next following, till the sides and bottom of the intended pond

are perfectlv lined. If the whole cannot be finished in one day,

the last row laid on in the evening should be moistened, in order

that it may be sufficiently adhesive ; to incorporate exactly with

the new part of the work on the subsequent moraing. Two or

three days after this composition is applied it should be beaten

with a flat piece ot wood ; and, accordingly as its firmness increases,

the beating nuist be stronger, and the surface occasionally wetted,

to prevent cracks, till it become one uniform solid piece. La>t!y,

the whole is to be covered with a coat of any cheap oil ; and (pre-

viously to the admission of water,) with gravel, to the thickness of

«ne inch. By this management, the coating will acquire a very
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renurkabie degree vi linniui-; and, if the |i(.iii! !jl cuu.n.-.i.ili iuii<

no repairs will became necessary ; a • the only injury to be aiipre-

bended, may proceed from intense frost, which is apt to damage
>uch pa:-ts ol the work as are exposed to the air. Inthesi.xth
volume of Annals of Agriculture, an account is given of a simple
method of making arlidcial ponds, in dry soils. Fig. 3, Plate
CXLVTI. represents an outline of their construction. The line

A, describes a circular hole made in the ground, of such size as

may be found necessary; and on vihich a stratum of clay, B, must
be carefully beaten, an<l trodden into a solid, compact body, from
four to six inches in thickness. C, represents a la^er of quick-lime
about an inch, or an inch and a half thick ; and which should be
uniformly spread over the whole, D, is a second stratum of day,
that ought to be of a thickness similar to that above-mentiom d,

and shoiild be pressed down in the same manner, E, denotes
stones, or gravel, either of which must be spread on the second
layer of clay, to such depth as may prevent the pond from being
injured by the feet of cattle; for otherwise, they will penetrate the

stratifications of clay and lime ; in consequence of which, the water
will be discharged through the pores of the earth. When thus

completed, according to the sedion above given, the pond will re-

main five feet deep, and forty-five in diameter ; at which size these

reservoirs are in general constructed ; the letter F, representing

the line of level, both of the water and of the ground. This me-
thod of forming ponds was lately contrived in Yorkshire, by a well-

sinker :—numerous artilicial pools have since been made in that,

as well as the adjoining counties. The expcnces attending a work
of the dimensions above stated, are computed to be fiom 41. to fi/.

according to the distance from which the clay is carried. Such
a pond will remain unimpaired for a scries of years ; because

the lime |)revents worms from striking either upwards or down-
wards, and consequently from injuring the clay, which naturally

resists moisture. Beside the utility of ponds, by affording a con-

stant supply of water for various purposes, the mud settling at the

bottom furnishes an excellent manure. Hence it is a desirable ob-

ject to draw off the fluid part, so as conveniently to arrive at the

sediment. In the Transactions of the Society instituted at Lon-
don for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures, and C^ommerce,
vol, viii, 1790, there is a short account of a machine for draining

ponds without disturbing the mud. It was communicated to the

society, together with a drawing and model of the machine, by
Lieutenant-colonel Dansey. The model was made from thede-

scription of a machine used by a gentleman near Taunton for many
years before, for supplying a cascade in his pleasure-grounds.

The colonel's regiment was then lying at Windsor ; and thinking

that tlie invention might be useful to supply the grand cascade at

Virginia water, he made the motiel, and presented it to the king,

who approved of it ; in consequence of which, a penstock on that

principle was constructed from the model at one of the ponds in

the neighbourhood. The colonel thinks the machine may be use-

ful in the liands of men of science, and applicable to silk, cotton,

and other millsj where a steady and uniform velocity ot water is

wanted; which might be regulated at pleasure, occasioning no

current to disturb the mud or fish, as the stream con lanlly runs

from the surface. He says he has often made the experiment by

the model in a tub of water. Of this machine we have given an

engravintr from the above mentioned work. See Plate CXLA'IL
Infi", 1,°A is the pipe, loaded with a rim of lead, of such weight

as se?ves to sink it below the surface of the water, B is the dis-

charging pipe, laid through the bank H I. C is ihe joint on w hich

the pipe A turns its torin^ which is shewn in fig. 3. D i-. the ba'l or

float, which, swimming o.i the surface of the pond, prevents t lie

pipe A from descending deeper than the length of the cha'n by

which they are connected. E is the chain winding on the wind-

lass F, and serving to raise Ihe tube A above the surface of the

water, when the machinery is not in use. G is a si age. HI is

the bank, represented as if cut through at 1, to -hew the tul e B

Ivintr within it. K is a post to receive tlie tube A when lowered,

and "to prevent its sinking in the mud. In figure 2, A is a cast

cylinder, with a plate or clieck, B, which is faslei.ed to liie timber

of the tube on one side,, but not on the other, as the pi.rl ot the

cylinder C Imns in the hollow of the wooden lube when it is im-

nierged. A piece of strong sole-leather is put inside the brass-

plate B, to prevent leaking. o r- r.

Pond for Bkeeding os. Feeping Fish. See f tsh-Hond.
c Q PON DA,
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PONDA, a town of IliiKlooitaii, in Sooiida, twelve miles S. E.

of G'la.

PONDESTURIA, a town of Italy, in the department of Ma-
rengo, and late duchy of Moiitfeirat ; thiity-three miles E. of

Tun,,.
PONDICHERRY, a large town of Hindoostan, on the coast of

Cornman.U-l. It is 100 miles S. ot Madras. Lon. 79. J8. E. Lat.

11. 42. N.
PONfJICO, an island of the Archipelago, lying on the gulph

of Zit )n, near the coast of Negropont.
PONDO, [Lat.] a pound weight. See As.
PONFERRADA, a town of Spain, in Leon, on the Sill ; 33

miles \V. of Astorga, and 40 S. \V. of Leon. Lon. 6.6. VV.

Lat. 42. 30. N.
PONGEDAMY, a river of Hindoostan, a biancli of the In-

dus.

PONG-HOU ISLES, in the province of Fo-kien in China,

form an archipelago between the port of Emouy and the island of

Formosa.
PONIARD, [from piigio, poniard,] a very sharp edged dag-

ger; carrietl in the hand, or at the girdle, or hid in the pocket.

PONtEA, a genus of the octandriatrigynia class and order. The
calyx is five-parted, spreading ; petals four ; germ, three-sided ;

cap.ules three-winged, three-celled. Ttieie is one species, a tree

of Guiana.
PONOI, a town of Russia, in Archangel, 144 miles N. of Arch-

angel. Lon. 40. 55. E. Lat. (57. 10. N.
PONS, a town of France, in the department of Lower Cha-

rente, and late province of Saintonge. Lon. 0.30, \V. Lat. 43.

36. N.
PONT AUDEMEK, a town of France, in the department of

Eure, and late province of Normandy : 13 miles E. of Honfleur,

and 85 N. W. of Paris.

Pont de Ce, a town of France, in the department of Maine
and Loire ; and late province of Anjou, 3 miles from Angers, and
17SS. W. of Paris.

Pont de L'Arcke, a town of France, in the department of

Eure, and late province of Normandy ; 6 miles N. of LoUviers,

atid \01, S. of Rouen.
Pont de Lima, a town of Portugal, in the province of En-

tre Doueio-e-Mmho, 13 miles N. W. ofBragaj and 190 N. of

Lisbon.
Pont de Vesle, a town of France, in the department of Ain,

and late province of Bresse, on the Veslej 12 miles VV. of

Bourg.
Pont St. Esprit, a town of France, in the department of Card,

and late province of Languedoc, 17 miles S. of Viviers, and 55
M. E. of Monlpeher. Lon. 4. 46. E. Lat. 44. 13. N.
PONT-ARLIER, a town of France, with a strong castle, in

the department of the Jura. Lon. 6. 26. E. Lat. 46. 55. N.
PON TE STURA, a town of France in the department of Ma-

rengo, and late duchy of Montlierrat ; at the conflux of the Stuia

and the Po : four miles W. of Casal, and four S. E. ofTrino,

Lon. S. 21. E. Lat. 45. 7. N.
Ponte Vedra, a town of Spain, near the W. coast of Galicia ;

25 miles N. of Tuy. Lon. 3. 27. W. Lat. 42. 20. N.
PONTEUF.RIA, in botany, a genus of the monogynia order,

and hexandria class of plants; natural order, Ensata;. C'orolla

one-petaled, six-cleft, bilabiate ; stamina three inserted into the

top, three into the tube of the corolla ; capsule three-celled. It

has seven species chiefly natives of the East Indies.

PONTEFA, or PONTEFELLA, a town of Germany, in

Carinthia, 20 miles N. VV. of Friuli. Lon. 13. 0. E. Lat. 40.

£5. N.
J'ONTEFR ACT, or POMFRET, a town of the West Riding

of Yorkshire, situated on the river Are. The adjacent country
yields plenty of limcatonp, together with liouorice and skirrets.

Lon. 1. 5. VV. Lat. 53. 42. N.
PONTIHEU, a late countv of France, in the province of Pi-

cardy, between tlie Canclie anJ Somine ; now inchulcd in the de-
partment of the Somme. Abbeville was the capital.

PONTICUM MARE, the sea of Pontns, more g^'nerally call-

ed the Euxine or Black-Sea. See Black-Sea, and Euxine.
POiSTIFF. or HIGH-PRIEST, [P.-.ntij}-,, Lat.] a person

who has th« superintendance and direction of divine worship, as

the olTering of sacrifices and other religious solemnities. The Ro-
mans had a college of poiitiifs ; and over these a sovereign pontifl',

or pontifex maximus, instituted by Numa. The Jews too had
their pontifft ; and among the Romanists, the pope is still styled

the sovereign pontiff.

PONTIFICATE is used for the slate or dignity of a pontiff or

high-pricsl ; but more particularly in modern writers for the leigii

of a pope.

PONTLEV'IS, in horsemanship, is a disorderly resisting action

of a horse in disoliedience to his rider, in which he rears up several

times running, and lises up so upon his hind-legs, that he is in

danger of coining over.

PONTOISE, a town of France, in the department of the Seine
and Oise, and late province of the Lie of France; 27 miles N. VV.

of Paris, and 43 S. E. of Rouen. Lon. 2. 1 1. E. Lat. 49. 3. N.
PONTON, or PONTOON, in war, a kind of flat bottomed

boat, whose carcase of wood is lined within and without with tin :

they serve to lay bridges over rivers for the artillery and army ta

march over.

Pontoox-Bridoe, is made of pontoons slipped into the water,

and placed about five or six feet asunder ; each fastened with an
anchor, when the river has a strong current ; or to a strong-rope
that goes across the river, running through the rings of the pon-
toons. Each boat has an anchor, cable, baulks, and chests. The
baulks are about five or six inches square, and 21 feet long. The
chests are boards joined together by wooden bars, about three feet

broad and 12 feet long. The baulks are laid across the pontoons
at some distance from one another, and the chests u|)on them
joined close ; which makes a bridge in a very short time, capable
of supporting any weight.

Pontoov-Carbiaoe, is made with two wheels only, and two
long side-pieces, whose fore ends are supported by a limber; and
serves (o carry the pontoon, boards, cross-timbers, anchors, and
every other thing necessary for making abridge.

PONT-ORSON, a tovvn of France in the department of the
Channel, and late province of Normandy ; 20 miles E. of St. Ma-
lo, and 10 S. S. VV. of Avranches. 'Lon. U 30. VV. Lat. 48.
30. N.
PONT-REMOLI, a town of Etruria, 40 miles E. ofGenoa,

and 66 N. VV. of Florence. Lon. 9. 40. E. Lat. 44. 25. N.
PONTL'S, an ancient kingdom of Asia, originally a part of

Cappadocia; bounded on the E. by Colchis, on the'VV. bytlie
liver Halys, on the N. by the Euxine Sea, and on the S. by Ar-
menia Minor. Some derive the name of Pontus from the neigh-
bouring sea, commonly called by the Latins Pontus Euxinus;
others from an ancient king named Pontus, who imparted his

name both to the country and the sea. It is commonly believed,
that the first inhabitants of Pontus were descended from Tu-
bal ; but in process of time mixed with Cappadocians, Paplila-

gonians, and other foreign nations, besides many Greek colonies
which settled in those parts, and maintained their liberty till the
time of Milhridates the Great and Phiunaces.

Pontus Euxinds, a sea at the VV. end of Colchis, between
Asia and Europe, N. of Asia; now called the Black Sea. See
Euxine.
PONTYPOOL, a small town of Monmouthshire. Lon. 3. 6.

VV. Lat. 51. 4C. N.
PONZA, or PONTIA, a small island of the Tuscan Sea, to

which many illustrious Romans were anciently banished.
POOL, a reservoir of water supplied with springs, and dis-

charging the over-plus by sluices, defenders, weirs, and other
cau'-eways.

Pool, in geography, a sea-port-lown of Dorsetshire, 47 miles
VV. S. VV. of Winchester, and 110 W. by S. of London. Lon. 2.
0. W. Lat. 50.42. N.
POOLE, M.viTHEw, a very learned writer in the 17th cen-

tury, born at York in 1624. He was educated at Emanuel col-
lege, Cambridge, and afterwards incorporated in the university of
Oxford. He succeeded Dr. Anthony Tuckney in the rectory of
St. Michael dc Quern, in London, about 1648. In 1658 he set

on fool a project for maintaining youths of great parts at the two
universities, and had the approbation of the heads of houses in

both of them. He solicited the affair with so much vigour, that

in a short tinre 900/. per annum was procured for that purpose ;

but this design was laitl aside at the Restoration. In 1662 he was

ejected
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ejected from hL« Ih'ingfor iTOij-coiiformity. He was ten years em-
ploved in coinposing his celel)rate(l Synopsis Criticoruni, Sec.

Besides tliis great work, he published several other pieces. When
Dr. Oates's depositions concerning the Popish plot were printed,

our author found his name in the list of those who were to be cut
otr, on account (as was supposed) of what he had written against
the Papists in his " Nullity of the Honu^h F'aith." So that he was
obliged to retire into Holland, where he died in I6T9, and left be-
hind him the character of a very able critic and casui;t.

POONAH, a town of Hindoostan, in Visiapour, the capital of
the Western Mahrattas, 30 miles K. of the Gauts ; and 75 S. E. of

Uombay. Lon. 73. 55. E. Lat. 18. 30. N.
- POOP, the stern of a sliip ; or the highest and uppermost
part of a ship's hull. See Stekn.
POOR, an appellation given ^o persons, whose situation is so

reduced as to render them chargeable to the parish. Previoudv
to the Reformation, the poor received aims, and other benefac-
tions, from the nionasteries, and religious houses ; but, on the

suppression of the latter, the wealth with<vhich they were endow-
ed, was diverted into other channels: and tlie poor, being thu<
left destitute, became a heavy burthen to the nation at large. In
order to remedy this inconvenience, the 14th Eliz. c. 5, and the
43d Eliz. c. 2, were enacted, by which certain rates or assessments
are to be levied for their relief; and which have been continued
to the present day. The 43d Eliz. is generally regarded as the
basis of the poor- laws in England ; and, thougli it was framed witli

great judgement and circumspection, yet experience has evinced,
that it is not calculated to produce the salutary effects, that were
expected to result from these regulations. In the 25lh volume of

Annals of Agriculture, there is an account of a most luimane me-
thod of assisting the poor, which must bo interesting to every
reader, who possesses the smallest drop of the " milk of human
kindness."— In the parishes of Ashley, and Newton, Wiltshire;
and Shipton-inoine, Gloucestershiie ; the landlord, Tho. Est-

court, Esq. allotted fifteen perches of land to every cottager,

which were inclosed in one large tract, that contained a sufticient

nnmber of acres. As some parts of the soil were not perfectly

level, lots were drawn, for the choice, by the cottagers, to whom
every encouragement was olVered, in case they diligently cultivat-

ed their gardens. The happy eflfects of this donation soon became
evident; employment was furnished for the women and children,

in planting potatoes, &c. while the poorer inhabitants of those

parishes, who had been dissipated, idle, and addicted to drunken-
ness, were gradually, by shutting up an ale-house, and repairing

their dwellings, converted into honest, industrious, and valuable

Inenibers of society. We cannot, injustice, omit to niejition the

benevolent plan proposed by Lord Somrrville. It consists in vest-

ing a fund, for the reduction of the poor-rales, and the support of

the aged, sick, &c. in the hands of proper persons. This fund is

to be levied "either parochially, by hundreds, counties, or by one
general accumulation of the whole kingdom," in certain propor-

tions, according to the different classes, under the direction of re-

spectable commissioners. for a misute account of his design,

together with the arguments for au.l against the probability of its

execution, the reader will consult his lordship's work, intitul-d,

"The System followed during the two last years by the Board of

Agriculture, further illustrated, &c. (8vo. 2d edit. 1800.)—Some
valuable remarks also occur in Mr. Saunders's Observations on
the present State, and Influence of the Poor- Laws, &c. (8vo. pp.
190, js. 6d. Sewell, 1800);—in Mr. Bleamire's Remarks.on the

Poor-Laws, and the Maintenance of the Poor (8vo. pp. 3G, Is.

dd. Butterworth, 1800);—and, lastly, in the Reports of the So-

ciety for bettering the Condition, and increasing the Comforts, ol

the Poor; of which the third volume is in the press; a work that is

periodically continued under the patronage of that benevolent as-

sociation.

POORHOUSE, an asylum appropriated to the accommoda-
tinn of those aged, sick, or helpless poor, who are unable to sup-

port themselves: but, as such design is generally combined with

work-houses, or buildings, in which the indigent, vagrant, or

idle, are employed, and supplied with food and clothing, we
shall communicate a few hints relative to their management. In

such places, the strictest regard ought to be paid to cleanliness;

and, if the inhabitants be disorderly, a projier system of coercion

should be adopted. The unruly must be conlined in separate

apartments; where tliey perform labour for liieir own support,
being left to solitary niedi ations: these may be tartlier directed by
the e.\hortatioiis of a pious, well-informed minister, vho is able
to adapt his instruction to the peculiar circumstances, or case of
the individual. We are; ware that houses of correction have been
establislied with this view ; but, we conceive, that piore salutary
consequencps would result from their geneial combination willi

the common poor, or work-houses. There is, however, a strange
system prevailing in several parishes of the metropolis, namely,
that of farming out (he poor; or contracting with speculative per-

sons to support thi'in at a certain price per liead. This practice is

carried on chiefly in the piecinrts of the city, where no work-
houses can be conveniently ereclcd, and in lonsequence where-
of the poor are sent lo a small distance.—Some of thc.^e larmsare
certainly conducted on the most humane plan, while the nianage-
ment of otiiers deserve the severest censure. Surrounded with

hltli ; conlined in close situations; ill-clad; and woi-se fid; the

wretched tenants of such habitations, present the most hagiiard

countenances; and the children reared in such places, instead of

becoming healthy and vigorous, are weak, puny, and freipiently

tall early victims of disca.se!—The loud complaints ol tlie poor
have lately excited general attention ; we have, therelore, men-
tioned these few circumstances, to induce the benevoleiil to be-

stow serious considerations on the subject, so that some measures
may be devised for preventing such accumulated misery.

POP.'E, in Roman anti(iuity. persons who attended the sacrifi-,

ces, provided the victinT-, knocked them down, and killed them.
POPA M.VDRE, a town of South America, in Terra Firma.

Lon. 74. 32. W. Lat. 10. 15. N.
POPAYAX, a province of South America, in Terra Firma,

bounded on the N. by Carthagena; E by New Granada, S. by
Quito, and W. by the South Pacific Ocean ; 4()0 miles in length,

and 300 in brea<Uh. A chain of barren mountains runs through
the country trom N. to S. and near the sea the soil is so soaked
with almost continual rains, that few care to reside there, except
for the sake of the gold that is met with in great plenty in the sands

of tlie rivulets.

PopAV.^N, the capital of the above province, 220 miles N. E. of

Quito. Lon. 75. 55. W. Lat. 2. 3J. N.
POPE, Alexander, a celebrated English poet, descended

from good families, and born the 8th of June 168R, at Londou,
where his father was then a considerable merchant. The family

being of the Romish religion, he was put, at eight years of age,

under one Taveriier, a priest, who taught him the rudiments of the

Latin and Greek tongues together;, and soon after he was sent to x

Popish seminary at Wincliester, whence he was removed to a

school at Hyde Park corner. He discovered early an inclination

to versifying ; and Ogilby's Virgil and Saiulys's Ovid were his fa-

vourite books. At 13 he retired with his parents to Bintield, in

Windsor Forest; where he studied Spenser, Waller, and Dry den.

At 15 he had acquired a readiness in Latin and Greek ; to which

he soon after added French and Ital an. His pa'-torals, begun in

1704, lirst introduced him to the wits of the time ; amoiigwhoin

were Wycherly and Walsh. The same year, f.e wrote the first

pari of liis Windsor Forest, though the wlio'le wa not published till

1710. In 1708, he wrote the Essay on Criticism, w hicli isju .tiy

esteemed a masterpiece, though he was not i hen 20 ^ ears old. Tlie

Rape of the Lockewas first published in 171J; in which, above all

his works, his strength of imagination is most conspicuou«. In

1713, he gave out proposals for publishing a tianslation of Homer's

Iliad, by subscr-ptiou : by which he acquired a considerable for-

tune. The subscription amounted to 60'. 0/. besides 1200/. wh'ch

Lintot the bookseller gave liim for the copy. Pope's finances

being now In food condition, he purchased a house at Tw cken-

hain, whi'her he removed wth his father and moiher in IT15:

where the former died about two years after. A^ he was a 1 a^'ist,

he could not purchase, nor put his money to intere>^l on real secu-

rity ; and as be a-lhered to the cause of King J .m-s, he made it a

point of conscience not to lend it to the new g vernment; sr> thst,

thougli he V as once worth rtear 20 000/. yet, liviivi af''Tw : rd rp n

the principal, he did not leave a areat fortune to his Lmil; But

he improved t to the utmost ; and had already acquired mu< h by

his public itions. In 1717, he published a collection of all he li;.d

printed separately ; and proceeded to give a new edition i fShake-

speare ; which, being published in 1721; discovered tl af l>e had
consulted
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coiisiiUeil )ii5 iorinne mote than his t'amc in that un'lf ri.ikini;. '1 he

Iliail l)fii)g limslicd, he riig.igt'd u[)uii the like fuolmg to imJer-

lake the Odyssey. Mr. BLOomf and Mr. Feiiton did part of it,

and received bohl. from him lor their iaiiotirs. It "as published in

the same manner, and on tlie same conditions by LintuI : except-

ing that, instead ot 1200/ he had but 600/. Cor llie copy. ThU
work being finished in 172J, he was afterwards employed with

Sviiftand Arbuthnot in printing some vohniies of .Miscellanies.

About Ihis time h.e narrowly escaped losing his life, as he was re-

turning home in a friend's chariot ; which, on passing a britlge,

happened to be overturned, and thrown with the horses into tlie

river. The glasses were up, and he was not able to break them :

so that he would have been drowned, if the postillion had not broke

them, and dracged him out to the bank. A fragment of the glass,

however, cut him so desperately, that he ever after lost the use of

two of his fingers. In 1727 his Uunciad apjieared in Ireland ; and
in 172S in England, with notes by Swift, under the nameofScrib-
lerus. It is a piece of the most perfect satire that ever was writ-

ten. This edition was presented to the king and queen by Sir

Robert Walpole ; who, about this time, otlered Pope a pension,

which however he refused, as he had formerly done a proposal of

the same kind made him by Lord Halifax. He greatly cultivat-

ed the spirit of independency ; and

—

" Unplac'd, unpension'd, no man's heFr or slave,"

was frequently his boast. In 1729, by the advice and assistance of

Lord Bolingbroke, he wrote his Essay on Man. This waslollow-

ed by his Ethic Epistles ; the fourth of which, upon Taste, giving

great olVence, he next commenced his Satires, which he continued
till 1739 - and in which he attacked persons of the highest rank.

His Essay on Man, being translated into Krench in 173H, by Abb6
liesnel, his system of Ethics was censured by Professor C'ronsaz,

but defended by \Varburlon, afterwards bishop of Gloucester. In

1742, he added a fomth book to the Diinciad. A genuine col-

lection of his letters was published in 1737. He had alibis life

been subject to the head-ach, which he derived from his mother

;

and it was now greatly increased by a dropsy in his breast, under
which he expired the 30th of May 1744, in the 56th year of his

age. He left Miss Blount, his heir, a lady to whom he was long
devoted ; and to Mr. Warburton he left the property of his works;

who accordingly gave acomplete edition of all bis works, in 1751,

in 9 vols. 8vo. Readers who wish to know more of this eminent
poet, may consult VVarton's Essay on the Writings and Genius of

Pope. Lord Orrery says of him, " His chief aim was to be es-

teemed a man of virtue. His manners were delicate, easy, and
engaging ; and he treated his friends with a politeness that charm-
ed, and a generosity that was much to his honour." Yet Dr.
Johnson accuses him of parsimony. By natural deformity, or ac-

cidental misfortune, his life was a long disease, from vvhich arose

many of his peculiarities. See Johnson's Lives of the Poets.

Pope, [from na^a. Father,] in the east and in Kussia, thisap-

pellation is uiven to all Christian priests ; and in the west, bishops

were called by it in ancient times; but now for many centuries it

has been appropriated to the bishop of Rome, whom the Papists

look upon as the common father of all Christians. All, in com-
munion with the see of Rome, unanimously hold, that our Savioiu'

Jesus Christ constituted St. Peter the apostle chief pastor under
himself, to watch over his whole flock here on earth, and to pre-

serve the unity of it ; giving hini the power requi-ite for these

ends. T hey also believe, that our Saviour ordained, tliat St.

Peter should have successors with the like charge and [jower, to

the end ot lime. Now, as St. Peter resided at Rome tor many
years, and suffered martyrdom there, they consider the bishops of

Rome as his successors in the dignity anrl cfiice of the universal

pastor of the whole Catholic churcli. The reader, who wishes to

know what can be urged for and against the supremacy of Ihe pope
vnay consult, on the one hand, the works cf Bellarmine, with a

small tract lately published, intituled, "The Divine tEconomy of

Christ in hts Kingdom or Church;" and on the other, Barrow's
treatise on the Pope's Supremacy, together with Chillingwonh's
"Religion 01 Protestants," &c.
POPERY, compreUends the religious doctrines and practices

adopted and maintained bv the church of Rome. T he following
summary, extracted chiefly from the decrees of the council of

Trent, contiuucU under P^i HE Juiius HI, atid Piiis IV. fiom

1545 to li(>3, by successive sessions, and the creed of pope Piuo
IV. subjoined to" it, and hearing tlie date Nov. 1564, will afford a
sufficient view of it. 1. One ol the lundamental tenets, strenuously
niainlained by Popish writers, is the Inlallibility of the Churi.h ot
Rome; though they are not agreed whether this privilege belongs
to the pope or a general council, or to both united; hut they af-

hrm that an infallible living judge is ab-oluttly necessary to deter-

mine controversies, and to secure peace in the Christian church.
However, Protestants allege, that the claim of infallibility in any
church is not justified by the authority of Scripture; much less

does it pertain to the church of Rome ; and that it is inconsistent'

with t!ie nature of religion, and Ihe personal obligations ot its pro-

lessors ; and that it has proved mefl'ectual to the end for which it is

siippo-ed to be granted, since popes and councils have disa^eecV
in matters of importance, and tliey have been incapable, witn the

advantage of this supposed infallibility, of maintaining union and
peace. 2. Another essential article or the Popish creed is the su-

premacy of the pope, or his sovereign powi'r over the universal

church. 3. The doctrine of the seven sacraments is a peculiar and
distinguishing doctrine of the church of Rome: these are baptism,
confirmation, the eucharist, penance, extreme unction, orders, and
matrimony. The council of Trent (ses';. 7, can. 1,) pronounces
an anathema on those who say, that the sacraments are more or
fewer than seven, or tliat any one of the above number is not truly

and properly a sacrament. And yet it does not appear that they
amounted to this number before the twelfth century, when Hugo
de St. Victore and Peter Lombard, about 1 '44, taught that there

were seven sacrameiils. The council of Florence, held in 1438,
wan the first council that determined this number. These sacra-

meiils confer grace, according to the decree of Uie council of
Trent (ses. 7, can. S,) ex opcre oberato, by the mere administra-

tion of them: three of them, viz. baptism, confirmation, and or-
ders, are said (can. 9,) to impress an indelible character, so that

they cannot be repeated w ilhout sacrilege ; and the eliicacy of
every sacrament depends on Ihe intention of the priest- by whom it

is administered. (Can. II,) Pope Pius expressly enjoins, that all

these sacraments should be administered according to the received
and approved rites of the Catholic church. With regard to the

eucharist in particular, we may here observe, that the church of
Rome holds the doctrine of transubstantiation ; the necessity of
paying divine worship to Christ under the form of the consecrated

bread, or host; tlie propitiatory sacrifice of the mass, according to

their ideas of which Christ is truly and properly ofTered as a sacri-

fice as often as the priest says mass ; it piaclisvs likewise solitary

mass, in which the priest alone, who consecrates, conimunicales,
and allows, communion only in one kind, viz. the bread, to the

laity. (Sess. 14.) 4. The doctrine of merits is another distin-

guished tenet of Popery; with regard to which the council of
frent has expressly decreed (sess. 6, can. 32,) that the good works
of justihed persons are truly meritorious; deserving not only an
increase of grace, but eternal life, and an increase of glory ; and it

has anathematized all who deny this doctrine. 5. Of the same
kind is the doctrine of satisfactions ; which supposes that penitents

may truly satisfy, by the afflictions they endure under Ihe dispen-

sations of Providence, or by voluntary jjeuances to which they
submit, for the temporal penalties of sin to which they are subject,

even after the remission of their eternal punishment. (Sess. 6,
can. 3), and sess. 14, can. 8, and y.) 6. In this connection we
may mention the Po])ish distinction ol venal and mortal sins; the

ureatest evils arising from the former are the temporary pains of
purgatory ; but no man, it is said, can obtahi the pardon of the
latter without confessing to a priest, and perlorming the penance
which he imposes. 7. The council of Trent (sess. 14, can. 1,) has
ex()ressly decreed, that every one is accursed who shall afTirni that

penance is not truly and properly a sacrament, instituted by Christ

in the universal church, for reconciling those Christians to the Dir
vine Majesty, who have fallen into sin aUer baptism : and this sa-

crament, it is declared, consists of two parts, the matter and the
form ; the matter is the act of the penitent, including contrition,

confession, and satisfaction ; the form of it is the act of absolutioa

on the part of the priest. Accordingly it is enjoined, that it is the

duty of every man, who has fallen after baptism, to confess his

sins once a-year, at least, to a priest ; that this confession is to be
secret ; for public confession is neither commanded nor expedient:

and that it must be exact and particular, including every kind and
I act
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act of sin, wUh all the circumstances atteniling it. When tlie pe-
nitent has so done, the (jpiest pronounces an absolution; which is

not conditional or declarative only, lint absolute and judicial.

This secret, or auricular confession, was first decreed and esla-

blibhed in the fourtli council of Lateran, luulcr Innocent III. in

1215, (cap. 21.) And the jjecree of this council was afterwards
fonlirnicd and enlarged in the council of Florence, and in that of

Trent ; which ordains, tliat confession was instituted by Ciirist,

that by the law ot God it is necessary to salvation, and that it has
been always practised in the Christian church. As for the pe-

nances im[)Osecl on the penitent by «ay of satisfactioi, they have
been commonly the repetition of certain forms of devotion, as pa-
ternostei's, or ave-marias, tlie payment of stipulated sums, pilgrim-

ages, fasts, or variou- species of corporal discipline. But tl.e most
forniidable penance, in the estimation of many who have belonged
to the Romish communion, has been the temporary pains of purga-
tory. S. But under all the penalties which are inrtictfd or threat-

ened in the Romish church, it has provided relief by its indul-

gences, and by its prayi-rs or masses for the dead, performed pro-

fessedly for relieving and rescuing the souls that are detained in

purgatory. 9. Another arii( le that has been long authoritatively en-

joined and ol)-.erved m the church of Rome, is thecelihacv of her

clergy. Thiswa> enjoined at Rome by Gregory VII. about 1074,

and established in England by Anselm, archbishop of Canterbury,
about 1 ITS ; though his |)redecessor Lanfranc had impo>.ed it upon
the prebendaries and clergy that lived in towns. And though the

council of lient was repeatedly petitioned by several princes and
states (o abolish this restraint, the obligation o\ celibacy was rather

established than relaxed by this council; for they decreed, that

marriage, contracted alter a vow of continence, is neither lawful

nor valid; and thus deprived the church of the possibility of ever
restoring marriage to the clergv. For if marriage, after a vow, be
in itself unlawful, the greatest authority upon earth cannot dispense

with it, nor permit marriage to the clergy, vho have already

vowed continence. ID. To the doctrines and pract ces above re-

cited may be farther added the worship of images, of which Pro-

testants accuse the Papists. Hut to this accusation the Papi>t re-

plies, that he keeps images by him to preserve in his mind the me-
mory of_ the persons represented by them ; as people are wont to

pre>erve" the memory of their deceased friends by keeping their

pictures. 11. The council of 'irent likewise decreed that all

bishops and pa'-tors who have the cure of souls, do diligently in-

struct their tiocks. that it is good and prolitable to desire the inter-

cession of saints reigning with Christ in heaven. And this decree

the Papists endeavour to defend by the following observations.

They confess that we Imve hut one Mediator ot redemption ; but

aflirni that it is acceptable to God that we should have many ine-

diatorB of intercession. .Moses (say they,) was such a mediator for

the Israelites; Job for his three friends; Stephen for his perse-

cutors. The Romans were thus desire<l by St Paul to be his me-
diators; so were the Corinthians, so the Ephesians, Ep. ad Rom.
Cor. Kph. so almost every ^>ck man desires the congregation to

be his mediators, by n-mi'ml>ering him in their prayer^;. And so

the Papist desires the blessed in heaven to be his mediators; that

is, that they would pray to God for him. Rut between the-.e living

and dead mediator^ there is no similarity : the living mediator is

present, and certainly hears the recpiest of those who <lesire him to

intercede lor them ; the dead mediator is as certainly absent, and
cannot possibly hear the reipiCNts of all those who, at the same in-

stant, may be begging htm to intercede for them, unless he be pos-

sessed of the divnie attribute of omnipresence; and he who gives

that attribute to any creature is uncpiestionabiy guilty of idolatry.

And as ihis decree is ciiitrarv to one of the first principles of natu-

ral nJigioii, so does it receive no countenance from Scripture, or

any Christian writer of the three first centuries. 12. Other prac-

tices pccuhir to the Papists are the religious honour and respect

that they pay to sacred relies ; by which they understand not only

the bodies and parts of tlu- bodies of the saints, but any of those

things that appertained to them, and which they touched; and 13.

the cdebrntion of divine service in an unknown tongue: to which
purpose the council of Trent has denounced an anathema on anv

one wlix) shall say that mass ought to be celebrated only in the

vulgar tongue: (sess. 2i, and sess. 1'2, can. 9.) Though the

council of Latiran un'ier Innocent III. in I'JIj, (can. 9,) had ex-

pressly cU'freed, that because in many parts withlii ttic same city
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and diocese there are many people of different manners and rites

mixed together, but of one faith, the bishops of such cities or dio-
ceses should provide fit men for celebrating divine offices, accord-
ing to the diversity of tongues and rites, and for administering the

saci-aments. 14. 'I'he church of Rome also maintains, that un-
written traditions ought to be added to the holy Scriptures, to sup-
ply their defect, and to be regarded as of eciua! authority. l.>,

'riiat the books of the Apocrypha are canonical Scriptuie. Iti.

That the vulgate edition of the Bible is to be deemed authentic.
IS. And that the Scriptures are to be received and interpreted ac-
cording to that sense which the holy mother chinch, to whom it

belongs to judge of the true sense, has held, and does hold, and
according to tlie unanimous consent of the fathers. Such are the
principal and distinguishing doctrines of Popery, most of which
have received the sanction of the council of Trent, and that ot the
creed of pope Pins IV. which is received, professed, and sworn to,

by every one who enters into holy orders in tiie church of Rome;
and at the close of this creed, we are told that the faith contained
in it is so absolutely and indispensably necessary, tliat no man can
be saved without it. Many of the doctrines of Popery were re-
laxed and very favourably interpreted bv M. de Meaux, bishop of
Condom, in his Exposition of the Doctrine of the Catholic
Church, first priHted in 1671 : but this edition, which was charged
with perverting, in endeavouring to palliate, the doctrine ot the
church, was censured by the doctors of the Sorbonin-, and actually
suppressed; nor does it appear that they ever testified (heir ap"

piobiilion in the usual form of subsequent and altered editions.

POPLAR, in botany. See Popui.us.
POPLIT.'EUS, in anatomy, a small muscle, obliquely pyrami-

dal, situated under the ham. See Anatomy.
POPO, a small kingdom of Africa, on the Slave Coast,

about twenty-four miles in extent. The soil is level, sandy,
and poorly cultivated, the people being dreadfully harrassed
by the slave-trade, and often seized and carried off by theic

neiahhnuis.

POPPY, in botany. See Opium, and Papavek.
POPULATION, the proportion of inhabitants which a country

or district contains. The increase or diminution of the members
of a state has, at all periods, been thought an object deserving the
attention of governments; but very dilYerent opinii ns have been
entertained on the subject. However, the progress of the popula-
tion of the world, and its present total amount, cannot be ascer-
tained with much precision ; as there are no sufficient grounds on
w hich such a computation can be formed, till within a very late

period, and that only in a few countries. Sir W. Petty, in 16S2,
stated the population of the world at only 320 millions ; it has
been estimated by some writers at about 730 millions, by others at

upwards of 900 millions. Mr. Wallace, of Edinburgh, conjectured
it might amount to 1000 millions; and this number has since been
generally adopletl by those who have noticed the subject. It is a
point on which accuracy cannot be expected, but a nearer ap-
proximation to the truth appears by no means impracticable. A
strong presumption th.it the inhabitants of the earth at present ex-
ceed considerably 1000 millions, arises from the circumstance,

that, in almost every country where the people have been num-
bered, or sufficient data furnished for computing their number, it

has been found considerably greater than it had been previously

supposed. In Great Britain, the most correct estimates did not

make the population exceed seven or eight millions ; whereas, by
the late enumeration, it appears to ainotmt to very nearly eleven
millions. France, the population of which was estimated by Mr.
Susinilch at sixteen millions, by M. Deslandes, and by Mr. Gib-
bon, at 20 millions, and which M. Messance endeavoured to

prove amounted to twenty-four millions, appeared fro.ii the returns

of births and burials, to contain at the commencement of tin revo-

lution near thirty millions of inhabitants. Spain which, with Por-

tugal, had been estimated by M. Deslandes to contain only six

millions of persons, and by Mr. Gibbon eight millions, was fointl

by the enumeration in 1787, to contain alone 10,409,879. Russia,

about the year 17C5, was supposed tocontain about fifteen millions

of inhabitants; but according to the cdcnlation given by Mr.
Cove, grounded upon an authentic list of the persons paying the

poll-tax, they amounted to 26,766,360, and including the provinces

not subject to the poll-tax, the calculati9ii for the year 1796
amounted to tbirty-iix millions of inhabitants. A great part of

5 C thin
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this vast empire is in Asia; troni these, and similar accounts, the

total pomilation of Europe is nearly as follows:
^ '^Spain : 10,500.000

Portugal 2,300,000

France 25,000,000

Italy and its islands 11,000.000

Switzerland 1,800,000

Germany 20,000,000

Holland" 2,800,000

Flanders 1,800,000

Great Bntaui ami Ireland 15,100,000

Denmark and Norwav 3,700,000

Sweden .'. 3,ono,000

Pi-ussia ••• 6,000,000

Kussia in' Europe 20,000,000

Turkey in Europe 7,000,000

Total 130,000,000

The act for ascertaining the population of Great Britain was

passed on the last day of the year 1800; it directetl a general enu-

meration of houses, 'families, and persons ; an<l tlie proper (jflicers

of the several parislies and places were ordered to take the account

on the 10th of March, 1801, in England and Wales; and in Scot-

land as soon as possible after that day. This difference was neces-

sary, because in the colder climate of Scotland, it was not certain

that all parts of the countrv would be easily accessible so early in

the year. An abstract of the returns was laid before both houses

of parliament ; and the summary of the enumeration appeared to

be as follows:
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is inaiJe in a village called King-te-tc!iiiig, in tlie proviiue of

Ki;'M:i-'ii. 'I'liis celebrated village (as they call it, for the villages

ot Cliina are larger lli;in the cities of Europe), is a league and a

iialf in length, and »e are assured that it < unlains a million of in-

habitants. The workmen of King-te-tchinn, invited liy the at-

tracting allurements of the European trade, |)ave established ma-
liufaclories also in Ihe provinces of F'okien and Canton ; but this

porcelain is not esteemed. It is not known who lirst found out

the .»rt of making porcelain, nor is the date of the invention re-

corded, i'lit it IS cer(aii) that the manufacture has been carried on
in King-'e-tcl)iiig at least since A. D. 442, if not long before that

period. I'. D' Kntrecnlles, a Romish luis-ionary, gives an accu-
rate account of the method of making porcelain, of which M.
Grosicr has given an abridgment, in his General Descripiion of

China, as follows: " The principal ingredients of the fine |)oice-

lain are pe-tun-tse and kao-lin, two kintls of earth from the mixture
of which the paste is produced. The kao-lin is intermixed with

small shining particles ; the other is purdy white, and very fine to

the touch. Tlu;,;t' first materials are carried to the mannlaclories

in the shape of bricks. The.pe-tun-tse, which is so fine, is no-

thing else but fragments of rock t.keii from different (juarries, and
reduced to powder. Every kind of stone is not fit for this pur-

pose. The colour of that which is good, say the Chinese, ought
to incline a litllc towards green. A large iron-club is used Tor

breaking these pieces of rock : (hey are afterwards put into mor-
tars ; and, by means of levers, headed with stone bound round
with iron, and moved by manual labour or by water, Ihev are re-

duced toa very hne powder. Thednstafterwards collected is thrown
into a large vessel full of water, which is strongly stirred with an

iron-shovel. When it has been hftto settle for some time, a kind

of cream rises on the top, about four inches in thickness, w hich is

skimmed off, and poured into another vessel filled with water : the

water in the first vessel is stirred several times; and the cream
which rises is still collected, until nothing remains but the coarse

dregs, which precipitate : these dregs are carefully collected and
pounded anew. With regard to what is taken from Ihe first ves-

sel, it is suffered to remain in the second until it is formed into a

kind of crust at the bottom. When the water above it seems
<|uite clear, it is poured oft by gently inclining the vessel, that the

sedimey.t may not be disturbed ; an(i the paste is thrown into large

moulds proper for drying it. Before it is entirely hard, it is di-

vided into small stjuare cakes, which are sold by the hundred.

The kao-lin, which is used in the composition of porcelain, re-

([uires less labour than the pe-tun-tse. Nature has a greater s'lare

in the preparation of it. There are large mines of it in the bosoms
of certatn mountains, the exterior strata ot which consist of a kind

of reil earth. These mines are very deep, and the kao-lin is

found in small lumps, that are formed into bricks after having

gone through the same process as the pe-tun-tse. It is from the

kao-lin that line porcelain derives all its strength. The Chinese
have discovered a new substance proper to be employed in the

coinposition of porcelain. It is a stone, or rather a species of

chalk, called hoache, from which the phyiicians prepare a kind

of draught that is said to be detersive, aperient, and cooling. It

is glutinous, and has a resemblance to soap. Porcelain made with

hoache is very rare, and much dearer than any other. It has an

exceedingly hne grain; and, with regard to the painting, if it be

compare(Y with that of the common porcelain, it appears to sur-

pass it much. This porcelain is, besides, so light, that it surprises

those who are accustomed to handle other kinds; it is also much
more brittle; and it is very difficult to hit upon the proper de

gree of tempering it. tloa-che is seldom used in forming the

body of the work ; the vessel is plunged when dry, that it may
receive a coat before it is painted and varnished. But hoa-che,

when washed, pounded, and dissolved in water, is alone sufficient

to make porcelain, and is used instead o^ kao-lin. but it is much
dearer. 'I"o pe-tun-tse and kao-lin, the two principal elements, must

be added the oil or varnish from which it derives its splendour and

whiteness. This oil is of a whitish colour, and is extracted from

the same kind of stone which produces the petun-tse; but the

whitest is always chosen, and that which has the greenest spots.

The oil is obtained from it by the same process used in making

the pe-tun-tse. To 100 pounds of its cream is added one pound
of che-kao, a mineral something like alum, which is put into the

tire till it becomes red hot, and then pounded. This mineral is

a kind of runnet, and gives a consistence to fhe oil, which is,

however, carefully preserved in its state of fluidity. The oil thus
prepared is never employed alone; anotler oil must be mixed wiih

it, which is extiacted from lime and fern-ashes, to 100 pounds of
which is also added a pound of che-kao. When these two oils are
mixed, they must b»e(|ually thick. With regard to the (luantily

necessary to be emplo» eil, it is ui>ual to mix ten measures ot stone-
oil with one measure of the oil made from lime and fcrn-d'hes. Tlie
lirst labour consists in ag,.in purifying the pe-!un-t.-e and tlie kao-
lin. The worknirn then procee<t to mix these two substances
togellier. For hue porcelain they put an equal ([uantily of the

kao-lin and the pt-tini-lse ; for the middling sort they use four
parts of the kao-lin and six of the pe-tun-tse. The least cpiantity

put of the former IS one part to three of the pe-tun-tse. Wln.n
this mixture is finished the mass i, thrown into a l.nge pit, well

paved and cemented in every part ; it is then trod upon, and
kneaded until it becomes hard. l''rom this mass, thus prepared; the

workmen detach dilferent pieces which thev spread out upon largo

slates, where they knead and roll them in every direction, care-

fully observing to leave no vacuum in them, and to keep tlicni

free from Ihe mixture of any extraneous body. A hair or a grain

of sand would spoil the whole work. \\'heii this paste has not been
properly prepared, the porcelain cracks, and melts, or becomes
warped. All plain works are f.ishinned with the wheel. When a
cup has undergone this operation, the outside of its botto'ii i»

f|uite round. The fii^st workman gives it the requisite height and
diameter, this cuj) passes then to a second workman, who forms its

base; soon after a third applies it to his mould, and gives it a proper
form; a fourth poli-lus it with a chisel, and the last woikman
fashions its bottom with a chisel. Some vases thus pass, with
astonishing dexterity and expedition, through the hands of se-

venty persons. Large works are executed in parts which are

fashioned separately. When all the pieces are fmished, and al-

most dry, they are put together and cemented with paste m.ide of

the same substance, and softened with water. Some time after the

seams are polished with a knife, both without and within; and
when the vessel is covered with varnish, the least trace of them is

not to be seen. In this manner spouts, handles, rings, and other

parts, are added ; and embos.-.ed works, grotesque images, figures

of trees, animals, busts, &c. are brought to perfection. With
regard to those flowers and ornaments which are not in re-

lief, they are either engraven or imprinted with a stamp. Orna-
ments in relief prepared separately, are also added to pieces of

porcelain, almost in the same manner as lace is put upon a coat.

Manufactories of porcelain are now established in almost all the

slates of Europe, particularly in England, Germany, and Italy.

Besides those of Saxony, which have been long established, por-

celain is made at Vienna, Frankendal, Berlin, Naples, Florence,

St. Cloud, St. Antoine, near Paris, Chantilly, ViUeroy, Orleans,

Chi'lsea, &;c. But the porcelain produced in the late royal manu-
facture at Sevres, 'holds at present the first rank from its shining

white, its beautiful glazing, and coloured grounds, in which no.

porcelain has ever ccpialled it.

PORCU, in architecture, is a kind of vestibule supported by

columns, much used at the entrance of the ancient temples, halls,

churches, &.-C. A porch, in the ancient architecture, was a vesti-

bule, or a disposition of insulated columns usually crowned with a

pediment, forming a covert place before the principal door of a

temple or court of justice. W lien a porch had four columns in

front, it was called a letrastyle ; when six, hexastyle ; when eight,

octostyle, &c.
Porch, [re«,] in antiquity, was a public portico in Athens

a<lorned with the pictures of PolygonoUis and oilier eminent pain-

ters, it was in this portico that Zeno the philosopher taught ; and

hence his followers were called Stoics.

PORCO, a province of Peru, in La Plata, W. of Polosi, 60

miles in extent, and 75 from La Plata. The cliinate is cold, and

the soil not fertile, bul produces good pasture, and abounds with

excellent cattle.

PoRCO, a town in the above province, a little W. of Potosi.

Lon. 64. 50. W. Lat. 19. 40. N.
PORCUPINE, in zoology. See Hystrix.

•• PORE, [iroj®-,] ill anatomy, a little interstice or space between

the parts of the skin, serving for perspiration. See Curis, and

PEttSPIRATlON.
Pores,
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Pores, in phvsics, llie small interstices between the particles of

matter which conipose bodies ; and are either empty, or tilled

with some insensible medium.
PORELLA, in botany, a genus of the natural order musci,

and cr^plo^amia class of plants. Anthera- multilocular, full of

natural pores, with an opeicuhnu ; no calypira nor pedicle.

PORKNTKU, or POKlNTRrV, a town of France, in Els-

gaw, and capital of the late terri>or\ of the bishop of Basle. Lon.

7. 'J. E. Lat. 34. 34. N,
PORISM, u) geometry, is a name giveji by the ancient e;eome-

tricians to two classes of "matht-niatical prop».itious. Euclid gives

his name to propositions which arc involved in others which he is

proles3e<lly invisiitr.iting, and which, altiiough not his piincipal

ol'ject, are vet obtained along with it, as is expiessed by their

name, ;)or/4H(uf(/, acciuisitions. t^iiLh propositions are now called

corollaries. But he gives the same name, by way of (.niinence, to

a particular class of propositions which he collected ui the course

of his researches, and selected from among many others on account

of their great subserviencv to the Ixisinesj of geometrical investi-

gation in geiK-ral. 'rhese propositions were so named by him,

cither froni the way in which lie discovered them, while he was

investigating somefhing else, by which means they might be con-

sidered as gains or acciuisitions, orVrom their utility in acquiring

favlher kn.mledge as steps in the investigation. In this sense they

arc poiismata ; tor ffiji^a; signifies both to investigate and to ae-

quive by investigation. These propositions formed a collection,

which was familiarly known to (he ancient geometricians, by the

name of Euclid's porisms ; and Pappus of Alexandria says, that it

was a most ingenious collection of many things conducive to the

analysis or solution of the most diflicult problems, and which af-

forded great delight to those who were able to understand and to

investigate them. Unfortunately for niatliematical science, how-
ever, this valuable collection is now lost, and it still remains doubt-

ful ill what manner the ancients condncted their researches upon
this curious subject. We have, however, reason to believe that

their method was e.xcellent bolli in principle and extent, for the

analysis led them to many piofound discoveries, and was restricted

by tlie severest logc. 'I he only account we have of this class of

geometrical propositions, is in a fragment of Pappus, in which he

attemnls a general definition of them as a set of mathematical pro-

positions distinguishable in kind from all others ; but of this dis-

tinction nothing remains, except a criticism on a definition of them
given bv some geometricians, and with w liich he linils fault, as

defining them only by an accidental circumstance, " Porisma est

<]Uod deficit hypothesi a theoremate locali." Pappus then pro-

ceeds to give an account of Euclid's porisms ; but the enunciations

are so extremelv defective, while the ligure they refer to is now-

lost, that Dr. Halley confesses the fragment in question to bt be-

yond his comprehension. The high encomiums given by Pappus
to these propositions have excited the curiosity of the greatest

geometricians of modern times, who hare attempted to disiovir

their nature and manner of investigation. M. Permat, a French

nialliematirian of the seventeenth century, attaching iiimself to the

definition which Pappus criticises, published an introduction (for

this is its modest title) to this subject, which many others tried to

elucidate in vain. At length Dr. Simson of Glasgow, by patient

enquiry and some lucky thoughts, obtained a restoration of the

porisms of Euclid, which has all the appearance of being just. It

precisely corresponds to Pappus's description of them. All the

lemmas, which Pappus has given for the better understanding of

Euclid's propositions, are equally applicable to those of Dr. .Sim-

son, which are found to ditferfrom local theorems precisely as

Pappus affirms thoje of Euclid to have done. They require a

particular mode of analysis, and are of immense service in geome-
trical investigation ; onwiiich account (hey may justly claim our
attention. While Dr. Simson was emidoyed in this inquiry, he
carried on a correspondence upon the subject with the late Dr.
M. Stewart, professor of mathematics in the university of Edin-
burgh ; who, besides entering into Dr. Sinison's views, and com-
municating to him many cuiious porisms, pursued the same sub-

ject III a new and very diffeient direction. He published the re-

sult of his inquiries in 1746, under the title of General Theorems,
not caring t-ogive them any other name, lest he might appear to

anticipate the labours of his friend aiul former preceptor. The
greater part of the propositions contained in that w ork are porisms.

but without demonstrations; therefore, whoever wislii-s to in-

vestigate one of the most curious subjects in geometry, wilt

there tind abundance of materials, and an ample field for dibcussion.

As an example of a porism, let it be requited to resolve the fol-

lowing probl.ni: A circle ABC, Plate CXX"S.V1I. fig. y, a

stiaigiit line DE, and a point F, being given in position, to hnd a

point G in the straij^ht line DEsuch, that GF, the line drawn
fiom It to the given point, shall be equal to GB, the line drawn
from it touching the given circle. Suppose G to be found, and
GIJ to be drawn touching tiie given circle ABC in B, let H be its

centre, join HB, ami let HD be perpendicular to DE. From D
(rraw 1)L, touching the circle ABC in L, and join KL; also from
the ccnire G, witli the distance GB or GF, describe the circle

BKF, meeting HD in the points K and K'. Then HD and DL
are given in position and magnitude; and because GB touches

tlir circle ABC, HBG ts a right angle; and since G is the centre

of the circle BkF, thiiefoie Il[> (ouches the circle BKF, and
HB-=the rectangle k'llK; which rectangle -!-DK-:=HD*,
because K'K is bisected in D, therefore HL-+ KD-'= DH-=
111.^ + LD^; therefore DK= = DE^ andDK:=DL; and
since DL is given in magnitude, DK. is aUo given, and K is a

:iiven point: for the same reason K' is a given point, andtlic point

F being given by hypotliesis, the circle BKF is given in position.

The point G, tlie centre of the circle, is therefore given, which
was to be found. Hence this construction : Having thawrt HD
perpemlicular to DE, and DL touching the circle ABC, make
DK and DK' each ecpial to D L, and find G the centre ot the cir-

cle described through the points K'l' K ; that is, lit IK' be joined
and bisected at iigiit arcles by MN, which meets DE in G, G
w ill be the point required ; that is, if GB be drawn touching tlie

circle ABC, and Gl' to the given point, GB is equal to GF. The
synthetical demonstration i^ easily derived from the precednig ana-
lysis ; but in some cases this construction fails. ! or, hist, if F
fall anywhere in DH, as at F', the line MN becomes parallel to

DE, and the point G is nowhere to be found ; or, in other words,
it is at an inlimte distance from D. This is true in general ; but
if the given point F coincide^ with K, then MN evidently coin-
cides with DE; so tliat, agreeable to a remaik already made,
every point of the line DE may be taken for G, and will satisfy

the conditions of the proldem ; that is to say, GB «ill be equal to
GK, wherever the point G be taken in the line DE; the same is

true if F' coincide with K. Tlius we have an instance of a pro-
blem, and that too a very simple one, which, in general, admits
but of one solution ; but which, in one particular case, when a
certain relation takes place among the things given, becomes inde-
finite, and admits ot innumerable solutions. The proposition
whidi results from Uiis case of the problem is a porism, and may
be thus enunciated: " A circle ABC being given by position, and
also a straight line DE, which does imt cut the circle, a point K
may be found such, that if G be any point whatever in DE, tiie

straight line drawn from G to the point K shall be equal to the
straight line drawn from G touching the given circle ABC." The
problem which follows appears to have led to the discovery of
many porisms. A circle .ABC, lig. 10, and two points D, R, in a
diameter of it being given, to find a point F in the circumference
of the given circle ; from which, if straight lines be drawn to the
given points E, D, these straight lines shall have to one another
the given ratio of <i to S, which is supposed to be that of a greater
to a less. Suppose the problem resolved, and that F is found, so
that FE has to FD the given ratio of a to (S, produce ICF towards
B, bisect the angle EFD by FL, and DFB l)y FM : therefore
EL: LD : : EF : FD, that is in the given ratio, and since ED is

given, each of the segments EL, LD, is given, and tlie point J_, Jj

also given, because DFB is bisected by F.M, F^M : MD : : EF :

FD, that is, in the given ratio, and therefore M is given. Since
DFL is half of DFE, and DF.M half of DFB, therefore LFM is

half of (DFE -J- DFB), therefore LFM is a right angle ; and since
the points L, Nl, are given, the point F is in the circumference of
a circle di'scribed upon LM as a diameter, and therefore given in

position. Now the point F is also in the circumference of the
given circle ABC, therefore it is in the intersection of the two
given circumferences, and therefore is found. Hence this con-
struction : Divide El) in L, so that FIL may be to LD in the
given ratio of o to 0, and produce ED also to M, so that EM
may be to MD iu the same given ratio of » to /3; bisect L.M in

N, and
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N, and from the cenirt- N, witli the distance NL, tlfscribe the
semicircle LFM ; ami the point F, inwhicli it intersects tiie circle
ABC, is tlie point required. The synthetical demonstration is

easily derived Irom the preceding analysis. But the constrnction
fails when the circle LFM tails either wholly within, or whollv
without, the circle ABC, so tiiat the circunil'efences do not inter-

sect ; and in these cases the problem cannot he solved. The
construction also fails when the two circumferences LFM, ABC,
entirely coincide. In this case, every point in the circunilerence
ABC will answer the conditions of tlie problem, which is therefore
capable of numberless soUit'ons, nnd may, as in the former in

stances, be converted into a porism. We now inc|uire, therefore,
in what circonistances the point L will coincide with A, and also
the point M with C, and of consequence the circumference LFM
with ABC. If we suppose that they coincide EA : AD : : „ :

/S : : EC : CD, and EA : EC : : AD : CD, or bv conversion
iA : AC : : AD ; CD-AD : : AD : 2D0, O bei^ig the centre
of the circle ABC ; therefore, also, EA : AG : : AD : DO, and
by coni;)osition, EO : AO : : AO : DO, therefore EG x OD =
AG". Hence, if the given points E and D, fig. J], be so sitiiateiJ,

that EO X OD = AG-, and at the same time a : /3 :: EA : AD ::

EC : CD, the problem admits of numberless solutions ; and if

either of the points D or E be given, the otlier point, and also the
ratio which will render the problem indeterminate, may be found.
Hence we have this porism: " A circle ABC, ami also a point D,
being given, another point E may be found, such that the two
lines inflected from these points to any point in the circumference
ABC, shall have to each other a given ratio, which ratio is also to

be found." Hence also we have an example of the derivation of
poriains from one another, for the circle ABC, and the points D
and E remaining as before ((ig. 1 1,) if, through D, we draw any
line whatever HDB, meeting the circle in B and H ; and if the
lines EB, EH, be also drawn, these lines will cut off equal cir-

cumferences BF, HG. Let FC be drawn, and it is plain from
the foregoing analvfis, that the angles DFC, CFB, are equal

;

therefore if OG, OB, be drawn, the angles BGC, COG, are also

equal; and consequently the angles DOB, D(JC-. In the same
manner, by joining AB, the angle DBEbeins bisected by BA, it

is evident that the angle AOF is equal to AGH, and therefore the

angle FOB to HOG, that is, the arch FB to the arch HG. This
proposition appears to have been the Ia'>t but one in the tliird book
of Euclid's Porisms, and the manner of its enunciation in the pn-

rismatic form is obvious. The preceding proposition also affords

an illustration of the remark, that the comhtions of a problem are

involved in one anodier in the porismatic or indelinite case ; for

here several independent conditions are laid c'ovvn. by the help of

which the problem is to be resolved. Two points D and E are

given, from which two lines are to be inflected, and a circum-

ference ABC, in which these lines are to meet, as also a ratio

which these lines are to have to each other. These conditions are

all independent on one another, so that any one may be changed
without any change whatever m tlie i«t. This is true in general

;

but yet in one case, viz. when the points ^re so related to one ano-

ther that their rectangle under their distances from the centre is

equal to the square of the radius of the circle ; it follows from the

preceding analysis, that the ratio of the inflected lines is no longer

a matter of choice, but a necessary consequence of this disposition

of the points. From all this we may trace the imperfect definition

of a porism which Pappus ascribes to the later geometricians, viz.

that it diflers from a local theorem, by wanting the hypothesis

assumed in that theorem. If we take one of the propositions

called loci, and make the construction of the figure a part of

the hypothesis, we get what was called by the ancient geome-
tricians a local theorem. If, again, in the enunciation of the the-

orem, that part of the hypothesis which contains the con-

struction be suppressed, the proposition thence arising will be a

porism, for it will enunciate a truth, and will require to the full

undei>tanding and investigation of that truth, that something

should be found, viz. the circumstances in the construction sup-

posed to be omitted. Thus, when we say, if frum two given

points E, D, fig. 11, two straight lines EF,'FD, are inflected to a

third point F, so as to be to one another in a given ratio, the point

F is in the circumference of a given circle, we have a locus. But

when cOMverscly, it is said, if a circle ABC, of which the centre is

O, be given by position, as also a point E; and if D be taken in
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the line EO, so that EO x OD = AO-'; and if from E and D the
lines EF, DF, he inflected to any point of the circumference
ABC, the ratio of EF to DF will be given, viz. the sanre with
that of EA to AD, we have a local theorem. Lastly, when it is
said, if a circle ABC be given by (josition, and also "a point E, a
point D may be found such, that'if EF, FD, be inflected from E
and D to any point F in the circumference ABC, these lines shall
hive a given ratio to one another, the proposition becomes a
porism, and is the same that has iust now been investigated
Hence it is evident, that the local' theorem is changed into a
porism, by leaving out what relates to the determination of D, and
of the given ratio. But thougii all propositions formed in this
way Irom the coiiversiou of loci, are porisms, yet all porisms are
not formed from the conversion of loci ; the first, lor instance, of
the preceding, cannot, by conversion, be changed into a locus ;
therefore Ferniat's idea of porisms, founded upon this circum-
stance, was imperfect. To confirm the truth of the preceding
theory, professor Dr. Stewart, in a paper read many years ago be-
fore the Philosophical Society of Edinburgh, defines a porism to
be "a proposition affirming the possibility of finding one or more
conditions of an indeterminate theorem;" where, by an indeter-
minate theorem, he meant one which expresses a relation between
certain quantilies that are lUterminate and certain others that
are indeterminate; a definition which evidenllv agrees with the
explanations above given. If the idea which is given of these pro-
positions be just, then they are to be discovered bv considering
those cases in which the construction of a problem fails, in conse-
i|uence of the lines which, by their intersection, or the points
which, by their position, were to determine the problem required,
happening to coincide with one another. A porism may, there-
fore, be deduced from the problem to which it belongs, just as
propositions concerning the maxima and minima of quantilies are
deduced from the problems of which they form limitations; and
such is the most natural and obvious analysis of which this class of
propositions admits.

I'ORLOCK, a town in Somersetshire, 6 miles W. of Mine-
head. Lon. 3. 32. VV. Lat. :>l. 14. N.
POROSi'EMA, a genus of the polyadelphia polyandria class

and order. The calyx is six-parted ; no corolla; filaments nine,
with four anthers on each ; capsules covered, si.x-celled. There is

one species, a tree of Guiana.
PORPHYRY, a genus of stones belonging to the order of

saxa. It is found of several different colours, as green, deep red,
purple, black, dark brown, and grey. Under the name of por-
phyry, Mr. Kirwanaud M. de Saussurc include those stones which
contain either feltspar, schoerl, quartz, or mica, with other species
of crystallized stone on a siliceous or calcareous ground. There
are a great many dilferent kinds. M. Ferbcr describes twenty va-
rieties under four species ; but in general it is considered with rela-

tion to its ground, which is met with of the colours already men-
tioned. \Vhtn the ground is ofjasper, the porphyry is commonly
very hard ; the red generally contains feltspar in small white duts

or specks, and freiiucntly, together with these, black spots of
schoerl. The green is olten magnetic, and is either a jasper or
schoerl, with spots of quartz. Sunielimes a porpliyiy of one co-
lour contains a fragment of aiiolher of a different colour. Those
that have chert for their ground are fusible per se. The calcareous

porphyry consists of quartz, feltspar, and mica, in separate grains,

united by a calcareous cement ; and, lastly, the micaceous por-

phyry consists of a greenish grey micaceous ground, in which red
feltspar and greenish soap-rock are inserted. The porphyry of
die ancients is a most elegant mass of an extremely lirm and com-
pact structure, remarkably heavy, and of a fine strong purple,

variegated more or less with pale red and white; its purple is of all

ilegrees, from the claret-colour to that ot the violet; and its varie-

gations are rarely disposed in vein", but spots, sometimes very
small, and at others running into large blotches. It is less fine

than many of the ordinary marbles ; but it excels them all in hard-
ness, and is capable of a fine polish. It is found in immense strata

in Egypt. The hard rej-lead coloured pori)hyry,variegated with

bkick, white, and green, is a most beautiful and valuable sub-

stance. It has the hardness and all the other characters of the
Oriental porphyry ; and even greatly excels it in brightness and in

the beauty and variegation of its colours. It is tound in great

plenty in the island of Minorca; and is well worlli importing, be-
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ing greatly superior to all the Italian marbles. The hard, pale-

red porphyry, variegated with black, white, and green, is of a pale

iie^h-colour, often approaching to white. It is variegated in

blotches from halt an inch to an inch broad. It takes a high polish,

and emulates all the qualities of the Oriental porphyry. It is

found in an immense strata in Arabia Petraa, and in the Upper
Egypt; and in separate nodules, in Germany, England, and Ire-

land.

PORT, a harbour, or haven, formed either by nature or art

to receive and slielter shipping from the storn>s and waves of the

opeji sea. Artificial ports are those which are either formed by
throwing a stroiig mound or rampire acro^s the harbour's mouth to

some island or rock, or erecting two long barriers, which stretch

from the land on each side like arms or the horns of a crescent,

and nearly inclose the haven; the fonner of these are called mole-
lie:;ds ami the lalter piers.

Port is also a name given on soiiie occasions to the larboard or
left side or '.he ship, as in the following instances. Tlius it is said,

the ship iieels to port, i. e. stoops or inclines to the larbo;ud-side.

Top the yard to port : the order to make the larboard-CNtremily
of a yard higher than the other. Port the helm ; the order to piit

the helm over to the larboard-side of the vessel. In all these
senses this phrase appears intended to prevent any mistakes hap-
pening from the similarity of sounds in the words starboard and
larboard, particularly when they relate to the helm, where amis-
apprehension might be attended with very dangerous conse-
quences.

Port is also a strong wine brought from Porto or Oporto.
Port, or Port of the Voice, in music, the faculty or habit of

making the shakes, passages, and diminutions, in which the beauty
of a Sling or piece of music consists.

Port, in ships of war, the embrasure or opening in the side of

a ship of war, wherein the artillery is ranged in battery upon the
decks above and below.

Port AU Prince, a sea-port-town of Hispaniola, on the W.
coast, the capital of the island, 21 miles K. bv N. of Leogane. Lon.
72. 20. \V. Lat. 18. 34. N.
Port avx Prune, a rich country on the coast of Africa, N.

of the island of .Madagascar.

Port Egmont, a laige and convenient harbour on the N.
coast of Falkland's Island. It is one of the most safe and exten-
sive harbours in the world. The whole navy of Great Britain
niisjht ride securely in it.

Port Jackson, a l)ay and harbour on the coast of New South
Wales, 13 miles X. by E. of Botany Bay.
Port Julian, a sea-port and harbour, on the E. coast of Pata-

gonia, with a tree entrance. Horses, black cattle, Peruvian sheep,
and wild dogs, abound in its environs ; but the water is bad. Lon.
68. 44. VV.'Lat.49. 10 S.

Port Louis, a strong town of France, in the department of

Morbilian, and late province of Bretagne, 27 miles W. of Vannes,
and 3. S. of Orient. Lon. 3. 18. W.Lat. 47. 40. N.
Port Mahon, a port of Minorca, the finest harbour in the

Mediterranean, about 90 fathoms wide at its entrance, but
within very large and safe, str^'tching a league or more into the
land.

Port Resolution, a sea-port on the N. side of the island of
Tanna, one of the New Hebrides, at its most easterly point. Lon.
169. 45. E. Lat. 19. 32. S.

PORTA, John Baptist, a learned Italian, born at Naples, in

1445. He held a kind of literary assembly at his house, but the
Court of Rome, suspecting their motives, prohibited the meetings.
He wrote many learned works, particukirly one on physiognomy,
and son)e tracts on optics; and he discovered the Camera Ob-
scuia. See Optics. He died in 1519.

Porta, or Vena Porta, in anatomy, a large vein distributed
through the liver in the manner of an artery. See Anatomy.
PORTAL, in architecture, a little gate w'here there are two gates

of a different bigness ; also a little square cjnrner of a room cut off
from the rest^^ by the wainscot, and forining a short passage into
the rooin. The same name is also sometimes given to akind of
arch of joiners' work before a door.
PORTALIlGRA, or POUTALEGRE, a handsome fortified

town of Portugal, in .Alentejo; 30 miles N. \V. of Elvas, and 90
N. E. of Lisbon. Lon. 7. 31. \V. L;it. 39. (i N.
PORTARLINGTON, a town of Ireland, partly in King's

County, and partly in Queen's Couutv, 31 miles X. of Kilkenny,
and 3t) .S. \V. of Dublin.

PORTATE, or a CROSS PORTATE, in heraldry, a cross
which docs not stand upright, as crosses generally do; but lies

across tl'.e escutcheon in bend, as if it were carried on a man's
shoulder.

PORT-CR.\YON, a pencil-case, which is usually four or five

inches long, and contrived so as that the pencil may slide up and
down. Its inside is round, and its oul>ide is sometimes filed into

eight sides or faces, on which are drawn the sector-lines ; some-
times it is made round both without-side and within, and has its

length divided into inches and pans of inches.

PORTCULLIS, or POinCULLICE, in fortification, is an
assenil)lage of several large pieces of w ooil, joined across one ano-
ther like a harrow, and each pointed with iron at the bottom.
They are sometimes hung over the sate-way of old for.lilied towns,
ready to let down in case oi surprise, w hen the gates could not
be shut.

PORTE, a title given, or ratlier taken by the Grand Signior.

In some of his late proclamations and manitestos, we find it used
with the relative rt, instead of he, which is singular, unless it be
the fault of the translator. The origin of this title is said to be
derived from the principal port or gate of Constantinople, which
has /line gates in all, one or two of which are so uncommonly
magnificent, that the Turks suppose them to have no equal in the
world.

PORTER, a well-known malt-liquor, which differs from ale
and beer, in consequence of its being brewed with malt that has
been highly dried. As porter constitutes the principal beverage
oi all ranks of people in the metropolis, particularly of the labour-
ing classes ; .ind as it is too frequently adulterated with delete-
rious drugs, and has lately been advanced in price ; we think it

useful to communicate the following recipe, together with the
present prices of the ingredients (extracted from Mr. Child's late

Treatise, intituled, " Every Man his own Brewer:") according to
which, every industrious family, where room and other conve-
niences favour the attempt, may prepare their own porter at a
more reasonable rate than it is now sold, and without apprehend-
ing any adulteration : /. s. d.

"iOne peck of malt 2 6
A quarter of a pound of liquorice-root 2
Spanish juice 2
Essentia bina 2

. Colour 2
Haifa pound of treacle 3
A quarter of a pound of hops 6
Capsicum and ginger I

The expence of coals 6

4 6

These articles, when nian:iged conformably to the directions given
in the article Brewing, will produce six gallons of good porter,
ahich, at 1*. 6rf. per gallon, would cost 9^. so that one-half of the
expence is saved by making it at home.
PORT-FIRE, composition for setting fire to powder, &c. Port-

fires are frequently used by artillery-peo|)le in preference to
matches; and the}- are distinguished into wet and dry port-fires.

The composition of the former is saltpetre four parts, sulphur one,
and mealed powder four. When these materials are thoroughly
mixed and silted, the whole is to be moistened with a little linseed-

oil, and rubbed between the hands till all the oil is imbibed by the
composition. The preparation for dry port-fires is salt-petre, foiir

parts, sulphur one, mealed powdertwo, and antimony one. These
compositions are driven into small paper-cases, to be used (vhen ne-
cessary.

PoRT-FoLio, a large case made of pasteboard, and covered
with leather, more or less ornamented, tor keeping and carrying
from place to place papers in folio without folding, for draw'ing,
writing, &c.
PoRTGRKVE, or PoRTGRAVE, was anciently the principal, ma-

gistrate in ports and other maritime towns. The word is formed
from the Saxon p-jrt, a port or town, and gcref, a governor. It
is sometimes also written portreve.
Portholes, holes cut like windows in a ship's sides, where the

guns are plattU. <

PORTICI.
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PORl'ICI, a town and palace of Naples, in Lavora ; 6 miles

from llie capital, clianiiingly situated on tlie sea-side, near mount
Ve^uvills.

PORTfCO, in architecture, a kind of gallery on the ground ;

or a pijzza encompassed with arches supported by columns, where
people walk under covert. The roof is usually vaulteil, some-
times flat. Tile ancients called it lacunar. Though the word por-

tico be derived from porta, a gate or door ; yet it is applied to

any disposition of columns which form a gallery, without any im-

mediate relation to doors or gates.

PORTLAND, an island or peninsula in Dorsetshire, of great

strength both by nature and art, being surrounded with inaccessi-

ble rocks, e\crpt at the landing place, where there is a strong

ca4le, called Portland castle, built by King Henry VHI.
Portland, a post-town of MLiine,'in Cumberland county, and

capital of the district. It is 1 .'3 miles N N. E. of Boston, and
471 N. E. by N. of Philadelphia. Lon. 69, 50. W. Lut.

44. 2. N.
Portland Island, an island in the S. Pacific Ocean, near

the coast of New Zealand. Lon. 177. 52. E. Lat. 39. 2.>. S.

Portland Islands, a cluster of islands, in the S. Pacific

Ocean. They are low and covered with wood. The central one
lies in Lon. 149.8. E. Lat. 2.38. S.

Portland-Stone, is a dull whitish species of stone, much
used in buildings-; it is composed of a coarse grit, cemented toge-

ther by an earthy spar : it wijl not strike fire with steel,, but makes
a violent effervc'scence with nitric acid.

Portland Vase, a celebrated funeral-vase which was long in

possessinu of the Piarberini family ; but which was lately purchased

for 1000 guineas by the Duke of Portland, from whom it has de-

rived its present name. Its height is about ten Uiches, and its di-

ameter where broadest six. There are a variety of figures upon
it of most extpiisite workmanship, in has relief of while opaque
glass, raised on a ground of deep blue glass, whicli appears black

except when held against the light. It appears to have been the

work of many years, and there arc antiquarians who date its pro-

duction several centuries before the Christian era ; since, as has

been said, sculpture was declining in excellence in the time of

Alexander the Great. Dr. Darwin supposes it to represent a part

of the Eleusinian mysteries.

PORTLANDIA, in botany, a genus of the monogynia order,

and pentnndria class of plants. Corolla club funnel-shajjed ; an-

thers longitudinal ; capsule five-cornered, obtuse, two-celled, two-

valved, many-seeded, crowned with a five-leaved calyx. There
are four species.

PORTMANTEAU, a cloak-bag of cloth, leather, &c. in

which the cloak, linen, and other habdiments of travellers, are dis-

posed and laid on the horse's cru])per. The same name is also

givt;n to a piece of joiner's work fastened to the wall in a ward-

robe, armory, &c. proper for the hanging on of cloaks, hats, &c.

Portmanteau, was also an officer under the king of France, of

which there were twelve, whose business it was to keep the king's

gloves, cane, sword, &c.
PORTO BELLO, a town of N.America, in the province of

Panama, close to the sea, 60 miles N. of Panama, and 300 W. of

Carlhagena. Lon. 79- 44. W. Lat. 9. Z3. N.
Porto Farina, a sea-port of Tunis, about 12 miles from Cape

Carthage. Lon. 10. 16. E. Lat. 37. 12. N.
Porto Ferraro, a handsome town of Italv, in the isle of

Elba. LoB. 10. 37. E. Lat. 48. 53. N.
Porto Praia, a town of St. Jagoj one of the Cape Verd islands,

Lon. 23. 30. W. Lat. 14° 53' 30" N.
PoKTO Principe, a town on the N. coast of Cuba, widi a good

harbuur; abounduig in cattle. Lon. 7S. 15. VV. Lat. 21

52. N.
Porto Rico. See Juan, St.

Porto Santo, an inland of the Atlantic Ocean, on the coast of

Afrit a, and the least of the Madeiras. Lon. 16. 15. W, Lat. 33.

5. N.
P<jRTo Seguro, a ])roviuce of S. America, on the E. coast of

Brasil ; bounded on the N. by the government of Rio dos Hilios,

on the E. by the North Sea, on the S. by Spiritu Santo, and on

the W. by lire Tnpicks'. It is very firtile.

PoRTO Seguko, the capital of the above province. Lon. 38.

50. W. Lat. 17.0, S.

PORI'OlbE, in sea-language, a ship is .aid to ride a portoise,
when she rides with her yards struck down to the deck.
PORTPATRICK, a town of Scotland in VVigtoushire, so

named troin St. Patrick, 107 miles S. VV, of Edinburgh, 5 S. \\ .

of Stranraer, and 487 N. W. of London. Lon. 5. 3. VV. Lat.
54. 50. N.
Port-Praya. See Porto Prai,4.
PORTRAIT, POURTRATT, or POURTRAITURE, in

painting, the representation of a person, and especially of a face
done from the life.

Portrait-Painting, the ait of painting portraits, in contra-
distinction to history-painting, where a resemblance of persons is

usually disregarded. Portraits, when as large as the life, are
usually painted in oil-colours; sometimes they are painted in

miniature with water-iolours, crayons, pastils, &c.
PORT-ROYAL, a sea-poit-lown of Jamaica, 6 miles E. of

Spanish 'Town, and as nuicii by water S. E. of Kingston. Lon.
76.40. W. Lat. 18.0. N.

Port-Royal, an island on the coast of S. Carolina. Lon. 80.

10. VV. Lat. 31.40. N.
POR'TSEA, a town of Hampdiire, adjoining to Portsmouth.
Portsea Island, an island of England, about 14 miles in cir-

cumference, between Portsmouth and Langston Harbours. In
this island are Portsmouth and Portsea.

PORTSMOUTH, a sea-port-town in Hampshire, with one of
the most secure and capacious harbours in England, being de-
fended by a numerous artillery, both on the sea and land-side, and.
vei-y good fortifications. It is 20 miles S. E. of Winchester, and
72 S. Vt'. of London. Lon. 1. 1. VV. Lat. 50. 47. N.
Portsmouth, a town of N. Carolina, in Carteret county, on

the N. end of Core bank, at Ocracoke inlet. Lon. 76. 26. W.
Lat. 34. 54. N.
Portsmouth, a town of Virginia, in Norfolk county, 115

miles S. E. of Richmond, 10 E. of Suffolk. Lon. 76. 26. \V,

Lat. 36. 26. N.
PORTSOY, a sea-port-town of Scotland, Lon. 2. 5. VV. Lat.

57. 50. N.
PORTLTGAL, the most westerly kingdom of Europe, bounded

on the VV. and S. by the Atlantic Ocean, and on the E. and N.
by Spain; extending about 310 miles in length, and 150 in

breadth. This country is styled in Latin Lusitania ; and it is cer-

tain, that anciently a country of Spain went by that name ; but it

does not appear that the ancient Lusitania had the same bound-

aries with the modern Portugal. Before Augustus C'jcsar, Lusi-

tania seems to have been bounded on the N. by the ocean, and
on the S. by the Tagns ; by which means it conipreliended all

Gallicia, and excluded two of the six provinces of Portugal. But

in the more strict and restrained sense of the word, it was bounded

on the N. by the Durius, now the Douro, and on tlie S. by the

rivei Anas, liow the Guadiana ; in which sense it was not quite so

long as modern Portugal, but considerably broader '1 he com-
monly received opinion with regard to the etymology of the word

Portugal, is, that a great numberof Gauls landed at Porto or Oporto,

whence it received the name of Portus Gallorum, or the Port of

the Gauls : and in process of time, that name gradually extended

over the whole country, being softened, or rather shortened, into

Portugal. But the time when this event happened, the re;isoa

why these G.iuls came thither, and what became of them after-

wards, are all p.irticulars which lie buried in oblivion. It is alleged,

however, that, upon an eminence which overlooks the moulh of

the river Douro, there stootl an ancient town called Cale, strong

and v\ell peopled, bi'.t ill seated (or trade ; and this occasioned the

construction of a lower town or hamlet, which was called Portus

Calx, that is, the haven of Cale; and, in process of time, Portu-

calia.' At length, becoming so considerable as to merit an epis-

copal chair, the bishops subscribed themselves, as the records of;

ancient ciuncils testify, Portucalenses, and the name of the city,

was transferied to the diocese, li is true, that these bishops after-

wards chanijed their title, and subscribed themselves Pnrluenses,.

that is, bisTiop of Porto. 'The air of Portugyl, in the southern

provinces, would bi- excessively hot, if it were not refreshetl by

the sea-breeze~ ; but in the northern, it is much cooler, and the

weather more s bj ct to rams. The spring is extremely delight,

tul here: and the air, in general, more temperate than in Spain.

Lisbon has been much resorted to of late by valetudinarian- and;

cousuiiii»tiv«„
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consiiinptive persons from Great Britain, on account of its air.

"Jiic soil is very fruitful iw wine, oil, lemons, oranges, pome-

granates, iigs, rai3in>, almonds, ciiesnuts, anil oilier luie Iruits :

but there is a want of corn, owing, it is said, in a great measure to

the neglect of agriculture. There is plenty of excellent honey

here; and also of sea and river tish, and sea-salt. The Portuguese

are represented as inferior to the Spaniards both in person and ge-

nius: as extremely haughty, trcaclierous, and crafty, in tlieir deal-

ings ; nuicli giveii to avarice and usury; and vindictive, mali-

cious, and cruel. Tl.e meaner sort are said to be addicted to

thieving: yet they have shewn themselves on many occarions a

brave and warlike people. They are justly fumed for then- skill

in navigation ; and for their many discoveries both in the E. and

W. Indies. Tliere are few manufactures in Portugal, and tliese

cliielly coarse silks, woollen cloths, and some linen ; but their fo-

reign trade is very considerable, especially with England, which

takes a great deal of their wine, salt, foreign commodities, and

fruits, in return for its woollen manufactures, with whii h the Por-

tuguese furnish their colonies and subjects in Asia, Atrica, ami

America. Their plantations in Brazil are very valuable, yielding

gold, diamonds, indigo, copper, toliacco, sugar, ginger, cotton,

Jiides, gums, drugs, dveing woods, &c. From tlieir plantations in

Africa, they bring gold, ivory, and slaves to cultivate tlieir sugar

;ind tobacco plantations in Brasil. They have still several settle-

ments in the East Indies, but far less considerable than formerly.

The Azores or Western Isles, Madeira, and the Cape de Verd

Islands, also belonging to them ; but a great part of the riches and

merchandize bi ought from these distant countries becomes the

property of foreigners, for the goods they furnish the Portuguese

with to carry thither. The country in many parts is mountainous:

but the mountains contain all kinds' of ores ; particularly of silver,

copper, tin, and iron, with a variety of gems, beautifully variegated

jiiarble, mill-stones, and many curious fossils. The hor-es in Por-

tugal are brisk lively animals, as they are in Spain, but of a slight

make : but mules, being surer-footed, are more used for carnage

and draught. From the scarcity of pasture, there are few herds

of cattle or (locks of sheep ; and even they are small ami lean,

though the llesh is tolerably good : their be^t meat is that of hogs

and kids. The only religion tolerated in Portugal is that of the

church of Rome ; yet there are many concealed Jews, and those

too even among the nobility, bishops, prebends, monks, and

Ji'-ins, and the very in<iuisitors themselves. If a Jew pretend to

be a Christian and'a Roman Catholic, while he is really a Jew, by
going to mass, confession, &c. or if after being converted, or pre-

tending to be converted and pardoned, he relapses into Jiida'i^sm

and is discovered, the in(|uisition lays hoUl of him. (n the first

case, if he renounce Judaism, he is only condemned to some coi-

])oral punishment or public shame, and then ordered to be in-

structed in the Christian religion. In the second he is condemned
to the flames without mercy. Besides Jews and heretics, who
maintain many doctrines contrary to the religion of the country, the

inquisition punishes all sodomites, pretenders to sorcery and tlie

black art, apostates, blasphemers, perjured persons, impostors, and

hypocrites. The burning of those condemned by the inquisition

is' called an auto da fe, or act of faith. It is devoutly to be w ished

this horrid court may speedily be abolished, as has been the case

lately in Spain. The principal rivers are the Minho, in Eatin

Minius ; the Limia, anciently the famed Lethe ; the Cavado ; the

Douio; the Guadiana, ancie'ntly Anas ; and theTajo, or Tagns,

which is the largest river in the kingdom, carrying some gold in its

sands, and falling into the sea a little below Lisbon. There are se-

veral mincral-spnngs.bothhotand cold,which are much fre([uented.

FOR rUGALLICA, Earth of Portugal ; the name of a

fine astringent bole, dug in great plenty in the Northern part of

Portugal.

FOR TULACA, Purslane; a genus of the monogynia order,

and' dodecandria class of plants ; natural order. Succulents-.

Calyx bifid ; corolla hve-petaled ; capsule one-celled, cut round,

or threevalved. There are twelve species ; of which P. oleracea,

garden-pui-slane, is an annual herbaceous plant, with a round pro-

cumbent, succulent stem ; dUfused brain hes, often throwing out

fibres at the joints; leaves wedge-shaped, oblong, blunt, lleshy,

sessile, clustered, especially at the ends of the branches : llow ers

sessile, corollas yellow, spreading. It is a native of both Indies,

China, and Japan.

PORTULACAllIA, in botany, a genus of the pentandria tri-

gynia class and order. Essential character : calyx two-leaved
;

petals five ; seed one, three-sided and winged. There is but one
species, P. Afra, a native of Africa.

PORUS, in ancient mythology, the god of plenty, worshipped

at Rome. He wastheson of Metis, the godde^s of prudence.

PORZA, an island in the .Mediterranean, 4j miles from the

coast of Naples. Lon. 13. 7. E. Eat. 48. 58. N.
POSE, in heraldry, denotes a lion, horse, or other beast, stand-

ing still, with all his 'four feet on the ground.

'POSEGA, a county of Sclavonia, very fertile, lying between

the Save and the Drave ; bounded on the W. by thatofCritz,

and on the E. by Walpo.
PosEGA, the capital of the above county, is seated on the

Oriana: 120 miles \V. by N. of Belgrade.

POSIDONIUS, an ancient philoso|iher of Apamea, who lived

at Rhodes, and afterwards came to Komc, v\'here he cultivated

the fiiendship of Cicero and Pompey. He attempted to mea-
sure the circumference of the earth ; he accounted ior the tides

from the motion of the moon ; and he calculated the height of

the atmosphere to be 400 stadia; which nearly agrees with the

calculations of the moderns.

POSIDIUM, [TiocTdStuiv,] in ancient chronology, the seventh

month of the Athenian year ; which consisted of thirty days, an-

swered to the latter part of December and beginning of January,

and liad its name from a festival in honour of Neptune Posidonius

kept in it.

POSITION, or SITUATION, in piiysics, an affection of

place, which expresses the manner of any body's being therein.

See the articles Bol>Y, and Place.
Position, in architecture, denotes the situation of a building

with regard to the poil.t^ of the horizon. Vitruvius directs the

position of a building to be such> as that the four comers point di-

rectly to the four cardinal winds.

Position, Circles of. See Geography.
Position, in dancing, the manner of disposing the feet, with

regard to each other. There are four regular positions : the first

is when the feet are joined in a line parallel to the shoulders; the

second, when the heels are perpendicularly under the shoulders,

and of consequence the width of the shoulders apart; the third is

v.hen one foot is before the other, in such a manner as that the

heel is in the cavity formed by the rotula and carpus of the foot ;

the fourtli, when oiie foot is the width of the shoulders apart from
the other, the heel still answering to the cavity above-mentioned,

which is the only regular manner of walking.

Position, or the Rule of False Position, otherwise called

the rule of falsehood, in arithmetic, is a rule so called, because in

calculating on several false numbers taken at random, as if they
were the true ones, and from the differences found therein, the

numbers sought are determined. See Arithmetic.
Position is also used for a thesis or proposition maintained in

the schools. See the article Thesis.
POSITIVE, a term of relation sometimes opposed to negative .

hence a positive quantity, in algebra, is a real or aflirmative quan-
tity, or a quantity greater than nothing : thus called in opposition

to a privative or negative quantity, which is less than nothing, and
marked by the sign — . Positive quantities are designed by the

character -{- prefixed, or supposed to be prefixed, to them.
PoS(iTivE is also used in opposition to relative or arbitrary : thus

we say beauty is no positive thing, but depends on the different

tastes of people. See Relative.
Positive Electricity. See Electricity.
Positive Degree, in grammar, is the adjective in its simple

signification, without any comparison.

Positive, in music, denotes the little organ usually placed be-

hind or at the feet of an organist, played with the same wind, and
the same bellows, and consisting of the same number of pipes with

the larger one, though those much smaller, an<l in a certain pro-

portion : this is properlv the choir-organ. See Organ.
POSSE COMlTAtUS, in law, signifies the power of the

county, or the aid and assistance of all the knights, gentlemen,
yeomen, labourers, servants, apprentices, &c. and all others

within tne county that are above the age of fifteen, except women,
ecclesiastical persons, and such ;is are decrepit and infirm. This
posse comitatus is to he raised where a riot is committed, a pos-

session kept upon a forcibly entry, or any force of rescue used,

contrary to the king's writ, or in opposition to the execution of
justice

;
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juilice ; and it is tke duly of all slierill's to assist justices of the
jieace in the siippressioii of riots, &c. and to raise llie posse comi-
latiis, or to charge aiiv ruuiiher of men for that purpose.

POSSESSIO FRATKIS, in law, is where a man seised of

lauds in fee, having issue a son and a daughter by one wife, and a

son by a second wife, dies ; and the first son enters as heir to iiis

father, and lie also dies, without issue. In this ca^e the lUiup-hter

may enter, and shall have possession of the land-, as heir to her
brother. Yet if the eldest son happens to die, not having made
an actual entry and seisin, the son by the second wife may enter as

heir to his father, and shall enjoy the estate, and not the

sister.

POSSESSION, in law, the holding or occupying of anv thing,

snd is either actual, where a person actually enters into lands or

tenements descended or conveyed to him ; or where lands are de-
scended to a person, and he has not yet entered into Ihein. A
long possession ia mucli favoured by the law as an argument of

light, even though no deed can be shewn, and it is more regarded
than an ancient deed without possession. It he that is out of pos-

session uf land bring; an action, he must prove an undeniable title

to it ; and when a person would recover any thing of another, it is

not sufficient to destroy the title of the person in possession without
he can prove that his own right is better tlian his. I'o make jjos-

sessian lawful upon an entrv, the former possessor and his servants

are to be removed from olTthe premises entered on: but a person
by lease and release is in possession without making any entrv ujion

the lanils.

POSSESSIVE, in grammar, a term applied to nouns, which
denote the enjoyment or possession of any thing either in particu-

lar or in common ; as mens, mine ; tuus, thine.

POSSiniLlTY, in law, any thing that is altogether uncertain,

or what may or may not he.

POST, ipositiix, set or placed,] a piece of timber set erect.

Posts are used both in building and in fencing ground. In briek-

bnildings much of the strength of the fabric depends on the nature
of the posts ; as it is through them that the several parts are sus-

tained and held together. The coriier-posis are calleii the princi-

pal posts; those fonned into bressuniiners between principal jjosts

for strengthening the carca^e of the house are called the brick-j.'o ts.

Posts which are to be set in the ground ought to be well seasoned

and coated to preserve them from rotting; burning the downward
end has been recommended as an excellent preservative, but a

coating of pilch or tar, particularly the kite invented coal-tar, can
be most saf-ely relied upon. For the various uses to whicji posts

may be applied, and tiie form and species of them littest to be
employed in each case, see the articles Architecture, Joining.
Gardening, House, Fence, &c. In architecture and sculpture
posts are a term used to denote certain ornaments formed after the

manner of rolls or wrealhings.

Post. In military affairs, any place where persons are set or

placed upon particular occasions may be termed a post ; hut the

word in this view is now chiefly restricted to military operations,

and means any place or situation where soldiers are stationed.

Thus the detachments established in front of the army are termed
the out-posts, the stations on the wings of the army are said to be
the posts of honour, as being the most conspicuous and must ex-

posed. But in the operations of a campaign, a post properly sig-

nifies any spot of ground capable of lodging soldiers, or any situa-

tion, whether fortified or not, where a body of men may make a

stand and engage the enemy to advantage. The great advantages

of good posts, in carrying on war, as well as the mode of securing

tlirin, are only learned by experience. The use of them is chieflv

felt in a defensive war against an invading enemy ; as by carrying

on a war of posts in a country where this can be done to advan-

tage, the most formidable army may be so harassed and reduced,

that all its enterprises may be rendered abortive.

Post is also used for a conveyance for letters or dispatches.

Posts of one kind or another appear to have been pretty early esta-

blished among civilized nations. Without taking notice of the

difteicnt means of carrying on correspondence said to have been
attempted by pigeon* and other animals, we can at least trace

with certainty the invention of something like regular posts as far

back as the ancient Persians. (See Esther iii. 1.3; an<l viii. 10.)

Xenophon assures us, that they were invented by Cyrus on his

Scythian expedition, about 50 1 years before Christ ; that the
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houses at the several stations were sumptuously built, and large
enough to contain a number of men and horses; and tliat every
courier on Ins arrival was obliged to communicate his dispatches
to the post•ma^ter, by whom they were iniincdiatelv forwarded.
From the shore ot the .Kgean sea to Susa (Jie capital,' there were,
according to Herodotus, 1 1 1 stages or posts, each a dav's journey
dist,uit from the preceding. In what manner posts »cre esiablisl'-
ed and conducted among the Greeks does not clearly appear, but
Irom their extensive commerce and Irequent corrcs])ondence,
some regular modes of conveyance must have been e-.tablished.
Though posts were well known among the Romans, yet it is

(lilhcult to trace with certainty the period ot their inlrodiu-
tion. Tlie euriiest institution of posts that occurs in modern his-
tory is about the year 807 by the emperor Charlemagne ; whi.,
having reduced under his dominion Italy, Cermanv, "and a pari,
ot Spain, established three public posts at 'die public e\pence, to
carry on the communication with these three provinces. The m-
st.tution of posts, however, like many other institutions of that em-
peror, dropped at his death, and for a considerable time afterwards
no traces, of any such establishment are to be found. We cannot
indeed discover them with certainly sooner than 14ti4, when tint
restless and suspicious jirince Lewis Xi. established posts in
I'rance, that he might be the sooner advertised of nil that passed
ui his own or the neighbouring kingdoms. He employed in thi.s

service 230 couriers, who deliveredlhe letters at the dillerent sta-
tions, and in tiie various towns through which thcv passed in their
couise. Succeeding monarchs created al difltre'nl times certain
officers for the express purpose of superintending the posts ; but
the irequent changes to which the offices were exposed pie\eiit-
ed lor a long time the establishment of any regular system of posts
in that kingdom ; insomuch that in 1(519, the author of the lile of
the duke d'F.pernon says, the packet or htter-ofiice was not yet
set lip in I'rance. Former establishments, it is probable, were
solely for the use of the court, not for the general good of the na-
tion. From Fiance, the institution gradually spread through se-
veral other parts of Europe. In Germany, Lewis Hornig assures
u^, 111

-y were lirst introduced by Count Taxis, who settled them
at his own expence; in acknowledgement for which the Emperor
Manillas, in I6lt3, gave as a fief the office of postmaster to him
and his descendanis. In England, the establishment of posts in
some form or other appears as early as the reign of Edward III.
hut the notices concerning them are so vague, that no account can
be given of them. In the reign of Edward VI. however, some
species of posts must have been set up, as an act of parliament
passed in 1548, fixing the rate of post-horses at one penny per
mile : the post horses here referred to were, it is probable, cliiefly

tor travelling, and the carriage of letters or packets only an occa-
sional service. In 1581, we find in Camden's Annals inentioii

maile of a chief post-master for England being appointed. King
Jaines I. originally erected a po-t-ofiice, under the controul ot one
•Ma'thevv de Quester or de I'Equestcr, for the conveyance of let-

ters to and from foreign parts; which office was afterwards claim-
ed by Lord Stanhope; but was confirmed and continued to Wd-
liani Frizel and Tho. VVilherings, by king Charles I. in Ifi32.

Previous to this time, it would appear that private persons were
in use to convey letters to and from foreign parts ; all such inter-

ference witn tne post-master's office is therefore expressly prohi-
bited. K.ng Charles, in 1635, erected a letter-office for England
and Scotland, under the direction of tue above Thomas Wither-
ings: who however was superseded for abuses in 1(540. The ral»5

of postage then established were, ?d. tor every single letter for a
distance under 80 miles ; Ad. from 80 to 1 4U miles; 6d. above
140 miles. The allowances to the post-masters on the load for

horses employed in these posts was fixed at Qjd. per mile for

every single horse. All private inland posts were discharged at

this time ; and iii 1637 all private foreign posts were in like man-
ner prohibited. The posts thus established, however, extended
only to a few of the principal roads ; and the times of trans-

mission were not in every case so certain as they ought to have
been.

Post, Penny, a post established for the benefit of London and
the adjacent parts ; by which any letter or parcel not exceeding
sixteen ounces weight, or ten pounds value, is speedily conve\*l
to and from all parts within ten miles of London. This office is

managed iiy a cemptroller ; under whom are a collector, an ai -

5 E coniptant,
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coinptaiit, six sorters, eight sub-sorters, and sixty-nine mes-

sengers.

Post-Office. a general po5t-ofScp, was erected 12 Charles II.

c. 35. It was made perpetual, and part of the general fund,

S George I. c. 7. Tha postmaster is not lilie a common carrier,

aid is not answi-rable for the loss of any money by post, nor can

the country post-master add any charge to the p05t?ge for carry-

ing the letters out to tlie inliahitants of the town. The case has

been several times tried and decided. A principal object in the

erection of the post-office was in order to have the nu-ans of in-

specting letters of individual--, and discovering aiteiiipt^ against

the government, (see tlie Ordnance 11)57 ;) and now letters may
be opened by an ojder from the Secretary of State. For this, and

other purposes, the\e are several penalties levied iiiion per>cns

carrying or sending Ittters by private conveyance. Letters com-
ing hy private ships froiji abroad, and even letters belonging to

the owner>, must also pasv through the post-ofiice.

To Post, in book-keeping, is to place a transaction to the pro-

per accounts in the ledger. See Book-keepinc.
POSTEA, in law, is the return of a record of the proceedings

in a cause atter a trial and verdict by writ of nisi prius, into the

court of common pleas, afSer a verdict ; and there attcrwards re-

corded.

POSTERIOR, is used in opposition to prior and anterior.

The back and hips are tin; posterior parts of man. Aristotle has

given prior and po-^terior analytics. A date is posterior to another,

when it is later or fresher.

POSTERIORITY, in law, coming after, a term used in op-

position to priority ; as where a person holds lands or tenements of

two lords, he is said to hold of his more ancient lord by priority, and

of his latter lord by posteriority.

POSL'ERN, in fortification, a small gate usually made in the

angle of the tlank of a b^istion, or in that of the curtin, or near

the oriUon, desceuding into the ditch ; whereby the garrison can

march in and o>jt, unperceived by the enemy, either to relieve the

works, or to make private sallies, &c. The word is also used in

general for any private or back door.

POSTUU.VIOUS, is applied to a child born after the death of

his father, or taken out of the body of a dead mother. It is also

often applied lo the works of an author not published till after his

decease. Among the Romans it was also used for a child born

after the making of a will, which made it necessary for the testator

to alter it.

POSTIL, a name anciently given to a note in the margin of

the bible, and afterwards to one in any other book posterior to the

te.vt

POS riNO, among merchants, the putting an account forward

from the journal or waste-book to the ledger. See Book-keep-

INC.
POSTIQUE, in architecture, an ornarnent of sculpture super-

added after the work. is done. A table of marble, or other inatter,

is also said to be postique, when it is incrustated in a decoration
]

of architecture, ic.
POSTLIMINMIJM, or POSTLIMINY, among the Ro-

mans, the return of one who had gone to sojourn elsewhere, or

had been banished or taken by an enemy, to his own country and

state.

POSTMASTER-GENERAL, he vvho presides over the posts

or letter-carriers.

POSTPONING, putting anything after or behind another,

with rec^ard to time.

POSTSCRIPT, an article added to a letter or memoir, con-

taining something learnt or recollected after the piece was

written.

POSTULATE, [postulafum, Lat.] in mathematics, &c. is de-

scribed to be such an easy and self-evident supposition, as needs

no explication or illustration to render it ihielligible ; as, that a

.rii'l't line may be drawn from one point to another. That a

ciicle may be described on ai>y centre given, of any magni-

tnde, .Vc.
, . . , ,

Pt)STURE, in paintmg and sculpture, the situation of a figure

«iih ri'gard to the eye, and of the several principal members

tluneof svilh regard to one another, whereby its action is express-

•il TIic art of a painter consists chiefly in adjusting the postures.

Hi (living the ni • t agreeable one? to his figures, in accommo-

dating them to the characters of the respective figures, and the

p»rt each has in the action, and in conducting and in pursuing
them throughout.

PO'TAMIDES, [from woTot/xo;, a river,] nymphs who presided

ovLT rivers and fountains.

POTAMOGETON, Pokd-Weed ; a genus of the tetragyni*

order, and tetrandria class of plants; natural order, Inunclati.

Calyx none ; petals four ; no style ; seeds four. There are four-

teen species, all of them floating vegetables on the surfaces of

stagnant waters, affording an agreeable shade to fish, and food t*
cattle.

POTAMON, or POTAMO, a philosopher of Alexandria.
He kept a middle course between the scepticism of the Pyrrho-
nians and the presumption of the dogmatists; but attached hmiself

to none of the schools of philosophy of his time. He was the first

projector of the Eclectic sect ; for though that mode of philoso-

phizing had been pretty common before, he was the first that at-

tempted to institute a new sect on this principle. Diogenes Lacr-
tins relates, that not long before he wrote his Lives of the Philo-

sopher=, an Eclectic sect, fxXxlixa ti; ai{i<Ti;, had been introduced
by Potamo of Alexandria, who selected tenets from every former
sect. Suidas and Porphyry also mention him. 'The time when
Potamo flourished is unci-rtain. Suidas places him under Augus-
tus ; but it is more probable, from the account of Laertius,

that he began his undertaking about the close of the second
century.

POTASS, in chemistry, a substance chielly obtained from the

ashes of vegetables. If a sufficient quantity nf wood is burnt to

ashes, and these ashes afterwards washed repeatedly m ith water till

it comes olT free from any taste, and if this liquid is riUr.ited and
evaporated to dryness, the sub<tance which remains behind is

potass ; not, however, in a state of purity, for it is contaminated

with several other substances, bm sufticienily pure to exhibit

many of its properties. In this stale it occurs in comaie:re under
the name of potash. When heated to redness, many of its imjju-

rities are burnt otf ; it becomes much whiter tiran before, and is

then known in commerce by the name of pearl-ash. Still, how-
ever, it is contaminated with many foreign bodies, and is itself

cond)ined with carbonic acid gas, which blunts all its properties.

It may be obtained perfectly pure by the following process: 1.

Mix it with twice its weight of quick lime, and ten times its

weight of pure water. Boil the mixture for some hours in a clean

iron-vessel, or allow it to remain lor forty-eight huurs in a close

glass-vessel, shaking it occasionally. 'Then pas^ it through a

hlter. Boil the liquid obtained in a silver-vtssel very rapidly, till

it is so much concentrated as to assume when cold the consistence

of honey. Then pour upon it a quantity of al< ohol equal in

weight to one-third of the pearl-ash employed. Shake the mix-

ture, put it on the lire, let it boil for a minute or two, then pour it

into a glass-vessel, and cork it up. The solution gradually sepa-

rates itself into two strata : the lowest consists of the impurities,

partly dissolved in water and partly in a solid state ; the uppermost
consists of the pure potass dissolved in alcohol, and is of a reddish

brown colour. Decant this alcohol-solution into a silver-bason,

and evaporate it rapidly till a black charry crust forms on the sur-

face, and the liquid below acquires such consistence as to become
solid on cooling. Then remove the black crust, and pour the

solution into a porcelain-vessel. When cold, it concretes into a

tine white substance, which is pure potass. It must be broken to

pieces, and put into an airtight phial, for this process we are in-

debted to BerthoUet. The following, which was propo^^ed hy
Lowitz of Petersburgh, is less expensive. The potass of com-
merce and quick lime are to be boiled together as above describ-

ed. The filtered liquor is then to be evaporated till a thick pelli-

cle appears on its surface, and afterwards allowed to cool ; and all

the crystals which have formed are to be separated, for they con-

sist of foreign salts. The evaporation is then to be continued in

an iron-pot ; and, during the process, the pellicle which forms on
the surface is to be carefully taken ntif with an iron-skimmcf.

When no more pellicle appears, and whon the matter ceases to

boil, it is to be taken off the fire, and must be constantly agitated

with an iron-spatula while cooling. It is then to be dissolved in

double its own weight of cold water. 'This solution is to be fil-

tered and evaporated in a retort (not of gla^s, because potass in

this staff dissolves glass,) till it begins to deposit regular crystals,

q It
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If the mass consolidates ever so little by cooling.a small quantity of

water is to be ailded, and it must be heated again. When a sufficient

Climber of crystals have been formed, the liquor which swims over

them, and which has assumed a very brown colour, must be decanted

off, and kept in a well-closed bottle till the brown matter has subsid-

ed, and then it may be evaporated as before, and more crystals ob-

tained. The theory of these processes is obvious : the lime sepa-

rates the carbonic acid, for which it has a stronger affinity ; and
the alcohol or the evaporation separate all the other foreia;ii ingre-

dients. As potass is never obtained at first in a state of purity,

but always combined with carbonic acid, it was long before che-

mists understood to what the changes produced upon it by lime

were owing. At last, in 17.i6, Dr. Black proved, by the most in-

genious and satisfactory analysis, that the |)otass which the world i

had considered as a simple substance, was really a compound,
consisting of potass and carbonic acid ; that lime deprived it of tliis

acid ; and that it became more active by becoming more simple.

That potass was known to the ancient Gauls and Germans cannot

be doubted, as they were the inventors of soap, which, Pliny in-

forms us, they composed of ashes and tallow. These ashes (for he
mentions the ashes of the beech-tree particularly,) were nothing

else but potass ; not, however, in a state of purity. The )«>c!«,

too, mentioned by Aristophanes and Plato, appears to have been

a ley made of the same kind of ashes. The alcliymists were well

acquainted with it ; and it has been in every period very much
employed in chemical researches. It was long distinguished

among us by the name of vegetable alkali, because it is obtained

from vegetables, and because it was long thought to be pe-

culiar to the veijetable kingdom; but this is now known to be a mis-

take. It «as called also salt of tartar, because it may be obtained

by burning the salt called tartar. Mr. Kirwan has given it the

name of tartaiiu. Dr. Pearson has called it vegalkali, Klaproth

kali, and Dr. Black lixiva. By most British chemists it is called

potass: but thi= term, in common language, signifies the carbonate

of potass, or the potass of commerce. For in fact, till Berthollet

published his process in the year 1786, chemis's had never exa-

mined potass in a state of complete purity. Pure potass is a white

solid substance, which is susceptible of crystallization in long

compressed, quadrangular prisms, terminating in sharp-pointed

pyramids; crystals soft and deliquescent; specific gravity 1.7;

taste extremely acrid and corrosive : hence it has derived the

name of caustic, and is employed in surgery for the purpose of

opening abscesses, or for destroying excrescences. By a similar

mode pure soda may be prepared, subsiitnling the carbonate of

soda for the pearl-ash. They both possess the following proper-

ties: 1. They convert vegetable blues into a green colour. 2.

Tiiey powerfully attract moisture. 3. They readily dissolve in

water, and produce heat during the solution. They are not vola-

tilized by a moderate heat, hence they are called fixed alkalies.

Fixed alkalies have till very lately been numbered among the

simple substances, not, hosvever, without a suspicion that they were

compounds. Professor Davy has, in the course of the present and

preceding years, put the matter beyond all doubt, and has proved

to the satistartion of every chemi>t, that they are compounded of

oxygen and certain Metallic bases, to which he has given the

namee of potasium and sodium, or sodaum. For the affinities of

this substance, see CHE.Misray.
POTASfUM, in chemistry, a metal discovered by professor

Davy, and constituting the base of potass. Mr. Davy, in his first

atternpts to decompose the alkalies, made use of the aqueous solu-

tions, and failed. He next made use oi the potass in a state of

igneous fusion, which he brought within the sphere of the Galvanic

battery : with this also he was unsuccessful in the main point ; but

the pouss appeared a conductor in a high degree : a most intense

light was exhibited at the negative wire, and a coliinm of flame,

which secured to be owing to the developement of combustible

matter, arose from the point of contact. Mr. Davy next tried

several expTiments on the electrization of potass rendered fluid

by heat, with the hope of being able to collect the combustible

matter, ^at he was still unsuccessl'ul, " and I only," says he,

" attained my object by employing electricity as the common
agent for fusion and decomposition." Potass perfectly drii^d by

ignition is a non-conductor ; hy a very slight addition of moisture,

which does not ptrcep'ibly destroy its aggregation, it is rendered

a couJJCtor, ajid ia this state it readily fuses aad decomposes by

strong electrical powers. A small piece of pure potass was placed
upon an insulated disc of platina, connected with the negative

side of the battery, in a state of intense activity ; and a platina-

wire, commiuiicalmg with the positive side, was brought in con-

tact with the upper surface of the alkali, a vivid action took place,

and the potass began to fuse at both points of electrization. Tliere

was a violent effervescence at the upper surface ; at tlie lower, or "

negative surface, there was no liberation of elastic fluid ; but small

globules, having a high metallic lustre, appeared ; these were simi-

lar in visible character to quicksilver: some of them burnt with
explosion and bright flame as soon as they were formed, and others

remained, and were merely tarnished, and (inally covered with a
white tilm, which formed on them. " These globules," said the

professor, " numerous experiments soon shewed to be the sub-

stance I was in search of, and a peculiar inliammable principle

the basis of potass. I found that the platina was ia no way con-

nected with the result, except as the medium for exhibiting the

electrical powers of decomposition ; and a substance of the same
kind was produced wlien pieces of copper, silver, gold, plumbago,
or even charcoal, were employed for completing the circuit."

Soda, when acted upon in the same manner, exhibited an analo-

gous result, and these effects equally took place in the atmo-

sphere, and when the alkali was acted upon in the vacuum of ati

exhausted receiver ; but these globules could not in either case

be produced from crystallized alkalies. When a globule of the

base of potass w.is exposed to the atmosphere, it immediately at-

tracted oxygen, and a white crust formed upon it, which proved
to be pure pota.s. When the globules were strongly heated and

then suspended in oxygen gas, a rapid combustion with a brilliant

white flame was produced, and these metallic globules were con-

verted to an alkali, whose weight greatly exceeded that of the

combustible matter consumed. When Mr. Davy had thus de-

tected the basis of the fixed alkalies, he had considerable difficulty

to preserve and confine them, so as to examine their properties,

and submit them to experiments. He found, however, at lengtb,

that in recently distilled naphtha they may be preserved many
days, and that their physical properties may be easily examined
in the atmosphere, when they are covered hy a thin film of it.

The basis of potass, at t50° Pahrenheit, is only imperfectly fluid

;

at 70° it becomes more fluid ; and at 100° its fluidity is perfect, so

that diflferent globules may be easily made to run into one. At
50° it becomes a soft and malleable solid, which has the lustre of

polished silver ; and at about the freezing point of water it be-

comes harder and brittle, and when broken in fragments exhibits

a crystallized texture, of perfect whiteness and high metallic

splendour. To be converted into vapour, it requires a tempera-

ture approaching that of the red heat. It diffeR from all the me-

tals in specific gravity ; which is found to be to that of mercury

only as 10 to 223, which gives a proportion to that of water ne.arly

as 6 to 10; so that it is the lightest fluid body known. When
this substance is introduced into oxymuriatic acid gas, it burns

spontaneously witVi a bright red liglif, and muriate of potass is

formed. When thrown upon water, it decomposes it with great

violence, and an instantaneous explosion is produced with brilliant

flame, and a solution of pure potass is the result. When a glo-

bule is placed upon ice, not even the solid form of the two sub-

stances can prevent their union ; for it instantly burns with a bright

flame, and a deep hole is made in the ice, which is found to con-

tain a solution of potass. When a globule is drooped upon m'ois

tened turmeric-paper, it immediately burns, and moves rapidly

upon the paper, as if in search of moisture, leaving behind it a

deep reddish brown trace. So strong is the attraction of the

basis of potass for oxvgeo, that it discovers and decomposes the

small quantities of water contained in alcohol and ether, e\eu

when thev are carefully purified. When thrown into the mineral-

acids, it iiiriames and burns on the siufacc. In sulphuric acid,

sulphate of potass is formed ; in nitrous aciil, nitrous gas is disen-

gaged, and nitrate of potass formed. When brought in contact

with a'piece of phosphorus, and pressed upon, there is a consi-

derable action : they become fluid together, burn, and produce

phosphate of potass." When a globule is made to touch a globule

of mercury about twice as large, they combine with consiilerable

heat ; the compound is fluid at the temperature cf its formation :

but when cuol it appears as a solid metal, similar in colour to

"'""•
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POTATOE, in hotany, See Solanum ; a valuable root, ori-

ginally a native of America, whence it was introduced into Ire-

land i^y Sir Walter Ualeij;li ; and sub^e(Hle^lly mUo Britain, abont
tlic comniencenient of the 17lh century. 'I'iiere are numerous va-

rieties of the potatoe, which are cultivated both for culinary pur-

poses, and for the feeding of cattle. The most remarkable of these

sre : the Common Kidney ; the Red Aiiierican Kidney; the

Aylesbury White ; and the Altringham Early White; which are

chietiy reared for the table ; as the Ox-noble (for the most part in

Nottinghamshire); Surinam; Irish Purple ; Howard or Cluster-

ed ; and Red Potatoes, are for fodder. For the culture of pota-

toes, and their effects on the soil, see Husbandry. Since pota-

toes havcbeen found exceedingly useful for feeding cattle, dififerent

contiivances have been resorted to for clilting, bruising, or grinding,

them. In Plate CXLVII is lepresented M. Baume"s Mill ior

grinding Potatoes. Fig. 4. Represents a grater made in a cylindri-

cal shape, of plate-iron, which is about seven inches in tlianieter,

and eight inches in height. The burs, formed by stamping the

holes, are on the iu.>ide. A, A, A, are three feet, n)ade of liat-

iron-bars, seven inches in height, for supporting the grater, to which

they are strongly rivetted. The bottom of each toot is beat hori-

zontally, and furnisheil with a hole for the reception of a screw,

tlelineated at A, fig. t>.—At a little distance from the upper ex-

tremity of these feet, is fastened a cross-piece, 13, fig. 4 and 6,

which is divided into three branches, and rivetted to theui. Tliis

transverse piece not only serves to strengthen and keep such feet

steady, but its centre being perforated with a hole, also supjjorts an

iroii-spindle, fig. 5, the use of wliicli will be presently described,

'i'he upper part of this cylindrical grater is furnished with a diverg-

iniz border of iron, marked with the letter C, fig. 4 and 6, and
wli ch is about ten inches in diameter at the top, and live inches

high. Farther, wiihin such machine is fixed a second grater of a

con cal form (see fig. G) ; which is constructed of thick plate-iron,

and fastened with the brond end at the bottom. The burs of the

holes are on the outside : to the up|>er end of the cotie there is

rivetted a small cro.ss-piece of iron consisting of three branches

;

and in the middle nf which a square hole is made for the reception

of the spindle. This part of the cone is likewise strengthened

with an iron-cap rivetted to the grater, and peiforated with a

square hole, for the admission of the spindle. Fig. 5 represents

such spindle, which is a square iron-bar, about 16 inches in lengtii,

and somewhat more than half an inch in thickness. Both extremi-

ties, which are round, fit into the cross-pieces, B, tig. 4 and ti,

and D, fig. t3, in the centre of which the spinille turns, and by
means of which it i> retained m its place. The upper end of such

spindle ought farther to be square, in order that a handle (E, fig.

6), may be iflixedto it, which is about nine inches in length, and

turns round the conic al gr.iter. G, a'-mallliolc made through the

spindle, in order to receive the pin H, that serves to keep the

conical grater at a proper height within its cyhiulrical counterpart.

Fig. 6 IS a bird's-eye-view, representing the mill placed within

one end of an oval tub, resembling those employed for bathing.

D, is the triangular iron-eross abovementioned, which is s: rewed
to the side of the tub ; and in the centre there is a round hole, in

which the spindle of the mill moves wlien at work. In this figure,

part of the conical vessel is delineated as being cutoff; in order

that the internal structure of the machine may be more disliiully

set J :—to prevent the bottom of the tub from being worn by the

screw's passing through the feet of the mill, a deal-board, about an

inch in thickness, is placed beneath the latter. From the descrip-

tion of this machine the manner of using will be understood by any
intelligent pei'son.

POTENT, or POTENCE, in heraldry, a term for a kind of

cross, whose ends all terminate like the head of a crutch. It is

otherwise called the Jerusalem cross. See Flory, and He-
R,\LDRY.
POTENTIA, Power, that whereby a thing is capable either

of acting or being acted upon.
PoTENTiA, in geography, an ancient town of Italy, in Picenum.
POTENI lAL, in grammar, is an epithet applied to one of the

moods of verbs. The potential is the same in form with the sub-

liinctive, and is, according to Ruddiman, implied in that mood,
tor which reason that grammarian rejects it ; but others will have

it to dift'er from the subjunctive in this, that it always implies in it

cither posstim, volo, or debeo, power, will, or duty. It is some-

times called the permissive mood, because it olteii implies a per-

mission or comse^sion to do a thing.

Pol ENTi.iL, in the schools, is used to denote and distinguish a

kind ot (pialities, which are supposed to exist in the body in poleit-

trlonly; bv which they art capable in some measure oi ailecting

and impressing onus the ideas ot si;ch qualities, though not actu-

ally inherent in themselves; in which sense we say, potential heat,

potential cold, Jtc.

Potential Cav-'tery, in medicine, denotes the consuming,

or reducing to an eschar, any part of the human body by a caustic

alkaline or metallic salt, &c. instead of a red-hot-iron, which last

is called the actual cautery.

Pt)TENTlLLA, Silver-Weed, WildTansey, or Cinqve-
foil; a genus of tne pentagyiiia order, and iiosandria class of
plants; natural order, Senticosa?. Calyx ten-cleft ; petals five;

seeds roundish, nuked, aifixed to a small dry receptacle. It has

thirty-two species f hiefly natives of the south of Europe.

POTENZA.a tov\n" of Naples, in Basiiicata, TO milet E. of
Naples'.

POIERIUM, Garden-Burnet ; a genus of the polyandria
order, and monacia. class ofi)lanl-; natural order, Miscellanex,
Male, calyx tour-leaved; corolla four- parted ; stamina tJiirty to
forty; female, calvx four-leaved ; corolla wheel-shaped, five-p'art-

ed ; pistiLitwo; berry formed of the hardened tube ot the co-
rolla, n'herc are five species.

POTHOS, in botany, a genus of the polyandria order, and
gynandria class of plants. Spathe; spadix simple, covered; calyx
none; petals four ; stamina four ; berries two seeded. There are
thirteen species.

PC riON, a liquid medicine, consisting of as much as can be
drunk at our draught.

POl'lPHAR, or PUTIPHAR, an officer of the court of Pha-
raoh king ot Egypt, and general of his troops, according to our
translation, Le Clerc, and the version of the Vulgate ; but, accord-

ing to the Hebrew and Septuagint, the chief of his butd-.ers or
cooks. The Hebrew text, the Septuagint, and \'ulgale, call him
Eunuch. Hut It is probable in this place it means only an officer

of the king's lourt ; lor he was certainly married and had children.

See Genesis xxxviii. x.\xix. &c.
POTNl.'\UES, nymphs or goddesses of Polnia;.

PO'l Nl.-E, a town ot Bo-otia, where Bacclius had a temple.

PO TOSI, a large mountain of Peru, in the province ot Charcos;
famous for tlie immense quantities of silver it lias produced.

PoTosi, a rich and popu.ous city at the foot ol the above moun-
tain, about six miles in ciiruniffience; 170 miles S. of Paz, and
300 S. E. ol Area. Lon. 04. '2i W. Lat. 19. 43. S.

POTSDA.M, or POTZDAM, a town in Upper Saxony, 12
miles W. ot Beilin. Lon. 13. 42. E. Lat. 52. 34. N.
POTT, Percival, F. R. S. was born in London in 1713 He

received the rudiments of his education at a priv.ite school at Darne
in Kent; and became an apprentice to Mr. Nourse, one of the
surgeons of St. Bartholomew's hospital; of which hospital, in

I744-J, he was elected an assistant-surgeon, and in 1749 appointed
one of the principal surgeons. In 1746, he mcrried the daughter
of Robert Cruttenden, Esq. His first publication is <aiu to have
been planned in 17 j6, during his confinement in coiiseipience of a
compoundfractuieof the leg : from that time his pen was aeldoni

long unemployed. His practice and his reputation were now ra-

pidly Increasing; in 1764, he was elected F. R. S; and afterward

was CDiiiplimeiiledwith honorary diplomas from the Royal Colleges
ot Surgeons at Edinburgh and iii Ireland. In 1787, he resigned

the office of surgeon to St. Bartholomew's hospital, " alter having
serveil it, (as he used to say,) man and boy, half a century ;" and
on the "2d of December 1788, alter an illness of eight days, he ex-
pired. He published a great number of Treatises on various
branches in Surgery; particularly, 1. Of Tumors vihich soften

the bones: Philos. Trans. 1741. 2, and 3. On Ruptures; 8vo.
Lond. 1756, and 1756. 4. On the Hydrocele, ib. 1762. 5. On
Fistula Lachrymalis, ib. 1763. 6. On Hernia of the Bl dderand
Stone. Phil. Trans. 1764. 7. on Fistula in Ano, ib. 1767. 8. On
Fractures and Dislocations, ib. 1763. 9, and 10. On Wounds of the

Head, ib. 1768, 1771. 11. On the Hydrocele, ib. 1771. 12. On
the Cataract, Polypus of the Nose, Cancer of the Scrotum, Rup-
tures, anil .Moriilication of the Toes, &c. 8vo. l.ond. 1775. All

these have been collected and published in one vol, 4to.

POTTER,
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POTTER, John, D. D. Abp of Canlerbuiy, was the son of

a liiirn-draper at Wakefield in Yorkshire, where he was horn
about 1074. He stuclietl at University college, Oxford: and at

If) published V'ariantes Lectiones & Nota? ad Pluturchi Librum de
audiendis Poetis ; & ad Basilii Magni Orationeni ad Juvenes, quo-
modo cum Fructu legere possint Grscorum Libros, Rvo, 16y3. In
1C97, came out his edit, of Lycophron, in folio ; which is reckon-
ed the best of that obscure writer : soon after, he published liis

Antiquitie- of Greece, 2 vols. Bvo. Thejc works established his

literary reputation, and engaged him in a correspondence with
Grsvi'us and other learned foreigners. In 17(^6, he was made
chaplain to the queen; in 1715, bishopof Oxford: and in 1737,
he succeeded Abp. Wake in the see of Canterbury; whicli high

station he supported with much dignity until his death in 1747.

His " TliL-ological works, containing sernious, cliarges, discour-

ses on church-government, and divmity-lectures," were printed at

Oxford, in three vols. 8vo, 17J3.

POTTERY, the manufacture of earllien ware, or the art of
making earthen vessels. See Delft, Porcelain, Stone-Ware,
&-C. Tlie wheel and lallie are the chief and almost the only
instruments in pottery : ihc first for large works, and the last for

small.

POTTON, a town of Bedfordshire ; 12 miles E. of Bedford,

and4!^ N. by W. of London. Lon. 0. 18 W. .Lat. 52. 11. N.
POU, a town of China, in Chan-si; 435 miles S. W. of Pe-

king.

POUANCE, a town of France, in the department of the

Mayne and Loire; 12 miles N.W. of Segrc, and 22 N. of
Ancenis.
POULTICE, \^pultis, Lat.] an external application employed

for promoting the suppuration of tumours, or abating painful in-

flammation ; and wliich is sometimes also called a cataplasm. Poul-
tices are generally prepared of bread and milk, to which are adil-

ed oil, lard, or other unctuous matter, to prevent their adhesion

to the parts inflamed.

POULTON, atownof-Lancashire, 17 miles N. W. of Preston,

18 S. W. of Lancaster, and 231 N. N. W. of London.
POULTRY comprehends all biids brought up in yards, as

cocks, hens, capons, ducks, turkeys, &c. Under this class of

birds may be ranked all those that have while-flesh, and, compa-
r.itively to their heads and limbs, bulky bodies.

POUNCE, gum sandarach pounded and sifted very fine, used

in writing, to rub on paper, where an erasure has been made, to

preserve it from sinking.

Pounce is also a little heap of charcoal-dust, inclosed in a piece

of muslin or some other open stuff, to be passed over holes pricked
in a work, in order to mark the lines or designs thereof on paper,

silR, &c. placed underneath; which are to be afterwards finished

with a pen and ink, a needle, or the like. This kind of pounce is

much used by embroiderers, to transfer their patterns upon stuffs

;

by lace-makers, and sometimes also by engravers.

POUND, a standard weight; for the proportion and subdi-

visions of which, see Weight.
Pound, the sum of twenty-shillings ; it is so called, because the

ancient pound of silver weighed a pound troy.

Pound, among lawyers, a place of strength, in which cattle are

kept, when distrained, or put in for trespass, until they are reple-

vied or redeemed.
POUNDAGE, a subsidy of twelve-pence in the pound, grant-

ed to the crown on all goods and merchandizes exported or import-

td ; and if by aliens, one penny more.
POU-NGAN, a town of ChiiKi, of the second rank, in Koei-

tcheou : 1062 miles S. S. W. of Peking.
POURPRESTURE, in law, a wrongful inclosure, or incroach-

luentupon another person's property.

POLRZAIN, a town of France, in the department of Puy de
Dome, and late province of Auvergne ; 36 miles N. by E. of Cler-

riont, and 190 S. of Paris.

POWDER, in pharmacy, a dry medicine well broken, either

in a mortar by grinding, or by some chemical operation. See
Pharmacy.
Powder for the Hair. The best sort is starch well pounded

end sifted, -and generally prepared with some perfume.

Powder-Magazine, a bomb-proof arclicd building, to contain

powder in fortified places.
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f r
^'°^^'"^'^'^"ESTS, on board a ship, wooden triangular che.-ts

filled with gunpowder,- pebble-stones, and such like materials, set
on lire when a ship is boarded by an enemy, which soon makes all
clear before them.
POWER has been defined the faculty of doing or suffering any

thing. Power, therefore, is two-fold, viz. considered as able to-
make, or able to receive, any change ; the former wliercnf may be
called active, and tne latter passive, power : but this distinction
IS improper. See Metaphysics. Dr. Keil demonstrates that
the physical power, or action, of bodies, propagated in or-
bem

;
.as light, heat, odour, ice. has its efficacy increased or

uiiiunished in a duplicate ratio of the distances from the centre of
radiation, or exertion of that po« er. Thus let A, Plate C XXXVT I.
hg. 2, be a centre from whence any power is exerted all round,
according to the right lines A e, A/, A g, &c. the efficacy of this
power will be at equal distances from A, as the spissitude or den-
suy of the rays A 6, Ac, Ad, &c. But the rays within the inner
circle, or rather spherical superficies, brdH, when they come to
be extended to the otlier spherical surface, efg K, will be much
less close than before, riz. in the reciprocal proportion of the
spaces they take up : and since spherical superficies are as
the squares of their radii, therefore the efficacy of the power, in the
inner sui face, will be to that in the outer, as At^ to Ai'-. Q. E. D.
Power, in law, signifies in general a particular authority granted

by any person to another to represent hiin, or to act in his
stead.

Power, in mechanics, denotes any force, whether of a man, a
horse, a sprin<T, the wind, water, &:c. which, being applied to a
machine, tends to produce motion. See Mechanics.
Powers, in arithmetic and algebra, are nothing but the pro-

ducts arising from the continual multiplications ot a number or
quantity into itself. See Algebra, and Arithmetic.
POX, or SMALL POX, [variolcF, Lat.] in medicine, a con-

tagious disease appearing on the surface of the skin, which it covers
with pustules, or ulcerous eruptions, that frequently leave scars be-
liind them. See Medicine, and Vaccination.
POZZUOLl, or POZZUOLO, an ancient town of Naples,

in Lavora, eight miles W. of Naples. I: is the same with
Puleoli.

PRACEL ISLANDS, a range of islands in tiie E. Indian
Oiean, E. of Cochin-China.
PRACHATirZ, a circle of Bohemia, bordering on Bavaria

and Austria, containing 3S towns, and many mountains, some of
which abound in gold, silver, and precious stones.

Prachatitz, the capital of the above circle, 66 miles S. of
Prague, and 122 S. of Dresden.
PRACTICE, or RULES OF PRACTICE, in arithmetic, are

ceitain compendious ways of working the rule of proportion, or

golden-rule.

Practice, in military education, a term denoting that system
of musquet-exercise necessary to be learned by every soldier. It

is of two kinds, viz. Gun-practice and Mortar-practice.

PR/ECIPE, is the name of several writs in the English law,

which are so called from the form of commanding the defendant

to do the thing required.

PRAX'OGNITA, [Lat.] things previously to be known in order

to understand something else ; thus the structure of the human
body is one of the praicogiiita of physic.

PR.EMIU.VI. See Premium.
PRAEMUNIRE, is a punishment inflicted upon him who de-

nies the king's supremacy the second time ; upon him who affirms

the authority ol the Pope, or refuses to take the oath of supremacy ;

upon such as are seditious tiilkers of the inheritance of tlie crown ;

and upon such as affirm ihal there is any obligation by any oath,

covenant, or engagement whatsoever, to endeavour!" change the

government either in church or state; or that both or cither house

of Parliament have or hath a legislative power without the king,

&c. The judgement in primuiiirc at the suit of the king, against

the defendant being in prison, is, that he shall be out of tlie king's

protection ; that his lands and tenements, goods and chattels, shall

be forfeited to the king ; and that his bodj shall remain in prison

at the king's pleasure';' but if the defendant be condemned upon

his default of not appearing, whether at the suit of tlie king or

party, the same judgement shall be given as to the being out ot

the kin.^'s protection and the forfeiture ; but instead of the clause

5 i
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tliut the body shall remain in prison, Uiern shall be an award of a

cspiatur or arrest. Upon an indictment of a prffiiuuiirc, a [Jcer

-of the realm shall not be tried by liis peers.

PR-ETs'ESTE, in ancient geograjjhy, a town of Lafiiim, S. E.

of Rome, towards the territory of tiie .Equi ; a place of g'cat

strength ; famous for the temple and oracle of I'ortune, called

"Sortes Pranestins, which Tilieiiiis wanted to destroy, bnt was de-

terred by tlie awful majesty of the place.

PRANOMEN, ainong the ancient Romans, signified the name
pretixed to the family-name, answering to our Christian name:
such is Cains, Lucius, Marcus, Quintus, &c.
PR.E I'EX I'A TOtJA, among the ancient Romans, along

wliite gowii, with a border of purple round the edges, and worn
by children of quality till the age of puberty, viz. by the boyv till

17, when they changed it for the toga virihs ; and by tlie girls till

marriage.
PR.E'iniM SEPULCHRI, in old law-books, &c. those goods

accruing to the church wherein a corpse is buried.

PRiETOR, a magistrate among the ancient Romans, not unlike

eur lord chief justices, or lord chancellor, or both in one; as being

•vested with the power of distributing justice among the citi-

zens.

PR.tTORlA AUGUSTA, an ancient town nf Dacia; now
called Brassow by the natives, and Cronslat bv the Germans : a

'town in Transylvania. Lon. 25. E. Lat. 47 N.
Pretoria Aucusr.\, a tovvn of Italy, belonging to theSalassii.

It is now called Aosta or Aust, in the late Piedmollte^e. Lon. 7.

14. E. Lat. 4i. 19. N.
PR.ETtJRLVN GUARDS, in Roman antiquity, were the

emperor's guards, who at length were i!i creased to 10,000: they

had this denomination, according to some, frnm their being sta-

tioned at a place called Pr.ctoriuni ; their commander was styled

prafectus pra'torii.

PR.ETORlUM.or PRETORIUM, among the Romans, de-

noted the hall or court wherein tlie pretor lived, and wherein he
administered justice. It likewise denoted the tent of the Roman
general, whjrein councils of war, &c. were he'd: also a place in

Rome where the Pretorian guards were lodged.

PR.ETUTIANI, an ancient peo|)le of Iialy, who inhabited that

part of Picenuni, which was anciently called Interamna, from its

lying between two rivers ; and is now named Teramo, in Abruzzo,
of Naples.
PRAGA, or PRAGUE, a town of Poland, in Masovia, on the

Vistula.

PRAGNLVTIC SANCTION, in the civil law, is defined by
Hotloman to be a rescript or answer of the sovereign, delivered hv
advice of his council, to some college, order, or body, of people,

upon consulting on some case of their community. The like an-
swer given to any particular person is called simply rescript. The
term pragmatic sanction is chiefly applied to a settlement of Charles
VI. emperor of Germany, who, in 1722, having no sons, settled

his hereditary dominions on his eldest daughter the archtiuciiess

Maria Theresa, which was confirmed by the diet of the empire,
and guaranteed by Great Britain, France, the States General, and
most of the powers in Europe. The word pragmatic is derived
from the Greek Trray;^, negotium, business. It is sometimes also
called absolutely pragmatic, « rrjrey.x^tliy.oy.

PRAGUE, a cily of Bohemia, capital of the kingdom, plea-
-saiitly situated on bolh sides of the Muldau.over which it has a bridge
700 feet long, built of large freestone. Prague lies 73 miles S. E.
of Dresden, 15S S. E. of Berlin, and 235 N. VV. of Vienna. Lon.
15.5. E. Lat. 50. 53. N.
PRAIRIAL, [Fr. from /)n»'nV, a meadow, 5. rf. the pasture-

month, j in modern chronology, the 9lh month in the New French
-Calendar; consisting of 3lj ua'ys, from May 20th to June ISth.

Sec Calf-.ndau.

PRAM, or PRAME, a kind of lighter used in Holland and
the ports of the Baltic Sea, to carry the cargo of a merchant-ship
along side, in order to lade or to bring it to shore to be lodged in

the storehouses after being discharged out of the vessel.

Prame, in military afiairs, a kind of floating battery, being a
ilnt-bottonied vessel, which draws little water, mounts several ^uns,
and is very useful in covering the disembarkation of troops. They
are generally made use of in transporting troops over the lakes iji

America.

PRAMN'lOX, in the old syitem of mineralogy, the name of 3

seniipellucid gem. It is a very singular stone, and ot great con-
cealed beauty.

PR.'VSIUNI, Shrubby 11f.dof.-Nei ile: in botany, a gi nus
of the gynmospcrmia order, and didynaii la cla^s Bt plants : natural

order, \'eilicillati. Berries four; seed one. It has two spe-
cies.

PRAXIDACT'., in Grecian mythology, a godt'e^s, who prc-
sid>d over the execution of enterprises, and punished crimes.

PRAVI'.R, a solemn address to God in which we oiler our
hearty re<)ue:ts to him, either with or w itliont wordv. these requests

'

are to be a( conipanied wiih confession ol sin and ackn wleittc-

ment of Divine merries. Prayer, is a duty incumbent on every
individual. This duly may be considered as piivi.li- or public,

and in all cases our prayers, ought to be oli'cred in tnc name and
through the mediation ol Jesus Chrijt. W e conclude oiy reflec-

tions on the general duty, with observing, that nolliing so forcibly

^e^l^ains from ill as the remembrance of a recent address to heaven
for protection ami assurance. Alter having petitioned for power
to resist temptation, there is so great an incongruity in not con-
tinuing the struggle, that wo blush at the thought, and persevere
lest we lose all reverence lor our>elves. Aflrr leivenlly devoting
our souls to God, we start with horror at immediate apoblacv ;

every act ot deliberate wickedness is then complicated witii hy-
pocrisy and ingratitude ; it is a mockery of the Father of Mercies,
the forfeiture of tiiat peace in which we closed our address, and
a renunciation of the hope which th.it address inspired. But if

prayer and immorality be thus incompatible, surely the former
should not be negloctcil by those who contend, that moral virtue .

IS till' summit of human perfection.

PREACHING, in theology, the promulgation of the word of
God in public; or the making of a sermon, or public oration pii

some passagt in the sacred Scriptures, in order to inform the
jutlgenieni, and mend the lives, ot the hearers.

PREAMBLE, inlaw, the beginning of an act of parliament,
&c. which serves to open the intent of the act, and the mischiets
intended to be renii'died by it.

PREBEND, the maintenance a prebendary receives out of the
esl.ite of a calhedral or collegiate church. Prebends are dis-

tinguished into simple and tiignilary ; a simple prebend has no
more than the revenue for its support ; but a prebend with dignity
has always a jurisdiction annexed to it.

Prebend, THLOLOcic.'iL, or Divinity, in France, is a prebend
appropriated to a iloctor of divinity in each calhedral and colle-
giate church, for preaching on Sundays, and making a public lec-

ture thrice a we*k.
Prlbe.sd Preceptorial, is a prebend whose revenues are des-

tined for the support of a preceptor or master, who is obliged to in-

slruct the youth of the ])lace gratis.

PREBENDARY, an ecclesiastic who enjoys a prebend. The
difference between a jirebendary and a canon is, that the former
receives his prebend, in consideration of his officiating in the church

;

but the latter merely by his being received into tlie cathedral or
college.

PREBENnARY,GoLDtv, OF HEREFORD, Called also prebeiiHarius
cpiscopus, is one of the twenty-eight minor prebendaries, who
has, e.\ ofiicio, the first canon's place that falls. He was anciently
confessor of the bi>hop and cathedral, and had the offerings at

the altar ; on which account he was called the golden preben-
(iarv.

PRECEDENCE, or PRECEDENCY, l(mmprcecedo, Lat.]
a place of honour to whicli a person is entitled. This ijitmer is

that w hich is <liie to age, estate. See. wiiich is regulated bj^inlom'
and civility : the latter is settled by authority ; and when broken
in upon, gives an action at law. In Great Britain, the order of pre-
cedencv is as follows: the king; the princes cf tlie blood ; the
archbisliop of Canterbury ; the lord high chancellor ; the arch.»

bishop of York; tlie lord treasurer of England; the lord president
of the council; the lord privy seal; dukes; the eklest sons of
dukes of the blood royal ; maiquisses; dukes' eldest sons; earls;

marquisses' eldest soii> ; dukea' younger sons; viscounts; earls' eldest

sons; marquisses' younger sons; bishops; barons; speaker of the
house of commons ; lord commissioner of the great seal ; viscounts

eldest sons; earls' younger sons; barons' eldest sons; privy coun-
sellors not peers; chancellor of tlie exchequer; chancellor of tiie

duchy
;
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diicliy ; knights of the garter not peers; lord cliiet justice of tlie

King's Bench\ master of tlie roils; lord chief justice of tlie

Coininon pleas ;Vird chief baron of the exchequer; puisne judges
and barons; knigVs banneret, if made in the held ; master in

chancery ; viscounV ) o\inger sons ; barons' younger sons ; b^iro-

nets; knights banne\t ; knights of tlie Bath; knights baclieloVs
;

baronets' eldest sons ; Raiglus' eldest sons ; baronets' younger sons

;

knights' younger sons ;Nje'.d and Hag olliccrs ; doctors graduate ;

Serjeants at law ; esquircsV gentlemen bearing coat-armour; }eo-
jnen ; tradesmen; ariilicei-Jv laliourers. The ladies, except tliose

fif archbishops, bishops antNuidgcs, take place according to thr
degree of quality of their hiiS^nds ; and unmarried ladies take
place accor<ling "to that of their fathers.

PRECEDENT, in law, a case which has heen det.miineil, ajul

•which serves as a rule for all of tlie same nature : thus the prece-
dents of a court have the force of lav.'s, and no court will reverje a
judgement contrary to many precedents. Precedent also fre-

qucHtlj denotes an original autlientic instrument or writing, wliich
serves as a form to draw (;tliers by.
PllECEXTOK, a dignitary i.j cathedrals, popularly called the

chantor, or master of the choir.

PRECEPT, in law, a command in writing sent by a chiefjus-
tice, justice of the peace, &c. for bringing a person, record, or
other matter, before liini. Precept is also used for the comuunul
or intiictment by which one man stirs up another to commit I'eloin

,

theft, Szc.

PRECESSION, IpriTcc-.iiio, Lat.] in astronomy, a term ap-
plied tci a slow motion of the equinoctiiil poiuls towards the west

;

that is, in the language of astronomers, in antecedentia, or contrarv
to the order of the signs. See Astronomy.
PRECISE, \precius, early, Lat.] the 21st order in Linnsus's

fragments ofa natural method; consisting of the primrose, an early
flowering plant, and a few genera which agree with it hi habit and
structure, though not always in the character or circumstance e.x-

pressed in the title.

PRECIPITANT, in chemistry, any liquor, which, when
poured on a solution, separates what is dissolved, and makes it

• precipitate, or fill to the bottom of the vessel. See ChemisTrv.
PRECIPITA 1 E, in chemistry, a substance which, having been

dissolved in a proper menstrunni, is again separated from its sol-

rent, and thrown d^vn to the bottom of tlie vessel by pouring
some other liquor upon it. See Chemistry.
PRECIPITATION, in chemistry, that process by which

bodies dissolved, mixed, or suspended in a fluid, are separated from
the fluid, and made to gravitate to the bottom of the vessel : this

is one of the great operations in chemistry, and is opposed to that

of solution. In truth the chief operations in the laboratory may
be resolved into solution and precipitation. When a base "is em-
ployed to precijiitate a soluble acid, the substance thrown down
is always a compound, consisting of the acid united to the base
employed. In this case the acid is sometimes completely sepa-

rated, and sometimes not, according to the energy of the base em-
ploved, and the tlegree of insolubility of the salt formed.
PRECIPUr, or PIS.-ECIPUATE, in the French jurisprn-

dertfce, denotes the right of primogeniture among coparceners,
whereby the eldest has always the principal lief, or manor.
PRE'CISION, Ipnrci.iio, Lat.] among logicians, the same with

abstraction. See Abstractiox.
PRECONISATION, in the consistory of ftome, a declaration

made by the cardinal-patron, or protector, of a person nomi-
nated by some prince to a prelature, by virture of letters-patent,

vfl^reof he is tlie bearer ; with which the pope complying, gives

liis collation. Sec Collation,
_PRECONTRACT, in law, properly signifies a contract made

before another, but is -chiefly applied to marriage-contracts. See
Contract, and Marriage.
PRECURSOR, Ipnecursor, Lat.] in theology, denotes a fore-

runner, or person who goes before any one to notify his

coming.
PRECORDIA, in anatomy, a general name for the parts situ-

ated about the heart, in tlie forepart of the thorax: as the dia-

phraghm, pericardium, and even the heart itself, with the spleen,

lungs, &:c. See Anatomy.
PREDECESSOR, properly signifies a person who has pre-

ceded another in the same office : iu wbicl) sense it is distinguished

from ancestor.

PREDESTIN.VriON, a decree of God, whereby, accordm-
to tlie opinion of some, he has, from eternity, unchangeal;Iy
appointed whatsoever comes to pass; and has more es])rci:illy fori-

ordained certain individuals of the human race to everlasting hap-
piness, and has passed by the rest, and fore-ordained them to ever-
la-iting misery. The former of these are called the eled, and the
latter the reprobate, '/'his doctrine is the subject of very perpk-K-
ing and h'cquent controversies among mankind. But it is not pe-
culiar to the Christian faith. It has always been a (avouri'c opi-
nion aniong the vulgar, and has been b;'iieved by many specula-
tive mrn. The ancient Stoics, Zeno and Chrysippus, whom the
Jewish Essenes seem to have followed, asserted the existence of a

Deity Ihut, acting wisely, but necessarily, contiived the general
system of the world ; from which, by a series of causes, whatever
is now done in it unavoidably results This series, or concatena-
tion of cau'-es, they held to be necessary in every part; and that

God hini-.i-lf is so much the servant of necessity, and cf his ow'ii-

decrees, that he could not have made the smallest object in the
world otherwise than it now is, much less is he able to alter any
thing. Seneca gives a similar account of the doctrine of fate.

Mohammed introduce<l into his Koran the doctrine of an absolute
pre<Iesiination in llu- strongest terms. The controversy concern-
ing predestination lirst made its a|)pearance in the Christian cliurch
about the beginning of the fifth century, in coilseqnence of tiie he-
retical opinions adviaiced by Pelagius and Calestius. These were
zealously opposed by the celebrated St. Augustine, Bishop of
Ilippo, who lirst asserted the leading tenets of the Predestinariaiis.

The dispute was carried on with great zeal. Zosimus, bishup'of
Rome, decided at first in favour of Pelagius, but afterwards altered
his opinion. The council of Ephesus approved of St. Augustine's
doctrine, and condemned that of his opponents. These opinions
soon after assumed various modifications. A party called predcs-
tinarians carried Augustine's doctrine farther than he had done,
and said that God had decreed the sins, as well as punishment, of
the wicke<l. Another party moderated Pelagius's doctrine, and
were called Semi-Pelagians. But flie doctrine of St. Augustine,
who wrote several treatises on the subject, became general. He
was the oracle of the schoolmen. They only disputed about the
true sense of his writings. Many of the earliest reformers main-
tained these opinions of Augustine. They assumed under Lutlier

a more regular and systematic form than they had formerly exhi-

bited. But as the Lutherans afterwards abandoneil them, they are

now known by the name of Calvinistic doctrines, from John Cal-
vin of Geneva. The opponents of the doctrine of piedestinatioii

among the Protestants usually receive the appellation of Arminians
or Remonstrants. They derive the first ol these appellations from
James Arminius, professor of theology at Leyden, and the second
from the Arminians who remonstrated against the synod of Dort.
See Arminians, and Arminius. A counter remonstrance was
presented, containing the opinions of the Calvinists, which was
approved of by the synod. The substance of it was afterwards

adopted in nearly the same expressions into the Confession of

Faith, compiled by the Assembly of Divines at M'estminster, in

1643; whicli every clergyman of the churcli of Scotland sub-

scribes previously to his admission. It runs thus: " God from all

eternily did, by the most wise and holy counsel of his own will,

freelv and unchangeably ordain whatsoever comes to pass; yet

-o, as thereby neither is God the author of sin, nor is violence

olfered to the will of tlic creatures, nor is the liberty or contin-

gency of second causes taken anay, but rather established. Al-

though God knows whatsoever may or can come to pass upon all

supposed conditions; yet hath he not decreed any thing because

he foresaw it as future, or that which would come to pass upon
such conditions. By the decree of God, for the manifestation of

his glory, some men and angels are predestinated unto everlasting

life, and others are fore-ordained to everlasting death. These
angels and men, thus predestinated and fore-ordained, are particu-

larly and unchangeably designed ; and their number is so certain

and definite, that it cannot 136 either increased or diminished.

Those of mankind that are predestinated unto life, God, before.

the foundation of the world was laid, according to his eternal and

immutable purpose, and the secret counsel and good pleasure of

his will, hath chosen, in Christ, unto everlasting glory, out of bis

mere free grace and love, without any foresight of faith, good

works, or perseverance in either of them, or any other thing in the

creature, as conditions or causes moving him thereunto; and all

7 to
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to the praise of his glorious orace. As God haih appointed the

elect unto glory, so hath he, by the eternal and most tree pnrpose

ot his will, fore-ordained all the means thereunto. \V hen-fore,

thev who are elected, being fallen in Adam, are redeemed by

Christ, are eftectuallv called unto faith in Christ, by his Spirit

working in due season"; are justified, adopted, sanctified, and kept,

by his power through faith unto salvation. Neither are any other

redeemed liy Christ elTectuallv called, justified, adopted, sancti-

fied, and saved, but the elect only. The rest of mankind, God
was pleased, according to the unsearchable counsel of ids own will,

wheiebv he e.\tends or withholds mercy as he pleases, for tin-

glory o'f his sovereign power over his creatures, to pass by, and to

ordain them to dishonour and wrath for their sin, to the praise ol

his glorious justice." There are two kinds of Calvinists, or Prc-

destinarians, viz. the Supralapsarians, who maintain that God did

originally and expressly decree the fall of Adam, as a foundation

for the display of hisj'ustice and mercy; while tho^^e who main-

tain that God only permitted the fall of Adam, are called Sublap-

yarians, their system of decrees concerning election and reproba-

tion being, as it were, subsequent to that event. Nor was the

church of Rome less agitated bv the contest about predestination

than the first Protestants were. 'The council of Trent was much

perplexed how to settle the matter without giving otVence to the

Dominicans, who were much attached to the doctrine of Au-

gustine, and possessed great inlluencc in the council. Alter

much di^pute, the great object came to be, how to contrive such a

fiecree as might give olTence to nobody, although it should decide

nothing. Upon the whole, however, they seem to have favoured

the Semipelagian scheme. Among other things, it was determin-

ed, that good works are of themselves meritorious to eternal life ;

but it is added, by way of softening, that it is through the good-

ness of God that he makes his own gifts to be merits in us. Ca-

tarin revived at that council an opinion of some of the schoolmen,

that God chose a small number of persons, such as the blessed vir-

gin, the apostles, &c. wdiom he was determined to save without

any foresight of their good works ; and that he also wills that all

the rest should be saved, providing for them all necessary means,

but they are at liberty to use them or not. This is called the Bax-

terian scheme in England. The Jesuits at first followed the opi-

nion of Augustine ; but afterwards forsook it. Molina, one of

their order, was the author of what is called the middle scheme, or

the doctrine of a grace sufTicicnt for all men, but subject to the

freedom of the human will. Jansenius, a doctor of Louvain, op-

posed the Jesuits with great vigour, and supported the doctrine of

Augustine. But the Jesuits had sufficient interest at Rome to pro-

cure the opinions of Jansenius to be condemned. These disputes

have never been fully settled, and still divide the Roman Catholic

churches. Some of the ablest supporters of predestination have

appeared among the Jansenists, and particularly among the gentle-

men of Port-Royal. With regard to the church of England, it is

clearly proved by the Lord Bishop of Lincoln, in his admirable

work just published, intituled, A Refutation of Calvinism, that her

doctrines are not Calvinistic; and to this opinion we cordially sub-

scribe, though it mav seem to clash with an article in a former

part of our work, where the contrary was inadvertently printed.

Of late vears the dispute concerning predestination has assumed

a form considerably different from that which it formerly possessed.

Instead of being considered as a point to be determined almost

entirely by the sacred scriptures, it has in the hands of a number of

able writers, in a great measure resolved itself into a question ot

natural religion, under the head of the philosophical liberty or ne-

cessity of the will. Readers, who wish for farther information on

this subject, may consult the writings of Lord Kames, the Rev.

Adam Gib, and Dr. Priestley, the most celebrated Necessitarian

of the age. To give even a sketch of the arguments on both sides

would far exceed our bounds. Milton, who was an eminent phi-

losopher and divine, as well as the first of poets, when he wished

to exhibit the fallen angels themselves as perplexed by questions

above their comjjrehension, set them to dispute about predesti-

nation :

They reason'd high, of knowledge, will, and fate,

Fi,\'d fate, free-will, fore-knowledge, absolute;

And foiuul no end, in wand'ring njazes lost.

PREDETERMINATION, in pliilosophy and theology, is

*)iat concurrence of God which makes men act, and determines

thorn in all their actions, both good and evil, and is called by the

schoolmen physical predetermination or promotion. See Pre-
destination.
PREDIAL TITHES, are those that are paid of things arising

and growing from the ground only; as corn, hay, truit, &;c.

PREDlijABLE, among logicians, denotes' a general quality

which may be predicated, or asserted, of several things: thus ani-

mal is predicable of mankind, beasts, birds, fishes, &:c. See Lo-
gic. The schoolmen reduce predicables to five classes, viz. ge-
nus, species, proprium, difference, and accidens.

PREDICAMENT, among logicians, thesamewilh category.

See Category.
PREDICATE, [pradicatum, Lat.] in logic, that part of a

proposition which aflirms or denies something of the subject; thus,

in these propositions, snow is white, ink is not white, whiteness is

the predicate which is affirmed of snow, and denied of ink. Sec
the article Proposition. It is a celebrated law in predicates,

tiiat nothing is esteemed to be absolutely affirmed of another, un-
less it be allirmed in such a manner, as wants nothing either in the
subject, i)redicale, or copula, to make it true. This also is a
noted property of a |)rrdicatc, that it contains in some measure its

own subject; thus metal contains gold, silver, copper, &c. of

which it is predicated. See Logic.
PREDICATING, in logic, the act of affirming or denying

something of a thing, as a man is not an angel ; body is a sub-

stance, &c. 1 hings predicated of others are reducible, 1. To ge-

nera, as animal, ot a man, &c. 2. Forms, as whiteness, of snow,

c. And, 3. Equals, of things of equal extent, as species, differ-

ence, property, &c. The schoolmen distinguish several ways of

predicating, as, 1. In quod tantum, which is to predicate essen-

tially, both as to the thing and manner, as " honour is a virtue."

2. In quale tantum, which is to predicate accidentally, both as to

the thing and manner, as " John is a scholar." And, 3. In quale

quid, or in quale post quid, which is to predicate both essentially

and accidentally, as " man is rational."

PREEMP riON, \pr<n-mptio, Lat.] a privilege, anciently al-

lowed the king's purveyor, to have the first buying of corn, &c,
for the king's household, but taken away by slat. 19 Car. H.
PREENING, in natural history, the action of birds dressing

their feathers, to enable them to glide the more readily through

the air, &;c. For this purpose they have two peculiar glands on
their rump, which secrete an unctuous matter into a bag tl>at is

perforated, out of which the bird occasionally draws it w ith its bill.

PREFECT, \^pr(fj'eclus, Lat.] in ancient Rome, one of the

chief magistrates who governed in the absence of the kings, con-

suls, and emperors. Tliis power was greatest under the emperors.

His chief care was the government of the city, taking cognizance

of all crimes conmiitted therein, and within a hundred miles. He
judged capitally and finally, and even presided in the senate. He
had the supcrintendance of the provisions, building, and naviga-

tion. The prefect of modern Rome differs little from the ancient

pra?fectus, his authority only extending to iorty miles round the

city.

Prepect of the Pr;etorium, Pb.kfectus Pr;etorii, the

leader of the pretorian bands destined for the emperor's guards,

consisting, according to Dion, of 10,000 men. This otncer, ac-

cording to Suetonius, was instituted by Augustus, and usually

taken !rom among the knights. By the favour of the emperors his

power grew very considerable ; to reduce which, Constantine di-

vided the prefecture of the pra:torium into four prefectures, and
each of these again he subiiivided into civil and military depart-

ments, though the name was only reserved to him who was invest-

ed with the civil authority, and tliat of comes belli given him who
commanded the cohorts.

PREGNANCY, a certain stale of the animal body, which re-

quires no farther explanation. The first duty of persons in that

prosperous condition is, a constant and redoubled attention to all

the surrounding and occasional causes which may be |)roduttive

of injurious elTects on their constitution. Thus, prudent mothers

will greatly contribute to the future health and welfare of th.eir

chihlren, by avoiding every violent and depressing passion ; living

regularly in all respects; and especially by taking proper or mo-
derate exercise in the open air. These few hints cannot with too

great earnestness be impressed on the female mind ; as every com-
fort, or misery, connected with family-life, will, in a great mea-

sure.
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sure, depeud on the conduct which is pursued during ihat impor-
tant crisis.

PREHNITE, in mineralogr, a species of tl>e flint genus.. The
specimen examined by Werner was brjugh( from the Cape of

tjood Hope by Colonel Prchn ; hence its name prehnite. It is

found near Dimbiirton, and in other parts of Scoilaiu). It is both
amorphous and cr\slallized ; crystals in groups, confused ; texture
foliated; fracture uneven ; internal lustre pearly ; brittle; specific

gravity 2.6 ; colour rpple-green, or greenish griy. Be.'^ure the
blo'.v-pipe it froths more violently than zeolite, and me'ts into a

brown enamel. A specimen of prehnite, analysed by Klaproth,
was composed of

43.S3 silica

30.33 alumina
IS 33 lime

5.66 oxide of iron

1. 1 6 air and water

99 31.

PREJUDICE, \^prajudicium, Lat.] does not mean a judge-
•nient merely as prior to another in respect of time, but as beinjj;

passed before the things were duly considered and fully under-
stood. Henc e prejudice is sometimes called anticipation, and a
preconceived opn on ; and makes one of the many cau.ses of error.
PREKOP, PRECOP, or PERECOP, a town of the Russian

empire, in the province of Taurida, or Crim Tartary, on an isth-

inus that joins that peninsula to the continent. Lon. 35. 40. E.
Lat. 46. 40. N.
PRELATE, an ecclesiastic raised to some eminent and superior

dignity in the church; as bishops, archbishops, patriarch, &c.
See Bishop, &c.
PRELIMINARY, in general, denotes something to be exa-

mined and determined, before an alTair can be treated of to the

purpose. The preliminaries of peace consist chieiiy in settling the

powers of ambassadors, and certain points in dispute, which must
.be determined previous to the treaty itself.

PRELUDE, lprirtuJiu?n, Lat.] in music, is usually a flourish

or irregular air, which a musician plays off-hand, to try if his in-

strument be in tune, and so lead hmi into the piece to be played.

Very often the whole band. in the orchestra run a few divisions, to

give the tune.

PREMISES, or-PREMISSES, [prtcmmce, Lat] in logic, an
appellation given to the two first propositions of a syllogism, as going
before, cr precedingthe conclusion. SeeSvLLocisM, and Logic.

Premises, in law, properly signifies the land, &c. mentioned
in the beginning of a deed. See Deed.
PREMIUM, orPR/EMIUM, [Lat.] properly signifies a re-

ward or recompence ; but it is chiefly used in a mercantile sense

for the sum of money given to an insurer, whether of ships, houses,

lives, &c. See Insurance. The term premium is also applied

to what is given for a thing above par, or prime cost : thus if lot-

tery-tickets sell for 20s. more than prime cost, or the price at

which the government issued them, this 20s. is called a premium.
Some also use premium in a synonymous sense with bounty. See
Boi'NTV.
PREMNA, in botany, a genus of the angiospermia orfler, and

didynamia class of plants. Calyx two-lobed ; corolla quadrihd ;

berry cpiadrilocular ; seeds solitary. It has two species, "natives of

the East Indies.

PREMONSTRANTES, PREMONSTRANTS, or PR^E-
MONS TRATENSES, a religious order of regular canons insti-

tuted in 1120, by St. Norbert ; and thence also called Norber-
tines. The tirst monastery of this order was built by Norbert in

the Isle of France, which he called Premon ,tre, Pismonstratum,
and hence the order derived its naine; though as to the occasion

of that name the writers of that order are divided.

PREMUNIRE. See Pr^munire.
PRENANTHES, Wild Lettuce ; in botany, a genus of the

polygamia stpialis order, and syngenesia class of plants; natural

order Compositae. Receptacle naked ; calyx calycuk;tc<l
;
pappus

simple, almost sessile ; florets placed in a single series. It has

nineteen species.

PR ENDER, in law, signifies the power or right a person has to

take a thing before it is offered.
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PRENOTIO.V, PU.ENOTIO, or PR/ECOGNl TiO, is a
I'.r.'ice or piece oT knowledge preceding some othi-rin respect of
lime. Suck is the knowledge of the antecedent, which must pre-
cede that of the conclusion.

PRENSLOW, or PRENSLOX, an independent town of
Germany, in Brandenburg, capitid of Ukraine Marchc, 6i) miks
N.N.W. of Frankfort on the Oder, and 48 N.N.E. ot r.eij.n.

PREPARING NfEDlCINES, Iprirparur^tm m,d,cam,rda,
Lnt.] such as prepare the morbid huinour«, and. dispose them to
separate from the heaUhy, and pass off by evacuation. Some
have also given t!ie appellation of preparing vessels, vasa prapa-
rantia, to the' spermatic vessels.

PREPARATION, [pnrpiiratio, Lat] in malheiivatics, some-
tliiiig prepar.Ucry to tin: demor.itration of a proposition. . 1 hus, if

a proposition in geometry is to be demonstrated, the preparation
consists in drawing certain lines ; and if a piojiosition m a.ithmt-
tic. III some computation to be previously made to come at th<;

demonstration.

Preparation OF Dissonances, in music, is their disposition
in harmony in such a manner, that, by something congenial in
what precedes, they may be rendered less h/.r>h to the ear than
they would be without that );recau(ion. See Mcsic.

pREPARATio.NS, in anatomy, the parts of animal-bodies pre-
pared and preserved for anatomical uses. The manner of preserv-
ing anatomical preparations is either by drying them thoroughly
in the air, or putting thein into a proper liquor. The blood-
vessels and lymph;itics are injected with mercury, &c. In drying
parts which are thick, when the weather is warm', putrefaction, fly-
blows, insects, &c. may be easily prevented by the use of a solu-
tion of corrosive sublimate in spirit of wine, in the proportion of
two dn.chms of sublimate to a pound of spirit : the part should be
moibtened with this liquor as it dries, and by this method the body
of a child may be kept safe even in summer. Dried preparations
are apt to crack and moulder away in keeping; to prevent this
their surface should be covered with a thick varnish, repeated
occasionally. Though several parts prepared dry are useful, yet
others must be so managed as to be always flexible, and nearer a
natural state. Dr. Monro says, the best liquor for this purpose is

a well-rectitied colourless spirit of wine, to which is added a small
quantity of the spirit of vitriol or nitre. When those are properly
•nixed, they neither change their colour nor the consistence of
the parts, except where there are serous or mucouj liquors con-
tained in them. The brain, even of a young child, in tiiis mix-
ture grows so (irm as to admit of gentle handling, as do also the
vitreous and crystalline luinioui's of the eye.
Preparations, in pliarmacy, the medicines when mixed toge-

ther so as to be fit for the use of the patient. See Phakmacv.
PREPENSED. Ill law, if, when a man is slain upon a sudden

quarrel, there were malice prepensed formerly between Ihein, it

makes it murder ; ar.d, as it is called in some statutes, prepensed
murder.
PREPOSITION, [prifpoj;V;o, Lat.] in grammar, is the sixth

part of speech, being an iiuleclinable particle which yet serves to

govern the nouns that follow it; such as per, pro, propttr ; through,

of, with, &c.
PREPUCE, [prepuce, Fr. prcrpiitium, Lat.] in an;'.temy, a

prolongation of the cutis of the penis, covering the glans.

PRERAU, a circle of Moravia.

Prerau, the capital of the above circle, is /3 miles S.E. of 01-

mutz, and I'io E.S.E. of Prague.

{ REROGA riVE, [prccrogatka, Lat.] a pre-eminence which
one person has over another.

Prerogative Court, an English court established for tl;e

trial of all testamentary causes, where the deceased has left bona
notabilia within two difliereiit dioceses. In which case the pro-

bate of wills belongs to the archbishop of the province, by way
of special prerogative. And all causes relating to the wills, admi-
nistrations, or legacies, of such persons, are originally cognizable .

herein, before a judge appointed by the archbishop, called the

judge of the prerogative court ; from whom an appeal lies by sta-

tute 25 Hen. VIII. c. 19, to the king in chancery, instead of the

pope as formerly-

Prerogative, Roval, that special pre-eminence which the

kin" has over and above all other persons, and out of the or-

dinary course of the common law, in ri^ht of his regal dignity. It

5 G signifies
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sigiiilit'S in its etymology (from pro: and rn^n) soiiielhing tlial is

retiuired or denwiuled before, or in prelerence to, all others. And
hence it follows, that it must be in its nature sirii!,nlar and ectentri-

ral ; that it can only be applied to tliose rights and capacities which

the kmi; enjoys alone in contradistinction to others, and not to

those which he enjsys in common with any of his subjects: for if

once any one prerogative of the crown could be held in common
with the suljecl, it would cease to be prerogative niiy longer.

And, therefore Finch lays it down as a maxim, that tlie preroga-

tive is that law in case of the king, which is law in no case of the

subject. Prerogatives are eitlier direct or incidental. The direct

are such positive substantial parts of the royal cliaracter and autho-

rity, as arc rooted in, and spring from, the king's political person,

considered merely by itself, without reference to any other extrinsic

circumstance ; as, the right of sendinc; ambassadors, of creating

peers, and of making war. or peace. But such prerogatives as are

incidental bear always a relation to something else, distinct from
the king's person ; i:nd are indeed only exceptions in favour of the

crown to those general rules that are established for the rest of the

community, such as, that no costs shall be recovered against the

king ; and that the king can never be a joint tenant ; and that hi^

debt shall be preferred before a debt to any of his subjects. These
substantive or direct prerogatives may again be divided into three

kinds: being such as regard, first, the king's royal character or

dignity; secondly, his royal authority or power; and thirdly,

his royal income. These are necessary to secure reverence to his

person, obeilience to his coniniands, and an aflluent supply for the

ordinary expences of government ; without all of whicli it is im-

possible to maintain the executive power in due independence
and vigour. Yet, in every branch of this large and extensive do-
minion, our free constitution has interposed such seasonable

checks and restrictions, as may curb it from trampling on those

liberties w hich it was meant to secure and establish. The enormous
weight of prerogative, if left to itself, as in arbitrary a;overnments,

spreads havoc and destruction among all the interior movements
;

but, when balanced and bridled (.a; with us) by its proper coun-
terpoise, timely and judiciously applied, its operations are then
equable and regular; it invigorates llie whole machine, and enables

every part to answer the end of its construction.

PilESAGE, in antiquity, denotes an augury, orsign of some fu-

ture event; which was chiefly taken from the flight of birds, the
entrails of victims, &c. See Ausi'iCEs, and Augury.
PREBUUG, or POSEN, a county of Lower Hungry, so

named from its capital.

Presbukg, the capital of the above county and of all

Lower Hungary, called by the inhabitants Posen, Posony, and
Presporen, is seated on the Danube, about 46 miles E. of Vienna,
and 83 from Buda. The castle, in which the regalia are kept,
stands on a hill above the t.)wn. Hi're the stales assemble, and in

the cathedral, dedicited to St. Marnn, the king is crowned. The
town is not very large, nor well built ; but is very ancient, plea-

santly situated, and enjoys a good a'r. lis fortifications are only a

double wall an:l ditch. Lon. 17. 15. E. Lat. 48. 8. N.
PUESBYT;E, persons whose eyes are too flat to refract the

rays sufficiently, so that unless the object is at some distance, the
rays coming from it will pass Ihrougli the retina before their union,
consequently vision is confu-ed ; old people are usually the sub-
jects of this disease. To remedy, or palliate, this defect, the per-
son should first use glasses \vhich do not magnify, and from them
pass griuluallv to more convex spectacles, which shorten the fo( lis.

PRESBY! ER, of which priest is an abbreviation, in Uie
pri:iiitive Christian church, was one of the second order of ecclesi-
astics ; the other two being bishops and deacons. See B:shop,
and Deacon. Presbyter or elder is a word borrowed from the
Greek translation of the Old Testament, where it commonly sig-

nifies ruler or governor; it being a note of office and dignity, not
of age ; and in this sense bishops are sometimes called presbyfers
in the New Testament. The presbyters might baptize, preacli,
coiHecrate, and administer the encharist, in the bishop's absence, or
in his |,rr,ence, if he aulho.ised and deputed Ihem ; and the bi-

ihups d:d scarcely anything in the government of the church with-
out their ad-ice. consent, and amicabf concurrence. The grand
dipnle hctwc. I, the foll.iwcis of the Geneva and the primitive
dsciplaie, is about the sameness or difference of presbyters and
bi^hopii lu ilie lime of the aposiles.

PKESBYIERIANS, Protestants, so called from their

niaintainiiig tiiat the government of the church appointed in the
New TeJlan.ent was by presb\ teries, that is, by associations of
ministers and ruling elders, possessed all of ecjual powers, w iihoul

any superiority among them either in office or in order. The
Presbyterians believe that the authority of their ministers to preach
the gospel, to administer the sacraments of baptism am) the Lord's-
supper, and to feed tlie flock of Christ, is derived from the Holy
Ghost by the imposition of the liaiuls of the presby tery ; and tliey

oppose the independent scheme of the common rights of Christians
by the same arguments which are used for Ihat purpose by the

Episcopalians. See Episcopacy. In the Scottish church, every
regulation of public worship, every act of discipline, and every
ecclesiastical censure, which in other churches flows from the au-
thority of a diocesan bishop, or from a convocation ef the clergy,
is the joint work of a certain number of ministers and laymen act-

ing together with equal authority, and deciding every question by
a plurality of voices. The laymen who thus form an essential

part ol the ecclesiastical courts of Scotland, are called ruling el-

ilers. Every parish has two or three of these lay-elders, who are
grave and serious persons chosen Irom among the heads of fami-
lies, of known orthodoxy and steatly adherence to the worship,
discipline, and government, of (he church. Being solemnly en-
gageil to use their utmost endeavours for the su|)pression of vice,

and llie cherishing of piety and virtue, and to exercise discipline

faithfully and diligently, the minister, in the presence of the con-
gregation, sets them apart to llicir office by solemn prayer ; and
concludes tlie ceremony, which is sometimes called ordination,

with exhorting both elders and people lo their respective duties.

The kirk-session, which is the lowest ecclesiastical judicatory,
consists of the minister and those elders of the congregation. The •

ministers is ex officio inoderator, but has no negative voice over
the decision of the session ; nor indeed has he a right lo vote at

all, unless when the voices of the elders are e(|ual and opposite.
He may indeed enter his protest again.it tlieir sentence, if he think
it im|)roper, and appeal to the judgement of the presbytery; but
this privilege belongs equally to every elder, as well as to every
person who may believe himself aggrieved by the proceedings of
the session. The deacons, whose proper office it is to take care
of the poor, may be present in every session, and offer their coun-
sel on all questions that come before it ; but except in what re-

late; to the distribution of alms, they have no decisive vote witfi

the minister and ehlers. The next judicatory is the presbytery,
which consists of all the pastors within a certain district, and one
ruling elder from each parish commissioned by his brethren to re-

present, in conjunction with the minister, the session of that pa-
rish. The presbytery treats of such matters as concern the parti-

cular churches within its limits; as the examination, admission, or-

dination, aiul censuring, of ministers ; the licensing of probationers,
rebuking of gross or contumacious sinners, the directing of the
sentence of excommunication, the deciding upon references and
appeals from kirk-sessions, resolving cases of conscience, explain-
ing difilicuUics in doctrine or discipline ; and censuring, according
to the word of God, any heresy or erroneous doctrine which has
been either publicly or privately maintained within the bounds
of its jurisdiction. In presbyteries, the only prerogatives which
the pastors have over the ruling elders, are the power of ordina-
tion by imposition of hands, and the privilege of having the mode-
rator chosen from their body. From the judgement of the pres-
bytery there lies an appeal to the provincial synod, which ordi-
i.arily meets twice in the year, and exercises over the presbyteries
within the province a jurisdiction similar to that which is vested in
each presbytery over the several kirk-sessions within its bounds.
PRESCIENCE, in theology, prevision, or foreknowledge;

that knowledge which God has of fl.ings to come.
PRESCOT, a town of Lancashire, 8 miles E. of Liverpool,

and 19:> N. N. E. of London. Lon. 2. 51. W. Lat. 53. 26. N.
PRESCRIPTION, in English law, is a title acquired by u e

and time, and allowed bylaw; as when a man claims any thing,

because he, his ancestors, or they whose estate he has, have had
or used it all the time whereof no memory is to the contrary: or
it is where for continuance of time, ultra menioriam hominis, a
particular person has a particular right against another. There is

a difference between prescription, custom, and usage. Pnscrip-
tion has respect to a cerlaiu persou wlio, by intendment, may

have
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have Lontiiuiaiae for ever ; us for instance, lie and all flicy whose
j

estate he has In such a thing, this is a prescription : hut, custom
is Incal, and always apphed to a certain place ; as, time out ot

mind there has been such a custom in such a place, &c. And
pre:;criplion helongs to one or a fev only; but custom is com
uum to all. Usage differs from both, for it may be either to per-

sons or places ; as to inhabitants of a tow n to have a way, &c. A
CMitom and prescription are in the right; usage is in the posses-

sion; and a prescriplion, that is good lor the matter and substance,

may be bad by the niamipr of setting it forth: but where that

which is claimed as a custom, in or for many, will be good, that

regularly will be so when claimed by prescription for one. Pre-

scription is to be time out of mind ; though it is not the length ot

time that begets the right of prescription, nothing being dene by
time, although every thing is done in time ; but it is a presumption
in law, that a thing cannot continue so long quiet, if it was against

right, or injurious to another.

Prescription, in medicine, is the assigning of a proper and ade-

quate remedy to the disea=.e, from an e.\a:nination of its svmptoms,
and an ac()uairitance with the virtues and effects of the materia
niedfca. .See I'iiarmacy.

Prf.scriptiok, in theology, was a kind of argument pleaded
by Tertulliaii and otlierb, in the third century, against erroneous
doctors.

PRESENT TENSE, in grammar, the first tense of a verb, ex-

prcsMMg the present time, or that something is now performing ;

as scribo, [ write, or am writing. See Gr.\mmar, and English
Language.
PRESENTATION, in law, the act of a patron offering his

clerk to be instituted in a benefice of his gift, the same being

void.

Presentation, in ecclesiastic law. See Advowson, and
Patronage.
Presentation of our Lady, the title of three orders of nuns.

The first, projected in 1618, by a maid named Jxian of Cambray.
The second was established in France, about 1637, by Nicholas

Sanguin, bsshop of Senlis. The third was establislied in 1664.

Presentation of the Virgin, a feast of the Romish church

celebrated on the 21-t of November, in memory of the Holy Vir-

gin's being presented by her parents in the temple, to be there

educated.

PRESENTEE, the clerk presented to a benefice by t.he patron.

See Presentation.
PRESENTMENT, in law, a denunciation of jurors, or a jus-

tice of the peace, or other officers, without any information of an

offence inquirable by the court, to which it is presented; or it

may be said to be an information made by the jury in a court be-

fore a judge, who has authority to punish any oifence committed

contrary to law; and it is what the grand jury finds and presents

to the court, without any bill of indictment delivered : yet it is

afterwards reduced into the form of an indictment. A presentment

is drawn up in a short note by the jurors, as an instruction to draw

the indictment by it ; and presentments are made by justices of

the peace, in their sessions of offences against statutes, in order to

their punishment in the superior courts ; and also in courts-leet

and courts-baron, before the stewards thereof; as likewise by con-

stables, church-wardens, surveyors of highways, &c. of matters

belonging to their respective offices.

PRESENZANO, a town of Naples, in Lavora ; 11 miles

N. E. of Sezza, and 28 N. of Naples. Lon. 14. 20. E. Lat. 41.

20. N.
PRESIDENT, or PRESSES, is an officer created or elected

to preside over a company or assembly; so called in contradis-

tinction to the other members, who are termed residents.

President, Lord, of the CouNcri., is a great officer of the

crown, who has precedence next after the lurd-chancellor and

lord-treasurer ; as ancient as the time of king John, when he was

styled consiliarius capitalls. His office is to attend on the kinc, to

propose business at the council-table, and to report to the king

the several transactions there. See Privy-Council.
PRESIDI.'^L, in the late French government, was a tribunal

orbei.ih of judges, estabfwhed before the Fiench revolution, in

several consiciernble cities of France, to judge ultimalely, or in the

last resort, of the several causes brought before then* by way of

appeal from the subaltern judges. The presidials made une com-

pnny with the ofliceis of the bailiages and seneschaussees, \ihere

'hev were pslablished.

PRE.-31D11, orSTATO DE GLI PRESIDII, [Ifal.] a terri-

tory of Italy, in Etruria, in the Sieiinese. In contain, six fu. tresses,

or rather fortified town^; viz. Orbitello, Telamone, Porto
Hercole, Porto San Stephano, Monte Philippo, and
Porto LongoNE. (See these articles.)

PRESQUE, orPRESQl'E ISLAND, an island near the N.
coast ot lake Ontario. Lon. 7S. 0. W. Lat. 43. 52. N.
PRESS, iprtliim, Lat.] in the mechanic arts, is a machine

made of iron or wood, serving to squeeze or compress any body
very close. The nidinary presses consist of six members, or
pieces; viz. two fl.it smooth planks; between which the things to

be pressed are laid ; two screws, or worms, fastened to the lower
plank, and passing through two holes in the upper; and two nuts,

in form of an S, serving to drive the njiper plank, which is move-
:!ble, against the lower, which is stable, and without motion.
Presses for expressing liquors are of various kinds ; some, in most
respects, the same with the common presses, excepting that the

under plank is perforated w'th a great number of holes, to let the

juice expressed run through into a tub, or receiver, underneath.

Press, in coining, is one of the machines used in striking of

money; dilfering from the balance, in that it has only one iron-

bar to give it motion, and presi the moulds or coins; is not

cliarged with lead at its e.xtreme, nor drawn by cordage. See
Coining.

Press, in the woollen manufactory, is a large wooden machine,

serving to press clothes, serges, ratecns, &c. thereby to render

them smootli and even, and to give them a gloss. This machine
consists of several members ; the principal whereof are the cheeks,

the nut, and the wcirm or screw, acconi|)anied with its bar, which
serves to turn it round, and make it descend perpendicularly on
the middle of a thick wooden plank, under which the stutfs to be

pressed are placed. The calender is also a kind of press, serving

to press or calender linens, silks, &c.
Press, Cuttsng, or Bookbinder's Cutting-Press, is a ma-

chine used equally by bookbinders, stationers, and pasteboard-

makers; consisting of two large pieces of wood, in form of cheeks,

connected bv two strong wooden screws; which, being turned by
an iron-bar, draw together, or set asunder, the cheeks, as much as

is necessary for the putting in the books or paper to b(; cut.

Presses of different sorts have been invented for various purposes,

as presses used for making cyder, and for expressing liquors of va-

rious kinds, &c. Fig. 3, Plate CXLVIII. is a simple packing-

press, described by iSl. Buschenderf, in Les Annales des Arts.

ABD is a strong frame of wood ; through the upper bar D a strong

iron-rack E,--imilartoasaw, slides a small click f, pushed by a spring,

which prevents it rising after the lever F has pressed it down : the

lower end of this rack has the bed of the press K fixed to it, under

which the goods G to be pressed are ]nit. The lever F has a

mortise through it, to admit the rack E; and a click/, which

takes into its teeth the lever, moves round a bo\tg, as a centre,

which can be put through any of the holes in the beam, according

to the quantity of the goods to be pressed. The machine operates

as follows: When the lever F is liOed up, its click./slips over the

sloping side of the teeth, and when it is pulled down, the click

takes hold of the teeth, and draws the rack down with it another

tooth: the click f then holds it, while the lever is raised to take

another tooth as before. The only objection to this simple press

is a want of power for pressing many articles, and that the teeth of

the rack could not be made fine eiioui h for a man to press down

a whole tooth without resting. T" remedy the lirst inconvenience,

it has occurred to us that a boll h might be put through two of the

beams, and the end of a common h.uidspike H put under it. This

hantUpike might be connected with F by an en(!less chain put over

both : this chain might have a houk at ihe end, so as to shorten or

leiiCTthen it by hooking it into another link, as occasion required.

FoMhe second inconvenience a plate of iron i, with teeth in it,

might be fastened to the lever F, and a long click I, connected

with the frame, might fall into them, so as to prevent the lever ris-

ing. By this means e-.ch tooth ef the ra<k may be divided into

timr or five parts ; and when the click c takes hold of a new tooli:,

the lone click 1 may be lifted up, and Ihe lever raised As be-

fore, the click miglit be hooked up when the press I is used a,

above described: the chain or handspike may be taken away, an,i

1
replaccji,
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furvcrv sliurl laiie. rig. 4, 15 a •:crew-pre';s,

inie kiiifls of oil; tlie IVame AD 15 is forniL-d of one
repUiteil 111 a

exi)re»<iii? some
piece of cast-iron, tlie upper piece has a brass nut fixed in it,

through whii h thi; screw E works ; the screw has holes througli its

lowii- end, to put in a long iron-lever F, by which the screw is

turned. The substance from which the oil is to he pressed is tied

up in horse-hair bags, and laid un<lerthe bed of the press G, witli

a warm iron-plate between ei'.ch b<:g ; the screw is then turned by
men, as long as they can move it : a rope is then hooked to li.c

.cm\ of the lever, and the power of a windlass or capstan is used to

a'-sixt the lever: iheoilyeeps out of the bags, and runs down
thrncgh a spout into the reservoir H, placed to raise it.

Precs, Prikting. Sec Pbintikg.
Press, Kolung, a machine used for the t.jking of!" prints from

copper-plates. See Printing.
Press, used by Founders, is a strong square frame, consiit-

ing of four pieces of wood, tirndy joined together with tenon":, &c.
1 his press is of various sizes, according to the sizes of the moulds;
two of them are recjuired to each mould, at the two e.\t:enies

wl-.ereof they are placed; so as that, by driving woodeii wedges
between tlie mould and the sides of the presses, the two parts of
-the mould wherein the metal is to be run may be pressed close to-

gether.

Press, used by Inlayers, resembles the joiner's pre?s, except
that the pieces of wood are thicker, and that only one of them is

moveabK' ; the other, which is in form of a tressel, being sustained
by two legs, or pillars, jointed into it at each end. This press
ferves for sawing and cleaving the pieces of wood required in mar-
quetry or inlaid work.

Press, used by Joiners, to keep close the pieces they have
glueil, especially panels, &c. of wainscot, is very simple, consist-
ing of four members, viz. two screws, and two pieces of wood,
four or five inches square, and two or three feet long; whereof the
holes at the two ends serve for nuts to the screws.

PRESSING, in the manufactures, is the violently squeezing a
cloth, stuff, &c. to render it smooth and glossy. There are two
methods of pressing, viz. cold and hot

:

1. Pressing, Cold, isthus performed: After the stufifhas been
scoured, fulled, and shorn, it is folded square in equal plaits, and
a skin of vellum or pasteboard put between each plait. Over the
whole is laid a square wooden plank, and so put into the press,
which is screwed down tight by means of a lever. After it has
lain a sufficient time in the press, they take it out, removing the
pasteboards, and lay it up to keep. Some only lay the stuff on a
lirm table after plaiting and pasteboarding, cover the whole with a
wooden plank, and load it with a pro;ier weight.

2. Pressing, Hot, is performed thus: When the stuff has re-
ceived the above preparations, it is sprinkled a little with water,
sometimes gum-water; then pl.iited e([uallv, and between each
two plaits are put leaves of pasteboard ; and between every sixth
and seventh plait, as well as over the whole, an iron or brass-plate
well heated in a kind of furnace. This done, it is laid upon the
press, and forcibly screwed down. Under this press are laid five,

six, &c. pieces at the same time, all furnished with their pasteboards
and iron-platps. When the plates are well cooled, the stuffs are
taken out and stitched a little together to keep them in the plaits.

This manner of pressing was only invented to cover the defects of
the stHtfs; and, accordingly, it has been frequently prohibited.
PRIiSSION, or PKESSUKI':, in the Cartesian philosophy,

is a supposed impulsive kind of motion, or rather an endeavour
to move, impressed on a tlnid medium, and propagated
throui;h it.

PRESSURE OF FLUIDS. See Hydrostatics, and Pneu-
matics.
PR EST, a duty in money paid by (he sheriff upon his ac-

count in the exche(|uer, for money remaining in his hands.
Prest Money, the money given to new enlisted soldiers, so

called because it binds those who receive it to be ready at all

times.

PRESTATION, [pricstatio, Lat.] a term anciently used for
various payments : Et quieli sint de pr;estatioiie muregii". Chart.
Hen. VII. Sometimes also for purveyance.
Prestation-Money, is a sum of money paid yearly by arch-

deacons and other dignitaries to their bishop, pro exteriori juris-
ilictione.

PRESTEIGN, a town of Wales, in Radnorshire, 149 miles
W. N W. ot London, and 30 W. N. \V. of Worcester. Lon. 2.

38. W. Lat. 52. 13. N.
PR ESTER, a meteor, consisting of an exhalation thrown from

the clouds downwards with such violence, as th.it by the collision

it is set on tire. The word is Greek, rajnn;, the name of a kind
of serpent ; called also ilipsas, to which this meteor is supposed to

bear a resemblance. The prester difTers from the thunderbolt in

the manner of its ii fiammation ; and in its burning and breaking
every thing it touches with greater violence.

Prester, a word used by some to express the external part of

the neck, which is usually inllated in anger.

Prester, John, [or Jean, l''r.] an appellation formerly given
to an emperor of the Tartars, who was dverconie by Jengh'z
Khan, A. D. 1201. Since that time it has been given to the
emperor of Abyssinia or Ethiopia; hovever, in Ethiopia itself

this name is titterly unknown, the emperor being there culled the
grand negus.

PRESllMONY, in canon law, is derived i pra?stationp quo-
tidiaiia ; and is, by some, delined to be a kind of benehce, served
by a single priest. Others say, it is the incumbency of a chapel,

without any title or collation ; such as are most of llio'^e in castles,

ud-.ere prayers or masses are said ; anil which are mere endowed
oratories. Whence the term is also applied, in the Romish church,
to certain perpetual offices bestowed on canons, religious^ or
others, for tl.e saying of masses, by way (.f augmentation of their

livings. Others think it is a lease, 01 concession of any ecclesiasti-

cal fund or revenue, belonging to a n^onastery, to be enjoyed dur-
ing life. Du Moulin calls it a profane beaetice, which, however,
has a perpetual title, and an ecclesiastical office, with certain re-

venues attached to it ; which the incumbent is allowed to sell, and
which may be possessed without tonsure ; such as the lay church-
wardens of Nolre-dame. He adds, that, in propriety, the canon-
rics of chapels i.re benefices of this nature. The most probable
opinion seems to be, that pre^limony is a fund, or revenue, appro-
priated by the founder for the sub^i^tence of a priest, without be-
ing erected into any title of benelice, chapel, prebend, or pnory ;

and which is not subject either to the pope or to the ordinary, but
whereof the patron, and those who have a right from him, are the
collectors, and nominate and confer pleno jure.

PRESTISSl.MO, in the Italian music, intimates to perform
extremely quick.

PRESTO is used in the same sense in the Italian music,
from whiih the legerdemain performers seem to have borrow-
ed it.

PRESTON, a town of England in Lancashire, sealed on the
Ribble, 21 miles S. of Lancaster Lon. 2. 53. \\. Lat. 53.
45. N.
Preston, a town of Scotland, in Haddingtonshire, 7 miles W.

of Haiidiiigton.

PRESUMPTIVE HEIR, the sami with heir at law. See
Law.
PRETENCE, or ESCUTCHEON OF PRETENCE, in

lieraltlrv. See Heraldry.
PRETENSED, or PRETENDED RIGHT, in law, is

where one is in possession of lands or tenements, which another,
who is out, claims and >nes for. Here the pretenscd right is in
him who so claims or sues.

PRETERITE, in grammar, a tense, which expresses the time
past, or an action completely (inished ; as 'mi:N, \i\f^a, dixi, je
(lis, I have said. See Grammar.
PRETERITION, or PRE'l'ERMISSIOX, in rhetoric, a

ligure whereby, in pretending to pass over a thing untouched,
we make a summary mention thereof. I will not say he is va-
liant, he is learned, he is just, &c. The most artful praises are
those given by way of preterition. See Oratory.
PRETEXT implies a colour or motive, whether real or feign-

ed, for doing something.
^

PREVARICATION, in the civil law, is where the former
collndes with the defendants,and so makes only a sham prosecution;
Prevarication, in the English law, is when a man falsely

seems to undertake a thing, with intention that he may distroy it

;

where a lawyer pleads booty, or acts by collusion, &c. It also
denotes a secret abuse committed in the exercise of a public oflice,

01' of a commission given by a private perjon.

Prevarication,
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Pff.v'arication, in tlie Scots law, is applied to a witness, who,

in giving Ills evidence before tiie court, endeavours to conceal or

disguise the truth, and thus contradicts in one part of his testimo-

ny, what he had said in another.

PREVESA, a town of Italy, in the late Venetian province of

Albania, near tlie site of the ancient Nicopolis, 20 miles S. W. of

Arta, and 70 N. W. of Lepanto.
PREUILLY, a town of France, in the department of the

Indre and Loire, and late province of Touraine, 18 miles S. of

Loches, and 23 N. E. of Poitiers.

PRIAM, tlie last king of Troy, the son of I^aomedon. lie
was carried into Greece after the taking of that city by Hercules ;

but was afterwards ransomed, on which he obtained the name of
Priam, rioies^xo;, Greek, signifying ransomed ; his former name
being Podarces. At his return he rebuilt Iluim, and extended the
bounds of the kingdom of Troy, which became very flourishing

under his reign. He married Hecuba, the daughter of Cisseus,

king of Thrace, by whom lie had nineteen children ; and among
the rest Paris, who carried off Helen, and occasioned the ruin of

Troy, which is supposed to have been sacked by the Greeks
about 1184 B. C. when Priam was killed by Pyrrhus the son of

Achilles at the foot of an altar where he had taken refuge, after a

reign of 52 years.

PRIAMAN, a sea-porttown of Asia, on the W. coast of Su-
matra. Lon. 98. 0. E. Lat. 58. S.

PRIAPUS, in Pagan worship, the son of Bacchus and Venus,
who presided over gardens and the most indecent actions. He
was particularly adored at Lampsacns, a city at the mouth of the

Hellespont, said to be the place of his birth ; and his image was
placed in gardens to defend them from thieves and birdi destruc-

tive to fruit.

PRICE, Rev. Richard, D. D. LL. D. F. R. S. of London,
and of the Academy of Sciences, New England, was born at Tyn-
ton in Glamorganshire, February 22, 1723. His father was a dis-

senting minister at Bridgend in that county, and died in 1739.

In his eighth year he was placed under Mr. Sinmionds of Neath;
in his twelfth under the Rev. Samuel Jones, at Pentwyn, in Wales,

a man of liberal Si-ntiments ; and in his sixteenth he attended Mr.
Grifiith's acadeniv at Talgarth, in Breconshire. His mother dy-

ing in 1740, he came to London, attended Mr. Eames's academy,
under the patronage of his uncle, the Rev. S. Price, who was a

colleague of Dr. Walls for forty years. In 1744, he went to re-

side With Mr. Streatficid of Stoke Newlngton as his domestic cha|)-

lain, while he also regularly assisted Dr. Chandler at the Old
Jewry, and occasionally others. Having lived with Mr. Streat-

licld near thirteen years, on his death aird his uncle's, he, in 1757,

married Miss S. BUmdell of Leicestershire. He then settled at

Hackney, but being soon after chosen minister at Newington
Green, fie lived there until the death of his wife, in 1786, when he

returned to Hackney. He was next chosen afternoon-preacher at

the meeting-house in Poor Jewrv-street, but this he resigned on
being elected pastor of the Gravel-pit meetmg at Hackney. In

February 1791 he was attacked witli a nervous fever, succeeded

by a disorder in his bladder ; which reduced him to such a degree

ttiat, worn out with agony he died 19tli April 1791. He left his

property to a sister and two nephews. Having early studied Dr.
Clark's system, he had adopted his sentiments, and became a

Semi-Arian. His universal acquaintance with the sciences, and
his useful application of them to the best purposes, are well known.
Gratitude will not allow us to forget the ability and spirit with

which he awakened the attention of his countrjmen to the reduc-

tion of the national debt. In 1/63 or 1764 he was chosen F.R.S.

and contributed largi ly to the transactions of that learned body ;

in 176y he received Irom Alierdeen a diploma cresiting him D.D.
and in 1783 the degree of LL. D. was conferred upon him by the

college of Yale in Connecticut. As in 1770 he had refused an

American degree which had been conveyed to him by Dr. Frank-

lin, bis acceptance of one thirteen years afterwards can be attribut-

ed only to his extravagant attachment to a republican form of go-

vernment. His works are: A Review of the principal Questions

and DifTKulties in Morals, Svo. 1758. Dissertations on Provi-

dence, &c. Svo. 1767. Observations on Reversionary Payments,

&c. Svo. 1771. Appeal on the National Debt, &c.' Svo. 1773.

Observations on the Nature ot Civil Liberty, 1776. On Mate-

rialism and Necessity, in a Correspondence between Dr. Price and

VOL. IV.—NO. 183.

Dr. Priestley, 1779. On ."Annuities, Assurances, Population, &c.
Svo. 1779. On the Population of England, 1 7S0. On the Public
Debts, P'Inancej, Loans, &c. Svo. 1783. On Reversionary Pay-
ments, 2 vols. 1783. On the Importance of the American Revo-
tion, 1784: besides Sermons, ajid a variety of papers in the
Philosophical Transactions on astronomical and other philosophical
subjects.

PRICKLE PEAK, in geography, an island near the N. coast
of .Antigua. Lon. 61. 30. W. Lat. 17. 18. N.
PRICKING, in the sea-language, is to make a point on the

plat or chart, near about where the ship then is, or is to be at such
a time, in order to find the course they are to steer. See Navi-
gation.
PRIDEAUX, Humphry, D.D. a learned divine, born at

Padstow in Cornwall in 164S, and honourably descendedjby both
parents. Three years he studied at Westminster under Dr. Bus-
by ; and then was removed to Christ Church, Oxford. Here he
published, in 1676, his " Marmora Oxoniensia ex Arundelianis,

Seldenianis, aliisque conHata, cum perpetuo Commentario." This
introduced him to the lord chancellor Finch, afterwards earl of

Nottingham, who, in 1679, presented him to the rectory of St.

Clement's near Oxford, and, in 1681, be^towed on him a prebend
of Norwich. Some years alter he was engaged in a controversy
with the Papists at Norwich, concerning the validity of the orders

•)f the church of England, which produced his book upon that

subject. In l6S8 he was installed in the archdeaconry of Sutilolk ;

to which he was collated by Dr. Lloyd, then bishop of Norwich.
In 1691, upon the death of Dr. Edward Pococke, the Hebrew
professorship at Oxford being vacant, was offered to Dr. Prideaux,

but he refused it. In 1697, he published his " Life of Moham-
med," and in 1702 was installed dean of Norwich. In 1710 he
was cut for the stone, which interrupted his studies for more than

a year. Some time after his return to London, he proceeded with

his " Connection of the History of the Old and New Testament ;"

which he had begun when he laid aside the design of writing the

History of Appropriations. He died in 1724.

PRIEST, in antiipiily, a person set apait for the performance

of sacrifice, and other offices and ceremonies of religion. Before

the promulgation of the law of Moses, the fust-born of every fa-

mily, the fathers, the princes, and the kings, were priests. Thus
Cai'n and Abel, Noah, Abraham, Melchizedec, Job, Isaac, and
Jacob, offered their own sacrifices. Among the Israelites, after

their exode from Egypt, tlie priesthood was confined to one tribe,

and it consisted of tliree orders, the high-priest, priests, and Le-

vites. Tlie priesthood was made hereditary in the family of

Aaron, and the first-born of the oldest branch of that family, if

he had no legal blemish, was always the high-priest. All nations

have had their priests. The Pagans had priests of Jupiter. NIars,

Bacchus, Hercules, Osiris, and Isis, &c. and some deities had

priestesses. The Mohammedans have priests of different orders,

called schiek, and mufti ; and the Indians and Chinese have their

bramins and bonzes. It has been much disputed, whether in the

Christian church, there be any such officer as a priest, in the

proper sense of the word. The church of Home, which holds the

propitiatory sacrifice of the mass, has of course her proper jiriest-

hood. In the cliurch of England, the word priest is retained to

denote the second order in her hierarchy.

PRIESTLEY, Joseph, LL. D. F. R. S. ami Member of

many foreign Literary Societies, was born March 13, O. S. 1733,

at Field-head, in Birstall parish, in the West Riding of ^ orkslure.

His father was a manufacturer of cloth, and both Ins parents were

persons of respcctabilitv among the Calvinistic Dissenters. ^ oung

Joseph was brouglit up', from an early period, in the house of Mr,

Joseph Keighley, who had married his aunt. Shewing an early

fondness for reading, he was sent to a school at Batley, where he

acquired a knowledge of the Latin, Greek, and Hebrew hnguages.

Ill his nineteenth year, he went to the academy at Daventry,

where he became the first pupil of Dr. Ashworth, under whom he

studied Divinity. In 1755, his 22d vear, he was chosen assistant-

minister to the independent congregation of Needham Market,

Siiliolk ; and at tliis time had unfortunately bei^im to entertain his

Socinian opinions. He had al>o become a student and admirer

of the metaphysical philosopliy of Mr. Hartley, of which, during

life, he continued the elucidator and advocate. In 175S, lie was

invited to be pastor of a congregation at Namptwich, in Cheshire ;
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whi're he opened a scliool, exliibiled pliilosopliical eNperiiiieiits,

aiul drew up an English (jraiiiiii;\r, which wa'; his fiist publicalion,

and raised iiis f.inic as a man of abilities. Upon the death of

Dr. Taylor, tutor in divinity at Warrington Academy, Dr. Aikin
being elio.^tn to supply his place, M'-. Priestley was appointed to

that uf belles letters in the Dr.'s room, in 1761. He soon alter

married Mary, dauuhter of Mr. Wilkinson ot Ber^hanl, ne;ir

\Vre,\liani ; a lady of an excellent heart, and his faithful partner
through lile. .'^mong the first of liis piilihcatioiis at Warrington,
were his Ch.^.rt of Biography, and his Chart of History. He aUo
published the substance of his lectures on General History and
Politics. In these he shewed himself an ardent admirer of the
British Constitution ; at the same time, that he avowed hij politi-

cal principles to be founded on liie original and indefeasible rights

of nia.i. He next published Lectures on the Theory and History
cf Language ; and on the Principles of Oratory and Crilicisin.

He next set about i>is great work the History of Electricity, which
he brought down to the then pre-ent state of that science, and
wherein he gave an account of manv of his own experiments.
The hr.-t edition appeared at Warrington in 1767, 4to'. and the
fifth in 4to. in 1794. In 1763, he accepted of an invitation, from
a numerous congregation at Leeds. Here he published many
tfjctsupon polemical tlieulogy, particularly, Institutes of Natural
and Revealed Religion: and 'a View of the Principles and Con-
duct of the Prote>lant Dissenters. In these works he shewed him-
self an open enemy to all unions of ecclesiastical with political

systems. His next publication at Leeds was The History and
Present State of Di-coveries relating to Vision, Light, anil Co-
lours; 2 vol--. 4to. 1772. About this period he began his celebrat-
ed experiments upon air. In 1770, through his merits as a philo-
sopher, and the recommendation of Dr. Price, the Earl of Shel-
burne invned liim to reside with him, rather in the character of his

literary antl philosophical companion, than as his librarian. At
this tmie his family resided at Calne in Wilts, near Bow-wood,
Lord Shelburne's seat. The Doctor often accompanied his lord-
ship to Lomlon, and mingled with the most eminent characters of
the age. He also went with him to Paris, where he astonished
many of the most celebrated nun of science, by his assuring them
of his firm belief in revelation. In 1775, he published his Exa-
mination of Dr. Reids Inquiry into the Human Mind: of Dr.
iVattie's Essay on Truth, and Dr. Oswald's Appeal to Common
Sen-e. His obiect was to prepare the way for the liartleian
Theory of the Human Mind; which he next published, wherein
he expressed his doubts of the immateriality of the soul. And in

1777, notwilhstandin:; the deserved oblncjuy occasioned by this
work, he published Disquisitioiis relating to Matter and Spirit, in
which he supported the same doctrine. At this time also he stood
forth as the champion of the highly absurd philosophical doctrine
of Necessity, which to him was a source of the highest satisfaction,
both religious and moral. As his friend Dr. Price differed from
hull on these two last mentioned points, (as well us respeclino- the
<iiviiiity of our Saviour,) a correspondence relative to them "took
place, wh:cl> «as piiijiished In one volume, and affords a beautiful
example cf a deba-.e carried on with mutual respect, affection, and
urbanity. In the midst of tiiese speculations, he carried on his
experiments upon air with success, and enriched that branch of
science with various discoveries. About this period, Ivs Institutes
ot Religion w< re continued : his Letters to a Philosophical Unbe-
liever, an.

I
his Harmony of the Evangelists, and various similar

tiacts, wen- published. The fcrm of his engagement with Lord
Shelburne biing concluded with an annuity of 150/. a year, he
took up Ins residence near Birmingham, not onlv on account of the
advantage its manufactures afforded to his chemical pursuits, but
al,o on account of its being the residence of Messrs. Watt, Bolton,
Kerr, Withering, and other eminent men of science; whose Luna-
rian Club exhibited a weekly constellation of extraordinary talents
He was soon after invited to be pastor to a congregation of Dis-
senters at Birmingham, vshoin he found cordiallv attached to him
Jrom the Birmingham press soon issued his Letters to Bishop
Mewcome on the Duration of Christ's Ministry : his History of
the Corruptions of Christianitv : and his History of Early Opi-
nious respecting Jesus Clirist. Controversies now multiplied upon
his hand. The tli,putes, which took place upon the Dissenter's
Bill for reliel from the I e.t Act, furnished a new subject of con-
test ; and lie appealed to the people in his Familiar Letters to the

Inhabitants of Birmingham, written with much force, but without

caution. Previously to this. Dr. Prie-tli y had shewn his attach-

ment to freedom, by his Essay on the Fn>t Principles ot Govern-
ment ; and by a pamphU-t on the Slate of Public Liberty in this

Countrv : and he had displayed a v\'arm interest in the cause of

America, when the disputes between Britain aixl lier Colonies

broke out. The French Revolution wa« also viewed by him with

satislaclioii. His sanguine hopes, as well as those of many others,

prognosticted from it the dawn of light and hlierty throughout
Europe; and he pailicuUrly h.oped Irom if the downfall of all ec-

clesiastical establishments. In this stale oi imilual exasperation,

the celebration of liie I4ih of July '791, b\ a public dinner, af-

forded tlie signil lor tho>e sav^'ge riots, which have thrown a last-

ing disgrace on the town of Birmingham. Amidst the burning of

cha[iels anil private houses, Dr. Priestley was hunted like a pro-

claimed criminal ; and his house, library, MSS. and chemical ap-

paratus, were destroyed. Driven from his favourite retideiu e, hii

losses were but poorly compen^atetl. A:ter passing some time as

a wanderer, an invitation fo succeed Dr. Price afforiled him a new
settlement at Hackney, where he might have ended hs days com-
fortably. He, however, resolved to leave Britain ; and accord-
ingly, in 1794, embarked with his family for Northumberland, an
inland town of Pennsylvania. His afflictions were increased by
the death of his excellent wife and son. In the United States he
was received with general respect ; was heard as a preacher hy
some of the mcnibi is of Congress, and was offered the place of
Chemical Profcisor at Philadelphia, but declined. Having col-

lected a new apparatus and library, he resumed his experiments,
and published the results in the American Philosophical Transac-
tions : wherein he continueil to defend the doctrine of Phlogiston
to the last. He also published a comparison of the Jewish with

Mohammedan and Hindoo religions; and of the char, cters of

Jesus Christ and Socrates ; in which he endeavoured, according
to his views, to strengthen the bulwarks of Revelation. Fie even
commenced the printing of two extensive works : viz. a Church
History and an Exposition of the Scriptures: but did not live to

finish them : though he urged it upon his surviving friends. He
also composed, transcribed, and left in MS. ready for the press,

A Comparison of the different Systems of Grecian Philosophy
with Christianity. His health began to decline in ISOl ; but lus

intellectual powers continued unimpaired to the last ; insomuch
that he dictated some conections of his unfinished works the last

day of his life, lie died on the 9lh February, 1804, between 8

ami 9 P. M. with so much calmness, that his death was almost un-
observed.

PRIMjE VLIE, [Lat. ?. e. the first passages,] :.mong physi-
cians, denote the whole alimentary duct ; inc aiding the oesopha-
gus, slom;ich, and intestines, with their appendages.
PRIMAGE, in commerce, is a small duty payable at the wa-

ter-side, usually about l'2d. per ton, or 6d. per bale, to the master
and mariners of a ship.

PRIMARY-PLANET, in astronomy, one that revolves round
t'le sun as a centre. See Planet.
PRIMATE, l_priiiias, Lat] in church-polity, an archbishop,

who is invested with a jurisdiction over other bishops. See Bi-
SHor, Metropolitan, ic. Some make a distinction between
primate and metropolitan ; the former having some sort of pre-
eminence over one or more archbishops, and the latter only over
simple bishops : thus the archbishop of Canterbuiy is styled pri-

mate of all England, relating to administrations, &c. which the
archbishop of York iiasonly within h.s own province.

Prlmapes, the first order of mammalia in the Linman systein ;

they are distinguished by fore-teeth cutting, upper four parallel

(except in some species of bats, which have two or none) ; tu-ks
solitary, that is, one on each side, in each jaw; teats two, pecto-
ral ; teet two, are hands ; nail=, usually llattc ned, oval ; food fruits,

except a few that use animal-food. There are four genera, viz.

homo, lemur, simia, and vespertilio.

PRIM DI, the first day of the decade, in the new French calen-
dar. See Calendar.
PRIME is sonu-tinies used to denote the same with decimal, or

the tenth [lart of an unit.

Prime, in fencing, is tlie first of the chief guards. See
Gl'ARD.
Prime Figure, in geometry, one which cannot be divided

iulo
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into any other liguies more siinpk- than it>elf, as a triangle among
j/lani's, ami llie pyramid among solid?.

Prime: Nvmblbs. See Numpkr.
Prime of the Moon is tiie new moonwlien she first appears,

vhich is a'.cjijt ihree clays after tlie change.
Prime Vertical, is that vertical cucle which passes through

the poles of tlie iiRri<lian, or the ea^^t and west points ot the liori-

ZOD ; whence dials projected on the plane of this circle are called

prime vertical, or north and south dials.

PRIMEIRAS, an Island in the East Sea, near the coast of

Africa. Lon. 35. '23. E. Lat. 17. 43. S.

PRIMEL POINT, a cape of France, in the English Channel,
V miles E. N. E. ot St. Pol de Leon.
PRI.VIER SEISIN, in leodal law, was a feod.il burden, only

incident to the king's tenants in capile, and not to tho,-.e who held
of inferior or mesne lords. It was a ri^hl which tne king had,
when any of his tenants in capite d.ed seised of a knight's fee, to

receive of the heir (provided h . were of full age) one vvhole year's
profits of the lands if they were in immediate possession, and half

a year's pr jlits it the lands were ui revei-sion expectant on an estate

for life. All the charges arising by primer seisin were abolished
bv 12 Car. 11. c. 24.

PRIM 1 ERO, an island of Italy, in the Gulf of Venice, near the
coa^t of Friuli.

PRIMING, among painters, signifies the laying on of the first

colour.

Primivg, in gunnery, the train of powder that is laid, from the
opening of the vent, along the gutter or channel on the upper part
of the breech of the gun : whic-h, when lired, conveys the flame
to the vent, by which it is further communicated to the charge, in

order to lire the piece. This operation is only used on shipboard
at the proof, and sometimes in garrison ; for, on all other occasions,
tubes are used for that purpose.
Priming Wire, in gunnery, a sort of iron-needle employed

to penetrate the vent or touch-hole of a piece of ordnance, when
it is loaded : in order to discover whether the powd;.-r contained
therein is thoroughly dry and l"it for immediate service ; as like-

wise to search the vent, and penetrate the cartridge, when the guns
are not loaded with tlie loose powder.
PRIMIPILUS, in antiquity, the centurion of the first cohort

of a legion, who had the charge of the Roman ea";le.

PRIM ITI.E, [Lat.] the tirst-frmls gathered of the earth, w hereof
the ancients made presents to the gods. See First-Frcits.
PRIMITIN'E, in srammar, is a root or original word in a

language, in contradistinction to derivative, and compound :

thus, Gnd is a primitive
;
gf^dly, a derivative ; and godlike, a com-

pound.
PRIMOGENITURE. The right of the firstborn, has among

most nations been very considerable. The fir^t-born son in the
])atriarclial ages had a superiority over his brethren, and, in the

absence of his father, was priest to the family. Among the Jews,
he was consecrated to the Lord, had a double portion of the inhe-

ritance, and succeeded in the government of the family or king-

dom. But if a woman's first child was a girl, neitiier siie, nor the
children that came after her, were consecrated. In every nation

of Europe, the right of primogeniture prevails in some degree at

present, but it did not prevail always. The law which calls the
first-born to the crown, preferably to the others, was not introduc-

ed into France till very late ; it was unknown to the first race of

kings, and even to tlie second. It was not till the end of the tenth

century, under the race of Hugh Capet, that the prerogative of

succession to the crown wa- appropriated to the first-born. By
the ancient custom of Gavel-kind, still preserved in some parts of

our island, primogeniture is of no account ; the paternal estate

being eipially shared by all the soi'^. And it has lieen a matter ot

violent and [earned dispute, wliether, at the death of Alexander
III. Baliol or Biuce was, by the law as it then stood, heir to the

crown of Scotland. The former had undoubtedly the right of

primogeniture, but the latter stood in on- degree of nearer relation

to the deceased sovereign ; and the Scottish barons, not being
able to determine whose claim was best founded, reh'rred the

question to Edward I. of England, and thereby involved their

country in a long and ruinous war.

PRIMULA, the Primrose ; a genus of the monogynia o der,

and pentandria class of plants ; natural order, Precise. Involii-

(rum lying under a simple umbfl ; tube of the corolla cylindi -

cal ; witii the mouth or limb patulous. There are twenty species,

most of them well known.
PRIMUM MOBILE, in the Ptolemaic astronomy, the ninth

or highe-.t sphere of the heav.'n<, whose centre is that ot the woill,

and in comparison of which the earth is l)Ut a point. T iiis the fol-

lowers of Piolemy will have to conlam all other spheres williin it,

and to give motion to ihem, turning itself, and all of them, quite

round in 24 hours. See .Astronomy.
PRINCE denotes a person who is a sovereign in his own ter-

ritories, yet holds of some other as his superior ; such are the

princes of C^ermany, who, though absolute in their respec-

tive principalities, ate bound to tlie emperor in certain ser-

vices.

Prince also denotes the issue of princes, or tho^e of the royal

family. In France, before the Revolution, they were called

pnncts of the blood, and during the short continuance of the con^
St tution of 17yi, French princes. In England, the king's chil-

dren are called sons and daughters of England ; the eldest son is

created prince of Wales ; the cadets are created dukes or earls as

the king pleases ; and the title of all the children is royal h'ahness:

all subjects are to kneel when admitted to kiss their hand, and at

table out of the king's pre-.eiice they are served on the knee. See
Rov.^L Family.
Pkince of the Senate, in ancient Rome, the person who

was calleil over first in the roll of senatprs, whenever it was renew-
cil by the censors : lit was always of consular and censorian dig-

nity. See Senate.
Prince of Wales, Cafe, the most western point of North

America hitherto discovered ; and the E limit of Behring's Straits

between Asia and America ; the two contnenu being only about

39 miles distant. Lon. ICS. 15. W. Lat. t)j. 46. N.
Prince of Wales's Foreland, the most southern point

of New Caledonia, in the South Sea. Lon. 66. 37. E. Lat. 22.

29. S.

Prince of Wales's Island, an island in the Soutli Pacific

Ocean. Lon. I jl. 53. W. Lat. 15. 0. S.

Pri.sce of Wales's Island, or Plilo Penany, an idand in

the entrance of the straits of Malacca, about 21 miles long, and 3

broad. Lon. 100. 0. E. Lat. 5. 0. N.
Prince Rupert's Head, a cape on the W. coast of Ilispa-

niola. Lon. 61.31. W. Lat. 15. 42. N.
Prince's Island, an island near the coast of Africa. Lon. 6.

40, W. Lat. 1.49. N.
Prince's Island, an island of Asia, in thr East Indian Ocean,

where European ships take in wood and water ; at the S. W. ex-

tremity of the Straits of Sunda, a few leagues Irom Java. Its best

harbour is in Lon. 105. 17. E. Lat. 0. 36. N.
Prince William's Sound, an inlet ot the sea on the N. W.

coast of America.
Prince V\ illiam's Sound, a territory on the coast of the

above sound. Lon. 1 1 5. 21. E. Lat. 59. 33. N.
Prince's Metal, a mixture of copper and zinc, in imitation

of gold.

PRINCETON, a town of New Jersey, seated partly in Mid-

dlesex, and partly in Somerset comities, 53 miles S. W. of New
York, and 42 N! E. of Philadelphia. J.on. 74. 55. W. Lat. 40.

22. N.
PRINCIPAL, [/ir/ncf/Jflfo, Lat.] the chief and most neces-

sary part of a thing. In commerce, principal is the capital of a

sum due or lent, so called in opposition to interest. See Interest.

It aNo denotes the first fund put by partner^ into a coinmou stock,

by which it is dl>tinsiiished from the calls or accessions aiterwacds

recpured. See Stock.
Princhai, in English law, is eilber the actor or absolute pcr-

petr.itorof the crime, who is called a principal, in the first degree;

or he who is present, aiding and abetting the lact to be- done, who-

is denominated a principal m the second decree. The presence of

a principal need not always be an actual immediate standing by,

within sight or hearing of tlie fact ; but there in:iy be aUo a con-

structive presence, as when one commits a robbery or murder,

and another keeps watch or guard at some convenient distance.

In case of murd.er by poisoning, a man may be a principal felon

by preparing ami L.ying the poison, or giving it 10 another, (who

is ieiioiant of its poisonous quality,) for that purpose ; and yet not

ailminister
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administer it himself, nor be present wlicn the very deed of poi-

soning is committed.
Principal Point, in perspective, is a point in the perspective

plane, upon which a line drawn from the eye, perpendicular to

the plane falls. This point is in the intersection of the horizontal

and vertical plane ; and is also called the point of sight, and point

of the eye ; but more properly the centre of the picture. See
Pebstective.
Pkincipal Ray, in perspective, is that which passes perpendi-

cularly from the spectator's eye to the perspective plane, or pic-

ture. Whence the point where this ray falls on the plane, is by
some also called the principal point, which other writers call the

centre of the picture.

PRINCIPATO, a large |)rovince of Italy, in Naples, divided
into two parts, called by the Italians Principato Ultra, and Princi-

pato Citra, that is, 'l"he Hither and Farther Principato.

1. Principato Citra is bounded on the north by the Farther
Principato, and part of the Terra-di-Lavoro, on the west and south

by the Tuscan sea, and on the east by tlie Basilicata. It is about
60 miles in length, and 30 in breadth ; the soil is fertile in wine,

corn, oil, and saffron; and they have a great deal of silk, besides

several mineral-springs. The capital is Salerno.

2. Principato Ultra is bounded on the N. by the county of

Molese and the Terra di Lavoro, on the W. by the Tuscan Sea,
on the S. by Principato Citra, and on the E. by the Capitanata.
It is about 37 miles long, and 30 broad. The Appennine moun-
tains render the air cold ; and the soil is not very fertile either in

corn or wine, but it produces chesnuts, and pastures in great plenty.
Picnevento is the capital.

PRINCIPLE, in science, a truth, admitted without proof.

Principles are of two kinds, primary and general ; and to the last

the name of Axioms is usually given on account of their importance
and dignity. An axiom or general principle, when the terms in

which it is expressed are understood, must be a self-evident truth;
but from its very nature it cannot be a first truth. Our first truths

are all particular. A child knows that two particular lines each
an inch long, are equal to one another, before he has formed anv
general notions of length and equality. "Things equal to one
and the same thing are equal to one another," is the first of Eu-
clid's axioms ; and an axiom it undoubtedly is, but to no man has

it been a first truth. It is a genus or class of truths comprehend-
ing under it numberless individuals. A primary principle is not
an axiom; it is only a particular truth; including in it no other
truth. There is not one of Euclid's axioms which has not been
the result of induction. That the whole is greater than any of its

parts is a general truth which no man ofcommon sense can contro-
vert ; but every one discovered that truth bv observing that his

body was larger than his head, his foot, or his hand ; that a moun-
tain is larger than a mole-hill in the midole of it, &c. The parti-
cular observations are made through the senses, and treasured up
in the meniory ; and the intellect by its constitution, compares
thrm togeiher, marks in what they agree and disagree, and thence
draws its axioms or general principles. General axioms are of in-

finite use in the pursuits of science; but it is not because tliev

create new truths ; they only shorten the process in the discovery
of such as might be found, with labour, through the medium of par-
ticular ])ropositions.

Principles, in physics, are often confounded with elements,
or llie fir.^l and sinqjlesl parts whereof natural bodies are compound-
ed, and into whicli lliey are again resolvable. See ElejMEnt,
and Chemistry.
PUINGLE, Sir John, an eminent physician and philosopher,

was a yonngrrson of Sir John Pringle of Stitchel, in the shire of
Ro\bur!!h, Baronet; took the degree of M. D. at Leyden, 1730

;

and piil)lishcd iIhmv Disserlatio Inauguralis de Marc ore Senili, 4to.
Alter having been some years professor of moral philosophy r.t

Edinburgh, he was, in June 174j, appointed ph\sician to the
duke of Cimibeiland, and physician to the hospital of the forces
in Fhinders, where the earl 'of Stair a|)pears to have be'-n his

patron. In Feb. 174t), Dr. Pringle, Dr.Armstrong, and Dr.Iiarker,
were nominated p!i\sieians to liie hospital for lame, maimed, and
sick soldiers, behind Uuckingham-hou^e; and in April 1749, Dr.
Pringle was appointed physician in ordinarv to the king. In 1750
and 1755, he published " Observations on ihe Nature and Cure of
Hospital and Gaol Fevers, in a Letter to Dr. Mead. 8vo," and

1-

in 17.52, " Observations on the Disorders of the Army in Camp
and Garrison," 8vo. On the 14th of April 1752, he married
Charlotte, daughter of Dr. Oliver, an eminent physician at Bath.
In 175t5 he was appointed jointly with Dr. Wintrmgham, phvsi-
cian to his niajestv's hospital for the forces of Great Britain. After
the accession of k. George III. Dr. Pringle was appointed phy-
sician to tlie queen's household, in 1761

;
physician in ordinary to

the ciueen in 1763, when he was admitted ot the college of physi-

cians in London ; and on the 5th June 1766, he was created a
baronet of Great Britain. In 1772 he was elected president of the
Royal Society, wiiere his speeches for five successive years, on
delivering the prize-medal of Sir Godfrey Copley, gave great satis-

faction. In 1777, he was appointed physician extraordinary to

the king. He was also a fellow of the College of Physicians at

Edinburgh, and of the Royal Medical Society at Paris: member
of llie Royal Academies at Paris, Stockholm, Gottingen, and of

the Philosopliical Societies at Edinburgh andHaeilem; and con-
tinued president of the Royal Society till November 1778 ; after

which period he gradually withdrew from the world, and in 1781
quitted his elegant house in Pall Mall, and made an excursion to

his native country. He returned to London in the end of that

year ; died greatly respected, January 18, 1782 ; and having no
children, was succeeded in his estate and title, by his nephew. Sir

James Pringle, Baronet. His chief communications to the Royal
Society, were the following: 1. Experiments on Substances re-

sisting Putrefaction ; 2. Account of some persons seized with the

Gaol F'ever by working in Newgate. 3. A remarkable Case of

Fragility, Flexibility, and Dissolution, of the Bones. 4. Account
of the Earthquakes felt at Brussels. 5. Account of the sinking of
a River near PontyponI, in Monmouthshire. 6. Account of an
EartlM]Uoke felt Feb. IS, 1756, along Ihe coast of England, be-

tween Margate and Dover. 7. Account of another felt at Glas-
gow and Dumbarton ; also of a Shower of Dust falling on a Ship
between Shetland and Iceland. 8. Several Accounts of the Fiery
Meteor which appeared on Sunda)', Nov. 26, 1758, between 8

and 9 P. M. vol. I. p. 218. 9. Account of the Virtues of Soap in

dissolving the Stone. 1 1. Effects of Electricity in Paralytic Cases.

12. Account of the Success of the Vitruin Geratum Antimonii.

PRINOS, Winter-Berry ; a genus of the monogynia order,

and hexandria class of plants; natural order, Dumosae. Calyx
cleft ; corolla one-petaled, wheel-shaped ; berry si.x-seeded.

There are seven species.

PRINTING, the art of taking impressions from cliaracters or
figures, moveable, or immoveable, on paper, linen, silk, &c.
There are now four kinds of printing: I. From moveable letters,

for books ; 2. Stereotype printing. 3. From copper-plates, for pic-

tures ; and, 4. From blocks, in which the representation of birds,

llowers, &c. are cut for printing calicoes, linen, &c. Some writers

have ascribed the origin of this art to the East, and affixed a very-

early period to its invention. But tliese have evidently confound-
ed the European mode of printing with the engraved tablets which
to this day are used in China. The invention of these tablets has

been ascribed by many writers even to an earlier period than the
commencement of Ihe Christian era; but is with more probability

assigned, by the very accurate Phil. Couplet, to the \ear fl30.

The Ilistoria Sinensis of Abdalla, wTitten in Per.-.ic in 1317, speaks
of it as an art in very common use. (Meerman, vol. i. p. 10. 218-

219, vol. ii. ]). IS6.) N. TrigauK asserts that the Chinese prac-

tised Hie art of printing five centuries before. Count Ferre Rez-
zonico found at Lyons plates with words and names engraven by a
Nuremberger, in 1380. The honour of having invented printing

by moveable types has been claimed by three dilTerent cities of
Europe, and by three different individuals connected with these

cities: viz. Laurentius of Harlem, Fust, or Faustus, of Mentz,
and Gutlemherg, or Giitenbeig, of .Sirasluirg. Without troubling

our readers with a tedious detail of the claims on eac h side, or the

various arguments and circumstances adduced in Iheir respective

support, by different authors, we shall only stale it as our decided
opinion, that the whole series of facts appear to be entirely in fa-

vour of L;!urentius of Harlem, nho first made use of separate

wooden types about 1430 ; and that F'austus and Giitlembcrg had
only ac(|uired and improved the art in consequenc e of his original

invention. This fact is recorded bv Hadrian Junius, in his Bata-

via, p. 253, printed at Leyden, (Lugd. Bat.) in 1588; the au-

thority of which is undoubted. It is also confirmed by Henry
Spiechel,
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SpiecliL'l, a Dulch poet of llie 16lh century. Along with tlie fact,

Junius mentlOM^ a number of trivial ciivuinstancfs, of which one is

cliiifly svorthy of notice ; viz. that Laurentlu^ made his discovery,
in consequence of cutting some letters on trees iu a wood, aftc'r-

>vard; rubbing them with ink, impressing a piece of paper upon
them, and taking oil" the impressions, to amuse liis grand-children.
Junius then relates, that, after this accidental discovery, Lauren-
tius, who i'as the son ol John Ko4er, or C'uslos, or /Edituus .''i.e.

keeper,) ofthe catliedral at Harlem, then a respectable otiiice,

made first wooden types of beech, in whole pages, with which he
printed an anonymous work on one side, but the pages were after-

wards pasted together, intituled Speculum nostra Salutis : that he
afleruards made moveable viooden types, with w hich he printed
many works, afterwards types of lead, and at last of a mi>;ture of
lead and tin ; that when his types became useless, he melted them
and made wine-pots of them, which were in the possession of his

great-grandson, Gerard Tlmmas, when Junius wrote, above 140
years after: :hat after this, his trade increasing, his workmen
V ere multiplied; but tliat one of them, viz. John f-'austus, having
seized a collection of the types and other implements, set off with
an accomplice, first to Amsterdam, then to Cologne, and last to

Mentz, where he settled, and wrought " with the tools he had
stolen."—" It is certain (adds Juniu?) that in a year's time, viz. in

1442, the Doctrinale of Alexander Galius, a grammar much used
at that time, with the Tracts of Peter of Spain, came forth there
from the same types asLaurentius had used at Harlem."—Thus
far Junius. The only parts of his narrative, that are disputed, are

his as-ertioii that Lamentius used metal-types, and his accusation
of Faustus of the theft; for others, particularly Speklinus, sav,

that one Joiui G<-insteich, Juur. was the thief; and that Fust was a

wealthy man, who afterwards assi-ted the first printers of Mentz
with money, to carry on and improve the art. Scriverius accuses
John Guttemberg of having been the thief; but others vindicate

him, and say that he spent 8 years, from 1436 to 1444, in honest
but fruitless endeavours to acquire the art by his own exertions.

Be that as it may, the two brothers Geinsteichs, hired the house of

Zuin Jungen, at Mentz, in 1443, and being assisted with money
by Fust, both Fu t, ;:nd John Meideiil)achius, and some other-

were admitted partners; and in 1444, they were also joined b\

Guttemberg, who for that purpose left Strashurg. The two bro-

thers Geinsteichs then first invented c ut metal-types: and after

many smaller essays, published the Bibie with these in 1450.

After tlr.s 'he partnei-.^hip was dissolve i, au'i a new one formed in

Anaust, 1450, between Fus'. anl Guttemberg, but whicli ended in

a law->uit, in l45"i, which wa^ deciiled against Guttemberg. In

1457, a magnitiient edition of the Psalter was published by Fust
and Schoelier, which, hoAever, owed its uncommon elegance

chiefly to Guttemberg. Th's was the first book that was printed

with a date ; aflt-r which the practice of prefixing or subjoining the

date and priuierN na ,
- became common. In 1460, Guttemberg,

assisted by Conrad Himery, synodic of Mentz, opened another

office, anfl printed a Handsome edition of the Catholicon Jo. de
Janua. Alter this P-ter Schoefler, who, tliough a kind of partner

to Fust, was hitherto only his servant, completed the discovery of

the art, by the eti'orts of his own genius. After various experi-

meilts, he found, that the charactiTS might be cut in a matrix, in

which the letters niiy'it be singly cast instead ol being cut. He
then privately cut matrices for the whole alphabet, and when he

shewed his master the types cast from the matrices, Fust was so

overjoyed, that he promised him his only daughter Christina in

marriage, which he soon after performed. He afterwards disco-

.vered the method of hardening the metal, wliicli completed the

whole invention This account of Schoelfer's completion ofthe

discovery is related by Trithemiiis, and by John Frederic Faustus

of Aschaffenburg, from his familypapers. While these improve-

ments were carrying on at Meritz, or rather a little earlier, I^au-

rentius dieil at Harlem, and the printing was continued by his

children and grand-children, for a long time after. His death is

placed about 1440, but it would appear to have been somewhat
later, else he could not have been robbed of his types in 1441.

He had published the Speculum Belgicum, and two editions of

Dona'tu? with wooden types between 1430 and 1440.—The first

book printed by Fust and SchoeCfer, with their improved types,

was an eleuant edition of Durandi Rationale Officiorum Divi-

nrfruni, in 1459, on vellum, in large folio. A copy of tliis work
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wassold the 30th May, 1801, by Mr. C. Elliot at Edinburgh, for
1 lot. sler. bust and his son-iii-law concealed their improvement,
and made their workmen take an oath of secrecy lor that purpose. ,

but Mentz being taken and sacked Oct. 27, 146s?, bv Abp. Adol-
phus of Nassau, their compositors were disper-ed, aiid ihe inven-
tion spread throughout Europe, to the g-neral benefit ot printing,
which soon arrived at a considerable <iegiee of perleciion 'llie
workmen emi)loyed in the art of printi;ig are of two kinds : com-
positors, who range and dispose the letlcMs into words, lines, pages, .

&c. and pressmen, who lake otf the impression. The types beii.^
cast, the compositor distributes each kind bv itself amor.g the di-
visions of two wooden frames, an upper and"lower, called cases:
each of which is divided into little cells or boxes. 'I nose of the
upper caseaie in number 98, all of the same size ; and ii. them
are disposed the capitals, small capitals, accented letters, figures,
&c. the capitals being placed inalphabetical order. In the boxes
ofthe lower case, which are 54, are laid the small letters, wilhthe
points, spaces, Sec. The boxes are here of dilfercnl size>, the
largest being tor the letters most use.l ; but not in alphabetical or-
der, the boxes which contain the letter oftenest wanted being near-
est the compositor's hand. Each case is placed a liitle aslope, that
the (,om|)ositor may the more easilv reach the upper-boxes. The
instrument in which the letters are set is called a composing stick,
Plate CXL\ III, fig. 5, which consists of a long and narrow plate
of brass, or iron, &c. on the right side of which arises a ledge,
which runs the whole length ofthe plate, and serves to suslaui ihe
letters, the sides of which are to rest against it; along this ledge is

a row of holes, for iutioducing_tlie screw a, to lengthen or shorten
the line, by moving the sliders/) c farther from, or nearer lo, the
shorter ledge at the end d. Where marginal notes are rec|uired
the two sliding pieces h c are opened toa proper distance from each
other in such a manner as that while the distance between d c forms
the length ofthe line iu the text, the distance between the twoslid-
ing-pieces forms the length ofthe lines for the side-notes. Beforethe •

compositorbeginstocompose, he puts arule or thin slip of brass-plate
cut to the length ofthe line, and ofthe same heigiit as the letter,
in the composing-stick, against the ledge, for the letter to bear
against. The compositor then having the copy Iving before him,
and his stick in his left hand, his thumb being over the slider r,

with the right takes up the letters, spaces, &c. one bv one, and
place? them against the rule, while he supports them w'ith his left

thumb by pivs'-ing them to the end of the slider c, the other hand
being constantly employed in setting in other letters. A line
being thus composed, if it end with a word or syllable, and exactly .

fill the measure, there needs no further care ; otherwise, more
spaces are to be put in, or the distances lessened, betweenthe sa-

veral words, to fill the measure so that every line may end event
The spaces are pieces of metal exactly shaped like the slianks of
the letters, of various thicknesses, and serve to support the letters^

and preserve a proper distance between the words : the line being
thus finished, the compositor moves the brass-rule from behind the
former, and places it before it, and thus composes another line
against it in the same manner; going on thus till his stick is full,

when he empties all the lines contained in it into the galley. He thery

fills and empties his com|)osing-stick as before till a complete
page be formed ; when he tics it up with a cord; and setting it

by, proceeds to the next, till the number of pages to be contained
in a sheet or half a sheet, is completed ; which <lone, he carries

them to the imposing-stone, there to be ranged in order, and fast-

ened together in a frame called a chase; and this is termed impos-
ing. The chase is a rectangular iron-frame, of different dimensions
according to the size of the paper to be printed, having two cross-

pieces of the same metal called a long and short cross, morticed at

each end so as to be tak-ea out occasionally. By the diiiereiit

situations of these crosses the chase is fitted for different volumes:
for folios, quartos, octavos, &c. To dress the chase, or range and
fix the pages in it, a set of furniture, consisting of slips of wood
of different dimensions, and about half an inch high : some of
these are placed at the top of the pages, and called headsticks ;

others between them, to form the inner margin ; others on the
sides of the crosses, lo form the outer maigm, where the paper is

to be doubled ; and others in the form of wedges to the sides and
bottoms of the pages. Thus all the pages being placed at thc-r

proper distances, and the chase and furniture plated about them,
they are all uiitied and fasleued together by driving small pieces

5 1 o£
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of wood culled quoins, cut in the wcdgeforni, up bftween the

slanting side of llie foot and side sticks and the chase, by means

of a piece of hard wood and a mallet ; and all being thus bounil

together, so that none of the letters will fall out, it is ready for the

pressmen. In this condition the work is called a lorm ; and as

UiLM-e are two of tlie-e forms required for every shrel, when both

sides are to be printed, it is necessary the distances between the

pages in each form should be placed w'ith such exactness, that the

impression of the pages in one form shall fall exactly on the back

of the pages of the other, which is called register. As it is im-

possible but that there must be some mistakes in the work, either

through the oversight of the compositor, or l>y the casual trans-

position of letters in the cases ; a sheet is printed off', w hich is

called a proof, and given to tlie corrector; who reading it over,

aiKl rectifying it by the copy, marking the alterations in the mar-

gin, it is "delivered back to the compositor to be corrected. The
compositor then unlocking the form upon the imposing-stone, by
loosening the quoins or wedges which bound the letters together,

rectifies the mistakes by picking out the wrong types with a slender

sharp-pointed st<-el-bodkin, and putting others into their places.

After this another proof is made, sent to the author, and corrected

as before ; and lastly, there is another proof called a revise, to sec

whether all the mistiikes marked in the last proof are corrected.

The pressman's business is to work ofl'the forms thus prepared and

corrected ; in doing which four things are rctpiired, paper, ink,

balls, and a press. To prepare the paper for use, it is to be first

wetted by dipping several sheets together in water ; these are af-

(eruards laid in a heap over each other ; and to make them take

\he water equally, they are all pressed close down with a weight

at the top. 'I'he' ink is made of oil and lamp-black ; for the man-
ner of preparing which, see Ink. The balls by which the ink is

applied on the forms, are a kind of wooden funnels, wifli handles,

the cavities of » hich are fdled with wool or hair, as is also a piece

of alum-leather, or pelt, nailed over the cavity, ami made ex-

tremely soft by soaking in urine and by being well rubbed. One
of these the pressman takes in each hand ; and applying one of

them to the ink-block, daubs and works them together to flistri-

l)ute the ink equally ; and then blackens the form which is placed

on the press, by beating with the balls upon the face of the letter.

The printing-press, is a very curious and complex machine, the

form, parts,and general structure of which, may be conceived from a

careful inspection of lig. 1, Plate CXI.Vlll. I'pontlie plank is a

square frame or coffin, in which is inclosed a polislied stone on

which the form is laid ; at the end of the coffin are three frumes,

viz. the two lympans and frisket : th.e tynipaus are square, and
made of three slips of very thin wood, and at the top a piece of

iron still thinner ; that called the outer tympan is fastened with

binges to the coffin ; they are both covered with parchment; and
between the two are placed blankets, which are necessary to take

ofTthe iinpression of the letters upon the paper. The frisket is a

square frame of thin iron, fastened with hinges to the tympan; i(

is covered with paper cut in the necessary places, that the sheet,

which is put between the frisket and the outer tympan may receive

the ink, and that nothing may hurt the margins. To regulate

the margins, a sheet is fastened upon this tympan, wliich is called

the tympan sheet ; and on each side is fixed an iron-i)oint, wliich

makes two holes in the sheet, which is to be placed on the ^ame
points when (he impression is to be made on the other side. In

preparing the press for working, the parchment which covers the

outer tympan is welted till it is very soft, in order to render the

impression more equable ; the blankets are then put in, and se-

cured from slipping by the inner tympan ; then while one man
beats the letter with the balls, covered with ink taken from the

ink-block, another places a sheet of paper on the tympan-sheet

;

turns down the frisket upon it, to keo|> the (laper clean and pre-

vents its slipping ; then bringing the tympans upon the form, and
turning the rounce, he brings the form with the stone, &c. under
the plaiten ; pulls with the bar, by which means the platlen presses

the blankets and jiaper close upon the Irtter, whereby half the

form is printed ; then easing the bar, he draws tlie form still for-

ward ;
gives a second pull ; and letting go the bar turns back the

form, rsises the tympans and frisket, takes out the printed sheet,

and lays on a fresh one ; and this is repeated till he has taken otT

the impression upon the full number of sheets the edition is to

consist of. One side of the sheet being thus printed, the form for

the other is laid upon the press, and worked off" in the same man-
ner. This press is constructed on the true principles of mecha-
nism, but in working, requires great labour and attention. Earl

Stanhope's iron-press is capable of ten times the force of the com-
mon press, with, perhaps, a tenth of the labour. In working

upon this press, nothing is left to the judgement of the pressman
but the beating. It is represented in fig. 2, Plate CXLVIII.

Pri.STING, "St ERtoTYPE. It appears from the accounts of Mr.
Tilloch and others, that the art of printing with solid or fixeii

types, was known in the seventeenth century. In 1723, Mr. Gad
prosecuted plate-printing ; and about 50 years after Mr. Tilloch

and Mr. Foulis carried the art to considerable perfection. Some
time elapse<l after this, when Didot, the celebrated French prin-

ter, applied the stereotype art to logarithmic tables, and alterwards

to several of the Latin classics, and to various French publications.

Some years after Mr. Tilloch had given up the prosecution of this

art, Mr. Wilion, a printer of respectability in London, engaged
with Earl Stanhope, for the purpose of bringing it to perfection,

and eventually to establish it in this country. His Lordship, it is

said, received his inslrutlious from Mr. 'lilloch, and liaci after-

wards the personal attendance of Mr. Foulis, for many months, at

his seat at Clievening, where his Lordship was initiated in the

practical part of the ojieration. Alter two years application, Mr.
Wilson announced to the public "that tlie genius jnd persever-

ance of Earl Stanhope, whom he styles " the Right Honourable
Inventor," had overcome every difficulty ; ^\\d thai accordingly,

ihe various processes of the stereotype had been so admirably con-

trived, combining tlie most beaulilul simplicity wi li the mu=t de-
sirable cccononiy, the ne plus ultra of perfection with that of cheap-
ness, as to yield the best encouragement to the public for looking
forward to the happy period when an applicat on of this valuable

art to the manufacture of books would be the means of reducing
the prices of all standard works al least Ih.rly, and in many cases

fifty per cent. In January, IH'JA, the stereotype art, (with the ap-
probation of Lord Stanhope,) vias oU'ered by Mr AVilson to the
University of Cambridge, for their adopliiii and use in llie print-

ing of bibles, testaments, and j^rayer-buoks, upon certain terms
and condition"! highly advantageous to Mr. Wilson ; for, with tiii

Lordship's characteristic generosity. Earl Stanhope has uniformly
declined to accept even th.e reimbursement of any part of the

monies by him expi-ndcd in the prosecution of this mgenious ;irt.

The precise procedure in stereotype prinling is known only to
few: however, the general practice is first to stt up a page, for in-

stance, in the common way, with moveable types; and when it is

rendered as correct as the nature of the thing will admit, a cast is

taken from it, and in this cast the metal for the stenotxpe plate is

poured, and so for every page or sheet of a work intended to be
stereotyped. When Ihe plales are prepared, they are printed off

at the Stanhope press ; and it must be confessed, that the works
hitherto published, that have been printed in this manner, are very
beautiful, and to llie lull as correct as the best editions of books,
printed according to the common method.
Printing bv thk Rolli.ng-Phess, is employed in taking off

prints or impressions from copperplates engraven, etched, or
scraped, as in mezzotintos. See Engraving. This art is said
to have been as ancient as the year 1540, and to owe its origin to
Finiguerra, a Florentine goldsmith, who pouring some melled
brimstone on an engraven plate, found the exact impression of the
engraving left in the cold brimstone, marked with black taken out
of the strokes by the liquid sulphur: upon this he attempled to do
the same on silver-plates, with wet paper, by rolling it smoolhly
with a roller ; and this succeeded : but this art was not used in
England till the reign of king James 1. when it was brought from
Antwerp by Speed. The form of Ihe rolling-press, the composi-
tion of the ink used therein, and the manner of applying both in

taking offprints, are as follow : the rolling-press AL, tig, ti, may
be divided into two parts, the body and carriage: the body con-
sists of two wooden cheeks PP, placed perpendicularly on a stand
or foot LM, which sustains the whole press. From the foot like-

wise are four other perpendicular pieces c, c, c, c, joined by other
cross or horizontal ones d,(l,d, which serve to sustain a smooth
even plank or table HIK, about four feet and a half long, two feet
and a half broad, and an inch and a half thick. Into the checks
go two wooden cylinders or rollers, DE, FG, about six inches in

diameter, borne up at each end by the cheeks, whose ends, which
are
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are lessened to about two iiitlies diameter, and called trunnions,
turn in the cheeks about two pieces of wood in form of liall-nioons,

lined with (jolished iron to facilitate the motion. Lastly, to one
of the upper rollers is fastened a cross, consisting of two levers
AB, or pieces of wood traversing each olher, the arms of uliicli

cross serve instead of the bar or handle of the letter-press, by turn-
ing the upper roller, and when the plank is between the two roll-

ers, giving the same nioliou to the under one, by drawing the
plank forward and backward. 'Jhe ink used for copperplates, is a
composition made of the stones of |>caches and apricots, the bones
of sheep and ivory, all well burnt, and called Frankfort black,
mixed with nut-oil that has been well boiled, and ground together
on a marble, alter the same manner as painters do their colours.
The method of prinlnig ficni copperplates is as follows : they take
a small quantity of this ink on a rubber made of linen-rags, strongly
bound about each other, and therewith smear the whole face of the
plate as it lies on a grate over a charcoal-tire. The plate being
sufticiently inked, (hey iirst wipe it over with a foul rag, then wiih
the p.ilui of their Kit hjnd, and then with that of the right ; and to
dry the hand and forward the wiping, they rub it from time to
time in whiting. In wiping (he plate perfectly dean, yet without
taking the ink out of the engraving, the address of the workman
consists. Tlie plale, thus prepared, is laid on tlie plauk of the
press ; over the plate is laid the pajjer, first well moistened, to re-
ceive the impre>siou ; and over the paper Ivvo or three folds of
flani:el. Things thus disposed, the arms of the cross are pulled,
and by that means the plale with its furniture passed through be-
tween the rollers, which pinching very strongly, yet equally,
presses the moislencd paper into the strokes ot the engraving,
whence it licks out the ink.

Printing, Chi.slse, is performed from wooden blocks, cut
like those used in printing ot calico, paper, cards, &c.
Printing of Calico, &:c. See Calico-Printing.
PRINTS, the impressions taken from copjierplales. See E.v-

ORAVING, and Printing.
PRIOU, Matthew, an eminent English poet, Was born at

Loudon in 1064. His fathi-r dying while he was very young, an
uncle, a vintner, having given him some educaticn at \Vcstniinster

school, took hiui home lo breed him up to his own trade. How-
ever, at his leisurc-liours he prosecuted his study of the classics,

and especially of liis favourite Horace. This introduced him to

some polite comjiany, who frefpiented his uncle's house ; among
wliom the earl ol Dorset took particular notice of him, and pro-
cured him lo be sent to St. John's college in Cambridge, where,
in 16s6, he took the degree of A. B. and afterwards became fellow

of that college. Upon the revolution, Mr. Prior was brought to

court by the earl of Dur^et ; and in l<3yo he was made secretary to

the earl of Berkeley, plenipotentiary at the Hague; as he was af-

terwards to the ambassador and plenipotentiaries at the treaty of

Ryswick in 1697 ; and in 1698 to the earl of Portland, ambassa-
dor to the court of Fr.uice. In 1710, he was supposed to have had
a shire in writing •' The Examiner." In 171 1, he was made one
of the commissioners of the customs ; and was sent minister pleni-

potentiary to France, for the negotiatmg a peace with that king-

dom. In 1715 he was recalled ; and upon his arrival was taken

U|) by a warrant from the house ot commons, and strictly

examined by a committee of the privy council, and ordered
into close custody. In 1717, he was excepted out and set

at liberty. Tlie remainder of his days he spent in tranquillity
;

and died in 1721. His poems are well known, and justly ad-
mired.

PRIOR, in general, something before or nearer the beginning
than another, to which it is compared.

Prior, more particularly, denotes the superior of a convent of
monks, or the next under the abbot. See Abbot. Priors are

eilher claustral or conventual. Conventual priors are the same as

abbots. Claustral prior, is he who governs the religious of an
abbe . or priory in commendam, having his jurisdiction wholly
froni'the abbot.

Prior, Grand, is the superior of a large abbey, where several

superiors aie required.

PRIORITY, Iprioritus, Lat.] the relation of something con-
sidered as prior to another. 'I he principal modes of |)riorily are

Jive, ui respect of time, nature, order, dignity, and causality, as

summed up in this distich :

Tempore, natura, prius ordine, die & honore
Eli'ecto causam dicimus esse prius.

Priority, inlaw, denotes an antiquity of tenure, in compari-
son of anotlier less ancient. Where a prior suit is depending, it

may be pleaded in abatement of a subsequent action ; and a prior
mortgage ought to be first paid ofl": but it is held, there is no
priority of trial in judgments; for that which is first executed
shall be first satisfied.

PRISAGE, [prisagiiim, Lat.] that part or share which be-
longs to the king, or admiral, out of prizes taken at sea from an
enemy : this is usually a tenth part. See the article Prize.
Prisage of Wines, a term aiciently u;ed tor what is row

called bullerage. See the article Bl'tlerace.
PRISCILLIANTSTS, in church-history. Christian heretics, so

called from their leader Priscillian, a Spaniard by birth, and bishop
of Avilla. He is said to have practised magic, and to have main-
tained the principal errors ot the Manichees ; but his piculiar
tenet was, that it is lawful to make false oaths, in order to support
one's cause and interests.

PRISDENIA, a town of European Turkey, in Bosnia, 32
miles N. E. of Albanopolis, and 193 N. of Belgrade. Lon. 21.3.
E. Lat. 42. 0. N.
PRISM, in geometry, an oblong solid, contained under more

Ihcin four planes, whose bases are equal, parallel, and alike situated.
The prism is generated by the motion of a rectilinear figure, de-
scending always parallel to itself. See Geometry. If the de-
scribent be a triangle, the body is said to be a triangular prism ;

if square, a quadrangular one, &c. To measure the surface of any
prism, find the area of each side, and their sum is the superficial

content. For the solidity, multiply the area of the base by the
altitude. See Mensuration.

Prism, in optics, an oblong solid, contained undi;r more than
four planes, whose bases are equal, parallel, and alike situated.

See Optics.
PRISMOID, a body approaching to the form of a prism.
PRISON, a place of safe custody, salva custodia ; not a plact-

of punishment. Any place where a person is confined may be said
to be a prison ; and when a process is issued against one, he must,
when arrested thereon, either be committed lo prison, or be bound
in a recognizance w ith sureties, or else give bail according to the
nature of the case,to appear at a certain day in court, there to make
answer to what is alledged against him. Where a person is taken
and sent to prison in a civd case, he may be released by the plain-

tilFin the suit ; but if it be for treason or felony, he may not re-

gularly be discharged, until he is indicted of the fact and acquit-

ted. See Indictment, and Prisoner.
PRISONER, a person restrained or kept in prison upon an

action civil or criminal, or upon commendment : and one may be .

prisoner on matter of record or matter of fact. A prisoner upon
matter of record, is he who, Iwing present in court, is by the

court committed to [jrison ; and the other is one carried to prison

upon an arrest, whether it be by the sheriff, constable, or other :

uliicer.

PRISTIXA, a town of European Turkey in Servia : 100 miles

E. of Ragusa, and IjO S. E. of Belgrade." Lon. 22. 5. E. Lat.

42. 43. N.
PRISTIS, in ichthyology, the Sawfish, is a genus of fishes,-

order Cartilaginei. It is frequently and properiy enough con-

sidered as a species of the squalus or shark genus. The P. Cirra-.

tus is delineated in Plate CXXI. Its characters are these : a long:

plane snout, with spines growing like teeth out of both edges ; .

lour or five spiracula, or breathing apertures, in the sides of the

neck : the body is oblong and almost round, with a rough coria-

cious skin ; the mouth is situated in the lower part of the head;

and the nostrils, belore the mouth, are half covered with membra-
naceous lobes ; behind the eyes are two oval holes ; the ventral

fins approach one another, and in the male are placed about the .

organs of g neratiou ; there are no fins at the anus.

PRIVAS, a town of France, in the department of Ardeche, 16

miles N.of \'iviers. Lon. 4. 41. E. Lat. 44 45. N.
PRIVATEERS, in maritime affairs, a kind of private ships of .

war, fitted out by private pei-sons at their own expence ; w ho have

leave granted them to keep what they can take from the enemy,-

allowing the admiral his share. Privateers must give bond not to

break treaties subsi'ting with the crown, not to use tiseir captives

ill,
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ill, not to commit aiiv suoil or tlepredatioii on llie sliips of friends

or'reuters, &c. jikI 'not to bring awuy any servants, &c. from

America, without leave.

PRIVAIION, m general, denotes the absence or want ot

sometliing ; in whicli" sense, darkness is only a privation of

^PRIVATIVE, ill grairmar, a particle, which, prefixed tu a

word, changes it into a contr'arv sens.-. Tims, among the Greeks,

the Bis used as a privative, as ina-9nf, atheist, acoplialus, &c. 1 he

L.-mn^ have their pnvat.ve in, as HKorrigil)ilis, indeclliiabilis, &c.

'1 he English, French, &c. on occasion borrow both the Latin and

ana Greek privatives.

PRIVILEGE, in law, some peculiar benefit granted to certain

persons or places contrary to the usual course of the law. Pri-

vileges are either personal or real :

1. Privileges, Personal, are such as are extended to peers,

ambassadors, members of parliament, and of the convocation, .Vc.

See Lords, Ambassador, Parliament, Arrest, &c.

2. Privreges, Real, are those granted to some particular

places, as the king's palace, the courts at Westminster, &c.

Privileges of the Clergy. .See Clergy.
PRIVY, ill law, is a partaker, or person having an interest, in

any actual or thing. In this sense they say, privies in blood :

every heir in tail is privy to recover the land entailed. In old

law-books, merchants privy are opposed to merchants strangers.

Coke mentions four kinds r)f privies. Privies in blood, as the heir

tu his father ;
privies in representation, as executors am! adminis-

trators to the deceased ;
privies in estate, as he in reversion, and he

in remainder, donor, and donee; lessor and le>see : la-tly, privy

in tenure, as the lord by escheat ; !. e. when land esclieats to the

lord for want of heirs.

Privy Chamber. See Chamber.
Privy Council. See Council. The king's will is the sole

constituent of a privy counsellor. The duty of a privy counsellor

appears from the oath of oflice, which consists of seven articles. 1.

1 o advise the king according to the best of his cunning and dis-

cretion. '2. I'o advise for the king's lionour and good of the pub-

lic, without partiality, through atl'ection, love, meed, doubt, or

dread. 3 1 o keep tiie king's counsel secret. 4. To avoid cor

ruption. 5. I'o help and strengthen the execution of what shall be

there resolved 6. To withstand all persons who would attempt

the contrary. And, lastly, in general, 7. To observe, keep, and

do, all that a good and true privy counsellor ought to do to lii^

sovereign lord. The privy council is the primum mobile of th-

state, a"nd that which gives the motion and direction to all the in

ferior parts. It is likew i^e a court of justice of great antiquity ; the

primitive and ordinary way of government in England being by

the king and privy council'.

Privy Counsellor, a member of the privy council.

Privy Seal, a seal which the king uses previously to such

grants, &c. as are afterwards to pass tl'e great seal. The privy

seal is also sometimes used in matters of less consequence, which

do not require the great seal.

PRIZE, [prise, French, i. e. taken,] in maritime al'fairs, a ves-

sel taken at sea from the enemies of a state, or from pirates ; and

that e-.ther by a man of war, a privateer, 6cc. having a commission

for that purpose. Vessels are looked on as prizes, if they fight un-

der any other standard than that of the state from which they have-

their commission ; if they bave no charter-party invoice, or bill ot

lading aboard; if loaded with effects belonging to the king's

enemies, or with contraband poods. In ships of war, the prizes

aie to be divided among the officers, seamen, &c. as his majesty

shall appoint hv proclamation; but among privateers, the division

is according to the agreement between the owners. By slat. 13

Geo. II. c 4, judges and (ffuers, failing of their duty in respect to

the condt-mn..tion of prizes, forfeit 300^. with full costs of suit ; one
Oioieiv In tlie king, and the other to the informer.

.PRiOA, FLYING, in navigation, a vessel used in the South

Seas, -o nameil bei ause w th a brisk trade-wind it sails near 20

miles an hour. In the ronsii uction of the proa, the head and stern

are exactly alike, but the sides are verv dilierent ; the side in-

tended to be always the Ke-side being tlat ; and the windward
side made lonndmg, in ihi- manner of other vessels; and, to pre-

vent hrr oversetting, which from her small breadth, and the straight

run of het leewaid side, would, without this precaution, infalli-

bly happen, there is a frame laid out to lier from windwarci, to the

end of which is tasteiied a log, fashioned into the shape of a Small

boat, and made hollow.

PKOB-ABlLllY is nothing but the appearaiue of the agree-

ment or disaRreemeut of two ideas by the .nn-rveiuion ol proofs

whose connection is not cnnstaiu and iminiitable, or is not per-

ceived to l)e so; but i> or appears for the most part to be so, and
IS enough to induce the mine; to judge the proposition to be true

or ialsej raiher than the contiai y.

Probability, in poeir\, the appearance of truth in the

fable or .iction of a problem. See Drama, Fable, Epic Po-
etry, &c.
Probability of an Event, in tlie Doctrine of Chances, is

greater or less according to the iiumuer of chances by which it

may happen or tail. See Expectation, and Mortality.
PROBA IE of a will or testament, in law, is the exhibiting and

proving ot last wills and testaments before the ecclesi-astical judge
delegated by the bishop, who is ordinary of the place where the

party died.

PROBATION, in the universities, is tlie examination and trial

of a student who is about to take his degrees.

Probation, m a monastic sense, signifies the year of a novitiate,

which a religious must pass in a convent, to prove his virtue

and vocation, and whether he can biar the severities of the

rule.

PROBATIONER, in the church of Scotland, a student in di-

vinity, who bringing a certificate from a profe-sor in an university

of his good morals, and his having perfoimed his exercises to ap-

probation, is admitted to undergo several trials ; and, upon his

acquitting himself properly in these, receives a licence to

preach.

PROBATOR, in law, one who undertakes to prove a crime
charged upon another ; properly, an -accomplice in the crime who
impeaches others.

PROBAl UiM EST, [Lat. it is proved,] a term freqtiently sub-

joined to a receipt tor the cure ofspme disease. Its use is now
la d a-.iile.

P ROBE, a surgeon's instrument tor examining the circumstances

of wounds, ulcers, and other cavities, searching for stones in the

bladder, &c.
PROBITY, [prnbitfis, Lat.] tie hab.it of actions useful to so-

ciety, and tiie constani observance of the laws which justice and
conscience impose on us.

PROBLEM, in geometry, is a proposition, wherein some ope-
ration or construction is required; as to (!;vide a line or angle,

erector let tall perpendiculars, &c See Ge;iMETRV.
PROBLE.VIAI ICAL RESOLUTION, in algebra, a method

ofsc.lv ng difficult questions by certain rules, called canons.

PROBOSCIS, in natural history, is the trunk or snout of an
elephant, nad some other animals and insects. See the article

tLEPHANr. Flies, gnats, &c. are furnished with a proboscis, or

trunk; by means of which they suck the blood ot animals, the
juice of vegetables, &c. for their food.

PROC.-\ 1 ARCTIC C.\rSE, in medicine, the pre-existing,

or pr- ilispns ng cause or occasion of a disease.

PROCEDENDO, in law, a «rit yvheieby a plea or cause, for-

merly called trom on inferior court (o the court of chancery, king's

bench, or court of common pleas, by writ ot privilege, haijeas cor-

pus, or certiorari, is released, and returned to the other court to be
proceeded in, upon its appearing that the deteiidant has no cause
of privilege, or that the matter in the party's allegation is not well

3ved.
' PROCELEUSMATICUS, in the ancient poetry, a foot con-
sisting of four short syllables, or two pyrrhychiuses ; as hdmi-
nibiis.

PROCELLARIA, The Petrels, in ornithology, a genus of
birds, of the order, anseres. Beak somewhat compressed, with-

out teeth ; mandibles equal, the superior one crooked at the point ;

feet palmated, himl claw sessile, without any toe. Mr. Latliain

enumerates twenty-four species, thieliy distinguished by their

colours.

P. CiNEREA. The size of this bird is rather superior to that of

the common gull ; the bill very strong," much hooked at the end,

and of a yellow colour. The nostrils are composed ot two large

lubes, lodged in one sheath ; the liead, ueck, whole under side of

9 the
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the body, and tail, are white: the back anrl coverls of tlie wings
asli-coloured : the quiU-featbers dusky : and the lugs yello-A-ish.

In lic-u of a back toe, it has only a sort of spur, or sharp straight

nail. These birds feed on the tat of whales, &c. whicii being soon
conve/tible into oil, supplies them constantly with means o( de-
fence, as well as provision for their young, wliii h they cast up into

their mouths. T liey are likewise said to feed on sorrel, which thev
u^e to qualify the unctuous diet they live on. This species in-

habits the isle of St. Kilda ; appears there in November, and con-
tinues the whole year except September and October; and lays a

lar°e, wliite, and *ery brittle egg ; nnd tlie young are hatched in

the middle of June. No bird is of such use to the islanders as

this : the fulmar supplies theni with oil for their lamps, down for

their beds, a delicacy for their tables, a balm for their wounds, and
a medicine for their distempers. It is also a certain piognosticator of

tiie change of the wind: if it comes to land, no west wind is ex-
pected for some time ; and the contrary when it returns and keeps
the sea.

P. Pelagica, the Stormy Petrel, is about the bulk of the
bousc-swallow. The whole bird is black, exce))t the coverts of

the tail and vent-featlu-r^, which are white; the bill is hooked al

the end : the nostrils tvibular: the legs slender, and long. Ex-
cept in breeding time, they are always at sea; and are seen all over
the vast Atlantic ocean, at the greatest distance from land ; often
following the vessels in iireat (locks, to pick up any thing th.it falls

from on board ; for trial sake, chopped straw has beeh tiling over,

which they would stand on with exp'jnded wings; but were never
observed to settle on or swim in the water : they presage bad
weather, and caution the seamen of the approach of atempesi, bv
collecting under the stern of the ships : they brave the utmost
fury of the storm, sometimes skimming with incredible velocity

along the hollows of the waves, sometimes on the summits. These
birds are the cypselli of Pliny, which he places among theapodes
of Aristotle ; not because they wanted feet, but were KiMTrofc, or
had bad or useless ones ; an attribute he gives to these species, on
a supposition that they are almost always on the wing.

P. PuFFiNUS, the SHEAit-WAf EK, is 15 inches long, and 31

broad; the weight 17 oz. ; the bill is an inch and three quarters

]oiig ; nostrils tubular, but not very promim-nt: the head, and
wliole upper side of the body, wings, tail, and thighs, are of a

sooty blackness ; the under side from chin to tail, and inner co-

verts of the wings, while; the legs weak, and compressed side-

wise ; dusky behind, whitish before. These birds are found in the

Calf of Man; and, as Mr. Ray supposes, in the SciUy isles. See
Plate CXXXV.
PROCESS, in law, denotes the proceedings in any cause, real

or personal, civil or criminal, from the original writ to the end
thereof. In a more limited sense, process denotes that bv which a

man is tirst called into aiiy temporal court. The difference be-
tween process and precept, or warrant, is that the latter is only to

attach or convene the party, before any intlictment or conviction,

and may be either in the king's or justice's name : but process is

always in the king's name, and commonly after an indict-

ment.
Process, in chemistry, the whole course of an experiment

or series of operations, tending to produce something new.
Process, [^prncessus, Lat.] in anatomy, denotes any protube-

rance or eminence in a bone.

PROCESSION is a ceremony in the Romish church, consisting

of a formal march of the clergy and people, putting up prayers,

&c. and in this manner visitingsome church, &c. They have also

processions of the host or sacrament, &c. See Host.
PROCHEINAMY, in law, the person next akin to a child

in non-age, and who, in that respect, is allowed to act for him, and

be his guardian, &c. if he hold land in soccage. To sue, an infant

is not allowed to make an attorney ; but the court will admit his

next friend as plaintiff, or his guardian as defendant.

PROCHRONISM, [Trjoxem-j-.^,] an error in chronology ; a

dating a thing before it happened.

PROCITA, an island of Italv, with its capital in the Gulf of

Maples. Lnn. 14. 8. E. Lat. 40. "43. N.
PROCKIA, in botany, a genus of the monogynia order, and

polyaixlria class of plants. Calyx three-leaved, besides two-leaf-

lets at the ba~e ; corolla none; berry live-cornered, manj-seeded.

There is but one species, viz. P, crucis.

VOL. IV.—xo, 183.

PROCLAMATION, a public notice given of any thing of
which the king thinks proper to advertise his subjects. Proi Is-

mations are a branch of the king's prerogative; (See Preroga-
tive, (and have then a binding force, when (as Sir Edward Coke
observes) they are grounded upon and enforce the laws of the

realm. For, though the making of laws is entirely the work of »

distinct part, the legislative branch of the sovereign power, yet

the manner, time, and circumstances, of putting those laws in exe-
cution, must frequently be left to the discretion of th» executive
magistrate. And therefo.-e his constitutions or edicts, concerning
those points, which we call proclamations, are binding upon the
subject, where they do ml either conlradict the old laws, or tend
to establish new ones; but only enforce the execution of such law*

as are already in being, in such manner as the kuig shall judge
necessary.

PROCLUS, surnamcd Diadocvs, a Greek philosopher and
mathematician, was born in Lycia, and lived about the year 500.

He was the disciple of S\ rianus, and had a great share in the friend-

ship of the emperor An.istasius. It is said, that when Vitalian laid

siege to Constantinople, Proclus burnt his ships with large brazen

speculum^. This philosopher was a pagan, and wrote against the

Christian religion. There are still extant his Commentarie«
OH some of Plato's books and others of his works written in

Greek.
PROCONSULS, Roman magistrates appointed out of the

body of the senate : and usually as the year of any one's consulate

expired, he was sent pruconsui into some province. The procon-
suls decided cases of ecpiity and justice, either privately in their

pretorium or palace, where they received petitions, heard com-
plaints, granted writs un<ler their seal, and the like; or else publicly,

in the common hall, with the usual formalities observed in the court

of judicature at Rome. They had besides, by virtue of their

edicts, the power of ordering all things relating to the tribunes,

taxes, contributions, and provisions of corn and money, &c. Their
oflice lasted only a year. See Consul.
PROCRUS'i'ES, in fabulous history, a famous robber of At-

tica, who was killed by Tlieseus, near the Cephisus.
PROCTOR, a person commissioned to manage another person's

cause in any court of the civil or ecclesiastical law. The proctors

of the clergy, are the representatives chosen by the clergy to sit

in the lower hou'e of convocation ; of these there are two for each
diocese, and one for each collegiate church.

Proctors, in an university, are two officers chosen from among
the students to see good order and exercises daily performed.

PROCUPIA, or PRECOPIA, a town of European Turkey,
in Servia, fifteen miles W. of Nissa, and 135 E. of Ragusa. Lon.
•22. 5. E. Lat. 43. 51. N.
PROCUR.ATION, an act or instrument by which a person is

empowered to treat, transact, receive, 8ic. in another person's

name.
PROCURATOR, a person who has a charge committed t*

him to act for another. Thus the proxies of the lords in parlia-

ment are, in our law-books, called procurators; the bishops are

sometimes called procuratores ecclesiarum ; and the representatives

sent by the clergy to convocation; procuratores clcrici. The word
is also used for a vicar or lieutenant ; and we read of a procurator

regni, who was an ancient magistrate.

Pbocukator, is also a kind of nragistrate in several cities in Italy,

as the procurators of St. Mark at Venice, Genoa, &c.

PROCYON, in astronomy, a lixcd star of the second magni-

tude in the constellation called canis minor. See Canis.

PROIJ.VNO, an island, in the Mediterranean, near the W.
coast of the Morea, anciently called Sphacteria ; 36 miles S. S. E.

of /ante.

PRODIGALITY. By the Roman law, if a man by notoriotis

prodigality was in danger of wasting his estate, he was looked upon

as noil compos, and coaimilted to the care of curators, or tutors by
the pnelor. And by the laws of Solon, such prodigals wer«
branded with perpetual infamy.

PRODUCING, in geometry, signifies the drawing out a line

farther till it has any assigned lenglh.

PRODl'CT, in arithmetic and geometry, the factum of two or

more numbers, or lines, &c. into one another: thus IS x 19=342,
the product required.

PROEDRl, among the Athcni'ius, were magistrates, whose of-
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fice it was to propose at each assembly the tilings to be deliberated

upon.
PROEM, a term sometimes used for prelude or preface. See

Preii'de, and Preface.
PROEMPTOSIS, in astronomy, the appearance of the new

moon a day later, by reason of the lunar equation. See Astro-

nomy.
PROESIVE, a town of Deiunark, in the isle of Zealand ; 37

miles S. S. W. of Copenhagen. Lon. 1 1. 6. E. Lat. 55. 10. N.

PRCETIDES, in fabulous history, the daughters of Prretus,

kingofArgos; who, preferring themselves to Juno, were struck

with insanity, and believed themselves to be turned into cows.

PRCETUS, in fabulous history, a king of Argos; the son of

Abasaii'l Ocalea, and twin brother of Acrisius, with whom he is

said to liave quai relied before their birth.

PKOFAN.VTION, the acting disrespectfully to sacred things.

PROF.ANE, a term used in opposition to hofy ; and, in general

is apphet! to all persons who have not the sacred character, an<l to

tilings which do not belong to the service of religion.

PROFER, in law, the time appointed for the accounts of sheriffs,

and other officers, to be given in to the Exchequer, which should

be twice a yea., by stat. 51 Hen. III. It also denotes an olfer, or

endeavour, to proceed in an action by a person concerned so to do.

PROFESSOR, in the universities, a person who teaches or

reads public lectures in some art or science from a chair for the

purpose. In the foreign and Scottish universities, professors teach

the arts, and have their classes of pupils; but those in England

only read public lectures in term-time. Some professors are de-

nominated from the arts they (irofess, others from the founders of

the professorships, or those who assigned a revenue for the support

of the professors. Such are the Savilian professors at Oxford ; the

Lucasian at Cambridge; and the Regius professors for reading

lectures iii each of our universities, on divinity, Hebrew, Greek,

Jaw-, and physic: so called from these lectures being founded by

kiiigHenrvVIlI.
PROFILE, in architecture, is the draught of a building, fortifi-

cation, &c. wherein are expressed the several heights, widths, and

thicknesses, such as they would appear were the building cut

down perpendicularly from the roof to the foundatinn. Whence
the profile is also called the section, sometimes orthographical sec-

tion, and by Vitruvius also sciagraphy. Profile, in this sense,

amounts to the same with elevation ; and stands opposed to a plan

or ichnography.

Profile, in sculpture and painting. A head, a portrait, &c.

are said to be in profile, when they are represented sidewise, or in

a side-view ; as, when in a portrait there is but one side of the

face, one eye, one cheek, &c. shewn, and nothing of the other.

On almost all medals, the faces are represented in profile.

Profile, is aUo used for the contour or outline of a figure,

building, member of architecture, or the like ; as a base, a cornice,

&c. Hence
PROFILING is sometimes used for designing, or describing

the member with rule, compass, kc.

PROFLUVIUM, in medicine, denotes a flu\, or liquid eva-

cuation of any thing.

PROGENITOR, [progcnitus, Lat.] a forefather; an ancestor

in a direct line.

PROGNOSIS, or PROGNOSTIC, in medicine, a judgement

concerning the event of a disease, whether it shall be short or long,

mild or malignant, or issue in life or death.

PROGRAMMA, anciently signified a letter sealed with the

king's seal.
. . ;

Pkogramma, is also a terra used in universities for a billet or

adverlisoinent, posted up or given into the hand, by way of invita-

tion to an oration, &c. containing the argument, or so mucli as is

necessary for the understanding thereof.

PROGRESSION, in mathematics, is either arithmetical or

geometrical.

1. Progkession, Arithmetical, or Continued Arithme-
tic -Proportion, is where tiie terms do increase and decrease by

ennal differences, and is t.;lkd arithmetical progression:

Thus ^
''' " + '^/ " +l'\- " + f5' f'"-

'"'''^^^'"S >. by the difT. d.
\ a, a — d, a — 2d, a — 3d, &c. decreasing )

•'

( 2, 4, 6, 8, JO, &c. increasing), ,,„ i-.i-r n
]n numbers

J j^; g, g, 4, 2, &c. decrcasiny^J "'^ ''''^^- -•

2. Progression, Geometrical, or Co-^tinued Geometric
Proportion, is when the terms do increase or decrease by equal

ratios : thus,

-.0, ur, ur'^, n;', &c. increasing1, ur, ar'^, n;', ivc. increasing ^
f )

,,iL, !L, JL..&C. decreasing [f'°'"^'^°"'''"'^'-i^[
byr.

2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, increasing ) f ,. i(X)i „
64:32.16: «; 4; 2, decreasing r'"°'"='^°""""^'|^ry

2-

See Algebra, Geometry, and Series.
PROHIBITION, is a writ properly issuing only out of the

court of king's bench, being the king's prerogative writ ; but, for

the furtherance of justice, it may now also be h.id in some cases

out of the court of chancery, CQinmon pleas, or exchequer, direct-

ed to the iudge and pai'ties of a suit in an inferior court, com-
manding Ihem to cease from the pro-ecution thereof, upon a sug-
gestion, that either the cases originally, or somi^ collateral matter
arising therein, does not belong to tiiat jurisdif tion, bul the cog-

nizance of some olher court. 3 Black. 112. U|)on the court

being satisfied that the matter alleged bv the suggestion is suffi-

cient, -the writ of prohibition immediately issues ; conunanding
the judge not to hold, and the party not to prosecute, the plea.

And if either the judge or party shall proceed aflcrsuch prohibi-

tion, an attachment may be had against them for the contempt, by
the court that awarded it, and an action will lie against them to

repair the party in damages. 3. Black. 113.

PROJECTILE, or PROJECT, in mechanics, is any body
which, being put into a violent motion by an external force im-
pressed upon it, is dismissed from the agent, and left to pursue its

course; such as a stone thrown out of the hand or a sling, aa
arrow from a bow, a ball from a gun, &c.

Projectiles comprehend that branch of mechanical pliilosophy

which treats of the motion of bodies any how projected from the

surface of the eartli, and influenced by the action of terrestrial gra-

vity. 'Although the principal, if not the only, branch of projectiles

cultivated and practised in modern times, particularly in Europe,
commonly called gunnery, was totally unknown to the ancients,

j'et they were far from being ignorant of other branches of the

science. Long before the invention of gunpowder and gunnery,

the art of artillery, or projectiles, was actually in practice. For,

not to mention the use of spears, javelins, or stones, thrown with
the hand, or of bows and arrows, all of which are found among the
most barbarous and ignorant people, accounts of the larger ma-
chines for throwing stones, darts, &c. are recorded by the most
ancient writers. Thus L'zziah, king of Judah, 800 years before

the Christian xra, erected engines of war on the towers and bul-

warks of Jerusalem, for shooting arrows and great stones tor the

defence of the city. 2. Chron. xxvi. 15. Such machines were
afterwards known among the Greeks aiid Romans by the namei!

of Ballista, Catapulta, Src. which produced effects by the action

of a spring of a strongly twisted cordage, formed bf tough and
elastic animal-sTibslances, no less terrible than the artillery of the

moderns. The various tremendous engines of this kind, invented
by the celebrated Archimedes, by which he made Syracuse with-

-taud a tedious siege of ten years by the whole power of Rome,
shew to what a higli pitch of perfection projectiles had then been
brought. Such warlike instruments continued in use down to the
twelfth and thirteenth centuries, and the use of bows still longer;

nor were they totally laid aside till they were superseded by gun-
powder and the modern ordnance. The first applicaliuii of gui>
powder to military affairs, was made soon after 1300, for which
the proposal of friar Bacon, about 1280, for applying its enormous
explosion to the destruction of armies, might give the first hint;

and Schwartz, on account of the accident mentioned under the

article Gun, might have been the first who actually applied it-ih

this way in Europe; for as to Asia, it is probable that the Chinese
and Indians had something of the kind many ages before. How-
ever, the first pieces of artillery, w'hich were charged with' gun-
powder and stone-bullets of a prodigious size, were of very clumsy
and inconvenient structure and weight. Thus, "when Mohanvnieti

II. besieged Constantinople in 1453, he battered the walls with

stones of ibis kind, and with pieces o'f the caliber of 1200 pounds;
which could not be fired more than four times a-day. It was,

however, soon discovered tiiat iron-bullets, of much less weight

than stone ones, would he more efficacious if impelled by greater

quantities
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qiiiuuitfes 01 stronger powder. This occasioned ;in alter.ition in

the matter and form of the cannon, which were now cast of bra^s.

These were lighter and more manageable than the former, and at

the same time stronger in proportion to their bore. This change
took place about the close of tlie fifteenth century. By these

means powder compounded in the manner now practised over all

Europe came first in use. But the change of the proportion of

materials w'as not the only improvement. The method ot graining

was of great advantage. The additional strength wliich the grain-

ed powder was found to acquire from the free passage of the air

between the grains, occasioned the meal-powder to be entirely

laid aside. For the last 200 years, the formation of cannon has

been very little improved; the best pieces of modern artillerv dif-

fering little in their proportions from those used in the tune of

Charles V. Tndeed lighter and sliorter pieces have been often

proposed and essayed ; but though they have their advantages in

particular cases, yet it seems now to be agreed that they are alto-

gether insufficient for general service. But tliough the proportions,

of the pieces have not been much varied within that period, yet

their use and application have undergone considerable alterations ;

the same ends being now arconip!i<hed by smaller pieces than

what were formerly thought necessary. Thus the battering can-

non now universally approved of, are those formerly called demi-
caniiong, carrying a ball of twenty-four pounds weight ; it being
found that their stroke, though less violent than that of larger

pieces, is vet sufliciently adapted to the strength of the usual pro-

files of fortirication ; and tliat the facility of their carriage and ma-
nagement, and ti.e ammunition they spare, give them great advan-

tages beyond the whole cannons formerly employed in making
breaches. The metliod of making a breach, by first cutting of(

the whole wall as low as possible before its upper part is attempted

to be beat down, seems also to be a considerable modern Improve-

ment in the practical part of gunnery. But the most considerable

improvement is the method of firing with small quantities of pow-
der, and elevating the piece so that the bullet may just go clear of

the parapet of the enemy, and xlrop into their works. By these

means the bullet, coming to the ground at a small angle, and with

a small yelocity, does not bury itself, but bounds or rolls along in

the direction in which it was fired : and therefore, if the piece be
placed in a line w ith the battery it is intended to silence, or the

front it is to sweep, each shot rakes the whole length of that bat-

tery or front; and has thereby a much greater chance of disabling

the defendants, and dismounting their cannon, than it would have

if fired in the common manner. This method was invented by
Vauban, and was by him styled balterie i ricochet. It was first

practised in 1692 at the siege of Aeth. Something similar was

practised by the king of Prussia at the battle of Rosbach in 1757.

He had several six-inch mortars, made with trunnions, and

mounted on travelling carriages, which fired oblicpiely on the ene-

my's lines, and amongst their horse. 'I'hcy wore charged with

eight ounces of powder, and elevated at an angle of 1° 15' and did

great execution, for the shells rolling along the lines with burning

fuses, made the stoutest of the enemy fly from their bursting.

Of the Motion of Projectiles in a Vacuu.m.

In considering the motion of projectiles, gravity is supposed to

act equally and in parallel lines; for though this is not strictly true,

yet it differs so insensil)ly from it, that it can occasion no calculable

error for the altitudes and distances to which we can project bo-

dies. Gravitation may be therefore assumed as equal and parallel.

The errors arising from this assumption are quite insensible in all

tlie uses which can be made of this theory : w hich was the first

fruits of iiialhemalical philosophy, and the effort of the genius of

tlie great Galileo. Gravity is a constant or uniform accelerating

or retarding force, according as it produces the descent, or retards

the ascent, of a body. A constant or invariable accelerating force

is one which pioduces an uniform acceleration; that is, which in

equal times produces equal increments of velocity, and therefore

produces increments of velocity proportional to the times in which

they are produced. Forces are of themselves imperceptible^ and

are seen only in their effects ; and they have no measure but the

effect, or what measures the effect; and every thing which we can

discover with regard to those measures, we must affirm witli re-

gard to the things of which we assume them as the measures.

Therefore the motion of a falling body, or of a body projected di-

rectly downwards, is uniiorady accelerated; and that of a bo..y
projected directly upwards is uniiornilv retarded.

Cor. 1. If bodies simply fall, not being projected downwards
by any external force, the times of (he falls are proponional to
the final velocities; and the times of ascents, which terminate
by tlie action of gravity alone, are proportional to the Initial velo-
cities.

Cor. 2. The spaces described by a heavy body falling from rest
are as the squares of the acquired velocities; and the differences
ol these spaces are as the differences of the squares of tlic acquired
velocities

:
on the other hand, the heights to winch bodies pro-

jected upwards will rise, before their inotions be extinguished, are
as the squares of the initial velocities.

Cor. 3. The spaces- described by falling bodies are proportional
to the squares ol the times from the beginn ng of the fall ; and the
spaces described by bodies projected directly upwards are as the
squares of the times of the ascents.

Cor. 4. A body moving uniformlv during the time of any fall
with the velocity acquired thereby," will in that time describe a
space double of that fall : and a body projected directly upwards
will rise to a height which is one-half of the space which it would,
uniformly continued, describe in the time of its ascent with the
initial velocity of projection. See Mechanics.

Cor. 5. Experience shews, that a heavy body falls sixteen feet
and an inch in a second of time ; and therefore acquires the velo-
city ot thirty-two feet two ini lies per second. This is ascertained
witli the greatest accuracy, by comparing the motion of a falling
body with that of a pendulum which makes just 8t5,400 vibrations
in a day.

All other forces being ascertained by the accelerations which
Ihey produce, they are conveniently mea'iured by comparing their
accelerations with the acceleration of gravity. '1 liis, therefore, has
been assumed by all the latest and be^t writers on mechanical phi-
losophy, as the unit by w hich every other force is measured. It
gives a perfectly distinct notion of the force which retains the
moon in its orbit, to s.iy it is the 3600th part of the weight of the
moon at the surface of the earth ; i. e. if a bullet were here
weighed by a spring-stcel-yard, and pulled it out. to the mark
3600 ; if it were then taken' to the distance of tiie moon, it would
pull It out only to the mark 1. This assertion is made from ob-
serving that a body at the distance of the moon falls from that dis-
'ance j^^^ part of sixteen feet in a second. Forces, therefore,
which are imperceptible are not compared, but the accelerations,
which are their indications, effects, and me;jsures. For this reasoBi
philosophers have been anxious to determine with precision the
fall of heavy bodies, to have an exact value of the acceleratino-
power of terrestrial gravity. This measure may be taken in two
ways: by taking the ^pace through which the iieavy bo.ly f.dls in
a second; or the velocity which it acquires in consequence of
gravity having acted on it during a second. The last is the pro-
per measure ; for the last is the immediate effect on the body.
The action of gravity has changed the state of the body, by giving
it 3 determination to motion dovvnward : this both |)oints out the
kind and the degree or intensity of the lorce of gravity. The
space described in a second by tailing, is not an invariable mea-
sure ; for, in the successive seconds, the body falls through 16,

48, 80, 112, &c. feet, but the changes of the boily's state in

each second is the same. At the beginning it had no dctermina--
tion to move with any appreciable velocity ; at the end of the first

second it had a determination by which it would have gone on for

ever (had no subsec|uent force acted on it) at the rate of thirty-two

feet per second. At the end of the second second, it had a deter-

mination by which it would have moved for ever, at the rate of
64 feet per second. At the end ol the third second, it had a de-
termination by which it would have moved for ever, at the rate of
96 feet per second, &c. &c. The difference of these determinations
is a determination to the rate of 32 feet per second. This is liiere-

fore constant, and the ind'cation and proper measure of the con-
stant or invariable force of gravity. The space fallen through in

the first second is of use only as it is one-half of the measure of this

determination; and .as halves have the proportion, of their wholes,
ditl'erent accelerating forces may be sately alfiimed to be in tlie

preportion of the spaces through which they uniformlv impel
boili'S in the same time. But we must always recollect, that

this is but pae-half of the true measure of tlie accelerating force.
'

'I'lie
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The accurafe measure of the accelerative power of gravity, is the

fall 16 Yi *^et> if measured by the space ; or the velocity of 32|
feet pir second, if the vtlocitv be taken, tt will greatly facilitate

calculation, and will be sufiicieiitly exact for every purpose, to

take 16 and 32, supposing that a body falls 16 feet in a second,

Ind acquires the velocity of 33 feet per second. Then, because
the heights are us the squares of the tunes, and as the squares of the

•cquired velocities, a body will fall one foot in one-fourth of a se-

cond, and will acquire the velocity of 8 feet per second. Let A

express the height in feet, and call it the producing height ; v the

velocity in feet per second, and call it the produced velocity, the

velocity due ; and t the time in seconds. The following formula-,

which are of easy recollection, will serve, without tables, to an-

swer all questions relative to projectiles :

I. V — Sy'A, = 8 X 4(, = 32 t

III. v^/i = ~l,
- it

To give some examples of their use, let it be required,

1. To find the time of falling through 2j6 feet. Here A = 256,

a/ 256 = 16, and -- =: 4. Answer 4".

2. To find the velocity acquired by falling four seconds, t =z 4'

32 X 4 = 12s feet per 'ecorid.

3. To find the velocity acquired by falling 625 feet. A = 625 •

.^ A = 25 • 8 v/ '' — 21^0 f^«"t I'LT secmd.
4. To find the hei;;ht to which a body v;\\] rise>whcn .projerted

\vith the velocity of 56 feet per st-cond, or the height through
which a body must fall to acquire this velocity :

56
» = 56 • — = 7,= ^h 7-2 = A, = 49 feet.

or 56- = 3136
31^36
~64~' : 49 feet.

5. Suppose a body projected directly downwards with the ve-
locity of 10 feet per second ; vihat will he its velocitv after 4 se-

-conds ? In 4 seconds it will have acquired, bv the action of gra-
vity, the velocity of 4 x 32, or 1 28 feet, and"therefore its whole
velocity will be 138 feet per second.

6. 'Jo find how far it will have moved, compound its motion of
•projection, which will be 40 feet in 4 secoiids, with the motion
which gravity alone would have given it in that time, which is 256
feet ; and the whole motion will be 296 feet.

7. Suppose the body projected as already mentioned, and that
it is required to determine the time it will take to go 296 feet

downwards, and the velocity it will have acquired, p'md the
l!cig!it I, through which it mast fall to acquire the velocity of pro-
jection, 10 feet, and the time !/ of falling from this height. Tlien
find the time : of falling through the height 296 -\- x, and the ve-
locity V acquired by this fall. The time of describing the 296 feet

will be s— J/, and c is the velocity required. From such exam-
ples, it is easy to see the way of answering every question of the
Kind. Writers on the higher parts of mechanics always compute
the actions of other accelerating and retarding forces by comparing
them with the acceleration of gravity, and to render their expres-
sions more general, use a symbol, such as g for gravity, leaving
Ihe reader to convert it into numbers. Agreeably to this view',
the general formula; will stand thus:

I. V = ^2sh,i.e. ^2^g ^/A, = gt

'2g' 2

Gravity, or its accelerating power, is estimated in all these
•equatiojis, as it ought to be, by the change of velocity which it

generates in a particle of matter in an unit of time. But many-
mathematicians, in their investigations of curvilineal and other
varied motions, measure it by the deflection which it produces
in this time from the tangent of the curve, or by the increment by
which the space described in an unit ot time exceeds the space de-
scribed in the preceding unit. This is but one-half of the incre-

ment which gravity would have produced, had the body moved
through the whole moment with the acquired addition of velo-
city. In this sense of the symbol g, the equations stand thus;

l. v = 2^gh, = 2g«

II. f V fir' 2,<

III. A=^,:
%

; g r-, and i^/h = •

Vs

in. A = -, =

It is likewise very common to consider the accelerating force of
gravity as the unit of comparison. This renders the expressions
much mote simple. In this way, v expresses not the velocitv,
but the height necessary for acquiring it, and the velocity itseltis

expressed by ^ v. To reduce such an expression of a velocity
to numbers, multiply it by ^^-g, or by 2^g, accor<ling as

g is the generated velocity, or the space fallen through in the unit
ot time. This will suffice tor the perpendicular ascents or descents
of heavy bodies, and we proceed to consider their motions when
projecteti obliquely. The circumstance which renders lliis an in-

teresting subject, is, that the llight of cannon shot and shells are in-

stances of such inotion, and tlie art of gunnery must in a great
measure depend on this doctrine. Let a body B, (fig. 1, Plate
CXLIX.) be projected in any direction BC, not perpendicular
to the horizon, and with any velociiy. Let AB be the height
producing this velocity ; that is, let the velocity be that which a
iieavy body would acquire by ialln.g freely through AB. It is

re(|uired to determine the path of the body, and all the circum-
stances of its motion in this path ? 1. By the continual action of
gravity, the body will be continually deflected from the line BC,
and will describe a curve line BVG, concave towards the earth.

2. This curve line is a parabola, of which the vertical Ime ABE is

a diameter, B the vertex of this diameter, and BC a tangent in B.
Through any two points V,G, of the curve draw \'C.,Gli, parallel

[

to AB, meeiing BC in C and H, and draw VE, GK, parallel to
to BC, meeting .\B in E, K. It follows, from the composition of
motions, that the body would arrive at the points V, G, ol Ihe curve
in the same time that it would have uniformly described BC, BH,
with the velocity of projection ; or that it would have fallen through
BE, BK, with a motion uniformly accelerated by gravity ; there-

fore the times of describing BC, BH, uniformly, are the same
with the time of failing through BE, BK. But, because the mo-
tion along BH is unirorm, BC is to BH as the time of describing

BC to the time of describing BH, which we mav express thus,

BC : BH = T, BC : T, BH, = T, BE : T, BK. ' But, because
the motion along BK is uniiormlv acceleratHd, we have BE: BK
= TS BE : T°-, BK, =: BC-^ : BH^, = B\- : kG= ; therefore the
curve B\ G is such, that the abscissae BE, BK, are as the squares
of the corre-punding ordinates KV, KG ; that is, the curve BVG,
is a parabola, and BC, parallel to the ordinates, is a tangent in the
point B. 3. If the horizontal line AUd be drawn through the
point A, it is the directrix of the parabola. Let BE be taken
equal to .'^B. The time falling through BE is equal to the time
of falling through AB : but BC is described with the velocity ac-
quired by falling through AB: and therefore bj no. 4, of perpen-
dicular descents, BC is double of AH, and £V is double of BE ;

therefore EV^ = 4BES = 4BE x AB, = BE x 4AB, and
4.'\B is the parameter or latus rectum of the parabola BVG, and
AB being one-fourth of the parameter, AD is the directrix. 4.

The times of describing the ditfeient arches BV, BG, of the para-

bola are as the portions BC, BH, of the tangent, or as the portions

AD, A(iof the ilirectrix, intercepted by the same vertical lines

AB, C V, HG ; for the times ol describing BV, BVG, are the same
with those of describing the corresponding parts BC, BH, of the

tangent, and are proportional to these parts, because the motion
along BH is uniform ; and BC, BIl, are proportional to AD, Ad.
Theiefore the motion estimated horizontally is uniform. 5. The
velocity inany point G of the ciir%e is the same with that which a
Iieavy body would acquire by falling from tlie directrix along d G.

6 Draw
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Draw tlie tangent GT, cutting the vertical AB in T ; take the

points rt,,/i equidistant from A and d, and cxtremi.'ly near them,

jind tlraw the verticaU a 6,/'g' : let the points a,/, continnallv ap-

proach Aand rf, and ultimately coincide with them. li 6 will

therclore ultimately be to g G, m the ratio of the velocity at B to

the velocity atG; for the portions of the tangent idtimately coin-

cide with the portions of t!ic curve, and are described in e(iual

times ; but 15 /> is to g' G as BH to TG : theietore the velocity at

B is to that at G as BH to'IG. But, by the- properties of the pa-

rabola, Bli' is to TG- as AB to a' G ; antl AB is to d G as the

square oflhe velocity acquired by falling through A B to ihe square

ot the velocity acquired by falling through d G ; and the velocity

in BH, or iii the point B of the parabola, is the velocity acquired

by falling along AB; therefore the velocity in TG, or in the point

G of the parabola, is the velocity acquired by falling along d G.
Ill order to understand this theory more perfectly let OB, fig. 2,

be a vertical line. About the centres A and B, with the distance

AB, describe the semicircles ODB, AHK, and with the axis AB,
and semiaxis GE, equal to A B, describe the semi-ellipse AEB

:

with the focus B, vertex A, diameter AB, and tangent AD, pa-

rallel to the horizon, describe the parabola APS. Let a body be

projccteil from B, in any direction BC, with the velocity acquued
by falling; through A B. Bv what has already been demonstrated,

it will describe a parabola EVPM. 'I'hen, 1. ADL parallel to the

Jioi'izon is the directrix of every parabola which can be described

by a body projected from B uitiitliis velocity. This is evident.

2. The semicircle AUK is the locus of all the toci of these i)aia-

bolas : for the distance BH of a point B of any parabola from the

directrix AD is etjual to its distance BF from the focus F of that

parabola ; therefore th.e foci of all the jKirabolas which pass through
B, and have AD for their directrix, must be in the circumference

of the circle whicii has AB for its radius, and B lor its ce utre. 3.

If the line of direction BC cut the upper semicircle in C, and the

vertical line CF be drawn, cutting the lower semicircle in F, F is

the focus of Ihe parabola BV' PM, described by the body which is

projected in the direction BC, with the velocity acquired by falling

through BA ; for drawing AC, BF, it is evident that ACFB is a

rhombus, and that the angle ABF is bisected by BC, and there-

fore the focus lies in the line BF ; but it also lies in the circum-

ference AFK, and therefore in F. If C is in the upper c|uadrant

of ODB, F is in the upper quadrant of AFK ; and If C be in the

lower quadrant of ODB (as when BC is the linT' of direction) then

the focus of tlie corresponding parabola B c M is in the lower

quadrant of AUK, as at/. 4. The ellipsis AEB is the locus of

the vertex of all tlie parabolas, and the vertex V of any one of

tliem B\'PM is in the intersection of this ellipsis with the vertical

CF : for let this vertical cut the horizontal lines AD, G E, I5>.', in

t, X, N. Then it is plain that N >. is half r.f N 9, and x V is half of

C 6 ; therefore NV is half of NC, and V is (he vertex of the axis.

If the focus is in the upper or lower quadrant of the circle AHK,
tlie vertex is in the upper or the lower quadrant of the ellipse

AEG. i. If BFP be draw,'n through the focus of any one of the

parabolas, such as BVM, cutting the parabola APS in P: the

jjarabola BVM touches the parabola APS in P for drawing P i? pa-

rallel to AB, cutting the directrix O i of the parabola APS in :,

and the directrix Al- of the parabola BVM in i, then PB= P: ;

but BF = BA, = AO, ^ zi\ therefore P i = PF, and the point

P is in the parabola IWM. The tangents to both parabolas in P
also coincide, for they bisect the angle iPB; tlierefore the two
parabolas, having a common tangent, touch each other in P.

Cor. All the parabolas which can be described by a body pro-

j«cted from B, with the velocity acquired by falling through AB,
will touch the concavity of the parabola APS, and lie wholly

within it.

6. P is the most distant point of the line BP which can be hit

by a body projected from B with the velocity acquired by falling

through AB. For if the direction is more elevated than BC, the

focus of the parabola described by the body will lie between F
and A, and the parabola will touch APS in some point between P
and A ; and being wholly within the parabola APS, it niust cut

the line BP in some point within P. The same thing may be

shewn when the direction is less elevated than BC. 7. The para-

bola APS is the locus of the greatest ranges on any planes BP,

BS, &c. and no point lying without this parabola can be struck.

8. The greatest range on any plane BP is produced when the line
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oi direction BC bisects the angle OBP formed by tiiat plane with

tlie vertical ; for the parabola described by the body in this case

touches APS in P, and its focus in the line is BP, and liierel-re the •

tangent BC bisects the angle OBP.
Cor. The greatest range on a horizontal plane is niade with -^u

elevation of 4J^
9. A point .\l in any plane BS, lying between B and S, may be

struck with two directions, BC and 15 c; and t'lese direitions are

equidiil.mt from the direction B t, which gives the greatest range

Oil tliat plane: for if about the centre M, with the distance ML
from the directrix AL, we describe a circle LF/, it will cut the

circle AHK, in two points F and/ which are evidently the foci

of two parabolas BVM, BrM, iiaving the directrix AL and di-

ameter x\BK. The intersection of the circle ODB, with the vcr-'

ticals FC, /c, determine the directions BC, B c of the tangents.

Draw A t parallel to BS, and join t B, C c, F/; then OB f = ^
OBS, and B t is the direction which gives the greatest range oa,

the plane BS : but because F/is a chord of the circles described

round the centres B and M, 1-/' is perpendicular to BM, and C f

to At, and the arches Ct, ci are equal; and therefore the angle?

CBt, cV>t are equal. The above is a general view of the subject,

and shews the connection and depenoence of every circumstance

which can influence the result ; for to every velocity of projec-

tion there belongs a set of parabolas, with their directions antl

ranges ; and every change of velocity has a line AB correspond-

ing to it, to which all the others are [iroportional. As the height

necessary for acquiring any velocity incieases or diminishes in the

duplicate proportion of that velocity, all the ranges with given

elevations will evidently vary in the same proportion, a double

velocity giving a quatlru|)le range, a triple velocity giving a non-

cuple range, ice. On the other hand, when the ranges are pre-

viously determined, (which is the usual case,) the velocities are in

the subduplicate proiiortion of the ranges. A quadruple range

will acquire a double velocity, &c. On these principles the fol-

lowing problems, for the motions of projectiles in vacuo, are

easily understood and solved :

pROB. I. The impetus of a ball, and the horizontal distance of

an object aimed at, with its perpendicular height or depression,

if thrown on ascents or descents, being given, to determine the di-

rection of that ball. From the point of projection A, (Plate

CXLIX. fig. 3,4, 5,6,) draw A m representing the horizontal dis-

tance, and Bm the perpendicular height df the object aimed at ; bi-

sect Am in H, and AH in/; on U and^ erect HT,/F, perpendi-

cular to the horizon, and bisecting AB the obli((ue dist;uice or in-

clined plane in D, and Al^ in F. On A raise the impetus A.M at

right angles with the horizon, and bisect it perpendicularly in c,

with the line GG. Let the line AC be normal to the plane of

projection AB, and cutting GG in C ; from C asa centre, with the

radius CA, describe the circle AGM cutting, if possible, the line

FS in S, s, points equally distant from G ; lines drawn from A
through S, s, will be the tangents or directions required. Continue

AS, As, to T, f, bisect DT, Dt, \x\\,v\ and draw lines from

M to S, *; then the Z.ASF = ^MAS = Z.AMs =^:.fAF ;

and for the same reason jLXsV — jL^As = ^ilAMS = ^^AF.;
wherefore the triangles MAS, SAF, iAF, are similar, andAM :

A* : : A.S : .sF = tv : consequently AT is a tangent of the curve

passing through the points A, t', and B ; because fr = I'D, AD
is an ordinate to the diameter TH, and where produced must

meet the curve in B. In horizontal cases (fig. 5,) v is the highest

point of the curve, because the diameterTrH is perpendicular to

the horizon. Wiien tlie mark can be hit with two directions (the

triangles SAM, .sAF, being similar) the angle which the lowest di-

rection makes with the plane of projection is equal to that \vhich

the highest makes with the perpendicular AM, or /.«AF = ji.

SAM. And the angle SAs, comprehended between the lines of

direction, is equal lolhe angle SCG, and is measured by the arch

SG. When the points S, j, coincide with"G, orwhenihe dircc-

tionsAS, A*, become AG; (fig. 6,) AB will be the greatest distance

that can be reached with the same impetus on that plane; because

SF coinciding with Gg the tangent of the circle at G, wiil cut

off Ag- a fourth part of the greatest amplitude on the plane AB,

The rectangular triangles mAB, cAC, are similar, because the

angle of oblfquity mAB= cAC ; wherefore niA : ?"B : : i inijietui

:cC, andwA: AB: : Ac: AC.
Uorizoiital prnjectioiis, (fig. 5, 6,) When the impetus is greater

i L than
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tlian half tlie amplitude, there are two directions, TAH, and tAU, \

for that ainpliliule ; when equal to it, only one ; and when less,

none at all ; and conversely. For in the first case the line FS
cuts the circle in two points S, s, in the second case it only

touches it, and in the last it meets not witli it at all ; and con-

versely. When tliere is but one direction for the amplitude Am,
the angle of elevation is 43° ; and when the angle of elevation is of

45° A«i is the greatest amplitude for that impttus, and equal to

twice the impetus. The impetus remaining the same, the ampli-

tudes are in proportion to one anollier as the sines of double the

angles of elevation, and conversely. For drawing s N (fig. 5,)

parallel and equal to AF a fourth part of the amplitude, and sup-

posing lines drawn from s to the points C and M, the angle ACs
= 2AMs = 2sAF ; therefore Ni, the sine of AC.5, is the sine of

twice ihe angle sAF ; half the impetus being radius. Wlience, at

the directions ot li° or 7J°, the amplitude is equal to the impetus:

for from what has been said, half the impetus being radius, a fourth

part of the amplitude is the sine of twice the angle of elevation ;

but the sine ot twice 15°, that is, the sine of 30°, is always equal to

half the radius ; or in this case a fourth part of the impetus is eqiial

to a fourth part of the amplitude. From this and the preceduig

prop, there are two easy practical methods for linding the impetus

of any piece of ordnance. The fourth part of the amplitude is a

mean proportional between the impi-tus at the curve's principal

-vertex and its altitude. For MN : N.? : : Ni : NA = sV = I'D.

The altitudes are as the versed sines of double the angles of eleva-

tion, the impetus remaining the same. For making half tlie im-

petus radius, AN the altitude is the versed sine of the angle ACs
:= twice Z.iAF. And .ilso radius : tangent /.elevation : :

i am-

plitude : altitude ; that is, R : tangent jL sAf: : Af:fs — V>v.

Projections on ascents and descents, fig. 3, 4. If the mark can

be hit only with one direction AG, the impetus in ascents will be

equal to the sui» of half the inclined plane and half the perpendi-

cular height, and iu descents it will be equal to their dilference
;

but if the mark can be reached with two directions, the impetus

will be greater than that sum or difference. For when AG is the

line of direction, the ^.gGA being = MAG = GAg- ; Gg- = A^-,

and gz added to, or subtracted from, both, makes Gt half the im-

petus eiiual to the sum or difference of Ag a fourth part of the in

clined plane, and gz a fourth part of the perpendicular height. In

any other direction FP is greater than Fo = AF ; and F/ added

to, or substracted from, both, makes/ P half the impetus greater

than the sum or difi'erence of AF a fourth part of the inclined

plane, and F/a fourth part of the perpendicular height. Whence
if in ascents the impetus be equal to the sum of half the inclined

plane and half the perpendicular height, or if in descents it be

equal to their dilference, the mark can be reached only with one

direction ; if the impetus is greater than that sum or difference, it

may be hit with two directions ; and if the impetus is less, the

mark can be hit with none at all.

Pkob. H. The angles of elevation, the horizontal distance, and

perpendicular heighS beina given, to find the impetus. Fig. 3, 4.

From these data vou hive the angle of obliquity, and length ol

the inclined plane ; then as A?: AM : : S. .^ AM* : S.Z. AsM
; :S. ^sAF: S. Z.MAF,and AF: A* : : S. Z.MA* : S. /LMAF;

whence by the ratio of equality, AF : AM : : S. ii. sAF x S.

^MAs: S. /.MAF X S Z. MAF, which gives this rule. Add
the log. of AF to twice the logaritlimic sine of the angle MAF;
from their sum subtract the logarithmic sines of the angles sAF
andMAs, and the remainder will give the logarithm of AM llie

impetus. When the impetus and angles of elevation are given,

and the length of the inclined plane is" required, tins is the rule.

Add the log. of AM to the log. sines of the angles .s.\F and M.'\j;

from their sum subtract twice the log. sine of /.MAF, a'ld the

remainder will give the log. of AF the fourth part ot the length

of the inclined plane. If the angle of elevaticn /ATI and it'; am-

plitude AB, (fig. 6,) and any other angle of elevation ^-\I1 is given ;

to find the amplitude Ab for tliat other angle, the impetus AM
and angle of obliquity UAfI remaining the same. Describe the

circle AGM ; take AF a fourth part of AB, and A/a fourth part of

Ab: from the points F, /, draw the lines Vs and .f/) parallel to

AM, and cutting the circle in tlie points s, p, then AF : AM : : S.

Z. sAYlTS. /. MA£j_S. jL MAFITs. /. MAF ; and AM:
A /: •. S. /. MAF X. S./. MAF : S. /. pA f x S. /. pAM ;

whence by tlie ratio of equality, AF : A/: : S. j^s AF X S.

/. MAi:S. Z-pA/x S. Z. ;)AM, which gives this rule. Add
the log. of AF to the log. sines of the angles pAf, pAM ;

from their sum subtract the log. sines of the angles sAF, *AM,
and the remainder will give the log, of A/, a fourth part of the

amplitude required.

Prob. III. To find the force or velocity of aball or projectile at

any point of the curve, having the perpendicular height of that

point, and the impetus at the point of projection given. From
tliese two data find out the impetus at that point; then 2 x 16

feel 1 inch is the velocity acquired by tlie desci-nl of a body iu a

sf'cond ot time ; the square ot which '(4 x Q lt> leet 1 inch) is to

the square of the velocitj required, as 16 feel I inch is to the im-

petus at the point given ; wherefore multiplying that impetus by
four times the sqirare of 10 feet one mcli, and dividing the

product by sixteen feet one inch the quotient w ill be the

square of tiie required velocily ; whence this rule : Multiply the

impetus by four times 16 feel'l inch, or 64 ^ leet, and the square

root of the' product is the velocity. Thus suppose the impetus at

the point of projection to be 30u0, and the perpendicular height

of the other point 100 ; the impetus at that point will be 2900.

Then 2900 feet multiplied by 64-} feet gives U6566 feet, the

square ot 432 nearly, the space which a body would run through

in one second, if it moved uniformly. And to determine the im-

petus or height, from which a body must descend, so as at the end

of the descent it may acquire a given velocity, Ihis is the rule :

Divide the square ot the gi»eii velocity (expressed in feet run

through in a second) by 6-lJ feet, and the quotient will be the

impetus. The duration of a projection made perpendicularly up-

wards, is to that of a projection in any other direction whose im-

petus is the same, as the sine complement of the inclination of the

plane of projection (which in horizontal projections is radius) is to

the sine of the angle contained between the line of direction and
that plane. Draw out At (rig. 3,) till it meets m B continued in

E, the body will reach the mark B in the same time it would have
moved uniformly through the lineAF; but the time of its fall

through MA the impetus, is to the time ot its uniform motion
through AE, as twice the impetus is to AE. And therefore the

duration of the perpendicular projection, being double the time
of its fall, will be to the time of its uniform motion through A E, as

four times the impetus is to AE ; or as AE is to EB ; that is, as AC
istoiD; which is as the sine of tlie angle (DA (or MAB its

complement to a semicircle) is to the sine of the angle <AD.
Hence the time a projection will take to arrive at any point in the

curve, may be found Irom the fullowing data, viz. the impetus,

the angle of direction, and the inclination of the plane of piojec-

lion, which in this case is the angle the horizon makes with a line

draw 11 from the point of projection to that point. Hence also in

horizontal cases, the durations ot projections in different directions

with the same impetus, are as the sines ol the angles of elevation.

But in ascents or descents llieir durations are as the sines of the

angles which the lines ot direction make with the inclined plane.

Thus, suppose the impetus of any projection were 4500 teet ; then
16 feet 1 inch : 1"

: : 4500 h et : 275" the scjuare ot the lime a body
will take to tall perpendicularly through 4j00 leet, the square root

of which is 16" nearly, and that doubled gives 32' the duration of

the projection made perpendicularly upwards. Then to find the

dm ation of a horizontal projection at any elevation, as 20°; say

K : S. ^ 20°:: 32": duration of a projection at that elevation

with the impetus 4500. Or if with the same imp< tus a body at the

diicitioii of 35° svas projected on a plane inclined to the Dorizon
17', say as sine 73° : sine li>° : : 32" : duration recpiired.

The fii-st operations is as below.

As radius 10,0000000
Is to sine of 20° 9,5340517
So IS 32" 1,5051500

To 10", 9447 1,0392017
The second operation.

As sine of 73° 9,9805963
Is to sine of 18° 9,4899824
So is 32" 1,5051500

To 10", 3404 1,0145361

The twoloUow ing tables, give all the nettssary cases as well for

7 shooting
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shooting at objei ts or, tlie plane oi the hoi-izoii, with proportions

for their solutions, as lor shooting on ascents and descents.

TABLE I.

For Horizontal Projections, Fig. 5.

Given.

AM, All,

AM, tAU,

Am, tAU,

AM, II r,

Am, Hr,

lit, tAU,

tAli, Aw,
and any olliei

angle,

any other am-
pltlude.

tAH, Hv,
any other an-

gle.

any otlier alti

tude.

Required.

tAH

Hr

Proportion.

2AM : A;«: : R : S. 2/.tAH

R : T. Z.tAn
Am

: Hv

R:S. 2A^\Ii : : CAM: Aw.

AM S. 2^tAH : R:

Am vAS X NM——— , or| Log.

AN+ i Log. NM=Log. I A?)

<AH

AM

my other am
plilude be
longing tt

tliat angle.

iny other an

gle belong
ing to Ih 1

amplitude.

any other alt-

tiide.

any other an

gle.

• : AM

-A»«

Hr : : R : T. ^.tAH.

, . , Am Am ».t., . ax^
.\N : : : —;- : NM, and AN

4-NM=ANL

r. ^tAH: R: : Hr

S. 2 /.tAH : S, 2 any other Z. : :

Am : amplitude reipiired.

\;n : any other amplitude : : S

/.tAH : S. 2Z. required.

S. 2ji.tAH : V. S. 2 an>

other Z.: : Hr: altitude required

[Ir : any otlier altitude : : S' . S. i

/.tAH : v. S. 2 A required.

The ordinary theory of gunnery is now founded on the fore-

goin" principles furnishing rules to direct the art of thrcwmg shot

and shells, so as to hit the laark with a deternimed velocity. But

this theory is of httle service in the practice of cannonading. Here

it is necessary to come as near as possible to the object aimed at,

and thehurrv of service allows no time for geometrical methods ot

pointing the'piece after each discharge. The gunner either points

the cannon directlv to the object, when withm two or three hun-

dred yards of it, in whicli case he is said to shoot point blank

(noiiittr au blanc, i. e. at the white mark in the middle ot the

"unner.' target) ; or, if at a greater distance, he estimates to the

best of his judgement, the deflection corresponding to his dis-

tance, and points the cannon accordingly. In this he is aiO'^'' b>

the greater thickness at the breech of a piece of ordnance. When

the intention is not to batter, but to rake along a line occupied by

the enemy, the cannon is elevated at a consideralile angle, and

the shot discharged with a small force, so that it drops into the

enemy's post, and bounds along the line. In all the^e services

the ijuiiner is directed entirely by trial, and we cannot say that this

parabolic theory can do him much service. The chief u,e of it is

to direct the bombardier in throwing shells. With these it is pro-

posed to break oi set fire to buildings, to break through the vault-

TABLE II.

For Projections on Ascents and Descents, Fig. 3, 4.

Given
I

Reqi'ired.

1 AM, Am,
Bh(, ab.

TAH,
tAH.

TAH, tAH,
AF.

Proportion.

Am : Bh; : : R : T. Z. BAm, liaif

01 which adiled to 4^^ gives /.

GA2.AM:AB:: Ac: AC -CG.
r . Z. GA2 : R : : Gz : Ai, and
Az - Af=Jz = PG
C G : PG : : R : V . S . of SG,
lialf of which added to, or taken

trom, GAc, gives the higher or

lower direction required.

Log. of AM = Log. of AF + 2

AM 'Log. S . Z. MAF - Log. S.

\/.sA¥ - Log. S . Z. MA.S.

TAH,<AH,
AM.

BAm, tAH,
AB, and any
other angle

tAH.

5 AM, DAH,

'Log. of AF = Log. AM -f
AF iLog. S . z. sAV + Log. S . Z.

iMAj - 2 Log. S . Z. MAF

A6 he ampliXog. A/= Lo| AF+ Log. S
tude for t 'at,^|^^.:^Log.s'. ApAM-log
other angle.

|g .ViAK-^Log. b . Z. MA*:

Fig. 5, 6.

Ag It . Z. GA: : Sec. Z. gAz : : G
'.Ag.

ed roofs of magazines, or to intimidate and kill troops by bursting

among them. These objects are always under coyer ot the ene-

my's works, and cannot l,e touched by a direct shot The bombs

"nVcarcases arc, therelore, thrown upwards, so as to get over the

defences and produce their etfect. '1 hese sliells are ot very great

wefo",! frequently exceeding 200 pounds. The mortars tronj

hid they are discharged must tlierefore be very strong, that

hey ma resit the explosion of gunpowder which is necessary for

hrowing such a mass ot matter to a distance; they are conse-

uenty unwieldy, and it is found most convenient to make them

almo a solid and immoveable lump. Very little change can be

n Tde in heir elevation, and therefore their ranges are regulated by

he velocities given to the shell. These again are produced by

e miant lies of powder in the charge ; and experience has aught

, t Ut r-inaes are nearly proportional to the quantities of pow-

"r ernnl yefl only not i^i.frea'smg quite so fa.t. This method is

furh easier than by differences of elevation ; for the elevation

wlTch mves the areafes. range on the given plane can be selected,

the^i it i ceiiin that we employ the smallest quantity ol pow-

1 r w th which the service can be performed : and another advan-

ce hat the deviations which unavo.dab e causes produce in

thfr al Uuectioru of the bomb will their produce the smallest pos^
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sible deviation from tiie intenJetl range. Tliis is tlie case in most

iiiatliematical maxima. In military projectiles the velocity is

^reduced by llie explosion of a ([Viaiility of gunpowder; Imt in our

theory it ii conceived as produced by a fall from a certain iieiglit,

by the proportions of which we can accurately determine its quan-

tity. Thus a velocity of 1600 feet per second is produced by a

fall from the heiglit of 40,000 feet, or 1333 yards. Since_ it is

found that the motion of a body in the air is very diflerent

from that in vacuo, and since it is the motion of projectiles

in this resisting medium which is most interesting to us, we
proceed lo inquire into tlie causes of the deviation from the

parabolic theory. The motion of projectiles, being performed in

the atmosphere,' the air is displaced, or put in motion. WlBlcycr
motion it acquires H)usl be taken from the bullet. The motion

connnunicated to the air must be in lhv proportion of the quantity'

of air put in motion, and of the velocity communicated to it. If,

therefore, the displaced air be always similarly displaced, whatever

be the velocity of the bqllet, the motion communicated to it,

and lost by tlie bullet, must be proportional to the square of the

velocity ot the bullet and to the density of the air jointly. There-
fore the diminution of its motion must be greater when the motion
itself is greater, and in the very gre.it velocity of shot and sliells it

must be prodigious. From Mr. KubinS's experiments it is plain

that a globe ot i-J- inches in diameter, moving with the velocity of

2j feet in a second, sustained a resiilance of 315 grains, nearly

three-fourths of an ounce. Suppose this ball to move 8uO feet in

a second, that is 32 times faster, its resistance would be 32 X 32
times three-fourths of an ounce, or 768 ounces, or 48 pounds.

This is four times the weight of a ball of cast-iron of this diametei'

;

and if the initial velocity had been IGOO feet per second, the re-

sistance would be at lea^t 16 times the weight of the ball. It is

indeed much greater. So great a resistance, operating constantly

and uniforndy on the ball, must take away four times as much
from Its velocity as its gravity would do in the same time.

In one second gravity would reduce the velocity 8(0 lo

768 if the ball were projected straight upwards. This resistance

of the air would therefore reduce it in one second to 672, if it ope-
rated unitornily ; but as the velocity diminishes continually by
the resistance, and the resistance diminishes along with the velo-

city, the real diminution will be somewhat less than 128 feet. We
shall, however, find that in one second its velocity will be reduced
from 800 to 687. From this instance, it is clear, that tlie resist-

ance of tlie air must occasion great deviation, from parabolic mo-
tion. To judge accurately of its effect, we must consider it as a

retarding force, as we consider gravity. The weight W of a body
is the aggregate of the action of the force of gravity g on each
particle ol the body. Suppose the number of equal particles, or

the quantity of matter, of a body to be iVI, then VV is equivalent
to g-fti. In like maaner, the resistance R, observed in any expe-
riment, is the aggregate of the action of a retarding force 11' on

W
fach particle, and is equivalent to R'M : and as g is equal to r—

,

so R' is equal lo — . Let us keep this distinction in view, by

adding the differential mark ' to the letter R or r, which expresses

the aggregate resistance. If we, thus, consider resistance as a re-

tarding force, we can compare it with any other such force by
means of the retardation which it produces in similar circum-
stances. We would compare it with gravity by comparing the

diminution of velocity which its uniform action produces in a

given time with the diminution produced in the same time by gra-

vity. But we have no opportunity of doing this directly ; for

wlien the resistance of the air diminishes the velocity of a body,
it diminishes it gradually, which occasions a gradual diminution of

its own intensity. This is not the case with gravity, which has the

same action on a body in motion or at rest. We cannot, there-

fore, observe the uniform action of the resistance of the air as a

retarding force. We must make the comparison in some other
way. We can slate them both as dead pressures. A ball mav be
fitted to the rod of a spring stillyard, and exposed to the impulse
of the wind. This will compress the stillyard to the mark 3, for

instance. Perhaps the weight of the baU'will compress it to the
mark 6. Half this weight would compress it to 3. We reckon
this equal to the pressure of the air, because they balance the same

elasticity of the spring. In this way we can estimate the resist-

ance bv weights, whose pressures are equal lo its pressure, and wo
can thus conpare it vvitli other resistances, weights, or any other

pressures. In fact, v.e are measuring them by all the elasticity of

the spring. 'I his elasticity in its different positions is supposed to

have the^proporlions of the weights which keep it in these posi-

tions. Thus we reason from the nauiie of gravity, no longer con-

sidered as a dead :>res>ure, but as, a retari'ing force; and we apply

our conclusions to rcsislantes which exhibit the same pressures,

but which we cannot make' to act uuiiornrly. This sense of the

words mut be remembered whenever we speak of resisti'.nces in
'

pountls and ounces. , The most convenient ami direct way of stat-

ing the comparison oetwi-en the n sistance of the air and the acce-

lerating force ot gravity, is to take a case in which we know that

they are equal. Sine/ the resistance is here assumed as propor-

tional lo the square of the velocity, it is evident that the velocity

mav be So increased thai the resistance shall equal or exceed the

weight Ckf. the b«dy. if a body be already moving downwards
with this velocity, it cannot accelerate ; because thj accelerating

force of gravity is balanced by an equal retarding torce of resist-

ance. It follows from tins remark, that this velocity is the greatest

that a body can'.irquire by the force of gravity only. Nay, we
sluill see "that it.'nevi-r csn completely attain it; because „s it ap-
proach.. 's to this velocity, the remaining accelerating forte de-

creases faster than tlie velocity increases. It .may therefore be
called the limiting or lermiiul velo'cily by gravity. I,et « be the

height ihrQugh which a heavy body must fall, in vaciio, to acquire

its ierminal velocity in air.
'
If projected directly upwards with

this velocity, it will rise again to this height, and the height is half

the space which it would describe uniformly, with this velocity,

in the time of its ascent. Tliereloie the resistance to this velocity

being equal to the weight of the body, it would extinguish this

velocity, by its uniform action, in the same time, anti after the

same distance, that gravity would. Now let g be the velocity

u h'ch gravity generates or extingaishcs during an unit of time,

and let u be the terminal velocity of any particular body. TJie

theorems for perpendicular ascents give us g = — , u and a being

both numbers representing units of space; therefore, in the pre-

sent case, we have r' = — . For the whole resi.itance r, or r'M,
2a

is supposed equal to the weight, or to gM ; and therefore ?•' is

equal to ff, = — , and 2a = — . There is a consideration which
' - 2a g

ought to have place here. A body descends in air, not by the

whole of its weight, but by the excess of its weight above that of
the air which it displaces. It descends by its specific gravity only

as a stone does in water. Suppose a body 32 times heavier than

air, it will be buoyed up by a force equal to ^ of its weight; and

instead of acquiring the velocity of 39 feet in a second, it will only
acquire a velocity of 31, even thou^-it sustained no resistance

from the inertia of the air. Let p be the weight of the body and
T that of an. equal bulk of air: the accelerative force of relative

gravity on each particle will he g x I ; and this relative ac-

celerating force might be distinguished by another symbol y. But
in all cases in which we have any interest, and particularly in mili-

tary projectiles, — is so small a quantity that it would be pedan-

tic affectation to attend to it. Tt is much more than compensated
when we make g =: 32 feet instead of 32 and one-12tli which it

should be. Let e be the time of this ascent in opposition to gra-

vity. The same theorems give iiseu:=2a; and since the resist-

ance competent to Ihis terminal velocity is equnl to gravity, e will

also be the time in which it would be extinguished by the uniform
action of the resistance ; for which reason we may call it the eji-

tinguishing time for this velocity. Let K and E mark the resist-

ance and extinguishing time for the same body moving with the

velocity 1 . As the resistances are as the squares of tiic velocities",

and
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8!ul tlie resistance to tlie velocity u is -—, R will be= ~-. More-

over, the times in which the same velocity will be extinguishetl

by dillerent forces, acting uniformly, are inversely as the forces,

and gravity woii'd I'xtingiiish the velocity 1 in the time — , = (in

1 2«
these measures) to —;, = --. Therefore wc have the following

l,roportion~C=R):-(=g) = :
; 2a, and 2« is equal to E,

the time in whicli tlie velocity 1 will be extinguished by the uni-

torm action of the resistance competent to this velocity. The
velocity 1 wouUI in this case be extinguished after a motion uni-

formly retarded, in which the space described is one-half of what
would be uniformly described during the same time with the con-
stant velocity 1 . 'I'herefore tlie space thus described by a motion
which begins with the velocity ], and is uniformly retarded by
the resistance competent to this velocity, is cepial to the height

through which this body must fall in vacuo iji order to acquire its

terminal velocitv in air. It is proper in all matters of physical dis-

cussion, to confront every theoretical conclusion with experiment.
This is particularly necessary in the present instance, because the

theory on which this proposition is founded is extremely uncer-

tain. The deductions from it have been found so inconsistent

with the observed motions of military projectiles, when the velo-

cities are prodigious, that no application could be made which
could be of any service for determining the path and motion of

cannon-shot and bombs ; and although Mr. Joljn Bernoulli gave

in 171S a most elegant determination of the trajectory and motion

of a body jirojected in a Ikiid which resists in the duplicate ratio

of the velocities (a problem which even Newton did not attempt,)

it has remained a dead letter. Mr. Benjamin Robins, equally

eminent for physical scienc*" and mathematical genius, was the

first who suspected the true cause of the imperfection of the

usually received iheori'es ; and in 1737 he published a small tract,

in which he shewed clearly, that even the Newtonian theory of

resistance niu^t cause a cannon-ball, discharged with a full allot-

ment of powder, to deviate farther from the parabola, in which it

would move in vacuo, than the parabola deviates from a straight

line. But he farther asserted, from good reasoning, that in such

great velocities the resistance must be much greater than this

theory assigns ; because, besides the resistance arising from the

inertia of the air which is put in motion by the ball, theVe must be

a resistance arising from a condensation of the air on the anterior

surface of the ball, and a rarefaction behind it : and there must be

a third resistance, arising from the statical pressure of the air on
its anterior part, wlien the motion is so sw ift that there is a vacuum
behind. Even these causes of disagreement with the theory had

been foreseen and mentioned by Newton (see the Scholium to

prop. 37, Booji 11. I'rincip.) but the subject seems to have been

little attended to. Some authors, however, such as St. Reniy,

Antonini, and Le Blond, have given the most valuable collections

of experiments, ready tor the use of the profound mathematician.

Two or three years alter this lirst publication, Mr. Robins hit upon
that ingenious method of measuring the great velocities of military

projectiles, which has handed down his name to posterity witli

great honour. And having ascertained these velocities, he disco-

vered the prodigious resistance of the air, by observing the dimi-

nution of velocity which it occasioned. This made him anxious

to examine what was the real resistance to any velocity whatever,

in order to ascertain what was the law of its variation ; and he was

equally fortunate in this attempt likewise. From Mr. Robins's

Mathematical Works, vol. i. p. 205, it appears, that a sphere of 4|
inches in diameter, moving at the rate of i.'6i feet in a second,

sustained a resi^anee of 0-04914 pounds, or Tt8i4o of a pound.

This is a greater resistance than tliat of the Newtonian theory,

which gave -rHiilis '" th^ proportion of 1000 to 1211, or very

nearly in the proportion of five to six in small numbers. And we
may adopt as a rule in all moderate velocities, that the resistanc e

to a sphere is equal to -j^'^ of the weight of a colunxp ef air having

VOL. IV,—NO, 184.

the great circle of the s|ihere for its base, and for its altitude the
heiglil through which a heavy body nuiat fall in vacuo to aiqure
the velocity of projection. The importance ot ihis expenment is

great, because the ball is precisely the size of a 12 pound shot of
cast-iron; and its accuracy may be depended on. There is Out
one source of error. Tlie whirling motion must have occasioned
some whirl in the air, which would conluiue till the ball again
passed through the same pomt ot its revolution. The resistance

observed is theretore probably somewliat less than tlie true resist-

ance to tlie velocity of 2ji feet, because it was exerted in a rela-

tive velocity which was less than this, and is, in faci, the resistance

competent to this relative and i.m.iller velocity. We proceed to

consider these motions througli llieir whole course: andwesliall
first consider them as aft'ecteil by the resistance only; then we
shall consider the perpendicular ascents and descents of lieavy

bodies tlirough the air ; and, lastly, their niutinn in a ciuviliueal

ttajectory, when |)rojected obliquely. This must be done by the
help of the abstruser parts of lluxionary mathematics. To make
it more perspicuous, we shall consider Llie simply resisted rectili-

neal motions geometrically, in the manner of Sir Isaac Newton.
As we advance, we shall cpiit this track, and prosecute it algebrai-

cally. We must remember the fnndameiital theorems of varied

motions. 1 . The momentary variation of the velocity is propor.

tional to the force and the moment of time jointly, and may tlieie.

fore be represented by + v ocjt, where v, is the momentary in-

crement or decrement of the velocity r, f the accelerating or re-

tarding force, and t the moment or increment of the time t. 2.

The momentary variation of the square of the velocity is as tlie

force, aiul as the increment or decrement of the space jointly ;

and may be represented by 4: t'p ocyi. The first proposition is

familiarly known. The second is the 3Qth of Newton's Principia,

B. I. See Mechaxics.
Having premised these things, let the straiglit line AC, (fig. 7,

Plate C'XLIX.) represent the initial velocity V, and let CO, per-

pendicular to AC, be the time in which this velocity would be
extinguished by the uniform action of the resistance. Draw
through the point A an equilateral hyperbola AcB having OV,
OCD, for its asymptotes ; then let the'thne of the resisted motion
he represented by the line CD, C being the first instant of the mo-
tion. If-there be drawn perpendicular ordinates y.e, fg, DB, &g.
to the hyperbola, they will be proportional to the velocities of the

body at the instant ; x, ^>-, D, &c. and the hyperbolic areas ACxf,
ACjg, ACDB, &c. will be proportional to the spaces described

durii'lgthe times Cx, C'g, CD, &c. For suppose the time divided

into an indefinite number of small and equal moments, Cc, Dd,
&c. draw the ordinates ac, bd, and the perpendiculars b^, ua.

Then by the nature of th.e hyperbola, AC : (ic : : Oc : OC ; and

AC — iif.ac : : Oc — OC : OC, that i«, A» : iic: : Cc: OC, and

Ak : Cc : : ac : OC : : ACac : AC'OC ; in like manner, Bli : Dd
: : BD-6D : BDOD. Now Dd=Cc, because the moments of

time were taken equal and the lectangles ACCO, BD-DO, are

equal, by the nature of the hyperbola ; therefore A« : B/3 : : AC-
(ic:tiD-bd: but as the point's c, d, continually approach, and

ultimately coincide with C, D, the ultimate ratio of AC-«c to

BD-id is that of AC- to BD'^ ; therefore the momentary decre-

ments AC and BD arc as AC:- and BD^. Now, because the re-

sistance is measured by the momentary diminution of velocity,

these diminutions are as the squares ot the velocities ; therefore

the ordinates of the hyperbola and the velocities diminish by the

same law ; and the initial velocity was represented by AC ; there-

fore the velocities at all the other instants x, g, D, are properly

represented by the corresponding ordinates. Hence, I. As the

abscissa of the hyperbola are as the times, and the ordinatfs are as

the velocities, the areas will be as the spaces described, and ACxe

is to ACg/as the space described in the time Cx to the space de-

scribed in the time C^ (1st Theorem on varied motions.) 2. The
rectangle ACOF is to the area ACDB as the space formerly ex-

presse(l by 2a, or E, to the space described in the resisting me-

(lium during the time CD: for AC being the velocity V, and

OC the extinguishing time e, this rectangle is = e\, or E, or 2a,

of our former disquisitions ; and because all the rectangles, such

as ACOF, BDOG, &c. aie equal, this corresponds with our for-

mer observation, that the space uniformly described with any ve-

locity during the time in which it would be uniforiply extiuguish-
^ 5 M ed.
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i-'l by the corre^ponclini; resistance is a constant quantity, viz.

tliat ill which we always liad v = E, or 3a. 3. Draw tlie tangent

Ax; then, by the hyperhola €>-.=: CO : now C\ is the time in

which the resistance to the velocity AC would extinguish it; for

the tangent coinciiling with the elemental arc A« of the curve, the

first impulse of the uniform action of the resistance is the same
with the first impulse of its varied action. liy this the velocity

AC is reduced to ac. If this operated uniformly, like gravity,

the velocities would diminish uniformly, and tlie space described

would be represented by the triangle ACx. This triangle, there-

fore, represents the height throu^^h which a heavy body must fall

in vacuo, in order to acquire the terminal velocity. 4. The
motion of a body resisted in the duplicate ratio of the velocity

will continue without end, and a space will be described which
is greater than any assignable space, and the velocity will grow
less than any that can be assigned ; for the hyperbola approaches
continually to the asymptote, but never coincides witli it. There
is no velocity BD so small, but a smaller ZP will be found be-
yond it; and the hyperbolic space maybe continued till it ex-
ceeds any surface tiiat can be assigned. 5. The initial velocity

AC is to the final velocity I5D as the sum of the extinguishing

lime, and the time of the retarded motion, is to the extinguishint;

time alone: for AC : I5D : : OD (or OC + CD) : (3C ; or V';

I' : : e : e-j- f. 6. The extinguishing time is to the time of the re-

tarded motion as the final velocity is to the velocitv Inst during
the retarded motion: for the rectangles AFOC, BDdCi, are

equal ; and therefore A\'GF, and BVCD, are equal, and ^'C : VA

: : YG : VB ; therefore t — e
V-

-, and e = t 7. Any

velocity is reduced in the proportion of tn to n in the time e

———. For, let AC : BD : : m : n ; tlien DO : CO ; : m : n.

Therefore, any velocity is reduced to one-half in the

time in which the initial resistance would have extinguished itliy
its uniform action.

The chief circumstances of this motion may thus be determined
I'V the hyperbola, the ordinates and abscissa- exhibiting the rela-

tions of the times and velocities, and the areas exhibiting the rela-

tions of both to the spaces described. But we may render the
conception of these circumstann s much more easy and simple, bv
expressing them all by lines, instead of this combination of lines

and surfaces. We shall accomplish this purpose bv constructing
another curve LKP, having the line MLJ, parallel' to OD for its

abscissa, and of such a nature, that if the ordinates to the hvper-
bola AC, t'Xj./g^, BD, &c. be produced till they cut this curve in

L, p, n, K, &c. and the abscissa in L, t, b, J,'&c. the ordinates
tp, bn, S K, &c. may be proportional to the hyperbolic areas

eAcK, fAcg, iAtK. Let us examine wliat kind of curve this will

be. Make OC: Ox: : Ok: Og-; then (Hamilton's Conies, IV.
14. Cor.) the areas ACie, exgf, are e(|ual : therefore drawing pv,

7i(, perpendicular to OM, we shall have (by the assumed nature
of the curve LpK,) Mi = -/t; and if the abscissa OD be divided
into any number ot small parts in geometrical progression (reckon-
ing the commencement of them all from O,) the axis \i of this

curve will be divided by its ordinates into the same number of
equal parts ; aid this curve will have its ordinates LM, p', lit.

Sec. in geometrical pro'4Tession, and its abscissa; in arithmetical
progression. Also, let KN, ML, touch the curve in K and L,
and let OC be supposed to be to Oe, as OD to Oil, ;iiid there-

fore Cc to Dd as OC to OD ; and let these lines Cc, Dd, be in-

definitely small ; then (by the nature of the curve) l.o is equal to

Kr: for the areas «AC'c, L\\\)d, are in this case equal. Also /o

is to kr, as LM to KI, because tC ; dD : : CO : DO

:

Therefore IN': IK::;K: rk
IK: ML:: rk : ol

ML: M\::o/:»L
and LN:M.\::/K:yL

I That IS, the subtangent IN, or MV, is of llie same inatjuitude, or

I

is a constant quantity in every part of the curve. Lastly, the

subtangent IN, corrcsi)onding to the point K of the curve, is to

I
the ordinate K* as the rectangle BDOG or ACOF to the parabo-

[

lie area BDCA. For \etjgliii be an ordinate very near to BDJK;
I and let bn cut the curve in n, and the ordinate Kl in 5; thou

we have
K(] : qn : : Kl : IN, or

Dg : 7;; : : DO : 1 N ;

but BD : AC : : CO : DO ;

therefore BD . V)g : AC . <?h : : CO : IN :

Therefore the sum of all the rectangles BD . T)g is to the sum of
all the rectangles AC . qn, as CO to IN ; but the sum of the rec-

tangles BD . lig is the space ACDB; and, because AC is given,

the sum of the rectangles AC . qn is the rectangle of AC, and the
sum of all the lilies f/H ; that is, the rectangle of AC and KL;
therefore the r,ix.ce ACDB : AC . RL: : CO : IN, and ACDB x
IN = AC . CO . RL ; and therefore IN : RL : : AC . CO :

ACDB. Hence it follows that QL expresses the area BVA,
and, in general, that the part of the line parallel to OM, which
lies between the tangent KN and the curve L/iK, expresses the
correspniidiug area of the hyperbola which lies without the rec-

I

tangle BDOG. And now, by the help of this curve, we have an
easy way of conceiving and computing the motion of a body
through the air. For the subtangent of our curve now represents

I

twice the height through which the ball must fall in vacuo, in or-
i der to acquire the terminal velocity; and therefore serves for a

I

scale on which to measure all the oiher representatives of the mo-
j

tion. It remains to make another observation on the curve LpK,
which will save us all the trouble of graphical operations, and rc-

! duce the whole to a very simple arithmetical computation. In
constructing this curve we were limited to no particular length of
the line LR, which represented the space ACDB ; and all that

j

we had to take care of was, that when OC, Ox, Og', were taken

!
in geometrical progression, Mv, M/, should be in arithmetical

progression. The abscissx having ordinates equal to pi, nt, &c.
' miglit have been twice as long, as is shewn in the dotted curve

I

which is drawn through L. All the lines which serve to measure
' the hyperbolic spaces would then have been doubled. But NX
i would also have been doubled, and our proportions would liave

j

still held good ; because this subtangent is the scale of measure-

j

ment of our figure, as E or 2a is the scale of measurement for

i

the motions. Since then we have tables of logarithms calculated

for every number, we may make use of them instead of this

geometrical figure, which still recpiires considerable trouble to
suit it to every case. There are two sets of logarithmic tables in

1 Common use. One is called a table of hyperbolic or natural

!
logarithms. It is suited to such a curve as is drawn in the figure,

I
where the subtangent is equal to that ordinate ru which corres-

I

ponds to the side ^O of the square x9>.0 inserted between the hy-

I
pcrbola and its asymptotes. This square is the unit of surface,

by which the hyperbolic areas are expressed ; its side is the unit

of length, by which the lines belonging to the hyperbola are ex-
pressed ; t:/ is = 1, or the unit of numl)eis to which the logarithms

are suited, and then IN is also 1. New the square S^Ox being
unity, the area BACD will be some number; tO being also

unity, OD is some number : call it x. Then, by the nature of

the hyperbola, OB : O^r : : ii9 : DB : that is, .t : 1 : : 1 : —, so that

DB i» — . Now calling Df/f, the area BDdfi, which is the fluxion

(ultimately of the hyperbolic area, is Now in the curve

L/)K, MI has the same ratio to NT that BACD has to SxOif

:

therefore, if there be a scale of which N I is the unit, the number
on this scale corresponding to Ml has the same ratio to I which
the number measuring BACD has to 1 ; and I/, which corresponds

to BDf/4, is the fluxion (ultimately) of MI : therefore, if Ml be

called the logarithm of .v, — is properly represented by the fhixion

of
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of Ml. In short, the line Ml is divided precisely as the line of

nnnihers on a Guntei's scale, which is therefore a line of loga-

ritlinis ; and the numbers called logarithms are just the lengths of

the dilVerent pirts of this line mcaaiired on a scale of equal i)arts.

lleasons of convenience have given ri-ic to another ?et of logariliniis:

these are suited to a logistic curve whose subtangent is only -fi^aiSs
of the ordinate n, which is equal to tlie side of the hyperbolic
square, and which is assumed for the unit of number. AVe bhall suit

our applications of the preceding investigation to both these, and
shall lirst use the common logantlmis whose subtangent is 0.43429.

The whole subject will be best illustrated by taking an example
of the diftereut questions which may be proposed : Recollect tlial

the rectangle ACOF is = 2a, or — , or E, for a ball of cast iron
S

one inch diameter, and if it has the diameter d, it is , or 3ud,
S

or E(f.

I. It maybe required to determine what will be the space de-

scribed in a given tune t by a ball setting out with a given velo-

city V, and what %vill be its velocity v at the end of that time.

Here we have NI : MI : : ACOF: liDCA; now NI is the sub-

tangent of the logistic curve ; MI is the difference between the

logarithms of OD and OC ; tliat is, the dillerence between the

u^d
logarithms of c+ < and e ; ACOF is 2ad, or —--, or £</. There-

fore by common logarithms 0,43429 : log. c -f- ( — log. e : : 2itd :

S, = space described,

c -4- I

or 0,434C9 : log. —1— = 2ud : S,

by hyperbolic logarithms S = 2ad y^ log
e + t

Let the ball be a Impounder; the inili:d velocily lOOfl feet,

and the time 20 seconds. \Ve must first liiid c, wliich is

.
•2ad

V
Therefore, log. 2a + 30.5C.v6

log. (i(4, 5) -j- 6.)3'J1

log. V. (1 GOO) - 3-20412

I^g. of 3',n3, =e 0-4S14.';

And erf* is 23",03, of which the log is 1 -302:9
from which take the log. off 0-4S14j

, , . f + <

remains the log. of—— 0S80S4
e

This must be considered as a common number by which we

2ad
ure to multiply -—^-, . Therefore add the losarilhm of

' ' 0,43429 °

'2ud + 3 6S557

log. -1+1 a. 9-04490

.log. 0,43429 - 9-C3778

Log. S.9833 feet 399209

For the final velocity,

OD : OC : : AC : BD, or e + /:<?:: V : v.

23 ",03 : 3",03 : : 1600 : 2104, = v.

The ball has therefore gone 3278 yards, and its velocitv is re-

duced from 1600 to 210.

The gradual progress of tlie ball, during some seconds of its

motion, is as follows ;

T. s. Ditr. V. Biir.

1" 1383 1203 fj
2" 24j6 ^I'l 964 ~f^
3" 33Zr> If 804 ^0
4 4080 If 690

'II5" 4725 ril 604 ,^
6" 5294 ^69 537

^^

The first column shews the time of the motion ; the second tlie
space described ; the third the differences of the spaces, shewing
the motion during each successive second ; the fourth the velJ^
city at the end ot the time t ; and the last the differences of velo-
city, shewing its diminution in each successive second. At Hie
distance of 1000 yards the velocity is reduced to one-half, and at
the distance of less than a mile it is reduced to one-third.

II. Required to determine the distance at which the initial ve-
locity V is reduced to any other quantity v. This question is

solved in the very same manner by substituting the logarithms of
V and V for those of e -f il and e ; for AC : BD : : OD ": OC, anJ

, , ,
AC , OD , V cA-t

therefore log. -r^ =. log. 7—7-, or log. — = log. —T— . Rc-
bL) UC V e

quired to determine the distance which in the velocitv of 1780 of
a 24 pound ball (which is the medium velocity of such a ball dis-

charged with 16 pounds of powder) will be reduced to 1500.
Here d is 5,68, and therefore

the logarithm of 2ad is ^ 3-7S071

Log. — =0,07433, of which the log. is -j- 8-87116

Log. 0,43429 _ 9-63778

Log. 1047,3 feet, or 349 yards 302009
This reduction will be produced in about eeveii-eighths of a
second.

III. To determiiw the time which a ball, beginning to move
with a certain velocity, employs in passing over a given space, and
the (liniinution of velocity which it sustains from the resistance of
the air ; proceed thus :

2ad : S : : 0,43429 : log. -1+— = t. Then to log. -li-L add
e e

log. c, and we obtain log. .-? -(- t, and c -\-t ; from which if we take
f we have t. Then to find v, say e -\- t : e : -.V : v.

These examples may be concluded by applying this last rule to

Mr. Robins's experiment on a musket-bullet of three-fourths of

an inch in diameter, which liad its velocity reduced from 1070 to

1425 by passing through 100 feet of air. This we do to discovcK

the resistance which it sustained, and compare it with the resist-

ance to a velocity of one foot per second. We must first ascer-

tain tjie first term of our analogy. The ball was of lead, and
therefore 2n must be multiplied by d and by m, which expresses

the ratio of the density of lead to tliat of cast-iron, d is 0,75, and

. 11,37
M is— ^=I.J"7.

Therefore log. ?c 3.03236
d 9.87506
m O.J9782

Log. 2ad}n 3.10524

and 2adm = 1274,2. Now 1274,2 : 100 : : 0,43429 : 0,03408 =

log. — . But e =: —^— =: 0,763, and its logaiillim =

9.88252, which, added to 0.03408, gives 9.91660, which is the

log. of o+ <, = 0,825, from which take e, and there remains t =
62

0",062, or -—— of a second, for the time of passage. Now, to

find the remaining velocity, say 825:,763:: 1670:1544, = !'.

But in Mr. Robins's experiment 'the remaining velocity was only

1425,
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l42j, the ball having lost 245; whereas hy liiis computation it

should have lost only 126. It appears, therefore that the resist-

ance is double of what it would have been if the resistajice in-

creased in the duplicate proportion of the velocity. Mr. Robins

says it is nearly triple. But he supposes the resistance to slow

motions much smaller than his own eNperiment, so oflen mention-

ed, fully warrants. The time f, in which tiie resistance of the au-

would e.xtinguish the velocity is 0"-763. Gravity, or the weight

.
K'70

, , . ,

of the bullet, would have done it m —~- or 52 ; therefore the re-

50
sistance is—^— times, or nearly 6S times its weight, by this

0-7o3

theory, or S-97 pounds. If we calculate from Mr. Bobins's expe-

V
rinient, we must sav Ior. — : 043429 : : 100 : fV, which will be

630-;3, and c =: — ,- -- = 0"3774, and --'-.-^ gives 138 for the
1G70 0-3774^

proportion of the resistance to the weight, and makes the resist-

ance 12-07 pounds, fully double of tlie other. With this velocity,

which greatly exceeds that with which the air can rush into a

void, there must be a statical pressure of the atmosphere equal lo

six pounds and a half. This will make up tlie difference, and

allows us to conclude that the resistance arising solely from the

motion communicated to the air follows very nearly the duplicate

proportion of the velocity. The next experiment, with a velo-

city of 1690 feet, gives a resistance equal to 157 times the weight

of the bullet, and this bears a much greater proportion to the for-

mer than 1690 does to 1670'; wliicii shews, that although these

experiments clearly demonstrate a prodigious augmentation of re-

sistance, yet they are by no means susceptible of the precision which
is necessary for discovering the law of this augmentation, or for a

good foundation of practical rules; and it is still greatly to be wished

that a more accurate mode of investigation could be discovered.

Having thusenabled the reader to conceive distinctly the (juanti-

ties employed, we shall next consider the perpendicular ascents

and descents of heavy projectiles, where the resistance of (he air

is combined with the action of gravity : and we shall begin with

the descents. Let 11, as before, be the terminal velocity, andg- the

acceleratiug power of gravity : when the body moves with the

velocity u, the resistance is equal to g ; and in every other velo-

city V, we must have u- : v- : : g -^^T) = '"> for the resistance to

that velocity. In the descent the body is urged by the gravity g, and

opposed by the resistance -S-r- : therefore the remaining accelerat-

g;,.
ing force, which we shall call /, isg — —r-, or

giu^j-v^)

Th^ fundamental theorem for varied motion is fs = u v, and s

vv u^ vv u^ /. vv= -^> = ~ X — , and s = — X f—i + C. Now
J g U^—1'*

g J u^ —v^

the fluent of ~—^^ is = — hyperb. log. of ^yii-—v-. For the

^uxion of v'u- — -d- r, and this divided by thequan-
V u^—r^

tity \/u-—v^, of which it is the fluxion, gives precisely

which is therefore the fluxion of its hyperbolical logarithm.

Therefore S =— ^'>/u-—v''-\-C. WhiK'here means the

hyperbolic logarithm of the quantity annexed to it, and >> may
be used to express its common logarithm. (See Fluxions.)
The constant quantity C for completing the fluent is determined

from this consideration, that the space described is o, when the

velocity IS o: C— -X l-v' «"== o, and L =: — x Lv^'j^nd
B S

the complete fluent S := — x h^/u~ — Ly/ u- — v^, = —

\ / \C- n- V/ "
x L V —. -. = ——-— X >^ V -^ -,.

;;- — Tji 0,43429^; !i-—;-

M for 0,43429, the modulus or subtangcnt of the common logistic

or (putting

:urve) = r-;— X > V —; ,

This equation establishes the relation between the space fallen

through, and the velocity actiuired by the fall. We obtain by it

s±^l\/-^ or, which is still

. , , Mx 2gS ^
more convenient torus, = >>,

^ = X-- •,, that is, equal to

the logarithm of a certain number; therefore having found the

M X 2<'S
natural number corresponding to the fraction jr-2—, consider

it as a logarithm, and take out the number correspondinS to it : call

this n. Then, since n is equal to — , we have 7m- — «r^:=i/^,
U^ ill

ii-xn—

1

and iiu^ u- X " — 1, and x-:=

To expedite all the computations on this subject, it will be
convenient to have multipliers ready computed for M x 2g, and
its half,

viz. 27-794, whose log. is ,1-44396

and 13-897 .i -14293

But V may be found much more expeditiously ^by observing that

:,, is the secant of an arch of a circle whose radius is u.V^.
and whose sine is v, or whose radius is unity and sine = — : there-

u

fore considering the above fraction as a logarithmic secant, look
for it in the tables, and then take the sine of the arc of which this

is the secant, and multiply it by u ; the product is the velocity

required.

An example may be given of a ball whose terminal velocity is

689+ feet, and ascertain its velocity after a fall of 1848 feet.

Here,
u- = 475200 and its log = 5-67688

u = 689| 2.83844

g = 32 1-50515

S = 1848 3-26670

Then log. 27.794 + 1-44396
log. S 4- 3-26670

log. U-' — 5-676SS

Log. of O-IO8O9 = log. n 9-03378
0-10809 is the logarithm of 1 -2826= n, and Ji— 1 = 02826, and

a° X n — \ __ ^^^ g J, _ _„ ^^^ ^ _ ,.,2 g
n

~ • > >

In like manner, 0.054045 (which is half of 0-10809) will be
found to be the logarithmic secant of 28°, whose sine 0.46947 mul-
tiplied by 689j gives 324 for the velocity. This solution suggests

a very perspicuous manner of conceiving the law of descent ; and it

may be thus expressed ; M is to the logatitbin of the secant of an
1 arch.
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arch whose sine is — , and radius I , as 2a is to tlie height through

which a body must fall to squire the velocity v. Thus to take the

same example

:

1. Let the height h be sought which will produce the velocity

333-62, the terminal velocity of the ball being 689.34. Here 2a,

a* 3<73.f5o
or— is 14850, and ~ ,' = 0'46947, which is the sine of !?8°.

g 689-03

The logarithmic secant of this arch is 0-05407. Now M or

0.43429: 0-05407: : 14S50 : 1848, the height wanted.
2. Required the velocity acquired by the body by falling 1S4S

feet. Say llS5U: 1848 : : 0-43429: 0.05407. Look for this num-
ber among the logarithmic secants. It will be found at 28°, of

which the logarithmic sine is 9.67161
Add to this the log. of m 2-8J844

The sum ..2-51005

is the logarithm of 323-62, the velocity required.

The motion is determined in the same manner in descents, when
\^^ velocity of projection is not greater than the terminal velocity ;

other cases it is unnecessary now to investigate. From this, it

will appear, that there is a vast difference between the motion of

a body projected in vacuo, and another projected by the same
force. It has been shewn that the greatest amplitude or random
of a shot (in vacuo) was that which was made upon an elevation of

45°. And it appears, that AD, (fig. 8, Plate CXLIX.) is equal to

half AL, and therefore since AD =\ AM, we shall have AM =
2AL-= the greatest random possible 91350 feet, when the ve-

locity of projection is 1700 feet, per 1'. Now this is about 17,3

miles ; but all experienced gunners, and practical writers assure

iis tliat this range is actually not quite ^a mile. The range therefore

by this theory is about 35 times greater than the truth. The case is

much the same with respect to large shot as in small ones ; for other

degrees of velocity and other elevations, Mr. Robins found that a

leaden bullet, \ of an inch diameter, discharged with a velocity of

400 feet per 1", and in an angle of 19° 5', of elevation ranged on
the horizontal plane no more than 448 yards, whereas by the para-

bolic thtory it ought to have ranged 1023 yards. Again a ball

was discharged with the same velocity as in the last e.xperimeiit,

but 'on an elevation of 9° 45'; and its range un the horizon was

at a medium 990 feet or 330 yards. But from the determination in

vacuo, it is I6ti5' feet. Again, for greater variety, a ball was tired

at an elevation of 8°, and with a velocity of 700 feet in 1', and the

horizontal range at a medium was 690 yards; but if this range be
computed from the common theory, we shall find the random at

an elevation of 8° to be 4192 feet, or 1400 yards nearly, which is

more than double the real distance.

Sir Isaac Newton's method of investigating the path of a pro-

jectile in a resisting medium is thus illustrated ; and from what has

been said, it is evident, that the path which a projectile describes,

when thrown from the gun in any oblique direction, even when
the resistance fif the medium is no more than proportional to the

square of the velocity, catmot possibly be a [)arabola, nor any re-

gular geometrical curve, for since the hody is prevented going on

in the right-lined direction AB, (fig. 9,) by the perpendicular action

of gravity by which it is brought down Irom any point C to the

point D, in the curve of the parabola ADF in vacuo ; so if we
suppose the projection to be made in a resisting medium, the re-

sistance will lessen the velocity of the ball, and prolong the ti:iie

of its arriving to the distance of D, and therefoie as gravity acts

all tlie time uniformly, it wHI produce in the projectile a greater

perpendicular descent from the point C, and carry it from C to

some point E below D; and since this is the case every where,

it follows that the curve AF.G described by the projectile, cannot

be the parabola ADF, but some other curve contained within it.

Again, since the velocity of the projectile in the descending part

of the curve HG will ije always much less than that in the as-

cending part All, gravity will in this part carry the ball through

mu< h greater perpendicular S|)aces (in the same time) from the pa-

rabolic curve ; and so the curve in the part HG will have a less

degree of curvature, and therefore the point G, where it falls on

the hori•^on, will be much nearer to the line HI of the greatest

perpi iidicular altitude, than the point A from whence it waspro-

VOL. iV,—NO, 184.

jecled, ditTereirt from what happens in the parabola. And Sir

Isaac Newton has shewn, that the curve AUG approaches nearer

to the form of an hyptu-bola than that of a parabola ; for an hy-

perbcila will be truly described in a resisting medium, who>e den-
sity is every where invei-sely as the tangeiit to the said curve, as

he has proved in Prop. Lib. II. of the principia. And therefore

if AGK, (fig. 10,) be the hyperbolic tra_iectory of theball.pi-ojected

from the point A in the diiection AH, (in a medium of a variable,

density) whose asymptotes are MX, XN, cutting the horizontal

line NlN in the po.nts M and N ; and of which the latter XN js

perpendicular thereto ; then since in this case the density in any
points A and G is inversely as the tangents AH and G T, it is ma-
nifest if the medium be now supposed of .nn uniform density, such
as is equal to the mean density of the medium in question, llien in

such an one, on account of the greater density at A, the velocity

of the projectile will he more diminished than in the other case,

and consequently the trajectory will be continued within the hy-

perbola AGK in the ascending part AG. But in the descending

part GK it will approach nearer to the asymptote XN
than the hyperbola. But however the path dilfer^ but little

from an hyperbola; draw AI and HC, parallel to NX and
MX, and Sir Isaac Newton has shewn. Prop. X. Lib. II. that

the velocity of the projectile will be as V' -jt"'AI
or V- oc

—r-j- ; that is the velocity at A is to the velocity at.any other

point G, as y' —j- to %/ jrr: Also, that the resistance\_

of the medium is to the force of gravity (in any point A) as AH
to 4 AI. Moreover from the nature of the curve, AM = KN ;

and AI = AC ; and by construction IC = (.
2AI =) HX.

These things premised, it'is evident that if the lines AI and AH be

given in magnitude and position, the hyperbola AGK may be
described, because in this case we have given HX = 2A1, and
therefore the centre of the hyperbola X. Hence also the asymp-
tote XN ; and since the point I is given, we have also the other

asymptote XM cutting the horizontal line in M. Hence, lastly,

ivc have given the point K, by taking KN = AM. It remains

now to shew how the lines AI and AH mr,y be dctcrinined in the

present case of the problem by experiments, and thence an ex-

peditious method of describing "the hyperbola AGK, or trajectory

of the projectile ; ami thence a solution of all the cases of the pro-

blem. In order to this, let iwo equal balls be discharged with

the same velocity on two different angles of elevation HAK, and

hXk ; and let the points K and k where they fall on the horizon be

observed, and the proportion of their distances AK and AA- be

found by mensuration. And let AK : Ak :: d: e. Then having

erected the perpendicular AI of any assumed length, take AH or

hh also of any length whatsoever, and then by scale and com-

passes find the lengths AK, and A^-, as directed in the last article;

and if they are found to be in the same ratio as d to e (by expe-

riment) then was the length AH rightly assumed, and the hypei--

bola AGK evei-y way similar to that described by the ball in the

air. But if not, take in the indefinite right line SM, (tig. 1 1,) the

length SM eciual to the assumed length AH ; and erect the per-

pendicular MN equal to the difference of the ratios of AK to AA",

and of diae; tliat is, let MN = -Vt • And in like man-
Ak e

ner, -assuming several lengths of AH, find several other points N,
through all which draw a regular curve NNXN, cutting the line

SMMM in X. Lastly assume AH = SX, and thence again find

the lengths AK and Ak ; these shall have the same ratio with d
and e, or the same lengths found by experiment ; and AI, and

this last found AH, shall be similar to,' or have the same proportion

with, those which belong to the hyperbola described by the ballin

the air. For since A^ — - = M N, where SM = SX there
A A- c

MN = o, and consequently there '-^ = — ; and so AK : Ak

5 N ••<i
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: : d : e. To illustrate this by an example; lei it be ictpjired to

tiiid Al and AH, (i.g. lU,) lur the two bliuts made upon the two
elevatioiii of 19° o' and y" 45' the hi)ri<;outal laiiges being 448

yardi = d, and 330 = e. Therelore — = jjl = 1,36. Then as-

suming AI = 10, and AH = 70, you lind AK = 45, and Ak =
AK 45 „ .,, . AK

37,8, and so—-— := = 1,1
A^ 37,>J

9. And then it will be
Ah

= — = 1,36— 1,19 = 0,17 = MN. In like manner, if you as-

sume other lengths AH = 60, 50, 45, 40, respectively, you will

fnid other values of MN = 1,23. 1,28. 1,39. 1,50. Then draw-

ing a curve through the extreme points of all the ordinates MN,
it will intersect the lines SM in X, so as to give tht; abscissa

SX = 46 1. = AH sought ; and in this case AK will be to Ak as

44s to 330 ; or mcasure"d upon the scale by which AI and AH were
laid down, they will be AK= 25,7, and Ak = 18,8. Having
thus obtained the proportion or values of the Ines AI and AH in

this one ca^e they remain unalterably the same for all other angles

of elevation, for discharges of the same velocity. And indeed in

all cases whatsoever, the value of All will remain as being recipro-

cally as the density of the nieciuni. And therefore in any case of

a given velocity you have tin: lines AI and AH, and thui tin-

trajectory may be described for any angle of elevation HAN.
Hence likewise the ratio of liie resistance (R) in the point A to

gravity (G) is given. For 11 : G : : AH : 4 AI : : 4,65 : f :i^

1,333. Therefore if the weight of the bullet were ,T:lb.

then we shall have 4 : 4,6i : : ^K : _L:2i = 0,2S8lb. the
*

'
'^48

same nearly as found by the common method to the same velocity.

Having now found the values of AI and AH for any proposed ve-

locity of projection, we may proceed to fiml the random AK
generally for any given velocity and angle of elevation HAN ; in

or<ler to'this let' AH = «, A\ = h, and then HX = 2AI = 2//.

Also let AK = X, AN = z, and NH —
i/ ; and we shall have ;—

a: = KN = AM = Afi, andAC = Ar=/^ Also EN = AK
= .r. Then by the similar triangles EAC, ENH, we have this

analogy AE {z — x) : EN (i) : •. AC (5) : HN ((/). And thence

toinpouuding, t : x :: b -\- y i/; whence x —
b +y

and 2 =

fc J -
f- xy

y
'
and z- =:

,

b + y
y-

But because of the right an-

gle ANHj it is a' — !/= = s2 = ars" X
h+y

And so
i + y'

: a' ; and therefore a = AK=V/-^^1^
i+y

Hence also if the amplitude AK l-e given, then may the sine HN
of the elevation necessary for striking any object K at the given dis-

tance AK befonnd by the same theorem. For we shall thereby

get fe- X- =: u^ — j;- X if — y* — 2 h x"y ; from which equation
by a few easy trials, the value of y = NH may be found. Or in

a method easy for practice thus : On the centre A with the radius

AH describe a circle, as {ab) ; and on the given point K erect the

peipendicular KF ; then apply a ruler to the point C in such man-
ner that the part FH intercepted between KF, and the circle o6
may be equal to CE. Then through the point H, draw the right-

line AH, and it shall be the direction or elevation required. For
supposing the angle given, we have always CE = FH,' because the
triangles ACE and HEN are similar, and Iheicfore CE : AE :

:

£H : EN : : FH : KN ; hence, since AE (=MA) =KN, we have
CE =: FH. And the point H must be in the circle ub, because of
the given length AH. By putting the above equation into fluxions,
and making the fluxion ofx = -\K equal to nothing, we shall get an
eijuation for (he sine NH of the angle or elevation which of all

Others will produce the greatest borizonta) random AK ; for then

we shall get '.'«-'//> — ^y''} = '2bx-j -\- -x- i/y , and d ividing by

oy, we have a*y — 3y' = bx- + j'
;/ = x^ x i -f .'/• But x»

a-y-
; wherefore a- y — 2y' z= b -{- y- z='

b +y

\Vhence by reduction, and by dividing by y, we get»-.'r — '

b+y
a'b = 2/;.v-

-|- ?/'. Here it is plain the quantity ^hy" is less than

a-b, and therefore;/^ less than \ a', or HN- less than \ AH- ; and

consequently the aingle HAN is less than half a right-angle, which

it would be in an unresisting medium, and in thnt case

we have ?/' =: \ a-, and y = a .y/^, which value of y, if it be sub-

stituted in the above equation, in order to reduce it, it beconies

a"b -{• Qby- -{- y-a \/ 1 : whence y- =
-^^ ;;

—

— and so y =
2b-

v/= n°-b
-,— , Let us now see what the quantity of this an-
2b -t- a v/i-

'

gle is for the valuer of AI and AH as determined above, where, if

we put Al = t = 1, then AH z=a ^: 4,65. and the equation is

X/' 21,62J5 _^ 2.f 4,65 V' i
"~a- = 2^' + y' = 21 ,6225. Now y --

\/i 1,6225
2,03. But it is plain this value of y is too small,

for it makes 2y^ +y' Ihtie more than 16, whereas it must be =
21,6255; this was occasioned by making y := a y/ J -^ 3,25 ac-

cording to the tustoioary method, which makes one of the roots

too large, and consetjuently the whole quantity '2y^ -j- y' too small.

The best way, then, to ajjprosimate to the value of y is by trial,

for by this means we shall easily find that y =: 2,26 nearly. There-

fore say, as AH = 4,65 : HN = 2,26 : : radius : sine of 29°

iK-arlv ; whereas in vacuo we have shewn this angle comes out

precisely 45 degrees. If it be required to lind what this maximum of

amplitude is for the above found values of Al and AH, you have

It determined by the foregoing theorem (an<l also for any other de-

oree of velocity, as shewn above.) Therefore according to the

present case we shall find the greatest value of AK = x =

=: 2,83 nearly ; and therefore say, as AK =\/ "''
.'/'' - .'/'

b^V
2,57 (by experiment): AK = 2,83 (a maximum) :: 448 yards
: 490 yar.ls nearly, the greatest amplitude. If the greatest ordi-

nate or lieight ot the projection ue required, let the line DN be
taken in the horizontal line AN, a mean proportional between AM
and AN ; ami through (he point D, draw the ordinate GD, and it

will be the maximum required. This ordinate GD is equal to the
dilitrence between the vertical line NX, and a fourth proportional
to the lines DN, AN, and 2A1 = IC ; or GD = NX —

rj-vT . The demonstration hereof may be easily deduced

from the abovementioned proposition of Sir Isaac Newton's Prin-
cipia. But It is loo prolix and intricate to be hce inserted. To
exemplifv this in the last case of the greatest amplitude AK ; we
have AK=x=2,83, and !/ = HN =2,26. Also we have a

= AN= -iii^= 4,1 nearly; then AN - AK = KN =
y

1,27 = AM. Therefore DN = \/aN x AM = 2,28. Novr

NX = NH -f HX = 2,26 + 2 = 4,26; and
"A' x /^N _

DN
•

"^ X 4,1

,, ^^
=3,6. Therefore GD = 4,26 - 3,6 = 0,66; which

gives about 1 10 yards for the greatest heietit of the projection. It

is observable also, that DK = (DN - KN =) 1,01, and AD =
(AK — DK=) 1,82; and so the point D is nearly ^ of the whole
random from the point A; whereas in vacuo it is'always the mid-
dle point between A and K. From a bare inspectiou of (he tra-

jectory
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jeclory ABGK, it is evident, tlie path of tlie projectilu will nearly

coincide with the tangent AH for a considerable di-.tance AB, which
in a allot of 241b. will be about 500 yards as the angle there will

not exceed ^ a degree. However after all there are many circii.n-

stances which militate against thi-i theory of projectile;, for it is

biiiit on the supposition that the resistance is every where in the

duplicate ratio of the velocity: but there are many causes of

deviation from this law such as the condensation and pressure of

the air in very swift motions. Again the density of the air is sup-

posed uniform, whereas in some cases it is less by one-fifth or one-
sixth near the vertex of the curve, so that after all, the practical

artillerist must rely chiefly on the records of experiments contained
ill the books of practice at the academies, or those made in a more
public manner. Even a perfect theory of the air's resistance can
do him little service, unless the force of gunpowder were uniform.
This is far from being the case even in the same powder. A few
lioui-s of a damp day will make a greater difTerence than occurs in

tiieory ; and, in service, it is only by trial that every thing is

performed. If the first shell falls very much short of the mark, a

little more powder is added ; and in cannonading, the correction

is made by varying the elevation. The experiments of Mr. Robins
and Dr. Hutlon shew, in the most incontrovertible manner, that

the re-iistance to a motion exceeding 1 100 feet in a second, is al-

most three times greater than in the duplicate ratio tothe resistance

to moderate velocities. Euler's translator, in his comparison of

the author's trajectories wiili experiment, supposes it to be no
greater. Yet the coincidence is very great. The same may be
said of the Chevalier de Borda's. Nay, the same may be raid of
Mr. Hobins's own practical rules; and yet his rules are confirmed
by experience. 15ut we must not inter from all this, that the
pliysical theory is of no use to the practical artillerist, it plainly

slie«shiin the impropriety of giving the projectile an enormous
Velocity. This velocity is of no effect after 200 or 300 yards at

farther, because it is so rapidly reduced by the prodigious resist-

ance of tlie air. Mr. Robins has deduced several practical max-
ims of the greatest importance from what we already know of this

subject, and which could hardly have been even conjectured with-

out this knowledge. And we must still acknowledge, that this

branch of physical science is highly interesting to the philosoplier
;

nor should we despair of carrying it to greater perfcclion. The
defects arise almost entirely from our ignorance of the law of vari-

ation of the ail's resistance. Experiments mav be contrived much
more conducive to our information here than those commonly re-

sorted to. The oblique flights of projectiles are of very coni])li-

cated investigation, and ill fitted for instructing us ; but numerous
and well contrived experiments on the perpendicular ascents are

of great simplicity, being affected by nothing but tlie air's resist-

ance. To make them instructive, we think that the following

plan might be pursued. Let a s;;t of experiments be made for as-

certaining the initial velocities. 'J'lien let shells be discharged
perpendicularly with great varieties of density and velocity, and let

notliing be attended to but the heiglU and the time ; even a consi-

derable deviation from the perpendicular will not affect either of

these circumstances, and the ellcct of this circumstance can easily

be computed. The height can be ascertained with sufficient pre-

cision for very valuable information by their light or smoke. It is

evident that t!)ese experiments will give ilirect infonnation of the

air's retarding force ; and every experiment 'ives us two measures,

viz. the ascent and descent : and the comparison of the times of

ascent and descent, combined with the observed heiglit in one ex-
periment made witli a great initial velocity, will give us more in-

formation concerning the air's resistance than 50 ranges. We shall

conclude this part with two or three tables, which serve to bring

into one point of view the chief circumstances of the motion in a

veiisting medium. The first talile shews the distance in yards to

which a l)all projected with the velocity 1600 will go, while its ve-

locity is reduced one-tenth, and the distance at which il drops 16

feet trom the line of its direction. This table is calculated by the

resistance observed in Mr. Robin's experiments. The first column
is the weight of the ball in pounds. The second column riiuains

the same, whatever be the initial velocity ; but the third depends

on the velocity, it is here given for the velocity which is very

usual in military service, and its use is to assist us in directing the

gun to the mark. If the mark at which a ball of ?41b. is directed

is 474 yards distant, the axis of the piece must be pointed 16 feet

higher than the mark. These deflections from the line of dircchoii

are nearly as the squares of the distances.

I.
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spends to llie pi-o|)osc(J velocity of the shell. This must be de-

duced from tlie diameter and weight of the shell, by making the

velocity of the tweuly-fuur pounder such, that the ratio of its

weight to the resistance may be the same as in the shell.

Of Military Pbojectiles, or the Practice of Gvnnfry.

The practical part of gunnery ought to consist in directing the

piece in such a manner as always to hit the object against which it

is pointed ; but for this tlieie are no certain rules given. The fol-

lowing maxims, however, are laid down by Mr. Robins as useful

in practice:

General Maxiiiis: 1. In any piece of artillery whatever, the

greater the quantity of powfler it is charged with, tlie greater will

be the velocity of 'the bullet. C. If two pieces of the same bore,

but of different lengths, are lired with the same charge of jjowder,

the longer will impel the Uillet with a gre.iter celerity than the

shorter. 3. If two pieces of artillery, different in weight, and

formed of different metals, have yet their cylinders of equal bcjres

and equal len£;ths; then witli like charges of powikr, and like bul-

lets they will each of them discharge their shot with nearly the

same degree of celerity. 4. The ranges of pieces at a given ele-

vation are no Just measures of tl:e velocity of the shol ; for the

same piece tired successively at an invariable elevation, with the

powder, bullet, and every other circumstance as nearly the same

as possible, will yet range to very different distances, j. The
greatest part of that uncertainty in the ranges of pieces which is

described in the preceding maxim, can only arise from the resist-

ance of the air. 6. The resistance of the air acts upon piojcctiles

in a twofold manner: for it opposes their motion, and by that

means continually diminishes their celerity; and-it besides diverts

them from the regular track they would otherwise follow ; whence

arise those deviations and inflections already treated of. 7. That

action of the air bv which it retards the motion of projectiles,

though much neglected by writers on artillery, is yet, in many in-

stances, of an immense force; and hence the motion of these re-

sisted bodies is totally different from what it would otherwise be.

e. This retarding force of the air acts with different degrees of vio-

lence, according as the projectile moves with a^^reater or less ve-

locity ; and the resistances observe this law, 'I hat to a velocity

which is double another, the resistance within certain limits is four-

fold ; to a treble velocity, ninefold ;,and so on. 9. But this pro-

portion between the resistances to two dilTerent velocities does

not hold, if one of the velocities be less than that of 1200 feet in a

second, and the other greater. For in that case the resistance to

the greater velocity is near three times as much as it uouUI come

out by a comparison with the smaller, according to the law ex-

plained in the last maxim. 10. To the extraordinary power ex-

erted by the resistance of the air it is owing, that when tw o pieces

of diffe'rent bores are discharged at the same elevation, the piece

of the largest bore usually ranges farthest, provided they are both

tired with tit bullets, and the customary allotment of powder. 1 1.

The greatest part of military projectiles will at the time of their

discharge acquire a whirling motion round tlieir axis by rubbing

against "the inside of their respective pieces; and this whirling mo-

tion will cause them to strike the air very differently from what

tiiey would do had they no other than a progressive motion. By
these means it will happen, that the resistance of the air will not

always be directly opposed to their ifight ; and will frequently act

in a line oblique to their course, and will thereby force them to

deviate from the regular tract they would otherwise describe. And
this is the true cause of the irregularities described in maxim 4th.

12. From the sudden trebling the quantity of the air's resistance,

when the projectile moves jwifter than at the rate of 1200 feet in

a second, (as has been explained in maxim 9), it follows, that

whatever be the regular range of a bullet discharged with this last-

mentioned velocity, that range will be but little increased, how
much soever the velocity of the bullet may be still further aug-

mented by greater charges of powder. 13. If the same piece of

cannon be successively lired at an invariable elevation, but with

various charges of powder, the greatest charge being the whole

weight of the bulkt in powder, and the least not less than the lifth

part^of that weight ; then if the elevation be not less than S" or

10°, it will be found, that some of the ranges with the least charge

will exceed some of those with the greatest. 14. If two pieces of

caiinoii of the s.ime bore, but of diifereiit lengths, are successively

fired at the same elevation wiih the same charge ot powder; then
it will frequently happen, that some of the ranges with the shorter
piece will exceed some of those with the longer. 15. In distant

cannonadings, the advantages arising from long pieces and large
charges of powder are but of little iromenl. 1(>. In hring against
troo]yS with grai)e-shot, it w ill be finnid, that charges of powder
much less than those generally used are the most advantageous.
17. 1 he principal operations in which large charges of powder ap-
pear to be more efficacious than small ones, are the ruining of pa-
rapets, the dismounting of batteries cohered by stout merlons, or
battering in breach ; for, in all these cases, if the object be but little

removed from the piece, every increase of velocity will increase
the penetration of the bullet. 18. Whatever operations are to be
performed by artillery, tlie least charges of powder with which
they can be effected are aKva\s to be preferred. 19. Hence, then,
the |)rnper charge of any piece of ailillery is not that allotment of
powder w hicli will communicate the greatest velocity to the bullet
(as most practitioners formerly maintained); nor i.. it to be deter-
mined by an invariable proportion of its weight to the weight of
the ball: but, on the contrary, it is such a quantity of powder as
will produce the least velocity for the purpose in hand; and, in-

stead of bearing always a lixecl ratio to the weight of the ball, it

must be different according to the different business which is to be
performed. 20. No lield-piece ought at any time to be loaded
with more than one-sixth, or at the utmost one-hfth, of the weight
of its bullet in powder; nor should the charge of any balterinij

piece exceed one-third of the weight of its bullet, a 1. Although
precepts very ditfereiil from these ue have here given have been
often advanced by artillerists, and have been said to be derived
from experience ; yet is Ihat pretended experience altogether fal-

lacious: since from our doctrine of resistaiu e established above, ii

follows, that every speculation on the subject of artillery, which is

only founded on the experimental ranges of bullets discharged
with considerable velocities, is liable to great uncerlainty. It be-
comes, therefore, a problem very difficult of solution to know,
even within a very considerable distance, how far a piece will

carry its ball with any probability of hitting its mark, or doing any
execution. The best rules hitherto laid liownon this subject are

those of Mr. Kobins. From the experiments of Dr. Charles
Hutton, in the Phil. Trans, vol. 68, Mr. Kobins draws the follow-

ing inferences: 1. " It is evident, that powder fires almost instan-

taneously. 2. The velocities communicaltd to balls or shot of the
same weight with different quantities of powder, are nearly in the

subdupli'ate ratio of these quantities; a very small variation in

defect taking place when the quantities of ])ow<ler become great.

3. \Vhi*n shot of different weights are fired wilh Ihe same quantity

of powder, the velocities communicated to them are nearly in the

reciprocal subduplicate ratio of their weights. 4. Shot which are

of different weights, and impelled by different quantities of pow-
der, acquire velocities which are directly as the square roots of the

quantities of powder, and inversely as the square roots of the

weights of the shot nearly." The velocities ot the bullets being

thus found as nearly as possible, the ranges may be found by the

following rules laid down by Mr. Kobins. 1. " Till the velocity

of the projectile surpasses that of I 100 feet in a second, the resist-

ance may be reckoned to be in the duplicate proportion of the

velocity, ami its mean quantity may be reckoned about half ati

ounce avoirdupoise on a twelve-pound shot, moving with a velo-

city of about twenty-ffve or twenty-six feet in a second. 2. If the

velocity be greater than that of 1100, or 1200, feet in a second,

then the absolute quantity of the resistance in these greater veloci-

ties will be near three times as great as it should be by a compari-

son with the smaller velocities. Hence then it appears, that if a
projectile begins to move with a velocity less than that of 1100
feet ill a second, its whole motion may IJe supposed to be consi-

dered on the hvpothesis of a resistance iti the duplicate ratio of tlie

velocity. And if it begins to move with a velocity greater than

this last-mentioned, yet if the f'lst part of its motioti, till its velo-

city be reduced to near 1 100 feet in a second, be considered se-

parately from Ihe remaining part in which the velocity is less th;in

1 100 feet in a second ; it is evident, that both parts may be truly

assigned on the same hypothesis; only the absolute quaijtily of the

resistance is three limes greater in tlie first part than in the last.

Wherefore, if the motion of a projectile on the hypothesis of a re-

sistance in the duplicate ratio of the velocity be truly and gene-

rally
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rally a^sijjned, the actual motions of resisted bodies may be thereby

determined, notwithstanding the increased resistances in the great

velocities. And, to avoid the division of the motion into two, 1

shall shew liow to coinpnte the whole atone operation witli little

more trouble than if no such increased resistance took place. To
avoid frequent circumlocutions, the distance to which any projectile

would range in a vacuum on the horizontal plane at 45 degrees ol

elevation, I shall call the potential random of that projectile ; the

distance to which the projectile would range in vacuo on the hori-

eontal plane at any angle dilTerent from forty-five degrees, I shall

call the potential range of the projectile at that angle; and the dis-

tance to which a projectile really ranges, I shall call its actual

range. If the velocity with whicli a projectile begins to move is

known, its potential random and its potential range at any given

angle are easily determined from the common theory of projec-

tiles; or more generally, if cither its original velocity, its potential

random, or its potential range, at a given angle, are known, the

other two are easily found out. To lacililale the computation of

resisted botlieo, it is necessary, in the considei-ation of each resisted

body, to assign a certain quaiiiity, which I shall denominate F,

atlapted to the resistance of that jiarticular projectile. To lind

this quantity F to any projectile given, we may proceed thus:

Fir4 lind, from the principles already delivered, with what velo-

city the projectile must move, so that its resistance may be equal

to its gravity. 'I'hen the height from whence a body must de-

scend in a vaciuim to acquire this velocity is the magnitude of F
sought, liiit the concisest way of (inding this (piantity F to any
sliell or bullet is this: If it be of solid iron, mulliply its diameter

measured in inches by 300, the product will be the magnitude of

F expressed in yards. If, instead of a solid iron-buliet, it is a

sliell or a bullet of some other substance ; then, as the specific gra-

vity of iron is to the specific gravity of the shell or bullet given,

so is the F corresponding to an iron-bullet of the same diameter to

rtie proper F for the shell or bullet given. The quantity F being

thus asiigned, the necessary computations of these resisted motions

may be dispatched bv the three following propositions, always re-

membering that these propositions proceed on the hypothesis of

tlie resistance being in the duplicate proportion of the velocity of

the resisted body. How to apply this principle, when the velocity

is so great as to have its resistance augmented beyond this rate, is

shewn in a corollary annexed to the first proposition.

ti ^
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ance in large velocities, the difference only amounting to a few

minutes in the aagle of direction of the projected body, which,

provided that angle exceeds two or three degrees, is usually scarce

wortli attending to.

" Of this process take the following example: A 24 potmder

fired with 12 pounds of powder, when elevated at 7° 15', ranged

about 2500 yards. Here the F being near 1700 yards, the quote

to be sought in the first column is 147, to which the number cor-

responding in the second column i"^ 2-556 ; whence the potential

range is near 4350 yards, and the potential random thenee result-

ing 17400. But this being more than 13000, we must, to get the

true potential random, take a fourth continued proportional to

13000 and 17400; and this fourth proportional, which is about

31000 yards is to be esteemed the true potential ranc'oni sought;

whence the velocity is nearly that of 1730 feet in a second.

Schol. Tliis proposition is confined to small angles, not exceed-

ing 8° or 10°. In all possible cases of practice, this approximation,

thus limited, will not differ ftom the most rigorous solution by so

much as what will often intervene from the variation of the density

of the atmosphere in a few hours' time; so that the errors of the

approximation are much sliort of other inevitable errors, svhich

arise from the nature of this subject.

" Prop. II. Given the actual range of a given shell or bullet,

at any angle not exceeding 4j°, to determine its potential range

at the same angle; and thence its potential random and original

velocity.
" Sol. Diminish the F corresponding to the shell or bullet given

in the proportion of the ladiUs to the cosine of three-fourths of the

angle of elevation. Then, by means of the preceding table, ope-

rate with this reduced F in the same manner as is prescribed in the

solution of the last proposition, and the result will be the potential

range sought ; whence the potential random, and the original ve-

locity, are easily determined.
" Examp. A mortar for sea-service, charged with 30 pounds of

powder, has sometimes thrown its shell, of 123 inches diameter,

and of 231 pounds weight, to the <listance of two miles, or 3520

yards. This at an elevation of 45°. The F to this sh°ll, if it were

solid, is 3825 yard?; but as the shell is only four-fifths of a solid

globe, the true F is no more than 3060 yards. This, diminished

in the ratio of the radius to the cosine of three-fourths of the angle

of elevation, becomes 2544. The quote of the potential range by
this diminished F is 1-384; which sought in the first column of die

preceding table gives 2-2S0 for the corresponding number in the

second column; and this mulliplied into the reduced F, produces

5800 yards for the potential range sought, which, as the angle of

elevation was 45', is also the potential random : and hence the ori-

ginal velocity of this shell appears to be that of about 748 feet in a

second.
" Cor. The converse of this proposition, that is, the determina-

tion of the actual range from the potential range given, is easily de-

duced from hence by means of the quote of the potential range di-

vided by the reduced F.

Prop. III. Given the potential random of a given shell or bul-

let, to determine its actual T.uige at 45°.

" Sol. Divide the given potential random by the F correspond-

ing to the shell or bullet given, and call the quotient q, and let 1

be the difference between the tabular logarithms of 25 and of q,

the logarithm of 10 being supposed unity; then the actual range

\i

sought is 3-4 F T 21F F, where the double sine of 21F is to

be thus understood ; that if q be less than 25, it must be — 21F;

if it be greater, then it must be -}-2lF. In this solution, q may
be any number not less than 3, nor more than 2500.
" Cor, Computing in the manner here laid down, we shall find

the relation between the potential randoms, and the actual range at

45*, within the Umits of this proposition, to be as expressetf-in the

followini' table

:

Potential
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The following Table shews the dimensions of heavy, medium, and
light brass-gims, in thirty-second parts of their respective calibers.

Thickness
of metal.

Frun.

J
At a brea

J ment of

^ End of til

' Muzzle a:

At a breach and commence-
f the first reinforce

he first reintorce

astragal

( Diameter

( Length

( From the extremity of the

base-ring to that of the

I breach-mouldings

I

From the end of the breach-

I
mouldings to the centre of

Cascable. -[ the button. ,„..,

Breadth of the ovale, or quar-
ter round

Diameter ; Of tlie neck
(Of thelastiillet...

Heavy

33
26

Med.

32
25
16
30
30

Light

22
16

20
24

In heavy and medium l>rass-guns the first and second reinforces

are similar fru^trums of right cones; and consequently, when pro-

duced, their outlines will be p.iiallel to each other, and are distant

one-sixleentli part of the caliber. The exterior diameter of the

piece is also diminished by that quantity, and its outline is drawn
to the muzzle astragal. In light guns the length of the piece mu-t
be divided into eighteen equal parts, of which five parts are taken for

the breech and fjr^t reinforce ; four parts for the second reinforce ;

nine for the chase ; two parts and a half for the length of the

muzzle ; half part for the diameter of the neck. The axis of

the trunnions are eight parts from the breech, and half a ca-

liber below the axis of the piece. The position of the trunnions of

licavy and medium brass-guns is at three-sevenths of the length of

the piece from the extremity of the breech, and half a caliber be-

low the axis of the piece, reckoning to their centres. The dia-

meter of the trunnions are each one caliber, and their lenpth the

same, allowing for the projection of the second reinforce ring;

their faces are parallel to the axis of the piece. The trunnions of

medium and light brass-guns have shoulders, which are a tenth of

the diameter of the trunnion in breadth, and of sufficient depth to

tlear the projection of the second reinforce-rings. The vent-fields

are one-seventeenth of the breech and lir<t reinforce. The chase-

girdles are l-14th part of the chase. The length of the muzzle
is equal to the diameter of the second reinforce-ring in heavy
guns; and in medium-guns one-seventh of the length of the piece,

i'he diameter of the swell of the muzzle is equal to the diameters

of the second reinfurce-rings. 'J'lie bottom of the bores of

heavy brass-guns is a plain surface, meeting the sides in a small

arc described with a radius of one-twenty-fourth of a caliber

:

in medium and light guns they are hemispherical, and their

vents form an angle of seventy-five degrees with the axis of the

piece: making iu light guns one-third of the caliber, and in mc-
<liura one-fourth of the caliber, from the extremity of the bore.

The vents of heavy guns are a fifth of an inch in diameter. In

medium and light guns there is a portion of metal beneath the

nock of the cascable, for receiving the loop of the elevating screw.

The lower part of it is the arc of a circle, described with a radius

equal to the scmidiameter of the neck : the position of the centre

is one-fourth part of the distance from the extremity of the breech-

moulding to that of the button, and is one-fourteenth of tlie diame-

ter of the neck below it. Medium and heavy guns are cast with

dolphins, by which they are occasionally suspended, and they con-

sequently should be placed over the centre of gravity of them, or

Tather so that the breech may prepontlerate in a small degree.

The following Table shews the
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iiicUided, i-, f((u;illy broad with the fore-part ot' tlie gun-carriage,

ami about four limes tlie length ; tlie fure-part of the slicle-carrii\ge

is fixed by liiiige-boits 1, to the quick-work of the ship below tlie

port, the end iviiig over the till, close to the outside-plunk, and

the groove reaching to the fore-end ; tlie gudgeon ot the eun-

curriage, and consequently the trunnions of the gun, are over the

fill of the port when the gun is run out ; and the port is made of

bucli breadth, with its sides bevelled o/f' within board, that the gun
and carriage may range froin bow to quarter. The slide-carriage

is supported from the deck at the hinder end, by a wedge K, or

step-stool ; which being altefed at pleasure, and the fore-end turn-

ing upon the hinge-bolts, the carnage can be constantly kept upon
an horizontal plane, for the more easy and <piick working of the

gun wlien the ship lies along. Killed barrels, till very lately, only

took place in muskets. tJul in 1774, Dr. Lind, and Captain

Alexander Hlair of the 09th regiment of foot, invented a species

of rifled field-pieces. They are made of cast-iron; and are not

bored like the common pieces, but have the rifl<'S moulded on the

Core, after which they are (leaned out, ;^nd finished with proper in-

strMmen;s. Guns of this construction, which are intended for the

field, ought never to be made to carry a ball of above one or two
pounds weight at most ; a leaden bullet of that weight being sufli-

cient to destroy either man or horse. A pounil-gun, of this con-

struction, of good metal, need not weigh above 100 pounds, nor
its carriage above 100 pounds more. It can therefore be easily

transported from place to place, by a few men ; and a couple of

good horses may transport si.\ of these guns and their carriages, it

put into a cart. The length of the gun, (fig. 9,) being diviiled into

-seven equal parts, the length of the first reinforce AB is two of

these parts ; the second BC, one and fifteen-sixtcrnths of the dia-

Hiclerof the caliber; the chase CD, four wanting filteen-sixleenths

of tlie diameter offhe-caliber. The distance from the hind-part of

the base-ring A to the beginning of the bore, is one caliber, and
three-sixteenths of a caliber. The trunnions TT are each a cali-

ber in breadth, and the same in length ; their centres are placed

three-sevenths of the gun's length from the hind-part of the base-

ring, in such a manner that the axis of the trunnions passes through
the centre-line of the bore, which prevents the gun from kicking,

and breaking its carriage. The length of the cascablc is one cali-

ber, and thirteen-sixteenths of a caliber. Thetaliber of the gun
being dividi'd into sixteen equal parts:

'J'iie thickness of metal at tlie base-ring A from the
l>orc, is 18-5

At the end of the first reinforce-ring B 17

At the same place, for the beginning of the second rein-

force 17

At the end of the second reinforce C 15

At the same place, for the beginning of the chnse c 137j
At the end of the chase or muzzle, the mouldings aD

excluded 9
At the swelling of the muzzle b 12

At the muzzle-fillet c 9-5

At the extreme moulding D 8

Base-ring 5-j

Ogee next the base-ring d 55
The astragal or half-round 4-75

Its fillet I

Total astragal and fillets at the ventfield e 4
First reinlorce-ring B 4j
Second reinforce-ring C 35
Its ogee 3
Its astragal 15
And its iillet 1

The muzzle-astragal, and fillet a 4
Breadth of the fillet at the base-ring 1

Distance of the fillet at the button from the fillet at the
base-ring 5

Breadth of the fillet at the button 1

Di;\metcr of the fillet at the button IS
Distance of the centre of the button from its fillet 12
Diameter of the button F, 18
Diameter of its neck IQ-j
'J'he vent should be placed about half an inch from the bottom of

the chamber or bore. The rilles make one spiral turn in the length
of the bore ; but go no ucaier to the breech, in their full size, tlian

two calibers ; and then tcniiinale w ith a gentle slope in half a cali-

ber more, so as not to prevent the cartridge with the powder from
being easily sent home to the bottom of the gun, which would
otherwise constantly happen witli the fiinnel-carlridges, and even
sometimes with paper ones, if not made to enter very loosely.

The shape of the rilies is seinicirculai-, their breadth being equal to

the diameter, which is three-sixteenths of a caliber, and their depth
equal to the semidiameter, or !5-sixteentlis of a caliber. To hit

the mark with greater certainty than can be done in the common
random method, these guns are furnished with a sector, the prin-

cipal parts of wliich are, 1. The limb, which is divided in such a

manner as to shew elevations to 15° or 20°. The length of the ra-

dius is five inches and an half, and its nonius is so divided as to

shew minutes of a degree. '2. The telescope, AB, (fig. 18,) ui
achromatic refractor, is seven inches in length (such as is used on
Hadley's quadrants, that are fitted for taking distances of the niocHi

from the sun or stars, in order to obtain the longitude at sea), having

cross-hairs in it. 3. The parallel cylindric bar, CD, is -^ of an
inch in diameter, having two rectangular ends EF, eacli half an
inch square and an inch long. On one side of the end next the
limb of the sector, is a mark corresponding to a similar one in the

hinder cock of the gun, with which it must always coincide when
placed on the gun. The length of the parallel bar, together with
its ends, is seven inches. 'J his bar is fixed to the sector by means
of two hollow cylinders, G, II, wliich allow the sector amotion
round the bar. Tliere is a fingerscrcw, a, upon the hollow cy-
liniler G, which is slit, in order to tighten it at pleasure upon the

bar. 4. The circular level I, (fig. 1«, 19,) for setting the plane
of the sector always perpendicular when placed upon the gun, is

i of an inch in diameter. There is a small screw, a, to adjust the
level at right angles to llie plane of the sector. 5. The finger-screw,

b, for fixing the index oi the sector at any particular degree of ele-

vation proposed. The line of colliniatiun (ihat is, the line of vi-

sion cut by the intersecting point of the two cross-hairs in [the tele-

scope) must be adjusted truly parallel to the bar of the sector wlien
at degrees. 'I his is done by placing the sector so that the verti-

cal hair may exactly cover some very distant perpendicular line.

Il it again covere it when the sector is inverted, by turning it half

round upon the bar, which has all the while been kept steady and
firm, that liair is correct ; if not, correct half the error by means
of the oiiiall screws, c d e, (fig. 18, and '20,) at the eye-end of the
telesiope, aiKl die other half by moving the bar; pkice it again to

cover the perpendicuhr line, and repeat the above operation till

the hair covers it in both positions of the sector. Then turn the
sector, till the horizontal hair cover the same perpendicular line;

and turning the sector half round on its bar, correct it, itwiong,

I

in the same manner as you did the vertical hair. Of the four small

I

screws at the eye-end of the telescope, ihosc at the right and let'l-

! hand move whatever hair is vertical, and those at top or under-
neath move whatever hair is horizontal. Oil the side of the gun
upon the first reinforce, are cast two knobs, F, (fig. 9, and 21,)
having their middle part distant from each other six inches, for

fixingon the brass-cocks. A, (fig. 21 anil 16,) which receive the rec-
tangular ends of the parallel cylindric bar of the sector, when plac-

i ed on the gun. The next adjustment is to make the jiarallel bar,
I and line ot collimation otthe telescope, when set at degrees, jia-

I

rallel to the bore of the gun, and consequently to the direc-

I

tion of the shot. The gun being loaded, the cartridge prick-

i

ed, and the gun primed, place the sector in the cocks of the
gua ; and having first set the sector to what elevation you

!
judge necessary, bring the intersection of the cross-hairs in the
telescope upon the centre of the mark, the limb of the sector being
set vertical by means of the circular level, and then take off the
sector without moving the gun. Fire the gun : and if the bullet
hits any where in the perpendicular line, passing through ihe cen-
tre of the mark, the line of collimation ol the telescope and direc-
tion of the shot agree. But if it hit to the right of the mark so
nnicli do they differ. In order to correct w Inch, bring the gun in-

to the same position it was in before firing, and secure it there.
Then file away as much of the forecock, on the side next the gun,
as will let the intersection of the cross-hair fall somewhere on Ihe
line passing jierpendicularly tlirough the point where the shot fell;

and It is then adjusted in that position, so much being filed olf the

side of the cock at a, (fig. 21, and 17,) as will allow the side h to he
screwed closer, that the ends of the parallel bar may have uo shake
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inthecocks. To correct it in the other position, and so to find

the true def;rees of tbe gun, that is, to bring tlie line of collima-

tion of the telescope, parallel-bar, and bore of the gun, truly pa-

rallel to each other, repeat the above with the trunnions perpendi-

cular to the horizon, the sector being turned a quarter round upon
its bar, so as to bring its plane vertical. The deviation of the shot

found in this way is corrected by deepening one of the cocks, so

that the vertical hair of the telescope may be brought to cover the

line passing perpendicularly through the point where the bullet

hits ; the gun being placed in the same position it was in betore it

was fired. This adjustment being repeated two or three times, and
any error that remains being corrected, the gun is fit to be mount-
ed on its carriage for service. It is to be observed, tliat this sector

will fit any gun, if the cocks and rectangular ends, &c. of the pa-

rallel bar be of the above dimensions, and will be equally applica-

ble to all such pieces whose cocks have been adjusted, as if it had
been adjusted separately with each of them. The other pieces of

artillery commonly made use of are mortal's, howitzei-s, and royals.

The mortars, are a kind of short cannon of a large bore, with

chambers for the powder, and are made of brass or iron, see fig. 10.

Their use is to throw hollow shells filled with powder, which fall-

ing on any building, or into the works of a fortification, burst, and
vith their fragments destroy every thing near them. There arc

other kinds of mortars, called partridge-mortars, hand-mortars, and
firelock-mortars; which last arc aUo called bombards.
The Chamber in mortars is the place where the powder is

lodged. They are of different forms, and made variously by dif-

ferent nations ; but thecylindric seems to be preferable to any
other form.

The Ho-Jiitz is a kind of a mortar mounted on a field-carriage

like a gun : it differs from the common mortars in having the trun-

nions in the middle, whereas those of the mortar are at the end.

/f'>;/a/s are a kind of small mortars, which carry a shell whose
diameter IS 55 inches. They are mounted on beds in the sane
way as other mortal's.

The Mortar-Beds are formed of very solid timber, and placed

upon very strong wooden frames, fixed in such a manner, that the

bed may turn round. The fore-parts of these beds is an arc of a

circle described from the centre -m which the whole turns. There
are several instruments emplo) ed in the loading of cannon. These
are

:

1. The lantern or ladle, which serves to carry the powder into

the piece, and which consists of two parts, viz. of a wooden-box,
appropriated to the caliber of the piece for which it is intended,

and of a caliber an<l a half in length with its vent ; and of a piece of

copper nailed to the box, at the height of a half-caliber.—This
lantern must have three calibers and a half in length, and two cali-

bers in breadth, being rounded at the end to load the ordinary

pieces. St'e fig. 1 1.

2. The i?amOT€r is a round piece of wood, commonly called a

box, fastened to a stick 12 feet long, for the pieces from 12 to 33
pounders ; and 10 for the 8 and 4 pounders; which serve to drive

home the powder and ball to the breech. See fig. 14.

3. The spjfnge is a long staff or rammer, with a piece of sheep

or lamb skin wound about its end, to serve for scouring the cannon
whi'ii discharged, before it be charged with fresh powder; to pre-

vent any spark of fire from remaining in her, which would endan-

ger the life of him who should load her again. See fig. 14.

4. /fa(i icrfiy consists of two points of iron turned serpentwise,

to exti-aci tiie wad out of the pieies when one wants to unload them,
or the diit which had chanced to enter into it. Fig. 12.

5. The bntejeux are sticks two or three feet long, and an inch

thck, split at one end, to hold an end of the match twisted round
it, to fire the cannon.

6. The prtOTjng-;ron is a pointed iron-rod, to clear the touch-

hole of the pieces ot powder or dirt ; and also to pierce the car-

tridge, that it may sooner take fire.

7. The primer, must contain a pound of powder at least, to prime

the pieces.

8. The quoin ofmire, which are pieces of wood with a notch on
the si<le to put the fingers on, to draw them back or push them for-

ward when the gunner points his pece. They are placed on the

lole of the carriage.

9. Leaden-platen are used to cover the touch-hole when the piece

is chargi-d, lest some dirt should enter it and stop it. Before charg-
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ing the piece, it is well sponged, to clean it of all filth and dirt

withinside ; then the pi0|)er weight of gunpowder is put in and
rammed down ; care being taken that the powder be not bruised
in ramming, which weakens its t-ffecls ; it is then run over by a

little quantity of paper, hay, or the like; and lastly, the bi.ll is

thrown in. To point, level, or direct, the piece, so as to play
against any certain point, is done by the help ot a quadrant with a
plummet. See Quadrant.
The Petard is a piece of artillery somewhat in shape of a high-

crowned hat, serving to break down gates, barricades, draw-
bridges, or the like works, which are intended to be surprised. See
Plate CL. fig. 6. It is very short, narrow at the breech, and wide at

the muzzle, made of copper mixed with a little brass, or of lead

with tin. The petards are not always of the same height and big-

ness : they are commonly 10 inches high, 7 iialies in diameter

atop, and 10 inches at bottom. They weigh commonly 40, 45,

or 501b.

The Madrier, on which the petard is placed, and where it is

tiedwitli iron-circles, is of two feet for its greatest width, and 18

inches on the sides, and no thicker thana common madrier. Under
the madrier are two iron-bars passed cross-wise, with a hook, which
serves to fix the petard. Besides the large pieces already men-
tioned, invented for the destruction of mankind, there are others

called small guns; viz. muskets of ramparts, common Muskets,
Fusils, Carabines, Musketoons, and Pistols. See these

articles ; also the figures of a cartridge, bomb, chain-shot, &c. are

delineated in plate CL.
PROJECTION, in mechanics, tlie act of communicating mo-

lion to a body, from thence called projectile.

Projection, in perspective, denotes the appearance, or repre-

sentation, of an object on t lie perspective pi jne, or picture. See

Perspective, and Projection of the Sphere.
Projection in alclieiny, the casting of a certain imaginary

powder, called powder of projection, into a crucible, or otiier ves-

sel full of some prepared metal, or other matter; which is to be

hereby presently transmuted into gold.

Projection of the Philosopher's Stone, or Powder op

Projection, is a powder supposed to have the virtue of changing

any quantity of an imperfect metal, as copper or lead, into a more

perfect otie, as silver or gold, by the admixture of a little quantity

theieof. The mark to which alchemists direct all their endeavours

is to find the powder of projection ; which every one of them boasts

that he has been within an ace of a hundred times.

PROJECTION OF THE SPHERE, is a perspective repre-

sentation of the circles on the surface of the spluie ; and is various-

ly denominated according to the diflerent positions ot llie eye and

plane ot projection. There are three principal kinds of projection ;

the stereographic, the orthographic, and gnomonic. In the ^tereo-

graphic projection, the eye is supposed to be placed on the surface

of the sphere; in the orthographic it is supposed to he at an intinite

distance ; and in the gnomonic projection the eye is pL.ced at the

centre of the sphere. Other kinds of projection are, the globular,

Mercator's, scenographic, &c. lor which see the articles Geogra-

phy, Navigation, Perspective, &c.

Definitions.

Dcf. 1. The plane upon which the circles of the sphere are de-

scribed, is called the plane of projection, or the primitive circle.

The pole of this circle is the pole ol projection, and the place ot the

eye is the projecting point.

Def. 2. The line of measures of any circle of the sphere is that

diameter of the primitive, produced indefinitely, which passes

through the centre of the projected circle.

Axiom. The projection, or representation, of any point, is where

the straight line drawn from it to the projecting point intersects the

plane of projection.

Of the Stereographic Projection of the Sphere.

In the stereographic projection of the sphere, the eye is placed

on the surface of the sphere in the pole of the great circle upon

which the sphere is to be projected. Tlie projection of the hemi-

sphere opposite to the eye falls within the primitive, to which this

projection is generally limited: it, however, may be extended to

the other hemisphere, or that wherein the eye is placed, the projec-

tion of which falls without the primitive. As all circles m this pro-

I 5 p
jeclion
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jection are projected either into circles or straiglit lines, which are

easily described, it i's therefore more generally understood, and by

many preferred to the other projections.

Prop. I. TIteor. \. Every great circle which passes through

the projecting point is projected into a straight line passing through

the centre of the primitive ; and every arch of it, reckoning from

the other pole ot the primitive, ij projected into its semitangent.

Let AI5CD, (Plate CLI. fig. 1,) be a great circle, passing through

AC, the poles of the primitive, and intersecting it in the line of

common section BED, E being the centre of the sphere. From
A, the projecting point, let there be drawn straight lines AP, AM,
AN, AQ, to any number of points P, M, N, Q, in the circle AB
CD: these lines will intersect BED, which is in the same plane

with them. Let them meet it in the pointsp, m, n, q; ibenp,?n,ii,q,

are the piojections of P, M , N, Q : hence the whole circle ABCD
is projected into the straight line BED, passing through the centre

of the primitive. Again, because the pole C is projected into E,

and the point M into m ; therefore the arch CM is projected into

the straight line E;«, which is the semitangent of the arch CM to

the radius AE. in like manner, the arch CP is projected into its

semitangent Ep, &c.
Cor. I. Each of the quadrants contiguous to the projecting point

is projected into an indefiiiite straight line, and each of those that

are remote into a railius of the primitive.

Cor. 2. Every small circle which passes through the projecting

point is projected into that straight line which is its common sec-

tion with the primitive.

Cor. 3. Every straight line in the plane of the primitive, and
produced indelinitely, is the projection of some circle on the

sphere passing through the projecting point.

Cor. 4. The projection of any point in the surface of the sphere,

is distant from the centre of the primitive, by the semitangent of'

the distance of that point from the pole opposite to the projecting

point.

Prop. If. Thtor.W. Every circle on the sphere which does

not pass through the projecting point is projected into a circle. If

the given circle be parallel to the primitive, then a straight line

drawn from the projecting point to any point in the circumference,

and made to revolve about the circle, will describe the surface of a

cone; whi«h, being cut by the plane of projection paralfel to the

base, the section will be a circle. See Conic Sections. But if

the circle MN, (fig. 2,) be not pa'allel to the primitive circle BD,
let the great circle ABCD, passing through the projecting point,

cut it at right angles in the diameter MN, and the primitive in the

diameter BD. Through M, in the plane of the great circle, let

MF be drawn parallel to BD ; let AM, AN, be joined, and meet
BD in m, 7J. Then, because AB, AD, are quadrants, and BD,
MF, parallel, the arch AM is equal to AF, and the angle AMF or

Amn is equal to ANM. Hence the conic surface described by

the revolution of AM about the circle MN is cut by the primi-

tive in a subcontrary position : therefore the section is in this case

likewise a circle.

Cor. 1. The centres and poles of all circles parallel to the pri-

mitive have their projections in its centre.

Cor. 2. The centre and poles of every circle inclined to the

primitive have their projections in the line of measures.

Cor. 3. All projected great circles cut the primitive in two
points diametrically opposite; and every circle in the plane of

projection, which passes through the e.Ntreinities of a diameter of the

primitive, or through the projections of two points that are diame-
trically opposite on the sphere, is the projection of some great

circle.

Cor. 4. A tangent to any circle of the sphere, which does not

pass through the projecting point, is projected into a tangent to that

circle's projection ; also, the circular projections ot tangent-circles

touch one another.

Cor. 5. The extremitiesof the diameter, on the line of measures
of any projected circle, are distant from the centre of the primitive

by the semitangents of the least and greale^t distances of the circle

on the sphere, from the pole opposite to the projecting point.

Cor t>. The extremities ot the diameter, on the line of mea-
sures of any projected great circle, are disiaiit from the centre of

ithe primitive by the tangent and cotangent of half the great circle's

nclination to the piimilive.

Cor. 7. The radius of any projected circle is equal to half the

sum, or half the diti'crence of the semitangent^ of the lea»t and
greatest oisiances of the cirt le trom the pole opposite to the pro-
jecting point, according as that pole is within or v\ithout the given
circle.

Prop. III. Theor.Wl. An angle formed by two tangents at

the -^anie point in the surface of the sphere, is equal to the angle
formed by their projections. Let FGl ;:nd GH, (fig. 3,) be the two
tangents, and A the projecting point ; let the plane AG F cut the
s|>here in the circle AGL, and the primitive in the line BML.
Also, let MN be the line of common section of the pl.iue AGH
with the primitive : then the angle FGH := LMN. If the plane
FGH be parallel to the primitive BLD, the proposition is mani-
fest. If not, through any point K in AG produced, let the plane
FKH, parallel to the primitive, lie extended lo meet FGH. in the

line FH. Then, because the plane AGF meets the two parallel

planes BLD, FKH, the lines ot common section LM, P'K.are pa-

rallel ; therefore the angle AM L=AKF". But since A is the pole
of BLD, the chords, and consequently the arches, AB, AL, are

equal, and the srch ABCi is tlie sum of the arches AL, BG ; hence
the angle AML is equal to an angle at the circumference standing

upon AG, and therelore equal to AG I or YGK ; consequently the
angle FGK = FKG, and the side FG = FK. In like manner
nil = HK : henc- the triangles GHF, KHF, are equal, and the
angle FGH -FKH = LMN.

Cnr. 1. An angle contained by any two circles of the sphere
is equal to the angle formed by their projections. For the tan-

gents to these circles on the sphere are projected into straight lines,

which eitlier coincide with, or are tangents to, their projection on
the primitive.

Cor. 2. An angle contained by any two circles of the sphere is

equal to the angle formed by the radii of their projections at the
point of intersection.

Prop. IV. Tlieor. IV. The centre of a projected great circle

is distant from the centre of the primitive; the tangent of the incli-

nation of the great circle to the primitive, and its radius, is the se-

cant of its inclination. Let MNG, (fig. 4,) be the projection ofa
great circle, meeting the primitive in the extremities of the diame>
ter MN, and let the diameter BD, perpendicular lo MN, meet
the projection in F, G. Bisect FG in H, and join NH. Then,
because any angle contained by two circles of the sphere is equal

to the angle formed by the radii of their projections at the point of
intersection ; therefore the angle contained by the proposed great

circle and the primitive is equal to the angle ENH, of which EH
is the tangent, and NH the secant, to the radius of the primitive.

Cor. 1. All circles which pass through the points AI.N, are the
projections of great circles, and have their centres in the line BG ;

and all circles which pass through the pohits F, G, are the projec-

tions of great circles, and have their centres in a line passing

through HI, perpendicular to BG.
Cor. 2. IfNF, NH, be continued to meet the primitive in L,

T; then BL is the measure of the great circle's inclination to the
primitive ; and MT= 2BL

Prop. V. Theor. V. The centre of projection of a less circle

perpendicular to the primitive, is distant from the centre of the
primitive, the secant of the distance of the less circle from its near-

est pole ; and the radius of projection is the tangent of that dis-

tance. Let MN, (fig. 5,) be the given less circle perpendicular

to the primitive, and A the projecting point. Draw AM, AN, to

meet the diameter BD produced in G and H ; then GH is the
projected diameter of the less circle : bisect GH in C, and C wiH
he its centre; join N E, NC. Then because AE,NI, are parallel,

the angle 1N'E = NEA; but NEA = 2NMA= 2NHG=
NCG: hence ENC = IN E-f INC =NCG+ INC = a right

angle; and therefore NC is a tangent to the primitive at N; but
the arch ND is the distance of the less circle Irom its nearest pole
D : hence NC is the tangent, and EC the secant ot the distance of
the les.-. circle from its pole to the r-idius ot the primitive.

Prop. VI. Tlieor. VI. Thr projections ot the poles of any
circle, inclined to the primitive, are, in the line of measures, dis-

tant Irom the centre of the primitive, the tangent, and cotangent,

of half Its inclination. Let MN, (fig. 6,) bi- a great circle per-
pendicular to the primitive ABCD, and A the projecting point;
tiien P, />, are (he poles of MN, and of all its parallels ?/; h, &e.
Let AP, Ap. meet the diameter BD in Vf, which will therefore be
the piojected poles of MN and its parallels. The angle BEM is

the
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the incliiialioii ot the circle M EN, ajul it;, parallels, to the primi-
tive: and because BC and M P are quadrants, ami MC common
to both ; therefore PC = BM : and hence PEC is also the inclina-

tion of MN and its parallels Now EF is the tangent of EAF, or
of half the angle PEC the mdination ; and E/is the tangent of the
angle EA/; but EA/is the complement of EAF, hence E/is the
cotangent of half the inclination.

Cor. 1. 'I'lie projection of that pole which is nearest to the pro-
jecting pont is without the primitive, and the projection of the
other within.

Cor. 2. The projected centre of any circle is always between the
projection of its nearest pole and the centre of the primitive ; and
the projected centres of all circles are contained between their pro-
jected poles.

Prop. VI [. Theor. VU. Equal arches of any two great cir-

cles of the sphere will be intercepted between two other circl"s
drawn on the sphere through the remote poles of those great cir-

cles. Let AGS, CFD, (lig. 7,) be two great circles of the sphere,
whose remote poles are E, P ; through which draw the great circle
PBEC, and less circle PGE, intersecting the great circles AGB,
CFD, in the points B, G, and D, F; then the arch BG is e<iual
to the arch DF. Because E is the pole of the circle AGB, and P
the pole of CFD, therefore the aiches EB, PD, are equal ; and
since BD is common to both, hence the arch ED is equal to the
arch PB. For the same reason, the arches EF, PG, are equal

;

but the angle DEF ir, equal to the angle BPG: hence these tri-

angles are equal, and therefore the arch DF is equal to the
arch BG.

Prop. VIII. Thcor. VIII. If from either pole of a projected
great circle, two straight lines be drawn to meet the primitive and
the projection, they will intercept similar arches of these circles.

On the plane of projection AGB, (fig 7,) let the great circle CFD
be projected into cfd, and its pole P intop ; through p draw the
straight lines /)rf, pf, then are the arches GB,/d, similar. Since

p (i lies both in the plane AGB and APBE, it is in their common
section, and the point B is also in their common section ; therefore

/) rf passes through the point B. In like manner it may be shewn
that the line pf passes through G. Now the points D, F, are pro-

jected info d,f: hence the arches FD,/d, are similar; but GB is

equal to FD, therefore the intercepted arch of the primitive GB h
similar to the projected arch/d.

Cor. Hence, if from the angular point of a projected spherical

angle two straight lines be drawn through the projected poles of the
containing sides, the intercepted arch of the primitive will be the
measure of the spherical angle.

Prop. IX. Prob. I. To describe the projection of a great cir-

cle through two given points in the plane of the primitive. Let P
and B be given points, and C the centre of the piimitive. 1. When
one point P, (fig. 8,) is the centre of the primitive, a diameter
drawn through the given points will be the great circle required.

2. When one point P, (fig. 9,) is in the circumference of the pri-

mitive. Through P draw the diameter PD ; and an oblique circle

described through the three points P, B, D, will be the projection

of the required great circle. 3. When the given points are neither

in the centre nor circumference of the primitive. Tltrough either

of the given points P, (fig. 10,) draw the diameter ED, and at

right angles thereto draw the diameter FG. From F through P
draw the straight line P"PH, meeting the circumference in H : driiw

the diameter III, and draw the straight line FIK, meeting ED
produced in K ; then an arch, terminated by the circumference,
being described through the three points, P, B, K, will be the great
circle.

Prop. X. Prob. II. To describe the representation of a great

circle about any given point as a pole. Let P be the given pole,

and C the centre of the primitive. 1. When P, (fig. 8,) is in the
centre of the primitive, then the primitive will be the great circle

required. 2. When the pole P, (fig. 11,) is in the circumference
of the primitive. Through P draw the diameter PE, and the dia-

meter AB drawn at right angles to PE will be the projected great
circle required. 3. When the given pole is neither in the centre

nor circumference of the primitive. Through the pole P,

(fig. 12,) draw the diameter AB, and draw the diameter DE
perpendicular to AB: through E and P draw the straight line

EPF, meeting the circumference in F. Make FG equal to FD ;

through E and Ct draw the straight line EGH, meeting the diameter

AB produced if necessary in H ; then from the centre H, with the
radius HE, describe the oblique circle DIE, and it will be the
projection of the great circle required. Or, make DK equal to
FA ; join EK, which intersects the diameter AB in I ; then through
the three points, D, I, E, describe the oblique circle DIE.

Prop. XI. Prob. 111. To find the poles of a great circle.

1. When the given great circle is the primitive, its centre is the
pole. 2. To find the pole of the right circle ACB, (fig. II,) draw
the diameter PE, perpendicular to the given circle AB ; and its

extremities P, E, are the poles of the circle ACB. 3. To find the
pole ofthe oblique circle DEF, (fig. 13.) Join DF, and perpen-
dic uUir thereto draw the diameter AB, cutting the given oblique
circle DEF in E. Draw the straight line FEG, meeting the cir-

cumference in G. Make GI, GH, each equal to AD; then FI
beingjoined, cuts the diameter AB in P, the lower pole: through
F and H draw the straight line FHp, meeting the diameter AB pro-
duced inp, which will be the opposite or exterior pole.

Prop. XII. Prob. IV. To describe a less circle about any
given point as a pole, and at any given distance from that pole. 1.

When the pole of the less circle is in the centre of the primitive ;

then from the centre of the primitive, with the semitangent ofthe
distance of the given circle from its pole, describe a circle, and it

will be the projection of the less circle required. 2. If the given
pole is in the circumlerence ofthe primitive, from C, (fig. 14,) the
centre ofthe primitive, setoff CE the secant ofthe distance ofthe
less circle from its pole P; then from the centre E, with the tangent
ofthe given distance, descr'be a circle, and it will be the less circle

required. Or, make PG, PF, each equal 'o the chord ofthe dis-

tance of the less circle from its pole. Through B, G, draw the
straight line BGD meeting CP, produced in D : bisect GD in H,
and draw HE perpendicular to GD, and meeting PD in E ; then
E is the centre of the less circle. 3. When the given pole is

neither in the centre nor circumference ot the primitive. Through
Pi (fig. 1 5,) the given pole, and C the centre of the primitive, draw
the diameter AB, and draw the <liameter DE perpendicular to
AB; join EP, and produce it to meet the primitive in p ; make
/)F, p G, each equal to the chord ol the distance ofthe less circle

from its pole ; join EF which intersects the diameter AB in H
;

from E through G draw the straight line EGI, meeting the diame-
ter AB proiUued in I ; bisect HI in K: Then a circle described
from the centre K, at the eistance KH or KI, will be the projection
of the less circle.

Prop. XIII. Prob. V. To find the poles of a given less circle.

The poles of a less circle are also those of its parallel great circle.

If therefore the parallel great circle be given, then its poles being
found by Prob. HI. will be those of the lesscircle But if the
parallel great circle be not given, let HMtN, (fig. 15,) be the given
less circle. Through its centre, and C the centre of the primitive,

draw the line of measures lAHB ; and draw the diameter DE per-

pendicular to it ; also draw the straight line EHF meeting the pri-

mitive in F; make ¥p equal to the chord of the distance of the

less circle from its pole ; join Ep, and its intersection P with the

diameter AB is the interior pole. Draw the diameter p CL
through E and L, draw EL5 meeting the dianieter A B pmcluced
in 5; then 5 is the external pole. Or thus: Join EI intersecting

the primitive in G ; join also EH, and produce it to meet the pri-

mitive in F, bisect the arch G F in p ; from E to p draw the straight

line EPp, and P is the pole of the given less circle.

Prop. XIV. Prob. VI. To measure any arch of a great cir-

cle. 1. Arches ofthe primitive are measured on the line of chords.

2. Right circles are measured on the line of semitaiigents, begin-

ning at the centre of the primitive. Thus, the measure of the por-
tion AC, (fig. 16,) of the right circle DE, is found by applying it to

the line of semi-tangents. The measure of the arch DB is found
by subtracting that of BC' from 90° ; the measure of the arch AF,
lying partly on each side of the centre, is obtained by adding the

measures of AC and CF. Lastly, To measure the part AB, w hich

is neither terminated at the centre or circumference of the primi-

tive, apply CA to the line of semitangents; then C3. and the dif-

ference between the measures of these arches, will be that ol AB.
Or thus. Draw the diameter GH perpendicular to DE; then
Irom either extremity, as G, of this diameter, draw lines through
the extremities of the arch intended to be measured ; and the inter-

cepted portion of the primitive applied to the line of chords will

give the measure of the required arch. Thus IK applied to the

line
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line of chords will give the measure of AB. 3. To measure an

arch of an oblique circle: draw lines from its pole through the ex-

tremities of the arch to meet the primitive, then the intercepled por-

tion of the primitive applied to the line of chords will give the

measure of tlie arch of the oblique circle. Thus, let AB, (hg. 17,)

be an arch of an oblique circle to be measured, and P its pole ;

from P draw the lines PAD, PBE, meeting the primitive in D and

E; then the arch DE applied to the line of chords will give the

measure of the arch of the oblique circle AB.
Prop. XV. Prob. VII. To measure any arch ofaless circle.

Let DEG, (lig. 18,) be the given less circle, and DE the arch to be
measured: find its internal pole P ; and describe the circle AFl
parallel to the primitive, and whose distance from the projecting

point may be equal to the distance of the given less circle from its

poIeP: then join PD, PE, which produce to meet the parallel

circle in A and F. Now AF applied to a line of chords will give

the measure of the arch DE of the given le.ss circle.

Prop. XVI. Prob. VIII. To measure any spherical angle.

1. If the angle is at the centre of the primitive, it is measured as a

plane angle. 2. When the angular point is in the circumference
of the primitive ; let A, (fig. 19,) be the aiigular point, and ABE an

oblique circle inclined to the primitive. Through P, the pole of

ABE, draw the line APp meeting the circumference \np : then

the arch ]Lp is the measure of the angle BAD, and the arch AFp
is the measure of its supplement BAF : also pF is the measure of

the angle BAC, andpED that of its supplement. 3. If the angu-
lar point is neither at the centre nor the circumference of the primi-

tive. Let A, (fig. 20,) be the angular point, and DAH, or GAF,
the angle to be measured, P the pole of the oblique circle DAF,
and p the poleofGAH: then from A, thr.jugh the, points P/j,

draw the straight lines APM, Ap N, and the arch MN will be the

measure of the angle DAH ; and the supplement of MN will be
the measure of the angle HAF or DAG.
Prop XVII. Prob. IX. To draw a great circle perpendicu-

lar to a projected great circle, and through a point given in it.

Find the pole of the given circle ; then a great circle described

through that pole and the given point will be perpendicular to the

given circle. Hence if the given circle be the primitive, then a

diameter drawn through the given point will be the required per-

pendicular. If the given circle is a right one, draw a diameter at

right angles to it ; then through the extremities of this diameter
aud the given point describe an oblique circle, and it will be per-

pendicular to that given. If the given circle is inclined to the pri-

mitive, let it be represented by BAD, (fig. 21,) whose pole is P,

and let A be the point through which the perpendicular is to be
drawn: then, by Prob. \. describe a great circle through the

points P aj)d A, and it will be perpendicular to the oblique circle

BAD.
Prop. XVIII. Prob. X. Through a point in a projected

great circle, to describe another great circle to make a given angle

with the former, provided the measure of the given angle is not
less than the distance between the given point and the circle.

Let the given circle be the primitive, and let A, (fig. 19,) be the an-

gular point. Draw the diameters AE, DF, perpendicular to each
other; and make the angle CAG equal to the givi n angle, or make
CG equal to the tangent of the given angle ; then from the centre

G, with the distance GE, describe the oblique circle ABE, and it

will make with the primitive an angle eqiial to that given. If the

given circle be a right one, let it be APB, (fig. 22,) and let P be
the given point. Draw the diameter GH perpendicular to AB

;

join GP, and produce it to o ; make H b equal to twice A « : and
Cb being joined intersects AB in C. Draw CD perpi'iidicular

to AB, and equal to the cotangent of the given angle to the radius

PC; or mike the angle CPD equal to the complement of tliai

given: then from the centre D, with the radius DP, describe the

great circle FPE, and the angle APF, or BPE, will be equal

to that given, IfABP, (fig. 23,) is an oblique circle. From the

angular point P, draw .the lines PG, PC, through the centres of the

primitive and given oblique circle. Through C, the centre of

APB, draw GCD at right angles to PG ; make the angle GPD
equal to thU given ; and from the ccnlre D, with the radius DP,
describe the oblique circle EPE, and the angle APF, or BPE,
will be <q'ial to that proposed.

Pr.)P. XIX. Prob. XI. Any great circle culling the primi-
tive being given, to describe another great circle whiih shall cut

tke given one in a proposed angle, and have a given arch inter-

cepted between the primitive and given circles. If 'he given circle

be a right one, let it be represented by APC, Cfig. 24,) and at

right angles thereto draw the diameter BPM ; make the anijle BPF
equal to the complement of the given angle, and PF equal to the
tangent of the given arch; and from the centre of the primitive

with the secant of the same arch describe the arch Gi;. Through
F draw FG parallel to AC, meeting Gg in G ; then Irom 'he cen-
tre G, with the tangent PF, describe an arch no, cutting APC in

I, and join GI. 1 hrough G, and the centre P, draw the diameter
HK ; draw PL perpendicular to HK, and IL, perpendicular to Gl,
meeting PL in L ; then L will be the centre of the circle HIK,
which is that required. But if the given great circle be inclined

to the primitive, let it be ADB, (fig. 25,) and E its centre: make
the angle BDF equal to the complement of that given, and DF
equal to the tangent of the given arch, as before. From P, the

centre of the primitive, with the secant of the same arch, describe

the arch G^, and from E, the centre of the oblique circle, with the

extent EF, describe an arch intersecting Gg: in G. Now G being
determined, the remaining part of the operation is performed as

before. When the given arch exceeds 90'^, the tangent and secant

of its supplement are to be applied on the line DF the contrary
way, or towards the right : the former construction being reckoned
to the left.

Prop. XX. Prob. XII. Any great circle in the plane of

projection being given to describe another great circle, which shall

make given angles with the primitive and given circles. Let ADC,
(fig 26,) be the given circle, and Q its pole. About P, the pole
of the primitive, describe an arch jhh, at tlie di>tance ot as many
degrees as are in the angle which the required circle is to make
with the primitive. About Q the pole of the circle ADC, and at

a distance equal to the measure ol the angle which the required
circle is to make with the given circle A DC, describe an arch on,

cutting 7H ;j in n. Then about Ji as a pule, describe the great cir-

cle EDF, cutting the primitive and given circle in E aii<l D, and
it will be the great circle required. By means ol these problems
it will be an easy matter to construct all the various spherical tri-

angles, for which see Trigonometry, Spherical, for the
method of constructing them agreeable to this projection ; and also

for the application to the resolution of problems of the sphere,

also from this the method of projecting the sphere on the plane of
any great circle, as the meridian, equator, horizon, &c. is easily un-
derstood and applied to the construction of maps, &c. See Ge
OGRAPHY.

Of the Orthographic Projection of the Sphere.

In this kind of projection, the eye is situated in the axis of the

plane of projection, at an 'nfinile distance with respect to the di-

ameter of the sphere ; so that at liie sphere all the visual rajs are

assumed parallel, and therefore perpendicular, to the plane of pro-

jection. Hence the orthographic ])rojection of any point is where
a perpendicular from that point meets the plane of projection: and
the orthographic representation of any object is the figure formtd
by perijenifn ulars drawn from every point of the object to the

plane of projection. This method of projection is used in the ge-

ometrical delineation of eclipses, occultations, and transits. It is

also particularly useful in various other projections, such as the ana-

lemma. See Geography, &c.
Prop. I. Theor. I. Every straight line is projected into a

straight line. lithe given line be parallel to the plane of projec-

tion, it is projected into an equal straight line ; but if it is inclined to

the primitive, then the given straight line will be to its projection

in the ratio of the radius to the cosine of inclination. Let AB,
(Plate CLII. fig. 27,) be the plane of projection, and let CD be
a straight line parallel thereto : from the extremities C, D, of the

straight line CD, draw the lines CE, DF, perpendicular to AB ;

then by 3. of XI of Eucl. the intersection EF, of the plane CEFD,
with the plane of projection, is a straight line: and because the
straight lines CD, EF, arc 'parallel, and also CE, DF; therefore,

by 34 of Eucl. the opposite sides are equal ; hence the straight

line CD, and its projection EF, are equal. Again, let GH be the

proposed Mr.iight line, inclined to the primitive; then the lines

GE, HF, being drawn perpendicular to AB, the intercepted por-

tion EF will be the projection of GH. Tliroiigli G <'r..w Gl pa-

rallel 10 AB, and the angle IGH will be equal to the inclination of

the given line to the plane of projection. Now GH being the

radius, Gl, or its equal EF, will be the cosine of IGH ; hence the

given
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given lino GU is to itb projection EF as radius to llie cosine of in-

clination.

Cor. 1 . A sdaighl line perpendicular to the plane of projection

is projected into a point.

Cor. '2. Every straight line in a plane parallel to the primitive is

jd'ojecteil iiitn an eijiial and parallel straight line.

Cor. 3. A plane angle parallel to the primitive is projected into

an eqital angle.

Cor. 4. Any plane rectilineal figure parallel to the primitive is

projected into an equal and similar figure.

Cor. 5. The area ofany rectilineal ligure is to the area of its nro-
jeclion as radius to tlie cosine of its inclination.

I'Ror. 11. 77it')r. 11. Every great circle, perpendicular to the
primitive, is projected into a diameter of the primitive ; and every
arch of it, reckoned irom the pole of the primitive, is projected
into it« sine. Let UFD, (hg. 2S,) be tlie primitive, and ABCD a
great circle perpendicular to it, passing through its poles A, C ;

then the diameter BED, whicli is their line of common section,

will be tlie projection of the circle ABCD. For if from any point,

as G, in thu circle ABC, a perpendicular GH fall upon HD, it will

also be perpendicular to the plane of the primitive ; therefore H is

the projection of G. Hence the whole circle is projected into BD,
and any arch AG into EH equal to its sine.

Cor. 1. Every arch of a great circle, reckoned from its inter-

section with the primitive, is projected into its versed sine.

Cor. 2. Every less circle perpendicular to the primitive is pro-

jected into its line of common section with the primitive, which is

also its own diameter; and every arch of the semicircle above the

primitive, reckoned from the middle-point, is projected into its

sine.

Cor. 3. Every diameter of the primitive is the projection of a

great circle ; and every chord the projection of a less circle.

Cor. 4. A spherical angle at the pole of the primitive is pro-

jected into an etpial angle.

Prop. HI. Thi^or. HI. A circle parallel to tlic primitive is

projected into a cncle ecjual to itself, ami concentric with the

primitive. Let the less circle FIG, (fig. 2&,) be parallel to the

plane of the primitive BND. The straight line HE, which joins

their centres, is perpendicular to the primitive ; therefore E is the

projection of H. -Let any radii HI and IN perpendicular to the

primitive be drawn. Then IN, HE, being parallel, are in the

same |)lane ; therefore HI, NE, the lines of common section of the

plane IE, with two parallel planes, are parallel; and the figure

IHEN is a parallelogram. Hence NE = HI, and consequently

FIG is projected into an equal ckcle KNL, whose centre

is E.
Cor. The radius of the projection is the cosine of the distance

of the parallel circle from the primitive, or the sine of its distance

from the pole of the primitive.

Prop. IV. Theor. IV. An inclined circle is projected into

an ellipse, whose transverse axis is the diameter of the circle.

Let ELF, ((ig. 30,) be a great circle inclined to the primitive

ICBF, and EF their line or common section. From the centre

C, and any other point K, in EF, let the perpendiculars CB, Kf,
be drawn in the pl.uie of the primitive, and C^L, KN, in the plane

of the great circle meeting the circumference in L, N. Let LG,
NO, be perpendicular to CB, Kl : then G, D, are the projections

of L, N. And because the triangles LCG, NKD, are equiangu-

lar, CL= : CG^ : : N K- : DK^ or EC^ : CG* : : EKF : DK^ :

therefore the points G, D, are in the curve of an ellipse, of which
KF is the transverse axis, and CG the semiconjugate axis.

Cor. 1. In a projected great circle, the semiconjugate axis is

the cosine of the inclination of the great circle to the primi-

tire.

Cor. 'J. Perperuliculars to the transverse axis intercept corres-

ponding arches of the projection and the primitive.

Cor. 3. The ec enlricity of the projection is the sine of the in-

clination of the great circle to the primitive.

Case 2. LetAQB, (fig. 31,) be a less circle, inclined to the

primitive, and let the great circle LBM, perpendicular to both,

intersect them in the lines AB, LM. From the centre O, and
any other point N in the diameter AB, let the peri)endiculars

'I'OP, NQ, be drawn in the plane of the less circle, to meet it:>

circumference in T, P, Q. Also from the points A, N, O, B, let

AG, Ml, OC, BH, be drawn perpendicular to LM ; and from

VOL, IV.^NO, ISi.

P, Q, T, draw PE, QD, IF, perpendicular to the primitive ; then
G, I, C, H, E, D, F, are the projections of these points. Because
OP is perpendicular to LBM, and OC, PE, being perpendicular
to the primitive, are in the same plane, the plane COPE is perpen-
dicular to LBM. But tlie primitive is perpendicular to LBM ;

therelore the common section EC is perpendicular to LBM, and
to LM. Hence CP is a parallelogram, and EK = OP. In like
manner, FC, DI, are proveil perpendicular to LM, and eiiual to
OT, NQ. Thus. ECF is a straight line, and equal to the diame-
ter PT. Let QR, DK, be parallel to AB, LM ; then RO =NQ =DI =KC, and PR x RT z= EK x KF. But AG :CG :

: NO : CI ; therefore AO- : CG- ; : QR^ : DK'^ and EC*

:

CG-' : : EKF : DK-.
Cor. 1. The transverse axis is to the conjugate as radius to the

cosine of the circle's inclination to the primitive.
Cor. 2. Half the transverse axis is the co»ine of half the sum of

the greatest and least distances of the less circle from the primi-
tive.

*

Cor. 3. The extremities of the conjugate axis are in the line of
measures, distant from the centre of the primitive by the cosines of
the greatest and least distances of the less circle from the pri-
mitive.

Cor. 4. If from the extremities of the conjugate axis ofany el-
liptical projection perpendiculars be drawn (in the same direction
if the circle do not intersect the [jrimitive, but if otherwise in op-
posite directions,) they will intersect an arch of the primitive, whose
chord is equal to the diameter of the circle.

Prop. V. Thcor. V. The projected poles of an inclined cir-
cle are in its line of measures distant from the centre of the primi-
tive the sine of the inclination of tjie circle of the primitive. Let
ABCD, (fig. 32,) be a great circle, perjjendicular both to the
primitive and the inclined circle, and intersecting them in tlie di-
ameters AC, MN. Then ABC D passes through the poles of the
inclined circle ; let these be P, Q ; and let P/j, Qj, be perpen-
dicular to AC : p, q, are the projected poles ; and it is evident that
pO =: sine of BP, or MA, the inclination.

Cor. l.The centre of the primitive, the centre of the projec-
tion, the projected poles, and the extremities of the conju'^ate axis
are all in one and the same straight line.

Cor. 2. The distance of the centre of projection from the centre
of the primitive, is to the cosine of the distance of the circle from
its own pole, as the sine of the circle's inclination to the primitive is
to the radius.

Prop. VI. Pkob. I. To describe the projection of a circle
perpendicular to the primitive, and whose distance from its pole is

equal to a given quantity. Let PA pB, (fig. 33,) be the primitive
circle, and P, p, the poles of tlie right circle to be projected. Tlien
if the circle to be projected is a great circle, draw the diameter AB
at right angles to the axis V p, and it will be that required. But if

the required projection is that of a less circle, make PE, PF, each
equal to the chord of the distance of the less circle from its pole ;

join EF, and it will be the projection of the less circle required.
Prop. VII. Prob. II. Through a given point in the plane of

the primitive to describe the projection of a great circle having a
given inclination to the primitive. 1. When the given inclination
IS equal to a right angle, a straight line drawn through the centre
of the primitive and the given point will be the jirojeclion re-

quired. 2. When the given inclination is less than a y]aUt angle
and the given point in the circumference of tlie primitive. Let'R
(fig. 34,) be a point given in the circumference of the primitive,
through which it is recpiired to draw the projection of a great circle,
inclined to the primitive in an angle measured by the arch QP of
the primitive. Through the given point draw the diameter RCS,
and draw GC^g- at riglit angles to it. Make tlie arch GV of the pri-
mitive equal to QP, and draw VA at right angles to GC ; and in
Gg towards the opposite parts of C, take CB equal to AC ; then
with the greater axis KS, and less axis AB, describe an ellipse, ant^
it will be the projection of the obfuiue circle required. 3. VVjieu
the distance of the given point from the piimitive is equal to the
cosine of the given inclination. Every thing remaining as in the
preceding case; let A be the given point, and AC thi^ cosine of
an arch GV, equal to the given arch QP : then drawing the diame-
ter RCS at right angles to ACB, the ellipse desciibed with the
given axes RS, AB, w ill be the projection of the inclined circle. 4.
When the distance of ihc giveu point from the ceutre of theprir

5 Q jnitive.
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mitivc i5 lfS5 than the -^ciiiidiameter of the primitivi-, l)ut greater

tlian tlic co^ini; of the aiveii inclination. Let Dl)etlic given point,

through which draw tiie diameter ICi; and at the point D draw

DL perpendicular to FJC meeting the primiliv-e in L; also draw
J.K, making with LD tlie an^le DLK equal to the complement of

the given inclination. Let LK meet DC in k; then will DK be
less than DB. On DC as a diameter describe a circle, and make
DH equal to DK; through H draw a diameter of tlie primitive

KCS, and describe an ellipse through the points R, D, S, and it

Mill be the projection of the inclinecl circle.

Prop. VUI. Prob. III. Through two given points in the
plane of the primitive to describe the projection of a great circle.

1. If the two given points and the centre of the primitive be in the

same straight line, then a diameter of the primitive being drawn
through these points will be the projection of the great circle re-

c|iiired. 2. When the two given points are not in the same straight

line with the centre of the primitive; and one of them is ui the

circumference of the primitive. Let D, R, (fig. 34,) be the two
given points, of which R is in the circumference of the primitive.

Draw the diameter RCS, and GCg-, FDH, perpendicular to it,

meeting the primitive in G^F. Divide GC, gC, in A, B, in the

same proportion as FH is divided in D ; and describe the ellipse

whose axes are RS, AB, and centre C ; and it will be the pro-

jection required. 3. When the given points are within the primi-

tive, and not in the same straii;hl line with its centre. I^et D, E,
(fig. 3j,) be the two given points ; through C the centre of the pri-

mitive draw the straight lines ID;, KEk; draw DL perpendicular

to li, and EO perpendicular to K/c, meeting the primitive in L, O.
Through E, and towards the same parts of C, draw EP parallel

40 DC. and in magnitude a fourth proportional to LD, DC, OE.
Draw llie diameter CP meeting the primitive in R, S, and de-

scribe an ellipse through the points D and R or S, and it will also

pass through E. This ellipse will be the projection of the pro-

posed inclined circle.

Prop. IX. Prob. IV. To describe the projection of a less

circle parallel to the primitive, its distance from the pole of the

primitive being given. From the pole of the primitive with the

sine of the given distance of the circle from its pole, describe a cir-

cle, and it will be the projection of the given less circle.

Prop. X. Prob. V. About a given point as a projected pole

to describe the projection of an inclined circle, whose distance

from its pole is given. Let P, (fig. 36,) be the given projected

pole, through which draw the diameter Gg, and draw the diameter

5H/i per))endicular thereto. From P draw PL perpendicular to

GP meeting the circumference in L ; through w liicli draw the dia-

meter L/. MakcLT, LK,each equal to the chord of the distance of

the less circle from its pole, and join TK, which intersects L/, in

Q. From the points T, Q, K, draw the lines TA, QS, KB, per-

pendicular to Gg ; and make OR, OS, each equal to QT, or QK.
Then an ellipse described through the points A, S, B, K, will be
the projection of the proposed less circle.

Prop. XI. Puob. VI. To find the poles of a given projected

circle. 1. If the projected circle be parallel to the primitive, the

centre of the primitive will be its pole. 2. If the circle be per-

pendicular to the primitive, then the extremities of a diameter of

the primitive drawn at right angles to the straight line representing

ti.e projected circle, will be the poles of that circle. 3. When
the projected circle is inclined to tlie primitive. Let ARBS,
(tig. 36, 37.) be the elliptical projection of any oblique circle

;

through the centre of which, and C the centre of the primitive,

draw the line of measures CBA, meeting the ellipse in B, A ; and

the primitive in G, g. Draw CH, BK, AT, perpendicular to

Gg, meeting the primitive in H, K, T. Bisect the arch KT in L,

and draw LP perpendicular to Gg; then P will be the projected

pole of the circle, of which ARBis is the projection.

Prop. XII. Pbob. All. To measure any poition of a jn-oject-

^-d circle, and conversely. 1. When the given projection is that

of a great circle. Lit AD FU, (lig. 38,) be the given great circle,

either perpendicular or inclined to the primitive, of which the

portion DE is to be nieasuivd, and let Nh/i be the line of mea-
sures of the •j.iven circle. Through the points D, E, draw the

lines F.(t, DF, parallel to Mw ; and the arch ¥G of the primitive

will be the measure of the arch 1)E of the great circle, and con-

versely. 2. When the projection is that of a less circle parallel to

the primitive. Let DE, (lig. 39,) be the portion to be measured,

of the less circlr OFII parallel to the primitive, From the centre
C draw the lino CD, C'E, and produce them to meet the primi-
tive ill tile points B, F. Tlien the intercepted portion \W of the
primitive will be the measure of the given arch DE of the less cir-

cle DEH. 3. If the given less circle, of which an arch is to be
measured, is perpendicular to the primitive. Let ADEB, (lig.

40,) be the less circle, of which the measure of the arch DE is re-

quired. Through C, the centre of the prniiitive, draw the line of
measures Mm, and from the intersection O of the given right cir-

cle, and the line of measures, with the radius OA, or OB, describe
the semicircle AFGB ; through the points D, E, draw the lints

DF, EG, parallel to the line of measures, and tiie arch FG will

be the measure of DE, to the radius AG. In order to iind a
similar arch in the circumference of llie primitive, join OF,
OG, and at the centre C of the primitive, make the angle
mCH equal to FOG, and the arch mil to the radius C/« will be
the measure of the arch DE. 4. When the given projection is of

a less circle inclined to tiie primitive. Let RDS, (fig. 41,) be
the projection of a less circle inclined to the primitive, and DE a
portion of that circle to be measured. Through O the centre of
the projected circle, and C the centre of the primitive, draw the

line of measures Mot ; and from the centre O, with tlie radius

OR, or OS, describe the semicircle KGFS ; through the points

D, E, draw tlie lines DF, EG, parallel to the line of measures,
and FG will be the measure of the arch DE to the radius OR, or

OS. Join OF, OG, and make the angle mCII equal to FOG,
and the arch nili of the primitive will be the measure of the arch
DE of the inclined circle KDS. The converse of this projiosi-

tion, nauiely, to cut oil an arch from a given projected circle

equal to a given arch of the primitive, is obvious. The above
oper.itioii would be greatly shortened by using the line of sines in

the sector. It is unnecessary to insist farther on tliis projection,

as the reader will see the application of it to the projection of the

sphere in the article Geography ; and to the delineation of
Eclipses in the article Astronomy.

Of the Gnomonic Projection of the Sphere.
In this projection the eye is in the centre of the sphere, and the

plane of projection touches the sphere in a given point parallel to

a given circle. It is named gnomonic, on account of its being
the foundation of dialing: the plane of projection may also re-

present the plane of a dial, whose centre being the projected pole,

the semiaxis of the sphere will be the stile or gnomon of the dial.

As the projection of great circles are represented by straight lines,

and less circles parallel to the plane of projection are projected

into concentric circles ; therefore many problems of the sphere are

very easily resolved. Other problems, however, become more
intricate on account of some of the circles being projected int9

ellipses, parabolas, and hyperbolas.

rROP. I. Th(or. I. Every great circle is projected into a

straight line perpendicular to the line of measures ; aiul whose dis-

tance from the centre is equal to the cotangent of its inclination,

or to the tangent of its nearest distance from the pole of the pro-

jection. Let BAD, (fig. 42,) be the given circle, and let the cir-

cle CBED be perpendicular to BAD, and to the plane of projec-

tion : whose intersection CF with this list plane will be the line of
measures. Now since the circle CBED is perpendicular both to

the given circle BAD and to the plane of projection, the common
section of the two last planes produced w ill therefore be perpen-
dicular to the plane of the circle CBED produced, and conse-

quently to the line of measures: hence the given circle will be
projected into that section; that is, into a straight line passing

through d, perpendicular to Gd. Now Cd is the cotangent of
the angle CaA, the inclination of the given circle, or the tangent

of the arch CD to the radius AC.
Cnr. 1. A great circle perpendicular to the plane of- projec-

tion is projected into a straight liiie passing through the centre

of projection ; and any arch is projected into its correspondent
tangent.

Cor. ". Any point, as 1), or the pole of any circle, is project-

ed into a point d, whose distance from the pole of projection is

equal to the tangent of that distance.

Ci,r. 3. If two great circles be perpendicular to each other,

and one of them passes through the pole of projection, they

will be projected into two straight lines perpendicular to each
other.

Cor.
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Cor. 4. Hence if a great circle be perpendicular to several

•Iher great tircles, and it? representation pass through the cejilre

of projection ; then all the;c circles will be represented bylines
parallel to one another, and perpendicular to the line of measures,
tor the representation of that iiiat circle.

Prop. II. Theor. I!. If two great circles intersect in the pole
of projection, their representations will make an angle at the centre
of the plane of projection, equal to the angle made by these cir-

cles on the sphere. For since both these circles arc perpendi-
cular to the plane of projection, the angle made bv their inter-

sections with this plane is the same as the angle made by these
cii'cles.

Prop. \\\, Thcnr. III. Any less circle parallel to the plane
•f projection is projected into a circle whose centre is the pole of
projection, and its radius is equal to the tangent of the distance of
the circle from the pole of projection. Let the circle PI, (fig. 43,)

be parallel to the plane GF", then the equal arches PC, CI, are
projected into the equal tangents GC, CH ; and therefore C, the
point of contact and pole of the circle P! and of the projection, is

the centre of the representation G, H.
Car. If a circle be parallel to the plane of projection, and 45*

from the pole, it is projected into a circle equal to a great circle of

the sphere ; and therefore may be considered as the primitive cir-

cle, and its radius the radius of projection.

Prop. IV. Theor. IV. A less circle not parallel to the plane

of projection is projected into a conic section, whose transverse axis is

in the line of measures ; and the distance of its nearest veitex from
tlie centre of the plane of projection is equal to the tangent of its

nearest distance from the pole of projection ; and the distance of the

other vertex is ecjual to the tangent of the greatest distance. Any
less circle is the base of a cone whose vertex is at A, (fig. 43,') and
this cone being produced, its intersection with the plane of pro-

jection will be a conic section. Thus the cone DAF, having the

circle DF' for its base, being produced, will be cut bv the plane

of projection in an ellipse whose transverse diameter is df; and
Cd is the tangent of the angle CAD, and C/tlie tangent of CAF.
In like manner, the cone AFE, having the side AF. parallel to the

line of measures df, being cut by the plane of projection, the sec-

tion will be a parabola, of which / is the nearest vertex, and the

point into which E is projected is at an infinite distance. Also
the cone AFG, whose base is the circle FG, being cut by the

plane of projection, the section will be a hyperbola of which /
is the nearest vertex ; and GA being produced gives d the other

vertex.

Cor. I. A less circle will be projected into an ellipse, a para-

bola, or hyperbola, according as the distance of its most remote
point is less, equal to, or greater than, 90 degrees.

Cor. 2. If H be the centre, and K, k, I, the focus of the

ellipse, hyperbola, or parabola; then HK=: }r~ ^°^ 'he el-

lipse ; HA = ——- for the hyperbola ; and fn being drawn

perpendicular to AE//=^ ;- for the parabola.

Prop. V. Theor. V. Let the plane TW, (fig. 44,) be perpen-

dicular to the plane of projection TV, and BCD a great circle of

the sphere in the plane T\V. Let the great circle BED be pro-

jected into ttie straight line bek. CQS perpendicular to bic, and

Cm parallel to it and equal to CW, and make QS equal to Qm ;

then any angle QSi is the measure of the arch Qt of the project-

ed circle. Join AQ : then because Cm is equal to CA, the angle

QC'jrt equal to QCA, each being a right angle, and the side

QC common to both triangles; therefore Q,»i, or its equal QS,
is eipial QA. Again, since the plane ACQ is perpendicular to

tlie plane TV, and OQ to .the intersection CQ; tiierefore bQ is

perpendicular both to AQ and QS : hence, since AQ and QS
are etpial, all the angles at S cut the line iQ in tlie same points

as the equal angles at A. l?ut Ijy the angles at A the circle

BED is projecte<l into the line /;Q. Tliereiore the angles at S

are the nieasures of the parts of the projected circle 6Q ; and S

is the dividing centre thereof.

Cor. 1. Any great circle bQl is projected into a line of tan-

jjeuts to the radius SQ.

Cor. 2. If the circle 6C pass through tlie centre of projec-
tion, then tilt projecting point A is the dividing centre thereof,
and Cb is the tangent of its correspondent arch CB to CA the
radius of projection.

Prop. VI" Theor. VI. Let the parallel circle GLH, (fig. 44,)
be as far from the pole of projection C as t'le circle FN I is from
its pole ; and let the distance of the poles C, P, be bisected by
the radius AO ; and draw 6AD perpendicular to AO ; then any
straight line bQ.t drawn through b will cut off the arches hi, Yn,
equal to each other in the representations of these equal circles
in the plane of projection. Let the projections of the less circles
be described. Then, b>cause BD is perpendicular to AO, tlie

arches BO, DO, are ec|iial; but since the less circles are equallv-
distant each from its respective pole, therefore the arches F(J,
OH, are equal ; and hence the arch BF is equal to the arch
DH. For the same reason the arches BN, DL, are equal ; and
the angle FBN is equal to the angle LDH ; therefore, on the
sphere, the arches FN, HL, are equal. And since the great
circle BNLD is projected into the straight line //Q«/, Sec. there-
fore n is the projection of N, and / that of L ; hence fn, hi, the
projections of FN, HL, re^pectivelv, are equal.

Prop. VII. Theor. VII. If Fnh, hlg, (fig. 45,) be the pro-
jections of two equal circles, whereof one is as far from its pole P
as the other from its pole C, which is the centre of projection ;

and if the distance of the projected poles C, p, be divided in o, so
that the degrees in Co, op, be equal, and the perpendicular oS be
erected to the line of measures ¥p. Then the linepw, CI, drawn
from Ihe poles C, ]>, through any point Q in the line oS, will cut
olf'the arches F«, /(/, equal to each other, and to the angle QCp.
The great circle AO perpendicular to the plane of the primitive is

projected into the straight line oS perpenditular to gh, by Pmp. i.

Cor. 3. Let Q be the projection of q ; and since pQ, CQ, are

straight lines, they are therefore the representations of the arches
Pq, Cq, of great circles. Now since P^C is an isosceles spherical

triangle, the angles PCQ, CPQ, are therefore equal ; and hencs
the arche« Pq, Cq, produced will cut off equal arches from the
given circles FI, GH, whose representations Fn, /;/, are therefore

equal : and since the angle QCp is the measure of the arch hi, it is

also the measure of its equal Fn.

Cor. Hence, if from the projected pole of any circle a perpen-
dicular be erected to the line of measures, it will cut off a qua-
drant from the representation of that circle.

Prop. VIII. Theor. VIII. Let Fid, (fig. 45,) be the projec-

tion of any circle FI, andp the projection of ils^ pole P. If Cg
be the cotangent of CAP, and gB perpendicular to the line of

measures gC, let CAP be bisected by AO, and the line oV> drawn
to any point B, and alsopB cutting Vnk in d; then the angle goB
is the measure of the arch Fd. 1 he arch PG is a quadrant, and
ihe angle goA =gPA-l- oAP = gAC -f oAP = frAC -|- CAo
= gAo; therefore g.-V = go; consequently o is the dividing

(entre of gB, the representation of GA ; and hence by Prop. V.
the angle goB is the measure of gB. But since pg represents a

quadrant, therefore /i is the pole of gB ; and hence the great cir-

cle pdB passing through the pole of the circles gB and F»
will cut off equal arches in both, that is, F(£ = gB = angle

goB.
Cor. The angle goB is the measure of the angle g/)B. For the

triangle gpB represents a triangle on the sphere, wherein the arch

which gfe represents is equal to the angle which the angle p re-

presents ; because gp is a quadrant ; therefore goB is the measur*

of both.

Prop. IX. Prob. I. To draw a great circle through a given

point, and whose distance from the pole of projection is equal to

a given quantity. Let ADB, (fig. 46,) be the primitive, C its

pole or centre, 'and P the point through which a great circle is to

be drawn: tlirough the points P, C, draw the straight line PC'.\,

and draw CE perpendicular to it : make the angle CAF. equal to

the given distance of the circle from the pole of projection C ;

and from the centre C, with the radius CE, describe the circle.

EFG; through P draw a straight line PIK, touciiiiig the cir-

cle EFG in I, and it will be the projection of the great circle

re(|uired.

Prop. X. Prob. II. To draw a great circle perpendicular to

a great circle which passes through Ihe pole of projection, and al

a given distance from that pole. Let ADB, (fig. 46,) be the pri-

mitive.
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mitive, ami CI the given circle; draw CL peipL-ndicular to CI,
and nuke (lie angle C'LI equal to the given distance : then tlie

straiijlu line CP, drawn through I parallel to CL, will be the re-

quired projection. ^
Prop. XI. Prob. III. At a given point in a projected great

circle, to draw another great circle to make a giveji angle with
the former; and, conversely, to measure the angle contained l)e-

tweeii two great circles. Let P, (tig. 47,) be the given point in

the given great cinle PB, and C the centre of the primitive:
through the pohits P, C, draw the straight line PCG ; and draw
the r.idius of the primitive CA perjieniluiilar thereto; join PA;
to which draw AG perpendicular: through G draw liGD at right

angles to GP, meeting Pli in 15 ; bisect the angle CAP by the

straight line AO ;
jolji I50, and make the angle 150 D equal to

that given; tlirii DP beingjoined; lh<- angle BPD will be that
T-e(|uirtd. It the measure of the angle BPD be required, from the
points B, D, draw the lines BO, DO, and the angle BOD is tlie

ineaHue of BPD.
Pitop. XII. Prob. IV. To describe the projection of a less

circle p:irallel to the plane of projection, and at a given distance
from its pole. Let ADB, (lig. 46,) be the prnnitiv"e, and C its

centre: set the distance of the circle from its pole, from B to H,
and from U to D ; and drav\' the straight line A ED, intersecting

CL perpendicular to BC, in the point E: with the radius CE de-
scribe the circle EFG, and it is the projection required.

Prop. XIII. Pkob. V. To draw a less circle perpendicular
to tlie plane of projection. Let C, (lig. 4S,).be the centre of pro-
jection, and Tl a great circle parallel to the proposed less circle

;

at C make the angles iCN, TCO, each equal to the distance of
the less circle from its parallel great circle '11 : let CL be the ra-

diU) of projection, and from the e;;triniit_\ L draw LM perpendi-
cular thereto ; make CV etpial to LM ; or CF equal to CM:
llien with the vertex \' and asymptotes CN, CO, describe the
hyperbola W VK ; or, with the focus F and CV describe tlie hy-
perbola, and it will be the perpendicular circle described.

Prop. XIV. Prob. Vi. To describe the projection of a less

tircle inclinetl to the plane of projection. Draw the line of mea-
sures dp, (fig. 49,) and at C, the centre of projection, draw CA
perpendicidar to fl'jD, and equal to the radius of projection; with
the centre A, and raduis ACy describe the circle DCFG ; and
draw RAE parallel to f/y) : then take the greatest and least dis-

tances of the circle from the pole of projection, and set them from
C to D and F respectively, for the circle DF ; and from A, the
projecting point, draw the straight lines AF/, and ADrf; then dj
will be the transverse axis of the ellipse ; but if D fall beyond the
line RE, as at G, then from G draw the line GADd, and'd/h the
transverse avis of an hyperbola ; and if the point D fall in the line
KE, as at E, then the line AE will not meet the line of measures,
and the circle will be projected into a parabola whose vertex is _/':

bisect df'm U, the centre, and for the ellipse take half the differ-

ence of the lines Ad, A/, which laid from H, will give K the fo-

cus ; for the hyperbola, half the sum of Ad, A/, being laid from
H, will give k its focus; then with the transverse axis elf, the fo-

cus K, or k, describe the ellipse d\if, or hyperbola fm, which
will be the projection of the inclined circle; for the parabola,
make EQ equal to Tf, and draw fn perpendicular to AQ, and
make/i equal to one-half of nQ ; then with the vertex J] and
focus k, describe the parabola^m, for the projection of the given
circle FE.

Prop. XV. Prob. VI L To find the pole of a given projected
circle. Let DMXF, (fig. 50,) be the given projected circle,
whose line of measures is DF, and C the centre of projection

;

from C draw the radius of projection CA, perpendicular to the
line of measures, and A will be the projecting point: join AD,
AF, and bisect the angle DAF by the stiaight line AP; hence P
is the pole. If the given projection be an hyperbola, the angle
/AG, (fig. 49,) bisected, will give its pole iii the line of mea-
sures ; and in a parabola, the angle /AE bisected will give its

pole.

Prop. XVI. Prob. VIIL To measure any portion of a pro-
jected gnat circle, or to lay off any nimiber of degrees thereon.
Let EP, (rig. 51,) be the great circle, and IP a portion thereof to
be measured: draw ICD perpendicular to IP; let C be the
c«iitre, and CB the radius of projection, with which describe the
tirck EBD ; make lA equal to ID ; thru A is the dividing centre

of EP ; hence AP being joined, the angle lAP is the measure of

the arch IP.—Or, if LAP be made equal to any given angle, then
IP is the correspondent arch of the projection.

Prop. XVII. Prob. IX. To measure any arch of a projected
less circle, or to lay oil' any number of degrees on a given project-

ed less circle. Let V'li, (lig. 5'J,) be the given less circle, and P
its pole: from the centre of jirojectioii C diaw CA perpendicular
to the line of measures GH, and equal to the radius of projection,

join AP, and bisect the angle CAl* by the straight line AO, to

which draw AD perpendicular: describe the tircle G/Il, as far

distant from the pole of projection C as the given circle is from
Its pole P ; and through any given point n, in the projected circle

Fn, draw D/i/, then 11/ is the measure of li.e arch Vn. Or, let the

measure be laid from 11 to /, and the line D.' joined will cutoff in
equul thereto.

Prop. X\ III. Prob. X. To describe the gnomonic projec-
tion of a spherical triangle, when three sides are given ; and to

find the measures of either of it3 angles. Let ABC, (fig. 53,) be
a spherical triangle whose three sides are given ; draw the radius
CD, (lig. ji.) perpendicular to the diameter of the primitive £!•';

and at the point D make the angles CDA, CDG, ADI, equal re-

spectively to the sides AC, BC, AB, of the spherical triangle

ABC, (fig. 53,) the lines DA, DG, intersecting the diameter EF,
produced, if necessary, in the point* A and G : make DI equal to

DG ; then from the centre C, with the radius CG, describe an
arch ; and from A, with the distance AI, describe another arch,
intersecting the former in B ; join AB, CB, and ACB will be the
projection of the spherical triangle, (fig. 53,) and the rectilineal

angle ACB is the measure of the spherical angle ACB.
And by means of this projection all the case* of spherical trian-

gles may be constructed as well as by cither of the other projec-
tions, and the facility with which problems are solved by it has
given it the preference in dialing.

PROJECTUKE, in architecture, the outjetting and promi-
nency, or embossing, which the mouldings and other members
have bevond the naked wall, column, &c.
PROLAPSION, or PROLAPSUS, in surgery, a falling out

of any part of the body from its natural situation. See Sur-
gery.
PROLATE, in geometry, is applied to a spheroid produced

by the revolution of a semi-ellipsis about its larger diameter. See
Sphf.roid.
PROLATION, in music, the art of shaking or making se-

veral intiections of the voice or sound on the same note or syl-

lable.

PROLEGOMENA, [TraoXiyo.uoK,] in philology, are prepara-
tory discourses prefixed to a book, &c. containing something
necessary to enable the reader the better to understand the book
or science, &c.
PROLEPSIS, [wo3>,,,4.i;,] a figure in rhetoric, by which we an-

ticipate or prevent what niigiit be objected by the adversary ;

thus, it may be objected, &c.-
PROLEPTIC, [irjoJ.-iirlix©',] an epithet applied to a periodi-

cal disease which anticipates, or whose paroxysm returns sooner
and sooner every time, as is frequently the case in the dilf'erent spe-
cies of aguci.

PROLIXITY, in discourse, the fault of entering into too mi-
nute a detail, of being too long, precise, and circumstantial, even
to a degree of tediousness.

PROLOCUTOR OF THE CONVOCATION, the speaker
or chairman of that assembly. See Convocation.
PROLOGUE, [TTgoXoyC^,] in dramatic poetry, a discourse in-

tended to advertise the audience of the subject of the |>iece, and
to prepare them to enter more easily into the action,, and some-
times to make an apology for the poet.

PROLI'SION, in literature, a term .applied to certain pieces
or compositions made previously to others, by wav of prelude
or exercise: thus Diomedes calls the X'ulex of Virgii, and
his other opuscula, prolusions, because written before the great
ones.

PROMETHEUS, the son of Japetus, supposed to have beejv
the first discoverer of the art of striking fire by flint and steel;

which gave rise to the table of his stealing fire from heaven : a re-

nowned warrior ; but whose history is iwvolved ia fable. He flou-

rtshed about 1687 B, C.
Promethkus,
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Prometheus, in ancient astronomy, a constellation of the I

norlliern llemi^phe|e, now ralleil Hercules or lingonasin.
PROMfSC, ill law, is wlien ii[)on any vdliial)le consideration

one bimls himselr by w ord of month to auothcr to perform a thing
agreed on.

PKOMrSSORY NOTES are now entirely on a par with
bills, c(|Mally negotiable, and subject to the same duties. See
Bill, and I^AW.

PROMONTORY, a high point of land projecting out into the
jea ; the extr.-mity ot whicii towards the sea is called a cape or
beitdiand. Si-e Geogkaphy.
PKOMP'IER, in tlie drama, is an ofScer posted behind the

scenes, whose business it is to watch altejitivcly the actors speak-
ing on the stage, in order to suggest and put them forward wiien
at a stand, to correct them when amiss, &c. in their parts.

PUON'AO.S, in the ancient arcliitecturo, a porch to a church,
a palace, or other spacious building. See Pi acH.
PRONATION, among anatomist*, tlie radius of the arm wliich

has two kinds of motion, the one called pronation, the other
supination. Pronation is that whereby the palm of the hand
is turned downwards; and supination the opposite motion
thereto, is that whereby the back of the hand is turned down-
wards.

PRONATOR, in anatomy, a muscle of the radius, of which
there are two, tluit help to turn the palm downwards. See A.va-
TOMY.
PRONOUN, [pronomen, Lat] in grammar, a declinable part

of speech, w hich being put instead of a noun, noints out some per-
son, or thing. See Grammar.
PRONOUNCING, or PRONUNCIATION, in painting,

the marking and expressing the paits of all kinds of bodies witli

tliat degree of force, necessary to make thcin more or less distinct

and conspicuous.

PRONUNCIATION, Ipronunciatio, Lat.] in grammar,
the manner of articulating or sounding the words of a lan-

guage.

PROOF, in law and logic, is that degree of evidence, which
carries conviction to the mind. It differs from demonstration,
which is applicable only to those truths of which the contrary is

inconceivable.

Proof, in printing. See Printing.
Prooi', in spirituous liquoi's, is a little white lather which ap-

pears on the top of the liquor when poured into a glass. This la-

ther, as it dimini>hes, forms itself into a circle called by the French
tJie chaplet, and by the English the head or bubble.
Proof of Prints, a few impres>ions taken off in the course

of an engraver's process, and first after tl.e plate is finished. They
are much sought after, and highly valued, bv Connoisseurs.

Proof, in arithmetic, an operation whereby the truth and just-

r.ess of a calculation is ex.imined and ascertained. The proper
proof is always by the contrary rule; thus subtraction is the proof

of addition, and nuiltiplicalion of division ; and vice versa.

PROPAGATION OF PLANTS. See Botasv, Natural
History, and Plants. The number of vegetables that may be
propagated from an individual is very remarkable, especially in

the most minute plants. The annual product ot one seed even ot

the common mallow has been found to bf no less than 200,000;
but it has been since proved, by a strict cNamination into the more
minute parts of the vegetable world, that sn despised a plant as the

common wall-moss produces a much more numerous offspring.

In one of the little heads of this phint there have been counted
13824 seeds. Now allotting to a root of this plant eight branches,

and to each branch six heads, which appears to be a very mode-
r;"te computation, the produce of one seed is 6 x 13834=: S2944,
and 8 x S-'944, gives fKi3,552 seeds as tlie annual produce of one
seed, and that so small that 13S24 of them are contained in a cap-

sule, whose length is but one-ninth of an inch, its diameter but '1

one-twenty-third of an inch, and its weight but the thirteenth part
';

of a grain.

PROPERTY, that which a person possesses as his own right.

There are held to be three manner of properties : I . Absolute pro-

perty, which is w litre '.he proprietor has an absolute power vested

in himself to dispose of his estate as he pleases, subject to the laws

of the land. 2. Qualified property, as in the case of husband and

wife, wherein the husband has only a qualified property in the

vol- IV.—yo. 185.

wile'i lauds, real chattels, &c. hut in her prr-onal chatlcls he h..;

an absolute property. 3. Possessory properly, as wlien a person
has goods delivered to him to keep, he has such a property there-
in, that lie may maintain actions against strangers who take them,
out of his possession. It is likewise the same when Uiey'are U^Ii-
vered to a carrier, or things are pawned.
PROPHECY , \_%::fiii!in^'] a declaration of something to comt;;

prediction.

Prophecy, or the prediction of future events, real or pretend-
ed, has, in all ages and nations, gained a considerable degree of
credit among mankind. Tf,i5 universal prejudice in favour of
prophecy can be accounted fnr only from the fact, that the Deilr
had actually at an early period coninuinicated a revelation ot cer-
tain future events to the primitive inhabitants of tl.e world. That
such communicatious were made in different ages, we are assured
from scripture. The great object of most of "the scriptural pro-
phecy, from the first hint ot a Saviour, communicated by the
Deity to the mother of mankind, in the sentence pronounced on
the deceiver, immediately alter the fall, (Gen. iii. 1".,) is evidently'
and uniformiy to announce the coming and character of the Mes-
siah, his lile, miracles, sufferings, death, resurrection, and ascen-
sion ; the nature of his kingdom, and the final restitution of all

things. The prophecies respecting these grand objects are so nu-
merous in scriptuie, that it would "recpure a volume only to cpiote
!hem ; and they are in general so clear, so often quoted' and illus-

trated from (he pulpit, as well as in all theological works, and so
well known among Christians in general, that it appears quite un-
necessary to say any thing on the subject. But there is another
set ot prophecies in the scriptures, upon which, if room permitted,
we miglit enlarge; as they altbrd the most decisive evidence of
the truth of Christianity ; being in fact a kind of standing miracles,
that have existed for ages, and still exist, in proof of Scripture
Prophecy. These are, I. The prophecy of Noah, (Gen. ix. 25,"

26,) respecting the degraded and enslaved state of the posterity of
Ham ; fulfilled first by the Jews in the slavery of the CauLanites ;'

afterwards by the Greeks in the destruction of Tyre, and by the
Romans in that of Carthage; and in modern times, in the oppres-
sion of their posterity by the Saracens and Turks. II. H'lie pro-
phecy of tlie innumerable posterity of Abraham ; but more parti-

cularly of (he w ild, prsdatory, free, anti independent, state of his

posterity by Ishmael, (Gen."xvi. 10-12,) fulfilled in all ages, as
well as in ihe present, by the unconquered slate of the Arabs.
III. The remarkable prophecies of Moses, (Deut. xxviii. 64-6(},)

and of Hosea (iii. 4,) against tlie Jews, which have been so literally

tulnlled for upwards of 1730 years past ; notwitlistanding which,
while they have been scattered among all the nations on the globe,
ihey continue still a distinct people, firmly and irrevocably at-

tached to their peculiar customs, though persecuted ererywhere
on that account. This is a phaenomenon unparalleled in the his-

tory of mankind ; and totally unaccountable upon the ordinary
principles of human action ; and therefore only accountable upon
the principle of their being still preserved a distinct people till ihu

period when they shall fulfil the remaining part of Hosea's predic-

tion, iii. 26. 1\'. To these remarkable prophecies we might add
those of Daniel, respec ting the four universal monarchies ; and
those of St. Paul, ancl St. John, which so clearly foretel the various

fortunes of the Cliristi;;n church ; with its progress from the age of

apostolic purity to that slate of universal corrupti»n, under which
it sunk for above 1000 years, together with its gradual restoration

to purity.

PROPHETS, among the Jews, were persons commissioned
and inspired by God to declare his will and purposes to that peo-

ple. They are divided into two classes; viz.

i. Prophets, Greater, so called from the length and extent

of their writings, ate four; viz. Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and
Daniel.

ii. Prophets, Less, so named from the brevity of their pro-

phecies, are twelve; viz. Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah, Jonah,

iMicah, Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Haggai, Zechariali, and
Malachi.

Prophets, Sons of the, in scripture-history, an appellation

given to \oung men who were educated in the schools or colleges

under a proper master, who was commonly, if not always, an in-

spired prophet, in the knowledge of religion and in sacred music,

and thus were qualified to be public preachers ; which seems to

5 R have
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have been part of the business of the prophets on the Sabhath-davs
and festivals. It is probable that God generally chose the pro-
phets, \l^om he inspired, out of these schools.
PROPHETESS, [prophettsse. Ft. from prophet,] a womaii

that foretels future events.

PROPHYLACTICE, [«fofuXBXT!>c>i,] in medicine, that part
thereof which instructs as to the method of preserving health, and
averting diseases.

PROPri lATION, in theology, a sacrillce ofifered to God to
assuage his wrath, and render him propitious. Among the Jews '

there were both ordinary and public sacrifices, as hclocausls, &(•.

offered by way of tiianksgiving ; and extraordinary ones, offered
ny particular persons guilty of any crime, by way of propitiation.
The Roman Catholics believe the mass to be a sacrifice of propi-
tiation for the living and the dead. Tlie reformed churches allow
of.no propitiation but tliat one oU'ered by Jesus Christ on the cross.

See SACRiFicE.
PBOPI riATORY, anything rendering God propitious; as

propttialory sacrifices, in < o'ntradistinctioji to eucharislical. Among
the Je« s the propitiatory was the cover or lid of the ark of the co-
venant ; which was lined both within and without with plates of
gold, insomuch that there was no wood to be seen. This propi-
tiatory was a type or figure of Christ, whom St. Paul calls the pro-
pitiat^rj- ordained from all ;iges. See Ark.
PROPLASM, is soinejimcs used for a mould where any metal

or soft matter, which will afterwards grow hard, is cast: hence,
PROPLASTICE, [irjcirJiarixi,] the art of making moulds for

casting.

PROPOLIS, a certain substmce more tenacious than wax, with

which tlie bees stop up all tiic liules or cracks in the sides of their

hives. See Bee.
PROPONTIS, or the Sfa of Marmora, a part of the Medi-

terranean, dividing Europe from Asia; it has the Hellespont, or
canal of the DardaiielKs, on the S. W. wherebv it communicate*
with the Archipelago, and the ancient Bosphorus of Thrace, or
Sirait of Constantinople, on tlie X. E. communicating with the
Black or Eu.Miie Sea.

PROPORTION, the identity or similitude of two ratios.

Hence c|uantities that have tlie same ratio between them are said

to be proportional ; e. gr. if A be to B as C to D, or S be to 4 as
30 to 15; A, B, C, D, and S, 4, 30, and 15, are said to be in

proportion, or are simply called proportionals. Proportion is fre-

i|ucntly confounded with ratio; yet the two convey in reality

very different ideas, which ought by all means to be distinguished.

Ratio is properly tiiat relation or habitude of two things, which
determines the (|uantity of one bom llie quantity of another, with-

.jUt the intervention of any third: thus we say the ratio of 5 and
10 is '-', the ratio of 12 and 24 is 2. Proportion is the sameness or
lik':ne.^> of two such relations: thus the relations between b and 10
and 12 and 24 being the same, or equal, the four terms are said to-

be in proportion. Plence ratio exists between two numbers, but
proportion requires at least three. Proportion, in fine, is the habi-
tude or relation of two ratios w hen compared together ; as ratio is

of two quantities. See Axgedra, Arithmetic, and Geometry.
If tour quantities are proportional, they will also be proportional
in alternation, inversion, con- position, divi>ion, con\ersion, equa-
lity, &c. (Euclid, b Def. lo, 14, 13, ll5, 17, 18, 19, 20,) as in

the following table:

A TABLE OF PROPORTIONAI-S.
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2, 3, 4, &c. are —, —, -^d -r> ^c. which arc harinoiiicals ; for12 3 4

— :
—

:

:

o" • "o T" ' ^ ^"^ °"' "'"'> '" g^ntral, the

reciprocals of Ihearilhmeticais a, o-{-rf, a-{-'2(l, a-\-3d, &c. vi^ —

&c. are iiarmonicals ; et 6 contra. S. If
1 1 1

(i-^-iT a-\-"d' a-\-3d'

three or four numbers in harmonical proportion be eillicr multi-

])liefl or divided by some number, Die products, or the (piolieiUs,

will still be in harmonical proportion. Thus, llie harmonicals (i,

S, 12, multiplied by 2, give 12, 16, '-'4, or divided by 2, give 3, 4,

ti, which are also harmonicals. 3. To liud a harmonical mean
proportional between two terms: divide double their product by
their sum. 4. To find a third term in harmonical proponion to

t«o given terms; divide their product by tlie dill'erence between
double the first term and the second term. .'J. To tind a fourth

term in harmonical proportion to three terms given: divide the

product of the lirsl and tl)ird by the ditVereme beiween double the

first and the second term. Hence of the tivo terms a and i the

harmonical mean is
'

. , ; tiie third harnioiiical proijortion is

a-j-b
"^

'

ah
r, also to a, i, c, the fourtli liarr;onical is -,. 6. If

2a— b 2a — b

tliere be taken an arithinetical mean and a harmonical mean, be-

tween any two terms, the four terms will be in geometrical pro-

portion. Thus, between 2 and 6 the arillmietical mean is 4, and
the harmonical mean is 3 ; and hence 2 : 3 : : 4 : 6. Also be-

a+b
tween a and b the arithinetical mean is • and the harmoni-

cal mean is

—

r-, ; but " b.
Cab a-\-h

Proportion, Inordinate, is where the order of the terms

compared is disturbed or irregular : e. gr. in two ranks of num-
bers, three in each rank, viz. in one rank 2, 3, 9 ; and in the other,

8, 24, 3t>; which are proportional, tiie former to tlie latter, but in

a different order, viz. 2: 3 : : 24 : 36, and 3 : 9 : : 8 : 24. Then
casting out the mean terms in each rank, it is concluded that 2 :

8 : : 8 : 36, that is, tlie first is to the third in the first rank, as the

first is to the third in tlie second rank.

Proportion of Figures.—Prob. I. To find the pro|)ortioH

that one rectangle liathto another, both length and breadth must
be considered. For rectangles are to each other, as the products

of their respective lengths multiplied by their breadths. l.Thus,
if there be two rectangles, tlie former of which hath its lengtii t\vi:

feet, and its breadth three ; and the latter hath its length eight

feet, and its breatlth four. Then the rectangles will be to each

other as 3 X 5 (.= 15), is to 4 x 8 (=32) that is, as Jo : 32, so

that all rectangles are to one another in a ratio compounded of

that of tiieir sides. 2. When rectangles have their siiies propor-

tionable, so that AB : EH : : AD: EF, (Plate CXXXVII. fig.

12,) then is the rectangle A, to the rectangle B, in a duplicate

proportion to the ratio of the sides. For the ratio of A to B, is

compounftcd of the ratio of AB to EH, and of the ratio of AD to

EF. And therefore the proportion of A to B, being compounded
of equal ration, must be iluplicate ot the ratio of tlieir sides to each
other ; that is, duplicate of the ratio of AB : EH, or of AD : EF.
Hence all triangles, parallelograms, prisms, parallelopipeds, py-
ramids, cones, and cylinders, are to one anotlier respectively

,,

compared, in a proportion compounded of that of their heights

and bases. 3. All triangles, and parallelograms, pyramids, prisms,

and parallelopipeds; also all cones, and cylinders, each kind com-
pared among themselves ; if they have equal altitudes, are in the

same proportion as their bases; if they have equal bases, are as

their heiglits. For tlie bases, or heights, will severally be common
efficients or multipliers ; and therefore must make the products be

in the same proportion as the multiplicand was before. Tkus, if the

> qual altitude of any t« o triangles, parallelopipeds, cones, &c. be
called A, and their unequal bases B, and D : then it wil be as B :

D : : AB : AD. This problem being of great use in geo-
metry.

CU«e 1 . To find two right-lines, whose sum or difference is given,
reciprocally proportional to two given lines. Let the two given
lines be B and C, and let the sum of the two lines sought be Z :

it is required to hnd a point where Z may be so divided, as that H
: A : : E ; C, (hg. 13.) Fir^t find m, a mean proportional between
B and C, which erect perpendicularly at either end of Z; draw
D parallel to Z, describe a semicirf le upon Z, and where D cuts
that semicircle, let tall iit perpendicularly: then A and E are the
lines required : for A x E = »i- =: B x C. 2. E. D.

Case2. When the difference = X is given, (fig. 14,) find »l a'
mean proportional as before, wiiich erect perpendicularly at cither
end of X : thus draw R from the middle-point of X to M, and
with that as radius descnlie a semicircle on the centre C : so shall

A -f- X, be the greater line, and E the less sought, for (A-f-X)
X V.—m'-=z B(J. 2. E.D.
Pbob. II. Having two squares, to find two others reciprocally

pjoportional, wh' se sum is equal to a given square. Let the
squares given bei", c", aud the reciprocal required y' and d-—y*

then,

y- : i'2 : : c- : d^— y-

d'l/-— ?/' = b''c-

,/_ d-y"^ + ^d*= I </<— l"-c"-

{d- — y^ = y/jd^_—J^-
y- =Z jd— .y/,.^, _ lyi^i

The construction of this is as follows, let AB, (fig. 15,) and AC=f,'-

and, BD = c ; find a fourth proportional, as CE =: --7-, and on CF

=:|rf describe a semicircle, and in it apply CG =: CE, then FG

will be equal
^id'-h'-c

Let HC — d, and CI— Id—

v^d^— b^c^, the mean proportional will be CK=;/, andon
CH = d describe a semicircle, and in it apply CL= CK, then

Lll = vd'- — y'^, which is the side of the other square sought.
Prob. 111. Having two sipiares, to find two other leciproeals

whose difference shall be equal to a given square. Let the squares
given b^e /', g^, and the reciprocals sought y- and A.- -|- v^,

then,

y':r-::g':li''+ y^

y^ + U^ = \0'g-+ili

y/'g^+i^' Ih^y

The construction of this is almost tlie same as in the preceding
problem. Of the proportion of solids, every paiallelopiped, is to

a pyramid of the same base and height, as 3 to 1, that is, the one is

triple the other. A cylinder, spheroid, and cone, of the same base

and height, are as 3, 2, and 1.

PROPORTIONALS, in geometry, are quantities either linear

or numeral, which bear the same ratio or relation to each other.

PROPOSITION, ill logic, part of an argument wherein some
quality, either negative or positive, is attributed to a subject. See
Logic.
Proposition, in mathematics, is either some truth advanced

and shewn to be such by demonstration, or some operation pro-

posed, and its solution shewn. If the proposition be deduced trom
several theoreticah definitions compared together, it is called a
theorem ; if from a praxis, or series of operations, it is called a
problem. See Geometry.

Proposition, in oratory. See Oratory.
Proposition, in poetry, the first part of a poem, wherein the

author proposes briefly, and in general, what he is to say in the-

body of his work. It should comprehend only the matter of the

poem, that is, the acHon and persons that acts.

7 PROPREFECT,
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PKDl'RKV-'rcr, among tlie Romans, the prelect's liculenaiit,

OT an officer wlumi the prefect of ihe pietoruun coiiiniisiioneil to

do part of bi< (liitv in tiis place.

PROPRETOU, a Itoman magistrate, who, having discliargeil

the otlice of protor at home, was sent into a provmce to command
therewith his former pi etorial autliorily. It was also an appella-

tion giveh to those who, without having been pretors at Rome,
were sent extraortlinnrilv into the provinces to achllini^ter justice

with the aiilliorilv of iiretors.

PRaPKlliTARY, Ipropritiariits, Lat.] an epithet bestowed

on siK'h mor.ks as IkkI reserved goods and effects to themselves,

iiotwithstanclAig their formal rennnciation of all at the time of tlieir

piofessioii. They are tre()iiently tneriiioned in the Monast. An-
glic. &c. and were to be very severely dealt with; to be e.xcom-

irmnicatcd, deprived of burial, &c. Addit. ad Matt. Par.

PROPRIKTATE, PROBANDA, inlaw, a writ directed to

tlie sherin', to makecn(|uiry into the i>roperly of goods destrained,

when the defendant claims' it on a replevin sukI ; and if thereon it

be found for the defendant, lie can proceed no farther,

PROPRIETY, in grammar, is v.herethe direct and immediate

signilication of a word agrees to the thing it is ajjplied to; in

which sense it is used in opposition to lignrative, or remote signi-

/rcatiou.

PROQUESTOR, PROQU.ESTOR, the questoi;'s lieutenant,

or a ppisnn wjio disciiarged the oflice ot (pieslor in his stead.

PRO RATA, in commerce, a term sometimes used by mer-

chants for in proportion ; as each person must reap the proht or

sustain the loss pro rata to his interest, that is, in proportion to his

stock.

PRO RE N.^TA, [Lat. i. e. for a new thing, q. d. as occasioH

shewcth,] in law, a term applied to laws newly made, for some
express purpose.

PROR.K OS, in anatomy, the same with os occipitis.

PROROGA'i'lON, Ipromgatio, Lat.] the act of prolonging,

adjourning, or putting oil' to another time. Prorogation differs

from an adjournment of parliament in this, that l)y prorogation the

session is ended, and such hills as passed in either house, or both

houses, and had not the royal assent, must at the next assembly

begin again. See Parliament.
PROSCRIPTION, [proscriptio, Lat.] a publication made in

the name of the chief or leader of a party, whereby he promises a

reward to any one who shall bring him the head of oae of liis

enemies.
PROSE, [prosa, Lat.] the natural language of mankind, loose

iind unconfined, by poetical measures, rhymes, &c. in which sense

it stands opposed to verse.

PROSECKEN, a town of Mecklenburgh, seven miles N. of

AV ismar.

PROSECUTION, in English law, is either upon a previous

finding of the fact by an inquest or grand jury ; or witliout it. The
former way is either by Preses'tment, or Isdtctment. (See

these articles.) The remaining methods of prosecution are without

«nv previous finding by a jury, to fix the authoritative stamp of

verisimilitude upon the accusation.

PROSECUTOR, in law, one who pursues a cause in another's

name.
PROSELYTE, [tjco-^xkI®*',] a new convert ; one brought over

to a new opinion.

PROSERPINACA, in botany, a genus of the trigynia order,

and triandria class of plants; natural order, Inundatie. Calyx
three-parted, superior; corolla none; drupe with a three-celled

nut. There is but one species, viz. P. palustris, a native of Virgi-

nia, in niarsl'.es.

PROSERPINE, in fabulous history, the daughter of Jupiter

and Ceres, and queen of hell. She was carried off by Pluto while

gathering flowers.

PROSEUCHE, [ir.joCT!uxi,] properly signifies prayer; but it is

taken for the places of prayer of the Jews, and was pretty near the

same as their svnagoeues.

PROSLANiBANOMENE, a musical note in the Greek
system.

PROSODY, [prosodia, Lat.] that partof grammar which treats

of the quantities and accents of syllables, and the manner of

making verses. See Gramm.\r. The English prosody turns

chiefly on two things, numbers, and rhyme.

PUOSONO.MASIA, [•^fiTon(i«5-ii.] a hgure in rhetoric, where- .

by allusion is made to the likeness ol a sound in several names oc

words.

PKOSOPIS, in botany, a genus of the monogynia ordei-, and
decandria class of plants. Calyx hrmis[>lierical, qiiadridentate

:

stigma simple ; legume inflated, many-feeded. 'There is but one
species, P spicigeia, a tree of the Ea>t Indies.

PROSOPOPOEIA, [n,w^7r»,ro,ta,] a figure in rhetoric, wlwre-
hy we raise qualities, or things inanimate, into persons. See

PRo'sTRAT.E GLANDUL.£, PROSTRATE GLANDS,
the Gi ANDs. See Anatomv.

PRO.S'l'ETHlS, i;^:,,-.!^.;,]
in surgery, that which fills up what

is wanting, as when hsiuious ulcei-s are liiied up witii ilcsh.

PROSTHAPH.ERESIS, [^p<7*af».;-ir.,-,j in a^lronomy, the

diii'erence between the true and mean motion, or true and meaa
place, of a planet, called also equation of the orbit, or of the cen-
tre, and simply eepiation. Proslhaphaercsis amounls to the differ-

ence between the mean and equaled anomaly. Suppose the circle

ALMPNR, (PlateCLlll. fig. 1,) the orbit of the earth surround-
ed by the ecliptic <Y> ffi =^. &c. and suppose S the sun, and the
earth in R, the mean anomaly will be the arch APK, or, casting

away the semicircle, the arch RP, or the angle PCR ; and the

true anomaly, rejecting the semiciitlc, will lie PSR, whicli is

e(5ual to PCR + CRrjl. ll llicn to the mean anomnly we add the

angle CRS, we shall have the true anomalv PSR, and the earth's

place in the ecliptic. An'i I'Pre the angle CLS, or CRS, i» called

the piostliapha;resis ; by reason that it is sometimes to be added,
and sometimes subtracted, from the mean motion, that we may
have the true motion, or place of the earth.

PROS'THESIS, in I^atin grammar, a figure whereby a letter

or syllable is prefixed to a word, as iznuvus for navus, Utuli for

tul/' kc.
PROSTYLE, [yrjori'X^,] a building that has only pillars in

the trout.

Prostyle, by others is defined a range of columns in the front

of a temple.

PROSYLLOGISM, in the schools, sometimes denotes an ar-

gument produced to confirm one of the premises of a syllogism.

Otliers define it an argument composed of two syllogisms, so dis-

posed as that the conclusion of the former is the m^jor or minor of
the latter ; so that the second syllogism may ba omitted or under-

stood.

PROTAGORAS, a famous Greek philosopher, born at Ab-
dera. He commonly reasoned by dilemmas, and left the mind in

suspense with res|)ect to all the questions he proposed. His moral
principles were adopted by Hubbes. Plato wrote a <lialogue

against liiin. He flourished about B. C. 400.

PRO'TASIS, in the ancient drama, the first part of a comic or

tragic piece, wlierein the several persons are shewn, their charac-

ters intimated, and the subject of the piece propo-ed asd entered

upon. See Draivia. it might reach as far as our two first acts,

and where it endetl the rpltasis commenced. See the article

EpiTASIS.
PROTATICT'S, in the ancient drama, a person who never ap-

peared but in the protasis, or first part of the play.

PRO'TE.V, the SiLvtK-TRBE; in botany, a genu-of the mo-
nogynia order, and tetrandria class of plants; natural order, Ag-
gregatie. Corulla four-cleft or four-petaled ; anthers linear, in-

serted into the petals below the tip ; calyx proper, none ; nut one-
seeded, superior. 'There are sixty-four species, all shrubs, and na-

tives of the Cape of Good Hope.
PRO'TES'T, in commerce, is a writing executed by a notary

public to secure to (he indorsee of a Bill recourse upon the in-

dorser, when the drawer refuses to accept, or the accepter fails

to pay.

Protest, in law, is a call of witness, or an open affirmation that

a person does, either not at all, or but conditionally, yield his con-
sent to any act, or to the proceeding of any judge in a court in

which his jurisdiction is doubtful, or to answer upon his oatii far-

ther than iie is bound by law.

Protest, in parliament. Any of the lords in parliament have a

right to prote.sl their dissent to any bill passed by a majority:

which protest is entered in form. This is said to he a very ancient

privileee. The commons have no right to protest.

PROTESTANT,
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PROTESTANT, a name first given in Germany to tlioso wlio

adiiered to the doclrine of Lutlier; because, in 1529, tlieypro-

teited against a decree of tbe emperor Charles A', and the diet of

Spires; declaring that they appealed to a general council. It has

also been given to those of tlie sentiments of Calvin ; and is now
become a common denomination for all those of the reformed

cliurches. See Reformation.
PROTESTATION, a solenm declaration made by some judi-

ciary act or proceeding against any oppression, violence, or injus-

tice ; or agauisl the legality of a sentence, decree, or other proce-

dure; importing that the party is determined to oppose it at the

proper time.

PKO TEUS, in the mythology, a sea-deity, the son of Oceanus
and Tethys, or as others say, of Neptune and' Phcenice.

PROTHONOTARY, [from ti.^toc, Gr. first, and notanus,
Lat.] properly signifies first notary, and was anciently the title of

the principal notaries of the emperors of Constantinople.

ProtiiONotary is used in England for an officer in the court

of king's bench and common pleas ; the former of which courts

has one, and the latter three.

PROTHYRIS, in the ancient architecture, is sometimes used
for a t|Uoin or stone in the corner of a wall, and sometimes for a

cross-beam or rafter. Prothyris is also used by Vignola for a par-

ticular sort of key of an arch.

PROITIYRUM, [rrjo and -S^yjre,] in architecture, a porch at the

outer door of a house.

PROTO, \_rcjirci:,'] a Greek term, frequently used in composi-
fioii of priority : thus, proto-coUum, in the ancient jurisprudence,

signifies the first leaf of a book ; proto-martyr, the first martyr

;

proto-plast, the first man formed, &c.
PROrONOTARY, or PROTHONOTARY. See Pro-

TIIONOTARY.
PROTO-TYPE, [7:;ujr^ and T;;ir®.,] is the original or model

after which a thing was lormcd ; but chiefly used for the patterns

of things to be engraved, cast, &c.
P1\0 TOTYPliON, in grammar, sometimes denotes a primi-

tive word.
PROTRACTION, in surveying, the same with plotting. See

Plotting, and Protractor.
PROTOMARTYU, [^ei><T®- and |u«4i<5,] the first martyr. A

term applied to Abel and St. Stephen.

PROTRACTOR, in surgery, a kind of forceps, so called from
extracting foreign bodies out of wounds. See VVourJD, Forceps,
and Extraction'.
Protractor is also the name of an instrument used for pro-

tracting or laying down on paper the angles of a field, or other

figure. See Mensuration, and Geometry. The protractor

is a small siMnicircle, (Plate CXLVII. fig. 7,) of brass, or other

solid matter; the limb or circumference of which is nicely divided

into 180°: it serves not only to draw angles on paper, or any
plane, but also to examine the extent of those already laid down.
For this last purpose, lot the small point, A, in the centre of the

protractor, be [ilacetl above the angular point, and let the side

AB coincide with one of the sides that cont-.iin thcangVe proposed;
then the number of degrees cut ol'f by the other side, computing
on the protractor from B, will shew the quantity of the angle that

was to be measured. But when any angle is to be made of a

given quantity, suppose 40°, on a given line AB, (fig. 8,) and at a

given point of that line A ; upon this point apply the centre A of

the protractor, in such a manner, that the side AB of the protrac-

tor may coincide with the given line AB ; then let a dot or mark
be made at the given number of degrees on the limb, viz. 40°, at

C, and a right line drawn from C to A, will form an angle CAB
= 40°, as is manifest. This is the most natural and easy metJiod

either of examining the extent or quantity of an angle, or for de-

scribing an angle of any quantity required.

Protractor, Circular, is a complete circle, and is superior

by far to either the right-angled, or semicircular, both in point of

accuracy and dispatch, especially when several angles are to be
formed at the same point. The limb of this instrument is divided

into 360°, and each degree in some protractors is halved ; it has a

subdividing scale or vernier, by which an angle may be laid down
or measured to a single minute. In the centre of the protractor is

a fine mark, which, when an angle is to be protracted or measured,

is to be laid upon the angular point, and 0, or zero, on the limb,
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upon tlie given line, forming one side of the angle. Fig. 9, Piatt
CXLVII. represents a circular protractor whose limb is divided as

above described, and the dividing scale on the index, which
moves round the limb of the protractor on a conical centre, gives

every minu'.e of a degree, 'i'hat part of the index beyond the

limb has a steel-point fixed at the end, in a direct line with ihf

centre of the protractor, and whose use is to prick off the proposed
angles. Fig. 10 is another circular prolraitor, a litlle ditferenlly

constructed from the former. Ihe central pomt is formed by the
intersection of two lines crossing each other at right angles, which
are cut on a piece of glass. The limb is divided into degrees and
half-degrees, having an index with a vernier graduated to count
to a single minute, and is furnished with a tooth and pinion, by
means of which the index is moved round by turning a small nut.

it has two pointers, one at each end of the index, furnished with
springs for keeping them suspended wliile they are bringing to any
angle; and being brought, applying a finger to the top of the

pointer, and pressing it down, pruks ol'f the angle. There is this

advantage in having two pointers, that all the bearings round a cir-

cuit may be laid or pricked off, altliough the index traverses but
one-half of the protractor. Another circular protractor, different

from either of the former, is represented at fig. 11. The centre is

also formed by the intersection of two lines at right angles to each
other, which are cut on glass, that all parallax may thereby be
Fvoided. The index is moved round by a tooth and pinion.

The limb is divided into degrees and half-degrees, and subdivided
to every minute by the vernier. The pointer may be set at any-

convenient distance from the centre, as the socket which carries it

moves upon the bar BC, and is fixed thereto by the nut D, at

right angles to the bar BC, and moveable with it. There is ano-

ther bar EF: On this bar diflerent scales of equal parts are placed;

so that by moving a s<|uare against the inner edge thereof, angles

may be transferred to any distance vvithin the limits, from the

centre containing the same number of degrees marked oiit by the

index.

PROVEDITOR, was a late officer in several parts of Italy,

particularly at Venice, who had the direction of matters relating to

policy.

PROVENCE, a late province of France, bounded by Dau-
phine on the N. by the late Pledmontese on the E. by the Medi-
terranean on the S. and by the Rlione, which separates it from

Languedoc, on the VV. being 138 miles long, and 100 broad. The
air is cold near the Alps, hot on the coast, and temperate in the

middle. It now forms the departments of the Var, Lower A1|)S,

and mouths of the Rhone. It was divided into the Upper and

L.ower.

1. Provence, Lower, is not so fertile as Upper Provence; yet

it produces vines, olives, figs, almonds, pomegranates, prunes, &c.

2. Provence, Upper, is exceedingly fertile in corn, wine,

pastures, and all kinds of fruits.

PROVENDER, or PROVEND, originally signified a kind

of vessel containing the measure of corn daily given to a horse, or

other beast of labour, for his subsistence ; but is now generally

used to signify the food for cattle, whatever it is.

PROVERB, a concise maxim, grounded upon experience, and

for the most part containing some useful instruction.

PROVIDENCE, the conduct and direction of the several

parts of the universe, by a superior intelligent Being. That there

exists a divine Providence, or in other words, that the Deity at-

tends to the affairs of this world, and directs their course, has been

an opinion generally received among mankind, in all ages, and in

all countries of the world. It has not, however, passed without

opposition from philosophers in various ages, as well as the pre

sent. The most ancient of these were Democritus, Leucippus,

and Epicurus. Rut it may be here observed that every argument

that has been advanced in favour of the eternal self-existence, infi-

nite power, wisdom, and goodnes--, of God, are equally decisive in

favour of his supermtending care over all his works. See Meta-
physics, Moral Philosophy, and Natural History.
Providence, in geography, o!;e of the Bahama islands in the

American ocean, 200 miles E. of Florida. It is 36 miles long,

and 16 broad; and was formerly called Abaco. It produces In-

dian wheat and Brazil wood. Nassau is the capital. Lon. 77.

35. W. Lat. 24. 23. N.
Providence, a maritime county of Rhode Island, Clf miles

5 S long,
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foiig, and 1 -ij ItroatI ; boiiinlcd on llie N. and K. by Massacliu-

solls, S. by Kent comily, and W. by Connecticut.
Providence, a large, flourishing, and coninieicial town, capi-

tal of tlie aijove counly, 44 miles S. by W. ot Boston, and JO
N. W. of Newport. Lon. 71.21. W. Lat. 41.51. N.
Providence, a river of tlie United States, wliicli rises in Mas-

sacluisetts, and falls into Narraganset Bay, on the W. side of

Khode Island.

Providence, an island of the Atlantic, in the W. part of the

Caribbean Sea ; formerly possessed and turlified by the English
Buccaniers against the Spanish giiarda-costas. It is about 150
miles from the coast of Honduras, and 130 E. of Nicaragua.
Lon. 80. 44. VV. Lat. 13. 25. N.
PROVINCE, in geography, is a division of a liingdom or state,

comprising several cities, towns, &c. all under the same govern-
ment, and usually distinguished by the extent either of the civil or
ecclesiastical jurisdiction. The church distinguishes its provinces
by archbishoprics; in which sense, England is divided into two
provinces, Canterbury and York.
PROVINCIAL, [p'-oviiicin/is, Lat.J relating to a province.

It also denotes, in Romish countries, a person who has the
direction of the several convents of a province.
PROVINE, a branch of a vine laid in the ground to take root

and propagate.

PROVINS, a town of France, in the department of the Seine
and Marne, and late province of the Isle of !•'ranee, 30 miles
S. E. of Meaux, and 47 S. E. of Paris. Lon. 3. 22. E. Lat. 48.
34. N.
PROVISION, in tlie canon law, denotes the title or instrument,

by virtue whereof an incumbent holds a benefice, bishopric, &c.
Provisions by prevention, called also gratia; expectativaj et man-
data de providendo. See Premunire.
PROVISO, inlaw, a condition inserted in a deed, upon the

observance whereof the validity of the deed depends.
PROVISOR, in general, denotes one who has the cave of pro-

viding things necessary, being the same with purveyor.
Provisor, in our statutes, also denotes a person who «ied to

the court of Rome for a provision or expectative grace. See
Premunmre.
PROVOCATIVE, in physic, a medicine which is supposed to

strengthen nature, and incites to venery.
PROVO.ST, \_prafast. Sax. prapositiis, Lat.] the chief muni-

cipal magistrate in several trading cities, particularly Edinburgh,
Paris, &c. being much the same with mayor in other places. He
presides in city-courts ; and, together with the bailies, who are his

deputies, determines in all differences that arise amon^ citizens.

Provost, or Prevot, in the king's stables; his office is to at-

tend at court, and hold the king's stirrup when he mounts his

horse. There are four of them, each of w hom attends in his turn,
monthly.

Provost, or Prevot Royal, a sort of inferior judge, formerly
established throughout Fiance, to take cognizance of all civil, per-
sonal, real, and mixeil causes, among the people only.

Provost, Grand, of France, or ok the Household, had
jnrisdiction in the king's house, and over the officers therein;
looked to the policy thereof, the regulation of provisions, &c.

Provost, Grand, of the Constable, a judge wlio manages
processes against the soldiers in the army who have conimitled
any crime. He has four lieutenants distributed through the army,
called provosts of the army, and particularly provosts in the seve-
ral regiments.

Provost Marshal of an Army, is an ofilicer appointed to
seize and secure deserters, and all other criminals. He is to hni-
iler soldiers from pillaging, to indict offenders, and see the sen-

tence passed on them executed. He also regulates the weights
and measures, and the price of provisions, &c. in the army.
Provost-Marshal, in the navy, has charge over prison-

ers, &c.
Provost of the Marshals, was a kind of lieutenant of the

marshals of France ; of these there were 180 seats in France ; their

chief jurisdiction regarded highwaymen, footpads, house-break-
ers, &c.
Provost OF THE Mint, a particular judge instituted for the

apprehending and prosecutmg of false coineis.

Provost of the Univeksjtv, or Coi,L£ge, a title giten to

the President of a College in the United States ; analogous to that
of Principal in Scotland.

PROW, Iproni, Lat] in navigation, denotes the head or fore-
part of a ship, particularly in a galley, being tiiat which is opposite
to the poop or stern. See Ship. In the middle of the prow is

the beak that cuts the water, on the top of which is commonly
some figure or hieroglyphic. The prow is lower than the poop,
and contains fewer decks.

PROXENETA, or PROXENETES, a kind of bicker or
agent, who transacts between two persons.

PROXIMITY, [^pro.ximitus, Lat.] the relation of nearness,
either in respect of place, blood, or alliance.

PROX'\', [procurator, Lat.] a person who officiates as a de-
puty in the room of another.

PRUCK, a town of Austria, 22 miles S. W. of Presburg, and
C2 S. E. of Vienna. Lon. ILi. 5S. E. Lat. 48. 5. N.
Pruck, a town of Germanv, in Stiria, on the Muehr, 66 miles

S. W. of \ienna. Lon. 15. 25. E. Lat. 47. 24. N.
PlxUDENCE, in ethics, the ability of judging what is best, in

the choice both of ends and means.
PRUDENCE, in geography, an island near the coast of the

United States, in Narraganset Bay, N. of Canonnicut, belonging
to Khode Island.

PRUM, a late principality and abbey in the electorate of
Treves.

PRUNELLA, Self-heal; in botany, a genus of the gym no'---

permia order, and didynamia class of plants ; natural order, Ver-
ticillalr. Filaments bifurcated, with an anthera only on one
point ; stigma bifid. It has three species,

PRUNELLiE SAL, in pharmacy, a preparation of purified
saltpetre.

PRUNES, in commerce, are plums dried in the sunshine, or
in an oven.

PRUNIFEROUS TREES, those with pretty large and fleshy

fruit, with a nucleus in the middle, and called by botanists a drupe.
See Drupe.
PRUNING, in gardening and agriculture, is the lopping off

the superfluous branches of trees, in order to make them bear bet-
ter fruit, grow higher, or appear more regular. See Gardening,
and Fruii-Trees.
PRUNUS, in botany, a genus of the monogynia order, and

icosandria class of plants ; natural order Pomacea;. Calyx five-

cleft, inferior ; petals five ; drupe with a nut, having the sutures
prominent. There are thirty-three species.

P. Akmeniaca, or Apricot-Trle, grows twenty feet high,
with a large spreading head, having reddish shoots, large, nearly
heart-shaped leaves, and close-sitting pale red flowers rising all

along the sides of the young branches ; succeeded by large roundish
fruit of a yellow and reddish colour in dilferent varieties. The
fruit and the kernels of tlie Prunus Siberica, when eaten, excite a
continued headach : the kernels, infused in brandy, communicatf*
an agreeable flavour.

P. Avium, the Great Wild Chf.rry-Tree, grows forty or
fifty feet high, having oval, spear-shaped leaves, downy under-
neath, with umbellate sessile clusters of white flowers, succeeded
by small round fruit of diflferent properties in the varieties.

PRUSA, in ancient geography, a town situated at Mount
Olympus in Mysia, now called Bursa or Prusa, capital of Bithy-
nia, in Asia Minor. Lon. 29. 5. E. Lat. 39. 22. N.
PRUSSIA, a kingdom of Europe, whose monarch, along with

Prussia Proper, possesses also the electorate of Brandenburg, and
some other territories of considerable extent. The district pro-

perly called Prussia is of great extent, and divided into the Ducal
and Re^al Prussia, the latter belonging to the republic of Poland,
till tlie late partition of the Polish territories. Both together are
of great extent ; bounded on the N. by the Baltic, on the S. by
Poland and the duchy of Masovia, on the W. by Pomerania, and
on the E. by Lithuania and Samogitia. The name is by some de-
rived from Borussi, a tribe of the Sarmatians, who, migrating from
the foot of the Riphaean mountains, were tempted by the beauty
and fertility of the country to settle there. Others think it pro-
perly Poriissia ; I'o in the language of the natives signifying near,

and Porussia signifying near Russia. To the latter etymology the

king of Prussia himself assents in his Memoirs of the House of

Brandenburg. The ancient state of Prussia is almost entirely un-

known.
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known. The people are saitl to have been very savage and !)ar-

barous ; living upon raw tlesh, and drinking the blood of liorses at

their feasts, according to Stella, even to intoxication. Nay, so

extremely savage were this people, tliat tliey wero even unac-

quainted with the method of constructing huts, and took up their

dwelling in caves and cavities of rocks ami trees, where they pro-

tected themselves and children from the inclemencies of the wea-
ther. The air of Prussia is cold but wholesome, and the soil fruit-

ful in grain ; alfording, besides, plenty of pitcoal and other fuel.

The rivers and lakes are well stored with fish ; and amber is found

on its coast towards the Baltic. The principal rivers are tlie Vis-

tula, Pregel, Mcniel, the Passarage, and the Elbe ; all of which
frequently do damage by their inundations. Frederic the Great,

King of Prussia, by the assistance of an excellent police, broiight

the commerce and manufactures of this country to a very f)ourishi[ig

state, which during his life were daily improving. The manufac-
tures of Prussia consist in glass, iron-work, paper, gunpowder,
copper, and brass mills ; manufactures of cloth, camblet, linen,

silk, gold and silver lace, stockings, and other articles. The in-

habitants export variety of naval stores ; amber, linseed, and hemp-
seed, oatmeal, fish, mead, tallow, and caviar; and it is said that

500 ship-i are loaded with those commodities every year, chiefly

from Koningsberg. The King of Prussia is absolute through all

his dominions ; but Frederic II. was too wise to oppress his sub-

jects, though he availed himself to the full of his power. The go-

vernment is by a regency of four chancellors of state, viz. 1. 'I he

great master. 2. The great burgrave. 3. The great chancellor ;

Bnd, 4. The great mai-siial. There are also some other councils,

and 37 bailiwicks. The state consists, 1 . Of counsellors of state.

.2. Of deputies from the nobility; and, 3. From the commons.
Besides these institutions, the late king erected a board for com-
merce and navigation. The military regulations introduced by
Frederic the Great, had a wonderfully (]uick operation in forming

his troops and recruiting his armies. Every regiment has a parti-

cular district assigned it, where the young men proper for bearing

arms are registered ; and when occasion offers, they join their re-

giment, and being incorporated with veterans, they soon become
well disciplined troops. The Prussian army, in time of peace,

consists of 175,000 of the best disciplined troops in the v\orld ;

and during the last war, that force was augmented to 300,000 men.
'J'he manners of the people dilfer but little from those of the Ger-
mans. The established religious are those of Luther and Calvin,

but chiefly the former ; though alnrost all otiier sects are tolerat-

ed. Prussia abounds with flocks and very tine horses ; also elks,

deer, stags, roebucks, hares, and other small game : it is also infested

with bears,wild boars, lynxes,wolves, foxes, &c. The coasts abaiuid

with salmon, sturgeon, cod, turbots, soles, halibuts, pikes, perches,

plaise, &c. The King of Prussia, by means of the happy situa-

tion of his country, its inland navigation, and the e.xcelliiit regu-

lations of his predecessors, derives an amazing revenue Irom this

country, which about a century and a half ago, was the seat of

boors and barbarism. It is said, tliat amber alone brings him in

2tj,000 dollars annually. His other revenues arise from his de-

mesnes, his duties of customs and tolls, and the subsidies yearly

granted by the several states ; but the exact sum is not known.
The royal arms of Prussia are argent, an eagle displayed sable,

«;rowned, or, for Prussia; azure, the imperial sceptre, or, for

Courland ; argent, an eagle displayed, gules, with semicircular

wreatlis, for the martjuisate of Brandenburg : to these are added
the respective arms of the several provinces subject to tlie Prus-

sian crown. This country vi'as overrun by the French in 1806

and 1807, in consequence of which the Prussians have been

obliged to abandon all iheir Polish dominions; so that this king-

dom is now reduced into the state in which it was iu before the

lit of January, 1772.

PRUSSIAN BLUE, a rich pigment prepared by drying
Tjlood, and mixing three parts of the dried residuum with two parts

ef the potass of commerce, and calcining the mixture in a cru-

cible by a red heat : it is then boiled in successive portions of water,

which are afterwards mixed together, and concentrated by evapo-

ration. A solution is prepared of one part of sulphate of iron, and

two parts of alum, and to this the liquor obtained from the cal-

cinetl blood and alkali is added, as long as any precipitate is

formed. (This precipitate is of a green colour, but by washing

it with a little <lilute muriatic acid, it becomes of a dark rich blue

colour. This forms the Prussian blue of commerce.

PRUSSIA TES, salts formed by the union of tlie Prussic and
with different bases. See Chemistry. Prussiates liave scarcely
any permanency, unless they be united with a little of some me-
tallic oxide, and therefore in the stale of triple salts ; and henca
they have not been much examijied. Mere exposure to the air,

or to a heat of 120", is sufficient to decompose them. The triple

prussiates, not being liable to spontaneous decomposition, have
been employed with success, as chemical reagents, and have ex-
cited a good deal of interest, in consequence of the important pui-
poses to which they mav be api)lied.

Prussiate of Ammonia, has the odour of pure ammonia:
when heated, it evaporates completely.

Prussiate of Ammonia and Iron. This triple salt has been
employed as a test, but it is not easy to obtain it in a state of pu-
rity. It was discovered by Macquer, and first recommended by
Meyer. It forms flat hexangidar crystals soluble in water, and
deliquesces in air. Heat decomposes it.

Prussiate of Fixed Alkalies. These salts, formed by dis-

solving the fixed alkalies in Prussic acid, are very soluble in water,

tinge vegetable blues green, and are partly decomposed by a mo-
derate heat.

Prussiate of Iron. The prussiates of iron enter as ingredi-

ents into the triple salts formed by the Prussic acid. There are no
fewer than four prusbiates of iron.

Prussiate of Iron', Blue, or the Prussian Blue, is com-
posed of Prussic acid and brown oxide of iron. It is a deep blue

powder, insoluble in water, and scarcely soluble in acids. See
Prussian Blue.
Prussiate of Potass and Iron. This salt, known also by

the names of Prussian alkali, Prussian test, triple prussiate of pot-

ass, &c. has been chosen by chemists as the best combination of

Prussic acid, for detecting the presence of metals, and more espe-

cially for detecting the existence of iron. To chemists and mine-

ralogists it is one of the most important instruments ever invented;

as, when properly prepared, it is capable of indicating whether

any metallic substance ()jlatinum excepted) be present in any so-

lution whatever, and even of pointing out the particular metal,

and ascertaining its quantity. Thi", it does by precipitating the

metals from their solution, in consequence ot the insoluble com-
pound which it forms with them. And tlie colour of the precipi-

tate indicates the particular metal, while its quantity enables us to

iudge of the proportion of metallic oxide contained in any solu-

tion. See the next article.

PRUSSIC ACID. " The Prussic acid (says Dr. Thomson,
Syst. of C:hem. II. p. 157,) is one of the most important instru-

ments which the chemist possesses, and has perhaps occupied

more of the attention of the most distin;^uishcd cultivators of the

science, than anv other acid." It was discovered about a century

ago by Diesbach at Berlin ; and a method of preparing it was

published by Woodward in the Philosophical Transactions for

1724, which he said he had gut from one of his friends in Ger-

many. After various attempts to ascertain the nature and com-

ponent parts of this acid Scheele at length succeeded and explain-

ed Its properties and composition. He observed that the Prus-

sian alkali, after being exposed for some time to the air, lost the

property of forming Prussian blue ; the colouring matter must

therefore have left it. He put a small quantity of it into a large

glass-globe, corked it up, and kept it some time ; but no charge

was produced either in the air or the Prussian alkali. Something

must therefore displace the colouring matter when tlie alkali is

exposed to the open air,which is not present in a glass-vessel. Wasit

carbonic acid gas ? To ascertain this he put a quantity of Prus-ian

alkali into a glass-globe filltd with that gas, and in twenty-four

hours the alkali w.is incapable of producing Prussian blue. It is

therefore carbonic acid gas which displaces the colouring matter.

He repeated this experiipent with this difference, ihot he hung .n

the globe a bit of paper which had been previously dipped into .a.

solution of sulphate of iron, and on which he had let tall two dnps
of an alkaline lixivium in order to precipitate the iron. This pa-

per was taken out in two hours, ai:d became covered with a fine

blue on adding a little muriatic acid. Carbonic acid, then, has

the property of separating the colouring matter from alkali wilhouls

decomposing if. He found also that other acids produce the same

effect. Hence he concluded, that the colouring matter might be

obtained in a separate state. Accordingly he made a great many
attempts to procure it is that state, and at lait discovered the fol-

lowing
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lowing method, wliicli succeeds perfectly : Mix together ten parts

of PriBsian blue in powder, live parts of red oxide of meicnry,

and thirty parts of water, anil boil the niixdire for some minutes

in a glass-ve=;sel. The blue colour disappears, and the mixture

becomes yellowish-green. Pour it upon a tiltre ; and after all the

li<]uid part has passed, pour ten parts of hot water through the

fdtre to wash the residnnm completely. The oxide of mercury

decomposes Prussian blue, separates its colouring matter, and

forms with it a salt sohdile in water. The liquid, therefore, which

has passed through the fillre contains the colouring matter combin-

ed with niercurv. 1 he other component parts of the Prussian

blue, being insoluble, do not pass through the filtie. Pour this

mercurial liquid upon two and a half parts of clean iroji-lilings,

quite free from rust. Add at the same time one part of concen-

trated sulphuric acid, and shake the mixture. The iron-filings are

dissolved, and the mercury formerly held in solution is precipi-

tated in the metallic state. The cause of this sudden change is

obvious: the iron deoxidizes the mercury, and is at the same in-

stant dissolved by the sulphuric acid, which has a stronger affinity

for it than the colouring matter has. There remain in solution,

tlierefore, only sulphate of iron and the colouring matter. Now
the colouring matter being volatile, which the sulphate of iron is

not, it was easy to obtain it apart by distillation. Accordingly he

distilled the mixture in a gentle heat : the colouring matter came

over by the time that one-tourth of the liquor had passed into the

receiver. It was mixed, however, witji a small quantity of sid-

phuric acid ; from which he separated it by distilling a second

time over a (]\iantitv of carbonate of lime. The sulphuric acid

combines with the hme, and remains behind, which the cplouring

matter cannot do, because carbonic acid has a stronger aflin.ty lor

Jime than it has. Thu^ he obtained the colouring matter in a state

ot purity. He next formed a very pure Prussian blue, which he

distilled, and increased the fire till the vessel became red. The
small quantity of water whicli he had put into the receiver con-

tained a portion of the blue colouring mailer and of anmionia ; and

the air of tlie receiver consisted of azote, carbonic acid gas, and

the colouring matter. He concluded, from this and other experi-

ments, that the colouring matter is a compound of ammonia and

oil. But when he attempted to verify tlii^ theory by combining

together ammonia and oil, he could not succeed in forming co-

louring matter. This obliged him to change his opinion ; and at

last he^concluded that the colouring matter is a compound of am-

jnouia and charcoal. He mixed together equal quantities of

pounded charcoal and potass, put the mixture into a crucible, and

kept it red hot for a quarter of an hour: he then added a quantity

of sal ammoniac in small pieces, which he pushed to the bottom

of the melted mixture, kept it in the fire for two miimles till it had

ceased to give out vapour? of ammonia, and then threw it into a

quantity of water. 'I'he solution possessed all the properties of the

Prussian alkali. Thus Mr. Scheele succeeded in forming the co-

louring matter. The admirable experiments of Scheele were re-

peated and carried still farther by IJerthoUet, in 17S7. His object

was to ascertain the component parts of Prussic acid. When oxy-

muriatic acid is poured into Prussic acid, obtained by Scheele's

process, it loses its oxygen, and is converted into common muria-

tic acid. At the same "time the Prussic acid becomes more odor-

ous and more volatile, less capable of combining with alkalies, and

precipitates iron from its solutions not blue, but green. Thus

trussic acid, by combining with oxygen, acciuires new properties,

and is converted into a new substance, which may be called oxy-

prussic acid. Prussic acid, obtained by Scheele's process, is a co-

lourless liquid like water. It has a strong odour, resembling that

of the tiowers of peach, or of bitter almonds. Its taste is sweetish,

acrid, and hot, and apt to excite cough. It does not alter the co-

lour of vegetable blues. It is exceedingly volatile, and capable of

assuming a gaseous form. At a high temperature, when united to

a ba^e, it is decomposed and converted into ammonia, carbonic

acid, and carbor\ated hydrogen gas. It unites dilKcultly with al-

lialies and earths, and is separated from them much more easily,

than from metallic oxides. Mere exposure to the light of the sun

or to a heat of 1 10° is sufficient. These combinations are decom-

posed also by all the acids. It has no action on metals, but it

iiiiiles with their oxnles, and forms with Ihein salts, which are al-

most all insoluble, except prussiates of mercury and manganese.

These compounds are dtconiposed by acids. Yet the Prussic

acid is not capable of taking the metallic oxides from the other
acids. It has a great tendency to enter into triple compounds,
combining at once with an alkali ami a metallic oxi<le ; and these
compouwis are much more permanent and difficult to decompose,
than its single combinations, lis aflinities, so far as they have
been ascertained, are as lollows; barytes, stronlian, potass, soda,
lime, magnesia, ammonia. It does not comiiine with alumina.
This acid is of great importance to Ihe chemist, in consequence of
the properly it has of forming insoluble compounds with metallic
oxides, and almost with these alone. This puts it in our power to

ascertain the presence of a metallic body held in solulion. It is

used especially to indicate the presence of iron, which it cloes by
the blue colour that the solution assumes: and to free solutions
from iron, which it does by precipitating the iron in the form of
Prussian blue. It is evident, however, that the pure Prussic acid
cannot be employed for these purposes, because it is incapable of
taking metallic oxides from other acids. It is always employed
combined with an alkaline or earthy basis. In that stale it de-
composes all salts by a compound affinity. The base most com-
monly employed is potass or lime; and indeed it is most usually

employed in ilie stale of a triple salt ; comi)osed of Prussic acid,

potass, and oxide of iron, which is preferred because it is not apt
to he decomposed by the action of the atmosphere.
PRUTH, a river of Poland, which rises in the S. W. part of

Red Russia, and falls into the Danube, near Uenay, in Bessa-
rabia.

PRYTANES, in Grecian antiquity, were the presidents of the
senate, whose authority consisted chielly in assembling the senate;
which, lor the most part, was done once every day.

PSALM, [J-fix^o;,] a divine song or hymn ; but chiefly appro-
priated to the 1 jO Psalms of David.

Psalms, Book of, a canonical book of Ihe Old Testament,
which al)ounds with very manv great and glorious prophecies re-
lating to the birth, life, death, resurrection, and ascension, of Jesus
Christ ; and also of his final triumph over all his enemies, and
his final recreation of the earth in righteousness and true holi-
ness.

PSALMIST, in the church of Rome, is one of the less eccle-
siastical orders ; the same with vvhat among us is called clerk, pre-
centor, or singer.

PSALMODY, [4.aX|uu(Ji«,] the act or practice of singing holy
songs.

PSALTER, among the religious in Popish • countries, is also a
term given to a large chaplet or rosary, consisting of 150 beads,
according to the number of psalms in the psalter.

PSALTERY, a musical instrument much in use among Ihe
ancient Hebrews, who called it nebel.

PSEUDO, [from %|,(uJg>',] a Greek term used in tlie composi-
tion of many words, lo denote false, or spurious.

PSEUDONYMUS, l4.rjS^rjf^'^,-\ among critics, an author
who publishes a book under a false or feigned name, as cryptony-
mus is given to him who publishes one under a disguised name,
and anonymus to him who publishes without any name at all.

PSEUDO-STELLA, any kind of meteor, newly appearing in

the heavens, and resembling a star.

PSIDLUM, the GuAVA ; or Bav-Plum, a genus of the mo-
nogynia order, and icosandiia class of plants; natural order, Hes-
peridea'. Calyx five-clell, superior; petals five; berry one-
celled; seeds many. It has eight species, natives of both the In-
dies.

PSITTACUS, the Parrot, in ornithology, a genus belonging
to the order of pica;. Bill hooked from the base ; upper mandi-
ble moveable : nostrils round, placed in the base of the bill, which
in some species is furnished with a kind of cere; tongue broad,
blunt at one end: head large, crown flat : legs short, toes placed
two before and two behind. 1 hey feed on fruits and vegetables.

The ])arrot loves nothing so much as the seeds of the carthamns,
or bastard-saffron ; and eats them without any hurt, though they
are a purge for other creatures. They are found almost every-
where within the tropics. In the East and West Indies they are
very common, and in such warm climates are very brisk and
lively; here, however, they lose much of their vigour. They sel-

dom make nests, but breed like owls in hollow trees.

PSKOF, PSKOV, PLESKOF, or PLESKOW, a city of
Russia, capit;il of the province of Pskovskoi ; eighty miles S. of

Narva,
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Is'aiva, and. IjO S. S. V\', of Petersburg. Lon. 27. 32. E. Lat.
57. 5H. N.
PsKOVSKOI, or PLESKOW, a government or province of

Russia, bounded on tlie N. by Petersburg and Novogorod ; K. by
^ULr•, S. E. by Smolensko ; S. W. by Polotskou and W. bv
Uiga.

P.SOAS, in anatomvi llie name of two muscles, distinguislied by
t!ie e|)ithets niagnus and parvus. See Anatomy.
PSOPIILA, the Trumpeter, in ornithology a genus of birds of

the order gralli\ 15ill cylmdrical, conic, convex ; nosirils oval,

sunk, and pervious ; tongue cartilaginous, fiat, and frinaed at the

tip; feet four-toed and cleft. Mr. Latham only enumerates two
species.

PSORA, [4";",] in medicine, the same willi the itch. See
Itch.
PSOR.\LE.A, in botany, a genus of the decandria order, and dia-

,delphia class of plants; natural order, Papilionacca;. Cal\.\ pow-
dered, with callous points, and as long as the legume, which is one-
seeded. It has 33 species.

rSOUOPHTHAL.MlA, [4-^vfoPriXf.cw,] a scurfy eruption of the
eye-brows, attended with an itching of the part.

PSYCHE, a nympli whom Cupid married, and carried into a

place of bliss, where he long enjoved her.

PSYCHOLOGY, [4uxo>.oy««,] that branch of anthropology
which treats of the soul, its faculties, passions, &c. See Soul,
Faculty, Passiom, &c.
PSYCHOMANCY, [•J.i.x'f*'"''"'.! a kind of divination, per-

formed by raising the souls of persons deceased. See Divina-
TIOM.
PSYCHOTRIA, in botany, a genus of the monogynia order,

and pentandria class of plants ; natural order, Stellats. Calyx five-

toothed, crowning; corolla tubular; berry glol)ular; seeds two,
hemispherical, grooved. There are ihirty-nine species.

PSYCHROMETER, [4.i-xe®- and f"-s=-"-] an instrument for

nieasunng the degrees of coldness or heat in the air, and more
usually called thermometer. See Ther.mometer.
PTARiMlCA, in pharmacy, medicines proper to excite sneez-

ing, and otherwise called sternutatories. See Sternutatory.
PTELEA, Shrub-trefoil ; a genus of the monogynia order,

and tetrandria class of plants. Calyx four-parted, inferior; corolla

foiir-petaled ; stiama two; fruit with a roundish membrane, hav-

ing one seed in the middle. There is but one species, viz. P. tri-

foliata, tliree-leaved ptelea, or shrubby trefoil, a native of North
America.
PTERIS, Brakes or Female FER>f; in botany, a genus of

the order of lilices, and cryptogamia class of plants; natural or-

der, Filices. Fructifications in lines under the margin. There
are 34 species.

PTEROCARPUS, in botany, a genus of the decandria order,

and diadelphia class of plants ; natural order, Papilionacese. Calyx
qninquedentate ; capsule falcated, liliaceous, varicose ; seeds few,

solitary. There are six species.

PTERONIA, in botany, a genus of the polygamia sequalis or-

der, and svngenesia class of plants ; natural order, Composita^.

Receptacle' full of multipartite bristles ; pappus a little plumy ;

calyx imbricate. It has eighteen species, natives of the Cape.
PTEROPHORI, [=Tl.f3ii(icci,] in Roman antiquity, the mes-

sengers, or couriers, who brought tidings of a declaration of war,

or the like ; so called from their carrying wings on the points ot

ther pikes.

PI EROSPERMUM, in botany, a genus of the polyandria or-

der, and mouadelphia class of plants; natural order, Columnifera?.

Calyx five-parled, single; petals iive; filaments lifteeu ; cap>ule

five-celled, with cells two-valvtd ; seeds many, two winged.

There are two species.

PTERYGIU.M, in surgery, the same with pannus and unguis.

Set" Unguis.
PTEPiYGOIDE, something resembling a wing; from a re-

semblance to which, four apophyses or processes of the os sphe-

Boides hive l>ren called pterygoide.

P rERYGOID.EUS, in anatomy, the name of two muscles of

the lower jaw, one internal and the other external.

PTINIJS, a genus of insects of the oner coleoptera. An-
tenna: filiform; lait or exterior' art cu Lctioi s longer thnn tin-

other ; thorax nrarl v rounl, without a margin, intowfiich the head
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is draw-n back or received ; feet made for leaping. Tliere are
about forty species.

PTISAN, [TJ.T^avn,] a medical drink made of barley decocted
with raisins and liquorice.

PTOLEMAIC SYSTEM OF ASTRONOMY, that invent-
ed by Claudius Ptoleniffius. See Astronomy.
PTOLEMAIS, in ancient geography, the largest and most

considerable town of Thebais, or Higlier Egypt, and equal to-

Memphis. It is now called Ptolomela.
Ptolemais, the port of Arsinoe, situ.ited on the W. branch of

the Nile, which concurs to form the island called Nomos Hera-
cleotes, to the S. of the vertex of the Delta.
PTOLEMV, Claudius, a celebrated mathematician and as-

trologer, born at Pelusiuni, and surnamed by the Grei-ks Most
Divine ;. id Most Wise. He flourished at Alexandria in the se-
cond century, under Adrian and Marcus Aurehus, about A. I>.
138. There are still extant his Geography, and several learned
works on astronomy. The principal of uh'ich are, I. The Alma-
gest. 2. De Judiciis Astrologicis. 3. Planisph.Trium. His sys-
tem of the world was for many centuries adopted by the philoso-
phers and astronomers; but the learned have i ejected it for the
system of Copernicus. See Astronomy. Ptolemy, in one of
his works, gives an accurate account of the Lat. and Lon. ol lOSZ'
stars.

PFYALISM, [from tzt-ju.-, to spit,] in me<licine, a frequent
and copious discharge of saliva.

PTYLOSIS, in medicine, a disease of the eyes, in which the
lids grow thick and the hair falls oil'.

PTYS.VIAGOGUE, [-7ij£r,oia and ">uj,] a medicine which dis-

charges spittle.

PUBERTY is the age at which a person is capable of pro-
creating children. See Man.
Puberty, in law, is fixed at the age of twelve in females, and

fourteen in males ; alter which they arc reckoned to be fit for
marriage. But as to crimes and punishments, the age of puberty
is fixed at fourteen in both sexes.

PUBES, ill botany, the hair or down on the leaves of some
plants. See Hair.

PuBES, in anatomy, denotes the middle part of the hypogas-
tric region in men and women, lying between the two inguina or
groins. See Anato.my.
PUBLICAN, among the ancient Romans, was one who farm-

ed the taxes and public revenues.

PUBLICATION, IpiMicatio, Lat.] the act of making a
thing known to the world ; the same with promulgation. By the
canons, publication is to be made of the banns of matrimony,
three times before the ceremony can be solemnized, without spe-

cial licence to the contrary.

PUBLILIA LEX, a law of ancient Rome, made by Publilius-

Philo, the dictator, B.C. 445. It ordered one of the Censore to

be chosen from the Plebeians.

PUBLIUS, a prsnomen very common among the ancient Ro-
mans. It was the pranomen of the Scipios, Orid, ami many oUier
eminent men.
PUCELLAGE, PUCELLAGIUM, or PUELLAGIUM,

denotes the state of virginity.

PUCERON, in entomology, a name given to several genera
of animalcules or insects, most of which live on the young branches

of trees, particularly the peach-tree, and feed on the sap. The
various genera and species of pucerons have each their favourite

plant, on which they live and teed on its juices.

PUCK, [perhaps the same with pug,] some sprite among the

fairies, common in romances.

PUDDTNG, a well-known di=h, frequently found at the tables

of our English readers. The most wholesome dishes of this na-

ture, are doubtless those made of bread, milk, and eggs ; and'

which are known under the name of bread-puddings. Next to

these, are such as are prepared by mixing a small proportion of

suet, or other animal-fat, with flour, eggs, and milk. The whole-

must be carefully incorporated, and boiled three hours or longer,

according to its size, before it is carried to the table. A palatable

dish may be obtained, by boiling half a pound of potatoes till they,

become soft, when they must be mashed, and rubbed through a
sieve. Half a pound of melted fresh butter is then to be combined
with a similar quantity of sugar ; aud all the ingredients are lo be

5 T mixed.'
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•niixfil lip wiih six eggs, ami a little brandy. Tlie whole is now
to be pound intoii colli, and boiled tor halt' an liour, when it may
be stTvi.-d with some melted butler, sweetened with sugar ; lo

which a sinall poriion of wine may be addeih
- rL'DEND.A, the ^jsrls of generation in both sexes. See Ana-
tomy.
PL EBLA DE LOS ANGELOS, a city of Mexico, the capi-

tal of Tlascala, 63 miles E. S. E. of Mexico, and 90 W. N.W. of

^ era Cm/.
PvEBtA XuEVA, a town of Mexico, in Veragiia ; on a bay of

the S. I'atitic Ocean ; 200 miles W. of Panama. Lon. S3. 28. W.
Lai. S. 4S. X.
PL'EGOS, or SIQUIOR, one of the Philippine islands. It is

small but populous, and the people are brave and warlike. It is

50 niih-^ N. of the W. coast of Mindanao.
PL'EKlI.n'Y, in discourse, is defined by Lona;inus to be a

thoii{;lit whicli, by being too far felclied, becomes flat and insipid.

h is, he adtis riw common fault of tliose who affect to say nothing
but w liat IS lirilliant and extraordinary.

PUERPERAL, [from piitr, a child, audpario, to bear, Lat.]

of or belon^inE to child-bearini» or labour.

PUERTO 'MAGNO, a sea''-port on the W. coast of the isle of
Ivica : 7 miles N. of Ivica.

PcEKTO Mari.a, a sea-port of Jamaica, on the S. coast. Lon.
rt). 40. W. Lat. 18.?6.X.
PUI'EENDORF, Samuel De, an eminent Gemian lawyer,

horn in 1(331 at Fleh, a village of Misnia, in Upper Saxony. He
was son of Elias Pult'endorf, minister of that place. After acqijir-

ing tlie scieiices at Leipsic, he studied llie public law, which in

Germany consists of the knowledjjp of the rights of the empire
over the princes and states of w hich it is composed, and tliose of the
princes and states with respect to each other. In 16SS, he went
to Berlin, to write the liistory of the elector William the Great ;

and in 1694, he was made a baron. He <lied in 1694, aged 63, of
an inflammation in his feet, occasioned by cutting his nails. Of his

works, which are numerous, the following are the principal : i. A
Treatise on tiie Law of Nature and Nations: 2. An Introduction
to the History of the principal States in Europe. Both these were
written in German ; antl have been translated into English. The
fmnier with Barbeyrac's notes. 3. The History of Sweden, from
Gustavus A<lolphus's expedition into Germany to the abdication
of Queen Christina. 4. The History of Charles Gustavus, 2 vols,

i'olio.

PUGET, Peter Paul, one of the greatest painters and sculp-
tors France ever produced, was born at Marseilles in 1623. He
was the di^iple of Roman, an able sculptor ; and then went to
Ilaly, where he studied painting aud architecture. He so well
imitated the manner of Peter De Cortona, that he entered into a
friendship with him. In 1657, a dangerous disorder obliged him
to renounce the pencil, and devote himself to sculpture ; and beintr
invited to Paris he got a pension of 1200 crowns, as sculptor antl'
director of the works relating to vessels and galleys. He died at
Marseilles in 1695, and left a number of admirable statues both in

France and Italy.

PUGIL, Ipiigilliis,'] in physic, &c. such a onantity of flowers,
seeds, or tlie like, as may be taken up between the thumb and two
fore-fingers. It is esteemed to be the eighth part of the manipule
or handful.

PuciL, in Roman antiquity, a champion, a gladiator, or a
fighter, at fifty cufls. See Arena, Circus, and Gladiator.
PUGILISM, the art of boxing : an art which has been much

patronised of late, even by nobles and princes of the blood.
PUGILIST, a boxer; a bruiser: one who lights with his

fists.

PUGLI.\, the modern name of the ancient Apulia, a country of
Naples ; containing the three provinces of Bari, Cifpitanata, and
Otranto, on the E. side of that kingdom. See Apulia.
PUISNE, or PUNY', in law, one younger born. It is not onlv

applied to the second, third, fourth, &c. child, with regard to the
first- born ; but to the tliird, with regard to the second, &c. The
last of all is called cadet. It is also applied to a judge, or counsel-
lor, w ho is in some respect inferior to another.
PULAON, an i^land of Asia, in the Indian Ocean, lying on the

W. of the Phdippines. It is governed by its own king, who is

t/ibutary to llie kingof Borneo. Lon. 129.' 12. E. Lat. 9. 30. N

PULEX,the P'lea, a genus of insects of the order aptera. Legs
six, formed for leaping ; eyes two ; antenna filiform; mouth fur-

nished with an inflected, setaceous snout, concealing a |)iercer; ab-

domenconipressed. The piilex irritans, or common flea, so w'ell

known in its complete slate in every region of the globe, is remaVk-
ahle for undiTs;oing liie several changes experienced by the major
part of the insect-iace of other tribes; being produced from an
egg, in the form of a minute worm or larva, which changes to a

ciirysalis, in order to give birth to the perfect animal. The female
Ilea deposits, or ratherdrops, her eggs at distant intervals, in any
favourable situation : they are very small, of an oval shape, of a

white-colour, and a polished surface. From these, in the space of

six ilays, are hatched the larva", which are destitute of feet, of a
lengthened worm-like shape, beset with di^t.'lil hairs, and furnished

at the head with a pair of short antenni orteiUi.cula, and at the tail

with a pair ofsliglitly curved forks or hohleis. Their colour is

white, with a reildish cast, and their motions quick and tortuous.

These larv* are very frequently found in the nests of various birds,

and, in particular, of pigeons, where lliey fasten occa^ionally to

the young brood, and saturate themselves with blood. In the
space often or twelve days, they arrive at their full growth, wlicn
they usually measure near a quarter of an inch in length. At this

period they cease to feed, and, casting their skin, change into the
stale of a chrysalis, which is of a white-colour, and of an oval shape,

with a slightly pointed extremity, and exhibits the immature I mbs
of the included insect. The larvs are said to spin themselves up
in an oval cotton-like covering before they undergo their change.
This, however, is not always the case. After lying for tl;e space
of twelve days in chrysalis, the complete insect emerges in its per-
fect form. It now begins to exert its lively motions ; and employs
the siiarp proboscis with which nature has furnished it, in order
to obtain nourishment from the first man, bird, or quadruped, to
which it can gain access. The time required for the evolution of
this animal varies considerably according to the season of the year,
and in the winter-months is of much longer duration than the period
abore mentioned ; the egg scarcely hatching under twelve davj,
and the larv:c lying nearly twice the usual time in chrysalis. A
magnified view of this insect is given in Plate CXIV, fig' 2. There
is another species P. penetrans, or chigger, a native of America and
East Indies.

PULLEY, in mechanics, one of the five mechanical powers^
See Mechanics.
PULMO, the LtiNGS, in anatomy. See Ax'ato.my.
PUL.VIONARIA, Lungwort; in botany, a genus of the

monogynia order, and pentandria class of plants; natural order,
Asperifolia;. Corolla funnel-shaped, witli its throat pervious ; the
calyx prismatic and pentagonal. There are five-species.

Pulmonary vessels, in anatomy, are arteries and veins,
which carry the blood from the heart to the lungs, and back again
from the lungs to the iieart. See An'atomy.
PULO TIMOAN, an island of the Indian Ocean, on the E.

coast of Malacca. The island is niountaiuous, but abounds with
trees, particularly the cocoa-nut and cabbage-trees ; and has seve-
ral beautiful and fertile valleys. The coast abounds with green
turtles. Lon. 105.40. E. Lat. 3. 12. N.
PuLo Way, an island in the Indian Ocean, near the N. coast of

Sumatra. It is the largest of tho-e that form the entrance of the
channel of Achem, or Acbeen, and is peopled by exiles from
Achem. It is 27 miles N. of Achem. Lon. 95. 39. E. Lat. 3
12. N.
PULP, in pharmacy, the fleshy and succulent part offruils, e.x-

tracted by infusion or boiling, and p.issed through a sieve.

PULPIT, Ipulpitum, Lat.] an elevated placi; where a speaker
stands.

PULPITU.M, in the Grecian and Roman theatres, was.a' place
where the players performed their parts. It was lower than the
scena, and higher than the orchestra. It nearly answered to what
we call the stage, as distinguished from the pit and galleries.

Pulpitum was also a moveable desk or pulpit, from which
disputants pronounced their d'tssertafions, and authors recited their
works.

PULSE, in the animal-o-conomy, denotes the beating or throb-
bin" of tlie heart and arteries. They are also said to be frequent
and rare, e<|ual and unequal ; but tlir<e are not the essential affec-
tions of motion. Frequency and quickness arc often confounded

with
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^^'itll each other. A pulse is said to be hard or soft, with i-egard

- to the artery, accordiiie as it is tense, renitent, and hard, or flaccid,

6oft, andlax: for the disposition of the arteries contributes greatly

to the change of the pulse ; wherefore it sometimes happens, that

the pulse in both arms is not alike, which is very coninjoji in a hemi-
plexy. A<ld to these a convulsive pulse, which does not proceed
from tiie blood, but from the state of the artery ; and is known hv
a tremulous subsultory motion, and the aitery seems to be drawn
upwards ; this, in acute fevers, is the sign of death ; and is said to

be the pulse indying persons which is likewise, generally unequal
and intermitting. A great pulse shews a more copious aftlux of the
blood to the heart, and from thence into the arteries ; a little pulse
the contrary.

Pulse, is also used for the stroke with which any medium is af-

fected by the motion ot light, sound, &c. through it.

Pulse, in botany, a term applied to all those grains or seeds
vhich are gathered with the hand ; in contradistinction to corn,

&c. which are reaped, or mowed : or. It is the seed of the legumi-
nous kind of plants, as beans, vetches, &c. but is by some used for

artichokes, asparagus, &c.
PULTAUSK, a town of Poland, in Masovia.on the Naren ; 20

miles N. E. ot Warsaw. Lon. 21. 47. E. Lat. 30. 30. N.
PULTEN/EA, a genus of the monogynia order and decandria

class of plants. Calyx five-toothed ; corolla papilionaceous; le-

gume one-celled ; seeds two. There are six species natives of New
Holland.
PULTOWA, or POLTAVA, a fortified town, formerly of

Poland, in the Ukraine, but now of Russia, in Ekaterinoslaf, 84
miles N. N. W. of Ekaterinoslaf, and 100 S. W. of Bielgorod.

Lon. 34. 23. E. Lat. 49. 26. N.
PULVERIZATION, the act of powdering; reduction to dust

or powder.
PULVINATED, in the ancient aichitecture, a term applied to

a frieze which swells or bulges out in the manner of a pillow.

PULVIS, [Lat.] powder. See Powder.
PUMEX, the Pumice-Stone, a substance frequently thrown

out of volcanoes, though there are many which never throw it out.

It is very full of pores, in consequence of which it is specifically

very light, and resembles the frothy slag produced in our iroii-fur-

iiaces. It is of two colours, black and white; the former being

that which it has when thrown out of the volcano ; the latter, as

Cronstedt conjectures, being perhaps faded and bleached. M.
Magellan considers it rather as a volcanic ejection than a volcanic

production. Pumice-stone is used by silver-smiths and other me-
chanics, for rubbing and smoothing the surface of metals, wood,
pasteboard, and stone; for which it is well fitted by its harsh and
brittle texture ; thus scouring and carrying off all the inequalities.

it is composed of

Silica 77. 5

Alumina 17. 5

Oxide of Iron I. 75

96.75

PUMP, an hydraulic machine for raising water by the pressure

of the atmosphere. It does not appear to have been known to the

Greeks and llomans in early times ;
perhaps it came from Alex-

andria.where physical and mathematical science was much cultivat-

ed by the Greek school under the Ptolemies. The performances

of Ctesibius and Hero are spoken of by Pliny and Vitruvius as cu-

rious novelties. Let AB, (Plate C LI V. fig. 1,) be the surface of

the water in the well, and D the height where it is to be delivered.

Let DC be a long wooden trunk, reaching as deep underwater

as possible. Let the rope EF be fitted with its knot rf hay F.

When it is drawn up through the trunk, it will bring up along with

it all the water lying between C and A, which will begin to run out

bv the spout D as soon as the knot gets to G, as far below D as C
IS below A. All this is very obvious ; and it required but little re-

ftectioii to be assured, that if F was let down again, or pushed

down, by a rod instead of a rope, it would again perform the same

ofifice. By pushing down the knot F, which we shall hencefor-.

w.u-d call the piston, all the force expended in lifting up the water

between A and G is thrown away, because it is again let down.'

A valve G, at the bottom, would preveut this. But then there

must be a passage made forthe water by a lateral tube KBD, (fig. 2.)

And if this be also furnished with a valve II, to prevent its losing
tlie water, we have the pump of Ctesibius, as sketched in fig. 2.

We shall here give a short description of the chief varieties ol tiie.'C

engines, considering Iheni in llicir simplest form, and explain in

general terms their mode of operation. There are but twosortsof
pumps which essentially ilitier ; and all the varieties that we sceare
only modifications of these. One of these original pumps has a so-
lid piston ; the other has a piston with a pertoration and a valve
We usually call the firot a forcing ])ump, and the second a lifting o
sucking pum[).

Pump, Forcing. Fig. 2. is a sketch of the forcing pump in its

most simple form and situation. It consists of a hollow cvlinder
A C ca, called the working-barrel, open at both ends, and "having
a valve G at the bottom, opening upwards. This cylinder is hlled
by a solid piston EF, covered externallv with leather or tow', by
which means it fits the box of the cylinder exactly, and allows no
water to escape by its sides. There is a pipe KHD, which coin-
municates laterally with this cylinder, and has a valve at some con-
venient place H, as near as po"ssible to its junction with the cylin-
der. This valve also opens upwards. This pipe, usually called the
rising pipe, or main, terminates at the place D, where the water
must be delivered. Now suppose this apparatus set into the wa-
ter, so that the upper end of the cylinder may be under or even
with the surface of the water AB ; the water will open tl»e valve G,
and alter filling the barrel and lateral-pipe, will also open the valve
H, and at last stand at an equal height within and « ithout. Now
let the piston be put in at the top of the working-barrel, and thrust
down to K. It will push the water before it. This will shut the
valve G, and the water will make its way through the valve II,
and fill a part B b of the rising pipe, equal to the internal capacity
ot the working-barrel. When this downward motion of the piston
ceases, the valve H will fall down by its own weight and shut this
pas>age. Now let the piston be drawn up again : The valve H
hinders the water in the rising-pipe from returning into the working
barrel. But now the valve G is opened by the pressure of the ex-
ternal -water, and *he water enters and fills the cylinder as the pis-

ton rises. When the piston has got to the top, let it be thrust
down again : the valve G will again be shut, and the water will be
forced through the p.assage at II, and rise along the main, pushinir
before it the water already there, and will now have its surface at
L, Repeating this operation, the water must at last arrive at D,
however remote, ami the next stroke would raise it to f ; so that

during the next rise of the piston the water in e U will be running
off bv the spout. The effect will he the same whatever is the posi-

tion of the working barrel, provided only that it be under water.

It may lie horizontally or sloping, or it may be with its mouth and
piston-rod undermost. It is still the same forcing pump, and ope-
rates in the same manner and by the same means, viz. the pressure

of the surrounding water. The external force, which must be ap-
plied to produce this effect, is opposed by the pressure exerted by
the water on the opposite face of the piston. It is evident, from
the common laws of hydrostatics, that this opposing pressure is

eipial to the weight of a pillar of water, having the face of the pis-

ton for its base, and the perpendicular height rf A of the place of
delivery above the surface of the water A B in the cistern for its

height. The form and dimensions of the rising pipe are indiffer-

ent in this respect, because heavy fluids press only in the propor-

tion of their perpendicular height. Observe that it is not dh', but

dA, which measures this pressure, which the moving force must
balance and surmount. The whole pressure on the under surface

F/of the piston is indeed equal to the weight of the pillar d Fj's ;

but part of this is balanced by the water Apya. If, indeed, the

water does not get into the upper part of the working barrel, this

compensation does not obtain. While we draw up the piston, this

pressure is removed, because all communication is cut off by the

valve H, which now bears the whole pressure of the water in the

main. Nay, the ascent of the piston is even assisted by the pres-

sure of the surrounding water. It is only during the descent of

the piston, therefore, tliat the external force is necessary. Tlie

measure now given of the external force is only what is nf-cessary

for balancing the pressure of the water in the rising pipe. But
llial the pump may perform work, it must surmount this prfss'ty-e,

and cause the water to issue at U with" such a v&locit'y that the re-

quired quantity of water may be delivered in a given time. This

requires force, even although there Wjpe no opposing pressure

;

6 which
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which «oiihl he the case if the main were horizonta!. 'I'hc water

fills It, but it is at rest. In ordtrthat a gallon, for instance, may

be ilclivi-iecl in a second, the whole water in the hurizonlal mam
must be put in motii^n \wtli a certain velocity. 'I'liis rcqunes

force. We nuist, therefore, always ilistingnish between the stale

of ecuiilibriiun and the stale of actual woiTking. It is the equili-

brium onlv th.it we consider at present; and no more is necessary

lor uiidcrsianding the operation of the dillVrent species of pumps,

'i'lie otlier force is of nuich more intricate investigation, and will

be considered by itself. Another kind of the forcing pump, is re-

presented in fig. 5. It consists of a working barrel ABCD, a suc-

lion-pipe, CDEF, and a main or rising pipe. 'I'his last is usually

in three joints. 'I'lie tirsl GHKI may be considered as making

part of the working barrel, and is commonly cast in one piece

with it. The second IKLM is joined to it by Hanches, and loinis

the elbow whicli this pipe must generally have. The third

LNO.M IS properly the beginning of the main, and is continued

to the j>bce oi delivery. At the joint IK there is a hanging valve

or clack S; and there is a valve 11 on the top of the suction-pipe.

I'he piston PQ TV is solid, and is fastened to a stout iron-rod

vihichcoes through it, and is fixed by a ])eg drawn through its

f-nd. 'The body of tlie piston is a sort of double cone, widening

Ironi the middle to each end, and is covered with tow bands

of very strong leather, fitted to it in the manner already described.

The operation of this pump is abundantly simple. \\ hen the pis-

ton is thrust into the pump, it pushes the air before it through the

valve S, for the valve U remains shut by its own weight. Wlien
it has reached near the bottom, and is drawn up again, the air

ivhich tilled the small space between the piston and the valve S
iiow expamls into the barrel ; for as soon as the air begins to ex-

pand, it ceases to balance the pressure of the atmosphere, which
ilierefore shuts the valve S. liy the expansion of the air in the

barrel tlie equilibrium at the valve R is destroyed, and the

air in the suction-pipe lifts the valve, and expands into the

barrel; consequently it ceases to be a balance for the pressure

of the alniosphere, and the water is forced into the suction-

pipe. Pushing the piston down again forces the air in the

barrel through the valve S, the valve R in the mean time
shutting. When the piston is again drawn up, S shuts, R opens,
the air in the suction-pipe dilates anew, and the water rises higher
in it. Repeating these operations, the water gels at l.ist into the

working barrel, and is forced into the main by putting down
the piston, and is jjushed along to the place of delivery. In bring-
ing up great quantities of water from mines, the common sucking
Jiuinp is generally employed, as really the best of them all : but
it is the most expensive, because it requires the pipe to be i)erpeii-

dicular, straight, and of great dimensions, that it may contain the

piston-rods. But this is impracticable when the pipe is crooked.
if the forcing pump, constructed in the manner now described,
be employed, we cannot use forcers with long rods. These would
bend when pushed down by their farther extremity. In tliis case
It is usual to eirij)loy only a short and stili'rod, and to hang it by a
chain, and load it with a weight superior to the weight of water
to be raised bj it. The machinery therefore is employed, not in

forcing the water along the rising pipe, but in raising the weight
which is to produce this effect by its subsequent descent. In this

case it would be much belter to employ the lifting pump, fig. G.

For as the load on the forcer must be greater than the resistances
whicli il must surmount, the force exerted by the machine muat in
like manner be greater than this load. TJiis double excess would
be avoided by using the lil'ting pump. A very ingenious con-
trivance has been fallen upon for obviating this inconvenience, and
procuring a stream nearly equable. At any convenient part of
the rising pipe beyond the valve S there is annexed a capacious
vessel VZ, (hg. 7 and 8,) close at top, and of great strength. When
the wafer is forced along this pipe, jjart of it gels into this vessel,
keeping ihc air confined above it, and it fills it to such a height V,
that the elasticity of the confined air balances a column reaching
to T, we shall suppose, in the rising pipe. The next stroke of the
piston sends forward more water, which would fill the rising pipe
to some height above T. But the pressure of this additional co-
lumn causes some more of it to go into the air-vessel, and com-
press its air so much more that iis elasticity now balances a longer
column. Kvery -ucceeding stroke of the' piston produces a Tike
efftct. Tlie water rites higher in the maiu pipe, but some more

of it goes into the air-vessel. At last the water appears at the place

of delivery; and the air in the air-vcssel is now so much com-
pressed, tiiat Its elasticity balances the prcs>ure of tlie whole co-

lumn. The next stroke of the piston sends forward some more
water. If the diameter of the orifice of the main be sufficient to

let the water flow out with a velocity C(|ual to that of tlie piston, it

will so flow out, rising no higher, and producing no sensible atUli-

tion to the compression in the air-vessel. l?ul if the orifice of the
main be contracted to half its dimensions, the water sent forward
by the piston cannot fiow out in the time of the stroke without a
greater velocity, and therefore a greater force. Part of il, there-

fore, goes into the air-vessel, and increases the compression. When
the piston has ended its stroke, and no more water conies forward,

the compression of the air in the air-vessel being greater than what
was suflicient to balance the pressure of the water in the main
pipe, now forces out some of liie water which is lying below il.

This cannot return towards the piimji, because the valve S is niw
shut. Il therefore goes forward along the main, and produces au
efllux during the lime of l!ie piston's rising in order to make ano-

ther stroke. In order that this ellUix may be very equable, the
air-vessel must be very large. If it be small, the quantity of wa-
ter that is discharged by it during the return of the piston makig
so great a portion of its capacity, that the elasticilv of the confined
air is too much diminished by tiiis enlargement of its bulk, and the

rate of eillu.x must diminish accordingly. The capacity of the
air-vessel should be so great that the change of bulk of the com-
pressed air during the inaction of the piston may be inconsiderable.

It must therefore be very strong. It is indifferent in what way
this air-vessel is connected with the rising ])il)e. It may join it

laterally, as in hg. 7, and the main pipe goon without interruption ;

or it may be made to surround an interruption of the main pipe,

as in fig, S. It may also be in any part of the main pipe. If the
sole efi'ect intended by it is to proiluce an ecpiable jet, as in tlie

ornamental water-works, it may be near the end of the main.
This will require much less strength, because there remains but a
short column of water to compress the air in it. But it is, on the
whole, more advantageous to place it as near the pump as possible^

lh.it it may produce an equable motion in the whole main pipe.

Pump, Lifting. The simplest form and situation of the lift-

ing pump, is represented by the sketch, fig. 3. The pump is im-
mersed in the cistern till both the valve G and piston F are under
the surface AB of the surrounding water. The water thus enters

the pump, opening both valves, and finally stands on a level with-
in and without. Now draw up the piston to the surface A. It

must lift up the water which is above it (because the valve in the

piston remains sliut by its own weight) ; so that ils surface will

now be at a, Art being made equal to AV. In the mean time, the'

pressure of the surrounding water forces it into the working bar-

rel through the valve G ; and the barrel is now filled with water.
Now let the piston be pushed down again ; the valve G imme-
diately shuts by its own weight, and in opposition to the endea-
vour v\hich the water in the barrel makes to escape this way.
1 his attempt to compress tlie water in the barrel causes it to open
the valve t' in the piston ; or rather this valve yields to our en-

deavour to push the piston down through the water in the work-
ing bsrrel. Thus we get the piston to the bollom of the barrel

;

and it has now above it the whole pillar of water reaching to the

height a. Drawing up the piston to the surface A, a second
time, must lift this double column along will) it, and its surface

now will be at l>. The piston may again be thrust down through
the water in the barrel, and again drawn up to the surface, which
will raise the water to c. Another reiietitiuu will raise il to d, and
it will now shew itself at the intended place of delivery. Another
repetition will raise it to f ; and while the pi.stoii is now descend-

ing to make another stroke, the water in ed will be running otf

through the spout D ; and thus a stream will be produced, in

some degree continual, but very unecjual. This is inconvenient

in many cases: thus, in a pump for domestic uses, such a hob-
bling stream would make it very troublesome to fill a bucket, (t

is, therefore, usual to terminate the main by a cistern LMNO,
and to make the spout small. By these means the water brought
up by the successive strokes of the piston rises to such a height in

this cisti-rn as to produce an eillux by the spout nearly equable.

The smaller we make the spout D, the more equable will be the

stream ; for wheu the pistou brings up more water than can be
»lischarged
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drecliarged during its descent, some of it ffiiiains hi the cistern.

This added to tin- supply of tlie next stroke, makes tiie water rise

higher in tlie cistern than it did by the preceding stroke. This
will cause the efliu.K to be quicker during the descent of tlie pis-

ton, but i)erhaps not yet sufficiently quick to discharge the whole
supply. It therefore rises higher next stroke ; and at last it rises

so high tliat the increased velocity of efflux makes the discharge
precisely balance the supply. Now, the quantity supplied in

feach stroke is the same, and occupies the same room in the cis-

tern at top ; and the surface will sink the same number of inches

during the descent of the piston, whether that surtace has been
high or low at the beginning. But because the velocities of the
etfiux are as the square roots of the heights of the water above the
spout, it is evident that a sink of two or three inches will make a
smaller change in the velocity of elilux when this height and velo-

city are great. It is evident that the force necessary for this ope-
ration must be equal to the weight of the pillar of water </AaD, if

the pipe be perpendicular. When the stroke of the pislon is

short, in order that the water may be delivered at the spout D, let

Mw/,(fig. 4,)bethelowest,and N;il he highest, positions of the piston,

and let HA =; A be the height (if a column of water cqui|)onder-

«nt with the atmosphere. When the pump is tilled, not with wa-
ter, but with air, and the piston is in its lowest position, and all in

equllibrio, the internal air has the same density and elasticity «ith

the external. The space MAuHi, therefore, contains air of the
common density and elasticity. These may be measured bv h,

or the weight of a column of water whose height is /(. Now, let

the piston be drawn up to N?j. The air which occupied the

space MAawj now occupies the space NAazz, and its density is

now -^^-j— . Its elasticity is now dirainisheu, being proportion-

able to its density (see Pneumatics), and no longer balances the

pressure of the atmosphere. The valve G will therefore be forced

up by the water, which will rise to the same height SA. Now let

the piston again descend to M/iz. It cannot do this with its valves

shut; for when it comes down so far as to reduce the air again to

its common density, it is not yet at M, because the space below it

has been diminished by the valve G. The jiiston-valve, there-

fore, opens by the air which we thus attempt to compress, and the

superfluous air escapes. When the piston has got to M, the air is

again of the common density, and occupies the space MSiw.
Now draw the piston up to N. This air will expand into the

space NSiK, and its density will be reduced to ' .'.
. , and its

trlasticity will no longer balance the pressure of the atmosphere,

and more water will enter, and il will rise higher. This will go on
continually. But it may happen that the water will never rise so

high as to i each the piston, even though not 53 feit above the water in

the cistern : for the successive diminutions of density anil elasticity

are a series of quantities that decrease geometrically, and therefore

wilt have a limit; and to insure the delivery of water by the pump,
the stroke must be such that the rectangle MNxAH maybe
greater than any rectangle that cau be made of the parts of AN,
that is, greater than the square of half AN. Or, if the length of

the stroke be already fixed by othercirciimstances, which is a com-
mon case, we must make AN so short that the square of its half,

measured in feet, shall be less than thirty-llui:e times the stroke of

the piston. If the pump be first tilled with 'valer it will work
effectually without attending to this precaution.

Pi'.MP, Sucking, a figure or two of this kind of pump will be
sulRcient to shew its struclure, and the contrivances used in work-
ing it. Fig 9 represents a simple sucking pump, in which A is

the cistern; \C the barrel or pipe, standing in the water EF;
CD, the |)i^toa and bucket, with it» bucket and valve D ; and C,
the valve open for the ascent of the water. Fig. 10 and 1 1 is a

very simple and useful contrivance for working two pumps by
means of liie balance ."VB, having large iron-balls at each end,

placed in equilibrio on the two spindles C, as represented in the

figure ; on the right and left are two boards I, nailed to two cross-

piei es t'a-leued to the axis of the machine. On these two boards,

the peiNon who is to work the pumps, stands, and supports himsvlf

by four posts, E, D, erected perpendicularly, and having cross-

pieces on the top. At the tUstance of ten inches on each side of
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the axis, are fastened the pistons M, N, which go to the suckers.
The man, by leaning alternately on his right and left foot, puts ilie

balance in motion, by which nieans the pumps O, P, are worked,
and the water thrown into the pipe II, and carried to a height pro-
portional to the diameter of the valves, and the action of the ba-
lance. It will be iU'ce-ary to place on each side an iron-spring,
as F, G, in order to return the balance, and prevent us motion
from being too great. The American punip-eiigine, lately con-
trived by Mr. Benjamin Dearborn, which is so constructed, that it

may be conveniently added to a common pump, in order to an-
swer the purposes of a (ire-engine, deserves a description in this

place. In fig. 12, A, B, C, D, represents a pump, the form of
which is similar to that of the pumps commonly employed on
ship-beard. £, the spout. F, a stopper. D, ti, a plank-cap,
that is fitted to the pump, and provided with leather on its lower
surface ; being secured by the screws a, b : in the centre is a hole,

through which the spear of the pump passes, and round which a
leather-collar is made, as represented at the letter c. g, a nut for

the screw b. f, a square piece of wood, that is nailed across one
end of the plank-cap, through both which the screw a is intro-

duced : a hole is made througli such piece and the cap, that com-
municates with the bore of the pump. G, G, a wooden tube,
which may be of any requisite length, and consist of any number
of joints : it is made square at the lower extremity, and perforated
lor the reception of the cock; the upper end being made with a
nice shoulder, e, a wooden cOck, that opens or shuts the com-
munication between the pump and the tube ; being furnished on
the opposite side with a handle and with a lock, in case it should
be found necessary. It, h, are two ferules, the object of which is

to prevent the tube from splitting. li, H, braces, each of w hich

ought to be crossed over another, as nearly at right angles as pos-

sible, i. i, are irons in the form of a staple, which surround th«

tube, and pass through the braces ; their ends being perforated
with holes for fore-locks. K, L, M, N, is a head, made of five

pieces of wood ; /r, /, m, n, a square piece, in the lower part of
which is a hole for the reception of the extremity of the tube, and
which piece rests on the shoulder o, yj; to the lower end of this

head is nailed a piece of leather, with a hole in its centre, similar

to that made in the wood. Another piece of leather of the same
form is placed on the top of the tube, and between both is a ciicla

of thin plate-brass ; the two pieces of leather and the brass being
pressed between the lower end of the head, and the shoulder of

the tube. Their edges are delineated at o, p. K, N, and L, M;
are the edges of tw o pieces of plank, of a similar width with ihe

head, to which they are closely nailed ; each being provided wi\li

a tennon, that passes through a mortice in the end of the piece O,
P ; both tennons have holes for a forelock at q. O, P, a piece of

plank, of the same w idth as the sides ; the centre of w hich is per-

loraled, in order that the tube may pass through; and in each end
of which is a mortice for the reception of the tennons. N, M, a

cap. r, r, are two pieces nailed to the side of the tube ; the lower

extremity of each is provided with a truck, with a view to lessen

the friction of the head in its horizontal revolution, q, q, repre-

sent forelocks, the design of which is to fasten down the head, and

prevent the water from escaping at the joint o, p. Q, K, is a

wooden conductor; the extremity marked with the letter Q, being

solid, while the opposite end, K, is bored with a small auger. .', a

bolt, that passes througli the conductor and head, being secured

oil the back with a fore-lock, or nut: thi^ bolt is rounded near the

head, and sipiare in the midille. t, u, if, x, represents a piece of

iron or brass, designed to prevent the head of tlie bolt from wear-

ing into tlie wood. S, S, are ropes for the direction of the con-

ductor. Fig. 13 represents the head without such conductor.

a, b, c, d, is a thick brass-plale, the centre of w hich is perforate*!,

so as to admit a jiassage to impurities, that might otherwise ob-

struct the conductor: for which purpose a piece of leather is nailed

under it to the head. The square hole in the centre is adapted to

the size of the bolt, which it prevents from turning. The con-

ductor has a hollow cut round the bolt on the inside, of the same
size as the circle of holes in the brass: round such cavity is nailed,

on the face of the conductor, a piece of leather, that plays on the

margin of the brass-plate, when the conductor is in motion. Tie
most common kind of valve consists of a piece of stitl leather, such

as is applied for soles in shoes, and is generally known by the

name of^ punip-lealher. On its upper side a piece of milled-lead
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is rivetled liniilv, and llic part where it is to be fixed on tlie tranie,

or shell, of the'piston, is grooved for the purpose of givinR it pli-

ancy, that it may work up and down as if on a hinge, tig. 14

shews the plan; and lig. 15 the profile of this valve, which is

cheap, simple, and easiiv rt-paired, though it has the defect of

being liable to choke, and of not rising high enough to allow a suf-

fi.iei.t passage for the water. Fig. in shews a button-valve, which

is merely a piece of turned metal. A, having a shank, B, of about

eioht indies or a loot in length, according to the depth ot the

block, X r. 'I'he shank passes through the bar, C, at the bottom

of the block, and is prevented from coming up too high by the

smd, or nut, o, at its bottom. When the water rises, it forces up

Ihe button. A, and passes through the hollow in the block, ot

which the superior part is expanded so as to fit the button, which

beiue the fruslrum of a cone, necessarily fits close into the ex-

panded part as the water presses it, after having passed upwards in

consequence of the descent of the piston; which may either be

•olid, as in a forcing pump, or valved, as in a lifting or a sucking

pump. This valve may be applied to a piston, as well as to that

part of the pipe which retains the water, that it may be within

n-ach of the piston's action. An improvement h.is been made to

tins valve, by adding a ball of some weight to the bottom ot the

sh^fnk, B, and excavating the button, in order to reduce its weight

in proportion : this insures the re«uhr descent of the button to its

seat. The butterfly-valve, exhibited in fig. 17, varies from the

two former, in having two semicircular flaps appended by hinges

to a bar passing over the centre of the excavated piston. '1 his

valve is peculiarly eligible, because if one part should be stiff, and

adhere to the piston, the other will play with an increased ellect,

though not equal to the action of both valves. The simplest valve

with which we are acquainted is the sphere, which is made of me-

tal, and fits into a semi-spherical cavity on the top of the piston or

block. When the piston (if it be on' that) rises, the sphere falls

into the socket ; but when the piston is depressed, the rush of wa-

ter from, below forces the sphere upwards. The only inconve-

nience attendant upon this valve, which is shewn at fig. 18, is,

tiiat its diameter being nearly equal to that of the bore, leaves a

Yery narrow passage for the water. This, however, might perhaps

be obviated, by making an excavation in the pipe, as shewn by

tJie dotted lines, and by driving nails through to obstruct the ball

from rising too high. These are the valves in most general use;

we might notice several others, but our limits will not permit us

to enter more minutely into the subject.

PUN, an expression, in which the same word is applied to dif-

ferent meanings.

PUNA, an island in the Pacific Ocean, near the W. coast of

America, in the Bay of Guayaquil, about 35 miles long, 12 broad,

an<l 60 in circumference.

PiiNA,thecapitaloftheaboveisland. Lon.81.6.W. Lat. 3. 17.S.

PUNCH, an instrument of iron or steel, used in several arts,

for the pierciBg or stamping of holes in plates of metals, &c. being

so contrived as not only to perforate, but to cut out and take away
the piece. It is a principal instrument of jewellers, the metal-

butlonmakeis, shoe-makers, &c.
Punch, a compound liquor, much used in Britain, but more

frequently in Jamaica, and other parts of the West Indies. The
basis of this beverage ought to be good spring-water ; which, being

Tendered cool, brisk, acidulated with lemon-juice, and sweetened

v»:th fine sugsr, forms an agreeable and wholesome drink, calletl

sherbet: on adding a proper quantity «f brandy, rum, or arrack,

the composition is thi-n denominated punch.
PUNCHEON, PUNCHIN, or PUNCHION, a little block

ot piece of steel, on one end whereof is some figure, letter, or

mark, engraven either in creux or relievo, impressions whereof arc

taken on metal, or some other matter, by striking it with a hammer
«n the end not engraved.

PuwCHEON, in carpentry, is a piece of timber placed upright

between two posts, whose bearing is too great ; serving, together

with them, to sustain some large weights. This term is also used

for a piece of timber raised upright, under the ridge of a building,

%hrwin the legs of a couple, &c. are jointed.

Puncheon, in coining, is a piece of iron steeled, whereon the

engraver has cut iu relievo the several figures, ;iims, efligy, in-

scription, &c. that are to be iu the matrices, wherewith the species

are to be marked. See Coinage.

Pl'SCHEOk is also a measure for liquids, containing an hogshead

and one-lhird, or eighty-four gallons. Rum is brought from the

colonies in puncheons, which are large casks, containing about

130 gallons.

Puncheon is also used for several iron-tool'=, of various sizes

and figures, used by the engravers en creux on metals. Seal-

gravers particularly use a great number for the several pieces of

arms. &c. to be engraven, and many stamp the whole seal from a
single puncheon.

I'l'NCHEON is also a common name for all those iron-instruments

used bv stone-cullers, sculptors, blacksmilhs, Sec. for the cutting,

inciding, or piercing, their several matters.

PvNCHEONS used in stamping the matrices wherein the types of

printing characters are cast. See Foundery.
PUNCTATFD HYPKRBOI.A, an hyperbola whose oval

conjugate is infinitely small, i. v. a point.

PUNCTUATUIN, in grammar, the art of pointing, or of di

viding a discourse into periods, by points expressing the pauses to
be made therein. The points used are four, viz. the period, co-
lon, semicolon, and comma. See the particular use of each
under its proper article. Colon, Co.mma, Pekiod, and Semi-
colon.
PI NCTUM. [Lat.] a point; a period; a full stop. The

word is also used in other senses : as.

PuNCTUM Saliens. in anatomy, the first rudiments of the heart
in the formation of the foetus, where a throbbing mutioii is per-
ceived.

PuNCTVM Stans, a phrase by which the schoolmen vainly at-

tempted to bring within the reach of human comprehension Ihe
positive eternity of C'od. See Metaphysics.
Pl'NCTUUE, in surgery, any wound made by a sharp-pointed

instrument.

PUNDITS, or PANDITS, learned Bramins devoted to the
study of the Shanscrit language, and to the ancient sciences, laws,

and religion, of Hindostan. See Bramins.
PUNGO ISLANDS, a cluster of islands, near Ihe coast of Be-

nin, at the mouth of Ihe Gabon : The principal one issi.x miles in

circumference. They are governed by a king.

Pl'N IC, [from Parni, or Phanicia,] a name given by Ihe Ro-
mans to any thing belonging to their rivals the Carthaginians.

Punic Faith, [Punica _fidcs, Lat.] a proverbial expression
among the Romans, tor unfaithfulness to promises, or breach of
treaties: a crime to which they alleged the Carthaginians were
addicted: but of which they themselves were evidently mute
guilty, from the whole history of their last war with lliat unforto-
nale people.

PUNICA, the Pomegranate Tree; a genus of the monogy-
nia order, and icosandria class of plants ; natural order, Pomacei.
Calyx five-cleft, superior; petals five; pome many-celled, many-
se<(led. There are two species.

PUNISHMENT, inlaw, the penalty which a person incurs on
the breach or transgression of any law. The forms and manners
of punishment are various in different ages and countries, and for

various crimes, as treason, felony, adultery, parricide, ic.
Among us the principal civil punishments are fines, imprisonments,
the stocks, pillory, burning in the hand, whipping, ducking-stool,

hanging, transportation, &c. The ecclesiastical punishments are
censures, suspensions, deprivations, degradations, excommunica-
tions, anathemas, penances, &c. The military punishments are,
being shot, running the ganlelope, riding the wocxlen horse, &c.
PUNITORY INI ERESr, in the civil law, such interest of

money as is due for the delay of payment, breach of promise, &c.
PUNNING. See Pun.
PUNO, a town of South America, in Buenos Ayres, the capital

,

of Paucar Colla, on the \V. bank of Lake Titicaca, 90 miles
N. E. of Arequipa.

PUNTA DEST. ANDREA, a cape on the coast of Friuli,

on the Adriatic. Lon. la. 18. E. Lat. 45. 45. N.
PUPA, iu entomology, a term now used by zoologists for that

state of injects, formerly called aurelia, and chrysalis. See Chry-
salis, Entomology, and Nymph.
PUPIL, in anatomy, a htlle aperture in the middle of the uvea.

and the iris of the eye, through which the rays of light pass to the
cry-talline humour, in order to be painted on the retina, and cause
vision. See An.axoj«y.

PVPIL,
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Pupil, in the civil law, a boy or girl not yet arrived at the age

of puberty ; i. e. the boy under fourteen years, the girl uniler

twelve.

Pupil is also used in universities, iic. for a youth under the

education or discipline of any person.

PUR, a river of Russia, wliith runs into the Tazovskaia Gulf.

PURA ELEMEOSYNA, Pure Alms, denotes a tenure
whereby the cluirchinen hold lands in Scotland, somewhat on the

footing of the primitive clergy.

PURBAC'H, George, a German astronomer, born at the vil-

lage of Purbacli, in 1423. He studied philosophy, divinity, and
astronomy, at Vienna, and paid particular attention to the latter.

He composed Astronomical Tables, and invented several mathe-
matical instruments. He also translated Ptolemy's Almagest, and
published several tracts of liis own. He died in 1462.

PURBECK ISLAND, a peni.isulated tract of England, in

Dorsetshire, of an oval form, ten miles long, and six broad ; nearly
surrounded by the sea and the river Frome. It lies eighteen miles
S. of Blandford, and 106 W. S. W. of London.
PURCHASE, in law, the buying or acquiring of lands, &c.

with money, by deed or agreement, and not by descent or right

of inheritance.

Purchase, in the sea-language, is the same as draw in : thus,

when they say, the capstan purchases a-pace, they only niean, it

draws in the cable a-pace.

PURCHENA, a town of Spain, in Grenada, CO miles E. of

Grenada, and 66 W. of Cartliagena.

PURE, free from any admixture of foreign or heteroge-

neous matters : thus we say pure fire, &c.
Pure Hyperbola, in conies, is an hyperbola without any oval,

nodes, spike, or conjugate point.

Pl'RFLEW, a term in heraldry, expressing ermins, peans, or

any of the furs, when they compose a bordure round a coat of

«rins: thus they say. He beareth gules, a bordure, purflew, vairy

;

meaning, that the bordure is vairy.

PURGATION, the art of purging, scouring, or purifying, a

thing, by separating, or carrying off, any impurities found therein.

PuRGATio.s, in law, signifies tlie clearing a person's self of a

crime of which he is suspected and accused before a judge.

PURCJATIVE or PURGING MEDICINES, or CATHAR-
TICS. See Materia Medica.
PURGATOR Y, a place in which the just, after death, are sup-

posed to expiate certain otTeHcei which do not merit eternal dam-
nation. Broughton has endeavoured to prove that this notion has

been held by Pagans, Jews, and Mohammedans, as vvell as by
Christians. The doctrine of purgatory is a very lucrative article

to the clergy of the Romish church, who are very liberally paid

for masses and prayers for the souls of the deceased. We are told

by some of their doctors, that purgatory is a subterraneous place,

situated over the hell of the <lamned, where such souls as have not

yet made satisfaction to divine justice for their sins, are purged by
tire, after a wonderful and incomprehensible manner: and here

they are purified from those dri'gs which hinder them from enter-

ing into their eternal country, as the catechism of the council of

Trent expresses it.

PURIFICATION, in matters of religion, is a ceremony which

consists in cleansing any thing from a supposed defilement.

PURIM, or the FEAST OF LOTS, a solemn festival of the

Jews, instituted in memory of the deliverance they received, by

means of Mordecai and Esther, from Haman's wicked attempt to

destroy them.
PUlUTAN, was a name formerly given in derision to the dis-

senters from the church of England, on account of their profession

to foll«w the pure word of God, in opposition to all traditions and

human constitutions. It was hkewise given in the primitive church

to the Noratian schismatics, because they would never admit to

communion any one who, from dread of death, had apostatized

from the faith. See Novatians.
PURLIEU, all that ground near any forest, which being made

forest by king Henry II. Richard I. and kmg John, was afterwards

by perambulations and grants of Henry HI. severed again from

the same, and made purlieu ; that is to say, pure and free from the

laws of the forest. The word is derived frouj the French pur,

pure, an<l tint, place.

PURLINS, in architecture, those pieces of timber that lie

across the rafters on the inside, to keep them from sinking ui the
middle of their leiigth.

PURMERENT.an island near the coast of Java, oo »h»cb the
people of Batavia have aa hospit^d.

PURPLE. See Colour-making, and Dyeinc.
Purple Apble, in botany. See Annona.
PURPURA, in natural history. See Murex.
PURPURE, in heraldry. The colour so called, whichsignifies

purple, is in engraving represented by diagonal-Hues, frfmi the left

to the right. See Hf.raldky. It may serve to denote an admi-
nistrator of justice, a lawgiver, or a governor equal to a sovereign:
and, according to G. l^eigli, if it is compounded with Or, it sii>m-

fies Riches; Argent, Quietness; Gules, Politics; Azure, Ffde-
lity; Verd, Cruelly ; Sable, S.idiiess.

PURSIVENESS, among farriers, is a disorrler in horses, other-
wise called broken wind, in which the horse makes a hissing whist-

ling sound in his throat, and has a greater heaving in the flanks

than in common colds.

PURSER, an officer a-board a man-of-war, who receives her
victuals from the victualler, s^es that it be well stowed, and keeps
an acroiint of what he every day delivers to the stewar<l. He also

keeps a list of the ship's company, and sets down exactly the day.

of each man's admission, in order to regulate the qu;intity of pro--

visions to be delivered out, and lliat the paymaster or treasurer of
the navy may issue out the debui°semenls, and pay off the men,,
according to his book.
PURSLAIN, in botany. See Portwlaca.
PURSUIVANT, in heraldry, is the lowest order of officers at

arms. They are properly attendants on the heralds when ihejf

marshal public ceremonies.

PURVEYANCE, in law, the providing corn, fuel; victuals,

&c. for the king's household.

PURVIEW, is a term used by lawyers for the body of an act

of parliament, or that part which begins with " Be it enacted^

&c." as contradistinguistied from the preamble.

PURYSBURG, or PURRYSBURG, a town of South Caro-
lina, on the E. bank of the Savannah; €4 miles W, S. W. of

Charlestown.
PL'S, [Lat.] in medicine, is a white or yellowish matter designed

by nature for the healing aud cementing of wounds and sores.

PUSTL'LE, is a small eruption on the skin full of pus ; such as

the erui)tions of the small-pox.

PUTAMINEjE, [Irom putamen, a shell,] the name of the

twenty-fifth order of Linnseus's fragments of a natural method;
consisting of a few genera of plants allied in habit, whose fleshy

seed-vessels, or fruit, is frequently covered with a hard woody-

shell. See Botany.
PUTANISM, whoredom, or the life or condition of a cour-

tesan.

PUTEOLI, an ancient citv of Italy, in Naples, and ia the pro-

vince of Campania, so calle'd either from its wells, there being

many hot and cold springs thereabouts; or from its stench, putor,

caused by sulphureous exhalations. It is now called Poxzuoli, or

Puzzuoli, and is pleasantly and advantageously situated for trade.

See PozzuOLl. The ruins of its ancient edifices are widely spread

along the adjacent hills and shores. An ampliitheatre still exists,

entire in most of its parts, and a temple ot Serapis.

PUTLITZ, a town of Upper Saxony, in Prignitz ; nine miles-

W. S. W. of Maycnburg, and sixty-two N. W. of Berlin.

PUTLOGS, or PUTLOCKS, in building, are short pieces of

timber about seven feet long, used in building scaffolds. They lie

at right angles to the wall with one of their ends resting upon it,

and the otlu-r upon the poles which lie parallel to the side of the

wall of the building.

PUTREFACTION, one of the natural processes, directly op--

posite to the life of animals and vegetables, by which organized

bodies are dissolved, and reduced to what may be called their ori-

ginal elements. See Chemistry, and FtR.%ttNTATiON. In Fe-

bruary 1793, a patent was granted to the late Mr. John Donald-

son, for a new methoil of preserving animal and vegetable sub-

stances from putrefaction. His preservative is composed of wheat

or barley-meal, and a solution of any common gum or vegetable

mucilage. These ingredients are made into a paste, which is to be

baked in the moderate heat of an oven, contrived tor lh.it purpose ;

so a« to prevent it fiom either, burning or forming a crust: the dry
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mass IS again reiiucfd to a powder, which is now fit for use. '1 he

flesh, vegclihlfs, &c. may be either raw, or dressed in such

manner as may be found necessary : they are to be packed in

wooden boxes,' suiroandtd witli the powder, and secluded from

the external air. By this method, it is stated, both animal awd

vegetable matters may be kept free from corruption, for an indeli-

finite period of time.

PUTRID, rotten, or putrefied. Thus a putrid fever, is

a fever in which tlic. humours or parts of them, are become
putrefied, as in malignant fevers.

Putty, in its popular sense, is a kind of paste compounded of

whiting and linseed-oil, beaten together to the consistence of a

thick cloBgh. It is used by glaziers for the fastening in the squares

of glass in sash-windows, and by painters for stopping up the cre-

vices and cletts in timber and wain'cots, &c.
Putty sometimes also denotes the powder of calcined tin, used

in polishing and giving the last gloss to works of iron and steel.

PUY DE DOME, a department of France, bounded on the

N. by that of the AUicr ; E. by that of tlie Rhone and Loire ; S,

by those of the Cantal, and the Upper Loire ; and W. by those

of the Ccrreze, and the Crease. It contains nearly the whole of

that part of the late province of Auvergne, called Limagne. See
AUVEUGNE.
Puy-Cerda, a strong town of Spain, in Catalonia, the capital of

Cerdagna ; 19 miles E. N. E. of Ur^el, 45 N. W. of Gerona, 33
W. of Perpignan, and 67 N. W. of Barcelona. Lon. 1. 50. E,
Lat. 42. 30. N

.

PUZZULANA TERRA, or TERRA POZZOLANA, is a

greyish kind of earth used in Italy for building under water. The
best is found about Puteoli, Bail, and Cuma:, in Naples, from
the first of which places it derives its name.
PWLLHELY, a large town of N. Wales, in Caernarvonshire,

6 miles S. of Newin, and 20 S. S. W. of Caernarvon.
PYAXEPSI.^, in antiquity, an Athenian festival celebrated on

the 7th day of ihe month Pvasepsion. Plutarch ascribes the
fnstitution of this feast to Theseus, who, after the funeral of his fa-

ther on this day paid his vows to Apollo, because the youths wUo
returned with him safe from Crete then made their entry into the
citv.

PYANEPsION, a month in the ancient Attic calendar, an-
swering to our September.
PYCN'OSTYLE, in ancient architecture, a building where

the columns stand very close to each other ; only one diameter
and a half of the column being allowetl for the intercolumniations.
The pycnobtyle chieliy belonged to the composite order, and was
used in the most magnificent buildings.

PYDNA, an ancient city of Macedonia, originally called Ci-
tron, sealed between the mouths of the Aliacmon uidLydius.
The decisive battle, by which the Romans got possession of Ma-
cedonia, was fought litre, B. C. 168.

PYGMvEI, an ancient nation of dwarfs, in the extreme parts
of hulia, or /Ethiopia, of whom many fabulous stories are told by
Homer, Ari^otlc, Ovid, Stiabo, &c.
PYGMALION, in fabulous history, a king of Cyprus.
Pygmalion, king of Tyre, son of Belus, and brother of Q.

Dido, who founded Carthage. He succeeded his father, but
became odious by his avarice and crui-lfi ; and among others mur-
dered Sicha-us, the husband of Dido, iii'a temple of which he was
priest, on wliich Dido lied with her husband's treasure, lie died
in his 31st year and 47lli of his reign.

PYGMY, [Tri/yfA'ti©-,] adwarf ; one of a nation fabled to be
only three spans high, and after long wars to have been destroyed
by cranes. Any thing little. The pigiiiv was repre-enled as not
e\cep<ling acubit in hciqlit. 'I'his appellation was given by the
ancients to a fabulous nation inhabiting Thrace ; who bro'uglit
forth \ouiig at five years of age, and were old at ciirlit.

PYKA |{, a broker in India, inf<-n„r to those called dallals, who
transacts the business at first hand with the manufacturer, and
sometimes carries goods about for sale.

PYKE, a watchman in India, employed as a guard at night.
Likewise a lootman or runner on business. They are generally
armed with a spear.

PYL/E, It:v>m, i. e. gates,] a word applied by the Greeks to
all straits or passage*, whit h opened a communication between one
louulry and another ; as Thcrmopyla-, &c.

Pylje, in ancient geography, a town of Asia, between Cappa-
docia and Cilicia.

PYLORUS, [ti/>.iu:'Sv,] the lowerorifice of the stomach. See
Anatomy.
PYLOS, an ancient town of Messenia, on the W. coast of Pe-

loponnesus, at the foot of mount /Dgalsus, opposite the island

Sphacteria, in the Ionian sea ; seated on the promontory of Cory-
phasion, a name also given to the town.

PYLSIART, an island in the S. Pacific Ocean, 6 miles in

circumference; discovered by Pasmaii. Lon. 173. 47 W. Lat.

22. 26. S.

PYRAMID, [iti/jftiuif, from fi/j, fire; because fire always

ascends in the figure of a cone,] a solid figure, whose base is a po-

lygon, and whose sides are plain triangles, their several points

meeting in one.

PyKAMirs are sometimes used to preserve the memory of sin-

gular events, and somelimea to transmit to posterity the glory and
niagnificence of princes. But as they are esteemed a symbol of
immortality, they are most commonly used as funeral-monuments
and temples to the gods. Such is that of Cestius at Rome ; the

pyramids of Dashur drawn by Pococke ; and those celebrated

ones of Egypt, as famous for the enormity of their size as their an-

tiquity. Of these the largest are the

Pyramids of Egypt, or Pyramids of Geeza, so called

from a village on the banks of the Nile, distant from them about
1 1 miles. The lliree which most attract the attention of travellers

stand near one another on the W. side of the river, almost o|jpo-

site to Grand Cairo, and near the place where the ancient Mem-
phis stood.

Pyramids op Saccara. In the desert of Saccara there is a
great number of pyramids, which, in Mr. Bruce's opinion, are

composed of clay. They terminate in what the inhabitants call a
dagiour or false pyramid, about two miles from the Nile, between
Suf and Woodan. This is a hill cut into the shape of a pyramid,
or naturally so formed, for a considerable height; on the top <}f

which is a pyramidal building of brick, terminating in a point, and
having its basis so exactly adapted to the top of the hill, that at %
distance the ditTercnce cannot be perceived; especially as the face

of tlie stone resembles the clay of which the pyramids of the Sac-
cara are composed.
PYRAMIDALIS, in anatomy, one of the muscles of the ab-

domen. See Anatomy.
PYRAMIDOID, Parabolic. See Parabolic.
PYUEIA, or PYRATERIA, in antiquity, temples conse-

crated to the sun, wherein a perpetual lire was kept. Theywecc
large enclosures built upon high eminences, without any covering.

The Guebres, or worshi|)pers of fire in Persia, and the East Indies,

have still these Pyreia.

PYREN^EUS, in fabulous liistory, a king of Thrace, who,
during a storm gave shelter to the Nine Muses in his palace.

PYREXEAN MOUNTAINS, or PYRENEES, mountains
which divide France from Spain, and Ihe most celebrated in Eu-
rope, e\-(ept the Alps. They reach from the Mediterranean sea
as far as the ocean, and are about 512 miles in length. They have
different names, according to Ihe dilVeient places wherein they
stand. Some think they are as high as the Alps ; but the passages
over them are not so diliicult, whatever some travellers may think
who have not crossed ihe former.

Pyrenees, Eastern, a department of the J'rench empire,
containing the late province of Rousillon ; bounded on the N. by
those of the Arriege and the Aude; on the E. by the Mediterra-
nean; and on the S. and W. by Spain. It is 38 miles long from
E. to \V. and from 18 to 23 broad from N. to S. Perpignan is the
capital.

Pyrenees, Lower, a department of France, bounded on the
N. by those of the Laiules, and the (Jeis ; E. by that of the Upper
Pyrenees ; S. by Spain, and W. by the Mediterranean; being 70
miles long, ami from 15 to 4.") bmad. It compiehenils the la^e

provinces of Beam, Navarre, and part of Gascoiiy. Pau is the
capital. »

Pyrenees, Upper, adi'pailmentof France, bounded on the N.
by that of Ihe Gers : on (he E. by lliat of Ihe Upper Garonne; Qii

llie S. by Spain ; and on the W. by the deparlmint of the Lower
Pyrenees. It is 33 miles long, and from 25 to3S broad, but one dis-

trict towards the N. is only 7 miles broad. It contains the lale.pr'o-

t vinees
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vinces of Bigone. Its nioimtains abound wiUi game, Itad, cop-

per, iron, marble, jasper, and slate ; its valleys with corn, rye,

millet, and flax. It is famous for line horses. Tarbes is the ca-

pital.

PYRETIC, [from irvjiTo;, a fever,] a medicine for a fever.

PVUI:T0I.<JGY, [^rvr®' and ^--jyt^,} a treatise on fevers.

PYRIKORMIS, in anatomy. Se.-; Anatomy.
PYRrn'",S, [from "fj,] fire-stone, an inflammable substance

composed of sulphur, saturated w itii metals. Tlius there are many
kinds of pyrites; as of gold, arsenic, iron, &r. It is also the

principal ore of sulphur; particularly that called martial pyrites,

copperas-stoue, or marcasite. This is very common, containing a

quantity of sulphur in proportion to the iron; and, when tho-

roughly inflamed, burns by itstlf. In the new chemical nomen-
clature it is also called Sulphurated Oxide of Iron.

PYRMONT, a hte county of Germany, in Westphalia,
botnided on the N. by lli.it of Calenberg ; E. bv Wolfenbuttle
and Calenberg ; S. by Wolfenbuttle ; and W. by l.ippe; 9 miles

long and 3 broad. It is watered by the Emmer.
PvRMONT, the capital of the above county. It has a castle and

mineral-waters, which are much esteemed. The Protestants have
the free exercise of their religion. It is seated on the confines of

riie duchv of Urenswick, 40 miles S. W. of Hanover. Lou. 9. 0.

E. Lat. 5-2.0. N.
PYRN.A. a town of Upper Saxonv, upon Mount Sonnenstein ;

!0 miles S. E. of Dresden. Lon. \3. jlj. E. Lat. :.). ti. N.
PYROBOI.I, [from x-.j, fire, and ^a\>,,:, to throw,] the fire-

works of the ancient Greeks.

PYROBOLY, [rwand/iraxa,] the art of making fire-works.

See PvKOTECHi.Y.
PYROL.'\, Win'ter-Gref,?? ; a genus of the decandria mono-

gypki class and order. Natural order, Bicornes. Calyx five-

parted ; petals five; capsule superior, fi.vc-celled, opening at the

corners, many-seeded ; anthers with two pores. There are six

species, natives of the north of Europe.

PYROLIGNOUS and PYROTARTAROUS ACIDS.
When wood is distilled in close vessels, it always yields more or

less of an acid juice : the, same remark applies to the salt called

tartar. These liquids arc distinguished by the nan)e of pyrolig-

nous and pvrolartarotis acids ; but they are now known tol>e only

the acetic disguised by the presence of a peculiar oil.

PYROMAKCY, [rrt/jof^vTic-,] divination by fire. See Di-
vination.
PYROMETER, [trijand i^ixjov,] an iii>triiment for measuring

the expansion of bo<lies by heat. Muschenbroeck, wliowastiie lu i-

ginal inventor of this machine, has given a lable of tlie-ex|);;ii-ion

of the different metals in the same degree of heat. Ihiving

prepared cylindric rods of iron, steel, cojiper, brass, tin, and lead,

he exposed them first to the pyromi-terAvuh one flame in the mid-
dle ; then with two llames ; and successively to one with three,

fo«ir, aiidfive ttaines. But previous to this trial, he took care in

cool them equally, by exposing them some time upon the same
^tone, when it began to freeze, and Fahrenheit's thermometer v\ as

at 3'2°. The effects of which experiment are digested in the fol-

lowing table, where the degrees of expansion are marked in parts

equal to the ^.^^ part of an inch.

Expansion of
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PYROTECIINY.

PYROTECIINY, [-tu; ami tcx.«i,1 the art of fire, or a science

wliicli teaches tlie iiian;ii;ement and application of fire in several

operations. See Fire, Furnace, Chemisirv, Distillation,

Metallvrgy, &c. But the term is more particularly used to

note the doctrine of arlificial fire-ivorks and tirc-arms, teaching the

structure and use, 1. Of those used in war, the attacking of fortili-

cations, &c. for which see the articles Fvsek, Gln, Gun-Pow-
der, Mink, Musket, Ordnance, Projkctiles, S:c. ; and. 2.

Of those made for aiiuisenient's sake, as rockets, stars, serpents,

&c. the preparation and construction of which fall to be explained

in the present article.

Of Ingredients and Compositions.

The principal ingredients in fire-works are, saltpetre, sulphur,

charcoal, gunpowder, camphor, and gum benjamin.

Spur-_firc, so called from its sparks resembling the rowel of a

spur, is the most beautiful and curious of any yet known ; and
was invented bv the Chinese, but now is in greater perfection in

England than in Cliina. Cari! must be taken that all the ingre-

dients be of the best, tliat the lamp-black is not damp and clodded,

that the saltpetre and brimstone are ihorouglily refined. The
conipoiition consists of saltpetre, 4lb. Soz. sulpliur, 2 lb. and lamp-
black, lib. 8oz. or, saltpetre, lib. sulphur, half a lb. and lamp-
black, 4 quarts. This compo-'ition is very diOicult to mix. The
salt|)etre and brimstone must be first sifted together, and then

put into a marble-mortar, and the lamp-black uilli them, worked
down by degrees with a wooden pestle, till all the ingredients ap-

pear of one colour, which will be something greyish, but very near

black ; then drive a little into a case for trial, and fire it in a dark

place; and if the sparks, which are called stars, or pinks, come
out in clusters, and afterwards spread well without any other

spark?, it is a sign of its being good, otherwise not; for if any
drossy sparks appear, and the stars not full, it is then not mixed
enough ; but if the pinks are very small, and soon break, it is a

sign that you have rubb&d it too much.
To prepare Cast Iron for Gerbes, <Vc.—Cast iron being too

iiard to be cut, must be reduced into grains ; get at an iron-foun-

dery some thin pieces of iron, such as run over the mould in cast-

ing ; then have a square block made of cast iron, and an iron

S(|uare hammer about 41b. weight ; then, having covered the iloor

with cloth to catch the beatings, lay the pieces of iron on the block,

and beat them with the hammer till reducinl into small grains
;

which afterwards searce with a very fine sieve, to separate the fine

<lust, which is used in small cases of brilliant fire, instead of sleel-

dust; sift what remains with a sieve a little larger, and so on with

sieves of different sizes, till the iron passes through about the big-

ness of small bird-shot ; the iron thus beat and sifted, put each
sort into wooden boxes or oiled paper, to keep it from rusting.

When you use it, observe the difference of its size, in proportion

to the cases for which the charge is intended.

Charges for Sky-Rockets, i^c.—For rockets of 4 ounce;, fake
meal-powder, lib. 4oz. saltpetre, 4oz. and charcoal, 2 oz. For
rockets of 8 ounces, lake meal-powder, lib. saltpetre, 4 oz.

brimstone, Soz. and charcoal, 1 and a lialfoz. For rockets of
one pourtd, take meal-powder, 21b. saltpetre, 8 oz. brimstone,

4oi!. charcoal, Soz. and steel-tilings, 1 and a half oz. Sky-rockets

in general. Saltpetre, 41b. brimstone, 1 and a half lb. charcoal,

lib. ISoz.and meal-powder, 2 oz.

For Rocket-Stars.— If'hile. Meal-powder, 4 oz. saltpetre, 12
oz. sulphur vivum, 6 oz. oil of spike, 2 oz. and camphor, joz.

Blue. Meal-powder, Soz. saltpetre, 4, sulphur, 2, spirit of wine, 2,

and oil of spike, 2. f^'ariegated. Meal-powder, S dr. rochpetre.

4oz. sulphur vivum, 2, and camphor, 2. Brilliant. Saltpetre, 3 and
ahalfoz. sulphur, I and a half, and meal-powder, tliiee-4ths,

worked up with spirits of wine only. Common. Saltpetre, lib.

brimstone, 4 oz. antimony, 4 ancl three-4ths, isinglass, one-half,

camphor, one-half, and spirits of wine, three-4th3. Tailed Stars.

Meal-powder, 3 oz. brimstone, 2, saltpetre, 1, and charcoal,

(coarsely ground,) three-4ths. Drove Stars. Saltpetre, 31b, sul-

phur, lib. brass-dust, 12 oz. antimony 3. Fi.'.ed pointed. Salt-

petre, S and a half oz. sulphur, 2, antimony, loz. iOdr. Stars of
a fine colour. Sulphur, loz. meal-powder, I, saltpetre, 1, cam-
phor, 4 dr. oil of turpentine, 4 dr.

Rains.—Gold-rain for sky-rockets. Saltpetre, lib. ineal-pcrvv.

der, 4oz. sulphur, 4, bra^s-dust, 1, saw-dust, 2 and one-4tli, and
glass-dust, tjdr. Silver-Rain. Saltpetre, 4oz. sulphur, meal-
powder, and antimony, of each 2oz, sal prunella, one-half oz. dust,

three- 4th oz.

If'ater-Rockets.—I. Meal-powder, 61b. saltpetre, 4, brimstone, 3,

charcoal, j. li. Meal-powdi r, lib. saltpetre, ,), brimstone, 1, sea-

coal, loz. charcoal, 8 and iialf, saw-dust, three-4llis, steel-ilust,

one-half, and coarse charcoal, one-4th oz. Sinking cinrgc for
ICater-Rockets. Meal-powder, Soz. charcoal, tniee-4thsoz.

Il'heels.—Wheel-cases from two ounces to four pounds. I.

Meal-powder, 2lb. saltpetre, 4oz. iron-filings, 7. II. Meal-pow-
der, 21b. saltpetre, 12oz. sulphur, 4, steel-dust, 3. III. Meal-pow-
der, 8oz. saltpetre, 4, saw-dust, 1 and a half, sea-coal, tliree-4ths.

IV. Saltpetre, 2lb. brimstone, 1, meal-powder, 4, and glass-dn.-t,

4oz. V'. .VIeal-powder, 21b. steel-dust, 2 and a half with 2 and a

half of the fine dust of beat-iron. Sloxcfirefor wheels. Saltpetre,

4oz. brimstone, 1, and antimony, loz. Udr. Deadjirefor xchecis.

Saltpetre, 1 and one-4th oz. bi'imstone, one-4th, lapis calaminaris,

one-4th, and anlimony, 2 dr.

Standing or fxed Cases.— I. Meal-powder, 41b. saltpetre, 2,

brimstone and charcoal, 1. II. Meal-pow<ler, 21b. saltpetre, 1, anil

steel-dust, Soz.

Sun-Cases.— I. Meal-powder, 8 and a half lb. saltpetre, lib.

2 oz. steel-dust, 2lb. Kloz. brimstone, 4. II. Meal-powder, 31b.

saltpetre, 6oz. and steel dust, 7 and a half.

A brilliant fire.—Meal-powder, 1 lib. saltpetre, 1, brimstone,

4oz. steel-dust, 1 and a half lb.

Gerbes.—Meal-powder, 61b. and beat iron, 21b. 1 and a half oz.

Chinese Fire.—Saltpetre, 12oz. meal-powderj 2lb. brimstone,

lib. 2oz. and beat iron, 12oz.

Tourbillons.— I. Meal-powder, 21b. 4oz. and charcoal, 4 and a

halfoz. 11. Meal-powder, 21b. and charcoal, 4 and three-4th oz.

HI. Meal-powder, 21b. saltpetre, 1, brimstone, Soz. and beat iron,

8. Tourbillons may be made very large, and of dilferent coloured
fires; only the larger they are, the weaker must be the charge;
and the smaller, the stronger.

ll'atcr-Balloons.—Saltpetre, 41b. brimstone, 2, meal-powder, 2,

antimonv, 4oz. saw-dust, 4, and glass-dust, 1 and one-4th.

/r<//f7"-.S'gui7i5. —Meal-powder, lib. and charcoal, lib. or 9oz.

Mine-Forts or Serpents.—Meal-powder, lib. and charcoal,

loz.

Port-Fires.—For firing rockets, &ic. I. Saltpetre, 8 or 12oz.

brimstone, 4oz. and meal-powder, 2oz. 11. Saltpetre, lib.

2o/. meal-powder, 1 and a half lb. and brimstone, lOoz. This
composition must be moistened with one gill of linseed-oil.

For illuminations. Saltpetre, lib. brimstone, Soz. and meal-pow-
der, 6oz.

Cones or Spiral iHiecls.—Saltpetre, 1 and a half lb. brimstone,

6oz. meal-powder, l4oz. and glass-dust, 14oz.

Crozvnsor Globes.—Saltpetre, 6oz. brimstone, 21b. antimony,

4oz. and camphor, Soz.

Jir-Iiulloun-Fuzes.—Saltpetre, lib. lOoz. brimstone, Soz. and
meal-powder, lib. fioz.

Serpentsfor Pots des Brins.—Meal-powder, lib. Scz. saltpetre,

12oz. and charcoal, 2oz.

Firt-Puiiips.—Saltpetre, 51b. brimstone, lib. meal-powder, 1

and a half lb. and glass-dust, lib.

A slovj ll'liite Flame.—Saltpetre, 3 and a half lb. sulphur, 2 and
a half lb. meal-powder, lib. antimony, one-half lb. glass-dust, 4oz.

brass-dust, loz.—This composition, driven land one-4ih inch in a,

loz. case, will burn one minute, which is longer than an equal

quantity of any composition yet known will last.

Amber Lights.—Meal-powder, 9oz. amber, ooz. This charge

m:.Y be drove in small cases, for illuminations.
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Lights of another kind.—Saltpetre, 3lb. Ijiinistone, lib. meal-

powder, 111), aiitiiiiony, 10 and a half oz. Ail Uiesemiist be mi.\efl

"with the oil of spike.

A Rt;d Fire.—Meal-powder, 31b. charcoal, 12oz. and saw-dust,

8oz.

A Common Fire.—Saltpetre, 31b. ciiarcoal, 10 oz. and brim-

stone, 2oz.

To make tin artijiciid Earthquake.—Mix sulpluir, 41b. and
steel-dnst, 411). to a paste with water, and then bnry it in the

ground, and in a few hours the earth will burst open in several

places.

Of Moulds, Cases, Mixture, Instruments, &c.

Ilocket-mnulds. As the performance of rockets depends niucli

on their moulds, it is requisite to give a definition of them, and their

proportions. They are made and proportioned by the diameter
of their orifice, which is divided into equal parts, liammers nui^t

liave a collar of brass at the bottom, to keep the wood from spread-

ing or splitting, antl the same proportion must be given to all

moulds, from one ounce to six pounds. As to the liandles of the

rammers, if their diame«er is equal to the bore of the mould, and
two diameters long, it will be a very goo<l proportion ; but tiie

shorter you can use them the better ; for the longer the drift, the

less will be the pressure on the composition by the blow given with

the mallet.

Dimensions for Rocket-moulds, if the Rockets are
Rammed solid.

Weight
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paper thicker in om; place llian another; and also lo know when

the shell is of a proper ihickness. Balloons must always be iiiude

to go easy into the mortars.

Cus's for Ilhtiiiii)aiinii-Port-j!n^.—The'^c mnsl he made very

thin of paper, an<l rolled on formers from 2 to .".-Sths of an inch

diameter, ami from two to six inches lone: they are pinched

close at one end, and left open at the other. \Vhen ) ou fill them,

put in but a little composition at a time, and ram it in lightly, so

as not to break the case : thr.-e or four rounds of paper, Willi the

last round pa5te<l, will be strong enough for these cases.

Cases and Mouldsfor Commnii Portfires.—Common port-hres

are intended purposely to tire the works, their tire being very

slow, and the heat of the llame so intense, that, if applied to rockets,

leaders, &c. it will fire them immediately. Port-fiies may be

made of aiiyjength, but are seldom made more than 'il iiuhes

long : the interior diameter of port-fire-moulds should be 10-lCiths

of an inch, and the diameter of the former half an inch. The case

must be rolled wet with paste, and one end pinclied. or folded

down. The moulds should be made of brass, and to lake in two

pieces lengthwise; when the case is in the Mo sides, they are held

together by brass-rinses, or hoops, which are made to hi over the

outside. The bore of the mould must be made (piite (hrouijli, so

that there will be no occasion for a fool. Those port-lires, when
used, are held in copper-sockets, ti.xed on (he end of a long stick:

these sockets are made like port-crayons, only w ilh a screw instead

of a ring.

Di.mEnsioks and Poise of Rocket-sticks.

Weight
of the
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on the eiid of anotlK'r case, the head of which put into the hol-

lo-.i paper on the lirst, allowing a sufticient distance from the tail

of one to the head of the other for the pasted paper to bend with-

ont tearing: the second case tie on as you did the first : and so

on with the rest, except the last, which must be closed at the

end, unless it is to comiininicate to any thing on the top of the

wheel, such as iirc-piinips or brilliant hres, fixed in holes cut in

the wheel, and tired by the last or second case, as fancy directs:

six, eight, or any number may be placed on the top of the wheel,

provided they be not too heavy for the bowl. Before you tie

on the cases, cut the upper part of all their ends, except the last,

a little shelving, that the fire from one may play over the other,

without being obstructed by the case. 'Wheel-cases have no

clay drove in their ends, nor pinched ; but are always left open,

only the last, or tliose which are not to lead fire, which must be

well secured.

PYROTICS, [from ir„», fire,] in medicine, caustics, or reme-

dies either actually or potentially hot; and which accordingly will

burn the flesh, and raise an eschar. See Causticity.

PVRRHICH.V, in aatiquity, a kind of exercise on horseback,

•r a feigned combat, for the exercise of the cavalry.

PYRUS, the Pe/vr-tkee; a genus of the pentagynia order, and

icosandria class of plants; natural order, Pomaces. Calyx live-

cleft ;
petals hve ; fruit a pome, live-celled, many-seeded. It has

13 species, with nianv varieties.

P. Cydonia, the Quince, formerly ranked as a distinct genus,

is now classed as a species of Pyrus.

P. Malus, the common Apple-tree, is well known.

PYSECK, a town of Bohemia, in the circle of Piachin, fifty

miles S. of Prague. Lon. 14. 46. E. Lat. 49. 16. N.
PYTH.AGORAS, a celebrated philosopher of antiquity, re-

specting the time and place of whose birth the learned are much

divided ; by some it is fixed at Samos, where his father was a sculp-

tor, about 6'i0 B. C. He studied in Egypt many years, and after

travelling over a great part of Asia, he returned to his native place ;

but finding that Polvcrates had usurped the government, he went

. to Crc'ona in Italy,' where he taught philosophy with uncommon

reputation. Students came to him from all parts, on whom he im-

posed a probationary silence for five years; after which they

were required to place their property in the common stock. He
"reatly reformed the manners of Crotona and its neighbourhood,

and several of his disciples became excellent legislators, particu-

larly Zeleucns. Pythagoras is said to have visited Phalaris, the ty-

rant, who was so provoked with his discourses as to order him to

be put to death, but the assassination of tiie tyrant saved his life.

He was the first who assumed the title of philosopher. He dis-

covered the famous demonstration in geometry of the square of tlic

hypothehuse, for which he sacrificed a hecalomb to the gods. He
held that the sun is in the centre of the universe, and that the earth

revolves round it with the other planets. His other principles

were less rational, for he maintained the doctrine of a transmigration

of souls, and the .unlawfulness of eating animal-food. He died

about 490 B. C. The Golden Verses which go by his name are

questionable. ,.,,,/,
PY'THAGOREANS, a sect of ancient philosophers, the fol-

lowers of Pythagoras. See that article.

PYTHIA, or PYTHOXISSA, the priestess of Apollo at

Delphi, by whom he delivered oracles. She was so called from

Pythius, a name of that god.
. .

PY'THIAN GAMES, in Grecian antiquity, sports instituted

near Delphos in honour of Apollo, on account of his slaying the

serpent Python. These games, at their first institution, were cele-

brated only once in nine years ; but afterwards every fifth year,

from the number of the Pa^na^sian nymphs who came to congra-

tulate Apollo, and to make hini presents on his victory. I he

victor was crowned with garlands.

PYTHON, in fabulous history, a monstrous serpent produced

by the earth after Deucalion's deluge. ,.,,,,
PYX [pi/xis, Latin.] I. The box in which the KomanisU

keep the host. 2. Tire box in whicte- the nautical compass is'

hung.

Q.

QIs the sixteenth letter and twelfth consonant of our alpha-

bet ; but is not to be found either in the Greek, old Latin,

or Saxon alphabets; and indeed some would entirely exclude it,

pretending that k ought to be used wherever this occurs. Wmvever,

as it is formed in the voice in a different manner, it is undoubtedly a

distinct letter: for, in expressing this sound, the cheeks are con-

tracted, and the lips, particularly the under one, are put into a

canular form, for the passage of the breath. The q is never sounded

alone, at least in English, but in conjunction with w, as in quatiti/,

question, quite, quote, &c. and never ends any English word.

Etit in some French names of places it is a final letter, and is

sounded alone, withflut the u, as Acqs, Cucq, &c. As an abbre-

viation q signifies quantity, or quantum. Thus, among physi-

cians, (7. pi. is quantum placet, i. e. " as much as you please ot a

thine; and o. s. is quantum sufficit, i.e. "as much as is neces-

sary." Q. E. D. among mathematicians, is quod ^rat demon-

strandum, i. e. " which was to be demonstrated;" a"<;,*<- '^^ *•

is quod erat faciendum, i. e. "which was to be done. ^:
.^,;

among grammarians is quasi dictum, f. f .
" as if it were saw;

or, ' as who should say." In the notes of the ancients, Q stands
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for Quintus, or Quintius; Q. B. V. <or quod bene vertat^

Q. S. S. S. for qus supra scripta sunt ; Q. M. tor Quintus Mu-

tius, orquomodo; Quint, for Quintdius; and Qai.ts. lor qiia-stor.

As a numeral, Q stands for 500; and with a dash over it, thus
(j

'^"qUACKENBRUCK, or QUAKENBURG. a town of Ger-

many, in Osnaburg, 38 miles S. W. of Bremen. Lon. 8. 20. L.

Lat 52 46 N. ...
QUACKERY-, or EMPIRICISM, a term of extensive signi-

fication; as it relates to all those who pretend to medical know-

ledge and skill in the exercise of the healmg art ;
though thev act

upo^imere principles of slavish imitation, ^"^
"^f'•^ °7;.

'"f'"';

eiice drawn from single instances. It the object with which me-

Ses are administered be duly weighed; and die ""|"«°'^
''^^

eases to which the human frame is exposed, be seriously consider-

ed ; it must excite the greatest aslonishment ^ha' no >tep are

taken to suppress those insidious pretenders, who, like epheme^

insects preying on the cankered tree, exercise ^

'«^>f,
P["'^'°

y,fj'^
on the 'pur.eand constitution of mankind; and, I jat so sordid a

practice should not only be tolerated, but even indiiectlycouni.^
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iianciU, by the highest autliorlty, in an enllghteneil country. It

will probably be objected, that abuses so gross aiul palpable, are

conniveil at only, on account of the levemie they produce to the

treasury ; but, is it compatible with sound policy, justice, and hu-

manitv, to supply any deficiency of the Stale, at the e-«pence of

all tha't is most dear to man— his health? Btsicle, how often must

the moral law be wounded for the sake of this public sacrifice?

Woulil any person whose lime-piece has received an injury ; or

wliose cattle are attacked with the distemper ; or whose dwelling

threatens to tumble down, ever think of employing a vagrant in

preference to eitlier a professed watchmaker, farrier, or builder?

and yet these considerations are but trivial, when compared to the

inestimable value of health! Such impostors generally assume a

pompous and mysterious manm r ; they deal in duplicity of speech

and acton: alwiivs engage to cure, while they represent every

case as highly dangerous, in order to enhance their own iniport-

ance; in short, they are equally afraid and incapable of giving a

reasonable explanation, or ci.ndid opinion: let these harpies of tlie

deluded multitude fairly state their successful experiments, not

supported l)y perjury ; and compare them w ith the number of un-

fortunate victims whose credulity led them to a premature grave.

Many instances of this melancholy description have come within

our knowledge ; and we doubt not but every medical practitioner

lias cases to produce, where, in consequence of taking quack-

medicine, his patients were afllicted with iniiammations of the

bowils; obstructions of the liver, or intestines; and not seldom,

with incurable consumption. Humanity can only drop the silent

teir of sympathy over the deluded sutTerers, while the government

alone has the power to suppress and punish these pests of society,

and to exercise the same degree of rigorous justice as is shewn to

the highway-robber and assassin ; whose crimes, though apparently

more heinous, are less destructive in their influence on society.

ilfillich.)

QUACK-MEDICINES, are those preparations of drugs sold

in the shops under the stamp act ; whence they pay a certain duty

to government, from which the medicines given by regular prac-

titioners are wholly exempt.
QUADI, an ancient people of Germany, situated on the S. E.

of the mountains of Bohemia, on the banks of the Danube, and
extending as far as the river Marus, or March, running by Mora-
via, which country they occupied.

QUADRAGESIMA, a denomination given to Lent, from its

consisting of forty days.

QUADRANGLE, in geometry, is the same with a quadrila-

teral figure, or one consisting of four sides and four angles.

QUADRANS, the quarter or fourth part of any thing, particu-

larly the as, or pound.
Qi'ADRAXS, in English money, the fourth part of a penny.

Before the reign of Edward I. the sniallest coin was a sterling, or

penny, marked with a cross ; by the guidance of which a penny
might be cut into halves for a halfpenny, or into quartei-s or f.iur

parts for farthings ; till, to avoid the fr:?ud of unequal cuttings,

that king coined halfpence and farlhings in distinct round pieces.

QUADU.VNT, [quadrans, Lat.] in geometry, is the arch of a

circle, containing 90°, or the fourth part of the entire periphery.

Sometimes also the space or area, included between this arch and
two radii drawn from the centre to each extremity thereof, is called

a quadrant, or, more properly, a quadrantal space, as being a

quarter of an entire circle.

Quadrant, is also a mathematical instrument of great use in

astronomy and navigation, for taking the altitudes of the sun and
stars, and for taking angles in surveying, &c. It is variously con-
trived, and furnished with different apparatus, according to the
various usi s it is intended for ; but they all have this in common,
that they consist of a quarter of a circle, whose limb is divided
into 90°. Some have a pUimmct suspended from the centre, and
are furni>hed with sights to look tiuough. The principal and
most useful quadrants are the common surveying (luadrant, astro-

nomical quadrant, Adams's quadrar.t, Cole's quadrant, Gunter's
quadrant, Hadley's quadrant, horodictical quadrant, Sutton's or
Collin's quadrant, and the Sinical quadrant, &c. See Astro-
nomy, and Mensuration.
Quadrant, Astronomical, is large, usually made of brass,

or wooden bars faced with iron-plates; having its limb nicely di-

vided, either diagonally or otherwise, into degrees, minutes, and

seconds ; and furnished with two telescopes, one fixed on the side

of the quadrant, and the other moveable about tlie centre, by
means ot the screw. There are al-o dented wheels, which serve

to direct the instrument to any object or pha-nomeimn. Ihe use

of this curious instrument, in taking observations of tiie sun, pla-

nets, and lixed stars, is obvious; for being turned horizontally

upon its axis, by means of the telescope, till the object is seen
through the moveable telescope, then the degrees, &;c. cut by the-

index, give the altitude required. See Astronomy.
Quadrant, Common SuRvtviNt;. See Mensiratiov.
Quadrant, Gunner's, called also Gunner's Square, is that

used for elevating ami pointing cannon, mortars, &i;. and consists

of two branches either of brass or wood, between which is a qua-
drantal arch divided into 90°, beginning from the shorter branch,
and furnished wilh a thread and pliimnut, as represented in lig. 3,

I'late CLV. The use of the gunner's quadrant is e.xtremely
easy ; for if the longest brancli be placed in the mouth of the
piece, and it be elevated till the pliiinmtt cut the degree neces-
sary to hit a proposed object, the thing is done. Sometimes on
one of the surfaces of the long branch are noted the divisions of
diameters aiul weights of iron-bullets, a- also tlie bores of pieces.

Quadrant, Gunter's, so called lr(;in its inventor Edmund
Gunter, besides the usual apparatus of other quadrants, has a stere-

ographical projection of the sphere on llie plane of the equinoctial.
It has also a calendar of the months, next to the divisions of the
limb. It is represented in Plate CLV. lig. 4.

Quadrant, IIadley's, is an instrument of vast utility both mi

navigation and practical astronomy. It is named from Mr. Ilad-
ley, who first published an account of it, though the invention ori-

ginated with the celebrated Dr. Ilooke, anil was completed by
l^ir Isaac Newton. For its descriptien, use, &c. see Naviga-
tion. Plate CL\'. fig. 1, represents a simple construction of a
small moveable <|uadranl, and lig. 'i represents a mural quadrant.
Of the quadrant, (rig. 1,) CEBis the arcii divided into 90°, and ge-
nerally subdivided into smaller divisions, such as half-degrees, or
third parts of each rlegree, &<. The centre of the arch is at A,
and the whole is connected together by means of strong metallic
bars, as is shewn between the letters ABC in the figure: in the
centre A, a short axis is fixed perpendiiuhir to the plane of the
instrument, and to the ujjper part of this axis is fastened the inde.\

AD, which carries the lelescope. This index generally has a
small lateral projection, as at E, upon which the nonius or vernier
is marked, by which means the minutes, or smaller paits of each
degree, may be discerned. (See VtRNrER.) The screw P,
cc^imonly called the tangent screw, with a i.ut that may be fast-

en*i to any part of the arch BC, screws likewise into the extre-
mity of the index, and is useful for moving the index gently, or
more accurately than by the immediate application of the hand to
the index itself. Since the inde.x is suspended at one end, viz. at

A, if the other end D happens to be disengaged from the screw P,
the lower end D of the index will naturally tome tlowu to C, on
account of its ow n weight, and lliat of the telescope. Now, in or-
der to avoid this tendency downwartis, an arm Y of brass or iron
is fre(|iienlly affixed to the upper part of the index, which carries
the leiideii weight Z, sufficient to balance the weight ot the index
and telescope ; so tliat by this means, even when disengaged from
the screw P, the index will remain in any situation in which it

may be left. The whole frame ABC is suppoited upon a strong
vertical axis FS, the lower part of which turns into the ptdestal
OKm, and carries an index SX, which moves upon the divided
horizontal circle O, fixed to the pedestal. This serves lo fix the
plane of the quadrant in any azimuth that may be required. The
lower part of the pedestal has three claws, with a screw m in each ;

by winch means the axis FS may be set truly perpendicular.
The plummet AO, suspended ;it A, serves to shew when the edge
AC of the instrument is truly perpendicular, or when the first divi-
sion of the arch at C is exactly In the vertical which passes through
the centre A of the quadrantal arc BC. The weight of the plum-
met generally moves in a glass of water, which is fixed upon the
arm GH ; the object of wiiich is to check t!ie vibrations of the
pendulum ; which otherwise would be easily nioved by every
breath of air, and would continue to move for a considerable time
after. We do not mention the lensis or microscopes that are ap-
plied to read oil the divisions at E and at X, or to see the coinci-

dence of the plummet-line with a dot marked upon llie arc at C,
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as nialtfis that need no parlieul.ir descnpluiii. In tlie eye-lube of

tlie telescope A D, there are ceitaiii slender wires, placed in the

focus of the ejeUns, and perpenihcubr to the aN.5of the tele-

scope, which enable the observer to distinguish more accuiatel_\

when an object, tliat is seen through the telescope, reaches tl>e axis

of the telescope, or, as it is more coninionly called, the hue of

collimation, &c. Now when the stars or planets are observed at

>i gilt, those wire> in the eye-tube caiuio' be seen ; therefore, to

render them visible, an arm or wire is fixed occasionally at the end

of llie telescope, whicli arm holds a small piece of ivory or card z,

set aslant to the axis of the telescope; for wlicn a lightetl caiulle

or lantern is situated at a little distance, ami is directed so as to

shnie upon the above-mentioned ivory Or card, the n .ection of

the lii;ht from it into the lube of the telescope will enaol',- the . b-

secver to distingtiisli the wires at tlie same linie that he beholds the

celestial object.

QvJADRAKT, NUiRAi., (lig. ?.) is a lari^er instrument lik'.' the

above, excepting that it has no stan<l ; and lis index is prevented
from bending on account ot its great length, by means of melallic

bars, d,t\ b, c. This instrument is luinly hxed upon a wall ex-

actly in the plane of the meridian of the ob.ervatory, for which
purpose it has clamps, screws, and other adjustments. It li.ts

likewise a plummet. See Observatory.
Quadrant of Altitude, is an appendage of the artificial

globe, consisting of a lamina, or slip of brass, the length of a qua-
drant of one of die great circles of the globe, and grailuated.

Quadrant, Sinicai-, (hg. 5,) consists of several concentric

quadranlal arches, divided into eight equal parts by radn, with |)a-

rallel right lines crossing each other at right angles. Now any
one of the arches, as BC, may represent a quadrant of anv great

circle of the sphere, but is chiefly used for the horizon or meridian.

If then HC be taken for a quadrant of the horizon, either of the

sides, as AB, may represent the meridian; and the other side,

AC, will represent a parallel, or line of east and west : and all the

other lines parallel to AB, will be also meridians ; and all those

parallel to AC, east and west lines, or (larallels. Again, the eight

spaces into which the arches are divided by the radii, represent the

eight poin's of the compass in a quarter of the horizon ; each con
taniing II" Ij'. The arrh BC is likewise divided into 30", and
each degree subdivided into 1'2', diagonal-wise. To the centre is

fixed a thread, which, being laid over any ilegree of the quadrant,

serves to divide the horizon. If thesinical quadrant be taken a

fourth part of the meridian, one side thereof, AB, ma> be taken for

the common radius of the meridian and equator ; and then the

ether, AC, will be hall the axis of the world. The degiees of the

circumtertnce, BC, will represent degrees of latitude; and the

parallels to the side, W>, assumed from every point of latitude to

the axis AC, will be the radii of the parallels of latitude, as like-

wise the sine-complement of those latitudes. SupposiMhen, it be
required to ^ni\ the I'l'grees of longitude contained in 83 of the

less leagues in die parallel ot 4S° ; lay the thread over 48° of lati-

tude on the circuinrerence, ami count thence 83 leagues on AB,
beginning at A ; "his will terminate in fl, allowing every small

interval tour leagues. Then tracing out the parallel II E, from the

point H to the tlireatl ; the part AE of the thread shews that 125

greater or equinoctial leagues make 6° 1 j'; and therefore that the

83 less leagues AH, which make the difference of longitude of the

course, and are equal to the radius of the parallel HE, make 6° 15'

of the said par.dlel. If the ship sails an oblique course, such
course, besides tlie north and south greater leagues, gives less

leagues easterly and westerly, to be rediice<l to degrees of longi-

tude of the equator. But these leagues being made neither on
the |)arallel of departure, nor on that of arrival, but in all the inter-

mediate ones, we must find a mean proportional parallel between
them. To tind this, we have on the insirument a scale of cross

latitudes. Suppose then it were required to find a mean parallel

between the parallels of 40° and 60°; with ycur compasses take

the middle between the 40ih and GOdi degree on this scale: the

middlt-point will terminate against 51°, whicb is the mean parallel

reeitiired. The principil use of the sinicai quadrant is to form tri-

angles upon, similar to those made by a ship's way wilh the meri-

dians and parallels ; the sides of which triangles are measured by
the equal intervals between the concentric quadrants and the lines

N and S, E and W : and every fifth line and arch is made deeper

than the rest. Nowj suppose a ship to have sailed 150 leagues

north-east, one-fourth north, which is the third point, and makes
an angle of 33° 44' with the north part of the meridian: here aie
given tlic course and distance sailed, by which a triangle nny he
lorined on the instrument similar to that made by the ship's

course; and hence the unknown parts of the triangle may be
found. TluB, supposing the centre A to represent the

|
lace of

departure; count by means of the concentric circles along ihe
point the ship sailed on, viz. AD, 150 leagues: then in the trian-

gle AED, similar to that of Ihe ship's course, tnid AE= difler-

enci- of latitude, and DE^ difference of longitude, which inust

be reduced according to the parallel of latiUide come to.

Quadrant, Sutton's or Coluin's, (fig. 6,) is a slereographic
projection of one-quarter of the sphere between the tiopicg, upon
the plane of the ecliptic, the eye being in its north pole: it is filled

to liie latitude ol Lordon. The lines running from the right
hand to the left are parallels of altitude ; and those crossing them
I re azimuths. The less of the two circles, bounding the projec-
tion, is one-fourth of the tropic of Capricorn ; the greater is one-
lourth of that of Cancer. The two ecliptics are drawn from a
point on the left edge of the quadrant, with the characters of the
signs upon them ; ami the two huiiiiiiis a;-e dra«n from the same
point. l"he limb is divided both into degrees and time; and, by
having the sun's altitude, the hour of the day may be found here
lo a minute. The quadrantal arches next the centre contain the
calendar of months; and under them, in another arch, is the sun's
dedination. On the projection are placed several of the most
noted fixed stars betwixt the tropics; and the next below the pro-
jection is the quadrant and line of shadows. To find the time of
the sun's rising or setting, his amplitude, his azimuth, hour of the
day, &;c. by this quadrant: lay the thread over the day and the
month, and bring tlie bead to the proper ecliptic, cither of summer
or winter, according to the season, which is called rectifying;

then, moving the thread, bring the bead to Ihe horizon, in which
case the thread will cut the limb in the time of the sun's rising or

selling before or after six ; and at the same time tlie bead will cut
the horizon in the degrees of the sun's amplitude. Again, observ-
ing the sun's altitude with the quadrant, and supposing it found
4j" on the fourth of May, lay the thread over the fifth of May,
bung the bead to the summer-ecliplic, and carry it to the parallel

of altitude 45° ; in which case the thread will cut the limb at 55°

15', and the hour will be seen among the hour-lines to be either
41' past nine in the morning, or 19' past two in the afternoon.

Lastly, the bead ainong the azimuths shews the sun's distance

froni ihe south 50° 41'. But if the sun's altitude be less than what
it is at six o'clock, the operation must be performed among those

p.irallels above the upper horizon ; the bead being rectified lo the

winter-ecliptic.

QUADRANTAL, in anticpiity, Hie name of a vessel in use

among the Romans for the measuring of liquids. It was at first

called amphora ; and afterwards quadranlal, from its form, which
was square every way like a die. Its capacity was eighty libiE, or

pounds, of water, which made forty-eight sextarics, two urnx, or

eight congii.

QUADRAS ISLES, islands on the N. W. coast of North
America, between Pintard's Sound and the Straits of Fuca.

Nootka Sound lies among them.

QUADRAT, a mathematical Instrument, called also a Geo-
metrical Square, and Link of Shadows: it is frequently an

additional member on the face of the common quadrant, as also

on those of Gunter's and Sutton's quadrants. See Mensura-
tion.
Quadrat, in printing, a piece of metal used to fill up the void

spaces between words, &c. There are quadrats of different sizes;

as m (juadrats, n quadrats, &c. which are respectively of the di-

mensions of these letters, only lower, that they may not receive

"qU.^DRATIC EQUATIONS. See Algebra.
QUADRATRIX, in geometry, a mechanical line, by means

whereof we can find right lines equal to the circumference of cir-

cles, or other curves, and their several parts.

QUADRATURE, in astronomy, that aspect of the moon when
she is <J0° distant from the sun ; or when she is in a middle point

of her orbit, between the points of conjunction and opposition,

namely, in the first aud third quarters. It is marked thus (a).

See Astronomy.
Quadrature,
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Quadrature, in geometry, denotes the rcdiuina, a figure to a

square, 'liuis, the finding oV a square which shiill contain jixt .s

nuich surface or area as a circle, an elhpsis, a triiinglr, &c. is fh.e

quadrature ot' a circle, ellipsis, ice. 1 he quadrature, esjjccially

among the ancient mathematicians, was a great postulatum. See
Geometry, and Fluxion's.
QUADRA'I L'S, in anatomy, a name given to several muscles

oil account ot their square figure. See Anatomy.
QuADKATUS, a surname of Mercury, because some of his sta-

tues were square.

QL'ADRl'^L, in huilding, a kind of artificial stone, so called

from its heing perfectly S!|uarP. Tlie quadrels arc made of a
clialkv earth, &c. and dried in the shade tor two veai-j.

QC&DRIFRONS and QUADRICEPS, surnames of Janus,

because he was represented with four heads and four faces.

Qf'ADRIGA, [Lat ] in antiquity, a car or chariot drawn by
four Toi'ses.

QUADRILATERAL, in geometry, an epithet applied to a
iigcTe whose perimeter consists of four angles; whence it is also

called a quadnmgular figure.

QUADRILLE.' ijlillle tioop or company of cavaliers, pomp-
ously dressed, and mounted for the perloruiauce of carousals,

justs, tournaments, runnings at the ring, and other gallant di>er-

tisejnents.

Quadrille, a game played by four persons, with forty cards;
which are the remains of a pack, alter the four tens, nines, and
eights, are discarded.

QU.\DROL, a fertile island, in the East Indian Ocean ; nine
miles W. of Cambodia, ft is nine miles long, and three broad;
and abounds with water, ajul has several fine bays.

QUADRL'PEDS, in zoology, those animals which have four
limbs or legs proceeding from the trunk of their body. See
Zoology.
QUADRUPLATORES, among the Romans, were informers,

who had the (ouiih part of the confiscated goods for their paijis.

QL .ADRUPLE, a sum or number midtiplied by four, or taken
four times. This word is particularly used for a gold-coin worth
fourtime* as nuich as that whereof it is the quadruple.
Qir.£ EST EADEM, in law, words used in pleadings, to sup-

ply the want of traverse; as where a defendant justifies a trespass

or an assault at another day or place than is specified in the plain-
tiff's declaration, he ought to say, quae est eadein transgressio. Sec.

Qui: Plura, in law, was formerly a writ that lay where an iii-

quisitioK had been taken by an escheator, of such lands, &;c.

whereof a person died seised, and it was supposed that all tlie lands
were not found by the inquisition.

Qu-E Skhvitia, a writ relating to services, &c.
-' QC.EUE, [Lat.] in law, iswliere any point is doubted of.

QL.1;ST0IUUM, in the ancient Roman camps, the qujestor's

iijjartment, near which wss the Forum or suttling house, hence
ca'.lcd_'Qua!storium Fotaub.
Qt'iESTUS, in law, signiAes whatever a person has by pur-

Giia-se ; as liereditas denotes that wkicii one has by descent, or he-

rediti)!-y right.

QUAIGIl, or QUAFF, a kind of drinking vessel peculiar to

Scotland, nude of cliil'erent pieces of wood, of various colours,

jo'ned together by small hoops.

QUAKERS. 'See Friends.
QUAKING GRASS. See Briza.
QUALF.A, in bot.iiy, a genus of the monandria monogynia

class and order. Calyx four parted ; corolla two-petaled ; berry.

Tliere are two species, viz. Q. rosea, and Q. cocrulea. Tlicse are

both t.iil trees, growing naturally in the forests of Guiana.

QUAIJ'i'V, is defined by Mr. Locke, to be the power in a

subject of prodncina any idea in the mind: thus a snow-ball hav-

ing the pov\ei lo produce in us the ideas of white, cold, and round,

liie^ie powers, as.they are in the snow-ball, he calls qualities; and

as they arc sensations, or percei^tions, in our understandings, he

calls ideas. It has been demonstrated that every qu.dity that is

propagated from a centre, su<-h as light, heat, cold, odiiur, &c.

has its intensity either increased or decreased, in the duplicate ratio

of the distances from the centre inversely. So at double the dis-

tance from the irarlh's centre; or from a luminous, or a hot body,

t'le weight, or ligbt, or heat, is but a fourth part, and r.t three

t.me* the distance, it is but a ninth, &c. The great Sir Isaac

Newton l.as laid it down as one ot the rules oi pliiiosophizing, that

those qualities which are incapable of being increased or diminish-

ed, and which are found to obtain in all bodies upon which expe-
riments could be fried, are to be esteemed universal qualities of all

bodies.

QUAMDIU, Se Bene Gesserit, as long as he shall behave
himself well in his ofiice, is a clause frequently inserted in letters

patent of ofliccs, and is inserted in the patent by which the judges
are appointed.

QUANAMORA, a town of Africa, in Upper Guinea. Lou.
10. (i. W. L-nt. 7. 43. N.
Ql'ANG-PlNG, a city of China, of the first rank, in the N.

part of the province of Pe-tcheli, 212 miles S. S. >V. of Pekin.

QuAVG-si, a province of China, bounded on the N. by Koc-
Tcheau and Hu-Quang; E. by Yun-nan and Quangtoug ; S. by
the same and Tonquin ; and \V. by Yun-nau. h produces great

plenty of rice, being watered by several large rivers.

QuANGTONG, a province of China, bounded on the E. by
Kiang-si and Fokien ; S. by the ocean ; and \V. by Toncjuin. It

is diversified by valleys and mountains; and yields two crops of

corn in a year! It abounds in gold, jewels, silk, pearls, tin,

quicksilver, sugar, brass, iron, steel, saltpetre, ebony, and several

sorts of odoriferous wood ; also a tree called iron-wood, whose
wood is uncommonly hard and heavy; besides fruits of all sorts

proper to the climate.

QUANC-TONG, KOAMTON, Or QuANG-TCHEOU, the Capital of
the above province, called by Europeans ( anton, is a large, po-
pulous, and wealthv city, 1020 miles S. of Pekin. Lon. 1 13. 20.

E. Lat. '.'3. 10. N."
QUANTITY, in philosophical investigations, like quality,

hardly admits of a precise definition. Dr. Reid, the celebrated
author of the Inquiry into the Human Mind, justly observes, that

as nothing ha? proportion, which has not either extension, duration,

or number, tin- characters of mathematical quantity may be re-

stricted to these three. Tliese he calls proper quantities and all

others improper.
Quantity, in grammar, an affection of a syllable, whereby its

measure, or the time wherein it is pronounced, is ascertained ; ot
that which determines the syllable to be long or short.

QuA.s'TiTY is also the object of prosody, and distinguishes verse

from prose; and the ceconomy and arrangement of quantities, that

is, the distribution of long and short syllables, makes what we call

the number. The quantities are distinguished, by the characters (",)

short, as per ; and (",) long, as ros. '1 here is also a common, vari-

able, or ctubious, quantity; that is, syllables that are one time taken
for short ones, and at another time for long ones ; as the fii'st syl-

lable in Atlas, patres, &c.
QUANTUM MERUIT, in law, is an action upon the case,

founded on the necessity of paying a person, for doing any tiling

as much as he deserves.

QUARANTAIN, QUARANTINE, [quarentain, Fr.] The
space of forty days, being the time which a ship, suspected of in-

fection, is obliged to forbear intercourse or commerce.
Quarantine may be ordered by the king, with advice of the

privy-council, at such times, and under such regulations, as lie

judges proper. Ships ordered on quar. iitine must repair to the
place appointed, and must continue there during the time pre-

scribed (generally six weeks) ; and must have no intercouree with
the Ehcre, except for necessary provisions, which are conveyed
with every possible precaution. When the time is expired, and
the goods ojiened and ex|)Osed to the air as directed, if there be no
appearance of infection they are admitted to port. See Plaguk.
QUARE IMPEDIT, in law, a writ which lies for him that has

purchased a manor, with the advonson thereto belonging, against

him dial disturbs him in the right of his advowson, by presenting a

clerk when the church is void.

QUARRIES, a name commonly given to a most extraordinary

cavern, extending under a great part of the city of Paris. This
v.ist e.\cavation was formed by digging materials for the city

above it.

QUARRY, a place under ground, out of which are got marble,
freestone, slate, lime-stone, or other matters proper tor building.

See Strata.
Quarry, or Quarrel, among glaziers, a pane of glass cut in a

diamond-form Quarries are of two kinds, square and long ; each

«
°f
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of which is of a clifferent size, expressed by the number of the
pieces that make a foot of glass, viz. eighths, teiillis, eighteenths,
and twentieths; but all the sizes are cut to tlie same aiigles, the
acute angle in the square-quarrels beiiig 77° 19', and 67° 21' in the
long ones.

Quarry, among hunters, is sometimes used for a part of the
entrails of the beast taken, given by way of reward to the hounds.
QUART, in Scotti^!l measure, two pints. See Measuke.
Quart, in English measure, the fourtji part of the gallon, or

two pints.

Quart, in the late French measure, was also two pints: be-
sid.es which, they had various other quarts, distinguished by the
whole of which they are quarters, as Quart de b'oisaea, Quart de
Muid, &c.
QUAllTAN, a species of inlermilting fever. See Medicine.
Quartan, a measure containing the "fourth part of some other

measure.
.

QUARTaRIUS, in ancient Roman measure, the fourth part
of the congius.

QUARTATION is an operation by which the quantity of one
thing is made equal to a fourth part ol the quantity of another thing.
It is preparatory to the parting; and even many authors e.xteiid

this name lo the operation of parting. See Parting.
QUARTER, in astronomy, the fourth part of the moon's period ;

thus, frojn the new moon to the quadrature is the first quarter;
from this to the full moon, the second quarter, &c.

Quarter, in dry measure, is the fourth part of a ton in weight,
or eight bushels.

Quarter, -in weights, is generally used for the fourth part of an
liundretl weight avou'dupois, or 28lb.

Quarter, in the manege. To work from quarter to quarter, is

to ride a hor-e three times in upon the f:v>i of the four lines of a

square ; then changing your hand, to ride him three time' upon the
second : and so to llie third and fourth ; always changing hands, and
observingthe same order.

Quarter, or Quarters, witli re;pect to the parts of a horse,

is used m various senses : thus the slioulders and fore-legs are called

the fore-quarters, and the hips and hinder legs the hind-quarters.

See Farriery.
Quarter, in heraldry, is applied to tlie parts or members of the

first division of a coat that is quartered, or divided into four

quarters.

Quarter, Fran'c, in heraldry, is a quarter single or alone ;

which is to possess one-fourth part of the field. Itmakes one of the

honourable ordinaries of a coat.

Quarter of a Ship, that part of tlie ship's side which lies to-

wards the stern : or which is comprehended between the aftmost

end of the main chains and the sides of the stern, where it is termi-

natetl by the quarter- pieces.

Quarter, on the, may be defined an arch of the horizon,

contained between the line prolonged Irom tlie ship's stern and any
distant object, as land, ships, &c. Thus if the ship's keel lies on an
east and west line, the stern being westward, any distant object

perceived on the north-west or south-west is said to be on the lar-

board or starboard quarter.

Quarters, a name given at sea to the several stations wliere the

oliicers and crew of a ship of war are posted in action.

Quarters, at a siege, the encampment upon one of the most
principal passages round a place besieged, to prevent relief and
convoys.
Quarters, Head, of an Army, the place where the com-

mander-in-chief has his <|uarters. 'The quarters of generals of horse

are, if po:.sible, in villages behind the right and left wings, and the

generals of foot are often in the same place : but the commander-in-
chief should be near the centre of the army.

Quarters, Intrenched, a place fortified with a ditch and
parapet to secure a body of troop:^. "^

Quarters of Refreshment', tlie place or places where troops

that have been much harassed are put lo recover themselves during

some part of the campaign.
Quarters, Winter, sometimes mean the space of time includ-

ed between leaving the camp and taking the field; but more
properly the places where the troops are quartered during the

V> inter.

Quarters op a Saddle, ar6 the pieces of leather or stuff
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made fast to the lower part of the sides of a saddle, and hanging
down below it.

Quarters, in a clock, are the little bells that sound the qu.;r-
ters in an hour.

Quarters, in building, are those slight upright pieces of timber
placed between the puncheons and posts, used to lath upon.

Quarter-Bill, a roll, or li>t, containing the difierent stations,
lo which all the officers and crew of the ship are quartered in the
time of battle, and the names of all the persons appointed to those
stations.

QuarteriCast, in farriery. Ahorse is said to be quarter-cast,
when for any disorder in the coffin we are obliged to c;ut one of the
quarters of the hoof.

Quarter-Master, an officer, wiiose business is not only to
look after the quarters of the soldiers, but llieir clothing, bread,
ammunition, firing, &c. Every regiment of foot and artillery ha?
a quarter-master, and every troop of horse one, who are only war-
rant-olVicers, except in the Blues.

Quarter-Master-General is a considerable officer in the
army; and should be a man of great judgement and experience,
and well skilled in geography. His duty is to mark the marches
and encampments of an army : he should know the couiilry per-
fectly well, witli its rivers, plains, marshes, ivoods, mountains, de-
files, passages, &c. even to the smallest brook.
Quarter-Netting, a' sort of net-work, ej!ten<le<l along the

rails on the upper part of a ship's quarter. In a ship of war these
are always double, being supported by iron-cranes, placed at pro-
per distances. The interval is sometimes filled wiili cork, or old
sails: but chiefly with the hammocks of the sailors, so as to form
a parapet to prevent the execution of the enemy's small arms in
battle.

Quarter-Sessions, a general court held quarterly by the jus-
lice of peace of each county. This court is appointed by slat. 2.
Hen. V. c. 4, to be in the lirst week alter Michaelmas day ; the
first week alter the Epiphany ; the first week after the close of
Easter; and in the week after the translation of Saint Thomas a
Becket, or the 7th of July. This court is held before two or
more justices of the peace, one of vvhom must be of the quorum.
The jurisdiction of thi^ court by 34 Ed. 111. c. 1, extends to the
trying and determining of all felonies and trespasses W'hatsocver.
though they seldom, if ever., try any greater olfence than small
felonies within the benefit of clergy, their commission providing,
tiiat if any case of difliculty arises, they shall not proceed to judge-
ment, but in the presence of one of the justices of the courts of
king's bench or common-pleas, or one of the judges of assize.

But there are many offences, and particular matleis, which bv
particular statutes bel'ong properly to this jurisdiction, as, the smalle'r
misdemeanors not amounting to felony, relating lo the game,
highways, alehouses, bastard children, the seltlement and pru\ i-

sion for the poor, v.^grants, servant's wages, apprentices, &c. The
records or rolls of the sessions are committed to the custody of a
special utlicer, denominated tlie cnstos rotulorum. Inmost cor-
poration-towns theie are quarter-sessions, kept before justices of
their own, within their re.-pective limits, which have exactly the
same authority as the general quarter-sessions of the county, ex-
cept in a very few instances.

Quarter-Round, in archiletUire, is a term used by the work-
men for any projecting moulding in general, whose contour is a
perfect cjuadrant of a circle, or which appomches near that fi"ure.
Quarter-Wheeling, or Quarter of Conversio.v, in the

military art, is the motion by which the front of a body of men is-

turned roimd to where the flank was, by taking a quarter of a cir-

cle. It it be done to the right, the man in liie n^ht-hand an-'le

keeps his ground and faces about, while the rest wheel ; if to The
left, the left hand man keeps his place.

Quarter-Wind, at sea, is a lateral or side-wind, which does
not blow in stern, but a little aside of it. This is the best of all

winds, as bearing into all the sails ; whereas a wind blowing full in
stern, is kept off by the sails of the mizzen.

Q UARl ER IN G,in heraldry, is dividing a coat into four or more
quarters, or (|uarterings, by parting, couping. Sec. that is, by per-
pendicular and horizontal lines, &c. Quartering is also applied to
tiie partitions or compartments themselves ; th^t is, to tfie several
coats borne on an escutcheon, or the several divisions made in it,

when the arms of several families are plated on the same shield, on
5 Z account
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account of iiitermarriagi-s, or the like. Qii.meiiiig is also u'scil toi-

distiii^ui^hins voiinger brothers from the elder. Soe IIeraldk v.

CouNTER-QuAiiTEuis'G A CoAT, is when the quarters are

su!)aivi(lc(l eich into four. There are counter-iiuartered coats that

have twenty or twcnty-iive quarters.

Qi'ARrERi.s-c, or QuARTERizATioN, is part of the punishment

of a traitor, which consists of dividing his body into four tiuarters.

QUARTICKI.Y, in heraldry. A person is said tobear quarter-

ly, when he bears arms quartered.
' QUAin'EUN, a diminutive of quart, signifyinga quarter of a

pml. See Measur?;.
QL'AHTILE, an aspect of the planets, when they are three

sicin, or 1)0° distant, marked thus D .

"qUAR'I O, or 4'rO, abook of which four leaves, «r eight pages

make a^iieet.

QuartoDecimans, an ancient sect in the Christian church,

who tauglit ihat Kaster should always be celebrated according to

the custom of the Jews, on the fourteenth day of the moon in the

miiiith of March, whensoever that ilay fell out. And hence they

derived their name quartn decimiini, q. d. Foiirteenthers.

QUARTZ, in mineralogy, asin-cics of the I' lint genus wiiich is

divided into live sub-species', viz. the Amethyst; the rock-crystal;

milk-quartz ; common-quartz ; antl piase. The rock-crystal is

white, pawing to brown through all tlie intermediate shades. It

occurs rarely massivt;, often in rolled pieces and often in crystals of

dili'ercnl forms. E\ternally, the crystals are generally splendent,

the rolled pieces are only g'l.stening ; internally, they are splendent

and vitreous. It is harder than glass, and gives vivid sparks when

struck against steel. It is brittle, and easily frangible. Specific

gravity 2.G5 when pure. It is composed of

Silica f»3.0

Alumina •. 0.0

Lime I

It is found in abundance in the Alps ; also in Hungary, Sa.\ony,

and in many parts of the British islands. It is used as an ariicle

ofjewelrv, and is very much prized, particularly the wine and

orange-yellow.

QUASHING, ill law. The overthrowing and annulling of any

thine.

QUASI, As if; used in several law-terms: such as

Quasi Contract, in the civil law, an act without the strict

form of a contract, but yet having the force thereof.

Quasi Crime, or Quasi Demcit, in the civil law, the action

of a person who does damage, or evil, involuntarily. The repa-

ration of quasi crimes consists in making good the damages, with

interest.

QUASS, a fermented liquor drunk in Russia.

QUASSIA, in botany, a genus of the nionogynia order, and

drcandria class of plants ; natural order, Gruinales. It uas so na-

med from Quassi,a negro-slave, who discovered its virtues. Calyx
five-leaved; petals live; nectary live-leaved; perianth five, d'is-

fant, each having one seed. 1 here are three species, viz. Q.
simaia, Q. excelsa, or polygama, and Q. simaruba.

QUATCHEOl', a town of Asia, in Ilami: 33 miles E. of

Tche-tcheou. I.on. 'J4. 30. F,. Lat. 40. 2S. N.
QUATFOUD, a town of England, in Shropshire; on the Se-

vern : a 1)1' If below iMidgnortli.

QUATRAIN, [jiu'.ttrain, Fr.] a stanza of four lines rhyming

allernati-lv.

QUATRIDI, the fourth day of the decad in the new French

calendar.

QUATUORVIR, in antiquity, formerly written IIII.Vir, a

Roman magistrate, who had three colleagues joined with him in

the same atlministration, and li;id the care of conducting and set-

tlin" the colonies sent into the provinces. There were also qua-

tiioiviri appointed to inspect and take care of repairs, fee.

QUAV ER, in music, a mea^ure of time ecjual to half a crotchet,

or an eighth part of a semibrcve.

(iUAY, or KEY, a long wharf, usually built of stone, by the

side of a harbour or river, and having several storehouses for the

convenience of lading and discharging merchant-ships; with posts

andiing , wlureby they are secure 1; together with crjiies, ca|>-

sterns, and other engines, to lift the goods into or ogt of the vesseU

which lie along side. The old verb cajare, according to Scaliger,

signifies to keep in or restrain ; and hence key or quay, the ground
where they are made being bound in with planks or posts.

QUEBEC, a handsouie and laige tov\ii of America, capital of

Canada, 312 mile;, from the sea-coast, and b\)0 N. W. of Boston.

Lon. 71.0. \V. Eat. 46.49. N.
QUED.A., a kingdom of .\>ia, in the peninsula beytnd the

Ganges, and near the strait of Malacca. The king is tributary t»

Slam.
QuEDA, the capital of the above kingdom, 300 miles N. of Ma-

lacca. ],on. 100. .1. E. Lat. 7. 5. N.
QUEDLINGIIUUG, a town in Upper Saxonv, 10 miles S. \j

of Halberstadt. Lon. 11. 34. E. Lat. 52. 1. N.
(iUEELA, a town of .Vfrica, in the kingdom of Fezcan, N. of

Jermal,and E. ofMourzook; in whicli are relics of ancient build

ings, cisterns, &c. that testify its former splendor.

QUEEN, a woman who holds a crown singly, in her own riglit.

The title of (jueeii is given by way of courtesy to her that is

married to a klnij, who is called by way of distiiicliou Queen
Consort.

Queen Dowager, the widow of the king, and as such eiijoyi

most of the privileges belonging to her as queen consort; no man
can marry her w ithout special license from the king, on pain of

forfeiting his lands and goods.

Queen Anne, a county of Maryland, bounded on the N. by
Kent county, and \V. by C'hesapeak bay. It is 14 miles long from
N. to S. and b\ broad. It is lou but fertile; its E. side is bordei-

ed with salt-mar.-h. Kent island belongs to it.

Queen Anne, a town of M.iryland, in Prince George's county,
13 miles S. W. of Annapolis, and 39 S. by Vr". of Baltmiare.

QUEENBOROUGH, a town of the isle ofSheppey in Kent.
Lon. .iO. E. Lat. 31. C3. N.
QuEENBOROvGH, a town of S. Carolina, on the Great Pedec;

76 miles N.N. E. of CUarlestown. Lon. 79. 13. \V. Lat. 33.

5S.N.
Queen Charlotte's Island, an island in the S. Pacific ocean,

about 6 miles long and one broad. Lon. 138. 4. W. Lat. 19
18. S.

Queen Charlotte's Islands, a cluster of islands in the N.
Pacific ocean, near the W. coast of N. America. The largest is

170 miles long, and from 10 to 60 broad. They are called Wash-
ington Isles, by the Americans. They are inhabited by a race of

people diflering in language, features, and manners, from all the

other tribes of this co.ist. They extend from Lon. \~9. 34. to 133.

18. W. and from Lat. 51. 4','. 'to 54. IS. N.
Queen (Charlotte's Solnd, a sound on the N. extremity of

the S. island of New Zealand, near Cook's Strait. The climate is

mild, and vegetables abountl on the coast. Lon. 174. 19. E. Lat.

41.6. S.

Queen Charlotte's Sound, a bay of the N. Pacific Ocean,
on the M . coast of America ; SO miles long from E. to W. and 20
from N. toS. Lon. 126° to 1L'8° W. Lat. from 50° 30' to 31'
10' N.
QuEEN-GoLD, is a royal duty or revenue belonging to every

queen of England during her marriage to the king, payable by
persons in this kingdom and Ireland, on divers grants ot the king
by way of line or oblation, &c. being one full tenth part above the
entire fines, 6n pardons, contracts, or agreements, which becomes
a real debt to the queen, by the name of durum regime, upon the
party's bare agreement with the king for his fine, and recording the
same.
Queen's County, a county of the province of Leinsfer in Ire-

land ; so called from Queen Mary I. in whose reign it was first

maile a county by the e.irl of Sussex, then lord deputy. It is.

bounded on the S. by Kilkenny and Catherlogh. This county was
anciently lull of bogs and woods, though now pretty well inclosed,

< ultivated, and inhabited. The baronies contained in it are 7, and
it -jends two members to the imperial British parliamenl.

Queen's County, a county of New Y'ork, the middle county
of Liin.e ishuul. It is 30 miles long and V2 broad.

QUEENSFERRY, a royal borough in Scotland, en tlie S.

bank of the Frith of Forth. Lon. .3. 'JO." W. Lat. 56. 0. N.
QUE-liSTATE, in law, a plea whereby a man entitling iiim-

self
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Self to Iji!?!, &c. says, that the same estate which another had, he

now has from him.
Que e:>t Meme, inlaw, is a term used in actions of trespass,

S:c. for a direct ai.d positive jiistiticatioii of the very act complain-

ed of i)y the plaiiitilf.

QUEI-CHUN, a town of Cliina of the third rank, in the pro-

yince of Quaiig-si ; 1 162 miles S. S. W. of Pekin.

QUEI-LING, ,a city of China, the capital of the province of

Qiran<;-si.

tJUENTIN, St, a town of France, in the'departmcnt of Aisiio;

'Jl miles S. of C:uiil)ray, and 83 N. by E. of Paris.

QUERCI, a late jjrovijice of Frajice, bounded on the N. by
the late Limosin : E. by Koiier^ue and Anvergne ; S. by Upper
Laiimiedoc, and \V. by Ar^enois and Perigord. It was divided

into Upper and Lower Querci ; and is fertile in corn, vines,

and fruits. It now forms the department of Lot. Cahorsislhe
capital.

QUERCITRON, in <lyeing, theinternal bark of the qiierciis

nigra: it yields )(s colour, which is yellow, by infusion to water,

and by the common mordants gives a permanent dye.

QUEKCUS, the Oak-Tree ; a s^enus of (he p'olyandria order,

and nionuccia class of plants ; natural order, .imenlacea;. Male,

calyx commonly five_clelt ; corolla none ; stamina five to ten : fe-

male, calyx one-leaved, quite entire, rugged ; corolla none ; styles

Uvotolive; seed one, ovate. TJiere are twenty-six species and

many varieties.

Q. KoBLK, THE CoM.MOS ENGLISH Oak, grows froui about

Gj or 70 to lOOfeet hiah, with a prodigious large trunk, and mon-
strous S|)reading head ; oblong leaves, broadest towards the top,

the edges acutely siiuiated, having the angles obtuse. There is a

variety, having the leaves tinelv striped with white. This species

grows in great abundance all over England, in woods, forests, and
hi'd^e-rows ; is naturally of an amazing large growth ; there being

accounts of some jbove ICO feet high, with wonderful large trunks

und spreading heads. It is supposed to continue its growth many
centuries. I'he trunk of an oak, belonging to Lord Powis, and

growing in Bromlield wood, near Ludlow, in Shropshire,measured,

in 1T64, sixty-eight feet in girth, and twenty-three feet in lenglli ;

containing in the whole l4jj feet of timber, round measure, or

twenty-nine loads and five feet, each load consisting of titty feet.

And Dr. Darwin mentions the Swilcar oak, a very large tree

growing in Needwood forest, which measures thirteen yards in

circumlerencc at its base, eleven yards round, at the height of

four feet from the earth, and which is believed to be six hundred

rears old. The oak is one of the most valuable and majestic

trees : its leaves are eaten by horses, cows, goats, and sheep ;

—

deer and swine fatten on the acorns. Its bark, when stripped olf,

is usefully employed for tanning leather, and afterwards for hot-

beds and fuel. It should not, however, exceed the age of forty

or fifty years, as after that time it becomes corky, and does not

answer the purpose of the tanner. Oak-timber is well adapted to

almost every purpose of rural and domestic (economy, particularly

for staves, laths, and spokes of wheels. Being hard, tough, tole-

lablv flexible, and not very liable to splinter, it is generally pre-

ferred to all other limber for building slii])? of war; especially if

the tree be suffered to stand for three or four years after it lias

been barked : because it thus becomes perfectly dry, and the in-

spissated sap renders it much stronger than the heart of any other

oak-tree, wliich has not bi-en stripped ; so that tlie timber acquires

greater strength, weight, hardne-s, and durability. As this tree is

of such eminent utility in naval architecture, and cannot be bent

without great difficulty, Mr. Randall, of Maidstone, in Kent, pro-

posed, in 1793, to the Society for the Encouragement of Arts,

&c. a method ot training oaks to compass-shapes, for the purpose

of ship-building. His plan consists in reversing the practice

usually followed, in order to obtain straight-stemmed trees; by

taking off, every year, in the months of NIarch and June, all the

lateral shoots clo-ely to the stem, commencing when the tree is

about eight feet high, and continuing the operation every year,

till it has attained the height of twenty feet. In consequence of

this management, the oak grows somewhat crooked, and the cur-

vature will increase as the tree advances in years. This part of

his plan, Mr. Randall considers to be particularly applicable to

parks, hedge-rows, or open plantations. The other part of his

suggestion relates to forests, in which the underwood is regularly

cut every fifteenth or twentieth year, and where many clean and
thriving young oaks are often discovered. If two of these grow-

so near as to reach each other by inflexion, he proposes to bend
down their heads, by means of a hooked stick, and to join them

I together, by interweavuig tlieir respective branches; in conse-

I

quence of which, the trees will assume a direction that will greatly

facilitate the future labour of the ship-biiilder. The proper time
for performing these operations is fVom the age of eight to four-

teen years, if the oaks grow freely ; and the most convenient sea-

son for interweaving the brandies, is in the spring, before llie leaf

appears. The saw-dust, and even the leaves, thougli inferior to

the bark, have been found useful in tanning. It appears, from
numerous experiments made by the Rev. Mr. Swayne, of Puckle-

church, near Bristol, and recorded in the tenth vol'.ime of tli»

Transactions of the Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Sec.

that hSif a peck of oak-leaves contains nearly as much astringent

matter as one pound of bark. Farther, the leaves make excellent

liol-beds, and the saw-dust is the principal indigenous vegetable

used in this country, for tinging fustians of various brown colours.

The galls, or excrescences, produced by the leaves, are employeil
for dyeing, and various otlier purpobcs. The balls, or apples,

grow.ing on this tree, are sometimes substituted for the galls, in

dyeing black colours, with the addition of copperas ; but these

shades, though more beautiful, are by no means of eiiual durabi-

lity to those obtained from the former. Lastly, the juice, ex-

pressed from oak-apples, when mixed with vitriol and gum-arabic,
will make an excellent black ink.

(i. Slbee, the Cork-Tk.ee, grows thirty or forty feet high, hav-

ing a thick, rough, fungous, cleft bark, and oblong-oval undivided

serrated leaves, downy underneath. This species furnishes that-

useful material cork ; it being the bark of the tree, which becom-
ing of a thick fungous nature, under wliich, at the same time, k
formed a new bark, and tlie old being detached for use, the trer

still lives, and the succeeding young bark becomes also of the

same thick s|)ongy nature in six or seven years, tit for barking,

having likewise another fresh bark forming imder it, becoming
cork like the others in the like period of time ; and in this man-
ner these trees wonderfully furnisli the cork for onr use, of

which are made the corks for bottles, bangs for barrels, and
numerous other useful articles. The tree grows in great plenty

in Spain and Portugal, and from these countries we receive the

cork.

QUERENT, [jjMrens, Lat.] the complainant ; the plaintiff.

QUERFURT, a town in Saxony, 16 miles S. W. of Halli;,

and 88 W. N. W. of Dresden.

QUERI.A, in botany, a genus of the trigynia order and triaii-

dria class of plants ; natural order, Caryophyllei. Calyx live-

leaved ; corolla none; capsule one-celled ; seed one There are

three species.

QUERNFURT, a town in L'^pper Saxony, 13 miles S. E. of

Mansfeldt. Lon. li. 20. E. Lat. Jl.27. N.
QUERRY, for EtiuEKKV, [ecw^c-r, Fr.] a groom beiongins

to a prince, or one conversant in the king's stables, and having tiie

charge of his horses ; also the stable of a prince.

QUESNOY, a town of France, and capital of a district s»

named, in the department of the North, and late province of French

Ilainault, 9 miles S. E. of Valenciennes, and 15 N.E. of Cain-

brav. Lon. 3. 40. E. Lat. 50. 15. N.
QUEST, or INQUEST, an inquiry upon the oath» of an im-

pannelled jury. See iNatiEST.

Quest, in'hunting, the seeking out of hounds, or the veuting

or winding of spaniels.

QUESTION, IqiuMtio, Lat.] in logic, a proposition propoie<S

by way of interrogation. See Propositiok.

"QUESTOR, or QUlOSrOll, in Roman antiquity, an oflicer

who had the management ol the public treasure. The questorship

was the fir^t office any person could bear in the connnonwealth,

and cave a right to sit in the senate.

QUEST-TAKER, an officer of llie royal forest, the same *;ih

Agistor ; also called Gift-tuker. Each forest has four of them.

QUIBERON, a peninsula of France, in the deparliBout of

Morbihan, and late province of Brelagne; N. oi Belleisle.

QuiBERON, a tow n and fort on the extremity of the above pe-

ninsula, opposite to Belleisle, 17 milos S. li of Port Louis, and a#

S. S. E. of Ileflfitbo*.
Q,lJ!SF.-.».0*.
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QuiBERON Bay, a bay on the coast of the above peninsula

;

memorable in British history, as the scene of a glorious victory

ebtaiiied by the British Heet under Aclin. Hawke over the French

tintl'f Adm. Contians in 1759.

QL'ICARO, an island in the Pacific Ocean, near the coa?t of

Veragua, about SO miles long, and 6 broad. Lon. 86. 0. W. Lat.

7.24:N.
QUICK, in botany. See CRAT.icus.
Quick, or Quickset Hedge, among gardeners, denote all

live hedaes, of whatever sort of plants they are composed, to dis-

tinguish them from dead hedges ; but in a more strict sense of the

vord, it is restrained to tliose planted with the hawthorn, under
which name tliose young plants or sets are sold by the nunery-
gardeiiers who raise them for sale. See Hedge.
QUICKLIME is a general name lor all calcareous substances

when deprived of their fixed air ; such as clialk, limestone, oyster-

shells, ic. calcined. See T.ime, and Mortar.
QUICKSILVER, or MERCURY. See Mercury.
QUID PRO QUO, in law, what for what, denotes the giving

ione thing of value loj: another; or the mutual consideration and
performance of both parties to a contract.

Quid pro auo, or Qui pro quo, is also used in physic to

express a mistake in the physician's bill, where quid is wrote for

quo, i. e. one thing for another ; or of the apothecary in reading

quid for quo, and giving the patient the wrong medicine. Hence
the term is in general extended to all blunders or mistakes com-
mitted in medicine, either in the prescription, the preparation, or

application of remedies.

QUIDDITY, or QUIDDITAS, is derived hence, that it is

by the essence of a thing that it is tale quid, such a thing, and
not another. Hence what is essential to a thing is said to be
quidditive.

QUIESCENT, at rest, in contradistinction to motion.

QUIETARE, in law, a term frequently met with in old

rleeds and conveyances, signifying to acouit, release, or dis-

charge.

QUIETISM, a term used for the doctrine of the Quietists.

See next article.

QUIETISTS, a religious sect, famous towards the close of the

17th century. They were so called from a kind of absolute rest

an<l inaction, which they supposed the soul to be in, when arrived

at that state of perfection, which they called the unitive life ; in

which state they imagined the soul wholly employed in contem-
plating its God, to whose influence it was entirely submissive ; so

that he could turn and drive it where and how he would. In this

state, the soul no longer needs prayei-s, hymns, &c. being laid, as

it were, in the bosom and between the arms of its God, in whom
it is in a manner swallowed up. Molinos, a Spanish priest, is the

reputed author of Quietism ; though the Illuiniiiati in Spain had
certainly taught something like it before.

QUIETUS, ill law, is the same as freed or acquitted; being
«sed by the clerk of the pipe, and auditors in the exchequer, in

their discharges given to accounts ; which generally conclude with

these words, abinde recessit quietus, and is termed a quietus est

;

and being granted to a sheriff, discharges hirii of all accounts ami
demands due to the king.

QUILLS, the large feathers taken out of the end of the wing of

a goose, crow, &cc.

Quii.LS are denominated from the order in which they are fixed in

the wing ; the second and third quills being the best for writing, as

they have the largest and roundest barrels. Crow-quills are clii(tl\

used liir drawing. To harden a tpiill that is soft, thrust the barrel

into hot ashes, stirring it till it is soft, then taking it out, press it

almost llal upon your knee with the back of a penknii'e, and after-

wards reduce it to a roiuidiiess wilh your fingers. If you have a

number to harden, set water and alum over the fire, and while

it is boiling dip the barrels of the quills for a minute, and then lay

them by.

QUILLEBOEUF, a town of France, in the department of the

Eure, on the Seine, T-J miles N. of Pont Audemer, and 13 N. W.
of Evreu.N.

QUILMANCr, or QUILMANCY, a town of Africa, on the

coast of Zangnebar, in the kingdom of Melinda. Lon. 39. 40. E.

Lat. .3. 30. S.

QUILOA, a kingdom of Africa, on the E. coast, near the

mouth of the Coavo. It extei.ds ISO miles from N. to .S. but its

extent inland to the W. is not known. The climate is temperate,
and the soil fertile, abounding with corn,- rice, frurts, and good
pasture, where great numbers of cattle are fed. Poultry \<ild and
tame are also numerous, and fish abound on the coast. It was first

discovered bv the Portuguese in 1498.

QuiLOA, liie capital of the above kingdom, is seated on the
coast ot Zangnebar, 300 miles N. of MosamUique. Lon. 39. 9. E.
Lut. O.30.S.

QUI LON, COULAN, or COYLAN, a country of Hindos-
tan, on the coast of Malabar, iidiabited chiefly by Gentoos.
QuiLON, CouLos, or Calicoulan, a town in the above terri-

tory, 14 miles N. N. W. of Anjenga, on the coast of Travancore.
Lon. 75. 30. E. Lat. 8. 30. N.
QUILTING, a method of sewing two pieces of silk, linen, or

stuff, on each other, with wool or cotton between them ; by
working them all over in the form of < luquer or diamond-work,
or in flowers. 'I'he same name is also given to the stuff >o

worked.

Q U I M PER, a town of France, in the depiirtment of Finisterre,

and late province of Bret.agne, 30 miles S. E. of Brest. Lon. 4. 2.

VV. Lat. 47. 58.-N.

QUIMPERLAY, or QULMPERLE', a town of France, in

the department of I'inisterre, late Bretagne, 7 miles from the sea,

and 20 from Quimi)er.
QUINARIUS was a small Roman coin, eiiual to half the de-

narius, and consequently worth about three pence three farthings

of our money. It was called quinarius, because it contained tlie

value of five ases, in the same manner as the denarius was named
from its containing ten.

QUINCE, in botany. See Pyrus.
QITNCIIAMALA, in botany, a genus of the pentandria mo-

nogvnia class and order. Calyx inferior, five-toothed ; corolla

tutjular, superior ; anthers sessile ; seed one. 'i'here is only one
species; viz. Q. Chilensis, a native of Chili.

QUINCUNX ORDER, in gardening, a plantation of trees,

disposed originally in a square ; and consisting of five trees, one
at each corner, and a fifth in the middle.

QUI N DECAGON, in geometry, a plain figure with fifteen

sides and filteen angles; which, if the sides be all equal, is termed
a regular quindecagon, and irregular when otherwise. The side

of a regular quindecagon inscribed in a circle,, is equal in power
to the half diii'erence between the side of the equilateral triangle

and the side of the pentagon, inscribed in the same circle ; also

the difference of the perpendiculars let fallen both sides, taken
together.

QUIN DECEMVIRI, in Roman antiquity, a college of fif-

teen magistrates, w hose business it was to preside over the sacri-

fices.

QUINGEY, a town of France, in the department of the Doubs,
and lale province of Franche Comt6. It is 12 miles S.VV. of Be-
sani^on, and 10 W. of Ornans.

QUINQUAGENARIUS, in Roman antiquity, an officerwho
had the command of fifty men.
QUINQUAGESIMA, [Lat.] QHinquagesima sunday, so call-

ed because it is the fiftieth day before Easter, reckoned by whole
numbers; Shrove Sunday.
QUlNQUARTlCUtAR CONTROVERSY, the contro-

versy about the five articles, which divided the reformers in Hol-
lan<l in the seventeenth century. Hisliop Overall laboured much
to settle it ; and corresponded with Vossius and tirotius on the
subject. His letters are preserved in the Epistokc Praistantium
\ irorum.

QUINQU.VFRIA, or QUINQUATRUS, wris a festival

kept at Rome in honour of Minerva, which began on the IStli

of March, or as othere will have it, on the lyth, and lasted five

davs.

QUINQUELOCULAR, consisting of five places or divi-

sions.

QUINQUENNALIS, in Roman antiquity, a magistrate in the
colonies and municipal cities of that empire, who had much the
same offiie as the a'dile at Rome.
QUINQUEREMiS, in the naval architecture of the ancients,

a name given to a galley which had five rows of oars. They di-

vided their vessels in general intp monocrota aKd polycrcta. 'I be
former
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former had only one tire of rowers: the latter had several tires of

them. , , r
QUINQUEVIRI, in Roman antiquity, an order of five priest;,

peculiarly appointed for the sacrifices to the dead, or celebrating

the rites of Erebus.

QUINSY, or SORE-THROAT, is an inflammation of the

internal parts of the mouth, throat, and windpipe, attended with

fever. See Medicine.
QUINTAL, Icentupondium, Lat.'] a hundred weight to weigh

with.

QUINTEX, a town of France, in the departmentof the North

Coasts, and late province of Bretagne, 8 miles S. of St. Brieux,

and 200 W. of Paris.

QUINTESSENCE, in alchemy, is a mysterious term, sig-

nifving the fifth or last and highest essence of power in a natural

''ody.

Quintessence, in chemistry, a preparation consisting of the

essential oil of some vegetable substance, mixed and incorporated

with spirit of wine.

QUINTILE, in astronomy, an aspect of the planets when

they arc 72 degrees distant from one another, or a filth part of the

z«diac.

QUINTILIANS, a sect of ancient heretics, thus called from

their prophetess Quintilia. In this sect the women were admitted

to perform the sacerdotal and episcopal functions.

QUINTILIANUS, Marcus Fabius, a celebrated Latin ora-

tor, and the most judicious critic of his time, was a native of Ca-

lagurris, or Calahorra, in Spain ; and was tlie disci|)le of Domitius

Afer, who died, A. D. 59. He taught rhetoric at Koine for 20

years with great applause ; and practised at the bar. Some ima-

gine, but with liule foundation, tliat he was consul ; but it is cer-

tain that he was preceptor to the grandsons of Domitian's sister.

There is still extant his excellent work, intituled, Institutioiies

Oratoria;, which is a treatise of rhetoric in twelve books ; where

his precepts, judgement, and taste, are justly admired. The work

was found by Poggius in an old tower. There is also attributed

to Quintilian a dialogue De Causis Corrupts^ Elo(juentiE ; but it

it more commonly ascribed to Tacitus. The best editions of

QuintUian's works are those of Mr. Obreight, published at Stras-

burg in two vols. 4to. in 1698, and of M. Capperonirr, in folio.

QUINTIUS, Flamininus, Trrus, or T. Quinctius Fla-

MiNius, a celebrated Roman general, who was consul A. U. C.

554, or B. C. 193. He acquired much military experience in the

war against Hannibal ; and was afterwards sent against Philip V.

of Macedon, whom he totally defeated on the confines of Epirus,

and made all Locris, Phocis, and Thessaly, tributary to Rome.

Yet he not only granted peace to Philip, but proclaimed all

Greece free and independent at the Isthmian games. This poli-

tical step rendered him very popular among the Greeks, and

paved the way to the universal dominion of the Romans. He
was afterwards sent to Prusias king of Bithynia; who had given

refuge to Hannil-al, and by his address prevailed on the monarcli

to desert the greatest man of that age. Flaminius died sud-

denly.
QLTRIEU, a town of France, in the department of the Isere,

on the Rhone, 12 miles E. of Belley, and 24 E. of Lyons. Lon.

4. 5J. E. Lat. 45. 3,'). N.
QLTRIMBA, or QUERIBA, a cluster of islands, m the In-

|

dian sea, near tlie coast of Zanguebar in Africa. They are fertile
j

in oranges, grapes, dates, and other fruits and herbs : the pastures

abound''with cattle, and the coasts with fish.

QUIRITES, in Roman antiquity. In consequence of the

agreement entered into by Romulus and Tatins king of the Sa-

bTiies, Rome was to retain its name from Romulus ; and the peo- i

pie were to be called Quirites, from Cures, the principal town of

the Sabines, a name used in all public addresses to the Roman
people.

QUIRK, in building, a piece of ground taken out of any regu-

lar ground-plot, or floor : thus, if the ground-plot were oblong or

square, a piece taken out of a corner to make a court or yard, &c.

is called a qu'rk.
.

QUIKPON, an island in the North Atlantic Ocean; near

the N. coast of Newfoundland. Lon. 52. 22. W. Lat. 51.

QUiSPICANCHI, a province of Pciu, in Cusco, about 60
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miles long from E. to W. It is fertile in wheat, maize, fruits, &c.
Bays ;i:id coarse woollens are its chief manufactures.

QUISQUALIS, in botany, a genus of the monogynia order,

and decandria class of plants ; natural order, Veprecula'. Calyx
five-cleft, filiform; petals five; fruit a quinqueangular plum.
1 iiere is only one species.

QUI-TA.\I, inlaw, is where an action is brought, or an infor-

mation e.xhibited, against a person, on a penal statute at the suit of

the king, and the party or informer, \ihen (he penalty for breach
of the statute is directed to be divided between them ; in that

case, the informer prosecutes as well for the king as for him-
self.

QUIT-CLAIM, in law, signifies a release of any action that

one person has against another. It signifies also a quitting a claim

or title to lands, &<:.

QUITO, an extensive province of Peru, bounded on the N.
by Popayan, and including a part of that government, also by
Santa Fe de Bogota ; on the S. by'tliose of Piura and Chacha-
poyas. The climate differs from all others in the same parallel,

since even in the centre of the torrid zone, although under the

equinoctial the heat is not only very tolerable, hul even in some
l)la'jes the cold is painful ; while others enjoy all the advantages of

a perpetual spring, the fields being constantly covered with verr

dure, and enamelled with tlowers of the most lively colours. The
mildness of the climate, free from the extremes of heat and cold,

and the constant ecpiality of the day and night, render this coun-
try, which from its situation might be thought to be parched by
tlie constant heat of the sun, and scarcely iiiliabitable, both plea-

sant and fertile ; so that this country surpasses those of the tempe-
rate zones, w here the vicissitudes of winter and summer, and the

changes from heal to cold, are more sensibly felt.

Quito, the capital of the above province, seated between two
chains of high mountains called Cordilleras de los Andes, ou much
higher ground than the rest of habitable Peru. Lon. 77. 15. W.
Lat. 0. 13. S.

QUITOOPOA, a town of the United States, in Georgia. Lon.
Sg. 48. W. Lat. 33. 27. N.
QUIT-RENT, [ijuictus redditus, i. e. quiet rent,] is a certain

small rent payable by the tenants of manors, in token of subjection,

and by which the tenant goes quiet and free. In ancient records

it is called while rent, because paid in silver-money, to distinguish

it from rent-roni, &c.
QUITTER-BONE. See Farriery.
QUIXOS, a district or jurisdiction of Peru, in Quito; bound-

ed on the N. by Popavan, E. by the Aquarico, S. and W. by

Quito. The climate is' hot and very inoisi ; the surface is much
covered with woods, and trees of vast magnitude; cinnamon-trees

also abound; with great quantities of fruits, roots, corn, &c. The
inhabitants are obliged to be constantly on their guard against the

vvild Indians.

QUIZAM.A, an extensive and mountainous province of Africa,

in the S. of Angola ; abounding with honey and wax.

QUOAD HOC is a term used in the pleadings and arguments

of lawyers ; being as much as to say. As to lliis thing the law is so

and so.
, , • ,

QUOANG, a town of China, of the second rank, in the pro-

vince of Koei-tcheou : 1000 miles S. S. W. of Pekin.

QUOJA, a country of Africa, 100 miles from the coast of the

Atlantic. It reaches from Sierra Leone to the Grain Coast.

QUOIN, or COIN, on board a ship, a wedge fa-tened on the

deck, close to the breach of the carriage of a gun, to keep it firm

up to the ship's side. Cantic quoins are short three-legged quoins

nut between casks to keep them steady.

Quoins, in architecture, denote the cornei-s of brick or stone-

walls i'he word is particularly used for the stones in the corners

of brick-buildings. When these stanrl out beyond the brick-

work, their edges being chainfred olf, they are called rustic

quoins.

QUORUM is often mentioned in English statute;, and in com-

missions of justices ot the peace and others. It is thus called from

the words of the commission, quorum A. B. unum esse volunius -.

c s: where a commission is directed to seven persons, or to any

three of them, whereof A. B, and C, D, are to be two; in Ihii

case, thev are said to be of the quorum, because the rest cannot

nroceed without them : so a justice of the peace and quorum i.;

^
6 A °"
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cue without wlioni the rest of the justices in some cases cannot

procj-ech

QUOTATION, in literature, a citation, or passage, rehearseil

expressly in one author from another. Quotations are usually

tlistin!;uishetl by inverletl commas.
QUOTIDIAN, [qiwtidiaiiu, Lat] in medicine, an intermit-

ting fever, or ague, the paroxysm or fit whereof returns every day.

See Medicine. This ajjccies of intermittent fevers is not so com-
mon as the tertian and quartan.

QUO TIEN'i', in arithmetic, the number vihi( h arises by divid-
ing the uivideiul by the divisor. See Aiuthmetic.
QUO WARRANTO, inlaw, a writ which lies against a per-

son or corporation, that usurps any Irancliise or liberty against the
king; as to liave a fair, market, or the like, in order to oblige the
usurper to shew by wh.it right and title he holds or claims iutli
franchise.

R.

Ris a li'iuid ci-nsonant, being the 17ti) ioiH-r ot our alphabet.

Its sound is formed by a guttural extrusion of the breatli vi-

biated through the mouth, with a sort of quivering motion of the

tongue drawn from the teeth, and canulated with the tip a Kttle

elevated towards the palate. When not aspirated, it is always fol-

lowed by a vowel at the beginning of words and syllables. As an

abbreviation, i[i the notes of the ancients, R. or UO. signifies

Roma; R. C. Romana civitas ; R. G. C. rei gerendje causa; R.
F. E. D. recte fiictum et dictum ; R. G. F. regis lilius ; R. P. res-

publica, or Romani principes ; and R. R. R. F. F. F. res Romana
ruet ferro, fame, tlamma. In the prescriptions of physicians, R
stands for recipe, i. e. take. As a numeral, R anciently stood for

80 : and with a dash over it, thus k, for 80,000 ; but the Greek ";

with a small mark over it, signilies 100 ; with tlie same mark un-
der it denoted 1000 x 100; thus ?, signified 100,000. In the
Hebrew numeration "> denoted 200 ; and with two horizontal points

over it 1000 x 200 = 200,000.
RAAB, a town of Lower Hungary, capital of Javerin, 32

miles W. of Gran, and 55 S. E. of Vienna. Lon. 17. 25. E. Lat.

47.48. N.
RAAGOE, an island of Demnark, near the N. coast of the

island of Laland. Lon. II. 23. E. Lat. 55. 1. N.
RA.-^JEGUR, a town of Hiudoostan, in Malwa, 74 miles N.E.

of Ougein, and 214 S. S. W. of Agra.
RAAMSES, an ancient town of Egypt, said to have been

built in the lime of Joseph's ministry, as one of Pharaoh's store-
houses.

RAASAY, or RAAZA, a considerable island of Scotland,
«ne of the Hebrides, seated between the main land and the isle

of Sky.
RABAC, a small port on the Arabian coast of the Red Sea.

^
RAB.\T, a large soa-port-town of Africa, in the kingdom of

Fez, and province of Tremesen. Lon. 5. ^8. W. Lat. 34. 40. N.
RABBA, or RAHABA, a town of Arabia, in the desert of

Syria, near the Euphrates, 140 miles S. W. of Mosul.
RABBIN, or RABBI, a title which the Pharisees and doctors

of the law among the Jews assumed, and literally signifies masters
or excellonts.

RABBINIS TS, among the modern Jews, an appellation given
to the doctrine of the Rabbins concerning traditions, in opposition
to the Caraites ; who rejected all traditions.

R.VBBIT, in zoology. See Lkpus.
RABBETING, in carpentry, the planning, or cutting of chan-

nels or grooves in hoards, &c. In ship-caipi-nlry it sigr,i!ies the
letting in of the planks of the ship into the k>'.-l ; whicii. in the
r.lke and run of a ship, is hollowed away, that the planks may join
the closer.

KACCOURCY, in heraldry, signifies the same as couple; that
is, cut oti'or shorteneil.

Race, in general signifies running with others in order to ob-
tain a prize, either on foot, or on horseback, in chariots, &c. The
race was one of the exercises among the ancient Grecian ^ames,
which was performed in a course containing 125 paces; and those
who coiiteiided in these foot-races were freqiientlv clothed in ar-

mour. Chariot and horse-races- are also made a part of these an*

cient games. Races were known in England in very early

times.

Race, in genealogy, a lineage or extraction continued from fa-

ther to son. See Descent, and Inheritance.
RACEMUS, in botany, a term that properly signifies a cluster

of grapes : ))Ut scientifically it is used to signify a mode of flower-

ing, in which the flowers placed along a common foot-stalk are

furnished with proper foot-stalks, proceeding as lateral branches

from the common llower-stalks. This is exemplified in the vine

and currant-tree.

RACK, in the manege, a pace in which a horse neither trots

nor ambles, but shuffles as it were between. The racking-pace is

indeed much the same as the amble, only it is a swifter time and
shorter tread.

Rack, an infernal engine of torture, furnished with pullies and
chords, &c. for extorting confession from criminals. This instru-

ment is happily banished from almost every civilized state of the

world. The trial by the rack was never known to the law of

England. It was proposed in the privy council to put Felton, the

assassin of the Duke of Buckingham, to the rack, in order to dis-
'

cover his accomplices; but the judges, being consulted, unani-

mously declared, that no such proceeding could be admitted by
the laws of England.

Rack, Arac, or Arrac, in commerce, a spirituous liquor

made by the Tartars of mare's milk, which is left to be sour, and
afterwards distilled twice or thnce. Rack is also a spirituous li-

quor which the English get from Batavia or Malacca, of which

there are three sorts, the one being extracted from the cocoa-tree,

the second from rice, and the third from sugar ; but the first is the

best, and most in use.

To Rack Wines, &c. To draw them olf from their lees, after

having stood long enough to ebl>-and settle. Hence rack-vintage

is frequently used for tlie second voyage our wine-merchants used

to make into France tor racked wines.

RACKET, a kind of bat to strike the ball with at tennis;

usually consisting of a lattice or net-work of catgut strained very

tight in a ciide of wood, with a shaft or handle.

RACKt^ON, in zoology. See Ursus.
RACONI, a populous town of Italy, in the late Piedmontese,

G miles from Savillan, and 6 from Carignan. Lon. 7. 4G. E. Lat.

44. .iU. N

.

RADIANT, in optics, is any point of a visible object from .

whence rays proceed.

RAD IA TED FLOWERS, in botany, are such as have several-

semilloscules set round a disk, in form of a radiant star; those

whicli have no such rays are oiled discous (lowers.

RADIATION, the act of a body emitting or diffusijig rays of

light all round, as from a centre. See Optics.
RADICAL, that serves as a basis or foundation. In grammar,

we give the appellation radical to primitive words, in contradistinc-

tion to compuujids and derivatives. Algebraists also speak of the

ratiical sign of quantities, which is the character expressing their

roots. See Algebra.
RADICATION,
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KADICATION, a term used by some for tlie action whereby

plants take root, or shoot out roots.

RADICLE, that part of the seeds of all plants, which upon
vegetating becomes its root, and is discoverable by the micro-
scope.

RADISH, in botany. See Raphanus.
Radish, Horse. See C'ochlearia.
RADIUS, ill anatomy. See Anatomy.
Radius, in geometry, is a riglit line drawn from the centre to

the circumference. In trigonometry, the radius is termed the
wiiole sine, or sine of 90°. See Sine.
RADIX, [Lat.] a root. See Botany.
RADNOR, the capital of Radnorshire, in Soutli Wales, 130

miles from London. Lon. 2. 45. VV. Lat. 55. 10. N.
RADNORSHIRE, a county of South Wales, is bounded on

the N. by Montgomeryshire; E. by Shropshire and Hereford-
shire ; on the S. and S. W. by Brecknockshire ; and W. by Car-
diganshire; extending 30 miles in length and 25 in breadth.
KADS'l'ADT, or RASTADT, a town of Germanv, in Siiabia,

4 miles N. of Baden, and '2i S. W. of Philipsburg.
' Lon. 8. 14.

E. Lat. 4S. 54. N.
RADUNPOUR, a town of Hindostan, in Agimere, on tiie

Puddar; 175 miles N. of Surat. Lon. 71. 48. E. Lat. QS.
58. N.
RAFT, [probably from ratis, Lat.] a frame or float made by

laying pieces of timber cross each other.

RAFTERS, in building, pieces of timber which, standing by
pairs on the reason or railing-piece, meet in an angle at the top,
and form the roof of a building. See Architecture.
RAGG, or ROWLEY RAGG, a genus of stones, belonging

to the siliceous class. It is of a dusky or dark grey colour, with
many shining crystals, having a graimlar texture, and acquiring
an ochry crust by exposure to the air. The specific gravity is

2-948. It becomes magnetic by being heated in the open fire.

RA-GOOGUR, a town of 'Hindostan, in Maluz, 116 miles
N. E. of Oudein, and 2Jt) S. of Delhi. Lon. 17. 30. E. Lat.
24. 23. N.
RAGOUT, or RAGOO, is a sauce, or seasoning, intended to

rouse the appetite when lost or languishing. It is also used for

any high-seasoned dish prepared of flesh, fish, greens, or the like ;

by stewing them with bacon, salt, pepper, cloves, and the like in-

gredients. There are ragouts of celery, of endive, asparagus,
cock's-combs, giblets, craw-fish, &c.
RAGULED, or RAGGED, in heraldry, jagged or knotted.

This term ]> applied to a cross formed of the trunks of two trees

without their branches, of which they shew only the stumps.
Raeuled differs from indented, in that the latter is regular, the
former not.

RAGUSA, a citv of Dalmatia, and capital of Ragusen, 60
miles N. W. of Scutari, and 1 10 N. of Brindisi. Lon. 18. 10. E.
Lat. 42. 50. N.
Ragusa Vecchio, or Old Ragusa, (lie ancient Epidaurns, a

village of Maritime Austria, 6 miles from Rajinsa, anciently a con-
siderable town. Lon. IQ. 0. E. Lat. 42. 20. N.
RAHNIS, or RANIS, a town of Upper Saxony, in Neusfadt,

10 miles S. W. of Nei\stadt, and 55 S. S. W. cf Lelpsic.

RAJA, or RAJAH, the title of the Indian black princes, tlie

remains of tho^e who ruled there before the Moguls. Tlie Indians
call them rai; tlie Persians, raian, in the plural ; and our travel-

lers rajas, or ragias.

Raja, theRAY-FisH; in ichthyology, a genus belonging to

the order of Chondropterygia. There are five spiraciila below to-

wards the peak ; the body compressed ; and the mouth is situated

under the head. There are nineteen species of which the R.
a^pera, R. batis, R. clavata, R. electrica, R. fullonica, R. fasti-

naca, R. oxyrinchus, and R. squalicorina, are among the most
noted.

RAJANIA, in botany, a genus of the dioecia hexandria class

and order r natural order, Sarnientacca'. Calyx six-parted; co-
rolla none : female, styles three ; germ inferior, three-celled, with
two of the cells obliterated ; seed one, with one wing. There are
seven species-; tliese are climbing plants, by means of the stem
twisting towards the left ; the root is tuberous ; the flowei-s in

axillary spikes or racemes. They are all natives of the West
Indies.

RAIL, ill arihitecture, is used in different senses, as for those
pieces of timber which lie horizontally between the pannels of

wainscot ; for those which lie over and under the balusters in bal-

conies, staircases, ami the like ; and also lor those pieces of timber
which lie horizontally from po:t to post in fences, either with poles

or without.

RAIN, [?'en, Sax.l the descent of water from the atmosphere
iu the form of drops of a considerable size. By this ciicumslaiice

it is distinguished from dew and fog : in the former of which the
drops are so small that they are quite invisible ; and in the latter,

though their size is larger, they seem to have very little more spe-

cinc gravity than the atmosphere itself, and may therefore be
reckoned hollow spherules rather than drops. It is universally

agreed, that rain is produced by the water previously al>^orbed by
the heat of the sun, or otherwise, from the terraqueous globe, into

the atmosphere ; but very great difficulties occur when s\e begin
to explain why llie water, once so closely uiiiied with the atmo-
sphere, begins to separate iron) it. For the philosophy of this

contrivance of the Deity for the purpose of fertilizing the earth,

see Meteorology.
Rain, in geography, a well-bHilt and fortified town of L'ppcr

Bavaria, 5 m.les E. of Donawert, and 24 W. of Ingoldsladt. Lon.
11. 12. E. Lat. 48. 51. N.
Rain, a town of Germany, in Lower Stiria, w ilh a castle on the

Save, near Carniola. Lon. 13. 20. E. Lat. 46. 12. N.
RAINBOW. See Optics.
Rainbow, Lunar. The moon sometimes exhibits the pheno-

menon of an iris or rainbow by the refraction of her rays in drops

of rain. This phenomenon in the night-time is very rare. The
Rev. Alexander Colvill of Ormiston, gives an account of a com-
plete one which he saw in September 1787, between eleven and
twelve at night, in Sir J. Sinclair's Stat. Account, vol. iv. p. 172.

An account of three seen in one year is inserted iu the Philos.

Trans, for 1783.

Rainbow, Marise, or Sea-Rainbow, is a pha;non.enon

which may be freiiuently observed in a much agitated sea, and is

occasioned by the wind sweeping part of the waves, and carrying

them aloft ; which when they fall down are retracted by the sun's

rays, which paint the colours ol the bow just as in a common
shower. These bows are otten seen when a vessel is sailing with

considerable force, and dashing the waves around her, which are

raised partly bv the action of the ship and partly by the force of

the wind, and' falling down, they form a rainbow ; and they are

albO often occasioned by the dashing of the waves against the

rocks on shore.

RAISING PIECES, or REASON-PIECES, in architec-

ture, are pieces that lie under the beams, and over the posts or

puncheons.
RAISINS, grapes prepared by suffering them to remain on the

vine till they are perfectly ripe, and then drying them in the sun,

or by the heat of an oven.

RAKE OF A SHIP, is all that part of her hull which hangs

over both ends of her keel. That which is before is called the

tore rake, or rake forward, and that part which is at the setting oa

of the stern-post is called the rake- alt, or afterward.

RAKESBURG, or RAKESPURG, a town of Silesia, on an

island in the Muehr, 3(5 miles S. E. of Graz, and 90 S. of

Vienna. . , i-

RALEIGH, Sir Walter, was born at Hayes, in the parish of

Budley, in Devonshire, of an ancient family, in 1552. After a

proper education he was sent to Oriel College, O.xford, but did

not lon"» remain there, for having an enterprising turn he entered

into the'troop of gentlemen-volunteers, who went to the assistance

of the Pi-otestants in France, where he continued about five or si.x

years. In 157(> he was a student in the Middle 'I eniple, but the

year following he served under General Norris in the Nether-

lands Soon after his return he engaged with his brother-in-law,

Sir Humphry Gilbert, in a voyage to Ametica, from whence ihey

returned in 1579. The next year he was in Ireland, where he

distinouished himself against the rebels in Munster. On his re-

turn to England he introduced himself to the notice of Queen

Elizabeth by a piece of gallantry. Her maiesly was taking the

air in a walk, when stopping at a dirty place, she h^ilated whether

to proceed or not; on which Raleigh took off his new plush-

cloak, and soread it on the ground. The queen trod gently over
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the foot-clotli, ami soon rt-wanU-d llie sacrifice of a clo.ik with a

handsome suit to the owner. Being still intent npon inaknig dis-

coveries, he sailed again with Gilbert, who was lost in the voyage.

This, however, did not discourage Raleigh, whohtted ont another

squadron, which discovered the country called, in honour ot Eli-

zabeth, Virginia. In 15S4 he was elected into parliament for the

county of Devon, and knighted. He continued indetatigable in

hn favourite object of improving navigation, and was concerned

with his relation Sir Richard Groenvile in colonizing V irgmia,

from whence the first tobacco was brought by this fleet to Eng-

land. About this time he was made captain of the queen's guard,

and lord warden of the stannaries. In the defeat ot tlie Spanish

armada Sir Walter bore a glorious part, for which he received

distinguishing marks of favour from the queen, but having obtain-

ed a grant ofthe manor of Slierborn in Dorsetshire, which had be-

longed to the bishopric of Salisbury, it gave great offence, and he

was stigmatized unjustly as an atheist. About the same time lie

incurred the queen's displeasure by an intrigue with one of her

maids of honour, whom he afterwards married. In 1595 he sailed

to Guiana, and destroyed the capital of Trinidad. The year fol-

lowing we find hiin principally engaged in the taking ot Cadiz.

Honours were lavished in abundance upon him, and he obtained

the lordship of St. Germaine, in Cornwall. Sir Walter had an

active concern in the fall of Essex ; and remained in the favour of

the queen till her death. But in the succeeding reign the face of

his altairs was changed. He was stripped of his preferments, tried,

and condemned for high treason, on a charge the most frivolous,

and without the least evidence. He lay in the tower twelve years,

during whicli he wrote several pieces on various subjects of na-

tional importance ; but his greatest perlbrmance was the History

of the World, which was published in folio in 1614. The year

following he was released, occasioned by the Haltering account

which he had given of some rich mines in Guiana. On gaining his

liberty he sailed to that country in search of those pretended

mines, instead of discovering which he burnt the Spanish town,

and returned to England, where, in consequence ot the complaint

of Gondamor, the Spanish ambassador, he was apprehended, and,

in a most unprecedented manner, beheaded, on his former sen-

tence, in Palace-yard, Westminster, in 1617. His works are his-

torical, philosophical, poetical, and political. His son, Carew
Raleigh, who was born in the Toner, became governor of Jersey

in l65i>, and died in lf)66. He wrote some sonnets, and a vindi-

cation of his father against James Howell.

Ralf.igh, in geography, a city of North Carolina, in Wake
county, on a rivulet which runs into the Neus. Lou. 79. 3. W.
Lat. 35. 5fi. N.
RALLUS, the Rail ; in ornithology, a genus of the order of

gralla;. Beak thickest at the base, compressed, etpial, acute, and

somewhat sharp on the back near the point ; the nostrils are oval
;

the feet liav four toes, without any web ; and the body is com-
pressed. Mr. Latham enumerates twenty-four species, besides

some varieties. They are chiefly distinguished by their colour.
" These birds (says Butf'on) constitute a large family, and their

habits are ditl'erent from those of the other shore-birds, which re-

side on sands and gravel. The rails, on the contrary, inhabit only

the slimy margins of pools and rivers, especially low grounds co-

vered with flags and other large marsh- plants. This mode of liv-

ing is common to all the water-rails. The land-rail frequents mea-
dows, and from the disagreeable cry or rather rattling in the throat

of this bird, is derived the generic name." The R. aquaticus, or

water-rail, the R. crex, or corn-crake, and the R. porzana, or gal-

llnule, belong to this genus.

RAM, in zoology. See Ovis.
Ram, Battering, in antiquity, a military engine used to

batter down the walls of besieged places. See Battering
Ram.
RAMA, an ancient town of Palestine, called in Scripture Ra-

itiah and Ramatha, &c. and now called Ramula bv the Turks. It

is 20 miles N. W. of Jerusalem. Lon.34. 55. E." Lat. 32. 0. N.
RAMADA, a sea- port-town of New Granada in Terra Firma,

in the province of St. Martha ; 100 miles E. of St. Martha. Lon.
71.20. W. Lat. 11. 10. N.
R.'XMAD.VN, a solemn season of fasting among the Moham-

medans.
RAMAH, in ancient geography, a town of Benjamin, near

Gibeah, called also Ramah of Saul, (1 Sam. .\xii.) si.x miles N. of

Jerusalem : memorable for the story of the Lcvite and his concu-

bine : taken and forlilied by Baasha king of Israel, to annoy the

kingdom of Judah. This Kamali is mentioned ha. x. Jer. xxxi.

and Matth. ii. and is to be distinguished from

Ramah, or Ramah of Samuel, 1 Sam. xix. called also Rama-
tha, 1 Sam. i. 19, and Ramathaim Zophim, ibid. i. 1, which lay a

great way to the W. to\vards Joppa, near Lydda.

RAMt^NANCOR, an island in the East Indian Ocean, lying

toward Cape Comorin. It is about 23 miles in circumference,

and has a temple and several small towns. The soil is sandy.

Lon. 79. 45. E. Lat. 9. 25. N.
RAMBERVILLIERS, a town of France, in the department

of the Vosges, and late province of Lorrain, 30 miles S. £. of

Xanc. Lon. 6. 44. E. Lat. 48. 21. N.
RAM BOOZE, or RAMBUSE, a drink made of wine, ale,

eggs, and sugar, in the winter-time ; or of wine, milk, sugar, and
rosewater, in the summer-time.
RAMEKINS, a fortress on the S. coast of the island of Wal-

cheren, in the department of the Meiise, and the late province of

Zelaiid, 4 miles E. of Flushing, and 4 S. of Middleburg. Lon.
4. 24. E. Lat. 51.34. N.
RAMESES, king of the Lower Egypt, when Jacob went thi-

ther with his family, about B.C. 1700. Ancient authoi-s men-
tion several other kings of Egypt of tlie same name.

Rameses, in ancient geogra[iiiy, a town built by the Israelites

during their bondage in Egypt, and from which the Exodus took

place, and which must have been towards, and not far from, the

Arabian Gulph, seeing in the third station the Israelites arrived

on its shore.

RAM-HEAD, a cape of Ireland, on the S. coast of Waterford

:

4 miles E. of Youghal Bay. Lon. 7. 44. W. Lat. 51. 56. N.
Ram-Hkad, a cape on the S. E. coast of New Holland. Lon.

149. 35. E. Lat. 3d. 5(3. S.

RAMMER, an instrument used for driving down stones or
piles into the ground ; or for beating the earth in order to render
It more solid for a foundation.

Rammer of a Gun, the gun-stick ; a rod used in the charging

of a gun, to drive home the powder, as also the shot and the wad,
which keeps the shot from rolling out. The rammer of a great

gun is used for the same purpose. It has a round piece of wood
at one end, and the other is usually rolled in a piece of sheep-

skin, fitted to the bore of the piece, and is used to clear her

after she has been discharged, which is called spunging the

piece.

R.AMPANT, in heraldry, a term applied to a lion, leopard,

or other beast that stands on its hind-legs, and rears up his fore-feet

in the posture of climbing, shewing only half his face, one eye,

&c. See Heraldry.
Rampart, in fortification, denotes also an elevation of earth

round a place capable of resisting the cannon of an enemy ; and
formed into bastions, ciirtins, &c. See Fortification.
RAMPHASTOS, the Toucan ; a genus of birds of the order

Pica:. Bill extremely large, hollow, carinated on the top, and
serrated at the edges ; nostrils long, narrow, anil behind the base

of the bill ; tongue ciliated. 'I hese birds have been met with

onlv in South America, and llieie merely between the tropics,

being totally incapable of sustaining tlie cold. They subsist on
fruits, panicularly of the palm-tree. See Plate CX?v XV.
RAMPOUR, a town ot Hindostan, in Almora ; 90 miles W. of

Delhi, and 30. N. N. W. of Berilly. Lon. 79. 22. E. Lat.

28. 45. N.
RAMROD, the rod for ramming the charge into the barrel of

a firelock, gun, musket, pistol, or other fire-arm. See Projec-
tiles.

RAMSEY, a town of Huntingdonshire, 68 miles N. of Lon-
don, and 12 N. E. of Huntingdon. Lon. D. 19. W. Lat. 52.

26. N.
RAMSGATE, a sea-port-town of Kent, in the isle of Thanet,

five miles from Margate, with a very fine pier, seated near the

Downs, between the N. and S. Foreland, 10 miles N. E. of Can-
terbury. Lon. 1. 30. E. Lat. 51. 20. N.

Ram's Head, in a ship, is a great block belonging to the fore

and main haulyards. It has three shives in it, in which the haul-

vards arc put ; aiul in a hole at the end are reeved the ties.

RAMTEAK.
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RAM'l'EAK, a town of Hindostan iji Berar : Ij mik's N. E.

of Nagpoiir, and 1 10 S. ni Giirrali.Loii. 79. 57. E.Lai. 21. 23. N.
RAMTRUT, a deity worshipped by the Ranazins of Hindoo-

Stan, wliere he has a celebrated temple at Onor. He is repre-

sented a"! more resemblint; a monkey than a man.
RAMUS, [Lat.] in general, denotes a branch of any tliing, as

of a tree, an artery, &c. In the anatomy of plants it means the

first or lateral branches which go otif from the petiolum, or middle-
rib of a leaf. The subdivisions of these are called snrculi ; and
the final divisions into the most minute of all, are by some called

capiUamenta ; but both kinds are generally denomiriated surcuUis.

RANA, the Frog, in natural history, a genus of Amphibia,
of the order Reptiles. Generic character: body four-footed, tail-

less, and without any integument but the skin ; hind-legs longer
than the fore. Tlicre are thirty-six species. The R. bufo, or

toad, is a species of this genus.

RANAI, or ORANAI, one of the Sandwich islands discovered

by Capt. Cook, is about 9 miles W. of Mowee and Morotoi, and
is situated S. W. of the passage between those two isles. Lon.
156. 52. W. E. Lat. 20. 46. N.
RAN"CHER1A, RANCHIERA, or RANCHEIRA, a sea-

port-town of S. America, in Terra Firma, in the province of New
Granada. Lon. 72. 0. E. Lat. 11. 34. N.
RANCID is used of a fatty substance that is become rank or

musly, or that has contracted an ill smell by being kept close.

RANCIDITY, in chemistry. Fixed oils are liable, by keeping,

to undergo a change well known by the name of rancidity. They
become thick ; acjuuire a brown colour, an acrid taste, and a dis-

agreeable smell. The oil thus altered converts vegetable blues

into red, and of course contains an acid. It is believed that this

change is owing to the alteration of the foreign substances present

in oils, or to the action of those foreign bodies upon the oily mat-

ter itself. Several of the fixed oils, when newly extracted, let

fall, on standing, a quantity of mucilaginous matter ; and from
tiie experiments of Scheele, it appears probable that they always

retain less or more of a similar principle.

RANDERS, or RANDERSON, an ancient town of Den-
mark, in N. Jutland, 18 miles N. N. W. of Aarhuus, and 20 E.

of Viborg. Lon. 10. 35. E. Lat. 56. 20. N.
Random-Shot, in gunnery, is a shot made when the muzzle

of a gun IS raised above the horizontal line, and is not designed to

shoot directly or point-blank. See Projectiles.
RANGE, in gunnery, the path of a bullet, or the line it de-

scribes from the mouth of the piece to the point where it lodges.

If the piece lie in a I'uie parallel to the horizon, it is called the

right or level range ; if it be mounted to 45°, it is said to have the

utmost range ; all others between and 45° are called the inter-

mediate ranges.

Ranger, a sworn officer of a forest, appointed by the king's

letters patent ; whose business is to drive back the deer out uf the

purlieus, &c. and to present all trespasses within his jurisdiction

at the next forest-court.

RANGNITZ, a town of East Prussia, on the borders of Sa-

mogitia, 55 miles E. of Konigsburg. Lon. 22. 40. E. Lat.

55. 6. N.
RANK, a straight line made by the soldiers of a battalion or

squadron, drawn up side by side; this order was established for

the marches, and for regulating the different bodies of troops and

oflicers which compose an army.

Rank and Prf.cedence, in the army and navy, areas follow :

Rank IN THE Navy. The admiral, or commander-in-chief of

his majesty's fleet, has the rank of a field-marshal ; admirals, with

their tlag;'on the raain-top-mast-head, rank with generals of horse

and foot; vice-admirals, with lieutenant-generals; rear-admirals,

as major-generals; commodores, with broad pendants, as briga-

dier-generals ; captains of post-ships, after three years from the

date of their first commission, as colonels ; other captains, as com-
manding post-ships, as lieutenant-colonels ; captains, not taking

post, as majors ; lieutenants, as captains.

Rank of Engineers. Chief, as colonel ; director, as lieu-

tenant-colonel ; subdirector, as major ; engineer in ordinary, as

captain ; engineer extraordinary, as captain-lieutenant ; sub-en-

gineer, as lieutenant ; prgctitioner-engineer, as ensign.

Rank of, or between the Army, Navy, and Gover-
KORS.
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General in chief—Admiral in chief—ComLuander-in-chief of the
forces in America.

Generals of horse—Admiial, withaflagat the niain-top-mast—Ca;)-
tain general of provinces.

Lieutenant-generals—Vice-admirals—Lieutenant-generals of pro-
vinces.

Major-generals—Rear-admirals—Lieutenant-governors and presi-

dents.

Coloneh—Post-captains of three years—Lieutenant-governors not
commanding.

Lieutenant-colonels—Post-captains—Governors of charter co-
lonies.

Majors—Captains—Deputy governors.
Captains— Lieutenants— Established by the king, 1760.
Ranks and Files, are the horizontal and vertical lines of sol-

diers when drawn up for service.

Ranks, Doubling of the, is the placing two ranks in one,
frequently used in the manoeuvres of a regiment.
Ransom, a sum of money paid for the redemption of a slave,

or for the liberty of a prisoner of war. In our law-books, ransom
is also used for a sum paid for the pardon of some great ofi'euce,

and to obtain the offender's liberty.

RAN r, in the drama, an extravagant, unnatural, and impro-
bable, fiight of passion.

RANSFADT, a town of Up])er Saxony, in Leipsic ; 6 miles
W. of Leipsic, and U E. of Mershurg.
RANTAMPOUR, a town and lort of Hindostan, in Agimere :

S6 miles E. of Agimere, and 9" S. E. of Agra. Lon. 76. 58. E.
Lat. 26- 35. N.
RANULA, [Lat.] a soft swelling, possessing the salivals

under the tongue ; it is made by congestion, and its pro-

gress fills up the spare between the jaws, and makes a tumour
externally under the chin.

Ranula, a tumour under a child's tongue, which, like a liga-

ture, hinders it from speaking or sucking.

RANUNCULUS, Crowfoot ; a genus of the polygamia or-

der, and polyandria class of plants ; natural order, Multi sili-

qujB. Calyx five-leaved; petals five to eight, with a honied

pore at the claw ; seeds naked. There are fifty-nine species, some
of which claim general esteem as flowery plants for ornamenting

the gardens, and a great number are common weeds in the fields,

waters, and pasture-ground, not having merit for garden-culture.

Of the garden-kinds, the princijjal sort is the Asiatic or Turkey
and Persian ranunculus, which comprises many himdred varieties

of large, double, most beautiful flowers of various colours : but

several other species having varieties with fine double flowers,

make a good appearance in a collection, though as those of each

species consist only of one colour, some white, others yellow, they

are inferior to the Asiatic ranunculus, which is large, and diversi-

fied a thousand ways in rich colours, in different varieties. Flow-

ever, all the garden-kinds in general effect a very agreeable diver-

sity in assemblage in the flower-compartments, &c. and they being

all very hardy, succeed in any open beds and bordei», &c.

RAPE OF Women, is where a man has carnal knowledge of a

woman by force, and against her will, which is by our law a capi-

tal felony, and subjects the offender to the punishment of death,

which is never remitted. By 18 Elizabeth, c. 7, if any person

shall, unlawfully and carnally, know and abuse any woman-child

under the age often years, whether with her consent or against it,

he shall be punished as for a rape. And it is not asuflicient ex-

cuse in the ravisher to prove that she is a common strumpet ; for

she is still under the protection of the law, and may not be forced.

Nor is the offence of a rape mitigated, by shewing that the wonuii

at last yielded to the violence, if'such her consent were forced by

fear of death or duress; nor is it any excuse thiit she consented

after the fact.

Rape is also a name given to a division of a county, and some-

times means the same as a hundred, and at other times signifies a

division consisting of several hmulreds ; thus Sussex is divided into

six rapes, every one of which, besides it5 hundreds, has a castle, a

river, and a forest, belonging to it. The like parts in other coun-

ties arc called tithinss, lathes, or wapentakes.

RAPHAEL, Sanzio, of Uri)ino, the greatest, most sublime,

and most excellent painter that has appeared, since the revival of

the fine arts, was the son of an indilfereut painter named Sanzio,

6 B aid
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;.ml «a> born at Urbi.io on Coml iMidnv, 14S2. Th,- popes Julu.s

II. anil Leo. X. wlio employed liim, loaded hini wKh we.ilth and

hoDours ; and cardinal He St.Bibiana had -iich a value lor Uini, that

he otiercd hmi his niece ni marriage. His pictniesarc principally

to be found in Italy and Paris. That of the 'I'lanshgiiration, pre-

served at Rome in the clniich of Si. Peter Monlerio, passes for

his m.ister-piece. Ho had a liamlsonie |)Oison, was polite, iitTable,

and modest. Helive<lin the utmost splendor. He was not only

the best painter in the world, but perhaps the best anl.itect too ;

on which ai:couiit Leo X. cliarped him with buihling St. Peter's

church at Home ; but he was too imich ;«ldicted to pleasure, which

occasioned his death at jT years of aoe. See Painting. His ce-

lebrated cartoons, for which Lewis XV. ofi'ered lon.noo/. are

now removed from Windsor Casth-, to the Queen's (formerly

Buckingham) house. See Cartoons.
RAPHALNL or REP[IAL\I, a name mentioned by Moses,

signifying g ants; a people situated in IJasan or Balanea, beyond
Jordan, separated from the Zamzummim by the river Jab'buk.

Also a vallev near Jerusalem ; Joshua x.

RAPH.\NlDOSIS, [from ?"•{"»''". ^ radish,] a punishment in-

flicted at Ath-ns upon adulterers. See AdI'LTery.
RAPHANUS, Radish; a genus of the siliipiosa order, and te-

tradynamia class of plants ; natural order, Siliquos;r. Calyx close ;

siliqna torose, or swelling out in knots, sub-arMciilated, and round,

melliferous glaniUiIe-, two between the shorter stamina and the

pistil, and two between the longer stamina and the calyx. There
are six species.

RAPUELENGU'S, Francis, a learned French Orientalist,

born at Laney, near Lisle, in l.i3P. He studied Greek and He-
brew at Paris; but the civil wars breaking out, he came to Eng-
lan.l, and taught Greek at Cambridge. He afterwards went to

the Nellierlands, and corrected the press for the cclebrate<l Plan-

tin. He was afterwards appointed professor of Hebrew and
Arabic, in the university of Leyden. He published a Chaldiiic

Dictionary, an .\rabic Lexicon, and a Hebrew Grammar ;..which
are much esteemed. He died in li97, aged 5S.

R.4PHIDL\, in entomology; a genus of insects, of the ncu-

roptera order. Head, of a horny sublance, depressed or flattened :

mouth armed with two teeth, and furnished with four pnlpi : stem-

inata three ; wings deflected; antenna; filiform, as long as tlie

thorax ; anterior part lengthened out, cylincirical. There are

three species.

RAPHOE, a town of Ireland, in Donegal counly, with a

cathedral ; '>[ miles N. E. of Donegal, and 1 1 S. W. ot'Derry.

RAPIER, formerly signified a long old fashioned sword, such
as those worn by the common soldiers ; but it now denotes a small

sword, as contradist'nguished from a back sword.

RAPIN DETHOYRAS, Paul de, a celebrated historian,

the son of James Rapin, lord ofThoyras, and was born at Castres

in I6(jl. After being educated under a tutor in his lather's house,

he was sent to Puy Laurens, and thence to Sauniur. In 1679 he

returned to his father, studied the law, and was admitted ;in advo-
cate : but reflecting that his being a Protestant would prevent his

advancement at the liar, he resolved to quit the law, and applv
himself to the sworil ; but his fatln'r would not consent to it. The
revocation of the edict of Kantes in 1685. and the death of his

father, which happened two months after, made him come to

England ; but he soon after went to Holland, and listed hinisell in

the company of French volunteers at Utrecht, commanded by M.
Rapin, his cousin-german. He attended the Prince of Orange
into England in 1688 : and in I6S9 Lord Kingston made him an
ensign in his regiment, with which he wont into Ireland, where he
gained the esteem of his oflicers at the Mege of Carrickfergus, and
had soon a lieutenant's commission. He w.is present at the fiattle

of the Royne, and was shot through the shoulder at the siege of

Limerick. He was soon after captain of the company in which
he had been ensign ; but, in 1693, resigned it to one of his bro-

thers, in order to be tutor to the earl of Portland's son. In 1699,

lie married Marianne Testard ; but this neither abated his care of

his pupil, nor prevenle<l his accompanying him in his travels.

Having finished this employment, he returned to his family,

which he had settled at the Hague; and here he continued some
years. But as he found his family increase, he resolved to retire

to some cheap country: and accordingly removed, in 1707, to

Wesel, where be wrote his History of England, and some other

,
pieces. '1 hough he was of a strong constitution, yet 17 ye.i.rs ap-

plication (in composing that i.istory) entirely ruined his lieallh.

He died in 172.">. He wrote in French, I. A Dissertation on the

Whigs and Tories. 2. His History of England, printed at the

Hague in 17'-'6 and 1707, in 9 vols'. 4to. and reprinted at Tre-

\ou\ in 172S, in 10 vols. 4to. This last edition is more complete

than that of the Hague. It has been translated into English, and
improved with notes, by the Rev. .Mr. Tindal, in 2 vols, folio.

This performance, though the work of a foreigner, is deservedly

eteemed as the fullest and most impartial coUection of English

polit'cal transactions extant.

RAPOLLA, orRAPOLLO, a town of Naples, in Basilicala.

ii miles W. of Venosa, 56 W. of Bari, and 70 E. of Naples. Lon.

15. 51. E. Lat. 40. 56. N.
RAPPERSCHWYL, orRAPPERSWIL, a town of the Hel-

vetic republic, on the confines ot the canton ol Zurich. Lon. 8.

57. E. Lat. 47. 20. N.
RAPPOLSTEIN, a town of France, in the department of the

Upper Rhine, and late province of Alsace, 8 miles N. of Colniar.

Lon. 7. 28. E. Lat. 48. 15. N.
RARE, in physics, stands opposed to dense; and denotes a

body that is very porous, whose parts are at a great di-tance from
one another, and which is supposed to contain but little matter
under a large bulk. See Raref.'CTion.
RAREFACTION, in physics, the act whereby a body is ren-

dered rare ; that is brought to appear under a huge bulk, without

accession of any matter. This is very frequently the effect of fire

as has lo!ig been universally allowed. In many cases, however,
philosophers have attributed it to the action of a repulsive prin-

ciple. However, from the many discoveries concerning the na-

ture and properties of the electric fluid and fire, there is the greatest

reason to bei eve, that this repulsive principle is no other than tle-

meiilary fire. Sec Retulsion.
RAS, the name of several towns and capes :

Ras Abehaz, a cape on the coast of Nubia, on the Red Sea.
Lon. 38.0. E. Lat. 18. 19. N.
Ra3 al F-NF, a cape on the coast of Egypt, on the Red Sea

Lon. 35. 20. E. Lat. 23. 57. N.
Ras el Ca.nsir, a town of Asiatic Turkey, in the pachalic of

Aleppo, on a cape on the coast of the Mediterranean, IQ miles

W. of Alexandrctla.

Ras el Feel, one of the frontier provinces of Abyssinia, of

which the laie celebrated traveller Mr. Bruce was made governor
while in that country.

R \s EL Sem, acity of Tripoli in Barbary.

Ras Mahommed, a cape on the S. coast of Arabia Petra;a, on
the Red Sea. Lon 34. 37. E. Lat. 27. 51. N.
RASANT, or RAZANT, in fortification. Rasant-flank. or

line, is that part of the curtin or flank whence the shot exploded
rase, or glance, along the surface of (he opposite bastion.

HASTEN BURG, a city of Prussia in the province of Natan-
gen, 4(1 miles S. E. of Konigsberg.

RAS 1 ICO, a harbour and bay in the Gulf of St. Lawrence;
on the N. coast of the island of St. Laurence. Lon. b£. 50. W.
Lat. 46. 25. N.
RA r, in zoology. See Mus. G. VV, Muller, an ingenious

apothecary of \Vernigero<le, in Germany, proposed the following

complete remedy for destroying rats, wliicli he candidly acknow-
ledges to have derived the first hint for such purpose, many years

since, from a book written by a celebrated occonomist ; in short,

it will be founil the most expeditious and effectual mode that can
be pursued. A capacious cask of moderate height must previously

be procured, and put in the vicinity of places infested with rats.

During the first week, this vessel is employed only to allure the

rats to visit the solid top of the cask, by means of boards or planks
arranged in a sloping direction to the floor, wliich are every day
strewed with oatmeal, or any other food equally grateful to their

palate ; anil the principal part of which is exposed on the surface.

.'\fter having thus been lulled into security, and accu tonied to

find a regular supply for their meals, a skin of parchnient is sub-
stituted for the wooden top of the cask, and the former is cut, for

several inches, with lr..iisverse incisions through I he centre, so as

to yield on the smalhbt pressure. At the same time, a few gal-

lons of water, to the depth of five or six inches, are poured into

the cinpty cask. In the middle of this element, a brick or stone
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IS pUiceil, so as to project one or two inches above tlie lliiid ; and
tliat one rat may lincl on the former, a place of refuge. These pre-

paratory measures being taken, the boards as well as the top of

tlie cask should now be furnished with proper bait, in order to in-

duce them to repeat their visits. No sooner does one of these

marauders plunge through the section of the parchment into the

vessel, than it retreats to the brick or stone, and commences its

lamentations for relief. Nor are its whining notes uttered in vain :

others soon follow, and share the same fate ; when a dreadful con-

flict bcguis among them, to decide the possession of the dry asy.

luni. Battles follow in rapid succession, attended with such loud
nnd noisy shrieks, that all the rats in the neighbourhood hasten to

the fatal spot, where they experience similar disasters. Thus,
hundreds may be caught by a stratagem, which might be greatly

facilitated by exposing a living rat taken in a trap, or purchased

from a professional rat-<atther. Nay, if if it be true, that a whole
inlubitable island on the western coast of Scotland be infested

with these destructive vermin, we are of opinion, that they co\dd
tluis be speedily exterminated ; and that the car^-ases of such ani-

mals as liave hitherto been considered a? useless,"might be advan-

tageously employed for the purposes of manuring the barren soil

of those inhospitable regions.

R.\TAFIA, a liquor, prepared from the kernels of apricots,

and several other kinds ot fruits. Ratafia of cherries is prepa.ed

by brui-ing the cherries, aijd putting Iheni into a vessel wherein

brandy has been long kept ; then adding to them the kernels of

chernes with strawberries, sugar, cinnamon, wliite pepper, nut-

meg, cloves ; and to 201b. of cherries, ten quarts of brandy. The
vessel is left open ten or twelve davs, and then stopped close for

two months before it be tapped. Ratafia of apricots is prepared

two ways, viz. either by boiling the apricots in white wine, adding

to the liquor an equal quantity of brandy, with sugar, cinnamon,

mace, and the kernels of apricots ; infusing the whole for eight or

ten<lavs; then straining the liquor, and putting it up for use; or

else by infusing the apricots, cut in piece*, in brandy, for a day

or two, passing it through a straining bag, and tlien putting in the

usual ingredients.

HATCH, or R.ASH, in clock-work, a sort of wheel having

twelve fangs, which serve to lift up tlie detents every hour, and

niake the clock strike. See Clock.
R.VTCHETS, in a watch, are the smalt teeth at the bottom

of the fnsy, or barrel, which stops it in winding up.

R.Vl'E, a standard or proportion, by which either the quantity

or value of a thing is adjusted.

Rates, in the navy, the order or classes into which the ships of

war are divided, according to their force and magnitude. Tlie

regulation, which limits the rates of men of war to the smallest

number possible, seems to have been dictated by considerations

of political ccconomy, or of that of the simplicity of the service in

the royal dock-vards. The British fleet is accordingly irwtribiited

into six rates, exclusive of the inferior vessels that usually attead

on naval armaments ; as sloops of war, armed ships, bomb ketches,

fire-ships, and cutter^ or schooners, commanded by lieutenants.

Ships of the first rale mount 100 cannon, those of tlie slcoiuI rate

carry 90. Ships of the third rate carry from G4 to 80 cannon,

and'those of the fourth rate mount from 60 to 30 guns upon two

decks, and tlie quarter-deck. All vessels of war, under the fourth

rate, are usually com|)reliended under the general name of fri-

gates, and never aiipear in the line of battle. Tliey are divided

into the 5th and 6lh rates ; the former mounting from 40 to 32

guns, and the latter from 28 to 20.

RATEEN. Sec Rattf.en.

R,\TENAU, a town of Brandenburgh, in the Middle Marche,

seated on the Havel, 15 miles N. \V. of Branilenburg. Lou. 13.

49. E. I/at. :-.2. 46. N.
RATEN15UKG, a town of Germany, in Tyrol, with a castle,

seated on the Inn. Lon. IC. j. E. Lat. 47. 30. N.
RATHCORMUCK. a town of Ireland, in Cork; 12 miles

E. of Mallou, 14 miles North of Cork, and 111 S. S. \V. of

Dublin.
RATHLIN, an island of Ireland, 7 miles from the N. coast

;

6 miles long, and 1 broad. Lon. 6. 6. W. |Lat. 53. 20. N.
RATHiOR, a principalitv. of Silesia, bounded on (he N. by

that of Oppeln, E. by Poland, S. by Teschen, and W. by Ja-

gerndorf.

Ratibor, tlie capital of the above, 15 miles N. E. of Trop-
paw, and T5 S. E. of Brcslan.

R.VriFlCATION, [_rat{/icatio, Lat.] an act approving of,

and confirming, something done by anotlier in our name. T his

word particularly used iji our laws for the confirmation of a
clerk m a benefice, prebend, &c. formerly given him by the
bishop, &c. where the right of patronage is doubted to be in the

king.

R.VTIO, in arithmetic and geometry, is that relation of homo-
geiieousthings whichdeterniines thequantity of one from the quan-
tity of another, without the intervention of a third. Ratio is of

two kinds, viz. arithmetical and geometrical ; in the former the

quantities increase or decrease by one common difl^erence ; but in

the latter by one common multiple. Thus, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14,

i^ce. is an arithmetical progression, in which the ratio is 2 ; audi,

3,9,27,81,243, 739, &e. is a geometrical progression, in which
the ratio is 3. See Arithmetic, Algebra, and Proportion.
R.VTIOCINATION. See Logic, and Reasoning.
RATION, or RA TI.'VN, in the army, a portion of ammuni-

tion, bread, drink, and forage, distributed to each soldier m the

army, for his daily subsistence, &c. The horse have rations of

hay and oats when they cannot go out to forage. The rations of

bread are regulated by weight.

R.\T10NAL is applied to integral, fractional, and mixed num-
bers : thus we say rational fraction, rational integer, and rational

mixed number, for the explanation and doctrine of which, see

.•\rithmetic, and Nl'.mber. Rational is applied to the tniL- h)-

rizon, in opposition to tlie sensible or apparent one. See Ho-
rizon'. Rational is also applied to quantity, ratio, &c. See
Quantity, Ratio, &c.

R.\ riOXAl.E, a solution, or account of the principles of some
opnion, action, hypothesis, phenomenon, or the like. See the

articles Principle, Phjenomenon, &c. Hence rationale is the

title of several books.

Ratio^nale is a'so the Latin name for an ancient sacerdotal

vestmen't', worn by the liigli priest, uiidiT the old law, being 3

piece of embroidered stuli', worn on the breast, about a span

square.

RATISBON, an ancient, large, rich, and strong city in

Bavaria, free and imperial, 55 miles S. E. of Nuremberg, 62

N. of Munich, and 195 W. of Vienna. Lon. 12. 3. E. Lat. 48.

59 N.
RATLINES, or RATLINS, as the sailors call them, those

lines wliich make the laddei-steps to go up the shiouds and put-

tocks ; hence called the ratlins of the shrouds.

RATOATH, a town of Ireland, in the county of Meath, and

province of Lemsler ; 12 miles E. of Trim, and 12 N. W. of

Dublin.

RATOLFZEL, a strong town of Germany, in Suabia, nearthe

W. end of the lake Constance.

RATTEEN, or RATTEN, in commerce, is a thick woollen

stuir, quilled, woven on a loom with four treddles, like serges and

other stulfs that have the w h.ile or quilling.

RA'TTLE, among the ancients, a musical instrument of the

pulsative kind, called by the Roman-.,-rrepitaculuni.

RATTLESNAKE. See Crotalus.

U.^TTUS, in zoology, the trivial name of a species of rats.

See Mus. . . ,.

R.VTZEBURG, or RATZEMBURG, a late principality of

Germany, in Lower Saxony, and duchy ot Lawenburg. It ex-

tends 10 miles even' way. The soil is fertile.

Ratzebukgh, Ratze.mbi;rc, or Ratzenburch, an ancient

town in (he above countrv, 20 miles S. of Lubec, and 30 N. E. of

Laiienburg. Lon. 10. SS.'E.Lat. 53. 47. N. „, ,

RA\'A, a palatinate of South Prussia, the late threat Poland,

and present duchy of Warsaw, is bounded on the N. by that of

Blosko, on the E. by that of Mazovia, on the S. b> that of S. d-

domirz, and W. bv that of Lencieza. ,.,„,, . ^^
Rava, the capital of the above, 45 miles b. of Blosko, and oO

S. W. of Warsaw.
. , ,

RAVELIN, in fortification, was anciently a flat bastion placed

in the middle of a curtain. See Fortification.

R-VVELLO, a 'ea-port-town of Naples, in I'rincipato Citra,

11 miles W. S. W. of Salerno, and 25 S. E. of Naples. Lon.

14.41. E.Lat.^40. 36. N.
raVENGL.VSS,
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RA\'ENGLASS, a town of Ciimbcrlaml in England, be-

tween tlie livers lit and Esk. Lon. 0. j. E. Lat. 54. 20- N.

RAVENNA, in ancient geography, a noble city of Gallia

Cispadana; a colony of The;salians, on tlie Adriatic, in a boggy

situation, which proved a natural security to it.

RAXENSBURG, a free jind imperial town of Germany, in

Algov, in the circle of Snabia. Lon. 9. 46. E. Lat. 47.

44. N.
RAVENSTEIN, or RAVESTEIN, a town of Batavia, and

capital of a late county so named, in the dcparlment of the Dom-
niel and Scheldt, and late province of Dutch Brabant : seated on

tbe Meuse, 10 miles S. \V. of Nimeguen.
RAU.SCUENBERG, a town ni Hesse; 4 miles N. of

Marburg, and 32 S. S. W. of Cassel. Lon. 26. 32. E. Lat. 30.

41. N.
RAUWOLFIA, in botany, a genus of the pentandria mono-

gynia class and order. Natural order, Contortse. Contorted

;

berry succulent, two-seeded. There are four species.

RAY, John, a celebrated botanist, the son of Mr. Roger Ray,
a blacksmith, born at Black Notly in Essex, in 1628. Here-
reived the first rudiments of learning at the grammar-school at

Rraintree ; and in 1044 was admitted into Catharine-hall Cam-
bridge, from whence he afterwards removed to Trinity college in

that universitv. He took the degree of M. A. and became at

length a senior fellow of the college ; but his intense application

to his studies having injured his health, he was obliged to exercise

himself bv riding or walking in the fields, which led him to the

study of plants. In 1660 he published his Catalogus Planlanmi

circa Cantabrigiam nascentium, and was ordained deacon and
priest. In 1061, he made a tour through Britain along with Mr.
Willoughby, in search of rare plants: and in 166-3, accompanied
Jiim in a tour through Holland, Germany, France, and Italy;

and on his return was made F. R. S. In 1672, Mr. Willoughby
dying left Ray one of his executors, and tutor to his sons, with

60/. 3-year for life. For their use he composed his Nomenclator
Classicus, in 1672. In 1G73, he married a daughter of Mr. Oak-
ley, of Launlon, Oxfordshire; and published his Observations

Topographical and Moral, &:c. made in foreign cou[itries; to which

was added his Catalogus Slirpium in exteris Regionibus observa-

tarum ; and about the same time, his Collection of unusual or local

English words, which he had gathered up in his travels through the

counties of England. In 1697, he published. The Wisdom of

Cud manifested in the Works of the Creation, 8vo. The rndi-

ments of this work were read in some college-lectures ; and another

collection of the same kind he enlarged and published under the

title of Three Physico-Theological Discourses, concerning the

Chaos, Deluge, and Dissolution of the World, 8vo. 1692. He
died in 1705. He was modest, affable, and communicative ; and
was distinguislied by his probity, charity, sobriety, and piety. lie

wrote a great number of other works ; the principal of which
are, 1. Catalogus Plantarum Anglis. 2. Dictionariolum Trilingue
secundum Locos cninmunes. 3. Historia Plantarum, Species,

hactenus editas, aliasi|ue insuper noviter mullas inventas et de-

scriplas complectens, three vols. 4. Methodus Plantarum nova,
cumTabulis, 8vo. and several other works on plants. 5. Svnop-
sis Methodica Animalium, Quadrupedum et Serpentini Generis,
8vo. 6. Synopsis Methodica Avium et Piscium. 7. Historia

Insectorum, Opus porthumum. 8. Methodus Insectorum. 9.

Philosophical Letters, &c.
Ray, in optics. See Light, and Optics.
Rays. Inflected, those rays of light which, on tlieir near ap-

proach to the ed;.;es of bodies, in passing by them, are bent out of

their coutse, being turned either from tiie body or towards it.

This property of the rays of light is generally termed dill'racuon

by foreigners, and Dr. Ilooke sometimes called it deflec-

tion.

Rays, Pencil of, a number of rays issuing from a point of an
object, and diverging in the form of a cone.

Rays, Reflected, those rays of light which, after falling upon
the body, do not go beyond the surface of it, but are thrown back
again.

Rays, Refracted, those rays of light which, after falling upon
any medium, enter its surface, being bent either towards or from a
perpendicular to the point on which they fell.

RAYLEIGII, a town of Essex, with a market on Saturday
;

13 miles S. E. of Chelmsford, and 34 E. of Lontlon. Lon. 0. 40,

E. Lat 51, 37. N.
RAYNAL, William Thcmas, the celebrated Abbe, was born

in 1712; educated, among the Jesuits, and liad even become a

membej of their order; but was expelled fur denying the supreme
authority of the church. He afterwards associated with Voltaire,

Dalembert, and Diderot, and was by them employed to furnish the

theological articles for the Encyclopedic. In tiiis, however, he
took the assistance of the Abb6 Yvon, to whom Jie did not give

above a sixth part of what he received ; which being afterwards

discovered, he was obliged to pay Yvon tlie balance. His most
celebrated work is his political and Philosophical History of the

European Settlements in the East and West Indies ; which has

been translated into all the languages of Europe, and much ad-

mired. This work was followed in 1780, by another, intituled

The Revolution of America, in which the Abbe pleads the cause

of the Americans with zeal. The French government raised a

prosecution against him for the former of these works ; upon which
he returned to Berlin, where Frederic the Great afforded him an
asylum, [although the Abbe had not treated that monarch with the

utmost politeness in these works. The chief trait in Raynal's cha-
racter was his love of liberty ; but when he saw the length to

which the French revolutionists were driving matters, he made
one great effort to stop them in their career. In May 1791, he
addressed a letter to the Constituent National assembly, in which
after complimenting them upon the great things they had done,

he cautioned them against the dangers of going farther. He lived

not only to see his forebodings of public calamity realized, but to

suffer more than his share of it. After being stripped of all his

property, which was considerable, by the robbers of the revolution,

he died in poverty, iii March, 1796, in the 84th year of his age.

Besides the works above mentioned, he wrote, 1. A History of the

Parliament of England ; 2. A History of the Stathoklerate ; 3.

The History of the Divorce of Catharine of Arragon, by Henry
VIII. About the time of his death, he was preparing a new
edition of all his works, with many alterations ; and he is said to

have left among his MSS. A History of the Revocation of the

Edict of Is'antes, in 4 vols, but during the bloody reign of Ro-
berspierre he burnt a great number of his MSS.
RAZOR, an instrument employed for the purpose of removing

the hair from the human beard or head. As shaving is to many
persons a painful operation, cullers have applied all their skill and
ingenuity, to remedy such inconvenience. Hence strops, and
washes, or soaps of a peculiar nature, have been contrived, with a

view to facilitate that process; and some artists have so farsuc-

ceeded, as to produce excellent instruments. Much depends upon
the manner in which the razor is managed. The hone, therefore,

ought first to be wiped perfectly clean, after which a few drops of

sweet oil must be poured on it. The operator should next place

his thumb and fore-finger sideways, on the part of the heel, in

order to take firm hold both of the blade and ol its handle : one side

of the razor is next to be laid flat across the hone, in such a man-
ner that its shoulder (or the part contiguous to the heel,) may touch
the nearest part of the stone. The razor is now drawn towards the

person, somewhat circularly, and with a slight pressure, till he ar-

rives at the point. When such side has been thus passed for a few
times, the opposite one is to be conducted in a similar manner, till

the edge uniformly assumes a wiry appearance. Lastly, both sides

are to be moved a few times across the hone, from the heel to the

point ; in order that a perfect regularity may be produced in every

part of the edge. The razor, being thus honed, must now be
drawn obliquely, from the point to the heel, across a strop, that

is perfectly flat ; and which is furnished with two leathers on the

smoothing side: after this operation, it is fit for immeiliate use.

It deserves, however, to be mentioned, that those boasted pow-
ders, or unctuous preparations for giving a fine edge to razors,

consists merely of crocus niartis, or the red calx of vitriol,

which is spreail on the strop by mixing it with a little oil or

tallow.

RE-ACTION, in physiology, is the resistance made by all

bodies to the action or impuse of others, that endeavour to change

its state, whether of motion or rest, &c. See Physics.
READING, the art of delivering written language with pro-

priety, force, and elegance.

Reading, in geography, a town of Berkshire, in England.
pleasantly
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pleasantly seateil on llii; riviM' Ki'nnetli, nenr its coiilliiencu wilh
tlie TlianiL'S. Lon. 1. 0. \V. Lat. 31. 25. N.
Heading, a post-town of Pfiinsylvania; capital of Berks county,

54 niiles N. W. of Philadelphia. Lon. 0. 46. VV, of that city.

Lat. 40.31. N. _

Reapinos, or Various Readings, in criticism, are the dif-

ferent manner of reading tlif te\ts of anlliors in ancient MSS.
where a divcrsilv has arisen from the corruption of lime, or the ig-

norance of copyl-ts. A great part of the bii-.inc^s of critics lies in

Srr'iling the readings by conh'ontin;; the various readings of the

several MSS. and considering the agreenienl of the words and
sen-ie.

Readings are also used for a sort of commentary or gloss on a
law, text, passage, or tlie like, ta shew the sense aii author takes

it in, and the application he conceives to be made of it.

K EAD'S BAY, a bay and excellent road for ships, on the coast

of Barbadoes, half a nnle broad, and from six to twelve fathoms
tleep. Lon, 50. 47. W. Lat. U. 7. N.
RK-AGGRAVAIION, in the Romish ecclesiastical law, the

last monitory, publislied after three admonitions, and before the last

«xconimiinicalion. Before they proceed to the last excommuni-
cntion, tliey publish an aggravation, and a reaggravation. See
KxCOMMUMlCATIoy.
RKALGAR, in chemistry. Arsenic, mineralized by sulpluir,

forms two ores, named orpinn nt and realgar, the chemical distinc-

tion of which is not very accurately determined. That which has

been named realgar is of a red colour, sometimes inclininc; to

scarlet, sometimes to orange. It occurs massive, disseminated,

and crystallised, in oblique, tetraedral, or hexaedial prisms, gene-

rally small and translucent, or semi-transparent, with a shining

lustre. Its fracture is uneven ; it is soft and brittle, and has a

specific gravity of 3.2, or 3.3. It exhales before the blow-pipe

a white arsenical smoke, with an arsenical and sulphurous odour,

and gives a blue flame. It consists of arsenic and sulphur in the

proportions of eighty of the former, and twenty of the lat-

ter.

REALISTS, a sect of school-philosophers formed in oppo-
sition to the nominalists. Under the Realists are included the

Scotists, Thomists, and all excepting the followers of Ocham.
Their distinguisiiing tenet is, that universa's are realities, and have

an actual existence out of an idea or imagination ; or, as they ex-

j>ress it in the schools, a parte rei ; whereas the nominalists con-

tend, that they exist only in the mind, and are only ideas, or man-

ners of conceiving thint;s.

REALtl'^', in I'.is schools, a diminutive of re«, thing, first used

•by the Scoti~ts, to denote a thing which may exist of itself; or

vv!;icli has a lull and ab;oiute being of itself, and is not considered

aja part of any other.

UEALMONT, a town of France, in the department of Upper
(Garonne, and late province of Languedoc ; 31 miles N. of'rou-

iouse. Lon. 'J. 0. E. Lat. 43, 50. N.
REAR, is often used in composition, to denote something be-

hind, or backwards, in respect of another; in oppositioji to

van.
Keau-Guard is that body of an army which marches after the

main body ; for the march of an army is always composed of an

advance-Riiard, a main body, and a rear-guard; the first and last

coinnianded by a general. The old grand guards of the camp al-

ways form the'iear-guard of the army, and are to see that every

-thing come safe to tlie new camp.
Rear Half-piles, are the three hindmost ranks of the battalion,

,when it is drawn up six deep,

Rear-Line, of an army encamped, is always 1200 feet at least

from the centre-line ; both of which run parallel to the front-line,

as also to the reserve.

Rear OF av Army signifies, in general, the hindermost part

of an army, battalion, regiment, or squadron; also the ground be-

hind either.

Rear-Rakk is the last rank of a battalion, when drawn up, and

generally 16 or 14 feet from the centre-line when drawn in open

order.

REASON is that faculty or power of the mind, whereby it dis-

tinguishes good from evil, truth from falsehood. See Meta-
v»HYSICS.

REASONING, or RATIOCINATION, is the exercise of

•vol,. IV —NO. 183.

that faculty of the mind called reason; or it is an act or (iperatioii

of the mind, deducing some unknown propivsilion iioiii other pre--
vioiis ones that are evident and known. Ste Logic.
'RE.\U.MUR, Renatus Antony Eeechault, lord o^, a per-

son distinguishe<l for his laborious researclu-s info natural know--
ledge, was- born at Roclielle in I6s3, of a familv belongng to the.

law. After having finished his early stvidies in the place of hk
birth, he began a course of philosophy at' F<iilieis, i-nd of civil law
at Oourges; but soon relinciuished the latter, to apply h.insilf, ac-,

cording tp his ta^le, to inatneniat^cs, physics, ;;nd ni Uir.il history.

Being come to Paris, he was received into llie Academy of Sc i-

ences in 1708, From that hour he was wholly emploved in nati:r.d

iii>tory. The numerous disroverius he made in the variou*
branches of that science, are mentioned in diil'erent pails of this

woik. See Animalcules, Bee, Polvius, Porcelain, &c.
Fie discovered the Turciuois mines, in X/anguedoc ; and his im-
provement on the art of turning iron into steel, was rewarded witl>

a pension of 12.000 livres. In his Historv of rivers uliere gold-
dust is found in France, he gave such easy direettons for colltcting

it, that [jersons have since been employed on purpose. In societv,

he was distingui^hed through life foi his modest and agreeable be->

haviour; for probity, benevolence, goodness of heait, and other
amiable qualities. He died in the 76 h vear of his ;'ge, on the

ISlhof Oct. 17.i7, and left this world filled with ^ellt1ments of
piety. He be(jueathed to the Academy of Sciences his MSS. and
all his natural productions. His chief works are, I. A very great

number of memoirs and observations on different parts of natural

history ; printed in the collections of the Academy of Sciences,

'•J. A large work printed separately in six vols, in 4to. intituled, A
Natural History of Insects; which is much esteemed.

REAUMURIA, in botany, a genus of the penUigynia order,

and pentandria class of plants; natural order, Siieculen'a-, Calyx
six-leaved; petals five; capsule one-celled, five-valved; seeds

many. It has but one species,

REBATE, or REBATEMENT, in commerce, a term much
used at Amsterdam, for an abatement in the jirice of several com-,

modifies, when the buyer, instead of taking time, advances ready
money,
Rebatement, in heraldry, u diminution or abatt.ment, of the

hearings in a coat of arms. See Abatement.
REBELLION, \_)xbeUio, Lat,] among the Romans, was where

those who had been formerly overcome m battle, and yielded tn

their subjection, made a second resistance ; but with us It is gene-

rally used for taking up of arms traitorously against ihe king,

whether by natural subjects, or others, when once subdued ; and
the word rebel is sonietimea applied to him who wilfully breaks »
law ; also to a villain disobeying his lord. There is a ilitTeicnce

between enemies and rebels. Enemies »re those who are out of

ilie king's allegiance; therefore subjects of, the king, either in open

war, or rebellion, are not the king's enemies, but traitors. And
David Prince ofVVales, wholevied war against Edward 1. becausa

he was within the allegiance of the king, had sentence pronounced

against him as a traitor and rebel. Private persons may arm thyni-

selves to suppress rebels, enemies, S:c.

Rebellious Assembly is a gathering together of 12 pers-ms or

more, intending or going about to practise or put in use any

thini^ unlawfully, of iheir own authority, or to change the law or

staluies of the realm ; or to destroy the' inclo-ures of any ground,

or banks of any fish-pond, pool, or conduit, to the intent th.e

same shall lie waste and void ; or to destroy the deer in any park,

or any warren of conies, dove-liouses, or fish in ponds; or any

housei barns, mills, or bays ; or to burn stacks of corn ; or abate

rents, or prices of victuals, Sec.

REBUS, an snigmatical representation of some name, &c. by
using figures or pictures instead of words, or parts of worils.

Camden mentions an instance of this absurd kind of wit in a gal-

lant who e.\prcs5ed his love to a woman named Rose Hill, by
painting in the border of liis gown a rose, a hill, an eye, a loaf, and

a well; which, in the style of the rebus, read>. Rose Hill 1 love

well. This kind of wit was long practised by the great, who took

the pains to find devices for their names. It was, however, hap-

pily ridiculed by Ben Jonson, in the humourous description of

Abel Drugger's device, in the Alchemist ; and by the Spectator,

in the device of the Jack of Nesvljerry ; at which time the rebus,

being raised to sign-posts, was grown out of fashion at court.

6 C BsBus,
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Rebus is also useil by the clieniical writers soineliines to sigiiily

sour mUk, iind soiiieiiiius f<ir wliat tlify call live iiltiiiiale niauer of

« liicli all bodies ;!re composed.
KtBiis, ill luraldry, a coat of arms which hears an allusion to

.the ii.:iiie of tlie peiscii ; as three castles, for Castlrton ; three cups,

for Butler; three conies, for Coiiisby ; a kind of bearings which
Mi- ol ureal niiti(|iiity.

REBUTTER, [from llie Fr. bnuter, i. e. repelUre, to put back
or bar,] is the answer of defendant to plaintilf's surrejoinder; and
plainlin's answer to llu; rcbiitlcr is railed a sui rebutter; but it is

very rare the parties t;o so far in pleading.

RECAPITULA'IION, is a simimary, or a concise and tran-

sient cnunieiation, of the principal things iiisi>ted on in the preced-

ing discourse, whereby the force of the whole is collected into one
view. See Oratory.
KECEIP'I', or KEC'EIT, in commerce, an acquittance, or dis-

charge, in writing, iiitiinating that the party has received a certain

sum 01 money, either in full tor the whole debt, or in part, or on
account. Receipts are subject to stamp-duties.
RECEI\'ER, in pneumatics, a glass-vessel for containing the

thing on wliicli an experiment in the air-pump is to be made. See
Pneumatics.
Receivek, Receptor, or Receptator, in law, is commonly

understood in a bad sense, and used for such as knowingly receive
stolen goods from thieves, and conceal them. I'his crime is fe-

lony, and the punishment is transportation for fourteen years.

Receiveii al'.o signifies an oltlcer ; of which there are several

kinds, denominated from the particular nuilteis tliev receive, the
places where, or the persons from whom, &c. 1 . Receiver of tlie

lines is an oflicer appointed to receive the money of such persons
as compound with the king, upon original writs sued out of chan-
cery. 2. Receiver-general of the duchy of Lancaster is an oflicer

belonging to the ducny-court, who collects all the revenues, tines,

forfeitures, and assessment, within that duchy. 3. Receiver-
general of the public revenue, is an oflicer appointeil in every
county, to receive the taxes granted by parliament, and remit the
money to the treasury.

RECENSIO, RECENSION, was an account taken bv the
Censors, every lustrum, of all the Roman people. It was a general
survey, at which the equites, as well as the rest of the people, were
to appear. New names were put upon the censor's list, and old
ones cancelled.

RECEPTACULUM. RECEPTACLE, in botany, one of the
seven parts ot fructilication, defined by Llnnjcus to be the base
which connects or supports the other parts. See Botanv.
RECHABITES, a kind of religious order among the ancient

Jews, instituteil by Jonadab the son of Rechab, comprehending
only his own family and posterity. 'I'heir founder prescribed
them three things: first, not to drink any wine; secondly, not to
build any houses, but to dwellin tents

;

'and thirdly, not to sow
any corn, or plant vines. The Rechabites observed these rules
with f'^reat strictness, as appears from Jer. xxxv. 6, &c.
RECIPE, in medicine, a prc-cription so called because always

besinnin;: with the word recipe, i. e. lake.

HECU'lANGLE, or RECIPIENT-ANGLE, amathematical
instrument, serving to measure re-entering and saliant angles, espe-
cially in fortification. It usually consists of two arms, or rulers,
AC, and BC, (Plate CLVT. fig. 12,)rivetted together at C, and
capable of being opened and closed, like a sector. To lake an
angle with it, they lay the centre of a protractor over the joint C,
and apply its dianiiter to one of the rulers ; then the degrees cut
by the edge of the other ru!er, shew the (piantity of the angle.
'I here are other forms of this instrument; Uiat represented in fig.

13 has a graduated circle, b^- which the angles may be readily
measureil by its index: and fig. 14 is another kind composed of
four equal rulers of brass, rivetted together by their ends, so as to
form a parallelogram ; and on one of the rulers is fixed a graduated
semicircle, which measures the o|)i)Osite angle of the parallelogram,
by means of one of the rulers produced, so as to serve instead of
an index.

RECIPROCAL. See Mutual.
Reciprocal, in mathematics, is applied to qnantitics which,

jnultiplied together, produce inty. Thus, — and x, y and -"-,

are reciprocal quantities. Likewise — is said to be the reciprocal

of I, which is again the reciprocal of —

.

Reciprocal PRoroRTio.N. See Propoutio.sj, and Arith-
metic.
Reciprocal Tkb.ms, among logicians, are those which liave

the same signification ; and consequently are convertible, i,r mny
be u~ed, for each other.

Reciprocal Figure, in geometry, those which have the ante-

cedenti and consequents of the same ratio, in bolli figures. 1 hus,

in Pl.ile CLVI. fig. 1^, the side A : I! : : C : D ; or 12 : 4 : : 9 : 3 ;

llut is, as much as the side A, in the fir>l rectangle, is longer ihaii

B, so much deeper is the side C, in the second rectangle, than the

side D in the first ; and, consequently, the greater length of the

one is compensated by the greater brtailth or depth of tlie other

;

for as the side A is one-fourth longer than C, so B is one-lourlh

longer than D, and the rectangles of course equal ; that is, A x D
=: B X C, or 12 X 3 = 4 X 9=: 36. This is the foundation of

that capital theorem, viz. that the rectangle of the extremes is

always equiil to tliat of the means; and, couiequently, tlie reason

of the rule of three.

RECITAL, in law, means the making mention in a deed or
vvriling of something which has been done before.

RECITATIVO, or RECITATIVE, m music, is a kind of
singing, that differs but little from oidinary pronunciation ; such
as that in which the several parts ot the liturgy are rehearsed in ca-

thedrals ; or that wherein the actors commonly deliver themselves
on the theatre at the opera, when they are to express some action

or passion ; to relate some event ; or reveal some design. See
Music.
RECKLINGHAUSEN, a town in the Lower Rhine, 26 miles

S. S. W. of Munster, and 44 N. of Colosne.
RECKONING, or A SHIP'S RECKONING, in navigation,

is that account whereby at any time it may be known where the
ship is, and on what course or courses she is to steer in oider to
gain her port ; and that account taken from the log-board is called
the dead reckoning. See Na\igation.
RECLAl.MING, or RECLAMING, in ancient English cus-

toms, was a lord's pursuing, prosecuting, and lecalhiig, his vassal,

who had gone to live in another place without his |)eniilssion.

Reclaiming is also u^ed for the deir.anding of a person, or
thing, to be delivered up to the prince or state towiiich it properly
belongs; when, by any irregular means, it is come into another's
possession.

Reclaimikg, in falconry, is taming a hawk, &f. and making
her gentle and familiar. A partridge is said to reclaim, when she
calls her young ones together, upon their scattering too much

RECLINATtON OF A PLAN E, in dialing. See Dialing.
RECUSE, among the Papists, a person shut up in a small

ceil of an hermitage, or monastery, and cut o.'i", not oulv from all

convMsation with the world, but even with the house. This is a
kind of volunlaiy imprisonment, from a motive either of devotion
or penance. The word is also applied to incontinent wives, whom
their husbands procure to be thus kept in perpetual imprisonment
in some religious hou^e. Recluses were r.nc enlly very minterous.
They look an oath never to stir out of their retreat :'an<l having
entered it, the bishop set his seal upon the door; and the recluse
had every thing necessary for the support of life conveyed through
a window.
RECOGNITION, a term used in the English law-books f,y

the first chapter of the statute 1 Jac. I. by which the iiarliament
.icknowledged that, after the death of queen Elizabeth, the crown
had rightlully 'lesccnded to king James.
RECOGNIZANCE, in law, is an obligation of record, which

a man enters into before some court of record or magistrate duly
authorised with condition (o do some particular act; as to appear
at the assizes, to keep the peace, to pay a debt, or the like.

RECOIL, or REBOUND, is the 'starting backward of afire-
arm after an explosion. See Projectile.
RECONNOriRE, [Fr.] in military affairs, implies to view

and examine the state of things, in order to make a report thereof

RECORD,
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UECOUD, an authentic teslimony in writing, contained in

rolls of purrlinient, and preserved in a court ot record. See
Court.
Record, TRrAL by, a species of trial which is used onlv in one

parlicular ill^larlce; aii'.l tliat is where a matter of record is pleaded
111 any aittioii, as a fine, a judgement, or the like; and tl;e op|,o-
site party pleads, mil ttel recoril, that there is no such nialli r «(

leconl exiting. Upon this, issue is tendered and jninecl in the
following toriii, " and this he prays may be inquired of by the re-

cord, and the other doth the like ;" and hereupon the pariv plead-
ing the record has a ilay given him to bring it in, and proclama-
tion is made in court for him to " bring forth the record by him
in pleadmij alleged, or else he shall be condemned ;" and, on his

failure, his anta};onist shall have judgement to recover.

KbXORDAUE I-'ACfAS, a writ directed to the sherilT, to re-

ni.)ve a cause out of an inferior court, into the king's bench or
coninioii pleas.

UECUUDKR, a person uhom the mavor and other magistrates
of a city or cori)oration associate to them, for Iheir direction in

matters of justice and proceedings in law ; on which account this

peron is generally a counsellor, or other person well skilled in

the law.

RliCOVKRY, or COMMON RECOVERY, in English law,

is a species of assurance by matter of record ; concerning tlie ori-

i^uial ot which it must be remarked, that common recoveries were
Invented by the ecclesiastics to elude the statutes of mortmain;
(see Taii.:) and afterwards encouraged by the lineste of the courts

of law ill ]'2 Eilw. IV. in order to put an end to all fettered inhe-

ritances, and bar not only estates-tail, but also all remainders and
reversions expectant thereon.

RECREATION ISLAND, a fertile island in the S. Pacific

Ocean. Lon. 111. 30. E. Lat. 16. 0. S.

RECRE.MKNT, in chemistry, is the same with scoria;, fa-ces,

and excrements.
RECRIMINATION, inlaw, is an accusation brought by the

accii'^ed a!j;iiiist the accuser upon the same fact.

RICCRUITS, in military all'airs, are new-raised soldiers, to sup-

ply the place of those who have lost their lives in the service, or

who are disabled by age or wounds.
RECTANGLE, in geometry, is the same with a rtght-aiigled

parallelogr.im. Sre Gi;omvtrv.
RECriANGLED, RIX I'ANGULAR. or RIGHT-AN-

GLED, appellations piven to figures and solids \vhich have one
or mere right angles; lluis a triangle with one right angle, is term-

ed a rectangled triangle; also parallelograms with right angleSj

squares, rubes, &c. are rectangular.

RECTIFICATION, the art of sotting any thing to rights: and
hence, to rcctifv the globes, is to fit them for peifcrming any pro-

blem.
HtCTiFrcATiON, in chemistry, is nothing hut the repetition c/ a

distillation, or sublimation, several limes, in order to render the

substance purer, liner, and freer, from ar,ueous or earthy parts.

Rectification, in geometry, is the iinding a right line, equal

in length to a curve. See Curve, ami Fluxions.
UECIIKIEU, in navigation, an instrument consisting of two

parts, which are two circles, eitiier laid one upon, or let into, the

other, aiul so fasteiieil together in their centres, that they repre-

sent two compasses, one fixed, the otl-.er moveable; each of them
divided into the 3'2 points of the compass, and 3fiO°, and numbered
b'oth ways, from the north and the south, ending at the east and
west, in 90°. The fixed conqrass represents the horizon, in which
the north and all the other points of the compass are fixed and im-

moveable. The moveable compass represents the mariner's com-
pass; in which the north and all other points are liable to variation.

In the centre of the moveable compass is fastened a silk-thread,

long enough to reach the outside of llic fixed compass. But if the

instrument be made of wood, there is an inde.x instead of the

thread. lis u^e is to find the variation of the compass, to rectify

the course at sea; having the amplitude or azimuth given.

RECTILINEAR, in geometry, right-lined; thus figures whose
perimeter consists of right lines, are said to he rectilinear.

RECTITUDE, Moral, uprightness. It is the choosing and

pursuing those things which the mind, upon due inquiry and at-

tention, clearly perceives to be good ; and a\oiding those that aie

cTil. See Moral Philosophy.

ti RECTOR, a term applied to several persons whose offices are
very different : as, 1. 1 he rector of a parish is a clergyman that
has ihe cliiirch imd cure of a parish, and possesses all the tithes,

&c. 2. The same name is also given to the chief elective officer
in several foreign universities, particularly in that of Paris, and al.so

in those of Scotland. 3. It is also applied to the head-master of
large schools in Scotland, as in the high school of Edinburgh. 4.

Kector is also used in sevt-ral convents for the superior ofiicer who
governs the house : and the Jesuits gave this name to the superiors
of 'iiicli of their houses a- are either seminariei^ or colleges.

RECTORY, inlaw, is taken for an entire parish-church, with
all its rights, glebes, lilhcs, and other profits whatsoever.

RECTUM, in anatomy, the last of the large intestines or guts.

See .\xATOMY.
RECTUS, in anatomy, a name common to several pairs of

nlll^clcs, so called on account of the straightness of their fibres.

See Anatomy.
RECUPERATORES, among the ancient Romans, were com-

missioners appointed to take cognizance of private matters in dis-

pute between the subjects of the state and foreigners, and to take
care that the former had justice done them.
RECURRENTS, in anatomy, a name given to severaHbrgC'

branches of nerves sent out by the par vagum from the uj)per part
of the thorax to the larvnx. See Anatomy.
RECURRING SERIES, is a series constituted in such a man-

ner, that having taken at pleasure any number of its terms, each
following term shall be related to tlie saine number of preceding
terms according to a constant law of relation.

RECURVliROSTRA, the Avoset; a genus of birds of the
order Grails. Bill long, very thin, and bending considerably up-
wards; nostrils narrow and pervious; tongue short; feet palmated;
hind-toe very short and high. There are three species. The R,
avo'etta is delineated in Plate CXXXV.
RECUSANl S, such persons as acknowledge the pope to be

the supreine head of the church, and refuse to acknowledge the
king's supremacy ; who are hence called popish recusants.

RED, one of the colours, called simple or primary i being one
of tlie sliades into which the light naturally divides itself, when re-

fracted through a prism. See Optics.
Red, in dyeing. See Dyeing. Some reckon six kinds or

casts of red, viz. scarlet, crimson, madder, half-grain, lively

orange, and scarlet of cochineal.

Rep, in heraldry. Sc Gules.
Red Book of the ExcHuauER, an ancient record or MS. vo-

lume, in the keeping of the king's remembraneer, containing di-

vers miscellaneous treatises relating to the times before the con-
quest.

Red Lark, two lakes of North America; the one seated in

Lon. 94. 10. W. Lat. 51. 5. N. the other in Lon. 95. 15. W. Lat.

47. 40. N.
Red-Lead. See Minium.
Red Russia, or Little Russia, a late province of Poland,

bounded on the W. by Upper Poland, N. by Lithuaoia, E. by
the country of the Little 'J'artars, and on the S. by Moldavia,
Transylvania, and part of Hungary.
Red Sea, or Arabic Gulf, so mucli celebrated in sacred his-

tory, separates Arabia from Upper Ethiopia and part of Egypt.
This sea is 3bO leagues in length, and 40 in breadth. Mr. Bruce
says, that it was named from Edom, or Esau, the brother of Jacob »
or from the colour of the sand on its coast.

Red-breast. See Motacilla.
REDDENDUM, inlaw, is used substantively for the clause

in a lease wherein the rent is reserved to the lessor. The proper
place for it is next alter the limitation of estate.

REDD!T10, was the third part of the sacrifice of the heathens,

and consisted of the solemn act of putting in again the entrails of

the victims, after ihcy had been religiously inspected. See Sa-
crifice.
REDDLE, a soft, heavy, red marie, of grtat use in colouring;

and being washed and freed from sand, is often sold by our drug-

gists under the name of bole armeniac. See Bole.
REDEMPTION, in theology, tlenotes the recovery of ma!i-

kind from sin and death, by the obedience and sacrifice of Chnst,

who on this account is called Ibe Redeemer of the world. See

Theology.
BEDtMfTION,
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IvE-DEMPnoN, in law, a laciilty or lislit (f re-c-iilfring upon

lands &c lliat have been sold and assigned, upon rennburiing the

inirchase-nionev, with lei^al cost-i.

REDENS, HEDANS, or KEDAXT, in foilification, a kmd

of i.idcMted uurk in form of the leelh of a saw, with saliiiu and re-

entering angles; to the end that one part may Hank or deknd an-

ollier. See Fortificatiox.
REDEORD, or REITOUD, East, a borouRh of Knelaiid,

in Nottinghamshire, 20 miles N. of Ncttinghani, and 144 N.N.W.
of Lfiiulon.

, . ,

REDJIEAD, a promontory of Scotland, in Angus-shre, three

iniles S. of Montrose.

REDON, a town of J"rance, and capital of a district, m the de-

partment of lUe and Vilaine, and late province of Brelagnc, 20

miles E. of Vanne-, and 22j E. by S. ot Paris.

REDONDA, a town of Portugal, in Beira, 17 miles S. \\ . of

Coimhra. Lon. 8. 31. \V. Lai. 40. 4. N.
REDON DET.A, REDONDELLA, or REDONDILLO, a

rich town of Spain, in Galxia, with a strong castle; S miles S. ot

Ponte Vedia, and 3? W . S. \V. of Orense. Lon. 8. li. W. Lat.

42. 18. K.
REDOUBT is a small scpiare fort, without any defence but :n

front; used in trenches, lines of circnnivallation, contrava lalion,

and approach; as also for ihe lodgings of corps de gard, and to

/iefend passages.

REDRU rH,a town of Cornwall, seated among extensive tm-

works; 8 miles \V. of Truro, 12 N. N. E. of Helstone, and 262

\V. S. W. of London. Lon. 5. 13. W. Lat. ;>0. 13. N.
REDUCE, in chemi.slry, the same with rednct. SreREOVCT.
REDUCT, or REDUIT, a military term signifying an advan-

tageous piece of ground, entrenched, and separated from the rest

of the pl-ace, camp, &c. for an army, garrison, &c. to retire to in

.case of a surprize.

Reduct, in building, a quirk or little place taken out of a larger

to Jnake it more uniform and regular; or for some other conveni-

ence, as for a little cabinet a side of a chimney, for alcoves, &c.

Reduct, or Redux, among chemists, a powder by which cal-

cined metals and minerals are again reduced to their regulus, or

pure subst.Tuce.

REDUCTION, in arithmetic. See Arithmetic.
Reduction, in metallurgy, is the bringing back metalline sub-

stances, which have been changed into scoriie or ashes, or other-

wise divested of their metallic form, into Iheir natural and original

ftate of metals again. See Metali.ubgy.
Reduction, in surgery, an operation whereby a dislocated,

kixate<l, or fractmed, bone, is restored to its former state or place.

See Surgery
Reduction, in the schools, a manner of bringing a term or

proposition, which was before opposite to some other, to be equi-

valent lo it.

Reduction OF Equations, in algebra, is the clearing them
from alUuperHuons quantities, bringingthem to their lowest terms,

and separating the known from the unknown, till at length only

the unknown quantity is found on one side, and known ones on

the other. Tlie reduction of an equation is the last part of the re-

solution of the problem. See Alckbka.
Reduction of a Figure, Design, or Draught, is the mak-

ing a copy of it either larger or smaller than Ihe original, still prf-

scrving the form and proportion. The great use of the propor-

tional compu-scs is the reduction of figures, &c. whence they are

called compasses of reduction. There are various methods of re-

jlucing figures, &c. The most easy is by means of the penta-

graph or parallelogram; but this has its "defects. See Penta-
ORAPH. The best and most usual methods of reduction are as

follows: l.Toreducea figure, a- ABCD E, (Plate CLV! I. fig. 6,)

into a less copipas?. Al)0ut the middle of the figure, as z, pilch

on a point, and from this point draw lines to its several angle> A,

B, C, &c.lhei.ilrav.ingthe liiie«i parallel to AB, if parallel toBC,
^Vc. youwiU have the figure o/;i(/( similar to ABCDE. If the figure

abcdc had been reipiired to be enlarged, there needed nothing but to

produce the lino Uoni the pMint beyond the angles, as :D, :C, &c.

.liid to draw lines, viz. DC, CB, Sec. parallel to the sides dc, cb,

&c. 2. To reduce a figure by the angle of proportion, suppose

jhe figure ABCDE, (lig. 7,) recjuired to be diminished in the pio-

Bortion »f the line AB to ab, (fig. 6.) Draw the indefinite line

CH, (fig. 0,) and fiom G to H set off the line AB. On G describe

the artli HI. Set oli I lie line «4 as a chord on HI, and draw Gt;

Then with the angle IGH you have all the measures of the figure

to be drawn. Thus, to lav down the point c, take' the interval

IK', and upon the pomt G describe the arch K L. Also on the

point G dcMiibe MN ; and upon A, wUh the di^^tiuce MN, del

scribe an arch cultiii..; the preceding one in c, which will deter-

mine the side be. And aiter the same manner are the other sidis

.lid angles to be described. 'Ihe same process will lIso serve to

enlarge the figure. 3. To reduce a figure by a scale. Measure

all the sides of'the figure, as ABCDE, (fig. ',; by a scale, -and lay

down the same nie.isures respi-cliv-.ly from a smaller scale in the

proportion required. 4. To redute a'map, design, or figure, by

squares. Divide the original into little squares; and divide a

fre?h paper of liie dimensions ifcjuired into the same number of

squares, which are (o be larger or less than the former, as the map
is to be enlarged or diminished. This done, in every scpiare of

the second ngure draw what you find in its correspontfent one in

the fir-t.

REDUNDANCY, or REDUNDANCE, a fault in discourse,

consisting in the use of a supertluilV of words. \\ ords perfectly

sviioiivmous are redundant, and oiighl to be retrenched.
' Ri.buNDANT, in music. \Vlnt the French call une accord su-

pertUie, which we have translated a reilundant chotil in the article

Music (from D'Alembert), has by others been rendeied a choril

extremely sharp, as in the translation of Rameau's Principles of

Composition. See Music.
IttDUNDANT Hypfrbola, is a curve of the higlier kind, thus

called because it exceeds the conic section of lliat name, in the

number of its hyperbolical legs ; being a triple hyperbola with six

hyperbolical leg's. See Hyperbola, Curve, and Conic.
REDUPLICATION, in rhetoric, a figure whereby a verse be-

gins vi'ah the same word as the preceding one ends with. See
Anadiplosis.

Reduplication, in logic, a kind of condition expressed in a

proposition indicating or assigning the manner ..>\'herein the predi-

cate is attributed to the subject. IleuceVeduplicative proposi-

tions are such wherein Ihe subject is repeated with some circum-.

stance or conilition. Thus, m'n, as men, are lational : kings,

as kings, are subject to none Init God.
REV.D, in botany. See Akundo, and Bamboo.
HEEF, atermin navigaticn. When there is a great gale of

win!, ihey commonly roll up part of Ihe sail below, that by this

means it iikjv become Ihe narrower, and not draw so nuicli wnid ;

which coiilracling or taking up the sail they call a reef, or reefing

Ihe sail : so also when a topmast is sprung, as they call it, that is,

when it is cracked, or almost broken in the cap, they cut off tlie

low er piece that was nearly broken olf, and setting the other part, now
much shorter, in the step again, they call it a reefed topmast.

Reef-band, a piece of canvass sewed on to strengthen ll e sail

w here tin; reefs are formed.

Reef-lines, small cords, used about the reef of a sail.

REEL, in the manufactories. There are various kinds of reels,

some very siniple, others very comple.x. Of the former kiiuis

those most in use are; I. A little reel held in the hand, consisting

of three iiieces of wooil, the biggest and longest whereof (which
docs not exceed a foot and a half in length, and a tpiarler of an
iiu h diameter) is traversed by two other pieces disjiosed in dilfer-

eiit ways. 2. i he common reel, or windlass, which turns upon a
pilot and four flights traversed by long pins or sticks, whereon
the skain to be reeled is put, and which are drawn closer, or opened
wider, according to the skain. A represeiilation of the common
reel is given in Plate CLVll. fig. 10, where A is the bench or
seat of the reel, B the two uprights; C the arms of the reel, il3

arbor turning, and hitihing its little lantern of four imiches in the
teeth ot the wheel ; D two wheels, the upper one of which moves
Ihe lower by means of a pinion ; E a hammer, the handle whereof
is lowered by a peg at the bottom of the lower wheel ; F a chord
which is rolled round the a.xle of the lower wheels, and supports a
weight which stops after a certain number of turns, to regulate the
work-woman.
REELING, in the manufactories, the wintling of silk, cotton,

or the like, into a skain or upon a button, to prevent its entang-
ling. It is also used for the charging or discharging oi bobbins, or
quills, to u»e Ihem in the iiiiuuifacture of different stufis, as thread,

7 silk,
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silk, cotton, &c. Reeling is performed in different ways, and on
different engines.

RE-ENTRY, in law, signifies the resuming or retaking that

possession wliich any or.e had lately foregone ; as where a person
makes a lease of lands to another, the lessor thereby quits the pos-

session, and if the lessee covenants that npon non-payment of the

rent reservrj, the lessor may lawfully re enter, being as much as

it was conditioned for the lessor to take the land again into his

hands, and recover the possession again by his own act witliout the

assistance of the law.

REERSOE, an island of Denmark, in the Great Belt, near the

coast of Zealand. Lon. U. 19. E. Lat. 55. 33. N.
REES, a strong town of France, in the department of the Roer,

and late duchy of Cleves, 8 miles E. of Cleves. Lon. 6. 4. E.

Lat. 51. 50. N.
Rees vl Ain, a town of Asiatic Turkey, in Diarbekir, 80 miles

S. of Diarbeck.
liEEVlNG, in the sea-language, the putting a rope through

a block : hence to pull a rope out of a block is called unreeving.
RE-EXCHANGE, in commerce, a second payment of the

price of exchange, or rather the price of a new exchange due upon
a bill of e.vchange that comes to be protested, and to be refunded
the bearer by the drawer or indorser

REFECTION, among ecclesiastics, is a spare meal or repast,

just sufficing for the support of life: hence the hall in convents,

and other communities, where the monks, nuns, &f. take their re-

fections or meals in common, is called the refectory.

REFERENCE, in writing, &c. a mark relative to another

similar one in the margin, or at the bottom of the paf^e, where
something omitted in the te.\t is added, and which is to be inserted

either in reading or copying.

"REFINING, in general, is (lie art of purifying a thing; in-

cluding not only the essaying or refining of metals, but likewise

tlic depuration or clarification of liquors. See Clarification,
Mftallukgy, and Pharmacy.
REFLECTION, in philosophy, is the return or regressive mo-

tion of a moving body, occasioned by some obstacle which hin-

dered it from pursuing its former direction.

Reflection is also u«ed, figuratively, for an operation of the

mind, whereby it turns its view backwards as it were upon itself,

and makes itself and its own operations the object of its dis-

quisition ; and by contemplating the manner, ordtr, and laws,

which it ob>erves in perceiving ideas, comparing them together,

reasoiiing, ikv. it frames new ideas of the iLlatioiie discovered

therein. Sec Metaphysics.
Reflectio.v, Circular Instrument of, an instrument fm

niieasuring angles to a very great degree of accuracy. It was in-

vented by the celebrated astronomer Mr. Tobias Meyer, of Got-

tmgen, principally w view to do awav the errors of the divi-

sioiis of the limb ; and has since been much improved by the che-

valier de Rorda, and M. J. H. de Magellan. This iiistnnnent

is particularly applicable to the measuring ot the disiam es of the

iieavenly bodies, and was used by the French in their part of the

operation for determining the difference of meridians of Paris and

Gieenwich. This instrument is well described by Mr. Matkay,

ui his T'reatise on the Longitude, vol. i. p. 44.

REFi.tcTioN OF the Rays OF LiGHT, ill catoptrics, is their re-

turn, alter approaching so near the siirfarc ol bodies as to be there-

by repelled or driven backwards. For the causes of reflection,

see Optics. For the application of the doctrine of reflection to

mirrors, see Optics, Mirror, and ISlrning Glass. Sir Isaac

>;<"wton is of opinion, that light in its passage from the luminous

body, is disposed to be alteriiatrly rctiected by, and transmitted

through, any letlecting surface it may meet ; and this disposition

jie calls tits of easy reilection, and easy transmission. Thus, if we

t.ike the distances as the numbers 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, !), 10,

&c then at tiie distances 0, '2, 4, 6, 8, &c. the light will be trans-

mitted ; and, at the distances 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, &c. it will be reflected

ill coloured rings. To observe the order of the colours, he made

jise of two object-glasses, one a plano-convex, and the other a dou-

ble-convex, of the same sphericity on both sides, of fifty-one feet

focal distance ; and upon this he laid the plane side of the other,

pressing tliem slowlv together to make the colours successively

cmerRe"^ in the middle of die circles, and then slowly lifted the

upper glass from the lower to make them successively vanisli again

vat. IV.—Ko. !<8.

( b, blue.

,
}c, white.

'

J
rf, yellow.

SV'.Sreen.

t. c, red.

in the same place. Upon compression of the glasses, various co-
lours would emerge and spread into concentric circles or rings of

different breadths and tints encompassing the central spot. Their
form, when the glasses were most compressed, is delineated in

Plate CLVI. fig. 4, where a is the central black spot, and the cir-

cuits of colours from thfnee outwards as follows

:

b, blue. P- T''i°'''- (

'' ^\7^''-
1 „ 1,1. ,„

I
„,_ L)Uie.

3-{ n, green.

I i, yellow. o, yellow.

\^k, red. l^p, red.

« ( 7, green. , ( -i, greenish blue.
^

( r, red. *
( /, red.

f,
^u, greenish blue. _ J y, greenish blue.

( X, pale red. ( '> reddish white.

These rings were observed to be least- when the eye was liel'A

perpendicularly over the glasses in the axis of the rings ;. wherea".

viewed obliquely, they became bigger, continually swelling as the

eye was removed farther from the axis : and the coloured rings

made in air, became much more distinct and visible, when viewed
in a dark room by the reflection of the coloured light of the prism.

The rings made by reflection of red light were manifestly bigger

than those made by the blue and violet; and it was very pleasant

to see them gradually swell and contract according as the colour

of the light was changed. The motion was quickest in the red,

and slowest in the violet ; and, by an estimation made of the dia-

meters of the rings, the thicknesses of air in the places where the

rings are made by the limits of the seven colours, red, orange,

yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet, successively in order, were to

one another as the cube roots of the squares of the eight lengths

of a chord which sound the notes of an octave, that is, of the num-
bers 1, -8, i, |, f , ^, •^, 4-. These rings were not of various co-

lours, as those made m the open air, but appeared all over of that

prismatic colour only with which it was illumined ; and by throw-

ing the coloured light directly on the glasses, that which fell on

the dark spaces between the rings was transmitted through the

glasses without any variation of the colour. This appeared by
placing a white paper behind, on which the rings were painted of

the same colour as those by reflected light, and of the b giifss of

their immediate spaces. Hence the origin of these rings is mani-

fest ; namely, that the air between the glasses, a< cording to its va-

rious thickness, is disposed in some places to reflect, in othei-s to

transmit, the light of any one colour ; and in the same place to

reflect that of one colour, where it transmits that of another; in

the manner as you see represented fig. 5, where ,\B, CU, are the

gl.isses, as bcioie ; and a, c, c, g, i, I, n, p, the parts of the beam
transmitted ; and b, d,J, It, k, m, o, the parts of the beam reflect

ed, making the coloured rings.

REFLEX, in painting, means those places in a picture which

are supposed to be illuminated by light reflected from some othe

bociv in the same piece. See Painting.
RFFLEXITY, a word used by Mr. Brougham, to denjie a

properly of light, which causes the dill'erenl rays to be aeteci on hy

bodies, and to begin to be refracted, lellected, inflected, and ile-

Hected, at different distances, 'ihis properly follows the same

law, that the other optical properties of light follow; the red lay

having most retlexitv, anil the violet Iea<t.

KEFLU X, has the same meaning as the ebbing of the sen, ami

is opposed to flood, flux, or the flow ing of the sea. See TiDts.

REFORM, a change from worse to better, a re-establishment

or revival of lormer neglected discipline, or a correction of abuses

therein.

REFORMATION, in general, is an act of reforming or cor-

recting an error or abuse in religion, disci))line, or the like ;
but is

particularly used for that great alteration in the corrupted system

of Chrislianitv, or the separation of the Protestants from the church

of Rome. 'I'his reformation was lirst set on foot by Luther in

1517. See Luther.
BEFRACTION, in optics, the change of direction which

happens to the rays of light when they enter obrKinely into a dif-

lerent medium
:

'thus let an empty vessel, as BCDE, (Plate

CLVI. fig.G,) have a small object paced at its bottom at A ; and

let it be so situated as that the sight of the object may be inter-

cepted by the side of the vessel, from an eye placed at Q ; then

let the vessel be filled with water, and the ray AH, which before

6D the
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the water was poureil in, moved in a right liiiL- from A to K, and

by so doing passed above t!\e eye, will, upon its emersion out ot

the water be bent do« nward, so as to strike upon the eye at Q,
and thereby render the object at A visible. 'I'his b' nding of the

rays of light, in their i)assage out of one medium into another, is

owing to the attractive force of the denser medium acting upon

llie rays at right angles to the surface. The fundamental law of

the refraction of the rays of ligiit is. that the sine of the angle of

incidence is always in a constant r.ilio to the sine of the angle of

irefraction, in ail inclinations of the incident ray whatever. See

Optics. Now that this is the case, whatever be the inclination

of the incident ray, may be proved experimentally in the follow-

ing manner: let a brass-quadrant, CI'E, (fig. T.j graduated on

both sirles, and tixed at its centre C, to a perpendicular pillar,

CD, have Ivvo indices, A and [i, one on each side, moveable on

'the centre C ; and let the index A, whereof the stem G i^ a con
.tinuation, be made to point to the liftf enth degree, and the index

B to the lifteenth minute of the twentieth degree : let then the

pillar be immersed in water, tillCE, the horizontal edge of the

quadrant touch the surface of the water ; and upon viewing the

stem G, immersed in the water, it will, by reason of the refraction,

appear to have changed its situation, and to lie in a line with the

index B. And the s.ime thing will likewise obtain, if the index A
be set at the thirtieth degree, and B at the thirtieth minute of the

forty-second degree ; that is, twenty-live, the sine of the less an-

gle of incidence, is to thiity-thrce, the sine of the corre^polKling

angle of refraction ; as fifty, the sine of the greater angle of in-

titlence, is to sixty-six, tlie sine of the angle of refraction corres-

pontlina; thereto. And the same holds in all other cases. See Optics.
Rkpraction of Altitude is the arc or portion of a vertical

circle, by w hicli the altitude of a star is increased by the refraction

of light.

Refractiom of Ascension and Descensio.v is an arc of

the ecpiator, by which the ascension and descension of a star, whe-
ther right or oblique, is increased or diminished by the refraction.

Ref.raction of Declination is an arc of a circle of decli-

nation, by which the declination of a star is increased or diminish-

ed by the refraction.

Refraction of Latitude is an arc of a circle of latitude,

bywhich the latitude of a star is increased «r diminished by the

refraction.

Refraction of Longitude is an arc of the ecliptic, by
wliich the longitude of a star is increased or diminished by the
refraction.

Refraction, Terrestri vi., is that by which terrestrial ob-
jects appear to be raised higher than they really are, in observing
their altitudes. See Navigation, and .Astronomy.
Refraction in Island Cuystal. There is a double refrac-

tion in this substance, contrary ways, by which not only oblique
rays are divided into two, and retV.icted into opposite part-;, but
even perpeiuliciilar rays are one-half refracted.

REtRAXGIBlLiTY OI- LlGfll" is chiefly applied to the
di«))osition of i.nys to produce dilferent colours. See Optics.
REFRIGERATIVE, in medicine, a remedy which refreshes

the inward parts bv coolinc them, as clysters, ptisans, &c.
REl'RIGER.VrORY."^ 1. That pait of a distilling vessel that

i" placed about the head of a still, and filled with wjter to cool
the condensing vapours ; but this is now generally done by a worm
or spiral pipe, turning through a tub of cold water. 2. Any thing
intern.:lly cooling.

REFUGE, Cities of, were places provided as asvla, for

such as again-t their will should happen to kill a man. Of these
cities there were three on each side Jordan : on this side weie
Kedesh of Naphtali, Hebron, and Shechem ; beyond Jordan
were Bezer, Golan, and Ranioth-Gilead. When any of the He-
brews, or strangers that dwelt in their country, happened to kill a

man, they might retire lliither, to be out of the reach of the vio-

lent attempts of tlie relations of the deceased, and to prepare for

their defence and justifu-ation before the judges. The manslayer
underwent two trials: first before the judges of the city of refuge
to which he had iled ; and secondly before the juilges of his own
city. If found guilty, lie was put to death. If acquitted, he was
not immediately set at liberty ; but, to inspire a degree of horror
against even involuntary hoinic.dc. In- was reconducted to the
place of refuge, and obliged to continue there in a sort of banish-
ment till the death of the liigl'.-priest. If, before thi^ time, he

ventured out, the revenger of blood might freely kill him ; but

after the high-pnest's death he was at liberty to go where he pleas-

ed without molestation. The cities of refuge were to be well

supplied with water and necessary provisions ; to be of easy ac-

ce>^ ; to have good roads leading to them, with commodious
bridges where there was occasion. The width of the roads was to

be thirty-two cubits or forty-eight fetl at least. At all cross-roads

direction-posts were erected, with an inscription pointing out the

road to the cities of refuge. The 15th of Atlar, whic.i answers to

our I'ebruarv moon, was appointed for the city-magistrates to see

that Ihe roads were in good co.idition. No person in any of these

cities was allowed to make weapons, lest the relations of the de-

ceased should be furnidied with the means of gratifying their

revenge. Deul. xix. 3. iv. 41, 43; Josh. xx. 7. Three other

citie-i of refuge were conditionally promised, but were never granted.

RI'.FUGEES, French Pioti'staiils, who by the revocation of

Ihe edict of Nanlz, were constrained to fly from persecution, and

to take refuge in Protestant countries. \Se have had since that

lime, during the different wars, American, French, Italian, Dutch,

and Swi>s, refugees, &c.
REGALE, a magnilicent entertainment given to ambassadoi-s

and other persons of distinction, to entertain or do them honour.

It is usual in Italy, at the arrival of a traveller of eminence, to send

him a regale, that is, a present of sweetmeats, Iruits, &:c. by way
of relreshment.

REGALIA, in law, means the rights and prerogatives of a king.

See Preuogative.
Regalia is also used for the apparatus of a coronation ; as the

crown, the sceptre with the cross, that with the dove, St. Ed-
ward's stalf, the globe, and the orb with the cross, four several

swords, &c.
REGARDANT, in heraldry, signifies looking behind; and

it is used for a lion, or other beast, with his face turned towards

his tail.

Regarder, an ancient officer of the king's forest, sworn to

make the regard of the forest every year ; that is, to take a view

of its limits, to in<iuire into all oflences and defaults committed by
tlie foresters within the forest, and to observe whether all the otli-

cers executed their respective duties.

REGAI'A, or REGATTA, a kind of boat-race, that was
formerly held at Venice, annually, with great eclat, when that city

was the ca[)ital of an independent republic. Regattas, in imitation

of the Venetian, have been attempted on tlie Thames, but from a
want of that enthusiasm, which iii>pired the Venetians, fell very
far short of them.

REGENCY, vicarious government. There have been various

regencies during the minority of dilferent kings of England; par-

ticularly of Henry III. Edward III. Richard U. Flenry VI. and
Edward V. And during the illness of George III. in the end of
17SS, there were repeated debates in parliament, respecting a re-

gency, the mode of settling it, and the most proper persons to fill

it ; but his Majesty's recovery rendered it at that time totally unne-
cessary. The lamentable return, however, of his Majesty's dis-

order in October, IS 10, has rendered the appointment of a regent
indipensably necessary; and consequently His Royal Highness the

Prince of Wales has been lixed upon by the great council of the
nation to (ill this high oltice, which he accepted on the 6th of
February, ISll. See Recent.
REGENERATION, in theology, is that work of the Holy

Spirit, whereby we are horn again, and spiritually changed in our
whole man. Our mind is made new; being endowed with spi-

ritual light, it apprehends, judges, esteems, devises, searches, rea-

sons, thinks, and deliberates, on new matters, and after a new man-
ner ; the conscience is renewed, by the changing influence of
God's redeemiiij; love: the will has new inclinations, intentions,

choice, delight, jjurposes, anrl a power over the seii'^itive part ; and
the aflections are renewed and rectified as to their objects, and in

their order and degrees.

REGENT, one who governs a kingdom during the minority
or absence of a king. In England, the methods of appi.inting
this guardian or regent have been so various, and the duration of
his power so uncertain, that from hence it might almost be collect-

ed that his oflice is unknown to the common law ; and therefore

(as Sir Edward Coke says, 4 Inst. 58,) the surest way is to have
him made by authority of the great council in parliament.
Various stattiles have been enacted respecting regencies in dil-

t {ereut
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fcreiit rei^iis, according to circumstances, wliich we need not
(jnote.

Regent also signifies a professor of arts and sciences in a col-
lege, having pupils under his care; hut it is generally restrained
to tlie lower classes, as to rhetoric, logic, &c. those of philosophy
being called professors. In the English universities it is applied
to Masters of Arts under five yeai-s standing, and to Doctors under
two, as non-regent is to those above that standing.
KEGGIO, a late duchy of Italy, boinuled oh the W. by that

of Modena. It is fertile in fruits, &c. and famous for its manufac-
tures of silks.

HtGGio, an ancient, handsome, and strong town of Italy, capi-
tal of the department of the Crostolo, in the di>trict and late duchy
of Ueggio, 15 miles N. \V. of Modena, and SO S. E. of Milan.
Lon. li; i. E. Lat. 44. 43. N.

Keggio, an ancient and considerable town of Naples, in Cala-
bri.i Ultra. 12 miles S. E. of Messina.
REGirUGlUM was a feast eel. brated at Rome on the 24lh

of February, in conunemoration of the e.\pulsion of Tarquin II.

and the abolition of regal power. It was also performed on the
atilh of May, when the Rex Sacrorum, king of the sacrihces,
otiered bran-tiour and bacon, in the place where the assemblies
were held. The sacritice being over, the people hasted away with
all speed, to denote the precipit.ite flight of Tarquin.
REGILL/E, orREGILLU.M, an ancient town of Italy, inihe

couiitry ol llie Sabines, famous for a battle fought near it, A. U. C.
258, between 24,000 Roman republicans, and 40,000 Etrurians,
headed by the Tarquins. The Romans obtained so complete
a victory, that hardly 10,000 of the Etrurians escaped. Livy ii.

c. lb.

REGIMEN, in medicine. See Abstinence, Aliment,
Diet, Drink, Food, and Medicine. The vicissitude of exer-
cise and rest forms also a necessary part of regimen. See Exer-
cise. In cases of age or extreme weakness, where there is not
suflicient strength to bear exercise, frictions with the flesh-brush

are proper.

KtGiMtN, in grammar, that part of syntax, or construction,
which regulates the dependency of words, and the alterations which
one occsslons in another.

REGIMENT, a body of men, either horse, foot, or artillery,

commanded by a colonel, lieutenant-colonel, and major. Each
regiment of foot is divided into companies. In Britain our regi-

ments are generally ten companies, one of which is always grena-
diers, exclusive of the two independent companies. Regimejits
of hoi-se are connnonly six troops, but there are some of nine.

Dragoon-regiments are generally in war-lime eight troops, and in

lime of peace but six. Each regiment has a chaplain, (piarter-

master, adjutant, and Si^rgeon. Regiments were liist formed in

France in 155S, and in F.ngland in 16'50.

REGION, in geography, a large extent of land, inhabited by
many people of the same nation, and inclosed within certain

bounds.

Region, in anatomy, a division of the human body, otherwise

calleil cavity, of which anatomists reckon three, viz. the upper
region, or that of the head ; the middle region, that of the tho-

rax or brea'^t ; and the lower, the abdomen, or belly. See Ana-
tomy.

Rkgion, in ancient Rome, was a part or division of the city.

Tlie regions were only four in number, till Augustus Cvesar's time,

who divided the city into fourteen ; over each of which he settled

iwo surveyors, called curatores viaruni, who were appointed an-

nually, and took their divisions by lot.

Ri'gion, in physiology, is taken for a division of our atmo-

sphere, which is divided into the upper, middle, and lower regions.

See Atmosphere.
Region, jKtheheal, in cosmography, is the whole extent of

the universe, in which is included all tlie heavenly bodies, and even

die orb of the fixed stars.

Region, Elementary, according to the Aristotelians, is a

•.pi.ere terminated by the concavity of llie moon's orb, coniprc-

liei.ding the atmosphere of the earth.

• REGISTER, a [lublic book, in vvliicli are entered and record-

ed memoirs, acts, and minutes, to be had recourse to occasionally

tor knowing and proTiiig niattcrs of fact. Of these there are se-

vtial kinds.

RtGisTERs, in chiMiiislry, are holes, or chinks with sloppUs,
contrived in the sides of furnaces, to regulate the fires; that is, to
make the heat more intense or remiss, by opening them to let in
the air, or keeping them close to exclude it. There are also regis-
ters in the steam-engine.

Register-Ships, in commerce, are vessels which obtain a per-
mission either from the king of Spain, or the council of the Indies,
to tiafiic in the ports of the Spanish West Indies ; which are thus
called, from their being registered before they set sail from Cadiz
for Buenos Ayres.

REGISTRAR, an officer in the English universities, wlio has
the keeping of all the public records.

REGIUS PROFESSOR, in universities, a professor appoint-
ed by royal authority.

REGNANO, a town of Italy, in the late Pope's dominions,
and province of Patrimoiiio, near the Tiber, 17 miles N. of Rome.
Lon. 12.36. E. Lat. 42. II. N.
. REGNI, an ancient people of South Britain, who inhabited
the country, now called Surrey, Sussex, and the coast of Hamp-
shire, and resided ne.\t to the Cantii, the ancient inliabitants of
Kent.

REGNUM, in ancient geography, a town of South Britain,
the capital of the Regni, situated, by the Itinerary numbers, cii

the confines of Bclga:-, in a place now called Ringwood, in Hamp-
shire, on the Avon, running down from Salisbury, and about ten
miles from the sea.

REGOLETS, the passage from the N. part of the Gulf of
Mexico, into lake PontChartrain ; which communicates through
lake Maurepas, and the strait of Ibberville, with the Missis-
sippi.

Regolets is also the general name of the isles in the inner part
of tlie passage into lake Maurepas.
REGRATER, or REGRATOR, is one who buys and sells

any wares or victuals in the same market or fair, such as grain,

fish, butter, cheese, sheep, lambs, calves, swine, pigs, geese, ca-

pons, hens, chickens, pigeons, conies, or other dead victuals what-
soever, brought to a fair or market to be sold there, and do sell

the same again in the same fair, market, or place, or in some
other within four miles thereof. Regrators are punishable by loss

and forfeiture of goods, and imprisonment, according to the first,

second, or third offence, &c. See Engrosser, Forestaller,
and Forestalling.
REGULAR FIGLTRE, in geometry, is one whose sides, and

consequently angles, are equal ; and a regular figure with three or

four sifles is commonly termed an equilateral triangle or square, as

all others with more sides are called regular polvgons.

REGULATOR OF A WATCH, the smallspring belonging

to the balance ; serving to adjust its motion, and make it go faster

or slower. See Watch.
REGULBIUM, or REGULVIUM, an ancient town of the

C'jntii, in Britain, mentioned in the Notitia Imperii, and no vnhere

else more early. Now called Reculver.

REGULUS, in the old system of chemistry, was a name given

to a metallic substance that falls to the bottom of the crucible, in

the melting of ores, or impure metallic substances. It is the

finest or purest part of the metal ; and, according to the alche-

mists, was denominated regulus, or little king, as being the

first-born of the royal metallic blood. To procure the regulus

of metals, flux-powders were commonly iM-d ; as nitre, tar-

tar, ic.
.

Regulus, in astronomy, a star of the first magnitude, in the

constellation Leo, called also, from its situation, cor leonis, or, the

lion's heart. Its longitude, in the beginning of 1811, was SI

27" 12" 7",8, and its latitude 0° 27' 35",9 N. Its annual in-

cre.ise of longitude is 50",004, and its annual variation in lati-

tudV-t-0",2.
"

. , , ,

REH EARSAL, in music and the drama, is an essay or experi-

ment of some composition, generally made in private, previous to

its representation, or performance in public, to render the actors

and performci-s more perfect in their parts.

RElCHENEU,a town of the Helvetic republic, in the county

of the Grisons, 7 miles S. W. of Cone.

Reicheneu, an island of Germany in Suabia, in the /-eller Zee,

or Lower Lake of Constance.
reiCHENBACH,
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REICIIENBACH, a town of Upper Saxony, in Vogtland, 10

miles S. \V. of Zwickau, ami 58 W. S. W. of Dresden.

Reichenbach, a circle of Silesia, in Schweidnitz.

Reichenbach, the capital of Ihe above circle, 9 miles S. E.

of Schweidnitz.

REICH EN BERG, a town of Bohemia, in Boleslaw, 95 miles

V. of Prague, and t'05 N. W. of Vienna.

REICHENHAI.L, a town of Bavaria, on the Sala, 9 miles S.

W. of Salzburg, and 64 of Munich. Lon. 12. 54. E. Lat. 47.

40. N.
REICHENSTEIN, a town of Silesia, 5 miles from Glatz, fa-

mous for the mines near it. Lon. 16. 55. E. Lat. 50. 25. N.
REID, Thomas, D. D. a late eminent Scottish writer, was

the son of the Rev. Lewis Reid, minister of Strachan, in Kincar-

dineshire, by a daughter of David Gregory, Esq. of Kinardie, and

sister of professors David, James, and Charles Gregories. (See

CiREGORY.) He was born at Strachan manse, in April 1710;
and educated tirst at tlie parish-school of Kincardine O'NieU
irhelice he was sent to the Marischal college, Aberdeen, in his

twelfth year; where he soon displayed the genius of his maternal
uncles ; took his degree of NL A. and studied theology. After

obtaining his licence, he cultivated mathematics under professor

John Stuart, whose place he often supplied in his absence, greatly

to the advantage of the students. After this he was preferred to

the church of New Machar, and soon overcame the popular pre-

judice against him, on account of that patronage. On the 22d of

November 1751, he was appointed professor of philosophy, in

King's College, Aberdeen, an office for which he was peculiarly

qualified. Soon after this, he wrote his Essay on Quantity, pub-
lished in the Philos. Trans, vol. 45 ; which is esteemed the finest

specimen of inetaphysical mathematics extant. About this time
too, he was made D. D. and published his celebrated Inquiry into

the Human Mind, on the Principles of Common Sense ; a work
which has contributed more than any other, to give a rational

turn to metaphysics. On the death of Dr. Adam Smith, he was
called to be professor of moral philosophy, in the University of
Glasgow, on the 11th of June 1764. lii 1773, appeared in L.
Karnes's Sketches of the History of Man, a brief Account of Aris-
totle's Logic, with Remarks by Dr. Reid ; which is esteemed by
Judges the best analysis yet given of that philosopher's writings.

In 1785, he published Essay? on the Intellectual Powers of Man
;

dedicated to Dr. Gregory and professor Stewart, of Edinburgh ;

and in 178S, E-says on the Active Powers of Man; both in 4lo.
He died in October 1796, aged 87. He had been married, and
left one daughter. His private character for humanity, charity,
and the other Christian virtues, was respectable. His literary

character is well known by the public from hii writings, which
will be esteemed as long as sound sense shall be preferred to im-
pious jargon.

REINS, or KIDNEYS. See Anatomy.
Reins of a Bhidle, are two long slips of leather, fastened on

each side of a curb or snaflle, which the rider holds in his hand, to
keep the hor.^e in subjection. There is also what is called lalse
reins; \v!:ich is a lath of It-ather, passed sometimes through the
arch of the banquet, to bend the lior-e's neck.
RE-INSUUANCE is a second c«iiitr.;ct, made by an insurer,

to transfer the risk he has engaged lor to another. It is in general
forbidden by 19 Geo. II. c. 37, but is permitted to the representa-
tives of an insurer in case of his death, or to his assignees in case
of his bankruptcy ; and it must be mentioned in the policy that it

is a re-insuraiice.

REJOINDER, inlaw, is the defeiulant's answer to the plain-
tilT's replication or reply. Thus, in the court of < hanccrv, the
defendant puts in an answer to the phiintill's bill, which is'some-
tiincs also called an exception; the plainlilV's answer to tliat is

called a replication, and the defendant's answer to that a re-
joinder.

REISKE, John Jamf.s, M. D. a most profound oriental
scholjr antl critic, born in 1706, at a town in the dm hy of .Anhalt,
After tile usual school-education, he went, in 1733,' to Leipsici
where he sturhi-<l five years, acquiied the .\rabic language, and
translated and pviblished a book m it. He iie\t travelled on fool
to Leydeii, where he was employed in arrai.giiiir the Arabian
MSS. though but poorly compensated for it. He ne.xt translat-
ed from the German and French into Latin, various Essays seat

him by Dorville, whom he had visited in his journey, and who
inserted these in the Miscellanea Critica. At Dorville's desire he

also translated the whole of the Chariton from the Greek, and
Abulfeda's Geography from the Latin. He continued eight years

it Leyden, and received his degree in it, with uncommon respect,

but left it on account of calu.nnies excited against him by Peter

Burnian, whose translation of Petronius Arbiter he liad criticised.

He then travelled through Germany, and settled at Leipsic, where
he was made professor ot Arabic, and continued for twelve years,

writing for tlie booksellers, who did not pay him in proportion to

his merits. The Acta Eruditorum were greatly indebted to him.

On Ihe death of Haltansins, in 1758, he was made rector of the

Academy at Leipsii-, which placed him above want. Previously

to this he had published his Animadversiones in Auctores GrEcos,
in five volnines, a work of deep erudition. In 1764, he married

Ernestina Christina Muller, a woman of extraordinary abilities,

whose learning, particularly in Greek, was hardly inferior to his

own. She assisted him in all his literary labours, especially in his

immortal work of the Edition of the Greek Orators: in twelve
vols. 8vo. Thus Reiske spent the remainder of his life in a most
agreeable manner; and died in 1774, universally respected.

The number of his publications is very great. The principal are

those above mentioned, and the following: 1. Dionysius Ha-
licarnassensis, seven vols. 2. Plutarch, nine vols. 3. Theo-
critus, Sec.

REITZBERG, a county in Westphalia, 1 5 miles long, and 5

broad.

Reitzberg, the capital of the above county, seated near Pa-
derborn.

RELAPSE, a falling again into danger, evil, or disease, from
which a person has escaped.

RELATION is the mutual respect of two things, or what
each is with regard to the other. See Metaphysics.
Relation is also used for analogy. See Analogy, and Me-

taphysics.
Relation, in geometry. See Ratio.
RELATIVE, in music. See Mode, and Music.
Relative Pronol'ns, in grammar, are tliose which answer to

some other word foregoing, called the antecedent ; such are the
Latin pronouns qui, qua, quod, &c. in English, kIio, which,
U'hat, A.C. The word answering to these relatives is often under-
stood, as I know whom you mean, for I know the person whom
you mean. See (Jka.mmar.
Relative Terms, in logic, are words which imply rel.ition ;

as master and servant, husband and wife, &c.
RELAXATION, in medicine, is used of the looseness or

slackness of the fibres, nerves, muscles, &c.
RELEASE, in law, is a discharge or conveyance of a man's

right in lands or tenements, to anotlur that has some former
estate in possession. The words generally Used therein are " re-

mised, released, and for ever quit-claimed."
R I'-LEGATION, a kind of banishment or e.vile, in which a

person is sentenced to retire to a certain place presciibed, and to
continue there a certain time, or till he is recalled.

RELHANIA, in botany, a genus of the syngenesia polvgamia
superllua cla^s and order; natural order, Composita" Dis'.oidea;.

Calyx inibrii ale, sc;iriiise ; coroUets of the ray verv many ; pap-
pus membranacious, cylindrical, short ; receptacle chatly. There
are sixteen species, all natives of the Cape of Good Hope.
RELICS, in the Romish church, the remains of the bodies or

clothes of saints or martyrs, and the instruments by which they
were put to death, devoutly preserved, in honour to their memory,
kissed, revered, and carried in procession.

RELI El", [rf/fi'uMcH ; in Domesday, reUvatio, relevium, low
Lai.] siL'iiilies a certain sum of money, which the tenant, holding
by knight's service, grand serjeanty, or yther tenure, (for whic h
lioniage or legal service is due,) and being at lull age at the
death of his ancestor, paid unto his lord at his entrance. See
Pri.mer.

Relief, in painting and sculpture. Sec Relievo.
Relief, Church <>f, or Rllief, Pkesbyterv of, a set

of Presbyterians, in Scotland, who dilTer from the established
cjiurch only as to the submission to the law of patronage.
RELIEVE THE GUARD is to put fresh men u\h

wliicli is generally every 24 hours.

Relieve

upon guard.
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RkLiEVE THE SENTRIES is to put fiesli men iiiion tlut duty

from the guard, wluth is generally clone every two hours, by a cor-

poral who attends the relief, to see that the proper orders are deli-

vered to the soldier who relieves.

Relieve the Trenches is to relieve the guard of the

trenches, by appointing those for that duty who have been there

before.

RELIEVERS, a name given to that sect of Presbyterian

Seceders, who are joined with tlie Church or Presbytery of

Relief.

RELIEVO, or RELIEF, in sculpture, &c. is the projecttire

of a figure from the ground or plane on which it is formed ; whe-
ther that ligure be cut with the chisel, moulded, or cast. There
are three kinds or degrees of relievo, viz. alto, basso, and demi-
relievo. The alto-relievo, called also haut-ielief, or high relievo,

is when the figure is formed after nature, and projects as much as

the life. Basso-relievo, bass-relief, or low relievo, is when the

work is raised a little from the ground, as in medals, and the fron-

tispieces of buildings; eikI particularly in the histories, festoons,

foliages, and other orn;;nenls of friezes. Demi-relievo is wlicn

one-half of '.he figure rises from the plane. When, in a basso-

relievo, there are parts that stand clear out, detaclicl from the

rest, the work is called a demi-basso. In architecture, tlie relievo

of (lie ornaments ought always to be proportioned to the magni-
tude of the building it adorns, and to the distance at which it is to

be viewed.

Relievo, or Relief, in painting, is the degree of boldness

with which the fiijures seem, at a due distance, to stand put from
the ground of the painting.

RELIGION is derived, according to Cicero, from rekgere,

to re-consider ; but according to Servius, and most modern gram-

marians, irom retigare, to bind fast. The reason assigned by the

Roman orator for deducing religio from relego, is in the-e word^,
" qui auteni omnia, qua; ad cultum deorum .pertinerent, diligen-

ter retractarent, et tanquam lelegerent, sunt dicti religiosi e.v re-

legendo." The reason given by Servius for his derivation of the

word is, " quod mentem religio religet." Religion is used to

denote that worship and homage which is due to Cod, considered

as our creator, pre-erver, and most bountiful benefactor. Religion

is divided into natural and revealed : by natural religion is meant

that knowledge, veneration, and love, of God, and the practice of

those duties to him, our fellow-creatures, and ourselves, which are

discoverable by the right exercise of our rational faculties, from

considering the nature and perfections of God, and our relation to

him and to one another. See Moral Philosophy. And by re-

vealed religion is me.mt, natural religion explained, enforced, and

enlarged, Irom the express declarations ot God himself, from the

mouths or pens of his prophets, &c. Religion, in a more con-

tracted sense, is used for that system of faith and worship, which

obtains in several countries of the world ; and even for the various

sects into which each religion is divided. See Pagans, Moham-
medans, Jews, &c. Roman Catholics, Lutherans, Calvi-

NI>TS, Sjc.

RELIGIOUS, a person engaged by solemn vows to the mo-

mastic life ; or a person shut up in a monastery to lead a lite of

devotion and austerity, under some rule or institution. The n-ale

religious are popularly called MoNKs and Friars; the female,

Nuns and Canonesses. See these articles.

Religious War, or Croisade. See Croisade.

RELIQU^, in Roman antiquity, the a^hes and bones of the

dead, that remained after hurinng their bodies ; which were ga-

thered up, put into urns, and alterwards deposited In tombs. This

word is also used for relics. See Relics.

REMAINDER, inlaw, is an estate limited in lands, tene-

ments, or rents, to be enjoyed after the expiration of another par-

ticular estate. An estate in remainder is an estate limited to take

effect and be enjovod after another estate is determined. As if a

man seised in fee s'imple grants lands to one for twenty years, and

after the determination of the said term, then to another and his

heirs for ever : here the former is tenant tor years, remainder to

the latter in fee. In the first place, an estate for years is created

or carved out of the fee, and given to the former, and the residue

and llie remainder of it is given to the latter. Both tlieir interests

are m fact oiilv one estate ; the present term of years, and the re-

mainder afterwards, when added together, being equal only to one

VOL. IV.—NO. 188.

estate in fee. 2 Black, c. 1 1. Tiie word remainder is no teim of
art, nor is it necessary to create a remainder. So that any words
sufficient to shew the intent of the party, will create a remainder

;

because such estates take their denomination of remainder mere
from the natnre and manner of their existence after they are limit-

ed, than from any previous quality inherent in the word. See
Fearne on Remainders, 'i'here is this difference bttwccn a le-

inainder and a reversion : in case of a reversion, the estate grant-
ed, after the limited time, reverts to the grantor or his hei.-o ; but
by a remainder it goes to some third person, or a stranger.

REMEMBRANCERS, anciently called clerks of the remem-
brance, certain officers in tiie exchequer, whereof three are dis-

tinguished by llie names of the king's icniemlMancer, the lord
treasurer's remembrancer, and the remeiubrancer of the first fruits.

The king's remembrancer enters in his office all recognizances
taken before the barons for EHiy of the king's debts, for appear-
ances or observing ot orders ; he also takes all bonds for the king"s
debts,&c. and makes out processes thereon. He likewise issues pro-

cesses against the collectors of the customs, excise, and others, for

their accounts ; and inlorniations upon penal statutes are entered
and sued in his office, where all proceedings in matters u])on

English bills in the exche(]uer-chaniber remain. He makes out

the bills of compositions upnn penal laws, takes the statement of

debts; and into his oliice are delivered all kiiuh of indentures

and other evidences which concern the assuring any lands to tlie

crown. He every year in ci.istino animarum reads in o))en court

the statute for election of sherili's ; and likewise openly reads in

court the oaths of all the officers, when (hey are admitted.

REMINISCENCE, that power of liie' human mind, whereby
it recollects itself, or calls again into its remembrance such ideas

or notions as it had really loigol : in which it diflfers from me-
mory, which is a treasuring up of tilings in the mind, and keeping
them there, without torgetting them.

REMIREMONT, a town of France, in the department ofthe
Vosges, and late |)rovince of Lorrain ; 10^ miles S. S. E. of

Epinal.

REMISSION, in law, &c. denotes the pardon of a crime,

or the giving up the punishment due thereto.

Remission, in medicine, is when a distemper abates for a

time, liut does not go quite off.

Remission, in physics, used in opposition to incfease, which
is called intension.

REMlT'l'EK. [re7neilre,F\.'] I. One who remits, or procures

the conveyance and payment of money. 2. In law, a restitution

of one that has two titles to laniis or tenements, and is seised of

them by his la'ter title, unto his title that is more ancient, in case

where the latter is defective.

REMIT! IT UR, in law, an entry made in the king's bench, on

a writ of error's abating in the exclie(iuer-chamber.

REMONSl R.VNCE, an expostLdation addressed to a king, or

other superior, beseeching him to reflect on the inconveniences or

ill consequences of some order, edict, or the like. It is also used

for an expostulatory counsel, or advice ; or a gentle and hand-

some reproof, made either in general, or particular, to apprize of

or correct some fault, &c.

REMOUNT, in war. To remount the cavalry, is to furnish

troopers or dragoons with fresh horses, instead of such as have been

killed or disabled in the service.

REMOVER, in law, is where a suit is removed or taken out of

one court into another ; and is the opposite of remanding a cause,

or sending it back into the same court from whence it was lirst

called.

REMPIIAN, an idol or Pagan god whom St. Stephen says

the Israelite-- worshipped in the wilderness as they passtd from

E<rypt to the land of Promise. (.\cts. vii. 43.) Thai the martyr

here ouotes the words of the prophet Amos, (ch. v. 26,) all com-

mentators are agreed. Rut if this coincidence between the Chris-

tian preacher and the Jewish prophet be admitted, it follows, lint

Chiun and Remphan are names of the ^ame deity. Selden and

other critics concluded that Chiun, and of course Remphan, is the

planet Saturn; because Chiun is written C'iuii, C'evan, Ceaun,

Clievvin; all of which are modern oriental names of that planet.

But others, and particularly the late learned Dr. Doig, by va-

rious etymological arguments, (which we need not quote) render

it much more probable, that it was ihe arlcawwi or «-(ij"o," ofthe

6 E Gretks,
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Greeks, the canis or stella camcularis of the Romans, and the

dog-btar of modern Europe.

UfCMPLY, in heraldry, something filled up. The term is

c-hitllv used to denote that the chief is qiiite filled up with a square

piece of another colour, leaving only a bordure of tlie proper co-

lour of the chief, about the said piece.

KEML'RIA, festivals esfablislicd at Rome by Romulus to ap-

pease the manes of his brother Remus. They were afterwards

called LemiM'ia, and celebruted yearly.

n K.MUS, the twin brother of Romulus, king of the Romans.
REMY, St. a town of France, in the department of' the

Mouths of the Rhone, and late province of Provence, 7i miles

IC. of Tarascon, and 9 S. of Avignon.

Remv, St. or St. Uemi, a town of Fiance, in the department
of the Doria, and late Piedniontcse ; 9 miles N. of Aosla.

RE.NAf,, belonging to the reins.

Rekal Gi.AXDS. See Anatomy.
RENCOUNTER, in the military art, is the encounter of

two small bodies of forces; in which sense, it is used in opposition

tj a pitched battle.

Re.\'counter, in single combats, is used by way of contradis-

tinction to duel. \\ hen two persons fall out and tight on the spot

•.(ithout having premeditated the combat, it is called a ren-

counler.

RENDER, in law, signifies to yield or return a thing; and it

is frequently made use of, in the levying of a fine, which is either

single, on which nothing is given or rendered back by the cogni-

see ; or double, containing a grant or render back of rent, &c.
out of the land, to the cognisor.

- RENDEZVOUS, or RENDEVOUS, a place appointed to

meet in, at a certain day and hour.

RENDSBORG, or RENSBURG, a town in Holstein, 12

miles S. E. of Sleswicfc, 15 W. of Kiel, and 46 N. of Hamburgh.
RENEALMIA, Wild Pine-Apple ; in botany, a genus of

the raonogynia order, and monandria class of plants. Corolla tri-

fid ; nectarium oblong ; calyx one-leafed ; anthera sessile, oppo-
site to the nectarium; berry fleshy. There is only one species, a

ative of Surinam.
RENEGA DO, properly a person who has renounced the

Christian failh, to embrace iMohanimedunism.
RENFREW, an ancient royal borough of Scotland, capital of

Renfrevs^shire, 3 miles N. of Paisley, 5 W. of Glasgow, and 45
W. rf Edinburgh. Lon. 4. 26. W.'Lat. 55. 51. N.

Renfrew, or Renfrewshire, a county of Scotland, about 28
Kiiles long, and CO broad: bounded on the E. by Lanarkshire, S.

by Ayrshire, W. by the Clyde, which separates it from Dumbar-
tonshire, and N. by Cunningham. The surface is beautifully va-

riegated with hills and valleys, woods and rivers ; populous towns,

yillages, and gentlemen's seats. It abounds with coals, iron-stone,

•and other minerals.

RENIFORM, resembling the figure or shape of the kidneys.

See Kidney.
RENITENCY, [raiiteiitia, Lat.] among philosophers, that

force in solid bodies, whereby they resist the impulse of other bo-

dies, or re-act as much as they are acted on.

RENNES, an ancient city of France, capital of the department

of Ille and Vilaine, as it was also of the late province of Bretagne.

jt is 42 miles H. E. of St. Malo, and 58 N. of Nantes. Lon. 1.

36. W. Ut. 48. 7. N.
RENNET, or RUNNET, properly denotes the coagulated

milky substanie which is found in the stomachs of calves, that

Uave received no other nourishment than the maternal milk. It

is, however, generally applied to signify the stonjach ilselt, which
possesses equal properties. See Cheese.
RENO, a department of Italy, comprehending the Jate papal

province of the I5olognese.

RENS, RENSE, or REES, a town on the Rhine, in the late

electorate of Cologne, 5 miles S. of Coblenlz, and 46 S. S. E. of

Coloen.
RENSELLAER, a county of New York, 33 miles long from

N. to S. and 22 broad from E. to W.
RENT, ii> law, is a sum of money, or other consideration, issu-

ing Yearly out of lands or tenements.

REN'l'ERING, in the manufactories, the same with fine-draw-

ing. It consists in sewitjg two pieces of cloth edge to edge, with-

out doubling then), so that the seam scarcely appears-, and hence it

is denominated fine-drawing. It is a French word meaning the

same thing, and is derived from the Latin retruhere, or re, in,

and tralierc, because the seam is drawn in or covered.

Rentering, in tapestry, is the working new warp into a piece

of tapestry damaged by rats or otherwise, and on this warp to re-

store the ancient pattern or design. The warp is to be of woollen,

not linen. Among the titles of the French tapestry-makers is in-

cluded that of renterers. Fine-drawing is particularly used for a

rent or hole, which happens in dressing or preparing a piece of

cloth artfully sewed up or mended with silk. All fine drawings

are reckoned defects or blemishes; and should be allowed for iu

the price of the piece.

RENTY, or RENTl, a town of France, in the department of

the Straits of Calais, and late province of Artois, nine miles S.S. W.
of St. Oiner.

RENVERSE', INVERTED, in heraldry, is when any thing is

set with the head downwards, or contrary to its natural way of

standing. Thus, a chevron renvcrs^, is a chevron with the point
downwards. The same term is used cjf a beast laid on its back.
RENUNCIATION, \_renuncialin, from renuncio, Lat.] the

act of renouncing, abdicating, or relinquishing, any right, real or
pretended.

REOLE, or REOLLE, a town of France, in the department
of the Gironde, and late province of Guienne; 20 miles S. E. of
Bourdeaux.
REPAILLE, a town of France, in the department of Mont

Blanc, and late duchy of Savoy, 3 miles from Thonon, and 20
N. E. of Gene\a.
REPAIRING, or REPARATION, [reparatio, Lat.] the act

of retrieving, mending, or establishing, a building, or other work,
damaged or gone to decay. In respect to reparations, if a tenant
or lessee covenants that from and after the amendment of the tene-
ments by the lessor he w ill, at his own charge, keep and leave them
in repair, in that case the lessee is not obliged to do the same until
the lessor has first made good the reparations ; and here if a house
be well repaired at lirst, when the lease began, and afterwards de-
cays, it is said the landlord must put it in repair before the tenant is

bound to keep it so.

REPARATIONE FACIENDA, a writ which lies in divers
cases, one of which is, where three are tenants in common or joint
tenants, as pro indiviso, of a mill or house which is fallen to decay,
and the one being willing to repair it, the other two will not; in

this case, the party willing shall have this writ against the other
two.

R EPARTEE, or REPARl Y, a ready smart reply, especially
in matters of wit, humour, or raillery.

REPEALING, in lavi, the revoking or annulling of a statute
or the like. No act of parliament shall be repealed the same ses-

sion in which it was made. A deed or will mav be repealed in
part, and stand good for the rest. It is held that a pardon of fe*

lony may be repealed on disproving the suggestion thereof.

REPEAT, in music, a character shewing that what was last

played or sung must be repeated or gone over again.

REPEHAM.a town of Norfolk, 15 miles N. W. of Norwich,
and 109 N. E. o( London. Lon. I. 7. E. Lat. 52. 50. N.
REPELLENTS, in medicine, are remedies wliich drive back

a morbid humour into the mass of blood, whence it was unduly
secreted.

REPENTANCE, in theology, a change of one's mind arising
frr>m such a conviction of the evil and danger of a sinful course, as
produces shame and sorrow in the review of it, and efiectual resolu-
tions of amendment. In this sense the evangelical writers uscjuitb-
fj.i>,iia. ami fjnTn-niu. See Penitence, and Theology.
REPERCUSSION, in music, a frequent repetition of the same

sound.

REPERTORY, a place wherein things are orderly disposed,
so as to be easily found when wanted. The indices of books are
repertories, shewing wliere the matters sought for are treated of.

Common-place books aie also repertories.

REPE'i'END, in arithmetic, denotes that partofan infinite dc-
cimall-iaction which is continually repeated ad infinitum. Re-
petends chiefly arise in the reduction of vulgar fractions to

decimals : thus — = 0-333, &c. A.single repetend is tliat in

which only one figme is repealed, as in tlie iustaacejiist given. A
4 compound
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compound repetend is that in which '.wo or more figures are re-

peated. To find the value of any repetend, or to reduce it to

a vulgar fraction.

—

Rule. Take the given repeating figure or

figures for the numerator, and for the denominator, taive as many
9's as there are recurring figures or places in the given repetend :

41

333
'thus,3 = |=-;-.andl23=i|

Repetition, in music, denotes a reiterating or playing over

again the same part of a composition, whether it be a whole strain,

part of a strain, or double strain. See. Wlien the song ends with

a repetition of the strain, or part of it, the repetition is denoted by
da capo, or D. C. i. e. from beginning.

Rlpetition, in rhetoric, a figure which gracefully and em-
phatically repeats either the same word or tlie same sense in dif-

ferent words. See Oratory.
REPLEGIARE, in law, signifie- to redeem a thing taken or

detained by another, by putting in legal sureties. See Replevin,
and Replevy.
REPLETION', in medicine, a pknitude or plethora. See

Plethora. ^
Repletion, in the canon law, is where the revenue of a bene-

fice or benefices is sufficient to fill or occupy the whole right or

title of the graduate who holds them. Where there is a repletion,

the party can demand no more by virtue of his degrees. In Eng-
land, where benefices are not appropriated to degrees, repletion,

strictly speaking, has no place.

REPLEVl>f , in law, a remedy granted on a distress, by which
the first possessor has his goods restored to him again, on Iiis giving

security to the sheriff that he will pursue his action against the

party distraining, and return the goods or cattle if the taking them
shall be adjudged lawful. In a replevin the person distrained be-

comes plaintiff; and the person distraining is called the defendant

or avowant, and his justification an avowry.
REPLEVY, in law, is a tenant's bringing a WTJt of replevin, or

replegiari facias, where his goods are taken by distress for rent

;

which must be done within five days after the distress, otherwise

at the five days end they are to be appraised and sold. This word
is also used for bailing a person, as in the case of a homine replegi-

ando.
REPLICATION, in logic, the assuming or using the same

term twice in the same proposition.

Replication, in the courts of common law, signifies an excep-

tion or answer made by the plaintiff to the defendant's plea ; in

the court of chancery, it is what the complainant replies to the de-

fendant's answer.

REPORT, is the relation made upon oath, by oflicers or per-

sons appointed to visit, examine, or estimate the state, expences,

&c. of any thing.

REPOSE, in painting, certain masses or large assemblages of

light and shade, which being well conducted, prevent the con-

fusion of objects and figures, by engaging and fixing the eye so

that it cannot attend to the other parts of the painting for some
time ; and thus leading it to consider the several groups gradually,

proceeding as it were from stage to stage.

Repose, in music. See Music.
Repose, in poetry, &c. the same with rest and pause. See

Rest, &c.
REPOSITORY, a store-house, or place in vihich things are

laid up, and preserved. In this sense we say, the repository of

the roval society.

REPRESENTATION, in the drama, is the exhibition of a

theatrical piece, together with the scenes, machinery, &c.

REPRESENTATIVE, is one who supplies' the place of

another, and is invested with his right and authority. Thu* the

house of commons are the representatives of the people in parlia-

ment. See Commons, and Parliament.
REPRIEVE, in criminal law [from reprendre, Fr. i. e. to take

back,] is the withdrawing of a sentence for an interval of time ;

wherebv the execution is suspended. See Judgement.
REPRISAL, or RECAPTION, isaspecies of remedy allowed

to an injured person. This happens when any one hath deprived

anolher of his property in goods or chattels personal, or wrongfully

detains one's wife, child, or servant ; in which case the owner of

the goods, and tlie. husband, parent, or master, may lawfully claim

and retake them, whenever he happens to find them ; so it be
not in a riotous manner, or attended with a breach of the
peace.

Reprisals, are also a right which princes claim of taking from
their enemies any thing equivalent to what they unjustly detain
from them or their subjects, by issuing letters of marque.
REPROBATION, in theology, is applied to that decree orre-

solve which God has taken from all eternity to punish sinners who
shall die in impenitence. Sec Predestination.
REERODUCTION is usually understood to mean tlie res-

toration of a thing before existing, and since destroyed. It is well
known that trees and plants may he raised from slips and cuttings;
and some late observations have shewn, that there are some ani-
mals which have the same property. The pclype was the first in-
stance we had of this. The water-insects are' not the only crea-
tures which have this po^ver of recovering their lost parts. The
common earthworms are of this kind. Some of these worms
have been divided into two, othei-s into three or four pieces;
and some of these pieces, after having passed two or three
months without any appearance of life or motion, have then
begun to reproduce a head, or tail, or both. The reproduc-
tion of several parts of lobsters, crabs, &c. makes also one of
the great curiosities in naiural history. This has been decisively
of lobsters, &c. consist each of five articulations; when any of the
proved by the experiments of Reaumur and Perrault. The legs
legs happen to break by any accident, as in walking, &c. which
frequently happens, the fracture is always found to be in a part
near the lourth articulation ; and what they thus lose is completely
reproduced some time afterwards ; that is', a part of a leg shoots
out, consisting of lour articulations, the first whereof has two claws
as before ; so that the loss is entirely repaired. If a lobster's leg
be broken off by design at the fourth or fifth articulation, what is

thus broken off always comes again ; but not if the fracture be
made in the first, second, or third articulation. In those cases the
reproduction is very rare if things continue as they are. Rut what
is exceedingly surprising is, that they do not ; for, upon visiting

the lobster maimed in these barren and unhappy articulations, at
the end of two or three days, all the other articulations are found
broken off to the fourth ; and it is suspected they have performed
the operation on themselves, to make the reproduction of a leg.

certain. The part reproduced is not only perfectly like that re.

trenched, but also in a certain space of time, grows equal to it.

Hence we frequently see lobsters, which have their two big legs
unequal, in all proportions. This shews the smaller leg to be a
new one. A part thus reproduced being broken, there is a second
reproduction.

REPTILES, in zoology, a kind of animals denominated from'

their creeping or advancing on the belly. Or reptiles are a genus
of animals and insects, which, instead of feet rest on one part of
the body, while they advance forward with the rest. Such are
earthworms, snakes, caterpillars, &c. See Zoology.
Reptile is also used, by some botanical writers, to signify

plants which creep upon tlie earth, unless sustained by some other
plant, prop, &c. As cucumbers, melons, the vine, &c.
REPTILIA, an order of Amphibia, the character of which is,

that they breathe through the mouth ; have feet, and flat naked
ears, without auricles. '1 here are five genera of reptiles, viz. Tes-
tudo, Lacerta, Draco, Rana, and Siren.

REPUBLIC, or commonwealth, a popular state or govern-

ment ; or a nation where the people have the government in their

own hands. See Aristocracy, Government, Democracy,
and Monarchy.
REPUDIA 1 ION, in the civil law. See Divorce.
REPl^LSE BAY, a name given to three bays : 1. on the coast

of Kerguelen's Land. 2. in the N. Pacific Ocean, on the W.
coast of America. Lon. Sj. 1. \\'. Lat. 66. 40. N. 3. in the S.

Pacific Ocean, on the E. coast of New Holland. Lon. 148. 33.

E, Lat. 20. 3'o. S.

REPULSION, in physics, that property in bodies, by which,

if they are placed just beyond the sphere of each other's attrac-

tion of cohesion, they mutually fly from each other, '.iee Elec-
tricity, Magnetism, and Phy3ics.
REQUEST, in law, is a petition preferred to a prince, or to a

court of justice ; begging relief in some conscionable cases where

the cemnwn law grants no immediate redres.?,

Kequists,
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Requests Courts of, (cura requisilionum), was a court of

equity, of tlie same nature with the court of chancery, but inferior

to it;' principally instituted for the relief of such pelUioners as in

conscionable cases addressed themselves by supplication to his

majesty. Of this court the lord privy-seal was chief judge, as-

sisted by the masters of rc(|UC5ts. It began aboutS Hen. VII. ac-

cording to Sir Julius Cxsar's tractate upon this subject : though

Mr.Gwyn, in his preface to his Headings, saith it began from a

coMimisslon f.rst granted by Henry N'lli. This court, having as-

sumed great power to itself, so that it became burthensome, Mich,

anno 40 and 41 Eliz. in the court of common-pleas it was adjudged

upon solemn argument, that llie court of requests was no court of

Judicature, &c. and by stat. 10 and 17 Car I. c. 10, it was taken

away. There are still however courts ot requests, or courts of

conscience, constituted in London and other trading and populous

districts for the recovery of small debts.

REQUIEM, in the Romish church, a mass sung for the rest of

the soul of a person deceased.

R ESA RCELE'E, in heraldry, is where a slender cross is charged

upon another.

RESCEir, [receptio, Lat.] in law, an admission or receiving

of a third person to plead his right, in a cause tormerly commenced
between the other two.

RESCISSION, in the civil law, is an action intended (or the

annulling or setting aside any contract, deed, &c.
RESCRIPT, an answer delivered by an emperor, or a pope,

when consulted by particular persons on some difticult question or

point of law, to serve as a decision thereof.

RESCUE, or RESCOUS, is the taking away and setting at

liberty, against law, any distress taken for rent, or services, or

damage feasant ; but the more general notion of rescous is, the

forcibly liberating another from an arrest or some legal commit-
ment.
RESEDA, Dyer's-weed, Yellow-weed, Weld, or Wild-

woad; a genus of the trigynia order, and dodecandria class of

plants ; natural order. Miscellanea;. Caly-^ one-leafed, parted ;

petals laciniate ; capsule gaping at the mouth, one-celled. There
are thirteen species ; none of these plants, except the R. odor.ita,

sweet reseda, or mignonette, are cultivated in gardens, unless for

tlie sake of variety, having little beauty to recommend them.

"J'he root of the mignonette is composed of many strong fibres,

which run deep iiUo the ground ; it has several stems, about a fool

long, dividing mto many small branches; leaves oblong, of a deep
green colour ; the flowers are produced in loose spikes at the ends

of the branches, on long foot-stalks, having large calyxes; the

corollas are of an herbaceous white colour. It is supposed to be

a native of Egypt.
RESEMBLANCE, and DISSIMILITUDE, the relations of

likeness and difference among objects. See Comparison, Fi-

gure, Metaphor, Oratory, Poetry, &c.
RESERVATION, inlaw, an action or clause whereby some-

thing is reserved, or secured, to one's self.

Reservation', Mental, a proposition which, strictly taken,

and according to the natural import of the terms, is false ; but, if

qualilied by something concealed in the mind, becomes true.

Mental reservations are the great refuge of religious hypocrites,

who use them to accommodate their consciences with their in-

terests : the Jesuits were zealous advocates for mental reservations ;

yet are they real lies, as including an intention to deceive.

RESERVE, inlaw. See Reskkvation.
Reserve, or Corps de Reserve, in military affairs, the third

or last line of an army, drawn up for battle ; so called because

they are reserved to sustain the rest as occasion requires, and not

to engage but in case of necessity.

RESERVOIR, a term chiefly used for a place where water
is collected and reserved, in order to be conveyed to distant places

through pipes, or supply a fountain, or jet d'eati.

RESE'1 , in law, the receiving or harbouring an outlawed per-

son. See Outlawry.
RESHD, or RESHT, a city of Persia, capital of the province

ofGhilan, six miles S. E. of the Caspian Sea.

RESIDENCE, in the canon and common law, the abode of

a parson or incumbent upon his benefice ; and his assiduity m at-

tending on the same.

RESIDENT, an agent, minister, or officer, residing in any dis-

tant place with the dignity of an ambassador. Residents are ^
class of public ministers, interior to ambassadors or convoys ; but,
like them, are under ihe protection of the law of nations.

RESIDENTIARY, [i-euikntiarlus, Lat.] a canon installed

into the ()rivilegi'S and profits ol residence.

RESIDUAL FIGURE, in geometry, the figure remaining
after subtracting a less from a greater.

Residual Root, in algebra, a root composed of two parts or
members, connected together by the sign—. Thus x—^ is a

residual root, so called, because its value is no more than the dif-

ference between its parts ,r and y.

RESIDUE, [residuum, Lat.] the remainder or balance of an
account, debt, or obligation.

RESICiNATION, in the canon law, the surrendering a bene-
fice into the hands of the collator, or bishop.

RESIGNEE, in law, the person to whom a thing is re-

signed.

RESIN, a viscid, tenacious juice, which either exudes naturally,

or is obtained by incision, from difierent trees, and shrubs, such as

the pine, fir, &c. It is somewhat transpareiit, hard, and brittle,

possesses a disagreeable taste; and is not soluble in water; though
it may, in general, be dissolved in spirit of wine, and also in ex-

pressed and essential oils. There are numerous resins, obtained
from various trees, which differ in taste, colour, smell, and con-
sistence. Such are the Common Resin, Pitch, Masiich, Lab-
DANUM, GuAiACUM, &c. the properties oi w hich are stated in

their alphabetical series. Considerable quantities of common resin

are employed ky salt-boilers, in combiiuition with whealen
flour, to render the grain ot salt smaller ; and like^wse by musical
instrument-makers, and musicians, for effecting greater vibrations

by the bows of violins. It has farther been conjectured, that resin

might be so prepared, as to adapt it to the purposes of making
candles.

—

Rosin. This substance is extracted from difierent species

of the fir, and the resinous matter oblained from it has received dif-

ferent names. That procured from the pinussylvesiris is the com-
mon turpentine; from the pinus larix, Venice turpentine; and
from the pinus balsamea, balsam of Canada. The turpentine is

obtained by stripping the bark off tlie trees ; a liquid juice flows

out, which gradually hardens. This juice consists ot oil ot turpen*
tine and rosm. By distilling the turpentine the oil passes over,

and the rosin remains behind. By distilling to dryness common
rosin is obtained. When water is added, while it is yet fluid, and
incorporated by agitation, what is called yellow rosin is formed.

—

Pitcn is a resinous juice obtained from the pinus picea, |)ilch

pine. It is purified by melting and squeezing it through linen-bags,

and it is then known by the name of white, or Burgundy pitch.

White pitch mixed with lamp-black forms black pitcli.

—

iiundurac.

This resinous substance is extracted from the juniper. It is a
spontaneous exudation from this plant in the form ot brown tears,

which are semitransparent and brittle. See Balsam, Copal,
GUIACUM, &c.
RESINOUS ELECTRICITY, is that kind of electricity

which is produced by exciting bodies of the resinous kind, anrl

which now with more propriety is called negative electricity. See

RESISTANCE, or RESISTING FORCE, in philosophy,
denotes, in general, any power which acts in an opposite direction

to another, so as to destroy or diminish its effect. See Mechanics,
Hydrostatics, Pneumatics, and Projectiles.
RESOLVENTS, m surgery, such as are proper for dissipating

tumours, without allowing them to come to suppuration.

RESOLUTION, or SOLUTION, in mathematics, is an or-

derly enumeration of several things to be done, to obtain what is

re<|uired in a problem.
Resolution, in algebra, is of two kinds ; the one practised

in numerical problems, the other in geometrical ones. See Al-
Gl.BRA.

Resolution, in chemistry, the reduction of a mixed body into
its first principles, as far as can be done by a proper analysis.

Resolution, in medicine and surgery, the disappearing of
any tumor without coming to suppuration or forming an :tt>scess.

Resolution, in music. To resolve a discord or dissonance,
says Rousseau, is to carry it according to rule into a consonjuice
in the subsequent < liord. See Music.
Resolution of Foiices, or of Motion, is the resolving or

dividing
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<iividing of any one force or motion, into several others, in other di-

rections, but which, taken togetlier, shall have the same etlect as

the single one ; and it is the reverse of the composition of forces

or motrons. See Mechanics.
Resolution', a bay on the AV. coast of St. Christina, one of

the Murfiuesas's islands, in the South Sea. Lon. 139. 9. W. Lat.

9. 55. S.

Resolution Harbour, a port in the island ofTanna, in the
S. Pacific Ocean ;

A of a mile long, and not half a mile broad.
As the coast abounds witii wood and water it is extremely
convenient for European ships. Lon. 169. 44. \V. Lat. 19. 32. S,

Resolution Island, one of the latest discovered Society
Islands, in the S. Pacific Ocean. Lon. 141. 15. W. Lat.
17. 24. S.

Resolution Island, an island in the N. Atlantic Ocean, 60
miles in circumference, on the N. side of the entrance into Hud-
son's Straits. Lon. 65. 0. W. Lat. 51. 40. N.
RESONANCE, RESOUNDING, in music, &c. a sound

returned by the air enclosed in the bodies of stringed instruments,

such as lutes, &c. or even in those of wind-instruments, as

flutes, &c.
RESPIRATION, the act of breathing. See Anatomy, and

Physiolocv.
RESPITE, in law,signifies adelay, forbearance,or prolongation

of time, granted to any one for the payment of a debt or the like.

RESPONDENT SUPERIOR, in law, is a superior's an-

swering for the insufl'iciency of an inferior. Tims, if tlie sherifl's

of London are insufficient, the lord-mayor. and commonalty must
answer for them, as tlie sheriffs superior.

Respondent, in the scliools, one who maintains a thesis, in

any art or science ; who is thus called, from his being to answer all

the objections proposed by the opponent.
Respondent, in law, a person who undertakes to answer for

another ; and also, one who binds himself as a security for ano-
ther person's good behaviour.

RESPONDEAS OUSTER, is to answer over in an action to

the merits of the cause. As if a dennirrer is joined upon a plea to

the jurisdiction, person, or writ, and it be adjudged against the de-
fendant, it is a respondeas ouster.

RESSAULT, in architecture, is the effect of a body wliicli

either projects or sinks back ; that is, stands more out or in, than
another, so as to be out of the line or level with it.

RESSORT, a French word, sometimes used by English au-
thors to signify the jurisdiction of a court, and particularly one
from which there is no appeal. Thus it is said that the house of
lor(K judge en dernier ressort, or in the last ressort.

REST is the continuance of a body in the same place, or its

continual application or contiguity to the same parts of the am-
bient or contiguous bodies ; and therefore is opposed to motion.
See Motion.

Rest, in poetry, is a short pause of the voice in reading, being
the same with the caesura, which, in Ale.vandrine verses, falls on
the sixth syllable ; but, in verses of ten or eleven syllables, falls

on the fourth. See Poetrv.
RESTAURATION, the act of re-establishing or setting a thing

or person in its former good state.

RtSTAURATioN, in architecture, the act of repairing those
parts of a building that are gone to decay, in such a manner as to
give it its original strength and beauty.

REST-HARROW, or CAMMOCK. See Ononis. A de-
coction of this plant has been much recommended to horses la-

bouring under a stopp.ige of urine.

R ESTIO, in botany, a genus of the triandria order, and dioecia

class of plants. Calyx three-leaved, two of the leaflets boat-
sha))i'd ; corolla three-leaved, leaflets lancr-olate, one wider

;

female, germ three-sided ; style one, seldom two or three ; stigmas
one, two, three, feathered. There an- twenty-eight sjjeties.

These plants are all natives of the Cape of Cood Hope, where
some of them are used for making ropes, for brooms, or for

thatching.

RES'i'ITUTION, in physics, is restoring an elastic body,
foil ibly bent, to its natural state. See Elasticity.

Restitution, in a moral and legal sense, is restoring a person

to his right ; or returning something unjustly taken or detained

from him.
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Restitution OF Medals, or Restituted .Medils, or ra-
ther Coins, is a lerm used uy anliquiuies lor sucli coins and me-
dals as were struck by the emperor^, to retrieve the mem>Ty of
their predecessors. Ilence, in several medals, we find the h-'tters
REST. This practice was first begiui by Claudius, by his striking
afresh several medals of Augustus. 'Nero did the' same; and
Titus, after his father's example, struck restitutions of most of his
predecessors. Gallienus struck a general restitution of all the
[ireceding emperors on two medals ; the one bearing an altar, the
other an eagle, without the rest.

RESTIVE, orRESTY, in the manege, a stubborn, unruly,
ill-broken hoi-se, that stops or runs back, instead of advancing
forward.

RE.STORATION is ihe same with restauration. See Re-
STAURATioN. Ill England the return of king Charles II. in 1660,
is, by way of eminence, called the Restoration; and the 29th of
May is kept as an anniversary-festival, in commemoration of that
event, by which the regal and episcopal government was re-
stored.

RESTORATIVE, in medicine, is a remedy proper for re-
storing and rctnevlng the strength and vigour both of the body
and animal-spirits..

RESntlCllON, among logician:., is limiting a term, so as
to make it signify less than it usually does.
RESTRINGENT, in medicine, is the same with astringent.

See AsTuiNGE.vTs.
RESULT, the conclusion and effect of a set of philosophical

experiments.

RESUMMONS, inlaw, is the second summons or calling a
person to answer an action, where the fii-st summons is deleaved
by any accident, as the death of a party, or the like.

RESUMPTION, a word u.sed m various senses : thus, inlaw,
it signifies the king's taking again into his own hands, such lands,
&c. as he had before, on false suggestions, granted to a person by
letters patent. In the schools, it signifies a summary repetition o'f

an argument, in order to confute it. The same word is also used
by logicians, for the reduction of some hgniative or quaint propo-
sition, to one more plain or intelligible ; as, the meadows smile;
that is, look pleasant.

RESURRECTION, in theology, is that event, the belief of
which constitutes one of the principal articles in the Christian
creed: and of which the wisest of the heathen philosophers had
not the most distant conception. From different passages in Isaiah,.

Daniel, Ezekiel, and Job, many inferred the reality of a general
resurrection. This resurrection appears to have been a general
opinion among the Pharisees ; for although the Sadducees believed
that there was no resurrection, neither angel nor spirit, yet the
Piiaiisees confessed both. Numberless fanciful ctjiijectures have
been made respecting the manner in which the resurrection is to.

be accomplished ; the identity of the matter of the bodies raised,

with that of those which died ; the place and state of the souls

during their separation from the body, &c but as no decisive opi-

nion can be formed on these subjects, we think it totally unneces-
sary to take up room with mere un>upported hypotheses.

RESUSCITATION, the same with resurrection and revivifi-

cation. See Resurrection.
Resuscitation is particularly used by chemists for the repro-

ducing a mi>:ed body from i(s ashes ; an art to which many have
pretended, as to reproduce plants, &c. from their ashes.

Retail, in commerce. See Trade.
RETAINER, in law, a servant, who only attends upon spe-

cial occasions.

RETAINING FEE, the first fee given to a Serjeant or coun-

sellor at law, in order to make him sure, and prevent his pleading-

on the contrary side.

RETARDA'l'lON, in physics, the act of diminishing the ve-

locity of a moving body. See Gunnery, Mechanics, Pneu-
matics, and Projectiles.
RETE, [Lat.] a net, in anatomy, gives name to several parts,

from their reseinbUuice to net work: as,

Rete MiKABiLE, a small plexus or net-work of vessels in the

brain, surrounding the pituitary gland.

Rete MucesuM. See Anatomy.
RETENTION, a faculty of the mhid, whereby it keeps, or.

retains, those simple ideas it has once received, by sensation or re-

6 F flection..
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licclion. 'Iliis is iloni' twowajs; (irst, by keeping the idea

whicli is bVi)u;^lit into tlie mind tor some time in view ; Uiis is

called conttiii|iialion. Secondly, l)y reviving tliose ideas in our

minds wliicliliave disappeared, and have been as it v ere laid out

otiiglit ; tills is memory, which is as it were the repository' of our

ideas. h!ee Memory.
Ketextion is also used, in medicine, &c. for the state of con-

traction in tlic solids or vascular part.s of the body, which liiakes

tiiein hold fast their pruper roiUenls. In this sense retention is

opposed to evacuation and excretion.

RETIAllIt, in antiquity, a kind of gladiators, thus deno^ni-

liated from a iif^t which they made use of against their antagonists,

who were called seculores, and sometimes niirinillones. See

Gladiator.
KEIFORD, a borough of Nottinghamshire, 30 miles N. of

Nottingham, and 144 N." by W. of London. Lon. 0. 48. W.
iat. 53. C2. N.
KE'l'HEL, a town of France, in the department of the Arr

deiines, and late province of Champagne: 20 miles N. E. of

Klieinis, and 108 N. E. of Paris.

KETilEM, a town of Germanv, in Lunenburg Zell, entire

Aller: 12 miles S. \V. of Verdun, ;md 32 W. of Zell.

UETICULAR BODY, REVICULARE CORPU.S, in

Enatoniv, a very fine membrane, perforated, in the manner of a

net, with a nuiititude of foramina. It is placed immediately

\indcrthe cuticle ; and when that is separated from the cutis, whe-
ther by art or accident, this adheres firmly to it, and is scarcely

])ossible to be parted from it, seeming rather to be its inner su-

perficies than a distinct substance.

RETIMO, the ancient Rhitymnia of Stephen, the geographer,

called by Ptolemy Rhitynina, a tine city, lying at one end of a

rich antl fertile plain, on tiie coast of the island of Candia.

RETICULA, or RETICULE, in astronomy, a contrivance

for the exact measuring the quantity of eclipses. The reticule is

a little frame, consisting of thirteen line silken threads, equidistant

from each other, and p.nrallel, placed in the focus of object-glasses

of telescopes : that is, in the place where the image of the lumi-

jiary is painted in its full extent; of consequence, therefore, the

diameter of the sun or moon is hereby seen divided into twelve

"qiial parts or digits; so that to lind the quantity of the eclipse,

there is nothing to do but to number the Kiniinous and the dark
p.irts. As a square reticule is only proper for the diameter, not

for the circumference, ol the luminary, it is sometimes made cir-

cular by drawing six concentric eepii-distant circles. This repre-

sents the phases of the eclipse perfectly.'

RE I'iSiA, in anatomy, the expansion of the optic nerves over
the bottom of the eye, where the sense of vision is first received.

See Anatomy, and Optics.
RETIRADE, in fortification, a kind of retrenchment made in

a body of a bastion, or other work, which is to be disputed, inch

by inch, after the defences are dismantlctl. It usually consists of

two faces, which make a , re-entering angle. When a breacli is

made in a bastion, the enemy may also make a retirade or new
fortific.ition behind it.

.REI ORT, [reinrtum, Lat.] in chemistry, an oblong or glo-

bular vessel with its neck bent, proper for distillation, bee Chk-
WISTRY.
^ RETRACTION, [rdractio, Lat.] the act of drawing back, or

unsaying what a person had said before. Among an.itomists, re-

traction fre<iuently signifies the contraction or shortening of any

part. .
, /. ,, r

RETRACTS, among horsemen, pricks in a horse'i* feet, arising

from the fault of the liurier in driving nails that are \veal\, or in

Alriving Ihciii ill-pointed or otherwise amiss.

Rl'2rR.MlENS, [«i/)-/cH/K)H, Lat. 1 in anatomy, a muscle of

the external ear, consisting of a parcel of fleshy fibres, which m
>onie bodies arc divided into tliree distinct muscles arising from
the OS teniporale, and fixed to the hind part of the concha.
RETRAXl r, in law, is wheie a plaintili comes in person to

the court where his action is brought, and declares he will not pro-

.teed iji il, in which case the action is barred for ever.

RETRE.S"!", in a military sense. An army or body of men
are said to retreat when they turn their backs upon the enemy, or

;ne retiring from the ground they occupied : hence every march
in withdrawing from tlic enemy is talWcl a retreat. That whith is

done in sight, of an active enemy, who pursues with a superior
force, is the most important part of the subject ; and is,, with rca-;

son, looked upon as the glory of the profession. It is a ni.'moeuvri^

the most delicate and the properest lo display the |n-udence, ge-
nius, courage, and address, of. an olFicer who commands, 'llie

most famous retreat in ancient history was that of Xenophon.
Retreat, is also a beat of the drum, at tlie firing of the even-

inggun ; at which the (hum-major, with all the drums of the bat-
talion, except such as are upon duty, beats from the cainp-colouis
on tlie right to those on the left, on the parade of the encanip-
ment: the drums of all the guards beat also ; the trumpets at th(»

same time sounding at the head of their re-pective troops. This
is to warn the soldiers to forbear firing, and the centinels to chal-
lenge, till the break of day that the reveille is bcixt. The' relreit

is likewise- called setting. the watch.

Retreat, or Relay, in masonry, a little recess or diminu;
tioii of the thickness of a wall, rampart, &c. in proportion as it ii

raised.
'

j'

RETREiSfCHMENT, in the art of war, any kind of work
raised to cover a post, and fortify it against the enemy, sucli as

fascines liaadcd with earth, gambions, barrels of earth, sand-biigs,

and gtiuierally all -things that can cover tlie men and stopl^ie

enemy." See Fortification.
. .

.

RETRIBUTION is a handsome present, gratuity, or acknow-
ledgment, given instead of a formal salary or hire, to pei-sons em-
ployed in aiiairs that do nut so immediately fall underestimation,
nor within the ordinary commerce in money.
RETROCESSION' OF THE EQUINOX. See Preces-

siox, and Astroxomy.
RETROGRADATION, or RETROGRESSION, the act

or effect of a thing moving backwards. The retrograde motion
of the planets is an apparent motion, w hereby they seem, lo an ob-;

server placed on the earth, to move backwards, or contrary lo the
order of the sif;ns. See Astronomy,
RETROGRESSION OF CURVES, their bending or turnf

ins backwards. Sec Inflection, and Fluxions.
RETROMINGENTS, Inlro and mingn, Lat.] in natural

history, a class or division ot aninials, whose characteristic is, that

both sexes stale backwards.

RETROSPECT, [rc^ro and i/jfc/o, Lat.] look tlirowij upon
things behind or things past.

RETl'RN, [ic'tunia, or retorna,'] in law, is used in divers

senses. 1. Return of writs by sheril'ls and bailiffs is a certificate

made by them to the court, of what they liave done in rela-

tion to the execution of the writ directed lo them. This is written

on the back of the writ by the officer, who thus sends the writ

back to the court from whence it issued, to be filed. 2. Return
of a commission, a certificate or answer sent to the court from
whence the commission issues, concerning what has been done by
the commissionei's. 3. Return's, or days in bank, are certain days

in each term, appointed for the return of writs, &;c. Thus Hilary

term has four returns, viz. in the king's bench, on the day next
after the octave, or eighth &jiy after Ililury day : on the day iie.xt

after the fifteenth day Irum St. Hilary : oa the day after purifica-

tion ; and on the next after the 0(-lavc of the purification. In the

common pleas, in eight days of St. Hilary ; from the day of St.

Hilary, in fifteen days ; on the day after the purification ; in eight

days of the purification. Easter term has five rclurns, viz. in the

king's bench, on the day next after the fifteenth day from Easter:
on the day next alter the three weeks from Easter: on the day
next after one month from Easter: on the day next after five

wfeeks from Eas'er: and on the day next after the day following

ascension-day. In the common pleas, in fifteen days from the

feast of Easter: in thne weeks from the feast of Easter: in one
month from Easter day : in five weeks fiom Easter day: on the

day after the ascension-day. Trinity term has four returns, viz.

on the day following the second day after Trinity : on the day
following the eighth day after Trinity : on the day next after the

fifteenth day from Trinity : on the day next after three weeks
from 'I'l'inity. In the common pleas, on the day after IVinily :

in eight days of Trinity : in fifteen days from Trinity : in three

weeks from Trinity. Michaelmas term has six reiiinis, viz. on
the day next after three weeks from St. Michael : on the day next

after one month of St. Michael: on the day following the second

day after All-souls : on the djiy next after tlic seconU day after St.

Martin

:
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Maitiii: on the day following llie octave of St. Marlin : on tlio

ctav next after fifteen duys or St. Mr.rtin. In the co.nnion pleas,

^n thre? weeks froni St. yiichael : in one niontli fiuni St. Michael

:

on the (lay alter All-souls: on the clay after St. Martin: on the
octave of St. M:uciii: in fifteen days from St. Martin. It is to
be observed, that, as in the king's bench, all returns are to be
jiiade on some particular day of the week in each torni, care must
be' taken not to make the, w.rjts out of that court retiniiable on a
Jioh-judicial day ; such asSundaV) and All-saints, in Michaelmas
term, the piiriiicalion in Hilary, the ascension in Easter, ami
Midsummer day, except it should fall on the first day of Trinity

term. .
'

J
TtETURNS, in a military sense, are of various sorts, but all

tending to explain the state of the army, regiment, or company
;

n'ailiely, how many capable of doing duty, on duty, sick in ipiar-

tere, barracks, inlirmary, or hospital : prisoners, alisent with or
without leave ; total elileclive : wanting to complete the e5tablish-

ingnt, &c.
' jR.ETUSARI, an island of Rnssia, a long slip of land, or rather

sand, through the middle of \vhich runs a ridge of gianitc. It is

"0 milesAV. of Petersburgh by uater, four from the shore of In-

gria, ajidnine from the coast of Carelia.

KETZIA, in botany, a genus of the monogynia order, and
pentandria class of plants, natural order, Campan^cea. Corolla
cylindrical, yillose on the outside ; stigma bi/icl ; capude two-
ceUed, many-seeded. There is but one species, viz. K. spicata;
it is found on the highest mountains, near the Cape of Good
Hope.
KfCVEILLE', [French,] a beat of drum about break of day,

to give notice that it is time for the soldiers to arise, and that the
sentries are to forbear challenging.

REVEL, a sea-porl-toun of Russia, in the late Livonia, capi-

tal of the province of Revelskoi, situated at iheS. entrance of the
gulf of Finland, partly on a plain and parti) on a mountain;
133 miles S. \V. of Petersburgh, and 85 S. E. of Abo.
REVELS, entertainments of dancing, masking, acting come-

dies, farces, &c. and anciently very fiequent in the inns of court
and in noblemen's houses, but now much disused. The officer

who has the direction of the revels at court is called the Master of

the R-vels.

REVELATION, is the act of revealing or miiking a thing
public, tlu;t was before unknown ; it is also used for the discoveries

made by God to his prophets, and by them to the world ; and
more particularly for the books of the'Old and New Testament.
See Bible, Christia.njtv, Miracle, Propbecy, and Theo-
logy.
REVELLO, a town of France, in the depaitment of the Po,

and late marquisate of Saluzzo, in the late Piedmontese, three
miles N.W of Saluzzo.

REVENGE, is one of the most detestable passions that torment
the human breast, and which consists in a vindictive desire of

avenging real or imaginary wrongs. It widely differs from the

transient or sudden resentment or indignation we ttel at the first

perception of an injuiy ; and which, if it do not exceed the limits

of moderation, is often commendable, nay, at times necessary for

self-preservation. On the contrary, revenge is a deliber2le and
malignant vice, tlr.it is frequentlv committed, several years after

the offence had been given. This passion generally prevails in

weak, uninformed, or immoral, persons, who scruple not to exer-

cise the most iniquitous reprisals : in order to prevent such barba-

rous conduct, all civilized nations have enacted laus, for prevent-

ing the giatilication of private malice. These, however, are too

easily evaded ; and a species of revenge, sanctioned by iKe law of

honour, is sulfere<l to exist with impunity, which is, in all respects,

as mean and degrading as the practice of pugilism, while it pro-

duces consequences ecinally fatal. See Anger, and Duel.
RE\ENUE, in hunting, a fleshy lump formed chietly by a

clu-,ler of whitish worms on the licad of tlie deer, supposed to oc-

ca'^ion the casting of their horns by gnawing thi-m at the root.

Revekue, Royal, that which llie British constitution has

vested in tlie king to support his dignity, and niainlain his power;

being a portion which each subject contributes of his property, to

secure tlie vcmainder. This revi-nue is either ordinary or extraor-

dinary. I. The king's ordinary revenue is such as haj either sub-

sisted' time out of mind iu the crown ; or else has been granted by

parliameiit, by way of purchase or exchange for such of the king's-
inherent hereditary revenues as were found inconvenient to the
subject. In saying that it has subsisted time ojit of mind in the
crown, we do not mean that the king is at present in.the actual
possession of the whole of his revenue. Much (nay the greatest
part) of it is at this day in the hands of subjects; to whoin it,has
been granted out from time to time by the kings of England :

wliich has rcndeied the cijown in some measure dependent on liie
people for its ordinary support and subsistence. So that we must
be obliged to rccoui'.:, as p;;rt of the royal revenue, what lords of
manors and other subjects frecjuently look upon to be their own
absolute rights ; because, they and their ancesto:s are and have
been vested in them for age.s, though in reality originally derived
from the grants of our ancient princes. 1. The iirst of the king's
ordinary revenues, which may be taken notice of, is of an eccle-
siastical kind (as are also the three succeeding ones), viz. the cus-
tody of the lem|)oralities of bishops. Sec Temfokalities. 2.
'Fhe king is entitled to a corody, as the law calls it, out of every-
bi:,hopric; that is, to send one of his chaplains to be maintaiiicd
by the bishop, or to have a jiension allowed him till tiie bishop
promotes him to a benefice. It is supposed to be now fallen into
total disuse; though Sir Matthew Hale says, that it ii due of com-
mon right, and that no prescription will d'ischarge it. 3. The kiiifj
also is entitled to all the tithes arising in extraparochial plaees:
though, perhaps, it may Ije doubled how far this article, as well as
the last, can be properly reckoned a part of the king's own royal
revenue; since a corody supports only his chaplains, and these
e.xtraparochial tithes are held under an implied tru.t that the king
will distribute them for the good of the clergy in general. 4. The
next branch consists in the first-fruits and'lenlhs of all spiritual
preferments in the kingdom. See Te.sths. 5. The next 'branch
of the king's ordinary revenue (which, as well as the subsctpient
branches, is of a lay or teni|)0ial nature) consists in the rents and
profits of the demesne lands of the crown. ''Ihese demesne lands,
terua; dominicales regis, being either the shanr reserved to the
crown at the original distribution of landed properly, or such as
came to it afterwards by forfeitures or other means, w'ere anciently
very large and extensive; comprising divers manors, honours,
and lordships; the tenants of which lia<l very peculiar privileges,
when we speak of the tenure in ancient demesne. At present
they are contracted within a very narrow compass, having been
almost entirely granted away to private subjects, lliis has occa-
sioned the parliament frecpienlly to interpose; and particul;>rly

after king William III. had greatly impoverished the crown, an
act passed, whereby all future grants or leases from the crown for
any longer term than 31 years," or three lives, are declared to be
void; except with regard to houses, whicli maj be granted for ;>f>

years. And no reversionary lease can be made, so as to exceed;
together with the estate in being, the same term of three lives or
31 years; that is, when there is a subsisting lease, of which there
are 20 years still to come, the king cannot grant a future interest,

to conimeKce after the expiration of the former, for any longer
term than 1 1 years. The tenant must also be made liable to be
punished for committing waste : and the usual rent must be re-

served, or, where there has usually been no rent, one-tliird of the
clear yearly value. The mistoilune is, that this act was made too
late, after almost every valuable possession of the crown had been
granted away for ever, or else upon very long leases ; bi't may be
of benefit to posterity, when these leases come to expire. 6.111-
ther miglit have been referred the advantages which were used to

arise to the king from the profits of his military tenures, to which
most lands in the kingdom were subject, till the statute 12 Car. 11;

c. 24, which in great measure abolished them all. Flithcr also

might have been referred the profitable prerogative of purveyance
and pre-emjition ; which was a right enjoyed by the crown of
buying up provisions and other necessaries, for the use of his rovaf
household, at ;in appraised valuation, in preference to all others)

and even without consent of llie owner and also of forcibly im-
pressing the carriages and horses of the subject, to do the king's

business on the public roads, in the conveyance of timber, b;iggage,

and the like, however inconvenient to the proprietor, upon paying
him a settled price. But the, powers of purveyance having fallen

into disuse during the suspension of monarchy, Charles 11. at his

restoration, consented, by the same statute, to resign entirely

those blanches of his revenue and power; and the parliament, in

part
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part of recompense, sctUcl on liini, liis heirs, and Mircessors, for

t'ver, tlie Iwreditary excise ot 1 iti. per barrel on all beer 'aiul ale

suKl in the kingJom, and a pioporlionable sum for certain oilier

litliiors. 7. A seventh branch might also be computed to have
risen from wine- licences; or the rents payable to the crown by
such person^ as are licensed to sell wine bv retail tiirougliout Bri-

tain, except in a few privileged places. These were tirst settled

oil the crown by the statute 12 Car. II. c. 23, and, togi'liier witli

the lieredilary excise, made up the ecpiivalent in value for the loss

sustained by the prerogative in the abolition of the niilllary tenures,
and the right of pre-emption and purveyance; but tliis revenue
was abolished by the statute 30 Geo. II. c. 19, and an annual sum
o( upwards of 7000/. per annum, issuing out of the new slani])-

clu'.ies impo^cd on wine-licences, was settled on the crown initssleail.

P. An eighth branch of the king's ordinary revenue is usuallv reckon-
ed to consist in the piofits arising from his forests. See Forest.
These consist principally in the amercements or fines levied for

offences against the forest-laws. 9. Tlie profits arising from the
king's ordinary courts of justice make a ninth branch of his reve-
nue. These consist not only in fines iiupo-ed upon offenders, for-

feitures of recognizances, audamercemenls levied upon defaulters;
but also in certain fees due to the crown in a variety of legal mat-
ters, as, for setting the great seal to charters, original writs and
other forensic proceedings, and for permitting fines to be levied of
lands in order to bar entails, or otherwise to insure their title.

These, in process of time, have been almost all granted out to pri-

vate persons. 10. A tenth branch of the king's ordinary revenue
is, the right to royal fish, which are whale and sturgeon: and
these, when either thrown ashore, or caught near the coasts, are
the property of the king. U. Another niaritime revenue, and
founded partly upon the same reason, is that of shipwrecks. See
AVreck. 12. A twelfth branch of the roy.il revenue, tiie right to

nines, has its original from the king's pn'-rogative of coinage, in

order to supply him %vith materials; and therefore those mines
which are properly royal, and to which the king is entitled when
found, are only those of silver and gold. See Mine. 13. To the
same original may, in part, be reterred the revenue of treasure-
trove. See Treasure-Trove. 14. Waifs. See Waif. 15.

Estrays. See Estray. 16. The next branch of the king's ordi-
nary revenue consists in forfeiture of lands and goods for offences.
(See Df.odand, and Forfeiture.) 17. Another branch of the
king's ordinary revenue arises from escheats of lands, which hap-
pen upon the defect of heirs to succeed to the inheritance. See
Escheat. 18. The last branch of the king's ordinary revenue,
• onsists in the custody of ideots, from whence we shall be naturally
led to consider also the custody of lunatics. See Ideot, and Lu-
natic. This may suffice for a short view of the king's ©rdinary
revenue, but as the profits arising from the census regalis, are
almost all alienated from the crown, to supply the deficiencies, we
are now obliged to have recourse to new methods of raising mo-
ney, unknown to our ancestors; which methods constitute, II.
The king's extraordinary revenue. Tliese extraordinary grants are
usually called by the synonymous names of aids, subsidies, and
supplies; and are granted by the commons in Great Britain, in
parliament assembled. See Parliament, and 'I'ax. For farther
particulars respecting this important subject, we refer our readers
to Sir -lolm Sinclair's History of the lievenue of Great Britain.
The (bar nctt produce of the several branches of the revenue,
after all charges of collecting and management paid, amounted in
1786 to about 1,5,397,000/. Sterling, while the e.xpenditure was
found to be about 14,477,000/. Both the revenue and the ex-
penditure have amazingly increased since this period, as may be
seen by the following amount of the British revenue in 1809"aiul
1810:

1809.
Consolitlated Fund, exclusive of War-Taxes /"37,fi38.034
War-Taxes ; <=^ 20,798,144

I^t'venue 58,636,178

1810.

Consolidated Fund, exclusive of War-Taxes i^40,046,244
Wat-Taxes !°t 23!o27',442

Revenue 63,073,686

RFVKlUiFUA TION, in chemistry, denoti-s a kind of circula-

tion ul tile fl.ime b\ means ot a reverb'eratory furnace.

Ueverbfuation, in physics, is the act of a body repelling or
reflecting another after its imjiinging tlieieon.

K EV EU END. The reli'.;icnis abroad are called reverend fathers,

and abbesses, prioresses, &c. reverend motiiers. In France, be-
fore the KevoUilion, their bishops, archbishops, and abbots, were
all alike most reverend. In Scotland the clergy individually are
reveiend, a synod is very reverend, and the general assembly is

venerable.

REVERIE, the same with delirium, raving, or distraction.

See Deliriu.m, &c. It is u^ed also for any ridiculous extrava-
gant imagination, action, or proposition, a chimera or visioiu

But the most ordinarj use of the word, among English writers, is

for a deep disorderly musing or nieditat.on.

REVEUO, a strong town of Italy, 10 mites N. E. of Miran-
dola, and 20 S. E. of Mantua.
REVEKSAL OF JUDGEMENT, in law. A judgement

may be falsified, reversed, or voided, in the first place, without a
writ of error, for matters foieign to or dehors the record, that is,

not apparent upon the face of it ; so that they cannot be assigned
for error in the superior court, which can only judge tronfi what
appears in the record itself ; and therefore, if the whole record be
not certified, or not truly certilied, by the inferior court, the paity
injured tljereby (in both civil and criminal cases) may allege a di-
minution of the record, and cause it lo be rectified. 2dly, A
judgement may be reversed, by writ of error, which lies from all
inferior criminal jurisdiction to the court of king's bench, and
from tlie king's bench to the house of peers ; and may be brought
for notorious mistakes in the judgement, or other parts of there-
cord. Lastly, to reverse the attain<ler by act of parliament. See
Attainder.
REA'ERSE, in law, &c. To reverse signifies to undo, repeal,

or make void.

Reverse op a Medal, Coin, &c. denotes the second or
back-side, in opposition lothe header principal figure.

Reverse, in fencing, a back-stroke.

RE^'ERSED, in heraldry, a thing turned backwards, or upside
down.
RE\'ERSION, in the law of England, has two significations;

the one of which is an estate left, which continues during a parti-

cular estate in being; and the other is the returning of the land,
&c. after the particular estate is ended ; and it is further said to be
an interest in lands, when the possession of it fails, or where the
estate which was for a time parted with, returns to the granters, or
their heirs. But, according to the usual definition of a reversion,
it is the residue of an estate left in the granter, after a particular
estate granted away ceases, continuing in the granter of such an
estate. The difference between a remainder and a reversion con-
sists in this, that the remainder may belong to any man except the
gi-anler; whereas the reversion returns to him who conveyed the
lands, &c. To render the doctrine of reversions easy, we shall

give the following table; which shews the present value of one
pound, to be received at the end of any number of years not ex-
ceeding 40 ; discounting at the rate of b, 4, and 3, per cent, com-
pound interest.

Years.
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associate, by his own casting vote, he exerted all Ins influence to

procure Bononii an academic beat ; but being in tins outvoted by

two to one, he rcbigned the presidency, which he had held so ho-

nourably tor tvventv-one veais. lie was, iiowever, pvevaded on

to re>nn"ic the office for eighteen months longer, when he was ob-

lired to give it up from his htalth declining. 'I'he academy, how-

ever, continued him president for life, and elected a deputy to act

Jbr liim. From this |)eriod Sir Joshua never painted more. He
died Feb. 23, 1702, aged 68.

. , r t> i
•

RE7\N', an ancient town of Russia, and caintal of Kezanskoi,

100 miles S. E. of Moscow. Lon. 45. 37. K. Lat. 54. 54. N.

Rn/,AN-, or P.E7AS-SKOI, a province and duchy of Ru-isia, popu-

ioM- an.i fertile in corn: lornuTly governed by its own prince.^;.

UHAliUOLUGY, or KAliDOLOGY, in arithmetic, a name

Given by Napier to a method of performing some of the more dif-

ficult operations of numbers by means of certain square little mh.
Upon these are inserib<;d the simple numbers ; then by shifting

them according to certain rules, those operations are performed by

simply a<lding or subtracting the numbers as they stand upon the

rods. See Napier's Rhabdoiogia, printed in 1617. See also the

article Napi.'.k's Bonps.
KIlADAMAN'lIlUS, in fabulous history, the son of Jupiter

and Europa, horn in Crete. He became king of Lydia, and

reigned over the Cyclades and several Gie;k cities in Asia, with

so inuch justice and impartiality, that the poets make him one of

tlip three judges of hell.

RHiETI, or K.£TI, an ancient warlike nation of Italy, in

Etruria. See next article.

UH^ETIA, in ancient geography, a country in the north of

Italy, between the Alps ami the Danube, which now forms the

territorie'! of the Orisons, the Tyrolese, and part of Italy. Its chief

'.owns were Caria, 'I'ridentum, (now Trent,) Belumim, and Feltria.

RH/E TfANS, IRhitti, Lai.] the ancient inhabitants of Rha:tia.

They rendered themselvos formidable to the Romans, by their fre-

quent invasions ; but were at last cnntpiered by Drnsus, the bro-

ther of Tiberius, and others under the succeeding emperors.

RHAGADES, in medicine, denotes chaps or clefts in v!ny part

of the body.
RHAMA, orRAM.V, an incarnate deity of the first rank, in

Indian mylhology. Sir William Jones believes he was the son of

Cush, grandson of Ham, and the first monarch in that part of Asia;

and that he was the Dionysos of the Greeks, whom they named
Rromius, without knowing why; and Bugenes, when they repre-

sented hiin horned, as well as Lyaios and Elcutlierios the deli-

verer, and Triambos, or Dythyranibos, the triumphant.

RHAMNUS, in ancient geography, a town of Attica, famous

for a temple of Amphiaraus, and a statue of Nemesis, thence called

Rhamnusia.
Khamnus, the Buckthorn ; in botany, a genus of the mono-

gynia order, and pentandria class of plants ; natural order, Du-
niosi. Calyx tubular; corolla, scales defending the «tamens, in-

serted into the calyx ; berry. There are forty-two species.

RHAMPHASiOS, in ornithology, a genus belonging to the

order of picy. See Ramphastos.
RHAMSES, orRAMISES, a powerful king of Egypt, who,

with an army of 700,000 men, conquered Ethiopia, Lybia, Persia,

and other eastern kingdoms. Pliny says Troy was taken in his

reign. Some suppose him the same with Sesostris.

RHAPIS, in botany, a genus of the monogynia order, and

hexandria class of plants; natural order, Palm.T. Calyx trifid;

IfproUa trifid; stamens six; pistil one. There are two species,

viz. R. flabelliformis, creeping rooted rhapis, or ground rotan

;

and R. arundinacc.i, siniple-h. avcd rhapis.
' RHAPSODI, or RHAPSODISTS, in antiquity, persons who
made a business of singing pieces of Homer's poems. Cuper in-

forms us, that the Rhap^odi were clothed in red when they sung

tiie Iliad, and in blue when they sung the Odyssey. They per-

formed in the theatres, and sometimes strove for prizes in contests

of poetry, singing, &c. After the two antagonists had finished

their parts, the two pieces or papers they were written in were
joined together again : whence the name, viz. from cbo-tiv, suo, to

Si'w, and K.Ji, ciintictmt, a song; but there seem to have been other

Rhapsodi of more antiqui'y than these people, who composed he-

roic poems or songs in praise of heroes and great men, and sung

their own compositions from town to town for a livelihood; of

which profebsion Homer himself is said to have be«n.

RIIAPSODOMANCY, an ancient kind of divination per-

formed by pitching on a passage of a poet at hazard, and itckon-
iiip on it as a prediction of what ^vas to come to ])a5S.

R 11 APSOD Y, [ra^cuJi-j
;

^ry.l^, to sew, and mc<i, a song,] in anti-

quity, a discourse in verse sung or rehearsed by a rhapsodist.
Others will have rhapsody to signify a coikctif^n of verses, espe-
ci.illy those of Homer, which, having been a long time dispersed

in pieces and fragments, were at length, by PiNistratus's order, di-

gested into books called rhapsodies, from («=t7u), suo, and ii'J>i, cnn-
ticitiii. Hence, among moderns, rhapsody is also used for an as-

semblage of passages, thoughts, and authorities, ranked together
from divers authors, to compose some new piece.

RHE', or REE, an island of France, in the Bay of Biscay, near
the coast of the department of Lower Charente, and late territory

of Aunis. Lon. 1. 29. W. Lat. 46. !.".. N.
RHEA, in the mythology, the daughter of Calus and Terra,

sister and wife of Saturn ; the same with Cybele or Ops.
RIIEDA, a town of Lower Saxony, in the county of Lingen ;.

ten miles N. of Lippe^tadt.

RHEEDIA, in botany, a genus of the monogynia order, and
polyandria cla-s of plants. Calyx none; corolla four-petaled ;

berrv tliree-sidcd. It has but one species.

RHEGIUM, in ancient geography, a city of Italy, now called
Regoio. See Regcio.
RHEIMS, a city of France, in the department of the Maine,

and late province of Champagne. Lon. 4. S. E. Lat. 49. 14. N.
RHEINAU, a town oi France, in tlic department of the Lower

Rhine, 10' miles N. E. ot Sheh-stat, and Ij S. of Strasburg.

RHEINBACH, or RYNBACH, a town of France, in the de-
partment of the Roer, and late electorate of Cologn ; 19 miles

S. of Cologn.
RHEINTHAL, a late bailiwick of the Helvetic republic, be-

tween the canton of Appenzel and the Rhine. It is a fertile val-

ley, thirty miles long, and from three to eight broad ; and pro-
duces excellent wine.

RHENISH WINE, that produced on the hills about Rheims.
Thiswine is much used in medicine as a solvent of iron, for which
it is well calculated on account of its acidity.

RIIENUS, the Rhine; in ancient geography, a large river of
Gennanv, famous in ancient and modern history. See Rhine.
RIIESUS, in fabulous history, king of Thrace, son of the Stry-

mon by the Muse Terpsichore, or of Eioneus and Euterpe. After

many warlike exploits in Europe, he went to assist Priam, king of
Trov, against the Greeks.

RHE 10 RES, amongst the Atlienians, were ten orators elected

by lot to plead public causes in the senate-house or assembly.

For every cause in which they were retained, they received'

a

drachm out of the public money. They were sometimes called
lyviyojoi, and their fee to Syv.iyoa.xov. No man was admitted to this

office before he was forty years of age, though others say thirty.

Valour in war, piety to tlieir parents, prudence in their affairs, fru-

gality, and temperance, were necessary qualifications for thi»
office, and every candidate underwent an examination concerning
these virtues previous to the election. The orators at Rome were
not unlike the Athenian rhetores.

RHETORIANS, asect of heretics in Egypt, so denominatetl-
from Rhetorius their leader. The distinguishing tenets of this he-
resiarch, as represented by Philastrius, was, that he approved of
all the heresies before him, and taugiit that they were all in the
right.

RHETORIC. See Oratory.
RHEUM, [eafXft.J a thin serous humour, occasionally oosing

out of the glands about tlie mouth and tliroat.

Rhkcm, Rhubarb; in botany, a genus of the monogynia order,
and enneandria class of plants; natural order, Holoracea;. No
calyx ; corolla six-cleft, persistent ; seed one^ three-sided. It has
seven species.

R. Pai.m\tum, Palmated-leavedTrue Chinese Rhubarb,
has a thick fleshy root, yellow within; crowned with very large pal-
mated leaves, being deeply divided into acuminated segments,
expanded like an open hand ; upright stems, five or six leetliigh
or more, terminated by large spikes or flowers. See BoTANy,
and Plate XXXV. 'Phis is now proved to be the true foreign
rhubarb, the purgative quality of which is well known.
RHEU.MATISM, a painful disease which principally affects

the mussular parts, and larger joints of the body, in the direction
1 of
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cl'the muscles; siicli as the shoulcler, hip, knees, &:c. If aUeiided

witli fever, it is Ciilled the acute ilieim)dti?in ; but, in the contrary

CMse, tiie chronic: in the former, the pain generally shifts from one
joint to another ; in the latter, it renii\ins in most cases iixed to ,!

particular part. After the disorder has tortured the patient for

some time, the joint is commonly swoln, red, and extremely pain-

ful to the touch. As it is often difficult to distinguish rheumatism
from gout, it should he remarked tiiiit, in the former, the stomach
is less alfected; that the disease is more confined to the larger

joints ; that it occurs at an earlier sta^e of life ; and that it is not

hereditary. In young pei-sons, the upper and internal parts above
the midritf, but in the aged, those below the diaphragm, are more
frequently liable to be attacked. It is termed according to the

s«at of the malady: thus it is called lumbago, when seizing tlie

loii'.s; and ischias, or sciatica, when it rages in the hip. Uheuma-
fisn)s prevail in cold climates, and mostly in spring and autumn ;

though lliey may appear at any season, in consequence of sudden
alternations of heat and cold. The inhabitants of this island suffer

frequently and severely from rheumatic complaints, the leading

causes of which are, suppressed perspiration, by moist, cold air,

especially at night; damp clothes; partial heat or cold ; sup])res-

sion of chronic eruptions; irdialation of metallic vapours; violent

passions ; and often loo, after recovering from other disorders.

Such as fevers, fluxes, &c. in which cases it is generally chronic.

The acute rheumatism, in most instances, terminates between the

seventh and fourteenth day, by perspiration, or urinary secretion,

the sediment of which is copious, and resembles brick-dust : the

clironic sometimes produces a looseness or eruption, but always

requires a critical perspiration to remove it completely. When it,

however, changes its place from the external parts, to any of the

interior organs, where it lodges, the patient is always in danger.

HHEXfA, in botany, a genus of the nionogynia order, and oc-

tandria class of planta ; natural order, Calycanthenuc. Calyx
four-cleft; petals four, inserted into the calyx ; anthers declining;

capsule four-celled, within the belly of the calyx. There are

thirteen species: all these plants are found wild in America.
RIIINANTIIUS, in botany, a genus of the didynamia an-

giospermia class and order ; natural order, Personata-. Calyx
four-cleft, ventricose ; capsule two-celled, blunt, compressed.

There are eight species.

RHINE, a large river of Europe, which rises in the Grison

Alps, in three streams, which soon unite into one, and runs into

the lake of Con'^tance, near Rheineck
;

passing through that lake

and the lake of Zell, it runs past or near to Stein, Schaflhausen,

Egli^au, Keisersthun, Seckingen, Rheinfelden, Basle, Ilunningen,

StVasburg, Spire, Worms, Oppenheim, Mentz, Bingen, St. Goar,

Coblentz, Bonne, Cologn, Zons, Nuys, Uus^eldor;), Duysburg,

Kees, and Emmeric ; a little below which a large branch separates

to the left, under the name of Waal ; then to Hnlsen and Arn-

heim, near whicli another branch breaks off to the right, and joins

the Yssel. The river, which still retains the name of Rhine, runs

on to Wageningen, and Wyck le Duerstedc, where it again di-

vides ; the larger branch to the left taking the name of Lech, and

falling into the Merwe, five miles N. W. of Dort ; the smaller,

retaining the original name of the llhine, runs by Utrecht, ^'oor-

den, Leyden, and falls at last into the sr.nd, a few miles below

Leyden, just as it reaches the German Ocean.
Rhine, a department of the Batavia, one of the eight, into

which it was divided at the revolution in 1795. Arnheim is the

capital.

Rhine and Moselle, a department of France, one of the fo'ir

departments into which the coiuiuereil German territories on the

"W. or left bank of the Rhine were divided in 1798. Mentz is the

capital.

Rhine, Lower, a late circle of Germany, bounded by those of

Westphalia, the U|iper Rhine, Franconia, and Suabia; and by

Hie late duchy of Luxemberg and Franconia. Its real extent was

never exactly determined ; but, in conjunction with the circle of

the Upper Rhine, the whole was estimated to contain 960 German
square miles. Before the late revolutionary war, it contained the

late electorates of Mentz, Treves, and Cologn ; the Palatinate of

the Rhine, and the late bishopric of Worms. The elector of

Mentz was the director.

Rhime, Lower, a department of France, bounded on the N.

by those of the AloseJle, and the Rhine apd Moselle, or late

duchy of Deux Pouts and late Palatinate; on the E. by the
Rhine ; on tlie S. by the department of the Upper Ehine; and on
the W. by those of the Vosges, the Meurthe, and the .Mo-
selle. It comprehends the N. part of Alsace. Strasburg is the
capital.

Rhine, Upper, a late circle of Germany, bounded by those of
the Lower Rhine, Upper and Lower Saxony, Suabia, and Fran-
conia ; and by that part of France formerly called Alsace, now the
de))artmeiit of the Upper Rhine, and the late duchy of Lorrain,
now the departments of the Meuse, Moselle, and Vosges.

Rhine, Uppeu, a department of France, bounded on the N.
by that of the Lower Rhine, K. by the river Rhine; S. by the
Ilelvetic canton of Soleure ; S. W. and W. by the departments of
Doiibs, Upper Saone, and ^'osges. It comprehends the S. part
of Alsace. C'oJmar is the capital.

RIllNEBERG, a town of France, in the department of the
Roer, and late deotorate of Cologn. Lon. (). 39. E. Lat. 51.
30. N.
RIIIXECK, a town of France, in the department of the Hoer,

and late electorate of Cologn. Lon. 7. 63. !•',. Lat. 50. -7. N.
RIllNEI' ELD'I", a town of Germany, in Suabia. Lon. 7.53.

E. Lat. 47. 40. N.
RfllNELANl), or RHINL/\ND, a name given to a part of

South Holland, which lies on both sides of the Rhine, and of
which Leyden is the capital-town. It is now included in the de-
partment of the Delft.

RHINE-SABERN, or RIIINE-SAVERN, a townof France,
in the department of the Rlime and Moselle, 15 miles S. of Spire.

Lon. 8. 32. E. Lat. 49. 4. N.
RHINOCEROS, in zoology, a genus of mammalia of flie or-

der Fers. Horn solid, perennial, conical, seated on the nose, but
not adhering to the bone. This quadruped is exceeded in sizi

only by the elephant. Its usual length, not including the tail, is

twelve feet; and the circumference of its body nearly the same.
Its nose is armed witli a horny substance, projecting, in the full-

grown animal, nearly three feet, and is a weapon of defence, which
almost secures it from every attack. Its upper lip is of consider-

able length and pliability, acting like a species ot snout, grasping

the shoots of trees and various substances, conveys them to the

mouth, and it is capable of extension and contraction at the ani-

mal's convenience. The skin is, in some (larts, so thick and hard,

as scarcely to be penetrable by the sharpest sabre, or even by a
musket-ball. These animals are found in Bengal, Siam, China,

and in several countries of Africa ; but are far less numerous than

the elephant, and of sequestered solitary habits. The lemale pro-

duces only one at a birth ; and at the age of two years the horn is

only an inch long, and at six, only of the length of nine inches.

The rhinoceros is not ferocious unless when provoked, when he
exhibits paroxysms of rage and madness, and is highly dangerous

to those who encounter him. There are two species, viz. R. bi-

cornis, and R. unicornis. The latter is su))poscd to be the unicorn

of Scripture.

RHINOMACER, a genus of insects of the order coleoptera.

Antennx setaceous, seated on the snout; feelers tour, growing

thicker towards the end, the last joint truncate. There are tliiee

species: the curculioidcs, that inhabits Italy; the attelaboides,

that inhabits Sweden ; and the civruleus, found in Calabria.

RHIZOBALUS, in botany, a genus of the tctragynia order,

and polyandria class of plants'; natural order, Trihilataf. Calyx
one-leafed, tleshy, and downy ; petals five, round, concave, tieshy,

and much larger than the calyx ; stamina numerous, filiform, and

longer than the corolla, nuts'four, one-celled, one-seeded. It has

two species.

RHIZOPHRORIA, the Mangrove, or Mangle, or Can-
dle OF the Indians; in botany, a genus of the monogynia order,

and dodecandria class of |)lants ; natural order, lloioracex.

Calyx four-parted ; corolla four-p:irted ; seed one, very long, car-

nous at the base. It has six species. These plants are natives of

the East and West Indies, and often grow 40 or 50 feet high. They
grow only in water and on the banks of the rivers, where th' tide

flows up twice a-day. They preserve the ver<lure of tneir leares

throughout the year. From the lowest branches i^^iie Ions roots,

which hang down to the water, and penetrate into the earth. In

this position they resemble so many arcades, from live to ten feet

high, which serve to support the body ol the tree, and even to ad-

vance
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Vance it chiily into tlio bed oi llic walt-r. The rod mangle or man-

grove' grows on the scn-sliorc, ami at the month of largo rivtrs;

but docs not advance into the water. It gciu-rally ri^fstothc

beioht of twenty or thiily fert, with crooked, knotty branches,

which proi-ecd from all parts of thr linnk.

RHODE ISLAN D, one of the United States of North Ame-
rica, bonnded on the N. and E. by tliat of Maosachusets ; S. by

the Atlantic, and W. by Connecticut. It is 47 miles long from

N. to S. and its greatest breadth is 3? from E. to W. Loii. from
3°

I r to 4" E. of Philadelphia. Lat. from 41" to 42' N.
Rhode Island, a beautifid and fertile island in the above state,

to which it ^ives name, Kins in the mouth of Narraganset Bay.

It is about 10 miles long from N. toS. and four broad at an average.

Ills divided into three townships; viz. Newport, Portsmoutii,

and Middleton. Ft is 40 miles S. W. of Boston. Lon. 71. L'O.

W. Lat. 41.25. N.
Rhodes, a celebrated island in the Archipelago, the largest and

most easterly of the Cyclades, was known in ancient times by the

names of Asteria, Opiuusa, /Ethrca, Trinacria, Coryrabia. Poessa,

Atabyria, Marcia, Oloessa, Stadia, Telchinis, Pelagia, and Uhodns.

In latter ages, the name of Rliodus, or Rhodes, prevailed, from

the Gretk word ixJcv, a rose : the island abounding very much
with these Howers. It is about twenty miles distant from the coasts

of Lycia and Caria, and about I'-O iniles in compass.

Rhodes, the capital of the above island, was built by Hippo-
damus a famous architect of Miletus. It is nine miles in circnni-

ference. 'I'lie streets are narrow, without taste, regularity, or orna-

ment. The only inhabitants are Turks and Jews ; the Lhristians,

not being allowed to spend a night in it, reside in the suburbs.

Lon. 28. 25. E. Lat. 30. 24. N.
Rhodes, a large harbour on the coast of the above city, in

which ships of 30 guns may anchor sately, defended from the

western winds, which prevail here nine months in the year.

Rhodes, a town of Africa, ui Tunis, on an eminence between
the lake of Tunis and the sea, within view of some liills where
Haniio was defeated b\ Regulus.

RHODES, or RODEZ, an ancient city of France, capital of

the department of the Aveiron, 32 miles N. N. E. of Alby, and

27.5 S. of Paris.

RIIODIOLA, Rose-wort ; in botany, a genus of the octan-

dria order, and dioecia class of plants ; natural order, Succulentie.

Male caly.x t|uadripartite ; corolla tetrapetalous. Female calvx

quadripartite; no corolla; nectaria four; pistils lour; capsules

niany-seedeil. There are two species.

RHODODENDRON, Dw.vrf Rosh-BA\ ; in botany, a

genus of the monogynia order, and detandiia dj-s of plants;

natuial order, Bicornes. Calyx tiuintpiepartite ; corolla funnel-

shaped ; stamina declining; capsule quinquelocular. There are

nine species.

RHODOPE, in fabulous history, the wife of Ha?mus, king of

Thrace; who, preferring herself to Juno in beauty, was meta-
morphosed into the above inountain.

RliODORA, a genus of the decandria monogynia class and
order. Calyx live-toothed; petals three, unequal; stamina de-

clined ; capsules hve-celled. There is one species, a shrub of

Newfoundland.
RHODUS, in ancient geography, a celebrated island in the

Carpathian Sea, 29 miles S. of Caria, and 120 in circumference.

Its chiet cities were Rhodus, Lindus, Camisus, and Jalysus. It is

now called Rhodes. See Rhodes.
RHOE, two of the Shetland isles of Scotland.

KHOCADE.E, [^rlueas, Linnanis's naine, after ]>iosrorides, for

the ted poppy,] the 27th order in Linn.-Eus's natural method. See
BOTANV.
RHOECUS, in fabulous history ; Lone of the giant=, killed

by Bacchus in the war against the gods : 2. a centaur who at-

tempted to oiier violence to Atalanta ; also killed by Bacchus, at

t!ip marriage of Pirithous.

RHOETEUM, a promontory of Troas, on the Hellespont

;

'lear which the body of Ajax was buried.

RHOMB SPAH, in mineralogy, a species of the Calx genns,

of a greyish colour passing to yellow ; it is never massive, but al-

v,iys in regular, middle-sized rhombs ; the lustre is splendent, and
betv»een vitreous and pearly ; it is brittle, easily frangible ; spcci-

rx gravity 2.5 ; it is iiifusible, without addition. With ncids, it

produces very little effervescence, escn vvlitn pulverized. Con-
stituent parts

:

Carbonate of lime 52
Carbonate of magnesia 45

Oxide of iron and manganese 3

100

It is found in Switzerland, Sweden, and in chlorite rocks, on
the banks of Loch Lomond in Scotland.

Rhomb, Solid, consists of two equal and right cones joined to-

gelher at their bases.

RHOMBOIDES, in anatomy, 'a thin, broad, and obliquely

square fieshv muscle, situated between the basis of the sciipula and
the spina dorsi ; so called from its figure. Its general use is to

draw backward and upward the subspinal portion of the basis sca-

pula;.

Rhomboides, in geometry, a quadrilateral figure whose oppo-
site sides and angles are equal, but is neither equilateral nor equi-

angular, as fig. 10, Plate CLVI.
RHOMBL'S, in geoinetry.'an oblique-angled parallelogram, or

quadrilateral figure whose sides are equal and parallel, but the an-

gles unequal, two of the opposite ones being obtuse and two acute,

as fig. 11, PlateCL\'l.
RHONE, one of the largest rivers in France, which, rising

among the Alps of Switzerland, passes through the lake of Cieneva,
visits that city, and then runs S. W. to Lyons ; where, joining the

Saone, it continues its course due S. passing by Orange, Valence,
Vienne, Viviers, Avignon, and Arks, and falls into the Mediter-
ranean a little above Marseilles, by several mouths.

Rhone and Loire, a department of Fiance, comprehending
the late provinces of Forez and Lyonnois. It is bounded on the

N. by the department of Saone and I^oirc ; E. by those of the

Ain, and the Isere; S. by that of Upper Loire; and W. by
those of the Puy de Dome, and the Allier. Lyons is the
capital.

Rhone, Mouths of the, [Bnuches de Iihonc,'\ a department
of France, bonnded on the N. E. by the department of the Lower
Alps; E. by tliat of the Var; S. by the Mediterranean ; and W.
by the department of the Ciard. It comprehends the S. W. part

of the late province of Provence ; and is 55 miles long from E. to

VV. and 4.'! broad from N. to S. Aix is the capital.

RIIOPALIC \'ERSES, in ancient poetry, a kind of verses,

which beginning with monosyllables, were continued in words
growing gradually longer and longer to the last.

RHOPOGRAPH1, in antiquih, painters who confined them-
selves to low subjects, as animals, plants, laudskips, S:c. See
Paintikg.
RHUBARB, \rh<d>arharam, Lat.] in pharmacy, a thick root,

of an oblong figure, large at the head, and tapering pretty suddenly

as it extenils in length. It is sometimes single, but more usually

divided into two or three parts at the lower end.

RHUMB, RUMB, or RUM, in navigation, a vertical circle

of any given place, or the intersection of such a circle with the

horizon ; in which last sense rhumb is the same with a point of the

compass. See Navigation.
Rhumh-i.ine, y.ixndromia, Lat.] is also used for the line which

a ship describes when sailing in the same collateral point of the

compass, or oblique to the meridians. These rhumb-lines are

spirals, which continually approach to the pole, but nerer fall into

it, as A & f rf efg, Plate CLVH. lig. 11.

RHUS, Su.mach; in botany, a genus of the trigynia order,

and pentandria class of plants ; natural order, Dumosar. Calyx
live-parted; petals five; berry one-seeded. There are thirty-

four species.

RHYME, RHIME, RYME, or RIME, [^V®-,] in poetry,

is a bimilitude of sound between the last syllable or syllables of a

verse, succeeding either immediately or at the distance of two or

three lines. See Poetry.
RHYTHM, in music, the variety in the movement, as to the

quickness or slowness, length oi shortiK ss, of the notes. Or it inay

be defined more generally, the proportion which the parts of the

mt^tion have to each other.

1<L\LEXA, a town of Mexico, in Nicaragua, sixty miles W.
of Leon and of Lake Nicaragua. Lon. 89. 10. W. Lat. 12. 25. N.

RIAZAN,
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RIAZAN, a city of Russia, capital of Riazaiukoe ; eighty miles

S. S. E. of Moscow.
RIAZANSKOE, a province of Russia, boiinderl on the N. by

Uladimirskoi; E. and S. by Tambouskoi ; and W. by Moskovi-

skaia, and Tulskoe.
RIBS. See Anatomy, and Physiology.
RIBADAVIA, a town of Spain, in Galicia, famous for its vine-

yards, which produce some of the best wines in Spain. It !!

ijftecn miles S. W. of Ortnie. Lon. 7. 45. VV. Lat. 43.

13. N.
RUIBADAVIA, a town of Spain, in Galicia, 25 miles from Lu-

caro, sealed on a rock. Lon. tj. 47. W. Lat. 43. ,30. N.
RIBADEO, a sta-port-town of Spain, in Galicia, -at tiie mouth

eS the Eo : witli a good harbour defended l)y two forts : 14 miles

Is'. E. of Mondoneilo.
KIB.VNDS, or RIBBONS, a narrow sort of silk, chiefly used

for head-ornaments, badges of chivalry, &c.
Ribands, [from rib and bend,'] in naval architecture, long nar-

row flexible pieces of timher, nailed upon the outside of the ribs,

Sroin the stem to the slei-n-post, so as to envelcpe the ship length-

wise, and appear on her side and bottom like tlie meridians on the

surface of the globe.

RIBEIRA GRANDE, a town of Africa, in St. Jago, the

chief of the Cape de Verd Islands. Lon. 23. 24. W. Lat, 15.

0. N. -

RIBERAC, a town of France, in the department of Dor-
dogne ; 16J miles E. of Perigueux, and 27 S. S. E. of .An-

goulesme.
RIBES, the Currant andGoosESKRuv-BusH ; a genus of the

jnonogynia order, and pent 'ndria cla-.s of plants ; natural order, Po-
macca'. Petals five, inserted with the stamens into the calyx ;

style bifid; berry many-seeded, inferior. There are seventeen

species, viz. ten of the currant, and seven of the gooseberry ; all

these shrubs are tyo well known to need a particular descrip-

tion.

RIBNITZ, a town of Lower Saxony, in Mecklenburg, twelve

miles N. N. E. of Rostock. Lon. 12. 55. E. Lat. 54.

10. N.
RIBNOl, a town of Russia, in Jaroslaw; 40 miles W. N. W.

of Jaroslaw.

RIBWORT. See Plantago.
RIC'CIA, .Marsh-Liver-wort ; in botany, a genus of the

natural order of algie, and cryptogamia class of plants. Male,
flower.-; sessile on the surface of the frond ; calyx and corolla none :

female flowers on the same, or according to Micheli, on a distinct

plant ; calyx none, except a vesicular cavity, within thesubstanc;^

of the leaf; corolla none. Linnaus has live species, natives of

JEurope. Withering reckons the same number, all natives of

Britain.

RICE. See Oav^iA. Rice is, in the opinion of Dr. CuUen,
preferable to all other grain, both for Us abundant produce, and

the large portion of nutriment it alTords. On account of its cheap-

ness, it deservedly forms a principal article of food, for the poorer

classes of society.

RICHARDIA, in botany, a genus of the monogynia order,

and hexaiidria class of plants ; natural order, Stellat;e. Calyx
six-parted; corolla one-peialed, sub-cylindric ; seeds three. There
is only one species, viz. R. scabra, a native ofA'era Cruz.

RICHELIEU, John Ar-manb du Plessis dk. Cardinal of

Richelieu and Fronsac, bishop of Lucon, &:c. was born at Paris in

J.5R5. lie was of excellent parts; and at the age of twenty-two

obtained a dispensation to enjoy the bishopric of Lucon in U)07.

Return'ng into France, he applied hiniseli to preaching ; and his

reputation this way procured hiui the oiKce of almoner to the

tjueen Mary de' .Medicis. His abilities in tlie management of af-

fairs advanced him to he secretary of stale in I6l0; and the king

soon gave him the preference to all his other secretaries. The
tleath of the marquis of Ancre having produced a revolution in

state-affaii-s, Richelieu retired to Avignon ; where he employed
Iiiniself in composing books of controversy and piety. The kii>g

having recalled him to court, he was made a cardinal In 1622 ;

anil, two years after, iirst minister of state, and grand master of the

jiavigation. In 16,'6, the isle of Rlie was preserved by his care,

and Rochelle taken, having stopped up the haven by that famous

<lyke which he ordered lo be made tlieie. He accompanied the
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king to the siege of Cazel, and conlributed to tlie raising of it in

1G2!>. lie alio obliged the iHuguenots to the peace at Alets,
which proved the luin of that p.irty ; he took Pamerol, and suc-
eouivd Cazal, besieged by Spinola. In the mean time the nohh s

fomid f.^uU witii his conduct, and persuaded the king to discard
him. The cardinal, for his part, was unmoved with it; and by
his reasonings overtlirew what was thought to be determined
against him ; so that, in-,te;ui of being disgraced, he from that mo-
ment became more powerful than ever. This able minister had
trom thenceforward an ascendancy over the king's mind ; and he
now resolved to humble the excessive pride of the house of Auv
tria. for that purpose he concluded a treaty with Gustavus AdoU
|)lius king of Sweden, for carrying the war into the heart of Ger-
maiiy. He also entered into a league with the duke of Bavaria ;

secured Lorrain ; raised a part of the princes of the emjjire against
the emperor ; treated with the Dutch lo continue the war against

Spain; favoured the Catalans and Portuguese till they shook olf

tlie Spanish yoke; and, iji short, took so many different measures,
lliat he accomplished his design ; and after having carried on the
«ar with success, was thinking of concluding it by a peace, when
he died at Paris on the 4th of Dec. 1642, aged 58. He was in-

terred in the Sorbonne, where a magnificent mausoleum was erect-

ed to his memory.
Richelieu, a handsome town of France, in the department of

the Indre and Loire, and late province of Touraine, 9 miles E. of
Loudun, and 152 S. W. of X'aris. Lon, 0. 20. E. Lat. 47.

2. N.
RICHERIA, in botany, a genus of the dioecia pentandria class

and order. Capsule corticate, six-valved, three-celled ; seeds soli-

tary, pendulous, below the tip of the columella; style trilid. There
is but one species.

RICHES, a word always used in the plural number, express-

ing the collective idea of great opulence, when applied to indivi.

duals ; and of general prosperity arising from industry and com-
merce, when applied to nations.

RICHMOND, a town of England, in the North Riding of

York.shire, pleasantly seated on the bank of the Swale, 40 miles

N. W. of York, m S. E. of Lancaster, and 230 N. N. W. of
London. Lon. 1. 35. W. Lat. 54. 28. N.
Richmond, a rich, populous, and elegant village of England,

in Surrey, seated on the bank of the Thames, 9 miles W. S. \V,

of London,
Richmond, a county of Georgia, in the upper district, sepa-

rated from South Carolina, on the E. by the Savannah.

Richmond, a county of New York; comprehending Staten

Island, Shooter's Island, and Meadow Islands.

Richmond, a county of North Carolina, in Fayette district;

bounded on the N. by Moore county, N. E. by Cumberland, S.

E. by Robeson, S. by S. Carolina, and W. by Anson. Rocking-

ham is the capital.

Richmond, a county of Virginia, bounded on the X. and N.
E. by that of Westmoreland, E. by Northumberland, and S. E. by
Lancaster counties.

Richmond, a cily of Tirginia, in Henrico county, 17C miles

from Baltimore, and 278 from Philadelphia. Lon. 77. 50. W,
Lat. 37. 40. N.
Richmond Bay, a bay in the Gulf of St. Lawrence; on

the N. coast of the isle of St. John. Lon. 63. 35. VV. Lat. 46.

30. N.
RICHMONDSHIRE, a district in the North Riding of York-

shire, formerly a county of itself. It abounds in beautiful and

romantic situations. The inhabitants are famous for industry
;

particularly in the manufacture of knit-stockings, &c. The adja-

cent lead-m'nes are wrouaht near and in it.

ItlClNl'S, or PALMA CllRlSTI, in botany, a genus of

the monodelphia order, and nionrecia class of plants; natural or-

der, Tricoccic. Calyx five-parted; corolla none: male, stamens

numerous : female, styles three, bitid ; capsule three-celled ; seed

one. There are six species.

RICKETS, [rlKccliitis, Lat.] in medicine, a disorder incident

to children, proceeding from an unetpial nutrition. Children are

seldom attacked with rickets before they are nine months old, and

after they are two years old. It may originally proceed from the

disorders of the parents, and may be inoeaseil hy those of the

nui-se. Ii is also promoted by feeding the child wiih aqueous and

5 H, mucoui
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mucous substances ciuile SLimnur-truits, tisli, and loo great a

quantity of sweet tilings and by sitting too much, especially in a

peif<)''at chair.

RiCKMANSWORTH, a town of England, in Hertfordshire,

S miles S. \V. of St. Albaus, and IS VV. N. \V. of London.
KlCOCIlIi 1", in gunnery, iswiie[i guns, howitzers, or mortars,

are loaded with sm.dl charges, and elevated from live to twelve

degrees, so as to lire over the parapet, and the shot or shell rolls

along the opposite rampart : it is called ricochet-liring, and the

batteries ricochet-batteries. 'Jhis method of tiring was invented

by M. Belidor, and lirst used at the siege of Ath in 1697. It was

Jirst tried in 1723 at the military school at Strasburg, and with

success.

RICOTIA, in botany, a genus of the tetradynamia siliquosa

class and order ; natural order, Siliquos;e, or Cruciformes. Si-

lique one-celled, oblong, compressed, with flat valves. There is

but one species, viz. R. jEgyptiaca, Egyptian ricotia.

RIDE, in the sea-language, is a term variously applied : thus,

a ship is said to ride, when her anchors hold her fast, so that she

does not drive, by the force either of the wind or tide. A ship is

said to ride across, when she rides with her fore and main-yards

lioisted up to the hounds, and both yards and arms topped alike.

Siie is said to ride well, when she is built so as not to over-beat

herself in a head-sea, the waves over-raking her from stem to stern.

'l"o ride athwart, is to ri<le with her side to the tide. To ride be-

twi.xt wind and tide, is to ride so as the wind has equal force over
her one way, and the tide the contrary way. If the wind has

more power over the ship than the tide, she is said to ride wind-
road, or to ride a great wind. And she is said to ride a-por-

toise, when the yards of a ship are struck down upon the

deck.
RIDEAU, in fortification, a small clevationof earth, extending

itself lengthwise on a plain; serving to cover a camp, or give an
advantage to a post.

RiDEAU IS sometimes also used for a trench, the earth of which
is thrown up on its side, to serve as a parapet for coverLiig the

men.
KiDEAU, in geography, a river of Canada, which runs into the

Uttwas. Lon. 76. 20. \V. Lat. 45. 15. N.
RIDER, a term used for an after-clause added to a bill, while

depending in parliament.

Riders, in a ship, are large timbers, both in the hold and aloft,

bolted on to other timbers to strengthen them, when the ship is

discovered to be too slightly built.

RIDGE, in agriculture, a long piece of rising land, between
two fiurows.

RIDICULE. See Laughter, and Rtsible.
RIDING, in geography. Yorkshire is divided into three

ridings, viz. the east, west, and north ridings. In all indict-

ments in that county, both the town and riding must be ex-
pressed.

KiDtNG, in naval affairs, is the stale of a ship's being retained
in a particular station, by means of one or more cables with their
anchors. St e Ride.
RIDLEY, Nicholas, bishop of London, was descended of

an ancient family, and born in the beginning of the llilh century,
at V\ ilmontswick, in Northumberland. From the grammar-school
at Newcastle upon Tyne, lie was sent to Pembroke-hall in Cam-
bridge, in 1518, where he was supported by his uncle Dr. Robert
Jlidley, fellow of Queen's College. In 1522 betook his degree
of A.B. two years after, was elected fellow; and, in 1525, he
roninienced M. A. In 1527, having taken orders, he was sent
by his uncle, for furtlier improvement, to the Sorbonne at Paris ;

thence he went to Lonvain, and continued abroad till 1529. On
bis return to Cambridge, he was chosen under-treasuier of the
univei>-ity ; and in 1533, was elected senior proctor. lie after-

wards proceeded 15. D. and was chosen chaplain of the univcisity,

orator, and niagister glomeria;. At this time he was nuich admir-
ed as a preacher and disputant. He lost his kind uncle in 1536 :

but was soon after patronised by Dr. Cianmer, archbishop of Can-
terbury, who maile him his domestic chaplain, and presented him
to the vicarage of Heme in East Kent ; where he preached the
doctrine of the Reformation. In 154o, Inning commenced D. D.
he was made king's chaplain ; and elei ted master of his college in

Cambridge. Soott after, he was collated to a prebend in tlie

church ol Canterbury ; out wa- afier^vards accined in ihe bi>hop's
court, by bishop Ganhner, of preacliiiig ag.iinst the doctriie of the
Si.\ Articles. The matter being referred to Cr.mmer, Ridley was
ac(|uitted. In 1545, he was made a prebendary of Westminster
abbey; in 1547 he was presented, by Ihe fellows of Pembroke-
hall, to the living of Soham, in the dmcese ot Norwich; and was
consecrated bishop of Rochester. In 1550 iie was translated to

the see of Loudon ; in winch year lie v\as one of the commission-
ers for e.\aminiug bishop Gardiner, and concurred in his depriva-
tion. In 1552, returning from Cambridge, he uniortunately paid
a visit to the Princess, afterwards Queen Mary; to whom,
prompted by his zeal for reformation, he expressed himself with
loo much freedom : for she was scarcely sealed on the throne,
when Ridley was doomed a victim to her revenge. With Cran-
nier and Latimer he was burnt alive at O.vforil, on the 16th of

October 1555. He wrote, 1. A Treatise concerning Images in

Churches. 2. A Brief Declaration of the Lord's Supper. 3.

Certain godly and comfortable Conferences between Bishop Rid-
ley and Mr. Hugh Latimer, during their Imprisonment. 4. A
Comparison between the comfortable Doctrine of the Gos-
pel, and tlie Traditions of the Popish Religion ; and other
works.

RIEDLINGEN, a town of Austrian Suabia ; 27 miles S. W.
of Ulm, and jo S. S. E. of Stuttgard.

RIENECK, a town of Fr.uicohia, capital of a county so nam-
ed, 22 miles N. W. of Wurzburg, and 36 E. of Frankfort on the
Maine.
RIETI, an ancient and rich town of Italy, 27 mijes S. by E.

of Spoleto, and 37 N. £. of Rome. Lon. 13. 5. E. Lat. 42.
23. N.
RIEV, or RIEV VOLODIMEROV, a town of Russia, in

the province of Tuer, 63 miles S. VV. of Tuer.
RIEZ, a populous town of France, in the department of the

Lower Alps, and late province of Provence, 35 miles N. E. of
Aix, and 50 N. E. of Toulon.

RIF, the northern district of Egypt, called also Bahira. It

extends from the division of the Nile to the E. and W. branches,
on both sid s to the Mediterranean. The chief towns are Alex-
andria, Catieh, Damietta, Foua, Mansoura, Menif, Rosetta, and
Tineh.
RIFLE, a fire-arm, which has the inside of its barrel cut with

from three to nine or ten spiral grooves, so as to make it resemble
a female screw, varying from a common screw only in this, that its

grooves or rifles are less deflected, and approach more to a right

line ; it being now usual for Ihe grooves with which the best-rifled

barrels are cut, to lake about one whole turn in a length of thirty

inches. See Projectiles.
RIGA, a province or government of the Russian empire, com-

prehending according to modern geographers the province for-

merly called Livonia.

Riga, a large, strong, populous, and rich city of the Russian
empire, and capital of Livonia, 5 miles from the mouth of the

Dwina, and 250 S. by E. of Stockholm. Lon. 24. 25. E. Lat.
57. O.N.
RIGADOON, a gay and brisk dance, borrowed originally

from Provence in France, and performed in figure by a man ancl

woman.
RIGGING OF A SHIP, a general name given to all the

ropes employed to support the masts, and to extend or reduce the
sails, or arrange tliem to the disposition of the wind. The former,
which are used to sustain the masts, remain usually in a fixed po-
sition, and are called standing rigging ; such are Ihe shrouds, stays;

and back stays. The latter, whose otiic(' is to manage the sails,

by coninninicaling with various blocks or pulleys situated in dif-

ferent places ot the masts, yards, shrouds, &c. are comprehencletl
in the general term of running rigging ; such are the braces, sheets,

haliartis, clue-lines, brails, &c. bee Shipbuilding.
RIGHT, in geometry, signifies the same with straight; thus,

a straight line is called a right one.

HicHT is a title conferred, 1. Together with Reverend, upon
all bishops. 2. Together with Honourable, upon earls, viscounts,

aiul barons. 3. By courtesy, together with honourable, upon the

sons of dukes, maripiisses, and the eldest sons of earls. 4. Toge-
ther willi Honourable, to the speaker of the house of commons,
but to no other commoner excepting those w ho are members of

bis
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-his majesty's mo,l Imnoiifable pnvy council ; and the three lord

mayors of London, York, and Dublin, and tin' lord provost

ol Edinl)urgli, durnig their olfice. See Honourable, and Pro-
vost.

Right, HeREDtTARY. See Hereditary.
KiGHTS, in law, or in the common acceptation of the word, arc

of vaiious kinds : natural and adventitious ; alienable or unaliena-

ble ; perfect or imperfect ; gener.il or particidar.

Rights, Adventitious, are such as a king has over his sub-

jects ; a general over his soldiers ; a husband to the affections of

his wife, &c. All property is also included under adventi-
tious.

Rir.HT, AtiENABLE. A man's natural rights are alienable.

Every man when be becomes" a member of a civil community
alienates a part of his natural rights. In a state of nature all are

upon an equality ; no man has a superior ; each is entitled to de-

iond his life, liberty, and property, by every means in liis power.
But ill civil society all these rights are transferred to the laws and
the magistrates.

Rights, Bill of, in law, is a declaration delivered by the

lords and commons to the prince and princess of Orange, 13th Fe-
bruary lt)S8 ; and afterwards enacted in parliament when they
became king and queen. It sets forth that king James did, by the

advice of divers evil counsellors, endeavour to subvert the laws

and liberties of this kingdom, by exercising a power of dispensing

with and suspending of laws; by levying money for tlie use of

the crown by pretence of prerogative without the consent of par-

liament ; by prosecuting those who petitioned the king, and dis-

couraging petitions ; by raising and keeping a standing army in

time of peace ; by violating the freedom of election of members
to serve in parliament; by violent prosecutions in the court of

king's bench ; and causing partial and corrupt jurors to be return-

ed on trials, excessive bail to be taken, excessive fines to be im
posed, and cruel puni hments to be inflicted ; all wh'ch were de-

clared to be illegal. And the declaration concludes in these re-

markable words : " and they do claim, demand, and insist upon,

all and singular the premises, as their undoubted rights and
liberties." And the act of parliament itself (1 W. and M. stat. 2,

cap. 2,) recognizes " all and singular the rights and liberties

asserted and claimed in the said declaration, to be tiie true, an-

cient, indubitable rights of the people of tliis kingdom."
Rights, General, are those which belong to the species

collectively. Such are our rights to the vegetable produce of the

earth.

Rights, Imperfect. Every poor man has an undoubted
right to relief from the rich ; but his right is imperfect ; for if the

relief be not voluntarily given, he cannot compel it, either by law,

or by violence.

Rights, Natural, are thsse which a man has to his life,

limbs, and liberty ; to the produce of his personal labour ; to the

use of air, light, water, &c. without which he could not enjoy life,

or even exist.

Rights, Particular. Particular rights are such as belong to

certain individuals or orders of men, and not to others. The
rights of kings, of masters, of husbands, of wives, and, in short, all

the rights which originate in society, are particular.

Rights, Perfect, are such as may be precisely ascertained

and asserted by law, in civil society, or by force out of it. A
man's right to his life, person, and property, are all perfect ; for if

any of these be attacked, he may repel the attack by instant force,

or punish the aggressor by course of law. A woman's right to her

honour is also perfect ; for if she cannot otherwise escape, she may
kill the ravisher.

Rights, Unalienable. The rights of a monarch over his

people, and of a husband over his wife, are generally and naturally

unalienable.

RIGIDITY, in physic, denotes a brittle hardness. It is op-

posed to iluctility, malleability, and softness.

RIGNY LE SERON, a town of France, in the department

of the Aube, 6 miles N. W. of Ervy, and 18 S. W. of

Troves.
R'IGOLL, or REGAL, a kind of musical instrument, consist-

ing of St veral sticks bound together, only separated by beads. It

is tolerably harmonious when well struck with a ball at the end ot

a stick.

t

RI.MINl, an ancient town of Italy, in the departmem oi the
Rubicon, district of Rimini, and late province of Romagna. Loii.

1L\ 39. E. Lat. 44. 4. N.
Rimini, a district of Italy, in the department of the Rubicon.

Rimiiii is the capital.

RIND, the skin of any fruit that may be cut ofT or pared.
Rind is also used for the inner bark of tree-;, or that whitish soft

substance which adheres immediately to the wood.
RING, an ornament of gold, silver, &c. made of a circular

form, and generally worn on the finger. Nuptial or wedding-
rings were used by the ancient Greeks and Romans ; and from
them the Christians took them up very early, as appears fromTer-
tulliari, and some ancient liturgies, where we find the form of
blessing the nuptial-ring. The episcopal-ring is also of very
ancient standing ; it makes a part of the pontifical apparatus, and
is esteemed a pledge of the spiritual marriage between the bis'iop

and his church. 1 here is scarcely any part of the body on which
rings have not been worn. In India, the people commonly wear
them on the nose, lips, cheeks, and chin. As to the ears, the
custom still obtains of wearing rings in them, both by men and
women, throughout the greatest part of the world. When Peter

Alvarez had his first audience of the king of Calicut, he found hiiu

covered with stones set in rings, both on his hands, fin»ei"S, feet,

and toes: and Louis Bartome represents a king of Pegu with
precious stones on every toe. Rings have also been used as

seals.

Ring, in navigation and astronomy, a brass-instrument, made
in the form of a ring, and serving to take altitudes of the sun. At
C, (Plate CLV. fig. 7,) is a small hole, in the direction CD,
which is perpendicular to CE; this hole is precisely 4j° from A,
and CE is parallel to the vertical diameter AB. From C, a; a

centre, they describe a quadrant of a circle CED ; which being

nicely divided into 90°, they mark upon the internal surface of the

ring the places where rays, drawn from C, to these degrees, cut

the said surface. To use this ring, they hold it up by the swivel,

and turn the side with the hole C, towards the sun ; and then the

sun-beams passing through the hole, make a luminous spot among
the degrees, whereby the altitude is found. Some prefer the ring

to (he astrolabe, by reason its divisions are larger: however, it is

far from being exact enough to be much depended on in as-

tronomical observations, which are better made by qua-

drants.

Ring-Bone, in farriery, denotes a hard swelling on the lower

end of the pastern, generally extending half way round the fore-

part of the tiorse's leg : it is thus termed, from its resemblance to

a ring. See Farriery.
Rings of Colours, in optics, a phEnomeiion first observed

in thin plates of various substances, by Boyle, and Houk, but

afterwards more fully explained by Sir Isaac Newton. See

Optics.
Ring, Saturn's, in astronomy. See Astronomy.
RINGKIOBING, or RINGKOPING, a town of Denmark,

in N. Jutland on a larue gulf of the North Sea, 48 miles N. W.
of Ripen, and 43 S. W. of Viborg. Lon. 8. IS. E. Lat. 56. 7. N.
RINGSTED, a town of Denmark, in Zealand, 29 miles S.W.

of Copenhagen. Lon. 11. jl. E. Lat. i>j. 28. N.

RINGVVOOD, a large town of England, in Hampshire, 14

miles N. N. E. of Pool, 30 S. VV. of Winchester, and 91 W. by

S. of London.
RINTELN or RINTLEN, a town in Westphalia, and

county ot Kauenbuig, nine miles S S. I'l of Minden, and 33

S. VV: of Hanover. Lon. 9. 2U. E. Lat. i2. 14. N.

RINVEEL POINT, a cape of Ireland, on the W. coast of

Galway. Lon. 9- 58. W. Lat. 63. 36. N.

RIO, a Spanish word signifying river, very unnecessarily pre-

fixed to the names of many rivers, and even with still greater ab-

surdity to those of some towns.

Rio Bueno, a river of J.imaica, which runs into the sea on the

N. coast ; in Lon. 77. 19. W. Lat. 18. 30. N.

Rio Janeiro, a river in Brazil. It falls into the Atlantic, in

Lon. 43. 10. W. Lat. 22. 54. S.

Rio Real, a river ot Brazil, which runs almost parallel with the

St. Francis.

RIOBAMBA, a province of Peru, in Quito, abounding m
mines of gold and silver.° RiOBAMBA,
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RioBAUBA, tlieca|)ital of the above province; famous for its

nianulacunea, in wliicli it excils ull the other towns of !''=''"•

lUOM, an ancitnt town of iMuiice, in the department ot Puy

de Dome, ami late province of Auvergne ; S miles N. of Cler-

mont, and 1 1 J S. of Paris, l.on. 3. 12. E. Lat. 45. 51. N.

KiuT, in law, the unlawful assembling of several persons for

purposes inin)ical to the existing government. Riots, routs, and

inilawful assemblies, must have three persons at least to constitute

them. An unlawful assembly i-S when three, or more, do as-

semble themselves together to'do an unlawful act, as to pull down

indosnres, to destroy a warren or the game therein ; and part with-

out doing it, or making any motion towards it. A rout is where

three or more meet to do an unlawful act upon a common (piarrel,

as forcibly-breakin" down fences upon a right claimed of common
or of way, and make some advances towards it. A riot is where

three or more actually do an unlawful act of violence, either with

or without a common cau-^e or quarrel ; as if they beat a man ; or

hunt and kill game in another's pa; k, chase, warren, or liberty ;

or do any other unlawful act with force and violence ; or

even do a lawful act, as removing a nuisaiice, in a violent

and tumultuous manner. The punishment of unlawful asseniblies,

if to the number of 13, may be capital, according to the circum-

stances that attend it ; but, from the number of three to eleven, is

by fine and imprisonment only. The same is the case in riots and

routs by the conunon law; to which the pillory in very enor

mous cases has been sometimes superadded. .An! by tlie staiute

13 Hen. l\'. c. 7, any two justices, together with the slieriilor

under sheriff of the county, may come with the posse fon-itatjs,

if need be, and suppress any such riot, assend)ly, or r^ut, arrest

the rioters, and record upon the spot the nature and < ircun!Staaces

of the whole transaction ; which record alone shall be a ^utiicient

conviction of the offenders. In the interpretation of which statute

it has been Holden.i that all persons, noblemen, and others, ex

cept women, clergvmen, persons deciepit, and infants under 15,

are boiuid to attend the justices in suppressing a riot, upon pain

of fine and imprisonment ; and that any battery, woundina;, or killiiii!

the rioters, that may happen in suppressing 'the riot, is j\r>tilmble.

RIPEN, in geography, a town of Denmark, in N. Jutland,

and capital of a <!iocfse of the same name, 45 miles N. W. of

Sleswick, and 25 S. by W. of Wibiu'g.

RIPH.tAN MOUNTAINS, a chain of high mountains in

Russia, on the N. E. of the river Oby; where there are said to be

the finest sables of the whole empire.

RIPLEY, in geography, a town of Yorkshire, in the W.
Riding, 23 miles \V, N. W. of York, and 221 N. by W. of Lon-

don. Lon. 1. 30. W. Lat. 54 4. N.
RIPPON, a pleasant, well built, and populous borough of

Yorkshire, in the W. Riding ; 28 miles N. W. of York, ind

218 N. N. W. of London. Lon. 1. 29. W. Lat. 54. 11. N.
RIQUIER, an ancient town of France, in the department of

the Somme, and late province of Picardy ; seated on the Cardon,

5 miles N. E. of AbheviUe, and 95 N. of Paris.

RISANO, a district of Albania, 7 miles square.

KjsANo, .a considerable and populous borough, in the above

<Tistrist, anciently callerl Rhizinium, by the Romans. I' has a

lara;e market-place called Dabella.

RI8BAN, in fortilication, a fiat piece of gronnd upon which a

fort is constructed for the defence and security of a port or har-

bour. It likewise means the fort itself.

RISBOROUGH, a town of Buckinghamshire, 20 miles S. of

Ailesbury, and 37 W. N. W. of London. Lon. 0. 42. W. Lat. 51.

40. N.
RISING, ORTUS, in astronomvi the appearance of the sun, a

star, &c. above the horizon of any place. There are three kinds

of poetical rising of the stars, viz. achronical, cosmical, and heliacal.

See Achronical, &c.
RITBURG, a county of Westphalia, 15 miles long and five

broad.
RrTPX'RG, the capital ofthe above county ; seated on the Embs

;

12 miles N. W. of Padeiborn Lon. 8. 42! E. Lat. 51. 52. N.
RITE, among divines,denotes the particular manner of celebrat-

ing d-ivine, service in a country.

RirORNELLO, orREl^EAT, in music, tlie burden of a

so'ig, or the repetition of the first or other verses of a song at the

eud of each couplet.

RlTTENilOUSE, D.wid, a late eminent philosopher and
mathematician, commonly styled the Newton of America. lie
was the sou of a farmer, and born at Norringlon, or Norristo'wn,

in Pennsylvania. His parents, not being able to give him educa-
tion, farther than reading and writing, intended to bri'ed him tu

farming ; but David having made a wooden clock without instj'uc-

tion, he was put a|)prentice to a watch-maker, and his rising ge-

nius encouraged. Astronomy ne.\t became the object of his in-

quiries ; and by procuring a few books on the subject, lie soon
made great progress in the science, and became an excellent prac-

tical a^tronomer. Aliout this time he was stdl farther assisted \a

his studies, by a new connection. The rev. Mr. Barton, a learned

epi-copal clergyman of Lancaster county, has ir.g married his sister,

took him home to his own house for a considerable time, aqd in-

structed him not only in mathematics, but various other branches

of liti!ratur«. The first public di-play he gave of his ingenuity wa*
in 17t.'S, when he completed his New Orrery, which gave univer-

sal satisfaction : and Mr. Jefferson, (lute president of Ih" United
States,) said on that occasion, that "as an artist he hatl exhibited
as great proofs of mechanic genius as the world had ever pro-

iluced." This New Orrery greatly increased hi^ fame ; and the

trustees ofthe college of Philadelpiiii conferred on him the hono-
rary degree of M. A, Not long utter this, he conmuinicated by
his friend. Dr. Smith, to the American Philosophical So'-iety, a
Projection of the transit of Venus, calculated fr!;m llalley's

Tables ; in consequtnce whereof, he was appointed by them, with

several other learned men, to make the nece.-ssaiy preparations for

observini; the transit at his house at Norrisiown. This transit hap-
pened on the third J'.iie, 1769, see Astronomy, when Mr. Ritten-

house not only g-^^e fatisfi.ction to the friends of science in \meri-
c-.x, but alij obtained the applause of the astronomers ot Europe,
w lio esteemed his observation of this singular phai-nonienon ex-
tremely .:rcurate and ingenious. In the beginiiing oi 1775, he de-

livered the Annual Orition before the American Philosophical So-
ciety ; which was aftfrwards publisiied, with a dedication to the

Delegates ofthe 13 United Colonies, then assembled in Congress;

"and at this early period above a year before the declaration of in-

dependence, (savs his American biogiapher,) our astronomer
made a display of his whiggism in this address, by asserting "that
the future liberties, and consequently tiie virtue, improvement in

science, and happiness, ol America, were intrusted to this newly
aggregated body." In this htlle work, our author gives a short

account ofthe rise and progress of astronomy, takes notice of the

most inijiortant discoveries, made in the science, and concludes
with pointing out a few of its defects. The reputation of Mr.
Rittenhouse now extended far and wide. He was appointed pro-

fessor of astronomy in the College of Philadelphia ; and was
treasurer of the State of Pennsylvania for above 12 years, w hen he
resigned on account of bad health. On the whole, as a citizen,

a philosopher, and man of science, America has not produced any
one superior to David Rittenhouse. To the principles of liberty,

he was invariably attaiched ; his philanthropy was universal, ai.d

rendered him a friend to the whole human race, without distincliou

of country, colour, or complexion, lie died in June, 179tJ.

RITTERA, a genus of the class and order polyandria monogy-
nia. Calyx four-leaved ; petal one ; legume one-celleil, two-
valved. There are five species, trees of the West Indies.

KITUAL, a book directing the order and manner to be ob-
served in celebrating religious ceremonies, and performing divine

Service, in a particular church, diocese, order, or the like.

KIVA, a strong town of Germany, in Trent; 17 miles S. W.
of Trent. Loii. U. 7. W. Lat. 46. 4. N.
lUVADEC, a se.n- port-town of Spain, in Galicia, 39 miles

N. W. of Oviedo. Lon. 6. 34. W. Lat. 43. 38. N.
RIVAL is ligCiratively applied to an antagonist in any other'pur-

suit, a.s well as love.

RIVER, a current or stream of fresh water, which flows in a

bed or thannel, from its spring or source, runs itself into the

sea. Rivers form one of the principal ornaments of the globe ;

while they serve not only to carry oO superfiuous rains and springs;

but, from the great numbers and varieties of fish they contain,

likewise afford a grateful food to mankind. They also greatly

tend to fertilize the soils through which they flow ; and the mud,
that subsides at the bottom, as well as the we-eds which vegi-tate

on their banks, form a valuable fertilizing manure. But, llunigh

rivers
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rivers are thus beneficial to vegetation, tliey are easily swoln by
Sudtlen torrents, so that their banks burst, or overflow, and occa-

sion irreparable injury. To prevent such dangerous accidents,

it has been recommended to widen the courses, or passages ot'rl-

Wrs, where they are narrow, or where the velocity of the 'urnMit

is otherwi'^e obstructed: by this simple expedient, the sudden in-

undations of contiguous ground will be prevented ; and the nu-

merous flocks, &c. that in low situations are apt to be carried away,
will be completely secured. In a memoir of the academy of

sciences lately published, we liave some curious observations and
conjectures, concerning the disappearing of rivcr«, by the abb6
Guettard. " It is very surprising, (he observes,) (hat a ri\'er in its

Course, which is often very extensive, should not meet with spon-

gious soils to swallow up its waters, or gulphs in which they are

lost: nevertheless, as there has been hitherto known but a small

number of rivers whose waters thus disappear, this pha-nouienon

has been accounted very extraordinary, both bv the ancients and
inoderns. Pliny speaks of it with an energy familiar to him ; and
Seneca mentions it in his Questiones Naturales : he even distin-

guishes these rivers into two sorts ; those that are lost by degrees,

and those which are swallowed up all at once, or ingulphed. M.
Guettard has Undertaken to remove part of the obscurity attending

this subject, by describing wliat he has observed in several rivers

of Normandy, which are lost and afterwards appear again ; these

are the Rdle, the Ilhon, the Aure, theSap-Audre, and the Drome.
The three first disappear gradually, and then come in sight again ;

the fourth loses itself entirely by degrees, but afterwards re-ap-

pears ; the tiflh loses some of its water in its course, and ends by
precipitating itself into a cavity, whence it is never seen to rise

again. What seems to occasion the loss of the Rille, the Ithon,

and the Aure, is the nature of the soil through which they pass.

M. Guettard has ol)served, that it is in general porous, and com-
posed of a thick sand, the grains of which are not well compacted
together; it sinks suddenly down bv its own weight in some
places, and there forms great holes; and when the water overflows

the meadows, it frequently makes many cavities in several parts

of them. If we therefore suppose inequalities in the channels of

these rivers, and that there are certain places in which the water

stagnates longer than in others, it must there dilute the ground, if

we may use that expression ; and having carried away the parts

which united the grains of sand together, those grains will become
afterwards no other than a kind of sieve, through which the waters

will filtrate themselves, provided nevertheless that they find pas-

sage under ground, through which they may run. This conjec-

ture appears to be so well founded, tl>at each of these three rivers

loses itself nearly in the same manner, that is, through cavities

which the people of the country call betoits, and which swallow up
more or less according to their largeness. M. Cuetlard, who has

carefully examined them, remarks, that these betoirs are holes in

the form of a tunnel, whose diameter and aperture is at least two

feet, and sometimes exceeds ! 1 ; and whose de|)th vaiies in like

manner from one and two feet to five, six, and even tuenty. The
water generally gels into these cavities, when the river is not ver}'

high, making a guggling noise, and turning round in an eddy. A
proof that waters are there filtered and absorbed among the grains

of the sharp (li luted sand, is, that frequently in abetoirtwo or three

feet deep, and through w hich a great deal of water is lost, one can-

not thrust a stick further than the surface of its bottom. Where-
fore, as these betoirs so frequently occur in the bed and banks of

the Rille, the Itlum, and the y\ure, it is not surprising that these

rivers should be thus lost. The Rille during the summer-season

loses almost all its waters in t!ie space of two short leagues ; the

Ithon floes very near the same. But M. Guettard observes some-

thing curious concerning this river, to wit, that formerly it was not

lost, but kept its course without any interruption, as a|)pcars by the

history of the country : very likely the mud, which had been col-

lected together in several (jlu's of its channel, might have occa-

sioned the waters rt-maining in others, and thereby caused many
betoirs. Thisisthe more probable, as the mud having been col-

lected together in the bed of the river Aure, it ajjpcars that, in

consequence thereof, the cavities were greatly increased, which

makes it lose itself much sooner tlian formerly; however, it has

been resolved to cleanse its channel to remedy this inconvenience.

Besides, jjossibly an earthquake happening in the country might

havecaused several subterraneous canals through whicl» the wa-
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ter of the Ithon has forced its way. In eflect, it appears, that a

soil's being porous is not sufficient to cause the loss of a river ; for

if it were, tlien to do so it wculd occasion many fens round about,

nor would it renew its course after having disappeared a certain

time. M. Guettard supposes that there are, in these parts, subter-

raneous cavities through which the waters may flow ; and in con-

se(iuence of this he reports a number of facts, all tending to prove
that there must be hollow quarries serving for strainers to these

waters. lie then enters into a discussion ot this question: Are
there any subterraneous rivers, and is the prepossession of some
persons in favour of this particular well founded > He makes ap-

pear by several instances which he quotes, and by many reasons

which he urges, that there are at least strong presumptions in fa-

vour of this opinion. A fart that is observed in the betoirs r-f the

rivers, and particularly of the lUUe, proves in some measure that

there are considerable lakes of waters in the mountains which limit

its course ; this fact is, that in winter tlie greatest part of their

betoirs become S|JVings, wliith supply anew tiie rivi-r's channel

with as much w.ater as they had ahsuibcd from it during the sum-
mer. Now whence can that water come, unless from the reser-

voirs or lakes that are inclosed in the mountains, which being lower

than the river in summer, absorb its water, and being higher in

winter by occasion of the rain they receive, send it back again in

their turn .' M. Guettard remarks, that this alternate effect of the

betoirs swallowing up the water ami restoring it again, causes per-

haps an invincible obstacle to tl.ie restiainingofthi: water within the

chaimel of the river. It lias indeed been several limes attempted

to stop those cavities ; but the water returns with such violence

in winter that it generally carries away the materials with which

they were stopped. The .Sap-Andre is lost in part, like the lllion

and the Rille: but there is something more remarkable in it than

in these rivers ; viz. that at the extremity of its course, where Iheie

is no perceptible cavity, it is ingulphed, without any fall : the

water passes between the pebbles, and it is impossible to force a

stick into that place any further than into the betoirs. What
makes this river take that subterraneous direction, is an impedi-

ment which its stream meets with in that place : it is there stopped

by a rising ground six or seven feet high, whose bottom it has very

likely undermined, to gain a free passage, not having been able to

make its way over it. At some distance it appears again ; but in

winter, as there is a greater quantity of water, it passes ovtr that

eminence, and keeps an uninterrupted course. The Drome, after

having lost some of its water in its course, vanishes near the pit of

Soucy ; in that place it meets with a sort of subterraneous cavity

near 25 feet wide, and more than 15 deep, where the river is in a

manner stopped, and into which it enters, though without any per-

ceptible motion, and never a])pears again. M. Guettard observes,

that in a part of Lorrain, which likewise is not very extensive, five

other rivers lose themselves in the same manner. M, Guettard

finishes this memoir with some observations upon the lerre. This

river is lost in the same manner as the Rille ; and though it is very

near Paris, this singularity is unknown to almost every body ;

weieitnotfor the account of the Ahb^ le Koeuf, M. Guettard

would have been ignorant of it. We may add to these phsno-

mena, that we have in Surrev the river Mole, which rises in Dork-

ing hundred, and, after a considerable course, passes byWitchill,

near Dcrking ; a little beyond which this river hides itself, or is

swallowed up, in a cavern," at the foot of the hill, whence Camden

savs it is called the Swallow : he also takes notice of its running

un'der ground for about two miles and rising again, and spreading

itself into a wide stream. It is also affum'-d that there are several

of these dipping rivers in Wales and others in the southern counties

of England.
River-Water is generally much softer and better accommo-

dated to ccconomicai purposes than spring-water. For though ri-

vers proceed originally from springs, yet, by their r.npid motion,

and by being exjjosed during a long course to the influence of the

sun and air. the earthy and'inetallic salts which they contain are

decomposed, the acid flies off, and die terrestrial parts precipitate

to the bottom. Rivers are also rendered softer by th" vast quan-

tity of rain-water, which, passing along the surface of the earth, ii

conveyed into their channels. 15nt all rivers carry with them a

great deal of mud and other impurities ; and, when they flow near

large and populous towns, they become impregnated with a num-

ber of heterogeneous substances, in which stale the water is cer-

e I 'a'"b'
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taitily unfit for tlie purposes of life; vet, by remaining for some

time at re^t, all llie leiuleticieB subside, and the water becomes

suliicientlv pure ami potable.

RIVINA, American' Nightshade ; in botany, a genus of

the monogvnia order, and tetrandrja class of plants. Calyx four-

leaved, coloured, permanent; leaflet oblong-egged and obtuse

;

no corolla ; berry globular, sitting on t"he green reflected caly.v,

one-celled with an incurved point ; seed one, lens-form. There are

four species.

KIVOI.I, a town of Fran'T, in the department of the Po, and

late province of Piedmont, 9 miles W. of Turin.

ItivoLi, or Uivoi.0, a town of Italy, in the department of the

MinciO, and late duchy of Verona ; 20 miles N. W. of Verona.

iUXDOLI.au, a German coin, worth about four shillings and

six-pence sterlinr;.

ROA, a strong town of Spain, in Old Castile; with a citadel,

10 miles S. W. o't Aranda, and 70 N. of Madrid.

ROACH, in ichthyology. Sre Cyprini's.

T?OAD, an open way, or public thoroughfare, which forms a

couiuiunication between two distant places. Roads being fre-

quently disfigured, and otherwise injured by the deep ruts which

are necessarily made by the continual pas^i^g and repassing of

narrow wheel-carriages ; variou> niacliines have been contrived,

with a view to facilitate the repairing of highways, and to fill up
such e.Ncavatious.—From these, we shall first comniuiiirate the

Koa<l Harrow, invented by Mr. Harriott, to whom the yocletv

for the Encouragement of Arts, &c. in 17S9, voted a reward of

ten guineas.—As this machine may not only be employed with

great advantage, by the surveyors of public roads, but will also be

ionnd very serviceable in repairing and improving the private ways,

or avenues, belonging to manors, we have given a view of it in

Plate CLV, fig. S. The head of the harrow is three feet wide
from one side of the bar to the other, t>rtcrnally. These bars are

four inches square ; five feet long ; and, to prevent them from
being split, they are contrived lengthwise, instead of being in a

transverse direction. The mould-boards are four feet two inches

in length, ten Inches in depth, and two in thickness : they extend
eleven inches beyond tlie bars, in order that the stones (which are

brought to the surface by llie teedi of the harrow) may be drawn
into a smaller compass. These mould-boards are, farther, shod
with an iron-bar, and lined with a plate of the same metal, to the

lieight of the spot where they are marked black, in the figure above
mentioned ; and such parts of this delineation; as are represented of
a deeper colour, distinguish tiie iron from the wood-work. The
teeth are one foot in length from the inferior side of the bars to

their points, which ought to be steeled : they are 1 i inch square,
and are fixed by means of strong nuts and screws, with collars both
on the upper and lower side of such bars. Mr. Harriott's road-
harrow is drawn by two horses abreast; the outside animal is led

by a boy on that quarter ; while the other horse walks in the pro-
per path, and a man keeps the harrow steady bv the liandlcs:

consequently they take one inside and one outside quarter in their

progress, and the remaining two quarters in their return. By this

excellent machine, a man, boy, and two horses, may w ith ease re-

pair three miles in length, in one day ; harrowing down the quar-
ters, and drawing the stones together, which are dropped into the-

ruts, by means of the mould-boards, in a more effectual manner
than if they were stubbed in by a man. Lastly, the work is per-
forn;ed not only more expeditiously, but also at one-tenth part of
the expence incurred, when the roads are repaired by manual la-

bour. Of all the people in the world the Romans took the most
pains ill forming roads ; and the labour and expences they were at

in rendering them spacious, firm, straight, and smooth, are incre-
dible. They usually strengthened the ground by ramming it, lay-
ing it withflmts, pebbles, or sands, and sometimes with a lining of
masonry, rubbish, bricks, bound together with mortar. In some
()laces in the late Lionnois, F. Menestricr observes, that he has
found huge clusters of flints cemented with lime, reacliing 10 or 12
fcet deep, and making a mass as hard and compact as marble;
and which, after resisting the injuries of time for 1 300 years, is

still scarcely penetrable by all the force of hammers, mattocks,
&c. and yet the flints it consists of are not bigger than eggs. The
most noble of the Roman roads was the Via Ap|)ia, which was car-
ried to such a vast length, that Procopius reckons if five days jour-
ney to the end of it, and Leipsius computes it at 350 miles

:'
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feet broad, and made of square free-stone generally a foot and a
half on each side ; and though this has lasted for above 1 800 years,

yet in many places it is for several miles together as eiitire as when
it was first inade. The ancient roads are distinguished into military

roads, subterraneous roads, &c. The military roads were grand

roads, formed by the Romans for marching their armies into the

provinces of the empire ; the principal of these Roman roads in

England are Watling-street, Ikonild-street, Foss-way, and Ermin-
age-street. Double roads among the Romans, were roads, fof

carriages, with two pavements, the one for those going one way,
and the other for those returning the other : those were separated

from each other by a causeway raised in the middle, paved witli..

bricks, for the conveniency of foot-passengers ; with borders and
mounting stones from space to space, and military columns to

mark the distance. Subterraneous roads are those dug through a
rock, and left vaulted ; as that of Puzzuoli near Naples, which
is near half a league long, and is 13 feet broad and as many
high.

KOADS, Laws resfecting. 1 he first law enacted respecting.

highways and roads in England was in 1285; when the lords of

the soil were enjoined to enlarge those ways where bushes, woods,
or <litches were, io order to prevent robberies. The next law was
made bv Edward HI. in 1346 ; when a commission was granted
by the king to lay a toll on all sorts of carriages passing from the

hospital of St. C'llcs in the fields to the bar of the Old Temple,,
and also through another highway called Portpool (now Gray's
Inn Lane) joined to the before named highway ; which roads were
become almost impassable. Little further relating to this subject

occurs, till the reign of Henry VIH. when the parishes were en-
trusted v\ith the care of the roads, and surveyors were annually
elected to take care of them. But the increase of luxury and com-
merce introduced such a number of heavy carriages for tl\e con-
vcyance of goods, and lighter ones for the convenience and case

of travelling, that parish-aid was found insufficient to keep the best

frequented roads in repair. This introduced toll-gates or turn-

pikes ; that sometliing might be paid towards their supjjort by
every individual who enjoyed the benefit of these improvements,
by passing over the roads.

Road, in navigation, is a place of anchorage at some distance

from shore, where vessels usually moor, to wail for ;i wind or tide

proper to carry them into harbour, or to set sail. When the bot-

tom is firm, clear of rocks, and sheltered from the wind, it is called

a good road ; and when there is but little land on any side, it is

termed an open road. The roads in his majesty's dominions are
free to all merchant-vessels, belonging to his subjects and allies.

Captains and masters of ships who are forced by storms, &c. to •

cut their cables, and leave their anchors in the roads, are obliged
to fix marks or buoys, on pain of forfeiting their anchors, &c.
Masters of ships coining to moor in a road, must cast anchor at

such a distance, as that the cables, &c. do not mix, on pain of
answering the damages ; and when there are several vessels in the-
same road, the outermost to the sea-ward is obliged to keep a light

in his lanthorn in the night-time to apprize vessels coming iu from
sea.

ROANNE, a populous and commercial town of France, in the
department of the Rhone and Loire, arid late province of Lyoii-
nois, 50 miles N. E. of Clermont, and 210 S. E. of Paris.

ROANOAK, or ROANOKE, an island of North America,
near the coast of N. Carolina. Here the English first attempted
to settle in 1585, but were obliged to leave it for Viiant of provi-
sions. Lon. 75. 0. E. Lat. 35. 40. N.
Roanoke, a river of N. America, which rises in Virginia, runs^

through N. Carolina, and at length falls into the sea, where it

forms a long bay called Albemarle Sound.
KoANOKE Inlet, an inlet on the coast of N. Carolina, leading

into Albemarle Sound. Loir 76. 14. W. Lat. 35. 56. N.
Roanoke Island, an island on the S. side of Albemarle Sound,

about 7 miles W. of the Inlet.

R0AST1N(J, in metallurc;y, the separation of volatile bodies
from those which are more fixed, by the combined action of air

and fire ; and is generally the first process in the separation of
metals from their ores : it differs from sublimation only in this,

that in tills operation the volatile paits are dissi|)ated, when re-

solved into vapours : whereas in that they are preserved.

ROBBERY, the rapine of the civilians, is the felooious and
4 forcible
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forcible taking from the persnii of another, either goods or money to

any value, by violence or putting him in fear. I. There must be
a takiBg, otherwise it is no robbery. A mere attempt to rob was
indeed held to be felony so late as Henry IVtii's time; but after-

wards it was taken to Be only a misdemeanour, and punishable with

fine and imprisonment ; till the statute 7 Geo. lie. 21, which
makes it a felony (transportable for seven years) unlawfully and
maliciously to assault another, with any otfensive weapon or in-

strument ; or by menaces, or by other forcible or violent manner,
to demand any money or goods ; with a felonious intent to rob.

If the thief, having once taken a purse, returns it, still it is a rob-

ber)- : and so it is whether the taking be strictly from the person
of another, or in his presence only ; as where a rubber by me-
naces and violence, puts a man in fear, and drives away his sheep
or his cattle before his face. 2. It is immaterial of what value

the thing taken is : a penny, as well a pound, thus forcibly extort-

ed, makes a robbery. 3. Lastly, tlie taking must be by force,

or a previous putting in fear ; which makes the violation of the

Jjerson more atrocious than privately stealing. This species of

arceny is debarred of the benefit of clergy by statute 23 Hen.
VHI. c. 1, and other subse<iuent statutes ; not indeed in gejieral,

but only when committed in a dwelling-house, or in or near tlie

king's highway. A robbery, therefore, in a distant field, or foot-

path, was not punished with death ; but was open to the benefit of

clergy, till the statute 3 and 4 W. and M. c. 9, which takes away
clergy from both principles and accessories before the fact, in

robbery, wheresoever committed. See Law.
ROBERGIA, in botany, a genus of the dccandria pentagynia

class and order. Calyx five-parted; petals five ; drupe with a

one-seeded nut, and a two-valved shell. There is but one spe-

cies, viz. R. frutescens, a native of the woods of Guiana.

ROBERSMAX, ROBERTSMAN, in the old statutes, a sort

of bold stout robbers or night-thieves, said to be called from Ro-
bin Hood, a famous robber.

ROBERT, or RUPERT, of Bavaria, prince palatine of the

Rhine, and duke of Cumberland, the son of Frederic, elector pa-

latine, by Elizabeth, daughter of James I. king of England, dis-

tinguished himself by his valour as a general and admiral ; first in

the Dutch, and then in the English service. He was unsuccess-

ful in the cause of his uncle Charles I. against the parliament's

force ; but under Charles II. he defeated the Dutch tleet, and

was made lord high admiral of England in 1673. Prince Rupert
was the inventor of niezzotinto, and otherwise celebrated ; was a

lover of the sciences, and a skilful chemist. He died in iG82.

ROBERTSON, William, D. D. and F, R. S. E. a late ce-

lebrated historian and clergyman of the church of Scotland, born

at Edinburgh in 1721. He was the son of the Rev.William Robert-

son, minister of the Old Gray Friars Church, a descendant of the

Robertsons of Gladney in Fifeshire, a branch of the familv of

Struan, in Perlhshiie, by Eleanor Pitc'airn, daughter of David Pit-

cairn, Esq. of Dreghorn. He was educated at the school of Dal-

keith, then in high reputation under Mr. Eraser; and afterwards

at the university of E<linburgh. In 1743, he was appointed mi-

nister of Gladsmuir. In 1743, when the constitution in church

and state was thought to be in danger, he olfered his service as a

volunteer. His parents dyingabout this time, leaving six daugh-

ters, and a younger son, Patrick, afterwards a respectable jeweller

in Edinburgh,he took tliem all under his care, though his living did

not then exceed 100/ a year, and maintained them till they were

all settled in the world. "Till this object was attained, he even de-

layed the completion of an union, which had long been the object

of his heart, viz. his n.arri.ige, in 17jl, with his cousin Mary Nis-

bet, daughter of the :\v. Mr. Nisbet, one of the ministers of Edin-

burgh. About this piriod he began to attain eminence as an ora-

tor, and not long a(t''i became a leading member in the General

Assembly. In 17i". lie preached a sermon before the Society for

Prop.,gatingChristi,!ri Knowledge, the only one he ever published

on the state of the World, previous to the appearance of Christ,

which was much ad'nirtd. In Feb. 1759, he published his cele-

brated History of Scotland, in 4to. which was received with un-

bounded applause. While this work was in t!ie press, he was

translated from Glai'snuiir to Edinburgh. In 1719, he was ap-

pointed chaplain oi Stirling Castle; in 17fil, one of his majesty's

chaplains; and in 1762, Principal of the University of Edinburgh.

AboKt 1761 he began, and in 1769 published his celsbrated His-

tory of Charles V. in 4to. In 1775, the Dr. published his History
of America, for which excellent work, he received 4500/. In
1780, after having, for near 30 years, acted the most conspicuous
part in the supreme ecclesiastical court, he retired from the Ge-
neral Assembly. In I7D0, he published his Hi:,torical Disquisi-
tion concerning ancient India. He died at Eduiburgh, June 11th,
1793.

ROBIGALIA, fe^ivals held by the ancient Romans, on the
25tli of April ; when incense was offered, along will; the intrails

ot a sheep and a dog ; in honour of

ROIilUO, andROBlGUS, a Roman goddess and god, who
joined in the preservation of corn from blight.

ROBIN HOOD'S BAY, a bay of England, on the coast of
the N. Riding of Yorkshire, between Scarborough head and
Whitby, about one mile broad.
Robin Hood's Bay, a bay on the E. coast of Newfoundland,

much frequented b) small vessels ; near Trinity harbour, and the
Fox Islands.

Robin Red-Breast. See Motacilla.
ROBIN 1 A, False Acacia; in botany,a genus of the decandria

order and diadelphia class of plants ; natural order, Papiliojiacea^.

Calyx four-cleft; legume gibbous, elongated. There are seven-
teen species.

ROBINS, Benjamin, a most ingenious mathematician, born
at Bath in 1 7 '7. His parents were Quakers, not in afiluence, and
therefore not able to give him a proper education. But his pro-
pensity to science procured him a recommendation to Dr. Pem-
berton, at London, oy whose aid, lie not only acquired a high
knowledge of mathematics, but even commenced teacher of the
science. But he soon dropt this for more active cinptoymeiit.
He tried many laborious experiments in projectiles, to ascertain

the resistance of the air on swift projectiles, a principle which he
considered as too much overlooked by writers on Gunnery. He
also studied the mechanic arts, as depending on mathematical
principles ; and also applied his discoveries to the construc-

tion of mills, the building of bridges, the draining of fens, the

rendering of rivers navigable, the building of harbours, and the
erection of fortifications ; in which last branch he improved his

ideas in Flanders, in some tours which he made with persons of
rank. On his return from one of these, he found the learned en-

gaged with Dr. Berkeley's Analyst, when an attempt was made to

explode the method of Fluxions. Mr. Robins was desired to clear

up this affair, by giving a distinct account of Newton's doctrines,

so as to obviate all objections. On this he published in 1735, A
Discourse concerning the Nature and Certainty of Sir Isaac New-
ton's Method of Fluxions. Some objections being made to his

manner of defending Sir Isaac, he wrote two or three additional

discourses. In 1733, he difended Newton against an wbjectiou

urged in a Latin piece, intituled Matho, sive Cosmolheoria puerilis

;

anil in 1739, published remarks on Euler's Treatise of Alotion;

Dr. Smith's System of Optics, and Dr. Jurieu's Discourse of

Vision. In 1739, this universal genius published three anony-

mous political pamphlets, two of which, on the convention witk

Spain, were so much admired as to procure him a very honourable

post ; for, a committee being appointed to enquire into Sir R.

Walpole's conduct, Mr. Robins was chosen secretary. In 1742,

he published his celebrated Treatise, intituled, New Principles of

Gunnery, containing the result of many experiments : see Projec-

tiles. A discourse being afferwaras published in the Philos.

Trans, to invalidate some of his opinions, he presented an account

of bis book to the Society wherein he took notice of those experi-

ments ; in conse(|uence whereof, several of his Dissertations on

the Resistance of Air, were read, and his experiments exhibited

befor^ the Royal Society, for which they honoured him with their

gold-medal. In I74S, appeared Walter's Lord Anson's Voyage

round the World, to which Mr. Robins added many excellent

remarks, and even altered the style of the greatest part of the

work. Mr. Robins was soon afterwards desired to compose an

apology for the defeat at Preston-pans ; which was preiixed to the

report^of the board of general officers, on their examination into

the conduct of L. G. Sir J. Cope. This was e5teeiped a master-

piece. He afterwards contributed to improve the observatory at

Greenwich. He was then olTered the choice of two employ mentSt

either to go to Paris as a commissioner to adjust the limits ot

Acadia, or to be engineer-general to tlie East India company.
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He preferred the latti-r, and arrived in tlie East Indies in 17J0,

but tell a sacrifice to tlie climate in 1751.

ROIJINSONIA, a genus of llie icosandria monogynia dass and

order. Calyx iive-toollied ; petals five; berrj; striated, two-

celled ; cells one-seeded ; seeds villose. There is one species, a

tree of Guiana.
ROBORANT.S, in jiliarmacy, a term applied to those medi-

cines which strengthen (he parts, and give new vigour to the con-

slitiilton.

KOCA ISLANDS, a cluster of islands, lying ofl" the N. coast

of Venezuela, in Terra Firnia : about 120 miles N. W. by W. of

'iorlugas.

RoCA Partido, an island in the N. Pacific Ocean ; S. E. of

Mesa, and VN'est of Nublada. Lon. 128. 0. W. Lat. 16.

35. N.
ROCCA D'ANFO, a strong town of Italy, in the department of

the Meila, district and late territory of Brescia : 25 miles S. E. of

'iVent.

ROCHDALE, a town of England, in Lancashire, 55 miles W.
S. W. of York, and 195 N. N. W. of London.
ROCHE, an ancient town of France, in the department of

Forets, and hite diichy of Luxemburg, 22 miles S. of Liege, and
32 X. W. of Luxemburg.
Roche Chouart, a town of France in the department of the

Upper Vieone, and late province of Limousin ; 60 miles S. by E.
of Poitiers. Lon. 0. 53. E. Lat. 45. 46. N.
Roche Macheran, a town of tiie French empire, in the de-

partment of Forets, ;md late duchy of Luxenibiug, 15 miles N.
£. of Luxemburg. Lon. 6. 25. E. Lat 49. 46. N.
Rlche Posay, a town of France, iu the department of Tndre

and Loire, and late province of Touraine. Lon. 1. 2'. E. Lat.

46. 45. N.
Roche sur Yonne, a town of France in the department of the

Vendee, and late province of Poictou ; 20 miles N. W. of Lu-
5on. Lon. 1. 31.W. Lat. 46. 40. N.
ROCHEFORD, a town of England, in Essex; 16 miles S.

W. of Chelmsford, and 40 E. by N. of London. Lon. 0. 41. E.

Lat. 51. 36. N.
ROCHEFORT, a handsome and considerable town of France,

in tiie department of the Lower Charente, and late territory of

Aunis. Lon. 0. 54. W. Lat. 46. 3. _N.

RocHEFORT, a town of France, in the departinent of Forets,

vand late province of Luxemburg ; 50 miles N. W. of Luxemburg.
Lon. 5. 10. E. Lat. 50. 12. N.
ROCHELLE, a celebrated city of France, in the department

of Lower Charente, late capital of the territory of Aunis, with

a very commodious and sate harbour. Lon. 1. 11. W. Lat. 46.

10. N.
ROCHESTER, a city of England, in Kent, on the Medway.

It was a Roman station, and Roman coins have been found about

it. It is 27 miles N. W. by W. of Canterbury, and 30 S. E. by
E. of London. Lou. 0. 36. E. Lat. 5 1. 23. N.'

ROCHFORTIA, a genus of the class and other pentandria

digynia. Caly.x live-parted ; corolla one-petaled, fnnnel-form,

interior ; fruit two-celled, mauy-seeded. There are two species,

shrubs of Jamaica.

ROCK, a stony mass, forming a portion of the substance of

this globe. Rocks are in general disposed in mountanic ranges ;

but in some few instances are found existing in immensely large

separate masses. The obvious difl'erences existing in the appear-

ances and composition of ditferent rocks and mountains have long

induced mineralogists to consider them as formed at veiy distant

periods from eat h other, and even to suppose, that those of the

latter formation fret|ueully derived the materials of which they

were compose<l, from the disintegration of the previously existing,

and much more ancient, rocks. Hence arose their division into

live classes : namely, 1. Primitive rocks; 2. Rocks of transition
;

i. Stratihed, or secondary rocks ; 4. Alluvial depositions; 3. Vol-

canic rocks. See Geology.
Rock.-Ckvstal. See (Quartz.
RockOil. See Petroleu.m.
ROCKET, in pyrolechny, an artificial fire-work, consisting of

a cylindrical case of paper, filled with a composition of certain

combustible ingredi(;nts ; which, being tied to a stick, mounts into

the air, to a considerable height, and there bursts.

ROCKINGHAM, a town of England, in Northamptonshire,
Lon. 0. 4S. AV. Lat. 52. 32. N.
RocKiKGHAM, a county of Now Hampshire, on the S. E. part

of the state ; bounded on the 8. E. by the Atlantic. Portsmouth,
Exeter, and Concord, are the chief towns.

Rockingham, a county of North Carolina, in Salisbury dis-

trict.

Rockingham, a town of N. Carolina, capital of Richmond
county, 40 miles from Bathnia.

ROCO GRANDE, an island on the coast of the Spanish
Main, in the W. Indies. Lon. 67. 59. W. Lat. 11.5. N.
ROCROY, a town of France, in the department of the Ar-

dennes, and late province of Champagne, 16 miles N. of Relhel.
Lon. 4. 27. E. Lat. 49. 56. N.
ROD, a land-measure of 16 feet and a half; the same with

percli and pole.

ROD, for fishing, a long taper rod or wand, to which the line is

fastened for angling.

RODESIC), RODOSTO, or RUDISTO, a town of Euro-
pean Turkev, in Romania, 61,' miles S. W. of Constantinople.
Lon. 27. 37! E. Lai. 41. 1. N.
RODNEY, George RRincES, Lord Rodney, was born in

1718. His father was a naval officer ; eommaiuhng, at the time
of his son's birth, the yacht in which the king, attended by tlie

Duke of Chandos, was passing to or from Hanover, he asked' and
obtained leave to call his infant son Cieorge Bridges. The royal
and noble godfathers advised Captain Rodney to educate his boy
for his own profession, promising to promote him as rapidly as the
merit lie should display, and the regulations of the navy, would
permit. Of young Rodney's early exertions in the service of iiis

country, nothing, however, is known till 1751, when we find him,
in the rank of a Commodore, sent out to make accurate disco-

veries respecting an island, which was supposed to lie about 50'

N. Lat. and about 300 leagues VV. of England : but he returned
without having seen any such island. In the war which soon fol-

lowed this voyage of discovery, he was promoted to the rank of a
rear-admiral, and was employed to bombard Havre de Grace;
which in 1759 and 1760 he considerably damaged, together with
some shipping. In 1761 he was sent on an expedition against

Martinico, which was reduced in the beginning of 1762, and
about the same time St. Lucia surrendered to captain Harvey.
Both were restored at the peace of 1763. In reward for his ser-

vices, he was created a K. B. His first exploit was in January
1780, when he took 19 Spanish transports bound to Cadiz from
Bilboa, with a 64 guM ship and five frigates. On the I6th Jan.

he fell in with the Spanish fleet, consisting of II sail of the line,

under Don John de Langara ; of which one was blown up during
the engagement, five were taken, and carried into Gibraltar,

among which was tlie admiral's ship, and the rest were much shat-

tered. In April 1780, he fell in witli the French fleet, under Ad-
miral Guichen, at Martinico, whom he obliged to fight, and com-
pletely beat ; though from the shattered state of his own fleet, and
the unwillingness of the enemy to risk another action, he took
none of their ships. His successful efforts during 1780 were ge-

nerally applauded. He received the thanks of both Houses of
Parliament, and addresses of thanks from various parts of Great
Britain, and the islands to which his victories were more particu-

larly serviceable. In 17SI, he continued his exertions with much
success, in defending the West India islands ; and, along with
General Vaughan, he contjuered St. Eustatius; on which occasion

his conduct to the inhabitants has been much censured ; but with

what justice we will not decide. The islanil was certainly a nest

of contraband traders. On tiie 12th Ajjril 1782, became to a
close action with the French fleet under Count de Gr'asse; during
which he sunk one ship, and took live, of which the admiral's ship,

the Ville de Paris, was one. Peace was made in 1782 ; hut, a« d

reward for his numerous service-, he li.id a grant of 2000/. a year
for himself and his two successors. He had long before been
created a baronet, was rear-admiral of Great Britain, and at length

was justly promoted to the peerage, by the title of Baron Rodney
of Stoke, Somersetshire, and made vice-admiral of Great Britain.

He was once also governor of Greenwich Hospital. Lord Rod-
ney had been twice married ; first to the sister of the Earl of

Northampton, and 2dly, to the daughter of John Clies, Esq. willi.

whom he did not reside for several years before his death, wMclf
happened
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Jiappeiied oiithe 24tii W.iy, 1792. In 1783 the Housl- ofAssym-
.bly, ill Janiaici, votpcl 1000/. touaixls erovting a iiiarble-sUiUie to

.him, as a mark of their gratitude and veneration for his oallant

servici^s, so Iniii-ly and glurioiisiy jjerfornied lor the salvalion of

thai island. Ihc M est India islands, and trade in gi-ntral.

KoDSEY Point, a cape on the N. \V. coast of N. Ame-
rica, and tlic N. point of Norton Sound. Lon. 166. 3. W.
Lat. 64. 30. N.
RODKIGUES Kl^Y, a pretty large i.sland on tiie coast of

Florida; one. of the I'ortugai. The roots of the trees are over-

•ilowed. Lon. 81. 17. \V. L;.t. 25. 0. N.
UOELLA, in botany, a geiuis of the nionogyiiia order, and

pentandria class of plants'^ natural order, Cam panacea;. Corolla
funnel-shaped, with its bottom shut up by staminiferous valvules ;

.Stigma bilid; capsule two-celled, cylnidrical, inferior. It has live

species.

. KOEMEU, Olaus, a noted Danisli astronomer and niatlie-

matician, was born at Arthusen in Jutland, 1644; and at 18 years

of a^re was sent to l\ut university of Copenhagen. He studied

mathematics and astronomy, and became so expeit in those

Sciences, that when Picaid was sent by Lewi<XlV. in 1671, to

make observations in the north, he was greatly surprised and
pleased witli him. He engaged him to return with him to France,

and had him presented to the kins, who honoured him witii the

dauphin as a pupil, and gave him a pension. He was joined

with Picard and Cassini, in making astronomical observations ;

and in 1672 he was admitted a member ol the Academy of

Sciences. During the ten years he resided at Paris, he gained

great reputation by his discoveries ; he first found out the velo-

city with whicli light moves, by the eclipses of Ju])iter's satellites.

In"l681, Roenier was recalled to Denmark, by Christian V. who
made him professor of astronomy at Copenliagen, and chancellor

of the exchequer, Sec. He became counsellor of state, and bur-

gomaster of Copeidiagen, under Frederic IV. He died Sept. 19,

1710, aged 66. Horrebow, his disciple, professor of astronomy
at Copenhagen, published, in 4to, 1753, various observations of

Eoemer, wih his method, un ler the title of Basis Astronomi;r.

•He had also printed various astronomical observations and pieces,

in several volumes of the Memoirs of the Royal Academy of

Sciences at Paris, 1666, particnlajly vol. 1 and 10.

ROER, or RUER, a river of Westphalia.

RoF.R, a department of France, comprehending the late duchy
of Juliers, that partof tiie late electorate of .Cologn, which lies on
the left bank of the Rhine; with Gueldies, Moeurs, and Cleves.

Juliers is llie capital.

ROEUX, a handsome town of France, in the department of

Jemappes, and late province of Austrian Hainault : 8 miles N. E.

of Mons. Lon. 4. 12. E. Lat. 50. 31. N.
ROGA, in antiquity, a present which the emperors made to

the senators, magistrates, and even to the people ; and the popes
and patriarchs to their cleroy.

ROGATIO, or ROGATION, in the Roman jurisprudence, a

demand, made by the consuls or tribunes of the Roman people,

when a law was proposed to be passed. Rogatio is also used for

the decree itself made in consequence of the people's giving their

assent to this demand ; to distinguish itself from a senatus consul-

turn, or decree of the senate.

Rogation-Week, the week immediately preceding Whitsun-

day; thus called Irom three fasts observed therein, the Monday,
Tiiesday, and Wednesday, called rogation-days, because of the

extraordinary prayers and processions then made fur tlie fruits of

the earth, or as a preparation for the devotion of Holy Thurs-

day.
ROGUE, in law, an idle sturdy heggor ; who by ancient sta-

tutes is for the first offence called a rogue of the first degree, and
punished by whipping, and boring through the gristle of the right

ear witii a hot iron ; and for the second offence, is termed a rogue

of the second degree ; and, if above 18 years of age, ordered to

be executed as a felon.

ROHAN, in geography, a town of France, in the department

of Morb han, and late province of Bretagne ; 20 miles N. of Van-
'

nes. Lon. 2 42. W. Lat. 48. 0. N.
ROHAULT, James, a celebrated Cartesian philosopher, the

son of a merchant of Amiens, where he was born in 1620. He be-

came well skilled in the mathematics, and taught them at Paris,
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where he became acquainted with M. Clerselier, an ailvocale,
wliose daughter he married. He taught piiilosophy in the same
city with uncommon applause. He there improved the arts, an<l
gave e.Ncellent lectures to the artists and woikmen. IJe died at
Paris in 1675. lie wrote, in French, 1. A i'reatise on Natural
Philosophy. 2. The Elements of the Mallu niatics. 3. A Treatiso
on Mechanics, which is very curious. 4. Philosophical Converss-
tions ; and other works. His Physics were translated into Latiit,
by Dr. Samuel Clarke, with notes, in which the Cartesian error*
are corrected upon the Newtonian system.
ROHILCUND, or ROIllLLA, a teiritorvof Hindoatan Prr*-

pcr, inhabited by the Rohill.as. It lies E. of D'elhi- ; and is subject
to the Nabob of Oude. The capital is FSereilly.

ROllRIA, in botany, a genus of the triandria monogynhi
class and order. Calyx bell-shaped, five-parted ; corolla'~five-
pctaled, unet|ual ; stigmas three, revolutc ; capsule. 'Jlien; is
but one species, viz. R. petioliliora, a native of the woods of
Guiana.

ROL.\NDRA, in botany, a gentis of the polygamia segreg.ita
order, and syngenesia class of plants; natural order, Compositr.
Florets bundled into a head with scales interposed; calvx par-^
lial, two-valved, onc-fiowereil ; corollets hermaphrodite"; down
none. There is but one species, viz. R. argentea, a native of the
West Indies.

ROLDUC, a town of France in the department of the Oiirle,
an<l late duchv of Limburg ; with a castle, seven m'ics N of Aix
la Chapelle. Lon. 6. 6. E. Lat. 50. 55. N.
ROLL, a term used lor a list of tlie names of persons of llie

same condition, or of those who have entered into the same en-
gagenient. Thus a court-roll of a manor, is that in which the
names, rents, and services, of each tenant are copied and en-
rolled.

Roll, in law, signifies a sclieduleof parchment which may be
rolled up by the hand into the form of a pipe. In these schedules,
all the pleadings, memorials, and acts of court, are entered and
filed by the proper olhcer ; which being done, they become re-
cords of the court. Of these there are in the exchequer several
k.nds, as the great wardrobe-roll, the cofferer's roll, the subsidy-
roll, &-c.

•'

Roll, in manufactories, something wound and folded up in a
cylindrical form. Few stuffs are made tip in rolls, except satins,
gauses, and crapes ; which are apt to break, and take plaits not
easy to be got out, if folded otherwise. Ribbons, laces, galloons,
and paduas of all kinds, are also thus rolled.

Roll, or Roller, is also a piece of wood, iron, brass, &c. of a
cylindrical form, used in the construction of several machines, and
in several works and manufactures. Thus in the glass-manufac-
ture they have a running roll, w hich is a thick cylinder of cast brass,

which serves to conduct the melted glass to the end of the table on
which large looking-glasses, &:c. arc cast. Goldsmiths and foun-
ders also use a roll to work the sand which 'they use in makin»
their moulds.

Roll, Calves-head, a roll in the two temples, in which everv
bencher is taxed yearly at 2s. every barrister at Is. 6d. and every
gentleman under the bar at 1.?. to the cook and other officers of
the house, in consideration of a dinner of calves-heads provided in
Easter term.

Roll, Muster, that in which are entered the soldiers of every
troop, company, regiment, &c. As soon as a soldier's name is

written down on the roll, it is death for him to desert.

Roll OF P.^rchment, denotes the quantity of sixty skins. The
ancients made all their books up in the form of rolls ; and Ik

Cicero's time the libraries consisted wholly of such rolls.

Roll of Tobacco is tobacco in the leaf, twisted oir the mill,

and wound twist over twist about a stick or roller. A great deal
of tobacco is sold in America, in rolls of various weights ; and it

is not till its arrival in England, Spain, France, and Holland, that

it is cut.

Roll, Ridek, a schedule of parchment frequently sewed or
added to some part of a roll.

Rolls, in baking, bread rolled in an oval form.

Rolls, in Oatting-mills, &c. are two iron-instruments of a cy-
lindrical forni, which serve to draw or stretch out plates of gold,-

silver, and other metals.

Rolls, in sugar-works, are two large irou-barrels whicn serve t»

6 K bruise
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bruise Ihe caiifs and to express tlie juice. Tliese are cast hollow,

aiKl their ci'.vities are tilleil up with wood, the cylinders of which
arc properly the rollers.

Rolls Office, is an office in Chancery-lane, London, ap-
po nted lor the tiislody of the rolls and records in chancery.

Rolls of Parliament, are ihe MS. registers or rolls of the

proceedings of our ancient parliaments, which before the invention

of printing were all engrossed on parchment, and proclaimed
openly in every county. In these rolls are also contained many
decisions of very difficult points of law, which were Ireijuently in

former times referred to the decision of that high court.

ROLLtR,in stngery, a long and broad bandage, usually oflinen-

cloih, rolled round any part ot the body, to keep it in, or dispose

it tu a st.ite of health.

Rollers for cylinders, &c. The presses called calendars, or

cylinders, serving to calendar stufls withal, consist, among other

essential parts, of two rollers. It is also between the two rollers

that the waves are given to silks, mohairs, and other stuffs proper
to be tabbied. Impressions from copperplates are also taken by
passing the plate and paper between two rollers. See Print-
ing.
ROLUN, Charlrs, a justly celebrated French writer, was

the son of a culler at Paris, bnrntlureon ihe 30th of Jan. 1661.
fie studied at the college liu Plessis, in whieh he ubtained a bur-

sary, through the interest of a Benedictine monk of the While
Mantle, whom he had served at table, and who discoveied in him
some marks of genius. Heie he ac<|uired the regard of M. Gobi-
Jiet, principal ol that college, who had a particular esteem lor him.
Alter having studied humanity and philosophy at this college, he
applied to divinity three years at the Sorbonne; l-ut he did not

prosecute this study, and never rose in the church higher than to

the rank of a tonsured priest. He afterwards became professor of

rhetoric in the same college ; and, in 1683, succeeded Horsan, his

master, as professor ot eloijuence, in the royal college. In 1694,
he was chosen rector ;.and continued in tliat office two years, which
vas then a great mark of distinction. By virtue of his otKcc, he
spoke the annual panegyric upon Lewis XIV. Upon the e\()i-

ration of the rectorship, ca«linal Noailles engaged him to super-
intend the studies of his nephews, wlio we7e in the college of

Laon ; and in t)i is office he was agreeably employed, uluii, in

1699, he was with great reluct;.nce made coadjutor to the principal

of the college of Bcauvais. This college was then a kind of de-
sert, with very few students, and without any manner of discipline :

but RoUin's great reputation and industry soon re-peopled It, and
made it that tionrishing society it has ever since continued. In

this situation he continued till 17 12 ; when the war between the
Jesuits and the Jansenisis drawing towards a crisis, he fell a sacrilice

to the prevalence of the former. Father le Tellier, the king's con-
fes-or, a furious agent of the Jesuits, infused into his master pre-
judices against Rollin, whose connections » ilh cardinal de Noailles
would alone have sufficed to have made him a Jansenist ; and on
this account he lost his share in the principality of Beauvais. His
edition cjf (Juintillian with his own notes appeared in 1715, in two
vols. 12mo. with an elegant preface, setting forth his method and
views. In 1710, the university of Paris, willing to have a head
suitable to the importance of their interests in the then critical con-
juncture of affairs, chose Kollin again rector: but he vas displaced
in about two months by a lettre de cachet. The nniversitv had
presented to the parliament a petition, in which it protested against
taking any part in the adjustment of the lute disputes; and their
being conuratnlated in a public oration by Rollin on this step, oc-
casioneil die letter which ordered theni to choose a rector of more
nioderaiion. Whatever tlie university might sutler by the remo-
val of Uollin, the public was a gainer; for he now composed his

treatise upon the Manner of Studying and 'leaching the Belles
Lettre"^, which was published, in two vols. 1726, and two more
mI728, Svo. The work, however, was exceedingly successful,
and its success encouraged its atithorto undertake another work of
«(ji:al use and enterta nment ; his llistoire Ancienne, &c. or " An-
cient History of tlie Egyptian^, C;:-,rlhaginians, Assyrians, Babylo-
nians, Medes and Persians, Macedonians, and Greeks," which he
finished in 13 vols. 8vo. and pnblislied between 17)0 and 1733.
.Rollin was one of the most zealous adherents of deacon Paris ; and
liefore the inclosure of the cemetery of St. Medard, this distin-

guished character mighl have been ol'teu seen praying at the foot

of his tomb. 'I'his he confe.sses in his Letters. He published aUiV

Lesser Pieces; tonldining dillerent Lettirs ; Latin Harangue?,
Discourses, Coinplimentary Addresses, &c. Paris 1771, two vols.

\'2ma. This excellent person died in 1741. The prime ro\al of
Prussia, afterwards the great Frederic, and the duke of Cumber*
land, were among his correspondents.

ROLLING, the motion by whichaship rotks from side to side

like a cradle, occasioned by ihe agitation of l;.e waves.
Rolling Tackle, a pulley or purchase fastened to that part

of a sail-yard which is to the windward of the mast, in order to con-
line the yard close down to the leeward when llie sad is !urled. It
IS used to prevent the yard from having a gre,;l fruiion a^.lin^t the
mast in a high se.i, which would be eijuaily [.einicious to
both.

ROLLO, the conqueror of Normandv, was a Norwegian duke,
banished from his country by Harold Haif.'gir, who conquered
Norway in 870, on account of his piracies. He fir t retired with
his fleet among the islands of the Hebrides to the N. \V. of Scot-
land, whither the (lower of the Norwegian nolHily had fled for

refuge, ever since Harold had become niasti r of the kingdom.
He was there received with open arms by those warriors, who,
eager for concpiest and revenge, waited only for a < hief to lead them
on. Rollo, setting himself at their liead, sailed towards Eiiglan<l,

which had been long a field open to the violence of tlie northern

nations. But the great Alfred had some y>ars before ettabhshert

such order in liis part of the island, that Rollo, after several fruit-

less attempts, despaired ol forming there such a settlement as should
make him amends for the loss of Ins own country. He pretended,
Iherefoie to have had a supernatural dream, which promised him
a glorious fortune in FVauee, j'lid which served at least to support
the ardour of his followers. The weakness of the goveriniient in

that kingdom, and the confusion in which it was involved, were still

more persuasive reasons to ensure them success. Having there-

fore sailed up the Seine to Rouen, lie immediately took that capi-

tal of the province then called Nenstria, and making it his maga-
zine of arms, he advanced up to Paris, to which he laid siege in

form. This war at length ended in the entire cession of Neu-
stria, which Charles the Simple was obliged to give up to Rollo
and his Normans, to purchase a peace. Rollo received it in perpe-
tuity to himself and liis posterily, as a feudal duchy dependent on
the crown ot France.
ROMAGNA,alate province of Italy, formerly in the pope'ster-

ritories, but now constitutes the department of the Rubicon. It was
bounded on the N. by Ihe Ferrarese, S. by Tusciiny -.'nd the duchv
of Urhino, E. by Ihe Guif of Venire, and W. by the Bolognese
and a part of Tuscany. It is fertile in corn, wine, oil, iruits, and
pastures. It has also mines, mineral-waters, and salt-works, whidi
make its principal revenue. Ravenna was the capital ; but Cesena
IS now Ihe capital of the Rubicon.
ROMAINE, Rev. William, a late popular English divine;

horn at Hartlepool, in Durham, in 1714 ; and educateil liret at

Hertford College, Oxford, afterwards at Christchurcb, where he
made himself master of Ihe Hebrew, and became a zedlous Hut-
chinsonian. He was ord.iined in 1737, and in 173.S attacked bishop

Warburton's Divine Legation of Moses. In 1739, he preached
a seniion before the L'niversity against the bishop's doctrine. In
1739, he was clnsen lecturer of Si. Dunstan's W. and in 1740, tlve

preacher of St. George's. He was now become so popular, that

thechurclies were crowded; on which account he was dismissed

trom the latler. lie was next appointed professor of astronomy
at Gre^liain College, but soon resigned it In 17('4, he was
elected reclcu' of St. Aiuirew, and St. Anne, Blackfriars. He dieil

in 1763, wiih the character of a powerful preach ir, and a good
writer. H.s works, consisting of serinons and practical tracts,'

were publisiied in eight vols. Svo. 1766. He aKo published Ca-
lasio's Hebrew Ccncordance, in four vols, folio, 1740.

ROMAN, CAPE, a promontory of the United Slates, on
the coast of S. Carolina. Lon. 79. 30. W. Lat. 35. 5. N.

Ko.MAN Catholics, a name g< nenJIy given to the members of
ihe church of Rome. See Catholic, Papist, Pofe, and
Popery.
Roman Republic, Ancient. The republican form of govern-

ment continued among the ancient Uoinaiis 461 years, from the

abolition of monarchy A. V. C. 1245, to lis re-toralion under llie

imperial form by Julius Ca'SiU'. Some protract the existence cf

the
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the rf(jiil)lic tiUtlie bault- of Acliuin, wlifii Octavla,Ul^•, by ihe ile-

feat ol Mark Antony, became sole inojiarch : but Julius Ca?-.ar

having obtaiiii'd botli the liile and the power ot cnijjerur, ought
certainly to be reckoned the first of that dynasty, though his reign

was short

llOMANCE, in matters of literature, is a fabulous relation of

certain ad..enturcs designed h)r the enlerlainmi-ut and instruction

of tiie readers, and dirtefin;; from the novel, as it always exhibits

actions ori'at, dangerou-, and generally extravagant.

ROMANIA, a province ofTurkey in Eiirup-.j bounded on the

N. by Bulgaria, K. by the lllack Sea', S. by the Archiiielago ami
the sea of NIarmora, and W . by Macedonia and Buiijaria ; beii g
200 miles lonff, and 150 broad. It was formerly called Thrace,
and is the prneipaland l.irijest of all the provinces the Turks po-sess

in Europe. It is a fruitful country in corn ami pastures, and there

are m:nes of silver, lead, and alum.

ROM/VNO, a town of Italy, in the department of the Serio,

^nd district and late province of I5erganio.

Ro.MANO, a late district of Italy, in the Bergamasco, of which the

above town was the capital.

ROMANS, an ancient town of France, in the department of the

Dri'ine, and late province of Dauphinv, t.venty-two miles S. \V.

of Gremihle. Lon. j. 12. E. Lat.4j; 2. N.
ROME, a very ancient and celebr.ited city of Italy, situated on

the nver liber ; once the capital of the greatest empire in the

world; and famous in modern history for being the centre of an

ecclesiastical tyranny, by which' for many ages the greatest part of

the world was held in subjection. Romo is 4(0 miles S. S. E. of

Vienna; 600 S. E. of Paris: 730 E. by N. of Madrid; 760 W.
of Constaniinople ; and 780 S. E. of Loiulon. Lon. of St.

FeterN at Rome, 12° 27' 41' E. of Greenwich. Laf. ll" 53'54" N.
ROMELIA, the general name, given by the lurks to their do-

minions in Europe.
ROMNEY, a town of England in Kent, one of the cinque-

port-towiis. It is seventeen miles S. E. of London. Lon. 1. j.

E Lat. .51.0. N.
ROMONT, a town of the ll'dvetic republic, in the canton of

Frihurg, ten miles fioin Friburg. Lon. 7. 1. E. Lat. 46. 50. N.
RO.NIOREN TIN, a towH of Fiance, in the department of

Loire and Cher, and late province ot HIaisois ; 45 miles E. of

'Tours, and 100 b". by W. of Paris. Lon. 1. 47. E. Lat. 47.

22. N.
ROMPE'E, or ROMPU, in heraldry, is applied to ordinarie?

that are represented a^ broken, and to chevrons, bends, or the like,

whose uiiper points are cut off.

RONIULUS, tlie founder and first king of Rome.
IIONA, one of the Hebrides, about 43 miles from the N. E.

point of Ness in Lewis; about a mile long, and half a mile
Lroa<l.

RONAY, an island of Scotland, in the county of Inverness,

and p.irish or Portree, between the continent of Scotland •.•nd the

l;le of Sky. It is about four miles long and two broad ; and
lies near Raasay. The surface is level and the soil pretty fertile.

RON'CIGLIONE, a town of Italy, twelve miles S. of Vitcrbo,

and 24 N. of Rome,
RON DA, a handsome and strong town of Spain, in (Jrenada,

twenty miles N. W. of Gibraltar. Lon. 5. 12. W. Lat. 3d.

40. N.
RONDEAU, a kind of ancient poetry, commonly consisting

of thirteen verses ; of which eiglit have one rhyme and five

another; it is divided into three couplets, and at the end of the

tecond aud third, the beginning of the rondeau is repeated io an
ecpiivocal sense, if possible.

RON DELETIA, in botanyj a genus of the nionogynia order,

and pentandria class of plants. Corolla funnel-shaped ; capsule

twcrcelled, inferior, many-seeded, roundish, crowned. There
are fourteen species.

ROOD, a quantity of lard eqi al to forty square perches, or the

fourth part of an ticie.

ROOF, in architecture, the covering of a building, by which
its inhabitants or contents are protected from the iniuries of the

weather. It U the essential part of a house, and is ollen u^ed to

express the whole. To come under a person's roof, is to enjoy

his protection and society, to dv. ell with him. Tectum was used

Ilk the same sense by the Romans. To be within our walls rather

expres-i-s the being in our pos-ession : a roof theiefore is not only an
essential ptirl of a house, hut it even seems to be its characteristic

feature. 1 lie form of roofs is various; sometimes it Is pointed, in

which case the mo^t lie utiful proportion is to have its profile an
equilateral trianule; sometmips it is st|Uare, that is, the pitch or
Lln^le of the ridge is a right aniile, which therefore is a mean pro-
porti'in, between the pointed and (lat roof, which last is in the
same priiportion asa triangular p-ediment : ti.is is ciiiefiy used in Italy,

and the hot countries where there is hut little snow. Sometimes
roofs are made in the ptimacle-forni : sometimes tUey have a
double ridge, and sometimes ihey arc mutilateil, that is. consist

oi a true and a false roof, which is laid over the former : sometimes
again ihey arc in the form of a platform, as nio>t ot ihe eastern
buildings are ; and sometimes they arc truncated, that is, instead

';f terminating in a ridge, the roof'is cut square off at a certairi

height, covered with a lerrass, antl encom|)assed with a ballustrade ;

and sometimes, again, a rnof is made in the m;tnner of a dome.
When the walls have been raised to their designed height, the
vaults made, the joists laid, the stairs, cVc. brought up, then the
roof is to be raised, which embracing every part of the building,

and with its weight e<jually pressing upon the walls, is a band to
all tlie work ; and besides, defends the inhabitants from rain or
snow, the liurning heat of the sun, and the moisture ot the night,

and is of no small advantage to the building, in casting off the raia-

water frr^m the walls.

ROOK, ill ornithology. See Corvus.
ROOKE, Sir George, a naval commander, descended of ar>

ancient and honourable family in Kent, in 1650. His merit raised

him to he vice-admiral of the blue ; in which station he served in

the battle of La Ilogue, on the 19th ofMay I6y2; when it was
owing to his vigorous behaviour, that the last stroke was yiven on
that importantday, which threw the French entirely into confusiou.

But the ne.\t day he obtained stiil more glory by going into La
Hogue, and burning the enemy's fleet, which he completely de-
stroyed, together with most of the transports and aimminition-
vessels ; and this under the lire of all the French batteries, and irj

siglit of all the French aii<l Irish troops: yet this bold sction cost

the lives of only ten men. The vice-admiral's behavii.'ur on this

occasion appeared so great to King William, that, having no op-

portunity at that time of promoting him, he settled a pension of
1000/. per annum on him for life ; and aflerwauls going to Ports-

mouth to view the fleet, went on board Mr. Rooke s siiip, dined

with him, and then conferred on him the honour of knightiiood,

he having a little before made him viceadmiral of the red. In
consequence of other services he was in 1694 raised to the rank of
admiral of the blue : towards the close of the next year, he was
made admiral of the white ; and was also appointed admiral anil

commander-in-chief in the Mediterranean. During King Wil-

liam's reign, .Sir George was twice elected M. P. for Portsmouth
;

aad upon the accession of Queen Anne, in 170'J, he was constitut-

ed vice-admiral and lieutenant of the admiralty of England, as also

lieutenant of the fleets and seas of this kingdom. Upon the decla-

ration of war against France, he was ordered to comiiiand a fleet

sent against Cadiz, the duke of Ormond having the command of

the hmd-forces. On his passage home, receiving an account th.at

the galleons, under the escort of a strong French ^quadr(Jn, were

got into the harbour of Vigo, he resolved to attack them ; and on

tlie llth October, came before the harbour of Rondoiidello, where

the Ireiich commander had neglected nothing nei I'S-ary for put-

ting the place into the best posture of defence. But notwithstand-

ing this, a detacllment of fifteen English and ten Dutch men of

war, of the line of battle, with all the fire-ships, were ordered in ;

the frigates and bomb-vessels followed; the great ships moved

alter them, and the army landed near Rondondello. The whole

service was performed under Sir George's directions, with admir-

able conduct and bravery ; for all the ships were destroyed or

taken, prodigious damage done to the enemy, and vast wealth ac-

quired by the allies, in this memorable battle. For this action

Sir George received the thanks of the IIo\ise of Commons, a day

of thanksgivini; was appointed both by the queen and the states-

general, and Sir George was promoted to a seat in the privy-

council ; vet, notwithstanding this, the House of Lonls resolved

to inquire'into his conduct at Cadiz. But he so lully justified

himself, that a vote was passed, approving his behaviour. In

spring 1704, Sir George commauded the ships of war which con-

vove«l
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voyed king Charles III. of Spain to Lisbon. In July, he aUack-
rd Gibraltar ; when, by the In-avery of the English seamen, the
place was taken oji the 24th, though the town was extremely
strong, well furnished with aniniunition, and had 100 guns mount-
ed, all farino the sea and the narrow passes to the land : an action
which wa"; conceivrtl and executed in less than a week

; yet was
then very little Ihnnglu of ; though it has since endured sieges of
jiiany months' eoiitinuance, and.inore than once batlled tl-,e united
forces of Krajiee and Spain. Tiiis brave oliicer being obliged, bv
party spirit, to quit the service of his country, retired to his seat

in Kent ; where he cjijoyed otium cum dignitale. He \va< thrice
married ; and by his second lady, Mrs. Luttrell, left one son.
He died January 24, I70S-y, in" his ."jSlh year, and was buried
in Canterbury calhcUral, where a luonuuieii't is erected to his me-
mory.

ROOT, among botanists. Sec Botany, and Plant,
Root, in algebra and arithmetic, denotes any number whidi,

midtiplied by itself once or oftener, produces any other number ;

and is called the square, cul)e, biquadrate, &c. root, accordiii"- to
the number of miiltiplieations. Thus, 2 is the square root of 4

;

the cube root of 8 ; the bitjiiadrate root of 16, kc. See Arith-
metic, and Algebka.
RO PE, is applied to a considerable collection of twisted fdjres.

Smaller bands are called lines, strings, or cords ; and it is not ap-
plied with great propriety even to those, unless Ihey are composed
of smaller things of the same kind twisted togetl'ier. Two hav-
ban<ls twisted together would be called a rope. All the dilfrrckt
kinds of this manulattiire, from a lishing-line or whip-cord
to the cable of a firit rale ship of war, go by the geiieial name of
cordage.

ROPE-MAKIi\G.

ROPE-MAKING is the art of making ropes and all kinds of;
rordage. Rope-making is an art of great importance : and there i

are few that better <leserve the attention of the intelligent observer.
|

Hardly any art can be carried .m without assistance of the rope-
1

maker. Cordage makes the very sinews and muscles of a ship ; 1

and every improvement which can be made in its preparation, 1

either in respect to strength or pliableness, must be of immense
|

service to the mariner, and to the commerce and the defence of na-
(

tion^. And therefore to a trading nation, such as Great Britain, !

vhose commercial and political importance depends upon its ship- i

ping, rope-making mu^t be considered as of the utmost import-
ance. Ropes are made of every substance that is sulliciently

libroiis, flexible, and tenacious, but chiefly of the barks of plants.

The Chinese and other orientals even make them of the ligneous

parts of several plants, such as certain bamboos and reeds, the
stems of the aloes, the fibrous coveiing of the cocoa-nut, the lila- !

ments of the colton-pod, and the leaves of some grasses, such as i

the sparte. (lygeuni, Linn.) The aloe (agave, Linn.) and the
sparte, exceed all others in strength. But tlie barks of plants are '

the most productive of fibrous matter ht for this manufacture.
|

Those of the linden-tree (tilia,) of the willow, the bramble, the
nettle, are trcquently used : but hemp and (lax are of all others

the best ; and of these the hemp is preferred, and emploved in all

cordage exceedim^ the size of a line, and even in many of this

denomination. Hemp is very various in its useful qualities.

These are gieat strength, and the length and fineness of the iibie.

Being a plant of very greedy growth, it sucks up much of the
unaltered juices of the soil, and therefore differs greatly accord-

ing to its soil, climate, and culture. The best in Europe comes
to us thruugh Riga, to which port it is brought from very distant

places souttnvard. It is known by the name of Riga rein (;'. e.

clean,) hemp. Its fibre is not the longest (at least in the dressed

state in which we get it) of all others ; but it is the finest, most
flexible, and strongest. The next to this is supposed to be the
Petersbiirgli braak hemp. Other hemps are esteemed nearly in

the fullowing ordi'r:— Riga oiitshot, Petersbergh out^hot, hemp
from Koningsburg, Archangel, Sweden, Memel. Chucking is a

jianie given to hemp that comes from various places, long in the

fibre, but coarse and harsh, and its strength is inferior to the

hemps which one would think weaker. '1 he aim of the rope-

niaker is to unite the strength of a great number of fibres. This
would be done in the complelest manner by layipg the fibres pa-

rallel to e.ich other, and faster,:ng the bun<!le at the two ends : but
this would be of very limited u^e, because the fibres are short, not
exceeding three feel and a half at an average. They must theri.'-

fore be entangled together, in such a manner that the strength of

a fibre shall not be able to draw it out from among the rest of the

bundle. This is done by twisting or twining them tsigether, which
causes them mutually to compress each other. When the fibres

are so disposed in a long skain, th.al their ends succeed each other

along its length, without many of them meeting in one place, and
this sKain is twisled round and round, we may cause them to com-
press each other to any degree we ple.ise, and the trii lion on a

fibre which we attempt to pull out may be more than its cohesion
7 1

can overcome. It vvil! therefore break. Consequently if we pull
at this twisled skain, we shall not separate it by drawing one [mar-

cel out from among the rest, but the whole fibres « ill break ; and
if the distribution of the fibres has been very equable, the skain
will be nearly of the same strength in every part. If there is any
part where many ends of fibres meet, the skain will break in that
part. We can twist a skain of fibres so very hard, that it will

break with any attempt to twist it harder. In this stale all the
fibres are already strained to the utmost of their strenglh. Such
a skain of fibres can have no strength. It cannot carry a vi'cight,

because each fibre is already strained in the same manner as if

loaded wilii as much weight as it is able to bear. What we have
said of this extreme case is true in a certain extent of every degree
of twist that we give the librcs. Whatever force is actually ex-
erted by a twisted fibre, in order that it may sufficiently compress
the rest to hinder them from being drawn out, must be considered
as a weight hcnging on that fibre, and must be deducted from its

absolute strength of cohesion, before we can estimate the strenglh
of the skain. The strength of the skain is the remainder of the
absolute strength of the fibres, after we have deducted the force
employed in twisting them together. From this observation may
be deduced a fundamental principle in rope-making, that all twist-

ing, beyond what is necessary lor preventing the fibres from being
drawn out without breaking, diminishes the strength ot the cord-
age, and should be avoided. It is of importance lo keep this in

mind. Spinning is the liret part of the process. It is done in

various ways, and with difl'erent machinery, according to the
nature of the intended cordage. In the manufacture of the larger

kinds, such as are used for the standing and running rigging of
ships, an alley or walk is inclosed for the purpose, about 200
fathoms long, and of a breadth suited to the extent of the manu-
facture. It is sometimes covered above. At the up|)er end of
this rope-walk is set up the spinning-wheel. The band of this

wheel goes over several rollers called whirls, turning on pivots in

brass-holes. The pivots at one end come tluough the frame, and
terminate in little hooks. The wheel being turned by a winch,
gives motion in one direction to all those whirls. The spinner has
a bundle of dressed henip round his waist, with the two ends nieel-

ing before him. The hemp is laid in this bundle in the way that

women spread the flax on the distaff. There is great variety in

this ; but the general aim is to lay the fibres so, that as long as the
bundle lasts, there may be an equal number of the ends at the
extremity, and that a fibre may never otHer itself double or in a
bight. The spinner draws out a proper number of fibres, twists

them with his lingers, and having got a sufficient length detached,

he fixes it to the hook of a whirl. The wheel is now turned, and
the skain is twistid, becoming «hat is called a rope-yarn, and the

spinner walks backwards down the rope-walk. The pirt alre.idy

twisted draws along with it more fibres out of the bundle. The
s])inner aids this with his fingers, supplying hemp in due propor-

tion as he walks away from the wheel, and taking care that the

fibres come in equally from both sides of his bundle, and that they
enter always ivith their ends, an(j not by the middle, which would
double then*. Rope-yarn?, for the greatest ^art o£ the large

riggi'ig.

iiii^..
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rigging, are from a quarter of an inch lo somewliat more than a

tliird of an inch in circumference, or of such a size that 160
fathoms weigh' from three and a half to four pounils when white.

The different sizes of yarns are named from the number of tliem

contained in a strand of a rope of three inclies in circumference.
k'evr are so course that sixteen will make a strand of British cord-
age ; eighteen is not uiifrequent for cable-yarn?, or yarns spun
from harsli and coarse hemp ; twenty-five is, we believe, the
finest size which is worked up for llie rigging of a ship. The ne.\t

operation is to form the rope-yarns into ropes, cords, or lines.

That we may have a clear conception of the principle whicii re-

gulate this part of the procc-ss, we shall explain the simplest pos-

sible case, the union of two yarn:; into one line. This is not a

very usual fabric for rigging, but we select it for its simplicity.

When hemp ha-^ been split into very fine fibres by the hatchel.'it

becomes exceedingly soft and pliant, and after it iias lain for some
time in the form of hue yarn, it may be unreeled and thrown loose,

without losing mucli of its twi^t. Two such yarns may be put on
the wheel of a spinning-wheel, and thrown, like flaxen yarn, so as

to make sewing thread. It is iij this way, indeed, that the sail-

maker's sewing thread is m.inufactured ; an<l when it has been
kept on the reel, or on balls or buljbins, for some time, it retains

its twist as well as its uses require. But this is by no means the

case with yarns spun for great cordage. The hemp is so elastic,

the number of hbres twiste<l together is so great, and the diameter

of the yarn (which i< a sort of h-ver on which tlie elasticity of the

fibre exerts itself ) is so considerable, that no keeping will make
the fibres retain this constrained position. The end of a rope-yarn

being thrown loose, it vmU immediately nnlwist, and this with

considerable force and speed. It would, therefore, be a fruitless

attempt to twist two such yarns together ; yet the ingenuity of

man tias contrived to make use of this very tendency to untwist

not only to counteract itself, but even to produce another and a

permanent twist, which requires force to undo it, and which will

recover itself when this force is removed. Every person must

recollect that, when he has twisted a packthread very hard with

his fingers between liis two hands, if he slackens the thread by

bringing his hands nearer together, the packthread will immediate-

ly curl up, running into loops or kinks, and will even twist itself

into a neat and firm cord. The operation of uniting the strands

with a permanent twist is called laying or closing : the latter term

being chiefly appropriated to cables and other very large cordage.

Lines and cordage lls^ than one inch and a half in circumference

are laid at the spinning-wheel. The Horkman fastens the ends of

each of two or three yarns to separ.ite whirl-hooks. The remote

ends are united in a knot. 'Ibis is put on one of the hooks of a

swivel called the loper, and care is taken that the yarns are of

equal lengths and twist. A piece of soft cord is put on the other

hook of the loper ; and, being put over a pulley several feet from

the ground, a weight is hung on it, which stretches the yarn.

When the workman sees that they are equally stretclied, he or-

ders the wheel to be turned in tiie same direction as when twin-

ing the yarns. This would twine them hariler; but the swivel of

the loper gives way to the strain, and the yarns imineiliately twist

around each other, and form a line or cord. In doing this the

\arns lose their tuisl. This is restored by the wheel. But this

simple ofJeration would make a very bad line, which would be

slack, aiKi would not hold its twi-l ; for, by tlie turning of the lo-

per, the slrand^ (wist immediately together, to a great distance

from the loper. By this turning of the loper the yarns are un-

trt'isted. The wl.eel restores their twist only to that part of the

yarns that remains sejiarate from the olliers, but cannot do it in

tliat part where they are already twined round each other, because

tiieir mutual pressure prevents the twist from advancing. It is,

therefore, necessary to retard this tendency to twine, by keeping

the yarns apart. This is done by a little tool called the top. It

j5 a truncated cone, having three or more notches along its sides,

and a handle called the ^latf. This is put between the strands,

the small end next the loper, and it is pressed gently iiUo the an-

gle formed by the varus which lie in the notches. 'I'he wheel

being now turned, tfie yarns are more twisted or hardened up, and

their pressure on the top gives it a strong tendency to coine out of

the an-^le, and also to turn round. Tlie workman does not allow

tliis tilfhe thinks the y.irns sufficiently hardened. Then he yields

to the pressure, and liie lop comes away from the swivel, which ini-
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mediately turns round, and the line begins to lay. Gradually
yiehliiig to this pressure, the workman slowly comes up towards
tiie wheel, and the laying goes on, till the t.Jp is at last cloie to
the wheel, and the work is done. In the nieali time, the ynriis
are shortened, both by tiie twining of each and tlie laying of the
cord, The weight, therefore, gradually rises. 1 he use of this

weight is to oblige the \arn to take a proper di-gree of twi^t, and
not run into kinks. The process for laying or i lu-iiig large cord-
age is considerably <lilTerent from this. The strands of wliicli the
rope is composed consist of many jarns, and require a consider-
able degree of hardening. This cannot be iloiie by a whirl driven
by a wheel-band ; it requires the ])ower of a crank lurn.cl by the
hiiiid. The strands, when properly hardened, become very stilt",

and when bent round the top are not able lo transmit force enough
tijr laying the heavy and nnpliant rope which forms beyond it.

The elastic twist of the hardened strands must, therefore, lie assist-

ed by an external force. Tlie first Oi)eratiun is warping the yarns.
At each end of the walk are frames called warpiiig-frames, which
carry a great number of reels or winches tilled with rope-yarn.
The foreman of the walk takes off a yarn-end from each, till he
has made up tlie number necessary for hia rope or strand, and
bringing the ends together, he passes the whole through an iron-

ring fixed to tlie top of a stake driven into the ground, an<l draws
them through : tlien a knot is tied on the end of the bundle, and
a workman pulls it through this ring till the intended length is

drawn off the reels. The end is made fast at the bottom ot the
walk, or at a piece of machinery called the sledge, and the fore-

man comes back along the skain of yarns, to see that none are
hanging slacker than the rest. lie lakes up in his hand such as
are slack, and draws them light, keeping tlicin so till he reaches
the upper end, where he cuts the yarns lo a length, again adjusts
their tightness, and joins them all together in a knot, to which he
fixes the hook ofa tackle, the other block of which is fixed to a
firm post, called the warping-post. 'I'he skain is well stretched
by this tackle, and then separated Into its dilferent sliands. Each
of these is knotted apart at both ends. The knots at their uppff
ends are made fast to the hooks v( the cranks in the tackle-board,
and those at their lower ends are fastened to the cranks in the
sledge. The sledge itself is kept in its place by a tackle, by which
the strands are again stretched in their places, and every thing ad-
justed, so that the sledge stands square on the walk, and then a
proper weight is laid on it, The tackle is now cast oil', and the
cranks are turned at both ends, in the contrary direction to the
twist of the yarns. (In some kinds of cordage the cranks are
turned lUe same way with the spinning-twist.) By this the strands

are twisted and hardened up; ami as they contract by this opera-
tion, the sledge is dragged up the walk. When the foreman
thinks the strands suliicienlly hardened, which he estimates by th<«

motion of the sledge, lie orders the heavers at the cranks to stop.

The middK.^trand at the sledge is taken off froni the crank. This
crunk is taken out, and a stronger one put in it^ place. The other

strands are taken off from tlieir cranks, and all are joined on the

hook which i"; now in tiie mi(Ulle-hole. The top is then placed
between the strands, and, being pressed iiome to the jjoint of their

union, the carriage; is placed under it, and it is firmly fixed down.
Some weight is t:;ken olf the sledge. The heavers now begin to

turn at both ends. Those at the tackle-board continue lu turn as

they did before; but the heavers at the sledge (urn in the oppo-
site dnection to their former motion, so that llie cranks at boiU

ends arc now turning one way. By the motion of the sh-dge-crank

the lop is forced away from tlic knot, and the rope begins lo close.

The heaving at the upiier end restores to the ?traiid the twist

which they are constantly losing by the laying of the rope. The
workmen judge of this by niaking a chalk-mark on interjnediale

points of the slraiuU, wheie they lie on the stakes which arc set

up along the wa'k for their support. If the twi>i of the s'l-ands is

diniinished by the motion of doting, they will lengthen, and the

chalk-mark will move away from the tackle-board: but if the

twist increases by turning the cranks at the tackle-board, the

strands will shorten, and tiie mark will come nearer lo it. As the

closing of the rope advances, the whole shortens, and the sledge

is dragged up the walk. The tup moves faster, and at last reaches

the upper eiul of the walk, the rope being now laid. In the

mean time, the sledge has moved several fathoms from the place

where it was when the laying began. These motions of the

6 L sledge
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sleage aiul li'j) )iin»l be exacllv adjusted to each oilier. 'I'lie rope

must be of a certain length. Therefore the sled^e must stop at a

certain place. At that moment the rope should be laid ; that is

the top should be at the tackle-board. In this coMsi'-ts the ad-

dress of the foreman. He has his attention directed bolh wav..

He looks at the strands, and whi-n he sees any of them han;4Ui!»

slacker between the stakes than the others, he calls to the heavers

at the tackle-hoaid to heave more upon that siraiid. He finds it

more diflicuit to regulate the motion of the top. It requires a

c< iiiidirahle force to keep it in the anole of the strands, and it is

always disposed to start forward. To prevent or check this, some
straps of soft rope are brought round tiie stafi" of the top, and then

wrapped several times round the rope behind the top, and kept

firmly down by a lanyard or bandage. This both holds back the

top, and greatly assists the laying of ihe rope, causing Ihe strands

to fall into their places, and keep dose to each other. This is

sometimes very dilficult, especially in ropes composed of more
*han ihrte strands. It will greatly iniprove the laying of the rope,

if Ihe top have a sharp, smooth, tapering pin of hard wood, point

ed at tile end, projecting so far from the middle of its smaller end.
that it gets in between the slran<ls which are closing. This sup-

Doris tlirm, and makes their closing more gradual and regular.

The top, its notches, the pin, and the warp or strap, which is lap

ped round the rope, are all smeared wi'tli grease or soap to assist

the closing. The foreman judges of the progress of dosing chiefly

by his acquaintance with tlie walk, knowing that when the sledge

is abreast of a certain stake the top should be abreast of a ceria ii

otlirr slake. When he finds the top too far down the walk, he
slackens the motion at the tackle-board, and makes the men turn

briskly at the sledge. By this the top is forced up tlie walk, and
the laying of ihe rope accelerates, while the sledge remains in the

same place, beCuu^e the strands are loosing their twist, and are

lengthening, while the closed rope is shortening. When, on the

other hand, he thinks the top too far advanced, and fears it will be
at the head of the walk before the sledge hi's got to its proper
J»lai e, lie makes the men heave briskly on the strands, and the
heavers at the sledge- crank work softly. This cpiickens the mo-
tion of the sledge by shortening the strands ; and by thus conipen-
siifing what has been overdone, the sledge and top come to their

places at once, and the work appears to answer the intention.

But this is a bad method of proceeding. It is evident, that if the
strands be kfpt to one dearee of hardness throughout, and the
heaving at the sledge uiiiformly continued, the rope will be
unilorm. It may be a little longer or shorter than was intended,
and the kiying may be too hard in proportion to the twist of the
strands, in which case it will not keep it ; or it may be too slack,

and the ro|>e will tend to twist more. Either of these faults are
discoverable by slackening the rope before it comes olf the hooks,
and it may then be correcterl. But if the error in one place be
conipens:;ted by that in another, this will not be easily seen before
lakmg oil the houks ; and if it be a large and siiir'rope, it will

hardly ever come to an equable state in its different part*, but will

be apt to run into loops during service. The cordage, of which
we have been describing the manufacture, is said to be hawser-
laid. It is uncommon to make ropes of four strands. These are
used for shrouds, and this cordage is therefore c.illed shroud-laid
cordage. A rope of the same size and weight must be smoother
when It has four strands, because the strands are smaller : but it

is more difficuil to lay close. There is another species of cordage
in very general iiie. A rope of two or more strands may be used
as a strand, in order to compose a still larger rope ; and in this

manner are cables and other ground-tackle commonly made ; for

this reason such cord:ige is called cable-laid cord.;ge. The pro-
cess of cable laying hardly dilfers from that of hawser-laying.
1 hree ropes, in th.-ir state of permanent twist, mav be twisted to-

Reiher; bul liny \iill not hold it, like fine thread', because they
are stiff and ela>tlc. They must therefore be Heated like strand's

for a hawser. We must g'ive them an additional twist, which will

«lispose them to lay oi close themselves ; and this disposition must
be aided by the workmen at the sledge. We say the twist should
lie an addition to their twist as a rope. A twist in the opposite
direction will inileed give them a disposition to close behind the
loj) ; but this will be verv small, and the rop^:s (now strands) will

be exceedingly open, ami will become more open in laying. The
tuist is liierelore given in the tlirectioii of their twist as a rope, or

opposite to that of the primary strands, of which the ropes are
composed. Tnese primary strands are therefore partly untwisted
in cable-laying a rope, m the same manner as the yarns are un-
twisted ill the usual process of .1 pe-inaking. The methods of
tarring practised in different rope-walks are so exceedingly differ-

ent, that we c.Tn hardly enumerate theni, or even give a general
account of tliem. It is evidentiv proper to tar in the state of twine
or yarn, this being the only way that the hemp coiiUI be uniformly
penetrated. Tlij!: yarn is made to wind olf one reel, and having
passed through t vessel containing hot tar, it is wound up on ano-
ther reel ; and the superlluoiis tar is taken otT by passing through
a hole Mirrounded with spungy oakum : or it is tarre<l in skains or
hauls, which are drawn by a capsterii thiougl? the lar-ketlle, and
through a hole fofmed of two pf.tes of metal, held together by a
lever loaded with a weight. It is beyond a doubt, that tarred

cordage when new is weaker than white, and that the difference

increases by keeping. The following experiments were made by
Mr. Ou Ilamel, at Rochefort, on cordage of three inches (French)
Ml circumference, made of the best Riga hemp:

1741, Aug. 8, White. Tarred.
liroke with 4300 pounds. 3400 pounds.

4900 3300
4800 3230

1743, April 23, 4600 , 3300
5000 3400
5000 3400

1746, Sept. 3, 3S00 3000
4000 2700
4200 2800

A parcel of white and tarred cordage was taken out of a quan-
tity which had been made February \'2, 1740. It was laid up in

the magazines, and comparisons were made from time to time as
follows

:

irliite bore. Tarred bore. Dif.
1746, April 14, 2645 pounds. 2312 pounds. 333
1747, May 18, 2762 2155 607
1747, Oit. 21, 2710 2i)50 6ti0

1748, June 19, 2515 1752 823
1748, Oct. 2, 2425 1837 588
1749, Sept. 25, 2917 1865 1052

Mr. Du Hamel says, that it is decided by e.xperience, 1. That
white cordage in continual service is one-third more durable than
tarred. 2. That it retains its force much longer white kept in

store. 3. That it resists the ordinary injuries of the weather one-
fourth longer. In 1758, the shrowds ami stays of the Sheer hulk
at Portsmouth dockyard were overhauled, and when the worming
and service were taken olf, they were found to be of white cord-
age. On examining the store-keeper's books, they were found to

have been formerly the slnowds and rigging of the Roval Wil-
liam, of llOgmi', built in 1715, and rigged in 1716. She was
thought too heavy and unlit for sea, and unrigged, and her stores

laid up. Some few years afterwards, her shrowds and slays were
fitted on the Sheer hulk, where they remained in constant and
very hard service for about thirty years, while every tarred rope
about her had been repeatedly renewed. This fact was vouched
by Mr. Brown, boatswain of the Royal William during the war
1738, &c. It may then be asked, Why do we tar cordage ? We
thus render it more unpliant, weaker, and less durable. It is

chiefly serviceable for cables and ground-tackle, which must be
continually welted, and even soaked. The result of careful obser-
vation is, 1. That white corilage, exijosed to be alternately very
wet and dry, is weaker than tarred cordaije. 2. That cordage
which is superficially tarred is constantly stronger than what i'

tarred ihroughout, and it resists better the alternatives of wet and
dry. A'. H. The shrowds of the Sheer hulk w ere well tarred and
blacked. So that il was not known that they were of white cordage.
Tar IS a curious substance, miscibic compldely with water. At-
tempts were made to anoint cordage with oils 'and fats whirh do
not mix with water. This was expected to defend them from its

pernicious effects. But it was distinctly founil that these matters
ma<ie the fibres of hemp glide so easily on each other, that it was
hardly possible to twist them permaiienlly. Before tliev grasped
each other so hard that they couUI not be drawn, they were strain-

ed almost to breaking.

ROPE-YARN,
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KOPE-YAllN, anions sailors, is tlie yam of any ropp un-

twisted, but coiuMionly made '.ip ot junk ; its use is to make sin-

lltl, mats, &c.
KOQtlK, CAPE, a promontory on thf coast of Brazil, N.W.

of Cape St. Aiimislinp. Lon. 37. 30. W. F^at. 6. 20. S.

ROQl'EMAUUE, a town ot I'ranci', in llit- d' pa tiii«'nl of the

Garil, iind lale pro^'ince of Lower Languedoc, 6 miles N. VV. ot

Avignoii.

KORIDULA, in botany, a genus of the monogyiiia order,
and peutandria class of phnts. Calyx live-leaved ; corolla tive-

petaled ; anihers ^crotil'orni at the base; capsule three-valvod.
There is but one species, viz. R. dentata, a native of the Cape ot

Crooil Hope.
ROSA, or ROSE ISLAND, an island near the coast of West

Florida, whcii extends along the mouth of a bay of the same name;
and is about titty miles long, but no whereabove half a mile
broad.

Rosa, the Rose ; in botany, a genus of the polygamia order,
and icosandria class of plants ; natural order, Senticosx. Calyx
pitcher-shaped, five-cleft, Jlcshy, contracted at the neck ; petals

five; seeds very many, liisi)id, fastened to the inner side of the
calyy. There arc forty species.

ROSACEOUS, among botanists, an appellation given to such
flowers as are composed of several jjetals or leaves disposed in a

sort of circular form, like those of a rose.

ROSAMOND, daughter of Walter Loid ClilTord, was a yoimg
lady of extiuisite beauty, fine accomplislunents, and blessed with

a most engaging wit antl sweetness of temper. She was educated
in the nuimcry of Godstow ; and the popular story of her is as

follows: Henry II. loved her, and triumphed over her honour.
To avoid the jealousy of his queen Eleanor, he kept her in a won-
derful labyrinth at VVoodstock, and by bis connection willi her
had William Longsword earl of Salisbury, and Geotfrev bishop of

Lincoln. On Henry's absence in France, however, the queen
discovered and poisoned her. The queen, it is said, discovered

her apartment by a thread of silk ; but how she came by it is dif-

ferently related. This story is not recorded in history. Some
assert that she died a natural death ; and the strory of her bemg
poisoned is thouglit to have arisen from the figure of a cup on her

tomb. . She was buried in the church of Godstow, opposite to the

high altar, where lier body remained till it was ordered to be re-

moved with every mark of disgrace by Hugh bishop of Lincoln,

in 1191. She was, however, by many considered as a saint

after her death, and fabulous legends were invented about

her.

ROSANA, a town of Lithuania, in Novogrodec, 20 miles S.

W. of Novogrodec. Lon. 25. 45. E. Lai. 55. 30. N.
ROSAS, or ROSES, a seaport-town of Spain, in Catalonia,

15 miles N. E. of Gironne, and 61,' N. E. of Barcelona.

ROSCHH-D, a town of Denmark, in the isle of Zealand, 15

niles W. of Copenhagen. Lon. 12. 20. E. Lat. 55. -io. N.
ROSCIANU.M, an ancient sea-port of Italy, in Lucania, on

the coast of Thurii, now called Rossano.

ROSCIUS, QuiNTus, an eminent Roman actor, so highly

celebrated in comedy, that his name is applied as the best enco-

)iiium to all modern comedians of uncommon merit. He was

intimate with Ci( ero and iEsop the comedian ; and was so much
admired by the Romans, that they gave Inm a pension for life.

Ilis eyes being distorted, he wore a mask at first on the stage;

but the Romans caused him to lay it aside, that they might enjoy

his oraturv more fully. Being calumniated by his enemies, Ci-

cero, who had been his pupil, defended hiin, an<l cleared him

from their malevolent a<pei-sions, in an elegant oration, which is

still extant. Roscius wrote a treatise, in which he compared with

great learning, the profession of the orator with that of the come-

dian ; of both which he was a competent judge. He died about

B. C. 60.

ROSCOMMON, a county of Ireland, in the province of

Connaiight, bounded on the \V. by Mayo and the river Sue ; N.

by Sligo, Leitrim, and by the Cur!<w mountains, E. by the Shan-

non ; Longford, and East Meath ; S. and S. E. by King"s county

anil part of Galway. Its length is 70 miles, its breadth 32. The
air both on the plains and mountains is healthy ; the soil yields

|)lenty of grass, with e.xcellent corn, and feeds numerous herds of

cattle".

Roscommon, the capital of the above county, 01) miles W. by
N. of Dublin. Lon. 8. 20. W. Lat, S3. 31. N.
ROSES, OTTAK OF, or ESSENCE OF ROSES, is a

valuable perfume, olitained from these liowers by distillation ; it

m.iy be prepared in the tollowing manner;— Let a cpiantity of
fre^h roses be put into a still, with their Ho»ei-cup^ emin-, toge-
ther with one liiird of their weight of pure water. The mass is

now to be mixed wilii the haiiif, and a gentle lire kindled be-
neath. When the water beionies hot, all the inler-lices must be
well luted, and cold water placed on the n frigeralory at the top.

As soon liS the distilled water comes over, the heat should be gra-
i:ually diminished, till a sulficient ipiai'tity of the first runnings be
drawn otil. Freshwater is tlien to be added, which should be
etpial in weight to the flowers, when the latter were first admitted
to the still ; and the same proc<'SS repeated, till a due portion of
second runnings be procured. The distilled water must next be
poured into shallow earthen, or tin vessels, and exposed to the
air till the succeeding morning, when the oltar or essence will

appear congealed on the siirtace. The latter is now to be care-
fully skimmed, poured into phials, and the water, strained from
the lees, should be employed for fresh distillation ; the dregs,

iiowever, ought to be preserved, as they contain an equal degree
of perlume with the essence. Such is the process tulloned in

India, where this costly drug is frequently adiilterateil, by <listil-

liiig the raspings of sandal-wood with the flowers; but the fraud
may be easily detected by the smell, and also by the fluidity of

the oil of saiKlal ; which will not congeal on exposure to the air.

The true ottar of roses is sold in the East Indies at the exorbitant
price of twenty guineas, and upwards, per ounce. It Is doubtless

the most elegant perfume in vegetable nature; as a single drop
imparts its fragrance throughout the room or tlwelling, and sup-

presses other less agreeable odours. Lastly, there is a conserve,

syrup, and vinegar of roses, prepared in the shops; though the

liist two only are generally sold.

ROSAIC" ACID, an acid obtained from urine. If into fresh

urine, a little nitric acid is dropped, it becomes muddy, and a

precipitate is formed. The nitric acid, and the sul-stance to which
the name of rosaic acid has been given, combine together, and arc

deposited. The uric acid, being much less soluble than the

rosaic acid, it is very easy to separate them. All that is neces-

sary is, to pour boiling water on the sediments, and to wash

the'ni on the same filter, in which case, the uric acid remains

behind.

ROSE.-\U, the ca])ital of the island of Dominica, now called

Charlotte-town. Lon, 61. 27. W. Lat. 15. 25. N.
ROSEIiRUGGE, a town of France, in the departnient of Lys,

and lute province of Austrian Flandei-s, 11 miles N. W. of Ypres.

Lon. 2.37. E. Lat. 50. 59. N.
ROSE-GALLS, a name given by botanists to certain excres-

cences on the rosa canina, rosa sylvestris, or dog-rose, occasioneJ

by the bites of insects. They appear in June and July.

'ROSEMARY. See Rosmarinus.
ROSE-NOBLE, an English gold-coin, first struck in the reign

of Edward III. It was formerly current at iis. Sd. and so called

because stamped with a rose. See Money.
ROSETIA, or ROSETTO, a town of Egypt, 25 miles N.

E. of Alexandria, and 100 N.W. of Cairo. Lon. 30. 45. E.

Lat. 31. 30, N.
ROSEWAY, or PORT ROSEWAY, a populous sea-port-

town of Nova Scotia, on the S. E. coast, lying N. E. by N.
of Cape Ne?ro.

. , o r^

RosEwAV Isr.A.s'D, an island of Nova Scotia, on the S. E. coast,

at the mouth of Port Wager, near the above town.

ROSHAAN, a country of Asia, lying W. of the kingdom of

Buriiiah, to which it is subject.

ROSIA, or ROSI.E CA.MPUS, in ancient geography, a beau-

tiful plain of Italy, in the country of the Sabines, near lake Ve-

liniim.

ROSICRIICIANS, a name assumed by a sect or cabal of lier-

melical philosophers; who aro>e, or at least became first taken

notice of, in (Germany, in the beginning of the fourteenth century.

They bound themselves together by a solemn secret, whiihthey

all s.vore inviolably to preserve ; and obliged themselves, at their

admission into the order, to a strict observance of certain establish-

ed rules. They pretended to know all sciences, and chieljy me-
dic iue;
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ditiiie; whereof they inibli>iic<l Ux-iiKelvps llie restorers. ']"liey

pretendcii to be iiiaAere of many important secret?, and, among

others, of the philosoplier's stone'; all which they atiirnied to have

received by tradition Irom the ancient Eijyptians, Chaldeans, the

Masji, and'Gvninosonliists. 'riicy have been distinguished by se-

veral names," from the several branches of tlieir doctrine. He-

cause they pretend to protract the period of human lite, by means

of certain nostrums, and even to nstore youth, lliey were called

Immorlales; as they pretended to know all things they liave

been callecL Illuminali ; and ix-causc they have made no appear-

ance for several years, Ihcy have been called the invisible lirotliers,

Their society is often signed by letters l'\ 11. C. whicli some

amonp; them interpret iVatrcs roris'cocli ; it being pretended, that

the matter of the philosophers' stone is dew concocted, exhaled,

&c. Some make the present nourishing society of freemasons a

branch of Kusicrucians; or rather the Uosiirucians themselves,

under a new name, trame, or relation, viz. as retainers to building.

ROSIENNE, a town of Samogitia, on the Dubisse; 70 miles

S. of Mittau, and 188 N. E. of VVarsaw. Lon. 23. 45. K. Lat.

5j. 30. N.
ROSIERS AUX SALINES, a town of France, in the depart-

ment of the Meurthe, and late province of l.orraine, famous for its

salt-works. It is 9 miles S. E. of Nanci, and 170 E. of Taiis.

Hosiers, Cape, a cape upon the S. boundary of the river St.

Lawrence. Lon. ti3. 40. W. Lat. 48. 56. N.
KOSIN. See Resin.

ROSKILD, formerly the royal residence and metropolis ol

Denmark, stands at a sn'iall distance from the bay of Isehord, nol

far from Copenhagen.
ROS.MARINUS, Rosemary; in botany, a genus of the nio-

nogynia order, at»d iiiandria class of plants ; natural order, Verli-

cillala;. Corolla unequal, with the upper lip two-parted; fila-

ments long, curved, simple, with a tooth. There aie two spe-

cies, viz. R. officinalis, officinal rosemary ; and R. Chilensis, Cfiif

rosemarv.
ROSOY, a town of France, in the department of Seine and

Marne, and late proviiic:- of the Isle of France, 15 imles S. ot

Meaux.
ROSS, or ROSS-SIIIRE, a county of Scotland, including

Tavne and Cromarty, slnilching SO miles in length, and "S in

breadth, is bounded on the N. and N. E. by Slrathnaver and Su-

therland ; on the E. by Cromarty and the Murray-Frith; on the

S. bv Inverness; and on the VV. by the Me of Sky and llie

Western Ocean. Tayne includes the greati r part of Ross, with

the isles of Sky, Lewi-;, and Harris. Cromarty lies on the oilier

side of the Murray- Fritii. 1 he county of Ro>s has many huge

mountains, on which the snow lies great part of the year : these,

liowever, yield good pasture; but on the E. side, next the Ger-

man ocean, it admits of agriculture, and produces gootl crops if

corn. The valleys are fertilized by several rivtrs.

Ross, an ancient and populous iowii of England, in Ilercford-

-iiire, 119 miles from London, with a good trade, on the river

Wye. Lon. 2. 25. W. Lat. 51. 56. N.
boss, or Ross Carberrv, a sea-port-town of Ireland, in Cork,

Miuister, sealed on a bav of the Aiantic, 20 miles S. \V. of Kiu-

sale. Lon. 8. 55. W. Lat. 51. 20. N.
. Ross IsLANU, an island of Irehmd, in Killarncy Lake, Mini-

ster; containing about 100 acres of ground.

Ross, New, a borough-town of Ireland, in the county of \Ve.\-

ford, and province of Leinster, eight miles N. by E. of VValerlord,

and 15 S. of Wexford.
ROSSANO, a sirons town of Naples, in Calabria Citra. I-on

111. 52. E. Lat. 39. 45.' N.
ROS SOLIS, SuN-Dtw; an agreeable spirituous liquor, com-

posed of burnt brandy, sugar, cinnamon, and milk-water ; and

sometimes perfumed with a iitlle musk. It has its name from

being at first prepared wlioUy of the juice of the plant ros-solis, or

dio^era.

ROSTER, a roll or register, kept by the brigade-major. See

Major.
ROSTOCK, a town in l^ppcr .Saxony. Lon. 12. 55. E. Lat.

54. 8. N.
ROS TOFF, or ROSTOW, a duchy of Russia, boundedon

the N. by Jaroslow, on the E. by Sul'dal, S. by the duchy of

Moscow, and W. by that of Tiiere.

RosTOFF, or RosTow, a large town lu the above territory.

Lon. 40. 15. E. Lat. 57. 5. N.
ROSl'K.V, in aiilii|uiiy, a part of the Roman forum, whereio

orations, pleadings, funeral-liarangues, Sec. were delivered.

ROT, a very fatal disease incident to sheep, arising from wet
seasons, and too moist pasture. It is very dilficult ot cure, and is

attended with the singular circumstance of a kmd of animals being

found in the blood-vessels.

UO TA, an ecclesiastical court of Rome, composed of twelve

prelates, of whom one must be a German, another a Frenchman,
and two Spaniards: the other eight were Italian^, of whom three

must be Romans, and the other five a Bolognese, a Ferrarese, a

Mil.inese, a \'eneliaii, and a Tu>can. This is one of the mo^t
august iribi.nals in Rome, which takes cognizance of all suits in

the territo!-;, of the churcli, by appeal ; as also of all matters bene-

ficiary ani patrimonial.

Rota, in geography, a town of Spain, in Andalusia, al llie en-

trance of the Bav of Cadiz; seven miles N. of Cadiz. Lon. 6.

16. W. Lat. 36. 35. N.
Rota Aristotelica, or Aristotle's Wheel, denotes a cele-

br.Ued problem in mechanics concerning the motion or rotation of
a wheel about its axis; so called because first noticed by Aristotle.

The dillicully is this: While a circle makes a revolution on its

centre, advancing at the same time in a right line along a plane,

it describes, on that plane, a right line which is equal to its circum-

ference. Now if this circle, which may be called tlie deferent,

carrv with it another smaller circle, coiicvnlric with it, like the

nave of a coach-wheel; then this little circle, or nave, will de-

scribe a line in the time of llie revolution, which shall be equal to

that of the large wheel or circuiii'erence itself ; because its centre

advances in a right line as fast as that of the wheel doe-, being in

reality the same witli it. The solution given by Aristotle, is no
more' than a good exp.ication of the difficulty. The great Gali-

leo next attempted it, but failer', as did also T.acquet, with no
better success. After the fruitless attempts of so many great men,
M, Dortous de .Meyran, a French gentleman, had the good for-

tune to hit upon a solution, which is to this elfect : The wheel of

a coach is ouly acd d on, or drawn in :. right line ; its rotation or

circular motion arises purely from the resistance of the ground
upon which it is applied. Now this resistance is ecjual to Ihe force

which draws the wheel in the riglit line, inasiiuii li as it defeats that

direction ; of conseiiuence the cau^es of the two motions, the one
right and the other circular, are equal. And hence the wheel de-

scribes a right line on the ground equal to its circumference. As
for the nave of the wheel, the case is otherwise. It is drawn in a
right line by the same lorce as Ihe wheel; but it only turns round
because the wheel doe;, so, and can only turn in the same time
with it. Hence it follows, that its circular velocity is less than that

of the wheel, in the ratio of the two circumferences; and therefore

its circular motion is less than the rectilinear one. Since then it

necessarily describes a right line erpial to that of the wheel. It can
only do \i partly by sliding, and partly by revolving, the sliding

part being more or less as tlie nave itself is smaller or larger.

ROTACE.'E, [from rota, a wheel,] the twentieth order in Lin-

naus's Fragments of a KaUiial Method, consisting of plants with
one fiat wheel-shaped petal. See Botany.
RO I ALA, in botany, a genus of the monogyiiia order, and tri-

aiidria class of plants. Caljx three-toothed ; corolla none; cap-
sule Ihieecclled, many-seeded. There is but one species, viz. R.
veilicillaris, a native of Ibe East Indies.

RO TATlON, is a term wliich expresses the motion of the dif-

ferent parts of a solid body round an axis and distinct from the
progressive motion which it may have in its revolution round a dis-

tant point. The earth has a rotation round its axis, whch produces
the vicissitudis of day and night; while its revolution round the

sun, combineil w ith tiie obliquity of the etiuator, produces the va-
vielies of summer and winter. The mechanism of this kind of
molioii, or the relation wliich subsists between the intensity of the

moving forces, modified as it may be bv the m.^nncrof applica-

tion, and the velocity of rotation, is highly inteiesling, both lo the

speculative philosopher, and lo the practical engineer, 'ihe pre-

cession of the equinoxes, and many other astronomical problems
of great imporlaiice and difficulty, receive tln-ir solutions from this

quarter: and the actual performance of our nios! valuable machines

cannot be ascertained by the mere principles of t(iuilibriiiiii, but
-|- require
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require a previous acquainlance willi certain general piupor.Uioii3

of rotaiory motion. Sec Mechanics. For ilie iiiethoU of, tiuil

ing tin' solidity of bodies generated by a rotaiory motion, t-ee

Fluxions.
KPTENBURG, a town in Franconia, 15 miles N. \V. of An-

spach. Lon. 10. L'3. E. Lat. 49. ^3. N.
RoTEft'BUKG, a town in Hesse-Cassel, on the Fulde ; C5 miles

S. o! Cassel. Lon. 9. 30. E. Lat. 50. 55. N.
RoTENBURG, a t>wn of Suabia, 7 miles W. of Tubingen;

famed for its mineral-waters. Lon. 8. 55. E. Lat. 4S. 28. N.
RO'J'HBURV, a town of Xorlluuiiberland, y miles S. W. of

.Alnwick, and 302 N. by W. of London. Lon. 1. 40. W. Lat.
55. 20- N.
ROTHERANL a town in the W. Riding of Yorkshire, seated

on the Don. Lon. 1. 10. W. Lat. 53. 25. N.
ROTHESAY, orROTHSAY, a royal borough of Scotland,

capital of the island and county of Bute, 70 miles W. cf Edin-
burgh. Lon. 5. 17. W. Lat. 55. 50. N.
ROTIIL'^, in botany, a genus of tlie syngenesia polygamia

Squalls class and order; natiu'al order, Composila: Semilioscido'.i.'.

Calyx many-leaved, in a single row, equal, woolly ; receptacle ni

the ray chaffy, in the disk viliose; seeds in the ray bald, in the
tlisk p.lppo^e. There is only one species, viz. R. andryaloides.

RO'lHWELL, or ROWEL, a town of Northamptunshne, 15

miles N. N. E. of Northampton, and 79 N.N. W. of London.
Lon. 1. 7. W. Lat. 52.21. N.
ROTBOELLA, or ROTTOBELLIA, in botany, a genus of

the digynia order, and triandria class of plants. Rachisjointed,
roundisli, and in many cases filiform ; calyx ovate, lanceolated,

flat, simple, or bipartite ; florets alternate on the winding rachis.

I'here are seventeen species, grasses of the East Indies and Africa.

ROTIT.N.STONE, a jnmeral found in Derbyshire, and used
by mechanics for all sorts of finer grinding and polishing, and
sometimes for the cutting of stones. Accoriling to Ferber, it is a

tripoli mixed with calcareous earth.

RO'lTERDAM, a city of Batavia, in the department of Delft,

and late province of Holland, 13 miles S. E. of Haaue, and 30
S. S. W. of Amster<lam. Lon. 4. 33. E. Lat. 51. 59.'N.

ROTULA, in anatomy, the small bone of the knee, called also

.patella.

ROTUNDO, [rntoudo, Ital.] a building formed round both

in the inside and outside ; such as the pantheon at Rome. The
most celebrated rotundo of the ancients is the pantheon at Rome.
See Pantheon.
ROTUNDUS, in anatomy, a name given to several muscles

otherwise called teres.

ROTWEIL, a citv of Germany, in Suabia, 17 miles S. of Tu-
bingen. Lon. 9. 4. E. Lat. 48. 13. N.
ROUANE, or ROUANNE, a popidous and commercial town

of France, in the department of Rhone and Lojre, and late pro-

vince of Lyonnois, 50 miles N. E. of Clermont, and 210 S. E. of

Paris. Lon. 4. 12. E. Lat. 46. 13. N.
ROUEN, a city of Ftance, capital of the department of Lower

Seine, and in the late province of Normandy ; b) niile.s S. W. of

Amiens, and 70 N. W. of Paris. Lon. 1. 10. E. Lat. 4y. 27. N.
ROVERE, or ROVERE DI VELO, a late district or com-

mune of Verona.
* . i

RovERE, or RovEREDO, astrong town q{,ihe T-'ytol. Lon. 11.

I.E. Lat. 4fi. 12. N. , , ,; -,
,'•'.„,,

ROUERGUE, a late province of France, in the government of

Guieime, 75 miles long, and 50 broad. It now forms the depart-

ment of Avenon.
RUl'GE CHAPEAU, or RED HAT, a cape on the coast of

.North America: in Lon. 55. £6. W. Lat. 46. 52. N.

.J i
ROVIGNO, a populous town in Ittria. Lon. 1?. 53. p, Lat.

-45.J4. N.
.

..,,;
ROVIGO, a town of Italy, in the late tern tory of \ emcc, ca-

pitalof the Polesine di Rovigo. Lcn 12. 25. E. Lat. 46. 6. N.
RoviGo, Polesine of. See Polesino.

,

ROUND, Irotundus, Lat.] in geometry. See Circle, Globe,

and Sphere. The Italian musicians give the name of,&. round, to

what we call a flat 6.
. . i

Roi'ND, in a military sense, signifies a walk which some cftlcer,

attended with a pirtv of soldiers, lakes in a fortined pli)ce ar9un(l

the ramparts, in tlie night-time, in order to 5?e t)ul,the ctnlriesurc
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ualcliful, and every thing in good order. The tentries are to
ch.illenge the rounds at a distance, and rest their aims as they
pass, to let none come near them ; and when the round comes
near the guard, the centry calls alon<l, " who crimes there.'" and
being answered, " the iomul» ;" he says, " stand ;'' and then c;;lls

tile cor|K)ral of the guard, who draws his sword, and calls also,
" who comes there?" and when he is answered, '• the rounds," he
who has the word advances, and the corporal receives it with his

sword pointed to the giver's breast. In atrict garrison the rounds
go everv quarter ol an hour.

ROUNDEL, or ROUNDELAY, Irnndekt, Fr.] a kind of
ancient poetry, which commonly consists of thirteen verses, of
which eight are of one kind ot rhyme, and five of aiiother: it is

divided into three couplets; and at tiie end of the second and
third, the beginning of the roundel is repeated in an equivocal
sense, if possible. It derived its name, according to Menage,
trom its form, and because it still turns back again to the first verse,

and thus goes round. The roundelay is a popular poem in France,
but is little known among us. Marot and V'oiture have succeeded
the best in it. Rapiu remarks, that if the roundelay be not very
exquisite, it is intolerably bad.

ROUND-HOUSE, in a ship, the uppermost room or cabin on
the stern of a ship, where the master lies.

ROUSAY, one of the Orkney islands, about nine miles long,
and four broad; N. W. of Mainland. It consists entirely of a
range of lulls with some stripes of arable-land on the coast.

UOUsSEA, in botany, a genus of the tetrandria monogynia
class and order. Calyx lour-leaved ; corolla one-petaleil, bell-

shaped, four-cleft, inferior; berry quadrangular, many-seeded.
There is but one species, viz. R. simplex ; this is a small climbing
shrub, found by Coiiu.nersun in the Island of St. Mauritius.

ROUSSEAU, John Ijaptist, a French poet, was the son of a
shoemaker at Paris, and borii in 1669. His education was liberal,

and he wrote some poetical pieces in his youth, which brought him
into so much notice that Marshal Tallard took him to England as

his secretary. But though he had many opportunities of advanc-
ing his fortune, he neglected riches, and refused some lucrative

offices. Several virulent satires having been circulated against per-

sons of eminence, to whom Rousseau was known to have an aver-

sion, the general voice attributed them to him; when, to rid him-
sell' of the cliarae, he suborned a witness to accuse an innocent

person of being the writer. The subornation being proved, Rous-
seau was banished the kingdom in 1712. He thenwent to Swit-

zerland, and being introiluced to prince Eugene, accompanied

him to Vienna. He afterwards lost the favour of the prince, on
which he went to Brussels, where he contracted an intimacy with

Voltaire, which ended in a quarrel, and the two poets lampooned

each other without merry. Rousseau died in 1741. Besides his

epigrams, sonnets, and other poems, he wrote somq comedies, and
letters.

Rousseau, John James, was the son of a wafchin ,ker at Ge-
neva, where he was born in 1712. His mother died in the deli-

vcrv, which he says was the first of his misfortune^. Some of thb

first books which fell in his way weri! Plutarch and Tacitus. His-

education, however, was very confined, and he was put apprentice

to an engraver; but, according to his own account, he learned no-

thiii" but pilfering. He ran away from his niaster ; and, in a dfsti-

tute'conditioii, was taken under the protection of a lady najnrd

Madame 'le Wareus, who had quilted the Protestant religion for

the Catholic. 'I'his good wom.in;ippeafs to have had ^oiiu-what bf

the zeal of proselytism in her charity, for she sent the )-ouiig fugi-

tive to a scminaryof her persuasion at Turin. He did not long

remain there, but hired himself as footman to a lady, who died

shortly after. Having some talents for music, he set up as a

teacher in that art at Chamberi, from wlienee, in 1741, be went to

Paris, where he lived in great poverty a considerable time. At

length hewas taken into the service of .\I. Montague, French am-

Iwssador at^'enice, but having.a misunderstanding with his em-

ployer, he returneil to Paris, where Dupin, varmergmcral, gave

hiiii'a place in his department. In 1750 lu' obtained a prize from

the academy of Dijon lor the best answer to the question, " Whe-
ther the re-eslaiilishment of the arts and sciences has conduced to

the purity ot inoraK.r" This success prompted hnn to produce a

discourse on the inequality of men, and on the origin of societies ;

a work lull of bold flights and 'dangerous positions. In 1758 he

tj.M;
• published
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published a letter to a'Alembrit upon the project of e5t;ib!isliinR a

theatre at Geneva. In this letter, which was well written, he de-

clared himself against theatrical exhil)itions, though he had before

published a remedy, and also a pastoral, both adapted for the

staije. He next published his Dictionary of Music, in which :(ie

many excellent articles. He had before given a letter on tlie

French music, or rather a censure of that music. In 17(il appear-

ed his romance of the New Heloise, 6 vols. It is in the form ot

letters, exhibiting a strange mixture of beauties and deformities;

but it was read uiih avidity. . This work \vl!S eclipsed by his Emi-

Jius, a moral romance in 4' vols, in which he condemns every other

mode of education but that of following nature. Rousseau in this

work attacks the prophecies and miracles of the Christian religion,

wliile he seems to praise the gospel, and draw a beautifid picture ot

its Divine Author. 'Ihe parliament of Paris condemned the book,

and prosecuted the writer, who fled to Switzerland, where he re-

ceived so many insults on account of his principles tliat he returned

to Paris, and on llie invitation of Mr. Hume went to London in

a766, where he obtained a pension ; but, having ijuarrelled with

•liis friend, he went back to France, and sometimes appeared in Ihe

Armenian dress. He was ot a restless, proud, and fretful, disposi-

tion, imagining that there was a conspirycy of the men of letters

against him, and that all mankind were his enemies. He died of

an apoplexy, at Ermenonville, near Pans, in 1778. His works

have been published in 33 vols. Svo. and 12mo.
KOUsSELART, a town of France, in the department of the

Is'orth, and late province ot French Flanders, 10 miles N.E. of

Ypres and CO S.E. of Ostend. Lon. 3. 0. E. l.at. SO. 58. N.
ROUSSILL'OX, a late province of France, 50 miles long and

25 broad. It was bounded on the E. by the Mediterranean, on

the W.' by Cerdagna, on the N. by Lower Languedoc, and

on the S.' by Catalonia, from which it is separated by the Py-

renees.

ROUT, in law, is applied to an assembly of persons going

forcibly to commit some unlawful act, whether they esecute it or

not. See Riot.
R 3VT, in fashionable life, a numerous meeting of ladies and

gentlemen at the expence of the inviter, with music, dancing, and

other enterlainments,

ROl'TE, is particularly used for that course which military

orces take. It is also used for the defeat and flight of an army.

ROWE, Elizabeth, an ingenious and pious lady, whose

maiden-name was Singer, was born at Ilchester, in Somersetshire,

iu 1674. At the age of twenty-two she published a collection of

poems, under tlie name of Philomela. Matt. Prior is said to

have paid his addresses to her, but she declined the (jffer, and

married Mr. Thomas Rowe, an ingenious young gentleman, who
soon left her a widow, in which state she contiiuied the remainder

of her life. She died suddenly at Frome in 1737. The prin-

cipal of her poems is one on the History of Joseph. She was also

the author of a collection of letters, intituled Friendship in Death,

and after her decease Dr. Watts printed a volume of her thoughts,

under 'he title of Devout Exercises of the Heart.

ROWEL, in farriery, signifies a kind of issue, artificially

formed in horses, with a view to drain superfluous humours. See
Farriery.
ROWNMNG, John, an ingenious' English mathematician and

.philosopher, burn in 1699. He was fellow of Magdalen College,

Cambridge, and afterwards rector of Anderby in Lincolnshire,

lie was a constant attendant at the Spalding society, and was a

man of a philosophical habit, though of a cheerful disposition. He
had a peculiar genius for mathematical contrivances. In 1738 he
printed, at Cambridge, A Compendious System of Natural Phi-

losophy, in 2 vols. Svo. reprinted in 1745. He wrote also two
pieces in the Philosophic.d Transactions, viz. 1. Descriptioc of a

Pjarometer, wherein tlie Scale of \'ariation may be increased at

pleasure, vol. 3S, p. 3^. And, 2. Directions for making a Ma-
chine for finding the Roots of Equations universally, with the

manner of using it, vol. CO. p. 240. He died in Cafy-strcct, Lon-
don, Nov. 1771, aged 72.

ROXBURGH, an ancient city of Scotland, in Roxburgh-
shire.

Roxburgh, or Roxbvrghsuire, a county of Scotland, called

aUo Teviotdale, from thcT'-viol which runs through it ; extending

ibout 30 miles from E. to W. •.>iid IS in breadth from ihc En.ahsh

border to 'he Blue Calm in L^uderriale-Moor, but of an irregular

figure. It is bounded on the N. by Lauderdale and Berwicksliire,

on the E.-Jnd S.E. by Northumberland and Cumberland, on the
S. and S.W. by Annandale, and on tlie W. by Dumfries and Scl-

kirkshires. On the N^. and W. the county is mountainous, and
chieiiy approprialcfl to [xisture ; but ou tlie S. and E. considerably
level and feilile. .

ROXBURGHIA, in botany, a geiwis of the octandria mono-
gynia class and order. Calyx four-leaved; corolla four-petaled,

inwardly keeled ; nectary four, awl-shaped ; leaflets on the apex
of the keel of the petal.?, converging ; anthers Imear ; capsule one-
celled, two-valve<l ; seeds many. It has but one species, natives

of Coromandel.
ROXO, a cape of the Islandof Porto Rico on the S.W. coast.

Lon. 67. 53. W. Lat. IK. 11. N.
ROXOLANI, an ancient people of European Sarmatia, who

were verv rebellious under the Roman emperors.

ROYAL FAM1L\. The first and most considerable of the

king's royal family, regarded by the laws of England, is the queen.
1. The queen of Ivn gland is either queen regent, queen consort,

or queen dowager. I'lie queen regent, regnant, or sovereign, is

she who holds the cruwn in her own right ; as queen Mary, I. and
n. (lueen Elizabeth, and queen Anne ; and such an one has the

same powers, prerogatives, rights, dignities, and duties, as if she

had been a king. 'I'his is expressly declared l)y stat. 1 Mar. I. St.

3, c. 1. Buttiie queen consort, is the wife of the reigning king,

and she by virtue of her marriage is participant ot divers preroga-

tives above women. And, first, she is a public person, exempt
and distinct from the king ; and not, like other married women,
so closely connected as to have lost all legal or separate exist-

ence so long as the marriage continues. For the queen is of abi-

lity to purcliasB lands, to convey them, to make leases, to grant

copyholds, and do other acts of ownenhip, without the concur-

rence of her lord ; which no other married woman can do : a
privilege as old as the Saxon a>ra. She is also capable of taking a
grant from the king, which no other wife is from her husband.

The queen of England has separate courts and officers distinct

from the king's ; and her attorney and solicitor general are en-

titled to a place within the bar of his majesty's courts, together

with the king's counsel. She may likewise sue and be sued alone,

without joining her husband. She may also have a separate pro-

perty of goods as well as lands, and has a right to dispose of them
by will. In short, she is in all legal proceedings looked ujjon as a
femme-sole, and not as a femme-couverte ; as a single, not as a mar-
ried, woman. She has also many exemptions, and minute preroga-

tives. She pays no toll ; nor is she liable to any amercement in

any court. But, in general, unless where the law has expressly de-

clared her exempted, she is upon the same footing with other sub-

jects; being the king's subject, and not liis equal. The queen
has also some pecuniary advantages, which form her a distinct

revenue. " As to a queen dowager, she, though an alien born,

shall be entitled to a dower after the king's demise, which no
other alien is. A queen dowager, when married again to a sub-

ject, doth not lose her regal dignity, as peeresses dowager do when
they marry commoners. Foi Katharine, queen dowager of Henry
V. though she married a private gentleman, Owen ap Meredith
ap Theodore, commonly called Owen Tudor

;
yet, by the name

of Katherine, queen of England, maintained an action against the

bishop of Carlisle. And so the dowager of Navarre marrying
with Edinond the brother to Edward L maintained an action of

dower by the name of queen of Navarre. 3. The prince of

Wales, or heir apparent to the crown, and also his royal consort,

and the princess royal, or eldest daughter of the king, are likewise

peculiarly regarded by laws. For, by stat. 23 Edward HI. to

compass or conspire the death of the former, or to violate the

chastity of either of the latter, are as much high treason as to con-

spire the death of the king, or violate the chastity of the queen.

And tills upon the same reason as was before given ; because the

prince of Wales is next in succession to the crowti, and to violate

his wife might taint the bloo<l-royal with bastardy; and the eldest

daughter of t!ie king is also alone inheritable to the crown on
failure of issue male, and therefore more respected bv the laws

than any of her younger sisters. The heir apparent to the crown
is usually made prince of Wales and earl of Chester, by special

creation and investiture ; but being the king's eldest son, he is by
inlwritance
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inheritance duke of Cornvvall. 4. The rest of the royal family
may be considerefl in two difterent lights, according to the differ-

ent senses in which the term royal family is used. The larger

sense includes all those who are, by any possibility, inheritable to

the crown. Snch, before the revolution, were all the tloscendants

of William the Conqueror; who had branched into an amazing
extent by intermarriages with the ancient nobility. Since the re-

volution and act of settlement, it means the Protestant issue of the
princess Sophia. The more confined sense includes only those
who are in a certain degree of propinquity to the reigning prince,

and to whom, therefore, the laws pay an extraordinary regard and
respect; but after that degree is past, they fall into the rank of or-

dinary subjects, and are seldom considered anv further unless call-

ed to the succession upon failure of tlie nearer lines.

Royal Isle, a fertile island of North America, in the St. Law-
rence; sixty miles below lake Ontario. The French hadafbrt
on it, which was taken by General Amherst in 1760.
Royal Navy. See Marine, and Navy.
Royal Oak, a ftiir spreading tree at Boscobel, in the parish of

Donnington in Staffordshire, the boughs whereof were once co-
vered with ivy; in the thick of which king Charles II. sat in the
day-time with colonel Careless, and in the night lodged in Bosco-
bel house: so that thi;y are mistaken who speak of it as an old

hollow oak; it being then a gay flourishing tree, surronnded with

many more. The remains thereof are now fenced in with a hand-
some wall, with this inscription in gold-letters: Felicissimam ar-

borem, quani in asylum potentissimi regis Garoli II. Deus op.

max. per quam reges regnant, hie crescere voluit, &c.
Royal Society. See Society.
ROYALTY, or rather, in the plural. Royalties, are the rights

of the king, otherwise called the king's prerogatives, and regalia.

See PREROGArivE, and Regalia.
ROY'AN, a town of France, in the department of Lower Cha-

renle, and late province of Saintonger; 30 miles S. of Rochelle.

.Lon. 0. 57. W. Lai. 45. 3S. N.
ROYENA, Airican Bladder-nut; in botany, a genus of

the digynia order, and decanclria class of plants; natural order,

Bicornes. Caly.x iirceolated ; corolla mar.opetalous, with the

limb revoluted ; capsule unilocular and quadrivalved. It has

seven species.

ROYES, a strong town of F'rance, in the department of

Somme, and late province of Picardy, 12 miles N. W. of Noyon,
and 60 N. by E. of Paris. Lon. 3. 51. E. Lat. 49. 46. N.
ROY-ROYAN, in Bengal, the chief officer in the revenue-de-

partment, next to the Dewan, under the native government.
ROYSTON, a large town of Hertfordshire, 15 miles S. by E.

of Huntingdon, and 37 N. of London. Lon. 0. 1. E. Lat. 52.

€. N.
RUATAN, or RATTAN, an island in the bay of Honduras,

30 miles long, and 13 broad: naturally defended by rocks, except

at the entrance, which is so narrow that only one ship can pass at

a time. The harbour is spacious and safe, and can alFord safe an-

chorage to 500 sail of ships at once. Lon. 88. 12. W. Lat. 17.

6. N.
RUBBER, India. See Caoutchouc.
RUBENS, Sir Peter Paul, the most eminent of the Flemish

painters, was born in 1577, at Cologne. His father, who was a

counsellor in the senate of Antwerp, had been forced by the civil

wars to seek refuge in Cologn, and during his residence there,

Rubens was born. After studying in his own country, he went to

Italy, where ho greatly improvecl himself after the works of the

best masters, but chiefly Titian. On his return to Antwerj) he

gained so great a reputation as to be sent for to Paris to paint the

gallery of the palace of Luxemburg. He was afterwards employ-

ed by the infanta Isabella, and the king of Spain, in some import-

ant negociations, which he executed with such credit as to be ap-

pointed secretary of the privy council. On going to England with

a comuiission from tlie king of Spain, he obtained tli'' favour of

Charles I. who conferred on him the honour of knighthood, and

made him some valuable presents. While here he painted tiie

banqueting house. Rubens died very rich at Antwe-p in 1640,

He wrote a treatise on painting, and another on Italian architec-

,ture, folio.
" RUBIA, Madder; in bofany, a genus of the mo;;ogynia order,

and tetrandria class of plants; natural order, Stei'.atat. Corolla

one-petaled, bell-shaped; berries two; one-seeded. 1 here aie
seven species.

RUBICAN, Irubican, Fr.] Rubican-colour of a horse is one
that is bay, sorrel, or black, with a light-grey, or white, upon the
flanks, but so that this grey or white is not predominant there.
RUBICON, in ancient 'geography, asnudl river of Italy, which

it separated from Gallia Cisalpina'. It rises in the Aptnninc
niountains, and falls into the Adriatic sea. Julius Csesar, by cross-
ing it, and thus going beyond tlie boundaries of his province, de-
clared war against Pompey and the Senate, and thus began the
civil war. His desperate siiuaUon, and hesitation before he <lid so,
were very great. Hence when a dispute l>etvieen nations or indi-
viduals is brought to a desperate crisis, and a decisive step is taken,
which cannot be retracted, such a person or nation is said to have
passed the Rubicon. It is now called Kugone, according to Mr.
Lempriere ; but Dr. Oppenheim says its modem name is Luso.
Rubicon, a department of Italy, so named from the above-

river, which comprehends the late p'apal territory of Romagna.
RUBIEKA, a town of Italy, in the department of Panaro,

district, and late duchy of Modena ; 8 miles from Modena, Lon.
11. 14. E. Lat. 4139. N.
RUBlNiNSKA, one of Jhe northern provinces of Russia,

bounded bj the province of Dwina on the N. by Syrianeson the
E. by Belozera on the S. and by the lake Onega on tlie W.
RUBRIC, in the canon-law, signifies a title or article in certain

ancient law-books ; thus called because written, as tlie titles of the
chapters in our ancient bibles are, in red letters. Rubrics aUo de-
note the rules and directions given at the be!>inning, and in the
course of, the liturgy, for the order and manner ni which the
several parts of the otiice are to be performed. There are general
rubrics and special rubrics, a rubric for the communion, &c. lii

the Romish missal and breviary are rubrics for inaiins, for lauds,

tor translations, beatifications, commemorations, &c.
RL'BUS, the Bramble, or Raspberry Bush ; a genus of tlie

l)olygamia order, and icosandrid class of plants ; natural order,

Sentico'iX. Calyx five-cleft ; petals five ; berry compo>ed of one-
seeded acini. There are thirty-two species ; among which is the
R. idsus, or common garden raspberry, too well known to need
a particular description ; it is found wild in many parts of Europe,
particularly in rockymountains, moist situations, woods, and hedges.

The varieties of the raspberry are, the red-fruited, the white-

fruited, and the twice-bearing.

RUBY, a genu; of precious stones of various colours; as, I.

Of a deep red colour, inclining a little to ))urple : the carbuncle

of Pliny. 2. The spinell, of the colour of a bright corn-poppy-
flower. 3. The balass, or pale red, inclining to violet. 4. 'I'he

rubicell, of a reddish yellow. According to Cronstedt, the ruby
crystallises into an octoedral form, as w ell as the diamond, from

which it (lifters very little in hardness and weight. Tavernier and
Dutens inform us, that in the East Indies all coloured gems are

named rubies, without regard to what their colours may be ; and

that the particular colour is added to the name of each, in order

to distinguish them from one anotlier. There are, howeTer, some
soft stones of this kind, which they call bacaii : and it is certain,

that the hard and brilliant rubies, named orientil, as well as the

sapphires and topazes, are all the same, excepting only the cir-

cumstance of colour. Some are partly red, and partly blue,

yellow, and some quite colourless. Tlic spinell-rubics are about

half the value of diamonds of the same weight ; the balass is valued

at 30 shillings per carat. Tavernier mentions lOS rubies in the

llirone of the great Mogul, from iOO to 200 carats, and of a round

one almost 21 ounces: there is also mention made by other tra-

vellers, of rubies exceeding 200 carats in weight. According to

Dutens, a perfect ruby, if it weighs more than 3i carats, is of

greater value tluui a diamond of the same weight. If it weighs

one carat, it is worth ten guineas ; if two carats, 40 guineas ; three

carats, 150 guineas ; if six carats, upwards of 1000 guineas. Ac-

cording to the experiments of Bergman and Achanj, tiie texture

of the ruby is foliated like that of diamonds: it is fu>ible with

borax in a strong and long-continued heat, running into a tran'.-

parent glass of a pale preen colour. From the experniK-nls ol M.
d'Arcet", it appears that the ruby iloes not lose it.-, cdoui in llie

greatest tire ; but llenckel says, that, by means of a builiini;-ghi»s,

iie -softened it' in such a manlier as to receive the imprcs>iyn ot a

seal of jasuerj It becomes electric by being rubbed. Its ^pccinc.
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gravity, -according to Beiginan, is Ironi 3,180 to 4,240 : but Bris-

soii If Us us that It is -K'-'S.^. The specilic gravity of tlic spinell is

3,760, of tlK' Brasilian ruby 3,531. Rtibii-s are met wilb in the

Ciipelan mountains of Pegu, in the East Indies ; ami at Caos, Ava,

Bisnagar, Calicut, Cananor. Ceylon, and Brasil. Tliey are found

in sands of rivers of a red colour,' in an argillaceous earth of a hard

texture and greenish colour; sometimes they adliere to red rocks.

'J'hespinell-rnbies are met with in Hini.^ary, Silesia, Bolieuiia, and

Brasil. The balass comes principally from Brasil, though some are

also brought from the E ist Indies. The rubicell comes also from

Brasil, but they are said to lose tlieir colour in thf lii;e. See Co-
rax dum, Topaz, &c.
Ruby, in heraldry, denotes the red colour wherewith the arms

of noblemen are blazoned ; being tlie same which iu tlie arms of

otiiers, not noble, is called gules.

RUDBECKIA, Dv.AUF Sun-flower; in botany, a genus of

thesyngeiiesia-pojygamia fruslranea class of plants, the compound
flower of which is "radiated; but the Uelmaphrodile coroUulai of the

disc are tubulose and very numerous : the stamina are five very

short capiHarv fdamcnts ; and there is a small orbiculated seed

after each of'ihe hern>i\|)lirodite corollu.lx, and are all contained

til the cup, affixed to a paleaceous reteptatle. 'I'here are st-ven

species.

RUDDRR, i» naviptation, a piece of timber turning on hinges

in the stern of the ship, aii<l which, opposing sometimes one side

to the water, and soi;ieti;nes anollier, turns or directs tl-.e vessel

this way or tiiat. See Siiip-puii.din'G. Tlie rudder ot a ship is

a piece' of timber hung on the stern-posts by four or five iron-liooks,

callcil pintles, serving for the brittle ot a ship to turn her about at

the pleasure of the steersman. The rudder being perpendicular,

and wilhoulside of the slup, another piece of timber ii fitted to it

at right angles, which comes into the shi]), by which the rudder is

managed and directed. This latter properly is called the hclra or

tiller; and sometimes, though improperly, the rudder itself, i'he

power of the rudder is reducible to that of the lever. As to the

angle the rudder should make with the keel, it is shewn, that in

tlie workin:; of ships, in order to stay or bear up the soonest pos-

sible, the tiller of the rudder ought io make an angle of 55" with

fhe keel. A narrow rudder is best for a ship's sailing, provided

she can feel it ; that is, be turned or guided by it : for a broad rud-

der wiM hold much watei when the helm is put over to any side;

but it a shij) has a fat tiuarter, so that the water cannot come quick
and strong to her rudder, she will require a broad rudder. Tlie

aft-most part of the rudder is called tlie rake of the rudder.

RUDDIMAN, Thomas, M. A. one of the most eminent

grammarians which Scotland has produced, was born in October
1674, at Rangel, in the county of Banff. Dr. Pitcairne invited

liini to Edinburgh, and he became assistant-keeper of the advo-
cates library. Ills salary for executing this laborious oflice was
Hi. 65. ad. He had besides a small honorary present from those

who were admitted advocates, for correcting their theses : he was
a'so paid for copying M.SS. for the use of the library. And the

faculty, before he had held the office two years, were so highly

pleased witli his condiul, that they made him a present of iiOl.

Scots, or 41. 3s. 4t/. sterling. During the sitting of the court of

session he attended the library from 10 till 3 ; and a part of his

time wa^ occupied in teaching young gentlemen Latin. When
Ruddiman's merit became better known, his assistance was anxi-

ously solicited by those engaged in literary publications. In 1713,
Dr. Pitcairne died, when he testified all the respect which friend

^hip could inspire to the memory of his deceased patron. He
t-omposed Pitcairne's epitaph, and conducted the sale of his library,

wiiich was disposed of to Peter theGreat. In 1715, he published
the Rudiments of the Latin Tonguf : !3 or It) l^itin grammars,
composed by Scotsmen, had appeared before this period ; yet
iuch is the intrinsic value of this treatise, that it soon superseded
all o lior books on the subject, and is still taught in all the gram-
TT.Br-Schools ill Scotland. "

It has also been translated into, other
languages. He was next called upon to publish the works of
Bill hjnaii. The value ot these he enhanced much by an elaborate
preface, his " Tabula kegum Scotia; Chronologica,'' and " Pro-
priorum Nominum Intcrpretatio." In 1725, the tirst part of his
** CJramniatica: LatiiKE liistitutioiies," (on etymology,) was pub-
lished. The ild part (on s\ntax,) appeared in 1731.

" He wrote a
Jrd part oa orthography, and a 4th part on prosody, which is said

to be more copious and correct than dirj other publication on the

subject. When urged to give it to the public, he said dryly,
" The age has so little taste,' the sale would not pay the expense.^"

Of this work he puljiished an abridgment, containing an abstract

of all the four parts, which has gone througii many editions for the

use of schools. In 1739, he published " Selectus Diploniatum ut

Numisnialum Scotia; 'I'hesauvus." This work was projectedand

begun bv Anderson, (hence called "Anderson's Diplomata,")-

bin was finished by Ruddimau. The prelace, which is an excel-

lent GOnimentary ' on Andei-soii's performance, w as written by
Ruddimau, and displays a greater extent ot knowledge than any
of his other productions. When Ruddimau had arrived at his

SOth year, and was almost blind, he was assailed by James Man,
master of an hospital at Aberdeen, with a degree of rancour and
virulence, united with learning and ability, which must have

touched him sensibly. He was called a finished pedant,, a furious

calumniator, and a corrupter of Buchanan's works. The venera-

ble old man again entered the lists, and gained a complete victory.

Man, with all his acuteness, could only point out 20 errors in two
folio volumes. Some of these were typographical, some trifling,

and some doubtful. Uuddiman, with much pleasantry, drew up
against Man an account of 469 errors, consisting of 14 articles, of

wliicli two or three may be produced as a specimen. 1. Falsehoods

and prevarications, 20. 2. Absurdities, 69. 3. Passages from
classic authors misunderstood by Man, 10. ^I'he triumph gained

over this virulent adversary he did not long enjoy ; for lie died at

Edinburgh on the 19lli Jan. 1757, in his S3d year.

RUDKNTURE, [.French,] in architecture, the figure of a

rope or stalf, sometimes plain, and sometimes carved, wherewith
the ihitiiigs of columns are frequently filled up.

RUDLSIIEIM, a town in the department of the Rhine and
Moselle, and late electorate of Mentz, 3 miles from Bingen. Loii.

7. 56. E. Lat. 49. 49. N.
RUDIARIUS, in antiquity, a veteran gladiator who had got a'

discharge from the service. See Gladi.ator.
RUDIMENTS, {^I'udimoita, Lat.] the first principles or

grounds of any art or science, called also the elements thereof. Set
Element.
RUDIS, a knotty rugged stick,^ whjch the praetor among the

Romans gave the gladiators as a mark of their freedom and dis-

mission.

RUDOLFW' ERD, a strong town of Gemiany, 45 miles S. E.
of Lawbach. Lon. 15. '.io. E. Lat. 4li. 8. N.
RUDOLPIIINE Tx\BLES, a set of astronomical tables that

were publisiied by the celebrated Kepler, and so called from the

emperor Rudolph, or Rudolphus.
RUE, in botany. See Ruxa.
RUELLIA, in botany, a genus of the angiospermia order, and

didynamia class of plants ; natural order, Personatae. Calyx five-

parted ; corolla subcampauulate ; stamens approximating by pairs;

capsule opening by clastic teelh. There are forty-three species.

Swartz observes, that the Ruellia: are very nearly allied to the Jus-
ticia; in their natural order, flowers, fruit, and habit.

RUFFAC, a town of France, in the department of the Upper
Rhine, and late province of Alsace, 7 miles S. of Colniar.

RUFFING, or RUFFLING, a beat on the drum. Lieute-
nant-generals have three ruffles, major-generals two, brigadiers

one, and governors one, as they pass bv the regiment, guard, &:c.

RUGBY, a large town of Warwickshire, 11 miles S. E. of
Coventry, and 85 N. N. W. of London. Lon. 1. 12. W. ]La(.

52. 24. N.
RUG EN, an island in the Baltic sea, on the coast of Pomerania,

over against Stralsund, about 23 miles long and 15 broad. It is

strong both by art and nature, abounds in corn and cattle, and be-
longs to Sweden. The chief town is Bergen. Lon. 14. 30. E.
Lut. 54. 32. N.

'

UUGENWALD, a town of Germany, in Pomerania, 8 miles
from the Baltic, and 35 N. E. of Colberg. Lon. 16. 27. E. Lat
54. 35. N".

.

RUGLEY, a town, of England, in Staffordshire, on the Tre;nt,
6 miles N. W. of Lichfield, and 120 N. W. of London. Lon.
1. 4S. W. Lat. 52. 57. N.
RUINS, a term particularly used for magnificent buildings

fallen into decay by length ot time, and whereof there only re-
mains a confused heap ol materials. Such are the ruins of the
tower of Biibel, of the tower of Belus, two days journey from Bag-
dat in Syria," on the banks of the Euphrates ; which arc now nb

'J ii'.ore
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•more Ihaii a heap of bricks, c.-.:r.entecl with bitumen, and wheioof
*•«: only peiieive tlie pl;ui to have been scismie. Siicli also are Ihe

Tuiiis of a famous temple, or pala-i-, near Schiras, in Persia, wliicli

the iinliqiwries will liave to liu.i- been built by Ahasuerus, inul

-ivbicli the Persian^ nowcairiiiieiniinar, or Ciielmiiiar ; q. d. llie

40 columns ; because there are so many columns remaining prelty

entire, with the traces of others ; a great Cjuantity of basso-relievos,

and unknown churatters, sufiicient losliew the magnificence of the

Snlique architeclure. 'J he most remarkal)li' ruins now existing of

•whole cities are those of Palmyra and TL-rsepolis ; to winch may be
ladded thiise of Herculaiieum unci 1'oiu|K':u,ii.

RUIZIA, in botany, a genus of ihe poly.mdria order, and ino-

nadi-1/piiia class of plants ; jiatural order, Coliiinnifera'. Calyx
double, exterior three-leaved ; styles ten ; capsules ten, one-

celled, two-si'cded, clo-'Cly cohering. 'Jiiere are three species,

•all natives of the isle oi L^jurbon.

ULiLE, in matters of literatme, a maxim to be observed in any
art or science.

Rule, in ainonastic sense, a system of la«« or regulations, where-

by religions houses are governed, and which the religions make a
vow at their entrance to obsen-e. Such are the rules of the Au-
gusliiis, Benedictines, Carthusians, I'lanciscans, &c.

Rule, or Kuler, an iiistrument of wood or metal, v.illi seve-

ral lines delineat('<l on it; of great use in practical mensuration.

When a ruler has the lines of chords, tangents, sines, &c. It is

Cidled a plane scale.

KuLE OP Thri;f., &c. See Arithmetic, and Proj-ortiov.
Rules of Coukt, in law, are certain ortlers made from time to

time in the courts of law, which attorneys are bound to observe,

in order to avoid confusion ; and both the plaintiff and defeiulaiU

are at their peril also bovmd to pay obediei>ce to rules made in

court relating to the cause depending between them.
RUM, a spirituous liquor which is distilled fr<Mii su^ar-canes.

The best state in which rum can be imported or preserved, is that

of rectified spirit ; as it may thus be conveyed in one-half of its

usual compass, and afterwards reduced to the |)ioper degree of

proof strength, by means of spring-water. It would, likewise, in

this state he l)etter calculated for punch, both on account of its

liner flavour, and because the strength of the ini>;t;ire may be then

more uniformly regulaled. Farther, fraudulent persons would
now be prevented from adulterating it with malt-spirits, and also

from dulcifying or sweetening it with oil of vitriol, and similar per-

nicious drugs. Pure, old rnm, is incomparably more wholesome
than brandy; Dr. Short, therefore, prt-fers it to any other spirit,

both .as a cordial, and for making punch. It softens and dilates

the alimentary canal, while it promotes a more regular perspiration,

as well as the discharge of urine. It is also of greater service in

nephritic complaints; and, where the constitution is broken by
hard or long-continued drinking. Dr. S. recommends it in small

quantities, as being well adapted to raise and preserve the tone of

the stomach.—M'e deem it, however, necessary to observe, tlmt

such stimulating li(|uors are in no case absolutely salubrious, and

ought to be resorted to only as medicines.

RUMRN, the paunch, or first stomach of such animals as chew
the cud ; thence culled ruminant animals. See Zootomy.
- RUjVIliX, Dock; in botany, a genus of the trigynia order,

and hexandria class of plants ; natural order, Holoracece. Calyx
three-leaved ; petals three, connivent ; seed one, three-sided.

There ate 36 species.

RUMFORD, a town of E^sex, 5 miles from Burntwood, 12

E. M. E. of London, and 17 W. S. \V. of Chelmsford. Lon. 0.

13. E. Lat. 51. 36. N.
RUIMILLY, a town of France, in the department of Mont

Blanc, and late duchy of Savoy. Lnn. 6. 10. E. Lat. 45. 56. N.
RUMINANT, in natural history, is applied to an animal which

thews over again what it has eat before. Peyer, in a treatise " De
Runiinantibusct Ruminatione," shews that there are some animals

which really ruminate : as o.\en, sheep, deer, goats, camels, hares,

and squirrels : and that there are others which only appear to do
so, as moles, crickets, bees, beetles, crabs, mullets, &c. Tlie

latter class, he observes, have their stomachs composed of muscular

fibres, by which the food is ground up and down as in those which

really ruminate. Mr. Ray observes, that ruminants are all four-

footed, hiiry, and viviparous ; some with hollow and perpetual

horns, others v\'ith deciduous ones.

RUMP OF THE SACRIFICES. Moses had ordained, that

VOL. IV.—NO. 191.

the rump and fat of the sheep that were offen-dfor a pi'ace-oirerini»

should be i)ut upon the lire of the altar. (Lev. iii. y. vii. 3. viii.

2j. ix. 19.) The rump was esteemed the ii.osl delicijLe part of iHo
animal. ^ .

,

'

RUMPfllA, in botany, a genus of the mrnogyma order, and
trlandria clans of plants. Calyx trilid ; petals thvee: dnii«; three-

celled. U has but one species, native of the l'"ast Indies.

RUMSEY, a town of Eiigl;.iid, in liair.p hire, 8 mil^s
N. N. \V. of Southam|)ton, and 74 \\ . bv S. of L< n Ion. Lo^i.
1.31. W. Lat. 51. 1. N.
RUNDLET, CI RUNLET, is a small vessel, containing a^i

uncerlain quantilv of any luiuor, from 3 lo 20 gallons.

RUNG-HEADS, in a slup, are made a little bend.ng to direct

the sweep or mold of the hittocks and navel-timbers ; for here llie

lini's bp,i;m which make the compass and bearing of thcship. ^

RUNGS, ill a ship, (lu- same with the floor or ground tiuibcrs;

being the timbers w hirh constitute her floor ; and are bolted to the

keel, whose ends are rungheads.
RL'N IC, a term applied to the language and letters of the an-

cient Goths, Danes, and otlu-r northern nations.

RUNNER, in the sea-language, a lope belongingto llie garnet

and the two holt tackles. It is reeved in a single block joined to

the end of a pi'ndant : it h.is at one end a hook to hitch into any
thing ; and, at the other, a double block, into which is reeved the

fall of the tackle, or the garnet, by which means it purchases more
than the tackle would withmii it.

RUNNEL, or RENNET. Sic Rennf.t.
RUNJslNG OF GOODS, a clandestiiie landing of goods,

without paying the legal customs or duties lor the sunie.

RUPALA, a genus ol the tetrandia monogynia class and order.

Tht-re is no calyx; the petaU are four; stamina inserted in the

middle of the petals.; pencarpium one-celled, two-seeOcd.

RUPEE, a silver-coin current in the East Indies, worth about

2s. iU.

RUPELMONDE, a town of France, in the department of the

'Lwo Nethes, and late province of Austrian Flanders ; 8 miles

S. W. of Antwerp, and 24 N. E. of Ghent.

RUPERT, or ROBERT. See Robert.
Rupert's Drops, a sort of glass-drops with long and slender

tails, which burst lo pieces on the breaking olT those tails in any

part; said to have been invented by prince Rupert, and therefore

called by his name. Concerning the cause of this surprising pha;-

nomenon scarcely any thing that bears the least appearance of

probability has been offered. Their explosion is attended in the

dark with a flash of light ; and, by being boiled in oil, the drops

are deprived of their explosive quality.

Rupert Bay, or Rupert's Bay, a safe and capacious bay of

Dominica, on the N. W. coast, which atfords good shelter for

shipping.

Rupert Fort, or Rupert's Fort, a fort of N. America, on

the E. side of the bottom of Hudson's Bay. Lon. 80. 0. W. Lat.

51. .3. N.
RUPPIA, a g^nus of the fetragynia rrder, and lelrandria class

of plants; natural order, Inimdatx'. There is neither calyx nor

corolla ; but four pedicellated seeds. There is one species.

RUPTORY, in surgery and pharmacy, a corrosive medicine :

a caustic.

RUPTURA, in old records, plowed land.

RUPTURE, in surgery. See HtRNiA, Medicive, and

Surgery.
RURAL' CECONOM \'. See HtJSBANDRV.

RUREMONDE, a town of France, in the department of the

Roer, and late province of Austriiin Gucldeiland, 10 miles S.

of Veulo, and 70 N. E. of Mechlin. Lon. 5. 50. E. Lat. 51.

8 N
RUSCUS, Knee-holm, Knee Holly, or Butcher's Droom;

a genus of the syngenesia order, and difficia class of plants; naUual

order, Sarmcntacea;. Calyx six leaved ; corolla none ; nectary

central, ovate, perforated at the top. Thereare live species.

RUSH, in botany. See .luNCUS.

RUSMA, a brown and light iron-substance, with halt as much

quicklime steeped in water, with which the Turkish women make

their psilothron, to take olT their hair.
,• » -

RUSS, a town of Prussian Lithuania, capital of a i.istrict so

named, 20 miles N. \V, of 1 ilsit. Lon. 21. 50. h. Lat. o^.

2°- '^'-

g j,T RUSSELIA,
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RUSSKLIA, in botany, a geiuis of the ciiiivnia order, and

pciit.indiia cla-^s of plants. Calyx live- leaved; petals live, above
;

capsule one-celled, niany-^ieded. [t has but one species.

RUSSKLSHEl.M, a town in Iles^c Darmstadt, (J miles E. of

Mentz, and 13 N. W. of Darmstadt.

RUSSIA, a vtry large and powerful empire, partly in Europe,
and partly in Asia, bounded on the N. by the Northern Ocean, or

Frozen Sea; on the E. by the Eastern Ocean, and divided from
Amirica by Behrin-j's, fornK-rly Anian Straits, which are about 73
\er>ts wide. (See veest.) From ihence, towards the S. it cn-

lends alont; the chain of the Aleontskie islands, whirli approach the

I>J. W. coa>t of America; and from Kamtsrhutka, towards the

S. W. it extends, by a chain of other islands, called Kourilskie

islands, as far as Japan ; on the S. it borders on the I5U;ck Sea, on
the nations « hich dwell at the foot of the Gaucasan mountains, on
a part of Persia, the Caspian Sea, the hordes of Kirghiskaisacki, on
jZiungoria, Chinese Mungalia and Daouria; a territory traversed

by the A.nour, and so named fron tlic Daonri, its ancient inhatii-

tants ; and on the W. on the Danish and Swedish Lapland, the

Baltic Sea, Courland, Livonia, Lithuania, Pohind, and Turkey
in Europe. Russia occupies more than a seventh part of the Eu-
ropean continent, a:nl nearly the 26tli part of the whole globe. Its

greatel extent from W. to E. viz. fvom the 39^° to SU'J' of Ion.

is lo8°; and if the islands of the Eastern Ocean be included, it will

then be 183°
; so thai the continental length of Russia, viz. fiom

Riga to Tchoukotskoy Noss, which is tlie easternmost promontory,
will constitute about 8500 versts. The greatest extent of this eni-

j)ire from N. to S. i.e. from the 78° to 50 ^'' of lat. is 27^- degrees.

ilencethe breadth of Russia, from Cape Tavmour, which is the

N. E. promontory, to Kiakhta, is about 3CO0 versts. The greater

part of this empire lies in Mie tempi-rate zone, and a part of it, viz.

that wiiieh is beyond GG'^S^- of lat. lies in the frigid zone ; and the

whole surface contanrs above 2,150,000 square versts. There
therefore is not at preser.t, and never has l)een in any period, an
empire, the extent of which could be compared to that of Uussia.

Kussia was anciently inhabited by various nations ; such as Hunns,
Sc\thians, Savmatians, Mas^agetes, Sclavonians, Cimbri, &c.
The origin of the Russians themselves, though not prior to the

9tli cciitury, is covereil with almost impenetrable obscm'ity ; partly

owing to the ignorance and barl)arity of the people, and partly to

the mistaken policy which yet prevails in the nation, of suppress-

ing all accounts of their origin, and inquiries into their ancient

ttate and situation ; of which we have a remarkable instance in the

suppression of a work by professor Muller, intituled " De Origi-

nibus Gentis et Nominis Russorum." According to several au-

thors of credit, the Russians derived their origin from the Slavi, or

Slavonians, corruptly called the Sclavonians, who settled fust

along the banks ofthe\'olga, and afterwards near the Danube,
in the countries named Uulgaria and llnngr.ry ; but being ciriven

thence by the Romans (whom the Riissians call Wolocliens, or

Wolotaiiers), tliey first removed to the river Bory>thenes, or

Dneiper, then over ran Polanil, <;ud, as is reported, built the

city of Kiow. Afterwards they extemled their colonies farther

north, to the rivers which run into the llmen lake, and laid the

foundation of the city of Novogorod. The towns of Smolensk
and Tsernikow appear also to have been budt by them. The most
ancient inhabitants, not only of Rus.iia, but uU over Siberia, quite

to the bordei-s of China, are called Tshudi : far pnifes^or Vltiller,

on inquiring in those parts by whom the ancient buildings and se-

pidchral monuments he saw there, were erected, Wi.s everywhere
answered, that they were the works of Tshudi, Wliw in ancient

limes had lived in that country. In the 9th century, the
Scandinavians, that is, the Danes^ Norwegians, and Swedes,
«;migrated from the north, and, crossing ihe Baltic, went to

seek habitations in Russia. Tliey lirsl subdued the Courlanders,
Livonians, and ICsthonians; and, extending their conque.sts still

Jarther, they exacted tribute from the Novogorodians, settled kings

over them, and traded as far as Kiow, and even to (Jreecv.

These new invaders were called Waregers ; which, accorduig to

professor .Muller, signilies sea-faring people; or, if derived Ironi

the old northern word w.w, it sigiiities warlike men. To these
Waregers the name of Russes, or Russians, is tlnniglit by liie

most eminent authors to owe its origin ; but the elvmologv of the

word itself is uncertain. In these dark ages, Russia was divided
among a great number of petty princes, wlio made war upon each

7

other with the ferocity ani cruelty of wild beasts ; so that the w hole
comitry was reduced to the utmost misery ; when Gostomi>el, a
chief of the Novogorodians, pitying the unhappy fate of his

countrymen, and seeing no other method of remedying their cala-

mities, advised them to offer the government ot their country to

the Waregers. 'I'he proposal was readily accepted, and three

princes of great abilities and valour were sent to govern them;
namely Ruric, Sincus, and Truwor, said to have been brothers.

The first took up bis residence at Ladoga, in the principality of
Great Novogorod ; the sccon<l at Bielo Osero, or the W bile Lake

;

and the third kept his court at isborsk, or, according to others, at

asmall town, then called Twertzog, in the j)rjiiripality of Ples-

kow. The three brothers reigned amicably, and made considerar

ble additions to their dominions ; all of which at length devolved
to Riuic by the death of Sincus, and Truwor. Tlie Russian em-
pire is inhabited by no less than 16 diif'erent nations, ot which our
limits will hardly permit us to give the names. Tiie first are the

Sclavonic nations, coniprclu-nding the Russians, who are the pre-

dominant inhabitants ot the whole empire, and the Poles, who be-
sides occupying the countries lately wrested from the republic,

live in the governments of Polatsk and Moghilev, as well as in the
district of Salenghinsk and along the river Irtish. 2. The Ger-
manic nations, comprehending the Germans properly so called,

who inhabit Esthonia and Livonia; the Swetles inhabiting the
Russian Finland, as well as some ot the islands on the Baltic sea

;

and the Danes who iuliabit the islands of Ihe Baltic sea, tlie

Worms, and Gross or Great Roge. 3. The Lettonian or Livo-
nian nations, under which are classed the original or real Lelto-
iiians or Letishi, inhabiting Lri'onia ; and the Lithuanians, who
live in the government of Polatsk and Moghilev. 4. The Finns,

or Tcluidi, nations who inhabit tlie governments of \ iberg and St.

Petorsburgh, with many other districts of the empire, being

branched out into no fewer than 12 difterent tribes. 3. The Tar-
tarian nations, who are ail either Mohammedans or idolatei's. The
Moliaiiiniedan Tartars, commonly called by the Russians 'I'arlare,

dwell in Kazane, and Ihe places ailjaceiit; at Keslmove ; at Ouse,
in the goveriiment of Parma ; at Tomsk and its neighbourhood,
and are in general a sober, imlustrious, cleanly, and generous
people. The other Tartars inhabit different parts of Siberia, and
are intermixed with still dirtV-rent races, called after the towns,

rivers, and other places to which their habitations are nearest.

Thev are idoljters, and governed by shamans. Besides these,

there are in the Russian dominions the Nagay Tartai-s ; the Crim
Tartars, inhabiting the Crimea, who, together wilh the land be-

longing to them, came under the subjection of Russia in 1783 ;

the Mescheraki ; the Bashkirs; the Knghistzi or Kirgliis-kaisaks
;

tlie Yakoiili ; and the white Kalmucks. 6. 'Ihe Caucasan na-

tions, which are six in number, and are each subdivided into many
dillt rent tribes. Among these are the Circassians, who live m
different settlements bordering on the river Kubane. 7. The Sa-

moveds or Samoeds, compreiiending the Ostiacs. (See Osti-

ACS.; These inhabit the northernmost part of Russia, along the

coast of the ley Sea.— 8. The Mungalian nations, comprel^endmg
the original Mungals, who are chietly dispersed in tlie deserts of

Gohey ; the Bourati, who live on the banks of the Baikal, anil

other places in Ihe government of Irkutsk; and the Kalmuks, con-
sisting of four different tribes.—All these hordes speak the Mun-
^aiian language, observe the religion of Lairia, and the Kalmucks
live in large tents. 9 The 'I'ongoosi, a very populous tribe, dis-

persed from the river Eiiissev as far as the sea of Okhotsk, and
from the Peijinskaya Gooba beyond the Chinese frontier. They
are all idolaters, aid live by lumting and limbing. 10. The Kaiut-

chadels. 1 1. The Koriaki. 12. The Kouriltzi. Of these three

i.iiioiis we have given some account underthe article Kaintschatka.

13. The Aleouii, who dwell in the islands between Siberia and
America, and very much resemble the i'.squimaux and the iubalM-

tanls of Gieenlanil.—They live in large huts, and seem to be
idolaters.— 14. The Arintzi, a ver\ numerous people scattered m
the government of Kolhivaiie. 15. The Yiikugliiri, who are dis-

persed on the coasts of the Glacial sea, about Ihe rivers Yaiia,

Kolhina, and Lena, and as tar as the source of the Anadir. 16.

The 1 thoiiktclii, who occupy the N. E. part ot Siberia, between
the rivers Kolhima and Anadir. Besides these 16 ditlerent na-

tions, there are scattered through the Russian empire vast num-
bers of Buckhaiian Tartars, Persians, Georgians, Indians, Greeks,

Servians,
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S.rv.an.. Albanians B.lganan., Moldavians Valckia,^, Arm^

^,ans, and Je.s. In the Rnss.an enip.re are man lak. .1 e >

aroe extent 1. Th.- Latiosa, anciently called Ise- o - 'he lar^

es "like in
• urope, betueen^he sover.nnenls of St. I'.t.rsbur^h,

oiol;:^^. and Vyborg.
f,:i:'^v'^"Ti ke^^c^iv pufu'b;::

4 The Ilnfeo lake, anciently called Mo.sk, be. n> <« fvermne

of Novosurod, 7. The Baical Lake, otherwise ca led the Bau al

Sea and the Holv Sea, lies in the government of Irkonbk. Be

side. tle"e there are several of less note. '1 lie Rnssian angnage ,s

a dTaleaol the Sclavonic-, and the |nn-est perhaps that is nowany-

there tobe found; bntthex have nothing ancient vvnlLen.n.t, c.k-

cepl a translation of Clfrvso-.tom's Ofiices for hasler, which are at

ths day Rood Russian, and intelligible to every Ijoor, though cer-

ainh nof les, than SOO rears old. '1 be native Rnssun.s are stig-

ma iseb their neighbour, as ignorant and bruta ,
totally re-

I?ened to sloth, and addicted to drunkenness, even to the mo.t

beallvexces nav. thev are accused of being arb.trarvperfi-

S,- inhunian. and destitute of every social v";-;^^^ --
not a nhrase in their language analogous to ouis, the man,ier> oi

lie sent ment of a gentFeinan ;" nor docs gentlemen « itn them ex-

ures'aiM thing moral. They have no such distinction. Cunmng

fsTroSed aiKl gloried in by'all; and the nobknuu. vvho is de ec

-

Ll ipllin<T a lie M vexed, but not in the least ashamed. In the

XV lioS vLlement of the inarine by Peter Ihe Gnat, . .ere is not

^ evvonladdre,sedtothe honour, or even to the probity, ot h.s

officers ? ope o reward, and the constant fear of detection and

pSment are tlie onlv motives touched on. '1 he K"^^'-'" "ff
C, e Iv wore long beai'ds, and long robes vyilh stiait sleeves dang,

1 ?>vn?niheir ancles- their collars and shirts were generallv

^;;!J^ V o; k o .mierent colours -. in lieu of hats, they co-

ve ei.H heads with furred caps ; and. instead ot shoes wo e

I . V -llnvv le-itbern buskins. The dress ot the women nearly

"'mb^^d Uut o ^ot^; sex ; with tU. ditlerence. that^.l^.r g--
r''*^'"""^"'

I .^ ,,.,.;,. -.an,: fantastica , and their --hitl-

^Is u:;!^oXiXnWtir£h::ed up m folds from the
bteeves uiirt ui lui. r.

^ ih,. French fas uons prevail

S-!:!f[,:: peS^^s tl^::j;:;:t'^n Mul.ovy. £mo.,n

to^mes'of cUtitrent sort<. agates, corndian, beryl, cba-e; < >

.

«Tx norphvry. antimonv, pyrites, aciuamarn.es. chiysolit.s,
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nai paii "' •
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^'""%wT: v:^r:^e"ve',:i^^: W;,o:n%y die name
(vins, t.ure is a veiy cn i

Baraba, the north-

of B:uabu.skava S epe^^ V . tl^e c.

.^^^^ ^ ^^^^ ^,^^ ^^

""
T. dL ; tl o sandAnd marshes, and very nnht for ci -

-part IS a ^^»Jf q^ 1 K„i,,ey there is more woodland

lun ope., ground" and the' othc. .kle of the Enissey is entirdy

covered with impervious woods, as far as t,u- ake Baical b.u tlie,

soi is fraitfnl everywhere; and wherever the iroube has been

akeno clearing it 'of the wood, and of dra.nmg 11 from unnc-

ces'ry wa e? it'proves to be very rich, and fii.oi- cultivation ;
and

"rco'untry beylnd the Baical is sun on nded by ndges o hi^h

,toi,y mountains. Proceeding on lartner towards ^^^^
^f'

'^ ^
'-

mate of Siberia becomes by de-^rees more and more severe the

ummer grows shorter, the winter longer, -and the frosts prove

no "intense. With respect to the vanety of climates as well as

heprX^of the earth, Ru.sia naturally may be divided into

ee re" ions or divisions, viz. the northern, mud e, -and southern

d,lHoi,s. The.e weie about 30 years ago subdivided into dif-

ferent 'r.vernments, for the better administration otju^tice. i he

,. rllu-m <i.vision, beginning from Lot. 57° extends to the end of

; Russiandon.inion°on tlfe north, and -.ncludes the Aovennnent.

of St Pelersbnrah, Riga, Revel, Vyborg. Pscov, Novogoixl,

TveOlonzrchang.l Vologda, Yaroslavl, Kostroma, M.itka.

P 1 ,e. and Tobolsk. 'I he n^ddle-divi^ionis reckoned from La^

57° to 50° and includes the governments o "o^ .ow

.^'^^X;
Polotsk Monhilev Tchernigov, Novogorod-Seveiskov, Kharkov

V on';, KCursk. Orel, kalou.a. Toola. «
-^ .''l^',

^
^'^;;'

^'^^•

Ni.ne.-NovoRorod. Tambov, Saratov, Penza. amb.i,k K.^a.K

Onia Kolhivane, and Irkutsk. Thesouthern division beg ns..tLat

o'ai'id extends to the end of Russia on the south, '"c u.ln.g the

governments of Kiov, Ekathennoslav,
^•'"^'^f

';• /J . ,f^'^„
To this mavbe added the h .bitations of Cossacks ot the Uoii.

Ihe \^1 beasts in the northern part ot Russia such ^V^'"; '=,*^
'

beai-s, foxes, ermins martens, s.ibles. hares, '^'"d ^4^.'^"--:'- ^

^^j^J

more southern provinces the Muscovites breed h.ack cat k, small

bill hardy horses, sheep, goats, and camels. 1 he hrce 1
ot cauic

:i& has been ellla^ed by the care, -a m.der the proU- -

liun of Peter and succeeding sove.eigns. i he who e empire

abmii.ds Mih wiUI-fo.vl and game of all sorts and a variety of bird

ofnre- besides the cliflerent kinds ot poull.y. which are raised

m Kb as we as in other countries. Tlie external parts and pro-
in tni5 as will as 11

Mtnolied w th sea-hsh from the

Blicksea and C-asoi.n, ; but the wliole empire is plentifully pro-

V ded vHhr^sh-water-lish from the numerous lakes anJ nve s

ri dinV nnmensequanlities of salmon, trout, pike, sturgeon, and

, 1 u.^ Te Russians were converted lo the Ciinslian religion

great fasts in theyeai, t 11 nu .
^^,|^^

r;r^S- i:::^rh.^^is::tsl^ie ^<'-"-vn'^;:":h''umi
^0^ or ai^y aninul-suMance has been n u^. ^^^-^1;;^,
of Lent continues, tl ey~ ^-^^'^

^„,^ ^f,,,, all beer called

^^'-''"^'^Ste^K«;'we:^;e::i::^ -a Friday Their
qnassi. ^ "«> "K'^ ,„;.,,:„ from every spcries of (ood ami

rri^TS, sa^^ cliclnllirU w.ler! Rus^ l.s a con-

^WrJble miird^-^oMa^ an .moi. n^-'.^^l^ ,..

Dwiiia, ttic J>eva, i-'ii'^H The external com-
'"'^'

"1 Rt":rma 'bJdIvided ii'tolwo-different branche, ;
...

merce of Russia may oe "
nations, which is cairie.l on by

The commerce w.th '^« ^ [" .7.
.''\' ,/„ or upon credit.
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Polaml, Sv/fdeii, :ni(l 'riirkev. 1 hl- proilucis cii lUisiia, es|)>>rk;d

ii.to the (liHtTciit liuropean kiiigdofiK, consist chielly in hempjtiax,

diirereiit kinds of grain, tallow, liidts, sail-clot li, iron, timber, lin-

seed, butter, hemi'-oil, train-oil, wax, pot-.isses, tar, tob::cco,

bristles, linens, peltry, and other gomh, the greatest part ot' which

is exported chieily by way ot St. Petersburgh, Kiga, r.nd Arcli-

angcl ; and in relnni from tlic Euro))ean kingdoms they receive

uoo!iiMi-c!i)ths, dilierenl kinds of goods made of wor^te<l, silk, cot-

ton, and thread ; wines end beer, white and moist sugars, siik<,

cotton unwronght, and yarn; French brandy, licinors, ar;iick,

shrni), dirt'erent iron-tools, and toys ; gold and sih er in bars, in

f.>rcign money, and in otlier things ; briliianls, peafls, galantine
goods, coir^fp, colours ; peltry, viz. beaver and utiier skins ; h'-r-

rings, stock-tish, salt, tobacco, dit!l'crent trees, oil, hoifes, china and
partheii-ware, &c. The government nf Knssia is Ilie nio't nb-o-

Uite despotism. The whole empire Is ruled by the arbitrary -will anti

pleasure of the sovereign, who is styled the czar or liar, a title

which is a < oiTiipt'on of Cxsar. Hereupon he was styled grund
dwke of Muscovy ; but snue the reign of feter he i^ digmiied
with the appellation of emperor of all Russia. The eniper(>r is ab-
solute lord, not only of all the estates in theempire, but also o' ilic

the lives of his subjects ; the greatest noblemen call themselves lii-

slaves, an<l execute his commands w :th (he most implicit ol)e(lienc •.

KvsfiA, LiTTLi:, or Russia, Kkd, a l;:te province of Poland,
scizi'd by the emperor Joseph Jl. and included in his province oi

Galicia.

RUST, the calx of any metal, procuiied by corroding and dis-

solving its superficial parts by simie menstruum. The term oxide
is now employed instead ot ruil. See OxrcE.
Kl'STIC, in architecture, implies a manner of buildina in imi-

tation of iiai.urp, ralTier tluiii according to the rules of art. See
Architectiike.

Rustic' Gods, [dii rustici, Lat.] in antiquity, weiethe gods of
the country, or tln'se who presided over agiici.hure, &c. "Varro
invokes the twelve dii consentes, as the principal among the rustic

gods; viz. Jupili-r, Telius, the Sun, Moon, (L'eres, Bacchus, Rn-
bigiis, Flora, Minerva, Venus, Lympha, and Fortune or Good
Luck.

Rus,ric Ordf.k, that decorated with rustic quoins, rustic
work, S:c.

Rustic Work, is where the stones in the face, ice. of a build-
ing, instead of being smooth, are hatched, or picked with the point
of a hammer.
ttUTA, Rue ; in botany, a genus of the mnnogynia order, and

decandria class of plants; natural order, Miiltisihqua;. Calyx
live-parted ; petals coni ave ; receptacle surrounded by ten honey-
dots ; capsule lobed. There are seven species.

RUTHERFORD, John, M. D. one of the illustrious founders
of the Medical Scliool in the University of Edinburgh, waslh,-
son of the rev. Mr. Rutherford mimster o"t Yarrow, in Selkirkshire.
He was born Aug. 1st, I6y5, and after his father's death he went tn

Edinburgh in 1 708, or 1710, w here he studied the classics, mathe-
matics, and natural philosophy, at the University. He next en-
gaged himself as an anprenticc to Mr. Alexander Nisbet, an emi-
nent surgeon in Edinburgh, wi'h whom he continued till 1716,
when he went to London ; where he attended the lectures on
anatomy, by Dr. Douglas,^ on surgery by Andre, and on materia
medica by Strof her ; besides attending several hospitals. In 1721,
he settled as a physician in Edinburgh; and soon alterwards joined
with Drs. Sinclair, Pluminer, and Innes, in purchasing a labo-
ratory, for the preparation of compound medicines. The lectures
en the institutes and practice of ph_\sic were then, and for many
years afterwards, delivered in Latin, 'and such was Ivr. Rutherford's
command of that laitguage, that on every thing connected with
medicine, he talked in it more fluently tlian in English. About
1748, he introduced a greai |irrvemeiit in medical education.
Sensible tiiat abstract lectures on tl,e symptom> .,i,d the mode ..;

treating various dSeases, of whxh the students know little but the
names, tonUi scarcely he of any br nelit, lie had for sometime encou-
raged his pupils to hrinx patient-, to hiiii on Saturday, when he ei-
quired into the nature of their dil^a^l5, and prescribed forthetn in 'he
presence of thi class. This gave rise to the course of clinic-.d le--

tures ; the u'ility of which was so obvious, that \* was eii;i<-ted, bv
a decree ot the >enate of the university, that no man should be ad"-

uiittedto an examination fot his degree, who had not attended

those letuires; to which tn e\ci-ilcnt hospital, then nc\Oy erected,

g.ivc Ih'' prolessovs every opportunity of doing ainple justice. Dil
Kuthertord died in Kdinburgh, in 177S where he had spent great

pa't of his life, aged S-i.

RuriiERFOKD, a county of N. Carolina, in Morgan district ;

houndeil on tr.e E. by Lncoln county, S. by S. 'Carolina, W. by
Uuncoiiib, and N. by Burke county.

Rutherford Tow.t, or Kutberfordtowk, a capital of the
above countv.

RUTUEHGLEN, or RUGLEN, a royal borough of Scotl.ind,

in Lanarkshire. It is luo miles S. E. of Glasgow, and nine \\.

of Hamilton. Lon. 4. 13. W. Lat. 5j. 51. N.
RUTHIN, a tiAvn oi Nortli NN ales, in Denbighshire, U> miles ,

S. W. 01 Hollvwell, and -'o6 N. W. cl London. Lon. 3. 30. W.
Lat. .-iS.?. N.'

Rl'TILF., in inineralogv, a species of the Meitr.chine ^einis, of i

a daik blood re<l colour, of various digrees o! inten-ity passing to
a brownish red. It occurs crystallized, stul the crystals are longi-

tuciliially streaked; externally it is shining ondrgl.isteniiig ; inter-

nally its principal fractuie is splendent; specilic-gravity ;;b<nit 4.2.

^^itil'>ut addition it is infusible before the blow-pipe ; with borax
or alkali it atiords a hyacinth Iransparciit glass. It is found to be a
pure oxide of incnachine, with a slight portion of siilca.

RUiLAM, a town of Hindostan Proper, in the province of
Malwa; 48 miles W, of Ongein. Lcn. 74. 48. E. Lat. 23.
25. N.
RU TLAND, a county of the United States, in Vevjnoiit,

bounded on the N. by Addison, E. by Windsor, and Ij. by Ben-
nington counties; and W. bv tlie State of New York.
Rutland, a po>t-to"n, capital of the above county, 45 miles

W. by N. of Windsor.
Rutland, or Ruti-andshire, the smallest county of England,

being only forty miles in circumference. The climate is good,
and the soil fertile, allbrding plenty of corn, and feeding a great
number of horned cattle and sheep.

RUTTUNPOUR, a city of Hindostan, in Oriza; the ca))ital

of one of the Western Mahratta chiefs. Lou. 82. 36. E. Lat.
22. 16. N.
RUTUBA, in ancient pcograpliy, two rivers of Italy: I. in

LiL'un., rising in the Apennine mountains, and running into the
Mediterranean: 2. in Latium, tV.lling into the Tiber.

RU'I ULI, an ancient people of Latium, over wliom Turnus
reigned, when yEiicas arrived in Italy. Their capital was
Aiftea.

RUTULITE, a mineral found in Norway, of a yellowish
colour ; it occurs massive, disseminated, and crystallized ; crystals

small ; specific gravity 3.5. It experiences little change before
the blow-pi])e, without addition, but with borax it forms a yellow
ish-green transparent bead ; a specimen from Norway was found
to consist of

Silica 2C
Oxide of menachine 58
Calcareous earth 20

RUVO, a populous town of Naples, in Bari, 16 miles W.
of Bari, anciently called Rubi. Lon. 16. 44. E. Lat. 41.
26. N.
RUYSCHIA, in botany, a genus of the pentandria nionogvnia

class and order. Calyx five-leaved ; corolla live-petaled,' re-

flexed ; stvie none ; berry many-ieeded. There are two species,

viz. R. ckisia-folia, and R. suruhea.

RUZ.\, a town of Russia, in Moscow, 48 miles AV. N. W. of
Mo-cow. Lon. 36. 2. E. Lat. 55. 46. N.
RY.Af'OTlA, !ito«n of Hindostan, in Mvsorc, 75 miles S. of

Seringiipatam. Lon. 76. 45. E. Lat. 30. 15. N.
RYANIA, in botany, a genus of the polyandria mouogynia

class and order. Calyx five-leaved, permanent, coloured; corolla

none; stigmas four; berry suberous, one-celled, many-seeded.
There is only one species, viz. R. speciosa, a native of the Isle of
Tr.iiMlad.

IvYDROOG, a town and fortress of Hindoostan, in the My-
sore, 128 miles N. of Seringapatam. Lon. 76. 52. E. Lat. 14.

40. N.
RYE,
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KYE, In bolany. SeeSscALE.
Rye, in geography, a town in Siissfex. Lon. 0. 50. E. Lat.

51. 0. N.
RYEG'ATE, a borough of England, in Surrey, 16 miles E. of

Guiklford, and 21 S. VV. of London. Lon. 0.'l5. W. Lat. 51.

16. N.
Ryegrass. See Hordeum, and Husbandry.
RYMER, Thomas, Esq. tlie author of the Fcedera, was horn

in the nortli of I^ngland, and educated at the giainmar-scliool of

Northallerton. He was admitted a scholar at Cambridge, then
became a member of Gray's Inn, and at length was appoiiited

historiographer to King Wiliium. He wrote A View of the Tra-
gedies of the last Age, and afterwards published a tn'g'edy named
Edgar. As a critic, he wanted candour ; nor is liis judgement to

be relied on, who could condemn Shakespeare. But as an anti-

quarian and historian, he has merit. His Foedcra, which is a col-

)ection of all the public transactions, treaties, &c. of the kings of

England with foreign princes, is esteemed one of the most authen-
tic and valuable records, and is often referred to by the best Eng-
lish historians. It was published at London about 1700, in 17

vols, folio. Three were added by Sanderson after Rymer's
death. The whole were reprinted at the Hague in 10 vols, in

1739. They were abridged by Rapin in French, and inserted

in Le Clerc's Bibliotheque, and a translation made by Stephen
Whatley, and printed in 4 vols. 8vo. 1731. Rymerdied 14th

Dec. 1713. Some specimens of his poetry are preserved in Ni-
chol's Select Collection, 1780, vol. 1.

RYN'CHOPS, the Skimmek, in ornltllola^ry, a genus of the

order Grails. Bill greatly compressi-d ; lower m.tndible consi-

derably longer than the upper ; nostrds linear and pi-rviuus ; back-
toe very small ; tall very torked. R. nigra, or the black skimmer,
the only species, is twenty niches long and three feet and a hjll in

width. It inhabits America and the East Indies, and is almost m-
cessa?itly on the wing.

RYOTS, in the policy of Hindostan, the modern name by
which the renters of land are distmgnished. They hold their pos-

sessions by a lease, which may be considered as perpetual, and at a
rate fixed by ancient surveys and valuations.

RYTON, three sniidl towns of England; 1. in Durham,
near Newcastle; 2. in Nottinghamshire, near Mansfield; 3. in

Shropshire, S. W. of Tongcaslle.

RYVES, Sir Thomas, an English lawyer, born about 1590,

and educated at Winchester school, and the university of Oxford.
He became a celebrated civilian in Doctor's Commons, and the

Court of Admiralty. On the accession of Charles I. he was made
king's advocate, and knighted. He wrote, l.Tlie Vicar's Plea ;

2. Historia Navalis Antiqua; 3. Historia Navalis Media. He
died in 105 1.

RZECZICA, a town of Lithuania, capital of a ferritorv st)

named ; 125 miles N. of Kiow. Lon. 31. 5. E. Lat. 50. 32. ^.
RZEVA, a province of Russia.

RztvA, the capital of the above province, is seated on the

Volga, near its source. Lon. 25. 40. E. Lat. 56. U. N.

s>

Sf, or s, is the 18th letter in our alphabet, and the 14th conso-

J^nant. The sound is formed by driving the breath through a

narrow passage between the palate arid the tongue elevated near it,

together with a motion of the lower jaw and teeth towards- the up-

per, the lips being a little way open ; with such a configuration of

every part of the mouth and larynx, as renders the voice somewhat

sibilons and hissing. Its sound, however, varies: being strong in

some words, as this, thus. Sic. and soft in words which have a final

e, as muse, wise, &c. It is generally doubled at the end of words,

whereby they become hard and harsh, as in kiss, loss, &c. In

some words it is silent, as isle, island, viscount, &c. As an ab-

breviation, S stands for societas or socius ; as, K. S. S. for regi^

societatis feocius, or F. R. S. Frater regia societatis, i. e. fellow of

the royal society. In medicinal prescriptions, S. signifies semis,

i. e. the half of the weight or measure before mentioned, and S. A.

signifies secundinn artem, i. e. according to the rules of art : and

in the notes of the ancients, S stands for Sextus ; SP. for spurious
;

S. C. for senatus consultum ; S. P. Q. R. forsenatus populusque

Romanus ; S- S. S. for stratum super stratum, z. e. one layer above

another alternately ; S. V. B. E. E. Q. V. for si vales bene est,

ego, quoque valeo, a form used in Cicero's time, in the begin-

ning of lettei-s. In the Italian music, S signifies solo : and in

books of navigation, S. stands for south; S. E. for south-east ; S.

W. for south-west; S. S. E. for south-south-east; S. S. W. for

south-south-west, &c. As a numeral, S. was anciently used for

seven.

SAADAH, a town of Arabia Felix, 140 miles W. N. W. of

Sanaa, and 100 N. E. of Almacharana. Lon. 44. 55. E. Lat. 17.

50. N.
SAATZ.or ZATEC, a town of Bohemia, capital of a circle so

named, 05 miles S. W. of Leitmeritz, and 44 S. of Dresden.

SAAVEDRA, Michael Db. See Cervan'tes.

SAB, or SABA, in ancient geography, a town of Arabia Felix,
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famous for myrrh, frankincense, and aromatic plants. It is now
call Zibet.

Saba, a Dutch island, one of the Caribbee Islands, 13 miles N.
W.of St. Eustatia, and 2 W. ofSt. Christopher's. Lon. 63. 12. \V

.

Lat. 17.39. N.
Saba, a town of Persia, in Irac Agemi, on the road from Sul-

tania to Kom. Lon. 52, 15, E-. Lat. 34. 56. N.
SABANDGE, atown of Asiatic Turkey, in Natolia, 6o miles

E. S. E. of Constantinople^ Lon. 29- 40. E. Lat. 40. 30. N.
SABAOTH, [Heb.] signifying an army. Holy Lord God of

sabaoth ; that is. Lord of hosts. Common Prai/er.

SABATZ, atown and fort of European Turkey, in Servia, 22
uiile.s S. of Peterwatadin, and 28 W. of Belgrade. Lon. 20. 2. E.
Lat. 45. 5. N.
SABAZIA, in Greek anti<|uity, were nocturnal mysteries in

honour of Jupiter Sabazius. All the initiated had a golden ser-

pent put in at their breasts, and taken out at the lower part of their

garments, in memory of Jupiter's ravishing Proserpine in the form
of a serpent.

SABBATARIANS; or SEVENTH DAY BAPTISTS, a
sect of anabaptists, thus called, because they observed the Jewish
Sabbath, from a persuasion that it was never abrogated in the Newr
Testament by the institution of any other.

SABBATH, [raw, Hib. J. c. rest,] the seventh day, was so de-
nominated, be( ause in it God had rested from his works of crea-

tion. From that time the seventh day was ^et apart for religions

services ; and, by a particular injunction, was afterwards observetl

by the Hebrews as a holy day. Thpy were commanded to set it

apart for sacred purposes in honour of the creation, and likewise iai

memorial of their own redemption from Egyptian bondage. The
importance of the institution may be gathered from tr.e diiferent

laws respecting it. When the ten commandments were published

from M ouut Sinai in tremendous pomp, the law of the Sahoath

6 O held
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licld a place in wlial is commonly called the fust table, and by sub-

sequent statiUes the violation ot it was pnnislied «iUi deatli. Six

days \ve:c allowed tor the service of man; b\it the seventh God
reserved to himself, antl appointed it to be observed a-^ a slated

time for- holy oifices, and llie Unties ot piety and devotion. On
this day the niini^teis ot the temple entered upon their week ; and

those who had attended on the tcniple-service the preceding week
vent out at the same time. New loaves of shew-bread were
placed upon the golden table, and the old ones taken away. Two
iambs for a burnl-olfering, with a certain proportion of fine flour,

mingled with oil, for a bread-olfering, and wine for a libation, were

ol'fered. The .Sabbath, as all other testivals, was celebrated from
evening to evening. It began at six in the evening on Friday,

and ended at the same time the [lext day. Concerning the time at

which the S.ibbatli was first instituted, J Ifercnt opinions have been
lield. Some have maintained, that the sanctification of the seventh

day mentioned in Gen. ii. is only there spoken of Ji-t 7r;oX>i4.iy or by
anticipation ; and is to be understood of the Sabbath afterwards

enjoined the children of Israel. But it cannot be supposed that

the inspired penman would have mentioned the sanctification of

the seventh day amongst the i)rimeval transactions, if such sancti-

iication had not taken place until 2500 jears afterwards. Tlie di-

vision of time into • ecks, or periods of seven days, which ob-

tained so early and almost universally, is a strong indication that

one day in seven was always distinguished in a particular manner.
Week, and seven days, are in scripture-laiigirage synonymous
terms. God commanded Noah, seven days before he entered the

ark, to introduce into it all sorts of living creatures. When the

waters of the flood began to abate, Noah sent forth a dove, w hich,

finding no rest for the sole of her foot, returned to him. After
seven days he sent forth the dove a second time ; again she re-

turned to the ark. At the expiration of otlier seven days he let

go the dove a third time : and a week is spoken of (Gen. xxix.) as

a well known space of time. This septenary division of lime
lias been, from the earliest ages, uniformly observed over all the

eastern world. The Israelites, Assyrians, Egyptian', Indians,

Arabians, anil Persians, have always made use of a week, consist-

ing of seven days. Many vain attempts have been made to ac-

count for this uniformity ; but a practice so general and prevalent

could never have taken place, had not the septenary distribution

of time been instituted from the beginning, and handed ilowii by
tradition. From the same source also must the ancient heathens
have derived their notions of the sacredness of the seventh day.
Tliat they had such notiont of it is evident from several passages

oftlie Greek poets quoted by Aristobulus, a learned Jew, by Cle-
ment of Ale.\ai;dria, and Fusebius.

-SioiJi^, i.-;5v -iiWio. Hesiod.
The seventh, the sacred day.

Eft'ofiBT-j i' ,^:iTayMTii\v9i', "tj-oy >)/x«». Homer.
Afterwards came the seventh, the sacred day.

That they likev/ise held the number seven in high estimation has

been shewn by a learned, though sometimes fanciful, author, with
such evidence as to enforce conviction, 'i'he Pythagoreans call

it the venerable number, <rina.Tfui aji-),-, wortliy of veneration, and
held it to be perfect and most proper to religion. Seven, in the
Hebrew language, is expressed b) a word that primarily signifies

fulness, completion, sutliciency, and is ajiplied to a week, or seven
days, because that was the full time employed in the work of crea-

tion ; to the Sabbath, because on it all things were completed;
and to an oath, because it is sufiicient to put an end to all strife.

This opening of the Hebrew rout will enable us to come at the
ineaning of those expressions of the heathens, and also let us see

whence they derived their ideas and modes of speaking, and that

the knowledge of the transactions at the creation, though much
perverted, wa; never entirely lost, by them. The Jews observed
the sabbath-day wiih great scrupulosity, and perfosmed a great
variety of ceremonies, and a' length introduced many absurd su-

perstitions. As the seventh day was obNerved by the Jewish
church, in memory of the nist of God after the works of creation,

and their own deliverance from Pharaoli's tyranny ; so the first

day of the week has always been observed by tfeCbristian church,
in memory of the resurrection of Jesus Christ, by which he com-
pleted the work of man's r.'demption on earth, and rescued him
from the dominion of him who has ll;e power of death. 'Jhis day
was Ueiiominated by llie primitive Christians the Lord's dav, it

was also sometimes called Sunday ; which was the name given to

it by the heathens, who dedicated it to the sun. Hut ali.,ougli it

was originally c.dled Sunday ijy the heatlicns, yet it may very
properly retain iliat name among Christians, because it is dedicat-

ed to the honour of " The true Liglit, which lighleth every man
that comeili into the world," of Him wlio is styled by the prophet
" The Sun of righteousness," an<l who on this day arose from.the
dead. But although it was, in the primitive times, indiiTorently

called the Lord's day or Sunday, yet it vtai never styled the Sab-
bath ; a name solely appropriated to S.ituiday, or the seventh
day, both by sacred and ecclesiastical writers. Of the change
from the seventh to the tirst day of the week or even of tli^ i>isti-

tution of the Lord's day festival, Iheje is, no. account iji Hie New
Testament. However it may be fairly inferred from it, that the

first clay of the week was, in tliu aposfolic age, a .stated time for

public worship. On this day tlie apostles were assembled, wlieii

the Holy Ghost came down so visilily upon them to quality them
for the conver-.ion of the worhl. On this day we find ^t. Paul
preaching at Troas, when the disciples came to break bread : and
the directions which the same apostle gives to the Corinthians cou-
cerning tiieir contributions for the rebel of tlieir suli'erjng brethren,

plainly allude to their religious assemblies on the first day of the
week. Thus it appears from several passages in the New Testa-

ment, that tlie reha.ous observation of the hrst day of the week is of

apostolical appoiiiiiiient ; and may indeed be very reasonably sup-
posed to be among those directions anil instructions which our
tjlessed Lord himself gave to his disciples, during tiie 40 days be-

tween his resurrection and ascension, wherein he conversed with

them, and spoke of the things pertaining to the kingdom of God.
Still, however, it must be owned that those passages, although the

plainest that occur, are not sufiicient to prove the apostolical in-

stitution of the Lord's da V, or even the actual observation of it.

To place the matter, therefore, beyond all controversy, recourse
must be had to ecclesiastical testimony. Fr.jm the consentient

evidence and uniform practice of the primitive church, and also

from the attestation of Pliny, a respectable and learned heathen,
we find that the tirst day of the week was observed in the earliest

ages as a holy day or festival, in honor of the resurrection of
Christ. Now there are but two sources whence the custom could
possibly have arisen. It must have been instituted either by human
or divine authority ; by human authority it was not instituted ;

for there was no general council in those early times, and without
the decree of a general council it was impossible that any. ecfcle-

siastical institution could have been universally established at once.
It remains, therefore, that it must have been instituted by divine

autliority : and that it really was so, appears from the following con-
siderations : it is certain that the apostles travelled over the greatest

part of the world, and planted churches in the remotest parts of it.

It is certain also that tliey were all led by the same Spirit; and
their desire was, that unity and uniformity should be observed in

all the churches founded by them. It is not therefore surprising

that, in the primitive times, the same doctrine, the same worship,

the same riles and customs, should prevail all over the Christian

world ; nay it would have been unaccountable had the f;ase been
otherwise. For this reason we may conclude that ey^/y, custom,
universally observed in the early ages of the Christian church, and
not instituted by a general council, was of original appointnteot.

As the Lord's day is sanctified, that is set apart to Christians for

the worship and service of God, their Creator, Redeemer, and
Sanctifier, it is easy to discover how it ought to be observed. Al-
though separated from worldly business, yet it is in no sense a day
of idleness, but appropriated to the works of salvation and labours

of charity. In the primitive times this holy day was observed in

the most solemn manner. From the monuments of those early

ages we learn, that it was sjjcnt in a constant attendance on all the
ollices of divine worship. On it they held their religious assem-
blies, in which the writings of the apostles and prophets were read
to the people, anil the doctrines of Christianity pressed upon them
by the exhortations of the clergy. Solemn prayers and praises

were offered up to God, and hymns sung in honour of Christ ; the
Lord's supper was constantly celebrated ; and collections were
made for the maintenance of the clergy and the relief of the poor.
On this day they abstained, as much as they could, from bodily
labour. They looked upon it as a clay ofjoy and glailiiess ; and
therefore all fasting on it was prohibited, even during lent, their

great
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great annual fast. Such was the zeal ul tliose limes, that nothing,
no nut the severest persecutions, huulereii them (roni celelvrating

holy offices on tliis day. They were olteii beset and belruyeki,

and as often slaughtered in consequence of cruel edicts from ihc
emperors, for wiiose prosperity they nevertlieless offered up their

prayers. For this reason, when they could not meet in the dav-
time, they assembled ui llie morning before it was light. No tri-

vial pretences were then admitted for any one's absence from pub-
ic worship ; for severe censures were passed upon all who were
absent witliout necessity.

Sabbath-Breaking, or profanation of the Lord's day, is pu-
nished by the nuinicipal laws of Ens^land. For, besides the noto-

rious indecency and scandal of permitting any secular business to

be publicly transacted on that day in a coMnlry professing Chris-

tianity, and the corruption of morals which usually follows its pro-

faiialion, the keeping of one day in seven holy, as a time of re-

laxation and ielreshment, as well as for public worship, is of ad-

minible service to a state, considered merely as a civil institution.

It humanizes, by the help of conversation and society, the manners
of the lower classes ; which would otherwise degenerale into a sor-

did ferocity and savage selfishness of spirit : it enables the indus-

trious workman to pursue his occupation in llie ensuing week with
health and cheerfulness ; it imprints on the minds of the people
that sense of their iluty to God so necessary to make them good
citizens ; but which yet would be worn out and defaced by an un-

remitted continuance of labour, withoutany stated times of recall-

ing tlieni to the worship of their Maker. And theretoi-e the laws

of king Athelstan forbad all merchandizing on the Lord's day,

under very severe penalties. And by the statute 27 Hen. VI. c.

5, no fair or market shall be hekl on the principal festivals, Good-
Friday, orany Sunday (except the four Sundays in harvest,) on
pain of forfeiting the goods exposed to sale. I5y statute 2y Car.

11. c. 7, no person is allowed to work on the Lord's day, or use

any boat or barge, or expose any goods to sale, except meat in

.public houses, milk at certain hours, and works of necessity or

charity, on forfeiture of 5*. Nor shall any drover, carrier, or the

like, travel upon that day, under pain of 20s.

Sabbath Da\'s Joukxey, a measure, among the ancient Jews,

of 7i.'9 English paces and three feet ; or 2000 cubits ; or 3648

feet.
—

Sabbatical Year, among the ancient Jews, or the year of

Jubilee, was every seventli year; in which it was unlawful to till

the ground, and all slaves were set at liberty, unless such as loved

their masters so well, that they preferred continuing in their ser-

vice to freedom, 'i'here was also a grand sabbatical year held by

the Jews with uncommon spleixlor every 49th year.

SABBATUM, [Lut. Sabbath,] in Doomsday Book, peace or

(juiet.

SABEANS, in ancient history, a tribe of Arabs, descended

from Shebathe son of Cush, or from Slieba, the son of Raamah,
and grandson of Cush. They inhabited the country called Saba

or Sheba ; they carried off Job's cattle, and were afterwards con-

quered by Cyrus.

Sabeass, in ecclesiastical history, a sect of Christian heretics,

who patched up a compound of Christianity,Judaism, Molianinie-

danism and Paganism, into one hetorogeneous system.

S.^BELLA, a genus of vermes testacea : animal a nereis, with

a ringent mouth, and two thicker teiitacula beinnd the head : shell

tubular, composed, of particles of sand, broken shells, and vegeta-

ble substances united to a membrane by a glutinous cement.

There are 'i4 species.

- SA BELLI, an ancient people of Italy descended from the Sa-

bines, or, as others say, of the Samnites. They inhabited that part

of Italy, which lav between the Sabinesand the Marsi.

SABELIJANS, a sect of Christians of the third century, who
embraced tlie opinions of Sabellius. They maintained, that the

Word and the Holy Spirit are only virtues, emanations, or func-

tions, of the Deity ; and held, that he who is in heaven is the I'a-

ther of all things, that he descended into the virgin, became a

child, and was born of her as a son ; and that having accon.-

plished the mystery of our salvation, he diffused himself on the

apostles in tongues of fire, and was then denominated the Holy

Ghost.
SABIA, a kingdom of Africa, on the E. coast, bounded on the

N. by Sophaia, E, by the Mosambiijue, H.by unknown regions,

and W. by Manica. It has gold-mines, and abounds with ele-
phants. T he ca))ital is Mancone.

Sabia, a promontory ol Alrica, in Tripoli, at the bottom of the
Gulfof Sidra.

SABIANS, an ancient sect of idolaters, whocoritiiiue to tliii

day, and worship the sun, moon, and stars.

Sabia.vs, a sect nt C.'hrislians in i'ej-sia and Arabia, who call
themselves Mendai Jiahi, or Disciples ol Si. John, and who are
styled by Europeans ChiiMians ol St. Jijlni. 'l.hcy still retain
some knowledge of the gospel; but their superstitious .ceremonies
and frecpicnt washings are siippo-ed to be oi Jewish origin.
SABIE, a sea-port of Denmark, on tlie E. coaM of N.Jut-

land; 23 miles N. N. E. of Alburg. Loii. 10. la. E.Lai.
57. 20. N.
SABINA, a province of Italy, bounded on the N. bv Umbria,

on the east by Abruzzn Ultra, on the S. by the Ca'nipagna of
Rome, and on the \V. by the patrimony of St. Peter. It is 22
miles in length, and almost as much in bre'adlh.

SABINES, SABINT, an ancient nation of Italy, reckoned
among the Aborigines. Some, however, say they were originally
a colony of Spartans, who settled in that part of Italy. Their ter-
ritories were situated in the neighijouihooil of Rome between the
Nar and the Anio, and bounded on the N. by the Apennines and
Umbria ; E. by the domiii.ons of the ALi\ii\ ; S. by Latiiim, and
\V . by Etniria. Their chief cities were Cures, I'idena-, Crustu-
merium, Collatio, Corniculum, Nomentum, and Heate. The
greatest part of the neighbouring nations were descended from
them

; particularly the Sabelli, the Samnites, the, Campaniaiis,
Umbrians, Osci, iEtjui, Brutii, Ilernici, Maisi, &.-c. They had a
high character for chastity and purity of morals ; as w ell as for
their skill in herbs, &c.
SABIONCELLO, a town of Ragusa, 45 miles N. W. of Ra-

gusa. Lon. 17. 40. E. Lat. 43. 20. N.
SABIONETA, or SABIONNETTA, a strong town of Italy,

in the department of tlie L'pper Po.and district and late territory of
Cremona, 20 miles E. of Cremona.
Sabionnetta, a late duchy of Italy, in the Cremouese, border-

ing on Mantua. Sabionnelta was the capital.

SABLE, in heraldry, signifies black ; and in engraving is ex-
pressed by both horizontal and perpendicular lines crossing each
otlier. Sables of itself signifies constancy, learning, and grief;

and ancient heralds say, that \s hen it is compounded with or, it

signifies honour ; argent, fame ; gules, respect ; azure, applica-

tion ; vcrd, comfort ; and pur, austerity. Alexander Nisbet says,

that " the duke of Anjou, king of Sicily, after the loss of that

kingdom, appeared at a tournament in Germany all in black, with

his shield ot that tincture, %em€ de larmes, i. c. sprinkled with

drops of water to represent tears, indicating by that both his grief

and loss."

Sable, in zoology. See Mustela.
Sable, in geography, a town of France, in the department of

the Sarte, anil late province of Maine, 23 miles N. E. of Angers,
and 1.3j S. \V. of Paris. Lon. 0. 24. W. Lat. 47. 50. N.

Sable, a barren inland of N. America, 35 leagues, or 115

miles, S. E. of Cape Breton. Lon. CO. 0. W. Lat. 44. 15. N.
Sable, a river of New York, which rises in Herkemer

county.

Sable, Great, a river of N. America, near the Saranac,

which runs into Lake Champlain from the W.
SABLES, or SABLES D'OLO^'NE, a commercial town of

France, in the department of the A'endee, and late province of

Poitou ; 31 miles \V. of Lu<,-on. Lon. I. 36. \V. Lat. 46.

30. N.
SABRE, a short sword with a very broad and heavy blade. Is

thick at the back, and a little falcated or crooked towards the

poiul. It is the ordinary weapon worn by the Turks, who are said

to be very expert in the use of it.

S.-^BURRA, in medicine, usually denotes any collection of

half putrid indigested matter in the stomach and intestines, by
which the operation of digestion is impeded.

SAC/E, an ancient people ot Scythia, who inhabited the country

E. ot B :rtriana and Sogdiana, N. of Mount Imaus.

SAC.EA, a feast which the ancient Babylonians and other

orieiitaliits held annually in honour of the deity Anaitis.

SACCADE, in the manege, is a correction used to make a

horte
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horse carry well ; but it oiiglit to be tisetl discreetly, and but

seWlom.
SACCAI, a ver\ strong town of Japan, in tlie is\e of Niphoii,

300 miles S. W. ot'Jeddo. I.on. 134. 3. E. Lat. 35. 0. N.
SACCARIFERA ARUNDO, i. e. the su-ar- bearing reed,

the old name of the ^u^arcane. See Saccharum.
SACCHARINE ACID. SeeCHEMisTRV.
SACCHAROM EVER, the name given, by Mr. Richardson

of Hull, to an instrument invented by him for ascertaining the

value of worts, ajul llie strength ol dillerent kinds of m.ilt-liquors.

It signifies a measurer of sweetness, from Coxx,afi>v, sii gar, and fiiT^av,

a measure, and is chiefly employed as a measurer of thesweetriess

of worts. It is merely an hydrometrr contrived to ascertain the

specific gravilv il worls, or rather to compare the weight of worts

with that rif r ; I, ci'jHutit^es of the water employed in the brewery.

SACCHAKUM, Sugar, or the SuGAR-CANt ; in botany, a

genus of the digynia order, and triaiulria rla^s of plants ; natural

order, Gramina. Calyx two-valved, invulucred with a long la-

nugo ; corolla two-valved. There are eleven species.

bAccHAituM Satuknt, or Sugar of Lead, a chemical pre-

paration of lead, now called acetite of lead, very useful for out-

ward applications. See Pharmacy
SACCOLA TES, salts lormed from the saclactic acid, and but

little known. 1. Saccolate. ot potass, small crystals soluble in

eight time- their weight of water. '2. Saccolate of soda, the same
soluble HI five times their weight of water. 3. Saccolate of am-
monia, has a sourish taste : heat separates tlie ammonia. Sacco-

late of lime, of be-ryles, of magnesia, and of alumina, are all inso-

lulile in water. Soe Saclactic.
SACCHOLACTIC ACID, formerly called the acid of sugar

of milk, the same with the Saclactic Acid, which see.

SACCULUS, [Lat.] in anatomy, a diminutive of saccua, sig-

nifies a liitle bag, an<l is applied to many parts of the body.

SACCUS, [LatJ a sack; whence sac, and sacculus, in ana-

tomy, fur little bngs.

SACER, [Lat.] sacred, or holy, was, in geography, applied by
the superstitious Romans to the names of several places.

SACERDOTAL OFFICE. See Clergy, and Priest.
Sachem, tUe chief of a tribe among the American Indians.

Dr. Ash defines it " a ruler ; a great prince." It is chieHy, if not

only, during the war, that the Sachem has any power.
SACHEVERELL, Dr. Henry, a famous clcrgymaa of the

Tory faction in the reign of queen Anne ;. who distinguished him-
self by indecent and scurrilous sermons and writings against the

dissenters and reYolution-principles. He owed his consequence,

however, to being indiscreetly prosecuted by the house of lords

for his assize-sermon at Derby,, and his sermon on 5th of Nov. at

St. Pavil's, in 1709; in which he asserted the doctrine of non-

resistance to government in its utmost extent; and reflected se-

verely on the act of toleration. The hiijh and low church-parties

were then very violent, an<l Sacheverell's trial inflamed the high

church, party to dangerous riots and excesses: he was, however,
suspended fo" three years, atid his sermons burned by the com-
mon hangman. The Tories being in administration wiien his sus-

pension expired, he was freed vviili everv mark of honour and
public rejoicing; was ordered to preach before t!ie common* on
291h o( May, had the thanks of the house for his discourse, and
pbtained the valuable rectory of St. Andrew's Holborn.

SA(,;K, a wine used by our ancestors, which some have taken
to be Rhenish and some Canary wine. Venner, in his Via Recta
ad Vitiim Longam, printed in 162S, says, " that sack, taken by- it-

self, is very hot and very penetrative; being taken with sugar, the

heat is both somewhat allayed, and the penetrative quality thereof

also retarded." He ad<ls, that Rheuisb, &c. decline after a year,
but sack, and the other stronger wines, are best when they are two
or three yeai-s old.

Sack of Cotton-wool, a quantity from one hundred and a
half to fourhunded weight.

Sack of Wool, a quantity of wool containing just twenty-t\vo
stones, and every stone fourteen pounds. In Scotland a sack is

twenty-four stones, each stone containing sixteen pounds.
S'acks of Earth, in fortitication, are canvas-bags filled with

earth. They are used in rriaking retrenchments in haste, to place
on parapets, or tite htad of the breaches, Sic. to repair them, when
beaten down.

SACKISUT, a musical instrument of the wind-kind, being a

sort of trumpet, though diffLrent from the connnon trumpet bolU

in form and size ; it is lit to play a bass, ^and is contrived to be
drawn out or shortened, according to the tone required, whether
grave or acute. The Italians call it trombone, and the Latins

tuba ductilis.

SACLACTIC ACID. H his has been called mucous acid, be-
cause It is obtained from giimarabic, and other mucilaginoits sub-

stances. It may be obtained by the following process: To one
part of gum-arabic, or other mucilaginous substance, ad<l two parts

of nitric acid in a retort, and apply a gentle heat. There is at

first disengaged a little nitrons gas and carbonic acid gas, aflet

which the mixture is let cool. '1 here is then precipitated a white
powder which is slightly acid. This powder is the saclactic acid.

Thus obtained, saclactic acid is a little gritty, and with a weak
acid taste. It is readily decomposed by heat, and yields an acid'

liquor which, when sufl'er«d to rest, crystallizes in the shape of
needles.

SACRAMENT, is derived from the Latin tacramentiim,
which signifies an oath, particularly the oath taken by soldiers to

be true to their country and general. The wortis of it, according
to Polybius, were, obtemperaturus sum et facturus quicquid man-
dabitur ab imperatoribus juxta vires. The word was adopted by
the writei-s of the Latin church, and employed, perhaps with no
great propriety, to denote those ordinances of religion by which
Christians came under an obligation, equally sacred with that of
an oath, to observe their part of the covenant of grace, and in

which they have the assurance of Christ that he will fulfil liis part
of it. Of sacraments, in this sense of the word, Protestant
churches admit of but two; and it is not easy to conceive how a
greater number can be made out from Scripture, if the definition

of a sacrament be just which is given by the church of England.
By that church, the meaning of the word is declared to be " an
outward and visible sign of an inward and spiritual grace given
unto us, ordained by Christ himself as a mean> whereby we re-
ceive the same, and a pledge to assure us thereof." According
to this definition, baptism and the Lord's Supper are certainly sa-

craments ;. for each answers the definition in the fullest sense of
the words. (See Ba-ptism, and Supper of the Lord.) The
Romanists, however, add to this number confirmation, penance,
extreme unction, ordination, and marriage, holding in all seven.
sacraments.

Sacra.ment, eoNGREGATiow OF THE HoLY, 3 rcligious esta-

blishment formed in France, whose founder was Antherius, bishop
of Bethlehem, and which, in 1644, received an order from Urban
Vlll. to have always a number of ecclesiastics ready to exercise
their ministry among pagan nations, wherever the pope, or con-
gre!>ation deride propaganda, should appoint.

SACRAMEN TARIANS, a general name given to all such as
have published or held erroneous doctrines ot the sacrament of
the Lord's Supper. The term is chiefly applied among Roman
Catholics, by way of reproach, to the Lutherans, Calvinists, and
other Protestants.

SACUAM ENTARY, an ancient Romish church-book, which
contains all the prayers and ceremonies practised at the celebration
of the sacraments. It was written by pope Gelasius, and after^

wards revised, corrected, and abridged, by Gregory.
SAC RAN I, a people of Italy in Latium, who assisted Turniis

against /Eneas. They were descended from the Pelasgi.

SACRA VIA, a celebrated street of ancient Rome, where the
treaty was made between KomuUis and Tatius. It led from the
amphitheatre to tl-.e capitol, through the temple of Peace.
SACRED MAJESTY, is applied to the emperor and to the

king of England; yet Loyseau says it is blasphemy. See Ma-
jesty.

Sacred Persons. Not only kings, but prelates, and priests,

are reckoneil sacred persons ; abbots are only blessed.

Sacred Pl.vces. The ancients held a place struck with thun-
der as sacred. In the civil law, sacred place chiefly denotes that
where a person deceased has been interred. Churches are gene-
rally held as sacred places by most sects and parties of Christians.
The very walls are held sacred by Roman Catholics; and even,.
among many Pmtestants, churches are consecrated, and thus
made sacred, so far ..t least as human prayers can produce holiness.

Sacred Tbiwg«, are things belonging to God and the church.
\ Church-
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Cluircli-lan^ls-, orirjm<?nt3, &c. aie lield sacred. The sacred col-

lege 15 that of tilt- cardinals.

Sacked I'ikcture. See Pharmacy.
SACUIFICE, an olfcring made to God on an altar, by means

of a regular minister, as an acknowledgement of his power, and a

payment of homage. Sacrihces (though the term is sometimes
used to comprehend all the ollerings made to God, or in any way
devoted to- his service and honour) clirtor from mere oblations in

this, that in a sacrilice there is a real destroction or chaiige of the

thing oliered ; whereas an oblation is only a simpfe offering or gift,

without any such change at all : thus, all sorts of tythes, and lii-sl-

fniits, and whatever of men's worldly substance is consecrated to

God, for the support of his worship, and the maintenance of his

ministers, are offerings or oblations: and these, under the Jewish

la<v, were either of living creatures or other things: but sacrilices,

in the more peculiar setise of the term, wer.; either wholly, or in

part, consumed by tire. Tliey have by divines been divided into

bloody and unbloody. Bloody sacrifices were made of living

creatures; unbloody of the fruits of the earth. They have also

been divided into expiatory, impetratory, and encharistical. The
first kind were oliered to obtain of God forgiveness of sins ; the

second, to procure some favour; and the third, to express tliank-

fulness for favours already received. Under one or other of these

heads may all sacrilices he arranged ; though we are told that the

Egyptians had 666 diliferent kinds, a number surpassing all credi-

bility. Some pcrions of great name, who admit the authenticity

of the Jewish and Christi-in sacrifices, and firmly rely on the

atonement made by Christ, are yet unwilling to allow that sacri-

fices were originally instituted by God. Of this way of thinking

were St. Chrysostoni, Spenser, Grotius, and Warburton, as were

likewise the Jews Maimonidcs, R. Levi, Ben Gerson, and Abar-

banel. The greater part of these writers maintained, that sacri-

fices were at first a human institution; and that God, to prevent

their being ottered to idols, introduced them into his service,

though he did not approve of them as good in themselves, or as

proper rites of worship. That the infinitely wise and g^od God
should introduce into his service improper rites of worship, appears

to us so extremely improbable, tliat we wonder how suth an opi-

nion should ever have entered into the minds of such learned

men. Warbnrton's theory of sacrifice is more plausible. Accord-

ing to this ingenious prelate, sacrifices had their origin in the sen-

timents of the human heart, and in the ancient mode of conversing

by action in aid of words. Gratitude to God for benefits received

is'natural to the mind of man, as well as his bounden duty. Im-
petratory or precative sacrifices had, he tliinks, the same origin,

and were contrived to express by action an invocation for the con-

tinuince of God's favour. " Expiatory sacrifices (he adds) were

in their own nature as intelliaible, and in practice as rational, as

either of the other two. Here some chosen animal, precious to

the repenting criminal, who deprecates the Deity wlio is to be ap-

peased, was otVereil np and slain at the altar, an action which, in

all l'.inguages, speaks to this purpose: ' I confess my transgressions

at thy footstool, O ray God ! and with the deepest contrition im-

plore thy pardon. And I own that I myself deserve the death

which I now inflict on this animal.' (See Divine Legation, B.

ix. C. 2.) This system of sacrifice, which his lordship thinks so

well supported by the ;:iost early movements of simple nature, we
admit to be ingenious, but by no me.in^ ^ati=f.".ctory. That man-

kind in the earlier ages of the world were accustomed to supply

the deficiencies of their language by expressive gesticulations, ve
are not inclined to controvert: the custom still prevails among
savage nations, or nations half civilized. His loril>hip, however,

is of opinion, ami we agree with him, that our first parents were in-

structed by God to make articulate sounds significant of ideas, no-

tions, and things, and not left to fabricate a language for them-

selves. That this heaven-tauglit language coula be at first co-

pious, no man will suppose who thinks of the paucity of ideas

which those who spoke it had to express ; but when we consider

its origin, we cannot doubt but that it was precise and perspicuous,

and admirably adapted to all the real purposes of life. Among
these purposes must surely be incluiled the worship of God as tiie

most important of all. Every sentiment, therefore, which enters

into worship, gratitude, invocation, confession, and deprecation,

the progenitors of mankind were undoubtedly taught to clothe in

words tne most significant and unequivocal ; but we know from

vol. IV.—NO. igi.

Moses, th.itCain and Abel, the ekkst children of our iirst parents,
worshipped God by the rites of sacrifice: and we cannot suppose
that this practice occurred to them fnmi their having so fur forgot-
ten the language taught tliem by tlnir father, as to be under the
necessity ot denoting by action what llu-y could not ex))ress by
words. The two chief observances in the Jewish ritual were the
sabbath and sacrifices. Though the distinction of weeks was well
known over all the eastern world, the Ili-brews, during their resi-

dence in Egypt, were inobably ver\ negligent in their observance
of the Sabiwlh. To enforce a religious observance of that sacred
day, it became necessary to inform" them of the lime arid .jccasioii

of its fii-st instiltuion, that they might keep it holy in mcmorv ol

the creation; but, in a counl'ry like Egypt, the people were in

danger of holding sacrifices rather in too high than too low venera-
tion, so that there was not the same necessity for mentioning ex-
plicitly the early institution of them. It was sullioient that tluy
knew the divine institution of their own sacrifices, and the pur-
poses for which they were ofi'ered. Resides this, there is reason to

believe that, to guard the Hebrews from ll.e infections of tiie hea-
then, the rite of sacrificing was loaded with uiauy a<ldilional cere-
monies at it; second institution under Mo^es. But the bishop
thinks that sacrifices had their origin from the light of natural rea-

son. That ignorant pagans, adoring as gods departed heroes, wh»
still retaining their sensual appetites, might naturally think of ap-

peasing such beings with the fat of fed beasts, and tiie j)eri'umes ui

the altar, we have admitted ; bu' that Cain and Abel, who knew
that the God whom they adored has neither body, parts, nor pas-

sions; that he created and sustains tlie universe; and that from his

very nature he must will the happiness of all his creatures, should
be led by the light of natural reason to think of appeasing him, or

obtaining favours from him, by pulling to deiith harmless animals,

is a position which no arguments of his lordship c;ui ever lead us

to admit. Abel's sacrifice was accepted, not because it proceeded
from the movements of the human mind, but because it was olier-

ed through faith. The light of natural reason, however, does not
generate iaith, but scieiace ; and when it fails of that its oirsprinj;

is absurdity. " Faith is the substance of things hoped for, tlie evi-

dence of things not seen," and conies not by reasoning, but bv
hearing. 'What things then were they of which Abel had heard,

for which he hoped, and in the faith of which he olTered sacrifice ?

Undoiibtedly it was a restoration to tliat immortality which was
forfeited by the transgression of his parents. Of such redemption

an obscure intimation had been given to Adam, in the promise

that the seed of the woman should bruise the head of the serpent

;

and it was doubtless to impress upon his mind in more striking

colours the manner in which this was to be done, that bloody sa-

crifices were first instituted. As long as such rites were thus un-

derstood, they constituted a perfectly rational worship, a> they

shewed the people that the wages of sin is death ; but when men
sunk into idolatry, and lost all hopes of a resurreciioii from the

dead, the slaughtering of animals to appease their deities was a.

practice grossly superstitious. It rested in itself without pointing

to any farther end, and the grovelling worshippers believetl. Ilia'.

bv their sacrifices they purchased the; favour of their deities.

'Ahen once this notion was entertained, human sacrifices were

soon introduced. By the Jewish law, these abominable ofiering-i

were strictly forbidden, and the whole ritual of sacrifice restored

to its original purity.

SACRILEGE, means the crime of alienating to laymen, or

common purposes, what was given to religious persons and pioui

uses.

SACRISTAN, the same with sexton.

S.4CR1STY, the same with vestry.

SACROBOSCO, Joannes de, 6r JOIIX nOLYWOOD,or
HALIFAX, a celebrated mathematician of the 13th century, saul

bv English biographers to have been born at Halifax in Yorkshire,

bill both Scots aud Irish writers claim him as their countryman.

After receiving his education at Oxford, he entered into orders,

and went to Paris, where he died in 1_'.'>6. He wrote 1. De
Spha?ra Mundi: 2. De Anni Ratione: 3. De Algorismo.

SADDLE, is a seat upon a horse's back, contrived for the con-

veniencv of the rider. A hunting-saddle is composed of two bows,

two bands, fore-bolsters, pannels, and saddle-straps ; and the sreat

saddle has, besides these parts, corks, hind-bolsters, and a Irousse-

quiu. The pommel is cominoo to both.

CP SADDL'CEES,
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SADDUCKES, a famous sett among tlie aiicient Jews, wliicli

Ciinsisted of i)LM>t)n<i of great quality anil opuleiitt-. Respecting

tlieir origin there are various opinions. Epiplianius and otliers

contend, that tliey took llieir rise from Dositliius, a sectary of Sa-

maria, and tlieir name from the Hebrew word pli, just, from the

great justice and e<iuity wliich tliey shewed in tiieir actions; a de-

rivation whicli neither suits the word Saddiicee, nor the general

character of tlie sect. In the Jewisli T ilinud we are told, that the

Siddncees derived their ni:nie from Sadi>c, or Zddoc, and that the

sect arose about 260 years betbre Christ, in the time of Anligoniis

of Sotho, i)resideiit of the Sanhedrim at Jerusalem, and teacher of

the law. He had often, in his lectures, taught his scholars, that

thev ought not to serve God as slaves do their masters, from the

hopes ot a reward, but merely out of filial love for his own sake;

from which Sadoc and Baitlui's inferred that there were no rewards

after this life. They therefore separated fri.m their master, and
taught that there was no resurrection nor future state, 'i'his new
<loctrine ([uickly spread, and gave rise to the sect of Saddncees,

which, in many respects, resembled the Epicureans. Dr. Pri-

deatix thinks, tliiU the Sadducees were at first no more than what

the Karaites are now ; that is, they would not receive the tradi-

tions of the elders, but stuck to the written word only ; and the

Pliarisees being great promoters of those traditions, these two sects

hecanie opponents. See Prideaux's Conn. part. ii. b. 2 and 3.

Aftervv.;rds the Sailducees imbibed other doctrines, which render-

ed them a sect truly impious; for they denied the resurrection of

the dead, and the existence of angels, and of the sijirits or souls of

mim departed. (Mat. xxii. 23, Acts xxiii. 8.) They held, that

there is no spiritual being but God only ; that as to man, this

world is his all. They did not deny but that we had reasonable

souls: but they maintained that these were mortal ; and thai what
is said of the existence of angels, and of a future resurrection, is

iioihing but illusion. It is also said that they thought God corpo-

real, and that tiiey rejected the prophecies.

SAFE-CON E)UCT, a security given by a prince- under the

great seal to a stranger, for his sate coming into, and passing riut

of, the realm ; the form whereof is in Reg. Orig. 25. There are

letters of safe-conduct which must be enrolled in chancery ; and
the persons to whom granted must have them ready to shew

;

touching which there are several statutes. See Prerogative.
Safe-Guard, a protection formerly granted to a stranger who

feared violence from some of the king's subjects for seeking his

right by course of law.

SAFFRON, in botany. See Crocvs.
S.\FIA, or SAFFI, a town of Africa, in Morocco. Lon. 8.

r,». VV. Lat. .32. 28. N.
SAGAN, in scripture-history, the suffragan, or deput)' of the

Jewish higli priest. According to some writers, he was only to

ofiiciafe for him when he was rendered incajiable of attenjiing the
service through sickness or legal uncleanness on the dav of ex-
piation ; or, according to others, he was to assist the high-priest

in the care of theatfiirs of I he temple, and the service of the priests.

Sagan, a town of Silesia, and capital of a principality so named,
67 miles N.W. of Bredaw. Lon. 15. 27. E. Lat. 51. 42. N.
SAGAPENUM, in pharmacy, &c. a gum-resin brought to us

intwolorms; the hiier and purer is in loose granules or single
drops; the coarsi r kind is in masses comprxed of these drops of
•various sizes, cementeil together by a matter of the same kind. In
either case, it is of a tirm and compact substance, considerably
heavy, and of a reddish colour on the outside, brownish within",

and spotted in many places with small yellowish or whitish specks.
Its smell is strong and disagreeable ; its taste acrid and unpleasant.
It is im|)orted from Persia and the East Indies,

.SAG.^, in bo'any. See Salvia.
SAG EN E, a Russian lone measure, 500 of which make a verst

;

the sageni- is equal to seven English feet

SAGO, or SAGG HARBOUR, a town and port of entry at

New \(iik, in Sutfulk county, on the east coast of Long Islancf,

SAGINA, Pearl-Wokt'; in botany, a ge:iiis of the tetragynia
order, an<i tetranuria class of plants ; natural order Caryophylleae.
Cal\x four-leaved; petals foir ; cap^u e one-celled, tour-valved,
mm \ -seeded. There are live species, of which the most remaik-
able is the sagittifulia, growing naturally in many parts of Eng-
land.

ItiAGlTTA, the Arrow, or Dart ; in astronomy, a coiibtella-

tionof the northern heimspliere near the eagle, and one of the

forty-eight old a-terisms. See Astronomy.
Sagitta, in botany, implies the top ol any small twig, cyon, or

graft of a tree.

Sagitta, in trigonometry, the same w ith the versed sine of an
arch.

Sagitta, in geometry. The absciss of an arc is frequently so

called,

SAGITTAL SUTURE. See Anatomy.
SAGITTARIA, Arrowhead ; a genus of the polyandria or-

der, and monoccia class of plants; nauiral order Tripetaloidea;.

Calyx three-leaved ; corolla three-|)elaled : male, filaments com-
monly twenty-four : female, pistils many ; seeds many, naked.
There are live s|)ccies.

SAGITTARIUS, in astronomj', one of the twelve signs of tiie

zodiac, marked thus {f). See Astronomy.
SAGO, a simple brought from the East Indies, of considerable

use in diet as a restorative. It is produced from a species of palm-tree,
growing spontaneously in the East Indies. The progress of its ve-

getation in the early stages is very slow. At first it isa meieshrub,
thick set with thorns, which makes it dilliciilt to come near it ; but
as soon as its stem is once formed, it rises in a short time to thirty

feet, is about six feet in ciicumfercnce, and imperceptibly loses

its thorns. Its ligneous bark is about an inch in thickness, and
covers a multitude of long libres ; which, being interwoven one
with another, envelope a mass of a guniiny kind of meal. As
soon as this tree is ripe, a « hitish dust, which tnmspires through
the pores of the leaves, and adheres to their extremities, proclaims
its maturity. The .Malays then cut them down near the root,

divide them into several sections, which they split Into quarters:

they then scoop out the mass of meally substance, wiiich is enve-
lopeil by, and adheres to, the libres ; they dilute it in pure water,
and then |)ass it throuiih a straining bag of fine cloth, to separate it

from the fibres. M'hen this paste has lost part ot its moisture
by evaporation, the Malays throw it into a kind of earthen ves«.els,

of dilferent shapes, where they allow it to dry and harden. This
paste is wholesome nourishing food, and preserves for many
years. The Indians eat it diluted with water, and sometimes
baked or boiled. Through a principle of humanity, they reserve
liie finest part of this meal for the aged and infirm, A jelly is

sometimes made of it, which is white and of a delicious flavour.

All inferior kind of sago is made in the West Indies -dom the pith

of the areca. Sago has been proposed also to be maile from po-
tatoes. Sago and Salop are vegetable fecnla. The former is the
produce of the cycas circinalis, and is extracted from the piih of
the stem and branches, by means of maceration in water ; it is

washed, and passed through a perforated topper-plate, so as to re-

duce it to grains, which are dried. Salop is the produce of the
orchii masculi. The lately-introduced arrow -root-powder is said

to be the produce ot the maranta arundinacea,

SAGREZ, a town of Portugal, in Algarva, 4 miles from Cape
St Vincent, and 135 S. of Lisbon, Lon. 9. 4. VV, Lat. 37, 4. N.
SAGUEN.^I, or SAGUENV, a large river of Canada, which

rises from Lake St. Jolin, and afterwards falls into St. Lawrence at
Tadoussac h.nbour.

SAGUM, in Roman antiquityva military habit, open from top
to bottom, and usually fastened on the right shoulder with a
buckle or clasp.

SAGUNTUM, or SAGUNTUS, an ancient town of Spain,
now called Morvedro, where there are still the ruins of a Komaii
amphitheatre. Lon. 0. 10. E. Lat. 39. 38. N.
SAGl'R, a town of llindoostan, in the province of Malwa, 87

miles N.W. of Gurra, and 122 S. ot Agra,
SAHAGUN, a town of Spain, in Leon, 17 miles from Placen-

tia. Lon. 5. 23. W. Lat. 42. 33. N.
SAHARA, or ZAAUA. See Z^ara,
SAHLl IE, in mineralogy, a species of the Talc genus, of a

light greenish-grey colour; it occui-s masMve; e\teriiall_\ it is shin-
ing and splendent; its principal fracture Lr lolialed ; fr, i;ments fre-

quently rlinmboidal ; consists of very coarse granular distinct con-
cretions: it is translucent on the edges; semihard, brittle, and
easily frangible ; specilic gravity 3,21, It is touud at Sahlberg, in
Sv^cden,

S AI, a large town of Africa, near the banks of the Nicer, Lon.
3. 7, W. Lat, 14. 0. N.

7 SAIB,
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SAIB, a title among the princes in ihf East Indies, sj'non_\ mous

with Sultan.

SAID, in geography, a town of Upper Egypt, seated on the

Nile, 150 mile;. S. of Cairo. It is supposed lo be the ancient

'Ihcbes. Lon. 31. 20. E. Lat. 27. 32. N.
SAIL, in navig.'.tioii, an assemblage of several breadths of can-

vas 'it>\ed togellier by the lists, and edged round with cord,

faster.c-d to the yards of a ship, to make it drive before the wind.
Sec Ship.

Sail is also a name applied to any vessel beheld at a distance

under sail.

.Sails, Terms vsed respecting : 1. To make sail, is to spread

an additi'inal quantity' of sail, so a-, to increase the ship's velocity.

2. To set sail, is to unfurl and e.\pand the s.iils upon their re.-.pec-

tive yards and stays, in order to begin the action of sailing. 3.

To shorten sail, is to reihice or take in part of the saiU, with an
intenlion to diminish the ship's velocity. 4. To strike sail, is to

lower it sudienly. This is partiiulaily used in saluting or doing
homage to a superior force, or to one wlioiii the law ot nations ac-

knattle.lges as superior in certain regions. Thus all loreign ves-

scU str ke to a British man-of-war in the i5ritish seas.

SAILING, the movement by wliicli a vessel is wafted along
the surface 01 the water, by the action of (he wind upon her sails.

W'iien a ship ciianges her state of rest into that of motion, as in

ad^ancing out of a harbour, or from her slaliou at anchor, she ac-

quirer her motion very gradually, as a boiiy which arrives not at a

certain velocity till afier a frequent repetition of the action ot us

weis^hl. T..e hi-st impression of tlie wind greatly atiects the ve-

locity, because the resistance of tiie uater might destroy it

;

since the velocit^ being but small at lirst, the resistance of ihe

water v\hieh depends on it will be very teeble : but as the snip in-

creases her motion, llie force ot tlie wind on the sails will be di-

minished ; whereas, on tlie contrary, the resistance <.f the water on
tlie bow will accumulate in proportion to the velocity with which
the vessel advances. Thus the repetition of the degrees of torce,

which the action of the sails adds to the motion of the ship, is per
p^lually decreasing; whilst, on the contraiy, the new degrees
added to the effort of resistance on the bow are alwa'.s augment
ing. The velocity is then accelerated in jtroponion as the quan-
tity added is f^reater than that which is sublracled ; but when the

two powers become equal ; when the impression of the wind on
the sails has lost so much of its force, as only to act in propui tion

to the opposite impulse of resistance on the bow, the sliip will

then acquire no additi anal velocity, but continue to sail with a

constant uniform motion.

Sailing also implies a particular mode of navigation, formed on
the principles, and regulated by the laws, of trigonometry. Hence
tiie distinctions into plane, parallel, middle-latitude, mercator's,

oblitpie, and great circle sailing. See Navigation.
SAILLANT, in heraldry. See Saliant.
SAILORS, the elder seamen, who are employed in working or

managing the sails, the tackle, steering, &c.
S.'ViNT, is generally applied by us to the apostles, and other

holy persons mentioned in scripture. But the Romanists make
its application much more extensive. It would seem that in the

first ages every bishop in his own diocese was v\ont to declare

what persons were to be honoured as s.iints by his people. Hence
St. Cyprian, about the middle of the third century, B. 3, ep. 6, re-

quires that he be informed of those who should die in prison for

the faith, that so he might make mention of them in the holy sacri-

fice with the martyrs, ami might honour them afterwards on Ihe an-

niversary-day of their happy death. It was thus that St. Laurence,

St. Ambrose, St. Augustine, St. Basil, and many other-, appear

to have been canomzed by custom and universal persuasion. In

those ages none were rectoned saints but the apostles, the mar-

tyrs, and very eminent confessors, whose sanctity was notorious

everywhere. Afterwards canonizations were performed in pro-

vincial s\nods under the direction of the metropolitan. It was

tlius that St. Isidore of Seville was canonized in the seventh cen-

tury, by the eighth council of Foledo, fourteen years after his

de.ith.

Sr. Bartholomew, one of the Virgin islands belonging to

Denmark, formerly to Sweden. It is about 32 miles square, and
produces the best cottpn that grows in the West Indies.

St. Catherine, a Portugucbe island in the Soutli Sea, near the

coa-t of Brazil, which was visited by La Percuse. lis breadth
from E. to VV. is only two leagues. La Peronse found this island
to )ie between 27° 19' 10' and 27° 49' Lat. N. and its most northerly
point to be in 49° 49' Lon. W. ol Paris.

St. Hermogenes, an island in the North Pacific Ocean Lon.
152. 0. W. Lat. 3S. 20. N.
Sr. Hlbert, a town of France, in the department of the

Forets, and late duchy of Luxemburg; 2j miles N. W. ofArlon,
and 40 of Luxemburg.

St. John, Henry, Lord Viscount Bolingbroke, 'an emi-
nent statesman and philosopher, descended from an ancient and
noble family, was born about the year lb73. He had a liberal
education; and when he left the university, was considered as a
person of urcoinmon qualifications : but with great parts, he had
great passions, and these hurried him into many indiscretions.
Contrary to the inclinations of Ins family, he cultivated Torv con-
nections ; and gained such influence in the House of Comniont,
tnat in 1704 he was appointed secretary of war and of the marines
He was closely united in all iJolitical'measurcs with Mr. Harlev :

when, therefore, iliat gendeman was removed from the seals in

1707, Mr. St. John resigneil ; and in 1710, when Mr. Harlev was
made chancellor of the exchecpier, he was made secretary of "state.

In 1712 he was created Baron St. John of Lediard-l'rego2e irj

W'ilLshire, and Viscount Bolingbroke. But being overlooked, in
the bestowal of vacant ribbons of the order of the garter, he re-

nounced the friendship of Harlev then earl of Oxford, and made
Ills court to the Whig;. Neverliielijsi, on die accession of George
I. the seals were taken from him ; and hearing that he was to be
pursued to the scaffold, for his conduct in legard to Ihe trealv of
Utrecht, he withdrew to France. Here he accepted an inv talion
to enter iiilo the Pretender's service, and accepted the seals as se-

cretary : but the year 171 j was scarcely expired, when, though he
was atlainted of high treason at home, the seals and papers of his

olfice were taken from hiin ; the Pretender and his parly accusing
him of neglect, incapacity, and lieacliery. Such a complication
of <lisap()uinlmeiils threw him into a state of reflection, tiiat pro-
duced a consolatio philosophica, which he wrote under the title of
" Reflections upon Exile ;" and in 1716, drew up a vindication of
his comiuct, in llie form of " A Letter to Sir William Wyndham."
His tirst lady being dead, he espoused a niece of Madam Main-
lenon, and w idow ot the Mar(|uis de Villede, with whom he had
a very large fortune. In 1723 Ihe king being prevailed on to grant
him a free pardon, he returned to England ; but was by no means
satished to remain a mere titular lord, excluded from tlie house of
peers. This stigma conlirmcd his enmity to Sir Kobert Walpole,
to whom he attril)uted his not receiving the full extent of the kin^;',

clemency ; hence he distinguished himself by a multitude of poli-

tical writings, till 1735; when finding the door finally shut against

him, he returned to France. In this retreat he began his course of
" Letters on the Study and Use of History," for the use of Lord
Combnry, to whom they are addres>ed. Upon the death of his

father, who lived to be very old, he settled at Batlersea, the an-
cient seat of his family, where he passed the remaindrr of his life

in philosophical dignity. Pope and Swift |)erfeclly adored him ;

and the lormer received from him the material;, for his " Essav on
Man."—He died n 1751, anil left his MSS. lo Mr. Mallet, wc;o

published them with his former printed works, in 5 vols. 4to : they
are also printed in Svn.

Sr. John, one of the Virgin Islands, belonging to Denmark.
St. Miroxa, an island in the North Pacific Oceiin.

St. Kemo, a town with a good harbour on the coast of the Me-
diterranean, (i miles E. N. E. ot Ventimiglia.

SAIN lES, an ancient and considerable city of France, in the

department of Lower Chareiite, and late capital of the province

of Saintonge, 37 miles S. E. of Rochelle. Lon. 0.. 34. W. Lat.

43. 45. N."
Sai.vtes, three of the Leeward Caribbee Islands, 9 miles from

Guadaloupp.
SAIN'IFOIN, in botany, a species of hedysarum. See He-

DYSARl'M.
SAIN TONGE, a late province of France, w bich was bounded

on the E. by Angoumoisand Perigord, on theN. by Poitou, and
the territory of Aunis ; on the W. by the ocean ; and on the

S. by Bourileiois and Giron ; about 62 miles in length, and 30 in

breadrh.

SAKRADA.
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SAKUAUAWKNDKA, one of the Ceylonese deilies, who

coiniiiaiKls ami governs all the lest, and formerly answered the

prayers of his worshippei-s.
, , ,, j ,r .

SAL. or SALl', an island of Africa, one of the Cape de Verd

Islands, so called from its numerons saltpoiids where the water,

which overriows part of it freiiuently, crystallizes Uito a beautiful

salt. Lon. '-'I. r,9. W. Lat. 16. 55. N.
SAL.a lake of North Anierita, in Lon. 92. 3O.W.Lat..50. 25. N.

Sal Ammoniac, N'vtivk. This salt, according to Mongoii,

15 met with in the form "t an elliorescencc on the surface of the

earth, or adhering in povuicrlo rocks. Sometimes, as in Persia

and the country oY the Kahmick-i, it is found as hard as stone. It

is met with of dirterenl colours, as grey, black, green, and red, in

tiie neighhourliood of volcanoes, in the caverns or grottoes of Puz-

2iioli, and in tiie mineral-lakes of Tuscany, as well as in some

mountains of 'lartarv and Thibet. At Solfaterra, near Naples, it

is found in the crevices, of a yellowish colour, like common sal

ammoniac more than once subhmcd.

S.'VLA, or .S.\L1;ERG, a town of Sweden, in Westmania ; 30

mih;s VV.'of Upsal, and 50 N. W . of Stockholm. Lon. 17. 45. E.

Lat. J9. 50. N.
S.-^I-ACIA, in botany, a genus of tlu' trigynia order, and gy-

nandria class of plants.
'
Caly.\ live-parted ; corolla five-petaled ;

anthers placed on. the apex of the germ. There are two species,

viz. S. Chinensis, and S. Cochinciiinensis.

SALAD. .See Sali.e-T.

SALA DA, an island of N. America ; whose N. E. point lies in

Lon. (J4. 12. \V. and Lat. 10. 59. N.
SAL.\KA, a sea-port-tow n of Africa, in Nubia, on the \V. coast

of the Red Sea. Lon. 54. i'O. I£. Lai. 20. 42. N.
S.'M.AMANCA, a citv of Spain, in the kingdom of Leon,

about 75 miles \V. of Madrid. Lon. fi. 10. W. Lat. 41. 0. N.
Sal.\manca de IJacai./vr, a town of Mexico, in Yucatan, 150

miles S. of Mcrida, and 140 S. of Campeachy. Lon. 90. 30. W.
Lat. 17. 2. N.
SALAMANDER. See Lacerta.
SALAMIS. or SALAMIN A, an island of the Archipelago, in

the Sinus Saronicus, on the South coast of Attica, opposite to

Eleusis ; famous for a battle between the Greek and Persian fleets.

Salamis, the capital of the above island. Lon. 34. 0. E. Lat.

37. 32. N.
Salamis, Salamjna, or Sai.aminia, an ancient town of Cyprus

on the S. E. coast. It is now called Salina.

Salamis, in the nivthology, a dauglUer of the river-god Aso-

pus by the nymph Methone. Neptune became enamoured of

her, and carried her to the islniid afterwards named from her,

where she bore him a son, named Cenchreus.

SALANAKEM, a town of Sclavonia, 20 miles N. W. of Bel-

grade. Lon. 20. 53. E. Lat. 45. 14. N.
SALANCHE, orSALANCHES, a town of France, in the

department of Mont Blanc, and late duchy of Savoy, late capita!

of Upper Faucignv, 12 miles N. of Cluses, and 31 S. E. of Geneva.

SALARANO.'a town of Italy, in the department of the Olona,

and district and late duchv of Milan, 15 miles S. E. of Milan.

Lnn.9. 22. E. Lat. 42. 44. 'N.

SALARY, a recompeiice made to a person for his industry in

another man's business. Salarium at hist iignifn-d the rents or

profits of a sale, hall, or house ; (and in Gascoigne they called the

seats of the gentry saias, as we do halls ;) but afterwards it was taken

for any w?ccs, stipend, or annual allowance.

SAL.^SSl, an ancient people of Gallia Cisalpina, who were

often at war with the Romans.
SALCOMB, a sea-port and bay of England, on the S coast of

Pevonshire,bet ween BraulcombandSidmouth;S.W.ofDartmouth.
SALDANHA BAY, a bay of the Atlantic, on tiie South

coast of Africa, N. W. of the Cape of Good Hope. Lon. 17. C.

E. Lat. 33. 9. S.

SALE, the exchange of a commodity for money; Barter, or

Permutation, is the exchange of one commodity for another.

When the liarg.iin is concluded, an obligation is contracted by the

buyer to pay tlu- value, and by the seller to deliver the commodity,

at the time and place agned on, or immediately, if no time be

specilied. In this, as well as other mercantile contracts, the s.ifety

of commerce n (piires the utn6«t good faith and veracitv. There-

fore, altliouKh, bv ihe laws of England, a sale, :\bove tlie value of

10/. be not binding, unfless tarnesl be paid, or the bargain be con-

lirmed by writing, a merchant would lose all credit who refused

to perform his agreement, althouji,h these legal requisites wert«

omitted. When a specific thing is sold, the property, even before

delivery, is in some respect vested in the buyer; anrl if tlie thing

perishes, the bu\cr must bear the loss. Eor example, if a horse

die before delivery, he must pay the value : but if the bargain

only determines the quantity and'qual'ity of the goods, without

specifying the identical articles, and the seller's warehouse, with

all his goods, be burned, he is entitled to no payment. Ilemu^t
also bear the loss if the thing perish through his fault ; or wlien a

particular time and place of oelivcry is agreed on, if it perish be-

fore it be tendered, in terms of the bargain. If a person purchase

goods at a shop witliout agreeing for the price, he is liable for the

ordinary market-price at the time of purchase, if the buyer
proves insolvent before delivery, the seller is not bound to deliver

tiie goods without payment orsecurity. If the importation, or U'-e

of the commodities soldi be prohibited by law, or if the buyer
knows that they were smuggled, no action lies for delivery. '1 he

property of goods is generally presumed, in favour of commerce,
to belong to the possessor, a:ul cannot be challenged in tiie haiid>

of an onerous purch.iser. But to this there are some exceptions.

By the Scots law, stolen goods may in all cases be reclaimed by
the proprietor, and also by the English law, unless they were
bought bona tide in an open market ; that is, in the accustomed
public places, on stated days in the country, or in a shop in Lou-
don; and hordes may be reclaimed, unless the sale be regularly en-

tered by the book-keeper of the market. In al! cases, if the goods

b« evicted by the lawful proprietor, the seller is liable to the pur-

chaser for the value. Actions for payment of shop-accounts, as

well a^ other debts not constituted by writing, are limited in Eng-
land to si.\ years. 'J'hc testimony of one witness is admitted

;

and the seller's books, although the' person that kept them be dead,

are good evidence for one year. In Scotland, merchants-books

may be jiroved w ithin three years of the date of the Li";! article, by
one witness, and the creditor's books, and oath in supplement.

After three years, they can only be proved by the oath or writ of

the debtor. A merchant's books are tn all cases good evide»ce

against him.

SALECTO, a town of Africa, in Tunis, on the East coast near

the Mediterranean, 16 miles S. S. £. of Lempta. Lon. U.S. E.

Lat. 33. 13. N.
SALEM, [lleb. t. e. peace.] in ancient geograpliy. SceJS-

RtJSALE.M, and MtLCHlSEDLC.
Salem, in modern geography, a town of Hindostan, in Barra-

maul ; 23 miles S. of Daremponr, and 75 N. E. of Coimbetore.

Salem, a town of the United States in Massachusetts, the

second town in the state, 19 miles N. E. of Boston, and 3(56 N. E.

by N. of Philadelphia. Lon. 71. 30. W. Lat. 42. 16. N.
Sadem, a county of New Jersi-y, 21 miles long, and 19 broad ;

bounded on the N." by Gloucester County, E. by Cumberland, S
and S. W. by Delaware Bay, and W. by the river Delaware, It

is divided into nine townships.

Sallm, the capital of the above county, 37 miles S. S. W. of

Philadelphia. Lon. 75. 32. W. Lat. 39. 37. N.
Salem, a post-town of North Carolina, in Stokes cnnntv, 35

miles N. E. by N. of Salisbury, and 176 W. by S. of HHlit.'ix.

SALEP, the dried root of a species of orchis, and other similar

preparations. Si'e Orchis.
Sai.ep, a nutritious preparation obtained from two species of the

orcliis. It is the fecula of the root. See Sago, and Orchts.
SALERNO, an anciertt and considerable town of Naples,

capital of Principato Citra, 27 miles S. E. of Naples. Lon. 14.

43. E. Lat. 40. 45. N.
SALEKNUM, in aieient geography, a town of Italy, now

called Salerno. See the last article.

SALET, ill war, a light covering or armour for the head, an-

ciently worn by the light hor^e, only diflerent from the casque iu

that it had no crest, and was little mere than a Vare cap.

SALEYER, an island in the East Indian Ocean, 30 miles long,

and 3 broad ; separated from the S. coast of the island of Celebes,

by a strait of the same name. Lon. 130. 10. E. Lai. 6. 12. S.

'SALIAN'l', in heraldry, denotes a lion in a leaping posture,

standing so that his right foot is in the dexter point, and his hinder

left fool is in the sinister base-point of the escutcheon, by which

it is distinguished from rampant.

Saliant, in fortification, denotes projecting. There are two
kinds
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kinds of angles the one saliant, which have their points outwards

;

the otiier re-entering, which have their points inwards.
SALIC, or SALlQUE LAW, [Lex Satica, Lat.] an ancient

and fundamental law of the kingdom of France, usually supposed
to have been made by Pharamond, or at least by Clovis ; in virtue
whereof males only are to inherit. Some, as Postellus, would
have it to have been called Salic, q. d. Gallic, because peculiar
to the Gauls. Montanus insists, it was because Pharamond
was iij-st called Salicus. Others will have it so named, as having
been made for the Salic lands. These were noble hefs which their

first kings used to bestow on the saliaus, that is, the great lord of
their sallie or court, without any other tenure than military ser-

vice ; and for this reason, such liefs were not to descend to women,
as being by nature unfit for such a tenure. Some derive the origin

of this word from the Salians, a tribe of Franks wlio settled in Gaul
in the reign of Julian.

SALICORNIA, Jointed Glass-wort, or Saltwort; a
penus of the monogynia order, and monandria class of plants

;

natural order, Holoracea;. Calyx ventricose, or a little swelling
out and entire ; petalfnone ; seed one. There are nine species of

this plant.

SALIGNAC, a town of France, in the department of Dor-
dogne, and late province of Perigord, 2\ miles N. E. of Sarhit.

Lon. 1. 23. E. Lat. 45. 40. N.
SALIGNAS, a town of Spain, in Biscay, 28 miles S. E. of Bil-

boa. Lon. '2. 54. VV. Lat. 43. 5. N.
SALIGOT, in botany. See Tribulus.
SALIL in Roman antiquity, priests of Mars, whereof there

were 12 instituted by Numa.
SALIN, in the old system of chemistry, an impure alkali, ex-

tracted from the lixivium of wood-ashes. See Chemistry.
SALINA, or SALINA DELLA MARSA.in natural history,

salt-springs in the island of Sicily, near Marza. In summer, when
they are dry there is a great ([uanlity of salt, which is shovelled

into heaps by persons appointed. For every ass's load, the lord of

the manor receives a carlin, (worth one penny sterling ;) for every

mule's load twice as much. When the springs and the pit produce
little salt, the Stewart" causes the ground to be plowed up, and they

yield as much salt as ever.

SALINI, orSALINO, one of the Lipari islands, situated be-

tween Sicily and Italy, consists of two mountains both in a high

state of cultivation. It lies 21 miles S. W. of Stroniboli, and 80

E. N. E. of Palermo.

SALINS, a town of France, in the department of Jura, and

late province of Franche Conite, 20 miles S. of Besan^on.

S.\LISBURIA, in botany, a genus of the monoecia polyandria

class and order. Male, amentaceous ; anthers incumbent, deltoid:

female, solitary; calyx four-deft ; drupe with a triangular shell.

There is only one species, viz. S. adiantifolia.

SALISBURY, the capital of Wiltshire in England, 21 miles

N; E. of Southampton, 82 W. S. W. of London, and 91 E. N. E.

of Exeter. Lon. 1. 42. E. Lat. 51. 4. N.
Salisbury, a post-town of Maryland, on the eastern shore, in

Somerset county, 15 miles S. of Vienna. Lon. 75. 40. W. Lat.

38. 22. N.
Salisbury IstAND, an island of North America, at the West

end of Hudson's Straits, E. of Nottingham island. Lon. 76. 47.

W. Lat. 63.29. N.
Salisbury Plain, extensive downs in Wiltshire, which form

in summer one of the most delightful parts of Great Britain for ex-

tent and beautv. It extends 28 miles W. of Weymouth, and 35

E. to Winchester ; and in some places is near 40 miles broad.

Salisbury Sound, a bay of the North Pacific Ocean, on the

W. coast of America. Lon. 136. 0. W. Lat. 57. 30. N.
SALIVA, that fluid by which the mouth and tongue are con-

tinually moistened in their natural state ; and is supplied by glands

which form it, called salivai-y glands. This humour is thin and

pellucid, incapable of being concreted by the I'lic, almost without

taste and smell. By chewing, it is expressed from the ghuKls

which separate it from the blood, and is intimately mixed with our

food, the digestion of which it greatly promotes. In hungry

persons it is acrid, and copiou>ly discharged ; and in those who

have fasted long it is highly acrid, penetrating, and resolvent. A
too copious evacuation of it produces thirst, loss of appetite, bad

digestion, and an atrophy.
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SALIVARY GLANDS. Se* AsATo.My.
S*VLIVATION, in me<lKine, is a promoting of the flux of

saliva, by medicines, chiefly by inercury. The chief 4isf of sali-

vation is in diseases belonging to the glands ami membrana adipo-
sa, and principally in tlie cure of tfie venereal <lisease ; though it

is sometimes also used in epitlcmic iliseases, &c. whose crises tend
that wav.
SALIX, The Willow ; in botany, a genus of the diandri.i

order and dicecia class of plants ; natural order, ."Vnieittares. Amen-
tum of the male scaly ; no corolla ; glandule at the fjase of the
Hower nectariferous. Female amentum scaly ; no corolla; style

bifid ; capsule one-celled, two'valved ; seeds pappous. '1 he
willow-trees have been frequently the theme of poetical descrip-

tion, both in ancient and modern times. In Virgil, Horace, and
in Ovid, we have many exc|uisite allu'iioiis to them ; and tor a

melanclioly lover or a contemplative poet, imagination c;innol

paint a filter retreat than the banks of a beautiful 'ver, and the
shade of a drooping willow. There are 53 species.

S.i^LLEE, ati ancient and considerable town of Africa, in the
kingdom of Fez, with a harbour and several ports. Lon. <). 30. \\ .

Lat 34. 0. N.
SALLET, or SALL.-VD, a dish of eatable herbs, ordinarily ac>-

companying roast meat, composed chiefly of crude, fiesf. Keibn,'',e,

seasoned with salt, oil, and vinegar. Menage derives tbewnid
from the Latin salata ; of sal, salt; others from salcedn ; Du
Cange hom salgama, which is used in Ausonius and Columella iu

the same sense. Some add mustard, hard eggs, and sugar ; others,

pepper, and other spices, with orange-peel, salfron, &e. The
principal sallet-herbs, and those which ordinarily make the basis of

our sallets, are lettuce, celery, endive, cresses, radish, and rape ;

along with which are used purslane, spinach, sorrel, laragoii, bur-

net, corn-sallet, and chervil. The gardeners call some plaints sm.ill

herbs in sallets ; these should always be cut while in the seed-liaf

;

as cresses, mustard, radish, turnep, spinach, and lettuce ; all which

are raised from seeds sown in drills, or lines, from the middle of

February to the end of March, under glasses or frames ; and
thence to the middle of May, upon natural beds, warmly exposed ;

and during the !,iiniiner-heats in more shady places ; and afterwanls

in September, as in March, &c. and lastly, in the rigour of the

winter, in hot-beds. If they be frozen in very frosty weather, put-

ting them ill spring-water two hours before they be used recovers

the^'m.

S.VLLY-PORTS, in fortification, or Postern Gates, as they are

sometimes called, are those under-ground-passages which lead

from the inner works to the outward ones ; such as trom the higher

(iank to the lower, or to the tenailles, or the couununication from

the middle of the curtain to the ravelin. When they are made for

men to go through only, they are made with steps at the entrance and

going out. They are about six teetwide and eight and a half feet high.

'I'here is also a gutter or shore made under the sally-ports, which are

in the middleofthe curtains, for the water v hich runs down thesti-eets

to pass into the ilitch ; but this can only be done when they are wet

ditches. W hen sally-ports serve to carry guns through them for

the out-works, instead of marking them with steps, they must have

a gradual slope, and be eight feet wide.

SALM, atown of France in the department of the .Meurthe, 24

miles W. S. W. of Strasbuig.

SAL.VIASIA, a genus of the penfaiulria trigynia class and or-

der. Calyx five-parted; corolla five-pctaled ; "style none ; cap-

sule three-celled, thiee-valved, many-seeded. There is <.ne

species, a shrub of Guinea.

SALMO, the Salmon, in ichthyology, a genus of the onler

of abdominales. Head smooth, furnished witli teeth and a tongue ;

rays of the gills from four to ten; back-fin fat behind; belly-fins

with many rays. There are 55 species.

S. Salar, the Common Salmon, is a northern fish, being un-

known in the Medilerranean sea and other warm climates; it is

found in France in some of the rivers that f.dl into the ocean, and

north as far as Greenland ; they are also very common in New-
foundland, and the N. ports sf North America. They are in

several countries a great article of commerce, being cured dillerent

wavs, by salting, pickling, and (h>in'.;: there are stationary

fisheries in Iceland, Norway, and the Baltic : but nowhere greater

than those at Colriaine in Ireland: and in Great Britain at Ber-

wick, Perth, and in various rivers of Scotland. In the Hisioiy of

g n Cumberl.uid
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t'uiiilHTlund, we are told " Ihal they de|)05it tlu-ii- spawn even on

j"

llii- Hpiier Viilc'ot I'oaley-bridge, bill always in the stream ot Ea-

inoiit. 'I'heV jjt) up the river Dcrwent in September throngh the

lakcof Basilntliwaito, Up theriver whicli rims through Keswick
into the vale of St. John, where they deposit their spawn in tlie

siniill streams and feedersot' the lake^ The young sahiion are

called salmon-smelts, and go down to llie sea w ilh the liist Hoods
iirM-ay." .The salmon waski>o«n to Ihe^Koilians, but not to the

Greeks. PHiiy speaks of it as a fish found in the rivers of

A<|iiitaine: Aiisonins enumerates it among those of the Mo-
selle. 'I'he saliHon is a lish that lives both in the salt and
fresh waters ; quilting the sea at certain seasons for the sake of

depositing its spawn, in security, in tlie gravelly beds of rivers re-

mote from their mouths. There is scarcely any dilficultics but

what they will overcome to arrive at places lit for their purpose;
Hiey will ascend rivers hundreds of miles, force themselves against

the most rapid streams, and spring with amazing agility over ca-

taracts of several leet in height.

.SAI.O, a late territory of Italy, In the Bresciano, now included
in the departnient of the Mella, and district ot Hrescia. It is

seated on the banks of the lake of Garda, and is 80 Italian miles

long, and 15 broad : the surface is partly mountainous, partly

level ; the soil is fertile, abounding in corn, herbs, fruits, lemons,
oiangesj vines, olives, and mulberry-trees; and hence afl'ording

plenty ofwine, oil, and siJk.

Salo, i town of Italy, in the de|)artment of Mella, 14 miles

N. H. oflJrescia.

SALOlUiENA, SALSnRENNA, or SOEOBRENA, a
town ot Spain, in Grenada, near the coast of the Mediterranean,
twelve miles S.li. of Almunecar. Lon. 3. 30. W. Lat. 36.

31. X. :

S.\E()M1)0, a cluster of islands, in the East Indian Ocean.
Lnn. 1 l.i. 13. E. Lat. 5. 30. S.

S.Vl.ON, a town of Trance, and capital of a district, in the
department of the Mouths of the Rhone, and late province of Pro-
vence: twenty miles N. W. of Aix, and 24 N. W. of Mar-
seilles..

S.M.ONA, a sea-port-town in Dalmatia. Lon. 17. 29. E. Lat.
44. 10. N.
.SALONA, or S.\LON E, an ancient town of European Turkey,

in Livadia ; tweniy miles N. E. of Lepanto. Lon. 23. 1. E.
Lat. 38. :>(). N.
SALONICHI, orSALONIKI, formerly called Thessalonica,

a sea-port-town of Turkey in Europe, and capital of Macedonia.
I>on. 23. 13. E. Lat. 40. 40. N.
SALOON, or S.ALON, in architecture, a lofty, s])acions sort

of hall, vaulted at top, and usually compn-hending two stories,

wit'.i two ranges of windows. The saloon is a grand room in the
middle of a building, or at the head of a gallery, Sec. Its faces, or
sides, are all to Jiave a symme<ry with each other ; and as it usu-

ally takes up the height of two stories, its ceiling, Daviler observes,

should be w ith a moderate sweep. The saloon is a state-room
iiiuch used in the palaces of Italy ; and from thence the mode came
to us. Ambassadoi-s, and other great visitors, are usually received
in the saloon. It is sometimes built square, sometimes round or
oval, sometimes octagonal, as at Marly, and sometimes in other
forms.

SALOP, or SHROPSHIRE. See Shropshirh.
Salop, a borough of England in Shropshn'e, ot whicl\ it was an-

ciently the capital.

SALPA, in natural history, a genus of the vermes niollusca class

and order : body loose, nay ant, gelatinous, tubular, and open at

Ciich extremity : intestine placed obliquely: eleven species have
been enumerated, in two divisions; I . furnished with an append-
age: 2. without the tenninal appendage.
SALPE, a town of Naples, in Capitanata. It is 23 miles S. of

Manfredonia, and 98 E. N. E. of Naples. Lon. 10. 10. E. Lat.
41. 12. N.
SALSETTE, an island of the East Indies, adjacent to Bombay,

from which it is in one place divided only by a narrow pass ford-

able at low water. It is about 2t) miles long, ajul eight or nine
broad. The soil is rich, and is every where well w-atered, and
when in possession of the Portuguese, furnished such (|uantities of
rice, that it was called the Granary of Gya. Lon. 72. 15. E.
Lat 19. O.N.

SALSAY, one of the smaller Shetland Islands. Lon. 1.32. E.
of Edinburgh. Lat. 59. 53. N.
SAI.SOLA, GiAss-wouT; a genus of the digynia order, and

pentandria class of plants ; natural order, Holoracea". Calyx pen'-

taphyllous; no corolla; capsule monospermous, with a screwed
seed. It has thirty-one sp»-cies, among which are S. kali and S.

soda.

SALSONNA, a town of Spain; in Cataloiiia ; seated on the

Lobregat ; 44 miles N. W. of Barcelona. Lon. 1. 38. E. Lat.

41. 5(>. N.
SALT, COMMON, or SEA-SALT, or WHITE SALT, the

name of that salt extracted from the waters of the ocean, wliich is

used in great quantities for preserving provisions, &;c. It is com-
posed of muriatic acid, saturated with sotla ; and hence called

muriate of Soda. See Chemistry. It is conmionly found in

salt-water and salt-springs, in the proportion of 3t) per cent. It is

found also in ccals, and in beds of gypsum. Of this most useful

commodity there are anqile stores on land as well as in the ocean.
There are few countries which do not atl'ord vast quantities of

rock or fossil salt. Mines of it have long been discovered and
wrought in England, Spain, Italy, Germany, Hungary, Poland,
and other countries of Europe. In several parts of the world,
there are huge mountains which wholly consist of fossil-salt. Of
this kind are two mountains in Russia, near Astracan ; several in

the kingdoms of Tunis and Algiers, in Africa ; and sev eral also in

Asia; and the whole island of Ormus in the Persian gulf almost
entirely consists of fossil-salt. The new world is likewise stored

with treasures of this useful mineral, as well as with all other kinds

of subterranean ])roductionn. The sea aUbrds such vast plenty of
common salt, that all mankind might thence be supplied with
quantities suHicient for their occasiojis. There are also innume-
rable springs, ponds, lakes, and rivers, impregnated with common
salt, from which the inhabitants of many countries are plentifully

supplied therewith. In some countries which are remote from the
sea, and have little commerce, and which are not blessed with
mines of salt or salt-waters, the necessities of the inhabitants have
forced them to invent a method of extracting their common salt

from the ashes of vegetables. Conmion salt differs from all other
neutral substances of this nature, in its taste being purely saline,

and occasioning thirst, after it has been swallowed. The primi-
tive ligure of its crystals is that of a cube ; but, on evaporating a
solution of salt, the smaller cubic particles assume the secondary
lorm of hollow squares. When the t:rystals are perfectly pure,
they are notali'ected by moist air ; and, in this state, 100 parts con-
tain according to Bergman, 52 of muriatic acid, or spirit of salt ; 4C
of soda, or mineral alkali ; and six of water of crystallization ; though
we believe, with Gren, that the proportion of the fluid part is

greater, and that of the two first ingredients somewhat smaller. ]f
this salt be obtained from the bowels of the earth, it is called

rock-salt ; and is generally very hard, and transparent, though it

sometimes is opaque, white, anil sometimes of red, green, blue, or
other shades. The purest of this kind is colourless ; the other
spe<:ies are purified by solution in water, and by re-crystallization,

before they can be employed for culinary purposes. The princi-

pal mines of rock-salt are in the vicinity of Cracow, in Poland,
and at Northwich, in the county of Chester. The salt, however,
which is thus easily procured, and in very large masses, by no
mean* affords a sufficient supply ; hence numerous pei'sons are
employed in extracting it from sea-water, or from saline springs.

The former yields only from oiie-50th to one 30th-part of its

weight, but the latter produce the greatest (piantities ; and we are
informed by Dr. Browning (Art of Making Common Salt, &c.
Svo.) that the celebrated saline springs of Northwich, Nantwicli,
and Droitwich, in Cheshire (whence Great Britain is principally
supplied,) contain more than one-sixth part of good salt. Com-
mon salt is obtained from these natural solutions by two difierent

methods : First, the saline fluid is speedily evaporated, till the salt

begin to concrete, and settle in the form of grains at the bottom of
the pans ; after which it is put into proper vessels for draining the
biiiie; ami when the process is completed, it is called bav-salt.

By the second method, the evaporation is slow and gradual ; so
that it is continued only till a saline crust is formed on the surface

of the liquor; which soon shoots into crystalline cubes. The
value of salt for culinary purposes is well known : it is likewise of
peculiar service in preserving the health of cattle, and particularly
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in [jreveining that most fatal di'iorder in sheep, the rot. Besides,

salt is an excellent manure; as it is equally destructive to weeds

and vermin : the most accurate proportion appears to be sixteen

bushels per acre; but, if that quaatity be exceeded, or doubled, it

will produce effects diametrically opposite to those intended, and

completely check vegetition. With respect to its medicinal pro-

perties, common salt, when taken in small quantities, proinotes tin-

appetite and digestion; but, if given in large doses, for instance,

half an ounce, it operates as a laxative. It deserves, however, to

be remarked, that its useful properties are greatly changed in a

state of intimate combination with animal-matters : thus, salt-butter

and salt-meat, or lish, are less wholesome than those substances

when eaten in a fresh slate, with a due portion of that domestic

spice; nay, if used too frequently, the former often lay the foun-

dation of tedious maladies, such as leprosy, fcurvy, and other cu-

taneous eruptions. Lastly, salt is sometimes adiiiinistcred with a

view to restrain the operation of emetics, or to carry them olF by
stool ; and likewise as a stimulus in clysters.

Salt, in a chemical sense, is a cr'ystallizable substance, con-

siderably soluble in water, and highly sapid. The term is applied

likewise by modern chemists to all the crystalli/able acids, or al-

kalies, earths, or combinations of acids with alkalies, earths,

or metallic oxides ; hence salts in chemistry are distinguished

into alkaline, earthy, and metallic, and they take their names
from the acid, and alkali, &c. of which they are combined

:

thus the sulphate of soda is a combination of sulphuric acid and

soda ; the sulphite of soda is a combination of sulphurous acid and
soda. The termination n^f denotes that the salt is formed of the

acid containing the greater quantity of oxygen, and the termi-

nation ile of the acid, containing the smaller quantity of oxygen.

See Ghemistrv. Koran account of the different genera of salts

see the articles Sulphates, Sulphites, Nitrates, Nitrites,
&luRi.\TEs, Phosphates, &c.
SALTA, a town of South America, in Paraguay, in the pro-

vince of Tucuman, 50 miles S. of St. Salvador, and 37 of Estreco.

Lon. 6fi. 30. W. Lat. 25. CO. S.

SALTASH, a borough of Cornwall, six miles N. W. of Ply-

mouth and 2'JO W . S. W . of London. Lon. 4. 17. VV. Lat. 50.

i.'5. N.
SAI^TCOATS, a sea-port-town of Scotland, in Ayrshire, five

miles N. W. of Irvine.

SALTI'LEET, a sea-port-town of England, in Lincolnshire,

33 miles N. E. of Lincoln, and 158, or 165, N. of London. Lat.

53. il2. N.
S.\LT-riOLM, an island of Denmark, near the coast of Zea-

land, in the Sound; live miles S. E. of Copenhagen.
SALTIER. See Heraldry. This, saysG. Leigh, in his Ac-

cidence of ,\rms, page 70, was anciently made of the height of a

inan, and driven full of pins, the use of which was to scale walls,

&c. Upton derives this word from taltus, i. e. a forest. The
French call this ordinary sautoir, from sciutcr to leap ; because it

may have been used by soldiers to leap over walU of towns, which

in former times, were low ; but some think it is borne in imitation

of St. Anih(;w'5 cross.

Saltpetre. See Nitre, and Nitrates.
SAL'IZA, a town in Lower Saxony. It is twelve miles from

Mai^delnirg.

S.\I.I SIU'RG, or SALZBURG, a late archbishopric of Ger-

many, in Bavaria, bounded on the E. by Sliria and Upper Austria,

on the \V. bv tiie country of Tyrol, on the N. by the duchy of

Bavaria, and on the S. by the duchy of Carinthia and the bishopric

of Brixcn. It is about 100 miles long from E. to W. and upwards

of 60 from N. to S. It is very mountainous, yielding, however,

excellent pasturage, and aboimding in cattle, and horses remark-

able for their mettle and hardiness.

Saltz.burg, or Salzburg, the capital of the above archbisho-

pric. Lon. 33. n. E. Lat. 47. 15. N.
SALVADOR, a town of Africa, in the kingdom of Congo,

with a large palace where the king and a Portuguese bishop reside.

It is seated on a craggy mountain. Lon. 15. 3(1. E. Lat. 5. 0. S.

Salvador, St. a large, populous, and handsome town of S.

Anvrica, in Brazil. Lon. 40. 10. W. Lat. 13. 30. S.

Salvador, St. or Banza St. Salvador, a town of Africa, in

the kingdom of Congo, capital of the province of Pemba, seated

on a rocky mountain on the banks of liie Zaire, about i-0 miles

ftom the coast of tiie Atlantic.

Salvador, St. a town of Mexico, in the province of Guatimala,
12 miles from the Pacific Ocean, • Lon. 90. 3. \V. Lat. 13.

5. N.
^

' .

SALVADORA, in botany, a genus of the nionogynia order,
and tetrandria class of plants. Calyx four-cleft; corolla four-
cleft; berry one-seeded; seed covered with an arih Tlicre are
three species found in China.
S.\LV.\GE MONEY, a reward allowed by the civil and

statute law for the saving of ships or goods from the danger of the
sea, pirates, or enemies. \S licre any ship is in danger of being
stranded, or driven on shore, justices of the peace are to command
the constables toassemble as many persons as are necessary to pre-
serve it; and, on its being preserved by ilu-ir meansj the persons
assisting therein shall, in thirty. days alter, l)enaid a reasonable
reward for their salvage ; otherwise the ship or goods shall remain
in the custody of the oliicers of the customs as a security for (Tie

same..
_

-

Salvages, a cluster of islands in theKortli.AtlaBtic Ocean, be-
tween the Canaries and Madeira,.'? leagues- N. 'of Teneriffe.

Lon. It). 4. W. Lat. 30. 11. N. . '

SALVA'I'ERRA, a town of Portugal in Estremadura, 15 miles

-

S. ot Santarem. Lon. 7. 51. W. Lat. 38. 59. N.
Salvaterra no Extrema, a strong town of Portugal, -in

Beira, bordering on Spain, 10^ miles S. E. of Idanha a Velhaj and
12 N. of Alcantara in Spain. •

S.iLVA riEKRA, a town of .Spain, in .Mava, 30 mijes E. of.
Vittoria. Lon.2. 17. W. Lat. 4J. 54. N. . •
Salvatierua, other thiec tow ns of Spain: I. in Arragon, 12

miles W. N. W . of Jaca : 2. in Leon, 12railesK. S. B.of Civi-
dad Rodrigo : 3. in Galicia, on the Miiiho, 7 milesN. E. of
Tuy, and ~ 46 S. of Coujpostella. Lon. S. Uj. VV. Lat. 41.
48. N.
SALVATION, the safety or preservation of any thing whicVi

is or has been in danger, and is generally used in a religious sense.

The Hebrews but rarely make use of concrete terms as they are
called, but often of abslractcjd. 'i'hus, insk^ad of saying tbat'God
saves them and protects them, they say that flod is their salvatioiv.

Thus the word of salvation, the joy of salvation, the rock of salva-

tion, the shield of salvation, the horn of salvation, &c. is as much
as to say. The word that declares deliverance ; the joy that attends

the escaping a great danger, a rock wliere any one takes refu£;e,

and where he may be in safety from his enemy ; a buckler, lliat

secures him from the arm of the enemy ; a horn or ray of liglit, of

happiness and salvation, &;c. See Theology, &c.
SALVATORE, St. a town of Erance, in the department of

Marengo, and late province of the Alexandrine, miles N. W. of
Alexandria in Italy, and <) S. E. of Casal.

SALVE REGIN.\, among tiie Romanists, the name of a I.a-

lin prayer, addressed to the Virgin, and sung after complines, as

also upon the point of executing a criminal. It was coujposed by
Peter, bishop of Compostella.

SALVIA, Sage; a genus of the monogynia order, and digynia

class of plants; natural order, Verticillala;. Corolla imeciual

;

filaments placed crosswise on a pedicle. It has seventy-nine

specie-;.

SALVINIA, in botany, a genus of the cryptogamia miscel-

lanea class and order. Male, tlowers four to nine, among whorl-

ed roots, heaped into a little ball ; calyx sub-globular, pubescent,

one-celled, consisting of a double membrane ; corolla none, unless

it be the inner membrane of the calyx ; stamen an upright pillar,

placed on Ihe base of the calyx : female, in the middle of the ball,

>olitary ; calyx and corolla as in the males ; pistiK ; germs about

fifteen, obliquely ovate, blunt, ragt^ed with dots, each oa distinct

pedicles, fastened to the boltom n! the caly.x ; stUe none ; stigma

a dot on the top of the germ ; pericarpium none ; sceJi as many
as there are germs, and of the same form. The male and female

flowers may be distinguished in the dry plant before the calyxes

open, by the size of the protuberant grains.

SALUM, a river of Africa, one nf the branches of the Gambia,

which waters the country of Saluni, and runs into the Atlantic by

several mouths.

Sai.um, or Bursal], a country of Africa, in Negroland, which

is watered bv the above river, and named from it. It extends

about 3ti miles in length, alonj the banks ot tlie Salum and the

Gambia,
SALVOR.A,
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SALVOR A, ail i land of tlie Atlantic, ntai tlic W. coast of f|

Spain, anil iIk- nionlli of Uie L'Ua.

SALUTATION, the act of saluting, greeting, or paying re-

spect and reverence to any one. Then^ is a great variety in the

forms of salutation. Ihe "orientals salute by uncovering their feet,

laving their hands on their breasts, kc. In England, we salute by

uncovering Ihe he;d, bending the body, &c. The pope formerly

made no reverence to any mortal, except the emperor, to whon;

he stooped a very little, when he permitted him to kiss his lips.

A prince, or person of extraordinary quality, is saluted at his en-

tering a gai riion by the firing of the cannon round the place. In

the field, when a regiment is to be reviewed by a king, or his ge-

ner.d, the drums heat as he approaches, and the ofhcers salute him
one after another, as he passes by, stepping back with the right

foot and hand, bowing their half-pikes to the ground, and then re-

covering them gently, bringing up the foot and hand, and planting

them ; which done, they pull oil' their hats without bowing. The
ensigns salute all together, bringing down their colours near the

ground directly before them at one motion, and having taken them
up again, gently lift their hats. At sea, they salute by a discharge

of cannon, which is greater or less, according to the degree of re-

spect they would shirw ; and here ships always salute with an odd
number of guns, ami galleys with an even one. To salute with

muskets is to fire one, two, or three volleys ; which is a method
of salutation that sometimes precedes that of cannon, and is chieHy
used on occasion of feasts. After the cannon, they also sometimes
salute or hail with the voice, by a joint shout of all the ship's com-
pany, repeated three times; which salutation also occasionally ob-

tains where they carry no guns, or do not care to discharge anv.

Saluting w/ith the flag is performed two ways, either by hoidiiig'it

close to the staff so as It cannot flutter, or by striking it so as it

cannot be seen at all, which is the most respectful. Saluting with

the sails is performed by hovering the top-sails half way of the

masts. Only those vessels that carry no guns salute with the

sails.

SALUZZO, a late niarquisate and province of Piedmont, now-

included in the department of the Po. It was bounded on the N.
by Dauphiny and the province of the Four \'alleys ; on the E. by
those of Savigliano and Fossano, on tlao S. by thatof Cona and tlie

county of Nice, and on the W. by Barceloiictta.

Saluzzo, railed by the French S.'\Lt'CF.s, a town in the depart-

ment of the Po, late capital of the above niarquisate. Lon. 18.

•27. E. Lat. 44. 35. N.
SALZKOITEN, or SALTKOTT, a town of Germany, in

the late bishopric of Paderborn, b miles S. VV. of Pader-
born.

SALZWEDEL, a town of Brandenburg, in the Old Mark,
seated in a marshy soil, 4S miles E. N. E. of Zell.

SAM A, or ST. JOHN, a river of Africa, which is worshipped
as a deity by the natives. It crosses the Gold Coast, and falls

into the Atlantic, in Eon. I. ,35. E. Lat. 4. 51. N.
SAMAHE, or SAMAK, an island in the S. W. part of the

Gulf of Persia, about 36 miles in circumference. Lon. 48. 35. E.
Lat. 26. 40. N.
SAMANA, an island near the E. coast of Hispaniola, 33

mile'; long, and from 7 to 9 broad, Lon. 69. '22. VV. Lat. 19.

13. N.
SAMANDRACTIf, an island of European Turkey, in the

Archipelago, between Stalimeni and Uomania, N. of the Isle of
Jmbro.
SAMANEANS, an ancient philosophical sect or society of

India, mentioned by Greek writers, who devoted themselves en-
tirely to the study of divine wisdom, and gave up all private pro-

perty, commiltiiiL; the c.'.re of their families to the state. Their
society wiis supported at the public e.Npence. They were a kind
of magi, and have been confounded by some with the Bra-
in' ns.

S.-\M.'\R, or SAMEL, one of the Philippine Islands, in the
East Indian Ocean near Manilla, belonging to Spain.
SAMAKA, in botany, a genus of themonogvnia order, and

tetraii'lria class of plants. Calyx four-parted ; co'rollii four-petal-

ed ; stamina immersed in the" base of the petal ; stigma funnel-
shaped. It has four species.

-Samara, in geography, a town of Russia, in the province of
Simbirsk, 76 miles S. b. E. of Simbirsk.

9

Samara, a town of Russia, in the province of Upha, 12 miles

N. of Orenburg. Lon. 55. 15. E. Lat. 53. 0. N.
Samara, a river of Russia, in Ekaterinoslat^ which runs into the

Volga, 8 miles from New Moschow.
SAMARCAND, or SARMACAND, an ancient and famous

town of Asia, capital of a kingdom of the same name in the coun-
try of the Usbeck Tartars. Lon. 09. 0. E. Lat. 39. 50. N.
SAMARIA, in ancient geography, one of the three larger dis-

tricts on this side of the Jordan, situated in the middle between
Galilee on the N. and Judea on the S. beginning at the village

Ginwa, in the Campus Magnus, and ending at the toparchy called

Acrobatena. its soil differed in nothing from that of Judea;
both equally hilly and champaign, both equally fertile in com
and fruit,

Samaria, the capital city of the kingdom of Samaria, or of the
ten tribes. It was built by Oniri king of Israel,

SAMBAANGAN, a town and cape on the S, W, coast of the

island of Mindanao. Lon. 1 10. 10. E. Lat. 7. 30. N.
SAMBALLAS, or SAMBALOE»J, a number of islands,

near the coast of North America, scattered at very unequal dis-

tances of two, three, and four miles from the coast and from each
other ; extending to a great length along the N. shore of the Isth-

mus of Daricn.
SAMBAS, a kingdom in the island of Borneo, with a fertile

territory and some diamond-mines.
Sambas, the capital of the above kingdom, is sealed on the W.

coast. Lon. 109. 0. E. Lat. 2. 20. N.
SAMBRE, a river of France. It rises near Nouvion, in the

department of Aisne, and joins the .Meuse at Namur.
Sambre and Mec'SE, one of the nine new departments of the

French empire into which the late Austrian Netherlands were di-

yided. Namur is the capital.

SAMBL^CUS, Elder ; in botany, a genus of the trigynia or-

der, and pentandiia class of plants ; natural order, Dumos*. Ca-
lyx five-parted ; corolla live-cleft ; berry three-seeded. There
are live species.

SAMEN, a very mountainous province of Abyssinia, lying to
the westward of the river Tacaz^e, about SO miles long, and in

some places 30 broad, though in most it is much narrower. It is

mostly inhabited by Jews.

SANIGAXOODllA, a safe harbour on the N. E. coast of the
island of Oonalashka, in the North Pacilic Ocean, 10 miles E. of
Egooshaw Bay. Ships can lie in it safe from all winds in four,

six, and seven fathoms water. Lon. 166. 30. \V. Lat. 53.
55.^ N.
SAML\N EARTH, in the materia niedica, the name of two

species of marl used in medicine, viz. 1. The white kind, called
by the ancients collyriuin samium, being an astringent, and there-
fore good in diarrhaas, dysenteries, and ha;morrhagies ; they also
used it externally in intlammations of all kinds. '2. The brownish
white kind, called aster samis by Dioscorides ; this also stands re-
commended as an astringent.

SAMIEL, the Arabian name of a hot wind peculiar to the de-
sert of Arabia. It blows over the desert in July and August from
the N. W. quarter, and sometimes it continues with all its violence
to the very gates of Bagdad, but never atfects any body within the
walls.

SAMLAND, a province of Prussia ; bounded on the N. by the
Baltic Sea and theCurisch HatT; on the E, by Prussian Lithuania ;

S. by Natangen ; and \V. by the Baltic. It is about 70 miles
long, and 20 broad ; abounds in lakes and extensive forests; but
the soil is sandy, and the chief crops barley and pease. The lakes
abound with fish. Konigsberg is the capital.

SAMMATAN, a town of Fiance, in the department of the
Eure, and late province of Comminges ; 5 miles N. of Lombez.
Lon. 1.0. E. Lat. 43. 34. N.
SAMNTTES, an ancient nation of Italy, who inhabited the

country situated between Picenum, Campania, Apulia, and La-
tium. They distinguished themselves by their implacable enmity
against the Romans in the early ages of that republic ; but were at
last totally subdued, and, according to some, extirpated B. C. 272,
after a war of 7 1 years.

SAMOGITIA, a province of the lately dismembered kingdom
of Poland, bounded on the N. by Courland, on the E. by Lithua-
nia, on the S. by Prussia, and on tlie VV. by Prussia ami the Bal-

tic

;
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tic ; being about 17J miles long and 125 broad. It is full of fo-

rests and very high mountains, which feed a great number of cat-

tle, and very active horses.

SAMOIEDA, a country of tlie Russian empire, between Asia-
tic Tartary and Arcliangel, lying along the sea-coast as. far as Si-

beria. The inhabitants are so rude, that they can hardly pretend
to humanity, e.xcept in face aiid ligure.

SAMOIlUS, Round LF.AVED Water-Pimperkel; in bo-
tany, a genus of the monogynia order, and pentandria class of
plants; natural order. Precis. Corolla salver-shaped; stamina
surrounded by small scales at its throat ; capsule one-celled, infe-

rior. It has l)ut one species.

SAMOS, in ancient geography, an island of Asia, in the iEgean
sea, near ti.e promontory Nlycale, opposite to Ephesus ; the dis-

tance only 7 stadia, in compass 87 miles. It is famous for the
worship and a temple of Juu'i, with a noted asylum.
SAMOTHRAtJ!-:, or SAMOTHRACIA, in ancient geogra-

phy, an island in the yEgean sea, opposite tlie mouth of the He-
brus, 32 miles from thi coast of Tlirace. It was also called Dar-
dania, EU'Ltrhi, Leucania, Leucosia, Melilis, and Samos.
SAMOTHRACIANS, the people of Samothrace. Accord-

ing to the Pagan superstitions, they were esteemed very religious
;

and hence the island was styled sacred, and became an asylum to

all criminals and fugitives.

SAMOYEDES, a nation of Asia, in Tartary, formerly nume-
rous and powerful.

SAMP, a dish said to have been invented by the savages of

North America, who have no corn-mills. It is Indian corn de-
prived of its external coat by soaking it ten or twelve hours in a

lixivium ot water and wood-ashes. Th.s coat, or husk, l)eing se-

parated from the kernel, rises to the surface of the water, while the

grain, which is specifically heavier than water, remains at the bot-

tom ot the vessel ; which grain, thus deprived of its hard coat of

armour, is boiled, or rather simmered, for two days, in a kettle cf

water near the fire. When sufiiciently cooked, the kernels swell

to a great size and burst open ; and this food, which is nncoin-

nionfy sweet and nourishing, may be used in a variety of ways;
but the best way is to mix it with milk, and with soups, and broths,

as a subslilule lor bread. It is even better than bread for these

purposes; for besides being quite as palatable as the very be^t

bread, it is less liable than bread to grow too soft when mixed
with these liiiuids.

SAMPAN, a Chinese boat which has no keel, looking almost
like a trough; they are made of different dimensions, but are

mostly covered.

SAMSO, SAMSOE. or SAMSOI. an island of Denmark, be-

twe'Mi North Jutland and Zealand; 12 miles long from N. to S.

and from 1 to 4 broad from E. to W. The soil is very fertile, and
the inhabitaiils carrv on some trade. It lies 8 miles from North
Julland. Lon. 10. 30. E. Lai. 55. 56. N.
SAMSON, the son of Manoah, of the tribe of Dan, the last

judge of Israel, except Eli and Samuel, during the period of the

Jewish commonvveahh. The extraordinary ciirunHlances of his

birth, li e, miraculous strength, marriage, repeated defeats of the

Phili>tines, captivity, and death, are recorded in Jm'iges xiii—xvi.

If ever suicide was justifiable upon princip!es of patriotism, it was

in tlie case of Samson ;.who by his voluntary death slew more of

the enemies of his country, than he had previously done during his

whole life. He judged Israel 20 years. Chronologisls place his

death in A. M. 2887 ; or B. C. 1 i 17. Milton wrote a beautiful

pneni on his historv, intituled Sam on Agoi.istes.

SAMUEL, [Smi:», Heb i.e. heard of God,] an eminent in-

spired prophet, historian, and judge, of Israel, and the last judge of

that I ommoiiwealth. He was the son of Elkanah, a Levite ot tlie

family of Koliath, by his lieioved wife Hannah. The extraordi-

nary 'ire umstances preceding his birth ; h.s early dedication to

God by his mother, with her hymn on that occasion; tlie revela-

tions communicatei! to him by'the Almightv ; his nfurniation of

the people, and tlieir consequent victory over the Philistines; the

iniquitous coiKiuct of his sous, which excited the piople to desire

a change of government; his description of the characier of a

king ; his anointing of Saul their first monarch ; his appeal to ihe

people respecting his own just governmi-nt ; his repealed reproofs

of king S.iul for his improper conduct; his just punishment of the

murderous ..lonarch of the Amalekites ; his anointing of David;
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and liis death, are recorded in 1 Sam. i—xxv. Dr. VVatkins places
his death, in B. C. 1057, in his 98th year. lie is reckoned the
author of the books ot Judges and" Ruth; and it setms pio-
bal)le, that the first 24 chapters of 1 Samuel were also written by
iiim.

SAMYDA, in botany, a genus of the monogynia order, and
decandria class of plants. Calyx five-parted, coloured; corolla
none; nest bell-sha|)ed, staminiferous ; caj)siiles berried within,
four-valved, one-celled ; seeds nestling. 1 here are nine species.

SAN FERNANDO, a sea-uort-lown of li<mduras, near llie

entrance of the Golfo Dolce. It is a good harbour, with sale an-
chorage from the N. and E. winds, in 8 fathoms water.

SANA, or S.\NAA, a large, populous, and handsome town of
Asia, capital of Arabia Felix, situated in Proper Yemen, at the
foot of nioiiiit Nil.kum, on wliich are still to be seen the ruins of a
castle, which Ihe .Oralis suppose to have been built by Siiem. Sana
lies 80 miles N. E. of Aden.
Sana, or Z.ina, a province or jurisdiction of Peru, in the bi-

shopric of Tru.\illo ; extending 75 miles a'oiig the coast. The
soil is level aiul f<-rtile, but the heat ohen intolerable.

Sana, or Zasa, the capital of the above district.

SANAFIR, an island in the Red .Sea; 90 miles S. E. of Tor,
and 408 N. N. E. of Jidda.

SANBACIl, a lown of England, in Cheshire, 26 miles E. of

Chester, and iGl N. N. W. of London. Lon. 2. 28. W. Lat.

53.8. N.
SANCERRE, a town of France, in the department of Cher,

and late province of Kerry, 22^ miles N. E. of Bourges. Lon. 2.

59. E. Lat. 47. 20. N.
SANCIIO, lG>iATius, an extraordinary negro, born in 1729,

on board a ship, in tlie slave-traile, a few flays after it had left the

coast of Guinea. At Carthagcna he was baptized by the bishop.

His mother died from the change of climate, and his father unable
to survive her, killed himself. The orphan, Ignatius, was b-ought
to England, and experienced the kindness of the duke of Mon-
tagu, who gave him education, in which he made such progress,

that he commenced author. His Letters oblained a numerous
and respectable subscriplif.n, and prove him lo have been possess-

ed of just ideas, as well as of uncommon genius. In short his ac-

qiiirements afford a decisive refutation of the doctrine urged by
the advocates for the slave-trade, that the Africans are ol inferior

abilities to the while , and iiicai)able of iin|)rox .meut.

SANCHONIATHO, or SANCHONIATHON, a Phoeni-

cian philosopher and historian, who is said to have flourished be-

fore the Trojan war, about Ihe time of Srmirainis. Of this most
ancient writer, the only remains extant are sundry fragments of

cosmogony, and of the history of the gods aiul first mortals, pre-

served bv Eusebius and Thcodoret ; both of whom speak ol San-

clioniath'o as an accurate and faithful historian ; and the former

adds, tliat his work, which was translated by Philo Byblius from

the Phoenician into the Greek language, contains many things re-

lating to the history of the Jews which deserve great credit, both

because they agree with the Jewish writers, and because the author

received these particulars from the annals of Hjerombalus, a priest

of the god Jao.

SAN-CIAN, an island of Asia, near Hai-Nan, on the coast of

the province of Quang-Tong, in China; about 42 miles in cir-

cumference.
SANCOINS, a town of Fiance, in the department of Cher,

and l.ite province of Berry, 15 miles S. VV. of Ncvers, and 25^ S.

E. of Bourses.

SANCTIFICATION, the act of sanctifying, or rendering a

thing holy. The reformed divines define sanctification to be an

act of God's grace, by which a person's desires and affections are

alicnaled from the world, and by v.hlfh he is made to die lo sin,

and to live to righteousness; or, to feel an abhorrence ot, and

freedom from, all vice, and a love of virlue and religion.

S.ANCTION, in law, is the authority given to a judicial act,

by which it becomes legal and auihentic.

SANCroRIUS. or SANTORIUS,
learned physician, was a profe

the beginning of the 17th century. He contrived a kind of sta-

tical (hair, liy means of which, after estimating the aliments re-

ceived, and the sensible discharges, he was enaliUd to determine

with great exactness the quantity of insensible perspiration, as well

OR as

a most ingenious and
in the university of Padua, in
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A3 what kintl of victuals and drink, incix'ised or diininislied it. See

PERSPiRATfON. Oil tliese experiments lie erected a curious sys-

t'.-Mi, whicli he published under the title of De Medicina St.itlc4 ;

of whicli we have an English translation by Dr. Quiiicy. Sanc-

tOfJus published several other treatises, which shewed great

abilities and learning. '

SANCTUARY, among the Jews, also called Sanctum sancto-

rum, or Holy ot holies, was the holiest and most retired part of the

temple of Jerusalem, in which the ark of the covenant was pre-

served, and into whicii none but the high-priest was alloMed to

enter, and that only once a year, to intercede for the people.

Some distinguish the" sanctuary from the Sanctum sanctorum, and

maintain that the whole teinple was called the sanctuary. To try

and examine anv thing by the weight of the sanctuary, is to e.Na-

mine it by a just and equal scale; because, among the Jews, it was
the custom of the priests to keep stone-weights, to serve as stand-

ards for regulating all weights by, though these were not at all dif-

ferejit from the royal or profane weights.

S.iNCTt'ARY, in the Romish church, is also used for that part of

the churcli in which the altar is placed, encompassed with a rail or

balluslrade.

SANCrrS, SANCUS, or SANGUS, a deity of the Sa-
bines, introduced among the gods of ancient Rome, by the name
of Dius Fidius.

SAND, a genus of fossils, consisting of small grains of siliceous

stones, which are insoluble both in water and acids; being trans-

parent, and vitritiable by intense heat. They are mixed with va-

riovis matters, whence they acquire dilfcrenl colours ; and are

tlivided into white, red, yellow, brown, blackish, and green sands.

This foisil is of extensive utility in the manufacture of glass ; a

tine white sand, found in the vicinity of Lynn, Norfolk, being
employed for making white glass ; and a coarse greenish sand for

the common green or bottle-glass. It is likewise an excellent
manure for clayey land, in the proportion of from forty to (ifty

loads per acre, and also for moorish soils, at the rate of 150 loads'.

Tiie best for such purpose is that known under the name of sea-

sand, the good eli'ects of which will be more evident, in propor-
tion to its distance from high-water-jnark : next in quality, is that

washed down by the rain on gravelly sods ; but the woVst sands
are those which are dry and liglit, because they are liable to be
drifted or blown about by every gust of wind. Lastly, it was
suggested a few years since by Dr. Struve, that rape, linseed, or

other oils, might be divested' of their colour, and also of any ill

smell or rancidity, by simply agitating them in water mixed with
sand ; a large proportion of the former being employed and dung-
ed for a purer lluid, as often as it becomes turbi'il. Dr. S. ob-
serves, that he employed this method with success on a small quan-
tity of oil in a phial. We understand, however, that similar ex-
}>!= riments have been made in BritaiUj but which did not succeed.
Hence we are inclined to attribute such failure to a different or j
impure, kind of sand used for that purpose ; and therefore advise
those \Vho wish to avail themselves of this hint, previously to wa h
and dry the sand ; next to submit it to the fire in a crucible ; and,
while red-hot, to pour it into pure water: by repeating this sim?
pic process two or three times, a very soft, friable sand will be
obtained, and which may be farther improved by triturating it in

a glass-mortar, together with water ; afterwards washing, then suf-

fering it to subside in a closed vessel ; decanting the fluid, and
again drying it. Thus prepared, we venture to promise a success-
ftd result.

Sa.vo-Rags, in the art of war, are bags fdled with earth or sand,
holding each about a cubic foot : their use is to raise parapets in
haste, or^o repair what is beaten down.

S.\nd-Floods, a name given to the flowing of sand very com-
mon in the deserts of Arabia. Sand-floods is also a terrible mis-
chief, incident to the lands of Suffolk, and some other parts of
England ; whicli are frequently covered with vast quantities of
sanri, rolling in upon them like a deluge of water, from sandy hills

in their neighbourhood. Tlie best way ot slopping its progress
is, by hedges of furze, planted one over anotlier as they bec'ome
level.

Sasd-Lands, or '.samdy Lands, in agriculture, are made up
of sanfls of ditferent colours and qualities ; as white, blackish, red-
dish, or yellowish ; and iu the size of their particles, some being
aiilder or harsher, and others very light, seeming mere dust. The

grey, bkvk, and ash-coloured sands, are the worst of all, and are

generally 'ound on heaths and commons.
SANDA, a sqiall island of Scotland, on the coast of Argyll-

shire, about
1
J mile long, and half a mile broad.

SANDAL, in antiquity, a rich kuid of slipper worn on the

feet by the Greek and Roman ladies, made of gold, silk, or other

precious stuff ; consisluig of asole, with a hollow at one extreme
to embrace the ancle, but leaving the upper i>art of the foot bare.

Samdal is also used for a shoe or slipper worn by the pope and
other Ro;iiish prelates when thev officiate.

SANDARaC, SANDAR.A'CH, or SAKDARAK, in natu-

ral history, a very beautiful native fossil, though too often con-
fou/ideil with the common factitious red arsenic, and with the red

matter formed by melting the'conimon yellow orpiment. ft is a

p'lre suijstadce, of very even and regular structure, is throughout
ol that colour which our dyers term an orange-scarlet, and is con-
siderably transparent even in the thickest pieces. But though,
with respect to colour, it has the advantage of cinnabar while in

the mass, it is vastly inferior to it when both are reduced to pow-
der. It is moderately hard, and remarkably heavy ; and, wlien

exposed to a moderate heat, melts and flows like oil : if set on
fire, it burns very briskly. It is found in Saxony and Bohemia,
in the copper and silver-mines ; and is sold to the painters, who
llncj it a very fine and valuable red ; but its virtues or qualities in

medicine are no more ascertained at this time than those of the
yellow orpiment.

Sandarach, Gum, is a dry and hard resin, usually met with
in loose granules, of the bigness of a pea, a horse-bean, or larger;

of a pale whitish yellow colour, transparent, and of a resinous

jSmell, brittle, very inflammable, of an acrid and aromatic taste, and
(Infusing a very pleasant smell when burning. It is said to be pro-
ducer! trom a species of juniper.

SANDAY, or SAND A, an island of Scotland, one of the
Orkneys, 12 miles long, and from 1 to 3 broad.

SANDECZ, a strong town of Gallicia, late Little Poland, in the
late palatinate of Cracow, 32 miles S. E. of Cracow, and 75 S. S.
VV. of Saiidomirz.

SAKDEMAN, Robert, an ingenious writer, born at Perth,
of a respectable family, in 1723, and educated at thv university ot'

St. Andrew's. Becoming a member of the Society of Gkissites or
Independents, he, in 1757, jkiblished a work intituled, Leitei's on
Tlieron ami Asp.isio, 2 vols. 8vo. which made no small noise in the
religious world. In this work, he not only attacked the Rev. James
H ervey, author of Theron and .»Vspasio, in the most severe terms, and
analysed all the most papular doctrines advanced in that work,
with the most satirical criticism ; but also' attacked, without mercy,
many of the most popular \VrLtCr5 on divinity in both establish-

ments, particularly the celebrated Thomas B63ton ; and endea-
voured to prove, that, according to his view of scripture, none of
them, for all the large volumes they had written, knew any thing
of the genuine failh and hope of the gospel, but led their readers
and hearers to build their hopes of salvation upon a false founda-
tion. This work, though reprobated, as was to be e^poct^d, by
the orthodox, in both kingdoms, made so much noise in England,
that the whole party, who adhere to Mr. Glas's system have been
ever since chirtly known in that kingdom by the name of Sande-
manians. Mr. Sandeman, in 1766, went over to America, where
a meeting was erected for him ; but preaching the scripture-doc-
trine of " submission to the powers that be," this did not suit t!ie

spirit of resistance to British taxation, which was then becoming
daily more popular in the American colonies. The consequence
was, that he fell under persecution ; and died in New England,
in 1772.

SANDEMANIANS, a sect of Independents, so named in

England from the preceding writer ; but better known in Scot-
land, by the general title of Independents, (see iNDei'ENDENTs,)
and the particular distinctive name of Glassites, from Mr. John
Glas, the founder of the sect. In conseiiuence of Mr. Glas's de-
position in 1728, his adherents formed themselves into churches,
conformable in their institution and discipline to what they appre-
hended to be the plan of the first churctes recorded in the New
Testament.
SANDERA, or SANDERAY, one of the small Western

Islands of Scotland, 5 miles from Barray, 2 miles long, and 2 broad.
SANDiiRS, or SAUNDERS, in botany. SeePxEROcAR-
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PUS, and Savtalum. Tliere is also a white kind of Sanders. The

red sandeis is used as a dye-stuft.

SANDERSLEBllN, a town of Upper Saxony, in Anhall

Dessau, 1(> miles S. E. of Quedlingburg, and 31 b. VV. ol

Dessau.
SANDHAMN, a sea-port-town of Sweden, in the province of

Upland, 10 miles E. of Stockholm. Lon. 18. 20. E. Lat. 59.

20. N.
SANDIVER, a whitish salt, contimi-ally cast \ip from the me-

tal, as it is called, whereof glass is made; aiKl, swimming on its

surface, is skimmed off.

SANDIX, a kiiul of minium, or red lead, made of ceruse, but

much inferior to the true minium.
SAN DO, an i>land of Japan, on the N. crtast of Niphon,

about 87 miles in circumference : with a town of the same name.

Lon. 139. 30. E. Lat. 38. 55. N.
SAN DOE, one of the Faro or Ferro Islands, in the North

Sea, about 10 miles long and 5 broad.

SANDOMIR, or SANDOMIRZ, a late palatinate of Little

Poland, one of the three provinces into which it was divided: now
included in the new Austrian province of Gallicia. The soil is very

fertde, and it has mines of gold, silver, and copper.
Sandomirz, the capital of the above palatinate, 84 miles S. E.

of Cr,icow. Lon. HO. 10. E. Lat. 49. 26, N.
SANDORlCUiVl, in botany, a genus of the monogynia order,

and decandria class of plants; natural order, Trihilatx. Calyx
five-toothed ; pt-tals live ; nectary cylindrical, truncate, bearing

the anthers at its mouth; drupe' tilled with five nuts. There is

onlv one species, viz. S. Indicuni, a native of tlie Philippine and

Mo'lucca Llands.

SANDPU, 9ANPOO, or ZANCU, the vulgar name of the

Burranipooter. See Bl'rrampooter.
SAND-STONE, in nifiieralogy, is chiefly composed of quartz

in rounded grains of various sizes. S.uid-stoiies are stratified, and
when disintegrated they fonn sand. We have many varieties ; as,

1. 'I'he calcareous sand-stone, which is of a green or greyisli co-

lour: it is moderately hard, and yives sparks when struck against

steel. It effervesces with acids : when freed from the calcareous

cement there remains a very friable mass of fine white sand, 2.

The ferruginous sand-stone, which is of a reddish brown : it is

opaque and soft, and seldom effervesces with acids: it readily dis-

integrates by exposure to the weather. 3, Grit-stone, which rare-

ly ellervesces with acids, but gives very lively sparks when struck
with the steel. It is not easily clecompos'ed by exposure to the

air. Sand-stone is applied to many important purposes in build-

ing; as flag-stones: and the harder kinds of grit-stone are made
inio grindstones, and on account of their infusibilily tbey are em-
ployed for lining furnace^.

SANDVLIEP, or SANTVLfET, a town of France, in the
department of the Two Nethes, and late province of Austrian Bra-
bant, 12 miles N. N. E. of AiUwerp. Lou. 4. 12. E. Lat. 51.

£2. N.
SANDUSKY, a town of the United States, in the North-

We^le^n Territory, on the S. W. coast of lake Erie. Lun, 82. 28.

W. Lat. 41.47, N.
SANDWICH, in geography, atown ofKenf, one of the cinque-

ports. Lon. 1.20. E. Lat. 51. 20. N.
Sandwich, a post-town of Massachusetts, in Barnstaple coun-

ty, 60 miles S. E. of Roston, and 407 from Philadelphia.
S.\NDWICH Harbour, a si a-port of the island of Mallicollo,

on the N, E coavt. Lon. 167. 57. E. Lat. 16. 25. S.

Sandwich Island, an island in the East Indian Ocean, ivear

the VV. coast of New Ireland. Lon. 149. 15. E. Lat. 3. 5. S.
Sandwich Islands, a group of islands in the South Sea, lying

near New Ireland, which were among tlie last discoveries of Cap-
tain Cook, who so named them in honour of the Earl of Sand-
wich. They consist of eleven islands, called by the natives
Owhjhee, Mowee, Ranai, Moretoi, Tahoorowa, Woahoo, Alooi,
Oneeheow, or Neeheeheow, Oreehoua, Morotinne, and Tahoora,
all inhabited except the two last. These islands lie in Lon. from
150° 54' to 160° 24' VV. Lut. 18" 54' to 22° 15' N.
Sandwich Land, a name given by Capt. Cook, to the most

southern land discovered in the South Atlantic Ocean', otherwise
•called Southern Thule.

SANDY ISLAND, two islands of Antigua: 1. on the S.

coast, one milcS. of Wdlcughby : 2. on the W. coast. Lon. 67

31. W. Lat. 17.4. N.
Sandy Island, an Island in the East Indian Ocean. Lon. 112.

4«. E. Lat. 10,40. N.
SANGARIS, or SANGARIUS, in ancient geography and

mythology, a river of Phrygia, rising in Mount Dindymus, and

falling into the Euxiiie.

SANGERSUAUSEN, a townof Upper Saxony, inThuringia,

35 ni.les N. of ErUirl, and 44 W. of Leip»ic.

SANGIAC, in tlie Turkish polity, tlu- governor of a province.

S.\NGIACATE, or SANGIAC li EG, in Turkish polity, the

government of a province; also by metonymy, the province itself,

bee Bashaw.
SANGRO, a river of Naples, which rises in the Apennines,

near Lavora, and runs into the Adriatic, six miles from Lanciano

in Abruzzo Cilra.

SANGUELOUK, or SANQUELOUK, a town of Asia, in

the kingdom ot Siani. Lon. 99. 0. E. Lat. 18. 30. N.

S.^NGL'ESA, atown of Spain, in Navarre, on the Arragon ;

anciently called Iturissa, and Suestacium; 27 miles S. S. W.cf
Paniiieluna.

SANGUIFICATION. See Blood.
bANGUlNARlA, Blood-Wort; in botany, a genus of the

monogynia order, and polyandria class of plants; natural order,

Rhoesdie. Calyx two-icaved; corolla eight-petaled ; silique

ovate, one-celled. It lias but one species, S. Canadensis, a native

of the northern parts of Aineiica, where it grows plentifully in the

woods.
SANGUINE, in general, something abounding with, or re- '

senibling, blood. See Blood. Among heralds, the term sanguine

is often given to the colour more usually called murrey ; being

made of red-lake tinged with a little Spanish brown ; it is chiefly

used in the < oats ot the knights of the bath, and is represented, in

engraving, by lialclies like those of purpure.

SANGUISORBA, Greater Wnu Burnet; in botany, a

genus of the monogynia order, and telrancina class of plants; na-

tural order. Miscellanea?. Calyx two-leaved, inferior; gennen

situated betwixt the calyx and corolla. There are three species,

with several varieties.

S. Officinalis, with oval spikes, grows naturally in moist

mi'adows in many parts of Britain.

SANHEDRIM, or SANHEDRIN, [pi.lJO, Heb, from

o-uvsigiov, Gr. i c. judgement,] signilio-' a council or assembly of

persons sitting together, and vias the ni:me whereby the Jews called

the great council of the nation, assembled, in an apailment of the

temple of Jerusalem, to determinii the most important attaiis both

of their cluircli and state. 'This council consisted of 70 senators.

The room they met in was a rotunda, hall of which was built with-

out the temple, and hall within ; that is, one semicircle was within

the compass of the temple; the other semicircle was without, for

the senators to sit in ; it being unlawful for any one to sit down in

the temple. The Nasi, or prince of the sanhedrim, sat upon a

throne at the end of the hall, having his deputy at his right hand^

jnd his sub <leputy on his left. 'The other senators were ranged

in order on each side. The rabbins pretend that the sanhedrim

has always subsisted in their nation from the lime of Moses down
to the destruction of the temple by the Romans. Tlicy date the

ebtablishment of it from what h.ipiicned in the wilderiifss, some
time after the people departed from Sinai, in A. M. 2514. (See

Numb. xi. 16.) 'The Lord, therelore, (say the rabbins,) poured

out his Spirit upon these men, wlio began at that time to prophesy,

and have not ce.ised from that time. 'The sanhedrim was com-
posed of 70 counsellors, or rather 72, six out of each tribe ; and
Moses, as president, made up the number 73.

SANJACKS, a people inhabiting the Curdistan, or Persian

mountains, subsisting chiefly by plunder, and the scanty pittance

alforded by their own mountainous country

.

SANICLE, SANICULA, or SELF HEAL, in botany, a ge-

nus of the digynia order, and peytandria class of plants; natural

order, Umbellata;. Umbels close together, almost in a round
head; fruit scabrous; flowers of the disk abortive. 'There are

three species.

SANIES, in surgery, is a serous putrid matter, issuing from
wounds. It differs from pus, which is thicker and whiter.

SANPOU, a town of Asia, in Corea; 113 miles E. S. E. of

King-ki-tao.

4 SAKQUHAR,
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SANQUHAR, a royal borough in Scotland, on the borders of

Ayrshire; 'J7 miles N. N. \V. of Dumfries, and 32 N. of Kirk-

cudbright.

SA!^S FROID, [Fr. i. e. without reserve,] a proverbial phrase,

often used by English writers, for caielessly, indifferently ; with-

out regard.

S.^NS Sorci, [Fr. i. e. without care,] in geography, the name
of a town of Brandenburg, in the Middle Marcne, near Potsdam,
where the king of Prussia has a palace; in which he sometimes re-

laxes himself from the cares of government, whence probably the

name.
Sans Culottes, [Fr. from sans, without, and culottes,

breeches,] a term of contempt, used by the proud noblesse of

France under the former despotism, towards those of the inferior

ranks.

SANSANDING, a town in Africa, situated near the banks of

the Niger. Lon. 2. 33. W. Lnt. 14. 24 N.
SANSON, Nicholas, a celebrated French geographer, born

at Abbeville, in Picardy, Dec. 12, 1600. Having hnished his

studies, he entered into business as a merchant, but meeting with
considerable losses, he gave up merchandise, and applied himself
to geography ; to which he had a kind of hereditary attachment,
his father liaviiig studied that science, and published several maps.
In 16l<), he completed a map of ancient Gaul, which was very fa-

vourably received, and encouraged him to farther exertions.

After this he published about 300 large maps of dirt'erent countries,
ancient and modern ; and caused 100 tables to be engraved, exhi-
biting tlie divisions of modem Europe. He also published several
tracts, to illustrate his maps ; as, 1. Remarks upon the Ancient
Gauls: 2. A Treatise on llie four parts of the World: 3. Two
Tables of the Cities and Places in the Maps of the Rhine, and
Italy: 4. A Description of the Roman Empire, of France, Spain,
Italy, Germany, and the British Isles; together with the ancient
Itineraries. He also wrote, 5. The Anticpiity of Abbeville, which
involved him in a controversy with F. L'Abb^, the Jesuit, and
others: 6. Sacred Geography; and, 7. A Geographical Index of
the Holy Land. Cardinals Riclielieu and Mazarine patronized
him greuly; and the latter appointed liini royal geographer. He
tiled at Paris, while preparing an Atlas of all his maps, in lt)t)7;

leaving two sons who inherited his geographical genius.

S,-\NTA, a city of Cliiiia, of the hrst rank, in the province of
Yan-nan, surrounded with mountains, on the borders of Ava, with
a garrison: 133S miles S. W. of Peking.
Santa, a rapid river of Peru, falling into the S. Pacific Ocean ;

30 miles N. ol Lima.
Santa, a town of Peru, seated on the above river, and capital

of a jurisdiction so named, in the province of Lima. It is 210
miles N. N. W. ol Lima, and 70 S. S. E. of Tru.'willo.

Santa Cruz, [Span. i. e. Holy Cross,] a town of Africa, on
the coast of Barbaiy, and in the province of Suez and kingdom of
Morocco, with a harbmi-r and a foit.

Santa Cruz, or St. Croix, one of the Caribbee islands, 54
miles long, and from 9 to 12 broad. Lon. 64. 35. W. Lat. 17.

45. N.
Santa Cruz, a considerable sea-port-town of tlic island of

Cuba, on the N. coast; about 30 miles E. by N. of the Havannah.
Santa Cruz, a river of South America, in Patagonia, which

runs into the Atlantic in Lat. 50. 25. S.

Santa Cruz, a large island in the South Sea, and one of the
most considerable of liio«e of Solomon, being about 2j0 miles in

circu.iifcreiice. Lon. 130. 0. W. Lat. 10. 21. S.
SA^^TA Cruz, a to-,vn on the E. side of the isle of Tenerifi".

Lon. It). 31. W. Lit. 28. 31. N.
Santa Fe, [Span. i. e. holy faith,] a town of Bnenos Ayres, at

the coiiHux of the Salade with the Plata, built by Ferdinand V.
It is square, surrounded with walls, flanked with towers, and a
deep ditch.

Santa Fe de Bogota, a town of South America, and capital ol

New Grenada. Lon. (i i. 5. W. Lat. 3. 58. N.
Santa Fe, or Santa Fi:z, de Grenada, the capital of New

Mexico; a well hu.lt, rich, and hand>oine town, 279 miles E. of

Plata, 340 leagues N. W. of New Orleans, and 377 N. N. W. of

Mexico.
Santa \L\ria, one of the Azoie islands, the most southern of

tlie whole, is about 30 miles in circuirfereiice.

Santa Maria, an island in the S. Pacific Ocean, near the coast
of Chili.

Santa Maria, a river of South America, in the province of
Panama, which runs into the gulf of St. Michael, 180 miles E.S.E.
of Panama : in Lon. 14H. 30. W. Lut. 7. 0. N.
Santa Maria de Darten, a town of Terra Firma, in Darien,

on the Santa Maria, in a marshy soil, surrounded with mountains,
which abound with wild beasts. Lon. 7». 21. W . Lat. 7. 35. N.
Santa Maria la Prainha, the capital of Santa Maiia. It is

famous for its manufacture of porcelain; which is nearly equal to
that of Cliina. Lon. 25. 9. W. Lat, 3(j. 57. N.
Santa Rosa, a large bay in the gulf of Mexico, on the S. coast

of \V. Florida. Lon. 80. 5. to 86. 32. W. Lat. 30. 33. N.
S.^NTALUM, in botany, a genus of the monogynia order, and

octandria class of plants. Calyx superior ; corolla monopetalous;
stamina placed in the tube; stigma simple; fruit a berry. There
is but one species. It grows to the size of a walnut-tree. Its

leaves are entire, oval, and placed opposite to each other. Itg

flower is of one single piece, cliarged with eight stamina, and sup-
ported upward on the pistil, which becomes an insipid berry, resem-
bling in torni that of the laurel. Its wood is w hite in the circumfer-
ence, and yellow in the centre, when the tree is old. I'his dilierence

of colour constitutes two kinds of sanders, both employed for the
same purposes, and having equally a bitter taste, and an iironiatic

smell. ^\ ith the powder of this wood a paste is ])repared, with
which the Chinese, Indians, Persians, Arabians, and Turks, anoint
their bodies. It is likewise burnt in their hou^cs, and yields a iia-

g ant and wholesome smell. The greatest quaniity of this

wood, to which a sharp and attenuating virtue is ascribed, remains
in India.

SANTANDER, a sea-port-town of Spain, in tlie province of
Aslurias, 73 miles N. of Burgos.

SANTAREN, a handsome town and district of Portugal, in

Estremadura. Lon. 7. 45. W. Lat. 39. 12. N.
SANTEN, a town in Westphalia, and late duchy of Clcves.

Lon. 6. 33. E. Lat. 51. 3S. N.
SANTERRE, a late territory of France, in the late province of

Picardy. It w:is bounded on the N. by Cambiesis, on the E. by
V'ermandois, on the W. by Amienois, and on the S. by the
Sommc. It is very fertile. Peroiine was the capital. It is now
included in the department of the Somme.
SANTILLANA, or SANTILLANE, a sea-port-town of

Spain, in the province of Asturias, of which it is the capital, 55
miles E. of Oviedo, and 200 N. W. of Madrid. Lon. 4. 33. W.
Lat. 43. 30. N.
SANTO ESPIRITU, a fertile province on the E. coast of

Brazil, between Seguro and Rio Janeiro.

Santo Espiritu, the capital of the above province, contains

about 900 inliabilant', and is seated on a large bay. Lon. 39. 56,

W. Lat. 20. 3(5. S.

SANTOLINA, Lavender-Cotton; in botany, a genus of
the order of pclvgamia squalls, and syngenesia class of plants;

natural order, Composita'. Calyx imbricate, hemispheriral

;

down none; receptacle chaffy. There are six species, of which
theb. chamo-cyparisiis, common lavender-cotton, grows nattiially

in the southern parts of Europe, and is much cultivated in English

gardens.

SANTORIN, or SANTORINI, an island of the Archipelago,

N. of Candia, and S. W. of Nauphio; anciently called 1 lura

and Caliste. It is eight miles long, and nearly as broad, and
almost covered with pumice-stone. Lon. 25. 5. E. Lat. 39.

10. N.
SANTOS, a town of Brazil, in the government of S'. Paul,

153 miles S. E. ot St. Paul. Lon. 42. 30. W. Lat. 24. 21). S.

SAN TRIEII, a sandy desert of Africa, in Tripoli, on the S. of

Siwah; where ihere was anciently a temple of Jupiter .Viui.ion.

S.-\0, a kingdom of Africa, on the Gold Coast of Guinea,
hardly two miles in length along the shore. In pro 'uces auun-
liance of Indian corn, yams, potatoes, palm-wine, and oil.

S.VONA, an isl.nd iie:ir the S. E. coast ot Hispaniola, 24 mile*

long from E. to W. and 6 broad from N. to S. It lies E. ol St.

Catherine island. Lon. 08. 58. W. Lat. 18. 10, N.
S.VONE, a considi'iable river of France, which rises in mount

Vosges, in ihc department of the Voiges, six imk's E. ol Uarney ;

and falls into the Rhone at Lyons.
Saonf.
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Saove and Loire, a (ppartmciit of Fiance, comprtlieiicling

part of the late province of Burgundy. Magon is the capual.

Saone, Upper, a tlepaitmeiit of Fiance, comprehending part

of the late province of the Isle of France. The capital is V'ezoul.

SAP. bee Plants.
Sap, in sieges, a trench, or an approach made tnider cover of

ten or twelve feet broad, wlien the besiegers come near the place,

and tlie (ire from the garrison grows so dangerous that they are not

able to approach uncovered. There are several sorts of saps; the

single, which has only a single parapet ; the double, having one on
cacliside; and the flying, made with gabions, &c. In all saps

traverses are left to cover the men.
SAPAGENUM, a gmii-resin, supposed to be had from the

ferula Persica, and brouglit in large masses, or distinct tears, from
Ale.\a[idria. It has a hot taste and disagreeable smell. It is nio-

deratclv soluble in alcohol, but much more so in water. By dis-

tillation it vields a fo:tid volatile oil.

SAPArA, or S.VPATO, Pui.o, an island in the E. Indian
Ocean. It is high and barren, ami resembles a shoe in form.
Lon. lOy. 10. E. "Lat. 10. 4. N.
SAPELLO, an island in the Atlantic, near the W. coast of

Georgia, 20 miles in circumference. Lon. 81. 30. \V. Lat. 31.

23. N.
SAPH-EL SeeSAPjEi.
SAPH.'ENA, [from \Hti9, Arabic; t^KWir, Gr. z. e. easy to be

seen,] ui anatomy, the crural vein which goes down under the skin

of the thigh and leg, and turns toward the upper part of the foot,

where it sends forth several branches.

S.4PHETA, in arcliileeture, the board over the top of a win-
dow, placed parallel and ojiposite to the window-board at bottom.
SAPHlEb, a kind of charms, consisting of some scrap of writ-

ing, which tlie negroes believe capable of protecting them from all

evil. The writers of saphies are generally Moors, who sell scraps

of the Koran for this purpose to a |)PO])le who believe neither tiie

Koran nor the prophet. Accordingly, any piece of writing may
be sold as a saiihie ; and Mr. Park found the negroes disposed to

place greater conlideuce in the saphies of a Christian than in those

of a Aloor.

SAPIENZA, three islands and a cape of European Turkey,
near the S. coast of the Morea, opposite Modon.
SAPINDL'S, the Soap-berby-Tree ; in botany, a genus of

tlie digynia order, and ociaiulria class of plants; natural order,

Trihilata:. Calyx four-leaved; petals four: capsules corneous,

walited, ventricose. Tl.cre are thirteen species. The S. sapona-

rins is delineated in Plate CXXIX.
SAPONARIA, Sopewort; in botany, a genus of the digynia

order, and decandria < lass of plants; natural order, Caryophyllca\
Calyx one-lcafcd, naked; petals five, claweil ; capsule obi )ng,

one-celled. There are nine species. S. olUcmalis, a British plant,

has a creeping root, so th.at in a short time it would till a large

space of ground. The stalks are above two feet high, and of a

purplish colour. The toot-sta!ks of the flowers ari-e from the

wtngs of the leaves opposite; they sustain four, five, or inore, pur-

ple llowers each, which have generally two small leaves placed

under them.
SAPOK, Taste. See .^^'AT0MY, and Taste.
SAPOZOK, a town of Russia, in the province of Riazan, 6S

iniles W. of Riazan. Lon. 40. 5i. E. Lat. 54. 5. N.
SAPPERS, are soldiers belonguig to the royal artillery, whose

business it is to work at the saps, for which they have an extraordi-

nary pay. A brigade of sappers generally consists of eight men,
divided equally into two parties; and whilst one of these parlies is

advancing the sap, the oilier is furnishing the gabions, fascines, and
other necessary implements. I'hev relieve each other alternately.

SAPPHIC and ADONIAN, or ADONIC VERSE, in the

ancient poetrv, a beautiful kind of verse, so named from Sappho,

the poetess, and Adonis, the favourite ot \'enu3. The Sapphic

verses consisted of five feet each; of which the I'lrst was a tro-

cha;us; the secf>nd a spondi-us; the third a dactylus; and the two
last trochxi. The Adonian consisted of five syllables, forming a

tiactylus and a sponda;us. Each stanza consisted of three lines

Sapphic, and one Adonian : (see Adonic,) thu

Aure- lam quis- Iquismei
Du'i- Igu.tu- tus c.lret

Sorili- ibus tec- |ti, ctiret

ocri

obsfi-

invi-

Sobrius

atein

dendit

aul».
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SAPPHIUE, a genus of pi ecious stones, of a blue colour, and
the hardest of all except the ruby and diamond. See Corc'Ndvm.
It is inlusible without addition betore the blow-pipe, but with bo-
rax it melts with effervescence. Sapphire and oriental rubv are,

next to the diamond, the most valuable ot precious stones, and are
used in the finest kind of jewellery. The oriental rubv ditFers

from the sapphire in its colour: it is also softer, ami of Ies^"s|)ecific

gravity. In its geognostic character, it difleis also from the ruby,
as It occurs sometimes imbedded in corundum, which is an inmate
of primitive mountains, while sapphire appears to be a production
of a later period. The violet-coloured sapphire is the oriental

amethyst : the yellow, the oriental chrysolite and tcpaz ; and the
green, the oriental emerald.
SAPPHO, a famous poetess of antiquity, who, for her excel-

lence in her art, has been called the tenth Muse, was born at Mi-
tylene, in the isle of Lesbos, about B. C. 610. She was contenrv-

poraiy with Stesichorus and Alcanis. The last was her country-
man, and some think her suitor. A verse of this poet, in which
he insinuates to her his passion, is preserved in Aristotle, Rhet.
lib. i cap. 9, togctiier with the fair damsel's answer. M. la

Fevre observes, that Sappho was not in her usual good humour
when she gave a cold answer to a request, for which, at another
time, perhaps she would not have waited.

SAQUEM, orSUAQUEM, an island in the Red Sea, near
the coast of Nubia, belonging to the Turks, and is governed by a
pacha.

SAauEM, a sea-port-town in the above island, anciently called
Theon Soter.

_
Lon. 72. 45. E. Lat. t9. 20. N.

SARABAND, a nuisical composition in the triple time, the
moticnis of which are slow and serious. See Music. Saraband
is also a dance to the same measure, which usually terminates-

when the hand that beats the time falls ; and is otherwise niuch the
same as the minuet.

SARACA, in botany, a genus of the hexandria order, and dia-

delpliia class of plants. Calyx none; corolla funnel-form, four'

clett ; filaments, three on each side the throat; legume jiedicelled.

There is but one species, viz. S. liidica, a native of the East
Indies.

SARACENS, the inhabitants of Arabia; so called from the

word sartt, which signihes a desert, as the greatest part of Arabia
is ; and this being the country of Mohammed, his disciples were
called Saracens. See Arabia, Barbary, Egypt, &c. See also

Mohammed, and Mohammedans.
SARACOLETS, a negro nation, occupying the lands situated

between the Senegal and the Gambia.
SARAGOSS.-\, a city of Spain in Arragon, 97 miles W. by N.

cf Tarragona, 137 VV. of Barcelona, and IJO of Madrid. Lon. 0.

48. N. Laf. 41. 47. N.
SAR-ALBE, a town of F"ranee, in the department of the Mo-

selle, near the Sane, 24 miles E. N. E. of Mctz, and 60 N. W
of Strasburg.

SARANION, a town of France, in the department of Gers; 15

miles E. of Mirande, and 2j S. of Lectonre.
SARANGPOL'R, a town of Thibet, 140 miles N. E. of Sirina-

gur, and 266 N.N. E. of Delhi. Lon. 80. 2S. E. Lat. 32. 25. N.
SARANSK, a town ot Russia, m the government of Penza, 48

miles N. of Penza. Lon. 45. 25. E. Lat. 54. 15. N.
SARATOGA, a county of New York, bounded on the N.

and E. by the Hudson, which separates it from Rensscllaer and
Wasbington counties. It is 4.J milvs long from N. to S. and 23
from E. to \V. It is divided into eight townships.

Saratoga, a town of New York, in the above county, on the

\V. bank of the Hudson; 25 miles above Lansinburg, and 36 N.
of Albany, near some mineral-springs.

SARATOV, or SARAl OF, a town of Russia, capital of Sara-

tovskoi, 220 miles S. of Kasan, 300 N. \V. of Astracan, 392 S. E.
of Moscow, and 732 S. E. of Petersburg.

.Saratov, or Saratovskoi, a government of Russia, formerly

a province of Astracan ; bounded on the N. by those of Tambov-
skoi, Penzeiiskoi, and Simbirsk; on the E. by Uphinskoe, and
Caucasus; on the S. by Caucasus, and the country of the Cos-
sacs ; and on the W. by Tambovskoi, and Veronezskoi. Its form
is an irregular triangle.

SARAZZANO, a lake of Eiruria, 16 miles from Sienna. Its

waters abound with the boracic acid, an<J borax has been found.iii

them, in a concrete state.

6 S SARBOURG*
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SARUOUHG, SARBKUCK, SAHBLKG, or SAARliLKG,
(,

an ancient town of I'raiicc, in the (Irp.nlmeiit of the Mcurllie, aiitl

-)atc province of Loriain ; sealed ou the Smre, seven miles ami u

Jialf N. E. of Luneville.

Sarbukg, Sarbruck, or Saakbiujck.en, a late tcnitory of

Germany, in tlie late . elecloi al« • of Treves, now annextiil to

ii'rance.

Sarbl'rg.o;- Saarbruck, a town of France In llie deparhni-nt of
^

the Sarre, lati- capital of tlie above territory ; 8 miles S. of Treves,

'

•arid 13 IC. of Liixembers;.

SARCA, a river of Germany and Italy, which rises in the 'i'y-

Tolese, runs past the town of bJarca, and tails iu!o tlie hike of Gar-

da, ne:!r Uiva.
• SARCASM, in rhetoric,' a.keeii bitter expression, wliich has the

iriie point of satire, Ijy which the orator scolls and insults his ene-

iny: such was tliiit of the Jews to our Savi6ur, "TJe saved others,

himself he cannot save."

SARCOCELli, ['^afl and xix.i,] in surgery, a spurious rupture,

or hernia, whtrein the testicle is considerably tiuiiified or in-

xlurated, like a sclrrhus, or much enlarged by a fleshy excresceiice,

which is frequently attended with acute jiains, and sometimes ul-

ceration, ^o as to degenerate at last into a canceroirs disposition.

SAUCOCOLI.A, a concrete juice brought from Persia and
Arabia, in small whitish yellow grains, with a few of a reddish,

and sometimes of a deep red colour mixed with them : the whitest

tears are preferred, as being the fre-hest: its taste is bitter, accom-
panied with a dull kind of sweetness.

SARCOLOGY, that part of anatomy which treats of the soft

parts, vi:. the muscles, intestines, arteries, vein?, nerves, and fat.

See Anatomy.
SARCOMA, [o-»0Ku</nre,] a fleshy excrescence, or lump, grow-

ing in any part of the body, especially tlie nostrils. See Sur-
gery.
SARCOPHAGUS, or LAPIS ASSIUS, in the natural history

of the ancients, a stone much used among the Greeks in their se-

•pulchres, is recorded to have always perfectly consumed the flesh

-of human bodies burieil in it in forty days.

S.^iRDAM, a sea-port-town of Batavia, in the department of the

Amslel, and late province of Holland, five miles N. W. of Am-
sterdam.

SARDANAPALUS, the last king of Assyria, whose character

K one of the most infamous in history. He is said to have sunk
60 far in depravity, that, as far as lie could, he changed his very
sex and nature. He clothed himself as a woman, and spim amidst
companies of his concubines. He pointed his face, and behaved
in a more lewd manner than the most lascivious harlot. In short,

he buried himself in the most unbounded sensuality. Havhig
groSvn odious to his subjects, a rebellion was formed against him
by Arbaces, the Mede, and Belesis, the Babylonian.' They were
attended, however, with very bad success at first, being defeated
with great slaughter in three pitched battles. With great difllcultv

Belesis prevailed upon his men to keep the field only five davs
longer; when they were joined by the Bactrians, who'had come
to the assistance of Sardanapalus, hut had been prevailed upon to

renounce their allegiance to him. With this reinforcement they
twice defeated the troops of Sardanapalus, who shut himself up in

Kineveh, the capital of his empire. The city held out for three
years; at the end of which, Sardanapalus drcLuling to fall into the
hands of an enraged enemy, retired into his palace, in a court of

which he caused a vast pile of v.'ood to be raised ; and heaping
upon it all his gold and silver, and royal apparel, and at the same
time inclosing his eunuchs and concubines in an apartment within
the pile, he set fire to it, and so destro.yed himself and all toaether.

Sardanapalus, another monarch of Assyria, menlioned by
Clectnrchus, who died of old age. Sir Isaac Newton supposes
him to be the same with Esarhaddon. See Esakhadsiox.
SARDINIA, an island of the Mediterranean, bounded by the

strait which divides it from Corsica on the N. by the Tuscan sen,

which flows between this island and Italy, on the E. and by other
parts of the Mediterranean sea on the S'. and W. It is about 140
miles in length, and 70 in breadth.

SARDIS, or SARDES, now called Sarpo, or Sart, is an an'
cicnt town of A'^ia, in Natolia, about 40 miles E. of Smyrna.
SAUDONIAN LAUGHTEW, SARDONIUS RISUS, a

convulsive involuntary laughter; thus named from the herba sar-

ilonia, which is a .species of ran.ujiculus, and is said to produco
such convulsive motions in the cheeks, as resemble those inolious
which are observed in the face during a fit of laughter.

, SARJJONYX, a precious stpne consisting of a mixture of five

chalcedony and carneiian, sometimes in strata, but at other tipies

lWeHde<J tct!?etl>«r. It is found, 1. Striped with white and red
strata, which uiay be<:.ul in cameo as well as the onyx. 2. VVhits
with red deiHritical figures, greatly resembling the mocha stone

;

but with this dili'erence, that the figures jn thesardonjx are of a
red colour, iji.the other black. There is no real difiercnce, ev
ctpting in the circumstance of hardness, between the onys, car-
neiian, chalcedony, sardonyx, and agate, notwithstanding the dif-

fereivtitames. bestowed upon them. Mongez informs us, that the
yellow, or orange-coloured agates, with a wavy or undulating sur-

face, are now pommooly called sardonyx. See C'ar.neliam, aad
Onyx.
SARGANS, a late county of Switzerland, in the canton of Zu-

rich, anciently governed byitso«n counts. It is about 15 miles
sc|ijare, and being vejy mountainous, breeds and fattens great
numbers of cnitle.

Sargans, a town of the Helvetic republic, capital of theabove
territory ; 42 miles S. of Constance, and 45 E. S. E. of Zurich.
SARGE!^, a large and ancient sea-port-tovvn of Africa, in Trc-

mesen ; 2.) miles from Algiers.

SABGCEMINE, a town of France, in the department of the
Moselle, and late pruvmce of Lorrain, 9 miles from Sarbruck, and
12 S. VV. ot Deux Fonts.

SARI, in geography, an ancient town of Persia, in the province
of Mezanderan; 20 miles from Ferabad, seated in a fertile coun-
try, abounding with oranges, rice, cotton, silk, sugar-canes, &:c.

'SARIMPATAM, a country of Hindostau, lying at the back of
the dominions of the Samnrin of Malabar, and whicli was never
!.ul)due<l by any foreign power.
SARK, m geogra|j|iy, a British island in the English Cliannel,

near the coast of Trance ; about six miles E. of Guernsey, on
which it is dependent, and VV. of Jersey, The climate is bcallby,
and the land, though smdy, sufficiently fertile to produce provi-
sions for its inhabitants.

Sark, a river of Scotland, which rises in the E. part of Dum-
friesshire, and falls into the Solway Moss, a mile from the mouth
oftheEsk.
SARLAT, a town of France, in the department of the Dor-

dogne, and late province of Perigord, 27 miles S. E. of Perigueux.
Lon. 1. 19. E. Lat. 44. 53. N,
S.\R-LOlilS, a town of France, in the department of Moselle,

and late province of Lorrain; 20 miles E. ot Thionville, and 3S
N. E. of Menlz.
SAR MAT] A, in ancient geographv', an extensive country at

the N. of Europe and Asia, lying partly in the former, and partly

in the latter; com[)rehending all Poland, Russia, Muscovy, and
most part of Tartary. It was divided into European and Asiatic.

!. Sarmatia, Asiatic, was bounded by Hyrcania, the Tanais,

and the Euxine sea. It contained Great Tartary, Ckcissia, and
the neighbouring country.

2. Sarmatia, European, was bounded by the Ocean on the
N. Tanais on tlie E. the Jazygs on the S. and the Vistula on the

W. It contained the modern countries of Russia, Poland, Lithu-
ania, and Little Tartary. Lempritrc.

SARMATIANS, SARMATll, the ancient inhabitants of
Sarmatia.

SAR M ENTACEjF,, in botany, the name of the eleventh class

in Linna-us's Fragmenlsofa Natural Method, consisting of plants

that have climbing stems and branches, which, like the vine, at-

tach themselves to the bodies in their neighbourhood, for the pur-
poses of support.

SARN, a British word for pavement, or stepping stones, sliU

used in the same sense in Berksliire and Hampshire.
SARNO, a town of Naples, in Principato Citra, 12 miles N.E.

of Salerno, and 20 S. E. ot Naples.

SARONICUS SINUS, the Saronic Bav, in ancient geogra-

phy, a bay of the jEgean Sea, on the S. of Attica, and N . of Pelo-

ponnesus.

SAROS, a town and strong fort of Upper Hungary, in a county

so niuned, six miles N. \V. ot Eperies.

Saros, in duoiiology, a penod of 323 lunar months. The ety-

mology
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liiolngy of tlie word is said to be CiiaUlean, signifviiig I'ealitution,

or return of eclipses ; that is, coiijiiiiclioiis of tlii; siiii uiid moon in

nearly the same place of the ecliptic. Tlie Saros was a cycle like

that .-f Meto.
SAROTHRA, Bastard GSntian ; iii botahy/j gcmis of the

trigyiiia order, and peiilandria class of plants; natural order, Ko-
lacpi. Cahx, five-parted; corolla live-petaied ; capsule one-
celled, tlvree-valved, colour'-d. There is but one species, viz. S.

gentianoides, an annual plant of Virginia. •

SAUl', or SAlU'ETs, a town of Norway, in Cliristiansancl,

near a tremendous cataract, ten miles AV, S. W. of FredericLstadt.
Lon. 10. 47. E. Lat. 59.9. N.
SAKPEDON, ill fabulous history, the son of Jupiter by Eu-

J'opa, and younger brother 'if Minos, «ith whom h.e-stood compe-
titor for the kingdom of Crete. Failing in that attempt, he went
to Caria, and built Miletus.

Sarpedon, another son of Jupiter by Laodamia, daugliter of

Rellerophon, flourished about a century later than the brother of
Minos.
SARPLAR OF WOOL, a quantity of wool, otherwise called

a pocket, or half-sack ; a sack containing eighty tods; a tod two
Etones; and a stone fourteen pounds. In Scotland it is called sar-

'pliatli, and contains eighty stones.

.SARRACENA, oi" SARRACONfA, Side-saddle-Flower;
in botany, a genus of the monogynia order, and polyandria class

of plants; natural order. Miscellanea;. Calyx double, three-

leaved, and five-leaved; corolla, five-petaled ; capsule, five-

celled, with the style having a clypeate stigma. There a-e four

species, all natives of North America.
SARRASIN, or SARRAZIN, in fortification, a kind port-

cullis, otherwise called a herse, which is hung with ropes over the

gate of a town or fortress, to be let fall in case of a sur])rise.

SARRE, a department of France, one of the four departments,

into which the conquered German territories on the left or W.
"bank of the Rhine, were divided in 1798. Treves is the ca-

pital.

SARREAL, a town of Spain, in Catalonia, seated on the Fran-
coli. Lon. 2. 0. E. Lat. 41. 30. N.
SARSANA, SARSINA, or ZARSINA, a town of Italy, in

tlie department of the Rubicon, and late province of Romagiia,
20 milts S. W. of Rimini.

SARSAPARILLA, in pharmacy, the root of the rough smilax

of Peru, consisting of a great number of long strings h.inging from
one head : these long roots, the only parts made use of, are about

the thickness of a goose-quill, or thicker, flexible, and composed
of fibres running their whole length : they have a bitterish but not

ungrateful taste, and no smell : and as to their medicinal virtues,

they are sirtlorific and attenuant, and should be given in decoction,

or by way of diet-drink.

SARTE, a rivci-of France, which rises near Sees, in the de-

partment of Orne, passes by Alen^on, and falls into the Loire.

Sabte, a department of France, comprehending the late pro-

vince of Maine, and bounded on the N. by the department of the

Orne. Mans is the c;!pital.

SARTORirS, in anatomy. See Anatomy.
SAUVAR, or SARWAR, a town and fort of Hungary, 48

miles S. S. E. of Vienna, and 37 S. S. E. of Presburg. Lon. 16.

48. E. Lat. 47. 30. N.
SAR\'EROEN, a town of France, in the department of Mo-

selle, and late province of Lorrain ; ten miles from Sarbruck.

Lon. 7. 10. E. Lat. 48. 59. N.
SARUM, Old, an ancient borough of England, in Wiltshire,

about one mile N. of ?^ew Sarum, or Salisbury.

SAS, or SAS DE GHENT, a town and fort of France, in the

department of the Scheldt, and late province of Austrian Flanders;

10 miles N. ofGhent, and 25 W. of Antwerp.
SASERAM, a large town of Hindoostan, in Bengal, 55 miles

S. E. of Benares, and 75 S. W. of Patna. Lon. 86. 44. E. Lat.

26. 10. N.
SASHES, in military dress, are worn by the officers of most

nations, either round their waist, or over their shoulders. Those

for the British army are made of crimson-silk : for the Imperial

army, crimson and gold ; for the Prussian army, black silk and

silver; the Hanoverians, yellow silk ; the Portuguese, crimson-

silk with blue tassels.

SASSAFRAS, in botany. See L.iur.us,
SASS'\R[, a city of S..rdinia, on tlie river Torres, the capital

of the territory of Luaari ; 6 miles N. of Algher, 54 N. of Oris-
tagni, and 88 N.N.W. of Cagliari. Lun. S. 59. E. Lat. 40.
40. N.
SATABAGO, a province of Asiatic Tyrkc-y, on the banks of

the Kur, S. of Iiuir.etta. It is fertile, and aljounds in cattle, wine,
and honey.
SATALIA, or SATTALIA, an ancient, large, aixl strong, sea-

port-town of Asiatic Turkey, in Natolia; 150 miles W. by S. (>(

Cogni, and 2(i5 S. by E. "of Constantinople, Lon. 32. 31. E.
Lat. 37. l.N.
SATAN, [11 eb.] in scripture, is the name of the chief of the

fallen angels. See Devil.
SAI ELLJTE, in astronomy, the same « ith a secondary plaijit,

or moon ; so called from its contiiiually waiting upon, or revolv-
ing round, one of the primary planets. See AsTicONOjiy.
SATGONG, or SATAGONG, an ancient city of Hindoostan,

in Bengal, four miles N. W. of Hcogly.
.
SA'IIN, a glossy kind of silk-slutFi! the warp of which is very

fine, an I stands so as to cover the coarser woof.
SAIINET, a slight thin kind of sattin, commonly striped, and

ordinarily used by the ladies for summer-night-gown's.
SATIRE. See Satyr, and Poetky.
S.VrRAP, SATRAPA, or SATRAPES, in Persian antiquity,

denotes an admiral; hut more commonly the governor of a pro-
vince.

SATTARAII, a town of Hindoostan, in A'isiapour, 50 miles
S. of Poonali, and 77 W. of Visianour. Lon. 74. b. E. Lat. 17.

45. N.
SATURATION, in chemistry, a combination of bodies in

"hich the ingredients have such proportions as that each is united
with as much as it can take up of the other. Wlien, for instance,

a salt is dissolved in water, as common salt, the water combines
only with a certain proportion; and whatever quantity of salt is

used beyond this proportion, it falls to the bottom undissolved.
The reason of this is, that the particles of the salt are held together
bv their affinity for each other, that is, by the force of cohe.-ion.

Now, before any combination can be eflected between the par-

ticles of salt and the water, this force must be overcome. The
force of affinity, therefore, between the water and the particles of
salt is greater than that between the particles of salt themselves;
and thus they are separated and dissolve in the water : but thi->

force of aftinity between the water and the salt is limited ; and
when it has arrived at its utmost limit, the action between the two
bodies ceases. The two forces which were opposed to each other,

that is, the force of affinity between the water and the salt on the

one hand, and the force of cohesion between the particles of the

salt on the other, are balanced. The water in this case is said to

be saturated with salt.

SATURDAY, the seventh day of the week, is so called front

the idol Seater, worshipped on this day by the ancient Sa.vons, and
thought to be the Saturn of the Latin«.

SATUREIA, Savory ; in botany, a genus of the gymnosper-
mia order, and didynamia class of plants ; natural order Verticil-

lati. Corolla with segmtnts nearly ecjual ; stamina distant.

There are eight species.

S. lloRTENsis, or Sum.mer-Savory, is an annual plant, whick
grows naturally in the south of France and Italj', but is cultivated

in this country both for the kitchen and medicinal use.

S. Montana, or Winter-Savory, a perennial plant, growing
naturally in the south of Frqnce and Italy, but is cultivated in gar-

dens both for culinary and medicinal purposes. Both kinds are

propagated by seeds.

SATURN, in astronomy, one of the planets of our solar sys-

tem, revolving at the distance of more than 900 millions of inileij

from the sun. See .\stroko.my.

Saturm, in chemistry, an appellation given to lead.

Satur.v, in heraldry, denotes the black colour in blazoning the

arms of sovereign princes.

Saturn, in the ancient mythology, one of the principal of the

Pagan deities, was the son of Coclus and Terra, and the'father of

Jupiter, Neptune, and Pluto.

S.VTURNALIA, in Roman antiquity, afestival observed about

the middle of December, in honour of the gcd Saturn, whom Lu-

7 ra»
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tan iiitrodui.es giving an account of tlie ceremonies observed on

tliii occasion.

SATUUNMNE, ;!n appellation given to persons of a melan-

choly disposition, as being supi)03ed under the influence of the

planet Saturn.

SATYAVRATA, or MENU, in Indian mythology, is be-

lieved by the Hindoos to have reigned tiver the whole world in
;

the earliest age of their clironology, and to have resided in the

country of Dravira on the coast of the eastern Indian peninsula.

His patronymic name was Va!vasw\:ta, or ch'ld of the >un.

SATYfi, orSA'IlRE, in matter^ of liieiature, a discourse or

poem, exposing the vices or follies of mankind. See Poetrv.
S.^rvRS, in ancient mythology, a species of demi-gods wko

dwelt in tiie woods. They are represented as monsters, hall-men,

and half-goats ; having horns on their heads, a hairy body, with the

feet and tail of a goat.

SATYRIASIS. See Medicine.
SATYRIUM, in botany, a genus of the diandria order, and

gynandria class of plants; natural order VerliciUatx. Nectarium
scrotiforni, or inflated double behind the flower. It has twenty-
one species.

SAVAGE, Richard, an English poet, was the natural son of

the countess of Macclesfield, by carl Rivers, and born in lt>9T.

This umiatural woman caused him to be brought up without a

knowledge of his origin, and framed a <-tory of his death, to pre-

sent his father from leaving him a proper support. By the death

of his nurse he found some papers which disclosed the secret ; but
every eti'ort made by him to gain his mother's favour was inelTec-

tual. Having the misfortune to kill another man in a drunken
cjuarrel, his mother devised every means she could to get him e.xe-

cuted ; and when he was condenmcd she endeavoured to prevent
his receiving a royal pardon. However his friends procured him
a reprieve ; and lord Tyrconnel took him into his family. But
tlie temper and conduct of Savage were most unfortunate. He
quarrelled with his patron, and was discarded. Queen Caroline
allowed him a pension of 50/. which he lost at her death, and was
reduced to great distress. He died in the prison at Bristol, where
he was contmed for a trilling debt, in 1743. Savage had conside-

rable genius, but it was uncultivated. The best of bis poems is

intituled The Bastard.

Savage, when applied to men, is of inuch the same import with

that of barbarian, and means a person who is untaught and unci-

vilized, or who is in the rude stale of uncultivated nature. That
such men exist at present, and have existed in most ages of the

world, is undeniable ; but a question naturally occins respecting

the origin of this savage state, the determination of which isof con-
iiderable importance in developing the nature of man, and ascer-

taining the qualities and powers of the human mind. Upon this

subject, opinions are very various and the systems built upon
them are consequently very contradictory.

Savage IsLAXD, an island in the S. Pacific Ocean, about 33
Hides in circumference, inhabited by savages. Lon. \69- 37. W.
Lat. 19. 2. S.

SAVANNA, or SAVANNAH, a city of the United States in

Georgia, formerly the metropolis of the state. Lon. 81. 24. W.
Lat, 32.3. N.

Savan.va la Mar, orSwAX'N* le Mer, a town of Jamaica,
in the county of Cornwallis. Lon. 78. 7. W. Lat. 18. 13, N.
Savanna Mountains, mountains of Jamaica, ]? miles E. of

Savanna la Mar.
Savanna Point, a cape of Ilispaniola, on the west coast.

Lon. 61. 29. W. Lat. !5. 33. N.
SAVARY, an emijient French traveller and writer, born at

Vitre, in Brittany, about 1748. He studied with applause at

Rcnnes, and in 1776 travelled into Egypt, where he remained
about three years. During this period he was engaged in the

study of tiie Arabian language, in searching out ancient monu-
ments, and in examining the national manners. After making
himself acqtiainted with the knowledge and philosophy of Egypt,
he visited the islands in the Archipelago, where he spent eighteen

months. Onhis returnto France, in 17S0, hepublished, l.ATrans-
lalion of the Koran, with a short Life of Mohammed, in 1783, 2
vols. Svo. 2. 'I'he morality of the Koran, or a collection of the
most excellent maxims in the Koran ; a work extracted from his

translation, whicii is esteemed both elegant and faithful. 3, Let-

ters on Egypt, in 3 vols. Svo. in 17S3. In the-e the author makes
his observations with uccuiacy, paints with vivacity, and renders

interesting every thing he relates; but he is censured tor painting

modern Egypt and its inhabitants in too high colours. The>e let-

ters, however, were rapidly bought, and encouiaged by this flat-

tering reception he prepared his letters upon Greece. But about
this time he contracted a malady from too intense application.

An obstruction in the right lobe of the liver had made a decisive

progress, which the return of summer, some uie<iicine>, a strict re-

gimen, and travelling, seemed to remove. On his return into the

environs of Paris, his health was still doubtful. Ilis active inincl,

however, made him regardless of liis health, and he put in order

his travels into the islands of the Archipelago. An obstruction ia

the liver ag.iin look place; his digestion became languid; sleep

forsook him ; a dry and troublesome cough came on; his face ap-

peared bloated, and his legs inflamed. In this situation he re-

turned to Paris in the beginning of 17S8, to attend to tlie publica-

tion of his new work. He had then all the synipt<ims of a ilan-

gerous diopsy. His strength was exhausted, and he died on the

4lh Feb. 1788.

SAVATOPOLI, or SEBASTOPOLIS, a town of Asiatic

Georgia, in Mingrelia, anciently called Dioscurias, in Colchir,

220 miles N.N.W. of Tefflis, and 260 N.N.W. of Erivan.

S.\UCISSE, or SAUS.VGE, in the military art, a long train nf

powder, sewed up in a roll of pitched cloth, about two inches in

diameter, serving to set fire to mines. There are usually two
saucisses extenc'.ed from the chamber of the mine to the place

where the engineer stands, that in case one should fail, the olhet

may lake elf'ect.

S'AUCISSON, in fortification, a mass of large branches of trees

bound together, and dilTering only from a fascine, as this is com-
posed of small branches of twigs. See Fascine. Saucissons are

employed to cover the men, and to make epaulements.

SACCLIERES, a town of France, in the department of Avei-
ron, 15 miles S.E. of Milhau.

SA^'E, in geograpiiy, a river of France, which runs into tlie

Garonne, near Grenade, in the department of Upper Garonne.
Savk, a river of Germany, which rises in Carniola, runs

through that country from west to east, separates Sclavonia from
Croatia, Bosnia, and part of Servia, and falls into the Danube at

Belgrade.

SAVERDUN, a town of France, in the department of Arriege,

and late province of Foix, seated on the Arri'ege, 45 miles from
Toulouse.
SAVERNE, orZABERN, a town of France, in the depart-

ment of the Lower Rhine, and hite province of Alsarc, 18 miles

N.W. of Strasburg, and 120 E. of Paris. Lon. 7. }i. E. Lat.

43. 41. N.
SAVIGLIANO, a town of the French empire, in the depart-

ment of tlie Po, and late principality of Piedmont, 3 miles \V. of
Fossano, and 26 S. of Turin.

SAVl LE, Sir George, afterwards marquis of Halifax, one of

the greatest statesmen of his time, was born about 1630 ; ayd
some time after his return from his travels was created a peer, in

consideration of his own and his father's merits. He was
a strenuous opposer of the bill of exclusion ; but proposed such
limitations of the duke of York's authority, as shouhl disable him
from doing any harm either in church or stale, as the taking out
of his hands all power in ecclesiastical matters, the disposal of the

public money, aiidthe power of making peace and war ; and lodg-

ing the.se in the two houses of parliament. After tliat l)ill was re-

jected in the house of lords, he pressed ihcni, though witluuit suc-

cess, to proceed to the limitation of the liuke's power; and began
with moving, that during the king's life he miglit lie obliged to

live 500 miles out of England. In August, 1682, he was created

a marquis, anil soon after matle loril privy seal. Upon King
James's accession, he was made president ol the council; but on
his refusal to consent to the repeal of the test, he was dismissed

from all public emp'.o\nients. In that .issembly of the lords which

met after king James's withdrawing himseU', "the first time from
Whitihall, he was chosen president ; and upon the king's return

from Feversliaiii, he was sent, with the earl of Shrew sbiH'y and
lord Delamcie, from the Piince of Orange, to order his majc.-ty

to quit the palace at Whitehall. In the convention of parliament

he was chosen speaker of the house of lords, and strenuously sup-

ported
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jjorltii tlic motion for tlie vaciimy of the Ihror.e, ;iik1 Ike cojijum.-

Live ?oveiei;i|ily of the prince :iik! princess ; upon whose rcct-ssion

he wasi iigdin made privj-seal. Yet, in 1(J89, he <|uitte<i liic

court, and Dicanie a zealous opposer of the meaturcs of govfi-M-

nienl till Ins dealh, in April, lliy.i. 'I'lie pieces he has left shew
liini to have been an nigeiiious, if not a masterly, writer; and his

Advice tu a Diai'^hter contains much good sense in few wurds.
He also wiote, '1 \\f Anatomy an Etpiivalnnt ; A Letter to a Dis-
senter ; A Hough Draught of a Now Model at Sea ; and Ma\ims
of Stall- ; all 'n ojie viikmie, 8vo. He also published tl)e Charac-
ter ot Knig Cli-U'les II. 8vo. the Character of Bishop Burnet, and
Historical Ob^ervauon^ upon tlie Heiaus of Edward i. H. Hi. and
liicliard II. with Remarks upon their faithful Counsellors and false

I'avouriles.

Savile, or S.wii.iE, Sir Hevry, a very learned Englishman,
the secoiul son ot Henry Saville, Esq. was'boruat Bradley, near
Halifax-, in Yorkshire, 'Nov. 30, 1549. He was entered oi' Mer-
toii College, Oxiurd, in 1561, where lie took the degrees in arts,

and was chosen fellovi'. Wlien he proceeded .\[. A. in 1370, he
read for that degree on the Almagest of Ptolemv, which procured
him the reputation of a man eniinently skilled in mathematics
and the Greek language; m the lornier of which he voluntarily

read a public lecture in the university for some time. In 1578 he
tr.ivelled into France and oiher coimtrics ; where, improving him-
self in all u^elul learning, in languages,' and the knowledge of the

world, he became a mo4 accomplished gentleman. At his re-

turn, he was nia.le imor in the Greek tongue to Queen Eliz-ibeth,

who had a great esteem for him. In 1585 he was made warden ot

Merton C(;llege, which he governed 3i) yearf.,with great honour,
and improved it by wll iiu- means in his power. In 159(3 he :.as

chosen provost of Eton College ; which he filled with many learned

men. James I. upon Ins accession to the crown of England, cx-

pres-;e(i a great regard tor him, and would have preferred him eillier

m church or state; but Saville only accepted the ceremony of

knighthood fiom the king at Windier in 1604. His only son

Henry dying about that lime, he thenceforth devoted his foitnne

to the promoting of learning. Among other things, in I6l9, he
founded inihe university ot Oxford, two professorships in geometry
and in astronomy ; whicli lie endowed with a salary of 160/. a-year

besides a legacy of (500/. to purcliase more lands for the same
use. He also furnished a library with mathematical books, near

the niathcmalical school, for the use of his professors ; and gave
100/. to the mathematical chest of his own appointing: adding af-

terwards a leg.icy of 40/. a-year to the same chest, to the university,

and to his professors jointly. He likewise gave 120/. towards the

neiv bu Iding of the scliools, besides several rare .MSS. and printed

books to the Bodleian library ; and a great iiuantity of Greek
types to the printing-press -at Oxford. After a life thus spent in

the encouragement of .science and literature in general, he died

at Eton Coi;eg._' the 19lh Feb. 1622. in the 73d year of his age,

and was bur ed in the chapel there. His publications are, 1.

Four Books of (lie II. stories of Cornelius Tacitus, and the Life ol

Agricola ; with notes upon them, in folio, dedicated to Queen
Elizabeth, in 1581. i.'. A View of certain Military Matters, or-

Commentaries concerning Roman Warfare, 1598. 3. Reium An-
glicarum Scriptores post Bed-am, &c. 159t). This is a collection

of the best writers of Englisii history ; to which he added chrono-

logical tables, from Julius CiESjr to William 1. 4. The Works
of St. Chrvsostoii), in Greek, in 3 vols, folio, I6l3. In the pre-

face he says, " tliat having himself visited, about ISyear^ before,

all the public and private libraries in Britain, and copied out

thence whatever ho thought useful to this design, he then sent

tome learned men into France, Germany, Italy, and the East, to

transcribe such parts as he had not already, and to collate the

oll-.ers with the best MSS." At the same time, he makes his ac-

knowledgments to several eminent men for their assistance ; as

ThuJiuis, Yelsenis, Seiiottus, C'asaubon, Dnca^ns, Gruter, Hoes-
ehelius, kc. In the 8lli volume are inserted Sir Henry Saville's

own note.i, with those of other learned nitn. The whole charge

of tliis edition, including the several sums paid to learned men, at

home and abroad, employed in finding out, transcribing, and col-

luting the best MSS. amounted lo no less than 8000/. Several

editions of this work were afterwards published at Paris. 5. In

16I8 he published a Latin work, written by Thomas Bradwardin,

Archbisliop of Canterbury, agninst Ptlagius, intituled, De Causa.
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Dei contra Pelagiuni, et de Vntnte Causaiuin ; to wli.cii he pre-
fixed the lite of Bradwardin. 6. In Kiil he published a collection
ol his own Mathematical Lectures on Euclid's Elements, in 4to.
7. Oratio coram Eliz.ibetlia Uegina, ()xon):e habila, annol'iOa.
Oxford, 1658, 4to. 8. He translated into Latin King James's
Apology for the Oatli of Allegiance. He also left S(;veral MSS.
behind him, written by order of King James ; all which are in the
Bodleian library. He wrote notes-like^ i^e upon the margin of
many books m his library, particularly Etisebius's Ecclesiastical
History; which were afterwards used by Valesius, in his edition
ot that work in 1659. Four of his letters to Camden are nub-
lished by Smith, among Caiiulen's Letters, l6yi, 4lo.
SA\ lOUU,- an ajipellation peculiarlv given to Jesus Christ, as

being the Messiah and Saviour of the' world. See Jesus, and
Messiah.
Saviour, Order of St, a religious order of the Romish

Cluirdi, lomuSed by St. Bridget, about the year 1445, and so
called Ironi its being pretended that our Saviour liimsell declaretl
its constitution and rules to the foundress.
SAUL, [Sixw, Heb. /. e. asked,] the son of Kish, a rich man

of Gibeah, of the tribe of Benjamin, the first king of Israel ; for
the usurper Abimelecli does not deserve to be numbered among'
the kings, Saul's fruitless journey seeking his lather's a^ses ; lii»

meeting with the prophet S.uiiuel ;'tlie interesting particulars fore-
told to him, with his anointing as king, about B. C. I0<J5, or
.-V. M. 2909 ; his prophesying along with the young prophets ; hi}
appointment by the lot; "his modesty in hiding liimsell; his first

victory over the Ammonites ; his rash sacrifice in the ab.sencc of'
S.iinuel; his cipially rash curse; his victories over (he Philistine's
and Amalekites; his Sjiaring of king Agag, with the judgement:
denounced against him for it ; his jealousy and persecution of Da-'
vid ; his barbarous massacre of the priests and people of Kob ;

his repeated coiitessions of his injustice to David; his consul-
tation of the witch of En-dor ; with his defeat and suicide, are
recorded in 1 Sam. ix.—xxxi. He reigned 40 years, and died
A, M. 2949.

Saul, or Paul. See Paul.
SAULIEU, a town of France, in thedepartment of (he Colo

d' Or, and late province of Burgundv, 25 miles W, of Dijon, and
142 S. E. of Paris. Lon. 4. 7. E. Lat. 47. 17. N.
SAUMUR, a considerable town of France, in the deparlment

of Maine and Loire, late province of Anjou, imd laie cap.italof
the Saumurois, with an ancient castle. Lon. 0. 2. E. Lat, 47
15. N.
SAUNDERSON; Dr. Nicolas, was born at ''Fliurlstone in'

Yorkshire, in 16SJ, ami may be consi^iered as' a prodigy for his

application and success in mathematical learning, in circuinstances
apparently the most unfavourable. He lost his sight bv the ?mall-
po\ before he "was a year old. But this did not prevent liiiii from
searching after knowledge. He was initialed into the Greek and
Roman authors at a (ree-school at Pemiistoii. After spending
some years studying the langunges, his father (who was in the ex-
cise) began to teat li him arilhnieiic. He soon siirpasseil his father ;

and made long and difliciilt calculations, without any sensible
maikj to assist liis memory. At IS he was taught the principles

of algebra and geometry. Saunderson was also a-<sistcd in his ma-'
thematical studies by Dr. Nettleton. 'I'hese two gentlemen reatP

books to him and explained them. He was next sent to a private,

academy at Atterclilf near Sheffield, but logic and metaphysics not'

suiting his turn of mind, he soon left it. Some of his friends, wh»
had remarked his perspicuous manner of communi<-ating his ideas,

proposed that he should attend the university of Cambridge as a
teacher of mathematics. This proposal was immediately put in

execution : and he was conducted to Cambridge in his '.'5th year
by Mr, Joshua Dunn, a fellow-commoner of Christ's college.'

Though he was not received as a nu'niber of the college, he was
treated with great respect. He was .nllowed a chamber, and had'

free access to the library. Mr, Whiston was then professor of

mathernatics ; and as he read lectures in the way that iiaunderson

intended, it was supposed he would viesv his project as an inva-

sion of his office. But the plan wa.s no sooner mentioned to him
than he gave his consent. Sanndersons's reputation was soon
spread through the university. When his lectures were announced,
a general curiosity was excited to hear such intricate mathematical
subjects explained by amuu who luiihbeen blind from his infancy.

6 T riie
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'1 lu; siilijcct of lu5 leiUires was the l'rinri|)ia Mathematica, the

Optics, ami Aiithmclica L'iiiver>alis, of bir Isaac Newton, lie

Mas accorihngly attended by a very luimeroiis amliencc. It will

appear incredible, that a blind man should be capable of explain-

ing optics, but we must recollect, that the theory of vision is

taught by lines, and is subject la the rules of geometry, \\hile

thus employed in explaining the principles of the Newtonian phi-

losophy, he became known to its illuNtrious author. When Whis-

ton was removed from his professorship, Sauuderson was luiiver-

;a.ly aiioAed to be the man best qualified for the succession.
'1 lie heads of the university applied to their chancellor the duke of

Somerset, who procured the royal mandate to confer upon hiiH

the degree of A. M. He was then elected Luca?iaii professor of

matliematics in Nov. 1711. His inauguration-speech was com-
posed in classical Latin, and in the style of Cicero, with whose
works he was much conversant. He now devoted his whole time

to his lectures. When George II. in 1728, visited the University

of Cambridge, he expressed a di sire to see Professor Saunderson.

He waited upon his majesty in the senate-house, and was there,

by the king's command, created LL. D. He was admitted

F. R. S. in !736. He was naturally of a vigorous constitution ;

but his sedentary life, at length rendered liini scorbutic. For
!

some years he felt a numbness in his iimbs, which, in spring 1739,

brought on a mortification in his foot ; and unfortunately, iiis
i

blood wr.s so vitiated by the scurvy, that assistance from medicine
was not to be e\pected. He <lied on the I9th of April 1739,

aged 57. He wrote a svstem of algebra, which was published, in

two vols. 4to, at London, after his death, in 1740, at the e.spence

of the University. Di'. Sauuderson invented for his own use a

Palpable Arithmetic ; that is, a method of performing operations

in arithmetic solely by the sense of touch. A description of this

method of making calculations by his table is given under the ar-

ticle Blind, and it was entirely of his own invention.

SAUNDER's ISLAND, or Sir CHARLES SAUNDERS's
ISLAND, an island in the S. Pacific Ocean, discovered by Capt.
W'allis, in 1767. It is six miles long, and has a fertile mountain in

the middle. The inliabitants are not numerous. Lon. Ijl. 4.

W. Lat. 17. 28. S.

SAVOLAX, or SAWOLAX, a district of Sweden in the

province of Finland, bordering on Russia; 200 miles long, and
100 broad ; consisting < hicHy of woods, lakes, rivers, and morasses.

SAVONA, a town of Italy. Lon. 8. I4. E. Lat. 44.

21. N.
SAVOY, a late duchy, lying between old France and Italy, so

nam.'id from the Latin Sabaudia, altered to Saboia, and Sabojia ;

it was annexed to France, in 1793, and erected into the depart-
ment of Mont Blanc.

Savoy, in botany. See Bkassica.
Savoy, a town of Krancc, in the late province of Languedoc.
S.'VUKIN, James, a celebrated preacher, born at Nismes in

lG77, and the son of a Protestant lawyer of eminence. Heap-
plied to his stuflies with great success ; but at length being capti-

vated with a military life, he relinquished them for the profession

of arms. In 1694 he made a campaign as a caikt in Lord Gallo-
way's company, and soon afterwards obtained a pair of colours in

the regiment of Col. Renault wliich served in Piedmont. Cutthe
duke of Savoy having made peace with France, he returned to
Geneva, and resumed the study of philosophy and theology, under
Turretin and other professors. In 1700 he visited Holland, then
came to England, whcri- he remained for several years, and mar-
ried. In 1705, he returned to the Haque, where he fixed his re-

fiidence, and prtached witli the most inibounded applause. .Saurin

died on the 30lh of Dec. 1730, aged 53. He wrote, 1. Sermons,
in 12 vols. 8vo. and l2mo: some of which displiy great genius.

2. Discourses Historical, Critical, and Moral, on tlie most me-
morable Events of the Old and New 'restament. This is his

preatest and most valuable work. It was printed first in 2 vols. fol.

,S. 'I'he State of Christianity in France, 17^5, 8vo. 4. An Abridge-
ment of Christian Theology and Morality, in the form of a Ca-
techism, 1722, 8vo. He afterwards published an abridgement
of this work. 5. His Dissertation on the Expediency of some-
times disguising the Truth, which raised a multitude of enemies
against him.

SAURUNGPOUR, atown of Hlndoostan, in Malwa, 43 miles
N. E. of Ougein, and4'.;N. N. E. ofludore. Lou. 76. 3.'. E
Lit. 23. 35. N.

SAURUKUS, L1ZAK.DS- 1 AIL, in botany, a geiuis <t tr.e t-lra-

gynia order, and i.eptaiulria class of plants ; naiiii,.! order. Pipe-

rita:. Calyx a catkin, with uii'iiorous scales ; no corolla; gtrmina-
four, berries four, oiif-seeded It h.is but one sjiecies.

SAUS.^GE, [salsiim, Lat ] a roll or ball made commonly of
pork or veal, and sometimes of beef, minced very small, with salt

and spice ; sometimes it is stuffed into the guts ot tow Is, and some-
times only rolled in flower.

SAUSSUUE, tloRACR Benedict DE, a naturalist, was born
atGenevain 1740. U is father, who wasa meii)l)er of thecouncil
of two hundred, wrote several works on agricultun-, and ilied in

1790. The sou displayed so early a genius as to be appointed
professor of philosophy at Geneva when he was only twenty-one.

He travelled into several countries, particularly Italy, and when
at Naples made several observations on Mount Vesuvius with Sir

William Hamilton. He afterwards visited and measured Mount
.Etna; and ascended tiie highest parts of the Alps. This virtuous

and ingenious man, after enriching t!ie republic of letter by his

enquiries, and rendering his country essential benefits, was nearly
ruined by the French Revolution, and died of chagrin in 1796.

He wrote, 1. An Elogc on Bonnet ; 2. Dissertatio Phvsica de
Igne ; 3. Dissertatio Physica de Electricitate ; 4. Project for Re-
forming the College of Geneva ; 5. Essays on Hygronietry ; 6.

Travels in the Alps, 4 vols. 4to. &c.
SAVU, an island in the E. Indian Ocean, about 24 miles long.

Lon. 122. 30. E. Lat. 10. 35. S.

SAUVAGES, Francis Boissier De, an eminent French
physician, to whom the medical world is much indebted for pav-
ing the way to a regiuUv nosological arrangement of Diseases, and
giving the first outlines of it. He w.is born in 170(5. His abilities

procured him the professorships of Medicine and Botany in the
university of Montpelier, and he w.is considered as the Boerhaave
of France. His works are very numerous. The principal are, 1.

Theoria Febris, 173S, 12mo. 2. Nosologia Metiiodica ; 5 vols.'

8vo. 1763. 3. PhysiologiE Mechanics Elementa; 1755, 12mo.
SAUVAGESIA, in botany, a genus of the monogynia order,

and pentandria class of plants. Calyx five-leaved ; corolla five-

petaled, fringed ; nectary five-leaved, alternate with the petals ;

capsule one-celled. It has but one species, S. erecta a native of
the WVst Indies.

S.A.UVETAT, a town of France, in the department of Lot and
Garonne ; '5 miles N W. of Lauzun, and 11 N N E. of Marmande.

S.'VUV ETERRE, a town of France, in the department of Avei-
ron, and late province of Uouergue : 13]- miles SW. of Rhodez,
and 20 NNE. of Alby.
SAW, an instrument which serves to cut into pieces several solid

matters ; as wood, stone, ivory, &c. The best saws are ot tem-
pered steel ground bright and smooth: those of iron are only
iiammer-hardened : hence the first, besides their being stiffer, ye
likewise found smoother than the last. They are known to be

I well hammered by the still' bending of the blade; and to be well
and evenly ground, by their bending equally in a l)0w.

S.VXE, Maurice, Count of, was born the 13th Oct. 1696.
He was the natural son of Frederic Augustus H. elector of Saxony,
and king of Poland, and of the countess of Koni^smarc, a Skve-
dish lady, celebrated for her wit and beauty. lie was educated
along with Frederic Augustus, the electoral prince, afterwards
king of Poland. His infancy announced the future warrior.
Nothing could prevail on him to apply to his studies but the pro-
mise of being allowed, after he had finished his task, to mount on
horseback, or exercise himself with arms. In 1709 lie served with
I'liigene and Marlborough in the Netherlands. He next displayed
great valour under his father in the war against the Swedes, parti-

cularly at the siege of Stralsund. In 1717 he was with Eugene
in Hungary, w here he raised the siege of Belgrade, and contri-

buted much to the defeat of the Turks. After the peace of Utrecht
he went to France, where the duke of Orleans gave liiin the bre-
vet of field-marshal. Having obtained a regiment he employed
himself in improving military tactics, and intrmlucing a new exer-
cise. In 1726 the states of Courlaiid elected him their sovereign,
on which Poland and Russia joined against him, and after a brave
defence the count was obligetl to quit the government and the
country in 1729. He then returned to France, where he applied
to the study of the mathematics, and in a fit of illness wrote his

Reveriss, or Military Memoirs; a work of equal service to the
general and comuion soldier. On the death of his father in 1733

var
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war was rtrkindled, ami tlie elector of Saxony, his brolhc-r, ol'IVred

liiin the commancl of his forces, which he (Inclined, giving the pre-
terc'iue to the French service. He then joined marshal Berwick
on the Rhine, and displayed great skill and bravery at the siege
of Philipsbnrg, for wliich he was made lientenant'-geiieral. In

1741 the count took Prague, which was followed by the ca|)ture

or Ai^ria. In 1744 he was made marshal oi France, and coniman-
(ler-in-chicf ill Flanders. The next year he gained the battle of
Fontenoy, though he was so ill as to be carried on a litter. This
victory was loUowed by the tall of several strong towns, particu-

larly ijrussel?. In 174B he gained the baltle--of Kocoux, and the
same year was appointed marslul ot all the French armies, and
governor of all the places concpiered in the Low Countries. He
died of a fever, on the SOth November 1750, aged j4. " His life

had been (he said) an excellent dream." On his death-bed he
reviewed the errors of his life with remorse, and expressed much
penitence. The best edition of his Reveries was printed at Paris
1757, in 2 vols. 4to.

S,\xE-GoTHA, a late duchy of Germany, in Upper Saxony,
about 30 miles long, and 12 broad.

Saxe-Lauemburc, a principality of Germany, in Lower
Saxony, bounded on the N. K. and E. by t!ie duchy of Mecklen-
burg ; S. and S. W. by that of Lunenburg ; and N. W. by that

of llolstein. 'I"he suriace is mostly level, and covered with
heath ; the soil sandy and barren, though some fertile spots pro-
duce corn and tlax ; but it abounds with excellent pasture-lands.

Lauenburg is the ca|)ital.

SAXENHAGEN. a town in Wesiphalia, 20 miles N.W. of
Hanover. Lon. 9. 3t5. E. Lat. 52. 30. N.
SAXIFRAGA, SAxiFRACE;in botany, a genus of the digynia

order, and decandria class of plants ; natural order, Succulenta;.
Calyx five-parted, five-petaled ; capsule two-beaked, one-celled,

many-seeded. There are lifty species.

S. Punctata, Lo.mdom Pride, or None so Prettv, grows
naturally on the Alps, and also in great plenty on a moimtatn of

Ireland called Mangerton, in the county of Kerry. The roots of

tills are perennial ; the leaves are oblong, oval, and placed circu-

larly at bottom. They have broad, flat, furrowed foot-stalks, and
are deeply crenated at their edges, which are white. The stalk

rises a foot high, is of a purple colour, stiff, slender, and hairy.

It sends out from the side on the upper part several short foot-

stalks, which are terminated by white (lowers spollcc4 with red.

S. Pyramidata, Mountain'-Heatk, with a pyramidal stalk,

grows naturally on the mountains of Italy. The leaves are tongue-
shaped, gathered into heads, rounded at their points, and have
cartilaginous and sawed borders. These species are easily propa-

gated by oflsets, or by parting their roots.

SAXLINGHAM, or SAXMUNDHAM, a town of England,

in Suffolk, 89 miles N.K. of London. Lon. 1.40. E. Lat. 52. IS. N.
SAXON ES, an ancient nation of Germany, who inhabited the

country near the Cimbrica Chersonesus.

SAXONS, the natives of Saxony, ancient and modern. The
ancient Saxons were a brave but fierce people. The Britons, or

inhabitants of S. Britain, being deserted by the Romans, about

the middle of the fifth century, and threatened with utter extirpa-

tion by the Scots and Picts, invited the Saxons over from Ger-
inanv to assist and tlefend them; in consequence of which, a nu-

merous body of thciii came over under Hengist and Horsa, A. D.
449, or 450, and repeated emigrations of fresh adventurers suc-

cessively arriving afterwards, they soon conquered and divided all

South Britain, since called England, into seven kingdoms, com-
monly denominated the Saxon Heptarchy. See England.
S.VXONY, the name of two circles of Germany, an electorate,

and a duchy.
1. Saxonv, Duchy of, or the Electoral Circle of

Saxony, in the late Germanic constitution, was bounded by the

circles of Meissen, Leipzig, and Tliuringia, the priruipalily of

Anhalt, the marche of Brandenburg, and Lusalla. Tiie princi-

pality of Anhalt lies across it, and divides it into two jiarts. Its

greatest length and breadth is computed at about 40 miles ; but

though it is watered by the Elbe, the Black Elster, and the

Mulde, it is not very fruitful, the soil for the most part consisting

of sand.

2. Saxony, Electorate of, or Saxony Proper, in the late

Germanic constitution, consisted of the duchy, the greatest part of

the margravale of Mvis^en, a p.irl of the Vogtland, and ihe nonli-
eiii hall of the landgiavale of Tnnnngia. The Lusalias also, ami
a part of the country of Ilcnneberg, belong to it The soil is in
general exceedingly rich and fruitful, yielding corn, fruils,aiid nulse
in abundance, together wilh hnps, rfax, hemp, tobacco, ani-eed'
wild saffron, wood

; and in some pl.ices woad, wine, coals, porce-
hun-clay, terra sigilKila, fullers' earth, line shiver, v: rous sorts of
beaulihil m;.rble serpentine stone, and almost all the d'fJccent spe-
cies of precious stones. Sulphur, alum, vitriol, free-,toi.e, salt-
springs, amber, turf, cinnabar, i|uicksilver, aiilimi ny, bismuth
arsenic, cobalt, and other minerals, are found in it : likewise val
luable mines ol silver, copper, tin, lead, and iron ; and abouiu's
in many i)laces with horned ?caltle, sheep, hojses, and venisnn
The principal rivers are the Elbe, the Black EKter, the Mulde
the Saale, the Unstrut, the VViiite Elsler, and the Ph-iise. These
rivers, as well as tlie lakes and rivulets, abound in lisli ; and ia theU hite EUler are found beuutiful pearls.

3. Saxony, Lower, in the late Geimanic constitution, a circle
boundedon tlie S. by the circle ot Upper Saxony, and a part of the
Upper Rhine ; on the N. by the duchy of Sleswick, helongin^ to
the king of Denrnaik, and the B.iltic: 'on the \V. by the cfrclc of
West|)halia and the North Se.T, and on the E. by the circle of
Upper Saxony. The slates formerly belonging to it are the du-
chies and principalities of Mag<leburg and Bremen, Zcll, Gruben-
hagen, Calenburg, Wolfenbullle, Halberstadt, Mecklenbur.^-
Schwerin, iMecklinburgh-Gustro, Hol^tein-GhRkstadt, IIoKiein-
Gottorp, Ilildeslieim, Saxe-Lauenbnrg ; the archbishopric of Lu-
beck ; the princip.ilities of Schwerin', Ralzeburg, Blankenburg,
Ranzau ; the imperial cities of Lubeck, Gotzlar, Muhlluuisen,
Nordhausen, Hamburgh, and Bremen.

4. Saxony, Upper, a late circle of the German empire,
bounded by that of l''r.inconia, the Upper Rhine, and Lower
Saxony; and also by the Baltic sea, Prussia, Poland, Silesia, Lu-
satia, and Bohemia. It is of great extent, and contains the follow-
ing states, viz. the electorates of Saxony and Brandenburg, Saxe-
Weimar, Sax3-Eisenach, SaxeCohour^, Saxe-Gotha, Saxe-Alten-
bnrg, Saxe-Querfurl, the Hither and farther Pomerania, Caiiiii,',

Anha'it, Quedlinburg, Gernrode, VValkenried, Schwarzburj, Soii-
dershausen, Schwarzburg Rudolstadt, Mansfield, Stolherg, Barby,
the counties of Reussen, and the counties of Schonberg. Mo^\ "of

the inhabitants profess the Protestant religion. This electorate has
been recently formeil into a kingdom by Puonap.ir'c, constituting
one of the powers of the confederation of the Rhine.
SAY, or SAYE, in commerce, a kind of serge much used

abroad for lining', and by the religious for shirts ; w ith us it is used
for aprons by several sorts ofartilicers, being usually dyed green.

S.AYCOCK, an island of Japan, separated from Niphon, by a
narrow channel. Lon. 132. 2S. E. Lat. 34. 0. N.
SAYD.-X, a town in Upper Saxony, 14 miles SSE. of Freyberg.
SAY PAN, one of the Mariana Island.<, in the E. Indian ocean,

about 20 miles in circumference. Its soil is fertile, and climate se-

rene ; and it abounds in all the necessaries of life. Lon. from 140.

to 150. E. Lat. 14. 30. to 15. 22. N.
SCABIOSA, Scabious ; in botany, a genus of the monogvnia

order, and tetrandria class of plants ; natural order, Aggreg'ala.

Calyx common, many-leaved
;
proper double superior; receptacle

chaffy. There are forly-threespecies.

SC.VBRIDiE, in botany, the name of the fifty-third order in

Liim3;us'sFragments of a Natural Method,consisting of plants with

rough leaves. Among these arc the licus and morus, which yield

by incision a milky juice.

SCjI'.VOLA, in botany, a genus of tlie mouogynia order, and
pentandria class of plants. Corolla one-petakd, with the tube
cloven longitudinally, the border five-cleft and lateral ; drupe in-

ferior, containing one two-celled nut. There are three species
natives of the East Indies.

Scaffold, a timber-work raised in the manner of an amphithe-

atre, for the more commodious viewing of any show or ceremony :

it is also used for a little stage raised iri some public place, whereon
to behead criminals.

Scaffold, among builders, is an assemblage of planks and

boards, sustained by tres^els and jjieces of wood fixed in Ihe vmiII
;

whereon masons, bricklayers, &c. sland to work, in building high

walls, ami plasterers in plastering ceilings, &c.

SCAGEN, SKAGEN, orSCAVN, a fo^n of Denmark. ;.t

r u«
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the exlrcmilv of N. JullaiiJ, eighu-cii mil.-s N. of FLidslrantl.

Lon. 10. 30.' E. Lilt. j7. 4(5. N.

SCAI..A, an ibUiiil of Italy, in Ihe clcpjilnicnt ofllicMJia;

tliiti id anil late tcuitory of Brescia.

ScALA KovA, ;i liamlsome town of Asiatic Turkcj", in Nutoiia,

anciently called Ncajjolis, anJ now by the Tmks Koiisliadusc-, 40
]

miles S. S. K. of Smyrna. Lon. 27. 31. E. lat. 37. 54. N.
|

SCALADO, or 'SCALADE, in the art ot war, is a furious

ass..uit inaile on the wall or rampaii of a city, or other fortified

place, by nieaiis of ladilers, without carrying on works in form, to .,

secure liie men.
SCALDS, in the history of literature, a name given by the an-

cient inhab.luntsof tlie northern countries to .their poets; in whose

wrilings tlieir liistorv is recorded.

SCALE, a ni.aheinaiical instrument, consisting of several lines

drawn on woovi, bia^s, silver, &c. and variously divided, accord-

ing to the purposes it is intended to serve; whence it acquires

various denominations, as the plain scale, diagonal-scale, ploltuig-

scale, Gun'er's-scali-, &c.

Scale, Vie.ts, Construction and Usf. of. The plain scale

is an instrument much used in navigation, &c. lor solving the seve-

ral caH-s of sailing. See Navigation'. Having described the

circle DBCA, (PlaleCLIII. lig. 3,)and divided it into itur quad-

rants, by till' diameiers AB and CD crossing each other at right

anglc-s: 1. To project the line of tangents, from tlie end C ot the

d.ianieter CD, erect the perpendicular CG ; tlien dividing the arch

Cli into nine equal parts, from the centre E, through the several

divisions of (he quadrant CB, draw lines till they cut the perpen-

dicular CG, which will thereby become a line of tangents. 2.

For the semi-tangent*, or half-tangents, let lines be di awn from

the po.nt D, through the same divisions upon the arch CB ;
and

thev will divide the radius BE inlo a line ot semi-tangents, as is

evident from Euclid, lib. 3. prop. 20. 3. For the secants, trans-

Cer the lines drawn from (he centre through the several divi-'ons of

the quadrant CB to form the line of tangents, to the line EB con-

tinued (o F, and the line EF will be a line of secants. 4. For the

sin«s, from the several divisions of the quadrant CB, Ut fall per-

pendiculars upon the radius C;E; whcii uiU thereby be diviiK d

into a line of sines, to be numbered from E to C for the right sines,

and from C to E for the versed sines : and these versed sines may
be continued (o 180°, if the same divisions be transferred on the

other side of the centre E. 5. For the chords : the arch CB being

ilivided into nine equal parts, ii (lie points 10, 20, 30, &:c. if lines

be imagined to be drawn from C to these divisions, they will be

the chords of their respective arches; wherefore setting one foot

of your compasses in the point C, and transferring the several

lengths, C 10, C 20, C 30, &c. to the line CB, it will thereby be

divided into a line of chords. These several lines, which in the

figure are drawn but to every tenth degree, might in the very sJme
manner be constructed (o every degree, if the circle were made
large enough to admit of ninety <listinct divisions in tiie arch of

one of its quadrants. 6. A line of rhumbs is thus constructed :

divide the arch DB into eight equal parts, in the points I, 2,3, 4,

5cc. then setting one foot of the compasses in D, transfer the several

distances D 1, D 2, D 3, from the arch to the line DB ; which by
this means -Adll be divided into a line of rhumbs, each of wliicii

will answer to an angle of 1 1° 1 j'. 7. To construct a line of lon-

gitude, divide the radius EA into si.xty equal parts, marking every
ten Willi their proper numbers ; from these divisions let fall per-

pendiculars upon the arch AD, and having drawn tlie line AD,
with one t'.jot of (he compasses in A, transfer the several distances,

where the perpendirulars cut the arch to the line AD, which will

thereby be tlivided inlo a line of longitude. 8. To project the

fine ol liitilude, the radius CE being already divided into a line of

sines, lay a ruler from tlie point B through each of the said divi-

sions, and mark ilio points cut on the opposite arch AC with the

numbers 10, 20, 30, vVc. then having drawn the line AC, with one
foot of y'.u'r compasses in A, transfi-r the several intersections of

Che arcli to the said line, whidi will theieby become a line of

latitude. 9. To project the hour-line, dra'v the tangent 1 K equal
ami parallel to the diameter CD, and divide half (he arch of each
quadirmt AC, ^n<\ AD, fn-ni the point A, into three equal parts,

vnich will be 15° cr.ch part, for (he degrees of every hour from
twelve to six ; each of which parls are to be again subdivided into

iiaivt!S_,aad.tiuarii;r?, &c. then drawing liucs from the centre K,

through each of their tlivisions and subdivisions, till iheyciilthi;

tangent IK, the said tangent will llicreby be divided into a line of

hours. 10. To the above lines may be added a line of inclina-

tion of meridians, which is projected in the same manner as the

hour-lines ; being only d.vided hito degrees, instead of time, every

lil'teen degrees being equal to an hour. Now it these lines, with

their respective divisions, be transferred to a scile, and there also

be added a line of equal parts, the iiiatrument called the pla n scale

will be completed, us in iig. 4, and as to the uses of tiieae line--,

llio:e of tangents, semi-tangents, and secants, serve to lind the cen-

tres and poles of projected circles, in the stereographic projection

of the sphere, ic. the line of sines serves for the orthographic projec-

tion of the sphere ; the line ol chords serves either to lay down any
angle, or measure the quwutlty of one already laid down ; the line

of rhumbs serves with more readiness than the line of chords, to

lay down or measure the angle of a shii)"s course in navigation

:

the line of longitude being laid down on the scale contiguous to

a line of chords of the same radius, and numbeied the contrary way,
shews bv inspection how many miles there are in a degree of lon-

gitude in each parallel of latitude ; reckoning the latitude upon the

line of chords, and (he miles of longitude upon the line of longi-

tude ; the two lines of latitudes and houi-s are used conjointly, and
serve very readily to mark the hour-lines in the comtruction of

dials, on any kind of ujiriglit planes. For the farther uses of. the

plain-scale, see the articles TRiGoxo.MiiTRY, NAVIGAT^o^(, Men-
SURATIO.N'. &C.

Scale, Diagonal, is projected thus: first draw eleven parallel

lines at equal distances (Plate CLllL lig. 3,) the whole length

ot which being divided into a certain number of equal parts, ac-

cording to the length of the scale, by perpendicular parallels, let

the first division be again subdivided into ten equal parts, both
above and below ; then drawing the oblique lines from the first

perpendicular below to the first subdivision above, and from the

nrst subdivision below to the second subdivision above, &c. the

first space shall thereby be exactly divided into one hundred equal
parts ; for as each of these subdivisions is one-tentli part of the
w hole first space or division, so each parallel above it is one-tenth

of such subdivision, and consequently one-hundredth part of the

whole first space; and if there be ten of the larger divisions, one-
thousandth part of ll'.e whole scale. If therefore the larger divi-

sions be accounted units, the first subdivisions w ill be tenth parts

of an unit ; and the second 5ul)divisions, marked by the diagonals

on the parallels, hundredth parts ot an unit. Again, if the larger

divisions be reckoned (ens, the first subdivisions will be units, and
the second subdivisions tenth par:s: and if the larger divisions be
accounted hundredths, the first subdivisions will be the lens, and
the second units : and so on.

Scale, in architecture and geography, a line divided into equal
parts, placed at the bottom of a map or draught, to serve as a
common measure to all the parts of the building, or all the dis-

tances and places of the map.
Scale, in music, sometimes denominated a gamut, a diagi'am,

a scries, an order, a diapason. It consists of the legu'ar gradations

of sound, by which a composer or perfornier, whether in rising or
descending, may pass Iruin any given tune to another. These
gradations are seven.

Scale, in mathematics. See Logarithmic Lines, under which
title are mentioned some improvements by Mr. Nicholson ;ou
Gunter's scale,

SCALE.\, a town of Naples, In Calabria Ultra, on the sea-
coa^t, 29 miles W. of Cassano, and 44 N. N. W. of Cosenza.
SCALENE, [«•«/( ;i«M, Lat.] in geometry, a triangle that has

its three sides unequal to each other. See Gto.METRv.
SC.\L1GEK, Josti'ii Jl'stus, one of the most learned critics

and writers of this time, wa? bom at Agen, in France, in 1540.
He studied with great assiduity in the college ol Bourdeauii, after
which his father took him uuuer his own care, and employed iiinj

in transcribing his poems ; by which he obtained such a'taite for
portly, tint lielore he was 17 years old he wrote a tragedy ujiun
the subject of Q'.dipiis, in which he introduced all 'he p'oelicai

ornaments of style and sentiment. He went to Paris in 1559, with
a design to apply himself to the Greek tongue. For this purpose
he for two months atteni'ed the lectures of Furnebus; but finding
that in thb usual course he should be a long time in gaiirng his

point, he shut himself up la liis clojtt, and by constant application
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for two years gained a perfect knowledge of that langiia£;e. Afd-r

wliich he applied to the Hebrew, which he learned by himself with

great facility. He made no less progress in the sciences ; and his

writings procured him the reputation of one of the ;Jreate^t men of

that or any other age. He embraced the refoinied religion at 22
years of age. In 1563, he attached himself to Lewis Casteignier

de la Roch Pozay, whom he attended in several journeys ; and in

1593, was offered and accepted of llie place of honorary professor

of the university of Leyden. He died of a dropsy in tliat city in

1609.. He was a man of great temperance; was never married ;

and was so close a studenl, that he often spent whole days iji his

study without eating ; and though his circumstances were always

very narrow, he cur.slantly refused the presents that were ofl'ered

him. He published many works, the principal of which are, I.

Kotcs on Seneca's Tragedies, on V'arro, Ausonius, Pompeius
Festus, &;. 2. Latin Poems. 3. A Treatise de Emendatione
Temportim, 4. Eusebius's Chronicle with Notes. S. Canoncs
]>agogici; and many other works. The collections intituled

Scaligeriana, were collected from his conversations by one of his

friends ; and being ranged into alphabetical order were published

by Isaac Vossius.

"SCALLOP, in ichthyology. See Pecten. In llie High-
lands of Scotland, the great scallop-shell is made use of for the

skimming of milk. In old times, it had a more honourable place ;

being admitted into the halls of heroes, and was the cup of their

festivity wlien the tribe assembled in the hall of their chief-

tain.

SCALPEL, \scnlpMum, Lat.] a kind of knife used in anato-

mical dissections and operations in surgery.

SCALPER, or SCALPING IRON', a surgeon's instrument

used for scraping foul carious bones.

SCALPING, in military history, a barbarous cu.stom, in prac-

tice among the American Indian warriors, of taking off the tops of

the scalps of their enemies' skulls with their hair on. They pre-

serve them as trophies of their victories, and are rewarded by their

chiefs according to the number of scalps they bring in.

SCALPU.\ DENTALIA, instrujiients used by the surgeons

to take off those black, livid, or yellow crusts which infect the

teeth, and not only loosen and destroy them, but taint the

breath.

SCAMACHIE, a city of Pers"a, capital of the province of

Schirvan ; 360 miles S. of Astracan, and 480 N. E. of Diar-

bek.

SCAMANDER, orSCAMANDROS. a celebrated river of

Troas, rising at Mount Ida, and running into the sea, below Si-

^jEum. Homer says it was called Xanthus by the gods. The
feimois runs into it.

ScAMANDER, ill fabutous history,-, th'' son of Corybas and De-
TDodice, who brought a colony from Crete into Phrygia, and set-

tled at the foot of Mount Ida, where he established the festivals of

Cybele.
SCAMMONY, in the Materia Medica, a concreted vegetable

juice of a plant of the same name, partly of the resin and jjarlly of

the gum-kind, of which there are two sorts, distinguished by the

names of the places from whence they are brought. The Aleppo

scamniony is of a spongy texture, light and friable ; it is of a

faint disagreeable smell, and its lasie is bitterisii, very nauseous,

and acrimonious. The Smyrna scammony is considerably hard

and heavy, of a black colour, and of a much stronger buiell and

taste tlian'ihe former; otherwise it much resembles it.

SCAMOZZI, Vincent, a celebrated Italian architect and

writer, born at Vicenza, in 15.Vi. He travelled through most parts

of Europe, and was much employed in the chief citir>; of Italy.

He wrote a celebrated work, intituled Idea deila Architeclura

Lniveisale: 2 vols', fol. Venice, 1615. He died at Venice in

1016, aa;ed 6-1.

SCANDALUM MAGNATUM, in law. is a defamatory

S'leech or writing, to the injury of a person of dignity ; fur which

a writ that bears this name is granted for the recovery of da-

mages.
SCANDINAVIA, a general nameforthe countries of Norway,

Sweden, and Denmark, anciently under the dominion of one

prince. The inhabitants of these countries, in former times, were

excessively addicte<l to war. From their eariiest years they ap-

r^ied themselves to the military art, :tnd accustomed Dieinselves to
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cold, fatigue, and hunger. Even the very sports of youth and
childhood were dangerous.

SCANDIX, Shepherd's Needle, or ^'^,NL'S Co.mb; in

botany, a genus of the digynia order, and ijrntandria class of plants

;

natural order, Umbcllata'. Florets ol the disc most commonly
male ; corolla radiate ; petals emarginate ; fruit awl-shjpeiL
There are eleven species. The most remarkable is S. odorata
with angularly furrowed seeds, a native of Germany.
SCAN I. See SciioNEN.
SCANNING, in poetry, the measuring of verse by feet, in or-

dfer to see whether or not the quantities Tie duly observed. The
term iscliieflv used in Greek i;nd Latin verges. Thus an hex-
ameter verse is scanned by resolving it into sL\ feet: a pentame-
ter, by resolving it into five feet, 8cc.

SCANTLING is a measure, size, or standard, by which the di-

mensions, &c. of things are to be tieterniined. The term i^ par-

ticularly applied to the dimensions of any piece of timber, with re-

gard to its breadth and thickness.

SCANTO, or SPAVENTO, a sudden impression of horror

upon the inind and body. It is extremely dreaded by the inha-

bitants of Sicily ; and the wild ideas of the vulgar part of the in-

habitants respecting it are idmost incredible, and their dread of a

sudiien shock is no less surprising. There is scarcely a symptom,
disorder, or accident, they do not lliink may befal the humiju
frame in con--einience of the scanto.

SCAPEMENT, a general term for the manner of commiui'-

c.iting the impul-e of the wheel to the pendulum of a clock.

Coiiinum scapements consist of the swing-whccl and pallfts only.

See Clock-work.
SCAPOLITE, a mineral found at Arendal, in Norway. It is

of a pearl-colour, and is crystallized in lona, four-sided, rectangu-

lar prisms. Faces longitudinally slieakul. lis specitic gravity is

3.68, and it is hard enough to s'cratch gl;i»-. Fractr.rc foliated in

two directions. Before Ihe blowpipe, it froths and melts iu o
while enamel. It is composed of 4S silica, 30 alumina, 14 linw;, 1

oNide of iron, and 2 water.

SCAPULA, John, the reputed autlior of a Greek lexicon,

"studied at Lausanne. His name is recorded in the annals nf litera-

ture, neither on account of his talents nor learning, nor virtu-

ous industiT, but for a gross act of fraud which he committed

against an eminent literary character ot the l6lh century. Being

employed by Henry Stephens as a corrector to his press, while he

was publishing his Thesaurus Lingua- Gra'c.T, Scapula extracted

those words and explications which he reckoned most useful,

comprised them in one volume, and published them as an original

work, with his own name. The compilation and printing of the

Thesaurus liad cost Stephens immense kbour and expeiice ; but it

was so much admired by those learned men to whom he had shewn

it, and seemed to be of such essential importance to the acqiiisiticn

of the Greek language, that he reasonably hoped his labour would

be crowned with honour, and the monev he had expended would

be repaid by a rapid and extensive sale. But b>-fore his work

came abroad, Scapula's abridgement appeared; which, from its

size and price, was tpiickly purchased, while the Thesaurus itself

lav neglected in the author's hands. The consequence was, a

bankruptcy on the part of Stephens, while he who ha<l occasioned it

was enjoying the fruits of his treachery. Scapula's Lexicon was

lii-st printed in l.'>70, in 4to. It was attcrwi.rds enlarged and pub-

lished in folio. It has gone through several editions, while the

valuable work of Stevens lias never l)een reprinted. Its success is,

however, not owing to its superior merit, but lo its price and more

commodious size. Stephens charges the author w ith omitting many
important articles. He accuses him of misunderstanding and per-

viuing his meaning ; and of tracing out absurd and Iritliug ety-

mologies, which he himself had been careful to avoid. lie com-

puaccfthe following epigram on Scapula :

Quidatn fTiT/(.(vio» me capulo tenus abdidit ensem

iFger eram a Scapulis, sanus et hue rcdeo.

Doctor Bushy, so much celebrated for his knowledge of the Greek

language, and his success in teaching it, would never perniii his

scholars at Westminster school to make use of Scapula. The best

edition is that of Elzwiii London and Amsterdam 16i2. A good

ciipv sells for from 10 to 15 guineas.

Scapula, in anatoiny. See ,'\natomy.

SCA PULAR, the name of tw o pair of arteries, and as many veins.

(3 \j ScArvuvK,
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Scapular, or Scapulary, a p;lrl of t!ic h;il)it of fovi-ral lelt-

g'oiB oalcrs ill the church oi Roijn', worn over the gown as a

badge of peculiar voiieration for the Blessed Vir"in.

SCAR NOSE, a Ciipe of Scotl.ind, on the N. coast of Banff-

shire. Loii. 2. 40. \V. Lat. 57. 40. N. .

SCAIU, or SCAli KN, a town of Sweden, in AV. Gothland, S

of lake Wenner, 66 miles N. E. of Gotteiilnirg. ' Loii! I'i. U. E.

l.at. 58. 16. N.
SCAR AB.i:US, the Beetle, in zobfogy, a ge^tis of insects of

the culeoptera order. AMteiina' clavate, fissile loiigHiidiiially ; le,^

frequently denated ; feelers four ; lliefe are several hundred spe-

cies.

S. Capricobnus, the small Gilded CAraicoRN, is of a tiue

gold colour, but in some lights has a cast ot i^reeu and purple. It

is often found among reeds by the banks of rivers.

S. Carabus, tlie May-bug, Dorr-iseetle, or Cock-chaf-
PER, has like all the rest, a pair of cases to its wing*, which are of

a reddish brown colour, sprinkled an ith a whitish dust, which easily

«omes oir. In some years their necks are seen covered wilii a red

plate, and in others with a black ; these, however, are distinct sorts,

and their dilference is by no means accidental.
' S. FuLLO, or V^ARiEGATtD Beetle, is ail elegant insect. It is

iit?arly twice the size of the cockchafer, and of an elegant chesmit-

colour, with the wing-sheaths beautifully marbled with white va-

riegations. It is common in many parts of Europe-, but extremely

ijre in England. See Plate CXX.X.V1.
'

S. Hercules, the Elephant-Beetle, is the largest of this

kind hitherto known; and is found in South .America, particularly

in Guinea and Surinam, as well as about the river Oioonoko. It

is of a black colour ; and the whole body is covered with a very

liard shell, full as thick and as strong as that of a small einb. Us
length, from the hiiidcr part to the eyes, is almost four inches ;

and from the same part to the end of the proboscis or trunk, 4|.

The transverse diameter of the body is 2-J inches j and the breadth

of each elytron, or case for the wings, is aii inch and three

tenths. See Plate CXXVI.
SCARBA, SKARBA, an island of Scotland, on the W. coast

of ArgvlUhire, and at the N. end of the island of jura.

SCARBOROUGH, a town ol Yorkshire, in the North Rid-

ing. Eon. 54. IS. E. Lat. 0. 30. N.
_

_'. '

SCAKDONA, a sea-port-town of Maritiine Austria, in Dal-

niatia. It is thirty-live miles N. W. of Spalatio. Lon. 17. 25. E.
Lat. 43. ."iS. N.
SC.\KFING, a term in carpentry, by which is meant the join-

ing of two beams of wood togeiher to increaise the length: the

beams in the joint are indenleu into one iiiother.

SCARIFICATION, in surge:y, the operation of making seve-

ral incisions in the skin by means of lancets^ or other instruments,

particularly the cuppinc; instrument.

SC.\Rl,E T. In painting in water-colouVs^'minium mixed with

a little Vermillion produces a good scarlet : but if a flower in a

print is to be painted a scarlet colour, the lights as well as the
rhides should be covered witi) minium, and the shaded parts

finished with carmine, which 'vill produce an admirable scarlet.

Scarlet, is a beautiful bright red colour given to cloth, either

by a preparation of kernies, or more completely by the American
cochineal.

ScARLFT Fever. See Medicine.
SCARO, the capital of the island of Santorini. Lon. 25. 28. E.

Lat. 36. lO.N.
SCAUP, in geography, one of the Western Islands of Scotlond ;

about two miles long and one broad, near the W. coast of the isle

of Lewis.

Scarp, in fortification, is the interior talus, or slope of the ditch
ne.Kt the place, at the foot of the rampart.

.Soaup, in heraldry, the scarf which military commanders wear
for ornament. It is borne somewhat like a balloon sinister, but is

broader than it, and is continued out to the edges of the field,

whereas the battoon is cut oltat each end.

SCARPANTO, an island of (lie .Vrchipelago, and one of the
Sporades, S. W. of Rhodes, and N. E. of Candia ; anciently Car-
pathiis.

SCARPE, a river of France, which has its source near Aubig-
ny, ill the depajUneul of the Straits of Calais, and late province of
Artoi*.

SCARUS, a genus of fislies of the order thoracici. The ge-

neric character is, jaws bony, divided in the middle, crenated

on the edge ; the tcc-th connate and congloraerato. There are

eight species.

SCAVAGE, a toll or custom anciently exacted by mayors,

sheriffs, and bailiffs, of the cities and tow'ns-corporate, and of mer-

chant-strangers, for wares exposed and oilered for sale within their

liberties ; which was prohibited by 19 Hen. VII. But the city of

Londi.n still retains this custom.

SCAVENGERS, two officers annually chosen hi every parish

in London and its suburbs by the church-wardens, constables, and
other inhabitants, to hire persons called rakers, with carts, to clean

the streets, and cairy away the dirl and filth, with the ashes and
tiust from every hou^e.

SCENE, [<r)i.i/n,] in its primary sense, denoted a theatre, ot the

place where dramatic pieces and other public shows were e.t-

hibited.

ScEN'K is also a part or division of a dramatic poem. Thus
plays are divided into acts, and acts are subdivided into scenes; ii.

which sen^e the scene is properly the persons present at, or con-

cerned in, the acti,on on the stage at such a time : whenever, there-

fore, a new actor api)ears, or an old one disappears, the action i<

changed into other hands ; and therefore a new scene then comj
mences. It is one of the laws of the stage, that the scenes be well

connected ; that is, that one succeed another in such a manner as

that the stage may be never quite cnipt) till the end of the act.

See Poetry.
SCENOGRAPHY, [^x-iv.; and yj^fu.,] in perspective,^ is a re»

presentation of a body on a perspective plane ; or a descriplion
thereof in all its dimensions, such as it appears to the eye. Sec
Perspective.
SCENOPEGIA, [Cx.„oxr/e^] the feast of Tabernacles,-among

the Jews. ».

SCENT. See Anatomy, Smell, and Smelli.n-g.

SCEPTICS, [iVom try.Ei:TO|a!(s I consider,] an ancient sect of
philosophers, foundetl by Pyrrhn, who, according to Laerlins, hud
various other denominations. From their master lliey were called
Pyrrhonians; from the distinguishing tenets or characteristic of
their philosophy they derived the name of Aporetici, from a-ro^i;,;

to doubt ; from their suspension and hesitation they were called
ephectici, from etix"', to stay or keep back ; and lastly, they were
called zetetici, or seekers, from their never getting beyond the
search of truth. That the sceptical philosophy is absurd, can ad-
mit of no dispute in the present age ; and that many of the fol-

lowers of Pyrrho carried it to the most ridiculous height, is no less

true. Bill we cannot believe that he himself was so extravaganllv
sceptical as has sometimes been asserted, when we reflect on the
[larticulars of his life, which are still preserved, and the respectful

manner in which we find him mentioned by his contemporaries
and writers of the first name who flourished soon ;ifler him. The
truth, as far as. at this distance of lime it can be discovered, seems
to be, that he learned from Democritus to deny the real existence
of all qualities in bodies, except those which are es-ential to pri-

mary atoms, and that he referred every thing else to the percep-
tions of the mind produced by external objects, in other words, lo

appearance and opinion. All knowledge of course appeared lo
hnn to depend on the fallacious report of the senses, and conse-
quently to be uncertain ; and m this notion he was confirmed by
the general spirit of the Eleatic school in which he was educated,
lie was further confirmed in his scepticism by the subtilties of the

Dialectic schools, in which he had been instructed by the son of

Stilpo ; choosing to overturn the cavils of sophistry by recurring

lo the doctrine of universal uncertainty, and thus breaking tlie

knot which he could not unloose. For being naturally and habi-

tually inclined to consider immoveable tran(]uillity as the great

end of all philosophy, he was easily le'd to despise the dissensions

of the dogmatists, and to infer from their endless disputes, the
uncertainty of the <|uesiions on wKich they debated ; controversy,

as it has often ha|)pened to others, becoming also with respect to

him the jKaent of scepticism. Numerous sceptics have arisen in

modern tunes, varying in their principles, manners, and character,

asch.ince, prejudice, vanity, weakness, or indolence, prompted
them. The great obiect, however, which they seem lo have in

view, is to overturn, or at least to weaken, the evidence of ana-

logy, experience, and testimony ; some of them have even at-

tempted
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tempted to shew, that the axioms of geometry are uncertain, ami

its dciiioiistrations inconclusive. This last attempt has not iiuleecl

been often made ; but tlie chief aim of Mr. Hume's philosophical

writiims is to intrixluce doubts into every branch of i)hysirs, mt-ta-

pliysics, history, ethics, and theology. It is needless to give a

specimen of his reasonings in support of modern scepticism, and

such of our readers as relish speculations of that nature can be no
strangers lo his P^^says, or to the able confutations of them by Doc-
tors Keid, Can)pbeil, Gregory, and Beattie, who have likewise

exposed the weakness of tlie sceptical reasonings of Des Cartes,

Malbranche, and other philosophers of the same school.

SCKFTRE is a kind of royal slalT, or batoon, borne on solemn

occasions by kings, as a badge of their command and authority.

Nicod derives the word from the Greek o-xhitjov, which he says,

originally sig'ilried " a javelin," vvhich the aucient kings usually

bore as a badge of their authority ; that instrument being in very

great veneration am^ng the heathens. But crxti7:T{ov does not pro-

j>erly signify a javelin, but a staff to rest upon, trom o-xti-ila;, iiiiii-

tor, "I lean upon." Accordingly, in the simplicity of the earlier

agfs of the world, the sceptres ot kings were no otiier than long

walkinj-itave, : and Ovid, in speaking of Jupiter, describes him
a* resting on his scepire (Met. i. v. 17b.) The sceptre is an ensign

of royalty of greater antiquity than the crown.

Sceptre, one of the six new constellations of the southern he-

^lli^phere, consisting i>f seventeen stars. See Astronomy.
SCHAALSrONE, in mineralogy, a species of the calc ge-

nus, is of a greyish white colour, with varieties: it occurs massive,

and the lustre ot its pruicipal fracture is shining and nearly pearly.

It is translucent, brittle, easily frangible, and not very heavy. It

has hitherto been found only iuTeineswar, accompanied by ores

of copper. It is composed of lime and silica.

SCHACFFEKA, in botany, a genus of the telrandria order,

and diopcia class of plants. Calyx quadripetalous ; corolla qua-

dripetalous, quinquepetalous, anJ often wanting; fruit a bilocular

berry with one seed. There are two species, natives of Ja-

maica.

SCHAFFHAUSEN, a canton of the Helvetic republic, for-

merly the I'Jlh in rank, bounded on the N. and W. by Suabia.

It is '22 miles long, and 10 broad ; and produces all the necessaries

of life, as wine, lisii, wood, llax, horses, sheep, wool, black cattle,

and deer.

ScH.vFFHAUSEhf, Capital of the above canton, 23 miles N.
bv E. of Zurich, and 39 E. of Basil. Lou. 8. 51. E. Lat. 47.

39. N.
SCHALATZKOI, a cape on the N. coast of Russia, on the

Frozen Sea. Lon. 169. 25. E. Lat. 68. 25. N.
SCHAMUE, a river of West Florida, which runs into Pensa-

fola Bay. Lon. 87. 12. W. Lat. 30. 28. N.
SCHANTZ-STRENEY, a fortress of 'Russian Finland, in

Carelia, on the Neva, E. of Petersburgh. Lon. 31.15. E. Lat.

*>0. 0. N.
SCH.VREDJE, an island in the Gulf of Persia, near Arabia.

SCHARM, or DSJERM, a sea-port-town of Arabia, on the

Red Sea, 67 miles S. S. W. of Medina.
SCH ADEN BURG, a county in Westphalia.

SciiAUEN'BURG, the capital of the above countv, lies 8 miles S.

E. ofMindeu. Lon. 8.51. E. Lat. 5i. 17. N.
SCHAUM EARTH, or FOAMING EARTH, in minera-

logy, a species of the calc genus, is of a very ligl t yellowish,

nearly silver-wliite colour, approaching sometimes to greyish-white.

It occurs massive and disseminated, sometimes loose and compos-
ed of fine scaly particles, or intermediate between friable and

loose. Its lustre is betv.een shining and glistening. It is soft,

friable, line, but not greasy. With acids it effervesces, and is dis-

solved in them. It is a carbonate of lime, found in Thiiringia and

in the north of Ireland.

SCHEDUAN, an island in the Red Sea, 8 miles long, and 5

broad ; equidistant from the coasts of Asia and Africa.

SCHEDULE, a scroll of paper or parchment, annexed to a

will, lease, or other deed ; containing an inventory of goods, or

«ome other matter omitted in the body of the deed. The word is

a diminutive of the Latin nclieda, or Greek cxfJi, a leaf or piece

of paper.

SCHEELE, Charles AViLUAM, a late eminent Swedish che-

mist, boru on the lOlli December, 17-1?, at Slralsiiud. Wiien

very young he received the usual education at a private school ;

and was aherwards advanced to an academy. He was led by a

natural propensity to the study of chemistry, and took, great plea

sure in performing cheiTiical* experiments. In tlie different

branches of this science he made several important discoveries,

and wrote a variety of interesting dissertations. Most of his essays

have been published in French, by Madame Picardet, and Mons.
Mo'-veau ol Dijon. Dr. Beddoes also has made a very valuable
English translation of the greater part of Scheele's dissertations,

to which he has added some useful and ingenious notes. On
the 19th of May 1786, he was confined to his bed, and died on
the 21st.

SCIIEER, a town and lordship of Swabia, on the Damibe, 3
miles N. W. of Mengen. and 44 S. of Stuttgard.

SCHEFFLERA, in botany, a genus ot the pentandria deca-

gynia class ai;d order. Calyx five-toothed; coiolla five-pe-

taled ; capsule eiglit or ten-Celled ; seeds solitary, semicircu-
lar. It has but oue species, viz. S. digilata, a native of New
Zealand.
SCHEHALLIEN, SCHEHALLION, SHECHALLION,

or THICIl AI.LIN, a high mountain of Scotland, in Rannoch,
Pertiishire, famous in tlie annals of science, for an experiment
made upon it, by professor Maskelyne, the late astruivomer royal,

to determine the universal attraction of matter, and which proved
decisive in favour of the trutis of the Newtonian doctrine of at

traction and gravitation.

SCHEINER, Christopher, a German mathematician, as-

tronomer, and Jesuit, eminent for being the first who discovered
spots on the sun, was born at Schwaben m the territory of Mid^
dleheim in 1575. He first discovered spots on the sun's disk in

161 1, and made observations on these phenomena at Rome, until

at length reducing them to order, he published them in one vol.

folio in 1630. He wrote also some other tracts relating to mathe-
matics and philosophy ; and died in 1660.

SCIIELD, or SCHELDT, a river of France and Batavia,

which rises in the department of Aisne, and runs N. E. by Cam-
bray, Oudenarde, &c. and then runs N. to Antwerp, and a little

below Schowen falls into the sea.

Scheldt, or Escalt, a department of France, comprehend-
ing part of the late province of Austrian E'ianders. Ghent is the

capital.

SCHELENBURG, a town in Westpiialia,'7 miles E. of Osni-
burgh.

SCHELESTADT, a town of France, in the department of

Ujiper Rhine and late province of AUace, 20 miles S. W. of Stras-

burg.

SCHELLA, a town of Upper Hungary, 25 miles N. E. of
Presburg. Lon. 17. 40. E. Lat. 48. 32. N.
SCHELLENBERG, or SCHELLENBURG, a town and

fort of Bavaria, 5 miles N. N. E. ef Berchtoldsgaden, and 22 W. of
Ingoldstadt. Lon. 10.58. E. Lat. 48. 46. N.
SCH ELIDING, an island of Batavia, in the department of

Eems, and late province of Frieseland : about 15 miles long,

and 3 broad, 15 miles N. of Harlingen. Lon. i. 10. E. Lat.

53. 20. N.
SCHEME, [<rx''/^'».] a draught or representation of any astro-

nomical or geometrical figure, or problem, by lines sensible to the
eye ; or of the celestial bi)dies in their proper places for any givtit

moment. It is otherwise called a diagram.

SCHEMNITZ, a town of Upper Hungary, Lon. 19. 0. E.
Lat. 48, 40. N.
SCHENECTADY, a post-towu of New York, in Albany

countv.

SClIENING, or SKENING, a town of Sweden, in East
Gothland, 8 miles S. E. of Wastcna. Lon. 15.47. E. Lai. 58,

12. N.
SCHERARDIA, in botany, a genus of the tnonogynia orucr,

.ind tetrandria class of plants. Corolla monopetaloiis, funnel-
shaped ; seeds two, three-toothed.

SCHERMBECK, or SCHERNBECK, a town in Westpha-
lia, on the E. or right bank of the Rhine, 27 miles E. of

Clevcs.

SCHESBURG, a town of Transylvania, divided into Upper
and Lower towns, 47 wiles E. S. E. of Colosvar, and 120 N. E.
of Temesvar.

SCHESCHMINSK,
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SCHESCHMIXSK, a town uf Russia, in Kazan; 60 miles

S. E. of Kazan. Lon. .iO. 53. E. Lat. jj. 0. X.
SCHEUCIIZERIA, Lesser Flowkrin-g Rush; in botany,

a gi-nui ol tlic iiigvnia order, and licxandria class ol plants ; natu-

ral order, Tiipetaioidc-.T. Calyx sexpanite ; no corolla, nor are

there any styles; capsule three, inflated, inonospermous.

SCHlECHS, or SCHEICHS, among the Arabs, is a name
applies to their nobk-s.

SCHIEDAM, a town of Batavia in the department of Delft,

and l::le i)rovmee of South Holland, 4 miies W. of Rotlcnlam.

SCHIEFER SPAR, one of the species of carbonate of lime.

It is of a grey colour, passing to red, and even in •^onie specimens

,to green. It is fonnd massive; texture foliated; it is brittle;

feels unc^uous ; and may be scratched with the nail. Specific

gravity 2.7. It is composed of carbonate of lime, with some silica,

and oxide of iron.

SCHILLER-STONE, in mineralogy, a species of the talc

qenus, of an olive green : usually disseminated and massive, pro-

l)ably also crvstallized. Lustre sinning, passing into semi-metallic
;

fracture perfectly foliate. Soft, slightly brittle, easily fninaiblc.

and not particularly heavy. It is found in Saxony, Cornwall, and
Scolland.

SCH ILTACH, a town of Suahia, in Wurtemburg, 24 miles S.

W. of Stuttsjard. Lon. S. 22. E. Lat. 43. 15. N.
SCHIN US, in botany, a genus of the dioecia decandria class

and order ; natural ord'Jr, Diimosx. Calyx five-parted ; petals

live: female, berry three-celled. There are two species, viz. S.

niolle, Peruvian inaslich-tree, and S. areira, Brasdian mastich-

SCHIRAS, SCHIRAUZ, or SCHIBAZ, a town of Per-

sia, capital of Farsistaii. The ruins of the famous Pei-<epolis

are 30 miles N. E. of this place. Lon. 5(5. 0. E. Lat. £9.

3(5. N.
SCHIRVAN, a province of Persia, bounded on the N. by

Dage-tan ; E. and S. E. by the Caspian Sea ; S. \V. by Envan,
and \V. by Georgia. It is about ] 50 m^les long, and 90 broad.

The soil is very fertile, producing excellent wheat, rice, and bar-

ley. The climate is so m'dd, that the cattle are kept abroad all

the year.

SCHISM, [crjLiff^,] a term thietiy used of separations liap-

pening from diversity of (ipinicr.s among people previously o! the

tame religion and faith. Among ecclesiastical authore, the great

schism of the West i- that which happened in liie times of Cle-

ir.ent VH. and Urban VI. which divided the church tor forty or

titty year=, and was at length ended by the election of Martin V.
at tiie council of Constance. The Romanists number 34 schisms

in their church. They bestow the name English schism on the

reformation of religion in tlrs klugdrm. Those of the church
of England apply the term schism to the separation of the non-

conformists, viz. the presbylerians, independents, and anabap-
tists, &c.
SCHISTUS, or SIIISTUS, in mineralogy, a name given to

several difTercnt kinds ot stones, but more especially to some of

the argillaceous kind; as, 1. 7'he bluish purple scUistus or com-
mon siate. This is so soft that it may be slightly scraped with the

nail, and is of a very brittle lamellated texture. It is fusible per
?e ill a strong heat, ;-.ikI runs into a black scoria. It consists of 26
p.n Is of alumina, 46 silica, 8 magnesia, 4 lime, and 14 oxide of

iron. 2. The pyrit.iceous schistus is of a grey colour, brown,
blue, or black ; and capable of more or less decomposition bj
exposure to the air, according to the quantity of pyritous matter it

contains, and the state of the iron in it. The aluminous schis'us

bi longs to this species. 3. The bi'.uminous schistus is generally

black, and of a lamellated texture, of various degrees of hardness,

not giving fire with stev I, but emitting a strong.smell wlien heated,

and sometimes without being heated. M. yiagellan mentions a

specimen which burns like coal, with a strong smell cf mineral bi-

tumen, but of a yellowish brown, or rather dark ash-colour, found
in Yorkshire.

SCHLEYDEN, a town in Westphalia, 40 miles N. of
Treves.
SCHLISSELRURG, a town of Russia, in tht? province of

Petersburch. en Lake Ladoga; 32 miles E. of Petersburgh.
SCHMIEUELIA, in botany, a genus of the digynia order,

ajid octaiidria class of plants. Calyx diphyllousj corolla tetrape-

9

taloiis ; germina pedicellated, longer than the flower. It has but
one species, a tree of the East Indies.

SCHMIT, or I.SCHMITH, a city of Asiatic Turkey, 53
miles S. W. of Constantinople. Lon. 29. 30. E. Lat. 40.

30. N.
SCHOENOBATES, [from the Greek, <Tyj»<^, a rope, and

/Souvu', I walk,] a name which the Greeks gave to their rope-dan-
cers : by the Itonians called funambuli.

SCHOENUS, BAST.iRD Cypriss, Marsh, oi Round Rush;
in botany, a genus of the monogynia order, and triandria class of
plants ; natural order, Calamaria'. Glumes chafi'y, univalve,
thickset; no corolla ; seed one, round'-h, between the glumes.
SCHOEPFIA, in botany, a genus of the pentandria monogy-

nia class and order ; natural order, Aggregate. Calyx double,
outer bifid, inferior, inner superior, quite entire ; corolla bell-

shaped ; stigma capitate ; drupe one-seeded. Tl;e only species,

is S. Americana, a native of Santa Cruz and Montserrat.

SCHOL.^STIC, [.,-;<^:>.ar'x©',] something belonging to the
schools. See School. Scholastic was a long time a title of ho-
nour, at first only given to such as distinguished themselves bv
their eloquence in declaiming, &c. Scholastic divinity, is that

part or species of divinity which clears and discusses questions by
reason and arguments, in which sense it stands, in some measure,
opposed to positive divinity, which is founded on the authority of
fathers, councils, &c. Tiie school-divinity is now fallen into the

last contempt, and is scarcely regarded any where, but in some of
the universities, where they are still by their charters obliged to

teach it.

SCHOLIAST, or COMMENTATOR, a grammarian, who
writes scholia, that is, notes, glosses, &c. upon ancient authors,

who have written in the learned languages. See the next ar-

ticle.

SCHOLIUM, a note, annotation, or remark, occasionally

made on some passage, proposition, or the like. This term is

much used in geometry, and other parts of mathematics, « here

after demonstrating a |)roposition, it is customary to point out
how it might be done some other way, or to give some advice, or
precaution, in order to prevent mistakes, or add some particular

use or application thereof.

SCHOMBERG, Fredekic-Ar.mas'd, Duke of, a distin-

guished ol'licer, sprung from an illustrious family in Germany, and
the son of count Schomberg by an English lady, daughter of lord

Dudley, was born in 1608. lie served lirst under Frederic Hen-
ry, prince of Orange, and his son William, but in 1650 he passed

into the French service, and obtained the government of Grave-
lines and Femes. In 1661 he was sent to Portugal, wl.ere he com-
manded with such success as to force Spain to make a peace. On
the revocation of the edict of Nantes, he left F>ance and went to

Brandenburg, the elector of which, made him minister of state.

He accompanied the prince of Orange to England at the revolu-

tion, was created a peer, made knight of the garter, and had a
large sum voted him by parliament. In 16&9 he went with Wil-
liam to Ireland, and was nhot by mistake as he was crossing the

Boyiie, bv the French refugees of his own regiment.

SCHpNECK, SCHONECKEN, or SCHOINECK, a town
of France, in the department of the Sarrr, and late electorate of
Treves, 26 mile? S. of Limburg, and 27 N. of Treves. Lon. 6.

26. E. Lat. 50. 12. N.
SCHONEN, SCANIA, SCONE, or SKONEN, a pro-

vince of Sweden, bounded on the N. by Halland and Smaland

;

E. by Bleckingen and the Baltic ; S. by the Baltic, and W. by
the Sound, which sej)arates it from Zealantl. It is 65 miles long
from N. to S. and 4S broad from I'>. to W. It is the most fertile

and levtd spot in all Sweden, and prodiues all the usual crops.

It abounds in pit-coal, chalk, aliiin, sulphur, and amber. The
nativis carry on a great trade in oaktiinber, mili-stone, cordage,
honev, tish, homes, sheep, and black cattle.

,

SCHONGAU, or SCIiONGAW, a town of Upper Bavaria,

on the Lech, 8 miles S. of Weilhaim, and 30 from Augsljurg.

SCHOOL, a public place, wherein the languages, the arts, or
sciences, are taught. The Latin siltola, according to Du Cange,
signifies discipline an<l correction ; he adtls, that it was anciently

used, in general, for all places wIkic several persons met together,

to study, converse, or do any other matter. Accordingly, then;

were scholi palatini', being the several posts wliciein the einperor's

guards
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>?u,ii-(ls were placed ; schola scutarionini, scliola gentiliiim, &c.

At length the term passed also to civil magistrates; and accord-

inglv ill the code, we meet with schola cliartulariorum, schola

agentium, &c. and even to ecclciiastics, as schola cantormn,

schola saccrdotum, &c. The Hebrews vere very diligent to

teach the laws that they had received from Moses. The father

of the family taiight them in his own family. The Rabbins taught

(hem in the temple, in the synagogues, and in the academies.

They pretend, tliat even before the deluge there were schools

for knowledge and piety, of which the patriarchs had the direc-

tion.

ScHoois, C'harity, are those set apart by pnblic contribu-

tions, or private donations, for the instruction of poor tl'.iidren,

who could not otherwise enjoy the benefits of educ;ition. In no
country are these more numerous thaH in Great Britain, where
charily and benevolence are characteristic of the nation.

Schools, Sunday, are another species of charity-schools,

lately instituted, and now pretty common in Great Britain. The
institution is evidently of the first importance; and it properly

encouraged must have a very favourable effect on the morals of

the people, as it tends not only to preserve the children of the

poor from spending Sunday in idleness, and of consequence in dis-

bipation and vice, but enables them to lay in for the conduct and

comfort of their future life a stock of useful knowledge and vir-

tuous principle?, which, if neglected in early life, will seldom be
sought for or obtained amidst the hurry of business and the cares

^id temptations of the world. The excellent founder of Sundav-
schools was the late Mr. Raikes, a gentleman of Gloucestershire,

wlio, together with Mr. Stock, a clergyman in the same county,

and who, we believe, was equally instrumental in the busine^s with

Mr. Raikes, shewed the example, and convinced many of the uti-

lity of the plan.

SCHOONER, in sea-language, a small vessel with two masts,

whose main-sail and fore-sail are suspended from galTs, reaching

from the mast towards the stern, and stretched out below by
booms, whose foremost ends are hooked to an iron, which clasps

the must so as to turn therein as upon an a.\is, when the after-ends

are swung from one side of the vessel lo the other.

SCHOONHAVEN, or SCHOONHOVEN, a town of Ba-

t-avia, in the department of Delft, and late province of South Hol-
land, 10 miles N. E. of Dort, 13 S. W, of Utrecht, and 14 E. of

Biotterdam.

SCHORL, in mineralogy, a species of the flint genus, which
is divided by Werner into two sub-species, v't?,. the common schorl

and the tourmaline. The common schorl is black. It occurs of-

ten massive and disseminated, seldom in rolled pieces, and fie-

quently crystallized. Tourmaline, called also electricus tiinnalin,

is of a'green or brown colour, passing into others even to the in-

digo blue. The colours are mostly dark. It occurs very seldom
nvassive, oftener in rolled pieces, but most frequently crystallised;

The crystals are genfirally three-sided prisms; they are usually

imbedded ; the internal lustre is splendent and vitreous. It is

hard and "asily frangible. Specific gravity from 3.81 to 3. .36.

SCllOKNDORF, a town of Suabia, in \V urtcmberg, 16 miles

:E. of Stutgard, and 28 N. N. W. of Ulm.
SCHOTIA, in botany, a genus of the monogynia order, and

decandria class of plants ; natural order, Lomentacea". Calyx
!ive-cleft; petals five, inserted into the calyx, closed by the sides

lying over each other; legume pcdicelled. There is but one
species, viz. S. speciosa, lentiscus-leaved schotia. It is a native of

Senei-al and the Cape of Good Hope.
St HOUTKN's ISLANj), an island or a cluster of islands in

the East Iii<lian Ocean, 120 miles in circumference. Lon. 135.

25. E. Lat.O. 46 S.

SCIIOUVVEN, or SCHOWEN, an island of Batavia, in the

department of the Meuse, and late province of Zealand ; be-

tween the islands of Goree and Beeveland, and N. E. of Wal-
cheren.
SCllRADERA, in botany, a genus of the liexandria mono-

gynia class and order. Cahxa superior rim, quite entire ; co-

rolla live or six-clelt ; stigmas two; berry one-celled, many-seed-
ed. There are two species, viz. S. ciipitata and S. cephalotes.

SCH K.AMBERG, a town of Germany, in Hohenberg, on
the Schiltach, 10 miles N. W. ol Rolhweil, and 12 S. of Freii-

tleiistadt.
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SCHRATTENTAAL, a town of Austria, 15 miles W. of
Laab, and 33 N. N. W. of Vienna.
SCHREBERA, in botany, a genus of the digynia order, and

pentandria class of plants. Calyx tvvo-lip|)ed ; corolla from five

to seven cleft; capsule pear-shaped, two-celled, two-vab. ed ; seeds
from eight tpten, membranaceous winged. There is but one spe-
cies, viz. S. swietenioides.

SCHR01u:Ni]AUSEN, a town of Upper Bavaria, Smiles
S. S. E. of Ncuburg, and 'Jl N. E. of Augsburg.
SCIIUYLKIJ^L, a beauliuil river ot Pennsylvania, which rises

in Luzerne county, N. W. ot the Kittatiny mountains, and falls

into the Delaware, six miles below that city, opposite Mud Island.

SCHWABACH, a town of Frauconia, in Anspach, 10 miles
S. S. VV. of Nuremberg, and II E. of Anspach.
SCHWALBACH, a town in the Upper Rhine, nine miles N.

of Menlz. Lon. 8. 20. E. Lat. 50. 0. N. .

SCHWALBEA, in botany, a genus of the angiospermia order,
and didynamia class of plants. Calyx four-cleft, the upper lobe
very small ; the lowest very large and tmarginate. There is but
one species, viz. S. Americana.
SCH^^ AR lENBUKG, or SCHWARTZBURG, a town and

castle of L'pper Saxony, in the landgravale of Thuringia, 20 miles
S. E. of Erford, and 35 N. of Cullembach.
SCHWARTZ, atownot (iermany, in Tyrol, 14 miles N. E-

of Innspruck. Lon. 11. 42. K. Lat. 47. 21. N.
SCUWAinZEMBEKG, or SCIiWARTZEMBURG, a

town in Francoiiia, and capilal of a princii)ulity of the sume name,
5 miles N. W. of Nuremberg, and 20 E. of Wertzlnirg. Lon.
10. 27. E. Lat. 49. 43. N.
SCIIWARTZENBUKG, a town of the Helvetic republic, in

the canton of Berne, 10 miles S. E. of Friburg, and 17 S. S. W.
of Berue.

SCHWARZENBERG, a county of Franconia, six miles long,.

and one broad, between Wurzburg and Bamberg.
ScHWARZENBERG, the Capital of the above county, 16 miles

N. of Anspach, and 26 E. S. E. of Wurzburg.
SCH VVATZ, a town of Germany, in 1 yrol, 14 miles E. N. E.

of Innspruck, and 54 .S. W. of Saltzburg.

SCH WEI DNITZ, a large and populous principality of Silesia.

ScHWEiDNiTZ, a strong town, capital of the above principa-

lity; 27 miles S. E. of Lignitz, and 26 S. W. of Breslaw. Lon.
!6. 48. E. Lat. 50. 46. N.
SCHWEINFURT, a town in Franconia, 27 miles N. E. of

Wirtzburg, and 22 W. of Bamberg. Lon. 10. 25. E. Lat. 50.

4._N.
SCHWENKFELDIA, in botany, a genus of the monogynia

order, and pentandria class of plants. Involucre four- leaved ; co-

rolla funnel-form; stigmas five; berry five-celled, many-seeded.
There are three species.

SCHWENKIA, in botany, a genus of the nionogyn'a order,

and diandria class of plants. Corolla almost equal, plaited at the

throat, glandulous; there are three barren stamina ; capsule bilo-

cular, polyspermous. It has but one species.

SCHWERIN, a principality of Germany, in the late circle of
Lower Saxony.
ScHwERiN, the capital city of the above principality, the usual

residence of the dukes of Mecklenburg-Schwerin, seated on the

lake ; 34 miles E. S. E. of Lubeck, 35 S. W. of Gustrow, and 40
E. N. E. of Lauenberg. Lon. 1 1. 53. E. Lat. 53. 48. N.
SCHWERTE, a town of Germanv, in the county of Mark* 34

miles E. N. E. of Dusseldorf, an<l 3s"N. N. E. of Cologn.
SCHWINBURG, a town of Denmark, on the E. coast of the

isle of Funen. Lon. 10. 50. E. Lat. 54. 4. N.
SCHWITZ, SCHWEITZ, or SWITZ, a canton of the Hel-

vetic republic, the fifth in order. It is bounded on the N. by
the canton of Zurich, and E. by that of (JIarus. The country is

mountainous, but has fertile valleys, and has been improved to a

surprising degree by the industry of the inhabitants. The princi-

pal trade is in cattle. The air is puic and salubrious.

SCHWnZ, orSWrrZ, thecapimlof the above canton, 13

miles S. E. of Lucerne, and 26 S. of Zurich. Lon. 8. 30. E.

Lat. 46. 56. N.
SCIACCA, a town of Sicily, anciently called Thermi Selinun-

tia:, which derives its present name from die Arabic word Schtich.

SCiiEN.'^, in ichthyology, a genus belonging to the order of

6 X. thor>.cicu
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thoracici. Membrane of the gills has six roys; operciila and

vliole head s( alv.

SCIAGRAPHY, [TMaymfm,'] in architecture, the profile or

section of a bviiUliiig, to shew the inside tliereof.

Sciagraphy, in astronomy, the art of finding the hour of the

day or night bv the shadow of (he sun, moon, or stars.

SCIATI, of SKIATI, an idand in tne Grecian Archipelago,

near the coa^l of Janna; 18 miles N. ot Negropont.

SCIATICA, the Hip-Gout; a violent and obstinate pain in

the hip, <:hietly in the joint. See Medicine.
SClENCF.i in philosophy, denotes any doctrines deduced from

self-evident principles. Sciences may be properly divided as fol-

lows, 1. The knowledge of things, their cunstitntion'^, properties,

and operations : this, in a little more enlarged sense of the \yord,

maybe called fji-i,<t,, or natur.d philosophy; the end of which is

speculative truth. See PbiI-osophy, and 1'hysics. 2.1 he skill

of rightly applying these poviers, a^a^rtxi: The most considerable

under this head is ethics, which is tiie seeking out of those rules and

roeasmes of human actions that lead to happiness, and the mesns

to practise them; (see Moral Philosophy,) and the next is me-

chanics, or the application of the powers of natural agents to the

»ises of life. (See Mechanics.) 3. The doctrine of signs,

tifAuurixi,; the most usual of which being words, it is aptly enough
termed logic. See Logic. This, says Mr. L'xke, seems to be

the most general, as well as natural, division of the objects of our

wndei-standing. Fur a man can employ his thoughts about nothing

but either the contemplation of things themselves for the discover}

of truth; or about the things in his own power, which are his ac-

tions, for the attainment of his own ends ; or the si-ns the mind
makes use of both in the one and tlie other, and the right ordering

of them for its clearer information. All which three, viz. things

as they are in thejnselves knowjble, actions as they depend on us

Ln order to happiness, and the right use of signs in order to know-
ledge, being tuto ccelo different, they seem to be the three great

provinces of t!)e intellectual world, wholly separate and distinct

one from another.

SCILLA, the Squill; in botany, a genus of the monogynia
order, and liexandria class of plants ; natural order, Coronaria-.

Corolla si.x-petaled, spreading, deciduous; filaments filiform.

There are twenty-two species.

S. Maritima', or Sea Onion, whose roots are used in medi-

cine. Ot this there are two sorts, one with a red, and the other

with a white root ; vimch are supposed to be accidental varieties,

but the white are generally preferred for medicinal use. The
roots are large, somewhat oval-shaped, composed of many coaU

lying over each other like onions; and at the bottom come out se-

veral fibres.

SCILLY, or SI L LEY, a cluster of small islaiKls and rocks,

situated in the Atlantic Ocean, in Ion. 7° \\'_^. lat. 5.)° N. These
islands were first called Cassiterides, or the Tin Isles, from their

bcinp; rich in that metal.

SciLLY Islands, a cluster of islands in the S. Pacific Ocean,

extremelv da.ger&us. Lon. 155. 30. W. Lat. 16. 2». S.

SCIO," or CHIO, a celebrated island of the Archipelago. It is

32 mles long, and from 16 to 18 broad, and is a mountainous but

very plea^^ant country.

Scio, a town in the above island, 47 miles W. of Smyrna, and
210 S. W. of Constantinople.

SCIOPTIC, a sphere, or globe of wood, with a circular hole

or perforation, wherein a lens is placed. It is so fitted that, like

the eye of an animal, it may be turned round every way, to be

used in making experiments of the darkened room.

SCIPIO, the cognomen of a celebrated family in ancient

Komc, who were a branch of the Cornelian family, and by their

bravery, and other virtues, rose to the highest honours in the

republic.

SCIPIO, PoBLius Cornelius, surnamed Africanus, was the

son of Publi'js Scipio. He first distinguished himself by his

bravery at the battle of Ticinus, next after the fata! battle of

Ganm, when some Romans proposed to abaiulon Italy to the vic-

tors, he made his countrymen swear eternal fidelity to Roirrc, and

enact that the first who should repeat such a proposal should be

put to death. So early as in his twenty-first year he was made
A^ilile. On the slaughter of the Roman armies under his father

aiid uncle Scipiio was scut to avenge their deaths ; and within four

years he expelled the Carlhaginians from Spain, and reduced it ttK

a Roman ])rovince. At ilie capture of New Carthage, which
yielded in one dav, 54,0n0 of the enemy were killed. After the

accpiisition of these signal victories he was called home to defend

Home against Hannibal, but gave it as his opinion that Han-
nibal could only be con^iuered in Africa. On this he was elected

consul, and sent to Alrlca, where his conquests were as rapid as in

Spain ; the C.'arthagmians under Asdrnbal were totally routed, and
Hannibal called home from llie gates of Rome, 'i hese two great

generals met soon after, but could come to no terms of agreement,

(he battle of Zamawas therefore fought, where Scipio was so
successful, tiiat S0,000 Carthaginians were killed, and as many-

made prisoners, whilelhe Romans only lost 2000. Peace was asked'

and granted, but ujion the inosl humiliating terms. On his return to

Rome, Scipio was honoured with a triumph and with the agnomen
of Al'ricanu-i. He married ^Emilia, daugliler of the celebrated.

I'.iuliis jEmiliiis, who fell at the batOe of Canna-, and died at his

country-seat at Liternum, about B.C. 181, aged only 51. His
widow raised a mausoleum to his memory, and placed upon it

his statue with that of Ennius.

Scipro, Lucius Cornelius, surnamed Asiaticus, was the bro--

ther of the preceding, and accompanied him in his expeditions into-

Sp.iin and Africa. He was rewarded with the consulship for Ids

services, A.U.C. 562; and was sent against Antiochus, king of Sy-
ria, whom, with the assistance and advice of his brother Africanus,

he completely defeated in a battle at Magnesia, near Sardis,

wherein Antiochus lost 50,000 inhmtry, and 4000 cavalrv, and
soon after submitted. On his return to Rome, Scipio was decreed
a triumph and the surname of Asiaticus. He died about B.C. 170,

SCIRE FACIAS, [Latin,] a writ judicial, in law, most com-
monly to call a man to she* cause unto the court, whence it is sent,

why execution of judgement passed should not be made. This
writ is not granted before a year and a day is passed, after the
judgement given.

SCIRO, SCIROS, or SKYROS, an island of the Archipelago,
N.E. of Negropont, and S.E. of Sciati. It is 14 miles long, and
8 broad.

SciKO, or Sciuos, the only town in tlie above island. Lon..
24. 47. E. Lat. 38. 54. N.
SCIROCHO, or SIROCHO, a name generally given in Italyt

to everv unfavourable wind.

SClRPUS, Rush-Gbass; in bot?ny, a genus of the nionot
gynia order, and triandria class of plants ; natural order Calamaris.
CJlumes paleaceous, imbricated all round ; corolla none ; seed one,,

beardless. There are sixt^ -nine species.

SCTRRUS, in surgery and medicine, is a hard tumour of any
part of the body, void of pain, arising, as is supposed, from the
uispissation and induration of the fluids contained in a gland,

though it may appear also in any other part of t!ie body, especially

in the fat ; being one of the ways in which an inflammation ter-

minates. These tumours are exceedingly apt to degenerate into

cancers. See Medicine.
SClTAMINEili, in botany, the name of the eighth order in Lin-,

nxiis'sEragments of a Natural Method, consisting of beautiful exo-

tic plants, so;ne of which, as the banana, fuinisji exquisite fruits,',

and others have a fine aromatic scent: among these are the amo-
mum, or ginger; the canna, Indian flowering reed ; and musa, the-

banana, or plantain-tree. The plants of this order are all natives-

of very warm countries.

SCIURIS, in botany, a genus of the monogynia order, and di-

andria class of plants. Calyx fjuinquedentate ; corolla bilabiated ;

filaments barren; capsules five, joined togellier ; bivalved, with

one seed. Of tliis there is only one species.

S. Aromatica, a native of Guiana.

SCIURUS, the SauiRREL; in natural history, a genus of mam--
malia, of the order glires. Two fore teeth in the upper-jaw,

w edge-foi-med, in the lower sharp ; five grinders in each side of-

the upper-jaw-, and four in each in the lower; clavicles in the.

skeleton ; tail spreading towards each side ; long whiskers. These
animab live pjincijjally on seeds and fruits. They are extremely

active and nimble, climbing trees with great rapidity, and bounding
from one to another with wonderful agility.

S. Vulgaris, the Common Suuirrei,, has ears terminated with

long tufts of hair: large, lively black eyes; head, body, legs, and-

tail, of a bright reddish brown; breast and belly while; hair on.
each
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each side the tail lies flat. In Sweden and Lapland, it changes in

\vinter into grey- In Russia it is sonielinnes found blaclv. In

many parts of England there is a beautiful variety, with milk-

white la. If. This species inhabits Europe and N'.>ilh America, the

northern and the temperate parts of Asia: and a variety is even
found as far south as the isle of Ceylon. It is a neat, lively, ac-

tive animal ; lives always in woods.

SCL.AVI, or SLAVI, the ancient inhabitants of Sclavonia or

Siavonia.

SCLAVONIA, a country of Europe, between the rivers Save,

the Drave, and the Danube. It is divided into six counties, viz.

Posegra, Zabrab, Creis, VVarasden, Zreim, and Walpon, and be-

longs to die house of Austria.

iSCLERAN'l'HUS, German Knot-grass, or Kvawel; in

botiny, a genus of tlie digynia order, and dodecandria class of

plants ; natural order Caryoijhyllea. Calyx one-leafed, inferior;

corolla none; seeds two, inclosed in the calyx. There are three
species.

t)v_LERIA, in botany, a genus of the monoecia triandria class

and order. Essential character : male, calyx glume, from two to

six-valved, or.e-fiowered, awnless ; female calyx from two to six-

valved; one-flowered, aw nless ; stigmas one to three ; seed-nut
subglobular, somewhat bony, coloured, 'ihere are nine species.

SCLEKOCARPUS, a genus of the class and order syngenesia
polyganiia acpialis. Calyx six-leaved; rc-ceptacle chaffy, 'ihere

is one species, an herb of the Cape.
SCLEROTICA, in anatomy, one of the tonics, or coats, of the

eye. See Oi-Tics, &c.
SCOLEX, a genus of vermes intestina. The generic charac-

ter is, body gelatinous, variously shaped, braiidi^ied on the tore-

part, and pointed behind; sonictimi's linear and lung; sometimes
vrinkled and short, round, flexuous, and depressed ; head pro
trusilc, and retractile. There are two species, found in the intes-

tinal mucus of the turbot, &c. invisible to the naked eye.

SC'OLIA, a geiuis of insects of the order liymenoptera : the ge-
neric cliaracter is, mouth with a curved sharp mandible, crenate
within ; jaw compressed, projecting entire, and horny ; tongue in-

flected, tntid, very short ; lips |)rojecting, membranaceous at die

tip, and entire : feelers four, ec|ual, short, filiform, in the middle
of the lip; antenna; thick, lilifbrm, the first joint longer. '1 here
are about twenty species.

SCOLOPAX, in ornilhology, a genus belonging to the order
of grail*. Back cyhndrical, obtuse, longer than the head; nos-

trils linear ; face covered; feet with four toes. There are eighteen
species.

S. AaauATA, or Curlew, frequents our sea-coasts and marshes
in (he winter-time in large llocks, walking on the open sands ;

feeding on shells, frogs, crabs, and marine insects. In summer
they retire to the mountainous and unfrequented parts of the coun-
try, where they pair and breed.

SCOLOPENDRA, in zoology, agenns of insects belonging to

the order aptera. Feet very numerous, being as many on each side
as there are joints in the body ; antenns setaceous; pappi two-
jointed ; body depressed. There are thirteen species. These in-

sects are very formidable and noxious in the warm countiies,
where they grow to the length of a quarter of a yard or more,
though in this climate they seldom grow above an inch long.
The scolopendra is also called the centipes, from its number of
feet. In the East Indies it grows to six inches in length, and ns

thick as a man's finger. The bite of the S. niorsitans, in Jamaica,
is said to be as poisonous as the sting of a scorpion. Some of
the species live in holes in the earth : others under stones, and
among rotten wood ; so that the removing of these is exceedingly
dangerous in the countries where the scolopendra: breed.

S. FoRFicATA, is a very common insect, and is met in similar
situations with the oniscus asellus and armadillo ; it is an animal of
swift motion, and is furnished with fifteen legs on each side ; its co-
lour isapolished chesnut-brown, somewhat paler beneath, and its

usual length an inch and a half. See Plate CXXXVI.
SCOLOPIA, in botany, a genus of the icosandria monogynia

class and order. Calyx inferior, three or four-parted; corolla

three or four-pelaled ; berry crowned with the style, one-celled,
six-seeded ; seeds arilled. There is only one species, S. pusilla, a
native of Ceylon.
SCOLOSANTHUS, in botany, a genus of the tetrandria mo-

nogynia class and order. N.itural order Luri<!a-. Cui\x four-
cltlt ; corolla tubular, with a revolute border ; drupe one-seeded.
It has but one species, S. versicolor, a small shrub discovered iu
the iiland of Santa Cruz, bv Ryan.
SCOLYMUS, CJoLDiiN 'Ikistle ; m botany, a genus of the

syngenesia polygamia a-qualis class and order; natural order
Compositae Semiflosculosa;. Calyx imbricate, spiny; pappus none;
receptacle chaii'y. There are three species, natives ol the south of
Europe.
SCOMBER, the Mackerel, in ichthyology, a genus belong-

ing to the order of thoracic!. Head smooth, compressed, with se-

ven rays in the gill-membrane. There are twenty-one species.

S. Communis, the Common Mackerel, a" summcr-lish of
passage that visits our shores in vast shoals. It is less useful than
other species of gregarious fish, being very tender, and unfit for
carriage ; but it may be preserved by pickling or salting. It was
greatly esteemed by the Romans, because it furnished the pre-
cious g.irum, a sort of pickle that gave a high relish to their"

sauces; and was also used medicinally. It was drawn from dif-

ferent kinds of fijh, but that made from the mackerel had the pre-
ference. The form of this fish is very elegant. The body is a
l.ttle compressed on the sides: towards the tail it grows very slen-
der, and a little angular. It is a most beautiful fish when 'alive ;

for nothing can equal the brilliancy of its coloirr, which death im-
p.iirs, but does not wholly obliterate.

S. Thunnus, the Tunny. These fish are caught in nets, and
amazing qu.iiilitics are taken ; for they come in vast shoals, keep-
ini; along the shores. They frequent our coasts, but not in shoals
like the tunnies of the Mediterranean. They are not micommon
in the lochs on the W. coast of Scotlintl ; where tliey come in
pursuit of herrings; and often during night strike into the nets,
and do col:^illerable damage. When tlie fishern>en draw them up
in the morning, the tunny rises at the same time towards the sur-
face, ready to catch the'fish that drop out. On perceiving it, a
strong hook bait, d witli a herring, and fastened to a rope, is ii>'

stantly flung out,- which the tunny seldom fails to take. As soon
as hooked, it loses all spirit ; and after a very little resistance sub-
mits to its fate. It is dragged to the shore and <:ut up, either to
be sold fresh to people who caiTy it to the couutry-maikets, or
preserved salted in large casks. The pieces, when fresh, look ex-
actly like raw beef; but when boiled turn pale, and have some-
thing of the flavour of salmon. One that was taken when Mr.
Pennant was at Inverary in 1769, weighed 460 pounds. The fish-

was seven feet ten inches long: the greatest circumference five
feet seven ; the least near the tail one foot six. S. tracluirus, the
horse-mackerel, is represented in Plate CXXI. it inhabits the Eu-
ropean and American seas.

SCONCK, in fortification, a small field-fort, built for the de-

'

fence of some pass, or other post.

SCONE, orSCOON, an ancient town of Scotland, in Perth-

'

shire, 41 miles N. of Edinburgh, and 2 from Perth. Lon. 3. 10, -

VV. Eat. 56. 2S. N.
SCOPARIA, in botany, a genus of the monogynia order, and

tetrandria class of plants; natural order, Personata". Calyx qua-
dripartite; corolla the same, and rotaceous; capsule unilocular,
bivalved, polvspermous. it has three species, •

SCOPIA, 'USCAPIA, or USCUP, a town of European Tur-
key, in Servia, near Bosnia ; 56 iniles S. W. of Nissa, 67 W. of
Sopliia, and 120 E. S. E. of Ragusa.
bCOPOLIA, in botany, a genus of the octandria order, and •

gynandria class of plants. Calyx diphyllons; corolla quadrifid ;

anthers coalesce in two columns, one placed above the other.
There are only two species.

SCOPOLO, or SCOPELO, a fertile island in the Grecian Ar-
chipelago, ten miles long, and five broad ; at the entrance of the
gulf of Saloniclii.

SCOPUS; the TjRrBirE ; in natural history, a genus of birds of
the order Gralla;. Bill long, thick, compressed, a little hooked

;

nostrils linear, oblique; feet four-toed, cleft. The only species,
the umbfetta, or tufted umbre, is about as large as a (row, and
twenty inches in length ; its bill three inches and a half long; its

body of a uniform brown colour, whence it derives its name.
SCORBUTU&, the Scurvy. See Medicine.
SCORIA, or DROSS, among metallurgists, is the recrement

of metals in fusion; or the mass produced by mclling metals and -

oiesi.
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ores: when coKl, it is bnltie, and not (liSa',)iublc in water, being
properly a kind ot glasi.

SCORIFICATION, in metallurgy, the act or ait of reducing
a bod}', either eii'Jrely, or in part, int'"" scoria,

SCORP^^iNA, in ichtbyolo«y, a genus of fi.hes of the order

thoracic!. Head large and sharp ; eyes near each other ; teeth in

the jaws, palate, and fauces; raysaeven, in the membrane of the

gill. There are nine species.

S. HoRRiDA, Horrid SCORP/-E.VA. Of all the 5;pccies yet dis-

covered, this exhibits t!ie moit uncouth and forbidding appearance,

resembling rather some imaginary monster of deformity than any
regular production of nature. The head is very large, perfectly

abrupt in front, and marked by numerous tubercles, depressions,

and spines; on tlie top is a semilunar cavity; the mouth opens
from the upper part, and is large, and of a shape somewhat roeiii-

bling a horse-shoe, and when closed the lower jaw is in a perpen-
dicular direction. It is a native ot the Imluni seas, and is about
twelve or fifteen inches long. See Plate CXXI.
SCORPIO, in natural history, a genus of insects of the order

Ajitera. Generic eight legs, besides two claspers, or hands, seated

on the fore-part of the head ; eight eyes, three placed on each
side of the thorax, and two on the back ; two feelers projecting

cheliform ; the lip is bifid, aud the tail long, jointed, and termi-

nated by a sharp, crooked sting ; on the underside, between the

breaat and abdomen, are two instruments resembling a comb.
There are ten species, all of w hich are armed w ith a slightly pun-
gent sling; and in hot climates some of them are highly danger-
ous: they prey upon worms, spiders, flies, &c. and even on one
another. S. Afer, or great African scorjMon, is the largest, and by-

far ti.e most formidable, of the whole genus: it is held in great

dread by the inhabitants : its poison is evactrated through two
very small oblong foramina, situated ou each side the tip of the

sting.

Scorpio, the Scorpion, in astronomy, the eighth sign of the

zodiac, denoted by the character llX. See Astronomy.
Scorpion, in the ancient art of war, aii engine chietiy used in

the defence o( the walls of fortilied places, by throwing arrows,

fire-balls, or ^reat stones.

.

SC'ORPIURUS, the Caterpillar.; in botany, a genus of the

decandria order, and diadelphia class of plant?; natural order, Pa-
pilinnacea-. Legumen contracted by incisions on the inside be-

twixt every two seeds revolutetl round. Thei"e are four species,

natives of the south of Europe.
SCORZONER.A, VipER-Gtt\ss; in botany, a genus of the

polygaiuia icqualis order, and syngenesia class of plants; natural

ordei-, Coniposita. Receptacle naked; pappus plumy; calyx
imbricate, with scales membranaceous on their margins. It has

nineteen species.

SCOT AND LOT, is a customary contribution laid upon all

subjects, according to their abilities. Whoever were assessed in

any sum, though not in equal proportions, were said to pay scot

and lot.

SCOTAL, or SCOTALE, is where an ofiicer of a forest keeps
an ale-lipuso within the forest, by colour of his office, making peo-
.ple come to his house, and there spend their money for fear of his

displeasure. We find it mentioned in the charter of the forest,

caji. 8. " Nulhis forestarius facial Scotall'as, v.el garbas coiligat,

v^l aliqii-am coUectam facial," &c. Manwood, 216. The word
is co.npounded of scot and ale, aud, by trauspositiou of the words,
iS'oUier.wise called alesbot. :'.

.i
'-.''

.

SCO rilOLM, one of the small Sheilaml Isles, - . : . .

SiCOTI, [Lat.} the Scots, the ancient inhabitants of Scotland,
mentioned as distinct from the Picts, so early as Claudian.
SCOTIAj [LiiL'] ScoTL.'^ND. See Scotland.
Scolt^, i.n^rchitecture, a semicircular cavity or channel, be-

tween the tores in the bases of column«.
Scotia, NqYiA,. or New Scotland, one of tlie British settle-

mems i:. North America, situated between 43° ami 49^lat. N. and
betweeir Q0° and QT Ion. W. is bounded by the St. Laurence on
the X. by the gulph of St. Laurence and the Atlantic ocean on
the E. by tlic same ocean on the S. and by Canada and New Eng-
land on thp }y. In 1784, this province was divided into two go-
vernments. The face of the country, viewed at a distance, pre-

sents a pleafingly variegated appearance of hills and valleys, with

scarcely any thing lite mountains to interrupt the prospect^ espe-

cially near llie sea. A nearer approach discovers tlie most »ub-

bni' and beaulitul scenes. Immense forests, formed of the tallest

treca, tne growth of ages, and reaching almost to the clouds, every-

« here cover and adorn the land: their leaves falling in anlumo;
add continually to that crust of mo^s, vegetables, and decaying
wood, that has for loiiny centuries been accumulating. Every
rock has a spring, and every spring causes a swamp or morass, of

greater or less extent ; hence travelling becomes almost impracti-

cable in summer, and is seldom attemp'ed, but when winter be-

gins to set in, and the ground is already trozen.

SCOTISTS, a sect of school-divines and philosophers, thul

called fiom their founder J. Duns Scotus, a Scottish cordelier,

who maintained the immaculate concepiion of the virgin, or that

she wias born without original sin, in oppiiSition to Thomas Aiiu'inas

and llie Thoniisls.

SCOTLAND, the country of the Scots, ov that part of Great
Britain lying N. of the Tweed, and.hence also called North Bri-

tain; is sUualed between J4° and 59° lat. N. and between 1° and
6° Ion. VV. and extends in length about 27 S miles, and in some
places near 180 in breadtli ; cor,tiining an. area, of 27,794 miles.

But if we reckon its western and northern islands, it extends north-

ward to ncarlv 01', and westward to about 7. 43. Ion. W. On the

S it is bounded by England ; on the N. E. and W. by the Deu-
caledonian, German, and Irish seas. It is difficult to give any sa-

ti3fa( tory account of the origin of the appellation of Scots, from
which this country has derived its name. It has puzzled the most
eminent antiquaries, whose conjectures serve rather to perpltx

than to clear up the difficulty. All that we know with certainty,'

concerning the appellation of Scot, is this, that it was first a term

of reproach, framed by enemies, rather tlian assumed by the na-

tion. The Highlanders, who are the genuine descendants of the

ancient Scots, are absolutely strangers to the name, and have beea
always so. All those who "speak the Gaelic language call them-
selves Albanich or Gael, and their country Alba orGaeldochdy
whence Caledonia, the most ancient name of llie country. The
Picts, who possessed originally the northern antl eastern, and in a-

later period also the more southern, division ot North Britain,

were at first more powerful than the Caledonians of the west. It

is therefore probable, that the Picts, irom a priiu ijjie of pride,

were ready to traduce and ridicule their weaker neighbour^ of

Argyle. Tiiese two nations spoke the same language, the Gaolic-

In that language Scot, or Scode, signifies a corner or small diAksfon

of a country- Accordingly, a corner of North Britain is the very

name which Giraldus Cam'brensis gives the little kingdom of Ar-
gvle, which the six sons of Muredus king of I'lster were said, ac-

cording to his information, to have erected in 'Scotland. Scot in

Gaelic IS much the same with little or contemptible m English ;

and Scotland, literally speaking, signifies a small tiock; meta-

phorically, it stands for a small boily o: men (Dr. Macphereon's

Dissert.) Others observe, that in the same language the word
Scuit signifies a wanderer, and suppose that this may have been
the origin of the name of Scot. The territory of the ancient Scots,

before iht- annexation of PicLavia, comprehended all that side of
Caledonia which lies along the north and western ocean, fr^nn the

frith of Clyde to the Orkneys. Towards the east, tlnnr dominions

were divided from the PictUh territories by those higJi mouniains

which run from Dumbarton to the frith of Tain, in process of

time, the S^ots, under the reigiiof Kenneth, the son of Alpin, be-

came so powcrl'ul as to subdue entirely their neighbours Ihe Picts,

and gave their own denomination to all Caledonia, Pictavia, and
Valentia; all which are still comprehended uixler the generiU

name of Scotland. No country in the world is better supplied

than Scotland with rivers, lakes, rivulets, and fountains. Beside*

the principal rivers of I'ueed, Forth, Clyde, Tay, Spey, De*,
Don, Esk, Annan, N ith, &c. there is an infinity of smail.T ^tl•eams

that contribuie to the beauty, convenience, and advantage, of the

kingdom. Scotland and its islan<ls are divided into 33 ci.inilies or

sliirus, viz. those of ABERDKr;K, AiK, Argvle, Ba.-vFF, Berwick,
or .Mfrse, Bute, CaiThxess, Clackmannan, Cromarty,
Du.MFRIES, DuNBARTON, EDINBURGH, Of MiD LOTHIAV, EL-

GIN", or Murray, Fife, Forfar, or Angus, Haddington, or

I^Asr LoTiiiAN, Invp.knkss. Kincardine, or Mearns, Kin-

ross, Kirkcudbright, or Lower Gailowav, Lanark, Lin-

iiTHCow, or Wesi Lothian, Nairn, Orkney and Shetland,-

Peebles or TvtEED-DAiEj Perth, Renprew, Ross, Rox-
BL'RCH,
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BURGH, or Teviotdale, Selkirk. Stirling. Sutherland,

and VV.GTON, 01- Uphek Gallow.y. See these arUcles ,n their

orfler. S<-.otlaiul affords a great v.nety of sod ,n different parts of

the comitry, wliich, being hilly, is in genera we 1
adapted to pa-

tura-e: but the lowlands are as fertile, and, when properly in

closed and manured, vield as good crops of wheat as any grounds

in the island of Great Britain. Indeed many l>arts of this kingdom

rival the best spots of England m agriculture : hut these improve-

ments have not yet advanced into the western and northern extre-

miliesof the island, where we see nothing but scanty harvests ol

oats, rye, and barley. The Highlands are so .lelective even n.

tliese that it is necessary to import supplies of oatmeal from Ire-

land and Liverpool. This scarcity, however, we must not iinpu e

lo the barrenness of the soil, so much as to the sloth and pover y

of the tenants, oppressed by rapacimis landlords, who refuse to

erant such leases as would encourage the husbandman to nnprove

his farm and make himself l>etter acquainted with the science o

agriculture. Among the trees and shrubs which are the nalional

arowth of this countrv, we may reckon the oak, the fir, the birc i,

the poplar, the alder', willow, elder, hazle, mountain-ash, crab-

tree; and juniper; whicli last abounds lo such a degree m some

parts of the Highland., that, in tiie space of a tew miles, many

tons of the berries might be yearly gathered: besides these, we

find the hawthorn, the sloe, the dog-rose, furze, broom, fern, ami

whole tracts of land and mountains covered with strong heath.

The tirst and great division of Scotland is into the Highlands and

Lowlands. The former engross more than one-half ot Scotland ;

extending from Dunbartonshire to the most northern part ol the

island, a space of 200 miles in length, and in breadth from oO to

100 This tract, however, includes several extensive districts ol

low fruitful ground, inhabited by people who are, in all respects

different from the mountaineers. Nothing can be more wild and

tremendous to the eye of a stranger, than the appearance ot the

Highlands, composed of blue rocks and dusky mountains lieapec

upon one another even above the clouds, their interstices rendered

impassable by bogs, their sides embrowned with heath, and their

summits covered with snow, which lies all the year unthawed,

pouring from their jagged sides a thousand torrents and roaring ca-

taracts that fall into gloomy vales or glens below, some ot them so

narrow, deep, and dismal, as to be altogether impenetrable by the

rays of the sun; vet these mountains are in some places sloped

into agreeable green hills fit for pasture, and skirted or interspersed

with pleasant straths or valUns capable of cultivation. Soine

authors have divided Scollan'd into that part which lies to the

southward of the frith, and that which lies to the nordiward ;
but

the proper division is into shires or counties, stewartnes or baili-

wicks. The principal cities of Scotland are Edinburgh, the me-

tropolis of the kingdom, Glasgow, Perth, Aberdeen, and Dundee.

These, and most or all of the other towns and villages in the king-

dom, are described in their order. See Aberbrothwick, An-

drews, St &c.
. .

SCOTOMIA, [o-xoTiufx.a,3 in medicine, a vertigo accompanied

with dimness of sight, frequently the fore-runner of an apoplexy.

SCOTS HEAD, a cape at the S. extremity of Dominica.

Lon. (5 1.24. \V. Lat. 15. 20. N.
SCOUTS, are gnnerally horsemen sent out before, and on the

wings, of an armv, at the distance of a mile or two, to discover the

enemy, and give' the general an account of what they see.

SCKEED, with plaMerers, is the floated work behind a cornice,

and is only necessary when a cornice is to be executed without

SCREW, orSCRUE, IcoMea, Lat.] one of the five mecha-

nical powers. A screw is a cylinder cut into several concave sur-

faces, or rather a channel or groove made in a cylinder, by carry-

in-J on two spiral planes the whole length of the screw, in such a

manner, that thev mav be always .•(lually inclined to the axis ot

the cylinder in their whole progress, and a^o always inclined to

the base of i« in the same angle. See Mechakics. The screw

may also be considered as a wedae carried round a cylinder,

wlucli, in that case, is called the arbor of the screw; the veedge,

so carried on, making what is called the thread of the screw, as

may be seen in Plate CLV. fig. 9, 10, and II. The arbor of the

screw being AB in- tig. 9, and achd in fig. tO, as if the cylind.r

ACBD was inscribed within the screw. Here, we may see the

manner how a screw is made; for if it be cut out of the cylinder
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PHIQ, then HKLMNOP is a spiral line going about the cylin-

der, making the proniimnt part to be left of the said cylinder;

and hkliniw, the line marking the depth to which the screvv is t9

be cut, supposing the same line to go round the inner cylinder or

arbor ABCD, thougli not expressed here, to avoid contusion;

and then hU^n, &c. will represent tlie prominent part or tlurad

of the screw. Now, if instead of cutting the liollows H/(L, L/N,

NhP, &c. into the cylinder PHIQ, a continued wedge be fixed

to a smaller cvlinder, as ACBD, or rather ucbd, the same kind of

screw will be' made, and abed v;\\\ be the arbor of that sere"'screw will ue uiauc, tiuu tiwLw .i... ^^^ .•- ...--. --
V xt o

Sometimes the most prominent part of the thread, as LN, &c. isi

not sharp but fiat, and then tlie thread is called a square thread, as

in fi". 1 1, wliich represents the section of such a screw. T his sort

of tifread is not used in wood, but in iron, and in other metals; it

is of good service, being commonly more durable, and raising the

weight with more ease than the sharp thread. The four-threaded

screw may be thus constructed. Make a iiarallelogram of paper

equal in length to the cylinder which is to be screwed, and equal

in breadth to the circumference of that cylinder ; divide that side

which is equal to the circumference of the cylinder into eight

equal parts, or twice the number of threads. Divide the other

side into as many parts as the distance between two threads will

run over, then join the points as in fig. 12. To construct a left-

Handed screw, make the parallels to the right instead of the left, as

expressed bv fig. 13.

Screw, Arc^himedes'. See Hydrostatics.

Screw, Evdlfss, or Perpetual, one so fitted m a compound

machine as to turn a dented wheel; so called, because it may be

turned for ever without coming to an end. If in the endless or

perpflual screw, AB. (fig. 14,) whose threads take the teeth of the

wlu-cl (.:D, vou take the distance of two threads, according to the

lenrthof th'e axisAB; or the distance of two teeth m the wheel

CD, in the direction of the circumference ; and if a weight VV act

at the circumference; of the wheel : then, if the power D be to

the weight W, as that distance of the teeth or threads, to the

iL-ngth described bv the power P in one revolution, the power

ana weight will be in equilibrio; because in one revolution ot V,

the wheel DC, with the weight \V, has moved only the distance

of one tooth. . .
,

SCRIBE, [Heb. -md wp/ier,] is very common in scripture,

and has several significations. It signifies, 1. a clerk, writer, or

secretary This was a verv considerable employment in the court

of the kings of Judah, in uhicl. the scripture often im-ntions the

secretaries as the first olVuers of the crown. Seraiah, Shevah, and

Shemaiah, were scribes or secretar.es lo king David ; '- Sam. viii.

17 • and xx. 23. Elihorei)!! and Ahiah were secretaries to Solo-

mon, I Kings, iv. 4. Shebna under Hczekiah, 3 kings xix i?

And Sha|)han under Jo,iali. 2 Icings xsii. 8. As there were but

few in those times that could write well, the employment of a

scribe or writer was very considerable. 2. Scribe i> used for a

commissary or muster-master of an army, who makes the revie*

of the troops, keeps the li-t or roll, and calls them over. In the

rei^n of Uzziah, king of Judah, Jeil the scribe had under his hand

he\inn's armies, s'Chr. xxvi. U. And at the time of the cap-

tivity, the captain of the guard, among o her considerable persons,

look he principal scribe of the host, or secretary a war, whi^h

mn tered the people of the land, 2 Kings xxv 19. 3. Scnbe

IS used for a learned and skillnl man, a doctor o the law a nian of

learning. Jonathan, David's iinde by the father s side, was a

cou se^r, a wise man, and a scribe, 1 Chr. xxvii. 32. Baruch.

U?e d'scipe and secretary to Jeremiah, is called a sct-.be Jer

xxxv 2(1 And Ezra is celebrated as a skilful scnbe inthe law of

his God,' Ezra vii. 6. The scribes, who are frequently men-

tioned in the Go-pel, were public writers and protessed doctors of

he law, which they read and explained to the j,eople. Some

place the original ot scrib.-s under Moses; but their name does

ot appear till under the judges. U is said, that in the wars o Ba-

rak against Sisera. " out of Machir came down governors, and out

of Z^T.uUin they that handle the pen of the writer; Judges v. 14.

Others think that David first instituted them, when he established

the several classes of the priests and Levites. The scribes were of

ihe tribe of Levi ; and at the time that Davi.l is said to have mad«

,l,e regulations in that tribe, we read that 6000 men of them were

constituted officers and judges ; 1 Chr, xxiii, 4 «'"0"g yvl'o;}' '^
scribes seem to have bee« included. I' or m 2 Chr. xmv. 0. w»

6 Y
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re;ul of Shemai.ili tlie 'cril)e, one of tin" Lcvite< ; ami in 2 Clir.

^x\iv. 13, we liiicl it written, "Of the Levites that were stribtt.

and ofiiccrs." Tlie scribes and doctors of the law, in the scripture-

phrase, mean the same thing; and he that in Mat. xxii. 33, is

tailed a doctor of the law, or a lawyer, in Mark xii. 28, is styled

a scribe, or one of the scribes. And as the whole religion ot (he

Jews at that lime chiefly consisted in Pharisaical traditions, and in

the use that was made of them to explain the scripture ; the greatest

number of the doctors of the law, or of the scribes, were Pharisees

;

and we almost always find them joined together in scripture. E:'.ch

cf them valued themselves upon their knowledge of the law, upon
tljeir studying and teaching it. Mat. xxii 62 ; they had the key
of knowledge, and sat in Moses' chair, M.it. xxii'. 2. Epipha-
nius, and the author of the Recognitions imputed to St. Clement,
reckon the scribes amojigthe sects of the Jews ; but it is certain

they made no sect by themseWes ; they were only distinguished

by their study of the I .w.

SCRIPTURE, a term most commonly used to denote the

writings of the Old and New Testaments ; which are called some-
times the scriptures, sometimes the sacred or holy scriptures, and
sometimes canonical scripture. 'J'hese books are called the scrip-

tures by way of eminence, as they are the most important of all

writings ; they are holy or sacred on account of the sacred doc-
trines which they teach ; and they are termed canonical, because
when their jmmber and authenticity were ascertained, their names
were inserted in ecclesiastical canons, to distinguish them from
other books ; which, being of no authority, were kept as it were
cut of sight, and therefore styled apocryphal, from u-nm^vTrM, to

put out of sight. See Rible.
SCRIVAN, a sea- port-town of Terra Firma, 50 miles E. of

Porto Bello. Lon. 78. 49- W. Lat. 9. 40. N.
SCRIVENER, \_scrivano, Lat.] one who draws contracts;

a person whose business is to place money at interest. A scrivener

if entrusted with a bond, may receive the interest : and if he fails,

the obligee shall bear the loss : and so it is if he receive the prin-

cipal, and deliver up the bond ; for being entrusted w ith the secu-

rity itself, it must be presumed that he is trusted with power to re-

ceive interest or principal ; and the giving up the bond on pay-
ment of the money shall be a discharge thereof. But if a scrivener

shall be entrusted with a mortgage-deed, he has only authority to

receive the interest, not the principal ; the giving up the deed in

this case not being sufficient to restore the estate, but there must
be a recoiiveyaiice, &:c.

SCROLL, in heraldry. See Heraldrv. When the motto
relates to the crest, the scroll is properly jjlaced above the at-

chievement; otherwise it should be annexed to the escutcheon.
'J'hose of the order of knighthood are generally placed round
hields.

SCROPHULA, or EVIL, is a swelling of the conglobate
1

glands, particuh.rlv about the neck and e:'.rs ; though sometimes
exteniline to tl;e arm-pit and the groin. In its progress, the

joints snd bones are liable to be allected. Sec Medicine.
|

SCHOPIiULAlUA, FiGwoRT ; in batany, a genus of the

angiosperniia order, and ilidynamia cl.nss of pUii:ts ; natural order,

Personata". Calyx hvc-cleft ; corolla subglobular, resupiiie ; cap-

sule two-celled. Tl.ere are twenty-two species.

SCROTUM. See Anatomy:
SC RUPI, in the old system of mineralogy, the name of a class

;

of fossils, formed in del.iclied masses, without any crusts ; of no ;

determinate fii;ure or structure; and composed of a crystalline or

sparry matter, debased by an admixtaie ol eatlli in various pro-

portions.

SCRUPLE, among goldsmiths, 24grains.

Scruple, in Chaldean chronology, i.< i-^Vb part of an hour,

called by the Hebrews hehikin. These snuples ^re mucli used

by the Jews, Arabs, and other eastern people, in compulaliun of

time.

Scruples of Emersiok, an arch of the moon's o;bit, which
her centre describes in the time Irom the lirst emersion of the
inr>on's limb to the end of the eclipse.

Scruples of Half-Duratio.v, an arch of the moon's orbit,

w hich the moon's centre describes Irom the beginning of an echpsc
lo its middle.

Scruples of Imi«ersion or Incidence, an arch of the
moon's orbit, which her centre describes from the beginning of the.

eclipse to the time when its centre falls into the shadow.
SCRUPULUM, or SCRUPULUS, [Lat.] a scruple ; the

feast of the weights used by the ancients, which among the Uomans
was the 24lh part of an ounce, or the third part of a drachm.
ScBUPULUS, a small stone, which getting into the shoe, hurts

one in walking.

SCRUTINY, [ir/-H<;?i/i(»i, Lat.] in the primitive church, an
examination or probation practised in the last week of Lent, on the

catechumens, who were to receive baptism on the Easter-day.

T he scrutiny was performed with a great many ceremonies.
Exorcisms and prayers were made over the he.!d» of the cate-

chumens; and on Palm Sunday, the Lord's Prayer and Creed
were given them, which they were afterwards niade to reheai-se.

This custom was more in use in the church of Rome than anywhere
else; though it ajipears by some missals, to have been likewise
used, though much later, in the Galhcan church. It is supposed
to have ceased about A. D. S60. Some traces of this practice still

remain at Vienne, in Dauphine, and at Liege.

Scrutiny is also used, in the canon law, for a ticket or little

paper-billet, wherein at elections the electors write their votes pri-

vately, so as it may be known tor whom they vole. Among us
the term scrutiny is chiefly used for a strict jjerusal and examina-
tion of the several votes hastily taken at an election ; m order lo

find out any irregularities committed therein, by unqualified vo-
ters, &c.
SCRUTOIRE, orSCRUTORE, is a kind of cabhiet, with a

door or lid opening downwards, for conveniency of wTiting
on, &c.
SCUDDING, the movement by which a ship is carried preci-

pitately before a tcmi)cst. As a ship llies with amazing rapidity

through the water whenever this expedient is put in practice, it is

never attempted in a contrary wuid, unless when her condition
renders her incapable of sustaining the mutual efl'orl of the wind
and waves any longer on her side, without being exposed to the
most imminent danger ot being ovei-sel. A ship either scuds
with a sail extended on her fore-mast, or if the storm is excessive,
without any sail : which, in the sea-phrase, is called scudding
under bare poles.

SCULL, in anatomy. See Anatomy.
Scull-Cap, in botany. See Scutellaria.
SCULPONEyE, among the Romans, a kind of shoes worn by

slaves of both sexes. These shoes were only blocks of wood made
hollow, like the French sabots.

SCULPTURE.

SCULPTURE, is an art by which, in taking away, or adding
to matter, all sorts of figures are formed by the hand, either in

stone, wood, wax, or metal. In its full latitude it signilies both
the art of wo: king in creux, properly called engraving, and of
working in relievo, which is more strictly called sculptiu'e. See
the articles Engraving, and Relievo, bculplure is an art o( the
most remote inticjuily, being practised, as there is reason to be-
lieve, belore the general deluge. We are induced to assign to it

this early origin, by considering the expedients by v.hich, in Die

first stages of society, men have every where supplied the place of
alphabetical characters. These, it is universally known, have been
picture-writing, su^h as that ot the Mexicaiis,'whicli, in the pro-
gress of refinement and knowledge, was gradually improved into
the hieroglyphics of the Egyptians and other ancient nations. See
HiKROCLVPHics. It is generally thought that sculpture had its

origin from idolatry, as it was found necessary to place before the
people the images of their gods to enliven the lervour of their de-
votion : but tins is p;ob.ibly a mistake. The worshiji of the hea-

t vcniy
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vcn:\ b-uhe^, a? tin- o,il\ gocis of l!ie licailifn n.ilioiis, pn-vailf-rl

(o liiiin lii-lore riie deiiicalioii of (lea<l iiu-ii was tlioiight ol (-M-e Pi<-

LYfHLisM,) that we cannot suppose niankinit to have hevn, 'luring

all that imie, ignorant of thf art of liierosl> pliical writing. Btil

tlio deification of (If parted heroes iMidoiil)te<lly gave rise to the al-

most univer-.al practice of rejiresenting the gods hy iniag'^s of a

human iorni ; anil therefore «c must i oik hide, that the elements

of sculpture weie known before that art was employeil toenliven

the devbtion of idolatrous worshippers. '1 he pyramids and obe-

lisks of Eg\pt, which were probably temples, or rather altars,

dedicated to the sun, were covereH from top to bottom with

hieroglyphical embl'-ms of men, beasts, birtis, lishes, and reptiles,

at a peiiod prior to that in which there is any unexceptionable evi-

dence th it mere stalne-worsliip prevailed even in that nursei-y of

idolatry. Vi\e first intimation that we have of the art of sculpture

is in the bookof Gc;ie«is, where we are informed, that when Jacob,
by the divine command, was returning to Canaan, his wife Hachel
carried along with her the teraphim or idols of her father. Th'se
we are assured were small, since Rachel found it so easy to con-
ceal them from her fatiier, notwithstanding his anxious search.

We are ignorant, however, how these images were made, or of

what materials they were composed. The lirst person mentioned
as an artist of eminence is Bezaleel, vlio formed the < herubini<

which covered the mercy-seat. The Egyptians early cultivated

the art of sculpture ; but there were two circumstances that ob-
structed its progress 1. The persons of the Egyptians were not
possessed of the graces of form, elegance, or symmetry ; and of

consequence they had no perfect standard to model their taste.

They resembled the Chmcse in the cast of their face, in their great

bellies, and in the clumsy rounding of their contours. 2. They
were restrained by their laws to the principles and practices

of their ancestors, and were not permillefl to introduce any inno-

vations.Thiir statues were always formed in the same stilT altitude,

with the arms hanging perpendicularly down the sides. What
perfection were they capable of who knew no other attitude than
that of cliairmen } So far were they from attempting any iniprove-

inents that in the time of Adrian the art continued in the same
rude state as at first : anri when their slavish adulation for that em-
peror induced them to place the statue of his favourite Antinous
among the objects of their worship, the same inanimate stiffness

in the attitude of the body and position of the arms was ob-erved.
This Egyptian statue, therefore, was dilVereni from the celebrated

statue of Antinous, of which so many moulds have been taken,

that imitations of it are now to be met with almost in every cabi-

net in Europe. The Phoenicians possessed both a character and
situation highly favourable to the cultivation of statuary They
had beautiful models in their own persons, and their industrious

character qualified them to attain perfection in every art for which
they had a taste. Their situation raised a spirit of commerce, and
commerce induced them to cultivate the arts. Their temples

shone with statues and cohmins of gold, and a profusion of eme-
ralds was every where scattered. All the great works of the PliOf-

nicians have been unfortunately destroyed ; hut many of the Car-
thaginian medals are still preserved, ten of which are deposited in

tlie cabinet of the King of Etruria. But th uigh the Carthaginians

were a colony of Phccncians, we cannot from their works judge
of the merit of their ancestors. The Etrurians or ancient Tuscans,

in the opinion of Winkelman, carried this art to some degree of

perfection at an earlier period than the Greeks. It is said to have
been introduced before the siege of Troy by D;rdalus, who, to

escape the resentment of Minos king of Crete, took refuge in Si-

cily, whence he passed into Italy, where he left many monu-
men's of his art. Pausanias and D.odorus Siculus inform uf, that

some works ascribed to him were to be seen when they wrote,

and that these possessed that character of majesty which distin-

guished the labours of T^truria. Winkelman supposes that the se-

cond epoch of this art commenced iiiEliuria, about the time at

wjiich it had reached its greatest perfection in Greece, in the age

of Phidias; but Ih.s conjecture is not supported by any proofs.

To describe the second style of sculpture among the Etrurians.

is almost the same as to describe the style of Michael Angeloand
his numerous imitators. The joints are strongly marked, the

muscles raised, the bones distinguishable; but the whole mien
harsh. In designing the bone of the leg, and tiie separation of the

muscles of the calf, there is an elevation a:id strength above life.

T,ie statues of the gods are designed with iv.ore delicacy. If the

Greeks derived from foreign nation. i\.f. nidniif nts ot tlie arts, it

must redound much to their honour, that in a fow centuries they

carried them to such wonderful perfection as enliTely to eclipse the

fame of their masters. The progress of sculpture was rapid, so

' that their works soon became the models for imitation. I he me-
thod of execution' in the Greek statues and other works of sculp-

ture, seems to have boen extremely different troni tnat which is

generallv in use among modern artists. In the ancient statues, we
frequcnl'ly find striking jjroofs of the freedom and boldness that ac-

compiinied each stroke of the chisel, and which resukc<! from the

artist's being peifectly sure of the accuracy of li;e metiiod which

he pursued. Even in the most minute parts of the tigure, no in-

dication of timorousness or diflidence appears ; nothing that can

induce us to believe, that the artist feared he might liave occasion

to correct his strokes. It is dillicull to find, even in the second-

rate productions of the Grecian artists, any mark of a false stroke

or a random-touch. This firmness and precision ol the Grecian

chisel, were certainly derived irom a more determined and perfect

set of rules than those of which we are masters.

Of the Practice of Sculpture.

Ill the Grecian sculpture, it is the opinion of the ablest critics

that modern artists have been more or less eminent as they have
studied with the greater or less attention the models left us u\ tlie

Grecian sculptors. As soon as the arti>t has acquired an intimate

degree of familiarity with the beautie.-. of the Grecian statues, ansb

formed his taste after the admirable models tliey exhibit, he may
then proceed with advantage and assurance to the imitation of na-

ture. The ideas he has already formed ot the perfection of nature,

l>y observing her dispersed beauties combined and collected in

the compositions of the ancient arlists, will enable him to acquire

with facility, and to employ with advantage, the det.iched and par-

tial ideas of beauty which will be exhibited to his view in a survey
of nature in her actual sta^e. When he discovers these partial

beautie;, he will be capable of combining them with those per-

fect forms of beauty with which he is already acquainted. In a

word, by having always present to his mind the noble models al-

ready mentioned, he will be in some mea-ure his own oracle, and
will draw rules from his own mind. There are, however, two
ways of imitating nature. In the one a single object occupies the

artist, who endeavours to represent it with precision and truth;

in the other, certain lines and features are taken irom a variety of

objects, and combined and blended into one regular w hole. .^11

kinds of copies belong to the lirst kiiul ot imitation ; and produc-

tions of tills kind must be executed necessarily in tlie Dutch man-
ner, that is to say, with high finishing, and little or no invention.

But the second kind ol imitation leads directly to the investigation

and discovery of true beauty, of that beauty whose idea is connate

with the human mind, and is only to be found tliere n its highest

perfection. This is the kind of imitation in which the Greeks e-\-

celled, and in vvhich men of genius excite the young arlists to

excel after their example, viz. by studying nature as they did.

After having studied in the productions of the Grecian masters

their clioice and expression of select nature, their sublime and
graceful contours, their noble drajieries, together with that sedate

grandeur and admirable simplicity that constitute their chief merit,

the curious artists will do well to study the manual and mechanical

part of their operation>-, as this is absolutely necessary to the suc-

cessful imitation of their excellent manner. The ancients almost

alwavs formed their fii-st models in v.ax : to this modern artists

have substituted clay, or some such composition : they prefer

clay before wax in the carnations, on account of the yieldiBg na-

ture of the latter, and it sticking in some measure to every thing it

touchis. We niii-t i-.ol, however, imagine from hence that ilie

method of forming models of wet clay was either unknown or neg-

lected anion; the Greeks; on the contrary, it was in Greece that

models of this kind were invented. Their aiitlior was Ddnitades

of Sicvon ; and it is well known that Arcesila«, the friend of Lu-
ciillusj obtained a higher degree of reputation by his clay-models

than by all his other productions. Indeed, if clay could be made
to preserve its original moisture, it would undoubtedly be the

fittest substance for the models of the sculptor; but when it is

placed either in the fire or left to dry imi>erceptibly in the air, its

solid parts grow more compact, and the figure losing thus a part

of
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of its tlimeiisioiis, is iiecessaiily reduced to a smaller volume. 'I'lus

diminution would be of no consequence did it equally alTett the

whole ligure, so as to preserve its proportions entire. Dut this is

not the case : for the smaller parts of the figure dry sooner than

the larger ; and thus losing niore of their dimensions in the same
space of time than the latter do. the symmetry and proportions of

the figure inevitably suffer. Tliis inconveniency does not take

place in those models that are made in wax. It is indeed ex-

tremely diflicult, in ths ordinary method of working the wax, to

give it that degree of smoothness that is necessary to represent the

softness of the carnations or fleshy parts of the body. This incon-

venience may, however, be remedied, by forming tiie model first

in clay, then moulding it in plaster, and lastly casting it in wax.
And, indeed, cl;iy is seldom used but as a mould in which to cast

a figure of plaster, stucco, or wax, to serve hencefo'^th for a niodi-l

by which the measures and proportions of the statue are to be ad-
justed. In makmg waxen models, it is common to put lulfa
pound of colophony to a pound of wax ; and some add turpen-
tine, melting the whole with oil of olives. So much for the fir-t

or preparatory steps in this procedure. It remains to consider the
manner of working the marble after the model so prepared ; and
the method here followed by the Greeks seems to have been ex-
tremely different from that which is generally observid by modern
artists. In the ancient statues we find the mo^t striking proofs ot

the freedom and boldness that accompanied each stroke of the
chisel, and whicii re>uUed from the artist's being perfectly sure of

the accuracy of his idea, and the precision anil steadine>s of his

hand : the most minute |)arls of the figure carry these marks of
assurance and freedom ; no indication of timorousness or diflidente

appear; nothing that can induce us to fancy that the artist had
occasion to correct any of his strokes. It is difficult to find, even
in the second-rate productions of the Grecian artists, any mark of

a false stroke or a random-touch. This firmness and precision of

the Grecian chisel were certainly derived from a more delermined
and perfect set of rules than those which are observed in modern
times. The method generally observed by the modern sculptor is

as follows : First, out of a great block of marble he saws another
of the size required, which is per'brmed with a smooth steel-saw,

without teeth, casting water and sand thereon from time to time ;

then he fashions it, by taking ofT what is superfluous with a steel-

point and heavy hammer of soft iron ; after this, bringing it near
the measure required, he reduces it still nearer witli anotlier finer

point; he then uses a flat cutting instrument, having notches in it*

edge ; and then a chisel to take off the scratches which the former
has left ; till, at length, taking rasps of different degrees of fine-

ness, by degrees he brings his work into a condition lor polishing.

After this, having studied his model with all possible attention, he
draws upon tliis model horizontal and perpendicular lines inter-

secting each other at right angles. He then copies these lines

upon his raarble, as the painter makes use of such transversal lines

to copy a picture, or to reduce it to a smaller size. These trans-

versal lines or squares, drawn in an equal number upon the mar-
ble and upon the model, in a manner proportioned to their respec-
tive dimensions, exhibit accurate measures of the surfaces upon

which the artist is to work ; but cannot determine, with equal pre-
cision, the depths that are proportioned to these surfaces. The
sculptor, indeed, may determine these depths by observing the
relation they bear to his model ; but as his eye is' the only guide
he has to follow in this estimate, he is always more or less exposed
to error, or at least to doubt he is never sure that the cavities made
by his chisel aie exact; a degree of uncertainty accompanies each
stroke ; nor can he be assured that it has carried away neither too
much nor too little of his marble. It is equally difficult to deter-
muie, by such lines as have already been mentioned, the external
and internal contours of the figure," or to transler them from the
model to the marble. liy the internal contour is understood that

which is described by the parts which approach towards the centre.

j

and which are not marked in a striking manner. In a co-nplicated
and laborious work, which an artist cannot execute without as-

I
sistance, he is often obliged to make use of foreign bands, that

j

have nut the talents or dexterity that are necessary to finish his

i

plan. A single stroke of the chisel that goes too deep is a defect
I not to be repaired ; and such a stroke may easily liappen, where
the depths are so imperfectly determined. Defects of this kind
are inevitable, if the sculptor, in chipping his marble, begins by
forming the depths that are requisite in the figure he designs to

represent. Nothing i- more liable to error than this manner of
proceeding. The cautious artist ought, on the contrary, to form
tlie^e depths gradually, by little and little, with the utmost cir-

I utn-^pectioii and care ; and the determining of them with precision

ought to be considereil as tlie last part of his work, and as the fi-

nishing touches of his < liisel. Tlie various inconveniences at-

lend ng tins melliod determined several en'.inenl artists to look out
lor one that would be liable to less uncertainty, and productive of
lewi-r errors. The French academy of painting at Rome hit upon
a metho<l of copying ihe ancient statues, whicli some sculptors

have employed with success, even in the figures which they fi-

nished alter models in clay or wax. This method is as follows :

Ihe statue tli.it is to be copied is inclosed in a frame that fits it

exactly. The upper p.irt of this frame is divided into a certain

number of equal parts, and to ea<:li of these parts a thread is fixed

with a piece of lead at the end of it. These threads, which hang
fieelv, shew wliat parts of liie st.itue are m st removed frum the

centre with much more peispicuity and precision tliaii the lines

which are dravin upon its surface, and which pass equally over
the higher and hollow parts of the block : they also give tlie artist

a toli-rable rule to measure the more striking variations of height

and depth, and thus render him more bold and determined in the

execuiion of his plan. But even this method is not without its de-

fects : for as it is impossible, by the means of a straight line, to

determine with precision the procedure of a curve, the artitt has,

in this method, no certain rule to guide him in his contours; and
as often as the line w hicli he is to describe deviates from the direc-

tion of the plumb-line, which is his main guide, he must ne-

cessarily find himself at a loss, and be obliged to have recourse

to conjecture. To polish the statue, or make the parts of it smooth
and sleek, they use pumice-stone and smelt ; llien tnpoli; and
when a still greater lustre is required, lliey irse burnt straw.

SCUM properly denotes the impurities which a liquor, by boil-

ing, Cd^ts up to the surface. 1 he term is also used for what is

more properly called the scoria of metals.

SCUPPliUS, in a ship, are certain channels cut through the
water-ways and sides of a ship, at proper distances, and lined with
plated lead, to carry the wati-r off from the deck iiUo the sea.

SCUKVY, or SCOUIjL rUS, denotes a putrescent, or r.ither

dissolvent, stale of the blood. This term is often misapplied to a
variety of eruptive complaints, which have no specific names.
See XIedicine. In the opinion o( Dr. Beddoes, the mineral-
acids, especially the nitric and vitriolic, may be employed in the
prevention or cure of this dreadlul disease with as miich success
as the vegetable acids. Rut of all the sul)staiices that can at once
be cheaply procured and long preserved, he thinks the concrete
acid of tartar by far the most promising. It is very grateful, and

comes near to the citric acid. In tropical countries the scurvy is

seldom known.
SCUKVYGUASS, in botany, SeeCocHLEARiA.
SCUTAGE, [^scutagium, Lat.j wasa tax or contribution raised

by those that held lands by knights service, towards furnish-

ing the king's army, at one, two, or three merks tor every knight's

fee.

SCUTARI, a town of Asiatic Turkey, in Natolia. Lon. 29.

4. E. Lat. 4). 0. N.
ScurARi, a town of European Turkey, the capital of Upper

Albania; 20 miles N. of Antivari, 47 N. W. of Albanopolis, 52
5. E. of Ragusa, and 448 VV. of Constantinople. Lon, 19.23.

E. Lat.4'2. 35. N.
SCUTELLARIA, Skui.l-Cap ; in botany, a genus of the

gymiiospcrniia order, and didynamia class of plants; natural or-

der.
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der, Personata'. Calyx sliort, tiii)u),;te, wiUi nioutli entire, autl

close after flowering. Theie aie sixteen species.

.SCUTTLES, in a^liip, are square holes 'cut in the deck, big

enough to let down a niyn, and which serve upon some occasions

to let the people down into any rooii) below, or from one deck to

another.

SCYLLA, in the mythology, a daughter of Nisus, king of

Megara, wlio tell in love witli Minos, while lie was besieging her

father'-s capit.il, and olTercd to n-.akc him niaster of it, if he would

marry her. Minos promising this, she cut o(J a golt'.en hair of her

father's head, while he was asleep, on wliich tlie fate of Megara
depended. Minos took the city, but treated her with the con-

tempt her treason merited : on wliich s-he threw herself into the

sea, and was turned into a lark, and her father into a hawk.

Sci'LLA, a daughter of Typhon, or Phorcys, who was belOved

by liieseagod Glaucus, but rejected his addresses.

ScYLLA, in ancient geography, a rock in flie Fretum Slcuhim,

near the coast of Italy, dangi^rous to shipping, opposite to Cha-
rybdis, a wiiirlpool on the coast of Sicily. ' Sutherland, (in his'

Tour up the Straits, Let. xii.) says that Scyila and Charybdis
have been almost subdued by the_ repeated convul-ions of this

part of the earth, and by the violence of the current, which is con-
tinually increasing the breadth of the Suaits. Scylia is formed by
a low peninsula, called Cape Pelorus,.stretchingto the E. on the

Sicilian side, immediately .within which lies the famous whirlpool

of Charybdis.
SCYLL^-EA, a genus of insects of the order vermes mollusca.

The generic character is, body compressed, and grooved along

the back ; mouth consisting of a terminal toothless aperture ; Icn-

tacula three on each side, and placed beneath. Theje are two
species.

SCYROS, an island in the JF.gean sea, at the distance of about

28 miles north-east from Eubcea. It is now called Spiro. ,Loa.

23. 0. E. Lat. SS. 15. N.
SCYTALA LACONICA, in antiquity, astrafagem or device

of the Lacedemonians, for the secret writing of letters to their cor-

respondents, so that if they should chance to be intercepted, no-
body might be able to read them.

SCYTHIA, an ancient name for the northern parts of Asia,

now called Tartary ; also fer some of the N. E. parts of Europe.
ScYTHiA AsiATiCA, the Asiatic Scythia, comprehended, in

general. Great Tartary, and Russia in Asia; and, in particular,

the Scythia beyond Imaus, contained the regions of Bogdoi or

Ostiacoi, and Tanguti. That within, or on this side Imaus, had
Turkestan and Mongal, the Usbeck or Zagatai, Kalmuc and Na-
gaian Tartars ; besides Siberia, the land of the Samoiedes, and
Kova Zembla. These three last not being so soon inhabited as

the former, as may be reasonably supposed, were wholly unknown
to the ancients; and the former were peopled by the Bactrians,

Sogdians, Gandari, Sacks, and Massagctes. As "for Sarmatia, it

contained Albania, Iberia, and Colchis; which makes now the
Oircassiaii Tartary, and the province of Georgia.

Scythia EUROP.EA, Scytliia in Europe, reached towards the

S. W. to the Po and the Alps, by which it was divided fromCelto-
Gallia. It was bounded on the S. by the Lter or Danube and the

Euxine sea. Its northern limits have been supposed to stretch to

the spring-heads of the Boristhenes or Nieper, and the Ilhaor Vol-
ga, and so to that of the Tanais.

SCYl UKOPS, a genus of birds of the order pica?. The gene-
ric character i«, bill large, convex, sharp-edged, channelled at the

sides, hooked at the point ; nostrils naked, rounded at the base of

the bill ; tongue cartilaginous, split at the point ; feet climbers.

There is but a single species, viz. the psittacus, which inhabits

New South Wales ; the size of a crow, but from the length of the
tjil measures 26 inches long.

SDILLES, a famous island in the Archipelago, one of the Cy-
clades, anciently called Delos. See Delos.
. SEA, in a strict sense, signi.les a large portion of water almost
surrounded by land, as the Baltic and JSIediterranean seas ; but it

. is frequently used for that vast body of water which encompasses
Ihc whole earth. What proportion the superlicies of the s.,-a bears

lo that of the land cannot easily he ascertained ; but accciding to

the most accurate observations hitherto made, the surface i.f the
sea is to the land as three to one ; the ocean therefore extends
ovtr 133,000,000 square miles, suppobing the superficies of the
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whole globe to be 199,000,000 square miles. 'To"a"sceil.;in th-r

depth of the sea is still more diifKult th:m its superticies, both oft

account of the numerous experiments which it would be necessarj
to make, and the want of proper ihstruments for that purpose;.

Beyond a certain depth the sea has hitherto been found unfatliom'-

able : and though several methods have been conti'Tved to obviatfe

this difficulty, none of them has romidetely answered the purpose.
We know in general that the depth of the'sea incie.tses gradually
as we leave the shore ; but if this is continued beyond a certain dis-

tance, tlie depth in the middle of the ocean would be prod'gious^
Indeed, the numerous islands everywhere scattered in the sea de-
monstrate the contrary, by shewing us that tRe bottom of the wiiter

is unequal like the la.;d, and that so far from uniforndy'sinking, il

sometimes rises into lofty mountains. If the depth of the sea be
in proportion to the elevation of the lar.d, as has ge!ierally beert

supposed, its greatest depth will- not exceed five oi^six miles,' fo\-

there is no mountain six miles pf-rpendicular above the level of thf
sea. The sea has never been actually sounded to a greater depth
than a mile and 60 feet ; every thing beyonil that therefore rests

entirely upon conjecture and analogical reasoning, which ought
never to be admitted to determine a single point that can be ascer-

tained by experiment, because, when admitted, they have too
often led to false conclusions. M. Dassie has been at great paink
to prove that the sea has a general motion, independent of Winds
and tides, and of more consequence in navigation than is generally
supposed. He affirms, that this motion is from east lowest in"-

clining towards the north, when the sun has passed the equinoctial
northward, and that during the time the sun is in the northern
signs ; but the contrary way after the sun haa passed tlie said equi-
noctial southward : adding, that when tliis general mo'io" 's

changed, the diurnal flux is changed also ; whence it happens that
in several places the tides come in, during one part of the year,
and go out during the other, as on the coasts of Norway, in the
Indies at Goa, C^ochinchina, &c. where, while the sun is in the
summer-signs, the sea runs to the shore; and when in the winter-
signs, runs from it. On tlie most southern coasts of Tonquin and
China, for the six summer-months, the diurnal course runs from
the north with the ocean; but the sun having repassed the line to-

ward the south, the course declines also southward. There are
two principal reasons why the sea doth not increase by means of
rivers, &c. falling every wiiere into it. The first 'is, because
waters return from the sea by subterranean cavities and aqueducts,
through various parts of the earth. Secondly, because the quan-
tity of vapours raised from the sea, and falling on the land, only
cause a circulation, but no increase of water. It hath been found
by calculation, that in a summer's day there may be raised in va-
pours, from the Mediterranean sea 5280000000 tuns of water ; and
yet this sea receives not, from all its nine great rivers, above
1827000000 tuns per day, which is but a third part of what is ex-
hausted in vapours. With regard to the saUness of the sea-water,
it is very rationally judged to arise from great multitudes both of
mines and mountaihs of salt, dispersed here and there in the depths
of the sea. The salt being continually diluted and dissolved by
the water, the sea becomes impregnated with its particles through-
out ; and for thi^ reason the saltness of the sea can never be dimi-
nished. The sea contains the greatest quantity of salt in the torrid

zone, where otherwise from the excessive heat it would be in dan-
ger of putrefaction : as we advance northward this quantity dimi-
nishes, till at the pole it nearly vanishes altogether. Under the
line Lucas found that the si-a contained a seventh part of solid con-
tents, consisting chiefly of sea-salt. At Harwich he found it

yielded -j'j of sea-salt. At Carlscroon, in Sweden, it contains ,lj

part, and on the coast of Greenland a great deal less. This defici-

ency of salt near the poles probably contributes a good deal to-

wards th^ prodigious quantities of ice which are met with in these
seas; for salt-water requires a much greater degree of cold to

freeze it than fresh water. It was this circumstance, probably, to-

gether with its constant motion, which induced the ancients to

believe that the sea never froze. Even among the modelrs, it lias

been a generally received opinion, that sea-ice is ori'"ina!ly formed
in rivers. BuHbn ha; made the great quantities of "ice with w'trich

the South sea abounds, an argument for the existence of a conti-

nent near the Antarctic pole. But it is now well known that great

quantities of ice are formed at a distance from land. As the sea

covers so great a portion of the globe, weshouUl, no doubt, by
(j Z e.xplorinj
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explorins; its bottom, discover a vast mimbcr of interesting parti-

culars. Uiiforlnnateiy, in tlie greater purt ot tiie ocean, this lias

hitlierlo been impossilile. Part, however, has been exainlne<l ;

and tlie discoveries which this examination has produced may
enable iis to form some idea of the whole. Tlie bottom of the sea

beai-s a great resemblance to 'he surface of the dry land, being,

like it, full of plains, rocks, caverns, and mountains; some of

which are abrupt, and almost perpendicular, while others rise

with a gentle declivity, and sometimes tower above the water and

form islands. Neither do the materials difter which compose the

bottom of the sea, and the l)asis of the dry land. If we dig to a

considerable depth in any part of the earlli, we uniformly meet
with lock ; the same thing holds in the sea. The strata, loo, are of

the san^e kind, disposed in the same manner, and form indeed hut

cue whole. The same kind of mineral and bituminous substances

are also found interspersed with these strata ; and it is to them pro-

bably that the sea is indebted for its bitter taste. Over these natu-

ral and original strata, an artilicial bed has pretty generally been
formed, composed of. different materials in ditTereiit places. It

consists frecjiiently of muddy tartareous substances firmly cement-
ed together, som':times of shells or coral reduced to powder, and

near the mouths of rivers, it is generally composed of fine sand or

gravel. The bottom of the sea resembles the land likewise in ano-

ther particular : many fresh springs, and even rivers, risps out of it,

which, displacing the salt-water, render the lower part of the sea,

wherever they abound, quite fresh. An instance of this kind

occurs near Goa, on the western coast of Ilindostan, and another in

the Mediterranean sea, not far from Marseilles.

Sea-Chart. See Chart, and Navig.^tiov.
SEAFORD, a borough and sea port-town of England, one of

the Cinque Ports, 8 miles S. S. E. of Lewis, and 59 S. by E. of

London. Lon. 0. 10. E. Lat 50. 50. N.
SEA-GAGE. See Gage.
Sea-Horse, in ichthyology, the English name of the Hippo-

campus. See Trichecus.
Sea Horse Island, an island of North America, in Hudson's

Bay. Lon. 92 40 W. Lat. 62. 0. N.
Seal, a puncheon, piece of metal, or other matter, usually

either round or oval : whereon are engraven the arms, device. Sec.

of some prince, state, community, magistrate, or private person,

often With a legend or inscription ; the impression whereof in wax
serves to make acts, instruments, &c. authentic. The use of seals,

as a mark of authenticity to letters and otlier instruments in writ-

ing, is exlremelv ancient. We read of it among the Jews and
Persians in the earliest and most sacred records of history. And
in the book of Jeremiah there is a very remarkable instance, not

only of an attestation by seal, but also of the other usual formalities

attending a Jewish purchase. In the civil law also, seals were the

evidence of truth, and were required, on the part of the witnesses at

least, at the attestation of every testament.

Seal is also used for the wax or lead, and the impression thereon

afifi\ud to the thing sealed.

Seal Island an island of the United States, near the coast of

the Maine. Lon. 68. 40. W. Lat. 43. 50. N.
Seal Islands, a cluster of Islands in the Atlantic, near the coast

of Maine. Lon. 67. 46. W. Lat. 4.1. 45. N.
Seal, Kl-jo'sGreat, is that whereby all patents, commissions,

•warrants, &c. coming down from the king are sealed : the keeping

whereof is in the haiuls of the lord chancellor.

SE.VLER is an oflicer in chancery appointed by the lord chan-

cellor, or keeper of the great seal, to seal the writs and instruments

there made in his presence.

SEALING, in architecture, the fixing of apiece of wood or iron

in a wall with plaster, mortar, cement, lead, or other solid binding.

For staples, hinges, and joints, plaster is very proper.

Seali.ng-Wax, is a composition of gum-lac, melted and incor-

porated with resins, and afterwards coloured with some pigment,

such as Vermillion, verditer, ivory-black, &c.
SEAM, in mines, is the same with a vein or stratum of metal.

Seam op Glass, is 1201b. weighing 24 stones, each 5 1b.

weight.

A Seam of Wood is a horse-load.

Seams of a Ship, are places where the planks meet and join to-

gether. Tliere is also a king of peculiar seam in the sowing of

sails, which they call monk-seam ; the other seam of a sail is the

7

round seam, so called from its being round like the common
seams.

SEA-MEN, such as are reserved to serve the king, or other

persons, at sea, who may not depart without license, &c. Seamen
lighting, quarrelling, or making any disturbance, may be punishe<l

by the cummissiontrs of the njvy, with fine and imprisonment.
Registered sea-men are exempted from serving in any parish-

olTice, &c. and are allowed bounty-money besides their pay. 15y

the law of merchants, the sea-men of a vessel are accountable to

the master or commander, and the master to the osvners, and the

owners to the merchants, for damage sustained either by negli-

gence or otherwise. Where a seaman is hired for a voyage, and
he deserts it before it is ended, he shall lose his wages; auci in case

a ship be lost by a tempe.-.t, or in a storm, the sea-men lose '.heir

wases, as well as the owners their freight.

SEAMANSHIP, the art of working a ship; including the

science, knowledge, qualifications, and experience, wnich enable

a man to exercise this noble art. A seaman, in the language of the

profession, is not merely a mariner or labourer on board a ship,

but a man who understands tlie structure of this machine, and
every subordinate jiart of its mechanism, so as to enable him to

employ it to the best advantage for pushing her forward in a par-

ticular direction, and for avoiding the numberless dangers to which
she is exposed by llie violence of the winds and waves. He al.-.o

knows wliat courses can be held by the ship, according to the wind
that blows, and what cannot, and which ot these i:> most conducive
to her progress in her intended voyage : and he must be able to

perform every part of the necessary operation with his own hands.

As the seamen express it, he must be able " to hand, reef, and
steer." See Navigation, and Naval Tactics.
SEA-ONION, or SQUILL. See Scilla.

Sea Otter Sound, a bay of the North Pacific Ocean, on the

N. \V. coast of North America: S. E. of Hazy Islands. Lon.
135. 55. W. Lat. 55. 40. N.
Sea-Plants are those vegetables that grow in salt-water witliin

the shores of the sea.

SEAPOYS, or SEPOYS, natives of Hindoslan-ervingina mili-

tary capacity under the European powers, and disciplined after the

European manner. The seapoys of the English Eajt-lndia com-
pany compose perhaps the most numerous, regular, and best dis-

ciplined body of black troops in the world. They are raised from
among the natives of the country, and consist of Moors or Moham-
medans, Raja-poots, Hindoos, Farias, besides many intermediate

cabts peculiar to themselves ; the whole modelled in all corres-

ponding particulars, and disciplined in every respect as the army
of Great Britain. The military establishments of Bengal, Madras,

and Bombay, have each their respective numbers, that of Bengal
being largest.

SEA PYES KEYS, a cluster of islands, in the Gulf of Mexico.
Lon. 89. 5. W. Lat. 29. 56. N.
SEARCH ER, an officer in the customs, whose business it is to

search and examine sliips outward bound, if they have any prohi-

bited goods on board, &c. (12 Car. II.) There are also searchers

of leather, &c. See Alnagek.
Searcher, in ordnance, is an iron-socket with branches, from

four to eight in number, a little bent outwards, with small points at

their ends ; to tiiis socket is fixed a wooden angle, from eight to

twelve feet long, of about an inch and a quarter diameter. After

the gun has been fired, this searcher is introduced into it, and
turned round, in order to discover the cavities within.

Search-warrant, in law, a kind of general warrant issued by
justices of the peace or magistrates of towns for searching all suspect-

ed places for stolen goods.

SEARCLOl'H, or CERECLOTH, in surgery, a form of ex-

ternal remedy somewhat harder than an unguent, yet softer than

an emplaster, though it is frecjueiitly used both for the one and

the other.

SEA-SICKNESS, a disorder incident to most persons on their

first going to sea, occasioned by the agitation of the vessel. In

voyages, sea-sickness, though it continues in general only for the

first day or two, is extremely harassing to some people at inter-

vals, especially on any increased motion of the vessel. Sometimes,

bv long continuance, it causes fever, headich, quick pulse, thirst,

while tongue, and a total deprivation of the retention of the sto-

mach ; evils which are always dititicult to remove, and fre(|uently

terminate
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enniniite only with the voyage. This imlisposilion is conside-

rably alleviaied by a small tea-spooniul of ether, taken now and

then in a glass ol water, and applying Bunie ot it to the temples

and nostrils.

iJEASiN, in a ship, the name of a rope by whicli t!ie boat rides

by the ship's side when in harbour, &c.
SEASONS, incosmograpliy, certain portions or quarters of the

7ear, distinguished by the signs which the sun then enters, or by
the meridianaltitudes of the sun ; consequent on which are dif-

ferent temperature-, af the air, diflerent works in tillage, &c. See

Heat, and Weather. The year is divided into (our seasons,

Spring, Summer, Autumn, and Winter. The beginnings and
endings of each whereof, see under its proper article.

SEASONING, the first illness to which persons habituated to

colder climates are subject on their arrival in the West Indies.

This seasoning, unless they live very temperately, or are in a

proper h.ihit of body, (though some people are unmolested for

many months,) selilom suflVis them to remain long before it ap-

pears in some mode or other; particularly if at fir>t they expose

themselves in a shower of rain, or too long, in the sun, or in the

night-air; or when the body is much heated, if they drink large

draughts of cold liquors, or bathe in water ; or use much exercise ;

or connnit excess in drinking wine or spiiits; or by heating the

body or inllaming the blood ; or by subjecting themselves to any

cause that may suddenly check perspiration, which at first is

generally excessive. Some people, from a favourable stale of

body, have no seasoning. Thin people, and very young people,

are most likely to escape it.

SE ^T, in the manege, is the posture or situation of a horseman
upon the laddie.

S EATER, one of the chief deities of the ancient Saxons,

reckoned by niythologists analogous to the Saturn of the Greeks
and Romans. Saturtlay was named from this idol.

SEATON, orPORTSEATON, a sea-port-town of Scotland,

in Haddingtonshire, nine miles East of Edinburgh, and five

N. N. W. of Haddington. Lon. 2. 54. W. Lat. 66. 0. N.
SEA-WATER, denotes the salt-water of the ocean. The salts

which this fluid contains, are, 1. Common marine, or culinary salt,

compounded of fossil-alkali, or soda, and nuniatic acid ; 2. Salited

magnesia, or a saline substance formed by the combination of mu-
riatic acid with magnesian earth ; 3. A small portion of selenite, or

gypsum. The quantity of saline matter obtained from the water
of the British seas, is estimated by Neumann, to be about one
ounce in each pint. Sea-water is of great utility for various pur-

poses. It affords an excellent manure, either sprinkled on land,

or, when it is mixed with pulrcscible matters, lormed into a com-
post, and distributed over the soil. In a medicinal view. Dr. Rus-
sel (Dissertation concerning the Use of Sea-water in Diseases of

the Glands, &c. Svo.) states the following cases, in which this

fluid may be drunk with advantage, namely, in all glandular ob-
structions, as well as in swellings of the neck, and other parts ; in

all cutaneous diseases; in recent obstructions of the liver and kid-

nies (provided the stone in the latter be not large ;) in bronchocele,

ortumors in the wind-pipe; and, lastly, for the prevention of the

bilious colics, to wliich mariners are frequently subject. To purify

the sea-water from its saline ingredients, so as to render it fresh, is

an object of the greatest importance to navigators ; for various ac-

cidents may happen, by which the stock of this necessary article on
ship-board may be split, or become corrupted. The most simple
apparatus for this purpose is that invented by Dr. Irving, for which
he received a reward of 5000/. By this contrivance, all stills, still-

beads, &c. are rendered unnecessary; because the common boiler

or kettle belonging to a ship, will serve as an effectual substitute:

with this ought to be connected, a plain tube made of plate-iron or

sheet-tin, that may be easily procured on board. As soon as the

sea-water is poured into such vessel, the tube must be fitted to the

lid or cover, round which a piece of wet linen may be applied, to

adapt it the better to the mouth of the new still. When the water
boils, the vapour should be suffered to pass freely for a minute, in

order to clear the tube, which is then to be constantly moistened,

by passing a mop dipped in the sea along its upper surface. The
distillation should be continued till thiee-fourths of the water b<?

drawn off, when the brine ought to be taken out: thus, any quan-

tity of pure water may be obtained, without the aid of any ingre-

dients. The utility of this expedient is obvious ; and we trust that

it IS, or at least will be, generally adopted on board of every ship

tiiat is bound to a distant port.

SEBACIC ACID, the acid procured from fat. Che-
mists had long suspected, that an acid could be obtained from tal-

low, on account of the acrid nature of the fumes, which it emits at

a high temperiilure ; but it was M. Giutzmacher, who first demon-
'strated it in a dissertation De Ossiuin Medalla, published in 1748.
M. Rhodes mentioned it in 1753 ; Segner published a dissertation

on it in 1754, and Crell examined its properties very fully in two
dissertations, in the Phil. Trans, for 17S0and 1782. It was called

at fiiot Acid of Fat. It may be procured by the following process!
Mix quick-lime with melted tallow, and keep the mixture for soma
time in a melting heat. Then let it cool, and wash it in a great

quantity of water. Evapurale this water, and there will be ob-
tained a brown salt, which is impure Sebate of lime. Heat this

pretty strongly in a crucible, dissolve it in water, filter it, separate
the excess by carbonic acid : then evaporate. Pure crystallized

sebate of lime is obtained. Mix this with sulphuric acid, and dis-

til with a moderate heat. Sebacic Acid comes over. It is a liquid

of an acid, sharp, bitterish taste. When concentrated, it exhales
a white smoke, which has a strong disagreeable peculiar odour,
and irritates the eyes and throat. It reddens tincture of turnsole.

Heat causes it to assume a yellowish colour. Wlicn distilled, it

yields a brownish liipiid, and when distilled to dryness, it leaves a
little charcoal. For its aninilies, see Chemistry.
SEBASTIAN, St. a large and hand-onie city of South Ame-

rica, in Brazil, capital of the province of Rio Janeiro. Lon. 43.
11. W. Lat. C2. 54. S.

Sebastian, St. a handsome, populous, and strong town of
Spain, m the province of Guipuscoa. Lon. 1. 59. W. Lat. 43.

23. N.
SEBAT, or SIIEBET, in chronology, the 5th month of the

civil year among the Jews, and the 1 llh of their sacred year. It

consists of 30 days, and begins in January, and ends in Feb-
ruary.

SEBATE, in chemistry, a salt formed by the union of the Se^
bacic Acid with ditlerenl bases, as alkalies, earths, &c. These
salts are soluble in water.

SEBENTCO, a county of Dalmatia, extending- 30 miles along
the coast. It is watered by the Kerka, or Cherca, which forms
two laki'S in it, and abounds in wines, oils, &c.

Sebenico, the capital of the aliove county, is a strong^ sea^

port-town. 20 miles N. of Trau, and 25 N. \V. of Spalatro. Lom
16. 46. E. Lat. 44. 17. N.
SEBUiEl, a sect among the ancient Samaritans, whom St. Epi-

phanius accuses of changing the time expressed in the law, for the
celebration of the great annual feasts of the Jews.

SEBUM, [Lat.] lat.

SEBURyEl, or SEBURAI, a name which the Jews give tosuch
of their rabbins or doctors as lived and taught some lime after the
finishing of the Talmud.
SEBURG, a town of France, in the department of the North;

and late province of French Hainault ; five miles £. of Valen>
ciennes. Lon. 3. 50. E. Lat. 50, 22. N.
SECALE, Rye; in botany, a genus of the digyiiia order, and

triandria class of plants ; natural order, Gramina. Calyx a glume
of two leaves, which are opposite to one another, erect, linearj

pointed, and less than the corolla ;. corolla consists of two valves,

the exterior of which ends in a beard. There are four species.

S. Cereale, Common Rve, has glumes with rough fringes,

it is a native of the island of Candia, was introduced into England
many ages ago, and is the only species of rye cultivated in this

kingdom. There are, however, two varieties, tiie winter and
spring rye. I. The wii.ter-rye, which is larger in the grain than

the spring-rye is sown in aulunui at the same time witli wheat, and
sometimes mixed with it; but as the rye ripens sooner than the

wheat, this method must be very exceptionable. II. The spring-

rye is sown along with the oats, usually ripens as soon as the win-

ter-rye ; but the grain produced is lighter, and it is therefore sel-

dom sown except where the autumnal crop has failed. Rye is

commonly sown on poor, dry, limestone, or sandy soils, where
w heat will not thrive. By continuing to sow jt on such a soil for

two or three years, it will at length ripen a month earlier than that

which has been raised for years on strong cold ground. Rye is

commonly used for bread either alone or mi.\ed with wheat. This
mixture.
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mixUiie is called nieiliii, and was formerly a very coannon crop in

some parts or Britain.

S. Cketicum, die Cretan Rye, has glumes friuged on tlie

outside.

S. ORIENT.4LE, the Orientai, Rye, has shaggy glumes, and

the scales of thecalvx are shaped like an awi.

S. ViLLosuM, the Wood-KyeGrass, has a calyx with wedge-

shaped scales, and the fringe of ihc e;lunie is woody. See lics-

BANDRY.
SECAXDRA, or T3ECANDER, a city of India, in Agra, 42

miles- N. E of Agra. Lon. 79. 10. E. Lat." 27. 5. N.
SECANT, in geometry, is a line that cuts another, or divides it

into two parts. (Plate C'EVH. fig. 12.) Thus the Ime AM is a

secant of the circle AED, <fec. as it cuts it in B. It is demonstrated

by geometricians, 1. That if several secants MA, MN, ME, &c. be

drawn from the same point M, tliat passing through the centre MA
is the greatest, and the^est are all so much the less as they are

more remote from the centre. On the contrary, the portions

thereof without the circle MD, MO, MB, are so much the greater

as they are farther from the centre. 2. That if two secants, MA
and ME be drawn from the same point M, the secant MA will be

to ME, asMD to MB. See Geometry. In trigonometr\

,

the secant denotes a right line drawn from the centre of a circle,

which cutting the circumference, proceeds till it meets with a

tangent to the same circle : thus the line FC, (fig. 13,) drawn from

the centre C till it meet the tangent EF, is called a secant ; and

particularly the secant of the arch AK to which EF is a tangent.

See Trig ONOMETUY.
Secants, Lixe of, oneofthose lines, or scales, whichare usually

put upon sectors. See Sector.
SECEDERS, in church-history, a numerous body of Presby-

terians in Scotland, who have withdrawn from the communion of

the established church.

SECHES, an island in the North Pacific Ocean, near the coast

of Vera^ua. Lon. 6:i. 5. W. Ferro. Lat. 8. 20. N.
SECHIUM, in botany, a genus of the Kyngencsia order, and

monoecia class of plants; natural order, Cucurbitacea*. Calyx
half-five cleft, corolla five-cleft, with ten hollows in the upper part

of the tube; nectary: male, lilanicnts five, connected: female,

stigma very large, peltate reflexed, five-cleft; pericarpium large,

ovate, turbinate, one-seeded. There is only one species, viz. S.

edule, chocho vine. It is a native of the West Indies; flowering

sad fruiting in December.
SECHURA, a town of Peru, in the bishopric of TruxiHo.

It is thirty miles S. S. E. of Payta, and 180 N. N: W. of

Truxillo.
Sechura, a sandy desert of Peru, about 90 miles in extent, so

full of loose flying sand, that the most experienced guides are of-

ten in danger of losing their way in it.

SECKER, Thomas, a learned and pious prelate, was born at

Sibthorpe, in Nottinghamshire, in 1693. He was educated at

Tewksbury under the learned Mr. Jone? with a view to the minis-

try among the dissenters; but in 1716 he went to Leyden, where
he studied physic, and look his degree in that faculty. After his

return to England he entered himself of Exeter college, O.xford,

and proceeded to the degree of doctor of laws. On entering into

orders he became chaplain to bishop Talbot, and in 1733 was institut-

ed to the rectory of St. James, Westminster. The year following he

was consecrated bishop of Bristol, and in 1737 translated to Ox-
ford. In 1750 he obtained the deanry of St. Paul's, and in 17:>8

was advanced to the archbibhopric of Canterbury. He died in

1763. The sermons, charges, and lectures, of this excellent pre-

iate are distinguished by their perspicuity and eloquence.

SECOND, in geometry, chronology, &c. is the 60th part of a

a prime, whether of a degree or of an hour.

Second, in music, one of the musical intervals; being only the

difference between any sound and the next nearest sound, whether
above or below it. See Interval, and Mvsic.
Second Sight, [in Erse /«f.sr/i,] is a mode of seeing super-

added to that which nature generally bestows. This gift or fa-

culty, which is neither voluntary nor constant, is in general rather

troul)lesome, than agreeable, to the possessors of it, who are chiefly

found among the inhabitants of the Highlands of Scotland, those of

the Western Isles, of the Isle of Man, and of Ireland. It is an im-
pression made either by the mind upon the eye, or by the eye upon

the mind, by which things distant or future are perceived, and
seen a? if they were present. A man on a journey far from home
falls from his horse ; another, who is perhajjs at work about the

hou-e, sees him bleeding on the ground, commonly with a kitid-

scapi: of the place where the accident befals h.ni. Another seer,

driving home his cattle, or wandering in idleness, or musing in the

sunshine, is suddenly surprised by the appearance of a bridal cere-

mony, or funeral-procession, and counts the mourners or atlenil-

ants," of whom, if he knows the.n, he relates the names; if he
knows them not, he can describe the dresses. Things distant are

seen at the inst.int when they happen. Of things future, Johnson
says that he knows no rule pretended to for dutermining the time
between the sight and the event ; but we are informed by Mr.
Grose, that in general the time of accomplislniniil bears some re-

lation to the lime of the day in which the impressions are received.

Tims visions seen early in the morning (>vhich seldom happens)
will be much sooner accomplished than those appearing at noon ;

and those seen at noon will take place in a much shorter time than
those h;ippening at night ; sometimes the accomplishment of llie

last does not lall out w illiin a year or more. These visions are not
confineil to solemn or important events; nor is it true, as is com-
monly reported, tliat to the second sight nothing is presented but
phanloms of evil, 'i'he future visit of a mountebank, or piper ;

a plentiful draught of fish; the arrival of common travellers; or,

if possible, still more trifling matters than these,—are foreseen by
the seers. A gentleman told Dr. Johnson, that when he had
once gone far from his own island one of his labouring secTaiits

predicted his return, and described the livory of his attendant,

which he had never worn at home; and which had been, without
any previous design occasionally given him. Many hypotheses
have been invented to account for the most singular gift of second
sight saiil to be possessed by many of the Highlandei-s ; but they
have all been insufficient for the purpose intended ; and the more
es|)ecially so, as the numerous cases of undoubted authority, which
have been foretold with astonishing minuteness, have entirely ren-
dered this pha^nomcnon unaccountable by means of the com-
plicated laws in the doctrine of chances. And to say that every
instance of second sight recorded in history is an imposition upon
the public, because it cannot be comprehended, would betray a
great want of candour, and be a gross impeachment of the veracity
of many respectable members of society.

SECONDARY, in general, an ep"ithet applied to something
that acts as second, or in subodination to another. Secondary cir-

cles of the sphere, are circles passing through the poles of some
great circle: thus the meridians and hour-circles are secondaries
to the equinoctial.

SECREl'ARY, in a public office, is an officer who, by his

master's orders, writes letters, dispatches, and other instruments,
which he renders authentic by his signet. Of tliese there are
several kinds : as,

Secretaries of 6tate, are officers that have under their
management and direction the most important alTairs of the king-
dom, and are obliged constantly to attend on the kins: ihey re-
ceive and dispatch whatever comes to their hands, eitlier from the
crown, the church, the army, private grants, pardons, dispensations,

Src. as likewi.SH petitions to the sovereign, which, when read, are
returned to them ; all which they dispatch according to the king's
direction. They have authority to commit persons for treason,

and other offences against the state, as conservators of the peace at
common law, or as justices of the peace throughout the kingdom.
They are members of the privy council, which is seldom or never
held without one of them being present.

Secretary of an Embassy, a person attending an ambassa-
dor, for writing dispatches relating to the negociation. There is a
great difference between the secretary of an embassy and the
ambassa<lor's secretary ; the last being a domestic or menial of
the ambassador, and the first a servant or minister of the
jjrince.

Secretary of War, an officer of the war-oflTicc, who has two
chief clerks under hiin, the last of which is the secretary's

messenger. There are also secretaries in most of the other
offices.

SECRETION, [sfcreth, Lat.] in the animal-o:conomy, the

separation of some fluid mixed with the blood by means of the

glands. See the article Gland. In the bodies of animals we ob-

serve
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serve a great number of juices of diHerent natures, viz. tlie blood,

Jymplia, saliva, stomach-liiiuor, intestinal juices, pancreatic juice,

.bile, urine, &c. and the blood is the general source of all. See
Physiology.
SECTION, in general denotes a part of a divided thing, orthe

division itself. Such, particularly, are the subdivisions of a chap-

ter; called also paragraphs and articles: the mark of a section

,is§.

StCTiov, in geometry, denotes a side or surface of a body or

figure cut off by another ; or the place where lines, planes, &c.
cut each other.

Sections, Co.vic. See Conic Sections.
SECTOR, in geometry, is a part of a circle comprehended be-

tween two radii and the arch ; or it is a nii.ved triangle, formed by
two radii and the arch of a circle.

Sector of an Ellipse, or of an PIyperbola, &c. is a part

resembling the circular sector, bemg contained by three lines, two
of wliicli are radii, or lines drawn from the centre of the figure to

the curve, and Ihe intercepted arc or part of that curve.

Sector of a Sphere, is the solid generated by the revolution

of the sector of a circle about one of its radii ; the other radius de-

scribing the surface of a cone, and the circular arc a circalar por-

tion of the surface of the sphere of the same radius. So that the

spherical sector consists of a right cone, and of a segment of the

sphere having the same common base with the cone. And hence
tiie solid content of it will be found by multiplying the base or

spherical surface by the radius of the sphere, and taking a third part

of the product.

Sr.cioR is also a mathematical instrument, of great use in find-

ing the proportion between quantities of the same kind : as between
lines and lines, surfaces and surfaces, &c. whence the French call

it the compass of pro|)ortion. The great advantage of the sector

above the common scales, &c. is, tliat it is made so as to fit all radii

and all scales. By the lines of chords, sines, &c. on the sector,

we have lines of chords, sines, &c. to any radius betwixt the length

and breadth of the sector when open. The real inventor of this

valuable instrument is unknown ; yet of so much merit has the in-

vention appeared, that it was claimed by Galileo, and disputed by
nations. Tlie sector is founded on the fourth jjroposition of the

sixth book of Euclid : where it is demonstrated, that similar tri-

angles have their homologous sides proportional. An idea of the

tjieory of its construction may be conceived thus. Let the lines

AB, AC, (Plate CLVI. fig. 1,) represent tlie legs of the sector;

and AD, and AE, two equal sections from the centre : if, now the

points CB and DEbe connected, the lines CB and DE will be pa-

rallel: therefore the triangles ADE, ACE, will be similar; and con-

sequcntlv llie sides AD, DE, AB, and BC, proportional: that is,

as AD :'DE : : AB : BC : whence, if AD be the half, third, or

fourth part of AB ; DE will he a half, third, or fourth part of CB :

and the same holds of all the rest. If, therefore, AD be the chord,

sine, or tangent, of any number of degrees to the radius AB ; DE
will be same to the radius BC.

Sector, Description of the. The instrument (fig. 2, 3,)

consists of two rulers or legs, of brass or ivory, or any other matter,

representing the radii, moveable round an axis or joint, the middle

of which expresses the centre; whence are drawn on the faces of

the rulers several scales, which may be distinguished into single

and double. The double scales, or lines graduated upon the faces

ofthe instrument, and which are to be used at sectoral line-, proceed

from the centre ; and arc, 1 . Two scales of equal parts, one on

each leg, marked lin. or L. each of these scales, from tlie great

extensiveness of its use, is called the line of lines. 2. Two lines of

chords marked CHO. or c. 3. Two lines of secants marked sec.

or s. A line of polygons marked POL. Upon the other face

the sectoral lines are, 1. Two lines of sines marked sin. or s.

2. Two lines of tangents marked tan. or T. 3. Between the line

of tangents and sines there is another line of tangents to a less ra-

dius, to supply the defect of the former, and extending from 45"

to 75", marked t. Each pair of these lines (Except the line of

polygons) is so adjusted as to make equal angles at the centre
;

and consequently at whatever distance the sector be opened, the

angles will be always res])ectively equal. That is, the distanrc

between 10 and 10 on the line of lines, will be equal to GO and f>o

on the line of chords, 90 and 90 on the line of sines, and 45 and 45

on the line of tangents. Besides the sectoral scales, there are
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others on each face, placed parallel to the outward edges, and
used as those of the common plane scale. 1. These are a line of

inches. 2. A line of latitudes. 3. A line of iiours. 4. A line of

inclination of meridians. 5. A line of chords, 'ihree logarithmic
scales, namely, one of nuinbers, one of sines, and one of tangents ;

these are used when the sector is fully opened, the legs lorming
one line. The value of Ihe divisions on mo^t of the lines are de-
termined by the figures adjacent to them ; these proceed by lens,

which constitute the divi^ions of the fiist order, and are numbered
accordingly ; but tlie value of the divisions of the line of lines,

that are distinguished by figures, is entirely arbitrary, and may
represent any value that is given to them ; hence the ligures 1, 2,

3, 4, &c. niav denote either 10, 20, 30, 40, or 100, 200, 300, 400,
and so on. The line of lines is divided into ten e<[ual parts, num-
bered 1, 2, 3, to 10 ; these may be called divisions of the first or-

der ; each of these are again subdivided into 10 other equal parts,

which may be called divisions of the second order ; each of these

is divided into two equal parts, forming divisions of the third or-

der. 'I'he division; on all the scales are contained between four

parallel lines ; those of the third order extend to the most distant:

those of the third to the least ; those of the second to the interme-
diate parallel. When the wliole line of lines represents 100, the
divisions of the first order, or those to which the figures are an.-

nexed, represent tens ; those of the second order units ; those of

the third order the halves of these units. If the whole line repre-

sent ten, then the division of the first order are units; those of the

second tenths ; tlie third twentieths. In the line of tangents, the

divisions to which the numbers are affixed, are the dt-grees ex-
pressed by those numbers. Every filth degree is denoted by a

line somewhat longer than the rest; between every number and
each fifth degree, there are four divisions, longer than the inter-

mediate adjacent ones, these are whole degrees ; the shorter ones,

or those of the third order, are 30 minutes. From the centre, to

t)0° the line of sines is divided like the line of tangents, from 60 to

70; it is divided only to every degree, from 70 to 80, to every
two degrees, from 80 to yo ; the division must be estimated by
the eye. The <livisions on the line of chords are to be estimated

in the same manner as the tangents. The less line of tangents is

graduated to every two degrees, from 45 to 50; but from 50 to CO
to every degree ; from 60 to the end, to half-degrees. The line

of secants from to 10 is to be estimated by the rye; from 20 to

50, it is divided to every two degrees ; from 50 to 60, to every
degree ; from 60 to the end, to every half-degree.

Sector, Use of the Line of Chords on the. 1. To
open the sectoi so as the two lines of chords may make an r.ngle

or number of degrees, suppose 40. Take the distance from the

joint to 40, the number of the degrees proposed, on the line of

chords ; open the sector till the distance trom 60 to 60, on each
leg, be equal to the givC'n distance of 40 ; then will the two lines

on the sector form an angle of 40 degrees, as w;ts required. 2.

The sector being opened, to find the degrees of its aperture.

Take the extent from 00 to 60, and lay it olV on the line of chords

from the centre ; the number whereon it terminates will shew the

degrees, &c. required. 3. To lav off any ntimber of degrees upon
the circumference of a circle. Open the sector till the distance

between 60 and 60 be equal to the radius of the given circle ; then

take the parallel extent of the chord of the number of degrees on
each leg of the sector, and lay it off on the circumference of the

given circle. Hence any regular polygon may be easily inscribed

111 a given circle.

Sector, Use of the Line of equal Parts on the. 1.

To divide a given line into any number of equal parts, suiiposo

seven. Take the given line in your compasses; and setting one
foot in a division of equal parts, that may be divided by ^even,

for example 70, whose seventh part is 10, open the sector till the-

other point fall exactly on 70, in the same line on the other leg.

In this disposition, applying one point of the compasses to 10 in

the same line ; shut them till the other fall in 10 in the same line

on the other leg, and this opening will be the seventh part of the

given line. Note, if the line to be divided be too long to be ap-

plied to the legs of the sector, divide only one-halt or one-fourth

ijy seven, and the double or quadruple thereof will be the st-vrnth

part of the whole. 2. To measure the lines of the |)erinieter of a

polygon, one of which contains a given nuniber of f<)iiiil p:irls.

Take the given line in your comi>asbes, and set it parallel, upon

7 A the
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till- line of ci|iij1 pnrl^, lo llie ininibt-r on each leg e.\pre^sillg iu

Icngtli. Tlie sfclor remaining tliiis, set oil" tlie length of each of

the other lines parallel to the former, and the number each of them

falli on will express its length. 3. A right line being given, and

the nnniber of parts it contains, suppose 120, to take from it a

^llor^er line, containing any nnmbcr of the same parts, suppose 25.

Take the given line in \oiir compasses, open the sector till the

two feet fall on 120 on each leg; then will the distance between

25 on one leg, and the same number on the other, give the line

required. 4. To ni\iltiply by the lineofecpial parts on the sector

Take the lateral distance I'rom the centre of the line to the given

multiplicator ; open the sector till you ht that lateral distance to

the parallel of 1 and 1, or 10 and 10, and kee]) the sector in that

disposition; then take in the compasses the parallel distance "of the

niultiplicaiul, which distance, measured laterally on the same line,

will give the product retpiired. Tluis, suppose it were recpiired

to tind the product of 8 multiplied by 4: take the lateral distance

from the centre of the line to 4 in your compasses, i.e. place one

foot of the compasses in llie beginning of tiie divisions, and extend

the otiier along the line to 4. Open the sector till you lit this

lateral distance to the parallel of 1 and 1, or 10 and 10. 'I'lien

take the parallel distance of S, the multiplicand ; i. e. extend the

compasses from 8, in this line, on one leg, to S in the same line on

the other; and that extent, measured laterally, will give the pro-

duct required, j. To divide by the line of equal parts on the

sector. Extend the compasses laterally from the beginning of the

line to I, and open the sector till you lit that extent to the paral-

lel of the divisor ; then take the parallel distance of the dividend,

whicli extent, measured in a lateral direction, will give the (]Uo-

ticnt required. Tims, suppose it was required to divide 3() by 4;
extend the compasses laterally, from the beginning of the line to 1

,

and fit to that extent the parallel of 4, the divisor ; then extend the

compas-es parallel, from 3G on one leg, lo 3(3 on the other, and

that extent, measured laterally, will give 9, (he quotient re(|iiired.

6. Proportion by the line of equal parts. Make the lateral <lis-

tance of the second lerm the parallel distance of the first term, the

parallel distance of the third term is the fourth proportional. F.x-

ample. To find a fourth proportional lo 8, 4, and ti, take the late-

ral distance of 4, and niake it the parallel distance of 8 ; then the

parallel distance of G, extended from Ihe centre, shall reach lo the

tourth i)roportional 3. In the same manner, a third proportional

is found to two numbers. Thus, to find a third proportional to S

and 4, the sector remaining as in the former example, the parallel

distance of 4, extended from the centre, shall reach to the third

proportional 2. In all these cases, if the number to be made a pa-

rallel distance be too great for the sector, some alii|Uot part of it is

to be taken, and the answer is to be mulliplied by the number by
which the first number was divided.

Sector, Use of the Line of Polygons on the. 1. To
Inscribe a regular polygon in a given circle. Take the semidia-

meter of the given circle in the compasses, and adjust it to the

luimber f/, on the line of polygons, on each leg of the sector; then,

the sector remaining thus oi)ened, take the distance of the two
eijual ncmbe;s, ex|)ressiiig the number of sides the polygon is to

have; e. gr. the distance from J lo J for a pentagon, from 7 to 7

for a heptagon, &c. These distances carried about the circum-
fer'nce of the circle, will divide it into so many equal parts. 2.

To describe a regular polygon, c. gr. a pentagon, on a given right

line. Take the length of the line in the compasses, and apply it

to the extent of the number 3,5, on the lines of polygons, 'fhe

sector thus opened, upon the same lines take the extent from 6 to

6 ; this will be the semidiameter of the circle the polygon is to be
inscribed in. If then, with this distance, from the ends of the

given line, you describe two arches of a circle, their intersection

will be the centre of the circle.

Sector, Use ok the Lines of Sines, Tangents, and
Secants, on the. By the several lines disposed on the sector,

we have scales to several radii ; so that having a length or radius

given, not exceeding the length of Ihe sector when opened, we
find the chord, sine, &c. thereto ; c. gr. suppose the chord, sine,

or tangent, of 10 degrees, lo a radius of 3 inches required ; make
3 inches the aperture, between 60 and 60, on Ihe lines of chords of

the two legs ; then will the same extent reach from 45 to 45 on
the line of tangents, and from yo to <)0 on the line of the sines on
the other side; so that to whatever radius the line of chords is set.

to the same are all the others ;. i. In tliis disposition, therefore, if

the aperture between 10 and 10, on the lines of chords, be taken
with the com|)ai>e», it will give the chord of 10 degrees. If th«
aperture of 10 and 10 be in lil^e manner taken on the lines of sines,

it will he the sine of 10 degrees. Lastly, if the aperture of 10 and
10 be in like manner taken on liie lines of tangents, it gives the
tangent of 10 degrees. If the chord, or tangent, of 70 degrees
were required ; for the chord, the aperture of halt the arch, viz.

35, innst be taken, as above; which distance, repeated twice,
gives the chord ot 70 degrees. To find the tangent of 70 degrees
lo the same radius, the small line ot tangents must be used, Ihe

oilier only reaching to 45 : making, therefore, 3 inches the aper-

ture between 45 and 45 on the small line ; the extent between 70
and 70 degrees on the same, will be the tangent of 70 degrees to

3 inches radius. To tind tiie secant of an arch, make the given
radius the aperture between and on the lines of secants : then
will the aperture of 10 and 10, or 70 and 70, on the said lines,

give the secant of 10" or 70°. If the converse of any of these

things were reeinired, that is, if the radius be required, lo which a
given line is tlie sine, tangent, or secant, it is but making the given
line, if a chord, the aperture on the line of chords, between 10

and 10, and ihen the sector will stand at the radius re(|uired ; that

is, the aperture between 60 and 60 on the said line is the radius.

If the given line were a sine, tangent, or secant, it is but the mak-
ing it the aperture of the given number of degrees; then will the
distance of 90 and 90 on the sines, of 45 and 45 on the tangents,
of and on the secants, be the radius.

SECULAR, a person who lives at liberty in the world, not
shut up in a monastery, in which sense it stands opposed to regu-

lar. Tiie Romish clergy are divided into secular and regu-
lar, of which the latter are bound by monastic rules, the former
not.

Secular Games, in antiquity, solemn games held among
the Romans once in an age. These games lastetl three days and
as many nighls ; during which time sacrifices were performed,
theatrical shews exhibited, with combats, sports, &c. in the
circus.

Secular Poem, a poem sung or rehearsed at the secular

games ; of which kind we have a very fine piece among the wo.'ks

of Horace, being a sapphic ode at the end of his epodes.

SECULARIZ.VI l(.)N, the act of converting a regular person,
place, or benefice, into a secular one.

SECUNDARA, a town of Hindoostan, in the country of

Deliii, 28 miles S. E. of Delhi, and 68 N. of Agra. Lon. 78. 7.

E. Lat. 28. 22. N.
SECUNDINES, in atatomy,are the chorion and amnios, with

the placenta, &c. See Anatomy.
SECURIDACA, a genus of plants of the class diadelphia, and

order octandria. Calyx three-leaved, small, deciduous, coloured;
corolla papilionaceous, vexilluni consisting of two petals, oblong,
straight, conjoined to the carina at the base ; legume ovate, uni-

locular, mono^permous, ending in a ligulated ala. There are three

species.

SECURIS, [Lat.] In Boman antiquity, the axe, which formed
an essential part of the fasces.

SECUTORES, a species of gladiators among the Romans,
whose arms were a helmet, a shield, and a sword or a leaden
bullet.

Secutoues was also a name given to the gladiators who took
the place of those killed in the combat, or who engaged the con-
ciucror. This post was usually taken by lot.

SEDAN, in geography, a town of I' ranee, in the department
of Ardennes, and late province of Champagne, 20 miles S. E.
of Charlemont, and 135 N. E. of Paris. Lon. 5. 'J. E. Lat. 4o.

42. N.
Sedan-Chair, a covered vehicle for carrying a single person,

suspended by two poles, and borne by two men, hence denomi-
nated chairmen.

SEI)AT1\ES, in medicine, a general name for such medicines
as weaken the powers of nature, such as blood-letting, cooling
salts, purgatives, I'^jc.

SE DEI'llNDENDO, in law, a plea used for him that is

charged with the death of another, by alledging that he was under
a necessity of doing what he did in his own defence.

SEDGLEY, a manufacturing town of England, in Staflbrd-

shire.
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shite, 4 miles S. of Wolveihanipton, and 12i N. W. of Lon-
don.
SEDITION, in the civillaw, is used for a factious commo-

tion of the people, or an assembly of a number of citizens without

lawful authority, tending to disturb the peace and order of so-

ciety.

SEUE, or SEDRE, the high priest of the sect of Ali among
the Persians. The sedre is appointed by the emperor of Persia,

who rsually confers the dignity on his nearest relation.

SEDUCTION, is the act of tempting and drawing aside from
the right path, and comprehends every endeavour to corrupt any
individual of the human race. This is the import of the word in

its largest and most general sense ; but it is commonlv employed
to express the act of tempting a virtuous woman to part with lier

chastity.

SEDUM, Orpine, or Less House-Leek ; in botany, a

genus of the pentagynia order, and decandria class of plants ; na-

tural order, Succulentae. Calvx five-cleft ; corolla five-petaled ;

scales nectariferous, five, at the base of the germ ; capsules five.

There are thirty species, all of which are hardy, herbaceous,
succulent perennials, durable in root, but mostly annual in

stalk, &c.
SEED, in physiology, a suostance prepared by nature for tlie

reproduction and conservation of the species both in animals and
plants. See Botanv, Physiology, and Plants. A seed, in

botany, consists of tliree parts; namely, the cotyledons, the radi-

cle, and the plunnila.

SEEDLINGS, among gardeners, denote such rools of gilli-

fiowers, &c. as come from seed sown.
SEEDY, in the brandy-trade, a term used by the dealere to

denote a fault that is found in the several parcels of French bran-

dy, which renders them unsaleable. The French suppose that

these brandies obtain the flavour which they express by this name,
from weeds that grow among the vines from whence the wine of

which this brandy is pressed was made.
SEEING, the perceiving of external objects by means of the

eye. For an account of the organ of sight, and the nature of vi-

sion, see Anatomy, and Optics.
SEEK. S, a religious sect settled at Patna, and so called from a

word contained in one of the commandments of their founder,
which signifies learn thou. In books giving an account of orienlal

sects and oriental custom', we find mention made both of Seeks
and Sciks ; and some think that the same tribe is meant by botli

names. If so, different authors write very differently of their

principles and manners.

SEELING, at sea, is used in the same sense nearly with heel-

ing: when a ship lies down constantly, or steadily on one side,

the seamen say, ^he heels ; and they call it seeling when she tum-
bles violently and suddenly, by the sea forsaking her, as they

call it, that is, the waves leaving her for a time in a bowling
sea.

Seeling. In the manege, a horse is said to seel when he begins

to have white eyebrows, that is, when there grows on that part

about the breadth of a farthing of white hair», mixed with those of

Ids natural colour, which is a mark of old age. It is said that a

horse never seels till he is fourteen years old, and always does be-

fore he is sixteen years.

SEEU, in geography, a city of Arabia, in the province of

Oman, capital of Jullar, or Dsjulfar. Lon. 54. 38. E. Lat.
25. n. N.

SEEZ, a city of France, in the department of Orne, and late

province of Normandy, 12 miles N. of Alencon, and 102 W. by
S. of Paris.

SEGALIEN, a large island separated by a narrow channel
from the coast of Chinese Tartary, and called by the natives
Tchoka, and by the Chinese Okii-Jesso It lies between Lat. 46°

and 54° N. but its breadth from E. to W. is not known.
SEGEBEUG, or SEGEBOKG, a tows of Germany, in the

late duchv of Holstein, and in ^Vagria, 22 miles S. of Kiel, and
28 N. of Hamburgh. Lon. 10. 9. E. Lat. 54. 0. N.
SEGEDIN, a strong town of Lower Hungary, in the county

of Czongiad, 50 miles S. E. of Colocza. Lon. 20. 35. E. Lat.

46. 28. N.
SEGESTAN, a province of Persia, bounded on the N. by

Ciwrasan and Balch ; E. by Candahar and Zablestan; S. by Me-

cian; S. W. by Kerman ; and W. by Kcrman, Chu^islan, an<!

I'arsistan. It was anciently called Drangiana. It is mountain-
ous ; the plains are barren, and covered w ith loose sand, which is

sometimes raised by whirlwinds in such quantities as to overwhelm
whole caravans. The valleys are the only habitable parts. Za-
reng is the capital.

SEGESVVAR, a town of Transylvania, capital of a county so
named, 47 miles -N. of Hermanstadt. Lon. 24. 55. E. Lat.
47. 4. N.
SEGMENT OF A CIRCLE, in geometry, that part of the

circle contained between a chord and an arch of the same circle.

See Circle, Geometry, and Chord.
Segment of a Sphere, is a part of a sphere terminated by

a i^ortion ot its surface, and a plane which cuts it olf, passing some-
where out of the centre; being more properly called the section
of a sphere. See Me.vsuration.
SEGNA, or SEGNI, a cily of Croatia, on the coast of the

Gulph of \'enice, 100 miles N.'W. of SLolatro. Lon. 15. 21. E.
Lat 45. 22. N.
SEGNI, an ancient town of Italv, in the Campagna of Rome.

Lon. 13. 15. E. Lat. 41.50. N.
SEGO, the capital of the kingdom of Bambarra, in Africa,

is situated on the banks of the Niser. Lon. 2. 1. \V. Lat. 14.

4. N.
SEGOVIA, a town of America, in Terra Firma, and in the

province of N'eiuzuela. Lon. 65. 30. W. Lat. S. 20. N.
Segovia, a town of Asia, in the island of Manilla, and one of

the largest of the Philippines, 240 miles N. of Manilla. Lon. 120.
59. E. Lat. IS. 36. N.

Segovia, an ancient city of Spain, of great power in the time
of the Cwsars, 45 miles N. "\V. ot Madrid, and 07 E. by S. of Sa-
lamanca. Lon. 3. 4i>. W. Lat. 41. 0. N.

Segovia, a river of Mexico, in Nicaragua, which runs into the
Atlantic, in Lon. 62. 4. W. Lat 13. 12. N.

Segovia, New, a town of Mexico, in the audience of Guati-
niala. Lon. S4. 30. \V. Lat. t3. 25. N.
SEGUIERIA, in botany, a plant of the class polyandria, and

order monogynia. Calyx five-leaved; no corolla; capsule ob-
long, one-seeded, the large ala terminating in small lateral als.

There are two species.

SEGURA, a river of Spain, which rises in the mountains of
Murcia, 10 miles S.S. E. of Segura.

Segl'ka, a town of Portugal, in the province of Beira, S miles

5. E. of Castel-Branco, and 30 N. W. of Alcantara.

SEIIARANPOUR, a town of Hindostan, in Delhi, be-
tween the Jumnah and the Ganges, SO miles S. S. W.of Siri-

nagur.

SEJ.'iNT is used when a lion, or other beast, is drawn in an
escutcheon, sitting like a cat with his fore-feet straight.

SEIGNIOR is particularly used for the lord of the fee as of a
manor, as seigneur among tlie feudists is he who giants a- fee or
benefit out of the land to another; the reason is, because haying
granted away tlie use and profit of the land, the property or domi-
nion he still retains in himself.

SEIGNORAGE is a prerogative of the king, whereby he
claims an allowance of gold and silver bought in the mass to be
exchanged for coin. As seignorage, out of every pound weight
of gold, the king had for his coin 5.?. of which lie paid to the mas-
ter of the mint sometimes Is. and sometimes 1.5. 6i/. I'pon every
pound weight of silver, the seignorage answered to the king in tlic

time of Edward III. was IS penny-weights, which then amounted
to about Is. of which he sometimes paid Sd. at others 9d. to the
master.

SEIGNORY is borrowed from the French seigneurie, i. e. do-
minatus, imperium, principatus ; and signifies a manor or lord-

ship.

SEIKS, a numerous and powerful nation of Hindoostan Proper,
consisting of several small independent states, who have formed
themselves into a kind of federal union. They possess the whole
country of Lahore, the principal part of Moultan, and the W. part

of Delhi. Like the other Hindoos they are verv tolerant in mat-
ters of religion, and require only a conformity in certain signs and
ceremonies ; but they are more liberal than the other Ilmdoos, as

they admit proselytes ; although those from the Mohammedan
system are not much e:tecmed.

SEIL,
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SEIL, one of the Western Islands of Scotland, on llie coast of

ArgylKliiie.

s£lN, an island of France, near the coast of the department of

Finisterre, 2 miles W. of Point Kaz, and 28 S. S. E. of Ushant.

SEINE, in geography, a river of France, which rises about 6
miles S. of Aignay, in the department of Cote d'Or, and falls into

the English Channel at Havre de Grace.

Seine and Marne, a department of France, bounded on the

N. bv those of the Oise and the Aisne ; on the E. by those of the

Marne and the Aube; on the S. by that of the Loiret; and on
the W. by thoc of the Loiret. and the Seine ajid Oise. It com-
]):ehend5 part of the late province of the Isle of France, and the

late province of Brie. Melnn is the capital.

Seine amu Oise, a department of France, bounded on the N.
by that of the Oise ; on the E. by that of the Seine and Marne

;

on the S. by that of the Loiret ; and on the W. by those of the

Eure and the Loire. Versailles is the cliief city.

Seine, Lowf.r, a department of France,' bounded on the W.
and N. by the English Channel ; on the E. by the departments
of the Somme and the Oise; and on the S. by those of the Eure
and the Calvados, from "both of which it is mostly separated by the

Seine. It comprehends part of the late province of Normandy.
Rouen is the capital.

SEINSHEIM. or MARKT SEINSIIEIM, a town of Fran-
conia, 18 miles S. E. of Wurzburg.' Lon. 10. 28. E. Lat. 40.

40. N.
SEIR, or HOR, a mountain of Asia, in Arabia Petrea, which

anciently bounded Judaea on the S. and separated it from Idumea,
er Edoni.
SEISIN, in English law, signifies possession ; as premier seisin,

for the first possession, ice. A seisin in law is held to be sufficient

to avow on ; though to the bringing of an assize, actual seisin is

required ; and where seisin is alleged, the person pleading it must
shew of what estate he is seised, &c. Seisin of a superior service

is deemed to be a seisin of all superior and casual services that are
incident thereto ; and seisin of a lessee for years, is sufficient for

liim in reversion. See Law.
SEIZURE, in commerce, an arrest of some mercliandise,

rioveal)le, or other matter, either in consequence of some law, or
of some express order of the sovereign. Contraband goods, those
fraudulently entered, or landed without entering at all, or at

wrong places, are subject to seizure. In seizures among us, one-
lialf goes to the informer, and the other half to the king.

SELAGO, in botany, a genus of the angiospermia order, and
didynamia class of plants ; natural order, Aggregats. Calyx
quinqur.'id ; tube of the corolla capillary, with the limb nearly
equal, and a single seed. There are twentv-two species.

SEL.\H, [rho, Ileb.] a word often used in the book of Psalms,
and three times in the prayer of Ilabakkuk, iii. 3, 9, 13. Com-
mentators are not agreed about its use or meaning. Some consider
it as a note of music, others as a mark of attention or emphasis

;

others take it for a name of the Deity ; and others consider it as

fynonvmous with Amen.
SELBY, a commercial town of Yorkshire, in the W. Riding;

15 miles S. of York, and 182 N. by W. of London. Lon. 1.2.
\V. Lat. 53. 47. N.
SELUEN, John, called by Grotius the glory of England, wa-

born at S.ilvington in Sus-ex, in 15S4. From Chiche>tcr school
he lenioved to Hart-hall, and from thence to the Inner Temple,
where he was called to the bar, and became distinguished as a pro-
lound lawyer and antiquary. He drew up a Treatise on the Civil
Government of England before the Conquest, at the age of
twenty-two, which gained him great reputation. In 1C14 he pub-
lished his Titles of Honour, and in 1618 his History of Tythes,
vhich gave great alarm to the clergy, and was answered by several
writers. Being prosecuted in the high commission-court, he sub-
^xribed au acknowledgement of his^fault. In 1621 he was com-
mitted to custody as the principal promoter of the protest made by
the commons respecting their privileges. In 1623 he was chosen
member of parliament for Lancaster, and in the following one he
sat for Great Bedwin, in Wiltshire. He afterwards sat again for
Lancaster, and was a strenuous opposer of the duke of Bucking-
liam, and had also a principal share in drawing up the petition of
light. For his opposition to the court he w.ts sent to the Tower
in 1628, from whence he was removed to the king's bench, and in

1631 admitted to bail. In 1636 he published his Defence of the-

King's Dominion over the British Seas, in answer to Grotius. Ini

1642 he was offered the great seal, which he refused. Though he
took the covenant, and was appointed keeper of tlie records, as

also a member of the assembly of divines, he refused to write in

defence of the parliament. He died in 1654, and was buried iu

the Temple-church. He wrote many learned works besides those
already mentioned; as, 1. De Jure Naturali et Gentium juxta
Disciplinam Hebraeorum: 2. De Nuptiis et Divorciis : 3. De
Anno Civili veterum Hebra;orum: 4. De Nummis: j. De Diis
Syris : 6. Uxor Hebraica : 7. Jani Anglorum Facies altera, &:c.

All his works were printed together in 1726, in 6 vols, folio.

SELEFKIAH, or ITSCHIL, a town of Asiatic Turkey, in

Caramauia, 1 lu miles S. S. E ofCogni.
SELENGIRSK, a town of Russia, inlrkutsk, 84 miles S.E.

of Irkutsk, and 374 W. of Nertchinsk.

SELENITE, in chemistry, the same with Gypsu.m, which see.

SELENITES, in natural history, the name of a large class of
fossils, the characters of which are these: tliey are bodies com-
posed of slender and scarcely visible hlaments, arranged into fine,

even, and thin, flakes; and those disposed into regular ligures in

the several dil'ierent genera, approachmg to a rhomboid or lie.xan-

gular column, or a rectangled parallelogram ; fissile, like the, talcs,

but they not only lie in a horizontal, but also in a perpendicular,
direction ; they are flexile in a small degree, but not at all elastic;

tlicy do not ferment with acid menstrua, but readily calcine in the
fi re.

SELENOGRAPHY, [<rix.ivij and y-ja?iu,] a branch of cosmo-
graphy, which describes the moon, and all the parts and appear-
ances thereof, as geography does those of the earth. See Astro-
NO.MY.

SELEUCIA, in ancient geography, a city of Asia, surnamed
Babylonia, because situated on its coniines, at the confluence of
the Euphrates and Tigris.

SELEUCID.E, a sirname or patronymic of the Syro-Grecian
monarchs of Syria, who reigned in that country from the death of
Alexander tlie Great, till it was reduced to a Roman province; so
named from Seh-ucus Nicator, the first of tiieni.

SELEUCID.E, jEra OF THE, Or the SyRO-M ACEDONIAN Era, is

a computation of time, commencing from the establishment of the
Seleucidie, in Syria. This era we find expressed in the books of
the Maccabees, and on a great number of Greek medals struck by
the cities of Syria, &c. The Rabbins call it the era of contracts,
and the Arabs iherik dilkarnain, that is, the " era of the two
horns." According to the best accounts, the first year of this era
falls in the year 311 B.C. being twelve years after Alexander's
death.

SELEUCIS, or SELEUCENA, a division of Syria, so named
from Seleucus Nicator. It was also called Tlierapolis, from its

containing four cities: viz. Seleucia, so named from Seleucus;
Antioch from his father; Laodicea, after his mother; and Apa-
niea, from his wife.

SELF-CO.MMAND, is thatsteady equanimity which enables a
man in every situation to exert his reasoning faculty with coolness,
and to do what the existing circumstances reiiuire. It depends
much upon the natural temperament of the body, and much upon
the moral cultivation ot the mind.
Self-Defence, implies not only the preservation of one's life,

but also the piotection of his property, because without property
life cannot be preserved in a civilized nation. The extent of pro-
perty essential to life is indeed small, and this consideration may
enable us to decide a (piestion which some moralists have made in-

tricate. By wluit means, it has been asked, may a man protect his

property? May he kill the person who attacks it, if lie cannot
otherwise repel the attack ? That a man, in the state of nature,

may kill the person who makes an attack on his life, if he cannot
otherwise repel the attack, is a truth which has nevei been contro-
verted ; and he may do the same in civil society, if his danger be
so imminent that it cannot be exeited by the interposition ol tlie

protection provided by the slate. In all possible situations, except
the three following, whatever is absolutely necessary to the preser-

vation of life may be lawfully perlornu-d, for the law of self-preser-

vation is the first ;md most sacred of those laws whicli are impress-

ed upon every mind by the Author of nature. The three excepted
situations are those of a soldier iu the day of battle, of a criminal

1 about
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about lo sulii^r iiy the laws of liis country, KnU of a man calU-d

upon to renounce' his reiiij'.on. Tlie sohlier hazards his life in tlie

most lionourable of all causes, and cannot betray his trust, or play

the coward, without incurring a high degree of moral turpitude.

But thi soldier needs hardly oe exce^jteil m by the very profes-

sion in which lie is engaged, while he fights for his country, he is

necessarily obliged lo defend himself against every individual of

the enemy who attacks him. 'I'he criminal under sentence of

death cannot, without adding to his guilt, resist the execution of

that sentence ; for tlie power of intlicUng punishment is essential to

society, and society is the ordinance of God. Tlie ir.an w ho is

called upon lo renounce his religion ought tosubmit to the cruellest

ileatli ralher than comply with Ihat request, since religion is his

only security for fulure and perni.inent happiniis. But even in

this'case, Christianity allows th.e perscculeil to fly from persecu-

tion if it be possible. In every oilier situation, that which is ab-

solutely necessary to the |)reservation of life is undoubtedly law-

ful. Hence, a perscn sinking in water is never thought guilty of

any crime, though he drag his neighbour after him by his endea-

vours to save himself; and a man in danger of |)erishiiig by sliip-

wreck may drive another from a i)lank which cannot carry them
both, for since one of two lives must be lost, no lav\', hiiiiian, or

divine, calls upon either of them to jjrefer his neighbour's life to

his own. lint though the rights of self-defence authorise us to re-

pel every attack made upon our life, and in cases of extremity to

eave ourselves at the expence of the life of our innorent neighbour,

it is not so evident that, rather tlian give to an unjust demand a

few shillings or pounds', we may lawi'ully deprive a fellow-creature

of life. A few pounds lost may be easily regained ; but life c^^n

never be restored.

Self-Examinatijn, a duty much insisted on by divines, by
way of preparation to repentance. St. Ignatius reduces it to live

Eoints; viz. 1. A returning thanks to God for his benefits. 2. A
egging of grace and light, to know and distinguish our sins. 3.

A running over all our actions, occupations, thouglits, and word-;,

to learn what has been otFeiisive to God. 4. A begging of pardon,

and conceiving a sincere sorrow for having displeased him. i.

Making a firm resolution not to offend him any more; and taking

ljecess;uy precautions to preserve ourselves from it.

Self-knowledge, the knowledge of one's own character, abi-

lities, opinions, virtues, and vices. This has always been consi-

dered as a diflicult, though important, acijuisition. It is difficult,

because it is disagreeable to investigate our errors, onr faults, and

vices; because we are apt to be partial to ourselves, e\eiiwlien

y/e have done wrong; and because time and habitual attention are

requisite to enable us to rliscover our real character.

Self-Love, is that instinctive principle which impels every

aBiraal, rational and irrational, to preserve its life, and ])romote its

own happiness. It is very generally confounded witli selfishness;

but the one propensity is quite distinct from the other. Every
man loves himself; but every man is not selfish. The selfish man
grasps at all immediate advar.lages, regardless of the consequences

which his conduct may have upon his neighbour. This principle

is the parent of every vice and crime, that disgrace human nature.

Self-love only prompts him who is actuated by it to procure to

himself the greatest possible sum of happiness during the whole of

his existence. Self-love, as distinguished from selfishness, always

comprehends the whole of a man's existence, and in that extended

sense of the phrase, every man is a self-lover; for, with eternity in

his view, it is surely not possible for the most disinterested of the

human race not lo prefer himself to all other men, if their future

and everlasting interest could come into competition. But this

they never can do ; for in the pursuit of a prize which is fo be

gained only by sobriety, righteousness, and piety, there can be no
rivalsliip; the success of one being no injury to another.

Self-Mubder. See Suicide.
SELIAKINSKO, an ostrog or hamlet of Russia, in ToboUk,

on the Enlfei ; 2(30 miles N N. W. of Turuchansk.

SELIGENS TAD, a town in the circle of the Lower Hhine, in

the late electorate of Mentz, 28 miles E, of Menlz. Lon. 8. 32.

E. Eat. 49. 59. N.
SEEINUM, Milk- Parsley; in botany, a genus of the digy-

liia order, and pentaiidria chias of plants ; natural order, I'mhel-

latoe. I'ruit oval, oblong, compressed, plane, and striated in the

middle; involucrum retlexed j petals cordate, equal. There are

liine specie*.
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SELHUEA, SELIVIUA, or SELIMCRIA, a town of Eu-
ropean Turkey, in Romania, on tiie N. coast of the sea of iSiar-

iiiora, 3j miles W. of Constantinople.

SELKIRK, Alexander, whose adventures gave rise to a
well-known historical romance, was born at J,argo, in Fife, in

1676, and was bred a seaman. lie was a good navigator, ancj

made several voyages to the South Sea, in one of which, having a

quarrel with his commander, he was put a-shore on the island oS
Juan Fernandez, with a few necessaries, a fowling-piece, guiipow..

del', and shot. Here lie lived alone near three years, and wa^
then taken off by captain Woods Rogers. During the time of his

remaining on the island he had nearly forgotten his native lan->

guage. From his narrative Defoe took the idea of writing an ex-
tensive work, the romance of Robinson Crusoe, and very disho-

neilly defrauded tlie original proprietor of his share of the profits..'

Of the time, or place, or manner, of this extraordinary man's
death we have received no account; but in 1792 the chest and
musket which Selkirk had with him on the island were in the pos->:

sess.oii of his grand-nephew, John Selkirk, weaver in Largo.
Selkirk, the capital of Selkirkshire, 30 miles S. E. of Edin-,

burgh, and 30 S.W. of Berwick. Lon. 2. 46. W. Lat. 55. 26. N.
•Selkirk, or Selkirkshire, called also the Sheriffdom of

ErrERicK Forest, a county of Scotland, extending about 24
Uiiles in length from E. to VVVand from 8 to 15 in breadth from S..

to N. It IS bounded on the N. by Peebles-shire ; E. by Ber-
wickshire; S. E. and S. by Roxburghshire; S.W. by Dumfries-,-

shire; and W. by IVcbles-shire.

SELLAY, .'II islai-.d of Scotland, one of the small Hebrides, in

the parish of H.'riis, two miles N. of Paibay.
SELLES, a town of I''rance, in the department of the Loir and

Cher, and late province of Blaisoisj 12 mile;, S. E. of Blois.

SELSEA, a small town of England, on the S. coast of Sussex}
eight miles S. of Chicliesler. Lon. 0. 50. W. Lat. 50. 41. N.

SEL'l'Z, a town of France, in the department of the Lower
Rhine, and late province of Alsace; 18 miles S. of Landau, and

2.'J. N. N. E. of Strasburg. Lon. 8. 12. E. Lat. 48. 53. N.
SELTZER, Lower, a town of Germany, in the Lower Rhine,

21 miles N. of Mentz, and 30 E. of Coblenlz.
Seltzer Water, a mineral-water which springs up at Lower

Seltzer. It is a very useful medicinal water. It is imported in

stone-bottles, closely corked, and sealed with the episcopal cross;

each vessel containing about two pints and a half English measure..

It is somewhat pungent, and has a mildly saline and alkaline taste.

This water may be safely administered in a variety of disorders,

especially in slow hectic fevers, accompanied with a profuse per-

spiration during the night ; in all cutaneous eruptions; foulness of
the stomach, heart-burn, and affections of the alimentary canal, in

general; farther, in nephritic disorders, hypochondriasis, indiges-

tion, and many other complaints. Seltzer water may, in almost

every case, be taken copiously ; the only precaution required, is

that of preserving the bowels in a regular state; the usual dose

being from a half to a whole pint : on account of its grateful taste,

and exhilarating properties, it forms a principal refresliment at the

tables of the luxurious in Holland, and Germany.
Seltzer Water, Artificial, may be prepared by adding fo

each gallon of the lightest and softest water one scruple of magne-
sia, two drachrfls (or half that quantity in a state of dry powder) of

soda, and four scruples of common salt; then saturating the whole
with fixed air. This factitious mineral-fluid is more pleasant to

the taste than the natural water; and Sir John Pringle observes,

that it may be made lo resemble the genuine Pyrmont water, both
in properties and taste : by adding eight or ten drops of the mu-
riated tincture of iron, to one pint of such preparation.

SEMECARPl'S, in botany, a genus of the trigynia order and
pentandria class of plants. Calyx inferior, ilve-cleft; corolla,

five-petaled; nut, kidney-form, inserted into a large, fleshy, flat-

tened, receptacle. There is but one species, viz. S. anacardium,
marking nut-tree. It is a native of all the mountainous parts of
India, fiowering in July and August.
SEM ELE, in the mythology, the daughter of Cadmus by Har-

monia, the daughter of Mars and Venus. She was beloved by
Jupiter, and had received his visits. Juno, liecoming jealous, vi-

sited her in the form of her nurse Beroe, and advised her to ask

Jupiter next time he should visit her, to honour her by coming iit

all his glory, as he visited Juno, Semele, having obtained his pro- ,

mise of whatever she sliould ask, confirmed b}- Styx, made her
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request. The god of thiiiuler was tlmiider-slnu k, but being

boiind by liis oath was obliged to comply, and Scmele perished in

celer;tial tire.

SEMEN, Seed ; in botany. See Botanv.
Semen, in the animal-oeconomy. See Anatomy, and Phy-

siology.
SEMENDRIAH, atown of Turkev, in Europe, 20 miles S.E.

of 13elgr.Kle. Lon. '21. 45. E. I.at. 45. 0. N.
SEiMENTINiE FERhE, in antiquity, feasts held annually

amons the Komans, to oliteiin of the gods a plentiful harvest.

SEMI-ARIANS, in ecclesiastical history, a branch of the an-

cient Arians, consisting, according to Epiplianins, of such as, in

appearance, condemned the errors of that heresiarch, but yet ac-

«;uiesced in some of the principks thereof, only palliating and hid-

ing them imder softer and more motlerate terms.

SEMICIRCLE, in geometry, half a circle, or that figure com-
prehended between the diameter of a circle and half the circum-
ference. Ste Geometry.
SEMICOLON, in grammar, one of the points or stops used to

fiistiiigiiish the several members of sentences from each other. See
Punctuation, and Ghammar.
SEMICUBICAL PARABOLA, in the higher geometry, a

curve of tiie second order, wherein the cubes of the ordinates are

as the squares of the abscisses. Its equation is ax^ =^y^-

SEMICUBIUM, in medicine, an half-bath, wherein the pa-

tient is only placed up to the navfl.

SEMID'L-^.MErEIR, or half the diameter, is the same with
what is otherwise called the radius.

SEMIl'LOSCULUS, in botany, a term used to express the
Howers ot the syngenesia class.

SEMIGALL1.\, a duchy or division of Courland, compre-
licndnig the eastern part of it. Mittaw is the capital.

SEMINARA, or SEMINARI, a town of Naples, in Calabria
UUra, 12 miles S. S. W. of Rossano, and 22 N. E. of Reggio.
Lon. 16, 21. E. Lat. ,33. 20. N.
SEMINARY, [.semiiuiriiim, from seminn, Lat.] in Catholic

countries, is particularly used for a kind of college or school,

where youth are insiructed in the ceremonies, &c. of the sacred

ministry. Of these there are great numbers ; it being ordained
by the council of Trent, that there be a seminary belonging to

each catheihal, under the direction of the bishop. See College,
School, University, &c.
SEMINATION, denotes the manner or act of shedding and

dispi-ising the sei-ds of plants.

SEMI PARABOLA, in geometry, a curve defined by the
!«— 1 m

equation ax = y ; as ax^= i/^, and ax' =:?/*. In semi-
I 711— I m— 1 m— I

parabolas, y : v : : ni -.a: : : x : t ; or the
powers of the semi-ordinates are, as the powers of the semi-abscisses

one degree lower; for instance, in cubical semi-parabolas the
cubes of the ordinates are as the squares of the abscisses ; that is,

yZ
: xi' : : i- : z^.

SEMIPELAGIANS. in ecclesiastical history, a nnme ancient-

K, and even at tliis day, given to such as retain some tincture of
Pelagianism. See Pelagians.
SEMIPOLATNAI, or SEMPAI.AT, an ancient town and

fort of Russia, in the province of Kolivan; 248 miles S. of Koli-
van, and 616 S. E. of Tobolsk.
SE.VllQUADR.ATE, SEMIQUARTILE, in astronomy, an

aspect of the planets when distant Irom each other 45 degrees, or
one sign and a half.

SEMIQUAVER, in music, a note containing half the quantity
of the quaver.

SEMIQUINTILE, in astronomy, an aspect of. the planets

when at the distance of 36 degrees from one another.
SEMIRAMIS, in ancient," and partly fabulous, history, a cele-

brated queen of Assyria, daughter of the goddess Derceto by a
young Assyrian. Semiramis was married to Ninus, by whom she
had a son called Ninyas. Ninus was so fond of Semiramis, that

at her request he resigned the crown, and comnran<led her to be
uroclaimed queen and sole empress of Assyria Of (his, however,
he had cause to repent; Semiramis put him to death, to establish

herself on the throne ; and when she had no enemies to fear at

borne, she began to repair the capital of her empire, and by her

means Babylon became the most superb and magniticcnt city in

the world. She visited every part of her dominions, and left

everywhere immortal monuments ol her greatness. To render the
roads passable and comnniniLation easy, she hollowed mounlainj
and filled up valleys, and water was conveyed at a great expence
by large and convenient aqueducts to barren deserts and unfruitlul

plains. She was not le>s distinguished as a warrior; many of the
neighbouring nations were conquered by her.

SEMISEXTILE, in astronomy, a senii-si.\th; an aspect of the
planets when they are distant from each other one-twelfth part of
a circle, or 30 degrees.

SEMITONE. See Interval.
SEMI-TYCHONIC SYSTEM OF ASTRONOMY. See

Astronomy.
SEMIVOWELS, in grammar, are the same with liquids. See

Liquid.
S EM LIN, a town of Sclavonia, 70 miles S. E. of Esseck. Lon.

21.0. E. Lat. 45.20, N.
SEMNONES, twoancient nations of Europe: 1. in Germany,

inhabiting the banks of the Elbe and the Oder: 2. in Italy, on tfnj

borders of I'mbria.

SEMONES, in the Roman mythology, inferior deities, who
were not among the number of the twelve great gods. Anioni»
these were Janus, Fannus, Pan, \'erlumnus, Priapus, Siienus, the
Satyrs, &c.
SEMPACH, a town of the Helvetic republic, 7 miles N. W

.

of Lucern, and 24 S. \V, of Zurich, Lon, 7. 57, E. Lat. 47.
10. N.
SE^1PER^ IVUM, HotisE-LEEK; in botany, a genus of plants

of the order dodecagynia, and class dodecandria ; natural order,
Succulonl;e. Calyx divided into twelve parts; petals twelve;
capsules twelve ; seeds many. It has fourteen species.

SEMUR, or SEMUR EN AUXOIS, a town of France, in

the department of Cote d'Or, and province of B-irgundy ; 37
miles N. of Autiin, 30 W. N. W. of Dijon, and 135 S. E. of Pa-
ris. Lon. 4. \9. E. Lat. 47. 28. N.
Skmur en Briennois, an ancient town of France, in the de-

partment of Saone and Loire, and late province of Burgundy; 2
miles E. of Marci^xny, and 40 N. W. of Lyons.
SENA, or MARZALI, a town of Africa, in Monomolapa, on

the Zambe>e. Lnn. 32. 0. E. Lat. 18. 3. S.

SENAAR, or SENN AAR. Sec Sennaar.
SEN.^TE, is an asse.nlily of the principal inhabitants of a stale,

who have a share in the government.
Senate of Ancient Rome, was of all others the most cele-

brated. It exercised no contentious jurisdiction ; but appointed
judges either from among the senators or knights, to determine
|)rocesses : it aNo appointed governors ot provinces, and disposed
of the revenues of the comnionweallh, &c. Yet the whole sove-
reign power did not resiile in the senate, since it could not elect

magistrates, make laws, or deride of war and peace ; iirall which
cases the senate was obliged to lonsult (he people.

SENATOR, properly a n-einberof some senate. The dignity

of a Roman senator couhl not be supported without the possession

of 80,000 sesterces, or about 7000/ English money ; and therefore
such as s(piandered away their money, and reduced their fortune
below this sum, were gener.div siruck out of the list of senatorK.

SENATUS CONSUL! UM, anciently made pan of the Ro-
man law. When any public matter was inlroduced into the se-

nate, which was always called referre ad senaiiim, anv senator
whose opinion was asked, was perm Ited to speak upon it as long
as he pleased, and on that account it was often usual for the sena-
tors to prolract their speeche!. till it was too late to determine.
When the (piestion was put, they passed to the side of that speaker
whose opinion they approved, and a majority ot votes was easily

collected, without the trouble of counting the numbers. When
the m<ajority was known, the matter was detenu ned, and a senatuj
coiisul'um wa-, immediately written by the clerks ot the house, at

the teet of the chief magistrates, an<l it was signed by all the prin-

cipal members ol the liouse. Wlien there was not a suthcient

number of members to make a senate, the decision was called se-

natus auctoritas, but it was of no force, if it did not afterwards

pass into a .^enalCis consultuui.

SENECA, Lucius Ann.)EUS, a celebrated Stoic philosopher,

the second son of Marcus, botn at C'orduba, about tue begif.ning
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nf the Cliristian ara. He was removed to Home in liis iiifaiicy,

where he «as educated in the most liberal manner, under the bca
masters. lie learned eloquence from his father; but his genius

Tatlier leadmg him to philosophy, he put himseli under the Stoics

Altalus, bolioi), and l'ap;rms Fabianus; three cehbrated philoso-

phers, of wiiom he has made honourable mention in his writings.

In the tirst \ear o' the reign of Claudius, when Julia, the daugiiter

of Germamcus, was accused of adultery by Messalina, and ba-

nished, Seneca was banished loo, being charged 33 one of the

adulterers. Agrippijia being married to Claudius, upon the death

of Mes'^alina, she prevailed with the emperor to recal Seneca from
banishment ; and afterwards procured him to be tutor to lier son

Nero, whom she designed for the empire. Afranius Burrhus, a

prstorian pra-fect, v^'as joined with him in this important charge:

and these two preceptors, who were entrusted with equal autho-

rity, hud each his respective department. Hy the bounty and ge-

nerosity of his imperial pupil, Seneca acquired that prodigious

wealth which rendeied him in a manner equal to kines. His
houstsand walks were the mo^t niagnilicent in Rome. His villas

were innumerable; and lie had immense sums of money placed

out at interest in almost evcrv part of the world. The historian

Dio reports him to have had 250,000/. sterling at intere^t in Bri-

tain alone; and reckons his calling it in all at a sum, as one of

the causes of a war with that nation. All this wealth, however, to-

gether with the luxury and effeminacy of a court, does not appear
to have h.id any ill eflect upon the temper and disposition of Se-
neca. He continued abstemious, exact in his maiuiers, and,

above all, free from the vices so commonly prevalent in such
places, liattery and ambition. " I had rather (said he to Nero)
©(Tend you l)y speaking the truth, than please you by lying and
flattery: maluerim veris ortendere, quani placere adnlando."
How well he acquitted himself in quality of preceptor to his

prince, maybe known from Ih.e five tijst years of Nero's reign,

which have always been considered as a periect pattern of good
government ; ami if that emperor had but been as observant of his

master through the whole course of it, as he was at the beginning,

1« would have been the delight, and not, as he afterwards proved,

the curse and detestation, of mankind. Hut when Poppxa and Ti-

gellinus had got the command of his humour, and hurried him
jn'o the nuKt extravagant and abominable vices, he soon grew
weary of his master, whose life must indeed have been a constant

rebuke to him. Seneca, perceiving that his favour dechned at

court, and that he had many accusers about the prince, who were
perpetually whispering in his car the great riches of Seneca, his

inagniticent houst^s and inie gardens, and what a favourite he was
grown with the people, made an offer of them all to Nero. Nero
refused to accept them ; which, however, did not hinder Seneca
from changing Ids way of life ; for, as Tacitus relates, " he kept

ro more levees, declined the usual civilities w hich had been paid

to him, and, under a pretence of indisposition, or some engage-

ment or other, avoided as much as possible appearing in pnlilic."

Nero, in the mean time, who had dispatched Burrhus by poison,

could not he easy till he had rid himself of Seneca also : for Bur-

rhus was the manager of his military concerns, and Seneca con-

ducted his civil affairs. Accordingly, he attempted, by means of

Cleonicus, a freedman of Seneca, to take him off by poison ; but

this not succeeding, he ordered him to be put to death, upon an

information that he was privy to Pico's conspiracy against his per-

son. Not that he had any real proof of Seneca's being concerned
in this plot, but only that he was glad of any pretence lor destroy-

ing him. He left Seneca, however, at liberty to choose his man-
ner of <lying ; who caused his veins to be opened imtnediately.

His wife Paulina, who was very young in comparison of himself,

had yet the resolution and affection to bear him company, and
thweupon ordered her veins to be opened at (he same time; but

Nero gave orders to have her death prevented; upon which her

wounds were bound up, and the blood stopped, just in time to

save her ; though, as Tacitus says, she looked miserably pale and
wan all her life after. In the mean time, Seneca, finding his death

slow and lingering, desired Statins Annieus, his physician, to give

him a dose of poison ; but this not having its usual effect, he was

carried to a hot-bath, where he was at length stifleil with the

steams. He died, as l.ipsius thinks, in the sixty-third or sixty-

fourth year of his age, and in about the tenth *r eleventh cf Ne-
ro's reign.

SENECIO, Groundsi-l; in botany, a genus belonging to tha

class svngenesia, and order polygamia supertiua; natural order

Composita". Rccepiade naked ; pappus simple ; calyx cjlinclr:-

cal, calyculated; scales ei|ual, contiguous, so as to seem entire.

There are sevcnlyhve species.

SENEF, or SENEFF, a town of France, in the department of

the Dyle, and lat.- province of Austrian Brabant, 4 miles S. of Ni-

velle, and 13 N.W. of Charles sur Sambre.
SENEGAL, a U,rge river of Africa, in Negroland, formerly

reckoned the same with the Niger, but now tound to be quite dis-

tinct. See Nictn.
Senlgal, a small island, sometimes called St. Louis, in the

mouth of the Seueiial, and, according to Maskelvne's Tables, sita-

ated ill Lat. 15. 53 N. Lrn. 10. 31. \V. There is not a more

forlorn situation on the inhabited globe, or a ))lace in whic h the

common necessaries of life are procured with greater d.fficiilties.

Water is here not potable. Wells are dug in the sand to the depth

of five or six feet ; but the water thus obtained ever retains a

brackish tasle. This is the cause of most of those maladies which

carry ofTthe Europeans so rapidly, that at the end of every three

years the colony needs a fresh set of inhabitants.

Senegal, or St.NEGAMBiA, a kingdom or territory of Africa,

in Negroland seated between the Senegal and the Gambia, and

comprehending several other kingdoms and states.

SENEZ, a town of France in tbe department of the Lower
Alps, ami late province of Provence, 6 miles N.W. of Castellane,

and 49 N.W. of Nice.
SENFTENBERG, atown of Upper Saxony, in the margra-

viate of Meissen, 32 miles N.E. of Meissen, and 64 S.S.E, of

Berlin.

SEN LIS, an ancient city of France, in the department of the

Oise, and late province of the Isle of France, 20 miles N. of

Meau\, and 27 N.E. of Paris.

SENN, a kind of itinerant cowkeeper in Switzerland, particu*

larlv in the canton of Appenzell. 'I'hese men do not grow so

much hay themselves as they require for their cattle during the win-

ter-season, and some of them have no grass-lands at ail. '1 o supply

this deficiency, they employ agents throughout the canton, who
are to inform them where good hay may be obtained, which far-

mers made it in favourable weather, &c. and then the scnn, or the

great cow-keeper, who is in want of fodder, makes his agree-

ments for the winter with the wealthier farmers, to whom he
successively drives his cattle as soon as they return from grass.

Thus the itinerant senn, with his cows, often visits five dillerent

places during the winter-season.

SENNA, is the leaf of the cassia senna of Linnsus. See
Cassia.
SENNAAR, a country of Africa, bordering upon Abyssinia,

with the title of a kingdom ; the present government of which was
established in the sixteenth century by a race of negroes named,
in their own language, Shillock. This country, logither with all

the northern parts of Africa, had been over-run by the Saracens

during the rapid coiU|uesls of the khalifs ; but insteail of erecting

any distinct principalities here, as in other parts, they had incor-

porated themselves with the old inhabitants called shepherds,

whom they found at their arrival, had converted them to tlicir re-

ligion, and become one people with them.

Sennaar, the capital of the above kingdom, stands, according

to Mr. Bruce, in E. Lat. 13° 34' 36" N. Lon. 33° 30' 30" E close

upon the W. bank of the Nile.

SENNACHERIB, king of Assyria, succeeded his father Sal-

manasar, about B.C. 714. Hezekiah, king of Judah, having re-

fused to pay him tribute, though he afterwards submitted, he in-

vaded Judea with a great army, took several forts, and after re-

peated insolent and blasphemous messages besieged Jerusalem ;

but his army being suddenly smitten with a pestilence, which cut
off 185,000 in a night, he returned to Nineveh, where he was
murdered in the temple of Nisroch by his sons Adrammclech and
Shnrezcr, and was succeeded by his other son, Esar-haddon. He-
rodotus tells us, that he also attempted to invade Egypt, but was
defeated by an army of rafs.

SENONES, in ancient history and geography, a people of

Gallia Celtica, situated on the Sequana to the snulii of the Parisii,

near the confluence of the Jeavana or Yonne with that ii\er.

SENS, au ancient cify of France, now in the department of the

Yoonc,
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Voiini', ajiil lati-ly in tlie [iroviiice of Biii^iindy, '2j miles N. of

Aiixene, and 60 S,|'^. of I'iirib. Loii. 3. -'J. E. Lat. -lii. IJ. N.
StlNsiAriON, ill pliiloriophy, liie perception of extcrii.il ob-

jects by means of the senses. Sl-c Mltaphysics.
SKN'Sli, CoMMO^f, is a term tiuit has been variously used botli

by aiicient and modern writers. Witli some it li.is been synony-

mous with public sense ; with others it has denoted prudence; ni

certain instances, it has been confoniided with some of the powers

of taste; and accorthnglv, those « ho commit cgrrgions \)liincU'rs

with regard to deeuruni, saying and doing what is olf'ensive to

their company, and mconsistent with their own character, have

been charged with a defect in common sense. But the term com-
mon sense hath in modern limi-s l)een used to signify that power
of the mind which perceives truth, or commands belief, not by
progressive argiimi-ntalion, but by aji iu-^tantaneou>, inst'nrtive,

anil irresistible, iiiipnise ; derived neither from education nor from

habit, but from nature ; acting independently of our will, when-
ever its object is presented, accoriling to an established law, and
tlierefore c.illed sense ; anil acting in a sniiilar niinner upon all, or

at least upon a great majority of mankind, and therefore called

comnion sense. See Metaphysics, and Moral Philosophy.
Sii.N'SE, Moral, is a deternijnatiuii of the mind to be pleased

with the contemplaiion of those affections, actions, or characters,

of rational agents, which we call good or virtuous.

Sensk, Public, is defined by the noble author of the Charac-
teristics to be an innate propensity to be pleasei: with the happiness

of olhei-s, and to be uneasy at their misery. It is found, he says,

in a greater or less degree in all men, and was sometimes called

xoiv5vo.i..ia, or sensus communis, by ancient writers.

Senses, The Five. See Anatomy, Acol'stics, Feeling,
Hi- ARiNG, Optics, Seeing, Smelling, Tasting, &c.
SENSIBILITY, is a nice and diiicate perception of pleasure

or pain, beauty or <leformity. It is very nearly allied to taste;

and, as far as it is natural, seems to depend upon the organization

of (he nervous system. It is capable, however, of cuUivation, and
is experienced in a much higlier degree in civilized than in sa-

vage nations, and among persons liberally educated tiian among
boors and dlitcrate inrchanics. He who has been long accustomed
to that decorum of manners which characterizes the polite part of
the world, perceives almost instantaneously the smallest deviation
from it, and feels himself almost as much hurt by behaviour harm-
less in itself, as by the grossest rudejiess ; and the man who has

long i)roceedcd steadily in the paths of virtue, and often reflected

on tlie deformity of vice, and the miseries of which it is produc-
tive, is more quickly alarmed at any deviation from rectitude,

than another who, though his life has been staiccd by no crime, lla^

yet thought less upon the principles of virtue, and conseiiuenccs
uf vice. That sensibility, which we either have from nature, or

necessarily acquire, of the miseries of others, is of the greatest use
when properly regulated, as it powerfully impels us to relieve

their distress ; but if it by any means become so exquisite as to

make us shun the sight of misery, it counteracts the end for which
it was implanted in our nature, and only deprives us of happiness,

while it contributes nothing to the good of others. Indeed there is

reason to believe that all such extreme sensibilities are selfish affec-

tations, employed as apologies for withholding from the miserable
that relief, which it is in our power to give ; for there is not a fact

better established in the science of human nature, than that passive

perceptions grow gradually vveaker by repetition, while active ha-
bits daily acquire strength. It is every man's duty to cultivate his

moral sensibility, so as to make them subservient to the purposes
for which they were given to him ; but if he either feel, or pretend
to feel, the miseries of others to so exquisite a degree as to be un-
able to afford them the relief which they have a right to expect,
Jiis sensibilities are perverted. That the man of tiue sensibility has
more pains and more pleasures than the callous wretch, is univer-
sally admitted, as well as that his enjoyments and suflerings are
more exquisite in their kinds ; but as no man lives for himself
alone, no man will acknowledge his want of sensibility, or express
a wish that his heart was callous.

Sensibility, in physiology. See Physiology, and Irrita-
bility.

SENSIBLE NOTE, in music, h that which constitutes a third

major above the dominant, and a semitone beneath the Ionic. See
Mdsic.
SENSITI/E Plant. Sec Dion-'ea, IIedvsarum, and

Mimosa,

SENSOKV, Istmnjiiiin commune,'] the seat of the ci.ir.mop

sense, or what receives the impressions of all sensible objects,

conveyed to it by the nerves of each particular organ, and conse-
queiiUy is the immediate cause of ))erceptioii. This office is, by
Dr. Willis, attributed to the striated part of the brain ; and by Ue«
Cartes to the glandula pinealis.

SENTENCE, in law, a judgement passed in court by the
judge, on some process, either civil or criminal.

Sentence, in grammar, denotes a period; or a set of words
comprehending some perfect sen^e or sentiment of the mind. The
business of pointing is to distinguish the several parts and memberj
of sentences, so as to render the sense thereof as clear, distinct,

and full, as possible. See Punctuation, and Grammar.
Sentences, Figures of. See Oratory.
SENT1COS.F2, [from scTiiis, a briar or bramble,] the name

of the 3jth order in Linnieus's fragments ot a natural method, con-
sisting of rose, bramble, and other plants, which resemble them in

port and external structure. See Botany.
SENTIMEN'L", according to Lord Kames, is a term appro-

priated to such thoughts as are prompted by passion. It tliiiers

from a perception ; tor a perception signifies the act by w hich we
become conscious of external objects. It differs from conscious-

ness of an internal action, such as thinking, suspending thought,

inclining, resolving, willing, &c. And it differs from the concep-
tion of a relation among objects ; a conception of that kind being
termed opinion,

Sentiments, in poetry. To talk in the language of music,
each passion has a certain tone, to which every sentiment pro-

ceeding from it ought to be tuned with the greatest accuracy

:

which is no easy work, especially where such harmony ought to

be supported during the course of a long theatrical representation.

To reach such delicacy of execution, it is necessary that a writer

assume the precise character and passion of the personage repre-

sented ; which requires an unconnnon genius. But it is the only
difficulty ; for the writer, who, annihilating himself, can thus b».

come another person, need be in no pain about the sentiments that

belong to the assumed character : these will flow without study, or
even preconception; and will frequently be as delightfully new to
himself as to his rea<ler.

SENTINEL, or SENTRY, in military affairs, a private

soldier placed in some post to watch the approach of the enemy,
to slop such as would pass without orders or discoveiing who they
are. They are placed before the arms of all guards, at the tents

and doors of general officers, colonels of regiments, &c. All
sentinels are to be vigilant on their posts ; neither are they losing,

smoke tobacco, nor suffer any noise to be made near them. Tliey
are to have a watchful eye over the things committed to their

charge. They are not to suffer any light to lemain, or any fire to

be made, near their posts in the night-time ; neither is any sentry
to be relieved or removed from his post but by the corporal of life-

guard.

Sentinel Perdu, a soldier posted near an enemy, or in some-
very dangerous post where he is in hazard of being lost.

SEPAUATION, a term sometimes used for what is more
usually called departure.

SEPARATISTS, an appellation given to dissenters, from their

setting lip a separate church from the established one.

SEPIA, the Cuttle-Fish, or Ink-Fish, a genus belonging to

the order of vermes mollusca. Body fleshy, receiving the breast

in a sheath, with a tubular aperture at its base ; eight arms, beset

with numerous warts or suckers, and in most species two peduncu-
lated lentacula ; head short ; eyes large ; mouth resembling a par-

rot's beak. Eight species are mentioned. They inhabit various
seas, and in hot climates grow to a very considerable size ; thev
are armed with a most terrible apparatus of holders, furnished wlOi
su( kers, by which they fasten upon and convey their prey to the
mouth.
S. LoLiGo, the GrpatCuttle, has short arms and long tentacula;

the lower part of the body rhomboid and pinnated, the upper thick
and cylindric. They inhabit all our seas, where having blackened
the water by the effusion of their ink, they abscond, and with tlieir

tail leap out of the water. They are gregarious and swift in their

motions: they take iheir prey by means of their arms ; and em-
bracing it, bring it to llieir central mouth. They adhere to tlie

rocks, .vlien ihey wish to be quiescent, by means of the concavo
discs placed along their arms,

SEPIARLK,
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SETIAlUiE, [tVoni sepes, a hedge,] the name ot the 44ih

order of Linnsus's Fragments of a Natural Method, consisting of

SI beautiful collection of woody plants, some of which, from

their size and elegance, are very proper furniture for hedges. See

Botany.
SEPTAS, in botany, a genus of the hepfandria heptagynia class

and order. Natural order, Succulents. There is but one species,

viz. S. capensis, round-leaved septas, a native of the Cape of Good
Hope.
SEPTEM, [Lat.] seven, forms part of the names of some an-

cient places : as

StPTEM AaL';E, a lake near Reate, in Italy.

Sepxem Aau« Maris, the entrance of the seven mouths of

the Po into the Adriatic.

SEPTEMBER, the ninth month, consists of only 30 days ; it

took its name as being the seventh month from March, w ith which
the Romans began their year.

SEPTENTRIO, in astronomy, a constellation, more usually

called ursa minor. See Astronomv.
SEP I'ERION, a festival observed once in nine years in honour

of Apollo. It was a representation of his victory over Python.

SEPTICS, substances which promote putrefaction, chiefly the

calcareous earths, ma9:ne-.ia, and testaceous powdei-s.

SEPTIZON, or SEPTIZONIUM, in Roman antiquity, a

celebrated mausoleum, built by Septimius Severus, in the tenth

region of tiie city of Rome : it was so called from scptem and

i.ona, by reason it consisted of seven stories, each of which was
surrounded by a ro.v of columns.
SEP TUAGESl MA, in the calendar denotes the third Sunday

before Lent, or before Quadrigesima Sunday: so named from
its being about 70 days before Easter.

SEPI'UAGINT, the Greek version of the Old Testament, which
is said to be the work of seventy-two Jews, who are usu.;llv called

the seventy interpreters, because seventy is a round number.
The history of this vef^ion was espresslv written by Arisleas, an

officer of the guards to Ptolemy Philadelphus. The substance of

his account is as follows : Ptolemy having erected a fine library at

Alexandria, wh'ch he took care to fill with the most curious and
valuable books from all parts of the world, was informtd that the

Jews had one conlainina; the laws of Moses, and the history of that

people; and being desirous of enriching his library with a Greek
translation of it, npplieil to the high-priest of the Jews ; and to

engage him to comply with his ie(|uest, set at liberty all the Jews
whom his fatlier Ptolemy Soter had reduced to slavery. A'ter

such a step he easily obtained what he desired ; Eleazar the Jewish
high-priest sent back his ambassadors with an exact copv of the

Mosaical law, written in letters of gold, and six elders of each

tribe, in all seventy-two ; who were received with marks of re-

spect by tlie king, and tlien conducted into the isle of Pharos,

where they were lodged in a house prepared for their reception,

and supplied with every thing necessary. They set about the

translation without loss of time, and finished it in 72 days: and
the whole bring read in the presence of the king, he admired the

profound wisdom of the lavvs of Moses ; and sent back the depu-
ties laden with presents, for themselves, the high-priest, and the

temple. Aristobulus, who was tutor to Ptolemy Physcon, Philo

who lived in our Saviour's time, and was contemporary with the

apostles, and Josephus, speak of this translation as made by 72
interpveters, by the care of Demetrius Phalareus in the reign of

Ptolemy Philadelphus. All the Christian writers, during the l'>

first centuries of the Christian era, have admitted this account of

the Sepluagint as an undoubted fact. But since the reformation,
critics have boldly called it in question, beouse it was attended
with circumstances which they think inconsistent, or improbable.
"Du Pin has asked, why were 72 interpreters employed, since 12
would have been sufficient? Such an objection is trifling. We
mav as wi 11 ask, why did King James I. employ 54 translators in

rendering the bible into English, since 12 or even two might have
bi-en sufficient? J.Prideaux objects that the Sepluagint is not
written in the Jewish, but in the Alexandrian, dialect ; and could
not therefore be the work of natives of Palestine. But these dia-

lects were probably at that time the same, for both Jews and Ale\-
andrians had received the Greek language from the Macedonians
about :>0 years before. 2. Prideaux farther contends, that all the
books of the Old Testament could not be translated at the same
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time ; for they exhibit great did'crence of style. To this it is

sufiicient to reply, that they were the work of 72 men, each of
w hom had separate portions assigned them. 3. The Dc-an also

urges, that Aristea*, Aristobulus, Philo, and Josephus, all di-

r.?ctly tell us, that the law was translated without mentioning any
of tlie other sacred books. But nolh iig was more cominon among
writers of the Jewish nation than to give tliis name to the Scrip-

tures as a whole. 1 he most probable supposition is that the Sep-
tuagint, as we now have it,was written at different periods, and that

Aristzeas's account is little better than fabulous, 'i'his version was
in use to the time of our blessed Saviour, and is that out of which
most of the citations in the New Testamenl, from the Old, are

taken. It was also the ordinary and canonical translation made
use of by the Christian church in the earliest ages; and it still sub-
sists in the churches both of the east and west. These who desire

a more particular account of the Sepluasinl translations may con-
sult Hody de Bibliorum Textibus, Prideaux's Connections,
Owen's In(|uiry into the Septuagint Ver-ion, Blair's Lectures on
the Canon, Michaelis's Introduction to the New Testament, last

edition, and Dr. A. Clarke's Bibliographical Dictionary. The
Rev. Mr. Parsons of Baliol College, Oxford, is now engaged in

publishing an invaluable edition of the Sepluagint, which was left

imperfect by the late learned Dr. Holmes.
SEPTUNI, in anatomy, an inclosure or partition; a term ap

plied to several parts of the body, which serve to separate one
part from another ; as, septum narium, or partition between the

nostrils, &c.
SEPULCHRAL COLUMN, a column erected over a tomb,

with an inscription on its shalt.

SEPULCHRAL LAMPS, those said to have been found
burning in the tombs of several martyrs and others.

SEPULCHRE is chiefl> used in speaking ofthe burying places

of the ancients, those of the moderns being usually called tombs.
Sepulchres were held sacred and inviolable ; and the care taken of

them has alw.iys been held a religious duty, grounded on the fear

of God, and the belief of the soul's immortality. Those who
have searched or violated them have been tiiougiit odious by all

nations, and were always severely punish'^d.

Sipi'LCHRE, Ks'iGHTs OF THE HoLY, a military ordeF, esta-

blished in Palestine about the year 1 1 14.

Sepulchre, Regular Canons of St. a religious order, for-

merly instituted at Jerusalem, in honour ot the holy sepulchre, or

the tomb of Jeuis Christ.

SEQUESTR.'VTION, in common law, is setting aside the

thing in controversy from the possession of both the parties that

contend for il. In which sense it is either voluntary, as w hen done
by tl'.e consent of the parlies ; or necessary, as where it is done by
the judge, of his own authority, whether the parties w ill or not.

Sequestration, in the civil law, is the act of the ordinary,

disposing of th.e goods and chattels of one deceased, whose estate

no man will meddle with. A widow is also said to sequester,

when she disclaims having any thing to do with the estate of her
deceased husband.
Sequestratiov Is also used for the act of gathering the fruits

of a benefice void, to the use of the next incumbent.

Sequestratio.n', in chancery, is a commission usually directed

to seven persons therein named, empowering them to seize the

defendant's personal estate, and the profits of his real, and to dc
tain them, subject to the order of the court.

SEauESTRATioN Is also mafle, in London, upon an action of
debt ; the course of proceeding in which case is this: The action

being entered, the officer goes to the defendant's shop or ware-
house, when no person is there, and takes a padlock, and hangs it

on the door, ultering these words: " I do sequester this warehouse,
and the goods and merchandiyp therein, of the defendant in this

action, to the use of the plaintitf','' &c. alter which he sets on his

seal, and makes a return ofthe seque'-tration in the compter; and
four days being passed afterijhe return made, the plaintiti' may, at

the next court, have judgement to open the shop orwarehouse, an'l

to have the goods appraised by two freemen, who arc to be sworrt

at the next court held for that compter; and then the serjeant

puts his hand to the bill of appraisement, aiid'the court grants

iudgement th< rec n ; but yet the defendant may put in bad before

satisfaction, and b\ th;it means dissolve the sequestration ; and aftei

satisfaction, may put in bail to disprove the debt, &c.
7C SEQUIN,
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SEQUIN, a goUl-iuin, struck at Venice, and in several parts

of tlie Grand S gnjor'^s dominions. In Turkey it is called d.iliab,

cr piece of gold, and according to Volney is in" value about 6s. 3d-
sterling.

SliR.A, a town cf liindoo.-tan, in the Mysore ; 58 miles N. W.
of B.n^lore, and 55 N. of Seringapatam. Lon. 9. 54. E. Lat.
13. 28. N
SER.AGLIO, [from the Persian word Ser/ii, which signifies a

house,] IS commoidy used to express the house or palace of a
prince. Ill the sense it is frequently used at Constantinople ; the
•looses of foreign ambassadors are called seraglios. But it is com-
monly u-ed by way of eminence for the palace of the grand signior

at Constantinople.

Seraglio op the Gran-d Signior, where he keeps his court,
v.here his concubines are lodged, and uhcie the youth are trained

II JJ fur the chief posts of the empire, is a triangle about three Italian

miles round wholly within the city, at the end of the promontory
Chrysoceras, now called the Seraglio Point. The buildings ruii

bar k to the top of the hill, and thence are gardens that reach to

the edge of the sea. It is inclosed with a very high and strong
wall, upon which there are several watch-towers : and it has many
gates, some of which open towards the sea-side, and the rest into

the city ; but the chief gate is one of the latter, w hich is constantly
guarded by a company of capoocliees, or porters ; and in the
night it is well guarded towards the sea. The outward appearance
is not elegint ; t!ie architecture being irregular, consisting of sepa-
rate eiiifices in the form of pavillions and domes. The ladies of
the seraglio are a collection of beautilul young women, chiefly
sent as presents from the provinces and the Greek islands, most
of them the children of Christian p.irents. The brave prince He-
raclius for some years abolished the infamous tribute of children of

both sexes, which Georgia formerly paid every year to the Porte.

The number of women in the Harem depends on the taste of the
reigning sultan. Selim had 2000, Achmet had but 300, and the
late sultan had nearly 1600. On their admission they are com-
mitted to the care of old ladies, taught sewing;, einbroitlery, music,
<lancing, &c. and furnished with tiie richest clothes and ornaments.
They all sleep in separate beds, and between every fi;tli there is a

preceptress. Tlieir chief governess is called Katon Kiaga, or
governesj; of the noble young ladies. There is no servant, for they
are obliged to wait on one anotlier by rotation ; the last that is en-

tered serves her who preceded her and herself. These ladies are

scarcely ever sufl'ered to go abroad, except when the grand signior

removes from one place to another, when a truop of black eunuchs
conveys them to the boats, which are inclosed with lattices and
linencurtains ; and when they go by land they are put into close

chariots, and signals are made at certain distances, to give notice

that none approach the roads Ihiough which tliey march. The
boats of tlie harem, which carry the grand signior's wives, are

manned with 24 rowers, and have white covered tilts, shut alter-

nately by Venetian blinds. Among the emperor's attendants are

a number of mutes, who act and converse by signs with great
qi:ickness, and some dwarfs, who are exhibited for the sultan's

amusement. When he permits tlie women to walk in the gardens
of the seraglio, all people are ordered to retire, and on every side

there is a guard of black eunuchs, with sabres in their hands,
while others go their rounds to hinder any pirson from seeing them.
If any one is found in the girden, even through ignorance or iiiad-

vcrtencc, he. is instantly killed, and his head brought to the feet of

the grand signior, who rewards tlie guard for their vigilance. Some-
times the grand signior, passes into the gardens to amuse liimself

when the women are there ; and it is then that they make use of

their utmost efl'orts, by d;;ncing, singing, seducing gestures, and
amorous blandishments^ to attract his affections. It is not per-

mitted that the monarch should take a virgin to his bed, except
tluring the solemn festivals, ami on occasion of some extraordinary
rejoicings, or the arrival of some good news. Upon such occa-
sions, if the sultan chooses a new companion to his bed, he enters

into the apartment of the women, who are ranged in files by the

governesses, to whom he speaks, and intimates the person he likes

best. As soon as the grand signior has chosen the girl that he has
destined to be the pirtnei of his bed, all the others follow her to

the bath, washing her and perfuming her, and dressing her superb-

ly, conducting her, singing, dancing, and rejoicing, to the bed-
cliamber of the grand signior, who is generally, on such occasions,

already in bed. Scarcely has the nc.i-Llected favourite entered
the chimber, introduced by the grand eunuch who is upon guard,
than she ki.eels down, and when the sultan talis lier, she creeps
into bed to him at the foot of the bed, il the sultan does not order
her, by especial grace, to approach by the side ; after a certain
time, upon a signal given by the sultan, the governess of the girls,

with all her suite, enter the apartment, and take hei back again,

conducting her with the same ceremony to the women's apart-

ments : and if by good fortune she beconns pregnant, and is de-
livered of a boy, she is called asaki sultaness, that is to say, sul-

taiuss-mother ; for the tirst son she h is the honour to be crowned,
and she has the liberty of forming her court. Eunuchs are also

assigned for her guard, and for her particular service. No other
ladies, though delivered of boys, are either crowned or maintained
with such costly distinction as the first ; however, they have their

service apart, and handsom* appointments. After the death of the
sultan, the mothers of the male-children are shut up in the old
seraglio, from whence they can never come out any more, unless

any of their sons ascend the throne.

SEKAMIC.'\, a river of South America, in Surinam, which
runs into the Atlantic, in Lon. 55. 5S. \Y. Lat. 5. 54. N.
SERAPH, [.f|Kn'i'] a spirit of the highest rank in the hierarchy

of angels ; who are thus called from their being supposed to be moat
inflamed with divine love, by tlieir nearer and more immediate at-

tendance at the throne of God, and to communicate their fervour
to the remoter and inferior orders. See Angel.
SERAPIAS, in botany, a genus of plants belonging to the

order diandria, and class gynandria ; natural order, Orciiidea;.

Nectarium egg-shaped, gibbous, with an egg-shaped lip. It has

fourteen species.

SERArlS, in mythology, an Egyptian deity, who was worship-
ped under various names and attributes, as the tutelary god of

Egypt in general, and as the patron of several of their principal cities.

SERAVALLE, a town of Italy, in the department of the
Oloiia, and la'e duchy of Milan ; 12 miles S. of Tortona, and 24
N. of Genoa.
SERDOB, a town tf Russia, in Saratov, on the Donetz ; 72

miles N. W. of Saratov.

SERDOBOI., a town of Prussia, in Viborg, on lake Ladoga:
60 miles N. N. E. of Viborg.

SEREGIPPE, DO REY, a sea-port-town of Brasil, 120 miles
N. E. of St. Sjlvador. Lon. 39. 4t). W. Lat. 11. 30. N.
SERENADE, a kind of concert given in the night by a lover

to his mistress, under her w indow. 1 hese sometimes only consist

of instrumental music, but at other times voices are added : the

music and songs composed for these occasions are also called

serenLides.

SERENE, a title of honour given to several princes and to the
principal magistrates of republics. The king of Britain, and the

children of the king of Spain, are called most serene.

SERERES, a nation of Africa, near Cape Verd, dispersed io

several small republics, which unite in one body against a common
enemy.
SERES, a people of the Farther Asia ; bounded on the W. by

Scythia extra Imaiini ; on the N. and E. by Terra Incognita ; and
on the S. by India beyond the Ganges. (Ptol.) By which limits,

their country answers nearlv to Cathov or North China.

SEREANTE, SERFO.'or SERPHO, an island in the Grecian
.\rcliipelago, 50 miles N. W. of Naxia, and 75 from the £. coast

of the Morea.
SERGE is a woollen quilted stuff, manufactured on a loom

with four treddles, after the manner of rateens, and other stuff's

that have the w hale. The goodness of serges is known by the
quilting, as that of cloths by the spinning. Of serges there are
various kinds, denominated eitlier from the dil'ferent qualities

thereof, or from the places where they are wrought. The most
considerable is the London serge, now highly valued abroad, par-

ticularly in France, where a manufacture is carried on with consi-

derable success, under the title of serge fii^on de Londres.

SERGEANT, in war, is an noncommissioned olficer in a com-
pany of foot or troop of dragoons, armed wiih an halbert, and ap-
pointed to see discipline observed, to teach the soldiers the exer-

cise of their arms, to order, straiten, and form their ranks, tiles,

&c. He receives the orders Irom the adju ant, which he tom-
munic.ites to bis ofTicers. Eiich company generally has tw o serj^anls.

SERJtASI
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Sebjeant AT Arms, or Mace, an oflkt-r appointed to attend

the person of the king ; to arrest traitors, and sucli persons of qua-

lity as offend ; and to attend the lord high steward, vhen sitting

in judL'enient on a traitor.

Serjeant at Law, or of the Coif, is tlie highest degree

taken at the common law, as that of Doctor is of the civil law ;

and as tliese are suppo^e.l to be the most learned and experienced

in the practice of the comls, there is one court appointed lor them

to plead in by themselves, which is the common pleas, where the

common law of England is moit strictly observed : but they are

not restricted from pleading in any other court, where the judges,

who cannot have that honour till they have taken the degree ol

Serjeant at law, call them brothers.

Serjeant, Common, an officer in the city of London, who at-

tends the lord-mayor and court of aldermen on court-days, and is

in council with them on all occasions, witliin and without the pre-

cincts or liberties of the city. lie is to take care of orphans' estates,

eitlier by taking account of them, or 'o sign their indentures, be-

fore their passing the lord-mayor and court of aldermen : and he

was likewise to let and manage the orphans, estates, according to his

judgement to th-ir best advantage.

Serjeant Major, a non-commissioned officer, subordinate to

the adjutant.

SERGIEVSK, a town and fort of Russia in Upha : 180 miles

\V. ot Upha.^
SERIES, in general, denotes a continual succession of thirkgs in

the same order, and having the same relation or connection with

each other; in this sense we say, a series of emperors, kings,

bishops, S:c. In natural history, a series is used for an order or

subdivision of some class of natural bodies; comprehending all

such as are distinguished from the other bodies of that class, by
certain characters which they possess in common, and which the

rest of the bodies of that cast have not.

Series, in arithmetic and algebra, a rank or number of terms in

succession, mcreasing or diminishing in some certain ratio or pro-

portion. There are several kinds of series ; as arithmetrcal, geo-
metrical, infinite, &c. The two first of these are, however, more
generally known or distinguished by the names of arithmetical and
geometrical progression.

SERHis, Harmonica, a series of terms formed in harmonical
proportion. If three numbers be in harmonical proportion the first

IS to the third as the dyfierence between the first and second is to

the difference between the second and third. Let a, b, and j, be
three terms in harmonical proportion : then a: x : ; a — b:b — x.

whence ux— hx ^ ab — ax.

and 2ax— bx = ab ;

then X = ab

Sa-
lience the three first terms

ab
*f this series is a, b,

IS o

b:x::b-

Again, let x be the fourth term, to

Then bx — bx

2a—

b

Siui which in terms of a and b, we have

ab ab

2a— b ' 2a -b

ab ab-

2a— b' ~ 2a—

b

3ab—2b'' _ ab''

2a— b ' ~2a — b

ah^ 2a~b "^ .

* ~ 2«— 6 aab—Sb^ ~ 3a— 2b''

therefore the four first terms are .a. t.--; t,- -;, Whence the2a— b 3a— 2b

kw of the series is obvious, and it may be continued as follo'vs,

ab ab ab ab
" 2u-b' 3a- 2b' 4<i-36' 5a-4Z>'

ab
== ;=- „, • If, in a series in harmonical proportion, a and

1, &c. and the nth term is

b be two affirmative quantities, and such that a.Ab; then this series,

which is positive at first, will become negative as soon as n— 2.b

exceeds ?i

—

l.a. But '\( ayb, the series will converge, and
although produced to infinity will not become negative. Let a
and b be equal to 2 and 1 respectively ; then this series becomes

f .|.]-.|, &c. and since if each term of an harmonical series be di-

vided by the same quantity, the series will still be harmonical,
therefore -r--i-T-5-i> &c. is an harmonical series : whence the de-

nominators of this series form a series of numbers in arithmetical

progression ; and conversely, the reciprocals of an arithmetical

progression are in harmonical proportion.
Series, Infinite, is formed by dividing the numerator of a

fraction by its denominator, being a compound quantity ; or by
extracting the root of a surd. An infinite series is either converg-
ing or diverging. A converging series is that in which tlie magni-
tude of the several terms gradually diminish ; and a diverging

series is that in which the successive terms increase in magnitude.
The law of an infinite series is the order in which the terms are ob-

served to proceed. This law is often easily discovered from a few
of the first terms of the series ; and then the ser es may be conti-

nued as far as may be thought necessary, w ithont any farther divi-

sion or evolution. An infinite series is obtained by division or

evolution; but as that method is very tedious, various other
methods have been proposed for performing the same in a more
easy manner ; as, by assuming a series with unknown coefificients,

by the binomial theorem, &c. See Algebra.
SERINGAPATAM, an extensive territory of India, now be-

longing 16 Great Biitain, more generally called Mysore. See
Mysore.
Slringapatam, the capital of Mysore, is situated in an island

of the Cavery, about 290 or 300 miles from Madras, 'ihe great

garden, called the Laul Bang, covers about as much of the E. end
ot the island as the fort and outworks do of the W. and the whole
intermediate space, except a small inclosure on the N. Iiank near
Ihe fort was, before the last war filled with houses, and formed an
extensive suburb, of which the greatest part was destroyed by
Tippoo to make room for batteries to defend Ihe island when at-

tacked by the combined forces of Earl Cornwallis and the
Mahratta chiefs in February 1792. This town of modern struc-

ture, is about half a mile square, divided into regular cross-streets,

all wide, and shaded on each side by trees. It is surrounded by a
stiAjng nmd-wall, contains many gooil houses, and seems to have
been preserved by Tippoo for the accommodation of merchants,
and for the convenience of troops stationed on that part of the
island tor its defence. This noble garden was devoted to destruc-

tion ; and the trees which had shaded their proud master, and con-
tributed to his pleasures, were formed into the means of protect-

ing his enemies in subverting his empire. " Before that events,
so glorious to the arms of Great Britain this insulated metropolis,
(says Major Dirom,) must have been the richest, most convenient,
and beautiful spot possessed in the present age by any native prince
in India; but when the allies left it, the Sultan's fort and city only
remained in repair amidst all the wrecksof his former grandeur, the
island presenting nothing hut the appearance of wretched barren-

ness." Bat ihe whole city, fort, arwl island, with all the rest of

Tippoo's late dominions, are now in the possession of the British,

except thai part which the Britisli government generously gave to

the lawful Indian prince, the descendant of the ancient rajahs,.-

whom Hyder Ali had deposed and imprisoned; the city, fort, and
island, having been taken on the 5th of May 1799, and the whole-
country reduced. Lon. 176. 48. E. Lat. 12. 33. N.
SERIO, a department of the late territory of the Bergamesco,

and extending above 40 geographical miles in length, and 30 in
breadth ; or about 108 English miles from N. to S. and 90 tiom
E. to VV. The climate i*. salubHous ; the soil partly hilly, abound-
ing in woods : partly flat and fertile, abounding in com and cattle

Berijamo is the capital. See Bekgamo.
SERIOLA, in botany, a genus ol plants belonging to the ordel

polyganva iequaiis, and class syngenesia: natural order. Com.
posits. Receptacle paleaceous ; pappus somewhat plumose. There-
are four species.

SKRIPERES, the lowest and most degraded class of (hfts

meanest tribe of Hindoos. See Farias.
SERIFHIA RANA, a proverbial saying concerning a person-
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who can nt-lther sing nor say ; frogs in Seripluis being said to be
dumb.
SEKIPHIUM, in botanj', a genus of plants belonging to the

order monogamia, and class syngenesia. Calyx imbricated ; co-
rclla nne-peialed, regular, with one oblong seed utider it. It has

four specie^.

SEKIPHOS, or SERIPHUS, in ancient geography, one of
the C'yclades or islands in the iEgean sea, called Saxum Seripliium
by Tacitus, as if all a rock. It was one of the usual places of
baiiishmenl among the Romans.
SERKEISK, a town of Russia, in the province of Kaluga ; 44

mile, \V. S. W. of Kaluga.
SEKMlOiNE, orSlR'MIO, a peninsula of Italy, in the de-

paitiiient of the Mincio, and late Veronese.
SEKON, in commerce, a weight of 2, 3, or 4 cwt. as applied

to diherenl commodities : Thus a seron of almonds is two cwt.
of anise-bced from 3 to 4 cwt. and of Castile soap, from 2| to 3|
cwt.

SERONGE, a town of Hindoostan, in Malwa ; 132 miles
N. E. of Ougein, and 192 S. of Agra. Lon. 78. 4. E. Lat. 24. 5. N.
SERPA, a strong town of Portugal, in Alentejo, 3 miles from

the Guadiana; 12 S. W. of Mourao ; and 83 S. £. of Lisbon.
Lon. 7. 45. W. Lat. 37. 47. N.
SERPENS, in astronomy, a constellation in the northern

heniispheie, called also Serpens Ophiuchi. See Astronomy.
SERPtNS, the Serfent, in the Liiuwan system of zooloay, an

order of animals belonging to the class of amphibia, and compre-
hending seven genera, viz. Achrochordus, Crotalus, or Rat-
tle-Snake ; Boa; Coluber, orVirtR; Auguis, oi Snake;
Amphisb;ena, or Annulated Snake ; and Cscilia, or Ten-
taculated Snake, the body and tail of which are wrinkled,
•without scales, and the upper part furnished w ith two feelei-s. See
these articles. The characters of serpents are these : ^Ihcy are
amphibious animals, breathing through the mouth bv means
of lungs only ; having a tapering body, no distinct neck ; the
jaws not articulated, but dilatable, and destitute of feet, fins, and
ears.

Serpent, a musical instrument, serving as a bass to the cornet,
or small slia«n, to sustain a chorus of singers in a large edifice.

It has its name from its figure, as consisting of several folds or
wreaths which serve to reduce its length, which would otlierv\ise be
six or seven feet.

SERPENTARIUS, in astronomy, a constellation of the
northern hcmisi)hcre, called also Ophiuchus, and anciently jEscu-
lapius. See Astronomy.
SERPEN TINE. In the manege, a horse is said to havea ser-

pentine tongue, if it is always frisking and moving, and sometimes
passing over the bit, instead of keeping in the void space, called
the liberty of the tongue.

Serpentine, a mineral found in amorphous masses, forming
strata, and even entire mountains., Its fracture is splintery, some-
times conchoidal. Specific gravity 2.57 to 2.71 ; feels solt and al-

most greasy
;
gem rally emits an earthy smell when breathed on.

Its colours are various shades of green, yellow, red, grey, brown,
and blue: commonly one or two colours form the ground, and
one or more appear in spots or veins. Before the blowpipe it

hardens, but does not melt.

SERPHO, an island in the Grecian Archipelago, about 30
miles in oiicumterencc, anciently called Seriphus.
SERPIGO, in surgery, is a kind of herpes, popularly called a

tetter, or ring-worm. See Surgery.
SERPUCHOV, a town of Russia, in Moscow ; 40 miles S. of

Moscow.
SERRATED, a term much used in the description of the

leaves ol plants. SeeBoTANV.
SERR A'l ULA, Saw-wort; in botany, a genus of plantsbelong-

iitg to the cla-s syngenesia, and order polygamia a'(iiialis; na-

tural order, Coinposita;. Calyx subcylimlrical, imbricate; scales

pointe<l, but not pinous. There are 20 species.

SERRATUS, in anatomy, a name given to several muscles,
from Iheir resemblance to a saw. See Anatomy.
SERRES, a town of European Turkey. Lon. 22. 40. E. Lat.

40. 54. N. »

SEKRUPALPUS, in natural history, a genus of insects of the
order coleoplera. Antenn;e setaceous ; four feelers unet|ual ; the

anterior ones longer, deeply serrate, composed of fourjomts, the

last joint very Luge, truncate, compressed, patelliform; the pos-
terior one subclavate ; thorax margined, concealing the head, with
a pronunent angle on each side ; head deHectcd ; feet formed for
digging. There are two species, viz. S. striatus, which is of a
brown colour, with striated shells, found in autumn in old build-
ings, and S. lavigatus, which is bl.ick and smooth.
SERl'ULARlA, in natural history, a genus of the vermes zoo-

phyta class and order : animal growing in the form of a plant ; stem
branched, producing polypes, from cup-shaped denticles or minute
cells. Nearly 80 species liave been enumerated.
SERVANT, a term of relation, signifying a person who owes

and pays obedience for a certain time to another in quality of a
master. See Master, Apprentice, and Liberty.
SERVERETTE, a town of France, in the department of Lo-

zere; ?{ miles S. S. E. of St. Chely, and twelve N. N. W. of
Mende.
SERVETISTS, a name given to the modern Antitrinitarians,

from their being the followers of Michael Servetus.

SERVETUS, Michael, M. D. a learned Spanish physician,
born at ^'lllaneuva, in Arragon, in 1509. He wa^ bronglit upan
advocate at Toulouse; but alterwards studied |)li_\sic at Paris,

where he took his doctor's degree. Having embraced the Ariaii
doctrine he held a correspondence with Calvin on the subject,
and many letters passed between them which only irritated theni
against each other. Servetus, who was settled at Vienne, in Dau-
phiny, published a book in favour of his notions intituled, Christi-

ani^mi Restitutio, but he avoided putting his name to it. The au-
thor, however, was discovered by Calvin, who gave information of
It to the magistrates ot V' ienne, by whom Servetus was banished,
and his effigy and book burnt at the gallows. He then formed the
design of going to Naples to practise as a phy»i( ian, but impru-
dently passing through Geneva, in disguise, he was discovered by
Calvin, by whose means he was apprehended ; and having retused
to recant his opinions was cruelly burnt alive tiie 27th of October
1553. He wrote several books on the Trinity, a translation of

Ptolemy's Geography, and some medical treatises. In one of

them he says, " that the mass of blood passes through the lungs by
means of the pulmonic veins and arteries," from which general
assertion some writers have ascribed to him the discovery ol the
circulation of the blood.

SER\'1A, a province of Turkey in Europe, bounded on tlie

N. by the rivers Danube and Save, which separate it from Hun-
gary ; on the E. by Bulgaria ; S. by Albania and Macedonia, and
W. by Bosnia and Dalmatia.

SERVICE, in law is a duty which a tenant, on account of his

fee, owes to his lord. There are many divisions ot services; as,

1. Into personal, where somelicng is to be done by the tenant in

person, as homage and fealty. 2. Real, such as wards, marriages,

Sec. 3. Accidental, including heriots, reliefs, and the like. 4.

Entire, where, on the alienation of any part of the lands by a
tenant, the services become multiplied. 5. Frank-service, which was
performeil by freemen, who were not obliged to perform any base
service, but only to find a man and horse to attend the lord into

the army or to court. 6. Knight's service, by which lands were
anciently held of the king, on paying homage, service in

war, &c.
Service, in domestic occouomy. As in every free and well

regulated society there must be a great number of persons em-
ployed in service, both in agriculture and domestic allairs, in this

country, service is a contFact into which the servant voluntarily

enters ; and the master's authority extends no farther than to the
performance of that species of labour for which the agreement was
made. Mr. Paley has --ome judicious remarks on this subject, la

his Moral and Political Philos. \^ 139.

Service, Choral, in church-history, denotes tliat part of re-

ligion-' worship wiiich consists in chanting and singing.

SERVli'ES, a religious order in the church of l{cime, founded
al)out 1233, by sevi n Florentine merchants, who, w ith the appro-
Inition ot the bishop of Florence, renounced the world, and lived

together in a religious community on mount Seuar, two leagues

Iron) that city.

SERVITOR, in the university of Oxford, astudcntwho attends

on ynother for his maintenance and learning. See Sizar.

SERVn UDE, the condition of a servant, or rather slave.

Under the declension ot the Roman empire, a new kind ot servi.

tude was introduced, different from that of the ancient Remans

;

\, it
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3t consisted in leaving tlie lands of subjugated nations to the hrst
I

owner?, upon condition of certain rentj, and servile offices, to be
;

paid in aLknowledgement. Hence the names of servi ccnsiti,
|

ascriptitii, and addicli gleb;E; some whereof were taxable at the
i

reasonable discretion of the lord ; others at a certain rate agreed on ;
|

and others were maininoi table, who, having no legitimate children,

could not make a will to above the value of five pence, the lord being
|

heir of all the rest; and others were prohibited marrying, or going

to live out of the lordship. Most of these servitudes existed iji

France till the revolution ; but they v\erelong ago abolished in Eng-

land. Such, however, was the original of our tenures, Sec.

SERUM is a thin, transparent, saltish liiiuor, which makes a

considerable part of the mass of blood. See Anatomy, and

\ Blood.
SESAMOIDEA OSSA, certain small bones somewhat re-

sembling the seeds of sesamum, whence their name. They are

placed at the under part of the bones of the last joints of the lingers

aud toes.

SESAMUM, OilyGrain ; in botany, a genus of plants belong-

ing to the class didynamia, and order angiospermia ; natural order.

Lurid*. Calyx tive-parted ; corolla bell-shaped, five-cleft, the

lower lobe larger ; rudiiiient of a fifth filament ; stigma lanceolate ;

capsule four-celled. There are three species, viz. the orientale,

the Indicum, and the luteum.

S KS ELI, Meadow-Saxifr AGE, or Hartwort OF Marseilles;
in botany, a genus of plants belonging to the class pentandria,

and order digynia ; natural order. Umbellate. Umbels globular

;

irivolucruin consisting of one or two leaflets ; fruit egg-shaped,

streaked. There are Ij species.

SESIA, or SEZIA, a department of France, one of the six,

into which the late principalities of Piedmont, Montferrat, Sec.

were divided, on the 1 1th Sept. 1802.

SESQUL a Latin particle, signifying a whole and a half; which,

joined with altera, terza, quarta. Sec. is much used in tlie Italian

music to express a kind of ratios, particularly several species of

"sesquialteral, orSESQUIALTEBATE,in geometry
and arithmetic : e. g. 6 and 9 are in a sesqui-alterate ratio ; since 9

contains 6 once, and 3, which is half of 6, over; and 20 and 30

are in the same ; as 30 contains CO, and half 20 or 10. Also 40

and 60 are sequialteral, the latter being a half more than the former.

SESQUI-DUPLICATE RATIO is when of two iL-rms the

greater contains the less twice, and half the less remains ; as 1 j and
ti; r.O and 20.

SESSILE ROOTS, among botanists, such tuberous roots as

adhere to the base of the stalk. And a sessile leaf expresses a leaf

immediately fixed to the stalk or root without any petiole.

SESSlOi^J, [^scssio, Lat.] in general, denotes each silting or

assembly of a council, &c.
Session of Parliament, is the season or space from its meet-

ing to its prorogation. See the article Parliament.
Session for Weights and Measures, is in London taken

for a sitting of four justices chosen from among tlie mayor, recorder,

and aldermen, who hold a court in order to inquire into offences

of persons selling by false weights and measures contrary to tlic

statutes, and to punish the same.

Session, in law, denotes a sitting of justices in court upon their

commission ; as the sessions of oyer and terminer, the quarter-ses-

sions, otherwise called the general or open sessions of the peace,

in opposition to what is called a privy session, held upon special

occasions for speedier dispatch of justice. This general session of

the peace is a court of record held before two or more justice?, one
being of the quorum, for the execution of the authority granted

them by their commission and particular statutes, whereby they

are authorized to hear and determine trespasses against tlie public

peace, &c. and likewise divej-s offences by statute. This court

of sessions is held four limes a year in every county. See
Court, &c.
Sesterce, Sestertius, asiUer-coin, in use among the ancient

Romans, called also simply nuinmus, and sometimes nummus ses-

tertius. The sestertius was the fourth part of the denarius, and
originally contained two asses and a half. It was at first denoted

i)y LLS ; the two L's signifying two libra-, and the S, half. But

Uie librarii, afterwards converting the two L's into an H, e\pressed

the sestertius by HS. The word sestertius was thsl introduced

VOL. jy.— NO. lys.

bv way of abbreviation for scmisterlius, which signiiies two, and 4

half of a third, or, literally, only half a third ; for, in expressing

half a third, it was understood lli.'it there were Uvo before. Some
author^ make two kinds of sesterces ; the less called sestertius, in,

the masculine gender ; and tiie great one, called sestertium, in the

neuter: the first, that we have already described; the latter con-

taining 1000 of the other. Others will have any such distinction

of great and little ^estelces unknown to the Romans: sestertius, say

tliey, was an ajective, and signified as sestertius, ortwo asses and a

halt : and when used in tlic plural, as in quinquaginta sestertium,

or sestertia, it was only by way of abbreviation, and there was al-

ways understood centeiui, millia, &c.
Sesterce, or Sestertius, was also used by the ancients for a

thing containing two wholes and an half of another, as us was taken

for any whole or integer.

Sesterce, Coffer, was worth about one-third of a penny
English.

ST.STERTIUM, SESTERtlUS. See Sesterce.
SESTOS, a noted forln'ss ot Eurt.pean Turkey in Romania, op-

posite to Abydos, situated at the entrance of the Hellespont oc

Dardanelles, 24 milesS. S. W. of Gallipoli.

SESTIU DE LEVANTE, a town of Italy, 30 miles W. of

Genoa. Lon. 9. 28. E. Lat. 44. 33. N.
StsTRi Di Pokente, a town of Italy ; four miles \V. of Ge-

noa. Lon. 8. 3ti. E. Lat. 44. 24. N.
SESUVIUM, in botany, a genus of plant? belonging to the

class icosandria, and order t'rigynia. Calxx coloured, five-pa. ed;,

no petals; capsule egg-shaped, three-celled, openng hnriznntaliy

about the middle, and coiUaiuing many seeds. "^Ihere is only one

species, S. Portulacastrum, Purslane-leaved Sesuvium, a native

of the West Indies.

SET, or SETS, a term used by the farmers and gardeners to ex-

press the young plants of the white thorn and other shrubs, with

which they use to raise their quick or quick-set hedges.

Set Off, in law, is an act whereby the defendant acknowledges

the justice of the plaintiff's demand on the one hand ; but, on the

other, sets up a demand of his own, to counter-balance that of the

plaintiff, either in the whole, or in part.

SETACEOUS, Iscta, Lat.] bristly ; set with strong hairs ; con-

sisting of strong hairs.

Setaceous Worm, in natural history, a name given by Dr.

Lister to that long and blender water-worm, which so much re-

sembles a horsehair, that it has been supposed by the vulgar to be

an animated hair of th«t creature.

SE-TCHEOU, a city of China of the first rank in the province

ofKoci-tcheou, 982 miles S. S. W. of Peking.

SE-TCKIN, or SE-TCHING, a city of China of the first

rank, in the province of Quang-si, 1100 miles S. S. W. of Pe-

king.

S'E-TCIIUEX. an inland province of China, far from the sea-

coast, bounded on the N. by Chen-si, E. by Hon-quang, S. by

Koei-tcheou, and W. by Thibet. Besides numerous fruits and

vegetables, it abotmds with lead, tin, iron, lapis lazuli, rock-salt,

magnets, silk, sugar-canes, mu>k, amber, rhubarb, &:c. and ex-

cellent small but swift horses. Tchintou is the capital.

SETEEF, a town of Africa, anciently called S tipha, capital

of part of Alauritania, which made a brave resistance against the

Saracens. It is JO miles S. W. of Constautina. Lon. 3. 36. E.

Lat. 35. 58. N.
SETHIANS, in church-history. Christian heretics; so called

because they paid divine worship to Seth, whom they looked upon

to be Jesus Christ, the Son of God, but w ho was made by a third

divinity, and substituted in the room of the two families of l|(bel

and Cain, which had been destroyed by the deluge. These he-

retics appeared in Egypt in the second century.

SETON, in surgery, a kind of issue, or artificial ulcr, pro-

duced by passing the setonneedle tlirouizh any of the larger mus-

cles, and introducing a cord ma.ie of cotton or silk threat' ; in

order to efl'ect the "discharge of superfluous or morbid iiiatUT.

Setons ai'e said to be very useful in catarrh?, inflammations, and

other disorders, particularly those of the eyes, as a gu ta se.tiia,

cataract, and incipient sutl'usion ; to the^e we may add mtinse

headachs, w,ith stupidity, drowsiness, epilepsies, and even t! :

apoplexy itself.

Setons, in farrierv, are occasionally applied to various part n
7 O

'

a hor:i',.
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a horse's body, for the purpose of dKcharging matter Irom dei;p

seated uimours or abscesses. Sie Farrier v-

SETTEE, a vessel very common in tlie Medilprriinean willi

one deck and a very long and sliaip'prov.'. Tliey carry some two

ina«ts, jonie tiiree, witliout top-masts, Tliey have generally t«o
masts, eiiiiipped with triani^ular sails, commonly called lateen sails.

The least of (hem are of 60 tons burden.

SEITIA, a town- in the isle of Candia, 48 miles E. S. E. of

Cardia.
SE TTING, in astronomy, the withdrawing of a star or pla-

net, or its sii\king below the horizon. Astronomers and poets

make three different kinds of setting of the stars, viz. the CosMl-
CAL, AcHRONiCAL, andHELiACAL. Sec these articles.

Setting, in the sea-langua-^e. To set the land or die sun by
the compass, is to observe how the land bears on any point of the

compass, or on what point of the compass the svtn is. Also, when
two ships sail insight of one atjother, to mark on what point the

chased bears, is termed setting the chace by the compass.
Settivg, among sportsmen, a term used to express the man-

ner of taking partridges by means of a dog peculiarly trained to

tliat purpose.

SETTLE, in geography, a town of England, in the W. Riding
of York-.liire, 2S miles E. by N. of Lancaster, 59 miles W. of

York, and 235 N. N. W. of London. Lon. 2. 15. W. Lat.

54. 6. N.
SETTLEMENT, ACT OF, in British history, a name given

to the statute 12 and 13 VV. IIL cap. 2, whereby the crown was
limited to his present majesly's illustrious house ; and some new
provisions were added, at the same fortunate era, for better secur-

ing Oor religion, laws, and liberties ; which the statute declares to

be the birlhriglit of the people of England, according to the an-
cient doctrine of theconimon law.

6ETUAN, a province of China, bounded on the N. by
Chansi, E. by Koei-tcheou and Yunnan ; and W. by Thibet.
Setuan abounds with stags, deer, partridges, parrots, and a pe-

culiar species of fowls, which are covered with wool instead of

feathers.

SEVASTOPOL, a town of Kussia, in the province of Tauris,
80 miles S. of Perekop.
SEVEN ISLANDS, a cluster of seven islands near the coast

of Canada, in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. Lon. 66. 5. W. Lat.

50. 10. N.
Seven Islands, a cluster of seven islands, in the Frozen

Ocean; situated in Lon. IS. 48. E. Lat. 80. 31. N.
Seven Islands, a new republic so named, consisting of those

Islands in the Grecian Archipelago, which formerly belonged to

the republic of Venice, and which were ceded to the French re-

public by the treaty of Canipo Formio, on the I'th Oct. 1797.

Seven' Stars, a common denomination given to the cluster of
stars in the neck of the sign Taurus, the bull, properly called the
Pleiades. They are so called from their number seven which
appear to the naked eye, though some eyes can discover only six

of them; but by the help of telescopes, there appears to be a
great multitude of them ; but the brightest of them is of the third

liiagnitiice, and is marked .j by Bayer.
SEVENOAKS, a town ot England, in Kent, so named from

seven large oaks, near which it was built, 7 miles N. W. of Tun-
bridge, and 23. S. E. of London. Lon. 0. 18. E. Lat. 51.

19. N.
SEV ENTH, in music, an interval called by the Greeks hepta-

chordon. Set- Heptachord, and Interval.
Seventh Major, Seventh Mi.s'or. See Music.
STEVENTY, or LXXII, in Biblical history. See Septua-

CINT.
SEVERAC LE CHATEAU, a town of France, in the de-

partment of Aveiron ; 21 miles E. of Rhodez, and 36 N. of
Lodeve.

S EV FRANCE, in law, is the singling or severing two or more
that join or are joined in the same writ or action. As if two join in

a writ, de libertate probanda, and the one be afterwards non-
suited; here severance is permitted, so as notwithstanding the
nonsuit of the one, tlie other may severally proceed.
SEVERIA, a province of the Russian empire, ivith the title

of a duchy, boundt-d on the N. by Smolensko and Muscovy, on
the E. by Vorotinsbi and the country of the Cossacks, on the S.

by tlie same, and on the VV, by Zcrncgovia. It is over-run witl<

woods.

SEVERINA, St. a town of Naples, in Calabria Ultra, IS

miles S. of Cosenza, and 93 N. E. of Reggio. Lon. J". 14. E.
Lat. 39. 15. N.
SEVERINO, St. a town of Italy, in the late teiritory of (he

church, and marquisate of Ancona, 6 miles N. W. of Toleiitino.

Lon. 13. 6. E. Lat. 43. 16. N.
SEVERN', a river of England and Wales, which rises near

Plinhmmon Hill in Moiitgomery>hire, and before it enteis

Shropshire receives about 30 streams. At Monford, it receive?

the river Mon, passing on to Shrewsbury, which it almost siir-

roMiids, then to Bridgeworth ; alterwards it runs, through the

j
skirls of Staffordshire, enters Worcestershire, and passes by \Vor-
cester ; then it runs toTewkesbrry, where it joins the Avon, and
thence to Gloucester, keepiiiga N. W. course, till it falls into the

1 Bristol Channel.
SEVEKO, or St. SEVIERO, a town of Naples, in Capitanata,

75 miles N. E. of Naples. Lon. 15. 34. E. Lat. 41. iO. N.
SEVERUS, I. Lucius Septimius, a Roman emperor, who

has been so nmch admireil for his military talents, that some have
called him the most warlike of the Roman emperors. As a mo-
narch he was cruel, and it has been observed, that he never per-

formed an act of humanity, or forgave a fault. In his diet he was
temperate, and he always shewed himself an open enemy to pomp
and splendor. He loved the appellation of a man of letters, and
he even composed an History ot his own reij;.), which some have
praised for its correctness and veracity. However cruel Sevtrus
may appear in his punishments and in his revenge, many have en-

deavoured to exculpate him, and observed that there was need of
severity in an empire where the morals were so corrupted, and
where no less than 3000 persons were accused of adultery durin*
the space of 17 yeai-s. Of linn as of Augustus, some say, tliat it

would have been better for the world he had never been born, or

had never died.

SEVILLE, a large and populous city of Spain, the capital of

Andalusia, 45 miles N. of Cadiz, 112 W. of Grenada, and 212 S.

by VV. of Madrid. Lon. 5. 22. VV. Lat. 37. 20. N.
Seville is also a name given to the province of Andalusia,

from its capital.

SEVRES, LES DEUX, Sevres, The Two, a department of

France, containing part of the late province of Poitou. It is

bounded on the N. by that of the Maine and Loire ; E. by that

of Vienne ; S. by those of the Charente and the Lower Cbarente
;

and VV. by that of the Vendee. Niort is the capital.

SEVSK, a town of Russia, in Orel, on the Sev : 56 miles S. W.
of Orel.

SEVUM or SEBUM, [Lat.] fat. See Fat.
SEWAD, a province of Asia, in the country of Cabul, on the

W^. bank of the Indus. It is mountainous, and has many strong

passes, which render the inhabitants very independent ; and they
sometimes make incursions into Hindoostan.

SEWER, in the household, an officer who comes in before the

meat of a king or nobleman, to plate and range it on the table.

Sewer is also a passage or gutter made to carry water into the

sea or a river, whereby to preserve the land, &c. Irom inundations

and other annoyances. The business of the commissioners of
sewers, or their office in particular, is to repair sea- banks and
walls, survey rivers, public streams, ditches, &c. and to make
order:; for that purpose.

SEX, [.lexus, Lat.] something in the body which distinguishes

male from Ifmale.

SEXAGENARY, something relating to the number sixty:

thus sexagenary or sexagesimal arithmetic, is a method ofccm-
putation proceeding by sixties ; such is that used in the <livision

oi a degree into sixty minutes, of the minute into sixty seconds,

of the second into sixty thirds, &c. Also sexagenary tables are

tables of proportional parts, shewing the product ot two sexagena-

ries that are to be multiplied, or the quotient of the two that are

to be divided.

SEXAGESIMA, the second Sunday before Lent, or the next

to Shrove-Sunday, so called as being about the si.xtieth day before

Easier.

SEXAGESIMALS, or SEXAGESIMAL FRACTIONS,
fractions whose denominators proceed in a se.xagecuple ratio ;

tbat
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thiit is a prime, or tlie lirst minute, =~c ; a secojul =:j^^^ ; a

third =^-,-'553. Anciently, there were no otiier than sexagesi-

mals used in aitrunomy ; and tliey are still retained in many cases,

though decimal arithmetic begins to grow in uie now in astrono-

inical calculations. In the>e tractions, which some call astrono-

mical fractions, the denominator being always 60, or a multiple

lliereof, is usually omitted, and the numerator only written down :

thus, 4° j9' 3'.'" jO'" 16"" is to be read, 4 degrees, 59 minutes,

3C seconds, 50 thirds. If) fourths, &c.
SEXTANS, 3EXTAN'l', a sixth part of certain things. The

Komans having divided their as into 12 uncia; or ounces, the sixth

par!~ofthat, or two ounces, was the sextans.

iitXTANs, in astronomy, a constellation of the southern hemis-
phere, made by Hevelius out of unformed stars. See Astro-
KOMy.
Si-XTANT, in mathematics, denotes au arch comprehending CO

degrees.

Sextant is also particularly used for an astronomical instrument
inade like a quadrant, excepting that its limb only comprehends
60 degrees. The use and application of the sextant is the same
with tl;at of the quadrant. See Quadrant, and Naviga-
tion.
SEXTILE, [^sextilis, Lat.] such a position or aspect of two

planets, when at 00 degrees distant, or at the distance of two signs

from one another, and is marked thus -;;. See Aspect, and As-
tronomy.
SEXTILIS, [Lat. i. e. the sixth month, from March,] in

chronology, the name given by the Romans to the month of Au-
gust, during the whole time of the kingdom and republic, and
/Until the reign of the emperor Augustus, when it was changed in

compliment to him, as Quintilis had been previously changed to

July, in honour of his uncle Julius Ca;sar.

SEXTIUS, QuiNTus, a Pythagorean philosopher, who flourish-

ed un<ler Augustus. He seemed formed to rise in the republic
;

but he shrunk from civil honours, and declined accepting the rank
of senator when it was offered him by Julius Cssar, that he might
have time to apply to philosophy. It appears that he wished to

establish a school at Rome, and that his tenets, though chiefly

tlrawn from the doctnnes of Pythagoras, in some particulars re-

sembled those of the Stoics. His laws were tinctured with great

severity ; and in an early period of his establishment, he fonnil

his mind so harassed, and the harshness of the doctrines which he
wished to establish so repulsive to his feelings, that he had nearly

worked himself up to such an height of desperation, as to put a

period to his existence. Of the school of Sextius were Fabianus,
Sotion, Flavianus, Crassitus, and Celsus. Of his works only a

few fragments remain ; and whether any of them formed a part of

the work which Seneca admired so much, cannot now be deter-

mined. Some of his maxims are valuable. He recommended an
examination of the actions of the day to his scholars when they re-

tired to rest ; he taught, that the road to Heaven (ad astra) was by
frugality, temperance, and fortitude.

SEXTON is thus called by corruption of the Latin sacrista,

or Saxon segerstnne, which denotes the same. His office is to

take care of the vessel-, vestments, belonging to the church ; and
to attend the minister, churchwarden, &c. at church. He is

usually chosen by the parson only. Sextons, as well as parish-

clerk-, are regarded by the common law as persons who have
freehold in their offices ; and, therefore, though they m.iy be pu-
nished, yet they cannot be deprived, by ecclesiastical censures.

SEXTUPLE, in music, denotes a mixed sort of triple, which
is beaten in double time.

SEXTUS, a Stoic philosopher, born at Chsron^a in Bceotia,

. and said to be nephew ot Plutarch. He was preceptor to tlie cm
perois Marcus Amelius, and Lucius Verus.

Sextus Empiricus, a famous Pyrrhonian philosopher, who
lived in the second century, under Antoninus. He was a physi-

cian of the sect of the Empirics, and is said to have been one of

the preceptors of Antoninus the philosopher. There are still ex-

tant h,s Pyrrhonian Institutions, and a large work against the nia

thenidlicians, &c. The best edition of Sextns Empiric us is that

of Faliriciiis in Greek and Latin, printed at Leipsic in 1718, fol.

SEXUAL SYSTEiM, ihe beautiful system of botany, dis-

covered and arranged b\ Linnsus. Sre Botany.
SEYSSEL, a town of Fraoce, in the tleparlment of Ain ; and

late province of Bresse, on the Rhone, 14 miles N. E. m .. ...
,

Lon. 7. 45. E. Lat. 4fj. 6. N.
SEYZU, a singular kind of fruit, without kernels. See

Samar.
SEZANNE, a town of France, in the dejiartment of Marne,

and late province of Champagne, 27 miles N. W. of Troyes, and
65 S. E. of Paris. Lon. 4. lu. E. Lat. 4S. 41. N.
SEZAVVUL, [Hindoo,] in bengal, an oflicer employed occa-

sionally to collect the revenue, and enforce payment.

SEZZA, a town of Naples, iu Lavora ; 'Jy miles N. N. E. of

Naples, and 72 S. E of Rome.
SFAX, or SFAKUSSE, a town of Africa, in Tunis, 45 miles

S. S. E. of Cairoan. Lon. 10. 56. E. Lat. 34. 39- N.
SGIGATA, or STORA, a town of Africa, in Algiers, anciently

called Rusciada, 45 miles \V. of Bona. Lon. 7. 6. E.Lat. 3t>.

43. N.
SGIGATCHE, a town of Asia, in Thibet, near the Sanpoo ;

128 miles W. of Lassa, and 244 N. E. of C'atmandu. Lon. 88.

59. E. Lat. 30. 40. N.
SllAB, a town of Africa, in Nubia ; 400 miles S. S. W. of

Cairo. Lon. 30. 30. E. Lat. 23. 35. N.
SHABUR, a town of Egypt, on tlie W. branch of the Nile ;

50 miles N. N. E. of Cairo,'aiid 48 S. E. of Alexandria.

SHACK, in ancient customs, a liberty of winter-pasturage. In

the counties of Norfolk and Sullblk, tlie lord of the manor has

shack, i. e. a liberty of feeding his sheep at pleasure iu his tenants'

lands during Ihe six winter-months.

SHACKLES, aboard a ship, are those oblong iron-rings, big-

ger at one end than at the other, with which the ports are shut fast,

by thrusting the wooden bar of the port through them.

SHAD, in ichthyology. SeeCLUPEA.
SHADDOCK, a species of citrus.

SHADOW, in optics, is a privation or diminution of light by
the interposition of an opacpie body : or it is a plane where the

light is either altogether obstructed, or greatly weakened, by the

interposition of some opaque body between it and the luminary.

Shadow, in painting, is an imitation ot a real shadow, elfectcd

by gradually heightening and darkening the colours of such figures

as by their di-positions cannot receive any direct rays from the

luminary that is supposed to enlighten Ihe piece.

Shadow, in perspective, the appearance of an opaque body,
and a luminous one, whose, rays diverge, (c. gr. a candle, lamp,

&c ) being given ; to find the just appearance of the shadow, ac-

cording 10 the laws of perspective. See Perspective. Thesha-
dows of the sun are equal in objects of the same height, though at

a distance from each other. See Plate CLV 11. hg. 1. Expe-
rience leaches, that stiles, or elevations of the same height, re-

moved to a distance from each other, do yet project equal shadows
at the same time : for they are lengthening and shortening, in pro-

portion as the sun comes nearer, or recedes lurther off ; one or
other of which he is continually doing. For this reason, when the
shadow of an object is to l)e cast anyway, you must determine
the place of the sun, and the point underneath, to draw two occult

lines from the same, lor the extremity ot the shadow ; as here the

palisade A gives the extreme of its shadow in 3 : ancl it from this

point B, yuu draw to the point of sight C, this line BC will be the

-hadow ol the palisade D, as well as that of A, and of all the rest in

the same line to the very point of sight. In efiect, it must be
held fur a certain maxim, that shadows always retain tlie same
point of sight as the ol)jects. On the fooling of this observation,

that objects of the same liei^ht give ecjual shadows : it you would
give Ihe shadow of the palisades, E, F, which are of the same
height as A, D, take in your compasses the distance AD, and set

it on the toot ol the palisade E, by which you will have EG ;

then from G draw a line to the point ot sigiit (J ; and thus you are
to proceed, let the number of walks be ever so great. Though
the sun is made to appear in this figure, it mu-t nut be suppo-ed
that he is so near the objects ; the design being only to shew, that

the rays proceed trom him in this manner, when at such a height, .

though far without the limits of the piece; as in fig. 2, which vet
has the line for the toot ot the object AB : and those of Ihe r'avs

of the sun C, C, C, bet ause these are always required for finding

the extremities ot the shadows. The shadow ot the object O is

found by continuing the line AB, and making it ri-e over the steps,

and against the wall, till cut by the ray in the point b, by the rays

passing
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pas-in^ overtne corner ol llie object, ami from S ilrawin^ a line to

till- point o( sight T. To liiid llic shadow of tiie object 1', it imist

be ri-iiKinherocI that tiie foot of the light mu^t always l)e supposed
oil tho plane where the object is pliced. Accordingly, the ray C,
cutting the little line AB, shews how far the shadow of thi; little

object P must go, to be tlience drawn to the point of sight T.
The object V casts its shadow all along, though in its way it de-

scends into a ditch. The shadow of the wall II is found by the

same rule as the rest ; as appears from the lines AB and the

ray C.
Shadows by Torch-Light. The shadow of an erect pyramid

by torch-light falls as it would by the light of the sun ; and in both
ca»es there is but one line, whereon the vertical point of the py-
ramid will be found. Upon the planes BCD F,, h^. 3, draw the

diagonals liB and DC ; through the central point 1'", jaise the

per|)endiciibr FA ; and from the four points, B, C, D, F., draw
lines to the point A, and the i)yramid will be erected. Then, to

lind its shadow, draw an indefinite line from its basis G of the illu-

minating body, passing through F ; and from the central flame of

the torch H draw another line over the vertex of the pyramid in

the line GF, till it cut the point F, which point will limit the sha-

dow of the pyramid. Lastly, draw a line from C to 1, and ano-

ther from E to I, and the triangle CIF, will be the shadow of the

pyramid. To gain the shadow of an inverted pyramid, draw per-

])endicular lines from the angular points of its base, and from the

subjacent plane, by means thereof, after the manner flirected for

the sun. And from all the angles of this plane draw lines to the

bise of the torch G ; then from 11, the central point of the flame,

draw other lines touching all the angles of thi- base of the inverted

p) ramid, and dividing those of the plane, whereby the shadow w ill

be defined. Shadows from the sun are cast all the same way, and
liave tlie same disposition ; it being impossible that the sun should

occasion one shadow towards the east, and another towards the

west, at the same time. It is true, in dilferent times of the day,

•it makes this difference; but never in one and the same hour.

But the torch, candle, and lamj), have always this elTecl ; for in

what place soever one of these luminaries be found, jirovided

there be a number of objects about them, the shadows will be cast

various ways ; some to the east, some to the west, some to the

north, and others to the south, according to the situation of the

objects around the luminary : the foot of which, here represented

by A, (fig. 4,) serves as a common centre, from which they all pro-

ceed : and the (lame, here represented by B, shews where they are

to terminate, though at dill'erent distances; as the nearest pro-

duce the shortest shadows, and tlie remotest the longest.

Sh.^dows on sever.al parailf.l Planes. The first plane
here is the floor, whereon the chair A, (fig. 5,) stands ; the second
plane is the upper part of the table, parallel to the first, and may
be either above or below it. There might also be more of these

planes, wherein to find the foot of the illuminating bodv, in order
to corae at the shadow of the object. Suppose the foot of the

illuminating body to be C, and the upper flame B ; from the

points C and B draw lines through the upper and under parts of

the object D, which will give the shadow E upon the table. To
find the shadow of tli« chair A, which is placed on the ground, de-

termine the foot of the luminary on the table in C on the ground :

this is ea^y by the following instructions. From the p.iint of dis-

tance, which is here sapposed to be without tlie limits of the

paper, draw a line through the foot of the table F; then

from tlie angle G upon the table let fall a perpendicular, cutting

the line V in the point H, and from 11 draw a parallel to the base

HI, which is equal to the upper part of the fable, and will direct

to the thing required. For drawing a line from the point of sight K,
through the foot of the luminary C, to the extremity of the laljle L,
from the same point L let fall a perpendicular to Til, which will

give the point Si. 'linn from M draw a line to the point of sight K,
ill which line MK the foot of the luminary will be found, 'i'o de-

termine the precise point, let fall a perpendit iilar from the point C,
which, cutting the line M H will give tlie point N for the foot of the

lilniinary. This point N licing thus found, there will be no diffi-

culty in finding the shadow of the chair A, the method being the

same as for the other objects taught before, that is, from the foot

of the luminary N draw lines through all the angles of the plane of

ihe chair, and other lines through the upper part of the chair

;Vom the luminary B ; tli.sf latter, by iii'.ersecling the former, ex-

press the bounds of the shadow. For the rest, the figure gives suf«

iicicnt directions.

SflADRACIl, MESHACH.and ABEDNEGO, names given
by the prince of the Babylonian eunuchs, to the three captive
.lewixh princes, llananiah, Nlisiiael, and .'Vza'iah, the companions
oi i)amel. 'i'lieir temperance, wisdom, and promotion, alorrg with
Daniel, their heroic refusal to woi'ship Nebuchadnezzar's golden
imjige, and llieir miraculous deliverance from the fiery furnace,
with the appearance of the Messiah, the destruction of their

enhnies, and subse(|uent promotion over the province, are re-

corded in Daniel, ch. 1. and iii.

SHAFT OF A COLUMN, in building, is Ihe body thereof
between the base and capital : so called from its straightness. ,See
.'Architecture. The term shaft is also used for the spire of «
church-steeple, and for the tunnel of a chimney. See Sj*ire, and
Chim.n-ey.

Shaft, in mining, is the pit or hollow entrance into it. See
Mine.
SHAFTESBURY, SHAFTSBURY, or SHASTOX, a town

of England, in Dorsetshire, 25 miles W. by S. of Salisbury, and
102 \\\ by S. of London. Lon. 2. '20. \V. Lat. il. 0. X.
SIIAG, in ornithology. See Pelicanus.
Shag Island, an island of N. America, on the S. coast of

Terra del Fuego ; near the entrance into Chiistmas SouikI.

SHAGREEN, or CHAGREEN, iii commerce, a kind of
grained leather prepared of the skin of a species of Squalus, much
used in covering cases, books, &c. Shagreen is also made of the
skin of the Onager, or wild ass, as well as of horses; of the part

that covers the rumj). There are great raaiuifactures of it at Astra-

can, and in all Persia.

SHAKERS, in church-history, a religious sect, in New York,
somewhat resembling the Quakers, in their general principles.

They emigrated from England in 1774. Their chief seat is at
Nisqueiinia.

SHAKESPEARE, or SHAKSPEARE, William, the prince
of dramatic writers, was born at Stratford upon Avon, in War-
wickshire, on the 23d of April 1304. His father, who was a con-
siderable dealer in wool, had so large a family that he could give
him but a scanty education. He was indeed for some time at the
grammar-school at Stratford, where he learnt the rudiments of the
Latin language, but was prevented from making any further pro-
gress by being taken lionie to follow his father's business. While
he was yet very young he married the daughter of one Hathaway, a
substantial farmer in the neighbourhood. In this kind of settle-

ment he continued till, by an act of folly and dissipation, he was
obliged to leave tlie country and his family. He had, by a mis-
fortune common to young fellows, fallen into bad company, and
amongst them were some who were in the practice of deer-blealing.

By them he was prevailed upen, more than once, to engage in rob-

bing the park of Sir Thomas Lucy, of Charlecote, near Stratford.

For this he was prosecuted by that gentleman, and out of revenge
he made a ballad upon Sir Thomas, whicli is said to have been so

bitter that the prosecution was redoubled, and he was obliged to

shelter himself in London. Here he formed an acquaintance villi

the players, and was enrolled among them, as his name is in the

list of performers prefixed to several old plays, though what sort

of characters he performed does not appear. Mr. Rowe observes

that he never could meet with any further account of him as an
actor than that his highest part was the Ghost in his own Hamlet.
We are equally ignorant which was the first play he wrote, thougU
the dates of many of his pieces are easily (jxcd by particular pas-

sages. Queen Elizabeth had several of his plays acted before her,

and without doubt gave him many marks of her favour. She was
so pleased with the character of FalstalTin the two parts of Henry
l\'. that she commanded him to exhibit him in love, on which
occasion Shakspeare wrote his rich and admirable comedy of the
" Merry Wives of Windsor." The earl of Southampton was his

particular friend, and hearing that he had an inclination to make a

purchase, but wanted the means, he generously sent him one lliou-

sand pounds. Shakspeare was also very intimate with Ben Jon-
son, who gives him a high character in his Discoveries. After

conducting the theatre many years with great reputation, he re-

tired to Ins n.itive place, where his wit and good nature introduc-

ed him to the acquaintance of the gentlemen in the neighbour-

hood. Amongst others \vi,s one Mr. Combe, an old gcntlenian

1 noted
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noted tor hh weallli'aiul usury. In h conversation one (by Mr.
Combe told Shakspeiire lliat he supposed if he outlived him he
would write his epitaph, and since he could not tell what might he

said of him he de-aired it might be done immediately, on which
our poet produced these lines :

Ten in tlie hundred lies here ingrav'd,

'Tis a hundred to ten his soul is not sav'd
;

If any mun ask, who lies in this tomb ?

Oh ! oh ! (juoth the devil, 'tis my own John-a-Combe.

But the sharpness of the satire so stung the man that he never for-

pive it. In the beginning of I616, he made his will, wherein he
testified his respect to his iiuondam partners in the theatre: he
appointed his youngest daughter, jointly with her husband, his

executors, and bequeathed to them the best part of his estate,

which they came into the possession of not long after. lie died

on the 23d 01 April following, being in the J3d year of his age ; and
was interred among his ancestors on the north side of the chancel,

in the great church of Stratford, where there is a handsome monu-
ment erected for him, inscribed with the following elegiac distich

in Latin

:

'

Judicio Pylium, genio Socratem, arte Maronem,
Terra tegit, Populus maret, Olympus habet.

The character of Shakspeare as a dramatic writer has been often

drawn, but perhaps never with more accuracy than by Dr. John-
son : " Siiakspeare (says he) is above all writers, at least above all

modern writers, the poet of nature ; the poet that holds up to his

readers a faithful mirror of manners and of life. His characters

arc not modified by the customs of particular places, unpractised

by the rest of the world ; hy the peculiarities of studies or profes-

sions, which can operate but upon small numbers ; or by the ac-

cidents of transient fashions or temporary opinions : they are the
genuine progeny of common humanity, such as the world will al-

ways supply, and observation will always find. His persons act

and speak by the influence of those general passions and principles

by which all minds are agitated, and the whole system of life is

continued in motion. In the writings of other poets, a character

is too often an individual ; in those of Shakspeare, it is commonly
a species. It is from this wide extension of design that so much
instruction is derived. It is this w hich fills the plays of Shakspeare
with practical axioms and domestic wisdom. It was said of Euri-
pides, that every verse w as a precept ; and it may be said of
Shakspeare, that from his works may be collected a system of civil

and u^conomical prudence. Yet his real power is not shewn in

the splendour of particular passages, but by the progress of his

fable, and the tenor of his dialogue ; and he that tries to recom-
mend him by select quotations, will succeed like the pedant in

Hierocles, w ho, when he offered his house to sale, carried a brick
in his pocket as a specimen. Upon every other stage the univer-

sal agent is love, by whose power all good and evil is distributed,

and every action e]uickened or retarded. But love is only one of

many passions; and as it has no great influence upon the sum of

life, it has little operation in the dramas of a poet who caught liis

ideas from the living world, and exhibited only what he saw be-
fore liini. He knew that any other passion, as it was regular or
exorbitant, was a cause of happiness or calamity. Characters thus

ample and general were not easily discriminated and preserved;
yet perhaps no poet ever kept his personages more distinct from
each other. Other dramatists can only gain attention by hyper-
bolical or aggravated characters, by fabulous and unexampled
excellence or depi^vity, as the writers of barbarous romances in-

vigorated the reader by a giant and a dwarl ; and he that should
form his expectations of human aliairs from the play, or from the
tale, would be eijually deceived. Shakspeare has no heroes ; his

scenes are occupied only by men, who act and speak as the reader
thinks that he should himself have spoken or acted on the same
occasion : even where the agency is supernatural, the dialogue is

level with life. Other writers disguise the most natural, passions

and most frequent incidents : so that he who contemplates them ui

the book will not know them in the world : Shakspeare approxi-
tiiates the remote, am! familiarizes the wonderful ; the event
which he represents will not happen, but if it were possible, its

efCecls would probably be such as he has assigned ; and it may be
caid, that he has not only shewn human jiature a:> it acts in real
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exigencies, but as it would be lound in trials to w hicii it cani-ut L t

exposed."
SHALLOP, or SLOOP, a small light vessel, with only a small

main-mast, and fore-mast, and lug-sails, to hale up, and let c;:i'.v;.,

on occasion. Shallops are commonly good sailors, and are tiitie-

fore oiten used as tenders upon men of war.

SHALLOT, or RSCHALO'l'. See Allium.
STIAM.\NS, wizards or conjurers, in high repute among seve»

ral idolatrous nations inhabiting dillcrent parts ot lUissia.

SHAM RLES, among miners, a sort ot niches or landing-places,

left at such distances in the adits of the mines, that the shovil-men
may conveniently throw up the ore from shamble to shamble, till

it conies to the lop of the mine.
SHAMMY, SHAMOIS, or CHAMOIS, in commerce, a

kind of leather, cither dressed in oil or tamied, much esteemed ior

its softness, pliancy, &c. It is prepared from the skin of the clia-

mois, or shamois, a kind of rupicapra, or wild goat, called also

fisard. The dressing is jjerformed in the follow Ing maimer : The
skins, being washed, drained, and smeared over with quicklime
on the fleshy side, are folded in two lengthwise, the wool out-
wards, and laid on heaps, and so left to ferment eight days, or, if

they had been left to dry alter flaying, then fifteen days. Then
they are washed out, drained, and half dried ; laid on a wooden
leg, or horse, the wool stripped oil" with a round staff for that pur-
pose, and laid in a weak pit, the lime whereof had been used be-
fore, and has lost the greatest i)art of its force. After -4 hours
they are taken out, and left to drain 24 more ; they are then ])ut

in another stronger pit. This done, they are taken out, drained,
and put in again, by turns ; which begins to disjiose them to take
oil ; and this practice they continue for six weeks in summer, or
three months in winter : at the end whereof they are washed out,
laid on the wooden leg, and the surface of the skin on the wool-
side peeled olf, to render them the softer; then made into par-
cels, steeped a night in the river, in winter more, stretched six or
seven over one another on the wooden leg, and the knife passed
strongly on the flesh-side, to take off any thing superfluous, and
render the skin smooth. Then they are steeped, as before, in the
river, and the same operation is repeated on the wool-side ; they
are then thrown into a tub of water, with bran in it, which is brew-
ed among the skins till the greatest part sticks to them, and then
separated into distinct tubs, till they swell, and rise of themselves
above the water. By this means the remains of the lime are clear-

ed out ; they are then wrung out, hung up to dry on ropes, and
sent to the mill, with the quantity of oil necessary to scour them :

the best oil is that of stock-fish. Here they are first thrown ia

bundles into the river lor twelve hours, then laid in the mill-

trough, and fulled without oil till they be well softened ; then
oiled with the hand, one by one, and thus formed into parcels of
four skins each ; which are milled and dried on cords a second
time ; then a third ; and tlien oiltd again, and dried. This pro-
cess is repeated as often as necessary ; when done, if there be any
moisture remaining, they are dried in a stove, and made up intu
parcels wrapped up in wool ; after some time tiiey are opened to
the air, but wrapped up again as before, till such time as the oil

seems to have lost all its force, which it ordinarily does in 24 hours.

The skins are then returned from the mill to the chainoiscr to be
scoured: wdiich is done by putting them in a lixivium of wood-
ashes, working and beating them in it with poles, and leaving them
to steep till the ley hath had its effect ; then they are wrung out,

steeped in another lixivium, wrung again ; and this is repeated till

all the grease and oil be inirged out. When this is done, they are
half dried, and passed over a sharp edged iron-instrument, placed
per])endicular in a block, which opens, softens, and makes them
gentle. Lastly, they are thoroughly dried, and passed over the
same instrument again ; which finishes the preparation, and leaves

them in form of shammy. Kid and goat-skins are shamoi>ed in

the same manner as those of sheep, excepting that the hair is taken
off without the use of any lime ; and that when brought from the
mill they undergo a particular preparation called ramalling, the
most delicate and difficult of all the others. It consists in this,

that, as soon as brought from the mill, they are steeped in a fit

lixivium, taken out, stretched on a round wooden leg, and the hair

is scraped off with the knife ; this makes them smooth, and in

working to cast a kind of line knap. The difficulty is in scraping

them evenly.
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SHANK, or SHANK-PAINTER, in a ship, is a short chain

fasteweil luuler the foremast-shroiuls, by a bolt, to the ship's sides,

iiaviiig at tlie other end a rope fastened to it.

Shank, in the manege, that part of a horse's foreleg whicii lies

between the kiiee and the fetlock.

SHANKT.R, or CHANCRE, in medicine, a malignant ulCer,

usually occasioned by some venereal disorder.

SHANNON, the largest river in Ireland, and one of the finest

in the British dominions, not only on account of its rolling 200

miles, bnt also of its great depth in most places, and the gentleness

of its current. It runs from N. to S. separating the province of

Connaught from Leinster and Munster, and of consetjnence divid-

ing the greatest part of Ireland into what lies on the E. and that

on the W. of the river; watering in its passage the county of Lei-

trim, Roscommon, Galway, Clare, &c.
SHAP, an ancient town of England, in Westmoreland, 29 miles

S. S- E. of Carlisle, and 273 N. W. of London.
SHAPINSHAY, one of the Orkney Islands, lying about 3

miles N. of Pomona, or Mainland.
SHARBIEH, a district of Egypt, on the E. banks of the Nile,

extending thence to the frontiers of Arabia.

SHARE OF A PLOUGH, that part which cuts the ground
;

the extremity forwards being covered with a sharp pointed iron,

called the point of the share, and the end of the wood behind the

tail of the share. See Plough, Ploughshare, and Rvral
Q'CONOMV.
SHARK, in ichthyology. See Squalws.
SHARON, in ancient geography, the name of three cantons of

Palestine. Tlic first lay between Mount Tabor and the sea of Ti-

berias; the second between the city of Cffisarea of Palestine, and
Joppa; and the third lay beyond Jordan.

SHARP, Abraham, an eminent mathematician, mechanist,

and astronomer, descended from an ancient family at Little Horton,

near Bradford, in the West Riding of Yorkshire, where lie was

born about Itjjl. He was put apprentice to a merchant at Man-
chester ; but his genius led him strongly to the study of mathe-

matics, both theoretical and practical. By the consent, therefore,

of his master, he quitted the business of a merchant, and removed
to Liverpool, where he studied mathematics, astronomy, &c. and

where, for a subsistence, he opened a school, and taught writing

and accounts, &c. He had not been long at Liverpool when he

fell in with a merchant from London, in whose house the astrono-

nier, Mr. Flamsteed, then lodged. To get acquainted with this

eminent man, Mr. Sharp engaged with the merchant as a book-

keeper, and soon contracted an intimate friendship with Mr.
Flamsteed, by whose interest and recommendation he obtained a

more profitable employment in the dock-)-ard at Chatham ; where

he co:itinued till his friend and patron, knowing his great merit in

astronomy and mechanics, called him to his assistance in contriv-

ing, adapting, and fitting up, the astronomical apparatus in the

Royal Observatory at Greenwich, which had been recently built,

about 1676. He was principally employed in the construction

of the mural arch, which in fourteen months he finished greatly

to tlie satisfaction of Mr. Flamsteed. According to Mr. Smeaton,

this was the first good instrument of the kind ; and Mr. Sharp the

iirst artist who cut accurate divisions upon astronomical instru-

ments. When it was constructed, Mr. I lamsteed was thirty and
]VIr. Sharp twenty-five years of age. These two friends con-

tinued together for some time, making observations on the me-
ridional zenith-distances of the fi.xed stars, sun, moon, and pla-

nets, with the times of their transits over the meridian ; also the

«liamcters of the sun and moon, and their eclipses, with those of

Jupiter's satellites, the variation of the compass, Uc. Mr. Sharp

assisted Mr. Flamsteed also in making a catalogue of near 3000

fixed stars, with their longitudes and magnitudes, their right as-

censions and polar distances, with the variations of the same, while

they change their longitude by one degree. But from the fatigue

of continually observing the stars by night, in a cold thip air, he

was reduced to a bad state of health ; for the recovery of which he

retired to his house at Horton ; where, on his recovi'ry, he fitted

\ip an observatory of his own ; having first made an elegant and

curious engine for turning all kinds of work in wood or brass,

^ith a maundril for turning irregular figures, as ovals, roses,

wreathed pillars, .Vc. Besides these, he made most of the tools

vscd bv ioiners, clock-makers, opticians, matheiwatical instrument-

makers, ic. The limbs or arcs of his large equatorial instrument,
sextant, quadrant, &c. he gradifated with the nicest accuracy, by
diagonal-divisions into degrees and miautes. The telescopes he
made use of were all of his own making, and the lenses ground,
figured, and adjusted, with his own hands. It was at this time that

he assisted Mr. Flamsteed in calculating most of the tables in vol.

2 of his Uistoria Coelestis, and executed the curious drawings of
the charts of all the constellations visil)le in our hemisphere, with
the still more excellent drawings of the planispheres both of th«

northern and southern constellations. And though these were
sent to be engraved at Amsterdam by a masterly hand ; yet the
originals far exceeded the engravings in point of beauty and ele-

gance: these were published by Mr. Flamsteed, and both copies

may be seen at Horton. The mathematician, says Dr. Hutton,
meets with something extraordinary in Sharp's elaborate treatise of
Geometry Improved (in 4to. 1717, signed A. S. Philomath).
His concise treatise of Polyedra, or Solid Bodies of many Bases,

both the regular ones and others, illustrated with a variety of cop-
perplates, neatly engraved by his own hands, is remarkable for

neatness and accuracy. Indeed few or none of the mathematical
instrument-makers could exceed him, in exactly graduating, or

neatly engraving, any mathematical or astronomical instrument, as

may be seen in the equatorial instrument above-mentioned, or in

his sextants, quadrants, and dials, of various sorts ; also in a cu-
rious armillary sphere, which, beside the common properties, has
moveable circles, &c. for exhibiting and resolving all spherical

triangles; also his double sector, with many other instruments, all

contrived, graduated, and finished, in a most elegant manner, by
himself. In short, he possessed at once a remarkably clear head
for contriving, and an extraordinary hand for executing, anything,
not only in mechanics, but likewise in drawing, writing, and mak-
ing, the most exact and beautiful schemes or figures in all his cal-

culations and geometrical constructions. The quadrature of the
circle was undertaken by him for his own private amusement in

1699, deduced from two difl'erent series, by which the truth of it

was proved to seventy-two places of figures ; as may be seen in

the introduction to Sherwin's Tables of Logarithms. In the same
book may also be seen his ingenious improvements on the making
of logarithms, and the constructing of the natural sines, tangents,
and secants. He also calculated the natural and logarithmic sines,

tangents, and secants, to every second in the first minute of the
quadrant ; the laborious investigation of which may be seen in the
archives of the Royal Society, exhibiting his very neat and accu-
rate manner of writing and arranging his figures, not to be equalled
by the best penman now living. Mr. Sharp kept up a corre-
spondence by letters with most of the eminent mathematicians and
astronomers of his time, as Mr. Flamsteed, Sir Isaac Newton, Dr.
Hallcy, Dr. Wallis, Mr. Hodgson, Mr. Sherwiu, &c. the answers
to which letters are all written upon the backs, or empty spaces,
of the letters he received, in a short-hand of his own contrivance.
From a great variety of letters (of which a large chestful remains
with his friends) from these and many other celebrated mathema-
ticians, it is evident that Mr. Sharp spared neither pains nor time
to promote real science. Indeed, being one of the most accurate
and indefatigable computers that ever existed, he was for many
years the common resource for Mr. Flamsteed, Sir Jonas Moore,
Dr. Halley, and others, in all sorts of troublesome and delicate
calculations. Mr. Sharp continued all his life a bachelor, and
spent his time as recluse as a hermit. He was of a middle-stature,
but very thin, being of a weakly constitution. He was remark-
ably feeble the last three or four years of his life. He died on the
18th July 1742, aged 91. In his retirement at Little Horton, he
employed four or five rooms or apartments in his house for differ-

ent purposes, into which none of his family could enter at any
time without his permission. He duly attended the dissenting

chapel at Bradford, of which he was a member, every Sunday
;

when he took care to be provided with plenty of halfpence, whicli
he very charitably suffered to be taken singly out of his hand, held
behind him during his walk to the chapel, by a number of poor
people who followed him, without his ever looking back, or askin"
a question. Mr. Sliarp was very irregular as to his meals, and re-
markably sparing in his diet: so very much so, indeed, that the
breakfast, dinner, and supper, have often remained untouched by
him, when the servant has gone to remove what was left; so
deeply engaged had he been in calculations.

SflARf,
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Sharp, in music. See Interval, ami Music.
Sharps, in flour, tlie finer part of wliat are denominated

pollards.

SHARPE, Gregory, D.D.F.R. et A.S.S. a learned English

divine, born in Yorksliirc, in 1713. After acquiring grammar at

Hull, lie came to Westminster, and studied under the celebrated

Dr. Friend. A piece of juvenile indiscretion made his friends

withdraw him from this seminary, in 1731, and place him under
the care of Principal RIackwell, in Aberdeen ; where he also stu-

died under professor William Duff and John Stewart. On his re-

turn to England he entered into orders, and after some inferior

promotions, succeeded Dr. Nicholls, as master of the temple, and
was appointed one of the king's chaplains. He died unmarried,

Jan. 8, 1771. He published several respectable works, and many
sermons : and his skill in the oriental languages was exten-

sive.

SHARPING-CORN, in English customs, a gift of corn at

Christmas to the smith for sharpening the plough-share.

SHARPSBURG, a town of Maryland, in Washington county,

69 miles W. by N. of Baltimore.

SHASTER, or BEDANG, the name of a sacred book, in

high estimation among the idolaters of Hindostan, containing all

the dogmas of the religion of the bramins, and all the ceremonies
of their worship, and serving as a commentary on the Veda. The
term shaster denotes science or system, and is applied to other

works of astronomy and philosophy, which have no relation to the

religion of the Indians. None but the bramins and rajahs of In-

dia are allowed to read the Veda ; the priests of the Banians,

called Shuderers, may read the Shaster; and the people, in gene-
ral, are allowed to read only the Parana, or Pouran, which is a

commentary on the Shaster. The Shaster is divided into three

parts: the first containing the moral law of the Indians; the second,

the rites and ceremonies of their religion ; and the third, the dis-

tribution of the people into tribes or classes, with the duties per-

taining to each class.

SHAW, Thomas, D.D. and F.R.S. a learned English divine,

celebrated for his Travels to Sarbary and the Levant, was born at

Kendal, in Westmoreland, about 1692. He was educated, first

at Kendal, afterwards at Queen's College, Oxford, where he gra-

duated. He was appointed chaplain to the English consul at

Algiers, in which station he continued for several years; and
thence took opportunities of travelling into different parts. He re-

turned in 1733, was elected F.R.S. and published the account of

his travels at Oxford, (olio, 173S. In 1740 he was nominated
principal of St. Edmund-hall, which was raised from a ruinous
state by his munificence ; and was regius professor of Greek at

Oxford until his death, in 1751. Dr. Clayton, bishop of C'log-

lier, having attacked these Travels in his Description of the

East, Dr. Shaw published a supplement by way of vindication,

which is incorporated in the second edition of liis Travels, pre-

pared by himself, and publislied in 4to. 1757.

SHAWIA, in botany, a genus of the syngenesia polygamia se-

gregata class and order. Calyx imbricate, with five or six scales,

three interior longer; corolla hve-cleft; seed one, oblong. There
is only one species, S. paniculata, a native of New Zealand.
SHEADING, a riding, tything, or division, in the Isle of

Man ; the whole island being divided into six sheadings ; in every
one of which is a coroner or chief constable, appointed by the de-

livery of a road at the annual convention.

SHEAR, in sheep farming is used l)y breeders, synonymously
with year, to express the age of sheep by the number of times they
have been sliorn.

SHEARLING, in sheep-farming, a young ram, about a year
old, nearly ready for shearing. See Sheep.
SHEATHING, in the sea-language, is the casing that part of a

ship which is to be under water with firboard of an inch thick;
first laying hair and, tar mixed together under the boards, and then
nailing theni on, in order to prevent worms from eating the ship's

bottom. Ships of war are now generally sheathed with copper:
but copper-sheathing is liable to be corroded by the action of salt-

water, and something is still wanting to elfcct this purpose.
SHEATS, in a ship, are ropes bent to the clews of the

sails; serving in the lower sails to haul aft the clews of the sail

;

but in topsails they serve to haul home the clew of the sail close to

the yard-ann.

SHEAVE, in mechanics, a solid cylindrical wheel, iixed in a

channel, and moveable about an axis, as being used to raise or in-

crease the mechanical powers appliijd to remove any body.

SHEBA, or SEBA, a country of Arabia Felix or Abyssinia,

which, in the reign of Solomon, king of Israel, was governed by a
queen, named Makeda or Balkis; who, hearing of that monarch's
fame for wisdom and riches, waited on him personally, accompa-
nied by a numerous train of attendants, and bringing a vast quan-
tity of co^ly presents, as recorded in the tenth chajiler of 1 Kings.

SHECH'EM, SCHECHEM, or SICHEM, a city of Canaan,
the capital of the Shechemites, built by Hamor, and named after

his son. It stood upon mount Ephraim, about 10 miles N. of
Shiloh, and 30 or 35 N. of Jerusalem, and belonged to the tribe

of Ephraim. It was one of the cities of refu£;e, and is memorable
for being the place where Joshua assembled the tribes, and gave
them his last solemn advice, a short time before his death. (Josh,

xxiv. 1—2S.)

SHEEP, in zoology. See Ovis.
Sheep Island, an island near the coast of South Wales, E. of

Milford Haven. Lon. 5. 9. W. Lat. 51. 38. N.
SHEEPWASH, a town of England, in Devonsliire ; 1 2 miles

S. of Biddeford, and 205 \V. by S. of London. Lon. 4. 11. W.
Lat. 50. 57. N.
SHEERING, in the sea-language. When a ship is not steered

steadily, they say she sheers, or goes sheering; or when, at an-
chor, she goes in and out by means of the current of the tide, they
also say she sheers.

SHEERNESS, a fort of England, in Kent, on the N. point of

Shepey island, where the Medway falls into the Thames. Lon. 0.

48. E. Lat. 51. 25. N.
SHEERS, a name given to an engine used to hoist or displace

the lower masts of a ship. The sheers employed for this purpose
in the royal navy are composed of several long masts, whose heels

rest upon the side of the hulk, and having their heads declining

outward from the perpendicular, so as to hang over the vessel

whose masts are to be fixed or displaced.

SHEESHY MOUNTAINS, mountains of Ireland, in the ba-

ronv of Carberry, county of Cork, and province of Munster.
SHEET, m sea-language, a rope fastened to one or both the

lower corners of a sail, to extend and retain it in a particular

station.

Sheet-Anchor. See Anchor.
SHEEVA, or SIVA, in Indian mythology, one of the three

chief deities of the Hindoos.
SHEFFIELD, John, duke of Buckingham, an eminent writer

of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, of great personal bra-

very, and an able minister of state, was born about 1650. He lost

his father at nine years of age; and his mother marrying lord Os-
snlston, the care of his education was left to a governor, who neg-

lected it. Finding himself deficient in many parts of literature,

he resolved to devote a certain number of hours every day to his

studies ; and thereby improved himself to a high degree of learn-

ing. He entered a volunteer in the second Dutch war ; and was
in that famous naval engagement where the duke of York com-
manded as admiral ; on which occasion he behaved so gallantly,

that he was appointed commander of the Royal Catherine. He
afterwards made a campaign in the French service under M. de
Turenne. As Tangier was in danger of being taken by the Moors,
he offered to head the forces which were then sent to defend it ;

and accordingly was appointed to command them. He was then

earl of Mulgrave, and one of the lords of the bed-chamber to king
Charles II. The Moors retired on the approach of the king's

forces; and the result was the blowing np of Tangier. He was
instrumental in the change of the ministry in 1710. A circum-
stance that reflects the highest honour on him is, the vigour with

which he acted in favour of the unhappy Catalans, who afterwards

were so inhumanly sacrificed. He died in 1721. He was ad-

mired by the poets of his age; by Dryden, Prior, and Garth.

His Essay on Poetry was applauded by Addison, and his Rehearsal
is still universally admired, as a piece of true and original satire.

His writings were splendidly printed in 1723, in 2 vols. 4to ; and
have since been reprinted in 1729, in 2 vols. Svo. The first con-
tains his poems on various subjects: the second, his prose-works

;

which consist of historical memoirs, speeches in parliament, cha-

racters, dialogues, critical observations, essays, and letters, 'l he

f edition
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edition of 1721) is castrated; some pdrticulars relating to the revo-

lution in tliat of 1723 having given offence.

Sheffield, in geography, a town of England, in the W. Kid-

ing of Yorkshire, on the borders of DeiLnshire. This town has

been noted several liundred years for cutlers' and smiths' inanufac-

tiMPS, which were cjicoiuagcd by the neighbonring mines of iron,

particularly for files and knives, or whittles ; for the last of w hich

especially it has been a staple for above 300 years ; and it excels

Birmingham in iV.ae wares, as much as it is surpassed by it in

locks, hinges, nails, and polished steel. The thst mills in Kngland
for turning grindstones were also set up here. Sheffield is 34 miles

N. of Dei by, 31 S. of Leeds, and l6l N. W. by N. of London.
Lon. 1. L'9."\V. Lat. 53. 20. N.
SHEFFIELDI.V, in botany, a genus of plants belonging to the

class pentandria, and order monogynia. Corolla bell-shaped

;

filaments ten, of which every second is barren; capsule one-

celled, fiiur-valved. There is only one species, viz. S. repens.

SHEFFNAL, a town of England, in Shropshire, nine miles

N. E. of liridgenorth.

SHEFFOKD, a town of Bedfordshire, eight miles S. E. of

Bedford.

SIIEIRON, a district in Africa, lying S. E. of the kingdom
of Dar-Fur, where much gold is found, both in dust and in small

pieces.

SIIEIK, in the oriental customs, the person who has the care of

the mos(iues in Egypt; his dufj' is the same as that of the imams
at Constantinople. '

Siieik-Bellet, an officer in the Oriental nations. In Egypt
the slieik-bellet is the head of a city, and is appointed by the pacha.

1 he business of this officer is to take care that no innovations be
wade wliich may be prejudicial to tlie Porte.

SHEKEL, [SiSii'.] an ancient Jewish coin equal to four Attic

drachms, or four Roman denarii, in value about 2s. 6d. sterling.

The shekel was also the name of a weight current among the an-

cient Jews. Dr. Arbulhnot makes the weight of the shekel equal

to nine penny-weights 2j grains Troy-weight; and the value

equal to 2.s. 3fd. Sterling.

Shekel, The Golden, was worth 1/. Ids. Gd.

SllELBURNE, a flourishing town of North America, in the

British province of New Brunswick. Lon. 64. 0. W. Lat. 43.

46. N.
Shelbl'rne, a sea-port-town of Nova Scotia, on the S. E.

coast; 90 miles S. U. of Halifax. Lon. 65. IS. VV. Lat. 43.

50. X.
SHELDON, Gilbert, archbishop of Canterbury, an eminent

and munificent English prelate, born in 1598. He was entered of

Trinity college 0.\ford, in 1613, and in 1622, was elected fellow

of All-Sculs, and became chaplain to lord Covei.try, keeper of

the Great Seal, who made him a prebendary of Gloucester, and
recommended him to king Charles L The king made him vicar

of Hackney and rector of Ickford and Newington. In 1635, he
was chosen warden of All-Souls. Durijig the civil wars, he conti-

nued attached to tliekiug; and attended as one of his commis-
sioners at the treaty of Uxbridge, where he argued warmly for the

king and the church. Hence he was afterwards imprisoned by the

parliament for six months, and deprived of his wardenship and
lodgings. He was liberated by the reforming committee, Oct.

i.'4th, 164S, on condition that he should not come within five miles

of Oxford. On the restoration, he was replaced in his wardenship,

made master of the Savoy, dean of the chapel royal, and bishop

of London ; and in 1663, archbishop of Canterbury. In 1667, he

was chosen chancellor of the university of Oxford, but lost king

Charles ll.'s favour by honestly advising hi[n to dismiss his mis-

tress, Barbara Villicrs! He died Nov. 9, 1677, aged 80. He
spent no less than 60,000/. in public and private charities.

SH ELF, among miners, the same with what they otherwise call

fast ground or fast country ; being that part of the internal struc-

ture of the earth which they fino lying even and in an orderly

manner, and evidently retaining its primitLve form and situation.

SHELFOUD, a town of Kngland, in Bedfordshire, nine miles

S. of Bedford, and 41 of London.
SHELL, in natural history, a hard crustaceous, or bony cover-

ing, with which certain animals are defended. See Phvsiolocy,
and CoNCHOLOGY.
SHELLS, clicmically examined, are found, like bones, to con-

sist of calcareous salts united to a soft animal-matter; but in thcni

the lime is united chielly to carbonic acid, whereas in bones it ii

united to pliosphonc .icid. In shells, the predo.iiinating ingredient

is carbonate ot lime; but in bones it is phosphate of lime. Mr.
Hatchett has divided shells into two classes. Tlie first are usually

of compact texture, resembling porcelain, and have an enamelled
surface, olten finely variegated. Tiiese are denominated porce-

laneous shells: to this class belong the various species of volula,

cypria, &;c. The second class consists of shells usually covered
with a strong epiderinis, below which lies the shell in layers, and
composed entirely of the substance well known by the name of
mother of pearl. They have been distinguished by the name of
mother-of-pearl-shells. The shell of the tre>h-water-muscle, the

heliotis iris, the turbo olearius, are examples of such shells. The
shells of the first class contain a very small portion of soft animal-
matter : those of the second contain a very large proportion.
Hence tlie difference of their component parts. 1 , Porcelaiieous
shells, when exposed to a red heat, crackle, an<l lose the colour of
their enamelled surface. They emit no smoke nor smell ; their

figure continues unaltered; their colour becomes opaque white,
tinged partially with pale grey. They dissolve when fresh with
effervescence in acids, and without leaving any residue; but if

they have been burnt there remains always a little charcoal. The
solution is transparent, gives no precipitate with ammonia or
acetate of lead ; of course it contains no sensible portion of phos-
phate or sulphate of lime. Carbonate of ammonia throws down
an abundant precipitate of carbonate of lime. Porcelaneous shells,

then, consist of carbonate of lime cemented together with a small
portion of animal-matter, which is soluble in acids, and therefore

resembles gelatine. 2. Mother-of-pearl-sliells when exposed to
a red heat, crackle, blacken, and emit a strong fo;tid odour. They
exfoliate, and become partly dark grey, partly a fine while.
When immersed in acids they effervesce at first strongly; but
gradually more and more feebly, till at last tlie emission of air-

bubbles is scarcely perceptible. The acids take up only lime,
and leave a number of their membranaceous substances which still

retain the form of tlie shell. The genera of shells are extremely
numerous, and the species under many of them are also very
much so. However, they may be divided into three series or
orders ; the first comprehending all shells formed only of one
piece, called by authors simple or univalve shells ; the second, all

those shells composed of two parts or valves, under the name of
bivalves ; and the third, all shells composed of several parts or
valves, under the name of multivalves. See Conchology.
This method takes in all the shells hitherto known ; the land, as
well as the sea-shells, being all comprehended under one or other
of these divisions ; indeed, all the recent land-shells are univalves,
but the fossil-shells belong to all the three series.

Shells, Fossil, those found buried at great depths in earth,

and often immersed in the hardest stones. These fossil-shells, as

well as those iound lying on the sea-shore, make an excellent ma-
nure, especially for cold clayey lands.

Shells, in gunnery, are hollow iron-balls to throw out of mor-
tars or howitzers, with a fuse-hole of about an inch diameter, to
load them with powder, and to receive the fuse. Sec Pro-
jectiles.

Shells, Message, are nothing more than howitz-shells, in the
inside of which a letter or other papers are put ; the fuse-hole is

stopped up with wood or cork, and the shells arc fired out of a
royal or howitz, either into a garrison or camp. It is supposed,
that the person to w hoiii the letter is sent knows the time, and ac-
cordincly appoints a guard to look out for its arrival.

SIIELTIE, a small but strong kind of horse, so called from
Shetland, where they are produced.
SHELTON, a small town of England, in Bedfordshire ; the

most northern in the county.
SHEL\'ES, in sea-language, a general name given to any dan-

gerous shallows, sandbanks, or rocks, lying immediately under
the surface of the water, so as to intercept any ship in her passage,

and endanger her <lestruction.

SH E\\, or SEM, the second son ot Noah, born about A. M.
1558. He lived to the age of 600 vears, and died about B. C.
1848.

SIIENSTONE, William, an admired English poet, the eldest

son of a country -gentleman, who fanned )iis own estate in Shrop-
iiliire.
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8li;re, uas born in Nov. 1714. lit- leurncd to read of an old

dame, whom hi? poem of (lie Scliool-mi'ilrc^a lias immorlahzed

;

*iul soon rL'(civccl such clelii^ht from books, tliat lie always
expected, when any of the family went to market, a new
hook should be brought liini. As he grew older, he went to

the grammar-school m Ilales-Owen, and afterwards to Mr.
Crumpton, an eminent school-master at Solihul, where he distin-

guished himself by his ciiiick progress. In his tenth year, (June

1724,) he was de|)rii'ed of his father; and soon after (Aiignst

1726) of his graiiillather ; and was, with his brotlier, who died af-

terwards unmarried, left to the care of his grandmother, who ma-
naged the est.ile. From school he was sent, in 1732, to Pembroke
colkge in O.vford, a society which, for half a century, has been
eminent for English poetry and elegant literature. Here he con-

tinued his name leu years, though he took no degree. After tlie

fomtli year he put on the civilian's gown, but without any inten-

tion to engage in the profession. About the time when he went to

O.xford, the ilealh of his grandmother devolved his affairs to the

care of the reverend Mr. Dolman, of Bmme in Stalilbrdshire,

whom he always mtntioned with gratitude. At 0.\ford he, in

1737, published a small Miscellany, without his name. lie pub-
lished, in 1740, his Judgement of Hercules, addressed to Mr.
Lyltleton, whose interest he supported with great warmth at an

election ; this was two years afterwards followed by the School-
mistress. Mr. Dolman died in 1745, and the care of his fortune

now fell upon himself. He then took the whole estate into his

own hands, and rather iinprovcd it^ beauty tlian increased its pro-

duce. Now began his delight in rural pleasures, and his passion

for rural elegance; but in time his e.vpences occasioned clamours
that overpowered the lamb's bleat and the linnet's song, and his

groves were liaunted by beings very different from fawns and
fairies. He spent his estate in adorning it, and his death was pro-

bably hastened by- his an.\ieties. He was a lamp that spent its oil

in blazing. He died at the Leasows, of a putrid fever, l-'eb. 11,

17133; and was buried by the side of his brother, in the church-
yard of Halcs-Owen. Air. Shenstonc's works have been publish-

ed by Mr, Dodsley, in 3 vols. 8vo. The first volume contains

his poetical works, which are particularly distinguished by an

amiable elegance and beautifid simplicity ; the second contains his

prose-works ; the third his letters, &c.
SHEPHERDS ISLES, or ISLANDS, a cluster of islands in

the S. Pacific Ocean, S. of Mallicollo. They form a part of the

New Hebrides. Lon. l6S. 47. E. Lat. 16. 58. S.

Shepherd's PuiiSE. See Thlaspi. (
SHEPHEKD.STOVVN, or SHEPHERDSBURG, a town of

Virginia, in Berkley county, 140 miles W. S. \V. of Philadelphia.

SHEPPEY, an island of England, at the mouth of the river

Medway, about twenty miles in circumference. It is separated

from the main land by a narrow channel, and has a fertile soil,

which feeds great flocks of sheep,

SHEPTON MALLET, a large town of England, in Somer-
setshire, 5 miles E. of Wells, 17 S. W. of Bath, and 118 W. by S.

of London. Lon. 2. 30. W. Lat. 51.9. N.
SHERARDIA, Little Field-Madder; in botany, a genus

of the monogynia order, and tetrandna class of plants ; natural

order, Stellalas. Corolla one-petaled, funnel-form, superior;

seeds two, three-toothed. There are three species.

SHERBOKN, a town of England, in Dorsetshire, 18 miles

N. N. \V. of Dorchester, and 118 W.S.AV. of London.
Sherborn, a populous town of Yorkshire, in the W, Riding;

14 miles S. W. of York, and 181 N. by W. of London. Lon. 1.

15. W. Lat. 53.49. N,
SHERIDAN, Thomas, D. D. the intimate friend of Dean

Swift, is said by Shield, in Gibber's Lives of the Poets, to have
been born about 1684, in the county of Cavan, where his parents

lived in no very elevated state. They are described as being un-

able to afford their son the advantages of a liberal education ; but

he, being observed to give early indications of genius, attracted

the notice of a friend to his family, who sent him to the college of

Dublin, and contributed towards his support three. He afterwards

entered into orders, and set up a school in Dublin, which long

maintained a very high degree of reputation, as well for the at"

tention bestowed on the morals of the scholars, as for their profi-

ciency in literature. So great was the estimation in which this se-

minary was held, that it is asserted to have produced in some years

VOL. JV.—NO. 195.

the sum of 1000/. It does not appear that he had any consi'lera-

ble prcfermeiil ; but his iiitimary with Swift, in 17'.'5, procured
for him a living in the south of Ireland worth about 150/. a-\ear,

which he went to take possession of, and. by an act of inadvert-

ence, destroyed all his future expectations of rising in the church ;

for being at Cork on the first of August, the anniversary of King
George's birth-day, he preached a sermon on this te.\t, "SuOi-
cier.t for the day is the evil thereof." On this being known, he
was struck out of the list of chaplains to the lord lieutenant, and
forbidden the castle. This living Dr. Sheridan afterwards changed
for that of Dunboyne, which, by the knavery of the farmers, and
power of the gentlemen in the neighbourhood, fell so low as 80/.

per annum. He gave it up for the free school of Cavan, w here he
might have lived well in so cheap a country on BO/, a-year salary,

besides his scholars; but the air being, as he said, too moist and
unwholesome, and being disgusted with some persons who lived

there, he sold the school for about 400/. ; anfl having soon spent
the money, he fell into bad health, and died Sept, 10, 1738, in his

55th year.

Sheridan, Thomas, A. M. son of Dr. Sheridan, the intimate
friend of Dean Swilt, an eminent actor, philologist, and lexicogra-

pher, was boni at Quilca, in Ireland, in 17^1. In 1734, and 1735,
he studied at Westminster; and on his return to Ireland, attended

Trinity college, Dublin, where he took his degree. In 1743 he
appeared on the stage at Smock Alley, in the character of Richard
III. The year following he visited London, and perlormed at

Covent Garden. On his return to Ireland he became manager of

the Dublin theatre, but on account of some attemjits to retorni

the abuses that had long prevailed there, riots ensued, for which
the leaders were prosecuted. In the end, his theatre was ruined,

and he entered on a new career as an itinerant lecturer on elocu-

tion, and with such reputation as to receive the degree of master
of arts from the universities of Dublin atid Cambridge. In 1760
he engaged at Drury Lane, and soon after obtained a pension from
the king. In 1767 he exhibited at the Haymarket an entertain-

ment of reading, singing, and music, called an Attic Evening.
He also performed at the same theatre and at Covent Garden, but

quitted the profession of an actor in 1776. The same year he suc-

ceeded Garrick as manager of Drury Lane theatre, w hich situation

he resigned in 1779. He now returned to his literary labours,

and to reading occasional lectures. He died at Margate in 1788.

His principal works are, 1- A Dictionary of the English Language,
one main object of which is to establish a plain and permanent
standard of pronunciation, 1 vol. 4to, and 2 vols. 8vo. 2. Lectures
on the Art of Reading, 8vo. 3. British Education, or the Source
of the Disorders of Great Britain, Svo. 4. A Dissertation on the

Causes of the Difliculties which occur in Learning the English

Tongue, 4to. 5. A Course of Lectures on Elocution, &c. 4to,

6. Life of Swift, prefixed to his works, 8vo. 7. Elements of Eng-
lish, 12mo. His wife, Frances, whose maiden name was Cham-
berlaine, was a very ingenious woman, and wrote Sidney Bid-
dulph, a novel ; amoral romance intituled, Nourjahad ; and the

Discovery, a comedy. By Mr. Sheridan she became the mother
of C. F. Sheridan, who wrote the History of the Revolution in

Sweden, in 17V2; and of R. B. Sheridan, M. P. a gentleman
greatly celebrated for his wit and conviviality. She died at Blois

in 1767.

SHERIFF, an officer in each county in England, nominated
by the king, invested with a judicial and ministerial power, and
who takes place of every nobleman in the county during the tim»

of his office. The office is of very great antiquity. He is called

in Latin vice-comes, as being the deputy of the comes, or earl, to

whom the custody of the shire was committed at the first division

of England into counties. But the earls, in process of time, by
their high employments and attendance on the king's pei'son, not

being able to transact the business of the county, were delivered

of that burden ; reserving themselves the honour, but the labour

was laid on the sheriff. So that now the sherifl' does all the king's

business in the county; and though he be still called vice-comes,

yet he is entirely independent of, and not subject to, the earl ; the

king, by his letters patent, committing cuslodiam comitatus to the

sheriir, and to him alone.

SHERLOCK, Dr. William, a learned English divine, bom
in 1641, and educated at Eaton school, where he distinguished

himself by the vigour of his genius. Tlieuce he was removed t«

7 F
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Cambridge, where he took his degrees. In lOGy lie became rector

of the parish of St. George, Boiolph Lane, iji Loiidun ; and in

36s 1 prehendary of Paiicra'*, in the cathedral of St. Paul's. He
was likewise chosen inasler of the Temple, and rector of Therfeld

in Hertfordshire. After the revolution lie was suspended, tor re-

fusing the oaths to king William and queen Mary ; but at last he

took ihem, and publicly justified what he had done. In 1691, he

was installed dean of St. 'Paul's. His Vindication of the Doctrine

of the Trinity engaged him in a warm controversy with Dr. South

and others. Bishop Burnet says, he was " a clear, a polite, and a

strong writer ; but apt to assimie too much to himself, and to treat

his aclversaries with contempt." He died in 1703. His works

are very numerous. Among these are, 1. A Discourse concerning

the Knowledge of Jesus Christ, against Dr. Owen. '-'. Several

pieces against the Papists, the Socinians, and Dissenters. 3.

A practical Treatise on Death, wliich is much admired. 4. A
practical Discourse on Providence. 5. A practical Discourse on

the future J-udgement ; and many other works.

Sherlock, Thomas, D. D. bishop of London, the son of the

preceding, was born in 167S. He was educated in Catherine

Hall, Cambridge, where he took his degrees, and of which he be-

came master; he was made master of the Temple very young, on

the resignation of his father; and it is remarkable, that this mas-

tership was held by father and son successively for inore than se-

•venty years. He was at the head of the opposition against Dr. Hoad-
lev, "bishop of Bangor; during which contest he published a great

iiuml)er of pieces. He attacked the famous Collins's " Grounds
and Reasons of the Christian Religion," in a course ot six sermons,

preached at the Temple Church, which he intituled " The Use
and Intent of Prophecy in the several Ages of the World " In

J73S, he was appointed bishop of Bangor; and of Salisbury in

1734. In 1747, he refused the archbishopric of Canterbury, on

account of ill health ; but recovering, he accepted the see ot Lon-

don in 1748. On occasion of the earthquakes in 1750, he pub-

lishe<l an excellent Pastoral Letter to tlie clergy and inhabitants

of London and Westminster : of which it is said there were print-

ed in 4to. 5000 copies; in 8vo. 20,000; and in 12mo, about

30,000 ; beside pirated editions, ot which not less than 50,000

were said to have been sold. Under the weak state of body in

which he lay lor several years, he revised and published four vo-

lumes of sermons in 8vo. which are particularly admired for their

ingenuity and elegance. He died in 1762, worth 150,000/.

" His learning," says Dr. Nicholls, " was very extensive: God
had given him an understanding mind, a tjuick comprehension,

and a solid judgement. His skill in the civil and canon law was

very considerable ; to which he added such a knowledge of the

common law of England as few clergymen attain to." Di. Ni-
cholls mentions also liis exemplary piety, his zeal in preaching

the duties, and maintaining the doctrines, of Christianity, and his

difTusive munificence and charity ; particularly to the corporation

of clergymen's sons, to several hospitals, and to the society for

propagating the gospel in foreign parts: his bequeathing to Ca-

tharine Hall in Cambridgt, the place of his education, his valua-

ble library of books, and his donations for the founding a libra-

rian's place and a scholarship, to the amount of several thousand

jjounds.

SHERRIFFE OF MECCA, the title of the descendants of

Mohammed by Hassan Ibn All. These are divided into several

branches, of which the famdy of Ali Bunemi, consioting at least of

300 individuals, enjoy the whole right to the throne of Mecca.

SHERSHELL, a town of Africa, in Algiers, supposed to be
the ancient Jol, which was c.dled C^sarea, iTv Jula U. in honour
of Augu tus Ca:sar. Lon. 2. 36. E. Lat. 36.' 35. N.
SHERVVIN, John Kf.vse, a late eminent English engraver.

He was originally a wood-cutter, on the estate of Mr. Mitferd, in

Sussex ; but going one dav to that gentleman's house on some
business, he was admitted into a room where some of the family

were drawing, to whom he paid suih attention, that Mr. Mitford

asked him if he could draw any? Sherwin replied, " he could not

tell, but should like to try:" on which a port-crayon was given

Iiim, an<l he immediately protluced a drawing, that astonished n t

only all present, but the Society of Arts, to whom Mr. Mitford

presented it, and who voted him their silver-prize-n.;<'dal in coiisf-

qnence. Being soon alter removed to London, he entered ijnder

£aitolozzi, and in three years made such surprising proficienty.

that he obtauird both the gold and the silver jiri/e niedals given

by the Society. Alter this he executed man_\ capital cngra\ ings

;

among which, his Finding of Moses is esteemed one ot tlie best

works of the present age. He died in 1790.

SHERWOOD, a spacious forest in the W. part of Notting-

hamshire, which formerly occupied the greatest part of it. It was
so thick that it was hardly passable ; but now it is much thinner,

and its extent is much contracted. In the twelfth and thirteenth

centuries, this forest was the head-quarter of Robin Hood, Little

John, and their gang of thieves.

SHETLAND, or ZETLAND, the name of certain islands

belonging to Scotland, and lying N. E. of Orkney ; between lat.

59.56.and61.I l.N. There are many convincing proofs that these

islands were very early inhabited by the Picts, or rather by those

nations who were the original possessors of the Orkneys. The
inhabitants are a stout, well made, comely peo])le ; the lower sort

of a swarthy complexion. As they find no difficulty in providine

for a family, they marry very early, and a bachelor is r«nsiderea

as a sort of phenomenon in morals. All that is requisite to enter

on a married life in Shetland, is a cow, a small hut, a pot, a yawl,
and fishing-tackle, and a rug or blanket. With these, though
their crops could not maintain them above eight months in the

year, yet by the immense cpiantities of fisli they catch, the cheap-
ness of provisions in general, and the abundance of fuel, they live

as comfortably, or more so, than most people of the same rink in

the peninsula of Scotland.

'.iHEW-BREAD, the loaves of bread which the priest of the
week puts every Sabbath-day upon the golden table in the sanctuarv,

before the Lord, in the temple of the Jews. They were twelve
in number, and were ofi'ered to God in the name of the twelve
tribes of Israel. They were shaped like a brick, were ten palms
long and five broad, weighing about Sib. each. They were un-
leavened, and made of fine flour by the Levites. The priests set

them on the table in two rows, six in a row, and put frankincense
upon them to preserve them from inouldiug. They were changed
every Sabbath, and the old ones belonged to the priest upon duty.
Of this bread none but the priests might eat, except in cases of
necessity.

SHlliBOLETH, [nSaw, Heb. i. e. an ear of corn,] the
word proposed by Jephlha to distinguish the Gileadites from the
Ephraimites, as the latter pronounced sli like s. Hence it is still

used metaphorically for the cant criterion, or distinguishing mark
of a party.

SHIELD, an ancient weapon of defence, in -form of alight
buckler, borne on the arm to guard oiT lances, darts, &c. The form
of the shield is represented by the escutcheon in coats of arms.
The shield was that part of the ancient armi ur on which the per-

sons of distinction in the field of battle always had their arms
painted ; and most of the words still used to express the space that

holds the arms of families are derived from the Latin name for a
shield, scutum. The French escit and escussion, j.nd the Englisli

word escutcheon, or, as we commonly speak it, scntchenn, are
evidently from this origin ; and the Italian sciido signifies bctli the
shield of arms and that used in war. The Latin name clppeus, for

the same thing, seems also to be derived from the Greek word
y>i^ipiiv, to engrave ; and it had this name from the several figures

engraved on it, as marks of distinction of the person who
wore it.

Shield, in heraldry, the escutcheon or field on which the bear-
ings of coats of arms are placed. See Heraldry.

Shields, North, a sea-port-lown of England, in Northiun-
berland, 7|: miles E. N. E. of Newcastle.' Lon. 1. 12. W. Lat.
55. 44. N.

Shillds, South, a sea-port-town, opposite to the above, on
the S. bank of tlieTyne. Lon. 1. 12. W. Lat. 55. 44. N.
SHIFl'ERS, on board a man of war, are certain men employed

by the cooks to shift and change the water in w Inch the flesh

or fish is put, and laid for some time, in order to fit it lor tii«

kettle.

SHIFTING A TACKLE, in sea-language, the act of re-

moving the blocks of a tackle to a greater distance from each
other, on the object to which they are apphed, in order to give

a greater scope or extent to their purchase. 'Ibis operation is

otherwise called fieeting.

SHIGGAION, in ancient Hebrew music, is either Uie nam-!

7 ef
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of a ^ml^ical iii>-triiiin'nt, or of a tunt' wliose notes wtre very miicli ||

clivers fled. P>al. vii. title.

SHIJASCHK.OTAN, one of the Kuriile islands, in the N. Pa-
cific ocian. Loii. Ij4. ^0. E. Lat. 4y. 15- N.
SIIIITES, a religious sect, or rather a religio-political party

among the Mohammedans, which originated, on the death of

Moiianmied, from the rejection of his son-in-law Ali, and
which still divides all his followers in Turkey, Arabia, and
Persia.

SHILLING, an Eni;lish silver-coin, equal to the twentieth

part of a pound. Frclierus derive-- llie Saxnn sciling, whence our
shilling, from a corruption of szVi'jwa; proving the derivation by
several texts of law, an<l, among others, by the twenty-si.xth law,

De annuls legatis. Skinner deduces it from the Saxon scild,

shield, by reason of the esciitcheen of arms thereon. Bislio))

Hooper derives it from the Arabic sclwvle, signifying a weight

;

but others, with greater probability, deduce it from the Latin sici-

liciis, which signilied a cpiarter of an ounce, or the forty-eiojith

part of a Roman pound. J n confirmation of this etymology it is

alleged, that the shilling kept its original signification, and bore
the same proportion to the Saxon pound as sicilicusdid to the Ro-
man and the Greek, being exactly the forty-eighth part of tlie

Saxon pound; a discovery which we owe to Mr. Lambarile.
(Explic. Rer. et Verb. Sax. voc. Libra.) However, the Saxon
Jaws reckon the pound in the round number at fifty shillings, but

they really coined out of it only forty-eight; the value of the shil-

ling was fivf-|,ence ; but it was reduced to four-pence above a cen-

t-ury before the con<|ue>t; for several of the Saxon laws, made in

Atlielstan's reign, oblige u-i to take this estimate.

SUILLUK, a town of Africa on the banks of the Baht el Abiad,
or true Nile. Lon. 32. 26. E. Lat. 130. 0. N.
SHILOH, a term much disputed among interpreters and com-

nienlators upon Scripture. In Gen. xlix. 10, it denotes the Mes-
siah. The patriarch Jacob foretels his coming in the»e words:
" The sceptre shall not depart from Judah, nor a lawgiver from
between his feet, until Shiloh come; and unto him shall the ga-

thering of the people be." The Hebrew text reads nW S3' ^^y,

vntiL Shiloh come. All Christian commentators agree, that tins

word ought to be understood of the Messiah, or Jesus Christ; but

all are not agreed about its literal and grammatical signification.

St. Jerome, who translates it by Siii mittendus est, inanifeslly

reads Slnloach, sent, instead of Sluloli. The Septuagint have it

Eu"; fdV j>.3",i T« aW0)«*/.t£l'« ftUTcy; or Etyj ttV fX^Ji M reTTOXi-iTrei, (as if they
had read ^Vi> instead of nS\y,) i. e. " Until the coming of Irim for

whom it is reserved ;" or, " Till we see arrive that which is reserved
for him." Some tr;uislate, " the sceptre shall not depart from
Jud;ih, till he comes to whom it belongs ;'' rhv or 'Slf instead of

»Sh 'S. Others, " till the cominfi of the peace-maker ;" or, " the

pacific;" or, " of prosperity," rhv prospcrcitus est. S/ialah sig-

nifies, "to be in peace, to be in prosperity;" others, " till the
birth of him who shall be born of a woman that shall conceive
without the knowledge of a man," Sw or K'h'O, secund'nia, flexns.
Le C'lerc explains it, "the sceptre shall not depart from Judah,
till its end, its ruin; till the downfal of the kingdom of the Jews
takes place," StW or nS», it lias ceased, it has finished. But this

explains nothing. It is only saying, the sceptre shall noi depart,
till it depart ! A more modern author derives Shiloh froin rhv,
fatigare which sometimes signifies to be iveary, to suffer ; " till

Jiis labours, his sullerings, his passion, sh^U happen." But what-
ever be the precise grammatical signification of Shiloh, it is suf-

ticient for us to shew, that the ancient Jews are in this matter
agreed with the Christians: they acknowledge, that this word
stands for the Messiah the King. It is thus that the paraphrasts
Onkelos and Jonathan, that the ancient Hebrew commentaries
upon Genesis, and that the Talmudists themselves, explain it. If

Jesus Christ and his apostles did not make use of this passage to
prove the coming of the Messiah, it was because then the com-
pletion of this prophecy was not sufficiently manifest. The
sceptre still continued among the Jews : they seemed to have still

Jiings of their own nation, though the royal family was extirpated
by Herod: but s<Jon alter the sceptre was entirely taken away
from them, and has never been restored to them since. But that

Jacob's prophecy was literally fulfilled, is clear from the whole
liistory of the Jews. Nothing is more evident, than that the pos-
t'-'^ity of utluh prcburveti their diilinct existence as a tribe, or

ralher as a nation, together with a power of government and legis.

Union, even when they were occasionally subject to other nations,

till Jesus Christ was born into the world, Tlie tribe of Judah was
the most numerous of the twelve, when they came out of Egypt ;

under Moses they led the van in the wilderness: after leaving it

they were divinely ordered to make the first attack on the remain-
ing Canaanites

; (Judg. i. 1, 2,) as well as afterwards against the
Benjamites, (xx. 18.) Caleb and his son-in-law, Olhniel, the
first Judge of Israel after Joshua, were of this tribe ; and from the
death of Saul, the royal house of David held the supreme power
till the Babylonish captivity. Even under the Chaldeans, Mcdes,
and Pefsiaus, Jeconiaii, Zerubbabel, and Nehemiah, who were all

of this tribe, held an evident superiority over the Jews. (See 2
Kings XXV. Ezra, i— vi. Neh. i.—xiii.) And for a period of
about 450 year.s, from the death of Zerubbabel, to the usurpation
ot Herod, the government of Judah continued In the descendants
of Zerubbabel, and afterwards in the Asnionean, or Maccabean,
family; till the usurpation of Herod the Ascalonite or Idumean,
a tew years before the birth of our Saviour, shewed that the corti-

plction of the prophecy by the coming of Shiloh, and the de-
parture of the sceptre from Judah, was about to take place. The
total conquest and dispersion of the Jews, soon after, and the dread-
ful destruction of Jerusalem by the Romans, completely fulfilled

the prophecies of Jacob, and our Saviour.

SHINAR, a province of Babylonia,vvhere the famous tower of
Babel was built.

SlilNGEN, an island of the Indian Ocean, near the coast of
Africa, and country of Monomotapa, formed by the mouths of the
Zambese ; 120 miles in circumference. The chief articles of trade
are gold, ivory, and cattle.

SHINGLES, in building, are small pieces ofwood, or quartered
oaken boards, sawn to a certain scantling, or, as is more usual,

cleft to about an inch thick at one end, and made like wedges, four
or five inches broad, and eight or nine long. They are used in-

stead of tiles or slates, especially for churches and steeples.

SHIP, HOSPITAL, a vessel fitted up to attend on a fleet

of men of war, and receive their sick or wounded ; for which
purpose her decks should be high, and her ports sulilcjently

large.

Sriip, Merchant, a vessel employed in commerce to carry
commotlifies of various sorts from one port to another. The
large^t merchant-ships are those employed by the different com-
panies of merchantsw'ho trade to the East Indies. They are ijr

general larger than our 40 gun-ships ; and are commonly mounted
with 20 guns on their upper deck, which are nine pounders ; and
six on their quaiter-deck, which are six pounders.

Ship's Form Gauge, an instrument recommended by Mr.
Hutchinson as tit to ascertain any alteration in the bottom of a ship,

by its hogging or fagging ; and also to- regulate the stowage of a
ship.

Ships, Management of, at Single Anchor, is the method
of taking care of a ship while riding at single anchor in a tide-way,
by preventing her from fouling her anchor, &c. The following
rules, for this purpose, are given by the ingenious Mr. Henry
Taylor of North Shields, and will be found of the utmost conse-
quence. Riding in a tideway, with a fresh-of-wind, the ship

should have what is called a short or windward service, say 43 or
jO fathoms of cable, and always with the helm hard down, but
more or less so according to the strength or weakness of the tide.

It is a known fact, that many ships sheer their anchors home,
drive on board of other ships, and on the sands near which they
rode, before it has been discovered that the anchor had been
moved from the place where it was let go. When the wind is cross,

or nearly cross, off shore, or in the opposite direction, ships will

always back. This is done by the mizen-topsail, assisted, if need-
ful, by the mizen-staysail ; such as have no mizen-topsail com-
monly use the main-tnpsail, or if it blows fresh, a top gallant-sail,

or any such sail at the gaff. In backing, a ship should always
wind with a taught cable, that it may be certain the anchor is drawn
round. In case there is not a sufficiency of wind for that purpose,

the ship should be hove apeak. Riding witli the wimi afore the

beam, the yards should be braced forward; if abaft the beam,
they are to be braced all aback. If the wind is so far aft that I lie

ship will not back (which should not be attempted if, when the

tide teases, the ship forges ahead, and brings the buoy on the lee-

quarter^)
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quarter,) --lie must be sft ahead : if llie wind Is far all, aiul Ijlows
^

fresh, Uif utmost cure and attention is necessary, as sliips ruluig in

tills situation olten break tlicir slieer, and come to windwaril of

itheir anchors again. When (lie ship lies in tliis ticklish situation,

tjie after-yards mu.l be braced forward, and tl'e fore-yards tlie

contrary way: she will lav safe, as the buoy can be kept on the

lee-quaiter, or suppose the helm is aport, as long as the buoy is on
the larboard-cjuarlir. With the helm thus, and the winil right

aft or nearly >o, the slarboard main and fore-braces should be

hauled in. 'Ihis supposes the main braces to lead forward. When
the ship begins to tend to leeward, and the buoy conies on ti.e

weadior-quarter, the hrst thing to be done is to brace about the

fore-yard; and when the wind comes near the beam, set the fore-

staysail, and keep it standing until it shakes; then brace all the

yards sharp forward, especially it it is likely to blow strong. If

lying in the aforesaid position, and she breaks her sheer, brace

about the main-yard immediately: if she recovers anrf brings the

buoy on (he lee or larboard-quarter, let the main-yard be again

braced aoout ; but if she come to a slieer the other way, by bring-

ing the buoy on tlR' other q'.iarti'r, change the helm and brace the

fore-yard to. Riding leeward tide with more cable than the wind-
ward service, and expecting the ship will go to windward of her

anchor, begin asso.ui as the t'de eases to shorten in the calile. This
is often hard work ; but it is necessary to be done, otherwise the

anchor may b" fouled by the great length of cable the ship has to

draw round; but even if that could be done, the cable would be
very materially damaged against the bows or cut-water. Jt is

to be observed, that when a siiip rides windward tide the cable

should cackh-d from the short service towards the anchor, as far

as wdl prevent the bare p.,rt touching the ship. When the ship

tends to windward, and must be set a-head, hoist the fore-staysail as

soon as it will stand, and when the buoy comes on the leequarter,

haul down the fore->taysail, br.ice to the fore-yard, and put the

helm a lee ; for till then the helm must be kept a-wealher and the

yards full. When the ship rides leeward tide, and the wind in-

creases, care ^Ivnild be taken to give her more cable in time, other-

wise ti.e anchor may start, and probably it will be troublesome to

get her brought up ag.iin ; and this care is the more necessary v.hen

the ship rides in the liause of another sh'p. Previous to giving a

long Service It Is usual to take a weather-bit, that is, a turn of the

«able over the windlass-end, so that in veering away the sliip will

be under coniniand. 'I'he service ought to be greased, which will

prevent its chasliig in the hause. If the gale coiilinnes to increase,

the topmasts should lie struck in lime; but the fore-yard should
seldom, if ever, be lowered tlown, that in case of jjarting the fore-

sail may be ready to be set. At such times there should be more
on deck than the common anchor-watch, that no accident mav hap-
pen from inattention vr falling asleep. In a tide-way asecond anchor
should never lie let go but when absolutely necessary; for a ship
will sometimes ride easier and safer, especially if the sea runs high,

with a very long scope of cable and one anchor, than with less

length and tuo cables ; however, it is advisable, as a preventive,

when ships have not room to drive, anrl the night ii dark, to let

fall a second anchor underfoot, with a range of cable along the

deck. If this is not thought necessary to be done, the deep-sea-
lead should be thrown overhoanl, and the line frequently handled
by the watch, that they may be assured she rides fast.

'
If at any

time the anchor-watch, presuming on their own knowledge,
should wind ihe ship, or suffer her to break her sheer without call-

ing the mate, he should immediately, or the very /irst opportunity,
oblige the crew to heave the anchor in sight ; which will prevent
the commission of the like fault again ; for besides the share of
trouble the watch will have, the rest of the crew will blame them
for neglecting their duty. Prudent mates seldom lie a week in a
road-stead without heaving their anchor in sight; even though
they have not the least suspicion of its being toul. There are no
other reasons why the anchor should be looked at ; sometimes the
cable receives considerable damage by sweeping wrecks or an-
chors that have been lost, or from rocks or stones; and it is often
found indispensably necessary to trip the anchor, in order to take
ji clearer birth, which should be done as often as any ship brings
up too near.

Ships of War are vessels properly equipped with artillery,

ammunition, and all the necessary martial weapons and IcKlrii-

inents for attack or defence. They are distinguished from each
i>ther by their several rank* or clasies, called rates, as lollows;

Ships of the liist rate mount from 100 guns to 110 guns and up
wards; sereiid rale, from I'O to ys guns; third rate, from 64 to

74 guns ; fourth rate, from 50 to 60 guns; fifth rate, from 3i to

44 guns ; and sixth rates, from 20 to -S guns. See 11ate>
Vessels carryiiiijTess than 20 guns are denominated sloops,

cutters, fire-ships, anvl bombs. It luas lately been proposed to re-

duce the number of these rates, which would be a saving to the

nation, and also proc)'uctive of several material advantages. Fig.

1, (Plate CI.XVIII ) is the representation of a first rate, with
rigging, &c. the several parts of which are as follows : Parts of the
hull.—A, The cathead : B, The forechaiii-wales, or chains ; C,
The main-chains ; D, The mizen-chains ; E, The entering

port; F, The hawse-holes: G, The poop-lanterns ; H, Ihe
chess-tree; I, The head; K, The stern. 1, The bowsprit.

2, The Yard and sail. 3, Gammoning. 4, The Manrop. 5,

The Bobstay, 6, The Spritsail-sheets. 7, Pendants. 8, Braces

and pendants. 9, Halliards. 10, Lifts. 11, Clue-lines. 12,

Spritsail-horses. 13, Bunllinrs. 14, Standing lifts. 15, Bow-
sprit-shroud. 16. Jibboom. 17, Jibstay and sail. 18, Halliards.

19, Sheets. 20, Horses. 21, Jib-guy. 22, Spritsail-topsail-yard.

23, Horses. 24, Sheets. 25, Ijfis. 26, Braces and pendants.

27, Cap of bowsprit. 28, Jack-staff. 29, Truck. 30, Jack-Hag.
—31, foremast. 32, Runner and tackle. 33, Shrowds. 34,
Laniards. 3i, Stay and laniard. 36, Preventer-stay and laniard.

37, Woolding of the mast. 38, Fore-yard and sail. 39, Horses.

40, Top. 41, Crowfoot. 42, Jeers. 43, Yard-tackles. 44,

Lifts. 45, Braces and pentlants. 46, Sheets. 47, Foretacks.

48, Bowlines and bridles. 49, Fore-bunt-lines. 50, Fore-leech-

liius. 51, Preventer-brace. 52, Futtock-shrouds.—53, Fore-top-

must, 54, Shrouds and laniards. 55, Fore-top-sail yard and sail.

56, Slay and sail. 57, Runner. 58, Back-stays. 59, Halliard.

60, Lifts, 61, Braces and pendants. 62, Horses. 63, Clew-
lines. 64, Bowlines and bridles. 65, Reef-tackles. 66, Sheets.

67, Bunt-lines. 63, Cross-trees. 69, Cap. 70, Foretnp-gallant-

mast. 71, Shrouds. 72, Yard and sail. 73, Backstays. 74,

Slay. 75, Lifts. 7(5, Clew-lines. 77, Braces and pendants. 78,
Bowlines and bridles. 79, Flag-staflf. 80, Truck. 81, Flag-stay-

stalf. 82, Flag of the lord high admiral.— S3, Muininast. 84,

Shrouds. 85, Laniards. 86, Runner and tackle. 87, Futtock-
shrouds. 88, Top-lantern. 89, Crank of ditlo. 90, Stay. 91,
Preventer- tay. 92, Stay-tackles. 93, Woolding of the mast. 94,
Jee.rs. 95, Y'ard-tackles. 96, Lifts. 97, Braces and pendants. 98,
Horses. 99, Sheets. 100, Tacks. 101, Bowlines and bridles.

102, Crow-foot. 103, Cap. 104, Top. 105, Bunt-lines. 106.

Leech-lines. 107, Y^ard and sail.— 108, Main-top-mast. 109,

Shrouds and laniards. 1 10, Yard and sail. Ill, Futtock-shrouds.

112, Backstays. 113, Stay. 114, Staysail and halliards. 115,

Tye. n6. Halliards. 117, Lifts. 1 IS', Clew lines. 119, Braces
and pendants. 120, Horses. 121, Sheets. 122, Bowlines and
bridles. 123, Buntlines. 124, Reef-tackles. 125, Cross-trees.

126, Cap.-— 127, Main-tnp-gullant-mast. 128, Shrouds and
laniards. 129, Yard and sail. 130, Backstays. 131, Stay. 132,
Stay-s:iil and halliards. 133, Lifts. 134, Braces and pendants.

135, Bowlines and bridles. 136, Clew-lines. 137, Flagstaff.

138, Truck. 139, Flagstaft'-stay. 140, Flag-standard.— 141,
Mizcn-matt. 142, Shrouds and laniards. 143, Cap. 144, Yard
and sail. 145, Block for signal halliards. 146, Sheets. 147,
Pendant-lines. 148, Peck-brails. 149, Staysail. 150, Stay. 151,

Derrick and span. 152, Top. 153, Cross-jack-yard. 154, Cross-

jack-lifts. 155, Cross-jack-braces. 156, Cross-jack-slings.— 137,
Mntn-top-niast. 158, Shrouds and laniards. 159. Yard and sail.

160, backstays. 161, Slay. 162, Halliards. 163, Lifts. 164,
Braces and pendants. 165, Bowlines and bridles. 166, Sheets.

167, Clew-lines. 168, Stay-sail. 169, Cross-trees. 171), Cap.
171. Flagstair. 172, Flagstaft'-stay. 173, Truck. 174, Flag,

union. 175, Ensign-statt". 1/6, Truck. 177, Ensign. 178,
Stern-ladder. 179, Bower-cable. (Fig. 20, Plate CLX.1 X.) is a
vertical longitudinal section of a first rate ship of war, with refer-

ences to the principal parts ; which are as follow : A, Is the head,

containing,— 1, The stem ; 2, The knee of the head or cut-water
;

3, The lower and upper cheek ; 4, The trail board ; 5, The
figure ; 6, The gratings ; 7, The brackets ; 8, The false stem ;

9, The breast-hooks ; 10, The hause-lioles , II, The bulkhead
forward; 12, The cat-head ; 13, The cat-hook ; 14, Necessary
seats; 15, The manger within board; 16, The bowsprit. B.

Upon the forecastle— 17, The gratings; 18, The partners of the
luast

:
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mast; VJ, The gunwale; 20, The belfry ; 21, I'he fiiiiiiel for

smoke ; 2'^, The gangway going off the forecastle ; 23, The fore-

castle-giins. C, In the lorecastle—24, The door of the bulkhead

forward; 2;!, Officers' cabins ; 26, Staircase; 27, Fore-top-sail-

sheet-bits; 2S, The beams ^, 29, The carlings. I:), The niiddle-

gundeck forward—30, The fore-jeer- bits ; 31, The oven and fnr-

jvace ot copper ; 32, The captain's took-room ; 33, The ladder

or way to tlie forecastle. E. The lower giin-deck forward—34,

The knees fore and aft ; 35, The spirkeling^, or the first streak

next to each deck, the next under the beams being called clamps ;

3f), The beams of the middle-gini-deck fore and aft ; 37, The
cartings of the middle gundeck fore and aft; 38, The fore-bils ;

39, The after or main bits; 40, The hatchway to the gunner's

and boatswain's store-rooms ; 41, The jeer-capstan. F.Tlie orlop

—42, 43, 44, The gunner's, boatswain's, and carpenter's store-

rooms ; 4j, The beams of the lower-"un-deck ; 4f), 47, The pil-

lais and the riders, fore and aft ; 48, The bulkhead of the store-

rooms. G, the hold—49, 50,51, The fnol-hook-rider, the floor-

rider, and the standard, fore and aft ; 52, The pillars ; 53, The
step of the foremast ; 54, The kelson, or false keel, and dead
rising ; 55, The dead wood. H, At midships in the hold—56,

The Hoortimbers ; 57, The keel ; 5S, The well ; 59, The chain-

pump; 60, The sle|) of the mainmt'.st ; 61, 62, Beams and car-

lings of the orlop, fore and aft. I, 'I he orlop amidships—63, The
cal)le-tier; 64, The main-hatchway. K, The lower gnn-deck
amidships—65, Tiie ladder leading up to the middle-gun-deck ;

66, The lower tire of ports. L, Tlie middle-gun-deck amidship

— tJ7, The middle-tier of ports; 68, The enternig ])ort ; 69, 'I'he

main-jeer-bits; 70, Twisted pillars or stanchions ; 71, The capstan
;

72, Gratings ; 73, The ladder leading to the upper deck, ^l, The
upper gun-deck amidships—74, The niaiu-top-sail-sheet-bits ; 75,

The upper pan ners of the mainmast ; 76, The gallows on which
spare topmasts Sec. are laid ; 77, The foresheet-blocks ; 78, The
rennets; 79, The gunwale ; 80, The upper gratings ; 81, ^J'he

drift brackets; 82, The piss-dale; 83, The capstan-pall. N.
Abaft the mainmast—8i, The gangway off the ciuarter-deck ; 85,

The bulkhead of the coach; 86, The staircase down to the middle-
gun-deck; 87, The beams of the upper deck ; 88, 'I'he gratings

about the main-mast; 89, The coach or council-chamber ; 90,

The staircase up to the quarter-deck, O, The quarter-deck—91,

The beams ; 92, The carlings ; 93, Th'e partners of the mizeii-

mast ; 94, The gangway up to the poop ; 95, The bulkhead of

the cuddy. 1', Ihe poop—96, The trumpeter's cabin ; 97, The
talTorel. 'Q, The captain's cabin. R, The cuddy, usually divided

lor the master and secretary's officers. S, The state-room, out of

which is made the bed-chamber and other conveniences for the

commander-in-chief; 98, The entrance into the gallery ; 99, The
bulkhead of the great cabin ; 100, The stern-lights and after-gal-

leries. T, The ward-room, allotted for the lieutenants and marine

oOicers ; 101, The lower gallery ; 102, The steerage, and bulk-

head of the ward-room ; 103, The wliipstaff, commanding the

tiller; 104, The after stair-case leading down to the lower gun-
deck. V, Several officers' cabins abaft the main-mast, where the

soldiers generally keej) guard. W, The gun-room— 105, The
tiller commanding the rudder ; 106, The rudder ; 107, The stern-

post ; lOS, The tiller-trausom ; 109, The several transoms, viz.

1,2,3,4,5; 110, The gun-room-ports, or stern-chase ; 111,

The bread-room-scuttle, out of the gun-room ; 112, The main-

capstan ; 113, The pall of the capstan ; 1 14, The partner ; 115,

T he bulkhead of tlie bread-room. X, The bread-room. Y, The
steward's room, where all provisions are weighed and served'out,

Z, The cockpit, where are subdivisions for the purser, the surgeon;

and his mates. AA, The platform or orlop, where provision is

made for the wounded in the time of service ; 1 16, The hold abaft

the main-mast ; 117, The step of the mizen-mast ; 1 IS, The kel-
' son, or false keel ; 119, The dead wood, or rising. Ships of war
are fitted out either at the expence of the state or by individuals.

Those fitted out at tlie public expence are called King's Shifs,

and are divided into Ships of the Line, Frigates, Sloops,
&c. For an account of each of these, see the respective articles.

Ships of war fitted out by private individuals are called privateers.

See Privateers.
Ships, Store, vessels employed to carry artillery or naval

stores for the use of a fleet, fortress, or garrison.

Ships, Stowing and Trimming of, the method of disposing

of the cargo in a proper and judicious maaner in the hold of a

ship. A ship's sailing, steering, staying, and wearing, and being

lively and comparatively easy at sea in a storm, depends greatly

on the cargo, ballast, or other materials, being properly stowed,

.according to their weight and bulk, and the proportional dimen-
sions of the built of the ship, which may be made too crank or too

stiff to pass on the ocean with safety. In order to help a ship's

sailing, that she should be lively and easy in her pitching and as-

cending motions, it should be contrived by the stowage, that the

principal and weightiest parts of the cargo or materials should lie as

near the main body of the ship, and as far from the extreme ends,

foreand aft, as things will admit of.

Ships, Transport, are generally used to conduct troops from

one place to another.

Ships, variously named from their rigging, &c. Be-

sides the different kinds of ships above-mentioned, which are de~

nominated from the purpose for which they are employed, vessels

have also, in general, been named according to the different

manner of rigging them. It would he an endless, and at the same
time an unnecessary task, to enumerate all the different kinds of

vessels with respectto their rigging; and tlierefore a few only are

here taken notice of. (PI. CLXIX, fig. 4,) is a ship which would
be converted into a bark by stripping the mizen-mast of its yards

and the sails belonging to them. If each mast, its corresponding

top-mast and top-gtdlant-mast, instead of being composed of sepa-

rate pieces of wood, were all of one continued piece, then this

vessel with very litlle alteration would be a poleacre. Fig. 5, re-

pres(>nts a snow ; fig. 6, a bilander ; fig. 7, a brig ; fig. S. Plate

CLXX. a ketch ; fig. 9, a schooner ; fig. 10, a sloop; fig. 11, a

zebec; fig. 12, a galliot; fig. 13, (Plate CLXIX,) a dogger ;

fig. 14, a galley under sail ; fig. 15, ditto rowing. Ships are also

sometimes named according to the different modes of their con-

struction. Thus we say, a cat-built ship, &c.

Ship, implies to fix any thing in its place ; as, to ship the oars,

that is to put them in their row-locks ; to ship the swivel-guns, is

to ii.'c them in their socks ; to ship the handspokes, S:c.

SHIPBUILDING.

Definitions.

SHIPBUILDING, NAVAL ARCHITECTURE, or

CARPENTRY, is the art of constructing a sliip so as to answer
a particular purpose either of merchandise or war. Some make a

distinction between shipbuilding and naval architecture. The
former they define the art or manner of constructing ships, com-
prehendiag simply the work and labour attending it. The latter

they define the science or theory of delineating ships on a plane.

To whom the world is indebted tor the invention of ships, is, like

most other things of antiquity, quite uncertain. 'V'etvve are assured

from the most authentic of all history, Uiat ship-building was not

only invented but brought to a liigh degree of perfectioiii a cojj-

voL. jv.—NO. 196.

siderable time before tlie general deluge ; otherwise it is impos-

sible to conceive that the patriarch Noah could have found carpen-

ters, capable of executing the directions he had received from the

Almighty, and of erecting so large and capacious a ship as the

ark, if there had not been many shipbuilders then in the world,

previously prepared, bred and habituated, to the art, by making
vessels of a smaller size. We can by no means suppose, that the

Almighty inspired a set of tradesmen to follow Noah's directions

in building the ark, which must otherwise hav» been uocessary, if

shipbuilding had not been previously a well-known and lung prac-

tised art. We shall only add upon tliis preliminary part of our

subject, that it i;, liighly to the honour of the art of shipbuiklins

7G ^'
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or car|)cntry, that our Saviour himself spent 18 years of his pre-

cious life tVoiii his ICtli to his 30th year, in labouring along with

his mother's husband at this honest and industrious en)ployment.

But to return to antiquity, whatever perfection the ait of ship-

building had attained before the Hood a very small portion of art

or contrivance was seen in the first ships, that were made after it.

They were neither strong nor durable ; but consisted only of a

few planks la.d together, without beauty or ornament, and just so

compacted as to keep out the water. In some places they were
only the hulks or stocks of trees hollowed, and then consisted

only of one piece of tindier. Nor was wood alone applied to this

use ; but anv other buoyant materials, as the Egyptian reed

papyrus ; or leather, of which the primitive ships were Irequently

composed ; the bottom and sides being extended on a frame of

thin battens orscanthngs, of flexible wood, or begirt with wickers,

such as we have frequently beheld amongst (lie American savages.

In this manner they were often navigated upon the rivers of Ethi-

opia, Egypt, and Snbican Arabia, even in later times. But in the

first of them, we tind no mention of any thing but leather or hides

sewed together. In a vessel of this kind, Dardanus secured his

retreat to the country afterwards called Troas, when he was com-
pelled by a terrible deluge to forsake his former habitation of Sa-

mothrace. According to \'irgil, Charon's infernal boat was of the

same composition. But as the other arts extended their influence,

naval arcniteclure likewise began to emerge from this gloom of

ignorance and barbarism ; and as the ships of those ages were in-

creased in bul.k, and better proportioned for commerce, tlje ap-

pearance of those floating citadels of unusual form, fidl of living

men, flying witli seemingly expanded wings over the suifacc of the

untrave'lled ocean, struck the ignorant |)eople with terror and
astonishment : and hence, as we are told by Aristophanes, arose

the fable of Perseus flying to the Gorgons, who was actually car-

ried thither in a ship I Hence in all probability, the famous story

of 'Iriptolemus riding on a winged dragon is deduceil, only be-

cause he sailed from Athens, in the time of a great dearth, to a

more plentiful countrj', to supply the necessities of his people.

The fiction of the flying horse Pegasus may be joined with these,

who, as several mythologists report, was nothing but a ship with

sails, anti thence said to be the ortVpring of Neptune tJie sovereign

of the sea ; nor does there appear any other foundation tor the

stories of grifluis, or of ships transformed into birds and fishes, which

we so often meet with in the ancient poets. So acceptable to the

first ages of the world were inventions of this nature, that who-
ever made any improvements in navigation or naval architecture,

building new ships better fitted for strength or swiftness than those

used before, or rendered th.e old more commodious by additional

con'rivances, or discovered countries unknown to loriner travel-

lers, were thought worthy of the greatest honours, and often asso-

ciated into the number of their deified heroes. Hence -we have

in astronomy the designs of Aries and Taurus, which were no other

than two ships; the one ornamented with the figure of a ram,
gilded; the other with that of a bull; the former transported

I'hryxus from Greece to Colchis, and the latter Ei:ropa from
Phcenicia to Crete. Argo, Pegasus, and Perseus, w-tre like-

wise new ships of a diiferent conUruction from the former,

which being greatly admired by the barbarous people of those

times, were supposed to have been once living animals, were
thence translated amongst the stars, in commemoration of their

inventors, atid believed to be metamorphosed into constellations

by the poets of their own and of succeeding ages. The chief

parts, of which ships anciently consisted, were three, viz. the

belly, the prow, and (he stern : these were again composed of other

smaller parts, which shall be briefly described in their order. In

the descriplicn we chiefly follow Scheffer, who has so copiously

treated this subject, and with such industry and learning collected

whatever is necessary to illustrate it, that very little room is left

for enlargement. 1. In the bellv, or middle-part of the ship,

there was Tjn:ir, carina, or the keel, which was composed of

wood : it was placed at the bottom of the ship being designed to

cut and glide through the waves, and therefore was not broad but

narrow and sharp; whence it may be perceived that not all ships,

but only tlie i^a^^ai which ships of war were called, whose bellies

were straight and of a small circumference, were provided with

keels, the rest having usually flat bottoms. Around the outside of

the keel were fixed pieces of wood, to prevent it from being da-

maged when the ship was first launched into the water, or after-

viarils Struck on any rocks ; these were called x''""rf*aTtt, in Latin

cunei. Next to the keel was fa>.:it;, the pump-well, or well-room,
within which was contained the avT^iay, or pump ; through which
water was conveyed out of the ship. After this, there was iiun^a
Tjosrif, or the second keel, somewhat resembling what is now
called kelson ; it was placed beneath the pump, ancl called
xiTtuv, )(_aAx>iv!, xXfiTosTs-iov: by some it is falsely supposed to

be the same with freXxi;. Above the pump was an hollow place,

called by Herodotus >'"Aii viitvior, by Pollux mkto; and yir;^', be-
cause large and capacious, after the form of a bi lly ; by the Latins

testitdo. This was formed with crooked rib.>, with which it was
surrounded which were pieces of wood rising from the keel up-
wards, and called by Ilesychius vo,aii,-, and by others, s-/-«i>.i«, the

belly of the ship being contained within thein ; in Latin, costw ;

and in English, tiiiibers. Upon these were placed certain planks,

which Aristophanes calls £vr;{iivii«;or nri^wnia, TIk iry^ivsm, lutcra,

or sides, of the ship, encompassed all ine former parts on both
hands ; these were composed of large rafters extended from prow
to stern, and called £fivr>i;i>-, and ^MiitniJ-a.-m, because by them the

whole fabric was begirt or surrounded. In both the'e sides the

rowers had their places, called toix,»' and iSa;?ia, in Latin /o;-! and
trumtra, placed above one another; the lowest was called
5-a).M|u:;, and those that laboured therein •'>a>>«/xioi, tlie middle
^jytt; and the men ^V-/--' ; the uppermost -^jrevoi, whence the rowers

were termed .^;r-,,;7ai. In these apartments were spaces through

which the rowers put their oars : these were sometimes one con-

tinued vacuity from one end to the other, called TJof^f, but more
usually dictinct holes, each of which was designed for a single

oar'; these were styled T^iJ-alti, rjvsui.ua ra, as also of3«>.f<5i, because

not unlike the eyes of living creatures. All of them were by a

more general name termed fysuu—«, from containing the oafs ; but

ly/Msii-/ seems to have been another thing, signifying the spaces

between the banks of oars on ea< li side, w here the passengers ap-

pear to have been placed. On the top of all there was a passage

or place to walk, called a-ajaia;, and ^..^a9:a,i:, as joining to the
•S-jKvoi, or uppermost bank of oars. 2. Hi*;*, the prow or fore-

deck, whence it is sometimes called fuTxisv, and commonly dis-

tinguished by other metaphorical titles taken trom human faces.

In some ships there is mention of two prows, as also two sterns ;

such was Danaus's ship adorned by Minerva when he fled from
Egypt. It was usual to beautify the prow with gold and various

sorts of paint and colours ; in the primitive times red was most in

use; whence Homer's ships were commonly dignified with the

titles of |UiXrii3a3>icii, and «tivixoCTa;ioi, or red-faced ;" the blue like-

wise, or sky-colour, was frequently made use of, as bearing a near
resemblance to the colour of the sea ; whence we find ships called
by Homer "uavosjciufai, by Aristophanes xTO«,.ibo),oi. Several other
colours were i'.l^o made use of ; nor were they barelv var-

nished over with them, but very often annealed by wax melted
in the fire, so as neither the sun, winds, nor waters, were
able to deface tlicin. The art of doing this was called from
the wax x.i;(jyjnfts«, from the fire ifxotuf'xi, which is described by
Nitruviu:, and mentioned by Ovid. In these colours the varioi«

forms of gods, animals, plants, &c. were usually drawn, which
were likewise often added as ornaments to other parts of the ships,

as plainly ap'iears from the ancient monuments presented to the
world by Ba_\sius. Tlie sides of the prow were termed nrltJa, or
wings, and —a::a, according to Schetler, or rather =;«;»«.

; for since

the prow is commonly compared to a human face, it w dl naturally

follow that the sides should be called cheeks. These are now
called bows by our mariners 3. ii^vfj.'i>,, the hind neck or poop,
sometimes called »{«, Ihe tail, because the hindermost part of the
siiip ; it was of a figure more inclining to round than the prow, the
extremity of which was sharp, that it might cut the waters; it

was also built higher than the prow, and was the place where the
pilot sat to steer ; the outei-bending part of it was called tTntriiuiy,

answering to our term (piarter. 'I'hey had various ornaments of
sculpture on the prow ; as helmets, animals, triumphal wreaths,

&c.—The stern was more particularly adorned w ith wings, shields;

&c. Sometimes a little mast was erected whereon to hang rib-

bands of divers colours, which served instead of a flag to (hstin-

guish the ship ; the weathercock, to signify the part from w hence
the wind blew. On the extremity of the prow was placed a round
piece of wood called the OT7-./Xif, from its heiidin

; ; and sometimes
oifldJifA©, the eye of the ship, becau-e fixed in the fore-deck ; on
this was inscribed the name of the ship, which was usuallv taken
from the liguie painted on the flag. Hence comes the (Ve<iuent

incmiott
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mention of bhips called Pegasi, Scyllx, bulls, rams, liiJC-ra, &rc.

wiiicli tlic poets feigned to be living creatures that transported their

riders from one coniUr}' to another. The wliole fabric being uoni-

jileted, it was fortified with pitch, and sometimes a, mixture of

rosin, to secure the wood from tlie waters ; wl>ence Homer's
ships are everywliere mentioned with the epithet of ij.i'fnn-ii, or

black. The first that made use of pitch were tlie inhabitants of

I'haeacia, since called Corsica; sonielinies wax was employed in

the same use ; whence Ovid mentions ceratas rates. Alter all, the

ship being bedecked with garlands and llov^ers, the mariiiei's also

adorned with crowns, she was launched into tiie sea with loud ac-

clamacions and other expiessions of joy ;'and being purified by a

priest with a lighted torch, an egg and brimstone, or tne like, wa«
consecrated to the god whose image slie bore. Thus the ship of

Alexandria in which Paul ^ailcd to Syracuse (Actsxxviii. 1 1,) had
the sign or images of Castor and I'ollux. It was long before the

vessels employed by the northern nations were brought to a toler-

able degree of perfection. Even in the time of Edward I. in

]304, 40 men were deemed sufficient to man the best anil largest

vessels in England ; and that Edward III. in 1335, ordained the

mayor and sheriffs of London to " take up all ships in their port,

arici all other ports in the kingdom, of the burden of 40 tons and
upwards, and to furnish tlie same with armed men and other ne-

cessaries of war, against the Scots his enemies, confederated with

certain persons of foreign nations." Edward Ill's, fleet before

Calais, in 1347, consisted of 738 English ships, carrving )4,9J6 ma-
riners being on an average but 20 men to each ship; 15 ships and 459
mariners, trom Bayonne in Guicnne, being 30 men to each ship ;

7 ships and 184 men from Spain, which is 26 men to each ship ;

on4 from Ireland, carrying 25 men ; 14 from Elaiulers, with 133
men, being scarcely 10 men to each ship ; and one from Guelder-
land, with 24 mariners. Fifteen of these were called the king's

own ships, manned with 419 mariners, being somewhat under 17

to each ship. In die memorable sea-fight of Lepanto between the

Turks and Christians, anno 1571, no vessels were employed but

galleys ; and it would appear from the carcases of some of them,
which are still preserved in the arsenal at Venice, thai even these

were not so large or so well constructed as the galleys now made.
'J'he Invincible Armada, as Spanish vanity stiled it, once the terror

and admiration of nations, m the pompous and exaggerated de-

scriptions of which the Spanish authors of those times dwelt wilh

so nnich apparent pleasure, consisted of 130 ships, near 100 of

which were the stateliest that had been seen on the ocean. The
largest of these, tiowever, would be no more than a third rate

ves^cl in our navy, and they were so ill constructed, that they
could neither move easily, sail near the wind, nor be properly
worked in tempestuous weather. The whole of the naval force
collected by Queen Elizabeth to oppose this formidable fleet, in-

ckuling hired vessels, tenders, store-ships, &c. amounted to no
more than 143. Shipbuilding began now to make a considera-

ble progress in Britain. Both war and trade required an increase

of shipping ; so that, in 1670, the annual charge of the navy was
reported to be 500,000/. ; and in 1678 the navy consisted of .8j

ships, of which 58 were of the line. At this time the exports
amounted to ten millions a-year; and the balance of trade was two
millions. In 1689 there were 173 ships, great and small, in the

royal navy, and it has been constantly increasing ; so that in 1761
the ships in the navy amounted to 372, of which 129 were of the
line ; and in the beginning of 1795, the total amount was above
430. As the number of ships was now much augmented, so like-

wise i.Tiprovements were frecpiently proposed and efiecled in the
construction of vessels, so as tu render them more commodious,
stronger, and better adapted for sailing.

General Division op Naval Architecture.
Naval architecture may be distinguished into three principal

.Jiarts. 1. To give the sliip such an exterior form as may be most
suitable to the service for which she is designed. 2. To give the
various pieces of a ship their proper figures; to assemble and
unite them into a iirm compact frame, so that by their coinbina-
tinn and dis|)osition they may form a solid fabric, sufficient to an-
swer all the purposes for which it is intended. And, 3. To pro-
vide convenient accommodations for the officers and crew, as well
as suitable apartments for the cargo, furniture, provisions, aitillerv.

and ammunition. The exterior figure of a ship may be divided

into tlie bottom and upper works. The bottom, or ipiiek-work,

conl.iins what is termed the hold, and which is under water when
the blup is laden. The ii|)per works, c;.lled also the dead-work,

comprehend that part which is usually above the water when
the ship is laden. The figure of the bottom is therefore determin-

ed by the (|uahties which are necessary lor the vessel, and con-

iormable to the service for which she is proposeil. Tlie limits of

our work do not admit of a minute description and enumeration
or all the pieces of timber which enter into the construction of a
ahil , nor of a particular description of their assemblage and union,

or the manner in which the\ reciprocally contribute to the soli-

dity ot those floating citadels, li is, however, necessary to give a
general idea of the use, figure, arcl station, of the principal pieces,

to those who are entirely unac<iua:iited wilh the subject. To
illustrate these, the annexed plate exhibits some of the most ma-
terial draughts, as well as a representation of the principal pieces

employed in naval architecture. It is usual among shipwrights to

delineate three several draughts: 1. The whole lengtii of tlie ship

is represented according to a aide-view, perpendicular to the keel,

and is termed the plane cf elevation, or sheer-draught. See Plate

CLXVIII. fig. 2. 2. The ship is exhibited according to an end-
view, and stripped other planks so as to present the outlines of the

principal timbers ; and this is properly termed the plane of pro-

jeelioii, or the vertical plane of the timbers, (llg. 17, Plate

CLXX.) because it shews the projection of their frames relatively

to each other. 3. It is not sufficient to ha\e the vertical curves

of the bottom in different places, for a distinct idea of the horizon-

tal curves is also ecpially necessary and useful : this is obtained by
means of water-lines, traced upon what is called the horizontal

plane, (fig. 3, Plate CLXVII I.) In this draught the curves of

the transoms called the rouiul-aft are also marked, and sometimes
the breadth and thickness of the timbers.

Of the Plane of Elevation'.

The plane of elevation determines the length and depth of the

keel ; the dilference of the draughts of water ; the length and pro-

jection, or rake, of the stem and stern-post ; the position of the

midship-frame upon the keel, together with that of the principal

frames afore and abaft; the load-water-line ; the wales; the di-

mensions and situations of the gun-ports ; the projection of the

rails ot the head and stein-galleiy ; with the stations of the masts

and channels. This draught, however, conveys no idea of the

vertical curve of the ribs or timbers; for, as their projection will

be only represented in a plane elevated upon the lengtii of the

keel, they will appear in this direction no otherwise tlian as straight

lines. To perceive these curves accurately, they must be re-

garded in another point of view; which will represent their pro-

jection upon a vertical plane, supposed to cut the keel at right

anglea in the place nhere llie ship is broadest. For, as all ships

are broader near the middle of their length than towards the ex-

tremities, it is evident that the timbers are more extended in pro-

portion. The most capacious of these represents what is called

the midship-frame ; and upon the area of this frame is de-

lineated the projection of i^ll the otliers. See fig. 19. Thus
the plane of projection limits the different breadths of a
ship in various points of her length, and exhibits the out-

line of the timbers respectively to each other as I hey are erect-

ed upon the keel. Accordingly, this draught ought to present a
variety of sections of the ship in different places of her kcglh, and
always perpendicular to the surface of the water; so that the eye
of the observer, when placed in what may bf properly termed the

axis of the ship, may perceive the several sections at one glance ;

that is to sav, when locking full on the stem from before li'e ship,

he shall discover the fcre-iimbcrs ; and when looking from behind
directly on the stern, he shall perceive the form of the after-tim-

bei". As the two sides of a ship ought to he exactly alike, it is

judged sufficient to represent the sections of tiie lore-p;.rt of the

ship on the left side, and those in the alter pa:t on the right side,

so as to perceive all the sections, as well afore as abatt, upon one
plane. See fig. 17. However necessary it may be to understand
precisely the vertical curves of the bottom, it is no less requisite

to have a just idea of those which are horizontal. The horizontal

or Uoor-plane is that upon which the whole frame is erected, and
will be more clearly understood by pieviously descrihmg the

water-lines and ribands of which it is coninosed. When a ship
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floats upon tlic strciHii, il i^ eviilciit '.l..it ln-r upper works will be

s.'paraled iVoiii lh«- boUoiii hy llii- soil.ii c of (lie water, which will

accoriliiigly dcstribi- aii imaginary horizontal line upon the hot-

tom from the stc-ni to the stern-poit. The most clevateil of those

lines is termed the load-water-line, which is supposed to be drawn

by liie surface of the water on the upper pari of the bottom, when

slie is siidkienlly laden for a sea-voyage. For if we suppose

thii surface a rule, and thereby describe a correspondiu'^ black

line along the vessel's bottom, that line will be distinguished upon

the bottom, which is while, and represent what is calkd the load-

vatcr-line. If the ship is lightened of any part of her ladin!», and

preserves the same diliereiice in her draught of water at the two

ends ; or, what is the same thing, if she is lightened so as to pre-

serve the s;uiie equilibrium of I'he keel with regard to the surface

of Ihe water, it is evident that she will rise higher out of tlie water,

so that Uie black line already described will be elevated above it ;

and another black line may be delineated upon the bottom, close

to the surface of the water, which will exhibit a second water-line

parallel to the first, but nearer the keel in proportion to Ihe num-
ber o/ feet which the ship has risen. Thus by lighiening a ship

gradually, and at the same time preserving the direction of her

keel, or the angle which the keel makes with the surface of the

vater, a variety of water-lines may be drawn parallel to each

other, and to the load-water-line. The ribands are likewise of

great utility in ship-building ; they are narrow and llexible planks

placed on the bottom at dill'ercnt heights, so as to form a sort of

mould for stationing the inferior timbers between the principal

ones. They difier from the water-lines, inasmuch as the latter

liave only one cure, w hich is horizontal ; whereas the ribands,

besides llieir horizontal one, have a vertical curve. We shall

now describe the principal pieces of which a siii)) is composed,
and explain the principal draughts used in the construction. As
the several lines exhibited in the planes of elevation, projection,

&:c. will be rendered more intelligible by a previous account of

those pieces, we shall begin with reciting their names, and giving

a summary description of their uses and stations. They are niost-

Iv represented in the order of their disposition in Plate CLXX.
fig. IG, inscribed pieces of the hull. A, The pieces which com-
pose the keel, lo be securely bolted together, and clinched, li,

The stern-post, which is tenanted into the keel, and connected to

jt by a knee, G. It supports the rudder, and uiiile» the sides of

.the ship abaft. C, The stem, which is composed of two pieces
scarfed togetlier: it is an arching piece of timber, into which the
ship's sides are united forwards. D, The beams, which are used
to support the decks, and confine the sides to their proper dis-

tance. E, The false post, which serves to augment the breadth
of the stem-post, being also tenanted into the keel. F, The knees
which connect die beams to the sides. G, The knee of the stern-
post, which unites il to the knee. 11, The apron, in two pieces:
It is fayed on the inside of the stem, to support the scarf thereof;
for which reason the scarf of the former must be at some distance
from that of the latter. I, The stemson, in two pieces, to rein-
force the scarf of the apron. K, The wing-transom: it is faved
across the stem-post, and bolted to the head of it, liavin" its two
ends let into the fashion-pieces. L, The deck-transom," parallel
to the wing-tr.insom, and secured in the same manner. NIN, The
lower transoms. O, The fashion-piece on one side; Ike heel of
it is connected with the dead-wcod, and the head is secured to the
V iug-transom. P, The top-timbers, or upper parts of the fashion-
pieces. Q, Tlie knees, which fashion the transoms to the ship's
side. R, The breast-hooks, in the hold ; they are fayed across
the stem, to strengthen the fore-part of the ship. S, The brcast-
liooks of the deck

: they are placed immediately above the for-
nier, sn<i used for the same purposes, T, The rudder, whicli is
joineil lo the stern-post by hinges, and serves to .lirect the ship's
course. U, 1 he floor-timbers ; they are laid across the keel, to
vhich they are lirnily bolted. V, '1 he lower futtocks, and, W
I he top-timbers, which are all united to the lloor-timbers, form-
ing a frame that re.iches from the keel to the top of the side X
I he pieces w hirh compose the kelson : they are scored about an
inch and a half, as exhibited by Uie notches. Y, The several
pieces of the knee ol the head ; the lower part of which is fayed to
the stem ; the heel being scarfed to the fore-foot. Z, The cheeks
of the head or knees, whic h connect tl-.e head lo the bows on each
aide &, 1 he standard of the head, which fastens it to the stem
.«, 1 he c3t-liea<ls, one of wbich lies oa each bow, projecting out-

wards like the arm of a crane. They are used to draw the anchor
up to the lop of the side without injuring the bow. b, The bits,

to which the cable is fastened when the ship rides at anchor, i;

Tlie faUe post, in two pieces, layed to tlie lore-part of the stern-

post. (/, The side counter-timbers, which terminate the ship

abafi within the quarter-gallery, e, c, Two pieces of dead wood,
one afore and another abafi, fayed on the keel. In vessels of war,

the general dimensions are estai>lished by authority of officers ap-
pointed by the government to superinteiul the building of ships,

III llie merchant-service, the extreme breadth, length ol the keel,

depth in the hold, height between decks and in the waste, are
agreed on by contract ; and from these dimensions the shipwright
is to form a draught suitable to the trade for which the ship is de-
sij;ned. In projecting the draught of a vessel of war, the first ar-

ticle to be considered is her length. As all ships are nuich longer
above than below, il is also necessary to distinguish the precise

part of her height from which her leugth is taken : this is usually

the lower gun-deck, or the load-water-line. Water-lines are de-
scribed longitudinally on a ship's bottom by the surface of the
water in which she floats, and lliat the line which dett/mines her
depth under the wate'' is usually termed tlie load-water-line. In
this draught it is particularly necessary to leave sufficient distance

between the ports. The next object is to establislr the breadth by
the midship-beam. Aithoiigii there is great difference of opinion

about proportioning the breadth to the length, yet it is most com-
mon to conform to the dimensions of ships of the same rate.

After the dimensions of the breadtli and length are determined,

the depth of the hold must be fixed, which is generally half the

breadth ; but the form of the body should be considered on this

occasion; for a tlal lloor will require less depth in tlie hold than

a sharp one. The distance between the decks must also be settled.

We may then proceed to fix the length of the keel, by which we shall

be enabled to judge of the rake of If e stem and sternpost. The rake

is known to bo the projection of the ship at the height of the stern and
stern-post beyond the ends of Ihe keel afore and abaft, or the an-

gle by which tlie length is increased as the fabric rises. To these

we may also add the height of the stem and wing-transom. After

these dimensions are settled, the timbers may be consiflered which
form the sides of the ship. A frame of timbers, which appears to

be one continued piece, is composed of one floor-timber, U,
w hose arms branch outward to botli sides of the ship ; two or three

futtocks, V V ; and a top-timber, AV. 'J"he futtocks are connect-

ed to the up\)er arms of the Hoor-timbcrs on each side of tlie ship,

and serve lo prolong the timber in a vertical direction : and the

top-timbers arc placed at tlie up))er part of the futtocks for the

same purpose. All these being united and secured by cross-bars,

or a circular inclosure, wliicli is called a frame of timbers. And
as a ship is much broader at the middle than at the txtremities,

the arms at the lloor-tiiiiber will form a very obtuse angle at the

extreme breadth : but Ihis angle decreases in proportion to the

distance of the limbers from the midship-frame, so that ihe fore-

most and aftmost ones will form a very acute angle. Floor-tim-

bers of the latter sort are usually called crutches. Shipwrights

differ extremely in determining the station of the midship-frame ;

some placing it at the middle of the ship's length, and others fur-

ther forward. They w ho place il before the middle allege, that

if a M]) is full forwards, she will meet with no resistance after she

has opened a column of water ; and tliat the water so displaced

will easily unite abaft, and by that means force the ship forward;

besides having more power on the rudder, in proportion to its di>
tanre from the centre of gravity : this also comes nearer the form

of fishes, which should seem the most advantageous for dividing

the fluid. When the rising of the midship-floor-limber is decid-

ed, we may then proceed to describe the rising-line of the floor,

on the stern-post abaft, and on the stem afore. We come now lo

consider the upper works, and all that is above water, called the

dead work : and here the ship must be narrower, so thai all the

weight lying above the loail-water-line will thereby be broiigiit

nearer the middle of the breailth, and of course the ship will be

less strained by the working of her guns, &c. But although some
advantages are acquired by diminishing the breadth, above water,

we must be careful not to narrow her too much ; as there must be

sulficient room lelt on the upper deck for the guns to recoil. T he

security of the masts should likewise be remembered, which re-

quires siifTicicnt breadth to spread the shrouds. A deticiency of

this sort may iudecd be in some measure supplied by enlarging

7 lilt
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the breadth of the channels. In the sheer-draiiglit, or phne of

elevation of a sixty gun ship, (fig. 2, Plate CLXVIIl.) the same

letters refer to the same object':, as in the exp'.anatiou of the

pieces, as above ; at least when the same objects are in both

figrrcs. AA, is the keel, whose upper edge is prolonged by the

dotted line pq, upon the extremities of svliich are erected perpen-

diculars which determine the height of the wing-transom K, and

the whole lei;gth of the gun-deck KC. AB, the strn-post. AC,
the stem. DD, the quarter-gallery with its windows. EF, tlie

<(uarter-pieces, which hmit the stern on eacli side. F, the t.^.tiarel,

or upper piece of the stern. FG, profile of the jtern, with its

galleries. A, the gun-ports. I, the channels, wt!i their dead-

(ryei and chain-plates. K, the wing-transom. KG, tlie counter.

LB, the deck-lransoni. MKO, the first, second, and third tran-

soins, of which OA' is the third or lowest. mOLP, the direction

of the fashion- piece, having its breaddi canted aft towards the

stern. QR, the main-skeeds, for hoisting in the boats clear of the

sWp's side. LQZ, the main wale, with its sheer afore and

abaft. DRX, the channe!-wale=, parallel to the main wale.

SI'S, the sheer-rail parallel to the wales. Tf, the rudder.

AtF, the rake of the stern. VWV, the waist-rail. ?//, the

dril't-rail abaft; anci tlie drft-rails forwards. TUG the water line ;

XX, and fa the rails of the head. Y, the knee of the licad, or

cutwater. ZZ, the cheeks of the head, aa, the oot head.

M®C, the rising line of the floor. kuC, the cutting down line,

whicli limits the thickness of all the flcor-tiniber:, and likp\(isp the

height of the dead-wood afore and abaft. ©JiXJW, the midship-

frame, n, b, c, d, e,f, g, h, the frames or timbers in the fore

body of the ship, i. e. before the mid-hip-frme. I, 2. 3, 4, 5, 6,

7, 8,' 9, the timbers in the after body, or which are erected abaft

the midship-frame. As the eye of a spectator is supposed in this

projection to view the ship's side in a line perpendicular lo the

plane of elevation, it is evident that the convexity w ill vanish,

like that of a cylinder or globe, when viewed at a considerable

distance; and 'th;:t the frames will consrquently be represented

by straight lines, except the fashion-piece abaft and the knuckle-

timber forward. The plane of projection may be defined bv a

vertical delineation of the curves of the timbers upon tiie plane of

the midship-frame, which is perpendicular to that of the elevation.

The various metho<ls bv which these curves are described, are

equally mechanical and arbitrary, in the latter sense, they are

calculated lo make a ship fuller or narrower, according to the

service for w hxh she is designed ; and in the former they are

drawn according to those rules which the artist has been implicitly

taught to follow, or which his fancy or judgement has esteemed

the most accurate and convenient. They are generally composed
of several arches of a circle, reconciled together by moulds framed

for that purpose.

Or THE Plane of Projection-.

Plate CLXX. fig. 17. A, is the keel. BC, the line which
expresses the upper edge of the keel, from which the height of each

timber and height of its ditl'eient breadths are measured. RD, and

CE, perpendiculars raised on the line BC, to limit the ship's ex-

treme breadtli an<l hciglit am'd-ships ; or, in other words, to limit

the breadth and height of the midship-fraine. AF, a perpendi-

cular ere' ted from the middle of the keel to bisect the line of the

ship's breadth in two equal parts. F 9, the half-breadth-line of

the aftmost top-timber ; being the uppermost horizontal line in this

figure. The seven lines parallel to, and immediately under, this

on the nght side of the line AF, are all top-timber-lialf-breadths,

abaft the midship-lrame ; the lowest of which coincides with the

horizontrd line DE. The parallel horizontal lines nearly oppo^iie

to these, on the left side of the line AF, represent the top timber
half-breadths in the fore body, or the half-breadths of t!ie top tim-

bers before the midship-frame. G, H, I, Q, R, S, T, the radii of

the breathh-sweeps abaft the niidfhip-frame ; those of the breadth-

sweeps in the fore-body, or before the midship-frame, are directly

opposite on the right side. @ A shew the midship-frame, from

(he extreme bread.lh downwards. 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9, the (i each tuiiber may also be transleired from the elevation to the

to and under the wing-transom. MNO, the lower transom, of

which Ok is the third and lowest. mIcP, the doited line, whicli

expresses the figure of the fashion-piece, without being canted aft.

P, the upper part, or top-timber of the fashion-piece, n, o,p, q,

r, s, the radii of the floor-sweeps, abaft the mitlship-frame ; thos''

before the midship-frame are on tiic opposite side of the line AF, to

which they are all parallel. IslR', 2u R', 3S R\ 4th R", the diagonal

ribands abaft tlie midships ', u, x, y. The same ribands expressed

in the fore bodv. The horizontal plane is composed of water-

lines and ribands; it also contains the main and top-timber-

breadth lines, on the longitudinal lines by which the main-bieadlh

and top-timber-breadlh are limited in every point of the ship's

length. The liorizoiital curve of the transoms and harpins arc al5,o

represented therein ; together with the planes of the principal tim-

bers, the cant of the fashion-piece, the length of the rake afore and

abaft, the projection of the cat-heads, and the ("urve of the upper

rail of the head, to which the curves of the lower ones are usually

parallel.

Of the HoRizoN'T.tL Plake.

BAG, PlateCLXVUI. fig 3, the line of the ship's length pass-

ing through the middle of the stem and stern post. C, the upper

end of the stem. BF, the length of the rake abaft. DWX, the

top-timber-hreadth of each top-timber. DF, the breadth of the

aftmost timber at the taffitl. BK, the wing-transom. BLP, the

horizontal curve of the deck-transom. MM, the horizontal curve,

or round aft, of the hrst transom. MN, the horizontal curve of

the second transom : it is prolonged into a water-line, N 8, 7.

AO, the horizontal curve of the third transom, wliif h is also pro-

longed into another water-line, O, n, U, p, Q. wOP, the plane of

the fashion-pieie, as canted aft. @\VU, the pUme of the midslvp-

frame a, b, c, d, e,f, h, the planes of the timbers before the mid-

ship-frame. 1, 2,3,4,5,6.7,8, 9, the planes of the timbers

abaft the midship-frame. XX the ligure of the ujjpcr rail of the

head. CY, the projection of the knee of the head. The third

horizontal riband is marked on the plate, aa, the projection of

the cat-head. Thus we have endeavoured briefly to explain the

nature and uses of the principal draughts used in the construction

!
of a ship, which reciprocally correspond with each other in the di-

mensions of length, breadth, and depth. Thus the plane of ele-

vation is exactly of the same length with the horizontal or floor-

plane. The several brea<lths of the timbers in the floor-plane, a»d

that of the projection exactly conforms to their height in the ele-

vation. Thus, let it be required to transfer the height of the wing-

transom from the elevation to the projection : extend the com-
passes from the point K, in the elevation, down to the dotted line

prolonged from the upper edge of the keel, and setting the other

toot in the point p, then shall the line Kp be the perpendicular

height in the wing-transom : transler this from the middle of the

lines B.VC, in the projection to the point K in the perpendicular

AF, then will AK be the height of the wing-transom in the plana

of projection : and thus the heiglit of all the transoms may be laid

from "the former upon the latter. Again ; let it be required to

transfer the main breadth of the midshi|-frame from the projection

to the horizontal plane : set one foot of the compasses in the point

© on tlie perpendicular CE, and extend the other along the main-

breadth-sweep © G, till it tomhesthe perpendicular AF parallel

to GE : lay this distance upon the horizontal plane from the point

!Mn the line of the ship's length, BAG, along the plane of the

midship-frame to the p'-int © ; so shall the line © \VU be the

breadth of the midship-frame on the horizontal plane. Thus also

thetop-timber-brpadtli, or the distance of each top-timber ^frora

the middle of the ship's breadth, may be in the same manner
transferred, by extending the compasses from the line BAG, m
the horizontal plane, to the top timber-breadth-line, upon any
particular timber, as 1,2, 3, &c. which will give its proper di-

mensions thereon. In the same manner the breadths of all the

timbers may be laid from the projection to the horizontal plane,

and vice versa, from that to the projection. Thus, the height of

outlines of tlie timbers abaft tjje midship-frame, in different parts

of tlieir height, a, h, c,d, e.f, g. h, the outlines of the limbers

before the midship-frame, in ditferent parts of their height, h being

the foremost or knuckle-timber. K i, the wing-transom, whose

ends rest upon the fashion-piece. L, tht deck-transom, parallel
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projection, &c. The principal utility of these draughts, there-

fore, is to exhibit the various curves of the ship's body, and of

the pieces of which it is framed, in ditTerent points of view, wliich

are either transverse or longiUidiiial, and will accordingly pi esent

them in very different directions.

7 H Or
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Of THt CONSTRLCTION OF ShIPS.

During the construction of a ship she is sii|ij)Ortc(l in the dock,

cr upon a wharf, by a number of solid block* of limber placed at

equdl distances from, and parallel to, each other, (see Lanch)

si>e is then said to be on the stocks. The first piece of timl)er

laid upon the blocks is gcnerjUv the keel : we say generally, be-

cau.e of late, a different mt tliod has been adopted in some of the

10- d dock-vards by beginning with the floor-timbers ; tliearlists

having foun'd th.it the keel is often apt to rot during the long pe-

rio.'i oi bu.ldinij a- large ship of war. Tlie pieces ol the keel are

scarfed tooelher, and bolted, forming one entire piece, AA,
vhich constitutes the length of the vessel below. At pne ex-

tremity of the keel is erected tlic sleni. It is a strong piece of

timber incurvated nej.rly into a circular arch, or, according to the

technical term, compassing, so as to project outwards at the upper

end, formii'g what is called the rake forward. In small vessels

this is framed of one piece ; but in large ships it U composed of

several pieces scarfed and bolted together, as e.\pressed in the ex-

planation of Plate CLXX. tig. I6, ; nd in those terms separately.

At the other extreir.ilv of the keel is elevated the stern-post,

w'.iich is always of one entire str.iight piece. The heel of it is let

i.^to a mortise in tlie keel, and having its upper e;id to hang out-

trards, inakin" an obtu>e angle with the keel, like tiiat of the stem :

this p'rojcftiijn is called the rake abaft. The stern-post, which

oi-.gl)'. to support the stern, contans the iron-work, or hinges of

tlie rudder, which are n-iled googings, and unites the lower part

of the ship's sides abaft. See the connection of those pieces in the

Elevation, Plate CLXVUl. fig. 2. Towards the upper end of

the stern-post, and at right angles with its length, is fixed the ini<l-

dle of the wing-transom, where it is firmly bolted. Underthisis

placed another piece parallel thereto, and called the deck-transom,

vipon which the after-end of the lower-deck is supported. Paral-

lel to the deck-transom, and at a proper distance uuder it, another

piece is fixed to the stern-post, called the first transom ; all of

which serve to connect the stern-post to llie fashion-pieces. Two
more transoirn, called the second and third, are also placed under

these, being likewise attached to the fashion- pieces, into which the

extremities of all the transoms are let. The fashion- pieces are

formed like the other timbers of the ship, and have their heels

resting on the upper part of the kelson, at the after-extremity of

the floor-ribands. All these pieces, viz. the transoms, the fashion-

pieces, and their top-timbers, being strongly united into one

frame, are elevated upon the stern-post ; and the whole forms the

structure of the stern, upon which the galleries and windows, with

their ornaments, are afterwards built. The stem and stern-post

bein" thus elevated upon the keel, to which they are securely

comiected by knees an;l arched pieces of timber bolted to both ;

and the keel being raised at its two extremities by pieces of dead

wood, the midshin-fioor-timber is placed across the keel, whereto

it is bolted through the middle. The floor-timbers before and

abaft the midship-frame are then stationed in their proper places

upon the keel ; after which the kelson,which, like the keel, is com-

posed of several pieces scarfed together, is fixed across the middle

of the floor-timbers, to which it is attached by bolts driven through

the keel, and clinched on the upper part of the kelson. The fut-

tocks are then raised upon the floor-timbers, and the hawse-pieces

erected upon tlie cant-timbers in the fore-part of the ship. The

tpp-timbers on each side are next attached to the head of the fut-

tocks, as above explained. The ribs of the ship being now sta-

tioned, they proceed to fix on the planks, of which the wales are

the principal, being much thicker and stronger than the re»t ; as is

represented in the midship-frame. The harpins, which may be

considered as a continuation of the wales at their fore-ends, are

fixed across the hawse-pieces, and surround the fore-part of the

ship. The planks that inclose the ship's sides are then brought

about the timbers ; and the clamps, which are of eipial thickness

with the wales, fixed opposite to the wales within the ship : these

are used to support the ends of the beams, and accordingly stretch

from one end of the ship to 'he other. The thick stutT, or strong

planks of the bottom uithin board, aie then placed opposite to the
several scarfs of the timbers, to reinforce them thioughout the
ship's length. The planks employed to line the ship, called the

ceiling, or foot-waliiig, is next fixed in the intervals between the
thick stuff of the hold. The beams are afterwards l.iid across the

ship to support the decks, and are connected to the side by lodg-

ing and hanging knees ; the hanging ones, together with the
breadth, thickness, an<l position, of the keel, floor-limbers, fut-

tocks, top-timbers, w.iles, clamps, thick stuff, planks within and
' without, beams, decks, &c. are seen in the midship-frame. Plate

CLXX, fig. 19. I'he cable-bits being next erected, the carlings,

(short pieces of timber ranging fore and aft, from one of the deck-
beams to another, into which their ends are scored ; uset] to sus-

tain ajid fortify the smaller beams of the ship) and ledges, (certain

small pieces of timber (ilaced athwart ships, under the decks of a
ship, in the interval between the beams,) which are represented in

Plate CLXX. are disposed between the beams to strengllien the
deck. The water-ways arc then laid on the ends of the beams
througliout the ship's length, and the s])irketiiig fixed close above
them. 'Ihe upper-deck is then planked, and the string placed
under the gunnel or pianshecr in the waist. The di-position of
those latter pieces on the timbers, viz. the water-ways, spirketting,

upper-deck, string, and gunnel, are also represented in the mid-
shipframe. They prjceed next to plank the quarter-deck and
forecastle, and to fix Ihe partners of the masts and capsterns with
the coamings of the hatches, 'ihe breast-hooks are then bolted
across the stem and bow within board ; llie step of the fere-mast

placed on the kelson ; and the riders, exhibited in the midship-
frame, fayed on the insi le of the timbers to reinforce the sides in

dilferent |)laces of the slip's lengtli. The point' is, if any, are after-

wards fixed across the hold diagonally to support the beams ; and
the crotches stationed in the after-hold to unite ihe liall'-timt)ers.

The steps of the main-mast and capsterns are next placed , the
planks of the lower-decks and orlop laid ; the navel-hoods fayed
on the hawse-holes ; and the knee of the head, or cutwater, con-
nected to the stem. The figure of the head is then erected, and
the trail-board and cheeks are fixed on the sides of the knee.
The lalfarel and quarter-pieces, which terminate the ship abaft,

the former above and the latter on each side, are then disposed>

and the stern and quarter galleries framed and supported by their

brackets. The pumps, w ith their well, are next fixed in the hold;

the limber-boards laid on eacli side of the kel on ; and the gar-

board-strake fixed on the ship's bottom next to the keel without
The hull being thus fabricated, they proceed to separate the apart-

ments by bulk-heads, or partitions ; to frame the port-lids ; to

fix the cat-heads and chess-trees; to form the hatch-wajs and
scuttles, and fit them with proper covers or gratings. They next,

fix the ladders w hereby to mount or descend the dilTerent hatch- *

ways; and build the manger on the lower deck, to carry off the

water that runs in at the hawse-holes when the ship rides at anchor
in a sea. The bread-room and magazines are then lined ; and the

gunnel, rails, and gangways, fixed on the upper part of the ship,

'Lhe cleats, kevels, and ranges, by which the ropes are fastened,

are afterwards bolted or nailed to the sides in different places^

The rudder, being fitted with its irons, is next hung to the sterna

post ; and the tiller, or bar, by which it is managed, let into a
mortise at its upper end. The scuppers, or leaden tubes, that

carry the water off from the decks, are then placed in holes cut

through the ship's sides ; and the standards, represented in the

midship-frame, bolted to the beams and sides above the decks to
which they belong. The poop-lanthorns are last fixed upon their

cranes over the stern : aiidthe bilge-ways, or cradles, jilaced under
the bottom, to conduct the ship steadily into the water whilst

lauiicliing. Our limits prevent from entering into a more parti-

cular description of the several parts and con*truclion of ships ;.

but what h;is been advanced, together with the figures, may serve

to give a general hlea of the subject ; which is all that can be
looked for iu this work.

SIIIP-COVE,
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SHIP COVE, a small seaport of New Zealand. Loii. 175.6. U

E. Lat. 21. 10. S.

SHIP-MONEY, was an imposition charged upon the ports,

towns, cities, boroughs, and counties, of this realm, in the reign of

king Charles I. by writs, commonly called ship-writs, under the

great seal of Ei. gland, in the years 1635 and 16j6, for the pro-

viding and furnishing of certain ships for the king's service, Sec.

which was declared to be contrary to the laws and statutes of this

realm, the petition of right and liberty of the subject, by slat. 17

Car. I.e. 14. See Blackstone's Commentaries, vol. iv. p. 30.

SHIPPENSBURG, a town of Pennsylvania, in Cumberland
county, 10 miles S. E. of Chambersburg, and 140 W. of Phila-

delphia.

SHIP-SHAPE, according to the fashion of a ship, or in the

manner of an expert sailor ; as, the mast is not rigged ship-shape ;

trim your sails sliip-shape.

SHIPS ION, or SHIPTON, an ancient town of England, in

Worcestershire, 11 miles S S. E. of Stratford upon Avon, 14 W.
of Banbury, and 83 N.W. of London. Lon. 1.25.W. Lat.Se. 5.N.
SHIRE, is the same with county. County, comitatus, is plainly

derived from comes, the count of the ancient Franks, that is, the

carl or alderman (as the Saxons called him) of the shire, to whom
the government of it was intrusted. This he usually exercised

by his deputy, still called in Latin vice-comes (whence Viscount),

and in English the shcritf, or shire-reeve, signifying the officer of

the shire ; upon whom, in process of time, the civil administration

of it totally devolved. See Sheriff.
SHIRT , is a loose garment, commonly of linen, worn next the

body. Some doubt the propriety of changing the linen when a

person is sick. Clean linen promotes perspiration ; and it may be
renewed as often as the patient pleases, whether the disorder be of

the acute or the chronical kind. Except during a crisis in fevers,

whilst the patient is in a sweat, a change of linen, if well dried and
warmed, may be daily used. Sliirls were not worn by Jews,
Greeks, or Romans, but their place was sup|)lied by thin tunics

of wool. l"he want of linen among the ancients made frequent
washings and ablutions necessary.

SHITTIM, or SHTTAH, a sort of precious wood, of which
Moses made the greatest part of the tables, altars, and planks, be-

longing to the tabernacle. It is supposed to be the wood of the

acacia, which is the only tree that grows in Arabia Deserta. Je-

rome says it resembled the wood of the white thorn. It is said to

have been almost incorruptible.

SHIVERS, in the sea-language, little rollers, or round wheels
of pulleys.

SHOA, or XOA, a province of Abyssinia, where the royal line

of Solomon lived during their expulsion from the throne.

SHOAI>, among miners, denotes a train of metalline stone,

serving to direct them in the discovery of mines.
Shoad-stones, a term used by the miners of Cornwall and

other parts of England to express such loose masses of stones as

are usually found about the entrances into mines, sometimes nm-
ring in a straight course from the load or vein of ore to the sur-

face of the earth.

SHOAL, in the sea-language, denotes likewise a great quantity

of fishes, as a shoal of herrings.

Shoals, Isles of, seven islands on the coast of New Hamp-
shire ; called also Smith's Isles. Lon. 70. 33. W. Lat. 42. 5i>. N.
SHOCK, in electricity. The effect of the explosion of a

charged body, that is, the discharge of its electricity on any other
body, is called the electric shock. See ELtcTRiciTy.
SHOE OF AN ANCHOR, a small block of wood, convex on

the back, and having a small hole, sufncient to contain the point of

the anchor-fluke, on the foreside. It is used to prevent the an-
chor from tearing or wounding the planks on the ship's how, when
ascending or descending ; for which purpose the shoe slides up
and down along the bow between the lluke of the anchor and the

planks, as being pressed close to the latter by the weight of tlie

former.

SHOES, among the Jews, were made of leather, linen, rush, or
wood; those of soldiers were sometimes of brass or iron. They
were tied with thongs which passed under the soles of the feet.

To put off their shoes was an act of veneration ; it was also a sign

of mourning and humiliation : to bear one's shoes, or to untie the
latchets of them, was considered as the meanest service. Among

the Greeks shoes of various kinds were used. Sandals were worn
b\' women of distinction. The Lacedemonians wore red shoes.

The Grecian shoes generally reached to the middle of the leg.

The Romans used two kinds of shoes; the calccus, which covered
the whole foot somewhat like our shoes, and was tied above with
latchets or strings; and the solea, or slipper, which covered only
the sole of tlie foot, and was f;istentd with leathern thongs.

Shoes for Horses, or Horse-shoes. See Farriery.
Shoe an Anchor, is to cover the flukes with a broad triangu-

lar piece of plank, whose area or superficies is much larger than
that of the flukes.

SHOGLE, a town of Syria, seated on the Asi, the ancient
Orontes; 18 miles S. by E. of Antioch, and 45 S. W. of Aleppo.
Lon. 36. 40. E. Lit. 35. 20. N.
SHOOTING, in the military art. See Artillery, Gcn-

NERY, Platoon-Exercise, and Projectiles.
Shootin'*, in sportsmanship, the killing of game by the gun,

with or without the help of dogs. See Game.
SHORE, Jane, the celebrated concubine of the licentious king

Edw. JV. was the wife of Mr. Matt. Shore, a goldsmith in Lombard
Street, London. Kings are seldom unsuccessful in their amorous
pursuits; therefore there was nothing wonderful in Mr. Shore's
removing from Lombard Street to shine at court as the royal fa-

vourite. Historians represent her as extremely beautiful, remark-
ably cheerful, and of most uncommon generosity. 1 he king, it is

said, was no less captivated with lier temper than with her person:
she never made use of her influence over him to the prejudice of

any person; and if ever she importuned him, it was in favour of

the unfortunate. After the death of Edward, she attached herself

to lord Hastings: and when Richard III. cut off that nobleman as

an obstacle to his ambitious schemes, Jane Sliore was arrested as an
accomplice, on 'the ridiculous accusation of witchcraft. This,

however, terminated only in a public penance ; excepting that

Richard rifled her of all her little property: but whatever severity-

might have been exercised towards her, it appears that she was
alive, though sufficiently wretched, in the reign of Henry VIII.

when Sir Thomas Moore saw her poor, old, and shrivelled, with-

out the least trace of her former beauty. Mr. Rowe, in his tra-

gedy of Jane Shore, has adopted the popular story related in the

old historical ballad, of her perishing by hunger in a ditch where
Shoreditch now stands. But Stow assures us that street was s»

named before her time.

Shore, a place washed by the sea, or by some large river.

Count Marsigli divides the sea-shore into three portions; the first

of which is that track of land which the sea just reaches in stonns

and high tides, but which it never covers ; the second is that

which is covered in high tides and storms, but is dry at other

times ; and the third is the descent from this, which is always co-
vered with water.

SHOREHAM, New, a borough of England, in Essex, seated

on an arm of the sea, whereby it has some trade, though it has no
safe harbour; 10 miles W. of Brighthelmstone, and 56 S. W. of
London.
SHORL^ a species of stones. It Occurs commonly in granite,

gneis-, and other similar rocks ; often in mass, but very frequently

crystallized. Tht primitive form of its crystals is an obtuse rhom-
boid, the sohd angle at the summit of which is 139°, having rhom-
boid faces, with angles of 114° 12' and 65° 48': but it usually oc-

curs in 3, 6, 8, 9, or 12, sided prisms, terminated by four or five-

Dided summits, variously truncated.

Shorl, Black. . Colour black. Found in mass, disseminated

and crystallized. Crystals three-sided prisms, having their lateral

edges truncated. Sometimes terminating in a pyramid. Lateral

faces of the prism striated. Vitreous. Fracture conchoidal.

Opaque. Scratch grey. Feel cold. Specific gravity about 3.

It becomes electric bv heat.

SHORLING, an(i MORLING, are words to distinguish fells

of sheep ; shorling being the fells after the fleeces are shorn oflTthe

sheep's back ; and morling, the fells flead of after they die or are

killed.
---

SHORLITE, a stone which received its name from Mr. Klap-
roth, is generally found in oblong masses, which, when regular,

are six-sided prisms, inserted in granite. Its texture is foliated ;

colour greenish or yellowish white. It is coniposed of equal parts

of aUiuiina and silica.

SHORT,
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SHORT, James, A. M and F. R. S. an eminent optician,

born in Eiimbiirgli on the lOtli of Jure, O. S. 1710. At ten years

of age, having lost his father and mother, and being in a state of in-

digeiic-e, he was received into Heriot's Hospital, where he soon

displayed his mechaniial genius in constructing, tor hinifelf, little

che,-t«, book-cases, and other conveniences, with such tools as fell

in his way. At tiie age of twelve he was removed from the hos-

pital to the liigh school, where he shewed a considerr.ble taste for

classical literature, and generally kept at the head of his class. In

1726 he was entered into the university, where he passed through

the uiual course of education, and took his mailer's degree with

great applause. By his frienils he was intended for the church;

but after atti-nding a course of theological lectures, he thought that

profession little suited to his talents ; and devoted his whole time

to mathematical and mechanical pursuits. Having the celebrated

M'Laurin for his preceptor, he soon discovered the bent of his ge-

nius, made a proper estimate of the extent of his capacity, and en-

couraged him to prosecute those studies in which nature had quali-

(ied h.m to make the greatest figure. Under the eye of that eminent
master, he began, in 1732, to construct Gregorian telescopes; and,
as the professor observed in a letter to Dr. Jurin, " by taking care

of the figure of his specula, he was enabled to give them larger aper-

tures, ajid to carry them to greater perfection, than had ever been
done before him." In 173<>, Mr. Short was called to London, at llie

desire of queen Caroline, to give instructions in mathematics to

William duke of Cumberland ; and immediately on his aiipoint-

ment to that very honourable office, he was elected F. R. S. and
patronized by the earls of Morton and Macclesfield. In 1739 lie

accompanied the former to the Orkney Isles, where he was em-
ployed in adjusting the geography of that part of Scotland. Mr.
Short having returned to London, and established himself there,

was in 1743 employed by Lord Thomas Spencer to make for him
a reflector of twelve feet focus, for which he received 600 guineas.

He made several other telescopes of the same focal distance with

greater improvements and higher magnifiers; and in 1732 finished

one for the king of Spain, for which, with its whole apparatus, he
received 1200/. This was the ncblest instrument of the kind tiiat

had then been constructed, and perhaps it has never yet been
surpassed except by the astonishing reflectoi-s of Herschel. Mr.
Short was wont to visit the place of his nativity once every two
or three years during his residence in London, and in 1766 he vi-

sited it for the last time. On the Ijth of June, 1768, he died,

after a short illness, at Newington Buts, near London, of a morti-
fication in his bowels, having nearly completed his 58th year.

He lelt a fortune of about 20,000/. of which 15,000/. was becjueath-
cd to two nephews, and the rest in legacies to his friends. Ingra-
titude for the steady patronaj.e of the earl of Morton, he left to his

<l.uighter, the lady Mary Douglas, afterwards countess of Aboyne,
1000/. and the reversion of his fortune, should his nephews' die
without issue ; but this reversionary legacy the lady, at the desire
of her father, generously relinquished by a deed in favour of Mr.
Sliort's brother, Mr. Thomas Short, and his children.

SHORT-HAN D-VVRITING. See Stenography.
Short-Join rtD, in the manege. Ahorse is said to be short-

jointed that has a short pastern ; when this joint, or the pastern, is

too short, the horse is subject to have his fore-legs from the knee
to the cornet all in a straight line.

SHO r, a denomination given to all sorts of balls for fire-arms

;

those for cannon being of iron, and those for guns, pistols, &c, of
lead.

Shot, Case, formerly consisted of all kinds of old iron; nails,

mu>ket-bjlls, stones, &c. used as above.
Shot of a Cable, on ship board, is the splicing of two cables

together, lliat a ship may ride safe in deep waters and in great
rcids ; for a ship «ill ride easier by one shot of a cable, than by
three snort cables out ahead.
SHO F-FLAGGON, a sort of flaggon somewhat bigger than

ordinary, whicii, m some counties, particularly Derby>hire, it is

the custom for the host to serve his guests in, after they have drank
above a shilling.

SH'')VEL, Sir Cl.ovDESt.-Y, a brave English admiral, born
about 1650, uf partnts rather in the lower rank of life. He was
put apprentice to a slioe-maker ; but di5liking this pro'ession, he
abandoned it and went to sea. He was at first a cabin-boy with
Sir Christopher M J mis, but applying to the study of navigation

with indefatigable industry, his skill as a seaman soon raised him.
The corsairs of Tripoli having committed great outrages on the
English in the Mediterranean, Sii John Narborough was sent in

1674 to reduce them to reason. As he had received orden to try
the ellects of negociation before he proceeded to hostilities, he
sent Mr. Shovel, then a lieutenant in his fleet, to demand satisfac-

tion. l"he Dey treated him w ith a gre.it deal of disrespect, and
sent him back without an answer. Sir John dispatched him a se-

cond time, with orders to remark particularly the situation of
things on shore. The behaviour oi the Dey was worse than ever.
Upon Mr. Shovel's return, he informed Sir John that it would be
possible, notwithstanding tlicir fortifications, to burn all the ships

111 the iiarbour. The boats were accordingly manned, and tlie

command of them given to lieutenant Shovel, who seized the
guardship, and burnt four others, without losing a man. This ac-
tion so terrified the Tripolins, tliat they sued for peace. Sir John
Narborough gave so favourable an account of this exploit, that Mr.
Shovel T.as soon after made captain of the Sapphire, a fifth-rate

ship. Ill the battle of Bantry Bay after the revolution, he com-
manded the Edgar, and, for his gallant behaviour in that action,

was knighted by king William. Next year he was employed in

transporting an army into Ireland ; a service which he performed
with so muih ddigence and dexterity, that the king raised him to
the rank of rear-admiral of tlie blue, and delivered his commission
with his own hands. Soon after he was made rear-admiral of the
red, and shared the giory of the victory at La Hogue. Jn 1604
he bombarded Dunkirk. In 1703 he commanded the grand licet

in the Mediterranean, and did every thing in his power to assist

the Protestants wlio were in arms in ilie Cevennes. Soon after

the battle of Malaga, he was presented bv prince George to queen
Anne, who received him graciously, and next year employed him
as commander-in-chief. In 1705, he coinmaiided the fleet, toge-
ther with the earls of Peterborough and Monmouth, which was
sent into the Mediterranean ; and it was owing to him chiefly that
Barcelona was taken. Alter an unsuccessful attempt upon Toulon,
he sailed for Gibraltar, and from thence homeward with a part of
the fleet. On the 22d of October, at night, his ship, with three
others, was cast away on the rocks of Scilly. All on board pe-
rished. His body was found by some fishermen on the isUnd of
Scillv ; who stripped it of a valuable ri.ng, and afterwards buried
it. !Slr. Paxton, the purser of the Arundel, hearing of this, found
out the fellows, and obliged them to discover where they had bu-
ried the body. He carried it on board his own ship to Ports-

mouth, from wlicnce it was conveyed to London, ard interred

with great solemnity in Westminster Abbey. A monument was
afterwards erected to his memory by the direction of the queen.
He had married the widow of his patron. Sir John Narborough,
bj- whom he left two daughters, co-heiresses.

SHOULDER-BL.YDE, a bone of the shoulder, of a triangu-

lar figure, covering the hind-part of the ribs, called by anatomists
the scapula and omoplala. See Anatomy.
SHOUT, CLAMOUR, in antiquity, was frequently used on

ecclesiastical, civil, anil hiilitary, occasions, as a sign ot approba-
tion, and sometimes of indignation. Thus, as Cicero, in an assem-

bly of the people, was exposing the arrogance of L. Antony, who
had the impudence to cause himself to be inscribed the patron of
the Romans, the people on hearing this raised a shout to shew
their indignation.

SHOWER, in meteorology, a cloud condensed to rain. See
Clouds, Meteorology, and Rain.
Showers of Stones. See Aerolitiis.

S H R E\VM O us E. See So r tx.

SHR EWSBURY, a city of England, the capital of Shropshire,

20 miles N. W. of Bridgennrlh, 41 S. of t:he»ier, and ioO N. W.
of London. Lon. 2. 41'. W . Lat. 52. 43. N.
Shrewsbury, a town of New Jersey, in Monmouth county,

10 miles E. of Freehold, and 35 S. W. l>y S. of New York.
SHRIMP, in ichthyology, the English name of two different

species of the squilla, viz. the common shrimp, and the smooth-
nosed shrimp.

SH RIN E, in e( clesiastica! history, is a case or box to hold the

relics of some saint.

SHROPSHIRE, or SALOP, a county of England, bounded
on the S. bv Worcestershire, Herelordshiie, and Radnorshire ; op
the N. by Chesiure; on the E. by Staffordshire ; on the W. l,y

4 Montgomeryshire
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Montgomerysliire aiul Deiibiglisliire, in Wales. It? leii<^tli is be-

tween 4y and 50 miles, its brcadlli 58, and its circumference about

210. Some part of it lies on the N-. and some on the S. banks of

the Severn. Its rivers abound with lish, especially trouts, pikes,

lampreys, graylings, carp, and eels. The air, especially upon the

bills, with which the county abounds, is very vi'holesome. There
is a great diversity of soil.

SHliOUDS, a range of large ropes extending from the mast-

heads to tlie right and left side of the ship, ^o support the masts,

and enable them to carry sail, &c. The shrouds as well as the

sails are denominated from the masts to which they belong. Thus
tiioy are called the main, fore, and mizen, shrouds ; the main-top-

mast, fore-top-mast, or mizen-top-mast, shrouds; and the main-

top-gallant, fore-top gallant, or mizen-top-gallant, slirouds. The
number of shrouds by which a mast is sustained, as well as the size

of rope of which they are formed, is always in proportion to the

size of the mast, and the weight of the sail, it is intended to carry

Bowsprit-shrouds are tiiose which support the bow-sprit. Bumkin-
shrouds are those which support the bumkins. Puttock-shrouds

are shrouds which connect the efforts of the top-mast-shrouds to

the lower shrouds. Btntinck-shrouds arc additional shrouds to

support the masts in heavy gales. Preventer-shrouds are similar

to bentinck-shrouds, and are used in bad weather to ease the

lower ringvnt;.

SHKOVE-TUESDAY, is the Tuesday after Quinquagcsima
Sunday, and is so called from the Saxon sliriir, i. e. to confess.

On this day all the people in every parish throughout England,

while popery prevailed, were obliged to confess their sins, one by
one, to their own parish-priests, in their own parish-churches ; and,

that this might be done the more regularly, the great bell in every

parish was rung at ten o'clock. After confession, it was customary
to dine on pancakes.

SHRUB, \^trutex, Lat.] is a low dwarf-tree, or a woody vege-

table, of a size less than a tree ; and which, instead of one single

stem, frequently from the same root puts forth several sets of

stems. See Plant, and Tree, Such are privet, phillyvea, holly,

box, honey-suckle, &c.
SHRl'liBERY, in gardening, a plot of ground allotted for

rearing shrubs. Sec Gakdening.
SliUCKFORL), Samuh., a learned English divine, who was

curate of bhelton in Norfolk, prebend:iry of Canterbury, anfj

chaplain in ordinary to tlie king. His mani.ers were tho^e of a

philosopher, uncorrupted by the manners ot the world. He wrote

a history of the world, sacred and pr<.fane, to serve as the intro-

duction to Prideaux, in3vo!s. 8vo. It is heavily written, but

displays a great de.il of erudition. His death, in 1756, prevented

him Iroin carrying it down to the year 747 before (Jbrisi, where

Prideaux beguis. He wrote also A Treati e on the Citation and
Fall of Man, to serve as a sujjplement to the preface to his

history.

SHUR, in ancient geography, a city of Arabia, on the N. E
side of the Red Sea, which gave name to the adjacent desert,

where the angk'l appeared to Hagar, the mother of Ishmael.

(Gen. xvi. 7, Exod. xv. 22.) It appears to have been seated on

the VV. border of the .^nialekites
; (1 Sam. xv. 7; and .xxviii. 8,)

and is supposed to be the Surratte ot Ptolemy.
SIlUSIiAN, or SUSA, in ancient geography, a city of Persia,

capital of the province of Susiana, or Chusistan.

SHUTTLE, in the manufactures, an instrument used by the

•weavers, which guides the thread it contains, cither of woollen,

silk, tlax, or other matter, so as to make it form the woofs of stuffs,

cloths, linens, ribbands, &c. by throwing the shuttle alternately

from left to right, and from righi to It ft, across between the threads

of the warp, which are stretched out lengthwise on the loom.
SI, a town ot China of the second rank, in the province of

Chan si; 337 miles S. W. of Peking.

SIALOGOGUES, medicines which promote the "alivary dis-

charge.

SIAM, a city of Asia, the capital of the kingdom of Siam, call-"

ed by the natives Siothroya, Juthia, Juda, or Odlam, is nearly in-

sulated bv the branches of the river Menan. Lon. 101. 0. E.

Lat. 4. 0."N.

Siam, a kingdom of Asia, of which the above city is the capital

;

bounded on the N. by Ava; E. by Camboja and Laos ; S. by
the Gulf of Siain, and Malacca, and W. by the Bay of Bengal.

VOL. IV.—NO. 196.

It is about 800 miles long from N. to S. and from 200 to 350
broad from E. to VV. It is divided into Upper and Lower Siam.

Siam, Lower, or Southern Siam, compreliends seven pro-

vinces, viz. Jor, Patany, Ligor, Tenasserim, Chantebon, Borde-
long, or Petelong, and Chiay.

Siam, Proper, Siam, Upper, or Northern Siam, compre-
hends also seven provinces, named from their ch:.^' cities Prose-

louk, Sanquelouk", Lakontay, Kanipengpet, Kakonrepina, Peshe-
bon, and Pinay. It extends 350 miles in length, and 250 miles

in breadth ; but in some places is not above 50 miles broad. The
winds blow here from tlie S. upon the coast of Siam, in March,
April, and May; in April the rains begin, in May and June they
fall almost without ceasing. In July, August, and Septend)er, the
winds blow from the W. and the rains continuing, the rivers over-
llow their banks nine or ten miles on each side, and for more than

150 miles up the stream. As this country is situated near the tro-

pic, it must necessarily be very hot ; yet, when the sun is vertical,

and shines with a most intense heat, the inhabitants are soskreened
by the clouds, and the air is so refreshed by rain, that the heat is

very supportable. The coolest wind blows in December and Ja-

nuary. The vegetable produce is chiefly rice, wheat, and fruits.

The Siamese are of small stature, but well proportioned; tiieir

complexions are swarthy : the faces of both sexes are broad, and
their foreheads, suddenly contracting, terminate in a point,

as well as their chins. They have small black eyes, hollowed
jaws, large mouths, and thick pale lips. Tlieir teeth

are dyed black, their noses are short and round at the end, and
they have large ears, which they think beautiful. Their hair

is thick and lank, and both sexes cut it so short that it reaches no
lower than their ears; the women make it stand up on their fort-

heads; and the men shave their beards. People of distinction

wear a piece of calico tied about their loins, that reaches down to

their knees.

SIANG, a city of China of the second rank, in the province of

Quang-si ; 1045 miles S. S. W. of Pekin.

SIARA, a province of South America, in Brazil, on the N.
coast, between Maragnan and Rio Grande ; about 54 miles in cir-

cuniterence.

SjARA, a river in the above province, which rises in the moun-
tains, and falls into the oce;\n; in lat. 3. 30. S.

SiARA, the capital of tlie above province. It has a trade in su-

gar and tobacco. Lon. 39. 35. W. Lat. 3. 15. S.

SIBBALDIA, in botany, a genus of plants belonging to the

class penlandria, and order pentagynia; natural order, Senticosa-.

Calyx ten-clett
;

petals live, inserted into the calyx ; styles attach-

ed to the side of the germens ; seeds five. There are three
species.

SIBERIA, a large country, comprehending the most northerly

part of the Ru^sian empire in Asia ; so named from its ancient

rapi'al, Sibir. It is bounded on the E. by the eastern ocean ; on
the S. by Great Tartary ; on the W. by Russia; and on the N. by
the Frozen Ocean. It is about 2000 miles in length from E. to

W. and 750 miles in breadth from N. toS. The air of Siberia is,

ill general, extremely piercing, the cold there being more severe
ihan in any other part of the Russian dominions. The Siberian

rivers are frozen very early, and it is late in the spring before the

ire is thawed. If the corn docs not ripen in August, there is lit-

tle hope of a harvest in this country ; and in the province of

Jeniseik it is sometimes covered with snow before the peasants can

re?p it. To defend the inhabitants against this extreme severity

of the climate. Providence seems more liberally to have dealt out

to them wood for fuel and furs for clothing. As the winter's day
in the N. parts of Siberia lasts but a tew hours, and the storms and
flakes of snow darken the air so much, that the inhabitants, even
at noon, cannot see to do any thng without .irtificial lights, they

sleep away the greatest part of that season. These severe winters

are rapidly succeeded by summer, in which the heat is so intense

that tlie 1 ungusians, who live in the provijice of Jikutsk, go almost

naked. Here is scarcely any night during t hit season : and to-

wards the Frozen Ocean the sun appears continually above the

horizon. The vegetables and fruits of the earth are here extremeiy

quick in their growth. ^L Gmelin, M. Mullcr, and other phi-

losophers, set out in 1733 to explore the dreary regions of Siberia,

by desire of the empress Anne of Russia. After spending Pi years

in observing every thing remarkable, they returned to Pctersburgh ;

7 I and
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anil an accoinil f>f tliis journey was publijlied by M- Gindin. To
examine how f,ir the frost had penetrated into llie ground, M.
Gnielni, on the 1 Sth of June, at a place called Jacutia, or Yakutsk,

ordered the earth to he dug in high ground; tl'.ey found mould

to the depth of 1 1 inches, under which they niet with loose sand to

2i feet further, after which it grew harder, and at half a foot deeper

so hard as scarcely to give way to the tools; so that the ground still

remained unthawed at not less than the depth of four feet, lie

made the same eNperinicnt in a lower situation ; trie soil was only

10 inches deep, after that a loose sand for two feet ten inches, be-

low which all was frozen and hard. At Jacutia tlie inhabitants

preserve in cellars several sorts of berries, v.hich they reckon

among their dainties, perfectly good anc' fresh the whole year,

though these cellars are scarcely a fathom deep. In this country are

not only a great number of fresh- water-lakes, but likewise several

whose waters are salt; and these reciprocally change their nature,

the salt sometimes becoming fresh clianging into saline. Some
Jakes also drv up, and others appear where none were ever seen

before. Sibe'na has other valuable treasures. T'he silver-mines

of Argun are extremely rich ; the silver they produce yields some

gold, and both of these are found among the copper-ore of Koli-

wan. This country is also particularly rich in copper and iron

ore. The former lies even upon the surface of the earth; and

considerable mines of it are fomul in the mounta ns of Pictow,

Koliwan, I'loskau, \V6skeresensk, Kus«i, Alepalk, and several

others in the government of Krasnoiarsk. The chain of

Siberian mountains reach from that of Werchoturie towards the

south as far as the neiglibourhood of the city of Orlenburg, in a

continued ridge, under the name of t lie Ural lan mountains ; but

from thence it alters its direction westward. These mountains are

a kind of boundary between Russia Proper and Siberia. Another

chain of hills divides Siberia from the country of the Calmucks and

Mongalians. 'l'hc=e mountains, between the rivers Irtish and

Oby, are call.id the Altaic or Golden Mountains, which name
thcv aftersvards lose particularly between the river Jenisei and

the' Baikal lake, where they are called the Sayanian moun-

tains. Siber.a aliounds with a prodigious number of quadrupeds,

some of which avf. eatable, and others valuable for their skins or

fnrs. The animals most valued for the skins are the black fox, the

sable, the hracna, the ermine, the si]uirrel, the beaver, and the

lynx. The skin of the real black fox is more esteemed than even

that of a sable. Siberia also abounds with moor-fowls, wood-

cocks, snipes, (lartridges, and many other kinds of wild lowls.

SIBTHORI'IA, in botany, a genus of plants belonging to the

class didvnamia, and order angiospermia. Calyx spreading, five-

parted, almost to the base; corolla five-parted ; rounded, equal,

spreading, and of the length of the calyx; stamina in pairs; cap-

sule compressed, orbicular, bilocular,the partition being transverse.

it has but one species.

SIBU, one of the Philippine islands, about 240 miles in circum-

ference. Its chief productions arc cotton, tobacco, civet, wax,

consequently honey, and a species of grain called Borona, re-

sembling rice.

SiBV, ZiBi', or SoGEU, the capital of the above island. Lon.

lt."2. e5. E. Lat. 10. 20. N.
SIBYLS, ISibijllie, Lat.] in pagan antiquity, certain women

s.iid to have been endowed \\'ith a prophetic spirit, and to have de-

livered oracles, shewing the fates and revolutions of kingdoms.

Their number is unknown. Plato speaks of one, others of two,

Pliny of three, A^lian of four, and Varro of ten ; which last opinion

is imiversally adopted by the learned. These ten Sibyls gene-ally

resided in the following places, Persia, Libya, Delphi, Ciinia; in

Italy, Erythrxa, Samos, Cuma; in iEolia, Nlarpessa on the Hel-

lespont, Ancyra in Phrygia, and Tiliurtis. 'I'he most celebrated

of the Sibyls is that of Cuma; in Italy, whom sonie have called by
the different names of Amaltha;a, Demiphile, Ilerophile, Daphne,

Manto, Phemonoe, and Dciphobe. It is said, that Apollo be-

came enamoured of her, and offered to give her whatever she

should ask. The Sibyl demanded to live as many years as she had

grains of sand in her hand, but unfortunately forgot to ask for the

continii.:nce of her beauty, health, vigour, and blooin. The god
granted her re(iue5t, but slie refused to gratify his passion, though

he olfcred her perpetual youth ami beauty. Some time after she

became old and decrepit, her form decayed, melancholy paleness

anu haggard looks succeeded to bloom and cheerfulness. She had

lii/ed about 700 years when .Eneas came to Italy, and had three

centuries more to live betoie her years were as numerous as the

crains of s.ind which slio had in her h.iu(l. She g.ive .Eneas in-

structions how to find his father in the iniernal regions, and even
conducted hiin to the entrance of hell. It was u-ual lor the Sibyl

to write her prophecies on leaves, which she placed at the entrance

of her cave; audit required particular care in such as consulted

her to take up these leaves before they were dispersed by the wind,
as their meaning then became incoinprehen.sible.

S1C.'\NI, an ancient people of Spain, who emigrated from their

native country into Italy, and afterwards into Sicily, which they
called Sicaniu.

SICE-ACE, a game with dice and tables, whereat five may
play ; each having six men, and the last out losing.

SICELIDES; 1. the inhabitants of Sicily: 2. a name given
to the Muse, by Virgil, because Theocritus, whose Bucolic po-
etry he professed to imitate, was a native of Sicily.

SICERA, a name given to any inebriating liquor by the Hel-
lenistic Jews.

SICIIEM, or SICIIEN, a town of France in the department
of liie Dyle, and late province of Austrian Ikabaut; sealed on the
Denier; fourteen miles N. E. of Louvain, eighteen miles E. of
Mecklin, and 30 N. E. of Brabant.

SICILIAN, in music, denotes a kind of gay sprightly air, or
dance, probably invented in Sicily, somewhat of tlie nature of an

English jig ; usually marked with the characters —- or -^. It con-
8 8

sists of two strains ; the first of four, ' and the second of eight, barJ
or measures.

SICILY, a large island in the Mediterranean Sea, adjoining ta
the southern extiemitv of Italv, and extending from lat. 36° 'Jb'to

Lit. 3s° 20'. N. and from Ion.' 12° 50' to lon. 16° 5' E. Anciently
this inland was Sicania, Sicilia, and Triuacria or Triquestra; the

two former from the Sicani and Siculi, who peopled a considerable

part of the country ; tlie two latter from its tiiaiii;iilar ligure. Its

greatestlengthis 210 miles, breadth 1 33, circuiiiferencetiOO. Though
Sicily lies ill a warm climate, the air is healthful, being refreshed

witii sea-breezes on every side. It has at all times been remarka-
bly fertile ; but the era of its greatest prosperity was from the siege

of Syracuse by the Athenians to the Carthaginian conquests.

Then and long after it supplied with grain in years of scarcity all

the countries upon the Mediterranean, except Egypt and the

coasts of .Asia, and Home and Carthage continually. Even now,
under all the impediments of superstition and bad government, its

productions are, in quantity and quality, tlie best in Europe. Of
the vegetable are gram, wines, oil, fruits, tobacco, mulberry-trees

for the silkworm, cotton, medicinal roots, and sugar-canes. I'here

are mines of silver, copper, and lead, but none are worked.
Near Palma are beds of the best sulphur: at the mouth of the Ja-

retta is found a yellow amber, preferable to that of tlie Baltic ; and
in every part of the island quarries of marbles that have furiiished

materials for all the noble edifices of Sicily. The most beautiful

are in the neighbourhood of Palermo, particularly the yellow, and
those that resemble the verde anticjue, porphyry, and lapis lazuli.

Here are several rivers and good springs ; but few of the rivers are

navigable, having but a short course, and descending precipitately

from the mountains. The chief are the Cantera, the Jaretta, and
the Salso ; of which, the two former run from W. to E. and the

latter from N. to S. Of the mountains in tkis island the moit
noted is Mount Etna, now called Monte Gibello, or Mongibello,

a volcano whose eruptions have often proved fatal to the neiglv-

bouring country. See .Etna. One of the most extraordinary

natural phxnomena, to be seen anywhere, is sometimes visible at

Messina ill Sicily. See Fata Morgana. This island, ever since

it was conquered by the Saracens, has been divided into three parts

or valleys; namely, the valleys of Demon A, Noto, and Ma z-

ZARA. Kce these articles.

SICYON, an ancient town of Peloponnesus, the capital of

Sicyonia.

SICYONIA, a kingdom or province of Peloponnesus, on the

bay of Coiinth, one of the most ancient and eminent in Greece.
.'Egialevis, the son of Phoroneus, was the first king, who bejjan to

reign about B. C. 2082 ; and reigned 52 years.

SICYOS, Single-Seeded Cucu.mber ; in botany, a genus

of plants belonging to the class nioncecia, and order syngenesia;

natural order, Cucurbitacea;. Calyx five-toothed; corolla five-

parted ; male, filaments three; female, style trilid ; drupe one-

seeded. There arc three species.

SWA,
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SIDA, in botany, a genus of the iiioiiadelphia polyandria class

and order. Natural order, Coluninifera?. Calyx perianth one-

leafed, angular; corolla, petals five, wider above, eniargiiiate,

fastened belo\\ to the lube of the stamina ; lilaments very-niany,

united below into a tube, in the apex of the tooth, divided ; pe-

ricarpium, capsule rounding, angular, composed of five or more
cells; seeds solitaiy. There are ninety-nine species, natives of

warm climates; and most of them are found in the East or West
Indies.

S. Abutilon. The Chinese make cords of this plant. It de-
lights in water, and may be advantageously planted in marshes and
ditches, where nothing else will grow.

SIDDEE, orSEDEE, an Arabic title, by which the Abys-
sinians or Ilabashys are always distinguished in the courts of
Hindoostan; where, being in great repute for firmness and fide-

lity, they are generally employed as commanders of forts or in

posts of great trust.

.SIDEREAL DAYS. See Astkonomv.
Sidereal Year. See Astronomy.
SIDERITE, in chemistry, a substance discovered by Mr.

Meyer, and by him supjiosed to be a new metal ; but Nicssrs.

Bergman and Kirwan discovered that it is nothing but a natural
combination of the phosphoric acid with iron.

SIDERITIS, Ironwort ; in botany, a genus of plants belong-
ing to the class didynamia, and order gymnospermia ; natural
order Verticillata;. Calyx five-cleft ; corolla ringent ; upper lip

bifid, lower three-parted ; stamina within the tube of the
corolla ; stigma, the shorter involving the other. There are twenty
species.

SIDEROXYLON, Ikon-wood; in botany, a genus of plants
belonging to the class of pcntandria, and order iiionogynia ; natural
order DuinosK. Corolla five-cleft ; nectary five-leaved ; stigma
simple ; berry five-seeded. There are nine species, chiefly natives

of the Cape rf Good Hope.
SIDES-MEN, or SYNOD's MEN, persons who, in large

parishes, are appointed to assist tlie church-wardens, in their en-
<juiry and presentments of such offenders to the ordinarv, as are
punishable ui the spiritual court.

SIDMOUTH, a sea-port-town in England, in Devonshire, 12
miles S. E. of Exeter, and 158 W. S. W. of London. Lon. 3 15.

\V. Lat. 50. 3S. N.
SIDON, in ancient geography, a city of Phoenicia in Asia,

famous in Scripture for its riches, arising from the extensive com-
merce carried on by its inhabitants. Heavy judgments were de-
nounced against the Sidonians on account of their wickedness.
which were accomplished in the time of Artaxcrxes Ochus king of

Persia. It is 45 miles W. of Damascus. Lon. 36. 5. E. Lat.
33. 53. N.
SIDRA, a small island, and a spacious gulf, on the coast of

Barbary between Tripoli and Barca. This gulf was anciently

called "Syrtis. It extends from Lon. 15. 30. to 19. 30. E. Lat.

31.0. to 33. 30. N.
SIDUS, GEORGIUM, in astronomy, the new primary planet,

discovered by Dr. Herschel in 1781. By most foreign, and some
British philosophers, it is named Herschel. See Astronomy.
SIEGE, in theart of war, the surrounding a fortified place with

an army, and approaching it by passages made in the ground, so

as to be covered against the fire of the place. See Blockade.
SIEGEN, a town of Germany, in Wetleravia. Lon. 8.5. E.

Lat. 50. 53. N.
SIENITE, in mineralogy, one of the compound oriinitive

rocks that consists essentially of crystals and grains of h'ornblend

imbedded in felspar. Quartz and mica are occasionally foAiud in

sienite, but in very small (juantity. It is commonly in mass, and
is rarely either schistose or stratified. It sometimes contains me-
tallic veins.

SIENNA, or SIENA, orSIENE, a large, ancient, and cele-

brated city of Etruria or Tuscany in Italy ; capital of the Sienuese,

36 miles S. of Florence, and 105 N. by W. of Rome. Imii. 1 1.

II. E. Lat. 43. 10. N.
SIENNESE, a duchy of Italy in Etruria. The soil is pretty

fertile, espeeially in mulberry-trees, which fer<l a great number
of silk-worms; and there are several mineral-springs. Sienna is

4he capital.

SIENNOI, a town of Russia, in the province of Mnpilay ; 60
miles N. W. of Mogilev.

SIEOU, a town of China, of the second rank, in Kiang-iian,
381 mdcs S. of Pekin. Lon. 99. 58. E. Lat. 33. 45. N.
SIERCK, a town of France, in the department of Moselle,

seated near the Moselle ; 9 miles N. N. E. of Thionville, and 21
S. S. W. of Treves.
SIERRA LEONA, or LEONE, a large mountainous country

on the W. coast of Africa, which soi:ie extend from the Grain
Coast on the S. E. to Cape Verga or Vega on the N. W. i. e. be-
tween 7° and 10° N. Lat. Others, however, confine the country
between Cape Verga and Cape 'I'agrin. There runs through it j
great river of the same name. The climate and soil of this country
ajjpearto be, on both sides of (lie river, among liie best in Africa,
and the most favourable to Euro])ean constitutions. 'l"he native
animals are lions ; from which it has its name. Mountains of the
Lions, leopards, In arnas, musk cats, and many kinds of weasels

;

the japanzee or champaiizee, a species of simia, which has a st,l!

more striking resemblance to the human figure than even tiie

outang
; porcupines, wild hogs, squirrels, and antelopes. Sier;,*

Lcona, being thinly inhabited, appeared to some benevolent geii-

tlemen in England a |)lace ulierc, without incommoding the
natives, a sufficient quantity of ground might be bought, on v hich
to settle a great number of free negroes, who, in 1780, swarmed
in London in idleness and want. About 40U of these, with 00-
whites, mostly women of bad character and in ill health, were ac-
cordingly sent out, at the charge of government, to Sierra Leona.
Necessity, it was hoped, would make them industrious and order-
ly ; and C'aptain Thomson of the navy, who conducted them,
obtained, for their use, a grant of land io his majesty from king
Tom, the neighbouring chief, and afterwards from Naimbanna,
the kin,!> of the country. The colonv, however, soon went to ruin ;

but the laud which Ihey occupied being rboiit CO miles square,
his majesty was enabled to grant by act of parliamant to another
colony founded on better principles andforastdl nobler purpose-
The most intelligent members of that society, which has laboured,
so strenuously to procure an abolition of tlie slave-trade, justly

concluding that the natives of Guinea would reap very little benel'it

from the attainment of their object, unless they should be taught,
the principles of religion and the arts of civil hie, which alone can
render them really free, conceived the plan of a colony at Sierra

Leona to be settled for the truly generous purpose ot civilizing

the Africans, by maintaining with them a friendly intercourse, aiid-

a commerce in every thing but men. This plan could not be car-
ried into cfiect but at a very great expence. Subscriptions were
theretore opened upon lational and equitable terms, and a sum
deemed siiHicient was speedily raised. An act of parliament was-

jiasscd in favour of the subscribers, by which they were incorpo-
rated by the denomination of the Sierra Leona Company; and lu

pursuance of that act they held their first meeting at London on.

the 19th Oct. 1791, when the following gentlemen were chosen,
directors for that year ; " Henry Thornton, Estj. M. P. chairman ;

Philip Sansoin, Esq. deputy-cl'iairman ; Sir Charles Middleloii,

Bart. ; Sir George Young, Knt. ; William Wilberforce, Esq.
M.P. ; Rev. Thomas Clarkson, A M.; Joseph Hardca>tle,

Esq. ; John Kingston, Esq. ; Samuel Parker, Esq. ; Granville
Sharp, Esq. ; William Sandford, Esq.; Vickeris Taylor, Ksq..;

George Wolf, Esq." The directors having stated the natural ad-

vantages of Sierra Leona, and its present miserable condition, ob»
served, that they had not merely to establish a commercial fac-

tory, but that, to introduce civilization, cultivation, and. a safa

trade, the company must provide for the security of the persons

and property of the colonists. The directors therefore resolved,

that three or four ves-els should sail at once, with such a number
of people as would be able to protect and a-sist e.ich other ; with.

goodi both for trade and for the siip[>ly of the colony. Accord-
ingly several vessels sailed, having on board a council for the go-

vernment of the colony and the management of the compaiij's

alfiiirs ; a number of artificers and otiier servants of the company ;

some soldiers, and a very few English settlers. ^Ihe directors^

were laudably cautious in the choice of colonists. They admitted
into the society no white man of bad character, or wlio was not a.

declared enemy to the slave-trade ; and as the chief object of tlieic.

cnterprizc was the civilization of the natives, it was with grealpro»
priety that they chose niore than three-fourths of their seltler.s from,

the free negroes in Nova Scotia, who had born arms for the Bri-

tish government during the American war. 'I he supetiiUciidant

and council were particularly instructed to secure to all blacks and.

people
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people of coioiir, at Sierra Leoiia, equal rights and equal treat-

ment, in all respects, with whites. They wrre to be tried by jury,

as well as oiiiers ; and the council was desired to allot to the blacks

employments suited to their abilities, and to afford them every op-

portunity of cultivating tlieir talents. Ail practicable means of

maintaining subordination were directed to be used ; and the

council was especially instructed to promote religion and morals,

by supporting public worship and the due observance of the Sab-

bath, and by the instruction of the people, and the education of

children. Bui no peison was to be prevented from performing or

attending religious worship in whatever place, time, or manner,

he might tlii[ik lit, or from peaceably inculcating his own religious

opinions. Orders were given in choosing the site of a town, to

consider healtlf as the- first object; and the first town was directed

to be called Free-Town. Articles for building and cultivation

were sent out, besides the cargoes for prosecuting the company's
conunerce; and schools for reading, writing, and accounts, were

ordered to be set up for the purpose of instructing the children of

such natives as should be willing to put them under the company's

care. The leading object of the company was to substitute, for

that disgraceful traftic which has too long subsisted, a fair coamiercc

with Africa, and all the blessings which might be expected to at-

tend it. Considerable advantages appeared hereby likely to result

to Great Britain, not only from our obtaining several commodities

cheaper, but also from opening a market for ISritish manufactures.

F'rom this connection, Africa was likely to derive the still niore

important benefits of religion, morality, and civilization. I'o

accomplish the^e purposes, it was necessary for the company to

possess a tract of land as a repository for their goods, and which

the Africans might cultivate in peace, secure from the ravages of

the slave-trade. It had been ascertained, beyond a doubt, that

the climate and soil of Africa were admirably suited to the srov.th

of sugar, spices, coffee, cotton, indigo, rice, and evi-ry other

species of tropical produce. The company proposed to instruct

tlie natives to raise these articles, and to set them the example, by

a sp rited cultivation, on its own account. Directions were given

to the company's commercial agent to push forward a trade, in a

mode prescribed, in the present produce of Africa. Measures
were taken for cultivating, on the company's account, the most
profitable tropical produce ; and in particular, a person of long

experience in the West Indies was ordered to begin a susar-plan-

tation. A mineralogist and botanist were likewise engaged to go
out and explore the country for new articles of commerce. Every
thing being thus settled upon the most equitable and benevolent

principles, the ships sailed with the British colonists, to whom, in

jVlarch 1792, were added 1 131 blacks from Nova Scotia. The
native chiefs being reconciled to the plan, and made to understand

its benetirent tendency towards their people, the colony proceeded
to build Free-Tosvn, on a dry and rather elevated spot on the S.

banks of the river. It occupied between 70 and 80 acres, its

length being about one-third of a mile, and its breadth nearly the

same ; and it contained nearly 400 houses, each having one- 12th of

an acre annexed, on which a few vegetables were raised. There
were nine streets running from N. W. to S. E. and there cross

streets, all SO feet wide, except one of 160 feet, in the middle of

which were all the public buildings. These consisted of a gover-

nor's house and offices ; a large store-house ; a large hospital ; six

or eight other houses, oflices, and shops, occupied by the com-
pany's servants ; and a church capable of containing SOO people.

The colonists at first suffered much from the rainy season, against

which it was not in their power to provide sulTicient protection
;

but at the end of it they recovered in a great measure their health

and spirits, and proceeded with alacrity to execute the various

purposes of their settlement. To excite emulation in culture, thf

go\ernment gave prem;\:nis to those colonists uho raised the
greatest quantities of rice, yams, eddoes, cabbages, Indian corn,
and cotton, respectively. To limit the excesses of the slave-trade,

,^nd gain the fa.our of the neighbouring chiefs, the directors in-

structed the governor and council to redeem any native from the
•neighbourhood, who should be unjustly sold either to or by a

British subject. The servants of the company conducted them-
selves with the utmost propriety, being sober, iHoral, and exem-
plary ; and from the labours of the clergymen were derived ser-

vices highly important in every point of view. Before the end of
t.wo years from the institution of the colony, order and industry

had begun to sliew their effects in an increasing prosperity. The
woods had been cut dcwn to the distance of about three Englisii

miles all round the town. By these me<;ns the climate had become
iieallhier, and sickness had greatly abated. The fame of the co-
lony had spread not only ah.ng the whole western coast of Africa^

but also to pjrts far distant from the coast ; embassies had been re-

ceived of the most friendly nature from kings and princes several

hundred miles distant ; and the native chiefs had begun to send
their ciiil(h\u to tlu- colony, with full confidence, to be taught
readiiig, writing, and accounts, and to be brought up in the

Christian religion. In a word, it was not without grounds that

llie dirtclors looked forward to that jovful period, when, by the

influence of the company's measures, the continent of Africa

should be rescued from her present state of darkness and misery,

and exhibit a delightful scene of light and knowledge, of civiliza-

tion and Older, of peaceful industry and domestic comfort. That
tlieir benevolent labours may be finally crow ned with success is our
earnest prayer, in which we shall, doubtless, be joined by every
good Christian.

SI-FANS, or TOU-FANS, a people inhabiting the country or.

the W. of China. Their country is only a continued ridge of
mountains, inclosed by the rivers Iloang-ho on the N. Yaslong
on the W. and Yang-tse-kiang on tlie E. between 30' and Si"
Lat. N.
SIFANTO. or,SIPIIANTO, an island of the Archipelago, W.

of Paroa, N. E. of L\ii\o, and S.W. of Serphanto ; anciently called

Siphanos. It is 36 miles in circumference. L.on. 2j. 15. E. Lat.
37. y. N. , . .

SIG.EU.M; or SIGEUM, in ancient geography, a celebrated

town of 'I'roas, on a promontory so named, near the mouth of the

Scamander.
SIGAN, or SINGAN, a city of China, the capital of the pro-

vince of Chen-si. Lon. 108. I.i. E. Lat. 34. 46. N.
SIGAULTIAN OPERATION, a method of delivery incases

of diflicult lab )ur, first practised by M. Sigault. It corisists in

enlarging tlie dimensions of the pelv.s, in order to procure a safe

passage to thechild without injuring the motiier.

SIGESBECKI.A., ui botany, a aenus ot plants belonging to the
class syngenesia, and order puiygamia superrtua ; natural order,

Composit.e. Rfceptacle paleaceous; pappus wanting; exterior
calyx pentaphjllous, proper, spreading; radius halved. There are
three species.

SIGE'I', SIGETH, or ZIGAT, a town of Lower Hungary,
and capital ol a county of the same name. Lon. 18. 58. E. Lat.
46. 17. N.
SICJHING, is an effort of nature, by which the lungs are put

into greater motion, and more dilated, so that the blool passes

more freely, and in greater <iuantity, to the left auricle, and thence
to the ventricle. Hence we learn, says Dr. Hales, how sighing

increases the force of the blood, and consequently proportionably

cheers and relieves nature, wlien oppressed by its too slow motion,
which i^ the case of those who are dejected and sad.

SIGHT, or VISION. See Anatomy, and Oprios.
SIGMARINGEN, a town of Suabia, capital of a county so

named, 26 miles N. of Constance, and 44 S. of Statlgard. Lon. 9.

8. E. Feiro. Lat. 48. 2. N.
SIGN, in general, is the mark or character of something absent

or invisible. See Character.
Sign, among phvsiciam, denotes some appearance in the human

body, which serves to indicate or point out the condition of the
patient with regard to health or disease.

SiGM, in algebra. SeeAixjEBRA.
Sign, in astronomy. See Astronomy.
SicN-M ANi/Ai,, in law, is used to signify a bill, or writing, signed

by the king's own hand-writing.

SIGNALS, certain alarms or notices used to communicate intel-

ligence to a distant observer. Signals are made by firing artillery,

and displaying colours, lanterns, or fire-wt rks ; an<l these arc com-
bined by multiplication and repetition. Thu«:, like the words of

a language, they become arbitrary exprt^'jions, to which we have
previously annexed particular ideas ; and hence they are the gene-
ral sources of intf-lligence throughout a naval armament. Ice.

Signals ought to be distinct, with simplicity. They are simple

when every instruction is expressed by a particular token, in order

to avoid any mistakes arising from the double purport of one sig-

nal.
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Iial. Tliey are di^limt wlieii issiievl without precipitation, ulu-ii

sufficient tiim; is allowed to observe ami obey tliejn, and when
.they are exposed in a conspicuous place, so as to be readily per-

ceived at a distance. All signals may be reduced into three dif-

ferent kinds, viz. tho-Je which are made by tlie sound of particular

instruments, as the trum])ef, horn, or fife ; to wiiich may be added,

Striking the bell, or bealmg the drum. Those which are made by
displaying pendants, ensigns, and Hags of dillercnt colours '. or by
lowering or altering the position of the sails ; and, finally, those

which are executed by rockets of ditierent kinds ; by firing can-

non or tmall arms ; by artificial fire-works ; and by lanterns.

I'iring of great guns will serve equally in the day or night, or ina
i'og, to make or confirm signals, or to raise the attention of the

hearers to a future order. This method, however, is attended

with some inconveniences, and should not be used indiscrimi-

nately. Too great a report of the cannon is apt to introduce mis-

takes and confusion, as well as to discover the track of the squ.i-

dron. The report and flight of rockets is liable to the same ob-
jectioB, when at a short distance from the enemy. It is then by
the combination of signals, previously known, that the admiral
conveys orders to his fleet ; every scuiadron, every division, and
every ship of which, has its particular signal. The uistructioii nu-.y

tlierefore occasionally be given to the whole fleet, ortoanvof its

squadrons ; to any division of those scjuadions, or to any ship of

those divisions. Hence the signal of conmiand may at the same
time be displayed for three divisions, and for three aliips of each
division ; or for three shijis in each scjuadron, and for only nine

ships in the whole fleet. For, the general signal of the fleet being
shewn, if a particular pendant is also tlir'..wn out from some
particular place on the same mast with the general signal,

it will communicate intelligence to nine ships that wear the

same pendant. The preparatory signal given by the admiral to the

whole or any part of his fleet, is immediately answered by those to

whom it is directed ; by shewing the Same signal, to testify that

they are ready to put his orders in execution. Having observed
their answer, he will thew the signal which is to direct their opera-
tions : as, to chase, to form the line, to begin the engagement, to

board, to double upon the enemy, to rally or return to action, to

discontinue the fight, to retreat and save themselves. The dexte-
rity of woikiwg the ships in a fleet depends on the precise moment,
of executing these orders, and on the general harmnny of their

movements ; a ciiciimstance which evinces the utility of a signal

of preparation. As the extent oft'ie line of battle, and the (ire

and smoke of the action, or other circumstances in navigation,

will frequently prevent the a<lmiral's signals from being seen

throughout tlie fleet, they are always repeated by the officers

next in command, by ships appointed to repeat signals; and,

finally, by the ship or ships for which they are intendefl. The ships

that repeat the signals, besides the chiefs of squadrons or divisions,

are usually frigates lying to windward or to leeward of the line.

They should be extremely vigilant to observe and I'epeat the sig-

nals, whether they are to transmit the orders of the commander-in-
chief, or his seconds, to any part of the fleet ; or to report the

fortunate or distressful situation of any part thereof. By this means
all the ships from the van to the rear will, unless disabled, be ready
at a moment's warning to put the admiral's designs in execution.

'I'o preserve order in the repetition of signals, and to favour their

communication, without eml)arrassment, from the commander-in-
chief to the ship for which they are calculated, the commanders
of the squadrons repeat after the admiral ; the chiffs of the divi-

sions, according to their order of the line, after the commanders
of ll>e squadrons ; and the particular ships after the chiefs of the
divisions ; and those in return, after the particular ships, vice ver^a,

when I he object is to convey any intelligence from the latter to

the admiral. Besides the signals above-mer.tiohed, there are others
for different ranks of officers ; as for captains, lieutenants, masters,

&c. or for any of those officers of a peculiar ship.

Signals BY the Drum, made use of, in the exercise of the
army, instead of the word of command, viz.

Signals. Operations.

A short roll, To caution.

^ jiam, To perform any distinct thing.
To arms, To form tlie line or battalion.

The march ^ ^° advance, except when intended
'

( for a salute,
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Signals. Operations.

The quick march, To advance (piick.

The point of ivar, '['o inarch and charge.
The retreat, To retieat.

Drum editing., 'I'o halt.

Tzvn short rolls, To perform the flank firing.

The dragoon-7Harch, To open the battalion.

The grcnadiir-march, To form the column.
The troop, To double divisions.

The long roll,
.^

To form the square.

The grenadier-march, H'" ,'''^'^"" ^'"- ^^^are to tie
° '

I column.
The preparative, To make ready and fire.

The general, To cease firing.

Ti:o longrolls, Tobringor lodge the colours.
SIGNATURE, in printing, a letter put at the bottom of the first

page at least, in each sheet, as a direction to the binder in folding,
gathering, and collating them. The signatures consist of the capital
letters of the alphabet, (omitting J, \', and W,) which change in
every sheet: if there be more sheets than letters in the alphabet,
to the capital letter is added a small one of the same sort, as A a,
B b ; which are repeated as often as necessary. Ifi large volumes
it is easy to distinguiah the number of alphabets, after the fir't

three or four, bv placing a figure before the signature, as 5 C,
OB, &c.
Signatures are used, in a particular sense, to denote those

external marks by which physiognomists and dabblers in tlie oc-
cult sciences pretend to discover the nature and internal qualities
of every thing on which they are found.
SIGNET, one of the king's seals, made use of in sealing hi*-

private fetters, and all grants tliat pass by bill signed under his
majesty's hand : it is always in the custody of the secretaries of state.

SIGNIFICATION, in general, denotes the meaning of a sign,
word, phrase, and the like. In law, it is used for the notifying
an act, Ike. to the opposite party, by a copy thereof given and at-
tested by the proper officer,

SIGNIFICAVrr, in law, a writ which issues out of the court
of chancery, on a certificate given by the ordinary of a person's
standing excommunicated forty days, in order to have him impri-
soned till he submits to the authority of the church. See Excom-
munication.
SIGUENCA, or SIGUENZA. a strong city of Spain, 60

miles N. E. of .Uadrid, and 80 S. S. E. of Burgos. Ton. 2. 41.
\V, Lat 41.6. N.
SIKINO, an island in the Grecian Archi|)elago, celebrated

for its wine and wheat, reckoned the best in the Archipelago.
SiKiNo, the capital of the above island. Lon. 25. '2j. E. L;t.

36. 43. N.
SILAS, or SYLVANUS, the fellow-traveller with St. Paul,

and one of the primitive teachers of Christianity in the apostolic
age. He is sty led a prophet in Acts xv. 32. Some say that he
and Carpus were the two disciples, whom John the Baptist sent to
Jesus. (Matt. xi. 2, 3.) Some commentators make him the same
with Tertius, who mentions himself, as Paul's amanuensis, in
Rom. xvi. 21, but why he should have called himself Tertius in
that epistle, while he is called Silas or Silvanus in the Acts and
other epistles, we know not. In the two epistles to the ^Ihessalo-
nians his name is expressly joined with those of Paul and Timo-
theus, in the incipient salutations. He was sent with Paul from
Antioch to the synod at Jerusalem ; and he and Judas were sent
by the synod with Paul and Barnabas with their decrees to the
churches. He accompanied Paul to Lycaonia, Phrygia, Galatia,
and Macedonia ; and was his fellow-prisoner at Phifippi. Along
with Timothy, he instructed the disciples at Berta, and preached
at Corinth. St. Peter also wrote his first epistle to the dispersed
Jews by him. (Ch. v. 12.) He died in Macedonia.
SILENE, C:atchflv, Fly-bane, Fly-wort, or Viscous

Campion ; in botany, a genus of plants belonging to the class dc-
candria, and order trigynia ; natural order, Caryo'phyllex. Calyx
ventricose ; petals five, bifid, unguiculated, crowned by a necta-
rium ; capsule cylindrical, covered, trilocular. There are sixty-
six species.

SILENI, in the mythology, the Fawns and Satyrs, so called
from Silenus.

SII.ENUS, in mythology, the son of Pan, or Mercurv, by
7 K Terra,
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Terra, aiitl ojie of tlif sylvan deilics bdrii al M;;k:!, i:i Li"-bo<.

He became the mirse, preceptor, aiul cooilaiu atUmlaiii, of Bac-
clitis.

SILESiA, a late diicliy of Germany, bnuntled on llic F. bv
the dismembered k!ii;;(lom of Poland ; on the \V. by Boiifmia
snd Lower Luiatia ; on the S. by a chain of mounta nj, and a

thicket of considerable exienl wliich. sep;;rates it from Iliinaarv;

and on the north, by Brandenburg and Poland. From N. W.'lo
S. E. it is about 274 nides, and alont 100 broad where broadest ;

but It is niuch contracted at both ends. Uium the frontiers on
the W. and S. are very high mountains, and some likewise in

otner parts. L ille or no grain is raised in the mountains and
some sandy tracUs ; but the rest of the country is abundantly
frnitftl. In grain, trn.ts, roots, pasture, flax, hops, madtier, to-

l)acco, and hfinp, yieldmp: al osonit- \v:ne, vv th considerable quan-
tities of silk and honey. In many pla; es are great woods of pines,

fir, beech, larch, and other tr.es, ^Hording tar, pitch, ros;n, tur-

pentine, lamp-biaik, and t mber for all uses. In this connli v also

]5 found marble of several soit», some prec ous stones, rnr.e»tone,

milibl. ne, pitcoal, -tur'', v triol, some silver-ore, copper, li'ad, iron,

and miiiiTai-prings. Great numbers of black caliie an;! horses

are brought hiUier from I'o^aiid and Hi;iig;'ry for sale, those bred
in the couuty not benrj suffic ent ; hut of sheep, goats, game,
and Venison, they have great plenty. As for wild beasts, there
are lynxes, toxes, weasels, oUi-rs, and beavers. 'l"he rivers, lakes,

and ponds, yield fish of several sorts, particularly sturgeons seve-
ral ells in leii-Mh, aiul salmon.

SILIiiilAN E.-\R'riJ, ill (he materia medica, a fine as'r^igent

bole. It is very luavy, of a linn compact texture, and in colour
of a brownish yellow, [t breaks easily between the lingers, and
floes not stain tlie hands; is natiiralls of a smooth surface, is rea-

dily diffiisinle m water, and melts Ireely into a butter-like sub-
stance in the mouth.
SILICA, in chemistry and mineralogy, the name used by mo-

dern chemists lor the g' nns of earths or stones, formerly called
SiLEx, Fli.nt, Qv.vrtz, Rock-Crystal, &c. See these articles.

It is generally f>^und in a stony slate, and from its forming"nearly
the entire -composition of tlint, it is called also silex, or siliceous

earth. This earth exists in creat abundance in nature, and it con-
stitutes the b.tsis of some of the hardest stones of which the nuc leus

of the globe consists ; and, on account of its i;reat abundance, it

lias been regarded as the primitive or elementary earJi, the base
of ail the ottier earths. Silica forms one of ll.e const, turnt parl»

of UKjst stony bodies ; but it ex sts in greatest abundance in agates,
jasp r, lliiits, quartz, and rock-crystal : in the latter it e\i^ts
nearly in a state of purity. To obtain it perfectly pure, a (|uan-
lity ot (uiartz, or reck-rrystal, may be exposeil to a red iieal.

When It is taken from the lire, and while it is yet hot, it is sud-
denly immersed in cold water. It is then to be reduced tu pow-
der, and if transparent ro'k crystal has been employed, it is then
ill a state of tolerable purity. To have it perlecily pure, mix one
part of the p'luiided stone with three parts of polass, and expose
them in a crucible to a heat which is sulTicient tor the fusion of tl;e

mixture. The mass thus obtained is soluble in water. Add a
sUilicient quantity of water for its solution, and drop in muriatic
acid as long as there is any precipitate. Let this be repeatedly
washed w iili water, and dried. The substaiK e thus obtained is

puresifua. It is in the form of very fine white powder, wliich
lias neither ta^te nor smell. The particles Me rough ami harsh to
the leel, as when they are rubbed between the finders, or touched
with the tongue. 'I'lie spec. fie gravity is 2.6- Light has no ac-
ticn en sil.ca, and it is one of the peculiar characters of this eurtli,

that it res'ss, unehanged, the greatest degree of heat. There is

no action I elween silica and oxygen, azote, or hydrogen ; nor is

it ciianged by exposure to the air. It is not acted upon by car-
bon, phosphorus, or sulphur. It is insoluble in water; but, in a
state ol minute division, it absorbs a considerable portion, and
form, w-th this liquid a transparent jelly. When it is exposed (o
the air, the wliole of the moisture is evaporated. Silica is fre-

quenily found in nature in the crystallized form, and ihen it is dis-

tinguished by the name ol rock-crystal. It is iruist commonly in

hexagonal prisms, terminated by hexagonal pyramids. Crvsi:ils

of -i'l' a have also been tnrnied ariificialJv. In a solution of silica

in fluoric acid, whuh had remained at rest for two years, Bergman
fciiii'i crystals, 60i)ie of winch were cubes, and soine had truncat-

ed an^'Jes, al the bottom oi the vessrl. Crystals of sil.ca have slst>

been torined, by diluting largely with water the combination of
sil.cj and potass, and alfiwing it to remain for a long time. Silica

is only acted or. by a very fe^v of the acids, 'i'hese sre the phos-
phoric and boracic, which coiiviine with it by fusion, and the Huo-
ric, which dissolves silica eitler in (he gaseous or liquid state.

When silica is held in solution in water b\ means ot an alkali, if ••>

also dissolved by the muriatic aeid. 1 he alkalies have a very
prnverful action on this earlli. In the preparation of the pure
earth, it was combined with polass by means of fusion. This com-
pound is different in its nature and properties, according to the
pr'-portioi,s of the silica and the alkali. Two or three parts of
potass, with one of silica, form a compound v.hich is deliquescent
in the air, and soluble in water. This was formerly dislinguiihed
by the name li(]iinr silieum, or liquor of Hints. It is now called
s:!ic;;ted alkali. When this solution is long exposed to the air, (be
eaitli is tleposited in a flaky gelatinous form. It is decomposed
by acids, which combine with the alkali, and the pure earth falls

to the bottom in the state of fine powder. When the solution is

largely rikited with water, and if a greater quantity of the acid be
added' than is suftici_ent to satiiraty the alkali, the silica remains in

solution. This is particularly the case when the muriatic acid is

employed ; but when the silica is in greater proportion, a com-
pound is formed which is possessed of very ditlerent properties.
The siibslance thus obtained is glass.

SILICEUKIU.M, [from silcx, aiid cffno, a supper on a stone,]

among the Romans a feast of a pviva'e nature, provided for the
dead some time after the funeral. It consisted of beans, lettuces,

bread, CL'gs, &c. These were laid upon the tomb, and thev
loolishly believed that the dead would come out for the re-
past.

SILIQUA, in botany, a species of pod, in which the seeds are
alternately fixed to either suture or joining of the valves ; in this

it dilfers from the leguinen, which has its seeds attached to one
suture only. This kind of seed-vessel is found in all the class te-

Iradynamia of Linnxus. See Legumes'.
SILIQUOS.E, in botany, the nAiue of the tbirty-RJnth order

in Linna-iis's Fragments of a Natural Method, consisting of plants
that have a siliqua for a seed-vessel. It is divided into two sec-
tions: 1. Those which have cross-shaped flowers with long pods,
as the brassica, cabbages ; lapliamis. radish ; sinapis, mustard, ic.
'J. Those with cross-shapei! iloweri with shcrt round pods, as the
iberis, candy tuft. This order chieily furnishes biennial and pe-
rennial herbs of an irregular liaure.

SiLIS'lKIA, DOHEbTlU), or DRTSTRA, a town of En-
ropean Turkey, in Du!j;:.ria, 97 miles N. E. of Nicopoli, and 170
N. E. of Adrianopic. ^I.on. L'7. ^\.E. Lat. ij. 0. N.
SILK, is a very soft, fine, bright thread, the work of an insect

called bonibyx, or the silk-worm, and the phalsna atlas which
yields a greater qunntily. See Bomuyx, and 1'hal«na. A simi-

lar substance, indeed, is yiekled by the greater number of the
tribe of caterpillars. It is found inclosed in two small bags, fiom
which it is protruded in line tlireads to serve the insect for a cover-
ing during its chrysalis-state. The webs of spiders are obviously
of the same nature with silk ; though their libres, at least in this

country, are finer and weaker, lleaumur aiul ot'ier naturalists

a certained, that the larger species of spiders s|)un welis sutFicient-

ly strong to be manufactured. The llrst of the Roman writers

extant by whom silk is mentioned, are Virgil and Horace^ but it

is probable that neither of them knew Ironi what c<iuntry it was
obtained, nor how it w.is produced. By some of the ancients it

was supposed to be a fine down adhering to the le.ives ot certain
trees or flowers. Others imagined it to be a delicate species of
wool or cotton ; and even those who had leurned that it was the
work of an insect, shew by their descriptions that they had no dis-

tinct idea of the manner in wliic h it was formed. As the silk-

worm is a native of Ciiina, the culture of silk in ancient times was
entirely confined to that country. We are told that the empresses,
surrouiiiled by their women, spent their lei^ure-llour^ in hatching
and rearing siik worms, and in weaving tissm-s and silk-veils,

'i'liat this exanqjie w.is soon imitated by per ons of all ranks, \ve
have reason to conclude ; for we are informed that the Chinese,
who were formerly eloilied in skins, in a short time after w. re

dressed in vestments of silk. Till the reign of .lustinian, the silk-

worm was unknowu beyond the itrritones oi C'iiina, but silk w.is

introduced
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inSiDiluccd iiiii) P<-;.sia lonsJ bt-forc tlr, t |-eiu).l. Aflcr I'.k' coii-

(jiK..;t of (lie !'pi-i:;n i.'iii|j:i-e by Alfxaiuler Uu- Great, Ibis vahi:.blp

1 ...iiiii.Kbtv was broiii>lit intu Gri-cci^, and Ibiiicc conveyeii li>

llouie. AiriHiig the Roiiiaiis silk- wa^ (loeiiii'd a dress too expen-

sive and U)0 delicate ior iiieii, am! was apijropriatcd wholly to

Women of cniiiieiit r..iik ai;d opidence. Heiicigabalu-; is sai;l to

have been the lir^l man anioii<; the- Ivomaiis wiv) wore a garment

of iine sjik: Aureliaii compU.i.ied lliat » ponnd of silk was sold at

RoiUe lor twelve oiMices of g'>l.i ; and it is said he refused to cjiTC

Ills wife perinij^ion ti; wear \l on .cconnt of its exorbitant |)nce.

It was brrnijht fioin China at L^n enormous expence, nianiifa.turid

aijain by ilie PhaNiieians, and sold at Rome-tor its weif;ht of gold.

In the reign ot Jii->tinian this commerce was interrupted by the

coimue^ts of the Scythian tribes, and all attempts to proaire it

failed t'U two Persian n)unks IkhI tlie address to convey some ol

tlie e^gs of the m-;ect from China to Constantinople, coik exiled in

t.'.e iiullow of a cane, i'luy were hatched, and the breed care-

fully propai^ated. 'Phis happened in 535; and some ^ ears after

we .'iiid mat the Greeks iiiuieislood the art of procuring and ina-

juifacturing >ilk as wril as the Orientals. Roger king of Sicily,

bron^iht liie mamifaelure to that inland in 1130, forcibly carr\ ing

oli'the weavers from Gic-.:-ce, and settling iheiii In Sully. From
thai island die art pas.-ed into Italy, and thence in'o France: and
tlie revoc.ition ol the edict of Nantz established the maiuifactnry

of silk in Britain. Raw •iifc has hAherto been imported into Rri-

tain, at a considerable annual expence ; though, it now appears

lii.it Engl.nd, in piirt.i. ular, possesses certain a<lvantage<) over the

southern climates oi Europe, for raising silk ; and which, if tln-y

were properly a'tended to, promise to be productive of a great

saving to the nalion. Plus tiie eggs may, in this country, be
p^e^erved Ihrouglunt the winter and spring, without an apprehen-

sion of being hatched before tlie ninlberry-leaves appear ; provid-

ed they be Kept in cool places, and not exposed to the intiiience

of the sun; wiiereas, in 'l"u>cany, and other warmer parts of Eii-

rojie, it is scarcidy piacticable to keep them in an embryo-stale,

even for a few days. Cold, thunder, and lightning, are equally

destructive to the>e insects; and the countries above mentioned

are subject to frequent storms, that endanger their existence ;

while Britain is almost totally exempt from the latter casualties.

Kiy, incalculable numbers of silk-worms are annually bred in

(/crmany, Fru^sht, Swedrn, &c. tlie climates of which are incom-
parably colder than the British, in general : hence, we trust, (hat

the ciiltmv of silk will become a source of national prolit. When
the ejg is hatched, alter being exposed to a warm temperature of

from blj'' to 7(1° of Fahrenheit, for a few days, a small bl.ick worm
bursts lorth, which is very eager for food, and oiicht to be sup-

plied with the most tender mulberry-leaves. These will be
greedily eaten for about eight days, at which period the worm is

seized with a lediargic sleep, for three days; when it rhaiiges its

skin. 1 lie creature nov,- begins to eat again for live or six days,

till i( becomes subject (o a second sickness or sleep, of a similar

diiiudon. A thiid and foardi stages of ('([ual length succeed, so

that 111 ^'2 or .3d dav>, the silk-worin attains its lull growth, being

in this cl.male from one to (wo inches, but, in the warmer coun-

tries, from three to (cur inches, in length. After these four suc-

ressive revolutions, the insect devours its food with great avidity

for hve or six days longer ; at the end of wliich it becomes sickly,

and in a m.inner tian«p;went, when it requires no farther nourish-

ment : at tins period, it endeavours to find a convenient spot be-

tween drv branches, m a dark corner, and begins to spin ; winding

the silU, wb.cii it thaws from its bowels, around its own body, in

an egg-Hiaped, roundish ball, deiiomin-ated a cocoon. In this

state, (he wiTin remains for a fortnigiit, and upwariU, inclosed in

the Centre of its silky habitation, whence it bursts forth in the

form of a w hitish niotii, (he wings of which are marked with yellow

or brown hni'S ; each female lays from .J to 50') eggs, within two

or three days, when she dies without tasting any food ; and the

luaie generally perislns in 24 hours, alter ha-ihig propagalet'

sp. It deserve to be remarked, that, during the lirst day of

its k. hours, the silk-woriii spins only (he ex(erior irregular tex

tore, wdiicb is known, in commerce, under the name of floret, or

coarse silk, serving lor interior stockings, gloves, &c. On the

second or third d^y, it begins to inannfacture fine coi)nec(ed

filaments, extending several hundred yards in length ; and, after

this uietul work, the creuture completes its task, by forming its

oval solid case, that nsiTnbles tliiii panhmenl, (ind in which it

rc^ts with safety, tilJ it emerges in tlie siiape of a huttenly. I'hose

cocoons, however, which aie intended ior the production of silk,

ought to be selected within a week, and exposed to a hot oven, in

which bread has been previously baked ; with a view to prevent

(he worm (Voir cuKing the silk : on the contrary, such as are de-

signed for loreediiig ought to be carelully selected, namely, one

niale to each female; tne cocoons oi the former" being somewhat
'

pointed at one end, while those of the latter are generally o, a

larger-size. Having thus stated the various changes whicii siik-

womis undergo, we sh.dl proceed to pout out the most p>oper

vegetables for their subsistence. The beat adapted for this pur-

po>e, are t!ie leaves ot the black and while nuil berry-tree ; and,

though we have remarked, tliat this tree ilid not prosper in Britain,

yet we iiiider-ti'iid from later information, that it may be ativan-

tageoii--ly cultivated, particularly in Cornwall; on which account

the Board of Agric\iiture lias been induced to veconimend the

breeding of silk-wonns (o the inhabilaiUs of that counly. As,

however, mulberry-leaves cannot always be procured in sutricient

quan(i(y, (lie insects, it kepi in a war'ni place, may be occasion-

idly fed with those of letinces. The young (neillier moist nor

withered,) leaves of blackbeiries, vines, cowslips, adi, and prim-

roses, have also been ailvantageously employed for this purpose;

and it is asserted, that elm-leaves may be safely given to thcnv;

Ihcugh some breeders observe, that siich I'ooit inevilably causeH

their destruction. In tlie management of silk-worms cleanlinesa

is an object of the first luiportance : hence, lo facilitate the rear-

ing of these pnlitable creatures, in this climate, the Rev. Mr.
Srtayne h.is contrived an ingenious apparatus, by means of which

large numbers may be breil in a small compass. It consists of a

wooden frame, four feet two inches in height ; each side being

sixteen inches and a half wide, and divided into eight partitiou>,

by means of small wooden grooves, into which are introduced

sliders, that may thus be drawn in, or out, at pleasure. The
upper slider is of |)aper, and is destined for the reception of the

worms, as soon as the eggs are hatched. 'I'he two next are formed

of cat-gut, the threads of which are about one-tenth of an inch

asunder ; and are designed for them, when somewhat increased in

size. The live lower sliders -ire constructed of wicker-work, with

openings about a quarter of an inch square, through which the

dung descends. Beneath all these are placed paper-sliders, to

prevent the excrements from falling on those which are beneath

them. For a more detailed account of this contrivance, the read-

er is referred to the seventh volume of the Transactions of the

Society for the I'lncouragemeiit of Arts, &c. It is illustrated by a

figure in Plate CLVJ. tig. 8. For the successful rearing of silk-

worms, two essential objects ought lo be attended to : I. A suffi-

cient plantation of mulberry-trees ; and 2. A proper stock of eggs

for hatching, obtained from a climate similar to that in which they

are to be bred. Besides, it will be adviseable to keep the latter in

a cool, but not in a cold place, till the tender mulberry-leaves are

secured from the effect ol niglit-fVo^ts. 'I'lie room in which the

insecls are inaniiged, should be lolly, dry, and rather dark than

too ligh(. Ill short, they ought to pas's through their different

stages of life, in an unilurmly warm temperature, not exceeding

that of summer-heat. The (piality of silk greatly depends on the

manner, in whicli the raw threads are manufactured. In order to

wind them off the cocoons, they are immersed into hot water for

a ininule or longer, wlifn tbev are taken out and reeled by means

of a machine ; the threads are next twisted, and at length woven

into ribbons, satins, $iC.

Silk, Wehvinc, Mr. Sholl's impuoved Loom for. The
silk-loom ha:, been much improved lately by Mr. Shod of Bethnal

Green. Il appears from the evidence of several gentlemen con-

versant in ih.a'branch of silk-weaving lo which this loom is parti-

cularly adapted, that the advaiitagfs of this construction are, the

gaining light, a power of shoitening the porry occasionally, so a*

to suit any kind of work, being more portable, and having the

gibbet (irmly fixed, together with the diminution of price ; which

compared with the old loom, is as five pounds, the price of a

loom on the old construction, to three pounds ten shillings, the

price of one of those conliived by Mr, Shod ; and that, as the

proportion of light work is to strong work as nine to one, this

sort of loom promises to be of very considerable advantage, parti-

cularly in making modes, or other black work. See Wale CLv I.

7 H- '•
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fie- 9, where A, A, represents iVe silh ; B, B, tlie lirea^t-roU-
po^t^; C, the cut-tree; D, D, the uprights; K, the burdowii

;

I-', the b;.tton ; G, the reeds ; 11, the harness ; I, tlie breastroU ;

K, the rhee-e; L, the iribbet ; M, the tremlles ; N, the tum-
blers; O, hurt counter-meshes; P, long counter-meshes ; Q,
theporry; U, R, cane-roll-posts ; S, the cane-roll ; T, the weight-
l>ai and weight ; U, U, counter-weights ; W, the breaking rod ;

X, X, cross-roc's.

SILLA, a large town on the Niger, which bounded Mr. Park's
travels eastward. Lon. 1. -^4. W. Lat. 14. 4S. N.

SII.LON, in fortification, an elevation of earth, made in the
middle of the moat, to fortifj it, when too broad. It is more
usually calle<l the envelope.
SlIlLYHOW, in midwifery, a portion of the cliorion, which

sonietni\ps comes away with the child.

SILPllA, Carrion-Bletlf. ; in entomology, a genus of ani-
ir.als belonging to the cla-is insects, and order coleopterx. An-
tenna; davated ; clava perforated ; elytra marginated ; head pro-
minent ; thorax marginated. There are about 140 species.

S. Aqu.itica, the Water-Carrion-Beetle, is brown, with
green bron:e tinge. There are four ribs on the thoraN. On
each shell there are ten strii. The length is one-lifth of an inch.

S. Sabulosa, is black ; the antenn.e are short and globular,
there are live striae on each shell. The shells and wings are short.
There are live joints on the two first feet, four on the rest. It lives
in sand.

S. Vaspillo. The margin of the thorax broad. The shells
are abbreviated, black, with two yellow belts. The thighs of the
iiiiid legs large, with a spine near their origm. Length near one
inch, it inlesis dead bodies. See Plate CXXXVI.
SILPHIUM, Bastard Chrysanthemum; in botany, a ge-

nus of plants belonging to the class syngenesia, and order polyga-
mia necessaria ; natural order, Compositae. Receptacle paleace-
ous ; pappus with a Iwo-horned margin ; calyx squarrose. There
are eight species.

S1L.VANUS, in the mythology, a rural deilv, the son of Pi-
ous, king of Latiuni, and brother of Faunus, according to Virgil.
Other niythologists make him the son of Mars; others of 'V'aleria

Tusculanaria, by her own ialhir; others of an Italian shepherd bv
a she-goat. He is indeed represented by painters as half a man
half a goat.

SILVER, in natural history, is a metal of a fine white colour,
without either taste or smell ; and in point of brilliancy perhaps
interior to none of the metallic bodies, if we except polished steel.

Its hardness is 7. When melted, its specific gravity is 10.473
;

when hammered, 10.609. In malleability, it is inferior to none
of the metals, if we except gold, and perhaps also platinum. It
may be beaten out inio leaves only .g^'̂ ag inch thick. Its ducti-
lity is etpially reniaikahle : it may be drawn out into wre much
iiper than a human hair ; so fine," indeed, that a siMgle grain of
silver may be extended abiut 400 feet in length. Its tenacity is

such, that a wire of silver 0.078 inch in diameter is capable of sup-
porting a weight of 187.13 lbs. avoirdupois without breaking.
Sdver melts when it is heated completely red hot ; and while
melted, it^ brilliancy is much increased. According to ihe calcu-
lation of Bergman and Mortimer, its fusing point is 1000° of Fidi-
lenheit. It continues melted at 2S° Wedgewood, but requires a
greater heat to bring it to fusion. If the heat is increased after
the silver is melted, the liquid metal boils, and may be volatiliz-
ed ; but a very strong and long-continued heat is necessary.
When cooleil slowly, its surface exhibits the appearance of crys-
tals; and if the liquid part of the metal is poured out as soon as
the surface congeals, pretty large crystals of silver mav be obtain-
ed. By this method Tillet and Mongez junior obtained it in
four-sided pyramids, both insulated and in groups. Silver is not
oxidated bj exposure to the air : it gradually, indeed, loses its

lustre, and becomes tarnished ; but this is owing to a different
cause. Neither is it altere<l by being kept under water. But it it

is kept for a long time melted in an open vessel, it gradually at-
tracts the oxygen from ll.e atmosphere, and is converted into an
oxide. Ma- (juer, by exposing sdver twenty limes successively to
the heat of a jjorcelain-furnace, obtained a glass of an olive-green
colour. Nay, if the heat is sufificient, the silver even takes fire

and burns like other combustible bodies. Van Marum made
electric sparks from liis powerful Teyleriaii niatliine pass through

a s;lvcr-\Mre ; the wire eNliibited a greeni>h-w hile llnme, and was
dis>ipatf<l into smoke. Befuie a stream of oxygen and liydrogin
gas, it burns rapidly with a light green ilame. The oxiile of sli-

ver, obtained by means of heat, is of a greenish or yellow ish grey-

colour ; and is easily decomposed by the application of heat in

close vessels, or even by exposing it to the light. When silver is

dissolved in nitric acid, and precipitated by lime-water, it falls to

the bottom under the form of a powder, of a dark greenish brown
colour. From the experiments of ^^'cllzel and Bergman it fol.

lows, that Ihe greenish or yellowish grey oxide is composed of
about yo p;Mts of silver and 10 of oxygen. When this oxi<lc is e\»
posed to Ihe light, part of its oxygen is separated, as Scheele fir^t

ascertained ; and is converleil into a black powder, which contains

but a very small portion of oxygen, and may be considered as sil-

ver reduced. By exposing the solution of silver in nitric acid to

sunshine, the silver precipitates in the form of a tlea-brown pow-
der. Neither carbon nor hydrogen has been combined with
silver, nor does it combine with the simple incombustibles; but
it combines readily with sulphur and phosphorus. Silver also

readily combines with the greater number of metallic bodies. For
the affinities of silver, see Chemistry.

SiLVER-I.EAF, that beaten out into fine leaves for the use
of t!ie gilders, which is performed in the same mariner as gold-
leaf.

Silver, SnELt, is prepared of the shreds of silver-leaves, sor of
the leaves themselves, for the use of painters, after the same man-
ner as shell-gold.

SiLVERi.N'G. The art of silvering wood, paper, &c. is perform-
ed in the same manner as gilding, making use of silver instead of
gold-leaf.

Silver Copper of Bk,\ss, clean the metal with aquafortis,

by washing it lightly, and then throwing it in water ; or by scour-
ing it with salt and tartar with a wire-brush. Dissolve some silver

in aquafortis, and put pieces of copper into the solution ; this w ill

throw down the silver in a state ot metallic powder. Take twenty
grains of this powder, and mix with it two (.'rachms of tartar, the
same quantity of common salt, and half a drachm of alum ; rub
the articles with this composition till they are perfectly white, then
brush it olf, and polish them with leather.

To Silver the Dial-Plates of Clocks, Scales of Ba-
ro.meteus, &c. Take half an ounce of silver-lace, add to it an
ounce of double refined aquafortis, put them into an earthen put,

and place them over a gentle fire till all is dissolved, which will

happen in about rive minutes; then take them ofl", and mix it in

a pint of clear water, after which, pour it into another clean vessel,

to free it from grit or sediment ; then add a spoonful of common
salt ; and the acid, which has now a green tinge, will immediately
let go the silver-particles, which form themselves into a white
curd; pour off Ihe acid, and mix the curd with two ounces of
salt of tartar, half an ounce of whiting, and a large spoonful of
salt, more or less, accoriling as you find it for strength. Mix it

well up together, and it is ready lor iise. Having well cleared the
brass from scratches, rub it over with a piece of old hat and rot-

tenstone, to clear it from all greasiness, and then rub it wiili

salt and water with your hand : take a little of the beforcmcn-
tioned composition on your finger, and rub it over where the salt

has touched, and it will adhere to the brass, and completely silver

it. After which, wash it well with water, to take ofl what aqua-
fortis may remain in the composition ; when dry, rub it with a
clean rag, and give it one or two coats of Vi!rni>li. This silver-

ing is not durable, but may be improved by heating the article,

and repeating the operation till the covering seems sufficiently

thick.

Silver-Plating. The coat of silver applied to the surface of
the copper by the means mentioned above, is very thin, and is

not durable. A more substantial method of doing it is as follows :

Form small pieces of silver and copper, and t.e them together with
wire, putting a little borax between. The proportion of silver

jiiay be to that of copper, as 1 to 1'2. Put them into a white heat,

when the silver will be firmly fixed to the copper. The whole is

now made to pass between rollers till it is of the required thick-

ness for manufacturing the articles re.quired.

SILN'F.S. a town of Portugal, 13 miles L. N. E. of Lagos, and
39 W. ofTavira.

SILURIS, in ichthyology, a genus belooging to the order pf
pi-:ccs
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pisces abdominales. Head naked ; mouth set round with hairy

Jilaments ; bronchia witli from four to fourteen rays ; ray of the

pectoral fins, or the first dorsal one, prickly, dentated backwards.
There are 29 species, most of them natives of the Indian and Ame-
rican seas.

S. Clarias of Linn<eus, called scheilan by tlie Arabians, is

mentioned by Hasselquist. If it pricks one with the bone of the
breast-fin, it is dangerous ; and our author saw tlie cook of a Swe-
dish merchant-ship die of the poison communicated by the prick
of one of these fish.

SIMBIRSK, a town of Russia, capital of Simbirskoe, 380 miles
E. S. E. of Moscow, and 680 S. E. of Petersburgh.

Simbirsk, or Simbirskoe, a province or government of
Russia; bounded on the N. by Kazanskoe ; E. by Uphinskoe

;

S. by Saratov, and W. by Nizegorodskoe and Penzenskoe.
SIMEON, a respectable old man of Jerusalem, who waited for

the fulfilment of the prophecies, respecting the coming of the
Messiah, whom he had a divine intimation that he should live to
see, and who bore public testimony to our Saviour in the temple
in his infancy. (Luke ii. 25—35.) From his S|,cech, or adilress

of thanks to God, on that occasion, and particularly from his pro-
phetic address to the mother of Jesus," lie appears to have had
much more clear views of the nature of the Messiah's kingdom,
than the most of his countrymen of that age. But these too per-
liaps he had by inimcdiale revelation, 'fradition savs, tluit Si-

meon was the son of the famous Hillel, president of the Jewish
Sanhedrim, and that he taught the celebrated Gamaliel, from
whom St. Paul received his instructions. See Hillel.
SIMERING, a town of Germany, in the empire of Austria, 4

miles S. S. E. of Vienna.

SIMETHUS, or SYMITIIUS, an ancient town of Sicily,

near a river so named: where Virgil says the gods Palici were
born. See Palici.

SI MI, or SYMI, an island in the Mediterranean, between
Rhodes and the continent of Asia, 6 miles N. of Rhodes.
SIMIA, the Monkey ; a genus of the class mammalia, and

order primates, in the Linnsan system. Front-teeth in each jaw
near together ; canine teeth solitary, longer than the others,

distant from the grinders; grinders obtuse. Animals of this genus
are commonly divided into such as have no tails ; such as have
only very short ones ; such as have very long ones ; and, lastly,

SJicli as have prehensile tails, with which they can lay hold of any
object at pleasure. These four classes arc called respectively
apes, baboons, monkeys, and sapajous. In the whole genus there
are enumerated by Gmelin sixty-three species, of which we shall

notice some of the most important. They are lively, agile, full

of frolic, chatter, and grimace. From tlie structure of their mem-
bers, they have many actions in common with tlie human kind.
Most of them are fierce and untameable ; some are of a milder
nature, and will shew a degree of attachment ; but in general they
are endowed with mischievous propensities; and are filthy, ob-
scene, lascivious, and thieving. They inhabit the woods, and live

on trees ; feeding on fruits, leaves, and insects. In general, they
are gregarious, going in vast companies ; but the different species
never mix with each other, always keeping apart and in different

quarters. They leap with vast activity from tree to tree, even
when loaded with their ynung, which cling to them. Thev are
the prey ot leopards and others of the feline race ; and of serpents,

which pursue tlii-m to the summits of the trees, and swallow them
entire. They are not carnivorous, but for mischief's sake will

rob the nests of birds of the eggs and young. In the countries
where they most abound, the sagacity of the feathered tribe is

marvellously shewn in their contrivances to fix the nest beyond
the reach of these invaders.

S. Regalis, the King Monkey, or Full-bottom Monkey,
is above three feet high when erect : the head is small, with a
short, black, naked face ; and the head, cli€eks, throat, neck, and
shoulders, are covered with long, coarse, flowing hairs, of a dirty

yellowish colour, mixed with black, and resembling a full-bottom-

ed wig; the body, arms, and legs, are covered with short hairs of
a.fine glossy black colour; the hands are naked, and have no
thumbs; the feet have five very long slender toes, wh'ch are arm-
ed with narrow pointed claws ; the tail is very long, and is cover-
lid with snow white hairs, having a tuft at the end ; the body and
limbs are very slender. See Plate CLXVIl,
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S. Leonina, or the Leonine Monkey, is supposed to be an
inhabitant of Abyssinia, and is two feet in length, from the nose to
the tail ; along the face is a great quantity of long hair, extending
nearly from ihe eyes bai k over the forehead and crown of the
liead, and from the chin over the neck, and this bushment of hair

gives it, in addition t& the general form and countenance of the ani-

mal, no slight resemblance to the lion, from which it derives its

designation. See Plate CLXVIl.
S. Inuus, the Magot, or Barbary Ape, has a long face, not

unlike that of a dog ; canine teeth, long and strong ; ears like the
human ; nails fiat ; buttocks bare ; colour of the upper part of the
body of a dirty greenish brown; belly, of a dull pale yellow;
grows to above four feet in length. They inhabit many parts of
India, Arabia, and all parts of Africa, except Egypt. A few an;
found on the hill of Gibraltar, which breed there; probably from
a pair that had escaped Irom the town ; as they are not found in

any other part of Spain. They are very ill-natured, mischievous,
and fierce. See Plate CLXVIl.

S. Satyrus, or the Orang-Outang. This animal is said to
grow in its native woods of Africa and India to the height of six

feet, and to subsist, like most other species, on fruits. It Hies from
tile haunts of mankind, leads a solitary life, and displays great
strength, agility, and swiftness, which render it extremely diffi-

cult to be taken. It has been known to atlnck and destroy ne-
groes, wandering at a distance from their habnations, and to carry
off women to its wretched habitation, watching them with such
extraordinary vigilance, as scarcely to admit tlie possibility of
their escape. Its general resemblance to the human figure and
countenance is particularly and mortifyingly strong, yet minute
observation and dissection have pointed almost innumerable dif-

ferences, the detail of which is here impossible. It is capable of
being tamed and domesticated, and, many years since, one was
exhibited in London which had been disciphned (o sit, and work,
and eat, like a human being, using a knife and fork for the latter

purpose. Its disposition was pensive ; its manners were gentle ;

and it appeared to possess, for its keepers, and those to whom it

had been long familiarized, a high degree of genuine gratitude and
attachment. For the orang-outang, see Plate CLXNII.

S. Nasuta, or the Long-nosed Monkey. Two remarkable
monkeys are represented in Mr. Pennant's History of Quadru-
peds, from drawings by a Mr. Paillou. The one is called the
long-nosed monkey ; it has a very long and slender nose, covered
with a flesh coloured skin ; the hair on the forehead falls back ;

on the body and breast it is long ; the colour of the head and up-
per parts is pale ferruginous mixed with black ; of the breast and
belly light ash colour ; tail very long ; height when sitiing down
about two feet. Native country uncertain : probably Africa,

lis face has very much the appearance of a long-nosed dog. Sec
Plate CLXVIl.
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S. SciUREUs, the Saimiri, or Orange-Monkey, has no
beard ; the hinder part of the head is prominent ; and the nails

on the four toes of the hind paws are narrow and pointed.
They inhabit South America, and are the most beautiful of ail

tlie sapajous ; tlieir movements are graceful ; size small ; colour
a brilliant yellow ; visage round, with large vivacious eyes, sur-

rounded by flesh-coloured rings; hardly any forehead; the
nose is elevated at the ba>e, and flattened at the point ; the
moutli small, the fare flat and naked, and the ears are gar-
nishi'd with hair, and a little pointed ; the tail is only half pre-
hensile : they stand with ease on two feet, but commonly walk
on all four.

SIMILAR, in mathematics, things having their parts in the
same proportion and alike situated in respect of one another. See
Arithmetic, Algebra, and Geometry.
Similar Bodies, in natural philosophy, are such as have their

particles of the same kind and nature with one another. See
Physics, Body, Particle, &c.

Si.milar Figures, in geometry, such as have their angles re-
spectively equal, and the sides, about the equal angles, propor-
tional. See Geometry.
SIMILE, or SIMILITUDE, in rhetoric, a comparison of

two things, which, though ditferent in other respects, yet
agree in some one. The difference between a simile and com-
parison is said to consist in this, that the simile properly be-

longs to whatever we call the quality of a thing, and the

7 I^ coinparisoii
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comparison to tlie quaiitity. See Comparison, and Ora.
TORY.
SIM [LOR, a name given to an alloy of re<l copper and

zinc, made in the best proportions, to imitate silver and
gold.

SIMITAR, a crooked or falcated sword with a convex
edgo.

SIMMERX, or SIMMKREN, a late diichy of Germany,
in tile late palatinate of the Rhine, now included in the French
empire, and depaitment of the Rhine and Moselle. Simmern is

the capital.

Simmern, or Simmeren', a town of France, 26 miles S. S. W.
of Coblentz, 3.') E. of'l'rcves, and 30 VV. of Mentz.
SIMOGU, a town of llindostan, in Mysore: on the Turn-

bad ra ; 93 miles N. W. ot Seringapatani. Lon. 75.30. E. Lat.

13. 21. N.
SIMON MAGUS, or The Sorcerer, was a native of Git-

ton, a village of Samaria. He visited Egypt, where he probably

became acquainted with the mysteries taught in the Alexandrian
school, and learned those theurgic or magical operations, by
means of which it was believed that men might be delivered from
the power of evil demons. Upon his return to Samaria, the au-

thor of the Clementine Recognitions relates, that he imposed upon
liis countrymen by high pretensions to supernatural powers.

And St. Luke attests.th'at this artful f;'.natic, uaing sorcery, had
bewitched the |)eople of Samaria, giving out that he was some
great one ; and that he obtained such general reverence in Sama-
ria, that the people all believed him to be " the great power of

God." By the preaching of Philip the Deacon, he was, with

otiier Samaritans, converted to the Christian faith, and admitted
into the church by baptism. His conversion, however, seems not

to have been real ; for, u[)on seeing the mnaculous effects of the

laying on of the apostle's bands, he offered them money, to pur-

chase similar powers. He probably thought Peter and John ma-
gicians, like- himself, but bitter skilled in the art of deceiving the

multitude. Being sharply repro\cd for this impiety, he seems by
his answer to have been sensible of his sin ; but his repentance, if

sincere, was of sliort duration. Returning to his former practices

of imposture, he travelled through various provinces of the em-
pire, opposing the progress of the gospel; and arriving at Rome,
lie led abtray vast numbers of people by his pretended miracles.

How long he lived in that metropolis, or in what manner he died,

ve have no certain accounts. The Christian writers tell us, that

being raised in the air by two daemons, he was deprived of their

support by the prayers of St. Peter and St. Paul, ancl falling, broke
liis legs. By some he is thought to have been the person men-
tioned by Suetonius, who, undertaking to fly in the presence of

Nero, fell to the ground with such violence, that his blood spurted
up to the gallery where the emperor was sitting. The sura of this

impostor's doctrine was, that from the Divine Being, as a fountain

of light, flow various orders of a;ons, or eternal natures, strbsisting

within the plenitude of the divine essence ; lliat beyond these, in

the order of emanation, are different classes of intelligences, among
the lowest of which are human souls; that matter is the most re-

mote production of the emanative power, wl-.ich, on account of its

infinite distance from the Fountain of Light, possesses sluggish and
malignant qualities.which oppose the divine operations, and are the
cause of evil ; that it is the great design of philosophy to deliver

the soul from its imprisonment in matter, and restore it to that di-

-vine light from which it was derived ; and that for this purpose
God had sent him one of the first .-eons among men. To his wife
Helena he also ascribed a similar kind of divine nature, pretending
that a female son inhabited the body of this woman, to whom he
gave the name of Enoia, Wisdom ; whence some Christian fathei-s

liavesaid, that he called her the Holy Spirit. He also taught the
transmigration ol souls, and denied the resurrection of the bodv.
SIMONIHORNA, SIMONTHURN, or SIMONTOR-

NYA, a strong town of Lower Hungary, with a fortification, in

the county ofTolna, 8 miles from Tolna, 32 S. S. W. of Buda,
and 85 S. S. E. of Vienna. Lon. 18. 16. E. Lat. 46. 40. N.

SIMONY, l-iimonia, Lat. j the corrupt presentation ofany one to

an ecclesiastical benefice for money, gift, or reward. It is so called

from its resemblance to the sin of Simon Magus, though the pur-
chasing holy orders seems to approach nearer to his offence. It was
by the canon law a very grievous crimei and is so much the more

odious, because, as Sir Edward Coke observes, it is ever accom-
panied with perjury ; for the presentee is sworn to have conunit"
ted no simony. However, it was an offence punishable in a cri-

minal way at the common law : it being tliought sufficient to leave

the clerk to ecclesiastical censures. But as these did not atf'ect the

sinioniacal patron, nor were efficacious enough to repel the noto-

rious practice, divers acts of parliament have liten made to restrain

it by civil forfeitures ; which the modern prevailing usage calls

aloud to be put in execution. The statute 31 El iz. c. C, enacts,

that if any patron, for money or any other corrupt consideration or

promise, directly or indirectly given, shall present, admit, insti-

tute, induct, install, or collate, any person to an ecclcsiastital be-

nefice or dignity, both the giver and taker shall forfeit two years

value of the benefice or dignity ; one moiety to the king, and the

other to any one who will sue for the same. If persons also cor-

ruptly resign or exchange their benefices, both the giver and laker

shall in like manner forfeit double the value of the money or other

corrupt consideration. And persons who shall corruptly ordain

or license any minister, or procure him to be ordained or licensed,

shall incur a like forfeiture of 40/. and the minister himself of 10/.

besides an incapacity to hold any ecclesiastical preferment for

seven years atfcrwards. Corrupt elections and resignations in col-

leges, hospitals, and other eleemosynary corporations, are also pn-
nished, by the same statute, with forfeiture of the double value-

vacating ilie place or office, and a devolution of the right of elec-

tion, for that turn to the crown.

Sl.NJOOM, a hot wind which blows occasionally in the deserts

of Africa, and probably in other widely extended countries parch-

ed in the same manner by a vertical sun. Its efl'ecis on the human
body are dreadful. If inhaled in any quantity, it produces in-

stant suffocation, or at least leaves the unhappy suBerer oppressed

with asthma and lowness of spirits.

.SIMPLE, [siinjilcx, Lat.] something not ini.xed or compound-
ed, in which sense it stands opposed to compound. Thus we say,

simple form, simple mode, simple fee, simple force, simple equa-

tion, simple anomaly, simple glands, simple vision, simple flank,

simple fraction, &c. See Form, Mode, Fee, Force, ike.

Simple, in music, is chiefly used in opposition to double,

sometimes to a compound of several parts or figures of different

values, &c. Simple cadence is that where the notes are equal in

every part.

Si.MFLE, in the materia medica, is a general name for all herbs,

as having each its jxirticular virtue, whereby it becomes a simple

remedy.
Simple Words, in grammar, stand opposed to compound :

a simple word is defined " that which was never more than

one."
Simple Substances. See Elements.
SIMPLICITY, in composition, a natural unadorned melody,

or incomplete combination of parts, in which the composer endea-

vours, rather by the force of his genius and feeling than the re-

finement of science, to awaken the softer passions, or rouse the

mind to ardour. In performance, simplicity is that chaste, unaf-

fected style, which, rejecting all vain and unmeaning flourish,

only aims at conveying the ideas of the composer, without dis-

turbing the purity of th« te.\t.

SIMPSON, Thomas, F. R. S. professor of mathematics at the

royal academy at Woolwich, and member of the royal academy
at Stockholm, was born at Market Bosworth in Leicestershire in

1710. His father's stuff-weaver, taught him only to read English,

and brought him np to his own business ; but meeting with a
scioiililical [jedlar, who likewise practised fortune-telling, young
Simpson by his assistance and advice left off weaving, and pro-

fessed astrology. As he improved in knowledge, however, he
grew disgusted with his pretended art ; and renouncing it, was
driven to such dlfilcultits for the .subsistence of his family, that he
went to London, where he worked as a weaver, and taught ma-
thematics at his«pare hours. As his scholars increased, his abilities

became belter known, and he published his Treatise on Fluxions,

by subscription, in 1737: in 1740, he published his Treatise on
the Nature and Laws of Chance ; and Essays on Speculative and
Mixetl Mathematics. After these appeared his doctrine of An-
nuities and Reversions ; Mathematical Dissertations; Treatise on

Algebra ; Elements of Geometry ; Trigonometry, Plane, and

Spherical ; Select E.xercises j. and his Doctrine and Application

of
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of Fluxions. In 1743, he obtained the mathematical professorship

at Woolwich academy ; and soon after was chosen F. R. S. In

teachinp, he had a dignity and perspicuity, tempered with such

mildness, as engaged the attention and friendship of his scholars,

and gained applause from liis siiperiors. His application and close

confinement, however, injured his health; his spirits sunk gradu-

ally, till he became incapable of reading the letters of his friends.

At length his physicians advised liis native air for his recovery,

and he set out in Feb. 1761 ; but was so fatigued tliat upon his

arrival at Bosworth, he grew continually worse till hedied, May
1 4, aged 5 1

.

SiJisoN, Dr. Robert, professor of mathematics in the univer-

sity of Glasgow, was born in 1687, of a respectable family, which
had held a small estate in the county of Lanark for some genera-

tions. He was educated in the university of Glasgow, under some
of his relations. He soon became an adept in the philosophy and
theology of the schools, in the oriental languages, and in botanical

and historical knowledge. During his theological studies, mathe-
matics took hold of his fancy. When tired with speculations, in

which lie did not meet with certainty to reward his labours, he
had recourse to mathematics which never failed to refresh him.

At last a prospect began to open of making mathematics his pro-

fession tor life. Hi> original incitement to this sclent c, to refresh

his mind in the mitlst of severer ta^ks, gave a particular turn to his

studies. He preferred the ancient method of study nig pure geo-

metry, and even felt a dislike to the Cartesian method of substitut-

ing :.\ mbols lor operations of the mind, and still more to their sub-

stitution fur the very objects of discussion, tor lines, surfaces, so-

lids, and their affections. He was rather disposed in the solution

of an algebraic problem, where quantity alone was considered, to

subslitute figure and its affections for the algebraic symbols, and
to convert the algebraic formula into an analogous geometrical

theorem. And he came at last to consider algebraic analysis as

little better than a kind of mechanical knack, in which we proceed
without ideas of any kind, and obtain a result without meaning,
and without being conscious of anv process of rea'^oning, and
therefore without any conviction of its truth. And surely, if ge-

nuine unsophisticated taste alone is to be consulted. Dr. Simson
was in the right : for though the reasoning in algebra is as strict as

in the purest geometry of Euclid or Apollonius, the expert ana-

lyst has little perception of it as he goes on, and his final equation

is not felt by himself as the result of ratiocination, any more than

if he had obtained it by Pascal's arithmetical mill. Such, how-
ever, was the strong bias of Dr. Simson to the analysis of the an-

cient geometricians. It increased as he went forward ; and his vene-
ration for the ancient geometry was carried to a degree of idola-

try. His chief labours were exerted in efforts to restore the works
of the ancient geometricians ; and he bestowed little pains upon mo-
dern discoveries. The noble inventions of fluxions and loga-

rithms attracted the notice of Dr. Simson ; but he contented him-

self with demonstrating their truth on the genuine principles of

the ancient geometry. About the age of 25, Dr. Simson was

chosen regius professor of mathematics in (he university of Glas-

gow. He went to London immediately after, and there formed
an acquaintance with the most eminent men of that bright era of

British science. Among these he always mentioned Dr. Halley
with particular respect. He also admired the wide and masterly

steps which Newton took in his investigations. He often re-

marked, " That the 39th proposition of the first book of the Prin-

cipia was the most important proposition that had ever been exhi-

bited to the physico-mathematical philosopher ;" and he used to

illustrate the superiority of the geometrical over the algebraic

analysis, by comparing the sohition given by Newton of the in-

verse proVjlem of centripetal forces in the 4^'d proposition of that

book with the one given by John Bernouilli in the Mem. of the

Acad, of Sciences at Paris for 1713. Returning to his academical
chair. Dr. Simson discharged the duties of a professor for more
than 50 years. In his prelections he followed strictly the Eucli-

dian method in elementary geometry. He made use of Theodo-
sius as an introduction to spherical trigonometry. In the higher

geometry he prelected from his own Conies ; and he gave a spe-

cimen of the linear problems of the ancients, by explaining the

properties of the conchoid and the cissoid, with their proper ap-

plication. In the advanced class he gave Napier's mode of con-

ceiving logarithms, i. e. quantities as generated by motion ; and

Mr. Cotes's view of them, as the sums of ratiuncuUe ; demon-
strated Newton's lemmas on the limits of ratios ; then gave the

elements of the fiuxionary calculus; and finished his course with
select propositions in optics, gnomonics, and centra! forces. His
method of teaching was simple and perspicuous, and his manner
impressive. He directed his efforts to the restoration of the an-

cient geometricians, and particularly favoured the'world with one of
the best editions of Euclid's elements. All the lovers of true geo-
metry will acknowledge their obligations to him for the edition of

tlie Elements and Data which he published about 1758. The
text is corrected with the mostjudicious and scrupulous care, and
the notes are inestimable. He died in 1768, and his posthumous
works were printed at Glasgow, in 1770.

SIN. SeeTHEOLOGY.
Sin, the name of one of the chief Japanese deities, in their an-

cient Sintoo religion.

SINAI, or SINA, a famous mountain of Arabia Petrje, upon
which God gave the law to Moses. It stands in a kind of penin-
sula, formed by the two arms of the Red Sea, one of which
stretches out towards the N. and is called the Gulpli of Kolsum ;

the other extends towards the E. called the Gulph of Elan, or the

Elanitic Sea. At this day the Arabians call Mount Sinai by the
name of Tor. i. e. the mountain by way of excellence; or Gibel
orJibel Mousa, the nionnlain of Moses. It is 260 miles from
Cairo, and generally it requires a journey of ten days to travel

thither.

SINAPIS, Mustard ; in botany, a genus of plants belonging
to the class tetradyiiamia, and order siliquosa ; natural order, Sili-

quosjE. Calyx spreading ; corolla claws erect; gland between
the shorter stamens and pistil, and between the longer stamens
and calyx. T here are nineteen species.

S. Alba, White Mustard, is generally cultivated as a salad-

herb for winter and spring use, and is well known.
S. Nigra, Common Mustard, which is frequently fotmd

growing naturally in many parts of Britain, but is also cultivated
in fields for the seed, of which the sauce called mustard is made.
This rises with a branching stalk four or iive feet high ; the lower
leaves are large, rough, and very like those of turnip ; the upper
leaves are smaller and less jagged. Mustard, by its acrimony and
pungency, stimulates the solids, and attenuates viscid juices ; and
hence stands deservedly recommended for exciting appetite, as-

sisting digestion, promoting the fluid secretions, and for the other
purposes of the acrid plants called antiscorbutic. It imparts its

taste and smell in perfection to aqueous liquors, and by distilla-

tion with water yields an essential oil of great acrimony. To rec-

tified spirit its seeds give out very little either of their smell or
taste. Subjected to the press, they yield a considerable quantity

of mild insipid oil, which is as free from acrimony as that of al-

monds. They are applied as an external stimulant to benumbed
or paralytic limbs ; to parts affected with fixed rheumatic pains j
and to the soles of the feet, in the low stage of acute diseases, foe

raising the pulse : in this intention, a mixture of equal parts of the
powdered seeds and crumb of bread, with the addition sometimes
of a little bruised garlic, are made into a cataplasm with a suffi-»

cient quantity of vinegar.

SINAPIS.M, [from Sinapis, hat."] in pharmacy, an external
medicine, in form of a cataplasm, composed chiefly of mustard-
seed pulverized, and other ingredients.

SINCIPUT, in anatomy, the forepart of the head reaching
from the forehead to the coronal suture.

SINDE, orTATTA. See Tatta.
SINDELFINGEN, a town of Suabia, in Wurtemburg, 6

miles S. W. of Stutgard, and 30 of Baden.
SINDY, a province of Hindoostan Proper, bounded on the

W. by Makran, a province of Persia ; on the N. by the territo-

ries of the king of Candaliar ; on the N. E. by those of the Seiks ;

on the E. by a sandy desert ; and on the S. E. by Cutch. It ex-
lends along the course of the Sinde or Indus from its mouth to
Bchker, near Moultan. It is 300 miles long; and in its widest
part, about 160 broad. In soil, climate, and surface, Sindy re-

sembles Egypt ; the lowei part of it being composed of rich ve-
getable mould, and extended into a wide valley ; while the upper
part of it is a narrow slip, confined on one side bv mountains and
on the other by a sandy desert, the Indus winding through thi>

valley, and annuallv overtiowinu it

SINE,
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SINE, or UIGHT SINE OF AN ARCH, in trigonometry,

is a riglit Inie drawn from oiie end of that arcli, perpendicular to

the radius drawn to tlie other end of the arcli ; being always equal

to half the chord of twice the arch. See Geometry, and Trigo-
nometry.
SINECURE, is where a rector of a parisli has a vicar under

liim endowed and charged with tlie cure, so that the rector is not

obliged either to do duty or residence.

SiKE Die, without day, in law, a term frequently used in our

proceedings at common law ; as when judgement is given against

the plaintiff, he is said to be in misericordia pro falso clamore suo
;

so when judgement passes for tlie defendant, it is entered eat inde

sine die, being as much as to say, he is discharged, or dismissed

the court.

..SINEVV^S, tendons, or ligaments. See Anatomy.
SIN-GAN, a city of China of the first rank, in Chen-si, the

krgestand finest in the empire, e.\cept Peking, 510 miles S. W,
of Pekin. Lon. lOS. 45. E. Lat. 35. 14. N.
SINGING, the action of making divers inflections of the

voice, agreeable to the ear, and correspondent to the notes of a

song or piece of melody. The first thing to be done in learning

to sing, is to raise.a scale of notes by tones and semitones to an

octave, and descend by the same notes ; and then to rise and fall

by greater intervals, as a third, fourth, fifth, &c. and to do all this by

notes of different pitch. Then these notes are represented by lines

and spaces, to which the syllables fa, sol, la, mi, are applied, and
the pupil taught to name each line and space thereby ; whence
this practice is called sol-faing, the nature, reason, effects, &c.
whereof, see under Solfaing. See also Music.
SINGULAR NUMBER, in grammar, that number of nouns

and verbs which stands opposed to plural ; and is used when we
only speak oi a single, or one, person, or thing. See Gram-
mar.
SINISTER, in heraldry, the sinister sid« of an escutcheon is the

left hand side; the sinister chief, the left angle of the chief;

the sinister base, the left hand part of the base. See He-
raldry.
SI^^ISTER Aspect, among astrologers, is an appearance of two

planets happening according to the succession of the signs ; as Sa-

tuni in Aries, and Mars in the same degree of gemini.

SINISTRI, a sect of ancient heretics, thus called because they

held the left hand in abhorrence, and made il a point of religion

not to receive any thing therewith.

SINKING FUND, a provision made by parliament, consist-

ing of tlie surplusage of other funds, intended to be appropriated

ti? the payment of the national debt ; on the credit of which very

large sums have been borrowed for public use. See National
Debt, and Revenue.
SIN-NOO, or SIN-NUM, in the fabulous history of China,

the second emperor of the Chinese, between whom and Fo-hi,

the first emperor, there is an interval, or chronological chasm, of

18,000 years! Yet Voltaire and other modern philosophers, who
question tlie truth of the scripture-history, give lull credit to these

fables ; and appeal to them as proofs that our world is much older

than the Mosaic history makes it. Fo-hi, according to the Clii-

nese, having founded their empire 21,000 years before the

Christian era, Sin-Noo, (if a real character,; must have lived

three thousand years before that period. By F. Du Halde, he

is.calKd Chin-Nong, and ranked the ne.\.t monarch after Fo hi.

He is said to have taught mankind agriculture and other useful

arts. He was succeeded by his son Hoani, or as Du Ualde calls

htn, Hoang-Ti. From all these circumstances, the learned Dr.
Bryant concludes, that Sin-Noo is the same with Noah, and Hoam,
the same with Ham. And in farther proof of tliis, he quotes the

ancient history of Japan, which mentions Syn-Mu as the founder
of their monarchy.
SINOB, a sea-port-town of Asiatic Turkey, in Natolia, in the

sangiacale of Kiutaja, 280 miles E. of Constantinople. Lon. 33.

55..E. Lat. 41. 5.N.
SINOGU, a town of Hindoostan, inBednore; SOmflesS.E.

of Bednore, and 90 N. W. of Seringapatam. Lon. 75. 30. E.
.Lat. 13. 50. N.
SINON, in ancient history, a son of Sisyphus, who accompanied

•the Greeks to the Trojan war, where he distinguished himself

ijnore by bis frauds and villanles, than by his merits.

SINOPE, in fabulous history, a daughter of the river-god

Asopus.
SINOPLE, in heraldry, denotes vert, or green colour in

armories.

SINOVIA, or SYNOVIA, a mucilaginous fluid in the joints

of animals, intended to facililate motion by lubricating the parts.

See Anatomy.
SINTOO, the ancient religion of the Japanese, so called from

Sin, one of tlicir chief deities. How far it differed from their

present system, we know not.

SINTZIIEIM, a town in the Lower Rhine, thirteen miles

S. S. E. of Heidelberg, and 18 E. of Spire.

SINUOSITY is a series of bends and turns in arches or other

irregular figures, sometimes jutting out, and sometimes fall-

ing in.

SINUS, in anatomy, denotes a cavity in certain bones and other

parts, the entrance whereof is very narrow, and the bottom wider
and more spacious. See Anatomy.
SINUS, in surgery, a little cavhy orsacculus, frequently formed

by a wound or ulcer, wherein pus is collected.

SIN-YANG, a city of China, of the second rank, in the pro-

vince of Ho-nan ; 490 miles S. S. \V. of Pekin.

SION, an ancient town of Switzerland, late capital of the

Vallais, 48 miles S. of Berne, and 50 E. of Geneva. Lon. 7. 12.

E. Lat. 46. II. N.
SIOUT, a city of Egypt, 157 or 185 miles S. of Cairo, and

two W. of the Nile. Lon. 31. 24. E. Lat. 27. 2. N.
SIOUX, or SIOUS, a powerful nation of North American

Indians, wlio inhabit the banks of the head-waters of the Mis-
sissippi and Missouri ; and the islands of Lake Superior.

SIPHON. See PIydrostatics.
SIPHONANTHUS, in botany, a genus of plants belonging

to the class tetrandria, and order monogynia. Corolla one-
petaled, funnel-shaped ; tube very narrow, longer than the calyx ;

berries four, each containing one seed. There are two spe-
cies.

SIPHONIA, a genus of the class and order nioncecia mona-
delphia. Calyx one-leaved ; no corolla ; male anthers five; le-

male style none ; stigma three ; capsule tricoccous ; seed one.

There is one species, a tree of Guiana.

SIPUNCULUS, 'luBE-woKM, a genus of insects of the or-

der vermes intestina. Body bound, elongated ; inouth cylindrical at

the end, narrower than the body ; aperture at the side of the body,
veruciform. There are two species ; the S. nudus, inhabits

the European seas, under stones, and is eight inches long.

The S. saccatus, body covered with a loose skin, and round-
ed at the lower eml : inhabits the American and Indian
seas.

SIPUNCULUS. in zoology, a genus of (he intestina class of

worms in the Liiinaean system. Its charactei-s are these: the body
is round and elongated ; the mouth attenuated and cylindrical ; anil

tlie lateral aperture of the body rugged. There are two species ;

one found under stones in the European seas, and the other in the
Indian ocean.

SIR CHARLES HARDY'S ISLAND, an island in the -S.

Pacific Ocean, discovered by Capt. Carteret, in 1767. It is level,

green, pleasant, of considerable extent, and abounds with wood.
Lon. 153. 32. E. Lat. 4. 50. S.

Sir Charles Saunders's Island, an island in the S. Pacific

ocean, discovered by Capt. Wallis, in 1767. Lon. 151. 4. W.
Lat. 17. 28. S.

SIRADIA, a town of Great Poland. Tt is 62 miles N. E. of
Warra, and 105 N. of Cracow. Lon. 18. 55. E. Lat. 51;
32. N.
SIRCAR, any oflfice under the government of Hmdoostan. It

is sometimes used for the state or government itself: also for a
province, or any number of Pergunnahs placed under one head
in the government-books, for conveniency in keeping ac-

counts.

SIRE was a tide of honour formerly given to the king of France
as a mark of sovereignty.

Sire, was likewise anciently used in the same sense with sieur

and seigneur, and applied to barons, gentlemen, and citi-

zens.

SIREN, in natural history, a genus of amphibia of the order
reptiles.
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reptiles, or of llu- order meantes, an order in^lituted by Linii:ius on
account ot thir, genu, ot animals alone. Body naked, with two
feet, and without a tail ; feet «itl) arms and nails.

b. Lacertina, or the Ell-shaped Sirem, is most nearly al-

lied to the lizard-tribe, hut differs from it in having only two feet,

and those armed with claws ; the body is shaped like an eel; its

colour is a dark lirown, speckled with white : it is often more than
two feet long, and iniiabils the stagnant waters of South Carolina

;

sometimes, however, quitting water for the land.

SIRENES, the Siren's, in fabulous history, were celebrated

. songstresses, who were ranked among tiie deniip'ids of anticiuitv.

Hyginus places their birth among the tonseciue es of the rape of
Proserpine. Ovitl makes them daughters of thi river-god Ache-
loiis by the Muse Calliope, or Melpomene. Their number was
three, and their names were Parthenope, (who gave its ancient
name to Naples,) Lygeia, and Leucosia ; or, as others say, Molpe,
Aglaophonos, and Thelxiope.
SIREX, in zoology, a genus of animals belongins to the class of

insects, and to the order of hymenoptera'. Mouth has two
strong jaws ; palpi or feelers two ; antenna- truncated ; firiform and
exsertcd, still', seriated sting; abdomen mucronated, sessile;

wings lanceolaled. There are 26 species, of which G. gigas is the
largest ; it exceeds the hornet, and is very voracious. ' See Plate
CXXXVI.

' SIRHIND, SERINDA, or SERINDE, a country of Hin-
dostan, N. ot Delhi.

S^RHI^fD, or Serixde, the capital of the above tcrritorv, 140
miles S. E. of Lahore, and 148 N. W. of Delhi.

SIRI, a inountain and town of Asia, in Thibet. Lon. 93. 45. E.
Lat. 28. 5. N.
SIRIAN, a sea-port-town of Asia, in Pegu, 72 miles S. of Pegu,

and 1 16 E. of Periaun.

SIRIASIS, [<riji:tiri;,] an inflammation of the brain and its mem-
brane, through an excessive heat of the sun.

SIRlK, a town of France, in the department of the Moselle,
and late duchy of Lorrain, seated on the Moselle, 14 miles S. E.
of Luxemburg.
SIRiNAGUR, an extensive rugged country of Asia, between

Huidoostan Pruper and Thibet; bounded on the N. and N. E.
bv the mountain^ of I'hibet; on thi- S. E. by Napaiil ; on the S.

by Rohilla ; on the S. W. by Delhi, and on the N. VV. by La-
hore.

SiRiNAGUR, the capital of the above country, 70 miles E. N. E
of Hurdwar, and 210 N. N. E. of Delhi.
SIRIUS, in astronomy, is a bright star in the constellation

Cams Major. See Astronomy.
SiRJUS Island, an islaiul in the S. -Pacific Ocean, about 18 miles

in circuit; Lon. 162. .30. E. Lat. 10. 52. S.

SIRMIUM, orSlRMlCH, a town of Sclavonia, capital of a

county so named, 42 miles S. E. ot E^seck, and 27 N. W. of Bel-
grade.' Lon, 20. 19. E. Lat. 45. 13. N.
SIKMOND, James, a learned French Jesuit, the son of a

magistrate, born ad Riom, in 1559. After stuijying at the college
of Billom, he joined liie society in 1576. In 15.SS, lie began (o

translate the works of the Gieek fathers, and to write Notes upon
Apollinari- Sidonius. In 1590, his general Aqiiaviva sent for him
to Rome to be bis Secretary ; which office he executed success-
fully for 16 years; visiting libraries, studying antiquities, and con-
sulting MSS. He also assisted Card. Bardisius in his Ecclesiasti-

cal Annals. He returned to Paris, in 160G; where he published
many works. Lewis XIII. appointed him his confessor, in 1637.
In 1645 he returned to assist at the election of a new general.
"He spent much of his time in collecting the works of i he writers

of the middle age, which he published with notes. His whole
work-; amounted to 1 5 vols, folio, of which li-ve are entiiely his own.
He died at Rome, 7 Oct. 1651, aged 92.

SIROCCO, or SCI ROC HO, a periodical wind whicb generally
blow> in Italy and D.ilmatia every year about Easter. It blow's

from the S. E. by E. it is attended with heat, but not rain; its or-
dinary period is 20 days, and it usually ceases at sunset.

SIROWY, a town of Hindoostan, in Agimere: 48 miles N.
W. of Cheitore, and 60 S. E. of Agimere. "Lon 74. 23. E Lat
S6. l.N.
SISON, Bastard Stone-Parsley ; in botany, a genus of

plants belonging lo the class pentaudria, aod oider digynia;
VOL. IV,—KQ. 197.

natural order, UmbellaUe. Fruit egg-shaped, streaked ; involucra
four-leaved. There are seven species.

SISSEG, a town of Croatia, on the Save ; 42 miles E. of Carl-
stadt, and 21 of Zagravia. Lon. Hi. 17. E. Lat. 46. 6. N.
SISSOPOLI, or SIZEBOLI, a town of European Turkey,,

in Romania, 25 miles S. of Mesembria, and 75 N. £. of Adria-'
nojile.

^

S13TERON, a town of France, in the department of the Lower
.'Mps, and late province of Provence; 30 miles N. E. of Apt, 35
S. \V. ot Embrun, and 45 N. E. of Aix.
SISTRUM, or CISTRUM, an ancient musical instrument used-

by the priests of Isis and Osiris.

SISYMBRIUM, Water-Cresses; in botany, a genus of
plants belonging to the class tetradynamia, and order siliquosa ;

natural order, Siliquoss. Siliqua, or pod, opens with valves some-
wluit straight; caly.\,and corolla expanded. 1 here are fifty-three-

species.

S. Nasturtium, Common Water-cress, grows on the brinks,
of rivulets and water-ditches. The leaves have from six to eight
pairs of smooth succulent and sessile pinns; the flowers are small
anil white, and grow in short spikes or tutts. The leaves have A-

moderately pungent taste, emit a quick penetrating smell, like
that of nnivtard-seed, but much weaker. Their pungent matter
is taken up both by watery and .spirituous menstrua, and accom-
panies the aqueous juice, which issues copiously upon expression.
It is very volatile, so as to arise in great part in distillation with
rectified spirit, as well as with water, and almost totally to exhale
in drying the leaves. W-ater-cresses obtain a place in the Materia
Medica tor the antiscorbutic qualities, which have been long very
generally acknowledged by physicians. They -dte also supposed
lo purify the blood and humours, and to open visceral obstructions.
I'hey are nearly allied to scurvygrass, but are more mild and.
pleasant, and for this reason are frequently eaten as salad. In the
pharmacopoeias the juice of this plant is directed with that of
scuivygrass and Seville oranges: and Dr. CuUeii has remarked,
llrat the addition of acids renders the juices of the plants; siliquosa

more certainly effectual, by determining them more powerfully lo-

an acescent fermentation.

SISYPHUS, in fabulous history, the son of iEolus and Enarete,
and brother of Alliamas and Salmoneus. He married Meropeone
of the Pleiades, who bore h:n) Glaucus. He built Ephyra in Pe-
loponnesus, called afterwards Corinth.

SISYRINCHIUM, in botany, a genus of plants belonging to

the class gynandria, and order triandria : natural order, EusatE.
Spatha is diphyllous ; petals two-leaved ; capsule three-celled, infe-

rior. There are six species.

SiTOPHYLAX, [viTo^)-jXa*, Gr. from <r.To,., corn, and <fu->.aS,.

keeper,] in aiiti<|Uity, an Athenian magistrate, who had the supers

intendence of the corn, and was to take care that nobody bought-
more than was necesiar for tlie provision ot his family.

SITTA, the Nuthatch, in ornithology, a genus belonging to

the class of aves, and order of pica;. Bill for the most part straight:

on the low-er m.indible there is a small angle ; nostrils small, co-
vered with bristles retlecte>l over them ; tongue short, horny at the
end, jagged ; toes placed Ihree forward and one backward ; the.

iiuddle-toe joined closely at die base to both the outermost : back
toe as large as the iiiitldle one. There are 1 1 species.

SITTINGBURN, a town of England, in Kent, U miles S. E.
of Roclie-.ter, 16 W. of Canterbury , and -iO E. by S. of LonaOH.

St rUS, in algebra and geometry, denotes the situation o: lines,

surfaces, &c.
SIVA, orSIlEEVAH, a name given by the Hindoos to the

Supreme Being, considered as the avenger or desiroyer.

SIVAN, in Jewish chronology, the third month of the Jewish
saered year, and 9th of their civil ; answering to part of our May
and June.

SI U.Vl, Water-Parsnep ; in botany, a genus of plants belong-
ing lothe class pent Ina, ant! order digynia: natural order, Um-
bellaf.1-. Frurt a lutle ovated, s reaked ; involucrum maiiy-leave<i

;

pi-uils heart-shaped. T here are 19 species.

SIVRAL, a town of France, in the department of Vienne, and
lite province Of Poitou ; se.ited on the Charente, 25 miles from
Poitiers.

SlUTCHEN, one of the Kurule Islands, in the North Pacifift

Ocean. Lou, 152. 5. E. L-at. 47. 30. N.
7 M SIWA,
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SIWA, SIWAH, orhlOUAH.a town in Egypt, W. of Alex-

j,

andria, built on a small fertile spot, smrounded on all sides by

desert land. Lon. 44. 54. E. Lat. L'9. 12. N.
SIWAS, a city of Asiatic Turkey, capital of a pachalic so

pained, in Caraniania, 375 miles E. "of Constantinople.

SIX CLERKS, officers in clianceiy of great account, next in

degree btlow the li? masters, wliose business is to enrol commi>-

sions, pardons, patents, warrants, &c. which pass the great seal,

and to transact and file all proceedings by bill, answer, &c. They
were anciently clcrici, and forfeited their places, if they married

;

but when the constitution of the court began to alter, a law was

made to permit them to marry. Statute 14 and 15 Henry
Vni. cap. S.

SIX NATIONS, Indians who live on the banks of theNiagara.

SIXTH, in music, one of the simple original concords, or

harnionical intervals. See Interval, and Music.
SIZAR, orSlZEU, \_sizatnr, h-d{'m,'\ an appellation by which

the lowest order of students in the universities of Cambridge and

Dublin are distinguished, is derived from the word Tosizi;, which

in Cambridge, in the language of the university, signities to get

any sort of victuals from the kitchen", which the students may want

in their own rooms, or in addition to their commons in the hall,

and for which they pay the cooks or butchers at the end of each

quarter. The sizars are divided into two classes, viz, subsizatorcs

or sizars, and sizatores, or proper sizars. The former are sup-

plied with commons from the table of the fellows and lellowconi-

moiiers ; and in former times, when these were more scanty than

they are now, they were obliged to supply the deficiency by siz-

ing, as is sometimes the case still. The proper sizars had formerly

no commons at all. In St. John's college ihey have now some
commons allowed them for dinner, from a benefaction, but they

are still obliged to size their suppers: in the other colleges they

are allowed a part of the fellow-commons, but must size tlie rest ;

and from being thus obliged to size (he whole or part of their

victuals, the whole order derived the name of sizars. In Ox-
ford, the order similar to that of sizar is denomin, ted servitor,

a name evidently derived from the menial duties which they per-

form.

SIZE, the name of an instrument used for finding the bigness of

fine round pearls. It consists of thin pieces or leaves, about two
inciies long, and half an inch broad, hastened together at one end

by a rivet. In each of these are round holes drilled of different

diameters.

SIZE is also a sort of paint, varnish, or glue, used by painters,

&c. The shreds and parings of leather, parchment, or vellum,

being boiled in water and strained, make size. This substance is

much used m many trades.

Size-Gold. To make gold-size, take gum animi and asphal-

tum, of each one ounce ; minium, litharge of gold, and amber, of

each hall an ounce : reduce all into a very fine powder, and add
to them four ounces of lin>eed-oil, and eight ounces of drying

oil : digest them over a gentle lire that does not flame, so

that tiie mixture may only simmer, but not boil ; lest it should

nm over and set the house on fire, stir it constantly with a

stick till all the ingredients are dissolved and incorporated, and do

Hot leave off stirring till it becomes thick and ropy ; after being

sufficiently boiled, let it stand till it is almost cold, and then strain

it through a coaise linen-cloth, and keep it for use.-^To prepare it

for working, put what quantity you please in a horse-niuscle-shell,

adding as much oil of turpentine as will dissolve it ; and making
it as thin as die bottcm of your secdlac-varnish, hold it over a

candle, and then strain it through a linen-rag into another shell ;

add to these as much vermillion as will make it of a darkish red ;

if it is too thick for drawing, you may thin it with some oil of tur-

pentine. The chief u-e of this size is for laying on metals.

Size, Silver. To make silver-size, take tobacopipe-clay in

f?ne powder, into which scrape some black-lead and a little Genoa
soap, and mix them all together with parchment-size as already
directed.

SIZRAN, 3 town of Russia, in Simbirskoe, on the Volga ; 72
miles S. of Simbirsk.

SIZUN, an island of France, in the department of Finisterre,

and late province of liritanny ; 8 miles from the coast, nearly level

with the water. Its chief j)ro(luce is barley.

SK.M.,OE, an island of Denmark, near the N. coasl of Laa-
Jind. Lon. 11. ?3. E. Lat. 5i. 1. N.

SKANDERI50RG, a town of Denmark in N. Jutland, 10
miles S. S. '>V. of Aaihuus. Lon. 9. 54. E. Lat. 56. 55. N.
SICANOR, a town of Sweden, in Skone, 20 miles S. S. \V. of

Lund. Lon. 12. 49- E. Lat. 53. 24. N.
SKAR, orSKARA, an ancient city of Sweden, formerly the

capital of W. Gothland, 5 miles from Lake Wenner, and 17 N. E.
ot Faleoping. Lon. 14. 0. E. Lat. 58. 16. N.
SK.'VriNG, an exercise on ice, both graceful and healthy.

Akhough the ancients were remarkable for their dexterity in most
of the athlrlic sports, yet skating seems to have been unknown to

them. !t may therefore be con^idered as a modern invention ;

and probably it derived its origin in Holland, where it was prac-

tised, not only as a gracelul and elegant amusement, but as an ex-
peditious mode of travelling when the lakes and canals were frozen

up during winter. In Holland long journeys are made upon skates

with ease and expedition ; but in general less attention is there paid

to graceful and elegant movements, than to the expedition and
celerity of what is called journey-skating. It is only in those

countries where it is considered as an amusement, that its graceful

attitudes and movements can be studied ; and there is no exercise

whatever better calculated to set off the human figure to advantage.

The acquirement of most exercises may be attained at an advanced
period of life ; but to become an expert skat<'r, it is necessary to

begin the practice of the art at a very early age. It is difiicult to

reduce the art of skating to a system, it is principally by the

imitation of a good skater that a young practitioner can form his

own practice. The English, though often remarkable for feats of

agility upon skates, are very deficient in gracefulness ; which Is

partly owing to the construction of the skates. They are too

much curved in the surface which embraces the ice, consequently

they involuntarily bring the users of them round on the outside

upon a quick and small circle ; whereas the skater, by using

skates of a dillerent construction, less curved, has the coniniand

of his stroke, and can enlarge or diminish the circle according to

his own wish. Edinburgh has produced more instances of elegant

skaters than perliaps any other city or country whatever ; and the

institution of a skating club about 50 years ago, has contributed

much to the improvement of this elegant amusement. A gentle-

man ot that club, who has made the practice and improvement of

sk.iting his particular study, gives the following instructions to be.,

ginners. Those wlio wish to be prolicieiits should begin at an early

period of liic ; and endeavour to throw off the fear which always
attends the coinmencement of an apparently hazardous amuse-
ment. They will soon acquire a facility of moving on the inside :

when they have done this, they must endeavour to acquire the

movement on the outside of the skates ; which is nothing more
than tlirowing themselves upon the outer edge of the skate, and
making the balance of their body tend towards that side, which will

necessarily enable them to form a semicircle. In this, much
assistance may be derived from ])lLitlng a bag of le.id-shot in the

pocket next to the loot employed in making tlie outside-stroke,

which will produce an artificial poise of the body, which afterwards

will become natural by practice. At the commencement of the

outsidc-jtroke, the knee of the employed limb should be a little

bended, and gradually brought to a rectilineal position « lien the
stroke is completed. When the practitioner becomes expert in

forming the semicircle with both feet, he is then to join them to-

gether, and proceed progressively and alternately with both feet,

which will carry him forward with a graceful movement. Care
should be taken to use very little muscular e.vertion, for the im-
pelling motion should proceed from the mecliawical impulse of tha
body thrown into such a position as to regulate the stroke. At
taking the outside-stroke, the body ought to be thrown forward
easily, the unemployed limb kept in a direct line with the body,
and the face and the eyes directly looking forward: the unem-
ployed foot ought to be stretched towards t!.-e ice with the

toes in a direit line with the leg. In the time of making
the curve, the body must be gradually, and almost imper-
ceptibly, raised, and the unemployed limb brought in the same
manner forward ; so that, at finishing the curve, the body will

bend a small degree backward, and the unemployed foot will be
about two inches before the other, ready to embrace the ice and
form a correspondent curve. The muscular moTement of the

whole body must correspond with the movement of the skate, and
should be regulated so as to be almost imperceptible to the spec-

tators. Particular attention should be paid la carrying round the

7 Iteai
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hcail and ryes with a regular and imperceptible motion ; lor notliing

so nmcli diminishes the grace and elegance of sUating as sudden
jerks and exertions, which are too frequently used by the gene-

rality of skaters. I'he management of the arms likewise deserves

attention. There is no mode of disposing of them more gracefully

in skating outside, than folding llie hands into each other, or using

a mulil'.

SKKLETON, in astronomy, the dried bones of any animal
joined together by wires, or by the natural ligament dried, so

as lo shew theirposition.when the creature was alive. SeeANATOMY.
. SKERKIE.S, a name applied to certain low rockv islands,

among the Northern and Western Isles of Scotland and Ireland.

SK1D.S, or SKEEDS, in sea-language, are long compassing
pieces of timber, notched below so as to lit closel)' upon the wales,

extending from the main-wale lo the top of the side, and retained

in this position by bolts or spike-nails.

SKIFF, a vessel resembling a yawl, usually employed for pass-

ing rivers.

oKILSKIOER, a sea-port of Denmark, in Zealand, 38 miles

S.
^Y•

of Copenhagen. Lon. 11. 27. E. Lat. 55. 16. N.
- SKIMMIA, in botanv, a genus of the monogynia order, and
tetraiidria class of plants ; natural order Personaiae. Calyx four-

parted
; petals four, concave ; berry four-seeded. There is but

one species, viz. S. japonica, a native of Japan, near Nagasaki.
SKIP TON, a.town of England, in the West Riding of York-

shire, 41 miles S. by E. of Richmond, and 231 N. by W. of

London.
SKIRMISH, in war is a slight engagement between small

parties, without any regular order.

Skirmish Bay, the name given by Lieutenant Brougliton to

a bay in an island, which was discovered by iiim in lat. 43" 48' S.

and lon. 183° E.
SKIVE, a town of Denmark, in North Jutland, 15 miles N. W.

of Viborg. Lon. 8. 55. E. Lat. 56.41. N.
SKOIIAM, and SKOMAR, two islands of S. Wales, near the

\V. coast of Pembrokeshire. Lon. 5. 17. W. Lat. 51. 41. N.
SKULL, or CRANIUM. See Anatomy.
SKY, the blue expanse of air or atmosphere. For the reason

of its concave figure, see Optics. With respect to the blueness
of the sky, M. de la Hire, after Leonardo da Vinci, observes,

that any black body, viewed through a thin white one, gives the

sensation of blue ; and this he assigns as the reason of the blueness

of the sky, the immense depth of which, being wholly devoid of

light, is viewed through the air illuminated and whitened by the

sun. For the same reason, he adds, it is, that soot mixed with

white makes a blue ; for white bodies, being always a little trans-

parent, and mixing themselves with a black behind, give the per-

ception of blue. From the same principle he accounts for the

blueness of the veins on the surface of the skin, though the blood

they are filled with be a deep red; for red, he observes, unless

viewed in a clear, strong light, appears a dark brown, bordering

on black ; being then in a kind ot obscurity in the veins, it must
have the effect of a black; and this, vieweil through the membrane of

the vei[i and the white skin, will produce (he perception of blueness.

In the same way did many of the early WTiters account for the phe-
nomenon of a blue sky ; but, in the explanation of this pha;no-

menon. Sir Isaac Newton observes, that all the vapours, when
they begin to condense and coalesce into natural particles, become
first of such a bigness as to reflect the azure rays, before they can
constitute clouds of any other colour. This, therefore, being the

first colour which lliey begin to reflect, must be that of the finest

and most transparent skies, in which the vapours are not arrived to

a grossness sufficient to reflect other colours. M. Bouguer, with-

out having recourse to the vapours diffused through the atmo-
sphere, in order to account for the reflection of the blue-making
rays, ascribes it to the constitution of the air itself, whereby these

fainter- coloured rays are incapable of making their way through
any considerable tract of it.

Sky, in geography, one of the greatest of the Western Islands

of Scotland, so called from Skianach, which in the Erse dialect

signihes winged, because the two promontories of Valerness and
Troternish, by which it is bounded on the N. W. and N. E. are

supposed to resemble wings. It lies between the shire of Ross and
the W, part of Lewis. The surface of this island is mountainous

;

seme mountaius are so high as to be covered with snow on the top

at midsummer ; in general, their sides are clothed with heath anil

gras?, which afford good pasturage for sheep and black catlli-.

Between the mountains there are some fertile valleys, and tha

greater part of the land towards the sea-coast is plain and arable.

SKYROCKETS. See Pyrotechny.
SLAB, the outside sappy plank or board sawed off from the

sides of a timber-tree.

Slab-Line, in sea-language, a small cord passing up behind a

ship's main-sail or fore-sail and being reeved through a bicck at-

tached to the lower part of the yard, is thence transmitted in two
branches to the foot of the sail, to which it is fastened.

SLACK WATER, in sea-language, denotes the interval be-

tween the flux and reflux of the tide, or between the last of the

ebb and the first of the flood, during which the current is inter-

rupted, and the water apparently leinains in a state of rest.

SLANEY, an ancient city of Bohemia, with a castle, formerly

very flourishing, 18 miles N. W. of Prague. Lon. 18. 27. E.
Lat. 50. 16. N.
SLATE, [stegania,'] a stone of a compact texture and lami-

nated structure, splitting into fine plates. This stone constitutes a

part of many mountains. Its structure is slaty. Its texture foli-

ated. Fracture splintery. Fragments often tabular. Lustre most
commonly silky. Specific gravity fiom 2-67 lo 2.88. Does not

adhere to the tongue. Gives a clear sound when struck. Streak
white or grey. Colour most commonly grey, with a shade of
blue, green, or black ; sometimes purplish, yellowish, mountain-
green, brown, bluish-black ; sometimes striped or spotted with a

darker colour than the ground. It is composed, according to Kir-

wan, of silica, alumina, magnesia, lime, and oxide of iron. In some
varieties the lime is wanting. Several varieties contain a consider-

able quantity of carbonaceous matter.

Slave Coast, a country of Africa adjoining to the Gold Coast
and Ivory Coast, and situated between these and Benin ; compre-
hending the kingdoms of Ardra, Popo, Koto, Whidah, &c. In
politics, religion, customs, and manners, the natives greatly re-

semble those of the Gold Coast.

Slave Falls, a beautiful cataract of North America, in the

river Winnepig, 100 yards broad, and 20 feet high. Lon. 95. 20,

W. Lat. 50. 6. N.
Slave Lake, a very extensive lake in the N. W. part of

North America, above 200 miles long, and about 12 broad. The
centre of this lake lies in about Lon. 115. 0. W. Lat. 61. 20. N.
SLAVERY, is a word, of which, though generally understood,

it is not easy to give a proper definition. An excellent moral

writer has defined it to be " an obligation to labour for the benefit

of the master, without the coniract or consent of the servant."

But may not he be properly called a slave who has given up
his freedom to discharge a debt which he could not otherwiso

pay, or who has thrown it away at a game at hazard ? In

ma'ny nations debts have been legally discharged in this man-
ner; and among the ancient Germans, such was the universal ar-

dour for gaming, that it was no uncommon thing for a man, after

having lost at play all his other property, to stake, on a single

throw of dice, himself, his wife, and his children. Tar. de Mor.
Germ. That persons who have thus lost their liberty are slaves,

will hardly be denied; and surely the infatuated gamester is a

slave by his own contract. The debtor too, if he was aware of

the law, and contracted debts larger than he could reasonably ex-

pect to be able to pay, may justly be considered as having come
under an obligation tu labour for the benefit of a master with his

own consent ; for every man is answerable for all the known con-

seipitnces of his voluntary actions. This definition of slavery

seems to be defective as well as inaccurate. A man may be under

an obligation to labour through life for the benefit of a master, and
yet that master have no right lo dispose of him by sale, or in any
other way to make him the property of a third person ; but the

word slave, as used among us, always denotes a perr.on who may
be bought and sold like a beast in the market. Cicero definet

slavery to be "the obedience of a degraded and abject mind,

which has no will of its own." In its original sense, indeed, the

word slave was of the same import with noble, illustrious; but vast

numbers of the people called Slavi, among whom it had that signi-

fication, being, in the decline of the Roman empire, sold by their

countrymen lo the Venetians, and by them dispersed over all Eu- .

rope, the word slave tame to denote a person in the lowest state
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of servitiifle, who was considered as the ab>oh\to property of bis

master. As notliing can be more evident than that all men have,

by the law of nature, an e(nial right to lite, liberty, the produce of

their own labour, and the property of their own persons, it is not

easy to conceive what can have first led one part of them to ima-

gine that they had a right to enslave another. Inecjualities of

rank are indeed inevitable in civil society; and from them results

that servitude which is founded in contract, and is of temjiorary

duration. See Moral Philosophy. He who has much pro-

perty has many things to attend to, and must be disposed to hire

persons to assist and serve him ; while those who have little or no
properly must be equally willing to be hired for that purpose.

And it the masler be kind, and the servant faithful, they will both

be happier in this connection than they could have been out of it.

But from a state of servitude, where the slave is at tlie absolute

disposal of his master in all things, and may be transferred without
his own consent from one proprietor to another, like an ox or an

ass, happiness must be for ever banished. How then came a traf-

fic so 'innatural and unjust as that of slaves to be originally intro-

duced into the world? The common answer to this o|ne>;ion is,

that it took its rise among savages, who, in their frequent war^
with each oll-.er, either massacrecl their captives in cold blooil, or

condemned them to perpetual slavery. In support of this opinion

it is urged, that the Latin word servus, which signifies not a hired

servant, but a slave, is derived from serviire, to preserve ; and that

such men were called servi, because they were captives whose lives

were preserved on the condition of their becoming the property of

the victor. That slavery had its origin from war, we think ex-

tremely probable, nor are we inclined to controvert this etymology
of the word servus; but the traffic in men prevailed almost uni-

versally long before the Latin language or Roman name was lieard

of; and there i< no good evidence that it began amongsavages. The
word 12y. in the Old Testament, which, in our version, is render-

ed servant, signifies literally a slave, either born in the family or

bought with money, in contradistinction to "l'2», which denotes a

lured servant: and as Noah makes use of me word lay in the

curse which he denounces upon Ham and Canaan immediately
after the deluge, it would appear that slavery had its origin before

that event. If so, there can be little doubt but that it began
among those violent persons whom our translators have called

giants, though the original word q>73J literally signifies assaulters

of others. Those wretches seem first to have seized upon women,
whom tliey forcibly compelled to minister to their pleasures; and
from this kind of violence the progress was natural to that by
which they enslaved their weaker brethren among the men, ob-
liging them to labour for their bi-nefit without allowing them wages.
SLAWKAW, or AUSTERLITZ, a town of Moravia, capital

of a circle ^o named. Lon. Ifi. 57. E. Lat. 49. S. N.
SLEAFOKD, a town of England, in Lincolnshire ; 18 miles

S. of Lincoln, and 115 N. of London. Lon. 0. 21. W. Lat.
53. 1. N.
SLEDGE, a kind of carriage without wheels, for the convey-

ance of very weighty things, as hu^e stones, &c. This i^ also

the name of a large smith's hammer, to be used with both hands.

Of this there are two sorts; the uphand-sledge,' which is used by
under workmen, when the work is not of the larger sort ; it is

tised with both the hands before, and they seldom raise it higher

than their head; but the other, which is called the about-sledge,

and which is used for battering or drawing out the largest

work, is held by the handle with both hands, and swung round
over their heads at their arm's end, to strike as hard a blow as

they can.

SLEEP, in physiology, is that state of the body in which,
though the vital functions continue, the senses are not alTected by
the ordinary impressions of external objects. See Dreams, Me-
DiciVE, and Physiology.
SLEEPEKS, in a ship, timbers lying before and aft in the bot-

tom of the ship, as the rungheads do : the lowermost of them is

bolted to the rung-heads, and the uppermost to the futtocks and
lungs.

SLEEP-WALKER, one who walks in his sleep. Many in-

stances might be related of persons who were addicted to this

practice. A remarkable instance was published from a report

made to the Physical Society of Lausanne, by a committee of

gentlemen appoiiiteU to examine a young man who was accus-

tomed to walk in his sleep. " 'I'he disposition to sleep-walking

seems, in the opinion of this committee, to depend on a particular

affection of the nerves, which bolh seizes and <|uits the patient

during sleep. Under the influence of this allection, the imagina-

tion represents to him the ol)jecls that struck him while awake,
with as much force as if they really affected his senses ; but docs

not make him perceive any of those that are actually preseuted to

his senses, except in so far as they are connected with the dreams
which engross him at the time. If, during this state, the imagina»

tlon has no delermined purpose, he receives the impression of ob-

jects as if he were awake; only, however, when the imagination

IS excited to bend its attention towards them. The perceptions

oi)tained in this state are very accurate, and, when once received,

the imagination renews them occasionally with as much force as if

they were again acquired by means of the senses, l^astly, these

academicians suppose, tlua the impressions received during this

state of the senses disappear entirely when the pereon awakes, and
do not return till the return of the same dispdsition in tlie nenfous
system. Their remarks were made on the Sieur Devand, a lad

thirteen years and a half old, who lived m the town of Vevey, and
who was subject to that singular affection or disease called Som-
nambulism, or sleep-walking. No adequate rea'-on, however, has

been given for this singular affection in some individuals ; for the

actions they perform are done with an address not exceeded by
those they execute when tully possessed of their sense;, whereas
in this slate it is evident tiiey are not at all itssisted by them.
SLEIGHl' OF HAND. Sec LEGKRDE^fAI^J.
SLESWICK, or SOUIH JU'lLAM), a duchy in the pro-

vince of Gultorp, al)out 100 miles in len;^th, and 00 m breadth..

It is bounded on the N. by Noitii Jutland, on the E. by the Bal-
tic Sea, on the S. by Holsiein, and on the \\ . by the ocean.
Sleswick, a town of Denmark, and capital of the above duchv;'

60 miles N. W. of Lubeck, and 125 S. VV. of Copenhagen. Lon.
10. 0. E. Lat. 54. 40. N.
SLIDING RULE, a mathematical instrument, serving to work

questions in gauging, measuring, S;c. without the use of compasses;
merely by the slid .ig of the parts of the instrument one by ano-
ther, the lines and divisions wliereof give the answer by inspec-
tion. This instrument is variously contrived, and applnd by va-
rious authors, particularly Everard, Coggesliall, Gunter, Hunt,
and Partridge ; but the most common and ULeful are those of
Everard and Coogeshall. See Guaging-Rod, Geometry, and
Logarithmic Lines.
SLIGO, a county in the province of Connaught, Ireland, 35

miles in lengtli, and as much in breadth; bounded on the E. by
that of Leitrim, on the W. by that of Mayo, on the N. and N.VV.
by the western ocean, and on the S. and S. W. by Roscommon
.uid Mayo. It contains 5970 houses, 41 purishes, 6 baronies, 1

borough, and sends 3 members to parliament, 2 for the county,
and 1 for the borough.

Slico, tlie only market-town in the above county, is seated on
a bay so named, 30 miles W. of Killala, and 1 10 N. E. of Dub-
lin. Lon. 8. 26. W. Lat. 54. 13. N.
SLING, an instrument fur casting stones with great violence.

The inhabitants of the Balearic islands were famous in antiquity
for the de.vterous management of the sling.

SLINGING, is used variously at scaV but chiefly for Iioistin"

up casks or other heavy things with slings, i. e. contrivances of
ropes spliced into- themselves at either end, with one eye big
enough to receive the cask, or whatever is to be slung.

Slinging a Man overboatid, to stop a leak in a ship, is done
thus: the man is trussed up about the middle in a piece of canvas,
and a rope to keep him from sinking, wiUi his arms at liberty, a
mallet in one hand, and a plug, wrapped in oakum and well tarred
in a tar-pawling clout, in the other, which he is lo beat with all

dispatch into the hole or leak.

SLOANJE, Sir Hans, Bart, an eminent physician and natu-
ralist, was of Scottish extraction, his fatlier, Alexander Sloane,
being at the head of that colony of Scots which king James I. set-

tleil in the north of Ireland, where he was born, at Killieagh, on
the 16th of April 1660. He studied in London, where he con-
tracted an intimacy with Boyle and Ray, and alterwanls went to
Paris and attended tlie lectures of Tournefort and Du Virnev.
He returned to London in 16S4, and became a favourite with Dr.
Sydenham, who look him into his house. The same )ear he «as

chusta
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chosen a fellow of the Royal Society, and in 1687 admitted of the

College of Pliysicians. About this time he went to Jamaica with

the duke of Albemarle, governor of that island, and though Dr.
Sloane resided there only fifteen months he made a collection of

not less than eight hundred dilTcrcnt plants. On his return in

J689 he settled in London, and in 1C94 was chosen physician to

Christ's Hospital. The preceding year he was elected secretary

to the Uoval Society, when he revived the publication of the Phi-
losophical Transactions. He was also active in promoting the

plan of a dispensary for the poor. In 1707 he publlslied tlie first

volume of his History of Jamaica, but the second di<l not appear
till I7'i5. In 170S he was elected a member of the Academy of

Sriciices at Paris, and on the accession of George 1. created a ba-

ronet. In 1719 he was elected president of tlie C;ollege of Physi-

cians, as he was of the Royal Society, on the deatli of Newton.
8ir Hans died at Chelsea in 175 2. His magnificent cabinet of

curiosities was purchased by parliament for 20,000/. and placed in

the British museum. Several of his papers are in the Philosophi-
cal Transactions.

Sl.O.'iNEA, the Sappodiu,o Tree; in botany, a genus of
plants belona,ing to the class polyandria, and order nionogyuia;
natural oriler, AnuMitacea-. Corolla fire-petalcd; calyx five-

leaved, decidiKnis; stigma perforated ; berry coiticosc, echinated,
gaping. niaiiy-see<le<l. There are three species.

.SLOOP, a vessel furnished with only one mast, the mainsail of
\iiilch is attached to a galf'above, or to tlie mast on its foreaiost
edge, and to a long boom below, by wliich it is occasionally shift-

t:d to either (juarter.

Si.oor OF A\'ar, is a name given to the smallest vessels of war
except cutters. They are either rigged as ships or snows.
SLOOTEN, a town of Batavia, in the department of the Eems,

late province of Erieseland, and territory of Westergoe, 10 miles
S. oS Bolfwaert. Loii. 5. 26. E. Lat. 52. 55. N.
SLOT, in the sportsman's language, is used to express the mark

of the foot (.f a stag or other animal proper for the chacc in the
clay or earth, by whicli they are able to guess when the animal
passed, and which way he went.
SLOTH, in zoolog'y' See BradyPus.
SLOUUH, a deep muddy place.

Slovgh, is also used for the damp of a coal'pit.

Slough ok a Wild Boak, is the bed, soil, or mire, wherein he
wallows, or iii wliich he lies in the day-time.
SLUCZK, or SLUCK, a town of Lithuania, capital of a duchy

so named; 72 miles S. E. of Minski, and 70 S. of Novogrodeck.
Lon. 27. 44. E. Lat. 53. 2. N.
SLCC, Naked Snail. See Limax, These reptiles are des-

titute of shells, having four fcelei-s placed above the mouth, and
which are protruded, or drawn in, at pleasure: they move at a
very slow pace; and, from the clamminess of their skin, leave
slimy shining inarks wherever they pass. Slugs infest gardens and
fields, where they do great damage ; particularly if ihe land be
stocked with lettuces, cabbages, or turnip;. Hence it has been
recommended, to strew the ground witli lime in the evening, at

the rate of filteen bushels per acre; bv which evpedient they will

be completely destroyed; as they advance from tiieir hiding places
during the night, in quest of food. These vermin may also be
exterminated, by admitting poultry to the ground infested with

them. But, as many husbandmen have not an opportunity of
liming their fields or gardens ; or of keeping a sufficient stock of
geese, fowls, ducks, &c. for this purpose, we think it useful to ob-
serve, that they may be effectually reduced in number, bv the
simple expedient of collecting them by the hand, wlien peranibu-
lating the ground very early in the morning, especially during
cloudy and damp weather. 'J"he destruction of these vermin may',

fcriher, be facilitated by strewing withered leaves, or the puliescent
stalks, of cabbages and turnips, on the surface ; as they devour the
latter with avidity. One of the most expeditious liiodes, how
ever, of extirpatiiu; slugs, is that communicated by captain Shank,
to the Bath and West of England Society; and which is inserted

in the eighth volume of their Letters and Papers. He directs a

sufficient quantity of coal-tar to be poured into a barrel, and to till

the vessel with water, which must be suffered to stand for two or

three days; when it will become powerfully impregnated ; and, if

poured on the vermin, will kill lliem instantaneously. He farther

observes that, if such tar-water be sprinkled on the ia.id, by means
VOL, IV.—NO. 197.

of a watering-pot, both before and after sowing, it will infallibly

prevent their depredations.

SLUICE, a frame of timber, stone, or otbcr matter, serving to

retain and raise the water of a river, &c. and on occ.ision to let it

pass. Such is the sluice of a mill, which slops and collects the

water of a rivulet, &c. to let it fall at length in the greater plenty

upon the mill-wheel 1 such also are those used as vents or drains

to discliarge water off land. And such are the sluices of Flanders,

&c. which serve to prevent the water of the sea from ovcrtlowiiii;

the lower lands. Sometimes there is a kind of canal inclosed be-

tween two gates or sluices, in artificial navigations, to save the

svater, and render the passage of boats equally easy and safe, up-

wards and downwards, as in the sluii.es of Bi iare in France, wIHch
are a kind of massive walls built parallel to each other, at the

distance of twenty or twenty-four teet, closed with strong gates at

each end, between whith is a kind of canal or chamber, consider-

ably longer llian broad; wherein a vessel being inclosed, the wa-

ter is let out at the lirst gate, by which the vessel is rai>e(t filteen

or sixteen feet, and passed out of this canal into another much
higher. By such means a boat is conveveil out of the Loire into

the Seine, though the ground between them rise above 150 feet

higher than either of those rivers. (See Canai.) Sluices are

made dilTerent ways, according to the use lor whicii tiicy are in-

tended: when they serve for navigation, tliey are wltii two gates,

presenting an angle t^ vards the stream ; when they are made neat

the sea, two pair of gates are made, the one to keip tlie water out

and the other in, as occasion requires: in this case, the gates to-

wards the sea present an angle that way, and the others the con-

trary i and the space inclosed by those gates is called the cham-
ber. When sluices are made in the ditches of the fortress, to keep

up the water in some parts, instead ot gates, shutters are made
to slide up and down in grooves ; and when they are made to raise

an inundation, they are then shut by means ot square timbers let

down in cullises, so as to lie close and tirm.

Sl^UR, in music, a mark like the arch of a circle, drawn from

one note to another, comprehending tw o or more notes in the

same or dilferent degrees.

SLUTTELBURG, a town of Russia, in the government of

Petersburg, on the south bank of Lake Ladoga, 30 miles E. of

Petersburg. Lon. 31. 20. E. Lat. GO. 0. N.
SLUYS, a town of Batavia, in the department of the Meuse,

and late province of Dutch Flanders, opposite the island of Cad-
sand, with a good harbour, 10 miles N. of Bruges.

S.MACK, a vessel commonly rigged as a sloop or hoy, used

in the coasting or fishing trade, or as a lender in the king's ser-

vice.

SMALAND, or SMOLAND, a province of Sweden, bounded

on the N. by E. Gothland, E. by the Baltic, S. by Schonen and
Bleckingia, and W. by W. Gothland. It is about 1 12 miles long,

and 62 broad. Calniar is the capital.

SMALCALD,SMALKALU,orSMALKALDEN,atown of

Germany, in Franconia, and in tlye county ot Henneberg, 25 miles

S.W. of'Erford, and 50 N.VV. of B.unbcrg.

S.\IALLAGE, 111 botany. See Apium.
SMALT, a kind of metallic glass of a dark blue colour, which,

wlien levigated, appears of a most heautilul colour ; and if it could

be made sufBciently fine, wotild be an exctllcnl succrdancum for

ultramarine, as not only resisting all kinds of weather, but even

the most violent fires.

S.MARDEN, a town of England, 10 miles SJv. of Maidstone,

and 5t) E.S.E. of London. Lon. 0. 43. £. Lat. 51. 11. N.
S.M EATON, John, F.R.S. an eminent civil engineer, was

born at Asthorpe, in Yorkshire, in 172-1. He was intended for the

law by his father, who was an attorney ; but at his ow n request he.

was placed under a mathematical inslrumenl-iiiaker. In 1753 he

became a fellow of tlie Royal Society, and in 1 759 lie obtained llie

gold-medal for his paper on " The Natural Powers of \^'ind and

Water to turn Mills and other Machines depending on a Circular

Motion." Being appointed to ri.build the Edvslone light-house

he completed it in a manner beyond expectation, and it may
be justly pronounced a woik unparalleled in its kind. He pub-

lished a curious account of this structure and its history in one vo-

lume folio. He was also the auhor of an Account of the Im-

provements in Ramsgale Harbour, which were conducted by him.

Mr. Smeaton died in 179.'.
. „, ,

7 M SMELL,
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SMELL, Odour, with regard to the organ, is an impression

made on the nose by lillle particles continually exhaling from

odorous bodies. VVKh regard to the object, it is the figure and

disposition of odorous effluvia, which, slicking on the organ, ex-

cite the sense of smelling : and with regard to the soul, it is the per-

c eption of the impression of the object on the organ, or the atTec-

tion in the soul resulting therefrom. See AtJATOMY, and Meta-
VHYSICS.
SMELLIE, William, F.R.S.E. a late eminent and learned

Scottish printer, of \vho^e birth, eviucation, age, &c. we can give

no accotmt, as his surviving friends have reserved every interest-

ing particular respecting hijn to be published in a large work en-

tirely dedicated to liis biogr.iphy. We can therefore only mention

i lew fncts consistent with our knowledge. After he had com-
menced business in Edinburgh, he was inucli patronized by the

late learned lord Karnes, who not only introduced him to his lite-

rary friends in general, but recommended him to the University of

Edinburgh as their printer. In 17S0, when the earl of Buchan
founded the Royal Society of Scottish Antifiuaries, he associated

Mr. Smellie as a member, and appointed him printer of its jour-

nals and transactions. A few years afterw ards, on the death of James
Cummyng, est), secretary to that society, Mr. Smellie was iinani-

niouslv elected secretarv, and keeper of its museum of natural liis-

tory, antiquities, 8cC.. Of his admission as a member of tlie Royal

Society of Edinburgh, a society instituted nearly about the same
time with the Antiquarian ; we neither know the date, nor indeed

the certaint\, of the fact, wliich we mention only upon the autho-

rity of Dr. John Watkins, who, in his Biographical and Historical

Diction-.i'-y, stvles him " fellow" of it. Mr. Smellie published

sevcrsil learned works ; particularly the Philosophy of Natural

History, in one vol. 4to. and translated Buflbn's Natural Hi-tory

As a member of society, Mr. Smellie was a kind father, a warm-
hearted friend, and a social companion. As to opinions in reli-

gion and philosophy, his sentiments were tinctured with the scep-

ticism of the age, as appears from his writings: and some of his

philosophical opinions, p.irticularly his theory respecting in-

stinct and the passions, have been severely and justly censured by
the reverend and learned Dr. Uleig. He died at Edinburgh,

June 24, 1795.

S.MELLING, the act whereby we perceive smells, or whereby
we become sensible of odorous bodie-^, by means of certain efflu-

via thereof; which striking on the olfactory organs briskly enough
to have their impulse propagated to the brain, excite a sensation in

the sou!. The principal organs of smelling are the nostrils and the

oltactory nerves; the minute ramifications of which last are distri-

i)uted throughout the whole concave of the former. See Anatomy.
SMELTING, in nietaihirgy, the fusion or melting of the ores

of metals, in order to separate the metalline part from the earthy,

stony, and other parts See Metallurgy.
SMILAX, Rough Bi.sdweed ; in botany, a genus of plants

belonging to the class direcia, and order hexandria ; natural order

Sarmentacea;. Calyx si.x-leaved ; corolla none : female, styles

three ; berry three-celled ; seeds two. There are 23 species.

S. Sarsaparilla, affords tlie sarsaparilla-root, is the most va-

luable, and has stems of the thickness of a man's finger; they are

jointed, triangular, and be^et with crooked spines. The leaves

are alternate, smooth, and shining on the upper side ; on the other

side are three nerves or costs, with sundry small crooked spines.

Tiie tlowcr is yellow, mi.xeil with red. The fruit is a black berry,

containing several brown seeds. Sarsaparilla delights in low-

moist grounds, and near the banks of rivers. The roots run su-

perficially under the surface of the ground. The gatherers have
only to loosen the soil a little, and to draw out the long fibres

with a wooden hook. In this manner they proceed till the whole
root is got out. It is then cleared of the mud, dried, and made
into bundles. The sensible qualities of sarsaparilla are mucilagin-
ous and farinaceous, with a slight degree of acrimony. The latter,

however, is so slight as not to be perceived by many ; and we are

apt to believe that its medicinal powers may tairly be ascribed to

its demulcent and farinaceous qualities.

SMITH, Adam, LL. D an eminent writer, was born in Kir-
ka'dy, in Scotland, ia ITl'S. He received his education first at

Kirkaldy school, and afterwards at the university of Glasgow,
where he became professor of logic and moial philosopliy, and
took his degree of doctor of laws.

" In 175'J, by the publication of

his Theory of Moral Sentiments, 8vo. he acquired a reputation,

which was greatly heightened and extended by his Enquiry into

the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations, printed in 1766»

4to. and several times since in 3 vols. Svo. Not long after the

publication of this work he was appointed a commissioner of the

customs in Scotland. Dr. Smith was the intimate friend of Hume,
and published an Apology for his Lii'e, which was severely but

justly animadverted on by Dr. Home for its atheistical sentiments.

He died in 179(i. A volume ot his posthumous essays has been
printed.

Smith, Thomas, D. D. an eminently learned English divine,

born in London, in lti38, and admitted ot Queen's College, Ox-
ford, in 1637. In lt)fi3, he was made master of a free school near

Magdalen college; and, in I6t56, was elected a fellow, being now
famed for his skill in the oriental languages. In June Iti68, he
went as chaplain to Sir Daniel Harvey, ambassador to Constanti-

nople, and returned tl.ence in 1671. In 1676, he travelled into

France, and on his return became chaplain to Sir Joseph William-

son, Secretary of State. In 1679, it was proposed that he should

collate and translate the Alexandrian Manuscript of the Bible, (see

Septuagin't,) and Charles II. promised him a benefice for it

;

but this excellent design was never executed. His reputation was
high among the learned. In 16S3, he graduated. In 1637, he

was made prel>endary of Ileyghbury, W'ilts. In August 16S8, he

was deprived of his fellowship by 'Dr. GilTard, the popish presi-

dent, but restored in October; yet afterwards he lost it, upon re-

fusing to take the oaths to William and Mary. He died at Lon-
don, May 11, 1710. He published four letters in Latin, which

he translated afterwards, intituled, 1. Remarks on the Manners,

Religion, and Government, of the Turks ; Svo. 167S. 0. An Ac-
count of the Greek Church; Eng. and Lat. Svo. 16S(). 3. A
Life of CaiiKlen; Lat. 4to. 1691- 4. VitK Quorundam Eruditis-

simorum et lUustriura Virorum; 4to. 1707; with many other

learned tracts.

SMIl HERY, the art of a s.iiilh, by which iron is wrought into

any shape bv means of fire, hammering, filing, &c.

'SMITHFIELD, a town of Virginia, in Wight county; 63
miles E. by S. of Petersburg, and 85 S. E. of Richmond.
S.VliTHIA, in botany, a genus of the decandria order, and dia-

delphia class of plants ; natural order, Papihonacese. Calyx one-

leafed, bilabiate; corolla winged; legumen inclosed in the calyx,

with three or four joints, and contaiuing as many seeds, which are

smooth, compressed, and kidney-shaped. There is only one
species.

SMITH'S ISLAND, an island in the South Pacific Ocean, dis-

covered by lieutenant Ball. Lon. 161. 54. E. Lat. 9. 44. S.

S.mith's Point, a cape of the United States, opposite Point

Lookout, on the S. bank of the Patowmac, and W. side of Chesa-

peak Bay.

SMlTlNG LINE, in a ship, is a small rope fastened to the

mizen-yard-arm, below at the deck, and is always fmled up with

the mizen-sail, even to the upper end of the yard, and thence it

cosies down to the poop.

SMOKE, a dense elastic vapour, arising from burning bodies.

As this vapour is extremely disagreeable to the senses, and often

prejudicial to the health, mankind have fallen upon several con-

trivances to enjoy the benefit of fire without being annoyed by
smoke. The most universal of these contrivances is a tube lead-

ing from the chamber in which the fire is kindled, to the top of tiie

building, through which the smoke ascends, and is dispei-sed into

the atmosphere. These tubes are called chimneys ; which, when
constructed in a proper manner, carry off the smoke entirely ;

but, when improperly constructed, they carry olT the smoke im-

perfectly, to the great annoyance of the inhabitants. Although we
would naturally imagine, tliat the causes whicl:. occasion smoke in

rooms are exceedingly various, yet, upon examination, it will be
found, that they may all be reduced to one of these three general

heads, each of which will admit of several varieties. 1. To a

fault in the form of the tube or chimney itself. 2. To some fault

in the othei parts of the building, and a wrong position of the

chimney with re-pect to these. Or, 3. To an improper situation

of tlie house with respect to external objects. It is of the utmost

consequence, in attempting a cure, accurately to distinguish from

which of these deft- cts the smoke proceeds, othenvise the means

used will be very uuccitaiu. See Fire-place, and Stove.
y Smoke-
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Smoke-P'arthings, Ihe penlecostals or customary oblations of-

ffifcl by the dispersed inliabitantj witliin a <liocesc when lliev

made their procession to the mother or cathedral chiircli, came by
dei^rees into a standing annual rent called smoke-farthings.

Smoke-jack. See Jack.
SMOLEN, an island on the N. Coast of Norway, in the North

Sea, 23 miles in circ nmference. L'>n. 8. 26. E. tat. 63. 24. N.
SMOLENSK, or SMOLENSKOE, a large and strong city of

Russia, and capital of the palatinate so named; 188 miles S. W.
of Moscow. Lon. 31. 22. E. Lat. 54. 50. N.
Smolenskoe, a duchy and palatinate of Russia, bounded on

the N. by liiela, on the E. by the duchy of Moscow, on the S.

by that of Severia and the palatinate of Meislaw, and on the W.
by the same I'.alatinate and by that of Witcpsk. It is full of forests

and mountair\s.

SMOLLET, ToBFAS, M. D. an eminent writer, was born on
the banks of the Levcn, in Scotland, in 1720, of a good family.
He was bred a snrt^eon, and served on board of a ship at the un-
successful bombardment of Carthnirena. He afterwards took his

flegree of doctor of physic, but not nicctiiig with encouragement
in that line, he became a writer bv profession. His first perform-
ance was the novel of Roderick K'andom, pul)lished in 1749, and
which soon ran through several editions. The year following ap-
peared the Regicide, a tragedy of little merit. This was followed
by the novel of Peregrine Pickle, in which were inserted Lady
Vane's Apology, under the title of Memoirs of a Lady of Quality.
In 1754 he published llie Adventures of Ferdinand Count Fathom.
He ne.\t instituted the Critical Review, whicli was chiefly con-
ducted by him till 1763. For an article in this journal he wa> pro-
secuted by Admiral Knowles, on which he was confined in the
king's bench some time, and wrote there the Adventures of Sir

Lancelot Greaves, a feeble imitation of Don Quixote. In 1757
he published tlie History of England, in 4 vols. 4to. afterwards
printed in numbers in octavo. This work, though inaccurate and
partial, gained hiin great profit and reputation. In 1762 he began
a periodical Paper, called the Briton, in defence of Lord Bute's
admuiistration. The year following he went abroad, and in 1766
he published an Account of his 'Fravels, in 2 vols. 12mo. In

1771 appeared his novel of Humphrey Clinker, which possesses

merit, though it is not equal to his former performances in lluit

kind. Dr. Sinollet wrote some poems, compiled a collection of
Voyages and Travels, and translated Gil Bias and Don Qui.\ote
into English. He died in Italy in 1771.

SMUGGLER, a person, who, in defiance of justice and the

laws, imports or e.\ ports goods cither contraband or without pav-
ment of the customs. The duties of customs, it is said, were ori-

ginally instituted, in order to enable the king to afford protection

to trade against pirates: they have since been continued as a

branch of the public revenue. As duties imposed upon the im-
portation of goods necessarily raises their price above what thev
might otherwise have been sold for, a temptation is presented to

miport the commodity clandestinely, and to evade the duty.

Many persons, prompted by the hopes of gain, and considering

the violation of a positive law of this nature as in no respect crimi-

nal (an idea in which they have been encouraged by a great part

of the community, who make no scruple to purchase smuggled
goods,) have engaged in this illicit trade. It was impossible that

government could permit this practice, which is highly injurious

to the fair trader, as the smuggler is enabled to undersell him,

while at the same time he impairs the national revenue, and tlius

ei'ades the end for which these duties were appointed. Such pe-

nalties are therefore inllicted as it was thought would prevent

smuggling. Many laws have been made with tliis view. If

any goods be shipped or landed without warrant, and ])resence of

an ofiicer, the vessel shall be forfeited, and the wharlinger shall

forfeit 100/. and the master or mariner of any ship inward bound
shall forfeit the value of the goods : and any carman, porter, or

other assisting, shall be committed to Raol, till he find security

for good behaviour, or until he shall be discharged by the court

of exchequer, (13 and 14 C. H. c. 11.) If goods be relanded

after drawback, the vessel and goods shall be forfeited ; and every

person concerned therein shall forfeit double the value of the

drawback (3 An. c. 13.) Goods taken in at sea shall be forfeited,

and also the vessel into vi'hich they are taken ; and every person

concerned therein shall forfeit treble value, (9 G. II. c. 3j.) A

vcsvel hovering near tiie coast siiall be forfeited, if under fifty tons
burden ; and the goods shall also be forfeited or the value thereof
(:> G. Hi. c. 43.) Persons receiving or buying run goods shall
foifeit 20/. (8 G. c. 18.) A concealer of run goods shall forfeit

treble value, (S G. c. IS. OlTeriiig run goods lor sale, the same
shall be forfeited, and the person to whom they are offered, may
seize them ; and the person offering llieni to sale shall forfeit tre-

l)le value, (11 G. c. 30.) A porter or other person carrying run
goods shall foifeit treble value, (9 G. H. c, 35.) Persons armed
or disguised carrying run goods shall be su'lty of felony, and trans-

ported lor sevenyears, (8'G. c. 18. 9G. II. c. 35.) "But the last

statute, (19 G. H. c. 34,) is for this purpose instar omnimn ; for it

makes all forcible ..cts of sinuggling, carried on in defiance of the

laws, or even in disguise to evade them, felony witliout benefit of
clergy: enacting, that if three or more persons shall assemble,
with fire-arms or other ollVnsive weapons, to assist in the illtgal

exportation or importation of goods, or in rescuing the same after

seizure, or in rescuing offenders in custody for such offences; or
shall pass with such goods in disguise; or shall wound, shoot at,

or assault, any oflicers of the re\enue when in the execution of
their duty ; such persons shall be felons, witliout the benefit of
clergy. When we consider the nature, and still more the history,

of mankind, we must allow that the enacting of severe laws is not
the way to prevent crimes. It were uiileed much to be wished
that there were no such thing as a political crime ; for the gene-
rality of men, but especially the lower orders, not discerning the

propriety or utility of such la«s, consider them as oppre.-sive and
tyrannical, and never hesitate to violate them, when they can do
it with impunity- Instead therefore of punishing smugglers, it

would he much better to remove the temptation. But tiie liigJi

duties which have been imposed upon tta- importation of mariy
different sorts of foreign goods, to discourage their consumption in

Great Britain, have in many cases served only to encourage smug^
gling; and in all cases have reduced tlie revenue of the customs
below what more moderate duties would have afforded. The
saying of Dr. Swift, that in the arithmetic of the customs two and
two, instead of making four, make sometimes only one, holds per-

fectly true with regard to such heavy duties, which never could
have been imposed, had not the mercantile system taught us, in

many cases, to employ taxation as an instrument, not of revenue,
hut of monopoly. The bounties which are sometimes given upoji

the exportation of liome-prbduce and manufactures, and the draw-

backs which are paid upon the re-exportation of the greater part

cf foreign goods, have given occasion to many frauds, and to a

species of smuggling more destructive of the public revenue thati

any other. To obtain the bounty or drawback, the goods, it is

well known, are sometimes shipped and sent to sea, but soon after-

wards clandestinely relanded in some other part of the country.

Heavy duties being imposed upon almost all goods imported, our

mei chant-importers smuggle as much, and make entry of as little,

as they can. Our merchant-exporters, on the contrary, make en-

try of more than they export ; sometimes out of vanity, and to-

p.ass for great dealers in goods wdiich pay no duty ; and sometimes

to gain a bounty or a diawback. Our exports in consequence of

these different frauds, ippear upon the customhouse-books, greatly

to overbalance our imports ; to the unspeakable comfort ot those

politicians who measure the national prosperity by what they call

the balance of trade.

SMUT, in husbandry, is a disease in corn, wlien the grains,

instead of being tilled with flour, are full of a stinking black pow-
der. See Wheat.
SMYRNA, or ISMIR, the largest and richest city of Asia

Minor, is situated about 183 miles W. by S. of Constantinople.

Lon. -27. '::,. E. Lat. 38.28. N.
SMYKNTUM, Alexanders ; a genus of plants bclons^ing to

the class penlandtia, and order digynia ; natural order, Umbel-
latsc. Fruit oblong, striate ; petals with a sharp point, keel-sliaped.

There are seven species.

SNACKENBURG, or SNACK ERBURG, a large trading

town of Germanv, in Lunenburg Zell, at the conflux of the Elbe

and the Vecht, 52 miles E. S. P".."of Lunenburg, and 63 E. N. E. of

Zeli. Liui. 9. 30. E. Lat. 53. 10. N.
SNAFFLE, in the manege, is a very slender bitmouth without

any branches, much used iu England ; the true bridles being re-

served for war.
SNAIL,
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SNAir,, ill zooloijv. See Helix, and LiMAx.
SNAITH, a town of Ensbiul, in llie West UiilinR of York-

sliire, C2 miles S. of Yoik. Lon. 1.2. W. Lat. 53. 3i>. N.
SNAKE, in zoology. See Ancvis, and Skrpens.
Snake In'dians, a trilie of North Ampiicaii Indian-', «!io in-

liabit the S. W. bank of the Missouii^ in Lon. 1U7. 0. \V. Lat.

47.0. N.
SNAKEWEED, in botany. See Poi.YGOKt;M.
SNAKING, in naval affairs, is the winding sniall ro)ios spi-

rally round a large one, the former lying in the intervals be-
tween tlie strands of (he latter, and is Irequenlly termed worming.
SNAP-DRADON, in botany. See Antirrhinum.
SNEECK, SNEEK, or SNITZ, a iiandsome, iJopiiloiis, :>nd

strong city of Batavia, in tlie department of the Eems, hie pro-

vince of Friesland, and territory of V\'eslergoe, 8 miles S. ot Krane-
ker, 13 S. of Lewarden, and 38 W S. W. of Groningen
SNEEZING, a convulsive motion of the muscles of the

breast, whereby the air is expelled from the nose with much ve-

hemence and noise. Tt is caused by irritation of the upper mem-
brane of the nose, occasioned by acrid substances floatmg in the
air, or by medicines called steinutalory. See Medicisf.. This
irritation is perfonncd either externally, by strong smells, as mar-
joram, roses, &c. or by dust floating in (he air, and taken in by
inspiration ; or by sharp pungent medicines, as cresses and other
sternutatories, which vellicate the membrane of the nose ; or in-

ti-rnally by the iurimony of the lymplia or mucus, which na-
turally moistens tl\at membrane. The matters cast forth in sneez-
ing come primarily from the nose and throat; the pituitary niem-
brane continually exuding a mucus thither ; and, secondarilv, from
the breast, the tracliea, and the bronchia of the Itmgs.

^
SN ETSHAM, a town of England, in Norfolk, \'2 miles N. bv

E. of Lvnn Kegis, and 111 N. by E. of London. Lon. 0. 32. E.
Lat. 52.' 55. N.
SNIATIN, a commercial town of Little Poland, seated on the

Pruth, S miles F-. of Coioni, and 45 S. E, of Halitz. Lon. 20. 7.

E. Lat. 4S. 44. N.
SNIGGLING is thus performed: in a warm dav, when the

water is lowest, take a strong small hook, tied to a siring about a
yard long; and then into one of the holes, where an eel niay hide
IierseU, with the help of a short slick put in vour bait leisurely,
and as far as you may convenienlly : if within'the sight of it, the
eel will bite instantly, and as certainly gorge it: pull liim out bv
degrees.

SNOIUNG, in medicine, otherwise called stertor, is a sound
like that of the cerchnon, but greater and more manifest. Many
confound those aflcctions, and make them to differ only in place
and magnitude, calling by the name of stertor that sound or noise
xvhich is heard or supposed to be made in the passage between the
palate and the nostrils as in those who sleep ; that boiling or bub-
bling noise, which in respiration proceeds from the larynx, or
head, or orifice of the aspera arteria, they call cerchnon; but if

the sound comes from the aspera arteria itself, they will have it

called cerchnos, that is as some say, a rattling, or as others, a stri-

dulous or wheezing rouglmess of' the aspera arteria. In dying
persons, this allection is called by the Greeks f.-zx"?. rhenchos,
which is a snoring or rattling kind of noise, proceeding as it were

, from a conflict between the breath and the humours in the aspera
arteria. This and such like affections are owing to a jveakness of
nature, as when Ihe lungs are full of pus or humours.
SNOW is a well-known meteor, fo;-med by the freezing of the

vapours in the atmos])!ipre. It ditJers from hail and hoar-frost, in

being as it were crvNtallized, whicii they are not. This appears
on examining a (lake of snow by a magnifying glass ; when the
whole of it will appear to be conij)Osed of fine shining spicula i!i-

verging like rays from a centre. As the flakes fall d'own through
the atmosphere, they are continually jomed by more of these
radiated spicula, and thus increase in "bulk like the drops of ruin or
hailstones. Dr. Grew, in a discourse of the nature of snow, ob-
serves, that many p;\rt5 thereof are of a regular figure, for the most
part st;irs of si.x points, and are .is perfect and transparent ice as
any we see on a pond, &rc. Upon each of these points are other
collateral points, set at the same angles as the main points them-
selves: among which there are divers other irregular, broken
points, and fragments of tiie regular ones. A cloud of vapours,
being gathered iuto drops, descesd ; meeting with a freezing air

•as they p.iss through a colder region, each drop is immediately
frozen, -hooting itself forth into several points; but these still con-
tinuing their descent, and meeting with some intermitting gales of

warmer air, or in their contiinial wattage to and fro touching upon
each other, some of them are a little tliawedi blunted, and again

frozen into ckistere, or entangled so as to fall down in what we call

tlakis. The lightness of snow is owing to the excess of its surface,

in proportion to the matter contained tinder it. The whiteness of

>n ;w i> owing to the small particles into which it is divided; for

lee, when pouniled, will become equally white.

Snow, in sea-allairs, is generally tlie largest of all two-maslcd
vessels employed by Europeans, and the most convenient for na-

vigation. '1 he sails and rigging on the mainmast and foremast of
a snow are exactly similar to those on tlie same masts in a ship;

mly that there is a small mast behind the mainmast of the former,

which carries a sail nKiHy resembling the mizen of a ship. The
toot of this mast is fixed on a block of wood on the quarter-deck
abaft the mainmast ; and the head of it is attached to the aftertop

of the iiiainlap. The sail which is called the try-sail is extruded
from Its inast towards the stern of the vessel. When the sloops ot

war are rigged as snows, they are furnished with a horse, which
niibweis the purpose of tlie trysail-mast, the fore-part of the sail

being attached by rings to the said horse, in dilVcrent places of its

height.

SNOW DON, a motmtain of North Wales, in Caernarvon-
shire, generally thought to be the highest in Britain ; though some
say, its height is equalled, or exceeded, by mountains in the High-
land- of Scotland.

SNOW-DROP, See Galanthi-s.
SNOWHILL, a town and port of entry of Maryland, on the

Easlern Shore, capital ot Worcester county, 125 miles N. E. of

Norfolk, and 158 S. bv W. of Philadelphia. Lon. 75. 30. W.
Lai. 38. 10. N.
SNUEE is chiefly made of tobacco, other matters being only

added to give it a more agreeable scent, &c. The kinds of snuli,

and their several names, are innumerable, and new ones are daily

invented ; so that it would be difficult to give a detail of them.
We shall only say, that there are three principal sorts: the first

granulated; the second an impalpable powder ; and the third the

bran, or coarse part remaining after sifting the second sort.

" Every professed, inveterate, and incurable snuff-taker, (says

Lord Stanhope,) at a moderate computation, takes one pinch in

ten minutes. Every pii.ch with the agreeable ceremony of blow-

ing and wiping the nose. Sec. consumes a minute and a half. One
minute and a half out of every ten, allowing 16 hours to a snull-

taking day, amounts to two hours and 24 minutes a day, or one
dav out of every ten. This amounts to 36i days in a year.

Hence if the practice be persisted in forty years, two i;nlire years

of the snufl-taker's life will be dedicated to tickling his nose, and
two more to blowing it. On calculating the expence of snufl"^

snufl-boxes, and handkerchiefs, it will appear, that this luxury en-

croaches as much on the income of the snuff-taker as it does on
his time ; and that by a proper application of the time and money
tluis lost to the public, a fund niiglit be constituted lor the dis-

charge of the national debt." See Nicotiana.
SO.'VNA, or SUANE, in modern geography, an ancient town

of Etruria, 30 miles S. E. of Sienna, Lon. 11. 46. E. Lat. 42,

40. N.
SOAP, [^snpo, Lat.] a composition of oil of any kind, vegeta-

ble or animal ; and fixed alkali, eitlier soda or potass. These,
(that is, oil and alk;di,) enter into the composition of every scap,

and, besides, lime is essential to give the alkali the requisite ile-

gice of causticity ; common salt is also employed in most of the

pota-s-soaps. The general process for soap-making is on the whole
very simple ; and consists, first, in making a caustic, or partly

caustic ley, with the alkdi and lime ; next, of boiling the ley

with the oil till thi'V are perfectly uniled into a smooth uniform
soap ; and lastly, of drying the soap till it is become of a proper

consi-ilence for use. But though the geneial process is simple,

and success to a certain degree may be insured by any one who
puts the proper ingrerlienls tbgether in the plainest manner, there

is a considerable number of precautions, and many minute atten-

tions, required to make the best and most perfect article with the

greatest occonomv. The simplest, and, on the whole, the most

beautiful soap, is the line while soap prepared from olive oil and
3oda,
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soda, c-xtraclej from ihe be;t b;ii-illa, whicli is manufacture;! very

largely in the countries where the'olive grow*, espci iully in the

south of France, in some parts of ItalV) ;ind in Tripoli. Soap is

niaiiufacturefl in this country priiicipaliy from tallow, or any other

fat ; and the alkali einployetl is either barilla or pearl-ash, or a

mixture of the two, according to the price and practice of the ma-
Dufacturer. But as potass alone wil! not make a stiiF soap, re-

course is had to the action of coniinon salt, which, when added
after the potass and oil are united, produces a Separation of the

compound from the water incorporated with it, hardens it, and
renders it equal to the soda-soaps. Tlie following is the usual

method of making the common white and yellow soap used in

domestic purposes. White hard soap is generally made with
three separate charges of ley. The potass (supposing this to be the

alkali) is previously dissolved with water in a small boiler, with a

little tire, and the solution is poured over a vat, containing com-
mon wood-ashes mixed with lime, which makes the lirst and
strongest ley. As soon as this has run olf, tlie ashes are turned,

more lime is added, and water is punipe<l on, which forms the se-

cond, or weak Icy. The large boiler is then charged with the

tallow, and about two-thirds of the strong ley being added, a mo-
derate fire is kept up to incorporate the materials, which is known
by their running into a stiff glue. If this does not take place in

about seVen hours (with 39 cwt. of tallow in the boiler) more
alkali must be added. The tallow is then killed, or saturated,

and the lire is drawn, and the materials allowed to remain at rest

for a short lime. Common salt is then thrown m, and stirred up
with long poles till it is lliorouahly incorporated, and till the mat-
ter changes trom a dark coloured glue to a thin soapy substance.

A brisk fire is then made, and the materials boiled for a few mi-

nutes, when the (ire is again drawn, and the materials iii the boiler

allowed to settle for an hour and a half, during which the siient

lees sink to the bottom of the boiler, and are pumped oif". The
second operation begias with raising the fire, and adding to the

soapy mass the weak ley; which is to be managed the same as at

first, and again brings it to the state of a glue, which a very little

salt will restore to the saponaceous state, and after boiling and
cooling the second Ices are pumped oft". In the third operation,

the third part of the strong ley which was reserved is added,

which, as before, changes the mass to a thick glue, that must bs
grained with salt as before. The contents are then boiled strongly

for three hours, more or less, till by taking samples occasionally

with a trowel, the soap feels sulliciently hard and dry to the touch,

and the ley will be seen to run quite clear from the soap on tlie

trowel, leaving this latter in round lumps. The boil oi soap is

then finished, by pumping olT" the spent ley, and scraping off a

quantity of light t'roth from the top of the soap, and the soap is fit

for framing. Soap is soluble in alcohol. The solution of soap is

«Wcomposed by all the acids, which curdle it, or separate the oil

in the form of white lumps. An excess of acid re-dissolves the

curd, and the oil is transferred to the acid; but on boiling this

solution, the oil separates entirely, and rises to the surface. The
solution is also curdled by lime, barytic, or strontian water, and in

ibis case the curd consists of the oil united with the earth, and
concreted by this union. All the soluble salts of these and the

other earthy bases equally decompose soap-water, and form a

curdy precipitate, w^'iich is the reason why hard water, that always

contains sulphate of lime, and often other earthy salts, immedi-
atefy curdles soap, instead of forming an uniform solution. The
metallic salts will produce the same effect, and a combination of

the oil and metallic oxide is producid.
SOAPWORT. See Saponaria.
SOBERNHELM, a town of Germany, in the Upper Rhine,

and late coimtv of Sponhiim ; 10 miles W. S. W. of Kreutznach,

and 30 W. S. \V. of Menlz.
SOCAGE. See Soccage.
SOCCAGE, or SOCAGE, ^says the learned Blackstone, in

liisComm. vol. U.) m its most general and extensive signification,

denotes a tenure by any determinate service. In this sense it is

by ancient wr'ters constantly put in opposition to chivalry or

knight-service, where the render was precarious and uncertain.

Ttie service must therefore be certain, to denominate it soccage ;

as to hold by fealty and 20s. rent ; or by homage, fealty, and 20s.

rent; or, by homage and fealty without rent ; or, by fealty and
certain corporal services, as plowing the lord's land for three

VOL. ly,—NO. i98.

days; or by fealty only without any other service; inr all these

i-.re tenures in socage. Sucage is of two sorts: tree socage,

wliere the services are not only certain but Jionourable ; and
villein socage, where the services, though certain, arc of a baser

nature.

SOCHEU, a city of China, in Cheiisi. I.on. 112. 20. E.
Lat. .33. 48. N.
SOCCUS, in antiquity, a kind of high shoe, reaching above

4lie ancle, worn by comedians, as the cothurnus was by trage-

dians.

SOCIETY, [sncictas, Lat.] in general, denotes a number of
persons united together for their mutual assistance, security, in-

terest, or entertainment. The social principle in man is of such
an expansive nature, that it cannot be confined within the circuit

of a family, of friends, or a ii-ighbourhood : it spreads into wider
systems, and draws men into larger communities and common-
wealths; since it is in these only, that the more sublime powers of

our nature attain the highest improvement and perfection of which

they are capable. In society, the mutual aids, which men give

and receive, shorten the labours of each; and the combined
strength and reason of individuals give security and protection to

the whole body. There is a variety of genius among mankind ;

some being formed to lead and direct others, to contrive plans of

em;;loyment for individuals, and of government for conihuinities,

to invent laws and arts, and superintend their execution, and in

short to refine and civilize human lite ; others again, who have
not such goqd heads, may have honest hearts, a true public spirit,

love of liberty, order, &c. and finally, others seem best disposed

for manual exercises, as bodily labour. Society finds proper em-
ployment for every genius, and the noblest objects and exercises

for the noblest geniuses. In society, a man not only finds more'
leisure, but belter opportunities of applying hii talents with suc-

cess. From this short detail it appears, that man was formed for

society; which rests on these two principal pillars. 1. That it

affords security against those evils, wliich are unavoidable in soli-

tude. 2. That it enables us to obtain those goods, some of which'

cannot be obtained at all, and others not so well, in a state of so-

litude, wherein men depend wholly on the'r own sagacity and in-

dustry. See GovtRNMENT, and L.wv. Hence have arisen pub-
lic societies, from which so many advantages have been produced.
These associations are voluntarily formed by a Rumbir of indi-

viduals for promoting knowledge, industry, or virtue. They may
therefore be divided into three classes; societies for promoting
science and literature, societies for encouraging and promoting

arts and manufactures, and societies for diffusing religion and mo-
rality, and relieving distress. Societies belonging to the first class

exte'nd their attention to all the sciences and literature in general,

or devote it to one particular science. The same observation may
be applied to those which are instituted for improving arts and
manutactures. Those of the third class are established, either

witli a view to prevent crimes, as the Fhil.mthropic Society ; for

the diffusion of the Christian religion among unenliL,hlened nations,

as the Society for the propagation of the Gospel in F'oreign Parts ;

or for introducing arts and civilization, along with a knowledge ef
the Christian religion, as the Sierra Leona company.
Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign

Parts, was instituted by king William 111. in 1701, to secure a

maintenance for an orthodox clergy, and to m^ke other provisions

for propagating ihe gospel in the phuilaiions, colonies, and 'actories,

bevond the seas. To that end he incorporated the archbishops,

several of the bishops, and otners of the nobility, gentr_\, and
cler;;v, to the number of 90, into one body, which, under the

above title, was to plead and be impleaded ; to have perpetual

succession, with privilege to purchase 2000/. a-year inheritance,

and estates for lives or years, with goods, &c. to any value. By
its charter the society is authorised to use a common seal ; and to

meet annually on the third Friday in Feb. to choose a president,

vice president, and oftlcers for the year ensuing ; and on the third

Friday in every month, or oftener, to transact business, to depute

persons to take subscriplions, and to collect money contributed foe

the purposes aforesaid ; and ot all monies received and laid out,

it is obliged to give ;u( ount yearl> to the lord chancellor or

keeper, the lord chief justice of the King's Bench, the lord chief

justice of the Counnon Pleas, or to anytwo of these magistrates,

i
Of this society there is a il^nding comiiVittec alSt. Paul's chapter"

y 7 O • lieuse,.
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house, lo prepare matters for the nioiilhly meeting, which is held

at St. Martin's hbrary.

SociExv IS ScoTLASDFOK Propagating Christian Know-
ledge, was instituted in the bcginniri^ of the ISth century. At

that period tlie condition of the Scottish Highlanders was truly

deplorable. Shut up in desolate islands by tempestuous seas, or

dispersed over a wide extent of country, intersected by high

iiiouiilains, j;^pid rivers, and arms of the sira, without bridges or

highways, \)V which any coniniuiiiration could b» kept open either

wi'lh remote" or neighbouring districts, they lived in small de-

tached companies in hamlets or solitary huts. Be;ng thus secluded

from intercour-e with tiie more civili:ed part of the i>!and, they

could not enjoy tl.e advaiilages of trade and manufactures, or tlje

more important advantages of instruction in the pnuciples ot Chris-

tianity. It was therefore impossible for henivolent minds to con-

lempiate this unl-.appy situation of their countrymen without leel-

iiig a desire to raise tiiem to the dignity of rational h'.-ings, and to

render them useful as citizens. Acrordimi.ly, in 1701, some pri-

vate gentlemen of the city of Edinbursh, who had fnmied thejii-

selves into a society for the Reformation of Manners, directed

their attention to the Highlands of Scotland, and endeavoured to

devise some plan for alleviating the distresses of the inhabitants.

The remedy which promised to be most elllcacious was, to estab-

lish chaiity-schools in different pl.ices. But as the exigency was

great, it w'as no easy matter to raise a sufiicient fund for this pur-

pose. They began therefore with what voluntary subscriptions

they could procure, Jioping afterwards to increase their capital by

vacant stipends and public contributions. A memorial with this

view was presented to the General Assembly in 1704, which re-

ceived their approbation ; and they passed an act, recommending
•JL general contribution. In 1706' they appointed some of their

number to inquire more carefully into the state of the Highlands,

and in 1707 ajjpoinled a select committee to confer with the gen-

tlemen who had suggested the plan. Tiie result of these con-

ferences was the publication of proposals " for propagating Chris-

tian knowledge in the Hisrhlands and Islands of Scotland, and in

foreign parts of the world." Copies of these proposals, w itli sub-

scription-papers, were distributed (hrough the kingdom; and the

contributions having soon amounted to 1000/. Queen Anne en-

couraged this infant-society by her royal proclanialion, and by let-

ters patent under the great seal of Scotland for erecting certain of

the subscribers into a corporation ; the first nomination of whom
was lodged with the lords of council and session. This corpo-

ration held its first meeting on Thursday third November 1709.

It was attended by several of the nobility, 14 lords of session, many
gentlemen of rank, with most of the ministers of the city of Edin-

burgh and neighbourhood. A president, secretary, and treasurer,

with a committee of 15 directors, were appointed for the dispatch

of business. At their second meeting in Jan. 1710, a scheme of

management was formed and approved : in which it was proposed,

1. To erect and maintain schools, in the Highlands and Islands, in

which all persons should be'taught by schoolmasters, appointed

bvthe society, to read the Holy Scriptures, to write, and to uii-

flerstand the common rules of arithmetic. 2. That the school-

masters should instruct their scholars in the Christian reformed

relig'on; catechise them at least twice a-week, and pray publicly

with them twice a-day. 3. Thai not only such as were unable to

pay should be taught gratis, but that those whose circumstances

vitquired il, should have such farther encouragement as the society

should think fit. 4. To name some prudent persons to be over-

seers of those schools, who should take care that the school mxsters

do their duty, and that the instructions to be given from time to

time by the society or their committee be punctually observed
;

which overseers should make their report to the society quarterly.

5. To give suitable encouragement to such ministers or catecliists

as should be willing to contribute their assistance farther by
preaching to llicin. 6. To extend their endeavours for the ad-

vancement of the Christian religion to heathen nations.

Sc cjETV OK iHU Sons 01- the Ci.ekgy, was incorporated by
KiiigC;harles II. in 1678, by the name of " The Governors of the

Chanty for Relief of the Poor Widows and Children of Clergy-

men." This society is under the direction and management or a

president and vice-))iesident, three treasurers, and 2 court cf assist-

ant; composed of forty members. Several hundreds of widows
and children of the clergy have annually received considerable re-

lief from this useful charity.

S>>ciety, Royal, IIumave, was instituted in London in 1774
for the recovery of pe;si)i;s drowned, or otlier.viae suii'oi at' (i. We
have alrea'iy t>,!v.-u some account of societies iii>iiliiled in other
countries wi! h thesuu.e views, and hi've ;dso inserted the d're'iionj

of this society for the; rer'oviry of life, under the :il^cle L'rown-
ING. We have thert fore only to slate, that this society i^ founded
on the most disinterested priiiC(|,lLS. The medical practitioners ac-
cept no pecuniary recompense tor ihe lime which they divole to

a difricnil and tedious process; for the anxiety which lliey tee!

wliile the event. is doubtful i for the mortification which they too
often undergo, when death, in spite of all their efioils, at latt car-

ries otV his prey ; uch' ior the insults to which they willinsily ex-
pose tiiemselves from vulgar ii>credulity. The bcMcin of this so-

ciety is not confined to the cases of drowning and suspension.

Its timely succours have roused the le'diargy of opium taken ia
immoderate and repeated doses ; rescued ihe wretched victims of
intoxication ; rekindled the life extinguished by the sudden stroke

of lightning; recovered the apoplectic; restored life to the infant

that had lost it in tiu- birth ; they have proved eflicacious in ca«cs
of accidental smothering, and of sutlbcation by no.xions damps ; in

instances in which the tenderness of the infant body or the de-
bility of old age greatly lessened the previous probability of suc-
cess ; in«:-much that no species of death seems to be placed be-
yond the reach of this society's nssislnnce, where tlie mischief had
gone no farther than an obstruction of the movements of the ani-

mal-machine without any dainnge of the org.;(js. In consequence
of every necessary assistance aflbrded by this society, similar in-

stitutions have been established at Algiers, Lisbon, Philadelphia,

Boston, Janiaici, Dublin, Leith, Glasgow, Alierdeen, Birming-
ham, Gloucester, Shropshire, Northamplon^hire, Lancaster, Bris-

tol, Whitehaven, Norwich, Exeter, Kent, and Newcastle. The
society has published an Svo volume with plates, consisting of
cases, correspondence, and a variety of interesting matter relating

to the object of this benevolent institution.

Society, Philanthropic, was instituted in September 1788.
It aims at the prevention of crimes, by removing out of the way
of evil council, and evil con)pany, those children who are, in the
present state of things, destined to ruin. It proposes to educate
and instruct in some useful trade or occupation the children of
convicts, or other infant-poor, who are engaged ia vagrant or cri-.

minal courses; thus to break the chain of those pernicious con-
federacies, deprive the wicked of successors, the gaols of inhabi-

tants, justice of its victims, and by all these means add citizens lo

society. This irislituticn is not only calculated to decrease vice^

and infamy, but lo increase useful industry; so thai those children
who would otherwise succeed to their parents' hereditary crimes,
ami become the next race of beggars and thieves, will now be
taught lo supply by honest means their own wants and the wants
of others.

SociETV, Royal, of Londom, is an academy or body of per-
sons of eminent learning, instituted by Charles II. for the pro-
moting of natural knowledge. 1 he origin of this soeiety is traced
by Dr. Sprat, its earliest historian, no farther back than to " some
space after the end of the civil wars" in the 17th century. The
scene of the first meetings of the learned men who laid the foun-
dalion of it, is by him fixed in the university of Oxford, at the
lodgings of Dr. Wilkins warden of Wadliam college. But Dr.
Birch, on the authority of Dr. Wallis, one of its earliest and most
considerable members, assigns it an earlier origin. According
to him, certain worthy persons, residing in London about 1645,
being " inquisitive into natural and the new and experimental
philosophy, agreed to meet weekly on a certain day, to discom-se
upon such subjects, and were known by the title of The Invisible

or Piiilosopliical College." In 164S and 1649, the company who
formed these meetings were divided, part retiring to Oxford and
part remaining in London ; but they continued the same pursuits

as when united, corresponding with each other, and giving a nui-
tual account of their respective discoveries. Al'out llSSyihe
greater part of the OxfortJ society retirnel t > L n o>, and again
uniting with their fellow-labourers met once, if not iHice, a week at
Gresham college, during term-time, till they were scattered by
the public distractions of that year, and the place of tiieir meeting
made a quarter for soldiers. On the restoration in 1660 their meet-
ings were revived, and attended by a greater concourse of mea
eminent for their rank and learning. They were at last taken
notice of by the king, wlio having himself a consiiierable las c let

7 ph)sical
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liliy^ital •icu'iice, gave iheiii an aiiijik- cluutfr, il.loil the IMli

July 1062, and altrrwafds a seconr] <!ali;(l Liili April l7oJ, b\

\vli;ili lliey wi'i-e civrl-i! iiilo a corporation, consisting tf a presi-

(kiit, council, aiiil tcliows, for promoting natural knowledge; and
to give their iiivestigalioiis, af?aiiist which strange prejudices were
tiilertaincd, every possible support, he sometimes honoured their

liieetings with his presence. Their manner of electing fellows is

by balloting. Their council are in number '^!, including the pro-

siileiit, vice-president, treasurer, and two secretaries ; U cfwhom
arc continued for tl-.e next year, and teji more added to tlieni ; all

chosen on Sf. Andrew's day. Each member at his admission sub-
scribes an engajenicnt that he will endeavour to promote the good
of the soci'.-ty ; from which he may be freed at any time, by sig-

nifying to the president that he desires to withdraw, 'llie charges

are now five guineas paid to the treastnTr at admission ; and 13.«.

per quarter so long as the person continues a member: or, in lieu

of the Kiiniial subscription, a composition of 2.3 guineas in one
])aymeiit. Their design is, to " make faithful records of all the

works of nature or art which come within their reach: so that the

present as well as future ages may he enabled to put a mark on
errors which have been strengthened by long prescription ; to re-

store truths that have been neglected ; lo push those alieady known
to more various uses; to make the wjy more passable to what re-

liiains unrevealed,-" &c. To this purpose they have made a great

number of experiments and observations on most of the works of

nature; and also numbers of short histories of nature, arts, nianu-

(actures, useful engines, contrivances, &c. The services which
they have rendered to the public are very great. They have im-

proved naval, civil, and niilitary, architecture ; advanced the se-

curity and perfection of navigation; improved agriculture; and
put not only this kingdom, but also Ireland, the plantations, &c.
wpon planting. They have registered experiments, histories, re-

lations, observations, &c. and reduced them into one common
stock ; and have, from time to time, published those which they
reckoned most useful, under the title of Philosophical Trans-

actions, &c. and laid the rest up in public registers, to be trans-

mitted to posterity, as a solid ground-work for future systems.

'J'hcy have a library adapted to their institution ; towards which
Mr. Henry Howard, afterwards duke of Norfolk, contri-

buted the Norfolcian library, which is now greatly increased by
a continual series of benefactions. The museum of natural and
artilicial-raiities, given them by Daniel Colwal, Esq. ; and since

enriched by inany others, is now removed to tlie British museum,
and makes a part of that great repository. Their motto is Nullius

in verba; and their place of assembling is Somerset-house in the

strand. Sir Godfrey Copley, Rart. left five guineas to be given

annually to the p'-rson who should write the best paper in the year,

under the head of experimental philosopliy. This rewarti, which

is now changed to a gold-medal, is the highest honour the society

can bestow. It is conferred on St. Andrew's day.

Society, Royal Euinbursh, was incorporated by royal

charter on the 29ih of March 1783, and has for its object the cul-

tivation of every bntnrh of science, erudition, and taste. Its rise

ftiwl progress towards its present state was as follows: In 1718 a

literary society was established in Edinburgh by the learned Rud-
diman and others, which in 1731 was succeeded by a society in-

stituted for the itnprovement of medical knowledge. In 1739

the celebrated Maclaurin conceived the idea of enlarging the plan

of this society, by extending it to subjects of philosophy and lite-

rature. The institution was accordingly new-modelled by a printed

Set of laws and regulations, the number of members was increased,

and they were distinguished from that time by the title of " The
Society tor Improving Arts and Sciences," or more generally by
the title of " Tlie Philosophical Society of Edinburgh." Its

meetings, however, w ere soon interrupted by the disorders of the

ci>untry during the rebellion in 1745 ; and tbey were not renewed
till 17J2. Soon after this period the first volume of the Trans-

actions of the Philosophical Society of Edinburgh was published,

Biider the title of " Essays and Observations, Physical and Lite-

rary," and was followed by other volumes of acknowledged merit.

About the end of 17S?, in a meeting of the professors of the uni-

Ver-ily of Edinburgh, many of whom were likewise members of

the Society, a scheme was proposed by the Rev. Dr. Robertson,

principal of the univer-ity, for the establishment of a new sccieiy

«u a more extended plan, and alt<;r the model of some of Ihe

loreign academies, It a))pearid an expedient measure to solicit
the royal patronage to an institution of this naliire, which |>rouu:-.-d
to be of national imjjortance, and to retjuest an est-.tbli:hmtnt by
cliarter from the crown. The plan was approved and adopted ;

and the I'hilosopliical Society, joining its inlluencc as a body in
seconding the applxation from the univei-sity, his majesty, was
ninst graciously pleased to incorporate The Royal Society of
Edinburgh by .charter. This society consists of ordinary "and
honorary members ; and the honorary places are restricted to per-
sons residing out of Great Britain and Ireland. Tlie election of
new menib'ers is apjiointed to be made at two staled gentral meet-
ings, which are .to be held on the 4th Monday of JaniKirv, and
the 4th Monday of June. A candidate for the" place of an ordi-
nary member must signify by a. letter, addressed lo one of the
members, his wish to be received into the society. He must then
be publicly proposed at least a month before the'day of election.
If the proposal be seconded by two of the members present, his
name is to be inserted in the' list of candidates, and hung up in
the ordinary place of meeting. The election is made by ballot,
and is determined in favour of a candidate, if lie shall have the
votes of two-thirds of those present, in a meeting consisting of at
least 21 members. The general business of the society is managed
by a president, two vice-presidents, with a council of 13, a
general secretary, and a treasurer. These officers are chosen bv
ballot annually on the last Monday of November. All publi"c
deeds, whether of a civil or of a literary nature, are translated
by this board, and proceed in the name of the president or vice-
president.

Society, Scottish At^TiciUARiiis', is another rospecfaWe
literary and phllosophiial society, instituted at Edinburgh in 178?,
and established by royal charter at the same lime v\'ith the pre-
ceding.

Society, London Medical, was instituted in 1759, on the
plan recommended by Lord Bacon (De Augm. Scient. lib. iv.

cap. 2,) lo revive the Hi])pocratic method of composing narratives
ot particular cases, in which the nature of the disease, the manner
of treating it, and Ihe consequences, are lo be specified ; to at-

tempt the cure of those diseases which, in his opinion, have In en
loo boldly pronounced incurable ; and, lastly, to extend their

inquiries after the powers of particular medicines in the cure of
p.irticular cases. The collections of this society have been pub-
lished, under the title of " Medical Observations and Inquiries,"
in several volumes.

Society, EDrNBURCH Medicai., was incorporated by royal
charter in 1'78; but there appears to have been in that city a
voluntary association of the same name from the first establishment
of a regular school of physic in the university. To the voluntary
society the public is indel)ted for six volumes of curious and use-
ful essays, collected principally by the late Dr. Monro from June
1731 to June 173t3; but in 1739 that society was united to ano-
ther. The ordinary members are elected by ballot, and three
dissentient exclude a candidate.

Society, Asiatic, an institution planned by the late industrious
Sir William Jones, and actually formed at Calcutta on the kHh
of January 1784, for the purpose of tracing the history, .antiqui-

ties, arts, sciences, and literature, of the immense continent of
.'Vsia- As it was resolved to follow as nearly as possible the plan
of the Royal Society of London, of which the king is patron,
the patronage of the Asiatic Society was oflered to the governor-
general and council, as the executive power in the territories of
the company. By their acceptance of this offer, Mr. Hastings,
as governor- general, appeared among the patrons of the new
society ;

" but he seemed in his private station as the firet liberal

promoter of useful knowledge in Bengal, and especially as the

treat encourager of Persian and Shanscrit literature, to deserve a
particular mark of distinction :" he was requested, therefore, to

accept the honorary title of president. This was handsomely de-
clined in a letter from Mr. Hastings, in which he requested '' to

yield his pretensions to the gentleman whose genius planned the
institution, and was most capable of conducting it, to the attain-

ment of the great and splendid purposes of its formation." On
the receipt of this letter. Sir William Jones was nominated presi-

dent of the society.

Society, American PHitosopmcAt, licld at Philadelphia,

was foniied in Jan. 1769, by the union of two societies which had
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formerly subsisted in that city. This society extends its attention

to geography, mathematics, 'natural philosophy, and astronomy ;

medicine and anatomy ; natural history and chemistry ; trade and

commerce ; mechanics aod architecture ; husbandry and American

improvements. Its ofiicers are a pjiron, president, three vjce-

prcsrtlcnts, one treasurer, tour secretaries, and tliree curators, w ho

are annually ehosen by biiliot.

Society, I.ondom Antiquarian, was founded about the

year 1572 by Archbishop Parker, a munificent patron of learned

men. For tne space of 20 years it assembled in the house of Sir

Kobcrt Cotton; in ISSgth'ey resolved to apply to Queen Eliza-

beth for a charter and a publ'c building where they might hold

their meetings ; but it is uncertain whether any such application

was ever made. In the mean t\me, the reputation of the society

gradually increased, and at length it excited the jealousy of James

1, who was afraid lest it should presume to canvass the secret

transactions of his governinent. lie accordingly dissolved it. But

in 1717, the Anticpiarian Society began to revive; and a number

of gentlemen, eminent for their afi'ection to this science, had

weekly meetings, in which they examined the antiquities and his-

tory of Great Britain preceding the reign of James I. but without

excluding any other remarkable antiquities that might be otlered

to them. From this time the society grew in importance ; and in

1750 they unanimously resolved to petition the king for a charter

of incorporation. Tiiis they obtained, in 1751, by the influence

of the celebrated Earl of Hardwicke, then lord-chancellor, and

Martin Folke-, Esq. who was then their p. esident. Tlie king de-

clared himself their founder and patron, and empowered them to

haye a body of statutes, and a common seal, and to hold in per-

petuity lands, &c. to the yearly value of 1000/. The chiel object

of the inquiries and researclies'of this society are British antiquities

and historv ; not, however, wholly excluding those of other coun-

tries. The study of antiquity olfers to the curious and in(iuisitive

a large lield for research and amusement. The inquirer in this

branch luriii^hes the historian with his best materials, while he

distinguishes iVom truth the fictions of a bold invention, and ascer-

tains tlie credibility of facts ; and to the philosopher he presents a

fruitful source of ingenious speculation, while he points out to him

the way of thinking and the manners of men, under all the varieties

of aspect in which they have appeared. Besides these literary

societies here mentioned, there are a great number more in dil

ferent parts of Europe, some of which are noticed under the article

Academy.
SoCItTY FOR THE ENCOURAGEMENT OF ArTS, MANUFAC-

TURES, AND Commerce, was instituted in 1754 by Lord Folkstone,

Lord Komney, Dr. Stephen Hales, :'nd a few private gentlemen;

but the merit of this institution chiefly belonged to Mr. William

Shipley, an ingenious mechanic ; who, though deriving no ad-

vantages from learning, by unwearied personal attendance found

means to engage a few persons of rank and fortune to meet at

Peele's cotlee-house in Fleet-street, and to adopt a plan for pro-

inoling arts and manufactures. 'I'he office-bearers of this society

are a president, twelve vice-presidents, a secretary, and register.

Tlieir proceedings are regulated by rules and orders established by
the whole society, and printed for the use of the members. All

questions are determined by show of hands, or by ballot ; and no

matter can be ccnlirmed w"ithout the assent of a majority at two

meetings. They invite all the world to propose subjects tor en-

couragement ; and whatever is deemed deserving attention is re-

ferred to a committee, who, after due inquiry and deliberation,

3iiake their report to the whole society, where it is approved, re-

jecte<l, or altered. A list is published every year oi the matters

for which they propose to give premiums ; which are either sums
of money, and tho,e sometimes very considerable, or the society's

mediU in gold or silver, which they consider as the greatest honour
they can bestow. All possible care is taken to prevent partiality

in the distribution of their premiums, by appointing committees
(who when they find occasion call to their assistance the most
skilful artiste) for the strict examination of the real merit of all the

matters brought before them. The chief objects of the attention

of this Society in the application of their rewards are ingenuity in

the arts, useful discoveries and improvements in agriculture, ma-
nufactures, mechanics, and chemistrv, or the laying open of any
such to the public; and in general, all such useful inventions,

discoveries, or iuiprovements, as may lend to the advantage of

trade and commerce.

SoCIF.TY FOR THE ENCOURAGEMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce at Bath, was founded
in 1777, by several gentlemen wlio met at the city of Batli. 'I'his

scheme met with a very favourable reception both bom the wealthy

and learned. The wealthy subscribed very liberally, and the

learned communicated many important papers. On applicalicii

to the London and provincial societies instituted for the like pur-

poses, they very iJolitely offered their assistance. Se\en volunus
of their Transactions have already been publisherl, containing very

valuable experiments and observations, particularly resi)ecliiig

agriculture, which well deserve the attention of all farmers in the

kingdom.
Society Isles, a cluster of isles, so named by Captain Cook

in 1769. They are situated between 'Lat. 16. 10*. and 16. 55. b.

and between l.on. 150. 5". and 152. 0. W. They are eight

in number, viz. Otah.eite, Huaheine, Ulictea, Olaha, Co-
lahola, Maurua, Toobuai, and Tabooyamanoo or Saunders's

Islanil.

SOCINIANS, in church-history, a sect of Christian hcrelics,

so called from their founder Faustus Sociiuis. They maintain,.

" That Jesus Christ was a mere man, who had no existence before

he was conceived by the Virgin Mary ; thai the Holy Ghost is.no

distinct person, but that the Father is truly and (iroperly God,
They own, that the name of God is given in the Holy Scriptures

to Jesus Christ ; but conten<l, that it is only a deputed "title, which,

however, invests him with an absolute sovereignty over all created

beirjgs, and renders him an object of worship to men and angels.

They deny the doctrines of satisfaction and imputed righteous-

ness; and say that Christ only preached the truth to mankind, set

before them in himself an example of heroic virtue, and sealed

his doctrines with his blood. Original sin and absolute predes-

tination they esteem scholastic chimeras, 'i'hey likewise mamtairv

the sleep of the soul, which they say becomes insensible at death,

and is raised again with the body at the resurrection, when the

good shall be established in the possession of eternal felicity, while

the wicked shall be consigned to a fire that will not torment them
eternally, but for a certain duration propoitioncd to llieir de-

merits." This sect disclaim the name Socinians, and every human
leader ; and professing to be guided solely by the iLv'd of God
and the deductions of reason, they call themselvi's Unitarians, and
all'ect to consider all other Christians, even their friends the Arians,

as Polytbeists. Modern L'nitarianism, as taught by Dr. Priestley,

is, however a very dilTerent thing from Socinianism, as we find it

in the Racovian catechism and other standard-works of the sect.

This far-famed philosopher has discovered what escaped the saga-

city of all the fratres poloni, that Jesus Christ was the son of

Joseph a^ well as Mary ; that ihe evangelists mistook the meaning
of Isaiah's prophecy, that " a virgin should conceive and bear a

son ;" that the applying of this prophecy to the birth of our Savi-

our, led them to conclude that his conception was miraculous ;

and that we are not to wonder at this mistake, as the apostles were

not always ins))ired, and were in general in< ontlusive reasoneis.

Of all the discoveries of this philosopher, surely this is the most
curious, and shews the folly of human wisdom when impw>-
perly applied !

SOCINUS, Faustus, the principal founder of the Sociniao

sect, was bcrn at Sienna in 1539. He inherited his ur.cle's pro-

perty, papers, and principles; but < id not op<-nly avow the latter

for several years. In the mean time he was entertained at the

court of the duke of Tuscany, but in 1574 he went to Germany,
from whence he removed to Poland, where the I'nitarians were
established in great numbers. He died Ihi're in 1604. Socinus

published several books, which are ni llie Bibliotheca Fratruiu

Polonorum, 9 vols, folio.

SOCKETS in a ship, are the holes which the pintles of the

murthering pieces go into.

SOCLE, or ZOCLE, in architecture, a flat square meniber
under the bases of pedestals of statues, vases, &c. which serves

as a footstool or stand.

SOCMEN, or SOKEMEN, such tenants as held their lands

and tenements in socage ; but the tenants in ancient demesne,
seem most properly to be called socmans. See Socage.
SOCNA, in our old wTiters, denotes some privilege, liberty,

or fri'iichise.

SOCOME, is taken for a custom of grinding corn at the lord's

mill ; whence canie tlie name or term oi bond socon:e, by whith
' th»
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the Icnaiits ueie bound to it ; and also love socome, wheic lliey

did it voluntarily out of love to tlieir lord.

SOCONUSCO, a province of Mexico, in Guatiniala, bounded
on the N. by that of Chiapa ; E. by Vera Paz and Guatiniala : S.

by the Pacific Ocean, and W. by ditto and Guaxaca. The cli-

mate is very liot ; the rainy season lasts from April to September,

and .Uorms are frequent. The chief produce is indigo and cocoa
nuts.

ijocoNusco, or Gueveihav, the capital of the above pro-

vince, 444 miles .S. E. of Mexico. Loii. 85. 25. W. Lat.

15. 24. N.
SOCOKRO, an island in the North Pacific Ocean ; 20 miles

in circumference. Lon. 108. 35. \V". Lat. 18. 30. N.
SOCOTAKA, SOCOTORA, or SOCOTRA, an island be-

tween Asia and Arabia Felix ; about 50 miles lung, and 22 broad
;

.noted for its fine aloes, named Socotrine Aloes. The religion of

the natives is a mixture of Mohammedanism and Paganism ; but

they are civil to strangers who call in their passage to the East In-

dies. It abounds in fruit and cattle; and they have a king of

their own, who is dependent on Arabia. It is 75 miles from Cape
Guardafu. Lon. 54.0. E. Lat. 12. 15. N.
SOCRATES, the greatest, the wisest, and the best, of the

ancient philosophers, was born at Alopece, a village near Athens,

.in the 4lh year of the 77th Olympiad. His parents were of low
lank ; his father Sophroniscus being a statuary, and his mother
Phffnarete a midwife. Sopiironiscus brought up his son, contrary

to his inclination, in his own manual employment ; in which So-

crates, though his miiiil was continually aspiring after higher ob-

jcrts, was not unsuccessful ; for lie formed statues of the Graces,
which were allowed a place in the citadel of Athens. Crito ob-

-serving his genius, and admiring his discourses, called him from
this employment to the study of philosophy. He also joined his

coun*rymen in arms, and distiui^uislied himself in several actions,

in which he saved the lives of Xenophon and Alcibiades, with

whom he contracted a close friendship. On his return to Athens
he displayed in his manners a remarkable contiast to his contcm-
poiaries, by the plainness of his dress and the frugality of his liv-

ing. In his philosophical lectures he endeavoured to etfcct a ge-

neral refornuii ion by recommending virtue. He was followed by
a number of illustrious disciples, wiiom he instructed sometimesi in

the groves of Academus, and at others in the Lyceum, or on the

banks of the Illyssus. The independence of his minti, and the

powerful eloquence of his discourses, excited against him many
enemies, particularly Mclitus and Anitus, at who^e instigation

Aristophanes ridiculed him in a comedy called the Clouds. So-
crates was next accused before the council of live hundred of cor-

rupting the Athenian youth, of introducing innovations in religion,

and of ridiculing the gods. These absurd charges were su|)ported

by the perjury of witnesses, and the judges being mostly envious
of his reputation condemned him to death. The solemn celebra-

tion of the Dtlian festival hindered the execution for a month,
which time he employed in discoursing with his friends on the im-
mortality of the soul and other sublime subjects. He was urged
to make his escape, which he easily might have done, as the gao-

ler's permission had been obtained, but he nobly refused, saying,
" Wlieream I to go to aroid death ?'' \\ ln-ii the term of the fes-

tival was endc.d, he drank of}' the poison witli perfect composure,
after making a libation to the gods, and in a few moments he ex-

pired. Thus jjcrished, 400 years 15. C. and in the 70th year of

his ape', Socrates, whom the oracle had pronounced the wisest

man in Greece. The Athenians repented of tlieir ingratitude,

and his euemies were universally hated, and died nii-erablv. The
life and sayings of Socrates have been faithfully tran>inilt'ed to us

bv his two mOat eminent disciples, Xenophon and Plato. By his

wife Xantippe, rendered proverbial by the violence of her temper,
he had several children.

SOCUATIC PHILOSOPHY, the doctrines and opinions,

vilh regard to morality and religion, maintained and taught bv
Socrates. By the character of Socrates, left us by the ancients,

particularly by his scholar Plato, Laertius, &c. he appears to

have been one of the be^t and the v^isest persons in all the heathen
world. To him is ascribed the first introducing of moral philo-

;-c.phy, which is what is meant by that U:,iial saying, " Tliat So-
crates tirst called philosophy down from heaven to earth ;" that i«,

iVom the contemplalioii of the heavens and heavenly bodies,

, VOL. JV.—KO. 1<.I8,

he led men to consider them:>elves, their own passions, opinion-,
faculties, duties, actions, &c. He wrote nothing himself, yet all

the Grecian sects of philosophers refer their origin to his discipline,
particularly the Platonists, Peripatetics, Academics, Cyrenaics",
Stoics, &c. but the greatest part of his philosophy we have in the
works of Plato.

SODA, in medicine, a heat in the stomach, or heart-burn.
SoD.\, ill chemistry, called also fos>il or mineral-alkali, because

it was thought peculiar to the mineral-kingdom, was known to the
ancients (though not in a state of purity) under the names of n'oco

and nitrum. The soda of commerce is obtained from the ashes
of dilferent species of the saUola, a genus of plants which grow
upon the sea-shore, especially from the salsola soda, from which
the alkali has obtained its name. The iotla of commerce is also
called barilla, because the plant from wiiicli it is obtained bears
that name in Spain. Almost all the algie, especially the fiici, con-
tain also a considerable (Quantity ol soda. 'Che ashes of these
plants are known in this country by the name of kelp ; in E'ranco
they are called, varec. The soda, or barilla of commerce, is fai-

troni being pure ; besides carbonic acid it contains common talt,
and several other foreign ingredients; but it may be obtained per-
fectly pure by the processes for purifying potass. See Potass.
Soda and potass resemble each other so nearly, that they were
confounded together till Uu Hamel published his dissertation im
common salt in the Memoirs of the French Academv for 1730
He lirst proved that the base of common salt is soda, aiid that soda
is dilferent from potass. His conclusions were objected lo bv
Pott, but finally confirmed by Margraff in 175S. Soda :< of a
greyish-white colour, and agrees exactly svith potass in its taste,
smell, and action upon animal bodies ; but its specific gravity is

only 1.330. Heat produces on it exactly the same elfects as upoa
potass. When exposed to the air, it absorbs moisture and car-
bonic acid, and is soon (educed to the consistence of paste ; but
it does not liquefy like potass ; in a few days it becomes dry again,
and crumbles into powder. It has a strong ailinity for water, dis-
solves in it like potass, and may also be obtained in crystals by
evaporating its aqueous solution. It is not altered by li"ht ; nor
does it combine with oxygen, hydrogen, azote, carbon, charcoal,
or metals. Its action upon phosphorus and sulphur is the same
with that of potass. The sulphuret and hydrogenated sulphuret
of soda possess the properties of the sulphuret and hydrogenated
sulphuret of potass, and are formed in the same manner. In its

action on metals, metallic oxides, and in its aflinities, it also agrees
with potass. lu short, the two fixed alkalies, in a state of purity,
resemble each other very nearly in almost every particular. Its
importance in manufactures is not inferior to that of potass. For
several purposes, as for soap and glass, it answers even better
than potass. Soda was long regarded as a simple body ; it has,
however, at length been decomposed by Mr. Daw. See Potass.
For the affinities of soda, see Che-Mistry. Few articles are of
greater importance to the arts, manufactures, and domestic <rco-
nomy, than soda. It is indispensably necessary for making hard
soap ; and also forms an excellent sub.->titule for this article ; as
four ounces of the former, and six of the latter, are fully equal to
1(3 ounces, or one pound, of soap, for cleansing 141bs. of cloth, by
hand ; while it softens the hardiwt water : thus, a saving will arise
in the expence, of from one-third to one-half, accordingly as that
operation is perforn.ed by' the hand, or by machines.- 'The su-
perior effects of soda are fully evinced in the cleansing of iictcv
hosiery, flannels, or worsted stockings; which, when inana»eil
witli warm water, soap, and pot-ash, acquire an unpleasant odour,
and are apt to shrink, inconsequence of the rubbing, particul.irly

if they be immersed in cold water: whereas, by using the fosiii-

alkali, these inconveniencies are said to be completely avoided,
and neither the (piality of the goods will be impaired ; nor the
hands of the women when the soda is judiciously employed, be
injured in the same manner, as generally hajipens l)y the cominen
ley. Farther, as frequent bathing ')r washing of the body greatly
conduces to health, it has been recommended lo dissolve a small
portion of soda in the water thus employed ; or, at least to pi.ss a
towel wetted with a solution of soda and soap, over the surface ;

for such practice opens tlie pores, and removes the disagreeable
odour ari-ing from profuse perspiration : a similar application will

be productive of equal advantage to horses that arc employed for

racing, post-chaises, gr other purposes, where great exertions are

7 P rec Hired.
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recjuiied. If a weak solution of s.jiU be pourefl inlo foul bottles

or casks, in wiiicli wine has bci-ii kept for a consiJerable lime, it

will completely dissolve the tartarous crust tliat is foniied on tlieir

jnuer surface : boot-topi^, saddles, or bridles, may with such litpiid

be elilclually cleansed, wliile tlie original colour of the leather is

preserved. This alkali may, likewise, be emjiloyed for sweeten-

ing kitchen-utensils, and particularly for removing grease or acids

from cojjper-vessels ; because these concretions, when sulTered to

remain, form a strong poison, and may be productive of delete-

rious effects. In a similar manner, it may be used for tin and iron

vessels, to prevent them from becoming rusty. I^astly, as the

utensils of the dairy are apt to acquire an acid disagreeable smell,

during the summer, anit^articnlarly after a thunder-storm, though
every attention be bestowed on them, such fetor may be com-
pletely removed by a small portion of soda, which will render the

njilk-vessels perfectly sweet ; while It neutralizes and dispels the

acid ferment imbibed by the wood, atid which might otherwise

taint the milk. The crystals of soda are not less usefid in a me-
dicinal point of view. 1 hus, a solution of this salt, is an excellent

gargle tor cleansing the throat, mouth, and gums, both in a sound
and in a diseased or ulcerated slate ; while it whitens the teeth ;

and dissolves all incrustations that inay be formed on their sur-

face, without injuring their enamel. And, if a small quantity of

this liquid be occasionally swallowed, after washing the fauces,

it is said effectually to remove a fetid breadth. Soda is, in

many instances, preferable to magnesia, for correcting acidity

in the stomach ; nav, it is even asserted, that it prevents the gout,

gravel, stone, and similar disorders: lastly, if the fossil-alkali be
mixed with cream of tartar, in the proportion of 14 parts of the
former to I'i of the latter, it furnishes one of the mildcot la.xatives

;

namely, the Rochelle salt.

SODBURY, Chipping, a town of England, in Gloucester-
shire, 15 miles E. N. E. of Bristol, and H2 W. of London. Lon.
S. 15. W. Lat. 51. 30. N.
SODOM, an ancient city of Palestine, in Asia, infamous in

Scripture for the wickedness of its inhabitants, and their destruction

by fire from heaven on that account ; along with the adjacent ci

ties of Gomorrah, Admah, and Zeboiim, whose inhabitants had
been equally wicked. The place where these cities ^to^d is now
covered by the waters of the Dead Sea, or the Lake A,sphaltites.

See ASPHALTITES.
SODOMY, an unnatural crime so called from the city of

Sodom, which was destroyed by fire for it. The Levitical law
adjudged those guilty of this execrable crime to death ; and the

civil law assigns the same punishment to it. The law of England
makes it felony.

SODOR, a villa^ge in Icolmkill, one of the Western Isles of
Scotland, near that of Mull. It was formerly a bishop's see,

which comprehended all the islands, together with the I'^le of

Man ; for which reason the bishop is sliU called the bishop of So-
dor and Man.
SODUS, a town of New York, on the VV. bank of lake On-

tario, near the S. W. part of Great Sodus Bay, 24 miles N. of Ge-
neva.

SO EST, a town in Westphalia, and county of Marck ; .30

miles S. E. of Munster.
SOFALA, CEFALA, QUITERVE, or ZOFALA, a king-

dom of Africa, lying on the coast of Mosambique, near Zangue-
bar. It is bounded on the north by Monomotapa; on the east by
the Mosambique Sea; on thesouth by the kingdom of Sabia;
and on the west by that of Manica. It contains mines of gold and
iron, and a great number of elephants.

SOFFIT, orSOFFlTA, in archilccti're, any timber-ceiling
formed of cross beams ot flynig cornices, the square comparti-
ments orpannels of wliich are enriched with sculpture, painting, or
gilding ; such are those in the palaces of Italy, and in the apart-

ments of Luxenibourg at Paris.

SoFPiTA, or Soffit, is also used for the underside or face of
Ml architrave ; and more particularly for that of the corona or lar-

mier, which the ancients called lacunar, the French, plafond, and
we usually the drip.

SOFFROl, or SOFROY, a town of Fez, in Chaus, 12 miles E.
of Fez. I.on. 4. 48. \V. Lat. 33. 40. N.
SOGNO, SONGO, or SONHO, a piovince of Africa, in

Congo, on the S. bank of the Zaire, along the coast of the Atlantic.

y

SOGNu, BaNza, iIr- capital of the above Province. Lon. 13.

15. E. Li.t. 5. jO. S.

SOHAM, a town of England, in Cambridgeshire, 5 miles S,

E. of Ely, and 70 N. by E.^f London.
SOIGNIES, a town of France, in the department of Jemappes,

and late province of Austrian Haiiiault, 17 miles W. of Brus.
sels.

SOIL, is the mould covering the surface ofthe earth, in which
vegetables grow. It serves as a support for vegetables, aiid as a
reservoir for receiving and communicating tUeir nourishment.
Soils arc common, double, or triple, compaunds of the several re-

puted primitive earths, f.xccpt the barytic, see Earths, and Mr-
Ni-.RALoGY. The inagncsian likewise sparingly occurs. The
more fertile soils alford also a small proportion ot coally substance
arising Irom putrefaction, and sonie traces of marine acid and
gypsum. The vulgar division into clay, chalk, sand, and gravel,

is well understood. See Ht'SBAXDRY.
SOISSONNOIS, J late province of France, bounded on the

the N. by Lyonnois ; E. by Champagne ; S. by Brie, and W.by
N'alois.

SOI.SSONS, a city of France, in the department of Aisne, and
hit*- province of Soissonnois, 30 miles W. by N. of Rheims, and
(JO N. E. of Paris.

SOL, the Sun, inastronoiny, astrology, &c. See Astronomy.
Sol, in chemistry, is gold ; thus called from an opinion that

this metal is in a particular manner under the influence of the sun.

Sol, in heraldry, denotes or, the golden colour in the arms of
sovereign princes.

Sol, in music, the fifth note of the gamut, ut, re, mi, fa, sol, la.

See Gaml'T.
Sol, or Sou, in the French currency, a coin made up of cop-

per mixed with a little silver, and worth upwards of an English
halfpenny, or the 23d part of an English shilling.

Sol, ill Dutch currency. The Dutch have two kinds of sols:

the one of silver, called sols de gros, and likewise schelling ; the
other of copper, called also thestuyver.

SOL/fc'US, orSOLEUS, in anatomy, one of the extensor-

muscles ofthe foot, rising from the upper and hinder parts of the
tibia and fibula.

SOLANDER, or SOLANDER's ISLAND, an island in the
S. Pacific Ocean, near the S. coast of New Zealand. Lon. 192.

49. \V. Lat. 46. 31. S.

SOLANDRA, in botany, a genus of the pentandria mono-
gynia class and order. Calyx bursting ; corolla clavate, fnnnel-

torm, very large ; berry four-celled, many-seeded. It has but
one species, a native of Jamaica.

SOLANTA, or SOL.\NTO, a town, cape, and bay, on the
N. coast of Sicily: 8 miles E. of Palermo. Lon. 31. 22. E.
Lat. 3S. 9. N.
SOL.VNUM, in botany, a genus of the monogynia order, and

pentandria class of plants ; natural order, Lurid^. Calyx in-

ferior ; corolla rotate ; fruit a berry, bilocular, and containing

many small and fl. t seeds. There are 93 species, most of them
natives ofthe East and West Indies.

S. Dulcamara, a native of Britain and of ."Vfrica, is a slender

climbing plant, rising to six or more feet in height. The befry,

when ripe, is red, and contains many tlat yellowish seeds. It

grows in hedges well supplied with water, and flowers about the

end of June. On chewing the roots, we first feel a bitter, then a
sweet, taste ; hence the name. The berries are poisonous, and
may easily be mistaken by children for currants. The slipites or

younger branches are directed for use, and may be employed
either fresh or dried : they should be gathered in the autumn.
They are given in decoction or infusion.

S. Nigrum, Nightshade, common in many places in Bri-

tain about dunghills and \v.^ste places. It rises to about two feet

in height. The stalk herbaceous, the leaves alternate, irregularly

oval, indented, and clothed with soft hairs. The flowers are

white; the berries black and shining. It appears to possess the

deleterious qualities of the other nightshades in a very high de-

gree, and even the smell of the plant is said to cause sleep. The
berries are equally jioisonons with the leaves; causing cardialgia,

and delirium, and violent distortions ofthe limbs in children.

SOLAR, belonging to the sun; thus the solar system

is that system of the world wherein the heavenly bodies are

made
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made to revolve round the sun as the centre of their motion.

Se<' AvrKr NOMY.
SoLAK Days., and Solar Years. See Astronomy.
SOLDANEL, SOLUANELLA, or lilNDWEIiD, in bo-

tanv, a genus of plants belonging to the class pentaiidria, and

order ninnojiynia ; natural order, Precis. Corolla canipanu-

Jated ; the border being very finely cut into a great many seg-

nieiiis ; capsule one-celled, with its a'^ex polvdentate.

.SOLDANIA, a bay on the S. W.' coast of Africa, N. of the

Cape ot Good Hope. Lon. 18. 4. E. Lat. 33. 10. S.

SOLDER, SODDEK, or SODER, a metallic or mineral

compo>ition used in soldering or joining together other metals.

Solders are made of gold, silver, copper, tin, - bismuth, and lead.

In the composition there must always be some of the metal that is

to be soldered mixed with some higher and liner metals. Gold-
Smiths formerly made four kinds of solder, viz. solder of eight,

where to seven parts of silver there is one of brass or copper

;

solder of six, where only a sixth part is copper ; solder of four,

and solder of three ; but one kind or two at most is now userl. As
mixtures of gold with a little copper melt with less heat than pure
gold itseli, these mixtures serve as solders for gold : two pieces ot

fine gold are soldered by gold that has a small admixture of cop-
per ; and gold alloyed with copper is soldered by such as is al-

loyed with more copper. A mixture of gold and copper is also a

solder for nne cop])er as well as for fine gold. Gold being par-

ticularly disjjosed to unite with iron, proves an excellent solder

for the liner kinds of iron and steel instruments. The solder used
by plumbers is made of two pounds of lead to one of block- tin.

Its goodness is tried by melting it, and pouring the bigness of a

crown-piece on a table; for, if good, there will arise little bright

shining stars therein. The solder for copper is made like that of

the plumbers ; only with copper and tin ; and for very nice works,
instead of tin, they sometimes use a quantity of silver. Solder for

tin is made of two-thirds of tin, and one of lead, or of equal pnrls

of each ; but where the work is any thing delicate, as in organ-

pipes, where the juncture is scarcely discernible, it is made of

one part of bisniuih and three parts of pewter.

SOLDERING, the joining and fastening together of two
pieces of the s uiie metal, or of two diHerent metals, by the fusion

and application of some metallic composition on the extremities o1

the metals to be joined. To solder upon silver, brass, or iron:

take silver, five penny-weights ; brass, four pennyweights; melt
them together for soft solder, which runs soonest. Take silver,

five pennyweights ; copper, three pennyweights ;• nielt them to-

gether for hard solder. Beat the solder thin, and lay it on the

place to be soldered, which must be first fitted and bound toge-

ther with wire as occasion requires ; then tak<- borax in powder,
and temper it like p.ip, and lay it upon the solder, letting it dry ;

then cover it with live coals, and blow, and it will run immedi-
ately ; take it presently out of the fire, and it is done. If any
thing is to be soldered in two places, which cannot well be done
at one time, you must first solder with the harder solder, and then

with the soft ; for if it be first done with the soft, it will unsolder

again before the other is fastened. To prevent the solder from
running about the piece that is to be soldered, rub such places

over with chalk. In the soldering either of gold, silver, copper,

or either of the metals above mentioned, there is generally used

borax in powder, and sometimes rostn. As to iron, it is sufficient

that it be heated-red hot, and the two extieniities thus hammered
together, by which means they will become incorporated with

each other. For the finer kinds of iron and steel instruments,

bowever, gold proves an excellent solder. This metal will dis-

solve twice or thrice its weight of iron in a degree of heat very far

less than that in which iron itself melts ; hence if a small plate of

gold is wrapped round the parts to be joined, and afterwards

melted by a blow-pipe, it strongly unites the pieces together

without any injury to the instrument, however delicate.

SOLDIERS. See Army, Artillery, and Military.
SOLE, in the manege, a sort of horn under a horse's foot, which

is much more tender than the other hnrn that encompasses the foot,

and by reason of its hardness is properly called the horn or hoof.

SOLECISM, \_<7o>~oixi'!-ij.a;,'] in grammar, is a false manner of

speaking, contrary to the rules of grammar, either in respect of

declension, conjugation, or syntax.

SOLELMN performed with much pomp, ceremony, • aijd ex-

pence.

Solemn, in law, signifies something aullientic, or what is cloth-
ed in all Us formalities.

SOLEN, the Spout-Fish, RazorSiieath, or Kn-ife-Hav-
ole-Shell, in zoology, a genus belonging to the class vermes,
and oriler, testacea. Animal an ascidia ; shell bivalve, obloiis,
'peniiig at both sides : hinge has a tooth shaped like an awl,
bent back, often double, not inserted into the opposite shell :

t le rim at the sides somewhat worn away, and has a horny cartila-
ginous hinge. There are 24 species.

SOLEURE, a canton ot the Helvetic republic. It is 35 miln;
long trom N. to S. and 3j broad from E. to \Y. The soil is ex-
ceedingly fertile in corn ; and the districts within the Jura abound
in excellent pastures.

SoLEVRE, an ancient town, capital of the above canton, 20
miles N. N. £. of Bern, 27 S. S. W. of Basle, and 45 W. 0£
Zurich.

SOLFAING, in music, the naming or pronouncing of the se-

veral notes of a song by the syllables "ut, re, mi, fa, sol, &c. in

learning to sing it. See Music.
SOLFERINA, orSOLFERING, a principality of the lat-

duchy of Mantua, now in the department of the Mincio, and dis-

trict of Mantua. The soil is marshy. Riee, maize, flax, and
hemp, are the chief produce.

SoLFERiNA, orSoLFERixo, a towi), the Capital of the above
principality, 17 miles N. W. of Mantua.
SOLFVVITZBURG, or SVL\lSSORG, a sea-port-town of

Sweden, in Blekiiigon, 33 miles W. S. \V. of Carlscrona.
SOLI, or SOLOE, a town of Silicia, on the sea-co.^sf, built

by a colony of Greeks and Rhodians : afterwards called Pom-
peiopolis, from Pompey the Great, who settled a colony of pi-
rates in it. Plin. v. 27.

Sou, the inhabitants of the above town. These people for-
getting the purity of their original language, gave rise to the term
Solecism.

SOLICITOR, a person employed to take care of and manage
suits depending in the courts of law or equity. Solicitors are
within the statute to be sworn, and admitted by' the judges, before
they are allowed to practise hi the courts of England, in like
manner as attorneys.

Solicitor General, a great ofllcer of the taw, next to the at-

torney-general, who holds Ills office l)y patent during the king's
))leasure, has the care and concern for managing the king's af-

fairs, and has fees for pleading, besides other" fees arising by pa-
tents, &c.

Solicitors at Law, a respectable body of gentlemen of the
law, in Edinburgh, who are chiefly employed in conducting busi-
ness, before the sherilT, magistrates, and other inferior courts>
They were tormerly called Procuratoi-s.

sOLID, in philosophy, ii a body whose parts are so firmly
connected together, as not easily to give way or slip from each
oilier ; in which sense solid stands opposed to fluid. Geometri-
cians define a solid to be the third species of nuignitude, or that
which has three dimensions, viz. length, breadth, ;uid thickness or
depth. Solids are commonly divided into regular and irregular.

Solid OF least Resistance. Sir Isaac Newton, in his Prin-
cipia, shews, that if there be a curve figure, as DNFG, (Plate
CLVIII, fig. 1,) of such a nature, as that from anv point, as N,
taken in its circumference, a perpendicular A .M be let fall on tly
axis AB ; and if from a given point, as G, there be drawn llr.."

right lineGR, parallel to a tangent to the curve in the point N,
cutting the axis produced in R, and the proportion then be, as

NM : GR : : GR^ ; 4BGxGR ; the solid generated by the re-

volution of this curve about Its a\is AM, when moved sw'ifilv in a
rare and elastic medium, will meet with less resistance from the
medium, than any other circular solid whatever, of the same length
and breadth. See Geometry.
SOLIDS, in anatomy, are the bones ligaments, membrane?,

muscles, nerves, and vessels, &c. See Anatomy.
SO LI DAGO, Golden Rod ; in botany, a genus of pl.ints be-

longing to the class syngenesia, and order polvgamia siipcrllna ;

natural order, Compositx. Receptacle naked ;' pappus simple,
radii commonly five : scales of the calyx imbricate, curved in-

«ard. There arc 30 species.

SOLIDITY, in philosophy, is that property of maltor, or

body, by which it excludes all other bodies from the place which
il-el!
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itself possesses ; ami as it would be absurd lo suppose that two bo-

dies could possess one and tlie same place at the same time, it fol-

lows, that the softest bodies are eciu.dly solid with tlie liardL>t.

i^ee Metaphysics. Among geometricians, the solidity of a body
denotes the quantity or space contained in it, and is calleil also

its solid content.

SOLIFIDIANISM, [from sola aadfidcs, Lat.J liie doctrine of

salvation by faitli alone.

SOLIHULL, a town of England, in Warwickshire, 8 miles

S,E. of Birmingham, '24 N.E. "of Worcester, and 107 N.W. of

J.oiidon.

SOLIKAMSK, a town of Bussia, in Perm, on the Ussalka,

112 miles N. of Perm. Lon. 57. 2t5. E. Lat. 59. 16. N.
SOLILOQUY, [solus and loqwr, Lat.] according to Papias,

is a discourse by way of answer to a question that a man proposes

to him^i-lf. SoIiio(!uics rrc very common on tlie modern stage

;

j'et nothing can be more luinatural liiaii an actor making long

apeeches to hiiri'^eif, to convey his intentions to the audience.

Vet shoit 'oliloquies are not so unnatural as some think.

SOLIMAN 11. emperor of the Turks, surnamed the Magnifi-

cent, was the oulv son of Selini I. whom he succeeded in 1520.

lie was educated in a manner very different from the Ottoman
)>rinces ill general ; for he was instructed in the inaxims of politics

iHd the secrets of government. He began his reign by restoring

tiiose peisons their po-sessions whom his father bad unjustly plun-

dered, lie re-established ihe authority of the tribunals, and be-

>tosied the government of provinces upon none but pt'rsons of

wrallh and probity :
" 1 would have my viceroys (he said) resem-

ble those rivers that fi'nilize the fields through which they pass

not those torrents which sweep every thing before them." After

.'oncluding a truce with Knrael, sophy of Persia, and subduing
Gozeli bey, »Iio had raised a rebellion in Syria, he turned his

:irms against Europe. Belgrade was taken in 1521, and Kliodes

surrendered in 1522, after an obstinate and enthusiastic defence.

]n 1520 he defeated and slew the king of Hungary in the famous
biaile of Monatz. Three yeirs after he conquered Buda, and im-

piediately laid siege to Vienna itsell. But after continuing twenty
tiavs before that city, and assaulting it twenty times, he was

obliged to retreat with the loss of 80,000 men. Some time after

be was defeated by the Persians, and disappointed in his hopes of

taking Malta. He succeeded, however, in dispossessing the Cle-

noese of Chio, an island which had belonged to that republic for

above 200 years. He died while lie was besieging Sigeth, in

Hungary, on the 30tli Aug. 156G, aged 7(5. He was a prince of

the strictest probity, a lover of justice, and vigorous in the execu-

tion of it ; but he tarnished all bis glory by cruelty.

SOLMS, a town in the Lower Rhine, and landgravate of Hesse-

Ca^sel, 10 miles S. E. of Herborn. Lon. S.3I. E. Lat. 50. 3i. N.
SOLO, in the Italian music, is frequently used in pieces con-

sisting of several parts, to mark those that are to pertorm alone;

as liauto solo, vioiino solo. It is also used for sonatas composed
for one violin, one German flute, or other instrument, and a bass

;

thus we say, Corelli's solos, Geminiani's solos, &c. When two or

three parts play or sing separately from the grand chorus, they are

called a doi solo, a tre solo, &c. Solo is sometimes denoted by S.

SOLOMON, [JlsW, Heb. i. e. peaceable,] the son and suc-

cessor of David, king of Israel, by Balbsheba ; who seems to have

been so named by his father in the spirit of prophecy, as he had

the most peaceable and flourishing reign of any monarch in Israel

or Judah. He was born about A.M. 3971. His judicious go-

vcrnmeiit in the early part.of his reign ; his repeated divine com-
munications, and wise choii'e ; bis extensive and successful com-
merce with Egypt, Ophir, Tyre, S:c. his immense riches in con-

sequence; his fame for wisdom, which readied the most remote
coiners of the civilized world ; his superb building and solemn de-

dication of the temple, with his excellent prayer on that occasion,

an<l his costly sacrilices miraculously consumed ; with his feast of

si.'vc'ii days given to the whole people ; and many other interesting

particulars of his reign, are recordedin lKing^ i.—ix.and 2 C'hroii.

i.—ix. But while (he sacred historians liHve done all justice to his

iincomnion wisdom, they have not toncealed his unparalleled

lolly and deb lucbery, in not only taking lOOe wives Miid concu-
bines, but in departing from the trje God, and to pieasi' his hea-

then wives, Kicrificing to idols. In this defection, his lawful wife,

t!ie daughter of PliaraoU, and bister of Shishak, seems to have had

no concern, a the idol- oi Egypt are not mentioned. Some coni-
mentatiirs ratlicr think that |/rincess became a Jewish proselyte.
Dr. Walkins says it was " through his marriage wjtli the princess
of Egypt, that he fell into idolatry; but the Ur. has no authority
to say so, from history sacred or profane. Ashtoreth, Milcom,
Chemosh, and Moloch, were not Egyptian idols. Solomon be-
gan to build the temple in the fourth year of his reign, A.M, 2993,
and complt-ted it in his eleventh year, A.M. 3000. His kingdom
e«tpnded from the north-east border of Egypt to the Euphrates.
Ills trade with Ophir alone has been estimated .it two millions
sterling. As an author, his Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and Song of
Songs, constitute a valuable part of the Canon of Scripture. He
is also recorded (1 Kings, iv. 33) to have written upon botanv,
zoology, ornithology, entomology, and ichthyology ; but his

works on these subjects are lost. Alter reigning forty years, he
died A.M. 301 1, and B.C. 975, aged 58.

SOLON, one of the seven wise men of Greece, was born at Sa-
lamii, and descended from the truly patriotic king, Codriis. He had
recourse to merchandise for his subsistence. He had, however, a
greater thirst after knowledge and fame than alter riches, and
made his mercantile voyages subservient to the increase of his in-

tellectual treasures. He very early cultivated poetry, and ap-
plied himself to the study of wisdom. His popubriiy was cx-
teiuU-d tliiongh Greece in consequence of a successful alliance

which he formed among the states in defence of the temple at
Delphos against the Cinhaians. When dissensions had arisen at

Athens between the rich creditors and the poor debtors, Solon was
created archon, with the united powers of supreme legislator ami
magistrate. He soon restored harmony between the rich and
poor : he cancelled the debts w hich had jjroved the occasion of
so much oppression ; and ordained that in future no creditor
should be allowed to seize the body of the debtor for his security :

he made a new distribution of the people, instituted new courts
of judicature, and framed a judicious code of laws, which after-

wards became the basis of the laws of the XII. tables in Rome.
Among his criminal laws are many wise and excellent regiilallous ;

but two of them were very exceptionable ; tlie permission of a vo-
luntary exile to persons that had been guilty of premeditated
murder, and the appointment of a less severe punishment for a
rape than for seduction. Solon died in Cyprus, in his 80th year.

Statues were erected to his memory, both at Athens and Salanvis.

Among the preceptswhich have been ascril)ed to Solon, are the fol-

lowing: " Laws are like cobwebs, tliat entangle tlie weak, but are
broken through by the strong. He who has learned to obey, will

know how to command. Li every thing you do consider the
end."
SOLOR, an i.-.land in the East Indian Ocean, south of Celebes,

governed b\ its own king. Lon. 123. 55. E. Lat. 9. 0. S.

SOLS'l ICE, [snlstitium, Lat.] in astronomy, that time when
the 5un is in one of the solstitial points, that is, when he is at his

greatest distance from the equator ; thus called because he then
appears to stand still, and not lo change his distance from the
equator for some time; an appearance owing to the obliquity of
our sphere, and which those living uuder the equator are strangers

to. Tiie solstices are two in each year ; Ihe a-stival, or summer-sol-
stice, and the hyemal, or winter-solstice. The summer-solstice
is when the sun seems to describe the tropic of cancer, which is on
June 21, when he makes the longest day: the winter-solstice \i

when the sun enters the fii-st degree, or seems to describe the

tropic of Capricorn,which is on Dec. 21, when he makes the shortest

day. This is to be understood as in our northern hemisphere; for

in the southern, the sun's entrance into Capricorn makes the sum-
mer-solstice, and that into cancer the winter-solstice.

SOL'i'WELD, a town of Brandenburg, ia the Old Marche, on
the Jetz. Lon. 1 I. 34. E. Lat. 52. 5t). N.
SOLVENT, in chemistry, that which dissolves a solid body

into a transparent fluid.

SOLUTION, or DISSOLUTION, in chemistry, denotes an
intimate union of solid with fluid bodies, so as to form a transpa*

rent liciiior. See Chemistry.
SOLVVAY FRI TH, or BOON ESS WATH, a navigable arm

of the sea, which extends east from the Irish Sea, and forms the

boundary between Scotland and England for upwards of Jlfty

miles.

SOMATOLOGY, Uwu.^ and Uy<^,'\ the doctrine of bodies.

SOMBRERO,
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SOMBRERO, an iiiiinliabitcci island in the West Indie?, in tlie H

form of an hat, whence the name is derived. It is 80 miles NAV.
of St. Kits. Lon. 63. 53. VV. Lat. 18. 50. N.
Sombrero, Wonderful Plant of, is a strange kind of

sensitive plant growing in the East Indies, in sandy bays, and in

shallow water. It apijcars like a slender straight stick;' but when
you attempt to touch it, immediately withdraws itself into the

«and. Mr. Miller gives an account of it in his description of Su-
matra. He says the Malays call it lalan lout, that is sea-grass.

He never could observe any tentacula ; but, after many unsuc-

cessful attempts, drew out a broken piece about a foot long. It was
perfectly straight and uniform, and resembled a worm drawn over

a knitting-needle. When dry it appears like a coral.

SOM-CHAN, a town of Chinese Tartarv. Lon. 120. 43. E.
Lat. 41.2. N.
SOMERS, John, lord high chancellor of England, was born

«t Worcester, in 1652. He was educated at Oxford, and after-

wards entered at tlie Middle Temple, where he studied the law.

In 1688 he was one of the counsel for the seven bishops at their

trial, and argued with great learning and eloquence against the

di>|)ensing power. In the convention which met by the Prince

of Orange's summons, Jan. 22, 1639, he represented Worcester

;

and was one of the managers for the house of commons, at a con-

ference with the house of lords upon the word abdicated. Soon
alter the accession of William and Mary, he was appointed solici-

tor-general, and was knighted. la 1692 he was made attorney-

general, and in 1693 lord keeper of the great seal. In 1695 he
proposed an expedient to prevent the clipping of the coin. In

lt)i)7 lie was created lord Somers, baron of Evesham, and made lord

hiith chancellor. In 1700 he was removed from his post of lord

chancellor, and in 1701 was impeached of high crimes and misde-

meanors by the house of commons, of which he was acquitted

upon trial by the house of lords. He then retired to a studious

course of life, and was chosen president of the 'Royal Society.

In 1706 he proposed a bill for the regulation of the laW ; and was

one of the principal managers for the union belween England and
Scotland. In 170S he was made lord president of the council;

from which he was removed in 171U. In the end of (jucen Anne's
leign he became very nihrm, and therefore held no other post

than a seat in council, after the accession of king George I. He
died of an apoplectic lit in 1716. Mr. Addison has drawn his

character very beautifully in his Freeholder.

SOMERSET, a populous and well-cultivated county of New
Jersev, on the north side of the grejt road from New York to

Pliila'delphia.

Somerset, the capital of the above county, 23 miles N. of

Trenton, and 72 N.E. by N. of PliUadelphia.

Somerset, or So.mersetshire, a county of England, so

'named from Somerton, once the capital, extending between 50° and
51° 27' Lat. N. and between l°2.i'and Lon. 2°59'W. It is bounded
on the N . by the Bristol Channel, N. E. by Gloucestershire, E. by
Wiltshire, S. by Dorsetshire, and W. by Devonshire. The air

is very mild and wholesome, es[)ecially that of the hilly part.

The soil in general is exceedingly ricli, so that single acres very

commonly produce forty or fifty bushels of wheat, and there have

been instances of some producing sixty of barley. Its foreign

trade is very extensive, and it has a large trade for sea-codi, and
possesses, besides other ports, that of Bristol, a town of the greatest

trade in England, next to London.
SOMERTON, an ancient town in Somersetshire, whence the

county derives its name. Lon. 1. 53. W. Lat. 51. 4. N.
Somerton, a small town of England, in Sutfblk, N.W. of

Melford.
SOMME, a river of France, which rises near Fonsomme in the

department of the Aisne, and runs into the English Channel, 5

jniles W.N.W. of St. Valey.

Somme, a department of France, bounded on the N. by that of

the Straits of Calais; -E. by that of the Aisne; S. by that of the

Oise , and VV. by that of the Lower Seine, and the English Chan-

nel. It comprehends the greater part of the late province of Pi-

cardv, an'' '^ about 60 miles long froin E. to W. and 30 broad

from N- t" ^- Amiens is the capital.

SOMMIEUES, a town of France, in the department of Gard,
• and late province of Languedoc, 10 miles S.\V. of Nisaies, and

) j N.E. of Montpellier.
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SOMNER, William, an eininent English antiquary, born at

Canterbury in 1606. His first treatise was The Antuiuilics of
Canterbury, which he dedicated to archbishop Laud. He then
made himself master of the Saxon language, by which he disco-
vered that the old glossary prefixed to Sir Roger Twisden's edi-

tion of the lawsof king Henry I. printed in 1644, was erroneoi.s In

many places ; he therefore added to that edition notes and ob-
servations valuable for their learning, with a very useful glossary.

His Treatise of Gavelkind was finished about 1648, though not
))ublished till 1660. He was zealously attached to king Chajles
1. and in 1648, he published a poem on his sufferings and death.

His skill in the Saxon tongue led him to inquire into most of the
European languages ancient and modern. He assisted Dugdaie
and Dodsworth in compiling the Monasticon Anglicanum. Hi5
Saxon Dictionary was printed at Oxford, in 1659. lie died in 1669.
SOMNUS, [Lat.] in the ancient mythology,- the god of sleep,

was the son of Erebus and Nox. or Hell and Night, and the bro-
ther of Light and Day. He was one of the infernal deities, and
his palace a dark cave, where the sun never penetrated.* At the
entrance grew poppies and all Cllier sonmiferous herbs. The
god was represented as asleep on a bed of feathers, with black
curtains.

SONATA, in music, is a piece of coinposifion intended to be
performed by instruments only; in which sense it stands opposed
to cantata, or a ])iece designed for the voice. See Cantata.
SONCHUS, Sow-Thistle ; in botany, a genus of plants be-

longing to the class syngenesia, and order polygamia iqualis ; na-
tural order Coinposita;. Receptacle naked; calyx imbricated,
bellying, conical; down simple, sessile, very soft; seed oval,

pointed. There are nineteen species.

SONDERBORG, a sea-port-town of Denmark, on the south
coast of the i^le of Alsen, 16 miles E.N.E. of Flensborg. Lon.
9. 49. E. Lat. 54. 57. N.
SONDERS, orSONDRIO, atownof Swilzerland, formerly

in tlie country of the Grisons, and late capital of the Valteline, 34
miles N.E. of Como. Lon. 9. 40. E. Lat. 46. II. N.
SONG, in music, is applied, in general, to a single piece of

music, whether contrived for the voice or an instrument.

Song, in poetry, a short composition, consisting of easy and na«
tural verses, set to a tune in order to be siing.

Song of Birds, is defined by the honourable Daincs Barring-

ton to be a succession of three or more different notes, w Iiich are
continued without interruption, during the same interval, with 3.

musical bar of four crotchets in an adagio movement, or whilst a
pendulum swings four seconds. It is aliirmed, that the notes of
Ijirds are no more innate than language in man, and that thev de-
pend upon imitation, as far as their organs will enable them to imi-

lale t!je sounds which they liave frequent opportunities of hearing:

and their adhering so steadily, even in a wild state, to the same
song, is owing to the nestling attending only to the instruction of
the parent-bird, whilst they disregard the notes of all others that

may be singing round them. Birds in a wild state do not com-
monly sing above ten weeks in the year, whereas birds that have
plenty of food in a cage sing the greatest part of the year: the fe-

male of no species of birds ever sings. This is a wise provision,

because her song would discover Iier nest. In the same manner,
we may account for her inferiority in plumage. The faculty of
singing is confined to the cock-birds; and accordingly Mr. Hun-
ter, in dissecting birds of several species found the musdes of the
larynx to be stronger in the nightingiJe than in any other bird of

the same size; anil in all those instances, where he dissected botli

cock and hen, the same muscles were stronger in the cock.

Song of Solomon. It is surprising, that some, who pretend
to be Christians, consider this poem as merely an epithalamiimi,

composed for Solomon's marriage with the princess of Egypt.
Had not the ancient Jews, as well as primitive Christians, consider-

ed it as a divine allegory, representing the union of the Messiah
with his church, it would never have found a place in the sacied

canon; and our Saviour liiin-ell, when en earth, woidd have ex-

claimed against it, and renuunced it, as he did the corrupt tradi-

tions of the Pharisees. His frequent censures of these lra<litions,

and his general approbation of the Old Testament Scriptures, by
frequently (pioting them without any censure, alfird us the most
decisive -''thority and security of trutting to thcni as genuine, and
holding Ihem sacred.
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SONG-KIANG, a city of China, of the first rank, in the pro-

vince of Kiang-naii; 560 miles S. of Pekio. Lon. 120. 45. E.

Lat. 31.0. N.
SONKA.VS, a people \v!>o inhabit the S. part of Africa, on the

N. of the Cape of Good Hope.
SONNA, a book of the Wohamnieilan traditions, whieh the or-

thodox of the mussuhuans are reci'jirfd to believe.

SONNEUATIA, in botany, a genus of the icosandria mono-
gynia class and order. Natural order, Hesperide*. Calyx six-

cleft; petals six, lanceolate; berry maiiy-ctlled, with several sect's

In each cell. There is but one species, viz. S. acida, a naliye of

the Molucca islands, and the bogi of New Guinea; also of Co-
vhin China, on the banks of rivers.

SONNET, in poetry, a short poem containing fourteen verses,

yiz. two stanzas or maisures of four verses each, and two of three,

the eiglit lirst vei-ses being all in three rhimes.

SONNITES, among the Mohammedans, an appellation given
to the orthodox niussulmaus or true believers; in opposition to

the several heretical sects, particularly the Shiites or followers

of Ali.

SOODEBA, or SOODERS, in Indian mythology and polity,

the fourth cast, or the lowest class of the people. See Gentoos,
and HrNDOos.
SOOLOO, an island in the East Indian Ocean, one of the Phi-

lippines; about 30 niik'S Ions, and 12 broad. Lon. 121. 25. E.
Lat 5. 55. N.
SOONDA, a province of Hindoosfan, in Mysore. Tt lies be-

tween Cauara and Concan ; and is about 40 miles long from N.
to S. and 30 broad (roni E. to W.
SOOXTABURDAR, in the East Indies, an attendant, who

carries a silver-bludgeon in bis hand about two or three feet long,

and runs before the palanquin.

SOOT, a volatile matter arising from wood and other fuel along
with the smoke; or rather, it is the smoke itself condensed anil

gathered to the sides of the chimney. Though once volatile,

however, soot cannot be again resolved into vapour; but, if dis-

tilled by a strong fire, yields a- volatile alkali and empyreamatic
oil, a consider.ible (juantity of lixed matter remaining at the bot-

tom of the distdling vessel. If burnt in an open fire, it flames
with a thick smoke, whence other soot is produced. It is used as

a material for making sal ammoniac, and as a manure.
SOPH I, or SOFI, a title given to the emperor of Persia; im-

porting wise, sage, or philosopher. The title is by some said to

have taken its rise from a young shepherd named Sophi, who at-

tained to the crown of Persia in 1370; others derive it from tlie

sophoi or sages anciently called magi.
SOPHIA. SOFl.A, orSOFp-A, a citv of European Turkey,

tlie capital of Bulgaria. Lon. 23. 58. E. Lat. 42. 30. N.
SOPHl.AI, a town of Russia, in Petersburg; 16 miles S. S. E.

of the city.

SOPHIANA, or SOPHIANfA, a town of Persia, in Adir-
beitaan; 25 miles N.W. of Tauris. Lon. 47. 25. E. Lat. 38.

35. N.
SOPH IS, or SOFEIlS, a kind of order of religious among the

ilohammedans in Persia, answering to what are otherwise called

dcrvises, and among the Arabs ana Indians faquirs. Some will

have Ihom called sophis from a kind of coarse camblet which tliey

•near called souf, from the city Souf in Syria, where it is princj-

pally manufactured.
SOPHISM, [tr«9ic(ius,] in logic, &c. a specious argument hav-

ing the appearance of truth, but leading to falsehood. Sophisms
are reduced by Aristotle into eight classes, an arrangement so just

3nd comprehensive, that it is equally proper now as in former
times. 1. Ignoratio elenchi, in which the sophist seems to defer-

jninc the question, while he only does it in appearance. Thus
the question, " Whether excess of wine be hurtful ?" seems to be
determined by proving, that wine revives the spirits, and gives a

jnan coura;;e ; but the principal point is here kept out of sight;
for still it may be hurtlul to health, to fortune, and reputation.

2. Petilio principii, a begging of the que?tion, or taking for grant-
ed that which remains to be proved, a< if any one should uniler-

take to prove that lliesoul is extended through all the parts of the
body, because it resides in every member. This is affirming the
same thing in different woids. 3. Re.asoning in a circle ; a? when
the Roman Catliolicj v>rove the Scriptures to be the word of God

by the authority of the church, and the authority of the church
from the Scriptures. 4. Non causa pro causa, or the assigning of
a false cause to any effect. Thus the supposed j>rinciple, that na-
ture abhors a vacuum, was, applied to explain the rising of water io

a pump, before Galileo discovered that it was owing to the pres-

sure of the atmosphere. In this way the vulgar ascribe accident*
to chance or fortUKC, and the heresies and mfulelity of modern
times to learning. 5. I'allacia accidentis, in which the sophist re-

jjiesents what is merely accidental as essential to the nature of the
subject. This is nearly allied to tlie former, and is committed by
the Mohammedans and Roman Catholics. The Mohanmtedans
forbid wine, because it is sometimes the occasion of drunkenness
and quarrels; and the Roman Catholics prohibit the reading of
the Bible, because they think it has sometimes promoted heresies.

6. By deducing an universal assertion from what is true only in

particular circumstances, and the reverse; thus some men argue,
" transcribers have committed many errors in copying the Scrip-
tures, therefore they are not to be depended on." 7. By assert-

ing any thing in a compound sense which is only true in a divided
sense ; so when the Scriptures assure us, that the worst of sinner*-

may be saved, it does not mean that they shall be saved while
they remain sinners, but tliat if they repent they may be saved.

S. By an abuse of the ambiguity of words. This is the largest and
most extensive kind of fallacy; and, indeed, several of the former
fallacies might be reduced to this head. When the words or
phrases are pLinly equivocal, they are called sophisms of equivo-
cation. This sophism, as well as the foregoing, and all of the like

nature, are solved by shewing the dili'erent senses of the words,
terms, or phrases. But, where such gross equivocations and am-
biguities appear in arguments, there is little danger in imposijig on
ourselves or others; the greatest danger, and what we are perpe-
tually exposed to, in reasoning, is, where the two senses or signifi-

cations of one term are near n-kin, and not plainiy distinguished ;

and yet are sufficiently dilJerent in their sense to lead us into great
mistakes, if we be not watchful. And, indeed, the greatest part
of contrnvei'sies, in the sacred or civil life, arise from the ditierent

senses that are put upon words, and the dififerent ideas conveyed
by them. There is, after all these, another sort ot sophism, which
is wont to be called an imperfect enumeration, or a false induction,

when, from a few experimeuts or observations, mcu infer general
theorems and universal propositions.

SOPHIST, [from c^tfo;, wise,] in ancient Grecian history, was-

an appellation assumed by those who devoted their time to the
study of science. This appellation apiiearing too arrogant to Py-
thagoras, he declined it, and wished to be called a philosopher ;

declaring that, though he could not consider himself as a wise

man, he was indeed a lover of wisdom. True wisdom and mo-
desty are generally united. The example of Pythagoras was fol-

lowed by every man of eminence, while the name Sophist was re-

tained only by those who, with a pomp of words, made a magni-
licont display of wisdom upon a very sliglit loundalion of know-
ledge. ThoLC men taught an artificial structure of language, and
a lalse method of reasoning, by which, in argument, the worst
might be made to appear the better reason.

SOPHISTICATION, in trade, is the mixing of any thing

with what is not genuine; a practice too common in the making
up of medicines for sale ; as also among vintners, distillers, and
others, who are atcused of sophisticating their wines, spirits, oils,

&c. by mixing with them cheaper and coarser materials ; and in

many cases the cheat is carried on so artfully as to deceive the
best judges.

SOPHOCLES, a celebrated Greek tragic poet, the son of So-
philus an Aihenian, bi rn at Colonos, in Attica, near Athens. Su-
perior vigour and address in the exercises of the palestra, and skill

in music, were the great accomplishments of young men in the
states of Greece. In these So|)hocles excelled; nor was he less

distinguisl-.ed by the beauty of his person. He was, like most of

the Athe.aians, zealously attached to his euunlry, which he served
• in some embassies, an<l in high military command with Pericles.

He was also remarkable fi r the inviolable integrity of his life. But
his studies were early devoted to the tragic muse. The Athenians
having taken the isle of Scyros, appointed an annual contest for

the best tragedy to commemorate tliat event. It was on this occa-
sion that Sophocles fiist displayed his poetical talents. His per-

formance gained the prize, though he had his old master among
4 )ii9
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his competitors. Tliis success encouraged liiiii to continue in the

lame course, and lie i>ained the prize twenty times. Euripides

was liis powerful rival, and they divided the public npjilause.

Seven only of the plays of Sophocles are extant. He died, aged

81, B.C. 406, of jo), at having gained a prize at the Olympic
games. The best editions ot Sophocles are that of Capperonicr at

Paris, 2 vols. 4to. 1780, and that of Brunck, A vols. 8vo. 1786.

This author has been translated into English by Porter.

SOPHORA, in botany, a genus of plants belonging to the class

ilccandria, and order monogyiiia; natural order, Papilioriacea\

Calyx quinquedentate, gibbous above; corolla papilionaceous,

the wings being of the same length with the voxillum; seed con-
tained in a U'gumon. Thi're are twenty-live species.

SOPORIFICS, or HYPNOTICS, are medicines that produce
sleep; such as opium, laudanum, the seed or extract of pop-
pies, &c.
SORA, a town of Naples, in Lavora; ,'51 miles N. N. W. of

Sezza, and 60 N. VV. of Naples. Lon. 14. 4. E. Lat. 41. 54. N.
bORA, a strong town ot Der.mark, iji the isle of Zealand, with a

•ollege tor the noDility. Lon. 11. 23. E. Lat. 55. 26. N.
SORBUS, MouNTAiN-AsH ; in botany, a genus of the icosan-

dria tngynia class and order; natural order, Pomacca;. Caly.N

five-clelt ; petals five; berry inferior; three-seeded. There are

three species.

SORCERY, the crime of witchcraft, or divination by the as-

listance of evd spirits. See Witchcraft.
SOREX, the Shrew ; in nale.ral history, a genus of maminali;i

•f the order teis. In the upper jaw two Iront-teeth long and bitid ;

in the lower two or four, the intermediate ones shorter; sever I

tusks on each side; grinders cuspidated. This genus of animals is

most nearly allied to that of the mouse. Its teeth, however, con-

stitute an important variation, and class it rather with the cariii-

Torous tribes. '1 here are seventeen species.

SORGUM, a plant also called liolcus. See HoLCUS.
SORITES, in logic, a species of reasoning, in which a great

umber cf propositions are so linked together, that the predicate of

the one becomes continually the subject of the next following, till

at last a conclusion is formed by bringing together the subiect ot

the lirst proposition and the predicate of tlie last; such is the fol-

lowing argument, ' God is omnipotent ; an oninipoleiit being can
do every thing possible; a being that can do every thing possible.

can do whatever involves not a contradiction ; thcielore, God can
«lo whatever involves not a contradiction.' See Logic.
SOR TES, [Lat.] Lots, in antiquity, were of various kinds :

1. SoKTES HoMERiAN.^;

—

Homeridn Lots, or lots drawn from
Homer's Iliad :

2. SoRTES Prenestin.«;—Prenesline Lnts; and
c. Sortes Virgilian.e; yirgilian Lots, or lots drawn from

Virgil's A^neid. See Sortilege.
SORTILEGE, [snrtilegium. Lat.] an ancient species of divi-

nation performed by sortes or lots. Tlie soites Prenestiiix, fa-

mous in antiquity, consisted in putting a number of letters, or

even whole words, into an urn ; and then, after shaking them to-

gether, they were thrown on the ground ; and whatever sentences

could be made oui from them, constituted the answer of the ora-

cle. To this method oi divination succeeded that which has been
called soites HomerianE and sortes Virgilianx, a mode of inquir-

ing into futurity, which undoubtedly took its rise from a general

custom of the oracular priests of deliveiing their answers in verse ;

it subsisted a long time among the Greeks and Romans ; ancl

being from them adopted by the Christians, it was not till after a

long succession of centuries that it became exploded. Among
the Romans it consisted in opening some celebrated poet at ran-

dom, and among the Christians the Scriptures, and drawing, from
the first |>assage that presented itself to the eye, a prognostic ot

vhat would befal one's self or others, or direction for conduct
when imder any exigency. There is good evidence that this was
not confined to the vulgar; the greatest persons, philosophers ot

the best repute, admitted this superstition. Socrates himself was
not free of it ; tor when in prison, hearing this line of Homer,

Within three days I Phlhia's shore shall see,

immediately said, within three days 1 shall be out of the world;
gathering it from the double meaning of the word Phthia, which,
in Greek, is both the name of a country, and signifies corruption

«r death. This prediction, addressed to .£schiiius, was not easily

forgotten, as it was verified. When this superstition passed from
Paganism into Christianity, the Christians had two methods of
consulting the divine will from the Scriptures; the one, casually,
to opt-n the divine writings, and take their direction, as above-
mentioned ; the other, to go (o church with a purpose of receiving,
as a declaration ol the will of heaven, the words of the Scripture,
w hicli were singing at the instant of entrance. This unwarrantable
practice of inquiring into tutunly pievaihd very generally in Eng-
land till the beginning ol the eighteenth century ; and sometimes
the books of Scri|)ture, and sometimes the poems of Virgil, were
consulted for oracular responses. Several, whose devotion has
not always been regulated by judgement, have pursued this me-
thod of divination; and have generally observed, tlial the conse-
quence has been despair or pn-sumption. To such we beg leave
to recommend one passage in Scripture, " Thou shalt not tempt
the Lord thy God."
SOSPELLO, a city of France, in the department of the Mari-

time Alps, a. d late county ot Nice; 6^ miles N. W. of Ventimt-
glia, and 15 S. E of Nice.
SOTADEA CARMINA,^ a name given to serpentine verses,

which can be read either way ; such as the following:

Roma tibi subito motibus ibit amor.
Si bene te tua laus taxat, sua laute tenebis.

It was also a name given to all obscene poems ; from
SOTADES, a Greek poet of Thrace, who delighted in that

sort ol poetry.

SOTERIA, in antiquity, sacrifices offered to the gods, the s«-

viours, for delivering a person from danger; as also poetical pieces

composed for the s,me purpose.

SOVANO, a town and bishop's see of Etruria, in the Siennese;
'2i miles W. of Orvietto, 45 N. N. W. of Rome, and 55 S. of
I'lorence.

SOUBfSE, or SOUBIZE, a town of FraHce, in the department
of Lower CliareiUe, and late territory ol Saintonge, 42 miles S. of

Roehelle.

SOUCHAI, John Baptist, a learned French writer, born at St.

Amand, near N'endome, in 1687. In 1720, he was elected a
luenibei of the Academy of Inscriptions; and furnished several

learned Dissertations, which are preserved in their Memoirs. He
was also raiion of Rodez, counsellor to the king, and professor of

eloquence in the royal collt-ge. He died in 1780.

SOUDAN, a word in the language of Negroland, signifying

the country ot the Negroes.
SouDAM, is likewise u^ed as one of the names of an African

kini;dom, otherwise called Dar-fur. This kingdom, it is said, has

noi been visited by any European besitlrs Mr. Browne, who places

It between 1
!° and 10° lat. N. and between 26° and 30° lon. E.

SOVEREIGN, in matters of government, is applied to the su-

preme magistrate or magistrates of an independent government oc

state ; because their authority is only bounded by the laws of Gotl

and the laws of the state : such are kings, princes, &c. See
King, Monarch, Prerogative, Prince, &c.
Sovereign Powlr, or Soverligntv, is the power of making

laws; for wherever that power resuU-s, all others must conform to

It, and be directed by it, whatever appearance the outward form,

and administration of the government may put on.

SOUILLAC, a town ol France, in the department of Lot, and
late proviiite of Querci ; 32 miles N. of Cahors. Lon. 1. 21. E.
Lat. 44. '55. N.
SOUL, the principle of perception, memory, intelligence, and

volition, in man ; which, since the earliest »ra of philosophy, has

tiirnished (piestions ol ditficult investigation, and materials ol keea

and important controversy. Sec Anatomy, Metaphysics, anil

Resurrection.
SOUND, In geography, denotes, in general, any strait or inlet

of tlie sea between two headlands. It is given by way of eminence
to the strait between Sweden and Denmark, joining the Germaa
ocean to the Baltic, being about three miles over.

Sound, Isoiius, Lat.] in physics, a perception of the soul com-
municated by means of the car; being the etfect of a collision of

bodies, and a tremu'ous motion consequent thereon, cnmmuni"
cated thence to the circumambient fluid, and propagated through

it to the organ of hearing. Space moved through by sound in one

second of lime is 1 142 feet, and a body falls in that time sixteen

feet one ingh. Sec AcovsTi«s.
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Sound-Board, the principal part of an organ. This sound- H

board, or siinimer, is a reservoir into which tlie wind, drawn in by
the bellows, is conducted bj' a port-vent, and thence distributed

into tlie pipes placed over the holes of its imper part.

SouNu-BoARD, denotes also a thin broad board placed over the

head of a public speaker, to enlarge and extend or strengthen his

Voice. Sound-boards, in theatres, are found by experience to be
of no service; their distance from the speaker being too great to

be impressed witli sufficient force.

SOUNDING, the operation of trying the depth of tlie sea,

•nd the nature of the bottom, by means of a plummet sunk from
a ship to the bottom. There are two plummets used for this pur-

pose in navigation ; one of which is called the hand-lead, weigh-

ing about eight or nine pounds ; and the other the deep sea-lead,

which weighs from twenty-tive to thirty pounds. Both are shap-

ed like the frustum ot a cone or pyramid. The former is used in

shallow waters, antl the latter at a great distance from the shore
;

particularly on approaching the land after a sea-voyage. Accord-
ingly tlie lines employed for this piinjose are called the deep sea-

"lead-linc, and the hand-lead-line. The hand-lead-iine, which is

usually twenty fathoms in length, is marked at every two or three
fatlioms ; sp that the depth of the water may he ascertained either

in the day or night. At the depth of two or three fathoms, there
,«te marks of black leather ; at five fathoms, there is a white
rag ; at seven, a red rag ; at ten, black leather ; at thir-

teen, black leather ; at fifteen, a white rag ; and at seventeen, a
red ditto. Sounding with the hand-lead, which is called heaving
the lead by seamen, is generally performed by a man wlio stands
in the main-chains to wmdward. Having the line (juite ready to
run out witiiout interruption, he holds it nearly at the distance of
a fathom from the plummet ; and liaving swung the latter back-
wards and forwards three or four times, in order to acquire the
greater velocity, he swings it round his head, and thence as far

forward as is necessary : so that, by the lead's sinking whilst tlie

ship advances, the line may be almost perpendicular when it

reaches the bottom. The person sounding then proclaims the
depth of the water in a kind of song resembling the cries of hawk-
ers in a city. Thus if the mark of five fathoms is close to the sur-

face of the water, he calls, ' By the mark five !' and as there is

no mark at four, six, eight, &c. he estimates those numbers, and
calls, ' By the dip four,' &c. If he judges it to be a quarter or
a half more than any particular number, he calls, • And a quar-
ter five ! anfl a half four,' &c. If he conceives the depth to be
thre,e qnarters more than a particular number, he calls it a quarter
less tlian the next :. thus, at four fathoms and tliree-fourtlis he calls

' A quarter less five !'i. and so on. The deep sea- lead is marked
with two knots at 20 fathoms, three at 30, four at 40, and so on to

the end. It is also marked with a single knot in the middle of
each interval, as at '25, 33, 45 fathoms, &c.
Sound-post, a post placed withinside of a violin, Sec. as a prop

between the back and the belly of the uistrument, and nearly un-
der the bridge.

SOUP, PORTABLE, or DRY SOUP, is a kind of cake
formed by boiling the gelatinous jiarts of animal-subatances till

the watery parts are evaporated. This species of soup is chiefly
used at sea, and has been found of great advantage. The follow'-

ing is a receipt to prepare it: Of calves feet \ake four; leg of
beef, twelve pounds ; knuckle of veal, Ihree pounds ; and leg of
mutton, ten pounds. These are to be boiled in a suflicient quan-
tity of water, and the scum taken off as usual; after which the
^oup is to be separaletl from the meat by straining and pressure.
The meat is then to be boiled a second time in other water ; and
the two decoctions, being added togtther, must be left to cool, in

order that the fat may be'exaclly separated. The soup must then
be claritied with five or six whites of eggs, and a sufficient quan-
tity of common salt added. The liquor is then strained through
flannel, and evaporated on the water-bath to the consistence ot' a
very thick paste ; after which it is spread rather thin upon a
smooth stone, then cut into cakes, and lastly dried in a stove
•until It becomes brittle: these cakes are kept in well closed bot-
tler The same process may be used to make a portable soup of
•the fle^h of poultry ; and aromatic herbs mav be used as a season-
ing, if thought, proper. These tablets or cakes may be kept four
.or live years. \V hen intended to be used, the quantity ..f half an
ounce is put into a lar^e glass of boiiing water, which is to be co-

vered, and set upon hot ashes for a quarter of an hour, or until the
Aihole is entirely dissolved. It forms an excellent soup, and re-
quires no addition but a small quantity of salt.

SOUR, in chemistry. See Acid, Acidity, Acids, Chemis-
try, Salts, &c.
Souk, or Sur, in geograpliy, a sea-port of Asiatic Turkey, it»

Svria, on the site of the ancient city of Tvre. Lon. 30. 5. E.
Lat. 33. 40. N.
Sour Croute. See C route, and Krout.
SOU-TCHEOU, a city of China, of the first rank, in Kiang-

nan, 562 miles S. S. E. of Peking. Lon. 120. 15. E. Lat.
31.23. N.
SOUTH, Dr. Robert, an eminent divine, the son of ^f^.

William South, merchant of London, born at Hackney, in lb33.
He studied at VVestminster school, and afterwards in Christchurcli
college, Oxford. In 1654, he wrote a copy of Latin verses to
congratulate Cromwell upon the peace concluded with the Dutch ;

and in 1655, a Latin poem intituled " Musica Incantans." In
1660 he was elected public orator of the university ; and in 1661,
became domestic chaplain to Edward earl of Clarendon, lord high
chancellor ^f England. In 1663 he was installed prebendary of

Westminster, a<lmitted D. D. and had a sinecure bestowed on
him in Wales by the earl of Clarendon; after whose retirement
into France in 1(367, he became chaplain to the duke of York. In
1670 he was installed canon of Christchurch in Oxford; and iu

1676 attended as chaplain to I^aurence Hyde, Esq. ambaisador
extraordinary to the king of Poland. In 1()78 he was presented
to the rectory of Islip in Oxfordshire ; and in 1680 rebuilt the
chancel of that church, as he afterwards did the rectory-house be-

longing to it. After the revolution he took the oath of allegiance

to W'illiam and Mary. He died in 1716, and was interred at

Westminster Abbey, where is his monument. He published, 1,

Animadversions on Dr. Sherlock's Vindication of the Holy and
Ever Blessed Trinity. 2. A Defence of hi;* Animadversions. 3.

Sermons, 8 vols. 8vo. And after his decease were published hig

Opera Posthuma Latina, ami his posthumous English works. Dr.
South was remarkable for his wit, which abounds in all his writ-

ings, and even in his sermons; but they equally abound in ill-

humour, spleen, and satire. He was a remarkable time-server.

During the life of Cromwell he was a staunch Presbyterian, and
then railed against the Independents : at the Restoration he
exerted his inilpit-eloquence against the Presbyterians ; and
in the reign of Queen Anne, was a warm advocate for Sach<^-

verel.

South is one of the four cardinal points from which the winds
blow.

South, in geography, a river of Maryland, in Arundel county,

which runs E. into Chesapeak Bay.

South America. See America; also Brasil, Chili, Para*
GUAY, Patagonia, Peru, &c.
South Britain. See Britain, England, and Wales.
South Cape, a cape at the S. extremity of New Hollarul.

South CJarolina. See Carolina.
South Island, an island in the North Pacific Ocean. Lon.

141. 20. E. Lat. 24. 22. N.
South Sea, or Pacific Ocean, is tliat vast body of water in-

terposed between Asia and America. It does not however, strict-

ly speaking, reach quite to the continent of Asia, excepting to the

northward of- the peninsula of Malacca: for the water interposed

between the eastern coast of Africa and the peninsula just men-
tioned has the name of the Indian Ocean. The South Sea then
is bounded on one side by the western coast of America, through
its whole extent, from the unknown regions' in the north to tliw

straits of Magellan and Terra del Eui-go, where it communicates
^\ith the southern |)art of the Atlantic. On the other side, it is

bounded by the coa^t of Asia, from the northern iiromontory of
Tschuskotskoi Noss, to the peninsula of Malacca already men-
tioned. Thence it is bounded to the southward by the northern

coasts of Borneo, Celebes, Macassar, New (iuinea. New Holland,

and the other islands io that (|uarter, whitli divide it from the

Indian Ocean. 'J'hen, wa:.liitig the E. coast of the great island of

New Hoiland, it communicates with that va^t body of water on-

compassing the whole southern part of the globe, and which has

the geiiiTal ii;;me ol the Southern Ocean all round.

SOU'J ilA.M, a to'oU of Englan<!, in Warwickshire, 10 miles

E. «f
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E. ol Warwick, 13 S. of Covciitry, aiiJ 33 N. W. of Lon-

don.
SOUTHAMPTON, a se:i-poit-lown of England, in Hamp-

shire. Lon. 1.26. \V. Lat. 30.55. N.
Southampton, a county of Vnginia, 40 miles lonu; ami 20

bruad ; bunndecl on tlie N. by Snssfx county, N. E. hy liio Isle of

Wight, K. by Nansemond, S. by N. Carolina, and \V. bv Green-
ville.

SOU! IlERNWOOD. See Artjmisia.
S0U'1H(;ATE, tlie Rev. Uichaud, F. S. A. a late eminent

Enslisli antiquary. Having gone tlirough the usual course of

study, and ir.ken orders, he was appointed rector of Warsop in

IS'uttirigli.ni'^n re, and curate of St. Giles's in th<; Fields. He «as
an active parish-priest, and was indefatigable in his attendance on
the |)Oor, whom he waited on in all places, and at all hours by
day and night, in the garrets and cellars of St. Giles's, and made
a surprising reformation upon many of them. As an antiquarian,

he was almost unrivalled in numismatic knowdedge ; on which
account he was made a fellow of the Society of Anticjuavies,

and assistant-librarian to the British Musa'um. He died Jan.

35, 1795.

SOUTHWARK, an ancient borough of England, adjacent to

London, on the opposite bank of the 'rhames. It was railed by
the Saxu.is Su*h, or the South work, in respect to some fort bear-

ing that aspect from London. It was also called the Borough, or

Burg. It was long independent ot London : but, in consideialion

of tiie inconveniences arising Irom the escape of malefactors into

this place, it was in 1327 granted by Edward I[[. to the city on
payment of 10/. annually. It was then called the village of

bouthwark ; afterwards tlie bailiwick ; and the mavor and com-
jnonalty of London appointeil the baililT. This power, however,
not being sullitaent to remedy the evil, in the reign of Edward
VL It was termed into a twenty-si.xth ward, by the tide ot

Bridge Ward Without. In consequence of tiiis, it wns siil)-

jeclcii tu the lord-mator of London, with the steward and
bailiff.

SOUTHWELL, an ancient town of England in Northamp-
tonshire, 12 miles N. E. of Nottingham. Lon. 0.51. W. Lat.

53.(5 N.
SOUTHWOLD, a sea-port-town of SulTolk, 20 miles S. of

Yarmouth, 35 N. E. of Ipswich, and 104 S. E. of London. Lon.
I. 54. E. Lat. 52. 24. N.
S0U\'1GNY, a town of France, in the department of the

TJhone and Loire, and late province of L_\onnois; 50 miles S. E.
of Bourges, and 167 S. of Paris.

SOW, in zoi logy. See Sus.

Sow, in the iron-works, the name of tl;e block or lump of me-
tal tliey work at once in the iron-furnace.

Sow, in military mechanics, a machine, much used bv the

English in their wars with the Scots in the l4th century. It re-

sembled the testudo arietaria of the ancients.

Sow AND Pics, a cluster of large rocks, in the German
Ocean, near the E. coast of Northumberland, 33 miles E. N. E.
of BIythe.

Sow AND Pigs, a cluster of small islands or large rocks on the

coast of Massachusetts, lying off the S. W. end of Catahunk isle,

one of the Elizabeth islands.

SOWING, in agriculture and gardening, the depositing any
kind of seed m the earth for a future crop. See Gardening, and
HUSUANDRV.
SOY, or SOOJU, a celebrated pickle, much used by the Ja-

panese, made from the mame or beans of the Dolichos Soja. To
make it, they take equal (piaiitities of the beans boiled to a cer-

tain degree of softness; of muggi, or corn, wliether barley or

wheat, roughly ground ; and of common salt. Having properly

mixed the beans with the pomuled corn, they cover up the mix-
ture, and keep it for a day and a night in a warm place, to fer-

ment ; then putting the mass into a pot, they cover it with the

salt, pouring over the whole two measures and a half of water.

This compound substance they carefully stir at least once a day,

for two or three months: after which, they liltrate and express

the mass, preserving the liquor in wooden vessels. The older it

is, the belter and the clearer ; and if made of wheat instead of

barley, greatly blacker. The hrst liquor being removed, they

again pour water upon the remaining mass; which, after stirring
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for some days, as before, they e.spress a second time, ami thus oi-

tain an inferior sort of soy.

Sl'A, a town of Germany, in the late bishopric of Liege, now
incUuled in tlie French empire, and department of the Ourte, long

celebrateti for its mineral-waters. The most remarkable waiers at

Spa are, I. The Poulion, siluated in the middle of the town; 2.

'I he Sauvcniere, a mile and a half E. of it ; 3. Groisbeck, neai to

the Sauveniere ; 4. 'J'oniitlet, situated a little to the left of the

road which leads to the Sauveniere ; 5. Geror.stcrc, two miles S.

of Spa; 6. Wartroz, near to the Tonuelet ; 7. Sarts or Niveset,

in the district of Sarts ; 8. Chevron, or Bru, in the principality of

Slavelot ; t). Couve; 10. Bevtrse ; 11. Siege; 12. Geremont.
These four last are mar Malmedy. Dr. Brownrigg first discover-

ed that hxe<l air, or carbonic acid gas, forms a principal ingredient

in the composition of the Spa waters, and actually separated a

(piaiitity of tills elastic fluid, by exposing it to different degrees of

heat from 1 10° to 170° of Fahrenheit. From twenty ounces sevca

drachms and fourteen grains apothecaries weight of the Poul.oa

water, he obtained eight ounces two drachms and fifty grains.

Since June 1765, when Dr. Brownrigg rc;.d a paper on this sub-

ject bt-fore the Royal Society of London, the waters of Spa liavt;

been often anal)scd, but perhaps by none with more accuracy than

by Dr. Ash, who published a book on the chemical and medicinal

properties of these waters in 17SS. Spa is 17 miles S. E. of Liege,

and 21 E. of Huy. Lon. 5. 50. E. Lat. "lO. 30 N.

'

SPACE. See XIetaphysics, and NtwTONiAN Fhiloso-
PHV.
Space, in geometry, denotes the area of ai.y figure, or that

whiclihlls the interval or distance between the lines that termi-

nate it.

SPADIX, in botany, anciently signified the receptacle of the

palms. It Is now used to express every Hower-stalk that is pro-

truded out of a spatha or sheath. Sre Botanv.
SPAGUUC ART, a name given by authors to that species ol|

chemistry which.treals of metaU, and is employed m the starch of

the philosopher's stone.

SPAHIS, horsemen in the Ottoman army chiefly raised in

Asia. The great strength of the grand seignior's army consists

in the janisaries, who are the foot; and the. spahis, who are the

horse.

SPAIN, a country of Europe, famous both in ancient and

modern history, situated in that large peninsula which foi ins the

S. W. part of Europe. It is bounded on the S E. and S. by the

Mediterranean sea and straits ot Gibraltar, on the W. and N. by

the Bay of Biscay and Atlantic Ocean, on the S. W. by Portugal,

and on the N. E. by the Pyrenees, which separate it from France.

It is 700 miles long, and 500 broad. The air of Spain, during

June, July, and August, is excessively hot in the day-time ; but lite

rest of the year it is pleasant and temperate. Evvh during these

months it is very cool in the shade ; and so cold in the night, that

it makes a traveller shiver ; and in the day-time the violent heat

continues only about four or hve hours.
'
In the north, on the

mountains, and near the sea-coa>t, the air is much less sultry in

summer than in the south, especially in the lower parts ol the

country, and at a distance from the sea. It seldom rains here,

except' about the equinoxes: the frosts are verv gentle towards

the south ; but on the mountains in the N. and N. E, the air is

very sliarp in winter. But in the islands of Majorca, Yvica, and

Fornientera, the sun serves instead of fire to cook their meat.

The most ancient name of Spain was Iberia, supposed by some to

be derived from the Iberians, a people inhabiting Mount Cauca-

sus, a colony of whom settled in this country. Others derive it

from the Pha-nician word Aim or Jbru, signifying a passage or

limit. By the Romans it was called Spania or Hispania, from tht?

Pho-nician name Sphanija : and this again from shaphun, a Phomi-

cian word signifying a rabbit, because the western part of Spain

abounded with those animals. This country was possessed chiefly

by the Carthaginians, till they were expelled B. C. 20G, by the

Romans, who made themselves masters of the whole B.C. 16.

A. D. 409, the ^'andals, Alans, and Suevi, settled in Spain, but

in 42S the Vandals went to Africa. In 5S5 tlie Suevi were driven

out by the Goths, here called Visigoths, who in 586 expelled the

Roma'ns. In 711 the Saracens invaded the country, and kept

possession till 718, when Don Pelago recovered part of it from

them. He reigned in Biscay and the Asturias. Jn 984 Ber-

-
g^ 7 mudo 11.
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niiulo II. of this race was acknowledged king of Leon, but in

1037 tliis kingdom was united to that of Castile. In 1080 the

Moori-ih kingdon of Toledo was conquered, and that city became
the capital ol the kingdom of Castile. That kingdom was united

to Arragon by the maniage of Ferdinand of Ari'agon to Isabella

Castile, in 1479. The language of this country, especially that

spoken in Castile, which is by far the purest, approaches the

nearest to the Latin of any language in Europe, nii.\ed with Ara-
bic words aiul terminations introduced by the Moors. Their reli-

gion is the Roman Catholic. The chief mountains are the Py-
renees, which stretch froiii the Mediterranean to the Atlantic
Ocean, but not in a direct line, for near 200 miles: their i)readth

is, in some places, not less than SO. Spain is divided into four-

teen pri/vince< : viz. three en the N. 1. Navarre; 2. Asturias;
3. Biscay ; which last is subdivided into the smaller provinces of

Alva, Ouipiiscoa, and Biscay Proper ; three on the E. viz. 4.

Valencia; 5, Arragon; and '6. Catalonia; three on the S. viz.

7. Murcia; 8. Upper, and 9. Lower Andalusia, which are sub-
divided into Grariada, Jaen, Cordova, and Seville: two on the
\V. viz. 10. Galicia, and 11. Eslramadura : and three in the
middle, viz. 12. Leon; 13. Old, and 14. New Castile. Horses,
asses, and mules, are numerous ; together with deer, wildfowl,
and other game, chamois, and other goats, but lew horned cattle.

*J'he horses of Andalusia and Asturia are particularly esteemed.
Wolves are almost the only r.ild beasts in the country. The wild
bulls, used in their bull-fights, are bred in Andalusia. The seas
iibout Spain are \sell stored with fi<h ; among which is the an-
chovy, in the Mediterranean. >\'e mav guess at the number of

sheep here l)y that of the sheph.erds, wliich is said to be about
40,000. The sheep that bear the line wool move regularlv, every
bummcr, from soutii to north, along the mountains, "which yield a

great variety of sweet herbs and plants, and icturn again towards
winter. During tliis progress, large quantities of salt are distri-

buted amoHg them, and all possible care is taken both of their
healtli and fleeces. Besides the rivers Minho, Douro, Tagus,
Monda, Lima, and Guadiana, mentioned in Portugal, but which
li.ive tiieir sources in Spain, the most considerable are the Ebro,
formerly Iherus, Giiadalquiver, anciently Turia, Guadalquiver, or
B.'Etis, Segura, and Xucar. Though there are some sandy barren
deserts in the south, and many barren mounlaijis in the north, yet
in the greater part of the country, particularly in the vallevs and
plains, the sell is good, producing a great variety of rich'wines,
oil, and fruits; such as oranges, lemons, prunes, citrons, almonds,
raisins, dates, ligs, ilie^nuts, pomegranates, capers, pears, and
peaches; and line saffron, but not a" sufficiency of grain, which
is chiefly owing to the neglect of tillage. Wheat and barley are
the moat common grain ; the former of which is said by soiiie to
be the best in Europe. Tiiere is not much flax, hemp", oats, or
hay, in Spain : but there is plenty of honey, salt, tine wool, silk,

an<l cotton ; and, in some places', of rice and sugar-canes. The
sea-plant kali, so risefnl in various manufactures, 'abounds on the
coasts. Though the Sjjaniards are naturally men of wit and of an
clev:;ted genius, yet little progress in tlie sciences is to be expect-
ed from them, while the chrgy keep tlieni in ignorance, branding
all literary researclics with ilie name of heiesy, and inveighing
against the seats of the Muses as the fchools of hell, where lire

devil teaches sorcery. P'or more than three years this country
lias been involved in a dreadful ( ivil war owing" to its invasion by
the French army, who forcibly dethroned their rightiul monarch,
and conveyed him and the rest of the royal family to Pans. The
termination of this dreadfully convulsed slate o'f the Peninsula
seems at present to be at a 'considerable distance, nor is there
jet any clue by which we may be enabled even to guess at the
probable result of the contest.

SPAI ILA, a town of Africa, in 'I'unis, 93 miles S. W. of Tu-
nis, and lO'J S. S. E. ol li.,iia.

SPALAIUO, or SPALATTO, a county of the late Venetian
Dalmal.a, bounded by the territory of Sign orCliisa, the province
of Poglizzj, and town of Trau.
Spalatro, or Spai.atto, a rich, popnlou'i, and strong town

in the above county, capital of the late Venetian Dalmatia, 35
jniles S. E. of Si-beiiico, and 102 N. W. of Kagusa. Lon. 17. 31
'£. Lat.44. 4. N.
SPALDING, in geography, a town of England, in Lincoln-

shire, 20 miles N. by E. of Peterborough, and lOO N. of Lcndon
Lon. 0.2. E. Lat. i2. 43. N.

SPALLANZANI, Lazarus, a late eminent naturalist, born
at Scandiano, in Modena, on the lOth January 1729. He became
professor of philosophy at Pavia, where he made numerous ex|)e-

rlments in physiology. In 1785 be went to Turkev, and made
many observations on geology and e.xtinct volcanoes. He next
passt-d into Germany, and received particular marks of attention

from the emperor Joseph 11. He died at Pavia in 1799. His
works are. Letters on the Origin of Fountains; Experiments on
theKeproductions of Animals ; Essay ujion Animalcula in Fluids ;

Microscopical Experiments; Memoirs on the Circulation of the
Blood ; 'I ravels in the Two Sicilies and the Appennines, 6 vols. ;

Ohservations on the Transpiration of Plants; Correspondence
with eminent Men.
SPALT, or SPELT, a white, scaly, shining stone, frequently

used to promote the fusion of metals.

SpALT, in geography, a town of Franconia, in Aichslat, 16 miles
E. S. E. of x\nspach, and 18 N. of Aichstat.

SPAN, a measure taken from the space between the thumb's
end and the tip of the little finger, when both are stretched out.

The span is estimated at three hand-breadths, or nine inches.

See Measure.
SP/VNDAU, or SPANDAW, a flourishing and populous

town of Brandenburgh, 8 miles N. W. of Berlin, 11 N. E. of Pots-

dam, and 17 N. E. of Brandenburg.
SPANDREL, the solid work on each haunch of anarch, to

keep it from spreading. Spandrels is also used synonymously for

haunches.

SPANISH BROOM. See Spartium.
Spanish Fly, in entomology. See Can'TH^ris.
SPAU, in mineralogy, a name given to those earths which

break easily into rhomboidal, cubical, or laminated fragments,
with polished surfaces. As the term spar is thus applied to stones

of different kinds, without any regard to the ingredients of which
they are composed, some additional term must be used to express
the constituent parts as well as the figure ; for instance, calcareous

spar, gypseous spar, &c. The spars found in Britain and Ireland

are of (our different species, opaque, refracting, diaphanous, and
stalactitical. 1. The opaque spar is rhomboidal, hexanaular, and
triangular, of various colours, and is found in mines in Wales,
Derbyshire &c. and at Ovens near Cork. i!. The relracting sjjar

is rhomboidal, shews objects seen through it double, and some-
times S, 12, or 16 images at once. It isfiequent in the lead-mines of

Derbyshire, Yorkshire, fxf'c. 3. Diaphanous spar is rhomboiiial,

triangular, hexangular, pyramidal, or columnar; and is found in

mines, quarries, and caverns, in many diflVrcnt places. 4. Stalac-

titical spar, icicle, or drop-stone, is formed by the running or drop-
ping of water, containing a large proportion of calcareous earth.

It IS opacjue, generally laminated ; but from accidental circum-
stances assumes various forms. It occurs at Knaresborough in

Yoikshiie, and at Ovens near Cork. A new species of spar has
lately b -en found in the Eastlndies, which, from itsextrcme hardness,

apprcaching to that of a dian-iond, is called adamantine spar. It

was discovered by Dr. Black of Edinburgh to be a distinct species,

Hapi)ening one day to visit a lapidary, it was shewn to liiui among
other specimens as a stone that was used in the East Indies for po-
1 shing gems, and grinding other hard substances.

Si'AR, Felt, Felt-spar, or Felspar, is a species of the clay-

genus, divided by Werner info fcur sub-species, viz. the compact
and the common felspar, adularia, and labrador-stone. C'om|)act
felspar is of a grey colour, parsing to the white, blue, green, and
red. It occurs massive, disseminated in rolled pieces, and in

crystals; internally its lustre is sometimes glistening, sometimes
glimmering. It is fusible, without addition, before the blow-pipe.

It is found in Ciermanv, and manv parts of this country, particu-

larly in Scotland, at the Pentland iiills.

SPARGANiUM, BuR-KEfi) ; in botany, a genus of plants be-
longing to the class mon<rcia, and order tnandrla; natural onler,

Calamaria'. Male and female; anient roundish; calyx three-

leaved ; corolla none : female, sfigma bifid ; drupe juiccless, one-
seeded. There ar^' three species.

SPARM.\NNI.\, in botany, a gtnus of plants belonging to
the class polyamlria, and o!<ler monogynia. Calyx four-leaved ;

corolla of lour reflected petals; nectary several, torulose; capsule

ansular, five-celled, echiuate. There is only one spe. i(s, viz. S.

Alricana, a native of the Cape of Guod Hope,
SPARR.OW. Sec Feikgilla.

SPARTA,
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SPARTA, or LACEDiEMON, the capital of Laconia in

Greece, an ant ient and renowDed state, the inhabitants ot which
have bcc-n in all ages celebrated for the sinaularUj of their la^v^

and character. See Laced^emon, and Misitka.
SPAR riCUS, a 'I'liracian shepherd, who commenced gladia-

tor, and was one of those kept in the house cf Lentnliis, at Capua,
who, it would seem, had been slaves : for having escaped with 80
of his associates, they soon increased to 10,000 men, and raised a

formidable rebellion against the Romans. Ei«boldened by increas-

ing nnmbers thev not only plundered the country of Campania,
but attacked the Roman army, under the twoconsuls, and defeated

them. At last Cras»us was sent against them with dubious hopes,

and after a very bloody battle defeated them; Spartacus being
killed in battle upon heaps of Romans whom he had slain,

B.C. 31, with his own hand. In this battle no fewer than

40,000 of the rel)els were slain.

SPARI'l\'ENTO, Cape, a promontory of Naples, at the ex-

tremity of Calaliria Ultra. Lon. 16. 40. E'. Lat. 37. 30. N.
SPARTIUM, Ijkoo.m ; in botany, a genus of plants belonging

to the class diadelphia, and order decandria ; natural order, Papi-

lionacea;. Stigma longitiidinal, woolly above ; fil.iments adhere
to the germen ; calyx produced downwards. There are 127

species.

S. ScopARiuM, THE CoMMOV Broom, has ternale soli-

tary leaves; the branches angular, and without prickles. It

is used for various pur|)Oses. It has been of gr<'at benelit in drop-
sical complaints. 'I'lie nianner in whicii Dr. Cullen administered
it was this: lie ordered half an ounce ot fresh broom-lops to he
boiled in a pound of water till owe-half of the water was evapo-
rated. He then gave two table-spoonfuls of the decoction ever)

hour till it operated botli by stool and urine. By re|)eating these

doses every day, or secoufl day, he says some dropsies have been
cured. Dr. Mead relates, that a dropsical patient, who had taken
the usual remedies, and been lapped three times without effect,

was cured by taking half a pint ot the decoction of green broom-
tops, with a spoonful of whole muslard-seed every morning and
evening.

SPARUS, Gilthead ; in ichthyology, a genus of animals he-

longing to llie class pisces, and order tliorarici. Eore-leeth and
dog-teeth very strong; grinders obtuse, thick set; lips foUied

over ; five rays in the gill-membrane ; opercula scaly ; body com-
pressed ; lateral line crooked behind

;
pectoral fins roundish.

Gmelin enumerates 40 species.

SPASM, [i7xa5-|u«,] an irregidar and involuntary contraction of

the muscles, generally accompanied with painful sensations.

Spasms are elthc r general, where many or most ol the muscles are

attacked (as in tetanus, catalepsis, &c.) ; or partial, when the

contraction is confineil to single muscles, for instance, of the jaw,
of the throat, or oiher parts. See Mldicine.
SPATIIA, in botany, a sheath, a species of calyx which bursts

lengthways, and protrudes a stalk supporting one or more flowers,

which commonly have no perianthium or proper fluwer-cup. The
spatlia opens on one side, from bottom to top, and con>isls either

of one piece, as in the narcissus, snowdrop, and the greatei

number of spathaceous plants: of two, as in the marsh-aloe ; or

of a number of scales laid over one another like tiles, as in the

plaintain-tree.

SPA! HACE/E, the name of the ninth order in Einnoeus's

Fragments of a Natural Method. Il is plain that the genus and
specific difference are the proper and constituent parts of the

spec'es.

SPATHELI.'^, in botany, a genus of plants belonging to the

class petitandria, and order trigynia. C'alvx five-leaved ; petals

five ; capsule three cornered, tliree-celleil ; seeds >olitury. There
is only one species, viz. S. simplex, rhus-leavedspalhelia, a native

of Jamaica.

SPATULA, [spatlia, spatlwh, Lat.] an instrument used by
apothecaries ancT surgeons in spreading plaisters or stirring medi-
cines together.

,
SPAVIN. See Farriery.

'

SP-\WN See Fish, and Rana.
SPAYING, or SPADING, tl,e operation of castrating the

females of several kinds of antmnls, as sows, &c. to prevent anv
further conceptinii, ai.d promote their fattening.

SPEAKEHOF 1 Hii HOUSE OF COMMONS, a member

of the house elected by a majority of votes thereof to act as chair-

man or president in putting questions, reading bnets or bills, keep-
ing; order, reprimanding the refractory, adjourning the hou.se, &c.
5jee Parliament.
SPEAKING, the art or act of expressing one's thoughts in

articulate sounds or words. Sec Grammar, Language, Read-
ing, :ind Oratory.
SPECIES, in algebra, are the l(?lters, symbols, marks, or

characters, which represent the quantities in any operation or
equation.

SptciEs, in commerce, the several pieces of gold, silver, cop-

per, &c. which having passed their full preparation and coinage,

are current in public. See Money.
Sp[-;cits, in logic, a relative term, expressing an idea which

IS comprised uirJer some general one called a genus. See
L:)Gic.

Species, in optics, the image painted on the retina by the

rays of light reflected from the several points of the surface of an

ohjec t, received in by the pupil, and collected in their passage

through the crystalline, &c.
SPECIFIC, in philosiiphv, that which is peculiar to any thing,

and distingui^hes it from all others.

SpKCif ic Gravity, a term much employed in the discussions

of modern physics. It expresses the weight of any particular kind

of matter, as compared with the weight of the same bulk of some
otliCr body of whicli the weight Is sujiposed to be familiarly

known, au<l is therefore taken for the standard of C(iiii|)arison. The
body generally made use of for this purpooe is pure water. See
Hydrostatics.
Si'Ecinc Gravity, is the relative, comparative, or apparent

gravity in any body, in respect of that of an equal bulk or magni-

tude (if another body ; denoting that gravity or weight which is

pecuhar to each species or Kind of body, and by which it is dis-

tinguished from all other kinds. In this sense a body is said to be
specifically heavier than another, when under the same bulk it

contains a greater weight than that other; and reciprocally the

latter is said to he specifically lighter than the former. Thus, if

there are two equal spheres, each one foot in diameter ; the one

of lead, and the other of wood : since the leaden one is found

heavier than the wooden one, it is said to be specifically, or in

specie, heavier ; and the wooden one specifieally lighter. This

kind of gravity is by some called relative ; in opposition to abso-

lute gravity, w'hich increases in proi)ortion to the quantity or ma^s

of the body.

Laws nf the specific gravity nf bojies.

L If two bodies are equal in bulk, their specific gravities are to

each other as their w eights, or as their densities.

II. If two bodies are of the same specific gravity or density,

their absolute weights will be as their magnitudes or bulks.

III. In bodies of the same weight, the specific gravities arc re-

ciprocally as their bulks.

IV. 'Ihe specific gravities of all bodies are in a ratio com-
pounded of the direct ratio of their weights and reciprocal ratio

of their majiniludes. And hence again the specific gravities are as

the densities.

V. The absolute gravities or weights of bodies are in the com-
pound ratio of their specific gravities and magnitudes or bulks.

\l. The magnitudes of bmlies are directly as their weights, and

reciprocally as their specific gravities.

VII. A body specifically heavier than a fluid, loses as much
of its weight when immersed in it, as is equal to the weight of a

qua: lity of the fluid of the same bulk or magnitude. Hence,

since the specific gravities are as the absolute gravities under the

same bulk ; the specific gravity of the fluid, will be to that of the

Il .dy immerged, as the part of the weight lost by the solid, is to

the whole weight. And hence tile specific graviiies of fluids are

as the weightslost by the same solid imnierged in them.

V I I I. Tofind tile xpccijic gravity oj'aflidd, or of a snlid—^On

one arm of a balance'siispend a globe ot lead by a fine thread, and

to the other fasten an eepi.il weight, which may just balance it in

the open air. Immerge the gloi)e into the fluid, and obseive what

weight balances it then, and consequently what weight is lost,

winch is proportionni to ihe specific gravity as above. And tins

the proportion of the specific grayitv of one fluid to another is

deter-
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<leteririiiieil by imiiierging llie globe successively in al\ the fluiils,

;iik1 oliseiving the weights lost m each, which will be the propor-

tions of the specific gravities of tlie fliiitls soiigW. This same ope-

ration ilelermiiies also the specific gravity of the solid immergeil,

whether it is a s^lobe, or of any other siiape or bulk, siijiposing

that of the tliiicl known. For the specific gravity of the iluid is

to that of (he solici, as the weight lost is to the whole wciglit

Hence also may be foiuid the specific gravity of a body that is

lighter than the tiuid, as follows :

IX. To find the specific grariti/ of a solid thai is lighter than

the fiidd, (isn;ater- in ivhich it is put.—Annex to the lightubody

another that ii much heavier than the fluid, so that the compoun;!

mass mav sink in the fluid. Weigh the heavier body and ihe

compound mass separately, bolli in water and out of It ; then find

Low much each loses in water, by subtracting its weight in water

from its weight in air ; and sulitract the less of these remainders

from the greater. 'I'hen, As this last remainder, is to the weight

of the light body in air, so is the specific gravity of the fluid, to

the specific gravity of that body.
X. The specific gravities of bodies of equal weight, are recipro-

cally proportional to the (piantities of weight lost in the same fluid.

And hence is found the ratio of the specific gravities of solids, by
weighing in the same fluid, masses oi them that weigh eipially in

air, and noting the weights lost by eacli.

XI. A body descends in a fluid specifically lighter, or ascends

in a fluid specifically heavier, with a force equal to the dirt'i ri-ncc

between its weiglit, and that ot an equal bulk of the fluid.

XII. A body sinks in a fluid speciiirally heavier, so far as that

the weight of the body is equal lo the weight ot a quantity ol tlie

liuid ot the same bulk a; the p:ut immersed. Hence, as the
spec. fie gravity of the fluid, is lo that of the body, so is the

«l>o!eniagiii!udeofthe i)ody,to Ihe magnitude of the part immersed.
XIII. The specific gravities of equal solids are as their parts

immerged in tiie same fluid.

The several theorems lierc delivered are both demonstrable from
t!ie |;rinciples of mechanics, and are also equally conformable to

i-xperinicnt, which answers exactly to the calculation. See Hy-
drostatics.

Otiier iiK-thodsfor finding specific gravities, are likewise used in

experiments with fluids. '1 luis e(|ual bulks of different fluids may
he weighed by filling a small bottle with a ground-stopper with
each respectively, and from their several weights the weight of the

bottle and stopper must be deducted. Or otherwise, the in>tru-

ment called the hyciromeler may be used. See Hydrometer.
This possesses the advantage of portability, speed, and a degree
of accuracy not easily obtained by the use of ordinary balances.

The specific gravities of many kinds of bodies, both solid and
fluid, have been de:eimined by various authors. The following

tables contain the specific gravities of some of the most common
bodies which have been determined with the greatest accuracy :

TABTE I.

SftcKiHgthe Specific Gravity of Mctcds and other Bodies to Ttain-lf'ater, and the Weight of a Cubic Inch of each in

parts of a Pound /Ivoirdupoise. The Kuniber in the Column, Specific Gravity, sliews the Ounces Avoirdupoisi

in the Cubic Toot of each Body.

Bodies. .Sp. Grav. W. lb. A v.

Pure I

hammered.
Sfandard gold cast

hammered.
Pure silver cast

hammered
Standard silver incoin
Crude platina in grains....

Platina purified and fused.

hammered
drawn into wire

laminated

Mercury
Lead fused

Copper fused

drawn into wire.

Brass cast

n wire

Iron cast

bar

Steel soft, and not hammered.
hardened

Tin, English, fused

hammered
Malacca tin fused

hammered
Rismuth .

Nickel
Arsenic, the metal.

Cobalt
Zinc
Antimony
Manganese
Wolfran
Diamond

19:58
19362
17486
17589
10474
1051 1

10391
1 5602
19500
20377
2 1 042
22069
13568
11352
7788
8878
S396
8544
7207
7788
7840
7816
7291
7299
7296
7306
9S23
8660
5:63
7812
7191
6702
6850
17600
325

1

0.71036
0.70030
0.63250
0.63618
37796
38017

0.S75S0
0.56431
0.70530
0.73557
0.76107
0.79821

0.49074
0.40965
0.28168
0.32111
0.30367
030903
0.26067
0.28168
0.28356
0.28270
0.26371

0.20400
0.26382
0.26486
0.35529
0.31323

0.20844
0.88255
0.26009
0.24240
0.24776
0.63657
0.11759

Bodies.

Kuby
Spinell

Topaz, Oriciilal..

Ihazilijii.

Slinou

^P- Grav.iW. lb. Av

Sapph ire, Oriental

Emerald ,

Adamantine spar

Rock-crystal tiom Madagascar..
Quartz
Agate
Onyx
Muscovy talc „

Common slate

Calcareous spar

Alabaster

White marble
Limestones, from

-, to

Ponderous spar

Eluor-spar

Pumice-stone ,

Green-gla^s

English crown-glass

White flint-glass, English
Another piece

While flint-glass for achromatic)
uses )

White iilass, French
Glass of S. Gobin
Brimstone
Phosphorus
Yellow amber
Distilled water
Sea-water

.4283

3760
40 1 1

353G
3564
3994
2775
4180
2653
2654
2590
2376
2792
2672
2715
2730
2716
1386
2390
4474
3180
914

2620
2520
3290
3216

3-137

2892
2488
1990
1714
1078
1000

1026

0.15491

0.13600
0.14507
0.11718

12891
0.14146
0. 10037
0.15II8
0.09596
u.09j99
0.09368
0.09537
0.10098
0.09664
0.09820
0.09874
0.09823
0.05113
0.08644
0.16182
0.11502
0,03306
0.09476
0.09115
0.11900
0.11632

0.12431

0.10460
0.09000
0.07198
0.06199
0.3899
0.03617
0.03711

TABLE
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TABLE I. (Omtinucd.)

S P E
Hi ' li-Vt~r% h ii ."^irs *»

Comiiiuii spirit of wine
Spirit of wine, tlic purest lliat

J
can be liad by more distil-

J-

lalion 3

Sulphuric etiier

Nitrous

Marine
Acetous
Concentrated sulph. acii)

nitric acid

muriatic ;'.c:d

Fluor acid

Sp. Grav. W. lb. Av

820

739

730
866

2125
1330
119-i

15UU

0.2960

02673
0.03288
0.02640
0.03132
0.076S6
0.05714
0.04319
0.0J425

Bodies.

Oil of olives— of sweet almond:
Linseed-oil

Naptlia

Gum elastic

Camphor ,

Yellow wax
"A'hite ditto

Spermaceti
Tallow
Heart of o:ik

Cork

Sp. Grav. W. lb. Av

915
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SPECIFICS, ill medicine. By specifics is not meant sucli as

infallibly and in all patienti produce salutary effects. Such medi-

cines are not to be expected, because the operations and effects o(

remedies are not formally inherent in (hem, but depend upon the

mutual action and reaction of the body and medicine upon each

other ; hence tiie various effects of the same medicine in the same

kind of disorders in different patients, and in tlie same patient at dif-

ferent times. By specific medicines we understand such medicines

as are more infallible than any other in any particular disease.

See Mf.dicime.
SPEC I'ACLES, in dioptrics, a machine consisting of two lenses

set in silver, hern, &:c. to assist the defects of the organ of sight.

See Oi'Tics.

SPECTRA, Ocular, images presented to the eye after re-

moving them from a bright object, or closing them. When any

one has long and attentively looked at a bright object, as at the

setting sun, on closing his eyes, or reniovmg them, an image,

which resembles in form the object he was attending to, continues

some time to be visible. This appearance in the eye is called the

ocular 'pectrum of that object.

SPECULUM, [Lat.] a looking-glass, or mirror, capable of

rellecting the rays of the sun, &c.' See Mirrok, Optics, and

'i'ELtSCOPE.

Speculum, in surgery, an instrument for dilating a wound, or

the like, in order to eNamine it attentively.

SPEIGHT'sTOWN, a sea port-town" of Barbadoes, on the

N. W. coast. Lon. 58. 31. W. Lat. 13. 15. N.
SPEISS, in nielallurgv, an artificial metal compounded of

cobalt, bismuth, and nickel. Sulphur and arsenic are sometimes

added.
SPELL, a charm, generally attended with some ceremony. In

order to see a future spouse in a dream. The party inquiring must

lie in a different county from that in which he commonly resides,

•and on going to bed must knit the left gaiter about the righl-

legged stockins, h lling the other garter and stocking alone ; and

as'he rehears-es the following verses, at every comma knit a knot:
—" This knot I knit,—To know the thing 1 know not yet,

—

That I mav see—The man (w-oman) that shall my husband (wife)

Vie;— How' he goes, and what he wears,—And what he does all

days and years." And, if sixdls fail not, he will appear in a

dream, with the insignia of his profession. To those rules, we shall

only add an anecdote, by way of caution to all who have any curi-

ositv to trv experiments of th"is kind. All such have more or less

faith in the spells they try. The chief danger arises from the im-

pression made by this false faith upon the imagination. About
15 or 20 years ago, a young woman in the Mearns, went out,

upon St. Valentine's or some other Saint's night, to get a sight of

her future husband. This she was to procure, uijoii going to a

certain kiln at some distance, pronouncing some spell, and making

a motion of weighing three times, while she had nothing to weigh.

This she did accordingly. Her imagination being strongly im-

pressed with the expectation of seeing something, she saw, or

thouvht she saw, a coilin, ascending in the smoke ot the kiln. She

went home in a panic ; told what she had seen ; fevered, and died

ihe fonrlli day after.

SPELLING, in grammar, that part of orthography which

teadies the true manner of resolving words into their syllables.

All words are either simple or compound, as use, disuse ; done,

undone ; and the rules for dividing each must be such as are de-

rived from the analogy of language in general, or from the esta-

blished custom of speaking; which, for the English language, are

reduced to the following rules: 1. A consonant hetween two

vowels must be joined with the latter in spelling, as nature,

ce-ri-lq, ge-ne-roiis ; except, however, the letter .r, which is

joined to the first, as in.//<Vjr-fn, ox-en, &c. and compound words,

as in UD-on, tin-uscd; &c. 2. A double consonant must be di-

vided, as in letter, nmn-ner, &:c. 3. Those consonants which

can begin a word must not be parted in spelling, as in de-J'raud,

reziurd, re-prnve, di-stinet ; however, this rule is found some-

times to fail: tor Ihi ugh gH begins a word, -a^ gnMv, gnat, &c.

yet it iwust be divided ui spellimj, as in cog-ni-zunce, ma-lig-

ni-tij, &!C. 4. Those consonants which cannot begin a word must

be divided, as Id in sel-dom, It in mul ti~titdc, mp m tim-ptr, rd

\n ar-dent ; but in final s_\ llables there are exceptions, as (/ in

title; dl ill han-dle, &c. S. When two vowels couic together,

and are both of (hem dislinclly ^'nlnded, they must be separated
in spelling, at co-e-vai, mu-iu-ul, &c. 6. The grammatical ter-

minations or endings must he separated in spelling, as ed in iiing-

ed,edst in de-U-ver-'-dit, ing in keur ing, unce in de li-ver-ance, &c.
7. Compound words must be resolved into tin ir simple or com-
ponent words, as up-oii, in to, ntver-tlie-less, jwt-vsith-stand-

ing, &c.
SPELLO, a town of Italy, in Umbria, in the Pope's late ter-

ritories ; 3 miles N. W. of I'oligni, 10 S. W. of Noccra, and 13

N. of Spoletto.

SPELMAN, Sir Henry, an eminent English rnfii'uarian,

descended from an ancient family, and born at Cengiiam, near
Lynn in Norfolk, about liOl. lie was knighted by king James
I. who esteemed him on account of h s service in discovering the
oppressions of exacted fees in the courts, civil and ecclesiastical,

and he em|)loyfd him three times in Ireland on public affairs.

When he was about 50 years of age, he went to reside in London
;

where following the bent of his genius, he collected all books
and MSS. on anticjuities, foreign and domestic. In 1613, he
published his book •' I)e non temerandis Ecclesiis ;" i. e. afi,ain3t

the profanation of churches. In IC-ti, he published the first

part of his well known " Glossary," wliich he never carried be-
yond tlie letter L ; because, as some say, he l-.ad said things under
M^jgna Charla, and Maximum Consilium, that would have given
olfence. Upon his death all his papei-s came into tlie hands of
his son Sir John Spelnian, a gentleman who had abilities to have-

completed his falhci's design, if death had not prevented him.
The second part was afterwards pubhshed by Sir William Dug-
dale, but unfinished. The next work was an edition of " The
English Councils," of which he published the first volume about
two years before his death, leaving the second to be published by
Sir AVilliam Dugdale. Sir Henry wrote several other works on
ancient laws and customs, and died in lt)41. His posthumous-
works were published in folio, 1C98, under the care of Mr. Gib-
son, afterwards bishop of London.
SPEI/I'ER, in metallurgy, the same with Zinc, which see.

SPENCEK, Dr. John, an eminent divine, born in Kent in

1630, and educated at Cambridge. He was chosen fellow of his

college, and took his degree of D. D. in 1G63. In Ititi" he was
chosen master of C. C. College, and preferred to the deanery of
Ely in 1077. He died on theSOlh of May 1695. His woiKs are, 1.

The Righteous Ruler; a sermon on Proverbs xxix. 2, preached June
23, 160U. 2. A Discourse concerning Prodigies, wherein the Vanity
of Presages by them is reprehended,and their ti-ueand proper End's
asserted and vindicated. To this excellent work was afterwards
added, A Discourse concerning vulgar Prophecies, wherein the
vanity of receiving them as the cei'tain indications of any future
event is exposed ; and some marks of distinction between true
and pretended prophets are laid down. 3. A Latin disserlaliou

concerning Urim and Thummini. 4. His famous treatise " De
Legibus HebrEEoruin Kitualibus Uerum Actionibus,"

SPENSER, Edmund, the poet, was born in London in 1553,
and descended from an ancient family of the Spcnsers in North-
amptonshire. He was admitted a sizer of Pembroke hall in Cam-
bridge, and matriculated in 1569. At this time began his intimacy
with Mr. G-briel Harvey, a man of genius, and a poet. In 1576,
having completed his degrees in arts, he left the imiveiVitv, as it

is said, fur want of subsistence, and retired to the north cif Eng-
land. Here he had the misfortune to become enamoured of his

Rosalind, who, after flattering his pass'on lor a lime, at length
preferred his happier rival. Spenser continued in the country till

1573, when at the persuasion of his friend Mr. Harvev he re-

moved to London, where that gentleman introduced him to Mr.
Sidney, afterwards Sir Philip. C^oncerning his first introduction
to Sir Philip, there is indeed a different story, which was first told

by the writer of his life, prefixed to his works in 1679, and trans-

cribed by Hugh'-s, Cibber, and several others; which, neverlhe-
less, is doubted. It is, that Spenser, being iinknovn to this .\le-

csnas of the age, went to Leicester-house, and sent in the 9th
canto of the fir-t booU of the " Fairy Queen ;" that, on reading
part of il. Sir Philip ordered his steward to give the bearer 5i)/.

;

on reading a little farther 50/. more ; ihen 20(W. l)idding him to

make haste and pay the money, lest he should give the poet his

whole estate. The story tells prettily enough; but the F.:iry

Queen was begun long after his accjuaintajicc with Sir Philip. i5y

tii'ii
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this universal patron of g;eniu<, liowever, lie wa^ piesentecl to

queen Elizabelli, wlio lioiiniired him with the place of poet-

laiireat. About this time he finished his " Shepherd's Calendar,"

which was first printed in I.i79 ; and in 1580, beins recommended
by his patron to the earl <'f Leicester, he went to Ireland as secre-

tary to the lord Gre\ of Wilton, then appointed lord-lieutenant of

that kingdoin. Lord Grm- was recalled in 15«2, and with liim

bp>.-nser returned to London, where he continued till ;ifter the

death ol Sir Philip Sidney in IJSti : a loss which he bewailed to

the end of his life. He died in 1599, and was buried in West-
liiinster-Al)''ey, according to h s reipiest, near Chancer.
SPERGULA, SpuRRLV; in botany, a genus of plants belong-

ing to the class decandna, and order peniag\iiia; natural order,

C'aryophyllei'. Ca!\ x five-leaved ; pe.aK five, un<liv!ded; cap-
sule oval, one-ceiled, five-valved. Seven species are known.
SPERMACE'l'I, a whitsh, unctuous, fiaky subsiance, pre-

pared from oil, but cliiefly from the brains of a species of whale
called physete macrocephalus.

Spermaceti CANDLts are of modern manufacture: they are

made smooth, with a hne gloss, free from rings and scars, superior

to the finest wax-candles in colour and lustre ; and, when genuine,

leave no spot or stain on the finest silk, cloth, or linen.

SPERMACOCE, BuTroN-Woon ; in botany, a genus of

plants belonging to the class tetrandria, and order ii)onop\nia ;

natural order, Sxellats. Corolla is one-pttaled, funnel-shaped ;

seeds two, bidentate. The species are 20.

bPEY, a large and rapid rivrr of Sciland, in Inverness-shire,

which rises above the lake so named, in Badenoch, and alter a
serpentine course of 70 Scots, or 100 English, miles, passes bv
Rothes castle, and falls into the German sea at Garmouth, near
Elgin.

SPEZZA, SPEZZIA, SPECIA, or SPETIA, a town of

Italy, now annexed to France, 46 miies S E. of Genoa, and 65
N. VV. of Floivnce. Lon. 9. 37. E. Lat. 44 10. N.

SPHACELUS,[<rfaxiX(5>',] in surgery and medicine, is an abso-

lute and perfect corrupt i'm, or death, of the parts.

SPHACTERI.E, SPflAGlA:, or SPIIAG.E, in ancient
geography, three islands and a cape of the Mediterranean, on the

coast of Nlesscnia, oi,posile Pylos. now called S;:pienza.

SPH.'ERANTHL'S, Globe - F'lower, or Globe -Daisy, a

genus of plants belonging to the class syngenesia, and order poly-
gamia segregata ; natural order, Composiix. Each partial calyx
contains i-ighi florets ; florets tubulated, the female being scarcely

distinguishable : receptacle scaly ; no pappus. The species are

four.

SPHvERIA, in botany, a genus of the cryplogamia fungi.

Fructifications mostly spherical, opening at the top, whilst young
filled «ith jelly, wdien old with a blackish powder. They grow on
the bark or wood of other plants ; capsules often immersed, so

that their orifices only are visible : most of the species are without

a stem.

SPH.'FROCARPUS, in botany, a genus of the cryptogamia
hepaticae. Calyx ventricose, undivided ; seeds numerous, col-

lected into a aiobe.

SPHAGNUM, BoG-Moss; in hotany, a genus of plants be-

longing to the class cryptogamia and order musci. AnthersB glo-

bose , mouth entire, closed by an operculum ; calyptra want-

ing. There are three species.

SPHKNOIDES OS, the seventh bone of the cranium or

skull. See Akatomy.
SPHERE, [i^i-.ij",,] a solid contained under one uniform round

surface, every point of wdiich is equally distant from a certain

point in the middle, called its centre ; and is formed by the revo-

lution of a semicircle about its diameter. See Geometry.
Sphere, in astronomy, that concave orb or expanse which

invests cur globe, and in which the heavenly bodies appear to be
fixed, and at an etpial distance from the eye. The better to de-

termine the places of the heavenly bodies in the sphere, several

circles are supposed to be described on the surface thereof, hence
called the circles of the spliere : of these some are called great

circles, as the equinoctial, ecliptic, meridian, &c.. and others small

circles, as the tropics, parallels, &c. See Astroa'omy, and
Geography.
Sphere op Activity of a Body, is that determinate fp.ice

or extent to which, and no farther, the efBuvia cootiuiially emitted

from ta.it body reach ; and where they operate according to their

i

ii.-.ture.

I
Sphei«e, Projection OF THE. See Projection.
Spheres, in optics, the same with metalline mirrors, for tele-

scopes or oMier purposes. See Mirror.
SPHERIC GEOMETRY. See Projection of the Sphere.
SPHEROID, [<7iJf.i=K, and (.i©-,] in geometry, a body

generated by the entire revokition of a semi-ellipsis about its

axis. When the revolution is made round the largest axis, the

spheroid is called prolate; and when round the shortest, oblate.

This last is the figure of the earth, and probably of all the

planets.

SPHERULE, [spharula, Lat.] a little globe.

SPHERUS, a Greek philosoplier, a disciple of Zeno of Cy-
prus; who flourished about B. C. 243. He came to Sparta in

tlie reign of Agjs III and Cleomenes 111. and opene<l a school for

philuso|,hy. PUit Diod.
SPHEX, 1chnei'mon"-Wasp, or Savage; in natural history,

a genus of insects of the order hymenoplera. Mouth with an
entire jaw, the mandibles horny, incurved, toothed; lip horny,
membranaceous at the tip ; feelei's lour ; antenna; with about tea
articulations; wines, in each sex, plane, incumbent, and not

tokled ; sting pungent and concealed within the abdomen. 1 here
are about 150 species. The manner of living is dilfeieiit in the

various species, and so is the general form ot the body and their

haunts ; but tliough the method of life be utterly different, yet the
same manners appear innate and inlierent in all. They agree in

being the fiercest ot all flies: they will attack insects much larger

than thcm>elvcs. and this whether they be defenceless or armed,
as they are provided w 1th a sling.

S. Maculata, is tound in England. Thorax spotted; first

segment ot the abdomen with a white dot on each side; second,
edged with white. See Pla'e CXXXVI.
S.Cribraria is black, with yellow ringlets on the abdomen ; the

auteiuiK are short, and turned backwards : the fore-legs are broad,
Willi an appendix like a shield.

SPHINCTER, in anatomv, a term applied to a kind of circu-

lar muscle:', or muscles in form of rings, which serve to close aiut

draw u|) several orifices of the body, and prevent the excretion of

the contents. S.-e Anatomy.
SPHINK, [rfiyf,] in the mythology, a monster which had

the head and bre.ists of a woman, the body of a dog, the tail of a
serpent, the wings of a bird, the paws of a lion, and a human
voice. It sprang from the union of Orthos with the Chimjera, or

of Typhon with Echidna.

SpHiNK, Hawk-Moth, a genus of insects of the order Lepi-
doptera. Antenna; somewhat prismatic, tapering at each end;
tongue mostly exserted ; two feelers, reflected ; wings deflected.

There are about two hundred species ; these fly abroad in the

morning and evening, are very slow on the wing, and often make
a humming kind ot noise ; they extract the nectary of flowers

with the tongue ; the larva has sixteen feet, and is pretty active.

The iiamc-spliinx is given to this genus on acctunt of t!ie singular

altitudes of their caterpillars, who apply the hinder part of their

body to a branch of a tree, holding the rest of it erect, like the

fabulous sphinx. Most of them spin their cod under ground,
making them up with small parcels of earth and grains of corn
interwoven with threads.

SPICA, in botany, a term applied to a particular mode of
flowering, iu which the flowers are ranged alternately upon both •

sides of a simple common flower-stalk. See Botany.
SPICE, is a name given to any kind of aromatic drug that has

hot and pungent qualities; such are pepper, nutmeg, ginger, cin-

namon, cloves, &c.
Spice Islands, In the East Indies. See Banda, Molucca Is-

LA.SDs, and Ceylon.
SPIDER. SeeARANEA.
SPlELMANNIA, in botany, a genus of the didynainia angi-

ospermia class and order. Natural order. Personals. Cal\X
I hve-cle!t ; corolla bearded at the throat, with a hve-cleft almost

I
equal border; drupe with a two-celled, two-seeded nut. Ttiere

j

is only one species, viz. S. Africana, six-leaved Spielmannia, or

lanlann, a native of the Cape of Good Hope.
SPIGELBURG, the capital of Spigelbure, twenty miles S.W.

of Uildesheim. Lon. 9. 46. E. Lat. 51. 56." N.
SPIGELIAN
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SPIGELIA, Worm-grass; in botany, a genus of plants of

the class pentandria, and order nionogyuia ; natural order Stellala;.

Corolla hinnel-sliaped ; capsule didymous, bilocular, and poly-

spermous. There are two species.

S. Anthelmia has a herbaceous stem, and its highest leaves are

fourfold. " J'he effects of this medicine (says Dr. Browne) are

these. It first procures sleep, almost as certainly, and in an equal

degree, with opium ; the eyes seem to distend, and sparkle as it

were before the eruption of the small-pox or measles, which may
be easily observed alter the sleep is over; the pulse grows regular

and rises, the fever cools, the symptoms appear more favourable,

and the worms are generally discharged by the use of the subse-

quent purgatives (if not before) in great quantities, often above
100 at a time; but when a few only come away, which is seldom,
and these alive, the same doses are again repeated, which seldom
ornever fail. I never saw this medicine fad when tliere was the
least probability of success ; nay, often prove successful when
there was not the least reason to e.\pect it. I have been, however,
cautious in ordering it for children ; for though I never knew it at

all hurtful, its effect upon the eyes has olten deterred me from or-

dering it to children, whose fibres are weak and relaxed, and in

vhom the fevers from this source are seldom so vehement, as to

hinder the administration of other medicines, likelv as efTectual

in other cases of this nature. This plant is generally had in low
dry lands, after they have been turned up some montiis, and after

great rains ; its taste is herbaceous, and soniewliat clammy, its

frowth is soft and sudden, its stalk hollow, smooth, and roundish,
ts herbaceous taste and su<lden growth would alone make me

think it capable of little or no action, had not hundreds of careful
observations satisfied me to the contrary." See Plate CXXIX.
SPIGELIUS, Adriam, an eminent anatomist, surgeon, and

botanist, born at Brussels in 1378 He became professor of ana-
tomy and surgery at Padua. The Senate of Venice honoured him
with the order oi St. Mark. He died in Ib2j. His works on these
.^ranches of science were printed at Amsterdam, in three vols folio,

J645.

SPIGNA, or SPIGNO, a town and castle, andjate marqui-
sateof Italv, in the late duchv of Montferrat ; 40 nifles S. E. of
Turin. Lon. 8. 20. E. Lat. 44. 45. N.
SPIKE, OIL OF, an essential oil distilled from lavender,

and much used by the varnish-makers and the paintei-s in

enamel.
SPIKENAKD. SeeNARDVs.
SPIKING UP THE ORDNANCE, a sea-phrase, used for

fastening a quoin with spikes to the deck close to the breech of the
carriages of great guns, that they may keep close and firm to the
ship's sides, and not get loose when the ship rolls, and by that
means endanger the breaking out of a butt-head of a plank.

'

SPILAN'l HUS, in botany, a genus of plants belonging to the
class of syngenesia, and order polygamia xqualis. Calyx almost
equal; down two-toothed ; receptacle conical, chatTy. There are
jiine species. This genus is made up chietlv of those species of
hidens and verbesina which do not properly belong to those ge-
nera; they are natives of the East and West Indies.

SPILSRY, a town of England, i^i Lincolnshire, 16 miles N. of
Boston, 30 E. of Lincoln. Lon. 0. 7. E. Lat. i3. \2. N.
SPINA, Thorn ; in botany, a species of ofTensive weapon,

protruded from the wood of the plant, and which is therefore of a
stronger and harder nature than prickles, which are detached por-
tions of the bark.

SPINA VENTOSA, in surgery, that species of corruption of
ihe bones which takes its rise in the internal parts, and by degrees
enlarges the bone, and rai-es it into a tumor. See Surgery.
SPINACIA, Spinage ; in botany, a genus of plants belonging

foihe class dioecia, and order pentandria ; natural order, Holoracea\
Male, calyx five-parted; corolla none: female, calyx four-cleft

;

corolla none ; styles four ; seed one, within the hardened calvx.
There are two species ; viz. S. oleracea, garden-spinach; ami S.
fera, wild sp.nach. There arealso two varieties.
SPINiE, in botany, thorns, rigid prickles ; a species of arma,

growing on various parts of certaia plants for their defence; spina-
ramorum aicent pecora. On the branches we find examples in
thepyrus, primus, citrus, hippophaes, gmelina, rhamniis, Ivcium,
&c. on the leaves in the aloe, agave, yucca, iex, hippomane,
*heopl)rasta, carlina, &c. on the caly.x, in the carduus, cuicus^

centaurea, moluccella, galeopsis, &:c. on the fruit, in the trapaj

tribulus, murex, spinacia, agrimonia, datura, &c.
SPINDLE, in geometry, a solid body generated by the re-

volution of some curve-line about its base or double ordinate; in

opposition to a conoid, which is generated by the rotation of the
curve above its axis or absciss, perpendicular to its ordinate. The
spindle is denominated circular, elliptic, hyperbolic, or parabolic,

ic. according to the figure of its generating curve.

Spindle, in mechanics, sometimes denotes the axis of a wheel,
or roller, ic. and its ends are the pivots.

SPINE. See Akatomy.
SPINELLE, in mineralogy, a species of the flint-genus : its

principal colour is red, from which it passes on the one side into

blue, and even into green, on the other into yellow and brown.
Its colours are mostly tieep, and they have always a shade of black.

Sometimes it is enveloped in an opaline cruat ; sometimes it ex-
hibits an opalescent iridescence.

SPINET, orSPINNET, a musical instrument ranked in the
second or third place among harmonious instruments. It consists

of a chest or belly made of the most porous and resinous wood to

be found and a table of fir glued on slips of wood called suuiniei's,

which bear un tlie sides.

SPINIFEX, in botany, a genus of plants belonging to the
class polygamia, and order moncccia. Hermaphrodite (lowers

have a calyx wiUi bivalved bitiorous glumes, valvelcts parallel to
the rachis ; corolla bivalved, awnless. There is only one
species.

SPINNING, in commerce, the act or art of reducing silk, flax,

hemp, wool, hsir, or other matters, into thread. Spinning is

either performed on the wheel or with a distaff and spindle, or
with other machines proper for the several kinds of working.
Hemp, flax, nettle-thread, and other like vegetable matters, are
to be wetted in spinning; silks, wools, &c. are spun dry, and do
not need water: yet there is a way of spinning or reeling silk as it

comes off the cases or balls, where liot aed even boiling water is to

be used. Tiie vast variety, and tiie importance of those branches
of our manufactures, which are produced from cotton, wool, and
flax, spun into yarn, together with the cheapness of provisions, and
the low price of labour in many foreign countries, whicli are our
rivals in trade, have occasioned many attempts at home to render
spinning more easy, cheap, and expeditious.

SPINOZ.A, Benedict, was born at Amsterdam the 24th No-
vember ltJJ2. His father was a Jew of Portugal, by protession a
nierciiant. After being taught Latin by a physician, he studied
tlieoiogy, and afterwards devoted himsell to philosophy. He be-

gan very early to be dissatisfied with the Jewish religion ; and as

his temper was open, he did not conceal his doubts from the syna-
gogue. The Jews, it is said, ottered to tolerate his infidelity, and
even promised him a pension of 1000 dollars a-year, if he would
remain in their society, and continue outwardly to practise their

ceremonies. But if this offer was really made, he rejected it, from
Ills aversion to hypocrisy, or because he could not endure the re-

straint which it would have imposed. He also refused the legacy
of a very considerable fortune, to the prejudice of the natural heirs;

and he learned tlu; art of polishing glass for spectacles that he
might subsist independently of every one. An accident hastened
his leaving the synagogue. As he was returning home one even-
ing from the tln-atre, he was stabbed by a Jew ; the wound was
slight; but the attempt led Spinoza to conclude that the Jews had
formed the design of assassinating him. He then became a Chris-
tian, and frecjuented the churches of the Lutherans and Calvin-
ists. He now devoted himself more than ever to his philosophi-

cal speculations ; and being often interrupted by his friends, he
left Amsterdam, and settled at the Hague, where he sometimes
continued for months together without ever stirring from his lodg-

ing. His " Tractatus Theologico-polilicus" was published about
this time, a book containing all those doctrines in embryo, which
were afterwards unfolded in his " Opera Posthuma," and which
are considered as a system of atheism. His fame, which had novr

spread far and wide, obliged him sometimes to interrupt his philo-

sophical reveiies. Learned men visited him from all quarters.

While the prince of Cond6 commanded the French army in

Utrecht, he intreated Spinosa lo visit him ; and though lie was ab
sent when the philosopher arrived, he returned immediately, and
spent a consideraWe time with him. The elector Palatine offered

7 to
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to make Spinoza professor of pliilosophy at Heidclbcig; IjuI lliis

he (leclined. He died of i'. consumption at the Hague on tlie 2l3t

Feb. 1677, aged 45. His life was a perpetual contradiction to liis

opinions. He was (eniperate, liberal, and remarkably disinterested ;

he was social, affable, and friendly. His conversation was agree-

able and instructive, and never deviated from the strictest pro-

priety. In the '" Tractatus Theologico-Politicus," he treats of

prophecy and prophets ; and ot Ihe call of the Hebrews, whom he

aftirms to have been distinguished from otiier nations only by the

admirable form of their government. He is likewise of opinion.

or pretends to be so, that God may, in a supernatural way, have
given political institutes to ether nations as well as to the Hebrews.
For, according to him, every nation was blessed willi tlie light of

prophecy. That i.ght indeed, were we to admit his notions of it,

was of very little value. He labours to prove, that the prophets
were distinguished from other men only by their piety and virtue

;

and that their writings are valuable to us only for the excellent

rules they contain respecting piety and virtue. He then en-

deavours to prove that no mnacle, in the proper sense ot the word,
can have been at any time performed ; because every thing hap-
pens by a necessity of nature, the result of the divine decrees,

which are from eternity necessary themselves. He acknow-
ledges, that in the scriptures, which he professes to admit as true

history, miracles are often mentioned; but he says that they were
xn\\y singular events which the sacred historians imagined to be
miraculous. He affirms, in contradiction to the clearest internal

evidence, that tlie Eentateuch and all the other historical books,

must have been written by one man ; and that man, he thinks,

was Ezra. His principal objection to the authenticity of the Pen-
tateuch is, that Moses is made to speak of liimself in {he third per-

son, the very same childish objection since repeated by Thomas
Fame, whose ignorance may somewliat excuse him, but Spinosa
surely could read the Commentaries of C'a;sar, in the original,

who speaks of iiiniself modestly in the third person throughout all

his writings. He also objects to the expression of the Canaaiiites

being then in the land. These senseless cavils, worthy only of
one of those modern freethinkers whose learning, in the opinion of
Bishop Warburton, is not snthcient to carry them even to the con-
fines of rational doubt, are aot worthy of notice. In the midst
of this dcgmatical scepticism, he bears such a testimony to the last

chapters of the book of Daniel, as we should not have looked for

in the writings either of a Jew or of a Deist. After detailing the
various hypotheses respecting the author and the intention of the
book of Job; in which, he says, Momus is called Satan, he pro-
ceeds in these words: " Transeo ad Danie'is lil)rum ; hie sine
dubio e.\ cap. 8. ipaius Danielis scripta continet. Undenam au-
tein prioraseptem capita descripta tuerint, nescio," thusachnitting
the famous prophecy of the seventy weeks. That so paradoxical
a writer, who had been originally a Jew, and was now almost a
Deist, should have treated the New Testament with as little cere-

mony as the Old, will not surprise the intelliaeiit reader. He be-
gins his remarks, houever, with affirming, that no man can peruse
the Christian Scriptures, and not acknowledge the apostles to

have been prophets ; but he thinks that their mode of prophesying
was altogether dilferent from that wliich prevailed under tlie Mo-
saic dispensation ; and that the gift, whatever it was, forsook them
the instant that they left off preaching, as their writings have to him
.every appearance of human compositions. This distinction be-
tween the Christian and Jewish prophecy is the more wonderful,
tlial he founds it principally on the dissimilarity of style visible in

the writings of the Old and New Testaments.
SPINOZ[SM, or SPINOSISM, the doctrine of Spinoza, or

atheism and pantheism proposed after the manner of Spinoza. The
great principle of spinozism, is that there is nothing properly and
absolutely existing besides matter and the moditications of matter;
among which are even comprehended thought, abstract and
general ideas, comparisons, relations, combinations of relations, &c.
.The chief articles in Spinoza's system are reducible to these

:

That there is but one substance in nature, and that this only sub-
stance is endued tt'ilh an infinite number of attributes, among which
are extension and cogitation ; that all the bodies in the universe
are modifications of this substance considered as it is extended ; and
that all the souls of men are modifications of the same substance
considered as cogitative : that God is a necessary and infinitely per-
fect being, and is the cause of all things that exist, but not a diiierent

VOL. IV.—KO. 199.

being from tliem ; that there is but one being and one nature,
and that this nature produces within itself, !iy an imniaiient act,

all those which we call creatures ; and that Ihis lieiiig is at the fame
time both agent and patient, eflicient cause and subject, but tin\t

he produces nothing but modifications of himself. Thus is the
Deity made the sole agent as well as patient in all evil, both phy-
sical and moral ; a doctrine fraught with more impieties than all

the heathen poets have published concerning their Jupiter, Venus,
Bacchus, &c. It is observed, that what seems to have led Spinoza
to this system, v\'as the difficulty of conceiving either that matter
is eternal and different from God, or that it could be jjroduced
froni nothing, or that an infinite and free being could have made
a world such as tliis is. A matter that exists necessarily, and wliich

nevertheless is void of activity, and subject to the power of another
principle, is an object that startles our understanding, as there
seems no agreement between the three conditions. It is also held,

that a matter created out of nothing, seems to be no less incon-
ceivable, whatever efforts we make to form an idea of the act of

the will that can change what before was thought nothing into rea!

substance. Besides, its being contrary to that known maxim of

philosophers, ex nihilo nihil sit. In fine, that an infinitely good,
holy, free being should ratlier choose to have them wicked and
eternally miserable, is no less incomprehensible ; and ihe rather as

it seems difficult to reconcile the freedom of man with the quality

of a being made out of nothing. Tliese, it is observed, appear to

have been the difficulties which led Spinoza to search for a new
system, wherein God should not be distinct from matter, and
wherein he should act necessarily, and to the extent of all Ifs

power, not out of himself (ad extra) but within himself, l^ut it Is

certain, that if this system rescues us from some seeming difficul-

ties, it involves us in the greatest absurdities imaginable.

SPINTHEKE, in mineralogy, one of the earthy fussils, of a

greenish colour: it occurs crystallized, in irregular, double, four-

sided pyramids, which are oblicpiely truncated. The crystals are

small, and the fracture foliated. It melts very easily before the

blow-pipe.

SPINTURNIX, in fabulous history, a bird, or rather a.quad-

ruped with wings, which was said sometimes to attend the sacrifices.

SPIO, in natural history, a genus of the Vermes MoUusca class

and order : body projecting from a tube, jointed, and furnished

with dorsal fibres; peduncles, or feet, rough with bristles, and
placed towards the back ; feelers two, long, simple ; two eyes,

oblong. There are two species.

SPIRACULA, in entomology, holes or pores on each side of

every segment of the abdomen, through which insects breathe.

SPlll/EA, the SpirjEA Fuutex; in botany, a genus of plants

belonging to the class icosandria, and order pentagynia ; -naUirai

order, Pomacea;. Calyx five cleft ; petals five; capsule many-
seeded. There are 22 species.

SPIRAL, in geometry, a curve-line of the circular kind,

which, in its progress, recedes from its centre. A spiral, accord-

ing to Archimedes, its inventor, is thus generated if a right line,

as AB, (Plate CLVIII, fig. 2,) having one end fixed at B, be

equally moved round, so as with the other end A to describe the

periphery of a circle ; and, at the same time, a point be con-

ceived to move forward equally from B towards A, in the right

line BA, so as t!iat the point describes that line, while the line

generates the circle : then will the point, with its (wo motions,

describe the curve-line, B, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, &c. which is called the

helix or spiral-line ; and the plain S|)ace, contained between

the spiral-line, and the right-line BA, iscalled the spiral-spce.

If also you conceive the point B to move twice as slow as the line

AB, so as that it shall get but half-way along the line liA, when

that line shall have formed the circle ; and il then you imagine

a new revolution to be made of the line carrying the poi»t, so

that they shall end their motion at last together, there will be

formed a double spiral-line, and the two spiral-spaces, as in the

figure. From the genesis of this curve, 'the following corollaries

may be easily drawn : 1. The lines B 12, B 11, B 10, &c. mak-

ing equal angles with the first and second spiral (as also B 12, B 10,

B 8, &c.) are in arithmetical proportion. 2. 1 he lines B7, B 10,

Sec. drawn anv how to the first spiral, are to one another as the

arches of the'circle intercepted betwixt BA and thase lines. 3.

Any lines drawn from B to the second spiral, as B IS, 15 22, &c.

are to each other as the aforesaid arches, togell;er with the whole

7 f periphery
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periulitrv added on bolh sides. 4. The first spiral-space is to the >

first circle as 1 to 3. And, 5. The first spiral-line is equal to half

the periphery of the fii-^t circle.

SPIRE, in architecture, was used by the ancients for the base

of a column, and sometimes for the astragal or tore ; but among

the moderns it denotes a steeple that continually diminishes as it

ascends, whellier conically or pyramidally.

Spire, or Spires, an ancient imperial city of Germany, seven

miles N. of Philipsbure, 12 S. W. of Heidelberg, and 50 N.N. E.

of Strasburs. Lon. «.'3'i. E. Lat. 49. 19. N.
SPIUEBACH, a town of Germany, seated on the river of

the same name, S miles N. of Landau. Lon. 8. 12. E. Lat.

49. 20. N.
SPIKIT, in metaphysics, an incorporeal being or intelligence;

in which sense God is said to be a spirit, as are angeK, devils, and

the human soul. See Angel, METAPHviics, and Theology.
Spirit, in chemistry, and pharmacy, a name applied to every

volatile liquid which is not insipid like phlegm or water ; and

hence the distinction into acid, alkaline, and vinous spirits. See

Pharmacy.
Spirits, or Amimal Spirits, See Anatomy, and Phy-

siology.
Spirits, or Ardknt Spirits, in commerce, distillation. See.

See Alcohol, Brandy, Distillation, &;c.

SPIKllU SAN CIO, a sea-port-town of Brazil. Lon. 41.0.

\V. Lat. 20. 10. S.

SpiRiTuSANCTo.orSpiRiTU Santo, IsLANDs,a range of islands,

S. W. of the Bahamas. Ihe largest is 40 miles long, and 8 broad.

Lon. from 77° to 7S° 15' W. Lat. 24° to 25° 12' N.
S PITHEAD, a mad between Portsmouth and the Isle of

Wight, where the royal navy of Great Britain frequently rendez-

Tons.
SPITTI^E, in phvsiology. See Saliva.

SPITZBERGEN, the most northern country of Europe, si-

tuateilN.of Norway, between West Greenland on the W. and

Nova Zenibla ; whence it is properly called East Greenland. It

consists of several islands, and is supposed to be habitable, though

hitherto only inhabited by bears and foxes. Lon. 6 to 16. E. Lat.

76. 30. to 79. 49. N.
SPLACHNUM, in botany, a genus of plants belonging to the

class cryptogamia, and order, musci. Anthers cylindrical, grow-

ing on a large coloured apophysis or umbraculum ; calyptra ca-

ducous. '1 he female star grows on a separate stem. There are

six species.

SPLANCHNOLOGY, [i77rxayxva aud xoy©-,] a treatise or

descrip'ion of tlie bowels.

SPLEEN, in anatomy. See Anatomy.
SPLEENWORT, in' botany, is a species of asplenium.

SPLEN ETIC, a person affecteil with obstruction of the sjileen.

See Anatomy, and Hypochondriac Passion.

SPLEN IC VESSELS, the ariery and vein of the spleen. See

Anatomy.
SPENIUS, in anatomy, a pair of the extensor muscles of the

head, which rising from the lower vertebra of the neck, ami the

five upper ones ol the back, is inserted a little above the inastoide

process. See Anatomy.
SPLENT, or SPLINT, among farriers, a callous, insensible

excrescence, breeding on the shank-bone of horses ; which, when
jt grows big, spoils the shape of the leg, and generally comes
upon the inside.

SPLICING, in the sea-language, is the untwisting of the ends of

two cables or ropes, and working the several strands into one ano-

ther by a fidd, so that they become as strong as if they were but

one lop''.

SPLINTER, a small shiver of wood, or the like. The splin

ters of fractured bones, if loose, are to be carefully removed,
stherwi-e replaced.

SPODUM EN E, in mineralogy, one of the earthy fossils, of a
greenish-white < olour, passing into apple-green. It occurs in

«nall masses, is shininir, and of a pearly lustre. Specific gravity

about 3.2. It splits before the blow pipe into smallish yellowish

olia, and at leiit'lli meU^ into a gieyish-white transparent glass. It

s found in the mines of Upton, in Sweden, accompanied with

fjuariz and black mica.

SPOIL, IspcUuiii, Lat.] that which is taken by violence; that

which is taken from an enemy; such as plunder; pillage;

booty.

Spoil, The, among the ancient Greeks, was divided among
the whole army ; only the general's share was largest ; but among
the Romans, the spoils belonged to the republic.

SPOLETIUM, in ancient geography, a city of Italy, in Um-
bria, which bravely withstood Hannibal, when \n Italy.

SPOLETO, or SPO LET! O, a late duchy of Italy, bounded
on the N. by the marquisate of Ancoiia, and duchy of Urbino,
on the E. by Abruzzo Ultra, on the S. by Sabina and the late pa-
trimony of St. Peter, and on the W. by Orvietano and Perugiiio.

It is about 55 miles in length, and 40 in breadth. It was an-

ciently a part of Umbria, and belonged till lately to the Pope, but
now is in the hands of the French. It is famous for wine.

SpoLETTO, or Spoleto, the capital of the above duchy, 30
miles E. of Orvieto, 55 N. of Rome, and 90 S. of Florence.

Lon. 12. 48. E. Lat. 42. 45. N.
SPOLIA OPIMA, [Lat.] in Roman antiquity, the richest and

best of the spoils, which Romulus first set the example of dedi-
cating to Jupiter.

SPOLIATION, in ecclesiatical law, is an injury done by one
clerk or incumbent to another, in taking the fruits of his benefice
under a pretended title. It is remedied by a decree to account
for the profits so taken. This injury, when the jus patronatus, or

right of advowson, doth not come in debate, is cognizable in the

spiritual court.

SPONDEE, lspo}id(Eus,'] in ancient poetrj-, a foot consisting

of two long syllables, as omnes. Some give the appellation spon-
daic to verses composed wholly of spondees, or at least that end
with two spondees, as

Constittt, atque oculls Phry^gia agminS circumspexit.
And in this verse,

CarS L''euin soboles magnum Jovis incrementuni.
SPONDIAS, Brasilian or Jamaica Plum; in botany, a

genus of plants belonging to the class decandria, and order penta-
gynia. t^alyx five-toothed ; corolla fivc-petaled ; drupe with a
five-celled nut. There are four species.

SPONDYLE, [(Titfviux©',] a vertebra ; a joint of the spine.

SPONDYLUS, in natural history, a genus of the vermes tes-

tacea class and order : animal a tethys : shell hard, solid, with
unequal valves ; oneoftlie valves convex, the other rather fiat:

hinge with two recurved teeth, separated by a small hollow-. There
are four species : the shell of the S. goedaropus is slightly eKved,

and spinous : it inliabits the Mediterranean, Indian, and other
seas, and is found in almost infinite varieties as to size, thickness,

and colours ; sometimes entirely puiple, orange, while, or bloom
colour ; sometimes marked w itli various streaks, spots, dots, or
bands.

SPONGIA, Sponge, in zoology, a genus of animals belong-
ing to the class of vermes, and order zoophyta. It is fixed,

flexible, and very torpid, growing in a variety of forms, composed
either of reticulated fibres, or masses of small spines interwoven
together, and clothed with a living gelatinous flesli, full of small
mouths or holes on its surface, by which it sucks in and throws out
the water. So early as the days of Aristotle sponges were sup-
posed to possess animal-life ; the persons employed in collecting

them having observed them shrink when torn from the rocks,

thus exhibiting symptoms of sensation. The same opinion pre-
vailed in the time of Pliny ; but no attention was paid to the sub-
ject till Count Marsicli examined them, and declared them vege-
tables. Dr. Peysonell, in a paper which he sent to the Royal So-
ciety in 1752, and in a second in 1757, aflirmed they were not
vegetables, but the production of animals ; and accordingly de-
scribed the animals, and the process which they performed irj

making the sponges. Mr. Ellis, in 1762, was at great pains to
discover these animals. For this purpose he dissected the spongia

urens, and was surprized to find a great number of small worms of
ihe tenus of nereis or sea-scolopendra, which had pierced their

way tlirough the soft substance of the sponge in quest of a sale re-

tieat. Tliat this was really the case, he was fully assured, by in-

s|X'cting a number of specimens of the same sort of sponge, just

fresh from the sea. He put them into a glas; filled with sea-wa-
ler; and tlien instead of seeing any of ihe little animals which
Dr. Peysonell described, he observed the papdia; or small holes

with which the papillvc are surrounded, contract and dilate them-
sehes.
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selves. He examined anotlier variety of the same species of

sponge, and plainly perceived the small tubes inspire and expire,

the water He therefore concluded, that the sponge is an animals
and that the ends or openings of the branched tubes are the month
by which it receives its nourishment, and discharges its excre-
jiients. Upwards of fifty species have been enumerated.

S. Fluviatilis, River-Sponge, is gn^en, erect, brittle,

and irregularly disposed in numerous branches. It abounds
in many parts of Europe, in the fresh rivers of Russia and Eng-
land, particularly in the river Thames. It scarcely exhibits any
symptoms of life, is of a fishy smell : its pores or mouths are

sometimes tilled with green gelatinous globules. It differs very
little from the lacustris.

S. Lacustris, Creeping Sponge, lias erect, cylindrical,

and obtuse branches. It is found in lakes in Sweden and England.
S. Palmata, Palmated Sponge, is like a hand with fingers

a little divided at the top. The mouths are a little prominent, and
irregularly disposed on the surface It is found on the beach at

Brighthelmstone. It is of a reddish colour, inclining to yellow,
and of tlie same soft woolly texture with the spongia oculata.

S. Stuposa, Tow Sponge, or Downy Branched Sponge,
is soft like tow, with round branches, and covered willi fine point-

ed hair. It is of a pale yellow colour, and about three inches
high. It is frequently thrown on the -.hore at Hastings in Sussex ;

but it is so closely covered with a fine down, that the numerous
small holes in its surface are not discernible.

SPONHEIM, a late county of Germany, in the Upper Rhine,
now annexed to France.
Sponheim, a town of France, in the department of the Rhine

and Moselle ; late capital of the above country ; 27 miies W. of
Mentz, and 46 E. of Treves.
SPOONBILL. SeePLATALEA.
SPOONING, in the sea-language, is said of a ship, which

being under sail in a storm at sea, is unable to bear it, and consc
quently forced to go right before the wind.
SPORAUES, among the ancient philosophers, a name given

to such stars as were not included in any constellation.

SPORADICAL DISEASES, among physicians, are such as

seize particular persons at any tmie or season, and in any place ; in

which sense they are distinguished trom epidemical and endemical
diseases.

SPOTS, in astronomy, certain places of the sun's, moon's, or

planet's disk, observed to be either more bright or dark than the

rest; and accordingly called facula; et macula;. See Astko-
NO.My.
SPOTSYLVANIA, a county of Virginia, bounded on the N.

by Stafford, E. by Caroline, S. W. by Louisa, VV. by Orange,
and N. W. by Culpepper counties. It is 33 miles long, and 23
broad.

SPRAT, Dr. Thomas, bishop of Rochester, was boni in 1636.

He had his education at Oxford, and became F. R. S chaplain to

George duke of Buckingham, and chaplain iii ordinary to kniL

Charles II. In 1667, he published the Hi>tory of the Royal So-

ciety, and a Lite of Mr. Cowley ; who bv his last will, left to his

care his printed works and MSS. which were accordingly pub-
lished by him. In 1668 he was appointed prebendary of We-^t-

minster; in 1680, canon of Windsor; in 1683, dean of West-
minster ; and in 16S4, bishop of Rochester. He was clerk of the

closet to king J;imcs II. in 1685, was made dean of the chapel

royal; and in 1686, was appointed one of the commissioners for

ecclesiastical alTaus. In 1692, his lordship, with several other per-

sons, were charged with treason by two men, who drew up an as-

"sociation, ill which the subscribers deilarcd their resolution to re-

stor-i king James; to seize the princess of Orange; and to, be
ready with 30,000 men to meet king James when he should land.

To this they put the names ot Sancroft, Sprat, Marlborough, Sa-

lisbury, anil others. Tl^e bishop wasarroled, and kept at a mes-
senger's, under a strict guard, for eleven days. His house was.

searched, and his papers seized, among which nothing was founl

of a trcasoriable appearance, except one memorandum; in the tol-

lowiiig words :
" thoroughpaced doctrine." This, he said,was only

a memorandum of an absurd expression of Daniel Burgess, a

preacher. His innocence being proved, he was set .\t liberty,

when he published an account of his examination and deliverance;

wlucii he commemorated through life by an annual thanksgiving.

He died May 20, 1713, aged 79. His works, besides the above,

and a few poems, are, "The Answer toSorbiere;" "The His-

tory of the Rye-house Plot ;" and a volume of Sermons. Dr.
Johnson says, that each v^•ork " has its distinct and characteristical

excellence."

SPRAY, the sprinkling of the sea, which is driven from the

top ot a wave in stormy weather.
SPREE, or SPREIiE, a river of Germany, which rises in the

mountains of Bohemia, and running through Lnsatia, into the

marquisate of Brandenburg, passes by Berlin, and falls into the

Havel, opposite Spandau.
SPRING, in cosmography, denotes one of the seasons of the

ye.'r; commencing, in the northern parts of the world, on the

day the sun enters the first degree of Aries. Sec Astronomy.
Spring, in mechanics, denotes a thin piece of tempered stee^,

or other elastic substance, which being wound up, serves to put
machines in mot on by its elasticity, or endeavours to unbend it-

self ; such is the spring of a watch, clock, or the like.

Spring, Elater, in physics, denotes a natural faculty, or en-

deavour, of certain bodies to return to their first state, after hav-

ing been violently put out of the same by compressing or bending
them, or the like. This faculty is usually called by philosophers

elastic force, or elasticity.

Spring, in natural history. See Fountain.
Spring-Tide. See Geography.
SPRIT, in botany, consists of two parts, viz. the radicle and

plume ; the latter among malsters is called the acrospire. See
Plant.

Sprit, in boat-buildirg, a small boom or pole which crosses

the sail of a boat diagonally, from the mast to the upper hindmost

corner of the sail, which it is used to e.xtend and elevate; the

lower end of the sprit rests in a so'-t of wreath or collar tailed the

smotter, which encircles the mast in that place.

SPROTTAU, or SPROTTAW, a town of Silesia, in the

duchy of Glogau, 8 miles S. E. of S.igan, and 20 S. W. of Glo-

gaw. Lon. 13. 38. E. Lai. 51.40. N.
SPRUCE BEER, a cheap and wholesome licpior, which is

jirepared in the following manner: eight gallons of water are first

poured into a cask, or other vessel ; and a similar quantity of

boiling water is added: 16 pounds of molasses are next mixed,

together with a few table-spoonfuls of the essence of spruce (which

IS obtained 'rom the cones of the sprnce-fir.) Half a pint of sweet

yeast must now be put in ; and the whoh-, after being well stirred,

should be placed in a temperate room, for a few days, till the fer-

mentation ceases. The liquor may then be bottled; and, in the

course of a fortnight, it will be fit for use. Spruce-beer has a pe-

culiai flavour, which renders it disagreeable to the palate of many-

persons ; it is, however, a most powerful antiscorbutic, and af-

fords a wholesome beverage, particularly during the summer ; at
it does not affect the weakest stomach.

SPUN YARN, among sailors, is a kind of line made from rope-

yarn, and used for seizing or fastening things together.

SPUNGE. or SPONGE. See Spongia.
SPUNGING, in gunnery, the cleaning of the inside of a gun

with a spunge, in order lo prevent any sparks of fire from remain-

ing in it, which should endanger the life of him that should load

it again.

SPUNK, in botany. See Boletus.
SPUR, a piece of metal consisting of two branches encompass-

ing a horseman's heel, and a rowel in form of a star, advancing out

beliind.

SPURGE, in botany. See Euphorbia.
SPURN HEAD, a cape of England, on the S. E. point of

Yorkshire, with a light-house, at the mouth of the Humber.
Lon 0. 22. E. Lat. 53. 38. N.
SPY, a pei-son hired to watch the actions, motions, &c. of

another; particularly of what passes in a camp. When a spy is

liiscovi-red, lie is hanged immediately.

SQUADRON, in military affairs, denotes a body of horse

whose number of men is not fixed ; but usually from one to two
hundred. Each squadron usually consists of three troops, of fifty

men each.

SQUALL, a violent blast of wind, usually occasioned by tRe

interruption and reverberation of the wind from high moim-
tains. 1

SQUALU5.,
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SQUALUS, the Shark, in iclithjology, a genus of fishes of

the order C'Lirtilaginei. Mouth under the forepart of the head,

with teeth disposed in rows, and partly moveable and partly fixed ;

generally five spiracles, at the sides of the neck, of a semilunar

shape; body oblon:^, rallier cylindric and rough, with tender

prickles. These animals are never found in rival's or lakes, inha-

biting only the sea, and carrying terror and destruction wherever

they appear. They grow, in some species, to the weight of three

or four thousand pounds. They occasionally emit a phosphoric

illumination, visible by night. They produce their young alive,

several at a birth, but every one inclosed in a transparent horn-

like substance, lengthened at the extremity inlo a thread, which
allachcs to fixed substances, such as rocks or weeds. Some ap-

pear to live on vegetables chiefly, but the greater number are ra-

pacious of aniniaisubstances in the extreme. They seize, indeed,

whatever they lind, with the most violent avidity, following in (he

wakes of ships, for the sake of nearly every thing thrown from
them, and are fatal to those mariners who slip from their hold on
the ri.^ging into the sea, in which case the sharks are seen to tear

them to pieces, with the utmost rapacity. A very extraordinary
instance of intrepidity and friendship is given by Mr. Hughes in

liis Natural History of Barbadoes. It happened about the end of

Queen Anne's wai-s, at Barbadoes. The sailors of the York Mer-
chant having ventured into the sea to wash themselves, a large

shark made toward them, upon which they swam back, and all

leached the boat except one, whom the monster overtook, and
griping him by the small of his bark, soon cut him asunder, and
bwnllowed the lower part of his body ; the remaining part was
taken up and carried on board, where a comn.de ol his was, whose
friendship with the deceased had been long and reciprocal. When
he saw the severed trunk of his friend, with anhori'rand emo-
tion too great for words to paint, he vowed that he would make
the devourer disgorge, or be swallowed himself in the same grave,
and plunged into the deep, armed with a sharp-pointed knife.

The shark no sooner saw him, but he made furiously toward him
;

both c(|ually eager, the one of his prey, the otlier of revenge.
The shark opened his rapacious jaws, his adversary dexterou>ly
diving, and grasping him with his left hand somewliut below the
upper tins, successfully employed his knife in liis right hand,
giving him repeateil stabs in the belly ; the enraged shark, after

many unavailing eflbrls, finding himself overmatched, in his own
clement, endeavouring to disengage himself, sometimes plunging
to the bottom, then mad v»ilh pain, rearing his uncouth form, now
stained with his ow n streaming blood, above tlie foaming waves.
The crews of the surrounding vessels saw the uneiiual combat, un-
certain from which of the combatants the streams ot blood issued

;

till at length the shark, much weakened by the loss of blood, made
toward the shore, and with him his conqueror; who, now assured
of victory, pushed his foe with redoubled ardour, and, by the help
of an ebbing tiik-, drngged him on shore, ripped up his bowels,
and united ami buried (he severed carcase of his friend.

S. Carcharias, the Ue<iuiu, or Whitk Shark, is often thirty
feet long, and, according to Gillius, weighs 40uu i)onnds. The
mouth is sometimes furnished with a six-fold row of teeth. Hat,
triangular, and exceedingly sharp at their edges, and finely ser-
rated. Mr. Pennant had one rather more than an inch and a half
long. Grew says, that those in the jaws ot a shaik two yards in

length are not half an inch ; so that the fish to which this tooth be-
longed must have Ih'Cii six yards long, provided the teeth and
body keep pace in their growth. This dreadful apparatus, when
the tish is in a state of repose, lies ([uite flat in the mouth; but
when he seizes hir, prey, he has the power of erecting ti.em by the
help of muxles that join them to the jaw. The mouth is placed
far beneath ; for which reason these, as well as the rest of the kind,
are obliged to turn on their backs to seize their prey ; which is an
observation as ancient as the days of Pfmy. The eyes art- large;
the back broad, fiat, and shorter than that of other sharks. 'Phe
tail is of a semilunar form, but Ihe upper part is longer than the
lower. It has vast strength in the tail, and can strike witli great
force; so that the sailors instantly cut it off with an axe as soon as
they draw^ one on board. The pectoral fins are very large, which
enables it to swim with great swiftness. This species inhabits the
abyss of the ocean, and only appears on the surface when allured
by its prey. It is the most voracious of all animals, not even, it is

said, sparing its own o!fs2)ring, and often swallowing Us jirey en-

tire. This is probably the species of fish that swallowed Ihe pro-
phet Jonah; for a whale it could not be, without an additional

miracle.

S. Isabella, has a wrinkly spotted skin, and the anterior dorsal-

fin is perpendicular to the abdoimnal fins. '1 he body is somewhat
flat ; the head short, large, and obtuse. The teeth are disposed

in six rows, compressed, short, and trianguhir, having a notch on
each side of their bases. The eyes are sunk ; the iris is of a cop-
per-colour, and the pupil is black and oblong. The fins of the

back are almost square ; the caudal-fin is divuied into two lobes,

and the lateral line is parallel to the back. T he upper part of the

body is of a reddish ash-colour, with blackisli >pots disposed irre-

gularly. The under part is of a dirty while hue. This s|)ecies is

found near New Zealand, and is about two leet and a half long.

S. Maximvs, tlie Basking Shark. The fishes of this.species

are migratory li^h ; in a certain number ot years they are seen in

multitudes on tiie Welsh seas, though m most summers a single

strayed fish appears. '1 hey inhabit tlie northern seas, even as high
as the arctic circle. They visited the bays of Caernarvonshire
and Anglesea in vast shoals in the summers of 1756, and a few
succeeding years, continuing there only the hot months ; for

they quitte<l the coast about Michaelmas. They have nothing of

j

the fierce and voracious nature of liie shark-kind, and are so tame

I

as to suffer themselves to be stroked ; they generally lie molion-

I

less on the surface, commonly on their bellies, but sometimes on
I their backs. Their food seems to consist entireh of sea-plants, no

I

remains of fish being ever discovered in the stomachs ot numbers
that were cut up, except some green stuff, the half digested parts

of alga;, and the like. Linnaus says they feed on medusae. At
certain times, they are seen sporting on the waves, and leaping
with vast agility several feet out ot the water. They swim very
delib'-raiely, with the dorsalhns aliove water. Their length is

from three to twelve yards, and sometimes longer. Their form is

rather slender. The upper jaw is much longer than the lower,
and blunt at the enil., 'Ihe tail is very large, and the upper part

remarkably longer than the lower. The upper part of the body
is of a deep leaden colour ; the belly white, liie skin is rough
like shagreen, but less so on the belly. In the mouth, towa-'ds the
throat, is a very short sort of whale-bone. The liver is of a great
size, but tiiat of the female is the largest; some weigh above 1000
pounds, and yield a great quantity ol pure and sweet oil, fit for

lamps, and also much used to cure bruises, burns, and rheumatic
complaints. A large fii-h has afforded to the captors a profit of
20/. They are viviparous ; a young one about a foot in length
being found in Ihe belly of a lish ol this kind. One tound dead
on the shore of Loch Ranza in the isle of Arran, measured as fol-

lows ; The whole length, twenty-seven feet four inches; first

dorsal lin, three feet; second, one foot; pectoral fin, four feet ;

ventral, two feet ; the upper lobe of the tail, live feet; the lower,

three. They will permit a boat to follow them, without accelerat-

ing their motion till it comes almost within contact when a har-

pooncr strikes his weapon into them, as near to the gills as possi-

ble. But they are often so insensible as not to move tdl the unit-

ed strength of two men have forced in the harpoon deeper. As
soon as they perceive themselves wounded, they fling up their tail,

and plunge heaiUong into the bottom ; and frequently coil the
rope round them in their agonies, attempting to disengage the
harpoon by rolling on the ground, for it is often found greatly

bent. As soon as they discover that their efforts are in vain, they
swim away with amazing rapidity, and with such violence, that

there has been an instance of a vessel ol 70 tons having been towed
away against a firsh gale. 'J'hey sometimes run off with 200 fa-

thoms of line, and with two harpoons in them ; and will employ
the fishers for \'2, and sometimes for 24 hours, before they are
subdued. When killed, ihey are either hauled on shore, or, if at

a distance from land, to the vessel's side, ihe liver, (the only
useful part,) is taken out, and melted into oil in kettles. A large
fish will yield eight barrels of oil, and two of sediment. Sec
Plate C XXI.

S. ZvGffNA, or the Hammer-hkaded Shark, from six to
sixteen feet long; the head is elongated on each side; the fore-

part is bent back, and convex both above and below. At the ex-
tremities of the elongated part are the eyes, which are l.irgc, pro-
minent, and directed dow nwards ; the iris is of a golden colour.

It has a horrible appearance from the teeth, which are arranged iu
' lluce
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three or four rows, and are broad pointed, and serrated on botli

sides. Tlie tongue is thick, broad, and like a man's. Tiie ti unk
is long and tapering : the fins are semicircular on the margin, and
black at the basis ; the ventral fins are separate ; the anal ajid pos-

terior dorsal fins are small; the anterior dorsal fin is large, and

near the head ; the caudal is long. This species inhabits the Me-
diterranean Sea and the Indian Ocean. It is one of the most vo-

racious of the whole tribe. See Plate CXXI.
S. Spinas, the Sagre, or Pecked Dog-fish, takes its name

from a strong and sharp spine placed just before each of the back-

tins, distingnishing it at once from the rest of the British sharks.

The nose is long, and extends greatly beyojid the month, but is

blunt at the end. The teeth are disposed in two rows, are small

and sharp, and bend from the middle of each jaw towards the cor-

ners of the mouth. The back is of a brownish ash-colour; the

belly white. It grows to the weight of about twenty pounds.
This species swarms on the coast of Scotland, where it is taken,

split, and dried, and is a food among the common people. It

forms a sort of inland-commerce, being carried on women's backs
fourteen or sixteen miles up the country, and sold or exchanged
for necessaries.

SQUAM, a lake of New Hampshire, in StalTord and Grafton
counties, 5 miles long, and 4 broad.

SQUAMOUS, in anatomy, an epithet applied to the spurious

or false sutures of the skull, because composed of S(]uam;B, or

scales like those of fishes.

SQUARE, in geometry, a c|uadrilateral figure, both equilateral

and equiangular. See Geometry.
SauARE, among mechanics, an instrument consisting of two

rules or branches, fastened perpendicularly at one end of their ex-

tremities, so as to form a right angle. It is of great use in the de-

scription and mensuration of right angles, and laying down per-

pendiculars.

SauARE, Hollow, in the military art, a body of foot drawn up
with an empty space in the middle, for the colours, drums, and
baggage, faced and covered by the pikes every way, to keep off

the horse.

Sai'ARE, Magic. As we have already given, under the arti-

cle Magic Square, a very detailed account of all the simple

constructions of squares of this kind, wliether they be odd, even,

evenly odd, or oddly even, it only remains for us in this place,

according to promise, to consider those which are considerably

more complex and curious in their construction and use. We
shall, therefore, begin with those with borders, which, when les-

sened by a band on each side, or tsvo or three bands, will still re-

main magic ; or a magic square being given, to add to it a border

of one or more bands, in such a manner, that tlie enlarged square

thence resulting will still be magic. To give an example of this

kind, let it be required to form a magic square of the root (5, and

to fill it up with the natural numbers, from 1 to 36. Tlie first

even magic square possible being that of 4, we mu-t first arrange

it magically i)y tilling it up with the mean terms of the progression

from U to -0, both inclusive, reserving the first and last 10 for

the border. "To dispose lliese numbers in i lie border magically,

place 1, 6, 31, 36, in the four angles, and in such a manner that

diagonally they shall make 37, z. e. the number of cells in the

square^- 1. As each band must make 1 1 1, (see Magic Square,)

1t will be necessary to place in the first band four such numbers,

that their sum shall be 104; and as their complements to 37 must

be found in the lowest, where there is already 07, it will be neces-

sary that they should together make 44: there are several combi-

nations of these numbers, four and four, which can make 104, and

their complements 44; hut we must so arrange them that four

of those remaining may make 79, to fill up the first vertical band,

while their complements make 69 to complete the last. This

double condition limits tlie combination to 5, 30, 34, 35, which

may be placed in the first horizontal band in any order whatever,

provided their complements to 37 be placed below each of them
in the last horizontal band ; and the four numbers ri-<|ui5ite to fill

up the first vertical band will be 8. 10, -8, 33, which may be tlis-

posed any how at pleasure, provided the conijilemcnt of each to

37 be placed opposite to it in the corresponding cell in the last

horizontal band. The stjuare is accordingly magically arranged

as follows, where tlie sums of every band, whether horizontal, verti-

cal, or diagonal, of the original and interior squares are equal;

VOL. IV.—NO. 199.
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til.' 8 that prcM-ik- the two la^t H, and another with the 16

im'aiis: the result will be lour squares ot 16 cells each, the num-
bers of which will he equal when aiUlcd together, either in bands

or (liuu'onally ; for ihoy will everywhere amount to the sum of

:30. 'h i> therefore iiianitest, that if these S(]uares be arranged

side by side in anv order, the square resulting from them iinist be

maaic, and the sum in every direction 260. The following

is liiis magic arrangement of the squaie of 64 cells.

1

1
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he ilied in 1579. Hl- publiilied 1. Ephemerides: Cologne Ijjo,

and 1570. 2. Tabula yEquahilis et Apparenlis Motus Calestiuin
Corporimi : 3. Comnientarius in Liicium Floriim.

Sr^EHELINA, ill botJny, a genus of plants beloncing to tbe

class syngenesia, and order polygamia cequalis ; natural order,

Composiis. Anthers tailed ; down branched ; receptacle with

very short chaffs. There are ten species.

STAFF, in music, live lines, on which, with the intermediate
spaces, the notes of a song or piece ol music are marked.

Staff, in naval affairs, is a light pole erected in ditlercnt parts

of a ship, whereon to hoist and display the colours. I'he principal

of these is reared immediately over the stern, to display the en-

sign ; another is fixed on the bowsprit, to extend the jack; three

more are erected at the three mast-heads, or formed by their upper
ends, to shew the flag or pendant of the respective squadron or di-

vision to which the ship is appropriateti. See E.vsjgn, Mast,
and Pendant.

Staff, in military matters, consists of a qiiarter-master-general,

adjutant-general, and majors of brigade. The staff properly exists

only in time of war. See QuARTER-MASTER-GEXtRAL, &c.
Staff-Officers, those othcers who compose the stall".

Staff, Regimental, consists in the adjutant, quarter-master,

chaplain, surgeon, &c.
STAFFA, one of the Western Islands of Scotland, remarkable

for its basaltic pillars. The stone of which the pillars are formed,
is a coarse kind of basaltes, very much resembling tiie Giant's

Causeway in Ireland.

STAFFORD, the countv-town of Staffordshire, 133 miles

N. W. of London, and 41 >3. W. of Litchfield. Lon. 2. 0. W.
Lat. 53. 0. N.
Stafford, a county of Virginia, 25 miles long, and 20 broad:

bounded on the N. by Prince William county, E. by the Poto-
mac, S. by King George and Spotsylvania, W. by Culpepper,
and N.W. by Faquier.

Stajford, or Staffordshire, a county of England, bounded
on the N. by Cheshire and Derbyshire, E. by Warwickshire and
Derbyshire, S. by Worcestershire, and W. by Shropshire and
Cheshire. The length is 62 miles, the breadth 33, and the cir-

cumference ISO. The air, except in the Moorlands and Wood-
lands, and about the mines, is good, especially upon the hills,

where it is accounted very fine. The sod in the northern moun-
tainous parts is not fertile; but in the middle, where it is watered
by the Trent, the third river in England, it is both fruitful and
pleasant, being a mixture of arable and meadow grounds. In the
S. it abounds with corn, and with mines of iron and coal. Great
flocks of sheep are bred in this county, especially in the moorlands
or mountains of the northern part of it ; but the wool is coarser

than that of many other counties. This county produces also
I

lead, copper, iron; marble, alabaster, millstones, limestone; coal,

salt, and marles of several sorts and colours ; bvick-earth, fullers-

earth, and potters-clay, (of which stone-wares are made,) particu-

larly a sort used in the glass-manufacture at Amblecot, and sold at

seven-pence a bushel; tobacco-pipe-clay; a sort of reddish earth

called slip used in painting divers vessels ; red and yellow ochres

;

fire-stones for hearths of iron-furnaces, ovens, &r. iron-stones of

several sorts ; blood-stones, or hematites, found in the brook
Tent, which, when wet a little, will draw red lines like ruddle;

quarry-stonts, and grindstones. For fuel the county is well sup-

plied with turf, peat, and coal of several sorts, as cannel-coal, pea-

cock-coal, and pit- coal.

STAG, in zoology. See Cervus.
STAGE, in the modern drama, the place of action and repre-

sentation included between the pit and the scenes, and answering

to the proscenium or pulpitum of the ancients. See Amphithea-
i
TRE, and Theatre.
STAGGERS. See Farriery.

;

STAGIRA, in ancient geography, a town on the borders of

j

Macedonia. It is now called L^ ba Nova, and lies 16 miles from

!
Contessa. Lon. 22. 46. E. Lat. 41. 15. N.
STAHL, George Ernest, an eminent German chemist, born

in Franconia in 1660, and chosen professor of medicine at Hall,

when a university was founded in that city in 1694. The excel-

lency of his lectures while he filled that chair, the importance of

i his various publications, and his extensive practice, soon raised his

reputation very high. He received an invitation to Berlin in

1716, which, having accepted, he was made counsellor of slate ;;nd

physician to the king. He died in 1734, in the 7Jth vear of Ims

age. Stahl is, without doubt, one of the greatest men of which
the annals of medicine can boast ; his name marks the commence-
ment of a new a-ra in chemistry. He was the author of the doc-
trine of phlogiston, which, though now completely overtiuried by
the discoveries of Lavoisier and others, (see Chemistry, and
Phlogiston,) was not without its use; as it served to combine
the scattered fragments of former chemists into a system, and as it

gave rise to more accurate expernnciils and a more scientific view
of the subject, to which many of the subsequent discoveries were
owing. This theory maintained its ground for more than half a
century, and was received and supported by some of the most
eminent men which Europe has produced ; a sufficient proof of
the ijigenuity and the abilities of its author. He was the author
also of a Theory of Medicine, founded upon the notions which h,e

entertained of the absolute dominion of mind over body ; in con-
set(uence of which, he affirmed, that every muscular action is a
voluntary action of the mind, whether attended with consciousness
or not. This theory he and his iollouers carried a great deal too
far, but the advices which he gives to attend to the state of the
mind of the palient are worthy of the attention of physicians. His
principal works are, 1. Experimenta et Observationcs Chemica; et
PhysicLe, Berlin, 1731, .Svo. 2. Disserlationes Medica>, Hall. 2
vols. 4to. This is a collection of theses. 3. Theoria Medica
vera, 1737, 4to. 4. Opusculum Chymico-physico-Medicum,
i740, 4to. 5. A Treatise on Sulphur, both Inflammable and
Fixed, written ill Cierman. 6. Negotium Otiosum, Hall. 1720,
4to. It is in this treatise chiefly that he establishes his system
concerning the action of the soul upon the body. 7. Fundanienta
ChymicK Dogmatics et Experimentalis, Nuremberg, 1747, 3
vols. 4to. S. A Treatise on Sails, written in German. 9. Coni-
menlariiim in Melallurgium Beccheri, 1723.
STAHLIAN DOCTRINE, the doctrine of Phlogiston, now

exploded. See Phlogiston.
STAINES, a town of England, in Middlesex; 17 miles W. by

S. of London, and 6 E. S. E. of Windsor. Lon. 0. 25. W. Lat.
51. 27. N.
STAINING, or COLOURING of Bone, Horn, Marble,

Paper, Wood, &c. See these articles.

STAIRCASE, in architecture, is an ascent inclosed between
walls, or a balustrade consisting of stairs or steps, with landing-
places and rails, serving to make a communication between the
several stories of a house. See Architecture.
STALACTITES, [from i-a.xa^^,'] in mineralogy, are crystalline

spars formed into oblong, conical, round, or irregular, bodies,
composed of various crusts, and usually found hanging in form of
icicles from the roofs of grottoes, &c.
STALAGMITIS, in botany, a genus of the moncecia order,

and polygamia class of plants; natural order, Tricocca. Calvx
either quadriphyllous or hexaphyllous; corolla consisting of fSur
or six petals: receptacle fleshy, somewhat square-shaped; fila-

ments about thirty. In the hermaphrodite flower the stylus is

short, thick, and erect; fruit a berry of a globular shape, unilocu-
lar, crowned with the stylus and stigma. There is only one
species.

STALBRIDGE, a town of England, in Dorsetshire ; 20 miles
N. by E. of Dorchester. Lon. 2. IS. W. Lat. 50. 57. N.
STALE, among sportsmen, a living fowl put in a place to al

lure and bring others where they may be taken.

STALIMENE, an island in the Grecian Archipelago, an-
ciently called Leninos ; 15 miles long, and 11 broad. It abounds
with mountains and fertile vallevs, which product much
fruit.

STALK, in botany, that part of a plant which rises immediately
from the root, and which supports the leaves of the flowers, and
the fruit. See Bot\ny.
STALLION, or STONE-HORSE, in the manege, is design-

ed for the covering of mares, to propagate the species. He ought
to be sound, well made, vigorous, and of a good breed. For line
saddle-horses, foreign stallions, as Arabians, Turks, Barbs, and Aii-
dalusians, are preferable to all others. Next to these, British stal-

lions are the best; because they originally sprang from those
above-mentioned, and are verv litile degenerated.
STAMEN, [Lat.] See Stamina.

6 STAMFORD,
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STAMFORD, ail liiicient town of Eiigl;intl, in I.iiicoliisliire,

C6 inil<"i N. oj Hi!i:Uiigtlon, and 96 N. by W. of Loiulon.

Stamkord, a town of Connecticut, in Fairfield county, a few

. miles N. ol Lonu, Island.

Stamford, or Stanford, a town of Kentucky, tlie capital of

Lincoln county, 10 miles S.S.E. of Danville, and 40 S. by VV. of

LexinRlon.
STAMINA, in the aiiinial-body, are those simple original parts

which existed liist in the embryo or the seed, and by whose dis-

tinction, augnienlul ion, and accretion by additional juices, the ani-

m;il-body at its utmost bulk is suppose<l to be formed.

^!TAMi.»»A, in botany, are those upright iilanients, which, on

0|iening a ilower, we lind within the corolla surrounding the pis-

tillum. Tuey are the nrde organs of generation, and prepare the

pollen. Each stamen coni^ists of two parts, viz. the hlamentum
and the aIl!her.^. See Botany.
STAMP-ACT, an unpopular act of the British parliament,

the resistance to which, and its principle, even after it was re-

pealed, gave rise to the American war, and consequent revolu-

tion.

Stamp-Duties, or Duties o.v Stamps, a branch of the per-

petual revenue. See Revenue. In Great Britain there is a tax

imposed upon all parchment and paper, whereon any legal pro-

ceedings or private instruments of aUriost any nature whatsoever

are written ; and also upon licencei for retailing wines of all deno-

minations; upon all almanacs, newspapers, advertisements, cards,

dice, &c. These imposts are very various, being higher or lower,

not so much according to the value of the property transferred, as

according to the nature of the deed. The highest do not exceed
six pounds upon every sheet of paper or skin of parchment ; and
these high duties fall chielly upon grants from the crown, and upon
certain law-proceedings, without any regard to the value of the

subject. There are in Great Britain no duties on the registration

of deeds or writings, except the fees of the officers who keep the

register, and these are seldom more than a reasonable recompeiice
for their labour. The crown derives no revenue from them.
The stamp-duties constitute a tax which, though in some instances

it may be heavily felt, by greatly increasing the expence of all

mercantile as well as legal proceedings, yet (if moderately im-

posed) is of service to the public in general, by authenticating in-

struments, and rentVring' it much more difficult than formerly to

forge deeds of any standing; since, as the officers of this branch
of the revenue vary th6ir stamps frequently, by marks perceptible

to none but themselves, a man who had forged a deed in king
William's time, must know and be able to counterfeit the stamp
of that date also. In some other countries the duty is laid on the

contract itself, not on the instrument in which it is contained; as,

in England (besides the stamps on the indentures), a tax is laid,

by statute 8 Ann. rap. 9, on every apprentice-fee ; of 6d. in the
pound if it be JOl. or under, and \.i. in the pound if a greater

sum : but this tends to draw the subject into a thousand nice dis-

quisitions and disputes concerning the nature of this contract, and
whether taxable or not ; in which the farmers of the revenue take
the advantage. Our general method answers the i)iirposcs of the
state as well, and consults the ease of the subject much belter.

The first institution of the stamp-duties was by statute 5 and 6 W.
and M. c. 21, and they have s-iiice, in many, been increased to

five times their original amount.
STAMPALIA, arSTAMPALlO, an island of the Grecian

Arrhqielago, 16 miles long and 5 broad, 37 miles from Natolia,
1)0 W. of Rhodes, and 90 N. of Candia.
Sl'AMP-M ASTER, an otljcer under government, who has

tiie care of the stamp-duties.

Stamp- .Master is also a title of a numerous body of officers,

one of whom at least is placed in each manufacturing town, to su-

jierintend the linen-manufacture, and see the pieces propeHy
stamped, that Justice may be <lone to the public.
STANCHiO, an island in the Grecian Archipelago, anciently

called Coos, or Cos; fanious for being the birth-place of Hippo-
crates, the physician, Apelles, the painter, and I'hilelas, the
poet.

Staxchio, the capital of the above island, 13 miles from the
coast of Natolia, I'J N. E. of Stampalio, and 40 N. W. of
Khod-8.
ST.ANCFIION, [estangnn, Fr.] apron; a support. Stan-

chiiMs are siiiail pillars of wood or !ron,iisecl for various purposes.

in a ship ; as to support the decks, the quarter-rails, the nettings,

the awnings, &;c. 'The first of these are two ranges of small co^

lumns fixed under the beams, throughout the ship's length be-

tween decks ; one range being on the starboard and the other on
the larboard side of the hatchways. They are chielly intended to

support the weight of the artillery.

S TAN D, in commerce, a weight, from two hundred and a half

to three hundred, of pitch.

STANDARD, in war, is a sort o*' banner or flag, carried as a
signal for joining together the several troops belonging to the same
body.
Standard, in commerce, the original of a weight, measure, or

coin, committed to the keeping of a magistrate, or deposited in

some public place, to regulate, adjust, and try, the weights used
by particular persons in traffic. See Money.
Standard, is used among goldsmiths synonymously with ster-

ling ; thus standard or sterling gold or silver, means gold or silver

ot equal puiitv with the gold or silver coin of Great Britain.

Si'x\NDLbW, orSTANDON, a town in Hertfordshire, 8

miles N.E. of Hertford, and 27 N. of London. Lon. 0. j. E.
Lat. 51. 56. N.
STANHOPE, George, D.D. an eminent divine born at Her-

lishorn, in Derbyshire, in 1660. His lather was rector of that

place, vicar of St. Margaret's church in Leicester, and chaplain
to the earls of Chesterfield and Clare. His grandfather. Dr.
George Stanhope, was chaplain to James I. and Charles 1. chan-
cellor, canon-residentiary, and a prebend of York, and was rector

of Weldrake. He was for his loyalty driven from his home willi

eleven children ; and died in 1644. Our author was sent to

school, first atUppingham, in Rutland, then at LeiceAer; afterwards

removed to Eaton; and thence chosen to King's College in Cam-
bridge. He took the degree of B.A. in 16SI ; A.M. 1658, was
elected minister of Qoi, near Cambridge, and vice-proctor 1688,
and rector of Tring in Hertfordshire. He was in 16S9, ap-
pointed vicar of Lewisham, in Kent, by lord Dartmouth, to

whom he had been chaplain. He was also appointed chaplain
to William and Mary, and continued under queen Anne. He
commenced D.D. July 5. Itiy' : and was made vicar of Deptford
and dean of Canterbury in 1703: thrice chosen i)rolocutor of the
lower house of convocation. He was endowed with excellent

parts, and acquired a large stock of learning, with the purest dic-

tion, and a just elocution. The character of the Christian and gen-
tleman in him were happily united. He died March IS, 1728,
aged 68. The dean was twice married : 1. to Olivia Cotton, by
whom he had one son and four daughters: 2. to a sister of Sir

Charles Wager, who survived him, till Oct. 1, 1730, aged 34.
One of his daugiiters was married to a son of bishop Burnet. His
writings are, A Paraphrase and Comment upon the Epistles and
Gospels, 4 vols. 1705, 8vo: Sermons at Bovle's Lectures, 1706,
4to: 15 Sermons, 1700, 8vo: 12 Sermons, 1727, 8vo. Parson's
Christian Directory, 1716, 8vo. A Funeral-Sermon on Mr.
Richard Stare bookseller, 1724, 4to: 20 Sermons, between 1692
and 1734. Private Prayei-s translated from the Greek of Bishop
Andrews, with Additions, 1730. He also published editions of
Epictetus, Thomas a Kenipis,'and Rochefoucault.
Stanhope, Philip Dormer, earl of Chesterfield, was born in

1695, and educated in '"Trinity Hall, Cambridge; which place he
left in 1714, when, by his own account, he was an absolute pe-
dant. In this character lie went abroad, where a familiarity with
good company soon convinced him he was totally mistaken in

almost all liis notions: and an attentive study of the air, manner,
and address, of the people of fashion, soon polished a man who-e
predominant tlesire was to please ; and xvho, as it afterward ap-
peared, valued exterior accomplishments beyond any other hu-
man acquirement. While Lord Stanhope, he got an early seat

in parliament; and in 1722, succeeded to his father's estate and
titles. In I72S, and in 1745, he was appointed ambassador extra-

ordinary and plenipotentiary to Holland: which high character he
supported with the greatest dignity ; serving his own country, and
«aining the esteem of the states general. Upon his return from
Holland, he was sent lord-lieutenant of Ireb.nd ; and during his'

administration there, gave general satisfaction to all parties. He
left Dublin in 1746, and in October succeeded the earl of Har-
rington as secretary of state, in which post he officiated until Feb.

]

a, 1748. Being seized with a deafness in 1752 that incapacitated]

him for the pleasures of societyj he from that time led a privatflj

and I
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and retired life, amusing himself with hooks and his pen ; in parti-

cular, he engaged largely as a volunteer iji a periodical miscella-

neous paper called the World, in which his contrihulions have a

distinguished degree of excellence. He died in 1773, leaving a

character for wit and abilities that had few eijuals. He distinguish-

ed himself by his eloquence in parliament on many important oc-

casions. He was an active promoter of the bill for altering the

style; on which occasion, as he writes in one of his writers to his

son, he made fo elo(|uent a speech in the house, that every one
was pleased. I^ord Macclesfield, one of the greatest mathemati-
cians in Europe, and who had a principal hand in framing the bill,

spoke afterwards, with all the clearness that a thorough knowledge
of the subject could dictate ; but not having a flow of words equal

to lord Chesterfield, the latter gained the applause from the former.

The high character lord Chesterfield supported during life, re-

ceived no small injury soon after his death, from a fuller display of

it by his own hand. He left no issue by his lady, but had a natu-

ral son, Philip Stanhope, Esq. whose education was for many years

a close object of his attention, and who was afterwards envov ex-

traordinary at the court of Dresden, but died before him. When
lord Chesterfield died, iVlr.Stanhope's widow published a course
of letters written by tlie father to the son, filled with instructions

suitable to the difierent gradations of the young man's life to

whom they were addressed. These lellers contain many fine ob-

servations on mankind, and rules of conduct; but it is observable
that he lays a greater stress on exterior accomplishments and ad-

dress than on intellectual qualifications and sincerity; and allows

greater latitude to fashionable pleasures than good morals will jus-

tify. Hence the celebrated Dr. Samuel Johnson justly observed
of these letters, tliat " they inculcate only the morals of a whore,
with the manners of a dancing-master."

STANLEY, a town of England, in Gloucestershire; IS miles

S. of Gloucester, and 107 W. of London. Lon. 2. 16. W. Lat.

51. 40. N.
STANNARY, [from stannum, Lat.] relating to the tin-works.

Stannary, is also used for the mines and works where tin is

flug and purified; as in Cornwall, Devonshire, &c.
Stannary Courts, in Devonshire and Cornwall, courts held

tor the administration of justice among the tinners therein.

STANTON, a town of England, in Lincolnshire; 16 miles

N. E. of Lincoln, and 129 N. of London. Lon. 0. 2. W. Lat.

bo. 18. N.
STANTZ, or STANZ, a town of the Helvetic republic, in the

canton of Under Walden ; 8 miles S. E. of Lucern, 29 S. of Zu-
rich, and 42 E. of Berne.
STANYHURST, Hichard, an Irish historian, poet, and di-

vine, bom at Dublin, about 1545, and educated at University
College, Oxford. He afterwards studied the law, at Furnival's

and Lincoln's Inn ; but turning Roman Catholic, he went to the

continent, where he entered into orders; and, at Brussels, was
made chaplain to Albert, archduke of Austria, then governor of

the Spanish Netherlands. Pie j)ublished several learned works

;

particularly, 1. Harmonia, sen Catena Dialectica in Porphyrium

;

fol. 1570.' 2. De Rebus in Hibernia Gestis; 4to. 1584. "3. De
VitaS. Patricii ; 12mo. I5S7. 4. The first four books of Virgil's

Alneid, in English hexameters; 12mo. 1583. He died in

1618.

STANZA, [stanza, Ital.] a number of lines regularly adjusted

to each other; so much of a poem as contains every variation of

measure or relation of rhyme.
STAPELIA, a genus of plants of the class pentandria, and or-

der digynia. Calyx contorted ; nectary a double little star cover-

ing the gentials. There are 49 species. They are chiefly natives

of the extensive deserts called Karro, on the western side of the

Cape. See Plate CXXIX.
STAPES OF THE EAR. See Anatomy, and Sound.
STAPHYL/EA, 2ladder-Nut; in botany, a genus of plants

belon"ing to the class pentandria, and order trigynia ; natural or-

der, Trihilats. Calyx five-parted ; petals five ; capsule inflated,

connate ; seeds two, globular, with a wart. There are three

species.

STAPHY'LINU.5, a genus of animals belonging to the clajs

insects, and order coleoptera. The antenns are moniliform ;

the feelers are four in number ; the elytra are not above half the

length of the abdomen ; the wings are folded up and concealed
VOL. JV.—NO. 200.

under the elytra ; the tail or extremity of iIip abdomen is single, is

provided with two long vesicles which the insect can shoot out or
draw back at pleasure. Gmelin enumerates 1 17 species, of which
five only are natives of Great Britain.

STAPLE, signifies a public market, whither merchants, &c,
are obliged to bring their goods for sale ; as the CJreve, or the
places along the Seine, for sale of wines and corn, at Paris, whither
the merchaiits of other parts are obliged to bring tho'ie commodi-
ties. Formerly, the merchants of England were obliged to carry
their wool, cloth, lead, and other staple commodities of this

realm, to expose them by wholesale ; and these staples were ap-
pointed to be constantly kept at "^ork, Lincoln, Newcastle upon-
Tyiie, Norwich, Westminsler, Canterbury, Chichester, Winches-
ter, Exeter, and Bristol : in each of whicli a public mart was ap-
pointed to be kept, and each of them had a court of the mayor of

the staple, for deciding diiiferences. held according to the law-mer-
chant, in a summary way.
Staple Commodities, such wares and merchandizes as are

commonly and readily sold in a market, or exported abroad ; being
for the most part the proper produce or manufacture of the
country.

S TAR, in astronomy, is a general name for all the heavenly
bodies, which, like so many brilliant studs, are dispersed through-
out the whole heavens. The stars are distinguished, from the plia'-

noniena of their motion, &c. into fixed, and erratic or wandering
stars: these last are again distinguished into the greater luminaries,

viz. the sun and moon ; the planets, or wandering stars, properly so
called ; and the comets. See Astronomy.
Star, is also a badge of honour, worn by the knights of the

garter, batli, and thistle. See Garter, and Heraldry.
Star, in fortification, denotes a small fort, having five or more

points, or saliant anil re-entering angles, flanking one another, and
their faces 90 or 100 feet long.

Stars, Falling. See Ics'is Fatuus, Meteor, and Meteo-
rology.
STARAJA RUSSA, a town of Russia, in Novogorod, 40 niilea

S. of Novogorod. Lon. 33. 2. E. Lat. 57. 40. N.
STARBOARD is the right side of the ship when the eye of the

spectator is directed forward.

STARCH, or AMYLUM, is a preparation from wheat, ob-
tained by steeping the flour of that grain in cold water, then
straining it through a cloth, and suffering the farinaceous particles

to subside. In many places, however, it is manufactured in the

following manner: Pure wheat is put into tubs of water, and ex-
posed to the heat of the sun, to induce a proper degree of fermen-
tation ; the water being changed twice every day, for six or eight

days, according to the warmth of the season. When properly
softened and icrmented, it is poured into canvas-bags, wiiicli are

worked or beaten on a board, placed over an empty vessel, in or-

der to extract the meally part. When such vessel is filled with the

liquid flour, a reddish fluid appeai-s on the surface, which must be
carefully skimmed, and pure water added ; when the whole ought
to be briskly agitated, and :illowed to subside. As the sediment
increases, the water is gradually drained, and at length the starcli

is formed into cakes, which are cut in small pieces, and dried for

use. Good starch, when dry, is pulverulent, tasteless, without
odour, insoluble both in cold water and ardent spirit : on the ad-

dition of boiling water, _ however, it forms paste, or pastry. It is

one of the constituent parts in all meally or farinaceous seeds, fruits,

roots, &c. of plants ; though some vegetables contain a much
larger proportion of it than others. Thus, the Wake-Robin, and
White Bryony, afford more starch than potatoes ; and the Salep-

roots, especially those of the Meadow-Orchis, for the gi'eatest

part, consist of that valuable substance. Starch being the basife of
iiair-powder, and also of extensive utility for domestic purposes,

various experiments have been instituted, with a view to ascertain

such vegetables as might be advantageously substituted for wheat.

The following is the method atloptcd by Mrs. Gibbs, for preparing

starch from the roots of the Wake-Robin ; for which the Society

for the Encouragement of Arts, &c. in 1797, presented her witli

their gold-medal. She observes, in her coininunication, that such

roots are found in the Isle of Portland, in the common fields,

whence they may be dug out, cleansed, and pounded in a stone-

mortar with water. The whole is then strained, and the starch

settles at the bottom : a peck of these roots produced, upon an

7 X average,
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average, ;;l)OUt tour poiiniU of starch, wliicli was suUl M 1 \d. pi-r

poiincl. Sec \\ ake KoDiS. Starcli pays, on im|)ortalioi),

5/. 15s. 2i-(/. per c«t. and is prohibilt-tl to be"iii)portetl in packages

of less than -"J4 pmnuU net weight.

Sl'AR-CriAMBEU, COUKT OF, [camera stMda.-] a fa-

mous, or rather infainou';, Kiiiilisli tribunal, said to have been so

called either from a Sa\on word signifying to steer or "overn ; or

from its punishing the crimen stellionatui, or cosenage : or be-

cause llie room wherein it sat, the old council-chamljer of tlie pa-

lace of Westminster, (Lamb. US.) which is now converted into

the lotterv-oflice, and forms tlie E. side of New Palace-yard, was

full of windows ; or, (to which Sir Edward Coke, 4 Inst. Go, ac-

cedes,) because haply the roof thereof was at the tirst garnished

with gilded stars. All these are merely conjectures (for no stars

are now in tlie roof, nor are any said to have remained there so

late as the reign of Queen Elizabeth;) and another conjectural

etymologv, as lar-fetchcd as an\ of theni, has been derived from

stuna Qt utairs, a corruption of the Hebrew word, shelar, a co-

venant, which Jewish covenants, it is alleged, were lodged in this

chamber by Ricliard I. belbre the Jews were banished. (See

Tovey's Angl. Judaic. 32, Selden. Tit. of Hon. ii. 34. Uxor
Ebraic. i. 14.) But whatever was the origin of the name, this

court was of very ancient original ; but new-modelled by statutes

3 lien. VII. c. 1, and 21 Hen. Vlll. c. 20, consisting of divers

lords spiritual and temporal, being privy-counsellors, together

with two judges of the courts of common law, without the inter-

vention of any jury. Their jurisdiction extended legally over

riots, pcrjviry, misbehaviour of sheriffs, and other notorious misde-

meanors, contrary to the laws of the land. Yet this was afterwards

(says Lord Clarendon) stretched " to the asserting of all procla-

mations and orders of state; to the vindicating of illegal commis-

sions and grants of monopolies ; holding for honourable that which

pleased, and for just that which profited; and becoming both a

court of law to determine civil rights, and a court of revenue to

enrich the treasury ; the council-table by proclamations enjoining

to the people that which was not enjoined by the laws, and pro-

hibiting that which was not prohibited ; and the star-chamber,

which consisted of the same persons in different rooms, censuring

the breach and disobedience to those proclamations by very great

fines, imprisonments, and corporal severities: so that any disre-

spect to any acts of state, or to the persons of statesmen, was in no
time more penal, and the fouiulations of right never more in dan-

ger to be destroyed." For which reasons, it was finally abolished

i)y statute IC Car. I. c. 10, to the general joy of the whole nation.

Ihere is in the Briti-Ji Museum (Harl. MSS. Vol. I. No. 126,)

a very full account of the constitution and course of this c<nirt,

compiled by William Hudson of Gray's Inn, an eminent practi-

tioner therein. A short account of the same, with copies of all

its process, mav also be found in IS Uym. Fad. 192, i^c.

STAKLINGS, or STERLINGS, the name given to the

strong pieces of timber which were driven into the bed of the

river to protect the |)iles, on the top of whicli were laid the flat

beams upon which were built the bases of the stone-piers that sup-

port tlie arches of London bridge. In general, starlings are large

piles placed on the outside of the foundation of the piers of

bridges, to break the forte of the water, and to protect the stone-

work from injury by floating ice. They are otherwise called

Jeltes.

STAR-SHOOT, or STAR-SHOT, a gelatinous substance
often Ibuiid in fields, and supposed by the vulgar to have been
produced from the meteor called a falling-star : but, in reality, the
half-digested food of herons, sea-mews, and the like birds; which
have been found, when shot, to di.sgorge a substance of the same
kind.

S I'AR-STONES, in the old mineralogy, fossil-stones, resem-
bling radiated stars, w ith a greater or smaller number of rays in the
tlitfercnt species. See Astekia.
STATE, or EST.-\TE, an empire, kingdom, province, or ex-

tent of country under the same government.
State of a Controversy. See Oratory.
STATEN ISLAND, a[i island of New '^ork, comprehending

T^ichmond county, y miles from New York. It is 43 miles long,

and 7 broad. Richmond Ls the capital.

St.aten Land, a barren rocky island, on the S. K, side of the
Straits of Magellan. Lon, C4. 30.'W. Lat. 51. 30. S.

S'1.\'IERA, in aiiUii;it_\, tiie slei l-y.ird. Se.. Stkel-\ ard.
States, or Estates, a term appliid to several orders or

classes of people assembled to consult of matters lor the pub-
lic good.

States-General was the name of the late assembly con*
sisting of the deputies ot the seven United Provinces.

STATICE, Thrift, or Sea-Pink; in bolany, a genus of
plants belonging to tlie class penlaiuUia, and order pentauynia ;

natural order, Aggrcgatx. Calyx one-leafed, entire, folded, sca-

riosc ; petals live; seed one, superior. Tliere are thirty-nine

species.

STATICS, [rel'xi,] in mathematics, is a science which
teaches the knowledge of iveiglits, of centres, of gravity, and the
equilibrium of natural bodies. See MechaXics.
STATION, in practical geometry, &c. is a |)lace pitched upon

to make an observation, or take an angle, or such like, as in sur-

veying, measuring heights and distances, levelling, &:c. See Men-
suration.

ST.V'l lONARY, in astronomy, tlie state of a planet when, to
an observer on the earth, it appears for some time to stand still, or
remain immoveable in the saiue place in the heavens. See As-
trcnomv.
STATISTICS, [from status, Lat. state, condition, Sec.'] a new

and im|)ortant branch of science lately introduced by Sir John Sin-

clair, Baronet, which he defines to be an inquiry into the state of a

country, for the purpose of ascertaining the quantum of happiness

enjoyed by its inhabitants, and the means of its future improve-
ment. We shall here mention a few in'eresting particulars respecting

the history and nature of this system of Statistical Philosophy. On
the 25lh .\lay, 1790, Sir John circulated among the clergymen of
the established church, a series of lOti Queries, accompanied by a

proper circular letter, respecting the following and many other im-
portant particulars, in their respective parishes : The ancient and
modern names of the parish ; its situation and extent ; number of
acres ; the soil and surface ; nature and extent of the sea-coast

;

lakes, rivers, islands, hills, rocks, caves, yvoods, orchards, &c. cli-

mate and diseases ; instances of longevity ; state of property ;

number of proprietors, I esident and non-resident; mode of culti-

vation ; implements of husbandry ; manures ; seed-time and har-

vest; remarkable good and ba<l seasons; quantity and value of

crops; total value of the yvhole annual produce; total real and
valued rent ; prices of grain and provisions ; (|Uanlity of grain and
other articles consumed; yvages and prices of labour; services

exacted or abolished ; commerce ; manufactures; kelp, its

amount, and the number employed in it; fisheries; towns and
villages; police; inns and alehouses; roads and bridges; har-

bours ; ferries, and their state ; number of ships, vessels, and sea-

men ; state of the church ; stipend, manse, glebe, and patron ;

luimber of poor ; parochial funds, and management ; schools, and
number of scholars; ancient and present state of population;

causes of its increase or decrease ; number of families ; division of

the inhabitants; by their birth-places, ages, religious persuasions,

occupations, and situation in life ; residence, in town, village, or

country; number of houses, inhabited, or uninhabited; number
of dove-cots, and to yvhat extent tbev are destructive to the crops

;

number of horses, cattle, sheep, and swine, with their nature and
value; minerals; mineral-springs; fuel; eminent men; anticiui-

ties ; parochial records; miscellaneous observations; character of

the people ; manners, customs, stature, &c. advantages and dis-

advantages; means by which their situation could be melio-

rated.

STATU.VRY, [from statiia, Lat.] a branch of sculptHrc,

employed in the making of statues. See Sculpture, and
Statue.
STATL'E, a piece of sculpture in full relievo, representing a

human figure. Daviler more scientifically defines statue a repre-

sentation, in high relievo and insulate, of some person distinguisli-

ed by his birth, merit, or great actions, placed as an ornament in a

fine building, or exposed in a public place, to preserve the me-
mory of his worth. In Greece one of the higlie-t honoui's to-

which a citizen could aspire was to obtain a statue. Statues are

formed with the chisel, of several matters, as stone, marble, plaster,

^c. They are also cast of various kinds of metal, particularly

gold, silver, brass, and lead. Statues are usually distinguished

into four general kinds: 1. Thoss less thaii the life; of which
kind
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kind wc h.ive several statues of great men, of kiiisjs, and of gods

themselves. 2. Tliose equal to the life ; in wliicli manner the

ancients, at the public expence, used to make statues of persons

eminent for virtue, learning, or the services they liad done. 3-

Those that exceed the life; among which those ihat surpassed the

life once and a half were for kings and emperors ; and those dou-

ble the life, fur heroes. 4. Those '.hat exceeded the life twice,

thrice, and even more, and were called co'os^iises.

STATU QUO, or STATU QUO PRiUS, [Lat.] i. e. in

the same state as before ; an expression much used respecting

treaties ol peace, when all captures are restored, and every thing is

put, or agreed to be put, on the same footing as before the war.

I'liis would answer extremely well, if the lives of all the men
murdered on both sides were also restored, without which there

can be no real statu iiuo.

STA'l UTE, Istatuliim, Lat.] See Law.
Statute, more ininiediatelv signifies an act of parliament

made by the three estates of the realm; and such statutes are

either general, of which the courts at Westminster must take notice

without pleading them ; or they are special and private, which last

must be pleaded.

SrA\ ANGER, a sea-port-town of Norway, in Christiansand,

So miles N. W. of Christiansand, and 86 S. of Bergen.
STAUBBACH, a celebrated cataract of the Helvetic republic,

in the canton of Bern, near Lauterbrunnen, which rushes down
a precipice y30 feet high, witli the most tremendous impetuosity
and noise, dispersing the water in a grand spray, and occasioning
a kind of tempest by the agitation of the air.

STAUNCH. See Stanch.
STAUNTON, a post-town of Virginia, 100 miles S. \V. by S.

of Winchester, and otiy from Phil?delphia.

STAUROLITE, in mineralogy, a stone found at Andreasberg
in the Hartz. It is crystallized, and the form of its crystals has
induced mineralogists to give it the name of cross-stone. Its

crystals are two four-sided llattened prisms, terminated by four-

sided pyramids, intersecting each other at right angles; texture
foliated ; lustre glassy, brittle ; specific gravity 2.33 to 2.36 ; co-

lour milk-white.

STAY, a large strong rope employed to support the mast on
the fore-part, by extending from its upper end towards the fore-

part of the ship, as the shrouds are extended to ihe right and left,

and behind it.

STEALING, the fraudulent taking away of another man's
goods, with an intent to steal them, against, or without, the will of
him whose goods they are. See Burglary, Larceny, and
Robbery.
STEAM, denotes the visible moist vapour ascending from hot

or boiling liquors ; and alsi^ from sub>tances containing humidity,
which is easily evaporated by a degree ol l'.<-at, that is insufiicielit

for their combustion. Steam being one of tlie most powerful
agents in nature, is an object of great importance to manufactures,
as well as to liorticulture. Hence several machines, known under
the names of steam-engines, have been invented, with a view to

facilitate the operations of extensive iron-uo:ks, and also to expel
noxious exhalations from mines, and for many other very useful

purposes. Farther, steam may be made subservient to the pur-
pose of promoting vegetation ; by means of (lues and other con-

trivances, conducted beneath hot-houses: with this reconomical
design, various successful experiments ha\v been made under the

inspection of the Earl of Derby, and also by Thomas Wakefield,
Esq. of Norlhwich. Steam may, with c<iu.il advantage, be em-
ployed in domestic oeconomy, and particularlv in cooking. Thus,
steamed potatoes are always more wholesome and nutritious, than
such as are boiled in water ; and Dr. Darwin observes, that if the

heat of the steam could be increased after it has left the water, the

art of boiling all vegetables, might be considerably improved ; and
thus the mucilage, abounding both in potatoes and flour-puddings,

and also in the roots, seeds, stems, leaves, and llower-cups, of plants,

may be rendered more nutritive, and, probably, more pala-

table.

Stf.am-Engin'K, a machine whicli derives its moving power
from the elasticity and condciisibility of the steam of boiling water.

It is the most valuable present which the arts of life have ever re-

ceived from the philosoplitr. The mariner's compass, the tele-

scope, gunpowder, and other most useful servants to human weak-

ness and ingenuity, were the productions of cluaue, ami we do
not exactly know to whom we are indebted lor tliem ; but the
steam-engine was, in the very beginning the result of reflection,

and the production of a very ingenious mind ; and every improve-
ment it has received, and every alteration in its construction and
princijiles, were also the results of philosophical study. The lirst

notion of the steam-engine was given by the Mari|uis of Worces-
ter during the reign of Charles 11. in a small book intituled " A
Century of Inventions." Captain Savary, a person of great inge-

nuity was the lirst to put in practice tlie project of tlie marquis,
since which it has received many and important improvements
by Mr. Newcomen, Messrs. Beighton, Fitzgerald, and others.

But as Mr. Watt's steam-engine has supersedeil all former inven-

tions, we shall proceed to give a particular account of it. Mr.
Watt having observed the many defects and imperfections of the

old steam-engines, and their causes, applied his excellent talents

and ingenuity to the improvement of tliis useful machine. In his

engines, he lias contrived to |)reserve an uniform heat in the cy-
linder by sulTeriiig no cold water to touch it ; and by protecting

it from the air or other cold bodies, by a surrounding case filled

with the steam, or with hot air or water, and by coating it over
with suljstanccs that transmit heat slowl) . He makes his vacuum
to approach nearly to that of the barometer, by condensing the

steam in a separate vessel, called the condenser ; whicli may be-

cooled at pleasure without cooling the cylinder, either by injec-

tion of cold water, or by surrounding the condenser with it ; and
generally by both. He extracts the injunction-water and detach-

ed air from the cylinder or condenser, by pumps, which are

wrought by the engine itself; or he blows it out by tiie steam.

As the inside of the cylinder was in the old engine exposed to the

air at every stroke when tlie piston descended, and was consider-

ably cooled thereby, he incloses the top of the cylinder by a me-
tal-plate, having a hole in it, through which tlie piston-rod works-

in a collar of leathprs ; and instead of employing the pressure of

the atmosphere to force down the piston, he introduces the steam
above the piston, when the vacuum is formed underneath, and
employs it to produce this effect : thus making the direct pressure

of the steam the moving power, as in the original construction of

the engine. The last great improvement ma'.le by Mr. Watt,
was his giving an impulse to the piston by the steam, both in de-

scending and ascending, instead of being impelled, as in the old

engine, during the descent of the piston only. Having thus

briefly mentioned the principal improvements made in the steam-

engine bv Mr. ^\'atl, we shall proceed to describe one of his en-

gines on the latest construction. A, (Plate ClAl. fig. 1,) is the

boiler, to wliich Mr. WM has paid very great attention. It is

generally of an oblong form ; and the flame, after striking on its

concave' bottom, circulates round the sides, and sometiiues returns

in a pipe through the bodv of the water before it is sullered to go
up into the chimney. In'his engines there are commonly two of

these boilers, so that one of them may work while the oilier is re-

pairing. P>, is the steam-pipe which conveys llic steam to the cy-

linder C, vviiich is cased, and closed at top by a plate, having a

collar of leathers, through which the piston-rod D works, ii and
c are the steam-valves, through which the steam enters into the

cylinder: it is admitted through a, when it is to press the piston

downwards, and through c when it presses it upwards, b and d
are the eduction-valves, through which the steam passes from the

cyliiuhr into the condenser e, which is a separate vessel placed in

a cistern of cold water, and wlilch has a jet of cold water conti-

nually plaviug up in tlie inside of it. / is the air-pump, which

extracts tlie air and water from the condenser: it is worked by
the great beam or lever; and the water brought b-\- it from the

condenser, after being brought into the hot-uell g, is pumped up
again by the pump /(, and is brought back again into the boiler

by the jiipe i. k is another pump, also worked by the engine it-

self, which supplies the cistern in which the condenser is placed,

with cold water. In order to make the engine itself open and
shut the steam and eduction-valves, long levers are attached to

them, which are moved by tlie piston-rod of the air-puinp EF.
This part of the apparatus is called the working-geer, and is so

contrived, that the valves may be worked either by hand or by

the perpendicular rod. By shutting these valve^, the engine may-

be stopped in an instant. In order to communicate a rotatory

motion to any machi-ncry by the motion of the beam ol the stc.iin-

eiisinc.
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fiigine, Mr. \Vatt makt?s use of a very large fly-vvht>el G ; on the

ixis of which is a small concentric toothed wheel, H. A similar

tojthed «hoil, I, is fastened by straps to a rod coming from the

end of the beam, so that it cannot turn round on its axis, but must
rise and fall willi tlie motion of the groat beam. A bar of iron

connects (be centres of these two small toothed wheels, so that

tliey cajinot (]uit each other. When, therefore, the beam raises

the wheel I, it must move rouml ll'.e circumference of the wheel
H, and turn it together wuh the tly ; and it will be evident, upon
consideration, that the lly, dnveji in this manner, will make two
revolutions for every one of the wheel I. This mode of moving
the fly, is preferable to a crank ; as it goes with twice the velo-
city. This contrivance is called the sun and planet-wheel, from
the resemblance of the motion to that of those bodies. The
valves ot this steam-engine are all puppet-valves, as these are found
'fast liable to be out of order. The mode of operation in Mr.
Watt's engine, is as follows : Suppose the piston at the top of the
cylinder, in the situation represented in the plate, and the lower
part of the cylinder tilled with steam. By means of tlie handle E,
open the steam-valve a, and the eduction-valve d, the levers of
which are connected together ; there being now a commanication
between the cylinder and the condenser, the steam instantly rushes
into the condenser, leaving tlie cyhnder empty ; whilst at the
same time the steam trom the boiler, entering by the steam-valve
a, presses upon the piston, and forces it down. As soon as the
pision has arrived at the bottom, the steam-valve c, and the educ-
tion-valve b, are opened, whilst the valves a and d are shut ; the
steam therefore immediately rushes through the eduction-valve b,

into the condenser, whilst the piston is forced up again by the
steam, whicli is now admitted by the steam-valve f. Fig. 2,
which is a section of the steam-pipes, taken at right angles to that
in lig. 1, shews this more distinctly; s is the pipe which conveys
the steam from the boiler ; a and c are the steam-valves, and b
and d the eduction- valves. Ry attending to the operation in both
the sections, the reader will easily understand it. It appears at

first a little confused, by there seeming to be only one steam-pipe
for communicating between the cylinder and the condenser; but
the difficulty is cleared up, by representing both the pipes, as in

fig. 2. Fig. 3, is a longitudinal section ofllie boiler, representing
the mode of supplying it with water, and the safety-valve and
cocks. / is a small cistern, which is supplied with water from the
hot-well, as represented in iig. 1 : from the bottom of this cistern,
a pipe goes down almost to the bottom of the boiler, where it

turns up a little, to prevent the entrance of the steam which rises

from the bottom. From the side of this cistern, is supported a
small lever, to one end of which is fastened a wire, that carries a
stone which hangs in die water of the boiler; the other end of the
lever supporting also by a \v\k, a valve tJiat shuts the top of the
pipe that goes down from the cistern. Now, supposing the stone
just at the surface of the water, and balanced by a weight at the
opposite end of the lever ; it is evident, that by the laws of hydro-
statics, already explained, a certain p;n-t of the' weight of the stone
will be supported by the water, so long as it continues immersed
in it ; hut if a part of the water evaporate by boiling a propor-
tional part of the stone will be above the water, conse(|uently the
stone will bear more upon the lever, and raise the weight at the
other end; but in raising that weight, it also opens the valve in
the small cistern, and admits water until it stand at the same height
in the boiler as before, and then the valve and the stone being
again in e<iuilibrio, the valve remains shut until a new quantitv is

evaporated. By this means the supply of water is very gradual,
however, and not by fits and starts, as here described for the sake
of illustration. It is found by experience, to be a much belter
method than a ball-cock, and the regular supplying of the boiler
with water is of the first importance. As a check upon this, and
to know perfectly the height of the water in the boiler, there arc
two cocks, g and /(, one of which reaches nearly to the surface of
the water wlien at its proper height, and the other enters a little

below the surface. It is evident, that if the water be at the just
height, and vou open g, steam will issue ; and if /i be opened, wa-
ter wdl be driven out by the pressure of the steam. But if water
come out from g, then the water must be loo high in the boiler;
and if steam issue from k, tlie^i the water is too low. r,y this
means, it is easy to know at all times the exact height of the water
in the boiler, i is a safety-valve, to pi event the bursting of the

boiler by the steatn growing too stiong ; k is the pipe which con-
veys the steam to the engine. Fig. 4, is Mr. Cartwright's steam-
engine, the conslniction of which evinces much ingemntv. fl is

the cylinder, which is supplied with steam from the boiler through
the pipe b ; c is the piston in the act of going up ; d is the pipe
that conducts the steiim into the condenser t, which consists of two
cyliHclers, one widiiii the other, leaving a ?mall space between
them, into which the steam is admitted; while the inner cylinder
is filled with cold water, and also the external cylinder surrounded
by the same ; so that, by this means, a very large surface of steam
is exposed, though no water is sullered to come into actual con-
tact with it. To the bottom of the piston, c, is attached a rod,
with another piston, c, working in the pipe d. When the piston

e arrives at the bottom of the cylinder, -a valve which is in the
piston, is opened by its pressing against the bottom, and opens a

cnmnutnication with the condenser, whilst the spring k, fixed to

the rod of the piston, shuts the valve which admits the steam from
the boiler. The steam, thi-refore, being thus condensed, runs into

the lower pipe/. The piston c, arriving at the bottom of the pipe
in which it works at the same time with c, presses upon the con-
densed water, shuts the valve/, and forces the water up the pi))e

g, into the box h. The air which is disengaged from the water,

rises to the top of the box, and, by its elasticity, forces the water
through the pipe /, which carries it back again into the boiler.

When the air accumulates in the box to such a degree as to de-
press the water, the ball-cock falls with it, and opens a valve in

the top of the box, whicli suffers some of the air to escape.

When all the steam is condensed, the motion of the fly attached to

the machine brings the piston up again, its valve now remaining
shut by its weight. On arriving at the top, it presses up the
steam-valve, which admits the sttam from the boiler to force it

down as before. I and m are two cranks, upon whose axis are
two equal wheels working in each other, for the purpose of con-
verting the perpendicular motion of the piston-rod into a rotatory

motion, for working the machinery attached to it. But the most
valuable part of this engine is in the construction of the piston,

which Mr. Cartwright made wholly of metal, and so as, by means
of springs, to fit the cylinder very exactly. This not only saves

the exptiice and trouble of packing, which they are obliged fre-

quently to renew in all other engines, but also saves a great deal

of steam, on account of the more accurate fitting of the piston.

As it is evident from its construction, that the whole of the steam
is brouglit back again into the boiler, it affords the means of em-
ploying ardent spirit instead of water, and thus saving a great deal

of fuel. This machine seems to be peculiarly applicable to pur-
poses requiring only a small jiower, as it is not expensive, and
occupies little room. It would far exceed the limits of this work,

to enter into an examination of all the steam-engines invented by
different persons. It is sufficient to mention, that no engine of

this kind lias been found, upon careful trial, to be superior to those

of Mr. Watt.
STEATITE, in mineralogy, a species of the talc-genus, gene-

rally of a white colour; but it presents several varieties through

the greys, greens, anil reds. It occurs massive, disseminated, in

crusts, and crystallized. The crystals are six-sided prisms, acu-

minated on both extremities by six planes. Specific gravity 2.6.

The constituent parts are, according to Klaproth,

Silica 48.0

Magnesia 20.S
Oxide of iron 1.0

Water l.'i.o

AluiiTina 14.0

Loss.

gy.o

It occurs in beds and veins in serpentine, also in irregularly shaped
pieces, imbedded in rocks belonging to the floelz formation. It

is found in Norway, Sweden, several parts of Germany, and in

the united kingdom of Great Britain ; also in China. It is used
in the manufacture of porcelain.

STEATOMA, [rtnW^a,] a kind of encysted tumour, consist-
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ing Ota malter like suet or lani, soft, withoiil iKiin, and without

Oisc-olouriiig tlie skin.
, ,,

• . i

STEEL, in modern chemistry and metallurgy, iron united

•with carbon, or a carburet of iron. See Irok.
t^ , ,.

STEELE, Sir Kichakd, was born about 1670, iri Dublin, in

Ireland. He was entered at Merton College, Oxford, but left

the University, without taking anv degree, and resolved to enter

into the army. 'I'his step displeased bis friends ; but his passion

for a milit.ry life rendered him deaf to any other proposal. He
entered as a private gentleman in the Horse-Guards, aii<l thereby

lost tlie succession to his Irish estate, in 1701, he drew up his

tr(;^ti=e intituled " The Christian Hero>" with a dechcalion to

Lord Coutts, who had appointed him his private secretary, and

procured for liim a company in Lord Lucas's regiment ot f usi-

leeis. Early in 1709, he began to publish " The Tatler :" which

admirable paper was undertaken in concert with Dr. Swilt. His

reputation was perfectly established by this work ; and, during tlie

course of it, he was made a commissioner of the stamp-duties in

17 10. I' poll the change of the ministry he joined the duke of

Marlborough, who had entertained a friendship for him ; and upon

liis dismisson from all employments in 1711, Mr. Steele addressed

a letter of thanks to him for his public services. However, as he

still held his place in the stamp-office under the new a<lniini-.tration,

lie forebore entering with his pen upon political subject^ ;
but ad-

heiimr more closely to Mr. Addison, he dropt the Tatler, and

afterwards, by the assistance chivlly of that steady friend, he car-

ried on tlie same plan much improved, under the title ot " 'I lie

Spectator." The success of this paper was equal to that of the

former ; which encouraged him, before the close of it, to proceed

upon the same design in the character of " The Guardian." '1 his

was opened in the beginning of the year 1713, and was laid down

in October the same year. But in the course of it his thoughts

took a stronger turn to politics : lie engaged with great warmth

against the ministry ; aiul being determined to prosecute his views

that way by procuring a seat in the House of Commons, he imme-

diately removed all obstacles thereto. For that pur|)Ose he gave

up his post ill the Stamp-office, by a timely resiirnation of it to

the Earl of Oxford; and at the same time gave up a pension,

which had been, till this time, paid him by the Queen as a

servant to the lale Prince George of Denmark. He then

VTOte the famous " Guardian, upon the demolition of Dunkirk,"

which was published Aug. 7, 1713 ; and the parliament being dis-

solved next dav, the Guardian was soon followed by several other

M-arm political 'tracts against the administration. Upon the meet-

ing of the new parliament, Mr. Steele having been returned a

member for the borough of Stockbridge in Dorsetshire, took his

seat accordingly in the House of Commons ; but was expelled in

a few days after, for writing the close of the paper called •' The

EnMishman," and one of his political pieces intituled " The
Crisis." Presently after his expulsion, he published proposals for

vriting the history of the Duke of Marlborough ; he also wrote

" The Spinster ;" and, in opposition to " The Examiner," he

set up a paper called " The Reader," and continued publishing

in favour of the Whigs till the death of the Queen. Immediately

after which as a reward for these services, he was taken into favour

by King George I. He was appointed surveyor of the royal

stab'es at Hampton-Court, governor of the Royal Company ot

Comedians, a Justice of Peace for Middlesex, and, in 1715, was

knighted. In the first parliament of King George, he was chosen

member for Boroughbritlge, in Yorkshire; and, after the sup-

o-ession of the rebellion in 1715, was appointed one of the coin-

niissioners of the forfeited estates in Scotland. In 1718, he buried

his se<ond wife, who had brought him a handsome fortune and a

good estate in Wales; but neither that, nor the ample additions

made to his income, "'ere sufTicienf to answer his demands. The

thoughtless vivacity of his spirit often reduced him to little shifts

for its support ; and the project of the Jish-pool this year owed

its birth chiefly to Sir Rirliard's necessities. This vessel was in-

tended to carry fi^h alive from Ireland, and without wasting, to

any part of the kingdom ; but the scheme proved very ruinous,

for after he had been at an immense expence in building his vessel,

besides the charge of the patent, the fish, though supplied with a

continual streani of water while at ^ea, yet uneasy at their confioe-

jnent, shattered thcmselve- to pieces against the sides of the pool

;

JO that when they were brought to market they w«re worth very
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little. In 1719 he opposed the remarkable peerage-biU in tlie

House of Commons ; and for this opposition, his license for ai;t-oppi

...„ plays was revoked, and his patent rendered ineffectual. On
this, finding every direct avenue to his royal-inaster barred aguiiist

him by the lord-chanibcrlain, he had recourse to the pobi c, m
hopes" that his complaints would reach the ear of his sovereien,

by that channel. In this spirit he lormed the plan of a periodica!

paper, to be published twice a-week, under the title of " The
Theatre;" the lirst number of which came out on the second of

January, 1719-20. During the course of thia paper, in which he

had ass'umed the name of Sir John Edgar, he was outrageously

attacked by Mr. Dennis, the noted critic, in a very abusive-

pamphlet, intituled, " The Character and Conduct of Sir John

Edgar." To this insult our author made a proper reply in the

Theatre. While he was struggling to save himself fiom ruin, lie

turned his pen against the mischievous South-Sea scheme, which

had nearly brought the nation to ruin in 1720; and in 1721, he

was restored to his office in the play-house in Drur\ -Lane. Of
this it was not long before he made an additional advantage, by

bringing his celebrated comedy called •' The ''lonscious Lovtrs"

upon lliat stage, where it was acted wiih prodigious success; so

that the receipt there must have been very considerable, besidci

the profits accruing by the sale of the copy, and a purse of 500/.

given to him by the king lo whom he dedicated it. Yet notwith-

standing these amp'.e supplies, in 1722, being reduced !o tlie utmost

extremity, he sold his share in the play-hou-.e ; and 'oon after

commenced a law-suit with the managers,'which in 1726 was de-

cided acainst him. Having now again brought his fortune, by the

most heedless profusion, into a desperate condition, he was ren-

dered altogether incapable of retrieving the loss, by being seized

« ilh a paralytic disorder, which greatly impaired his undi rstanding.

In these unhappy circumstances, he retired to his seat at Langua-

nor near Caermarlhen, in Wales, where he died 21 si Sept. 1/29,

and was interred in the church of Caermarlhen.

STEEL-YARD a sort of balance in common use in all the

Asiatic nations. It was the statera of the Greeks and Romans,^

and seems to have been more confided in by them than the ba-

lance ; for which reason it was used by the goldsmiths ; while the

balance was the instrument of the people.—Non aurifu is slalera

sed populari trutina e.xaminare. Cic. de. Or. 238. See Balance,

and Mechanics.
STEENBERG, a town of Batavia, in the department of Dom-

mel and Scheldt, and late province of Dutch Brabant; 7 miles

N E. of Bergen-op-Zoom, and 17 W. of Breda.

STEENWICK. or STEENWYCK, a town of Batavia, in

the department of the Yssel, and late province of Ovcryssel

;

seated on the Aa, 20 miles S. E. ofSlooten, and 32 N. of Dev'enter.

STEERAGE, on board a ship, is that part of the ship

next below the quarter-deck, before the bulk-head of the great

cabin where the steersman stands, in most 5hips of war. See

Steering.
SI EERING, in navigation, the art of directing the ship's

way by the movements of the helm ; or of applying its efforts ia

regulate her course when she advances. The perfection of steering

consists in a vigilant attention to the motion of the ship's head, so

as to check every deviation from the line of her course in the first

instant of its motion ; and in applying as little of the power of the

helm as possible.

STEGANOGRAPHY, [r<y«vo,- and y»»fu<,] the art of secret

writing by characters or cyphers, intelligible only to the persons

who correspond one with another.

STEGEBURG, a town of Sweden, in East Golldand, on tha

Baltic, with a harbour : 25 miles S. of Nikoping, and 82 S. W. of

Stockliolm.

STEIN, a town of the Helvetic republic, in the canton of

Zurich, 25 miles N. E. of Zurich, and 15 W. of Constance.

STEINHEIN, a town of Germanv, in the lale archbishopritt

of Menlz. Ton. 8. 54. £. Lat. 49. 52. N.
STELLARIA, Stitchwort; in botany, a genus of the df-

candria trigynia class and order. Natural order, Caryoplnllei,

Calyx five-leaved, spreading ; petals five, two-parted ; capsule

superior, one-celled, many-seeded, six-toothed at top, 'I hcM

are 17 species.
_

STELLATiE. in botany, the forty-seventh order in Linna;u' i

Fragments of a Natural M«thod, consisting of plants with twa

7 Y uw.ci.
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pakcd seeds, and leaves disposed round the stem in the form of a

radijnt star.

S lELLATE, among botanists, expresses leaves which grow

not less than six at a joint, and are arranged lil^e the rays of a

star.

S TELLERA, Germav Groundsel; in botany, a genus of

"plants belonging to the class octandria, and order nionogynia ;

naliiral order, Veprccula:. No calyx ; corolla qitadrilid

;

stamina very short ; seed one, black. The species are only t«o.

STEM, 'in botany, is that part of a plant arising out of the root,

and which sustains the leaves, (lowers, fruits, &:c.

Ste.m of a Ship, a circular piece of timber into which the two

sides of a ship are united at the fore-end -. the lower end of it is

scarfed to the keel, and the bowsprit rests upon its upper end. See

Ship-Bc'ilding.
SrEMxMATA, in entomology, are three smooth hemispheric

duts, placed generally on the top of the head.

STEMODIA, in botany, a genus of plants belonging to the

class didynamia, and order angiospermia ; natural ordi-r, Pcrsonata?,

Calyx quincjuepartite ; corolla bilabiate; stamina four ; tilament?

bifid V capsule two-celled. There are four species.

STEMPHYLA, a word used by the ancients to express the
husks of grapes, or the remains of the pressings of wine.

STEMPHYLITES, a name given by the ancients to a sort of
wine pressed hard from the husks.

STEMPLES, in mining, cross-burs of wood in the shafts whicU
are sunk to mines.

STEMSON, in a ship, an arching piece of timber fixed withit*

the apron, to reinforce the scarf thereof, in the same manner as the
scarf siipports the scarf of tUe stern.

STENAY, a town of France, in the department of the Meuse,
and late duchy of Bar ; 24 miles N. by \V. of Verdun. Lon. 5,
19. E. Lat. 50. 28. N.
STENDAL, a town of Rrandenburgh, on the Ucht ; 30 mile^,

N. of Magdeburgh. L,on. II. 4-i. E. Lat. 52. 41. N,

STENOGRAPHY.

STENOGRAPHY, [rivofand y;^.f.".] the art of short-hand-

writing. This art was known and piactised by most of the ancient

civilized nations. The Egyptians, who were distinguished for

learning at an early period, at first expressed their words by a de-

lineation of figures called hieroglyphics. A more concise mode of

writing seems to have been afterwards introduced, in which only

a part of the symbol or picture was drawn. This answered the

purpose of short-hand in some degree. After them the Hebrews,

the Greeks, and the Romans, adopted dift'erent methods of abbre-

viating their words and sentences, suited to their respective lan-

guages. The initials, the finals, or radicals, often served for whole

words ; and various combinations of these sometimes formed a

sentence. Arbitrary marks were likewise employed to determine

the meaning, and to assist legibility ; and it seems probable thai

every writer, and every author of antiquity, had some peculiar

method of abbreviation, calculated to facilitate the expression of

his own sentiments, and intelligible only to himself. It is also

probable, that some might by these means take down the heads of

a discourse or oration ; but few, very few, it is presumed, could

liave followed a speaker through all the meanders of rhetoric, and
noted with precision every syllable, as it dropt from his mouth,
in a manner legible even to themselves. To arrive at such co.i-

sumnute perfection in the art was reserved for more modern times,

and is still an acquisition by no means general. In every language

of Europe, till about the close of the iGlh century, the Roman
plan, of abbreviating (viz. substituting the initials or radicals, with

the help of arbitraries, for words) appears to have been em-
ployed. Till then no regular alphabet had been invented

expressly for stenography, when an English gentleman of the

name of Willis invented and published one. His plan was soon
altered and improved, or at least pretended to be so. One alte-

ration succeeded another ; and at intervals, for a series of years past,

some men of ingenuity and application have composed and |)ub-

lished systems of stenography, and doubtless have themselves

reaped all the advantages that attend it. But among the various

me'iiods that have been proposed, and the dili'erent phms tliat

have been adopted by individuals, none has yut appeared forlu-

nate enough to gain general approbation ; or proved sufficiently

simple, clear, and concise, to be universally studied and practised.

The English writers on stenography, are" Mr. Addy, Aldridge,

Angel, Annet, Blandemore, Blosset, Botley, Bridges, ijyrom,
Coles, Cross, Dix, Evcrardt, Ewcn, Eacey, Farthing, Gibbs,
Grxme, Gurney, Heath, Iloidsivorlh, Ilopkiiis, Jeake, Labourer,
Lane, Lvle, 'Marauley, Mason, Mavor, Metcalfe, Nicholas,
Palmer, Kich, Hidpath, Shelton, Steele, Tanner, Taylor,
Thirknesse, Tiffen, VVeb.ter, Weston, Williamson, Willis, B. D.
and Willis, S:c. Of all these, Dr. Mavor has given the most
complete work in his " Universal Stenography, which is now
used as a class-book in many scheols. From this work the foUow-
uig IS extracted

:

PrI.VCIPLES of SrESOCKAPriV,

The English alphabet consists of 2C letters ; six of which anr
vowels: some of these are redundant, and otheis may be omitted
and yet cause no ambiguity ; and as in stenography the most ex-
peditious and concise method is the best, if consistent with per-
spicuity, the following simple rules are studiously to be prac-
tised:

Rule I. All quiescent consonants in words are to be dropped ;
and the orthography to be. directed only by the pronunciation j
which being known to all, will render this art attainabfe by those
who cannot spell with precision in longhand.

Rule H. When the absence of <;onsoirants, not entirely dor—
mant, can be easily known, they may often be omitted without the
least obscurity.

Rule 111. Two or sometimes more consonants may, to pror
mote greater expedition, be exchanged for a single one of nearly
similar sound ; and no ambiguity to the meaning ensue.

Rule IV. When two consonants of the same kind or same
sound come together, without any vowel between them, only one
is to be expressed ; but if a vowel or vowels intervene, both are to

be written : but if they are perpendicular, horizontal, or oblique
lines, they must only be drawn a size longer than usual ; and cha-
racters with loops nmst have the size of their heads douhled. See
Plate CLX. Might is to be written ni/i, figiity/f, machine- ?««•

s/(/h, enough emif, /a/'laugl;, prophet /jro'i/, pliysics,/i«'A'i, through
ihro\ {ori.'\gnforcn, sovereign sortrf», psalm mm, icceipt reset,

write rile, wright ^it, island Hand, knavery nitveri/, temptatioi»~

tdiitation, knife 7ti/c, stick «/i/r, thigh (/u', honour o/ioKr, indict
1

ment indilemcnt, acquaint atjmiint, chaos /cans, &c. Strength
ilreiith, length leiith, Iriendship, Irciisliip, connect coneJi, co{n-

manclment comt.nmtnt, conjunct conjuiU, humble humic, lumber
litmer, slumber stumtr, nuniber ntuher, exemplary cxitnlari/, &;c.

Rocks ro.r, acts aLs or ux, hclffuks or faVf districts distriks,

or distrix, affects ofoks or "Jcx, ailhcls ajfliks or fl///*.r, conc|uer

konkr, &c. Letter /c(cr, little /;(/c, conunand comand, error cro/y
terror /tjvD', &c. But in remember, moment, sister, and such
like words, where two consonants of the same name have an' inter-

vening vowel, both of them must be written. These four, rules,

with their examples, being carefully considered by the learner,

will leave him in no doubt concerning the disposition and manage-
ment of the consonants in this scheme of short-writing; ive shaU
therefore proceed to lay down rules ior the application of the

vowels with .ease and expedition.

Rule 1. \'owels, being only simple articulate sounds, Ihougli

they are the connectives of consonants, and emplq\ed in every
word and every syllable, are not necessary to be inserted in the
middle of word's: because the consonants, if fully pronounced,
with the asMistance of connection, will always discover the mean-
ing of a word, aud make the writing perfectly legible.

RuLa
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Rule II. If a vowel is not strongly accented in tlie incipient

SvUable of a word, or if it is mute in the final, it is likewise to be

o'mitted ; because Uie sonnd of the incipient vowel is often im-

plied in that of tlie first consonant, which will consequenily supply

jts place.

Rule III. But if the vnwel coustitutes the nr>t or last syllable

of a word, or is stroiiL'ly accented as its beginning or end, that

vowel is continually to be written.

Rule IV. If a' word begins or ends with tw9 or more vowels

though separated, or when there is a coalition of vowels, as in

tliplilhongs and lri])thongs; only one of them is to be e.\p>-esse(i,

wliicii must be that which agrees best with the pronunci-

ation.

Rule V. In monosyllables, if they begin or end with a vowel,

it is always to be inserted, unless the vowel be e mute at the end

of a word. Such are the general principles of tliis ar( ; in vindi-

cation and support of which it will be needless to offer any argu-

ments, when it is considered that brevity and ex])cdition are the

chief objects, if consislent with Icgibdity ; and the subsequent

specimens in tlie orthography reconnnended will, we hope, be suf-

ficient to sliew that there is no real deficiency in the last mentioned

particular. He who md us mst be etrni grt, nd ninptnt. It is ur

tity, as rsnl bjigs, to srv, Iv, iid oby hm. A mn tht wd avd bim,

shd be srkmspk in al hs axns, nd ndvr wtli al hs nit to pis cvry

bdv.— I wd nt frm any knxiis wth a nin who hd no rgrd fr hmsif

;

ntiir wd I blv a mn whohd ons tld me a li.—Onr is of al thngs the

mst dfkli to prsrv unnipchd; nd whn ons mpclul, Ik the chsty of a

wnin, nvr shiis wlii its wntd Istr.—Wth gd ninrs, kmplsus nd an

esv pit adrs, mny mk a fgr in the wrl, whs mntl ablts wd skrsly liv

nd thm abv the riik of a ftmn.—Idlns is the prnt of a thsnd mshtiis,

vnAi ar nvr lit by the ndstrs: it is a pn nd a pnshmnt of itslf, nd

brngs wnt nd bgry in its trn.—Vrtu is the frst thug tht shd be

rgrdd: it is a rwrd of itslf; mks a mn rspktbl In, nd wl mk hm
etrnly hpy hrftr.—Prd is a mst prnss psn, wch yt ws plntd by hvn

in ur'ntr, to is ur emisn to imtt grt nd wrthy krktrs or .\t to in es a

gl fr wilt is rt nd grst, nd aldblndgnsii gnstoprsrs nd vvrkrs of any

knd of nkty ; in shit, to mk us st a prpr vlu upn urslvs, nd dsps a

wrthls fuo, hu evr xltd. Ths fr prd is a vrtu, nd my gstlv be kid a

grtns of si. I5t prd, Ik othr psns, gnrly f.xs upn rng obgks, oris

apld in rng prprsns. Hu kmn is it to se a rich whm evry vs hs

rndrd rasrbl, nd evry fly kntmtbl, ving hmsIf on hs hi brth, nd

bslng ths ilstrs nslirs, of whm he nhrts nthng bt the nm or ttl I

iisstsrs who if thy nu hm, wd dsn ihr dpndnt wth kiitmt. But

al prd of tlis srt is sly, nd evr to be avdd.

Of the SrENoe'EAFHic Alph.^bet.

As the whole of this art depends upon a regular method and a

simi'le alphabet, we have not only endeavoured to establish the

former on satisfactory principles, but have been careful to ap-

propriate, according to the comparative frequency of their occur-

rence, such characters for the letters as, after repeated trials and
alterations, were conceived to be the best adapted for dispatch.

The stenographic alphabet consists of 18 distinct characters (viz.

two for the vowels and the rest for the consonants,) taken from lines

and semicircular curves ; the formation and application of which

we shall now explain, bcginninsj with the vowels. For the three

first vowels, «, e; and i, a comma is appropriated in ilifferent po-

sitions; ami for the other three, o, ;;, and y, a point. The comma
and point, when applied to a and o, is to be placed, as in Plate

CLX. at the top of the next character; when for e and u, oppo-

site to the middle ; and when for i and i/, at the bottom. This

arrangement of the vowt Is is the most simple and distinct that can

easily be imagined. Places at the top, the middle, and the bot-

tom, of characters, which make three dilTerent positions, are as

easily distinguished from one another as any three separate cha-

racters could be; and a comma is made with the same facility as a

point. Simple lines may be drawn four different ways ; perpen-

dicular, horizontal, and with an angle of about 45 degrees to the

il'jht and left. An ascending oblique line to the right which will

be perfectly distinct from the rest when joined to any other cha-

racter, may likewise be admitted. These character being the

simplest in nature, are assigned to those five consonants which most

frequently occur, viz. /, r, I, c hard or k, aad c soft or s. Every

circle may be divided with a perpendicular and horizontal line, so

as to form likewise four distinct characters. These being tlie nest

to lines in the simplicity of their formation, we have appropriated

tliem for i, a, n, and m. 'I'he characters expressing nine of thfi

consonants are all perfectly distinct from one another ; eight only
remain which are needful, viz./, g oxj, h, p, q, v, iv, and x. To
hnil characters for which we must have recourse to mixed curves

and lines. The characters which we have adopted are the simplest

in nature after those already applied, admit of the easiest joining,

and tend to preserve lineality and beauty in the writing. It must
be observed that we have no cliaracter for c when it has a hard
sound, as in ciistle ; or soft, as in city ; for it always has the sound
oik or «, which in all ca.ses will be sufi'icient to supply its place;'

or f being easier written, might be used in all cases for the hard

sound. /] likewise is represented by the same character as /; only

with this difference, r is written with an ascending stroke and I

with a descending; which is always to be known from the manner
of its union with the following character } but in a few monosyl-^

tables where r is the only consonant in the word, and consequently

stands alone, it is to be made as is shewn in the alphabet for dis-

tinction's sake. The character fur /(, when lineality requires it,

may be made from the bottom and inverted: (see Plate CLX.>
And often /i may be omitted entirely. Z, as it is a letter seldom
employed in the English language, and only a coarser and harder

expression of s, may be supplied by s whenever it occurs ; as for

'

Zedekiah write Sedekiah, &c. or z itself may be used.

Of the Prepositions and Termination's.

The prepo'-itions and terminations in this scheme are so simple,-

that the greatest benefit may be reaped from them, and very lit--

tie trouble required to attain them ; as the incipient letter on the-

incipient consonant of all the prepositions and of several of the ter-

minations is used to express the whole. However the following

iJirL-ctioiis will be useful

:

Rule I. The preposition is always to be written without join-

ing, yet so near as plainly to shew what word it belongs to: and

the best way is to observe the same order as if the whole was tobe-

connected.

Rule II. A preposition, tliough the same letters that consti-

tute it may he met with in the middle or end of a word, is never to-

be used, liecause it would expose to obscurity.

Rule III. Observe that the proposition oww is expressed by
the vowel o in its proper position ; and ioxwiti, antn, untt-,\>y the

vowel a, which the radical part of the word will easily distinguish

from being only simple vowels. The first rule for the prepositions

is (allowing such exceptions as may be seen in the Plate) to be oli-

served for the terminations ; and also the second imUatis mutandis ;

except that w henever sis, sus, sys, cious, tiotis, and ces occtir, they

are to be expressed as directed in the fourth rule for the conso-

nants, whether in the beginning, middle, or end, of words. But

in a few words where three horizontal characters meet, it will be

better to express the sis. Sec. by the semielliptical character in

(Plate CLX.) opposite <20ii.s.

Rule IV. The terminative character for tion, sion, cion, cian,

tian, is to be expressed by a small circle joined to the nearest let-

ter, and turned to the right ; and the plurals tions, sions, cions,

dans, tiutts, tiencc by a dot on the same side.

Rule V. Terminative character for iiig, is to be expressed

likewise by a small circle, but drawn to the left hand; audits

plural /«g.? by a dot. In horizontal characters, by the left hand is

meant the top, and by the right the space below the letter (see ins

joined, Plate CLX.) In all other charactei-s the right and leit

positions cannot be mistaken.

Rule VI. The plural sign g is to be added to the terminative

characters when necessary.

Rule VII. The separated tenninations are never to be used

but in polysyllables or words of mnre syllables than one. These

rules duly observed will point out a method as concise and elegant

as can be" desired, for expressing the most frequent and longest

prepositions and terminations in the English language. If it should

be thought necessary to increase their number by the addition of

others, it will bean easy matter for any one of the least discern-

ment to do so, by proceeding on the principles before laid
'

down.

Rules for Abbreviaticss.

Thoiid) a more concise method of writing, ot'tnore numerous
° abbreviations,;
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abbreviations, may not be indispensably necessary, if the foregoing
directions be pracliscd for a considerable time, yet contractions

will be found extremely useful and convenient to those who liav^

attained a proper knowledge of the subject, and lead to a greater
degree of CNpedilion, at the same time that tliey diminish the

labour of writing. It has been observed in the introduction, that

abbreviations are only to be cjnployed liy proficients in this art ; j

because expedition is not the fust, though the uUiniate, object in

view; andlliataii easy legibility is ot the utmost consequence to

• lie learner; which, however, cannot be preserved, if he adopts
too soon those very rules whicli in time will aflbrd him the greatest

ea?e when applied with judgement. The following short and
practical rules will be found fully adequate to every purpose for

nhich they were intended, and are far superior in the facility of
their ap|)lication to any which we have seen.

, Rule I. The usual abbreviations in long-hand are always to be
followed; as Mr. for Master, M. D. for Doctor of Physic, and
Abp. for Archbishop, Sec.

Rule If. Substantives, adjectives, verbs, and participles, when
the sense will direct to the meaning, are to be expressed by (heir

initial consonant with the distinguishing marks exhibited in

Flate CLX. viz, a substantive must have the dot exactly over its

initial consonant ; an adjective must have a dot under it ; a verb
is to be expressed by a comma over its initial consonant; and a

participle by a comma under, 'ilie dot or comma being placed
thus will nevei occasion them to be mistaken for vowels, because
they should always be on one side or other; whereas the mark for

parts of speech must constantly be placed exactly over or under.
These being the four principal parts of speech will be suflicicnt

;

and an adept will never be at a loss to know when he can with
safety apply this rule to them.
Rule 111. To render the writing more legible, the last letter

©f the word may be joined to the first, and the proper mark ap-

plied.

Rule IV, The constituent or radical part of words, especially

if they are long, will often serve (or the whole or sometimes the

first syllable ; as, we ought to moderate our tj-. by our CiVc«m.;
a man's tiiau. commonly shape hjnr.
Rule v. All/long words without exception may have their

prepr)siiions or terminatioiis express^ed by ttie incipient consonant
of such preposition or termination.

Rule \i. When there is a great dependence between the

parts of a sentence, the initial letlcr will often sufllce; as i. is the
capital of Great B. ; the eldest S. of the king of G. B. is styled P.
of //''. Every one, it is presumed, will allow this to be perfectly

legible either in long or shoit hand.

Rule VI!. The terminatioiis nes-i and less may be omitted; as

faithfulness is only to be vnlten faitIfut; fnrziurclness, forward ;

heedless, heed: stuhhoi'iiness, stubbnril, &c.
Rule VIII. The second and third persons of verbs, ending in

etli -AnAcst, may be expressed by j; as, \\e loves, \\\q\i teaches

;

instead of he toveth, thou tenches t ; or even without *: as, l.e

love, &c.
Rule IX. Words naturally supplied by the sense may oflca

be entirely omitted, and yet no ambiguity ensue ; as, fii beginiung

God created heaven and cutth, for In the beginning God created

the heaven and the earth.

Rule X. When there is an immediate repetition of a sentence

or word, a line is to be drawn under the sentence or word to bo
repeated; as, Amin, Amen, is ta be written Amen ; but if ouy

words intervene bcibre a word or sentence ;s to be re'

pealed, the line must be drawn as before, and a ' or i.:ark of

omission placed where the repetition should begin ; as, h UJiiSf

the innocentt should be condenmed A reviled ! As examples of

writing ui sliurlhand, the Lord's prayer, and St. Paul's speech be-

fore Agrippa and Festus are given in Plate CLX. For the same
at length see Acts, xxvi. 1—29. .

STEPHANIUM, in botany, a genus of the monogynia order

and pentandria class of plants ; natural order. Stellate. Calyx mo-
nophyllous, turbinated, (|uinqucpartite ; corolla monopetalous,
funnel-shaped, having its tube curved and ventricose ; the pericar-

pium is a bilocular berry containing two seeds, flattened on one
side and roiuul on the other. There is only one species.

STEPHANOPHORUS, in antiquity, the chiefpriest of Pallas,

who presided over the rest.

STEPHENS, a family of printers who flourished at the revival

of learning, and contributed a great deal towards dispelling the

cloud of ignorance, which had so long overshadowed Europe.
Some of the classics before the 16th century were in agreat mea-
sure lo^t, and all of them were cxceetlingly corrupted. By their

abilities and indefatigable industry these defects were supplied,

and the learned were furnished with beautiful and correct editions

ef the Greek and Roman authors.

Stephens, Henry, the first of these illustrious men, was born
ill France, soon after the discovery of printing, about 1465. He
settled as a printer at Paris, under Lewis X If. A great propor-
tion of the books which he published were Latin. They are

printtd in the Roman lelte'r, and are not inelegant, though some
of them abomid rather too much in contractions. He died about
5 520, and left behind him three sons. His widow married Simon
de Colines (Colinosus, La'.) who thus got possession of Henry's
printing-house, and continued the profession till his death.

STEPHENS, Robert, the second son, was born in 1503. In

Jiis youth he made great proficiency in the Roman, Greek, ami
Hebrew languages, aid at the age of 19 had acquired so much
knowledge, thit his step-father, Colines, entrusted him with the

management of his press. An edition of tlie New Testament was
publislieil un ler his in^-ppction, which gave great otfence to the
PiTis divine--, who acceeed hiin of heresy, and threatened to pre-

vent the sale of the hook. Soon after he "began business himself,

and married Perretcthe daughter of Jodocus Radius, a printer and
an author. She was a woman of learning. In 1531 he published
his Thesaurus : a work of great imporiance, at which he laboured
for two years. The niarTi which he put upon all his books was a

tret branched, >iih a man lookiBg upon it, and these words " noli

a'tum sapere," to which he sometimes added " sed lime." In 1539.

Frauds I. made him his printer, and ordered a new set of elegant

types to be founded for him. His frequent editions of the Ne\r
Testament gave great offence to the doctors of the Sorbonne, wh»
accused him of heresy for his annotations, and insisted upon the

suppression of some of Ids books. Although Henry the Frencli

king in some measure protected him, the persecution of these di-

vines rendered him so unhappy, not to mention the expence and
loss of time which an almost constant attendance at court unavoid-

ably occasioned, that in 1552, he abandoned his country and went
to Geneva, where he embraced the Protestant religion. He was

l)urnt in elTigv at Paris, for having changed his religion, and was
falsely calumniated with having sttjlen the king's types. After his

arrival at Geneva, he published an account of the dispute between
him and the Paris divines, which does as much honour to his abili-

ties as his Thesaurus does to his learning. He died in 1559, after

a life of the most extraordinary inc!ustiy. The books of which he
was the editor were not fewer than 360. Many of them were an-

cient classics in diflerent languages. Sevi ral were accom|>anied

with annotations whirh he collected, and all of them were cor-

rected by collating MSS. He was so anxious to attain perfect ac-

curacy, that he ussd to expose his proofs in public, and reward
those who discovered a mistake.

Stephens, Henhy, one of the sons of Robert, was born at

Paris in 1528. He became the most learned and most celebrated

of all his family. From his very birth almost he gave proofs of

uncommon abilities, and displayed an ardent passion for knov>r-

ledge. He settled at Parii, and published the oiles of Anacreon.
In 1551 he went to Rome, and thence to Naples. This journey
was undertaken in the service of the French government. He
was discovered, and would have been arrested as a spy, had be
not by his skill in the language of the country been able to pass fo»

a native of Italy. On his return to France he assum< d the title

of printer to I'Iric Fugger, a very rich an ! learned German noble-

man, who allowed him a considerable pension. In l.j6n he mar-

ried a relation of Henry Scrimzeour, a Scottish nobhman, with

whom he was intimately acipiainled. In 1572 he published his

Thesaurus Liugux Grxca-, one ot the greatest works, perhaps, that

1
«ver
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ever was exoiuled by oiu; man, if we consider tlie wnUclicd ma-
terials which more ancient dictionarii'S could furnish, 'i'his work
had been carried on at a greater expence than he could well hear.

He expected to be reimbursed by the sale of the books, as he
doubtless would have been, but John Scapula, one of his own ser-

vants, extracted from it whatever lie thouf^ht would be most ser-

viceable to students, and jjublislied it beforehand in 4to. Uy this

act of treachery Henry was reduced to poverty. About this time

he was much beloved by Hi;nry HI. ot France, who treated him
So kindly, and made Inm such flattering promises, that he resided

frequently at court. Hut these promises were never fuliillcd,

owing to the civil wars which soon after distracted France, and
the unfortunate death of king Henry himself. Uurini; the re-

mainder ol Ilia life his situation was very unsettled. We lijid him
sometimes at Paris, sometimes in (ieneva, in Germany, and evc'i

in Hungary. He died at Lyons, in I 598, at the age of 70.

Stephen's Dav, St. a testiv;d of the Christian church, ob-
served on the 2t)lh of December, in memory of the first martyr
St. Stephen.
Stephen's Isi,AND, an island of New Zerland, inllicN.VV.

part of Cook's Straits. I.on. 185. 6. W. Lat. 40. 36. S.

SI ERBICEKIA, a genus of theclass and order polyandria n)o-

nogynia. Calyx three or (ive-valved ; corolla three or five pe-

taled ; capsule corlicose ; seeds imbricate. 'Fhere is one species,

a scandent shrub of Gui;ina.

Sl'EHCULIA, ill botany, a genus of plants belonging to the
class moncccia, and order monodelphia ; natural order, Tricoc-
ca;. Calyx five-parted ; corolla none ; nectary bell-shaped, five-

toothed, staminifeious, fastened to the column of the germ ; germ
pedicelled : capsules five, one-celled, opening by the inner side,

niany-seeded. There are eight species.

Sl'EKF, a denomination, or rather a radical part of a denomi-
nation, in the new system of French measures, compounded like

metre, litre, gramme, &c. with myria, kilo, &c. and producing
the new terms, MyriastiTe, kilostere, liectoslcre, decaslere, decis-

tcre, centislcrc, and mlUislere. All these are new termj lor mea-
sures of wood fur fuel. See Measure.
SIEKEOGHArmC I'HOJEC'IION, is the projection of

the circles of the sphere on the plane of some one great circle, the

eye being placed in the pole of that circle. See Pkojection oh
THE Spheue.
STEREOMETRY, [r'{io(nir5'», of r'{<»;, solid, and ^iiTjov, mea-

sure,] is that part of geometry which teaches how to find die soli-

dity or solid contents ol bodies; as globes, cylinders, cubea, ves-

sels, ships, &c. See Mensuration.
STEREOTOMY, [from ric'oc, and to;u>), section,] the art or

act of cutting solids, or making sections thereof; as walls and
other membranes in the profiles of architecture.

STERL1N(/, among goldsmiths, is used synonymously with
standard, and applied to gold and silver plate of the same degree
of fineness with the sterling money of Great Britain : i.e. with a

mixture of-,',; of copper alloy in each metal ; which reduces the

silver to 1 1 deniers, or 1 1 deniers, two grains fineness per ounce.

STERN is the posterior face of a ship; or that part which is

represented to the view of a spectator, placed on tiic continuation

of the keel behind. See SmPBUit.DiNG.
STERNA, the Tern, or Noddy, a genus of birds of the or

derAnseres. Bill straight, pointed, and slender; nostrils linear
;

tongue slender and pointed ; wings very long ; back toe small ;

tail forked. There are twenty-five species.

S. Stolida, or the Noddy, is a foot and a quarter long, and
is frequently met with at sea, between tlie tropics. It lays its eggs

on the bare ground ; is considered by navigators as generally in-

dicating the neighbourhood of land ; often alights on the yards and
rigging of vessels ; will sulTor itself to betaken by the hand ; and
from the general want of s.igacitv which it exhibits, is called by
sailors by the name of nod.ly. It will, however, notwithstanding

its alleged lameness and stupidity, often bite with great se-

verity.

S. HiRUNDo, the Cheat Tern, is found in various parts of

Europe, and in summer on the British coasts. It is fourteen

inches long. Its manners, ou the water, resemble those of the

swallow bv land.

STERI^RERG, a large town of Brandenburg, CO miles N. E.

of Fraiicfort, on the Oder. Ixin. 15. tl. E. Lat, 5'2. i'O. N,
VOfc. IV.—NO. 20O.

STERNE, Laurence, a writer of a very peculiar cast, Ijorii

at Clomwell, in the S. of Ireland, 24th Nov. 1713. His father

Roger Sleriie, was the grandson of Sterne, archbishop of York
Upon (]uitliiig the univeisity he went to York, and being in or-

ders was presenled lo the living of Sutton by the interest of hi<

uncle Dr. Sterne, a prehend.uy of that church. In 1741 he married,

and svas soon allerwards made a prebendary of York, by the inlerct

also of his uncle, who was then upon very good terms with him ; but
" (luickly quarrelled with hiin (lie says) ami became his hitleicsl

enemy, because he would not be a party-man, and write para-

graphs in the iiewspapi'rs." By his wile's means he got the living

of Stillington, but remained near twenty years at Siillon, doing
duly at both places. He was then in very good healtli, which,

hovfcvcr, Soon after forsook him ; and books, jiainling. fiddling, and
shooting, were, as he tells us, his amusements. In I'tiii, he went

to London to publish his two first volumes of Tristram Shandy

;

and was that year iiiesented lo the curacy of Coxwold. In 17t)2

he went to France, and two years after to Italy, for the recovery

of his health; but his health never was recovered. He l,iiigui'.li(..t

under a cou,-,uiiiption of the lungs, without the slighti'sl depres-

sion of spirits, till 17()K, when he died. The works of Sterne are

very generally read. They consist of, 1. The Life and Opinion,

ofl'ristrani Shandy; 2. Sermons; 3. A Sentimental iourney ;

4. Letters, publisheil since his death.

Stern-Fast, a rope used lo confine the stern of a ship or boat

lo anv wharf or jetty-head, &c.
S'I'ERNHOLD, Thomas, an English poet, born in Hamp-

shire, and educated at Wykeham's school near Winchester, about

MHO. He afterwards studied at the university of Oxford, but

<li(l not graduate. He obtained the place of groom of the robes (o

King Henry Vlll. and was left 100 marks by the will of that mo-
narch. He enjoyed the same ollice under Edward VI. and was

held in some esteem at court for his poetical abilities. Willi the

honest intention of discouiaging wanton songs, he turned into

English melre .')! of the I'salms of David ; the rest were executed

by Hopkins; and this version of the Psalms by Sternhold and

Hopkins, was long so much esteemed that it was used in the Eng-
lish service, printed along with the Book of Comnion Piayer, till

Tate and Brady's more elegant version was preferred. But by
the time of (Jueen Ann<^ from the alteration of the language, &c.

this version was beeoine so obsolete, that tleaii Swift treats these

two poels with as little respect as Virgil treated Ma.'vius and Ba-

vins. Speaking of a bad poet of his own time, he says, " Stern-

hold himself he out-sternholded." But ilie dean should have

made allowance for Ihe period at which they wrote. Sternhold

died at London, in 1.''49, with the excellent character of a zea-

lous reformer, and a very strict moralist.

Stern-most, in sea-language, usually denotes that part of a

fleet of ships which is in the rear, or farthest a stern, as opposed to

head-most.

STERNOPTYX, in natural history, a genus of fishes of the

order Ajiodcs. (;eiierii: character: head obtuse ; mouth abrupt ;

teeth very small; no gilliiiembr.ine ; body compressed, without

visible scales;, breast carinale, both ways folded ; abdnmen pel-

lucid. The transparent sternoplyx, the only species under this

genus, is between two and three inches long, and is found in the

American seas.

S I'ERNOCOSTALES, commonly called llie mnsculi triangu-

lares sterni, in an.-»tomy, are five pairs of fleshy planes, disposed

more or less oblii|uely on each side of Ihe steruum, on the insides

of the cartilages of the second, third, fourth, fifth, a«d sixth true

ribs. See Anatomy.
S TERNtJMANTIS, in anti(|uity, a designation given to the

Deljihian priestess, more usually called Pyttiia.

Stern- Post, a long straight piece of timber erected on the ex-

tremity of the keel, to sustain the rudder and terminate. the ship

beirnul.

STERNUTATION. See R.nf.f./.ino.

STI'.RT, Point, a cape of England on the British Channel,

on the N. coast of Somersetshire.

STETIN, or STETTIN, a late duchy of Germany, in Upper

Saxony, an<l in the Hither Poiiierania. It borders upon Meek
lenhurg and Brandenburg; is I2i miles long, and fioiii 17lol.'

broad.

Stettin, a sea-porl-town in the above duchy, capital of Hit'.i i

7 '/, l'omcr.u.i:i,
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romeraiiia, "J miles N. of Frant.foit, and 7U N. by E. ot Uerliii.

J.oii. 14. 3S. E. Lat. 53. 35. N.
Stettin, New, a town of Pomcran'ui, 46 miles S. E. of Col-

berg, and 64. E. N. E. of Stargard.

SrEVENSWAERT, a town and fort of Batavia, in the depart-

ment of the Rhine, and hfe province of Dutch Guclderland ; i-'O

miles N. E. of Maestricht. Lon. 5. 4S. E. Lat. 51. 4. N.
STEW, a small kind of fish-pond, the peculiar olVice of which

is to maintain fish, and keep them in readiness for the daily nse ot

a family, &:c. Ihe tish bred in the largw ponds, are drawn out

and put in here.

Stews, or Stues, were also places anciently permitted in Eng-

land to voinen of professed inconlinency, for the proffer of ihcir

bodies to all comers. These wore under particular rules and laws

of discipline, appiiated by Ihe lord of the manor.

STEWARD, [.H-iiescuilus, Lat. of the Saxon, steda, i. e. room,

or skad and zieurd, a ward or keeper,] an officer appointed in

another's stead, and always a ])rincipal officer within his jurisdic-

tion. Of these there are various kinds.

Steward, an officer in a ship of war, appointed by the purser

to distribute the ditierent species of provisions to the ofliceis and

crew ; for which purpose he is furnished with a mate aud proper

assistants.

Steward, Lord High, of England, the greatest officer

under the crown, an office that was anciently the inheritance of

the carls of Leice^ler, till forfeited by Simon de Mountfort to

Kinu Kenry IIL But the i)0wer of this officer is so very great,

tliat it has not been judged safe to trust it any longer in the hands

of a subject, excepting only pro hac vice, occasionally : as to offi-

ciate at a coronation, at the arraignment of a nobleman for high-

treason, or the like. During his ollice, the steward beai-s a white

staff in his hand ; and the trial, &c. ended, he breaks the staff, and

will) it his commission expires.

Steward, Lord High, of Great Britain, Court of the,
is a court instituted for the trial of peers indicted for treason or

felony, or for misprision of cither. The office of this great magis-

trate is very ancient, and w.is formerly hereditary, or at least held

for lif.*, or dum bene se gesserit : but now it is usually, and hatli

been for many centiu-ies past, granted pro hac vice only ; and it

hath been the constant practice (and therefore seems now to have

become necessary) to grant it to a lord of parliament, else he is in-

capable to try such delinquent peer. When such an indictment

is therefore found by a grand jury of freeholders in the King's-

bencli, or at the assizes before the justices of oyer and terminer,

it is to be removed by a writ of certiorari into the court of the

lord high steward, which has the only power to determine it.

Steward of the King's Household, a lord, who is the

chief officer of the king's court, has the care of the king's house,

and authority over all the officers and servants of the household,

except such as belong to the chapel, chamber, and >table.

STEWART, STUART, or STEUART, the surname of the

royal family of Scotland, from A. D. 1371, when Robert II. but

first of the name of S'.ewart, succeeded King David Bruce, till

1714, when the Protestant royal line of that house ended, by the
death of Queen Anne, and the accession of the house of Hanover
took place in the person of her second cousin. King George l.

During that period of 345 years, it furnished eight monarchs to

Scotland, or nine reckoning Lord Darnley, and six to C^reat Bri-

tain. Of these three were murdered, two killed in battle, tv.o

died in grief, two were ignominiously and unjustly executed on a

scaffold ; and one was justly deposed and expelled for his bigotry

and tyranny. In short a more unfortunate family has hardly

reigned in any nation, and yet the majority of them were welf-

nieaning monarchs ; some of them learned, most of them brave,

and all of them seemed to merit a better fate.

Stewart, Dr. Matthew, a late eminent mathematican, was
born in 1717 at Rolhsay, in the isle of Bute. After receiving an
education under his father, who was minister of that parish, he was
sent to Glasgow, where he became student of divinity. He after-

wards studied mathematics at Edinburgh under Maclaurin, whom
he succeeded in his professorship; on which occasion he published

his General Theorems. In 1761 appeared his Tracts, Physical,

and Mathematical, in which he proposed to deduce a theory of

the moon, and to determine the sun's distance from the earth.

lie was also the author of a Treatise on the Sun's Distance, and

one intituled " Propoitiones More ^'eterum dcmoiistrata. He
died ill 17S5.

STEWAKTRY, a term anciently used synonymously with

county or shire, and still applied in tlie same sense to the coun-
ties of Kircudbright or Galloway, and ot Orkney and Zetlanil.

SrEYNING, a borough ot England, in Sussex, 10 miles N.
W. of Brighlhelmstone, 15 W. of Lewes, and 51 S. by W. of
London.
STEYR, or STEYRE, a well built trading town of Austria,

8 miles S. of Eas, 20 S. E. of Lintz, and 80 W. of Vienna.

STEYREGG, a town in' the empire of Austria, on the N.
bank of the Danube ; 84 miles W. of Vienna, and 36 E. S. E. of
Passau.

STHENELUS, in fabulous history, the son of Perseus and
Andromeda, king of Mycena;. He married Nicippe, the daugh-
ter of Pelops, by whom" he had Euryslheus, antf^ two daughters.

See EuRYSTHKus.
STHENIC, [from tr^iv®', strength,] of or belonging to, or

arising from strength, or a strong constitution or habit ; the oppo-
site ofastlienic.

Sthenic Diathesis, in the new system of medicine, that state

ofthebodv, which produces sthenic diseases.

Sthenic Diseases, general diseases arising from excessive

excitement, the oppu:>lte of asthenic diseases, or diseases of debi-

litv. See Brunonian System.
'STHENOBCEA, in fabulous history, the daughter of Jobates,

king of Lycia, wife of Pratus, king of Argos, and step-mother to

Beilerophon. See Bellerophon.
STIBADIUM, among the Romans, a low kind of table-

couch, or bed of a circular form, which succeeds to the triclinia,

and was of different sizes, according to the number of guests they
were designed for.

STiCHOS, a name given by the old writers to a pectoral con-
fection, the principal ingredient of which was the herb marrubium
or horehoiind.

STICKS, or FOOT-STICKS, in printing, slips of wood that

lie between the foot of tiie page and the chase, to which they are

wedged fast by the quoins, to keep the form firm, in conjunction
with the side-sticks, which are placed at the side of tliepage, and
fixed in the same manner by means of quoins.

STIGMA, in botany, the summit or top of the style, account-
ed by the sexualists the female organ of generation in plants,

which receives the fecundating dust of the tops of the stamina,

.md transmits its vapour or effluvia through the style into the
heart of the seedbud, for the purpose of impregnating the seeds.

Stigmata, [plural of stigma,] in antiquity, certain marks im-
pressed on the left shoulder; of soldiers when listed.

Stigmata were also a kind of notes or abbreviations, consisting

only of points, disptjsed various ways; as in triangles, squares,

crosses, &c.
Stigmata is alsoa term introduced by the Franciscans, to ex-

press the marks or "prints of our Saviour's wounds, said to have
been miraculously impressed by him on the body of their sera-

phic father St. Francis.

Stigmata, in entomology, the apertures in different parts of
the bodies of insects coniiiiunicaling with the trache;c or air-ves-

sels, and serving for the olfice of respiration.

STIGMATlZlNCi, among the ancients, was infiicfed upon
slaves as a punishment but more frequently as a raark to know
ihem by : in which case, it was done by aj)plying a red-hot iron,

marked with certain letters to their foreheads, till a fair impres-

sion was made ; and then pouring ink into their furrows, that the

inscription might be the more conspicuous. SoliUers were brand-

ed in' the hand with the name or character of their general. It

was also customary to stigmatize the woi-shippers and votaries of
some of the gods.

STIL, orSTlL DE GRAIN, in the colour-trade, the name
of a composition used for painting in oil or water, and is made of

a decoction of the lycium or Avignon berry, in alum-water, which
is mixed with whiting into a paste, and formed into twisted

sticks.

STILAGO, in botany, a genus of the gynandria triandria class

and order. Calyx one-leafed, pitcher-shaped ; corolla none : fe-

male, stigmas sessile ; drupe with a two-celled jiut. Tliere are

two species.

9 STILBE,
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STIl.BE, in botany, a sicnus of plants belonging to the class

polvgainia, and order dioecia. Hermaphrodite, calyx exterior;

perianth tinee-leaved ; leaticts lanceolate, spreading, and mu'To-
liale ; interior, perianth one-leafed, five-toothed, caitilaf^inous, to

be hardened; corolla one-petaled, fiinni.-1-lorni ; stamina, fila-

ments four, awl-shaped, placed on the throat, longer ; anthers cor-

date, obtuse; pistil, germ superior, ovate ; style filiform, length

of the stamens ; stigma acute ; pericarpium none, but the in-

terior calyx inclosing, hardened, deciduous ; seed one. There
are three species, natives of the Capi- of Good Hope.
STILBITE, a precious stone first formed into a distinct spe-

cies by M. Haiiy. Formerly it was considered as a variety of

zeolite. The priniitive form of its crystals is a rectangular prism,

whose bases are rectangles. It crystallizes sometimes in dodeca-
hedrons, consisting of a four-sided prism with hexagonal faces,

terminated by four-sided summits, whose faces are oblique paralle-

lograms ; sometimes in six-sided orisms, two of whose solid angles

are wanting, and a small triangular face in their place. Its tex-

ture is foliated. The laminae are easily separated from each other,

and are somewhat flexible. Lustre pearly. Hardness inferior to

that of zoolile, which scratches stilbile. Specific gravity 2.5.

Colour pearl-white. Powder bright-white, sometimes w ith a shade

of red. This powder, when exposed to the air, cakes and adheres

as if it had absorlTed water.

STILE, or STYLE, in language and composition. See
Language, and Oratory.
S TILL. See Chemistry, and Distillation.
Still-Bottoms, in the distillery, a name given by the traders

to what remains in the still after working the wash into low wines.

STILLINGFLEET, Edward, bishop of Worcester, was the

son of Samuel Stillingfieet, Gent, and was born at Cranborn in

Dorsetshire in lC3j. He was educated at St. John's College,

Cambridge; and having received orders, was, in l657, presented
to the rectory of Sutton in Nottinghamshire. By publishing his

Origiiies Sacrie he soon acquired such reputation, that he was
appointed preacher of the Rolls Chapel ; and in Jan. 1665 was
presented to the rectory of St. Andrews, Hoiborn. In 1685 ap-

peared his Origines Britannic;p, or the Antiquities of the British

Church, in folio. During the reign of king James U. lie wrote
several tracts against popery, and was prolocutor of the convoca-
tion, as he had likewise been under Charles II. After the Revolu-
tion he was advanced to the bishopric of Worcester, and was en-

gaged in a dispute with the Socinians, and also with Mr. Locke ;

in which last contest he is generally thought to have been unsuc-
cessful. He died at Westminster in 1699. He wrote several

other works, which, with the above, have been reprinted in

6 vols, folio.

STILLINGIA, in botany, a genus of plants belonging to the

class nionoecia, and order monodel|)hia. Male, calyx hemisphe-
rical, many-flowered ; corolla tubular, crose : female, calyx one-
Jlowered, inferior; corolla superior; style trifid ; capsule tricoc-

cous. There is but one species, viz. S. sylvatica ; this is a shrub
native of Carolitia in pine-woods.

STILTON, a town of England, in Huntingdonshire, 75 miles

from London, S. W. of Yaxley.
STIMUL.XNTS, in medicine, substat'ces which increase the

action of certain parts of the body. In particular, they quicken

the motion of the blood, increase the action of the muscular
fibres, and aflect the nervous system. See Stimuli.
SriML'LI, [Lai.] in botany, a species of armature or offensive

weapon, with which some plants, as nettle, cassada, acalypha, and
tragia, are furnished.

Stimuli, Stimulants, or Exciting Poweks, in the new
system of medicine, comprehend every thing that can affect tfie

human body, or mind, inwardly or outwardly. These Dr. Brown
divides into internal and external ; and the latter he subdivides

into durable and diffusible. See Brunonian System.
STING, an apparatus in the bodies of certain insects, in form

of a little spear, serving them as a weapon of offence. See Bek.
STINKPOT, an earthen jar or shell, charged with powder,

grenadoes, and other materials of au offensive and sutTocating

smell.

STIPA, Feather-Grass; in botany, a genus of plants be-

longing to the class triandria, and order digynia ; natural order,

Gramina. Calyx bivalve; exterior valve of the corolla teniiijiat ,

•«1 by au awii ; base jointed. There are fourteen species. J

S. Pen'nata, the CoMMcy Feather-grass; the beards an;
feathered ; the plant rises t.' ten inches, grows on mountair.s, and
flowers in July or August.
STIPEND, among the ancient Ronnns, signified the same

with tribute; and hence stipendarii were tl;e same with tributarii.

STIPTIC, [ei/arlwot,] astringent. See Astringents, and
Matekia Medica.
STIPULA, in botany, one of the fulcra or props of plants, de-

fined by LinuEus to be a scale, or small leaf, stationed on each
side the base of the footstalks of the flower and leaves, at their first

appearance, for the purpose ol support.

STIPULATION, in the civil law, the act of stipulating, that
is, of treating and concluding terms and conditions to be inserted
in a contract.

STl Rl A, a province of Germany, in Austria.

STIRLING, an ancient citv ot'Scotland ; 35 miles W. N. W,
of Edinburgh. Lon. 3. 59. W. Lat. 56. 6. N.

Stirling, or Stirlingshire, a county of Scotland, of which
Stirling is the capital. It is 20 miles long, and 12 broad; being
bounded on the W. by part of Lennox and Clydesdale; on the
E. by Clackmannanshire, the Forth, and part of Lothian ; on the
S. E. by Lothian ; and on the N. by Monteilh. The face of the
country is open and agreeable, diversified by hills and dales, well
watered witli streams and rivers.

STIRRUP OF A SHIP, a piece of timber put upon a ship's

keel. When some of her keel happens to be beaten on, and they
cannot come conveniently to put or fit in a new piece, then they
patch in a piece of timber, and bind it on with an iron, which
goes under the ship's keel, and comes up on each side of the ship,

where it is nailed strongly with spikes; and this they call a stirrup.

STIRUM, a town on theRoer; 12 miles N. of Dusseldorp.
Lon. 6. 52. E. Lat. 51. 24. N.
STOBI, a town of European Turkey, in Macedonia ; 42 miJes

N. of Edessa.

STOCHEM, or STOKEM, a town of France, in the depart-

ment of the Ourte, and late bishopric of Liege ; 12 miles N. of
Maestricht.

STOCK, in gardening, &c. See Grafting.
Stock, in trade. See Capital.
STOCKACH, or STOCKAK, a town of Germany, in Aus-

trian Siiabia, in the landgravate of Nellenburg ; 15 miles N. VV.

of Constance, and 15 N. E. of Schafl'hansen.

STOCKBRIDGE, a borough of England, in Hampshire; nine

miles N. W. of Winchester, and 67 W. S. W. of London.
STOCK-DOVE, in zoology. See Columba.
STOCKHOLM, the capital of Sweden, is situated in the pro-

vince of Upland. The port, formed by the lake Msler, can con-

tain 1000 sail ; and is furnished with a key about an English mile

in length, to which the vessels liewilh the"r broadsides; 200 miles

N. E. of Copenhagen, 900 K. E. of London, and 1000 N. E. of

Paris. Lon. 17. 55. E. Lat. 59. 20. N.
Stockholm, the island on which the above city is chiefly built.

STOCKINGS, are those garments which serve to clothe or

shelter tne legs and feet from cold and moisture. Anciently they

made of cloth, or of milled stuffs sewed together ; but since the

invention of knitting and weaving stockings of silk, wool, cotton,

thread, &.C.

STOCK-JOBBING, the art or mystery of trafficking in the

public stocks or funds, or of buying and selling stock with a vievf

to its rise or fall.

STOCKPORT, a large and flourishing manufacturing town of

Enaland, in Cheshire; seven miles S. of Manchester.

STOCKS, or PUBLIC FUNDS IN ENGL.\ND. See

Fund, and National Debt.
Stocks, a frame ere cled on the shore of a liver or harbour,

whereon to build shipping. It generally consists of a innuber of

wooden blocks, ranged parallel to each other, at convenient dis-

tances, and with a gradual declivity towards the water.

Stocks, a wooden machine to put the legs of otTenders in, for,

securing disorderly persons, and by way of punishment in disers

cases, ordained by statute, &c.

STOCKTON, a liaTidsome town of England, in Durham ; 21

miles S. by E. of Durham. Lon. 1. §. W. Lat. 54. 38. N.
STOCKZOW, a town of Silesia, inTeschen, on the Vistula ;

12 miUs S. E. of Teschon. Lon. IS. 32. -K. Laf. 49. 45. N.

STOEBE, Bastakd /Ethiopian Eticiiuvii.M; a genus of
plants
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plants belonging to the class syngenesin, and order polytjaniia se-

grega'a; natural order, Composit-e. Calvtle uniilorous ; corol-

lets tubular, hermaphrodite; receptacle naked, pappus feathery-

There are nine »pecies, all bhrul)bv plants.

S'lOGUMBER, or S TOKE-COMER, a town of England,

in Sumersetshire ; 26 miles W. of Wells. Lon. 3. 14. W. Lat.

51. 10. N.
STOICS, the name given to a sect of Grecian philosophers,

from STors, the porch in Athens, wliich the founder of the sect

chose for his school. For the peculiar tenets of this sect, see Mo-
ral Philosophy, and Zeno.
SrOKESIA, in botany, a genus of tlie syngenesia polygamia

aequalis class and order. Corollels in the ray funnel-lorni, longer,

irregalar ; down four-bristled ; receptacle naked. There is but one
species, viz. S. cyanea, a blue-flowered plant, a native of South
Carolina.

STOKESLEY, a town of Yorkshire, in the N. Riding; 36
miles N. of York, and 239 N. by \V. of London. Lon. 1. 2. W.
Lat. J4. 'JC). N.
STOLBEIiG, a town of Germany, in L^per Saxony, and ter-

ritorv of Tluiringia; 6S miles N. W. of Leipsic. Lon. U. 8. E.
Lat.y.l. 45. N.
STOLE, a sacerdotal ornament worn by the Romish parish-

priests above their surplice, as a mark of superiority in their re-

spective churches ; and by other priests over the alb, at celebrat-

ing of mass, in which case it goes across the stemach ; and by dea-
cons, over the left shoulder, scarf-wise : when tlie priest reads the
gospel for any one, he lays the bottom of his stole on his head.

Stole, Groom of the, the eldest gentleman of his majesty's

beJcbambir, whose oftice it ia to present and put on his majesty's

first garment, or shirt, every morning, and to order the things in

the chamber.
SrOLHOFFEN, a town of Suabia, in the electorate of Baden,

R miles S. VV. of Baden, and 12 N. E. of Strasburg. Lon. 8. 10.

E. Lat. 48. 41. N.
STOLPEN, or STOLPE, a town of Germany, in Farther

Pomerania; 66 miles N. W. of Dantzic. Lon. i6. 45. E. Lat.

54. 32. N.
Stolpen, a town of Germany, in the niargravate of Meissen;

14 miles E. of Dresden, and 33 W. N. W. of Zittau.

STOMACH, [ro/iax(^,3 in anatomy, is a hollow membraneous
part, placed mostly in the left hypochondrium, immediately under
the diaphragm, and in an obruitie situation, between the liver and
the spleen. See Anatomy, and Physiology.
SIOMACIIICS, are medicines that strengthen the stomach

and promote digestion, &c. Stomachic corroboratives are such
as strengthen the tone of the stomach and intestines.

STOrIOXYS, a genus of insects of the order dipfera: the ge-
neric character is, sucker with a single-valved sheath, inclosing
bristles, each in its proper sheath ; feelers two, short, setaceous,
of five .articulations; antenna setaceous. There are sixteen
species.

STONE, Edmund, a distinguished self-taught mathematician,
was born in Scotland ; but neither the place nor time of his birth
are well known ; but it is said on the authority of Chevalier Ram-
say, author of the Travels of Cyrus, tliat he was son of a gardener
ot the duke of Argyle. Ho arrived at eight years of age before he
learned to read. By chance a servant having taught young Stone
the letters of the alphabet, there needed nothing more to discover
and expand his genius. He applied himself to study, and he ar-

rived at the knowledge of the most subhine geometry and analysis
without a master, without a conductor, witJiout any other guide
but pure genius. At eighteen years of age his acquired merits
were discovered by the duke, who diew him out of his obscurity,
and provided him with an employment which left him plenty of
time to apply himself to the sciences. Mr. Stone was author and
tr.-inslator of several useful works; viz. 1. A New MiUhrmatical
Dictionary, in 1 vol. Svo. first printed in 1726. 2. Fluxions, in

1 vol. Svo. 1730. The Direct Method is a translation from the
French, of Hosjiital's Analyse des Infiniments Petits; and the In-
verse Method was supplied by Stone himself. 3. The Klemcnte
cf Euclid, in 2 vols. 8vo. 1731. With an account of the life snd
vriting^ of Euclid, and a defence of his elements against modern
objectors; with other smaller works. Stone was F. R. S. and had
Sii.erwd i.:i tile Vbilosopbical Transactions, (vol. 41, p. 218,) an

" Account of two species of lines of the third order, not mention*
ed by S r Isaac Newton or Mr. Siirlmg.

STONE, in geography, a town of England, in Staflbrdshirc

;

7 miles N. of Stalibrd, and 2J N. W. of Litchfield. Lon. 2. 0.

W. Lat. S3. 4. N.
Stone, in merchandize, denotes a certain weight for weighing

commodities. A stone of beef at London is eight pounds : in

Herefordshire, twelve pouiids; in the north, sixteen pounds. A
stone of glass is five pounds; of wax eighteen pounds. A
stone of wool (by stat. 1 1 Heu. VH.) is to weigh fourteen pounds;
yet in some places it is more, in others less; as in Gloucestershire,

fifteen pounds ; in Herefordshire, twelve pounds. Among hoise-

coursers a stone is the weight of fourteen pounds.

Stone, Rocking, or Logan, a stone of a prodigious size, so
exactly poised, that it would rock or shake with the smallest force.

Of these stones tlie ancients give us some account. Pliny says,

that at Harpasa, a town of Asia, there was a rock of such a won-
derful nature, that if touched w ith the finger it would shake, but
could not be moved from its place with the whole force of the

body. Ptolemy Hephajstion mentions a gygonian stone near the

ocean, which was agitated when struck by tlie slulk of an aspho-

del, but could not be removed by a great exertion of force. The
word gygonius seems to be Celtic ; for gw ingog signifies motitans,

the rocking stone. Many rocking stones arc to be found in dif-

ferent parts of this island ; some natural, others artificial, or placed
in their position by human art. In the parish of St. Leven, Corn-
wall, there is a promontory called Castle Treryn. On the western
side of the midcile group, near the top, lies a very large stone, so

evenly poised that any hand may move it from one side to another;

yet it is so fixed on its base, that no lever, nor any mechanical
force, can remove it from its present situation. It is called the

Logan stone, and is at such a height from the ground that no per-

son can believe that it was raised to its present position by art. But
there are other rocking stones, which are so shaped and sosituated,

that there can be no doubt but they were erected by human
strength. Of this kind Borlase thinks tlie greai Quoit, or Karn-
lehau, in the parish of Tywidnek, to be. It is 39 feet in circum-
ference, and four feet thick at a medium, and stands on a single

pedestal. There is also a remarkable stone of the same kind in

the island of St. Agnes in Scilly, curiously poised upon a rock. The
under rock A is ten feet six inches high, forty-seven feet round
the middle, and touches the ground with no more than half its

base. The upper rock C rests on one point only, and is so nicely-

balanced, that two or three men with a pole can move it. It is

eight feet six inches high, and forty-seven in ciri umference. On
the top there is a bason D hollowed out, tliree leet eleven inches

in diameter at a medium, but wider at the brim, and three feet

deep. From the globular shape of this upper stone, it is highly

probable that it was rounded hy human art, and perhaps even
placed on its pedestal by human strength.

Stones, in general, are defined to be hard solid bodies, which
are neither soluble in water, nor malleable. They are formed in

the progress of time, within the bowels of the earth, by the gradual
accretion ot earthy particles ; which, by different combinations,
acquire various degrees of hardness. Some philosophers say that

stones are vegetables ; that they grow and increase in size like a
plant. This theory, we believe, was iirst offered to the world by
M.Tonrnefort, in 1702, after feturning from his travels in the east.

It was founded on a curious f;ict. In surveying the labyrinth of
Crete, he observed that the names which visiiors had engraved
upon the rock were not formed of hollow but of prominent lellers

like basso relievos. He supposes that these letters were at first

hollowed out by knives ; that the hollows have since been filled

up by the growth of Uie stone; and hence he concludes that stones

vegetate. Allowing the supposition to be true that they were at

first hollow, we reply, it is only a single fact, and that it is altoge-

ther uiiphilosophical to deduct a general system from a single tact.

But this protuberancy of the characters is very improperly called

vegetation, for it is not produced by a process in any respect like

vegetation. Vegctalion supposes vessels containing fluids and
growth by expansion ; but who ever heard of vessels in a stone, of
Hnids moving in them, or of the different parts expanding and
swelling like the branch or trunk of a free .> E\cn the fact which
Tournefort mentions proves nothing. He does not pretend to say

that the j>ock itself is increasing, but only that a few small hoUowt
ace
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are (illed willi new slony matter, wliicli rises a lidle above the sur-

rouiulinq surtace of tlie rock. 'I his matter evidently has been
once litjuiil, ami at length has congealed in the channel info which
it had run. But is it not thus easily explained by a common pro-

cess, the formation of stalactites? When water, charged with cal-

careous matter, is exposed to the action of tlie air, the water eva-

porates, and leaves the calcareous earth behind, which hardens
and becomes like a stone.

Stones, Preciovs. Sec Agate, Amethyst, Beeyi,, Car-
buncle, Carnelion, Chalcedony, Diamond, Emerald, ^c.

Stones, Showers of. See /Eroliths.
Stone-U'are, a species of pottery, so called from its hardness.

See Delft, Porcelain, and Pottery. Clay is a principal in-

gredient in pottery of all kinds which has the property of hardening
in the fire, and of receiving and preserving any form into which it

is moulded.
STONEIIENGE, a celebrated monument of antiquity, stands

in tie middle of a flat area near the summit of a hill six miles

from Salisbury. It is inclosed by a circular double bank and
ditch near thirty feet broad, after crossing which we ascend thirty

yards before we reach the work. Tl.e whole fabric consisted of
two circles and two ovals. The outer circle is about lOS feet dia-

meter, consisting, when entire, of sixty stones, thirty uprights, and
thirty imposts, of which remain only twenty-four uprights, seven-

teen standing and seven down, three feet ajid a half asunder, and
eight imposts. Eleven uprights have their five imposts on them
by the grand entrance. 'J'hese stone? are from thirteen to twenty
feet high. 'I'he less circle is somewhat more than eight feet from
the inside of the outer one, and consisted of forty less stones (the

highest six feet), of which only nineteen remain, and only eleven

standing: the walk between these two circles is 300 feet in circum-
ference. The Adytum or Cell is an oval formed of ten stones,

(from sixteen to twenty-two feet high,) in pairs, with im))osts,

vhich Dr. Stukely calls trililhons, and above thirty feet high,

rising in height as they go round, and each pair separate, and not

connected as the outer pair; the highest eiglit feet, Within these

are n neteen more smaller single stones, of which only six are

standing. Three of the live trilithons at the W. end fell flat west-

ward, levelling also in their descent a stone of the second circle

that stood in tlu- line of their precipitation, on the 3i\ Jan. 1797.

At the upper end of the Adytum is the altar, a large slab of blue

coarse marble, twenty inches thick, sixteen feet long, and four

broad; pressed down by the weight of the vast stones that have
fallen upon it. The whole number of stones, uprights, imposts,

and altar, is exactly 140. The stones are far from being artificial,

but were most iirobahly brought from those called the Grey Wea-
thers on M.irlbiirough Downs fifteen or sixteen miles off; and if

tried with a tool, they appear of the same hardness, grain, and co-

lour, generally redilish.

STONEY' MOUNTAINS, mountains in the N.W. part of

North America, extendijig from S. to N. in a N. W. direction,

from lat. 48" to 68° N.
Si'ONlNGTON, a town and sea-port of Connecticut, in New

Londcn county; 251 miles N.E. of Philadelphia.

STOOL, in mining, is used when the mineis leave off digging

deeper; andvorkinthe ends forward. The end before them is

called the stool.

Stool, in shipbuilding, the name of the supporters of the poop
and top-lanterns.

S'l'OP, in niHsic, a word applied by violin and violijicello per-

formers to that pressure of the strings by which they are brought

into contact with the finger-board, and by which the pitch of the

note is determined : a string so pressed is said to be stopped.

Stop of an Organ. A collection of pipes similar in tone and

quality, which run through the whole, or a great part, of the com-
pass of the instrument. In a great organ the stops are numerous
and multifarious.

S'l'OPPERS, in a ship, certain short pieces of rope, which are

usually knotted at one or both ends, arcording to the purpose for

which they are designed. They are either used to suspend any

heavy body, or to retain a cable, shroud, &c. in a fixed positie-ji.

Thus, the anchors, when first hoisted ui> from the ground, are

hung to the cat-head by a stopper attached to the latter, which,

passing through the anchor-ring, is afterwards fastened to the tim-

ber-head ; and the -^ame rope serves to fasten it on the bow at sea

;
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or to suspend it by the ring wliich is to be sunk from the ship to

the bottom.

STORAX, in pharmacy. See Pharmacy, and Resi.v,

STORK, in ornithologv. See Ardea.
STORNOWAY, the'capital ol the island of Lewis.
STOVE, in domestic oeconomy, a contrivance, or apparatus,

in which fires are made, with the view of conveying heat through-
out houses, churches, or other buildings. The warming by stoves

must be managed upon very dilferent |)rinciples from those

adopted in the employment of open fires. 'I'he general principle

is, 1st, To employ the fuel in the most ellectual manner for heat-

ing the external pairt of the stove, which is immediately eflicienl

in warming tlie contiguous air ; and, 2d, To keep in the rooin the.

air already warmed, at least as much as is consistent with whole-
someness and cleanliness, 'i'he first purpose is accomplished by
conducting the Hue of the furnace round its external parts, or, in

short, by making every part of the Hue external. Of all forms,

that of a long pipe, returned backwards and forwards, up and do« n

(provided only that tlie place of its last discharge be considerably

higher than its entry from the fire-place), wouUI be the most ei-

fcctual. A very small stove coii-tructed in this way, the whole
being inclo-ed in a handsome case of polished iron-plate, pierced

and cut into elegant foliage like the cock of a watch, so that the

odd looking pipes were completely concealed. Though only

three feet long, one foot thick, and six feet high, it warmed a

very lofty room of 24 feet by 18, and consumed less than half the

fuel of a stove of the more usual make, which did not so fully

warm a smaller chamber.
Stove, The German. Fig. 3, Plate CLVI If. represents a

small German stove fully sufTicient for warming a room of 24 feet

by 18. The base is about 3 feet broad, and 14 inches deep, that

is, from back to front, an<l 6 or 7 feel high. 'I'he decoration is in

the fashion of that country ; but the operative structure of it will

admit of any style of ornanient. A. is the fire-place, and the wood
or charred coal is laid on the bottom, which has no bars. Bars

would admit the air too freely among the fuel, and would both

consume it too fast and raise too great a heat. That no heat may
be uselessly expended, the sole of the fire-pUue and the whole bot-

tom of the stove is raised an inch or two above the floor of the

room, and the air is therefore warmed by it in succession, and
rises upwards, For the same reason the back of the stove is not in

contact with the wall of the room, or of the niche in which it is

placed. 'I'he fire-place is shut up by a door which fits closely (o

its case, and has a small wicket at the bottom, whose aperture is

regulated by a sliding plate, so as to admit no more air than what

suffices for 'slowly consuming the fuel. The flame and heated air

rise to the top otllie fire-place three or four inches above the arch

or mantle-piece, and get oi;t laterally by two narrow passages

BB, immediately below the top-plate of the base. The cur-

rent bends downward on each side, parses at C, C, under

the partition-plates which divide the two side-chambers, and then

rises upwards through the outer division of each, and passes

through narrow slits D,D, in the top-plate, and from thence

along the two hollow piers E, E. The two lateral currents unite

at the top of the arch, and go through the single passage F. From
this place it cither goes straight upwards into the vent in the wall

by a pipe on the top of the stove, or it goes into the wall behind

by a pi'pe inserted in the back of the stove. The propriety of

this construction is very obvious. The current of hot air is ap-

plied to exterior parts of the stove everywhere except in the two

side-chambers of the base, where the partition-plates form one

side of the canal. Even this might be avoided by making each

of these side-chambers a detached hollow pillar. 'But this would

greatly increase the trouble of construction ami joining togethe4-,

and is by no means necessary.

STOL'R, ingeography, a river of England, which riscsin Dorset-

shire, nearWilts, and fall's into the English Channel, in Hampshire.

Stour, a river of England, which forms an entire boundary

between Essex and Sussex.

Stour, a river of Staffordshire, which runs through the

South angle of that county, and falls into the Severn in Wor-
cestershire.

STOURBRIDGE, a considerable town of England in Wor.

cestershire, 22 miles N. of "Worcester. Lon. 2. 0. W. Lat.52.32.N.

STOW, .loHM. the industiioiis historian, son of Thomas Stow

g _^ nu-rchant-
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merchant-tavlor of St. Micliacl's, Cornhill, in London, was born

about 1525." He wasbred to liis father's business, wliicb in 1560

he reliminislied, devoting himself entirely to the study of our

ancient historians, chronicles, annals, charters, registers, and re-

cords. Of these he made a considerable collection, travelling for

that purpose to ditTeront parts of the kingdom, and transcribing

such MSS. as he could not purchase. But this profe>sion of an

antFquary being attended with no present emolument, he was

obliged for subsistence to return to his trade. It happened, how-

ever, that his talents and necessities Wfrre made known to Dr.

Parker Archbishop of Canterbury, who, being himself an anti-

quary, encouraged ami enabled Mr. Stow to |)rosecute hisdarluig

study. In those limes of persecution, though Elizabeth was thcEi

upon the throne, honest John Stow did not escape danger. His

collection oi poj)ish records was deemed cause of suspicion. His

younger brother Thomas preferred no less than 140 articles against

him before the ecclesiastical conniiis4on ; but the proof being in-

sudicient, he was accpiittcd. In 15()5 he lirst published his Sum-
mary of the Chronicles of Ens-land. About 15S4 he began to

compose his survey of London. In 1585, he was one o.

the two collectors for a great muster of Lime-street-ward. He
was principallv concerned in the second edition of Holmshed's

chrnuicle, published in 1587. He also corrected, and twice aug-

mented, Chaucer's works, published in 15()l and in 1597. His
survey of London was (irst published in 1598. To these laboriou>

works he would have added his large " Chronicle, or History of

England ;" but he lived only to publish an abstract of it, under

the title of " Flores Historiarum." The folio volume, which was

printed after his death, with the title of " Stow's Chronicle," was

taken from his papers by Edward Howes. Having thus spent his

life and fortune in these laborious pursuits, king James I. granted

him, in 1003, a brief, which was renewed in 1604, authorising him
to collect in churches the benefactions of his fellow-citizens. He
died in April 1605, aged 80 ; and was buried in his parish-church

of St Andrews', Undershaft, where his widow erected a decent

monument to his memory. John Slow was a most indefatigable

antiquarian, a faithful historian, and an honest man.

Stow, a town of England, in Gloucestershire, U miles S. of

Canip(\en, and 23 E. of Gloucester. Lon. 1. 50. W. Lat.51. 54.N.
STOWAGE, in sea-langnage, is the general disposition of the

several materials contained in a ship's hold, with regard to their

figure, magnitude, or solidity. In the stowage of different articles,

as ballast, casks, cases, bales', and boxes, there are several general

rules to be observed, according to the circumstances or qualities

of those materials. The casks which contain any liquid are, ac-

cording to the sea-phrase, to be bung up and bilge free, i. e.

closely wedged up in an horizontal position, and resting on their

quarters: so that the bilges where they are thickest being entirely

free all around, cannot rub against each other by the motion of the

vessel. Dry goods, or such as may be damaged by the water, are

lobe carefully inclosed in casks," bales, cases, or wrappers ; and

wedged off from ihe bottom and sides of the ship, as well as from

the bow, masts, and pump well. Due attention must likewise be

had to their disposition with regard to each other, and to the trim

and centre of gravity of the ship ; so that the heaviest may always

be nearest the keel, and the lightest gradually above them.

STOWEY, a town of Somersetshire, 12 miles N. of I'aunton,

and 145 W. bv S. of London. Lon. 3. 9. Lat. W. 51. 10. N.
STOW NL\RKET, a town of England, in Surtolk,2 miles N.W.

of Ipswich, and 75 N.N. E. of London. Lon. 2.6. E. Lat. 52.1I).N.

SrKAI5ANE, a town of Ireland, in Tyrone, 11 miles S. S. W.
of Londonderry, and 40 N. W. of Armagh.
STR.M')iSMUS, [rf''"^/'*©', squinting,] in medicine and sur-

gery, a distorlion'of the eyes, whereby their pupils are turned

from, instead of bt'ing directed towards, objects at which Ihey
^ look : sometimes only one eye, but more frequently both, are thus

.
affected. Some have proposed to cure this disorder with a sort of

mask, or eye-suath, adapted to Uie eye. IJutthis method is

seldom practicable, through the moroseness of infants, and other

impedimenls.

S TRAlSO, a celebrated Greek geograplier, philosopher, and
historian, born at Amasia, and descended Irom a family settled at

Gnossus ill Crete. He was the disciple of Xenarchus, a Peripa-

lelic philosopher, and at length attached himself to the Stoics. He
contracted a strict friendship with Cornelius Gallus, governor of

Egypt, and travelled into several countries to observe the situation

of places, and the customs of nations. He ilourished under Au-
gustus, and died under Tiberius about A. D. 25, in a very ad-

vanced age. He composed several works, all of which are lost,

e.Nccpt his " Geography" in 17 books ; which are justly esteemed-

very precious remains of anliqtiity.

STRADELLA, a town of Italy, in the department of Olona,

district and late territory of Pavia ; 10 miles S. E. of Pavia, and
47 N. W. of Parma. 'Lon. 9. 12. E. Lat. 45. 5. N.-
STRAFFORD, a county of New Hampshire, watered by he

Piscataquaand Lake Wiimipisirogee.

STRAIKS, in the military art, are strong plates of iron, si.x in

number, (i.xed with large nails called straik-nails, on the circum-
ference of a cannon-wheel, over the joints of the felloes ; both to

strengthen the wheel, and to save the felloes from wearing on hard
ways or streets.

STRAIN, a pain occasioned by the violent extension of some
membranous or tendinous part.

Strain and Stress, in mechanics, are terms indiscriminately

used to express the force which is excited in any part'ol a machine
or structure of any kind tending to break it in that part.

STRAIT, a narrow channel or arm of the sea, shut up between
lands on either side, and aliording a passage out of one great sea

into another.

Straits of Gibraltar. This strait is one of the most
celebrated in the world ; being about 39 miles long, and froiu

15 to 24 broad ; and connecting the Mediterranean with the At-
lantic Ocean.
STRAKES, or STREAKS, in a ship, the uniforin ranges of

planks on the bottom and sides of a ship, or the continuation of

planks joined to the ends of eacli other, and reaching from the stem
to the stern-post and fashion-pieces.

STRALSUND, a town of Germany, in Hither Ponierania, 15

miles N. W of Grippswald, and 40 N." E. of Gustrow. Lon. 13.

28. E. Lat. 54. 17. N.
STRAND, an immunity from custom, and all impositions

upon goods or vessels by land or water.

STRANDED, is when a ship is by tempest, or by ill steerage,

run on ground, and so perishes. Where a vessel is stranded, justices

of the peace, &c. shall command constables near the sea-coasts to

call assistance lor the preservation of the ship, and officers of men
of war are to be aiding and assisting thereto.

STRANGER, in law, denotes a person who is not privy or party

to an act. Thus a stranger to a judgement is he to whom a judge-
ment does not belong ; in which sense the word stands directly op-
posed to party or privy.

STRANGURY, [s-^'fyjw,] a difficulty of urine, attended
with pain. See Medicine.
STRANRAER, or STRANRAWER, an ancient royal

borough of Scotland, in Wigtonshire, 8 miles W. of Glenluce,
20 W. of Wigton, and 35 S. of Ayr. Lat. 55. 0. N.
STRAP, among surgeons, a sort of band used to stretch out

liml)s in the setting of broken or disjointed bones.

Strap, in a ship, the rope which is spliced about any block, and
made with an eye to fasten it anywhere on occasion.

Straps, in the manege. The straps of a saddle are small leather-

straps, naileil to the bows of the saddle, with w hich we make the
girths fast to Ihe saddle.

STRAPPADO, orSTRAPADO, is a barbarous military pu-
nishment, wherein Ihe criminal's hands being tied behind him, he
is hoisted up with a rope to the top of a long piece of wood, and
let fall again almost to the ground ; so that, by the weight of his

body in the shock, his arms are dislocated. Sometimes he is to

underRO three strapadoes or more.
STRASBURG, a city of France, in the department of the

Lower Rhine, of which it js the capital, as it formerly was of the
whole province of Upper and Lower Alsace. Lon. 7. 51. E.
Lat. 48. 35. N.
Strasburc, a town of W. Prussia, in Culm ; 30 miles N. E.

of Thorn, and 35 E. of Culm.
S FRATA, in mineralogy, the several beds or layers of different

matters whereof the earth is composed. It lias been supposed, by
some naturalists, that the different strata of which the earth is com-
posed were originally formed at the creation, and have continued
in a maincr imnuitablc ever since: but this cannot possibly have

been
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been the c.ise, since we lincl that many of the strata are slraiiselv

iiitermixed with each otlrer ; the bones ot animals both niarnie

and terrestrial are frequently found at great depths in the earlli
;

beds of oyster-shells are found of imnxense extent in several coun-

tries ; and concerning these and other shell-fisli, it is remarkable,

that they are generally lound much farther from the surface tlian

the bones or teeth either of marine or tenestrial animals. Neitlier

are the shells or other rcmaiiis of fish found in those countries ail-

joining to the seas where they grow naturally, but in the mo^l

distant regions.

STRATAGEMS, [rea1'iyi,«'«;] in the art of war.were much prac-

tised by the ancients : the moderns wage war more openly, and on

the square.

STRATEGUS, [s-^rs'T/o,-,] in antiquity, an ofllcer among the

Athenians, wliereof there were two chosen yearly, to conmiand
the troops of the state.

STRATFORD, a post-town of Connecticut, 12 miles S. W.
of Newhaven, and 5'i N. E. of New-York. Lon. 73. j. \\.

Lat. 41. 12. N.
Stratford, Stoney, an ancient town of Buckinghamshire,

8 miles N. E. of Buckingham, 20 N. W. of Dunstable, and 32

N. W. of London.
SniATFORU-upoN'-AvoN, a town of Warwickshire, 8 miles

S. W. of Warwick, and 94 N. W. of London. Lon. 1. 44. W.
Lat 52. 15- N.
STRATHAVEN, orAVENDALE, a baronv of Scotland,

in Lanarkshire, about 12 miles long, and from 5 to 6 broad. The
soil is various, clay, gravel, moss, moor, and heath, but is fertile,

and produces good crops ; being intersected by many rivulets,

which abound with trouts. Limestone abounds, and some coals,

but of a poor (luality.

STRATIO'I'ES, Water-Soldier, in botany, a genus of plants

belonging to the class polyandria, and order hexagynia : natural

order, Palma;. Spathe two-leaved ;
perianth superior, tri/id

;

petals three ; berry six-celled. There are three species. The
stratiotes, water-aloe, or water -soldier, is a slolonifcrous plant,

and truly perennial, though each root flowers but once, as in some
species of saxifraga, sempervivum, &c. The parent plant, rooted

in the mud at the bottom of the ditch, after flowering, sends out

buds of leaves at the end of long runners, which rise to the sur-

face, form roots, flower, and then sink to the bottom, where they

take hold of the mud, somelimes ripen tlieir seeds, and always

become in their turn the parent* of another race of voiing offsets.

STRAT'I'ON, a town of England, in Cornwall, 18 miles

N. N. W. of Launcestoi., and 221' W. S. W. of London. Lon.
4. 43. W. Lat. 50. 55. N.
STRAUBING, a town of Germany, in Lower Bavaria, 22

miles S. E. of Ratisbon, and 65 N. E. of Munich. Lon. 12. 35.

E. Lat. 41. 54. N.
S TRAWBERRY, in botany. See Fragaria.
Strawberry-Tree. See Arbupus.
STRAW-CUTTER, or CHAFF-CUTTER, as it is com-

monly termed, denotes a machine tor tlie purpose of cutting straw,

with a view to feed horses and cattle to grc.itcr advantage. See
Chaff-Cutter. As tlse utility of this instrument is very exten-

sive we shall here give a description of Mr. Robert Salmon's im
proved machine for cutting straw. Li fig. 4, Tl. CLVTII. A, A,
are two knives, fixed on the inside of the felloes of two wheels

B, B, which are firmly connected ; the edges ofsuch knives being

at an angle of about 45 degrees from the plane of the wheels'

motion. Farther, these knives are directed in such manner, that

they are acted upon by the springs C, C ; the latter being so ad-

justed, as to give them the requisite degree of pressure against

the box for cutting the straw : to prevent them from coming too

forward, and thus occasioning an unnecessary friction, wedges are

i)laced under the staples a, a, which must be drawn out as the

inives wear, so as to facilitate their progress ; a contrivance, by
which new knives may occasionally be substituted, as they will

always be duly regulated by the springs. D, is a rounil wooden
block, fixed to one sitle of the wheel, having four holes, and a

moveable screw ; to this block is attached, by means of screws,

one end of the feeding arm E, which runs in a direction nearly

horizontal to the cross-bar F, at the eiul of the box G. Such end
is fixed to the cross-bar, by (he pin h, which ma\ be shifted to

-five dilTereiU holes in F ; so that, by means of these, and of the

four holes in the block 1), twenty changes may be obtained in the

length of the chaff. Tlie straw is brought forward by two roiler>

in the box G, delineated in fig. 5, which are turned fiom the out-

side by the ratch-wheels H, (one being on each side of the box),
and move with greater or less velocity, accordingly as the stroke

is given to the cross-bar by the feeding-arm and wheel. Thus,
when the knife cuts, the straw remains at rest ; and, on removing
the pin from the cross-bar, the supply immediately ceases ;

though the motion of the knives may conlinue. 1, is a pressing

weight, suspended beneath the bo.x, which may be tendered more
or less powerfid, by shifting it on the bearer K, whence it depends:
such weight may also be inclined to either side, according to cir-

cumstances ; and will contribute to force the straw towards the

knife, while it counter-balances the ratch-wlie<'l of the upper
roller. Near the fulcrum of this bearer is fastened a c!\ain, repre-

sent d by the dotted line c ; the upper end of which is connected
with a roller, having at each extremity a small iron-bar, that is

joined to the end of the upper-spiked roller ; so that the straw is

uniformly pressed between the two cylinders. L, is a winch,
serving to turn the machine. M, M,, M, M, the frame of the

implement.
STRAY, orESTRAY, signifies any lame beast, as sheep, oxen,

swine, and horses, or swans, found within a lordship, and not

owned by any man ; in which case being cried, according to law,

in the church, and two market-towns adjoining, if it be not claimed
by the owner %vithin a year and a day, it becomes the lord's of

the soil where found. If the owner claims it within the year and
day, he must pay the charges of finding, keeping, and proclaim-

ing; and he also may seize it, without telling the marks or prov-

ing his property, which may be done at the trial if contested. If

the beast stray within the year to another lordship, the first lord

cannot retake it. An estray must be fed and kept, uninjured,

and without labour, till it is reclaimed, or the limited time expires.

.STRELITZ, or OLD STRELITZ, the capital of Mecklen-
bur^-Strelitz, 50 miles W. of Stettin.

S TRELITZIA, t,n botany, a genus of (he pentandria mono-
gynia class and order. Natural order, ScitaminccC. Spathcs

univerial and partial; calyx none; corolla three-petaled ; nec-

tary three-leaved, involving the gentials ; capsule three-celled;

cells many-seeded. There are two species.

S'TRESM-;, [Lat.] in Roman antiquity. New Year's Gifts, or

presents made on the firr,t day of the year, as a happy omen, and
mark of the giver's good will.

STRENG, orSfRENGNAS, a town of Sweden in Suder-
manland, 32 miles W. of Stockholm. Lon. 16. 55. E. Lat.

59- 20. N.
STRENIA, in the Roman mythology, the goddess of Strength.

She was fabled to be the daughter of Palla and Styx, and the sister

of ^ alour and \'ictory.

STRETCHING, in navigation, is generally understood to

imply the progression of a ship under a great surface of sail, when
close-hauled.

S'TRETTO, in Italian music, is sometimes used to signify that

the measure is to be short and concise, and consequently quick.

In this sense it stands opposed to Largo.

STRL'E, in natural history, the small channels in the shells of

cockles and scallops. I'lius also certain salts, leisurely permitted

to crystallize, by exposing them in a statu of solution to the open
air, shoot into fair crystalline stria'.

STRIATED LEAF, among botanists, one that has a number
of longitudinal furrows on its surface,

STRIKE is a measure of capacity, containing four bushels.

Also an instrument used in measuring corn.

STRIX, the Owl; in ornithology, a genus of birds of the or-

der accipitres. Bill hooked, but without cere or wax ; nostrils

covered with setaceous feathers ; head, ears, and eyes, very large ;

tongue bifid. There are about forty-six species.

S. BRACnyoTos, the Short eared Owl, is fourteen inches

long ; three feet broad ; the head is small and hawk-like ; the bill

is dusky ; weight fourteen ounces; the circle of feathers that im-

mediately surrounds the eyes is black ; the larger circle white,

terminated with tawny black; the feathers on the head, back, and
coverts of the wings, are brown, edged with plain dull yellow;

the breast and belly are of the same colour, marked with a few

long narrow streaks of brown poiuting downwards ; the quiU-fea-

thcrs
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tilers are duskv, barred with red ; tlie tail is of a very deep brown,

adorned on each side of the shaft of the four middle-feathers with

a yellow circle w liicli contains a brown spot ; the tip of the tail is

white. The horns of this species are very small, and each con-

sists of only a single feather ; these it can raise or depress at ])lea-

sure ; and' in a dead bird are with diHicnlty discovered. This

kind is scarce, and is a solitary bird, avoidijig inhabited places.

They usually Hy in search of prey in cloudy hazy weather. Far-

mers are fond of seeing these birds in the fields, as they clear them
from mice. Tliey are found frequently in the Orkneys, wheie
they fly about and" prey by day like luwks. They are found also

in Lancashire, and in New England and Newfoundland.
S. Bubo, the Great-eared Owl, in size is almost equal to an

eagle. Irides bright yellow ; bead and whole body finely varied

Willi lines, spots, and specks of black, brown, cinerous, and ferru-

ginous. Wings long; tail short, marked with dusky bars. Legs
thick, covered to the very end (jf the toes with a close and full

down of a testaceous colour. Claws great, much hooked, and
dusky. They have been shot in Scotland and in Yorkshire.

They inhabit inaccessible rocks and desart places, aiul prey on
hares and feathered game. Their appearances in cities was deem-
ed an unlucky omen ; Rome itself once underw ent a lustration be-

cause one of them strayed into the capitol. The ancients held

them in the utmost abhorrence ; and thought them, like the

screech-owls, the messengers of death. Pliny styles it bubo fune-

bris, and noctis monstrum.
S. Flammea, the Common White Owl. The elegant plum-

age of this bird makes amends for the micouthness of its form: a

circle of soft white feathers surround the eyes. The upper part

of the body, the coverts, and secondary feathers of the w ings, are
of a fine pale yellow : on each side of the shafts are two grey and
two white spots placed alternate: the exterior sides of the quill-

feathers are yellow ; the interior white, marked on each bide with

four black spots ; the lower side of the body is wholly white ; the

interior sides of the feathers of the tail white ; the exti-rior marked
with some obscure dusky bars ; the legs are feathered to the feet

;

the feet are covered with short hairs ; the edge of the middle-claw
is serrated. The usual weight is eleven ounces; its length four-

teen inches ; its breadili three feet. This species is almost do-
mestic ; inhabiting, for the greatest part of the year, barns, hay-
lofts, and other outhouses; and are as useful in clearing those

places from mice as the congenial cat ; towards tvvilight Ihev quit

their perch, and take a regular circuit round the fiel(!s, skimming
along the ground in quest of field-mice, and then return to their

usual residence : in tlie breeding season they take to the eaves of
churches, holes of lofty buildings, or hollows of trees. During
the time the young are in the nest, the male and female alternately

sally out in qne-t of food, m:ike their circuit, beat the fields with
the regularity of a spaniel, and drop instantly on their prey in the
grass. They seldom stay out above five minutes ; return with their

prey in their claws; but as it is necessary to shift it into their bill,

tliey always alight for that purpose on the roof, before they at-

tempt to (filter their nest.

S TRORILUS, in botany, a pericarp formed froin an amentum
l)y the hardening of the scales.

'stroma, an island of Scotland, in the Pentfand Frith.

STROM ATEUS, in ichthyology, a genus of fishes belonging
to the order apodes. Head compressed ; teeth placed in the jaws
and palate ; body oval and slippery ; tail forked. There are three
sjiecies; S. cumarca, S. fi;itola, and S. paru.

STRti.MBOLI, orSTROMBOLO, the most northern of the
Lipari islands. It is a volcano, which constantly discharges much
lire and smoke. Lon. 1 j. 45. E. Lat. 30. 0. N.
STROMBL'S, in natural history, a genus of vermes, belonging

to the or<ler te»tacea. Animal a Umax; shell univalve, spiral;
opening much dilated, and ends in a canal which turns to the left.

Gmelin enumerates fifty-three species.

STRO.VIN ESS, a considerable town of Orkney, in the island

of Pomona, 10 miles W. of Kirkwall. Lon. 0. 4. E. of Edin-
burgh. Liil. 58. 50. N.
STROMSTAOr, a town of Sweden, in West Gothland, 43

miles N.N.E. of Uddevalla. Lon. J 1. 4. E. Lat. 58. 55. N.
STRONBERG, a town of Germany, and capital of a small

district so named, 22 miles S.E. of Munster, and 20 N.W. of Pa-
ilcrborn.

STKONGOLI, a town of Naples, 3 miles from the sea, and 7
N. of St. Severino. Lon.-17. 2t>. E. Lat. 39. 20. N.

S TRONGYLUS, a genus of vermes inlestina. The generic
character is, body round, long, pellucid, glabrous ; the fore-part is

globular, truncate, with a circular aperture fringed at the margin
;

the hind-part of the female entire and pointed ; of the male di-

lated into loose, distant, and pellucid membranes. There are two
specie; : I. The e<iuinus, that inhabits the stomach of the horse in

great mimbers; and, 2. the ovinus, found in the intestines of
^lleep.

STRONSA, orSTRONSAY, one of the Orkney Islands, 7}
miles long, and about as many broad.

STRONTIAN, in geography, a district of Argylshire, in the
parish of Ardnamurchan, long famous for its lead-mines.

Strontian, or Stkontites, in mineralogy, a new species of
earth lately discovered at Strontian. Dr. Kinvan says, the first

information he received of it was from Dr. Crawford, in ITVO.
Ill the miners' Journal for F-'eb. 17yl, a good description of its ex-
ternal appearance, Willi some account of its cliemical properties,

was published Irom the observations of Mr. Sulzer. Its external

characters are these : its colour is whitish or light green ; its

lustre common ; transparency Intermediate between the semitrans-

parent and opaque ; its fracture striated, presenting oblong dis-

tinct concretions, somewhat uneven and beni ; it hardness mode-
rate, being easily scratched, but not scraped. It is very brittle;

and its .specific gravity from 3.4 to 3.ti44. Diluted nitric acid
dissolves it rapidlv. The muriatic acid, whether diluted or oxy-
dated, dissolves it in a similar manner. It has a strong resem-
blance to baryles, but essentially differs from it. Strontian is

found abundantly in different places of the world, and always
combined with carbonic acid or sulphuric acid. The carbonic
acid may be expelled from the e^ubonate, and the strontian ob-
lained pure by mixing the mineral with charcoal-powder, and e.x-

posing it to a heat of 140" We<lgewood ; or by dissolving the
mineral in nitric acid, evaporating the solution till it crystallizes,

and exposing the crystals in a crucible to a red heat till'the nitric

acid is driven otf.

STROPIIADES, in ancient geography, two islands in the
Mediterranean, on the west coast ot Peloponnesus, formerly called
Plota;.

STROPHE, [,-5oi>i,] in ancient poetry, a certain number of
verses, including a perfect sense, and making the fii-st part of an
ode.

STROUD, a river of England, in Gloucestershire, which runs
into the Severn, 5 miles S. of Gloucester.

Strovd, a' town of Gloucestershire, on the banks of the above
river, 11 miles S.E. of Gloucester, and 102 \\'. by N. of London.
Lon. 2. 8. W. Lat. 51. 42. N.
STRUMPIHA, in botany, a genus of plants of the class syn-

genesia, and order monogamia. Calyx qiiinquedentate, superior;
corolla pentapetalous ; berry monospermous. There is only one
species.

STRUTHIO, the Ostrich; in natural history, a genus of
birds of the order CJallina;. Generic character : the bill straight,

depressed, like that of a duck, and round at the end ; wings short,

and unfit for flight ; legs naked above the knee ; two toes placed
forward. Gmelin enumerates four species of this genus, several

of which have characters not a little dissimilar in some points, and
such as have induced Brisson and Latham to adopt a different ar-

rangement.
S. Camklus, has a bill somewhat conical ; the wings are so

short as to be unfit for fiying ; the thighs and sides of the body are
naked ; the feet are formed for running, having two toes, one only
of which is furnished with a nail. In this respect it ditlers entirely
from the cassowary, which has three toes complete. The ostrich
Is without doubt the largest of all birds ; it is nearly eight feet in

length, and when standing upright, from six to eight feet in height.
We are told in the Gentleman's Mag;izine, that two ostrichs were
shewn in London in 1750, and that the male was ten feet in height,
and weighed 3jcwt. The head and bill somewhat resemble those
of a duck; and the neck maybe likened to that of a swan, but
that it is much longer; the legs and thighs resemble those of a
hen ; though the whole appearance be.irs a strong re^ellllllance to

that of a camel. But though usually seven feet from the top of the

head to the ground, from the back it is only four; so that the head
1 and
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and neck are above three feet long. From the top of tlie head to the
rump, when the neck is stretched in a right line, it is six feet long,

arid ilie tail is about a foot more. One of llie wings, without tlie

featliers, is a foot and a half; and being stretclied out, with tlie

feathers, is three feet. Tlie plumage is much alike in all, that is,

generally black and white ; though some of them are said to be
grey. There are no feathers on the sides, nor yet on the thighs,

nor under tiie wings. The lower [)art of the neck, about half

way, is covered with still smaller feathers than those on the belly

and back ; and those also are of ditTerent colours. All these fea-

tlicrs are of the same kind, and peculiar to the ostrich ; for other
birda have several sorts, some of which are soft and downvi and
others hard and strong. Ostrich-feathers are all almost as soft as

down, being utterly unfit to serve the animal for Hying, and
still less adapte<l to be a proper defence against external injury.

S. Rhea, or the American Ostrich, is stated to have been
seen by various travellers, but no specimen appears to have been
received in this country. It is said to be most numerous in the
valleys of the Andes. It subsists partly on fruits, but refuses

scarcely any thing that is thrown to it, however pernicious and
inconvenient toil. Its favourite food consists of f:i :^s, in taking which
it is pfCuUarly active and skilful.

S. Casuakius, the Cassowary (the galeated cassowary of Dr.
Latham), was brought into Europe from Java by the Dutch about
1597. It is nearly equal in size to the ostrich, but its legs are

much thicker and stronger in proportion. This conformation
gives it an air of strength and force, which the fierceness and sin-

gularity of its countenance conspire to render formidable. It is

five feet and a half long from the point of the bill to the extremity
of the claws. The legs are two feet and a half high from the belly

to the end of the claws. The head and neck together are 1^ foot,

and the largest lue, including the claw, is five inches long. The
claw alone of the least toe is three inches and a half in length.

The wing is so small that it does not appear, it being hid under
the feathers of the back.

S TRUTHIOLA, in botany, a genus of plants belonging to the

class tetrandria, and order inonogynia. Corolla none ; calyx tu-

bular, with eight glands at the mouth ; berry juiceless, one-seeded.

There are five species, all natives of the southern promontory of

Africa.

STRYCHNOS, or STRYCHNUS, in botany, a genus of

plants belonging to the class pentandria, and order nionogyiiia ; na-

tural order Luridsc. Corolla five-parted ; berry one-celled, with

a woody rind. There are three species.

S. Nux Vomica, Poison-Nut. It is a native of the East In-

dies, and is common in almost every part of the coast of Coro-
niandel, flowering during the cold season.

STUART. James, a celebrated architect and antiquary, born

ia London, in 1709. His father, wlio was a mariner, died while

be was a boy. To perfect himself in drawing, he studied ana-

tomy, geometrv, the mathematical sciences in general, and at last,

wishing to under^(and the Lalin inscriptions on prints, he made
himself master of that language, and soon after of the Greek, all

bv his own exertions without a teacher. His mother dying, after

procuring places for his brother and second sister, he sit out upon

his travels to the continent on foot. He travelled through Hol-
land aud France to Paris, stopping occasionally at different towns,

only so long as to gain as much as to carry him forward. At length

he arrived at Home, where he attracted the attention and patron-

age of Sir Jacob Bouverie and Mr. Dawkins, who were astonished

at his courage and perseverance. Here he also formed an inti-

macy with Mr. Revett, the celebrated architect. Under the au-

spices of these gentlemen Revett and he set out for Athens, where

they remained several years, and made a number of drawings of

the relics of ancient architecture. About this period, too, he en-

gaged as chief engineer in the army of the empress, quer-n of

j

Hungary. When the campaign was over he went back to Athens,

I
and completed his drawings, which on his return to England, after

fourteen years absence, he engraved and published to the surprise

I
and gratification of the learned world. The first volume was pub-

I lished in 1762, under the title of Antiquities of Athens. This
' work, with the fame of liis travels, procured him the title of Athe-

nian Stuart. Upon his arrival, he had been received into Mr.

Dawkins's family ; and Lord Anson, admiring his genius and ex-

ertions, appointed him surveyor of Greenwich Hospital, which he

•yot. iv.—NO. 'iOl.

held till liii death. In I78I, after btudyJKg Grecian antiquities for
seventy-two years, lie fell in fancy with a British beauty, an ar,-

complished young lady of Sittingbo'urii, in Kent, only in her i,'Oll^

year. Disparity of years were not objected to en the ladv's.

part. They were married, and she bore him four ciiildren. T'his
extraordinary genius died in I'SM, aged 79 ; ami other two vii-

lumes of his Antiquities of Athens have been published since his

death.

STUARTIA, in botany, a genus of the inonadelphia polyan-
dria class and order ; natural order Columnifera;. Cahx simple;
style simple, with a five-cleft stigma; pome juiceless, "five-lobed,
one-seeded, opening five ways. There are two species, via. S.
nialacodendron, and S. pentagyna, both natives of Virginia.
S'lUCCO, in building, is a composition of white marble pul-

verised, and mixed witii plaster of lime; and the whole being
sifted and wrought up with water, is used like common plaster;
this is called by Pliny marnioratum opus, and albarium opus.
STUDDING SAILS, certain light sails extended, in moderate

and steady breezes, beyond the skirts of the principal sails, where
they appear as wings upon the yard-arms.
STUFF, in commerce, is a general name for all kinds of fabrics

of gold, silver, silk, wool, hair, cotton, or thread, manufactured on
the loom: of which number are velvets, brocades, mohairs, sa-

tins, talletas, cloths, scrge^, &c.
STUKELY, Dr. William, a celebrated antiquarian, descend-

ed from an ancient family in Lincolnshire, was born at Holbeach
in 1687, and educated in Rennet College, Cambridge. While ai«

under-graduate, he indulged a propensity to drawing ; but mads
physic his principal study, and first began to practise at Boston. In
1717 he removed to I>ondon, where, on the recommendation of
Dr. Mead, he was soon after elected F.R.S. He was one of tho
first who revived that of the Antiquarians in 1718, and was Iheip

secretary for many years during his residence in town. In 1729
he took holy orders by the encouragement of archbishop Wake ;

and was soon after presented by lord chancellor King witii the
living of All-Saints in Stamford. In 1741 he became one of the
founders of the Egyptian Society, which brought him actjuainted
with the benevolent duke of Montague, one of the members, whs
prevailed on him to leave Stamford, and presented him to the liv-

ing of St. George the Martyr, Queen-square. He died of the
palsy in 1703. His Dissertation on the Spleen was well received;
as was also his Itinerarium Curiosum, the first fruit of his juvenile
excursions. His great learning, and profound researches into th«:

remains of antiquity, enabled him to publish many elaborate and
curious works : his friends called him the arch druid of his age.

His discourses, intituled Pateographia Sacra, on the vegetable

creation, shew him a botanist, philosopher, and divine.

STULWEISSENliURG, a strong town of Lower Hungary,
capital of Ekekersdegewar, 20 miles W. of Buda, and 11)2 N. by
W. of Belgrade. Lon. IS. 40. E. Lat. 47. ID. N.
STUM, in the wine-trade, denotes the unfermenled juice of

the grape after it has been several times racked olf and separated

from its sediment.

STUPOR, is a numbness in any part of the body, whether oc-

casioned by ligatures obstructing the blood's motion, by the palsy,

or the like.

STURA, a department of France, in the late principality of

Piedmont, one of the six into which the king of Sardinia's dojiii-

nions were divided on the 1 Ith Sept. 1803.

STURGEON, or STURIO. See Accipenshr.
STURMINSTER, an ancient town of England, in Dorset-

shire, 20 miles N. E. of Dorchester. Lon. 1 . 37. W. Lat. iD.
3i>. N. \
STUR Mil's, John Christopher, a learned German, born at

llippolslein, in 16j5. He became professor of philosophy an!
mathematics at Altdorf, He published a translation of ArchimedK
into German ; A Complete Course of iMathematics ; and several

Philosophical Treatises. He died at Aldorf, in 1703.

STUBNUS, the Starling ; a genus of birds belonging to the

order passeres. Beak subulated, dejiiessed, somewhat blunt ; su-

perior mandible entire, somewhat open at the -edges; nostrils mar-
ginated above ; tongue sharp, emarginated, I'here are seventeeu
species.

S. Vulgaris, the Common Starling, or Stare, the only spe-

cies that k indigenous. The weight of tlje male is about three

3 B outite*.
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ounces, tint of the female rather less; the leiiglh of the male is

about eiglit inches and a quarter; the bill is brown or yellow. 'I he

whole plumage is black, very resplendent, with changeable blue,

purple, and copper: each feather marked wilh a pale yellow

spot. The stare can be taught to speak French, German, Latin,

Greek, &c. and to pronounce phrases of some length. Its pliant

throat accommodates itself to every inflection and every accent.

It can readily articulate the letter R", and acquires a sort of warb-

ling which is much superior to its native song. These birds are

spread through an extensive range in the ancient continent. They
are found in Sweden, Germany, France, Italy, the Isle of Malta,

the Cape of Good Hope, and' are everywhere nearly the same ;

whereas those American birds which have been called stares, pre-

sent a great diversity of appearance.

STOTGARD, si U'JGART, or STUTTGARD, a hand-

some city of Germany, in Siiabia, capital of the late duchy otWir-

temberg; 36 miles E'. of Baden, 40 S. S. E. of Ilcidelhurg, 40

N. W. of Ulm, and 56 N. E. of Strasburg. Lon. 9. 10. E.' Lat.

48. 50. N.
ST^ LE, a word of various significations, originally deduced

from ^v'/^^, a kind of bodkin wherewith the ancients wrote on
plates of lead, or on wax, &c. and which is still used to write on
ivory-leaves and paper prepared for that purpose, &c.

Style, in language, is the peculiar manner in which a man ex-

presses his conceptions. It is a picture of the ideas which rise in

his mind, and of the order in which tliey are there produced. Tlie

qualities of a good style may be ranked under two heads ; perspi-

cuity and ornament. Perspicuity ought to be essentially connect-

ed with every kind of writing; and to attain it, attention must be
paid, first to single words and phrases, and then to the construc-

tion of sentences. With respect to words and phrases, it requires

there three qualities; purity, propriety, and precision. With re-

gard to sentences, it requires a clear arrangement of the words, and
iinily in the sense ; to which, if strength and harmony be added,

the style will become ornamented. One of the most important

directions to be observed by him who wishes to form a good style,

is to acquire clear and precise ideas on the subject concerning
which he is to write or speak. To this must be added frequency
cf composition, and an acquaintance with the style of the best

authors. A servile imitation, however, of any author, i-> carefully

to be avoided ; for he who copies can hardly avoid copying faults

as well as beauties. A style cannot be proper unless it be adapted
to the subject, and likewise to tlie capacity of our hearers, if we
are to speak in public. A simple, clear, and unadorned, style,

such as thai of Swift, is fittest for intricate disciuisition ; a style ele-

gant as Addison's, or impetuous like Johnson's, is most proper for

fixing the attention on truths, which, though known, are much
neglected. We must not be inattentive to the ornaments of style,

it we wish that our labours should be read and admired : but he is

n contemptible writer, who looks not beyond the dress of language,
who lays not the chief stress upon his matter, and who does not re-

gard ornament as a secondary and inferior recommendation. See
OllATORY.
Style, is a part of the pistil of plants, and is of various figures,

but always placed on the germen : it gives origin to the stigma.
Style, in dialing, denotes the gnomon or cock of a dial raised

on the plane thereof to project a shadow.
Style, in jurisprudence, the particular form or manner of pro-

ceeding in each court of jurisdiction, agreeable to the rules and
orders established therein ; thus we say, the style of the court of
Rome, of chancery, of parliament, of the privy-council, &c.
Style, in music, denotes a i)articular manner of singing, play-

ing, or composing; being properly the manner that each person
has of playin», singing, or teaching; which is very different both
in respect of dift'erent geniuses, ot countries, nations, and of the
diflerent matters, places, times, subjects, passions, expressions, &c.

Style, Kew, in chronology, the Gregorian method of compu-
tation.

Style, Old, the Julian method of computing time. See Ca-
lendar.
STYLEPHORUS, in natural history, a genus of fi'.hes of the

order apodes. Eyes pedunculated, standing on a short thick cy-
linder; snout lengthened, directed upwards, retractile towards the
head, by means of a membrane ; mouth without teeth ; three pair
of branchiae beneath the throat

; pectoral fiiis siiial 1 ; dorsal ex-

tending completely along the back; caudal short, with spiny rays;

body very long and compressed.

S. Chordatus, is the only species of this very curious genus

;

it was discovered by Dr. Shaw, w ho read a description of it before

the Linnian Society in 1788. The stylephorus chordatus is a na-

tive of the West Indian Sea. It was taken between the islands of

Cuba and Martinico, near a small cluster of little islands about nine

leagues from shore, and was seen swimming near the surface. The
whole length of this uncommon animal from the head to the extre-

mity of the caudal process is about thirty-two inches, of which the

process itself measures twenty-two. See Plate CXXI.
SI^YLETT, or STILE'l'TO, a small dangerous kind of poi-

nard, which may be concealed in the hand, chiefly used in trea-

cherous assassinations.

STYLITES, an appellation given to a kind of solitaries, who
spend their lives seated on tlie tops of columns, to be, as they ima-
gine, the belter disposed for meditation, &c. Ot these we find

several mentioned in ancient writers, and even as low as the ele-

venth century.

STYLl'S, in botany, the slender part of the pistillum, resem-
bling a pillar, which stands upon the seed-bud, and elevates the
stigma.

S'lYLOCERALOIDES, STYLO-GLOSSUS, STYLO-
HYOID/EUS, STYLOIDES, STYLO-PIIARYNGvEUS,
the names of different muscles in the human body. See Ana-
tomy.
STYPTICS, \_g-imlixn;,'] in pharmacy, medicines which, by

their astringeiicy, stop hamorrliagies, &c. See Materia Me-
DICA.

STYRAX, the Storax-tree ; in botany, a genus of plants
belonging to the class decandria, and order monogynia ; natural
order, Bicornes. Calyx inferior; corolla funnel-form; drupe
two-seeded. It has four species.

S. Officinale, the Officinal Storax, usually rises above
twenty feet high ; it sends otTmany strong branches, wliich are co-
vered with a roughish bark of a grey colour : the leaves are broad
elliptical, entire, somewhat po'nted, on the upper surface smooth,
and of a light green colour, on the under surface covered with a
whitish down; they are placed alternately, and stand upon short
footstalks: the flowers are large, white, and disposed in clusters
upon short peduncles, which terminate the branches : the corolla
is monojietalons, funnel-shaped, divided at the limb into five
lance-sliaped segments : the filaments are ten, placed in a regular
circle, and seem to adhere towards the base : the anthers are erect
and oblong: the germen is oval, and supports a slender style, with
a sinijile stigma; the fruit is a pulpy pericarpium, which contains
one or two nuts of an oval compresse;l figure. The resinous drug
called storax issues in a fluid state from incision* made in the trunk
or branches of the tree.

STYRSA, an island near the W. coast of Sweden, in the Nortt
Sea. Lon. 11. 52. E. Lat. 57. 33. N.
STYX, in mythology, a celebrated river of hell, round which

it flows nine times. The gods held the waters of the Styx in such
veneration, that to swear by them was reckoned an oath altogether
inviolable. If any of the gods had perjured themselves, Jupiter
obliged them to drink the waters of the Styx, which lulle<l them
for one whole year into a senseless stupidity, for the nine following
years they were "deprived of the ambrosia and the nectar of the
gods, and after the expiration of the years of their punishment,
tliey were restored to the assembly ot the deities, and to all their
original privileges. It is said that this veneration was shewn to
the Styx, because it received its name from the nymph Styx, who,
w ith her three daughters, assisted Jupiter in his waragainst the Titans.
Stvx, a sea-nymph, daughter of Oceanus and Tellus. She

married tlie giant Pallas, son of Crius and Eurybia, by whom she
had three daughters, all goddesses. Victory, Slreiiglh, and Valour.
SUABIA, or SWABIA, a circle of Germany, bounded on the

N. by Franconia, and the Lower Rhine; on the W. by the
Lower Rhine and Alsace; on the S. by SRitzerland; and on the
E. by Bavaria.

SL'ADA, the goddess of persuasion, among the Romans;
called Pitbo by the Greeks.
SUANES, SUANETI, SUANI, or SOANES, a people of

Asia, who inhabit one of the four divisions of Imerilia. Tbefare
chiefly employed in agriculture and rearing tattle.

SU13AH, i
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SUBAH, the general name of tlie viceroy-ships, or greater go-'

vcrniiieni?, into which tlie Mogul empire was diviiled, consisting

of several provinces.

SUHAHDAR, the viceroy, lord-lientenant, or governor, hold-

ing a subah ; the same as nabob or nazini.

SUBALTEKN, a subordinate officer, or one who discharges

his post under the command, and subject to the direction of, ano-

ther; such are lieutenants, sublieutenants, cornets, and ensigns,

vho serve under the captain ; but custom has now appropriated

the term to tliose of much lower ranks, as Serjeants, and the like.

We also say subaltern-courts, jurisdictions, &c. such are those of

inferior lords, with regard to the lord paramount; hundred-courts,

with regard to county-courts, &c.
SUBCLAVIAN ARTERIES. See Anatomy.
SUBCONTRARY POSITION, in geometry, is when two si-

milar triangles are so placed as to have one common angle V,

(Plate CLVIII. lig. 7,) at the vertex, and yet their bases not pa-

rallel. If thescalenous cone, BVD, be so cut by the plane CA,
as that the angle at C =: the angle at D, the cone is then said to

be cut subcontrarily to its base BD. See Conic Sections.

SUBDEACON, an inferior minister who anciently attended

the altar, prepared the sacred vessels, delivered them to the dea-

cons in time of divine service, attended the doors of the church

during communion-service, went on the bishop's embassies with

his letters or messages to toreign churches, and was invested with

the first of the holy orders.

SUBDOMINANT, in music, a name given by M. Rameau
to the fourth note of the tone, which of consequence is the same
interval from the tonic when descending as the dominant in rising.

SUBDUPLE RATIO, is when any number or cpiantity is

contained in another twice. Thus three is said to be subduple of

six, as six is duple of three. See Ratio.
SUBDUPLICATE RATIO of any two quantities, is the ratio

|

of their square roots.

SUBER, the Cork-tree. See Quercus.
SUBERAS, SUBERATE, [from «(*«)-, the cork-tree,] a salt

formed by the combination of the suberic acid, or acid of Cork,
with different bases.

SUBERIC ACID, the Acid of Cork ; one of the acids re-

cently discovered by the ingenuity of modern chemists. Suberic

acid may be formed by pouring six parts of nitric acid of the spe-

cific gravity 1.261 on one part of cork grated down, or simply

broken down, into small pieces, and distilling the mixture with a

gentle heat as long as red vapours continue to escape. As the dis-

tillation advances, a yellow matter like wax makes its appearance

on the surface of the liquid. While the matter contained in the

jfctort is hot, it is to be poured into a glass-vessel, placed upon a

sand-bath over a gentle hre, and constantly stirred with a glass-rod.

By this means it becomes gradually thick. As soon as white va-

pours, exciting a tickling in tlie throat, begin to disen,g3ge them-

selves, the vessel is removed from the bath, and the mass conti-

nually stirred till it is almost cold. By this means an orange-

coloured mass is obtained of the consistence of honey, of a strong

and sharp colour while hot, but haviag a peculiar aromatic smell

when cold. On this mass twice its weigiit of boiling water is to

be poured, and heat applied till it becomes liquid ; and then that

part of it which is insoluble in water is to be separated by fdtra-

tion. The hitred liquor becomes muddy ; on cooling it deposits

a powdery sediment, and a thin pellicle forms on its surface. The
sediment is to be separated by filtration, and the liquor reduced to

a dry mass by evaporating in a gentle heat. This mass is suberic

acid. It is still a little coloured, owing to some accidental mix-

ture, from which it maybe purified either by saturating it with

potass and precipitating it by means of an acid, or by boiling it

along with charcoal-powder. Suberic acid thus obtained is not

crystallizable, but when precipitated from potass by an acid it as-

sumes the form of a powder: when obtained by evaporation it

forms thin irregular pellicles. Its taste is acid and slightly bitter ;

and when dissolved in a small quantity of boiling water it acts

upon the throat, and excites coughing.

SUBJECT, [subditus, Lat.] a person under the rule and domi-

nion of a sovereign prince or state.

Subject, [subjectum, Lat.] is also used for the matter of an art

or science, or that which it considers, or whereon it is employed;

thus the lumian bodv is the subject of niedifine. lathis s'ense

\

the anatomists call the body they are dissecting, and whereon they
read lectures, their subject.

SUBJUNCTIVE, or SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD, in grammar.
See Grammar.
SUBLAPSAIUANS, or INFRALAPSARIANS. See Si>

pralapsakians.
SUBLIMATION, in chemistry, a process by which certain

volatile substances are raised by heat, and again condensed by cold
into a solid form. Thus sulphur, exposed to heat in close vessels,

is volatilized or sublimed in the form of very white powder, known
by the name of " flowers of sulphur." The formation of soot in

our chimnies is another instance of sublimation. Benzoin, sub-

limated, gives flowers of benzoin, a very beautiful substance,

which is now more properly called benzoic acid. Sublimation
may be performed, in many cases, with common flasks: thus, if a
small quantity of sal ammoniac is put into a flask, and heat applied
to it, the entire salt rises in the form ofwliite smoke, and con-
denses in the upper part of the flask, in tlie form of minute crys-

talline particles, which is a sublimate.

SUBLIME, in discourse, is defined by Boileau, to be some-,
thing extraordinary and surprising, which strikes the soul, and
makes a sentiment or corpposition ravish and transport. See
Oratory.
SUBLINGUAL ARTERY, SUBLINGUAL GLANDS.

See Anatomy.
SUBMULTIPLE, in geometry, &c. coincides with an aliquot

part.

Submultiple Ratio, is that between the quantity contained
and the quantity containing. Thus the ratio of 3 to 21 is submul-
tiple. In both cases submultiple is the reverse of multiple; 21,
f. gr. being a multiple of 3, and the ratio of 21 to 3 a multiple

ratio.

SUBNACSENT, [sub and nascor, Lat. to be born,] growing
or springing out under another.

SUBNORMAL, in geometry, a line which determines the

point in the axis of a curve, where a normal, or perpendicular,

raised from the point of contact of a tangent to the curve, cuts the

axis. Or the subnormal is a line which determines the point

wherein the axis is cut by a line falling perpendicularly on the

tangent in the point of the contact; thus TM, CPlate CLVIII.
fig. 6,) being a tangent to a curve in M, and MR a normal or

perpendicular to the tangent, the line PR intercepted between the

scmiordinate PM, and the normal MR is called the subnormal.

Hence, 1. in a parabola, as AM, &c. the subnormal PR is to tlie

semi-ordinate PM, as PM is to PT, and MR to TM. 2. In

the parabola the subnormal PR is subduple the parameter, and,

consequently, an invariable quantity

SUBORNATION, in English law, a secret, underhand, pre-

paring, instructing, or bringing in a false witness; and from hence
subornation of perjury is the preparing or corrupt alluring to per-

jury. The punishment for the crime was formerly death, then ba-

nishment or cutting out the tongue, afterwards forfeiture of goods;

and it is now a fine and imprisonment, and never more to be re-

ceived as evidence.

SUBPQ2NA, in law, is a writ whereby common persons are

called into chancery, in such cases where the common law has

provided no ordinary remedy ; and the name of it proceeds from

the words therein, which charge the party called to appear at the

day and place assigned, sub ptena centum librarum, ?••<. The
subpoena is the leading process in the court of equity ; and by sta-

tute, when a bill is filed against any person, process of subpoena

shall be taken out to oblige the defendant to appear and answer the

bill, &c.
SUBROGATION, or SURROGATION, in the civil law, the

act of substituting a person in the place, and entitling iiim to the

rights, of another.

SUBSCRIPTION, in general, signifies the signature put at the

bottom of a letter, writing, or instrument. In commerce, it is

used for the share or interest which particular persons take in pub-

lic stock or a trading company, by writing their names, and the

shares they require in the books or register tliereof.

SUBSEQUENT, that comes after another, particularly with

regard to the order of time.

SUBSIDY, inlaw, signifies on aid or tax granted to the king

by parliameot, for the necessary occasions of the kingdoin ; and
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is to be levied on every subject of ability, acconiing to the rate

or value of bis lands or goods ; but this word, in some of our sta-

tutes, is confouniled with that of customs.

SUBSISTENCE, in the military art, is the money paid to the

soldiers weekly, not amounting to their full pay ; because their

clothes, accoutrements, tents, bread. Sec. are to be paid. It is

likewise the money paid to officers upon account, till their ac-

counts be made up, which is generally once a year, and then they

are paid their arrears.

SUBSTANCE, in philosophy, is the subject to which we sup-

pose qualities belong. Thus gold is the substance to which the

qualities of ductility, yellowness, density, See. belong. See Me-
taphysics.
SUBSTANTIVE NOUN, in grammar. See Grammar.
Substantive Vlrb, in grammar, a verb expressing existence;

as I " am ;" " to be ;" " to exist."'

SUBSTITUTE, a person appointed to of5Sciate for another, in

case of absence, or other legal impediment.

SuBSTiTVTF, in medicine, denotes a drug or remedy that may
be used instead of another; or.lhat supplies the place of another,

of like virtue, which is not perhaps to be had : called also succe-

daneum.
SUBSTITUTION, in grammar, the using one word for ano-

ther. This the grammarians otherwisa call syllepsis.

Substitution, in the civil law, a disposition of a testament,

whereby the testator substitutes one heir for another, who has only

the usufruit, and not the properly, of the thing left him.

Substitution, in algebra, &c. is the putting, in the room of

any quantity in an equation, some other quantity, which is equal

to it, but cxj)ressed in another manner. See Algebra.
SUBSTYLAR LINE, in dialing, the line whereon the style,

or gnomon, of a dial, is duly erected. See Dialing.
SUBTANGENT OF A CURVE, in (he higher geometry, is

the line TP, (Plate CLVHI. fig. 8,) wliich determines the inter-

section of the tangent TM, with the axis ; or, that determines the

poijht wherein the tangent cuts the axis prolonged. In any equa-
tion, if the value of the subtangent comes out positive, it is a sign

that the points of intersection of tlie tangent and axis fall on that

side of the ordinate where the vertex of the curve lies, as in the

parabola and paraboloids : but if it comes out negative, the point

of intersection will fall on the contrary side of the ordinate, in re-

spect of the vertex, or beginning of the abscissa ; as in ihe hyper-

bola and hyperbuhlorm figures. And universally, in all paraboli-

form and hyperboliform figures, the subtangent is equal to the ex-

fonent of the power of the ordinate, multiplied into the abscissa,

f CB, (fig. 9,) be an ordinate to AB, in any given angle, lermi-

nalnig in any curve AC, and AB = .r, BC := //, and the relation

between x and y, that is, the nature of the curve, be expressed by
this equation, i''—'2x-y-\-bx^—b''x-]-by''—i/'':^0; then thfs

will be the rule of drasving a tangent to it: multiply the terms of

the equation by ;in arithmetical progression ; suppose, according
to the dinvensions of ^, i'—2x'y-\- bx-—b'x-\-by-~y' ; a^ahiy

1 2 3

according to tlie dimensions of r, as, ,r' — 2x-y -\-bi''—b''x4-

3 3 2 1

by''—y'; tlie former product shall be the numerator, and the lat-

ter, divided by .r, the denominator of a fraction expressing the
length of the subtangent BD, which, in this case, will be

_- 2i"-y-{-9bf --3y^

~3x' -ixy +'Jbx-bK

SUBTEMSE, in geometry, is a right line which is opposite to
an angle, and drawn between the two extremities of the arch
which measures that angle.

SUBTILE, in physics, an appellation given to whatever is ex-
tremely small, fine, and delicate ; such as the animal-spirits, the
efHuvia of odorous bodies, &c. are sup|>osed to be.

SUBTRACTION, in arithmetic, the second rule, or rather
operation, in arithmetic, whejeby we deduct a less number from a
greater, to learn their precise difference. See Arithmetic, and
Algebra.
SUBTRAHEND, [suhlrahendum, Lat.] the number out of

which part is taken.

SUBTRIPLE RATIO, is when one number, or quantity, is

contained in another three times: thus, 2 is said to be subtriple ot

6, as 6 is triple of 2.

SUBULAHIA, Rough-leaved Alysson, or Awlwort ; in

botany, a genus of plants belonging to the class tetradynamia, and
order siliculusa ; natural order, Siliquosa;. Silicula entire, ovate ;

valves ovate, concave, contrary to the partitions; style shorter

than the silicula. There is only one species,

S. Aquatica, which is a native of Britain. It is about an
incli iiigh. The leaves are awl-shaped, and grow in clusters

round the root. The stalk is naked, and produces four or

five small white flowers growing alternately on short foot-

stalks.

SUBULATED, something in the shape of an awl: thus a

subulated leaf is one of an oblong and narrow figure, broadest at

the base, and thence gradually decreasing, till it terminates in a

point.

SUCCADANA, a kingdom in the island of Borneo, with
its capital so named. The chief products are camphor and dia-

monds.
SUCCEDANEUM, in pharmacy, a drug substituted for an-

other.

SUCCESSION, inlaw. See Descent, Inheritance, and
Law.
Succession, in metaphysics, the idea which we get by re-

flecting on the ideas which follow one another in our mind ; and
from the succession of ideas we get in the idea of time. See Me-
taphysics.
SUCCINAS, or SUCCINATE, [from succinum, Lat. am-

ber,] a salt formed by the combination of the succinic acid with

the clitTerent bases, earths, alkalies, and metallic oxides.

SUCCINIC ACID, or the ACID OF AMBER, one of

the recently discovered acids, extracted from amber. It is ob-

tained by the following process: Fill a retort halfway with pow-
dered amber, and cover the powder with a quantit) of dry sand ;

lute on a receiver, and distil in a sand-bath without employing too

much heat. There passes over first an insipid phlegm ; then a

weak acid, whicJi, according to Scheele, is the acetic ; then the

succinic acid attaches itself to the neck of the retort ; and if the

distillation is continued, there comes over at last a thick brown
oil, which has an acid taste. The succinic acid is at first mixe(J

with a quantity of oil. It may be made tolerably pure by cUs-

solving it in hot water, and putting upon the fiUre a little coltm,
previously moistened with oil of amber: this substance retains

most of the oil, and allows the solution to pass clear. The acid is

then to be crystallized by a gentle evaporation ; and this process

is to be repeated till the acid is suflicienlly pure. Guyton Mor-
veau has discovered that it mav be made quite pure by distilling

olTit a sufficient quantity of nitric acid, taking care not to employ
a heat strong enough to subjinie the succinic acid. The crystals

of succinic acid are transparent, white, shinin|i, and of a foliated

triangular, prismatic form : they have an acid taste, but are not

corrosive : they redden tincture of turnsole, but have little effect

on that of violets.

SUCCINUM, Amber ; in mineralogy, a species of bitumen
classed under the inflammable substances. See Ambf.r.
SUCCOTIl, in ancient geography, 1. a town which lay be-

tween the rivuh t J.ibock and the river Jordan, where Jacob fixed

his tents. It afterwards belonged to the Gadites, (Josh. xiii. 27.)

2. A town of Egypt, where the Israelites first encamped after

their departure from Raineses towards the Red Sea. Succolh sig-

nifies tents.

SuccoTH-BtvoTH, a goddess of the Chaldeans ; supposed to

be tlic same wilh Mylitta, or the Assyrian Venus ; in honour of

whom the young women were obligecl to prostitute themselves,

once in their lives, in her temple.

SUCCULENT PLANTS, among botanists, such whose leaves

are thick and full of juice.

SI'CCULENTj£, in botany, the name of the thirteenth order

in Linnaus's Fragments of a Natural Method, consisting of flat,

fle>hy, succulent plants, of which the greater part is ever-green

:

among these are the cactus, Indian fig; senium, less house-leek

;

and the saxifrage. See Botany.
SUCKLINt;, is the act of administering the m.iternal milk to

an infant, by the breast. It is obvious, that all mothers are by-

nature enjoined to suckle their own offspring ; and that they can-
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not in justice decline sucli aftectionate oflice, excepting from the

j

most urgent and absolute motives ; such as a general diseased ha-

bit ; want of milk; or a local disease in the breasts. These im-

pediments, however, seldom occur ; though many delicate wo-
men are apt to assign a variety of other causes, which induce them
to neglect a duty, incumbent even on irratioi'al creatures. If it

be true, th.at milk is secreted in proportion to the quantity drawn,

it follows, that by such practice the breast can be never so emptied
as not to receive a fresli supply. Hence, the infant should be
suckled, and put to the breast, as soon as it evinci:3 a desire,

which will be in less than twelve hour? after delivery, frequently
within an hour ; provided no food be previously allowed. Al-
though the quantity of milk thus obtained be very small, yet it is

adapted to the purpose ; and will not only afford sufficient nutri-

ment to the child, bat at the same time be calculated to produce
another useful effect, namely, that of cleansing the bowels, and
carrying off the meconium, or the first excrement. For these

obvious reasons, we fully agree with the Rev. C. Crultwell, wlio

judiciously observes, that "at anytime when the nipples and
breasts ar« not uneasy, or inflamed, the child may suck without
fear ; but, if omitted till the breasts becgme uneasy or inflamed,
every effort of the child's sucking will add to the mother's
torment, deprive her of rest, and mqst probably increase tlie dis-

ease."

SUCTION is the act of drawing up a fluid, as air, water,

milk, or the like, by means of the mouth and lungs; or, in a

similar manner, by artilicial means. See HyoROSTATlc$, and
INeumatics.
SUCZAVA, SUCZOW, or SUCHZOW, a town of Euro-

pean Turkey, In Moldavia, 84 miles N. VV. of Jassi, and 130 N.E.
of Colosvar.

SUDBURY, a borough of England, in Suffolk, U miles S.E.
of St. Edmundibury, and 56 N. E. of London. Lon. 15. 56. E.
Lat. 58. 19. N.
SUDEKCOPING, or SUDERKIOPING, a town of S-.ve-

den, in East Gothland, 10 miles S. of Nordkioping, and 90 S. W.
of Stockholm. Lon. 15. 56. E. Lat. 58. 19. N.
SUDERMANIA, or SUDERiMANLAND, a province of

Sweden, bounded on the N. by Upland and Westerniania; E,
by the peninsula of Tarin ; S. by the Baltic, and W. by Nericia.
It is 62 miles long, and 43 broad ; and is the most populous
j)rovince in Sweden. It abounds in corn, pastures, woods, mines
of various metals, iron-manufactures, and wooden wares.

SUDEROE, an island of the Northern Ocean, one of the
ferro isles.

SUESSI, SUESSIONES, or SUESSONES, a branch of
the Remi, a people of Gallia Belgica, (Pliny) ; called sometimes
Suessones, in the lower age Suessi ; situated between the Remi
to the east, the Nervii to the north, the Veromandui to the
West, and the Melda; to the south, in the tract now called
Soissonnois.

SUET, SEVUM, or SEBUM, in anatomy, the solid fat

found in several animals, as sheep, o.xen, &c. but not in human
species. See Fat,
SUETOKIUS TRAKQUILLUS, Caims, a famous Latin

historian, was born at Rome, and became secretary to the em-
peror Adrian, about A- U. 1 18 ; but that post v. as taken from him
three years after, for not s.hewinq, the empress Sabina all tiie respect
the deserved. During his disgrace he composed many works,
vhich are lost. Those extant are his " History of the XII Cw-
sars," and a part of his " Treatise of the Illustrious Grammarians
asd Rhetoricians, Pliny the Younger was his intimate friend, and
persuaded him to publisfi his books, HisIIistorv ofthe XU C'ssars
iias been much commended by many of the literati, He repre-
sents, in 3 series of curious particulars, without digressions or re-

tlections, tije actions of the emperors, exposing their vices in all

their •Jeformity ; yet mentions their good qualities ; but the hor-
rid dissoluteness and obscene actions lie relates of Tiberius, Cali-
»;ula, Nero, &c, have made sonie i.iy, that he wrote the lives of
tne emperors with the same liccntiousuesj with ivhich they lived,

Tiie edition of this history by Grrcvius at Utrecht, in 167?,
with the e.vcellent Commentaries of Torrentiua and Ca^au-
bon, and the notes of some other learned critics, h much
*siceined,

SUEVI, the Catti or Chatt! of Cssar, an a.ncienf nation of

VOL. JV.—MO.COl,

Germany, who lived on the Rhine ; considerably distant from th^
proper Suevi or Alemanni.
SUEZ, a sea-port-town of Egypt, at the N. end of the W.

Gulf of the Red Sea, and about thirty hours journey east from
Cairo.

SUFFETULA, an ancient town of Africa, in the dominions of,
Carihage.

SUFFOCATION, in medicine, the privation of respiration.
See Dro\vnin-g, Hang[n-c, &c.
SUFFOLK, a county of England, contracted from Southfolk.

so called from its situation in regard to Norfolk. It is bounded
on the W. by Cambridiicshire ; on the S. by Esse.y, from whick
it is parted by the river Stour ; on the E. by'the German Ocean ;

and on the N. by Norfolk, separated from 'it by the Lesser Ouse
and the \Vaveney. From \V. to E. it is 52 miles long, about 20
at a medium broad, and 196 in circumference. The air is very
healthtiil, and the sea-coast is dry and sandy, and free from salt-

marshes. The soil, except to the W. and upon the sea-coast, is

very rich, being a compound of clay and marie. The county is

well watered by the rivers Stour, Lesser Ouse, Wavcney, Blithe,
Deben, and Orwell pr Gipping.
Suffolk, a county of Massachusetts; bounded on the N.'

and N. E. by Boston harbour; S. by Norfolk county, and
\V. by Middlcse.N. Boston is the capital, as well as of the
State.

Suffolk, a county of New York, in Long Island, 100 miles
long, and 10 broad.

Suffolk, a town of Virginia, in Nansemond county, 85 miles
E. S. E. of Petersburg, UO S. E. of Richmond, and 386 from
Philadelphia.

SUFFRAGAN, the appellation given to a bishop, who is oc.
casionaliy appointed to reside in a town or village, and assist the
diocesan.

SUGAR, a solid sweet substance obtained from the juice of
the sugar-cane ; or, according to chemists, an essential salt, capa-
ble of crystallization, of a sweet and agreeable flavour, and con.
tained ip. a greater or less quantity in almost every species of
vegetables, but most abundant in tlie sugar-cane. See Saccha-
RUM. From the {ew remains of the Grecian and Roman authors-
whi( h have survived the ravages of time, we can find no proofs
that the juice of Jjie sugar-cane was known at a very early period.
There can be no 3oubt, however, that in those countries where it

was indigenous its value was not long concealed. It is not impro-
bable that it was known to the ancient Jews ; for there is some
re.ison to suppose, that the Hebrew word r\)p, which occurs fre-

quently in the Old Testament, and is by our translators rendered
sometimes calamus and sometimes sweet" cane, does in fact meaw
the sugar-cane. The sugar-cane was first made known to th&
western parts of the world by iho conquests of Alexander the
Great, Strabo relates that Nearchus his admiral found it in the
East Indies B. C. 325, It is evidently alluded to in a fragment of
Theophrastus, preserved in Photius. X'arro, who lived A. I). 68,
describes it in a fragment quoted by Isidorus, as a fluid

pressed from reeds of a large size, which was sweeter than
honey, Dioscorides, about B, C. 35, says " that there is a kind
of honey called sacchuron, which is found in India and Arabia
Felix,

SuciAa-C'AN'E, or Saccharum Officiwarum of botanists, is

a joint'^d reed, commonly measuring (the tlag-part not included)
from three feet and a half to seven in height, but sometimes rising

to twelve feet. When ripe it is of a line straw-colour inclining to
yellow, producing leaves or blades, the edges of which sro fiiiely

and sharply serrated, and terminating in an arrow decorated witn
a panicle. The joints in one stalk are from forty to sixty in num-
ber, and the stalks rising from one root are somt times very nume-
rous. The young shoot ascends from the earth like (he point of
an arrow ; the shyfl of which soon breaks, snd the two lii^t leaves,

which had been inclosed within a quadruple sheath of seminal
leaves, riso to a considerable height. See Plato CXX IX. Mis
the arrow, and N the lov/er p.srt of the root, " A field of canev,

when standing, in November, when it is in arrow or full blossom
(says Mr, Beckford in his account of Jamaica,) ia one of the n;ost

beautiful productions that the pen or pencil can possibly describe.

It in common rises from three to eight feet or more in height j a
difference of growth Uiiit very sirongl y marks Vhc ditference cf soil,

8 C
'
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ct the varieties of culture. It is when rijje of a bright and golden

yellow ; and where obvious to the sun, is in many parts very

beaDti!ully streaked with red: the top is of a darkish green ; but

the more dry it becomes, froin either an excess of rijjeness or a

continuance of drought, of a russet yellow, with long and narrow

leaves depending ; from tlie centre of which shoots up an arrow

like a silver-wand from two to six feet in height ; and from the

summits of which grows out a plume of white feather,-, vyhich are

delicately fring-d with a lilac-dye ; and indeed is, in its appear-

ance, not much unhke the tuft 'that adorns this particular and ele-

g-ant tree." When the plants have arrived at their full growth,

which, in the West Indies, is in the course of twelve or fourteen

months, they are cut down and bruised by means of machinery.

Fi;'. 1, Plate CLXII. represents a mill for squeezing the juice

fro^n the sugar-canes. ABDE is a strong frame of wood, the

lower part D of which is a large block : the upper surface of this

is cut out into a bason, to collect and receive the juice of the

canes ; which is expressed by the three rollers FGH, whose lower

pivots work in sockets in the block D, and the upper sockets are

fi.xed in the beam B. The sockets of the middle-roller are fixed

irrmly in the beams D and E. The sockets of the other two are

held between two wedge> ab, put in in contrary directions, the

small end of one wedge being on the same side with the large end

of the other. By tliis means the rollers can always be set nearer

together, or farther from each other. When it is wanted to set

the outside-roUers nearer the middle-roller, drive out that wedge

which is nearest the middle-roller, and drive the other in ; and the

contrary when they are wanted farther apart. The rollers are

usually of cast iron, and each has a cog-wheel, as I, on its upper

end, which causes them all to turn together, the power of the first

mover being applied to the middle-one by a shaft K. When the

machine is at work, a man stands on each side of it. The one in

the front takes the canes, and puts them in between the rollers

FG, which, as they turn, draw the canes through, and express

their juice. The man behind them directs the ends of the canes

back between the rollers GH, wliich are somewhat nearer toge-

ther than the others ; and as they come through, a third man car-

ries them away. The juice runs down the rollers into the reser-

voir, and is conveyed by the trough L to the boiling-house. It

must be observed, that the reservoir in the top of the block D
inust be only cut in chaimels round the outside of the rollers ;

being left the full height near the centres, to prevent the liquor

running down, and getting out between the wedges ab. When a

sugar-mill is worked by wind, the shaft K is connected with the

vertical shaft of the mill. If by horses, the levers they work from

are fixed to the shaft K ; and either the horse-walk is raised above

ground higher than the trough L, or the juice is convened by a

pipe laid under the walk. Sugar-mills that are worked by a wa-

ter-wheel, or steam-engine, have a bevelled wheel fixed upon the

sh.ift K, and another upon the wheel or engine, which turns it.

Mr. Cruickshank obtained, by the distillation of 480 grains of pure
sugar, by means of a red heat,

grs.

Acetic acid and oil 270
Charcoal 120

Carbonated hydrogen, and ) q»
car^jjonic acid gases 5

480

Sugar, therefore, is composed of oxygen, carbon, and liydro-

gen. The proportions of its constituent parts, according to Lavoi-

sier, are the following:

Oxygen C4
Carbon 23

Hydrogen S

« 100

Sugar is also obtained from the juice of the maple-tree in North
America. It has lately been proposed to extract sugar from the

root of the beet ; and the attempt has been made, even in the

large way, by Achard of Berlin. The process which he followed

»s to boil the roots, cut them into slices, and extract the juice by
7

pressure. Many other plants also contain sugar, either in the
roots, the sap, or the seeds. Ii exists in wheat, barley, beans,

peas, and other leguminous seeds, especially when they are young,
in considerable quantity.

SuGARCANDY, is the esscutlal part of the saccharine inatler

formed into large crystals, by slowly evaporating the clarified sy.

rup. 'i'he whole process is managed in strongly-heated cliambcrs,

by the aid of vessels containing numerous threads that intersect

each other ; and which are fastened to the sides, in various direc-

tions. The sugar, thus treated, shouts into crystals around the

threads; aiid, according to its relative purity, the latter acquire

a brown, yellow, or white colour. Sugarcandy is chiefly used iu

a pounded slate, for sweetening coffee, and by persons labouring

under hoarreness and coughs ; the violence of wliich it contributes

to relieve, by lubricating the nieinbranes, aud promoting expecto-

ration.

SUGULMESSA, or SIGILMESSA, a province of Africa, in

Biledulgerid ; bounded on the N. by Mount Atlas ; E. by the

Retel ; S. by the kingdom of Tafilet, and W. by Dara. It is \0U
miles long. It abounds in corn, dates, and various fruits : and
has mines of iron, lead, and antimony. The government is repub-
lican.

SuGULMESSA, the capital of the above province, is 72 miles E.
ofTafilet. Loii. 5. 5.W. Lat. 2y 40. N.
SUICIDE, self-murder, is one of those crimes which arc

not common among savage nation^. The first instances of it re-

corded in the Jewish history are those of Saul and Ahithophel ;

for the death of Samson is not a proper example. It never be-

came common among the Jews till their wars with the Romans,
when multitudes slaughtered themselves that they might not fall

alive into the hands of their enemies. But at this period the Jews
were a most desperate and abandoned race of men, had corrupted

the religion of their fathers, and rejected that pure system which
their promised Messiah came to Jerusalem to announce. We
know not when it became remarkable among the Greeks ; but it

was forbidden by Pythagoras, by Socrates and Aristotle, and by
the Theban and Athenian laws. The religious principles of the

bramins of India led them to a<lmire suicide on particular occa-

sions as honourable. Accustomed to abstinence, mortification,

and the contempt of death, they considered it as a mark of weak-
ness of mind to submit to the infirmities of old age. The modern
Gentoos, who still in most things conform to the customs of their

ancestors, when old and infirm, are frequently brought to the

banks of rivers, particularly to those of the Ganges, that they may
die in its sacred streams, which they believe can wash away the

guilt of their sins. But the maxims of the bramins, which have
encouraged this practice, we are assured by Mr. Holwell, are a
corruption of the doctrines of the Shastah, which positively forbid

suicide. Suicide is frequently the result of a defective education,

laying the foundation of vicious habits ; such as gaming, and dis-

sipation followed by disappointed ambition, or the desire of avoid-

ing public disgrace. Hence, various punishments have been de-

vised in different countries, to be inflic>ted on the bodies of those

who thus outrageously terminate their existence. With a view to

deter unprincipled individuals from the commission of suicide, the

British legislature has enacted, that all the personal properly of a

felo de se shall be confiscated to the crown, while the body is not

only excluded from interment in consecrated grouiul, but also

directed by the coroner's warrant to be buried in a public high-

way ; being pierced with an iron-stake, to add to the ignominy.
Although the utmost rigour of lie law is, in later times, seldom
exerted on those occasions ; yet we humbly conceive, that the

present lenity is not compatible with the frequency of the of-

fence ; nor does it appear on critical investigation, that a posthu-

mous corporal punishment is likely to produce the desired effect

on profligate <haracters. Hence, we are of opinion, that prev,en-

tive measures are, in this respect, the only means left to the power
of the slate ; because, after the crime is committed, neither con-

fiscation of pro))erty (which seems to involve open injustice to

th.e distressed relations of the deceased,) nor public exposure of

the body, are calculated to give the least reparation to the injured

community. On the contrary, such spectacles of executions af-

ter death, cannot fail to make a very unfavourable impression on
the attending populace ; to steel their hearts against refined moral

feelings ; aud to render them in a manner uiuiffereiit respcclint;

t)ic
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the cnnsequences of !;(;i)d and l)a<l actions. 'l'lui>, expL-rience has

proveil, thai numborless thefts aie committed durin^ tliose public

exhibitions of criminals ; so that it is not bad, butoootl examples,
which have a beueticial effect on the minds and niovals of a peo-

ple, who are yet susceptible of iniproveinent. for these obvions
reasons, we propose that every individual in wli mi symptoms o f

despair, eitlier by serious verbal declaration, or by bis inconsistent

actions, are discoverable, ought to be strictly guarded, reproved,
and even punished, though at first in a lenient degree; for in-

stance, by solitary confinement, hard labour, a sparing diet, &c.
without permitting the use of dangerous weapons, or any other

instruments. Farther, by teaching young persons to set a just

value on life, and the dignity of human nature, they will not

easily acquire false conceptions of pride and honour; or estimate

tilings only by their influence on the external senses; or wish to

appear of greater importance than they We entitled to, either by
their merits or rank in society.

3UILLY, an island in the Bristol Channel, near the coast

of South Wales, Pembrokeshire. Lon. 3. 11. W. Lat. 51.

23. N.
SUIT, a term used in different senses; as, 1. Suit-custom,

which is wliere one and his ancestors have owed suit time out of

mind. 2. It is used for a petition to the king or any person of

dignity, where a lord distrains his tenant for suit, and none is due,

In this case the party may have an attachment against him to ap-

pear in the king's court.

Suit, in law, is the Same as acliou. In England, the several

suits of justice, are, from the subjects of them, distinguished into

three kinds; actions personal, real, and mixed. 1. Personal ac-

tions are such whereby a man claims a debt, or personal duty, or

damages in lien thereof; and likewise whereby a man claims a

satisfaction in damages for some injury done to his person or pro-

perty. The former are said to be founded upon contracts, the

latter upon torts or wrongs. Of the former nature are all actions

upon debt or promises ; of the latter are all actions of trespasses,

nuisances, assaults, defamatory words, and the like. 2. Real ac-

tions (or feodal actions,) which concern real property only, are

such whereby the plaintiff, here called the demandant, claims title

to have any lands or tenements, rents, commons, or other here-

ditamentSv in fee-simple, fee-tail, or for term of life. 3. Mixed
actions are suits partaking of the mixture of tlie other two wdierein

some real property is demanded, and also personal damages for a

wrong sustained. The orderly parts of a suit are tliese : I. The
original Writ. 2. The Process. 3. The Pleadings. 4.

The Issue or Demurrer. 5. The Trial. 6. The Judge-
ment, and its incidents. 7. The proceedings in nature of Ap-
peals. 8. The Execution. See these articles.

Suit Cove.sant, in law, is where the ancestor of one

man covenanted with the ancestor of another to sue at his

court.

Suit Court, in law, is the court in which tenants owe attend-

ance of their lord.

Suit Service, in law, attendance which tenants owe to the

court of their lord.

SUKOTYRO, a genus of quadrupeds of the order bruta; the

generic character, horn on each side near the eyes. There is but

a single species, viz. the Indicus : mane upright, short, narrow,

reaching from the top of the head to the rump. It inhabits Java,

and feeds on herbs. See Plate CLXVII.
SULISKAR, an island in the Northern Ocean, one of the

small Hebrides, 39 miles N. W. of Lewis, and 12 E. of Rondt,

much frequented by sea-fowls.

SULLY, in geography, a town of France, in the department

of the Loiret, and late province of Orleannois, 12 miles N. W. of

Gien, and 20 S. E. of Orleans.

SULPHATES, salts formed with the sulphuric acid. See

Sulphuric Acid.
SULPHITES, salts formed with the sulphurous acid.

SULPHUR, or BRIMSTONE, a hard inflammable mineral,

of a yellow colour: it is insoluble in water; destitute of smell,

except by friction, or wdien heated ; and possesses a peculiar

faint taste. This simple substance is found, in a native state, in

various parts of the world, particularly in the vicinity of volcanoes,

being often combined with other minerals; it is generally cast into,

rolls, for sale, being known under the name of roU-bjiipstope.
'

Sulphur, when gently heated, rises in vapours; which are easily

kindled ; and, if it be suffered to cool gradually, it shoots into

crystals resembling thin needles, termed flowers of sulphur: when
combined with any alkaline salt, such as potass, and melted in a
moderate heat, and in a close vessel, a compound is produced,
which is named liver of sulphur. This preparation is of a liver-

brown hue; and, while dry, emits no peculiar odour; but, in i^

moist state, it evolves a very olTensive smell, resembling that of
putrid eggs: it deiiquat^s in the air, and is completely dis-

solved in water; the solution acquiring a yellow, golden shade.

On melting it in a continued heat, till it grows tough, and assumes

a red-brown colour, then pouring the liquid mass into water, it will

remain as soft as wax, and yield to any impression from engraven
stones, metals, or coins. After becoming cold, however, it re-

covers its former hardness and colour. This mineral is usually

imported in large irregtilar masses, which ari^ melted into rolh,

with the addition of coarse resin, flour, &c. whence it assumes a
pale yellow tint. It pays on importatiou, the 7s. 4d. per cwt.

Sulphur is of great utility in the arts : when converted into an acid

by combustion in the open air, it affords that extensively useful

liquid, vulgarly termed oil of vitriol; tonsiderable quantities of
which are consumed in the various processes of bleaching, dissolv-

ing metals, especially iron, and in other useful arts: it is also of

great service in cementing iron-railing to stones, by simply melt-

ing, and pouring it into the interstices. See also gunpowder.
Bniiislone is farther advantageously employed for whitening silk,

wool, or other articles, by exposing them to its fumes, during com-
bustion. In medicine, sulphur is almost a specific in cutaneous

diseases, whether administered internally with honey or molasses,

or applied externally in the form of ointment. In the piles, it is

of evident benefit, when taken in small doses ; nay, it is occasionally

prescribed in chronic catarrhs and coughs ; as it operates gently,

by promoting insensible perspiration through every pore of the

skin. For the affinities of sulphur, see Chemistry.
SULPHURETS are colnbinations of alkalies or metals v.ilh

sulpluir.

SULPHURIC ACID is generally procured by burning a mix-

ture of sulphur and nitre in chambers lined with lead. The theory

of this process requires no explanation. The nitre supplies a-

quantity of oxygen to the sulphur, and the air of the atmosphere

furnishes the rest, 'i'he acid thus obtained is not quite pure, con-

taining a little potass, some lead, and perhaps also nitric and sul-

phurous acids. At first it is very weak, being diluted with the

«ator necessary for condensing it ; but it is made stronger by dis-

tdling off a portion of this water. By (his process it is made quite

transparent: but it still contains a little lead, which it dissolved

from the vessels in wdiicK it was manufactured, and a little potass

which is acquired from the nitre employed in burning the sulphur.

To obtain it in a state of complete purity, the sulphuric acid of

commerce must be distillec'. This is easily done by putting it into

a small retort with a long beak. The bottom of the reto-t is placed

upon a fire of charcoal, and fixed steady by means of an iron-ring ;

while its beak is plunged half-way into a receiver, whose month

it fits nearly, hut not exactly. The acid soon boils, and is

gradually condensed in the receiver. Too great a quantity should

not be distilled at once, otherwise the retort generally breaks in

consequence of the violent agitation into which the boiling acid is

thrown. Sulphuric acid is a liquid somewhat of an oily con-

sistence, tran':parent and colourless as water, without any smell,

and of a very strong dcid taste. When applied to animal or ve-

getable substances, it very soon destroys their texture. It always

contains a quantity of water; pari of which, however, may be

driven off by the application ot a moderate heat. This is called

concentrating the acid. When as much concentrated as possible,

its specific gravity is said to be 2.000; but it can selaom bfe ob-

tained denser tlian 1.85. It changes all vegetable blues to a red

except indigo. It boils, according to Bergman, at 540°. When
exposed to a sufl^cient degree of cold, it crystallizes or freezes

;

and alter this has once taken place, it freezes again by the appli-

cation of a much inferior cold. Sulphuric acid has a very strong

attraction for water. It is composed of 61^ sulphur and 38| oxy-

gen. None of the simple combustibles act upon it at the usual

temperature of the atmosphere, or at least, their action is so slow as

not to be perc ptible. But when they are assisted by heat, they

are all capable of decomposing it. When sulphur is boiled in this

acid,
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acid, it absorbs a portion of its oNvgen, or at least combines with it,

ami the whole is converted into sulphurous acid. Phosphorus also

absorbs oxygen from it by the as-,istanee of heat, siilpluirous acid

is driven otf, and phosphoric acid formed. At the boiling tem-

perature charcoal also absorbs oxygen from it, and converts it into

sulphurous acid. At a red heat" "it even converts it into sulphur.

AVhen hydrogen gas and sulphuric acid are made to pass together

through a red-hot lube of porcelain, the acid is completely decom-

posed, water is formed, and sulphur deposited.

Sulphurous Acid. Though some of the properties of this

acid must have been known in the remotest ages, as it is always

formed during the slow combustion of sulphur, Stahl was the first

chemist who examined it, and pointed out its peculiar nature. His

method of procuring it was to burn suljihur at a low temperature,

and e\]>ose to its flames cloth dipped in a solution of poiass. By
this method he obtained a combination of potass and sulphurous

acid ; for at a low temperature sulphur forms by combustion only

sulphinous acid. Scheele pointed out, in 1771, a method of pro-

curing sulphurous acid in quantities. Dr. Priestley, in 1774, ob-

tained it ill the gaseous form, and examir.etl its properties wliile in

a state of purity. Sulphurous acid may be procured by the fol-

lowing process : Put into a glass-retort two parts of sulphuric acid,

and one part of mercury, and apply the heat of a lamp ; the mix-

ture ed'ervesces, and a gas issues from the beak of the retort, and

may be received in glass-jars filled with mercury, and standing in

a mercurial trough. This gas is sulphurous acid. Sulphurous

acid, in the state of gas, is colourless and invisible like common
air. It is incapable of maintaining combustion ; nor can animuls

breathe it without death. It has a strong and suffocating odour,

precisely the same with that exhaled by sulphur burning with a

blue liame : sulphur, by such a combustion, being totally con-

verted into a sulphurous acid. Its specific gravity, according to

Bergman, is 0.00246; according to Lavoisier, 0.00231. It is

therefore somewhat more than twice as heavy as air. One hundred

cubic inches of it weigh nearly 63 grains.

SULPICIUS SEVERUS. See Severus. He was con-

temporary with Bulinus and St. Jerome; the disciple of St. Mar-
tin of Tours, whose life he has written; and the friend of Paulinus

bishop of Nola, with whom he held an intimate correspondence.

'The style of his Historia Sacra, is elegimt beyond the age he

Jived in.

SULTAN, or SOLDAN, is said by Vattier to be a Turkish
word, and to signify king of kings; adding, that it was tirst given

to the Turkish princes Angrolipex and Masgud, about A. D. 1055,

others will have it originally Persian, alleging, in proof hereof, an

ancient medal of Cosroes; others derive it from soldanus, quasi

solus dominus : otliers from the Hebrew rhv, schalat or schcietli,

to rule. It is a title chiefly cjnhned to the Turkish and Persian

inonarchs.

SULTANIA, an ancient and considerable town of Persia, in

Lac, built in the 13th century, on the ruins of the ancient Tigra-
nocerta. It is 50 miles N. W. of Casbin, and 225 or 250
N. N. W. of Ispahan. Lon. 51. 53. E. Lat. 36. 16. N.
SULTANPOUU, a town of Hindoostan, in Lahore : 62 miles

S. E. of Lahore, and 223 N. W. of Delhi. Lon. 73. 50. E. Lat.

30.25. N.
SULTSBACII, a town of Bavaria, 20 miles N. W. of Amberg,

and 32 N. of Ratisbon. Lon. II. 36. E. Lat. 36. 16. N.
SULTZ, a town of Wirtemberg, 12 miles N. of Rothwell, and

12 S. E. of Freudenstadt.

SULTSBURG, a town of Suabia, eight miles S. of Brisach,
eight S. W. of Friburg, and 22 N. N. E. of Basil. Lon. 7. 30.

E. Lat. 47. 54. N.
SULBACH, a town of Bavaria, 35 miles N. N. W. of Ratisbon,

ami 48 N. N. E. of Ingoldstadt.

SULZER, John George, a celebrated philosopher, born at

Winterthun, in Zurich, Oct. 16, 1720. He was the youngest of
2,^ children. His early education did not promise much, though
il was by no means neglected. He made but a small progress in

the learned languages, to prepare him for theology, for which his

parents de-iigned him. At 16, when he went to the academical
school of Zurich, he had no notion of tlie sciences, nor any taste

forstufly. The first incident that developetFa hidden ge'rm of
philosophical genius, was his meeting with Wmjfe's Metaphysics :

this excited his taste for science ; but he wanted a guide,
' The

clergyman with whom he lodged was ignorant; and the academic
cal prelections were, as yet, above the reach of his comprehension.
On the other Iiand, a sociable turn of mind led him often into

company, where he lo.>t much time in frivolous amusements, yet
without corrupting liis morals. The learned Gessner rendered
Sulzer's inclination to study triumphant over his passion for amuse-
ment. Animated by the counsels and example of this worthy
man, he a|)plied himself to philosophy and mathematics with
great ardour, and resumed the pursuit of Grecian literature and
the Oriental languages. The contemplation of nature became his

favourite passion. An ecclesiastical settlement in a rural scene,

that exhibited happy objects and occasions for this delightful stiuly,

began to render his days happy and useful : and he published, m
1741, " Moral Contemplations of the \\'orks of Nature ;" ami ix

174'i, an Account of a journey he had made through the Alps ;

which shewed his knowledge of natural history, and the sensibility

with which he surveyed the beauties of nature, and the grandeur
and goodness of its Author. He afterwards became private tutor

to a young gentleman at Magdeburg. This procured him the ac-

quaintance of Messrs. Maupertuis,' Euler, and Sack, which opened
to his merit the path of preferment, and advanced him successively

to the place of matlicmatical professor in the King's College at

Berlin, in 1747, and to that of member of the Ivoyal Academy in

1750. In this last quality he distinguished himself in a very emi-
nent manner, enriched the class of speculative philosophy with a

great number of excellent memoirs, and was justly considered as

one of the first rate metaphysicians in Germany. But his genius

was not confined to this branch of science. His " L'niversal

Theory of the Fine Arts" is a valuable production. A profound
knowledge of the arts and sciences, and a perfect acquaintance

with true taste, are eminently displayed in this work. The first

volume was published in 1771, and the second in 1774. His
" Remarks on the Philosophical Essays" of the late Mr. Hume, is

a work of real merit, which does justice to the acuteness, while it

often detects the sophistry, of the British Baylc. The moral cha-

racter of M. Sulzer was amiable and virtuous ; and his virtues

were animated by that sacred philosophy that forms the Christian,

ennobles man, and is the only source of that heart-felt serenity and
sedate fortitude which support humanity when every other object

of confidence fails. His dying moments were calm, humble, and
sublime. He had no enemy ; and his friends were numerous,
affectionate, and worthy of the tender returns he made them.
Frederic the Great of Prussia distinguished him by repeatetl

marks of munificence and favour, though he had never seen him
before 1777. Sulzer died in 1779,

SUM, SU.MMA, in mathematics, signifies the quantity that

arises from the addition of two or more magnitudes, numbers, or
quantities, together. See Arithmetic, and Algebra.
SUMATRA, an island of Asia, the most western of the Sunda

Islands, and constituting 'on that side the boundary of the Eastern

Archipelago. Its general direction is nearly N. W. and S. E.
'I he eipiator divides it almost into two equal parts, the one extremity

being in 5. 53. N. and the other in 5. 56. S, Lat. Acheen Head,
at the extremity of the island, is in Ion, 95, 34. E. It lies exposed
on the S. W, "side to the Indian Ocean ; the N. point stretches

into the bay of Bengal ; to the N. E.it is divided from the penin-

sula of Malacca by the straits of that name ; to the E. by the strails

of Banca, from the islaiul of that name ; to the S. E. by the com-
mencement of w hat are called the Chinese Seas ; and on the S. by
the straits of Sunda, which separate it from the island of Java. It

is about 900 miles in length, but from 100 to 150 only in breadth.

From this country the greatest part of the cassia I liat is sent to

Europe is procured. It abounds also with the camphire-trees,

which constitute the common timber in use; and in these trees

the camphiie is found native, in a concrete form. \ chain of high
mountains runs through the whole extent of the island ; the ranges

in many parts being double and treble ; their altitude, though
great, is not suflicient to occasion their being covered with snov?

(luring any part of the year. Between these ridges are extensive

plains, considerably elevated above the sulfate cS the maritime
lands. In these the air is cool; and from this advantage they are

the best inhabited, and the most cleared from woods, which else-

where, tlnougl.oiit Sumatra, cover both hilk and valleys with an
etern.il shade. The heat of the air is far from being so intense as

wight be e.\pettcd in the middle dI the Torrid Zone ; it is more
tcmperil*
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temperate than many regio[is within the Tropics; the theiniometcr

at the most sultry hour, about 2 P. M. lluctuating between 82°ancl

8j°. The wild beasts of Sumatra are tigers, elephants, rhinoce-

roses, bears, and monkeys. The tigers prove to the inhabitants

most destructive enemies. The number of people aniuuiily slam

by those rapacious tyrants of the woods is inciedible. Whole vil-

lages have been depopulated by them : yet from a superstitinus

prejudice, it is with difficulty they are prevailed upon by a large

reward which the India Company offers, to nse methods of de-

stroying them, till they have sustained some particular injury in

their own family or kindred. The size and strength of the species

which prevails on this island is |irodigious. Of birds they have a

greater variety than ol beasts. Tliecoo-ovT, or Sumatran pheasant,

is a bird of uncommon beauty. They have storks of prodigious

size, parrots, dunghill-fowls, ducks, the largest cocks in the world,

wood-pigeons, doves, and a great variety of small birds, different

from oui-s, and distinguished by the beauty of their colours. Of
reptiles, thiy have lizards, flying lizards, and caineleons. The
island swarms with insects, and their varieties are no less extra-

ordinary than their numbers. Rice is the only grain that grows in

the country ; they have sugar-canes, beans, peas, ratlishes, yams,
potatoes, pumkins, several Vinds of pot-herbs unknown to Europe ;

and most of the fruits met with in other parts of the East Indies,

in great perfection. Indigo, Brasil-wood, two species of the bread-

fruit-tree, pepper, benjamin, coffee, and cotton, are likewise the

produce of this island ; also the cabbage-tree and silk-cotton-tree
;

the forest contains a great variety of valuable species of wood, as

ebony, pine, sandal, aloes, teek, manchineel-iron-wood, and the

banyan-tree. Gold, tin, iron, copper, and lead, are found in the

country; and the former is plentiful. For its great abundance of

gold Mr. Marsden supposed Sumatra to be the Ophir of Solo-

mon ; Ophir, he says, is a Malay substantive, signitying a moun-
tain containing gold. But it is probable, that Ophir was situated

in Africa. Sumatra produces sulphur, arsenic, saltpetre, and bees-

wax, with edible birds-nests.

StfMBUL, a town of Hindoostan, in Oude, capital of a-circar

so named. It is 6j miles E. of Delhi. Lon. 78. 56. E. Lat. 28.

30. N.
SUMBULPOUR, a town of Hindoostan, in Orixa, capital of a

circar so named, 280 miles W. of Calcutta. Lon. 83. 40. E. Lat.

21. 25. N.
SUMEREIN, a town of Hungary, in the isle of Schut ; 16

miles S. of Presburg. Lon. 17. 23. E'. Lat. 48. 4. N.
SUMl, a.town of Russia, in Charkov; 68 miles N. N. \V. of

Charkov.
SUMMER, one of the quarters of the year, when the year is

divided into lour quarters, or one-half when the year is divided

only into summer and winter. See Astronomy, and Geograi-hy.
Summer, in architecture, is a large stone, the first that is laid

over columns and pilasters, in beginning to make a cross-

vault.

Summer, in carpentry, is a large piece of limber which being

supported on two stone-piers or posts, serves as a lintel to a door,

wndow, &c.
Summer Islands. See Bermudas.
SUMMIT, the top or vertex of anybody, or figure; as of a

triangle, cone, pyramid, &c.

SUMMONS, in law, is the citing of a person to any couri to

answer a complaint, or to give his evidence.

SuM.MONs, in war. To suinmon a place, is to send a drum or

trumpet to command the governor to surrender, and to declare

that if the place be taken by storm, all must submit to the mercy of

the conqueror.

SUMMUM BONUM, [Lat.] in ethics, the chief good ; the

Deity.
SUMNER, a county of Tennessee, in Mero district. It had

5294 citizens, and 1076 slaves, in 1795.

SUMP, in metallurgy, a round pit of stone, lined with clay

within, for receiving the metal on its first fusion from the ore.

SUMPH, in mining, denotes a pit sunk down in the bottom of

the mine, to cut or prove the lode still deeper than before ; and in

order to slope and dig it away if necessary ; and also to drive on

the lode in depth. The sumph principally serves as a bason or

reservoir to collect the water of a mine together, that it may be

cleaned out bv an engine or machine.

SUMPTUARY LAWS, [Lega Sumptua^ice, Lat.] arc laws

VOL. IV.—NO. 201.

made to restrain excess in apparel, costly I'urniture, eating, &c.
Most ai^es and nations have had their sumptuary laws; and some
retain them still. But it is observed, that no laws arc worse ex-
ecuted than sumptuary laws. Political writers have been much
divided in opinion wi'.h respect to the utility of these laws to a
state.

SUN, yol, Lit.] in astronomy, the great luminary wliich

enlightens the world, and, by its presence, constitutes day. See
AsiRON'OMV. For a demonstration drawn from the daily pha.n)-

mena of the celestial bodies, that the earth and n>>{ the sun is in

motion in order to pioduce tlay and night, see Tekra;
SUNBURV, orSUNXURT, a sca-poit of the United States,

in Georgia, in Liberty county. It is fiftreii miles S. of the

Great Ogeechec, and 40 S. of Savannah. Lon. 81. 28. W. Lat.

31. 44. N.
SuNBURY, a city of Pennsylvania, the capital of Northumber-

land county, 130 miles N. W. by W. of Philadelphia; Lon. 70.

50. W. Lat. 40. 52. N.
SUNDA ISLANDS, a general name for a cluster of islands in

the Indian Ocean, between '^3° and 120° of E. lon. and between R*

N. and 8° S. lat. The particular names of the islands are Borneo,

Sumatra, Java, Bally, Banca, &c.
SuNPA, Straits OF, are formed by the approach of the S. E.

extremity of the island of Sumatra to the N. W. extremity of the

island of Java.

SUNDAY, orthe LORD'S-DAY, is a solemn festival ob-

served by Christians on the lirst day of every week, in memory of

our Saviour's resurrection. See Sabbath.
SUNDERBUNDS, [;'. t. the woods,] a territory of Hin-

doostan, in th» S. part of Bengal, near the sea-coast, as large as

Wales, intersected by the mouths of the Ganges, all of which are

sail-water, except the principal one.

SUNDERBURG, a town of Denmark, in the island of Alsen.

It is twelve miles E. of Flendsburg. Lon. 10. 0. E. Lat. 54.

51. N.
SUNDERDOO, or MELUNDY, a fortified island and sea-

port of Hindoostan, on the W. coast of Concan, ten miles N. E.

bv E. of Vingorla, and 36 N. N. W. of Goa. Lon. 73. 20. E. Lat.

16. 3. N.
SUNDERLAND, a sea-port-town of England, in Durham.

13 miles N. E. of Durham, and 264 N. by W. of London. Lon.

I. 14. W. Lat. 54. 56. N.
SUNDl, a province of Africa, in Congo, well watered, and

rendered extremely fertile, by numerous rivers. Its mountains

abound with mines of various metals. It lies chiefly along the

banks of the Zaire.

SuNDi, the capital of the above province. Lon. 17.53. E. Lat.

4. 50. S.

SUN-DIAL. See Dial, and DrALiNG.
SuN-FLowER, in botany. See Helianthus.
SUNDSWALL, a sea-port-town of Sweden, in Medelpadia.

It is twenty miles N. of Hernosound. Lon. 17. 5. E. Lat. 62.

47. N.
SUPER, in composition, notes either more than another, or

more than enough, or on the top.

SUPERCARGO is a person employed by merchants to goa
vovage, and oversee their cargo or lading, and dispose of it to tlve

best advantage. See Factor.
SUPEREROGATION, in theology, is what a man does more

than he is commanded to do. The Romanists stand up strenu-

ously for works of supererogation, and maintain that the observance

of evangelical councils is such. By means hereof, a stock of merit

is laid up, which the church has the disposal of, and whic h she dis-

tributes in indulgences to such as need. 'I'his absurd doctrine was

first invented towards the close of the 12th century, and modified

and embellished by St. Thomas in the 13th. The reformed

churches do not allow of any work of supererogation ; but hold with

the apostles, that when we have done our best, we are but un-

profitable servants.

SUPEUFETATION, in midwifery, is a second conception,

happening when the mother, already pregnant, conceives of a later

coition ; so that she bears at once two fretuses of unequal age aud

bulk, and is delivered of them at different times.

SUPERFICIES, or SURFACE, in geometry, is the exterior

face of any body. This is considered as having the two dimen-

sions of length and breadth only, but no thickness ; and therelore

8 D ''it
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it makes no part of tlie substance or solid content or matter of the

bodv. See Grometrt, ami Memjur.vtion.
S'UPKRKINIi, ill the manufactories, a term used to express

th>! superlative fineness of a sUUi ; thus a clolli, a camblet, &c.

Hre said to be supTlinc, when made of the linest wool, &c. or

when thev are the finest that can be made.

SUP1:;RFLL'0US interval, in music, is one that ex-

ceeds a Irae diatonic interval by a semitone minor. See In-

TtBVAI..

S'UPERINSTITUTION, [svperinstitutio, Lat.] denotes an

institution upon another, as where A15 is admitted and instituted

to a beneiice upon one title, and CD is admitted and instituted

on that of another.

SUPERINTENDENT, or SUPF.RINTENDANT, denotes

an .ecclesiastical siipeiior in several reformed churches where epis-

copacy is not admitted; particularly among the Lulheraiis in

Germany, and the Calvinists in sonie other places. The super-

intcntlant is similar to a bishop ; only his power is somewhat more
restrained than that of the diocesan bishops.

SUPERIOR, a person raised above another in rank, office, or

talents.

Superior, in typography, a lake of N. America, so called from
its very extraordinary magnitude, wherein it is superior to all the

xither lakes and waters in the American continent. Some sup-

pose it to be the largest body of fresh water in the world. Lon.
84, 40. to 91. ji. W. L,it. 4o. 4. to 4S. 45. N.
SUPERLATIVE, in granuuar, is one of the three degrees of

comparison, being that inllection of adjective nouns that serves to

augment and heighten their signification, and shews the quality of

the thing denoted to be in the highest degree. See Gram-
mar.
SUPERNUMERARY, something over and above a fixed

number. In several of the offices are supernumerary clerks, to

{je ready on extraordinary occasions.

SUPERPAin ICULAR PrxOPORTlON, or RATIO, is

that iu which the greater U:xm exceeds the less by unit or 1. As
the ratio of 1 to 2, or 2 to 3, or 3 to 4, &c.
SUPERPARTIENT PROPORTION, or RATIO, iswhen

the greater term contains the less term once, and leaves some
number greater than 1 remaining. As the ratio

of 3 to 5, which is equal to that of 1 to If

;

of 7 to 10, which is equal to that of 1 to 1^, &c.
SUPERSEDEAS, in law, according to Fitzherbert, is a writ

•which lies in divers cases, and in general signifies a command to

stay some of the ordinary proceedings in law, which, on good
cause shewn, ought not to proceed. It is likewise used for the stay-

ing of an execution after a writ of error is allowed, and bail put in,

but not before bail is given, in case there be a judgement upon
Yerdict, or by default in debt, &c. A supersedeas is also granted
by the court for setting aside an erroneous judicial process, &c.
And a prisoner may be thereby discharged upon entering his ap-
pearance, and on the plaintiff's not filing a declaration against
him.
SUPER-STATUTO DE ARTICULIS CLERI, in law, a

•writ that lies against the sheriff, or other officer that distrains in

the king's highway, or in the lands anciently given to the
church.

SUPERSTITION is a word that has been used so indefinitely,
that it is difficult to determine its precise meaning. From its re-
semblance in sound to the Latin word supirstcs, " a survivor,"
it is evidently derived from it. Some have traced it from the
primitive words, super, above, and stn, I stand ; for the supersti-
tious in all ages and religions (latter themselves, that they stand
superior to the rest of mankind in holiness. Superstition is a word
Ola very extensive signification. We apply it to the idolatry of
the heithens ; we apply it also to the Jews, who made the wfll of
God of none effect by their traditions, and substituted ceremonies in
place of the religion of their fathers. We say also that Christians
are guilty of superstition ; the Roman Citholics, who believe in
transubstantiation and in the efficacy of prayers to saints ; and
those Protestants who esteem baptism and the Lord's supper, and
the punctual performance of other ceremonies, without regard to
jaith.and its genuine fruit, as sufficient for salvation.
SUPINATION, in anatomy, the action of a supinator-muscle,

or the njotion whereby it turns tlie hand so as that the palm is

iiiled up towards heaven. See Anato.mv.

SUPINE, in La'ir. granuuar, part of the tonjug.ition of a verb,

beuig a verbal substanlive of the siuj^ular number and tiie fourth

declension.

Sn PER is the evening-refreshment, or the last meal which is

usually taken, shortly before retiring to rest. Since late dinners

have, within these few years, become fashionable, suppers are iu a

great measure relinquished ; but, as many persons still retain the

latter practice, it should be remarked, that all fiatulent and heavy
food ought to be avoided ; for, as digestion is more slowly ctTecled

during sleep, the stomach will become oppressed, and oflea

troubled with nausea, eructations, accompanied wi'h head-ach,

&c. in the morning, consequent on excels in eating. Where,
however, a liealUiy person is obliged to labour at the desk, or in

any other sedentary maimer, during the greater part of the night,

it will be advisable to take a slight repast, such as bread-pud<ling,

water-gruel, or milk with biscuit, toasted bread, and the like, at

least one or two hours previously to bed-time. Neverthele.ss, to

convalescents, it may, under certain circumstances, be allowable

to eat an egg, or partake of a few oysters, or similar shell-fish,

that afibrd a more solid nutriment than .-my of the dishes before

mentioned ; provided they agree with their digestive organs.

Supper OF thk Lord, otherwise called th.c Eucharist, is a
sacrament ordained by Christ in his church, of which the outward
part is bread and wine, and the inward part or thing signified the

body and blood of Christ, which the majority of Christians be-

lieve to be in some sense or other taken anil received by the faith-

ful communicants. There is no orilinanre of the gospel which
has been the subject of more violent controversies between dif-

ferent churches, and even between diiferent divines of the same
church, than this sacrament ; and though all confess that one pur-
pose of its institution was to be a bond of love and union among
Christians, it has by the perversencss of mankind, been too often

converted into an occasion ot hatred.

SUPPLEMENT, in literature, an appendage to supply what
is wanting in a book.
Supplement of an Arch or Angle, in geometry, or trigo-

nometry, is what it wants of a semicircle, or of 180°; as the com-
plement is what it wants of a quadrant, or of 90*. So the sup-

plement of 50° is ISO"' ; as the complement of it is 40°.

SUPPLICAVIT, in law, a writ that issues out of the court of

Chancery for taking surety of the peace, where a person is in

danger of receivini; some bodily hurt from another. It is directed

to the justices of the peace and sheriff of the county, and is

grounded on the statute 1 of Edward HI. which appoints, that

certain persons shall be appointed by the lord-chancellor to take

care of the peace.

SUPPLIES, the sums granted by parliament for defraying the

public expenditure for the current year. The known or probable
amount of the dilTerent branches of the year's expences, is stated

to the house of commons in a committee of supply, by the chan-
cellor of tlie e.xchequer; and after they have been voted by the

committee, are formally granted by an act of parliament. The
granting of the annual supplies, as well as permanent taxes, is a

peculiar privilege of the house of commons, who never permit any
alteration or amendment to be made by the lords in the bills

passed for this purpose.

SUPPORTERS, in heraldry. See Heraldry. Supporters
are chiefly figures of beasts : figures of human creatures for that

purpose are called ten.wts.

SUPPOSITION, in music, is when one of the parts dwells oa
a note, while another part makes two or more less notes equiva-
lent to it, by conjoint degrees. Supposition is defined the using
of two successive notes, of the same value as to time; the one
whereof, being a discord, supposes the other a concord.
SUPPOSITORY, a kind of medicated cone, which is introduced

into the anus for opening the belly. It is usually composed of
common honey, mixed up with either soap or oil, and formed iiit»

pieces of the length and thickness of the little finger,only pyramidal.
SUPPRESSION, in medicine, is generally used to signify a

retention of urine or of the menses.

SUPPURATION, the second way wherein an inflammation
terminates ; being a conversion of tlie inspissated blood and the
first adjacent parts, as the vessels and fat into pus or matter ; which
disorder, when it has not yet found an opening, is generally called

an abscess.

SUPRALAPSARIANS, in theology, are persons who hold

hal
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that God, without any regard to the good or evil uorksofnien,
}ias resolved, by an eteniul decree, sii])ra lapsimi, aiuecedenlly to

any knowledge of the lall of Adam, and indepencleutly of il, to

save some and to damn other-; ; or, in other words, that God in-

teftded to glorify his justice in the condemnation of some, a=;well

as his mercy in the salvation of otliers ; and for that purpose de-

creed that Adam should necessarily fail, and by that fall bring

liimself and all his ollspring into a state of everlasting; condemna-
tion. These are also called antelapsaries, and are opposed to sub-

lapsarians, and mfralapsarians. Accordinir to the supralapsanans,

the object of predestination is, homocreabilis el labilis ; and, ac-

cording to the sublapsarians and infralapsarians, homo creatus et

lapsus.

SUPRASPINATUS. SeeAKAXoMY.
SUPREMACY, in our polity, the superiority or sovereignty

of the king over the church as well as state, whereof he is esta-

blished head. The king's supremacy was at first established, or,

as others say, recovered, by king Henry VHI. in 1334, after

breaking with the pope. It is since con.lrnied by several canons,

as well as by the articles of the church, and is passed into an oath

which is required as a necessary qualification for all offices and
employments both in church and state, from persons to be or-

tiaiiied, from the members of both houses of parliament, &c.
SUR, or SHUR, in ancient geography, a desert of Arabia

Petria, extending between Palestine and the Arabian Gulph ; into

which the Israelites, after marching through the Red Sea, liiot

came, (Exod. xv. 22.) In Numb, .xxxiii. 8.

SuR, or Sour, a town of Asiatic Turkey, in the pachalic of

Acre or Saide, exhibiting the remains of the ancient and cele-

brated city of Tyre. Its relics just exist, to shew the trvith and
remarkable fulfilment of Scripture-prophecy. Sur lies 18 miles

S. S. W. of Saide, and 80 N. of Jerusalem. Lon. 36. 5. E.
Lat. 33. 40. N.
SURAT, a city of Hindostan, belonging to Britain, on the W.

eoast of the peninsula, a little to the N. of Bombay, and about 16

miles up the river Tappee. Surat is 177 miles N. of Bombay.
LoM. 72. 48. E. Lat. 21. 10. N.
. SURAZ, a town of Russia, in Polotsk ; 80 miles E. of Po-
lotsk.

SURAZSK, a town of Russia, in Novgorod Steverskoi, 72
miles N. N. W. of Novgorod.
SURCHARGE OF COMMON, is a disturbance of common

of pa'^ture, by putting more cattle therein than the pasture and
herbage will sustain, or the party has a right to do. This injury

can only happen where the common is appendant or appurtenant,

and of course limitable hy law ; or where, when in gross, it is e.\-

pressly limited and certain ; for where a map has conmion in

gross, sans nombre, or without stint, he cannot be styled a' sur-

charge.

SURCOAT, a coat of arms worn over the body-armour. It is

properly a loose thin taffety coat, with arms embroidered or

painted on it ; such as is worn by heralds ; and was anciently also

used by mili'ary nun over their armour to distinguish them.
SURCULATION, [from surcutus, Lat.] in gardening and

husbandry, the art of pruning or lopping of trees.

SURCULI, [Lat.] in botany, the middle-ramifications of the

ribs of a leaf.

SURD NUMBER, in arithmetic and algebra, any number or

(|uai)lity that is inconmieiisurablo to unity ; otherwise called an
irriitional number or quantitv. See Algebra.

blJlxK'l'Y, inlaw, is tin- s.'.nie with bail.

SURF, a term used by seamen to c.xpiess a peculiar swell and
breaking of the sea upon the shore. It sometimes forms but a
single range along the shore, and at others three or four, behind
one anoflier, extending half a mile out to sea. The surf begins
to assume ili form at some distance from the place where it breaks,
gradually accumulating as it moves forward till it gain, not uncom-
monly, in places within the limits of the trade-winds, a height of
I J or 20 feet, when it overhangs at top, and falls like a cascade
with great force and a prodigious noise.

SURFEIT, iri pliysiology, is an indisposition attended with
nausea, and the sensation of a load at the stomacli, which are ge-
nerally occasioned by indolence, and excess in eating or drhiking;
though the disease sometimes arises from an error in the quality of
the diet. During this affection, the insensible perspiration is im-
peded, and tlie skin is often covered with eruptions. If a surfeit

originate from the use of muscles, corrupted meat, or other un-
wholesome animal-food, it will be advisable speedily to resort to
an emetic ; and, after its operation, to drink frequent and copious
draughts of vegetable acids, diluted with water. But, in cases

where excess in eating or drinking is the immediate cause of the
complaint, the first passages ought to be evacuated by proper pur-
gatives, and afterwards such medicines administered as tend to re-

store the obstructed perspiration, and at the same time promote
the secretion of urine.

SURFEIT, in farriery, a disease chiefly incident to horses: it

is occasioned either by suffering them to drink immoderate por-
tions of cold water, while they are in a profiis<^ perspiration ; or
by neglecting them, when hidebound. See Farriery.
SURGEON, or CIIIRURGEON, an appellation bestowed

on professional characters who exercise that branch of the healing

art, which chiefly relates to the treatment of external or local af-

fections. In latter times, however, the practice of surgery is

more extensive, and likewise more respectable ; since its professors

have been finally separated from the Company of Barbers, whose
mechanical pursuits are now confined to blood-letting, teeth-draw-

ing, and shaving. The two former operations, however, are also

performed by surgeons, on scientific principles ; so that the lower
cl.isses, and country-people, only resort to the barber. At
length, the wisdom of the British legislature has granted to the

'iionourable profession of surgery a royal charter, by virtue of

which, all examined and approved members, on paying certain

fees, may be incorporated in the Royal College of Surgeons of

London, established in 1800. Though the separation of the two
professions of the physician and surgeon has been, and ever will be,

detrimental to the progress and interest of medical science ; yet,

on the other hand, some distinction appears justly to prevail in the

present state of things ; as, otherwise, there would be no occasion

for physicians, or tliey would be compelled to employ the knife

and the lancet. Such an cxpe;lient, however, might be the means
of encroaching on the practice of surgeons, who have devoted their

attention to the healing art, both in external and constitutional

complaints ; hence, we are of opinion, that it would be highly

beneficial to society, if both professions were again united, as they

have originally been in the days of the greatest practitioner of att-

tient and'modern times, namely those of Hippocrates.

SURGERY.

SURGERY, that part of medicine which treats of diseases to

be cured or alleviated by the hand, by instruments, or by exter-

nal applications. It appears highly probable that surgery was

antecedent to all the other branches of medicine. The wars and

contentions which have taken place among mankind, almost ever

since their creation, necessarily imply that there would be occasion

for surgeons at a very early period, and probably these external

injuries would for some time be the only diseases for which a cure

would be attempted, or perhaps thought practicable. In the sa-

wed writings we find much mention of balsams, particularly the

itiliaoi Gilead, as excellent intiie cure of wounds ; though at the

same time we are informed that there were some wounds whic}«

this balsam could not heal. Of the surgery practised among the

ancient Egyptians, Jews, and Asiatic nations, we know little or

nothing. '1 he Greeks were those from whom the art descended

tons, though they confessedly received it from the eastern nations.

The fisst Greek surgeons on record are /Esculapius and his sons

Podalirius and Machaon. .iEsculapius flourished about 50 years

before the Irojan war ; and his two sons distinguished themselves

in that war, both by their valour and ekill in curing wounds.

This indeed is the whole of the medical skill attributed to them by
Homer ; for ia the plague which broke out in the Grecian canip,

ibe
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lie does not mcnlioii their beiiio al all consulted. Nav, what is

still iiioro ^l^.lnge, though he suiiietinies niernions his heroes lias-

iiig their bones brcke, he never takes notice ot their being refUiced

or cured by any other than sii|jeri)atural means ; as in the case of

i't'ncas, whose thigh-bone was broken by a stone cast al him by
Diomed. 'I'he methods which these two famous surgeons used in

curing the wounds of their fellow-soldiers seems to have been the

extracting or cutting out the darts which intiicted them, and ap-

plying emollient fomentations or styptics to them when necessary;
and to these they undoubtedly attributed much more virtue than

they could possess, as appears from the lines, where Homer de-

scribes Eurypyhis as wounded and under the liands of Patrochis,

who would certainly practise according to tlie dire'tions of the

surgeons. 'J'ill the days of Hippocrates we know very little of

what was the practice of the Greek surgeons. I'Vom him, how-
ever, we learn, that the practice of blood-letting, cuppiitg, and
scarification, was known to them ; also the use of warm and emol-
lient fomentations, issues made with hot irons, pessaries, injections,

fumigations, Sec. Hippocrates alio gives directions with regard to

fractures, luxations, ulcers, listulas. He directs the extension, re-

duction, bandages, and splints, proper to be used in fractures and
luxations of dilierent bones, with several machines to increase the
extension when necessary. Surgery appears not to have existed in

Rome, notwitlislanding the warlike g'liius of the people, for

more than 500 years. Archagathus, a Greek, was the first profes-

sor of that art in the city ; anti so fre(|uently employed the knife,

hot irons, and other cruel methoils of cure, that he was branded
with the opprobrious title of carnifex, and expelled the city,

where no physician or surgeon of eminence made his appearance
for 180 years. At this time Asclepiades undertook the profession
of medicine ; but seems to have dealt little in surgerv. Neither
have we any thing of importance on that suliject till the time of
Celsus, who flourished under Augustus and Tiberius. In Celsus's
surgery, all the improvements from Hippocrates to his own days
are collected ; the most minute and trilling diseases are not omit-
ted, and he is very minute in describing diseases of the different

parts of the body, and in prescriliing a multitude of remedies and
applications. The last writer of consequence who flourished at

Home was Galen, physician to the emperor Marcus Aurelius. His
works are for the most part purely medicinal ; although he wrote
also on surgery, and made Commentaries on the Surgery of Hip-
pocrates. Ho opened the jugular veins, and performed arlerio-

tomy at the temples; directed leeches, scarification, and cupping-
glasses, to draw blood. He also describeil with accuracy tlie dif-

ferent species of hernias or ruptures. Aetius flourished, A. D.
500. In his works we meet with many observations unnoticed by
Celsus and Galen, particularly on the surgical operations, the
diseases of women, the causes of difficult laboui-s, and modes of
delivery. He also takes notice of the dracunculus or (Juinea
worm. Aetius, howeTer, is greatly excelled by Paulus jtgineta,
who flourished in 040; whose treatise on surgery is superior to
that of all the other ancients. From the time of Paulus jEgineta
o the year 900, no writer of any consequence, either on medicine
or surgery, ap;)eared. At this time the Arabian physicians lUiazes
and Avicenna revived in the east the medical art, whicli, as well
as others, was almost entirely extinguished in the west. About the
beginning of the l6lh century, surgery was held in contempt in
this island, and was practised iiidiscriin"inately by barbers, farriers,

and sow-gelders. Barbers and surgeons continued L'OO years after,

to be incorporated in one company in London, Paris, and Edin-
burgh. In Holland and some parts of Germany, even at this

day, barbers exercise the razor and lancet alternately. Till so
late as 17^0, the surgeons and barbers of Edinburgh formed but
one incorporation ; but after a process at law, they were separated
by decreet of the Court of Session ; and the surgeons were found
rntitled to retain tha charter and privileges. See Barbers. Tlie
surgeons have ever since ranked as the first of the 14 Incorpora-
tions; and send their Deacon, or Praises, annually or biennially,
to represent them in the town-council. The surgeons of Eilin-
burgh also form a Royal College; and have an elegant hall and a
fine library in Surgeon's Square. It is within the last three cen-
turies, that we liave any considerable improvement in surgery,
which, during the I'tli century, was enriched with several
systems, and with detached or miscellaneous observations. The
principal authors are, M. A. Severinus, V. Vidius, R. Wiicman,

Le Clerc. J. Sciiltetus, J. Maiigctu>, C. Magatus, Spigelius, F.
Hildanu.s, T. Baitliulin, and P. de Marchetl.

Of Wounds.

For the cure of wounds, the ancients imagined balsams, the
juice oi herbs, &c. to be a kind of specifics. In after-ages, and in

countries where balsams are not easily procured, salves have been
substituted in their place ; and there are many who still reckon 3

salve essentially necessary for healing the sliglitest cut. It is cer-

tain, liowever, that the cure of wounds cannot be el'fected, nay,
iii>i even forwariled in the least, by ointments, unless in particular

(uses, or by acculi nt. Tiiat power whiili tlic human frame has
of repairing the injuries done to itself, which by physicians is called

vis medicatrix natura", is the sole agent in curing e.xternal injuries
;

and without this the most celebrated balsams wouUI prov^ inefl'ec-

lual. But this power, tliis vis medicatrix, is not an imaginary or
ideal power; it exists in the blood, which is the principal of life,

and possesses tliis medicating or healing power, in every animal
that is in a state of health. When a wound has been made with
a sharp iiibtrument, and is not extensive, if it be immediately
cleaned, and all the extravasated blood sucked out, (See J. Bell

on Wounds, part I. Disc. v. p. 215,) it will almost always heal by
the first intention in a very short time. Indeed the cures pcr-
lorined by this simple process are so surprising that they would be
incredible were we not assured of their reality. When this pro-.
cess is either neglected, or proves unsuccessful by improper treat-

ment, there are three stages to be observed in the cure of a
w ound ; the first, called digestion, takes place when the ends of
the wounded vessels contract themselves, and pour out the liquor

which is converted into pus. As soon as this appears, the second
stage, in which the flesh begins to grow up, takes |dace ; and aj

this proceeds, the edges of the wound acquire a fine bluish or pearl

colour, which is that of the new skin beginning to cover the
wound as far as the fieshha3 filled it up. Tliis process coniinues,

and the skin advances frem all sides towards the centre, which is

called the cicatrizing of the wound. For the promoting of each
o! these processes, several ointments were formerly much in vogu^
But it is now found, that no ointment whatever is capable of pro.

moting them, but rather retards the cure ; and that it is only ne-
cessary to keep the wound clean, and to prevent the air from hav-
ing access to it. This, indeed, nature takes care to do, by co-
vering the wound with a cake of coagulated blood ; but if a wound
of any considerable magnitude should be left entirely to nature,

the pus would form below the crust of coagulated blood in

such quantity, that it would most probably corrupt, and the
woiiJid <legeneratc into a corroding ulcer. It is necessary,

therefore, to cleanse the wound frequently ; and for this pur-
pose it will be proper to apply a little ointment spread on soft

scraped lint. For the first dressing, dry lint is usually applied, and
ought to be allowed to remain for two or three days, till the pus is

perfectly formed ; after which the ointment may be applied as

just now directed ; and, in a healthy body, tlie wound w'ill htal
without furthertrouble. As to the ointment employed, it i^ al-

most indiderenf what it be, provided it has no acrid or stimulating

ingredient in its composition. Although, in general, wounds thus
easily admit of a cure, there are several circumstances which re-

quire a different treatment, even in simple divisions of the llesliy

parts, when neither the membranous nor tendinous parts are in-

jured. These are, 1. Where the wound is large, and gapes very
much, so that if allowed to heal in the natural way, the patient

might be greatly disfigured by the scar. It is proper to bring tlie

lips of the wound near to each other, and to join them either by
adhesive plaster or by suture, as the wound is more superficial, or
lies deeper. 2. When foreign bodies are lodged in the wound, as

when a cut is given by glass, &c. it is necessary by all means to
extract them, before the wound is dressed ; for it will never heal
until they are discharged. When these bodies are situated in

such a manner as not to be capable of being extracted without la-

cerating the adjacent parts, which would occasion violent pain and
other bad symptoms, it is necessary to enlarge the wound, so that
these ort'cnding bodies may be easily removed. This treatment,
however, is chiefly necessary in gunshot-wounds. 3. When the
wound is made in such a manner that it runs for some length be-

low the skin, and tke bgttom is much lower than the orifice, the

jnatte{
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matter collected from all parts of tlie wound will be lodged in tlie

botto:n of it, where, corrupting by tlie heat, it will degenerate into

a fistulou-, ulcer. To prevent this, we must use compresses, ap-
plied so that the bottom of the wound may suffer a more con-
siderable pressure than the upper part of it. Thus the mailer
formed at the bottom will be gradually forced upwards, and that

formed at liie upper part will be ijicapable of descending by its

weight; the divided parts, in the mean time, easily uniting when
brouglit close together. Indeed, the power which nature has of
uniting dilferent parts of the human body is very surprising ; for,

sccordJng to authors of credit, even if a piece of flesh be totally

cut out, and applied in a short time afterwards to the place from
whence it was cut, the two will unite. That a part cut out of a

living body docs not entirely lose its vital power for some time,

is evident from the modern practice of transplanting teeth ; and
from an experiment of Mr. Hunter's at London, who put the tes-

ticle of a cock into the belly of a living hen, which adhered to the
liver, and became connected to it by means of blood-vessels. We
have therefore the greatest reason to hope, that the divided parts

ot the human body, when closely applied to each other, will co-
here without leaving any sinus or cavity between them. How-
ever, if this method should fail, and matter still be collected in

the depending [lart of the wound, it will be necessary to make
an opening in that part in order to let it out ; after which the

.wound may be cured in the common way. 4. During the course
of the cure, it sometimes happens that the wound, instead of filling

up with fleshy granulations of a tlorid colour, shoots up into a
glassy-like substance which rises above the level of the surround-
ing skin, while, at the same time, instead of laudable pus, a thin

ill-coloured and fetid ichor is discharged. In this case the lips of
the wound lose their beautiful pearl-colour, and become callous

and white, nor does the cicatrizing of the wound at all advance.
When this happens in a healthy patient, it generally proceeds from
some improper management, especially the making use of too

many emollient and relaxing medicines, an immoderate use of

balsams and ointuients. Frequently nothing is more requisite for

takingdown this fungus than dressing with dry lint ; at other times

desiccalive powders, such as calamine, tutty, calcined alum, &c.
will be necessary ; and sometimes red precipitate mercury must
be used. This last, however, is apt to give great pain, if sprinkled

in its dry state upon the wound ; it is therefore most proper to

grind it with some yellow basilicon ointment which makes a much
more gentle, though at the same time an efficacious, escharotic.

Touching the overgrown parts with blue vitriol is also found very

effectual. Hitherto we have considered the wounded patient as

otherwise in a state of perfect health ; but it must be observed,

that a large w'oun<l is capable of disordering the system to a great

degree, and inducing dangerous diseases which did not before

exist. If the patient is strong and vigorous, and the pain and in-

flanuiiation of the wound great, a considerable degree of fever

may arise, which it will be necessary to check by bleeding, (un-

less too much blood has already been lost by the wound,) low diet,

and other parts of the antiphlogistic regimen, at the same time that

the inflamed lips of the wound and parts adjacent are to be treated

with emollient fomentations or cataplasms till the pain and swelling

abate. On tlie other ha/id, it may happen, when the patient is of

a weak and lax habit, that the vis vitae may not be sufficient to

excite such an inflammation in the wound as is absolutely neces-

sarv for its cure. In this case, the edges of the wound look pale

and soft ; the wound itself ichorous and bloody, without any signs

of fleshy granulations; or if any new flesh shoots up, it is of the

fungous glassy kind above mentioned. To such wounds all ex-

ternal applications are vain ; it is necessary to strengthen the pa-

tient by proper internal remedies, among which the bark has a

principal place, until the wound begins to alter its appearance.

in such persons, too, there is some danger of a hectic fever by
the absorption of matter into the body when the wound is large ;

and this will lake place during the course of the cure, even when
the appearances have been at first as favourable as could be
wished.

H.ffiMORRH.\GiES very frequently happen in wounds, either

from a division of one large artery, or of a number of small ones.

In this case, the first step to be taken by the surgeon is to etfect

a temporary stoppage of the blood by means of compression, and
by tying up the vessels. Weunds of the nerves, tendons, and
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ligaments, are attejided with much more violent symptoms than

those where even considerable arteries are divided, and frequently

resist every method of cure proposed by the most skilful prac-

titioners. In the simple process of blood-leltuig, it frequently

happens that the tendinous expansion called the aponeurosis of the

biceps muscle is wounded, or even the tendon of that muscle il.self

is punctured, by the point of the lancet ; or sometimes a nrrve

which happens to lie in (he neighbourhood is partially divided.

Any one of these wounds, though they are the smallest we cm
well suppose to be given, are frequently very dangerous and dd-
ficull of cure. It stmietimes immediately li.ippens on the intro-

duction of tlie lancet, that the patient complains of a most exqui-

site degree of pain : and when this occurs, we may rest assured that

either a nerve or tendon baa been wounded. On some occasions,

by proper management, such as evacuating a considerable quantity

of blood at the orifice newlv Miade, by keeping the part at perfect

rest, and preserving the patient in as cool a state as possible, the pain

at first complained of will gradually abate, and at last go ofl en-

tirely, without any bad conse(|ueiu:e whatever. At other times,

however, this pain which occurs instantaneously on the introduc-

tion of the lancet, iii-tcad of abating, begins soon to increase; a

fullness, or small degree of swelling, takes place in the parts con-

tiguous to the wound ; the lips of tlie sore become somewhat hard
and inflamed ; and, in the course of 24 hours or so from the ope-

ration, a thin watery serum begins to be discharged at the orifice.

If, by the means employed, relief is not soon obtained, these

symptoms gem rally continue in nearly the same state for two or

perhaps three days longer. At this time the violent pain which at

iiist took place becomes tlill more distressiug; but instead of

being sharp and acute as before, it is now attended with the sen-

sation of a burning heat, which still goes on to increase, and proves,

during the whole course of the ailment, a source of constant dis-

tress to the patient. The fullness and hardness in the lips of the

wound begin to increase, and the swelling in the neighbouring
parts gradually extends over the whole member. The parts at

last become exceedingly tense and hard ; an erysipelatous inflam-

matory colour frequently appears over the whole member; the

pulse by this time has generally become very hard and quick ; the

pain is now intense, the patient exceedingly restless ; twitchings of

the tendons occur to a greater or less degree ; on some occasions,

3, locked jaw and other convulsive affections supervene ; and all

ihese symptoms continuing to increase, it most frequently hap-

pens that the torture under which the patient has been groaning is

at last terminated by death. Different opinions have prevailed re-

specting the cause of these symptoms. By some they have been
imputed to wounds of the tendons. By otiiei-s the tendons are

supposed to be so entirely destitute of sensibility, as to be quite

incapable of producing so much distress ; so that wounds of the

nerves they consider, on all such ocrasions, as the true cause of

these various symptoms. One or other of these ideas continued

to be the only source for explaining the various pha'iiomena found
to occur in this malady, till a dilTerent opinion was ^uggested by
the late ingenious Mr. John Hunter of London. Mr. Ilunter sup-

poses that all the dreadful symptoms found now and then to be in-

duced by the operation of blood-letting, may be more readily ac-

counted for from an inflamed state of the internal surface of the

vein, than from any other cause. Such a state of the vein he has

often traced in horses that have died of such symptoms from vene-

section, and the same appearances have soniL-times occurred also in

the human body. And on other occasions, inflamination having

in this manner been once excited, has been known to terminate la

suppuration ; and the matter thus produced being in the course of

circulation carried to the heart, i\Ir. Ilunter supposes that in such

cases death may have been induced by that cause alone. The
late Dr. Monro was the lirst who gave any accurate directions lor

the treatment of rupture in the large tendons : and it is perhap*

given with more precision, from his having himself experienced

the effects of this misfortune in tlie tendo Achillis. He used a

foot-sock or slipper, made of double quilted ticking, and left open

at the toe ; from the heel of which a strap went up above the calf

of the leg. A strong piece of the same materials went round the

calf, and was fastened with a lace. On the back part of this wa*

a buckle, through which the strap of the foot-sock was passed, by
which the calf could be brought down, and the foot extended at

., pleasure. Besides tliere was a piece of tin applied to the fore-part

]j
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ef the leg, to prevent the foot from getting into any i?iipro|)er

posture (Inniig bleep. After proposing to walk, he put on a shoe

with ;i heel two inches deep; and it was not till the expiration of

five months that he ventured to lay aside the tin plate ; and

he continued the use of the high-heeled shoe for two years.

The whole apparatus is represented (Plate CLXIV. fig. 1.)

From this treatment a knowledge may be formed of the treat-

ment necessary to be followed in the laceration of tendons of other

parts of the bodv. When the small vessels are broken by a blow

witli any hard instrument without penetrating the skin, at the same

time that the solid fibres of the part are crushed, the injury is

termed a contusion ; and when at the same time the skin is broken,

it is termed a contused and lacerated wound; because i[) this case

the parts are not fairly divided as with a knife, but lorn asunder or

violenllv stretched. 1£ very contusion therefore, whether the skin

is broken or not, may properly be reckoned a wound ; for where

the injury is so slight' that none of ihe contents of the small vessels

are extravasated, it scarcely deserves to be mentioned. The imme-
diate consequence of the contusion, therefore, is a swelling,

by reason of the extravasation just mentioned ; and the skin

becomes discoloured by (he blood stagnating under it ; but as this

fluid, even though covered by the skin, cannot long remain in its

natural state, it thence happens that the contused part soon loses

its florid red colour, and becomes blue or black ; the thinner parts

being in the mean time gradually taken uj) by the absorbent ves-

sels, which at last happens to the blood itself: the blue disappears,

and is succeeded by a yellowish colour, shewing that tlie blood is

jiow dissolved ; after which tlie part recovers its former appearance,

and ruptured vessels appear to have united as though nothing had

happened. These are the symptoms whicli attend the slightest

kind of contusions : but it is evident, that where the blow is so

violent as to rupture or crush some of the large nerves, or blood-

vessels, all the bad consecpienccs which attend simple wounds of

those parts will ensue, and they will not at all be alleviated

by the circumstance of the skin being whole. Hence it is

easy to see lio'.v a contusion may produce ulcers of the worst

kind, gangrene, sphacelus, carious bones, &c. and if it happens

to be on a glandular part, a scirrhus or cancer is very frecjuently

found to ensue. r%ven the visceia themselves, especially of the

abdomen, may be injured by contusions to such a degree as to pro-

duce an inflammation, gangrene, or scirihus, nay instant death,

without rupturing the skin. In cases of severe contusions and
bruises, speedy and effectual cures have been produced in conse-

quence of bathing all the contusions with a mixture of spirits and
laudanum.
Gun-shot wounds can be considered in no other light than

contused wounds. In those made by a musket or pistol-hall, the

most immediate considerations are, to extract the ball, or any other
extraneous body which may have lodged in the wounded part

;

and to stop the hemorrhagy, if there be an effusion of blooil from
the rupture of some consideral)le artery. It is often necessary to

enlarge the wound to extract the ball : and if it has gone quite
through, (provided the situation of the part wounded will admit
of its being done with safety,) the wound is to be laid freely open
througii its whole length: whereby any extraneous body "will be
more readily reinovtd, and the cure facilitated. To get at the ball,

or any other foreign matter, probing it is to be used as sparingly

as possible. This evidently appears froin the nature of the symp-
toms attendant on penetrating wounds of the breast or belly, either

from a bullef or sharp instrument ; the thrusting in a probe to

parts under such circumstances being unavoidably a fresh stab on
every repetition of such practice. Wherever probing is necessarv,
the hnger is to be preferred us the best and truest probe, where'it
can be used. If a ball, or any other foreign body, be lodged near
the orifice, or can be perceived by the finger to lie under the skin,
though at some distance from the mouth of the wound, we should
cut upon it, and take it out ; but when it is sunk deep, and lies ab-
solutely beyond the reach of the finger, it must appear evident, upon
the least reflection, that thrusting, 'first a long probe in quest of the
bullet, and then as has been practised likewise, a longer pair of
forceps, either with or without teeth, into a wound of that kind,
though with a sort of certainty to extract it, must either contuse,
or irritate and inflame, the parts to a great degree; and conse-
quently do as much, or more mischief, than the ball did at lirsl by
forcing its passage such a length of way. And should they at the
Saane time lay hold >.<! any considerable artery or. nerve aloiig with

the ball (which can scarcely ever fail of being (lie case,) what shock-

ing consequences would attend such a proceeding ! Nor would
attempts of this sort be less injurious in case a bulrt should happen
to be lodged in the cavity of the belly or breast. Such attempts

are the less necessary, because a great number of instances have
occurred, where balls have been quietly lodged in several parts of

the body, till after many years they have worked themselves a pas-

sage towards the surface, and were very easily extracted ; and
many where balls have been entirely left behind, without any in-

convenience.

Poison may be introduced into the system various ways. The
effects of the poison introduced by the stings of insects may fre-

quently be prevented by applying immediately vinegar or ardent

spirits. After an inflammation has come on, the most effectual

remedy is the washing the parts with cold water. The bite of a

viper is not always dangerous; but as we can never judge with

certainty whether the wound be poisoned or not, and as the poison

of this animal acts very speedily upon the system, its bad eflects

ought to be prevented by every possible means. The injured part

ought either to be cut out immediately, or destroyed with the ac-

tual or potential cautery.

Of Inflaivimations.

Innammation of any part is accom|)anied with increased heat,

redness, and painful tension. Inflammation is commonly divid;.><i

into two species, the Phlegmonic and Erythematic. The first is

distinguished by considerable swelling, throbbing pain, and cir-

cumscribed bright red colour. Tlie second by superficial swelling,

burning pain, dull red colour, apt to spread, disappearing when
pressed, and quickly returning ; Ihe part affected is frequently

covered with small vesicles. The consequences of inflammation
are suppuration and gangrene, unless the inflaminalion be checked
and terminated by resolution. That an inflammation will termi-

nate in suppuration may be known from the time it has continued,
from the remission of the pain and hardness, the greater elevation
of the skin in the middle part, a change of colour from red to
bluish or livid, a slight fever with shivering, and from a fluctuation

of matter perceived on handling the part. During the first stage
of the inflammtion, Iiowever, we ought, for the most part, to en-
deavour to resolve it, or prevent the suppuration. Yet some cases
must be excepted. For instance, those inflammatory swellings
which sometimes occur in fevers, or succeed to them, ought always
to be brought to suppuration ; and it might be very dangerous to
attempt a resolution of them. In swellings of a scrophulous nature,
it is perhaps best to do nothing at all, cither with a view to resolve
or suppurate. Thus it might be dangerous to make use of repel-

lent applications, at the same time that it is by no means advisable

to promote their suppuration; the cure of such swellings, when
opened, proving always very troublesome ; w hilc at the same time
it is known, that such swellings may remain for a long time with-
out any risk to the patient. Mr. Bell recommends ths nreparations
of lead as proper applications, in cases of external inflammation,
where W8 wish for a resolution. The best method of applying it,

he says, is in the form of a watery solution ; and he gives the fol-

lowing formula : " R. Sacchar. saturn. unc. semis. ; solve in acet.

pur. unc. iv. ; et adde aq. fontan. distillat. lb ij. The addition of
vinegar renders the solution much more complete than it other-
wise would be; and without it indeed a very considerable propor-
tion of the lead generally separates and falls to the bottom. When
the part affected with inflammation is not very tender, or lies deep,
applications of vinegar are ot'ten had recourse towitli considerable
advantage ; the most efl'ectual form of using it seems to be by way
of cataplasm, made with the strongest vinegar and crumb of bread.
In such cases, an alternate use of this remedy, with the saturnine
solution, has produced more beneficial eiTects than are commonly,
observed from a continued course of any one of them. By proper
care in the couise of three or four days, and sometimes in a shorter
time, resolution of the tumor will in general begin to take place ;

at least before the end of that period it may, for the most part, be
known how the disorder is to terminate. If the heat, pain, and
other attending symptoms abate, and especially if the tumour be-
gin to decrease, without the occuirente of any gangrenous ap-
pearances, we may then be almost certain that by a continuance
of the same plan a total resolution will be et'fected. But, on the
contrary, if all the different symptoms rather increase ; and espe-
cially if the tumor turns larger, and somewliat soft, with an iu-

" crease of throbbing pain ; we may then with tolerable certainty

conclude
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conclude, tliat ?iippiiraU: ii will lake placf ; and should therefore

inimedialel} de5i,i .loni such apiilicatioiis as were judged proper

while a cure was thought practicable hy resolutiou, and endeavour

to assist nature as much as possible in the t'omiation of pus, or what is

called maturation of the tumour. For this purpose there is nothing

better than to preserve a proper degree of heal in the parts. This

is Commonly done by the means of warm fomentations and cata

plasms; and when these are regulaily and frequently renewed,

nothing, it is probable, could more effectually answer the purpose.

lint ill the ordinary manner in which they are applied, by the cata-

plasms being renewed only once, or at most twice a-day, they must

always, it is imagined, do more harm than good. For so soon as

the degree of heat they were at first possessed of is dissipated, the

moisture kept up by them, with the consequent evaporation which
ensues, must always render the part a great deal colder than if it

liad been merely wrapped in flannel without the use of any such

application. To receive all tlie advantages of such remedies, the

part affected should be well fomented with flannels, pressed out

of any warm emollient decoctien, applied as warm as the pa-

tient can easily bear them, continued at least half an hour
at once, and repeated four times a day. Immediately after the

fomentation is over, a large emollient poultice should likewise be
applied warm, and renewed every second or third hour at farthest.

Of all the forms recommended for emollient cataplasms, a com-
mon milk and bread poultice, with a proportion of butter or oil, is

perhaps the most eligible ; as it not only possesses all the advan-
tages of the others, but can at ail times be more easily obtained.

Roasted onions, garlic, and other acrid substances, are often used
as additions to maturating cataplasms. When there is not a due
degree of inflammation in the tumor, and when it appears proba-

ble, that the suppuration would be quickened by having the in-

flammatory symptoms somewhat increased, the addition of such
substances may then be of service; but when stimulants are ne-

cessary in such cases, a small propurtion of strained galbanuni,

or of any of the warm gums, dissolved in the yolk of an egg,

and added to the poultices, is a most certain form of applying
them.
Matter being fully formed in a tumor, is known by a remis-

sion of all the symptoms taking place ; the throbbing pain, which
before was frequent, now goes olf, and the patient complains of a

more dull, constant, heavy pain : the tumor points at some parti-

cular part, generally near to its middle; wiieie, if the matter is

not encysted, or deep seated, a whitish yellow appearance is ob-
served, instead of a deep red that formerly took place ; and fluc-

tuation of a fluid underneath is, upon pressure, very evidently dis-

covered. Sometimes, indeed, when an abscess is thickly covered
with muscular and other parts, though, from concurring circum-
stances, there can be little doubt 'of their being even a very con-
siderable collection of matter, yet the fluctuation cannot be readi-

ly distinguished : it does not, however, often happen, that matter
is so very deeply lodged as not to be discovered upon proper ex-
amination. 1 his, however, is a circumstance of the greatest con-

sequence in practice, and deserves more attention than is com-
monly given to it. In no part of the surgeon's employment is

experience in former similar cases of greater use to him than in

the present ; and however simple it may appear, yet nothing, it is

certain, more readily distinguishes a man of observation and ex-

tensive practice, than his being able easily to detect collections of

deep seated matter. After the matter is fully formed, and the

abscess brought to maturit)-, the only remedy is to open it, and
give vent to the pus it contains. In many casts, indeed, nature
will do the work, and abscesses, when superficially seated, will

burst of themselves ; but where the matter lies deep, we are by
no means to wait for this spontaneous opening ; as the pus will

acquire an acrimony before it can break thiougli the integuments,

which may prove very prejudicial to health. However, it is a

general rule not to open abscesses tUl a thorough suppuration has

taken place ; for, when laid open long before that period, and
while any considerable hardness remains, they commonly prove
wore troublesome, and seldom heal so kindly. In some cases,

however, it is necessary to deviate from this general rule, and to

open them a good deal sooner ; particularly in all such critical

abscesses as occur in malignant fevers ; as, from experience in

these disorders, it is found to be of more consequence, for the re-

moval ot the original diiease, to have a quick discbarge of matter

produceii, than any harm the pa'ieiit can ever suffer from having a
swelling somewhat premature!) laid open. There ure three ways
of opening an abscess so as to give an outlet to the matter ; by
caustic, by incision, or by the introduction of a seton. The first

is more agreeable to tim;d patients, who are afraid of the pain of
incision, but is attended with some inconveniences which render
the method of incision much preferable. Caustic acts slowly, and
produces a long continued pain ; besides, no kind of caustic has
yet been invented, the effects of which can be confined to a cer-
tain determinate extent ; hence the patient is liable to suffer much
unnecessary pain, as the caustics commonly employed are cither

the lapis infernalis or lunar caustic. The abscess is to have a slip

of adhesive plaster applied to it, with a slit cut in it of a size some-
what less than the opening is intended to be. This slit is to be
filled with caustic reduced into a powder, and wetted to make it

act more quickly. It is then to be covered over with a plaster,

and the whole is secured with a firm compress and bandage. The
time necessary for the caustic to make a sufficient opening will

depend upon the thickness of the skin and strength of the caustic ;

but generall} it requires several hours. When we find that an
eschar is made, it is to be softened with any emollient oint-

ment until it can be readily separated ; after whicli, the mat-
ter is to be discharged, and the abscess treated as one opened by
incision.

The method of opening abscesses by the Knife is, to inake an.

incision of such a size as to give free vent to the matter. The
opening is to be made in the under part of the tumor, that the

matter may pass readily out. It has been a practice among sur-

geons either to open a large abscess from end to end, or at least

through two-thirds of its length ; hut from the bad consequences
which often attend this method, the latest practitioners have
thought it better merely to give a free discharge to the matter,

without exposing the part to the action of the air. The third

method, viz. that by the seton, is now frequently employed. It

has the advantage of being attended with little pain, emptying the

abscess in a gradual manner, and completely preventing the ac-

cess of the air, which, in the other two methods, is often attended

with bad consequences ; and it frequently performs a cure in a

much shorter time. There are various instruments for introducing

the seton ; it may even frequently be done by a lancet and com-
mon probe ; but the instruments representecl in Plate CLXIV.
fig. 2 and.3, are more frequently employed. One of these bein^

threaded with glover's soft silk, is to be introduced through the

upper part of the tumor ; but if the blunt one, (fig. 3,) be em-
ployed, it will be necessary to have the assistance of a lancet ; the

instrument is then to be brought out at the under part of the

tumor, and in this way the matter will be allowed to run gradually

off. The other consequence of inflammation is gangrene, which

may terminate in mortilication. When the colour of an inflamed

part changes to a dark red, when blisters arise on it containing on

ichorous fluid, we know that it has become gangrenous. When it

becomes black, flaccid, and insensible, when it loses heat, and ac-

quires a putrid smell, it has proceeded to complete mortilication.

A gangrene seldom affects those who enjoy a good habit of body,

though even in them, it may be brought on accidentally by what-

ever destroys the texture of a part ; as contusion, long continued

pressure, or whatever deprives a part of its nourishment. In like

manner, cold, by stopping the circulation, may pro<luce gangrene,

and frequently does so in cold climates. This comes on sudden-

ly, without any pain or previous inflammation ; and the patient

himself is frequently insensible of it, till he is informed of his

situation by some other person. A defect in the circulation,

in extreme old age, frequently occasions mortification in the

extremities.

There is another variety of the disease termed WhiteGan-
GRENE ; in which the parts supposed mortified do not turn black,

but retain nearly their foimer colour, &c. Whether such a com-
plaint, however, can with propriety be denominated gangrene or

not, may properly be doubted : but as it is chiefly that species of

the disorder which succeeds inflammation that'is here particularly

treated of, and in which no such varieties are ever observed, it is

not necessary to carry the inquiry farther.

The Prognosis in every case of gangrene is doubtful at first,

as, even in the slightest cases, (lie patient may suffer from the

spreading cf the disease ; but slight case;, from external injuries,

t are
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are more favourable tliaii tho.-e which arise from internal causes,

though no |)Ci>on can he considered safe till the diseased parts are

sqwrated, and even entirely cast oil". When intiainniation hap-

pens round a mortified part, more especially if ptis be formed,

we may pfitty certainly pronounce that the mortified part wdl be

thrown off. All the advantages comiiioidy observed from tlie

great variety of applications recommended for gangrene, are ob-

tained with more ease, and generally with more certainty, from

the use of any gentle stimulating eml>rocatioii ; which, by excit-

ing a slight irritation upon the surface, and especially when assist-

ed by a free use of the bark, at last commonly produces such a

degree of inflammation as is wished for. With this view, a weak
solution of sal ammoniac in vinegar and water has been known to

answer very well : a drachm ot salt to two ounces of vinegar and
SIX of water, forms a mixture of a very proper strength for every

purpose of this kind ; but the degree of stimulus can be easily

either increased or diminished, according to circumstances, by
using a larger or smaller proportion of the salt.

Of Ui-cers, White Swellings, Cancers, Burns, &c.

A solution of continuity in any of the softer parts of tlie body,
diicharging either pus, sanies, or any other vitiated matter, is

termed Ulckr ; and when the same circumstances happen to the

bones, the term caries, or carious ulcer, is adopted. Ulcers are

distinguished by their particular disorders, though it seldom hap-
pens that the alfections are not complicated ; and when we lay

down rules for the management of one species of ulcer, it is gene-
rally rccjuisite to apply them to almost all others. However, the
characters of most eminence are, the callous ulcer, the sinuous
ulcer, and the ulcer with caries of the adjaceiit bone : besides this

there is the putrid, the corrosive, the varicose ulcers, &c. but as

they have acquired their names from some particular affection, we
shall speak of the treatment of them under the general head of
ulcers. It will be often in vain to pursue the best means of cure
by topical application, unless we are assisted by internal remedies ;

for as many ulcen are the effects of a particular indisposition of
body, it will be difficult to bring them into order while the cause
of them remains. Those which are cancerous and scrophulous
.seem to gain the least advantages from physic; for if in their be-
ginnings they have sometimes been very mnch relieved, or cured;
by salivation, or any other evacuation, they are also often irritated

and made worse by tliem. When an nicer becomes foiil, and dis-

charges a nasty Ihm ichor, the edges of it, in process of time, tuck
in, and, growing skinned and hard, give It the name of a callous
ulcer; wliich, as long as the edges continue in that state, must
necessarily be prevented from healing. But we arc not imme-
diately to destroy the lips of it, in expectatior, of a sudden cure

;

for while the malignity of the ulcer remains which was the occa-
sion of the callosity, the new lips will he subject to a relapse of the
same kind, however often the external surface of them be destroy-
ed : we are to endeavour to bring the body of the ulcer into a
disposition to recover by other methods, tt sometimes happens
to poor laborious people, who have not been able to afford them-
selves rest, that lying a-bed will in a short time give a diversion to
the humours of the part, and the callous edges, softening, will
without any great assistance shoot out a cicatri.x, when the ulcer
h grown clean and filled with good flesh. The effect of a saliva-
tion is aenerally the same; and even an issue sometimes disposes
a neighbiRiring ulcer to heal. But though callosities be fre(|uent-
ly sottened by these means, yet when the surface of the ulcer be-
gins to yield thick matter and little granulations of red llesh shoot
lip, it will be proper to quicken nature by destroying the edges of
it, if they remain hard. The manner of doing this, is by touching
them a few days with the lunar caustic, or lapis infernalis. Some
choose to cut them off with a knife : but this is verv painful, and
not more efficacious. 'l"o digest the ulcer, or to procure good
matter from it when in a putrid state, there are an infinity of oint-
ments invented ; hut the basilico flavum, alone, or softened down
sometimes with turpentines, and sometimes mixed up with differ-
ent proportions of red precipitate, seems to serve the purpose of
bringing an ulcer to cicatrization as well as any of the others.
When the ulcer is incarned, the cure may be finished as in other
wounds ; or if it do not cicatrize kindly, it may be washed with
aq. calcis, or aq. phag. or dressed with a pledget dipped in tinct.
jnyrrliac : and if excoriations arc spread round the ulcer, they may

be anointed with spermaceti-ointment, or any other soft ointment.

In ulcers of the legs, accompanied with varices or dilatations of
the veins, the method of treatment will depend upon the other

circumstances ot the sore ; for the varix can only be assisted by
the application of bandage, which must be continued a considera-

ble time after the cure. The neatest bandage is the laced stock-

ing, which IS particularly serviceable in this case ; though also, if

the legs be oedematous, or if, after the healing of the ulcers, they
swell when the patient quits his bed, it may be worn with safety

and advantage. There are instances of one vein only being vari-

cous: which, when it happens, may be destroyed by tying it

above and below the dilatation, as in an aneurism ; but this ope-

ration should only be practised where the varix is large and pain-

ful. Ulcers of many years standing are very difficult of cure;
and in old people the cure is often dangerous, frequently exciting

an asthma, a diarrhoea, or a fever, which destroys the patient, un-
less the sore break out again : so that it is not altogether adviseable

to attempt the absolute cure in such cases; but only the reduc-

tion of them into better order, and less compass, which, if they be
not malignant, is generally done with rest, and proper care. The
cure ot those in young people may be undertaken with more
safety ; and in all c; ses of stubborn ulcers, the bark, very copiously
given, will be found of the utmost service. When an ulcer or

abscess has any sinuses or channels opening and discharging them-
selves into the sore, they are called sinuous ulcers.. These sinuses,

if they continue to drain a great while, grow hard in the surface of
their cavity, and then are termed fistula;, and the ulcer a fistulous

ulcer ; also if matter he discharged from any cavity as those of

the joints, abdomen, &c. the opening is called a sinuous ulcer or

a fistula. The treatment of these ulcers depends upon a variety

of circumstances. If the matter of the sinus be thick, strict ban-
dage and compress will sometimes bring the opposite sides of the

sinus to a reunion ; if the sinus grow turgid in any part, and the

skin thinner, shewing a disposition to break, the matter must be
made to push more against that part, by plugging it up with a

tent; and then a counter-opening must be made, which proves
often sullicient for the whole abscess, if it be not afterwards too
much tented, which locks up the matter and prevents the healing ;

or too little, which will have the same effect: for dressing quitn

superficially does sometimes prove as mischievous as tents, and
for nearly the same reason ; since suffering the external wound to

contract into a narrow orifice before the internal one be incarned,

does almost as elTectually lock up the matter as a tent. To pre-
serve, then, a medium in these cases, a hollow tent of lead or sil-

ver may he kept in the orifice which, at the same time that it

keeps it open, gives vent to the matter. The abscesses where the

counter-opening is made most iVeiiuenlly are those of compound
fractures, and the breast ; but the latter do oftener well without
dilatation than the former ; though it must be performed in both,

if practicable, the whole length of the abscess, when alter some
trial the matter does not lessen in quantity, ami the sides of it

grow thinner ; and if the sinuses be fistulous, no cure need be ex-

pected without dilatation. Mr. Benjamin Bell observes that there

are two species of white swellings ; the one of a mild nature, and
frequently admitting of a cure; which the other never does.

The former, named by our author the rheumatic species of white
swelling begins with an acute pain, seemingly dill'used over
the whole joint, and frequently extending along the tendinous
aponeuroses of the muscles which communicate with it. There
is, from the beginning, an uniform swelling of the whole surround-
ing integuments. Great tension generally prevails; but at first

there is seldom any external change of colour. From the com-
mencement of the disease the motion of the joint is attended with
ex(|uisite pain and the patient keeps it constantly in a relaxed pos-
ture, finding that the easiest. Hence the tendons become ex-
tremely stiti and rigid, till at last the joints have the appearance of
complete and real anchyloses. The swelling now begins to aug-
ment, till the joint has acquired three or four times its natural
size ; the cuticular veins become turgid and varicose; at the same
time that the muscular substance of the limb below decays,
though it frequently acquires an equality in size by becoming
oedematous ; the pain becomes intolerable, especially when the
person is warm in bed or otherwise heated ; abscesses form in dif-

ferent parts, which, either breaking of themselves, or by being
laid oj)eu, discharge considerable quantities of matter, but without

any
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any remarkable clTecl in reducing tlie size of the swelling. In

the rlieuniatic white swelling, as it is always at fir5t evidenllv of an

iiitlaniniatory nature, considerable advantage may be ol)lained hy

due attention to a i)roper cooling course. The first remedy

wliich, with this view, should be jjut in practice, is blood-letting

immediately from the part affected. Cuppinc; and scarifying are

here a principal remedy. The instrument should be applied to

each side of the diseased joint ; on each side of the rotula, for in-

stance, ttiien the knee is the part affected, and at least ei^lit or

ten ounces of blood discharged ; and this to be repeated at

proper intervals, once, twice, or oflener, according to the

violenre of the symptoms and state of the patient's strength at

the time.

CappiKG is, in these cases, much superior to leeches, because

it is more expeditious, and because the swelling occasioned by

the application of anv considerable number of these animals

proves frequently very troublesome, and sometimes interrupts

tor a time the use of other remedies. It may often be cured by a

long continued use of emollients. The best emollient that can be

used is pure olive oil applied warm ; as much of it as can be

easily rubbed in by an hour's gentle friction should be regularly

done at least three times a day ; and instead of confining the fric-

tion allcrgether to tlic rigid tendons, it should be extended over

the wiiole muscles, even to the ir.sertion; of their other extre-

mities ; but more especially on their fleshy muscular parts, where
the principal cause of the continuance of such complaints is pro-

bably seated. The other species of this disorder is called the

scrophujous white swellings, which when the diseased parts of the

bone begin to cast olT, a cure may in that way, by assisting the

efforts of nature, be sometimes obtained in the small joints ; but

in all the large joints, as the knee, ankle, &;c. it is not probable

that any other rtsouice llian amputation will ever afford much
relief.

Cancei^s commonly arise in the glandular parts of the body,
where tliey are caused by any bruise or contusion, sometimes a

very slight one ; and hence they are more common in the lips, and
in the breasts of women, than in any other parts of the body.
Cancers are generally distinguished into occult and open. The oc-

cult are such hard scirrhous swellings as are attended with fretiuent

shooting pains, and which at last generally terminate in the latter.

From internal medicines we can expect little or nothing in the

cure of cancers ; and external applications can do no more than

palliate. Great expectations were formed from the powder and
extract of ciciita ; but it has so universally failed, that few put

much confidence in it at present. However, it has sometimes
been of service in cases of a simple indurated gland; and even
where the disease has been farther advanced, it has produced a

better discharge, and diminished the fetor of the sore; but as it

cannot be depended upon for a radical cure, a delay of the opera-

tion for exterminating the cancer is never to be recommended.
The immediate consequence of burns is a greater or less degree of

inflammation; and the danger attending such accidents is in pro-

portion to the extent of the injury. Burns which irritate the skin

only, without destroying the cuticle, act nearly in the way of a

common blistering plaster. When the cuticle is destroyed, no
blister takes place ; a mortified slough is observed ; and when this

separates, an ulcer is left. Where the cuticle is not destroyed, re-

lief may be procured by holding the part affected a considerable

time in very cold water, or sometimes by plunging it into water a

little below the boiling point ; but the cold water is the speediest

and best remedy, and gives complete relief, if continued for a suf-

ficient time. Solutions of saccharum saturni, or acetite of lead,

or the common white ointment, and other preparations of lead,

also give speedy relief. Vinegar is a very effectual application,

whether the skin be sound or blistered. The part may be entirely

immersed in it, or linen-rags dipped in the vinegar may be applied,

and the parts kept constantly moist, till the pain be removed. The
same application is useful where the skin is rubbed off, or other-

wise destroyed. In this case, indeed, the vinegar is apt to give

additional pain on its first application ; but this soon teases, and

the part becomes much cooler and easier. If the patient will not

suffer the vinegar to be applied immediately to the surface of the

sore, a linen- rag soaked in olive-oil may be previously laid on the

part, covering the whole with the cloths dipped in vinegar; and

these applications are to be occasionally repeated till the paiu and
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inflammation be entirely removed ; after winch the parts are to be
dressed in the same manner as in the case of a common blister.

In extensive burns, where the irritation is great, along with exter-

nal applications, opium should be prescrihed, in doses adequate to

the degree of pain. Even that stupor witli wh.ch patients in this

situation are sometimes attacked, is tonnd to be more readily re-

moved by opium than by any other remedy. With respect to the

blisters which arise upon burns, it has been disputed whether they
ought to be opened, or allowed to remain till they dry up of

themselves. But, according to the opinions ut the latest authors,

they ought to be openetl as soon as any considerable quantity of

fluid is found in them. After the serum is discharged, a thin lini-

ment of wax and oil, with a little saccharum saturni, should be ap-
plied to the part.

Chilblains are inflammatory swellings, of a purple colour,

chiefly aflecting the heels, and sometimes also the hngei-s, toes,

arms, hands, or feet, or even the tips of the nose and ears, attend-

ed with a stinging pain, and a degree of itching. The swelling

sometimes cracks, and discharges an acrid serum ; sometimes a
mortification takes place, and an ulcer follows very difficult to

heal. This disorder is owing to the weaker action of the small

vessels most remote from the heart, occasioned by cold or damp-
ness, and occurs most frequently in people of a delicate constitu-

tion. ^Vhen the patient has been tor some time exposed to the

cold, and the parts are trost-bittcn, they ought to be piunged into

the coldest water, and rubbed with salt; when they are only be-

numbed, rubbing them with camphorated spirit ot wine will an-

swer equally well : but when cracks take place, and an ooi-.ing of

acrid matter ensues, poultices may be applied, but not long as

they are apt to give rise to fungous excrescences.

Contusions ot the integuments and muscles produce jiain,

swelling, and inflammation ; and these, in some cases, may extend
to a considerable degree ; but in general they are less violent than

what take place in cases of sprains of ligaments or fentlons ; for in

these there is frequently a total loss of motion for many weeks,

and sometimes for years, if proper attention be not paid. An
effusion of fluids always succeeds the injury, which stems to be,

lor the most part, of a serous nature, as the skin usually retains its

natural colour; sometimes the tumefied pacts are of a deep red,

or leaden colour, owing to a rupture of some vessels conveying

red blood. In the treatment of contusions and sprains, two cir-

cumstances require attention. 1. To endeavour to prevent the

swelling as far as is practicable ; 2. To employ those remedies af-

terwards which are known to be most powerful in preventing or

removing inflammation. In contusions of the cellular substance,

and even of the muscles, the effused flukls are commouJy soon ab-
sorbed ; but in sprains of the tendons or ligaments, a very trouble-

some painful thickness of the injured parts is apt to continue for a
great length of time, and in some instances even for life. It is ne-

cessary, therefore, to obviate these symptoms as soon as possible ;

and for this purpose, cold astringent applications, as water, vine-

gar, &c. are most commonly nseil. Others again, witii a view to

relax the parts fully, make use of water as hot as the patient can

bear it. By immersing the injured part in these immediately after

the injury is received, the effusion will .at least be somewhat ob-

viated. W'hen the pain is excessive, opiates become necessary.

After bIoo<l lias been freely discharged, a repetition of the reme-

dies already mentioned will give great relief; care should be
taken, at the same time, that the injured parts be kept in a relaxud.

and easy posture.

Of Indolent Tumours.

These are such tumours as are slow in their progress, and may
continue for a long time without being attended with either pain

or inflammation ; though occasionally .ilmost all of them may be
inflamed, and some of them, in that state, attended with consider-

able pain. They are of difTeront kinds according to thenalure of

their contents, and appear in various parts of the body. They are

seated in the adipose and cellular membrane; whence it often

happens that they take place in the viscera themselves, where they

are frequently mortal. Sometimes they arc filled with a substance

of the consistence of honey, and are thence called meliceratous tu-

mours; sometimes they are filled with a harilcr substance, and are

then called atheromatous tumours ; at other times they are filled

with a substance of the consistence of tat, and are then called jtca-

8 F • tomato us.
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tomatoiis. Somctiiiies, liowcver, they arc fomid to be replenished

with a fltiiil Ivmph cnamihible by heat, and are then called hyda-

tids. One set are filled with matter like the synovia of the joints,

and get the iiaine of gatiglioiis. Tumours of this kind are easily

distinguished from all others, as having neither heat, pain, nor

pulsation, as is to be observed in those which incline to suppurate ;

andthevare distinguished from eacliodier, before tlicy are laid

open, by lluttuation being readily perceived in the meliceris : the

ailieroma is sott and compressible, but has no fluctuation; while

the steatoma is commonly linn, and rolls under the skin. But

these rules aro liable to considerable exceptions. The meliceris

and atheroma are most comnioiily found upon the hcail, and the

tleatoma upon the olher parts of the body, while ganglions are si-

tuated over the tendons of the muscles. These tumours must be

either e.\tirpated entirelv, or laid open so as to dispone the cyst to

slough ofl'or granulate.' If the matter be lluid, we may i-v-acuatp

it by an cpeiiing made with a lancet, or by means of a seton ; but

as tiie matter is apt to collect again, it is better to remove the sac

entirely. It large vessels or nerves prevent this from being done,

then it' is to be laid freely open and exposed to the air, so that the

bag may granulate, or betlHOwn ott. When the tumour is to be

*-xtir])ated, a longitudinal incision is to he made tlirough the inte-

guments ; after w hich the tumour may be frequently removed by
iiie |)oint of the linger, or by the end of a spatula, replacing the in-

teguments with a view to heal by the first intention. In every
pendulous tumour of this kind, with a narrow neck, we ought to

<livide the teguments near the bottom of the tumour, in an oval

form, so that the wound may be afterwards properly covered with
t!:e remaining integuments. After the tumour is removed, the
skin is 10 be replaced over the wound, and fixed with adhesive
straps, covering it with a pledget of cerate, a small compress of

linen, with a bandage above all, to make a gentle pressure on the

parts.

Of Scrophulous Tumours.

In the treatment of scrophulous tumours, some practitioners

liave recommended poultices, &c. to bring them to suppuration ;

but the best practitioners iiave laid them aside, because they in-

crease the soft and spongy state of the parts, by which they are

J^ept from healing. As external applications are ineffectual, it is

better to allow scrophulous tumours to be as much exposed as pos-
sible, as this frequently renders the subsequent ulcer more easily

cured. The other methods recommended for discussing these tu-

mours are, the internal use of cicuta, burnt sponge, muriated ba-

rytes, a long continued use of the cold-bath, particularly of sea-

batlui;;T, ami drinking mineral or sea-water. These, to produce
any ertecl, should be begun early, while tumours are small, and
long persisted in. When the tumours come to a state of suppura-
tion, if they are seated upon the thorax or abdomen, or any of the
large joints, free vent ought always to be given to the matter to
prevent its bursting into these cavities ; and when the abscess is

large, this should be done with a trocar, or by passing a cord
through it to exclude the external air. When the tumours are not
situated upon great cavities, it is better to allow them to break of
themselves, as the sores commonly heal more readily, and the scar
js pretty similar in both. The most proper applications to scro-
phulous sores seem to be those of the saturine kind, as they dimi-
nish inrtammation, and in some measure prevent the sore from
bpreading.

Polypi are pendulous, fleshy, indolent, tumours, so called from
their supposed resemblance to the animal of that name. They
may be found in different cavities of the body, and originate from
the lining membrane ; but those which come under surgic; I treat-
ment are found in the nose, mouth, throat, and outer passage of
ihe ear, and in the vagina and rectum. They are divided into two
cla.sses ; the one soft and compressible, the "other extretnely tiim.
Both of them bleed on being fretted or roughly handled. The
soft kind shrivels and contracts in a dry atmosphere, (this is parti-
cularly the case with those of the nose ;) but the firm are not af-
fected by the weather. Their colour is commonly pale and trans-
parent, and sometimes a deep red. As long as "they remain sta-

tionary, they are not to be touched ; but when they continue to
grow, we ought to use astringent remedies, especially a strong so-
lution of alum, a decoction of oak-bark, vinegar, ardent spirits,

&c. The softer kinds of polypi may frequeutly be prevented for

a long time from increasing in size, and sometimes they even be
come considerably smaller. Mercury has been found rather t»

make them woise; caustic and other corroding applications have
been of use in the solter kind, though they have not produced a

cure. Setons have likewise been used with little advantage. It

is therefore found necessary to have recourse to a more ellectual

practice; and with this view the knife, seissars, forceps, or liga-

ture, are more generally recommended. 1 he knife and seissars

may be used when the roots of the tumour can be readily come
at ; but polypi are seldom so situated as to render excision practi-

cable ; and even w hen they are, the temorrhagy may he attended
with considerable danger. The removal of a polypus by tearing

or twisting it with the forceps, (Plate CLX1\'. fig. 5,) is occasion-

ally practised ; but as ligatui es are less painful, and fully as efl'ec-

tual, they are now more generally employed. The ligatures con-
sist of wire, catgut, silk-cord, &c. Different metliods have been
employed for passing these over polypi, according to their ditTerent

situations. When the ligature is to be applied, it is to be passed
double over the tumour, and conducted to the root of it by means
ot the fiiigeis, or by slit probes, as in fig. 6, or rings, fig. 7, as may
be best suited to the shape and size of the passage. I'he ends of

the ligature are then to be introduced into a single or double ca-

nula, as in tig. 8, which is to be pushed along the opposite side of
the polypus till the end of the canula reach the root of it, when
the ligature is to be ilrawn somewhat tight, and fastened to the ca-
nula which is to be left in the passage. The ligature is to be daily

tightened till the tumour drop off. In this manner the largest po-
lypus may be removed equally well with those of a smaller size.

Should any part of it rcmaiH, it may be destroyed by caustic, and
different instruments are contrived for conducting this to the root

of the tumour.

Of Diseases of the Bones.

The bones as well as the softer parts are liable to be swelled,

either throughsut their whole length, or to have tumours formed
on particular parts of them.

Exostosis is one species of tumour of the bone. According tw

Mr. Bromefield, no swelling should be called so, hut an excres-

cence continued from a bone, like a branch from the trunk of a

tree. Under this head, therefore, is ranked the benign node,
which may be produced by external injury, such as contusions and
fractures: it can hardly be called a disease, as pain seldom suc-

ceeds, but rather a deformity.

There are risings or tumours observable on the bones, which
are often the consequents of venereal virus, and are termed tophi,

gummi, or nodes. Tophus is a soft tumour in the bone; and
seems to be formed of a chalky substance, that is intermediate be-

tween the osseous fibres. These cretaceous extravasations are

sometimes found on the ligaments and tendons, as well as on the

bone ; and may sometimes be taken out by the knife. We have
many instances where chalk-stones in gouty people make their way
out through the skin of the fingers and toes.

Gummi is a soft tumour on the surface of the bone, between it

and the periosteum ; and its contents resemble gum sottened, from
whence it has taken its name. A bone may become carious first

in its internal parts; and that Irom external injury, as well as fr<.m

a vitiated state of the animal-fluids. Authors seem not to agree as

to the technical term lor this kind of disease of the bones; some
calling it cancer, or gangraena ossis ; others, spina vcntosa, from
the pointed extuberances usually attendant on this disorder of the

bone; and some again teredo, fiom the appearance of the carious

bone like wood that is worm-eaten. It is universally allowed,

that this disease takes its rise from matter being formed either in

the diploe, or in the marrow : whenever obstruction is begun in

the vessels expanded on, or terminating in, the medullary cysts,

the consequence will be inflammation, and, if not early removed,
matter will form ; for this reason this case may be called abscessu-,

in medulla. Whenever, then, a patient complains of .'.ull heavy
pain, d( eply situated in the bone, possibly consequent to a violent

blow received on the part some time before, though the integu-

ments ..ppear perfectly sound, and the bone itself not in the least

injured, we h.ive great reason to suspect an abscessus in the me-
dulla. Children ot a bad habit of body, though they have not
suffered any external injury, will often become lame, and com-
plain of the limb being remarkably heavy ; and tliough not at-

tended
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tenclecl with acute pain, yet llie dull throbbing uneasiness is con-

Jtant. If rigours liappen during the time the patient labours un-

der this indisposition, it generally implies that matter will be

formed within the substance of the bone. If proper medicines are

civen, the children well supported, and the parts kept clean and

dry, patience and perseverance will frequently give great credit to

the surgeon. In case it should have been thought advisabh; to ap-

ply a trephine, to give free discharge to the matter, the washing it

away, as well as the small crumblings of the carious bone, by
means of detersive and drying injections, has been known to con-

tribute greatly to the curing this kind of caries, after the habit of

body in general had been mended. Besides those above-mention-

ed, the bones are li.ible to two opposite diseases ; the one termed

friabilitas, the other moUities ; the former peculiar to adults, the

latter more frequent in infants, though sometimes seen in adults,

from a vitiated state of their juices. The bones, when deprived ot

Iheir cementing liquor, by passing through fire, become friable.

From repeated salivations, and in old people, they have been ren-

dered extremely brittle; insomuch that in many subjects they

have been fractured merely from their weight and the action of the

muscles: but in such cases this is not owing to the friability of the

bones, but to the loss of substance, from the erosion of the bone
by an acrimonious humour thrown on it ; to which cause perhaps

may be attributed the disease called rickets in children. The
effects of scorbutic humour, in rendering the bones soft in many
instances, have often been remarked. By proper diet, gentle fric-

tion with coar.^e cloths, exercise, and cold-bathing, rickety chil-

dren will frequently get their constitution so much changed, as

that, b> the time they arrive at the age of twenty years, there shall

not rejnain the least vestige of their fonner disease. The epi-

physes are general'y most affected in this species of the disorder.

For want of early attention to invalids of this sort, we find that

their bones not only become soft, and yield to the powers of the

muscles, but remain distorted the rest of their lives, though they

have acquired a perfect degree of solidity. In such cases, cor-

recting the vitiated juices only wdl not restore the bones to their

natural state; therefore the assistance of a skilful mechanic is ne-

cessary both to support the parts improperly acted on, and to

alter the line of direction of the distorted osseous fibres. The
moUities ossium, or morbid softness of the bones, in some
cases, may be produced from a redundancy of the oleaginous

parts of the blood, or from a laxity of the solids, by which
the fluids are not sufficiently attenuated, nor properly blend-

ed and mixed : the consequence of which will be obstructed per-

spiration, the habit in general loaded with gross, phlegmatic, and
serous, humours, and the ossific matter not united or condensed as

in a healthy state. The method of cure confirms us in the cause

of these symptoms; for, by strengthening the fibrous system, by
using gentle exercise, a dry diet, good air, aroinatics, and cold-

bathing, these invalids are generally restored to healtji.

Of Blood-letting.

Blood-letting is performed either to lessen the quantity of circu-

lating fluid, or to relieve a particular part : hence we have the

terms of general and local blood-letting.

General Blood-letting is either performed upon a vein or

an artery ; and from this circumstance arise the appellation of

phlebotomy and arteriotomy.

Local or Topical Blood-letting is performed by scarifica-

tors and cupping-glasses, by leeches, or by punctures made with a

lancet, as may be most suitable to the nature of the disease it is

intended to remedy. The following are general rules and obser-

vations which relate equally to this operation in w hatever part of

the body it is practised.

I. In this, as in every other operation, the situation of the pa-

tient, and of the operator likewise, ought to be precisely fixed.

The situation of a patient, during the operation of blood-letting,

has a considerable influence on the effects produced, and therefore

merits particular attention. In some disorders, it is the object of

this remedy to evacuate a considerable quantity of blood without

isducing fainting: when this is the case, and when from former
experience it is known that the patient is liable during the evacua-

tion to fall into a faintish state, a horizontal posture ought to be
preferred to every other ; for faii\ting is not near so ready to occur

in a horizontal as in an erect posture. It now and then happens,
liowever, that one material advantage expected from the operation
of blood-letting, is the production of a state of deliquium ; as, for

iustance, in cases of strangulated hernia, where a general relaxation

of the system is sometimes desirable. In all such circumstances,
instead of a horizontal posture, the more erect the patient is kept,
the more readily will a state of fainting be induced. The patient

ought to be so placed, that the principal light of the apartment
shall fall directly upon the part to be operated upon, tliat the vein
to be opened may be made as apparent as possible.

II. Ihe patient being properly seated, the next step is, by a
proper bandage of silk, linen, or wcollen cloth, which has more
elasticity, so to compress the vein intended to he opened, as to pre-

vent the blood from returning to the heart. An equal degree of

|)ressiire ought to be applied to all the other veins of the part:

lor if this be not attended to, tlie communication preserved by the
collateral corresponding branches would render the pressure upon
any one p.irticular vein of very little importance. This pressure
upon the veins, by inducing an accumulation of their contents,

tends to bring them more evidently into view, and consequently
renders it easier for the operator to" affect a proper oi«eiiing. The
pressure, however, ought never to be carried so far as to obstruct

tlie circulation in the corresponding arteries, otiierwise no dis-

charge of blood can take place. Wlien it has the effect of raising

the veins, while the pulsation of the artery is distinctly felt in that

part of the member w hich lies on the side of the ligature most dis-

tant from the heart, we may be certain tliat it is to a very proper
degree, and that it ought not to be carried farther ; for by ihc

swelling of the veins we are sure that they are siifiicieutly com-
pressed ; and by theaiteries continuing to beat, it is evident that ^
continued flow of blood may be expected.

III. The next question to be determined is, the best metliod of
making an opening into the vein. Different instruments have
been invented, but there are only two which have been retamed iii

use. These are the lancet and phleme. This last, on being
placed imn-ediately on the part to be cut, is, by means of a spring,

pushed suddenly into the vein, and produces' an opening of thr
exact size of the instrument employed. When it is determined to
employ the lancet, which is by far the safest, the form of that in-

strument is next the object of attention. The broad-shouldered
ought to be laid entirely aside ; because the broadness of its shoul-
ders ])roduces always a wound in the external teguments of per-
haps three times the size of tlie opening made in the vein ; a cir-

cumstance which adds no advantage whatever to the operation ;

on the contrary, it produces much unnecessai^ pain ; renders it

frequently a tery diflicult matter to command a stoppage of
blood; and the wounds produced by it are commonly so exten-
sive as to be liable to terminate in partial suppurations.

The Spear-pointed Lancet, on the contrary (fig. 9), is in

every respect calculated for venesection. From the acuteness of
its point, it enters the teguments and vein with very little pain ;

which is with many patients a circumstance of importance. We
are sure of making the opening of the vein equal, or nearly so, to

the orifice in the external teguments, and the discharge of blood
produced by an opening made with one of these lancets, is com-
monly put a stop to with great ease immediately on removing the
ligature upon the vein.

IV. The Vein being made choice of, the surgeon, if he is to
use his right-hand in the operation, lakes a firm hold of the mem-
ber from whence the blood is lo be drawn with his left, and with
the thumb of the same hand he is now to make such a degree of
pressure upon the vein, about an inch and a half below the part

where the orilice is to be made, as not only lo render the skin and
teguments somewhat tense; but at the same time to interrupt fur a
little all communication between the under part of the vein and
that portion of it lying between the ligature and the thumb placed
as thus directed.

The I^ANCET being drawn out, so as to form nearly a right-

angle with the scales, the operator now takes it between the finger

and thumb of his right-hand; and leaving at least one-half of the

blade uncovered, he rests his hand on the middle-finger, ring*

finger, and little finger, all placed as conveniently as possible in

the neighbourhood of the vein from whence the blood is to be
taken ; and having pushed the point of the instrument freely

through the skia and tegumeuls intg the vein, he now carries it

forward
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forward in nn oblique direction, till the oritice is of tlie size he in-
]

rimes to have il ; takin;^ care, during the time of pushing on the

lancet, that its point he" kept in as straight a direction as possible,

for fear of dipping into the parts below. 'J'he instrument is now ,

to be withdrawn ; and the surgeon, removing the thumb of his

left-hand, is to allow the blood to run freely into tlic different cups

previously provided. Wiiile the blood is discharging, the mem-
]

ocr ought to be kept in exactly the same posture it was in when

the lancet was first mtroducod : otherwise the orifice in tlic skin is

apt to slip over the opening in the vein ; a circumstance which

always proves inconvenient, and sometimes produces much trou-

ble, by the blood from the vein insinuating itself into the sur-

rounding cellular substance.

V. A quantify of blood proportioned to the nature of the disor-

der being discharged, tlie pressure upon the superior part of the

vein should be immediately removed ; and if the spear-pointed

lancet has been used, all farther loss of blood will in general stop

iunnediately. The contrary of this, however, sometimes occurs,

and blood continues to flow freely even after the ligature is re-

moved. When this happens, the operator ought to compress the

vein both above and below the orifice, by means of the finger and

thumb of one hand, so as to prevent any farther loss of blood. This

being done, and the orifice being cleared of every particle of

blood, the sides of it should be laid as exactly together as pos-

sible ; and a pi?ce of plaster being applied so as to retain them, it

will seldom happen that any kind of bandage is necessary; but

when the blood has issued with uncom-.non violence during the

operation, and has been difHcult to command after tlie removal of

the ligature, in such instances it will be ])nident to apply a small

compress of linen over the plaster, and to secure the whole with

a linen-roller properly applied round the member. When vere-

scction is to be performed in the arm, the ligature for stopping the

circulation ought to be placed about an inch or an inch and a half

above the joint of the elbow, and brought twice round: to prevent

the ends of it from interfering with the lancet, the knot should be

made on the outside of the arm. In general the artery lies so low-

in this place, that tlie median basilic vein, under which it com-
monly runs, may be opened with perfect safety ; and as this vein

in general appears more conspicuous than any of the others, pro-

bably from the continued pulsation of the artery below obstruct-

ing in some measure the passage of its contents, it is in this respect

more properly calculated for this operation than any of the others.

Other circumstances occur too which render the median basilic

preferable to the cephalic or median cephalic veins for blood-

letting. The median basilic is less deeply covered with cellular

substance; and by lying towards the inner part of the arm, it is

more thinly covered with the tendinous expansion of the biceps

muscle than either of the others. From these circumstances the

operation is always attended with less pain when done in this vein

than iu any of the others. In very corpulent people it sometimes

happens that all the larger veins lie so deep as not to be discovered

by the eye; but when they are sensibly felt by the fingers even
although they cannot be seen, they may be always opened with

freedom. In a fci.v instances, however, they can neither be dis-

tinguished by the eye nor by the finger: in such a situation, as

they may in genenil be met with about the wrist or on the back
part of the hand, the ligature should be removed from the upper
part of the arm ; and being applied about half-way between the

elbow and the wrist, the veins below will thereby be brought into

Ticw ; and vherever a vein can be evidently observed, there can
be no danger in having recourse to the operation. There is

only one vein of the neck, viz. the posterior external jugular,

which can easily be brought so much into view as to he with pro-

priety opened ; and even this lies deeply covered with parts, not
only with the skin and cellular substance, but with the iibres of the
platisma myoides muscle ; so that a considerable degree of pres-

sure becomes necessary to raise it to any height. With a view to

produce this, the operator's thumb is commonly advised to be
placed upon the vein, so as to compress it effectually, about an
inch or an inch and a half below where the opening is to be made.
This, however, seldom proves sufficient for the purpose, as tlie

blood, on being stopped in its progress through this branch, easily

finds a p:\ssage through the other veins ; so that unless the princi-

pal vein on the other side of the neck is also compressed, the vein

to be opened can uever be fully distended. When blood is to be

di?cli:irged from the veins of the ancle or feet, the ligature being
applied a little above the ankh'-joint, all the branches of the vena
saphena, both in the inside and outside of the foot, come at once
into view ; and as this vein lies every where very superficial, being
in general covered with skin only, wherever a proper vein appears
conspicuously it may with safety be opened. When venesection

is to be performed in the veins called ranula; under the tongue,
the apex of the tongue is to be elevated, and tlic vein on each
side opened, because the opening of one only will hardly ever
discharge blood enough. After a sufficient quantity has been dis-

charged, some cold astringent fluid taken into the mouth will gene-
rally stop the hemorrhagy. Whatever particular advantages may
in theory have been expected from arteriolomy, and however
some of its supporters may have recommended it, not only ns

being in many instances preferable to venesection, but as an opera-

tion perfectly safe even in vessels of considerable size ; yet the

most strenuous friends to the practice h:ive shrunk from any real

tittempt of this kind on the larger arteries. Instances have no
doubt occurred of large arteries having been opened without any
danger ensuing ; but these are so exceedingly rare, that no prac-

titioner of experience will, from that consideration, be induced
coolly to proceed to open any artery of importance. Different

bandages have been contrived for compressing the temporal ar-

tery ; but none of them answer the purpose so easily and so effec-

tually as the one figured in Plate CLX1V^ fig. 10. When, either

from the severity of a local fixed pain, or from any other cause, it is

wished to evacuate blood directly from the small vessels of the
part affected, instead of opening any of the larger arteries or veins,

tlie following are the difii rent modes propo ed for effecting it, viz.

by means of leeches ; by slight scarifications with the shoulder or
e<lge of a lancet ; and, lastly, by means of an instrument termed a

scarificator, fig. 11, in which sixteen or twenty lancets are com-
monly placed, in such a manner, that, when the instrument is ap-
jilied to the part affected, the whole number of lancets contained
in it are, by means of a strong spring, pushed suddenly into it, to

the depth at which the instrument haS been previously regulated.

This being done, as the smaller blood-vessels only by this opera-

tion are ever intended to be cut, and as these do not commonly
disch.arge freely, some means or other become necessary for pro-

moting the evacuation. Various methods have been proposed for

this purpose. Glasses fitted to the form of the affected parts,

with a small hole in the bottom of each, were long ago contrived ;

and these being placed upon the scarified parts, a degree of suc-

tion was produced by a person's mouth sufficient for nearly ex-
hausting the air contained in the glass: and this accordingly was a

sure enough method of increasing the evacuation of blood to a

certain extent. But as this was attended with a good deal of trou-

ble, and besides did not on every occasion prove altogether effec-

tual, an exhausting syringe was at last adapted to the glass : which
did indeed answer as a very certain method of extracting the air

contained in it ; but the application of this instrimient for any
length of time is very troublesome, and it is difficult to preserve

the syringe always air-tight. The application of heat to the cup-
ping glasses (fig 12) has been found to rarefy the air contained in

them to a degree sufficient for producing a very considerable suc-

tion. And as the instrument in this simple form answers the pur-

pose in view with very little trouble to the operator, and as it is at

all times easily obtained, the use of the syringe has therefore been
laid aside. There arc dific'ient methods adopted for thus applying

heat to the cavity of the glass. By supporting the mouth of it for

a few seconds above the flame of a taper, the air may be suffi-

ciently rarefied : but if the flame is not kept exactly in the middle,

but is allowed to touch either the sides or bottom of the glass, it

is very apt to make it crack. A more certain, as well as an easier,

method of applying the heat, is to dip a piece of soft bibulous

paper in spirit of wine ; and having set it on fire, to put it into

the bottom of the glass, and, on its being nearly extinguished, to

apply the mouth of the instrument directly upon the scarified

part. This degree of heat, which may be always regulated by
the size of the piece of paper, and which it is evident ought to be
always in proportion to the size of the gl.^ss, if long enough ap-

plied, proves always sufficient for rarefying the air very etlectually,

and at the same time, if done with any manner of caution, never
injures the glass in the least. The glass having been thus supplied,

if the scaiifications have been properly made, they instantly begin

. 9 lo
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to discliarg.' Irecly : and so soon as the iii^tnmient is nearly IitII of

blood, it shiHiid be taken away ; whicli may be always easily done

by raising one side of it, so as to give access to the external air.

When more blood is wished to be taken the parts should be bathed

with warm wa'er; and being made perfectly dry, another glass,

exactly the size of the former, should be instantly applied in the

very same manner.

Of Issues.

Issues are a kind of artificial ulcers formed in different parts of

the body with a viesv to procure a discharge of purulent matter,

which is frequently of advantage in different disorders. Practi-

tioners were formerly of opinion that issues served as drains to

carry off the noxious humours from the blood, and therefore they

placed them as near the affected part as possible. But as it is now
known that they prove useful merely by the quantity of matter

which they afford, they are genei'ally placed where they will occa-

sion the least inconvenience. The most proper parts for them
are, the uape cf the neck ; the middle, outer, and lore part of the

humems ; the hollow above the inner sido of the knee ; or either

side of the spiue of the back ; or between two of the ribs, or wher-

ever there is a sufficiency of cellular subsiance for the protection

of the parts beneath ; they ouglit never to be placed over the

belly of a muscle; nor over a tendon, or thinly covered bone ;

nor near any large blood-vessel. The issues commonly used are,

the blister-issue, the p?a-issue, and the seton or cord. When a

blister-issue is to be used, after the blister is removed, a dis-

charge of matter may he kept up by dressing the part daily with

an ointment mixed with the powder of cantharides. If the dis

charge be too little, more ot the powder may be used ; if too

great, or if the part be much inflamed, the issue-ointment may be
laid aside, and the part dressed with basilicon, or with Turner's
cerate, till the discharge be diminished and the inflammation abat-

ed, it is most proper sometimes to use the issue-ointment and a

mild one alternately. A pea-issue is formed cither by making an

incision with a lancet, or by caustic, large enough to admit one or

more peas; though sometimes instead of peas, kidney-beans.

Gentian root, or orange peas, are used. When the opening is

Blade by an incision, the skin should be pinched upand cut through,

of a size sufiicient to receive the substance to be put into it.

The Seton is used where a large quantity of matter is wanted,
and especially where it is wished for from deep-seated parts. It is

frequently used in the back of the neck for diseases of the head or

eyes, or between two c f the ribs in affections of the breast. When
the cord, which is made of threads of cotton or silk, is to be in-

troduced, the parts at which it is to enter and pass out should be
previouslv marke<l with ink, and a small part of the cord being
besmeared with some mild ointment, and passed through the eve

of the seton-needle (fig. 13), the part is to be supported by an as-

sistant, and the needle passed fairly through, leaving a few inches

of the cord hanging out. The needle is now to be removed, and
the part dressitl. By this method matter is produced in (|iiantitv

proportioned to the degree of irritation applied ; and this can be
increased or diminished by covering the cord daily before it is

drawn with an irritating or mild ointment.

Of Sutures and Lisatubes of Arteries.

The intention of sutures is to unite parts which have been di-

vided, and where the retraction of the lip^ of the wound has been
considerable. 'I'he sutures in ordinary use at present, among sur-

geons, are the interrupted, the quilled, and the twisted. Besides

these sutures, adhesive plasters are used for uniting the lip-^ ot

wounds, which have been termed the false or dry suture, in oppo-

sition to the others which have obtained the name of true or

bloody. The true suture is used in cases of deep wounds, while

the false is employed in those of a superficial nature. The inter-

rupted suture is made as follows: The wound being emptied ot

the grunious blood, and the assistant taking care that the lips of it

lie quite even, the surgeon is careful to carry the needles from
the bott m outwards ; using the caution of making them come
©ut far enough from the edge of the wound, which will not only
facilitite the passing the ligaUne, but will also prevent it from cut-

ting through the skin and llesh ; as many more stitches as may be
required will be only repetitions of the same process. The threads

being all passed, l^t thotie be first tied whivh are in tbe miiicUe of
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the wound: though, if the lips are held carefully together all the

while, as they should be, it will be of no great consequence whicb
is done first. The most useful kind of knot is a single one first,

and then a slip-knot, which may be loosened upon any considera-

ble intlammation taking place. If a violent intlammation should

succeed, loosening the ligature only will not suflioe; it must be
cut through and drawn away, and the wound be traced afterwards

without any suture. When the wound is small, the less it is dis-

turbed by dressing the belter; but in large ones, there will some-
times be a considerab'e discharge ; and if the threads be not cau-

tiously carried through the bottom of it, abscesses will frequently

ensue from the matter being pent up underneath, and not finding

issue. If no accident happen, after the lips are firmly aggluti-

nated, the ligatures are to he removed, and the orifices which they

leave dressed. During the cure the suture must be alw ays assisted

by the application of bandage, if possible, which is frequently of

the greatest importance ; and that sort of bandage with two heads,

and a slit in tlie middle, which is by much the best, will in most
cases be found practicable.

By the term Twisted Suture, is meant that species of liga-

ture by which parts, either naturally or artificially separated, are

united togethei by means of strong threads properly twisted round
pins or needles pushed through the edges of the divided parts.

This suture is commonly employed for the purpose ot uniting the

parts in cases of hare-lip ; and this indeed is almost the only use

to which it has been hitherto applied : but it may with great ad-

vantage be put in practice in a variety of other cases, particularly

in all artificial or accidental divisions either of the lips or cheeks ;

and in every wound in other parts that does not run deep, and in

which sutures are necessary. The pins used in this operation are

represented in fig. 14. They are commonly made of golfl or sil-

ver ; and in order to make them pass with greater ease, steel-points

are added to them. They are sometimes used, however, ot gold

or silver alone. When a surgeon is called immediately to a

wound of any great artery of a limb, he should clap the point of

his finger upon the wounded artery, or make his assistant hold it;

cut the wound so far open as to see the artery fairly; draw it out

if it be cut across, and have shrunk amonp, the flesh ; or tie it

like the artery of the arm in aneurism by passing ligatures under it.

When, however, the wound happens in such situations that we
cannot conim.ind the blood, it is i)elter to close the lips of the

wound, and try to make them adhere by means of a very steady

compress and bandage. Thus an aneurism will form; the opera-

tion for the cure of which shall be afterwards described. \Vhen

accidents of this nature occur ni any of the extremities, and where

pressure can be made with ease on the superior part of the ar-

tery, we are possessed of an instrument which never fails to put a
stop to all further loss of blood : viz. the tourniquet, (fig. 15.)

The tourniijuet has undergone many improvements; but the one
here rt presented is con>idered as the best. Various methods have

been invented for securing arteries by means of ligatures. The
practice till lately in ordinary use was, by means of a curved nee-

dle, to pass a ligature of sufticient strength round the mouth of the

bleeding vessel, including a quarter of an inch all round the sur-

rounding parts, and allerwards to form a knot of a proper tiglitness

upon the vessel and other parts compreiicndcd in the noose. But

this method was found to give so much pain, and in some cases to

be attended with such violent convulsions, not only in the part

chielly affected, but of the whole body, that the best practitioners

now reject it, and tie up the blood-vessels by themselves; for it is

now well known that even very small arteries are possessed ofmuch
firmness; and that even in the largest arteries a sligln degree of com-
pression is sufficient not only for restraining hsmorrhagy, but for

securing the ligature on the very spot to which it is first ap])lied.

To detect the arteries to be tied, the tourniquet, with which they

are secured, must be slackened a little by a turn or two of the

screw ; and the moment the largest artery of the sore is discovered,

the surgeon fixes his eyes upon it, and immediately restrains the

blood again by means of the tourniquet. An assistant now forms

a noose on the ligature to be made use of; and this noose being

put over the point of the tenaculum, (fig. 16,) the operator pushes

the sharp point of the instrument through the sides of the vessel,

I and at the same time pulU so much of it out, over the surface of

the surrounding parts, as he thinks is sufficient to be included in

the knot which the astistaHt is now to make upoa the atlery. la

i C tormilig
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OTiiiii-g iliis lisiitinc a siiii;le knot iiiudcraU-ly Jrawu, iuul over il

miullKi single knot, are perfectly sufficient.

Of Aneurisms.

The term aneurism was originally nieajit to signify a tumour

formed l)v tlie dilatation of the coats of an artery ; but Ijy modern

practitioners it is made to apply not only to tumours of this kind,

but to such as are formed by blood eHiised from arteries into the

contiguous parts. 'I'here are three species; the true or encysted,

the false or dilfused, and the varicose aneurism. The causes pro-

ducing aneurisms, in general, are a natural disease of the arteries.

Thus a partial debility of their coats may readily produce the dis-

ease ; or they may arise, especially ii! the internal jiarts of the

body, from g'reat bodily exertions. They are likewise produced

by wounds of the coats of the arteries, as now and then happens in

biood-letting at the arm ; or from acrid matter contained in a

neighbouring sore ; or from the destruction of surrounding parts,

by which the natural support is removed. Aneurisms have fre-

quently been nii-taken for abscesses and other collections of matter,

and have been laid ojien by incision ; on which account great at-

tention is sometimes required to make the proper distinction. Jn

the commencement of the disease the pulsation in the tumour is

commonly so strong, and other concomitant circumstances so evi-

dently point out the nature of the disorder, that little or no doubt
respecting it can ever take place ; but in the more advanced stages

of the disease, w lien the swelling has become large and has lost its

pulsation, nothing but a minute attention to the previous history of

the case can enable the practitioner to form a judgement of its na-

ture. Aneurisms may be confounded with soft encysted tumours,

scrophulous swellings, and abscesses situated so near to an artery

as to be affected by its pulsation. But one symptom, when con-

nected with strong pulsation, may always lead to a certain deter-

mination that the swelling is of the aneurismal kind, viz. the con-

tents of the tumour being made easily to disappear upon pressure,

and their returning on the compression being removed, 'i'he

want of this circumstance, however, ought not to convince us that

it is not of that nature ; for it frequently happens, especially in the

advanced stages of aneurisms, that their contents become so firm

that no effect is produced upon them bv pressure. Hence the

propriety, in doubtful cases, i;f proceeding as if the disease was
clearly of the aneurismal kind. I ii every case of aneurism, the
use of pressure has been indiscriminately recommended, not only
in the incipient period of the disease, but even in its most advanced
stages. In the diffused or false aneurism, as pressure cannot be
applied to the artery alone, without at the same lime atTecting the
relluent veins; and as this, by producing an increased resistance
to the arterial pulsations, must force an additional quantity of
blood to the orifice in the artery ; no advantage is to be expected
from it, though it may be productive of mischief. In the early
stages of encysted aneurism, while the blood can be yet pressed
entirely out of the sac into the artery, it often happens, by the use
of a bandage of soft and somewhat elastic materials, propenv hlted
to the part, that much may be done in preventing the swelling
from receiving any degree of increase ; and on some occasions, by
the continued support thu* given to the weakened artery, om-
plele cures have been at list obtained. In all such cases, there-
fore, particularly in every instance of the varicose aneurism, much
advantage maybe expected from moderate pressure. But pres-
sure, even in encysted aneurism, ought never to be carried to any
great length; for tight bandages, by producing an immoderate
degree of reaction in the contamiiig "parts to which they are ap-
plied, instead of answering the purpose for which they were in-
tended, have evidently the contrary effect. Indeed the greatest
length to which pressure in such cases ought to go, should be to
serve as an easy support to the parts affected, and no farther. In
performing the operation for aneurism, the first step ought to be
to obtain a full command of the circulation in the inferior part of
the member by means of the tourniquet. This being done, the
patient should be so placed, that the <liseased limb, on being
stretched on a table, is found to be of a proper height for the sur-
eeon; who, as the operation is generally tedious, ought to be
seated. I he limb being properly secured by an assistant, the
eperator is now with a scalpel, hg. 17, to make an incision through
theskmand cellular substance along the whole course of the tu-
Kiour; and a« freedom in the remaining parts of the operation is

here a matter of much importance, it is even of use to carry this

external incision half an inch or so both above and below the far-

thest extremities of the sv elliiig. All the etTused blood ought then

ts be wiped off by means of a sponge ; and the softest part of the

tumour being discovered, an opening ought there to be made into

it with the lancet large enough for admitting a linger of the opera-

tor's left hand. This being done, and the finger introduced into

the cavity of the tumour, it is now- to be laid open from one extre-

mity to the other, by running a blunt pointed bistoury, (fig. 18,)

along the linger from below upwards, and afterwards from above
downwards, so as to lay the whole cavity fairly open. The cavity

of the tumour being thus laid freely open, all the coagulated blood
is to be taken out by the lingeis of the operator, together with a

number of tough membraneous filaments commonly found here.

Tlie cavity of the tumour is now to be rendered quite dry, and
free from the blood which, on the fii-st opening of the swelling, is

discharged into it from the veiils in the inferior part of the mem-
ber: the tourniquet is then to be slackened to discover not only
the artery itself, but the opening into it, from whence the bloolj

collected in the tumour has been all along discharged. The open-
ing into the artery is now to be secured, which is best done bj
obliterating the arterial cavity entirely by ligatures. After the ar-

tery seems to be secured, it often gives way, and fatal ha'morrha-

gics ensue ; nor is the patient free from this danger for a long time,

in one of Mr. Hunter's operations the artery gave way on the
I'Gthday. It is to this difficulty of procuring adhesion between
the sides of the artery that a great part of the danger of this opera-
tion is to be ascribed.

Of Fu.^CTL'RES.

Fractures are not in all instances easy of detection. Pain, swell-

ing, distortion, loss of power in the injured member, shortening

of the limb, and a peculiar crepitating sound upon the part bein<r

handled, are described as the signs denoting a broken bone ; these,

however, are all, excepting the la^t, which cannot in every case

be perceived, in a greater or inferior degree, common to bruises,

sprains, dislocations, and injuries independent of fracture. \\ lien

a bone is simply divided, w ithout any protrusion of its broken ends,
lacerations of considerable blood-vessels, or any other ciriumslancts

to render the accident complicated, the practice of the surgeon
is obvious and easy. In wounds of soft parts, we have seen, ad-
hesion is insured by merely bringing their divided edges together-

in like manner, though much more tardily, junction will be el-

fecti'd betw een the divided extremities of a fractured bone, by re-

placing and preserving them in even and steady contact. The
iiealing of w ouiids is not accelerated, but on the conlrary retarded,

by the several contrivances and interferences of the older surgeons:
so by the cruel practice of tight compressing, bandaging, and the
Use of machinery, in fracture, nut only unnecessary pain is oc-
casioned to the patient, but the process of cure, instead of bein"
facilitated and hastened, is considerably impe<led. Nature, in

either case, will not be interfered with. The time which bones
take in uniting is proportioned to the age and health of the indi-

vidual. In persons of middle age and firm constitution, a simple
inn tui e of the arm will lor the most part be fully and firmly united
in a liitle more than a month from the accident. Fractures of the
shoulder and thigh-bone are, under the same circumstances, about
six weeks or two months in healing; while the smaller bones, as
the clavicle, the ribs, the fibula, and the bones of the hand, seldom
occupy in their cure more than three weeks. In simple fractures,

provided the parts have not been unduly irritated, either bv much
motion after the accident, or by ti(>ht straining bandages, the symp-
toms of inflammation will subside in a few days. Sometimes, es-

pecially when the surgeon has been called late, it is necessary to
subdue the local irritation by solution of lead, the application of
leei lies, and other means used in common inflammation, and these
it is oiten necessary to continue for several days. Now and then •

it will be found expedient to bleed from the arm. These requi-
sitions must be determined by the good sense and judgement of
the surgeon. It is impossible to lay down abstract rules for con-
duct. To bleed, however, merely because a bone is broken, is a
practice equally unmeaning and i-r.oneous with that before alluded
to, with regard to wounds in a soft part. The following instruc-

tions of Mr. J. Bell, are especially applied to a broken leg, but wiU
be found applicable witli proper exceptions to fractures i"u general,

"In
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" In setting a l)roken iinib," says our author, " there i; no exten-

sion required but such as common sense would direct you to use

were you not a surgeon. Lay the patient in bed, and lay the limb

upon a pillow ; or if you design to use splints, have two long

troughs, or pieces of pastebord, (in figure ,0 is represented the

visual splint employed in a fractured leg) bent into a liollow form,

lined, or rather cushioned, with two or three piles of flannel, with

tapes or ribands, four or five in number, attached to the outside of

one of the tplints by whicli both splints, may, after all is over, be

gently tied to.;eUier with bow-knots, to be slackened or tightened

according to the swelling of the limb. The pasteboard ought to

be soaked and softened a little, that it may take a siiape suitable to

that of the limb. A long splint o( tliis kind being laid flat upon the

bed by the side of the fractured leg, desire one of your assistants to

apply his hands broad round the upper part of the limb, and grasp

it gently and steadily ; lake the foot and ancle in the same manner
in your own hand, slip your left hand under the broken part of the

Jimb, an<l tlien sliding it gently along, lay it upon the pillow or its

spliiils. '1 lie pillow should be like a mattrass, flat and firm. Be-
gin then to lay the limb smooth ; let your assistant again grasp it,

by spreading his hands upon the thigh or below the knee, v.itli the

design of extending along with you, not by lifting the leg from Ihi'

pillow, but ratlicr by keeping it down, and steadying it by pres-

sure, while you with both hands lift tlie foot and ancle ; gra>p

them gently, but very firmly ; raise them a very little from their

pillow, and draw them gently and very smoothly. When you
have thus extended and smoothed the broken leg, in a manner
which you almost suppose agreeable rather than painful to the
patient, press it down steadily and gently ; keep it flat and pressed
until it gets a seat and bed in the pillow. If splints are applied, the
limb is to be pressed against the lower splints ; the upper splint is

then to be laid above it, and by grasping the soft and moistened
splints, you must model them a little. When the whole has taken
a form, take several tapes one after another ; and after having tied

them in a general way, go over lli-ni again one by one, and tie

them a little closer, so as to keep the limb agreeably firm." It

may be proper to observe, that while much mllammation is present,

we are to defer the application of splints, even in the gentle man-
ner above advised, till such inllammation luis in a considerable de-
gree subsided. The splints may be made of 'thin slips of wood
glued on leather as in fig. 19. See also fig. 23, which represents u
leather-splint for a fractured leg. Fractures of the body of the
thigh-bone may generally be ascertained by the signs above- enu-
luerated. When, however, the injury is in the neck of the bone,
it requires much altention to distinguish luxation from fracture.

Here we may observe, that luxation is usually occasioned by-

straining oi twisting of the limb; while perpendii-nlar falls, or
leaps, are the more conimrm causes of fracture. When the crepi-

tation is discovered, the nature of the accident will be unecjuivo-

cal. Fracture of the thigh, on account of the strong contraction of

the large muscles of this (jart, is the most difticult of cure. To
counteract this tendency to contraction, the joints of the thigh and
knee are to be gently bended : one assistant is then to take hold
with both hands of the upper part ol the thigh ; another is to sup-
port, and very moderately to extend, the lower extremity, while
the surgeon adjusts the fractured bones. After thus reducing the

fracture, the limb is to be secured, by being laid in a well framed
case, stilif and adapted to the form of the limb, bending gently, in

order to admit of a relaxed posture, lined with woollen cloth, or
with flinnel, each hollow being filled up with little cushions of
tow ; another splint is then to be laid on the opposite side of the
thigh, the whole braced gently down with ribands, and then both
the thigh and its case bound to the pillow by tapes. In order to

preserve it against the weight of the bed-clothes, a frame with hoops
jnay be placed over the thigh. Machines have been invented,
one particularly by Mr. Gooch, represented in fig. 21, in order to
obviate the contractile tendency, by making a counter-extension.
The bandage ;iometimes employed in a transverse fracture of the
patella is represented in fig. 22. Fractures of the scapula are by
no means common : they are ascertained by the touch, by the

Freat pain of the part, and by an incapability of moving the arm.
t is with difficulty that the parts are retained after replacement;

a long roller is to be used, with which the shoulder is to be sup-
ported, and the arm is to be kept suspended, in order to relax the
lauscles. Ill fractures of the fore-arm, whether one or both bones

are broken, the joint of the elbow is to be fieiilly bent. Two
splints of pasteboard are to be used, one large aiui long, upon which
the arm is to be laid; the other smaller, is to be placed over it, and
they are to be secured by slight tapes, ribbands, and rollers. When
a rib is fractured, which ni.iy generally be ascertained bv feeling

with the fingers, if one portion rises over another it should be re-

duced by moderate pressure, and a bandage applied round the
chest, which should be continued for some weeks. If a portion
of the rib is forced inwards, some surgeons direct that an opening
be made over the depressed part, which is to beelevatetl by the
finger or forceps. When the sternum is fractured, a similar treat-

ment is said to be required. In this last ca^e it is necessary some-
times to trepan. When the vertebra- are broken, the accident is

for the most part fatal, and by the fractured pieces pressing upon
the spinal marrow, a palsy is occa-ioned in the parts below the in-

jury. The surgeon, however, is to attempt the replacement of
the bones, and wh.°n part is depressed, an incision has been ad-
vised, in order to raise the depressed portion. Those fractures

are called compound in which the external teguments are wounded,
by the same accident by which the bore has been broken. These
are necessarily of much more diflkult management than cases of
simple fracture. Some surgeons indeed have indiscriminately re

commended amputation of the limb in every case of compound
fracture; while others have questioned the propriety of ampu-
tating, even for the worst accidents of this kind. This question,

like many others, has been agitated too much in the abstract. The
propriety of immediate amputation, or a prior attempt to preserve

a limb, will depend not merely on the extent of the injury, but
on the age, liabil>i, and constitution, of the patient, as well as the
circumstances which he shall be under during the cure. In the
army or navy practice, amputation if olten necessary, where in

private it would be premature and cruel. When we are to at-

tempt the cure of a compound fracture, the first object is to re-

move such pieces of bone as are detached in the form of splinters,

as well as other extraneous bodies. If there is merely a jirotrusion

of the bone through the wounil, without any separated pieces, we
arc to attempt an immediate reduction, as in simple fracture. If

this cannot be ell'ected even by pretty strong extension, an en-
deavour must be made to force in the bone by pressure. If, on
account of the narrowness of the wound, it is impossible to reduce
the fracture, the wound must bo dilated by a straight probe-pointed
bistoury. It is sometimes necessary to saw off part of the project-

ing bone, in order to efi'ect the leduction. When this has been
accomplished, the wound is to be closed as much as possible, a
pledget of emollient ointment placed over it, and the limb secured
l)y an eighteen-lailed bandage. A machine has lately been in-

vented by Mr. Samuel James surgeon in Iloddesden, Herts,

which, we arc told, will elfectually relax the muscles, and rttaiii

the thigh or fractured bones of the leg in their natural situation,

without pain to the patient, or the least inconvenience to the 0[>e-

rator. See fig. 32, Plate C LX\.

Op Luxatioks.

A bone is said to be luxated when that part of it forming a joint

is moved out of its place. When the bone is forced entirely out

of Its cavity, the luxation is termed complete ; when this is not the

case, it is partial or incomplete. When there is also a wound of

of the soft parts communicating with the joint, it is called a com-
pound, and when there is no wound, a simple luxation. Dislo-

cations, like fractures, are sometimes difficult immediately to

discover. An incapability of moving the limb, pain, tension,

lengthening, shortening, or other deformity, and often considerable

inflammation, are the general symptoms attending a dislocated or

luxated bone. Endeavours to reduce luxations ought to be made
as speedily as possible: as they grow older, they grow more diffi-

cult of treatment. Indeed, after a bone has been a considerable

time dislodged from its place, it often forms a new and artificial

joint for itself among the contiguous muscles, and the subject of

the accident is by consequence rendered irrecoverably lame.

When, however, dislocation accompanies fracture, it is bometimes

necessary to cure the latter before the reduction of the former is

attempted. This is the case when the fracture is contiguous to the

joint. When much local inflammation accompanies luxation, it is

to be carefully subdued by the common anti-inflammatory appli-

cations ; and, accordyig to circumstances, ii will be soiaetimes re-
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ciuisite to blocdat llie arm. VVlieii the luxilion has t»<LMi reduced,

the [jarls must be retained in llieir siliiation, by plai iiig the Imib

in a relaxed position, and by applying appropriate bandages. The

shoulder joint may be luxated by the head of the humerus falling

downuauU and backwards. The more usual kind of dislocation,

however, is by the head being forced downwards anil forwands.

An upward lu.xatlon cannot happen without a fracture of the upper

parts of the scapula. The signs of a dislocated shoulder are ma-

bility to raise tlie arm, the head of the humerus being telt out of its

proper place, while a vactiiiy is observed under the acromion.

Tiiis luxation is o(ten e.Mremely easy of reduction. The surgeon

should be provided with assistants to extend the arm, by means, it

necessary, of a belt, or any substitute for this placed round the

arms, with long straps attached to it, by which to extend the

limb: another assistant is to draw back the shoulder-blade, while

the operator, standing on the outside of the arm, directs the ex-

tension according to the situation of the bone, and thus raises it

into the socket. Sometimes, when assistants are not at hand, an

arm-dislocation may be reduced by placing it on the knee, and

thus acting as with a lever. The arm e?ptcially if the patient has

been subject to the accident, may be supported in a sling some

time after the reduction. Luxation at the elbow is not common;
it is attended with a sliorteniiig of the fore-arm, a projection behind

above the elbow ; w hile in the bend of the elbow the extremity of

the humerus may be felt. It is to be reduced by gradually ex-

tending the fore-arm rather in an oblique direction, and gently in-

creasing the curvature of the elbow, and by endeavours to disen-

gage the ends of the bones. After the reduction, the muscles

should be relaxed by presi rviug the elbow for some time rather in

a bent position. When the forearm is dislocated at the wrist,

tlie rotatory motion of the hand is prevented. Alter the bones are

replaced, a tight tlannel-roller should be bound round the wrist,

and the arm supported in a sling. Dislocations of the thigh-bone

are not very common. This bone is however susceptible of dis-

placement in four dilTereiit directions; upwards and obliquely

backwards, downwards, and a little forward, directly forward upon

the pubes, and backwards over the ischialic notch fn the ^-st the

limb is shortened, and the knee turned inwards. When tne neck

of the thigh-bone is fractured (an accident which has been con-

fonndeil with dislocation), the knee and foot are on the contrary

directed outwards : the limb also in case of dislocation is moved
with more diflicnlty than when the neck of the bone is fractured.

This dislocation is to be reduced by extension downwards and
forwards. The patient is to he laid on his side, and a double

sheet may be placed under his thigh, which being attached to some
fixed points, will serve to raise and support the limb during the

proper extension. In a dislocation downwards and forwards, the

signs are reversed : the head of the thighbone may here be dis-

tinctly lelt in the perinx'um. The extension in this case mu^t have

an upward and outward direction ; its reduction is easier than in

the preceding case. In returning the ball of the bone into the

socket, the surgeon must be careful to act cautiously : too preci-

pitate a reduction is apt to push it again out of its place, and pro-

duce an upward dislocation. When the dislocation is forward

upon the pubes, we are directed by some surgeons to lay the pa-

tient on his side, and supportthethighby means of apulley fixed to

some point above the Imib : the operator thus assi-ted is to press

the knee inwards. In the fourth kind of hip-dislocation (over the

jschiatic notch) the length of the limb is not interfered with ; but
the accident may be ascertained by the disappearance of the

trocantcrs. Here the reduction mu^t be attempted, by giving the

bone an upward uirection, while the kiiee is pressed inwards. The
limb should not be used for some days after the reduction. The
patella can only be dislocated upwards and downwards by a rup-
ture of its ligament or tendons ; in this case the bone will be
drawn up, and a^sume the appearance of fracture. . It may how-
ever be luxaied ti) one or the other side. For reduction, the Imb
must be extended ; and in lateral luxations the edge of the bone
at the greatest di-taiue from the joint may be depressed, by which
the opposite edge is elevated, and may be returned into its place.
The tibia is very seldom luxated at the knee-joint ; when the ac-
cident liappeiK, It i^ I'asily detected. In reducing such a disloca-
tion, the limb should be gently extended, and the bones replaced
by the hand. Inllamination ought, y/Mi much solicitude, to be
guarded against.

Ok A.MPi.'TATio;j.

Than this, as it is now performed, scarcely any operafien in

surgery is more simple and secure. To preserve the teguments,

so as that they can be fairly brought over the stump, and properly

to tie, or otherwise secure the bleeding vessels, constitute the
points of practice in amputation ; and as we have previously shewn
rank among the most important improvements in modern surgical

practice. The following are the general directions for performing
amputation : the tourniquet is first to be placed on the most con-
vement part of the limb for securing the larger arteries ; a circular

incision i» then to be made with the amputating knife (tig. 24,) or

common scalpel, which is to pass all round the limb, and go
through the skin and cellular substance ; these are next to be dis-

sected away from the muscles to such a distance as will allow the

divided edges of the integuments to come into contact over the

stump. The skin thus separated is to be drawn up froin the mus-
cles, or turned back upon them, and kept by an assistant in this

situation, while the operator now makes another incision at the

edge of the reflected skin, beginning from beneath, and cutting in

a circular direction down to the bone. The muscles are then to

be separated from the bone, as the skin before was from the mus-
cles to such a distance, as to enable them afterwards completely to

'

cover the end of the bone. The whole mass of llesh is then to be
kept up from the bone by retractors, (fig. 25, and 2(5,) the perios-

teum is to be divided all round in the place where the saw is to be
applied, but not all taken up from the bone : the saw, (tig, 27,) is

now to be used, anil the bone divided with long firm stroke',

taking especial care that during this part of the operation the as-

sistant holds the limb with steadine>s. If there have been any
splinters of bone left, they should be immediately taken away
with pincers, (fig. 28, Plate CI.XV). The retractors are now to

be removed; the principal arteries drawn up, and tied free from
the nerves. Some warm wine, or other conlial, is to be given to

the patient. The wound is to be cleared ot blood, the muscles
and skin are to be fairly laid together over the stump; adhesive
plaster and the requisite bandaging applied, the patient taken to

bed, and the wound treated in the common nianner (see section
on wounds). Unless any untoward circumstance arises, a com-
plete cure will be thus made in the course of a few weeks. It

will he unnecessary here to enter into particulars concerning the

ditlerent parts to be operated upon, as every one who undertakes
to perform the operation has seen it elTected by some skilful sur-

geon.

Of Distortions.

Distortions of the bones may arise from external injuries, from
diseased constitutions, from a morbid state ot the bones, or a con-
tracted state of the muscles, or both ; but the affection is most fre-

quently owing to a weakly delicate constitution, as in rickety or
scrophulous cases. In the treatment of distortions of the spiue,

[larticular attention ought to be paiil to the cause of the disorder.

If it ap|)ear to arise from the patient continuing too long in any
particular posture, every habit of tliis kind sliould be guarded
against on the first appearance of the disease. If the patient has
turned too much to one side, the reverse of this should be advised.

He ought to sleep upon a firm hair-mattress, that his body lie

upon an equal surface. He should use an invigorating diet, the

cold bath, bark, and other tonics. By a strict attention to the

use of these remedies the disease has sometimes been retarded in

its progress. Various machines have been invented for removing
distortions of the spine by pressure; but considerable caution is

here required, otherwise much injury may arise from it. Some
advantage, however, in certain cases, has been derived from the

useot the common collar, (fig. 29, Plate CLXV.) or the stays

and machinery adapted to them, (lig. 30,) invented in France, and
afterwards brought into use in this country by Mr. Jones of Lon-
ilon, are found to be still better suited to this purpose. When
the dl^tortion of a limb is owing to a curvature in a bone, if the

case be recent, and especially d it occur in cliildhood, it may fre-

quently be removed, whhout much ditiiculty, by making a gra-

dual but constant pressure, by tlie use of the machinery, on the

contex side of tl»e limb, till it recover its natural appearance.

When the deformity occurs in the leg, a method has been used, in

several instances, which is to fix a firm splint of iron, lined with

leather, 1
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leather, in llie shoe, on tlie concave side ot ill ie.;, ihe uiliei' cntl

of ilie splint to rest ag linst tlie under end of tlie tingli ; wi.en, if a

liroad strap or two be applied round the leg sphnu an easv

Kradual pressure may lie made, and considerable advantage de-

rived from it. See iig. 31.

Of Injuries of the Head.

" If," savs Mr. J Bell, " there is an injury in the scalp, a hurt

oftlieskii'l, an internal separation of the dura maler, or any iniury

which endangers inflanimalion of the brain ; and if along with that

kind of danger there are actuallysymptoms which mark inflam-

mation of the brain ; we try to prevent or moderate the inflamma-

tion hy bleedings. If there is a concussion, and the patient lies

oppressed, vomiting, with difficult bre.itliing and a slow pulse, (and

this, it niav be observed, is the mo I frequent, direct, or iinme-

diate injury from a blow or fjll on Ihe head,) we give opium,

wine, aiid all forms of stimulants. If there are along with this op-

pression external marks ol injury after an accident, such as might

cause exiravasation of blood, or depression of the skull, in such

case our duty is first to open the scalp, so as to examine the skull,

and next to trepan tUe skull, if it is not sound, with the hopes of

relieving the brain. " If there is blood, it is to be known only by
guess, by having opened the scalp at the place of the blow, in the

expectation of finding a fracture of the skull, and by next trepan-

ning the skull, iu expectation of I'lnding blood lying upon the surface

of the brain. But still, if after opening the skull the patient should

lie comatose and oppressed, it being \ilain he nuist die if not re-

lieved ; and if also from the tension of the dura mater we suspect

there is blood under that meiiibrine; we must venture to open it

also, in hopes of relieving the brain. If matter lying upon the

surface is the cause of compression, it will be known by the pre-

vious symptoms, by quickness of the pulse, head-ach, flushed

face, turgid eyes, corded feeling in the head, and all the other

signs marking an inilainiiiation of the brain. And if after all these

symptoms, shivering, languor, faintings, slight vomitings, and de-

lirium, come on, we are sure of the case. If there is toimd a fis-

sure of the skull, that fissure is not itself the cause of danger, but

it is the mark of that degree of injury, which may have produced
extravasation : it also marks the place of the violence, and points

out where we should apply the trepan. A fissure is not of itself a

motive for trepanning the skull ; but if witii the fissure the patient

lies oppressed, then the oppression is the mark of danger, perhaps

from extravasated blood, and the fracture or fissure of the skull

marks the point on which we should apply our trepan. When the

bones are directly pressed down by the blow, our way ot proceed-

ing is very plain ; if the bones are moveable, we raise them gently

\i)); if they seem totally disengaged, we pick them away; if the

bones are locked in with one another, and pressed under the sound
skull, we cut one angle with the trepan, and that enables us to

raise the depressed bone. In all this operation we should be gen-

tle, and rather reserved ; for wlien blood has covered the whole
skull, from the sagittal sature, quite to the petrous bone, i( has all

been evacuated by one single opening, and the patient saved.

When there has been pus generated in great quantity, and much
of the dura mater detached, one single perforation has been suf-

ficient. When pieces of skull have been apparently so detached
from their membranes, tliat they have seemed irretrievably lost,

they have notwithstanding lived and healed, especially injoung
patients : and often when the depression has seeme<l so great

that the surgeon has neglected to raise it, or has been so difficult

to raise that he has forsaken it, the patient has lived notwithstand-

ing the great oppression, and been restored to perfect health."

—

Operation. The operation of trepanning will necessarily vary,

according to the circumstances of the case ; the following are given
as the general rules of practice ; after the head is shaved, an inci-

sion IS first to be made through the integuments, in such a form
as to enable the surgeon, when the operation is over, to bring the
edges of t!«e wound as nearly as possible together ; when the part

has been fixed upon for the application of the instrument, so much
of the skull is to be denuded of its pericranium by a raspatory,

(tig. 33,) as will allow the trephine (fig 34,) to be fixed ; a hole
is to be made with the perforator, of sufficient depth to fix the

central pin of the trephine, that the saw may be prevented from
slipping ; when the saw works steadily and securely, the central pin

«f the trephine may be removed; tl>c saw is from time to time to
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be taken out of the groove, and cleaned by the brush (Iig. 35.)
During the progress of the operation, the depth of the groove
ought to be examined; if one part is of greater depth IhJn ano-
ther, the pressure of the saw is to be made principally on the op-
posite side. The operator must often examine whether the piece
IS loose ; when it is perceived so, it must be snapped away by the
tO'-eeps (fia. 36,) or levator (fig. 37,) lor the sawmg should by no
means be continued until it is quite detached, lesl h.- membranes
ot the brain are injured. When, after the piece of bone is e.x-

tiacled, the inner edges of the perforation appear ragged, they are
to be carefully smoothed by the lenticular (Mg. 38.) The depressed
portion of the bone is now to be raised with the levator : if there
are parts of bone totally disengaged, they are to be pii ked away,
extravasated blood let out ; and, as above-mentioned, if blood or
matter is contained under the dura mater, this membrane it elf is

to be punctured. From the extent of the fracture or depression,
it is sometimes necessary to make more than one perforation : in
these cases they ought to be made to run into each other, in order
lo prevent the necessity of dividing internif-duite spaces. After the
objects of the operation are accomplished, a pledget of lint, cither
dry or with some simple ointment, is to be laid on the wound in the
dura mater (provided that membrane may have been punctured)

;

the edges of the scalp are then to be brought up as nearly as may-
be together, and another piece of lint laid along the outer wound :

some fine linen is to be placed over the whole, and the parts se-
cured by proper bandaging, or by a common night-cap. At
every dressing the purulent matter is' to be carefully absorbed by
a sponge: the wound is to be treated upon the same principles as
wounds III general ; and should fungi arise out of its edges, we are,
according to their nature and extent, to attempt their removal by-
caustic, by excision, or ligature. Sometimes in a few hours after
the operation, the patient is seized with a kind of restlessness, toss-
ing his arms, and endeavouring to move himself in bed, while the
symptoms of a compressed brain remain nearU the same as for-

merly. In this case, especially if the pulse be quick and strong,
the patient ought to be bled freely, as there will be reason to sus-
pect some tendency to infianiniation in the brain. Sometimes,
though the trepan has been properly applied, the symptoms are
not relieved, on account of extravasated fluids collected internally
under the dura mater, or between the pia mater and bra n, or in
the cavity of the ventricles. The danger in these ca'-e- will be in

|)roportion to the depth of the collection. Particular attention,
therefore, ought always to be paid to the state of the lUira mater
after the perforation has been made. If blond be collec ted below
tlie dura mater, this membrane will be found tense, dark coloured,
elastic, and even livid ; in which case, an opening becomes abso-
lutely necessary to discharge the extravasated lluid. Gentle
scratches are to be made with a scalpel till a probe (fig. 39,) or di-
rectory (hg. 40,) can be introduced upon which the membrane is

to be sufficiently divided in a longitudinal, and sometimes even in

a crucial direction, till an outlet to the fluid be given.

Diseases of the Eves,

The eyes are subject to various disorders ; and the eyelids are
subject to be infested with tumours ofdiliferent kinds, which fre-

quently require the assistance of surgery. The first of these is

the hordeolum or style, which frequently grows on the edge of tlie

eyelid, and is attended with heat, stifliiess, and pain ; and unless

proper means be taken to prevent it, a suppuration is frequently the
consequence. It m.ay be considered as a common abscess seated
in an obstructed sebaceous duct or gland. It may generally be re-

moved by discutient applications. Should these prove ineffec-

tual, it ought to be brought to suppurate by a s-mall emollient
poultice, when it will commonly heal of itself ; but if it do not, it

may be opened with the point of a lancet, that the matter may be
discharged ; and the part may be anointed afterwards with satur-

nine solution.

Specks are sometimes formed upon the white part of the eve,
but more frequently upon the cornea. In the former cae they
are seldom attended with much inconvenience, but in the l.nter

they are often the cause of partial or total blindness. These are
almost universally the consequence of inflammation, and seldom
go much deeper than the tunica aclnata. Two very different stales

ot the disorder occur; the one Irom an effusion uiimediately

under the outer layer of the cornea, and ia tliJs case the cornea
i ii d««%
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i^ops not ai)oc.ir to be raised ; tlie other takes place trom one ormorc

liule ulcers which lireakinc, leave as many opatiue spots in liie

centre, which are more elevated than the rtst of the cornea : and

the inconvenience attending either situation must always be in

proportion to their extent and degree of opacity, or their vicinity

to the pupil. When vision is little afiected by them, they neeil

.scarcely be considered as an object of surgery ; but whenever

vi-^ion is materially impaired, remedies become necessary, and

these should be such as are best suited for removing inl ani-

mation, promoting absorption, and restoring tone to the vessels.

The Cataract. The ancients, and some ot the modern wri-

ters, had a confused idea of tlie seat of the cataract ; different au-

thors placing it in diirerent parts of the eye. It consists of an af-

fection of the crystalline lens, or of its capsule, by which tlie rays

ofliglitare prevented trom falling upon the retina; and is there-

fore the same disease with the glaucoma of the ancients. It com-

monly begins with a dimness of sight ; and this generally continues

a considerable time before any opacity can be observed in the

lens. As the disease advances, the opacity becomes sensible, and

the patient imagines there are particles of dust or motss upon the

eve, or in the air. This opacity gradually increases till the per-

son either becomes entirely blin'd, or can merely distinguish light

from darkness. The disease commonly comes on rapidly, though

sometimes its progress is slow and gradual. The opacity of the

lens is found to be nearly in proportion to the degree of blindness

the patient is affected with ; it gradually changes from a state of

transparency to a perfectly white, or light grey colour. In some

very rare instances a black cataract is found. Sometimes the

disease is confined to a particular spot of the lens, but generally

the whole is affected. The consistence also varies, being at one

time hard, at another .mtirely dissolved. When the eye is other-

wise found, the pupil moves according to the degree of light in

which it is placed. The disease is seldom attended with pain

;

sometimes, however, every exposure to light creates uneasiness,

owing probably to inflammation in the bottom of the eye. The
real cause of cataract is not yet well understood. Many autliore

consider it as proceeding from a preternatural contraction of the

vessels of the lens, arising sometimes from external violence,

though more commonly from some internal and occult cause. The
disease is distinguished' from the gutta sercna, by the pupils in the

latter being never affected with light, and from no opacity being

observed in the lens. It is distinguished from hypopyon, staphy-

loma, or any other disease in the fore-part of the eye, by the evi-

dent marks which these affections produce, as well as by the pain

attending their beginning. But it is diflicult to determine when

the opacity is in the lens or in its capsule. The lens is generally

atTected ; when the capsule is the seat of the disease, it is termed

the membranous cataract. If the disease be in the incipient state,

mercury, particularly calomel in small doses, has been attended

with some advantage. When any degree of intlammation is pre-

sent, blood-letting and cooling regimen will sometimes be neces-

sary. Electricity, extract, hyoscyami, flammula Jovis, &c. have

likewise been e.\tolled ; but after these or other remedies have

failed, the cure must depend upon a chirurgical operation, f'or

this purpose two methods are in general use. The first of these,

and winch was practised for a long time before the other, is called

couching. It is done with a view to allow the rays of light to fall

upon the retina; and it consists in removing the lens from its cap-

sule, and lodging it in some part of the vitreous humour, where

it may be entirely off the axis of the eye, and where it is supposed,

in course of timej to dissolve. The other method is termed ex-

traction, where, alter an incision has been made in the cornea, the

lens is pushed through the pupil, and then entirely removed from

the eye. Each of these methods has been much practised, audit

is still a matter of doubt to which we ought to give the pre-

ference.

The Fistula Lachrymalis is properly understood a sinuous

ulcer of the lachrymal sac or duct with callous edges, though every

obstruction of this passage is commonly called fistula lachrymalis.

The fiwt and most simple state of the disease is that termed a

dropsy of the lachrymal sac. The symptoms are, a tumour be-

tween the inner cornea of the eye and side of the nose, This dis-

appears: by pressure, the tears mixed with mucus passing partly

into the iiose, but chiefly back u^on the eye and over the cheek,

i'his slate of the disease is w hat the French have called the hernia

or hydrops sacculi lachrymalis. It is frequently met with in

children wlio have been rickely, or are subject to glandular ob-

structions : and in this state it sometimes remains for several years,

subject to little alterations, as the health or habit shall happen to

vary, thesacculus being sometimes more, sometimes less full and
troublesome ; the contents which are pressed out are somelinjes

more, sometimes less cloudy ; and now and then the disease is at-

tended with a slight ophthalmy, or an inflammation of the eye-lids,

but which, by common care, is easily removed. If the sacculus

be not much dilated, the discharge small, and produced only by
pressure, the chief inconveniences are the weeping eye, and the

gumming together of the lids after sleeping : but these, by being

attended to, may be kept from being very troublesome ; and if the

disease makes no further progress, may be so regulated as to ren-

der any more painful process totally unnecessary. If the dilata-

tion be considerable, the swelling is more visible, and the quantity

of fluid is larger ; it is also in tliis state more frequently mixed and
cloudy, and more troublesome from the more frequent necessity of

emptying the bag ; but il the patient be an adult, it may, even in

this more dilated state of it, be kept from being very inconvenient.

Affections of the Teeth.

In dentition the gums inflame and swell about the parts where
the teeth are afterwards to appear ; the child is continually rub-

bing the gums with its finger; the saliva is commonly increased

in quantity, though sometimes the contrary happens; sometimes
the bowels are remarkably costive, though more frequently the

reverse: there is generally tiuick pulse, with heat, and other

symptoms of fever ; and on some occasions these symptoms are

attended with convulsions. The means found to be most useful

here are such as are most effectual in allaying irritation, as opiates,

blisters, and especially warm bathing. When these fail cutting

the gum by means of a tleme, (fig. jC,; over the approaching
tooth, is frequently found to remove every symptom ; but this

ought to he done earlier than it commonly is, to have the full

elTect. Whenever the symptoms give reason to think that a tooth

is approaching, the gums should be cut freely over that part where
the teeth may be first expected. \\'hen tlie symptoms recur, the

operation should be repeated. A crucial incision is attended with
still more effect ; and the bleeding which afterwards takes place is

of considerable service. The incision should always be carried as

far as the tooth, which ought to be somewhat exposed ; and when
properly done, is frequently followed with immediate relief. The
teeth sometimes become yellow or black without any adventitious

matter being observed in them ; at other times they become foul,

and give a taint to the breath, in consequence of the natural mu-
cus of the mouth, or part of the food remaining too long about
them. The most frequent cause of foul teeth is the substance

called tartar, which seems to be a deposition from the saliva, and
with which the teeth are often almost entirely incrusted. When
this substance is allowed to remain, it insinuates itself between the

gums and the teeth, and then gets down upon the jaw in such a
manner as frequently to loosen the teeth. This indeed is by far

the most common cause of loose teeth, and when they have been
long covered with this or with any other matter, it is seldom they

can be cleaned without the assistance of instruments. But when
once they are cleaned, they may generally be kept so by rubbing
them witli a thin piece of soft wood made into a kind of brush,

and dipped into wliite wine vinegar ; after which the mouth is to

be washed with common water. When the teeth are to be clean-

ed by instruments, the operator ought, with a linen-cloth or with
a glove, to press against the points of the teeth so as to keep them
firm in their sockets, with the fingers of the one hand, while he
cleans them with the necessary instruments, (lig. 57, No. 1, 2, 3,
\, 5,) held in the other ; ti.king cai'eniot to scrape them so hard
as to loosen them, or to rub off the enamel. This being done,
the teeth should be rubbed over with a small brush, or a piece of
sponge dipped in a mixture of cream of tartar and Peruvian bark.
The same application may be made to the teeth for a few days,

after which they may be kept clean as already directed. Wheii a
black or mortified spot appears on a tooth, if it be quite superfi-

cial, it may be removed ; but if it go through the thickness of the
enamel, it will be more ndviseable to let it remain. When a
small hole breaks out in a tooth, particular attention should be
paid to prevent the admissiou of air, Tin, lead, or gold-leaf,

commonly
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commonly emplojed for lliis purpose, sometimes gives relief furl

many months, or even years ; but at other times are of little ad-

vantage, and in some instances cause great pain. Gum-mastich

or bees'- wax are often employed, and can he made to fill the

cavity of the tooth still better than metalline substances. When
stufling is to be employed, it ought to be done in the intervals of

the fits of toothach, otherwise it will give great uneasiness.

When it is to be used, the whole cavity of the tooth should be

filled ; and this is to be done viith the instruments, (fig. 5S, No. 1,

2, 3.) One of the best instruments for e.vtracting tiie teeth, is

that, (fig. 59,) in form of a key, with a claw and fulcrum. Pre-

vious to the open-'ion, this should be covered with a linen-rag, to

prevent the gum h'om sulTering. After dividing tlVe gum, or se-

parating it from the tooth, the claw is to be fixed as deep between
the teeih and gum as possible. I'hen the fulcrum is to rest on

the opposite side. The surgeon may now, witli one turn of the

handle of the instrument, pull the tool li out at once. But the

turn should not be et'lected by a sudden jerk, but in the most
cautious and slow manner. When it happens to be one of the

great molares, whose roots diverge very much, and when they

are firmly fixed, after only loosing it with the fiist pull, the claw

of the instrument is to be applied to the other side of the tooth,

and the turn given in a contrary direction to the first. In cases

where it has been sufficiently loosened but not e.xtracted, it is lobe
laid hold of by a common "teeth-forceps, (fig. 60,) and extracted

in the easiest manner. Upon extraction of the tooth, any detach-

ed splinters occurring are to be immediately removed. Should
any considerable liemorrhagy take place, the patient may lake

#ome cold water, vinegar, or spirit of wine, into his mouth, and
dossils of lint may be introduced into the socket. After all these

fail, recourse inust be had to the actual cautery; When stumps
occur from caries, or when the teeth have broken in time of the

extracting, the common key will sometimes remove them ; if that

fail, the punch, (fig. 61,) is to be used. The operator, having this

instrument in one hand, is to place the fore-finger of the

other, with a piece of cloth wrapped round it, upon the inside

of the jaw opposite to the stump, to protect the neighbouring
parts.

Diseases of the Ear.

Sometimes a thin membrane is spread over the mouth of the

external passage, while at oUier times a considerable part of the

passage is filled up with a fleshy looking substance, occasioning

deafness. When the first circumstance occurs, the skin is easily

divided by a simple incision, and the accretion of its sides may be

prevented by a dossil of lint, or a bit of bougie, inserted between

the edges of the wound, and daily cleaned and returned till the

part be rendered callous. When the other cause is present, the in-

cision must be continued considerably deeper, till the resistance

be removed, or till the instrument reach near lo the membrane of

the tympanum, when the operator should desist, lest the mem-
brane should be wounded ; then the same kind of treatment may
be formed as in the former case. The proper time for performing

the operation is when children visually begin to speak ; for pre-

vious to this the patient may be too weakly to bear it, and after

this speech would be impeded. Children sometimes push hard

bodies into their ear, or different kinds of insects occasionally

creep into '.t, so as to cause considerable uneasiness. Substances

lying near the outer end of the passage may generally be extract-

ed by the same forceps, (fig. 65,) but round hard bodies situated

deeper in the passage are more readily removed by a crooked

probe. When insects are deep seated in the ear, they ought first

to be killed, by filling the passage with oil, or any other fluid

which proves noxious to them, without hurting the tympanum.
They niay then be washed out by injecting warm water frequently

by means of a syringe.

Wax is one of the most frequent causes of deafness, and it may
be readily detected by looking into the ear in a clear sunshine.

Various methods have been proposed for removing wax from the

ear; but one, not inferior to any, is to throw in frequently, by
jneans of a syringe, (fig, 62,) warm milk and water, or water in

which a little soap has been dissolved. Assistance may likewise

be given here, by using along with the injection a blunt probe or

line hair-pencil, by which the bottom of the passage may be clear-

ed out, After ibe wax is removed, the patient ought to guard

against the effects of cold by introducing a little v/ou\ for som"
time into the meatus. It sometimes hapjiens, particularly in old

people, that, from exposure to a stream of cold air, the tympanimx
becomes affected, and a noise is heard by the patient like the

rushing of water. In other cases the patient is incapable of accu-

rately distinguishing the words of some persons speaking in a loud

tone of voice ; or, in mixed companies, he bears only a conlii-

sion of sounds. Complaints of this kind frequently originate from
a relaxation of the soft parts of the tympanum : and though a com-
plete cure is not very frequently performed, yet considerable ad-

vantage is sometimes derived from the use of hot stimulating oils,

and from keeping the part warm at the same time with a little

wool. When deafness arises from affections of this nature, some
assistance ma}' be derived from collecting the sound, so as to

make a stronger impression upon the internal ear. A variety of

instruments have been invented for this purpose. Some use a

convoluted tube, called an ear-trumpet, (fig. 63,) others a sort of

cup, (fig. 64,) which is concealed under the hair, and fi.xed to the

iiead with straps.

Of the Wry Neck.

A wry ueck may be owing to different causes ; as contraction
of the skin in consequence of burns, or other kinds of snres ; re-

laxation of the muscles of one side of the neck, pafticularly the
mastoid, while those of the other side continue to act with vigour

j^

preternatural contraction of the muscles of one side of the neck,
the others having their usual po«er ; or, a bend in the vertet>rsi

of the neck. When the disease is owing to a contraction of the
skin, this is to be divided thiough the whole of the contracted
part, guarding against cutting the external jugular vein. When
the contraction of the mastoid muscle is the cause of the disease

the muscle should be divided by gentle strokes, so as to run no
risk of wounding the great vessels situated under it. When an in-

cision is made either with a view to divide th« muscle or the skin,

the head is afterwards, by means of a machine, (fig. 06,) to be kept
in a jiroper posture during the cure, until new granulations form
and fill up the empty space.

Of BrONCHOTOMY and QisOPHAGOTOMY,

The operation of Bronchotomy is an incision made in flie

trachea, to make way for air into the lungs, when respiration is

obstructed to such a degree that life is in danger. If the patient's

breathing be already stopped, the operation ought to be done with
the greatest expedition ; using any instrument which will niost

readily make ,m opening in the trachea, as the delay of a few mo-
ments will often put a period to the person's existence. In per-

forming the operation, where, from the nature of the case, suffici-

ent time is allowed, the patient is to be laid on his back upon a
table, and properly secured by assistants, A longitudinal incision

is to be made, about an inch and a half long, through the skin

and cellular substance; beginning at the under edge of the thj-
roid cartilage : thesterno-hyoid and tliryoid muscles are then to be
separated ; the thyroid gland is to be avoided as much as possible,

on account of its vascularity. As soon as the trachea is laid bare,

the bleeding vessels, to prevent coughing, are to be secured
;

then, with a common lance, a puncture is to be made as high as

may be seen practicable between two rings of the trachea, of such
a size as to admit the introduction of a double canula, (fig. 67,)
large enough to allow the patient to breathe freely, and of such
a length a: neither to be in danger of slipping out, nor of irritating

the back part of the tr.ichca. Such a canula has long been
recommended by Dr. Monro in his course of surgery. Previous
to the inti eduction the canula maybe put through several piK"!

of linen-compress; or these may be first slit halfway down, and
applied so that any of them may be removed and replaced at
pleasure. This double canula is to be fixed by a strap round the
neck; and when mucus obstructs the passage of the instrument,
the inner tube can be withdrawn, cleared, and readily ri.-placed ;

while the patient is, during this time, breathing through the oute»-

one ; and by means of a screw the tabes can be regulated accord,
ing to the motions of the trachea, After the canula is fixed, it

ought to be covered with a piece of muslin or crape, to prevent
the admission of dust, insects. Sec, As soon as the causes induc-
ing suffocation are removed, the canula is to be withdrawn, and

Use
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the skin inimec\iately brought over the orifice, and retaijied there

by a i-hp of adhesive plaster.

I!y /EsoPHAGQTOMY IS understood the cutting open the (eso-

phagus, to allow substances M.Lk.ng in it, and which cannot be

extr'acled otherwise, to be removed. It is only to be clone, how-

ever, in cases of the most extreitie danger, as it is attended

with much hazard ; and there are only two instances yet

on record of its having been perlormed with success, tliough

there are several instances of wounds in the cesophagus being

iiealed.

Of Soke Nipple^.

Women are more generally affected with sore nipples in suck-

ling their first child than at any period afterwards. This may in

some measure be owing to the smallness of the nipples ; but very

often it arises from their being unaccustomed to the irritation of

sucking. In some cases, the nipples are so flat, and so much
siuik in the breast, as to render it difficult for the child to lay hold

of them. Assistance can sometimes be given, by the mother

pressing back the |)rominent part of the breast, so as to make the

nipple project between two of her fingers. If this prove insufl'i-

cient, the nipple may be made to project by ajiplying to it a stout

child several months old : but when this cannot be done, breast-

glasses, such as Plate CLXVI. fig. 68, may answer the purpose.

iiv applying these to the nipple, and sucking out the air, the child

will conimonly be enabled to lay hold of it. The nipples are

liable to excoriations, cracks, or chops ; whicli, though not at-

tended with a formidable appearance, are often more distressing

than large ulcers. Mild, astringent, and drying, applications are

most to be depended upon in such cases ; as port wine,

brandy diluted, or lime-water; all to be applied warm. After

bathing the parts witli any of these, the nipple should be covered

with un^uenlum nntritum, or Goulard's cerate; the first of which

is considered as best. Even soft pomatum often rubbed upon the

part, and covered w'.lh a soft linen-rag, will give considerable re-

lief. But the nijjple should be perfectly cleared of these applica-

tions, before the child is laid to the breast, by port-wine, or equal

parti of brandy and vinegar.

Of Paracentesis of the Abdomen, or Tapping.

This operation is an opening made into the abdomen, to empty
any quantity of e.xtravasated water collected in that species of

dropsy called the ascites. Upon the supposition that nothing for-

bids the extraction of the water, the method of operating is this :

having placed the patient in an horizontal situation, as best suited

to prevent fainting, and to allow the water to run freely oti', the

part to be perforated ought to be marked with ink ; and the most

approved part of the operation seems to be at a point lying at

nearly an equal distance between the miibilicus and the centre of

the -pine ol the os ilium, this being most out of the way of any
of the viscera, and sufficiently depending to allow the water to

escape; and as the spleen is less frequently enlarged than the

liver, the left side is generally preferred. Various means have

been used for applying an equal pressure in this operation. Some
apply pressure by the hands of assistants; others use a broad
piece of flannel, or other clotii, slit a certain way from each end ;

then the ends are drawn by assistants till sufficient pressure is

made. Broad belts are used by some practitioners ; but one of

the best contrivances for this purpose is the bandage invented by
Dr. Monro, (fig. 70.) Till very lately, a puncture was first

inaiie with a lancet, then a trocar of a round form (fig. 71,) wilh

a triangular point, was constantly used : but the entrance of this

insirument being always attended sviih difficulty and pain, a Hat

tfocar is now very Iro^iuently employed : and that invented by
(Mr. Andree, (fig. 69,) seems the best which has yet a|)peared.

The bandage being now applied and drawn a little tight, the part

to be punctnred is to project a little over the edge of the bed.
The operator fixes the head of the trocar in the palm, while the
forefinger directs tke point of the instrument. lie is then to

push It forwards till he is satisfied, by the want of resistance, that

the end of the canula has reached the cavity of the abdomen.
The perforator is now to be withdrawn, and the water allowed to

flow as long as any of it cau be taken oil', the bandage being from
linte to time pulled to favour the discharge. But if the patient

becinne faint, a stup lor a lea niiimles -hould be put to the

ilischarge every noM and tiicn, IjV placing the pmnt ot the finger

upon the mouth of the canula. "if any of the vi-. i la happen to

sto[) the tlow of ih- water before the swelling is much diminished,

a blunt probe is to be introduced, but bent at the end, lest it slip

into the cavity of the abdomen. When the serum is thick and
gelatinous, it may sometimes be necessary to introduce a larger

trocar than the one first employed. When the water does not
flow, because it is collected into cists, the canula is to be with-

drawn, and the wound covered with a pledfiel of simple ointment.

The operation may then be renewed immediately, or on the fol-

lowing day, upon the opposite side of the abiiumen, or in tha
most depending part of the tunior, in whatever part of the
abdomen it may be placed.

Of Hermje.

The name of Herni.^ might with propriety be applied to
every swelling occasioned by the dislodgeinent of parts front

those boundaries within which, in a state of health, they are con-

I

lained ; but the general acceptation of the term implies a tumor
' produced by the iirotnision of some part or parts from the cavity

j

of the abdomen. The pai'ts in which iiernia; Usually appear
I are the groin, scrotum, labia pudendi, the upper and fore-

I

part of the thigli, the umbilicus, and difierent points between
the interstices of the abdominal muscles. If the situation of
uch tumors be various, the viscera which ])roduce them are

still more so ; instances having occurred of the stomach, ute-
rus, liver, spleen, and bladder, being found to form their con-
tents. But a part of the intestinal canal, or a portion of the
omentum, are from experience known to be the most frequent
cause of their formation.

From these circumstances of situation and contents, all the dif-

ferent appellations are derived by which herni.T: are distinguished.
Thus they are termed inguinal, scrotal, femoral, umbilical, and
ventral ; trom their appearing in the groin, scrotum, thigh, navel,
or belly. When the tumor is confined to the groin, the hernia is

said to be incomplete, and is termed bubonocele ; but when the
swelling reaches down to the bottom of the scrutnm, the rupture
is then supposed to be complete, and the disease obtains the name
of scrotal rupture, or Oscheocele. In whatever situation a pro-
trusion of any portion of the intestines occurs, except in the her-
nia congenita, as all the viscera are contained within the perito-

natim, a portion of that membrane, it is evident, must be carried
down together with the parts protruded; and in every such instance,

it is this portion of the peritoneum which goes down along with
the gut, that is termed the hernial sac. 'I he size of this sac is

various in different subjects, and in ditTereiit stages of the same
disorder. On the first appearance of tlie disease, it is commonly
of no very considerable size, as such >wp|lings seldom acquire any
great bulk at once: but by repeated descents of the bowels, it

comes to be pushed lower and lo«er, till in some instances its bulk
becomes very considerable indeed ; and when in this advanced
period of the disorder the sac liappens to be laid open, it is

found to contain eitiier large quantities of omentum or intestine,

or frequently large portions of each. In that kind of hernia
called chronic, the circulation of the part forming the hernia, as

well as the peristaltic motion of such parts of the alimentary canal
as have been protruded, go freely and regularly on. 'I'here are
many instances of large hernlx falling down even to the bottom of
the scrotum, and continuing tin re for many years, without pro-
ducing any interruption to the usual dis( harge by stool. All that
can be done here is, to prevent any accumulation of f.\'ces in the
intestine, by prescribing a proper iliet, and the occasional use of
gentle laxatives; and obviating any inconvenience which might
arise from the weight of the tumor, by the application of a pro))ei:

truss or suspensory bandage; to warn them of the risk to which
they are constantly liable, and to caution them against violent exer-
cise, particularly leaping, and every sudden exertion. The truss

ought to be fitted exactly to the part for which it is intended, for

without the utmost nicety in tiiis respect, it must always do more
harm than good: for the sole purpose of a bandage, 'in cases of
Iiernia, is to prevent effectually the falling down of such parts as
have been newly replaced. If therefore the pad or bolster of the
bandage does not bear properly against the opening upon which it

is placed, a portion of gut may slip out, and be mateiially injured
7 by
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by the piVJSiire of the pad. Fig. 72, represents a truss for an in-

guinal or femoral lieniia of one iicle, fig. 73, a truss for the same
disease in liotli sides, and fig. 74, a truss for an umbilical hernia.

The circumstantcs to be attended to in performing the operation

for hernia, in general, are these : A table of convenient size and

height being placed in a proper light, the patient must be so laid

on it a-i to relax the diseased parts as nuich as possible, and

then seem el by proper assistants. To cles.-en the cotitents of

the abdomen as ninch as possible, the bladder ought to be

e nptied previous to the operation. An incision is to be made
with a common roiiiid edged scalpel through the skin and part

of the cellular substance, long enough to allow the stricture to

be fully exposed. The rest of the cellular substance is then to be
divided with the greatest attention. That part of the muscle form-

ing the stricture or ring must next be laid distinctly in view. A
small portion of the protruding sac must also be exposed ; after

which the directory (tig. 75,) is to be passed between the ring and
the sac. A straight piobe-pointed scalpel is now to be introduced

into the groove of the directory, and by it the ring is to be dilated

till the point of the finger can be introduced. The finger is here

considered as the safest director ; for it being iusinualed into th.e

apeiture in the tendon immediately above the protruded parts, the

point of the knife is easily introduced upon it ; and by keeping the

end of the linger alw.iys a little befoie the knife, the opening may
be enlarged to any necessary extent without risk of wounding any of

tiie contiguous parts. By theea>-e with which the linger is introduced

the operator will be enabled to judge when the ring is sutliciently

dilated; and if the strangulation was entirely in the ring, it will

DOW be evident that ever, obstacle to the reduction must be re-

moved, and of consequence that the prolapsed parts may be re-

turned with little difiiculty. If the patient be young, or if the

disease has continued a considerable time, such a degree of in-

flammation frequently ensues in the neck of the sac as to produce
thickening and straitness ; so that, after the sac and its contents

have been entirely tieed from the stricture of the ring, the intes-

tines cannot be reduced. We judge this to be the case when, after

the stricluie of the ring has been removed, the parts prolapsed do
not expand into their natural size, and farther, when they make
resistance when we attempt to return them. In this case, the

neck of the sac must be opened with the utmost caution, to avoid
wounding the parts within it.

Of the Stone.

A variety of causes have been assigned for the formation of
calculi in the bladder of urine; as, a <lecomposition of a super-
abundant quantity of earthy matter from the blooil, on account
of a sedentary life ; certain articles of diet or drink, containin" a
greater quantity of earthy matter than others; a continued u;e of
solid food without a sufficient quantity of drink ; the peculiar
action of absorbent vessels ; the particular structure of the kidney

;

tlie nature of the different excretory vessels ; the time the urine
may remain in the kidney ; the habit of retaining the water in the
bladder ; particles of blood getting into the kidney or bladder,
and attracting the stony matter so as to form a nucleus. A certain

change of the vessels of the kidney forming the urine has by some
been considered as a more probable cause than any of the former.
The formation of calculus sometimes begins in the kidneys, at

other times in the bladder. After a calculus has begun to be
formed, it sometimes acquires agre.it size in a few months from
the first obvious symptoms; but sometimes it remains in the blad-
der for many years without arriving at any consideraide size. The
symptoms commonly come on gradualfy, and bear some kind of

proportion to the size and inequalities of the stone. One of the
first commonly taken notice of is an uneasy sensation at the point
of the urethra, which for some time is perceptible only upon
making water, or upon using violent or jolting exercise' This
sensation gradually increases ; and there is along with it a frecuent
desire to make water, which is commonly voided in small quan-
tities, and sometimes only in drops. When running in a full

stream, it often suddenly stops, though th(! patient is conscious

that a consideraiile quantity still remains, and feels a stron" incli-

nation to avoid it. If the stone be large the patient has a constant

dull pain about the neck of the bladder, and frequent desire of

going to stool. The urine is generally of a limpid colour ; but it

is frequently thick, depositing a mucous sediment, and when the

disease is violent it is often tinged with blood. All these com-
voi. lY.

—
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plaints are generally increased by exerti.e, especially by riding_

on horseback ; and from a long continuance of pain, the patient's

health by degrees bi.comes much impaired, and unless effectual

means are employed for removing the cause of the disorder, death
alone puts an end to his misery. We are certain of the existence

of calculus when small pieces of stone are passed along with the

urine. When this docs not occur, we cannot be certain that the

symptoms do not arise from an ulcer or tumor in the body or neck
of the bladder, or from the pressure of tumors in the neighbouring
parts. In doubtful cases, however, we have one mark by which
we can judge with certainty, and that is by sounding. This is

performed by introducing an instrument called a sound (fig. 76,)
forme.l of steel finely polished, and having the natural curvature
of the urethra. The patient is to be laid upon a table or across

a bed, with his shoulders raised upon a pillow, to bring the stone

to the neck of the bladder, and his thighs a little elevated and
separated from each other. A sound adapted to the size of the

urethra is to be chosen ; and prtrvious to the introduction it is to

be laid in warm water till it be of the heat of the body, and then

wiped and rubbed over with the bland oil, butter, or axunge.
The surgeon lays hold of the penis with hisleft hand, while with

h'S right he introduces the sound with its concave side towards
the abdomen. He is now with his left hand to draw the penis

gently forward upon the instrument, which is to be gradually

pushed into the bladder. If any difiticulty occur about the neck
of the bladder, this may be obviated by intrt Jucing the finger

into the anu<, and raising the point of the instrument ; or the same
purpose is more readily answered by depressing the handle of the

sound. If still it does not pass with ease, much force ought by no
means to be used, lest the instrument perforate the membranous
part of the urethra. As soon as the instrument enters the bladder,

if it happen at once to touch the stone, a tremulous motion will be
communicated to the lingers of the operator, and the business of
sounding is then accomplished, the nature of the disease being now
ascertained. Great care, however, is here always necessary, as a
few particles of sand, or a hardened slate of the bladder, have some-
times communicated the same sensation. If the stone be not soon
discovered, the instrument is to be moved in all directions ; and
should the operator be still unsuccessful, one of the fingers of the

left hand is to be introduced into the rectum, so as to raise that

part of the bladder in which a stone may probably be concealed.

If even this attempt prove ineffectual, the body of the patient is

to be put into different positions, and perhaps one of the best is

depressing the shoulders and raising the pelvis. By these means a

stone may generally be felt, providing it is not contained in a cyst,

wh.ch very rarely happens. If, after all these different attempts,

the surgeon should fail in discovering the stone, the instrument is

to be withdrawn ; and if symptoms of stone be strongly marked,
and it appear that neither scirrhus nor inflammation, which might
give rise to these symptoms, do exist, a second or even a third trial

is to be made on the following days. Various lithontriptics have
been recommended for dissolving the stone in the bladder; such

as lime-water, caustic alkali, soap, &c. but none of them can ba
conveved in such a state into the bladder as to be much depended
upon, as they undergo the greatest change in the course of the

circulation. To obviate these changes, it has been recommended
to inject certain lluids of this class through the urethra into the

bladder ; but this has not been attended with any material advan-

tages, and has generally been found to do injury to the bladder. The
only effectuarmethod of removing stones from the bladder is by
means of a chiruraical operation ; the success ofwhich de])ends much
upon thedexterity of thesurgeon.aswellas on the constitution of the

patient. Several methods have been recommended for performing

this operati jii ; but there are only two which can be practised with

any proprietv. One is, w here the operation is to be performed imme-
diately above the pubes, in that part of the bladder which is not

covered will peritona;um; the other, where it is done in the peri-

toneum, by laying open the neck' and lateral part of the bladder,

so as to allow of the extraction of the stone. Friar Jacques, a
French priest, was the inventor of the lateral operation. He first

appeared at Paris in lG97, and afterwards operated in a great num-
ber of cases. He introduced a sound through the urethra into

the bladder with a straight bistoury, cut upon the stall', and car-

ried his incision along the staff into the bladder. He then intro-

duced the fore-linger of the left hand into the bladder, searched for

the stone, which, having withdrawn the sound, he extracted by

8 1 means
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means of forcep';. The patient was now carried to bed, and the

after treatment left to the attendants. Professor Rau of Holland

improved upon this method, by making a groove in the statlj which

enabled him, with greater certainty, to continue liB incision into

the bladder : but instead of dividin- the urethra and prostate gland,

the latter of which he was afraid of wounding, he dissected by the

side of the gland, till the convex part of the start' was felt in the

bladder, where he made his incision, and CNtiacted the stone ; but

this method was two difticuU to perform, and attended with too

many inconveniences and damzcrs ever to be generally adopted.

It suT^ested, however, to the celebrated C'heselden the lateral

method of cutting, as it is now with a few alterations very •enerally

practised. 'I'he diflennt steps of liiis operation, in its present im-

proved state, areas toUows; If the patient be plethoric, a few

ounces of blood should be taken away, and at proper intervals tlie

bowels ought to be emptied by any gentle la.xative which will not

gripe. The diet should cons'ist of light food for some time ]>re-

vious to the operation. If the pain be violent, opium is proper.

Sometimes it is relieved by keeping the patient in bed with the

pelvis raised, so as to remove the stone from the neck of the blad-

der. He ou"ht not to sit up, or take any exercise, in the time of

preparation. The warm bath ought to be used two or three times,

and the patient should remain in it half an hour at each time. A
laxative ou"ht to be given on the day preceding the operation,

and an iniection a f"e\y hours before it is performed. The patient

oiitthtto drink plentjiuUy of some diluent liquor, and to retain the

urine several hours previous to the operation. If this cannot be readily

effected, a slight compression, by a ligature, may be made upon

the penis, so as to have the bladder suiHciently distended, that there

mav be no danger of the posterior surface being hurt by the end

of the gorget. The perinseum and parts about the anus should be

well shaved. A table somewhat more than three feet high, and

of sufficient strength, must be firmly placed, and covered with

bbnkets, pillows, &c. Upon this the patient is to be laid and pro-

perly secured, by two pieces of broad firm tape, each about fire

feet long, which are to be doubled, and a noose formed upon them.

A noose is then to be put upon each wrist, and the patient desired

to lay hold of the middle of his foot upon the outside. One end

of the ligature is to go round the hand and foot, and Ihe other

round the ankle and hand, and cross again, so as to repeat the turns

in the reverse way. A running knot is then to be tied, by which

the hand and foot will be properly secured. The buttocks are

then to be made to project an inch or two over the table, and to be

raised considerably higher than the shoulders by a couple or more

pillows, and one ought to be put under his head. The operator

is now to introduce a grooved staff, fig. 77, of proportionable

size, and open to the very end, through the uretlira into the blad-

der ; and having again fully satisfied himself of the existence of a

stone, he inclines the staff, if the surgeon be right-handed, obliquely

over the right groin, so that the convex part of the stall may be

felt in the perinsum on the left side of the raphe. He then fixes

it, and delivers it to his assistant, w ho is to hold it with his right

hand, desiring him to press it gently, to make the fulcus of the stall'

project in the direction in which he received it. With his left-hand

the assistant is to raise and support the scrotum. The thighs of the

patient being separated by the assistants, and the surgeon being

seated upon a chair of a proper height, and in a convenient light,

lie makes an incision with a common convex edged scalpel through

the skin and cellular substance, immediately below the symphysis

of the ossa pubis, a little below the scrotum, where the cms penis

and bulb of the urethra meet, and on the left side of the raphe, and
continues it in a slanting direction downwards and outwardj to the

space between the anus and tuberosity of the ischium, ending
somewhat lower tliaii the basis of that process, by which a cut will

be made of three or four inches in length. This incision ought not

to be shorter, otherwise there will not be room for the rest of the

operation. As soon as the integuments are thus divided, he ought

to introduce two of the fingers of the left hand. With one he

Jceeps liack the lip of the wound next the raphe, and with the

other l;e presses down the rectum. He ough.t likewise particularly

to guard against cutting the crures of the penis, which he can

rtadily feel, and separate at their under part with one of the fin-

gers. He next makes a second incision almost in the same <lirec-

tici' with the first, but rather nearer to the raphe and anus, by whic.li

heyiteseives Uie truuk of the artetia pudica. By this incision he

divides the transversalis penis, and as much of the levator an! and
cellular substance within the- -as will make the prostate gland per-

ceptible to the finger. If any cons I'e aMe vessel be cut,

it is immediately to be secured, though this is seldom necessary.

After this he will have a view of the membranous part of the

urethra, w hich is distinguished from that covered by the bulb by
being very thin. He is now to search for the groove of the starf

with the fore-finger of his left hand, the point of which he presses

along from the bulb of the urethra to the prostate gland, which
surrounds the neck of the bladder. He keeps it there; and turn-

ing the edge of the knife upwards, he cuts upon the groove of the

staff, and ireely divides the membranous part of the urethra, from
the prostate gland to the bulb of the urethra, till the stall" can be
felt perfectly bare, and that there is room to admit the point of the

finger ; and as the finger assists in keeping the parts stretched, and
etTcctually prevents the rectum from being hurt, the incision into

the urethra may be made with perfef t ease and safety. The next
part of the operation, viz. dividing the prostate gland and ueck of

the bladder, might, by a dexterous operator, be safely performed
with a common scalpel, with the edge turned the opposite wav.
But to guard against accidents, a more convenient instrument,

called the cutting gorget, fig. 78, is now in general use. It was
originally invented by Mr. Hawkins of London, and since his

'

tin;e has undergone various aherations. Fig. 79, is a double gor-
get invented by Dr. Monro. The inner plate, which is blunt, i;

made to slip forwards to protect the back part of the bladder. The
membranous part of the urethra being now divided, and the fore-

finger still retained in its place, the pr/int of the gorget, previously

fitted to the groove, is to be directed aleng the nail of the finger,

which will serve to conduct it into the groove of the staflf; and as

this is one of the nicest parts of the operation, the most particular

attention is here required, that the point of the gorget be distinctly

heard to rub in the bare groove, and that nothing is interposed. In
the introduction of the gorget into the bladder, if the assiftant

could be depended upon, the stat'f might be allowed to remain in

his h.ind ; the operator, however, generally chooses tu manage it

himself. He now rises from his seat, takes the staff from the as-

sistant, raises it to near a right angle, and presses the concave part

against the symphysis of the ossa pubis ; satisfies himselt again

that the point or beak is in the groove, and then pushes on the

gorget, following the direction of the groove till the beak slip from'

the point of the stal'i' into the bladder. The gorget is net to be-

pushed farther than this, otherwise it may wound the opposite side

of tiie bladder, &c. The gorget having now entered the blander,

which is readily known by the discharge of urine from the wound,
the staff is to be withdrawn, and the finger introduced a'oiig the
gorget to search for the stone, which, when felt, will point out the
direction to be given to the i'orceps: at any rate, the introcii^ction

of the finger serves to dilate the wound in the bladder; an<l this

being done, a pair of forceps, fig. 80, of a proper size, and with

their blades as nearly together as their form will allow, are to be
introduced, and the gorget withdrawn slowly, and hi the same di-

rection in which it entered, so as to prevent it from injuring the

parts in its return. After the forceps are introduced, and passed

till they meet with a gentle resistance, but no farther, the liandles

ought to be depressed till they are somewhat in an horizontal di-

rection, as this will most correspond with the fundus of the bladder.

One blade of Ihe forceps is to be turned towards the symphysis of
the pubes to defend the soft parts tliere, the other of consequence
will guard the return. After they have distinctly touched the stone,

by moving them a little in various direclioiis, they are then to be
opened, and the stone laid hold of, wliich may generally be done
with considerable ease. It often happens, however, that when
the stone is small, it is not readily felt with the forceps ; and in-

stances may happen where the under and b;;ck part of the bladder

may be so depressed ;is to conceal the stone. In sucli a situation,

nothing will more readily bring it in the way of the forceps Hian to

introduce the finger into the rectum, and elevate this part of the
bladder. Straight' forceps are generally used: crooked ones, in

some very rare cases, however, may lie necessary, and therefore

the surgeon ought'to bi- provided with them, /ifter the forceps

have laid hold of the stone, if it Ik- small and properly placed, it

may readily beextracte<l : but if the handles of the forceps are ob-
served to be greatly expanded, it is certain the stone is improperly
fixed, or that it is lemaikahly large; in cither case it should not be

helU
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held fast, but allowed to move in tlie most favourable situation ; or

tlie liiigei- is tben to be introduced so as to place it properly for ex-

traction. If lliis cannot be done with the linger, itoui^httobe
allowed to slip out of the forceps to gel it more properly fixed ;

and as the most common form of tlie stone is Hat and oval, or some-

j

what like a flattened egg, the forceps should have hold of the'

smallest diameter, while an end presents to the neck of the instru-

ment. The stone should be grasped witl: no greater firmness than is

merely sufficient to fiirly bring it out. It should be extracted in a slow
and gradual manner. When a stone is broken in the bladder, all

the larger pieces are to be extracted by the forceps, which are to
be introduced by the finger serving as a director. The smaller
parts are to be jemoved by a scoop, tig. 81, or the finger may be
more convenient; and as the least particle allowed to remain, or
which is not washed off by the urine, may serve as the nucleus of
another stone, a large quantity of water properly warmed, is to
be injected by a bag and pipe, or by a syringe; and for this pur-
pose the body of the patient should approach at least to an up-
right posture ; and to give tlie particles of stone an opportunity of
collecting near the incision of the bladder, the wound may be stop-
ped for a little after the injection is thrown in. When a stone is

extracted of a regular, firm, and rough surface, seldom any others
remain in the bladder. But when it is of an irregular shape, and
smooth and polished, particularly in certain places, with impres-
sions formed upon it, there is the greatest probability of others re-

maining. Tliere are exceptions, however, to these rules ; and
therefore the operator instead of trusting to them, should introduce
his linger, which will answer the purpose without any other
searcher. If, after the operation, any considerable artery bleeds
much, it is to be taken up with a ligature but if this be impractica-
ble, the hemorrhagy ought to be stopped by pressure ; for this

a firm roller introduced at the wound answers sufficiently ; and to
prevent any stoppage to the discharge of urine, a silver cauula,
covered with caddis, and dusted over with styptic powder, may
be introduced into the wound with advantage. Sometimes a con-
siderable quantity of blood, instead of passing off by the wound,
is collected in the cavity of the bladder, ami may jjroduce verv
dangerous symptoms. To prevent this, immediately upon the
operation being finished, the patient's pelvis shoidd be made con-
siderably lower than the rest of his body ; bv which meajis the
wound will be kept in a depending posture, "and the blood will

j

escape more readily by the wound. But if it be found that blood
is still lodged in the cavity of the bladder, it must be inimediately

!

«xtracted. As soon as the blooding is stopped, the patient is to
'

be united, a piece of dry soft charpee put between the lips of the
wound, and often renewed, and tlie thighs brought together. He
is then to be lairl in a bed, so tliat the pelvis may be considerably
Jower than the rest of the body, to give a favourable direction to
any blood which may afterwards flow from the wound. A con-
siderable dose of laudanum is now to be given. From 30 to 50
<lrops for an adult will commonly be necessary. From this

period, unless the stone has been large and diflicult'to extract, the
patient <ommonly falls asleep, or at least lies quiet for a few
hours; but afterwards generally begins to complain of pain in the
wnder part of the abdomen. Anodynes are now to be given both
by the mouth and anus, and warm fomentations, by Haniiels or
bladders filled with warm water, applied to the region of the blad-
der. If by a continuance of these remedies the pain abatei, no
anxiety need be entertained concerning it; but if it increase, and

!

especially if ihe abdomen become hard and swelled, and the pulse
'

full and <piick, and these symptoms become gradually worse,
'

great danger h to be apprehended, as they most commonly take
;

place in conse-'juence of inflammation. In this situation, as'much
blood ought to be taken as the patient can bear. A large injec-

tion of warm water and oil, or linseed-tea, should be given every
six firseven hours, and the fomentations continued at the abdomen.
If the symptoms tonti'mie to grow worse, the patient should be

,

immediately put into the seniicupium or half-bath. l?y a proper
-«ou!ijuiance of Ihese means, v, ilh a low diet and plenty of diluent

drink, the above symptoms may often be removed. The reverse
however, is sometimes the case. Ihe wound becomes sloughy
and ill-conditioned; all the symptoms, in spite of every efiort,
continue to increase, and soon terminate in death. 15i[t where
matters end favourably, the wound by degrees puts on a better ap-
pearance

; the urine passes almost from Ihe beginnin'r by the
urethra (but it is oftenest discharged bv the wound for the first'
two or three weeks;) the pain in the abdomen gradually abates
the feverish symptoms are soon removed, a complete cicatrix i»
formed, and the wound is sometimes cured in a month ; thou^di at
other times it will take three. But it depends greatly on the
constitution. The symptoms of stones in the kidnevs are, pain ia
the region of the kidneys, sickness, and vomiting, the urine some^
tunes mixed with blood, at other times with mucus or pus ; but the
same symptoms are often induced bv other causes, especiilly from
uiflammation and suppuration of "the kidney, ^'ephritic com-
p aints have often subsisted for a long time, where stones have been
blamed as being the cause of them; and yet upon dissection puru-
lent matter alone has been detected. From this circumstance, as
well as troni the great depth of the parts, and the large size of the
blood-vessels of the kidney, the operation of nephrotomv could
not be performed, but with the greatest uncertainty, and most immi-
nent danger, and is therefore never attempted. A few esses indeed
have appeared where inflammation induced by a stone in the kid-
ney terminated in abscess, and the stones were taken out ; but if
was not till they had worked their way out of the kidneys into the
cellular substance, so that it only remained to open the abscess and
extract them

; but otherwise the operation is never to be thought
of. Those who are troubled with calculous complaints frequeiUlv
pass small stones along with their urine; and when these are angu-
lar, or of considerable size, they stick, and give much uneasinlss.
1 he symptoms are at first pain, then inflammation and swellin",
attended with a partial, (.r total suppression of urine, which if
long neglected, is apt to terminate in a rupture of the urethra, when
the urine will be discharged into the neighbouring parts The
greatest attention is therefore necessary to get the stone extracted
as soon as possible.

'

Of Incontinence and Suppression of Urine.
Incontinence of urine may arise from various causes, as, from ^

loss o( power in the sphincter of the bladder, w hile the natural tone
ofthat organ remains unimpaired; or from irritation about the
neck of the bladder, produced by Ihe friction of stones contained
in It

;
or from a laceration of parts by the operation of lithotomy •

or from the pressure of the uterus in a state of pregnancy. When
the disease is owing to a want of tone in the sphincter, the cure is
very difiiculf, because the constitution in general is frequentlr
affected, i he most useful remedies are tonics, especially Peru-
vian bark, chaybcate waters, and the cold bath, both generally and
locally applied. W eshall here treat only of that species of supprea-
sion ot urine, where Ihe urine is collected in the bladder, but fromsome obstructing cause is prevented from being discharged It
arises from a gi-eat variety of causes. When it arises from a want
of tone in the body ol the bladder, it is often connected with palsy
of the lower extremities; it is frequently owing also to retaining
mine too long. The catheter, in this case, is commonly an ef-
fectual remedy, and ought to be employed as soon as thesuppres-
sion IS evidently formed, and repeated from time to lime till the
tone of the system is recovered by the use of proper remedies
Ihe method of introducing the catheter is the same with that al-
ready directed for sounding for the stone. l'\a. 82, is a catheter
for the male

:
fig. 83, one for the female. VVhen the aliertion

arises from spasm about the neck of tlio bladder, opiates, warm
water thrown into the rectum, and afterwards the warm bath are
the best means of producing relief. Wheii it proceeds from sci-ihus
ot the prostate gland, or from other tumours, or from obstructions
of the urethra in consequence of gonorrhoia. a different treatment
IS pursued according to the differenttircumsUnces iu such com-
plaints.
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SURGICAL, orCHIRURGICAL, of or belonging to sur-

eery, or the operations in that art.

Sl'RGUT, atown of Rusda, in Tobokk, on the Oby, 28i

miles N.N. E. of Tobolsk.

SURIANA, in botany, a genus of plants of the class decandria,

and order pentagynia ; natural order Succiilenl:r. Calyx fivi-

leaved ; petals five ; styles inserted into the inner side of llie germ ;

seeds five, naked. It has but one species, a native of America.

SURINAM, a settlement of South Anu-rira, in Guian:,, Ijound-

ed on the N. by the Atlantic, on the E. by the river M^aav.'ina,

on the S. bv a country of Indian-, and on the W. by the river

Corentyn, about 150 miles from E. toW. and (30 froii) N. to S.

The principal rivers are the S\irinam, from wliich the colony is

jiamed, the Corentyn, the Copename, the Seramica, and the Ma-
rawina. Into all these rivers, the courses ot which are sei-pentine,

are discharged a number of very large rivulets, the banks of which

are inliabited by Europeans, and cultivated with sugar, cocoa,

cotton, and indigo plantations, which form the most delightful

prospecls that can be imagined, to those who travel by water, Ihe
universal mode of journeying in this country, as the soil is in ge-

neral ill adapted for the construction of roads ; and in some places

the woods. Sec. are absolutely impenetrable. In general, the soil

is abundantly fruitful ; the earth during the whole of the year pre-

senting the delightful union of spring and summer. The unculli-

vated parts arc covered with immense forests, rocks, and moun-
tains ; some of the latter enriched with a great variety of mine-
rals ; and the whole country is intersected by very deep swamps,
and extensive heaths.

Surinam, the capital of the above settlement. Lon. iG. 0. W.
Lat. 6. 26. N.
SuHiNAM, a large navigable river of S. America, in Terra Firma

or Guiana, which rises in a ridge of mountains in Terra Firma,
and falls into the Atlantic, in Lon. 55. 40. W. Lat. 0. 35. N.
SURINGIA, a large trading town of Japan, in the isle of Ni-

phou, and capital of a province so named, 170 miles S. of Meaco.
Lon. 13y. 5. E. Lat 3. 30. N.
SURNAME is that which is added to the proper name for dis-

tinguishing persons and families. It was originally distinguished

from sirname, which denotes the name of tlie sire or progenitor:
thus Johnson and Fitzherbert are sirnames expressing the son of

John, the son of Herbert. Tlie word surname, again, horn siir,

Fr. above, or upon, and iiom, name, signified some name super-
added to the proper name to distinguish the individual, as Ar-
taxerxes Longimanus, Harold Harefoot, Malcolm Canmore.
From this it is evident, that every sirname was a surname, but
every surname was not a sirname. In modem times they are
nearly confounded ; and there is now little occasion to preserve
the distinction.

SURPLICE, [superpellicium, haf] the white garb which the
clergy wear in their acts of ministration. By Can. 58, every mi-
nister saying the public prayers, or ministering the sacrament or
other rights of the church, shall wear a decent and comelv sur-
plice with sleeves, to be provided at the charge of the parish.
But by 1 Eliz. c. 2, and 13 and 14 Car. II. the garb prescribed
by act of parliament, in the second year of king Edward VI. is

enjoined ; and this requires that in the saying or singing of ma-
tins, and even songs, baptizing and burying, the minister in pa-
rish-churches and chapels shall use a surplice. And in all cathe-
dral-churches and colleges, the archdeacon, dean, provosts, mas-
ters, prebendaries, and fellows, being graduates, may use in the
choir, besides their surplices, such hoods as pertain to their seve-
ral degrees. But in all other places every minister shall be at li-

berty to use a surplice or not.

SUURENUER, in common law, is a deed or instrument, tes-
tifying that the particular tenant of lands and tenements, for life or
years, dolh sufticiently consent and agree, that he who has the
next or immediate remainder or reversion thereof, shall have tiie
present estate of the same in possession ; and that he hereby yields
and gives up the same to him, so that the estate for life or"years
may merge or drown by nu'tual agreement of the parties. Of
surrenders there are three kinds ; a surrender properly taken at
common law ; a surrender of copyhold or customary esutes ; and
a surrender improperly taken, as'of a deed, a patent, &c. The
first IS the usual surrender, and it is usually divided into that in
deed, and tbat in law. See Law.

SURROGA'l'E, n law, denotes a person t!ial is substituted, or

appointed, in the room of another; and most commonly of a bi-

shop, or nf his cliancellor.

SURllY, a county of England, bounded on the \V. by Berk-

shire and Hampshire, on the S. by Sussex, on the E. by Kent, on
the N. by Middlesex, from which it is parted by the Thames;
whence it had the name of Suth-rcy, hom the Saxons, /. e. the

country on the S. side of the river. It is 38 miles long from E. to

VV, 27 broad from N. to S. and 112 in circumierence. The air

tow;;rds the middle, which Cv^nsists mostly of hills and healli, is

sharp, but pure and wholesome. About the skirts, where it is

more level, and the soil richer, the air is milder, and also salubri-

ous. In the middle parts the soil is barren in general; but to-

wards the extremities, and where the country is open and cham-
paign, It is fruitful in grass and com, particularly on the south side

in Holmsdale, in which meadows, woods, and corn-fields, are

agreeably intermixed.

Surry, a county of Virginia, bounded on the N. by the. river

James, E. by the Isle of Wight, S. by Southampton, and VV. by
Prince George's county.

SURSISE, in law, a name especially used for such penalties

and forfeitures, as are imposed upon those persons that do not

duly pay their duties or rent for castle-ward in the castle of

Dover.
SURSOLID, or SURDESOLID, in arithmetic and algebra,

the fifth power, or fourth multiplication of any number or quan-
tity considered as a root. See Root.
SuRsoLiD Problem, in mathematics, is that which cannot be

resolved but by curves of a higher nature than a conic section.

SURVEY, in law, is the ascertaining not only the boundaries

and royalties of a manor, or e-tate in lands; but also the tenure

of the respective tenants, and the rent and value of tiie same.
SURVEYING, the art of measuring land, that is, taking the

dimensions of any tract of groimd, laying down the same in a n>ap

or draught, and linding the content or area thereof. It is therelore

an application of Mensuratiok, and Geometbv, which see.

SuiiVEYiNG A Harbour. This being an extremely useful,

and, at the same time, ditTicuIt part of surveying ; it will be pro-

per to shew not only in what manner the observations should
be made, but bow the plan or draught is to be plotted, or laid

down on paper. With respect to tlie observations, it will be re-

quisite, 1. To get as distinct an idea as possible of the place to be
surveyed ; for which purpese it will be necessary, before the work
is begun, to walk several times along the coast, carefully observing
the several particulars necessary to be taken notice oi 2. Hav-
ing acquired an idea of the place, signals must be erected at every
angle, &c. as at C, D, E, F, G, H, and I, Plate CLXIII. fig. l,

also at the ends of the sands, &.-c. as at Q, S, T, V, W, X, Y, and
Z. And when you are at the point Q, erecting the signal, ob-

serve what objects on the land are in a right line, which are the
windmill at / and the church at K, which objects must be inserted

in your map as a mark for ships to avoid the sand QTW. Like-
wise, when you are in the midst of the channel, between the ends
of the sands VV and X, observe what objects are in a direct line ;

which are the house at iv, and the church at O. In like manner,
when you are at ;/, the two windmills at P and L will be in a right

line, as will the windmill at P, and the church at K, when you are
at Z. These objects you must be careful to insert in your map ;

and if there be none that will answer the intention, some ought to-

be erected. 3. The signals, &c. "being erected, place your in-

strument at A, and observe the bearing of the signal at'C ; also

the several angles comprehended between the lines AQ, AS, AT,
AY, and AZ, and the line AC. And because the object at X
will be in a right line with that at T, therefore the angle will be
the same. 4. Measure along the line AC with your chain or
perambulator, and, when you come to R, note down the distance
from A to R ; and fixing your instrument in the same situation as.

at A, observe the angles intercepted between the lines RV and
RW, and the line RC. And because the windmill at ( is in a per-
pendicular direction to the line AC in tin; point R, measure the
distance from thence to that windmill, noting it down also in your
book. 5. Continue the measuring of the line AC from U to-
wards C, observing, if the edge of the water is not parallel to the
line AC, to measure the distance in a perpendicular direction as llie

small perpendiculars c, 6, c, 8jc. but be sure to remark the <lis-

taiice
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Jance such perpendiculars aie from the point A, or lirst station.

Also, when you pfrceive tliat the wintlniill at I' is in a pcrpeiuli-

culyr direction to tlie line AC, measure the distance dP. 6. When
you have nieasiired to B, hs your instrument there in tlie same
position as at A, and ohserve tlie angles which the lines BY and

i)Z form with the line BC. Then turn tlie instrument ahout

(ihe index being fixed at the beginning of the graduations) till

through the sigiits you see the object at A ; and fix the instrument

by the screw in that position; then observe the angles compre-
hended between the line AB and the lines BX, BW, BV, BS, BT,
and BQ. Also turning aliout the brass-limb of the instrument

(the index being lixcd at the beginning of the graduations) till

the two lights be in a right-line with the object at A ; and, fasten-

ing the insirumaiit in thi^ position, take the angle.i intercepted be-

tween the line BA and the lines DM, BL, and BK, and measure the

distance BiVl. 7. Having measured the wlioleline AC, lix your in-

strument at C in the same position as before, and take the angles

BCD, and DCE, measuring the distance CD and the pcrpendi-

culai\/l 8. Remove your instrument to D, and take the angle

CDE, that is, place the instrunient at D ; and, hating hxed the in-

dex at the beginning of the graduations, turn the instrument about

till you perceive through the sights the object at C, and lix the in-

strument in ihat position ; then move the index till you see

through the sights the object at E, and the degrees cut by the in-

dex will be the angle required. 9. Remove the instrument to .VI,

and take the angles KMB and KML after the preceding manner.
10. Having observed the .ingles, and measured the distances on
the west side of the harbour, remove your instrument to the other

side, and plant it at E, observing the bearing of the line EF, mea-
suring its distance together with that of the perpendicular j;-, in all

respects as before ; as also the lines FG, GH, HI, and their perpen-

diculars hik, continuing the perpendicular /t to the end of a ledge

of rocks lying oli'that point. 11. Because the cleft will interrupt

your sight from the church at O, therefore you must place your
instrument on the top of the cleft at q, and take the bearing of the

church ; and either measure the distance from your instrument to

it, or else remove your instrument thither; and, having placed sig-

nals at q and s, take the angle qOs. 12. Remove your instrument

at low water to the sand at X, taking the bearings, and measuring
the distances, of the lines X/ and Ir, together with the perpendi-

culars m, n, o. Having finished your observations, proceed to

construct your map in the following manner : 1. Draw the east and
west line BA, setting off on it the several distances, viz. from A
to R, A to a, Ike. theji by drawing the s^-veral perpendiculars, and
making them of their proper lengths, you may easily draw the

track of the surface of the water, and those which are above the

line will give the places where the several objects are to be de-

lineated. 2. By the help ofyour protractor or line of c!:ord5, make
the several angles at A and R, equal to their respective number
of degrees, &c. drawing a right line through each, which continue

.it pleasure. 3. Construct the angles at B in the same manner,
continuing the right lines from this station till they cut those pro-

jected from A and R, which will be the true places of those ob-

jects; whence the sands Q, Y, and Z, maybe easily drawn. 4.

By projecting the angle ABM, and setting off on the line BM its

proper distance, you will have the place where that church must
be delineated. 5. Construct the angles BCD and DCE, con-

tinuing the line CE at pleasure, and set off its proper length on

Ihe line CD ; then, by drawing the perpendicular / of its proper

length, you may draw that part of the harbour between C and D.
6. Construct the angle at D, continuing the line DE till it cuts

CE in E, w hicli will give the place to the station at E. 7. By con-

structing the angles ABK, ABL, BMK, and KML, and continu-

ing the lines Bk, BL, MK, and ML, till they cut each other in

JC and L, you will have the situation of the objects at K and L.

8. Proceed in the same manner on the other side of the harbour,

by projecting the lines EF, FG, GH, and HI, according to tlu-ir

several bearings, &c. and by drawing the several perpendiculars

of their true length, the track of the surface of the water on the

east side of the harbour may be delineated ; also, by continuing

the perpendicular A, you will have the situation of the ledge of

rocks lying off that point. 9. Observe to draw the appearance of

the land, that is, from A to d, the sand-hills which lie along above

the high-water-mark, and the cleft which stretches all along the

fast side of the harbour. 10, In some convenient place draw the
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comjjass, but let it be in its true position without any variation;

that is, observe to allfew for the variation, if any, which must also

he done before -you begin your projection. Jl. Draw the lines

QiK, QPM, iwO, <,'PL, and ZPK, which will shew the marks
necessary to be observed by ships in coming into the harbour.
12. At low-water go off in your boat, and sound the depth of the
water in varh.us places, which insert in your map ; and observe
the setting of the tide, which you imi^t represent by darts. Also
the time of high-water at the lull and change of the moon must
be iiiseited in Roman numbers. 13. Lastly, in some convenient
place of your map insert a scale, of the same length of that which
Vuu made use of in the projection.

SURVEYOR, a person who has the oversight and care of
considerable wCrks, lands, or the like. Such are the surveyor-
general of the king's manors, surveyor of the king's exchange,
surveyor-general of the works, survcvor-geueral of the crown-
lands, &c.
Surveyor of the Melting, is an officer of the mint, whose

office is to see the bullion cast out, and that it be not altered after

the delivery of it to the melter.

Surveyor of the Navy, an ofllcer whose business is (o know
the state of all stores, und see the wants supplied ; to survey the
hull, mast:, and yards, of ships ; to audit the boatswain's and car-

penter's accounts, &c.
Surveyor of the Ordnaxce, is an officer whose charge is to

survey all the king's ordnance, stores, and provisions of war, in

custody of the store-keeper, of the Tower of London ; to al-

low all bills of debts ; to keep checks on labourers and artificers'

work, &CC.

Surveyor likewise denotes a guager ; as also a person who sur-

veys lands,, and makes maps of them.
SURVIVOR, in law, signifies the longest liver of joint-tenants,

or of any two persons, jointly interested in a thing ; in which case,
if there be only two joint-tenants, ujion the death of one, the whole
goes to the survivor ! and if there be more than two, the part of
the deceased is divided among all the survivors.

SURVIVORSHIP, that branch of science which treats of the
reversions payable to a certain person or persons who survive cer-

tain others. See A.xnuities, and Mortality.
SURY LE COMTAL, a town of France, in the department

of the Rhone and Loire; Smiles S, E. of Montbrisoii, and Ig
N. W. of St. Etienne.

SURY A, the orb of the sun personified and adored by a sect
of Hindoos as a god, like the Phcebus of Greece and Rome.
SUS, SUZ, or SOUS, in geography, a province of Africa, be-

longing to Morocco ; bounded on the N. by Mount Atlas ; E. by
Gesula; S. by the sands of Numidia and Sus; and W. by the
Ocean. It is a level fertile country, abounding in corn, sugar-
canes, dates, &-C.

Sus, the Hog, a genus of quadrupeds of the order belluje.

Front-teeth in the upper jaw four, converging, in the lower javv'

six, projecting; canine teeth, or tusks, in the upper jaw two, rather
short ; in the lower jaw two, long, exserted ; snout truncated, pro-
minent, moveable ; feet cloven. This genus is, in some points, of
an ambiguous nature, b. ing allied to the pecora, by its cloven hoofs,

and to the terie, in some degree, by its teeth ; yet differing w idely

from both in manj respects. The internal structure of the feet also

approaches to that of tlie digitated quadrupeds, while that of some
other parts is peculiar to this genus alone. It may, therefore, be
allowed to form at once a link between the cloven-footed, the whole-
hoofed, and the digitated quadrupeds. There are six species.

S. ScROFA, the Common Hog. The wild boar, the stock or
original of the common domestic hog, is a native of almost all the
tempeiate parts both of Europe and Asia, and is also found in the

upper parts of Africa. It is a stranger to the arctic regions, and is

not indigenous to the British isles. The wild boar inhabits woods,
living on various kinds of vegetables, viz. roots, mast, acorns.

Sec. It also occasionally devours animal-food. It is, in general,

considerably smaller than the domestic hog, and is of a dark
briude<l grey colour, sometimes blackish ; but when only a year

or two old, IS of a pale rufous or dull yellowish browu cast ; and
when quite )OUug, is marked by alternate dusky and pale stripes

disposed longitudinally on each side the body. The hunting of

the wild boar forms one of the amusements of the great in some
parts of Germany, Polaod, kc. and is a diace of >ome diiljculty
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and danger ; not on account of the swiftness, but the ferocity, of

the animal. As the wild boar advances in age, after the pciiod of

three or four year%, he becomes less dangerous, on account ot the

(growth of his t«Rks, which turn up, or make so large a curve or

flexure, as often rather to impede than assist his intentions of

wounding wilh them. To descrilie particularly ihe conniion or

doniestic hog would be superfluous. It may be sufficient to ob-

serve, that this animal principally differs from the wild boar in size,

in having smaller tusks, anit larger cars, which are also sonieAliat

pendent, and of a more pointed form.

S. ,'Kthiopicus, the .Ethiopian- Hoc. This animal is very

much allied, in its general appearance, to the conmion hog, but is

distinguished by a pair of large, flat, semicircular lobes or wattles,

placed beneath the eyes: Ihe snout is also of a much broader form,

and is very strong and callous: the ears are large, and very

slightly pointed: the tnsks in the lower jaw are ratiier small ; but

those in the upper jaw are large, shirp, curved, and in the old ani-

mal bend upwards in a semicircular manner towards the forehead

:

there are no fore-teeth; their place being supplied by very hard

gums : the skin of the face, immediately l)elow the eyes, or above
the broad lobes before-mentioned, is loose and wrinkled, and on
each side the corners of the moulh is a callous protuberance. The
body is of a strong form; the tail slender, slightly flaltened, and
thinly covered with scattered hairs. The general colour of the

whole animal is a dusky or blackish brown. This species is a na-

tive of the hotter parts of Africa, occurring from Sierra Leona to

Congo, and to within about two hundred leagues of the Cape of

Good Hope. It also occurs in the island of Madagascar.
S. Tajassu, the Pecary. The pecary is the only animal of

this genus that is a native of Ihe new world, where it is chielly

found in the hottest regions. Its size is considerably smaller than

that of a common hog, and it is of a short compact form. The
whole animal is thickly covered, on the upper parts, with verv
strong dark-brown or blacki>h bristles, each marked by several

yellowish white rings; so that the colour of the whole appears
motlled with minute freckles or specks, and round the neck is ge-
nerally a whitish band or collar. The pecary is a gregarious ani-

mal, and in its wild state is tierce and dangerous; sometimes at-

tacking the hunterswilh great vigour, and often destroying the dog's

which are employed in its pursuit. It feeds not only on vegetable
substances, but occasionally on animals of various kinds, and is

particularly an enemy to snakes and other reptiles ; attacking and
destroying even the raltlesnake, without the least dread or incon-
venience, and dexterously skiiniing it, by holding it between its

feel, while it performs that operation with its teelli. It is also re-

markable that the common hog, when translated to America, will

attack and de^trov the rattlesnake. See Plate C'LXVII.
SUSA, or SHI'SHAN, the ancient roval residence of the kings

of Persia, built by Darius Hystaspis, accoi-ling to Pliny ; though
he probably only restored it," being a very ancient city, founded
by Tithonus, the father of l^Iemnon.

SusA, In modern geography, a strong town of France, in the de-
jiartment of Dnria, and late" ntari-jnisate of Susa, with a fort ; 30
miles N. W. of Turin. Lon. 7. 24. E. Lat. 45. CO. N.

Susa, a late maixiuisate of Piedmont, now included in the French
empire, and department of Doria. Susa was the capital.

SUS DAL, a town of Kussia, in Volodimir, capital of a duchv
so named ; 90 miles N. E. of Moscow. Lon. 40. Qj. K. Lat
56. 26. N.
SUSPRNDED ANIMATION, that state of an animal in

which all the functions of life are so completely stopped and inter-
rupted, that it is hardly possible to discover anv sign ol life, or
dinV-rence from a state of death ; while yet the principle of lite re-
mains and is recoverable, if proper means be used. That swal-
lows, marmots, and many other animals, fall into this torpid state
naturally and annually, is a'fact we!! known in natural history.
The artiti<ial revivisiency of three Hies, too, bv the celebrated
Dr. Franklin, by exposing them to the rays of liie sun, seventeen
months .after they had been drowned in w'ine in France, is a fact
fqunlly well known. In the human species also there have occur-
red frecpieiit cases of suspended animation ; some of whom have
been recovered before interment, but many more, It is lobe fear-
ed, h ve be-n allowed to perish, from the'luurv and precipitation
Willi wlrch funerals arc peiierallv ' onductcd in most coij tries.

SCSPENSIOX, or .SLSPENSK, in music, is pro'luced bv

supposition, and is nearly the same. It consists in retaining as

many as possible of the sounds in a preceding chord tliat they may
be heard in that which succeeds.

Suspension, in rhetoric,is the carrying on of a period or discourse

in such a manner as to keep the reader in exj^eclation of something
considerable -in Ihe conclusion. But great care must be taken that

the readei''s expectation he not disajipointecl ; fur noLhing is more
contemptible than to promise much and perform little ; or to usher

in an errint trifle with the formality of prelace and solemn prepara-

tion.

SuspEKSTQN, or PoiNTs OF SUSPENSION, in mechanics, are

those points in the axis or beam of a balance, wlierein the weighti

are applied, or from'which they are suspended. See Balance.
Suspension of Arms, in war, a shorl truce agreed on by botlt

armies, in order to bury the dead, wail for Ire^li instructions, or
the like.

SUSPICION, in law. Persons may be taken up upon suspi-

cion, where a felony is committed, &:c. however, ihire must be at

lea^t some reasonable grounds for the same.

SUSQUEIIANNAH, the largest river of Pennsylvania, form-
ed by the junclion of llie E. and \V. branches ot lake Otsego, and
falls into Chesapcak Bay, by a nioi.th one mile and a <iuarlerwide.

SUSSEX, a county of England, so named from its situation in

respect of tlie other Saxors-, .-.nd Ciilled Si-ssex, i. e. the country
of the South Saxons. It is bounded by Uainpsinre on the \V. the

British channel on the S. Surrey on the N. and Kent on ihe E. It

is tij miles long, 30 broad, and 170 in circuinlerencc. The air,

as well as the soil, is various in dil'i'erent parts of tlie county. Upon
the coast the air is aguish, upon the hills and downs pleasant and
wholesome; but somewhat moist and foggy in the valleys, the soil

being deep and ricli, and the vegetation In summer very vigorous.

Sussex, an extensive maritime county of the United Slates, in

Delaware; bounded on the N. by Kent county, N. E. by Dela-
ware Bay; E. by tlie Atlantic; S. and W. by Maryland. Th.e
lands are mostly low, sanily, and barren. Georgetown is the ca-

pital.

Sussex, a large and mountainous county of New Jersev.

Sussex, a county of Virginia.

SUSTEK, a cilv of Persia, the capital of Chusjstan, anciently

called Susa. See Susa. Lon. 51. ly. E. Lat. 31. 15. N.
SUSTEKEN, a town of France, in the department of Ihe Koer,

and late ducliy of Juliers. Lon. 5. 50. E. Lat. 50. 56. N.
SUrCLIFF, Matthew, an English divine, who llouri'-hed in

the end of tlie sixteenth century. FJe became dean of Exeter,
and published several cor.lrnversial tracts ; tfje chief of which is,

A Treatise on Ecclesiastical Discipline. Lond. 1591, 4to.

SU TIIERLAND, one of the most northerly counties of ScoW
land. It borders on Caithness to the N. and N. E. is bounded
by tlie ocean on ihe N. the county of Assyiit on the W. Koss on
llie S. and by the German sea on the E. and S. E. It is generally

hilly, though in many parts arable; well watere<l by small rivew
leplete with fish, and by sixty lakes, the habitation of various fish,

swans, ducks, geese, &c. Sullierland affcr<ls iron-stone, free-

stone, and slate, in abundance^ also cjuarries of marble, and mines
of co:.l, tliGugh the people u-e turf and peat for fuel. Lead-ore,
impregnated with silver, and even some gold, have been found,
w ith crystals and pebbles, &c. '1 he air is so Itmperale, and the
soil so good, that salTron has been brought to perteclion. NJany
parts ol the country are remarkably fruitful in corn, and the pas-

turage is excelleii- everv where.
SUTTON COLEF'I ELD, a town of Enuland, in Warwick-

shire ; 7 miles N. of Birmingliam, and 111 N. \V. of London.
Lon. 1. 40. \V. Lat. 52. 39. N.
SUW'AUKOFF, Alexanuer, a celebrated Hussian general,

was born of an ancient fanvly m 1730, and entered into the ainiy
at the age of twelve. After piissing through the inferior sUilious
lie became a colonel in 176'^. Redisplayed uncommon bravery
when serving under Romaiizoff against the Turks, and having slain
several janissaries with liis own hands, he put their heads into a
sack, wiiich he laid at tlie feet of his general. In 17K3 he com-
pelled Ihe Tartars of Kuban and Bii(lzii;ck to submit and swear al-

legiance to the em|)ress, lor which he was named general-iii-(;hief.

In 17!<7 he defeated tlie Turkisli Heel near Oczakow, which place
was taken by storm. In 17.S9 lie attacl^ed tlie Tmks wiih a very
inierior forte, and deieated llicui near llie river ]li;:uiisk, for

7 which
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which he was created a count cf tlie Uonian empire, and obtained

the sun.aine of Rimniski. By tliis vitlory he saved the piiiite of

Saxe Cobourg and tlie imperial army. In the following year he

stormed limailow, wherein perished above 30,000 Turks who re-

fused quarter. On tliis occasion Suwaiioft in his letter to prince

Potcmkin wrote only these words :
" The Russian colours wave

on the ramparts of Ismailow." Indeed he was always laconic in

bis dispatches, ooserving that the pen was not a fit insininient for a

soldier. In December 17'Jl peace was concluded, ami SuwarrolV
was covered with honours. His talents were again called into ac-

tion in the war of Poland, when he took Prague, where 30,000
Poles fell dead in the held of battle. This was followed by the

fall of Warsaw and the partition of i'oland. For this service he
was made lield-marshal, and obtained the grant of a large estate.

When the emperor Paul entered into the war against France in

1799, Suwarroli" had (he command of the army, with which he
marched into Italy, where he was opposed by Morean. Over-
powered by niunbevs, the Russian hero effected perhaps the most
brilliant retreat ever known over the heights of Swisierland, and
entering Germany, marched to Russia by oider of his sovereign.

For his service in tiiis campaign he was created a prince by the

title of Ital!>ky. Cut he « as treated by Paul wiih great ingrati-

tude, which is supposed to have deeply allected his spirits. He
dieil at Petersburg in 1800.

SUZA, SUSA, or SOUSE, a town of Africa, in the kingdom
of Tunis ; 'J I miles E. of Cairoan, and 54 S. of Tunis.
SWABIA. SeeSuABiA.
SW'AIjBER, an inferior oflicer on board ships of war, whose

employment it is to see that the decks are kept neat and clean.

SW'AFFUA.M. a town of England, in Norfolk ; 15 miles S. E.

of i-ynn, 34 N. N. E. of Newmarket, and 94 N. E. of Loudon.
Lon.'o. 4l3. E. Lat. jC. 4:.'. N.

!5\V AINMOTE, [sii-aiuinotiis, law Lat.l a court touching mat-
ters of the forest, kept by the chaiter of tlie forest, thrice in the

year. 'Ihis court of swainmote is as incident to a fure..t, as the

court of pie))0wder is to a fair. Tlie swainmote is a court of free-

holders within the forest.

S\VALLO^\^ in ornithology. See Hirundo.
ysVALLOw Island, one of Queen Charlotte's islands in the

South Sea; about IS miles long. Ton. Iti4. 5S E. Lat. 10. 8. S.

Swallow Point, a cape on the N. coast of Egmont Island, in

the S. Pacific Ocean. Lon. i64. 40. E. Lat. 10. 4C. S.

Swallow' s_1'ail, in fortification, is a single tcnaille, which is

narrower towards the place than toward the country.

SWALLY, a town of Hindostan, in the Decaii, and province

of Cambaya; I'J or 1j miles N. ^\ . of Sural. Lon. 7:.;. Ij. E.

Lat. 21. 18. X.
SWAM.MERDAM, Johv, a celebrated natural philosopher,

was the son of John James Swamnierdani, an apothecary and fa-

mous naturalist of Amsterdam, and born in 1637. His lather in-

tended him lor the church, and with this view had him instructed in

Latin and Greek ; but he preferred physic. Being at home till he

should en2at;e in that study, he was often employed in cleaning

liis father's curiosities, and putting every thing in order. l"his in-

spired him with an early taste for natural history ; so that he soon

began to make a collection of his o«n. When grown up, he at-

tended to his anatomical and medical studies; but spent part of

the dav and tlic nislil in discovering, catching, and examining, the

giving insects, in Holland, Guelderlaiul, and Utrecht. '1 luis ini-

tiated in natural history, he went to the univer--ily of Leyden in

Itjol ; and in lt5o3 was admitted a candidate of physic. While
6tuil)ing anatomy, he considered how the parts of the body, pre-

pared bv dissection, could be preserved tor anatomical demonstra-

tion '; and he succeeded as he had rloiie before in his nice contri-

vances for dissecting the minutest insects. He took !iis degree of

M. D. in I6ti7 at Leyden. In 1608, the grand duke of Tuscuny
being in Holland, came to view his museum, and Swammerdam
made some aiiatoii^ical dissections of insects in liis presence. He
was struck with ailiniration at h'ls great skill in managing them;

and proving that the future butterfly lay uith all its parts neatly

folded up in a caterpillar, by removing the integuments, and exhi-

biting all its parts, hoi.vevt?r minute, with incredible ingenuity, by

iii'-truments of inconceivable iinene^s. 'I'he duke oirered him

U.OOO Horins for his collection, on condition of ins removing tliein

mtc Tuafanv, and rcaiding at llie court of Florence; but Swam-

merdam declined. In 1063, he published a General History of
Insects. About this time, his fatlier, offended at his neglecting
(lie practice of physic, would neither supply him with money nor
clothes. This reduced him to some difllculties. , In 1675 he'pub-
lished his History of the Ephemeras; and his father dying in 1676^
left him a fortune; but he died in 16S2, aged onlv 45. Gabius
translated all his works from the Dutch into Latin, from which
tl;ey were translated into English, in folio, in 1743. Boerhaave
wrote his life.

SWAN. See Avas.
SWANPAN, C'HiNtsE ACACUS, an instrument for perform-

ing arithmetical operations, described by Du Halde m his Hn-
tory - f China., It is composed of a smuU board, crossed with 10
or 12 parallel rods or wires, each strung with ivory-balls, which
are so divided by a partition in the middle, that two are on one'

side of it, and live on tiie other. The two in the upper part stand
each tor five units, and each of tlie live in the louer part for one.
See Plate IV, Fig. 1.

SWANSEA, or .SWANSEY, a populous trading town of

South Wales, in Glamorganshire, 25 miles W. N. W. of Cuv-
bridge, 55 E. of Jlaverford West, and 205 W. of London. Lou.
4. O.^W. Lat. 51.3S. N.
SWARD-CUTTER, a inachine for cutting the sward or sur-

face of the earth so as to break all the clods. In Plate CLXl.
tig. 5, 6, 7, is a representation of an inslrument of this kind n-.-

vented by the Hon. Robert Sandilands. Fig. 1, is a square frame,

.

which is three feet four inches in length, from the front to the

back part, and four feet three inches in breadth: the timber (when
of fir) is four inches s(|uare, and placed on two wheels, B, 15,

w hich are about th.ree feet in diameter, and arc designed to support

the posterior part of the machine.—Mr. Sandilands observes, that

the old fore-wheel-- of a chaise may be employed for this purpose.

C C, C, C, C, C, are six hull.-., or strong pieces of timber, I'v

inches in breadth, and inches thick at E ; but which decrease

to three inches at F. In these bulls are fixed six iron cutting

wheels, which are 13 inches in diameter ; -jof an inch thick at tlu:

centre, for the reception of holes, containing the iron-axis; and
wliicli are of such a thickness from that part, as to adniit of the
edges being well steeled. Farther, such wheels are lixed by
means of two bolts, that pass through the bulls, having eyes at one
end, for the motion of their axles ; the 0[)posite extremity being

provided with nuts and screws, which are sunk in the bulls, to [jre-

vent them from interfering with the weights that rest on them , and
these are marked with tiie letters L, L, L, L, L, L, L, L, in the

respective figures. G, G, G, G, G, G, G, are seven thorles, or

hollow pieces of wood, each being 3^ inches in length, and in-

closing the bolt, M, M, uhile they serve to keep the bulls,

C, C, C, C, C, C, at pi'oper distances. These thorles iwisist

of two parts, being connected by means of a cord or leather-strap,

that admits of their being changed, when it becomes necessary lo

enlarge or diminish the cutting wheels: they may also be made
shorter, or longer, as the sward retpiires to be cut in larger or
smaller pieces. ]M, M, is an iron-bolt, that passes through two
pieces either of wood or iron, sevi n inches in length, clear of the

v.'ijod, which are supported by iron-stays fixed to the tranie ; and
run through all the bulls, as represented at T, hg. 7. Such bolt

ought to be verv strong, as the draught of the horses there termi-

nates. H, H, lig. 6. and 7, represents a wooden cylinder, termed
a rocking-iree, which is seven inches in diameter, extends across

the frame, and moves on two pivots, inserted in the latter; one
feeing lixed at each extremity, L, L, L, L, L, L, L, L, fig. 5,

6, and 7, are weights of free>tone, which are 26 inches in length,

and inches in breadth ; the lower stone being 4 inches tl-.ick, and
weighing about JOIbs. ; the upper one is of similar dimensions,

but 3 iiK'hes thick, and weigiis about 42lbs. ; these stones are

perforati;d with two holes, through which are inserted irOn-spikes,

that are fixed in the bulls, with a view to keep them steady. I,

fig. G and 7, is a lever live feet long, which sliouUl be made of

^ood tough ash ; aiul is connected with a sliding rope fastened to

llie back part of the frame; so that, when the rocking-tree is

partly turned rouml by the lever, and the cutting tvheels aie coii-

>e(juently nised three or four inches above the surface of the laiitl,

the rope is fixed to it, by throwing a loop at the extremity of sucU
rope over the pin R, at the distance of three feet four inches fn m
the end of the lever I. '1 hus, all the \^ heels are kept above grout d,

nil
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tiU the sward-cutter i? turned. The plate marked i is to cover the

eiooves to keep out tlie dirt. The macliiiie rf-pre-cnttd in lig. 5,

a turiiished with three sliafts, resembling those of a waggon, ami

which are designed for a doul)le-horse-s\var4-cutti r. A single-

hoise-sward-cutter is furnished only with four hitting wheels, and

one pair of shafts ; the latter of which may, without recjuinng any

joinings, form the two sides of the frame.

SWARTZIA, in botanv, a genus of the polyadelphia poly-

andria class and order. Caly.v four-leaved ;
petals single, lateral,

flat ; legume one-celled, bivalve ; seeds arillated. '1 here are si.\

jpeties. , .

SWEARING, a term used to denote either the uttering of mi-

pious expressions, or the iudicial, and aKo official invoc. '
on of

the Deitv, to attest the truth of an assertion, 'ihe security ot

oaths in i'mportanl alfairs, has in all ages been required by tlie laws

of civilized nations ; nor is swearing, on such occasions, prohibited

by the Christian doctrine. But, thougii particular circumstances

may sanction this expedient, there is no possible excuse tor invok-

ing the Creator, to attest the truth of every triHiiig transaction, or

to'^witncss the impertinence of idle, perhaps indecent, conversa-

tion. It has been urged, by way of extenuating this breach of

morality, that a man may have been carried away by the violence

of some passion ; or he muv probably have been aggravated by the

gross misconduct of others.' Such plea, however, cannot lessen the

criminality of the act; for the utterance of a profane oath neither

imparts pleasure to, nor dispels the uneasy sensations of, the

speaker ; while the wanton indulgence in such practice displays a

wilful propensity to vicious habits, incompatible with the dignity

of rational agents. Sensible of the bad and contagious effects of

swearing, our legislators have made it pumshable by several

statutes ; thus, stat. 6 and 7, Will. III. cap. 1 1, ordains, that if any

person shall profanely swear, if he be a labourer, servant, or com-

mon soldier, shall forfeit Is. to the poor, for the first offence, 5?.?.

for the second, &c. and any person not a servant, &c. forfeits 2i-.

for the first offence, 4s. for the second, 6s. for the third, &c. to be

levied by distress of goods.

SWEAT, Isudor, Lat.] a sensible moisture issuing out of the

pores of the skins of animals. See Perspiration. Sueat, if it

occasions no bad symptoms, is rather to be promoted than checked,

even though it may seem profuse in quantity ; and in this case the

proper regimen is a moderate warmth, a quiet state of the body,

and frequent draughts of warm liipiors; but when the strengtli is

found to be too much exhausted by these sweats, small doses of

nitr-" are found of great service.

SWEATING SICKNESS, a disorder whicli appeared in

England about 14S1 ; and was by foreigners called the English

sweat. It returned again in l4Sj ; then in 1306 ; afterwards in 1617.

The last return of it in London wits in 1551, when it was so violent as

in one day to take olf 12U of the inhabitants of Westminster. Some
were seized abroad, and cut off in the road, others at liome. Sonie

when awake, others when fast asleep. Some died in a moment,
and others in one, two, three, four, or more liour.s after they began

to sweat.

SWEDEN, one of the most northerly kingdoms of Europe,
l)ing between Lat. 5j° 20' and 69° 3u' N. and between 12° and 32°

K. of Loudon. On the South it is bounded by the Baltic, on the

N. by Danish Lapland, on tl.e E. by Muscovy, and on the W.
by the mountains of Norway, being 800 miles in length, and 350

ta breadth. Stockholm is the capital. Of this country we have

no certain account till 714, when it was converted to Christianity.

In 1387, Margaret, queen of Denmark and Norway, was chosen

queen of Sweden in the room of king Albert, who was considered

as unfit to reign. In 1411, Eric duke of Pomerania, succeeded to

the three kingdoms, and Sweden remained subject to Denmark
till 1-523, when Gustavus Vasa restored the independence of his

country. The monarchy became absolute in 1772. There is a

great diveniity of characters among the people of Sweden ; and

they have had different characters in different ages. At present,

their peasants seem to be a heavy plodding race of men, strong and
hardy; but without any other ambition than that of subsisting as

veil as they can : they are honest, simple, hospitable, and reli-

gious ; and the meriantile classes are much of the same cast ; but

«reat application and perseverance is discovered among them ail.

The nobility and gentry of Sweden are brave, polite, and hospita-

We ; they have high and warm notions of honour, and are

I jealous of their national interests. Their language is a dialect of

ti.e Teutonic, and resembles ihat of Denmark. The Swedislj

nobility and gentry are, in general, moiu conversant in polite

lileratu'tc than those' of many olln i ttourishuig states. 'Jhey have

of late exhibitid some noble specimens of their munificence for

the improvement of literature and science, particularly natural

history ; and the botanical and chemical discoveries and improve-

ments' of Liniixus, Bergman, and Scheele, will confer everlasting

honour on their native country. The inhabitants subsist by agn-

culluie, mining, grazing, hnnlin^, and fishing, 'i heir materials

for tialfic are the bulky and usetul coinmodii'es of mast:;, beam=,

and other sorts ot timber for shipping; tar, pitch, bark of trees,

pot-ash, wooden utensils, hides, llax, luiiip, peltry, furs, copper,

lead, iron, cordage, fi^h, and train -lil. About the middle of the

J7th century, by the assistance of the Dutch iud Fleniniiiigs, l^my

set up some manufactures of glass, starch, tin,, woollen, silk, soap,

leather-dressing, and saw-mills. ^I'hey have since had sugar-bak-

ing, tobacco-plantations, and mamifaclures of sail-clolli, collnp,

fustian, and other stuffs; also of linen, alum, biimslone, paper-

mills, and gunpowder-mills. A'ast quantities of copper, bras?,

steel, and iron, are now wrought in Sweden, dug trom mines,

i some of them more tlian WOO feet di-cp. Sweden produces crys-

1
tals, amethysts, topaiies, porphyry, lapis-lazuli, agate, cornelian,

I
marble, and other fossils. The'chiefwcaUli of the country, how-
ever, arises from her mines of silver, copper, lead, and iron. This

last employs no fewerthan 450 forges^ hammering-nulls, and smelt-

ing-houses. A gold-mine has likewise been discovered in Sweden j

but inconsiderable. One silver-mine is said to produce 20,000

crowns a-year. 'l"he product of the ccpper-mines is uncertain ;

but the wliole is loaded with vast taxes and reductions to the go-

vernment, which has no other resources for the exigencies of the

state. The water-falls in Sweden are numerous, and many of them
picturesque; but their utility is chiefly to be admired m the im-

mense iiumber of water-wheels they drive throughout Sweden.
This extensive kingdom is divided into five large districts or terri-

tories, imjjroperly called provinces, by some geographers, and
parts by othei-s, which is a very indistinct epithet. 'I liese districts

are, 1. Swiiden Proper. 2. Gothland. 3. Norland, 4.

Swedish Lapl.'^nd: and, 5. Fikla.s'd. (See these aiiicles.)

Each of these is subdivided into several provinces. I. Sweden
Proper contains five provinces, viz. Upland, Sc'dermani.*, Ne-
RiciA, Westmania, and Dalecarlia. II. Gothland contains

ten provinces ; viz. Ostrocothia, Smo'and, W estrocothia,
the isles of Gothland and Oeland, Warmeland, Bohus,
Dalia, Schonen, Halland, and Biekince.v. III. Norland
includes seven provinces; viz. Gkstricia, Helsingina, Medel-
padia, HiEMPTLAND, Herjedalia, Angermania, and West
Bothnia. IV. Swedish Lapland compreh-nds seven ; viz.

ASELA, HiEMPTLAND, L MEG, PiTKEO, LuLEO, ToRNEO, and
Kemi. And, V. Finland contains si.\ provinces, viz;. Finland Pro-
per, East Bothnia, Tavasteland, Nyland, Savolax, and
part of C'arelia and Cymene. Most of these ])roviiices are de-

scribed in their order. The celebrated Linna-us sa)S, there are in

Sweden, 1400 cliflerent species of animals, and 1300 species of
plants, of whivh 200 are medicinal. Among tl e former are bears,

elks, doe , roe-bucks, beavers, sables, jjolecats, wolves, foxes,

hares, rabbits, squirrels, moor-fowls, wood-cocks, falcons, par-

tridges, and a . re t variety of other game; besides the domestic

i animals, hoisr", sheep, goats, hogs, and black cattle. The coast*

and river< abound with fish, which are salted and exported. There
are no venomi us reptiles .n Sweden. (. hristianity was introduced

here in the ytn century. Their religion is Lutheranism. The
Swedes ..re surprisingly uniform in reliaious matters ; and have-

such an a\ ers on at popery, that castr;Uioii is the fate of every
Roman C holic priest discovered in Sweden. The Archbishop
of Upsal 'is a revenue of about 400/. a-year ; and has under him
13 suffragans, besides superintendants, with moderate stipends.

No clergymaivlias any concern in ; ffairs of state ; but their morals,

and the sanctity of tlieir lives, endear them to the people. Their
churches ate neat, and often ornamented. A body of ecclesiastical

laws and canons direct their religious ceconomy. The surface, cli-

mate, soil, &c. of Sweden, are pretty similar to those of its neigh-
bouring countries. Summer and winter suddenly succeed each
other, with hardly any interval of spring and autumn as in other
countries. Vegetation is therefore quite rapid, the heat being

excessive.
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excessive. Tlie long d^ys of summer have liardly any night.

Stoves and warm furs mitigate the cold of winter, which is so in-

•tense, that the noses and extremities of the inhabltents are some-

times mortified. The Swedes, since the days of Charles XI I. have

been at incredible pains to correct the native barrenness of their

country, by erecting colleges of agriculture, and in some places

with great success. The soil is much the same with that of Don-
mark and some parts of Norway, generally very bad, but in some
valleys surprisingly fertile.

SWEDENBORG, Emanuel, was born at Stockholm on the

29th Jan. 1689. His father was bishop of West Gothia. Young
Swcdenborg's education, from the character of the father, must
have been pious ; and by his appearing with reputation as an author,

at 20 years of age, it is proved successful. His first work was a
volume of Latin poems, publislicd in 1709 ; and in 1710, he pub-
lished a collection of pieces, in Latin verse, intituled " Ludus
Heliconius, sive Carniina Miscellanea, qux variis in Locis

cecinif." The same year he began his travels into England,
Holland, France, and Germany ; and returning to Stockholm in

1714, he was in 1716 appointed assessor in the Metallic College
by Ch?rles XII, which otlice he held till 1747, and then resigned

it. He was ennobled In 1719. His scientilic pursuits were highly

iionourable to him, and he published several excellent works, tlie

principal of which was the Kegnuni Minerale, printed at Leipsic

in 1734, 3 vqJs. folio. He also wrote a Treatise on the Position

and Course of the Planets, and another on the Tides. At length

he abstracted himself from those studies, imagining " that he be-
longed to the Society of Angels, in which things spiritual and
heavenly are the only subjects of discourse and enterlainnient."

Filled with this notion, he sent into the world a number of mysti-
cal books on the New Jerusalem ; on Heaven and Hell ; Spiritual

Influx ; the White Horse in Lhe Revelations, &c. The baron died
in London m 1772. His opinions obtained little notice in his life-

time, but since his death they have produced a sect.See next article.

SWEDENI50RGIANS, a modem religious sect, so called

from their founder, Emanuel Swedenborg. They call themselv>_-s

the New Jerusalem Church. The discriminating tenets of this

.sect seem to be the following: "Holding the doctrine of one
God, they maintain that this one God is no other than Jesus
Christ, and that he always existed in a human form; that for the
sake of redeeming the world, he took upon himself a proper
human or material body, but not a human soul : that this redemp-
tion consists in bringing the hells or evil spirits into subjection, and
the heavens into order and regulation, and thereby preparing the
way for a new spiritual church ; that without such redemption no
man could be saved, nor cor.ld the angels retain their state of in-

tegrity ; that their redemption was effected by means of trials,

temptations, or conflicts with evil spirits ; and that the last of them,
by which Christ glorified his humanity, perfecting the union of his

divine with his human nature, was the passion of the cross. Though
they maintain that there is but one God, and one divine person,

they hold that in his person there is a real Trinity : consisting of
the divinity, the Imnianity, and the operation of them both in the
Lord Jesos; a Trinity which did not exist from eternity, but
commenced at the incarnation. They believe that the Scriptures

are to be interpreted not only in a literal but in a spiritual sense,

not known to the world till it was revealed to Baron Swedenborg,
and that this spiritual ".ense extends to every part of Scripl'U'e, ex-
cept the Acts of (he Apostles. They believe that there are angels
attending \ipon men, residing, as Baron Swedenborg, says, in their

affections ; that temptation consists in a struggle between good and
bad angels within men ; and that by these means God assists men
in these ten! plations, since of themselves they could do nothing.
SWEET, in the wine-trade, denotes any vegetable juice, whe-

ther obtained by means of sugar, raisins, or other foreign or

tlom c'stic fruit, which is added to wines w ith a design to improve them.
SWEETWILLIAM. See Dianthus.
SWERNICK, a town of European Turkey, on the confines of

Serviaanil Bosnia, 70 miles S. W. of Belgrade.
SWERTIA, orSUERTIA, Marsh-Gextian ; in botany, a

genus of plants belonging to the class pentandria, and order digynia ;

natural <jrder, Rotace». Corolla wheel-shaped ; nectariferous pores
at the base of the segments of the corolla ; capsule one-celled, two-
valved. There are si.x species.

SWIETENIA, or SWIETENIA, Mahogany; in botany, a
genus of plants belonging to the class decaiidria, and order, mono-

VOL. IV.—NO. 203.

gynia; natural order, Miscellanea;. Calyx five-cleft ;
petals five ;

nectarium cylindrical, supporting the anthera; with its msuth ;

capsule five-celled, woody, opening at the mouth ; seeds imbri-

cated, winged. It has one species: S. Mahagoni. See Mahogany.
SWIFT, Dr. Jonathan, so universally admired as a wit and

classical ivriter of the English language, was born in Dublin, Nov.
30th, 1667. His father was an attorney, and of a good family ;

but dying poor, the expcnce of his son's education was defrayed

by his friends. At tiie age of six years Jonathan 'v/as sent to Kil-

kenny school, from whence, in 1682, he was removed to the uni-

versity of Dublin, the expense of his education being defrayed by
his uncle. While at college he paid more attention to books ol

history and poetry than logic and the classics, so that he was de-

nied his degree on his first application, and obtained it with diffi-

culty on the second. On the death of his uncle, in 1688, he came
to England, where he w;is hospitably entertained by Sir William

Temple, who had married a relation of his mother's. During his

residence with Sir William, who employed him in revising his

works, he formed the resolution of embracing the ecclesiastical

life; and having taken his master's degree he was ordained, and
obtained the prebend of Kilroot, in the diocese of Connor, worth

about cue hundred pounds^i year. Being dibappointed ot prefer-

ment in England, he accompanied the Earl of Berkeley, one ot

the lords justices of Ireland, as his chaplain and private secretary ;

but was again disappointed, and dismissed with the livings ot La-

racorand Rathbeggin, and the rectory of Aughcr, instead of the

deanry of Derry, which had been pronii:ed him. He then settled

at Laracor, where he rebuilt the parsonage-house, repaired the

church, and discharged his parochial duties in an exemplary man-
ner. About this time he was visited by Mrs. Johnson, the cele-

brated Stella, whom he afterwards secretly married, but would
never own it, in consequence of which she broke her heart. This

amiable woman was the daughter of Sii- William Temple's steward,

and had an independent property left her by that gentleman. At
thp accession of queen Anne, Swift embarked in politics in hopes

of preferment in England, which he again missed, and in 1713

was promoted to the deanry of St. Patrick's Dublin. I'he death

of queen Anne closed all his prospects, and completely embittered

his temper. He was for some time very unpopular in Dublin,

but came at last to be revered as an oracle. One Wood project-

ed a coinage of 180,000/. of Irish halfpence, for which he obtained

a patent Swift immediately addressed a series of letters to the

people, under the signature of a Drapier, urging them not to re-

ceive this base coin ; and so successful was he that the patent was

withdrawn. After the death of Stella, in 1727, he led a very

retired life, and wasted his time in literary trifles which were un-

worthy of public notice. In 1736 he entirely lost his memory,
and almost to his death he was secluded from the visits of strangers,

as his passions still continued to extremely violent. He died in

1745, and was buried in the cathedral of St. Patrick. His ill-

treatment of Stella having been mentioned, it is necessary to notice

his conduct to the lady celebrated in his works under the appella-

tion of Vanessa She was the daughter of Mr. Vanhomrigh, 3
Dutch merchant at Dubhn, and conceived a strong inclination foc

the dean, which he seems to have encouraged ; but when at last

she declared her mind, he told her he was married, which had sucli

an e.fect upon her that she died a few weeks afterwards. He lefft

the greatest part of his property for the purpose of building a hos-

pital for lunatics at Dublin. The poetical pieces of Swift are mostly

of the humourous kind, and some of them very coarse and licen'

tious, His prose-style is rcmarkaby clear and forcible. The prin-

cipal of his works aie, a satirical romance, called Gulliver's Tra-
vels ; the allegory of a Tale of a Tub, in which he ridicules po-

pery and puritanisni ; and Political Tracts against the Whigs. All

his works have been collected into 22 vols, 8vo.

.Swift, Dkane, Esq. a near relation of the dean, grandson to

Godwin Swift, the dean's uncle, was born in Dublin, educated at

the university there, and completed !iis studies at Oxford. Ho
had a fine taste, wrote entertaining verses, and was esteemed a
perfect master of the Greek and Roman classics. He published.

An Essay upon the Life, W'ritings, and Character, of Dr. Jona-

than Swift, 1755. 2. The eighth 4to. of the Dean's works, 1765;

and, 3. His Letters, in 2 vols. 1768. He died at Worcester, in 1783.

SWILLY, an island in the S. Pacific Ocean, I3J miles S. of

the S. Cape of New Holland. Lon. 147. 6. E. Lai. 43. 53. S.

SWIMMING, is the art o! tloatins, or supporting the human
S L body
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body on the surface of water, with a progressive vindulatiiig mo-
tion. Thi< art is in a manner natural toman, and from its evident

utility, it lias in all agp^ formed part of the education both of har-

baroiis and civilized nations. As an outline of the principles on

which it is practised, may be a mean of saving persons accidentally

fallen into deep water, we shall give a few directions to that elTect,

selected from the instructions of Dr. Franklin. First, the learner

ought to walk courageously into the water, till the fluid reaches to

his breast ; when he must gently decline his belly towards the sur-

face; the head and neck being erect ; the breast pressing for-

ward ; the thorax being inflated, and tl'.e back bent. Next, the

legs must be witlidrawn from the bottom, while they are extended
or stretched out ; and the arms shonld be stricken forwards, cor-

responding with the motion of the former. Swimming on the

back is not essentially different from the method just described,

excepting that the arms are not exerted, and the progressive mo-
tion is derived solely from the striking of the logs. Wilh respect

to diving, or plunging under water, Dr. F. observes, that the swim-
mer mast close his hands together : and, the chin being pressed

upon his breast, he ought to make an exertion to bend forwards
with energy : while he continues in this position, he should move
witii velocity under the water ; and, when he wishes to return to

the surface, it will be sufficient to bend his head backward, in con-
sequence of which he will instantaneously rise. From the natural

timidity, or antipathy to water, which in some individuals is consti-

tutional, novices in swimming have been advised to employ blad-
ders or corks, for the purpose of supporting the body above the

surface ; a practice which has been severely censured. Dr. F. is,

however, of opmion, that such auxiliary means are useful, while
the pupil is acquiring the mode of drawing in, and striking out,

the hands; which is absolutely necessary to a progressive motion.
If a person, unac()iiainted with swimming, and falling accidentally
into the water, could have presence of mind suflicient to avoid
itrugglJiig and plunging, and to let the t)ody take this natural po-
sition, he might continue long safe from drowning, till perhaps
help would come. The subject has within the last two or three

years been investigated in Nicholson's Philosophical' Journal,
whence it shouM seein that if a person could havetulTicient presence
ofmind never In r.iise his hands above water, he could not sink.

SWINDON, a town of England, in Wiltshire, 28 miles N. of

Salisbury, and ,S3 W. of London. Lon. 1 . 45. W. Lat. 5 1 . 30. N.
SWINE-STONE, Lapis Suillus, or Fcetid Stone, so

tailed from its excessively fetiil smell The texture of this sub-
stance is often earthy; fracture spli'itery ; specific gravity 2.7;
colour grey, of various shades. When scraped or pounded, it

emits an urinous or garlic smell.

SWINGING, a species of passive exercise, which is performed
in certain contrivances, known under the name of swinging nia-

-chines or cars ; by the undulating motion of which the body is

tossed in an ascending and de-icendmg d.ircction. Swinging greatly
contributes to health ; and has occasionally proved very service-
able to persons ot consumptive habits: it is likewise of'consiiier-

able advantage to sedenlafy individuals; but it ought not to be
• repeated, if it excite giddiuos's, lii^adacli, or other unpleasant efifects.

Swi.mg-Trrf., of a waggon, is the bar fastened across the fore-
guide to which the tract's of the horses are fastened.

Swinc>Wh£ki., in a royal pendulum, that wheel which drives the
pemlulum. I n a w atch or balance-clock it is called the crown-wheel.
SWINTON, John, a very celebrated English antiquary, the

son of John Swinton of Bexton, gent, was born in Cheshire in

I70.J. His parents were not allluent, as he was entered at Ox-
ford ds a servitor at Wadhani college, in Oct. 1719. On June
30, 1723, he was elected a scholar on a Cheshire foundation. In
Dec. 1723, hebecame B. A. and on Dec. 1, 1726, M. A. He
was ordained deacon. May 30, 1725, priest, May 28, 1727: and
made rector of St. Peter I'e Bailey in Oxford, in 'Feb. 1728. In
June 1728 he was elected a fellow of his college: but willing to
see the world, he accepted of a chaplainship to the Engli>h fac-

tory at Leghorn. But as he did not enjoy his health, he went to

Florence in .'Viiril 1733, where he attended Mr. Coleman, the
English envoy, in his last moments. He returned through Ve-
nice and Vienna ; and visited Presburg, in Hungary. While he
was abroad, he was admitted into some foreign societies ; viz. the
Academy dcgli Apatistiat Florence, and the Etruscan Academy of
Cortona. On his return, he settled at Oxford, where he became
chaplain to th« gaol. He inarried in 1743, and gave up iiis

fellowship. In 1759, he became B. D. in 1767, he was elected
Cuslos Archivoruni, and, on April 4, 1777, he died without issue.

His wife died in 17S4, and both were buried in the chapel of
Wadhani college. His publications were numerous and learned.
He published, 1. De Liiigus Etruria; Regalis Vernacula Dissert.

4to, 19 p. Oxon. 1733. 2. A critical Essay on the Word^ Amj/Mf
Aai/x»fio;, 8vo, London, 1739. 3. De priscis Romanorum Literis

;

4to. 2o p. Ox. 1746. 4. DePrimogenio Etruscorum Alphabeto ;

Ox. 1746. 5. Inscriptiones Critica;; sivc in binas Inscriptions.

Phcenicias, inter Rudera Citii nuper repcrtas, Conjectura?. Ac-
ceidit de Nummis (piibusdam Samaritanis ct Pho;niciis, vel insoli-

tamprx se Literaturara ferentibus, velinLucem hactenus noneditis,
Dissertatio, 4to. 87 p. Ox. 1750.'6. Inscriptiones Critica-: sive in
binas alias Inscriptiones Phoenicias.inter Rudera Citii nuper reperia*
Conjectura-, 40, 19 p. 7. De Nummis quibusda/n Samaritanis ct
Phoenicii, vcl insolilam prx seLiteraturam Icrenlibus, vel in Lucem
hactenus non editis Diss. 2da, 4to. 36 p. S. Metilia : sive dequi-
nario Gentis Metilia, e Nummis vetustis cxteroqnin minimum
Not:e, Diss. 4to, 22 p. Ox. 1750. 9. Several dissertations in the
Philos. Trans. As, A Dissertation upon a Parthian Coin ; with
Characters on the Reverse resembling those of the Palmyrenes.vol.
xlix. p 593. Remarks on a Parthian Coin, with a Greek and
Parthian Legend, vol. l.p. 16. A Di-sertation upon the Phoeni-
cian numetalCharacters anciently used at Sidon, vol. 1. p. 791.
In Nummum Parthicum hactenus ineditum Conjectur.-e, vol. li,

p. 683. A Dissertation upon a Samnite Denarius, vol. lii, p. 28.

An Account of a suba-rated Denarius of the Platorian Family,
with an Etruscan Inscription, vol. Ixii. p. 60. Observations Upon
live ancient Persian Coins, struck in Palestine or Pha-nicia before

the Dissolution of the Persian empire," vol. Ixii. p. 345. 10. A
part of the Ancient Universal History, in the 6th and 7th vols, of
that work. The particulars of this p'ece of literary history were
conmiunicated by Dr. Johnson to Mr. Nichols, in a paper printed

in the Gentleman's Magazine for Dec. 1784. The original is de-
posited in the British. Museum. It assigns the following divisions

of the history to Mr. Swinton: "The history of the Carthagi-
nians, Numidians, Mauritanians, Gnetulians, Garamantes, .Nle-

lano-Gaetulians, Nigritae, Cyrenaica, Marmarica, the Regio Syr-
tica, Turks, Tartars, and >.Ioguls, Indians, and Chinese; a dis-

sertation on the peopling of America, and one on the indepen-
cy of the Arabs.

SWITZERLAND, or SWISSERLAND, a monnt.-inous
country of Europe, bounded on the N. by Suabia ; E. by Tyrol
and Austrian Suabia ; S. by the late duchy of Savoy and Italy ;

and W. by old France ; being about 260 miles long, and lOO
broad. It was divided into 13 cantons, viz. Berne, Zurich,
SCHAFFHAUSEN, BaSIL, LuCEKNE, UnDERWALDEN, Uri,
ScHwiTz, Friburg, Zug, Soledre, Glakis, and Appenzel.
See these articles. The ancient inhabitants of this country were
the llelvctii, who were subdued by Casar, B. C. 57. A. D. 395
it was conquered by the Alemani, a German nation who were ex-
pelled by Clovis, king of France, in 496. In 888 it became part

of the kingdom of Burgundy, and w.is given by Rodolphus, the

last king of that country, to Conrad II. emperor of Germany, in

1032, from which time it was a part of the empire; but in 1307
the inhabitants revolted, and set up the republic of the thirteen

cantons, who in 1315 made their league perpetual. In 1649 their

liberty was conlirnied by treaty. T he climate of tliis country is

very various. That part of the canton of Berne, E. of the lake of
Cieneva, together with the cantons of Uri, Switi, Underwalden,
('laris, .Appenzel, and jiart of the canton of Lucerne, consist of
stupendous mountains, w hose tops are from 9000 to 12000 feet

above the level of the sea, consisting of craggy inaccessible rocks,

of which some are (piite bare, while others are always covered
with ice and snow. Among the mountains are many excellent me-
dicinal and othcrsprings, cold and warm baths, water-falls, craggy
precipices, deep narrow valleys, and caverns. They yield also

a great variety of herbs, thickets, and bushes, in the upper parts ;

aiul in the lower, rich jjastures and woods. The highest are those
in the canton of I'ri. Many of the valleys are covered with lakes,

or watered by brooks and rivers. In some of them are towns, vil-

lages, woods, vineyards, and corn-l;mds. Both on the mountains
and in the valleys the air is extremely cold in winter ; but in sum-
mer it is very pleasant, cool, and refreshing, on the former, but ex-
cessively hot in the latter. Sometimes it is winter on the N.
sideof duiountaiu when it is suinuier on the S. nay, flowers maT
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be gathered sometimes «ith one lianJ, and snow with the other.

Prodigious masses of ice and snow often fall from them in winter,

aud do a great deal of damage ; and most of the streams and

riven take their rise from the thawing of the ice and snow

en the sides and tops. From tlie rising or descending of the

clouds, with which they are commonly enveloped, the inhabitants

can pretty e.xactly foretel the changes of the weather. The other

and lower parts of Switzerland are very pleasant and fertile, being

diversified with vine-yards, corn-fields, meadows, and pasture-

grounds. In the valleys they cultivate saffron with success. Barley

is sowed on the very ice-mountains, the oats in a warmer soil, rye in

a warmer still, and the warmest of all is assigned to spelt. In most
parts a three-fold produce is accounted a tolerable harvest. Flax,

hemp, and tobacco, are much cultivated. Apples, pears, nuts, cher-

ries, plums, andchesnuts, are plentiful ; and the part towards Italy

abounds in peaches, morelles, almonds, figs, ciUoiis, pomegra-
nates, and otliers of the more delicate fruits. The Swiss are a

brave, honest, hospitable, hardy people ; very tiiie to their en-

gagements, friendly and humane. In short, there is not a peo-

ple in Europe whosB national character is better. In their pei-sons

they are generally tall, robust, and well made ; but their com-
plexions arc none of the best, ai^d those that live in the neiL,hbour-

hood of the mountains are subject to wens. They are at present

under the powerful gripe of the French e.mperor. The principal

manufactures are linen of several sorts, lace, thread, silk, and
worsted stockings, neck-cloths, cotton-s?ulis, gloves, handker-
chiefs, silks of severals sorts, gold and silver brocades, a variety

of woollen manufactures, hats, paper, leather of all sorts, earthen

wares, snutf and tobacco, porcelain, watches, clocks, toys, and
other hardwares, &c. Slates, black and variegated marble, por-

phyry, gypsum, alabaster, crystal, saltpetre, salt, coal, &c. abound
here with silver, copper, lead, and iron ores. Gold-dust is found
in the sands of several rivers, particularly the Rhine, Emmet,
Aar, Reuss, Arvc, and Inn. Iron-ore also abounds, and is wrought.

The greater part of this country is composed of mountains, with

narrow valleys between : these moujitains are composed of stu-

pendous rocks, two, four, or six masses, piled on each other, and
from 4,000 to 10,000 feet in perpendicular height. One peak, on
mount St. Gothard, is, by Du Cret, computed at 16,500 French
feet. The lower parts of these high mountains are covered with

woods and pastures, the herbage in which is of a remarkable
length and richness. The middle consists of Alps abounding in a

great variety of odoriferous herbs, thickets, and bushes, with e.\-

cellent springs, in summer resorted to by herdsmen, with their

cattle. The third part of tliese mountains consists almost entirely

of craggy and inaccessible rocks, some of which are quite bare,

without herbage growing upon thein, or even so much as grass,

whilst others jre continually covered with snow and ice. The
valleys between these mountains appear like so many smooth
frozen lakes. The ice-hiils begin in the canton of Glarus, ard
after passing through the teriitory of the Grison"^, End thence into

the cai'ton of Uri, terminate in that of Bern. The highest of thc^e

mountains are those in the canton of Uri, viz. St. Gothard, Firka,

Cri;palt, and Lucnianier, which spr.d forth rivers to all parts of

Europe. The principal rivers are the Khine, the Rhone, the Reuss,

tlie Aar, the Adda, and the Tesino, with many others that join

them. The principal lakes are those of Geneva, Neufchalel, Biel,

Zurich, the ^Vald^tatter, Thun, and Brien, Constance, and Lucerii.

Both rivers and lakes abound with fish. The arts and sciences

have long been cultivated wiuh assiduity and success in Ssvilzer-

land ; and several of the c;;ntons and states connected with the

Confederacy, have given birth to learned men, whose abilities

and writings have done honour to the country.

SwiVEL, a kind of ring made to turn round in a staple, or other

ring. They are used when a ship lies at her moorings; also in

tedders for cattle, that they may turn round without unwarping
the tedder.

Swivel-Canmon, a small piece of artillery belonging to a

ship of war, which carries a shot of half a pound, and is lixed in a

socket on the top oftlieship'sside, stern, orbow, and also in hertops.
SWOON. See Medicine, Syncope, &c.
SAVORD, an offensive weapon worn at the side, and serving

either to cut or stab. Its parts are, the handle, guard, and blade ;

to which may be added the bow, scabbard, pummel, &c.
Sword of State, is that borne before the king, lords, and

governors ot counties, cities, or boroughs, &c.

SwOKD-FiSH. See Xiphias.
SYBARIS, an ancient city of Italy, in Lucania, on the bay of

Tarentum ; founded by a colony of Acha:ans.

SYBILHEAD, a cape of Ireland on the W. coast of Kerry :

8 miles \V. N. W. of Dingle. Lon. 10. 18. W. Lat. 52. 11. N.
Sybilline Oracles. See Sibylline, and Sibyls.

SYCAMORE, in botany. See Acer, and Ficus.

SYCOPHANT, lc-yiofx;hr, sycophanta, Lat.] an appellation

formerly given by the ancient Athenians to ^ho^e who informed of

exportation of figs contrary to law ; and hence it is still used in

general for all informers, parasites, flatterers, &c.
SYDNEY BAY, a bay of the S. Pacific Ocean, on the S.

side of Norfolk Lland. Lon. 1<58. 12, E. Lat. 29. 4. S.
_

Sydney Cove, a town on the coast of New South Wales, on
the E. coast of New Holland ; which was begun to be erected at

Port Jackson, as a settlement for convicts, in Feb. 1788. LoD.
151. 2S. E. Lat. 3i. 50. S.

SYENA, in botany, a genus of the triandria monogynia class

and order. Calyx three-leaved ; petals three ; anthers oblong ;

capsule one-celle<l, three-valved. There is only one species, S.

tiuvialiiis, a minute mossy plant, a native of Guiana, in rivulets.

SYENE, an ancient city of Egypt, s.ituated according to Mr.
Bruce, in lat. 24° 0' 45" N. although Pliny and Strabo both say

that it lay directly under the tropic of Cancer. If is now called

Assouan, and is 375 miles S. of Cairo.

SYLLA, Lucius Cornelius, was descended from the illus-

trious family of the Cornelii, but from a branch quite distinct from

that of the Scipios. His debauched behaviour in his younger
years did not correspond with his excellent education. Nicopolis,

a rich courtezan, left him heir to her great estate. He learned

the art of war under Marius, v\hom he attended to Nuniidia as

questor ; and soon became the most skilful soldier in the army,
while by his obliging behaviour he gained the esteem of all. His
courage and dexterity contributed to the success of the war; and his

eloquence persuaded Bocchus to deliver up Jugurtha. He served

afterwards in the social war, and as a reward he was raised to the

pr^tor^hip, next elected consul, and soon after declared general of

the army against Mithridates VII. king of Pontus. Marius was
exasperated, that the management of this war, was not committed

to him. The people were persuaded by his intrigues to reverse

the decree, and substitute him in place of Sj lla. L^pon this he

sent down officers to lake the command of the army ; but Sylla

by this time had gained over the soldiers ; who, inslead of obey-

ing the decree of the people, slew Marius's officers, and intreatcd

SyJIa to lead them instantly to Rome. Accordingly he entered

the city sword in hand, slew Sulpicius the consul, obliged Marius

to flee] new-modelled the laws, and afterwards marched into the

East, and immediately laid siege to Athens ; for that city, toge-

ther with the rest of Greece, had fallen into the power of Mithri-

dates. He wrote to the Ampliyctions, who were assembled at

Delphi, to send him all the gold in the temple of Apollo, promis-

ing to restore it at the end of the war ; and when he received it

said that he now was sure of victory, since the gods themselves

furnished h!m with money. Athens was at last taken by assault,

and Sylla was upon the point of destroying it, when he recollected

its ancient glory, and spared (as he said) the living for the sake of

the dead. After burning the PirEus, he gained two decisive vic-

tories over the generals of Mithridates. In tlie second battle,

fought at Orchomenus, he wus almost defeated ; his troops began

tofiee, when, leaping from his horse, he sniitched up a standard,

and crving out, " I will die here gloriously ; and, soldiers, when
vou are asked where you abandoned your general, answer, at

Orchomenus." This reproach recalled the courage of the Ro-
mans ; they followed him, and gained a complete victory. Mithri-

dates then sued for peace. Mean time Cinna had declared

agaiut Sylla in Italy; and Marius, returning from banishment,

had taken the most'severe vengeance on all his enemies. Sylla

was declared a traitor, his laws reversed, his friends murder-

ed, aud the government new-modelled. These news induced

Sylla to conclude a treaty with Mithridates, and march directly

to Rome. His approach terrified the Romans. Marius and Cinra

were both dead ; but the consuls made vigorous preparations to

oppose him. A civil war was begun ; but Sylla in the end sub-

dued all his enemies, andentirely ruined the Marian faction. He
entered Rome at the head of his victorious army, and assumed the

title of Felix, Happv. The remainder of his life was stained with
^
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the most abominable cruelties. He ordered SOOO wretches, who

had thrown themselves upon his clemency, to be butchered J!)

the Campus Martius. To cairy on these criielties with the ap-

pearance of justice, he commanded the people to elect him dicta-

tor. He kept this office above two years ; and then, to the amaze

ment of all, laid it down, and offered to stand his trial before the

people. Soon afterwards he retired into the country, and plunged

into' every kind of debauchery. He died of the lousy chsease in

the 60th year of his age.

SYLLABLE, [rvxxafti,] in grammar, is one or more letters

pronounced by a single impulse of the voice, forming a complete

sound, and constituting a word or a part of a word.

SYLLABUB, a kind of compound drink, most usual iu sum-

mer ; ordinarily made of white wine and sugar, into which is

squirted new milk with a syringe or Kooden cow. Sometimes it is

made of canary, in which case the sugar is spared, and a little

lemon and nutmeg are added in lieu of it. To prejiare it tlie best

way, the wine and other ingredients, e.xcept the milk, are to be
mixed over night, and the milk or cream added in the morning.

The proportion is, a pint of wine to three of milk.

SYLLABUS, [^v?.?>»Do;,] an abstract; a compendium con-

taining the heads of a discourse.

Syllabus, in literature, denotes also a table of contents, or an
index of the chief heads of a book.

SYLLEPSIS, [s:**.?.']!',-, Gr.] in grammar, a figure in which
two nominative cases of the singular number are joined to a plural

verb.

SYLLOGISM, [o-uxxoyiff^or,] in logic and argument, a term
of reasoning, consisting of three propositions ; the two first of

which are called premises, and the last the conclusion. See
Logic.
SYLPH, in modern mythology and d«monology, an ideal

being, somewhat analogous to the Fairy of the British ; supposed
to attend with anxious care about all the minjtia: and parapher-

'nalia of a fine lady.

SYLT, an island of Denmark, in the North Sea. Lon. S. £0.

E. Lat. 54. 5i. N.
SYLVAN, in mineralogy, a genus whirii is divided into four

species ; the colour of the native sylvan, is intermediate between
tin-white and silver-white : it occurs massive and disseminated,
and also in various kinds of crystals : internally it is shining, and
its lustre is metallic : its specific gravity is from 4.1 to 6.1. Its

constituent parts are

Sylvan 9-.55
Iron 7.20
Gold 0.25

Before the blow-pipe it melts as easily as lead, emits a thick
white smoke, and burns with a light green colour, and a s))arp

disagreeable odoin. When exposed to a low heat, it is con-
verted inio an oxide : by an increase of temperature, it melts
into a brownish black glass, in which gold-grains are iuter-;persed :

at a still higher heat, the oxide is completely volatilized. It

occurs in veins, and is accompanied with iron-pyrites, blende,
lead-glance, quartz, and lithoijnarge, and is found in Transyl-
vania.

SYMBOL, [tr-j;.ijSoxov,] a sign or representation of something
moral, by the figures or properties of natural things. Hence
symbols are of various kinds ; as hieroglyphics, types, enigmas,
parables, fi.bles, &c.
SYMMETRY, \_<!-vi and ^ureov,] the just proportion of the

several parts of jmy thing, so as to compose a beautiful whole.
SYMPATHETIC, that acts or is acted on, by sympa-

thy : thus we say, syim)athetic diseases, inks, powders, &c.
Sympathetic Ink. See Ink. A sympathetic ii;Jv may be

made from a solution of a mixture of stdphate of copper, and
muriate of ammonia, which appears of a bright yellow when ex-
posed to heat, but disappears with cold or moisture.
SYMPATHY, [o-K^naO^iia,] an agreement of alTections and

inclinations, or a conformity of natural qualities, humours, and tem-
peraments, which make two persons delighted and pleased with
eacii other.

SYMPIIONIA, in botany, a genus of plants belonging to the
class monadelphia, and order p.jntandria. CorolU globular;
berry five-celled. There is only one species yet discovered; viz
S. globi'liiera, a native of Surinam.
SYMPHONY, l<!-jv a;id fu/v.),] in music, denotes a consonance

of several sounds agreeable to the ear, whether vocal or instru-
mental. See Harmony.
SYMPHYSIS, [o-i/v and fa»,] in its oiiginal signification, de-

notes a connascency, or growing togi-t!ier; and perlisps is meant
of those bones which in young children are distinct, but after
some ) cars-unite and consolidate into ont bone.
Symphysis, in anatomy, one of the kuids of junctures or arti-

culation of tiie bones. See Anatomy.
SYMPHYTUM, Comfrey ; in botany, a genus of plants be-

longing to the class pentandria, and order inonogynia ; natura!
order, Asperifoli.^;. Limb of the corolla tubular, ventricose

;

throat shut, with awl-sliaped rays. There are three species.

S. Officinale is a British plant. The stem is about two feet
high, round, branched, green, and rough. The radical leaves are
very lar^e and rough ; those on the stalk are decurrent, and alter-

nate. 1 lie liowers grosv on loose spikes, and are either of a yel-
lowish or purple colour.

SYMPLOCE, [<rt/fx:rXoxii,] in rhetoric, a figure, where the
same word is repeated. See Oratory'.
SYMPLOCOS, in botany, a genus of plants belonging to the

class polyadelphia, and order polyandria. Calyx five-cleft ; co-
rolla five-petaled, erect at the base ; stamens in four rows, grow-
ing to the tube of the corolla ; fruit five-celled. There are four
species.

SYMPOSIARCH, [from z-jjx^otnm, a banquet, and a^m, go-
vernor,] in aniiquit;,-, the director or manager of a/i entertain-
ment.

SYMPTOM, [!ri'f4ir7ti>f«t,] in medicine, means any circum-
stance which indicates the existence, nature, or stage, of a disease.

Pain, weakness, drowsiness, convulsions, suppression of urine,
difficulties of breathing and swallowing, coughs, distastes, nauseas,
thirsts, swoonings, fainlings, looseness, costiveness, dryness, and
blackntss of the tongue, are the principal symptoms of diseases.

See Medicine.
SYMPTOMATICAL, in medicine, is a tenn often used to

denote the dilil'erence between the primary and secondary causes
in diseases : thus a fever from pain is said to be syniptoinafical,

because it rises from pain only ; and tlierelore the ordinary means
in fevers are not in such casts to be had recourse to, but (o what
will remove the pain ; for, when that ceases, the fever will cea'ie

without fiiy direct means taken for it.

SYN^ERESIS, or CRASIS, Contraction, in grammar, a
figure whereby two syllables are united in one ; as vemens, for

vehemens, nft; for ofia;, Tif/_i; for rux";, &c.
SYNAGOGUE, [nvayjiy;,'] among the Jews, was a. place

i where people met to worship. Authors are not agreed about the
time when theUews first began to have synagogues. Some will

have them as old as (he Ceremonial Law, and others fix tlieir be-
ginning to the times after the Babylonish captivity. They erect-

ed synagogues not only in towns and cities, but also in the coun-
try, especially near rivers, that they might have w-.iter for their

purifications and ceremonious washings. No synagogue was built

in any town, unless there were ten persons of leisure in it ; but
there might be many in one town, or in one quarter of a town,
provided it was very populous. J>.TUsalem is said to have con-
tained 480. TJie cliief things belonging to a synagogue were, 1.

The ark or chest, made after the model of the ark of the covenant,
containing the Pentateuch. 2. The pulpit and desk in the mid-
dle of the synagogue, in which he that was to read or expound
the law stood. 3. The seats or pews of the people. 4. The
lamps to give light at evening-service, and the feasts of dedica-

.

tion. 5. Rooms or apartments for the utensils and alms-chests.

The .synagogue was governed by a council or assembly, over
wliom was a president, called, The Ruler of the Synagoghe.
These arc sometimes called Chiefs of the Jews, The Rulers, l"he

Priests or Elders, The Governors, The Overseers, The Fathers

of the Synagogue. Their business was to punish the disobeifient

by censures, excommunication, or penalties, such as fines and
scourging ; to take care of the alms, which are frequently called

by the name of righteousness

SYNALEPHA.
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SYNALEPHA, [o-uvreXoijj,, in grammar, or CoHisio,'] a coii-

tricliuu of syllables, performed principally, by suppressing some
vowel or diphthong at llie end of a word, on account of anolher

vowel or diphthong at the beginning of the next. As, ill' ego,

for illt Kgo, &c.
Couticur' omnes intentiqn' ora tenebant. Vjug.

SYNARTHROSIS, [o-i/v and .j^jou.,] a close conjunction of

two bones. There is a conspicuous niotion where the conjunction

is called diarthrosis, as in the elbow; an obscure one, where the

conjunction is called synarthrosis, as in the joining of the cerpus

to the metacarpus. See Anatomy.
SYNCELLIJS, or SINCELLUS, an ancient officer in the

J
fan)ily of the patriarchs, and other prelates of the eastern

church. The word, in the corrupt Greek, «-i;yy.i))>X(i,-, signifies a

peioon who lies in die chamber with another ; a chamber-fellow,

or ciiuni.

SYNCHONDROSIS, [<7uv and x°»*?®',] i" anatomy, a spe-

cies of symphysis; being the union of two bones by means of a

cartilage, as in the vertebrs.

SYNCHRONISM, [o-t/» and XS"©^<] concurrence of events
happening at tlie same time. See Chronolggv.
SYNCHYSIS, in Latin prosody, that confused and intricate

order of liie words, which is so frequently used by the best Latin
jioets, and IS commonly called the artificial order: as,

Sixa vocant hall niediis qua; in fluctibus Aris. Virg.
S\ NCOP.\ riC>N, in music, denotes a striking or beating of

time, whereby the distinction of the several times or parts of the
measure is interrupted.

SYNCOPE, [!ri/)/xoir,,] in grammar, an elision or retrench-
nient of a letter or syllable out of the middle of a word, as cal'dus

for calidus.

Syncope, Fainting ; in medicine, a deep and sudden swoon-
ing, wherein the patient continues without any sensible heat, mo-
tion, sense, or re-|)h'ation, and is seized with a cold sweat over the

whole body ; all the parts, in the mean time, turning pale and cold,

as if he were dead. See Medicink.
SYNDER HEAD, a cape of Denmark, on the E. coast of

Sleswick. Lon. y. 39. E. Lat. 53. 11. N.
SYNDIC, in government and commerce, an officer, in divers

countries, intrusted with the affairs of a city or other commu-
nity, who calls meetings, makes representations and solicitations

to the ministry, magistracy, &c. according to the exigency of the

case.

SYNECDOCHE, [^rfv^Sox,,] a figure by which a part

is taken f<jr the whole, or the whole for a part. See Oratory.
SYNECPIIONESIS, in gramm.Tr, a coalition whereby two

syllables are pronoimced as one ; being much the same as Syna-
ia-plia and Syn;eresis.

SYNESIS, in Latin grammar, a figure whereby the construc-

tion of a sentence is regulated not by the words, but by the sense,

as to gender or number : as, in Livy, Latiuin Capuaque agro mul-
tati ; instead of Latini et Capuani.

SYNGENESIA, [<7i;v and ym^is, congeneration,] the 19th

class ui Linn;ciia's artificial system ; comprehending those plants

•which have the antherse united into a cylinder. The orders are

six : I. Polygamia aiqualis. 'J. Polyganiia superfltia. 3. Poly-

gamia frnslranea. 4. Polygamia necessaria. -5. Polygamia se

gregata. 6. Monogamia. , The five first orders contain the

compound flowers, and form a class truly natural ; but the last

order has been lately incorporated by Dr. Withering and others in

the Linnsan clas» Pentandria. See Botany.
SYNGNATHUS, Pipe-Fish ; in ichthyology, a genus of

)ishes of the order nantes. Snout subcylindrie, with terminal

month ; body lengthened, jointed, mailed ; ventral fins none.

There are eignt species. The fishes of the present genus are in-

habitants of the sea, and are observed to frequent the shallower

parts near the shore, feeding on the smaller worms and insects:

they are easily distinguished by tlieir slender habit, and angular

jointed body.

S Acus, or Great PiPK-FisH, is usually seen of the length

of twelve or filteen inches, but is sometimes found, especially in

the northern seas, of tar greater extent, measuring from two to

three feet: it is of an exir.niely slender form, gradually tapering

towards the extremity, and is of a pale yellowish brown colour,

varied throughout its whole length with broad alternate zones of a
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deeper or olive brown, with a few smaller variegations interniixed.

It is a native of European seas.

S. HippocAiviPus, Sea-horse Pihe-Fish. A fish of a highly-

singular appearance : general length from six to ten inches : body
much compressed ; colour greenish brown, varied with darker
and lighter specks : head large, thickish, and beset on the upper
part, as well as along some of the first joints of the body, witli

several small, weak, lengthened spines or cirrhi, which are some-
times^lightly ramified: snout slender : neck contracting suddenly
beyond the head : body rather short, and contracting suddenly
towards the tail, which is long, quadrangular, and teiminates in it

naked or'finless tip. la its dry or contracted state this animal
exhibits the fancied resemblance from which it takes its name, but
in the living fish this appe:'.iance is somewhat less striking, the
head and tail being carried nearly straight. It is a native of
the Mediterranean, Notlhern, and Atlantic Seas. See Plate CXXI.

S. Foliatus, FoiiATKD PipE-FisH. A iiiost extraordinary
species; far exceeding all the rest of the genus m the singularity'

of its appearance, which is such as at first view rather to suggest
the idea of some production of fancy than of any real existence.
In its general shape it is greatly allied to (he preceding species,

but is considerably longer in proportion, or of a more slender
habit.

SYNNEUROSIS, [tr-ji and yiv^m,'] in anatomy, a kind of arti-

culation of the bones, performed by the intervention of ligaments.

See Anatomy.
SYNOD, in astronomy, a cenjunction or concourse of two

or more stars or planets, in the same optical place of the
heavens.

Synod signifies also a meeting of ecclesiastical persons to con-
sult on matters of religion. Of Uiese there are four kinds, viz. 1.

General, or oecumenical, where bishops, &c. meet from all na-

tions. 2. National, where those of one nation only come toge-
ther, to determine any point of doctrine or discipline. 3. Pro-
vincial, where those only of one province meet, now called the

convocation. 4. Diocesan, where those of but one diocese
meet, to enforce canons n'ade by general councils, or national
and provincial synods, and to consult upon rules of discipline for
themselves.

SYNODENDRON, in natural history, a genus of insects of
the order coleoptera. Antenna; clavate ; "the club lamellate ; tho-

rax gibljous, nniricate or unequal ; tip filiform, horny, jjalpigeioui

at the lip. There are four species.

SYNODICAL, something belongiiig to a synod ; thus .^yno-

dical epistles are circular letters written by tlie svnods to the ab-
aciit prelates and churches, or even those general ones directed to
all the faithful, to Inform them of what had pa^Sfd in the svnod.
Synodic revolution of a planet is its revolution from one conjunc-
tion with the sun to the same again. Synodic revolution of a satel-

lite is the time it takes up in revolving from one conjunction with
the sun as seen from the primary to the next. Thus the s^ nodic
revolution of 2;'s first satellite is Id. 18h. L'Sm. Sjj-^VAs-
SYNCESIA, in Grecian antiquity, a feast celebrated at

Athens ill memory of Theseus's having united all the petty
comnmnities of Attica into one single commonwealth ; tlie

seat whereof was at .Athens, where all the assemblies were to

be held.

SYNONYA'IA, [Lat. tru»o,r^(>L©',] names which signify the
same thing.

SYNOPSIS, [<r!/v4..-,] a general viev. ; all tlie parts brought
under one view.

SYNOVIA, in anatomy, a term first used ' by Paracelsus
and his school for the nutritious juice proper and peculiar to

each part; as the synovia ot the joints, &c. See Aivatomy, and
Physiology.
SYNTAGiM, or SYNTAGMA, ['mr«y^^, from <ruy, with,

and Ta.i7ir-j>, to order,] a disposition of things according to cider in

literature ; a regular treatise on any subject.

SYNTASIS, [from tTvy, with, and tiivui, to stretch,] in surg,ery,

a pra?ternatiiral distension of the parts.

SYNTAX, or SYN't'AXlS, [!7vvT«f.r,] in grammar, . the
proper construction of the words of a language into sentences and
phrases. See Grammar.
SYNTHESIS, \jrvy^ic-i;,'\ in logic, denotes a certain branch

or method, opposite to analysis. In the synthetic method, we
8 M pursue
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pursue the triuh by reasons drawn from principles before establish-

ed or assumed, and propositions formerly proved ; thus proceed-
ing by a regular chain, to the conclusion. Such is the method in

Euclid's Elements, and most demonstrations of the ancient mathe-
maticians, which proceed from definitions and axioms, to
prove propositions, &c. and from those propositions proved
to prove others. This method we also call composition, in

opposition to analysis or resolution. See Analysis, and Ana-
lytic.
SYRA, an island in the Grecian Archipelago, anciently called

Syros.

SvRA, the capital of the above island, 12 miles S. of An-
dros.

SYRACOSIA, festivals anciently held in Syracuse, for ten
days annually, during which the women were chiefly employed
in sacrificing.

SYRACUSE, a celebrated city of Sicily, and the capital of
the island, 72 miles S. by W. of Messina, aiid 110 or 115 S. E. of
Palermo. Lon. 15.30. E. Laf. 37. 17. N.
SYRIA, a very ancient country or kingdom of Asia, lying

between the Mediterranean on theW. the Enplirates on the E.
and Arabia Deserta, Pha;nicia, and Palestine, on the S. This
country appears in the patriarchal .ige to have been divided into
a great number of cantons or petty principalities. Very early
after the Hood, it went by the general name of Aram, from Aram
the youngest son of Sliem, who settled in it. Hence the different
cantons were named Aram-naharain), Aram-zobuh, Ararn-maachah,
and Aram-zehob. Within a few centuries afterwards, it had ob-
tained its present name of Syria ; for we find Bethuel, the nephew,
and Laban, the grand nephew, of Abraham, styled Syrians, even
in the patriarchal age. (See Gen. xxv. 20.) It is a piece of
learned folly, therefore, to ciuote Plutarch's derivation of this
name fiom the fabulous hero, Syrus, the son of .ApoHo. Much
more credit is due to those etymologists, who suppose it to be a
contraction of the name Assyria, which the best historians, etymo-
logists, and chronologists, t'lerive from Ashin-, the second son of
Shem. All the petty states, provinces, principalities, and can-
tons, into which Syria Proper was origLnally divided, appear to
have been afterwards reduced under subjection to the four prin-
cipal ones, Zobah, Damascus, Haniath, and Gesliur. Afterwards
the who'e country was divided into two parts only, viz. Coelesy-
ria and Plioenicia ; though the Phcenicians, Iilunieans, Jews, Ga-
zites, and Azotites, inhabiting the whole country of the Philis-
tine, were included. After the death of Alexajider, Syria, in
the great extent of the word, was divided, according to Strabo,
into Comagene, Seleucis of Syria, Ca;lesyria, Phoenice on tiie sea-
coast, and Judea in tlie midland.

Syria, Inhabitants, Language, &c. of. The inhabitants
may be divided into three principal classes : the descendants of
the Greeks ot the Lower Empire ; the Arabs, their conquerors,
consisting of Motouale.s, Druses, and Ansarians, and the Turks,
the present ruling power, besides three wandering tribes of Tur-
komen. Curds, and Bedouin Arabs. The ancient inhabitants be-
fore the Greeks under Alexander are entirely lost. The inhabi-
tants are of a middling stature, and the eyes of the women almost
everywhere beautiful, and their shape correct and well propor-
tioned. The general language is Arabic. Syriac is a dead lan-
guage. This country abounds with many celebrated mountains
which will be found described in their order. See Anti-Libanus,
Lebanon, Libanus, Moiuah, Sinai, Zion, kc. Syria is at
present divided into five provinces or governments, called Pacha-
lics; viz. Alrppo, Tripoli, Damascus, Acke, and Palestine •

the capitals of which are Ai.eito, the ancient Berea, Tripoli,
Damascus, or Sham, or Scham, as the Arabs style it, Ptole-
MAis, or AcRii, and Jerusalem. See these articles. Syria is

exceedingly fertile, and the variety of its pio.luctions is very
great Besides wheal, lye, barley, beans, and the cotton-plant,
v»hich IS cul-ivated everywhere, Palestine abounds in sasamum,
trom which oil is procured, and doura as good as that of E^ypt
Maize thrives in the light soil of Balbec, and rice is cultivated
with success on the bordei-s of the marshy country of Havula.
1 hey plant sugar-canes in the gardens of Saide and of Bairout,
<Xlual to those of the Delta. Indigo grows without cullivatiuT on
he banks ot the Jordan, in the country of BIsan, and only requires

ir.' to make it of an excellent cjuality. The hill-sides of Lataki:>

produce tobacco. Gaza produces dates and pomegr. nates ; Tri-
poli affords oranges ; Bairout, figs and bananas ; Aleppo produces
pistachios; and Damascus possesses all the fruits known in Eu-
rope ; apples, plums, peaches, and twenty sorts ot apricots are
reckoned there, the stone of one of which contains a kernel highly-

valued through all Turkey. The cochineal-plant, w hich grows oii

all that coast, contains that precious insect in as high perlection a»
' it is found in Mexico and St. Domingo.

SYRINGA, the Lilac, or Pipe-Tree; in botany, a genus of
plants belonging to tile class diandria, and order moiiogyuia ; na-
tural order, Sepiaiia. Corolla lour-clelt ; capsule two-celled.
There are four species, with several varieties. The S. vulgaris,

common lilac, is a shrub growing to the height of eighteen or
twenty feet, dividing into many branches ; those of the white sort

grow more erect than the blue ; and the purple, or Scotch lilac,

has its branches yet more diffused.

SYRINGE, [cruj'yl,] a pipe through which any lir|Uor i"*

squirted. The heart seems not designed to be the fountain or
conservatory of the vital flame, but as a machine to receive the
blood from the veins, and force it out by the arteries through the
whole body, as a syringe does any liquor.

Syringe, a well known instrument, serving to imbibe or suck
in a quantity of fluid, and to squirt or expel the same with vio-

lence. It is formed from the Grifek c-fj'yf, or the Latin sj/rinx,

a pipe. A syringe is only a single pump, and the water ascends
in it on the same ))riiiciple as in the common pump. See Hydro-
statics, and Pneumatics.
SYRINGOTOMY, [^ujiyf and -rtTona,] the act or practice of

cutiing fistulas or hollow sores. See Surgery.
SYRINX, in tlie mythology, a nymph of Arcadia, daughter of

the river-god Ladoii.

SYRO-GRECIaNS, the peopleof Syria, under tlie Seleiicidx,
being a mixture of Greeks and Syrians.

Syko-Phcenicia, a country lying between Syria and Phijeni-

cia, inhabited, according to Bochart, by natives of both nations
mixed.
SYROS, in ancient geography, an island in the JEgean Sea,

one of the Cyclades ; about twenty miles in circumference, and
very fertile in corn, wine, and fruits. The climate is mild, and
the inhabitants long-lived.

SYRTES, in ancient geography, two large sand-banks in the
Mediterranean, on the coast of Africa, the one near Leptis, the
other near Carthage.
SYRUP, in pharmacy, a saturated solution of sugar, made in

vegetable decoctions or infusions. See Pharioacy, and Medi-
cine.

SYRUS, in fabulous history, the son of Apollo, by the nymph
Sinope, He is fabled to have given his name to Syria.

Syrus, Publius, a Syrian mimic poet, who flourished about
44 years B. C. He was originally a slave sold to a Roman pa-
trician, called Domitius, who brought him up with great at{e:ition,

and gave him his freedom when of age. He gained the esteem
of tlie most powerful men at Rome, and reckoned J. Crsar among
his patrons. We soon eclipsed the poet Laberius, whose bur-
les(|ue compositions were in general esteem. There remains of
Syrus, a collection of moral sentences, written in iambics, and
placed in alphabetical order.

SYSS.\RCOSIS, [from o-i", with, and <7a=)«f, flesh,] in ana-
tomy, a kind of articulation by the intervention of flesh.

SYSTEM, [from o-Lriiu-ts, composition,] in general, denotes a
chain of principles and conclusions, or the whole of any doctrine,
tlie several parts whereof are bound together, and depend on each
other.

System, in music, an assemblage of the rules of harmony, de-
duced from some common principle by which they are reunited v
by whicii their connection one with another is formed ; from
whence, as from their genuine source, they natively flow ; and to
which, if we would account for them, we must have recourse.
See Music.

SjYstems, in the animal-oeconoTiy, are the vascular, the ner-
vous, and the cellular. See Anatomy.
Systems, of astronomy. See Astronomy.
SYSTOLE, [(r:/s-ox.),] in anatomy, is the opposite state to the

diastole, or dilatation of the heart. See Anatomy.
SYSTYLE, in architecture, that manner of placing calumns

where
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-where the ^pate between the two shafts consists of two diameters,

or four modules. See Akchitecture.
SYZYGIA, or SYZYGY, m astronomy, a term equally us>cl

for the conjunction and opposition of a planet with the --un. The
word is formed from the Greek a-u^uyirt, winch properly signifie--

•ojijunctio. On the phanoruena and circiim.Vunces of the

syzygies a great part of the lunar theory depends. See As-
tronomy.
SZALGEN, an island in the Black Sea, opposite the mouth of

the Danulie. Lon.31.7. E. Lat. 45. 20 N.
SZAMOSFALVA, a town of Transylvania, on the river Sa-

mos, one mile Is. of Colosvar.

T.

Tthe !9th letter and 15th consonant of our alphabet. It is a

J mute which, at the beginning and end of words, has always

the Same sound, nearly approaching to that of d. The sound is

formed by a strong expulsion of the breath through the mouth,

upon a sudden drawing back of the tongue from the fore-pa";! of

the palate, w ith the lips at the same time open. Ti before a vowel
has the soiuid of si, or rather of shi, as in creation, except wlien s

precedes, as in question ; and in derivatives from words ending in

(!/, as miglity, mightier. Anciently this syllable ti was considered

as distinct from the vowel that followed it, and such words as mo-
ti-on, sta-ti-on, &:c. formed trissvllal)les in poetry, as appears from
the version of the Psalms still used in our churches. But now in

modern improved English, ti is not considered as a distinct sylla-

ble, but only as softening the t to the sound of sh, as if the words
were spelt mo ikon, sta-skon, &c. Th has two sounds ; the one
hard, as thou, father ; the other soft, as thing, think. The sound
is hard. In these words, the, then, than, there, with their deriva-

tives and compounds ; and in the words that, this, thus, thy, they.

As an abbreviation, T was used among the Roman writers, for

Titus, 'litius, &c. Tab. for Tabu larius ; Tab. P. H.C. Tabula-
rius Provincis Hispanii Citeriori» ; Tar. Tarquiniiis ; Ti. Tibe-

I

rius ; Ti. F. Tiberii filius ; Ti. L. Tiberii libertus ; Ti. N. Tiberii

Nepos ; T. J. A. V. P. V. D. tempore judicem arbitrumve pos-

tulat ut det ; T. M. P. terminum posuit ; T. M. D. D. termi-

num dedicavit ; Tr. trans, tribunus ; Tr. M. or Mil. tribunus mi-
litum ; TR. PL. DES. tribunis plebis designatus ; TR. AER.
tribunus srarii ; TRV. CAP. triumviri capitales ; T. P. orTRIB,
POT. tribunicia potestate ; Tul. H. TulUis Hostilius. In music
T stands for tulti, " all or altogether." As a numeral, T was
Ti5ed among the ancients, for one hundred and sixty ; and with a

dash at top, thus, t, it signified one hundred and sixty thou-

sand.

TA, a town of China of the secend rank, with a fortress, in the
province of Se-tchuen, 6j0 miles S. W. of Peking.
Ta, or Lough Ta, a lake of Ireland, on the S. coast of

Wexford, 3 miles N.W. of Carnsore Point, and 9 S. S. E. of
Wexford.
Ta, or Taslous»c, a town of Lower Canada. Lon. 69. 30.

W. Lat. 48. 5. N.
TAAS, a citv of Arabia, in Yemen, 4S miles N. E. of Moclia.

Lon. 44. 10. E.'Lat. 13. 37. N.
TAATA, a town of Upper Egypt, a mile from the Nile, and

200 miles S. of Cairo. Lon. 31. 25. E. Lat. 26. 56. N.
TAAUT, TAAUTES, TAAUTOS, TAAUTUS, or

THO'i H, a Phoenician deity, the same with Hermes of Egypt,
aud Mercurj' of the Greeks and Romans.
TABACO, a province of Mexico, in Yucatan, where the to-

bacco-plant was first discovered, and from which it was named.
See Nicotiana.
TABAGA, or TABAGO, an island of the South Pacific

Ocean, in the bay of Panama, near the coast of Mexico, be-

ionging to Spain; 4 miles long, and 3 broad. Lon. 80. 16. VV.

Lat. T.'50. S.

TABANUS, the Bkeeze-Fly; a genus of insects of the or-

der of diptera. Mouth extended in a fleshy proboscis, terminated

by two lips; rostrum furnished with two pointed palpi placed om
each side of the proboscis, and parallel to it. There are 53
pecies.

T. BoviNus, or Great liORSE-FLY, has a grey head ; the

eyes are almost ot a black brown, occupying the greatest part of it.

'I he thorax is of a grey colour ; the abdomen is yellowish, with
a triangular white spot on the middle of every ring, which con-
stitutes a longitudinal band of spots, the point of which is directed

towards the thorax. The thighs are blackish, and the legs yellow.

The wings are dusky, with brown veins of a deeper dye. This
insect IS the terror of horned cattle, horses, &c. Its mouth is

armed with two sharp hooks which penetrate their hide ; while
with its proboscis, which is shaped like a sting, it sucks their

blood, of which it is very greedy. The puncture of the tabanus
IS keen and painful. The insect is very common in damp woods
and meadows, especially during the great heats, when it is most
troublesome. See Plate CXXXVI.
TABARCA, an island in the Mediterranean, two miles from

the coast of Africa, at the mouth of the Zeine, which separates

Algiers from Tunis. Lon. 9. 16. E. Lat. 36. 50, or 55. N.
Tabarca, a town of Africa, in Tunis, on the coast, opposite

the above island.

TABARIA, or TABERAYAN, a town of Palestine, ancient-

ly called '1 iberias, s.;ated on the W. bank of the Sea of Tiberias,

or lake of Gennesareth, 50 miles N. N. E. of Jerusalem, and 70
S. S. W. of Damascus.
TABASCO, a province of North America, in Mexico, bound-

ed N. by the Gulf of Mexico, or bay of Campeachy ; E. by
Yucatan; S. by Chiapa; and W. by Guaxaca. It is 100 miles

long, and equally broad ; but Cruttwell says it is narrow. It is

fertile in various herbs, maize, rice, barley, Indian corn, cocoa-
nuts, vines, lemon,- orange, and lig-trees ; also the largest cabbage
and cotton-trees in the world grow here.

TABBY, in commerce, is a rich silk which has undergone the

operation of tabbying.

TABBYING, a passing the silk or stutf under a calendar, the

rolU of whit h are made of iron or copper variously engraven,
whicli bearing unequally on the stuff renders the surface thereof

unequal, so as to reflect the rays of light ditfereutly, making the

representation of waves thereon.

TABELL.-^RL'E LEGES, in Roman antiquity, laws made by
sulil'rages delivereil upon tabells, tablets, and not viva voce.

There were four of them, viz. the Gabinian, by Gabinius, A. U.
C. 614; the Cassian, by Caseins, A. U. C 616 ; the Papirian, by
Papirius Carbo, A. U. C. 622 ; and the Caelian, by Ca;lius, A. U.
C. 646. Cic. de Legg. iii. c. 16.

TABERNACLE, under the Hebrew theocracy, was a kind of

building, in the form of a tent, set up, by command ot God, for

the perlormance of religious worship, sacrifices, <i:c. during tlie

journeying of the Israelites in the wilderness : and, after their set-

tlement in Canaan, used for the same purpose till the building of

the temple. It was divided into two parts ; the one covered, and

properly called the tabernacle ; and the other open, culled the

court. See Exod. xxv—xxvii.

Tabernacles, Feast of, a solemn festival of the Hebrews,
observed
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"tABHlN^f£?m Roman anticuity, ^.ere ho.-ses made of

bolds slujs o} warehouses. Such ^,ops set up im conquc-re.l

'TABEifs^MONTrNi in botany, a genus of plants be-

loni;h.e to U>e class pentandria. and order monogyn.a
;

natural

ordlr"^Comortx. Contorted; folUcles two, horizontal; seed,

immprsfd in Dulp. There are 19 sn.ecies.

TlBlTHror DORCAS, a ihrktian widow at Joppa. who

abounded n. works of charily.^ and after dying, was raised to life

%A1JLE^ a moveable" piece of furniture, usually made of wood

or stone, and supported on pillars or feet, for tKe reception of

""'jrTBS'in mathematics, a system of numbers calculated to be

ready at hand for expediting astronomical, geometrical, and other

"''table!' in perspective, denotes a plain surface, supposed to be

transparent, and perpendicular to the horizon bee Perspectivb.

Table in anato:iiy. The cranium is said to be composed ol two

tables, or'lamiiKP, i. e. it is double, as if it consisted of two bones

laid over one another.
, ,- , i r i . f

Tables Laws of the Twelve, were the fust set of law, ot

the Romans; thus called either because the Romans then wrote

with a style on thin wooden tablets covered with wax; or

rather, because tliev were engraved on tables or plates ol

copper, to be exposed in tlie most noted part of the public

forum.
, . . ^ , , ,

. ,

Tables of the Law, in Jewish antiquity, two tables on which

were written the decalogue, or ten commandments, given by God

to Moses on Mount Sinai.

Table Bay, a bay of America, tin the North Atlantic Ocean,

on the East coast ofLabrador. Lon. 20. 57. W. Lat. 53. 45. N.

Table-Cloth, in meteoiology, a white cloud resembling a

table-cloth, often seen on the top of Table Mountain.

Table Islakd, an island in the North Sea, near the coast of

Spitzbergen. Lon. 20. 30. E. Lat. SO. 57. N.

Table Island, an island in the South Pacific Ocean, one of

the New Hebrides. Lon. 167. 7. E. Lat 15. 3S. S.

Table Mountain, a mountain of Africa, the most westerly

cape in that part of the world, and near the Cape of Good

Table Mountains, a range of mountains in the United States,

in the North Carolina. Lon. 81. 40. W. Lat. 36. 0. N.
T.\B()0, a word used by the South Sea islanders, nearly of

the same import as prohibited or interdicted. It applies equally

to per-ons and things, and is also expressive of any thing sacred,

devoted, or eminent.
.

i

TABOR, in ancient geography, a mountain of Galilee, near

Kadesh, about 12 miles from Tiberias. It has the form of a

sugar-loaf, in the midst of an extensive plain, and is 30 stadia in

height.

TABOL'UOT, Stephen, a French poet, born at Dijon, in

1549. He was king's advocate, in the parliament of Dijon ; and

was a man of genius, but addicted to tritles ; and his poetry was

licentious, agreeably to the taste of the times. He published

" Les Bi^arrnres, Paris, 1582;" and" Les Touches, Paris, 1585 :"

with some other pieces ; in all of which he assumed the whhnsical

till'.' ot Lord of Accords. See Accords. He died 24th July,

Jifil, aged 46.

TACAMAHAC, or TACAMAHACA, in pharmacy, a solid

resin improperly tailed pum in the shops. It exudes from a

species of poplar; and is in repute for mitigating painsaiid aches,

an<l is also reckoned a vulnerary. See Materia Medica.
TACAMES, or ATAC:AMES, a province of South America,

in Terra I irnia, N. of (Guayaquil, and W. of the .Andes. The
climate and produce are similar to those of Guayaquil. It also

produces grain, fruits, cocoa-nuts, vanillas, sarsuparilla, indigo,

and inqch honey and wax; an<l the forests abound with trees of

greal height ami bulk, very tltick set.

TACCA, in botany, a genus of the class hexandria and order

uionogynia: natural order, Coronuri». Caly.\ six-paited ; corolla

six-pelaled, in-cncd into the calyx, anther-l.eaiu..', ; sugma

stellate; berry dry, hexangular, main -seeded, .nu ur. Ihere

is only one species, viz. T. piunatifida, a native o. the liasl Indies,

Cliina, Cochin China, Banda, and the Society Isles.

TACIIYGUAPH V, [^x"' »'"' «"+"'] ^''^ "' "f P"':''ce of

oulck writing.
, , ,. u r ci

' lACITA, in the Roman mythology, the goddess of Silence.

Kina Numa Pompilius paid particular veneration to her.

TACITUS, Caius Cornelius, a celebrated Koman historian,

and one of the greatest men of his time, born about A. U. C. 809.

He applied himself early to the bar, in which he gamed high re-

putation. Having married the daughter of- Agricola, the road to

public honours was open to him, under Vespasian and 1 itus ; but

during the sanguinary fvranny of Domitian, lie and his IrieBd

Pliny retired from public alfairs. The leign of Nerva restored

these luminaries of literature to Rome, and Tacitus was engaged,

in S50 to pronounce the luneral-operation of the venerable Vir-

^inius Kuius, the colleague of the emperor in the consulship, and

Sflerwards succeeded liin. as consul A. D. 97. It is suppo^Ld that

he died ill tlie end cf the reign of Trajan. His works which re-

main are, 1. Five books of his History. 2. Uis Annals. 3. A
Treatise on the diflerent Nations who then inhabited Germany:

4 The Life of Agricola. 5. A Treatise on Eloquence. No an-

cient author has obtained a more splendid reputation than Tacitu^

Kinas princes, and authors of all ranks, have reail and admired

hinv 'though a spirit of liberty runs through his whole works.

Never were description and sentiment so beautifully blended
;
nor

the actions and characters of men delineated with such precision.

In short, he has all the merits of other authors without t heir defects.

'I'here l-.ave been five translations ot his works into Limlish.

TACK, in ship-building, a rope used to confine the foremost

lower corners of the courses and stay-sails in a fixed position, when

the wind crosses the ship's course obliquely : also the rope em-

ployed to pull out the lower corner of a studdmg-sail or driver to

the extremity of its boom. .

Tack is also applied, by analogv, to that part of any sail to

which the tack is usually fastened. A ship is said to be on the

starboard or larboard tack, when she is cloie-hauled, with the

wind upon the starboard or larboard side; and in his sense the

distance which she sails in that position is considered as the

length of the tack ; although this is more liequenlly called

Board. See that article.
, , . .i „,

Tack, is to change the course from one board to another, or

turn th^ ship about from the starboard to the larboard tack, in a

contrary wind. Thus a ship being close hauled on the larl)oar(l

tack, and turning her prow suddenly to windward receives th<

impression of ih? wind on her head-sails, by which she tails oil

upon the line of the slarboard-tack. Tacking is also used in a nion-

enlarged sense, to imply that manceuvre in navigation by which;,

ship makes an obliciue piogre.ssion to the windward, in a z g-zag

direction. This, however, is more usually called beating, or tlirn-

ine to windward, See Navigation, and Sailing.

lACKLE. or TACKLING, among seamen, denotes all tli.

ropes or cordage of a ship, used in managing the sails, &c. n .«

more restrained sense, tackles are small ropes running in let

parts, having at one end a pendant and a block ; and at the otlu

11,1, a blocl^and hook, to hang goo.ls upon that are to be heaved

into the ship or out of it.
, .. , , ,•,,,;„

TACPOY, a city of Thibet, and capital of a disiictso

named ; 126 miles S. E. of Lassa. Lon. 92. ^2. E. ^^

'^TACQUET, Andhkw, a Jesuit of Antwerp, who flouiislied

in the 17th cemurv. He was a most laborious writer in ma In--

matics ; and pubh;hed " A Treatise on Astronomy, an e'lUO" <^'

" Euclid," and many other tracts. His works^ «''''=,
^V"'''^^'^;:

and primed at Antwerp, in one large volume, folio, looy. •»

died in 1060. . , ,, i ,f aic

TACTICS, [t.,*1.x,,] in the art of war, " t'^ method of li-

posing forces to the best advantage in order of battle, andol
|
er-

farming the several military motions and tvolulioiis. Jacia

con/isl of a knowledge of order, disposition, and loiming, a(

cording to the exigency of circumstances m warlike oi"^™"""

General tactics are a combination or union of nrst orOeis, oui

which others crow of a more extensive and coini>licated n»'">|^
|

suit the particular kind of contest or battle which is to He gi^ii,

4
j
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or supporlL'il. Lei it not, Iiowever, be inferred from tliis, that

cvolmioiis and tactics are one ajid liie same. Tliey arc closely

connected, but there is still a discernible difference between

them. Tactics may be comprehended under order and disposi-

tion ; evolution is the movement which is made, and eventually

leads to orth-r. 'I'he higher branches of tactics should be thorough-

Iv understood by all general officers ; but it is sufficient for inferior

oiiiters and soldiers to be ac(tuainled with evolutions. Not that

the latter are beneath the notice of general officers ; but that hav-

ing already ac(|uired a knowledge of them, they ought to direct

their attention more immediately to the former, carefully retaining

at the same time a clear apprelienjion of every species of military

detail, and consequently obviating llie many inconveniences and
embarrassments which occur from orders being awkwardly ex-

pressed by the general, and of course ill understood by the in-

ferior officer. It may be laid down as a certain rule, that

unless a general officer makes him-elfaccpiainted with particular

movements and dispositions, and preserves the necessary recollec-

tions, it is morally impossible tor liim to be ciear and correct in

his general arrangements. Of all mechanical operations, founded

upon given principles, the art of war is certainly the most com-
pendious, the most enlarged, and the most capable of iin))rove-

ment. Almost every other science and art are comprehended in

it ; and it should be the subject-matter, the chief study, and the

ultimate object, of a general's reflections. He must not be satis-

fied with a limited conception of its various branches ; he should

go deeply into all its parts, be aware of its manifold changes, and
know how to adopt movements and positions to circumstances and
places. The Prussian tactics under Frederic the Great had for

their principal object to concentrate forces, and to attack the chief

points of an enemy, not at one and the same time, but one after

anotlier : whereas the tactics which have been uniformly pursued

by the French, since the commencement of their revolution, have

been founded upon this jirinciple ; to attack all points with flivided

forces, at one and the same time. We thus see, that the principles

of extension have been as much followed by the latter, as those ol

compression were studiously adhered to by the former. In the

time of the Romans, the Gauls and other nations on the continent

fought in the phalanx-order ; it is this order which still prevails

through all Europe, except that it is deficient in the advantages

and utility which Polybius ascribes to it, and is injured and dis-

graced bvi'defects unknown to (he ancient phalanx. IiiTurenne's

days, troops were ranged eight deep, both in France and Ger-
Biany. Thirty years after, in the time of Puyseguar, the ranks

were reduced to hve ; in the last Flanders war to four; and imme-
diately .ifter to tliree ; at present the ranks are reduced to two.

This part of the progression from eight to three being known, we
easily conceive how the files of the phalanx have been diminished

from sixteen to eight in the ages preceding Turenne. Is it to be
presumed, that this depth was considered as supertlnous ; and it

was judged necessarv to curtail it, in order to extend the front.

However, the motion is of very little consequence, since we are

now reduced to three ranks ; let us therefore endeavour to tind out

what qualities of the phalanx have been preserved, and what might
have been added to it. To siiew that we have (jreserved the de-

fects of the phalanx in Europe, we suppose two bodies of troops,

one of eight thousand men, ranged as a phalanx, sixteen deep
;

the other a regiment of three battalions, consisting only of fifteen

hundred men, drawn up in three lines after the same manner.
These two bodies shall be perfectly etpial and alike in extent of

front, and ^li.dl differ in nothing but in the depth of their liles

;

the incomeniences and delects, therelore, occasioned by the

length of their fronts, are equal in both troops, though their nuni-

heis are very different ; hence it follows, that in Europe, the

essential defects of the i-ihalanx are preserved, and its advantages
lost. Let the hies of this body of eight thousand be afterwards

divided, and let it be reduced to three in depth, its front will then
be found hve times more extensive, and its depth five times less;

we may therefore conclude, that the defects of the phalanx are

evidentlv multiplied in the discipline of Europe, at the expence
of its advantages, wl icli consisted in the depth of its files. 'i"he

progress which has taken place in the artillery, lias contributed

greatly to this revolution. As cannon multiplied, it was necessary

to avoid its pft'tcls ; and the only method of avoiding, or at least

of lessening them, was doubtless to diminish the depth of the

files. The jnus^uet, likew ise, has a great share ja the alteration
;
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U the half-pike was entirely laid aside for the bayonet ; and in orde
' to have no lire unemployed, it was thought necessary to put it in

the power of every soldier to make use of his. These are the

two principal cau-.es of the little solidity or depth given to our

battalions. We have now seen, that the defects of the phalanx

were multiplied in tlie T'-uropean discipline, and its advantages and
perfections infinitely diminished. Our regulations are, therefore,

much inferior to tlie phalanx, and have nothing but the single

effect of fire-arms to tounlerbalance all its advantages. The
effect, however, of fire arms, is an artificial power, and does not

originally belong to the manner of disciplining troops, the §ole

aim of which should be to employ man's natural action. It is

man, therefore, and not this lire, which is to be considered as the

principal agent ; and hence we may infer that this method is very

much inferior to the phalanx, and still more to the Roman arrange-

ment, which so far sur))assed that of CJreece. The light troops

of both these people were much heavier than our battaliojis, and
had more |)Ower and solidity for a shock or cojiflict. However,
the Roman discipline, notwithstanding its superiority, is not cal-

culated for our times ; because, as we are obliged to engage at a

distaiue, ours, by its cannon, would destroy the Grecian order of

battle in a very short time, and would be exposed to a loss much
less considerable itself, supposing even tlie artillery was equal on
both sides ; we should tlien, in order to perfect our arrangements,

endeavour to procure th<ni all the advantages of the legionary

regulations, as the only means of giving thcni the superiority.

Tactics, Maritime. See Navai, Tactics.
TADCASTER, a town of England in the West Riding of

Yorkshire, noted for plenty of lime-stone dug up near K ; and for

being one of the first places in which a building wa« erectt^d

for Sunday Schools. It is nine miles S. W. of York.
TAUOUSAC, a town of North America, in Lower ,C'a-

nada, at the mouth of the Sagueny, on the left side of tte;St.

Lawrence, 100 miles N. E. of Quebec.
TADPOLE is a young frog before it has disengaged itself from

the membranes that envelope it in its first stage of life.

T.ENARUS, a cape of Laconia, the most S. point of the Morea,
where Neptune had a temple. It is now called Matapan.
TAENIA, in architecture, a niem'ber of the Doric capital, re-

sembling a square fillet, serving instead of a cyniatium, being

made fast to a capital below the triglyplis.wdiereof it seems thebase.

T/ENIA, the Tapl-Worm, in entomology, a genus of animals

belonging to the class vermes, and order iiitestina. Body long,

depressed, jointed like a ciiain, containing a mouth and viscera in

each joint. There are about 100 species; all of which inhabit the

intestines of various animals, particularly of quadrupeds. The taenia

appears destined to feed on such juices of animals as are already

animalized, and is therefore most commonly found in the alimeu^

tary canal, and in the upper part, where there is the greatest

abundance of chyle ; for chyle seems to be the natural food of tha

tania. As it is thus supported by food which is already digested,

it is destitute of the complicated organs of digestion. Seven species

of taenia are peculiar to man : viz.

T. Cellulosa, which is inclosed in a cartilaginous vesicle,

inliabits the cellular substance of the muscles ; is about an inch

long, hn.lf an inch broad, and one-fourth of an inch thick.

'i\ De.vtata, has a pointed head ; the large joints are streaked

transversely, and the small joints are all dilated ; the osculum or
opening in the middle of both margins issomewh, t raised. Itii

narrow, 10 or 12 feet long, and broad in tlie foreparts.

T. Lata, is white with joints very short and knotty in the mid-
dle. It is from 18 to 120 leet long, its joints are streaked trans-

versely.; its ovaria are disjiosed like the petals of a rose.

T. Solium, has a marginal mouth, ere on each joint. This
species is most liequent in this country. It is from three to thirty

feet long, some say sixtv. It is composed of a head, in which is-

a mouth adapted to driiilc up tluids, and an apparatus for giving

the head a fixed situation. The boily is composed of a great
number of distinct pieces articulated together, each joint h.aving:

an organ whereby it attaches itself to the neighbouring part of the

inner coat of the intestine. The joints nearest the head are always
small, and they become gradually enlarged as they are farther re-

moved from it : but towards the tail a few of Ihe last joints again

become diminished in size.

T. TRUTT.flE, which chiefly inhabits the liver of the troiit, bub
is also to be found in the intestines of the human species. , i

8 X T. ViSCERALIS,
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T. VisCEUAi.is, which is inclosed in a vesicle, broad in the

foiv-part, and pointed ui tlie hinder part, inhabits the liver, the

plai.enta iiterina, and the sack which contains the superttnous fluid

of dropsical person^.

T. SuLGARis, or Common Tape-Worm, has two lateral

mouths in each joint ; it attaches itself so firmly to the intestines,

that it can scarcely be removed by the most violent medicines ;

it is slender, and has the appearance of being membranaceous; it

is somewhat pellucid, from 10 to 16 feet long, and about four and a

half lines broad at one end.

TAFALA, TAFAI.LA, a ci(v of Spain, in Navarre ; 15 miles

N. \V. of Sanguesa. I.on. 1. 36. W. I.at. 42. 29. N.
TAFFAREL, in ship-building, the uppermost part, frame, or

rail, abaft over the poop. See Ship-Uimi.ding.
TAFI''ETA, or TAFFETY, in commerce, a fine smooth

silken stutT, remarkably glossy. There are lalltties of all colours,

some plain, and olliers stnjied with gold, silver, &c. others

chequered, others flowered, &c.
TAFILET, a kingdom of Africa, in Barbary, belonging to

flip emperor of Morocco, lying along the East side of Mount
Atlas ; bounded on the N. by the kingdoms of Fez and Tremesen ;

E. by Beriberies ; S. by the Desert of Barbary ; and W. by F'ez,

Morocco, and Sus. It is mountainous, and is divided into three

provinces, viz. Dras, Saro, and Tuet. 'I'alilet is the capital.

1 AGAI, a town of Russia, in Simbirskoe ; 48 miles W. of Sim-
birsk. Lon. 57. 5. E.Lat. 54. cn. N.
TAGAOST, TAGAST, or TAGOAST, a town of Morocco,

in Sus, 140 miles S.W. of Morocco. Lon. 8. 5. W. Lat. 29-23. N.
TAGARA, a city of ancient India, the metropolis of a large

district called Ariaca.

TAGE, a large town of Arabia Felix, on the road from Mecca
to Yemen. Lon. 42. 5. E. Lat. 21. 50. N.
TAGES, in the mythology, a son of Genius, and grandson of

Jupiter, who first taught the Etrurians augury.
TAG ETES, Marigold ; in botany, a genus of plants belong-

ing to the class syngenesia, and order polygamia superflua; natural
order, Composita'. Receptacle naked ; pappus with five erect
awns or beards ; calyx one-leafed, five-toothed, tubular; florets

of the ray four, persistent, 'there are four species.

'i'. Erecta, the African Marigold, is a native of Mexico,
but has been cultivated in British gardens since 1596.
TAGUMADERT, a town of Morocco, in Tafilet. Lon. 6.

43. W. Lat. 27. 10. N.
TAGUS, in ancient geography, a river of Spain, which, after

crossing Lusitania, falls into the Atlantic. Its sands abound with
gold-dust. It is now called Tajo.
TA-HEAN, a town of China, of the second rank, in Yun-nan :

1130 miles S. W. of Pekin. Lon. 102. 6. E. Lat. 25. 52. N.
TAHEJ, a town of Hindoostan ; 150 miles W. of Ameda-

bad, and 400 S. of Moultan. Lon. 69. 58. E. Lat. 23. 16. N.
TAHOEUEWA, one of the Sandwich islands. It is small,

and unfertile. Lon. 156. 33. W. Lat. 29. .'8. N.
TAHOORA, one of the Sandwich islands in the South Sea.

It is uninhabited. Lon. 160. 24. W. Lat. 21. 43. N.
TAHOOROWA. See Tahof.rewa.
TAIll'ANHES, or TEHAPHNEIIES, an ancient city of

Egypt, supposed to be the same with Daphne.
'I'AI, a town of China, of the second rank, in Chan-si ; 175 miles

W. S. VV. of Pekin.
Tai, a towH of China, of the second rank, in Kiang-nan ; 22

miles E. of Y'ang-tcheou.
'1 AlEF, or TAIF, a town of Arabia Felix, in the province of

llcdsjas, 48 miles E. of Mecca.
TAIL, the train of a beast, bird, or fish ; which, in land-animals,

serves to drive away flies, &c. and in birds and fishes, to direct
their course.

Tail of a Comet, denotes the luminous rays issuing from a
comet towards that part of the heavens, from whence it seems to
move. It is from this train of light in the resemblance of hair,
which accompanies almo~t every one of these celestial bodies, that
the ancients gave them the n.inu- of " Comets" from x^i^i, the
Greek wor<l for hair. From the appearance of their tails they
have been classed by astronomers under distinct genera, (Pliny, H.
Ilevelius in Comelographia.) However there have appeared
comets without either tail or coma, so that these appendages must
jiot be looked upon as indispensible characteristics by which a

coni«!l is to be disMngiiished from anv of the other planetary
bodies. Thofe comets which have a|)|)taied with the longest
tails were visible in the following years to the inhabitants of our
globe; viz. B. C. 371, B. C. 130, A. D. 135, A. D. 1456,
A. D. 1460, A. D. 1618, A. D. 1680, A. D. 1682, A. D. 1744,
A. D. 1769, and .'\. D. 1811. That spoken of by Aristotle,

which appeared about B. C. 371, had a tail which extended
through 60°, or about a third of the hemisphere. That mentioned
by Justin, (lib. 37,) which appeared on the birth of Mithridates,
B.C. 130, was so stupendous, as to occupy a space of the heiTx-ens

ecjual to 45°. Another comet, an account of which is given by
Seneca (\'I I. 15,) and which was visible in A. I). 135, extended
over the whole of the galaxy, or milkv way. The comet of 1456
occupied two signs, ort^O degrees, (Ponlanusin Centiloquio,) and
that of 1460, 50 degrees. 'I'he comet of 161S Ir.id a tail not less

than 70 degrees long, according to the testimony of Kepler, and
on the 10th of December of the same year Longoinontanus states

it not to have occupied less than 104 degrees ! ! ! Since this time
there has not appeared another that has even equalled this, and
there has been only one which might be compared to it, as it re-
spects its brightness, and the extent of its tail ; we mean that most
astonishing one of 1680, which was accurately observed by the
immortal Sir Isaac Newton and his contemporaries. The comet
of 1744, (vulgarly known by the North Britons, under the ap-
pellation of " Tlie Prince's Comet," because it immediately
preceded the rebellion of 1745,) was rendered very remarkable
from the circumstance of its having several tails, which were formed
by the general tail being divided into several branches, and which
extended on the 19th of February through an angle of 30 degrees.
In the southern regions of the earth, where there is almost con-
stantly a very bright and serene sky, the tails of comets are more
easily distinguished, and appear considerably longer. The comet
of 1680 had a tail of 62° in length at Paris, according to Cassini,

and of 90° at Constantinople; that of 1759 appeared at Paris
almost without a tail ; and it was with considerable difficulty, that
a faint one of one or two degrees could be perceived, whilst at
Montpellier, according to M. de Ralte, on April 29, the tail oc-
cupied not less than 25°, being very conspicuous tlnongh 10" of
this angle. M. de la Nux, while at the Isle of Bourbon, saw it

considerably longer. The tail of the comet of 1769 appeared 10*

long at Paris, 40° at Marseilles, 70° at Boulogne, and M. Pingr6
observed it of the most astonishing length of 90°, while at sea
between Teneri (if and Cadiz. The comet of 1807 which appeared in

the constellations of Hercules and Lyra, had scarcely a tail of 2° in

length, while that rather remarkable one of 1811, when passin"

through the great constellation of Ursa Major, appeared with a
tail ot not less than 12° in length which was in almost a direct line

with the a Urss Minoris. The breadth of the tail, on Sept. 27,
of this year was equivalent to the angle included between the tand

^ Ursa; Majoris. On this evening the i was covered by the tail,

and the ^almost in contact with it, while the nucleus was situated

Several degrees in an alnujst direct south position below these two
stars, and made a very eleganl appearance. On the evening of the
1st of October, the north declination of the nuch-us was precisely

50 degrees, its place being about 33 minutes of a degree to the
south of the star of the fourth magnitude, which is situated very
near the left ear of Bootes's north dog. On the 6th of Octo-
ber, the nucleus was about 2°-J- above tlie > Bdotis, while the tail

extended to the very astonishing lengtli of about 18°, reaching to

within about 22°4 of the north pole, its direction being between the
1 and « Draconis, covering in its passage the 9 Boctis. The north
declination of the nucleus this evening was 49^° N. On the 8lh

of the same month the nucleus made very nearly a perfect rliom-i

bus with the X and i Boolis, and <i Ursx NIajoris, the extent of the
tail tills evening being not less than 19°. On the 15th ol the same
month the w Herculis w^as covered by the tail. On the evening of
the 17lh of October, the angular length of the tail was about 20%
its extremity reaching to the ^ Draconis. On the 23d of Octo-
ber, at 9 P.M. the nucleus was situated |)recisely half-way between
e and i Herculis ; and, as the angular distance of these two stars

is 6° 45', consequently that of the nucleus from either of Ihem
was 3° 22-i'. Declination of the nucleus at this time was 33° 10' N,
and its Right Ascension l6li. 56ni. On this evening the tail ap-
peared unusually extended and brilliant; its angular-length being
equal to 24°

; and the motion of the Comet at this tim*; 4'
32"l \n

an hour, or i" 49' 5i" in a solar day. On the 25lli of October,
the
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• 9h. 39iii.

the «Herculis was sitMat(;cl in tlie coma. On the following evening
]

at i) P. M. the Declination of the nucleus was 34°4> ^nd its Right

Ascension 17h. Ijm. After this time the tail griKkuilly diminished

in length and lustre ; so that on the 3th of November, 1811, when
the Declination of tlie nucleus was 26°, and its Right Ascension

18h. I4m. the length of tlic tail was not quite 12°, its extremity

reaching somewhat beyond the double star S Lyr.e. On the 10th

of November, at 7^ P." M. tlie nucleus was in a line with i and ,S

Cvgni, and at liie same time formed another right line with J and
/SLyr^c. On the !3lh of November, the tail covered ^ Cygnif

On the lOlh, the (ail covered almost the whole of the small con-

stellation of the Goose. On the 21st of the same month, the nu-

cleus formed a riglit-angled-triangle with re A(|uike and t Cygni,

the nucleus being at that point of the base upon which the per-

pendicular falls. From this time the tail became so very small

and faint, that it ceased to be an object of public attention ; hence

it is unnecessarv for us to trace its (jath till the period of its entire

disappearance. Vve will only add, that the time of this Comet's ap-

pearance has been much longer than that of any other of which we
liave any accurate account ; and trom this circumstance, it will

greatly assist the aUionomer in the attempt to develope the hitherto

unexplored laws of motion by which these bodies are regulated.

The elements of this comet, according to Eurckhardt, Member
of the Institute of Paris, are as below :

Perihelion distance 1,02241

Time of its passage by the Perihelion

London Time, Sept. 12, 1811,

Ascending Node 140° l.V

Inclination 72° 12'

Place of the Perihelioi 74° 12'

Api)ian was the first who demonstrated that the tails of roniets

veie uniformly opposed to the sun, (Astronomicuni Ca'sareum,

1540;) this discovery was at that time confirmed by Gemma Fri-

sius, Cornelius Gennna, Fracastor, and Cardan. Notwitlistand-

jng the authority of these gentlemen, Tycho Brahe ventured to

fiiid fault with their mathematical demonstration. But succeeding

astronomers have proved that Tycho Brahe was mistaken, and con-

sequently this property of the tail is now universally allowed to be

correct. But of what nature the tail is and why it is projected

in a direction always opposed to the sun, it appears impossible for

ws to determine, as there is nothing analogous to it on our globe or

in any of the other planets ; it would therefore be waste of time to

trouble the reader with the different opinions of astronomers upon
this subject, as even the best of them are but vtTi/ improbable

hypotheses. See Astronomy.
Tail of the Trenches, in the art of war, is the post or place,

where the besiegers begin to break ground.

Taii-, Dragon's, in astronomy, the descending node of a

planet. It is marked thus (?5). See Node.
Tail, or Fee-Tail, in law, is a limited estate, or fee ; opposed

to fee-simple. Fee-tail is an inheritance whereof a person is seised,

to him and the heirs of his body, begotten or to be begotten ; so

that the tenant in tail cannot alien, either before or alter issue

had, or forfeit such lands, longer than for his own life : because

an estate in tail always remains to the issue of the donee and his

lu-irs ; or, in case he has no issue, then to the donor and his heirs.

Estates-tail of lands are either general or special. General tail is

where lands or tenements are given to a man, or woman, and the

lieir!> of cither of their bodies begotten ; which is called a general

(ail, because, however many wives a person that holds by this

title shall have one after another in lawful marriage, his issue by

them severally are all capable of inheriting in their turns: and if

the woman has issue by several husbands, they may all inherit after

each other, as heirs of her body. A tail-special, on the other

hand, is when lands, &c. are limited to a man and his wife, and
the heirs of their two bodies begotten, so that the children by a

second wife, m' former wife, stand absolutely excluded. \\ here

lands arc granled to a man and his heirs-male, or heirs-female, of

his body begotten, such male or female issue shall only inherit

pursuant to the limitatioiv: and hence it is, that where a grant is

to a man and the heirs male of his body begotten, and he has issue

a daughter, who has a son, this son cannot inherit the estate, be-

ca,use he cannot prove his descent by heirs-male. Where lands,

&c. are given to a husband and wife, and the heirs of their two
' bodies begotten in special tail, and one of them dies without issue

luul between them ; iu such case, the survivor shall hold the lands

for life, as tenant in tail after possibility of issue extinct, as the

lawyer call it. Nevertheless, as great mischiefs were occasioned
by inheritances being intailed ; as defrauding of creditors, &c.
disobedience of sons, when they knew they could not be disin-

herited, and the like, the judges found out a way to bar an intailed

estate with remainders over, by a feigned recovery.

TAILLEBURG, a town of France, in the department of
Lower Charente, and late province ofSaintonge, 6 miles N. of

Saintes. Lon. 0. 40. W. Lat. 45. 46. N.
TAIN, orTAYNE, a district of Scotland in Ross-shire, com-

prehending the greater part of that county.

Tain, Tayne, or Thane, an ancient borough of Scotland,

in the above district.

1 AJO, the largest river of Spain ; which rises on the confines

of Arragon, runs S. W. through New Castile and Estremadura,
and crossing Portuguese Estramadura, falls into the .'\tianlic Ocean,
10 miles below Lisbon. It was anciently called Tagus.
TAJOH, a town of China, in Kiang-si, famous for its magni-

ficent temples. Lon. 114. 41. E. Lat. 27. 38. N.
TAI-OLJAN, or TAY-OUAN, the Chinese name of the

island of Formosa. See Formosa.
Tai-Ouan, or Tay-Ouan, the capital of the island of For-

mosa. Lon. 3. 30. E. of Pekin. Lat. 23. 0. N.
TAI PING, a city of China, of the first rank, in Kiang-iian, on

theYang-tse; 525 miles S. ofPekin.Lon. 1 18. 23. E. Lat. 31. 13.N.
'1"ai-Ping, a city of China, of the first rank, in Quang-si,

1 175 miles S. S. W. of Pekin. Lon. 106. 45. E. Lat. 22. 25. N.
TAI-TCHEOU, a city ofChina, of the 1st rank, inTche-kiang,

722 miles S. S. E. of Pekin. Lon. 121. 13. E. Lat. 28. 35. N.
TAI-TCHIN, a town of China, of the 3d rank, 260 miles

S. E. of Nankin. Lon. 121. 16. E. Lat. 29. 10. N.
TAI-TING, a citv of the second rank, in Koeit-cheou : 967

miles S. S. W. of Pekin. Lon. 105. 15. E. Lat. 27. 5. N.
TAI-TONG, a city of China, of the 1st rank, in Chan-si. Lon,

112. 53. E. Lat. 40. 5. N.
TALaMONE, a sea-port of Etruria, fifteen miles N. of Orbi-

tello. Lon. 11. 6. E. Lat. 42, 20. N.
TALAPOINS, or TALAPINS, priests of Siam. They enjoy

great privileges, but are enjoined celibacy and austerity of life.

They live in monasteries contiguous to the temples : and any one
may enter into the priesthood, and after a certain age may quit it

to marry, and return to society.

TALAVERA, a (own of Spain, in New Casdie, 35 miles W.
ofToledo, and 58 S.W. of Madrid. Lon. 4. 1. W. Lat. 39. 41. N.
TALAVERUELA, a town of Spain, in Estremadura, on the

Guadiana; l4miles E. of Badajoz. Lon. 6. 34. W. Lat. 38. 34. N.
1 ALBOT, William, D. D. an eminent English prelate, born

in 1639, and educated at Oxford. In the reign of James II. he

lire.iched with great courage and zeal against Popery; for which

after the revolution, he was promoted to be dean of Worcester,

and afterward bishop of Salisbury. In 1722, he was made
bishop of Durham ;

published several sermons ; and died in 1730.

Talbot, in geography, a rich and populous county of Mary-
land. EastoD is theaipital.

Talbot, a town of Maryland in the above county, 77 miles

S. S. W. of Philadelphia. Lon. 76. 12. W. Lat. 38. 49. N.
Talbot, an island in the Atlantic, on the coast of E. Florida;

eiglit miles long, and two broad. Lon. 81. 42. W. Lat. 30. 36. N.
TALC, in mineralogy, a term which has been employed to de-

note a species of mica ; but is now made to signify a stony substance

which difl'ers from it, especially in an unctuosity sensible to the

touch, and in the vitreous electricity which it communicates to

sealing-wax by friction, whilst mica gives it the resinous electricity.

Ilaiiy enumerates four varieties of this stone ; namely, the lami-

iiarv talc, or Venice talc ; the foliated talc, or chalk of Briancon ;

compact talc, as the lard-stone ; these three first give the positive or

vitreous electricity to sealing-wax. The fourth varietv, or the

steatites talc, communicates the negative or resinous electricity to

it by friction. The characters of this stone are, a specific gravity

between 3.5834 and 2.9902 ; a texture easy to be scraped wilh the

knife; a soft and unctuous surface ; the primitive form of a right

rhomboidal prism, its bases having angles of 120° and 60"

and in which sections jjarallel with these bases are easily obtained.

Us constituent parts are, magnesia 44, silex 50, and alumina 6.

TALENT, [lakntum, Lat.] a certain weight, or a sum of mo-

ney. See next Article.
TALENTS,
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TALKNIS, GRECIAN, SYRIAN.TYRl AN, &«. In the

valuation of monev, tlv Grecian talent, accortlins to Dr. Arbuth-

iiot, was ei|iKil to '60 mini-, or, reckoning the miiia at 31. 4.S. 7rf.

r(|iial to 193, 15/. The Syrian talent in this valuation con-

sfJted of Ij Attic m'uvx- ; the" Poleniatc of '->0
; the Antiocliian of

ri'i ; the Eubotc of oO ; the Babylonic of 70 : the greater Attic of

80 ; the Tyrian of SO ; the Eginean of 100; the Rhodian of 100;

and the Ejyirtian of SO mime. There is another talent much more
ancient, which Dr. Arbnthnot call=; the Homeric talent of gold,

whicli seems to have w'eighed six Attic drachms or three darics, a

daric weighing very little more tlian a guinea.

Tat.ents, Jewish. Talents, as a species of money, among the

Hebrews, was sometimes U5e<l for a gold-coin, the same with the

shekel of gold, called also stater, and weighing only four draclims.

The Hebrews reckoned by these talents as we do by pounds, &c.
Thusa million of gold, or million of talents of gold, among them,
was a million of shekels or nunmii ; the nunmiusof gold being the

laine weight with the shekel, viz four drachms. But the Hebrew
talent-weight of silver, which they called cicar, was equivalent to

that of JOt)0 shekels, or 1131b. lOoz. Idwt. i Ofgr. English Troy
weight, according to Arbuthnot.

'1'alen'ts, Romam. Among the Romans there were two khids

of talents, the little and the great talent ; the little was the common
talent ; and whenever they say simply talentum, they are to be
understood of this. The" little talent was 60 mina; or Roman
pounds; the mina or pound estimate<l at 100 drachma" or denarii:

it was also estimated at 24 great sesterces, which amounted to 60
pounds. The great talent exceeded the less by one-third part.

bftda-us computes, that the little talent of silver was worth 75/.

Steiling, and the great 99/. 6«. ad. Sterling. The greater of gold
i

was worth 1 125/. Steriing.

TALGARTH, a town of Sonth Wales, in Brecknockshire, on
the Eleven V, eight or ten miles N. E. of Brecknock.

TALI, a'cily of China, of the first rank, in Yun-nan. 1203 miles

S. W. of Pekin. Eon. 100. 5. E. Eat. '25. 45. N.
TALIO, l_lex talinnis, Lat.] or the law of retaliation, a species

of punishmeni in the Mosaic law, whereby an evil is returned simi-

lar to that committed against us by another ; as an "Eye for eve,
tooth for tooth." This law was first inserted in the XII. tables

amongst the Romans ; but afterwards set aside, and a power given
lo the pnrtor to ti\ upon a sum of money for the dainage.

TALISMANS are magical figures cut or engraved with super-
stitious observations on the characterisms and configurations of the
heavens, to which some astrologers have attributed wonderful vir-

tues, particularly that of calling down celestial influences. The
talismans of Samothrace, so famous of old, were pieces of iron formerl
into certain images, and seven rings; these were esteemed preser-
vatives against all kinds of evils. There were likewise talismans
taken from vegetable^, and from minerals.

TALLAGi'', [tallagium, Lat. from the French faille,'] is meta-
phorically used for a part or share of a man's substance carried out
of the whole, paid by way of tribute, toll, or tax.

TALLAR D, a town of France, in the department of the l^ijper
Alps, nine miles S. of Gap. Eon. 6. 10. E. Lat. 44. 28. N.
'rALLO\\', in commerce, is the fat of certain animals melted

and clarified. It is procured from most animals, but chiefly from
bullocks, sheep, hogs, and bears.

Tali.ow , a borough of Ireland, in Walerford. It is twentv-threc
miles W. N. \V. of Cork, and 32 W. S. \\ . of VVaterford'.

Tallow-tref., a remarkable tree, growing in great plcntv in
China ; so called, from its producing a substance like tallow,
which serves fur the same purpose ; it is about the heiu^ht of a
cherry-tree, its leaves in form of a heart, of a deep shining red
colour, and its bark very smooth. Its fruit is inclosed in a kind of
pod, or cover like a chesnut, and consists of three round white
grains, of the size and form of a small nut, each having its peculiar
capsula, and within a little stone. This stone is- encompassed by a
white pulp which lias all the properties of true tallow, both as to
consistence, colour, and even smell; and accordingly the Chinese
make their candles of it ; which would <loubtless be as crood as
those in Europe, if they knew how to purify their veaefable as
well as we do our animal, tallow. All the preparation'they give
it, is to melt it down and anK a little oil with it, to make it softer
an<l more pliant.

TALLY, in law, a piece of wood cut in two parts, whereon ac-

counts were anciently kept, by means of notches ; one part of the

tallv being kept by the debtor, and the other by the vredilor.

Hence the tallier ot the exchequer, wlioin we now call tht? teller.

Tally-Court, a court where the two deputy-chamberlains of

the exchequer and the tally-cutter attend ; and a tally is generally

the king's acquaintance for money paid or lent, and has written on
it words proper to express for what the money is received.

Tally-ma.n', a person that sells or lets gcods, clothes, &c. to be
paid by so much a week.
TALMOND, orTALMONT, a town of France in the de-

partment of Lower Charente, and late province of Saintouge, 42
miles N. of Bourdrairx, and 26u S. \V . ol P;Tis.

TALMUD, the name of two Jewish works, the Talmud of

(
Jerusalem, and the Talmud of Babylon. Each of Uiese is com-
posed of two parts; the Mishna, which is the text, and is common
to both, and the Gemara or commentary. See Gemara, and
Mishna.
TALPA, the Mole; in zoology, a genus of quadrupeds belong-

ing to the order fera-, and class mammalia. Six unequal fore-teelli

in the upper jaw, eight in the lower; tusks solitar}-, in the upper
jaw larger; seven grinders in the upper, and six in the lower.
There are six species.

T. EvROPiEA, The European Mole, is the only species found
in Britain. They inhabit the whole of Europe, except Ireland,

where no moles are found. They are also common ic the N. of
Aiia and Africa. They chiefly trei|ueiit moist fields exposed to

the sun, meadows, and gardens ; through which they form sub-
terraneous roads in every direction in searcli of worms, on whicK
and the larva." of insects they feed, and not on vegetables, though
they do great damage by loosening tiie roots of plants. They are
most active before rain, as the worms are then in motion.
T.RADiATA,orthe Radiated Mole, is very similar to the above,

from which it is principally distinguished by a circle of radiated
tendrils, resembling the ray of a boot-^pur, altaclied to the nose.
It is a native of North America. See Plate CLXVII.
T. Flava, the Yellow or America.n Mole, has five toes

on each foot; the fur is of a yellowish brown colour at the tips,

and dark grey at the roots ; the head is brightest ; the rump dark ;

the belly deep brown ; tJie feet and tail white. They inhabit
North America.
T. FuscA, the Brown Mole, the Sorex AauATicus, or

Aquatic Shrew, of Gmelin, has (wc tees on all the feet,

which are pahnated ; the tail and feet shoit and wliite; two fore-
teeth in the upper and four in the lower jaw. The head and body
are five inches and a half long ; the fail not an inch ; the
nose is slender ; the upper jaw longer than the under. Tliev in-
habit N. America. This and the Cristata, were formerlv ranked
under the genus Sorex ; but as they have tlie manners and figure
of the moles, they are very properly restored to this genus by
Mr. Pennant.

'I'alpa Eongicaudata, the Long-tailed Mole, of Penn.int,
has five toes on all the feet, which are broad, naked, and palmated ;

the fore-feet have strong short claws; the hind feet long and
slender ones, and are scaly. The head and body are from four to
inches long : the tail two, sometimes three. They inhabit North
.America.

T. Rubra, the Red American Mole, has three toes on
the fore-feet, four on the hind, and a short tail. It is of a pale red
colour, and in form resembles the European, but is larger, and the
root of the tail is thicker. Tliey inhabit America.
T.\LUD, or TALUS, in architecture, the inclination or slope

of a work; as of the outside of a wall, when its thickness is ili-

minislied by degrees, as it rises in height, to make it the firmer.
Talus, in fortification, the slope of a work, whether ol earth or

masonry. .See I'grtificatio.v.

TAMALAMECA, or TAMALAMEQUE, a town of Terra
Firnia, in St. Martha, on the Magdaleiui. Lon. 71. 45. W. Lat.
8. 52. N.
TAMARA, or TAMARY, n sea-port-town on the N. W.

coast of Socotoia. Lon. 52. 25. E. Lat. 11. .'50. N.
TAMARACA, a pleasant and fertile island of Brasil, near the

mouth of the Tamarac. Lon. iS. 5. W. Lat. 7. 56. S.

I^AMARACA, or Tamarika, a district of Brasil, in the jurisdiction
of Fernambuco.
TAMARINDUS, Tamarinu-Tree ; in botany, a genus of

t plant*
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plants of the class monadelphia, and order triamlria ; natural order

J--omentace». Calyx four-parted ;
petals three ; nectary of two

fhort bristles under the filamems; legume pulpy. There is only

one specie*!, \\z.

T. Ineica, a native of both Indies, of America, of Arabia, and

Egypt. It was cultivated in Britain before 1633. It rises to 30

or 40 feet, sending off numerous large branches, whicii spread to

a considerable extent, and have a beautiful appearance ; the trunk

is erect, and covered with rough bark, of a greyish or ash-colour ;

the leaves are small and pinnated, and of a yellowish green-colour:

the flowers resemble the papilioaiaceous kind, and grow in lateral

clusters. The fruit produced in the East Indies is more esteemed

than that of the West, and is distinguished by the greater length cf

the pods, and the pulp being drier and of a darker colour. This

fruit, the use of which was hrst learned of the Arabians, contains a

large proportion of acid, with the saccharine matter, and is there-

fore not only employed as a laxative, but also for abating thirst and

heat in various inllamniatory complaints, and putrid disorders,

especially those of a bilious kind ; in which the cathartic, anti-

septic, and refrigerant qualities of tlie fruit have been found equally

useful. When intended merely as a laxative, it may be joined

with manna, or purgatives of a sweet kind, by which it is rendered

safer and more etfectual.

TAM.-^RISK, orTAMARIX, in botany, a genus of plants be-

longing to the class pentandria, and order trigynia ; natural order

Succulentae. Calyx five-parted ; petals live; capsule one-celled,

three-valvcd ; seeds pap| olis. There arc four specie-.

T.Gai.lic A, Fkench Tamarisk, is a native ofthe south of France,
Spain, Italy, Russia, Tartary, Barbpry, and Japan, where it grows
to a tree of a middling size ; ju England it is rarely more than

fourteen feet in height.

TAMBOV, a city of Russia, the capital of Tambovskoe, 572
miles S. £. of Petersburg. Lon. 40. 1 j. E. Lat. 52. 48. N.
TAMBOUR, in architecture, a terra applied to the Corinthian

and Composite capitals, as bearing some resemblance to a drum
which the French call tambour. Some choose to call it the vase,

and others campana or the bell.

Tambour also d.-notes a round course of stone, several whereof
form the shaft a column, not so high as a diameter.

Tambour, in the manufactures, is a species of embroidery.
-The tambour is an instrument of a spherical form, upon which is

stretched, by a string and buckle, a piece of linen or thin silken

stuff: which is wrouglit with a needle of a particular form, and by
means of silken or gold and silver threads, into leaves, flowers, or
other figures.

TAMBOURIN, a tabor or small drum : also a dance perform-
ed on the French stage. The air is lively, and the movements
are quick.

TAMBOVSKOE, a government of Russia, bounded N. by
that of Uladiniir; E. by those of Nizegorod, Penza, and Saratov

;

S. by Saratov ; and W. by those of Ryazan and Voronez, Tam-
bov is the capital.

TAME, a town of England, in Qxfordshire ; 12 miles E. of
Oxford, and 45 W. by >J. of London. Lon. 0. 55. W. Lat.
51. 46. N.
TAMERLANE, or TIMUR BEGH, a celebrated prince and

conqueror. As he very early exiiibited uncommon courage, he
had at the age of twenty-five attained the highest dignities. He
spent nine years in different countries, travelling for improvement.
He conquered the three great empiies of Persia, Inaia, and Egypt

;

plundered Bagdad, Delhi, Cairo, and other rich cities ; and took
prisoner Bajazet I. emperor of the Turks; so that his power,
riches, and magnificence, became immeiise. There remain vas^

monuments of his grandeur ni the cities, towns, castles, and walls,

which he built ; in the rivers and canals which he dug, as well as

in the bridges, gardens, palaces, hospitals, mosques, and monas-
teries, which he erected in the various parts of Asia. Timur, ac-
cording to the historian Arabshah, was very corpulent, and yet tall.

He had a large forehead, and a big head. His countenance was
agreeable, and his complexion fair. He had a large beard, was
•very strong, and well limbed ; had broad shoulders, thick fingers,

and long legs. His constitution was amazingly vigorous ; but he
was maimed in one hand, and lame of the right side. His eyes
apjjeared full of fire ; his voice was loud and piercing ; and when
far advanced in years, his understanding was. sound, his body vi-

VOt. IV.—.NO. 20-i.

gorou^ and robust. He died on the 1st of April 1405, aged 71,

in tlie 36tli year of his reign.

TAMESIS, in ancient geography, a river of South Britain,

now called the Thames. See 'Vhames.
TA MINGA, a town of China, in Pekin, in a pleasant country,

abouiKling with lakes and rivers. Lon. 114. 35. £. Lat, 36.

56. N.
TAMTAM, a flat drum used by the Hindoos, resembling a ta«

bor, but it is larger, and sounds louder.

TAMUS, Black Brtony; in botany, a genus of plants be-

longing to the class dicEcia, and order hexandria; natural order,

Sarnieiilacca-. Calyx six-parted ; corolla none: female, style tri-

fitl ; beiTv three-celled, inlerior; seeds two. There are two spe-

cies, viz. T. Communis, common black briony, and T. Cretica,

Cretan black briony.

TAMWORTH, an ancient borough of England ; 8 miles S. E.
of Lichfield, and 114 N. W. of London. Lon. 1. 38. W. Lat..

36. 56. N.
TAN, tl'.e bark of the oak after it has been ground and used by

the tanner. The smaller sort is generally made up in little square

cakes called turf, and sold for filing. The coarser sort is some-
times ilried in the sun, and used by bakers for heating their ovens,

iic. but its chief use is for hot-beds to raise pine-apples and othe*

plants.

Tan is sometimes, though improperly, used for the bark itself,

which is the chief'ingredient in the tanning of leather. Oak-bark,
on account of its great astringency and gummy resinous properties,

is preferred to all other substances for the purpose of tanning, as it

not only preserves the leather from rotting, but also, by condens-

ing the pores, renders it impervious to water. . See Tanning.
Ian, or Tannin. See Tannin.
TA.NACETUM, Tansy ; in botany, a genus of plants belong-

ing to the class syngenesia, and order polygamia superflua ; natural

order, Composite. Receptacle naked ; pappus somewhat emargi-

naled ; calyx imbricate, hemispherical; florets of the radius Irifid,

scarcely distinguishable. It has nine species.

T. \ ULGAREj Common Tansy, grows three or four feet high j

the leaves are bipinnated and serrated ; the flowers yellow, and ter-

minate the branches in flat umbels. It is found on the borders of
fields and dry banks; it abounds at Wark, and Ford-castle near

Kelso; on the side of Gaieloch on the W. coast of Ross-shire;

and in Breadalbane. It flowers generally in August. There is a

variety with curled leaves, called curled tansy. It has a bitter

taste, ami an aromatic smell, <lisagreeable to many people. It is

good for warming and strengthening the stomach : the young
leaves are therefore used as an ingredient in pudding?, &c. It is

rarely used in medicine, though extolled as a good emmenagogue.
A drachm ofthe dried flowers has been found beneficial in hysteric

disorders arising from suppression. The seeds and leaves were
formerly in esteem for destroying worms in children, and are reck-

oned good in colics and flatulencies. In some parts of Sweden
and Lapland, a bath with a decoction of tansy is used to assist par-

turition.

TANjECIUM, in botany, a genus of the angiospermia order,

and didynamia class of plants ; natural order, Putaminea;. Co-
rolla tubular, almost equal, five-cleft ; rudiment of a fifth filament

;

berry corticose, very large. There are two species, viz. T. ja-

roba, and T. parasLticuni, both natives of Jamaica.

TANAGRA, Tanager; in ornithology, a genu? of birds be-

longing to the order passeres. Beak conical, acuminated, emar-
ginatcd, almost triangular at the base, inclining a little towards the

point. It has forty-lour species, all of which are of foreign ex-

traction.

TANAIS, in ancient geography, a river of Scythia, which di-

vides Europe from Asia, and after a rapid course falls into the Pa-

lus Moeotis. It is now called Don.
TANARO, a department of the French empire, which com-

prchciuls the late duchy of Montferrat. Asti is the capital.

TANASSERIM, or TENASSERIM, a city of Asia, in Siam,

220 miles i. W. of Siam. Lon. 98. 0. E. Lat.' 11. 50. N.
TANCOS, a town of Portugal, in E-^tremadura, seated on the

Tajo ; 60 miles N. E. of Lisbon. Lon. 8. 30. W. Lat. 39.

26. N.
TANDA, orTANRAII, a town of Hindoostan, in 2engal

;

120 miles N. W. of Dacca, Lon, 87. 56. E. Lat. 23. 35. N.
i TANDAVE,
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TANDAVE, oiu'oftiie nios' f;istt-rl\ ol tl;e l-liiiijii)iiK- islands

separaleu iii'iu WaniHa Ijy a iiarro^v strait. Loju IC4. J6. E.
Lat. 12. 30. N.
TANDLA, a town of Ilindoostan, in Malwa; 71? miles \V. of

Ougein, ami 130 N. E. of Surat. Lon. 74. 30. E. Lat. 23. 5. N.
TANGA, a silver-coin, used by the Usbcck Tartars, worth

about Is. 3d.

TANGENT, in geometry, is ricfineJ, in general, to be a right

liue ET, (Plate CLVllt. tig. 10,) «! ich touches any arch of a

curve HE in £, in siieli a manner thjit no r'ght line can be drawn
through E betwixt the right line ET and the an.h Ell, or within

the angle HET that is formed by them. 'J'he tangent of an arch

is a right line drawn perpeiidicularly from the end of a diameter,

passing to one extremity of the ardi, and terminated by a right

line drawn from the centre through the other end of the arch, and
called the secant. And the co-tangent of an arch is the tangent of

the complement of Ihat arch. See Geohetky, arid Trigono-
metry. 'I'he tangent of a curve is a right line which only touches

the curve in one point, but does not cut it. In order to illustrate

the method of drawing tangents to curves, let ACG, (lig. 1 1,) be
a curve of any kind, and C the given point from whence the tan-

gent is to be drawn. Then conceive a right line, jnt:, to be car-

ried along uniformly, parallel to itself, from A towards Q ; and
let, at the same time, a point p so move in that line, as to describe

the given curve ACG : also let ?>r?n, or Cn, express the fluxion of

Ant, or the velocity wherewith tlie line >i:g is carried ; and let hS
express the corresponding fluxion of 7iip, m the position ntCg, or

the velocity of the point/), in the line tiig: moreover, through the

point C let the right line SF be drawn, meeting the axis of the

curve, AQ, in F. Now it is evident, if tlie motion of p, along
the line mg, was to become equable at C, the point p would be at

b, when the line itself had got into the position inSg ; because, by
the hypothesis, Cii and ;iS expe^^es tlie distances that might he
described by tlie two unifoim motions in the same time. And if

ti'sg be assumed to represent any other position of that line, and 4

the contemporary position of the point;?, still supposing an equa-
ble velocity of p ; then the distancts Cr, am\ vs, gone over in the

same time by the two motions, will always be to each other as the

velocities, or as Ch to nS. Therefore, since C.v : vs : : Cn : 7iS,

(which is a known properly of similar triangles) the point s will

always fall in the right lineFCS,fig.l2: whence it appear;;, that if the

motion of the point p along the line 7i!g was to become uniform at

C, that point would then move in the right line CS, instead of the
eurve-line CG. Now, seeing the motion of p, in the description

of curves, must either be an accelerated or retarded one ; let it be
first considered as an accelerated one, in which case the arch CG
will fall wholly above the right line CD, as in (ig. 11, because the
distance of the pointp from the axis AQ, at the end of any given
time, is greater than it would be if the acceleration was to cease at

C ; and if the acceleration had ceased at C, the point p would
have been aKvays found in the said right line FS. But if the mo-
tion of the point/) be a retarded one, it will appear, by arcumg in

the same manner, that the arch CG will fall wholly below the rFght
line CD, as in fig. 12. This being the case, let 'the line w(g, and
the point/), along that line, be now supposed to move back again,
towards A and 7n, in the same manner they proceeded from
thence: then, since the velocity of /), (lig. 1 1,) did before increase,
it must now, on the contrary, decrease ; and therefore as p, at the
end of a given time, after repassing the point C, is not so near to
AQ, as it would have been had the velocity continue' the same as

at C, the arch C/i (as well as CG) must fall w holly above the right
line FCD: and by the same method of anjuing, the arch C/(, in

the second case, will fall wholly below FCD. Therefore FCD,
in both cases, is a tangent to tlie curve at the point C : whence
the trianghs Fw/t' and C«S being similar, it appears that the sub-
tangent niF is always a fourth proportional to ?/S the fluxion of
the ordinate Cn, th<- fluxion of the absciss, and Cm the ordinate;
that is, S« : hC : : mC : wF. Hence, if the absciss Am = x, and

the ordinate mp = y, we shall havemF=:-'*^ ; bv means of whicli

(»eneral expression, and the equation expressing the relation be-
tween X and ;/, the ratio of the lluxions v and> will be found, and
from thence the lenglli ef the si.btangcnt mV, as in the following
cxamplas

:

E.xainp. I. To draw a right line CT, (lig. 13,) a tangent to a
given circle BCA, in a gi\en point C. Let CS be perpendicular
to the diameter AB, and put A15 = o, BH = .r, and SC=y.
Then by the property of the circle, y-, (= CS-) = BS X AS
(.— XX a—x) = ax—x^ ; whereof the fluxion being taken, in or-
der to determine the ratio of x and^, we get 2jy; :?=ft.v— 2jv ;

.V 2?y 7/

consequcntlv - =: ^ = -—^
; vvhich, multiplied bv ?/.

' _y a—2x -{u— x ' -'

the subtangent ST. Whence, O being sup-

posed the centre, we have OS (=-in— j) : CS (=y) :: CS
(=;/) : ST ; which is also found to be the case lioni other princi-
ples. See Circle.

Exunip. II. 'I'o draw a tangent to any given point, (tig. 14,) of
the conical parabola ACG. If the laliis "rectum of the curve i)e

denoted by u, the ordinate MC by;/, and its corresponding absciss
Aj\1 by X ; then the known equation, expressing the relation of x
and y, being ax= y-, we liave, in this case, the fluxion ax = 2yj ;

2(ix _2y^X 'Jlf 71 V-

whence — =: -^, and consequently "^:
y a ' ^ .>•„ ..

MF, Therefore the subtangent is just the double of its corre-
sponding absciss AM. And so for finding the tangents of other
species of curves. See Flu.kioks.

T'ANGFRMUNDE, a town of Brandenburg, 51 miles W. of
Berlin. Lon. 13. 30. E. Lat. S'J. 46. N.
'I'ANGI ER, a port-town of Morocco, in the kingdom of Fe?,

at tli(; VV. entrance of the Straits of Gibraltar; 108 miles N.N.W.
of Fez, and 38 W. S. W. of Gibraltar, Lon. 5. 50. E. Lat. 3s.
49. N.
Tangier, Bay of, a bay of the coast of Tangier, peculiarly

favounble to Moorish pirates, who from this, the narrowest pait
ol the strait, can easily surprise merchant-ships while passing.

TANtiROLIPIX' sultan of thcTuiks, in the eleventh cen.
tury, a barbarous but not ungenerous conqueror, and the tirst of
the 'lurks who made inroads upon the eastern empire. He anil
his nephew, Cutlu-Moses, ravaged Iberi.t. Tangrolipi.x also con-
quered Persia, in 1030, and founded a new dynasty of Turkish
sullans, who reigned there for a century.

TANJOKE, or TANJOUR, a province of Ilindoostaif, on the
coast of Coromandel, included in the Carnatic, but governed by
its own rajah.

Ta.njore, or Tanjour, the capital of the above province, 203
miles S. W. of Madras. Lcn. 79. 13, E. Lat. 10. 4C). N.
TANK, in the language of Hindostan, is a place inclosed for

receiving and retaining the rain. During the periodical rains the
tanks are tilled, and thus in the dry season furnish water for tlw
rice-fields and rattle.

TANKERDSONG, a town of Thibet, 54S miles E. of Lassq.
Lon. 100. 7. E. Lat. 29. .M). N.
TANKIA, or TINKIA LING, a town and fort of Thibet, 275

miles S. W. of Lassa. Lon. S7. 22. E. Lat. 29. b. N.
TANNA, an island in the South Sea, near Anattom. Lon.

169° 44' 3.5' E. I-at. 19° 3? 2b\" S.

TANNIN, or TAN, a vegetable principle employed in the
tanning of leather. It is to Mr, Proust that we are Indebted for

the investigation of the nature and properties of tannin, and of the
methods of obtaining it in a separate stale. Much curious and
important information has likewise been obtained by the experi-

ments of Mr. Davy on the constituent parts of astringent vegeta-
bles, and on their operation in tanning. Tannin exists in a great
number of vegetable substances; but it may be procured most
readily, and in the greatest purity, from nutgalls and catetlui,

Nnlgalls are excrescences formed on the leaves of the oak by the

puncture of an insect which deposits its eggs on them. The best

are known by the name of Alep|)o galls, imported in large <|uanti-

ties in this country for the ii>e of the dyers, calico-printers, &c
They are in a great measure soluble in water; what remains be-
hind is tasteless, and possesses the properties of the libre of woocl.

A very great proportion of water is necessary to carry oil every
thing soluble. Deyeux found that a French pound of nutgalls re-

([uued yti French pints gf water, applied in 20 different portions

, owe
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one aftor llie oilier, aiKl allowed to macerate eacli a coiisU'erab!'?

time. Tills, re<!ucecl to our staiicjurd, gives us ab.'jiit 150 luiglibh

pints to a pound troy of niitgalls. Froui the analyses of Dcyeux
and Davy, it follows that the soluble |)art of nutgalls consists

chiefly of live ingredienls; namely, tan, extract, mucilage, gallic

iicid, and gallate of June. Mr. Davy found that 50Q grams of

Aleppo galls formed with water a solution which yielded, bv slow

evaporation, 183 grains of matter. This matter he found com-
posed of

130 tannin

31 gallic acid and extract

12 mucilage and extract

1? lime and valine matter

1S5.

So that the tannin constitutes rather more than two-lliirds of the
whole. Tannin obtained from the infusion of nutgalls is a brittle

substance, of a brown colour. It breaks with a vitreous fracture,

ami does not attract moisture from the air. Its taste is exceed-
ingly astringent. It is very soluble in water. The sohition is of

n deep-brown colour, a very a-itringent and bitter taste, ar.d has

the odour which distinguishes a solution of nut-galls. It iVoths,

when agitated, like a sohition of soap ; but does not feel unctuous.
Tannin is still more soluble in alcohol than in water. The solu-

tion h.is a deep-brown colour, and an astringent taste. When
heated. It blackens, emits carbo:iic acid gas, and in the o|)en air

bursts, leaving always a small portion of lime. 'I'he alkalies com-
bine readily with tannin, and form with it a compound soluble in

water. This wr.s first observed by Deyeux, whose experiments
have been verilied by Mr. Davy. All the earllis hitherto tried

have a strong affinity for tannin, and form with it con^.pounds for

the most part insoluble in water, the properties of which have
scarcely been examined by chcmisls. One of the most important
properties of tannin is the Insoluble compound which it forms will)

glue or gelatine, as this substance is termed by chemists. It is

therefore employed to detect the presence of gelatine in animal-
fluids; and, on the other hand, solutions of gelatine are employed
to detect the presence of tannin in vegetable iiuids, and to ascertain

its quantity.

TANNING, the art of manufacturing leather from raw hides
end skins, so as to render it more pliant and durable. The pro-
cesses employed for this purpose are various; every tanner adopt-
ing some peculiar method : we have therefore selected the follow-

ing, which is practised with little dilTerence, in the metropolis and
its vicinity ; where the leather is divided into three sorts, known
under the names of backs, or butts, hides, and skins. The
strongest hides are selected for the butts ; anrl, after being divested

of the horns, they are laid in heaps for one or two days during the

summer, and for the space of five or six, in the winter. Next,
they are suspended on poles in a smoke-house, or room containing

a fire made of wet tan, to induce a slight degree of putrefaction, so

that the hair may be stripped off'; an object which is effected by
spreading such hides on a wooden horse, and scraping them with

a curved knife. They are then immersed in water, to be cleansed
from all dirt, and extended a second time on the horse, when all

extraneous matlers must be carefully removed, The hides are

now steeped in a pit containing ooze, or a strong li(|Uor, prepared
by infusing ground oak-bark in water; after which they are

plunged into another pit, containing water powerfully impreg-
nated with oil of vitriol, or with an acid obtained from rye or bar-

ley. They are next immersed in another pit filled with water ; a

stratum of bark being strewed between each hide. In the course
of five or six weeks, the skins are taken out; and the water, toge-
ther with the decayed bark, being removed, tlie pit is a second
time filled with ooze; the hides sre again macevated, with similar

strata between each, for three months. The same operation is

then repeated a third, and, after the lapse of three months, a fourth

time ; liere the hides remain for lln-ee montlis longer, at the oxpi-

fHtiim of which they are completely tanned; being thus drawn
eut, they are susfiended on poles; when, after being compressed
by a steel-pin, they are beaten by wooden hammers, or beetles,

to render them cmooth ; and then dried for sale. The leather
known under the name of hides, is made from the skins of cows,
and those of lighter oxen, in the following manner ; The horns are

'; first taken off, the hides washed and imuiersed ip a pit full o
lime-water, where ll'.ey remain for a few (U-.ys; ?f(er which the

hair is strip])e<l off, as above described. They j;ow undergo v;iH-

ous processes, similar lo those alreadv detailed, excepting tl.al the

00i!e is not at lirsl of equal strength ;' and ll/at tlie hides are >r.itted

every second or third da\, for the space of six nu'uths, into a

stroiiger liquor; being at length put uito a very rich ooze, wfierO

they are turned twice every week, for two or iliiee months. '1 hus*

prepared, they are ( arried to apodicr pit, with layers nf bark ar-

rapgp.d betv.een each liide ; biie process being agaui re; caled for a
similar period, when they are taken out, oud Heated ir- fl-,e same
niani.er as the butts. Bolh species of leather here desiribed, are

employed for the soles of pumps, shoes, boots^ '&.C. biing liner or

stronger, as occasion ni.iy ret^yiro. T.he last division oi leather is

that of skins, which hit hides all that is manufaclure'.l iVom those'of

calves, dogs, l-zc, 'Ihey are washed in water ; then plunged in

limc-wHler, and deprived of their hair by the same opeijition as

hidirs; after removing all uneven and superfluous matters, tlie

skins are soaked in a pit of water impregnated v.iih the dung of

pigeons, for a week or ten days, in order to extract uil the parti-

I clea of lime, Rrease, &c. Js'ext, they are treated in a sihiilar

manner with the hides; and, in the course of five or six moiuliSi

they will he sufilciently tanned. '1 lie leather thus prepared is

conveyed to the currirr, and lilted for the purpose of making the

upper parts of boots, shoes, &c. Various metlibds have been trie.'l

to render these procestsjj- less tedious and less expeiiiiive, 0;.k-

Icaves, gall-nuls, dried uud pulverized heath, the balk^ cf ih.t birch

and willow-trees, the dried and powdered leaves of the wild laurel,

and numerous either vegetable productions, nave been tried, and
proposed, as useful subsiitides for oak- bark : numeroCis experi-

ments were also made with plants, by Gleditsch. I'aiitsch, 15oh-

mer, and other writers. In J 795, Mr. William Desmond obtain--

ed a patent for practising Seguiii's method in England, Jie ob»
tainetl the tanning principle by digesting oaK-bark, or oilier pro-

jier materials in cold water, in an apparatus nearly similar to that

used in the salt-petrc-works. That is, the water which has re-

mained upon the powdered bark for some time, in one vessel, h
drawn off bj a cock, and poured upon fresh tan. This u- again to

be drawn off, and poured upon other fresh tan ; and in this wav
the process is to be continued to the fifth vessel. The liquor is

then highly coloured, and niarks from six to eight degrees upon
the hydroiiieter for salts, This he calls the fanning lixiviuni.

Several other patents have been granted at different times, for ah

account of which the curious reader will consult the 1st, 3d, 6th,

and 1 Ith, vols, of the Kepertorv of Arts, &c. where full specifica-

tions are inserted, and occasionally illustrated with plates.

TANORE, a sea-port-town of Ilindoostan, on the coast of Ma-
labar, in Calicut, 25 miles S. S. E. of Calicut, Lon. 75. 54, E,
Lat. 10. 58. N.
TANTALITE, in mineralogy, a metallic fossil of an iron-blgck

colour on the external surface, but internally between bluish-grey

and iron-black. It occurs imbedded in masses of the size of a
hazeiiuit, w hich have a tendency to the octahedral form. Exler-

iially it is smooth and glimmering; internally it is shining, and its

lusire metallic. Specific gravity 7,95. Jt occurs in Sweden,
imbedded in quarlz.

TANTALIUM, a motal discovered by M. Ekeberg, in tlie

mineral just mentioned ; and in another named Ylrotantali.tr,

From each he extracted, by means of the fixed alkalies, a whito

powder, which he ascertained to be the oxide of a peculiar metal;

to this he gave the name of tantalium. When ih.s oxide is power"
fully healed with charcoal, it yields a button moderately hard,

which, externally, iias a nietallic lustre, but internally it is black,

and without any degree of brilliancy. The acids will again reduce

it to an oxide, but they will not dissolve it. It melts before tho

blow-pipe with, borax, or phosphate of soda, but gives np colour

to either of them. It specific gravity is about 6.5,

TANTALUS, in fabulous history, king of Fhry°!a and Pq-

phUigonia, was the son of Jupiter and the nymjih Plota, He
one day entertained the gods at his table ; when, to prove their

divinity, he served up his son Pek ps cut in pieces, AH the del.

tico, ex'cept Ceres, perceived his cruelty and inipiety, and \voul4

not touch his provisions, That goddess ina<lvertenlly eat a part

of hii left shoulder. Ptlops, however, was restored to life, and an

ivorv.shoulder given bim in the rooin'of that which had beenfaienj
but
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but Tantalus was thrown into Tartarii<, where lie was punished

with perpetual hunger and thirst. He was chained in a lake;

the water of which reached up to his chin, hut retired when

hf attempted to drink. The branch of a tree loaded witli fruit

hung down even to his lips, but on his attempting to pluck the

fruit the branch sprung upwards.

Tastauus, the Ibis, in ornithology, a genus of birds belonging

to the order grallae. Bill long, subulated, somewhat crooked ; face

naked ; tongue short ; feet with four toes palmated on the under

part. There are, according to Dr. Latham, twentj-three species,

of which the must remarkable is the

T. Ibis, the Egyptian Ibis, is the bird so much valued by the

ancient Egyplians for its utility in freeing the country from ser-

f «.it5. Mr. Bruce found a bird in Abyssmia, which, after com-
paring it with the description of the ancient writers, and the em-
balmed ibis of Egypt, he concludes is the same w ith [he Egyptian

ibis. It is minutely describe. 1 by Mr. Bruce, it has a beak
shaped like that of a curlew, two-tliirds straight, and the remain-

ing third crouked ; the upper part of a green horny subslancc, and
the lower part black. It measures four mches and a half from the

occiput to the place where it joins the beak. The leg, from the

lower joint of the thigh to the foot, is six inches ; the bone round
and very strong; and from the lower joint of the thigh to where
it joins the body, is five inches and a h;ilf. The height of the

body from the soli? to the mid<lle of ihe back is 19 inches ; the

aperture of the eye one inch ; the feet and legs black ; three toes

before armed with sharp and straight claws ; and a toe behind.

The head is brown, and the plumage of the same colour down to

the back, or the place where tiie back and neck are joined. The
throat is while, as well as Ihe back, breast, and thighs ; the largest

feathers of the wing are deep black for 13 inches from the tail;

and six inches up the back Irom tlie extremity of the tail is black
likewise.

Tantalus's Cup. See Hydrostatics.
TAOO, the most southern of the EiicDdly Islands, in the South

Pacific Ocean.
TAORMIXA, a town of Sicily, in the valley of Demona.
TAOL'KA, one of the Society Islands, in the South Pacific

Ocean. Lon. 145. 9. \V. Lat. 14! 30. S.

TAPER, or TAPEIUIS'G, is understood of a piece of timber,
or the like, when thick at one end, and gradually diminishing to
the other; as is the case in pyramids, cones, &c.
TAPhK also denotes a kind of tall wax-candle, placed in a can-

dlestick, and burnt at funeral-processious, and other churcli-so-
lemnities.

Taper, Paschal, among the Romanists, is a large taper,
whereon the deacon applies live bits of frankincense in holes made
for the purpose, in form of a cros> ; and which he lights with new
lire in the ceremony of Eastei-Saturday. The pontilical makc>
Pope Zosimus the author of this usage ; but Baronius will have it

more ancient, and quotes a hymn of Prudentius to prove it. F.
Papebroch gives the original of the paschal-taper, in his Conatus
Chronicollistoricus, &c. Thougli the council of Nice regu-
lated the day whereon Easter was to be cek-brated, it enjoined the
patiiarch of Alexandria to make a yearly canon thereof, and to
send It to the pope. As all the othe'r moveable feasts were regu-
lated by that of Easter, a catalogue of them was made every year;
9iid this was written on a consecrated taper, cereus. This taper
according to the abbot Chastelaiii, was not made to be burnt; it

fiad no wick, and was only a column of wax, made to write the
list of moveable feasts on' tor the year. For the ancients, when
any thing was to be written to last for ever, engraved ;t on mar-
ble or steel ; when it was to last a long while, they wrote it on
Egyptian paper; and when it was only to last a short time, they
wrote It on wax. They came at last to write the moveable feasts
on paper, Init they still fastened it to the paschal paper.
Tapestry, is a kind of cloth made of wool and silk, adorned

with hgures of different animals, &c. and formerly used for lining
Ihe walls of rooms, churches, &.-c. The art of weaving tapestry is

borrowed from the Saracens; accordingly the workmen employed in
this manufacture in France were formerly called Sarazins, or Sara-
zinois. Guicciardini ascribes the invention of lapestry-hanginos
to the inhabitants of the Netherlands ; but he has not mentioned
at what time the discovery was made. This art was brought into
EDglaiid by NVilliam Siieldoii, near the end of Henry Mil's

reign. In 1619 a manufacture was established at Alortlake, in.

Surry, by Sir Francis Crane, who received 200u/. Irom king
James to encourage it. The hi-st manufacture of tapestry at 1 aris

was set up by Henry IV. in ItjUti or lo07, by several arli ts whom
that monarch invite<l from Flanders. Under Lewis XIV. the
manufacture of the Gobelins was instituted, which introduced very
beautiful cloths, remarkable for streiig'h, for elegance of design,

and a happy choice of colours. The linest paintings are copied,

and eminent painters have been employed in making designs fof

the work.

T.M'IOCA, a species of starch which the Brazilians make from
the roots of the casaada-planl.

TAPIR, the Ei.i,piiANT-HoG ; in zoology, a genus of quadru-
peds of the order bellui-, resembling the Hippopotamus. Fore-
teet with four hoots each; hind-feet three. '1 here is only one
species, viz.

T. Americanus, the American Tafik. The nose of the

male extends far beyond the lower jaw, is slender, and forms a,

sort of proboscis ; it is capable of being contracted or extended at

pleasure, and its sides are sulcated. 'I he exlrejiiities of both jaws
end in a point, and there are ten cutting teeth in each. Between
them and the grinders there is a vacant space ; and there are ten

grinders in each jaw. The cars are erect, the eyes small, and the
body is shaped like that of a hog. The back is arched ; the legs

are short ; and the hools small, black, and iiollow. The tail is

very small. The animal grows to the size of a heifer half a year
old. The hair is short: when young, it is spotted with white

;

when old, of a dusky colour.- They inhabit the woods and rivers

of the east side of South America, irom the Isthmus of Darieii to

the Amazon.
'FAR, a thick, black, unctuous substance obtained chiefly front

old pines and hr-trees, by burning them with a close smothering
heat. It is prepared in great quantities in Norway, Sweden, Ger-
many, Russia, and North America, and in other countries wher«
the pine and lir abound.
Tar-\V atfr, or water impregnated with the soluble parts of

tar, was about a century ago a very popular remedy ; but is now
almost entirely out of use.

TART, a town of Russia, in Tobolskoi, on the Irtish; 220 miles
E. of Dobolsk, and 204 W. N.W. of Kolivun.

TARANSA, orTAKANSAY, one of the Western Llands of
Scotland, j miles N.E. of loe Head. Lon. 9. 0. VV. Lat.

b>i. 2. N.
TARANTO, the ancient Tarentum, a sea-port-town of Naples,

in Otranto, oO miles S.E. of Bari, and 14 E. by S. of Naples.
TARANl'UL.^, a species of aranea, so called from Taranto,

where thev abound. See Ahanea.
TARARE, a town of Fr.nce, in the department of the Rhone,

and Loire, and late province of Lyoniiois. Lon. 4.34. E. Lat. 4j.

32. N.
TARASCON, a city of France, in the department of Arriege,

and late province of Foix, 7 miles S.E. of Foix.

Tarasco.'C, a town of France, in the department of the Mouths
of the Rhone, .ind late province of Provence, 10 miles N. of
Aries, and 37j S. by E. of Paris. Lon. 4. 4j. \V. Lat. 43,

46. N.
'i'AR.-VXlPPUS, a deity worshipped iu Elis, who superintended

the races and other games.
TARAZONA, a strong town of Spain, in Arragon, near Old

Castile, 127 miles N.E. of Madrid. Lon. l.'2€. VV. Lon. 42.

10. r\.-

TARBAT NESS, a cape, of Scotland, on the east coast of Ross-
shire, between the Friths of Dornoch, Cromarty, and Mtirrav.
TARBES, a populous city of France, capital ol the department

of the Upper Pyrenees, 42 miiesS.W. of Auch, and 112 S. by E.
of Uourdeaux. ' Lon. 0. 9- E. Lat. 43. 14. N.

1 ARBOROUGH, or TARBURGH, a town of North Caro-
lina, capital of Edgecombe county, 40 miles N.W. of Washington,
and 419 S.W. of Philadelphia.

TARCHONANTHUS, Flea-bane; in botany, a genus of

plants belonging to the class syngenesia, and order pojygainia
a-qualis ; natural order Composila?. Receptable villous ; pappus
plumy: calyx one-leafed, turbinate, half-divided into seven seg-

ments. There are three species.

TARE, or V EPCH, in botany. See Vjcja.
7 Take,
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Tare, in commerce, is an allowance tor the (nitside-ixickage

kbit coDlaiiis sucli goods as cannot be ujipacked witUoiit detriment;

or for the papers, threads, bands, &:c. that inclose or bind any

goods imported loose ; or though imported in casks, chests, &c.

yet cannot be unpacked and weighed neat.

TARENTAISK, a late county and province in the late duchy

of Savoy, now included in the French empire, and department of

Mont lilanc.

TARENTUM, TARENTUS, or TARAS, an ancient city of

Ital^, in Calabria.

'I'ARGET, in war. See Shield.
TAUGIONIA, iu botany, a genus of the cryptogamia hepatics.

Calyx two-valved, compressed, containing at bottom a capsule

nearly globular, manv-seeded. There is only one species, viz.

T. hypophylla, a native of Europe.
TAR(jOR01>, a town of European Turkey, in Moldavia, 50

miles S.W. of Jissy. Lou. 20. '.'9. E Lat. 4(5. 49. N.
TARGOVI8CO, or TERGOVISCO, a city of European

Turkey, capital 01 Walacliia, 70 miles S.E. of Herinanstadt, and

188 N.E. of Belgrail - Lon. 25. 26. E. Lat. 45. 45. N.
TAKGUM, [nmr,] dignities paraphrases or expositions, be-

cause they are rather coininents and explications than literal trans-

lations, ot tiie te.xt. They are written in the Chaldee tongue,

whick became more familiar to thejeus after their captivity in

Babylon than th'- Hebrew itself. But thi ugh the custom of mak-
ing thee expositions in the Chaldee language be very ancient

among the Hebrews, yet have they no targums before the era of

Jonathan ana Onkeios.

i. Targum op Jerusalem is only upon the Pentateuch ; nor is

that entire or perlect.

ii. 1 ARCUM OF JoNATHAM. t'le son of Uziel is upon the greater

and less propheis. He llourished under Herod the Great, about

B. C. :w.

iii. Targum of Joseph the Blind is upon the Hagiographa.
This author i= nuicu more modern, and less esteemed, than those

abovi-menticnecl.

iv Targi'm of Onkelos is the most of all esteemed, and co-

pies are to to be fiund in which it is inserted verse tor verse with

the Hebrew, it is bo short ami so simple, that it cannot be sus-

pected of being corrupted. I'liis paraphrast wrote only upon the

books ot Mooe> ; aixl ins style approaches nearly to the purity of

the Chaldee, as it ^ found in Daniel and Ezra. Tliis targum is

cited in the Alischna, but was not known eitiier to Eusebius, St.

Jerome, or St. Orij^cn.

TARIF, a table or catalogue containing the names of different

sorts of merchaiuhze, with tlie duties to be paid as settled by au-
thority among trading nations.

TAR IFF A, a sea-port-town of Spain, in Seville, 27 miles S.S.E.

of Medina Sidonia, and 17 W. S.W ot Gibraltar. Lon. 5. 40. \V.

Lat. 30. 0. N.
TARIN, Peter, a French physician and author, born at

Courtenai, about the end of the seventeenth century. He pub-
lished, 1. Adversaria Aiiatoniica, 4to. 2. An Anatomical Dic-

tionaiy, 4to .3. Osteographia, 4to. 4. Aiithro])eomia, or the Art of

Dissecting, 2 vols, l.'mo. 5. A Trratise on Ligaments. 6. Ob-
servations on Medicine and Surgery, 3 vols. i2mo. And, 7. A
Description of the Muscles, 4to. He died in 1761.

TARINGASONG, a town of Thibet, 17 miles S.S.E. of

Lassa, and 106 N. of Ghergong. Lon. 93 0. E. Lat. 28. 6. N.
TARKL', a city of Asia, eapilal of Daghestan, on the west

coast of the Caspian Sea, 52 miles S.K. of Derki. Lon. 47. 5. E.

Lat. 45. 50. N.
TARN, a department of France, formed out of the late pro-

vince of Languedoc. Casties is the capital.

TARO, a borough in the late duchy ot Parma, 25 miles SW.
of Parma. Lon 10. 9. E. Lat. 44. 40. N.
TARODANT, orTARllDAN'l", a city of Morocco, capital

of Sus, 120 miles S. of Morocco. Lon. 8. 10. VV. Lat. 30. 0. N.
TARPEl A, a vestal virgin, who betra\ed the citailel of Rome

to theSabines ; for which, by a voluntary mistake, they rewarded
.her with death. See Rome.
TARPEIAN R0(;K, in Roman antiquity, a steep rock in

Rome; whence, by the law of the XII. Tables, those guilty of

certain (.rimes were precipitated. It took its name from Tarpeia,

V ho was burned near it,
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TARFEiUS N.' ONS,1'he'I^RPEiA.vH ILL. on wl-.irh stood the

Tarpeian Rock. See last article, it was SU feet per|)eiidicular

in height. It was also called Capitol'iius, from the capitol, being

built on it.

TAUUACONENSIS HISPANIA, an ancient Roman pro-

vince of Spain, called also Hisp.iiiia Citra, or Citerior, in respect

of its situation as to Rome. It was bounded on the north by the

Pyrenees and ihe Cantabrian Sea, now the Bay of Biscay.

TARR.4G0NA, an ancient city of Spain, in Catalonia, of

which province it is the metropolis. It wa^ most cruelly sacked

in ISU bv Ihe French invaders under Souchet, to whom it sur-

rendered after a si?ge of tliree moiitlis. It is 35 miles N.E. of

Tortosa, 38 S.W. of Barcelona, 98 E.S.E. of Saragossa, and 220

E. by N. oi Madrid. Lon. 1. 13. E. Lat. 41. 8. K.
T.^RSUS, [™=<r®',] the space betwixt the lower end of the fo-

cil bones ol the leg, and the beginning of the live long bones that

are jointed with, and bear up, the toes. See Anatomy.
Tarsus, in ancient geography, a celebrated city of Cilicia,

seated on tht-Cvdnus. The inliab'itants having, in the "time of Julius

Caesar, shewed themselves friendly to the Romans, they were en-

dowed with all the privileges of Roman citizens. Hence St. Paul

claimed being a Roman. It is now called Tarasso.

TARTAN, or TARTAN-CLOTH, a kind of cloth, inade

generally of woollen, sometimes of linen, and often of silk, of va-

rious colour.* ; as blue, red, green, white, black, yellow, &:c. run-

ning in parallel lines, and crossing each other; and thus forming

vari'ous coloured squares, paiallelograms and parallelopipeds.

This dress is much worn by the Scottish Highlanders.

lARTANE, in sea-Iiinguage, a small coasting vessel navi-

gated in the Mediterranean Sea, and having only one mast and a

bow^piil.

TARTAR, or TARTRATE OF POTASS, in modern clie-

mistry, is obtained in a state of impurity,' incnisted on the bottom

and sides of casks in which wine has been kept. It is afterwards

purified by dissolving it in boiling water, and iiltring it while hot.

On cooling, it deposits the pure salt in very irregular crystals.

In this state it is sold under the name of crj'stals, or cream of

tartar.

TARTARIC ACID, in chemistry, an acid first procured by

Scheele in a separate state, in the year 1770. The process which

ie followed was by boiling a quantity of tartar, or cream of tar-

tar, in water, and adding powdered chalk till effervescence ceased,

and the licpiid no longer reddened vegetable blues. ltwa>then

allowed to cool, the liquor hitred, and a whiteinsoluble powder re-

mained on the filter, which was carefully removed and well

washed. This was put into a matrass, and a quantity of sulphuric

acid, equal in weight to the chalk employed, diluted in water,

poured upon it. The mixture was allowed to digest for twelve

hours on a sand-bath, stirring; it occasionally with a glass-rod. The
sulphuric acid combined with the lime, and formed a sulphate of

lime, which fell to the bottom. The liquid contained tiie tartaric

acid <lissolved in it. This was decanted off, and a little acetate of

lead dropped into it, as a test to detect the sulphuric acid, should

aiiv remain, cind if this be the ..ase, it must be digested again with

more tartrate of lime, to carrv olf what remains of the sulphuric

acid. It is then to be evaporated, and about one-third of the

weinlit of the tartar employed is obtained of concrete tartaric

acid°. To purily this, the crystals may be dissolved in distilled

water, and again evaporated and crystallized. It seems probable

that this acid exists in a stale of purity in some vegetables. Van-

quelin found a sixty-fourth part m the pulp oi the tamaruKl. Tar-

taric (or lartarous) acid tluis obtained is in the form sof very fine

needle-shaped crystals ; but lliey have been differently described

bv dilt'ereiit cheni'ist'-. One huiuhed parts of this acid consist of

oxvgen rn.5, carbon 19, and hydiogeii 10.5.

''I'AR'FAKI-iS, in mythology. 'he inhrnal regions, or the hell

of the ancient Greeks, Romans ami Egyptians; which consisted

of two divisions, the one called Elysium, lor the reception of the

virtuous ; the other Tartarus lor tli t of the wicked.

T'ART.'VRY, a very large country of Asia, situated between

40° and 143° Lon. E. and between 37° and 55° Lat. N. It is

bounded on the N. by Siberia, or that part of Asia which belongs

to Rusvia ; on the W. by the Don, Wolsa, and Kama, wl.icli sepa-

rate it from RusT.ia ; on the S. by the Euxine and Caspr.in Seas,

Karasm, the two Eukharias, China, and Korea ; aod on the E, ly

SP th/i
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the Orientiil or Taitanan Ocean. Tartaiy, in its most exlensivt-

Sense, contains all that va<t country of A^in, wliidi lies between

the Frozen Sea to the north, and Persia, Hindoostan, and Cliina,

tj the south, and inchides a great variety of nations, to whicli is

a|)iilied the general nime of Tartars, or Tastars, with a particular

one olten from their local situation. Tartary m.iy be divided into

thret- parts, viz. Chinese Tartary, Independent 'i'artary, and Rus-

sian Tartary.

I.'Iartary, Chinese, is bounded on the N. by Siberia, E.

by the GuU of Kanitschatka and the Eastern Sea, S. by China,

aii.l W. by the country of the Kalmucks, which lies between the

C'asp an Sea and Kashgar. The different tribes which at present

inhabit it, were foniieily comprehended under the general name
of Mogul, or Mongul Tartars, a warlike and formidable nation,

who, on the one hand, conquered Hindoostan, under the monster
Jenghia Khan.

11. Tartary, In'dependent, includes all the country between
Chinese Tartary and the Caspian Sea, and contains Turkesti'.n,

Great and Little Bukharia, Turconiania, Karasm, Thibet, and
some other counties and provinces, inhabited by the Usbecks and
Kalmucks.

in. Tartar V, Russian, or Crim Tartary, or the Crimea,
the ancient Taurica Cliersoiiesus, a peninsula of Asia, bounded on
the S. and \V. by the Black Sea; on tiie N. by the province ot

Catherinenslaf, with which it communicates by theistlinius of Pe-
rekop; and on the S. by the sea of Asoph and the strait of Cafla.

It wjs early distinguished by its extraordinary fertility and coni-

niercial advantages. By Russian Tartary is also sometimes un-
derstood the Russian empire in Asia, including the whole of Si-

beria.

i ARTAS, a town of France, in the department of Laudes, and
l.ite province of Gascony, 12 miles N.E. of Ua\, 1 j W. S. V\'. of

Mont de Marsan, and 36 N.E. of Bavonne. Loii. 0. 4S. VV. Lat.
43. 50. N.
TASHKUND,orTIlASIlKAND,atown of Turkestan, on

tl'.e Sir, 210 miles N.of Samarcand. Lon. tJ4. 4S. E. Lat. 42.
40. N.
TASSACORTA, or TASSACRODA, a sea-port-town of the

Canary Islands, on the west coast of Palraa. Lon. 17. 3S. W.
Lat. 2S. .37. N.
TASS.\SL'DON, a cilv of Asia, capital of Bootan, 206 miles

S. \V. of Lassa, and 242 K. E. of Patna. Lon. S9. 12. E. Lat.
27. _4.-.. N.
'I'ASSELS, in building, are those pieces of board that lie under

the ends ot the mantlet-trees.

T.\SS(), Torquato, a justly and greatly celebrated Italian

piet, born at Sorrento in Naples, in 1549, the son of Ber-
imrd, by Portia di Rofii, a lai'y of an illustrious family of Ni'ples.
JJi.-. father was secretary to the prince ot Salerno, who, being
charged lo represent to Charles \'. tl-.e injustice of the viceroy ot

Naples, was obliged to Hy to Uonie, and was accompanied by Ber-
nard Tasso and liis son, who, though he was not nine years ohi,
wrote verses on tiieir misfortune, in winch he compared himself to
voung Astawius escaping with jEni ,-. Young Tasso w'as sent to

Padua to study the law, and while there he wrote his poem of Rl-
iialdo, I'.t the age of seventeen. In Ijtij l,e was taken into the ser-
vice ol t'le d'jke of Ferrara, with whose sister the princess Elenora
he tell ill love, and this fatal passion proved the source of that me-
lancholy humour which preyed upon him twenty years. Quitting
I'errara, he went to h.is sister at Sorento, and wasjoyfiilLy received
hy her; ijut his flame becoming stronger bv absence, he reiurned
to the court of Ferrara, where, in the presence ol the duke, he
had the injiirudcnce to embrace the princess with transport. Al-
phonso, with great coolness, ord.'-red him to be taken to an hos-
pital, as a man deprived ol his reaton. At the desire of tlie duke
tie Gonzaga he nblaiiied his liberty in IjStj, on which he relired
to Naples, wheie for some time he enjoved repose. Pope Cle-
ment VIII. who wa*a great admirer ot h'is talents, called him to
Rome, where he was received with honourable marks of distinc-
tion, and great preparations were made for sulemnly crowning him
ill the cap.toi as the prince of po>-t«, when he fell sick, and died on
the evening before the intended ceremony, A|ril 1."), 1 j9j. The
work which has immortalized his memory is llie epic poem of Je-
rivilem Delivered, translated into English bv Iloole. All the
yovks of lasso were printed at Florence, in vols. Ibl. in l'i4.

TASTE, a certain sensation, or class of sensations, excited in

the mind by certain bodies, w hich are called sapid, ap-phed to the
tongue and palate, and moistened with the saliva. Tins is the ori-

ginal and proper meaning of the word taste ; but as the qualities of
bodies which [jroduce these sensations are unknown, they have in

all languages got the names of the sensations themselves, by that

figure of spefi h which substitutes the cause for the eriect. Hence
we talk of the tastes of sugar, wormwood, honey, vinegar, &c.
and say, that the one is sweet and the other sour, &c. Tastes

have been divided into simple and compound ; and philosopherj

have, to very little purpose, endeavoured to ascertain the number
of each species.

Taste is likewise used in a figurative sense to denote that fa-

culty of the mind by which we perceive and enjoy whatever is

beautiful or sublime in the works of nature or of art. Like the

taste of the i)alate, this facuhy relislies some things, is disgusted

with others, and to many is indiflerent ; andliom these obvious
analogies betw een it and the external sense it iias ol)tained its name.
It has likewise been called an internal sense, ar.d by Dr. Hutchk;-
son, a reflex sense; whilst others h.ive considered it, not as a dis-

tinct faculty or sense, but as the joint exertion of perception and
judgement in some cases, and as a play ot the imagination in others.

TA 1 E, Nahum, an eminent poet, born at Dublin, where he
received his education, in 1632. He was made poet laureat to

king William III. upon the death of Shadwell, and held that place

until the reign of George I. whose first birth-day-ode he wrote
with unusuiil spirit. He died in the mint in 1716. He wrote
nine dramatic performances, a great number of poems, and a ver-

sion of the Psalms in conjunction with Dr. Nicholas Brady.

TATIAN, a writer of the primitive chuich, in the second cen-
tury, born in Assyria, and trained up in the heathen religion and
learning. He became a Christian and disciple of Justin Martyr,
whom he attended to Rome; and while Justin lived, continued
orthodox ; but after his death made a schism, and founded a new
sect, condemning marriage, enjoining abstinence from wine and
animal-food, and suffering only water to be used in the holy mys-
teries; whe;ice his followers were called Encralilx and Hvilropa-

rastate. None of his works are extant but his piece against the

Gentiles, iiitiluled, his Oration to the Greeks.

• TATIUS, Achilles, a native of Alexandria, was the author of

a book on the sphere. There is also attributed to him a Greek
romance on the lives of Leucippe and Clitophon. of which Salina-

sius lias given a beautiful edition in Greek and Latin, with notes.

Suidas says, that Talius was a pagan, but afterwards became a
Christian, and a bishop. Pholius mentions him in his Bibliotheca.

TATTA, a city of Hindoostan, the capital of Sindy; 156 miles

W.N.W. of Amenabad, 340 S. S. VV. of Moultan, and 740
N. W. of Bombay. Lon. 67. J8. E. Lat. 24. j4. N.
TATlAll, a town of Alrica, on the frontiers of Darah and

Morocco; 1 JO miles S. S. E. of Morocco. Lon. 10. 5j. E. Lat.

24. 54. N.
TATTOOING, or TATTOWING, an operation in use

amonj! the islanders in the South Sea for marking their bodies
witii tigures of various kinds which they consider as ornamental.

It is performed t-y puncturing the skin, and rubbing a black co-

lour into the wounds.
TA^ Al, an island in the Indian Ocean, near the coast of Siam ;

20 miles long, and 3 broach Lon. 97. 52. E. Lat. 13. 0. N.
'JAVAi, a town of Siam, 124 miles N. of Mergui, and 14S S. of

Martaban. Lon. 9,S. 12. E. Lat. 14. 10. N.
'Tavai I'oKNAMMOo, the inline given by the natives to the W.

island of New Zealand. 'The inland part is full of very high and
rugged mountains, whose tops are coveied with snow, but the sea-

coast abounds with trees, among which is the true sjiruce. 'Though
much rain fell, it was attended with no bad effects on Captain
Cook's seamen. 'The natives lead a wandering lite, without
seeming united in society or friendship. The island is 600 miles
long, and 150 broad.

'TAX ASTF.BORG, TAVASTEHUS, TAVASTHEHL'S, or
T.'VV ASTUS, a city of Sweeten, in Finland, the capital of Ta-
vastland ; 62 miles N. E. of Abo.
'TAVAS'TLAND, a province of Sweilen, in the middle of Fin-

land, about IJO miles long, and 100 broad. 'The soil is very fir-

tile, and the surface chiclly consi^ts of line plains, diversified with
arable and meadow-lands, aiul watered by many lakes and rivers

abound;iig
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abouiKlmg with fish. It likewise abounds in caille and wild

game.
TAUCHEL, a town of Prussian Pomeralia, 44 miles S. S. W.

Tof Dantzic. Lon. 18. 5. E. Lat. 53. 38. N.
TAVERN A, a town of Naples, in Calabria Ultra ; 15 miles

N. of Squillace, and 70 N. E. of Reggio. Lon. 16. 44. E. Lat.

39. 11. N.
TAVIRA, or TAVILA, a city of Portugal, and capital of the

province of Aljarve ; 100 miles W. by N. of Cadiz. Lon. 7. 4(5.

W. Lat. 37. 18. N.
TAVISTOCK, a borough cf England, in Devonshire; 14

miles N. of Plymouth. Lon. 4. 12. E. Lat. 50. 37. N.
TALNTON, a large, elegant, and well-built borou?h of So-

mersetshire; 146 miles W. by S. of London. Lon. 3. 17. AV.

Lat. 50.59, N.
Taunton, a town of Massachusetts, the capital of Brisiol

county ; 41 miles S. of lioston, and 330 from Philadelphia.

TAUREAU, an island of France, in the department of Finis-

terre, and late province of Bretagne. Lon. 3. 51. \V. Lat. 4s.

40. N.
TALTRL an ancient nation of European Sannatia, who inha-

bited Taurica Chersonesus, and sacrificed all strangers to Diana.
TAURICA, in the mythology, a surname of Diana, because

she was worshipped by the inhabitants of Taurica Chersonesus.

Taurica Chersonesus, in ancient geography, a large penin-

sula of Europe, at the S. W. end of the Palus Moeoti.<, joined to

Scythia, by aji isthmus, and bounded by the Cimmerian Bospho-
rus, the Euxine Sea, and the Palus Mceotis. Tlie inhabitants

were called Tauri, and were very savage.

TAURI3, or'l'EBRIS, a town of Persia, capital of Adirbeit-

zan. Lon. 47. 50. E. Lat. 38. 18. N.
lAURUiJ, in astronomy, one of the twelve signs of the zodiac.

See Astronomy.
Taurus, a great chain ot mountains in Asia, which begin at the

eastern part of Little Carasmania, and extend very far iato In-

dia. In different places they have dilTerent names.
'1'auuvs, in zoology. See Bos.
TAUTOLOGY, \_7x-M\<ryici ; tcuto.- and xoy©- ;] repetition of

the same words, or of the same sense in dilTerent words.

TAWING, the art of dressing skins in white, for divers manu-
factures, particularly gloves, &c. All tkins may be tawed; but
those chiefly used lor this purpose are lamb, sheep, kid, and
goat-skins.

TAX, [tera, from the Greek r^fi;, i. e. ordo,'] an imposition
laid upon the subject for the support of governnient. See Reve-
nue. It is the ancient indisputable privilege and right of tlic

House of Commons, that all grants of subsidies or parliamentary
aiils do begin in their house, and are fust bistoued bv tliem ; al-

though their grants are not ctlectual to all intents and purposes
until they have the absent of the other two branches of the legis-

lature.

I. Taxes, Annual, are usually those upon land and malt.

II. TAXfcs, PtRPETUAL, are tlis custuDis, the excise-duty, the

«ilt-dut\, the pust-olhce, the stamp-duty, the assessed ta.ves, &c.
TA\AI'I(3N. See I'EODAt. SvsTLM, and Revenue.
TAXL'S, the Yew-Tkf,e, in botany, a genus of plants belong-

ing to the class diiecia, and order moiiadelphia ; natural order,

(^onilerie. Male calyx none ; corolla none ; stamina many; an-

thers peltate, eight-cleft ; female corolla none ; style none ; seed
one, in a b;;rried calycle that is tjuite entire, 'ihere are four

species.

T. Baccata, the Commom Yew-Tree, is a native of Britain,

Fiance, Swisserland, &c. and of Nortli America. It is distni-

guishftd trom the other species by linear leaves wliichgrow very

< iose, and by the receptacles of the male Howcrs being subglubose.

Tiie wood is redvli^ii, full of veins, and flexible, very hard and
smootli, and almost incorruptible.

Tj^Y, called by the Romans Tavus or Taus, a river in Scot-

land.

TAY'LOR, Dr. Jeremy, was the son of a barber at Cam-
bridoe, w here he was educated. lie became divinity-lcciurer of

St. Paul's in London ; and was, by tiie interest of Archbishop
Laud, elected fellow of All-Soul's college, Cambridge, in 163(>.

in 1G38, he became chaplain to the arclibishop, who made liim

rector of Uppingham in Rutlandshire. In 164J lie was chaplain

tu the king; and a frciuent preacher before him at Oxiord. He

afterward attended his arniv as chaplain. Upon the tii clming of
Ills cause, he retired into Wak-,^, wliere he oiViciated as mmirster,

and kept a school. Having spent several years there, he lost three
sons of greaL hopes in three months. This made hiin leave the
country, and go to London, where he ofiiciated in a private con-
gregation of loyalists. At length Edward lord Conway carried
him over into Ireland, and settled him at Portmore. Upon the
Restontion he returned to England; soon alter he was advanced
to the bishopric of Down and Connor in Ireland. He was like-

wise made privy-counsellor and vice-chancellor of the Univer-
sity of Dublin ; which he held till his death. He died of a fever
at Lisnegarvy in l6fJ7. He was the author of several excellent
works on divinity.

Taylor, Dr. Brook, was born at Edmonton, August 18,

1685. He was the son of .lohn Taylor, Esq. of Bifron's-iiouse m
Kent. In 1701, he was entered a Fellow Commoner of St.

John's College, Cambridge. In 1708 he wrote his treatise " On
the Centre of Oscillation," in the Phil. Trans. In 1709, he took
his degree of A. B. In 171'-', he was chosen F. R. S. In 1712.
he presented to the Royal Society three papers: 1. On the Accent
of \\'ater between two Glass-Planes; U. On thi- Centre of Oscilla-

tion ; and, 3. On the Motion of a stretched String. In 1713 he
presented a paper on Music. In 1714 he was elected secretary:

same year he took at Cambridge his degree of LL. D. and sent
to Sir Hans Sloane, An Account of some curious Experiments
relative to Magnetism ; which was printed in the Trans. In 1715
he published in Latin his Methodus Inciementorum ; also a cu-
rious essay preserved in the Philos.Trans. intituled An Account of
an Experiment for the Discovery ol the Laws of Magnetic Attrac-
tion ; likewise a treatise On the Principles of Linear Perspective.
In the same year he conducted a coi;troversial correspondence
with the Count Raymond de Montniort, on the Tenets of Male-
ijranche ; which occasioneil his being particularlv noticed in the
eulogium pronounced by the I'rench academv, on that eminent
metaphysician. The new philosophy of New Ion engaged the at-

tention of mathematicians and philosophers both at home and
abroad. In I7lt), he went to Paris, where his society was very
much courted. In 1717 he returned to London, and wrote three
treatises, which were published in the Phil. Trans, vol. 30. His
intense application having impaired his health, he went to Aix-la-

Chapelle, and resi]^ned his secretaryship in 1718. After his re-

turn in 1719, he applied to subjects of a very different kind, such
as A Treatise on the Jewish Sacrihces, and a Dissertation on the
Lawfulness of eating Blood. He also revised his treatise en Linear
Perspective. Drawing continued also to be his favourite amuse-
ment to his last hour. In \72\, he published his last paper in

the Philos. Trans, intituled. An Experinient to ascertain the Pro-
porticn of Expansion of Liquor in the Thermometer, with regard
to thedegreeof Heat. In 17-'l, he also married Miss Bridges, of
Wallington, in Surrey. She ilied in 17i;j, and he united himself
to Miss Sawbridge, of Olanliah, in Kent. Dr. Brook Tavlor died
of a decline, a'.;e(l 40, D<c.l.'9, 173 I.

T.WNE, FRl'IU OF, a bay on the E. side of Tayne or
Ross-shire, whicii runs up 25 miles from the sea, as far as Cape
Tarbat ; and divides Ro>s from SiillK-rland. It is seven miles
broad at the mouth, but is not iiaiigab'.e, as it abounds with
quicksands.

TCHANGTCIIA, a city of China, of the liist rank, in IIou-
quang, on the lleiig; 74.; m:les S. of Pekin.
TC:lIANG-TE, a city of China of thelirst rank in Ilou-qnang;

717 miles S. S. W. of Pekin. Lon. 101. 15. E. Lat. '.'9. 2. N.
Tchang-te, a city of China of the lust rank in Ho-nan, the

most northern in the province, 'J55 mill's S. S. \V. of Pekin.
TCliE-KAlNG, or TCHE-KIENG, a province of China,

bounded N. W. and N. by Kiaim-nan ; E. by the sea; S. by
Fokien ; and S. W. by Kiaiig-si. It is 200 miles lona, and froiii

120 to ISO bni.id. It is one of the diief provinces in the empire,
for climate, si( nation, po|)ulalion, and riches.

TCHEOU-KONG, a celebrated Chinese astronomer who
llouri.du'd above jnOO yeai-s betore tie Christian X'la, and issaid
to have inven'eJ the ^Iarilier's Compass. He erected a lower in

the city of Ho-nan, for an observiitory : and there is still to be
seen in it an instriimcnt w hid- he made and used for finding the
shadow at noon, and determining the l.itiiude.

TE.-\, the dried leaves of the tea-plant. Sec Thea. It is ge-

nerally said, that it was fust imported from Holland to Engk-.iul,
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in lliGli, by 1!k- lorils Arlini^toii i,nil O'-soiy, who brought it iiilo

fasUion among people o{ miulity. Hut it wjs uscii in Collee-

houses before this period, as appears Iroin an act of parliaiiieut

made in I6u0 ; in which a iluty of 8</. was laid on every gallon

of ttie infusion sold in these pljte<. in iGOti it was soU; in Lon-

don for 6(h. per pound, though it did not CJ^t more llian '2s bd

or 3s. 6d. at 15atavia. It continued at tlvis price till 1T07. in 1715

green tea began to be used ; and as )»reat ijuantities were thfn ini-

portcd, the price was lessened, ami the practice of drinking tea

descended to the lower ranks. In 17-^0 the French bcgau lo send

it to us by a clandestine commerce. Since iha' period the de

raand has'been incre.ising yearly, and it has become alm»>l a ne-

cessarv of life in several parts of Europe, and amoi.g t'.e lowest as

well as the highest ranks, 'i'he quantity of lea iuip''>rled annually

into Great Britain and Ireland from 1717 to the beginning of the

frencli RevoUitioii, is as follows :

From 1717 to 1720 700,000 lbs.

1732 to 1742 1,200,000

1755 near 4,000,0u0

17lJ(i 6,000,000

1785 about 12,000,000

1794 from 16 to 20,000,000

Since 1794 the iin[)orlation has considerably increased, which has

arisen chiefly from the circumstance of the foreign trade of France,

and other European States, having been v«ry nearly annihilated

by the British blockading syslim, and the very strict French
imperial decrees against the importation of British exports.

Besides these immense quantities imported into Britain and Ire-

land, much has been brought to Europe by other nations. In

1766 the whole tea imported into Europe from China amounted
to 17 millions of pounds ; in 1794 it was computed to be about

19 millions of pounds. In this country, teas are generally divid-

ed into three kinds of green, and five of bohea : the former are,

J. Imperial or bloom tea, with a large loose leaf, light green co-

lour, and a faint delicate smell. 2. JHyson, so called from the

merchant who first imported it ; the leaves of which are closely

curled and small, of a green colour, verging to a blue : and, 3.

Singlo tea, from the name of the place where it is cultivated.

The boheas are, 1. Souchong, wliich imparts a yellow green co-

lour by infusion. 2. Cambo, so called from the place where it is

jnade; a fragrant tea, with a violet-smell : its infusion pale. 3.

Congo, which has a larger leaf than the following, and its infusion

somewhat deeper, resembling common bohea in the colour of

the leaf. 4. Pekoe lea is known by the appearance of small white
tlr,v>ers mixed with it. 5. Commoii bohea, whose leaves are of

one colour. There are other varieties, particularly a kind of
green tea, done up in roundish balls, called gunpowder-tea.
TE.\RS, a lymph or aqueous humour, which is limpid, and a

little saltish : it is separated from the arterial Mood by the lachry-
mal glands and small gbndulous grainson the inside of the eve-lids.
TEASEL, a plant cultivated in the W. of England for "the use

ofrlothierx See DirSACCs.
TEA-TUEA, a moveable board, with a raised border, gene-

rally pierced, made of metal, nialiogany, or other wood ; for hold-
ing the lej-apparatus.

TEBESSA, or'l'EBESTA, an ancient to\»n of Tunis, at the
foot of a mountain, on tlie borders of Algiers, 130 miles S. S. W.
of Tunis. Lon. 8. 5. E. Lat. 34. 51. N.
TEBETIi, the lOlh month of the Jewish ccclesiatical year, and

4th of the civil. It answers to December.
TEUZA, a strong lo\.n of Morocco, caiiital of a province so

named. It has a good trade. Lon. 4. 55. W. Lat. 32. 50. N.
TECHNICAL relating to arts and sciences. It is also

particularly ap^ilied to a kind of verses wherein are contained
the rules or precepts of any art, thus digested to help the iiic-
iiiory to retain them.

TECKLENBUKO, a county of Germany, in the late circle
of Westphalui, which the late bishopric, anciently included the
county of Lingen, and part of Mui-.ster.Thesoil is fertile in corn and
pastiire ; the rivers abound in tibh ; Imen is the chief manufacture.
TscKLE-VBiiKG, the capital of the above countv. Lon. 8. 2

W. Lat. 52. 20. N.
TECOAN TAl'EQUE, a sea- port-town of Mexico, in Guax-

aca, at the foot of a volcano, 160 miles S. E. of Acapulco. Lon
09. 10. W. Lat. 15. a. N.

'

TECORT, an ancient and strong town ot Morocco, capita! of

a kingdom, so named, in Bileculgtrid. Lon. 7.55. E. L^i. 29.

35. N.
TECTON A, in botany, a genus of plants belonging to the c!ass

pentandria, and order monogynia. Stigma dentate ; fru.t a dry
spongy p'tim within an inhaled calyx; nucleus three-celled.

'I here is only one species, viz.

T Gran'dis, Ikdian' Oak. or Tfak Wood, a native of India.

TECTOSAG.E, or TECTOSAGES, an ancient nation of

Gallia Narbonensis, so named because, sagis tegerenlur, they were
protected by sorcerers.

TECULET, a sea-port-town of Morocco, 45 miles W. of Mo-
rocco. Lon. 9. 5. W. Lat. 30. 45. N.
TEDELEZ, a strong town of Alg.ers, in a province so named,

50 miles N. E. of Algiers. Lon. .i. 5. E. Lat. 47 5. N.
TEES, a river of England, which rises on the connnts of Cum-

berland, and running eastward, divides the county ot Durham
from Yorkshire, and falls into the German sea below Stockton.

TEE 1 H, the nones placed in the jaws for chewing food,

that it may be the more easily diaested in the stomach. For the

anatoniical structure of these, see Anatomy. Tne diseases to

winch they are liable, witii the most successful remedies, are fully

detailed under Medii;inednd Surgery. Quacks and mounteb nks
use various washes for th, teeth, the sudden effects of wliicii, in

cleaning and whitening the t' elii, surprise and ;leasc people ; but

the ellects are very pernicicin. All the strong .'.d spirits will do
tins. The best mixli.re is ihc following ; take plantane-water, an
ounce, honey of roses, two drarlims. muriatic acid, len drops ; mix
the whole, and rub the teeth wMh a .jiece oi linen-rag i ipped in

this every day till they are whit' in '. The mouth outdii to be
well washed with cold water alier tiie use of this or ny other acid

liquor; and indeed the best of all washe; is cold ivater, with or

without a little salt. Or for cleansiig an.-, preserving the leeth,

burnt bread, or bark, applied by the small finger, or oi. a piece of

calico, will be found a safe and usclnl denifriie. Lord Dun-
donald recommends, ior this purpose, a w< ak s iutii.n of Soda.

TEFl", in botany, a kind of grain, sown all over Abyssinia, from
which is made the br-ad comniiinly used throughout the country.

TEFFLIS, orTIFFLIS, a city of A^i:^, the capital of Geor-
gia, 125 miles W. of Terki. Lon. Ii3. 3. E. Lat. 41. 59. N.
TE-GAN, a city of China, of the 1st rank, capit: 1 of the pro-

vince of Hou-qiiang. Lon. 112. 31. E. Lat. 31. 0. N.
TEGAZA, a tow n of Africa, in Zaara, capital of a district so

named. Lon. 6. 30. E. Lat. 21. 40. N.
TEIGNMOUTH, a sea-port-town of Devonshire, 12 miles

S. of Exeter, and 280 W. by S. of London. Lou. 3. 29. VV.

Lat. 50. 32. N.
TEIL-TREE, in botany. See Tilia.

TEINTS, and SEMll'ElNTS, in painting, denote the se-

veral colours used in a picture, considered as more or less high,

bright, deep, thin, or weakened and diminished, &c. to give the

proper relievo, softness, or distance, &c. of the several objects.

TELEGRAPH, [from t^x^, far off, and yca^ur, to write,] the

name very properly given to an instrument, by means of which in-

formation may be almost instantaneously conveyed to a consider-

able distance. The telegraph, though it has been generally known
and used by the moderns only lor a few years, is perhaps not en-

tirely a modern invention. There is reason to believe that amongst
the (jieeks there was some sort of telegraph in use. The burning

of Troy is said to have been known in Greece very soon after

it happened, and before any person had returned from thence.

But we have no certainty of this. The Cliincje, wlien they send
couriers on the great canal, or when any great man travels there,

make signals by lire from one day's journey to another, to have
every thing prepared ; and most of the barbarous nations useJ

formerly to give the alarm of war by fin s lighted on the hills or
rising grounds, Polybius calls the different instruments used by
the ancients for communicating information i:ai<rii«i, pvrsia.', be-

cause the signals w ere always made by fire. The most ingenious

of the moderns had not thought of such a machine as a telegraph

till IGG3, when the Marquis of Worce-ter, in his Century of In-

ventions, affirmed that he had di-.coveied " a method by wliich,

at a wiiidov\', as far as eye can discover black from while, a man
may hold iliscourse with his correspondent, without noise maile or

notice taken, being according to occasion given, or means atford-
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ed, e re nati, aiul no need of provision before hand ; though

much better if foreseen, and course taken bjr mutual consent of

iiarties." This could be done only by means of a telegraph, which
in the next sentence is declared to have been rendered so perfect,

that by means of it the correspondence could be carried on " by
night as well as by day, though as dark as pitch is black." About
40 yeai-s after lliis, M'. Aniontons proposed a telegraph, but it was
rot till the French Revolution that the telegraph was applied to

useful purposes. M. Chappe improved the telegraph first used by
the French about the end of 1793, probably from the invention of

the learned Mr. Hooke. The manner of using this telegraph was

as follows: at the (irst station, which was on the roof of the pa-

lace of the Louvre at Paris, M. Chappe, received in writing,

from the committee of public safety, the words to be sent to Lisle,

jiear which the I'reiich army then was. An upright post was
trected on the Louvre, at the top of which were two transverse

arms, moveable in all direcltuns by a single piece of mechanism,
and witli inconceivable rapidity. He invented a number of posi-

tions for these arms, which stood as signs for the letters of the al-

phabet ; and these, for the greater celerity and simplicity, he re-

•Juced in number as much as possible. The intermediate opera-

ors were only instructed generally in sixteen signals; which were so

tlistinct, so marked, so dirterent the one from the other, that tliey

were easily remembered.The construction of the machine was such,

that each signal was uniformly given in precisely the same manner
at all times. M. Chappe having received at the Louvre the sen-

tence to be conveyed, gave a known signal to the second station,

which was Mont Martre, to prepare. At each station there was a

watcli-tower, where telescopes were fixed, and the person on watch
gave the signal of preparation which he had received, and this

communicated successively through all the line, which brought
them all into a state of readiness. The person at Mont Martre
then received, letter by letter, the sentence from the Louvre,
which he repeated with his own machine ; and this was again re-

peated from the next height, with inconceivable rapidity, to the

tinal station at Lisle. The first description of the telegraph was
brought from Paris to Frankfort on the Maine by a former mem-
ber of the parliament of Bourdeaux, who had seen that w hich was
erected on the mountain of Belville. As given by Dr. Hutton
from some of the English papers, it is as follows : AA, Plate

CLXXL fi,!?- 1> '5 a beam or mast of wood placed upright on a
rising ground, which is about 15 or 16 feet high. BB is a beam
or balance moving upon the centre AA. This balance-beam may
be placed vertically or horizontally, or any how inclined, by
means of strong cords, which are fixed to the wheel D, on the
••dge of which is a double groove to receive the two cords. This
balance is about 1 1 or 12 feet long, and 9 inches broad, having at

the ends two pieces of wood CC, which likewise turn upon angles

by means of four other cords that pass through the axis of the main
balance, otherwise the balance would derange the cords; the

pieces C are each about three feet long, and may be placed either

to the right or left, straight or square, w ith the balance-beam. By
means of these three the combination of movement is very ex-
tensive, remarkably simple, and easy to perform. Below is a

small wooden hut, in which a person is employed to observe the
movements of the machine. In the mountain nearest to this ano-

ther person is to repeat these movements, and a third to write

them down. The time taken up for each movement is 20 seconds ;

of which the motion alone is four seconds, the other 16 the ma-
diine is stationary'. Two working models of this instrument were
executed at Frankfort, and sent by Mr. W. Playfair to the Duke
of York ; and hence the plan and alphabet of the machine came
to England. Various experiments were in consequence tried

upon telegraphs in this country ; and one was soon after set up by
government in a chain of stations from the admiralty-odice to the

sea-coast. It "onsists of six octagon-boards, each of which is

poised upon an axis in a frame, m such a manner that it can be
either placed vertically, so as to appear with its full size to the
obserser at the nearest station, as in fig. 2, or it becomes invisible

to him by being placed horizontally, as in fig. 3, so that the nar-

row edge alone is exposed, which narrow edge is from a distance
invisible. Fig. £, is a representation of this telegraph, with the
parts all shut, and the machine ready to work. T, in the oliicer's

cabui, is the telescope pointed to the next station. Fig. 3, it a
representation of the machine uot at work, and with tlie ports
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all open. The opening of the first port (fig. 2,) expresses a, the
second b, the third c, the fourth d, the fifth >, and tlie sixth/, &c.
Six boards make 36 clianges, by the most plain and simple mode
of working; and they will make many more if more were neces-
sary. Mr. John Garnet's telegraph is a most simple and ingenious
contrivance. This is merelj^ a bar or plank turning upon a cen-
tre, like the sail of a windmill ; and being moved into any posi-
tion, the distant observer turns the tube of a telescope into the
same position, by bringing a fixed wire witiiin it to coincide with
or parallel to the bar, which is a thing extremely easy to do.
ABDE (fig. 4,) is the telegraph, on whose centre of gravity C, about
which it revolves, is a fixed pin, which goes through a hole or
socket in the firm upright post G, and on the opposite side of
which is fi.xed an index CF. Concentric to C, on the same post,

is fixed a wooden or brass circle, of six or eight inches diameter,
divided into forty-ci^ht equal (xirts, twenty-tour of which repre-
sent the letters of the alphabet, and between the letters, numbers ;

so that the index, by means of tlie arm AB, may be moved to

any letter or number. The length of the arm should be 2^ or
3 feet for every mile of distance. Two revolving lamps of dif-

ferent colours suspended occasionally at A and B, the ends of the
arm, would serve equally at night. Let m (fig. 5,) represent the
section of the outward tube of a telescope perpendicular to its

axis, and xr the like section of the sliding or adjusting tube, on
which is fixed an index II. On the part of the outward tube next
to the observer, tliere is fixed a circle of letters and numbers, si-

inilarly divided and situated to the circle in fig. 4; then the
index II, by means of the sliding or adjusting tube, may be
turned to any letter or number. Now there being a cross-hair,

or fine silver-wire, fg, fixed in the focus of the eye-glass, in the
same direction as the index II ; so that when the arm AB, (fig. 4,)

of the telegraph is viewed at a distance through the telescope, the
cross-hair may be turned, by means of the sliding tube, to the
same direction of the arm AB ; then the index II, (fig. 5,) will

point to the same letter or number on its own circle, as the inde.<

I, (fig. 4,) points to on the telegraphic circle. If, instead of using
the letters and numbers to form words at length, they are used as

signals, three motions of the arm will give above a hundred thou-
sand different signals.

TELEMAC;HUS, the son of Ulysses and Penelope, was in

the cradle when his father went with the rest of the Greeks to the
Trojan war. When a child, he fell into the sea, but was brought
ashore by a dolphin. At the end of tliat war, Telemachus went
to seek his father ; and as the place of his residence, and the
cause of his long absence, were unknown, he visited the courts of

Menelaus and Nestor to obtain information; accompanied bv Mi-
nerva in the form of Mentor. He afterwards returned to Ithaca,

where the suitors of Penelope had conspired to murder him, but
he avoided their snares ; and by means of Minerva he discovered
his father, who had arrived in the island two days before him, and
was then in the house of Eumaeus. With this 'faithful servant and
L'lysses Telemachus concerted how to deliver his mother from the
importunities of her suitors, and it was effected with great success.

After his father's death, he w ent to the island of A'xz, w here he
married Cassiphone the daughter of Circe, by whom he had a son
called Latinus. He some time after had the misfortune to kill

his mother-in-law Circe, and fled to Italy, where he founded
Clusium. From these stories, collected from Homer and the
other poets, the celebrated Fenelon Archbishop of Cambrav com-
posed his well-known Adventures of Telemachus ; which, though
not in verse, is justly esteemed a poem.
TELEPHIUM, True Orpine, in botany, a genus of plants

belonging to tlie class pentandria, and order trigynia ; natural or-

der, Miscellanes". Calyx five-leaved; petals five, inserted into

the receptacle; capsule one-celled, three-valved. There are two
species.

TELESCOPE, [tix^ and o-y.c-7M,] an optical instrument con-
sisting of several lenses, by means of which remote objects are so
magnified as to appear nigh at hand. See Lens. This name is

commonly appropriated to the larger sizes of optic instruments,
while the smaller are called perspective-glasses, spy-glasses, or
opera-glasses. A particular kind, which is thought to be much
brighter than the rest, is called a night-glass. That the telescope
is of a modern invention is most certain. It is contended, that
Alexaiiiler de Spioa, a native of Pisa, was the first that made the
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»ise "if glasses known to the world ; but nur countryiiiiin, Fiiar

Bacon, who tlic'il twciitv-ono •, ears before him, was, m all proba-

bilitv, acquainted with' them t'lr-t ; toi- he wrote a book ot per-

spective, in which he plainly shews that he did not only under-

stand the nature of convex and concave glas»Ks, but the Uae ot

them when combined in tc)escopes ; tlioui^h he no where, in that

treatise, discovers the manlier in which Ihey are to be put toge-

ther. The telescope, with the concave eye-gla';s, was first in-

vented by a mechanic of Middleburgh in Zealand, called Z.

Johanuide's, about the year 1590, though J. Lipperhoy, another

Dutchman, is candidate for the same discovery. Gideon Harvey,

in a book printed in 1662, says, that Jacob Melius, of Alcmaer,

about forty or fifty years before first invented the telescope by ac-

cident. Franciscus Fontana, a Neapolitan, contends, that he was

the first contriver of the telescope composed of two conve.v glasses,

wliich, is now the common astronomical telescope ; and llheita

pretends to be the first that rendered that telescope fit for terres-

trial uses, by adding two eye-glasses to it. The telescope is of

two sorts, viz. dioptric, or refracting ; or cata-dioptric, by reflec-

tion and refraction conjointly.

Telescope, Dioptuic or Refracting, consists of an object-

glass xz, (Plate CLXXII. fig. 1,) by which the image/rfofan

object OB, at a distance, is formed in the focus e of the said glass,

and in an inverted position. This image may be viewed by a

single lens, ub. placed at its local distance, as is usually done for

viewing the heavenly bodies, because in them we do not regard

the position ; but for viewing objects near us, whose image we
wouhl have erect, we must, for that purpose, add a second

lcnsp5, at double its focal distance from the other, that the rays

which come from ah may cross each other in the focus o, in order

to erect the image /n, which it will form in its own focus »i, be-

cause the rays come parallel from the first lens ab. Lastly, a

third lens ic is added, to view the secondary image In. These

three lenses, or eye-glassc"., are usually of the same size and focal

length ; and the power of magnifying is always as the focal length

of the object-glass ft" divided by the focal length of the eye-glass

Inimhe: for instance, suppose "eiu = 10 feet or I'-'O inches, and

hi or Im = 3 inches ; then will the object appear to the eye,

through such a telescope, 40 times bigger than to the naked eye;

and its surface will be magnified 1600 times, and its bulk or so-

lidity 64000 times. If instead of a convex eye-glass we should use a

concave one of the same focal length, it would represent the ob-

ject erect, equally magnified, and more distinct and bright ; but

the disadvantage of this glass is, that it admits but of a small area,

or field of view, and, therefore, not to be used when we would see

much of an object, or take in a great scope ; but it is used to

great advantage in viewing the planets and their satellites, Saturn's

ling, Jupiter's belts, &c. The magnifying power of a refracting

telescope is thus estimated: let AB, (lig. '-',) be the object-glass,

and CD the eye-glass; and let HFl and GFNI be two rays coming
from the extreme parts of a distant object, and crossin." each other

in the centre F of the glass AB. Then is the angle GFH = lEM
that under which the object appears to the naked eye ; but lEM
= CKD is that under which the image appears as magnified by
the eyeglass CD. But the angle lEM is to the angle IFM, as

LF to LE, or as the focal distance of the object-glass to the focal

dislance of the eye-gluss ; and in that proportion is the object mag-
nified.

Telescope, Cata-dioptric, or Reflecting, is represented

in fig. 3 ; ABEH is the large tube, or body of the instrument, in

which BE IS a large refieciing mirror, with a hole in the middle
CD. This mirror receives the rays «c, bd, coming from the ob-

ject at a distance, and reflects them converging to its focus e,

where they cross each other, and form the inverted image IM ; xt/

is a small concave mirror, whose focus is at /, at a small <listance

from liie image. By this means the rays coming from the image
are reflected back through the central hole CD ot the large mirror,

where they fall on the plano-convex lens WX, and are by itcon-

verred to a focus, and there form a second image RS, very large

and erect, which is viewed by a meniscus eye-glass YZ, bv the

eve at P, through a very small hole in the end of the eye-piece

TCDZ. If the first lens VV X were taken away, the image would
bo formeii somewhat larger at MI; but the area or scope would
be less, and therefore the view not so pleasant. At TV is placed

a cifculic piece of brass, with a hole of a proper size to circum-

scribe the image, and cut olf all superfluous or extraneous rays,

that so the object may appear as distinct as possible. This form
being contrived by Dr. Gregory is called the (jregorian telescope.

As the image is foroied by reflection, tlie r^ys ot every sort will

be united nearly in one point, and will therefore admit of an eye-

glass YZ of a deep charge, or small focal distance ; andso the

power of magnifying will be proportionally increased. The mag-
nifviiig power of a reflecting telescope is thus computed. 'I'he

parallel rays KB, (fi^. 4,) and J_E are reflected by the large ob.

ject-specufuin AF to its focus a, where the image IM is formed ;

which image is defined by two other rays NQ, PQ, coming from
the extreme parts of the object at a remote distance, and meeting

in the centre of the large speculum at Q. Now if /be the focus

of the small mirror GH, supposing the image were formed In the

said focus / (that is, that both the foci a and/ were coincident)

then the rays proceeding from the image IM will proceed parallel

after refiection, and produce distinct vision of the image, which
will then subtend an angle lOM at the centre O of the speculum

GH, which is to the angle IQM, under which the object a|)pears

to the naked eye, as aQ to aO or /O. So that the magnifying

power would in this case be as -ttt'- But, to increase this magni-

fying power, the image IM is not placed in the focus of the small

speculum, but at a small distance beyond it, as is represented in

the figure ; by which means the rays coming from the image to

the speculum GH will be reflected converging to a distant focus R,
where a SL-condary large image IM is formed from thi- first image
IM; which image IM is seen under the same angle lOM vi'\x\\

the former from the centre of the speculum GH, but from the

centre of the eye-glass TV it is seen under the large angle ISM.
But the angle liM is to the angle lOM as OR to SR ; wherefore

the second ratio, or part of the magnifying power, is that of——

.

Consequently, the whole magnifying power of the telescope

is X TTTT- (because in this case /O becomes aO.) Or, in
aO S K

other words, the angle NQP, under which the object appears to
the naked eye, is to the angle ISM, under which the large magni-
fied secondary image IM appears to the eye through the eye-glass,

aQxOR
^^ aO X SR
telescope by Mr. Cassegrain, viz, in using a convex speculum GH,
(fig. 4,) instead of the concave one GH. Now if they are equally

spherical, that is, if they are segments of the same sphere, then

will/be also the virtual focus of the convex GH ; and, if all other

things remain the same, the first image IM will be virtually the

same as before, and the last image IM will be really the same;" so

that the magnifying power of this form of the telescope is

-r: TT, which is equal to that of Gregory's form. Sir Isaac
aOxbR
Newton had this telescope made in a different form or manner, as

follows: ABCD, (fig. 3,) was a large octagonal tube or case ; EF
a large polished speculum, whose focus is at o ; GH a plane specu-
lum truly concentered, and fixed at half a right angle with the axis

of the large one. Then parallel rays aE, AF, incident on the large

speculum EF, instead of being reflected to the focus o, were inter

cepted by the small plane speculum GH, and by it reflected to-

wards a hole cd in the side of the tube, crossing each other in the

point O, which is now the true focal point : and from thence they
proceed to an eye-glass ef placed in that hole, whose focal dis-

tance is very small, and therefore the power of magnifying may be
very great in this form of the telescope ; because the image IM is

made by one reflection (for that of the plane speculum only alters

the course of the rays, and adds nothing to the confusion of the

image) and will, for that reason, bear being viewed by a glass of a
very deep charge, in comparison of an image formed by dilTerently

refrangible rays.

Telescope, Solar. This instrument is applied to use in the

following manner: AB, (fig. 6,) represents a part of the window-
shutter of a darkened room, CD the frame, which (by means of a

9 screw)

A small alteration was made in the structure of this
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screw) contains the scioptric ball EF, placed in a hole of the said

shutter adapted to its size. This ball is perforated with a liole

ahcd through the middle ; on the side be is screwed irito the said

liolea piece of wood, and in that is screwed the end of a common
refracting telescope GH, IK, with its object-glass GH, and one

eye-glass at IK; and the tube is drawn out to such a length, as

that the focus of each glass may fall near the same point. This
|

being done, the telescope and ball are moved about in such a ninn-

ner as to receive the sun-beams perpendicularly on the lens GH,
through the cylindiic hole of the ball; by this glass they will be

collected all in one circular spot m, which is the image of the sun.

The lens IK is to be moved nearer to or f.irther from the said

image m, as the distance at which the secondary image of the sun

is to be formed requires, which is done by sliding the tube IKLM
backwards and forwards in the tube LM NO. Then of the first

image of the sun m will be formed a second image PQ, very large,

luminous, and distinct. In this manner the sun's face is viewed at

any time, without offence to weak eyes ; and whatever changes

happen therein, may be duly observed. The spots (which make
so rare an appearance to the naked eye, or through a small tele-

scope in the common way) are here all of them conspicuous, and
easy to be observed under all their circumstances of beginning to

appear, increase, division of one into many, the uniting of many
into one, the magnitude, decrease, abolition, disappearance behind

the sun's disk, &c. By the solar telescope, we also view an
eclipse of the sun to the best advantage, as having it in our power
by this means to represent the sun's face or disk as large as we
please, and consequently the eclipse prop rtionably conspicuous.

Also the circle of the sun's disk may be so divided by lines and
circles drawn thereon, that the quantity of the eclipse estimated in

digits, may this way be most exactly determined; also the mo-
nients of the beginning, middle, and end thereof, for finding the

longitude of the place: with several other things relating thereto.

The transits of Mercury and Venus over the face of the sun, are

exhibited most delightfully by this instrument. They will here
appear truly round, well defined, and very black ; their compara-
tive diameters to that of the sun may this way be observed, the di-

rection of their motion, the times of their ingress and egress, with

other particulars for determining the parallax and distance of the

sun, mere nicely than has hitherto been done. By the solar tele-

scope, you see the clouds most beautifully pass before the face of

the sun, exhibiting a curious spectacle according to their various

degrees of rarity and density. The general aim in the construc-

tion of a telescope is, to form, by means of mirrors or lenses, an

image of the distant object, as large, as bright, and as extensive, as

is possible, consistently with distinctness; and then to view the

image with a magnifying glass in any convenient manner. The
indistinctness to be avoided arises from two causes ; the spherical

figures of the refracting and reflecting surfaces, and the different

reirangibility of the differently coloured rays of light. The first

of these may be thus shewn : 1. In Reflection, let AVB, (fig.

7, Plate CLX.XII.) be a concave spherical mirror, of which C is

the centre, V the vertex, CV the axis, and F the focus of an in-

finitely slender pencil of parallel rays passing through the centre.

Let the ray aA, parallel to the axis, be reflected in AG, crossing

the central ray CV in/. Let AP be the sine of the semi-aperture
AV, AD its tangent, and CD its secant. The aberration F/from
the principal focus of central rays is equal to ^ of the excess VD
of the secant above the radius, or very near equal to

-J
of VP, the

versed sine of the semi-aperture. For because AD is perpendicu-
lar to CA, the points C, A, D, are in a circle, of which CD is the

diameter ; and because A/ is equal to C/, by rea?on of the eqality

of the angle5/AC,/CA, and CAa,/is the centre of the circle through
C, A, D, and/D is = 4- CD. But FC is = i CV ; therefore F/is >-

of VD. But because DV : VP :: DC ; VC, and DC is very litUe

greater thanVC when the apertureAB is moderate, DV is very little

greater than VP, and F/is very nearly equal to ^ of VP. Cor. 1.

AV
The longitudinal aberration is= ,...,^ ; for PV is very nearly =

II. In Refractions.LetAVB,(tig. 8, or 9,)

AV' AV
-... . CoR. 2. The lateral aberration FG is = ,. .

2CV 2 C V-

FG : F/ :: AP : P/, :: AV : i- CV nearly, and therefore FG

For

AVJ 2 _ AV-

4t;V ^ CV ~2CV-
be a splierical surface separating two refracting substances, C the

centre, V the vertex, AV the stmi-apcrtiire, AP its sine, PV its

versed sine, and F the focus of parallel rays infinitely near to the

axis. Let the extreme ray aA, parallel to the axis, be refracted

into AG, crossing CF in/ w hich is therefore the focus of extreme

parallel rays. (The rectangle of the sine of incidence, by the dif-

ference of the sines of incidence and refraction, is to the square of

the sine of refraction, as the versed sine of the semi-aperture is to

the longitudinal aberration of the extreme rays.) Call the sine of

incidence i, the sine of refraction r, and their difference d. Join

CA, and about the centre/ describe the arch AD. Tlie angle

ACV is equal to the angle of incidence, and CA^is the angle of

refraction. Then, since the sine of incidence is to the sine of re-

fraction as VF to CF, or as A/ to C/, that is, as D/ to L'J, we
have

CF: FV:: C/:/D
by conversion CF : CV :; C/: CD
alternation conversion CF—C/; CV—CD :: CF : CV

Or F/: VD :: CF ; CV, :: r : d. Now PV
AP-

CP + CV'~ 2CV
nearly, and PD =

AP^

2f\'

AV"-

»e^'-'3'.=-jFV nearly. Therefore PV : PD ;: FV :

CV, and DV : PV :: CF : FV nearly.

We hau 2bove Ff ; YD -.-.r-.d,

and now VD : PV :: CF ; FV, =r:i;
therefore F/ : PV :; r^ : di,

and F/= -^ x PV. 2. E. D. The aberration will be dif-

ferent according as the refraction is made towards or from the per-
pendicular ; that is, according as r is less or greater than i. They

r- 2'2

are in the ratio of -rr to -j-, or of r> to 2'. The aberration there-
ai. dr

fore is always much diminished when the refraction is made from
a rare into a dense medium. The proportion of the sines for air

and glass is nearly that of three to two. When the light is refract-

ed into the glass, the aberration is nearly
-J
of PV ; and when the

light passes out of glass into air, it is about
-I
of PV. CoR. 1. F/

r- AP' r2 AP-
~~dl ^ 2 CV "^^'y' ^^'^ '' '^ ^'^° ~ 1^ '^ "^TV '

^^^^"^^

AP2
PV = ^—^ nearly, and £ : d :: FV : CV.

Coa. 2. Because /P : PA :: F/: FG
orFV:AV::F/:FG nearly.

we have FG, the lateral aberration. vf AV . AV 3

2FVaFV '~d'

CoR. 3. Because the angle F. A/is proper

FG
tional to -rrrT- very nearly, we have the angular aberration FA/^:

,.i AV3 r-i AV
di

'^
'

ofV^
' ~ j^ ^

"C\''
' general, the longitudinal aber-

rations from the focus of central parallel rays are as the squares of
the apertures directly, and as the focal distances inversely ; and
the lateral aberrations are as the cubes of the apertures directly,
and the squares of the focal distances inversely ; and the aneula;
aberrations are as the cubes of the aperture directly, and the cHibe--

of the focal distances inversely. It has been determined that the
indistinctness arising from the refrangibility of light, called the
chromatic indistinctness is much greater than, that arising from the
spherical tigure of the lens, the effects of which it is therefore of
more consequence to remove as much as possible. Tliis defect

was
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\^;l^ first practically obviated by Mr. DoUond, who by a projicr

combination of glass, having a ditVfrent dispersive power, tor his

lenses constructed achron)atic telescopes, wliich in a great measure

removed the indistinctness arising from the different refrani;ibility

of light. And for the construction of such telescopes several tedi-

ous calculations have been made and theorems invcstigated,and these

ngain much siuiplihed for the accommodation of tlie artist. But
though it has often been attempted to construct telescopes accord-

ing to the results of these calculations, yet the diversity of glasses,

and the uncertainty of the workman's producing the very curva-
tures which he intends, is so great, that the object-glass turns out

«lit)erent from his expectation. Tlie artist who makes great nimi-

bers acquires a pretty certain guess at the remaining error ; and
having many lenses, intended to be of one form, but unavoidably
dillering a little from it, he tries several of them with the otlier two,

and finding one better than the rest, he makes use of it to com-
plete the set. The great difticulty in the construction is to find the

exact proportloi! of the dispersive powers of the crown and flint-

glass. The crown is pretty constant ; but there is hardly two pots

of liint-glass which have the same dispersive power. Even if con-

stant, it is difticult to measure it accurately; and an error in this

greatly afTects the instrument, because the focal distances of the

lenses must be nearly as their dispcr^ive powers. A telescope con-
structed so as to remedy the defects arising from the different re-

frangibility of light is called the Achromatic Telescope, which is a

name given to the refracting telescope, invented by Mr. John
Dollond, in which were two object-glasses of crown-glass, and one
of (lint the eye-glasses concave. The improvement was completed
by his son Peter Dollond; who, conceiving that the same method
might be practised with success with convex eye-glasses, found,

after a few trials, tJiat it might be done. Accordingly he finished

an object-glass of five feet focal length, with an aperture of 3^
inches, composed of two convex lenses of crown-glass, and one con-
cave of white flint-glass. But apprehending afterwards that the

apertures might be admitted still larger, he completed one of 3i
feet focal length, with the same aperture of .3^ inches. In the 17-

inch imixroved achromatic telescope, the object-glass is composed
of three glasses, viz. two convex of crown-glass, and one concave
of white flint-glass : the focal distance of this combined object-glass

is about seventeen inches, and the diameter of the aperture two in-

ches. There are four eye-glasses contained in the tube, to be
used for land-objects ; the magnifying power with these is near
fifty times; and they are adjusted to difterentsights, and to different

tlistances of the object, by turning a finger-screw at the end of the
outer tube. There is another tube, containing two eye-glasses

that magnify about seventy times, for astronomical purposes. The
telescope may be dircctetl to any object by turning two screws in

the stand on which it is fixed, the one giving a vertical motion,
and the other a horizontal one. To describe all the varieties of
shape and accommodation which may be given to a telescope,
would be a task as trifling as prolix. The artists of London and
of Paris have racked their inventions to please every fancy, and to

suit every purpose. The chief consideration is to have a steady
view of the distant object. This is unattainable, uidess the axis of
the instrument be kept constantly directed to the same point of it

;

for when the telescope is gently; shifted from its position, the object
seems to move in the same or in the opposite direction, according
as the telesco|>e inverts the object or shews it erect. This is owing
to the magnifying power, because the apparent angular motion is

greater than what we naturally connect with the motion of the tele-
scope. This does not happen when we look through a tube with-
out glasses. AH shaking of the instrument therefore makes the
object dance before the eye ; which prevents us from seeing it dis-
tinctly. But a tremulous motion, however small, is infinitely
more prejudicial to the performance of a telescope, by making the
object quiver before us. A person walking in the room prevents
us from seeing distinctly ; nay, the very pulsation in the body of
the observer sufficiently agitates the floor to produce this effect,
when the telescope has a great magnifying |x>wer, and every part
of the object is diffused over the whole space of the angular tremor.
The more rapid this motion is, the indistinctness is the more
complete. Therefore the more firm, elastic, and well bound to-
gether, are the frame-work and apertures of the telescope the more
hurtful will this consequence be. A mounting of lead, were it

practicable, would be preferable to wood, iron, or brass. This is one

great cause of the indistinctness of the very finest reflecting tele-

scopes of the usual constructions, and can never be totally removed.
In the Gregorian form, it is hardly possible to damp the elastic

tremor of the small speculum, carried by an arm supported at one
end only, even though the tube were motionless. The tube ofa very
fine telescope, made by James Short, was laid on a great lump of
soft clay, pressing it firmly down into it. Several persons looked
through it, and read a table of logarithms at the distance of 310
yards. The telescope was then put on its stand, and pointed to

the same object ; none of the company could read at a greater dis-

tance than 235 yards, although they could perceive no tremor.
They thought the vision as sharp as before; but the incontroverti-

ble proof of the contrary was, that they could not read at such a dis-

tance. The high magnifying powers of Dr. Herschel's telescopes

made all the usual apparatus for their support extremely imper-
fect. But his judgement, ingenuity, and fertility in resource, are
as eminent as his philosophical ardour. He has contrived for his

reflecting telescopes stands, which have every properly that can be
desired. The tubes are all supported at both ends, 'i'he motions,
both vertical and horizontal, are contrived with the utmost sim-
plicity and firmness. We cannot more properly conclude this

article than with a description of his 40 feet telescope, the noblest
monument of philosophical Zealand of princely munificence that

the world can boast of. Fig. I, Plate CLXXIII. represents a
view of this instrument in a meridional situation, as it appears
when seen from a convenient distance by a person placed to the
south west of it. The foundation in the ground consists of two
concentric circular brick walls, the outermost of which is 42 feet

in diameter, and the inside one 21 feet. They are two feet six

inches deep under ground; two feet three inches broad at the bot-

tom, and one foot two inches at the top, and are capped with
paving stones about three inches thick, and )2i broad. The bot-

tom-frame of the whole apparatus rests upon these two walls by 20
concentric rollers HI. and is moveable upon a pivot, which gives a
horizontal motion to the whole apparatus, as well as to the tele-

scope. The tube of the telescope A, though very simple in its

form, which is cylindrical, was attended with great difficulties in

the construction. This is not to be wondered at, when its size,

and the materials of which it is made, are considered. Its length
is 39 feet four inches ; it measures four feet ten inches in diame-
ter ; and every part of it is of iron. Upon a moderate computation,
the weight of a wooden tube must have exceeded an iron one at

least 3000 pounds; and its durability would have been far inferior.

It is made of rolled or sheet iron, which has been joined together
without rivets, by a kind of seaming well known to those who make
iron-funnels for stoves. Very great mecJianical skill is used in the
contrivance of the apparatus by which the telescope is supported
and directed. To command every altitude, the point of support
is moveable ; and its motion is effected by mechanism, so that the
telescope may be moved from its most backward point of support
to the most forward, and, by means of the pulleys CG, suspended
from the great beam H, be set to any altitude, up to the very zenith.

The tube is also made to rest with the point of support in a pivot,

which permits it to be turned sidewise. The concave face of the
great mirror is 48 inches of polished surface in diameter. The
thickness, which is equal in every part of it, remains now about 3|
inches; and its weight, when it came from the cast was 21 18
pounds, of which it must have lost a small quantity in polishing.

To put this speculum into the tube, it is suspended vertically by a
crane in the laboratory, and placed on a small narrow cairiage,

which is drawn out, rolling upon planks, till it comes near the
back of the tube ; here it is again suspended and placed in the tube
by a peculiar apparatus. The method of observing by this tele-

scope is by what Dr. Herschel calls the front-view ; the observer
being placed in a seat C, suspended at the end of it, with his back
towards the object he views. There is no small speculu.m, but the
magnifiers are applied immediately to the first J'ocal inaage. From
the opening of the telescope, near the place of the eye-glass, a
speaking pipe runs down to the bottom of the tube, where it

goes into a turning joint ; and after several other inflections, it at

length divides into two branches, one going into the observatory
D, and the other into the work-room E. By means of the speak-
ing-pipe the communications of the observer are conveyed to the
assistant in the observatory, and the workman is directed to per-

form the required motions. In the observatory is placed a valu-

able
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able sidereal time-piece, iiiade by Mr. Shcltoii. Close to it, and

of the same lieight, is a pnl;ir (listancc-pien', wliicli lias a dial-plate

of the same dimensions witli the time-piece ; this piece may be

made to shew polar distance, zenith-distance, d^^cliiiation or alti-

tude, by setting it differently. 'J"he time and polar distance pieces

are place I so that,the assistant sits before them at a table, with the

speaking-pipe rising between them ; and in this manner observa-

tions may be written down very conveniently. This noble in-

strument, with ])roper eye-glasses, magnifies above 6000 times, and

is the largest that has ever been made. Such of our readers as

wish for a fnll account of the ma'jhiiiery attached to it, viz. the

stairs, ladders, and platform B, may have r<xourse to the second
part of the Transactions of the Royal Society for 1795; in

which, by means of eighteen plates and sixty-three pages ol

letter-press, an ample detail is given ef every circumstance relat-

ing to joiner's work, carpenter's work, and smith's work, which
attended the formation and erection of this telescope. It was
completed August 'JSth, 1TS9, and on the same day was the

sixth satellite of Saturn discovered. The metals for the specula

of reflecting telescopes are generally composed of thirty-two parts

of copper and fifteen of grain-tin, with the addition of two parts of

arsenic, to render the composition more white and compact. It

lias been ascertained, by a variety of experiments, that it one part

of brass, and one of silver, be added to this composition, and only

one of arsenic used, a most excellent metal will be obtained,

which is the whitest, hardest, and most reflective. The first com-
position is, however, for inexperienced persons, the best, as the

easiest to cast, to grind, and polish. When this is employed, the

copper and tin should be inelted, and when mixed together should
be poured into cold water, which will separate the mass into a

luiniber of small particles. These small pieces of metal are then

to be collected and put into the crucible, along with the silver

and brass : after they have been melted together in a separate

crucible, the proper quantity of arsenic is to be added, and a lit-

tle powdered rosin thrown into the crucible before the metal i:

poured into the flasks. For the particular methods of grindint

and polishing we refer to Brewster's edition of Ferguson's Media
nics, vol. i.

TELGA, TELGEIN, or TELGEN, a commercial town of

Sweden, in Sudermania, 12 or 15 miles S. VV. of Stockholm.
Lon. 17.24. E. Lat.59. 18. N.
TELIGUL, a lake of Russia, 120 miles in circumference.

Lon. 04. 15. E. Lat. 43. 12. N.
TELL, William, an illustrious Swiss patriot, the chief instru-

ment of the revolution which delivered the Swiss cantons from
the German yoke in 1307. Animated by William Tell's courage
and patriotism the Swiss flew to arms ; attacked and vanquished
Grisler, who was shot to death by Tell ; and the association for

the independency was immediately formed. Tell was offer-

ed the government, but he refused it. While endeavour-

ing to alter the course of a torrent, and prevent its farther

desolations, he was carried off by the impetuous stream, in

1354.
" TELEPHIUM, in botany, a genus of the pentandria Irigynia

class and order. Calyx five-leaved ; petals five, inserted into the

receptacle ; capsule one-relied, three-valved. There are two
species, viz. T. imperati, true orpine ; andT. oppositifolium, both
natives of Barbary.

TELLER, an officer of the Exchequer, in ancient records

called tallier : there are four of these officers, whose duty is to

receive all sums due to the king, and to give the clerk of the pells

a bill to charge him therewitli. They likewise pay all money due
from the king, by warrant from the auditor of the receipt, and
make weekly and yearly books, both of their receipts and pay-
ments, which they deliver to the lord-treasurer,

TELLICHERRY, or TELLICHERY, a sea-port-town of

Hindoostan, on the coast of Malabar, 70 miles N. of Calicut.

Lon. 75. 50. E. Lat. II . 48. N.
TELLICO, a town of Tennassee, 30 miles S. W. of Knox^

ville. Lon.84. 18. W. Lat. 35. 57. N.
TELLINA, in zoology, a genus of animals belonging to the

class vermes, and order testaces. Animal a tethys ; shell

bivalve, generally sloping to one side, wHh three teeth at the

hinge. 'I here are about 100 species. The tellina? bury them-
selves in the mud or sand at the bottom of the sea, keeping a

VOL. IV.—NO. 205.

conimunicatiun with the water above by means of short tubes i)r

pi))es.

TELLURIUM, a metal discovered by Klaproth in a peculiar

gold-ore, called by Kirwan sylvan. It is very brittle ;
speciiic

gravity about G. I. It is, next to mercury and arsenic, the most

volatile of all the metals. Wlien cooled slonly, it crystallizes.

When e.sposed to the action of the blow-pipe upon charcoal, it

takes fire, and burns with a lively blue flame, the edges of wliich

are green ; and is completelv volatilized in the form of a wh to

smoke. whicJi, according to Klaproth, has a smell not unlike tliat

of radishes, but which Gnielin could not observe. This whi'e

smoke is the oxide of tellurium, which may be obtained also by
dissolving the metal in tiitro-muriatic acid, and diluting the solu-

tion with a great quantity of water. A white powder falls to the

bottom, which is the oxide. It may be procured also by dissolv-

ing the metal in the nitric acid, and adding potass slowly till the

oxide precipitates. This oxide is easily melted by heat into a

straw-coloured mass of a radiated texture. When made into a

paste with oil, and heated in charcoal, it is reduced to the metallic

state so rapidly, that a kinil of explosion is produced.

TELTSC'H, a town of Moravia, on the frontiers of Bohemia,

12 miles N. of Zlabinas. Lon. 16. 0. E. Lat. 49. 0. N.
TEMESVAR, or TEMESWAR, a county of Upper Hun-

gary, or Bannat as it is styled in the Hungarian language.

Temesvar, or Temeswar, the capital of the above county,

60 miles N. E. of Belgrade, 150 S. E. of Buda, and 250 S. E. of

Vienna. Lon. 32. 20. E. Lat. 45. 37. N.
TEMPE, in ancient geography, a valley of Thessaly, in

Phthiotis, between Mount Olympus on the >4. and Ossa on the

S. through which the Pencus runs into the jEgean Sea. All the

poets celebrate this valley as the most deliahtful spot on earth ;

with verdant walks, cool shady groves, and the melodious singing

of birds, &c. and hence the name Tempe became proverbial for

a pleasant spot.

TEMPERAMENT, among physici.ins, a certain disposition

of the solids and fluids of the human body, by which it may be
properly denominated strong, weak, lax, &:c. In every persoa

there is perhaps a temperament, peculiar to himself, though the

ancients took notice of four only, which indeed seem to have a

real existence, and are capable of receiving an explanation. The
two that are most distinctly marked are the sanguineous and me-
lancholic, viz. the temperaments of youth and age. 1. Sanguine-

ous. Here there is a laxity of solids, discoverable by the softness

of hair and sncculency ; large system of arteries, redundancy of

fluids, florid complexion ; sensibility of the nervous power, espe-

cially to pleasing objects ; irritability from the plethora ; inobi-

lity and levity from lax solids. 2. Melancholic Habit. Here
greater rigidity of solids occurs, discoverable by the hardness and
crispature of the hair; small jiroportion of the fluids, hence dry-

ness and leanness ; small arteries, hence pale colour ; venous ple-

thora, hence turgescency of these, and lividity ; sensibility, fre-

quently exquisite ; moderate irritability, with remarkable tenacity

of impressions ; steadiness in action and slowness of motion, with

great strength ; for excess of this constitution in maniacs gives the

most extraordinary instance of human strength we know. This

temperament is most distinctly marked in old age, and in males.

3. The Choleric temperament takes place between youth and

manhood. In this the distribution of the fluids are more exactly

balanced; there is less sensibility, and less obesity, with more ir-

ritability, proceeding from greater tension, less mobility and le-

vity, and more steadiness in the strength of the nervous power.

As to the—-4. Phlegmatic, it canni.*., be distinguished by any

characters of age or sex. It agrees with the sanguineous in laxity

and succulency. It differs from that temperament, and the me-
lancholic, by the more exact distribution of the fluids. Again, it

dilfers from the sanguineous, by having less sensibility, irritability,

mobility, and perhaps strength, though sometimes indeed this last

is found to be great.

Temperament, in music, is defined by Rousseau to be an ope-

ration, which, by a slight alteration in the intervals, causes the dif-

ference between two contiguous sounds to disappear, makes each

of these sounds seem identical with the other, which, without of-

fending the ear, may still preserve their respective intervals or

distances one from the other.

TEMPERANCE, strictly speakinj, denotes the virtuous

8 R practice
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practice of those, who restrain tlieir sensual apprtiies : it is, how-

ever, generally used to express moderation, in which sense it is indis-

crnninati Iv auplied to all the passions. Temperance has been justly

termed the virtue wiiich bridles the inordinate- desires : it is, in-

ileed, closely connected with prudence and justice. It silences

calumny, and substitutes e.\tenuation for slander ; expels avarice

from the bosom ; and thus demonstrates that true happiness con-

sists not in contemplating useless wealth, or indulging in ambitions

pursuits, cr in the gratihcation of a vitiated palate ; but in a con-

tented mind. The votary of temperance views with .equal dis-

gust, the sallies of unjust resentment, and those of riotous inirth:

he beholds the melancholy consequences of intemperance ; learns

to extinguish revenge, and every desire which humiliate a ra-

tional agent ; thus proving that such virtue is the parent of many
others, while it is attended with peace, prosperity, health, and satis-

faction. VVitliout expatiating on this topic, let it suffice to ob-

serve, that it is a duty incumljent on all parents, to rear their chil-

dren with a slrict regard to temperance; as, by adhering to this

rule onlv, they are entitled to enjoy either health or longevity.

TEMPERATURE OF THE AIR, OR ATMOSPHERE.
See METEOROLOGy, and Thermometer.
TEMPERING, in the mechanic arts, the preparing of steel,

and iron, so as to render them more compact, hard, and
firm ; or more soft and pliant, according to their respective

occasions.

TEMPLARS, TEMPLERS, or KNIGHTS OF THE
TE.MPLE, a religious order instituted at Jerusalem in the be-

giiniing of the tweltlh century, for the defence of the holy sepid-

chre, and the protection of Christian pilgrims.. They were lirst

called The poor of the Holy City, and afterwards assumed the ap-
pellation of Templets, because their house was near the temple.
The order was founded by Baldwin II. king of Jerusalem, with
the concurrence of the pope.
TEMPLE, Sir William, an .eminent statesman, born in Lon-

don, in 1628. His family was ancient, and assumed the surname
of Temple from the manor of Temple, in the hundred of Sparken
Hall, Leicestershire. He was iirst sent to Pensehurst, in Kent,
under his uncle. Dr. Hammond ; but at ten he was removed to

Bishop's Storlford, in Hertfordshire. In his 17th year, he went to

Cambridge, where he was placed tnider the tuition of Dr. Cud-
worth, At the restoration he became a member of the parliament
of Ireland, but soon left that kijigdom and settled in England.
He rendered his country important services as ambassador to the
United States; particularly in ellecting the league between Eng-
land, Holland, and Sweden, in 1668, and in bringing about the
marriage of the prince of Orange with Mary, daughter of the
duke ot York. In 1680 he retired from public affairs, and divid-
ed his time between his books and his gardejis, but he was often
consulted by the ministers, and by king William in person. He
died at his seat of Moor Park, in Surrey, in 1700. His works
consist of Memoirs of what passed in his public emplovments

;

Lettei-s; Miscellanies; and Observations oji the United Pro-
vinces of the Netherlands, in two vols, folio. His son John Tem-
ple was appointed secretary at war immediately after the re\'olu-
tion, but droHiicd himsidf tlie same year.

I'emple, a public building, erected in honour of some deity,
either true or false; and wherein the people meet to pay religious
worship. 'Vhi- word is formed from the Latin kniplum] the
Greek T.'.asvo;, signifying the same thing ; from rtftva;, I separate,
as a temple is a place separated from conuwrn uses. Others with
inor(! probability derive it from the old Latin word tcmplurc, to
contemplate.

TtMri-K AT Jerusalem was similar in its plan to the Taber-
nacle. The first temple was begun bv Solomon al)out A. M.
IWj, and 15. C. 1012, and finished in c-ight years. It consi.sted
oi the holy of holies, the sanctuary, and a portico. The holy of
holies was a square room of twenty cubits ; the sanctuary, or holy
jjlace, was forty cubits long, and twenty broad ; consequently the
length of both these together w;;s sixty cubits. The portico, which
stood before the sanctuary, was twenty cubits long, and ten
broad. J he whole length of the temple, computing the cubit at
22 inches, did not exceed 110 feet in length, and ,36 feet S inches
in breadth. In the portico stood the two brazen pillars railed Ja-
chin and Bo: z, which appear to liave been 40 cubits iiigh, and
about 4 in diameter. Tlie court about the tabernacle was 100

cubits long, and 50 broad ; and as Solomon made every part of

the temple about twice as large as the corresponding part in the

tabernacle, we may conclude, that the court around the temple
was 200 cubits long, and 100 broad. According to this descrip-

tion,, the temple ot Solomon was by no means so large as it is

commonly represented. Still, however, it was very magnificent

in size, and splendid in ornament. It was plundered df its trea-

sures in the reign of Rehoboam, and npaiied by Joash ; it was
again spoiled in the time of Ahaz and of Hezekiah ; and after

being restored by Josiah, was demoli lied l>y Nebuchadnezzar in

A. M. 3416, after it had stood 476 years according to Josephus,
and according to L'ssher, 428 years. 'Ihe second temple was built

by tlie Jews, after their return from the Babylonish captivity, un-
der the direction of Zerubbabel their governor, and ol Joshua the

high-priest, witli the encouragement of Cyrus the Great, to whom
Judea was become a tributary kingdom. This temple was desti-

tute of live remarkable appendages, which were the chief glory of

the first temple ; viz. the ark and mercy-seat, the Shechinah, the

holy fire on the altar, which had been first kindled from heaven,

the urim and thummim, and the spirit of prophecy. This temple
was plundered and profaned by Antiochus Epiphanes, (see Jews,)
but afterwards purified by Judas Maccabaus, who restored the

divine worship; and after having stood 500 years, rebuilt by He-
rod, with a magnificence approaching to that of Solomon's.
Tacitus calls it immeniE opulentia; templum ; and Josephus says,

it was the most astonishing structure he had ever seen, as well on
account of its architecture as its magnitude, and the richness and
magnificence of its various parts and sacred appurtenances. This
temple, which Herod began to build about sixteen years before

the birth of Christ, and so far completed in nine and a half, as to

be fit for divine service, was at length destroyed by the Romans
on the same month and day of the month on which Solomon's
temple was destroyed by the Babylonians.

Temples, in architecture. The ancient temples were distin-

guished, with regard to their construction, into various kinds ; as

remplum in antis, or -Edes in antis. These, according to Vitru-
vius, were the most simple of all temples, having only angular
pilasters, called antx or parastata;, at the corners, and two Tuscan
columns on each side of the doors. Temple, tetrastyle, 'or sim-
ple tetrastyle, was a temple that had four columns in front, and as

many behind. Such was the temple ot Fortuna Virilis at Rome.
Temple, prostyle, that which had only columns in its front or
fore-side ; as that of Ceres at Eleusis in Greece. Temple, amphi-
prostyle, or double prostyle, that which had columns botii before
and behind, aiid which was also tetrastyle. Temple, periptere,

that which had four rows of insulated columns around, and was
licxastylc, ;. c. had six columns in front ; as the temple of Ho-
nour at Rome. Temple, diptere, that which had two wings and
two rows of columns around, and was also octoslyle, or had eight

columns in front, as that of Diana at Ephesu-.
Temples, denote two inns of court in London, thus called,

because anciently the dwelling-house of the knight>-tem])lars. At
the suppression of that order, they were puicliased by the pro-
fessors of the common law, and converted into hospitia or inns.

They aiv called the inner and middle temple, in relation to.
Essex-house; which was also a part of the house of the tem-
plars, and called the outer temple, because situated without Tem-
ple Bar.

Temples, in anatomy, a double part of the head, reaching ,

from the forehead and eyes to the two ears. The temples are
chiefly performed of two "bones called ossa temporis. These parts,

according to physicians, were called tempore, from their shewing
the age or time of a man by the colour of the hair, which turns
white in this |)art before any other ; which Homer seems to

have been aware of, by his calling men poliocrotaphi, i.e. grey-
templed.

TEMPORALITIES OF BISHOPS, are such revenues,
lands, and tenements, and lay fees, as have been added to bishops'

sees, by kings and other great personages of this land, from time
to time, ai they are barons and lords of parliament. This re-

venue of the king, which was anciently very considerable, is now,
by a customary indulgence, almost reduced to nothing ; for at

present, as soon as the new bisho|) is consecrated and confirmed,
he usually receives from the king the restitution of his tempora-
lities entire ai;d untouched ; and then and not sooner, he has a fee

simple
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simple in liis bisliopric, and may maintain an action for the profits.

1 Black. 283.

TENACITY, in natural pliilosopli)-, is that quality of bodies

by which they sustain a considerable pressure or force of any kind

vithout breaking. It is the quality opposite to fragility or britUe-

uess.

TENACULUM, in surgery, an instrument used in amputa-

tion, for pulling out bleeding vessels that are to be tied by liga-

tures. See Surgery.
TENAILLES, and TENAILLIONS. See FoRTirrcA-

TIOS.
TENANT, in law, is one vvho holds lands or tenements

of some lord or landlord, by rent, fealty, &c. See Te-
nure.
TENBURY, or TEMBURY, a town of England in Wor-

cestershire, 130 miles N. W. of London. Lon, 2. 13. W. Lat.

52. 16. N.
TENBY, or TENBIGH, a sea-port-town of South Wales, in

Pembrokeshire, 233 miles W. of London. Lon. 5. 5. W. Lat.

51.42.N.
TENCH, in ichthyology. See Cyprinus.
TENCH'S ISLAND, an island in the South Pacific Ocean.

Lon. 151. 31. W. Lat. 1. 39. S.

TEN DA, a late county and province of the late duchy of Sa-

voy, now annexed to France, and included in the department of

Mont Blanc.

Tenda, a town of France, capital of the above county. Lon.
7.45. E. Lat. 44. 10. N.
TENDER, in shipping, a small ship in the service of men of

war, for carrying men, provisions, or any thing else that is neces-

sary.

TENDO ACHILLIS, in anatomy, the tendon of Achilles,

a large tendon of the heel, so named from the tradition,

that Achilles got his mortal wound in that part. See Ana-
tomy.
TENDONS, in anatomy, are white, firm, and tenacious parts,

contiguous to the muscles, and usually forming their e.xtremities.

See Anatomy.
TENEBRIO, in entomology, a genus of insects belonging to

the order of coleoptera. Antennx moniliform, the last joint being
roundish; thorax plano-convex, marginated ; head projecting;

elytra somewhat stiff. There are about 100 species. The larvi

of some live in damp places under ground among rubbish; of

others in flour and different kinds of food, where they undergo
their metamorphosis. The perfect insects are very troublesome
in houses; rating bread, meat, &c. They precipitately avoid
the light ; resorling in troops to dark damp cellars, where putre-

faction allures and nourishes Ihem. Tliey are all of a very dark
gloomy appearance, from which circimistauce they take their

name.
TEN EDOS* in ancient geography, an island on the coast of

Troas, 40 stadia from the continent, and SO in compass ; with a

cognominal jEolian town, and a temple of Apollo Smintheus.
Lon. 20. 0. E. Lat. 29. 30. N.
TENERIFFE, an island of Africa, one of the Canaries, and

tlie most considerable for riches, trade, and extent. It lies S. of

the island of Salvages, W. of the Grand Canary, N. of tlie island

ofGumera, and E. of Palma. It is of a triangular form, being
about 45 miles in length, and 20 in breadth ; and in the centre is

the famous peak, called by the natives El Pico de Teyde, which
lu clear weather may be seen at the distance of 120 miles, like a

thin blue vapour very little darker than the sky. The most fre-

quented harbour is called Santa Cruz, which is on tlie S. side'of

the island, and wliere ships with good anchors and cables may be
safe in all weathers. The height of the Peak of Tenerilfe' has

been variously estimated by different travellers. Dr. Hallcy al-

lows but two miles and a quarter from tlie level of the sea to the

"summit of the sugar-loaf, wliiKt the Spanish :iccount of the

Canary I>Ian(l:;, translated by Mr. Glas in 1763, makes it no
less than five miles. Tenerilfe lies in Lon. l(i. IS. \Y. Lat. 28.

29. N.
TENES, a sea-poit-town of Algiers. Lon. 2. 0. E. Lat. 3o.

•30. N. ... . .

TENESMLl^S, in medicine, a name .given by medical writers

to a complaint which is a continual desire of going to stool,

but without any stool being ready to be voided. This is pro-

perly no primary disease, but merely a symptomatic one, and

differs in degree according to the disease on which it is an at-

tendant.

TENGAN, a city of China, of the first rank, in the province

of IIou-Quang, 150 miles S. of Pekin.

TENG-TCHOUEN, a town of China of the second rank, ii>

the province nf Yun-nan, 11S2 miles S. W. of Pekin.

TENNASSEE, or TENNESSEE, one of the United StatCv

of North America, extending from 6" 20' to IG" 30' Lon. W. and

from 35° to 36' 30' Lat. N. This state was erected and consti-

tuted in 1796, and is divided into three districts called Washing-

ton, Hamilton, and Nero or Mero, which are subdivided into the

following thirteen counties, viz. Washington, Hawkins, Blount,

Robertson, Sullivan, Knox, Grainger, Slontgomery, Jefferson,

Davidson, Carter, Sevier, and Sumner. The four first are in

Wa^hington district, the next five in Hamilton, and the rest in

Mero district. The climate of this state is mild and moderate.

In the tract between Great Island and the Kanhawa, the summers
are cool, and the air rather moist. On the W. side of the moun-
tains the climate is much warmer, and soil better adapted to the

production of tobacco, cotton, indigo, &c. In this part of the

country lime-stone abounds.

TEfJNlS, [from tenez, Fr. or from Tennois, an ancient

town of France,] a play at which a ball is driven by a

racket.

TENON, in building, &c. the square end of a piece of wood,

or metal, diminished by one-third of its thickness, to be re-

ceived into a hole in another piece, called a mortice, for

the jointing or fastening the two together. It is made in

various forms, square, dove-tailed for double mortices, and the like.

TENOR, or TENOUR, the purport or content of a writing

or instrument in law, &c.
Tenor, in music, the fust mean or middle part, or that which

is the ordinary pitch of the voice, when neither raised to a treble

nor lowered to a bass. Sec Mvsic.
TENOS, in ancient geography, an island in the Jigenn sea,

near Andros, called also Ophiusa and Hydrussa, from its nume-
rous fountains.

TENSE, in grammar, an inflection of verbs, whereby they are

made to signify or distinguish the circumstance of time in what

they aflirm. See Grammar.
TENSION, the slate of a thing stretched. Thus animals sus-

tain and move themselves by the tension of their muscles. and

nerves. A chord or string gives an acuter or deeper sound, as it

is in a greater or less degree of tension, that is more or less stretcii-

ed or lightened. See Acoustics.
TENT, in war, is a pavilion or portable house. Tents ar.:

made of canvas, for ofllcers and soldiers to lie under when in the

field. The size of the officer's-tent is not fixed ; some regiments

have them of one size and some of another.

Tent, in surgery, a roll of lint made in'.-i the shape of a nail

with a broad flat head, chiefly used in deep wounds and ulcer».

They are of service, not only in conveying medicines to tlie most
intimate recesses and sinuses of the wound, Init to prevent ihe lips

of the wound from uniting before it is healed from tlie bottom ;

and by their assistance grumous blood, sordes, &c. are readily

evacuated.

TENTER, TRIER, or PROA ER, a machine used in the

cloth-manufactory, to stretch out the pieces of cloth, stuff, SiC. or

only to make them even, and set them square.

TEN TERDEN, a town of England in Kent, Similes S.W.
of Canterbury, and 50 E. by S. of London. Lon. 0. 35. E. Lat.

51. 12. N.
TENTHS, and FIRST-FRUITS OF SPIRITUAL PRE-

FERMENTS, a branch of the king's revenue. These were ori-

ginally a part of the Papal usurpations over the clergy of this king-

dom ;' which were annexed to the revenue of the crown ; by sta-

tute 26 Hen. VIII. c. 3, (confirmed by stat. 1 Eliz. c. 4. (^ucen

Anne granted her royal charter, which was confirmed by the sta-

tute 2 Ann. c. 1 1, whereby all the revenue of lirst friiils and tcjitijs

is invested in trustees for ever to form 3 perpetual fund for the

augmentation of poor livings.. This is usually called Quei!ii

Anne's bounty ; which has been still farther regulated by subse-

quent statutes.

TENTHREDO,
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TKNTHHEDO, lli^ Sau-Fly ; a ^eniis of insects belonging

fo tlie orck-r or liMunioptfra. Moutli tuinishecl will) jaw's, which

are horny, lacliccl, tlenlated within ; riglit jaw obtuse at the apex ;

lip cylindricil, trifid ; feelers four, iinetiiial, (ihforni ; wings |jl:iin,

liirnt'd ; sting consisting of two serrated lamina-, and the scutel-

lum of two grains placed at a distance. About 150 species have

been eil.iineraled.

TKNURE, in the English law, signifies the manner whereby

lands or tenements are held, or the service that the tenant owes to

liis lord. Almost all the real property of England i:> by the policy

of the law supposed to be granted by,' dependent upon, and holden

of, some superior lord, by and in consideration of certain services

to be rendi-red to the lord by the tenant or possessor of this pro-

perty. Tlie thing holden is therefore styled a tenement, the

possessors Ihereot tenants, and the manner of their possession a

tenure.

TERAiMNUS, a genus of the diadelphia decandria class and

order of plants. Keel very small, concealed within the calyx ;

stamina alternate, five, barren ; stigma sessile, headed. There are

two species, creeping plants of Jamaica.

TEKAMO, a town of Naples, in Abruzzo Ultra, 2S miles N.
N. E. of Aquila, and lOS N. of Naples.

TEKAPHIM, or THERAPIIIM, a word in the Hebrew
language, which lias exercised much the ingenuity of ti.e critics.

It occurs 13 or 14 times in the Old Testament, and is commonly
interpreted idols.

TERCEIRA, TERCERA, or TERCERY, one of the

largest islands of the Azores, or Western Islands, lying in the At-

lantic Ocean. Lon. G7. l.W. Lat. 28. 45.N.
TERCHIZ, a town of Persia, in Chorasan. Lon. 57. 33. E.

Lat. 35. 0. N.
TEREI5ELLA, the Piercer, in entomology, a genus be-

longing to the class vermes, and order molusca. Body tiliform
;

mouth placed before ; preputium puts forth a pedunculated tubu-

loiis gland. There are several capillary tentacula about the mouth.
Eleven species are enumerated.
TEREBINTIIINE ELECTUARY. See Pharmacy.
"^lEREDO, in entomology, a genus of vermes belonging to

the order ti-stacea. Animal a terebella ; valves two, calcareous,

hemispherical, cut off before, and two lanceolate ones; shell ta-

pering, bending, and capable of penetrating wood. There are

three species.

T. Navalis, the Ship-Worm, has a very slender smooth
cylindrical shell, inhabits the Indian seas, whence it was imported
into Europe. It penetrates easily into the stoutest oak-planks,

and produces dreadful destruction to the ships by the holes it

makes in their sides; and it is to avoid the elTccts of this insect

that vessels require sheathing.

TERENCE. See Terentius.
TERENTIUS AKER, Publius, or TERENCE, a cele-

brated comic poet of ancient Rome, born at Carthage in Africa.

He was slave to Terentius Lucanus the senator; who gave him
his liberty on account of his wit, his good mien, and great abilities.

Terence, on his becoming a freed man, apphed himself to the
writing of comedies. Terence died while on a vovage into

Greece, about the 1 jth year before the Christian Kra. There are

six of his comedies extant, of which the best editions are the Elzevir

one 1635, 12mo. that cum integris notis Donati, et selectis vario-

lum, 1686, Svo. Westeihovius's, in two vols. 4to. 1726; and that

of Benlley tlie same year, 4to. A very good English translation

was published in 4to. 1768, by Mr. Colman.
TERKI, a town of Asia, in Circassia, 125 miles E. of Tefllis.

Lon. 47. 50. E. Lat. 43. 22. N.'
TERM, in law, is generally taken for a limitation of time or

estate ; as, a lease for term of life or years. Term is more parti-

cularly used for that time wherein our courts of justice are
open ; in opposition to which, the rest of the year is called va-
cation.

Term, in grammar, denotes some word or expression in a
language. The word term, [from tcrininun,'] is borrowed meta-
phorically, by the grammarians and philosophers, from the mea-
surers or surveyors of lands : as a Held is delined and distinguished
by its termini, or limits, so is a thing or matter spoken of by the
word or term it is denoted by.

Term in the Arts, or TtRM of Art, is a word which, be-

sides the literal and popular meaning which it has or may h.ive

•II common language, bears d ft.rther and peculiar mrJiiins in

some art or science.

Terms, Cambridge. Lent-term begins January the 14ih, and
ends Eriday before Palm-Sunday. Easter-terin begins the Wed-
nesday after Eastt-r-wetk, and ends the week before Whitsundiv.
Trimty-lerm begins the Wednesday after Trinity Sundav, and
ends the Eiiday after the commencement, oi second of Julv.
Michaeh-.ias-term begins October the lOlli, and ends December
the I6lh.

Terms, Irish. In Ireland the terms are the same as at

London, except Michaelmas-term, which begins October
the 13th and adjourns to November the 3d, and thence to

the 6th.

Terms, Oxford. Hilary or Lent-tcrm begins January 14th,

and ends the Saturday before Palm-Sunday. Easter-term begins
the tenth day after Easier, and ends the Thursday before Whit-
sunday. Trinity-term begins the Wednesday alter Trinity-Sun-
day, and ends after the act, or 6th of July, sooner or later, as the

vice-chancellor and convocation please. Michaelmas-term begins
October the 10th, and ends Deceml)er the 17th.

TERMES, in euto.Tiology, a genus of insects belonging to the

order aptera. Moulli with two horny jaws ; lip horny, (lUddriful,

laciniic linear, acute; feelers four, equal, filiform; antennie

moniliform in most species; eyes two. There are ten spe-

cies.

T. Fat.mis Bellicosus, or The White Ant, is of a yellow-

colour above ; the wings also yellowish ; the costa is ferruginous

;

the stemmata are near the eyes, the central point being somewhat
prominent. Of the white ant we have a very curious and interest-

ing description, in the Philosophical Transactions for 1781, by
Mr. Henry Smeathman of Cicment's-lnn. According to this

account, the works of these insects surpass those of the bees,

wasps, beavers, and other animals, as much at least as those of

the most polished European nations those of the least cultivated

savages. In the interior construction of their habitations, they
appear greatly to exceed any work of human construction. The
most striking parts of these structures are, the royal apartments,
the nurseries, magazines of provisions, arched chambers and gal-

leries, with their various communications ; the ranges of Gothic-
shaped arches, projected, and not formed by mere excavation,

some of which are two or three feet high, but which diminish ra-

pidly, like the arches of aisles in perspective ; the various roads,

sloping staircases, and bridges, consisting of one vast arch, and
constructed to shorten the distance between the several parts of
the building, which would otherwise communicate only by wind-
ing passages. In some parts near Senegal, their number, mag-
nitude, and closeness of situation, make them appear like the
villages of the natives. But these and many other curious in-

stances of the great sagacity and powers of these^insects cannot be
understood, without viewing the plates in which their feeble

frames, and comparatively stupendous works, are delineated. See
Philosophical Transactions above referred to. There are
three distinct ranks among them. These are, first, the laboureis
or working insects ; next the soldiers, or fighting order, who do
no kind of labour, and are about twice as long as the former, and
equal in bulk to about 15 of them; and lastly, the winged or
perfect insects, which may be called the nobility or gentrv of the
state ; for they neitl»er labour nor light, being scarcely capable
even of self-defence. " These only are capable of being elected
kings or queens ; and nature has so ordered it, that they emigrate
within a few weeks after they are elevated to this state, and either
establish new kingdoms, or perish within a day or two."
TERXHNALIA, in antiquity, feasts celebrated by the Romans

in honour of the god Terminus.
Terminalia, in botany, a genus of plants belonging fothe class

polygamia, and order moncecia. Male calyx tive-parted ; corolla
none; stamens ten; hermaphrodite, style one; drupe inferior,

boat-shaped. There are six species, natives of the East and West
Indies.

TERMINI, ill architecture, denotes a kind of statues or
columns, adorned on the top with the figure of a man's, woman's,
or satyr's head, as a capital ; and the lower part ending in a kind
of sheath or scabbard. See Architecture.
Termini, in geography, a town of Sicily, in the valley of

o Demona,
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Denioiia, 10 miles S. E. of Palermo. Loii. 13. 44. E. Lat.
{

33. 5. N.
Termjnj, or Termoli, a (own of Naples, in the province of

Capitanata, and 70 miles N. E. of Naples. Lon. 15. 20. E.

Lat. 41. 59. N.
TERMINUS, iji Pagan worship, an ancient deity among the

Romans, who presided over the stones or land-marks, called ter-

mini, which were held so sacred, that it was accounted sacrilege

to move them.
TERNAl, the name given by Perouse to a very fine bay which

he discovered on llie coast of Tartary, in Lat. 45° 13' N. and in

Lon. 1350 9' E. of Paris.

TERNATE. the most northerly of the Molucca or Clove
Islands in the East-Indies. It aljounds in cocoa-nuts, bananas,

citrons, oranges, almonds, and other fruits proper to the torrid

zone ; but cloves are the most valuable produce. It is in the pos-

session of the Dutch. Malava is the capital. Lon. 129. 0. E.

Lat. 1. O.N.
TERNEUSE, a strong town and fort of Batavia, in the de-

partment of th^ Meuse, 12 miles S. E. of Flushing, and 25
N. \V. of Antwerp, and 5 from A.^el. Lon. 3. 4j. E. Lat.

51. 20.. N.
TERN I, a town of Italy, in the Pope's late territories, and in

the duchy of Spolctto. li is now under the jurisdiction of the

French. Lon. 12. 40. E. Lat. 42. 34. N.
TERNOVA, a town of European Turkey in Bulgaria, 95

miles N. E. of Sophia, and 200 N. W. of Constantinople. Lat.

43. 0. N. Lon. 23. 35. E.
TERNSTROMl A, in botany, a genus of plants belonging to

the class polyandria, and order monogynia. Calyx five-parted ;

corolla one-pe(aled, wheel-shaped, with the border bell-sbapcd,

five or six-parted ; anthers thick at the tip ; berry juiceless, two-

celled. There are five species.

TERPSICHORE, in the mythology, one of the Nine Muses.

She presided over dancing.

TERRA, or THE EARTH, [Lat.] in the Copernican Systena

is the third pianet in order from the Sun. It is removed at the

immejise distance of about 95 millions of miles from that lumi-

nary, and revolves round him in 365 days, 5 hours, 48-J4 minutes,

which is her tropical period, i. c. from one equinox, to the same
again ; but her sidereal and anomalistic revolutions are 365d. 6h.

Smi. 1 l^s. and 365d. 61). 14m. 37s. respectively. Her diameter is

about 7954 English miles, and her circumference about 25000 ;

but, if seen from the sun, she would appear under the very small

angle of 17" of a minute, as has been successfully demonstrated
(rom numerous observations made on the two transits of Venus
over the solar disk in 1761 and 1769. She turns round her axis

m 23h. 56m. 4s. but the natural day, or that made by the Sun's

return to the same point of the heavens, is 24 hours at a mean
rate. The place of her aphelion, (Jan. 1, 1S12,) is in VJ" 9° 41'

46", 8, having a progressive motion of 13",32 in a year as it re-

spects the stars, and of 03", 65 in the same time as it regards the

equinox. She has no nodes, her annual path, styled the Ecliptic,

feeing made, by astronomers the standard by which the deviation of

the other planets therefrom are measured. The eccentricity of

her orbit is lesi^jy^ out of 100000 of Uiose parts into which lier

distance from tlie Sun is supposed to be divided ; and the greatest

equation of her orbit (Jan. I, 1S12,) 1° 55' 27", 744, it having an

annual decrease of ,188. I'or further particulars respecting this

planet, see Astronomy.—That the Earth is not at rest in the

<jEntre of the universe, as many have imagined, having all the

celestial bodies moving round her in 24 hours, or thereabouts,

may be proved from their vast distance, and also consequent su-

perior magnitude. (See Astronomy.) The great distance of the

Sun from the Earth is so evident as hardly to need any demonstra-
tion ; for astronomers, in their calculations of the distance and
size of the Sun proceed precisely upon the same principles as the

geometricians do in measuring the height of a tower and its dis-

tance from tiie place of observation. For (Plate XXV. Fig. 1 1.;

let the circle of which C is the centre represent the Earth, ZPEB,
- the Sun's apparent quadrantic arc while moving from the horizon

ta the zenith, and**TS***** the sphere of the fixed stars

which is at an inconceivable distance from us. Then it is evident,

if the Sun be in P, and the obseiver at A, that he will sec the Sun
in the sphere of the iixed stars at S, which is at the extremity of

,, voi,. IV.—NO. 205.

the line APS ; but it is also evident that another observer at lli«

centre of the Earth C, or, which is the same thing, at a place

where the Sun is precisely in the zenitl;, must see the Sun at tins

altitude PF in the sphere of the fixed stars at T, which is at the

extremity of the line of vision CPT. I'he difference of tliej;-

two apparent jjlaces TS is the quantity of the solar parallax at Uie

altitude PF. But when the Sun is posited in the horizon AF''

it is then the greatest of all, and is equivalent to the appareul

semidiameter of the Earth as seen from the Sun. So then, hav-

ing this parallax, we can find the distance of the Sun by Trigo-

nometry ; for having AC the semiiliameter of the Earth, tiie angle

FAC, which is a right one, and the angle AFC, the horizontal

parallax, the distance of the Sun AF is readily obtained. See

Trigonometry. Now if the solar parallax were not so exceed-

ingly minute, as not even to equal 9 seconds, but amounted to a

minute or two ; this method of ascertaining it, and his consequent

distance from tlie Earth, would be sufikient. But as astronomical

instruments cannot be had to that degree of perfection as to be

sure of the observation to Uie nicely of a second of a degree,

astronomers have had recourse to the two last transits of the planet

Venus over the Sun's disk for the resolution of this problem, and

they have succeeded in this matter almost io the utmost extent of

their wishes ; and from a comparison of the rumerous observations

made upon these phenomena they have demonstrated that the

Sun's horizonal parallax does very little, if at all, exceed S"-ny

Nor can the determination of so small an angle be subject to any

material error, but can be proved to be true to within ^^th part

of the whole, from the nature of a transit of Venus over the solar

disk ; for in this case we have not to measure the angle of the

parallax bv means of an instrument, but only the duration of the

transit. Now it is evident that if we suppose the Sun's distance

from the Earth to be divided into 100000 parts that the distance of

Venus from the Earth must occupy 72333 of those parts, from

the single circumstance of the greatest angle of her recess from

the Sun being about 47°; consequently her parallax, when in her

inferior conjunction, must be near four times as great as the Sun's.

As this must make a very sensible dificrence in the phi'nomena

of the transits, when viewed from different parts of the Earth,

astronomers were sent to the places where the effect of parallax

would be the greatest of all; and in the transit of 1769 it was ob-

served that Venus passed over the solar disk in a track upwards of

20 seconds of a degree more to the north of his centre at Otaheite

than she did at Wardhus, which occasioned the duration of the

transit to be 23m. lOs. shorter in the former place than in the latter,

because at the former place the chord of description was longer,

the planet being apparently nearer to the Sun's centre ; but in the

latter considerably shorter because the planet was apparently fur-

ther removed from it. This is evident to any person who is ac-

quainted with the nature of a circle. As" in both cases, the

planet's apparent motion would be the samq, i. c. about 4 minutes

of a degree per hour, the shorter chord must be described several

minutes sooner than the other. This difiference of time in the

duration of the transit of 1769 between (he two interior contacts,

that is to sav, between the instant in which Venus was just en-

tered entirely upon the Sun's disk, and the instant in which it

began to go off, amounted at Wardhus and Otaheite, to not less

than 23m. lOs. the duration at the former place being 5h. 53in.

143. and in the latter only 5h. 30m. 4s. From these »bservations,

connected with a great number of others, it is manifest ihat the

horizontal parallax of Venus is not greater than 29'-^^-^^; con-

sequently the horizontal solar parallax cannot be greater than

8",62853 ; which proves that the Sun's distance from the Earth

cannot be less than 95 millions of English miles, as fully appears

from the following trigonometrical operation : As the sine of the

angle AFT, (Plate CXXXIII. fig. 3,) or the Sun's horizontal

parallax, is to the base AT, or the semidiameter of the Earth ;

so is radius, to the hypotheiiuse TF, or the Sun's distance from
the Earth's centre. But, to resolve this triangle with tolerable

accuracy by logarithms, it will be best to assume the angle AFT
several times greater than it is ; and as the horizontal parallax,

increa-es precisely in the same pro|)ortion as the distance decreases,

to multiply the result of the proportion by the number of times

the solar parallax is less than that for which the analogy is made.
Thus assuming llie horizontal parallax 1 degree, proceed as

follows

:

1 8S A3
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As the sine of /.AFT, 60 minutes S,"-il3j.")3

Is to the base A I" 1 semidiameter O.OHOOnoo
So is radius 10,0000000

To tbehypothcnuscTF, 57 .^^tSs'o semidiainelers 1,7381447
But as the Sun's horizontal parallax is 41 7-^^°j^^ times snialler

than that for which llie preceding cakuhitinn is made, ^7-r^^T^
must he multiplied by 4 1 7yVso*«i5> '""' "'e product SJtlOtiJ^Von
are the number of the Earth's semidiameters that the Earth is

ilistint from tiie Sun at a mean rate, and SjOOGy'pj'u'yjfg multiplied

by 3977, the number of English miles in the Earth's semidiameter,
the product is equal to 93074936 English miles, the cjuantity that

the Sun is distant from the Earth, when he is half way between
his apogee and perigee. 2. E. D. Now since the Sim's ap-
parent diameter, at his mean distance from the Earth, is known
to be equal to 32' 3",3, the number of English miles contained
in this diameter may be found by the following proportion: As
the horizontal parallax of the Sun, 8",62833, is to the apparent
semidiameter thereof, 16' 1",65, so is the Earth's semidiameler,
reckoned as unity, to 1 1 1-,^5, the Dumber of times the solai

semidiameter or diameter exceeds that of the Earth. Ami 7934,
the number of English miles contained in the Earth's diameter x
by I l-fus. ''"-' nniiiher of times the Sun's diameter is greater than
the Earth's, = 886473-i35, the number of English miles in the Sun's
diameter. And as spherical bodies are to each other as the cubes of
their semidiameters, the thiul power of 1 I l-i*^, or 13S4462, is the
number of times the Sun is bigger than the Earth. From the
above calculations it must be evident to every intelligent inind
that the Sun is upwards of a million of times bigger than the
Earlh, and that his distance from it is not less than 95 millions
of English miles; and it is in op]ios;lion to the known la%vs of
motion to suppose that a body so mucli kirger than the Earth, and
at such a vast distance from it, could revolve round it ; beside;
such an opinion is not founded upon any analogy in nature, then-
being nothing similar to it yet discovered. For if the Sun re-
volves round Ihe Earth, be must perform the revolution in 24
lioiirs, in whicli time he must travel about 293 millions of English
miles, i. e. upwards of 12 millions per hour !!! What has just been
said is as demonstrable and certain as the rules of trigonometry
which no mariner has as yet doubted, they in no one instance
having ever led him astray ; and can any impartial inquirer after
truth suppose that trigonometrical oper.itions could fail in their
application to the cilestial bodies, when they, connected withthe
invention ot logarithms, have been the means of raising the science

.of navigation to such a pitch of perfection as is unjirecedented in
the annals of mankind ? But without admitting the Earth's annual
motion, the different pluenomena of the heavenly bodies cannot
be accounted for in any rational manner; for how much more pro-
bable is it to allow that the slalionary and retrograde motions of
»he inferior and superior planets are only caused by the Earth's
annual moiion, (especially when allowing such a motion they can
be mathematically <lemon>trated to move round the Sun in efliptic
orbits nearly circular, without any irregularity,) than to suppose
that the Sun, accompanied with the planets as satellites moving
round him, and these planets again witli their respective satellites
moving round their primaries in stated periods, as well as the stars,
should all be carried rouml the Earth in the course of about a
day! Be^des how extremely improbable it is, upon this hypo-
thesis, that the Sun should have planets moving round him, w'hile
he moves round the Earlh, wliose orbits are immensely lartrer
than his own, and conscqueiilly include the Earth within the^ii.
And to as;eit th.!t none or the planets revolved round Ihe Sun,
but that they all had the Earth for their common centre, would
lie to give the direct lie to Ihe numerous observations of astrono-
mers, and also would cliarge the most noble scienceof the mathe-
Jtmtics with giving false conclusions. Thai the ICarth turns round
her axis is consequent upon the admission of her annual moiion;
but we will Oiler an argument in its favour drawn from the daily
l>lix-nomeua of the lixed stars. It is a well known circumstance
that they constantly preserve the same situation with respect to each
otiier; so that the constellation of the Great Bear is always neir
that of Ihe Little Bear, the conslelhilion of Auriga always near
to that of the Bull, that of Perseus to th.it of Andromeda &c &c
This IS a very presumptive evidence in favour of their bciu" lixed
•adies

; for wliat reason can be given that the wliolc host of what

are called fixed stars should be endued with a periodic revolution
of precisely the same length, i. t. 23h. 56m. 4-. and that a fevr

only, called planets, comets, and satellites, should have a peculiar
motion of their ow n ; for the motion of the stars must be either
apparent or real. They, moreover, all appear to move round ihs
north and south poles of '.he heavens every 23h. 56ni. Ai. whicl)
is precisely the time the Earth takes in turning round her axis, if

siie has any such motion at all ; and also, if she has any such ro-
tation, it is demonstrable, from the pha'nomena of the terrestrial

tropics and polar circles, that she perloi-ms it upon an axis inclined
23° 28' upon her orbit. But if wh.at we have hinted above be
true, that the diurnal motion of the stars is not real but apparent;
it is evident to every reflecting mind, th.it their motion must be
precisely similar to that which makes them appear to move; for
if the deviation of even a minute of a degree was possible to be
proved to exist in their motion different from the direction of the
Earth's axis, it would be sufficient to i)rove that Ihe motion of the
slurs was not caused by the rotation of the Earth upon her axis.

But what will add the last degree of probability to the above
arguments, is the consideration of the nature of a rotatory motion.
In such a motion, the north and south poles, which are the two
extremities of the Earth's axis, are quiescent, those parts of the
Earth near these two points performing little circles round them,
in a sidereal day, while those which are farther distant perform cir-

cles of greater radii, according to their distance from the pole to
which they are the nearest, in precisely the same lime. All this

is perfectly plain from the parallels of latitude on the globe ; those
near the poles having circles of less radii than those near the
equator, and, conse(iuently, as a parallel of latitude runs Ihrougli

the whole 360 degrees of longitude, those in the former case must
contain fewer miles than those in the latter, which is known to be
the case from the repeated observations of every seaman who
keeps an account of his ship's course. But the whole starry
heavens put on precisely this appearance of a rotatory-^llolion ; for

they all appear to move round two imaginary points in the heavens,
denominated the norlh and south poles of Ihe heavens; and those
stars which are near the two poles move round them in litlle cir-

cles every 23h. 56m. 4s. while those that are at a greater distance
move in larger ones in the same time ; and Ihe whole of the stars

preserve Ihe same relative positions with respect to each other, ex-
actly similar to the places on the terraqueous globe which do not
vary from each other in the time of a diurnal rotation. Besides
the norlh and south poles of Ihe Earth are exactly directed to the
norlh and south poles of the heavens, the equator of the Earlh to
the equinoctial of the heavens, the circles of latiuidc and longitude

on the earth to their corresponding ones in the heavens, the polar

circles of the Earth to the polar circles of the heavens, the tropics.

of the Earth to their similar ones in the heavens, the ecliptic of

the Earlh to the ecliptic of the heavens, &:c. &c. \:c. for a most
complete demonstration of wliich take the following observatioa
of astronomers, that the number of degrees, minutes, and seconds,

a fixed star is from either pole of the heavens, so many degrees,
minutes, and seconds, precisely must be the situation ot that place
from either pole of ihe terraqueous globe through the zenith of
which the said star will every day pass. For example, kt it be
required to find to what parts of the Ei;rth the a Cygni will be
every day in the zenith. For the resolution of tins question
nothing is necessary but to know the decliiialion ot the star, whicli

in this example is 44° 30' 49° N. therefore every place of the
Earth through which this parallel of latitude passes will have this

star in the zenith once every 23h. 56m. 4s. By a reference to the
map of the world we find that this parallel ol latitude jiasses very
near the following places, viz. Marmande, C'ahors, Entragnes,
Gap, and Embrun, in France; 'lenda, Ullo, and Ravenna, in-

Italy; Zara, Mostar, Pacha, Nagodin, AVidin, and Baba Gull,
in European Turkey ; &c. Sic. &c. from which it follows that

these places describe round the tellurian pole a similar circle with
that of the a. Cygni round the pole of the heavens ; consequently
Ihe diurnal motion of a Clygni is not a real but an apparent mo-
iion ; and what is s.iid of one star is with the same reason said of
all ; therefore the diurnal motion of all the lixed stars is only ap-

parent ; and from this circumstance we have Ihe fullest cidence
possible that Ihe Earlh turns upon her axis to produce this similar

appearance in the heavens, and likewise that she lias an annual
moliou round her orbit. s2. £. IK

Terra.
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Ierra Australis Ikcog.vita, a name for a large unknown

ontincnt, supposed to lie towards the South Pole, and which
•

1 a long time was sought after bj' navigators. The foyagcs of

Ciptain Cook seem to have determined that no such continent

exists, unless in polar latitudes, to uhxh access is impossible.

Terra Fikma, in geography, is sometimes used for a continent,

in contradistinction to an island.

Terra Firma, otherwise called Xew Castile, or Castella del

Oro, a country of America, bounded on the north by the North
Sea and part of the Atlantic Ocean, by the same sea and Guiana
on the E. by the country of the Amazons and Peru on the S.

and by the I'acific Ocean ^'erasua on the AV. It lies between
62° and i3' of \V. Ion. and between the equator and 12° of lat. N.
being upwards of I SCO r.iiles long from E. to \V. and SOO broad
from N. to S. The climate is neither pleaiant nor healthy ; the

inhabitaijis one part of the year being scorched by the mo^t in-

tense and burning heat, and the other almost drowned with per-

petual floods of rain, pouring from the sky with such violence as

if a general deluge was to ensue. In so large a tract of country
the soil must necessarily vary. Accordingly, in some parts it is a

barren sand, or drowned margrove land, that will scarcelv produce
any kind of grain ; in others it yields Indian corn, bahus, gums,
and drug«, almost all niajuier of finits as well of Old as of New-
Spain, sugar, tobacco, Brasil wood, and several other kinds of
dyeing woods ; a variety of precious stones, particularly emerald-
and sapphires ; venison antl other game.
Terra Ponderosa, [Lat. ponderous earth,] in the old system

of mineralogy, the name formerly given to what is now called

Barytes, which see.

TERRACE is a walk or bank of eartfi, raised in a garden or
court to a due elevation for a prospect, 'i'l.e name is also given
to the roofs of houses that are flat, and wherr on we may walk.

1 ERRACINA, an ancient city of Italy, in the Pone's late terri-

torv, in the Campagnaat Rome, 46 miies S. E. of Rome. Eon.
13.' 15. E. Lai. 41. 24. N.
TERRAQUEOUS GLOBE, a name given to the earth, or

world we inhabit, as consisting of land and water. For particulars

respecting llrs globe, see Astro.n'omy, and Terra.
TERKE PLEIN, or TERRE PLAIN, in lortificalion, fhe

top, platform, or horizontal surface, of the rampart upon uhich the
cannon are placed, and where the defenders perform their oliice.

See Fo"rtification.
TERR ELLA, or LITTLE EARTH, is a magnet turned of

a spherical figure, and placed so as liiat its poles, equator, &c. do
exactly correspond with those of llie world.

TERR1F5LE, MONT, a department of the French empire
formed out of the late principality of Monaco and county of Nice ;

so named from
Terrible, Mont, a inost dreadful precipitous mountain ol

the French empire in the above department.
TERRIER, a book, or roll, wherein the several lands, either

of a private person, or of a town, college, church, &c. are de-
scribed. It shoukl contain the number of acres, and tlie site,

boundaries, tenants' names, &c. of each piece or parcel.

TERRIER, in zoology. See Canis.
TERRING, a town of England, in Sussex, 24 miles E. of

Chichester, and 53 S. W. of London. Lon. 0.21. W. Lat. 50. 5.). N.
TERRIORE, a town of Hindoostan, with a fortress, in tlie

Carnatlc, 24 miles N. of Tritchinopoli, and 87 S. W. of Pon-
dicherry.

TERRITORY, in seography, denotes an extent or compass
of land, within the bounds, or belonging to the jurisdiction, of anv
state, city, or other subdivision of a country.

Territory North-West of the Ohio, an extensive terri-

tory of the L^nited States of America daily improving and in-

creasing in population, commerce, and arts, and will soon add one
or more stales to the Union.
Territory Solth-West op the Ohio, the name formerly

given to an extensive government of the United States, now
erected into the new state of Tennessee or Teanassee. See Ten-
NASSEE.
TERROR. See Fear, Fright, and Pavor.
TERRORISTS, a name too justly given to that furious party

of the French Jacobins, who during the dictatorship of Robes-
pierre, supported and apjjlauded all his worst measures, while he
murdered the greatest and best men of France, constantly

I
calling out " let terror be the ou^er of tl e day," and thus pavctl
the path of blood, that led to the establishment of the present
empire.
I'EERLTEL, a considerable town of Spain in Arragon, 75

miles S. W. of Saragossa, and 112 E. of Madrid. Lon. 1. 0.
\V. Lat. 40. 25. N.
TERTIAN FEVER. See Medicine.
TERTIUS, a prinomen very common among the Romans,

who often distinguished their children by their numbers in the
ord. r of their birth, as Secundus, Tertius, Quartus, Qtiintus, Se.x-
tu<, Stplimns, Octavus, Decinnis, &c.
TERTRE, John Baptist, a learned Dominican, born at

Calais, in 1610. After having figured as a soldier, he entered
into the monastic stale, and became a zealous missionary in Ame-
rica, whence he returned in 105S. He wrote " A General His-
tory of the French West-India Islands," in 4 vols. 4to, and died
at Paris in 1687.

Tertre, Francis Joachim Duport dv, a learned French
Jesuit, born at St. Malo in 1715. He wrote 1. An Abridgement

I of the History of England, in 3 vols. 12mo. 2. An Abridgement
of the Hi-tory of Spain, in 5 vols. 12ino, and other works. He
died in 1759.

TERTULLIAN, orQUINTUS SEPTIMIUS FLORENS
TERTULLIANUS, a celebrated priest of Carthage, was the son
of a centurion in the militia, who served as a proconsul of Africa.
He was educated in the Pagan religion ; but being convinced of
its errors, embraced Christianity, and became a zealous defender
of the faith. He married, it is thought, after his baptism. After-
wards he took orders, and went to Rome ; where, during the per-
secution under the emperor Severus, he published his " Apology
for the Christians ;" and at the beginning of the third century he
embraced the sect of tiie Montanists. He lived to a very great
age, and died in the reign of Caracalla, about the year 216. Many
ol his w orks are still extant. Tl-.e best editions are those of Rigault
especially that of N'enice in 1746, folio.

IERVERE, a tovn of Batavia, in the department of the
Meuse, and kite province of Zealand, on the N. E. coast of the
isle of Waltheren, 4 miles N. E. of Middleburi'. Lon. 3. 42. E.
T ot .-, 1 Qfi XT =
Lat. 51. 36. N
TERUNCIUS, in antiquity, a very small brass-coin, in use

among the Romans. The teruncius at first was a quarter of the
as, or libra ; hence, as the as contained J 2 ounces, the teruncius
contained three, whence the name, which is formed of the Latin
tres uncijE.

TESCHEN, a town in Upper Silesia, and capital of a duchy
so named. It is 27 miles S. JE. of Troppaw, and 66 S. W. of
Cracow. Lon. IS. 17. E. Lat. 49. 52. N.
TESSELLATED PAVEMENTS, those of rich Mosaic

work made of curious square marbles, bricks-, or tile's, called
tessela; from their resembling dice.

TESSERA, in Roman antiquity, denoted in its primary sense
a cube or dye ; so -called from the Greek word TiTo-aoa, or Tjo-crfja,

four ; respect being had to its number of sides, distinct from the
two horizontal planes above and below. And it was thus distin-
guished from the talus, which being round at each end, contained
only four planes or faces on which it could stand ; and therefore
« hen thrown had no more than two side-faces in view. Hence
ludere talis et ludere tesscris are spoken off by Roman writers as
two dififrient games.
TEST, a vessel used in metallurgy for absorbing the scoria; of

metallic bodies when melted. See Cupel. Tests are usually
made of four measures of- the ashes of calcined bones and one
of unwashed fern-ashes.

Test Act, in law, in the statute 25 Car. II. cap. 2, which
directs all officers, civil and military, to take the oaths, and make
the declaration against transubstantiatioii, in the court of Kind's
Bench or Chancery, the next term, or at the next quarter-sessions,
or (by subsequent statutes) within six ,Tionths alter their admis-
sion ; and also within the same time to receive the racrament of
the Lord's Supper, according to the usage of the church of Eng-
land, in some public church, immediately after divine service or
sermon, and to deliver into court a certificate thereof, signed by
the minister and church-warden, and also to prove the same by
two credible wiinessts, upon forfeiture of 500/. and disability to
hold the said office.

TESTACEA, in the Linnsan system of zoology, the third

* order.

.
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oriler of vernies, This order coiiiprelicnds all the shell-fish ar-

ranged by LiiiniLUS under 3(i genera. The genera classed under

the several divisions of this order are, A. MultivaWes; chiton,

lepas, phloas. B. Bivalves; mya, solen, lellina, cardium niaetra,

donax, vcnus, spondylus, chama, area, oslrea, anemia, mytilhis,

pinna. C. Univalves willi a regular spire; argonauta, nautilus,

conns, cyprsa, bulla, voluta, buccinnm, stronibus, murex, trochus,

turbo, helix, nerita, haliotis. D. Univalves without a regular

spire ; patella, dentalium, serpnla, teredo, sabella.

TESTACEOUS, in medicine, all preparations of shells, and

substances of the like nature, are called testaceous. Such arc

powder; of crabs' claws and eyes, pearl, &c.
TESTAMENT, or LAST WILL, according to the old

Koraan lawyers i?, voluntatis nostrs justa senlenti.i de co, quod

quis post mortem suani fieri velit: which may be thus rendered in

English, " the legal declaration of a man's intentions, which he

wills to be performed after his death." It is called sententia, to

denote the circumspection and prudence with which it is sup-

posed to be made : it is voluntatis noslrae sententia, because its

eflicacy depends on its declaring the testator's intention, whence

in English it is emphatically styled his will ; it is justa sententia ;

that is, drawn, attested, and published, with all due solemnities

and forms of law : it is de eo, quod quis post mortem suani fieri

velit, because a testament is of no force till after the death of the

testator. These testaments are divided into two sorts ; written,

and verbal or nuncupative, being declared by the testator in ex-

tremis, before a sutficieiit number of witnesses, and afterwards re-

duced to writing. But as nuncupative wills and codicils (which were

more in use than at present when the art of writing is become
more general) are liable to great impositions, and may occasion

many perjuries, the statute of frauds, 29 Car. II. c. 3, enacts,

1. That no written will shall be revoked or altered by a subse-

<iuent nuncupative one, except the same be in the lifetime of the

testator reduced to writing, and read over to him, and approved;

and unless the same be proved to have been so done by the oaths

of three witnesses at the least, who, by statute 4 and j Anne, c.

16, must be such as are admissible upon trials at common law.

2. That no nuncupative will shall in anywise be good, where the

estate becpieathcd exceeds 30/. unless proved by three such wit-

nesses, present at the making thereof, (the Roman law requiring

seven), and unless they, or some of them, were specially required

to bear witness thereto' by the testator himself; and unless it was

made in his last sickness, in his own habitation or dwelling-house,

or where he had been previously resident ten days at the least,

except he be surprised with sickness on a journey, or from home,
and dies without returning to his dwelling. 3. That no nuncupa-

tive shall be proved by tiie witnesses after six months from the

making, unless it were put in writing within six days. Nor shall

it be proved till fourteen days after the death of the testator, nor

till process hath f,rst issued to call in the widow, or next of kin,

to contest it if they think proper. As to written wills, they need
not an\- witness of theirpublication.

TESTER, or TESTON, the name of a coin struck in France
by Lewis Xll. in 1513, and in Scotland in the time of Francis II.

and Mary Queen of Scotland, so called from the head of the

king, which was engraved upon it. The silver it contained was 1

1

dcniers 18 grains, its weight 7 deniers U-} grains, and its value 10

sols.

TESTES, in anatomy, the testicles of any animal See Ana-
tomy.
TESTICLE, [testis, Laf.J a double part in animals of the

male kin'', serving for the office of generation. See Anato.my.
TESTIMONY. See Logic, and Metaphysics.
Testimony, in law. See Evidence.
TESTUDO, the Tortoise, in zoology, a genus belonging

to the class amphibia, and order reptilia. Body tailed, covered
above and beneath, defended by a bony covering, covered by a

horny, scaly, or coriaceous integument ; a bony mouth, without

distinct teeth, and the upi)er mandible closing over the lower.

The^-e animals feed on sea-weeds or on worms, are extremely
prolific ; but in the stale of eggs, and while very young, are the

prey of various animals. Their movements are slow ; they are

capable of being tamed, and will in that state eat almo.>t any thing

presented to them. 'Ihey exist long in such air as would be de-

structive to other animals of the same size, and have such tena-

ciousness of life, that it is stated they will exhibit convulsive

movements for several days alter their bodies have been opened,

and even after their heads'have been opened, and even after their

heads have been cut oft". In cold latitudes the land-tortoise is

tor|)id during the winter. There are 33 species.

T. Midas, the Common Sea - Turtle, is the most re-

markable. It is found in the island of Ascension and other places

in the South Sea. The shell is so very strong that it can carry

more than (iOOlbs. on its back, or as many men as can stand on it

loaded. It digs round holes in the sand, in which it lays a vast

number of eggs yearly, to the amount of 1000, it is said. It

broods on them during the night. Its llesh is of a greenish colour,

makes excellent food, and is the favourite dish of sailors as well as

of epicures, jlt lives on cuttle and shell fish, and grovis to a prodi-

gious size, some having been found to weigh 4801bs. The Ame-
ricans find so good account in catching turtle, that they have made
themselves very expert at it ; they watch them from their nests

on shore, in moon-light nights ; and, before they reach the sea,

turn them on their backs, and leave them till morning; when they

are sure to find them, since they are utterly unable to recover their

former posture : at other times they hunt them in boats, with a

peculiar kind of spear, striking them with it through the shell;

and as there is a cord fastened to the spear, they are taken much
in the same manner as the whales.

Testudo in antiquity, was particularly used among the poets,

&c. for the ancient lyre ; because it was oj'iginally made by its

inventor Mercury, of the back or hollow of the testudo aquatica,

or sea-tortoise, which he accidentally found on the banks of the

river Nile. See Lyre.
Testudo, in the military art of the ancients, was a kind of

cover or screen which the soldiers, e. g. a whole company, made
themselves of their bucklers, by holding them up over their heads,

and standing close to each other.

Testudo was also a kind of large wooden tower which moved
on several wheels, and was covered with bullock-hides, serving

to shelter the soldiers when they approached the walls to mine
llicni, or batter them with rams.

TETANUS, a dreadful spasmodic disorder, in which the whole
body becomes rigid and iiiHexible. It most commonly proves
mortal. See Medicine.
TETBURY, a town of England, in Gloucestershire, 25 miles

N. E. of Bristol, and 99 W. of London. Lon. 1. 8. W, LaU
31. 38. N.
TETERSKOI, a town of Russia, in Tunguskoi, on the Pod»

kamenskaia. Lon. 101. 23. E. Lat. 59. 54. N..

TEITIEROA, or TETHUROA, an island of the South
Pacific Ocean. It lies low, in Lon. 149. 30. W. Lat. 17. 4. S.

'I'ETHY'S, in the mytholoay, the greatest of all the sea-god-

desses, the (laughter of Coelus or Uranus, and Terra, and
the wife of Oceanus, and mother of the river-gods, the sea^

nymphs, &c.
Tethts, in entomology, a genus of insects belonging to the

class vermes, and order mollusca. Body oblong, ilesliy, without

feel ; month with a cylindrical proboscis under the duplicaUire of

a lip ; foramina two, at the left side of the neck. The species are

two, both inhabitants of the ocean.

TETRACERA, a genus of plants of the class polyandria, and
order tetragynia. Calyx /six-leaved ; capsules four. There are

12 species, shrubs of South America.
TETRACIIORD, in music, (from the Greek, a concord in

the music of the ancients consisting of three degrees, or intervals,

and four terms, or sounds ; called by the Greeks also diatessaron,

and by us a fourth.

I E IRADIAPASON, the Greek appellation of the quadruple
octave, which we also call the 29tli.

TETRADYNAMIA, [nctra^!;, four, and iumy.!;, power,] four

powers ; the fifteenth class of Lmna'us's Sexual System, consisting

of plants with hermaphrodite flowers, having six stamina, four of

whxh are long, and tw o short ; it corresponds to the siliquoss of

Kay, and cruciformes of Tournefort. All the species are distin-

guished by cruciform llowers. Ii comprehends two orders, gynr-

nospermia, those plants which have naked seeds, being four in

number (except phryma, which is monospermous) ; and angio-

spermia, which contains those plants, the seeds of which are in-

closed in a capsule.

TETRAEDRON,
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TETRAEDRON, orTETRAIIEDRON, in geometry, isoiie

of the live Platonic or regular botlies or solids, compreliended un-
der four equilateral and ecjual tiianglcs. Or it is a triangular py-
ramid of lour equal and equilateral faces,

TE 1 RAGON, in astrology, denotes an aspect of two planets

with regard to the earth, when they are distant from each other

a fourth part of a circle, or 90°. The tetragon is expressed
by the cliaracter Q, and is otherwise called a square oi quartile

aspect.

Tetragom, in geometry, a quadrangle, or a figure having four

angles. Such as a square, a parallelogram, a rhombus, and a tra-

pezium. It sometimes also means peculiarly a square.

TETRAGONIA, in botany, a genus of plants of the class

icosandria, and order monogynia ; natural order Succulentse.

Calyx is divided into three, four, or live parts ; no corolla ; drujja'

beneath, nut three or eiiht-cellcd. There are eight species.

TETRAGRAMMATON, [T<T.r«y..i^..^aT«,] a denomination
given by the Greeks to the Hebrew name of God, ,-|in*, Jehovah,
because in the Hebrew it consists of four letters.

TETRAGYNIA, [^nj-rit:!;, four, and yj/n, a woman,] the

name of an order in the fourth, fifth, sixth, eightii. and thirteenth,

classes in the Sexual System ; consisting of plants which, to tlie

classic character, whatever it is, add the circumstance of having
four styles or female organs. Herb-paris, and grass of Parnassus,

furnish examples. See Botany.
TETRANDRIA, [rio-o-ajt;, four, and o!v>io, a man, or husband,]

the name cf the fourth class ui Linmus's Sexual System, consisting

of plants with hermaphrodite flowei-s, which have four stamina, or

male organs, that are of eijual length. In Uiis last circumstance
consists the main ditference, according to Linnsus, between the

plants of the class in question and those of the fourteenth class di-

dynamia, in which the four stamina are of unequal length, two of

them being long, and two short. The orders of this numerous
class are three, founded upon the number of styles or female or-

gans. Scabious, teazel, barren-wort, the starry plants of Ray,
•and the greater number of genera in this class, have one style;

dodder and hypecoum have two; holly and a few others have
four. See Botany.
TETRANTHUS, in botany, a genus of the syngenesia poly-

garaia segregata class and order. Natural order, Capitatae. Ca-
jyx common, four-flowered ; perianth proper, one-leafed ; seeds

crowned. There is but one species, viz. T. littoralis, an annual
plant, and a native of Hispaniola.

TETRAO, in natural history, a genus of the class aves, and the

•rder Gallitwe. Near each eye is a spot which is naked, or papil-

lous, or slightly covered with feathers. Birds of this genus, which,
according to Gmelin, comprehends the grouse, the partridge, and

the quail, follow the dam immediately on being hatched, and before

the shell is wholly detached from theui. There are seventy-three

species.

T. Lagopus, the White Ga.me, or Ptarmigan, is 15 inches

in length, and weighs 19 ounces. Its plumage is of a pale brown
or ash-colour, elegantly crossed or mottled with small dusky spots

and minute bars ; the head and neck with broad bars of black

rust-colour, and white: the belly and wings are white, but the

shafts of the greater quill-feathers black. Ptarmigans are found in

the^e kingdoms only on the summits of the highest hills of the

Highlands of Scotland, of the Hebrides, and Orkneys ; and a few
still inhabit the lofty hills near Keswick in Cumberland, as well as

the mountains of Wales. They live amidst the rocks, perching

on the grey stones, the general colour of the strata in those ex-

alted situations.

T. PcRDrx, or the Common Partridge, is thirteen inches

!ong, and abounds in the temperate regions of Europe. It is un-

able to sustain rigorous cold, or intense heat. It feeds on green

corn and other plants, and almost every species of grain ; but the

eggs of ants constitute its favourite food, and are almost essential

for the nourishment and preservation of the young ones. Experi-
ments have been repeatedly, but inelfectually, made, to induce
the breeding of this bird in confinement; its eggs, however, are

freque ntly put into the nest of the com mon hen, and are thus matured,
and the >oung are treated afl'ectionately by that bird, and may be
brought to perfection if provided with their appropriate food. The
attachment of the male and female partridge to their offspring is

highly interesting. They both sit, covering them frequently at

the same time, and, wheu danger approaches, will expose thera-
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selves to its direct attack, in order to decoy the attention of the

enemy from those w hose security they prefer even to their awn
existence.

TETRAPODOLOGY, [riTjaarf.,-, and N»y.r,] that branch of

zoology, which treats of quadrupeds, in the Linriaean system,

called mammalia.
TEl RARCH, ['!-;»:X'if.] a prince wlio holds and governs a

fourth part of a kingdom. Such originally was the import of the

title tetrarch ; but it was afterwards applied to any petty king or

sovereign ; and became svnonvmous with ethnarch.

TETRARCHA'I E, o'r TETRARCUY, [Ttl-m^x'",] a Eomas
government of a fourth part of a province.

TETR.'VSTYLE, in the ancient architecture, a building, and
particularly a temple, with four columns in its front.

TETRODON, in ichthyology, a genus of fishes of the order

cartilaginei. Jaws bony, divided at the end ; body roughened
bcneaih ; ventral fins none ; aperture of the gills linear. It has

thirteen species.

T. OcELLATt'S, is seven inches long, and abounds in the Chi-

nese seas. The tortoise-shell tetrodon is depicted in Plate

CXXI.
TETUAN, an ancient and pleasant town of Africa, in the king-

dom of Fez, and in the province of Habata. Lon. 3. 26. W. Lat.

35. 27. N.
TEUCRI, a name given the Trojans, from Teucer, their fii'st

king.

TEUCRIUM, Germander ; in botany, a genus of plants of

the class didynamia, and order gymnosperniia ; natural oriler Ver-
licillatx. Corolla, upper lip, divided into two parts beyond the

base, divaricating where the stamina issue out. There are sixty-

nine species.

T. CHAMiEDRYS, the SMALLER CREEPING GERMANDER,
hath fibres very creeping, spreading roots; many four-cornered,

very branchy, trailing stalks, near a foot long ; oval, cuneiform,
cut, crenated leaves on short footstalks ; and reddish tiou era,

growing almost in a verticillus, or whorls, round the stalk, three

on each peduncle ; appearing in June and July.

TEUTHIS, in ichthyology, a genus of fishes of the order abdo-
minales. Head somewhat truncated on the fore-part ; branchil-

membrane with five rays; teeth equal, rigid near each other,

forming a regular series. There are two species,

TEUTONES, or TEUTONI, an anciem people, always by
historians joined with the Cimbri; both seated, according to RIela,

beyond the Elbe, on the Sinus Codamis, or Baltic ; and there, it

is supposed, lay the country of the Teutones, now Ditmarsh ; di-

versity of dialects producing the different terms, Ttut, Tut, Dit,
Tid, and Tliod, which iu the ancient German language signified

people.

TEUTONIC LANGUAGE is supposed to have been the

language of the ancient Germans, and hence is reckoned amongst
the mother-tongues.

Teutonic Order, an order of military knights, established to-

wards the close of the twelfth century, in the Holy Land, where,
after the death of Barbarossa, the Germans behaved with so much
bravery, that Henry king of Jerusalem, the patriarch, and several

otiier princes, determined to reward their valour by instituting the

order. They had at first the title of the knights of St. George

;

and afterwards were called Equites Mariani, or knigiils of St,

Mary.
TEWKSBURY, a town of Gloucestershire. Lon. 2. 13. W.

Lat. 52. 0. N.
TEX EL, a department of Batavia, formed out of the late pro-

vince of North Holland. Alkmacr andj'exel are tlie chief towns*
Camperdown lies on the coast of this department.
Texel, a town of Batavia, and capital of the department, in the

late province of North Holland. Lon. 4. 51. E. Lat. 53. 8. N.
TEXT, a relative term, particularly used for a passage of scrip-

ture, chosen by a prcicher to be the subject of his sermon.
TEXTURE properly denotes the arrangement and cohesion of

several slender bodies or threads interwoven or entangled among
each other, as in the webs of spiders, or in the cloths, stuffs, S:o. ^

Texture is also used in speaking of any union or constituent par»

tides of a concrete body, whether by weaving, hooking, knitti;ig,

tying, chaining, indenting, intruding, compressing, attracting, or
ajiy other way. In which sense we say, a close compact texture,

a lax porous texture, a regular or irregular texture, &c.
«
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THALES, a celebrated Greek philosopher, ami the tirst of the

seven wise men of Greece, was burn at Miletus about 040 B.C.

Thales acquired great reputation by his wisilom and learning : he

was the tirst among the Greeks who foretold eclipses of the sun,

and made extraordinary discoveries in astronomy. Thales was

the author of the Ionian sect of philosopliers, who were thus called

from his being born at Miletus, a city of Ionia. He maintained

that water was the principal of which all the boilies in the universe

are composed ; that the world was the work of God ; and that God
sees the most secret thoughts in the heart of man. Thaleswent tosee

Croesus, who was marching with a powerful army into Cappado-
ci;i, and enabled him to pass the Halys without making a bridge.

He died soon after, at about 90 years of age. He composed se-

veral treatises in verse, on meteors, the equinoxes, &c. but tliey

are all lost.

THALIA, in Pagan mythology, one of the nine Muses. She
presidt d over comedy.
Thalia, in botany, a genus of plants of the class monandria,

and order monogynia ; natural order Scitaminea;. Calyx three-

leaved ; corolla hve-petaled, two inner petals less; nectary lan-

ceolate, concave; drupe with a one-celled nut. There are two
species, viz. T. geniculata, and T. canna:formis ; the former is a

native ot South America, the latter of Maliicollo, one of the New
Hebrides. There are fifteen species, three of v\hich are indi-

genous.

THALICTRUM, Meadow-Rue ; in botany, a genus of the

polyandria polygynia class and order ; natural order Multisili(pia'.

Ca!\ X none ; petals four or five ; seeds tailless. There are twenty-
two species.

THALLITE, in mineralogy, a stone found in the fissures of

mountains in Dauphiny, and on Chamouni, in the Alps. It is

Sometimes amorphous, and sometimes crystallized. It is brittle.

Spccilic gravity about 3.4. Before the blow-pipe it froths, and
welts into a black flag: with borax it melts into a green bead. The
constituent parts are.

Silica 37.0

Alumina 'JT-O

Oxide of iron 17.0

Lime 14.0

Oxide ofmanganese 1.5

99.5
Loss 3.5

100.0

THAMES, the finest river in Great Britain, which takes its

rise from a copious spring, called Thames Head, two miles S.W.
of Cirencester, in Gloucestei-shire. At Lecldade it becomes na-

vigable, from whence it continues its course north-east to O.xford,

where it receives the Charwell : from Oxford it runs south-east to

Abington, and so to Dorchester, where it receives the Thame,
and continues its course south-east to Windsor, and thence runs
east to London, and continues the same course to the sea, receiv-

ing the river Medway near the mouth of it.

THANE, [(AaHMi, Lat.] was a title formerly jiven to the no-
bility in Britain. It signifies a minister or honour.able retainer,

from the verb thenian, to minister. There were several degrees of
nobility among the Anglo-Saxons ; but those most commonly
mentioned are the king's thanes and the alderman's thanes. Tlie
king's thanes seem to have been of (hree different degrees, accord-
ing to their different degrees of wealth or favour at court. The
alderman's thanes seem to have been of the lowest degree of nobi-
lity, and next to them those who were promoted to that dignity
from their advancement in the church, from their valour, success
ill agriculture, or commerce.
THANET, an island in the county of Kent, surrounded by

the sea, except on the N.E. side, where it is bounded by the
branches of the Stour, now inconsiderable to what they were for-

merly.
THANWALD, a town of Silesia, 13 miles N. W. of Bres-

iaw.

THAPSIA, the Deadly Carrot; in botany, a genus of
plants of the class pentaiidria, aiul order digynia ; natural order
xJmbelbtx. There are six species.

THA11GELI.'\, in Grecian antiquity, festivals in honour of
A|)olloand Diana.

THAWING, the resolution of ice into its former fluid state by
the warmth of the air. See Congelation, and Fkost.
TIIAXTED, an incorporated town of England, in Essex, 20-

miles N.AV. of Chelmsford, and 43 N.N.E. ot London. Lon. 0.

22. E. Lat. 51. 56. N.
THEA, the Tea-tree ; in botany, a genus of the class and or-

der pclyaiidria monogynia. Corolla ^i.x or nine-petaled ; ca-

lyx five or si.\-leavcd ; capsule tricoccous. There are two spe-

cies, or at least principal varieties ; the viridis, or green, and the

boliea, which again admit of various subdivisions or varieties,

though this has been supposed uncertain. It is a native of Japan,

China, and Toiiquin, and has not as far as we can learn, been
louiui growing spontaneously in any other part of the world. The
tea-tree, however, is now common in the botanical gardens in this

country ; and it is evident that there are two species, or at least,

permanent varieties of it : one with a much longer leaf than the

other, which our gardeners call the green tea ; and the other with
shorter leaves, which they call the bohea. The green is by much
the hardiest plant, ami with very little protection, will bear the

rigour of our winters. Messrs. Loddridges, of Hackney, have
now several large plants of it in the open ground, which they only

cover with mats in hard frost. It is chielly propagated in this

country by layers. See Plate CXXIX. This plant delights in

viilleys, and is frequent on the sloping sides of mountains and the

banks of rivers, where it enjoys southern exposure. It flourishes

in the northern latitudes of Pekin as well as round Canton ; but
attains the greatest perfection in the mild temperate regions of
Nankin.
THEATRE, [SraTjo*,] signifies the place in which spectacles, or

dramatic representations, are exhibited. The Romans borrowed
the torm of their theatres from those of the Greeks, which were
generally built in the shape of a semicircle, encompassed with por-
ticoes, and furnished with seats of stone, disposed in semicircles,

rising gradually one above another. The principal parts of the
ancient theatres were the scena, proscenium, orchestra, and area.

Among the moderns, theatre more peculiarly denotes the stage,

or place whereon the drama or play is exhibited ; answering to the
proscenium of the ancients. It is also used, in a more com-
prehensive sense, for the whole play-house. See Drama,
Plav, &c.
Theatre is also used in architecture, chiefly among the Italians,

for an assemblage of several buildings, which, by a happy dis-

position and elevation, represents an agreeable scene to the
eye.

TIIEB.-VID, orTHEBAIS, in geography, the ancient name
of an extensive district in the S. of Upper Egypt, so called from
Thebes, its chief city.

THEBAN LEGION, a legion of Roman soldiers, who sufler-'

ed martyrdom for Christianity, under Dioclesiaii and Maximian.
It was commanded by St. Maurice, and, together with the ofliccrs,

amounted to 6600 men. This legion received its name from the

city of Thebes in Egypt, where it was raised. It was sent by
Dioclesian to check the Bagauds, who had excited some disturb-

ances in Gaul. Maurice having carried his troops over the Alps,

the emperor Maximian commanded him to employ his utmost ex-

ertions to extirpate Christianity. This proposal was received with

honor both by the commander and by the soldiers. The emperor,
enraged at their opposition, commanded the legion to be deci-

mated ; and when they still declared that they would sooner die

than do any thing prejudicial to the Christian faith, every tenth

man of those w ho remained was put to death. Their perseverance

excited the emperor to still greater cruelty ; for when he saw that

nothing could make them relinquish their religion, he commanded
his troops to surround them, and cut them to pieces. Maurice,
the commander of these Christian heroes, and Exuperus and Can-
didas, officers of the legion, w ho had chiefly instigated the soldiers

to this noble resistance, signalized themselves by their patience

- nd their attachment to the doctr'mes of the Christian religion.

They were massacreil, it is believed, at Agaune, in Chabl.is, the

22d Sept. 286. Notwithstanding many proofs which support this

transaction, Dubordier, Hottinger, Moyle, Burnet, and Mosheini,

doubt the fact.

THEBES, aa ancient city of Egypt, capital of the district of

Thebais,
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'I'hebais, was one of the most renowned cities of the ancient world.

]t was also called Diospolis, or the city ot Jupiter, and was built,

according to some, by Osiris, according to others, by Busiris. its

length, m Strabo's time, was 80 furlongs, or ten miles ; but this

was nothins; in comparison of its ancient extent, before it was

ruined bv Cambvses, which was no less than 4'iO stadia, or i'J

miles and" a half. The wealth of this city was so great, tliat, after

it had been plundered by the Persians, what was found, on burn-

ing the remains of the pillage, amounted to above 300 talents of

gold, and 2300 of silver.

THtBES, the name of a celebrated city of ancient Greece. It

is supposed to have been built by Cadmus, ,-,bout die year cf tht

world 2555. It is seated between two small rivers, in Lon. -'3.

40. E. Lat. 38. 17. N.
THECLA, a noble and learned lady of Alexandria, in Egypt,

who, in the fourth century, transcribetl the whole oi the Bible in

the Greek language, from the original Sejituagint copy, then pre-

served in the Ale.xandr.an Library ; and this ancient copyis still

presers'ed, and constitutes the celebrated Alexandrine Manuscript,

so often appealed to by commcntatoi-s. It was presented to King
Charles 1. by Cyriilus Lucaris, patriarch of Constantinople,

in 1628.

THEFT, or SIMPLE LARCENY, in English law, is "the
felonious taking and carrying away of the personal goods of ano-

ther." By the Jeviisl) law it was only punished with a pecuniary
iiiie, and satisfaction to the party injured ; and in the civil law, till

some very late constitutions, we never find the |)unishmcnt capital.

The laws of Draco at Athens punislied it wilh death ; but his laws

were said to be written with blood ; and Solon afterwards changed
the penalty to a pecuniary mulct. And so the Attic laws in ge-

neral continued; except that once, in a time of dearth, it was
made capital to break into a garden and steal figs : but this law,

and the informers against the ofTencc, grew so odious, that from
them all nialiciou; informers were styled sycophants; a name
which we have much perverted from its original meaning. The
jHinishment of theft throughout the greatest part of Europe is ca-

jiilal. The Anglo-Saxon laws nominally punished theft with

death, if above the value of 12d. but tlie criminal was permitted to

redeem his life by a pecuniary ransom ; as, among their ancestors

the Germans, by a stated number of cattle. But in the ninth year
of Henry 1. this power of redemption was taken away, and all

persoiis guilty of larceny above the value of IQd. were directed to

lie banged ; which law continues in force to this day. For though
the inferioi species of theft, or petit larceny, is only punished Ijy

whipping at common law, or (by slat. 4 Geo. I. c. 11,) may be
extended to transportation for seven years, as is also expressly di-

rected in the case of the Plate-Glass Company ; yet the punish-

ment of grand larceny, or the stealing above the' value of I2d.

(which sum was the standard in the time of king Athelstan, above
800 years ago,) is at common law regularly death, although the

mercy of juries will often make them strain a point, and bripg in

larceny to be under the value of i2d. when ii is really of mucli
greater value.

Theft-Bote, [from the Saxon theof, i. e. a thief and bote,

compe!isatis,'\ the receiving of a man's goods again from a thief,

after stolen, or other amends, not to prosecute the felon, and to

the intent the tliief may escape ; which is an offence punishable

with fine and imprisonment, &c.
THEISM, [from Sio;, God,] the doctrine or belief that there

is but one God. This word is synonymous with Deism, the lat-

ter being derived from the Latin, the former from the Greek.
See Deism.
THEIST, [from 8:0,-, God,] one who believes in the eternal

existence of one God. A word synonymous with Deist. See
Deist. All Christians, Jews, and even Mohammedans, are

Theists, or Deists, though all Theists are not Christians.

THELIGONUM, in botany, a genus of plants of the class

monoecia, and order polyandria; natural order, Scabrida. Male
calyx bifid; no corolla; stamina generally twelve. Female calyx
also bifid ; no corolla ; pistil one ; capsule coriaceous, one-celled,

one-seeded. There is but one species.

THELLUSSON, Peter Isaac, a native of Geneva, who set-

tled for many years as a merchant in London, where he accumu-
lated an immense fortune, which, atliis death in 1798, lie left by
wilt to be disposed of as follows : Above 100,000^. to bis widow

and chili'.ren, and all the rest to accumulate till a certain period,

when, if none of his descendants shall then be in life, the whole is

to be devo'ed to the Sinking F'und, to p;.y off the national debt,

and to be eiilinly at the disposal of the British Parliament. It is

estimated, that within 120 years, there will be none of his posterity

in life, and the sum will then have accumulated to 140 millions of
pounds sterling. His descendants applied to the court of chan-
cery to net tins will set asiile, but without success.

'i'HEMlS, in tin? mythology, the goddess of Justice, but dif-

ferent from Astrica ; she was a daughter of Coclus and Terra, and,
according to the i)oets, was compelled to marry Jupiter, by whom
she bi-came mother of the Parca-, or tl;e Fates.

TIJEMISON, a cclebiated physician of Laodici'a, a disciple

of AsclepiadfS. He founded the methodic sect, with a view to

the more easily teaching and practising 'the art of mediciiu'. Tlie-

mison gave the first account of tiiacodium, which was- prepared of

the juice and decoction of poppy-heads and honey,. He invented

a purging medicine called neira.

THEMISTIUS, an ancient Greek orator and philosopher, a
native of Paphlagonia, who liourished in the fomlli century. He
had great interest and favour with the emperors in his time, and
tliough a heathen, was of a very tolerating spirit. He taught for

many years at Constantinople, of which city he was made praefect

by Julian and Theodosius ; and lived to be very old. More than

thirty of his orations are still extant, besides commentaries on se-

veral parls of Aristotle's works.

TH EMISTOCLES, the renowned Athenian admiral, ppneral,.

and patriot, who gained the battle of Salamis against the Persians.

Being banished his country by his ungrateful fellow-citizens, he
fled (o Ariaxerxes, king ot Persia ; but, to avoid taking up arms
against his country, he slev\' himself, 464 B. C.
TMEOBROMA, in botany, a genus of plants of the class po-

lyadelphia, and order pentandria: natural order, Columniferae..

Calyx five-leaved; petals five, arched; nectary five-horned;

filaments live; within the calyx of the petals, growing externally

to the nectary, having two anthers in each, 'iliere is but one
species.

T. Cacao, or Chocolate-tree. This tree delights in shady
places and deep valleys. It is seldom above twenty feet high.

The leaves are oblong, large, and pointed. The flowers spring

from the trunk and large branches; they are small, and pale-red.

1 he pods are oval and pointed. The seeds or nuts are numerous,
and curiously stowed in a white pithy substance.. See Cho-
colate.
THEOCRACY, [SraxpaTHK,] in matters of government, a sf^e

governed by the immediate direction of God alone : such was the
ancient government of the Jews, before the time of Saul.

THEOCRITUS, the father of pastoral poetry, was born at

Syracuse in Sicily, and flourished under Hiero, who began his

reign about B. C. The compositions of this poet are distinguished,

aiiiong the ancients, by the name of Idylliums, in order to express

their smallness and variety: they would now be called Miscella-

nies, or Poems on several Occasions. '1 he works of this poet

were first published in folio by Aldus Manutius at Venice in 1495,-

But the first edition was published in 1770, in 2 vols. 4to. by Mr.
Thomas Warlon.
THEODOLITE, a mathematical instrument much used in sur-

veying, for the taking of angles, distances, &c. It is variously

constructed : the common one consists of a brass-circle about a
foot diameter, represented in Plate CLXXI. hg. 6, having its

limb divided into 3D0 degrees, and each degree subdivided, either

diagonally, or otherwise, into minutes. Underneath, at cc, are

fixed two little pillars bh, (tig. 7,) which support ;'.ii axis, where-
upon is fixed a telescope consisting of two glasses, in a square

brass-tube, for the viewing of remote objects. On the centre of

the circle moves the index C, which is a circular plate, having a
compass in the middle, whose meridian, line answers to the tiducial-

line aa : at bb, are fixed two pillars to support an axis which bears

a telescope like the former, whose line of collimation answers to

the fiducial line aa. At each end of either telescope is fixed a

plain sight for the viewing nearer objects. The ends of the index

aa are cut circularly, to fit the divisions of the limb ['<
; and when

that limb is diagonally divided, the fiducial linCj ;.( one end of the

index, shews the degrees and minutes upon the linri. The wl.ole

instrument is mounted with a ball and socket, upon a three-legged

st^.
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%talT. Most Iheoclolitfs have no telestopps, but only lonr plain

sights, two of thi-ni t'asleiied on the liinh, and twt> on the ends ol

tlu; index. Mr. Sisson's improved theodolite being oneofthe

best of these instruments, we shall here give its description. The

three staves, whereby it is supported, screw into btll-mctal-joints

by brass-ferrik at top, whith are moveable between brass-pillars

lixed in a strong brass-plate ; in which, round the centre, is fixed

a socket with a ball moveable in it, and upon whicli the four

screws press that set the limb horizontal. Next above is such an-

other plate, through which the said screws p:\ss, and on which,

round the centre, is fixed the frustum of a cone of btll-nietal,

whose axis, being connected with the centre of the ball, is always

perpendicular to the limb, by means of a conical brass-ferril lifted

to it, whereon is fixed the compass-box, and on it the limb, which

is a strong bell-nietalring, whereon are moveable three brass-in-

dexes, in whose plate are fixed four brass-pillars, that joining at

top, hold the centre-pin of the bell-metal double sextant, whoe
double index is fixed in the centre of the same plate. Within the

double sextant is fixed the spirit-level, and ovir it the telescojie.

See Level. The compass-box is graved with two diamonds for

north and south, and with twenty degrees on both sides of each,

that the needle may be set to the variation, and its error also

known. The limb has two tleur-de-luces agauist the diamonds in

the box, and is curiously divided into whole degrees, and num-
bered to the left-hand at every 10' to twice 1S1)°, having three in-

dexes (with Nonius's divisions on each for the decimals of a de-

gree) that are moved by a pinion fixed below one of them without

moving the limb, and in another is a screw and spring under, to

fix it to any part of the limb : it has also divisions numbered for

taking the quarter girt in round timber; to which a shorter index

is used, having Nonius's divisions for the decimals of an inch ; but

an abatement must be made for (he bark, if it be not taken olf. See

Rule. The double se\tant is divided on one side (rorii under its

centre (when the spirit-tube and telescope are level) to above sixty

degrees each way, and numbered at 10, 20, &c. And the double

index (through which it is moveable) shews on the same side the

degree and decimal of any altitude or depression to that extent,

by Nonius's divisions; on the other side are divisions numbered
for taking the upright height of timber, &c. in feet, when distant

ten feet, which at twenty must be doubled, and at 30 trebled ;

and also the quantities for reducing hypothenusal lines to horizon-

tal: it is moveable by a pinion fixed in the double index. The
telescope is a little shorter than the diameter of the limb, that a

fall may not hurt it ; yet it will magnify as much, and shew a di -

tinct object as perfect, as most of treble its length : in its focus are

very fine cross-wires, whose intersection is in the plane of the dou-

ble sextant, and this was a whole circle, and turned in a lathe to a

true plane, and is fixed at right-angles to the limb; so that when-
ever the limb is set horizontal (which is readily done by making
the spirit-tube level over two screv\'5, and the like over the other

two) the double sextant and telescope are moveable in a vertical

plane, and then every angle taken on the limb (though the tele-

scope be never so much elevated or depressed) will be an angle in

the plane of the horizon, and tbis is absolutely necessary in the
plotting an horizontal plane.

THEODORET, bishop of St. Cyricus in Syria, in the fourtk

century, and one of the most learned fathers ot the church, was
born A. 13. 386, and was the disciple of Theodorus of Mopsuestes
and St. John Chrysostom. Having received holy orders, he was
with ditliculty persuaded to accept of the bishopric of St. Cyricus,
about A. D. 4-'0. He displayed great frugality in the expences
of bistable, dress, and furniture, but spent considerable sums in

improving and adorning the city of Cyricus. Yet his zeal was not

confined to his own church : he wort to preach at Antioch and
the neighbouring towns; "here he became admired for his elo-

quence and learning, and had the happiness to convert multitudes

of people. He wrote in favour of John ot Antioch and the Nesto-
riaiis, against Cyril's Twelve Anathemas, he afterwards attacked

the opinions of Nestorius, and was deposed in the synod held by
the Eutychians at Ephesus; but was again restored by the general
council of Chalcedon, in which he was present, in 451. It is

thought that he died soon after; thoui^h others say that he lived

till A. D. 457. There are still extant Theocloret's excellent

Commentaries on St. Paul's Epistles, and on several other books
of the Holy Scriptures. 2. His Ecclesiastical History from the

time of Arius to Theodosius the Younger. 3. History of the An-
chorites. 4. Epistles. 5. Discourses on Providence. 6. A Trea-
tise intituled, De Curaiidis Gra;corum Ali'eclibus; and other
works. The best edition is that of Sirmond, in Greek and Latin,

in 4 vols, folio.

THEODORUS, Bishop of Mopsuestes, a city in Cilicia, a
leained prelate of the fifth century. He wrote a Commentary on
the Psalms ; another on the twelve minor prophets; which, with
some other fragments, arc extant. He died A. D. 428. lint his

works were condemned in the fifth general council, as favouring
Nestorianism.

THEODOSIUS, a celebrated -.Tiathematician, who flourished

in the times of Cicero and Pompey ; but the time and place of his

death are nnknowii. Theodosius chiefly cultivated that part of

geometry which relates to the doctrine of the sphere, concerning
which he published three books, of v\hich a good English transla-

tion was made by Dr. Barrow.

TllEODO 1 US, a native of Byzantium, who flourished in the

reign of Marcus Auieliu-, and at first professed Christianity, but
during the persecution under that emperor, renounced it, and af-

terwards set up a nev.' heresy, lalled from him Theodolian, or
Theodosian. See Theodosians. He was a tanner by pro-
fession.-

THEOGNIS, an ancient Greek poet of Megara, in Achaia,
who flourished about the 59lb Olympiad, 144 15. C. We have a
w ork of his extant, concerning a summary of precepts and reflec-

tions, usually to be found in the collections of the Greek minor
poets.

THEOGONY, [from S",-, God, and yov>i, genitura, seed or

offspring.] Hesiod gives us the ancient theogony, in a poem under
that title, .^mong the most ancient writers. Dr. Burnet observes,

that theogony and cosmogony signified the same thing. In ellect,

the generation of the gods of the ancient Persians, fire, water, and
earth, is apparently iio other than that of the primary elements.

THEOLOGY

THEOLOGY, or DIVINITY, [5-:(.>»y.«,3 is that science
which treats of the being and attributes of Go<l, his relations to us,

the dispensations of his providence, his will with respect to our ac-

tions, and his purposes with respect to our end. The word was
first used to denote the systems of those poets and philosophers
who wrote of the genealogy and exploits of the gods of Greece.
Hence Orpheus, Nluseus, Hesiod, Pherecydes, and Pythagoras,
were called theologians; as was Plato, on account of his specula-
tions on the same subject. It was afterwards adopted by the ear-

liest writers of the Christian church, who styled the author of the
Apocalypse, 'ny way of eminence, i 9io^oy•J,, the Divine. Theo-
logy has God, and the things he has revealed, for its object.

Hence theology may be distinguished into natural, which com-

prehends the knowledge we have of God from his works, by the
light of reason alone; and supernatural, which contains what we
are taught concerning God in revelation. Concerning the extent
of natural theology many opinions have been formed ; but into

these disputes we mean not to enfer. It is undeniable that there

are some of the principles of theology w hich may be called natu-

ral ; for though it is probable that the parents of mankind received
all their theological knowledge by supernatural means, it is yet
obvious that some parts of that knowledge must have been capa-
ble of a proof purely rational, otherwise not a single religious

truth could have been conveyed through the succeeding genera-
tions of the human race but by the immediate inspiration of each

individual. We indeed admit'many propositions as certainly true,

upon
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upon the sole authority of the Jewish and Christian scriptures;

tut it is self-evident that we could not do cither the one or the

elher, were we not convinced by natural means that God exists,

that he is a Being of goodness, justice, and power, and that he in-

spired with diviue wisdom the i)ennien of tliese sacred volumes.

OF NATURAL THEOLOGY.
The existence of God is the foundation of all religion, and tlje

first principle of the science which is tlie subject of this article.

It is likewise a principle which must command the assent of every

man who has any notion of tlie relation between effects and their

causes, and whose curiosity lias ever been excited by the plisno-

mena of nature. We see that the human race, and every other

species of animals, is at preseiit propagated by the co-operation of

two parents ; but has this process continued from eternity? A
uiomcnl's reflection will convince us that it has not. Let us take

sny one man alive, and, to avoid perplexity, let us suppose liii

father and mother dead, and himself the only person at present

existing : how came he into the world ? It will be said he was
produced mechanically or chemically by the conjunction of h'.s

parents, and that iiis parents were produced in the same manner
by theirs. Let this (hen be supposed ; it must surely be granted,

that when tiiis man was born, an addition was made to the series

of the human race. But a series which can be enlarged may
likewise be diminished ; and by tracing it backwards, we must
at some period, however remote, reach its beginning. There must
therefore have been a first pair of the human race, who were not

propagated by the conjunction of parents. How did these come
jnto the world? Anaximander tells us, that the first men and all

animals were bred in warm moisture, inclosed in crustaceous skins

llKe crab-llsh or lobsters; and that wlien they arrived at a proper

age, their shelly prisons growing dry, broke, and made way for

their lil)erty. Empedocles informs us, that mother Earth at first

brought forth vast numbers of legs, and arms, and heads, Sec.

which, approaching eacli other, arranging themselves properly,

and being cemented together, started up at once full grown men.
i^nother of these philosophers relates, that there tirst grew up a

sort of wombs, which having their roots in the earth, attracted

thence a kind of milk for the nourishment of the foetus, which in

process of time broke through the membranes and shifted for it-

seli ; whilst the Egyptian fathers of this hopeful school contented

themselves with simply affirming, that animals like vegetables,

sprung at first from the bosom ol the earth. Surely those sages,

or their followers, should have been able to tell us why the earth

has not in any climate this prolific power of putting forth vegeta-

ble men or tlie parts of men at present. If this universal parent

be eternal and self-existent, it must be incapable of decay or the

smallest change in any of its qualities : if it be not eternal, we
shall be obliged to find a cause for its existence, or at least for its

form and all its powers. But such a cause may have produced
the first human pair, and undoubtedly did produce them, without

making them spring as plants from the soil. Indeed the growth

of plants themselves clearly evinces a cause superior to any vege-

tative power which can be supposed inherent in the earth. No
plant, trom the sturdy oak to tne creeping ivy, can be propagated

but by seed or slips from the parent stock ; but when one con-

templatLS the regular process of vegetation, the existence of every
plant implies the prior existence of a parent-seed, and the exist-

ence of every seed the prior existence of a parent-plant. Which
then of these, the oak or the acorn, was the first, and whence was

its existence derived ? Not from the earth ; for we have the evi-

dence of universal experience that the earth never produces a tree

Tiut from seed, nor seed but from a tree. There must therefore

be some superior power which formed the first seed or the first

tree, planted it in the earth, and gave to it those powers of vege-

tation by which the species has been propagated to this day.

Thus clearly do the processes of generation and vegetation indi-

cate a power superior to those which are usually called the powers
of nature. The same thing appears no less evident from the laws

of attraction and repulsion, which plainly prevail through the

whole system of matter, and hold together the stupendous struc-

ture. E.xperiment shews that very few particles of the most solid

body are in actual contact with each other ; (see Optics, and
Physics,) and that there are considerable interstices between the

particles of every elastic Huid, is obvious to the smallest reflection.
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Yet the particles of solid bodies strongly cohere, whilst those of

elastic fluids repel each otl:(r. How are these phxnomena ac-

counted for ? 1 o say that the former is the effect of attraction and
the latter of repulsion, is only to say that two individual phsno-
mena are subject to those laws which prevail through the whole of

the classes under which they are respectively arranged ; whilst the

question at issue is concerning the origin ot the laws themselvef,

the power which makes the particles of gold cohere, and those of

air repel each oliier. Power without substance is inconceivable;

and by a law of human thought, no man can believe a being to

operate but where it is in some manner or other actually present :

but the particles of gold adhere, and the particles of air keep at a

distance from each other, by powers exerted where no matter is

present. There must therefore be some substance endowed with

power which is not material. Of this substance or being the power
IS evidently immense. The earth and other planets are carried

round the sun with a velocity which human imagination can
hardly conceive. That this motion is not produced by tl:e agency
of these vast bodies on one another, or by the interposition of any
material fluid, has been shewn elsewhere ; and since it is a law of
ouv best phdosophy, that we are not to multiply substances with-

out necessity, we mu;t infer that the same Being which formed
the first animals and vegetables, endowing them with powers to

propagate their respective kinds, is likewise the cause of all the

phanomena of nature, such as cohesion, repulsion, elasticity, and
motion, not e.vcepting even the motions of the heavenly bodies

themselves. If this powerful Being, who is the parent ot vegeta-

ble and animal lite, and the source of all corporeal motions, be
self existent, intelligent, and independent in his actions and voli-

tions, he is an original or first cause, and that Being wliom we de-

nominate God. If he be not self-existent and independent, there

must be a cause in the order of nature prior and superior to Him,
which is either itself the first cause, or a link in that series of causes
and effects, which, however vast we suppose it, must be traced

ultimately to some; one Being, who is seU-existent, and has in him-
self the power of beginning motion, independent of every thing

but his own intelligence and volition. In vain the Atheists al-

leged, that the series may ascend infinitely, and for that reason

have no first mover or cause. An infinite series of successive

beings involves an absurdity and contiadiction : but not to insist

upon this at present, we shall only beg leave to consider such a
series as a whole, and see what consequences will flow from the

supposition. That we may with logical propriety consider it in

this light, is incontrovertible ; for the birth of every individual of

the human race shews that it is made up of parts ; but parts imply
a whole as necessarily as an attribute implies its bubstanre As in

this supposed series there is no cause which is not likewise an ef-

fect, nor any body moving another which was not itself moved
by a third, (iie whole is undeniably equivalent to an infinite ef-

fect, or a finite body moved ; but it a finite etilect must necessarily

have proceeded from a cause, and a Imite body in motion must
have been put into that state by a mover, is there a human mind
which can conceive an infinite effect to have proceeded from no
cause, or an infinite body in motion to have been moved by no-

thing? No, surely ! An infinite elfect, were such a thing supposa-

ble, would compel us to admit an infinite cause, and an infinite

body in motion a mover of infinite power. This great cause is God,
whose wisdom, power, and goodness, all nature loudlv proclaims.

That the pha:nomena which we daily see evince the existence of

one such Being, has just been shewn ; and that we have no reason

to infer the existence of more than one, a very few reflections

will make abundantly evident. For, not to lay more stress than it

will bear upon that rule of Newton's, which forbids us to multi-
ply substances without necessity, such a harmony prevails through
the whole visible universe, as plainly shews it to be under the go-
vernment of one intelligence. That on this globe the several ele-

ments serve for nourishment to plants, plants to the inferior ani-

mals, and animals to man ; that the other planets ot our system'are
probably inhabited, and their inhabitants nourished in the same or
a similar manner ; that the sun is so placed as to give light and
heat to all, and by the law of gravitation to bind the whole planets

into one system with itself—are truths so obvious and so univer-
sally acknowledged, as to supersede the necessity of establishing

them by proof. The fair inference therefore is, that the solar

system and all its parts are under the government of one intelli-

S U gence.
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gence, which directs all its motions and all the changes which take

place among its parts for some wise purposes. 'Jo suppose it un-

der the government of two or more intelligences would be highly

unreasonable; for if these intelligences had equal power, equal

wisdom, and the same designs, more than one of them would evi-

denrty be superduous ; and if they had equal power and contrary

designs, they could not be the parents of that harmony which we

perceive to prevail in the system. But the Being, capable of re-

gulating the movements of so va5t a machine, may well be sup-

posed to possess infinite power, and to be capable of supermtend-

in°- the motions of the universe. That the widely eMcnded sys-

tem of nature is but one system, of which the several parts are

united by many bonds of mutual connection, has been shewn

elsewhere; C<ee Physics,) and appears daily more and more evi-

dent from their progress in physical discoveries; and therefore it

is in the highest degree unreasonable to suijpose it has more than

one aulhor.'or one supreme governor. As the unity of design ap-

parent in the works of creation plainly prove the unity ot their

Author, so do the immensity of the wiiole, and the admirable ad-

iustment of the sevoral parts to one another, demonstrate His

power and His wisdom. No reasoning could be more satisfactory

on this point, than a reference to the mimerous articles in this

V\'Oi-k of Natural History, Astronomy, &c. Under every head

the adoring student will discover endless proofs that there must be

some Almighty Mind who modelled and preserves the univei-se;

lays the causes of things so deep ; prescribes them such uniform

and steady laws ; destines and adapts them to certain purposes

;

and makes one thing to fit and answer another so as to produce

one harmonious whole. But the goodness of God is not less con-

spicuous in his works than His power or his wisdom. The view

of a landscape is pleasant ; the taste of nourishing footl is pleasant

;

sounds not too loud are agreeable, whde musical sounds are ex-

quisite ; and hardly any smells, except such as are excited by

effluvia obviously pernicious to the brain, are disagreeable ; whilst

some of them, if'not too long indulged, are delightful. Our lives

are preserved, and the species is continued, by obeying the impulse

of appetites ; of which the gratification is cx<iuisite, when not re-

peated too frequently, to answer the purposes of the Author of our

hein". Since, then, God has called forth his consummate wis-

dom to contrive and provide for our happiness, and has made

those things which are necessary to our existence and tlie continu-

ance of the race sources of our greatest sensual pleasures, who can

doubt but that benevolence is one of his attributes; and the attri-

bute in which he himself most ^lelighteth ? But it is not from sen-

sation only that we may infer the benevolence of the Deity: He
has forme'd us with muids capable of intellectual improvement,

and he has implanted in the breast of every man a very strong de-

sire of adding to his knowledge. This addition indeed cannot be

made without labour ; but a very short progress in any study con-

verts what was irksome into a pleasure of the most e.xalted kind

;

alid be who bv study, enlarges his ideas, and is conscious that he,

dailv rising in the scale of intelligence, experiences a high decree

of complacency. That the practice of virtue is attended with a

pleasure of the' purest kind, is a fact which no man has ever ques-

tioned but the habitually vicious. The benevolence of a Being,

who seems thus anxious to furnish us with both sensual and intel-

lectual enjoyments, and wlio has made our duty our greatest plea-

sure, cannot be questitmed ; and therefore we must infer, that the

Author of Nature wishes the happiness of the whole sensible and

intelligent creation. The substance or essence of this self-existent,

uU-powerful, infinitely wise, and perfectly good Being, is to us

vpholly incomprehensible. That it is not matter, is shewn by the

process of argumentation by which we have proved it to exist;

but what it is we know not. It is sutficicnt for all the purposes

of religion to know that God is somehow or other present to every

part of his works ; that existence and every possible perfection is

essential to liim ; and that he delights in the liappiness of all his

creature-:, l-'rom these truths we might proceed to prove and

illustrate the perpetual superinlendence of his providence, both

general and particular, over every the minutest part of the uni-

verse. See Proviuenck, and Moral Philosophy. We shall

only observe here, that the manner in which animals are propa-

gated atfords us as complete a proof of the constant superintend-

ence of divine power and wisdom, as it does of the immediate ex-

ertion of these faculties in the formation of the parent pair of each

species.

Of the Dtrrcs and S.vnctions of Natural HtLicioN-.

From the short view we have taken of the divine perfections, it'

i^ evidently our duty to reverence in our minds the self-existent

Being to whom tUey belong. He who has considered seriously

the power, the wisdom, and the goodness, displayed in the works

of God, must be convinced that he has no imperfection ; that his

power can accomplish every thing, which invoh i-s not a contra-

diction ; that his knowledge is intuitive, and free from the possibi-

lity of error ; and that his goodness extends to all without par-

tiality. With silent gratitude and devotion glowing in the breast

of the contemplative man, he will be careful not to form even a

mental image of that all-pirfect Being to whom they are directed,

for he knows that God is not material. The man who has any
notion of the perfections of the Supreme Being will never spealc

lightly of him, or make use of his name at all but on great and so-

lemn occasions. There are few questions of greater importance,

tlian " What are the sanctions by which natural religion enforces

obedience to her own laws ?" Natural religion as a system of doc-

trines influencing the conduct, is exceedingly defective in this

point, unless it afford suflicient evidence, intelligible to every or-

dinary capacity, of the immortality of the soul, or at least of a
future stale of rewards and punishments. That it does aflford this

evidence, is strenuous!}- maintained by some Deists, and even by
many philosophers, who profess Christianity. One great argu-

ment made use of to prove that the immortality of the soul is

among the doctrines of natural religion, is the universal belief of

all ages and nations that men continue to live in some other state

after death has separated their souls from their bodies. Hence it

is argued, omnium consensus naturae vox est. But there appears

not to be any proof of that doctrine being the deduction of hu-

man reasoning. The popular belief of paganism, both ancient and
modern, is so fantastic and absurd, that it could never have been
rationally inferred from what nature teaches of God and the soul.

The philosophers of Greece and Rome, despising the populav
mythology of their respective countries, employed much time and
great talents in disquisitions concerning the human soul and the

probability of a future state ; and if the genuine conclusions of

natural religion on this subject are anywhere to be found, one
would naturally look for them in the writings of those men whose
genius and virtues did the highest honours to human nature. Yet
k is a fact v\'hich cannot be controverted, that the philosophers

held such notions concerning the substance of the soul and its

state after death, as could afford no rational support to suffering

virtue. Socrates is indeed an exception. But although his opi-

nions were juster,*^et he had formed none with certainty. " I

would have you to know, said he on the last day of his life, that

I have great hopes I am now going into the company of good
men ; yet I would not be too peremptory and confident concern-

ing it." Plato in Phsd. Cicero also e.xpres^ed similar doubts.

To us who know, by stronger evidence, that the soul is immortal,

and that there will be a future state in which all the obliquities of.

the present shall be made straight, the argument drawn from the

moral attributes of Cod, and the unequal distribution of the good
things of this life, appears to have the force of demonstration.

Yet none of us will surely pretend to say, that his powers of rea-

soning are greater than were those of Socrates and Cicero: and
therefore the probability is, that had we been like them destituts

of the light of revelation, we should have been disturbed by the

same doubts.

OF REVEALED THEOLOGY.
But werp we to suppose the arguments which the light of na-

ture affords for the immortality of the human soul as absolutely

convincing as any geometrical demonstration—natural religion

would still be defective; because it points out no method by
which such as have offended God may be certainly restored to his

favour, and to the hopes of happiness which by their sin they had

lost. To point out how guilty man is to be reconcile<l to his

Maker is the grand object of revealed religion, and the darkness

which the theology of nature leaves on this point is to us who live

under the sunshine of the gospel happily removed by the various

revelations contained in llie scriptures ol the Old and New Testa-

ments.
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merits. These taken togetlier, and in the oiclor in which they

were given, exhibit such a display of providence, such a great be-

nevolent over-ruling divine system of doctrines, and such pre-

cepts of practical wisdom, as the ingenuity of man could never
have discovered. The Christian, with the scriptures in his hands,

can regulate his conduct by an infallible guide, and rest his hopes

on the surest foundation.

Of the Divisions of Theology.
In every civilized country the popular system of theology has

claimed its origin from divine revelation. The Pagans of anti-

quity had their augurs and oracles ; the Chinese have their inspir-

ed teachers, Confucius and Fohi ; the Hindoos have their sacred

books derived from Brama ; the followers of Mohammed have
their koran dictated by an angel ; the Jews have the scriptures of the

Old Testament, and the Christians have those of the Old and New
Testaments, which they believe to have been written by holy
men of old, who spake and wrote as they were moved by the

Holy Ghost. Tliat the claims of ancient Paganism to a theology
derived from heaven, as well as the similar claims of the Chinese,
Hindoos, and Mohammedans, are ill-founded, has been shewn in

various articles of this work. See Hikdoos, Moha.mmedanism,
Mythology, Polytheism, Religion, PRorHtcv, Revela-
tion, and Bible. In these is sufficiently proved the divine in-

sniration of the Jewish and Christian scriptures, and of course the

divine origin of Jewish and Christien theology. These indeed
are not two systems of theology, but two parts of one system which
was gradually revealed as men were able to receive it : and there-

fore both scriptures must be studied by the Christian divine.

Artificial systemsof theology are commonly divided into two great
parts, the theoretic and the practical ; and these again are subdi-
vided into many inferior branches. Under the theoretic part are
sometimes classed,

1. Dogmatic Theology; which comprehends an entire sys-

tem of all the dogmas or tenets which a Christian is bound to be-
lieve and profess. The truth of these the divine must clearly per-

ceive, and be able to enforce upon his audience : and hence the
necessity of studying what is called,

2. The Exegesis, or the art of attaining the true sense of the
holy scriptures ; and,

3. Hermeneutic Theology, or the art of interpreting and
explaining the scriptures to others; an art of which no man can
he ignorant who knows how to attain the trtie sense of them
himself.

4. Polemical Theology, or controversy ; and,
5. Moral Theology, which is distinguished from moral

philosophy, or the simple doctrine of ethics, by teaching a much
higher degree of moral perfection than the mere light of reason
could ever have discovered, and adding new motives to the prac-
tice of virtue.

The practical sciences of the divine are,

1. HoMiLETic, or Pastoral Theology ; which teaches him
to adapt his discourses from the pulpit to the capacity of his hear-
ers, and to pursue the best methods of guiding them by his doc-
trine and e.\ample in the way of salvation.

2. Catechetic Theology, or the art of teaching youth and
ignorant persons the principal points of evangelical doctrine, as well
with regard to belief as to practice.

3. Casuistic Theology, or the science whicli decides on
doubtful cases of moral theology, and that calms the scruples of
conscience which arise in the Christian's soul during his journey
through the present world.

We have mentioned these divisions and subdivisions of the
science of theology, not because we think them important, but
merely that our readers may be at no loss to understand the terms
when they meet with them in other works. Of such terms we
shall ourselves make no use, for the greater part of them indicate
distinctions where there is no difference, and tend only to perple.x
the student.

Of God and his Attributes.
The Jewish lawgiver, who records the earliest revelations that

were made to man, begins his history with a display of the power
and wisdom of God in the creation of the world. He does not in-

form his countrymen, and expect them to believe, upon the au-
thority of his divine commission, that God exists; for he well
knew that the being of God must be admitted, and tolerably just

notions entertained of his attributes, before man can be required t

to pay any regard to miracles which aftord the only evidence of a
primary revelation. " In the beginning (says he) God created
the heavens and the earth." Here the being of God is assumed
as a truth universally received ; but the sentence, short as it is, re-

veals another which, as we shall afterwards shew, human reason
could never have discovered. But before we consider the crea-
tion of the world, what the scriptures say of it, with the opinions of
the most enlightened ancients on the same subject, it will be pro-
per to attend to the appellation which is here given to God ; and
inquire what light is thrown upon it by subsequent revelations.

The passage in the original D»riV» «13 n'tfNis, where it is remark-
able that the Creator is denominated by a noun in the plural num-
ber, signifying literally " persons under the obligation of an oath
t(5 perform certain conditions." This is certainly a very extraor-
dinary denominatioE for the one supreme and self-existent Being ;

and what adds to the strangeness of the phraseology is, that the
verb with which this plural noun is made to agree is put in the
singular number. What now could be the sacred historian's mo-
tive for expressing himself in this manner? His style is in ge-
neral remarkable tor its plainness and grammatical accuracy ; and
we believe it would be difficult to find in all his five books a single

phrase not relating to the Supreme Being in which there appears
such a violation of concord. To this it has been replied that Moses
uses the plural noun to express in a magnificent way Uie majesty
of God, just as it is customary for kings and eartlily potentates,

when publishing eilicts and laws, to call themselves ive and us.

But there is no evidence on record that such a mode of speaking
was introduced among kings at a period so early as the ^ra of
Moses. Let it be observed, too, that whenever this phraseology-

was introduced among men, the plural noun was in every gram-
matical tongue joined to a plural verb ; whereas Moses not only
puts the noun and the verb in different numbers in the verse under
consideration, but afterwards represents the D'hSn as saying, "Let
us make man in our image ;" and, " Behold the man is become
as one of us." Such phrases as these last were never used by a
single man, and therefore cannot have been borrowed from human
idioms. Is there then a plurality of gods? No; there is nothing
which the scriptures more frequently or more earnestly inculcate

than the unity of the divine nature. The texts asserting this great
and fundamental truth are almost numberless. " Unto thee (says

Moses to his countrymen) it was shewed, that thou mightest know
that the Lord is God ; there is none else besides him. Know
therefore that the Lord he is God in heaven above, and upon the
earth beneath : there is none else. And again, " Hear, O Israel,

the Lord onr God is one Lord," or, as it is expressed in the ori-

ginal, " Jehovah our God is one Jehovah," one Being to whom
existence is essential, who could not hav^had a beginning, and can-
not have an end. In the prophecies of Isaiah, God is introduced as
repeatedly declaring, " 1 am Jehovah, and there is none else ;

there is no God besides me ; that they may know from the rising

of the sun and from the west, that there is none besides me : I am
Jehovah, and there is none else : Is there a God besides me ?

Yea there is no God ; I know not any." In perfect harmony
will) these declarations of Moses and the prophets, our Saviour,

addressing himself to his Father says, " This is life eternal, that

they might know Thee, the only true God, and Jesus Christ whom
Thou hast sent ;" and St. Paul, who derived his doctrine from his

divine Master, aflirms, that " An idol is nothing in the world ;

and that there is none other God but one." The unity of the divine

nature, which, from the order and harmony of the world, appears

probable to human reason, these texts of revelation put beyond a
doubt. Hence'the first precept of the Jewish law, and jxcording
to their own writers, the foundation of their whole religion, was,
" Thou shalt have none other gods before Me." Hence, too,

the reason of that strict command to Jews and Christians to give
divine worship to none but God : " Thou shalt worship the Lord
thy God, and Him only shalt thou serve ," because he is God
alone. Him only must we fear, because He alone hath infinite

power; in Him alone must we trust, because " He only is our
rock and our salvation ;" and to Him alone must we direct our de-

votions, because ' He only knoweth the hearts of tli<> children of

men." It will not be con'ended then, that the word D'aSr indicates

a plurality of gods. In the opinion, however, of many eminent
divines, it denotes, by its junction with the singular verb, a plu-

rality of Persons in the one Godhead ; and some have con-

tended, that by means of this peculiar construction, the Christiau

doctrine
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doctrine of the Trinity may be proved from the I'lrst cliapter of the

book of Genesis. But whether we admit of this or nor, yet this

truth that there are three distinct Persons in ttie one divine nature

inav be inferred with sufficient evidence from a n\ultitude of pas-

sages in the Old and New Testaments diligently compared toge-

ther ; but it would perhaps be rash to rest the p'roof of so sublime

a mystery upon any single text of holy scripture, and would cer-

tainly be" so to rest it upon the text in question. There are indeed

various passages in the Old Testament, ofthe pliraseology of which

IK) rational account ciui be given, but that they ijidicate more tlian

one Pei-son in the Godhead. Such are those texts already noticed ;

" And the Lord God said, let Us make man in Our image, after Our
likeness ;" and " The Lord God said, behold the man is become
like One of Us." To these may be added the following, which

are perfectly unintelligible upon any other supposition ;
" And the

Lord God said, let Us go down, and there confound their lan-

guage." " If I be a Master (in the Helirew adoiiim, masters),

where is iiiy fear f" " The fear of the Lord (Jehovah) is the be-

ginning of wisdom, and the knowledge of the Holy (in the He-
brew Holy Ones) is understanding." " Remember thy Creator

(Hebrew thy Creators) in the days of thy youth." " And now
the Lord God and His Spirit hath sent lile." " Seek ye out of

the book of the Lord and read ; for My mouth it hath command-
ed, and His Spirit it hath gatheied them." " Produce your cause,

saith the Lord ; bring forlli your strong reasons, saith the King of

Jacob. Let them bring them forth, and shew Us what shall happen :

let them shew the former things what they be, that We may consi-

der them ; or declare Us tilings for to come. Shew the things that

are to come hereafter, that We may know that ye are GJods ; yea,

do good or do evil, that We may be dismayed, and behold it to-

gether." That these texts most unequivocally demonstrate

a plurality of divine Persons, seems to us incontrovertible. It

does not, however, appear evident from these passages, or from

anv other that we recollect in the Old Testament, that the Persons

in Deity are tliree and no more : but no sober Christian will har-

bour a douht but tliat the precise number was by some means or

other made known to the ancient Hebrews ; for inquiries leading

to it would be naturally suggested by tlie form in which the high-

priest was commanded to bless the people. See Num. vi. 24—26.

Of this benediction it has been well observed, that if its three arti-

cles be attentively considered, they will be found to agree re-

spectively to the 'I'hree Persons taken in the usual order of the Fa-

ther, the Son, and the Holy Ghost. The Father is the author of

blessing and preservation. Grace and illumination are from the

Son, by whom we have " the light of tlie knowledge of the glory

of God, in the face of Jesus Christ." Pi-ace is the gift of tlie

Spirit, whose name is thf Comforter, and whose first and best

fruit is the work of peace. Similar to this benediction, but much
more explicit, is tlie form of Christian baptism ; which, to us

who live under the sunshine of the gospel, establishes the truth of

the doctrine of the Trinity beyond all reasonable ground of dis-

pute. " Go (says our blessed Saviour) and teach all nations,

baptizing them in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of

the Holy Ghost." If those who believe the inspiration of the

scriptures could require any further proof th.it the Godhead com-
prehends a Trinity of Persons in one nature, we might urge upon
them the apostolical form of benediction ;

" The grace of our
Lord Jesus Christ, and tlie love of God, and the communion of

the Holy Ghost, be with you all." But how, it will be asked,

can three divine Persons be but one and the same God ? This is

a question which has been often put, but which, we believe, no
created being can fully answer. The divine nature and its man-
ner of existence is, to us, wholly incomprehensible ; and we might
with greater reason attempt to weigh the mountains in a pair of
scales, than by our limited faculties to fathom the depths of in-

finity. The Supreme Being is piesc^nt in power to every portion
of space, and yet it is demonstrable, that in his essence' he is not
extended. Both these truths, his iiicxtension and omnipresence,
arc fundamental principles in what is called natural religion ; and
when taken together they form, in the opinion of" most peo]de, a

mystery a~ in.:oniprehciisible as that of the Trinity or unity. In-

deed there is nothing of which it is more tlifficult "for us to form a

distinct notion than unity simple, and absolutely indivisible; and
we arc persuaded that such of our readers as have been accustomed
to turn theirtlioughts inwards, and reflect upon the operations of

their own minds, will acknowledge the difficulty is not mucli less

to them. Though the Trinity in unity, therefore, were no Chris-

tian doctrine, mysteries must still be believed ; for they are as in-

i separable from the religion of nature as from tliat of revelation ;

and atheism involves the most incomprehensible of all mysteries,

even the beginning of existence witliout a cause. Wc must in-

deed form tiie best notions that we can of this and of all other mys-
teries ; for if we have no notions wliatever of a Trinity in unity,

we can neither believe nor disbelieve that doctrine. It is however
to be remembered, that all our notions of God are more or less

analogical ; that they must be expressed in words which, literally

interpreted, are applicable only to man ; and that propositions un-

derstood in this literal sense may involve an apparent contradic-

tion, from which the truth meant to be expressed by them would
be seen to be tree, had we direct and adec|uate conceptions of the

divine nature. On this account it is to be wished that men treat-

ing ot the mystery of the Holy Trinity, had always expressed

themselves in scripture-language, and never aimed at being wise

beyond what is written. In the scriptures the Three Persons are

denominated by the terms Father, Sou, and Holy Ghost, or by
God ; the Word, who is also declared to be God ; and the Spirit of
God. If each be truly God, it is obvious that they must all have
the same divine nature, just as every man has the same human na-

ture with every other man ; and if there he but one God, it is

equally obvious that they must be of the same individual substance

or essence, v\'hich no three men can possibly be. In this there is a

difficulty ; but, as will be seen by and by, there is no contradic-

tion. The verv terms Father and Son imply such a relation be-

tween the two Persons so denominated, as that though they are of

the same substance, possessed of the same attributes, and equally

God, just as a human father and his son are equally men, yet the

second must be personally subordinate to the first. In like man-
ner the Holy Ghost, who is called the Spirit of God, and is said

to proceed from the Fathe.-, and to be sent by tlie Son, must be
conceived as subordinate to both, much in the same way as a son
is subordinate to his parents, tliough possessed of equal, or even of

superior, powers. That this is the true dortriiie, ajipears to us un-

deniable from the words of our Saviour himself, who, in a prayer

addressed to his Father, styles him by way of pre-eminence, " the

only true God," as being the fountain or origin of the Godhead
from which the Son and the Holy Ghost derive their true divinity.

In like manner, St. Paul, when opposing the polytheism of the

Greeks, says expressly, that " to us there is but one God, the

Father, of whom are all things, and we in, (or for,) him ; and one
Lord Jesus Christ, bv whom are all things, and we by him."
But if tlie Son and the Holy Ghost derive their nature as well as

their personalitv from the Father, will it not follow that they must
be posterior to him in time, since every etlect is posterior to its,

cause ? No ; this consequence seems to follow only by reasoning

too closely from one nature to another, when there is between
the two but a very distant analogy. It is indeed true, that among
men, every father must be prior in time, as well as in the order of

nature, to his son ; but were it essential to a man to be a father, so

as that he could not exist otherwise than in that relation, it is ob-

vious that his son would be coeval with himself, though still as pro-

ceeding from him, he would be posterior in the order of nature.

This is the case with all necessary causes and effects. The visible

sun is the immediate and necessary cause of light and heat, either

as emitting the rays from his own substance, or as exciting the

agency of a fluid diffused for that purpose through the whole sys-

tem. Light and heat therefore must be as old as the sun ; and had

he existed from eternity tliev would necessarily have existed from

eternity with him, though still, as his effects, they would have

been behind him in the order of nature. Hence it comes to pass,

that as we must speak analogically of the Divine nature, and when .

treating of mind, even the Supreme mind, make use of words lite-

rally applicable only to the modifications of matter, die Nicene
fathers illustrate the eternal generation of the Second Person of the

blessed Trinity by this procession of light from the corporeal sun,

calling him God of God, light of light. Another comparison has

been made use of to enable us to form some notion, however in-

ade(|uate it certainly is, how three divine Persons can sub-

sist ill the same substance, and thereby constitute but one God,
Moses informs iis, that man was made after the image of God.
That this relates to the soul more than to the body of man, has

been granted by all but a few gross antliropomorphites ; but it

I

has been well observed, that thesoiil, though in itself one Indi-

4 visible
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visible uiul unextemied substance, is conceive;! as cor.^isting of

tlircc principal faculties, the understanding, Uie memory, and the

will. Of these, though tliey are all coevalin time, and etjually

essential to a rational soul, the understanding is in the order of na-

ture obviously the first, and tlie memory the second ; for it is

absolutely necessary that tilings must be perceived before they can
be remembered, and they must be remembered and compared
together before they can excite volitions, from being, some agree-

able, and others disagreeable. The memory therefore may be
said to spring from the understanding, and the will from botli ; and
as these tiiree faculties are conceived to constitute one sold, so may
Three Divine Persons partaking of tlie same individual nature or

essence constitute oneGod. Tlies.e parallels or analogies are by
no means brought forward as proofs of the Trinitj', of which the

evidence is to be gathered wholly from the word of God ; neither

are t'ley to be considered tis perfect, but rather as very distant and
incam])lete analogies, for we can have no perfect resemblance
to the Godhead; however tliey may serve perhaps to help our la-

bojring minds to fprni the justest notions of that adorable mys-
tery which it is possible for us to form in the present state of our ex-

istence ; and they seem to rescue the doctrine sutficiently from
the charge of contradiction, which has been so often urged against

it by Socinian writers. To the last analogy we are aware it has

often been objected, that the soul may as well be said to consist of
ten or twenty faculties as of three, since the passions are equally
essential to it with the understanding, the memory, and the will,

and are as diflferent from one anotiier as these three facnllies are.

This, however, is probably a mistake ; for the best philosophy
seems to teach us, that the passions are not innate ; that a man
might exist through a long life a stranger to many of them ; and
that there are probably no two minds in which are generated all

the passions ; but understanding, memory, and will, are absolutelv
and equally necessary to every rational being. But whatever be
in this, if the human mind can be conceived to be one indivisible

substance, consisting of ditieient faculties, whether many or few,
why should it be thought an impossibility for the infinite and eter-

nal nature of God to be communicated to Three Persons acting dif-

ferent parts in the creation and government of the world, and in the
great scheme of man's redemption. To the doctrine of the ^rrinity

many objections have been made, as it implies the divinity of the
Son and the Holy Ghost; of wdiom the former assumed our na-
ture, and in it died for the redemption of man. These we shall

notice when we come to examine the revelations more peculiarly
Christian; but there is one ol)jection which, as it respects the
doctrine in general, may be properly noticed here. It i^ said that

the first Christians borrowed the notion of a Tri-une God from the

later Platonists ; and that we iiear not of a Trinity in the cliurch

till converts were made from the scliool of Alexandria. But if

this be the case, we may properly ask, whence had those Platonists

the doctrine tliemselves? It is not surely so simple or so obvious
as to be likely to have occurred to the reasoning mind of a Pagan
philosoplier ; or if it be, why do Socinians suppose it to involve a
contradiction ? Tlie Platonic and Pythagorean Trinities never
could have occurred to the mind of him who, merely, from the

works of creation, endeavoured to discover the being and attri-

butes of the Creator ; and therefore as those philosophers travelled

into Egypt and in the East in quest of knowledge, it appears to

us in the highest degree probable, that they picked up this mys-
terious and sublime doctrine in those regions where it had been
handed down as a dogma from 'he remotest ages, and where we
linow that science was not taught systematically, but detailed in

collections of sententious maxims and traditionary opinions. If

4his be so, we cannot doubt but, that the Pagan Trinities had their

origin in some primeval revelation. Nothing else indeed can ac-

count for the general prevalence of a doctrine so remote from
human imagination, and of which we find vestiges in the sacred
books of almost every civilized people of antiquity. Tlie corrupt
state in which it i- viewed in the writings of Plato and others, is

the natural conseciuence of its descent through a long course of

oral tradition ; and then falliiig into thekandsof men who bent
every opinion as much as possible to a conformity with their own
speculations. As the one God, to whom Moses gives the plural

name Elohim, thui comprehends Three Persons; let us inquire

what power this Tri-une God exerted, when, as the same sacred
writer informs us, he created the heavens and the earth. That
by the heaven and the earth is here meant the whole universe, vi-
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sible and invisible, is known to every person acquainted with the

phraseology of Scripture : and we need inform no man conversant
with Enghsh writers, tliat by creation, in its ptoper sense, is

meant bringing into being, or making that to e.xist which existed
not before. It must, however, be acknowledged, that the He-
brew word K-13 does not always imply the production of substance,
but very often the forming of particular organized bodies out of
pre-e.Kisting matter. Thus when it is said that " God created
great whales, and every living creature that movetli, which the
waters brought forth abundantly alter their kind," and again, that
" he created man male and female ; though the word ri3 is used
on both occasions, we are not to conceive that the bodies of the
first human pair, and of these animals, were brought into being
from non-entity, but only that they were formed by a proper or-

ganization being given to pre-existent matter. But when Moses
says, " In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth,"
he cannot be supposed to mean that " in the beginning God only
gave form to matter already existing of itself ;" for in the very
next verse we are assured that after this act of creation was over,
" the earth was still w ithout form and void ;" or, in other words,
ill a chaotic state. The Jews, before the coming of our Saviour,
undoubtedly understood their lawgiver to teach a proper creation,
as is plain from that jmssage in the second book of the Maccabees,
in which a mother, to persuade her son to suffer the cruellest tor-

tures rather than forsake the law of his God, uses the following
argument: " I beseech thee, my son, look upon the heaven and
the earth, and all that is therein, and consider that God made them
of things that were not." To the same purpose the inspired au-
thor of t!ie epistle to the Hebrew-s, when magnifying the excel-
lence of faitii, says, " Through faith we understand that the worlds
were framed by the word of God, so that things which are seen
were not made of things which do ap])ear;" where, as bishop Pear-
son has ably proved, the phrase /.i-i eKjxwv.a-'viuv is equivalent to "jx

!j !iv?OT, in tiie quotation from the Maccabees. From the first

verse, therefore, of the book of Genesis, we learn a most import-
ant truth, which all the uninspired wisdom of antiquity could not
discover. It assures us, tbat as nothing exists by chance, so

nothing is necessarily existing but the Three Divine Persons iu the
one Godhead. Kvery thing else, whether material or immaterial,
del ives its subst/nce, as well as its form or qualities, from the fiat of

that seU'-existent Being, " who was, and is, and is to come." It

does not, however, follow from this verse, or tiom any otlier pas-

sa'>e in the sacred Scriptures, that the whole universe was called

into existence at the same instant ; neither is it by anv means evi-

dent that the chaos of our world was brought into being on the
first of those six days during which it was gradually reduced into

form, i-roin a passage in the book of Job, in which we are told

by Ged himself, that when the " foundation of the earth was laid,

the morning stars sang together, and all the sons of God shouted
for joy," it appears extremely probable that worlds had been cre-

ated, formed, and inhabited, long before our j.^rth had any ex-
istence. IS'or is this opinion at all contrary to what Moses says

of the creation of the stars : for though thev are mentioned in the
same ver^e with the sun and moon, yet the manner in which, ac-
cording to the original, they are introduced, by no means indi-

cates that all the stars were formed at the same time w itli the lu-

minaries of our system. Most of them may have been created
long belore, and some of them since our world was brought into

bein:,; fqr that clause (verse 16,) " he made the stars also," is iit

the Hebrew no more than " and the stars ;" the words " he made"
being inserted by the translatc-s. The whole verse thcrefoi;e

oiigi.t to be rendered thus, " and God made two great lights ; the
gre.'.ter light to rule the day, and the lesser light with the
stars to rule the night ; where nothing is intimated with
respect to the time when the stars w-erc formed, any more than iii

that verse of the Psalms (cxxxvi. 9,) which exhorts us to give
thanks to God who made the moon and stars to rule by night ; for

his mercy endureth "for ever." The first verse of "the" book of
Genesis intorms us, that all things spiritual and t orporeal derive
their existence from God; but it is nowhere said that all matter
was created ait the same time ; and the generations of men afford
sufficient evidence of a successive and continual citation of spirits.

That the wiioie corporeal universe may have been created at once
must be granted; but if so, we have reason to believe that this

eaith, with the suq and all the planets of the system, were sutl'erfd
to remam for ages in a state of chaos " without form, and void ;"

8 X because
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lecause it appears from other scriptures, tl)al Morld; of intelligent

creatures existeJ, and even tliat some angels Inul fallen from a state

of happiness prior to the Era of the Mosaic cosmogony. That the

sun anil the other planets revolving round him were formed at the

sinie timewilh the earth, cannot indeed be questioned ; for it is

iiot onl) t-Nlremely probable in itself from the known laws of

nature, but is expressly afljrmed by the sacred historian, who re-

lates the formation of the sun and moon in the order in which it

took phice. Sec Ckf.ation, and Angels. IIow strongly do

the works of creaiion impress upon our minds a conviction of the

iufinile power of their Author? "He spoke, and the universe

started into beuig ; he commanded, and it stood fast. All nations

before him are as nothing, and they are counted to him less than

nolhiiig, and vanity. To whom then will ye liken God, or what

likeness will ye conii)are unto him r" As the works of creation

are theeliects of Gi d's pov\er, they likewise in the most eminent

wanner display his wisdom. This was so apparent to Cicero, even

from the partial and very, imperfect knowledge in astronomy which

his tniie afforded, that he declared those who could assert the con-

trary void of all understanding. But if that great master of rea-

soniud hetn acquainted w ith the modern discoveries in astronomy,

which "xliibit numberless worlds scattered tiirough space; and

each of immense magnitude; had he known that the sun is placed

in the centre o' our system, and that to divei'sify the seasons the

piauels move round him with fc.\<|uisite regularity ; could he have

conceived that the distinction between light and darkness is pro-

duced by the diurnal rotation of the earth on its own axis, instead

of that disproportionate whirling of .the whole heavens, which the

antii-nt a>tronomers were forced to suppose ; had he known of the

wonderful motions of the comets, and considered how such ec-

centric bodies have been preserved from falling upon some of the

planets in the same system, and the several systems from falling

upon each otln r ; had he takeji into the account that there arc yet

grcat'-r things than these, and " that we have seen but a few of God's
works;—that virtuous Pagan would havebcen ready to exclaim in

the words of theP salmist, "O Lord, how manifold are Ihy works!

In wisdom hast thou made them all ; the earth is full of thy riches."

That the creation is equally the otTspring of unnuxed goodness,

has been already shewn with sulficient evideiice, and from the vast

number of creatures on our earth cndowefl w ith life and sense, and
a capability of happiness, and the infinitely greater number which

probably iidiabit the planets of tliis and other systems, we may in-

fer that the goodness of God is as boundless as liis power. Surely

(iie.\uthor of so much happiness must be essential goodness; and
we miut conclude with St. John, that " God is love." These
attributes of power, wi>dom, and goodness, so conspicuously dis-

played ui the works of creation, belong in the same supreme de-

gree to each Person in the blessed Trinity ; for Moses declares that

the heaven and the earth were created, not by one Person, but bv
(he Elohim. 'J'hc Aoros indeed, or Second Person, appears to have
been the immediate Creator : for St. John assures us, that "all
things were made by him, and that without him was not any thing

)nade that was made." St. Paul expressly affirms that, by the

Second Person m the blessed Trinity," were all things created

that arc in the heaven, and that arc in earth, visible and invisible,

whether they be thrones, or dominions, or principalities, or [iow-

ers ; all things were created by him and for him ; and he is before

uU things, and by him all things consist." Coloss. iv. 17. Indeed
the Hebrew Scriptures in more places than one expressly declare

thai this earth, and of course the whole solar system, was formed
as well as created, not.by any inferior being, but by the true God,
even Jehovah alone. (See Isa. xl. 12. xliv. 24. Jer. x. 10— 13.)

Of the Original State of Man, and the FiitsT Covenant
OF ErERNALLlFE, WHICH GoD VOUCHSAFED TO MaKEWITH
HIM.

In the Mosaic account of the creation, every attentive reader
must be struck with the manner in which the Supreme Being is

represented as making man. See Gen. i, 26—31, and ii. I, 2, .5,

which is a very remarkable passage, and contains much important
information. It indicates a plurality of Persons in the Godhead,
ilescribes the nature of man as he came at first from the hands of

iiis Creator, and furnishes date, from which we may infer w hat were
Ihe duties required of him in that primeval state, and what were
the rewards to which obedience v.ov.ld entitle him. We proceed

to enquire into the specific nature of the first man. This must be
implied in the image of God. Now this image or likeness could
not be in his body for the infinite and omnipotent God is without

body, jjarts, or passions, and therefore such as nothing corporeal

can resemble. Some have contended, that man is the only crea-

ture on this earth wlio is animated by a principle essentially dif»

ferent from matter ; and hence he is said to have been formed in

the Divine image, on account of the immateriality of that vital

principle which was infused into his body when the " Lord God
breathed into his nostrils the breath of life, and man became a living

sold." Thatlhis account of the animation of the body of man in-

dicates a superiority of the human soul to the vital principle of all

other animals, caniist, we think, be questioned. But the power
of sensation, attended with individual consciousness, as it appears

to be in all the higher species of animals, cannot result from any orga-

nical structure, or be tlie quality of acompound extendedbei.ng. The
vital principle in such animals therefore must be immaterial as well

as the human soul, but as the word immaterial denotes only a nega-

tive notion, the souls of men and brutes, though both immaterial,

may yet be substances essentially different. 1 his being the case,

it IS plain that the Divine image in which man was formed, and by
which he is distinguished from the brutes, cannot consist in the

mere circumstance of his mind being a substance dit'ferent from
matter, l>ut in some-positive quality which distingiushes him from
every other creature on this globe. About this rharacteristic

quality various opinions have been formed. But it is obvious, that

whatever may be meant by the image of God in which man was
made, the phrase undoubtedly comprehends all those powers and
qualities by which he is enabled to maintain his authority over the

inferior crestion. Among these the faculty of reason is confessedly

the most important ; for it is by it that man is capable of being

made acquainted with the Author of this being, (he relation which
subsists between them, and the duties implied in the relation Irom
the creature to the Creator. That the fii'st man however, was not

left to discover these things by the mere efforts ot his unassisted

reason is evident by the portion of revelation bei'ore us. The in-

spired historian says, that " God blessed the s-venth day and sanc-

tified it, because that in it he had rested from all his works which
he created and made;" but Adam could not have understood
what was meant by Ihe sanctification of a particular day, or of any-

thing else, unless he had previously received some religious in-

struction; There cannot therefore be a doubt, but that as soon as

man was made, his Creator communicated to him the grand truths

of religion, with the precept to keep holy the Sabbath-day, and
set it apart for the purposes of contemplation and vvorshjp. See
Sabbath. Man, therefore, in his natural and original stale was a
rational and religious being, bound to do "justice, to love mercy,
to walk humbly with his God, and to keep holy the Sabbath-day."

In his original state man was under the discipline of what we have
called natural religion, entitled to happiness while he should per-

form the duties reiiuired of him, and liable to punishment when
he should neglect those duties, or transgress the law of his nature

as a rational and moral agent. This being the case, it is a matter
of some importance, and what will enable us to perceive more
clearly the prerogatives of Christianity, to ascertain, if we can, what
the rewards and punishments are which natural religion holds out

to her votaries. That under every dispensation of religion the

pious and virtuous man shall, during the whole of his existence,

enjoy more happiness than misery ; and that the incorrigibly

wicked shall have a greater portion of misery than happiness, are

truths which cannot be controverted by any one who admits, that

tlie Almighty governor of the universe is a Being of wisdom, good-
ness, ancl justice. But respecting the rewards of virtue and the

punishment of vice, more than these general truths seems not to

be tau'ht by natural religion. Moses tells us that the Lord God
conini.inded the man, saying, " Of every tree of Ihe garden thou

mayest freely eat ; but of the tree of the knowledge of good and
evil thou shalt not eat of it ; for in the day that thou ratest (hereof,

thou shalt surely die." The only law peculiar to his paradisaical

state was the command not to eat of the fruit of the tree of the

knowledge of good and evil. This was a positive precept, not

founded in the nature of man, but very propi-r (o be the test of his

obedience to the will of his Creator. This was sanctioned by the

penalty of death denounced against ilisobedience ; and (he subjects

of that law must have understooil somewhat of the nature of this

penalty

;
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penalty; but Christian divines, liave differed widely in opinion

respecting the full import of tlie Hebrew words whicli our transla-

tors have rendered by the phrase " thou shall surely die." All, how-
ever, agree that they threatened death, in the common acceptation

of the word, or the separation of the soul and body, as one part of

the punishment to be incurred by eating the forbidden fruit ; and
hence we must infer, that had the forbidden fruit not been eaten,

our first parents would never have died, because the penalty of

death was denounced against no otlier transgression. What there-

fore is said respecting the fruit of the tree of knowledge, implies

not only a law but also a covenant promising to man, upon the

observance of one positive precept, immortality or eternal life
;

which is not essential to the nature of any created being, and can-

not be claimed as the merited reward of the greatest and most
distinguished virtue or most fervent piety. This obvious truth will

enable us to dispose of the objections which have been sometimes
brought by free-thinking divines against the wisdom and justice of

punishing so severely as by de.ith a breach of a mere positive pre-

cept ; which, considered in itself, or as connected with'the general

principles of moral obligation, appears to be of little importance.
VVe have only to reply, that as an exemption from d^ath is not due
either to the nature or to the virtue of man, it was wise and just to

!nake it depend upon the observance of a positive precept, to im-
press upon the minds of our first parents a constant conviction that

they were to be preserved immortal, not in the ordinary course of

divine providence, but by the special grace and favour of God.
The same consideration will shew us the folly of those men who,
because the terms of the first covenant, as stated in some systems
of theology, agree not with certain philosophical maxims which
they have adopted, are for turning all that is said of the trees of

knowledge and of life into figure and allegory. But the other

trees which Adam and Eve were permitted to eat were certainlv

real trees, or they must have perished for want of food. And
what rules of interpretation will authorise us to interpret eating and
trees literally in one part of the sentence, and figuratively in the

other? A garden in a delightful climate is the habitation, and the

fruits produced in that garden the food, pre|>ared for the progeni-

tors of the human race; and though in the garden actually htted
lip for th's purpose two trees were remarkably distingmshed from
the rest, perhaps in situation and appearance as well as in use, the
distinction was calculated to serve the best ol purposes. The one
called the treeofhfe, of which, while they continued innocent,

they were permitted to eat, served as a sacramental pledge or as-

surance on the part of God, that as long as they should observe
the terms of the covenant their life should be preserved ; the other,

of which it was death to taste, was admirably adapted to impress

upon their minds the necessity of implicit obedience to the Di-
vine will, in whatever manner it might be made known to them.
It ap|)ears plain from the whole Mosaic account, that Adam and
Eve were endued with such powers of body and mind as fitted

them to e.xercise dominion over the othi-r animals ; that those

powers constituted the image of God, in which they are said to

have been fornied; that they received bv immediate revelation

the first principles of all useful knowledge ; that they lived for

some time entitled to the natural rewards of piety ; that they were
afterwards translated into p.iradise, where they were placed under
a new law, with tlie penalty of dea'h threatened to the breach c>f

it, and the promise of endless life if they should faithfully observe

it ; and that they wfre endued with the gifts of the Holy Ghost,
to enable them to fulfil the terms of tliat covenant.

Op the Fail of Adam, and its CoNSEauENCEs.

From the preceding account of the primeval state of man, it i"

evident that his continuance in the terrestrial paradise, together

with all the privileges which he there enjoyed, were made to de-

pend upon his observance of one positive precept. No other duty
was incumbent on him, e)!cept, perhaps, to keep the Sabbath,

then first instituted. 'I'his punislmienl was denounced only against

eating the fruit of the tree of knowledge of good and evil. To
the word death in that passage divines have affixed many different

meanings, which we need not enumerate, roost of them being very
absurd, and tl.e meaning of the word is sufficiently obvious. In

any acceptation of the word, it denoted something new to Adam,
which he could not understand uilhout an ex|)lan;ition of the term ;

and therefore, it wai threatened as the punishment of the only

transgression he could coniinit. The abstaining from a particular
fruit in the midst of a garden abounding with' fruits of all kinds,
was a precept which at first view appears of easy observation ; and
the penalty threatened against the breach of it was, in every sense,
awful. The precept, however, was broken notwithstanding that
penalty ; and though we may thence infer that our first parents
were not beings of absolute perfection as by some divines they
have been represented, we shall yet find, upon due consideration,
that the teinptation by which they were seduced, when taken with
all its circumstances, were such as no wise and modest man will
think himself able to have resisted. The short history of this im
portant transaction is related in Gen. iii. which the "reader may-
consult. The covenant, which, on the introduction of our first

parents into paradise, their Creator was graciously pleased to
make with them, being broken by their violation of the condition
on which they were advanced to that happy state, whereupon the
historian tells us, that " lest they should piit forth their hand and
lake also of the tree of life and eat, and live lor ever, the Lord God
sent them sorth from tne garden of Eden, to till the ground from
whence they were taken." Their minds must now have been
burdened with the inward sense of guilt, and they must have
dreaded the threatened death ; of which, however, they had
probably no idea. God, however, did not send them forth thus
hopeless and forlorn from the paradise of delights which they had
so recently forfeited. He determined to punish them for their
transgression, but at the same time to give tliein hopes of recover-
ing more than their lost inheritance. Calling therefore the various
olilenders before hiin, and inf|uiring into their dilierent degrees of
guilt, he began with pronouncing judgement on the serpent in

terms which implied that there was still mercy for man. " And
the Lord God said unto the serpent. Because ihou hast done this,

thou art cursed above all cattle, and above every beast of the field

;

upon thy belly shaltthou go, and dust shall tii'ou eat all the days
of thy life; and I will put enmity between thee and the woman,
and between thy seed and her seed : it shall bruise thy head, and
thou shall bruise his heel." But the serpent was only the instru-
ment of the temptation. We are told, that when the foundations
of tlie earth wire laid, the morning stars sang together, and all the
sons of God shouted for joy ; and it is at least probable that there
would be similar rejoicing wlien the six days work of creation was
finished. If so, Adam and Eve, who were but a little lower than
the angels, might be admitted into the chorus, and thus be made
acquainted with the existence of good and evil spirits. At all

events, their gracious and merciful Creator would inform them
that they had a more powerful enemy than a brute ; that he was a
rebellious angel capable of deceiving them in manvways; and
that they ought therefore to be constantly on their guard against
his wiles. Ttiey must l>ave known too that they were themselves
animated l)y something different from matter; and when they
found they were deceived by the serpent, they might surely, witli-

out any remarkable stretch of sagacity, infer that their malignant
enemy had actuated the organs of that creature in a manner some-
what similar to that in which their own souls actuated their own
bodies. If this be admitted, the degradation of the serpent would
convince them of the weakness of the tempter when compared
with their Creator : and conrinii their hopes, that since he was
not able to preserve unhurt his own instrument of mischief, he
should not be able finally to prevail against them ; but that though
lie had bruised their lieels, the proinised seed of the woman should
at last bruise his head, and recover the inheritance which they
ha<l lost. Having thus punished the original instigator to ivil, the
Almighty Judge turned to the fallen pair, and said to the woman,
" I will greatly multiply thy sorrow; in sorrow shalt thou bring
forth children ; and thy <lesire shall be to thy husband, and he
shall rule over thee. And unto Adam he said. Because thou hast
hearkened unto the voice of thy wile, and hast eaten of the tree of
which I commanded thee, saying. Thou shalt not eat of it

;

cursed is the ground for thy sake; in sorrow shall thou eat of it

all the days of thy life. Thorns also and thistles shall it bring forth
untothee, and thou shall eat the herb of the field. In the sweat of
thy face shalt thou eat bread till thou return unto the ground ; for
out of it Vast thou taken: for dust thou art, and unto dust shalt
thou return." Here is a terrible denunciation of toil and misery,
and death, upon our fir^t parents, which has since been continued
in a greater or less degree upon all their posterity. But they were

not
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not left without hope of lestoratinn to some better state. Had

tliey been furnished witli no ground of hope beyond the gr;u'e, we

cannot believe that tlie Righteous Judge of all the earth would have

added to the penalty originally threatened. That penalty they

would doubtless have incurred the very day on which they fell

;

but as they were promised a deliverance from the consequences of

their fall, it was proper to train them up bv severe discipline for

tke happiness reserved for them in a future state. After the pass-

ing of their sentence, the man and woman were turned out into the

world, where they had formerly lived before they were placed in

the garden of Eden; and all future access to the garden was for

ever denied them. They were not, howe%'er, in the same state in

which they were originally before their introduction into Paradise:

They were now conscious of guilt; doomed to severe labour

;

liable to sorrow and sickness, disease and death : and all these

miseries they had brought, not only upon themselves, but also, as

we learn from different passages of the New Testament, upon their

unborn posterity to the end of time. Such is the brief but mehui-

choly account 'g\\ei\ by Moses, the earliest and most authentic

of historians, of that fatal event, which first

" Brought death into the world, and all our woe."

This, as well as the whole system of re\ elation m general, has been

objected to by infidels, and represented as both ridiculous and un-

reasonable, that the great Creator should subject a \vhole race of

rational beings to misery for such a silly offence as the eating of an

apple. This objection has been answered by no writer more satis-

factorily than by Mr. Nicholls, in his Conference with aTheist;

wherein he argues, that the Creator had certainly a right to put his

rational creatures upon a test of obedience; which was the only

mark of gratitude they could give ; and that such a test could only

be made by such a command of abstinence. And he adds, tliat

none of all the duties of the moral law, afterwards delivered to

^Io^es, could have altbrded such a test of our first parents : for

Adam, having daily converse with his Creator, could be in no

danger of worshipping any other god, or making images of his invi-

sible Creator ; neither was he under any temptation of pro-

faning his name ; natural parents he had none ; murder he could

not conmiit, nor theft, nor adultery ; nor could a being who had re-

teived a whole World full of every enjoyment, covet any thing

more. The prohibition ot a particular fruit was therefore the only

,test, that could be prescribed as a trial of obedience to Adain.

That woinen would have had less sorrow in the bringing forth of

children: that we should have been subjected to less toil, and ex-

empt-ed from death, had our first parents not fallen from their

paradisaical state—are truths incontrovertible by him who believes

ihe inspiration of the Holy Scriptures. Death was certainly intro-

sluced by their fall; for the inspired apostle assures us, " that in

Adam all die ;" and again, " that through the offence of one many
are dead." Many contend, that it includes death corporeal, spiri-

tual, or moral and eternal ; and that all mankind are subjected to

these three kinds of death, on account of their share in the guilt

of the original transgression, which is usually denominated original

sin, and considered as the source of all moral evil.

Of the Restoration by Christ.

The events treated of In the last section paved the way for the

oming of Christ, and the preaching of the gospel ; and unless we
thoroughly understand the origin of the gospel, we cannot have

an adequate conception of its design. By contrasting the first with

the second Adam, St. Paul gives us clearly to understand, that

the great purpose for which Christ came into the world and suf-

fered death upon the cross, was to restore to mankind that life

which they had lost by the fall of their original progenitor. Tlie

preaching of the gospel therefore commenced with the first hint of

such a restoration ; and the promise given to Adam and Eve, that
" the seed of the woman should bruise the head of the serpent,"

was as truly evangelical as these words of the apostle, by which we
are taught, that " this is a faithful saying, and worthy of all ac-

ceptation, that Christ Je-us came into the world to save sinners."

(1 Tim. i. 15.) The former text taken by'itself is indeed obscure,

and tlie latter is e.xplirit ; but both belong to the same system, for

the scriptures contain but two covenants or dispensations of God
to man, in which the whole race is included. Christianity there-

fore is indeed very near as old as the creation ; but its principles

were at first obscurely revealed, and afterwards gradually deve-

loped under diflerent forms, as mankind became able to receive

them. AH that appears to have been at first revealed to Adam
and Eve was, thai by some means or other one of their posterity

should in time redeem the whole race from the curse of the fall

;

or if they had a distinct view of the means by which that redemp-
tion was to be wTOUght, it was probably communicated to them
at the institution of sacrifices. See Sacrifice. This promise of

a future deliverer served to comfort ihcm under their heavy sen-

tence ; and the institution of sacrifices, whilst it impressed upon,

their minds lively ideas of the. punishment due to their transgres-

sion, was admirably calculated to prepare both them and their

posterity for the great Atonement which, in due time, was to take

away the sins of the world. After the fall, God was graciously

pleased to manifest himself to the senses of our first parents, and
visibly to conduct them by the Angel of his presence in all the

rites and'duties of religion. This is evident from the different

discourses which he held with Cain, as well as from the complaint
of that murderer of being hid from his face, and from its being
said, that " he went out from the presence of the Lord and dwelt
on the cast of Eden." Nor does it appear that God wholly with-

drew his visible presence, and left mankind to their own inven-
tions, till (heir wickedness became so very great, that His Spirit

could no longer strive with them. Adam continued 930 years a

living monument of the justice and mercy of God ; of his e.\trenie .-

hatred and abhorrence of sin, as well as of his love and long-suf-

fering toward the sinner. He was very sensible how sin had en-

tered into the worlil, and he could not hut apprise his children of
its author. He would at the same time inform them of the uifity

of God, and his dominion over the evil one ; of the means by
which he had appointed himself to be worshipped; and of his

promise of future deliverance from the curse of the fall. Such
information would produce a tolerable idea of the Divine Being,
and afford sufficient motives to obey his will. The effects of it

accordingly were apparent in the righteous family of Seth, who
soon distinguished themselves from the posterity of Cain, and for

their eminent piety were honoured w itli the appellation of the sons
of God. Of this family sprang Enoch so remarkable for virtue

and devotion, as to be e.^fempted from Adam's sentence and the
common lot of Jiis sons; for after he had walked with God 300
years, and prophesied to his brethren, he was translated that he
should not see death. Of this miraculous event there can be nn
doubt but that his contemporaries had some visible demonstra-
tion ; and as the fate of Abel was an argument to their reason, so
the translation of Enoch was a proof to their senses of another
state of life after tlie present. Thus did God by the spirit of pro-
phecy, which is by some supposed to haVe been hereditary in the
heads of families ; by frequent manifestations of his own presence

;

and by uninterrupted tradition—make ample provision for the in-

struction aild improvement of the world for the first IGdG years.

After the deluge, he was pleased to converse again with Noah,
and make in his person a new and extensive covenant with man-
kind. Of his power, justice, and goodness ; of his supreme do-
minion over the earth and the heavens ; of his abhorrence of sin,

and his determination not to let it go uii|)unished—that patriarch

and his family had been most awfully convinced ; nor could they
or their children, for some time, want any other argument to en-
force obedience, fear, and worship. The sons of Noah were 100
years old when the deluge overwhelmed the earth. I'hey had
long conversed with their ancestors of the old world, had fre-

quented tlie religiouj assemblies, observed every Sabbath-day, ami
been instructed by those wlio had seen Adam. It is therefore im-
possible that they could be ignorant of the creation of the world,
of the fall of man, or of the promise of future deliverance fi-om

the consequences of that fall ; or that they could offer their sacri-

fices, and perform the other, rites of the institutetl worship, with-
oiit looking forward with the eye of faith to that deliverance seen,
perhaps obscurely, through their typical oblations. In this state

of things, with the awful remembrance of the deluge continually
present to their minds, religion might for some time be safely

propagated by tradition. But when by degrees mankind cor-

rupted that tradition in its most essential parts; when, instead of

the one Supreme God, they set up several orders of inferior

deities, and worshipped all the host of heaven ; when, at the same
time they were uniting under one head, and forming a universal

empire under the patronage of the Sun their chief divinity, God
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saw it iieee^Mrv to illsperse iht-ui into ^ll:^^Ulct colonirs by calling

sucli disconl amoi)!^ tDe.u as rendered il impo-isiblo t^ir any one

t|H.'cies of idolatry to be at oiice luiiversaliy estahlislied. Allrr

this dispcriioi!, thVie is lejson to believe tlut particular revelations

were voiicli^aled wlierever men were disposed to regard ll.ein.

Peles ^^'^ '•'' nime prophetically given him from the dispersion

which was to happen in his days; and not only his father Heber,
but all the heads o! families mentioned noiii Nojli to Abrah;i".i,

rv with much plansibiliiy supposiMl to liave had the spirit of pro-

phecy on inanv occasions. Noah was undoubtedly both piiest

*nd prophet; and living till within t-.io years of the birth of Abra-

ham, or, according to others, till that patriarch was near 60 years

c'i<l, he would surely be able to teep up a tolerable sense of true

religion among such of his di-scendanls as sojourned within the

iufli.eiiceof his doctrine and example. His religious son Shem,
who lived till afte'' the biitli of Isajc, could not but preswve in

tolerable purity the faitli and worship of the true God among such

of his own descendants ;ii lived in his neighbourhood. But thuiigh

the remains of true religion were thus preserved among a fesv

righteous men, idolatry, with its !iisep;irable attendants, unnatural

hists and cruel superstition, had in a short time prevailed so far

among the sons of NoLh, that God, in his inlinite wisdiMii, saw it

expedient not only to shorten the lives of men, but also to with-

draw his presence from the generality, who had tlius rendered

themselves unworthy of such conmuinicaticns ; and to select a

particular family, in which his worship might be preserved pure

aniidbt the various corruptions that were overspreading the world.

With this view Abraham was called ; and alter mony remarkable

trials of his faith and constancy, admitted to a particoiar intimacy

a;id friendship with his Maker. God entered into a peculiar cove-

nant with him, engaging to be his guide, protector, and defender;

to bestow all temporal blessings upon him and his seed ; and to

make some of tliose seed the instrumcDts of conveying blessings

of a higher kind to all the nations of the earth. It was doubtless

for his great faith, that Abraham was tixed upon to be the parent

of that people, wlio should preserve the knowledge of the unity

of God in the midst of an idolatrous and polytheistic world ; but

we are not to imagine that it was for his sake only that all this was

done, or that his less worthy descendants were by the equal Lord
of all treated with partial fondness for the virtues of their ancestor

;

it was for the benefit of mankind in general that he was called

from his father's house, th.it he might preserve the doctrine of the

Divine usity in his own family, and be an instrument in the hand

of Providence to convey the same faith to the nations around him.

Accordingly, we find him distinguished among the neighbouring

princes, and kings reproved for his sake ; who being made ac-

quainted with his prophetic character, desired his intercession

with God. History tells us of his conversing on the' subject of

religion with the most learned Egyptians, who appear to have

derived from him or some of his descendants the rue of circum-

cision, and to have been for a while stopt in tlieir progress towards

the last stage of lliat degrading idolatry which afterwards ren-

dereil their national worship the opprobrium of the whole earth.

See MYSTf.RiES, Mythologv, and Pslytheism. Tlie Mosaic
<U?pf n-ialion is a remarkable display oi the divine communications

|

of God to his creatures. The Jewish law had two great objects in

view ; of %vhich the first was to preserve among them the know-

ledge of the true God, a rational worship springing from that

kisowledze, and the regular practice of moral virtue ; and the

second was to lit them for receiving the accomplishment of the

great promise made to thiir ancestors. \Vhen tlie true God first

tells them, by their leader Moses, that if they would obey his

voice indeed and keep his covenant, then they should be a pecu-

liar treasure to him above all people ; to prevent them from sup-

posing that he shared the earth with the idols of the heatlien, and

iiad from partial fondness chosen them (or his portion, he imme-
filately adds, " for all the earth is mine." liy this addition hegave

tt-,em plainlv to under-tand that they were cho=en to be his pecu-

liar treasure' for some purpose of general importance ; and the very

fir>t article of the covenant which they were to keep was that

tlH'V shouM have no other gods but him. So in\eterate, how-

ever, was the principle which led to an intercommunity of the

objects of worship, that they could not have kept tnis article of

fbe'n as Uii peculi.ar treasjre. l'[:or» this sep;'.ral'rf)» every tiling

depended; and llreretore, to render it .he more seciare, Jei'.ovah».

who in coiitpliancp with their prejudice.; had al.eufiy assvi'i.eii li.e

appellation ot iheir God, was graciouily pleased to Iktcoitic like-

wise tlieir suprenre Magistrate, niak'iig them a kiiigdcsn ol j riesls,

and a h ily n tion," and delivering to them a digi-st as well of
their civil as ot their religions law-;. See Mo:A:cr Law, Sab-
bath, aad Sacmpice. The Mosaic law had ceifaiiily a sj-nritual

meaning to oe uiwiersiood when the iu-'ness (f time siiould come,
livery Gliristian sees a striking resemblance between the sacrilice

ot the paschal lami;, which delivered the Israeli'.fs from the
destroyiiifj angel in ligypt, and the infinite sacriiice of "the Lamb
ot God, wliicl) takelii away the sin of the world." Indeed the
whole ritual of sacrifice must have led the more intelligent of
tliein to l-aith in a tuture sacrifice ; by wiiicli, while the heel of the
seed of the woman should be bruised, the head ot the serpent
shr.ukl he completely crushed : and as prophets were raided up
Ironi lime lo time, to prepare them for the coming of the Messiah,
and to foretel the nature of his kn.gdoni, there can be no doubt
but that those in' pired teachers would lay open to them, as far as
was expedient, the temporary duration of the Moaic law, and
convince them that it was only the shadow of belter things to
come. From the nature of their ritual, and the dilVerent prophe-
cies vouchsafed them, which became more and more explicit as

the time approached for their accomplishment, they must siirelj

have been led 'o expect redemption from the curse of the fall by
the siilferings of their Messiah ; but that any one of iheni knew
precisely the maiintr in which they were to be redeemed, and the

I

nature of that religion which was to supersede their own, is wholly
incredible. Such knowledge would have made them impatient
under the yoke of ordinances to which they were subjected ; for

after the Christian faith came into full splendour, mankind could
be no longer under the tuition of such a schoolmaster as the law,

which " had only a shadow of good things, but so far from their

reality, not even the very image of lliem." Through these
shadows, however, the Jews, aided by the clearer light of pro-

;

phecy, might have seen enough of God's plan of redemption to

have made them acknowledge Jesus, when he came among tliera

working miracles of mercy, for the Messiah so long promised.
The time tixed by the Jewish prophets for the coming of the Mes-
siah being arrived, " a messenger was sent before his face to pre-

pare his way before him by preaching the baptism of repentance
for the remission of sins." This messenger was John the Baptist,

a very extraordinary man, and the greatest of all the prophets.

His bitth was miraculous, the scene of his ministry the wilderness,

his manners austere, and his preaching upright, without respect of
persons. He frankly told his audience that he was not the Mes-
siah, that the Messiah would soon appca: among them, that " he
was mightier than himself, and that he would baptize tiiem wilU
the Holy Ghost and with fiie." Mightier indeed he was ; foi'

though born of a woman the Messiah was not the son of a huiiiart

father; and tliough living for the first 30 years of his life in ob-

scurity and poverty, he was the lineal descendant of Da\ id, and
heir to the throne of Israel. But the dignity of his human de-
scent, great as it was, vanishes from consideration when compared
with the glory which he hail with his Father before the woild
was. 'Ihe Jew ish dispensation was given by the ministry ot .Moses,

and illustrated by subsequent revelations vouchsafed to the pro-
phets ; the immediate author of the Christian religion is the A:-/§j

or Second Person of the blessed Triuiiy, of whom St. John de-

clares, that " he was in the beginninj; w ith God, and was God :

that all things were mjde by him ; and that without him was not

any thing made that was made." \Ve have already proved, that

in tlie one Godhead there is a Trinity of Persons; and that tho
Aoyi; is One of the Three, is apparent from these words of Ihe
apostle, and from many otiier passages of sacred scripture. Thus
he is called, the Lord of Hosts himself; the First am! the Last,
besides whom there is no God ; the Most High God ; God blessed
for ever; the Mighty God, the Everlasting Father, Jehovah our
Righteousness ; and the only wise God our Saviour. This great

Bcins;, as the same apostle assures us, was made ilesh, and dwelt
among men ; not that the divine nature was or could be changed
into humanity, for God is immutable, the same Almighty and in-

the covenant but 111 a state of separation from the rest of mankind ; comprehensible Spirit yesterdav, to-day, and for ever ;' but the

and that separation could neither have been ttHcted nor continued
I
Word or Second Person in the Godhead, assuming a human soul

without the visible providence of the Almighty wa'.cUiug over ,1 and body into a personal iiniou with liimse'a, d-' elt upon earth as

I

vot. IV.—Ko. 206.
'^ s'Y a ni»n,
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a man, veiling hi-i divinity under mortal flesli. Hence he is said

elsewhere to have been " manilested in the Hesh," and " to have

taken upon him the nature of man ;" phiases ot the saine im-

port with that which assert-. '• the Word to have been made flesh."

^'iiis incarnation of the Son of (iod is perhaps the greatest mys-

tery of the Christian faith, and that to which ancient and modern
licretics have urged the most plausible objections. The doctrine

of the Trinitv, though expressly scriptural, is equally incompre-

hensible ; hut the nature ol God and his mode of existence must

necessarily be incomprehensible by finite beinajs. And therefore

it is a philosophical truth, that a revelation, wiiicli should contain

nothing but comprehensible truths, would be equally incredible

and useless. As well may we expect a river to contain the ocean,

as a finite being to comprehend the infinite God. The difliculty

is not how two natures so different as tiie divine and human can

be so intimately united as to become one person ; for this union

in itself is not more inconceivable than that of the soul and body
in one man : hut that which at first is apt to stagijer the faith of

the reileciing Christian is the infinite distance between the tv\'o

natures in Clu'ist, and the comparatively small importance of the

object, for the attainment of which the eternal Son of God is said

to have taken upon him our nature. But the importance of the

object for which the Word condescended to be made flesh, we
cannot adequately know. And it is to be observed that in the

daily administration of providence, we find numberless instances of

the divine condescension ; which, though they cannot be compared
with the incarnation of the Second PeiNon in the blessed Trinity,

are yet sufficient to reconcile our understandings to that mystery
when revealed to us by the Spirit of Cod. That in Christ there

should have dwelt on earth " all the fulness of the Godhead
bodily," is indeed a truth by which the devout mind is over-

whelmed with astonishment ; but it is little less astonishing tliat the

omnipotent Creator should be intimately present at every instant

of time to tlie meanest of his creatures, "upholding all things,

the vilest rep'ile as well as t1ie most- glorious angel, by the word
of his power." Yet it'is a truth self-evident, that, without this

constant presence of the Creator, nothing which had a beginning
could continue one moment in being, but the whole visible uni-

verse would fall into annihilation. See Metaphysics, Moral
Philosophy, and Providence. The great object of tliis divine
Person's being sent into the w orld, and born of a woman, was to

bruise the head of the serpent, and restore mankind to the inhe-
ritance which had been forfeited by Adam's transgression. Every
dispensation of Providence from the fall had been preparatory to
this restoration. Prophets had been raised from time to time to
preserve in the early ages of the world the knowledge and
worship of the true God : the children of Abraham had been
separated from the surrounding nations for the same pur-

. pose', and by the dispersion of the ten tribes, the captivity
«f the other two in Babylon, and the translation of the He-
brew scriptures into the Greek language, much of the know--
ledge which had been revealed to the Israelites was gradu;lly dif-

fused over the ea-teru wild. While the Jews were thus the in-
struments of enlightening the heathen nations of antiquity, their
intercourse with those nations made them almost unavoidably ac-
Huainted with the philosopliy which was cultivated among the
Chaldeans, the Persians, and the Egyptian Greeks ; and ingraft-
ing many of the opinions derived from those schools upon the
doctrines of Moses and the prophets, they corrupted their own re-
Jigion while they improved that of their iieighbours. Hence, by
the time that Christ came among them, they had made the word
of God of none etTect through a number of idle fancies which they
inculcated on the people as the traditions of the elders ; and as
they had attached themselves to dilfeient masters in philosophy,
their unauthorized opinions were of course dilferent according to
the difiercnt sources whence they were drawn. The peculiar te-
nets of the Essenes seem to have been a species of mystic Plato-
nism. The Pharisees are thought to have derived their origin
from a Jewish philoscjpher of the Peripatetic school ; and the re-
semblance between the doctrines of the Sadducees and the philo-
sophy of Epicurus has escaped no man's observation. Most of
these sects, however, thnugli they opposed each other, agreed in
the expectation of the Messiah promised to their fathers ; but, un-
happily for themselves, expected him to be a gnat and temporal
prince. To this mistake several circumstances contributed: some

of their prophets had foretold his coming in lofty terms, borrowed
from the ritual law, and the splendor of earthly monarchs. The
necessity of casting this veil over those living orales is evident
from the very nature of prophecy. At the t me when tlie predic-
tions were made, the Mosaic system had not run out half its

course, and was therefore not to he exposed to popular contempt
liy an information lliat it v,as only the har.-h rudiment ot one more
perfect. To prevent, however, all nti^ttikes iii the candid and im-
partial, when the Messiah should arrive with the credentials of mi-
raculous powers, other prophets had described him in the clearest

terms as having no form nor comeline>;, as a sheep dumb before
his shearers, and as a lamb brought to the slaughter; but the Jews
had suffered so much from the Chaldeans, tlie Cireeks, and other
nations by whom they had been conquered, and were then sutler-

ing so much from their masters the Romans, that their carnal
mind^ could think of no deliverance greater th; ii that which should
rescue their nation from every foreign yoke, ^^'hat men earnestly

wish they are very ready to believe. As our Saviour came for a
very different purpose, the first object of his mission was to rectify

the notions of his erring countrymen, to fit them for the deliver-

ance which they were to obtain through him. Accordingly, he
embraced every opportunity of inveighing against the false' doc-
trines taught as traditions of the elders; and by his knowledge of
the secrets of all hearts, he exposed the vile hypocrisy of those

who made a gain of godliness. The Jews had been led, by their

separation from the re^t of the world, to consider themselves as the
peculiar favourites of Jehovah; and the consequence was, that,

contrary to the spirit of their own law, and the explicit doctrines

of some of tbeir prophets, they looked upon all other nations with
abhorrence, as upon people physicall) impure. These prejudices

the blessed Jesus laboured to eradicate. Having desired a law-
yer, by whom he was tempted, to read that part of the law of
Nloses which commanded the Israelites to lofe their neighbours
as themselves, he compelled him, by means of a parabolic ac-

count of a compassionate Samaritan, to acknowledge that, un-
der the denomination of neighbour, the Divine Lawgiver had
comprehended all mankind as the objects of love The impor-
tance in which Moses held the ritual law, and to which, as the
means of preserving its votaries from the contagion of idolatry,

it was justly entitled, had led the Jews to consider every ce-

remony of it as of intrinsic value and perpetual obligation

:

but Jesus brought to their recollectiou God's declared prefer-

ence of mercy to sacrifice ; shewed them that the weightier mat-
ters of the law, judgement, mercy, and faith, claimed their re-

gard in the first place, and its ceremonial observances only in the
second ; and taught them, in conformity w ith the predictions of

their own prophets, that the hour was about to come when the
worship of God should not be confined to Jerusalem, but that
" true worshippers should everywhere worship the Father in spirit

and in truth." Christ having come into the world, to break down
the iiiddle wall of partition between the Jews and Gentiles, and to

introduce a new dispensation of religion which should unite all

mankind as brethren in the worship of the true CJod, he did not

merely restore tlie moral part of the Mosaic law to its primitive

purity, but added many new and refined precepts, which had ne-

ver occurred either to Jew or Gentile. The Hebrew- lawgiver had
])rohibited murder under tlie penally of death ; but Christ extend-
ed the prohibition to causeless anger, and to contemptuous treat-

ment of our biethren, commanding liis followers to forgive their

enemies, and to love all mankind. Adultery was forbidden by-
the law of Moses; but Jesus said to his disciples, " Whosoever
looketh on a woman to lust alter her, hath committed adultery

with her already in his heart." The lex talionis was in force

among the Jews, so that the man who had deprived his neighbour
of an eye or a tooth, was to suffer the loss of an eye or a tooth

himself; but this mode of punishment being inconsistent with the

mild spirit of Christianity, was abolished by our blessed Lord,
who severely prohibited the indulgence of revenge, and com-
manded his followers to love even their enemies. Pirjnryhasin
every civilized nation been justly considered a crime of the highest

atrocity, and the Mosaic law- doomed the false witness to bear the

punishment, whatever it might be, which he intended by swearing
falsely to bring upon his brother ; but the Author of tlte Christian

religion forbade not only false swearing, but swearing at all, except
on solemn occasions, and when an oath should be rcipiired by

legal
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iegal authority. See Oath. By thus restoring tlie law to its ori- \

ginai piinty, 'and in many cases extending its sense, the blessed

Jesns executed the oflice of a prophet to the lost sheep of the

house of Israel ; but had he not been more than an ordinary pro-

phet, he could not have abrogated the most trivial ceremony of it,

nor even extended the sense of any of its moral precepts; for their

great lawgiver had told them, (Deut. xviil. 1 j,) lliat " the Lord
their God woidd raise up unto them but one Prophet, lil<e unto

him, to whom they should hearken." That prophet was l)y them-

selves understood to be the Messiah, whom they expected to tell

them all things. It was necessary, therefore, that Jesus, as he

tauglit some new doctrines, and plainly indicated that greater

changes w'ould soon be introduced, should vindicate his claim to

tliat exalted character which alone could authorise him to propose

innovations. This he did in the amplest manner, by fuUilling

prophecies and working miracles; see jVIiracle, and Prophecy,
so that the unprejudiced part of the people readily acknowledged
him to be of a truth, " that Prophet who should come into the

world; the Son of God, and tlie King of Israel." He did not,

however, make any ch inge in the national worship, or assume to

himself the smallest civil authority. He had submitted to the rite

of circumcision, and strictly performed every duty, ceremonial

as well as moral, which that covenant made incumbent upon other

Jews; thu< fulfilling all righteousness. Though the religion which
he came to propagate was, in many respects, contrary to the ritual

law, it could not be established, or that law abrogated, but in con-
sequence of his death, which the system of sacrifices was appointed

to prefigure; and as his kingdom, which was not of this world,

could not commence till after his resurrection, he yielded during
the whole course of his life a cheerful obedience to the civil magi-
strates, and wrought a miracle to obtain money to pay the tribute

that was exacted of him. Being thus circumstanced, he chose
from the lowest and least corrupted of the people certain followers,

whom he treated with the most endearing familiarity for three

years, and commissioned at his departure to promulgate such doc-
trines as, consistently with the order of the divine dispensations, he
could not personally preach himself. With these men, during the
course of his ministry on earth, he went about continually doing
good, healing the sick, casting out devils, raising the dead, re-

jjroviiig vice, preaching righteousness, and instructing his country-
men, by the most perfect example which was ever exhibited in

the world, of whatsoever things are true, or honest, or just, or
pure, or lovely, or of good report. The scribes and Pharisees,

however, finding him not that conqueror whom they vainly ex-
pected, becoming envious of his reputation among the people,

and being filled with rancour against him for detecting their hypo-
critical arts, delivered him up to the Roman governor, who,
though convinced of his innocence, yielded to the popular cla-

mour, and crucified him between two thieves, as an enemy to

Cxsar. In yielding up his dying breath he said, " it is finished,"

thus intimating tiuit the great purpose was now fulfilled, for which
he had come into the world, and which, as he formerly told his

discipl(;s, " was not to be ministered unto, but to minister, and to
give his life a ransom for many." For his blood, as he assured

them at the institution of the Eucharist, " was to be shed fur the
remission of sins." That Christ died voluntarily for us, the just

for the unjust, and that " there is none other name under heaven
given among men whereby we must be saved;" is the uniform
doctrine of the prophets who foretold his coming, of John the Bap-
tist, who was his immediate harbinger, and of the apostles and
evangelists who preached the gospel after his ascension into heaven.
To attain adequate notions of redemption and justification, it will

be necessary to look back to the fall; for the great purpose for

which Christ was promised, and for which he came into the world,
was, by bruising the head of the serpent, to restore mankind to

the inheritance which they had lost through the transgression of
Adam. This is apparent not only from the original promise made
to the woman, but also from different passages in the epistles of
St. Paul, who expressly calls Christ the second Adam, and savs,

that, " as by the offence of one, judgement came upon all men to

condemnation ; even so by the righteousness of one, the free gift

came upon all men unto justification, of life;" that, "as by one
man's disobedii-nce many were made sinners, so by the obedience
of. one shall many be made righteous ;" and that, "as in Adam
all die, even so in Christ shall all be made alive." Hence it was

tliat John the Baptist, when he saw Jesus coming to him, said to

his disciples, " liehold the Lamb of Crod which taketh away, not
the sins, but the sin of the world," evidently alluding to Adam's
sin and its consequences ; since no other sin'was ever committed
of which the consequences extend to the whole world. It is

therefore undtniablc, that whatever we lost in the first Adam is

restored to us by the second ; and so they who believe that the
punishment denounced against eating the forbidden fruit was death
corporal, spiritual, and eternal, must believe (hat we are redeemed
from all these by Christ ; who having " appeared once in tlie end
of the world to put away sin by the sacrifice of himself, died for
us, that wliether we wake or sleep we should live together with
him." If the image of God in which man was created was lost

by the breach of the first covenant, it is more than restored to us
" by the Mediator of a better covenant, which is e^lalilished upon
better promises ;" if by the sin of Adam we were utterly indi'posed,
disabled, and made opposite to all that is spiritually good, and
wholly incliued to all evil, and that continually, \vv are freed froni

that dreadful curse by " our Saviour Jesus Christ, who gave him-
self for us, that he might redeem us from all iniquitv, and purify
to himself a peculiar people zealous of good works;" and if for
our share in the first transgression we be justly liable to all pu-
nishments in this world and that which is to come, the apostle as-

sures us, that " when we were enemies we were reconciled to
God by the dPath of his Son, because that G; d was in Christ re-

conciling the world to himself, not imputing tiieir trespasses unto
them." As Jesus is, " the Lamb si lin from the foundation of the
world," these beneficial consequences of his death have been ex-
tended by a retrospective viev." to all in every age who believe in

his name, thoug'h it is absurd to suppose that he literally took their

sins upon him, and impious to imagine that he suffered under the
imputation of sin. The first conspiiuous proof which our blessed
Lord gave of being vested with supreme power, and made head
over all things to the church, was on the day of Pentecost. He
had told the apostles that he would pray the' Father to give them
another Comforter, who should abide with them for ever, even the
Spirit of truth, who should teach them all things, and bring all

things to their remembrance which he said unto them. He had
assured them, tiiatitwas expedient. for them that he himself should
go away ; " for if I go not away said he, (John xvl. 17,) the Com-
forter will not come unto you ; but if I dejiart, I will send hiin

unto you " It was this Divine Spirit, who, on the day of Pente-
cost, inspired the apostles with the knowledge of dilfeier.t lan-

guages ; and as these were given only to enable them to preach
the gos|)el to every creature, it can admit of no doubt but that he,
who so amply provided the means of preaching, would take care
that the gospel should be preached in purity. Our Saviour had
told his apostles that the Comforter would guide them into all the
truth (h; narra-i tijv aktfinu.i,') and bring all things to tlieir remem-
brance, whatsoever he had said unto them ; but if tliey had not
comprehended the meaning of what he said, the bare remembrance
of his sayings would have been of little importance. Tliat before
this miraculous shedding abroad of the Spirit they had but a very
imperfect knowledge of his doctrines, and of the purpose for which
he had come into the world, is apparent from that unseasonable
iiuestion which they put to him when assembled to witness his

glorious ascension ;
" Lord, wilt thou at this time restore again the

kingdom to Israel .'" Their minds still cherished with fondness
the vain prospect of temporal power; but after the day of Pente-
cost they were directed to nobler objects. From the same Spirit

they received diversities of gifts besides that of language; for we
are assured by St. Paul, when speaking of the early converts to
Christianity in general, that " to one was given by the Holy Spi-

rit the word of wisdom ; to another the word of knowledge by the
same Spirit ; to another faith by the same Spirit; to another the
gilts of healing by the same Spi'rit ; to another the working ot mi-
racles; to another prophecy ; to another discerning ot spirits; to
another divers kinds of tongues; to another the inlerpretation of
tongues:" (1 Cor. xi. 8— 12,) and lliese gifts, which were seve-
rally divided either among prirate Christians, or among the infe-

rior orders of ministers in the ciiurch, we have reason to believe
were all bestowed in a greater or less degree upon eai h ot the

aposUes. Men thus qualified were well fitted to declare all the
counsel of God. By the word of wisdom, iliey communicated to

the Jentile nations a pure system of religion ; turning them from
the
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(Jiei ranity of idols to the worship of the liviiic; God ; by tlit word

ot knowledge, they preached the great doclrim-s ot levciatiou both

to Jo'.vj and Gentiles, shewin^' them that there is none other name
under heaven giveif unto men whereby tliey may be save'l tiran

the name of Jesus Christ, and by their gii'is of healing i^nd of mira-

cles, &:c. tbey were enabled lo prove tmanswerably Ihi't their doc-

trines were divine. They taught everywlieVe the unity of God,
the creation of the world, the fall of man, the necessity of reuenip-

tioii, the divinity of the Redeemer, liis sacrilice on the cross to

restore mankind' to their forfeited immortidity, and the terms of

the new covenant into which they had through him been !;ra-

ciDUsly admitted by God. It now remains lo speak of the doc-

trines which respect the terms of the g'jspel-coveniuit ; and tliese

are explicitly stated by St. Paul and St. James. Our Saviour

liimself has indeed tauaht with gree* i>!ainness the necessity of

faith and baptism to the salvation tit' those who have an opp'irtti-

irty of hearing the gospel preached v-itli power; and in his sermon
on the mount, which is such a lecture of ethics founded on reli-

{^ion, as the Son of God or.ly could have delivered, we learn, that
" unless our t'^Acousiicss shall exceed the- righteousness of the

£ar'/j03 and Pharisees, we shall in no case enter into the kini;doia

of heaven; and that even the very first thoughts of vice are highly

eriniinal. The same doctrine of salvation by faith in our Lord Jesus

Christ is inculcated throughout the sacred scriptures. But much d,-

versity of opinion has arisen for want of duly considet^ng the nature

of this faitli which here is so much insisted on. It does not consist

in a bare assent to the divine oracles, or in any iuw ard or outward
atknowlegement of the divinity of Christ, of his offices, or of his

doctrines ; but in simply and cordially receiving him in every re-

spect in which he has presented and oti'ered himselfto man. Thus
it is essential to faith tliat we hear his sayings ; for it would be ab-

surd to imagine we receive Christ while we hearken not to his

doctrines: this, therefore, implies the rejection of our own schenn-s

and views, and reduces us to the simplicity of children, or scho-

lai-s, listening to the instructions of our Divine Preceptor ; and of

such is the kingdom of heaven. It is also essential to faith that it

receives the death and merits of Christ as the only plea for accep-

tance with God, and the only foundation for ha|)piness and eter-

nal life; for if we reject this, we reject Christ entirely, and have
neitlicr part nor lot in him ; but he that has this foundation re-

fill ires no other, and sinks into nothing as it respects himself and
liis own works ; and thus Christ is all and in all lo him. Again,
it is essential to faith that the will and airectiojis be submitted to

the controul and influence of Christ ; for if we reject the govern-
iisent of the Redeemer, does not every one see that we reject

Christ himself? but when his word and Spirit regulate Oiir allec-

tions, and influences our conduct, no doubt but the kingdom of

Jieaven is within us. If then this be the nature of faith, it is evi-

dent that faith and works are intimately and inseparably united.

Faitli's gcnuuie fruit is the love of God and man. It cannot
exist without our feeling to him the warmest love, and partaking
ot that disposition which characterized hii\i as the God of love.

See Faith. Hence then it is evident that the sum of Cnristianilv,

as we are taught by the beloved disciple, is comprehended in this

tommandment of God, " that we should believe on the name of

his Son Jesus Christ, and love one another as he gave us com-
tnandmenl." In perfect harmony with him, the great a|)ostle of
t!i^ CiemilBs, from mistaking whose words nuich empty noise has

be<"n raised about the question, assures us, that " in Christ Jesus
nothing can avail to our eternal happiness but failh, whiih work-
«;th by love;" and he informs Titus, that it " is a true saying, and
vlut he wills to be constantly rtlJjrnied, that they who have be-
lieved in God be careful to maintain good works." Thus gra-

ciously hsstl'.e divine goodness displayed it-elf in the restoration
of our lo-.t inheritance. lUit it slopi not here. The same bounti-
ful Lord of life, for its further security, imparts to every true be-
liever the strength and light of his lloly Spirit to support failh

in working out our salvation. Our ble^sed Saviour, " who gave
Jiimself for us, that he might redeem us not only from death, but
likewise from all ini<|uity, and purify to himself a peculiar people
zealous of good works," promisid, before he left this world, to
send to his tollowers the lloly Ghost, or Comforter, to abide with
<• em for ever, to guide them into all the truth, to bring all things to

tlieir remembrance whalioevcr he hath said unto them, and, as we
Jearn from oilier passages of sgiipture, to " w oi k in them both lo

7 i

will and lo do of his good pleasure." Ho.v amply this promise
was Uiitilled to the aposilcs we have already seen ; but vri'are not
to suppose that It was restricted to them. As m:n is dciljiated for

a supi riK-tural state in ne.iven, he siands in need cf siipcriiatiiral

direction to sui<le him lo that otale. •• In'o man (says our Sa-
viour) can come to me except tbe Father draw him ; for as iia niai»

knoweth ihe Uijiif;s of a m.m save tlie spiril of a man whithiis in
him, even so none knoweth the tilings cf (iod but the S^t of
God." TiilJ oruuiicient Sp;nl. indeed " searchrt.i all tlil»;j», ^ex
even the deep tilings of God," and revealelh Iheni to ti:irst(ns of
men, to enlighten their understandings, and purity their hearts.

The grace winch he sheds abroad is either external end geoeraf,

or internal and particular. The former has been exlendefi Jo the
whole cliurch of God uiuteviiiu paliiarchal, Mosaic, and Christian

dispensalions, in such a revelation oi the divine will as was sufli-

cient to instruct men unto eternal life, whether tbey had a clear

view or not of that stuptudous plan of redemption, by which the
kingdom of heaveli was opened to them after die lorleiture of the

terrestrial parauise ; for there have been " hoiy prophets eve? since

the world began ; and iiiophe<-y came not at any time by the will

of man, but holy men of God spake as they were moved by the
Holy Ghost." Hence it is thai all scriplure was given by inspdra-

tion of God, to teach us every thing which is necessary tor us to
know and believe; and the scripture is that w ork of the Spiri6

which is extended to the uiiiver.ial church. The same Holy Spi-

rit which thus generally reveals the objects of failh to the church,

doth likewise uarticuUrly illuminate tl>e minds of individual be-
lievers, working in them an assent to that which is taught tlM-ii*

from the wrilten word. It was thus that " the Lord opened the

heart of Lydia, that she attended to llie things which were spoken
by Paul :" it is thus that " the word preached doth not profit, if it

be not mixed with faith in them who hear it :" and it is thus that
•' Go<l deals to every man the measure of faith ;" for " by grace
are we saved, through faith, which is not of ourselves ; it is the gift

of God." This illumination of the Spirit was conveyed to the

apobtles " in a sound from heaven as of a rushing mighty wind,"
because it was meant to testify to the world, that they were ch«>-

sen ministers of the gospel ; but the ordinary Christian receives it

in the " still small voice," because it is conveyed to him only to
open his understanding that he may understand the scriptures:"

Another operation of the Spirit on the minds of believers is that

which in scriplure is called regeneration; for "according to hii

mercy Ctod saveth us by the washing of regeneration and renew-
ing of ihe Holy Ghost, which he sheds on us abundantly througli

Jesus Christ our Lord." And, " except a man he born again of
water and of the lloly Ghost, he cannot enter into 'the kingdouj

of God." This change in our dispositions, from an immoderate
attachment to earlh to a relish for the things of heaven, is in scrip-

t'.ire called " a renewing of our minds, a new creation, a ntvr

man;" in opposition to our natural di-position, which is called
" the old man, corrupted according to the deceitful lusls." A
third oflice of the Holy Spirit is to lead, direct, and govern, us
tlnoiigh all the period of our lives. Without such a leader or
guide, the temptalions with which we are surrounded would cer-

tainly overcome us, and we should faint long before we arrive at

the end of our journey. By the very conslilnlion of our nature
we are subjected to the influence of sense, of which the objecls

are present, whilst the enjoyments of heaven are future, and seen,

as ata <listance, only by the eye of faith: but " the law of the

Spirit of life, ill Christ Jesus, bath made us free from the law of
sin and death ; for God worketh in us both to will and lo do of his

good pleasure ; and as many as are thus led by ihe S))iril of God,
ihey are the sons of God ; and uhile they walk in the Spiiit, they
do not fulfil the lusts of the flesh." Wiiiiout the aid of the same
Spirit, we could not even make our prayers acceptable ; for since
" our con/idrnce in God is, that he hearelh us only when we ask

any tiling according to his will ; and since we know not what we
should pray for as we ought, the Spirit itself niakelh intercession

for us with groanings that cannot be uttered." A fourth opera-
lion of Ihe lloly Ghost, as he is the sanclifier of Christians, is to

join them lo Christ, and make them niend)ers of that one body of

which he is the head. " For by one Spirit are we all baptized

into one body ; and as the body is one, and hath many members,
and all the members of that one body being many are one body,
so also is Christ." " Hereby we know, that God abideth in u<,

by
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by tlie Spirit uliicli lu- hath given us." It is likewise the office of

the Holy Ghost to give iia an earnest of our everlasting inheri-

tance, to create in us a sense of the paternal love of God, and
thereby to assure us of the ado|)tion of sons, " As many as are

led by the Sjiirit of God, they are the sons of God ; and because

we are sons, God hath sent forth the Spirit of his Son into our

hearts. I''or we have not received the spirit of bondage again to

fear; but we have received the Spirit of adoption, whereby we
cry Abba Father; the Spirit itself bearing witness with our spirits,

that we are the children of God." As the ^ilts of grace are gene-

rally annexed to means, to the proper use of the word and »acra-

pients, it is a sixth oflice of the same Spirit to sanctify such per-

sens as are regularly set apart for the work of the ministry, and

ordained to oifer up the public prayers of the people ; to bless

them in the name of God ; to teach the doctrines of the gospel;

to administer the sacraments instituted by Christ ; and to perlorm

all things necessary " for the perfecting of the saints, for the work
of the ministry, for the edifying of the body of Christ." The
>a:nc Spirit which illuminated the apostles, and endowed them
villi power from above to perform personally their apostolic fuuc-

ti'ins, fitted thein also for sondin;', olhns, as they were sent by their

Divine Master; and foi estabiishiuf; such a coustituticjii of the

church as was best adapted for preserving Christians in the unity

of the Spirit and bond of peace. 'I'hey conimUjed a standing
powser to a successive ministry to be conveyed down to the end of
ttie world ; and those who are vested with that power are obliged
to " take heed unto themselves, and to all, the flock over whicii

the Holy Ghost hath ma<le them overseers, to feed the church of
God, and to contend earnestly for the faith which was once deli-

vered unto tlie saints." liy these, and the like n)eans, doth thfi

Spirit ot God sanctify -the sons of men ; and in consequence of this

sanctiricalion proceeding immetliatelv from h.s office, he is called

the Holy .Spirit.and the Comforter, 'i'hat this is such a provision
" for renewing us in the spirit of our minds, and enabling us to

put on the new man, wliich, alter God, is created in righteousness

and true holiness," as, when made known by revelation appears to

have been expedient, may be conceived to have been even neces-

sary, and though reason couUl harflly have hoped for it, is contra-

dicted by none of our natural notions either of God or of man.

THEON, an eminent philosopher and mathematician of Alex-
andria, who flourished in the reign of 'I'heodosins the Cireat, and
taught mathematics in a school at Alexandria, which was after-

wards kept up by his unparalleled daughter, the learned lady Hy-
patia, who, in sp.te of her beauty, learning, and other accomplish-

wents, died a martyr to Christianity, in a barbarous pagan mob.
Tlieon wrote several works, particularly, A Commentary on Eu-
clid, which was printed in Greek, at Basil, in 1588, fol. and A
Commentary on Aratus, Oxford, 1672, in 4lo.

THEOPASCHATITES, a sect of Christian heretics, who
flourished in the fifth century, and taught that all the 'I'hree Persons

jji the Godhead suffered on the cross. They were the followers of

Peter Fullo, bishop of Antioch.

THEOPHANTA, festivals anciently held at Delphi in honour
»f Apollo.

THEOPHILANTHROPISTS, [from @,o;, God, ^.x.w, to

love, and asSjiuiro;, a man,] a sect of Deists, who, in September,

1796, published at Paris a sort of catechism or directory tor social

worship.

'I'HEOPHILUS, [e»f, and^xx™, i.e. a lover of God,] an

eminent primitive Christian, who seems to have been very well

named, as well as of a superior rank, from the polite manner in'

which St. Luke, addresses him, and whom St. Luke has honoured

to eternity, by dedicating his Gospel, and his history of tlie Acts

of the Apostles, to him. It is surprising, that no other memoir
remains of him.

Theophilus, a writer and bishop of the primitive church, was

educated a Heathen, and afterwards converted to Christianity.

He was ordained bishop of Antioch A. D. 170; and he governed
tliis church twelve or thirteen years. He was a vigorous opposer

of certain heretics of his time, and composed a great number of

works ; all of which are lost, except three books to Autolycus, a
[

learned Heathen of his acquaintance, who had undertaken to vin-

dicate his own religion against that of the Christians. It is re-
!

jnarkable, that this patriarch of Antioch was the first who a|)-

plied the term Trinity to express the Three Persons in the God-
bead.
THEOPHRASTA, in botany, a genus of plants of the class

pentandria, and order nionogynia. Corolla bell shaped, with ob-

long erect spreading segments ; fruit one-celled, very large,

roundish, many-seeded. There are two species, viz. T. Ameri-
cana and T. longifolia, both natives of America.
THEOPHRASTUS, a celebrated Greek philosopher, the son

of Melanthus, was born at Eresus in Lesbos. He was first the dis-

ciple of Leucippus in his own country ; next of the celebrated

Vlato at Athens ; and last of Aristotle. He succeeded Aristotle in

the Peripatetic school, and conducted the charge with such high

reputation that he had about two thousand scholars. lie is highly

telebrate<l for his industry, learning, and eloquence, and for liis

generosity and public spirit. He is said to have twice freed his

country from the oppression of tyrants. He contributed liberally

vol.. IV.— NO. 207.

towards defraying the e.xpfyice attending the public meetings of

philosophers ; which w ere held, not for the sake of shew, but for

learned and ingenious conversation. In the public schools he

commonly appeared as Aristotle had done, in an elegant dress,

and was very attentive to the graces of elocution. He lived to

the advanced age of lO.'! : some say of 107. His funeral was at-

tended bv a large body of Athenians. He wrote many valuable

works, of which all that remain are, sevcnvl treatises on the Natural

History of Plants and i'ossils ; of ^Vinds, of Fire, &c. an excellent

moral treatise, intituled Characters ; which he says in his preface

he composed when he was 99 years of age. It has been repeatedly

tiansljted into French. English, &c. To Theophrastus we are

indebted for preserving the works of Aristotle. See Aris-
totle.
THEOPHYLACT, or THEOPHYLACTUS, a learned

Greek father, born at Constantinople about A.D. 1070, or earlier.

He became archbishop of .\ihridia, andmetropolitanof all Bulgaria.

He wrote Commentaries on the Gospels, the Acts, several of the

Epistles, and of the minor Prophets; also Institutio Regia ; Let-

ters, and some historical tracts. His whole works were printed at

Paris in fol. 1647 : also at Venice, in 4 vols. 1734— 1763.

THEOREM, [SiLu^.i.xfi,] a proposition which terminates in

theory, and which consulers the properties of things already made-
or done; or it is a speculative proposition deduced from compar-
ing together several delinitions. A tlieoreni is something to be
proved, and a problem something to be done.

THEORY, [O-ioifiB,] in geni'ral, denotes any doctrine which
terminates in speculation, without considering the practical uses or

application thereof.

TIIEOSOPHISTS, [from en'S, God, and «4»«, wisdom,] a-,

fantastical sect of philosophers, who rose about the end of the si.K-

teenth century, and made a ligure in almost every country in Eu-
rope. They i)ietended to derive all their knowledge from divine

illumination. They boasted that, by means of this celestial light,

they were not only admitted to the intimate knowledge of God,
and of all divine truih, but had access to the most sublime secrets-

of nature. Tliev ascribed it to the singular manifestation of divine

benevolence; that they were enabled to make such an use of the

element of fire, in the chemical art, as enabled them to discover

the essential principles of botlies, and to disclose stupendous mys-

teries in the physical world. Hence they were also called fire-

philosophers. They even pretended to an acquaintance witli

.

those celestial beings, who form the medium of intercourse be-

tween God and man. and to a power of obtaining from them, by
the aid of magic, astrology, i.nd oilier similar arts, va' ions kinds of

information and assistance'. One of their chief leaders and orna-

ments, was the celebrated Paracelsus, from who n> they were also

railed Paracelsists.

THERAPEUT.^, a term applied to those that are wholly in

the service of religion.

THEKAPEUTICS, [S<;air.i/W;,] that part of medicine which.

8 Z acquaioU
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acquaints us with (lie rulis lliat are to be observed, and the medi-

cines to lie enii)lo\ed, in the cure of diseases.

THERM.i, hot-l)ath5 or bagnios. Luxury and extravagance

were in nolluiig, carried to such iieiglits as in the therms of the Uo-

iiv.in emperors.

THERMIA, an island in the Grecian Arclilpelago, so called

from its abounding with hot springs, south ot the isle of Zia, near

the Gulf of Eiigir. The soil is allowed to be fertile an<l well cul-

tivated.

Thermia, an ancient city, capital of the above island, on the

S. coast. Lon. 24. 50. E. Lat. 17. 31. N.
THERMOMETER, [3.j(^o,- and ,^iT=ov,] an instrument for

measuring the degrees of increase or decrease of heat of the air, or

any oll>er bodies. Tlie thermometer was invented about the be-

ginning of the seventeenth century ; but, like many other useful

mvcntions, it has been found impossible to ascertain to whom the

honour of it belongs, lioerliaave ascribes it to Cornelius Drebbel

of Alcmaer, his own countryman. Fulgenzio attributes it to his

master Paul Sarpi, the great oracle of the Venetian republic; and

Viviani gives the lionour of it to Galileo. But all these are post-

humous claims. Sanctorio claims this honour to himself; and
his assertion is corroborated by Borclli and Malpighi, of the Flo-

rentine academy, whose partiality is not to be suspected in lavour

of a member of the Patavinian school. 'Jhe first form of this in-

strument fur measuring the degrees of heat and cold, was the air-

tliermomcter. It is a well known fact, that air expands with heat

so as to occupy more space than it does when cold, and that it is

condensed by cold so as to occupy less space than when warmed,
and that this expansion and condensation is greater or less accord-

ing to the degree of heat or cold applied. The principle then on
which the air-thermomrter was constructed is very simple. ^I'he

air was confined in a tube by means of some coloured liquor ; the

liquor rose or fell according as the air became expanded or con-

densed. What the first form of the tube was cannot now per-

haps be well known, but the following description of the air-ther-

mometer will fully explain its nature. The air-thermometer con-

sists of a glass-tube BE, (Plate CLXXIV. fig. 1,) coHuected at

one end with a large glass-ball A, and at the other end immersed
in an open vessel, or terminating in a ball DE, with a narrow ori-

fice at D ; which vessel or ball contains any coloured liquor that

^\\\\ not easily freeze. Aqua-fortis tiivged of a line blue colour

with a solution of vitriol or copper, or spirit of wine tinged with

cochineal, will answer this purpose. But the ball A must be lirst

moderately warmed so that a part of the air contained in it may
be expelled through the onhce D ; and theii the liquor pressed by
the weight of the atmosphere will enter the ball DE, and rise, for

example, to the middle of the tube at C, at a mean temperature
of the weather ; and in this state the liquor by its weight, and the

air included in the ball A, &c. by its elasticity, will counterba-

lance the weight of the atmosphere. As the surrounding air be-

comes warmer, the air in the ball and upper part of the tube, ex-

panding by heat, will drive the liquor into the lower ball, and con-

sequently its surface will descend v on the contrary, as the am-
bient air becomes colder, that in the ball is condensed, and the

liquor pressed by the weiglit of the atmosphere will ascend : so thi.t

the liquor in the tube will ascend or descend more or less accord-
ing to the stale of the air contiguous to the instrument. To the

tube is afl'i.xcd a scale of the same length, divided upwards and
downwards from the middle C into 100 equal jiarts, by means of

which the ascent and descent of the liquor in the tube, and con-

requently the variations in (he cold or heat of the atmosphere,
may be observed. This instrument was extremely defective;

for the air in the tube was not only affected by the heat and cold
of the atmosphne, but also by its weight, 'liie air being found
improper for measuring with accuracy the variations of heat and
cold, different fluids at dillerent times have been tried, and it has

been found that the best lluids for thermometers, are either mer-
cury or spirit of wine ; the latter cf wliich is generally tinged red,

by means of cochineal, or Brazil wood, &:c. for the purpose of

j-endering it more visible ; hence they are denominated the mercu-
rial thermometer, and the spirit-thermometer. Other fluids, on
account of their clamminess, or of their great irregularity of ex-

pansion, are not useful for thermometers. The most proper and
the most useful shape for thermometers, is that of a long tube with

a- narrow bore, and with a globular cavity at «iie extjiemity, as

fig. 2. Tl'.e cavitv of the bulb C, and p.irt of the tube, as far, for

instance, as A, are filled with the fluid : the rest of the tube is

either partly, or quite, exhausted of air; and the end B of the

tube is hermetically sealed; viz. perfectly closed by melting the

extremity of the tube at tie Hame of a candle or lamp, urged by
means of a blow-pipe. \N hen the bulb C is heated, the mercury,

or the spirit of wine, is expanded; and not being able to extend

itself any other way, all the increment of bulk is manifested in the

tube, viz. the suilace A of the fluid will rise considerably into the

tube. On the other hand, when the bulb C is cooled, the fluid

contiacts, audits surface A descends. It is evident that, cscteris

paribus, the larger the bulb is, in proportion to the diameter of

the cavity of the tube, or the narrower the latter is in proportion

to the former, the greater will the motion of the surface A be in

the tube. But it must be observed, that when the bulb is very

large, the thermometer will not easily arrive at the precise tem-
perature of any place, wherein it may be situated. Some persons,

in order to give the bulb a greater surface, and of course to ren-

der it more capable of readily attaining a given temperature, have
made it not globular, but cylindrical, (which shape was adopted

bv Fahrenheit,) or fiat, or bell-like, &c. but those shapes are im-

proper, because they are liable to be altered by the varying gra-

vity of the atmosphere, consequently those thermometei-s cannot

be accurate. If a thermometer is heated suddenly, as when the

bulb Cisimmerged in hot water, the surface A of the fluid in it will

be seen to descend a little, and instantly alter will be seen to rise ;

the reason of which is, that the heat of the water enlarges the glass

first, and is then communicated to the fluid, &c. On the con-

trary, if the bulb of a thermometer is cooled suddenly, the surface

A of the fluid will first risea little, and then will descend; because the

cold contracts the glass alone at first, and afterwards contracts the

fluid. Ice is melted by a certain invariable degree of temperature;

and water freezes at about the same temperature ; therefore, if the

bulb C of a mercurial thermometer is placed in melting ice, or

melting snow, and a mark is made on the outside of the tube, even
with the surface of the fluid, as at D ; that mark is called the

freezing-point, though in lact it is the melting-point of ice; the

freezing-point of water being not so constant. If the bulb of the

therniomett r is placed in boilng water, and a mark is made on the

glass-tube, even with the surface of the fluid wiihin, as at E, that

mark is called the boiling-point; for in an open vessel, and under

the same atmospherical pressure, which is indicated by the baro-

meter, water constantly boils at the same temperature, and an in-

creased fire will force it to evapoiate faster, but will not laise its

temperature. Those points being ascertained, if the length of the

tube from D to E is divided into any number of e(iual parts,

those parts will be the ilegrees of the thermometer, or the <legrees

of heat, indicated by the corresponding expansions of the fluid

with.n the thermometer. And the same degrees, or equal divi-

sions, may be continued below D and above E, in order to shew
the degrees of temperature beiow the freezing, and above the boil-

ing, point. Tho^e two unalterable points of temperature, viz. the

former where ice becomes water, and the second where water be-

comes vapour, have been universally adopted by the various con-

structors of thermometers for the graduation of those instruments ;

but the space between them has been divided differently by dif-

ferent persons, and this difierence gives the dit'ferent names of

thermometers, or rather of their graduations ; such as lleaumur's

thermometer, Fahrenheit's thermometer, &c. Keautnur divides

the space between the above-mentioned two points, into 80 equal

parts or degrees; placing the at freezing, and the 80th degree at

the boiling'-point. Fahrenheit divides it into ISO degrees or equal

parts, but he places the thirty-two degrees below the freezing-

point D ; so that the freezing-point is at 33, and the boiling-point

E is at 212 degrees. Other persons have adopted other divisions,

which have been suggested by supposed advantages or fanciful

ideas. Most of those graduations are at present out of use, but

they are to be met with in various, not very recent, publications ;

wehave therefore thought it necessai-y to set them down in the

following table, which contains; 1st, The name of the person or

society that has used each particular division: 2dly, The degree

which has been placed, by each of them, against the freezing-

point; 3dly, The degree which has been placed against the boil-

ing-point; and, 4lhly, The number of degrees lying bctwwa
those two pointij. . ,

6 Fahrenheit's,
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131

23
514
47J.

174

239

199j
73
62,!

34
163

47

154
68i

314

171J

15-^

130
34
163

Fahrenlieit's, which is generally used in

Great Uritaiii. It is also used tiiroughout

this work, unless some other is mentioned
Reaumur's, which is generally used in

France and other parts of the Continent...
Celsius's, whidi has been used chiefly in

Sweden, hence it is also called tlie Swe-
dish thermometer. It lias been lately

adopted by the French chemists, under
the name of centigrade thermometer
The Florentine thermometers, whxh

were made and used by the members of
the famous academy del' Cimento, being
some of the first instruments of the sort,

were vaguely giaduated, some having a

great many more degrees than otiiers. But
two of their most common graduations
seem to be

Tlie Parisian thermometer, viz. the
aflcienne Ihermometre of the Academy of
Sciences, seems to have been graduated
nearly thus,

De la Hire's thermometer, which stood
in the observatory at Paris above 60 years,

was graduated thus,

Amanton's..
Poleni's

De L'Isle's thermometer is graduated in

an inverted order

Sir Isaac Newton's
Hales's

The Edinburgh thermometer, formerly
used, seems to have been graduated thus,

These are the chief thermometers that have been used in Eu-
rope ; and the temperatures indicated by the principal of them
may be reduced into the corresponding degrees on any of the
others, by means of the following simple theorems ; in which R
signifies the degrees on the scale of Reaumur, F those of Fahren-
heit's, and S those of the Swedish thermometer.

1

.

To convert the degrees of Reaumur into those of Fahrenheit

;

f-^ + 32 = F.
4

2. To convert the degrees of Fahrenheit into those of Reaumur

;

(F- 32) X 4 _ ^
y

3. To convert the Swedish degrees into thote of Fahrenheit

;

i

4. To convert Fahrenheit's into Swedish ; f""
- 32) x 5 _ ^

9

5. To convert Swedish degrees into those of Reaumur;
s X 4-4—=R.

6. To convert Reaumur's degrees into Swedish ; = S.

To such readers as are unacquainted with the algebraic expres-
sion of arithmetical formula;, it will be suflicient to express one or
two of tliese in words, to explain their use : 1. Multi|)ly the de-
gree of Reaumur by 9, divide the product by 4, and to the quo-
tient add 32, the sum expresses the degree on the scale of Fali-

renheit. 2. From the degree of Fahrenheit subtract 32, multiply

tile remainder by 4, and divide the product by 9, the quotient is

the degree according to the scale of Reaumur, kc. In order more
clearly to exhibit a comparative view of the dilJVrent thennomV-ters,
we have given them in Plate CLXXIN'. in the same order as

they were arranged by Dr. Marline in his valuable Essay on the
Construction and Graduation of Tliermometers, and at llic same
lime adding lliosi? of Celsius and De Luc. Tliermonietors have
been made of a great variety of shapes and sizes, suilLible to the
dhlVrciit purposes for which they were intended. Thermometers
tor shewing the temperatuae of the atmosphere, need not have
their scales much extended ; it is more than sufficient if they go
as liigh as 120'. The lower, degrees maybe carried down as low
as may be necessary for the cold of any particular climate. The
mercurial thermometer needs not to be graduated lower than 40°

below 0, because at about that cirgree mercury ceases to be a fluid.

Thermometers which are to be situated in tlie'open air out of the
house, must be at some distance (at least a foot) from the wall,

and where the light of the sun may not fall directly upon them.
Fig. 3, represents a thermometer of the most usual shape nide-
pendent of the case. For chemical purposes, the bulb and part
of the tube of the thermometer, must project some way below tlie

scales, in order that they may be placed in liquids, mixtures, &c.
For other purposes, as for bolanical ob^enations, hot-houses,
brewing-manufactories, baths, &c. the tliermometers must be
made longer, or shorter, or narrower, or particular directions
must be added to tne scales, &c. but we shall not take any farther
notice of those fluctuating vaiietics of shape only. It is necessary,
however, to describe a sort of thermometers which have been
constructed for a particular purpose ; namely, for 5hev\'ing the
highest degree of heat or of cold which has taken place during the
absence of the observer; as for instance, in the course of the
night, or in the hottest part of the day, or even during a wiiole
season. Thermometers for this purpose have been contrived dif-

ferently by various ingenious persons, as by Bernouilli, Kroft,
LorU Charles Cavendish, &c. but the best of them, which how-
ever is not without faults, and of course is in need of improvements,
was contrived by Mr. James Six, and is described in the 72nd
vol. of the Philosophical Transactions. Fig. 4, exhibits this in-

strument, but divested of the scale and frame ; «i is a tube of
thin glass, about 16 inches long, and -['^ of an inch in diameter ;

cdefg/i, a smaller tube with the inner diameter, about ,1,, joined
to the larger at the upper end b, and bent down, first on the left

side, and then, after descending two inches below al/, upwards
again on the right, in the several directions cde.fgh, parallel to,

and one inch distant from it. On the end of the same tube at h,
the inner diameter is enlarged to half an inch from /i to ;, which
is two inches in length. This glass is filled with highly rectified
spirit of wine, to within half an inch of the end /, excepting that
part of the small tube from d tog, which is filled with mercury.
From a view of the instrument in this state, it will readily be
conceived, that when the spirit in the large tube, which is the bulb
of the thermometer, is expanded by heat, the mercury in the
small tube on the left side w ill be pressed down, and consequently
cause that on the right side to rise : on the contrary, when the
spirit is condensed by cold, the reverse will happen, the mercury
on the left side will rise as that on the right side descends. The
scale, therefore, which is Fahrenheit's, beginning with 0, at the
top of the left sitle, lias the degrees numbered downwards, while
that at the right side, beginning with at the bottom, ascends.
The divisions are ascertained, by placing this thermometer with a
good standard mercurial one in water, gradually heating or cool-
ing, and marking the divisions of the new scale at every 5°. The
method of shewing how high the mercury had risen in the obser-
ver's absence, is eU'ected in the following manner : within the
small tube of tue thermometer, above the surface of the mercury
on eillier side, immersed in the spirit of wine, is placed a small in-

dex, so fitted as to pass up and down as occasion may re(|uire ;

that surface of the mercury which rises carries up the index with
it, wliich inde.x does not return with the mercury when it descends ;

hut, Liy remaining fixed, shews distinctly, and very accurately,
how high the mercury had risen, and consequently w hat degree of
he.1t or cold had happened. Fig. 5, represents these indexes
drawn larger than the real ones, to render it juore distinct ; tt is a
small glass-tube 5 of an inch long, hermetically sealed at each end,
incloiing a piece of steel-wire, neatly of the same length ; at each

pnd
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t^.ic! cd, '\^ fixed a shoit pii'ci; of a Uilji" of l)l.i<k glas=, of Miih a

(liaiiioter as to pass freely up and down wiihiii tlic small tube of llie

tljerniometfr. The lowfi md, floating on llif surface of ilie mer-
lury, is carried up uilli it wlien it ^i5e^ ; wlile tiie piece at tile

upper end, bcini> of tl.e sauie diameter, Ueeps llie body of llie in'

dex parallel to llie sides oX the tliermomelrical tub . I'loiu the

iipper end of the botly of the inilejc at 0, is drawn a spring of glass

to th<> fineness of a hair, about j of an inch in length, which being
set a little oblitpie, presses liglitly against llie iiinrr surface of the

tube, and prevents the index from following the mercurv when it

tlescends, or being moved by the spirit passing up or do»n, or

by any sudden motion given to the iiislrumeiit by the hand or

otherwiso ; but at the same time the pressure is so adjusted, as to

|ierniil this index to be readily carrit<l up by the surface of llie

irsiiig mercury, aid dowiuvaids whenever the instrument is lobe
rectitied for observation. To prevent the spirit from evaporating,

tl'.e tube at the end / is closely sealed, 'llie common contrivance
for a self-regisleriiig thermometer, now sold in most of the Lon-
don shops, consists simply of two theriiionielerb, one mercurial
and (he otiier of alcohol, (fig. 6,) having their stems horiiionlal

;

tlie former has for its indc.-c a small bit of iiiagiietical steel-wire,

and the latter a minute thread of glass, having its two ends formed
into small knobs by fusion in the flame of a candle. The mag-
iietical bit of wire lies in the vacant space of the mercurial ther-

snomcter, and is pushed forward by the mercury whenever the
temperature rises, and pushes that fluid against it ; but when the

temperature falls and the fluid retires, tliis index is left behind,
and consequently shews the ma.\imuni. The olher index, or bit

of glass, lies in the tube of the spirit-thermometer immersed in the
alcohol ; and when the spirit retires by depression of temperature,
the^ndex is carried along with it in apparent contact with its in-

terior surface ; but on increase of temperature the spirit goes for-

ward and leaves the index, w hich therefore shews the minimum of
temperature since it was set. As these indexes merely lie in the
tubes, their resistance to motion is altogether inconsiderable. The
sleel-inilex is brought to the mercury by applying a magnet on
the outside of the tube, and the other is duly plac.'d at the end of
the column of alcohol by inclining tiie whole instrument. Jn 1756,
J^ord Charles Cavendish presented to the Koyal Society of Lon-
<lon, a thermometer in two diirereut forms ; tiie one contrived
to mark the gi catest degree of heat, and the other the greatest de-
gree of cold. Tlie first consists of a glass-lube AB, (hg. 9,) with
a cylindrical bulb B at the Jower end, and capillary at the top,
over which ihereis li\ed a glass-ball C. The bulb and part of
the tube are (died with mercury,' tlie top of which shews Ihe de-
grees of heat as usual. The upper part of the tube above the
mercury is tilled with spirit of wine ; the ball C is also tilled with
the same licjuor almost to the top of the capillary tube. When
the mercury rises the spirit of wine is also raised, and falls into the
Sialic, which is so made that the ricjuor cannot return into the
lube when the mercury sinks; conse(|Uenlly the height of the
^pirit of wine in the ball added to tliat in the tube, will give the
greatest degree of heat to which the thermomeler has pointed
since last observation. When a new observation is to be made,
the instrument must be inclined till the liquor in the ball cover the
end of the capillary tube. In this thermometer it is evident that
tho mercury must be ailectfd by the weight and elasticity of the
spirit of wine, and therefore it will not correspond to' any of
the coinnK;!) mercurial thermometers. The thermometer for
shewing the greatest degree of cold is represented in fig. 10, by
the crooked tube A15CL). 'I'his instrument is filled with spirit of
vine, with the addition of as much mercury as is sufficient tp fill

both legs of the syphon, and about a fourth or fifth part of the
liollow ball C. We are not told svha'l the proportion of mercury
was to that of spirit of wine. -The degrees of heat are shewn by
the rise or fall of the mercury in the leg AB. IMie thermomeler
marks the greatest f,.|l by means of the h.ollow ball C. When the
mercury in the longr I'eg sinks by cojd, that in the shorter will
rise and run over the bail C,' from which jt cannot return when the
mercury subsides in Jlie shorter and rises in the longer leg. The
upper part of the shorter leg will itiercfore be filled with a column
of spirits of a length proportional to the increase of beat ; the bot-
tom or lower surface of which, by means of a proDer scale, will
ihew liow much the mercury has been lower than it is: which bcin^
subtracted from the presejit height will give il.e lowest point to

j

ii which the mercury has fallen. That llic thermometer niav be

I

filU'<l for a new observation, the mercury must be ma<le to run

il back from the ball into tl.e short leg, by inclining the tube and
|i heating the ball. Il niighl at first sight be imagined thai equal in-

j

iremeiits of heat would cause tluiils to expand ecpiably ; viz. that

if the heat is increiised gradually by o;ie degree, two rlegrees,

three degrees, 4c. thelluid thus heated would expand its bulk by

I

a certain quanlity, then by twice that quanlily, three limes that

j

quantity, and so on. Rut this is not the case, and every Huid
seems to follow a particular law of expansion. Mercury set nis to

II
ex|)and more equably than any olher iluiil. Yet its increments
of bulk are not cpiite proportional to the increments of heat. M'iih
olher fluids the irregularity of expansion is very considerable.
On account of the great irregularity of the rate of expiuision, mej-
cury and spirit of wine are the only two fluids which can be used
tor thermometers ; observing that some compensation must be
made in the scale of the spirit-lhcniiomeler, in order to make it

correspond with the scale of the mercurial lli< rmonieter. But the
mercurial thermoineter cannot indicate a tenijierature higher than
000. Hence various ingenious persons have endeavoured to con-
trive instruments capable of ir, (heating the higher ilegrees of heat,

which would be of great use in philosophy, chemistry, and various
arts ; but the only ireful conlrivaiice of this sort was made by Ihe
late Mr. Wedgewood. This ingenious gentleman applied to the
measuring of high degrees of heat, a singular property of argilla-

ceous bodies, a property w hicli obtains niore or less in every kind
of them, as far as has been examined. 'J his property is, that au
argillaceous sub.-tancc, wlien exposed to fire, is diminished in bulk
by it, nor does the bulk increase again after cooling ; and this di-

minution of bulk is proportionate to the degree ot heat to which
the substance has been exj)ospd. This property may seem to be
a deviation from the general rule, viz. that heat expands all sorts

of bodies, and that a diminution of heat enables them to contract
their dimensions ; but in this case it must be consklered that the
c]ay-j)ieces contract and remain contracted, because some sub-
stance, viz. water and an aeriform fiuid, is seiiarated from them by
the action of the fire. Mr. Wedgewood's thermometer, or appa-
ratus for measuring the high degrees of heat, consists of small

pieces of clay of a determined lengtli, which are to be placed in

the furnace, crucible, &-c. whose degree of heat is to be ascer-

tained ; and of a guage to measure the contracted dimensions of
the clay-pieces, after they have been exposed to the fire. Fig.

7, represents the guage, which is either of brass or' of porcelain.

Fig. 8, represents a section of the same ; and the letter refer to
the like parts in both figures. EFGIl is a smooth flat plate ; AC,
BD, are two rulers or flat pieces, a quarter of an inch thick, and
fixed fast upon the plate, so as to form a converging canal ABCD,
whose width at CD is three-filths of the width at AB. 'ihe whole
length of the canal from AB to CD, is divided into 240 equal
parts, and the divisions are numbered from the wider end. It is.

evident that if a body, so adjusted as to fit exactly the wider end
of this canal, is afterwards diminished in its bulk by the action of
fire (as the ihermometrical pieces which will be described in the

next paragraph), it may then be passed further in the canal, and
more so according as the diminution is greater. The Ihermome-
trical pieces are small cylindei-s of clay, a little flattened on one
side. They are nearly as much in diameter as they are in length..

When one of these pieces is to be used, it is proper to measure it

first by placing it in the guage at AB ; for sometimes the pieces

are a few degrees larger or smaller than Ihe distance AB, w hich ex-
cess or defect being ascertained, must afterwards be allowed for,

P represents one of these pieces set in the guage for measureinent.
The piece is then placed in the furnace, or crucible ; and if it is

taken out either at ihe end of the operation, oral any period, and,

when grown cold, is measured by sliiling it as far as it w'iU go into

the canal of the guage, the numlier of divisions against the place

where it stops will shew the contracted dimensions of the piece, and
of course the degree of heat to which it has been exposed. It will

be found that these pieces will go very little beyond in the canal,

if they have been exposed to a visible red heat ; will goto 27° if

they have been exposed to the heat in which copper melts : to

about 90° if exposed to the welding-heat of iron ; about 100° if ex-

posed to the greatest heat that can be produced with charred pit-

roal in a well construi ted common air-furnace, &c. The sane-

Ihermometrical piece which has been used before, may be used

agaiu
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again lor hi!;lier degrees of heat, but not for lower degrees. As Mr.
Wedgwooti's iheraiomeler begins at the lowest degree of ignition,

and Fahrenlu It's goes no higher 'lien the boiling point of mercury,

Mr. Wedgwood continued to fill up the interval of the scale by
using a piece of silver instead of his common thermometer-pieces;

and that in this way he has found that 130 degrees of Fahrenheit

are equal to one of his. He has accordingly, by ob,-,erving this

proportion, continued Fahrenheit's scale to the to]) of his own.
VVe are now therefore enaWed to give a scale of heat from the

liighest degree of heat produced by an air-furnace to the greatest

degree cf cold hitherto known, which was produced at Hudson's
Bay in Dec. 1784, by a mixture of vitriolic acid and snow. Of
the remarkable degrees between these extreme points we sliall lay

before our readers

Fahrtn- IVeds;-

A SCALE. hctt's li-oni's

scale. scale.

Extremity of Wedgwood's scale 32277° ^'40"

Greatest heat of his small air-furnace C1S77 160

Cast iron melts 17977 130

Greatest heat of a common smith's forge 17327 125

Welding heat of iron, greatest 13427 y5
least 12777 90

Fine gold melts 5237 32
Fine silver melts 4717 28
Swedish copper melts 45S7 27
Brass melts 3807 21

Heat by which his enan\el colours, are burnt on 1857 6
Red-heat fully visible in day-light 1077
Uedheat fully visible in the dark 947 1

Mercury Boils, also linseed and other expressed

oils 600
Oil of turpentine boils „ 560
Sulphuric acid boils 546
Lead melts 540
Bismuth melts 460
Tin melts 40S

Sulphur melts 244
Nitrous ac'd boils 212
Cow-milk boils 213
Water Boils 212
Human urine boils 206
Brandy boils 190

Alcohol boils 174

Serum of blood and white of eggs liarden 156

Bees wax melts 142

Heat of the air near Senegal sometimes 1 1

1

Hens hatch eggs about 108

Heat of birds"from 103 to 1 1

1

Heat of domestic quadrupeds from 100 to 103

Heat of tiie human body 92 to 99
Heat of a swarm of bees 97
Heat of the ocean under the equator ,,. 80
Butter melts 74
Sulphuric acid of the specific gravity of 1780 freezes at 45
Oil of olives begins to congeal i 4,j

Heat of hedgehogs and marmots in a torpid state .39
J-

Water Freezes and snow melts 32
Milk freezes 30
Urine and common vinegar freezes 28

Human blood freezes 25

Strong wines freeze 20

A mixture of one part of alcohol and three parts of wafer

freezes 7

A mixture of snow and salt freezes to 4

Brandy, or a mi.\ture of equal parts of alcohol and water

freezes — 7

Spirit of wine in Reaumur's thermometer froze at Tor-
neo — 34

Mercury Freezes — j9or40
Cold produced by Mr. Macnah at Hudson's Bay by a

mixture of vitriolic acid and snow — 69
THERMOPYL/E, in ancient geography, a narrow pass or oe-

file, lietween the Sinus Maliacus, on the E. and the steep moun-
tains, reaching to Oita, made dreadful by uniiassablt woods, on
\0L. IV.—NO. 207.

the W. leading from Thessaly to Locris and Boiotia. It is famous
for the brave and unparalleled stand made by Leonidas, kin,; of
Sparta, and 300 Spartans, against the whole army of Persia ;

and also for the Amphyctiones, the common council or states

gcu'-ral of Greece assembling there twice a year, in spring and
autumn.
THERMOSCOPE, [S.^^uo; and <T«-r.c.,] an instrument shewing

the changes happening in the air with respect to heat and cold.
The word thermoscope is generally used indifferently with that of
thermometer, though there is some difference in the "literal import
of the two; the first signifying an instrument that shews, or exhi-
bits, the changes of heat. Sec. to the eye ; and the latter an instru-

ment that measures those changes ; on which foundation the ther-
mometer should be a more accurate thermoscope. Sec.

THESEA, in antiquity, feasts celebrated by the Athenians in

honour of Theseus, consisting of sports and ganics, with mirth and
bancjuets ; such as were poor and unable to contribute to thtni
were entertained at the public expence.
THESEUS, a famous hero of antiquity, ranked among the

demi-gods. He was the son of-Egeus king of Athens. He Threw
Sciron, a cruel robber, down a precipice ; Ya.tcned Procrustes ty-
rant of Attica to a bending pine, whicii being let loose tore him
asunder ; killed the Minotaur kept in the labyrinth by king Minos
m Crete ; and by the assistance of that prince's daughter, Ariadne,
who gave him a clue, escaped out of that labyrinth, and sailed with
his deliverer to the isle of Naxos, where he had the ingratitude to
leave her. Theseus afterwards overcame the Centaurs, subdued
the I'hebans, and defeated the Amazons. He assisted his friend
Piiithous in his expedition to hell to carry off Proserpine; but
was imprisoned by Pluto, till he was released by Hercules. He
also established the Isthmean Games, in honour of Neptune;
muted the twelve cities of Attica; and founded a republic there,
1236 li. C. See ^Egeus, Ariadne, Hipi-olytus, Minos, Mi-
notaur, Ph.^dra, &c.
THESIS, l^itTL;,'] a general position which a' person advances,

and oilers to maintain. In taking degrees in universities, the can-
dul.iles are generally obliged to write a thesis which they must af-
terwards defend.

THESIUM, Base Fluellin ; in botany, a genus of plants
of the class pentandria, and order monogynia. Calyx one-
leaved, into whicli the stamens are inserted ; nut inferior, one-
seeded. There are nineteen species, almost all of which are found
at the Cape of Good Hope.
TH P^SPIS, a famous Greek tragic poet, and the first representer

of tragedy at Athens. He carried his troop from village to village
in a waggon, from which they performed their pieces. Alcestis
wiis the first tragedy they performed at Athens, 536 B. C. See
Theatre.
TH ESSALIAN CH AIR,so called from Thessaly, where chairs

of this figure were most in use ; it is rcconnnended by Hippocrates
in place of a machine for reducing a recent luxation of the shoul-
der-bone. The back of this chair is perpendicular to the seat, as
Galen tells us; by which construction it is accommodated to the
operation.

THESSALONICA, a city of Macedonia, anciently called
Therma, and now Salonichi. See Salonichi.
THESSALY, a country of Greece, whose boundaries have

been different at different periods. It was bounded on the S. by
ihesouthernpartsof Greece, or Gra;cia Propria; E. bytheyEgean ;

N. by Macedonia and Mygdonia ; and W. by Illyricum and
Epirus. It was generally divided into four provinces, Thessa-
liotis, Pelasgiotib, Istiasotis^ and Phthiotis, to which some add.
Magnesia. It has been severally called jEmonia, Pelasgicum,
Argos, Hellas, Argeia, Dryopsis Pelasgia, Pyrrhsa, &c. The
name of Thessaly is derived from Thessalus, wlio was its first mo-
narch.

THETFORD, a borough of England, in Norfolk, 39 miles
S.S.E. of Lynn Regis ; and 80 N. E. of London. Lon. 0. 50. E.
Lat. 52. 28. N.
THETIS, in Pagan mythology, the wife of Oceanus, and the

mother of Nereus and Doris, who were married to each other ;

and from this marriage sprung the fabled nymphs of the earth and
sea.

THEVENOT, Melchisedec, librarian to the king of France,
and a celebrated writer of travels, was born at Paris in 162!. He.

.V travelled
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travL-Ueil through a considerable 'part of Europe and into A?ia.

He laid down rules, and invented an instrument, for findi\ig of

the longitude, and the declination of the needle. The dearest

einpIo)jnenlofhis life was the collection of scarce books, of which

he formed a very valuable collectioJi. He assisted at a conclave

held on the death of Pope Innocent X. and wasthe French envoy

at Genoa. He died in Oct. l()9i, iiged 71. His Travels into

the Levant, &:c. were published in English., in 1687, folio ; and in

French at P.iris, in 1663, folio. He wrote also L'Ait de Nager,

tJie Art of Swimmuig, I2mo. 1696.

THtURGY, in ancient su|!ei-slition, was that sacred part of

na^ic sometimes culled white magic, or the white art, in opposition

to necromancy, or the black art. 'I'he word is formed from e>®-,

God, and if-yov, work ; q. d. the art of doing divine things, or
I

things wliich God alone can do ; or the power of working e.\lraor-

dinary and supernatural things, by invoking the names of God,
|

saints, angels, &c. Accordingly, those who have written pf i

magic in general, divide it into three parts : the liist whereof is I

called theurgy, as operating by divii»e or celestial means ; the

second, natural magic, performed by the powei-s of nature ; and
I

tlie third, comprehending necromancy, sorcery, and witchcraft or

magic, performed by the assistance of demons or ileparted men.
See Magic.
THICKNESSE, Philip, Esq. an eminent English writer,

highly esteemed for his honour, ])robity, and feeling tor persons in

distress, as well as for his literary talents, and social virtues. He
was for some time lieutenant-governor of Languard Fort. He
wrote, 1. Observations on the French Nation, Kvo. 2. A Ye;ir's

Journey through France and Spain ; 1777, 8vo. 3. The New
Kath Guide; 177S. 4. Valetudniarian's liath Guide; 1780. 5.

Queries to Lord Andley ; (his son) 17S2. C. A Year's Journey
through the Pais-Has and tiie Austrian Netherlands ; in 2 vols. 8vo.
1784. 7. A Letter to the Earl of Coventry; 1783. 8. Letter
to Dr. James Mackittrick Adair ; 1787. 9- Meniohs and Anec-
dotes of Himself; 178S. 10. Memoirs of Mr. Gainsboruugh

;

1785. 1 1. Junius Discovered ; I7S9. 12. Letter to C. Boniior.
Esq. deputy Comptroller of Ihe Post-Otfice; 1792. He died sud-
denly in his coach, beside his lady, near Saumers, on a jaunt to
Paris, Nov. 28th, 179'-'.

THIERS, JoHK Baptist, a learned divine of the Sorbonne,
born at Chartres, in 16S6. After being a professor in the univer-
sity of Paris, he was made Bishop of Champrond, in Chartres. He
wrote 1. A Treatise on Superstitions respecting (he Sacraments:
2. De Fe-.toriim Immunitione Liber; 3.A History of Perukes; and
other curious tracts.

IhieRs, in geography, a town of France, in the department of
Puy de Dome ; 20 niiles E. of Cler/nont, and 21 S. E. of
Gannat.
THIGH, in anatomy. See Anatomy.
THION VILLE, an ancient and strong town of France, in the

depaitmeni of the Musclle, and late province of Lorrain, )4 miles

N. of Metz, and I'JJ N. E. of Paris. Lon. 6. 15. E. Lat. 49
21. N.
THIRSK, or THRUSK, a borough of England, in the North

Ridiiig of Yorkshire, 20 miles N. W. of York. Lon. 1. 16. W.
Lat. 34. 15. N.
THIRST, an uneasy sensation arising from a deficiency of the

saliva to moisten the inward parts of the mouth. Hence arises a

strong desire for drink ; and thirst is a symptom generally attend-
ing levers of all kinds. Thirst is best allayed by acids ; water
kept a while in the mouth, then spit out, and repeated as requir-
ed'; a bit of bread chewed with a little water, which latter may be
gradually swallowed ; if the person is very hot, brandy, or any
good spirit, is the safest remedy. In all cases of great thirst,

which always arises from debili'y, large draughts of cold w ater are
hurtful : and in cases of high perspiration, from hard labour or
violent exercise, not o:dy cold water, but beer, porter, strong ale,

or in short any cold liquor, are attended with the most fatal conse-
quences ; often producing tlie most dangerous diseases, especially
if taken in large quantities.

THISTLE. SeeCARDULs.
Thistle, Order of the, or of St. Akdrew, a military

order of kuighthood in Scothmd. Sep Hkraldry.
THIVA, THIVE, or ST115ES, a town of European Turkey,

i« Livadia, anciently called Thebes, 20 miles N. W. of Setiues or

Athens, and 230 S. W. of Constantinople. Lon. 23. 40. E. Lafi
38. 17. N.
THL.ASPI, Bastard-Cress, or Mithridate-Mustard;

in botany, a genus of plants belonging to the class tetradynamia,

and order silieulosa ; natural order, SiliqnosK. Pod emarginatcd,
olicordate, many-seeded ; valves boat-shaped, marginato-carinate.

There are 14 species.

T. Bursa Pastoris, or Shepherd's Purse, has obcordate
pods; the radical leaves are pinnated. The seeds of some of
these species have an acrid biting taste, approaching to that of the
common nuistard ; with which Itiey agree nearly in their pharma-
ceutic properties.

THOA, a genus of the mono^cia polyandria class and ordej- of

plants. No calyx or corolla; male stamina numerous; female
germinatwo; stigma three or fourclcit ; seed in a brittle shell,

covered witii a biistly nectary. There is one species.

TllOlS.SEL, a town of Fiance, in the ilepartment of Ain, and
late province of Bresse, 1 miles N . of Trevoux, and 300 S. £. of
Paris.

THOM.\R, a town of Portugal, in Estremadura, 63 miles N.
E. of Lisbon, an<l 14 S. of Coimbra.
THOM.'VS, an apostle ot Jesus Christ, and the only one of the

eleven, who could not believe in his Lord's resurrection, till he
had saiisfied himself, by feeling the ni;.rks of his wounds, which
our Saviour graciously condescended to allow him to do. Thomas
was a native of Galili.'C, and was suruamed Didymus, or the Twin,
lie preached the gospel in the eastern countries, and at last suf-

fered martyrdom in India.

Thomas's Dav, St. of C'AVTERBfRY, a festival of the
Romish church, observed on December 1'9. in memory of
Thomas Becket, archbishop of Canterbury, who was murder-
ed, or, as the Romanists says, martyred, in the reign of king
Henry 1 1.

THO.MSON, James, an excellent British poet, the son of a
Scottish divine, was born in the shire of Roxburgh, in 1700, and
was educated in the university of Edinburgh, with a view to the
ministry, svhich profe.-sion he declined. Having written his poem
of Winter, he biought it to London, where it was published, but
lay imnoticed for a considerable time. Afterwards its great merit
broiigiit him into notice and popularity, and the author added the
three other Season;. Mr. Thomson atcompanitd the Hon. Mr.
Talbot in his travels, and on his return settled at Richmond, in

narrow circumstances. He produced some dramatic pieces of
considerable merit ; Lil-erty, a poem, and the Castle uf Indo-
lence, in the manner of Spei.ser. But his fame rests upon the

))oem of the Seasons, to which even Dr. Johnon has borne the
testimony of approbation. In descriptive scenery, and pathetic

expression, few poets will be found to excel Thomson. His man-
ners were gentle and mollensive, and his piety rational and unas-

suming. About two years before his death he obtained the place

o; surveyui-gcncral of the Leeward Islands. He died in 1748.

His works have been printed in four vols. 12mo.
TIIONON, a town of the French empire, in the department

of Mont Blanc, and late capital of Chahlais, in the late duchy
of S.ivoy, 13 miles S. W. of Lausanne. Lon. 6. 44. E. Lat.

4(5. 19. N.
TIIOOSA, a sea-nvniph, the daughter of Phoicys, and mother

ot Polyphemus by Neptui.e.

THOR, the eldest and bravest of the sor.s of Odin and Frea,

was, after his parents, the greatest god of the Saxons and Danes
while thev continued heathens.

THORACK^ a term applied to an order of fishes in the Lin-
nwan system ; the character of this order of fishes is, that they
have bony gills, and ventral fins placed directly under the thoia.!^,

Of this Older there are 21 gencia, viz. the

Cepola, Lahrus,

Echineis, Scixna,
Corypha-na, Perca,

Gubius, Trachychthys,
Cothas, Gasterosteus,

ScorpEua, Scomber,
Zeus, Centrogaster,

Pleuronectes, MuUus,
Cha^todon, Trigla,

Sparus, Loiichiurus.

bcarus, TiioR.vcic
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Thoracic Duct. See Anatomx".
TliORAX. SeeAuATOMV.
TliORN, in geography, a town of l^egal Prussia, in tlie pala-

tiiKUi: of Culm. Loii. 18. 43. E. Lil. 53.6. N.
Thorn, a town of England, in the West Riding of Yorlvshire,

31 miles S. of York, and l6i3 N. of London.
Thorv, 1?i,\ck, in. botany. Sec Prunus.
Thorn, White, or Hawthorn'. See Crataegus.
TliORNBL'RY, an incorporate to«n of England, in Glou-

cestershire ! 24 miles S. W. ot Gloucester. Lon. 2. Jl. W. Lat.
51.35. N.
THORNDIKE, Herbert, B. D. a learned English divine

of the 17th century. He was educated at Trinity College, Cam-
bridge, uhere lie graduated. In 16 13, he was elected master of
Trinity College ; but was soon after ejected for his lovaltv. In
lo60, he obtained a prebend in Westminster Abbev. He wrote,
I. Epilogns, a Latin treatise in defence of the Church of Eng-
Lmd, fol. ?. A Treatise on Weights and Measures. 3. A Tract
on ClRirr h-Censures. He also assisted Walton in the Polyglot
Bible. He .lied in 1(;7'2.

THC>RNH1LL, in geography, a town of Scotland in Dumfries-
shire, l."i nii'es N. W. of Duinfrv-.
THOKN'ION, BoNN-EL, A.M. and M. B. an English poet,

born in Maiden-lane, f^omlon, in 1724. He was tiie son of an
apothecary; and being educated at Westminster scliool, was
elected to Clirisl Churcii, 0.\ford, in 1743. The first work in

v.hich he wa^ concerned was, " The Student, or O.vford and
Cambiidge Miscellany," which apjjtared in monthly numbers;
and was collected in two vols 8vo. in 174S. Smart was the chief
conductoi of the work ; but Thornton, and other wits of both
universities, asii^ted in if. He took his degrees in 1750 and 1754.
In 1754, he undertook " Tiie Connoisseur," in conjunction with
Colman, which they continued weekly to the 30lh September,
1756. To the Public Advertiser, then in high reputation, he was
a frequent contributor. In 1764, l.c married Miss Sylvia Brath-

waite, youngest daugiiter of colonel Bratliwaite. In 1766, he
published a translation of Plaulus in blank verse, in two vols.

These volumes ccjntained seven plavs, of which the Captive was
translated Ijy Mr. Warner, who afterwards completed all that

Thornton left unfinished. Thornton published, in 1767, The
Battle of the Wigs, on the disputes then subsisting between the
fellows and licentiates. He died of the gout in his stomach.
May 9, 176S, aged44. He wrote the papers in the Adventurer
marked A ; An Ode to St. Cecilia's Day, The Oxford Barber

;

with many detached essays in the public papers. His character

in hii epitaph, written in Latin by Dr. Warton, and placed on his

monument in Westminster Abbey, is to this elfect :
" His genius,

cultivated most happily by every kind of polite literature, was
accompanied and recommended by manners open, sincere, and
candid. In his writings and conversation he had a wonderful live-

liness, with a vein of pleasantry peculiarly his own. In ridicul-

ing the failings of men, without bitterness, and with much hu-

mour, he was singularly happy ; as a companion, he was deligUt-

(v.\."

THOUARS, a town of France, in the department of the Two
Sevres, and late province of Poitou, 3- miles S. E. of Angers.
toa.9. J. E. Lat. 46. 59. N.
THOUGH'!' is a general name for all the ideas consequent on

the oper.tions of the mind, and even for the operations them-
^Ives. See METAPHYSICS.
THOUINI A, a genus of plants of the class diandria, and order

monogynia. The corolla is quadripetalous, the calyx quadripar-

tite, and the anthera; sessile, There is only one species, a tree of
^'adaijascar.

THRACE, 3 country very frequently mentioned by the

Greek and Latin writers, deriving its name, according to'Jose-

phus, from Tiras one of the sons of Japhct. It was hounded on
the N. by Mount Ha;inus; on the S. by the Aegean Sea ; on the

W. by Macedon and the river Strymon ; and on the E. by the

Euxine Sea, the Hellespont, and the Propontis. The Thracian
CheisoneMis is a peninsula inclosed on the S. by the YEgean Sea,

on the W. by the gulf of Melas, and on tlie E. by tlie Hellespont

;

being joined on the N. to the cont'uient by a neck of land about

37 furlongs broad. The inland parts of Thrace are very cold and
barren, the 8»ow lying on the ineuntains the greatest part of the

year ; but the maritime provinces are productive of all sorts of
grain and necessaries for life ; and withal so pleasant, that M^ela
compares them to the most fruitful and agreeable countries of
Asia.

THRAPSTON, a town of England, in NortlranTptonshire,
75 miles N. N. ^V. of London. Lon. 0. 15. W. Lat. 52.
36. N.
THRASHING, or THRESHING, in rural occonomy, is the

operation, by which grain is separated from the straw. Thrashing
is perl'oriiied by dilferent methods, in various part; of (he globe :

thus, in the eastern climates, corn is trodden out by oxen, cows,
horses, mules, and even by asses: while in Europe, the Hail is

generally employed. Tliis implement is certainly preferable to
the feet of animals ; as it is not only more expeditious, but the la-

bour is executed in a much cleaner mode than can be effected by
the latter. But, notwithstanding these advantages, thrashing with
the flail, is liable to many objections ; being too laborious, even
for persons of considerable strength : and, as tliey are otien paid
in proportion to the quantity of corn thrashed, such work is sel-

dom accomplished in a perfect manner; so tliat numerous grains
generally remain in the straw. 'I'o remedy these inconveniences,
machines of various coRstruction, have been invented ; and, as

some of these contrivances promise to be of great advantage lo

agriculturists, we shall give an account of the most valuable.
The first thrashing machine.which has come to our knowledge, is

tl'.at manufactured, in 1732, by Mr. Micliacl Menzies of Edin-
burgh : it consisted, as far as we have been able to ascertain, of

numerous instruments, resembling flails, which were attached to a
moveable beam, and inclined to the latter in an angle of ten degrees.
On each side of such beam were placed iloors, or benches, on
wliich the sheaves were spread ; the flaiis being moved forward
and backward on these benches by a crank, that was fixed lo the
end of an axle, revolving about thirty times in a minute. 'J'he

second machine was invented, in 1753, by Mr. Michael Sterling,

of Dunblaine, Perthshire : his first models were very imperfect

;

but, after repeated alterations, he completed it in its present form,
in 1758 ; and it now consists of an outer, or water-wheel, having
an inner wheel, furnished with forty-eight cogs, and turning on the

same axle. Witli this cog-wheel is connecteil a vertical trundle,

or pinion, with seven notches ; and the axle of which pasies

through a floor above tlie wheel ; its upper pivot being seciKed
in a beam six inches above the floor. At the height of three feet

three inches from the latter, two straight i>ieces ot squared wood,
(each being four feet in length,) are inserted through the axle of
the pinion, at right angles, :o as to form four arms, that are moved
round horizontally. To the ends of these arms are affixed four

iron-plates, each twenty inches in length, and eight inches in

breadth at the extremity nearest to the arms, but tapering to a
point at the opposite end. The horizontal fly, here described^

constitutes four thrashers, and is inclosed in a cylindrical wooden
box, that is three feet and a half high, and eight feel in diameter ;

on the top of this box is an opening eight inches in width, extend-
ing a foot and a half from the circumference to its centre, antj

through which the sheaves of corn descend ; the latter being pre-

viously openeil, and laid separately on a board provided with two
ledges, gradually declining towards such port, or opening. With-
in the cylindrical box, there is an inclined plane, along which the

straw and grain fall into a wire-riddle two feet square, that is plac-

ed immediately beneath a hole of a similar size : the riddle is

jerked at each revolution of the spindle, by means of a knob fixed

on its side; and is thrust backward by a small spring that presses

it in a contrary direction. Thus, the short straw, together with

tlie grain and chaff, that passes through the wide riddle, fall in-

stantly into an oblong, straight riddle, one end of which is raised,

and the other depressed, by a similar contrivance. And, as the

liddle last-mentioned is not provided with a ledge at the lower
end, the long cliali", which cannot pass through, drops thence to

the ground, while the grain and smaller chart descend into a pair

of common barn-fanners, and are thus separated with great exact-

ness. Tliese fanners are moved by means of a rope, that runs in a
shallow groove cut on the circumterence of the cog-wheel. In the

mean lime, the .straw collected in the lower part of ihf bot over

the wide riddle, and through an opening two feet and a half square,

is drawn down to the ground with a rake, by the persons employ-

ed to form it into trusses. In 1785, Mr. Autlrew MciUe obiamed
9 a palest
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a patent "liiih i^ now expired for an excellent tiirashing mac:!

In Plate CLXXV. Iir. 1, represents tl)e plan of elevation, lij

ine.

' 2'

the ground-plan, and rig. 3, slicvis its essential parts, so as to con-

vey a tolerable idea of its principle. The krge spur-wheel A,

fig. 1 and L', which has 276 cops, is horizontal, and moves the pi-

nion B, which has fourteen teeth. The pinion B moves tlie

crown-wheel C, w i-.ich has 84 teeth, the wheel C moves a second

pinion D, «hich has 16 teeth : and the pinion D moves the drum
HIKL. The drum is a hollow cylinder three feet and an half

diameter, and placed horizontally ; on the outside of wliich the

scutclicrs are fixed by stron; screw-bolls. The scutchers consist

of four pieces of wood, faced on one side with a thin pla'.e of iron,

placed at an equal distance from each other, v.nd at right angles to

the axis of the drum. The sheaves are spread on an inclined

board F, (fig. 3,) from which they are introduced between two
fluted rollers GG, made of cast iron, about three inches and an

half in diameter, and making about 35 revolutions in a minute.

As these rollers are only about three ciuarlers of an inch distant

from the scutchers or leaves of the drum HIKL, tliey serve to

Iiold the sheaves fast, while the scutchers a, b, c, d, moving with

prodigious v-elocity, separate the grain completely from the straw,

and at the same time throw out both grain and straw upon the

concave rack M, lying horizontally with, slender parallel ribs, so

tliat the corn passes through them into a hopper N, placed below.

From the hopper it passes through a harp or riddle O into a pair

of fanners P, from whicli in the most improved machines, it conies

out clean and fit fcr market. The straw, after beina thrown by
tr.e scutchere «, h, c, d, into the rack, is removed from it bv a

rake QKST into a place contiguous V. The rake consists of four

thin pieces of wood or leaves; on the end of each of these leaves

is ranged a tow if teeth, e,/,g,h, five inches long. The rake
moves in a circular manner in the concave rack, while the teeth

catch hold of the straw, and throw it out of the rack. T hese are

all the essential parts of the machine ; the rest may be easily un-

derstood by the references to the Plate. W is the horse-course,

(fig. 1,) which is ^27 feet diameter. X is the pillar for supporting
the beams on winch the axle of the spur-wheel is fixed. YYY
are three spindles for moving the two fluted rollers, the rake, and
fanners. Z, (rig. I,) is a wooden covering at a small distance

above the drum, for the purpose of keeping the sheaves close to

the scutchers. Mr. Meikle's thrashing-machine may be worked
with ec|ual effect by horses, by water, or by the wind. If the
first of these mechanical powers be emploved, the whole, we un-
derstand, costs about 70/. in the second case, it amounts to about
80.'. on account of the additional expence of the water-wheel

;

and, if the thrashing-machine is to be turned by the w'ind, it can-
r.ot be erected for a less sum than from 200/. to 300/. sterling.

Although such disbursement be, at first, very considerable, yet
numerous machines on this principle have lately b^en erected in

Scotland ; because tl.ey are eventually clieap, by saving the la-

bour of men, and the keeping of horses. Six persons are retpiired
to attend the thiashinj-mill ; and, though a similar number be
employed with the flail, and for clearing an equal quantity of corn
from chaff, yet by the former method, the work is more cleanly
and expeditiously performed. The advantages tliat may be de-
rived from Mr. Meikle's ingenious contrivance, are too' obvious
to require an enumeration : we sliall therefore only observe, that
the drum makes 300 revolutions in one minute, and the four
scutchers give 1200 strokes in the same space of time: conse-
quently, much work must be executed from such velocity ; and,
if the hoi-ses walk at the rate of two miles and a half every hour,
from three to six bolls, (or from twelve to twenty-four English
bushels,) will be thrashed every hour. Thus, the grain is not
only separated in a more perfect ^iianncr than is practicable by
the flail, but a saving of thirtv or forty per cent, is also obtained
in the expence of thrashing. In Plate CLXXV. fig. 4 and 5, is

represented another machine for this purpose, latelv invented by
Mr. James Wardrnp of Ampthil, Virginia. A. (fig. 4,) is the
floor, over which the flails are fixed. B, represents' that part of
the floor, on which the sheaves are laid : it is made of wicker-
work, through which the grain falls, and is conveyed to the fan or
screen below ; the pivot of the fan is delineated ;it P, and is turn-
ed by a band from the wheel or wallower, D. C, C, C, is a thin
board raised round the floor, to prevent the wheat' from being
scattered ; and which is made shelving outwards, tliat the straw

may be raked ofl" more easily. D, the wheel or wallower. E, the
crank-handle for turning the wheel. F, F, F, are the flails. G,
G, G, levers or arms, to which flails are attached by means of
ropes. H, H, H, are teeth or catches for raising ibe arms. I, the
post, on which the wallower D, is fixed. K, K, the beam on
which the levers rest ; being fixed by an iron-rod passing througli

them, and inserted into this beam. L, L, a check-beam, to pre-

vent the end of the arms from rising. M, a beam, into which the
ends of the flails are mortised. N, N, N, are fly-ends, weighted
with lead, but which are not necessary in a machine that is set in

motion by horses. To render the operation of the machinery
somewhat more evident, we have annexed a partial view of it in

fig. 5. This figure represents the arms G, G, G, working in the
keeps, O, O, O, and also the manner in which those parts are

connected. Tlie model from which these delineations have been
made, was designed (o be worked by two men : it was construct-

ed on the scale of a twelve-foot flail, having a spring that required
a power of twenty pounds to raise it three feet high #^he point.

The teeth or catches are inortised into the shaft of the wallower,
and placed round its circumference; so as to form an angle of
thirty degrees. These teelh catch the arms G, G, G, that raise

the tiailSi alternately : thus, the whole power, namelv, twenty
pounds, acts upon three of the flails, when they are about to

strike ; three others are two-thirds raised ; three more are elevated
one-third ; and the remaining three flails are at rest ; so that the
whole weight to be overcome amounts to 120 pounds. Mr.
AVardrop directs the arms to be arranged in such manner, that a
line drawn perpendicularly from their lifting extremity, would
extend to the middle of the flail: the ropes must be fixed some-
what nearer towards the end, that a proper tangent may be ob-
tained.

THREAD, a small line made up of a number of fine fibres

of any vegetable or animal substance, such as flax, cotton, or
silk ; from which it takes its name of linen, cotton, or silk-

thread.

THREATEN ING LETTERS. Knowingly to send any let-

ter without a name, or with a fictitious name, demanding monej',
or any other valuable thing, or threatening (without any,demand)
to kill o:' fire the house of any person, is made felony without be-

nefit of clergy. Any sending litters, threatening to accuse any
pcraon of a crime punishable with death, transportation, pillory,

or other infamous punishment, with a view to extort from hira

any money or other valuable chattels, is punishable by statute

30 Geo. II. c. 24, at the discretion of the court, with fine,

imprisonment, piliory, whipping, or transportation for seven
years.

THREE BROTHERS, three' islands in the Indian Ocean.
Lon. 62. 23. E. Lat. 3 44. S.

Three Brothers, three other islands, in the East Indian Sea.

Lon. 108. 0. E. Lat. 10. 42. N.
THRINAX, Small Jamaica Fak-Palm; in botanv, a ge-

nus of plants of the natural class palma, and order stabellifolis.

Calyx sexdentate ; no corolla ; stamina six ; stigma emarginate ;

berry one-seeded. It has but one species, a native of Jamaica.
THR IPS, in entomology, a genus of insects belonging to the

order hemiptera. Rostrum obscure, or so small as to be scarcely
perceptible ; anlenns filiform, as long as the thorax ; body slen-

der, of equal thickness in its whole length ; abdomen bent up-
wards; wings four, extended, incumbent Ujion the back of the in-

sect, narrow in proportion to their length, and cross cnc another
at the same distance from their base. T he tarsi of the feet are
composed of only two articulations. There are eleven species
mentioned by Gnu-lin.

THROAT. See Anatomy. Neck, and Thorax.
THRONE, Ithronus, Lat. Stov©-,] a chair of stale, enrich-

ed with oriiaments of architecture and sculpture, raised on one
or more steps, and covered with a canopy. Such are the
thrones in the rooms of audience of kings and other sove-
reigns.

THRUMBEAP. a small circular island, in the South Pa-
cific Ocean; a mile in circuit. Lon. 139. 48. W. Lat. 18.

35. S.

THRUSH, in ornithology. See Turdus.
Thrush, or .'Aphtha, bee Aphth.*, and Medicine.
THRYALLIS, in botany, a genus of plants belonging to the

cla^s
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class deoiindria, and order iiionotrynia ; natural order, Tricocca:.

Calyx live-|xu-ted
;
petals five; capsule tricoccous. Tl,ere is only

one species know n, viz. T. Brasiliensis, a native of Brasil.

THUANUS, Jacobus Ausustus, or Jamls Augustus De
Thou, youngest son of the president de Thou, was famous for the

depth and erudition of his works. He was born in 1553 ; and

having finished liis studies and travels, was made president a Mor-
tier, and look possession thereof in 1595. lie was employed in

several iiriportant offices of state, and in reforming the university

of Paris ; which he discharged with so much prudence, that he

was esteemed the Cato of his age, and the ornament of P" ranee.

He wrote the History of his OwiiTime, in Latin, from 1543 to

1(508, in 133 books ; a work, both for subject and style, worthy of

the ancients. He also left Memoirs of his own Life, besides

l)oems ; and died at Paris, lol 7.

THUCLES, the leader of the first Greek colony who settled

in Ijicily.

THUCYDIDES, a celebrated Greek historian, bom at Athens
471 years D. C. He was the son of Olorus, and grandson of

Miltiades, who was descended from Miltiades the famous Atlie-

uian general, who married the king of Thrace's daughter. He
was educated in philosophy and eloc|uence. His master in the

former was Anasagoras, in the latter Antiphon ; one, by his de-

scription in the 8th book of his history, for power of speech almost

a miracle, ami feared bv tlie people on that account. Suidas and
Photius mention, that when Herodotus related his history in pub-

lic, a custom then common, and many ages after, Tliucydides

felt such a pang of emulation, that he shed tears ; Herodotus him-

self noticed it, and congratulated his father on iiaving a son wlin

shewed so early an affection to the Muses. Herodotus was then

'x'i> years of age, Tliucydides about 16. When the Pelopoiincsian

war broke out, Thucydides thinking it would prove a subject

worthy of iiis labour; immediately began to keep a journal, 'lliis

explains the reason why he has attended more to chronologii al

order than to unity of design. During the war he was sent by his

countrymen to relieve Amphipolis; but tlie cpiick march of i?ia-

sidas the Lacedasmonian general deleated his operations ; and
Thucydides being tliui unsuccessful, was banished from Athens,

in the 8tli year of this celebrated svar, but during his banishment
the general began to write an impartial history of the important
events wliicli had happened during his administration, and which
still continued to agitate the states of Greece. This famous his-

tory is continued only to the 21st year of the war, and the remain-
ing part of the time till the demolition of the walls of Athens was
described by Thcopompus and Xenophon. Thiicydides wrote in

the Attic dialect, which has most vigour, purity, elegance, and
energy. Thucydides died at Athens, where he had been recalled

from his exile about 411 years B.C. The best edition of his

works are those of Oxford, in folio, 1()96, and of Dukcr, Amst.
J 731, alsofol.

THUJA, the Arbor Vitje, or Tree of Life ; in botany, a

genus of plants of the cla-s monadelphia, and order mona-cia
;

natural order, Conifera;. Male, calyx scale of an ament ; corolla

none ; stamina four: female, calyx of a strobile, with a two-flow-

ered scale ; corolla none
; pistil one ; nut one, girt with a mem-

branaceous wing. There are four species.

T. Orientalis, the Chinese Arbor Vit;e, grows naturally

in the N. parts of Cliina, where it rises to a considerable height.

The branches grow cluser together, and are much better adorned
with leaves, which are of a brighter green colour, so make a much
lietter appearance than the last species, and being very hardy, it

is esteemed preferable to most of the evergreen trees with small

leaves, for ornament in gardens. These trees are propagated by
eeeds, layers, or cuttings.

THUIN, a town of the French empire, in the department of

the Ourte, and late bishopric of Li -ge, S miles S. W. of Charle-

roy, 15 S. E. of Mons, and 48 W. S. W. of Liege. Lon. 4. 2l'.

E. Lat. 50. ','1. N.
THULE, or THYL.E, in ancient geography, an island in

the most northern part of the German Ocean. Its situation was
never accurately ascertained by the ancients, hence its present

name is unknown by modern historians. Some suppose that it is

the island now called Iceland, or part of Greenland, and others

that it was Foula.

Thulr, Southern, a part of Sandwich Land, in the South
vou IV.— NO. '207.

Atlantic Ocean. See Sandwich. Lon. 27. 45. \V. Lat. 5a.

34. S.

THLTMB, in anatomy, is the e.Ntremity of the hand. See
AXATOMY.
THUMERSTONE, in mineralogy, a species of the flint ge-

nus: common colour is brown of various degrees of intensity: it

is seldom found massive, often disseminated, but most frequently
crystallized. Specific gravity about 3.3. It melts easily before
the blow-pipe, without addition, into a greenish, white, semi-

transparent glass. The constituent paits are.

Silica 52.70
Alumina 25.79
Lime 9 39
Oxide of iron S.fi.5

of manganese 1.00

Loss 2.49

ICO.OO

It appears to be peculiar to the primitive mountains, and is found
in Cornwall, and in several parts of the continent of Europe
THUMMIM. Seel'RiM.
THUN, a large and handsome town of the Helvetic republic,

in Berne, 15 miles S. S. E. of Berne. Lon. 7.17. E. Lat. 4tj.

3?. N.^
,THUNBERGIA, in botany, a genus of plants of the class di-

dynamia, and order angiospermia. Calyx double ; exterior di-

piiyllous; interior multi])artite; capsule globose, beaked, bilocii-

lar. There are two species.

THUNDER is the noise occasioned by the explosion of a
flash of lightning, echoed back from the inequalities on the sur-

face of the earth, in like manner as the noise of a cannon is echoed,
and in particular circumstances forms a rolling lenathened sound.
It is universally allowed, that the variation of the electricilv in

different parts of tlie atmosphere is the cause of thunder. Under
llie article Electricity, it has been shewn why lightning ex-
plodes after the thunder-clouds arc charged. In this part of Great
Britain, and for a considerable way along the E. coast, allhougli

thunder may liappen at any time ot the year, yet July is that in

which it may almost cerlainly be expected. Its duration is of

very uncertain continuance; sometimes only a few peals will be
heard at any particular place during the whole season; at otlier

time* the storm will return at the interval of three or four days for

five or six weeks, or longer ; not that we have violent thunder in

this country directly vertical in any one place so frecjnently in anv
year, but in riany seasons it will be perceptible t!iat thunder-

clouds are formed in the neighbourhood even at these short inter-

vals. Hence it appears, that during tliis particular period there

must be some natural cause operating for the production of this

phxnomeiion, which does not take place at other times. This
cannot be the mere heat of the weather, for wc have often a long

time of !iot weather without any thunder ; and besides, though not

common, tliundcr in sometimes licard in wmlcr. As therefore the

heat of the weather is common to the whole summer, whether
there be thunder or not, we must look for the causes cf it in those

phxnomcna which are peculiar to July, August, and September.

Now it is generally observed, in the above mentioiied tract of

country ; that from April an E. or S. E. wind generally takes

place, and continues with litlle interruption till towards the end of

June. At that time, sometimes sooner and sometimes later, a AV.

wind takes place; but as the causes producing the E. wind arc

not removed, liie latter opposes the W. wind with its whole force.

At the place of meeting, there is naturally a most vehement pres-

sure of the atmosphere, and friction of it's parts against one ano-

ther; a calm ensues, and the vapours bi ought by both winds be-

gin to collect and form dark clouds, which can liave little motion
either way, because they are pres'^ed almo>t ecpially on all sides.

For the most part, howerer, the W. wind prevads, and what lit-

tle motion the clouds have is towards the E. whence the common
remark in this country, tliat " thunder-clouds move against the

wind." But this is by no means universally true: for if the W.
wind happens to be excited by any temporary cause before its

natural period when it should take place, the E. wind will often

get tlie better of it ; and the clouds, even although thunder is pro-

9 B (luced,
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iluccil, will move westward. Yet in eltlicr case the motion is so

slow, that tiie mo«t siipfrlUial observers raiiiiot help taking notice

of a coosiileral>lc resistance in the atuiosplierc. 'J hat when two

streams of air are thus driven against each otiier, tlie siiace where

ihey meet must become higlily e'.ectrifieil, is as plain as that an

flectric glolic must be CNciled wlien friction is applied. It is

true, as the substances here to be excited are bolli electrics per sc,

it maybe obtected, that no electricity coidd be produced ; tor

we (aiinot excite one electric by rubbing it with another. Yet it

is observed, that glass may be electrified by blowing strongly upon

it, or by the explosion of cunnou; and even when glass is strongly

pressed ujion glass, both pieces become electrified as soon as they

are separated. When glass is rubbed upon glass, no attraction nor

rrpuUioii can be perceived, nor is any ^igll of electricity observed

on bodies broui;ht near to it ; yet a very bright electric light

always appears on the glasses, and a phosphoreal smell is felt;

which shews, that though the electricity does not lly out through

the air in the usual way, yet the fluid w'ithin the glass is agitated
;

and there is little reason to doubt, tli:\t any conducting body in-

closed within the substance of the glass would be eleclritied also.

'J'he vapours, therefore, which are the conducting substances in

the atmosphere, become immediately electriried in consc'iuence

of the pressure above-mentioned, and all the phi-nomena of light-

ning and thunder, take ])lace. In like manner, by the struggle

of two other winds as well as tho-e of the E. and W. may a thun-

der-storm l)e produced. Thunder is freciuenlly productive of be-

neficial elTects on animal and vegetable nature ; as its violent con-

cussions contribute to disperse the noxious vapours collected in

the atmosphere, during sultry and dry summers : it may also be

TC-gardcd as a prognostic of the weather. Bradley remarks, that

frecpient thunder, without lightning, is generally followed by tem-

pestuous winds; but, in the contrary case, it predicts copious and

sudden showers. With a view to prevent fatal accidents, during

violent tliunder-storms, the erection of conductors has been
strongly recommended. I'or the same purpose the electrical kite

may be usefully employed ; but it rc(|uires to be managed with

great precaution. See Klectkicm v.

TIlUNOfL, an island of Denmark, betwesn Jutland and the

isle of Samsoe. Lon. 10. 10. E. Lat. 5G. 1. N.
TflL'R, a hill of Arabia, near Mecca. There is a cave in it,

where Moh.immed concealed himself along with Abu Beer, a

whole night, when the Korcish were in pursuit of hiiii, and very
Iiarrowlv escaped being taken.

THLRGAl', a territory of the Helvetic republic, formerly a

l.indgravate ; bounded on the X. by Suabia ami the lake of Con-
stance ; E. bv that lake ; S. by St.'Gall, and W. by the cantons
of Zurich an:( Schaffhausen.

'rilURINGlA, in ancient geography, the country of the an-
cient Thuringi, was formerly a kingdom, afterwards a county,
then a landgravate, and was governetl by its own princes
for many ages, till 1124, when it ilevolved to the marquis of
Misnia, and, with that country, afterwards to the duke of
Saxony. This country is seventy-three miles in length, and as
much ni breadth.

Thurivcia, in modern geography, a divnsion of Upper Saxony.
It is a fertile tract, abounding in corn, wheat, black cattle, sheep,
and horses. Krfurt is ilie capital.

THL'KLOE, Joa.M, an English statesman under Oliver
Cromwell, was born at Abbots Koduig in Essex, in I6l6, of
which ))arish his father was rector, and was educated to the study
of the bsy. In 164S he was made receiver of the cursitory fines.
When Oliver Cromwell assuineil the protectorship, he became
secretary of state ; in I65;1, he had the care and charge both of
toreignand inland postage ; and was afterwards sworna member
of the privy council. He was continued in the same oliices un-
der RithartI Cromwell, and until measures were taken for the Re-
vloration ; wh-n he made an oiTer of his services to that end,
which, however, was not accepted. May Ijth, 1660, he was
committed to the custody of the seijc.ml at arms on a charge of

. high treason ; but being soon released, he retired to Great Mil-
ton, in Oxfordshire : and though he was afterwards often solicited
l>y Charles 1 1. to engage In the ailmiiiistijtion of public busine s,

he d.-chned llie otIVrs. He died in lOGS ; and was a man of an
amiable private charartir, who in the higliest of his power exor-
cised all possible modeiulioii tov.urds persons of every partv. 'I'he

most authentic testimony of his abilities is his vast collection of

state papers, in 7 vols, folio.

THV RSO, a borough or barony in Scotland, 42 miles N. N.
E. of Dornoch.
THUS, Erankis'cense, a solid brittle resin, brought to us

ill little globes or masses, of a brownish or yellowish colour on the

outside, internally whitish or variegated with whitish specks. It is

supposed to be the produce of the pine that yields the common
t.irpentine, and to concrete upon the surface of the lerebuithinatc

juice soon after it has issued troni the tree.

'J'nus, in sea-language, a word used by the pilot in directing

the helmsman or steersman to keep the ship in her present

situation when sailing with a scant wind, so that she may not

approach too near the direction of the wind, wliieh would
shiver her sails, nor fall to leeward, and run farther out of her

course.

THYMBRA, Mount.\in-Hyssop ; in botany, a genus of

plants of the class didynaniia, and order gymnospermia ; natural

order, Verticillati. Calyx sub-cylindrical, two-lipped, scored on
each side with a villose line; style semibitid. 'I'here are three

species.

THYMUS, in anatomy, a gland, which in infants is very re-

markable ; it is situated in the upper p.irt of the thorax, im-
mediately under the sternum, and lies u|)on the pericardium,

and on the trunk of the aorta and of the vena cava, bee Ana-
tomy.
Thymus, Thyme ; in botany, a genus of plants of the class

didynaniia, and order gymnospermia ; natural order, Verticil-

latx'. Calyx bilabiate, its throat closed with soft hairs. There
are twenty-two species ; of which two only are natives of Bri-

tain.

M HYNKUS, a genus of the hyiiienoptera order of insects.

The generic character is, mouth hurny, with an incurved mandi-
ble ; the jaw short and straight ; lip longer than tlie jaw, mem-
branaceous at the ti)), and tritid, the middle-division emarginate ;

tongue very short, involute ; feelers four, equal, filiform ; an-

tenna- cylindrical, the first joint thicker. There are four spe-

cies, three inhabiting New Holland, and the fourth is found in

Africa.

THYRSUS, in antiquity, the sceptre of Bacchus, and where-
with they furnished the Menades in their ISacchanalia. The
Thyrsi were spears made wholly of wood, entwined with leaves

and twigs of the vine and ivy.

Thyksus, in botany, a mode of flowering resembling the cone
of a pine. It is, says Linnius, a panicle contracteil into an oval

or egg-shaped form. The lower footstalks, which are longer, ex-
lend horizontally, whilst the upper ones ;we sliorter and mount
vertically. Lilac and butterbur lurniih examples.

TIARA, an ornament or habit wherewith the ancient Persians

covered their he.id ; and with which the Armenians and kings of

Poiilus are represented on medals ; these last, because they were
descended from the Persians.

Tiara is also the name of the pope's triple crown.

TI.\RELL.A, in botany, a genus of plants of the class decan-
dria, and order digyiiia ; natural order, Succulenta-. Calyx live-

parted; corolla live-pclaled, inserted into the calyx; petals en-
tire ; capsule c»e-ci lied, two-valved, one valve larger. There
are two species, viz. T. cordifolia, with heart-shaped leaves ; and
T. trifolia, the thrcclcafed tiarclla.

TIBER, a ereat river of Italy, much celebrated by the poets.

It runs throusli the pope's latp t'enilories, passing bv Perugia and
Orvictto ; and having visited Rome, fulls into the Tuscan sea at

Ostia, 15 miles below that city.

'I'lBERIAS, in ancient geography, the last town of Ga-
lilee, situated on the S. side of iiie lake Tiberias ; built by He-
rod the Tetn.rch, and named in honour of the emperor Tibe-
rius; 30 stadia from Hippus. Jerome says its ancient n.ime was
Chenncrelh.

TIBET, or TIilP^lCT, a country of Asia, a part of Indepen-
dent Tartary. See Tartary. It extends from the source of
the Indus, to the borders of China, and from Ilindoostan to the
deserts of Cobi, or Kobi ; being 1500 miles long from E. to W.
but of unequal breadth, the extent of which is not exactly known
It is called by the Tartars Barantola, and Tangoot ; anil by the
Chinese Tsang. It lies bctwcerk 81" and 10'.'° Lon. E. and be-

tween
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tween 2G° .iinl 40° Lat. N. Tlie cliiiiatt' is extvemely cold ami
sevL-R-. Evt'M iii lliL- iiiidcllf cf April, the rivers and lakes are

all frozen, and great storms oi snow are frequent. Bootan is a

comury of steep mountains, crowned with eternal snow ; tliey r.rc

intersected with deep valleys, tliroiigli which run many torrents.

These mountains are covered with stately trees of various sorts.

The valleys and sides of the mountains produce crops ofwiieat,

barley, and rice. Tibet is divided by geographers into three ex-

tensive parts or districts, but these are not very distinctly marked,
•viz. the Upper, Middle, and Lower Tibet.

1. Tibet, Lovvek, is that part which borders upon China ; but,

as Mr. Cruttwell observes, " the subject is obscure, and likely to

remain so." Hut the people are much improved by their vicinity

to the Chinese.

2. Tibet, Middle, is that extensive coun'ry in the centre of

Tibet, in which the city and dislntt of Lassa are situated. Lassa

is the capital of it and of all Tibet. See Lass.\. This is the

principal part of Tibet, and the natives are in a high state of ci-

vilization, if we take out of the account the very absurd principles

of their religion.

3. Tibet, Upper, comprcheuds those extensive territories, which
lie about the sources of the Ganges and Sanpoo : and is pretty

populous, between Upper Tibet and Cashgar. There is a dis-

trict called Little Tibet ; but Major Rennel, though he visited this

country, could not learn with certainty, whether this district be-

longs to Upper Tibet or to Cashgar. The inhabitants arc stout

and warlike, of a copper-complexion, in size rather above the mid-
dle European stature, quarrelsonie, and fond of spirits, but lionest.

The common people, both in Bootau and Thibet, are clothed in

coarse woollen stulils of their own manufacture, lined with such

skins as they can procure ; but the better orders are dressed in

European cloth, or China silk, lined with Siberian furs. The use

of linen is unknown. The chief food of the inhabitants is made of

cheese and butter, mixed with the flour of coarse barley or pease,

they are furnished with rice and wheat from abroad. They have
plenty of animal-food, fish, and ijame. They have a singular

method of preparing their mutton, by exposing the carcase entire,

after the bowels are taken out, to the sun and bleak northern winds
which blow in Aug. and Sept. witliuut frost, and so dry up the

juices and parch the skin, that the meat will keep uncorrupted

for the whole year. This meat may be generally eaten without

any other preparation. The language spoken in Tibet is different

from that of the Tartars. The astronomers are acquainted with

the motions of the h.avenly bodies, and able to calculate eclipses

;

but the lamas are generally ignorant ; few of them can read, much
less understand, their ancient books. The plants are almost all

• European, great numbers being natives of I?ri(ain. The ap-

pearance of the hills gives promise of many ores of melal and py-
rites. There are inexhaustible quantities of Tincal, and rock-salt

is plentiful ;
gold-dust is found in great quantities in the beds of

rivers, and sometimes in large masses, lumps, and irreguiar veins
;

•lead, cinnabar containing a large proportion of quicksilver, copper,

and iron might easily be procured. I5ut they have no belter fuel than

the dung of animals. A coal-mine would be a valuable discovery.

AVe are told, that in some parts of China bordering on Tibet, coal

h found and used as fuel. The religion and political constitution

I of this country are intimately blended together. For since the ex-

pulsion of the Eluth Tartars, the kingdom of Tibet has depended
on the empire of China, which they call Cathay ; and there reside

two mandarines, with a garrison of 1000 Chinese, at Lassa, the

capital, to support the government ; but their power does not ex-

lend far: (or in fact the Lama, whose empire is founded on per-

sonal attachment and religious reverence, governs every thing in-

I

lernally with unbounded authority. As the grand Lama must
never concern himself about temporal affairs; he appoints a depute
vice-gerent or minister under him, called Tipa, to whom he entrusts

the entire management of all civil and secular affairs. This tipa wears

the habit of a lama ; but is dispensed with from observing the

strict and severe rules of the order. The adoration and worship

paid to the grand Lama, is l)eyond all conception degrading, and
disgraceful to human nature. They even think his very excre-

ments a divini' favour. Polvgamy exists in a manner shockingly

repugnant to European ideas; for there is a plurality of husbands,

wfiicn is firmly established and even respected there, similar to

that of the Nayres. They expose their dead on the pinnacle of

son^e mountain, to be devoured by wild beasts and birds of prey,
or waUed away by time and the weather.

TI13LV, in anatomy, the principal bone of the leg. See Ana-
tomy.
'i'lCKELL, a town of Yorkshire, in the VV. Riding, five miles

S. ofDoncaster. Lcn. 1. 11. W. Lat. 53. 27. N.
TICKERA, a considerable article of merchandise of Fezzan in

Arrica. It is a preparation of pounded dates, and the meal of
Indian corn, formed into a paste, and highly dncd in an uveu, and
is a palatable and salubrious food.

TICONDERAGO, a town and fort of New York. It ia

185 miles N. of New York. Lon. 73. 23. VV. Lat. 43. 43. N.
TICUNAS, an American poi>on, of which the Abbe Fuu'ana

has given a particular account. It is supposed to be the same w ilh

that used in Africa and the East Indies. It dissolves verv readily
even in cold water, and likewise in the vegetable and' mineral
acids. With sulphuric acid it becomes as black as ink, but not
with the rest of the acids. In this acid it also dissijlves more slowly
than in any of the rest. It does not effervesce with acids or al-

kalis ; neither does it alter milk, nor tinge it except with the na-
tural colour of the poison ; nor does it tinge the vegetable juicei
either red or green. When examined by the microscope, there is,

no appearance of regularity or crystallization; but it for the most
part appears made up of very small, irregular, roundish bodies,
like vegeti'.ble juices. It dries without any noise, and has an ex-
tremely bitter taste applied to the tongue. The ticunas' poison is

harmless when put into the eyes; nor is it fatal when taken by the
mouth, unless the quantity is considerable. Six grains of the solid

poison, dissolved in water, killed a young pigeon which drank it

in less than 20 minutes: five grains killed a guinea pig in twenty-
five minutes ; eight grains killed a rabbit in an hour and
eight minutes, &c. In those experiments it was observed that

much less poison was required to kill an animal whose stomach
was empty, than one that had a full stomach.
TIDE, the periodical rising and falling of the waters of the

ocean. There is a certain depth of the waters oi'the ocean wiiich

would obtain if all were at rest: Ijut observation shews that thev
are continually varying from this level, and that some of these vari-

ations are regular and periodical. 1. On the shores of the ocean,

and in bays, creeks, and harbours, w hich communicate freely wiih

the ocean, the waters rise up above this mean height twice a-day,

and as olten sink below it, forming what is called a flood and an

ebb, a high and a low water. Tlie whole interval bclv.een high

and low water is called a tide ; the water is said lo flow and to ebb ;

and the rising is called the flood-tide, and the falling is called the

ebb-tide. 2 This rise and fall of the waters is variable in quantity.

At Plymouth, for instance, it is sometimes 21 feet betvveen the

greatest and lea^t depth of the water in one day, and sometin^es

only 12 feet. These different heights of tide succeed each other

in a regular series, diminishing from the greatest to tlie least, and
then increasing from the least to the greatest. The greatest is

called a spring-tide, and the least is called a neap-tide. 3. This
series is completed in about 15 days. More careful observation

shews that two serieses are completed in the exact time of a lu-

nation. For the spring-tide in any place is observtd lo happen .

precisely at a certain interval of time (generally between two and
three days) after new or full moon, and the neap-tide at a certain

interval after half-moon ; or, lo be more accurate, the spring-tide

always happens nlien the moon has got a certain number of de-

grees E. oi'the line of conjunction and opposition, and the neap-

tide happens when she is a certain number of degrees from her first

or last quadrature. Thus the whole series of tides appear to be
regulated by the moon. 4. High water happens at new and full

moon when the moon has a certain determined position with ro-

s])ect to the meridian of the place of observation, preceding or

following the moon's southing a certain interval ot time; which is

constant with respect to that place, but very dil'ferenl in different

places. 5. The time of high water in any place appears lo be re-

gulated by the moon ; for the interval between the time of h'gh

water and the moon's southing nevci changes above three quarters

of an hour, whereas the interval between the time of high water and
noon changes six hours in the course of a fortnight. 6. The in-

terval between two succeeding high waters is variable. Il i; least

of all ;.bout new and full moon, and greatest tihen the moon is in

her quadratures. As two h-gb waters liappen every day, >ve may
•1- call
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call Ihe (luuble of tl'xir interval a tide-day, as we call tlie

diurrtal rtvokilion of the mgpn u lunar day. Tlie tide-day

is shortest about new and full moon, being then about 24h._37iii.

about the time of the moon's quadratures it is L'Jh. 27m. These

values are t.ikeu from a mean of niuny observations made at Bar-

badoesby Dr. .Maskelyne. 7. The tides in similar circumstances

:re greatest when the moon is at her smallest distance from the

earth, or in her perigee, and, gradually diminishing, are smallest

when she is in her a))ogee. 8. The sanie remark is made with re-

spect to tlie sun's distance, and the greatest tides are observed

during the winter-months of Europe. 9. The tides in any part of

the ocean increase as the moon, by clian^ing her declination, ap-

proaches the zenith of that place. 10. The tides which happen

while the moon is above the liorizon are greater than the tides of

the same day w hen the moon is below (he horizon." There is

also a kind of rest or cessation of about half an hour between the

flux and re(iu.\: during which time the water is at its greatest

height, called high wal'-r. The Ikix is made by the motion of the

water of tl;e sea from (he equator towards the poles ; which, in its

progress, striking against the coasts in its way, and meeting with

opposition l'roi;» them, swells, and where it can find passage, as in

Hats, rivers, &c. rises up and runs into the land. This moiion fol-

lows, in some measure, the course of (he moon ; as it loses or comes
later every day by about three quarters of an hour, or, more pre-

cisely, by 48 minutes, and by so much is tlie motion of the moon
slower than that of ill? sun. It is always highest and greatest in

full moons, particul;.ily those of the equinoxes. In some parts, as

at mount St. Michael, it rises SO or 90 feet, though in the open sea

it iwver rises above a foot or two ; and 'n some places, as about
the Morea, there is no Hux at all. It runs up some rivers above
120 miles. I'plhe river Thames it only goes SO, viz. near to

Kingston in Surry. x\bove London bridge the water flows four

hours and ebbs eight ; and below the bridge, flows five hours and
ebbs seven. Homer is the earliest profane author who speaks of

the fides. Cut (in the Xlhh book of the Odyssey) he only takes

noliceofthe tides of Chai-ybdis, which rise and retire thrice in

every day, Herodotus and Diodorus Siculus speak more dis-

tinctly of the tides in die Ked Sea. I'ylheas of Marseilles is the

fii-st who says any thing of their cause.' According to Strabo he
had been in Britain, where he must have observed the tides of the

ocean. Pluturch says expressly that Pythcas ascribed them to the

moon. It is surprising that Aristotle says so little about the tides.

The army of Alexander, his pupil, were startled at their first ap-
pearance to them near the Persian Gulph; and -we should have
thought that Aristotle would be well informed of all that had been
observed there. But there are only three passages concerning them
in all Aristotle's writings, and they are very tiivial. In one place
he speaks ot great tides observed in the north of Europe ; in ano-
ther, he mentions their having been ascribed by some to the moon ;

and in a third, he says, that the tide in a great'sea exceeds that in a
small one. The conquest and the commerce of the Romans give
them more acquaintance with tides ; Ca'sar speaks of them in the
4th book of his Gallic War. Strabo, after Posidonius, classes the
phxnoniena into daily, monthly, and annual. He observes, that
the sea rises as the moon gets near the meridian, whether above or
below the horizon, and falls again as she rises or falls ; also, that the
tides increase at the time of new and full inoon, and are greatest at

the summer-sol -.tice. Pliny explains the pha'nomena at some
length; andsavs, that both the sun and moon are their cause, drag-
ging the waters along with them (B. U. c. 97.) Senecal, (Nat.
Quest. IH. 28,) speaks of the tides with correctness; and J\Jacro-
bius (Somn. Scip. I, 6,) gives a very accurate description of their
motions. Such pha-nomena however could mH but exercise hu-
man curiosity as to their cause. Plutarch, (Plant. Phil. HI. 17,)
Galdco (Sy-l. Mund. Dial. 4,) Riccioli in the Almagesi, ii. p. 374,
and Gassendi, u. p. 27. h.ave collected most of the notions of theii
predecessors on the subject; but they are of so litllc importance,
that they do not deserve our notice, l^epler speaks more like a
philosopher (l)e S'ella Martis, and £pit. Astron. i). 5.^5.) He says
that all bodies attract each other, and that the waters of the ocean
would all go to the moon were they not retained by the attraction
ot 'he earth; and then goes on to 'explain their elevation under
the moon and on the opposite side, because the earlh is less at-
tracted by the moon than (he nearer waters, but iiioio than the
waters. which are more remote. The honour of a complete ex-
pianulion of the tides was veserved to Sir Isaac Newtoa. He laid

hold of this class of phenomena as the most incontcstabL' proof of

universal giavitation, and has given a most beautiful and synopti-

cal view ot the whole subject ; contenting himself, however, with

n^erely exhibiting the chief conscciuciices ot the general principle,

and applying it to the plucnomena wi;h singular address. But the

wide steps taken by this great philosopher in his investigation leave

ordinary readers frequently at fault: nuuiy of his assumptions re-

quire the greatest matlumatical knowledge to satisfy us of their

truth. The academy of Paris therefore proposed to illustrate this

among other parts ol the principles of natural philosophy, and pub-
'

iished the theory of the tides as a prize-prohlem. This pro-

duced three excellent dissertations by M'l^aurin. Dan. Ber-

nonlli, and Euler. We have demonstrated in our disser-

tations on the physical principles of the celestial motions, that il

is an unexpected fact, that every particle of matter in the solar

system is actually dellected toward every other particle;

and that the deflection of a particle of matter toward any distant

sphere is proportional to the quantity of matter in that sphere di-

rectly, and to the square of the distance of the jiarticle from the

centre of that sphere inversely ; and having found that the lieavi-

ness of a piece of terrestrial matter is nolhirg but the supposed
opponent to the force which we exert in carrying this piece of mai-
ler, we conceive it as possessing a property or distinguishijig qua-

lity, manifested by its being grufw or heavy. This is heaviness,

or gravity ; and the manifestation of this quality, or the event in

which it is seen, whether it be directly falling, or deflecting in a

parabolic curve, or stretching a coiled spring, or breaking a rope,

orsimply pressing on its support, h gravitatio, gravitation ; and the

body is said to gravitate. When all obstacles are removed from
the body, as when we cut the string by which a stone is hung, it

moves directly downwards, tcndit ad terrani. By some metaphysical

process, this nisus ad niotum lias been called a tendency in our
language, and is used to signify the energy of any active quality

in those cases w here its simplest and most immediate manifestation

is prevented by some obstacle. The stretching the string in a di-

rection perpendicular to the horizon is a full manifestation of this

tendency. This tendency, this energy of its heaviness, is therefore

named by the word which distinguishes the (juality called gravi-

tation. But Sir Isaac Newton discovered that this deflection of a

heavy body differs in no respect from (hat general deflection ob-

served in all the bodies of the solar system. Fiu 16 feet, which
is the deflection of a stone in one second, has the ver)" same pro-

portion to-j-gthof an inch, which is (he simultaneous deflection ot the

moon, that the square of the moon's distance from the centre of the

e.irth has to the square of tlie stone's distance from it, namely,
that of 3600 to !. Thus we are enabled to com|)are all the effects

of the mutual tendencies of the heavenly bodies w itii the tendency
of gravity, whose effects and measures are famili.ir to us. If the

earth were a sphere covered to a great depth with water, the water

would form a concentric spherical shell ; for the gravitation of

every particle of itssurtace would (hen be dircc(ed to the centre,

and would be equal. The curvature of its surface therefore would
be every where the same, that is, it would be the uniform curva-

ture of a sphere. See GtooRAPHv, and Astronomv. The tides

are scarcely sensible in the Mediteiranean Sea. However, tides

are observi d there, and still more remaikaldy in the Adriatic. We <

do not know that (ides have been observed in the great lakes of

North America. These tides, though small, should be very regu-

lar. It would be low water on one side of the shore when it

is high water on the other side of this partition. If the tides in the

Euxine and Caspian Seis, or in the American lakes which are

near each other, could be observeil, this phx-uomenon should ap-

pear, and would be one of the prettiest examples of universal

gravitation that can be conceived. Something like it is (o be seen

a( Gibraltar. It is high water on Ihe E. side of the rock about 10

o'clock at full and change, and it is higli water on the W. side, not

a mile distant, at 12. This difference is perhaps the chief cause

,of the singular current which is observed in the mouth of the

Straits. There are three currents observed at the same time,

which change their directions every 12 hours. The rmall tide of

the Mediterranean proceeds along the Barbary shore, which is

very uniform all the way from Egypt, with tolerable regularity.

But along the N. siile, where it is greativ obstructed by Italy, the

islands, and the E. coast of Spain, it sets very irregularly ; and
the perceptible high water on the Spaidsh coast differs four hours

from that on the S. coast. Thus one tide rangirs round Europa
Point,
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Point, and another along the shore near Ceuta, and there is. a

third current in the middle dUferent from both. Its general direc-

tion is from the Atlantic Ocean into the Mediterranean Sea, but

it sometimes comes out when the ebb-tide in the Atlantic is con-

siderable. Suppose the moon over the middle of the Mediter-

ranean. The surface of the sea will be level, and it will be half-

tide at both ends, and therefore within the Straits of Gibraltar.

But without the Straits it is within half an-lwur of higli water.

Therefore there will be a current setting in from the Atlantic.

About tin-ee and a half hours after, it is high-water within, and

half-ebb without. The current now sets out from the Mediter-

ranean : three hours later, it is low water without the Straits and
half-ebb within ; therefore the current has been setting out all this

time: three hours after it is half-flood without the Straits and
low water within, and the current is again setting in, S:c. Were
the earth fluid to the centre, the only sensible motion of the

waters would be up and down, like the waves on the open ocean,

which are not brushed along by strong gales. But the shallowness

of the channel makes a horizontal motion necessary, that water

may be supplied to form the accumulation of the tide. When
this is formed on a flat shelving coast, the water must flow in and
out, on the flat and sands, while it rises and fails. These hori-

?ontal motions must be greatly modified by the channel or bed
along which they move. When the channel contracts along the

line of flowing water, the wave, as it moves up the channel, and
is checked by the narrowing shores, must be reflected back, and
Iceep atop of the waters still flowing in underneath. Tlius it may
rise higher in these narrow seas than in the o|;en ocean. This may
serve to explain a little the great tides which happen on some
coasts, such as the coast of Normandy. At St. Malo the flood

t're(|uenlly rises 50 feet. But we cannot give any thing like a

full or satisfactory account of these singularities. In the Bay of

Fundy, and particularly at Annapolis Royal, the water sometimes
rises above 100 feet. This seems quite inexplicable by any forte

of the sun and moon, which cannot raise the waters of the free

ocean more than eiglit feet. These great floods are unquestionably

owing to the proper timing of certain oscillations or currents ad-

joining, by whicli they unite, and form one of great force. Such
violent motions of water are often seen on a small scale in the mo-
tions of brooks and rivers ; but we are too little acquainted with

hydraulics to explain them with any piecision. It is ascertained

that there is an oscillation of waters tnrmed under the sun and
moon ; and that in consequence of the rotation of the earth

upon her axis, and because of the inertia and the want of

perfect fluidity of the waters, and obstructions in the channel,
this accumulation never reaches the place where it would finally

Settle if the earth did not turn round her axis. The consequence
of this must be a general current of the waters from E. to W.
'l"his may be seen in another way. The moon in her orbit round
the eartii has her gravity to the earlli diminished by the sun's dis-

turbing force, and therefore moves in an orbit less incurvated

than she would describe independent of the sun"s action. She
therefore employs a longer time. If the moon were so near the

earth as almost to touch it, the same thing would happen. There-
fore suppose the mtion turning round the earth, almost in contact

•with the equator, with her natural undisturbed periodic time, and
that the earth is revolving round her axis in the same time, the

moon would remain continually above the same spot of the earth's

surface (suppofe the city of Quito), and a spectator in another
])lanet would see the moon always covering the same spot. Now
let the sun act. This will not affect the rotation of the earth,

because the action on one part is exactly balanced by the action

on another. But it will alfect the moon. It will move slower
round the earth's centre, and at a greater distance. It will be left

behind by tlie city of Quito, which it formerly covered. And as

the earth moves round from W to E. the moon, moving more
slowly, will have a motion to the W. with respect to Qu'to. In

like manner, every particle of water has its gravity diminished,
and its diurnal motion retariled ; and hence arises a general mo-
tion or current from E to W. This is very di tincllv perceived
in tlie Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. It coiues romul the Cape of
Good Hope, ranges along tlie coast of Afrca, and then sets di-

rectly over to America, wlvre it meets a similar stream which
comes in by the N. of Europe. Meeting the shores of America,
it is tleflected both to the S. along the coast of Brazil, and to the

N. along the N. Americiin sluirei>, where it forms what is called
\ ri. i\ .— \r,, COS.

the Gulf Stream, (See America, and Mexico,) because it comes
from the (iulf of Me.xico. This motion is indeed very slow, this

being sufticient for the accumulation of seven or eight feet on the

deep ocean ; but it is not altogether insensible. We may expect
dilferences in the appearances on the W. shores of Europe and
Africa, and en the W. coast of America, from the a|)pearances

on the E. coasts of America and of Asia, for the general current

obstructs the waters from the W. shores, and sends them to the E.
shores. Also when w« compare th.e wide opening of the N. ex-

tremity of the Atlantic Ocean with the narrow opening between
Kamtschatka and America, wc should expect dilferences between
the appearances on the W. coasts of Europe and of America.
The observations made during the circumnavigations of Captaiu
Cook and otiiers shew a remarkable dilference. All along the

W. coast of N. America the inferior tide is observed to be ver»
trifling, and often is not perceived. In the very same manner,
the disturbing forces of the sun and moon form a tide in the fluid .

air which surrounds this globe, consisting of an elevation and de-

pression, which move gradually liom E. to W. Neither does

this tide ever attain that position with respect to the disturbing

planets, which it would do were the eartii at rest on her axis.

Hence arises a motion of the whole air from E. to W. and this

is the principal cause of the trade-winds. They are a little acce-

lerated by being heated, and therefore expanding. They expand
more to tiie W. than in the E. because the air expands on thLii

side into air, which is now cooling and contracting. These wind.
very evidently follow the sun's motion tending more to tlie S. or

N. as he goes S. or N. Were this motion considerabiy alfected

by the expansion of heated air, we should find the air ratlier

coming northward and southward from the torrid zone, in conse-

quence of its expansion in that climate. We repeat it, it is almost

solely produced by the aerial tide, and is necessary for the very

formation of this tide. We cannot perceive the accumulation. It

cannot atTect the barometer, as many think, because, though the

air becomes deeper it is only because it is made lighter by the gra-

vitation to the sun. Instead of pressing more on the cistern of the

barometer, we imagine that it presses less ; because, like the

ocean, it never attains the height to which it tends. It remains

always too low for equilibr'um, and therefore it should press with

less force on the cistern of a barometer. There is an appearance
precisely similar to this in the planet Jupiter. He is surrounded
by an atmosphere which is ariaiige<l in zones or belts, probably
owing to climale-dilVerences of the diflereiU latitudes, by which
each seems to have a dilferenl kind of sky. Somelliing like this

will appear to a spectator in the moon looking at this earth. The
general weather and appearance of the sky is considerably diife-

rent in the torrid and temperate zones. Jupiter's belts are not of

a constant shape and colour; but there often appear large spots or

tracts of clouds, which retain their shape during several revolu-

tions of Jupiter round his axis. To judge of his rotation by one
of these, we should say that he turns round in 9m. ijs. There is

also a brighter spot which is frequently seen, occupying one cer-

tain situation on the body of Jupiter. This is surely adherent to

his body, and is either a bright coloured country, or perhaps a tract

of clouds hovering over some volcano. This spot turns round

in 9m. 51|s. And thus there is a general current in his atmosphere

from E. to W. Both the motion of the air and of the water tend

to diminish the rotation of the earth round her axis: for they

move slower than the earth, because they are retarded by the lu-

niinaries. They must communicate this retardation to the earth,

and must take from it a quantity of motion precisely equal to

what they want, in order to make up tiie equilibrated tide. la

all probability this retardation is compensated by other cause- ; for

no retardation can be observed. This would have altered the

length of the year since the time of Ilipparchus, giving it a

smaller number of days. We see causes of compensation. The
continual washing down of soil from the elevated parts of tlie

earth must produce this elTect, by communicating to the valley

on which it is brought to rest the excess of diurnal velocity which

it had on the mount-dn top.

TIDEMAN, Philip, an eminent painter born at Hamburg,
in 1657. He studied under Laircsse, and painted subjects of

allegory and fabulous history, with great propiielv. Hediedin JTOj.

TIDESWALL, or TIDESVVELL, a town of England, in

Derbyshire, 2'2 or 32 miles N. N. W. of D<-rbv, and 158 N. of

London. Lou. I. 46. W. Eat. 53. 15. N.
9 C TIDE-
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TIDK-WAITERS, or IIDESMEN, are inferior officers of

the ciistom-hoii'-e, wlio atlendeil upon ships until the customs be

paid : so named irom rlieir returning with the tide.

TIDOK, orTIDORE, an island of A>;ia, in the Indian Ocean,

one of the Moluccas; E. of G.lola, and S. of Ternate. Tadura

is the capital. Lon. 126. 2. E. Lat. 1. 0. N.
TIEL, a strohg town of Batavia, 17 miles W. of Nimeguen,

and IS N. E. of Boi<^-le-duc. Lon. i. 16. E. Lat. 51. 56. N.
TIELLEN HEAD, a cape of Ireland, on the N. side of the

entrance into Donegal liay, and On the S. W. 25 miles W. of

Donecal. Lon. S.'Sd.VV. Lat. 54. 4). N.
TIEN, a town of China, of the second rank: in Quang-tong,

960 miles S. of Pekiti.

TIENGEN, a town of Gcrmauy, in Suabia, 29 miles E. of

Basil, and .36 W. of Constance.

TIERCE, orTEIRCE, is a measure of liquid things, as wine,

eil, &c. containing 42 gallons.

TIERCED, ill heraldi-)', denotes the shield to be divided by
anv pan of the partition-lines, as party, coupy, tranchy, or tailly,

into IhreH equal parts of difTerent colours or metals.

TIERRADELESPIRITU SANTO, the largest and most
wcstiTn of the New Hebrides Islands, in the S. Pacific Ocean.
It is 120 miles in circumference. Lon. 165. 0. E. Lat. 16. 0. S.

TIERRA DEL FUEGO, one or several islands at the S. ex-

tremity of America ; so named from a volcano on the largest of

them. The) are barren and mountainous.

TIGA, and TIGAON, two islands in the E. Indian Sea, near

the N.N. W. coast of Borneo.
TIGER, in Zoology. See Felis.

TIGRANES I. a famous king of Armenia, who conquered
Cappadocia and Syria ; and reigned for some years in prosperity

:

but having afterwards married Cleopatra, a daughter of Mithri-

dales VIl. king of Pontus, he joined him against the Romans,
and beheaded a Roman ambassador; but was soon after obliged

to fiy from his dominions, by LucuUus, who pursued and defeated

him near Mount Taurus. Ife was afterwarils defeated by Pompcy,
who however allowed him to retain Armenia, Syria, and some
other parts of his dominions, for a bribe ot 60,000 talents. He
<licd in Armenia.
TIGRANOCERTA, the capital of amrient Armenia, built

by Tigranes I. It is now called Si'red by the Arabs, but Sultania
by the Turks and other Europeans. See Sultania.
TIGRE, a kingdom of Africa, the largest and most populous

province of Abyssinia, it was, during many ages, the seat of the
tcurt.

TIGRIS, a river of Asia, which rises near the Euphrates, in the
mountains of Armenia; separates Diarbeck from Erzerum, and
Cliiiiistan from Irac Arabi ; passes by Diarbekar, Gezira, Mousul,
Bagdad, Gomo, and Bassorah : and joining tlie Euphrates, falls

into the Persian Gulf, below Bassora.

Tigris, in aoology. See Felis.
TIKITHOCK, a town and settlement on the E. coast of La-

brador. Lon. fjo. 5. VV. Lat. 56. 15. N.
TILBURY FORT, a fort of Essex, on the Thames, opposite

Ciravesend. It is a regular forlilication, and is reckoned the key
to London. Tliis fort lies 28 miles E by S. of London.

'1 ILE ORE, in mineralogy, a species of the copper-genus,
divided into two sub-species ; viz. the earthy and indurated. Tlie
earth is of a hyacintl>-rL'd colour, passing through various shades
to a reddish lirown : it is intermediate oetween friable and solid,
and occurs massive, disseminated, and incrusting copper-pyrites.
It slightly soils ; is almost coherent, and some varieties incline to
solid. It is found in veins, and is usually accompanied with native
copper and malachite, and sometimes with red copper-ore. The
iixUiiateil lik-ore is in colour between a hyacinth-red and brownish
red: it occurs massive and disseminated, internally glimmering.
Before the blow-pipe it becomes black ; but is infusible without
addition : it contains from leu to fifty per cent, of copper: it

occurs in veins, and is usually accompanied with copper-pyrites,
fibrous malachite, and iron-ochre. It is found in many parts of
Germany, in the copper-works in Norway; in Siberia and in
Chili. The red varieties contain the greatest quantities of copper,
unil the brown tlie greatest quantity of iron.

TILIA, LiMK or Linden Trke. ; in botany, a genus of plants
•f the class polyandria, and order jiionogyi'iia

; natural order

Colunmiferx. Calyx five-parted; corolla five-petaled; capsule

coriaceous, globular, five-celled, five-valved, opening at the base,

one-seeded. There are four species.

TILINGIUS, MATTHIAS, a learned German physician, born
in Westphalia. He became professor of medicine at Rintheln, and
physician to the court of Ilesse-Cassel. He wrote, I. Curiosa
Rliabarbari Disquisitio, 4to. 2. Lilii Albi Descriptio, 8vo. 3. De
Laudano opiato, 8vo. 4. Opio-Ciniiabaris .Mineialis, 8vo. He
died in 1615.

TILLyEA, in botany, a genus of plants of the class tetrandria,

and order tetragynia ; natural order, Succulintie. Calyx three

or four-parted
;

petals three or four, equal ; capsule three or four,

manv-seeded. 'I'liere are eight species.

TILLAGE. See Husbandry.
TILL.\NDSIA, ill botany, agenus of the liexandria monogy-

nia class and order. Natural order Coronaria;. Calyx trifid, per-

manent ; corolla trifid, bell-shaped; capsule one-celled; seeds
comose. There are sixteen species.

TILLANJONG, one of the Nicobar islands, in the Indian
Sea. Lon. 94. 9. E. Lat. S. 40. N.
TILLER OF A SHIP, a strong piece of wood fastened

in the head of the rudder, and in small ships and boats called

the helm.
TILLI, Michael Angelo, F.R.S. a learned physician and

botanist, born at Florence in 1655, and educated at Pisa. He
was made physician to the gr«nd duke, professor of medicine iu

the university of Pisa, superintendant of the botanic garden, and
F.R.S. of London. His chief work is Catalogus Horti Pisani, iu

fol. 1723. He died at Florence in 1740, aged 85.

TILLOTSON, John, a celebrated archbishop of Canterbury,
the son of Robert Tillotson of Sowcrby, in Halifax, Yorkshire,
clothier; was born there in 1630. He studied in Clare-hall, Cam-
bridge, and in 1656 became tutor to the son of Edmund Prideaux,
esq. of Ford Abbey. He was next curate to Dr. Hatchet, vicar

of Cheshunt, Hertfordshire. In 1653 he was appointed rector of
Ketton, in Suffolk ; in 1664 preacher to Lincoln's Inn. He was
greatly admired m London, by all the divines in the city. In

1666 he took the degree of D.D. at Cambridge; in 1669 was
made prebendary of Canterbury; in 1672 was admitted dean of
that cathedral ; and three years after was made a prebendary of St.

Paul's, London. In 1679 he converted Charles, earl of Shrews-
bury, from Popery; yet, in 1670, he refused to sign the clergy's

address to Charles II. on the bill oi exclusion. In 1689 lie was
installed dean of St. Paul's, made clerk of the closet to William
and Mary, and appointed a commissioner to prepare matters to be
laid before the convocation, for a comprehension of all Protes-
tants ; but this attempt was frustrated by the bigotry of some
members. In 1691 he was consecrated archbishop of Canterbuiy.
In 1694 he was seized with a palsy, oi which he died in his fi5ih year.
One folio volume of his sermons was published in his lile-time.

Those which came abroad after his death, from his chaplain. Dr.
Barker, made two volumes in folio, the copy of which was sold for

2500/. and this was the only legacy he left to his family, his exten-
sive charity having consumed his yearly revenues as constantly as

they came in. But king William gave two grants to his widow;
amounting to 6OP/. a year. He wrote some other works and also

published Dr. Barrow's works, and Dr. Wilkins's Treatise of the
Principles and Duties of Natural Religion, with a volume of Ser-
mons.
TILSIT, a large and rich city of Prussia, in Lithuania, 50 miles

N.E. of Konigsberg, and 95 S". S.W. of Mittau. It was at tliis

place that the treaty of peace was concluded in 1S07 between the
French, Russians, and Prussians, by which the Prussians gave up
all their Polish dominions to the disposal of Napoleon. Lon. 22.
8. E. Lat. 55. 8 N.
TIMAN, orTIMANA, a town of Terra Firnia, in Popayan,

130 miles E.S.E. of Popayan. Lon. 73. 55. W. Lat. 1. 35. IS'.

TIMBERS, the ribs of a ship, or the incurvated pieces of
wood, branching outward from the keel in a vertical direction, so
as to give strength, figure, and solidity, to the whole fabric. See
Shipbuilding.
TIMBER, a term denoting every species of wood, that is felled

and seasoned, with the view of being employed in building houses,
vessels, and other structures. The age at which timber-trees
ought to be cut down, varies according to tbeir nature, and tl.R

purposes
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purposes for which they are designed. Mr.« Marshal observes,

that poplars may stand from thirty to fifty years ; asli and elm-

trees from fifty to a hundred years ; but oats should on no ac-

coimt be felled till they have attained the age of (rom one hundred

to two hundred years. The durability of timber, however, de-

pends on the sod and sub-soil, on which the tree-: have been pro-

duced : thus, in loose or absorbent lands, the oak and el ii decay

at an earlier period than those grown in cool and more retentive

ground; but, in dry loams with a rocky sub-soil, the oak rapidly

decays, after it has attained the age of two centuries. Farther,

the cypress, cedar, and mahogany, aie supposed to be iiulesiriic-

tible by time, or the depredations of insects, in whatever eNi)Osure

they may have been raised ; and iht: alder endures the action of

water for many years longer than any other species of timber:

hence it is deservedly employed for piles in constructing dams,

in order to secure the banks of rivers. The season tor felling oak,

ur fir-timber, commences toward the end of April, though the win-

ter is often |>referred for that purpose, and likewise lor cutting

<lown ash and elm-trees, as it furnishes labour to persons who
would otherwise be unemployed. All branches or limbs, that

may injure the trees in their fail, ought previously to lie lopped,

and the trunk cut down close to the ground, unless it be grubbed
or rooted up ; which latter method is preferable, as well as more
profitable : because timber, produced from old stocks, is of infe-

rior value. After the trees are felled, it will be advisable to sea-

son them, previously to working the timber: it has, therefore,

been recommended to pile them, one upon anc^tlier with small

blocks of wood between each, in an open but not too expe-,-

ed situation ; so that the sun and air may penetrate every part

;

the surface, or uppermost trees, being plastered with cow-dung, to

prevent them from cracking. Another method is that of bui'ying

the timber in the earth ; but the most elTeclual mode of seasoning

it, by heat, is performed at Venice, where the trees are exposed
to a strong fire, at which they are continually turned round by
means of an engine, till they become charred, or covered with a

black crust ; by this e.xpedient the internal part of the wood is so

hardened as to resist equally the effects of earth and water, for a

long scries of years, without receiving any injury. When boards

or planks have been properly diifd, additional care becomes neces-

sary to preserve them against the depredations of worms, the etfects

of air, moisture, &c. For this purpose Mr. Evelyn directs common
sulphur to be put into a glass-retort, with such a portion of aqua-

fortis as will cover it, " to the depth of three lingers :" the whole
must be distilled to dryness, and rcclilied two or three times.

The remaining sulphur is then to be exposed to the open air on a

marble, or in a shallow glass-vessel, where it will liquefy into a

kind of oil, with which the timber must be anointed : this mixture,

he asserts, will not only infallibly prevent the attacks of worms, but

also preserve every kind of wood from decav or putrefaction, ei-

ther in air or water. Timber may also be defended from the in-

fluence of air or moisture, by coating it two or three times with

linseed-oil ; and some builders have advised tlie wood-work to be

painted : the latter practice, however, ought to be adopted with

great caution ; because, though it may in some cases be proper,

it should always be deferred, till the planks and similar articles

have become pertectly dry. With regard to the strength of tim-

ber, Mr. Muller, in his treatise on fortification, gives the following

problem, to determine the strength of a scantling of timber, whose
dimensions are given : He supposes that all the fibres of the wood
are straight, and of the same strength, even in its w eake't part, and
that the hbresare the same in the same sort of wood ; and although this

may not be strictly true, yet it is sulTiciently near enough in prac-

tice, so as to cause no sensible error. Suppose the scantling ABC,
(Plate CLXXX. fig. 13,) to be supported in the middle D, by
the edge of a triangular block R, and two equal bodies, P, Q, to

be suspended at A and C, equally distant from the middle B, of

such a weight as to break the scantling, it is evident, that the

weights P and Q will cause t'ne scantling lo bend at first, so as to

make a kind of curvilinear angle at B, and then to break in that

place, in a section BD, perpendicular to either of the sides AC ;

now as the power or force of these weights is more or less, accord-

ing as they are suspended farther from, or nearer to, the fixed

point D ; these forces will therefore be in proportion to the pro-

ducts of the weights of each multiplied by its respective distance

from the section BD ; or because the weights and di;tances arr

here supposed equal, twice the product of one of the N/eights P,

multiplied by its distance, from the section RD, will express
the force of these two weights. The force of the' weights being
thus determined, the resistance or strength of the ^vood is next to
be found, which is done in the following manner: Let ac//, (fig.

14,) represent the section of the scantling; it is evident that this

area represents the sum of all the fibres to be torn or broken ; and
as they are all supposed equal, and of the same strength, this area
will express the sum of the strength of all the fibres : but as the

'

point D, or the base ab of the section, is fixed ; and the directions
of the fibres perpendicular to the area acb : the force or resistance

of each fibre is equal to the product of its strength, multiplied by
its distance from the base ab ; and therefore the sum of all the
fibres placed in the same line, (//; parallel to the base a6, multi-
(jlied by their distance ad, from that base ab, will express their
momentum or resistance. What has been proved in regard to all

the fibres placed in the line clj, is equallj true of all those placed
in any other line parallel to the base ab : and therefore the sum of
all these products will express the total strength or resistance of
the wood: but by the nature of the centre of gravity, the product
of the area acb, multiplied by the distance of its centre of gravity'
from the base a!', will express the total strength or resistance of all

the fibres, or that of the whole scantling ; consequently, having
the strength of any scantling of the same wood determined by ex-
periment, that of any other may be found. If the scantling AC,
(.fig. 15,) be supported at both ends by the triangular blocks P, Q
and the weight W , hanging in the middle B: then if we suppose
the weight P and Q in the first figure, to represent the blocks P
and Q in this ; then as each block supports half the weight W ; it

is evident, lhi.t the weight W, multiplied by the distance AB or
BC, will express its momentum or force. Moreover, since the
weight W is suspended in the middle betwixt the fixed points, it

is evident that each block supports exactly half the weight; and as

the power or force of this weight on the blocks P, Q, is as the
product of half the weight multiplied by the distance AB, or BC,
of its direction from the fixed point, it follows, that the whole
force of this weight is as twice the product of half the weight W,
multiplied by AB or BC ; or as the whole weight W multiplied
by the distance AB or BC. Hence also, if the length AC of the
scantling between the fixed points A, C, bee; the area of the
section s ; the distance of its centre of gravity from the base rf,

and the weight W, ty ; then will {civ express the force of the
weight W, and Os the strength ot the scantling: therefore the
momentum of the weight is to the momentum of the scantling as

2(f i , ., , . . .

iciu !s to as-; or as w is to , and if this ratio be ctven, w

2d.i
From whence mav be drawn several useful conse-

quences. 1. The strengths of two scantlings of the same wood,
and of dilTerent dimensions; or, which is the same, 1 he weights
they will bear, are to each as the products of their sections multi-
plied l>y the distances of the centres of gravity from the base, di-

vided by their lengths, 2. The strengths of two scantlings of the
same wood, which have the same length, arc as the products of

their sections multiplied by the distances of their centres of gra-

vity from the base. 3. 1 he strengths of two scantlings of the
same wood, w hich have equal sections, are as the distances of their

centres of gravity divided by their lengths. 4. The strength of
scandings ot the same wood, whose distances of their centres of
gravity ot their sections, from the base, are equal, will be to each
other as their sections divided by their lengths. What is here said

of timber, is true of any homogeneous bodies whatever sort of
matter they are of. But the absolute strength of any beam, le-

ver, rope, &:c. when drawn in direction of its length, will be as

the section of it. For every part does in this case bear an equal
stretch ; and the sum of all the parts is equal lo the whole, antl

that is as the section.

Prop. 1. Mr. Emerson has shewn that the strength of a tube o'
hollow cane AB, (fig. 16,) to that of a solid one CD ; is as the
section of the tube (excluding the hollow) to the section of the
solid cane, and the diameter of the tube lo the diameter of the
solid cane nearly.

Cor. Hence the strength of different tubes arc as their sections,"

and diameters, nearly.

Prop. 2. The same author has demonstrated, that if CD, (fi<y.

17,)
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1 7,) be a pioiiiinenl beam, fixed horizontally at the end C, as in a

wall ; and if a weight, proportional to the length of the beam, be

dlipe'rsed uniformly on all parts of the beam. The stress at any

point F, will be as DF^ the square of the distance from tlie extre-

inity. , , J r-*

Cor. 1. Hence the stress at F, by aiiy weight suspended at U,

will be double tlie stress at the same point F, when the same

weight presses uniformly on all the parts between F and D.

Cor. 2. The stress at the end BC, by the weight P, is the same

as the stress upon the middle of a beam of twice the length DC,
with twice the weight P laid on its middle ; this beam being sup-

ported at both ends.

Prop. 3. If there be two beam.s AC, ac, (fig. 18, 19,)

standing aslope, and bearing two weights upon them, either in the

middle, or in any given situation, or equally diffused over the

whole length of thi beams : tbe stress upon them will be directly

as the weights, and the lengths, and the cosines of elevation.

Cor. 1. If the weights and length of the beams be the same, the

stress will be as tiie cosine of elevation, and therefore greatest when

it lies horizontal.

Cor. 2. If the beams lie horizontal, or at any equal inclinations,

and the weight be as the length, tJien the stress is as the square of

the length.

Cor. 3. If the weights are equal on the horizontal beam AB,(fig.

18), and the inclined one AC : and BC be perp. to AB : then the

stress will be equal upon both.

Cor. 4. But if the weights on the same beams be as tlieir lengths;

then the stress w ill also be as their lengths, AB and AC.
Cor. 5. And universally, the stress upon any point of a sloping

beam, is as the rectangle of the segments, and the weight and cosine

of inclination directly, and the length cf the beam reciprocally.

Prop. 4. If any beam of timber be to support any weight, or

force acting laterally upon it; the breadth muUi|,lied by the

square of the depth, or in similar sections, the cube of the dc::me-

ter, in every place, ought to be proportional to the length multi-

plied by the weight or force acting on it ; or as the stress in that

place, and the same is true of several different pieces of timber

compared together.

Car. 1. If AEB, (tig. 20,) be a prominent beam fixed at thc» end
AE, and sustaining a weight at the other end B. And if the sec-

tions in all places be similar figures; and CD be the diameter in

any placi- C ; then CB will be every where as CD' And if-ACB
be a right line, EDB will be a cubic parabola. Therefore two-
fifths of such a beam may be cut away without any diminution of

the strength. But if the beam be bounded by two parallel planes,

perpendicular to the horizon; then CB will be as CD^, and then
EDB will be the common parabola, whence a third part of a
beam may be thus cut away.

Cor. 2. But if a weight press uniformly on every part of AB ;

and the sections in all points as C, be similar; then BC-,
will be everywhere asCD^; and EDB a semicubical parabola.
But if the beam be bounded by parallel planes, perpendicular (o

the horizon ; then BC, (fig. 21,) will be as CD, and EDB a rigiit

line ; here half a beam may be cut away, without losing any
strength.

TIME, a succession of phsnoniena in the universe, or a mode
of duration marked by certain periodf. or measures, chiefly by the
motion and revolution of the sun. The general idea which time
gives in every thing to which it is applied, is that of liniili-d dura-
tion. Thus we cannot say of the Deity, that he exists in time

;

because eternity, which he inhabits, is a'bsolulely uniform, neither
admitting limitation nor succession. See Metaphysics. Time
is distingu shed into absolute and relative. Absolute time, is

time con i(iiM<d in itself, and without any relation to bodies, or
their motions, lliis flows equally, i.e. never proceeds faster or
slower, but glides on In a constant equable tenor. Relative time,
is the sensible measure of any duration by means of motion.
Time, A.stronomical, is that taken purely from the motion of

the heavenly bodies, without any other regard.

Time, Civil, is the former time accommodated to civil uses,

aud formed and distinguished into years, months, day-, &c.
Time, in music, is an affection of sound, by which it is snid to

be long or short, with regard to its continuance in the same tone
or degree of tune. Musical time is distinguished into common or
duple time, and triple lime. Sec Music.

TiME-KEi PEKS, in a general sease, denote instruni'-nts adapted
for measuring time. See Chronometer. In a more pecnKar
and defin le sense, time-keeper is a term first applied bv Mr.
John Han son to his watches constructed (or determining the lon-

gitude -il sea, and for which he received, at diflerent times, the
parliaim-iitary reward of 20,000/. SeTcral other artists have since
received also considerable sums for their impio\'enie!rts of time-
keepers, as ArnoUl, Mudge, &c. See Longitude. This ap
pellation is now become common among artists, to distinguish

such watches as are mide with extraordinary care and accuracy
for nautical or astronomical observations. The principles of Mr.
Harrison's time-keeper, as they were communicated by himself to
thi; commissioners appointed to receive and puhtish the same in

the year 1765, are as follow : " In this timc-ketper there is the
greatest c-are taken to avoid friction, as much as can be, by the
wheels moving on small pivots, and in ruby-holes, and high num-
bers in the wheels and pinions. The part which measures time
goes but the eighth-part of a minute without winding up; so that

pait is very simple, as this winUing-up is performed at the wheel
ne.\t to the balance-wheel, by which means there is always an
equal force acting at that wheel, and all the rest of the work has

no more to do in die measuring of time than the person that winds
up once a day. There is a spring in the inside of the fusee, which
1 wili call a secondary main-spring. This spring is always kept
stretched to a certain tension by the main-spring; and during the

time of winding up the time-keeper, at which time the main-spring

is not sult'ered to act, this secondary spring supplies its place. In
common watches, in general, the wheels have about one-third the
dominion over the balance that the balance-spring has; that is, if

the power which the baiance-spring has over the balance is called

three, that from the wheel is one ; but in this time-keeper the

wheels have only about one-eightieth part of the power over the

balance that the balance-spring has; and it must be allowed, the

less the wheels have to do Vvith the balance the belter. The
wheels in a common watch having th s great dominion over the

balance, they can, when the watch is wound up, and the balance

at rest, set the watch a going; but when my time-keeper's balance

is at rest, and the spring is wound up, the force of the wheels can
no more set it a going than the wheels of a common regulator

can, when the weight is wound up, set the pendulum a vibrating ;

nor v;ill the force from the wheels move the balance when at rest,

to a greater angle in proportion to the vibration that it is to fetch,

than the force oi the wheels cf a common regulator can move the

pendulum from the perpendicular, when it is at rest. My time-

keeper's balance is more than three times the weight of a large-

sized common watch-bslance, and three times its diameter; ana a

conmion watch-balance goes through about six inches of space in a

second, but mine goes through about twenty-four inches in that

time : s'l that had niy time-keeper only these advantages over

a common w.iti h, a good performance might be expected from it.

But mv time-keeper is not atfccted by the diflerent degrees of

heat aiid cold, not agitation of the ship ; and the force from the

wueels is applied to the balance in such a manner, together with

the shape of the balance-spring, and, if I may be allowed the term,

an artificial cycloid, which acts at this spring ; so that from these

contrivances, let the balance vibrate more or less, all its vibrations

are perlonned in the same time ; and therefore if it goes at all, it

must go true. So that it is plain from this, that such a time-

keeper goes entirely from principle, and not from chance." We
must reier these who may dirsire to see a minute account of the

consliiicliou of Mr. Harrison's time-keeper, to the publication by
or<!er ol iIk- commissioners oi lons;i;ude.

TIMERYCOl'TA, a town and fortress in the Decan of Hin-
doost^n, in thf province of Golconda, 64 miles S. E. of Hydra-
bad, and 93 \V. of Masulipaiam. Lon. 79. 26. E. Lat. 15.

20. N.
TIMON, the Sceptic, was a Phliasian, a disciple of Pyrrho,

and lived in the lime of Ptolemy Philadclphus. He took little

pains to invite disciples to his school. He was fond of rural re-

tirement; and was much addicted to wine. The fragments of hit

satirical |,oem Silli, are in the Pocsis PJiilosophica of Stephens,

limon lived to the age of 90.

TIN, a inttal known to the ancients: the Pncenicians procured

it from Spain and Britain, with which nations they carried on a
vcrvextensive aiid lucrative commerce. This metal Iras a fina

Hbile-
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white f.olour, like silver ; a sliglit disagreeable taste, aiul emits a

peculiar smell wlien nibbed. Its specific gravity is 729. It is

very malleable. Tin-leaf or foil is about -iT^'.h part pf an inch

tbick, and it migbt be reduced to lialf this thickness. It is very

flexible, and produces a remarkable crackling noise when bended,

and when heated to 442° it melts. AVhen exposed to the air it

very soon loses its lustre, and assumes a greyish-white colour, but

lindergoes no farther change. Neither is it sensibly altered by

being kept under cold water; but when the stream of water is

made to pass over red-hot tin, it is decomposed, the tin is oxidat-

ed, and hydrogen gas is evolved. When tin is melted in an open

vessel, its surface becomes very soon covered with a grey powder,

which is an oxide of the metal. If the heat is continued, the co-

lour of the powdev gradually changes, and at last it becomes yel-

low. In this state it is known by the name of putty, and employ-

ed in polishing glass and other hard bodies. When tin is heated

very violently in an open ve^sel, it takes fire, and is converted into

a fine white oxide, which may be obtained in crystals. Tin is ca-

pable of combining with two difl'erent proportions of oxygen, and
of forming two oxides ; usually distinguished, on account of their

coloui', by the names of the yellow and the white oxide. Tin
combines with sulphur and |)l!Osphorus ; but it has never been
combined with carbon or hydrogen. Sulpburet of tin may be

formed by throwing bits of sulphur upon the metal melted in a

crucible, or by fusing the two ingredients together. It is biittle,

heavier than tin, and not so fusible. Phosphuiet of tin may be
formed by melting in a crucible equal parts of filings of tin and
phosphoric glass. Tin has a greater affinity for oxygen than phos-

phorus has. Part of the metal, therefore, combines with the oxv-
gen of the glass during the fusion, and flies off in the state of an

oxitle, and the rest of the tin coinbliies with the phosphorus. The
phosphuret of tin may be cut with a knife ; it extends under the

hammer, but separates in lamini. Mercury dissolves tin very

reachly cold ; and these metals may be combined in any propor-

tion by pouring mercury into melted tin. The amalgam of tin,

when composed of three parts of mercury and one of tin, crystal-

lizes in the form of cubes, according to Daubenton ; but, accord-

ing to Sage, in grey brilliant sijuare plates, thin towards the edges,

and attached to each other so that the cavities between them are

polygonal. It is used to silver the backs of glass-mirrors. See
J''oLiATiON OF Looking-Glassf.s. Tin unites very readily with

copper, and forms an alloy exceedingly useful for a great variety

of purposes. Of this alloy cannons are made ; bell-metal; bronze;

and the mirrors of telescopes, are formed of different proportions

of the same metals. The addition of tin dimiuishes the ductility

of copper, and increases its hardness, tenacity, fusibility, and so

norousncis. The specific gravity of the alloy is greater than the

Biean density of the two melals. For its aliinities, see Chemistky
TIMOTHEUS, or TIMOTHY, an eminent evangelist of the

•apostolic age, born at Lystra, in Asia. His father was a Greek
but his mother Eunice, and his grandinotlier Lois, were Jewesses,

and educated, him in the true religion. He became an earlv con-
vert, and 51 great favourite of St. Paul ; whom he arcompanii'd to

Philippi, Thess;ilonicarand Berea. The Episcopalians and Papists

say he was the first bishop of Ephesus ; but this is contested by
the Presbyterians. He was stoned to death A. D. 97.

TINA, a town of European '1 urkey, in Bosnia, seated on the

Tis ; 37 miles N. VV. of Spalatro. Lon. 17. 9. E. Lat. 44. 23. N.
Tina, an island in the Grecian Archipelago, anciently called

Tinos: one of the Cyclades, ou the W. of Nicaria; 17 miles long,

and 8 broad. St. Nicolo is the ca[)ital. Lon. 2j. 24. E. Lat.

37. 30. N.
TINCAL, the name by which crude or impure borax is called.

TINCTURE, in heraldry, the hue or colour of any thing in

coat-armour, under which denomination may also be included the

two metals, or and argent, because they are often represented by
yellow and white.

Tinctures, in pharmacy. See Pharmacy.
TIN DAL, Dr. Matthew, a famous English writer, the son

of the Kev. John Tindal of Beer-Ferres in Devonshire, born about
lt)37. He studied at Lincoln College, Oxford, and was after-

wards elected fellow of All Souls. In 1085 be took tiie degree of

LL. D. and in tl-.e reign of James II. declared himself a Roman
Catholic ; but soon renounced that religion. After the revolution

he pubUshed several pamphlels hi favour of government, the 11-

VOL. JV.—NO. 208.

berty of the press, &c. His Rigiits of the Christian Church as-

serted, occasioned his having a vii, lent contest with the high-church

clergy; and his treatise " Christianity as old as the Creation," pub-
lished ill 1730, made mucii noise, and was answered by several

writers, particularly by Dr. Conybeare, Mr. Forster, and Dr.
Leland. Dr. Tmdal died at London in August 1733. He leli

in MS. a second volume of his " Chr'-stianity as old as the Crea-
tion:" the preface to which has been published.

TINEMOUTH, or rather TYNEMOUTH, a sea-port-town

of England, in Northumberland, 9 miles E. of Newcastle. Lon.
0. ]ix\V. Lat. 55. 6. N.
TINIAN, one of the Mariana islands ; 12 miles long, 6 broad,

and 40 in circumference. Lon. 146. 0. E. Lat. 15. 0. N.
TINNING, the covering or lining of any thing with melted

tin, or with tin reduced to very fine leaf. Looking-glasses ar-e fo-

liated or tinned with thin plates of beaten tin. See Foliating.
Kettles, sauce-pa;is, and other kitchen-utensils, which are usually

made of copper, are tinned, if of new copper, should first Ix;

cleaned or scoured with salt and sul|)huric aciei diluted with water.

This, hoivever, is not always done ; some workmen contenting

themselves with scouring it with sand perfectly dry, or with scales

of iron. Powdered rosin is then strewed over it ; and when the

vessel or utensil is considerably heated, melted tin is poured into

it, and rubbed with lla.x coiled hard over the surface to be coated,

i his tin may be either pure, such as that known by the name of

grain-tin ; or a composition consisting of two parts of tin and one
of lead. For very obvious reasons, we should certainly prefer the

pure tin ; but the generality of workmen give the preterence to

the composition, because the surface coated with it appears more
brilliant.

Tinning of Copper. To prevent the poisonous effects of

copper, culinary vessels made of that metal are usually covered
witli tin on the inside. In prrparing them for this operation, the

vessels are first scraped clean and bright. They are next rubbed
with sal ammoniac, to clean them more canipletely. They are

then heated and sprinkled with jiowdered rosin, which prevents

the surface of the copper from being oxydaled or calcined. The
melted tin is then poured on, and s])read about. It is, however,

justly complained, that one single tinning of copper-vessels is not

sufficient to preserve them Irom the action of the air, moisture,

and saline substances ; because these vessels, even when well tin-

ned, are observed to be liable to rust. '^Piiis may be remedied by
a thicker covering of tin. In using llicse v€ssels, care should be
taken to allow no corrosive or solvent liquid to remain long in

them after using ; and when any particle of the tin begins to wvjjr

olT, the vessel should be tinned all over anew, which will cost a
mere Irille. As many families living at a distance from tovi'iis,

either luve no opportunity of sending their copper-utepsils to be
re-tinned ; or carelessly overlook such necessary repair, we think

it useful to observe, that the whole process may be easily per-

formed by servan's, who possess common skill and de.xterity.

For this purpose, the vessel ought to be' previously scoured, and

I

dried; then exposed to a moilerate heal, with such a portion of

pure grain-tin as may be sufficient to cover the inner surface:

when this metal is melted, a small quantity of sal ammoniac should
lie strewed over it; and, immediately after, a whisk or roll of

coarse and hard twisted flax must be employed, for spreading the

composition uniformly over tlie sides and bnHom of the vessel.

To improve the coating, about a third part of zinc may be added
to the tin; though the latter would produce the desired cUect, if

It could be obtained in a pure slale.

Tinning OF Iron. When iron-plates are to be tinned, they
I're first scoure<l, and then put into what is called a pickle, which
is sulphuric acid diluted wilh water; this dissolves the rust or

oxide that was left after scouring, and renders the siirlace peifectly

clean. They are then again wasiied and scou;-- d. 'I'liey are now
di|)pcd into a vessel' full of melted tin, the surface of which is co-

vered with fat or oil, to defend it from the aeiion of the air. Rv
this means, the irofj coming into contact with the incited tin in a

perfectly melallic slate, it conies out completely co;>tcd.

TINNil US AURlUxVl, a noise or buzaing in the ear, when
it seems to receive sounds which do not exist, or at least which
are not produced by the motion of tlic external air; and the ear
Ijpjig filled with a certain species of sound, cannot admit other

sounds, unless Ihey are very violent, The tiraiilus is of two kinds,

9 D the
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*iie one proceediiig from a distoniperature oj' the organ of liearing,

the other from a iliNortler of the brain.

'I'lNZEDA, a town of Africa, in Bilediilserid, seated on a

river so named. Lon. 6. 13. W . Lai. 27. 30. N.
'JINZUEL.A, a large and strong town of Biledulgerid, seated

on the Dras. Lon. 5. 43. W. Lit. L'S. 13. N.

'I'lPA, the viceroy, de|«ity, or prime-minister, of the Grand
J.ania of Tartary, who manages all his secular business.

TIPIHA, a genus of insects of the order hymenoptera. Mouth
with a meinbranaccons rounded jaw ; mandible arched, acute; no

tongue; feelers four, fdiform, unequal, and inserted in the middle

of the lip; antenna; liliiorni, short, convolute; sting concealed

within tlie abdomen. There are twenty—even species.

TIPPERARY, a county of Irel.md, in the province of Mun-
ster, bounded on the VV. by those of Limerick and Clare, on the

E. by Kilkenny and Queen's County, .S. by VVaterford, and

N. N. E. by King's county ami the territory of the an< lent

©'Carols.

TiPPERARY, the capital of ihe above connty, lies 20 miles S.E.

of Limerick, and 9 W. of Cashel.

'I'lPPOO, or TIPPOO SAIB, a celebrated Indian prince, the

son of Hyder Ali, whom he succeeded in the government of his

tstates, wliirh lie detended with success against the Great ftiogul.

In 1790 he engaged in a war with Ihe English, and was defeated

in a number of actions. In 1792 lord Cornwallis obliged liiin to

sue for peace, when Tippoo delivered his two sons as hostages.

The war was resumed in 1799, and terminate.! with the entire con-

quest of Mysore and Ihe death of Tijipoo, who fell bravely fight-

ing on the ramparts of liis capital. His library was stored with
valuable .MSS. which are now in the college of Calcutta.

TIPSTAFF, an olTicer who attends the judges with a kind of

staff tipped with silver, and takes into his charge all prisoners who
are committed or turned over at the judge's chambers.
TIPULA, the Cka.vf.-fly; a genus of insects of the order

diptera. Mouth a prolongation of the head ; upper jaw arched
;

palpi two, curved, longer than the head ; proboscis short, bends
inwards. There are about liO species. They are tlivided into

two families. I. Those with wings displayed. 2. Those with
wings incumbent, and which in form resemble a gnat. This two-
winged insect is often taken for the gnat, which it resembles, but
has not its mischievous instinct, nor its murderous proboscis.

The larger tipula" go by the name of sempstresses, the small ones

5y that of culiciform ; the latter, inline summer-evenings flutter

about the water-side in legions.

TIRABOSCHl, Jerome, a celebrated Italian writer, born at

Bergamo, in 1731. He was a Jesuit, and becaine Professor of
Oratory at Milan, and librarian to the duke of Modena, who en-
nobled him. He wrote, 1. Memoirs of the Order of Homilies,
a. History of the Writers of Modena, vols. 4to. 3. History of
Italian Literature, from the age of Augustus, 13 vols. 4to. He
died in 1794.

TIRE, in the sea-langua5:e, is a row of cannon placed along a
ship's side, cither aljove upon deck, or below, distinguished by
the epitiiets of upper a4ul lower tires,

TIRLEM0N1-, or TILLE.MONT, a city of France, in the
department of the Dyle, and late province of Austrian Brabant;
9 miles S. E. of Louvain, and 24 W. N. W. of Liege.
TIRNAU, a town of Hungary, 20 miles E. N. E. of Presburg,

and 50 E. of Vienna.
'i'lROL, or theTIROLESE, a county of Germanv, in the

empire of Austria, under which maybe included tlie territories
belonging to the bishops of IkiNcn, Trent, and Chur, Teutonic
Or<ler, and the prince of Dietrichstein, the Austrian seigniories
before the Arlberg, and the Austrian districts in Siiabia. It is 150
miles long, and 120 broad, and contains 28 large towns. The
face of the country is very mountainous. The valleys are exceed-
ingly fertile and pleassnt. In some places considerable quantities
of (lax are raised, in others there is a good breed of hoi-ses and
horned cattle; and, among the mountains, great numbers of clia-

niois and wild goals. In this country are also found granates, ru-
bies, amethysts, emeralds, a species of diamonds, agates, corne-
lians, chalcedonies malochites, &c. It has also hot-batlis, acid-
waters, salt pits, mines ot silver, copper, and lead, mineral-colours,
alum, and vitriol. The principal river of Tirol is the Inn.
TIRSUA'HIA, a title given to Zerubbabel and Kehemiah.

t

Some think it means cup-bearer, but others, with more propriety
sav, it signilies governor. (ILzr. ii. 03, Neh. x. I.)

'TIRY, TIRI, orTIR-EE, an island of Scotland, oneofthe
Hebrides, belonging to Argyllshire ; about eleven miles long, and
near two and a half broad.

TISUI, orTIZRI, in chronology, the first Hebrew month of
the civil year, and the seventh of tlie ecclesiastical or sacred year.
It answered to part of our September and October.

TITvEA, in the mythology, the mother of the Titans. Some
confound her with Terra, or Cybele.
TITAN, in fabulous iiistory, the son of Coclus and Terra, and

the eldest brother of Saturn, suffered the latter to enjoy the crown,
on condition that he should bring up none of his male issue, by
which means the crown wouUl at length revert to him ; but
Jupiter being spared by the address of Rhea, Saturn's wife. Titan
and his children were so enraged at seeing their hopes frustrated,

that they took up arms to revenge the injury; and not only de-
feated Saturn, but kept him and his wife prfsonere till he was de-
lirered by Jupiter, who defeated the Titans ; when from the blood
of these Titans slain in the battle, proceeded serpents, scorpions,
and all venomous reptiles.

TITANIUM, a metal of a copper red colour, very difficult of
fusion, soluble in muriatic acid, from which it may be precipitated
by a tincture of galls. This metal was discovered, in 1793, by
Klaproth. He obtained it from a mineral called red schorl. In
this mineral he found the oxide of a metal different from any
other then known. To this, from Meriachan in Cornwall, where
it was found, he gave the name of menachanite, but he had not
succeeded in reducing it to the metallic state. Klaproth afterwards
analyzed the menachanite, and found that it was precisely the
same as the oxide of the metal which he discovered in red schorl.

To this metal he gave the name of titanium. This metal has
been found only in the state of oxide. Red schorl consists en-
tirely of this oxide. It has been found in ditferent countries, as In

Spain, France, and Hungary. It is disseminated in the fine spe-
cimens of rock-crystal which are brought from Madagascar,crystal-
lized in long brilliant needles ; the form of the primitive crystal
being a six-sided prism with two-sided summits ; that of the mole-
cule is a triangular prism, with right-angled isosceles bases. It is

of a red colour, ot different shades. It is brittle, but the frag-

ments are so hard as to scratch glass. The specific gravity is from
4.1 to 4.2. The other mineral, to which Klaproth has given the
name of titanite, is composed ol oxide of titanium, silica, and
lime, nearly in equal proportions. Its specific gravity is 3.5. Ti-
tanium was obtained by Vauquelin, by reducing the native red
oxide. He mixed together 100 parts of this oxide with 50 of
calcined borax, and 50 of charcoal, tormed into paste with oil ;

and exposed the whole to the heat of a forge raised to 166° Wedg-
wood. By this process he obtained a dark-coloured, agglutinated
mass, having a brilliant appearance on the surface. Titanium ob-*
tallied in this way, is of a reddish yellow colour, shining and bril-

liant on the surface, and equally brilliant in some ot its internal

cavities.

TI'l'HES, in ecclesiastical la^-, are defined to be tlie tenth part

of the increase, yearly arising and renewing from the profits of
lands, the stock upon lands, and the personal industry of the in-

habitants: the first species being ususlly called predial, as of corn,

grass, hops, and wood ; the second mixed, as of wool, milk, pigs,

&c. consisting of natural products, but nurtured and preserved in

part by the care of man ; and of these the tenth must be paid in

gross ; the third personal, as of manual occupations, trades, fisher-

ies, and the like; and of these only the tenth part of the clear

gains and profits is due. We cannot ascertain the time when
tithes were first introduced. The first mention of them in any
w rilten English law, is a constitutional decree, made in a synod
held A. D. 786, wherein the payment of tithes in general is strongly

enjoined. This decree, which at first bound not the laity, wai
effectually confirmed by two kingdoms of the heptarchy, in their

parliamentary conventions of estates, respectively consisting of the

kings of Mercia and Northumberland, the bishops, dukes, sena-

tors, and people. 1 lie next aulhentic mention of them is in liie

Fcedus Edwardi et Gulhruni ; or the laws agreed upon between
king Guthrun tlio Dane, and Alfred and lli^ son Edward the Elder,
kings of England, about A. D. 900. There we lind the payment
of tithes enjoined, and a penalty added upon non-observance:-

ViiiKk
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which law is seconded by the laws of Athelstan, about A. D. 930. I

Vpon their first introduction, though every man was obliged to

pay tithes in general, yet he might give them to what priests he

pleased ; which were called arbiirary consecrations of tithes ; or

he might pay ihem into the hand.i ot the bishop, who distributecl

among his dioclesm clergv the revenues of the church, which

were then in common. But when dioceses were divided into

parishes, the tithes of each parish v.ere allotted to its ow n particu-

Jar minister ; first by common consent or the appointments of

lords of manors, and afterward? bv the written law of the land.

Arbitrary consecrations of tithe^ look place again afterwards, and

were in general use till the time of King John. But they were
prohibited bv pope Innocent III. about A. D. 1200, in a decretal

epistle, sent to the Archbishop. This epistle, says .Sir Edward
Coke, bound not the lay subjects of this realm ; but being rea-

sonable and just, it was allowed of, and so became lex terra?.

Lands and their occupiers may be exempted from the payment
of tithes, either in part or totally ; first, by a real composition ; or,

secondly by custom or prescription. 1. A real composition is when
an agreement is made between the owner of the lands and the

parson or vicar, with the consent of the ordinary and the patron,

that such lands shall fortlie future be discharged from payment of

tithes, by reason of seme land or real recompence given to the

parson in lieu and satisfaction thereof. This was permitted by
Uw, because it was supposed that the clergy wonld be no losers

by such composition ; since the consent of the ordinary, whose
duty it is to take care of the church in general, and of the patron,

whose interest it is to protect that particular church, were both
made necessary to render tlie composition effectual : and hence
have arisen all such compositions as exist at this day by force of

the common law. But experience shewing that even this caution

was ineffectual, and the possessions of the church being by this

and other means every day diminished, the disabling statute 13

Eliz. c. 10, was made : which prevents, among other spiritual

persons, all (jarsons and vicars from ma.king any conveyances of

the estates of their churches, other than forthree lives of 21 years.

So that now, by tliis statute, no real composition made since the

13 Eliz. is good for any longer term than three lives of 21 years,

though made by consent of the patron and ordinary : which has

indeed effectually demolished this kind of traffic : such composi-
tions being now rarely heard of unless by authority of parliament.

II. A discharge by custom or prescriplii n is where timeout of inind

such persons or such lands have been either ))artially or totally dis-

charged from the payment of tithes. And this immemorial usage

is binding upon all parties ; as it is in its nature an evidence of uni-

versal consent and acquiescence, and with reason supposes a real

composition to have been formerly made. This custom or pre-

scription is either de modo decimandi, or de non decimando. A
modus decimandi, commonly called by the simple name of a

modus only, is where there is by custom a particular manner of

tithing allowed, difierent from the general law of taking tithes in

kind, which are the actual tenth part of the annual increase. This
is sometimes a pecuniary compensation, as twopence an acre for

the tithe of land: sometimes it is a compensation in work and la-

bour, as that the parson shall have only the twelfth cock of hay,

and not the tenth, in consideration of the owner's making it for

him : sometimes in lieu of a large quantity of crude or imperfect
tithe the parson shall have a less quantity when arrived at greater

maturity, as a couple of fowls in lieu of tithe-eggs, and the like.

Any means, in short, whereby the general law of tithing is altered,

and a new method of taking them is introduced, is called a modus
decimandi, or special manner of tithing. A prescription de non
decimando is a claim to be entirely discharged of tithes, audio
pay no compensation in lieu of them. Tnus the king by his pre-

rogative is discharged from all tithes. So a vicar shall pay no
tithes to the rector, nor the rector to the vicar for ecclesia decimas
non solvit ecclesiie. But these personal privileges (not arising

from, or being annexed to, the land) are persoirallv confined to

both the king and the clergy ; for their tenant or lessee shall pay
tithes, though in their own occupation llieir lands are not gene-
rally tilhable. And, generally speaking, it is an established rule,

that in lay hands, moiius de non decimando non valet. But spi-

ritual per^on5 or corporations, as monasteries, abliots, bishops.

and the like, were always capal.de of having llieir lands totally

discharged of tithes by various ways: as, I. By real composition'

:J. By the pope'i.buU of eNemptioii. 3. By unity of possession .1

as w hen the rectory of a parish, and lands in the same p;!rish, both

belonging to a religious house, those hauls were di^charged of

tithes by this unity-' of possession. 4. By jirestriplion ; having

never been liable to tithes, by being always in spiritual bauds. 5.

By virtue of their order ; as" the Knights Templars, Cisterciaiis,

and others, whose Lmds were privileged by the pope with a dis-

charge of tithes. Though, upon the dissolution of abbeys by

Henry ^ III. c. 13, most of these exemptions from tithes would

have fallen with them, and the lands become tithaMe ?gaiii,

had they not been supported and upheld by the statute 31

Henry VHI. which enacts, tli:it all peiso.i'^ who should come
to the possession of the lands of any abbey tiien dissolved,

should hold them free and discharged 'of tithe's, in as large anil

ample a manner as the abbeys themselves i'ormerly held ihera.

And from this original have sp'rung all the lands which being in

lay hands, do at present claim to be tithe-free : k-v if a man can

shew his lands to have been such abbey-lantU, and also imniemo-

rially discharged of tithes by any of the me;-.;. s before-mentioned,

this is now a good prescription de non decimando. But he must

shew both these requisites :vfor abbey-lands, without a special

ground of discharge, ;ire not discharged of course ; neither will any
prescription de non decimando avail in total discharge of tithes,

unless it relates to such abbey-lands.

TITH ING. Anciently no man was suffered to abide in Eng-
land above 40 days, unless he were enrolled in some tithing. One
ot the principal inhabitants of the tithing was annually appointed

to preside over the rest, being called the tithmg-men, the head-

borough, and in some countries the horse-holder, or borough's

calderl being supposed the discreetest man in the borough-lown, or

tithing. The distribution of England into tilhings and hundreds

is I wing to king Alfred.

Tithin'g-Men are a kind of petty constables, elected by pa-

rishes, and sworn into their offices in the court-l-;et, and some-

times bv justices of the peace, &c.
IITHONUS, in fabulous history, the son of Laomedon king

of Troy, was beloved by Aurora,who carried him to Delos, thence

to Ethiopia, and at last to heaven, where she piev;iiled on the Des-

tinies to bestow upon him the gift of immortality : but forgot to

add that of youth.

TITIAN^, or TITIANO, Vecelli, the most universal genius

for painting of all the Lombard school, the best colourists of ail

the moderns, and the most eminent for histories, portraits, and
landscapes, was born at Cadore, in Friuli, in ihe late state of \ c-

nice, in 1477, or in 1480 according to Vasari and bandrart. His
parents sent him at ten years of age to one of his uncles at Venice,

who finding that he had an inclination to painting, put i.im to tlie

school of John Bellino. But as soon as Titian had seen ihe works
ofGiorgione, he preferred his manner, and became hii ilisciple ;.

and he followed him in his practice so successluUy that several

of the paintings of Titian were taken for the performances of

Giorgione; and this success inspired that artist wiih such

invincible jealousy, tliU he broke off their connection for ever.

The reputation of Titian rose ra|)idly ; every new work con-

tributed to extend his fame through all Europe ; and he was con-

sidered as the principal ornament of the age. Charles V. enriched

him by repeated bounties, conferred on Inm the honour of knight-

hood, and sat for his portrait several times. The excellence o£

Titian was not so remarkably apparent in the historical composi-

tions, which he painted, as in his portraits and landscapes, which
seem to be superior to all competition; and even to this da),

many of them preserve their original beauty, being as much ihe

admiration of the present age as they have cieservedly been of the

ages past. It would prove almost rn efidless task to enumer.ilfi

the variety of works executed by this illustrious artist, at Rome,
Venice, Bologna, and Florence, in other cities of Italy, in Eng-
land, Spain, Germany, and France. He was of so happy a con-
stitution, that he was never ill till 1576, when he died of the

plague, at 09 years of age. Ilis disciples were- Paul Vtronese,
James Tintoret, James de Porte Bassano, and his soii,s.

Til LE, in law, denotes any right which a person has to thi
possession of a thing, or an authentic instrumenl; whereby he can
prove his right.

TITMOUSE, in ornithology. See Parus.
TlTl L, a town ol }! iing;rry, 24 miles E. S. E. of Pelsr W*-

raddin, and 2-i N. W. ot Belgrade. Lon. 20. 34. E. Lat. 45. 30.N'.

TITCS, in ehuiwh-luslorv, a celebrated evangelist,, a Greek.
by
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by birth, aiul a convert of St. Paul, who wrote a letter to him,

which isstill extant. After going to Corinth, and preachnig the

cowel there, he settled the affairs of the church in Crete ; and

then went by the a|)ostle':> order to Dalmatia, whence after spread-

in^ the gospel there, he returned to Crete, and propagated it in

the adjacent islands. Of the time or manner of his death, nothing

certain is recorded.

Titus Vespasiaxus, the Roman emperor, the son of V espa-

siaii ; of whom it is related, that not being able to recollect any

remarkable good action he had done on a certain day, he ex-

claimed, " 1 have lost a day." Though Home laboured under

various public calamities during his reign, such was his equHable

and mild administration, that he constantly preserved his popu-

arity. He was a great lover of learning, and composed several

poein;. He reigned but two years, and it is thousjht Domitian

ills brother poisoned him, A. D. 81, aged 41.

TIVERTON, a neat borough of England, in Devonshire,

U miles N. N. E. of Exeter, and 161 W. by S. of London. Lon.

3. .IS. \V. Lat. 50. .54. N.
TIVOLI, a town of Italy, in the Pope's late dominions in the

Caniijania of Rome, anciently called Tibur, 10 miles N. E. of

Frescati, and 17 N. E. of Rome. Lon. 12. 43. E. Lat. 41.

59. N.
TLASCALA, a province of Mexico, bounded ou the N. by

G«a5teca, E. by the Gulf of Mexico, and the province ofGuax-
aca ; and W. by tli.it of Mexico Proper. It is 320 miles long,

and from 40 to 120 broad. The climate and soil are various. The
only tax they pay to the Spanish government, is a handful of

maize for each ind'ividual. This tax, trifling as it appears, has, in

some fears, amounted to 13,000 bushels.

TMESIS, in Latin grammar, a figure, whereby a compound
word is div!cle<l, and one or more words thrown in between tlie

hrst and last parts of it : as, Septem subjecta trioni gens, (Virg.) lor

septjentrioni. Qua: meo cunqiie animo, &c. (Cic.) for cjua;-

cunnue.
TOAD, in zoology. See Raxa.
TOB.ACCD, in botany. See Nicotiana.
ToBAcco-PiPE, a pipe for smoking tobacco. See Pipe.

ToBAccQ-PiPE-FisH. See Fistvl.'^ria.

TOBAGO, one of the Caribbee islands, 30 miles long from

"N. E. to S. W. between eight and nine broad, and from 99 to 75

in circumference. The climate, notwithstanding its vicinity to the

line, i.s so tejnpered by the brei-zes from the sea, as to be very

supportable to Europeans ; and has the same advantages with

that of Grenada, in having regular seasons, and also in being

exempt from the hurricanes. There are throughout the island

many rising grounds, though, except at the >). E. extremity,

there is no part of it that can be styled mountainous ; and even
there the country is far from being rugged or impassable. The
soil is fertile, luxuriant, and very finely diversified. Provisions

of all sorts have been raised in great plenty, a vast variety oi ve-

getables, excellent in their kind, for food and physic, ft lies 36
miles N. E. of Trinidada ; 105 S. K. of St.Vincents, ISO S. by VV.

of Barbadoes, and 240 S. E. of Grenada. Lon. 59- 0. W.'Lat.
11. 10. N.
TOBOLSK, the capital of Siberia is situated at the confluence

of the 'i'obol and Irtisch. 800 miles E. of Moscow, and 1000 from
Petersburg. Lon. 6S. 18. E. Lat. 58. 12. N.
TOBOLSKOI, an extensive government of Russia, compre-

hending a considerable part of Siberia. Tobolsk is the capital.

It extends fvoin Lon. 76. 30. to 125. 30. and from Lat. 55. to
78 N.
TOCAT, orTOKAT, a province of Asiatic Turkey, in Na-

tolia, and in Carainania, and in the pachalic of Sivas.

ToCAT, or 'PoKAT, a city of Natolia, capital of the above
province, 150 or 180 miles W. of Erzerum, 283 N. of Aleppo,
and 250 E, of Constantinople.

TOCAY>.L\, a town of Terra Firma, in Grenada. Lon. 73.
50. W. Lat. 4. 3. N.
TODI, a townontaly. in the duchy of Spolcto, IS miles W.

of Spoleto, and 53 N. of Rome.
TODUS, the Tody, in ornithology, a genus of llie order

' pica;. Beak slender, depressed, broad ; base beset witij bristles;

nostrils small, oval ; toes plactd three before and one behind.
There are 16 species.

TOES, Bones, and Mlsclesof the. See An'ato.vv.
Toe Head, a cape of Scotland, on the S. \V. coast of Harris,

in the isle of Lewis; 42 miles S. \V. of Slornoway.
TOGA, in Roman antiquity, a wide woollen gown or mantle,

which seems to have been of a semicircular form, without sleeves

;

differing both in richness and largeness, according to the circum-
stances of the wearer, and used only in public. It was the dis-

tinguished mark of a Roman : hence, Ihejustogr, or privilege

of a Roman citizen ; i. e. the right of wearing a Roman habit,

and of taking fire and water through the Roman empire.

TOISE is a French measure, contiiining six feet, or a fathom;
a square toise is thirty-six square feet. The toise and the fathom
correspond in the division of the feet ; but these divisions being

unequal, it is necessary to observe that the proporlion of the yard,

as fixed by the Royal Society at London, to the half-tpise as

fixed by the Royal Academy at Paris, is as 36 : 33'355.

TOKAY, or TOCKAY, a town of Upper Hungary, in the

county of Zimplin, 75 miles N. W. of Great Waradiii, 90 N. E.
of Bu'da; 98 N. \V. of Colosvar, and 150 E. of Vienna. Lon,
21. 25. E. Lat. 48. 10. K
Tokay Wine, wine produced in the above country. There

are four sorts of wine made from the same grapes, distinguished at

Tokay by the names of essence, auspruch, masslach, and the com-
mon wine. The essence is made by picking out the half-dried

and shrivL'Ued grapes, and putting them into a perforated vessel,

where they remain as long as any juice runs oil by the mere pres-

sure of their own weight. This is put into small casks. The
auspruch is made by pouring tlie expressed juice of the grapes

from which the former had been picked out on those that yielded

the essence, and treading thein with the feet. The liquor thus

obtained stands for a day or two to ferment, and then is poured
into small casks, which are kept in the air for about a month, and
afterwards put into casks. The same process is repeated on the

addition of more juice to the grapes which have already under-
gone the two former pressures, and thty are now wrung with the

hands ; and thus is had tlie masslach. The fourth kind is made
by taking all the grapes together at first, and submitting them to

the greatest [iressurc ; this is chielly preparc<l by the peasants.

The essence is thick, and very sweet and luscious ; it is chiefly

used to mix with the other kinds. The auspruch is the wine

commoniy exported, and which in foreign countries is called

Tokay. The goodness of it is determined by the following rules.

The colour should neither be reddish nor very pale, Ijut a light

silver: in trying it, the palate and tip of the tongue should be

wetted without swallowing it, and if it manifest any acrimony to

the tongue, it is n'>t good; but the tasl<» ought to be soft and

mild: when poured out, it should form globules in the glass, acd

have an oilv appearance ; when genuine, the strongest is always

of the best quality : when swallowed, it should have an earthy

astringent taste in the moutli, which is called the taste of the root.

All tokay wine has an aromatic taste, which distinguishes it from

every other species of wine. It keeps to any age, and improves

bvtime: but is never good till about tliree years old. It is the

best way totransport it in casks ; for when it is on the seas, it fer-

' meiits three timtfs every season, and thus relines itself. When in

bottles, there must be an empty space left between the wine and

the cork, otherwise it would burst the \)ottle. A little oil is put

upon the surface, and a piece of bladder tied over the cork. The
bottles are always laid on their sides in sand. I'ltil. Trans, vol.

Ixiii. part ii. p. 292, Src.

TOLEDO, an ancient trading city of Spain in New Castile,

37 miles S. of Madrid.

TOLEN, an island of Batavia, in the department of the Meuse,
and late province of Zealand, in the E. branch of the Scheldt.

ToLES, the capital of the above-island, is a handsome town,

4 miles N. W. (if Beigenop-Zoom.
TOLENTINO, a' town of Italy, in Ancona, 8 miles S. E.

of St. Severino, 10 S. W. of Macerata, and 88 N. E. of Rome.

'

Lon. 13. 11. E. Lat. 43. 14. N.
TOLERATION, in religion, is citlier civil or ecclesiastical.

Civil toleration is an impunity and safety gnuited by the state to

every sect that does not maintain doctrines inconsistent with thC

public peace : and ecclesiastical toleration is the allowance which

the church giants to it; members to differ in certain oipinions, not

reputed fundamental.
TOLUSBURGi
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TOLUSBUUG, a soa»|)(Kt-towii of Russia, in Riga, sealed

oil tlie Gult of Finland ; (3U nulw W. of Nurva. Lon. ijij. 4. E.
Lai. 59. 3S. N.
TOLilUYS, a town of Batavia, in the department of tlie

Rhine, ami late province of Giielderland ; 8 milei E. of Ninic-

gtica. Loi). 6. 0. E. Lat. 51. 56. N.
TOLL, a lax or custom paid for liberty to vend goods in a

niarlvBt or fair, or for kepping roads in proper repair. The first

»ppointment of a toll on higliwajs of wliitli we read, took place

in 1346. .Soc Uoad.
TOLLAND, a hilly and rocky county of Connecticut;

bounded on the N. by Massachusetts; E. and S. E. by Windham
county ; S. by New London, and VV. by Hartford counties.

ToLiANU, the capital of the above county, 18 miles N. E. by
E. of Hartford, and 245 from Philadelphia.

'J'OLNA, orTOLNIA, a town of Hungary, and capital of a

county so named, 30 miles N. E. of Ziget, 5U S. of Buda, and
< S. W. of Colocza. Lon. 19. 28. E. Lat. 46. 33. N.
TOLN.ANI, a town of Hindoostan, in Baglana ; 70 miles

W. of liurhanpour, and 124 E. of Sural. Lon. 75. 3. E. Lat.

21. 15. N.
TOLO.SA, in ancient geography, a town of Gallia Narbo-

sensis, uhich became a Uomaii colony under Augustus, It is

now called Toulouse.

ToLOSAj or ToLOZA, in modern geography, a city of Spain,

the cnpilal of the province of Guipuscoa. Lon. 2. 5. W.
Lat. 43. 10. N.
TOLU, a town of Terra Finna in Carthagena ; 60 miles S.

of Carthasena. Lon. 73. 55. W. Lat. 9. 40. N.
TOLUIFERA, Balsam ok Tolu Tbee; a genus of the

Secandria nionogynia class and order. Calyx live-toothed, bell-

siiaped ; petals tive, obcordate ; style none. It has but one
species, viz.

'1'. Balsamum. This tree grows to a considerable height ; it

ssnds ort numerous large branches, and is covere<l with rough,
thick, g^eyi^h bark : the leaves are elliptical s)t ovate, entire,

pointed, alternate, of a light green colour, and stand upon short

strong footstalks : the flowers are numerous, and produced in late-

ral racemi : the calyx is bell-shaped, divided at the brim into five

Atreth, which are nearly equal, but one is projected to .•» greater

distance than the others. The balsam is obtained by making in-

cisions in the bark of the tree, and is collected into spoons, which
»re made of black wax, from which it is poured into proper

vessels. This balsam is of a reddish yellow colour, transparent,

in consistence thick and tenacious ; hy age it grows so hard and
Vrittle, that it may he rubbed into a powder between the linger

and thumb, its smell is extremely fragrant, somewhat resembling

that of lemons ; its taste is warm and sweetish, and on being chewed
it adheres to the teeth. Thrown into the fire it immediately
Jiqucfiea, takes Ihimc, and disperses its agreeable odour. Though
it does not dissolve in water, yc-t if boiled in it for two or three

hours in a covered vessel, the water receives its odoriferous smell

;

water also suffers a similar impregnation from the balsam by dis.

tillation. With the assistance of mucilage it unites with water, so

as to form a milky solution. It dissolves entirely in spirit of wine,

and easily mixes with distilled oils, but less easily with expressed
oils. JJistilled without addition, it produces not only an empy'
fumatic oil, of a pale dark colour, but sometimes a small portion

cf a saline matter, similar to that of the flowers of beu/oin, This
balSiiin possesses the same general virtues with the balsam of

Gilead, and that of Peru.

Tomahawk, » weapon much used by tlie North American
Indians in their savage wars with each other, and with which they
lio a great deal of bloody execution,

'j'OMB includes both the grave or sepulchre wherein a defunct
it intepi'ed, nnd tlie monument erected to preserve his memory.
The word is formed from the Greek TufiCc?, tumulus, a sc |iul-

cbre ; or, according to Menage, from the Latin tmnhu, vvhith

jtignifics tlie same.. In many nsitions it h.is been oustomary to burn
the bodioB of the dead ; and to collect the asln"". with pious csre
into an urn, which was deposited in a tomb or sepulchre, Among
many nations it has also been the practico lo lay the dead body
in a tomb, witiiout consumin'g it, after having wmpped it up de^
ccntly, and sometimes placing it in u coflin, The tombi; of the

Jfew» were generally hollow ^jlacts hewn out U' ft rock, TitC
you IV—HO »08.

Egyptians alse buried their dead in caves, called citacoijibi. See
Catacomb. The pyramids, as some th.ink, were also employeit'
for the same purpose. Sometimes also, afier embahi>ing tf-.eir

dea-l, they placed them in ditches in some magiiiliceiil apartment
in their huuses. A tomb oj the Persians is. a circular buildu'g, '

open at top, about 55 feet diameter, and 1,'5 feet in height, filled

towithmhve feet of the top, excepting a well of 15 feet dia-
meter in the centre. Tiie part so filled is terraced, with a slight

declivity toward the well. Two circular giooves three iRches
deep are raised round the well ; the first at the distance of four,

the second at ten, feet from the well. Gioovcs of the like depth
or height, and four feot distant from each other at Uie outer psirt

of the outer circle, are carried straight from the wall to ihe well,

communicating with the circular ones, for the purpose of carry-
ing oif the water, &c. The tomb is thus divided into three cir-

cles of partitions : the outer, about 7 feet by 4 ; the middle, 6 by
3; the inner, 4 by 2; the outer for the men, the middle for the
women, the inner for the children ; in which the bodies are re-;

spectively placed, wrapped loosely in a piece of cloth, and left

to be devoured by the vultures ; which is very soom done. Tiie
triends of the deceased come at the proper time, and throw the
bones into the well. The entrance is closed by an iron-door, four
feet square, on the eastern side, as liigh «p as the terrace, to

which a road is raised. Upon the v,all, above the door, an addi'
tional wall is raised, to prevent people from looking into the tomb
which the Persees are particularly careful to prevent. A Persian
inscription is on a stone inserted over the door. From the hotton>
of the wall subterraneous passages lead to receive the hones, iec^
and prevent the well from filling. Of the ancient sepulchres
found in Russia and Siberia, some are perfect tumuli, raised to ru
enormous height, while others are almost level with the ground.
Some of them are encompassed with a square wall of large t|uaHy-«

stones placed in an erect position ; others are covered only with sk

small heap of stones, or they are tumuli adorned with stones sit

top. Some are mured v.ith brick within, and vaulted over

;

others are no more than pits or common graves. In some the
earth is excavated several fathoms deep ; others, and especially

those wh.ich are topped by a lofty tumulus, are only dug of a
sufficient depth for covering the carcase. Urns are never met
with here. But sometimes what remained of the bodies after the
combustion, and even whole carcases, are found wrjpped up \n-
thin plates of gold. The Moors, hold it an irreverent thing t<»

bury their dead in mosques. The burial-grounds of ail Moliam-
inedaris are mostly without the city, and tltoy inter the dead at
the hour act apart for prayer. Their tombs are exceedingly sinj»

pie, and have no pretensions to architectural elesance. Among
the northern nutions it was customary to bury their dead undef
heaps of btones called cairns, or under barrows. The inhaljitants

of Tibet, it is said, neither bury nor burn their dead, hut expcsti
them en the tojis of the mountains.

TOMBEC, a town of the French empire, in the department
of the Dyle, and late province of Austrian Brabant ; S miles

S, of Louvain, (U)d 10 E. of Brussels, Lon. 4, 49, E. l,at,

50, 45, N.
TO.MEUCTOO, or TOMBUCTOU, a large city in North

Africa, and capital of a kingdoni so named. Lon. ], 33. E, Lh',.

16, 30. N.
TOMEBANfBA, a town of Peru, in the province of Quito

;

120 miles S. of Quilw. Lon, 77. ,'iO. E. Lat, 4, 16. S,

TOM F,X, ill botany, a genus of plants, of the class tutranriri*.

and in the order of monogynia; natural order, Dumosw, The-y
have llowurj tctrapetalQus und complete, having both calyx and
corolla.

TOM PI ON, a sort of bung or cork u^ed to flop thft mouth of
a cjiniiQii, At sea this h carefully encircled with tallow or i<u;tv,

to prevent the penetration of the water into the bore, whereby tlirj

po'.yder contained in the chamber might be dainuged or rendcrctl

unlit for service,

Ta.Ml'ioN, Tiio.MAS, an English ^lalchmaker of extraQrvii'.'.rst

merit, vvliu llourishedat Landun, in the J7th century,

'I'OMSK. a city of Siberia, or Russian Tortarv, in Toboi:.kf>{,

lOS mile:- K. N. G. of K-'livan. Lon. 84. 59. E, Lpt.55, 45. N,
TONDEIlEN, or TONDERN, an ancient town of De».

niark, in the duchy of Slesv/irk, 2? milts S. of Ripen, und 37
N, W, of fileswiok. Lmi. 'J. 40. K. L.at. 'A. U. N,

U E TO>l[.
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TONURAY, aa island of Siolland, one of llie Sheiljnci

islands, about b miles in circuit, near tiie VV. coast.

TONE, or TUNIC, in nuisic, is a property of sonnd, whtrcby
it comes under tlie rekition of grave and acute ; or tlie de^if^e of

elevation and sound lias from the dearee of SAiitness of tlie vilira-

tion'! of the parts of the sonorous body.

. TONE is taken in loin- dif^Vrt nt senses among the ancients : 1.

For any 'Sound ; 2. Tor a certain Kiterval, as when it ii said tlio

diirerence between the dlapRnte and diatessaron is?, lone; 3. For
a,certain. locus or compass of the voice, in which sense they usi d

. the Dorian, Phrygian, Lydian 'ones ; 4. For tension, aa when
tliey speak ol an acute, crave, or a middle tone.

-TONGEREN, TONGEKES,: lONGERSST, or TON-
GRES, a town of France, in l!ic department -of the Onrte, and
late bishopric of Liege, 12 u/iles.S. W. of Mnestricht, and 15 W.
of Liege.

TONG-TCrrOUEN, a city of China, of the first rai.k, in the

province of Se-tchuen, 1000 niiles S. W. of Pekin.
TONGUE. See .Anatomy.
TONIC, in nuisic, signifies a certain degree of ten.»ion, or the

sound produced by a vocal string in a given degree oi tension, or

by any sonorous bod\ when put in vibration.

'TONN/VGE and l'OUNU.-\GE, an ancient duty on wine and
other goods, the origin ot which seems to have been tliis: .•\bout

the 21st of Edward 111. complaint was made that mercliuiits were
robbed and murdered on the seas. The king thereupon, with the
coiHent of the peers, levied a di^ty of 2i. on every ton of wine,
and li:d. in the pound on all goods imported ; which was treatetl

as Ulegal by the comnians. About 25 years after, the king, when
(he knights of the shires were returned home, obtained a like

grant from the citizens and burgesses, and the year after it was
regularly grimted in parliament. These duties were diminished
sometimes, and sometimes increased ; at length they seem to have
hiientized at 3s. tonnage, and \s. poun(!age, Tliey were at first

usually granted only for a stated term of years, as, for two years
id 5 Ric. 11. ; but in Henry VL's time they were granted him for

We by a statute in the 31st year of his reiirn ; and again to Edward
IV.Jor the term of his life also: since which time they >4ere re-,

gularly granted to all his successors for life, so.netimes at the first,

sometimes at other subsequent parliaments, till the reign of Charles
I.; when these impo»ts were imprudently and uncon.,titutionally
levied without cous-nt of parliament, for 15 years, which was
one of the causes of the unhappy discontents. 'At the restoration
tijis duty was granted to King Charles U. for life, and so it was
»o his two immediate successors; but now, by three several
statutes, 9 Ann. c. 0, 1. Geo. 1. c. V8, and 3 Geo. I. c. 7, it is

made oerpetnal, and mortgaged for the debt of the public.
•TONNAY BOUTONNE, a town of France, in the depart-

Hieiit ot Lower CInrente, and late province of Saintonge, lOJ^
miles W. of Rochfort, and 71 W. of St. Jean d'Angely. Lon.
©. 34. W. Lai. 45. 58. N. ,

° "'

TcsNAY CHARtsTt, a town of France, in the department of
Lower Chareme ; 3 miles E. of Rochfort, and 15 N. W. of
Jj.dntes. Lon. 0. 36. W. Lat. 45. 56. N.
TO><NERE, an ancient town of France, in the department

•f the Ytiune, and late province of Burgundy, 27 miles E. of
Troyes, and 102 E. of Paris. Lon. 4 4. E. Lat. 47. 51. N.
TONNINGEN, a town of Denmark, capital of Eiderstadt, on

the Eider, 2 miles from Husum.
TONQUIN, a kingtloni of Asia, in the East Indies, bevond

the Ganges; bounded on the N. by the province of Yunnan in
China, ou the E. by that of Canton and the bav of Tonquin, on
the S. by Cochin China, and on the W. by Laos. It is about
1200 nule^ long, and ;M)0 broad ; and is one of the most consi-
derable kingdoms of the East, as well on account of the number
of us inhabitants, as its riches and trade. The country abounds
with villages; and the natives are of a middle-stature, with a
tawny comple.xion. '1 hey are generally dexterous, nimble, active,
and ingeni-ms in mechanic arts.

lONaREUG, a sea-port-town of Norway, in the province of
Acguhuus, 42 miles S. of Chrisiiania. Lon. 10. 34. E. Lat
59. l4. N.
TONSELLA, in b L-ny, agenusof the Iriandria monogynia

class and order. Calyx hve-parted
; petals five ; nectary pitc'her-

ebajied ; berry cne-ccUtd, four-sueded. There are two species
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viz. 1. >' diideii.v (hnitiii^ toiisella, anil T. Alricaiia, African
ton-e'ln, both natives (it Guiana.

rON\S[LS, 111 aiiaiomy, two remarkable glands, siiuated one
on each side of the nioulii, near the uvnla, and cnnin.only called-

almonds of tlie ears, from their resembling almonds in figure.'

'I heir use is to secrete a mucous hnraour for lubricating the pas-,

sages. See Amatom v.

TONSURE, in ecclesiastical histoi-y, a particular manner op
shaving or clipping the hair of ecclesiaslu s or monks. 1 he anci-

ent ton-ure oi tlie clergy was nothing more than polling tlie head,
and cutting the hair to a moderate degree, for the sake of.decency
and gravity ; and the same observation is true with respedtio thq
tonsure of the ancient monks.

1 ON VINE, a loan given for life-annuities with benefit of sur-
vivcrship ; so 'called from the inventor Laurence T.onti, a ffeapo-
litan. He projiDsed his scheme in 1653 to reconcile tlie peo|)le

to cardinal Mazarine's government, by anuioing them with tlo
hope o.' bei oming suddenly rich. He obtained the consent of
the coiirt, but the parliament would not register the edict. He
made aitempts afterwards, but without success. It was not till

Lewis XIV. was distressed by the league of Augsburg, and by
his o^^n immense e.xpences thitt he had recourse to the plans of
Toi;:i. By an edict in 1080, he created a tontine lovale o£
1,400,00') livres annual rent, divided into 14 classes. The'action»
wen- 300 livres apiece, and the proi)rietoi-s were to receive 10/.

per cent, with benefit of survivorship in every class. This scheme
was executed but very imperfectly. A lew years aftxJr, another
tontine was erected upon nearly the same terms, but this was
never above half full. Ihey both sulxsLsted in 1726, when the
French king united the 13th class of the fii-st tontine with the 14th
of the second; all the actions of which were possessed bv Char-
lotte Bonnemay, widow ot Lewis Barbler, a surgeon of Paris,

who died at the a<je of yt). This gentlewoman had ventured 300
livres in each tontine, and in the last year of her life she had for

her annuity 73,500 livres, or about 3000/. a-year, for about 30/,

The nature of the tontine is this ; there is an annuity, after a cer-

tain rale of interest, granted to a number of people, divided into

classes, according to their respective ages : so that annually the

whole fund of each class is divided among the survivors of that

class; till ut last it falls to one, and upon the extinction of that

life, reverts to the power by which tlie tontine was erected, and
which becomes thereby security for the due payment of tlie annuities.

TONVORE, a cape of Scotland, on the' N. W. coast of the

Isle of Islay.

TOOL, among mechanics, denotes in general any small in-

strument used for making other complex inslrunieuls and ni.'.ctiines,

or in other oper.itions in the mechanic arts.

nOOTH.' See Anatomy.
TCP, in ship-building, a sort of platform, surrounding the

lower mast-head, from which it projects on all- sides like a scaf-

fold. The principal intention of the top is to extend the top-mast-

shrouds, so as to form a greater angle with the ma»t, and thereby

give additional support to the latter. It is sustained by certain

timbers fixed across' the hounds or shoulders of the mast, and •

called the trestle-trees and cross-trees.—Besides the use above-
mentioned, the top is otherwise extremely convenient to contaia

tlie materials necessary for extendmg the small saiK, and for fixing

or repairing the rigging and machinery with more lacility and ex-

pedition. In ships of war it is used as a kind of redoubt, and is

accordingly fortified for attack or dt.Mence ; being furnisheil with

swivels, musketry, and other fire-arms, and guarded by a tliick

fence of corded hammocks. Finally, it is employed as a place for

looking out, either in the day or night.

TOP,\Z, in mineralogy, is a species of the flint-genus, of a
wine-yellow colour, of all degrees of intensity, and pas,sing to

various other colours. It occurs massive, disseminated, sometimes
in rolled pieces, but commonly crystallized. There are many
varieties. Sjiecific gravity, according to Werner, is about 3'5.

The Saxon variety, in a gentle heat, turns white ; but a strong

heat deprives it of lustre and transparency : the Brazilian, by ex-

posure to a high temperature, burns rose-red ; and in a stiU higher,

violet-bUie. Before the blow-pipe it is scarcely fusible; but ex-

posed to a stream of oxygen gas, ii melts into a porcelh.nous bead.

It is fusible with borax,' but alkali has little elTect on it. The Bra

zilian, Siberian, and other topazes, when heated, exhibit at ona

^ extteraity
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extrtmily positive, and at the utliet Jie^alive eleancuy. Tlie
Saxon,topaz, by I'riGliou oiiiv, gjves signs of eleitr.tiiy.

Silica .« ,. 31

Ai'imiiw (is

. L-OSi . 1

^r^ 100

It is found in, veins tiiat traverse primitive roclcs, accompanied
by'lluoi>jpar, tin-ore, and ascuical pyritf s.

TOPIC, ill rhetoric, ilenotes a probable argument, drawn fron)

the several circ.um=taiKes of a tact, &;c. Hence the art of tinJmg
and maraging such argimn'iits is called hv tlie ancients topica.

TOPICS, or TOl^JCAL MEDICINES, are the same with

external ones, or those applieii ont'.vardly to some diseased and
painful part: such are |)iaslers, cataplasms, unguents, &c,
..TOPEAliY, AuGUSTLs MoNTA.GUt, M. A. a Lite celebrated

Englisli divine, born at I'ainham in Surry, in 1737; and edu-
cated at Westminsier and Dublin. He became vicar of Broad-
heuibury, Devonshiie ; but removed to London, for healdi, where
he died. in 1778. He wroie " Historic Proof of the Doctiiiial

Calvinism of the CImrcb of England ;" and other works ; in C
vols. 8vo. -

, TOiP-MAST, tl'.e second division of a mast, or that part which
standfcbetween tlie upper and lower pieces.

. TOPOGRAPHY, [toi©' and yjaf*,] a description or draught
of some particular place, or small tract of laud, as that of a city

or town, manor or tenement, held, garden, house, castle, &c.
such as surveyors set out in their plots, or malve draughts of, lor

tlie information and satisfaction of the proprietors.

TOP-SAILS, certain large sails^ extended acrossthe top-nia.sts by
the topsail-yard above, and by the yard attached to the lovver-masl

beneath ; being fastened to the former by robands, and to the
latter by means of two great blocks fixed on its extremities,

through which the top-sail-shects are inserted, passing from thence
to two other blocks fixed on tlie inner part of the yard close bv the

mas! ; ;uid from these latter the sheets lead downwards to the deck,
where they may be slackened or extended at pleasure.

TOPSHAM, a town of England, in Devonshire, 5 miles S. E.
of Exeter. Lon. 3. 26. W. L'at. JO. 39. N.
TOJIDYLIUM, Hart-Wort; in botany, a genus of plants

belonging to the class penlaiidria, and order digynia ; natu-
ral order, Umbellat.T. Corollets radiated, hetmaph'rodite ; fruit

poundish, crenated on the margin ; iuvoUicra long and undivided.
There are 7 species.

TORELI.I, Joseph, was born at Verona m 1721. He re-

ceived the degree of LI>.D. Being in possession ot a considera-

ble fortune, he was enaljled to devote himself entirely to literature.

Though he did not practise as a lawyer, he did not relinquish the
study of law. He acquired the Hebrew, Greek, Latin, ar.d Ita-

lian languages ; also French, Spanish, and English. In fact his

acquirements in every branch of learning and sciences were only
equalled by liis virtues. He died in 1781. He was author of 20
ditferent works on various subjects.

TGRF.,EUS, Thkrmodus, a native of Iceland, of consider-

able learning and abilities, born in 1639. He became historio-

grapher to the king of Denmark. He wrote, " The History of
Norway ;" containing also the " Annals of the Nortliein
parts of Scotland," from the v ear 850 to 1205. He died in 1720,
aged 81.

TORIES, 3 political faction in Britain, opposed to the Whigs.
This name was first given to a set of banditti in Ireland, whose
summons to surrender was expressed by the Irish word Toree, i. e.

Give me. It was thence transferred to tlie adhereits of Charles
I. by his enemies, under the pretence that he favoured the rebels
in Ireland. His partisans, to be even witli the republicans, gave
thenr the name of Whigs, from a word which signifies whey, in

derision of their poor fare. The Tories, or cavaliers, as they
were also called, had then principally in view the political interests

of the kiti,^, the crown, and the church of England; and the
Tound-heads, or Whigs, proposed chiefly the maintaining of the
rights and interests of the people, and of Protestantism. This
is the most popular account ; and yet it is certain the niune Whig
and Tory were but little known till about the middle of the reign
cf king Churles IJ. M. de Cizctelates, that it was ia the year

lo78 ihal the wiioU; n.:Uon yy<(; iTst pbser\;ed tQ be diyij|ed-int«

Whigs and Tories,- and bat o, i,<;ta,sion of the iaipQus depo'jitipii

of T.t»is Oates, who accused ti?e C.:t!;ulics of having coiisp retj.

again-.t the king and the "^lale, the appeHatipn of Wliig wgs given
to si,cli as believed the plot real ; anu/iory to those who held it

(iclitioiis.

TOKIGNA, a tctw;n of Fraijc^, in tliq dt-partinent o( tlif.

Channel, and late pfovin.ce. of, Normandy. Lon. 0. 42, £. Lat,

4a. 0. N.
,

-"
.

•

lORENIA, in. botanv.a gepjis of. the dir'ynamia angiosper-

mia class and order. N.dural orderi Pefsoitata. Calyx, two-
ilpp'-d, U|)perlip tinee-cuspeci ; (iUnnirts, the lower with a sterilft,

brain :i!(-' ; capsule iwo-cilkd. i liert;,: re lln-i e species.

'I ORM ENTILLA, Tormentil; m bol.ny, a genus of
plants 01 the class icoM'.ndna, an- order iK.|yii\ nia ; natural order,'

.Senticosa;. Caly.x octo/jd
; petals four ; seeds round, naked,

„ni\pd to a juic.eless receptacle. There are two species ; botl),

iiidigcjioub.
"

'lORNADO, a sudden and vehement gust of wind from ;^il

points of the compass, frequent on the oast oi Guinea.
TORNE, orlORNEA, a sea-port-lown of Sweden, on, an

island and in the mouth of a river so named, near tlie Gulf of
Bothnia. Lon. 24. 17. E. L-at. 65. 51. N.
TOUNOVA, a to \n of European Turkey, in Janna, 12 mile*

N. W. of Latissa. Lon. 12. 36. E. Lat. 39, 32. N.
TORPEDO, the Cramp-Fish. See Raja.
TORREFACIION, n. chetmslry and metallurgy, j.s tjiie-

roasting or scorching of a body by tire, to discharge a part eithjeft

unnecessary or hurtful in another operation. Sulphur and most
metals are thus (hscharged from their ores before they arc
wrought. See Metai-H-'roy.
TORRICELLI, Evangeliste, an illus.triovis Italian mathe-

matician and plulosopher, born at Faonza in 160S. He studied
under father Benedict Castelli, professor of mathematics at Rome.
Having jead Galileo's dialogues, he composed a treatise oi mo-
tion, on his principles, Viiiich brought liini acquainted with Galileo,
who took him home as an assistant: but Galileo died in three
months after. He became professor of inatheinatics at Florence,
and greatly improved the art of making tvleicopes and micro-
scopes : but he is best known lor finding out a method of ascer-

taining the weight ol the atmosphere by cuiicksilver : the baro-
meter being called, from him, the Uonicelliau Tube. He pub-
lished " Opura G fometrjca," 4to. 1644; and died in 1647.

TORRICELLIAN EXPERIMENT, a famous experiment
made by Torriculh, by which he demonstrated the pressure of the
atmosphere, in opposition to the doctriiesof suction, &c. finding
that pressure able to support only a certain length of mercury, or
any other fluid, in an inverted glass-tube. See Baromlteb.

I'ORRID ZONE, in geography, is tliat part of our Globe of.

Earth, which lies between the two Temperate Zones, or. the
Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn ; aiMl is so called from the e.\-

cssive heat of the climate ; the inhabitants having the sun ver-
tical to them twice a-year; notwithstanding which, there are .some
high mountains hi this zone, whose tops are always covered with-

snow. The torrid zan^; extends quite around the globe, and com-
prehends a space of 47° of Lat. See Geografhv.
TORRIGIA, or TORR1.GLIA, a town of Genoa, 15 miles

N. N. E. of Genoa. Lon. 8. 4. E. Lat. 44. 34. Ni
TORRING'l'ON, a tuwn of England, in Devonshire, 11 miles

S. W. of Barnstaple, and 194 \V. S. W. of London. Lon. 4. 0.

W. Lat. 51. 4. N.
TORTOISE, in zoology. See TESTt;j)o.

TORTONA, a town of Italy, in the depactment of Olona,
and late Milanese: 28 miles S'. E. of Casal and 27 S. W. of
Milan. Lon. S. 58. E. Lat. 45. 8. ,N.

TORTOSA, a large city of Spain, in Gatslonia, 35 miles
S. W. of 7\irragona, and 180 E. of Madrid. Lon. 0. 35. E.
Lat. 40. 53. N.
TORTUGA, an island on the N. coast of Hispaniola, about

SO miles in circumference. Lvn. 74. 10. W. Lat. 20. 10. N.
ToRTUGA, an uninhabited island of South America, near the-

coast of Terr.. Firma. Lon. 64. 50. W. L»t. 11, 30. N.
TORUS, in architecture. See Architecture.
TOTNESS, a borough of Devon lure, 27 miles fr. W. of

Exeter, and 196 W, by S. of London. Lon. 3.44.W. L;U.50.24.N.
TOUAfiS,
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TOUAKS, oiTUOUAKS, a town of France, in tlie (If part-

mciit of <lie Two Sevres, 32 miles N. W. of l'oitier», anil 13 N.

of Niort.

TOUCAN, or AMERICAN GOOSE, is one of the constella-

tions of tlic soiillu-rn liL-rnispliere, consisting of 9 small star?.

TOUCH-NEEDLE, amonj; assuyers, refiners, &c. wa<; little

bnrs of gold, silver, and copper, coniliined together in all the dif-

ferent proportions an<l degrees of mixture.

Touch-stone, a black, smooth, glossy stone, formerly much
used to examine the purity of metals. The ancients citlled it

L:ipis Lydius, the Lydian stone, from the name of the country

whence it was originally brought. Any piece of pebble oi black flint

will answer the purpose of tiie best lapis lydius of Asia. Even a

piece of glass made rough with emery is used with success, to dis-

ti4iguish trui- gold from such a<* is counterfeit ; both bj the metal-

lic "colour and the test of aquafortis. The true touch-stone is of a

black colour, and is met with in several parts of Sweden.

TOULON, an ancient city and sea-port of France, capital of the

tlep.nrtment of the Var. Before the revolution it was a bishop's

see, and one of the chief cities of Provence. It had a cathedral,

many churches, nine convents, a seminary, and a college. It was

Ofigniallv btiilt by the Komans, after their conciuest of Gaul. It

was destroyed about the end of the 10th century, and was hardly

rebuilt, when it was again pillaged by African pirates. In 1524, it

was takeji by the imperialists unc'er tlie constable of Hourbon ; and

again by Charles V. in 1530. It has been depopulated by the

})iague, particularly in 1418, 1461, 14T(), 1587, 1021, 1630, H)47,

leti4, and 1720. Yet notwithstanding these depopulations, it

contained about 80,000 citizens in 178!^. It was highly improved,

ornamented, and fortified, by Lewis XIV'. who employed the

celebrated Vauban to erect the strongest fortifications ; and con-

structed a new haven, with an arsenal, containing every thing ne-

cessary for shipbuilding, with a rope-work, an armoury, a foundery
for cannons, muskets, and all other warlike apparatus. The har-

bour of Toulon is very spacious, and surrounded by hillf, which
give it the appearance of being almost circular. '1 he entrance is

defended on both sides by a fort with strong batteries. The great

prince Eugene besieged this city in 1707, but without success. In

Sept. 1793, however, it was surrendered by a party of French
royalists to the British admiral Lord Hood: who accordingly took
possession of it, in conjunction with the Spanish troops, in trust for

Lewis XVII. ; in whose name Lord Hood promised the French
a restoration of the constitution of 1789. But the French repub-
licans, disregarding these olTors, laid close siege to it, and notwith-

standing the most heroic exertions made by the British and their

allies, and particularly by Sir Sidney Smith, Gen. O'llars, and
Capt. Hare, the garrison was obliged to evacuate Toulon in Dec.
1793; after having destroyed the arsenal, and burnt or taken
several ships of war. The loss on the part of th.e allies was very
great, vast numbers of the royalists being either drowned or falling

into the hands of the French, while endeavouring to get on hoanl
the British vessels. It was at this sifge that Napoleon Bonaparte,
who is now emperor of the FVench, king of Italy, protector of the
Rhenish Confederation, and mediator of the Swiss cantons, first

signalized himself, being at that time only an officer in the artil-

lery ! ! ! Toulon is seated on a bay of the Mediterranean ; 45
wiiles S. E. of Marseilles, aad 51 S. E. of Aix. Loa. 5. J7. E.
Lat.43. 7. N.
TOULOUSE, a vei^' ancient city of France, in the department

of Upper Garonne, and late province of Languedoc, 37 miles E.
tf Audi, 125 S. E. of Bourdeaux, and 350 S. W. of Paris. Lon.
1.27. R. 1,31.43. 36. N.
'lOL'R, Henry de la, viscount Ti'rekne, a celebrated

French general, was the second son of Henry de la Tour duke of
Bouillon, and was born at Sedan in 161 1. He made his first cam-
paign; in Holland, under Maurice and Frederic Henry princes of
Orange; who were his uncles by the mother's side. 'In 1634 he
marched with his re).,iment into Lorraine; and having contributed
to the taking of La .\Iothe, was though very voung, made
iiiareschal (le camj). Li 1636 he trxik Saverne, and' in lti37, the
Cistles of Hirson and Sole. He cohtiuued to disti;iguish himself
ill several sieges and battles, and in 1644 was made marshal of
France; but was defeated .it the battle of Miriendal, in 1645.
Howewtr, he gained the battle of Norllingen three months M-
ter ; restored the elector ofTreves to his doiuinious; and iii 1646

made the famous jimction of the French army with that of Sweden
commanded by general Wrangel, which obliged the dul^e of Bj-
varia to demand a peace. But that duke breaking the treaty, ho
was defeated by 'I'uremie at tlie battle of Zumarshausen, and in

164S, driven entirely out of his dominions. DiMing the civii

wars in France he sided \,ith the princes, and was defeated at the
battle of Khetel in 1650 ; but soon after was restored to the favour

of the king, who in 1652 gave him the command of his army.
He acquired great honour at the battles of Jergeau, Gren, and the
suburbs of St. Anthony, and by the retreat he made before tlie

army commanded by the princes at Ville Neuve St. George. Itt

1654 he made llie Spaniards raise the siege of Arras ; iu 1655 he
took Condi', St. Guilian, and several other placfs

; gaine<l the

famous battle of Dunes; and made l.imself master of Dunkirk,
Oudenartle, and almost all Flanders: this obliged the Spaniaids to

conclude the peace of the Pyrenees in lti60. These impoitaiit

services occasioned his being made marshal general of the king'i

armies. The war being renewed with Spain in 1667, Turenne
commanded ill Flanders; and took so many places, that in IGoS
the Sp:uiiards were obliged to sue for peace. Ho coiiuiianded the

French army in the war against the Dutch in 167? i took 4(t towns
in 22 days pursued the elector of Brandenburg even to Berlin ;

gained the battles of Slintsheim, Ladenburg, Eusheim, Mulhauser,
and Turkeim ; and obliged the Imperial army, of 70,000 men, to

repass tlie Rhine. By this campaign he acquired immortal ho-

nour. He passed the Rhine to give battle to Gen. Moittecuculi,

whom he followed as far as Saspach ; but mounting upon zn emi-
neiice to discover the enemy's camp, he was killed by a canuoa-
ball in 1075.

TOURAINE, a late province of France. It was bounded on
the N. by Maine, E. by Orleaiuiois, S. by Berri, and W. by Anjou
and Poitou ; being 58 miles long and 55 broad; Itnowtormg
the department of Indre and Loire, 'i'uurs was the capital.

TOURMALINE. See Schorl.
TOURNAMENT, a martial sport or exercise which the an-

cient cavaliers used to perform, to shew their bravery and addre^&.

It is derived from the I'rench word tourtitr, i. e. to turn round,
because to be expert in these exercises, much agility both of horse

and man was requisite, they riding round a ring in imitation of the

ancient Ciici. The first tournaments were only courses on horse-

back, wherein the cavaliers tilted at each other with canes in tlie

manner of lances ; and were distinguished from justs, which were
courses or careers, accompanied with attacks and combats, with

blunted lances and swords. The prince who published the tour-

nament, used to send a king at arms, with a safe conduct, and a
sword, to all the princes, knights, &c. signifying that he intended »
tournament and a clashing of swords, in the presence of ladies and
damsels; which was the usual formula of invitation. They first

engaged man against man, then troop against troop ; and after the

combat, the judges allotted the prize to the best striker of swards;
who was accordingly conducted in pomp to the lady of the tourna-

ment ; where, after thanking litr very reverently, he saluted her
and likewise her two attendaiUs. These tournaments made the
principal diversion of the ISthand 14lli centuries.

TOURNAY, in geography, a town of France in the depart-

ment of the Sclieldt, and late province of the Austrian Netherlands^
in Flanders, 14 mdcs S. E. of Lisle, 30 S. W. of Ghent, and 135
N. by E. of Paris. Lou. 3. 23. E. Lat. 50. ii. N.
TtJURNEFORTlA, in botany, a genus of th^> pentimlria mo-

nogynia class ami order. Natural order Asperifolia*. Berry two-
celled, two-seeded, superior, perforated at top by two pores. It

has II species, chietiy shrubs of South .America.

TOURNIQUET is an instrument formed with screws, for

compressing any part with rollers, &:c. for the stopping of hjemor-
rhagies. See Surgery.
TOURNON, a town of France, in the department of the Ar-

det he, and late province of Daiq)l:iny. It is 40 miles W of Gre-
noble, and 1 SO S. by E. of Paris. Lon. 4. 50. E. Lat. 45.

6. N.
TOURNUSj a town of France, in the department of the Saone-

and Loire, sealed on the Saone; 12 miles S. of Chalons, and 13

N. of Magon.
TOURS, a very ancient, large and handsome city of Frawce,

in the department of the Indre and Loire, as it wai t'ormcrly of the

province of Touraine. 'Fours lies 52 miles N. £. of Poitier-,

7 sixty
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sixty S. W. of Orleans, end I;;? S. W. of Paris. Lon. 0. 47.

E. Lat. 47. 24. N.
TOUURETTI A, a genus of the (l!clyn;;niia angio«permia class

and order. Calyx two-lipped ; corolla lower lip none ; capsule ecbi-

nate,foiir-celled, two-valved. There is one species, an annv.r.lof Peru.

TOWCESTER, an ancient town of England in Northampton-
shire. It is 62 mdes S. E. of Coventry, and 60 N. W. of Lon-
don. Lon. 1.15. VV. Lat. 52. 4. N.
TOWER, a tall building consisting of several stories, usually of

a round form, though some are square or polygonal. Towers are

built for fortresses, &c. as the Tower of London.
TOZZIA, in botany, a genus of the didynamia angiosperinia

class and order. Natural order Personatae. Calyx five-toothed ;

capsule one-celled, globular, one-seeded. '1 here is t)nly one
species, viz. T. alpina, a native of the mountains of Switzerland,

Austria, South of France, Italy, and the Pyrenees.
TRAARBACHj,^a--fbwn of T^nce in the department of the

Rhine and Mjoselle, 34 miles S. W. of Coblentz, and 20 E. N. E.
of Treves.
TRACHEA. See Anatomy.
TRACHELIUM, Umbelliferous Theoatwort ; in botany,

i genus cf plants in the class pentand^ia, and order nionogynia

;

natural order, Campanacex. Corolla funnel-form ; stigma' glo-

bular : capsule three-celled, inferior. There are three species, all

found at the Cape of Good Hope.
TRACHENBERG, or TRACHENBURG, a principality of

Silesia, bounded on the N. by the late kingdom of Poland, E. and
S. by Oels, and W. by Wolaw.
Trachekburg, the capital of the above principality, is seated

ontheBartch, 12 miles Tv. E. of Wolaw, and 26 N. ofBreslaw.
Lon. 17. 15. E. Lat. 51. 30. N.
TRACHICHTHYS, in natural history, a genus of fishes of the

order Thoracici. Head rounded in front, eye large, mouth wide,
toothless, descending; gill-membrane eight-rayed ; the four low-
est rays rough on the edges; scales rough; abdomen mailed with
large carniated scales. The only species under this genus is T.
australis, or the southern trachichtliys, about five inches long, and
two deep, and a native of New Holland, Its body is so strongly

coated with scales, that they cannot be detached without part of
the skin.

TRACHINIA, a country of Thessaly, in Phthiotis. Trachis
was the capital.

TRACHINUS, the WEEVER;m ichthyology, a genus of fishes

of the order jugulares; head compressed, spinous at the top: gill

membrane six-rayed, the covers aculeated ; lower lamina serrated.

There are two species.

T. Draco, or the Dragon-weaver, is usually about eleven in-

ches long, and inhabits the North Seas and the Mediterrsnean, often

imbedding itself in the sand on the coasts. It feeds on worms, in-

sects, and small fishes, and is in great estimation in various coun-
tries of Europe for the table. See Plate CXXI.
TRACT, in geography, an extent of ground, or a portion of the

earth's surface.

Tract, in matters of literature, denotes a small treatise, or writ-

ten discourse, upon any subject.

TRACTION, the act of drawing, whereby a thing is brought
nearer to the mover.
TRACTRIX, in geometry, a curve otherwise called catenaria.

SeeCATENARIA.
TRADE, the practice of exchanging goods, wares, money, bill:;,

and other articles of value, with the view of advantage or profit.

It is generally distinguished into foreign trade, or the export and
import of commodities to and from other countries, and the inter-

nal or home trade, or that which is carried on within the country,

which two branches, however, are rather distinct in appearance
than reality; for a very considerable portion of the internal trade,

arising from manufactures carried on to supply foreign markets,

could not subsist without foreign commerce, while a large part ot

the returns for manufactures sentabroad, being articles for consump-
tion, or raw materials wliich are converted to use in the different

manufactures, depends upon our internal trade, so that the one sup-

ports the other, and by their mutual connection and dependance,
the foreign and the domestic trade of Great Britain have risen to-

gether to their present unparalleled height. Manufactures may be
defined the arts by which natural productions are brought into the

VOL. 1V.»-N0.1'08,

state or form in which they are consumed or used. The princi-

pal manufactures are those which fabricate the various articles of

clothing ; as the woollen-manufacture, the leather-manufacture in

part, the cotton-maiuilacture, the linen-manufacture, and the silk-

manufacture ; others supply articles of household-furniture, as the

manufactures of glass, porcelain, earthenware, and of most of the

metals in part; the iron-manufacture furnishes implements of agri-

culture, and weapons of war ; and the paper-manufacture sup-

plies a material for communicating ideas and perpetuating know-

ledge. Tlie enhanced value of raw materials by manufacture has

been illustrated by the following remarks: " One hundred

pounds laid out in w ool, and that wool manufactured into goods for

the Turkey market, and raw silk brought home in return, and

manufactured here, will increase that one hundred to five thousand

pounds; which quantity of silk-manufactures being sent to-New
Spain, would return ten thousand pounds; which vast improve-

ment of the first hundred pounds, becomes, in a few years, dis-

persed amongst all orders and degrees, from the prince to the pea-

sant. Thus again, a parcel of iron-stone, which when taken from

its natural bed, was not worth five shillings, when made into iron

and steel, and thenoe into various manufactures for foreign mar-

kets, may probably bring home to the value often thousand pounds;

for steel may be made near three hundred times dearer than stand-

ard gold, weight for weight. Twenty acres of fine flax, when
manufactured into the dearest and most proper goods for foreign

markets, may, in return, bring what may be worth ten thousand

pounds; for an ounce of the finest Flanders thread has been sold

in London for four pounds, and such an ounce made in Flanders

into the finest lace, may be here sold for forty pounds ; which is

above ten times the price of standard gold, weight for weight."

Manufactures had begun to flourish in different parts of Europe,

long before they were attempted in Britain ; the few articles of

thisdescription which were in request, being obtained in exchange

for wool, hides, tin, and such other produce as the country in a very

uncultivated state could supply. In 1337, it was enacted, that

no more wool should be exported ; that no one should wear any

but English cloth ; that no cloths made beyond seas should be im-

ported^ that foreign clothworkers might come into the king's

dominions, and should have such franchises as might suflice them.

Before this time, the English were little niore than shepherds and

wool-sellers. The progress of improvement since the establish-

ment of manufactures in tliis country, has in most instances been

remarkably great, particularly of late years, in consequence of

an increased knowledge of the properties of various materials, vast

improvements in all kinds of machinery, and the great capitals in-

vested in most of the different branches. T he value of British

manufactures exported to all countries, on an average of six years,

ending with 1774, was 10,342,019/.; the American war suspended

foratmie an important market for several of our manufactures, in

consequence of which the total amount exported had fallen in

1781 to 7,633,332/. and on an average of six years, ending with

1783, was 8,616,660/. During the peace which followed, the ex-

port-trade rapidly revived, and, in the year preceding the war

with France, had attained to a magnitude beyond all former ex-

ample ; it was checked a little by the mercantile embarrassments

in 1793, but a few years after, the unsettled state of several of the

principal European powers threw many additional branches of

foreign trade into the hands of our merchants, and carried the ex-

port of our manufactures to a much greater extent, and as far as it

can be ascertained, under the ad valorem duties, or computed at

the average current prices of the goods, it amounted in the year

1804 to 40,349,642/. and in 1805 to 41,068,942/. The commo-
dities included under the term British produce, snchasalum, bark,

coals, cattle, fish, hops, metals, salt, and a few other articles, being

united in these accounts with manufactured goods, the actual value

of the latter cannot be derived from them ; but in a comparative

view they furnish a sufficiently accurate idea of the proportions ex-

ported at different periods. The annual produce of ine different

manufactures of this country, and the einployment created by
them, has in several instances been greatly over-rated ; for if the

number of persons which the various branches have at different

times been represented to employ, were added together, they

would make the population of the country far exceed its known
amount, without any allowance whatever for other occupations.

The balance of trade in favour of this country has usually been

9 F estimated
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estimated from the exxess of the exports bevond the imports, am!

a comparatively small amount of the latter has been always con-

sidered highly' desirable. This is a concise mode of determining

a very important point; bnt it is certainly very erroneous ; for,

in this view, the whole of the imports are considered as if they

were paid for; whereas in fact, a very large part of the imports

never require to be paid for at all, and instead of tending to draw

money out of the country, ought to be considered as an annual

accession of wealth. Th'is particularly refers to the imports from

India, as far as they are purchased by the territorial revenues of

that country, or by the private capitals of individuals acquired

there ; to such proportion of the imports from the West Indies as

are remittances from the income of individuals residing here ; and

to the profits arising from fisheries carried on in different parts of

the world by subjects of this country ordinarily residing here. Be-

sides the evident impossibility of making this distinction in the ac-

count of imports, the custom-house-statements, both of the imports

and exports, are totally inadequate to shew even their compara-

tive amounts, as almost every article of merchandize is there rated

at a value entirely different from its present actual value ; but even

if these accounts of the exports and imports were far better adapted

to shew on which side the balance really lies than they are, it will

be easily proved that all the statements founded on them, in wbich

the annual gain of the country from trade is exhibited by the excess

of exports, must be inaccurate. Suppose the merchants of lliis

country to purchase, for exportation, on their own account, British

manufactures to the amount of 20,000,000/. ; the net proceeds

thereof in the countries to which they are exported, after paying

all charges, cannot be considered as less than C2,000, 000/. ; and

this sum being invested in foreign produce, and imported into this

country, will amount, after repaying the duties and all expences,

to at least 24,200,000/. returning the merchants the capital they had
originally advanced, with a profit of 21 per cent. Here is an evi-

dent gain to tlie country of 4,200,000/., because the goods brought
into It exceed in value those which were sent out by this sum.
Will those who discover the commercial profits of the country in

a small amount of imports, pretend that the advantage of the mer-
chants, or of llie state, would have been greater, if the imports re-

ceived in return for the twentv millions sent out had been only of

sixteen millions value ? The following is the ofiicial value of our
exports of British and foreign manufactures during the years 1809
and 1810: 1809 1810
British produce and manufactures.... /:26,691,9f)2

|
/-3S,107,439

Foreign and colonial merchandize..*-' 7,862,305
j

-^ 15,194,324

Total value of British exports 34,554,267
|

50,301,763
TRADESCANTIA, Virginian Spide-r-wort ; in botany,!

a genus of plants, in the class hexandria, and in the order mo-
nogynia; natural order Ensatie. Calyx three-leaved ; petals three ;

filaments with jointed hairs ; capsule three-celled. It lias nineteen
species.

TRADE-WINDS, certain regular winds at sea, blowing either

constantly the same way, or alternately this way and that; thus
called from their use in navigation, and the Indian commerce.
TRADITION, among ecclesiastical writers, denotes certain re-

gulations regarding the rites, ceremonies, &c. of religion, which
we suppose to have been handed down from the days of the apos-
tles, to the present time.

TRAGACANTH. See Astragalus.
TRAGACANTH,Gt'M,or,assomecallit,GuM-ADRAGANT, orGum-

Dragon, is the produce of the above and some other shrubs. The
gum is brought to us in long and slender pieces, of a flatted figure

more or less, and these not straight, or rarely so: butcommonlv
twisted and contorted various ways, so as to resemble worms.
TRi\GEDY, a dramatic poem, represcntin;; some signal ac-

tion performed by illustrious persons, and which has frequently a

fatal issue, or end. See Drama, and Comedy.
TRAGI-COiMEDY, a dramatic piece of the nature both of tra-

gedy and comedy, thii event whereof is not bloodv or unhappy,
aud wherein is admitted a mixture of less serious characters.

TRAGIA, in botany, a genus of the nionoecia triandria class

and order; natural order, Tricoccs. Male, calvx three-parted;

corollanone: female, calyx five-parted; corollanone; styletrifid;

capsule tricoccous, three-celled ; seeds solitary. There are eight

«pecies, lutives of the East and West Indies.

TRAGOPOGON, Goat's Beard; in botany, a genus of

plants of the class syngenesia, and order polygamia a;qualis ; na-

tural order, Composila:. Receptacle naked; calyx simple; pap-
pus plumose. There are 14 species.

TRAJAN, Marcus Ulpius, a celebrated Roman emperor,
who gained many victories over (he Parthians and Germans, push-

ing the empire to its utmost extent on the east and north sides.

He died at Selinunte, a city of Cilicia, which from him was called

Trasanopolis.

TRAJANOrOLI, a town of European Turkey, in Romania

;

40 miles S. W. of Adrianople.'Lon.27. 18. E. Lat. 41. 15. N.
TRAJECTORY, a term often used, generally for the path of

any body, moving either in a void, or in a medium that resists its

motion ; or even for any curve passing through a given number of

points. It is particularly used for the orbits of the comets.

TRAIN, the attendance of a great person, or the trail of a
gown, or robe of state. In falconry, the tail of a hawk.
Train is likewise used for the number of beats which a watch

makes in an hour, or any other certain time.

Train is also used for a line of gunpowder, laid to give fire to

a quantity thereof, in order to do execution by blowing up earth,

works, buildings, &c.
Train, or Traile of Artillery, the great guns, and other

pieces of ordnance, belonging to anarmy in the field. SeeC'ANNON.
Train-Oil, the oil procured from the blubber of a whale by-

boiling. See Oil.
Train Bands, or Trained Bands, a name given to the mili-

tia of England.

TRAINING, or TRACING, in mineralogy, a term used by
the miners, to express the tracing up the mineral-appearances on
the surface of the earth to their head, or original place, and there

finding a mine of the metal they contain.

TRAINA, a town of Sicily, in the valley of Demona ; 50
miles S. E. of Cefalu, and 70 S". W. of Messina. Lon. 14. 30. E.
Lat. 37. 4fi. N.
TRALEE, a town of Ireland, in Kerry county; 45 miles

N. W. of Cork, and 50 S. W. of Limerick. Lon. 9. 35. W.
Lat. 52. 16. N.
Tralee Bay, a spacious bay of Ireland, on the coast of Kerry,

nine miles long, and six broad.

TRALLEBORG, a sea-port-town of Sweden, in Skene, 19
miles S. of Lund. Lon. 13. 5. E. Lat. 55. 20. N.
TRA-LOS-MONl ES, a province of Portugal, called in Latin

Transmont^na, because situated on the E. side of a chain of

hills that separate it from Entre Duero-e-Minho. It is bounded
on the N. by Galicia; on the S. by Beira and Leon ; by the last

of which it is bounded also on the £, Its length from IS. to S. is

upwards of 120 miles, and its breadth about 80. It is full of

mountains, and produces little corn, but plenty of vines, fruits of

several sorts, and abundance of game.
TRAM EL, an instrument, or device, sometimes of leather,

more usually of rope, fitted to a horse's legs, to regulate his motion.

TRAMMELS, in mechanics, an instrument used by artificers

for drawing ovals upon boards, ice. One part of it consists of a

cross with two grooves at right angles ; the other is a beam carry-

ing two pins, winch slide in those grooves, and also the describing

pencil.

TRANCHIN, a city of Upper Hungary, the capital of a

county so named ; 50 miles N. E. of Presburg. Lon. 17. 50. E.
Lat. 49. 56. N.
TRANCON, an ancient town of Portugal, in the province of

Tra-los-montes ; 14 miles from Pinhel. Lon. 7. 6. E. Lat. 40.

44. N.
TRANI, a town of Naples, 20 miles W. of Bari, aud 125

N. E. of Naples. Lon. 16. 36. E. Lat. 41. 18. N.
TRANQUEB.VR, a sea-port-town of Hindoostan, on the coast

of Coromandel ; 165 miles S. of Madras. Lon. 79- 57. E. Lat.

10. 14. N.
TRANS, [Lat.] a Latin preposition, signifying beyond or on

the farther side ; makes part of many English words, conveying
some idea of that kind, either local, or metaphorical. It also

made part of the ancient names of many countries, distant from
Rome, and opposed Cis, on this side; as Transilpine, beyond the

Alps ; Transpadane, beyond the Po, &c.
TRANSACTIONS, a name generally given to a collection of

th«
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the papers read before literary or philpsopliical societies. Tlie

name of Piiiioiophical Transactions was first adopted by tlie Royal
Society of London. See Society.
TRANSALPINA GALLIA. See Gallia.
TRANSCENDENTAL CURVES, and TRANSCEN-

DENTAL EQUATIONS; terms used by Leibnitz and his fol-

lowers, for the illustration of the mechanical curve;

TRANSCRIPT, denotes particularly a copy of an act or in-

strument inserted in the body of another.

TRANSFER, in commerce. Sec. an actwliereby a person sur-

renders his right, interest, or property, in any thing moveable or

immoveable, tu another. The term transfer is chiefly used for the

assiguing and making over shares in the stocks, or public funds, to

such as purchase them of the proprietors.

TRANSFORMATION, in geometry, is the changing or re-

ducing of a figure, or of a body, into another of the same area, or

of the same solidity, but of a different form. As, to transform or

reduce a triangle to a square, or a pyramid to a parallelopipedon.

Transformation of EauATioNs, in algebra, is the changing
equations into others of a different form, but of equal value. This
operation is often necessary to prepare equations for a more easy

solution.

TRANSFUSION OF BLOOD, an operation by which the

blood of one animal was conveyed into the veins of another, and
by which it was some time ago imagined the age of animals would
be renewed, and immortality, or the next thing to it, conferred on
those who had undergone it. In the Philosophical Transactions
we have an account of the success of various transfusions practised

«it London, Paris, in Italy, &c. Sir Edmund King transfused

forty-nine ounces of blood out of a calf into a sheep ; the sheep,

after the operation, appearing as well and as strong as before. M.
Denis transfused the blood of three calves into three dogs, which
all continued brisk, and eat as well as before. The same person

transfused the blood of four wethers into a horse twenty-six years

old, which thence received much strength, and a more than ordi-

nary appetite. Soon after this operation was introduced at Paris,

viz. in 1667 and 1668, M. Denis performed it on five human sub-

jects, two of whom recovered of disorders under which they la-

boured, one benig in perfect health suffered no inconvenience
from it ; and two persons who were ill, and submitted to the ope-
ration, died ; in consequence of which the magistrates issued a

sentence, prohibiting tlie transfusion on human bodies under pain

of imprisonment. Mr. John Hunter made many ingenious expe-
riments to determine the effects of transfusing blood, some of
which are sufficient to attract attention. But whether such expe-
riments can ever be made with safety on the human body, is a
point not easily determined. They might be allowed in desperate
tases, proceeding from a corruption of the blood, from poison,

&CC. as in hydrophobia.
TRANSIT, [transitus, Lat.] in astronomy, "the passing of any

planet just by, or under, any fixed star; or of the moon covering,

or moving close by, any other planet.

Transit of Mercury. On Tuesday the 9th Nov. 1802,
astronomers were gratified with the sight of a transit of Mercury
over the Sun's disk.

The ingress was at 6h. 38m. 49s. A. M. apparent
at Greenwich.

Geocentric Latitude 1' 28" S.

Middleof the transit 9h. I4m. 19s.

Geocentric Latitude 1' 0"

Egress llh. 59m. 49s.

Geocentric Latitude 3' 16" N.
Geocentric Lon. of the ) _e ,po ^.„

Sun and Mercury ) '

"'

Middle 9h. 18m. 34s.

Duration jh. 26m. 36s.

Nearest approach 1'

This transit was visible in all places situated between 22° and 27°

of lon. E. i. c. to all the nations of Europe and Africa, and W. of

Asia. It was invisible between 2'J° and 67° lon. E. and 60° W.
There will not be another transit of Mercury visible in Great Bri-

tain before May 5, 1S32 ; and only two invisible ones before that

time, viz. in 1815 and 1822.

Transit of Venus. See Astronomy.
TRANSITION, in oratorv. See Oratort.

TRANSITIVE, in grammar, an epithet apjjlied to such veibv
as signify an action which passes from the subject that does it, to
or upon another subject which receives it. Under the head of
verbs transitive come what we usually call verbs active and
passive ; other verbs, whose action does not pass out of themselves,
are called neuters.

TRANSITORY, in common law, stands in opposition to local

;

thus actions are said to be transitory, which may be laid in any
county or place.

TRANSLATION, the act of transferring or removing a thing

from one place to another; thus, we say the translation of a bishop's

see, a council, a seat of justice, &c.
Translation is also used for the version of a book, or writing

out of one language into another.

TRANSMARINE, that comes from, or belongs to, the parts

beyond sea.

I'RANSMIGRATION, in a large sense, is the removal or
translation of a whole people into another country, by the power
of a conqueror.

Transmigration is particularly used for the passage of the
soul out of one body into another. See Metempsychosis, My-
THOi.OGY, and Pythagoras.
TRANSMISSION, in optics, &c. the act of a transparent

body passing the rays of light through its substance, or suffering

them to pass ; in which sense the word stands opposed to re-

flection.

TRANSMUTATION OF METALS, in alchemy, denotes
the act of changing imperfect metals into gold or silver. This is

also called the grand operation ; and, they say, it is to be effected
by the philosopher's stone.

TRANSOM, among builders, denotes the piece that is framed
across a double light window.
Transoms, in a ship, certain beams or timbers extended across

the sternpost of a ship, to fortify her afterpart, and give it the
figure most suitable to the service for which she is calculated.

TRANSPARENCY, in physics, a quality in certain bodies,
whereby they give passage to the rays of light ; in contradistinction

to opacity, or that quality of bodies which renders them imper-
vious to the rays of light. It has been generally supposed by phi-

losophers, that transparent bodies have their pores disposed in

straight lines, by which means the rays of light have an opportu-
nity of penetrating them in all directions ; but some experiments
in electricity have made it apparent, that by the action of this

fluid the most opaque bodies, such as sulphur, pitch, and sealing-

wax, may be rendered transparent as glass, while yet we cannot
suppose the direction of their pores to be any way altered from
what it originally was. A curious instance of an increase of trans-

parency we have in rubbing a piece of white paper over one that

has been written upon or printed ; while the while paper is at rest,

the WTiting or print will perhaps scarcely appear through it ; but
when ill motion, will be very easily legible, and continue so till the
motion is discontinued.

TRANSPIRATION, the insensible, or almost insensible,

passage of an excrementitious matter through the pores of the
skin, called also perspiration. See Perspiration.
TRANSPLANTER, an instrument calculated for expedi-

tiously raising plants with their roots, and consigning them to

other parts of the field in which they grow. Notwithstanding
every precaution, it frequently happens in turnip-fields that large

spots remain barren. In Plate CLXXI. fig.9, we have given a
representation of a simple instrument invented by Mr. Gray, of
South Repps, Norfolk, for the purpose of filling up such vacant
spaces from the adjoining parts of the same field; and which has

also been employed for transplanting othci vegetables. The han-

dle A, nTust be held with the left hand ; and the sliort handle B,
drawn up with the right. The transplanter should next be put
over the vegetable intended to be taken up, and forced into the
ground with the foot: it is then to be twisteil round, and carefully

drawn up, so that the earth may adhere to the root. A hole
should, in the mean time, be made by an assistant, furnished with

a similar instrument, for the reception of the turnip ; the root may
be converted in the first transplanter, and deposited in the cavity ;

after which, the right hand being kepi steady, the left must be
gradually raised ; when the eai-th aud plant will be left in the hole

undisturbed.

TRANSPOSlTIOtj;
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TRANSPOSITION, in algebra, tlie bringing any term of an

equation over to tlie other side. See Algebra.
Transposition, in grammar, a disturbing or dislocating the

words cf a discourse, or a changing their natural order of con-

struction, to please the ear by rendering the contexture more

smooth, easv, and harmonious.

TRANSUBSTANTIATION, in theology, is the conversion

ort:hange of the substance of the bread and wine in the eucharist,

into the body and blood of Jesu; Clirist; which the Romisli

church suppose to be wrought by the consecration of the priest.

It is known to all our readei-s that this doctrine of transubstantia-

tion was one cause of the breach between the church of Rome and

those various societies which call themselves reformed churches.

TRANSVERSALIS, in anatomy, a name given to several

muscles. See Anatomy.
TRANSVERSE, that goes across another frofti corner to

corner: thus bends and bars in heraldry are transverse pieces

or bearings; the diagonals of a ))arallelogram or a square are

transverse lines.

TRANSYLVANIA, a province of Europf, annexed to Hun-
gary, and bounded on the N. by Upper Hungary and Poland, on

the E. by Moldavia and Walachia, on the S. by Walachia, and on

the W. by Upper and Lower Hungary. It is surrounded on all

parts by high mountains, which, however, are not barren. The
inhabitants have as much corn and wine as they want themselves ;

and tliere are rich mines of gold, silver, lead, copper, quicksilver,,

and alum. The inhabitants are of all religions. It is about 16J

miles in length, and liO in breadth. It is divided into several

small districts, called palatinates, and counties ; and is inhabited

by three different nations, Saxons, Sicilians, and Hungarians,

riermanstadt is the capital.

TRAP, in mineralogy, is a Swedish term signifying stair. It

was first applied to designate a certain class of mountains, com-
posed of nearly horizontal strata, with perpendicular breaks, which
were supposed to give a rude resemblance to a flight of stairs.

Hence many species of rock, ditl'ering very much from each
other, were called by the same name, which caused much confu-

sion. According to Werner, there are three distinct classes or

lorinations of rocks to which the tci m trap may be applied : of

these the first class belongs to the primitive mountains, the second
to the transition-mountains, and the thh'd to the secondary moun-
tains. Primitive traps are composed essentially of hornblende,

mingled with felspar, and sometimes with pyrites and mica. Tran-
sition-traps are composed |)rincipally of granular grunstein, but
the mixture of the ingredients is more intimate, the grain is finer,

and the mass appears more homogeneous. Secondary or fioetz

traps are divided into those which are peculiar and characteristic

of it, and those which are accidental. Tlie former are basalt, por-
phyry, &c. Amon^ the latter may be classed rubble and sand-
stone, clay, coal, ancl bituminous wood.
TRAPA, Water-Caltrops; in botany, a genus of the tetran-

dria monogynia class and order. Calyx four-parted; corolla four-

petaled ; nut girt with foui opposite spines, which were the leaves
of the caly.v. There are two species, viz. T. natans, four-horned
Water-caltroi)s; and T. bicornis, two-homed water-caltrops.
TRAPANf, a town of Sicilv, 43 miles W. S. W. of Palermo,

and 72 N. W. of Girgenti. Lon. 12. 20. E. Lat. 38. 10. N.
TRAPEZIU.M, in geometry, a plane figure contained under

four uneciual right lines.

TR.\PEZIl'S, a muscle. See Anatomy.
TR.^PKZOID, [roaTiifidv and J®',] an irregular figure, whose

four sides are not parallel.

TRAU, TRAW, or TRAO, a county of Maritime Austria, in
Dalmalia, E. of Sebcnico, 22 miles long, 27 broad, and, on the
continent, 100 in circumference.

'1 UAV, or Traw, the capital of the above county, anciently
calleil Tragliuum, 12 miles W. of Spalatro. Lon. 17. 52. E.
Lat. 44. O.N.
TRAVANCORE, a province of Hindoostan, extending along

the coast of Malabar, from Cape Comorin to Lat. 10. 15. N.
TraVancore, a city of Hindoostan, IDS miles S. S. W. of

Madras, and 254 S. of Seringapatam. Lon. 77. 14. E. Lat 8.

52. N.
TRAVEMUNDE, orTRAVEMUNDEN, a sea-port-town

•f UoUleiu, at the mouth of the Trave. It has a fort with 49 guns,

and a garrison of .^0 men. It is S miles N. E. of Lubeck. Lon.
10.55. E. Lat. 54. l.N.
TRAVERSE, in navigation, implies * compound course, or

an assemblage of various courses, lying at dill'erent angles with the
meridian. See Navigation.
Traverse, in gunnery, is the turning a piece of ordnance

about, as upon a centre, to make it point in any particular direc-
tion.

Traverse, in fortification, denotes a trench with a little para-
pet, sometimes two, one on each side, to serve as a cover from the
enemy that might come iu flank.

Traverse, in a wet foss, is a sort of gallery, made by throwing
saucissons, joists, fascines, stones, earth, &c. into the foss, oppo-
site the place where the miner is to be put, in order to fill up the
ditch, and make a passage over it.

Traverse also denotes a wall of earth, or stone, raised across a
work, to stop the shot from rolling along it.

Traverse also sometimes signifies any retrenchment, or line,

fortified with fascines, barrels, or bags of earth, or gabions.

Traverse Bay, a bay on the E. side of Lake Michigan, in the
North-Western Territory.

Traverse Board, a thin circular piece of board, marked with
all the points of the compass, and liaving eight holes bored in each,
and eight small pegs hanging from the centre of the board. It is

used to determine the different courses run by a ship during the
period of the watch, and to ascertain the distance of each course.

TRAUN STEIN, a town of Upper Bavaria, on the Traun, 18

miles W. of Saltzburg, and 22 E. S. E. of Wassenburg. Lon.
12.49. E. Lat. 47. 51. N.
TRAYAGUERA, orTRAYGUERA, a town of Spain, in

Valencia, 80 miles N. E. of Valencia, and 23 or 30 S. W. of Tor-
tosa. Lon. 0. 30. E. Lat. 40. 26. N.
TREASON, a general appellation, made use of by the law, to

denote not only offences against the king and government, but
also that accumulation of guilt which arises whenever a superior re-

poses a confidence in a subject or inferior, between whom and
himself there subsists a natural, a civil, or even a spiritual, rela-

tion ; and the inferior so abuses that confidence, so forgets the ob-
ligations of duty, subjection, and allegiance, as to destroy the life

of any such superior or lord. Hence treason is of two kinds, high
and petty :

i. Treason, High, or Treason Paramount, (which is equi-

valent to the crimen Ixsa? niajestatis of the Romans,) is an offence

committed against the security of the king or kingdom, whether
by imagination, word, or deed. The stat. 25 Edw. HI. c. 2, de-

fines what offences should be held to be treason ; and it compre-
hends all kinds of high treason under seven branches.

ii.TREASON, Petty, or Petit, according to the statute 25 Edw.
III. c. 2, may happen three ways: by a servant killing his master,

a wife her husband, or an ecclesiastical parson (cither secular or

regular) his superior, to whom he owes his faith and obedience.
\V hatever has been said with respect to wilful murder, is also ap-

plicable to the crime of petit treason, which is no other than mup-
der in its most odious degree ; except that the trial shall be in

cases of high treason, before the improvem'ents therein made by
the statutes William III.

TRE.\SURER, is an ofTiccr to whom the treasure of a prince

or corporation is committed to be kept and duly disposed of, in

payment of officers and other expences. See I'reasurv. Of
these there is a great variety.

Treasurer, Lord High, of Great Britain, or first com-
missioner of the treasury, when in commission, has under his

charge and government all the king's revenue which is kept in the

exchequer. He holds his place during the king's pleasure ; being
instituted by the delivery of a white staff to him. He has the

check of all the officers employed in collecting the customs and
royal revenues : and in his gilt and disposition are all the offices of
the customs in the several ports of the kingdom ; cscheators in

every county are nominated by him ; he also makes leases of the

lands belonging to the crown. The office of lord treasurer is now
in commission.
Treasurer of the County, he that keeps the county-stock.

There are two of them in each county in England, chosen by the

major part of the justices of the peace, &c. at their general quar-

ter-session ; under previous security given for the monev entrusted

4
'
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with them, and the faithful execution of the trust reposed in

tliem.

Treasurer of the Household, is an officer who, in the ab-

sence of the lord steward, has power with tlie comptroller and

other otficers of the green cloth, and the steward of the Marshal-

sea, to hear and determine treasons, felonies, and other crimes

committed within the king's palace. See Household. Tliere

is also a treasurer belonging to the establishment of her majesty's

household, &c.
Treasurer of the Navy, is an officer who receives money

out of the exchequer, by warrant from the lord high treasurer,

or the lords commissioners executing tliat place; and pays all

charges of the navy, by warrant from the principal officers of the

navy.

TREASURE-TROVE, in law, derived from the F'rench word
trouver, to find, called in Latin thesaurus inventus, is where any

money or coin, gold, silver, plate, or bullion, is found hidden in

the earth or other private place, tlie owner thereof being un-

known ; in which case the treasure belongs to the king : but if he
that hid it be known, or afterwards found out, the owner and not

tiie king is intitled to it.

TREASURY, the place wherein the revenues of a prince are

received, preserved, and disbursed. In England the treasury is a

part of the exchequer ; by some called the lower excliequer.

TREATISE, [tractutus, Lat.] a set discourse in writii.g on any
subject. A treatise is supposed more express, formal, and me-
thodical, than an essay, but less than a system.
TREATY, a covenant between two or more nations, or the se-

veral articles or conditions stipulated and agreed upon between
sovereign powers. Treaties are of various kinds ; as treaties of

peace, of alliance, of connnerce, &c.
TREBIGNA, TREBIGNI, orTREBIGNO, a town of Eu-

ropean Turkey, in Dalmalia, 14 miles N.E. of Ragusa, and GO S.

of IVlostar. Don. 18. 1 1. E. Lat. 43. 4. N.
TREBISOND, a large, populous, and strong town of Asiatic

Turkey, in the province of Jenich, 104 miles N.W. of Erzeruni,

and 440 E. of Constantinople. Lon. 40. 25. E. Lat. 40. 45. N.
TREBITZ, a town of Moravia, 21 miles S.E. of Iglaw, and

52 N.W. of Budweis. Lon. 16. 12. E. Lat. 49. 4. N.
TREBLE, in music, the highest or most acute of the four parts

in symphony, or that which is heard the clearest and shrillest in a
concert.

TREBNITZ, a town of Silesia, in the county of Oels, 1 2 miles

N. of Breslaw, and 13 W. of Oels. Lon. 17. 15. E. Lat. 51.

15. N.
TREE, Arbor, the first and largest of the vegetable kind, con-

sisting of a single trunk, out of which spring forth branches and
leaves. Standard-trees are such as naturally rise to a great height,

and are not topped. For the choice of trees of this kind to be
transplanted out of a nursery, Quintiney recommends us to such

as are straight, six feet high at least, and five or six inches thick

at bottom, and three or four at top ; the bark pretty smootli and
shining, as a token of their youth, and of the good sod they grew

in. Dwarf trees are such as are kept low, and never suffered to

have above half a foot of stem.

Trees, Dwarf. See Orchard. For the planting, pruning,

felling, grafting, &c. of trees, see Gardening, Pru.ving, Graft-

TREFALGAR, CAPE, or CAPE TRAFALGAR, a cape,

promontory, or head-land, on the coast of Seville, or Andalusia,

in Spain, projecting five miles beyond the general directions of

the coast. It is situated at the entrance of the Straights of Gibral-

tar, 30 miles S.S.E. of Cadiz, 26 due N. of Cape Spartal, in Af-

rica, and 36 W. by N. of Gibraltar. This promcntory will ever

be memorable in history, for the great naval victory, obtained

within sight of it, by the British Fleet, under the celebrated Ad-
miral Lord Viscount Nelson, on the 21st October, 1805, over the

combined French and Spanish fleets. The enemy's Heet con-

sisted of 37 ships of the line, viz. 16 French and 1<J Spiuiish, while

the British amounted only to 27. In this batile the British took

no less than 19 ships ; but the great Nelson lost his life in the ac-

tion, living only so long as to be assured of his victory. Lon. 6.

2. W. Lat. 36. 10. N.
TREFOIL, in botany. See Tuifolium.
TREFURT, or TREFFURT, a town and castle in Upper
VOL. IV —NO. 309.

Saxonv, 21 miles W. of Saxe-Gotha, 35 S.S.E. of Gottingeu,
and 3(3 E.S.E of Cassel. Lon. 10. 19. E. Lat. 51.8. N.
TREGANNON, a town of South Wales, in Cardiganshire, 15

miles S.S.E. of Abervstwith, and 197 W. of London. Lon. 3.

56. Vv'. Lat. 52. 13. K.
TREGOJSY, a borough of England, in Cornwall, )6 miles

N.E. of Falmouth, 41 W. by S. of Plymouth, and 245 W. by £.

of London. Lon. 4. 43. W. Lat. 50. 16. N.
TREQUIER, a sea-port-town of France, in the department of

the North Coasts, and late province of Lower Bretagne ; seated
on a peninsula, on the banks of the Trequier near the Englisli

Channel.
TREILLEBURG, a sea-port-town of Sweden, in Schonen, oa

the coast of the Baltic, 30 miles S.E. of Copenhagen. Lon. 13.

26. E. Lat. 55. 26. N.
TRELAWNEY, a town of Jamaica, 60 miles N.W. of King-

ston. Lon. 77. 42. W. Lat. 18. 21. N.
TREM ELLA, in botany, a genus of plants of the class crypto-

gamia ; natural order Alg*. It is a gelatinous membranous sub-
stance ; the parts of the fructification scarcely visible. There are
eleven spec.es.

TREMESEN, TREMECEN, TLEMSAM, or TREME-
ZEN, a province of Algiers, bounded on the N. by the Mediter-
ranean, E. by t'lie province called Africa, S. by the desert of
Z:;arah, and \V. by the kingdom of Fez. It is above 370 miles
long, and 125 broad. The soil is very barren and mountainous,
except on the north side, where there are fertile plains abounding
in corn, fruits, and pastures. This proviuce comprehends the vpesi

division of Algiers, and is governed by a bey.
Tremesem, Iremecen, Tlemsam, or Tremezen, an ancient

and celebrated city of Algiers, capital of the above province, 51
miles S.W. of Oran, and 200 S.W. of Algiers. Lon. 1. 29. W.
Lat. 34. 40. N.
TREMITI, three islands of Italy in the Adriatic, 15 miles

fiom the coast of Naples. Their distinct names are, Capruria,
St. Nicolo, and Si. Domino.
TREMOLITE, in mineralogy, is a species of the talc genus,

of w hicii there are three sub-s])ecies, viz. the asbestos, the com-
mon, and ti.e glassy ; the colours of the last are yellowish, red-
dish, grey, and green ; it occurs massive and crystallized ; it is

easily frangible, and not very heavy ; its constituent parts are,

Silica 05.00
Magnesia 10.33

Lime 18.00
Oxide of iron 0.16
Water and carbonic acid 6.50

99.99

If is said to emit a phosphoric light when rubbed in the dark.
Before the blow-pipe it melts without addition into a cellular

white-coloured scoria. It is found principally in primitive moun-
tains, and is there usually imbedded in limestone; it is iound in

many parts of Germany, in the Shetland islands, and in tlie ba-
saltic rock on which the castle of Edinburi;!; is built.

TREMOUILLE, a town of France in \he dej)artment of the
Vienne, and late province of Poitou, 33 miles E.S.E. of Poitiers,

and 6 E. of iMontmorillon. Lon. 1. 10. E. Lat. 46. 23. N.
TRENCHES, in a siege, are ditches made by the besiegers,

tl'.at they may approach more securely to the place attacked ; on
which account they are also called lines of approach. The tail of
the trench is the place where it was begun, and its head is tne
place where it ends.

Trench's Island, an island of the United States, on the coist
of South Carolina, 25 miles in circumference. Lon. 80. 58. \V.

Lat. 32. 13. N.
TRENCK, Francis, Baron, a Prussian nobleman, who, by

some trivial piece of imprudence, had given such offence to Fre-
deric the Great, king of Prussia, that he was kept, by the ini-

quitous power of that despot under a tedious, cruel, anil solitary

conlinement for above forty years, without ever being brcught to

trial, or confronted with his accusers. From this cruel imprison-

ment, he at last effected his escape, and published a very interest-

ing memoir of his life, sufferings, ,and innocence. But while thi='.

narrative interested the feelings of every humane reader in Eu-
,9 Q

'

topiy.
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rope, in favour of the aulliDr, lie look refuge in Franoe, expect-

ing to enjoy that lil)ert_v ami equality which the French demo-

crats professed to hold out to all mankind. But instead ot this

the revolutionary tribunal of the French republic, proved more

<avage than the despot of Prussia himself, and condemned to the

guillotine a man whose protracted misfortune ought to have

pleaded ui his favour, even if he had been convicted of something

really criminal, of which there never was any shadow of evi-

dence. This unfortunate baron completed his unfortunate career

m Aug. 1794.

TRENT, one of the largest rivere in England, which rises in

the Moorland of Staffordshire, and falls into the Humber. Its

name is derived from triginta, Lat. or trciite, Fr. thirty, be-

cause it receives thirty small rivers, or has thirty dilferent kinds of

fish in it.

Trent, a province and late bishopric of Germany, in Austria,

near the frontiers of Italy, bounded on the N. by Tirol, on the

E. by Feltriuo and Bellunese, on the S. by ^ iccntino, all now in-

cluded in the Austrian empire ; also by the late Veronese, Bresciano,

and lake Garda, now included in the departments of the Mella

and the Mincio, in the Italian kingdom, and on the W. by the

said Bresciano, or department of the Mella and the lake jf Garda.

The soil is fertile, and abounds in vines and olives.

Trent, a c'ty of Austria, capital of the above province.

Lot. Jl. 5. E. Lilt. 46. 10. N.
Trent, Council of, in ecclesiastical history, denotes the

council assembled by Paul 111. in 1545, and continued by twenty-

five sessions till the year 1593, under Julius III. and Pius IV. in

order to correct, illustrate, and fix with perspicuity, the doctrine

of the church, to restore the vigour of its discipline, and to reform

the lives of its ministers. The decrees of this council, together

with the creed of pope Pius IV. contain a summary of the doc-

trines of the Roman Catholics. These decrees were subscribed

by 255 clergymen, consisting of 4 legates, 2 other cardinals, 3 pa-

triarchs, 25 archbishops, 108 bishops, besides inferior clergy. Of
these 150 came from Italy; of course the council was entirely

under the influence of the pope. For a more particular account

of the council of Trent, see Mosheim's Church History, the Mo-
-tlern Universal History, Vol. XXUI. and Father Paul's History

of the Council of Trent.

TRENTON, the capital of New Jersey, in Hunterdon county,

on the N. E. bank of the Delaware; 24 miles N. N. E. of Phila-

delphia. Lon. 74. 48. W. Lat. 40. 15. N.
TREPAN. See Surgeky.
TREPANNING. See Surgery.
TREPTOW, a town of Anterior Pomerania, seated on the Bal-

tic, 43 miles N. E. of Stetin. Lun. 15. 19. E. Lat. 54. 10. N.
TRESBES, a town of France, in the department of the Aude,

3 miles E. of Carcassone, and 10^ W. S. W. of Azille.

TRESPASS, in law, signifies any transgression of the law, un-
der treason, felony, or misprision of either: but it is commonly
used for any wrong cr damage that is done by one private person
to another, or to the king in his forest.

TRESSUREj in heraldry, a diminutive of an orle, usually held

to be half the breadth thereof. See Fortification.
TRES T,\BERN,E, in ancient geography, a town of Latiuni,

lying on ihe Via Appia, on the S. side of the Astura, N. of the

faludes Poir.ptin.Tp.

TRESTLE-TREES, in shipbuilding, two strong bars of tim-

ber fixed lioiizoptally on the opposite sides of the lower mast-
head, to sui)port the frame of the top and the weight of the top-

gaast.

TRET, i;n dlowance made by merchants to retailers, which is

commonly 4 pounds in everv 104 pounds weight.

TREV'ANNION's ISLAND, an island in the South Pacific

Ocean. Lon. 163. 43. E. Lat. 10. 41. S.

TREVES, or TRIERS, a late archbishrpric, electorate, and
principality, of Geimaiiy, now annexed to the French empire, and
incluued in the department of ihe Sarre; 52 miles S. of Cologn,
eoW. of Mentz, 82 N. of Strasburg, and 1450 W. N. W. of

Vienna. Lon. C. 41. E. Lat. 49. 45. N.
TRE VI, a town of llalv, in Umbria, also in the pope's late domi-

nions; 23 miles S. E. of Perugia, Lon. 11.51.E. Lat. 42. 54. N.
TRRVINO, a strong town fi Spain, in Biscav, )0 miles S. VV.

fVittoria. Lon. 3. 4. W. Lat. 42. 48. N.

TREVISAN, TREVISANA, TREVISANO, or TREVI-
GI.^NO, a province of Italy, in the late Venetian territorv. It is

50 miles long, and 40 broad, and lies between Friuli and Paduano.
A small part of it is mountainous, but the greater part is level, and
so very fertile, that it has been styled by some former Italian

writers, the Granary of Venice. It produces all sorts of grain and
fruits in great plenty : vines and mulberry-trees also abound,
which afford excellent wine and silk. Numerous flocks of sheep
also afibrd fine wool : and black cattle being numerous, butter and
cheese are abundant. Hares, fieldfares, partridges, turkeys, quails,

snipes, and other game, abound. The rivers, lakes, and coasts,

abound with fish.

TREVISI, TREVISIUM, orTREVISO, the capital of the
Trevisan, 20 miles N.AV. of Venice, and 70 N.E. of Mantua.
Lon. 1 1. 25. E. Lat. 45. 4-4. N.
TREVOUX, an ancient town of France, in the department of

the Ain, and late province of Bresse, 12 miles N. of Lyons, and
188 S. by E. of Paris. Lon. 4. 51. E. Lat. 45. 57. N.
TRE\'VARDRETH BAY, a bay of the English Channel, on

the south coast of Cornwall, 3 miles W. of Fowey. Lon. 4. 42.

E. Lat. 5C. IS. N.
TREWL'i, ill botany, a genus of the monoecia polyandria class

and order. Calyx three-leaved, superior ; corolla none ; capsule
tricoccous. There is only one species, viz. T. nudillora, a lofty

tree, with a thick trunk, covered with an ash-coloured bark.

TKEYSA, a town of Germany, in Hesse, 32 miles S.W. of
Cassel, and 1(5 E. N. E. of Marpurg, Lon. 9. 15. E. Lat. 50.

50. N.
TRL\L, in law, the examination of a cause according to the

laws of the land before a proper judge: or it is the manner and
order observed in the hearing and determining of causes. Trials

are either civil or criminal :

Trials, Civil. The species of trials in civil cases are seven :

By record ; by inspection, or examination ; by certificate ; by
witnesses ; by wager of battel ; by wager of law ; and by jury.
The first six are only had in certain special or eccentrical cases,

where the trial by jury would not be so proper or effectual. See
Battel, and Law. In the trial by jury the most general rule has

been, tliat the jurymen on a trial shall be chosen out of that town
or precinct, &c. in which the matter of fact is alledged, or the

nearest thereto, for the better cognizance of the matter ; and not
to leave things to be tried in foreign counties, where the jury are

strangers to the whole matter. AVhere any trial is tor murder, it

must be in the county wherein the fact was committed ; but if

the assault is in one county, and the person assaulted happens to

die in another county, the indictment may be found by a jury of

the county where the party died : and by special commission,
when a person is indicted in one county he may be tried in ano-
ther. Ill all criminal cases the custom is to ask the prisoner how
he will be tried, which was formerly a very significant question,^

though it is not so now ; because anciently there were trials by
combat, by ordeal, and by jury; and when tlie prisoner answer-

ed. By God and his country, it appeared he made choice to be
tried by a jury; which is the only way now used for the trial of

criminals. The method of proceeding in a criminal case is this :

First the bill of indictment agaiii=t the offender is prepared, and
the prosecutor and his witnesses attend uii i!ie grand jury, and
there give in their evidence; which being done, the grand in-

quest either find the bill of indictment, or bring it in ignoramus

;

and if tlie bill is found, the prisoner is brought to the har of the

court, and the clerk of the arraigns calling him by his name,
desires him to hold up his hand, saying, " Thou art indicted by
Ihename'of , for such a felony, &c. (setting forth Ihe

crime laid in the indictment). How. sayest thou ; art thou guilty

of this felony whereof thou art indicted, or not guilty ?" To
which the prisoner answering " Not Guilty," the clerk says,
" Culprit, how wilt thou be tried I" whereupon the defendant
answers, " By God and my country ;" which plea of (he prisoner

the clerk records, and' then the panel of the petty-jury is called

over. After the jury are sworn, and the indictment is read over
to them, and they are charged, the evidences on both sides, for

and against the prisoner, are called, sworn, and examined, in

open court; after which the jury bring in their verdict; and if

they find the prisoner guilty, their verdict is recorded, and the

prisoner is taken from the bar : but if they bring him in not gnilty,

4 ' the
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the prisoner is discharged. On the prisoner being brought in

guiltY> proclamation is made for all persons to keep silence, upon
whicii the prisoner is again brought to the bar, and the verdict re-

peated : after which sentence is passed on hiiji, and an order or

warrant is made for his execution. The methods of trial, in our

civil courts, are as follows : viz. The declaration is lii-st drawn for

the plaintift', and when the appearance of the defendant is entered,

it has been usual to deliver it with an imparlance to the defendant's

attorney ; and the term, following rule, is to be given with the

sccondap)' for the defendant to plead by such a day, or else the

plaintiff is to have judgement : and the defendant having pleaded,

a copy of the issue is made by the plaintiff, and delivered to the

defendant's attorney, at the same tnne giving him notice of the

trial ; fn order to wjiicli the venire facias must be taken out and

returned by the sheriff: and likewise th.c habeas corpora, or dis-

tringas, to bring in the jury ; on which the record is made up,

and the parties proceed to trial by their counsel and witnesses ; and
the jury give in their verdict. Sec. But ia case the defendant

neglects to plead, and sutlers it to goby default, on entering such

a judgement, a writ of inquiry of damages is awarded returnable

next term, notice of the execution whereof tlie defendant's at-

torney is to have ; and which being executed, awl the damages
inserted in a schedule annexed to the writ, a rule is given, and
costs are taxed by the prothonotary, &c. See Assizk, and
Pleadings.

Trials, CriMival. The regular and ordinary method of

proceeding in the courts of criminal jurisdiction may be distri-

buted under 12 general heads, following each other in a progres-

sive order : viz. I. Arrest ; 2. Commitnient and bail ; 3. Prose-

cution ; 4. Process; 5. Arraignment, and its incidents ; 6. Plea,

and issue ; 7. Trial, and conviction; 8. Clergy; 9. Judgement,
and its consequences ; 10. Reversal of judgement; U. Reprieve,
or pardon ; 12. Execution. Sit Arrest, Commitment, Pre-
sentment, Indictment, Information, Appeal, Process
UPON AN Indictment, Arraignment, and Plea, &c. See
also the articles Judgement, Attainder, Forfeiture, Exe-
cution; aho Clergy, Benefit of; Reprieve, and Pardon.
TRIANDRIA, [from rri:;, three, e.nd aviij, a man or husband,]

the name of the third class ni Linui'us's se.\ual system, consisting

of plants with hermaphrodite flowers, which have three stamina or

male organs. See Botany.
TRIANGLE^ in geometry, is a figure of three sides and three

angles ; and is either a plane triangle, or a siiherical one.

Triangle, Plane, is contained under three right lines.

Triangle, Spherical, is contained under three arches of a

great circle of the sphere. See Geometry, and Trigonometry.
The following useful proposition, is mentioned in- Sir Isaac Newton
in his algebra, as necessary to be known by all those who intend

to apply Algebra to Geometrv ; If there be anv right line BE
(tig. 2, Plate CLXXXI.) whfch bisects the angle ABC of the

triangle ABC, then the square of the safd line RE = AB x BC
—AE X EC. Having described a circle about tlie triangle, and
continued out the line BE till it cuts the circle in D, and drawn
the line DC, the triangles ABE and BCD will be similar, wliich

may be thus proved: The angle ABE ^ EBC by construction
;

and because the angles BAG and BDC stand upon the same arch

BC, thev will likewise he equal; and consequently the angles

AEB, BtD, must be equal : therefore, as AB : BE :': DB : I'iC,

whence, AB x BC = BE x DB. But since AE x EC = BEx
ED from the nature of the circle. And because BE'-. = DB
X BE (=AB X BC) - ED X BE. from the third of the second
of Euclid ; therefore AB x BC - AE x EC = BE^. S.E.D.
Triangle Island, one of the Bahama Islands. Lon. 69. 23.

\V. Lat. 20. 51. N.
Triangle, in astronomy, one of the forty-eight ancient con-

stellations, situated in the northern hemisphere. There is also a

southern triangle, in the other hemisphere. See Astronomy.
TRIANGULAR CO.MPASSES, are such as have three legs

or feet, by which any triangle, or three points, may be taken off

at once.

TRIANTHEMA, IIorse-Pursiane ; in botany, a genus of

plants, of the class decaiidria, and oidcr monogynia, natural

order, Succulenta.-. Calyx luucronate below the tip ; corolla

Inone ; stamina five or ten; genn refuse; capsule, cut round.
iThere are seven species.

TRIBERG, a town of Suabia, in Brisgau ; 15 miles N. E. of
Friburg, and 15 S. of Freudenstadt.

TRIBESERS, an ancient town of Pomerania, 25 miles from
Rostock. Lon. 13. 8. E. Lat. 54. 1. N.
TRIBULUS, Caltrops ; in botany, a genus of plants in the

class decandria, and order monogynia ; natural order, Gruinales.
Calyx five-parted ; petals five, spreading ; style none ; capsule
gibbous, many-seeded. There are four species.

TRIBUNE), among the ancient Romans, was a magistrate
chosen out of the commons, to protect them against the oppres-
sions of the great, and to defentl the liberty of the people against
the attempts of the senate and consuls. The tribunes of the peo-
ple were first e^tablished A. U. C. 259.

Tribune, Military, an officer in the Roman army, comman-
der-in-chief over a body of forces, particularly the division of a
legion; much the same with our colonel.

TRICEPS. See Anatomy.
TRICERA, a genus of the class and order moncecia tetran-

dria. No corolla ; male, calyx four-leaved ; filaments four, ovate

;

female calyx five-leaved ; styles conical ; capsules three, horned,
three-celled. There is one species, a shrub of Jamaica.
TRICHECUS, the Walrue ; a genus of animals, of the

class mammalia, and order bruta. No fore-teeth, when full-

grown ; two great tusks in theupper jaw, which point downwards

;

grinden on each side in both jaws, which are composed of fur-
rowed bones ; body oblong ; lips double<! ; hind legs stretched
backwards, and, as it were, bound together, forming a kind of
tail fitted for swimming. There are three species.

T. Dagon, the Indian Walrus, is distinguished by the tusks
which extend out of the mouth from the upper-jaw benig placed
near each other. It inhabits the seas lying between the Cape of
Good Hope and the Philippine islands. It feeds on a green sea-
moss or weed, which grows near the shore. The figure, man-
ners, and history, of this animal, are very imperfectly known.
T. RcsMARVs, the Morse, has a roundhead; small mouth

;

very thick lips, covered ahove and below with pellucid bristles

as thick as a straw ; small fiery eyes ; two small orifices instead of
ears ; short neck ; body thick m the middle, tapering towards
the tail ; skin thick, wrinkled, with short brownish hairs thinly
dispersed ; legs short, five toes on each, all connected by webs,
and sniall nails on each : the hind feet are very broad ; each leg
loosely articulated ; the hind legs generally extended on a line

with the body : the tail is very short
; penis long : length of the

animal from nose to tail sometimes 18 feet, and 10 or 12 round in

tlie thickest part : the teelh have been sometimes found of the
wi'iglit of 301b. each. Teeth of this size are only found on the
coast of the Icy Sea, where the animals are seldom molested, and
have time to attain their full growth. I'hey inhabit the coast of
Spitzbergen, Nova Zembia, Hudson's Bay, and the gulf of St.

Lawrence ; and the Icy Sea, as far as Cape Tschuktschi. They
are gregarious; in some places appearing in herds of hundreds.
SeeTlateCLXVII.
TRICHILIA, a genus of the class and order decandria mono-

gynia. Calyx mostly five-toothed; petals five ; nectarium tooth-
ed ; capsules three-celled, three-valved ; seeds berried. There
are 12 species, trees chiefiy of the West-Indies.

TRICHIURUS, a genus of fishes of the order apodes; head
stretched lorwards, with lateral gill-covers ; te?lh ensiform, semi-
sngittate at the tips ; gill-membrane seven-rayed ; body ensiform,
compressed, wilh subulate finless tail. It has two species.

T. ARGENTtus, Silver-Trichire. This fish is equally distin-

guished by the singularity of its shape, and brilliancy of its colour :

the body is extremely compressed, of a great length, and gradu-
'

ally lapel's as it approaclies the extremity, till at length it termi-
nates in a very fine point : the whole fish, except on the fins, is

of the brightest silvez-colour : the head is narrow ; the inouih
very wide, the lower jaw longer thnii the upper, and furnished*
with differently-sized teeth, tlic Imigest of which are barbed at

the tips by a sharp descending process or hook on one side: the
tongue is smooth, longish, and triangular : iji I he throat are two
rough bones : the eyes are vertical, approximated, und large ; the
U.teral line is of a gold-colour, and, commencing behind the gill-

covers, is continued to the tip of the tail. See Plate CXXI.
TIUCHOCARPUS, in botany, a genus uf the polyandria di-

gynia class and order. Calyx four or five-parted ; corolla none
;

styles
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styles two, bU'iJ ; capsule bristly, four-valved, many-seeded.

I'here is only one species, viz. T. Laurifolia, a native of the woods

of Guiana.
TRICHOCEPHALUS, in natural history, a genus of the

vermes intestina class and order. Body round, elastic, and vari-

ously twisted ; liead or fore-part much thicker, and furnished with

a slender exserlile proboscis ; tail or lower part long, capillary,

and tapering to a point. There are six species enumerated, and

named troni the animals in which they are Sound : T. Homiiiis in-

habits the intestines of sickly children, generally th.e ca;cum, and

in considerable numbers ; it is usually about two inches long, and

in colour it resembles the ascarides. The head is obtuse and fur-

nislied witli a very slender proboscis, which it can eject or retract

at pleasure.

TRICHODA, in natural history, a genus of the vermes infu-

soria. Worm invisible, pellucid, hairy, or horned. There are

seventy or eighty species in sections. A. hairy. B. furnished wtth

cirri. C. horned.

TRICHOMANES, in botany, a genus of the cryptogamia

filices class and order. Natural order, Filices or ferns. Fructifi-

cations inserted into the margin of the frond, separate ; invo-

lucres urn-shaped, undivided, opening outwards ; columns ex-

tending beyond the involucres, like styles. There are twenty-

seven species, chiefly natives of the West-Imlies.

TRICHOSANTHES, in botany, a genus of the monctcia

syngenesia class and order. Natural order, CucurbitaceT. Calyx
live-toothed ; corolla five-parted, ciliate : male, fdanients three ;

female, style trifid ; pome oblong. There are seven species.

TRICOCC.E, ['^»!if, three, and xomo;, a grain,] tlie name of

the 38th order in Linnaius's Fragments of a natural method, con-

sisting of plants with a single three-cornered capsule, having three

cells, orinternal divisions,eachcontainingasinglesecd. SeeBoTANY.
TRICOSTEMA, in botany, a genus of the didynamia gyni-

nospermia class and order. Natural order, Verticillata.' or Labials.

Corolla, upper lip sickle-shaped; stamina very long. There are

tliree species.

TRIDAX, in botany, a genus of the syngenesia polyganiia

superflua class and order. Natural order, Composit;E Opposili-

folia. Calyx imbricate, cylindrical ; corollets of the ray three-

parted ; down many-rayed, simple ; receptacle chatfy. There
is only one species, viz. T. procumbens.
TRIENS, iu antiquity, a copper-money of the value of one-

third of an as, which on one side bore a Janus's head, and on the

other a water-rat.

TRIENTALIS, in botany, a genus of the heptandr..; mono-
gynia class and order. Natural order, Rotacea:. Calyx seven-

leaved ; corolla seven-parted, equal, flat ; berry juiceless. There
is but one species, viz. T. Europsa, chick-weed-winter-green.

TRIESTE, a sea-port in Istria, on the eulph of Venice, 8

miles N. of Capo d'Istria, and 80 N. E. of Venice. Lon 14. 4.

E. Lat.43. 56. N.
TRIFOLIUM, Trefoil, or Clover ; in botany, a genus of

plants of the class diadelphia, and order decandria, natural order,

Papilionacei. Flowei's in a head ; legume scarcely longer than

the calyx; nectary opening, deciduous. There are fifty-one

species. T. oflScinale or melilot, has naked racemous pods, dis-

permous, wrinkly, and acute, with an erect stalk. It grows in

corn-fields, and by the way-sides, but is not common. The
stalk is erect, firm, striated, branched, and two or three feet high ;

the leaves ternate, smooth, obtusely oval, and serrated ; the

flowers are small, yellow, pendulous, and grow iu long close

spikes at the tops of the branches ; the pod is very short, turgid,

transversely wrinkled, pendulous, and contains either one or two
seeds. The plant has a very peculiar strong scent, and disagreea-

ble bitter acrid taste, but such, however, as is not disagreeable

to cattle. The flowers are sweet-scented. It communicates a
loathsome flavour to wheat and other grain, so as to render it

unfit for making bread. See Husbandry.
1 RIGLA, the Gurnard, in ichthyology, a genus of fishes

belonging to the order of thoracici. Head loricated with rough
lines ; raj-s seven ; iu the membranes of the gills. There are 14

species.

TRIGLOCHIN, in botany, a genus of plants of the class hex-
andria, and order trigynia ; natural order, Tripetaloidcse. Calyx
three-leaved; petals three; no style; capsule opens at the base.

There are three species.

TRIGLYPH, in architecture,a member of the frize of the Doric
order set directly over every pillar, and iu certain spaces in the

intercolumniations.

TRIGONELLA, Fenugreek; in botany, a genus of plants

of the class diadelphia, and order decandria ; natural order,

Papilionaceae. Vexillum and ala; nearly equal, patent, resem-

bling a tripetalous corolla. There are 12 species.

TRIGONIA, a genus of the diadelphia decandria class and

order of plants. Caljx five-parted ; petals five, unequal; nectary

two scales at the base of the germ ; filaments some barren ; cap-'

sules leguminous, three-cornered, three-celled, three-valved.

There are two species, natives of Guiana.

TRIGONOMETRY.

TRIGONOMETRY, !;Ts<ya,vot and /x,7;cv,] the art of measuring
the sides and angles of triangles, either plane or spherical, whence
it is accordingly divided into Plane Trigonometry, and Spherical

,

Trigonometry. By trigonometry we come to know the magni-
tude of the earth, the planets, and stars, their distances, motions,
eclipses, and almost all other useful arts and sciences. Accord-
ingly we find this art has been cultivated from the earliest ages of
mathematical knowledge. Trigonometry, or the resolution of

triangles, is founded on the mutual proportions which subsist be-
tween the sides and angles of triangles; which proportions are
known by finding the relations between tiie radius of a circle

and certain other lines drawn in and about the circle,called chords,
sines, tangents, and secants. The ancitnis, Meiielaus, Hipparchus,
Ptolemy, &c. i)erformed their trigononictw, by means of the
chords. As to the sines, and the common theorems relating to
them, they were introduced into trigonometry by the .Moors or
Arabians, from whom this art passed into E'uro'pe, with several
other branches of science. The Europeans have introduced, since
the 15th century, the tangents and secants, with the theorjms rt-
lating to them. In trigonometry, as an«lai are measured by arcs
of a circle described about the angular point, so the whole <ir-
cumference of the circle is divided into 300 tqtial parts, tailed
degrees ;. each rlegrce into 60 equal parts, called minutes ; each
minute into GO equal parts, called seconds. An angle is said to be
of a« many degrees, minutes, seconds, &c as are contained in

the arc, or part of the circumference, by which it is measured.
Thus, if on the angular point C, a circle be described, the arc

DE or AB, (fig. 11, Plate CLXXVI.) is the measure of tlip

angle, and the measure is the same whichever arc is used, there

being the same number of degrees in each. A right angle is mea-
sured by the fourth ])art of the circumference, or 90°

; an obtuse

angle is greater than 90°, and an acute angle is less than 90°.

Degrees, minutes, &c. are marked at tlie top of the figures by
whici) the arc is denoted. Thus we say 34° 28' 50", Uiirty-fouf

degrees, twenty-eight minutes, and fifty seconds.

The diiference of an arc from 90°, or a quadrant, is called i^s

complement ; and its difierencc from 180°, its supplement: tliuS

in Plate CLXXVI. fig. l,the arc AB is the complement of HB:
but AB is the supplement of BD.
A chord, or subtense, is a right line drawn from one extremity

of an arc to the other : thus BE is the chord or subtense of the arc

Bi^E, orBDE.
The sine, or, as it is sometimes called, the j-ig/it sine, of an

arc, is a right line drawn from one extremity of the arc, perpen
|

dicular to tlie diameter passing through the other extremity : thus

BK is the sine of the arc AB, or BD.
The versed sine of an arc is the part of the diameter, inter-

cepted between the arc and its sine : thus AF is the versed sine of

AB, andDFof thearcDB.
The cn-sine of an arc is the part of the diameter interci-pfed

betw«eM
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between the c-iilrc ana the s'ne. sirl i^ (-qu ;:l to the sine of the

compleiiient ol Ilia', a>c. ^'hu^ Cf'' is the co-'ine of the arc AB,
and is eqvial 10 Hi, th< sine of its conplrnn-nt HB.

T!\e tungtnt of ^n arc, is a right-liii^ loiicliing the circle in one

exiremity ot that arc, continuetl from th'-Mre to meet a line drawn

from the centre throug'.i the other exlremity ; which line is called

the secant of the same arc: iHus AG is the tangeat, and CG the

«ecaiif of the arc AB.
The cc-tungent and cosecant of an arc, are the tangent and se-

cant of the complement of that arc: thus HK and CK are the

co-tangent and co-secant of the arc AB.
The lines here described belong equally to an angle as to the

arc by which it is measured ; and, except the chords and vereed

sines, they are all common to two arcs or angles which are the

supplements of each other. So that if the sine, tangent, &c. of

any arc or angle above 90^ are required, it is the same thing as to

find the sin^, tangent, &c. of its supplement, or what it wants of

180°. They are also called the natinal sines, tun;^ents, &c. ofthe

arcs or angles to which they belong ; and the logarithms of the

numbers by which they are reprc^ellVd, are the logar'thmic sines,

tangents, &c. And as one or oilier of these lines mike a part of

every trigonometrical operation, tiuy have been calculated to a

given radius, for every (leg'"ee, minute, &c. of the quadrant, and

ranged in tables for use. VV hence, by Ihe help of such a table,

the sine, tangent, &c. of any arc or angle, may be found bv in-

spection ; and, vice versa, the arc, or angle, to which any sire,

tangent, &c. belongs. Upon this table also, and the doctrine o!

similar triangles, depends the solution of the several cases of plane

trigonometry, which may be performed either by the natural or

logarithmic sines, tangents, &c. as occasion requires. But the

logarithmic sines, tangents, &c. are those most commonly used ;

as the calculations, in this case, are all perfoinied by adding and
subtracting only, instead of multiplying and divid:ng, as is re-

quired by the natural sines, &c. The sine, tangent, ic. of any

arc wrangle being ofthe same magnitude as the sine, tangeni, kc.

of its supplement, it is plain lliat a table of these lines made for

every degree, miiinte, &c. of the quadrant, or 90°, will serve for

the wliole circle, [t is also to be observed that, in every such

table, the n.-itural sin'-s, tang, nts, &c. are usually calculated to

radius l ; but in order thai the logarithmic sines, tangents, &c.
may be all po-ilive, they are calculated to radius 1,00000001)00,

or 1 with 10 cyphers, the logarithm of which is 10, so that the

latter are the logarithms ofthe former, with 10 added lotlie index.

And, as the natural siiifs, tangents, &c. of any angles or arcs of

different circles, are proportional to the ralii of those circles, their

values may be readily found, or made to correspond to any radius

whatever. In every plane triangle, three things must be given to

find the rest ; and of these three one at least must be a side, bo-

cause the same angles are common to an infinite number of tri-

angles. It is also to be observed, that all the varieties that can

possibly happen in the solution of plane triangles, are comprised

under the three following cas^s: viz. I. When two of the three

given things are a side and its opposite angle. 2. When two sides

and their included angle are given. 3. When the three sides are

given. Each of which cises may he resolved, either by geo-

metrical construction, by arithmetical computation, or Instrument-

ally. In the first of these methods, the triangle is constructed,

by laying down the sides from a scale of equal parts, and the

angles' from a scale of chords, or a protractor, and then measuring

the unknown parts by the same scale or instrument from which
the others were taken. In the second method, having slated the

proportion, according to the proper rule, multiply the second

and third terms together, and divide the product by the first, and
the quotient will be tiie fourth term required, for the natural

numbers. Or, in working by logarithms, add the logarithms of

the second and third terms together, and from the sum take the

logarithm of the first, and the number answering to the remainder

will be the fourth term sought. In the third method, or instru-

mentally, as suppose by the logarithmic lines on one side of the

common two-foot scales, extend the compasses from the fii-st term
to the second or third as thev happen to be of the same kind;
and that extent will reach from the other term to the fourth term
required, taking both extents towards the same end of the scale.

The second of these methods, however, or that in which the ope-

ration is performed by logarithms, is the one generally employed
;

VOL. IV.—NO. 209!

the other two being chiefly of use as checks on the calculations,

or, in certain simplecases, where a near approximate value of the

quantities to be determined is thought sufficient.

Properties of Plane TRiANGLt;s, RKautREO in the prac-
tical Part of this Science.

The sum of all the three angles of any plane triangle is equal t»

two right angles, or 180°.

The greater side is opposite to the greater angle : and the less

side to the less angle.

The sum of any two sides is greater than the third ; and the

dilierence of any two sides is less than the third.

The triangle is equilateral, isosceles, or scalene, according as its

three angles are all equal, or only two of them equal, or all three
unequal.

The angles opposite to the two least sides are acute ; and if

there is an obtuse angle, it is opposite to the greatest side.

A perpendicular drawn from the opposite angle to the longest

side » -11 fall within the triangle ; and the greater and less segment
will bo next th.'- greater and less side.

In an isosceles triangle, a perpendicular drawn from the vertex
will bisect both the base and the vertical angle.

In a right-angled triangle the hyiJothenuse is equal to the square
root ofthe sum of the sqtiai'es of the o'her two sides ; and either

of the jides is equal to the square root of the dilTerence of the
sciuares of the hypothenuse and the other side.

Note, also, that if the half-difference of any two quantities i:

added to their half-sum, it will give the greater of those quantities,

and if it is subtracted from the half-sum, it will give the less.

Tlius DC, (fig. 12,) half the ditTerence, added to AD half the sum
of AC and CB, gives AC the greater, and subtracted gives CB
the less.

V\'hen two of the three given things are a side and its opposite

angle, to find the rest.

Axiom 1. The sides of any plane triangle are to each other as

the sines of their opposite angles, and vice versa :—That is.

As any side is to the S'ne of its opposite angle, so is any other
side to the sine of its opposite angle.

C*r, As the sine of any angle is to its opposite side, so is the sine

of any other angle to its opposite side.

Hence, to find an angle, begin the proportion with aside oppO'>

site to a given angle ; and to find a side, begin with an angle ap-
posite to a given side.

Dcmnnstrution. Let (he triangle ABC, (fig. 2,) be inscribed

in a circle ; then, from the property of the circle, half of each side

is the sine of its opposite angle : but the sines of these angles, in

tabular parts, are proportional to the sines of the same m any
other measure ; therefore, in the triangle ABC, the sines of the

angles will be as the halves of their opposite sides ; and since the

halves are as the wholes, it follows, that the sines of the angles aie
as their opposite sides ; i. e. S, C : S, A : : AB ; BC, &c.
Case II. When two sides and their included angle are given,

to find the rest.

Axiom 2. In any plane triangle, as ABC, (fig. 3,) Ihe sum of

the sides. AB and BC,_ is to the difference of these sides, as the

tangent of half Ihe sum ofthe angles BAC, ACB, at the base, is to

the tangent of lialf the dilTerence of these angles,

Dcmnnstrution. Produce AB; and make BH equal to BC ;

join HC, and from B le't fall the perpendicular BE ; through B
draw BD parallel to AC, and make HF equal to CD, and join

BF ; also lake BI equal to BA, and draw IG parallel to BD or

AC. Then it is evident that All will be the sum, and HI the
difference, of the sides AB and BC ; and since HB is equiil to

BC, and BE perpendicular to HC, therefore HE is equal to EC ;

and BD being parallel to AC and IG, and AB equal to BI,
therefore CD or HF is equal to GD, and consequently HG is

equal to FD, and half HG is equal to half FD or ED. Again,
since HB is equal to BC, and BE porpendicul::r to HC, iherefore

the angle EBC is half the angle IIBC ; but the angle HBC is

eq :al to the sum of the angles A and C, consequently the angla

EBC is equal to half the sum of the angles A and C. Also, since

HB is equal to BC, and IIF equal to CD, and the included an-

gles BHF, BCD, equal, it follows that the angle HBF is equal io

the angle DBC, which is equal' to BCA ; and since HBD it

equal to the angle A, and HBF equal to BCA, therefore FBD is

9 H tJi«
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the diilVrencc, and EBD half the difl'eience, of the two angles A
and BCA ; hence making EC the radhis, EC is the tanejrnt of

half the sum, and ED the tangent of half tlie difference, of the two

angles at the hase. Now IG being parallel to AC, the triangles

BIG and HAC will be eiiuiangular; consequently AH : 111 ::

CH : GH ; but the wholes are astheir halves, therefore AH : IH
: : iCH : ^GH ; and since ^CH is equal to EC, and ^GH equal

to iFD = ED, therefore AH : IH : : EC -. ED. Now AH is

the sum, and IH the difference, of the sides ; also EC is the tan-

gent of half the sum, and ED the tangent of half the dirterence, of

the two angli'S at the base ; consequently, in any triangle, as the

sum of the sides is to their diB'erence, so is the tangent of half

the sum of the angles at the base to the tangent of half their

dilference.

Case HI. When three sides are given, to find the angles.

Axiom 3. In any riglit-lined triangle, AlJl>, (fig. 4,) the base

AD is to the sum of the sides AB an'l BD, as the difference of

the sides is to the difference of the segments of the base made
by the perpendicular BE, viz. the diiTerence between AE and ED.

Dtmonstriition. Produce DB till BG be equal to BA the less

leg ; and on B as a centre with the di^tance BA or BG, describe

the rirch- AGHF, which will cut BD and AD in the points H
and F ; then it is plain GD is the sum, and HD the difference, of

the sides ; alsosnue AE is equal to EF ; therefore FD is the dif-

ference of the segments of the base ; but AD : GD : : HD : FD ;

thereiore the base is to the sum of the sides. Sec. as was to be
proved, .

All cases of plane triangles may be solved by these three

axioms, but for the greater ease the following axiom which serves

for all cases oi right angled triangles is usually given :

Axiom 4. In any right lined plane triangle, if the hypothenuse
(or longest side) he made the radius of a circle, the other two
sides, or legs, will be the sines of their opposite angles: but if

either of the legs, including the right angle, be made radius, the

other leg becomes the tangent of its opposite angle, and the hypo-
thenuse the secant of the sume angle. For in the triangle ABC,
(fig. 5,) let AB he made the radius of a circle ; and with one foot

of the compasses on A or B describe a circle: it is plain that tlie

leg BC will be (lie sine of the angle A, and AC the sine of the

angle B ; but if DF, (fig. 6,) be made the radius, and on the ex-
tremity D a circle described, .t is plain that the other leg, EF,
will be the tangent of the angle at Xi, and the hypothenuse DE
will'be the secant of the same angle. Thus also EF being the
radius, and on the centre E describing a circle, the othrr leg DF
will become the tangent nf the angle at E, and the hypotheiuise
DE the secant of the same. Hence it is plain that the dif-

ferent sides take their names according to that side which is

made radius.

Remark. That to find a side, any side may be made radius

:

then say, as the name of the side given is to the name of the side
required ; so is the side given to the side required. But to find
an angle, oiie of the given sides must be made radius: then, as

the side made radius is to the other side ; so is the name of the
iir»t side (which is always radius) to the name of the second side;
which fourth proportional must be four.d among the sines, or
tangents, &c. to be determined by the side made radius: against
it is the required angle. In a right-angled triangle you muit al-

ways have two sides, or the angles and one side g'iven to find
the rest. We shall illustrate the method of performing the cases
of right angled triangles by the following

Example. In the triangle ABC, (hg. 7,) suppose AB 124.
and the angle A 34° 20'; consequently the angle C 55° 40', re-
quired the hypothenuse AC.

1. Cenmctricatty. Having drawn AB, make it 124 from anv
scale of equal pans, then draw BC perpendicular to AB, and
make the angle BAC 34° 20', the hypothenuse, AC, is found, bv
applying its length to the same line'of equal parts from which AB
\tas taken.

2. litj Qtilculation. First, making AC the radius, we shall have
tlie following proportion for finding AC, viz

S, C: R:: AB: AC.
i. c. as the sine of C 53° 40' 9.91686
is to radius 90° 10.00000
JO is AB 124 2.09342
•o AC 150.2 ", 2.17656

Secondly, making AB the radius, we have this proportion, viz.

R :sec. A:: AB: AC.
/. e. as the radius 90° 10.00009
to the secant ol A 34" 20' 10.08314
so is AB 124 2.09342
to AC 150,2 2.17656
This may also be done, without die help of the secants ; for since
R : sec. : : CoS. : R ; therefore, the former proportion wiTl be-
come,

Co - S, A : R : : AB : AC.

/. f. as the co-sine of A 34° 20' 9.9IC8G
is to the radius 90° tO.OOOOO
so is AB 124 2.09342'

to AC 150.2 2.17656
Thirdly, making BC the radius, we have the following propor-
tion, viz.

T, C: Sec. C :: AB: AC.

i. e. as the tangent of C 55° 40' 10.16555
is to sec. C 55° 40' 10 24872
so Is AB 124 2.09342
to.-^C 150.2 2.17656
This likewise may be done without the help of secants; for since

T, : Sec. : : S, : R ; therefore the former analogy will be reduced
to this, viz.

S, C:R:: AB: AC.

where no secants do appear, and it coincides with that in the first

supposition of this case ; so we shall not repeat the operation. And
by a similar mode may any example in right angled triangles be
performed. The following examples suit for any plane triangles.

Kxamp. 1. to be performed by axiom I. In the plane triangle

ABC, fig. 8,

C AC 236 > yards. Required the

Given < BC 350 ) other parts.

(z.B38°40'

By Construction.

1. Lay down the line BC =:350, from some convenient scale of
equal parts. 2. Make the Z. B=:38° 40' by a scale of chords, or
other instrument. 3. With the centre C, and radius 236, taken
from the same sc;j!e of equal parts, cross BA in A or a. 4. Join
CA or Ca, and the triangle ABC, or aBC, is the one required.
Then, the angles C and A, measured by the scale of chords, and
the side BA, or Ba, by the scale of equal parts, will be found to
be as follows, viz.

Z.C 734-°
I
/.A 67i°| AB 184

or 29|
I

or 112i
I

or 362

As side AC.

By CALCtJl-ATlON.

236 , .2.3729120

is to sine .^L B 38*40'

So is side BC 350

To sine /. A » 67° 54' or 112° fi'

38° 40' 3S° 40'

9.9668890

Sum 106° 34' or 15U° 46'

Subtract 180° 0' 180° 0'

Leaves 73° 26' or 29° 14' /i. C
Then,
Sine Z. B 38° 40' 9.795733«r

0.2042670
: Side AC 236 2.3729120

:: Sine A C 29° 14' 9.6887467

: Side AB 184.47..

Or,
Siuc ^ B 48° 40'.,

.2.2659257

,.9.7957330

rSiUe
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: Side AC '. 236

:: Sine ^ C 73° 26'..

SideoB 362.04.

0.2042670
.2.3729120

..9,0813870

.2.5587660

Af the results in this rule are determined by means of the sines,

which are always the same for an acute angle and its supplement,

it is plain that, in certain cases, there may be two triajigles with

the same data; one acute-angled, and the otiier obtuse-angled:

and, consequently, when there is no restriction or limitation in the

question, either of them may be taken for the one required.

Thus, in the figure given above, where the lea-t side AC i> o])po-

site to the given acule angle B, it appear^, troui the construction,

that either ABCoraBC is tlie triangle sought. But, when the

given Jiigle is right or obtuse, it will be opposite to the greatest

tide, and in thi^ case there can be no ambiguity ; for then neither

of the other angles can be obtuse, and the geometrical construc-

tion wiU accordingly form only one triangle.

Instruivientally.

In the fust proportion, extend the compasses from 236 to 350,

upon the hue o; iiumhers, and lliat extent will reach, upon the

tines, from 3Si° to 671°, for the Z. A. In the second proportion,

extend from 38 j° to 29'.'', or 73^° upon the vines, and that eMi-nt

will r. ach, upon the line of numbers, from 230 to 184, or 362, for

Uie side AB, or «B.

£xamp, lor axiom H. In any plane triangle ABC, (fig. 9,)

i AB 1075)
, , n I ,,

Giv.n ) IJC 2394 [
"*'='• ^"lU'red the rest,

t /LB 34" 46'

By Construction.

1. Draw BC = 2394. from a scale of equal parts. 2. Set off

the ^ Q = 34° 46' by a scale of choicl*, or other instrument. 3.

Make AB = 1075, uy tlie same scale cf equal parts, as before. 4.

Join A, C, and the triangle is roustrucled. 1 lien, the parts being
measured, we shall have iLA=123^°, Z. C == 22-^'/ and side

AC = 1630 leet.

A'nte. Instead of the tangent of half the sum of the two un-

known angles, we may use the co-tangent of half the given an^le,

or the tangent of half its supplement, which are all equal to each
other.

AB+ BC.

By Calculation.

3469

ABco BC 1319

A +
2~

.3 5402043

: : Tan, ^2° 37'., .10.5043702

. Tan. .50° 32' 10.0844107

Sum 123° 9' Z. A
D'ff '..22° 5' Z. C.
Then,
Sine Z.A 123° 9' or 56° 51'., .9.9238509

:Side BC 2394
:-. Sine Z. B 34° 4€

0.0771491
3 3791241
9.7560544

Side AC 1630.5 3.2123276

Examp. for axiom III. tn any plane triangle ABC, (fig. 10.)

( AB 464 1

Given < AC 348 S yards. Required the angles.

(BC 6yoi

By Construction.

I. Draw BC = 690, by a scale of equal parts. 2, With the

centres B, C, and radii 464 and 348, taken from the same scale,
describe arcs intersecting each other in A. 3. Join AB, AC, and
the triangle is constructed. Then, by measuring the angles with a
protractor, or by the scale of chords, they will be found to be
nearly as follows, viz. Z.A=:115|°, /.B=:27°, and Z. C =

By Calculation.

Having let fall the nerpendicular AD, it 'vill be
BC or BD + DC 690

: AB+ AC S12
: ABo) AC U6

.2.83S849I

7 1611509
,.2.9095560

.2.0644580

: BDx DC 136.51 2.1351649

„ 690 + 136.51
Hence -!-^ = 413.25 = BD.

And
690 - 136.51

: 276.75 = CD.

Then, in the triangle ABD, right-angled at D,
AB 464 2.66651S0

: BD 413 25 2.6162129
:: Sine Z. D yo° 10.0000000

Sine Z. BAD

.

.62° 57'.

90° 0'

9.9496949

27° 3' Z. B.
And, in the triangle ACD, right-angled at D,
AC 348 2.5415792

: DC 276.75 2.4420876
:: Sine Z D 90° 0' .10 0000000

Sine Z. CAD 52° 40'.

90° 0'

99005084
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The Solution of the Cases nf right-nngltd Plane Triangles, (fig. 14 )

Case.
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and tlif spherical triaiiglf ABC is light-ani^led at B, where CA i<;

llir livpotiifiiusp, and BA, BC, art the legs. To the arcljes GF,
CR, (liawtlip tangents HF, OB, and the sines GM, CI, on the

Tudii I)F, 1)B; al^o draw BL the sine ol the arcii AB, and CK
the sine of AC ; and then join IK and OL. Now UF, OB, GM,
CI, are all perpendicular to the plane ADFli. AndHD, CJK,

OL, lie all in the same plane ADGC. Al<o FD, IK, BL, lie all

in the same plane ADGC. Thereiore the right angled triangles

IIFD, CIK, ODL, having the equal angles HDF, CKl, OLO,
are similar. And CK : DG : : CI : GM ; that is, as the sine of

the hypotheniise: rad. : : sine of a leg : siiie of its opposite angle.

For Cm is l!ie sine of the arc GF, which measures the angle

CAB. Also, LB : DF : : BO : FIl ; that is, as the sine of a leg?

radius : : tangent of the other leg : tangent of its opposite angle.

Q. E. D. Hence it follows, that the suies of the angles of any ob-

lique spherical triangle ACD (fig. 17,) are to one another, direct-

ly, as the sin'T, of the opposite sides. Hence it also follows, that

in right-angled spherical triangles, having the same iierpendicular,

the sines of the bases will be to each other, inversely, as the tan-

gents of the angles at the bases.

Theorem 11. Tn any right-angled spherical triangle ABC,
(fig. IS,) it will be, as radius is to the co-sine of one leg, so is the

cosine of the other leg to the co-sine of the hypothenuse. Hence,
if two right-angled spherical triangles ABC, CBD, (fig. 17,)

have the same perpendicular BC, the co-sines of their hypo-
thenuses will be to each other, directly, as the co-sines of their

basL's.

Theorem III. In any spherical triangle it will be, as radius

is to the sine of either angle, so is the co-sine of the adjacent leg

to the co-sine of the opposite angle. Hence, in right-angled

spherical triangles, having the same perpendicular, the co-sines of

the angles at the base will be to each other, directly, as the sines

of the vertical angles.

Theorem JV. In any right-angled spherical triangle it will

be, as radius is to the co-sine of the hypothenuse, so is the tangent
of eitiier angle to the co-tangent of the other angle. As the sum
of tbe sines of two unequal arches is to their dill'erence, so is the

tangent of half the sum of those arches to the tangent of half their

difference : and as the sum of the co-sines is to their difference, so

is the CO tangent of half the sum of the arches to the tangent of half

the dillerence of the same arches.

Theore.m V. In any spherical triangle ABC, (figs. 19, 20,) as the
co-tangfnt of half the sum of the sides lo tangent of half their differ-

ence, so is the co-tangent of half the base to the tangent of the liis-

taiice (DE) of the perpendicular from the middle of the base. Since

.11. • . .
AC + BC

the last proportion, by permutation, becomes co-tang. -^

: co-tang. AE : : tang. : tang. DE, and as the tanger.ts

of any two arches are, inversely, as their co-tangents ; it fol-

lows, therefore, that tangent AE ; tangent ——~ : : tangent

; : tangent DE; or, which is the same thing expressed

without the algebraic formula, that the tangent of half the base is to

the tangent of half the sum of the sides, as the tangent of half the

dillerence of the sides to the tangent of the distance of the perpen-

dicular from the middle of the base.

Theorem VI. In any spherical triangle ABC, (fig. 19,) it

will be, as the co-tangent of half the sum of the angles at the base

is to the tangent of half their dillerence, so is the tangent of half

the vertical angle to the tangent of the angle which the perpendi-

cular CD makes with the line CF bisecting the vertical angle.

In respect to the construction of spherical triangles, we refer the

reader to the article Projection of the Sphere, where propo-

sitions, shewing the method of delineating and measuring the sides

and angles of spherical triangles, will be found. We shall not,

therefore, in this place, give the graphical solution of spherical tri-

angles, but shall add the following observations and definition'^,

and then give the tables of analogies by which the arithmetical so-

lution is obtained. When three great circles of the sphere mu-
tually intersect, there wdl be formed a great variety of s|)herical

triangles, of which the areas, and the properties, could not be as-

certained by plane trigonometry ; but come under consideration

as parts of spherical surfaces, terminated by circles, of which to

form a correct idea, the following definitions should be clearly un-

derstood. 1st, The poles of a sphere are two points in the super-

ficies of the sphere, that are the extreme of the axis. 2d, The
pole of a circle in a sphere is a point in the superficies of the

sphere, from which all right lines that are drawn to the circum-
ference of the circle are equal to one another. 3d, A great circle

in a sphere, is that whose plane passes through the centre of the

sphere ; and whose centre is the same as that of the sphere. 4th,

A spherical triangle is a figure comprehended under the arcs of

three great circles in a sphere, jtfi, A spherical angle is that

which, m the superficies of the sphere, is contained under two
arcs of great circles ; and this angle is equal to the inclinations of
tlie planes of the said circles. 6th, The measure of a spherical

angle is the arc of a great circle, contained between the circles

forming the angle, and of which the angular point is denominated
the pole.

The Solution of the Cases of right-angled Spherical Triangles, (Jig. 18./

Case Given

The hyp. AC and one

angle A

The hyp. AC and one
angle A

The hyp. AC and one
angle A

The hyp. AC and one
leg AB 1

The hyp. AC and one
leg AB

The hyp. AC and one
leg AB

Sought

The opposite leg

BC

The adjacent leg

AB

The other angle

The other leg

BC
^

The opposite angle

The adjacent angle

A

Solution

VOL. IV,—NO, 2oy,

As radius : sine hyp. AC :: sine A : sine BC (by the

former part of theor. 1.)

As radius : co-sine of A :: tang. AC : tang. AB (by

the latter part of theor. 1.)

As radius : co-sine of AC :: tang. A : co-tang. C (by

theorem 4.)

As co-sine AB : radius :: co-sine AC : co-sine BC (by

theorem 2.)

As sine AC : radius :: sine AB : sine C (by the for-

mer part of theorem 1.)

As tang. AC : tang. AB :: radius : co-sine A (b^

theorem 1.)

9 I The
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The Solution of the Cases of right-angled Spherical Triangles (fig. IS.^

Case
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The Solution of the Cases of Oblique Spherical Triangles, (fig. 19 (pid 20.)

Case Given

Two angles A, ACB, and
the side AC between them

Two angles A, B, and a side

AC opposite to one ot

them

Two angles A, B, and
side AC opposite to one

of lliein

Two angles A, B, and aside

AC opposite to one of

them

All the three sides AB,
AC, andBC

All the three angles A, B,

and ACB

Sought

Either of the other

sides, suppose BC

The side BC opposite
the other

The side AB between
them.

The other anale ACB

An angle suppose A.

A side, suppose AC

Solution

As rad. : co-sine AC : : tang. A : co-tang. ACD (by theorem 4,) whence
BCD is also known ; then, as co-sine 13CD: cosine ACD:: tang. AC
tang. BC (by theor. 1.)

As sine B : sine AC : : sine A : sine BC (by theorem 1.)

As rad. : co-sine A : : tang. AC : tang. AD (by theor. I,) and as tang,

B : tang. A : : sine AD : sine BD (by theorem 4,) whence AB is also

known.

As rad. : co-sine AC : : tang. A : co-tang. ACD (by theorem 4,) and „.

co-sine A : co-sine B : : sine ACU : sine BCD (by tlieor. 3,) whence ACB
is also known.

AC-fBC AC-BC ^„ , ,.As tang. |-AB : tang. : : tang. ^— : tang. Di>, the distance

of the perpendicular from the middle of the base (by theorem 6,) whence
AD is known ; then, as tang. AC : tang. AD : : rad. : co-sine A (by

theorem 1.)

As co-taiij
ABC + A ^ ABC - -A , ACB— = • tang. —-— : tang, of theangl^

included by the perpendicular and a line bisecting the vertical angles

;

whence ACD is also known; then (by theorem 5,) tang. A : co-tang

ACD : : rad. : co-sine AC.

The following propositions and remarks concerning spherical

triangles (communicated to Dr. Hntton by Dr. Maskelyne) will

also render the calculation of them perspicuous :

1. A spherical triangle is equilateral, isoscelar, or scalene, ac-

cording as it has its three angles all equal, or two of them equal,

or all three unequal ; and vise versa.

2. The greatest side is always opposite the greatest angle, and tlie

smallest side opposite the smallest angle.

3. Any two sides taken together are greater than the third.

4. If the three angles are all acute, or all right, or all obtuse
;

the three sides will be, accordingly, all less than 90", or equal to

90°, or greater than 90° ; and vise versa.

5. If from tlie three angles A, B, C, of a triangle ABC,
(fig. 21,) as poles, there be described, upon the surface of the

sphere, three arches of a great circle DE, DF, FE, forming by
their interscctious a new spherical triangle DEF ; each side of the

new triangle will be the supplement of the angle at its pole ; and
each angle of the same triangle will be the supplement of the side

opposite to it in the triangle ABC.
6. In any triangle ABC, or A/)C, (fig. 22,) right-angled in A,

1st, The angles at the hypolhenuse are always of the same kind

as their opposite sides ; 2dly, The hypothenuse is less or greater

than a quadrant, according as the sides including the right angle

are of the same or <liflerent kinds ; that is to say, according as

these same sides are either both acute or both obtuse, or as one is

i acute and the other obtuse. And vice versa, 1st, The sides in-

cluding tile right angle are always of the same kind as their op-
posite angles : 2dly, The sides including the right angle will be of

the same or different kinds, according as the hypothenuse is less

or more than 90*
; but one at least of Ihem will be of 90°, if the

liypotheniise be so.

\Ve shall here present the reader with a concise view of the ap-

plication of spherical trigonometry, in the solution of problems
in astronomy, geography, navigation, dialing, &c. The con-
struction of a diagram for presenting at one view the greatest

numbers of spherical triangles, in order to the solution of astrono-

mical problems, is that of fig. 1, Plate C'LXXXI. which is a

stcreogiaphical projection of the sphere on the plane of that mcr
ridian ,'ENQS, which is called the solstilijy colure. For the defini-

tions of the several circles of the sphere. See Astronomy, and
Geography. In this scheme, MQ, is the equinoctial, and its

two poles, N, S. EL is the ecliptic, and its poles P, T. HO is

the horizon, its poles Z, the zenith, and D the Nadir. ZD, the

prime vertical, and its poles H, O. Effl is the tropic of cancer ;

VyL, the tropic of Capricorn. is the sun's place in the eclip-

tic ; NQS a hour-circle, and Z0D a vertical circle passing

through the sun 0. PRT a circle of longitude, and NRS a

circle of declination passing through a star at R. Now these vari-

ous circles of the sphere by their intersections, form many spheri-

cal triangles, both rectangular and oblique. We shall first specify

those right-angled triangles that are of most use in astronomy,

which are as follow, first, the triangles BC0, right-angled at B;
in which BC is the sun's right ascension, or its complement to the

point C. C'O is the sun's longitude, or complement to C. B0
is the sun's declination ; and the angle BC0 the obliquity of

the ecliptic. Secondly, the triangle A0C, right-angled at A;
in which the side C0'is the sun's longitude in the ecliptic from

C; the side A©, its altitude above the horizon. AC is the azi^

muth from the point C. And the angle AC0 is the sum of the

co-latitude and obliquity of the ecliptic, viz.^^'Ti + .ffiE. Thirdly,

Let the sun be in the tropic of cancer, and in the jioint G in the

prime vertical, when due East or West. Then in the triangle

v'CG, right-angled at V, the side VC is the hour from six. The
side VG = -EE, the sun's declination. The side CG the sun's

altitude when East or West. And the angle VCG = iEZ, the

latitude of the place. Foarthly, On the same day the sun is at F,

at the hour of six precisely; then in the triangle ICM, right-

angled at iM ; the hypothenuse CI is the sun's declination ; IM,
the sun's altitude at six ; and CM the azimuth from C. And the

an^le ICM = NO — yEZ, the latitude of the place. Fifthly, on

the saTne day the sun is in the horizon at K, and there is formed

the triangle WCK right-angled at \V ; in which WK is the sun's

decliuatioii. CW is the ascensional differeuce, or the hour from

six, of its rising and selling ; CK, the amplitude of rising and set-

"ting from the East to \\ est. And the angle WCK = OQ, is the

co-latitude of the place. Sixthly, In the triangle NKO, right-

angled at O, the side NO is the latitude; the side N K. the co-de-

clination ; and the side KG the co-amplitude or azimutU from ().

i Ami
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And tlie angle- KNO = \VQ llie hour tVom midnidit. What we

have sai«l with lespect to the sun in cancer, is Ine same for its

place in any other part of the ecliptic ; and the same triangles are

to be drawn for the same purposes in the winter-signs, as we have

here done for the summer. And further, it is to be observed, that

since any star may be supposed ut 0, it is evident all the same

trianijles serve for a star as for the smi. In the six triangles already

enumerated, no less than seventy-two problems may be stated in

reference to the sun and stars ; besides many other triangles that

might be added to these, to Increase the number of aslrouomical

problems. In the obliipie triangle ©ZN, the side ©Z is the co-

altitude of the sun; ©N, the co-declination ; ZX, the co-lati-

ludeof tlie place. The angle ZN© is the hour from noon, and
the angle ©ZN or ©Zi'F. is the a.rimuth from the north oi- south

part of the horizon. This triangle, therefore, atfords ten pro-

blems more in respect of the sun, and if we consider the obli<|UC

triangle ZRN, we shall tind the sides and angles the same in re-

gard to a star at R, and consequently other ten problenis will

thence be produced. Again, In the obli<iue triangle KNP, the

side RN is the star's cn-dcclination ; the side RP, its co-latitude
;

and the side NP = .KE the obliquity of the Ecliptic. Also the

angle NPR is tlie star's longitude irom the point E ; and the angle

RNP its azimuth. From hence we have ten problems more ; and

tlierefore this and the last triangle afford twenty principal problems

about the stars only. In the last place, let © be the moon or

a planet, then if we draw a great circle through © and R, the place

of a star; we shall have an oblique triangle ©ZR, in which the

side ©Z is the moon's co-altituile ; ZR, tliat of the star, and
GR the distance of the moon from the star. Also the angle ©ZR
the difference of tlie azimuths of the moon and star. This trian-

gle affords four very useful problems relative to the moon and
.stars. L'pon the whole, in these few triangles in this one projec-

tion only, more than one hundred astronomical problems arc con-

tained. In regard to geography, if we suppose Z and R to repre-

sent two places on the surface of the terrestrial globe ; then in the

triangle ZRN, the side ZN is the co-latitude of the place Z ; the

side RN is the co-latitude of the place R ; and the side ZR is the

• listance of the two places on the surface of the globe. Tiie angle

ZNR = .EV, is the difference of longitude of the two places, and
tlie angle RZN is the position of the place R from Z. This one tri-

unalf therefore furnishes ten principal geographical problems,
which depend on the doctrine of the sphere. In navigation,

purticularly that part of it called orthodromics, which treats of the

art of sading on a great circle of the sphere, a spherical triangle

is concerned. Thus let Z be the port from whence a ship is to

sail to another port X ; then in the triangle ZNX ; the side ZK
is the co-latitude of the port Z ; the side NX is the co-latitude

of the port X ; the side ZX is the nearest distance between them
or the ship's way. Also the angle NZX is the course to be steered

at Z; aiul the angle ZNX is tlic difference of longitude between
the ports. But in sailing from Z to X, the course is per|)etually

alterirg, or the angle made by the ship's way on the great circle

ZX with every meridian is different, or the latitudes always
changing, therefoi-e it is necessary to calculate this for every five

or six degrees of longitude, that the ship may be kept upon, cr
near the circular arch ZX, every where ; ancl this is the whole art

of great circle-sailing, which is entirely conversant in the solution
of spherical triangles. A great variety, therefore, of nautical
problems here oiler themselves from this one view of a s|)lierical

triangle. Set- Navigation. In dialing, the triangle NOK,
right-angled at O, is used in tinding all the angles NKO, which
the several hour-circles NKS make with the horizon. For NO
being the latitude of the place, and the angle ONK beipg given,
the arch of the horizon OK is easily determined. See Dialing.

The table of Briggs's logarithms for every number from 1 to

100, and for every prime number from 100 to 200, calculated to
U|)war<ls of 50 pUices ofdec.mals, is inseilcd in the two following
pages for the gr.ititication of tho^e curious readers who would be
pleased to find the logarithms calculated to so many places: as

very many important problems in the mathematics may be per-
formed by their means. And the logarithm of almost any other
luunbcr not contained in the table may be found, (provided it be
Jiot a prime,) by the addition, subtraction, multiplication, or di-
vision, of twu or more numbers ; as is sudiciently manifest from the
Kature of logarithms, See Logakitiims. Thus the logarithm of

343 is easily found by multiplying the logarithm of 7, the cube
root of 343, by 3, the product 2.'535294li;004'.'770492136648-7-

577790SJl304507171S8y718962193!090jO being the logarithm

required. But when the logarithm of a prune number above L'OO

is required, we must make use of one of the two following rules

of Dr. Halley :

I. Let the Number, whose logarithm is sought, and either of

the other two Numbers next it, greater or less by an unite, (the

logarithms of one or both of whicli are given) be made an impro-

per fraction ; to tiie denominator doubled, add 1.0, that shall be
the firet divisor, and the square of that must divide the first quo-
tient, and all the rest : The diiydend must always be the reciprocal

of the natural logarithm of 10 = 86S,)».S9(J38.'o6jO3.6J530.22;>7-

8.37833.S1016.45S87. 9401 1.1)0733.31322.28907. 3663, &c. AH the

rest must be as is directed for making natural logarithms; only

the sum of the series, or logarithm of the fraction, when the

given number is less than that sought, must be added to its lo-

garithm ; when greater, subtracted from it. Ex. Gr.
The series to make Brigg's log. of 251, take 250, the next less,

to make the fraction fig, whose logarithm is lirst sought 2 x 250
-\- I =501 is the fust divisor, the square thereof = 251001 di-

vides all tko rest, as in the following operation.

501 .8t)85S. 89638.06503,65.530.225784
(.00173.37105.06599.80769.521409

251001) 1733&C. (69.07185.65503.646478
251001)69071S5&c.( 27.51855.831266
251001) 2751 85583 1266( 10.963525
251001) 10963525( 44

The odd powers tlivided by 1, 3, 5, &c.
.00173.37105.06599.80769.521409

3) 23.02395.21834.548826

5) 5.50371.166253

7) 1.566218

9) 5

^i-i = 0O173r37i28. 09000.53976.802711
250 = 2. 3S794.00086.72037.60957.252221
251 = 2.39967.37214.81038.13934.054932

II. The second method may be this: If two numbers, ne.xt

that whose log. is sought (either one greater, and tlie other less
;

or both greater, or both less) have known logarithms, the square

of the middle number shall be the numerator of the improper
fraction ; the product of the other two, on each side, the deno-

minator. For example. Take 239, its square 57121, and the pro-

duct of 238 and 240 = 57120 ; whence the fraction -^5ttc> ^'"^

their sum 114241, the first divisor, and its square 13051006081
divisor for all the rest, as in the following series.

114241)86858. 89638.0(1503.65530.225784
(.00000.76031.28157.19841.086215

1305 100608 1)7603 128&C. (.58257.027 159
The Odd Powers divided by I, 3.

.00000.76031.28157.19841.086215

3) 19419.009053

The sum is Briggs's
I 0.00000.76031.281:

Log, of U-i-|J = S

-.39260.095268

If the log of the middle Number be sought, the log. of the

fraction, added to the log. of the greatest and least, will be the

log. of the square of the middle number ; the half of wbich is its

logarithm, as in the following work:

24x10= 240 1= 240 =2.38021.12417.11606.02293.624459

34 X 7 = 238 2= 238 =2.37657.69570.56511.9*446.612505

240x238=57120 3^57120=4.75678. 81y87. 081 17.97740 236964
4= f;1^^= 0.00000.76031.28 157. 39260. 095268

239x239=57121 5=57121=4.75679.58018.96275.37000.332232

4 thelog.of57 121 =log.of239=2.37839.79009.48 137.68500. 1661 16

If the log. of the greatest or least number be sought, subtract

the log. of the fraction from the log. of the scpiare of the miildle

number, the remainder shall be the log. of the product of the

other two ; from which subtract the log. of the known number,

tlie remainder will be the log. of the other.

Suppose the log. of 239, 240 given, and 238 sought, then 5—
4 = 3-1=2; if the log. of 239,. 238 given, and 240 sought,

then 5 —4 = 3-3 = 1.

Mr.
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il/r. Bng^-s's L-r^nrithmiJor all lumbers from 1 I.) 100, and/or all Friiue Numbersfrom 100 to iOO, calculated by Mr. Abruhah
Skarp, of Little Ilvrton near Bradford in Yorkshire. To ii:hich is added an extra Column of Difcrences, usfur as io Place
of Deciuials, for the first \0i Numbers.

46
47
48
49'

50

0.77S 15. 12303.83643.63250.87667.97979.60833.59683. 18745.65280.44061.402931
34509.80400.14256.83071.22162.58592.63619.34835,72396.32396.54065.036350

0.90303.99869.91943.58564.12166.84173.47908.03045.09644.38632.56239.312824
0.95424.25094.39324.87459.00558.06510.23061.84002.57728.38139.17296.597313
1.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000-COOOO.OOOOOO

0.00000. 00000. 00000. 00000.00000.00000. OOuOO. 00000. 00000.00000.00000.000000
0.30102.99956.03981.19521.37388.94724.49302.67681.89881.46210.85413.104275
0.47712. 12547.19662.43729.50279.03255.1 15.30. 92001.2S564. 19069.58648.298630
60205.99913.27962.39042.74777.89448.98605.35363.79762.92421.70826.208549

0.69897.00043.36018.80478.6261 1.05275.50697.32318. 101 IS. 537S9. 14586.895 725

.301029995663981195213738894724

. 1 7609 1 25905568 1 24208 1 28900853

1

. 124938736608299953 1 324498S6

1

9h

.09691001300805641435878331 :.82;

.079181246047624827722505692704

1.04139.2685 1.58225. 04075. 01999.71243.02424. 17067.02 I90.46645.30945.9653S0
1.07918.1 2460. 47624. 82772.25056.92704. 1 1 36. 27365.08627. 1 149 1 .29474.507206
1.1 1394.33523.06836. 76920.6505 1.57942.32843-08297.291 88. 38706.32718. 01 1910
1. 146 12.80356.78238. 02592.59551. 5331 7.129^'2.025 17.62277. 7S607.39478. 140624
I 17609. 12590. 5568 1.24208. 12S90.0S530.62228. 24319.38982.72858.73235. 1943i2

1.2041 1.99826. 55924. 78085.49555. 78897.972 10.70727.59525.84843.41652.417098
1.2304-1.89213.78273.92854.01698.94328.33703.00075.67378.42504.63973.803685
1.25527.25051.03306.06980.37947.01234.72364.51684.47609.84350.02709.701587

1.27875.36009.52828-96153.63334.75756.92931.79511.29337.39449.75989.068189
1 30102. 99956.6398 1. 19521. 37388.94724.49302.67681. 89881.462 10.85413. 104275

1.32221.92947.33919.26800.72441.61847.75150.26837.01260.51466.12713.335006
1.34242. 26808. 22206.23596. 393S8.65967.51720.8474S.92071.9-'S56. 16359.069665
1.361 72.78360. 1 7592.87886.77771. 1225 1 . 1 8954.96975. 1 1 034.33609.6l 882.756
1.38021.12417.11606.02293,62445.87428,59438.95046.98508.57702.14887.611480
1.39794.00086.72037.60957.25222.10551.01394.64636.20237.07578-29173.791451

1.41497.33479.70817.96442.02440.52666.82145.75979.19069.84917.68131.116184
1.43136.37641.58987.31 188.50837.09765.34592.76003.86592.57208 75944.895969
1.44715.80313.42219.22113,96940.48041.62224.70199.52159.24818.24391.244899
1.46239.79973.98956.03733.28467.62969.25499. 12542.9441 7.8S715.384 10.

1.47712.12547.19662.43729:50279.03255.11530.92001.28864.19069.53648.298656

.066946789630613198203449460613
,057991946977686754929000425581
,051152522447381288943839122337
,045757490560675125409944193490
041392685158225040750199971243

,037788560889399786972305721461
03476210625921194148399946523
0321S46S337 14012567 1944999537
029963223377443216155333855213
028028723600243533773666570367

-026323938722349147685214315430
024823583725032 14 l263624S0690f:

023481095849522891732538774522
.02227639471 1 152233677405418968
.021189299069938072793505267123

020203386088286967956694704120
1 9305 1 55 1 9538664290383324(i284

018483405694013144063467475177
017723766960431586636277623122
.017033339293780354847721842116

1.49136.16938,34272.67966.67041.00118-41572.23037.01558.30413.4655
1.50514.99783.19905.97606.36944.73622.46513.38409.49407.31054.27065.521373
1.51851.39398.77387.47804 52278.74498.13955.09068.31054,65714.89594.264047
53 147.891 70.42.'55. 12375. 39087.89052.83005, 67757.57259.887 15.49386.907959

1.54406.80443.50-275.63549.84773.63868. 143 16.67153.32514.86185.63651.932075

1.55630.25007.67287.26501.75335.95959.21667.19366.37491.30560.83122.805862
1.56820.17240.66994.99680.84506.89539.12944.79829.72690.16631.25466.176799

7978.35966.16810.15675.00723.70481.42234.47193.19218.85660.61402.172463
1.59106.46070.26499.20650.1.5330.61197.44374.00298.58052.57776.41366.310566
1.60205.9991 3.27962.39042.74777.89448.98605.35363.79762.9242 1.70826.20S549

1.61278. 33567.19735.49450.041 18. 49968. 18079.95305. 13633.83368. 703

1.62324.92903.97900.46322.09830.56572.24452.94518.91141.97676.98126.439281
1.63346.84555.79586.52640.50881.53229.22215.88087.74884.38009.3416
1.64345.26764.861 87.43 117.76777.6p692.01 029.52430.8 1953.39067.01772. 173939
1.65321.25137.75343.67937.63169.11785.73759.16320.67846.91928,31883.493038

1.66275.78316.81574.07408.15160.06975 68257.64657.00915.79820.47295.8603
1.67209.78579.35717.46441.42193.99449.20064.01593.03093.42994.78270.373294
1.68124.12373.75587.21814,99834.82153.08741.62728.88390.03913.00300.715755
1 .69019.60800.285 13.661 42. 44325. 17 185.27238.69671.44792. 64793.08 130. 072699
1.69397.00043.36018.80478.62611.05275.50697.32318.10118.53789.14536.895725

1.70757.01760.97936.36533.51977.97583.45233.92076.96242.61574.22622.102341
1.71600.33436.34799.15963.39829.47391.31448.43661.08951.31128.53544.220459
1.72427.58696.00789.04j63.29922.9l627.25659.26955.02401. 29493.77755.
1.73239 37598.22968.50709.88226.04489.83895.43685.76474.03419,61358.000244
1.74036 26894.94243.84553.64610.76518.53121.49385.12309.00434.45532.361116

48 18.80270.06200.4 1 635.34329 42766. 1 1 527.37881 .42040.7 1 029. 1 0304.349 1 73

i.75587.48556. 72491. 39883. 13613.79012.04462.7 15 12.5820 1.585 19.34637.366845
1. 76342.79935.62937.23254.75856.57693.7480 1.80224.84299.3492(-..2332

1.77085.20116.42144.19026.06563.84535.14423.89267.44474.93076.522

1.77815.12503.83643.63250.87667.97979.60833.59633.18745,65280.44061.402931

016390416188169347464839657099
015794267183331909254610338276
015239966556736:166193152714928
.0 1 4723256820706349962 1 8 1 140286
014240439114610242371676196803

013788284485633296401990373504
. 1 336396 1 55798 1 50 19765334008 70

1 2964977 1643676457086809 1 45.

„

01258912730802051 1744563574s 15

012234456417011629519056232091

7

8

9
10

II

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

.011899223299707731790917093530

.011531872549815159941621680942
-01 128 101040968904975 1460690716
.01 099538430 1 463 1 83925944728252
.010723865391773104081934060520

,010465433678164968711571206604
.010219165 IS 1686063 184105096657
,009984220906600904772589607465
,009759837289156243198639151094
,
0095 453 1 7906230.3947 05 1 99095 1 90

009340026254143390332703392474
009143379439869753735764082704
008954342652926443274449035032
008773924307505143361823588090
008600171761917561048936692308

,008433167536362793798785149808
,003272525965989S8591:>9009344236

,008117890222179461465830312363
.007968929671275338437638472029
0078253375 1 19565703 1697 1 866248

007686S2S666290982477928436246
007553137890445883716224273682
,007424013079206907713070726841
,007299238741499442248110413444
007173584627123401370931715773
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Mr. Br:s!i:s!i Lc-j;arithms fi,r all Numhn i from I tn 1 00, andfor all Prime 2\limbers jrom 100 to COO, calcui.ttd by Mr. Abrahum
'

StuirpoJ Uulc Jhrtnn nmr Brarijord in Yorkshire. To ivhictt ii added ait ixtru Column oj DiJ/'creuccs, us jar us 30 Ptaua

of Decimals Jar the first 101 Numbers.

8533 as3i0 1 0767.03388.57485. 13757.3J134.9C()33.7IS7J7.1KU0.4'j no.
1.79239. 1 (1594.1)8^53. 874S8.044'i9.9i84C.90874.y07 18.91439.711039.3 1 Wi

1,79934.0549 l.;.35S1.70530.'."-'720.65102.K6681.1883S.301 24.70535. 7 1361.033662

1. 806 I7.W739.S38S7.1 7 128.24333.6H346.953 16.06091. 3928S."77265.iy478.62564S

1.8 129 1.33566.42855.57399.27662.63217.83540.40615. 39306 -92495.97304.907635

i.8l954.39.355.41S6S. 67325.89667.69222.63257. 76750.20930. 11925.75007.368321

826O7.4SO27.00S26.43414.9l3 16.29220. 06858.09496.26 /80.56861.3869

1.83250.S9I':7. 06236.3 189o.76-'i76.83777.3-.'30S.35439. 47 141. 34926. 34800. 012234

I.S3884.9i'907.37255.3 1616.28050. 15500.30485.88976.39898.52679.2053 1.0547

1.84509 80400. 1 4256.83071. 22102.58592.630 19.34835.72390.32396.54065. 036350

1.85 125.s34S7.19n75.28009.28294.35035.4''9 ',3.52704.19901.60039.201
1-8 ->733.24984.3126S. 46023. 12724.90683.70909.87048.27372.76771.73535.910137
1.80332.2^601.20455.90107.43869.00470.30853.44528.08255.31165.74851.1
1.86923. 17197.30976.19202.21895.84203.62247.475 11. 62571 -62842.10879.28 1074

1.87500.12633.91700.04080.75501.13806.12925.56637.49101.20047.87822.090107

l.o808l.35922.8079i.35190 381 12.65205.91537.14875.09100.31871.46815.27673
1. 88049. 07-25 1. 7248 1.871 46 :4l62.29835.6i 043.5 1902.74586 79041. 8501 1.00 1740
1 .892J9-4;)026.90 i80.40 171.5271 9.5592 1 .93676.679S0. 47934.03987.26779.41 4841
1. 89762. 709 1 2.90441. 42799.482 13. 86.^78.24908. 0-1828.02019.025 15. 03 1 56.2

1.90308.99809.91943.58504. 12 160.84173.47908.03045.696.14.38632.56239.312824

1.90848.50188.78649.74918.01110.13020.46123.68005.15430.70278.34593-194026
1.9138 1.38523.837 16.68972.3 1507.44692.07382.62987 03515.29579.502
1.9i9;)7.80y23- 70073.90333.27603. 52027.26124.700 16. 57658. 08063.04537.
1. 92427.92800.61 88 1.65843.47219.5 1290. 73755. 62200.8 10-23.43887.83539.5435

1.92941.89257.14292.73332.64309.99003.84400.32393 77490.96293.78560.699410

005S288335050009-i054303913l672
.005^^04239992357214109009007335
,005201193085807754001901599268
,005139639652411074891709048307
005079525529274988292396048350

1.93449.84512 43567.72101.88270.47953.71518.55769.64765.84220.1957
1.93951.925-20. 1 SO 18. 52402.78740.(i6224. 37030.04544.23282.07784.97058.
1. 94448. 26721. 50168. 02639. 14160.55416.50332.20 11 2.7 1834.85277.87 1 85. 278214
1.94939.00066.44912.78472.35433.69702 441 ["J 4665 1.61858. 10034. 45S36.3
1. 95424.25094. 39324.87459.00558. 065 10. 23061. 84002.57728.38 139. 17290.597313

.005020801375050803009947018271

.0049634 1953

1

5j010 1703541989 192

.00490733449-5744158332120714280
004852502794412089800512436808
.00479888288170872532800501002,

96
97
98
99
100

101

103

107

109

113

2.00432. 13737.82042.57427.5 188 1.78222. 93791. 32193. ^^0)55. 20045. 25914.058 ISO
2.01283.72247.05172.20517.1071 1.94580.2391'.; " ':• 4'Hi.9/603. 05048.
2.02938.37776.85209.64083.4541 2. 39401. 435n-- - -,

!

i isol. 63411.95
2.03742.64979.40623.63520.051 33. 07613. 875'js •. > ^: . .M.i-,3'2.82798.3682

2. 05307.84434.83419. 72279.52270.28009. 44S 18.47783.830-23.02209.734

127

131

137
139
149

151

157

163

167

173

179
181

191

193

197
199

1 93904.13923.21093.59991.87214.16534 96462.43133.01584.71103.30783.0
1.96378.78273,45555.26929.52549.01700.17500.32338.90797.20031.32708.9646
1.96848.29485.53935.11696.17320.03373.53103.15038.30422.49488.0530
I 973 12.78535.99e98.6,-.903.79582.94l73. 69366.09279.92979.89205.63083.477509
1 97772.30052.88847.76632.25945.81032.43029.11829.39455.93238 90575.903914

1.98227 12330.39508.41336.37223.70877.58044.30410.78271.50123.85713.820029
1.98677.17342.06244.85178.43018,11605.57744.94258.41584 63886.09747.2
1.99122. 60750.92494.85603. 817 14. 11909.70541. 37353. 34674. 11 003.93543- 176974
1. 995o3.5l945. 97549.91534. 02557. 77753. 254S6.01 069.59918. 84784 4S242.562703
2.00000.00000.00000,00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.000000

2.10330.37209.55956.86424.69874.21847.28625.85765 63239.79239.38677.0
2. 11727. 12950.55764.20298. 52626.20903.51324.99107.87S56.74493. 1529
2.13672.05671.56406.76856.29266.27114.78973.36782.29707.40423.50456.6
2.14301.4800,2.54095.08045.64332.02319.84731.44797.32967.91785.9

2.17318.62084.12274.0382x73635.4202S.33705.3«346.71336.37222.1 1155.44

2.17897.69472 93169.43686.90730.55337.30278. S4460.93428. 77687. 7450
3. 19539.90524. 09233.73676. 148 11. 29897.28370.5005 1.90992..7£552.9587
2.21218.76044.03957.80764.22629.08335.51 101. 41313.52891.9j443.3044
2.22271.64711.47583.27998.40759 09920.46753.44613.33401,33779.3751
2.23804.61031.28822.01456.05302.58758.46583.77816.83269.13492.0650

2.25285.30309. 79S93. 16957.03820 91773 05801.94310.72090.07852 8623
'".25767.85748.091 84.5 102«.97-430.704r2. 29249.22-479.59232.7229 1.88709
2.38103 33072. 47727..53703.50435.9R270.61O3 1.84957. 36134. 17824.30400.
2.28555. 73090.07773.76059.72386.40353.3 1082. 10979.21 601. 94604.8S00
2.29446.02201.61592.92737.17443.17697.15501.75120.04673.00453.30906
2. 29385.30764. 09700 65010.002 17.844 19.80284. 14948. 8H77 1. 4Q827.S2 13

007061 S544874S0S4099469448 1086

00094885995532 783042 1 829070200
000839-124530305405980161303244
0067333S205890S4027 1033289487

1

0000305788990 130992062005U6005

0OO53OS67 1 5S957760S90 164800003
0004341 100D54098S4S 185 10054551

000340178031018997195157331729
00024894927700 1 5 1 45494 1 124308

006160308704318455380013170443

00607414/7 1219317413S443055648

005l<90303089187440843 1 14409787
005908859010520290947802083793
005829543000723354845360529543
0057523288SyC9130509020lI5l400

005077132891090519-198004904030
005003877517998530252855720080
005532488599901020279549430550
005402895701502157040395297095
005395031880706163538894928347

00474043502440100937653348516
Oo409j 12 1 2O8379347006477 1 167

.00-1044905045 70354200-0226290800

00459575 1 089 1 -69 1 0o0940362.s6859
004547027750720047041 127795

004500501220676438420639434788
004454341 420250004c;538O9i»00244

00-14091 1S90505505S70208430584
.004304805402450084059744222247
.004321373782042574275188178223
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Table I. Logarithms of Numbers.

No. 3400—4000. Log;. 53148—60206.

No.

340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349

350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
353
359

360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369

i^l4S

3275
3403
3529
3656
3732
3908
4033
4158
42S3

4407
4531
4654
4777
4900
5023
5i45
5267
5388
5509

3161
32SS
3415
3542
3668
94

3920
4045
4170
4295

4419
4543
46G7
4790
4DI3
5035
157

279
400

5522

370
371
372
373
374
375
376
J 77

378
379

380
381
382
383
384
335
386
387
388

389

390
391

3y2
393
394
395
396
397
398

No.

5630
5751
5871

5991
6110
6229
6348
6467
6585
6703

6820
6937
7K)54

7171

728;

7403
7519
7634
7749
7864

7978
8092
8206
8320
8433
8546
8659
8771
8883
8995

642
763
88

600,

6122
6241
6360
6478
6597
6714

6832
6949
7066
7183

7299
741

7530
646

7761
78

3173
3301
3428
355H
3681
3807
393o
405 b

4183
4307

443^
4555
4679
4802
4925

3186
3314
3441
3567
3694

3199
3326
3453
3580
3706

321
!339

3466
3593

8

322413237'

3352'3364i

3479i3491

3605i36!8

382038
3945 3958
i070 408
4195 4208

) 4332

4444
4568

4691
4814
4937

04715060

1695182
5291 :.; 303
5413 542,

5534 5546

654 5666

6015
6134

90
6027
6146

6253'626

63726384
64906502
6608 6620
0726 6738

990
104

8218
8331

8444
57

8670
82

8894
9006

9106
9218
9329
9439
9550
9660
9770
9879
9988

91

9229
9340
9450
9561

9671
9780
9890
999y
0108

1

6844
6961
;o7»

7194
7310
'42o
7542
7657
77/2
7887

8001
8115
822y
8343
8456
8569
8681

8794
8906
9017

6855
6972
089
206
7322
438

7553
7669
784

7898

156

4j80
4704
4827
4949
5072
5194
53Jd
5437
5558

5678
799
919

6038
6158
U277
6396
6514
ij'i3

6750

6867
6984
7101

7217
7334
7449
7565
680
779
•910

3719 3732j3744|
3845 3857'3870

3970'39S3;3995
409514108 4120|

422o!4233'4245
43451435714370

3250
3377
3504
3631
'3757

[3882
4008
I4133

4258
4382

3263
3390
3517
3643
3769
3895
i020
4145
4270
4394

4469;44S1 4494,

4593i4605 46l
4716 4728
1839

496i
08^

206
5328
5449

0!

4851
4974
5096
521

5340
5461

691
811

931
6050
6170,

62891

6407

1

6526
0644|

676li

15703

15823

5943
6062
6182
0301

4741
4864
4986
108

5230
352i

4731
594I

4506
4630
475
4876
4998
121

5242
5364
5485
5606

5715
835

5955
6074
0I94
o312

641964'31
6538 6549
'6656 6667
'6773 6785

6379I6S91

69961-008
7113 7124
722917241

8013
8127
8240
8354
8467
8580
8692
8805
8917
9028

8024
813S
8252
836

8

8591
8704
8816
8928
9040

9129i9140i9l51

9240J925l[9262
93519362 9373
9*

'' 1 !9472^J4S3

9572!t)jS3|9594'

9682 9693l9704

734
7461

7576
7692
780
7921

8035
149

8263
3377
8490
8602
8715
8327
8939
9051

^791

9901
0010
0119

9S02|9813

9912i9923
00210032
0I30l0l4l

9162
9273
9384
9494
9605
9715
9824
9934
0043
0152

735
7473
7588
7703
7818
7933

5727
5847
5967
6086
6205
6324
6443
6561
6679
6797

6902|

70 i 9
7136
7252

830
7944

6914
7031
7148

[7

17380

7496
7611
7726
7841

79

4518
4642
4765
4883
5011
5133
5255
376
497

5613

739
359
979

6093
6217
)336

6455
6573
6691
6803

6926
7043
7159
276
7j92
7507
7623
7738
7852
7967

8081
3195
8309
8422
8535
3647
760

8372

8047 8058,8070
S-: 6 lj8 172181

8274|8286 8297
838883998410
850r85128524
3614:8625|8636

8726[8737 8749
8838;S850|886l
8950'396li8973

90629073|9084j9095

9I73'91849195''9207

9284 9'J95 930693 13

9395,9406;9417'9428
95069517'9523|9539
96169627 9638 9649
97269737 9748 9759
9835 9846 9357 986S
9945 9956^99669977
0054'0065'007600S9
0163(0173 01840195
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Table I. Losai-itlims of Numbers.

No. 4000—4300. Loij. 60206—66276.

No.

400
401
402
403
404
405
406
407
403

409

410
411

412
413
414
415
416
417
418
419

420
421

422
423
424
425
426
427
428
429

60206
0314
0423
0531
0633
0746
0853
0959
1066
1172

0217 0228
10325 0336

1278
1334
1490
1595
1700
1805

1909
2014
2118
2221

2325
2428
2531
2634
2737
2839
2941
3043
3144
3246

430
431
432
433
434
435
436
437
438
439

440
441

442
443
444
445
446
447
448
449

3347
3448
3548
3649
3749
3849
3949
4048
4147
4246

0433
|054!

;0649

0756
'0863

0970
1077
1183

0444
0552
0660
0767
0874
0931

1087

1194

0239 0249 0260
0347 0358 0369
04550466
05630574
0670|0681
077810

0885
099)
1098

1204

089,

1002
li09
1215

1289 1300jl310

1395! 14051 1416
1500

1606
1711

1815
1920
2024
2128
2232

2335
2439
2542
2644
2747
2849
295!
3053
3155
3256

1511

1616
1721

1826

1930
2034
2138
2242

450
451
452
453
454
455
456
457

No.

4345
4444
4542
4640
4738
4836
4933
5031
5123
5225

5321
5418
5514
5610
5706
5801
5896
5992
6087
6131

3357
34
3558
3659
3759
3859
3959
40
41,

4256

4355
4454
552

4650
i748
4846
4943
040'

137:

;346

.'449

2552
2655
2757
^859
2961
3063

1521

1627
1731

1836
1941

2045
2149

2356
2459
2562
2665
2767
870

2972
30,3

3165 3175
3266 3276

336
3463
3568
3669
3769
3869
3969
4o6S
416
4266

5331
5427
523

5619
5715
5811
5906
6001

6096
6191

1

9 L

4365
4464
4562
4660
475
4856

[4953
5050
514
5244

3377
3478
3579
3679
3779

79
3979
4078
4177
4276

1321

1420
1532

1637
1742
1347

1951

2055
2159
263

047
0584
0692
0799
0900
1013

1119
1225

1331

1437

1542
164

1752
If

1962
2066
170

2273

366
469

2572
2675
2778
2880
2982
3083
3185
3286

5341

5437
5533
629
725

5820
916

6011

4375
4473
4572
4670
4768
4865
4963
5060
515'

338
3488
3589
3689
3739
3889
,3938

4088
4187
4286

0271
037
0437
0595
0703
0810
0917
1023
1130
1236

1342
1448

1553
1658
1763

1868

1972
2076

0282'0293

0390:0401
04980509
0606 0617
07130724
0821 083!

0927|0938
103411045

1140|ll51

1247 1257

9

0304
0412
0520
0627
0735
0842
0949
105
1162
1268

2180 2190
2284 294

2377 23
2480 2490
2583
263
2788
2890
299
3094
319
3296

339
3498

3599
3699
3799
3899
3998
4098
4197
4296

2593
2696
2798
2900
3002
3104
3205
3306

1352

1458
1563

1669
1773
1378

1982
2086

239?
50f-

603
2706

08
2910
3012
3114
3215
3317

5350
5447
5543
639
734

5830
5925
6020

61066115
6200 6310

4385
4483
4582
4680
4777
4875
4972
5070
167
263

5360
450
552
648
744
839

5935
6030

439.

4493
4591
4689
4737
4885
4982
5079
il7

'27

340
350i

3609
3709
3809
3909
4003
4108
4207
4306

1363il374
1469' 1479
1574115

1679
1784
U
1993
2097
2201
2304

2408
2511
2613
2716
2818
2921

3022
3124
3225

1690
1794
1899
2003
2107
221;
2315

2418
2521
2624
2726
2829
2931

3033
3134
3235

3327 333

3417 3428
3518 3528

369
5466
5562
658
5753
5849
5944
6039

61246134
6219 6229

4404
4503
4601

4699
4:9
489
4992
5089
5186
5283

379
5475

71

3667

763
5858

:619

3719
3319
3919
4013

4113
4217
4316

3629
3729
3829
3929
4023
4128
4227
4326

4414
4513
4611

4709
807

4904
002

5099
5196

•92

3438
3538

3639
3739
3839
393!

4033
413
4237
4.

3f.9

5485
5581

677
5772
368

5954 5963
6049
6143
6238

605 S

6153
6247

4424 4434
4523
4621

4719
4816
4914
)ll

5108
i205

302

398
5495
591

686
782

5877
973

606S
6162
62,57

4532
4631

4729
4821

4924
02

1

5118
5215
5312

i4fl8

;504

.600

iG96

.792

• 887
i9S2

6077
6172
6266
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Table II. Logarithmic Sines, Tangents, and Secants.

4 Di'grees.

Mj Sine. Co-iine. Secant, i Co-sec.
I
Tangent. Co-umg. M

.84338
84;>38

.84718

.84897

.85075

.85252

.85429

.85604

.85780'

.S59.)4'

.86128'

9.9ysy4i
9.9i)893-2
y.99892-3
9.99891-4

9.99890.5
9.99889-6

9.99S8S.7

_9.998878
1 19.99886 9
6 9.99886.0

3 9-99885 1

!. 86301
1.86473'

1.86645'

1.86816-

.86986-

.87156-

.87325-

.87493-

.87661

.87828-

1.87994-1

1.88160"

I.S8325-;

I.884'I0-.

i.8S6j4;

1.888 17-'

.88980-

.89142-:

.89303-;

.89464-;

9.99S84-1

9.99883-2
9.99882-3
9.99SK1-3
9.99*^80-4

999879
9 99S78
9.9U877-6
9.99876
9.99875

9.99874-7

9.99S73-8
9.99872-8

y.99871-8
9.99870-8

9.998699
99St8-9

10.00106
10.0010'

10.00108
10.00109

10.00109
10.00110

10.00111

10.001 12

10.00113

10.00114
10.00115

10.00125

10.00126
1.).00127

10 00128
lo.ooi'i-y

.1.-.642'

. 15461]

.15283
,15103'

,14925'

,

14748J
,14571

1

, 1 4395
14220
,1404
13872

11.13699
11.13526
11.13355
11.13184
1 1.13013

,1 1.12844
11.12075
11.12506

11.123.59

11.12171

8.S4464
8.84646
8.84S26

8.85006
8.85185
8.85363
8.85540
8.85717
8.85893
8-86069
8.86243

!. 86417
1.86591

1.86763

1.86935

1.87106

1.87277

1.87447

.87616

.87785

.87933

11.12003
11.11839
1 1. 11674
11.11510
11.113461 S.8S7S3

8.88287
8.88453
8,88618

10 00130J 11.11183 8.88948
I0.00131| II.II020I 8 89111

9.99807-91 10-00132 11.10858 8 89274
9 99806-9 10.00133 1 1 J0696 8.89437
9.99863-9 10.00134 11.10536 8.89598

11.1188039
11.11713

31 S.8P624
J2!8. 89784
J.3'S. 89943
348.90101

8.90239
36ls.904l6

37J8.90373
388.90729
398.90885'
408.91040-

69.99864-91

2a.99o6„-9
29.99862-9
9 99861-9
9.99800-9
9.998..9-9

9.99858-9

9.yt.'857-8

9.99856-8

9.9983

8.92710
8.92858-

8,93006
8.93154
8.93301-

8.93448-

S. 93594-
8.93739-

8.93885-

8.94029-

9.99S;
9.99853-7

9.99852-7
9.99831-6
9.99830-6

9.99849
9.99848-5

9.99847.4
9.99846-4

9.998 45-3

9.99844-2

9.99843-1

9.99842-1

9.99S41-0

9 99839-9
9.99838.8
9.99837-7

9.99836.6
9, 99835-3
9.99834-4

10.001

10.00136;

10 00137
10.00138

10.00139
10.00140
10.00141

10.00142
10.00143
10.00144

10.0014
10.00146
10.00147
10.00148

10 00149
10.00150

10.00152
10.00153

10.00154
iO.O0135i

11.08805

11.08651

11.08498
11.08345
11.08193
11.08041

1 1 .07890
11.07739
I 1 07389
11.07439

10.00156

10.00157
10.00138
10.00159
10.00160
10.00161

10.00162

10.00163
10.00164
10.00166

11.072P0
11.07141

11.06993
11.06846

11.06699
11.06.

11.06406
1 1.062(io'

I1.06ll3j

11.05970i

26

1.10240 29
1.10080'28

1.09920
1.09760
1. 09601
1.09443

1.09285

1.0912s
1.0897121
1.0S815'20

.91340

.91493

.91650

.91803

.91957

.92110

.92262

.92414

.92565

.92716

8.92866
8.93016
8.93165
6.93313
8.93462
8.93609
8.93736
8.93903
8.94049
8. .94195

|M Co-sine. Siiie. Co-sec.
|
Secant. ICo-tang. 'i'angent. .M

i ( I

'
i

11.08660:19

1 1.0S503|lS

11.03330 17

11. 081971 16

11.08043! 15

U,.0789o|l4

11.07738113
11.07586' 12

II.07435' II

11.0728410

11.07134' 9
11.06984 8

11.06835' 7

11 0()687; 6
11.06.538i 5

1 1.06.391! 4

11.06244| 3

11.060971 2

11.0393 1 1

11.03805

85 Degrees,

VOL. IV.—140, 210.

Table IF. Logarithmic Sines, Tangents, and Secants.

5 Degrees.

8.fl

.96960,

.97094

.97218'

.97362
,97496-

,97629-

.97761-

.y7894-

,9s025.

98157-

318.98288-.

8.98418-1

8.98549-

34|8.98678-i

8.99376-:

8.99703-1

8.99829-!

8.99936-1

9.0008 M
9.00'>06-!

9.00331.1

9.00436.
9.003SO-:

9.00704--

9-99810 4
9.99809-2

9.99808-0
9.99806-8

9.99805 6
9.99804-4

9.99803-2

9 99802-0
9.99800-8

9.997996

I'angent. Co-tan g. ^^

10.00178 11.04411 8,95767
10.00179 11-04272 8.9590S
10.00180 11.04l33| 8.96047
10.00181 11.03995 8.961S7
10.00183' 11.03837| 8.96325
10.00184 11.03721)' 8.96464

1

1.03583J 8.96602
I 1.03447' 8.96739
1 1.0331 ll 8.96877
11.03175' 8.97013

,03040

.02905

,02771

,02637
,02504

,02371

,02238
02106'

8

019741s,
01843' 8,

-97130
.97285
.97421

.97356

.97691

.97825

.97939
98092
98225
,98358

11.017)2, 8.98490
11.0l58l' 8.98622

9.99786-0
9.99784-7

9.99783-3
9.99782-2
9-99780-9

9.99779-7

9.99778 4

9-99777
9-99773

9-99774

519.00827-8 9.99773-2
329.00931 09.99771-9
539.011173-79.99770 6

54'9-01ly6-2J9.99769 3

53!9.013IS-2 9.99768-0
56'9.0 1 440-019.99766-7

37y.0136l-3j9,99765-4
58;9.01 682-4 9,99764-

1

.39 9.01803-1 9.99762-8

60 9.01923-3 9-99761-4

10.00214

10.00215

10.00217
10.0021s
10.00219
10.00220

10.0022
10.00223

10.00224
10.00225

Co-sine. Sine.

10.00227
10.00228
10.00229
10.00231

10.00232
10.00233

10.002351

10.00236;

10.00237:

10.00239!

11.00423
1 1 .00296
11.00170
1 1 .00044

10.99918
10.99793
10.99668

10.99544
10.99419
10.99296

8.99791

8.99919
9.00046
9.00174
9.00301

9-00427
9.00353
9.00679
9.00805
9.00930

Co-sec. I Secant.

I0.9917'2! 9.01035

0.99049 9.01179
n OfiO'fi 9.01303

9.01427
9.01550
9.01673
a.Oi796

9.019)8
9.02040

9.02162

Co-tang.

10.98926
10.98804

10.98682
10.98560

10198439
1 0.98

10.98197

10-9807

11.0151029
n.0J378'2ti
11.01-247

11.01116
11.0098

11.00855

11.00725

11.00395
11.00466
11.00338

1 0.98945
10.98821

10.98697
10.98573

10.98450
10.98327

10.98204

10.98US2
10.9796i>

10.97838

faiigent.

9 N
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Table II. Logarithmic Sines, Tangents, and Secants.

8 De^jiees.

!i,ii becant.

9.

9.

9-

9-

j'y-

6|9.

719.

8|9.

9l9.

lo!9.

U3.)j
14443
1 4.1.34

l4Cii4'

147 1.3'

14802
14b91-

14'J-,U.

13068-

13156.

13243-

5 9.99373-3
319.99573-5

99.99371-7
39-995iJ9-9l

ti!9-99368,-lj

6:9.99300-41

59.99304(i!

al9.y950i;s'

6|9.99561-Ui
9:9-99539-1

r9-9!>557-3

31 9.17034-7 9-99518-4

9 9.99316-5

9. 15333 0 9-99333 -3

y-134'J0-,S 9.99333-7

9.1330S 3 9.99331-<J

9.13393-7 9.99530-1

9-130->3-ol9.9y54.S-2

9.1577o-o|9-99546-4
9-13836 9 9.99544-6

9-15U43-3|9-99542-7
9- 16030-1 9-99540-9

9-161 16-4 9.99^390

16202
I62SS
16374-319

16460-09
16543.49
10630
16715-9
16800-8

16885-b
1 6970-1;

9-17138-

9.17223-

9-17307
9.17390-

9.17474-

9.17557
9.17641
9. 1 7724-

y-17S07-

99337-2
,9y535-3

-99533-4

99531-6
-.99529-7

99527-8
99526-0
99524-1
99322-2

99320-3I

9-I7S90-0

9.17972 1:

9 18035-1

9.18137-4

9.18219-6
9. 1830 1-6

9.18383-4

91S4l)3-l

9.18346-6
9-18628-0

9.yiJ314-6

9-99512-7
9-99510-8

9-99508-9

9.99507-0

9.99505.1

;».99303-2

9.99301-3

9-99499-3

9-99497-4

9.99493.3
9.99493-3

9.99491-6:

9.!)94S9-6|

9.99487-7

9-994S3-7I
9.99483-81

9.99481-8

18709-2

1 8790 -3

18871-2

18931 9
19032-3

191 13-0

19193-3

19273-4
193.)3-4

19433-t

9-99479-8

9.99477-0
9-99473-9

9.99473-9
9-99472-0
9.99470-0

9.99468-0
9.99466-0

9.99464-0
9.99462-0

0.0042
0-00426
0-00428

0,00430
0.00432

0.004.J4

0.0043
0.0043
0.00439
0.00441

0.00443

Oi;444

0.o:)446

0.1)0448

0.00430
0.00432
0.00434
0.00433
0.00457
0.00439
0.00461

0.0046
0.0046.
O.004(i7

0.00468

0.00470
0.00472
0.00474
0.00476
0.00478
0.00480

0.00482
0.00483
0.00483
0.00487
0.00489
00491

0.00 i93
0.00495
0.00497
0.00499

0-00301

0.00303
0.00305
0.00506
0.00308
0.00510
0.00512
0.00514
0.005 16|

0.00318

005201

00522!

003241
00326,

00j28
00330
00532
003.34

,00336

00338

846(

0.84579
0.84492
0.84404
0,84317
0,84230
0.,s4l43

O.S403()

0.83970
0.83884

9 147S0
9-14872
9.14963
9 13054
9. 1 3 1 43
9.13236
9.13327
9.15417
9. 1 5508
9.13598
9.13688

0.S3797
0.83711
0.83626
0.33340
0.834.55

0.83369
0.83284
0.83199
0.83114
0.83030

82943
0.82861
0.82777
0.82693
0.8 -2609

526

0.SJ44
0.82339

0.82276
0.82193

0.82110
0.82027

0.8194
0.81803
0.81780
0.81698
0.81617
0.81333
0.8145,

0.81372

9.15777
9.15867
9.15956
9.16046,

9.10.135

9.16224
9.16312
9.16401
9.16489
9.16577

9.16565
9,16753
9.16841
9. 1 6928
9.17016
9.17103
9.17190
9.17277
9.17363
9 17450

17536
176-22

17708

17794
17880
17965
18051
18136

18221

IS306

18391

18475
18360
1 8644
18728

18812
18896

18979
19063
19146

1

—
0. 812911 9.

0.81210, ».

0.81129 9-

0.81048
0.S0967

0.80887
0.80807
0.80727
0.80647
0.80367

VI Co-sine. Sine. Co-sec. Secant. Co-tang, rangcait. IM

81 Degrees.

19229
19312
19395
1 9478
19361
19643
19725
19807
19889
1997

1

Co-lang. M

0.85220
0.85128
0.83037
0.84946
0.84835
0,84764

0JJ4673
0.84583
0.8-i492

84402
0.84312

0.84223
0.84133

0.S4044147
0.83954
0.83S65|43
0.83776 44
O.S368S|43

0.83399:42
0.83511:41

0.83423:40

0.8333539
0.83247:38
0.S3159
0.83072
0.8-2984

0.82897
0.82810
0.82723
0.82637
0.82550

0.82464

0.S237S
0,82-292

0.82206
0.82120
0.8203,

0.81949
0.81864
0.81779 21

0,81694 20

0.8J609|19

0.81523 IS

0.81440 17

0.8133616
0.81272 13

0.81 18S|14

0.81104:13

0.81021)12
0.80937 11

0,80854'10

0.80771 9
0.806SS, 8

0.80605 7

0.80522 6
0.80439 3

0.80.357 4
0.80273: 3
0. .801931 2
0.80111' 1

O.SOO29

Table It. Logaritlimic Sines, Tangents, and Secants.
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'I'ABi.t II. L gaii til 111 ic Sines, Tungeiits, and Secants.

w
1-i l)t-grccs.

i?lllL'.

9.317K7-yy.9t!04()-4

ip.3IS47-3|!).99037-8

m3ii;o6()i9.(;yu35-i

3i9 31t,'o.^Sj().9yi)J2-4

,3 i-7 3

2jS».3476K

sly 34824
4!9.34S70

y.34<;»;4

y.349sy

044
9.3Joyy
9'.3.-> 1 54
9.35208do

4!9.98898-5

9 98fi9i-6

9 98802-7-

9.98889'8|
9.!J8KR(5y

.:'<.M.SHs4-uj

2!9.9fH7S-2|

0ly-9>'875-3

89.98872-4

10.01 102

10.011041

10.01107
10.01 liol

10.01 113I

10.011 Hil

10.01 1 191

10.01 !22j

10.0112-1

10.01 12S|

10.G5287|9.35S15
10.6,-..'31 9.35873
10.'i5l76|9.3i931

10.65121 1
9.35989

10 65066 9.30047
10.(1501 1

1 9.36105
10.-o4956i 9.36 163
lo.()4yoii9.362i;l

10.(.>4:-:)o 9.30279
10.04791 9.36336

10.041S5' 9

10.C4127| 8

10.64069 7

10.64011; 6
10.63953] 5

10.638951 4
10.63337, 3

10.63779 a

10.63721 1

10.63664

iM Cosine. Sine. | Co-spc. j
Stcar.t. Co-tang. Tangtnt. IM

~y 77 DegreesT

VOi.. iV.—NO. ^11.
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Tap.i-E II. Logarithmic Sines, Tangents, and Secants.
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Table 1 1. Logarithmic Sines, Tangents, and Secants

'2'J Degrees.

Sine. Co-sine. Secam. Co-sec. ITangent. Co-tang. iM

9.96660-2

9.96653
9.96649-9

g.96644-

y.96639 5

9.96634-4
9.96629-2
9.96624-0

9.96618-8
9.96613-6

10.42642 9.60641 10.39359 60

10.4261 1 9.60677 10.39323|59

10.42580 9.60714
;

10.3y2S6pS
10.42549 9.60750 10.39250 57

10.42518 9.60786 10.39214^56
10.42486 9.61823 10.3917755
10.42455 9.60Oj9 10.39141 54

10.42424 9.6089.) 10.39105*53

10.42393 9.60931 1 0.39069 J

10.42362 9.60967 10.39033

10.42331 9.61004 10.38996

10.0.3392

10.03397

10.03402

10.03407
10.03412
10.03418

10.034

10.03428
10.03433

10.0343S

9.586l7-9|9.ci

9.5864S-2 9.<J

9.58678-39.a
44|9.5S708-5 9.£

9.58738-6 9 £

9.5876S-89.i
9.'587es-u|9.t

9.5S828-9:9.c

9.58859-ob.t

9.588S9-0iy.c

10.42300

10.42269
10.42238
10.42207

10.42176
10.42145
10.42115
10.420S4

10.42053
10.42022

9.61040
9.61076
9.61112
9-61148

9.61IS4
9.61220
9.61256
9.61292
9.61328
9.61364

9.61400
9.61436
9.61472
9.61508
9.61544
9.-61579

9.61615
9.61651

9.61687
9.617-22

9.58919-09.

9.5S94S-9H).

9.58978y'9.

9.59008 8'9.

9.5903S-7'9.

9.59068-69.

9.59098-49.

9.59128-2|9.

9.591580
9.59187-8

Co-sine.

96450-
96445-4
.96440-0

96434-7
.96429 4

.95424-0

964IS-7
96413-3
96iOS-0
.96402-f

Sine.

10.03496
10.03502
10.0350'

10.03512
10.03517
10-0352.

10.03528

10.035331

10.03539
10.035441

10.41686

10.41055
10 41625
10.41594
10.41564

10.41533

10.41503

10.41473
10.41443
10.41412

10 413S2
10.41352
10.41322

10.41291

10.41261

10.4123!
10.41201

10.41171

9.61758
9 61794
9.61830
9.61865

9 61901
9.61936
9.61972
9.62008
9.62043
9.62079

10.38960

10.38924
10.38888

10.38852

10.38S16|45
10.3878044
10.38744 43

10.3870S

10.38672
10.38636

10.38600

10.38564
10.38528

10.38492
10..38456

10.38421

10.38385

10.38349
10.38313

10.382

9 62114
9.62150
9.62185
9.62221
9.62256
9.62292
9 62327
9-6236.'

10.41141 9.62398
10.41111 9.62433

10.03549
10.03555

10.03560
10.03565

10.03571

10.03576
10.03581

10.0338

10.03592
10.03597

10.41031

10.41051
10.41021

10.4';99l

10.4096!

10.40931

10.40902

10.4087'i

10 40842
10.40812

Co-sec. Secant. Co-tang

67 Degrees.

9.62468
9.62504
9.62539
9.62574
9.62609
9.62645
9.62680
9.62713
9.62750
9.62783

10.37673113
10.37638 12

Tangent. M

Table II. Logaritliniic Sines, Tangents, and Secants.

23 Degrees.

Ml Snie. Secant. Co-sec. Tangent. Co-tang. M
09.59187-8 9,

1 9.59217-6 9

2 9,59247-3 9.

9.59277-0 9.

a.59306-7|9.
9.59336-39.

9 59365-99.

9.59395-5i9.

9.59425-l|9,

9.59454-719,

9.59484-2 9

93402-6
96397-2
96391-9
90386-5

96381 1

96375-7
96370-4
96365-0
96359-6
,96334-2

.96348-8

9.59513
9.59543
9.59572

9602
9631

16|9.59600
9.59690
).59719

9.39749
9.59778

7!9.96343-

2 9.96337-

7J9.96332-
r9.96327-

5J9 96321
9[9-96316-

3996310
619.9630;

09.96299-
3 9.96294-

10.03597
10.03603
10 03608
10.03613

10.03619
10.03624
10.03630

10.0363

10.03640
10.036-46

10.03651

9.59807-

9.59836-

9.59866-

9.59893-
9.59924-

9.59953-

9.59982-

9.60011-

J.60040-

i).G0070

9.60099-

9.60128-

9.60157-

9.60186-

9.60215-

9.60243-

9.60272.

9.60301.

).60330-

9.00359

9.96289-0
9.96283-6
9.96278-1
9-96272-7

9.96267-2

9.96261
9.96230-2
9.96230-8
9-96245-3

9.96239-8

9.60388-

9.60417-

9.60443-

9.60474-

9.60503-

9.60531-

9.60560-

9.60589-

9.00617
9.60646

9.96234-3
9.96228-8

9.96223-3
9.96217-

9.96212-3
9.96206-7

9.96201-2
9.96195-7
9-96190-2

9.96184-6

9.96179-1

9.96173-5
9.96168-0

5I9.96 162-4

2J9.96
156-9

919.9615 1-3

6|9.96l45-t^

2 9.96140-2
99.96134-0
'5'9.96l29-0

10.03657
10.0366-

10.03667

10.03673

10.0367^

10.03684
10.03689
10.0369.

10.03700

10.03706

10.03711

10.03716
10.03722

10.03727
10.03733
10.03731^

10.03744

10.03749
10.03735
10-03760

10.40812

10.40782

10.40753

10.40723
10.40693
10.40664
10.40634
10.40604
10.4057.

10.4054.

10.40516

10.40486
10.404

10.40427
10.40398
10.40368

10.40339
10.40310
10.40280
10.4.)

10.40222

9.62785
9.62820
9.62855
9.62890

,

9.62926
9.62961

j

9.62996 I

9.63031
9.630()0

9.63101
9.63135

9.63170
9.63205
9.63240
9.63275
9.63310
9-63343
9.()3379

9.63414
963449
9 63484

10.,37215

10.37180
10.37145
10.37110

10.37074
10.370.39

10.37004

10.36969
10.36934

10.36899
10.36865

10.0376b

10.03771

10.03777

10.03782
10.0378b

10.03793
10 03799
10.03804
10.03810
10.03813

10.03821

10.03820
10.03832
10.03838

10.03843

10.03849
10.03854
10.03800

10.03865

10.03871

10.40192

10.40163

10.40134
10.40105
10.40076
10.40046
10.40017

10-39988

10.39959

10.3993U

I0 39i'01

10.39872
10.39843
lu.39814

10.39

10.3973C

10.39727
10.39698
10.39609
10.39641

10.39612
10.39583
10.39554
10.39526
10.39497

10.39408

10.39439
10.394-11

10.39382
10.39354

9.63519
9.03353
9 63588
9.63623
9.63657
9.6369-
9.63726
9.63761

9.63796
9.63830

9.63865
9.63899
9.63934
9.63968
9.64003
9.04037
9.64072
9.64106
9.64140
9.64175

9.64209
9.64243
9.64278
9.64312
9.64346
9.64381

9.64415
9.64449
9.6-1483

9.64517

9.64532
9. 64586
9.61620
9.64634
9.64088
9.04722
9.04730
9.64790
9.64824
9.64858

M' Co-sine. I Sine. Co-sec. Secant. Co-tang. 1 Tangent. M

66 Degrees.
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Table II. Logarithmic Sines, Tangents, and Secants.

24 Decrees.

M Sine. C'o-sine. Secant. Co-sec. 'I'angent. Co-tang. M
9.60931-3
9.60959-7

9.609S8-0
9.61016-4
9.61044-7

9.61072-9
9.61101-1.

y.6ll29-4
9.611576
9.61 18V8
9.612140

.96073-0

.y6067-4
.90061-8

.96056-1

.96050-5

96044-8
.96039-2

.96033-5

,96027-9

.96022-2

96016

10.03927

10.03933

10.03938

10.03944
10.03950
10.03955

10.03901
10.03966

10.03972

10.03978
10.03983

9.95896-5

9.95890-8

9.9jS85-0
9.95879
9.95873-4
9.95867-7

y.9j86l-9
9.95856-1

9.95850-3

y.95844

9.95838-7
9.95832-9

9.95827-1

9.95S21-3|

9.95815-4,

9.95809-6
9.95803-8

2|9 9)797 9
6 9.95792-1

9 9.95786-3

10-03989

10.03995

10.04000
1 04006
10.04012
10.04018

i 0.04023
10.04029
10.04035

10.04040

10.39069
1 0.39040

10.39012
10.38984
10.38955

10.38927

10.38899

10.38871
10.38842
10.38814
10.38786

10.38758
10.38730
10.38702
10.38674
10.38646
10.38618

j

1 0.38589
10.38562

10.38534

10.38506

10.04103

10.04109
10.04115

10.04121

10.04127
10.04132
10.04138

10.04U4
10.04150

10.04156

Co-sill

1004161
10.04167
10.04173
10.04179

10.04185

10.04190 jlO.37786

10.04196:10.37759
10.04202 jlO. 37732
10.04208 !l0.37704
10.04214 lui. 37677

9.95780'

9.95774
9.95768-

9.95762
9.95757-

9.95751
9.95745
9 95739
9.95733
9.95727

'iJlO.04220 110.;

6!l0.042i5|l0.;

7.10.04231 10.;

8 10.04237 10.:

10.04243 10.;

1 10.04249 10.;

2 10.0^255 10.;

3 10.04261 10.:

'5 10.04267 10.;

6 10.04272 10.:

9.65568
9.65602
9.65636
9.65669
9.65703
9.65736
9.65770
9.65803
9.65837
9.65870

9.65904
9.65937
9.65971
9.66004
9.06038
9.66071

9.60 10-1

9.66138
9.66171

9.66204

9.66238
9.66271
9.66304
9.66337
9.66371
9.66404
9.66437
9.66470
9.66503
9.66537

10.34432
10.34398
10.34364
10.34331

10.34297
J 0.34264
10.34230
10.34197
10.34163

10.34130

10.34096
10.34003
10.34029
10.3o996
10.33962
10.33929
10.33896
10.33862

10.33829
10.33796

Sine. Co-sec. Secant.

10.33762
10.33729
10.33696
10.33663
10.3.3629

10.33596
10.33563

10 33530
10.33497
10.33463

9.66570
9.66603
9.66636
9.6i;669

9.G6:02 10,

9.66735 10.

9.65768 10,

9,66301 10

9.66834 10

9.66367 10,

33430
33397
33364
33331
33298
33265
33232
33199
,33166
.33133

Co-tans. Tangent

65 Degrees.
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Table II. Logarithmic Sines, Tangents, and Secants,

2S Degrees,

Sine. Co-sine. I Secant. Co-sec. iTangent. I Co-tang. M

9.67656-2
y-67679-6

y.67703-0

y.07726--i

9.07749
9.67773
9.67796-4

9.67819
9.67843-U

9.67S6C-3

9.67889
9.67912
9.67936'

9.65959
9.67982-

9.68005
9.6S028-

9.6805 1

•

9.f>8075-

9.68098-

.68121-3

.08144-3

.03167-4

.68190-5

.68213-5

.68236-5

.68259-5

.68282-5

.68305-5

.08328--1

51 9.6R351

52|9.68374'

53|9.0a397'

54 968420
19.68443
i 9.68465
'9.6S488
! 9-68511

19.68534

19 68557

M Co-sine.

9.945 lv-3

9.94512-5
9.94505-8

9.94499-0
•-). 94492-2
9.94485-4
9.94478-6
9.94471-8

9.94 i65

9.94458-2

9.94451

9.94444

9.94437
9.94430
9.94424
9.94417
9.94410
9.94403
9-94396
9.94389-9

10.05407
10.05413

10.05420
10.0542

10.03433
10.05440
10.0544

10.05454
10.05460
10.05467

10.05474

9.94383-0

9.94376-1

9.94369-3

9.94362-4
9.94355-5

9.94348-6

9.94341-7
9.9-«34-8

9.94327-9

9.94321-0

.94314-1

.94307-2

.94300-3

.94293-4

,94286-4

.94279-5

,94272-6

,94265-6

,94258-7

94251-7

9.94244-r
9.94237-8
9-94230-8

9.94223-9
9.942 1

6-9

9 94209-9
9.94202-9
9.94195-9

9.941S8-9
994181-9

10.0.5481

10.0j487
10.05494
10.05501

10.05508
10.05515
10.05521

1 .05528

10.05535

10.05542

10.05549
10.05555
10.05562
10.05569
10.05570
10.05583

10.05590
10.05590
10.05003
10.05610

10.0561

10.05624

10.05631

10.05638
10.05645
10.05651

10.05658

10.0560
10.05672

10,05679

10.328391

10.32815

10.32792
10.32768
10.32744
10.32720

10.32697
10.32073

10.32650
10.32026
10.32602

10.32579
10.32555
10.32532
10.32508
10.32485
10.3246

1

10.32438
10.32414

10.32391

10.323o;

05686
05093
05700
05707
0571-,

05721

05727
05734
05741
05748

10.05755

10.05702

10.05769
10.05770

10.05783

10.05790
10.05797
10.05804
10.05811

10.05818

Sine. I Co-sec.

10.32344
10.32320
10.3-229

10.32274
10.32250
10.3222'

10.32204
10.32180
10.32157
10.32134

10.32110
10.32087

10..32004

10.32041

10.32018

10.31994
10.31971
10.31948
10.31925
10.31902

10.27433
10.274!)2

10.27372

I0.2709S

10.27008

10.27037
10.27007

10.26977
10.26940
10.26916
10.26886
10.20850
10.2082,

9.73205
9.73235
9.73265
9.73295
9.73320
9.73356
9.73386
9.73416
9.73446
9.73470

10.31879
10.31856

10.31833
10.31810

10.31787

10.31763
10.31740
10.31717

10.31695

10.31672

10.31649

10.31626

10.31603

10.31580
10.31557

10.31534
10.3151.1

10.31488

10.31466
10.3l44.i

9.73507

9.73537
9.73567
9.73597
9.73627
9.73657
9.736S7
9,73717
9.73747
9.73777

9.73807
9.73837
9.73867
9.73897
9 73927
9.73957
9.73987
9.74017
9-74047
9.74077

9.74107
9.74137
9.74166
9.74196
9.74226
9.74256
9.74286
9.74316
9.74345
9.74375

10.20795
10.20765
10.26735
10.26705

10.20674
10.20644
10.26614
10.26584
10.2)554
10.26524

Secant. Co-tang. Tangent.

10.26493
10.2640
10.2643,

10.26403

10.26373
10.26343

10.2631

10.20283
10.26253
10.20223

61 Degrees.
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Table II. Li.garitlimic Sines, Tangents, and Secants.

29 Degrees

M| Sine. Co-sine. Secant. I Co-sec. Tangent. Co-tang. M
09.68557-
1 9.68S79-!

2i9.6S602-:

3{9.6S625-.

49.68648-;

59.6S670-;
6 9.68t)93-(

9.68716-;
9.68738-c

9.6876l-(

9.68784-;

9.68806'

y.68829'

9.08852
149.08874-
15 9.08897-

99.94104-1

59.94097-^

219.09032-
22 9.09054-
23'9.69077-

24|9.69099-'

25I9.09122-I

2e[9.69l44-.

2719.69160-;

28 9.691 89-!

29 9.0921 1-.

309.69233-!

9,93962
9.93955-4

9.93948-2

9.93941-0

9.93933-9
9.93926-7

9.93919-5

9.93912-3
9.93905-2

9.93898-0

'.93S90-8

.93883-6
-938

.
6-3

.93869-1

.93801-9

.938j

.93847-5

.93840-2

.93833-0

.93825-8

).0589,

),0590:

).05910
l.0:.917

1.05924

1.05931

1.0593s
1.0 b945
1.05952

'.05959

10.31443

10.31420

10.3139
10.31375

10.31352

10.31329
10.31306

10.31284
10.31261

10.31238

10.31216

10.31193

10.31171

10.31148
10.3112
10.31103

10.31080

10.31058

10.31035

10.31013

10.30990

10.06037
10.06045
10.00052
10.001)59

lO.OOOoO
10.06073

10.06080
10.00088
10.06095

10.06102

).06I09

).06ll6

).06l24

).06l3l

1.06138

1.06145

1.00153

i.OOlOO

i-OOlO

1.06174

10.06181

10.06189
10.00196
10.06203
10.06211
10.06218

lO.Oe'225

10.00232

10.06240
10.06247

M Co-sine. Sine. Co-sec. Secant. Co-tang. Tangtnt. .\I

10.30744
10 30721
10.30699
10.30677
10.30655
10.30632
10.30610
10.30588

10.30566

10.30544

1.74998

1.75028

1-75058

1.75087

1.75117

1.75146

1.75176

.75205

.75235

.75264

10.25625

10.2559
10.25565

10.25535

10.25506
10.25476
10.25446
10.25417

10.25387
10.253

10.25327 50j

10.

,30521

30499
,3047
30i5,

30433
30411
303S9
30367
30345
30323

9.75294
9.75323
9.75353
9.75382
9.75411
9.75441

9-75470
9.75500
9.75529
9.7'5558

10.30.301

10.30279
10.30257'

10-30235i
10.30213

10.30191J
10.30169
10.30147

10.30125|

10.301031

9.75588
9.75617
9.75647
9.75676
9.75705
9.75735
9,75764
9.75793
9.75822
9.75852

9.75881
9. 759 10

9.75939
9 75969
9.75998
9.76027

9.760;,6

9.70086
9.76115
9-76144

10.25002
10.24972
10.24942

10.249(3
10.24883

10.24854
10.24824

10.24795

10.24765

10.24736

10.24442 20

10.24412

10.24383

10.24353
10.24324

10.2429,

10.24265
10.24236
10.24207

10.24178

10.24148

10.24119
10.24090
10.24001

10.24031

10.24002

10.23973
10.23944

10.23yl4
10.23885

10.23856

00 Deai-ecs.

9Q
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Table H. Logar
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Table II. Logaiitlimic Sines, Tangents, and Secants.
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Table II. Logarithmic Sines, Tangents, and Secants.

36 Degrees.

Co-suic

9.90:96-8
9.90786-6

9.90777-4
9.90768-2

9 907 J9
9.9074'J

9.9074i)-6

9.90731-4
9.90722--:

990712-9
9.90703

9.90694
9.9i;685-2

9.90676-<

9.J066;;-:

9.90657-J
9.9a648

9.9063S 9
9.90629-6

9.90620-4

9.90611-1

9.90601-8

9.90592-.5

9.90583-2

9 9J573-9
9.905645
9.9055,V2
9.90545-9

9.00536-6

9.90527 2

9.90517-9

9-90508-5

9.90439-2

9.904S9-S
9.904S0-4

9.90471 1

9-90461-7

9.90452-c
9.90442-9

9.90433-5

9.90424-

1

9.90414-7
9.90405-3

9.90395-9

9.90386-4
9.90377-0

9.90367-6
9.90358-1

9.90348 7

9.!;0339-2

9.90329-

S

9.90320-3

9.90310 8

9:90301-4
9.90291-9

9.902S2-4
9.90272-9
9.90263-4

9.77912-8 9.90253-9
9.77929-5 9,90244-4
9.77946-3 9.90234-9

M Co-:

Scc.inl. Co-sec. Tangent. Co-tang. .VI

0.09204
0.09213
0.09223

0.09232
0.09241

0.09250
0.09259
0.09269
0-092 7

0.09287
0.09296

0.0930

0.0931

0.09324
0.O9333

0.09343
0.09352
0.0936

1

0.09370
0.09380
0.09359

0.09398
0.09408
0.09417
0.09426
0.09435
0.09445
0.09454
0.09463
0.09473
0.09482

0.2307R

0.23061
0.23043
0.23026
0.2J009
0.22991
0.29974
0.2295'

0.22939
0.'22'J2U

0.2290,

0.22SSS
0.22870
0.2285J
0.22S3i;

0.22SI9
0.22801

0.2278^
0.227u7

0.22750
0.227.

0.22715
0.22698
0.22681

0.22664
0.22647
0.22630
0.22613
0.22595
0.22578
0.2256/

0.22544
0.2252
0.22510
0.22493
0.2-2476

0.22459
0.22442
0.22425
0.22408
0.22391

0.22374
0.22357
22340

0.22323
0.22306
0.22289
0.22272
n.22256
0.22239
0.22222

0.22205
0.22188
0.22171
0.22154
0.22138
0.22121
0.22104
0.22087
0.22070
0.22054

9.86126
9.86153
9.86179
9.86206
9.86232
9.86259
9.86285
9.86312
9.86338
9.86365
9.86392

9.80418
9. 86445
9.86471

9.8'o-;>9g

9.8652.i

9. 8 0551

9.80577
9. 866^3
9.86630
9.86656

9.866S3
9.86709
9.86730
9.86762
9.86789
9.86815
9.86842
9.86868
9.86894
9.86921

9 86947
9.86974
9.87000
9.87027
9.87053
9.87079
9.87106
9.87132
9.87158
9.87185

87211
87238
87264
87290
87317
87343
87369
87396
87422
37448

9.87475
9.87:

9.8; 27

10.13874
10.1384:

10.13821

10.13794
10.13768

10.13741

10.13715
10.13688
10.13662

10.13635

10.13608

10.13582

10.13555

10.13529
10.13502

10.13476
10.13449
10.1342

10.13397142

49

iO.13370

10.13344

10.1331

10.1329

10.1326

10 13-238

10.13211

10.13185
10.13158

10.13132

10.13100

10.13079

1305.^

13026
13000
12y73
1294
1292
12894
12S6S

12842
12815

2789
2762
2736
2710
2683
2657
2631
2604
257
255

9.87554
9.87580
9.87606
9.87633 ! 10

9.87659
]
10

9.87685 10,

9.S7711 I 10,

12525
12499
12473
12446
12420
12394
12367
1234)

12315
12289

Co-sec: I Secant. Co-tang. iTangtiit.

53 Degrees.

.OL. IV.—NO. 212.

Table II. Lgaritlmiic Sines, Tangents, and Secants.

37 Degrees.

M
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Table II. Lot-arilhinic Sines, Tangents, and Secants.

Sine. 1
Co-sine.

lC9.Stl653-S
)-4 s).R9613-3

)-59.S9633'

2-7i9.890230

f!-8l9-S9613-7

i-9l9.89603-R

l-0:9.S9593-9

-l,9.S9584-0
3-29.R95-4-1
3-3 9.89564-1 10.

5-419.89554-C 10.

38 Degrees.

Secant. ,
Co-sec. [Tangent. Co-lang. M

1.791 ITJ
1.79127-5

1.79143-6

1.79159-6

1.79175

1.79191

1.79207

26

9.89544-3

y.S9534-3
9.89524-4
9.89514-5
9.S9504-5

9.89494-5

9.S9.1S4-6

79223-7 9.89-474-6

79239-7 9.89464-6

79255-7'9.S9-i54-6

279.
2S9.

29 9'

30 9.

419.79589-1 9-89243-5 10

42 9.79604-9 9.89233-4 10,

-13 9.79620-69.89223-31 10.

79271-6
79287-6
793U3-5
79319-5

,79335-4

79351-4
79367-3
.79383-2

-79399-1

79415-0

10347
10357
10367
10376
10386
10396
10406
10416
10426
10436
10446

10.10456
10.10466
10.10476
10. 104S6
10.10491

10.10505

10.10515
10.10525

10.10535

10.10545

10.21066|

10.21050
10.21033

10.21017
10.21001

10.20985

10.20969
10.20953

10.20937

10.20921
10.20905

9.S9281
9.89307
9.39333
9.S;)359

9.89385
9.8941

1

9.89437
9.89463
9.89489
9.89515
9.S9541

.894446 10.

.894.34-6} 10.

.89424-6 10.

.89414-6 10.

.89404-6 10

10555
105ti5

10575

10585
10595
10605
1061,

1062,

,10636]

.106461

10.20728

10 20712
10.-20696

10.20681

10.20665
10.20649
10.20633

10.2(1617

10.20601

10.20585

.10656 10.20569

.10666 10.20553

.10676

.10686

.10696

. 1 0/ :.6

.10716

.10726
. 1 0736

3-9 10

3-9 10,

3-8 10
3-6' 10.10:461 10.2042

10.20537
1 0.20522
1 20
10.20490

10.20474
10.20458

10.20442

4419.79636-4

4.^19.79652-1

46 0.79667-9

4/9.79683-6

9.89213-2 10,

3.89203-o| 10

9.89193-9
9.89182-7

48 9.79699-3(9.89172-6

499.79715-0|9.S9162-4

50 9.79730-7 9.S9152-3

Co-sine

.89142-

1

.89131-9

.89121
i.S9lll

1.89101-3

1-89091 1

i.s;)08o-e

1.89070--;

I.S9060-5

I.89C50-3

10756
10767
10777
10787
10797
10S07
10817

10S27
1083S
10848

9.9OOS6
9.90112
9.9013S
990164
9.90190
9.90216
9.90242
9.90268
9.90294
9.90320

10.20411

10.20395
10.20379
10.20364
10.20348
10.20332
10. ',03 16

10.20301

10.20285

1 0.202i;9

Table II. Logarillimic Sines, Tangents, and Secants.

39 Dp
M Sine. I Co-sine. , Secant.

;
Co-sec. 1 Tangent. Co-tang. M

09.79687-
1 9.79902-

2|9.79918-

319.79933-

419.79949'

5J9.79965-
69.79980
79.79996
8 9.80011-

9 9.80027

10 9.80042

10.09914 29

10.0988828
10.09862 27

10.09836 26

10.09810 '5

10.09784 24

10.09758 23

10.19732 22

10.09706 21

10.09680 20

219.89050-3

8J9.89040-O
4i9.89029-8

99.S90l9-5i
5]9.S9009-3

1J9.88999-0'
6|9.88988-8'

•2i9.8H978-5|
7 9.88968-2

9.88957-9
9.88947-7

.80073-

.80J89-

.80104-
-80120-

.80135-

.80151-

.80166
L 80181
L801(j7

10.10950:

10.10960!

10.10970
10.10980
10.109911

10.11001

lO.UOlli
10.11022!

10.1 10321

10.11042|

10.11052!

10.20113

10.20097
10.20082

10.S0066
10.20050'

10.20035,

10.200191

10.20004

10.19988;

10.19973:
10.19957'

9.90837
9.90863
9.90889
9.90914
9.90940
9.90966
9.9OS92
9.9101s
9.91043
9.91069
9.91095

9.88937-4

9.88927-1

9.88916-8
9.88906-4

9.88896-1

9.SSS85-8J
1I9.88875-5

519.88865-11

99.88854-S'
39.88844-4!

10.110631 10.19942

10.11073| I0.19926i

10.11033 10.19911!

IO.IIO94I 10.19895

10.11104J 10.19880

10.11114 10.19864
10.11125 10.19849
10.11135

10.11145

10.11156

10.19834

10.19818
10.

1 9803

9.80212-

9.80228-

i).80243-

9.S025S'

9.80274
802.^9

9.80305
g. 80320
9.80335
9.80351

.10858'

.10868]

.10878'

.10888'

.108991

.101J09

.10919]

.10929.

.10940
i. 10950'

10 20254 9.90504
10.20238 9.90630
10 20222 9.90655
10 20207 9.90682
10. -20191 9.90

10.09525

10.09499

10.09473
10.09447
10.09422

10.20175
10.20160
10.20144

10.20128
10.20113

Sine. Co sec. Secant.

il Degrees.

9.90734
9.90759
9907S5
9.908 1 1

9.90837

10.09396
10.09370

1 0.09344
10.09318

10.09292
10.09266

10.C9241; 3

10.09215 2

1009189 1

10.09163

Co-tang. Tangent. [M

8,9.88834-1

2]9.88S23'7

6 9.888 1 3-4]

9,SS803-0|

9-S8792-6
9-88782-2'

9.SS771-8
9.88761-4
9.88751-0

J.88-40-6

.80366-

.80381-

.80397-

.80412-

.80427-

1.80442-

1.80458-

1.80473-

l'80488-

1.80503

10.11166

10.11176
10.11187
10.11197

10.11207
10.11218
10.11228

10.11239
10.11249
10.11259

10.19787

10.19

10.19756

10.19741

10.19726
10.19710
10.1969.

10.196SU
10.19664
10.19649

9.91121
9.91147
9.91172
9.91 198

9.91224
9.91250
9.91276
9.91301
9.913-27

9.91,353

10.09163 60'

10.09137 .P

10.091 11':. s

10.09086:57

10.09060 56]

10.09034

10.09008

10.08982
10.08957

10.08931

1008905

10.08879
10.08853
10.08828

10.08802

10.08776
10.08750
10.08724
10.08699
10.08673
10.03647 40

9.88730-2, 10.11270

9.887198; 10.11280

9.88709-3 10.11291
9.88698-9 10.11301
9.88688-5 10.M312
9.88678-0 10.11322

9.88667-6 10.11332

9 8.S657-r 10.11343

9.SS646-6 10.11353
9.88636-2 10.11364

9.80519-1

9.80534-3

:).S0549-5

9.80564
9.80579-9

9.8059,

.80610 3

y 8062
9.80640-6

9.806;

10.19634
10.19618
1 0. 1 9603
10.19588

10.19572
10.1955

10.19542
10.195

10.19511
10.19496' 9

9.91379
9-91404
9.91430
9.91456
9.91482
9.91507
9.91533
9.91559
9.91585
9.9I61O

91636
91662
91688
91713
91739
91765
91791
,91816

91842
.91868

.1137

.1138

.1139

.11400

.11416

.11427

.11437

.11448

.11458;

1.11469

10.19181

10.19466]

10.19450

10.19435
10.19420
10.19405

10.19390
10.19375]

10.19359
10.19344'

9.91893
9.91919
9.91945
9.91971

9.91996
9.92022
9.92048
9.92073
9.92099
992125

10.08621 39|

10.08596 38

10.08570
10-03544

10.08518

10.08493

10.0S467

10.08441

10.08415

10.08390

10.08364

10.08338
10.08312

10.06'2S7

10.0826!

10.08235

10.08209
10.08184

10.08158

10.08132

Ml Co-sine. Sine

10.11479 10.19329: 9.92150
10.11-190 10.19314 9.92176
10.11501: 10.19299^9.92202
10.1 151 ij 10. 19284' 9-92227
10.11522 10.19269 9.92253
10.11532 10.19254 9.92279
10.11543 10.19238 9 92304]
10.11553 10.19223 9.92.330

10.11564 10. 1920S
I
9.92356

Co-sec. Secant. Co-tang.

10.0810
10.0808

10.0b05

10.0802
10.08004

10.0797ii

10.07952

10.07927

10.07901

10.07875

10.07850

10.07824

10.07798

10.0;

10.07747

10.07721

10.07696
10.07670
10.0/644

10.07619

Tangent

50 DcRi-o
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Table II. Logarithmic Sines, Tangents, and Secants.

40 Degrees.
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Table II. Logarithmic Sines, Tangents, and Secants.

42 Degrees.

Co-sine. Secant. Co-sec. Tangent. Co-tan

9.82704-9;9

9.827 18-9|9

9.82732-8 9.

9.82746-79,

9.82760619,

9.82774-5|9,

9.82-88-49.

9.S2»02-3|9.

9.82816-2,9

9.82830-19

i-l'9.87107-

.1J9.S7096-
» 1,9.87084-

i-r9.87073
'•19.87061

• 1 19.87050-

.-1 9.37039-

1-19.87027-

(-1;9.87016-

•09.87004-

-09.86993

8698 1

-

S6970-4
86958-9
86947-4
86936-0
86924-5
86913-0
86901-5

868900
86878-5

9.S2843-:

9.8'2857^

9.82371-

9.82885-.

9.S2899-,

9.82913-

9.82926-!

9.82940-

9.82954-,

9.82968-.

10.12893
10.129114

10.1291

10.12927

10.12938
10.12950
10.12961

10.12972

10.12984
10.12995

10.13007

10.13018
10.13030

10.13041

10.13053

10.13064

10.13076
10.13087

10.13098
10.13110
10.13121

7449
10.17435

10.17421

10.17407

10.17393

10.17379
10.17365

10. 331

10.17337

10.17323

10.17309]

9.95444
9.95469
9.95495
9.95520
9.95545
9.95571
9.95596
9.95622
9.95647
9.95672
9.95698

10.17295

10.17231

10.17267

10.17253

i U.I 7239
10.17225

10.17212

10.17198

10.171841

10.17170|

9.95723
9.95748
9.95774
9.95799
9.95825
9.95850
9-95875
9.95901
9.95926
9.95952

99.86867-0 10.

8j9.86855-Sj 10.

6|9.86844-0' 10.

9.8683?-4 10.

9.86820-91 10.

9.86809-3 10.

y.86797-8' 10.

9-86786-2i 10.

9.86774-7 10.

9.86763-1 10.

1.86705-

I.86693-,

1.86681!

|._86670-,

1.86658-1

1.86647-1

I.S6518-5

i.86506-8

1.86495-0

•.86483-3

t.86471-6

•.86459-8

•.86448-1

•.86436-3

1.86424-5

1.86412-7

13133i

131451

13156
13I68|

13179|

13191

13202
13214
1322,

1323

10.13365

10.13376
10.13388

10.13400
10.13111!

10.134-23

I0.13435|

10.13446'

10.13458
10.13470

10.17156 9.95977
10. 17142 9.96002
10.17128 9.96023
10.17115 9.96053
10.17101[9.9607S
10.17087, 9.96104
10.17073' 9.96129
10.17059^9.961^5
10.17045] 9.96180

10.17032: 9.96205

10.17018
10. I700,i

10.16990

10.16977,

10.16963;

10. 169 49!

10.16935J
10.16922'

10.16908!

10.16894,

9.9623

1

9 96256
9.9d2,-. 1

9.9o3o7
9.96332
9.96357
9.96383
9.y640S
!J.96433

9.96459

in. 13482
13493
13505
13517
1352'^

13540
13552
135o4
1357

1358

10.16880'!

10 168671 !

10.16853 !

I0.l6s39
!

10.168261!

10.16812' 1

10.167981
I

10.1678)1 !

10.167711 •

10.16758 1

10.16744]

10.16730

10.16717

10.16703
10.16690

10.10676!

10.
16662J

10. 16649|

10.16635

10,16622

10.045.56

10.04531

10.04505

10.04480
10.04455

10.04429

10.04404

10.04378

10.04353
10 04328
10.04302

10.04277
10.04252

10.04226
10.04201 46
10.04175|45

10.04150

10.04125

10.04099
10.04074 41

10.04048140

10.04023

10.03998

10.03972
10.03947

10.^922
10.33896
10.03871

10.03845
10.03820

10.03795

10.03769
10.03

10.03719
I0.03:;93

10.03668

10 0364

j

-'3 '
, 7

10.03)92
10.'.3567
10.03541

10.03516 19

10.03490 18

10.0346J

10.03440 16

10.03414 15

10.03339 14

10.03364 1

10.0333,

10.03313|ll

lO.O.^.SS 10

M Co-sine. Sine. Co-sec. Secant. Co-tang. Tangent. M

47 Degrees.

Table II. Logarithmic Sines, Tangents, and Secants.

43 Dciirees.

Sine

9.83378-,

9.8339!!
9.83405 -.

9.S34I8-!

9.83432-,

9.83446-^

9.S3459-
9.83473-

9.83486-

9.83499-,

9.83513-

Co-sine. Secant.

'.86044-2

.86032-2

.86020-2

.86008-2

.85996-2

.85984-2

.85972-1

.8596'>i

8594S-0
.85936-0

41*9

42,9,

4319,

44l9,

45;!J,

4019
47'9,

48,9.

49I9

30|9

83927-29.85923-9

S3940-4|9 85911-9

S3953-6'9.85899-S
83966-8.9.8588
83980-0
83993-2
84006-4
84019-6
84032-8

84045 9

9.85875-6

9.85863
9.85851-4

9.85839-3
9.8582: -2

9.85S15-1

519
52:9,

53'9,

549,
5V9.

j09.

57;9,

58 9.

59 9.

60 9.

84059- 19
84'.)72-2 9
84085-4
8.i09&-5 9:

84111 6
84124-7
84137-8
84150-9
84164-0
84177-1

85802-9
85790-8
85778-6
85766-,

85754-3
85742-2

8573C-0
85717-8
83705-6
85693-4

10.13587
10.13599
10.13611

10.i3623
10.13534

10.13640
10.13658

10.13670
10. 136S2

10.13694
10.13705;

M Co-sine. Sine. Co-sec. Secant, Co-tang. langent, ^^
*

46 Degrees.
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Table II. Logarithmic Sine?, Tancents, and Secants.
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TRIGUERA, in botany, a gcp'.is of tlie peiilandiia moiio-

gynia class and order. Natural order Luri<la;. Corolla bell-

shapc'il, with an unequal bor<ler; nectary ?liort, live-loot lied, sur-

xounding the germ ; filaments inserted into the nectary ; berry

four-celled, with two seeds in each cell. There are two species,

viz. T. anibrosiaca, and T. iiiodora, annual plants of Andalusia,

in Spain.

TRIGYNIA, [from Tj!!,-, three, and yt/m, a woman,] in bo-

tany, an order of plants, under various genera, in the Linman sys-

tem comprehending such species as have three pistils, or female

parts. See Botany.
TRIHILATjE, [from tres, three, and /»7m«<, an external mark

on the seed,] the 23d class in Linna;us's Fragments of a natural

method ; consisting of plants with lliree seeds, which are marked
witii an external cicatrix or scar, where they are fastened within

the fruit. See Botany.
TRILIX, a genus of plants, of the class polyandria, and order

monogynia. Calyx three-leaved ; corolla three-petaled ; berry five-

celled, many-seeded. There is only one species ; viz. T. lutea,

a native of Carthagcna, in America.
TRILL, [trom trillo, Ital.] iii music, an alternate undulation

of dilieient sounds, synonymous with shake. It is used by
Kousseau, and several French musicians in this sense. See
Mustc.
TRfLLION, a million of biHions. See Arithmetic.
TRILLIUM, Herb Paris ok America, or Herb Trl'e-

LovE OF Canada; in botany, a genus of plants of the class hex-
andria, an<l order trigynia ; natural order, Sarmcnlo?.-e. Calyx
three-leaved ; corolla three-pctaled ; berry three-celled. There
are three species.

TRL\L in navigation, implies, in general, the stale or disposi-

tion by which a ship is best calculated for the several purpose's of

navigation. Tluis the trim of tlie hold denotes the most conve-
nient and proper arrangement of the various materials contained
therein relatively to the ship's motion or stability at sea. The
trim of the masts and sails is also their most opposite situation

with regard to the construction of theshiii and the effort of the

wind upon her sails.

'J'rim, in geography, a town of Ireland, capital of Meatli,

33 miles N. W. of Dublin. Lon. 6. 48. W. Lat. 53. 32. N.
TRIMMERS, in architecture, pieces of timber framed at right-

angles to the joints, against the ways for chimneys, and well-

holes for stairs.

TRINCOMALE, a city of Ceylon, on the E. coast. 100
miles N. E. of Candy. Lon. 81. 52. E. Lat. 8- 45. N.
TRINDELEN, an island of Denmark, in the Scaggerac, be-

tween N. Jutland and Norway, 7 miles N. E. of Lsssoe. Lon.
11. 1. E. Lat. 57. 27. N.
TRINE, [trine, Vr. trinu.i, Lat.] in astrology, the aspect or

situation of one star with regard to another when they are distant

120 degrees : it is noted with this character A.
TRING, an elegant town of England in Hertfordshire; lour

jniles from \Ven<lover; and 31 from London.
TRINGA, the Sandpiper; a genus of birds belonging to the

order grails. Bill somewhat tapering, about the length of the

head; nostrils small ; toes four, divided, the hind toe being fre-

quently raised from tlie ground. There are 37 species.

T. Hypolel'oos, the Common Sandpiper, except in pairing

time, is a solitary bird ; it is never feund near the sea, but fre-

quents rivers, lakes, and other fresh waters. Its head is brown,
streaked with downward black lines ; the neck an obscure ash-

colour ; the back and coverts of the wings brown, mixed with a

glossy green, elegantly marked with transverse dusky lines ; the

breast and belly are of a pure white ; the quill-feathers and the

iniddle-feathers of tlie tail arc brown ; the legs of a dull pale

green.

T. Vanellus, the Lapwing, orTE%viT, has the bill, crown
of the head, crest, and throat, of a black colour ; there is a black

line under each eye; the back is of a purplish green; the wings
and tail are black and white, and the legs .-ed ; the weight is 8 oz.

and the length 13 inches. In winter, lapwings join in \ast flocks ;

but at that season are very wild : their llesh is very good, their

food being insects and worms. In October and November, they

i«re taken in the fens in nets, like rufl's ; but are not preserved for

^tleiiing, being killed as soon as caught,

TRINIDAD, a town of Cuba, 140 miles S. £. of Uavannab.
Lon. 80. IS. W. Lat. 51. 56. N.
Trinidad, an island in the gulf of Mexico, separated from

New Andalusia, in Terra Firjna, by a strait about three miles
broad. The soil is fruiiful, producing sugar, cotton, Indian corn,
fine tobacco, and fruits ; but the air is unhealthy.

TRINITARIANS, Order of, an order instituted at Rome,
A. D. 1198. The founders were John de Matha, and Felix de
\'alois. The pope permitted them to establish this order for the
deliverance of captives, who groaned under the tyranny of the in-

fidels : he gave them as a habit a white gown, ornamented with a
red and blue cross. This order possessed, at one time, about 250
convents in 13 different |)iovinces. There was formerly the pro-
vince of England, where this order had 43 houses : that of Scot-
land, where it had nine; and that of Ireland, where it had 52.

TRINITE', a sea-pert-town of Martinico, much frequented by
ships. Lon. 61. S. W. Lat. 14. 53. N.

I'rinity. See Theology.
Trinity-Bay, l.abay on the N. E. coast of New-HollantT:

2. a bay on the E. of Newfoundland. Lon. 53. 10. W. Lat.
48. 0. N.
Trinity-Sunday, a festival observed on the Sunday uext after

Whitsunday, in honour of the Holy Trinity. The observation of
this festival was firet enjoined in the council of Aries, A. D.
1260.

TRINO, a town of France, in the department of the Tanaro,
and late duchy of Montferrat, seated in a fertile but marshy dis-

trict, abounding in corn, rice, fruits, &c. and famous for fine

cheese: eight miles N. W. of Casal, and lOS. S. W. of Vercelli.

Lon. 8. 30. E. Lat. 45. 26. N.
TRINOMALY, a town of Hindoostan, in the Carnatic, near

which the troops of Hyder All were defeated by the British under
Col. Smitii, in 1768, with the loss of a great part of their artillery.

It is five miles S. W. of Arcot, and 52 W. N. \V. of Pondi-
cherry.

TRIO, in music, a part of a concert wherein three persons
sing ; or, more properly, a musical composition consisting of
three parts.

TRIOCALA, or TRIOCLA, an ancient town in the S. of
Sicily.

TRICECIA, in botany, the third order of plants, in the class.

Polygamia; comprehending tl'.ose singular plants which have the '

polyg.imy on three distinct plants.

TRIONES, in astrononiy, a sort of constellation, or assem-
blage of seven stai-s in the Ursa Major, popularly called Charles's

VVai[i. From the septem triones the north pole takes the deno- i

mination septentrio.

TRIOPTERIS, a genus of plants, of the class decandria, and
order trigynia ; natural ortler, Trihilatx. Calyx five-parted, with

two honey-pores at the base on the outside ; petals roundish,
'

clawed; filaments cohering at the base; cap>ules three, one-!
seeded, three or four-winged. There are eight species. i

TRIOSTEUM, in botany, a genus of the pentandria monogy-
nia class and Older. Natural order, Aggregala". Calyx length of'

the corolla ; corolla one-petaled, almost e(|ual ; berry three-celled,

inferior ; seeds solitary. There are three species.

TRIPARTITE, divided into three parts, or made by three

paities, asindentuie tripartite.

TRIFErALOlDE.E, in botany, the 5th order of plants, in

Linnanis's system of a natural method. See Botany.
TRIPETALOUS, [ires, and wiraXov,] having a flower consist-

ing of three leaves.

TRIP LARIS, in botany, a genus of the triandria trigynia class

and order. Calyx very large, three, or six-parted ; corolla three-

pctaled, or none; nut three-sided, within the ovate base of the

calyx. There are two species, viz. T. Americana, and T. ranii-

flora.

TRIPLE TIME, in music, a time consisting of three mea-
sures in a bar ; the two first of which are beat with the hand or

foot down, aiid the thud marked by its elevation. See Music.
TRIPLICATE KATIO, the ratio which cubes bear to one

another. This ratio is to be distinguished from triple ratio, and

maybe thus conceived. In the geometrical proportions 2, 4, 8,

16, 32, as the ratio of the first term (2) is to the third (8) dupli-

cate that of the first to the second, or of the second to the third,

i) s«
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so the ratio of ilie first to the fourth is said to be triplicate of the n

ratio of the first to the second, or of tliat of the second to the

third, or of that of tlie tliird to the fourth, as being compounded of

three equal latios. See Ratio.
TKIPOD, in antiquity, was a famed sacred seat or stool, sup-

ported by three feet, whereon the priests and sybils were placed
to rejuler oracles. It was on the tripod that the ijods were said

to inspire the Pythia with that divin' fury and enlhu-iiasm where-
with she was seized at the delivery of her predictions.

TRIPOLI, a country of Africa, in Barbary ; bounded on the

N. by the Mediterranean ; on the S. by the country of the Beri-

beries ; on the W. by Tunis, Biledutgerid, and a territory of the
Gadamis ; and on the E. by Egypt. It is about 925 miles along
the sea-coast ; but the breadtii is various. Some parts of it are
pretty fruitful; but that towards Egypt is a sandy desert. It is

governed by a dey, wlm is not absolute, for a Turkish bashaw re-

sides here, who receive- his authority from the grand seignior, and
lias a power of controlling the dey, and levying taxes on the pei>

pie. The dey is elected by the soldiers, wiio depose him when
they please.

'I'ripoli, the capital of the above republic, anciently called

Tarabilis, and Trel)ilis. Lou. 13. 12. E. Lat. 32. 34. N.
Tripoli, or Tkipolis, a town of Syria, anciently called Ta-

rabolus. Lon. 35. 50. E. Lat. 31. 20. N.
TRrpoLi, in mineralogy, a species of the clay-genus, is of a

greyish colour: it occurs massive, is soft and friable, feels meagre,
and does not adhere to the tongue. It occurs in veins and beds in

floetz rocks, and perliaps in alluvial land. It is found in beds in

the coal-works of I'huringia : in Derb; shire it occurs in veins : in

Tripoli, whence its name is derived, it also forms veins. It is

also found in Russia, Westphalia, Flanders, Hessia, Bohemia, and
Switzerland. Wlien reduced to powder, it is employed for polish-

ing metals, marbles, and other minerals, and likewise for polishing

glass. Formerly it was supposed to be a volcanic production,
which has been long since disproved, and it appears to be an ex-

tremely fine mixture of clay ami sand.

TRfPPANE. in mineralogy, is of an ap])le-green, or greenish

white. It occurs in mass, is moderately hard, and easily frangi-

ble. Specific gravity is 3.21. Before the blow-pipe, it becomes
j'ellow, and splits into thin plates, and then melts into a thin tran-

sparent glas'.. It has hitherto been found in Sweden, iii veins of

<]uarl/ and mica.

TIUPPfNG, in heraldry, denotes the quick motion of all sorts

of deer, and of some other creatures, represented with one foot as

it were on a trot.

TUIPSACUM, in botany, a genus of plants of the class mo-
noecia, and order triandria ; natural order, Giaiiiina. Male, calyx

glume four-tlowered ; corolla glume membranaceous : female,

calyx glume with perforated sinuses; corolla glume two-valved
;

styles two ; seed one. There are two species, viz. T. dactyloides,

anr'l T. iieriiKiphroditum.

TR KjU I'.'l ROUS, among botanists, an epithet applied to a fruit

or I u 111, It has three sides or faces all iiat.

i RISEOTION, \_tres and sectio, Lat.] a term chiefly used in

get iiietry, for the division of an angle into three equal parts. The
trisi-clion of an angle, geometrically, is one of those great pro-

blems, whose solution has been so much sought for by mathema-
ticians tor 2000 years past; being, in this respect, on a footing

with the famous quadrature of the circle, and the duplicature of

the cube.

'I KlSMl'S, the locked-jaw. See Medicine.
1 RISPERMOUS, in botany, three-seeded.
'1 RISK TO US, in entomology, three-bristled, applied chiefly

to the tail of insects, as in the ephemera.

T RISPAST, in mechanics, a machine with three pullies, or an
ass'Miblage of three pullies for the raising of great weights.

'1 KITCIHNOPOLY, a town of Hindoostan, in the Carna-
tic, 15G miles S. E. of Seringapatam. Lon. 78. 45. E. Lat. 10.

48. N.
[KITICUM, Wheat; in botany, a genus of plants of the

class iriandria, and order digynia ; natural order, Gramina. Calyx
bivalve, solitary, generally containing three florets; corolla bi-

valve, one valve being hluntisli, the other ai;iitf. There are 19

species. For the cultivation of wheat, see Huseanduy.
TRITOMA, in natural history, a geiuis of insects of the order

Coleoptera. Antenns clavatc, the club perfoliate ; lip emargi-
natp ; anterior feelers hatchet-shaped ; shells as long as the body.
There are ten species.

TRITON, in the mythology, a sea- god, the son of Neptune
and Ami)hitrite : he could calm the ocean in the greatest storms.
Triton, in zoology, a genus belonging to the order of vermes

mollusca. Body oblong ; tongue spiral ; tentacula, six on each
side, the hindmost ones having claws like a crab. There is but
one species, found in holes of rocks about the shoi^e.

TRI 1 ONES, a numerous tribe of inferior sea-deities, who
dragged Neptune's chariot. They were half men half fishes.

TRITURATION, in pharmacy, the act of reducing a solid
body into a subtle powder ; called also levigation, and pulveriza-
tion.

TRIVENTO, a town of Naples, 15 miles N. of Bogano, 11
N. of Molise, and 62 £. of Naples. Lon. 15: 37. E. Lat. 40.
50. N.
TRIVIAL NAME, in botany, zoology, &c. is that by which

the species of a plant or animal is distinguished from every other
species.

TRIUMFETTA, in botany, a genus of plants, in the class
dodecandria and order monogynia ; natural order, Coliimniferae.
C.ilyx five-leaved ; corolla five-petaled ; capsule hipsid, ..opening
in four parts. There are eleven species.

TRIUMPH, in Roman antiquity, was a public and solemn
honour conferred by the Romans on a victorious general by allow-
ing him a magnificent procession through the city.

TRIUMVIR, one of three persons who govern absolutelv, and
with equal authority, in a state. It is chielly applied to tlie Ro-
man government. Ca:sar, Pompey, and Crassus, were the first

triumvirs who divided the government among them.
TRIXIS, in botany, a genus of the syngenesia polygamia ne-

cessaria class and order. Natural order, Composita Oppositi-
foliffi. Corollets of the ray trifid ; seeds hairy at the tip, without
any down ; receptacle chaffy. There are three species, all natives
of the West Indies.

TRIUNE GOD. See Theology.
TROARN, orTROUARD, a town of Fiance, in the depart-

ment of Calvados, and late province of Normandy, on the Dive : six
miles E. of Caen, and 15 W. of Lifieu.x.

TROAS, a country of Phrygia in Asia Minor, of which Troy
was the capital. When Troas is taken for the whole kingdom of
Priam, it may be said to contain Mysia and Phrygia Minor; but
if only ap))lied to that part of the country where Troy was situated,
its extent is confined within very narrow limits. Troas was an-
ciently called Dardania. See Troja.
TROCAR, l^ti-ocai; corrupted from irois quart, French,] a

chiruraical instrument. See Surgery.
TROCHjEUS, in prosody, a foot consisting of a long and

short syllable.

TROCHAIC VERSE, in Latin prosody, a species of verse,
consisting of eight feet, chiefly troclia;i, ulternating with tribrachys,
dactvkis, sponda-us, anapa;stus, and proceleuoinaticus.

TROCHANTERS, [tjoxk/V^jj;,] two processes of the thigh-
bone, called rotator major and minor, in which the tendons of
many muscles terminate. See Anatomy.
TROCHE, in pharmacy, a sort of medicine made of glutinous

substances into little cakes, and afterwards exsiccated. See
Pharmacy.
TROCHEE, [6-oc7ia?M.?, Lat. Tfox^i©',] a foot used in Latin,

poetry, consisting of a long and short syllable, asjusttis.

TROCHILICS, [Tjox'Xiov T;Ox,«.-. a wheel,] the science of ro-
tatory motion. See Mechanics.
TROCHILUS, the Hummikg-Bird, a genus of birds of the

order pics. Rostrum subulate, filiform, longer dian the head, the
apex tubular ; up|)er mandible sheaths the lower; tongue filiform,

tubulous, the two threads coalescing ; feet slender, fit for walking ;

tail has ten feathers. There are 65 species, none of which are na-
tives of Britain. They are all remarkable for the beauty of iheir

colours, and most of them for the smallnessof their size, tliough

some of them are eight or nine inches long. They are divided
into two families, viz. those with crooked bills, and Uiose witli

straight bills.

T. CoLiBRi, or Minimus, the Least Humming Ruid, is ex-
ceeded, both in weight and dimensions, by several species of

bees.,,
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bee? The total length is one iiicli one-4tli ; and its weight is

only 20 craiiis. The tcniale is Icii than the male : the whole up-

per" side of a cUity brown, with a slight gloss of green; the under

.narts of a dirty while. These birils are found m various parts ot

South A ini-rica and the adjacent islands.

1 ROGLODYTES, or TUOGLOD\T.E, [T5u,yXofc7,f,] an

ancient people of Ethiopia, said to have lived m caves under

'^'^TROGLODYTRIA, the country of the Troglodytae, a coun-

trv of Abyssinia, which produces the best myrrh.

'TROJA, the capital city of Troas; but some would have it to

Tie a country of which Ilium was the capital. It was built on a

small eminence near mount Ida. Dardanus the first king of the

foiMitry built it, and called it Dardania, and Irom 1 ros, his grand-

ton, it was called Troja, and from Tins, Ilium. It is supposed to

liave stood on the site of the modern village Bounarbachi, about

13 miles from the sea, on an eminence, al the termination of a

Spacious plain.

Troja orTaoiA, in modern geography, a towu of >)aple3, at

the foot of the Appennines, 60 miles N. W. of Naples. Lon. 1 i.

15. E. Lat. 31. 21. N.
TROJAN! LUDI, games instituted by jEneas m honour of

Ajichises, celebrate<l at Kome.
TROIS RIVIERES, a town of Upper Canada, 53 miles S. W.

«f Quebec. Lon. 71. 20. W. Lat. 4(j. 35. N.

TROKI, a late palatinate of Lithuania, now annexed to

Prussia.

Troki, the capital of I'ae above palatinate, 160 miles E. of

Kouigsbers, and 75 N. E. of Grodno. Lon. 54. 40 N.

TROLJlIUS, GioBt-RANUNcuLis, or Llcken Gowan ; in.

botany, a genus of plants belonging to the class polyandria, and

order polvgynia : natural order, MultisUiqua;. Calyx wanting;

petals about' 14 ; capsules very numerous, ovate, and many-

seeded. There are two species, viz. T. Asiaticus, and T. Eu-

Topxus.
TRONAGE, an ancient customary duty or toll, for the weigh-

ing of wool. .Vccordinc to Fleta, trona is abeam to weigh witli,

mentioned in the stat. Westm. 2. ca|>. 25. And Iroiiage was used

lor the weighing of wool in a staple or public mart, by a common
trona or beam ; which, for the tronage of wool in London, was

ii.\ed at Leaden-Hall.
Trone Weight, the most ancient of the different weights used

in Scotland ; and, though now forbidden by several statutes, is still

used by many for home- commodities, and that in a very irregular

manner; for the pound varies in different places, and for dilTerent

purposes, from 20 to 24 Dutch ounces. The coimnnn allowance

is 21 ^ oz. for wool, 2Vi for butter and cheese, 20 tor tallow, lint,

hemp, and hay. It is divided into 16 of its own ounces, and I61b.

make a stone.

TRON, St. or St. TRAUEN, a town of France, in the de-

partment of the Ourte, and late bishopric of Liege ; 29 miles S. E.

of Louvain. Lon. 5. 22. E. Lat. 50.48.N.
TROON, a promontory of Argyllshire, in Scotland, projecting

about a mile into the Frith of Civile. Lon. 4. 49. W. Lat. 55.

£6. N.
TROOP, a small body of horse or dragoons, commanded by

a capt.^in.

TROP/EOLUM, the Indian Cress, or Narsturtium; a

fenus of the octandria mouogynia class and order of plants,

'lower with live roundish petals inserted into the divisions of the

cup ; two upper petals sessile ; three others have very long and
barbated ungues; fruit consists of three convex capsules, fulcated,

and striated on one side, and angular on the other; the seeds are

three, gibbous on one side, and angulated on the other, some-
what roundish. There are five species.

TROPE, [t^-ott^, Gr. Iropiis, Lat.] a change of a word from its

original signification. See Figure, Metaphor, and Oka-
TORV.
TROPE.\, a town and bishop's see of Naples, in Calabria

Ultra, 45 miles N. N. E. of Reggie. Lon. 16. 24. E. Lat. 38.

42. N,
TROPES, St. a sea-port-town of France, in the department

of the Var, ami late province of Provence, 12 miles S. W. of

Frejus, and 58 E. of Marseilles. Lon. G. 44. E. Lat. 43. 16. N.
TROPHIS, a genus of the dicecia Ictraudria class and order of

plants. No calyx and no female corolla ; male corolla four-pe<

taled ; style two-parted; berry onc-secilcd. There is one spe-

cies, the ramoom-tree of Jamaica.

TROPHONIUS, in fabulous history, a celebrated architecfj

the son of Ergiiuis, king of Orchoinenos, in RcEotia.

TROPHY, [trcpaiim,'] among the ancients, a pile or heap df

arms of a vanquished enemy, raised by the conqueror in the most

eminent i)art of the field of battle. The trophies were usually

dedicated to some of the gods, especially Jupiter.

TROPIC'S. See Astronomy, and Geography.
TROPINO, a town of Russia, in Tobolskoi, on the PiazidaZ

Lon. 90. 25. E. Lat. 71. 36. N.
TROPOLOGY, [rjoxg^and >oy©',3a rhetorical mode of speech

including tropes, or a change of some word from the original

meaning. See Comparison, Figure, Metaphou, and Ora-
tory.
TROPPAU, orTROPPAW, a principality of Upper Silesia,

bounded on the N. by that of Oppelii, mi the E. by Ratihor and
Teschen ; on the S. "and \V. by Moravia. The soil is fertile in

corn, fruits, and pasture.

Troppau, orTROPPAW, a city of Upper Silesia, the capital

of the above duchy, 40 miles N. by E. of Olmutz, and 72 S. by
E. of Breslaw.

TROS, in fabulous history, the fifth king of Troy, the sun of
Erichthonius, and grandson of Dardanus, from whom it was
named Troja.

TROUB.\D0URS, poets who flourished in Provence durin<t

the 12th century. They wrote poems on love and gallantry ; on
the illustrious charactei-3 ami remarkable events of the time's ; sa-

tires whieh were chiefly directed against the clergy and monks ;

and a few didactic pieces.

TROVER is the remedy prescribed by the law, where any
person is in possession of the property of another, which he un-
lawfully detains. Previous to the commencing of this action, a de-
mand of the property so detained, must be made in writing by-

some person pro|K'rly authorized by the owner of the property
;

and upon refusal to restore it, the law presumes an unlawful con-
version, and the party is entitled to this action, and will recover
damages to the value of the property detained.

TROUT. See Salmo.
TROWBRIDGE, a town of England, in Wiltshire, 10 miles

S.E. of Bath, and 98 W. of London. Lon. 2. G.W.Lat. 51. 19. N.
TROY, an ancient city of Phrygia, the destruction of which

affords the subject of Homer's Iliad. (See Tkoja ) It had
eiglit kings ; though some enumerate only six : viz. 1. Scamander,
the founder; 2. Teuccr, his son ; 3. Dardanus, his son-in-law

;

4. Erichthonius, his son; 5. Tros ; 6. llus, his son ; 7. Laome-
don, in whose reign, Troy was taken and sacked by Hercules :

and 8. Priam, under whom it was destroyed. Lon. 26. 30. E.
Lat. 39. 40. N.
TROY-WEIGHT, one of the most ancient of the difTerent

kinds used in Britain. The ounce of this weight was brouglit from
Grand Cairo in Egypt, about the time of the crusades, into Eu-
rope, and first adopted in Troyes, a city of Champagne, whence
the name. The pound English troy contains 12 ounces, or 5760
grains. It was formerly used for every purpose ; and is still re-

tained for weighing gold, silver, and jewels ; in some degree for

compounding medicines ; for experiments in natural philosophy ;

and for comparing different weights with each other. Sec
Weight.
TROYES, a city of France, in the department of the Aube,

and late capital of the province of Champagne, 30 miles E. N. E.
of Sens, and 90 E. S. E. of Paris. Lon. 4. 10. E. Lat. 48.
13. N.
TRUCE, in the art of war, denotes a suspension of arms, or a

cessation of hostilities between two armies, in order to settle arti-

cles of peace, bury the dead, or the like.

TRUCKS, among gunners, r<nind pieces of wood, in form of
wheels, fixed on the axle-trees of carriages ; to move the ordnance
at sea, and sometimes also al land.

TRIII'FLES, in natural history, a kind of subterraneous vege-
table production, not unlike mushrooms, being a genus of fungi,
which jTiows under the surface of the earth.

'I'RL'MPET, the loudest of all portable wind-instruments, and
consisting of a folded tube generally rnadc of brass, and soinelmes

«t'
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'"'silver. The aiicienls had various instruments of the trumpet
kind, as the tuba, cornua, &c. Moses, as the scripture informs us,

made two of silver to be used by the priests: and Solomon, Jo-

seplius tells us, made two hundred like those of Mo^cs, and for the

same purpose. The modern trumpet consists of a mouth-piece,

near an inch across. The pieces which conduct the wind are

called the branches ; the parts in which it is bent, the potences

;

and the canal between the second bend and the extremity, the pa-

vilion ; the rings where the branches take asunder, or are soldered

together, the knots, which are five in number, and serve to cover

the joints.

Trumpet, Speaking, is a tube from six to fifteen feet long,

made of tin, perfectly straight, and with a very large aperture ; the

mouth-piece being large enough to receive both lips. Ihe speak-

ing-trumpet, or stentorophonic tube, as some call it, is used for

magnifying sound, particularly that of speech, and thus causing it

to be heard at a great distance. How it does this will be easy to

understand from the structure of it, thus illustrated : Let ACB be
the tube, BD the axis, and B th? mouth-piece for conveying the

voice to the tube. (Plat« CLXII. tig. '2.) It is then evident,

when a person speaks at B in the trumpet, the whole force of his

voice is spent upon the air contained in the tube, which will be

agitated through the whole length of the tube ; and by various re-

jections from the side of the tube; to the axis, the air along the

middle-part of the lube will be gre;.tly condensed, and its momen-
tum proportionably increased, so that when it conies to agitate the

air at the orifice of the tube AC, its force will be as much greater

than what it would have been without the tube, as the surface of a

sphere, whose radius is equal to the length of the tube, is greater

than the surface of the segment of such a sphere, whose ba^e is the

orifice of the tube. See Acoustics. For a jierson speaking at

B, without the tube, will have the force of his voice spent in ex-

citing concentric superficies of air all around the point B ; and
when thc'e superficies or jiuises of air are diffused as far as D
every way, it is plain the force of the voice will be diffus-

ed tfirough the whole superficies of a sphere whose radius is

BD; but in the trumpet it will be so confined, that at its exit

it will be only diffused through so much of that spherical surface

of air, as corresponds to tlie orifice of the tube. But since the

force is given, ils intensity will be always inversely, as the number
of particles it has to move ; and therefore in the tube it will be to

that without, as the superficies of such a sphere to the area of the

large end of the tube nearly. To make this matter yet plainer by
calculation, let BD = 5 feet, then will the diameter of the sphere
DE = 10 feet, the square of which is 100, which, multiplied by
0,7854, gives 78,!)4 square feet for the area of a great circle

AHEFC. And, therefore, four times that area, viz. 4x78,54 ^
314,16 square feet in the superficies of the aerial sphere. If now
the diameter AC, of the end of a trumpet, is one foot, its area will

be 0,7854: but -7854:314.10:: 1 : 400, therefore the air at the

distance of BD, will be agitated by means of the trumpet, witli a

force 400 times greater tiian by the bare voice alone. Again, it is

farther evident how instruments of tliis form necessarily assist tlie

hearing ; for the weak and languid pulses of the air being received

by the large end of the tube, and greatly multiplica and con-

densed by the tremulous motion of the parts of the tube, and air

agitated by them, are conveyed to the ear by the small end, and
strike it with an impetus as much greater than they would have
done without it, as the area of the small end at B is less lh:in the

area of the larger end AC. From what has been said, it is evi-

dent the effect of the tube in magnifying sound, either for speak-
ing or hearing, depends chiefly upon the length of the tube. But
yet some advimtage may be derived from the particular shape.

Some very eminent philosophers have proposed the figure which is

made by the revolution of a parabola about its axis, as the best of

any, where the month-piece of the parabola, and, consequently,
the sonorous rays will be reflected parallel to the axis of the tube.

But this parallel reflection seems no way essential to the magni-
fying of sound ; on the contrary, it appears rather to hinder such
au etfect, by preventing the infinite number of reflections and re-

ciprocations of sound; in wliich, according to Sir Isaac Newton,
its augmentation principally consists. For all reciprocal motion,
in every return, is augment( d by its generating cause, which is

here the tremulous motions of the parts of the tube. In every re-

percussion, therefore, from the sides of the tube, the agitations and
pulses of confined air must necessarily be increased ; and conse-

VOL. IV.—NO. 212,

quently this augmentation of the impetus of the pulses must be
]iroporlioual to tlie number of such repercussions ; and therefore,

to the length ot the tube, and to such a figure as is most productive
of them. Whence it appears that the parabolic trumpet is of all

others the most unfit for this purpose, instead of being the best. But
there is one thing more which contributes to Ihe augmenting of
these agitations of air in the tube, acti that is the proportion which
the several portions of air bear to eacli other, when divided by
transverse sections, at very small, but equal distances, from one
end of the tube to the other. Thus, let those several divisions be
made at tlie points n, b, c, d, e, &.'c. (fig. 3,) which let the right lines

ale, LI, cm, dit, &.c. be taken in geometrical proportion. Theiv
will the portions of air contained between B and a, a and b, b and
c, c and d, Sec. be very nearly in the same proportion, as being
in the same ratio with their bases, when the points of division arc
indefinitely near together. But when any quantity of motion i?

communicated to a series of clastic boilies, it will receive the
greatest augmentation when those bodies are in geometrical pro-
portion. Therefore, since the force of the voice is impressed upon,
and gradually propagated through, a series of elastic portions of air

in a geometrical ratio to each other, it shall receive the greatest

augmentation possible. Now, since by construction it is B« = ah
== be = cd, &:c. and also ak : bl :: bt : cm :: cm : dii, and so on ;

therefore, the points k, I, m, n, o, p, k, r, s, will, in this case, form
that curve line which is called the logarithmic curve ; consequently
a trumpet, formed by the revolution of ihis curve about its axis,

will augment the sound in a greater degree than any other figured

tube whatever.

Trumpet, Listening or Hearing, is an instrument invented
by Joseph Landini, to assist the hearing of persons dull of that fa-

culty, or to assist us to hear persons who speak at a great distance.

Iiistru'inenls of this kind are formed of tubes, with a w ide mouth,
and terminating in a small canal, which is applied to the ear. The
form of these instruments evidently shews how they conduce to

assist the hearing, for the greater quantity of the weak and languid

pulses of ths air being received and collected by the large end of

the tube, are reflected to the small end, where they are collected

and condensed ; thence entering the ear in this condensed state,

they strike the tympanum with a greater force than they could
naiuially have done from the ear alone. Hence it appears that

a speaking-trumpet may be applied to the purpose of a hearing-

trumpet, by turning the wide end towards tlie sound, and the nar-

row cud to the ear. See Plate CLXII. fig. 4 and 5 for particu--

lar forms of this instrument.

Trumpet, Marine, is a musical instrument consisting of three

tables, which form its triangular body. It has a very long neck
Willi one single string, very thick, mounted oii a bridge, which ii

firm on one side, but trpmulou5 on the other. It is struck by a

bow with one hand, and with the other the string is pressed or slop-

]K-d on Ihe neck by the thumb. See Plate CLXll. fig. 6, 7, and
S. It is the trembling of the bridge, when struck, that makes it

imitate the sound of a trumpet, which it does to that perfection,

that it is scarcely possible to distinguish the one from the olhcr. And
Ihis is what has given it the denomination of'runipet marine, though,

in propriety, it be a kind of monochcrd. Of the six divisions

marked on the neck of the instrument, the first makes a filth with

Ihe upen chord, the second an octave, anil so on for Ihe re»t, cor-

responding with ihe intervals of the military trumpet.

T.vUMPET-Flower. See Bignonia.
'i RUNCATED, in gener;il, is an appellation given to such

tilings as have, or seem to hav«, tlieir points cut off: thus we say,

a truncated cone, py-;.mid, leaf, &c. In entomology it means v^hen

the elylra (or upper wings) are shorter than the abdomen, and
termmaled by a transverse line.

'1 RUNDLE is a carriage with low wheels, whereon heavy and
cumliersoriie burdens are drawn.

TRl'NK., in botany, that part of the herb which arises immedi-

ately from the root, and is terminated by fructificalion ; the leaves,.

buds, and auxiliary parts of the herb not entering into itsdescrip-

lion. See Botany.
TRUNNIONS, [trognons, Fr.] the knobs or bunches of a

gun, that bear it on the cheeks of a Carriage.

TRURO, a borough of England, in Cornwall, at the mouth of

the Falle. 1 1 miles N. N. E. of Falmouth, T'.t VV. by S. of Ex-

eter, and 257 W- by S. of London, Lon. 4. 53. VV. Lat. 42.

l.N.
9T Truro,-
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Truro, a town of Mas=aclui5etls, on the E. coast of Cape Cotl

Cuv. Lon. -n. 1. W. Lat. 42. !. N.
TRUSS, [i/«M«, Lat] a buiulle, or certain quantity of hay,

straw, &c. A truss of iuiy is to contain fifty-six pounds, or lialt an

hundretl weight ; thirty-six trusses make a load. In June and

August the truss is to weigh sixty pounds, on forfeiture of eigh-

teen shillings per truss. A truss of forage is as much as a trooper

can carry on his horse's crupper.

Tkuss of Flowers, is u>ed, by fJorists, to signify many flowers

growing together on the head of a stalk, as iu the cowslip, auri-

cula, &c.
Truss is also used for a sort of bandage or ligature, made of

iteel, or the like matter, wherewitli to keep up the parts, in those

who have hernias or ruptures. See Surgerv.
TRUSSING, in falconry, is a hawk's raising any fowl, or prey,

aloft ; first soaring up, and then descending with it to the

ground.
TRUST, in law, signifies, in general, that confidence which one

person reposes in another ; and in case of non-peiformance, or

breach of this trust, his remedy is by bill in equity, as the common
law usually takes no notice of lru^ls. Conveyances made in the

way of trust, which were formerly invented to evade the statute of

uses, are not so much favoured as plain and direct deeds.

TRUSTEl",, one who has an estate, or money, put or trusted in

hi? hands, for the use of another. Where tivo or more persons are

appointed trustees, if one of them only receives all or Ihe greatest

part of the profits of the lands, &c. and is in arrear, and unable to

satisfy the person to whom he is seised in truct, the other, in

that case, shall not be answerable for more than comes to his

hands.

TRUTH, a term used in opposition to falsehood, and applied to

propositions which answer or accord to the nature and reality of

the thing whereof something is affirmed or denied. See Meta-
physics.
TRUXILLO, a city of Spain, in Estremadura, 117 miles

S. E. of Madrid, and 6J S. W. of Toledo. Lon. 5. 23. W. Lat.

59. 4. N.
Truxiu.o, a rich tradinDrcity of Peru, in Lima, 300 miles N. W.

of Lima. Lon. So. ')0. W . Lat. S. I. S.

Truxillo, a town of Mexico, in the province of Honduras.
Lon. 89. .50. \V. Lat. 15. .50. N.
Truxillo, a town of Terra Eirma, in tlie province of Vene-

zuela; 120 miles S. of Lake Maracaybo. Lon. (39. l.i. W. Lat. 7.

i20. N.
TSANG, a city of China, of the second rank, in Petcheli.

It is 102 miles 'S. of Pekin. Lon. 116. 45. E. Lai. 33.

S\- N.
'I'SCHUTSKI, a coustry and people of Independent Tarlary,

on the E. coast of Asia, opposite to the N. W. coast of America,
bounded by the .4nadir on the S.

TSENG-MING, a populous island, near the coast of China,
in the East Sea, seated on the Vang-tse, 50 miles long, and ten

broad.

TUAM, a town of Ireland, in the province of Connausht, and
county of Galwav, seven miles from Mayo. Lon. S. 4G. W, Lat.
53. 33. N.
TUB, in commerce, denotes an indetermined quantity or mea-

sure: thus, a tub of tea contains about 601b. ; and a tub of cam-
phor from 56 to 861b.

TUBE, in general, is used for a pipe, conduit, or canal ; a cy-
linder, hollow within side, either of lead, iron, glass, woo<l, or
other matter, for the air or some other matter to have a free eon-
ireyance through it.

TUP.ERCLES, among physicians, denote little tumors, which
suppurate and discharge pus; and are often found in the lungs,
especially of consumptive persons. See Medicine.
TUBINGEN, a city of VVirtemberg, with a castle, and univer-

sitv. It is twenty miles S. VV. of Stuttgard. Lon. 9. 4. E. Lat.
48.30. N.
TUCK 01'' A SHIP, the trussing or githering up the quarter

under wafer; which il -.-he lie deep, makes her heave a broad, or as

tliey call it, fat qn trter, and hinders her steering, by keeping the
vaterfrom passing swittly to .her rudder; anif if this tnissiiu; lie

too high above the water, she will want bearing for her worksbe-
ijilid, unless her quarter be very well laid out.

TUCUMAN, a province of South America, in Paraguav,
bounded on the N. by those of Cliicas and Cliaco; on the E. by
Chaco and Rio de la Plata, on the S. by the country of Chiculos
and Pampes, and on tlie W. by Ihe bishopric of Si. Jago.

TUCUYO, a town of Terra Firma, in Venezuela, on a river

which runs through it. Lon. 69. 2. W . Lat. 7. 31. N.
TUDDINCiTON, a town of England, in Bedfordshire, s'xtcen

miles S. of Bedford, and 35 N. of Lonilon. Lon. 0. 32. \V. Lat,

5L'. 0. N.
TUDELA, a town of Spain in Navarre. It is 45 miles N- W.

of Saracossa, and 140 N. E, of Madrid. Lon. 1. 10. VV. Lat. 43,

9. N.
TVER, a city of Russia, capital of Tverskoi, 99 mile5

W. N. \V. of Moscow, and 273 S. E. of Petersburg. Lon. 36. 5. E.
Lat. 56. 7. N.
TVERSKOI, an extensive province or government of Ru.ssia,

in Siberia, bounded on the N. by Novogorodskoe, E. by Jaros-

lavikoe, and Uladimirskoe ; S. by Moscovskaia and Smolenskoe,
W. by Pskovskoe; being in all about 180 miles long, and lOQ
broad.

TUFA, a stone consisting of volcanic ashes concreted together

with various otherspecies of stone. It is af various colours, black-

ish grey, blui'-h grey, and yellow.

TUBULARIA, a genus of zoophyta : stem tubular, simple,

or branched, fixed by the base : animal proceeding from the cmi
of the tube, and having its head crested with tentacula. There
are 26 species; the magnifica inhabits the West Indies, adhering-

to rocks, and is the most splendid genus of them all ; it has the

power of withdrawing its tentacula withirf the tube, and the tube
within the rock on which it resides.

TUFAS, beds of lime deposited on vegetables, which by
their destruction give great lightness and porousness to th^

mass.

TUG, [Fr.] in military affairs, a Turkish term for tail ; 9
sort of standard, called so by the Turks. It consists of a horse's

tail, which is fixed to a long pole or half-pike, by means of a gold*
button.

TUISCO, 01 TUISTON, a celebrated hero and god of llio

ancient Germans, the Mars or god of war among the Saxons, from
whom our Tuesday is named. See Polytheism.
TULA, a city of Russia, capital of the province of Tulskoc,

1 12 miles S. of IMoscow, and 452 S. S. E. of Petersburg.

TULBAGIA, a genus of plants of the class and order hexan-
dria monogynia. Corolla funnel-form; nectary three-leaved;
capsule superior. There are two species, bulbs of the Cape.
TULIP, or TULIPA, in botany, a genus of plants in the

class hexandria, and order monogynia; natural order, Coronaria;.

Corolla six-petalcd, campanulate ; there is no style. The spc»

cies of this genus are five.

TULIPOM ANIA, [from tulipa , iMp, and /iavin, madness,] tli^

name given lo a kind ot gambhiig traflic in tulip-roots, which pre-
vailed in Holland and the Netherlands during part of the !7th ceil.

tury. It was carried on to such an enormous extent, tliat one root

has been sold for 4600 llnrins, together with a new carriage, IwQ
grev horses, and a complete harness.

Tulles, a city of France, in the department of Ccreze, late

capital of the Lower Limosin, 37 miles E. of Limoges, and 62 S,

VV. of Clermcnt. Lon. 1. 42. W. Lat. 45. 23. N.
TIILLN, a town of Austria, on a river so named, 15 miles N,

W. of Vienna. Lon. 16. 6. E. Lat. 49. 14. N.
TULSKOE, a government of Russia, bounded N. I)v Mov

covskaia, E. by Riazanskoe, and Tainbovskoe ; S. by Oriovskoe,
and VV. by Kaluskoe: 130 miles long, and from 40 to 100 broad.

Tula is the capital.

TUMANSKOI, a triangular island of Russia, in the Frozei}

Ocean, N. of Kirlach isle, 360 miles in circuit.

TUMAR, in the language of Bengal, rent-roll or assessf

ment.
IT'M BR EL, a machine employed chiefly in the county of

Lincoln; for the purpose of.giving food to sheep, during the

wir.ter. In the fourth volume of the " Repertory of Arts,'" &c,
we meet with a description of a contrivance whicli Is eepially sim-

ple and useful : we have, therefore, been induced to give a repre-

sentation of it in Plate CLXI I. fig. 9. It consists of a circular

cage or crib, wbicJi may be made of willow, osiers, or similar

7 pliant
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pliant bru'.li-vvood. Tiio wliole is ten feet in tirciiiiifereiicc, Ueini; !i and placed aniong the salt?. The real acid of tminNtivx is a yt.l-

<?lQ^fly wattled to tlie lieighl of one foot, above which it is left iftw j)i)\v(;ler. This yellow pawder, hovyev^r, is fouriil to be no other
open "for the space of about eighteen im'hes ; when it is agaui

wattled to the height of eight or nine iiiches ; an opening, eighteen

inches broail, being left at the top, for the |)iirpose of pulling in

turnips, or otiior provender. The staves, fovnilng the skeleton of

tke machiue above represented, are ten incliesapait, so that twelve

sheep may feed at one lime in each tumbrel. Considerable ad-

vantages are derived from tliis method of feeding sheep ; as it

greatly reduces the expence of provender, wliich is ihus prevented

ftom being soiled with dung, or trodden under foot.

Tumbrel, is also a kind of carriage with two wheel?, usetl in

artillery, to carry the tools of the pioneeis, &c. or the money uf an
army,
TUMOR, in farriery. See Farriery.
TUN, a large vessel or cask, of an oblong form, biggest in

the ndddle, and diniinishing towards its two ends, girt about with

hoops, and used for stowing several kinds of nierchaiidize for

^:on»'enience of carriage ; as brandy, oil, sugar, skins, hats, &;c.

Tun is also the name of a measure. A tnn of wine is foqr

hogsheads; of timber, a square of forty solid feel ; and of coals,

twenty cwt.

Tu.v is also a certain weight whereby the bmden of ships, &c.
are estimated,

TUNBRIDGE, a town of Kent, on a branch of the Medway.
Lon. 0.20. E. hat. 31. 14. N.
TuNBRiDCt Wells, a town of Kent, 5 miles S. of Tunbridge,

but in the same parish. In June, July, and August, it is much
frequented for lis mineraUwaters, wliich were discovered bv Dud-
iey lord North, in 1606.

TUNE. See Music, and Tone.
TUNGRI, an ancient nation of Germany, who lived on ll^e

banks of the Maese, or of the Spaw.
TUNGSTA'l E, a salt formed by the union of tungstic acid

wilh difl'erent bases. See Tungstic Acid.
TUNGSTEN, one of the metals, discovered and ascertained,

as distinct from earths, stones, and all other minerals, by the indus-

try of modern chemists. " There is a mineral, (says Dr. Thon^-
son) found in Sweden of an opaque w hite colour, and great weigh',

from which last circumstance it got the name of tungsten or pon-
derous stone, Scheele analysed it in 17SI, and fouiul it was com-
posed of lime and a peculiar earthy like substance, which he called

from its prqierties tungstic acid, Bergman conjectured that the
basis of tliis acid is a metal ; and this conjecture was soon after

confirmed by the experiments of Messrs. D'Elhuyart. Tungsten,
sometimes called by the German chemists Schcelium, is of a grey-
ish white colour, and has a great deal of brilliancy, (t is one of

the hardest of the metals ; fo'r Vauqueliil and IJechl could scarcely

make any impression upon it w ith a fde. It seems also to be brit-

tle. Its specific gravity, according to the D'Elhuyarts, is 17, fi
i

but this is doubtful, vvilhout farther experiments. It requires for

fusion a temperature of at least 170* Wedg. It seems to have the
properly of crystalli/ing or cooling, like all Ihe other inetals ; for

the imperfect button, procured by Vauquelin, contained a great

juiniber of sniall crystals. It is not altracted by the niagnet.

When heated in an open vessel, it gradually absorbs oxygen, and
is converted into an oxide. Tungsten is capable of combining
with two difi'erent proportions of oxygen and pf fprniing two dit-

ferent oxides ; Ihe black and the yellov*-,

TUNGS TIC ACID. 1 he sui)stanca called tungstic acid by
Scheele and Bergman was discovered by Scheele in 1781, This
philosopher obtained it from the Uingslate of linie, by treating it

wilh nitric acid and ammunia alternately, 'fheacid 'dissplvesNhe

lime, and the ammonia combines with Ihe tungstic acid. The
jimmoniacal solution wlien saturated with nitric or muriatic acid,

tieposils a white powder, which is Iha tungstic acid of Scheele.
This powder has an acid taste, it reddens vegetable blues, and is

soluble in twenty parts of boiling water, "^riie D'Elhuyarts have
denioijstrated, that thio pretended acid ]i a compound of yellow
oxide of tungsten, the alkali employed lo dissoUe it, aiid the
acifl used to precipitate it, Thus, when prepared apcording lo

the above described process, it is a compomid of yejlow pxide,
ammonia, and nitric acid, Their conclusions l-.ave been more
lately confirmed by the experiments of Vauquelin and Ilecht,

7'iiii substaucB must therefore be tvased ffom Uje plass of aeids,

but the suhstancc wliich has received the denomination of yellow
oxide i.f luugsteij, li ought ratlier, as Vauquelin and Ilei ht'

have properly remarked, lo be classec' huiong th« oxides than ilia

acids; tor it is insoluble in water, tasteless, and has no crtect oa
vegetable blues. It agrees v\ith the acids iiuleed in ll.e property

of combining with alkalies and earths, and perhaps e^Iso wilh some
metallic oxides, and lonniug with ihcm sails v.luch have been dc-i

nominated Uuigstates ; but several other metallic oxides, those of
lead, silver, anil gold, for instance, possess the sain^' propefly,
'I'liese oxicles, therefore, fliay be called acids with as i^juch pr^^i

priely as the vellow oxide oi tungsten.

TUNG-TCHOUEN, a city of China, of the first rank,
capital of the province v)f Se-tchuen. I,on, 103. C5. E. Lat,

37.^30. N.
TUNIGA, a kind of waistcoat or under-garment, in vise among

the Romans. Ther wore it within doois by itself, and abroad
under the gown. The common people could not afibrd the toga,

and sp went in tlieir tunics ; whence Horace cqllg them popuUu
lunicatns,

'I'uNicA, in anatomy, is applied to the membranes which in^

vest the vessels, and divers others of the less solid parls of tiie

body ; thus the intestines are formed of five tunics pr coats, ^efi

Anatomv,
TUNIS, a country of Africa, in Harbary, bounded op the N.

and E- by the iMeuilerranean and the kingdom of Tripoli, on li'-i;

S. by several tribes of the Arabs, and on Ihe \V. by Algiers and Ihi;

cotintry of Esab ; being 300 miles long from E-'tb VV. and SaQ
in breadtli from N. to S, This country was formerly a monar-
chy ; but a difference arising between a king and his son, one of
whom wa-' for the ))roteclion of the Christians, and the other for

that of Ihe Turks, in 1574, tlie- inliabitants shook off the yq^e of
both. From this tiine it becaine a republic under the protection
of the Turks, and pays a certain tribute to the bashaw who resides

at Tunis. The air m general i^ |iealthy ; but the soil in this

eastern parts is indifferent for want of water. Towards the niiddl«

the mountailisand valleys abound in fruits ; but the western part
is the most fertile, becaiise it is watered witli rivers, The pnvii
rons of Tunis arc very dry, upon which account corn is generally
dear. The inroads of ific Arabs oL)lige the inhabitants to soV
their barley and rye in the suburbs, and to inclose their .gardens
willi \valls. Iloweyer, there are plenty pf citrons, iemons^
oranges, dates, grapes, ancl oilier fruits, There are aUo olive,

trees, roses, and odoriferous plants. In ihe woods and niountainsi

there are lions, wild beeves, ostriches, monkeys, cani(deons, roe*
bucks, hares, pheasants, jjarlridges, and other sorfs of birds ancj

beasts. The most remarkable rivers are the Guadiicarbar, Ma-
gridai Magerada, and Caps, 'I'he principal religion is Moham-
medaiiism ; but the inhabitant? cpn»ist o\ Mogrs, Turks, 4iabs,
JeviB, and Christian slaves.

^I'VXMS, a large and celebrated cjly, Ihe capital of a kingdom of
the same naipe, Lpn, 10, 16, p. Lat. 36. 43. ^',

TUNNAGE is used fQf a custom or impost, payable to ihq
crown, for goods and merchandize iniported qr e.^porfed.-jind i^

lo be paid after a certain rate for every tup thereof, This duty,
as well as that of poundage, vv^s first granted for life Iq fwinjj

Charles IJ. and has been continued in tfi" same n?aiiner

lo his royal successors, dQwi( to his present piajeslj- King
Qfiorgc Il[.

'i'UNNEL-!NET. ?• net for taking partridges, which shqul4
not exceed fifteen fpet in length, nor be less ih^n eighteen inches
in breadth, or opening, for the entrance,

TUJ^NY, in ifhthyology. Sep Scomreu.
TUP, in zoology. Bee Aries, and Ovii^,

TUl'jl'OKA, in natural history, a geim-i of the vermas noo,
phyta, Ariimal a nereis; coral consislipg of erect, hollow, cylin.
drical, parallel, aggregate tubes, Therpure ten specie-, of winch
we notice T. nnisica, will) fascictilate connected tubps, and
transverse, distinct, mcmbraimceoiis dissepimepts, It inhab.tq
the {ndiau ?nd American tieas, fixed to rocii-s and otlier
corals.

'I'UU.VN, or DURAN, a country of Jlindnostan extending
between Indiii &pd fersia, antl py?iessc4 !.>y tlje Afghans, Seq
Afghans,
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TURBAN, the head-dress of the eastern nations. It consists of

two parts a rap and s_sh of fine linen or tatfety, artfully wound in

divers plaits uhout the cap.

TURBITHMINERAL, or YELLOW VITRIOLATED
QUICKSILVER, a medicinal precipit.ite obtained by cautiously

mixing eight parts of sulphuric acid witii four of purified mer-

cury ; and distilling the whole tQ dryness, in a retort placed in a

sand-i'urnace. The white oNide on beiiig reduced to powder, and

thrown into warm distilled water, assumes a yillow colour ; and
becomes tasteless after repeated ablutions. Turbith-mineral is a

powerful emetic, and has been given with frequent success, in

doses of from one and a hidf to six or eight grains, to rohust per-

sons, who were afflicted with leprous diseases, and glandular ob-

structions, that had resisted the power of other medicines. It has

also been recommended, in doses amounting from six grains to a

scruple every dav, in cases of hydrophobia.

TURBO, Wreath ; in natural history, a genus of the vermes
testacea class and order. Animal a Umax ; shell univalve, spiral,

soli<l ; aperture contracted, orbicular, entire. This is a very

nun)erou3 gi'nus, divided into secti' ns. A. pillar-margin of the

aperture dilated imperforate. 15. solid imperforate. C. solid

perforated. D. cancelLite. E. tape-ing.

TURBOT, in ichthyology. See Pleuronectes.
TURC.E, or TURCI, supposed to be thcTu;ci of Ptolemy

;

whom he places between Caucasus and the Montcs Ceraunii.

The name is said to denote, " to desolate, or lay waste." Hero-
dotus places them among the wild or barbarous nations of the

north. 'Hiere is a very rapid river called Turk, running into the

Caspian Sea, from which some suppose the Turks to take their

name. They made no figure in the world till towards the 7tli

century ; about the b'^giiming of which they sallied forth from the

Porta; Caspis, laid waste Persia, and joined the Romans against

Chosroes king of Pei-sia. In 1042 they subdued the Persians, in

whose pay they served, and from whom they derived the Mo-
hammedan religion : and afterwards pouring forth, over-ran Syria,

Cappadocia, and the other countries of the Hither Asia, under
distinct heads or princes, whom Ottoman subduing, united the

whole power in himself, which to this day continues in his family,

and who fixed his seat of empire at Prusa in Bithynia. His suc-

cessors subdued all Greece, and at length took Constantinople in

1453 ; which put a period to the Roman empire in the East, un-
der Constantine XIII. There is a standing tradition among the
Turks, that their empire will at length be overturned by the
Franks or Christians.

EURCKHEIM, a town of France, in the department of Up-
per Rhine, and late province of Alsace, one mile W. of Col-
niar, and four S. S. W. of Schleustadt. Lon. 7. 26. E. Lat.
AS. 5. N.
TURCO.MANIA, a province of Asiatic Turkey, comprehend-

ing the ancient kingdom of Armenia, or that part of Armenia
which belongs to the Turks.

TURDUS, the Thrush ; a genus of birds belonging to the
order passeres. Bill straightish, bending towards the point,
slightly notched near the end of the upper mandible; nostril

oval, naked, or half covered with a membrane ; corners of the
mouth furnished with a few slender hairs ; tongue jagged. There
are 13fi species, of which 7 are British.

T. Iliacus, the Redwing, has a very near resemblance to the
throstle; but is less: their colours are much the same; only the
sides under the wings and the inner coverts in this are of a reddish
orange, in the throstle yellow ; above each eye is a line of Yellow-
ish white, beginning at the bill, ;'nd parsing towards the hind part
of the head. These birds appear in Great Britain a few days be-
fore the fieldfare ; they come in vast flocks, and from the same
countries as the latter.

T. TouQUATus, or Ring-Ouzel, is superior in size to the
blackbird ; the length is eleven inches, breadth seventeen. The
bill in some is wholly black, in others the upper half is yellow

;

on each side the mouth are a few bristles; the head and whole
upper pait of the body are dusky, edged with pale brown ; the
quill-feathcrs and the tail are black. "The coverts of the wings,
the upper part of the breast, and the belly, are dusky, slightly
edged with ash colour. The nng-ouzel inhabits the Highland
hills, the north of England, and the mountains of Wales. They
iho breed in Dartmoor, \u Devonshire, and ou the sides of

streams. The places of their retreat are not known. In Scotland
and Wales they breed in the hills, but descend Id the lower parts

to feed on the berries of the mountain-ash. Tliey migrate ii\

France at the latter season.

TURENNF;, a town of France, in the department of the
' Correze, and late county of Limosin. Lon. 1. 30. E. Lat.
45. 9. N.
TURF, or PENT, a blackish earth used in several parts of

Britain, Holland, and Flanders, as fuel. Turf, as distinguished

from peat, consists of mould interwoven with the roots of vegeta-
bles ; when those roots are of the bulbous kind, or in a large pro-
portion, they form the looser and worse kind of turf; but when
mixed with a considerable i)roportion of peat, they term what is

called stone-turf; it at first hardens, but at last crumbles by long
e\j)Osure to the air.

rURIGA, a river of Russia, which runs into the Niznei Tun-
guska, in Lon. 110.30. E. Lat. 6b. 12. N.
TL'RIN, an ancient, populous, strong, and handsome city of

Italy, row annexed to trance, and capital of the Oepartment of

the Po, as it formerly was of the late Piedmontese. It is 62 niile=!>

X. E. of Genoa, 72 S. W. of Milan, and 280 N. W. of Rome.
Lon. 7. 45. E. Lat. 44. 50. N.
Turin, in the porcelain-manufacture, a large oval vessel, for

holding broth or soup, at table. Turins are also sometimes made
of silver.

TURINSK, a town of Russia, in Toholskoi, 144 miles W. of
Tobolsk, 620 W. N. W. of Kolivan, and 102S E. of Peters-

burgh.

TURIONES, among herbalists, denotes the first young tendec
shoots, which plants annually put forth.

TURKESTAN, or TARAZ, a country of Asia, in Indepen-
'

dent Tartary ; bounded oii the N. by deserts, which separate it

from Ruisian Tartary ; and on the E, by Chinese Tartary, aniV

that part of Tartary possessed by the Kalmucks.
Turkestan', a citv of Asia, capital of the above country. Lon.

69. 53. E. Lat. 44. 45. N.
TURKEY, a very extensive empire, comprehending for seve-

ral centuries back some of the richest countries in Europe, Asia,
an<l Africa.

1. Turkey, African. In Africa, the Turkish dominions
are Egypt, and some districts of Barbary. See these articles ia

tlieir order.

L'. Turkey, Asiatic, is divided into Eastern and Western.
The Eastern comprehends Georgia, Turcomania, and Diar-

b''kr ; and the Western, NaJtolia, or Asia Minor, Syria, and
Palestine.

3. Turkey, European, or Turkey in Europe, is bounded
on the S. by the Mediterranean ; on the N. by Croatia, Sdavo-
nia, and Transylvania ; on the E. by Poland, Russia, and Asia;
and on the W. by the Adriatic and Dalmatia. The principal

countries of European Turkey, are Romania, Bulgaria, Servia,

Walachia, Moldavia, Bessarabia, Greece, Macedonia, Albania,

^I'hessaly, Livadia, Morea, and the Archipelago ishinds. The
grand signior, or emperor of the Turks, is restrained by no laws

or compacts, the government being purely (Vespotic ; but if he in-

dulges not the humours of the people, and especially of the mutinous
janisaries, he is in danger not only of being deposed, but also of be-

ing put to death. Those who have offices under the government, he

s(iueezes, disgraces, and puts to death, upon the least suggestion of

their disalTection or misconduct, without giving them an opportu-

nity of answering for themselves, they being looked upon as more
immediately his slaves. 'J'he Turks are generalh robust and well

shaped, of a good mien, and patient of hardships, which renders

them fit for war. They shave their heads ; but wear their beards

long, except the military and those in the seraglio, who wear only
whiskers. They cover their heads with a white linen-turban of an
enormous size, and never pull it off but when they sleep. The
languages spoken in European Turkey are the Turkish and Tarta-

rian, which have a great alfinity to one another; the modem
Greek, which dilfers w idely from the ancient, the Sclavonian, and

Walachian. The Arabic is the language of the learned. Learn-

ing is at a very low ebb among the Turks: however, tliey have

some schools, colleges, and academies ; but they are on a very

ditierent footing from those among us. Mohammedanism, of the

sect of Omar, is the established religion; but Christiaus, Jews, ™
and
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and all other sects are freely tolerated. Friday is their Sabballi.

Their chief priest is called the Mufti:—their places of worship

Moschs. The empire is styled the Ottoman kingdom or empire,

the Ottoman Porte, the Sublime Porte, the Sublime Sultanian

Porte, &c. The appellation of Porte is said to be derived from
the large gate built by Mohammed II. at the entrance of the se-

raglio at Constantinople ; though the Orientals in general call a

royal palace the kmg's porle or gate. The Grand Signior as-

sumes still more pompous, or rather blasphemous titles, as " God
upon earth, the shadow of God, the brother of the sun and moon,
the disposer of crowns, &:c. The manufactures and commodities
of Turkey are silks, carpets, goat's hair, wool, camel's hair, cot-

ton-yarn, dimity, burdets, waxed linen, shagreen-skins, Morocco
leather ; coffee, rhubarb, turpentine, storax, gums, opium, galls,

mastic, emery, Lemnian bole, pomegranate-shelis, sponges, dates,

almonds, wine, oil, figs, raisins, motion of pearl, boxwood, saf-

fron, &c. The inland-trade is carried on chiefly by the Jews and
Armenians. No nation is more advantageously situated for traf-

fic than the Turkish ; having the navigatioji oi tlie Black Sea, the
Levant, and the Red Sea ; but they never attempt distant voyages,
and have but few merchant-ships. Tyre, Sidon, and Alexandria,
which once commanded the navigation and trade of the world, are
in their possession, but make no figure in commerce at this day.
Several European Christian nations have envoys and residents at

Constantinople, and consuls in other ports. In this empire there
is a great traffic in the human species.

Turkey, in ornithology. See Meleagris.
TURMERIC, in botany. See Curcuma, and Lake.
TURN, a term belonging to the movement of a watch, and

signifies the entire revolution of any wheel or pinion.

lURNEFF, an islapd in the bay of Honduras near the coast

of North America, 30 miles long. Lon. 88. 20.W.Lat. 17. 15. N.
TURNEP, in botany, a species of brassica. For the culture of

these, see Husbandry.
TURNERA, in botany, a genus of plants in the class pentandria,

and order trigynia ; natural order Columuifera;. Flower with
five petals obversely cordated, sharp-pointed ; fruit an oval, unilo-
cular capsule, containing a great many oblong and obtuse seeds.

There are nine species.

TURNING, the art of forming hard bodies, as wood, ivory,
iron, and into a round or oval shape by means of a machine called a
lathe. This art was well known to" the ancients, and seems to
have been carried by them to a very great degree of perfection

;

at least Pliny and other authors tells us, that those precious vases
enriched with figures in half-relief, which still adorn our cabinets,
were turned on the lathe. Turning is performed by the lathe, of
which there are various kinds, and several instruments, as gouges,
chisels, drills, formers, screw-tales, used for cutting what is to be
turned into its proper form as the lathe turns round. One of the
most simple kinds of Lithe is represented in Plate CLXXVII. fig.

1, in which a is the footstool, b the chord, c the frame of the lathe,

dd the puppet, ee the points, / the spanging-tree. The lathe

should be fixed in a place very well lighted ; it should be immove-
able, and neither too high nor too low. The puppets should nei-

ther be so low as to oblige the workman to stoop iu order to see
his Work properly, nor so high that the little chips, which he is

continually driving off, should come into his eyes. The piece to

be turned should be rounded (if it be wood) before it be put on
the lathe, either with a small hatchet made for the purpose, or with
a plane, or with a file, fixing it in a vice, and shaving it down till

it is everywhere almost of an equal thickness, and leaving it a little

bigger than it is intended to be when finished off. Before putting
it on the lathe, it is also necessary to find the centres of its two
end-surfaces, and that they should be exactly opposite to each
other, that when the points ©f the puppets are applied to them,
and the piece is turned round, no side may belly out more than
another. The piece being fixed between the two points of the
puppets, the cord adjusted, and the rest fixed as near the work as

possible without touching it ; the workman is now to take a gouge,
(fig. 12, in which A is the mouth and B the handle) of a pioper
size in his left hand, and hold it by the handle a little inclined,
keeping the back of the hand lowermost. With his right hand,
the back of which is to be turned upwards, he is to grasp it as near
the end as possible on this side of the rest ; then leaning the gouge
on the rest, he is to present the edge of it a little higher than the
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horizontal diameter of the piece, so as to form a kind of tangent to
its circumference ; then putting the right foot on the foot-aboard,
and turning round the wheel, and holding the gouge firmly on the
rest, the piece will be cut neatly. In the same manuer'are the
chisels, formers, and other instruments to be used, taking care that
the wood be cut equally, and that the instrument be not pushed
improperly, sometimes stronger than at others ; and taking care
also that the instrument used do not follow the work, but that it

be kept firmly in the hand without yielding. The young turner
ought to endeavour to acquire the management of the gouge and
the chisel, which are the instruments bv far the most frequently
used, and the most necessary in this art: 'by them, almost entirely,
are the soft woods turned ; for as for hard woods and other things,
as box, ebony, horn, ivory, and the metals, they are hardly ever
turned except by shaving off. In that case gravers are to be used
with square, round, or triangular, mouths, (fig. 13, 14, 15.) They
should be held horizontally while applied to the wood, and not
obliquely as directed for the gouge and the chisel. After the
work is completely turned, it is liext to be polished ; and this
cannot be done with the instruments hitherto mentioned. Soft
woods, as pear-tree, hazle, maple, ought to be polished with shark-
skin or Dutch rushes. There are diflerent species of sharks;
some of which have a greyish, others a reddish skin. Fig. 2 re-
presents an improved lathe manufactured by Mr. Maudslay of
Margaret-street. A is the great wheel, with'four grooves on the
rim; it is worked by a crank B and treadle C, in the common
way ; the catgut which goes round this wheel passes also round a
smaller wheel D,called the mandrel, which has four grooves on its

circumference of different diameters for giving it ditterent veloci-
ties, corresponding with the four grooves on the great wheel A.
In order to make the same band suit when applied to all the dif-

ferent grooves on the mandrel D, the wheel A can be elevated or
depressed by a screw a, and another at the other end of the axle

;

and the connecting rod C can b'6 lengthened or shortened by
screwing the hooks at each end of it further out of, or into it. The
end M, (fig. 3,) of the spindle of the mandrel D, is pointed, and
works in a hole in the end of a screw, put through the standard E,
(fig. 2,) the other end of the bearing F, (fig. 3,) is conical, and
works in a conical socket in the standard, so that by tightening up
the screw in E, the conical end F may at any time be made to fit

its socket : the puppet G has a cylindric hole through its top to re-
ceive the polished pointed rod d, which is moved by the screw t,

and fixed by the screw/; the whole puppet is fixed on the trian-

gular prismatic bar H, by a clamp, (fig. 7,) the two ends of which,
a, b, are put through holes b, in the bottom of the puppet under
the bar, and the whole is fixed by the screw c pressing against it

;

by this means the puppet can be taken off the bar without first tak-
ing off the standard I, as in the common lathes ; and the triangular
bar is found to be far preferable to the double rectangular one in
common »ise. The rest J is a similar contrivance ; it is in three
pieces; see fig. 4, 5, 6. Fig. 5 is a piece, the opening (a, b, c,)

in which is laid upon the bar H, (fig. 2;) the four legs dddd offig.

6, are then put up under the bar (into the recesses in fig. 5, which
are made to receive them), so that the notches in dddd may be
level with the top of fig. 5 : the two heads c/in fig. 4, are then
slid into the notches in the top of dddd, to keep the whole toge-
ther; the groove i is to receive a corresponding piece on ef, (lig.

4,) to steady it; the whole of fig. 4 has a metallic cover, to keep
the chips out of the grooves. It is plain, that by tightening the
screw h in the bottom of fig. 2 and 6, the whole will be fixed and
prevented from sliding along the bar H, and lig. 4, trom sliding in

a direction perpendicular to the bar; the piece /, en which the
tool is laid, can be raised or lowered at pleasure, and fixed bv the
screw m. On the end « of the spindle P, (fig. 2 and 3,) is screwed
occasionally an universal chuck for holding any kind of work
which is to be turned (fig. 8.) A is the female screw to receive
the screw n, (fig. 2;) near the bottom of the screw A is another BB,
which is prevented trom moving endways bv a collar in the mid-
dle of it fixed to the screw A: one end of' the screw BB is cut
right-handed, and the other left-handed, so that by turning the
screw oneway, the two nuts EF will recede from each other, or
by turning it the contrary way, they will advance towards each
other ; the two nuts EF pass through an opening in the plate C,
and project beyond the same, carrying jaws like those of a vice,

by which the subject to be turned is held. The large lathes which

.
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.
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Mr. MaudMay uses in his manufactory, instead of being worked

by the foot, as repieseated !i> fig. '2, are worked by the hand ; the

wheel and ilv-wheel whicli the men turn work by a strap on ano-

ther wheel, fixed to the ceiling directly over it ; on the axis of

this wheel is a larger one, which turns another small wheel or pul-

ley, fixed to the ceiling, directly over the mandrel of the lathe;

and this last has on its axis a larger one w hich works the mandrel

D, bv a band of catgut. The following is a description of Mr.

Smart's newly invented lathe for turning cylindei-s of wood for the

purpose of tent-poles, pickets, handles for tools, &c. &c. the ope-

rations of which are so readily performed, that from octagonal bars

of yellow deal, five feet ajid a half long, (previously prepared by

means of a circidarsaw) one man, besides two labourers, to turn

the wheel, will turn out 600 perfectly cylindrical poles, in the

space of twelve hours. AA, (tig. 9,) represents the standards for

supporting the great wheel, that gives motion to the lathe; these

arc supported by pieces of board BB spiked to the ceiling or joists

above, and by others CC aflixed to the floor of the workshop.

The great wheel DD is grooved roiuid the edge for receiving the

endless screw B and E, E, and is put in motion by the wmch-
handle FF. G and H are the standards of the lathe, firmly fixed

to the floor, and carrying the side-pieces or bed II ; the standard

G is tall enough to act as a fixed puppet, and has a screw a work-

ing through it, for supporting the end of the mandrel or spindle of

this lathe, as in the common lathe. K, L, and M, are three other

puppets that can be fixed in any place desired, by wedges beneath

the bed as usual. To the puppet K is screwed a thick iron-plate

b, which has a conical socket, nicely turned and polished, for re-

ceiving the mandrel : this puppet is further steadied by a brace N,
screwed to it, and to the floor of the shop. U'o the puppet K and

L two bars 00 are fixed by screws, and the same are further sup-

ported and steadied by three short puppets PPP. The mandrel,

and its pulley Q, are nearly of tfie common construction, except

that the end c has a steel-point in its centre, and two shorter points

for preventing the octagonal piece of wood intended to be turned

from slipping or turning vvitiiout the mandrel. The puppet L has

a square-pointed bar d fitted to it; and the puppet M has a screw,

worked bv its handle e, which by means of a collar advances or

draws back the bar d. R is a piece of wood, fixed to the bed and
to the floor, for the purpose of carrying a pulley./) whose use is to

prevent liie wheel-band EE from wearing by friction at the place

where it crosses. Fig. 10 and 11, represent the gouge and plane,

successively used instead of the conmion turner's chisel, &c. the

pieces of board aa are screwed to the bloc k b, just at the proper

.distance of the outsides of the bars oo, (fig, 9,) so that when the

tools, (rig. 10 and 1 1,) are pUiced on them, they can be slid along

steadilv, between the puppets K. and L; the holes cc being so

adapted a> to suit the mandrel and bar c and d as centres, and
their diameters are sufficient to let the octagonal bar intended to

be turned pass through them, without touching; d, (fig. 10,) is a

piece of tempered steel, formed as a gouj;e, and screwed fast to

the side of the block, in the proper position for roughing otf the

angles of the octagonal bar, as it advances, and turns through the

hole c. c. (fig. 10,) is a flat piece of steel, like a plane-iron (shewn
separately at/), which is so fixed by a screw, that it may smooth
or complete the cylindrical surface of a pole, already gouged as

above, which is advanced, and turned through it. The operation
''• is thus performed : Tlie two tools, (fig. 10 and II,) are placed on

the bar oo, (fig. 9,) and shoved close up to the puppet I ; the

square bar being long enough for its point d, then to project

through the centres of the holes cc, (fig. 10 and 1 1 .) Theworkman
then takes an octagonal pnle, enters the centre-pin of the mandrel
• into the centre of its end, and the point d into the centre of the

other end, turning the handle e sufficiently to allow the pole to be
steadily turned: the v heel D is tlien set in motion; theworkman
pushes lie gouge-tool, (fig. 1 1,) fi)r\iard<, towards the puppet K,
whr 11, as it ad\ances quickly, strikes off the angles of llie pole in

a rouji or screw-like forni. When the gouge-tool, (fig. 8,) has

adviun ed to ihe end of the pole, the fini-hiiig-tool, (fig. 10,) is in

like manner sSoved forwards hv thi- workman ; nod as it advances,

til'- pole i< turned into a complete and smooth cylinder. The
pi'ijeclion of t;ie maimnd be, (l.i;. iJ,J is suthneiit to admit the

giu;ie and plane Icls, to advance so as to clear the end of the

pne, and by mrning back the handle c, the same can he taken

tiiji of Cite liilne as soon as it ii stopped. The velocity of the

mandrel Q is such, as to make upwards of IJOO turns per minute.
For turning ovals, a lathe of somewhat a different construction is

used, or an oval may be formed by placing the wood, or whatever
is to receive that shape, obliipiel) on the lathe. There are several

other ingenious methods of turning ; bnt our limits do not per-

mit us to enter upon them. Indeed the act of turning is so exten-

sively applicable, that it would require a volume to describe its

uses, and the methods of practising it. Every round thing which
is made by human hands may be referred to this art, as one of its-

products. T he largest columns, the most ponderous artillery, and
the minutest pivots of watch-work, with all wheel-work, rotatory

machines, vessels, &c. are worked in this method. For the sti>in-

ing of wo(kI, &c. to prepare it for turning, see Wood, Bone, STc.

^lURNlP. See Brassica, and Husbandry.
TUUNSOL, a dve-itutif manufactured in Holland, from that

kind of lichen called Okchil, or Lichen Hocella, see that arti-

cle ; or, when that cannot be procured, the large oak-moss,, after

being dried and cleaned, is reduced to powder, and employed for

the same purpose.

TURPEN'lINE, a transparent resinous substance, which
exudes naturally, but is chiefly obtained by incision, from various

species of the pine-tree ; and is divided into four kinds, namely
1. The Chian, or Cyprus tuqientine, is derived Irom the Pistachia

tree: it is ot a thick consistence, resembling that of honey ; has a

fragrant smell ; and a bitterish pungent taste. 2. The Venice tur-

pentine, which exudes from the Larch-tree, has a strong smell,

and a hot disagreeable taste : it is less viscid than any of the other

turpentines, and generally of a clear whitish or yellowish cast.

This and the preceding species pay, on iinportation, a duty of4frf.

per lb. 3. Tne Strasbnrgh turpentine possesses an agreeable aro-

matic odour, but an uncommonly bitter taste ; is neither so thick

as the first species, nor so thin as the second ; but clearer, and less

tenacious than either ; being commonly of a yellowish brown co-

lour: it IS imported from Germany, and charged with a duty of

I4.S. 4;f/. per cwt. 4. The common turpentine is extracted from

the spruce-fir; it is of a dark-brown colour; of the consistence of

honey ; and has the most disagreeable odour and taste of all the

ditf'er'ent species. All the turpentines yield, on distillation, an es-

sential oil, which is extremely pungent. On account of their diu-

retic and tonic pro()erlies, they are clten successfully prescribed in

calculous complaints. The Venice turpentine is preferably re-

commended as a diuretic, and detergent; while those of Chios

and Strasburgh are used as corroborants. The common sort is

mostly employed as an ingredient in the plasters used by farriers ;

and its essential oil, obtained by distillation, is consumed partly in

the preparation of gin, and partly by house-|)ainters ; as likewise

for the difierent varnisiies in the floor-cloth, umbrella, and many
other manufactures. Lastly, when combined with honey, this oil

is supposed to aflord a powerful remedy in rheumatic affections.

TURQUOISE, a substance of a pale sky-blue colour, passing

into indigo- blue, and pale apple-green. It occurs in mass, or dis-

seminate<l. Its fracture is even. Its hardness is nearly equal to

that of glass; it is difficultly frangible. Specific gravity 3.12. It

is composed, accortling to Buillon la Grange, ot

Phosphate of lime 80
Carbonate of lime 8

Phosphate of iron, with a trace of manganese 'J

Phosphate of magnesia 2

Alumina 1

Water 6
Loss I

Turquoi-c is generally considered as fossil-bone, or ivory penc-

tratetl by oxide of copper; it appears, houevcr, from the above
analysis, that the colouring matter is pliosphate ot iron. The
oriental tiirquoises are found near Methed in Persia, also in

mount Caucasus, in Egypt and Arabia, liie occidental ones are

found in Languedoc in trance, and in'Hungary.

TURRiEA, in botany, a genus of plants m the class decandria,

and order nionogynia ; natural order, Composita'. Caljx five-

toothed ; petals t'lvt: ; nectary toothed, cylindrical, bearing the

anthers at the mouth between the teeth; capsule pentacoccous;
seeds two. There are five species.

TURRITIS,
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TURRl'IMS, Tower-Mustard, or Wall-ckess ; in botany,

» genus of plants of the class tetiadynamia, and order siliq'.io!-a ;

natural order, Siliquosae. Silqua very long, angiilated ; calyx

coiinivent, erect ; corolla erect. Tliere are eight species.

TURTLE, in iciitliyology. See Tlstubo".

Turtle Dove, in ornitlioloifv- See Coi.umba.
Turtle Point, a cape on the coa^t of West Florida, on the

Gulf of Mexico. Lon. 89. 4. W. Lat. 2!). 54. N.
TURUCUANSK, a town of Russia, in TolioUkoi, on the Eui-

»ei, formerly called Mangasea ; ISOO miles E.N.E. ot Petersburg.

TUSCAiN ORDER, in architecture, the first, simplest, aud
mo'it massive, of the five ordera. See Architecture.
Tuscan Sea, that part of the Mediterranean which washes the

coast of Etruria, or Tuscany.
TUSCANY, a late duchy of [taly, which makes part of the an-

cient Hetrurta, excepting some small detached parts, is encom-
passed by a part of the Mediterranean, called the Tuscan sea ; the

ecclesiastical state, the deparlmentof Panaro, and the rei)ublic of

Lucca; its exteut from N. to S. beinp; about 116 Eufjlish miles,

and about 80 from E. to VV. Though some parts of it are moun-
tainous, yet both the hills and dales are covered with vines, olives,

ckron, lemon, orange-trees, &;c. The mountains yield also cop-
per, iron, alums, &c. and some quarries of the finest marble and
porphyry. Here are also plenty of corn, rice, satiion, honey, wax,
wool, flax, hemp, with mimial-waters, rich pasture, salt-pits, sul-

f)hur, alabaster, chalcedony, lapis lazuli, borax, amethysts, corne-
ians, jaspers, quicksilver, crystals, and black slate.

TUSSILAGO, Colt's-foot; in botany, a genus of plants in

the class syngenesia, and order polygamia superfiua ; natural or-

der, Composita. Receptacle naked; pappus simple; scales of
the caljx equal, of the same height as tiie disk, somewhat mem-
branaceous. There are fourteen species.

T. Farfara, or Common Colt's-foot, grows plentifully on
the banks of rivulets, or in moist and clayey soils, in England and
Scotland. The leaves are smoked in tiie manner of tobacco, or a

syrup or decoction of them and the flowers stand recommendetj in

coughs and other disorders of the breast and lungs.

TUTBURY, a town in Staffordshire, 15 miles E. of Stafford,

and 134 N. E. of London. Lon. 1. 40. W. Lat. 53. 0. N.
TUTOR, in the civil law, is one chosen to look to the persons

and estate of children, left by their falliecs and mothers in their

minority.

Tutor is also used in the English universities for a member of

some college or hall, who takes on him the instructing of young
students in the arts and faculties.

TU'l TY, an argillaceous ore of zinc, found in Persia, formed
on cylindrical moulds into tubulous pieces, like the bark of a tree,

-and baked to a moderate Iiardness; generally of a brownish co-
lour, and full of small protuberances on the outside, smooth and
yellowish withui, sometimes whitish, and so.iietimes with a bluish

cast.

TUTURA, a town of Russia, in the government of Irkutskoi,

situated on the Lena, 160 miles N. of Irkutsk. Lon. 105. 40. E.
Lat. 54. 40. N.
TUXFOSD, a town in Nottioghamsliire, 13 miles N. N. W.

of Newark, and 137 N. by W. of London. Lon. 0. 50. W.
Lat. 53. 16. N.
TWEED, a large river of Scotland, which risus in the parish

of Tweedsmuir, near tlie point where the counties of Peebles,

Dumfries, aiid Lanark, meet. It runs iiearlv N. E. receiving

many rivulets, till it reaches Peebles, when running nearly K. its

stream is augmented by those of the Etterick near Selkiik, the

Gala at Galashiels, the Leader near Melrose, and the Teviot at

Kelso. F'or many miles it forms the boundary between England
and Scotland, until it falls into the German ocean at Berwick upon
Tweed.
TWELFTH DAY, the festival of the Epiphany, or the mani-

festation of Christ lo the Gentiles ; so called, as being the twelfth

day, exclusive, from the nativity, or Christmas-dav.
TWILIGHT, is that light, whether ui the moiiiing before sun-

rise, or in the evening .ifter sun-set, supposed lo begin and end
when the least stars that can be sirn by (lie naked eye cease or

begin to appear, represented in Plate CLXXIll lig. 2, bv that

obscure part comprehended between HO and .VB, which is nei-

ther dark nor light. This is the twilight, the line AB being 18°

below the horizon HO ; and during the lime the sun p.sses from
HO to AB, in tlie parallel of any day, his rays are partly refracted
by the atmosphere, and so we have seme faint light till he gets be-
low the limit AB, when we are left in total darknes.i. Or it is

twilight, while the sun is passing from X to R, from Y to S, and
from Z to M, on ilie days the sun describes the parallels TR,
jEQ, and VW. See Astronomy.
TWINKLING OF THE STARS. See Optics.
TYCOKZYN, a town of the late Poland, in Polachia, 22 milee

N. W. of Bielsk. Lon. 23. 40. E. Lat. 53. 0. N.
TYGER, in zoology. See Felis.

TYGERS POINT, a cape of Asia, on the S. W. coast of Ava,
at the mouth of the Persian Gulf Lon. 94. 45. E. Lat. 15.

50. N.
TYLE, or TILE, in building, a sort of thin laminated brick

used on the roofs of houses.

TYMPAN, among printers, a double frime belonging to the
press, covered with parchment, on which the blank sheets are laid

in order to be printed otf. See Printing.
TYMPANITES, [Ti-fxirsv.Ti,-,] that particular sort of dropsy

that swells the belly up like a driim, and is often cured by tapping.
TYMPANUM, in mechanics, a kind of wheel placed rouiid

an axis or cylindrical beam, on the top of which are two levers

or fixed staves for the more easily turning the axis in order to

rai^e a weight required.

TvMPANUM. in anatomy. See Anatomy.
TYNDALE, William, a zealous English reformer, and me-

morable for having made the first English version of the 'Mblc,

was born on the borders of Wales before 1500. He was first of

Magdalene-hall in Oxford. Afterwards he removed to Cam-
bridge, and thence went to live with a gentleman in Gloucester-
shire as tutor to his children. Tliere he shewed himself so furious
for Luther, that he was forced to leave the place. He then went
to Germany where he translated the New Testament and the Pen-
.tateuch. 'These being sent to England, made a great noise there

;

aud the clergy procured a royal proclamation prohibiting the
buying or reading such traii-lation or translations. But the clergy
not satisfied with tiiis, «ent one Philips to ijisinuate himself into his

couipanv, and under the prttext of friendship betray him into cus-
tody. He was sent to the castle of Filford, about 18 miles from
Antwerp; and though the English merchants at Antwerp did vhat
they could to procure his release, and letters were also sent from
lord Cromwell ?nd others out of England, yet Philips bestirred
himself so heartily, that he was tried and condemned to die. He
was first strangled Ijy the hangman, and then burned near Filford
castle, in 1536. While he was tying to the stake, he cried with a
loud voice, " Lord, open the king of England's eyes."
TY'NE, a river ol England, in Northumberland, formed by

the junction of two rivers called N. and S. 'Tyiie.

lYPF, [T-.-Ttc,] in theology, an impression, image, or repre-

sentation, otsome UKKiel, which is termed the antitype.

Type, in medicine, is u^ed to denote the order observed in the
intension and remi>-siori of fevers, pulses, &c.
'TYPHA, Cat's-Tail, or Reed-mace; in botany, a genus of

plants belonging to the class moncecia, and order triandria ; natural
order, Calamaria>. Male, ament cylindrical ; calyx indistinct,

three-leaved; corolla eone : female, ament cylindrical, bt low the
males ; calyx a villose hair; corolla none; seed one, placed on a
capillary down. There are two species, viz. T. latitolia, great
cat's-laii, or reed-mace; and '1'. aiiguslifulia, narrow-leaved catV
tail.

TYPIICEUS, in the Grecian mythology, a monstrous giant,

till! son ot 'Tartarus and Terra; who had 100 heads like those of a
dragon; flames of. fire came from his mouth, and he uttered the
most infernal veil*.

'TYPOGRAPHY, It-jpogruphiu, Lat.] the art of printing. See
Printing.
'TYRANT, [Tjr-iviigH,] among the ancients, denoted simply »

king or monarch; lut the ill use which many invested with that
character made of it, has altered the import ot the word ; and ty-

rL.nt now carries with it the idea of an unjust or cruel prince, who
Invades tlie people's liberty, and rules in a more despotic manner
than the laws ot nature or of the country allow.

'TYRE, a celebrated ancient city of Asia, on the coast of Syria.

It was built, accortling to some writers, 2760 years before the
4 Chnstiaa
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Christian era. There were two cities of that name ; the one

called Paia-tyrii?, situated oii tlie continent ; and the ctlier the

city of Tyre', buiK on an island about half a mile from the shore.

It was about 19 miles in circumference, inckidin^Palxtyrus; the

town on the island was about lour miles roimd. The buildings of

Tyre were very magnifient; the walls were 150 feet high, and

broad in proportion. This city was at one period the most famous

commercial city in the world. It resisted Nebuchadnezzar, king

01 l^abylon, for )3 years; at the end of which, wearied with end- i'

less elTorts, the inhabitants resolved to place the sea between them
j,

aiid their enemy, and passed accordingly into the island. The new
citv stood out against Alexander the Great for seven months ; and

berore he ( ould take it, he was obliged to fill up the strait which
j

6.>parated the island from the continent. (See Macedon.) It ;

vas repaired afterwards by Adrian, and became the metropolis of

the province. It afterwards fell into the hands of the Arabs; and

after being taken by Baldwin II. king of Jerusalem, it was de-
,

5troyed by the sultan of Egypt in 1289, and abandoned, never
j

more to rise from its ruins. An excellent account of its situation

and modern state may be found in Vohiey's Travels, vol. ii. It

now consists of a small village, composed of wretched huts, con-
j

taining about 50 or 60 poor families. It is called Sour or Tsour i

bv I lie Orientals. .

TYRNAW, a town of Upper Hungary, in the palatinate of i

Trientschin; 30 miles N. E. of Presburg.' Lon..i7. 39. E. Lat.
j

4{>. 13. N.

TYRONE, a county of Ireland, in the province of Ulster, 4
miles long, and 37 broad ; bounded on the N. by Londonderry

.

on the E. by Arma^ii and Lough-Neagh, on the S. by Fernia"
nagh, and on the W. by Doimegal. It is a rough and ruggetl

.

countrv, but tolerably fruitful. Dungannon is the capital.

TYSOX, Edward, M. D. and V. R. S. a learned physician,

born at Bristol, in 1650, and educated at Magdalen Hall, Oxford,
where he studied physic, and graduated. He settled in London,
and became F. R. S. He wrote many useful papers in the So-
ciety's Transactions. He was apjiointed physician to Bethlehem
and Bridewell. He publislied Thocoena, or the Anatomy of a
Porpoiss ; 4to. Ephemeridis Vita, or the Natural History and
Anatomy of the Ephemcris: Ourang Outang, or the Anatomy of
a Pigmy, compared with that ol a monkey, an ape, and a man

;

4to. He died suddenh in 1708.

TZAREVOKOKCHAISK, a tonn of Russia, in Kazanskoi
68 miles W. N.W ot Kazan.
TZARITZIN, a town of Russia, in Saratovskoi, on the Volga,

180 miles S. of Saratov, and 373 E. of Ekateriuoslav.

TZIVILSK, a town of Russia, in Kazanskoi, 56 miles W. of

Kazan. Lon. 47. 35. E. Lat. 55. 40. N.
TZNA, a river of Russia, which rises 20 miles S. of Tambov,

and runs into the Mokscha, 20 miles N.W. of Temnikov, inTam-
bovskoi.

TZURUCHATU, STAROI, a town of Russia, in iTkutskoi,

160 miles S E. of Nertchinsk. Lon 1 19. 33. E. Lat. 49. 1£. N.

U, V.

Uor V, the twentieth letter of our alphabet, and the filth

a vowel. It is formed in the voice by a round configuration

of Ih^ .lips, and a greater extrusion of the under one than in forming
the leUer o, and the tongue is more canulatcd. The sound is

short in crust, must, turi, tub; but is lengthened by a final e, as in

tune, tube, &c. In some words it is rather acute than long ; as in

brute, Jlute, lute, &ii:. It is mostly long in polysyllables; as in

union, curious, &c. but in some words it is obscure, as in nature,

venture, &.c. This letter, in the form of V, or v, is properly a

consonant, and as such is placed before all the vowels, as in va-

cant, venal, vibrate, &c. Though the letters v and u had always
two sounds, they had the form v till the beginning of the fourth

century, when the other form was introduced, the inconvenience
of expressing two dilferent sounds by the same letter having been
observed long before. As a numeral V stands for rive; and with

a dash added at top, thus V. it signifies 5000. As an abbreviation,

among-'t the Romans, V. A. stood for vetcrani assignata ; V. B.
viro bono ; V. B. A. viri bnni arbitratu ; V. B. F. vir bonajidei

;

V. C. TIT consularis; V. C. C. F. vale, conjuz charissime, feli-

citer ; Y. D. D. voto dedicatur ; V. G. verbi gratia; Vir. Ve.
tirgo vcslali.i ; \L. videlicet ; V. N. qututn nonarum.
VAAGEN, East, an island in the North Sea, on the coast of

Norway. Lon. 12. 20. E. Lat. 6S. 40. N.
VABRES, a town of France, in the department of the Aveiron,

and late province of Ptouergue, 30 miles S.E. of Rodez. Lon.
2. 55. E. Lat. 43. 57. N.
VACATION, in lav.', is the whole time betwixt the end of one

tetni and the beginning of another. This word is also applied to

the time from the death of a bishop, or other si)iritual person, till

the bishopric or dignity is supplied with another.

VACCINATION, inoculation with the vaccine virus for the
pnrpose of securing against the infection of the small-pox. One
of the most remarkable and important phenomena, in the history
i)t animal-nature, is the cow-pox, which was first duly inquired

iulo, and publicly announced in the year 1798, by E)r. Jenner,

•f Berkeley, of Gloucestershire, though it had lor ages been

known to dairy-men in the west of England. This malady ap-
pears on the nipples of cows, in the form of irregular pustules.

From the observations made by Dr. Jenner, and subsequently by
Drs. Woodville, Pearson, and other medical practitioners, it fol-

lows, that persons inoculated with matter taken from one of these
pustules are thereby rendered unsusceptible of sniall-pox-infection,

and the reverse. The experiments instituted with a view to as-

certain this extraordinary fact, are too numerous to be related in

this place : let it therefore suffice to mention, that they have been
repeated in different countries in Europe, and with nearly the
same success. Although many formidable objections have been
stated, both by physicians and others, against the introduction of a
new contagious virus derived from brutes, into the human body ;

yet we have the satisfaction to say, that the arguments advanced
in favour of the new inoculation, are, in our opinion, conclusive.
Indeed, a series of facts duly authenticated, in many thousand in-

stances, where the latter has proved a milder disease than the ino-
'

culated small-pox, cannot fail to convince the most determined
sceptic ; though a few rare cases should have occurred, in which,^
from accidental or unforeseen circumstances, the contrary effect

has resulted. On the other hand, we are firmly persuaded, that those
sanguine and noisy advocates for the cow-pox, who, from selfisb

or interested motives, have thus evinced their eagerness of becom-
ing conspicuous in its defence, by writing and publishing difiuse
volumes of undigested matter, have only contributed to their own
notoriety, instead of more etTectually aiding a good cause. With
the philanthropic view of extending the bciiehcial effects resulting
from the new inoculation to the poor, a new dispensary, termed
the Vaccine Institution, has lately been established in the me-
tropolis.

VACCINIUM, Bilberry, or Whortleberry ; in botany, a
genus of the octaudria monogynia class and order; natural order
Bicornes. Calyx superior ; corolla one-petaled ; filaments in-
scrtetl into the receptacle ; berry four-celled, many-seeded. There
are twenty-seven species.

VACUUM, in philosophy, denotes a space empty or devoid of.

all
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all matter or body. It has been a matter of much dispute among
philosophers, whether there be in nature a perfect vacuum, or

space void of all matter ; but if bodies consist of material solid

atoms, it is evident that there must be vacuities, or motion would
be impi>s>il>le. We can even produce something very near a va-

cuum in the receiver of an air-pump, and in the Torricellian tube,

and it is douljtiul whether the particles of the densest bodies

known be in perfect contact. See Metaphysics, Physics, and
Pneumatics.
VADE MECUM, orVENl MECUM, a Latin phrase, used

in English to express a thing that is very liandy and familiar, and
which people usually carry about with them ; chiefly applied to

some favourite book.

VADIUM VIVUM, [Lat. living pledge,] is when a man bor-

lowsasum (suppose 200^.) of another; and grants him an estate,

as of 20/. per annum, to hold till the rents and profits shall repay

the sum so borrowed. This is an estate conditioned to be void as

soon as such sum is raised.

VADSTEIN, a town of Sweden, in West Gothland, 32 miles

AV. of Nordkioping. Lon. IS. 55. E. Lat. 58. 12. N.
VAENA, a town of Spain, in Andalusia, at the source of the

Castro, 23 miles S. E. of Cordova. Lon. 3. 50. W. Lat. 53.

12. N.
VAGINA, properly signifies a sheath or scabbard, and is used

in architecture for the part of a tei minus, because resembling a

sheath, out of which the statue seems to issue.

VAGINALIS, the Sheath-bill; in natural history, a genus
of birds of the order gralla?. Bill strong, thick, compressed ; up-
per mandible covered above with a moveable horny sheath ; nos-

trils placed before the sheath ; face naked and papillous ; wings

with an obtuse e.Ncrescencc under the flexure ; claws grooved.

V. Alba, the White Sheath-bill, the only species known, is

a native of New Zealand and the South Sea islands. It is in

length aliout sixteen inches.

VAGRANTS, are all persons threatening to run avray and
leave their wives and children to the parish. All |>ersons unlaw-

fully retiuning to the parish or place whence they have been le-

gally removed by order of two justices, without bringing a certifi-

cate from llie parish or place whereto they belong. All persons

who have not wherewith to maintain themselves, live idle, and re-

fuse to work tor the u^ual wages given to other labourers in the

like work, in the parishes or places where they are. All persons

going from door to door, or placing themselves in the streets,

highways, or passages, to beg or gather alms in the parishes or

places where tliey dwell. All these shall be deemed idle and dis-

orderly persons, and one justice may commit such offenders (being

the.eol convicted before hiin, by hiS own view, confession, or oatii

of one witness), to the house of correction, to hard labour, not ex-

ceeding one month. And any person may apprehend and carry

before a justice, any such persons going from door to door, or

placing themselves in the streets, highways, or passages, to beg
alms in the parishes or places where they dwell ; and if tliey shall

resist, or escape from the person apprehending them, they shall be
punished as rogues and vagabonds. And the said justice, by war-

rant under his hand and seal, may order any overseer, where such

oiTendershall be apprehended, to pay five shillings to any person

in such paiisb or place so apprehending them, for every offender

so apprehended; to be allowed in his accounts, on producing the

justice's order and the person's receipt to whom it was paid. 17

George II. c. 5. The same statute also enacts, that such justice

shall order the person so apprehended to be publicly whipped by
the constable, petit constable, or some other person to be ap-

pointed by such constable or petit-constable of the place where
iucli offender was apprehended, or shall order him to be sent to

the house of correction; and by 27 George III. c. 11, the com-
mon gaol, until the next session , or for any less time as such jus-

tice shall tliink proper. To defray the expences of apprehending,

conveying, and maintaining, rogues, vagabonds, and incorrigible

rogues, and all other expences necessary, the justices in sessions

may cause such sums as shall be necessary to be raised, in the

same manner as the general county rate. [7 George III. c. 5.

VAHLIA, in botany, a genus of the pentandria digynia

class and order ; natural order Succulent!.". Calyx five-leaved ;

corolla five-petaled ; capsule inferior, one-celled, many-seeded.
There is only one species, viz. V. Capensis, a native of the Cape
of Good Hope, in sandy places.

vou IV.—NO. 213.

VAIR, or VAIRE, in heraldry, a kind of fur, formerly used
for lining the garuients of great men, and knights of renown. It is

represented in engraving by tlie figures of little bells reversed,
ranged in line. See Heraldry.
VALAIS, or VALLAIS, a valley in Swisserland, which ex-

tends from the source of the river Rhone to the lake of Geneva.
It is surrounded on all sides by very high mountains, most of which
are covered with snow and ice that never thaw. However, the
soil is fertile in corn, wine, and good fruit. This country, on
Nov. 19, 1810, was anne.xed to I'rance under the name of the
Department of the Simplon.
VALANTIA, Cross-wort ; in botany, a genus of plants in

the order monoecia, and class polygamia; natural order Asperi-
folia.'. Calyx none ; corolla four-parted ; stamens four; style
bifid ; seed one ; male, calyx none ; corolla three or four-parted;
stamens three or four ; jjistil obsolete. There are nine species.

VALDAI, or VALDAIA, a town of Russia, in Novogorod-
skoe, 72 miles S.E. of Novogorod.
VALENCE, a city of France in the department of the Drome,

and late province of Dauphin^, 30 miles N. by E. of Viviers, and
335 S. by E. of Paris. Lon. 4. j_'. E. Lat. 44. 5G. N.
Valence, a town of France, in the department of Lot and

Garonne, on the Garonne, 12 miles S.E. of Agen, and 22 E. of

Nerac.
N ALENCIA, a province of Spain, which has the title of a

kingdom, and is bounded on the E. and S. by the Mediterranean
Sea, on the N. by Catalonia and Arragoii, and on the W. bv
New Castile and Murcia. It is about 165 miles long, and (jJ

broad.

Valencia, a city of Spain, and capital of the above province.
Lon. 0. 10. W. Lat. 39. 23. N.
Valencia, a town of Portugal, in Entre-Ducro-e-Minho, l6

miles W. of Oporto, and 30 N.W of Braganza.

VALENCIENNES, a city of Fiance, in the department of the

North, and late province of Haiiiault, 20 miles W.S.W. of Mons,
17 N.E. of Cambray, and 120N.E. by N. of Paris. Lon. 3. 37.

E. Lat. 50. 21. N.
VALF.NTIA, an island of the Atlantic, on the S.W. coast of

Ireland. Lon. 10. 11. W. Lat. 51.52. N.
VALENTINE, the founder of the heretical sect of Valen-

linians, was born in Egypt, and educated in Alexandria ; but being
disappointed of a bishopric, he set up his lieresy, which resembles
that of the Gnostics. He died in A. D 160.

Valentine, in geography, a town of France, in the department
of Upper Garonne, and late province of Languedoc, 2 miles S.W.
of St. Gaudens. Lon. 0. 57. E. Lat. 43. I."N.

VALENTINIA, in botany, a genus of the nctandria mono-
gynia class and order. Calyx five-parted, coloured, spreading;

corolla none ; capsule berried, four-seeded, pulpy. There is but
one species, viz. V. ilicifolia, a native of Ilispaniola, on tlie most
barren rocks towards the ocean ; also in Cuba, about the Ha-
vannah.

VALENTINIANS, in church-history, a sect of Christian he-

retics, wlio sprung up in the second century, and were so called

from their" leader Valentiniis. The Valentlniaiis were only a
branch of the Gnostics, who realised or personified the Platonic

ideas concerning the Deity, whom they called Pleroma, or Pleni-

tude.

VALENZA, a strong town of Italy, in the department of the

Olona, and duchy of Milan, formerly capital of the Lomelin, 12
miles E. of Casai, and 15 S.W. of Milan.

VALENZO, Do MiNHO, a fortified town of Portugal, in

Entre-Duero-e-Minho, seated on the Miuho. Lon. S. 11. W.
Lat. 42. 2. N.
VALERIAN, or VALERIANA, in botany, a genus of plants

belonging to the class triandria, and order monogynia: natural order

Aggregatae. Calyx none ; corolla one-petaled, gibbous on one side

of the base, superior ; seed one. There are thirty-one species.

VALERIUS MAXIMUS, a Latin historian, sprung from the

families of the Valerii and Fabii, whereby lie united the names of

Valerius and Maximus. He studied polite literature, and after-

wards followed Sextus Pompej to the wars. At his return he

composed an account of the actions and remarkable sayings of the

Romans and other great men ; and dedicated that work to the em-
peror Tiberius. Many of the learned think that this is the same
that is now' extant, and bears the name of Valerius Maximus

;

9 X but
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but others maintain tliatwhat we liave now is only an abridge-

ment of the «ork written by tliis celebrated historian, and tiiat

this abriilgenieiit was made by one Nepotian of Africa.

VALE:3lANb, a sect of heretics, in the second century, found-

ed by Valens, who were all voluiil.iry eunuch*, and rejected the

law and the prophets, 'i hey were condemned by the council oi

Achaia, A.D. 240.

VALE'l', with us, is only U5ed in the phrase valet de clianibre,

a servant svhose ofiice it is to dress and undress his ma>ter, &:c.

VALETTE, a cily of Malta, capital of the island. Lon 14.

34. E. I.at. 33. J4. N.
A'alette, a town of France, in the department of Charente,

and late province of Angoumois, 10 miles S. of Angoulesnie.

VALHALLA, [Scandin. i.e. the hall of those who died by

violence,] in the mythology of the ancient Stixons, Scandinavians,

Dane;, Swedes, &c. the paradise of Odin, where, after deatli, the

souls of warriors were believed to be feasted by Odin, seated on a

throne, and served by the Valkyrix, &;c.

VALID, in law, an appellation given to acts, deeds, transac-

tions, &c. which are clothed with all tlie formalities reqiisite to

their being put into execution, and to their being admitted in a

court of justice.

VALKI, a town of Rus:ia, in the province of Charkovskoe, 16

miles S.W. of C harkov. Lon. 35. 5i. E. Lat. 4y. 36. N.
VALKYULL, in the Saxon mythology, celestial virgins, who

attend the souls of heroes in Odin's paradise of Valhalla.

\'ALLADOLID, acity of Spain, in Old Castile, and capital

of a jjiincipality of the same name. Lon. 4. 23. VV. Lat. 41.

50. N.
VALLERS, a town of France, in the department of I ndre and

Loire, and late province of Touraine. Lon. 0.41. £. Lat. 47.

24. N.
VALISXETllA, in botany, a genus of the dicecia diandria class

and order ; natural order Palmse. Male spatlie two-parted ; spa-

di.N, covered with lloscules ; corolla three- parted : female, spathe

bifid, one-flow ered ; calyx three-parted, superior; stigma three-

parted ; capsule one-celled, many-seeded. '1 here are two species,

viz. V. spiralis, two-stamenecl vallisneria ; and V. octandria,

cight-stamened vallisneria.

VALMONT, a town of France, in the department of the

Lower Seine, and late province of Normandy. Lon. 1, 25. W.
Laf. 49. 46. N.
VALOGNE, a town of France, in the deparn»ent of the Chan-

nel, and late province of Normandy. Lon. 1. 26. W. Lat. 49.

30. N.
VALONA, a sea-port-town of European Turkey, in L'pptr Al-

bania, 50 miles S. of Durazzo. Lon. 19. 23. E. Lat. 41. 4. N.
VALOUK, in the mythology, the daughter of Pallas and Styx,

and sister of Strength and Viciorv:

VALPARAISO, orVAl.PARISSA, a town of Peru, in Chili,

225 miles N. of Conception. Lon. 72. 16. W. Lat. 33.

3.8.
VALS, a town of France, in the department of the Ardeche^

and late province of Dauphine, 3 miles N. of j\ubenes; Lon. 4.

26. E. Lat. 44. 48. N:
VALTELINE, a late territory ai;d lorJship in the coni.trv of

the GnsoDS, at the foot of the Alps.

VALUE, in commerce, denotes the price or worth of auv
thing: hence the intrinsic value "denotes the real and efl'ecliv'e

wcrtli of a thing, and is used chiefly witli regard to monev, tin- po-
pular value whereof may be raised and lowered at the pleasure of
the prince ; but its real or intrinsic value, depending wholly on
its weight and fineness, is nol at all afTected by tlie stamp or im-
pression thereon.

VaLVE, in hydraulics, pneumatics, &c. is a kind of lid or
cover to a tubv, vessel, or oiilice, contrived to open oneway;
but which, the more forcibly it is pressed the otiier wav, the closer
it shuts the aperture, like the clapper of a bellows : so tiiat it either
admits the entrance of a fluid into the tube, or vessel, and pre-
vents its retiim ; or permits it to escape, and prevents its re-en-
trance. See Pu.MP, and Hydrostatics.
Valve, in anatomy, a thin membrane applied on several o

vities and vessels of the body, to afford a passage to certain hu-
mours going one way, and prevent their reUu.\ towards the place
vhciitc they came.

VALVERDE, a town of Portugal, in Estremadura, 27 miles

N.W. of Alcantara. Lon. 6. 19. VV . Lat. 39. 44. N.
N ALVEKDE, a town of Spain, in Estremailura, near Portugal,

8 miles from Badajoz. Lon. 6. 39. W. Lat. 38. 34. N.
VAN, VANT, or VAUNT, a term derived from the French

avaiit, or avauut, signifying before, or foremost of any thing ; thus,

we say, the van-guard of an army, &c.
Van, in sea-language, denotes the foremost division of any na-

val armament, or the part that usually leads the way to battle, or
advances first in the order of sailing.

Van, ill geography, a populous town of Asiatic Turkey, in Ar-
menia, or Caiamania, on the frontiers of Persia, 4'i miles S.E. of
Bellis, and 13ii E. of Diarbek. Lon. 44. 30. E. Lat. 33. 30. N.
VANCOU\ ER, Capt. George, of the royal navy, wrote

an Account of a Voyage of Discovery into the North Pacilic

Ocean, and Round the World, in ITy'o— 1795. He died lOtli

May, ITyS.

^'AN UALS, a brave and numerous but barbarous, people of
Europe, who, along with the Goths, Ileruli, Suevi, Alani, and
ISurgundians, emigrated in large bodies from their respective na-
tive countries, and spreading rire, sword, and desolation, every
where, overthrew the Roman empire, in the fifth century. They
were several times, however, successfully opposed by Stilicho.

They are thought to have originally come from I^owcr Sa.\ony
and Pomerania. Others make them a tribe of the Samaritans, cvr

Sclavonians.

VAN DELLL\, in botany, a genus of plants belonging tothc
class didyn.r.nia, and onler angiosperinia. Calyx subquadrifid;
corolla nngent ; two exterior filaments proceed from the disc of
the lip of the corolla; antherie connected; capsule oue-cellcil»

manv-seeded. There aie two species.

VAN OILMEN'S LAND, the S. extremity of New Holland.
Lon. 148° to 150° E. Lat. 40° 30' to 42° 30' S.

VANDYCK, Sir Anthony, a celebrated painter, born at

Antwerp in 1599. After giving several early proofs of his excel-
lent genius, he became the disciple of the illustrious Ruben:!.
trom this celebrated master he received not only instruction in his

art, but was by his generosity enabled to go to Rome. Having
staid a short time there, he removed to \'enice, where he attained
the beautiful colouring of Titian, Paul Veronese, and the Venetian
school, which appeared from the many excellent liictures he drew
at Genoa. After having spent a few years abroad, he returned to

Flanders, with so noble, so easy, and natural a manner of painting,

that Titian himself w as hardly his superior ; and no other master
could equal him in portraits. He then went to England when his

superior genius soon biouglit him into great reputation ; and,
above all, he excelled in portraits, which he drew with an incon-
ceivable facility, and for which he charged a very high price. For
some of them he received 4U0 guineas apiece. He soon found
himself loaded with honours and riches. He married a daughter
of lord Ruthven, earl of Gowry. His house was so frequented by
persons of the greatest quality, that it rather resembled the court
of a prince than the lodgings of a painter. He died in 1641, and
was buried in St. Paul's. It was said he left 40,000/.

Vane, a thin slip of bunting hung to the mast-head, or. some
other conspicuous place in the ship, to shew the direction of the
wind. It is commonly sewed upon a wooden frame called the
stock, wJiich contains two holes whereby to slip over the spindle,

u])on which it turns round as the wind changes.

VANGN ESIx\, a genus of plants of the class and order pentan-
dria nionogynia. Calyx five-toothed; corolla, lube globular,

with a liairy throat ; stigma bilamellate; beny inferior, four or

five-'..eeded. There is one species, a tree of China.
VANNES, a populous and ancient town of France, in the de-

partment of Morbihan ; 56 miles S. W of Rennes, and 253 W,
by S. of Paris.

\ APOUR, in philosophy, the particles of bodies rarified by
heat, and thus rendered specifically lighter than the atmosphere,
in which they rise to a considerable height. See Evaporatio.s,
Da.mp, Gas, &c. Many kinds of vapour are unfrienilly to ani-

mal-life, but the most noxious are those which arise from metallic

substances. Of the aqueous vapour raised frQiii the earth by the

sun's heat are formed the clouds; but though these are commonly
at no great distance from the earth we caiuiot from thence deter-

mine the height to which the vapours ascend. See Meteorology.
Vai'OI'R"
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VArouR-BATH, ill medicine, is used when a sick person is nia<le>

to receive the vapours arising from seme liquid matter placed over

a /ite. Vapour-baths are very commonly used in Russia and

other northern countries, not for any medical purpose, but as a

luxury.

Vapours, in medicine, a disease properly called hyps, or the

hypochondriacal chsease ; and in men particularly, the spleen.

VARI, in medicine, little, hard, and ruddy, tumours, which
frequently infest the faces of young persons of a hot temperament
of body.
VARIABLE, in geometry and analytics, is a term applied by

mathematicians to such quantities as are considered in a variable

or changeable state, either increasing or decieasiiig. Thus the ab-

scisses and ordinates of an ellipsis, or other curve-line, are deno-

minated variable quantities; because these vary or change their

magnitude together, the One at the same time with the other. See
Fluxions.
VARIATION OF THE COMPASS, is the deviation of the

magnetic or mar'ner's needle frcm the meridian or true north and
south line. It is now with more propriety called the declination

of the magnetic needle. See Magnetism. The variation of the

lieediL' was oli'^erved bv Mr. Burrows, in the ye.'ir IJSO, to be 11°

15' E. that is, if X.S. (Vig. 9, Plate CLXXX.) represent the noith

and south points of the horizon, and E. W. the east and west

points, the needle then had the situation AB, so that the arch BN
::= 11° l.i'. After that, in the vear 1622, it was ob-eived by Mr.
Gunter to be but 6' east. In the year 1634, Mr. Gellibrand ob-

served it to be 4° J' E. In 1657, it was observed bv Mr. Bond to

be nothing at all, that is, the needle placed itself in the situation

S. N. and pointed directly to the north. After this, in the year

1672, Dr. Halley observed it to be 2° 30' westward ; and again,

in the year 1692, he found it 6° west. Since then, in the year

1722, Mr. Graham, by most accurate experiments, found it to be
14° 13', and at present it is between 24° and 25° west of the north.

The variation of the declination and inclination of the needle is

variable, and subject to no regular computation. What the

quantity^ both sorts of variation is in the several parts of the

world, is shewn in Dr. Halley's map of the world, improved from
llie observations of Mr Pound. If the sun's true amplitude or

azimuth, found by calculation, agree with the magnetic amplitude
or azimuth, found by observation, it is evident there is no varia-

tion: but if they disagree, and (he true and observed amplitudes,

at the rising or setting of the sun, be both of the same name ; that

is, either both north, or both south, their dilTerence is the varia-

tion: whereas, if they be of different names, that is', one north and
the other south, their sum is the variation. .iVgain, if the true and
observed azimuths be both of the same name, that is, botli east or

both west, their difference is the variation ; but if they be of dif-

ferent names, their sum is the variation : and to know whether the

variation be easterly or westerly, observe the following general

rule : let the observer's face be turned towards the sun, then if the

true amplitude or azimuth be to the right hand, the variation is

easterly; but if to the left, westerly. To illustrate this, let

N. E S. W. (fig, 10,) represent a compass; and suppose the sun

is really E.b.S. at the time of observation, but the observer sees

him off the east point of the compass, and so the true amplitude or

azimuth of the sun is to the right of the magnetic, or observed

:

here it is evident, that the E.b.S. point of the compass ought to lie

where the east point is, and so the north where the N.b.W. is;

consequently the north point of the compass is a point too far east,

that is, the variation in this case is easterly. The same will hold

vhen the amplitude or azimuth is taken on the west side of the

meridian. A^ain, let the true amplitude or azimuth be to the left

hand of the observed; thus suppose the sun is really E.b.N. at the

time of observation, but the observer sees l\im off the east point of

the compass, and so the true amplitude or azimutli to the left of

theobserved: here it is evident, that the E.b.N. point of the com-
pass ought to standi where the east point is, and so the north where
the N.b.E. point is ; consequently the north point of the compasses
lies a point too far westerly, so in this case tlie variation is west.

The same will hold when the sun is observed on the west side of

the meridian. Suppose the sun's true amplitude at rising is found
to be E. 14° 20' N. but by the compass it is found to lie E. 20"

12' N. Required the variation, and w:hich way it is. Since they

are both the same way, therefore.

From the magnetic amplitude E. 26° 12' N.
take the true amplitude E. 14°20'N.

and there remains the variation U' 52' E.

which is easterly, because in this case the true amplitude is to the

light of the observed.

Variation of Curvature, in geometry, is used for that ine-

quality or change which takes place in the curvature of all curves

except the circle, by which their curvature is more or less m dif-

ferent parts of them ; and this variation comtitutes the quality of

the curvature of any line.

VARIETY, or VARIETAS, in botany, is a change in some
less cssentidl part or quality ; as colour, size, pubescence, or age.

Externally ; by the plaiting or interweaving of ih'' branches ; by
bundling or uniting of several stalks into one broad flat one ; by
the greater breadth, or narrowness, or curling "f leaves; by be-

coming awnless, or smooth, or hiisute. Internally, by becoini:ig

mutilated in the corolla, or having one larger than orilinaiy ; by
luxuriancy, ;nultipIicatioii, or fulness; by becoming proliterous,

nr cre-ted ; by bearing bulbs instead of seeds; or being viviparous.

The usual causes of variation are, climate, soil, exposure^ heal,

cold, winds, and culture ; and often disease ; hence mordus, in

bolanv, is synonymous whh varietas.

VA'RIOL.E, tlie small-pox. Sec Medicike.
A'ariol;e \ ACCiN.i:, or Cow-pox, the name commonly given

to a very singular disease, which has occupied a great share cf tjie

attention of medical men. See Vaccination.
VARIX, in medicine, the dilatation of a vein, arising from too

great abundance or thickness of the blood.

\'ARNISH, a clear liquid composition, which, by age ar.d ex-

posure to the air, becomes hard, without losing its transparency :

It is employed by painters, carvers, gilders, and other artisans, tor

imparling lustre to their woiks, while it defends or preserves theui

from Ihe'effects of dust, moisture, and air. Varnishes are of va-

rious colours, derived from the ingredients of which they consist:-

their bases are resins, dissolved in fixed oil, in volatile oil, or in

alcohol ; and, accordingly as either of these fluids are used, the

varnishes are distinguished by the names of fat or oily, essential,

and spirit-varnish. Before a resin is dissolved m a fixed oil, it is

necessary to render the oil drying. For this purpose the oil is

boiled with metallic oxides; in which operation the mucilage of

the oil combines with the metal, while the oil itself unites with the

oxvgen of the oxide. To accelerate the drying of this varnish, it

is nicessarv to add oil of turpentine. The essential varnishes con-

sist of a solution of resin in oil of turpentine. The varnish being

applied, the essential files oft, and leaves the resin. This is used

only for paintings. When resins are dissolve<l in alcohol, the var-

nish dries very speedily, and is subject to crack ; but this fault is

corrected by adding a'small quantity of turpentine to the ini.'ctur.e>

which renders it b-^ighler, and less brittle when dry. The lollow-

ing are the ingredients in the duf'erent varnishes. I'nr loiltt-

boxts, Cases, Funs, &c. Dissolve two ounces of guni-mastich^

and eight ounces of gum-sandarach, in a quart of alcohol ;
then

add four ounces of Venice turpentine. For ll'ainscots. Cane-

chairs, Iron-cltuirs, GruttS. Dissolve in a quart ol alcohol eight

ounces ot gum-sandarach, two ounces of seed-lac, four ounces of

rosin ; then add six ounces of Venice turpentine. For fiddles,

&c. Put four ounces of gum-sandarach, two ounces of lac, two

ounces of gum-mastich, one oimce of gum-cleini, into a quart of

alcohol, and hang them over a slow fire till they are dissolved ;.

then .add two ounces of turpentine. To cmptoii f'ermilion for

painting Erjuipagts. Dissolve in a quart of alcohol six ounces of.

sandarach, three'ounces of gum-lac, and four ounces of rosin ;
al-

terwards add six ounces ot luipentine. Gold-coloured t'cirnish.

Pound separately four ounces of stick-lac, four ounces of g:.i.i-

boge, four ounces of dragon's blood, (our ounces of anotta, aiiU

one of saffron : put each ot them separately into a quart of alcohol,

and expose them for five days in a narrow -mouthed bottle to tlie

sun, or in a very warm rooin,"shaking them frequently. When all

are melted, mix them together. In order to make silver imitate

gold exactly when covered witli this varnish, the quantity of ingre-

dients must be somewhat greater. The method of gilding silvec-

lK-.f, &c. with this varnish is as follows; The silver-leaf being fixed

on the subject, in the same manner as gpl.l-leaf, by the iiilerpos>
•'
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tion of pioper cUitiiuius matien, the varnish is spread upon the

piece witit a bru>U oi- pencil. 'I he tirsl coat being dry, tlie piece

is again and again washed over willi the varnish till the colour ap-

pears siiflicie'ntly deep. What is called gilt leather, and many

pictiire-fiaines, have no other than this counterfeit gilding. For

plain frames, thick tin-foil may be used instead of silver. The
tin-leaf, fixed on tlie piece with glue, is to be burnished, then po-

lished with emery and a fine hnen-clolh, and alterwards with putty i

applied in the same manner: being then lacquered over with var-

nish live or six times, it lookb very r.early like burnislied gold.

The same varnish, made widi a less proportion of the colouring

materials, is applied also on works of brass. A varnish of the con-

sistence of thin turpentine is obtained for aerostatic machine>, by

the digestion of one part of elastic gum, or caoutchouc, cut into

small pieces, in thirty-two parts of rectified oil of turpentine. Pre-

viously to its being used, however, it must be passed through a

linen-cloth, in order that the undissolved parts may be lelt behind.

Oil-ramishts. Gum-copal and amber are the substances princi-

pally employed in oil-varnishes ; as they possess solidity and tran-

sparency. The copal is used for varnishing light, the amber for

dark colours. It is best to dissolve them before mixing tlieni with

the oil. They should be melted in a pot on the fire ; and are in a
proper state for receiving the oil when they give no resistance to

the iron-spatula, and when they run oft from it drop by drop.

When the oil is well mixed with the copal or amber, t;'.ke it off

the fire ; and when it is pretty cool, pour in a greater cjuantity of

the essence of turpentine than the oil that was used. After the

varnish is made, it should be passed through a linen-cloth. Oil-

varnishes become tlntk by keeping; but when thev are to be
used, it is only necessary to pour in a little essence of turpentine,

and to put them for a little on the (ire. The following are the

most useful oil-varnishes. Il'hite Copal-P'arnishes. On sixteen
ounces of melted copal pour four, six, or eight, ounces of linseed-

oil, boiled, and quite free from grease. When they are well mix-
ed, take them off the lire, and when pretty cool, pour in sixteen

ounces of the essence of Venice turpentine. Amber-varnish is

made in the same way. For Coaches and Imn-Work. This var-

nish is composed ot two ounces of bitumen of Palestine, two
ounces of rosin, with amber, melted separately, and afterwards

mixed ; six ounces of oil is then added, and afterwards the turpen-
tine, as directed above. G'-olden-coloured varnish may be made
also by substituting linseed-oil for alcohol. Essential Oil-Far-
nislies. Tliey are for pictures. They are usually made of gum-
mastich and turpentine dissolved together in some essential oil,

and are applied cold to the picture. Furnishfor Glass. Pul-
verise a quantity of gum-adragant, and let it dissolve for twenty-
four hours in the white of eggs well beat up ; then rub it gently
on the glass with a briish. A'arnishes before they are used should
be carefully kept from dust. When used, they should be lilted

lightly with a brush, and spread upon a ground altogether free
from dirt and moisture. 'J'he substance, after being varnished,
should be exposed to the heat of the sun, or placed in a warm
•room covered with a glass-case. Oil-varnishes require more heat
than alcohol-varnishes. The varnish should be put on very
quickly, making great strokes with the pencil or brush, taking care
that these strokes never cross one another ; it should be spread
e(iuslly, and never thicker than a leaf of paper; a second coat
should not be put on till the first is quite dry. If the varnish,
after being put on, becomes dull and uneven, it must be taken off
entirely, and new varnish put on. To recover colours or varnish,
and to take off the dirt and filth which may adhere to them, a ley
is used made of potass, and the ashes of lees of wine. Take forty-
eight ounces of potass, and sixteen of the above-mentioned ashes,
and put them into six quarts of water, and the ley is made: instead
of the a=he3 an equal quantity of potass would probablv do as well.
To clean dirty colours, dilute some of this ley with tour times its

quantity of water, and rub the picture with it ; then w.-ish it with
nvu-water; and when dry, give it a coat or two of varnish. In
order to take off a varnish, wash it with the above-mentioned ley,
then with water, and then lift it off the substance on which it was
with any iron-instrument. The Chinese varnish is not a composi-
tion, but a resin which exudes from a tree called in China tsi-

chu, " varnish-tree." Thi^ tree grows in several provinces of the
southern parts of China. They do not procure varmsh from the
tsi-chu until its trunk is nearly live inches in diameter, wliich size

it seldom attains to before seven or eight years. This liquor distils

only in the night-time, and during tl.e summer-season. To cause
the gum to flow, they make several rows of incisions round the
trunk, the number of which is proportioned to the vigour of the

tree. They are made towaids evening, and next morning they
collect the varnish which has fallen into the shells ; the following
evening they are again inserted, and this operation is continued
until the end of the summer. A thousand trees yield almost in

one night twenty pounds of varnish. While the varnish distils, it

exhales a malignant vapour, the bad effects of which cau only be
prevented by preservatives and great precaution.

V.^RN1SH, among medallists, signifies the colours antique medals
have acquired in the earth.

VARNISH, in pottery, signifies a sort of shining coat, where-
with potter's ware, delft-ware, china-ware, icc. are covered, which
gives them a smoothness and lustre. Melted lead is generally
used for the liiat, and smalt for the second. See Glazing.
VARRO, Marcus Terentius, a Roman writer, was bom

B.C. 118. He served under Pom pey against the pirates, and
obtained a naval crown. He wrote a treatise on tlie Latin lan-

guage, and another De Re Rustica, which are extant, with some
fragments of Menippean satires. Thev were printed at Venice
1474, fol. and Rome 1537, 8vo. He died B. C. 29.

VARRONTA, in botany, a genus of plants in the class pentan-
dria, and order mouogynia ; natural order, Asperifolise. Corolla,
live-cleft; drupe with a four-celled nut. There are nine spe-
cies.

VAS, [Lat.] a vessel either for mechanical, chemical, culinary,

or any other uses. In anatomy, all the parts which convey a tiuid

are called vessels, as the veins, arteries, and lymphatics.

VASA CONCORDI.flE, among hydraulic authors, are two
vessels, so constructed as that one of them, though full of
wine, will not run a drop, unless the other, being full of water,

do run also.

VASE, a term frequently used for ancient vessels dug from
underground, or otherwise found, and preserved in tlie cabinets

ot the curious. In architecture, the appellation vase is also given
to those ornaments placed on corniclies, fochles, or pedestals, re-

presenting the vessels of the ancients particularly those used in sa-

crifice, as incense-pots, flower-pots, &c.
VASSAL, in our ancient customs, signified a tenant or feuda-

tory person, who vowed fidelity and homage to a lord, on ac-

count of some land, &c. held of him in fee ; also a slave or ser-

vant, and especially a domestic of a prince. See Feod.'IL

System.
VA I ERIA, in botany, a genus of the polyandria monogynfa

class and order. Calyx live-cleft ; corolla hve-petaled ; capsule

three-valvetl, one-celled, three-seeded. There is only one spe-

cies ; viz. V. Indica.

VATICA, in botany, a gemis of the dodccandria monogynia
class and order. Calyx fiv-cleft ; petals five ; anthers filteen,

sessile, four-celled. There is but one species, viz. V. Chinensis,

a very rare plant, and as yet scarcely known.
VATICAN, a magnificent palace of the pope, in Rome, which

consists of several thousand rooms : but the parts of it most ad-

mired are the grand staircase, the pope's apaitn-.ent, and especially

the library, which is one of the richest in the world, both in print-

ed books and manuscripts.

V'AUBAN, Skbastian le Prestre, lord of, a celebrated en-

gineer. He displayed his knowledge of fortification in the course

of many sieges, and his services were rewarded with the first mili-

tary honouis. He was made governor of Lisle in lt)68, commis-
sary general of the fortifications of France in 1078, governor of the

maritime parts of Flanders in IGSP, and marshal of France in 1703.

He died in 1707. He wrote, 1. The French Engineer, fivo. 2. A
Treatise on the Attack and Defence of Places, Svo. 3. Essays

on Fortification, 12nio. 4. Poliliczn estament of M. Vauban.
VAUDOIS, VALDENSES, or WALDENSES, in eccle-

siastical history, a name given to a sect of reformers. They
formed religious assemblies, first in France, and afterwards in

Lonibardy , from whence they propagated their sect througliout the

other provinces of Europe witli incredible rapidity, and with such

invincible fortitude, that the most cruel inventions of merciless

persecution could not damp their zeal, nor entirely ruin their

cause. They did not attempt to introduce new doctrines into the

church.
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cliurcli. 'I'hey only wDHted to reduce the fonn of ecclesiastical

government, and tlie manners both of the clergy and people to

that amiable simplicity and primitive sanctity that chara'cteri?ed

the apostolic aa< 5. They denied the supremacy of the Roman
jjontilf, and mamlained, that the rulers and ministers of tlie church
were obliged, by their vocation, to imitate the poverty of the

apostles.

VAULT, in architecture, an arched roof, so contrived that the

stones which fnim it sustain each other. Vaults are in many cases

to be preferred to soffits or fiat ceilings, as they give a greater-

height and elevation, and are besides more firm and durable, bee
Architecture.
UUEDA, a town of Spain, in Andalusia, 185 miles S. E. of

Madrid. Lon. 3. 13. \V.,Lat. 37. 4S. N.
UijES, St. or SETUVAL, a sea-port-town of Portugal, in

the province of Estremadura. Lon. 8. 54. E. Lat- 38. 22. N.
UUIQUITARIANS, formed from ubique, " every where,"

in ecclesiastical history, a sect of Lutherans which rose and sjiread

itself in Germany : and whose distinguishing doctrine was, that

the body of Jesus Christ is every where, or in every place,

UBY, orPULO UBY, an island in the Indian ocean, at the

entrance of the bay of Siam. Lon. 105. 56. E. Lat. 8.1?5. N.
UDDER, in zootomy, that part iji brutes wherein the milk is

prepared, answering to the mamins or breasts in women. Sec
ZooTOMy.
UDENSKOI, a town of Siberia, in Irkutsk, JOOO miles N.

W. of Pekin, and 1200 E. of Tobolsk. Lon. 96. 3d. E. Lat.

53. 0. N.
VEDAS, Ih^ sacred books of the Hindoos, believed to be re-

vealed by God, and called immortal.^They are considered as

the fountain of all knowledge human anw divine, and are four in

number. The Rigveda consists ot five sections ; the Yajurveda
of S6 ; the Samaveda of 1000; and the At'liarvaveda of nine;

>i-ith 1100 sac'ha's, or branches, in various divisions and sub-

divisions.

VEDETTE, in war, a centinel on horseback, with his horse's

head towards the place whence any danger is to be feared, and
his carabine advanced, with the butt-end against his right thigh.

When the enemy has encamped, there are vedettes posted at all

the avenues, and on all the rising grounds, to watch for its se-

curitv.

VEER AND HULL, To, to pull a rope tight, by drawing it

in and slackening it alternately, till the body to which it is applied

acquires an additional motion, like the increased vibrations of a

pendulum, so that the rope is straitened to a greater tension with

more facility and dispatch. This method is particularly used in

hauling the bow-lines. The wind is said to veer and haul when it

alters its direction, and becomes more or less fair. Thus it is said

to veer aft, and to haul forward.

Vefking, or Wearing^ the operation by which a ship, in

changmg her course from one board to the other, turns her stern

to windvv;ird. Hence it is used in opposition to tacking, wherein

the head is turned to the wind and the stern to leeward. See
Seamanship.
VEGETABLE KINGDOM, a term including all plants and

roots, which grow above and under ground; being nourished by
the air, water- &c. See Botany, and Plants.

VEGEl ATION, is the natural process by which plants re-

ceive their nourishment. Naturalists have formed various con-

jectures, to account for the mysterious pha,'nomena occurring in

vegetable nature ; and though unable to discover (he primary

source from which plants are enlivened, yet it is now agreed, and
proved, that all vegetables originate from seeds, each of wliicli

comprehends three parts, namely, 1. The cotyledons, or two
porous lateral bodies or lobes, that imbibe moisture. 2. The ra-

dicle, or eye, which appears between the lobes ; and 3. The
plumula, a small round body attached to the radicle, though
wholly concealed within the cotyledons. If a seed be deposited

in the earth, in a favourable situation, it imbibes moisture, and
evolves carbonic acid gas ; but, if any oxygtii gas be present, it

is gradually absorbed by the seed, and the farinaceous matter,

contained in the cotyledons acquires a saccharine taste. Nu-
merous vessels then appear in trte lobes which convey the nutri-

ment to the radicle, that progressively increases in size, and at

length assumes the form of a root ; strikes downwards into the

vw.. IV,—NO, 213,

eartli ; and thence derives the nourishment iieceispry for thi^ sup
port of the future plant. Now the cotyledons sloot above I Iv.-

ground, become leaves, ;.nd form .vhat botanist-- have termed the
seminal leaves. Thus, the plumula is gradually enlarged, and
rises out of the earth, spreading itself into branche--, &c. after

which the seminal leaves wither and decay, «hile the diiTerent
processes of vegetation are carried on in tfie plant, without their
assistance. See Plants.
VEGETATIVE SOUL, among philosophers, denotes that

principle in plants by virtue of which they vegetate or receive
nourishment and grow.
VEHICLE, in pharmacy, is any limiid serving to dilute soni«

medicine, in order that it may be administered more comnio-
dionsly to the patient.

VEIL. In the Romish churches, In time of Lent, they, hav«
veils or curtains over the altar, crucifix, images of saints, ic.
VELEZIA, in botany, a genus of the pentandria digynia

class and order. Natural order, Caryophyllei. Calyx filiform,

five-toothed ; corolla live-petaled, small ,' ca|)sule one-celled;
seeds numerous, in a single row. There is but one species, vir,

V. rigida, ajiative of the Soulli of Europe.
VEiN, [vena, Lat.] in anatomy, is a vessel which carries the

blood (roin the several parts of the body to the heart. See Ana-
tomy.

\'EIN, among miners, is that space which is bounded \}ilh

woaghs, and contains ore, spar, canck, clay, chirt, croil, brown-
hen, pitchcr-chirti cur, which the philosophers cajl the mother of
metals, and sonjetimes soil of all colours. When "it bears ore, it

is called a quick vein ; when no ore, a dead vein.

VELAIHUS, in antiquity, an officer in the court of the Ro-
man emperors, being a kind of usher, whose post was beliind the
curtain in the prince's apartment.

VELDENTZ, formerly a town of France in the department of
the Sane and Moselle, 15 miles N. E. of Friers. Lon. 7. 3. E. Lat.

49. 52. N.
VELEZ DE GOMARA, a town of Africa, in the kingdom

of Fez, and in the province of Eiiff. Lon. 4 0. \V. Lat.
35. 10. N.
Velez Malaga a town of Granada.
A'ELICALA, a town on the head of the peninsula of Califor-

nia, near the coaat of the N. Pacific Ocean. Lon. 115. 50. W.
Lat. 20. 35. N.
VELITES, in the Roman army, a kind of ancient soldiery,

who were armed lightly with a javelin, a cask, cuirass, and
shield.

VELLA, Spanish Cress; in botany, a genus of plants of the

cla.sjtetradynamia, and order siliculosa ; natural order, Siliquoste.

Silicle with a partition twice as large as the valves, ovate on the

outside. There are two species, viz. V. annua, annual vella, or
cress-rncket ; and V. pseudo, cytisus, shrubby vella.

VELLUM, a kind of parchment, that is finer, evener, and
more white, than the common kind. See Parchment.
VELOCITY, in mechanics, swiftness; that allection of mo-

tion whereby a moveable is disposed to run over a certain space in

a certain time. It is also called celerity, and is always propor-

tional to the space moved. See Mechanics, and Fluxions.
\ ELVET, a rich kind of stuff, all silk, covered on the out-

side with a close, short, fine, soft shag, the other side being a very

strong close tissue.

VENAL, or VENOUS, in anatomy, that bears a relation t9

the veins.

VENDEE, a department of France, bounded on the N. by
those of Lower Loire, and Maine aird Loire ; on the E. by that

of the two Sevres ; on the S. by that of the Lower Charente; on
the S. W. and W. by the sea. It is GO miles long ; on the W. 15

from N. to S. elsewhere about 50. It contains a part of the late

province of Poitou. Fontenay is the capital.

VENDOME, a town of Frarsce, in the departnient of Loire

and Cher, 30 miles N. E. of Touts, and 95 S, W. of Paris. Lon.
1, 8. S. Lat. 47. 50. N.
VENEERING, is a species of inlaying or maiquetry, in

which several thin leaves, or slips of fine wood, are applied to a

grouird-work of common wood : it is performed in the loUowinj

manner : the wood, intended for veneering, is first fixed in a

vice, or sawing-preis, where it is divided into leaves, not exceed-

9 Y ing
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ing one line in thickness. Such leaves are then cut into small slips,

T>\ various forms, according to the design proposed ; ;ind, when

the ground-work is duly prepared, they are cemented by means

of glue, and submitted to the action of a press, till the whole be-

comes perfectly dry ; after which the articles are scraped and
polished.

VENEREAL, in medicine, belong;ngto venery ; as the lues

venerea, &c. Sec Medicine.
VENESECTION. See Surgery.
VENETI, a people of Italy, in Cisalpine Gaul, near the

moutts of the Po.

VENEZUELA, a province of S. America, in Terra Firma;
bounded on the N. by the Gulf of Mexico, S. by New Granada,
E. by Cuniana, anil W. by Hacha. It is very fertile, in corn,

cotton, sugar, fruits, cocoa-nuts, &c.
Venezuela, the capital of the above province, on a bay so

named. Lon. 68. iO. W. Lat. 10. 35. N.
VENICE, a celebrated city of Italy, and capital of a late re-

public of the same name, situated on the Lagunes or Small
Islands, about five miles from the continent. Lat. 45" ^'7' 4" N.
Lon. 12" 3' 15" E. from Greenwich.
VENIRE FACIAS, in l.iw, is a judicial writ lying where two

parties pleatl and come to issue directed to the sherilV, to cause 12

men of the same neighbourhood to meet and try the same, and to

sav the truth upon the i>sue taken.

VENI^O, a town of the French empire, in the department of

the Roer, and lale duchy of Prussian Guelderland, 10 miles S. E.
of Gueldres, 12 N. N. E. of Ruremond, and 25 N. VV. of Dus--
seldorp.

VENTER INSPICIENDO, is a writ to search a woman that

saith she is with child, and thereby withholds lands from the

lie.\t heir ; the trial whereof is by a jury of women.
VENTILAGO, in botany, a genus of the pentandria mono-

gynia clas and order. Calyx tubular ; corolla scales protecting

the stamens, which are inserted into the calyx ; some are winged at

the top and one-seeded. There is oidy one species, viz. V. ma-
deraspatana.

VENTILATOR, a inachine by which the noxious air of any
close place, as aji hospital, gaol, ship, chamber, &c. may be dis-

charged and changed for fresh. The ventilatoi-s invented by Dr.
Hales consist of a square box ABC D, (Plate CLXX. Ifig. lb,) of
any size ; in the middle of one side of this box a broad partition

or midritl'is fixed by hinges X, audit moves up and down from
A to C, by means of ai\ iron-rod ZR, fixed at a proper distance
from the ether end of the midrifi", and passing through a small
hole in the cover of the box up to R. Two boxes ot this kind
may be employed at once, and the two iron-rods may be fixed to
a lever FG, (rig. 11,) moving on a fixed centred; so that by
the alternate raising and pressnig <lown of the lever FG, the mid-
riiTs are also alternately raised and depressed, whereby these dou-
ble bellows are at the same time both drawing in air, and pouring
it out, through apertures with valves nlade on the same side with,
and placed both above and below, the hinges of the midrift's. In

order to render the midriffs light,, they are made of four bars
kngthwise, and as many across them breadthwise, the vacant
spaces being filled up with thin pannels of fir-board ; and that the)
may move to and fro with the greater ease, and without touching
thesides of the boxes, there is an iron-regulator fixed upright to
the middle of the end of the box AC, (iig. 10,) from N to L,
with a notch cut into the middle of the end of the midritTat Z;
so that the midriffs, in the rising and falling, sutler no other friction
than what is made between the regulator and the notch. More-
over, as the midriff ZX moves with its ed^es only one-20th of an
inch from the sides of the box A13CDFE, very little air will

escape by the edges ; -and, therefore, there will be no need ot

leathern sides as in the common bellows. The end of the box at

AC is made a little circular, that it may be better adapted be-
tween A and C to the rising and falling midriff; and at the other
end X of the niidritf a slip of leather may be nailed over the joints
if needful. The eight large valves through which the air is to
pass, are placed at the hinge-end of the boxes UK, (fig. 1 l,)as at 1,

2, 3, &c. The valve 1 opens inward to admit the air to enter,
when the mitlriffis depressed at the other end by means of the
lever FG. And at the same time the valve 3 in the lower venti-

lator is shut by the compressed air which passes out of the valve 4.

Hut when that midrifi' is raised, the valve I shuts, and the air passej
out of the valve 2. And it is the same with the valves 5, 6, &c,
of the other box; so that the midrilfs are alternately rising anij

fallmg, and two of the ventilators drawing in air, and two blow-
ing it out ; the air entering at the valves 1, 3, 6, 8, and )iassing

out at the valves 2, 4, 5, 7. Before these last valves there is fixed
tothe ventilators a box QQ NM, (fig. 12,) as a common recepta-
cle for all the air which conies out of the«e valves ; which aif

passes off by the trunk P, through the walls of a building. For
a farther account of this machine we refer to tiie author himselt',

who gives a full detail of it and of its manner of working. See
Description of Ventilators by Stephen Hales, D. D. Lond. l.;43,

8vo. The ventilators in large ships, since the order for ventilat-

ing the fleet issued by the lords of the admiralty in 1756, are
fixed in the gunner's fore-store-room, and generally a-bead c.f the
sail-rocim.

VENTRILOQUISM, an art by which certain persons can so
modify tlieir voice, as to make it appear to the audience to pro-
ceed from any distance, and in any direction. Some famt traces
of this art are to be found in the writings of the ancients.

VENUE, inlaw, the neighbourhondwhence juries are to be
siniimoned for trial of causes. In local actions, as of trespass anil

ejeitment, the venue is to be from the neighbourhood of the
place, where the lands in question lie ; and in all real actions, the-

vcnue must be laid in the county where the tiling i^ for which tW
action i^ brought. But in transitory actions, for injuries that may
have happened any where, as debt, fletinue, slander, or the like,

the plaintilf may declare in what county he pleases.

VFLNUS, in mythology, the goddess of love and beauty. Ci-
cero nvntioiis two other deities of this name. Venus, styled

Urania and Celestis ; and the Venus Pandemos or Popularis, the-

wife of Vulcan, and the goddess of wanton and effeminate,

love.

Venus, in astronomy. See Astrono.my.
Venus, in zoology, a genus ot insects belonging to the order

of vermes testacea. Animal a tethys : shell bivalve ; hinge with
three tutfth near each other, one placed longitudinally, and bent
inwards. There are about 200 species.

Venus-Fly-Trap. See Dion^ia .Muscipula.
VEPRECULJi, [diminutive from viprcs, a briar or bramble ;]

the 31st order in Linnius's Fragments oi a Natural Method. See,
Botany.
VERA CRUZ, a seaport-town of N. America, in New Spain,

200 miles S. E. of Mexico. Lon. 37. 25. W. Lat. 19- 12. N.
VERAGUA, a province of New Spain, bounded on the E.

hy that of Costa Rica, on the Vi . by Panama, on the N. by Da-
rien and the Gulf of Mexico,, and on the S. by the South Sea.
It is about 125 miles long, from E. to W. and 60 broad from N.
to S. It is a mountainous barren country ; but has plenty of gold
and silver. Conception is the capital.

VERATRUM, in botariy, a genus of plants of the class poly-,

ganiia, and order moncecia : natural order Coronarii. Calyx none;
corolla six-petaled; stamina six; hermaphrodite, pistils three;

capsule many-seeded ; male, rudiment of a pistil. There are

four species.

VERB, in grammar. See Gra.mmar, and English Lan-
guage.
VERBAL FIGURES. See Oratory.
VERBASCUM, Mullein or Cow's Lungwort ; in botany,

a genus of plants of the class pentandria, and order monogynia \

natural order, Lurida-. Essential character : corolla wheel-shaped,

a little unequal ; capsule, two-celled, two-valved. .There are

ninctren species.

VICRBENA, Vervaisc ; a genus of the diandria monogynia
class and order. Natural order Personals. Corolla, funnel-

shaped, almost equal, curved ; calyx, one of the teeth truncate;
,

seeds two or four, naked, or very thinly arilled ; stamina two or

lour. There are twenty-three species.

VERBESINA, in botany, a nenus of the syngenesia polyga-

mia superflua class and order. Natural order Composite. Caiy.x

a double row ; tlorets of the ray about five; pappus awned ; re-

ceptacle chatfy. There are twelve species.

VeRD, C.\PE, a proniontorv on the W. coast of Africa, 40

miles N. W. of the mouth of thc'Cumbia. Lon. 17. 38. W. Lat.

14 45. N.
7 V£RI>
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Verd, Cape ot, Islands of, are sea'eil in the AtUtnti.:.

Ocean, alioiit 400 miles W. tit tlic Cape. Tliey are between the

13tli <iikI l9th degree of latitude; and the princijial are ten in

number, \y\ns. in a semicircle. Their names are, St. Anthony,

St. Vmceiit, St. Liiria, St. Nicholas, the Isleot Sal. PonaVisa,
Mavo, St. Jago, Fnego, and Brava.

VERDEN, a dutliy of Lower Saxony, bounded E. S. ::nd N.
by Luneiibure ;

\\'. by Bremen, about 2S miles square.

Verden, ttie capital of the above duchv, is seated on the Al-

lier, i.'6 miles S. E. of Bremen. Lon. 9. o! E. Lat. 53. 10. N.
VERDICT, the answer of a Jury made upon any cause, civil,

or criminal, committed by the court to their examination. See

Law.
VERDIGRISR, or the acctite of copper, is much used by

painters as a green colour. U is chieliy manufactured at Mont-
pelier ; the vines of Languedoc being very convenient for this

purpose.

VERDITER, or VERDATER, is a preparation of copper,

sometmies used by the painters, &c. for a blue ; but more usually

mi.\ed with a yellow for a green colour. See Colour-Mak-
ING.
VERDOY, in heraldry, denotes a bordure of a coat of arms,

charged v\ith any kind.s or parts of flowers, fruits, seeds,

plants &<".

VERDUN, a city of France, in the department of the Meuse,
and late province of Lorrain, 4'J miles S. W. of Luxemburgh,
and 1 30 E. of Paris. Lon. 5. C'S. E. Lat. 49. 9. N.
Verdun, a town of I ranee, iu the department of Upper Ga-

ronne, and late Languedoc ; 12 miles N. W. of Toulouie. Lon.
1. 20. E. Lat. 43. 54. N.
VERGE S'gnlfies the compass of the king's court, vliich

bounds the jurisdiction of the lord steward of the household, and
w'.iich is thought to have been 12 miles reund. 1 he term verge

IS also used for a stick or rod, whereby one is admitted tenant to a

copyhold-estate, by holding it in his iiand, and swearing fealiy to

the lord of the manor.

VERGERS, certain officers of the courts of the kings'-bencli

and common-pleas, whose business it is to carry white wands be-

fore the judges. They are also vergers of cathedrals, who carry

a rod tipped with silver before the bishop, dean, &c.
\'ERJUICEis obtained from grapes or apples when unfit for

wine or cyder; or from sweet ones, whilst yet acid and unripe.

Its chief use is in sauces, ragouts, &c. it is also an ingredient in

some medicinal compositions, and is used by the wax-chandlers to

purify their wax.
VERMANDOIS, a late province of France, in the late Pi-

cardy, which with thai of Soissoiuiois, now forms the department

of Aisne. It abounds in corn and flax.

VERMANTON, a town of France, in the department of

Yonne ; 12 miles N. \V. of Avalon, and 12 S. E. of Auxerre.
Lon. 3. 49. E. Lat. 47. 40. N.
VERMES, the sixth class of animals in the Linnsean System,

comprehenduig tive orders. See Natural History, and Zoo-
logy,
VERMICELLI, or VERMICHELLY, a composition of

flovir, cheese, yolks of eggs, sugar, and saffron, reduced to a

pa-te, and formed into long slender pieces like worms, by forcing

it with a piston through a number of little holes. It was (irst

brought from Italy, wliere it is in great vogue ; it is chiefly used

in soups and pottages, to provoke venery, &c.
VERMICULAK is an epithet given to any thing that bears

a resemblance to worms.
VER.Vl IFOR MIS, in anatomy, a term applied to various

pa"t- in the human body, bearing some resemblance to worms.
\'FR.MIFUGE, [from veriius and fugo, Lat.] a medicine

which expels worms from the intestines. See Medicine.
VERMILLION is a very bright and beautiful red colour,

co.nposed of quicksilver and sulphur, in great esteem among the

ancients under the name of minium ; but what goes by the name
of minium amongst us, is a preparation of lead, known also by the

name of red-lead.

VERMIN, is a collective name, including all kinds of little

a'limals and insects which are hurtful or troublesome to mankind,
beasts, or fruits, &c. as worms, lice, fleas, caterpillars, ants,

flies, &c.

VERMONT, one of the United States of North America,

bounded on the N- liy Canada ; on the E. by the Connecticut,

which divides it from New Hampshire, on llie S. by M.is-achu-

setts ; and on the W. by New York. The natural growth upon the

mountain which gives name to the state, is hemlock, pine, spruce,

and other evergreens ; hence it has always a green appearance.

It is finely watered, the boil is very teitile, and there is not a bet-

ter climate in tiie world.

VERNIER SCALE, a scale excellently adapted for the gra-

duation of mathematical instruments, thus called from its inventor

Peter Vernier, a person of distinction in the Franche Comt^,
See Nonius. Vernier's method is derived from the following

principle. If two equal right lines, or circular arcs. A, B, are so

divided, that the number of equal divisions in B is one less than

the number of equal divisions of A, then will the excess of one

division of B .-ibove one division of A be compounded of the ra-

tios of one of A to A, and ef one of B to B.

Fur let A contain 11 parts, then one of A to A, is as 1 to 11,

or — . Let B contain 10 pirts, then one of B to Bis as I to 10,

°'^
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Or if B contains n parts, and A contains n -\- 1 parts ; then —
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VERONA, a city of Italy, in the department of the Mincioj

and capital of the district, as it was of the late Veruuese, 17 miles

N. E. of Mantua, and 62 S. W. of Venice. Lon. 1 1. 24. E. Lat.

45. 26. N.
VERONESE, a late territory of Italy, bounded on the N. by

the Trentino, on the E. by the Vicentino and Paduano, on the

S. by Mantua, and on the W. by the department of Olona. It is

about 33 miles long and 27 broad, and is one of the most fertile

countries in Italy, abounding in c-orn, wine, fruits, and cat-

tle.

VERONICA, in botany, a genus-of plants of the class dias-

<lria, and order monogynia, natural order, Personatx. Corolla

four-cleft, wheel-shaped, with the lowest segment narrower: cap-

sule superior, two-celled. There are fifty-seven species.

VERSAILLES, a city of France, in the department of the

Seine and Oise, and late province of the Isle of France, 10 miles

W. S. W. of Paris. Lon. 2. 12. E. Lat. 4S. 48. N.
VERSED SINE OF AN ARCH, a segment of the diameter

of a circle, lying between the foot of a right sine, and the lower

extremity of the arch. See Trigonometry.
VERT, in heraldry, the term for a green colour. It is called

vert in the blazon of the coats of all under the degree of nobles ;

but in coats of nobility it is called emerald ; and in those of kings

veiius. In engraving it is expressed by diagonals, or lines drawn
athwart from right to left, from the dexter cliief coiiicr to the si-

nister base.

VERTEBRAE, in anatomy, the twenty-four bones of which the

spine consists, and on which the several motions of the trunk of

our bodies are performed.

VERTEX is used, in astronomy, for the point of heavar. per-

pendicularly over our heads, properly called the zenith.

VERTICAL CIRCLE, in astrooomy, a great circle of the

sphere, passing througli the zenith and nadir, and cutting the ho-

rizon at riglit angles : it is otherwise called azimuth circle. See
Astronomy.
Vertical Dial, is a sun-dial drawn on the plane of a verticil

circle, or pirpendicular to the horizon. See Dialing.
VERTICILLAT./E, a class in Ray's and Bocrhaave's Me-

thods, consisting of herbaceous vegetables, having four naked
seeds, and the flowers placed in whorls round the stalk.

VERTICILLUS, a mode of flowering, in which the flowers

are produced iu rings at each joint of the stem, with very short

fout-
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/cot-stalks. The term is exeiiiiililied in mint, Iioreliuuiid, ami

till' other plants of the natural order of Verticillata;.

^'ER^1C1TY is that property of tlie loadstone whereby it

turns ordirects itself to one particular point.

VERTIGO, [Lat.] a giddiness ; a senie of turning in the head.

See Medicine.
VERTUMNUS, in mythology, a god who presided over gar-

dans and orcliards, honouivd among the Etruscans, from whom
the worship ol this deity was (ransni.tted to the Romans.
VERVAIN, in botany. See Verbena.
VERVINS, a town of France, in the department of Aisne ;

110 mile- N.of Paris. I.on. i. 0. E. Lat. 49. 30. N.
VESiCATORIUM, .; Blister ; an application of an acrid

nature made to any part ol il.e body, in order to drav.- a (lux of

humours to that part, and thus elevate the scarf-skin into a
blister.

VESOUL, a town of France, in the department of Upper
Saone, and late province of Fratiche Comte, '22 miJKS N. of Be-
sangon, and 200 S. E. of Pans. Lon. (). S. E. La). 47. 30. N.
VESPA, the Wasp ; u ^enus of insects belonging to the order

liymenoptera. Month With two jaws without any proboscis : supe-
rior wings plaited ; eyes lunar; a sharp sting in tiie tail. There
are upwards of 200 species.

'

V. CoARCTATA, the Small Wasp ; ha? black antenns, yel-

lowish at the base : the head is black willi ;. \ellow spot between
the antenns, and another at the ba>e of the upper lip. Each seg-
ment of the abdomen is bordered with yellow. Jt is about half an
inch long. The history, as well as the manners, of this species,
are tlie same as those of the common wasp ; but their buildings
are on a different construction. Their nest is fa^^tened to the
branch of a tree witii a kmd of band ; and is in bigness from the
size of an orange to an egg. Wood reduced to a paper is the ma-
terial part of it ; ft-hich if it were of a ruddy colour, might be
take<i for a large opening rose. It is covered over with a varnish
ijnpi'netr-.ble by water.
V. Crab'i, the Hornet, has tawny antenns ; the segments

of the abdomen are -tjlack on the anterior part, and yellow on the
posterior, with two black spots on each. Its length is an inch ;

it builds in hollow trees. Its cakes or combs are composed of a
substance like coarse paper, or rusty parchment. It is very vora-
cious, devouring other msects, and even bees.
V. Vulgaris, the Common W'ajP, is well known.
y. Hols niCA is delineated in Plate CXXXVI.
VESPERS, [from vesper, Lat.] without singular, the

evening service of the Romish church.

\ ESPERTILIO, the Bat; a genus of mammalia, belonging
to the order of primates. Teeth erect, pointed, near each clher

;

the first four equal ; fore-feet with toes connected by a membrane
expanded into a kind of wings by which the creature is enabled to
fly. There are 25 species.

V. MuRisus, CoM.MoN Bat, has a tail: the lips and nose are
simple; and the ears are smaller than the head. It inhabits
Europe, and is found in Britain, This animal Hies only during the
night, living chieHy on moths: when, it lij^hts on the ground it is

unable to rise again till it has crawlnl to some height : it remains
torpid during winter, revives in the beginning of the spring, and
conies abroad iii the dusk of the eveniiig. Tliis species is two
inches and a half long, when full gro-vn, and about nine inches
in extent; the fur is of a mouse-colour, trimmed with reddish;
it generally skims near the ground, with an lu^even jerking flight

;

and often seeking for gnats and other aquatic insects, tlies close
by the surface of water. They breed in summer, and are preyed
on by owls. Bats are very voracious, if proper food is to be had ;

and thougli moths and other insects be their natural and common
<^ood, yet if flesh, whether raw or roasted, fresh or corrupted,
comes ill their way, they devour it with greediness. In this

country they appear early in spring, flying about only in the even-
ings ; but are sometimes roused from their torpidity by a warm
day or two during \unter, and will then venture out inquest of
food, but recoiiinience their state of hybernation whenever the
cold returns. They retire at the end of summer into caves,
ruined houses, or the roofs and eaves of houses, where they re-

main uispended by the hind legs, and enveloped in their wings,
^eneiaily in large numbers.

Y. SpECTRUja, or Spectre, with a long nosej large teeth;

long, broad, and upright ears : at the end of the nose a
long conic erect membrane, bending at the end, and flexi-

ble: hair on the body cinereous, and pretty long : wings full of
ramilied fibres ; the membrane extends from hind leg to hind leg

;

no tail ; but from the rump extend three tendons ; terminating at

the edge ot the membrane. By Seba's figure the extent of the

wings are two feet two inches ; from the end of the nose to the

rump, 7^- inches. They inhabit Soutli America; live in the palm-
trees ; grow very fat ; called vampyre, by M. de Buti'on, who
supposes it to be the species that suck human blood.

V. Vampyrus, the Vampire, orTiRNATE Bat, with large

(a line teeth; four cutting teeth above, the same below; sharp

black nose ; large naked ears ; the tongue is pointed, terminated

by sharp aculeated papillx ; talons very crooked, strong, and
compressed sidewise ; no tail ; the meinbrane divided behind
quite to the rump; head of a dark feiruginous colour; on the

neck, shoulder, and under side, of a much lighter and brightci:

red; on the back the hair shorter, dusky, and smooth: the mem-
branes of the wings du^ky. They vary in colour; some being

entirely of a reddish brown, others dusky. These monsters in-

habit Guinea, Madagascar, and all tlie islands from thence to the

remotest in the Indian Ocean. They fly in flocks, and perfectly

obscure the air with their numbers; they begin their flight fron>

one neighbouring island to another immediately on sun-set, ami
return in clouds from the time it is light till sun-rise. They liie

on fruits ; and are so fond of the juice of the palm-tree, that they
will intoxicate themselves with it till they drop on the ground.

VESPUTIUS. Americus, a native of Florence, who in 1497
made a voyage of discovery from Spain, by order of Ferdinand
king of Castile. He tliscovered land about 1000 leagues W. of

the Canaries, where he found signs of gold, and brought back
some of the natives. In I4y9 he sailed again Irom Cadiz, and
discovered what he conjectured to be a continent in five degrees
oi south latitude. He made two other voyages in tlie service of

Emmanuel king of Poitusal, and made some discoveries on the

coast of Africa, but his accounts are very imperfect. It .^, how-
ever, very extraordinary, that so vast a continent as the western

world should be called after this adventurep's name instead of that

of ('olumbus.
VESSEL, is a general name given to the difTerent sorts of ships,

which are navigated on the ocean, or in canals and rivers. It is,

however, more particularly applied to those of the smallest kind,

lumished with one or two masts. See Ship.
VESTA, in Pagan worship, the goddess of fire, was the daugh--

ter of Saturn and Cybele, and the sister of C^eres. She was so

much in love with chastity, that on Jupiter's ascending the throne,

and ofTering to grant whatever she asked, she only desired the

preservation of her virginity, which she obtained.—Vesta was not

represented in her temple by any image.
Vesta, one of the sm.U planetary bodies discovered lately to

revolve between the planets Mars and Jupiter. See Astronomy.
N'ESTALS, among the ancient Romans, were priestesses of the

goddess Vesta, and had the perpetual fire committed to their

cl/arge : they were at first only four in number, but afterwards in-

( reased to six ; and it does not appear that their number ever ex-

ceeded six, among whom was one superior to the rest, and called

vestalis maxima. 1 he vestals were chosen from six to ten years

of age, and obliged to strict continency for 30 years.

VESTALIA, in Roman antiquity, a festival celebrated in

honour of the goddess Vesta, on the Jth of the ides of June,

i. c. on the 9th of the month.
'

VESTIBLE, [yestibulum, Lat.] in architecture, a kind of

entrance into a large building ; being an open place before the

hall, or at the bottom of the stair-case. See Architecture.
N'ESTIGIA, a Latin term frequently used by English wTiters,

for the (races or foot-steps which any thing has left beliind it.

VESTRY, a place adjoinmg to a church, where the vestments

of the minister are kept ; and also a meeting at such place, con-

sisting of the minister, church-wardens, and chief men of most

parishes, who make a parish-vestry or meeting.

Vestry, a meeting consisting of the minister, church-wardens,

and chief men of most parishes, who make a parish-vestry. By
custom there are select vestries, being a certain number of persons

chosen to have the government of the parish, make rates, and take

the accounts of church-wardens, &c.
VESUVIUS.
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\'ESUVIUS, a celebrated volcano ot" Italy, six mik-s E. of

Naples. Tnis mountain has two tops ; one ot which only goes by
the name of Vesuvius, the other being now called Somma ; but

Sir William Hamilton is of opinion, that the latter is what the

ancients called Vesuvius. Tlie perpendicular height of Vesuvius
is only 3700 feet, though the ascent from the foot to the top is

three Ftalian miles. One side of the mountain is well cultivated
• and fertile, producing great plenty of vines ; but the south and
west sides are entirclv covered with cinders and ashes; while a

sulphureous smoke constantly issues from the top, sometimes at-

tended with the most violent explosions of stones, the emission

bf great streams of lava, and all tlie other attendants of a most
formidable volcano. The first of these eruptions lecorded in

history took place in the year 79 ; at which time the two cities of

Pompeii and Herculaneum were entirely buried under the stones

and ashes thrown out. Incredible mischief was also done to the

neighbouring country, and numbers of people lost their lives,

among whom was Pluiy the rider. It is the opinion of the best

judges, however, that this eruption was by no means the first that

had ever happened. The very streets of those cities which were
at that time overwhelmed are said to be partly paved with lava.

Since that time 30 ditierent eruptions have been lecorded, some
of which have been extremely violent.

VETCH, in botany. See Vicia, and Husbandry.
VETERINARY ART, [from Tectu7n, of vtlio, to carry,] a

term formerly applied to the care of animals which carrv, or of

beasts of burden. It now more particularly denotes Farriery,
which see.

VEVAY, a town of the Helvetic republic, in Berne, near the

lake of Geneva, 10 miles E. of Lausanne.
VEXILL.A.RII, in antiquity, signals. See Sigxal.
VEXILLUM, in botany, the upper petal of a pea-bloom, or

butterfly-shaped fiower, which is generally larger than any of the

others.

VEXOE, an island of Denmark, on the N. coast, of Laland.
Lon. 11. 41. E. Lat. 54.28. N.
VIALES, in mythology, a name given among the Romans

to the gods who had the care and guard of the roads and high-

ways.

VIATICUM, in Roman antiquity, an appellation given to all

officers of any of the magistrates ; as lictors, accensi, scribes,

criers.

VIATKA, the capital ef Viatskoe ; 624 miles E. of Peters-

burg, and 440 E. N. E. of Moskow.
VIATSKOE, a government of Russia; bounded N. by Vo-

logdskoe, E. by Permskoe, S. by Uphinskoe, and Kazanskof ;

and W. by Kostromskoe ; 260 miles long, and from 80 to 180

broad.

VIBEX, is sometimes used, by physicians, for a black and
blue spot in the skin occasioned by an afHux or extravasation

of blood.

VIBORG, an ancient city of Denmark, in N. Jutland ; two
miles in circuit, six miles N. of Hamburg. Lon. 9. 18. E. Lat.

36. 32. N.
ViBORG, a sea-port of Russia, on the gulf of Finland. 68

miles N. W. of Petersburg.

VIBORSKOI, a province of Russia, bounded N. and W. by
Finland ; S. by the Gulf and Petersburg, and E.' by lake Ladoga,
and Olonetz.

VIBRATION, in mechanics, a regular, reciprocal motion of

a body, as a pendulum. See MtcHANics, and Pknduli'm.
VIBRIO, ill natural history, a genus of the vermes infusoria

class and order. Worm invisible to the naked eye, very simple,

round, elongated. There are twenty species, described by
Adams, and other authors on the microscope.

VIBURNUM, Laurustinus; in botany, a genus of the pen-

tandria trigynia class and order. Natural order, Dumosa;. Calyx
five-parted, superior; corolla five-cleft ; berry one-seeded. There
are 23 species.

VICA POTA, a goddess at Rome, who presided over
TJctorv.

VICAR, a person appointed as deputy to another, to perform

his functions in his absence, and under his authority.

Vicar, in the canon-law, denotes a priest ot a parish, the pre-

dial tithes whereof arc impropriated or appropriated ; that is, be-

•vou IV.—NO. 2 13.

long either to a chapter, relioious-house, &:c. or to a layman who
receives them, and only allows the vicar the small tithes, or a

convenient salary. See Parson.
VICE, in ethics, is ordinanly defined an elective habit, denot-

ing either an excess or defect from the just medium wherein virtue

is placed.

Vice, in smithery and other arts conversant in metals, a ma-
chine or instrument serving to hold fast any thing they are at work
upon, whether it is to be beat, filed, or nvetted.

Vice is also used in the composition of divers words to denote

the relation of soniething that comes instead or in the place of

another ; as vice-admiral, vice-chancellor, &c. are officers who
lake place in the absence of admirals, &c.
VICENTINO, orVlCENZA, a province of Italy, bounded

on the N. by the Tirolese, E. by Bassano, S. by Paduano, W.
by the late V'eronesp, now in the department of the Mincio. It

is 40 miles long, and 30 broad. It is partly hilly, partly flat; but
very fertile in corn, fruit, and mulberry-trees; 200 lb. of silk

are made annually, sheep and black cattle are numerous.
Vif. ENZA, the capital of Vicentino, 13 miles W. of Padua, 31

W. of Venice, and 135 N. of Rome. Lon. 11. 43. E. Lat.

45. 26. N.
VICHI, a town of France, in the department of Allier, on

the Allier, famous for its mineral-springs. It is 180 miles S. by
E of Paris.

VICHO, a town of Naples, on the coast, almost destroyed

bv an earthquake, in I6y4.

yiCHY. SeeVicHi.
VICIA, in botany, a genus of plants of the class diadelphia,

and Older decandria ; natural order, Papilionacez. Stigma bearded
transversely on the lower side. There are 25 species.

VICISSITUDE, the regular succession of one thing after

another ; as the vicissitude of day and night, of the seasons, &c.
VICINAGE. In law, common of vicinage, is, where the in-

habitants of two townships, which lie contiguous, have usually

intercommoned with one another, the beasts of the one straying

mutually into the other's fields without any molestation from

either.

VICTORY, in mythology, is represented by Hesiod as the

daughter of Styx and Pallas, and Vario calls her the daughter

of heaven and earth. The Romans erected a temple to her,

where they prayed for success to their arms.

Victory, Cape, is the N. W. point of the Straits of Magellan,

at the opening into the South Pacific Ocean. Lon. 76. 40. W.
Lat. 52. 15. S.

VlENN-\, the capital of the circle of Austria, in Germany,
and of the whole Austrian empire. The city is not of very great

extent, but is strongly fortified. The streets, in general, are

narrow, and the houses built higii. Some of the public buildings

are magnificent. The chief of them are the imperial palace, the

library, and the museum ; the palaces of the princes Lichenstein,

Eugene, &c. It is sealed at the place where the river Vien or

Wien falls into the Danube, 30 miles W. of Presburgh, 350

N. N. E. of Rome, 520 S. E. by E. of Amsterdam, 565 E. of

Paris, and 680 E. S. E. of London. Lon. 16. 28. E. Lat.

48. 13. N.
VIENNE, a department of France, bounded on the N. and

N. E. by that of Indre and Loire, on the E. by that of Indre,

on the S. by those of Charente and Upper Vienne, and on the

W. by the department of the Two Sevres. It comprehends a
part of the late province of Poitou, and is about 65 miles long,

and 38 broad at a medium. Poitiers is the capital.

Vienne, Upper, a department of France, bounded on the N.
by those of Vienne and Indre, on the E. and S. E. by the de-

partment of Creuse, on the S. W. by that of Dordogne, and oa
the W. by that of Charente. It contains the late province of

Limosin ; and is about 55 miles long from N. to S. and from 25

to 43 broad. Limoges is the chief city.

VI ETA, Francis, a mathematician, born at Fontenay in 1540.

He was the first who used letters in algebra to designate known
quantities. He also made corrections on the calendar, and im-

urovements in geometry. He died in 1603. His works were

published, Paris, l6-i6, 1 vol. folio.

VI ET ARMIS, [Lat.] with force and arms, in law, are words

used in indictments, declarations, &c. toexptesslhecnarge of forcible
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and violent commitling any crime or trespass ; but on appeal of

death, on killing witli a weapon, the words vi et arniis are not

necessary, because they are Implied ; so in an indictment of forci-

ble enti-)' alleged to have been made maim forti, &c.
VIEW, in law, signifies the particular act of viewers ; as where

a real action is brought, and the tenant does not ceriainly know
what land it is the defendant requires ; then he may pray tliat the

jury may view the same, ihat is to say, see the land that is

claimed. But it is held, that in all cases of viewing, tlie thing in

controversy is only to be shewn to the jurors, and no evidence

can be given relating to it on either side : and here if waste be

alledged to be done in every room of a iiouse, the view of the

house generally is sufficient.

VIGIL, in church-history, is the eve or next day before any
solemn feast : because then Christians were wont to watch, fast,

and pray, in their churches.

VisiLS OF Pla.vts, a term under which botanists comprehend
the precise time of the day in which the flowers of different plants

open, expand, and shut. All plants wliich liower the same day,

in the same place, do not open and shut precisely at the same
hour. Some open in the morning, as the lip flowers, and com-
pound flowers with flat spreading petals ; others at noon, as the

mallows ; and the third set*in the evening, or after sun-set, as

some geraniums and opuntias : the hour of shutting is equally de-

termined. Of those which open in the morning, some shut soon
after, while others remain expanded till night. Tlie hours of

opening, like the time of flowering, seem to vary, according to

the species of the plant, the temperature of the climate, and that

of the season.

VIGO, a sea-port-town of Spain, in Galicia. Lon. 8. 21. W.
Lat. 42. 3. N.
VILLA VICIOSA, a large towi, of Portugal, in Alentejo,

83 miles S. E. of Lisbon. Lon. 7. 16. W. Lat. 38. 36. N.
VILLAIN, or VILLEIN, in our ancient customs, denotes a

man of servile or base condition, viz. a bond-man or servant.

VILLE FRANCHE, a town in the department of (he Eastern
Pyrenees on the Tet, 300 miles S. of Paris. Lon. 2. 23. E. Lat.

42. 25. N.
VILLENAGE, in law. The folk-land or estates held in vil-

lenage, was a species of tenure not strictly feodal, Norman, or

Saxon ; but mixed and compounded of them all ; and which also,

on account of the heriots that usually attend it, may seem to have
somewhat Danish in its composition. Under the Saxon Govern-
ment there were, as Sir William Temple speaks, a sort of people
in a condition of downright servitude, used and emploved in the
most servile works, and belonging both they, theii children, and
effects, to the lord of the soil, like the rest of the cattle or stock
upon it. These seem to have been those who held what was called
the folkland, from which they were removable at the lord's

pleasure. On the arrival of the Normans here, it seems not im-
probable, that they, who were strangers to any other than a feodal
state, might give some sparks of enfranchisement to such wretched
persons as fell to their share, by admitting them, as well as others,
to the oath of fealty ; which conferred a right of protection, and
raised the tenant to a kind of estate superior to downright slavery,
but inferior to every other condition. This they called villenage,
and the tenants villeins. These villeins, belonging principally
to the lords of manors, were either villeins regardant, that is, an-
nexed to the manor or land ; or else they were in gross, or at large,
that is, annexed to the person of the lord, and transferable by deed
from one owner to another. They could not leave their lord with-
out his permission ; but, if they ran away, or were purloined from
him, niiglit be claimed and recovered by action, like beasts or
other chattels.

VILLI EUS, George, D. of Buckingham, was born at
Brookesby, 159-'. He became a very great favourite of James I.

who advanced him to his dignity of duke, and made him a knight of
the garter, lord high admiral, and master of the horse, and gave
him the disposal of all places in church and state. He retained
the same place in the favour of Charles I. but the people detested
him. He took the command of an expedition for the relief of
Rochelle, instead of which he made a descent on the isle of RhLS
and lost the greater part of his troops. A new expedition vvas

planned, but he was stabbed by a lieut. Felton, when at Portsmouth
ready to embark, 23d Aug. 1628.

\'ILVORDE, a town of France, in the department of llic

Dyle, and late province of Austrian Brabant : seven miles N. E>
of Brussels. Lon. 4. 31. E. Lat. 50. 56. N.
VINCA, Periwinkle ; in botany, a genus of the pentandri*

monogynia class and order. Natural order, Conlortie. Contorted;
follicles two, erect ; seeds naked. There are five, species.

VINCENT, St. one of the Cape de Verd islands. It is un-
mhabUed, but on the N. W. side is a bay where ships find wood,
water, and turtle. There is plenty of salt])etre.

Vincent, St. the most southernly captainship of Brazil. Lon.
45. 10. W. Lat. 23. 40. S.

Vincent, St. a town on the coast of Brazil in Amiaz island, ia

the bay of All Saints. Lon. 46. 30. W. Lat 24. 15. S.

Vincent, St. one of the windward Caribbee islands. It lies be-

tween Lon. 61. 10. and 01. 18. W. and between Lat. 13.5. and
13. 19. N. about 60 miles W. of Barbadoes.

Vincent, Thomas, a divine who continued to preach regularly

during tiie plague. He died in 1671. He wrote " God's terri-

ble Voice in the City by Piague and Fire."

VINCI, Leonard, Da, was born in the castle of Vinci near

Florence in 1445. Verochio was his master, whom he soon e.^-

celled, as he did all the painters of his ti.me. At Milan he founded
his celebrated school of painting. He was also an excellent archi-

tect, and constructed the famous aqueduct, which supplies Milan
with Water. From tliat place he went to Florence, where he
laboured with Michael Angelo, in ornamenting the grand council-

cliamber. At the invitation of Francis I. he visited the French
court, where he died in the arms of thaf monarch, in 1520. He
composed a great number of discourses on curious subjects; but

none of them was published but his treatise on the Art of Painting.

VINCL'LUM, in algebra, a mark or character, either drawn
over, or including, or some other way accompanying, a factor,

divisor, dividend, &c. when it is compounded of several letters,

quantities, or terms, to connect them together as one quantity, ar.d

shew that they are to be multiplied, or divided, &c. together

Vieta first used the bar or line over the quantities, for a vinculum"

thus a-\-b; and Albert Girard the parenthesis, thus (a-j-i;) the

former way being now chiefly used by tlie English, and the latter

by most other Europeans. Thus o+6 x c, or (a+i) X c, denotes
the product of c and the sum a-\-b considered as one quantity.

See Algebra.
VIN E, in botany. See Vitis.

VIN EGAR, an agreeable, pungent acid, which is obtained by a
particular process from wine cyder, beer, or other fermented liquors.

II'ine- Tinegar:— Let any quantity of vinous liquor be mixed
with its own lees or feres, or with the acid and austere stalks of the

vegetable from which wine was prepared. Tiie svhole must be
frequently stirred, and either exposed to the sun, or deposited in a
waini place; after standing a few days, it will ferment, become
sour; and, in a fortnight, jt will be converted into vinegar. Such
is the usual manner of producing this acid ; which is frequently

rectified by distillation, when it is known under the name of dis-

tilled vinegar. Cydtr-vincgax, may be made by fermenting new cy-

der with themust of apples, ina warnvroom, orin the open air,where

it should be exposed to the sun ; and, in the course of a week or9 days,

it will be fit for u>.e. Another method of preparing vinegar, is that

published by M. Heber: it consists in exposing a mixture of 73
parts of water, and four of rectified malt-spirit, in a temperature of

trom 70 to 8U° of Fahrenheit, for about two nionths ; at the expi-

ration of whicli the acetous process will be completed. A. cheaper,

though more tedious mode, is that of dissolving 2lbs. of molasses

in nine f[u.Trts of boiling water ; this solution must be poured into

a vessel containing a large quantity of cowslips ; and, when the

mixture becomes cool, a gill of yeast should be added. The whole
is then to be exposed to the rays of the sun ; at the end of three

months, it may be bottled for use, and will be of peculiar service

in pickling. Yarra^'OK-w/if^flr is manufactured, by infusing lib. of

the leaves of that vegetable (which have been gathered a short

time before it flowers) in one gallon of the be.st vinegar, for the

space of 1 4 days ; when it should be strained through a flannel-

bag ; and a drachm of isinglass, dissolved in cyder, must then be

added ; the whole must be carefully mixed, and decanted into bottles

for a month. Thus, the liquor will acquirea most exquisite flavour;

it will become remarkably fine, and almost colourless. The uti-

lily
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lity of vinegar, as a condinipiit for preserving and seasoning both

animal and vegetable food, renders it nnnecessary to state the

various articles in which it may be used with advantage; we shall,

therefore, only add, that it affords an agreeable beverage, when
combined with water, in the proportion of a table-spoon tu I of the

former, to half a pint of the latter. Farther, it is a medicine of con-
siderable efficacy in iiydrophobia, as well as in inflammatory and
putrid diseases, wliether taken internally, or applied exteiMially

to the nostrils, or by way of fomentations. Relief has, likewise,

been frequently obtained in hypochondriacal, and hysteric alTec-

tions, in vomiting, fainting, and hiccough, by the application of

vinegar to the mouth. If this fluid be poured inf* vessels, and
placed over the gentle heat of a lamp, in the apartments of the sick.

It gr'atly contributes to d.sperse foul or mephitic vapours, and
consequently to purify the air. Lastly, there is a method of pro-

curing a very powerful essence of vinegar ; which, however, can
be practised only during the intense frosts of winter ; it simply con-
sists in exposing this liquor i:i basons, or other shallow vessels,

when the watery parts are converted into ice ; but the spirituous

or acetous basis remains in a tiiiid state ; so that, by lepeated e.x-

posin'e, on-^ pint of strong vinegar will, in very cold seasons, be
reduced to about a table-spoonful of the essence. This preparation

possesses a fine fiavour, and a pungent, almost corrosive, taste ;

hence it forms an excellent spice or sauce to fish in general, but

particularly to lobsters and oysters.

VIOL, a musical instrument of the same form with the Tiolin,

and like that, struck with a bow. See Musrc.
VIOLA, in botany, a genus of plants of the class syngenesia, and

order monogynia ; natural order, C'ampanacea;. Caljx five-leaved;

corolla five-petaled, irregular, with a nectarium behind, horn-
shaped ; capsule above the germen, one-celled, three-valved.

There are 43 species.

VIOLIN, or PIDDLE, a musical instrument m'ounted with

four strings or guts, and struck or played with a bow.
VIOLONCELLO, of the Italians, is i)roperly our fifth violin

;

which is a lit\le bass-violin half the size of the common bass-

violin, and the strings bigger and longer in proportion : conse-

quently its sound Is an octave lower than our bass-violin ; which
has a noble effect in concerts.

VIPER, in zoology. See Coluber, Poison, and Serpent.
Viper's Bugloss. See Echium.
VI RECTA, in botany, a genus of plants of the class pentandria,

and order monogynia. Calyx five-toothed, with teeth interposed
;

corolla funnel-form ; stigrtia two-parted ; capsule one-celled,

many-seeded, inferior. There are tv.o species, viz. V. biflora,

two-flowered virecta: and V. pratensis.

VIRGIL, or PUBLIUSVIRGILIUS MARO, prince of the

Latin poets, was born at Andes, near Mantua, about 70 years

B. C. His first years were spent at Cremona, whence he removed
to Rome, when his country was partitioned out among the soldiers

after the battle of Philippi. There, by means of his friend Mjece-
nas, he was introduced to Augustus, who restored to him his estate.

On this occasion he wrote his 1st Eclogue ; and on completing
the Bucolics, he wrote the Georgics. After these were finished,

and had been read by Augustus, he began the iEneid, at the re-

quest of the emperor. The poet was engaged 1 1 years on this im-

moTtal work, but died without revising it, at Brundusium, B. C.
19, iu the 53d year of his age. He leit the greatest part of his

property to Maecenas, Tucca, and Augustus. His remains were
interred on a spot in the road leading from Naples to Puteoli. He
was of a remarkably timorous disposition. The best edits, of Vir-

gil, are Baskerville's 4to. Birmingh. 1757; the variorum, 8vo,
1661 ; and Glasgow lOmo, 1758. This poet has been well trans-

lated into English by Dryden, Pitt, and Warton.
VIRGIN GORDA, one of the principal of the Virgin islands,

12 miles E. of Tortula, and about 13 miles in length.

Virgin Islands, a group of small islands in the West Indies,

E. of Porto Rico, in Lon. 63. 0. W. Lat. IS. 20. N.
Virgin Mary, Cape of, the N. E. point of the entrance of

the straits of Magellan. Lon. 67. 54.- W. Lat. 52. .12. S.

VIRGINIA, one of the United States of North America, is

bounded on the east by the Atlantic Ocean, on the north by Penn-
sylvania and the river Ohio, on the west by the Missi'^sippi, on the
south by North Carolina. The principal rivers in Virginia are,

Roanoke, James river, which receives the Rivannai Appaniattox,

Chickahominy, Nanseinond, and Elizabeth rivers ; York river

which is iormed by tlie junction of Pamunky and Mattapony
livers ; Rappahannok, and Patomak. The whole country before

it was planted, was one continued forest interspersed with marshes,

which in the West Indies they call swamps. No country now
produces greater quantities of excellent tobacco: and the soil is

generally so sandy and shallow, that after they ha.ve cleared a fresh

piece of ground out of the woods, it will not bear tobacco after

two or three years, unless cow-penned and well dunged. Caves
have been discovered among the mountains, whidi yield so much
saltpetre, that 500,000 pounds might be collected annually. Tlie
forests yield oaks, poplars, pines, cedars, cypresses, sweet myrtles;

chesnuts, hickery, live oak, walnut, dog-wood, alder, hazel, chin-

kapins, locust-trees, sassafras, elm, ash, beech, with a great variety

of sweet gums and incense, wljic!< distil from several trees ; pitch,

tar, rosin, turpentine, plank-timber, masts, and yards. Virginia

yields also rice, hemp, Indian corn, plenty of pasture, with coal,

quarries of stone, and lead and iron ore.

VIRGO, in astronomy, oneof the signs or constellations of the

zodiac. See Astronomy.
VIRTUAL, or POTENTIAL, something that has a power

or virtue of acting or doing. The term is chiefly understood of

something that acts by a secret invisible cause, in opposition to ac-

tual and sensible.

Virtual Focus, or Point of Divergence in a: Concavi
Glass, is the point E in fig. 1, Plate CLIX. Let the concavity
of the glass be ABC, and its axis DE : Let FG be a ray of light

falling on the glass, parallel to the axis DE ; and let D be the cen-
tre of the arch ABC. This ray FG, after it has passed the glass,

at its emersion at G will not proceed directly to H, but be refract-

ed from the perpendicular DG, and will become the ray GK ;

draw directly GK, so as that it may cross the axis in E, so found.

Mr. Molyneux calls it the virtual focus, or point of diver-

gence. See Optics.
VIRTUE, in ethics, a term used in %'arious significations. la

general it denotes power, or the perfection of any thing, whe-
ther natural or supernatural, animate ov inanimate, essential or

accessory. But, in its more proper or restrained sense, virtue sig-

nifies a habit, which improves and perfects the [possessor and his ac-

tions. See Moral Philosophy.
VIRULENT, a term applied to any thing that yields a virus ;

that is, a contagious or malignant pus.

VIS INERII/E. See Mechanics, and Physics.
VISCERA, in anatomy, a term signilying tlie same with en-

trails; iBcluding the heart, liver, lungs, spleen, intestines, and
other inw.rd parts of the bodv. See Anatomy.
VISCIDITY, or VISCOSITY, the quality of something that

is viscid or viscous ; that is, glutinous and sticky like birdlime,

which the Latins call by the name of viscus.

VISCOUNT \_('ice Comes, Lat.] was anciently an officer under

an earl, to whom, during his attendance at court, he acted as

deputy to look after the affairs of the country. Now a viscount

is created by patent as an earl is; his title is Right Honourable;
his mantle is two doublings and a half of plain fur ; and his coro-

net has only a row of pearrS close to the circle.

VISCUM, in botany, a genus of plants of the class dioecia, and
order tetrandria, natural ouTer, Aggregata*. Male, calyx four-

parted : corolla none; filaments none ; anthers fastened 'o the calyx ;

female, calyx four-leaved; superior; corolla ncne; style none;

berry one-seeded ; seed cord;>te. There are twelve species.

VISHNOU, that person in the triad of the Bramins who is con-

sidered as the preserver of the universe. Brahma is the creator

and Siva the destroyer; and these two, with Vishnou, united in

some inexplicable manner, constitute Brahme, or the supreme god
of the Hindoos.

VISIAPOOR, a town of Hindoostan, capital of a province so

named ; 306 miles N. of Seringapatam.

VISIER, an off.cer or dignitary in the Ottoman empire, whereof

there are two kinds; one called by the Turks Vizier-azom, that is,

" grand visier," is the prime minister of state in the whole en^-

pire.

VISION, [visio, Lat.] in optics, the act of seeing or perceiving

external objects, by means of the organ of sight, the eye. See

Anatomy. Such is the substance and form of the humours of the

eye, when lodged ia their proper receptacles, that rays of light, in

pausing
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passing through (hem, are atTpctcd in like maimer as in passing

through a convex lens; and therefore, to understand perfectly the

nature of vision, we must first be acquainted with the doctrine ol

light and lenses. See Optics. Now as the several pencils of rays

Howing from the distinct points in the surface of an object placed

before a lens are collected into so many poi/its at a certain dis-

tance, on the other side of the lens, and form an image there, when
received upon white paper ; so pencils of rays proceeding from an

object placed before the eye, at a proper rtislance from it, and
being refracted in p?.ssing through the humours of it, are collecte(:

into their respective foci upon the retina, where they form a repre-

sentation of that object; and by their impulses upon the tender

nerves of the retina an idea of the object is excited in the mind.

See Refraction, and Optics. Vision is distinguished into bright

and obscure, distinct and confused. It is said to be bright, when
a sufiicient number of rays enter the pupil at the same time ; and
obscure, when too few; it is called distinct, when each pencil of

rays is collected into a focus, e.Nactly upon the rfetina ; and con-

fused, when they meet before they come at it, or when they

would pass it before they meet. Now since parallel rays only have
their focus upon, or meet in, the retina, they alone ran paint

there a distinct image of an object. If, therefore, the object

be so near, that the rays from any particular point come diverg-

ing to the pupil, they will necessarily require a greater focal dis-

tance than the retina, or bottom of the eye ; whence the rays not

being united upon the retina, that point cannot be there distinctly

represented, but will appear confused: thus, A15, AB, (Plate

CLXXX. fig. 1,) are two parallel rays falling upon the pupil of

the eye; and CB, CB, two other rays, which, though really di-

Terging, yet, by reason of the remoteness of the point C, whence
they proceed, will at the entrance of the eye be so nearly coinci-

dent with the parallel rays, as to have nearly the same focal point

on the retina, so that the point C will there be distinctly repre-

«ented by c. But if any other point E, be viewed very near the
eye, so that the angles EBA, which they contain with the parallel

rays, be very considerable, they will, after refraction, tend to-

wards the point/, in the axis of the eye produced, and upon the
letina will represent only a circular indisdnct area ; like that at e,

whose breadth is equal to ah, the distance of the rays upon the

retina. The same point at D, will not be quite so much dilated
;

as the rays DB, DB, have a less degree of divergence. It is

found by experience, that the nearest limit of distinct vision is

about six inches froni t!ie eye ; for if a book be held nearer to the
eye than that, the letters and lines will immediately become con-
fused and indistinct. Now this cause of indistinct vision may be
in some measure remedied, by lessening the pupils, which we na-
turally do in looking at near objects, by contracting the annular
fibres of the uvea ; and artificially, by looking tlirough a small
hole made with a pin in a card, &c. for then a small print may be
read much nearer than otherwise: the reason is plain, for tlie less

the diameter of the aperture or pupil BB, the less will tlie rays
diverge in coming from D or E, or the more nearly will they co-
incide with parallel rays. Besides, the contraction of the pupil,
nature has furnished the eye with a faculty of adapting the confor-
mation of the several parts to the respective positions of objects,
as they are nigh or more remote ; for this purpose, the cornea is

•of an elastic yielding substance, and the crystalline is inclosed
with a little water in its capsula, that by the contraction and re-

laxation of the ciliary ligament, the convexity of both the surfaces
of the capsula may be a little altered, and perhaps the position of
the crystalline ; by which means the distance from the retina may
be fitted and adjusted to nigh objects, so as to have their images
very distinctly formed upon the retina. Nigh objects only have
been mentioned (by which are meant such as are near the limit of
distinct vision, as between six and a hundred inches distance) be-
cause objects more remote require scarcely any change of the con-
formation of the eye ; the focal distance in them varying so very
little. Thu'!, suppose all the refraction of the eye were equivalent
to that of a double and equally convex lens, whose radius r =

j

jnch; if then the object were 10 inches distant, or d= 10, w,.

-should have the focal distance j= = -^=o 11111- and
a — r "

if anoiher object be distaHt 100 inches, then d=:iQO, and/—

-T-—• = -4^=0.10101. The difference between these two

focal distances is 0.0101, viz. the hundredth part of an inch, which
the eye can easily provide against. If we go beyond this, siip-

dr
pose to an object 1600 inches distant, we have /= --3 =
0. 1001001, which is only the thousandth part of an inch less than
the former, and is therelore inconsiderable. Now rays proceeding
from any poii\t more than six inches distant from the eye, will,

when they enter the pupil, be vcy nearly coincident with parallel

rays ; and tlierefore, to a sound eye, <listinct vision cannot be
effected at less than six or eight inches distance, as may be found
by any one who will make the experiment. Six inches, therefore,

constitutes the limit of distinct vision, for near objects ; we shall

now consider the limit for remote objects : for objects may ap-

pear indistinct and confused, by being removed too far from the

eye, as well as when they are too near it. And in this case we
find objects will appear distinct so long as their parts are separate

and distinct in the image formed on the retina ; and those parts

will be separate so long as the axes of the pencils of rays, which
paint them, are separate at their incidence on the retina ; that is,

so long as the angle they contain is not less than one-tenth of a de-

gree ; for it is found, by experience, that objects and their parts

become indistinct, when the angle they subtend at the pupil of

the eye is less than that quantity. Thus, suppose OB, (fig. 2,) to

be a circle of one-tenth of an inch in diameter, it will appear dis-

tinct with its central spot, till you recede to the distance of six

feet from it, and then it becomes confused ; and if it be one-

fifth of an inch, it will begin to be confused at twelve feet distance,

and so on ; in which cases the angle subtended at the eye, viz.

OAB, is about one-tenth of a degree, or six minutes. And thus

all objects, as they are bigger, appear distinct at a greater dis-

tance ; a small print will become confused at a less distance than

a larger ; and in a map of England, the names of places in small

letters become first indistinct, where those in capitals are very

plain and legible ; at a great distance these become confused,

while the several counties appear well defined to a much greater

distance; these also at last become so indistinct as not to be
known one from anotlier, when at the same time the whole island

preserves ils form very distinctly, to a very great distance ; which

may be so fat increased, that it also, at last, will appear but a confus-

ed and unmeaning spot. We have seen the causes of indistinct vi-

sion in the objects, and shall now inquire what may produce the

same in the eye itself. And first it is to be observed, that there is

a proper degree of convexity in the cornea KPL, (fig. 3,) and

crystalline .ST, for converging parallel rays to a focus on tlie bot-

tom of the eye, in a sound state : hence every distant object OB,
will have its image IM, accurately depicted on the retina, and by
that means produce distinct vision. But if tlie cornea KPL,
(fig. 4,) or crystalline ST, or both, should chance to be a little

more convex than just, it will cause the pencil of rays oCn, which

comes to the pupil 00, from any point C in the object OB, to

unite in a focus before they arrive at the retina in the bottom of

the eye ; the image IM, of the object OB, will be formed ir. the

body of the vitreous humour, and will therefore be very confused

and indistinct on the retina at im. A person having such an eye,

is called myops, in allusion to the eye of a mouse, by reason of its

great convexity. To remedy this defect of the eye, a concave

lens EF, is applied before it ; for by this means the rays Ca, Qb,

which fall diverging on the lens, will, after retlection through it,

be made to proceed still more diverging, viz. in the directions at,

br, (instead of ao, bo,) as if they came from the point c, instead of

C. Hence it follows, that since the rays are made to fall with

greater divergence upon the eye, they will require a greater focal

distance to be united in the axis ; and, consequently, the focus

may be made to fall very nicely on the retina, by using a lens EF,
of a proper degree of concavity ; so that distinct vision will be

flfected, in the same manner as in an eye of a just conformation.

Since the point c, is nearer to the eye than the point C, the appa-

rent i)lace of objects seen through a concave lens is nearer than

the true place ; or the object will appear at OB, instead of OB;
and also, since converging rays Ou, B6, proceed less converging

alter refractioa than before, the object appears under a less an-

gle;

I
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gle ; and, therefore, tlie apparent magnitude of objects, seen by a

concave lens, is less than the true ; the object is also less luminous,

or bright, seen through such a lens, than without it ; because the

rays being rendered more divergent, a less quantity enters the

pupil of the eye, than otherwise would do: for the picture is al-

ways more or less bright, according as it is made by a greater or

less quantity of rays. Lastly, it appears from what has been said,

that when a concave lens EF, cannot be applied, we may still

eflfect distinct vision, by lessening the distance between the object

and the eye ; for it is plain, if OB be situated at OB, the image at

IM, will recede to im, upon the retina, and be distinct, in the same
manner as when made so by the lens KF. On the other hand,

when the cornea or crystalline is too fiat, &:c. (as often happens by
age,) an object OB, (fig. 5,) placed at the same distance from the

eye PC, as before, will have the rays Co, Co, after refraction in

the eye, proceed to a focus beyond the bottom of the eye, in

w hich, if a hole were made (in an eye taken out of the head) the

rays would actually go on, and form the image /?« ; which image
must, therefore, be very confused and indistinct on the retina.

To remedy this defect, a convex lens QH, is applied, which
causes the diverging rays Ca, Cb, to fall less diverging upon the

eye, or as if they came from a point more remote, as c ; by which
means the focal d stance is shortei.cd, and the imnge duly formed
on the retina at IM, by whv.h distinct vision is produced. Hence
tiie appareiit place of the object is at c, and is more distant than the

true place at C ; and its apparent magnitude OB is greater than

the true, because the converging rays Oa, Bb, are by this lens

alter refraction made to unite sooner than before, and so to con-
tain an angle OVB greater than the true OPB. The object ap-

pears through a convex lens brighter than without, because by this

means a greater quantity of rays enter the pupil ; for the rays uo,

hn, are by the lens made to enter in the directions ar, br, which
are nearer together, and leave room for more to enter the pupil all

around between o and r. As the image of the object painted on
the retina is greater or less, so will the apparent magnitude of the

object be likewise ; or, in other words, the angle 1PM, (fig. 6,)

subtended by the image is always equal to the angle OPB sub-

tended by the object at the eye, and therefore the image IM will

be always proportional to the object OB. Hence it follows, that

the angle OPB under which an object appears is the measure of its

apparent magnitude. Therefore objects of differei.t magnitudes,
as OB, AC, DE, which subtend the same angle at the eye, have
the same apparent magnitude, or form an equal image in the bot-

tom of the eye. Hence it is that objects at a great distance have
their magnitude diminished proportionally: thus the object DE
removed to DE appears under a less angle DY'E, and makes a less

image on the retina, as is shewn by the dotted lines. The angles

of apparent magnitiKle OAB, OCB, (fig. 7,) wlien very small, are

as their sines, and therefore as the sides OC and O A, or BL' and BA;
that is, the apparent magnitude of the object OB, at the distances

BC and BA, is inversely as those distances ; or its magnitude at C
is to that at A as AB to CB. The more directlY any object is

situated before the eye, the more distinctly it will appear; be-

cause those rays only which fall upon the eye near its axis can be
convened to a point in the bottom of the eye on tlie retina, and
therefore that part of the image only v.hich is formed by the di-

rect pencil of rays can be clear and distinct ; and we are said to

see an object by such a pencil of rays, but only to look at it by
the others which are oblique. Suppose A, B, C, (fig. 8,) repre-

sent three pieces of paper stuck up against the wainscot of a room
at the height of the eye ; if then i person places iiimself so before

them, and shutting liis right eye views them with his left, it is

very remarkable that the paper B, whose pencil of rays falls upon
the insertion D of the optic nerve DE, will immediately vanish

or disappear, while the two extreme papers C and A are visible;

and by altering the position of the t-ye, anct its distance, any of

the papei-s may be made to vanish, by causing the pencil of rays

to fall on the point D. Why the rays of light should not excile

the sensation of vision in the point D, where the fibre^ of the

nerves begin to separate and expand every way to fomi the retina,

is not easy to say. But it is wortii notice, that the nerve DE is

for that reason placed on one side of the eye, where only the ob-

lique rays coine, the loss of which 's not considerable, and no
\tay affects or hiniiers the perfection of sight: whereas had it en-

tered in the middle <if the bottom of the eye, it had .rendered use-

v'«h. IV — Ko. 214.

less all the direct rays, by which the most perfect and distinct vi-
sion is effected ; and we could have ha<l only a confused and im-
perfect perception of objects by oblique collateral rays. The
laws of vision, brought under mathematical demonstration, make
the subject of optics, taken in the greatest latitude of the word

;
which is commonly used, in a more restrained sense, for the doc-
trine of direct or simple vision, performed by rays passing direct-
ly, or in a straight line, from the object to the eye. See
Optics.
VISITATION, in law, an act of jurisdiction whereby a supe-

rior, or proper officer, visits some corpoiation, college, church, or
other public or private house, to see that the laws and regulations
thereof are duly observed. Among us, visitation is that office
perfcrmed by the bishop in every diocese once in three years, or
by the archdeacon every year, by visiting the churches and their
rectors throughout the whole diocese, Sec.

VISMEA, a genus of the dodecandria trigynia class and order
of plants. Calyx five-leaved, inferior; corolla live-petaled

;

stigmas five ; nectary two or three-celled. There is one species,
a native of the Canaries.

UIST, NORTH, one of the Western Islands of Scotland, in

Inverness-shire, between Harris on the N. and Benbecula on the
S. from which last it is separated by a narrow channel, which is

dry at low water.

UisT, South, another of the Hebrides, in Inverness-shire, which
lies between Barray on the S. and Benbecula, on the N. and is 3'i

miles long, and from 9 to Id broad.

VISTULA, or WEISEL, a large river of Poland, which tak-
ing its rise in the mountains S. of Silesia, vi its Cracow, Warsaw,
&c. and continuing its course northward, falls into the Baltic sea
below Dantzic.

VITAL, in physiology, an appellation given to whatever mini-
sters, principally to the constituting or maintaining life in the bodies
of animals: thus the heart, lungs, and brain, are called vital parts;
and the operations of these parts by which the life of animals is

maintained are called vital functions.

VITERBO, a town of Italy, in Patrimonio, 20 miles S. E.
of Orvieto, and 34 N. N. W. of Rome. Lon. 12. 26. E. Lat.
42. 15. N.
VITEX, the Chaste-Tree ; a genus of the didynamia an-

giosperniia class of plants, with a monopetalous, ringent, and bila-

biated flower, each lip of which is trifid ; the fruit is a quadrilocu-
lar, globo.se berry, containing four seeds. There are fourteen
species.

VITIS, in botany, a genus of the class pentandria, and order
monogynia ; natural order, Pcrsonatx. petals cohering at the
top, shrivelling; fruit a berry with five seeds. There are twelve
species ; llie most important of which is,

V. ViN'iFEHA, or Common Vine, which has naked, lobed,
sinuatcd leaves. There are many varieties, all propagated either
from layers or cuttings, the former of which is greatly practised
in England, but the latter is preferable. In choosing the cuttings,

you should always take such shoots of the last year's growth as
are strong .-.nd v/ell ripened ; these should be ( ut from the old
vine, just below the place where they were produced, taking a
knot, or piece of the two years wood to each, vviiich should be
|;runcd smooth; then you should cutoff the upper [)art of the
shoots, so as to leave the cutting about sixtceii inches )< ng. When
the cuttings are made, if they are not then planted, they sliould be
placeil with their lower part in the ground in a dry soil, layin"
some litter upon their upper parts to prevent them from drying:
in this situation they may remain till the beginning of Aprd ; .

when they should be taken out and washed from the filth they
have contracted ; and if very dry, should stand with their lower
parts in the water six or eight hours, which will distend their ves-
sels, and dispose them for taking root. If the ground be strong
and inclined to wet, open a trench where the cuttings are to be
planted, which should be filled with lime-rubbish, the better to
drain off the moisture: then raise the borders with fresh light earth
about two feet thick, so that it may be at least a foot above tie
level of the ground ; then open the iioles at about six feet distance

from each otiier, putting one good strong cutting into each hole,

which should be laid a I ttle sloping, that their tops may incline to

the wall : but it must be put in so deep, as that theupp' nrost
eve mav be level with the surface of the grouiul. Having placed

10 A the
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the cutlTng in the ground, fill up llic hole gently, pressing dov.n

the earth close about it, and raise a little hill just upon the top

of the cutting, to cover the upper eye cjuite over, which will pre-

»ent it from drying.

VITMANMA, in botany, a genus of the octandria mOnogy-

nia class and order. Calyx four-cleft ; corolla lour-petaled ; nec-

tary a scale at the base of each filament ; nut semi-lunar, com-

pressed, one-seeded. There is but one species, viz. V. elliptica, a

native of the East Indies.

VITRE, a town of France, in the department of Ille and Vi-

laine, and late province of Bretagne, 20 miles N. E. of Rennes, and

32. S. E. of St. Malo. Lon. 1. 13. W. Lat. 48. 14. N.
VITREOUS HUMOUR OF THE E\E, is so called from

its resemblance to glass in fusion, being very like a fine and clear

jelly in appearance. See Optics.
Vitrification, in chemistry, the converting of a body

into glass, by means of fire. See Glass-Making.
VITRIOL, NATURAL, in mineralogy, a species of fossil-

salts, divided into three sub-species. 1. Iron-vitriol. 2. Copper-
vitriol. 3. Zinc-vitriol. The iron-vitriol is of an emerald and
Terdigrease green, sometimes bordering on sky blue ; sometimes
on grass green. It occurs massive, tuberose, stalactitic, and crys-

tallized. It occurs usually with iron-pyrites, by the decomposi-
tion of which it is formed.

VITRUVIUS, Marcus ViTRUvius PoLLio, a celebrated ar-

chitect, was born at Formio, in Italy. He was greatly esteemed
by Julius Casar, and employed by Augustus in constructing pub-
lic buildings and warlike machines. He wrote a valuable Treatise
on Architecture, the best edition of which is that of Amsterdam, in

1649, fol.

VITRY LE FRANCOIS, a town of France, in the depart-

ineBt of Marne, and late province of Champagne, 15 miles S. E.
of Chalons, 25 W. of Bar, and 100 E. of Paris. Lon. 4. 38. E.
Lat. 48. 44. N.
VITTEAUX, a town of France, in the department of Cote

d'Or, and late duchy of Burgundy, 27 miles \V. of Dijon, and 12

S.E. of Semur. Lon. 4. 27. K. Lat. 37. 20. N.
VITTORIA, a city of Spain, capital of Alava, 32 miles S. E.

cf Bilboa, and 155 N. of Madrid. Lon. 2. 56. W. Lat.
43. 55. N.
VITUS'S DANCE, ST. See Medicine.
VIVA VOCE, a Latin phrasg frequently used in English wri-

ters, and literally signifying " by word of mouth."
VIVARY, in law-books, a term indifferently used for a park,

warren, or fishpond.

VIVERRA, the Weasel; a genus of mammalia, of the order
ferae. Six fore-teeth, intermediate ones being shorter ; claws
are exserted. There are about 31 species, the principal of which
are,

V. Ichneumon, with the tail tapering to a point, and the toes
distant from each other ; inhabits Egypt, Barbary, India, and its

islands. It is there a most useful animal, being an inveterate ene-
my to the serpents and othet noxious reptiles which infest the tor-

rid zone : it attacks without dread that most fatal of serpents the
Naja, or Cobra de Capeilo ; and should it receive a wound in

the combat, instantly retires, and is said to obtain an antidote from
a certain herb (according to Sparmann the ophiorrhiza) after which
it returns to the attack, and seldom fails of victory ; it is a great
destroyer of the eggs of crocodiles, which it digs out of the sand

;

and even kills multitudes of the young of those terrible reptiles.
The ancient Egyptians ranked the ichneumon among their deities.
This animal is at present domesticated and kept in houses in India
and in Egypt, for it is more useful than a cat in destroying rats and
mice ; and grows very tame.
V. VuLPEcuLA, or Stifling Weasel, has a short slender

ose ; short ears and legs ; black body, full of hair ; the tail long,
«f a black and white colour; length from nose to tail about
18 inches. It inhabits Mexico, and perhaps other parts of Ame-
rica. This and some other species are remarkable for the pestife-
rous, suffocating, and most fetid vapour they emit from behind,
when attacked, pursued, or frightened.

V. Fossa. The fossane appears to be so nearly allied to the
genet, that it might almost pass for a variety of that animal. This
Wimal is a native of Madag-ascar, Guinea, Bengal, Cochinchina,
4Kd ifa« PtulippiBC iilamls. It is taid t* b« possessed of cottsider-

able fierceness, and to be with difliculty tamed. It destroys poul-
try in the manner of the common weazel. When young, it i»'_

said to be good food. Its size is that of the genet. See Plate

"

CLXVII. -

VIVLA-NI, Vincent, a mathematician, was born at Florence
in 1621. He was the disciple of Galileo, and became first math?- "

matician to the grand duke of Tuscany, He was a member of
the Academy of Sciences at Paris, and died in 1703. His works

'

are, I. A Treatise, intituled. Divination upon Aristea«, folio. 2.'

Dc Maximis et Minimis Geometricae Diviiiatic, in quintum Coni-
corum Apollonii Perga;i adhuc desideratum, folio. 3. Enodatio
Problematum Universis Geometris PropositorumaClaudioComm- '

rios, 4to. 4. Treatise of Proportions, 4to.

VIVIFICATION. in medicine, the art of vivifying; that is,

of contril)uting to the action that gives life, or maintains life.

The chemists, also, use the word in speaking of the new-
force, vigour, and lustre, which, by this art, they give to'
natural bodies, by restoring them to their first state from their"
oxides.

VIVIPAROUS, [yivipariis, Lat.] in natural history, an epi-

thet applied to such animals as bring forth their young alive and'
perfect, in contradistinction to those that lay eggs, which are called
oviparous animals. See Genera i ion.

VIVO, in architecture, the shaft or fust of a column. The terirt

is also used in a more particular sense for the naked of a column,
or other part.

VIVRIES, an ancient city of France, in the department of
Ardeclie, and late province of Dauphiny, 20 miles N. of
Orange, and 70 N. E. of Montpelier. Lon. 4. 46. E. Lat."
44. 20. N.
UKRAINE, a large country of Europe, lying on the bor-

.

ders of European Turkey, Poland, Russia, and little Tartary.
Its name properly signifies a frontier. By the partition of Po-
land it has all become the property of Russia. The principal

town is Kiow.
"

VLADIMIR.JKOE, a province of Russia, bounded on the N.<
by those of Jaroslavl and Kostrom ; E by Nizegrodskoe ; S. by
1 ambovskoe and Riazanskoe ; N. W. by Tverskoe; and W. by
Moskovskaia ; 160 miles long from E. to W. and 80 broad from

'

N to S.

L^LCER, in surgery. See Surgery.
L'lcer, in farriery. See Farriery.
ULEX, in botany, a genus of plants of the class diadelphia,

and order decandria; natural order, Papilionacea. Calyx two-'

leaved; legume scarcely longer than the calyx ; filaments all con-

nected There are three species. •

'

ULIETEA, one of the Society Islands. It is about 63 mile*

in circuit. Its productions aie plantains, cocoa-nuts, yams, hogs,

and fowls. Lon. 158. 56. W. Lat.Sl.O.S.
ULIGINOUS, in agriculture, an appellation given to a moist,

moorish, and fenny soil.

ULLAGE, in guaging, is so much of a cask or other vessel as

it wants of being full. The ullage of a vessel whose axis is parallel

10 the horizon, may be found thus : let AG3H, (Plate CLXXX.
fig. 11,) be the great circle in the middle of the cask, whose seg-

ment GBH is filled with liquor, the segment GAH being empty.
The segment GBH is known, it the depth EB be known, and EH
a mean proportional between the segments of the diameter AE
and EB ; all which are found by a rod or ruler put into the vessel.

Let the basis of the cask, at a medium, be found ; which suppose

to be the circle CKDL, (fig. 12,; and let the segment KCL be
similar to the segment GAH (which is either found by the rule of

three, because the circle AGBH : the circle CKDL : : the seg-

ment GAH : the segment KCL ; or it may be found by the ta-

bles of segments made by authors) and the product of this se(^

ment, multiplied by the length of the cask, will give the liquid'

content in the cask ; which being subtracted from the whole con-

tent, leaves the ullage AGH.
ULM, an imperial city of Suabia, in Germany, 90 miles S. W.

of Ratisbon. Lon. 10. 12. E. Lat. 48. 25. N.
ULM US, in botany, a genus of plants of the class pentan-

dria, and order dlgynia; natural order, Scabrids. Calyx quin-

quefid ; no corolla; fruit a dry, compressed, membranaceous

|

berry. There are seven species.

U. Camfssthis, Couii«k Eui, bas rough kaveiyOTal, point-

ed.
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ed, iloiibly serrated, unequal at the base. Bark of the trunk crack-

ed and ttrinkled. Fruit membianous.

U. Montana, the VVych Elm, or Witch Hazel, is gene-

rally reckoned a variety of this species. All the sorts of elm maj
be either propagated by layers or suckers taken from the roots of

the old trees. The elm delights in a stiff strong soil. It is ob-

servable, however, that here it grows comparatively slow. Iji

light land, especially if it be rich, its growth is very rapid ; but its

wood is light, porous, and of little value, compared with that which
grows upon strong land ; which is of a closer stronger te.\ture,

and, at the heart, will have the colour, and almost the heaviness

and the hardness, of iron.

ULOGHONE, a mournful tune played by the .Scottish High-
landers, at funerals.

ULSTER, the most northerly province of Ireland. In Latin

it is called UUonia, in Irish Cui Gidily. It is bounded by the

Atlantic Ocean on the W. St. George's Channel and the Irish Sea
on the E. the Deucaledonian Ocean on the N. and on the S. and
S. W. by the provinces of Leinster and Connaupht. The southern

parts of it are rich, fertile, well cultivated, and inclosed ; but the

greater part of the northern is open and mountainous. The towns
of this province are in general the neatest and best built of any in

Ireland, as well as the farm-houses ; which in most parts of the

kingdom are constructed of no better materials than clay and
straw.

Ulster, a large and mountainous county of New York,
bounded on the N. by those of Albany and Schoharie, E. by the

Hudson, which separates it from Dutchess county, S. by Orange,
N. W. by Otsego, and W. by Northampton county in Pennsyl-
ania.
ULTERIOR, in geography, is applied to some part of a coun-

try or province, which, with regard to the rest of that country, is

situated on the farther side of the river, mountain, or other boun-
dary, which separates the two countries.

ULTIMATUM, in European politics, the last terms of a
treaty.

ULTRAMARINR, a colour remarkable for its beauty and
durability ; it is a pure deep sky blue. It is capable of bearing a

low red lieat without injury, and it is not sensibly impair-

ed by the action of the air and weather. According to

an analysis by Klaproth, it consists of little else than oxide of

iron.

ULVA, Laver ; in botany, a genus of plants of the class cryp-

toguniia, and order algae. Fructification inclosed in a diaphanous
Hiembrane. There are 17 species.

ULUG BEIG, a Persian prince and learned astronomer, was
descended from the famous Tamerlane, and reigned at Samarcand
about forty years ; after which he was murdered by his own son

in 1449. His catalogue of the fixed stars, rectified for the year

1434, was published at Oxford by Mr. Hyde, in 16G5, with learn-

ed notes. Mr. Hudson printed in the English Geography Ulug
Beig's Tables of the Lon. and Lat. of Places; and Mr. Greaves
published, in Latin, his Astronomical Eporhas, at London, in

1650. See Astronomy.
ULYSSES, king of Ithaca, the son of Laertes, and father of

Telemacluis, and one o; those heroes who contributed most to the

taking of Troy. After the destruction of that city, he wandered
for ten years ; and at last returned to Ithaca, where, with the as-

sistance of Telemachus, he killed Antinous and other princes

who intended to marry his wife Penelope, and seize his domi-
nions. He at length resigned the kingdom to his son Telema-
chus ; and was killed by Telegonus, his son by Circe, who did

not know him. See Circe. This hero is the subject of the

Odyssey.
UMBELLA, an Umbel; in botany, a species of receptacle;

or rather a mode of flowering, in which a number of slender foot-

stalks proceed from the same centre, and rise to an equal height,

so as to form an even and generally round surface at top. See
Botany,
UMBELLATjE, the name of a class in Ray's and Tourne-

fort's methods, consisting of plants whose flowers grow in umbels,

with five petals that are often unequal, and two naked seeds

that are joir.ed at top and separated below. They constitute

the forty-fifth order of Linnxus's Fragments of a Natural Me-
thvd.

UMBELLIFEROUS PLANTS, aie "such as have their tops
braiulied and spread out like an umhrella.
UMBER, or UMBKE, in n.tural historv, a fossil brown or.

blackish substance, u-eil in painliiig ; so called fruin Ombria, the
ancient n;mie of the duchy ol Spoleto in Italy, whence it was first'

obtaint'd ; diluted with waler, it serves to m.Ike a dark brown co-
lour, u^u3lly called with us an hair-coloiir. Di. Hill ai.d M. da
Costa consider it as an earth ol the ochre kind. It is found in

Egypt, Italy, Spain, anil German) ; in Cyprus aiso it is found in

large quantities ; but what is brought into England is principally
from diflerent parts of the Turkish dominions.
UMBILICAL, among anatomists, relating to the umbilicus

or navel.

Umbilical Cord, or the Navel-String, the hollow liga-

ment, by which an embryo comiiuinicates with the mother, and
draws nourishment from her. 'i his must be carefully cut by the
midwife or accoucheur, alter parturition, as negligence or inatten-

tion to this is often the cause of fatal ruptures.

UMBILICUS. See Anatomy.
UMBRELLA, a moveable canopy, made., of silk or linen

spread out upon ribs of whalebone, and supported by a staff,

to protect a person from rain, or the scorching beams of the
sun.

UMPIRE, a third person chosen to decide a controversy left

to arbitration. See Arbitration.
UNCARIA, in botany, a genus of the pentandria monogynia

class and order. Corolla salver-shaped
; germ crowned with a

gland ; stigma two-grooved
; pericarpium two-Celled, many-

seeded. There are two species, viz. U. inermis, and U. acu-
leata.

UNCIA, in general, a Latin term denoting the twelfth part
of any thing; particularly the twelfth part of a pound, called
in English an ounce ; or the twelfth part of a foot, called an
inch.

UNCIjE, in algebra, the numbers prefi,\ed before the letters of
the members of any power produced from a binomial, resiilual, 9r
multinomial root. Thus, in the fourth power of a-\-h, viz.

a* -)- Aa?b -f- 6a^fr^ -)- 4a6' -\- b*, the uncii are 4, 6, 4 ; being
the same with what others call co-efficients. See Binomial, Al-
gebra, &c.
UNCASING, among sportsmen, signifies the cutting up, or

fleaing of a fox.

UNCTION, in matters of religion, is used for the character

conferred on sacred things by anointing them with oil. Unctions
were very frequent among the Hebrews. They anointed both
their kings and high-priests at the ceremony of their inauguration.

They also anointed the sacred vessels of the tabernacle and tem-
ple, to sanctify and consecrate them to the service of God. The
unction of kings is supposed to be a ceremony introduced very
late among the Christian princes. It is said that none of the
emperors were ever anointed before Justinian or Justin. The em-
perors of Germany took the practice from those of the eastern

empire : king Pepin of France was the first who received the

unttinn. In the ancient Christian church, unction always accom-
panied the ceremonies of baptism and confirmation Extreme
unction, or the anointing of persons in the article of death, was also

practised by the ancient Christians, in compliance with the precept
of St. James, chap, v. I4th and Ijth verses; and this extreme
unction the Romish church has advanced to the dignity of a sa-

crament.

UNDECEMVIR, a magistrate among the ancient Athenians,

who had ten other colleagues or associates joined with him in the

same commission. They took care of the apjjrehtnding of cri-

minals ; secured them in the hands of justice ; ami when they were
condemned, took them again into custody, that the sentence'

might be executed on them.

UNDE', UNDEE, or UNDY. See Wavy.
UNDER THE SEA, in the sea-langiiage. A ship is said to

be so wli^n she lies slill, or waits for some other ships, with her

helm lasf.ed, or tied up a-lee.

Under Currents, currents distinct from the upper or appa-

rent currents of the seas. Some naturalists conclude that there are

in divers places under currents which set or drive a contrary way
from the upper current, whence they solve the remarkable pheno-

mena 4f the tea's setting strongly through the Streights into the

Arlediterranean,
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Mediterranean, with a constant current twenty leagues broad ; as

also, that running from the Euxine through the Bosphorus into the

Hellespont, and thence into the Archipelago : they conjecture

that there is an under current whereby as great a quantity of wa-

ter is carried out as comes in.

UNDERSTANDING. See Metaphysics, and Logic.
UNDERWALD, or UNDERWALDEN, a canton of the

Helvetic republic, and the sixth in rank. It is bounded on the

north by Lucern and the Lake of the Four Cantons, on the east

by the high mountains which separate it from the canton of Uri, on

the south by that of Bern, and on the west by the canton of Lu-
cern.

UNDERWRITER. See Insurance.
UNDUL.\T10N, in physics, a kind of tremulous motion or

Vibration observable in a liquid, whereby it alternately rises and
falls, like the waves of the sea.

UNGUENT, in medicine and surgery, a topical remedy or

composition, chiefly used in the dressing of wounds or blisters.

See Pharmacy.
UNGUIS, a Latin term, signifying a nail of the hand or

foot.

Unguis, Pannus, or Pterygium, in medicine and surgery, a

preternatural membrane formed upon the coats of the eye, so

as to extend itself over the cornea or pupil, and obstruct the

sight.

Unguis, in anatomy, is applied to two bones of the nose, being
as thin as scales, and resembling the nail ; whence their name.
Unguis, among botanists, the narrow part where llie petals are

inserted when several go up to make the flower, as the broader
part towards the end is called bractea.

UNGULA, in geometry, the section of a cylinder cut off by a

plane passing obliquely through the plane of the base and part of

the cylindric surface.

Ungula, in natural history, the claw or hoof of a quadruped.
UNICORN, [fiMoxsoiu;,] an animal, famous among the an-

cients, but looked on by the moderns as fabulous, denominated
from its distinguishing characteristic of having one horn only,

which is represented as five palms long, and growing in the middle
of the forchi'ad.

UNIFORM, denotes a thing to be similar, or consistent ei-

ther with another thing, or with itself, in respect of figure, struc-

ture, proportion, or the like ; in which sense it stands opposed to

diiTorm.

UNIFORMITY regularity; a similitude or resemblance be-
tween the parts of a whole. Such is that we meet with in figures

of many sides, and angles respectively equal, and answerable to
each other. A late ingenious author makes beauty to consist in

uniformity, joined or combined with variety. A\'heie the unifor-
mity is equal in two objects, the beauty, he contends, is as the
variety ; and where the variety is equal, the beauty is as the uni-
formity.

Uniformity, is particularly used for one and the same form of
public prayers, and administration of sacr.unents, and other rites,

&c. of the church of England, prescribed by tl'.e famous stat. 1

Eliz. and 13 and 14 Car. II. cap. 4, called the Act of Uniformity.
See Liturgy.
L^NIOLA, in botany, a genus of the triaudria digynia class and

order ; nat^iral order Gramina. Calyx many-valved ; spikelet
ovat^, keeled. There are three species.

UNION, a junction, coalition,. or assemblage, of two-or more
difiFerent things in one.

Union, among painters, expresses a symmetry and agreement
between the several parts of a painting.

Union, in architecture, may denote a harmony between the
colours in the materials of a building.
Union, in an ecclesiasticiil sense, denotes a combining or con-

solidating of two churches into one.
• UNISON, in music. See Interval, and Music.
UNITARIANS, in ecclesiastical history, a name given to

those who confine the glory and attribute of divinity to the One
only great and supreme God, and Father of our Lord Jesus
Christ, whose divinity they disallow. Dr. Priestley was the head
of the sect.

UNITED BRETHREN, [un/tos/rrt^rHW, Lat.] in ecclesias-

tical history, a sect of Christians, called also Moravians and Herrn-

hulters. The church of the United Brethren took its rise in Mo-
ravia during the fourteenth century ; but is said by the Brethren to

have derived its origin from the Greek church in the ninth cen-

tury, when, by the instrumentality of Methodius and CyriUus,
two Greek monks, the kings of Bulgaria and Moravia being con-
verted to the faith, were, together with their subjects, united in

communion with the Greek church. Methodius was the first bi-

shop ; and for their use CyriUus translated the Scriptures into the

Sclavonian language. Though they consider episcopal ordina-

tion as necessary to qualify the servants of the church ior their re-

spective functions, they allow to their bishops no elevation of

rank or pre-eminent authority ; their church having from its first

establishment been governed by synods, consisting of deputies

frSin all the congregations ; and by other subordinate bodies, which
they call conferences. A full account of this society of Christians

will be found in Cranz's Ancient and Modern History of the

Protestant Churches of the United Brethren, printed in London
17S0; aBd in a work intituled An Exposition of the Christian

Doctrine as taught in the Protestant Church of the United Bre-

thren, London, 1784.

United Provinces, or United Netherlands, otherwise

called the Batavian Republic, consist of the seven provinces of

Holland, Zealand, Friesland, Groningen, Overyssel, Zutphcn,
and Utrecht. They are bounded on the west by the German
Ocean, on the east by the late territories in the circle of Westpha-
lia, now annexed to France, and.on the south by the late Austrian

Flanders, Brabant, and the duchy of Cleves, now annexed to

Fiance, and included in the departments of the Scheldt, the Lys,

tlie Two Nethes, Jemappes, the Dyle, the Meuse, tlie Ourte,

and the Roer. They compose the greatest part of the iwicient

Batavia, whose inhabitants were formerly so much renowned! for

their valour. Under the Romans, they were exempt from im-
posts and taxes, in consequence of bearing the honourable title of

Allies of the Republic. The animals here are much the same as

in England ; but their horses and horned cattle are larger. Storks

build and hatch on their chimneys ; but, being birds of passage,

they leave the country about the middle of August, with their

young, and return in Ftbruary following. It is said there arc

some wild boars and wolves here ; and that neither oysters nor
herrings are to be found upon the coast : but of the fish they have
the several sorts, both in tlieir seas and rivers, that we have in Bri-

tain. The Seven United Provinces being in great part surrounded
by the sea, lying Ic-w, and abounding in marslies, have a damp
and unwholesome air. Rains and fogs are frequent ; and the gout,

scurvy, rheumatism, and agues, very common and difficult of

cure. The eticcts of human indu.-.try here are wonderful in the

dikes and dams erected tor defending the country against the

inundations of the sea, ami in ditches, canals, mills, and sluices,

for draining the marshes. The quantity of grain produced is not

sufficient for home-consumption ; but the pastures in (he marshes

are so rich, that they can spare a great>deal of butter and cheese

for expoitauon. They have alsoa good breed of sliecp, whose
wool is highly valued. There is turf, madder, tobacco, some
fruit, and iron ; but all the pit-coal and timber eised in this coun- .

try, and indeed most of the necessaries of life, are imported. All

the provinces either lie open, or communicate with the North
Sea, by means of the Zuyder, or South Sea; which was formed
partly by the Rhine's right branch, then increased by the Vecht,
which has now another outlet, overflowing the low swampy grounds

through which it passed ; and partly by the sea, in the thirteenth

ctntury, breaking in, and overflowing a large tract of ground con-

tiguous to that before laid under water by the Rhine. With regard

to the commerce of this country, the'r East India company had the

monopoly of the fine spices for more than a hundred years, and was

long the most opulent and powerful of any in the workl. Though
the country itself produces very few things, yet almost all the

products and commodities of the globe may be touiui here, nearly

as cheap as in the counlries where they are made or produced.

A vast variety of manufactures are carried on in the provinces,

and a great number of hands are employed, and much wealth ac-

quired, by the herring, cod, and whale lisheries. Shiplniilding

employs vast numbers of hands. The trade of this country, how-

ever, upon the whole, has long been declining ; owing partly to a

decline of their ancient parsimony and industry ; bul chiefly lo

the improvement of manutaclurcs, trade, and navigation, in other

countries.
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countries. Tl\e established religion here before the revolution

was the Piesbvterijn, or Calvinism : none but Presbyterians Avere

admitted inti) aiiv office or post in the government, excepting the

army ; all religious sects, however, vere tolerated, and had their

respective meetings or assemblies for public worship, among
which the Papists and Jews were very numerous. Since the late

alliance with France, no particular religion is established ; and the

phlegmatic Dutch have drnnkdeep of the cup of infidelity, mixed
by their new and volatile allies.

Uniteu States of America. When the United Stales of

North America first published their declaration of independency,
4th July 1776, 111 're were only thirteen states in the miion ; but

this great commonwealth now consists of seventeen states, all

united in a firm frederal union, under the same general svsteni of

laws and of liberty, viz. Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Con-
NECTrcuT, New HAMPSHruE, Vermont, New Yokk, New
Jersey, Pennsvl^ama, Delaware, Maine, Maryland,
Virginia, Kentucky, North Carolina, South Carolina,
Tennassee, and Georgia. See these articles. No part of the

globe is so supplied with rivers, great and small springs and lakes,

as the United Stales, so that a communication by water, from one
extremity to the other, is niore easy tiian in England, and a great

multitude of bays and excellent harbours are on the coast of every
maritime state. In the large towns, the houses are of brick ; in

the others, and their environs, the half, and often the whole 01

Ihem, are of planks; but eighty miles from the sea, in the central

and southern states, and still more particularly in those west of the

Allegany mountaip>?, seven-tenths of the inhabitants live in log-

bouses. The thirli-eii original states long flourished as provinces
of Great Britain: but pailiament attempting to tax them bv ifs

sole authority, without the intervention of their assemblies a civil

war ensued. The Americans formed a congress which in 1776,
disclaimed all dependence on the mother country ; the French
king entered into an alliance with tlu-m in 1778 ; the colonies,

powerfully assisted by France, were successful; Great Britain ac-

knowledged their independence by the peace of 1783. The fede-

ral constitution of the United States is governed by a congress,

consisting of a president, vice-president, senate, and house of re-

presentatives. The representatives are elected every second year;
the senators are chosen for si.x years, and the president and vice-

president for four.

UNITY, in poetry. Aristotle laid it down as a rule, that there

are three unities to be observed, viz. the unity of action, of lime,

and of place.

Unity of Possession, in law, signifies a joint possession of two
rights by several titles.

UNIVALVE SHELLS, in natural history, a term used to ex-

press one of the three general classes of shell-fish; the other two
being the Bivalves and Multivalves-. See Conchology,
Shells, kr.
UNIVERSAL, that is common to many things ; or it is

one thing belonging to many, or all things. In logic, uni-

versal is either complex or incomplex. A complex universal is

either an universal proposition, as every whole is greater than its

part ; or whatever raises a manifold conception, in the mind, as the

definition of a reasonable animal. An incomplex universal, is

what produces only one conception in the mind, and is a simple

thing respecting many ; as human nature, which relates toeviry
individual wherein it is found.

UNIVERSALITY, that quality which denominates a thing

universal. See the preceding article.

UNIVERSE, is a collective name, signifying the whole world;
or the assemblage of heaven and earth, with all things therein. See
Astronomy, and Geography.
UNIVERSITY, is the name of a corporation formed for the

education of youth in the liberal arts and sciences, and authorized

to admit such ^s have studied in it, to certain degrees in ditKerent

faculties, which not only serve as certilicates of proficiency in

science, but also confer on those who (ibtain them considerable

privileges within the university, as well as some rank in the state

without it. Universities generally comprehend within them one
or more colleges ; but this is not always the case ; for the univer-

sity of St. Andrew's was in being before either of its colleges was
founded, and it would continue in being with all its privileges

though both its colleges were levelled with the dust. In every
roL. lY.—tio. 214.

university with which we are acquainted, there are four fatuities,

viz. Theology, Law, Physic, and the Arts and Sciences, compre-
hending mathematics, n'ltuial and moral philosophy, &c. and in

Oxford, Cambridge, and some other universities. Music is consi-
dered as a lit'th faculty. In each of these there are two degrees,
tlifisc of Bach.eloraud Doctor; for tiiough in the universities of .

Great Britain and Ireland we have no sifch degree as Doctor in

Arts and Sciences, our Master of Arts answers to the degree of
Doctor in Piiilosnphy, which is conlerred by many of the univer-
sities on the continent. Universities in their present Ibrm, and
with their present privileges, are institutions comparatively modern.
They sprang from the convents of regular clerg.y, or 'from the
chapters of catljedrals in the church of" Rome, wdiere young men
were educated for holy orders, in that dark period when the clergy
possessed all the little erudition which was le!t in Europe. These
convents were seminaries of learning probably from their first in-

stitution ; and we know witli certainty, that in Old Aberdeen there
was a monastery in wdVich youth were instructed in theology, the
canon aw, and the school-philosophy, at least 200 years before the
university and King's College were founded. The same was
doubtless the case in Oxford and Cambridge, and probably in

every town iu Europe where there is now a university, which has

any claim to be called ancient ; for it was not till the more eminent
of the laity began to see the importance of literature and science,

that universities distinct from convents were fomuied, with the pri-

vilege of admitting to degrees, which conlerred some rank in civil

society. These u.niversiiies have long been considered as lay cor-

porations; but as a proof that they had the ecclesiastical origin

v»hich we have assigned to them, it will be sufficient to observe,

that the pope arrogated to himself the right of vesting thein with
all their privileges ; and tliat, prior to the Relbrmation, every uni-

versity in Europe conferred its degrees in all the faculties by au-

thority derived from a papal bull. The most ancient universities

in Europe are those of Oxford, Cambridge, Paris, Salamanca, and
Bologna; and in the two English universities, the first founded
colleges are those of University, Baliol, and Merton, in the former,
and St. Peter's in the latter. Oxford and Cambridge, however,
svere universities, or, as they were then called, studies, some hun-
dreds of years before colleges or schools were built in them; foe

the former flourished as a seminary of learning in the reign of AU
fred the Great, and the other, could we believe its partial partisans,

at a period still earlier. The universities of Scotland are four, St.

Andrew's, Glasgow, Aberdeen, and Edinburgh. In Ireland there

is but one university, viz. that of Dublin, founded by ijueen Eliza-

beth, and very richly endowed.
University Courts, in England. The two universities enjoy

the sole juri--diction, in exclusion of the king's courts, overall ci-

vil actions and suits whatsoever, where a schol.ir or |)rivileged per-

son is one of the parties; excepting in such cases where the right

of freehold is concerned. And then by the university-charter

they are at liberty to try and determine, either accorilin^ to the

common law of the land, or according to their own local cu.'toms,

at their discretion ; which has generally led them to carry on their

process in a course much conformed to the civil law.

UNIVOCAL, in the schools, is a|)plied to two or more names,
or terms, that have but one signification, in opposilion to equivo-

cal, which is where one term has two or more significations. See
Eu I.Ivocal
I'NLAWFUL, ILLEGAL, prohibited by, or contrary to,

the terms of law, either divine or human. See Law.
Unlawful Assembly, the meeting of three or more persons

together, by force to commit some 1 nlawful act, as to assault any
person, to enter his house or land, &c and thus abiding together,

whether they attempt the execution or not. See Riot.

UNLIM'rTED, or INDEl ERMIN VIE PROBLEM, is

sucii a one as is capable of infinite solutions. See Problem, and
Algebra.
UNMOOR, a term used at sea. When a vessel which was rid-

ing at anchor weighs the same, or gels it up, in order to sail, they

say she is unmooring.
UNONA, in botany, a genus of the polyandria polygynia class

and order ; natural order, Coadunat*. Calyx throe-ieaved ; pe-

tals six ; berries two or three-seeded, jointed like a necklace.

There are four species.

UNXIA, a genus of plants of the class and order syngenesis

10 B polygainia
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polyjainia siipprflua. Calyx livc--lt;avecl, IcatK-ts ovate ; florets ot

j

disk ami ray live, receptacle iiaU-a. There is one species.
|

Unxia, '[fvoni ungcre, Lat. to anoint,] an epithet, of Juno,

she being held tl>e patroness of anointing, it being customary for

the Roman brides to ani.int their threshold, in Juno's name;

whence unxor, mollified to 2iior, signified a wife.

UNZA, a province of Russia, in Kostromskoe, 100 miles

long, and from 80 to 112 broad; bounded N. by that of ^_olog-

da, E. by iliat of Vialka, S. by N izegorodskoe, and W. by

Kostrom.
Unza, the capital of the above province, 32 miles E. N. E.

of Kostrom.

VOCABULARY, [yocabularium,'] in grammar, denotes the

collection of tiie words of a language, with their significations,

otherwise called a dictionary, lexicon, or nomenclature.

Vocabulary is properly a smaller kind of dictionary, which

does not enter so minutely into tlie origin and different accepta-

tions of word?.

VOCAL, that relates to the voice or speech ; thus vocal

imisic is that set to words, especially verses, and to be per-

lornied by the voice; in contradistinction to instiumental nnisic,

lomposed onlv for instruments, without singing.

VOCATIVE, in grammar, that stale or case of nouns, which
we use when we name the person we are spe;iJ;ing to, or address

ourselves to the thing we are speaking of, as if it were a

person.

VOGHERA, a town of Italy, situated in the department
of the Olona, and district and late lerritorv of Pavia: 14 miles

S. W. of Pavia.

VOGT, an ancient dignity of Germany, about which antiqua-

ries are not agreed.

VOGTLAND, or VOIGTLAND, a hilly country of Upper
Saxony, constituting one of the four circles of Misnia. It is

boiindid on the IN. by Altenburg, E. by Bohemia, and \V. by
'i'huringia and Franconia. It abounds with woods, cattle, and
game ; and has mines of iron, lead, copper, silver, and alum.
The cliief rivers are the Elster and Saal. The capital is

Plawen.
VOICE, [vox, Lat.] a sound produced in the throat and mouth

of an animal, by an apparatus of instruments for that purpose.

Voices are cither articulate or inarlicu'ate. 1. Artici'late voices

nre thise whereof several conspire together to form son)e assem-

blage or little system of sounds -. such are the voices expressing

the hitters of an alphabet, numbers of which joined together for

words. 2. Inarticulate voices are such as are not organized, or

assembled into words ; such is the barking of dogs, the braying
of asses, the hissing of serpents, the singing of birds, &c. The
formation of the liuinan voice, with all the varieties thereof oi)-

served in speech, music, &c. mak's a very curious article of

enquiry ; a'ul the apparatus and organism of the parts of admini-
itering thereto, is something exceedingly surprizing. Those parts

are ti)e trachea or wind-pipe, througli « Inch the air passes and re-

pis-^es into the lungs ; the larynx, which is a short cylindrical

I'anal at the headofthc trachea; and glottis, which is a little oval cleft

or chink left between tv.o semicircular membranes stretched hori-

zontally withinside the larynx ; which membranes, though capable
of joining close togellier, do generally leave an interval, eiiher

greater or hss, helueen them, called the glottis. For a particular
description of each part, see Anatomy.
Voice, in grammar, a circumstance in verbs, whereby they

come to be con-idered as either active or passive, L c. eiiher ex-
pressing an action impressed on another subject, iK, I heiU ; or re-

ceiving it from aiioihtr, as, I mn beaten. See Grammar.
^"oIc^, in oratory. See Declamation-, Reading, and

Oratory.
\OlD and VOIDABLE, are terms frequently used in our

law : as a thing that is done contiary to law at the time of the doing,
it is said to be void, and no person shall be bound therebv. Bill

where a thin;; is only voidable, iud not void, lliongh it be what
the person tliat did it ouglit not to have done, yet when it is done,
the doer cannot avoid the same, notwithstanding by some act in

law it mav be void in Iiis heir, &c.
yOIDANCE, or VACANCY, in the can..n law, a want of

an incumbent upon a benefice, &;c.

VOIDED, in heraldry, is uiiderstood of an ordinary whose
inner or middle part is cut out, leaving nothing but its edges to

shew its form.

NOIDER, in heraldry, one of the ordinaries whose figure is

much like that of a flask or flanch, only that it does not bend so

much.
\'OEELMARK, a town of Austria, in Carinthia, on the Diave;

26 miles S. E. of Clageiiturt. Lon. 14. 56. E. Lat 40. 45. N.
^'OL, among heralds, signifies the two wings of a fowl joined

together, borne in armoury, as being the whole that makes the

flight. Accordingly, a demivol is a single wing.

VOLA, the palm or inside ol the hand, compreiiended between
the fingers and the wrist.

VOLANO, a town of Italy in the department of the Lower
Po, and district and late tluchy of Ferrara ; 40 miles E. of Ferrara.

VOLANT, in heraldry, is when a bird, in a coat of auiis, is

drawn flying, or having its wings spread out.

\'OL.\TILE, in physicj, is commonly used to denote a mixed
body, whose integrant parts are easily dissipaleil by lire or heat ;

but It is more properly used for bodies whose parts are easily sepa-

rated from each other, and dispersed in air.

Volatile Alkali. See Ammonia, and Alkali.
Volatile Oils, in chemistry. See Chemistkv, Oil, and

Pharmacy.
VOLAl ILIZATION, the art of rendering fixed bodies vola-

tile, or of resolving them into a fine subtle vapour which easily

dissipates and flies away.
VOLCANO, the largest of the Lipari Islands, in tlie Mediter-

ranean ; so named from its chief mountain, which is a volcano,

and has been ascertained to have been burning since the time of

tlie Roman republic. It lies S. of the isle of Lipari, from which
it is separated by a channel 1^ miles broad. It is 12 miles in cir-

cumference.
Volcano, another volcanic island, in the S. Pacific Ocean, 24

miles from Egmont. Lon. 16. 4. E. Lat. 10. 17. S.

Volcano is a name given to burning mountains, or to vents for

subterraneous fires. The number of volcanoes with which we are

at present ac<|uainted is very considerable, not much less than

100. In Europe there are .Etna, \'esuvius, Hecia, Siromboli,

Vulcano; in Asia, one in Mount Taurus, three in Kamtschatka,

five in Japan, two in the Philippines, and a great number more
scattered through the islands in the South Sea ; in Africa, one in

Fez, one in the island of Bourbon, one in I'uego, one of the

Cape \erd islands ; and in America several in the Andes, Morne
Garou in St. \'incent, and tvro discovered by Captain Cook on
the \V. coast of North America. Tliere are others, but these are

best known. It is remarkable lliat all the volcanoes with which
we are acquainted, four or five perhaps excepted, are situated at

a small dittance from the sea. Most of them have been burning

from time immemorial ; some few , however, have burst out in our

lime. Volcanoes all occupy the tops of mountains, we find none
of them in plains ; some ot them indeed, which are situated in the

ocean, do not rise much above the surface ; but even these vol-

canoes seem to be the apices of mountains, the greater part of

which are covered by the sea. 'I'he substances ejected by volca-

noes are fixed and intlammable air, water, ashes, piimice-stones>

stones that have undergone no fusion, and lava. The pliauiomena

which take place during the eruptions of volcanoes have been

described under the articles .Etna, Etna, litcLA, and

\'esuvius.
VOLCONDA, a town of Hindoostan, in the Carnatic ; 65

miles S. W. of Pondicherrv, and 95 S. of Arcot. Lon. 79. 10.

E. Lat. II. 20. N.
VOLERY, a great bird-cage, so large that the birds have rooiii

to fly up and down in it.

VOLGA, a large r.ver of Russia, formed by two head-waters,

the one rising from Lake Seliger, in Tverskoi, ihe other from
another lake, eight miles distant ; these unite in Lon. 5!. 20. £.

Lat. 56. 40. N. ; then runs S. E. to Zoblzov, then N'. E. toSta-

rilza, Tver, and Mologa, then S. E. to Jaroslavl, Kostrom, Pkiit

za, and Kazan ; and lastly S.toSpask, Simbirsk, Samara, .SIczan,

A'olsk, Kurdom, Saratov, Kamtlischin, Tzaritziii, and falls into

the Caspian at Astracan. It is the l.iigest river in lunojie, and a

canal is made from it to the Neva.
\ OLHYNIA, a late palatinate of Poland, now annexed to

Russia.

\'OLn"ION. See Metaphysics.
N'OLKAMERIA, in botany, a genus of plants, in the cla?S

didvnamia, and order angiospcrmia ; natural order. Personals.

Calvx
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Calyx five-cleft ; corulhi segments directed (he same way ; drupe
two-seeded ; luits two-celled. 'I'liere are eight species.

VOLLENHOVEN, a town ot Batavia, in the department of

the Yssel, and late province of Ovcr-yssel ; 23 miles N. of De-
venter, and 31 W. of Cov^jrden.

VOLO, a town of European Turkey, in Janna, 10 miles

S. S. E. of Larissa. Lon. ^S. 55. E. Lat.'39. '21. N.
VOLOGODSKOI, a government of Russia, which includes

the province of Usling ; bounded on the N. by Trchanpel, E. by
Tobolskoe, S. by Perinoskoe, ^'iataskoe, Kostromskoe, Jaroslav-

skoe; and W. by Oloiiet/skoe, and Novogorodskoe : tiUO miles

long, and 240 broad.

VOLONES, in Roman antiquity, slaves who, in the Punic
war voluntarily offered their service to the state, when they
were admitted to citizenship, as none but freemen could be
soldiers.

VOLT, [vnlte, French,] signifies a round or a circular tread ;

a gate of two treads made by a horse going sidev\ays round a

centre ; so that these two treads make parallel tracts, the one
which is made by the fore-feet larger, and the other by the hinder
feet smaller ; the shoulders bearing outwards, and the croupe ap-
proaching towards the centre.

VOLTAIRE, Francis Arouet de, a celebrated French
author, born at Paris, Feb. 20, 1694. IFis father, Francis Arouet,
was ancien notaire au CInitelet, and treasurer of the chamber of
accounts. He was an exceeding weakly child. In his earliest

years he displayed a ready wit and a sprisluly imagination: and,
as he said of himself, nuide verses before he was out of his cradle.

The famous Ninon De L'Enclos, to whom this ingenious boy
was introduced, left him a legacy of 2000 livres to buy him a

library. Having been sent to the equity-schools on his quitting

college, he was so disgusted with the dryness of the law, that he
devoted himself entirely to the musts He had early imbibed a

turn for satire ; and, for some Philippics against the government,
was imprisoned almost a year in the Bastile. He had before this

period produced the tragedy of Q'klipus, which was represented

in 1718 with <jreat success ; and the duke of Orleans happening
to see it performed, was so delighted, that he obtained his release

from prison. He began his " Henriade" before he was IS. Several

copies of this poem having got abroad, while it was only a sketch,

an edition of it was published, with many chasms, under the

title of " The League." Instead of fame and friends, the author
gained only enemies and mortilication, by this first edition. In

1726 he was again imprisoned in the Bastile; but after a confine-

ment of six months he recovered his liberty, on which he went to

England, where he published the " Henriade" by subscription.

His " Lettres Philosophiques," abounding in bold expressions and
indecent witticisms against religion, having been burnt by a de-

cree of the parliament of Paris, and a warrant being issued for

apprehending the author in '733, A'oltaire withdrew ; and was
sheltered by the marchioness du Chatelet, in her castle of Cirey,

on the borders of Champagne and Lorraine, who entered with

liim on the study of the system of Leibnitz, and the principia of

Newton. By the interest of Madame d'Etiole he gained the

favour and protection of the court, and was appointed historiogra-

pher of France. In 174h he was admitted a member ot the

French academy ; and in 1750 the king of Prussia granted him a

considerable pension. Voltaire paid that monarch a visit at Pots-

dam, where he was honourably entertained: but some differences

ariiiing between them, the poet quilted Prussia, carrying with him
the poetical works of t!ie king, who caused him to be arrested

on the road, till the fugitive manuscript was restored. At the be-

ginning of the year 177H he obtained leave to reside at Paris,

where he was received with many flattering marks of distinction,

but died there of a retention of urine. May 30, the same year.

His remains were interred in the abbey of the Bernardins, near

Troyes, but removed in I7!)l by an order of the National Assem-
bly, and laid in the church of St. Genevieve, at I'aris, Besides

his poetical works, he wrote, " Essay on General History ;''

" the Aee of Louis XIV" ;
" Life of Charles XII. of Sweden;"

and " History of the czar Peter the Great ;" the romances of
' Candide," " Zadig," and some others. All hi.s works have
been published in 30 vols. 4to. and 70 vols. 8vo. He was cynical

in his manners, an insidious enemy to Christianity, and insuffera-

bly vain and avaricious. As a writer, he was lively, .brilliant, and
imposing ; but superfifiaj and dogmatical.

VOLTERRA, an ancient city of Italy, in Pisa, 12 miles S. E.
of Pisa. Lon. 10. 42. E. Lai. 4.3. 26. N.
VOLTRI, a town of Genoa, miles W. of Genoa.
VOLTURARA, a town ot Naples, situated at 1 he foot of the

Apennines; 52 miles N. E. of Naples. Lon. 15. 14. E. Lat. 41.
26. N.
VOLTURNO, a river of Naples, which rises in the Apen-

nines, passes Ifernia and Capua, and falls into the Gulf of

Cajeta.

Volume, [yolumen, Lat.] in matters of literature, a book,
or writing, of a just bulk to be bound by itself. The napie is de-

rived from the Latin voherc, to roil up ; the ancient manner of

making up books being in rolls of bark or parchment. See Book.
Foreign philosophers use the phrase, volume ot a body, for it-.

bulk, or the space inclosed within its superficies.

VOLUMNA, and VOLUMNUS, in the mythology, two
deities of the ancient Etrurians and Romans who presided over
the will and complaisance. They were invoked at marriages to

preserve concord between the parties.

VoluiMNa; Fanum, a temple of Etruria, sacred to the above
deities , where the Roman States assembled to make treaties. W-
terbo now stands on the spot.

VOLUMUS, [Lat. we will or wish,] in law, the first word of a

clause which is found in one species of the king's writs of protec-

tion and letters-patent.

VOLUNT, [yotuntas, Lat.] in law, i« when a tenant holds

lands, &c. at the will of the lessor, or lord of the manor. See

Tenure.
VOLUNTARY, in music, a piece played by a musician e.i{-

tempore, according to his fancy. This is often used before ke
begins to set himself to play any particular composition, to try

tlie instrument, and to lead him into the key of the piece he in-

tends to perfor;n.

VOLUNTEERS, persons who, either for the service of their

prince, or out of the esteem they have for their general, serve in

the army without being inhsted, to gain honour and preferment,

by exposing themselves in the service. Such are the volunteers

who have been long known in the army •. but the present age iias

witnessed whole regiments of volunteers arming themseWes for a

still more laudable purpose. In 175)4 large bodies of citizens in

the different cities and towns of (Jreal Britain formed themselves

into regiments for the preservation of internal peace, and the de-

fence ot their country from foreign attack.

\'OLVOX, in zoology, a genus of animals of the order of

vermes infusoria. The body is round, simple, and pellucid.

There are ten species, all of which live in water.

VOLUTA, in natural history, a genus of the vermes testacea

class and order. Animal a limax ; shell one-celled, spiral ; aper-

ture widiout a beak, and somewhat effuse ; pillar twisted, or

plaited, generally without lips or perforation. There are nearly

two hundred species in sections. A. aperture intirc ; B. siibcylin-

drical emarginate ; C. oboval effuse einarginate ; D. fusifoim; E.

ventricose ; spire papillary at the tip.

\OLUTE, [yoliita, Lat.] in. architecture, a kind of spiral

scroll, used in the Ionic and Composite capitals, whereof it makes

the principal characteristic and ornament. Some call it the ram%

horn, from its figure, which bears a near resemblance to it.

VOMICA, in medicine, is commonly taken for a suppurated

imposlhume, or an abscess with a suppuration.

^'OM^nNG, a retrograde spasmodic motion of the muscular

fibres of the oesophagus, stomach, and intestines, attended with

strong convulsions of the muscles of the abdomen and dia-

phragm ; which, when gentle, create a nausea ; when violent, a

vomiting.

VOORN, an inland of Batavi;i, in the (Upiiitment of the

Meuse, seated between the mouths of that river. Brlel is the

capital.

VooRN, another island of Batavia, bounded by the Maese,

which divides it from the continent and li-e inland of Islemunde.

VOin EX, in meteorology, a whirlwind, or sudden, rapid,

and violent motion of the air in gyres, or circles, ^'ortex is also

used for an eddy or whirlpool ; or a body of witcr, in certain.

seas or rivers, which runs rapidly around, forming a sort of cavity

in the middle.

Vortex, in the Cartesian philosophy, is a system, or collec-

.] tiOE .
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tion of particles of niatU-r moving the same way, and round the

tame axis. See Astronomy.
VOR'IICKLLA, ill natural history, a genin of venncs infu-

soria class arid order. Body contractile, naked, and furnished

with ciliate rotatory organs. 'There are al)OUt fiKy or sixty spe-

cies in sections. A. Seated on a pedicle, or stein. B. Furnished

with a tail. C. Without a tail. V. anaslalica is compound, bell-

shaped, with an ohiique mouth and sc.ily rigid stem. It inhabits

fresh waters, forming cUisters branched out in various directions ;

ovaries seated on the stems in the form of bulbs, which detach

themselves from the stems, and lix themselves to other substances,

producing a new cluster.

VOSGES, a department of France, bounded N. by the de-

partments of the Meuse, and Lower Rhine ; E. by those of the

upper and Lower Rhine; S. by that of the Upper Saone,

and W. by that of Upper Marne. It is 153 miles long, and 28

broad.

VosGFs, a rantje of mountains in France, which formerly

constituted the S. W. part of Loriain, and now gives name to the

department. It abounds with mines of silver, copper, and lead,

and formerly abounded with wood and wild beasts.

VOSSIUS, John tJtRAKD, one of the most learned and labo-

rious writers of the 17th century, was of a considerable family in

the Netherlands ; and was born in 1377, in the Palatinate, near

Heidelber;;, at a place where his father, John Vossius, was mi-

nister. He became well skilled in polite literature, history, and

sacred and profane antiquities, and was made director of the col-

lege of Doit. He was at length made professor of eloquence and

chronology at Leyden, whence he was called in 1633 to Amster-

dam, to (ill the chair of a professor of history. He died in 1649.

He wrote many learned works, of which a complete edition has

been printed at Amsterdam, in 9 vols, folio.

VOTE, the suffrage or resolve of eath of the members of an

assembly, where any' affair is to be carried by a majority; but

more particularly used for the resolves of the members of either

house of parliament. See Parlia.ment.
VOUCHER, in law, is a person called into court, to make

good another's warranty, who is either to defend the right against

the demandant, or yield him other lands, to the value, &c. This

extends to lands or tenements of freehold or inheritance, but not

to any thing personal or mixed.
Voucher also signifies a receipt or acquittance in cases of

account.

VOTIVE MEDALS, those on which are expressed the vows
of the people for the emperors or empresses. See Nvmisma-
TOGRaPHY.
VOW, in religion. The use of vows is found in most religions.

They make up a considerable part of the Pagan worship, being

made either in consequence of some d.Miverance, tuuler some
pressing necessity, or for the success of some enterprize. Among
the Jewi, all vows were to be voluntary, and made by persons

wholly in their own power; and if such person made a vow in

any thing lawfnl and possible, he was obliged to fuUilit.

Vows, among the Romans, signified sacrifices, offerings, pre-

sents, and prayers, made for the Cssars, and emperors, particu-

larly for their prosperity and the continuance of their empire.

VOWEL, in grammar, a letter which affords a complete
sound of itself, or a letter so simple as only to need a bare

opening of the mouth to make it heard, and to form a distinct

voice. The vowels are six in number, viz. A, E, I, O, U, Y.
See Grammar.
UPHIMSKOE, a government of Russia, of a triangular form,

bounded N. and W. by Permskoe, and Viatskaskoe ; W. bv
Caucasus, Saratovskoe, Simbirskoe, and Karzanskoe : S. by tin-

Caspian, and E, by Tol)olskoe. It is 440 miles long from E. to

W. on the N. but oa the S. only 64 miles from E. to W. on the

W. from N. to S. J'.'O miles ; on'the E. it is only IbO miles broad.

UPLAND, a province of Sweden, a kind of peninsula, being

bounded on the N. E. by the Baltic, on the S. by the sea of Sii-

dermania ; and on the VV. by Westmania and ( restricia, from
which it is separated by the Dela. It is 70 miles long, 45 bioad,
and is very populous and fertile in corn, it has mines of lead and
iron. Stockholm is the capital.

UPKIGIIT, in heraldry, is used in respect of shell-fiilies as

crevices, ike. when standing erect in a coat.

UPSAL, or UPS.-\LA, an elegant city of Sweden, capital of
Upland, 133 miles W. S. W. of Abo, and 33 N. VV. of Stock-
holm. Lon. 17. 48. E. Lat. 59. 52. N.
UPTON, a town of England, in Worcestershire, 11 miles S.

of Worcester, and 190 W. N. W. of London. Lon. I. 55. W.
Lat. 51. 59. N.
UPUPA, in ornithology, a genus belonging to the order picae.

Beak arcuated, convex, and something blunt ; tongue obtuse,
triangular, entire, very shct ; feet fated for walking. There are
eight species; one of which, the epops, hoopoe, or dung-bird,
is frequently seen in Britain. It mav be readily distinguished

from all others that vi~it this island by its beautiful crest, which k
can erect or depress at pleasure.

UR, in ancient geography, a town of Mesopotamia, situated

between the Tigris and Nisihis; taken by some for Ur of the
Chaldees, the residence of Abraham.
URAL, a river of Russia, which rises in Mount Caucasus, and

rmming through Uralskoe, and Orenburg, falls into the Caspian
by three moutlis.

"URALIAN COSSACS, a nation of Russian Tartars, who in-

habit the provinces of Uralskoi and Orenburg. They originate

from the Don Cossa"s. and are very brave and valiant.

URAN lA, a genus of the hexandna inonogynia class and order
of plants. There is no calyx ; the corolla is two-petaled ;

nectarine two-leaved ; capsule two-celled, many-seeded. There
is one species.

UliANIA, one of the nine Muses, She presided over Astro-

nomy. She was the mother of Hymen, the god of marriage,

and of the poet Linus.

URANIENBURG, a town and castle of Denmark, on the

isle of Huen, built for the accommodation and experiments of

ihe celebrated Tycho Brahe. It is now ruinous, Lon. 12.58.
E. Lat. 55, 54. N.
URANll'.M, in chemistry, a metal discovered by Klaproth in

the year 17S9. It was then announced as a metal more difficult

to be reduced than manganese, externally of a grey colour, and
internally ot a clear brown, of considerable lustre, and middling
hardness, that it might be scratched and filed, and that its oxide
gives a deep orange colour to porcelain. It has been obtained

from three different minerals. The first is in the state of sul-

phuret, of a blackish colour, and of a shining fracture, and some-
times lamellated. In this stale it is sometimes combined with iron

and sulphureted lead. The uranium is in the metallic state. The
second ore from which this metal is obtained, is the native oxide

of uranium. It is always in the stale of yellow powder, on the

surface of the sulphuret. The specific gravity is 3.24. When it

is of a pure yellow colour it is then a pure oxide. The third ore

of the metal is the native carbonate of uranium. The yellow

oxide, when mixed with common enamelling flux, tinges porce-

lain of a dee|) orange colour. From the expeiiments of Proust,

we learn that this metal is capable ol forming only two oxidej,

but no description of the protoxide h.as been published; and the

ore is so scarce that it is not every chemist w ho can gratify his

curiosity by an examination of uranium.

URANOSCOPUS, the Star-Gazer -, in natural history, a

genus of fishes of the order Jugulares. Generic character : liead

large, depressed, rough ; iixiuth with an internal cirrus ; gill-

membrane with six papillous-tuothed rays ; gill-covers edged with

a membranaceous fringe.

UHBANEA, a town of Italy, in the duchy of Urbino, 12 miles

S. of Urbino. Lon. 12. 5S. E.' Lat. 43. 34. N.
l^RBINO, a duchy of Italy, in the territory of the church,

bounded on the N. by the A<lrialic, S. by Perugino and Unibria;

E. by Ancona; and W. by Etruria ;ind ftoniagna. It is about 55

miles long, and 45 broad. It has plenty of gann- and fish ; but the

air i^ not very wholesome, nor is the soil Untile. L'rbino is the

capital.

Urbino, a town of Italy, in the late territory of the Pope, and
capital of the duchv. 18 miles S. of Rimini, 58 E. of Florence,
and 120 N. E. of Rome.
UREA, a clt obtained from urine, by the following process:

Evaporate by a gentle heat a quantity of human urine, void«d six

or eight hours after a meal, till it be reduced to the consisleice of

a thick syrup. In this state, when put by to cool, it concretes into a

crystalline mass. Pour at different times upon this mass four times
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its weight of alcoliol, and apply a gentle heat. A great part of the

niiss will be dissolvfiJ, and there will remain only a number of

saline snbstances. Pour the alcohol-solulion into a retort, and dis-

til by the heat of a sand-bath, till the liquid, after bciling some
time is reduced to the consistence of a thick syrup. The whole of

the alcohol is now separated, and what remains in the retort crys-

tallizes as it cools. These crystals consist of the substance called

urea. It was first described by Kouelle the younger, in 1773,

under the name of the saponaceous extract ol urine. He men-
tioned several of its properties; but very little was known of it till

I'ourcroy and Vauqnelin published their experiments on it in

J 799. These celebrated chemists have named it Urea, which has

been generally adopted. Urea, obtained thus, has the form of

icrysfalline plates crossing each othei' in different directions. Its

colour is yellowish white. It has a fetid smell, somewhat resem-

bling garlic, or arsenic, its taste is stroi.g and acrid ; resembling

that of ammoniacal salts. It Is very viscid and ilitiicult to cut,

and has a good deal of resemblance to thick honey. When ex-

posed to the open air, it very soon attracts moisture, and is con-

Yerted into a thick brown liquid. It is extremely soluble in water;

and during its evolution a considerable degree of cold is produced.
Alcohol dissolves it with facility, but scarcely in so large a propor-

tion as water. The alcohol-solution yields crystals much more
readily on evaporation than the solution in water. When nitric

acid is dropt into a concentrated solution of urea in water, a great

number ot bright pearl-coloured crystals are deposited, composed
of urea and nitric acid. No other acid produces this singular

fiffect. The concentrated solution of urea in water is brown ; but

it becomes yello%v, when diluted with a large quantity of water.

The infusion of nutgalls gives it a yellowish brown colour, but

causes no precipitate. Neither does the infusion of tan produce
any precipitate. When heat is applied to urea it very soon melts,

swells up, and evaporates with an iiisupportably fetid colour.

UREDO, the blasting or blighting of trees or herbs. It is some-
times used by physicians for an itching or burning of the

skin.

URENA, a genus of the rnonadelpliia polyandria class and or-

Aej of plants. Corolla with five, oblong, obtuse, connated petals,

broader than the apex, narrower at the ba^e ; fruit a round echi-

iiated capsule, five-angled, iive-celled; seeds solitary, roundish,

ceinpresscd. There are eight species.

URETERS, See Anatomy.
URETHRA, [I'ciV'] Ihe passage of the urine. See Ana-

tomy.
URG.'VNTZ, or JURGANTZ, atown of Turkomania, 70 miles

, S. of Lake Aral, and 240 E. of the Caspian Sea. Lon. CO. 25. E.

Lat. 40. 55. N.
URI, the most southern canton of the Helvetic republic, and

the fourth in rank. It is bounded on the N. by the canton of

Switz, and the lake of V\aldstjdter See ; E. by the canton of Gla-

rus ; S. by the late tour Italian bailiewicks now in Italy

;

and W. by the canton of Underwalden, and part of Bern.

It is 60 miles long and "2 broad. It consists almost every

where of high mountains covered with eternal snow, and deep
valleys, pretty fertile, and very hot in suri!'.?er. Among the for-

mer is St. Gothard, the highest mountain in Europe.

URIC ACID, an acid discovered by Scheele in the year 1776.

It was at first called lithic acid. It constitutes one of the com-
ponent parts oi urinary calculi, and is also found in human
•urine. That species of calculus, which resembles wood in its

colour and appearance, is almost entirely composed of this sub-

stance. It has neither taste nor smell; is insoluble in cold water,

but reddens vegetable bluej, especially the turnsol. A great part

of the acid precipitues again, as the water cools. It combines
Xeadily with the alkalies and earths ; but the compound is decom-
posed by every other acid. Muriatic acid has no action on it

;

neither has sulphuric acid while cold ; but when assisted by heat,

it decomposes it entirely. When triturated with potass or soda

it forms a saponaceous paste ; very soluble in water, when there is

an excess of alkali, but sparingly w hen the acid is neutralized. The
urate of potass or of soda is nearly tasteless. The la^t is found

cry5t;iUized, constituting gouty concretions. Ammonia does not

dissolve uric acid, but it combines with it, and forms a salt not

more soluble than the pure acid, and resembling it m its external

characters.
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URIM and rilU.MMIM, among the ancient IJebrcwi, a cer-
taiH or.icular manner of consulting God, wliich was done by the
high priest dressed in his robes, and having on his pectoral or
breast-plate. \'arious have been the sentiments of commentators
concerning the urim and tluimmim. Josephus, and several others
maintain, that it meant the prei.ious siones set in the high-priest's

breast-plate, which by extraordinary lustre made known the v/ill

of God to those wiio consulted him. Spencer believes that the
urira and thuminim were two liitle golden figures shut up ip the
pectoral as in a purse,wliich gave responses with an articulate voice.
Ill short, there are as many opinions concerning the urim and thum-
mim as there are particular authors that wrote about them. The
safest opinion, according to Hroughton, seems to be, that the
words urim i«id thummim, signify some divine virtue and power
annexed to the breast-plate of the high-priest, by which an oracu-
lous answer was obtained from God when he was consulted bv the
high-priest ; and that this was called urim and lliummiin, 10 ex-
press the clearness and |)erfect;on which these oracular answers al-

ways carried with them ; for urim signifies " light," and thimimini
" perfection :" these answers not being imperfect and ambiguous,
like the heathen oracles, but cleur and evident. The use made of
the urim and thunimiiii was to consult God in difficult cases re-

lating to the w hole state of Israel ; and sometimes in cases relating

to the king, the sanhedrim, the general of the army, or some othct
great personage.

URINE, a serous and saline fluid, separated from the blood,
and carried by the e-nulgent arteries to the kidneys, from whence
it descends to the bladder by the ureters, and is from time to time
emitted thence by the canal of the urethra. See Anatomy. By
analysis urine has been fouml to contain the following substances:

1. Water. 2. Phosphoric acid. 3. Phosphate of lime. 4. Phos-
phate of magnesia. 5. Carbonic acid. 6. Carbonate of lime. 7.

Uric acid. 8. Rosacic acid. 9. Benzoic acid. 10. Gelatine and
albumen. 11. Urea. 12. Resin. 13. Muriate of soda. 14.

Phosphate of soda. 15. Phosphate of ammonia. 16. Muriate of

ammonia. 17. Sulphur. These are the only snbstances which
are constantly found in healthy urine ; but it contains also occa-
sionally other substances.

URN was a kind of vase, of a roundish form, but biggest in th*
middle, like the common pitchers, now seldom used but in the

way of ornament over chimney-pieces, in buffets, &c. The great

use of urns among the ancients, was to preserve the ashes ot the

dead after they were burnt ; for which reason they were called

cineraria, and urna; cineraria;, and were placed sometimes under
the tomb-stone whereon the epitaph ^as cut ; and sometimes in

vaults in their own houses. Urns were also used at their sacrifice*

to put liquid things in.

URSA, in astronomy, the name of two const"llations in th«

nortliern hemisphere. See Astronomy.
URSINUS, Zacharias, an eminent Protestant divine, born at

Breslaw, in 1534. In 1558, he became president of the aradcmy
of Brtslaw, which place he filled with honour; but turni)ig Cal-

vinist, he went to Zurich, and was soon after made professor of

divinity at Heidelberg. He next went to Nieustadt, on the in-

vitation of Pr. Casirair to fill the same ofiice there. He died ii)

1585.

URSULINES, in church-history, an order of nuns, founded

originally by St. Angela of Brescia, in 1537: and so called Iroin

St. Ursula, to whom they were dedicated.

URSUS, the Bear ; a genus of mammalia of the order fer».

Six fore-teeth in the upper jaw, alternately hollow in the inside,

and six in the under jaw, the two lateral ones being lebated ; tu^^ks

solitary, conical; eyes furnished with a nictitating membrane;
nose prominent. There are ten species.

U. Amebicanus, the American Bear, is black; the throat

and cheek? a rusty brown. This species is spread through the

whole of America, except Chili and Patagonia. They are also

found in Kamtschatka. Thej reject animal-food, even though

pressed by hunger, eating nothing but vegetables. They arc le-

maikably fond of potatoes and maize. Dr. Gmelin says, how-

ever, that they also feed on fish. The head is mon> leiigihened

than that of the European bear; the ears are longer ; the hair ia

more smooth and glossy, bUvker and softer; the whole boily is

much smaller; the nose is longer and more pointed, and ul a yel-

lowish or rusty brown colour.

IC C U. Arctos,
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V. Arctos, the Common" Bf.\r, luBstron:;, tliick, aiul clumsy

limbs; a vory sliort tail ; lari^c feet; boily coveri-cl with very long

and shaggy iiair ; various in its colour: tlie largest are of a rusty

brown; the smallest of a deep black : some from the confines of

Russia black, mixed with white hairs, called by the Gerinaus,

silver bear ; and sopie (but rarely) are found in Tartary of a pure

•white. They inhabit the N. parts of Europe and Asia ; the Alps

of Swilzeiiaud, and the late Dauphine, or department of

Drome, here, and Upper Alps; Japan and Ceylon ; North Ame-
rica anil Peru. The Brown bears are sometimes carnivorous, and

will destroy cattle, and eat carrion; but their general food Is roots,

fruits, and vegetables: they will rob the lields of pease ; and when
they arc ripe, pluck great quantities up, beat the pease out of the

husks on some hard place, eat them, and carry olTthe straw : they

will also, during winter, break into the farmer's yard, and make
great havock among his stock of oats; they are also particularly

fond of honey. The flesh of a bear in autumn, when tliey are ex-

cessively fat, by feeding on acorns, and other mast, is delicate

food ; and that of the cubs still tiner ; but the paws of the old

bears are reckoned the most exquisite morsel; the fat white, and

very sweet ; the oil excellent for strains and old pains.

\j. GuLO, the Glutton-. The body and tail arc from 31 to

four feet long, and of a glossy black or dark brown colour with a

tawny line down the middle of the back. It is larger than the

badger. This species inhabits the N. parts of America ; Asia, and

Europe; but are seldom found in Germany or Poland. They
dwell chieHy in mountains and forests. They propagate in Jan.

and in May: tlie female brings from one to three whelps. They
climb well and are cunning and voracious, devouring all small ani-

mals, and even attacking deer ; but unless in self-defence never

attack man. Their smell defends them against dogs. When
young they may be tamed. Their fur is much valued. The legs

are thick, short, and hairy. The female has six teats. They have

four fore-teeth in each jaw. There is a white variety.

U. LoTOK, the Hacook, has the upper part of the body covered

with hair, ash-coloured at the root, whitish in the middle, and tip-

ped with black ; tail very bushy, annulated with black ; tbes black,

and quite divided. It inhabits the warm and temperate parts of

America ; is found also in the mountains of Jamaica, and in the

isles of Maria, between the south point of California and Cape
Corientes, in the SouUi Sea : is easily tamed, very gond-natiired,

and sportive ; but as unlucky as a monkey. It is almost always in

motion ; and very inquisitive, examining every thing with its

paw3. It makes use of them as hands ; sits up to eat ; is extremely

fond of sweet things, and strong liquors, and will get excessively

drunk. It has all the cunning of a fox ; and is very destructive to

poultry; but will eat all sorts of fruits, green corn, &:c. At low

water it feeds much on oysters, and will watch their opening, and
with its paw snatch out the lish, but is sometimes caught. It

climbs nimbly up trees. It is hunted for its skin ; the fur

is next to that of the beaver for making hats. See Plate

CLXVII.
U. Meles, the CoMMCN Badger, is an animal of a very

clumsy make, with short thick legs, long claws on the fore-feel,

and a fttid white matter exuding from the orifice below the tail.

Irinhabits most parts of Europe, as far N. as Norway and Russia,

and the steep or desert bevond Orenburg, in the Russian Asiatic

dominions, north of the Caspian Sea ; inhabits also China, and is

often found in the butcher's shops in Pekin, the Chinese being fond

of them; but a scarce animal in most coulitries. It seldom ap-

pears in the day ; confines itself much to its hole ; is indolent and

sleepy ; generally very fat ; feeds by night ; eats roots, fruits,

grass, insects, and frogs: it runs slowly ; when overtaken, it comes
to bay, and defends itself vigorously ; its bite is dangerous. It

burrows under ground ; makes several apartments, but forms only

one entrance from the surface. It is hunted during night for the

skin, which serves for pistol-furniture ; the hairs for making brushes

to soften the shades in painting. Its tlesh makes good bacon.

UIITICA, in botany, a genus of plants of the class monoccia,

and order tetrandria; natural order, .Scabrida;. Male, calyx four-

leaved ; no corolla ; nectarium minute, central, urn-fashioned :

female, calyx two-leaved; seed single, oval, glossy. There are

59 species.

UUTICULARIA, Bladder-wort ; in botany, a genus of the

Atandria mouogynia class and order. Natural order, Corydales.

Corolla rinuent, spurred ; calyx Iwo-Uaved, e(pr_l ; cipsule one»
celled. 'I'liereare thirteen species.

USANCE, [iisanzia, Ital.J in commerce, is a determined time
fixed for the payment of bills of exchange, reckoned either from
the day of the bills being accepted, or from the day of tbeir <late ;

and thus called because regulated by the usage and custom of th.e

places whereon they are drawn. Between Holland and England,
England and Hamburgh, and England and France, was one
monlh, tlius " At two usance pay to order of, &c." means at two
months after date, S:c. Between England and Portugal or Spain
it is two months, and between England and Italy three.

USE, in law, is the profit or benefit of lands and tenements ; or
a trust and confidence reposed in a person for the holding of
lands, &c. that he to whose use the trust is made shall receive the
profits.

USHANT, an island of France, 15 miles W. of the coast of the
department of Finisterre, or late province of Bretagne, opposite tO'

Conquct, at the entrant e of tiie British Channel. It is eight miles-

in circuit, and contains several huts and a castle. Lon. 5. 0. W,
Lat. 4S, 30. N.
USHER, an officer, or servant, who has the care and direction

of the door of a court, hall, chamber, or the like. In the king's

household there are two gentlemen-ushers of the privy-chamber ap-

pointed to attend the dner, and give r-n'rance to persons that h:ive

admittance thither; four genllemen-nsliers, waiters; and eight

gentlemen-ushers, quarter-waiter in ordinary.

Usher also signifies an Oilicer of the court of Exchequer, of
which there a e four who attend the barons and chief olficcrs of
that co-.irl of Westminster, as also juries, sherilfs, &c. at the plea-

sun- rf the court. There is also an usher of t!ie court of chancery.

UsHEK, John. See Ussher, John'.

Usher of the Buck Rod, the eUlest of the gentlemen-ushers,

daily waiteis at court, whose duty is to bear the rod before rtie king
at the feast of St. George, and other solemnities.

USQUEB.AUGH, a peculiar compounded liquor, chiefly taken

by way of dram. There are spveral dilVerent methods of making
tlii. liquor; but the following is esteemed one of the best. To
two g;d Ions of brandy, or other spirits, put a pound of Spanish

liquorice, half a pound of dried raisin;, four ounces of currants, and
three of sliced dates, the tops of baum, mint, savory, thyme, and
the tops of the fiowcrs of rosemary, of each two ounces ; cinnamon
and mace, well bruised, nutmegs, aniseeds, and coriander-seeds,

bruised likewise, of each four ounces; citron or lemon, and orange-

peel, scraped, of each an ounce ; let all these infuse 43 houre in

a warm place, often shaking them together; then let them stand

in a cool place for a week ; after which the clear liquor is to be
decanted otf, and to it is to be put an equal quantity of while port,

and a gallon of canary ; after which it is to be sweetened with a
sufficient quantity of refined sugar.

USSEL, a town of P'rance, in the department of Correze, and

late province of Limosin ; five miles N. E. of Ventandour. Lon.

2. 15. E. Lat. 45. 32. N.
USSH ER, James, Abp. of Armagh, one of the most illustrious

prelates in the 17th century. He was born in Dublin in 1580,

Dublin college being finished in 1593, he was one of the three first

students admitted into that seminary, where he made a great pro-

urcss in all kinds of learning. At the age of sixteen he formed a

Chronoloiiy of tlie Bible, in Latin, which was the origin of his

great worki afterwards published under the title of " Annals of the

bid and New Te>tament," the best edition of which is that of Ge-

neva in 17212, in two vols, folio. In l()07 he was appointed pro-

fessor of divinity at Dublin, and chancellor of St. Patrick's ca-

thedral. In 16C0 he was promoted to the bishopric of Meath,

from whence he was translated to the archbishopric of Armagh in

1(J26. On the breaking out of the Irish rebellion he retired to-

England, and was promoted to the see of Carlisle, from which be

received no advantage, owing to the civil wars and the abolition of

episcopacy, of which he approved himself a zealous advocate. The
curators of the university of Leyden ollcred him a professorship,

which he declined; as he also did an invitation from cardinal Riche-

lieu to settle in France with the free liberty of his religion. He died '

in l(i56, and was buried in Westminster-abbey. Besides his Annals,
,|

lie published a Body of Divinity, folio ; the History of Gottes-

J

chalc in Latin; Antiquitates Ecclesiarum Brilannicarum, folio; an

Edition of the Epistles of Ignatius, Barnabas, and Polycarp, wilh

notes

;
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liotes: Sermons, and other learned works.— Life by Parr, prefixed

toUssher's Leiters, IbSt), folio.

USTANIO, a tovMi ol Italy in tlie department of Upper Po,

lateCreinonese, on the Oirlio. It is twelve miles N.E. of Cremona.
USTION, [«sfio,Lat,] in pharmacy, is the preparing of certain

substances by luirning them.

USTULA'I'ION, Itistidutin, Lat.] a word used by pharma-
ceutic writers to express the roasting or torrefyinf; of humid or

moist substances over a gentle fire, so as to render them fit for

powilering. 'Ihe same word is also used by some for what we call

burning of wine.

USUCAPTION, [usucapHo, Lat.] in the civil law, is an ac-

quisition of the property of a thing, by a possession and enjoyment
thereof for a certain term of years prescribed by law.

USUFRUIT, {_usi(s-fructus, Lat.] in the civil law, the use or

enjoyment of any lands or tenements ; or the right of receiving

the fruits and profits of an inherifan-e, or other thing, without a

Jjower of alienating or changing the property thereof.

INSURER, isa person who takes exorbitant interest for money.
USURIOUS CONTRACT is any bargain or contract whereby

a man is obliged to pay more interest for money than the statute

allows.

USURY, an unlawful contract upon the loan of money, to re-

ceive the same again with exorbitant increase. Under the article

Intekest, it was observed, that by statute 37 Hen. VIIL c. y,

the rate of interest was fixed at 10/. per cent per annum : which
the statute 13 Eliz. c. 8, confirms, antl ordains, tliat all brokers

shall be guilty of a pra?muidre that transact any contracts for more,
and the securities themselves shall be void. The statute 21 Jac.

L c. 17, reduced the interest to 8/. per cent; and it having been
lowered in 1650, during the usurpation, to six per cent, the same
I eduction was re-enacted after the Restoration by stat. 12 Car. II. c.

13 ; and lastly the slat. 12 Annx, st. 2. c. 1(5, has reduced it to five

per cent. Wherefore not only all contracts for taking more are in

themselves totally void, but also the lender shall forfeit the money
borrowed. Also if any scrivener or broker takes more than 5s. per

cent, procuration-money, or more than ]'2d. for making a bond, he

Bhall forfeit 20/. with costs, and shall suffer imprisonment for half a

year.

LISTERIA, in botany, a genus of the monandria monogynia
class and order. Calyx four-toothed, with one sei;mcnt much
larger than the rest ; corolla funnel-form, four-toothed"; capsule

one-celled, two-seeded ; seeds arilled. There is but one species,

viz. U. guineensis, a native of Guinea.
UTERUS, in anatomy. See Anatomy.
UTICA, in ancient geography, a town of Africa Propria, on the

Mediterranean ; g Tyrian colony, and older than Carthage.

UTOXETER, a town of Enijland, in Staffordshire; 13 miles

N. E. of Stafford, and 136 N. W. of London. Lon. 1. 50. W.
Lat. 53. 10. N.
UTRECHT, one of the late Seven United Provinces, or States

of Holland, wholly surrounded by Holland and Guehlerland, ex-

rcpling a small part of it that borders on the Zuyder Zee. It en-

joys good air; and in most places the soil is fruittul, but in some
sandy, or what is called turf-ground, and in others over-run with

wood. It is now included in the department of the Delft.

Utrecht, capital of the above province, 19 miles S. E. of

Amsterdam. Lon. 5. 8. E. Lat. 52. 7. N.
UTRICULARIA, Water-milfoil; in botany, a genus of

plants of the class diandria, and order monogynia ; and in the rrtx-

tural system arranged under the twenty-fourth order, Corydales.

Calyx ringent, with a nectarium resembling a spur ; corolla di-

phyllous and equal; capsule unilocular. There are nine species;

two of which are natives of Britain. They have been applied to

no particular use.

UVARIA, a genus of plants of the class and order polyardria

polygamia Calyx three-leaved ;
petals six ; berries numerous,

pendulous, four-seeded. There are eleven species, shrubs and
trees of the East Indies.

VULCAN, in Pagan worship, the god of subterraneous fire

«nd melals, was the son of Jupiter and Juno ; and was said to tie so

remarkably deform'".!, that his father threw him down from heaven
to the isle of Lenmos, in which fall he broke his leg, and there he
set up his forge, and taught men how to soften and polish brass
and iron. Thence he removed to the Liparian isles, near Sicily,

wlieie, by the assistance of the Cyclops, he made Jupiter's thuii-
dcrholts, and ;irmour for the ofhei- gods.

VULGATE, a very ancient Latin translation of the Bible, and
the only one acknowledged by the church of Rome to be authen-
tic. See Bible.

VULNERARY, in medicine, an epithet formerly given to re-

medies supposed to possess virtues for the cure of wounds an.d
ulcers,

VULTURE, in ornithology, a genus of birds of the order
Accipities. Beak straight, hooked at the point ; head has no fea-

thers ; tongue geneniUy bifid. There are seventeen species.

V. Aura, the Carrion Vulture, according to Mr. Latham,
is about the size of a turkey, though it varies in size in diffi rent

parts. The bill is white ; the end black : irides bluish saffron-

colour. The head, and part of the neck, are bare of feathers

;

and of a red, or rather rufous colour. The sides of the head wart-
ed, not unlike that of a turkey. The whole plumage is brown
black, with a purple and green gloss in dilTercnt reflections; but
in some birds, especially young ones, greatly verging to dirty

brown. The feathers of the quills and tail are blacker than the
re^t of the body. The legi are flesh-colour ; the claws black.

These birds are very common in the West Indies, and both in N.
and S. America. It feeds on dead carcases, snakes, &c. like most
of this genus; which makes the smell of it very oliensive; In ge-
neral, it is very tame in its wild state, but particularly so when
trained up from being young. In the West Indies, they roost to-

gether at night, in vast numbers, like rooks in this country; They
are reckoned a most useful animal in the places where they resort

;

which secures their safety, added to a penalty for killing one,
which is in force in Jamaica, and other islands of the West lndie,=:<

V. Gryphus, the Condor, which is not only the largest of
this genus, Ijut perhaps of all others which ore able to fly. The
accounts of authors in regard to its extent of wing are various, viz.

from nine to eighteen leet from the tip of one wing to that of the

other. These birds are said to make their nest among the inacces-

sible rocks, and to lay two white eggs, lirger than these of a tur-

key; they are very destructive to sheep, and will in troops often

aitempt calves ; in which case, some of them first pick out the
eyes, wiiilst others attack the poor animal on all sides, and soon
tear him to pieces. This gives rise to the following stratagem,

used by the peasants of Ciuli : One of them wraps himself up ia

the hide of a Iresh killed sheep or ox, and lies still on the ground ;

the condor, supposing it to be lawful prey, flies down to secure it,

when the person concealed lays hold of the legs of the bird, his

hands being well covered with gloves; and immediately his com-
rades, who are concealed at a distance, run in, and assist to secure

the depredator, by falling on him with sticks till they have killed

him.
UVULAR GLANDS. See Anatomy.
UVl'LARIA, Pennsylvania Solomon's Seal; in botany, a

genus of plants in the class hexandria, and order monogynia; natu-

ral order, Sarmentos3c. Corolla six-petaled, erect; nectary hol-

low at the base of each petal ; filaments \ery short. There are

six species.

UXBRIDGE, a town of England, in Middlesex ; 27 miles W.
by N. of London, and S W. of Windsor. Lon. 0. 23. W. Lat.

j'l. 31. N.
UZBECK TARTARY. See Tartary.
UZEDA, a town of Spain, in New Castile, capital of a duchy

so named ; 20 miles f I; W. of Alcala, and 30 N. of Madrid.

UZEL, a town of France, in the department of the North
Coasts, and late province of Bretagne ; 6 miles N. N. W. of Lou-
deac, and 17 S. W. of St. Brieux.

L^ZERES, or UZES, a town of France, in the department of

the Gard, and late province of Languedoc ; 12 miles W. of Nis--

mes, 20 W. of Avignon, and 20 S^. W. of Orange. Lon. 4. 27.

E. Lat. 44. 2. N.

W, or
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w.

Wor, W, is the twenly-iirst lelter of our alpli;il)el ; and is

9 com posed, as its name implies, of two v's. It was not in

use among the Hebrews, Greeks, or Romans ; l>ut cliielly peculiar

to tlie northern nations, the Teutones, Saxons, Uritons, &c. Kut

still it is not used by tlie French, Italians, Spaniards, or Portu-

guese, except in proper names, and other terms borrowed from

languages in which it is oiigin.iily used, and even then it is sound-

ed like the sin?,le v. This letter is of an ambiguous nature ; being

a consonant at the beginning of words, and a vowel at the end.

Jt may stand before all the vowels except « ; uiKater, wedge,

uinter, zvoiulcr : it may also follow the vowels a, c, o, and unites

with them into a kind of double vowel, or diphthong ; as in saZL',

Jew, cozv, &c. It also goes befoie;-, and follows « and </i; as in

wrath, swear, thwart: it joes before A alao, though in reality it is

sounded after it ; as in t;/it7i, what, &c. In some words it is ob-

scure, as msliad'iw, widow, &;c.

WAADI5R1DGE, or WADEBKIDGE, a town of Cornwall,

342 miles W. by S. of London. Lon. 5. 4. W. Lat. 50. 35. N.
WAAL, orWAHAL, j river of Batavia, wliicli runs from E.

to W. through the department of the Meuse, or late province of

Ihitch Guelderland, and joining the Meuse, falls into the German
Ocean below Briel.

WACCE, in mineralogy, a species of the clay-genus, of a

greenish grey colour, of various degrees of intensity ; it occurs

iometimes massive, sometimes vesicular, and the vesicular are

either tilled when the compound is denominated amygdaloid, or

empty. It is not very heaw, and falls to pieces in the open a r.

WACIIENDORI'IA, iii botany, a genus of plants in the class

triandria, and order monogynia; natural order, Ensats. Style

one; stamina three; flower^ spathaceous; capsule trilotular and
superior. Corolla hexapetalous, unet|ual, and situated below the

gernien. There are four species, all foreign plants.

WACHOVIA, an extensive country of North Carolina, in

Stokes and Surrey counties, between the Yadkin and the Haw
and Deep rivers. It is chielly cultivated by the Moravians, who
founded Bethleheni, their fust settlement in it, in 1753, which is

now verv flourishing But Salem is the capital.

WACHTENDONCK, a town of Batavia, in the department
of the Meuse, and late province of Dutch Guelderland. Lon. 6.

7. E. Lat. 31.23. N.
W.VDD, or WADDING, is a stopple of paper, hay, straw, or

the like, forced into a gun upon the powder, to keep it close in

the chambf r ; or to put it up close to the shot, to keep it from roll-

ing out. See Projectiles.
WADDAHS, a savage people in Ceylon. They live by

themselves, and neither till the ground nor breed cattle ; but sub-

sist entirely by hunting with bows and arrows ; except that they
collect wild honey.
WADERO, an island on the W. coast of Sweden. Lon. 12.

30. E. Lat. 66. 24. N. ,

WAFER, in the eucharist. See Transubstantiation.
Vv'afkrs, or Sealing Waflrs, aie made thus: Take very

fine flour, mix it with glair of eggs, isinglass, and a little yest;
imngle the materials; beat them well together; spread the batter,

being made thin with gum-water, on even tin-plates, and dry
tl-.em in a stove; then cut them out for use. Tliey may be made
of any colour, by tinging the paste with brazil or vcri'nillion for
rtd ; indigo or virditer, &c. for blue; saffron, turmerics, or gam-
boge, Sic. for yellow.

WAGENINGEN, a town of Batavia, in the department of the
Rhine, and late province of Dutch Guelderland ; 7 ;niles W. of
Arnheim, and 24 E. S. E. of Utrecht.

WAGE, ill lav\', denotes the giving security for the peiforiiMnce
cf any thing.

WAGER OF BATTEL. Sec Battel.
ViACKR OF La'v. See Law.
WAIFS, i;ONA WAN'IATA, are goods stolen, and waived or

throw n aw ay by the thief in his flight, for fear of being apprehend-
ed. These are given to the king, by the law, as a punishment
upon the owner for not himself pursuing the felon, 'and taking
away his goods from him. And therefore if tlie party robbed do
his diligence immediately to follow and apprehend the thief (which
is called making fresh suit), or convict him afterwards, or procure
evidence to convict him, he shall have his goods again. VVai\ed
goods do also not belong to the king till seized by somebody for

his use ; for it the party robbed can seize them first, though at the
distance of twenty years, the king shall never have them. If the
goods are hid by the thief, or left anyvv'here by him, so that he
had not iheni about him wlien he fled, and therefore did not
throw them away in liis flight ; these also are not bona wavLita,

but the owner may have them again when he pleases. The goods
of a foreign merchant, though stolen and thrown away in flight,

shall never be waifs : the reason whereof may be, not only for the
encouriigenient of trade, but also because there is no wilful default

in the foreign merchant's not pursuing the thief, he being generallv
a stranger to our laws, our usages, and our language.

WAIGATS, straits between Russia and N'ova Zembla; through
which the Dutch attempted to find a N. E. passage to China and
the East Indies, and sailed, but without success, as far as 75° lon.

E. in lat. 72. 25. N.
WAINFLEET, a town of Enijiand, in Lincolnshire, 130 miles

N. by E. of London. Lon. 0. 20. E. Lat. ii. 10. N.
WAINSCOT, in building, is th« timber-work that serves to

line the walls of a room, being usually made in pann'els, and
painted, to serve instead of lianr,ings.

WAITZEN, a town and bishop's see of Hungary, on the Da-
nube ; 72 miles E. S. E. of Pri-sburg, and 100 E. S. E. of Vienna.
WAIVE, in law, a woman that is put out ot the protectiou of

the law. She is called waive, as being forsaken of the law ; and
not outlaw as a man is ; by reason women cannut be of tlie decen-
na, and are not sworn in leets to the king, nor to the law, as men
are ; where.as women are not, and so cannot be outlawed, since
they never were within it.

WAKE, in navigation, the print or track impressed bv the
cour;e of a sliip on the surface of the water. It is formed by the
reunion of the body of water which was sepaiated by the ship's

bottom whilst moving through it ; and may be seen to a consider-
able distance behind the stern, as smoother than the rest of llie

sea. Hence it is usually observed by the compass, to discover
the angle of lee-way. A ship is said to be in the w ake of another
when she follows her on the same track, or a line supposed to be
formed on the continuation of her keel. Two distant objects ob-
served at sea are called in the wake of each other, when the view
of the farthest is intercepted by the nearest ; so that the observer's
eye, and the two objects, are all phioed on the same right line.

Wake, is the eve- feast of the iledication of churches, which Is

kept with feasting and rural diversions. The learned .Mr. Whi-
taker, in his History of Manchester, hath given a particular ac-
count of the origin of wakes and fairs. He observes, that every
church at its consecration received the name of some particular
saint : this custom was practised among the Roman Britons, and
continued among the Saxons ; and in the council of Cealchythc,
in S16, the name of the denominating saint was expressly reiiuired
to be inscribed on the altars, and also on the walls of the church,
or a tablet within it. The feast of this saint became of course tlie

festival of the church. Thus (.'hristian festivals were substituted
in the room of the idol.itrous annivprs;M'ies of heathenism: accord-
ingly, at the first introduction of Christianity among the Jutes of

Ken
.'.I
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Kent, pope Gregury the Grwit ailvueil \vh;it l,;ul bi-cn previously

<lonc amoDg the Biitor.s, vi^. Chriiliun festivaU to Lx? ir.-tiliiteil in

tlie room of llie idolatrous, anu the sul'iering day of the martyr
whose relics were reposited in the church, or tlie day on which the

building was actually dedicated, to be the established feast of the

parish. Both were appointed and observed ; and they were clearly

distinguished at lirst among the Saxons, as appears from the laws

of the Confessor, where the dies dedicatioius, or dedicalio, is re-

peatedly disci iuiinated from the propria festi vitas sancti or cele-

bratio sancti. The evening before every saint's day, in the Saxon
Jewish melliod of reckoning the hours, being an actual hour of (he

day, and therefore like that approjjrialed to the duties of public

religion, as they reckoned Sunday from the lirst to commence at

the sun-set of Saturday ; the evening preceding the church's holi-

day would be observed with all the devotion of the festival. The
people actually repaired to the church, and joined in the services

of if, and they thus spent the evening of their greater festivities

in the monasteries of the North, as early as the conclusion of the

seventh century. These services were naturally denominated
from their late hours ivtrccan, or wakes, and vigils, or eves.

AVhen Gregory recommended the festival of the patron-saint, he
advised the people to erect booths of branches about the church
on the day of the festival, and to feast and be merry in them with
innocence. Accordingly, in every parish, on the returning anni-

versary of the saint, little pav.lions were constructed of boughs,
and the people indulged in them in hospitality and mirth. The
feasting of the saint's day, however, was soon abused ; and even in

the body of the church, when the people were assembled for de-
votion, they began to mind diversions, and to introduce drinking.

The growing intemperance giadually stained the service of the
vigil, till the festivity of it was converted, as it now is, into the ri-

gour of a fast. At length they too justly scandalized the Puritans
of the seventeenth century, and numbers of the wakes were dis-

used entirely, especially in the east and some western parts of
England ; but they are commonly observed in the north, and in

the midland counties. This custom of celebrity in the neighbour-
hood of the church, on the days of particular saints, was introduced
into England from the continent, and must have been familiar

equally to the Britons and Saxons; being observed among the

churches of Asia in the sixth century, and by tho>e of the west of

Europe in the seventh. And equaliy in Asia and Europe on the
continent, and in the islands, these celebrities were tlie causes of

those commercial marts which we denominate fairs. Tiie people
resorted in crowds to the festival, and a considerable provision

would be wanted for their entertainment. The prospect of inte-

rest invited the little traders of the country to come and offer tlieir

wares; and thus, among the many pavdions for hospitality in the
neighbourhood of the church, various booths were erected for the
sale of different commodities. In larger towns, surrounded with
populous districts, the resort of the people to the wakes would be
great, and the attendance of traders numerous; and this resort and
attendance constitute a fair. Basil expressly mentions the nu-
merous appearance of traders at these festivals in A>ia, and Gre-
gory notes the same custom to be common in Europe. And as

the festival was observed on a feria, or holiday, it naturally assumed
to itself, and as naturally communicated to the mart, the appella-

tion of feria or fair.

WAKEFIELD, Gilbekt, A. B. a learned political writer,

born at Nottingham, in 1756. He was educated by Mr. Wood-
deson, at Kingston upon Thames. In 1772 lie entered Jesus Col-
lege, Cambridge, where he took his degrees. In 1776 he pub-
lished some Latin poems, and notes on Homer. In 1778, he took
deacon's orders, and became curate of Stockport, whence he re-

moved to Liverpool. In 1779 he married, left the church, and
became tutor in the dissenting Academy at Warrington. He
published, I . Translations of St. Matthew, and the Epistle to the

Thessalonians. 2. An Inquiry into the Opinions of the Chris-

tian Writers of the three lirst Centuries, concerning Jesus Christ,

in 4 vols. 3. Silva Critica. 4. He next astonished his friends

with a pamphlet against public worship. After the French revo-

lution he wrote some severe tracts against government. But his

Letter to the Bishop of Llandaff subjected him and the printer to

a prosecution, and two years' imprisonment in Dorchester jail. He
was liberated in May ISO!, but died in September. As a classi-

cal scholar he had few equals, but be was both a Socinian and a
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republican. He published also Tragxdiarum Gra'canni 'Kleclus,
2 vols. 12mo. and a superb edition of Lucretius, 3 vols. 4to.
Wakefield, in geography, an ancient town of Enijlaiul, in the

West Riding of Yorkshire, 8 miles S. of Leeds, 28 S. W. of York
and 1S4 N. of London. Lon. 1. 28. W. Lat 53 4l N

'

WAKING, or WAKEFULNESS, denotes that 'state of the
body, which is opposed to sleeping. Both are alike imiiortant to
the preservation ot health ; but waking, in particular, ought not to
be prolonged beyond a proper time, as it exhausts the viul spirits,
disorders the nerves, and unhinges the whole system: hence
acute head-aches, vertigoes, c^ic.'are the inevitable consequences-
because the whole mass of tlic fluids becomes vitiated, and the
animal-frame is at length subject to an uncommon dcree of irri-
tability and e.xcitemeiit, on the slightest occasions, Iiuhe present
artihcial ttate of society, many persons of active mind.s and great
susceptibility, complain of watclifulness, which shortens their davs,
renders their lile unhappy, and is sometimes succeeded bv ui-
sanily. As the so.irce ot this malady may, in general, be attri-
buted to an unbounded desire of acquiring wealth, power, or fame,
we shall briefly remark, that moral arguments will mos'tlv prove
unavailing, wlicre the primary education has been defective. In-
stead, therefore, of resorting to opium, spirits, or other slupefviii"
liquors, we advise such unfortunate victims of a disordered iina°
gination, to adopt a more frugal mode of life, to lake sufficient
bodily exercise, not to indulge in nocturnal speculations ; and, if
these means be ineffectual, to resort either to the tepid bath, or to
employ general friction over the whole body, for at least half an
hour, previously to their repose.

WALACHIA, a province of Turkey, in Europe, bounded on
the north by Moldavia and Transylvania, on the east and south
by the Danube, and on the west by Transylvania. It is 225 miles
long, and 125 broad, and was ceded to the Turks by the treaty oi"
Belgrade, in 1739. It abounds in good horses and cattle ; and there
are mines of several kinds. The soil is so fertile, that it is capa-
ble of producing any thing ; and there are good pastures, with wine
oil, and all kinds of European fruits. The inhabitants are chieHv
of the Greek church. ''

WALAKA, a province of Abyssinia, between Geshen and the
Samba. It is low and unwholesome, having the Upper Xoa on the
south.

WALCHEREN, an island of Batavia, in the department of the
Meuse and late province of Zealand. The chief town is Middle-
burg. It IS now 111 the department of the Mouths of the Scheldt
WALCOURT, or WALENCOUR T, a town of France, in

the department of the Sambie and Meuse, and late county ofNa
mur. Lon. 4. 30. E, Lat. 50. 10. N.
WALDECK, acounly of Germany, bounded on the north by

the late Ijishopric of I'aderborn. It abounds with woods, cattle
and grain. It lias mines of gold, copper, silver, lead, and'iron. '

Waldeck, the capital of the above county, 25 miles W. S.W
of Cassel, and 80 E. ol Cologii. Lon. 19. 4. E. Lat. 51. 10. N.

'

WAL D EX, a borough of England, in Essex, 42 miles N.E.
of Loiulon. Lon. 0. 20. E. Lat. 52. 4. N.
WALDENSES. See At.bigenses, and Waldo.
WALDKIUK, a town of Germany, in Austrian Brisgaw, on aa

isluid in the Ellz, 5 miles from Friburg. Lon. 8. 3 E Lat 43
9. N. -

WALDO, Peteh, a merchant of Lyons, who flourished in the
end of the eleventh century. Applying himself to the study of
the Scriptures, and linding no warrant there for several of the Ro-
mish doclriiies, parliculariy that of transnbstantiation, he publicly
opposed them. His followers, who from him were called Wal-
denses, being chased from Lyons spread over Danphin6 and Pro-
vence ; upon which Philip II. is said to have razed 300 gentle-
men's seats, and destroyed several walled towns to slop their
growth ; but this, instead of suppressing, spread them over a "reat
part of Europe. The articles of their faith, which they drew up
and dedicated to the king of France, agreed in most jjoints with
those of the present Protestants.

WALDSCHUT, a town of Suabia, on the Rhine, 19 miles W.
of Schalfhausen, and 26 E. of Basil. Lon. S. 12. E. Lat. 47
38. N.
WALES, a country situated on the S. W. part of Britain, info

which the ancient Britains retired from the persecution of the
Saxons. Anciently it was of greater extent tlian it it at present,'

10 D ynil
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and comprelientled all the country beyond tin; Severn, that is, be-

sides the 12 counties included in it at present, those of Ilcrelordshhe

and Momnoutlishne, which now are reckoned a part of England,

V ere then inhabited by three ditilerenl tribes of the Britons, viz.

the Silnres, the Dimeta:, and the Ordovices. Tlie Romans were
never able to snbdue them till the reign of Vespasian, when they

were reduced by Julius Frontinns, who placed garrisons in theh'

country to keep them in awe. Thongh the Saxons made them-

selves masters of England, they never got possession of Wales, ex-

ce))t the counties of Monmouthshire and Herefordshire, formerly

a part of Wales. About S70, Roderic king of Wales divided it

among his three sons; and the names of these divisions were,

Dcmetia, or South Wales ; Povesia, or Powis-Land ; and Vene-
dotla, or North Wales. The country derived the name of Wales,

and the inhabitants that of Welsh, from the Saxons, who by those

terms denote a country and people to which they are strangers;

for the Welsh, in their own language, call their country Ci/mi;/,

and their language Ci/wiracg. They continued under their own
princes and laws from the above-mentioned period, and were never

entirely subjected to the crown of England till the reign of Ed-
ward 1. when Llewellin ap GryfBth, prince of Wales, lost both his

life and dominions. Edward, the belter to secure his conquest,

and to reconcile the Welsh to a foreign yoke, sent his queen to lie

in at Caernarvon, where she was delivered of a prince ; to whom
the Welsh, on that account, the more readily submitted. On this

occasion, Edward used a very pardonable piece of policy. Call-

ing together the Welsh nobles, he look their oath, that they would
choose a prince of their own blood-royal, whom he would recom-
mend, and a native, who could not speak a word of English.

Ever since that time, the eldest sons of the kings of England have
commonly been created Princes of \\'ales, and as such enjoy cer-

tain revenues from that country. As to the character of the XVelsh,

they are a brave hospitable people ; and though very jealous of

affronts, passionate, and hasty, yet are easily reconciled. The
common people look with a suspicious eye on strangers, and bear

an iiereditary grudge to the English nation, by whom their ances-

tors were expelled from the finest parts of the island. The com-
mon people, in general, only speak their own language, which is

i!ie ancient I5ritish; and not only differs entirely from the English,

but has very little aflinily with any of the western tongues, except
the Gaelic, Erse, or Irish. It is said to be a dialect of the ancient

Celtic, and in many respects to resemble the Hebrew. Tiie

country, though mountainous, especially in North Wales, is far

from being barren. The hills, besides the metals and minerals

they contain, feed vast herds of small black cattle, deer, sheep,

and goats, and their valleys abound in corn, as their seas and
rivers do in fish. Here are also wood, coal, and turf for fuel, in

abundance.
Wales, New North, a country of North America, in New

Britain, lying W. of Hudson's bay, and belonging to Great
Britain.

Wales, New South, a country of North America, called also

New Britain, lying S. W. of Hudson's Bay, and belonging to

Great Rriiain. '

VYales,, New South, a name given to the E. coast of New
Holland. Jt was first explored by Captain Cook, in 1770; and a

<!eiign was formed, in con'equence of his recommendation, to set-

tle a colony of convicts at Botany Bay. Captain Philip beiu^ ap-

pointed governor of the intended settlement, sailed from Porls-

mouth, in May I7S7, with a detachment of marines, and 778 con-
victs, of which 21.'0 were women. He arrived at Botany Bay in

.lanuary 17SS; but finding this bay very ineligible for a colony,
fie fixed upon Port Jackson, about thirteen miles further to the

north, and there a settlement was begun, to which he gave (he

jiame of Sydney Cove. With respect to the country, a vast chain

of lofty momiiains, about sixty mih'S inland, runs nearly in a

north and sou'.h direction, further than the eye can reach. The
general face of it is diversified with gentle risings, and small wind-
ing valley>, covered for the most part with large spreading trees,

which afford a succession of leaves in all seasons ; and a varielv of

lowering shrubs, almost all new to an European, but of little fra-

grance, abound in those ))lace^ which are iree from trees. The
<diinate appears not to be disagreeable; tlic heat is never excessive

in summer, nor the cold intolerable in winter; tilorms of thunder
asd lightning are frequent. The (piadrupeds are principally of

j

the opossum kind, of which the most remarkable is the kan-
garoo.

WALE, or WALES, in a ship, those outermost timbers in a
ship's side, on which the sailors set their feet in climbing up.
They are reckoned from the water, and are called her first, second,
and third, walet or bend. See Ship.
Wale-knot, a round knot or knob made with three strands of

a rope, so that it cannot slip, by which the tacks, top-sail-sheets,

and stoppers, are made fast, as also some other ropes.

Wale-reared, on board a ship, a name the seamen give to a
ship, which, after she comes to her bearing, is built straight up,
this way of building, though it does not look well ; nor is, as the
seamen term it, ship-shapen ; yet it has this advantage, that a ship
is thereby more roomy within board, and becomes thereby a
wholesome ship at sea, especially if her bearing be well laid out.

WALKING, is one of the most salutary kinds of exercise.

For this purpose, dry, airy, and elevated, situations are preferable
to such as are low and moist; though, during the summer, a walk
in a meadow or forest, is e(|ually agreeable and conducive to
health. No woods, marshy or damp meadows, however, should
be selected, particularly in autumn, when the leaves decay on the
ground. In taking this exercise, it will farther be advisable to

walk with a moderate pace, especially against the wind; but the
practice of reading, on such occasions, is eciually absurd and detri-

mental to the eyes ; independently of the accidents that may arise

from falling. Walking is of eminent service to persons employed
in sedentary occupations, and particularly to those who are con-
fined in cities: it promotes the circulation of the blood ; preserves

the body in a proper temperature ; facilitates the motion of the
lungs; and relieves the contraction of the legs, which is occasion-

'

ed by long-continued sitting. Indeed, its beneficial consequences
are so obvious, that hypochondriacal and hysterical allections

have often been effectually removed, by duly persevering in this

wholesome e.xercise. In teaching children to walk, they should,

on no account, be placed too early on their feet, or upheld by
leading-strings ; as, by such practice, their weak legs fre(|uentlv

become bandy : not less improper and pernicious are the circular

go-carts employed for this purpose by injudicious parents, wlio

are anxious to see their infants walk, before they have acquired
sufficient strength to stand. Hence it will be more prudent to
place them on a soft carpet ; or, (if the weather be serene, and the
ground |)erfectly dry,) on a lawn or grass-plat. In such situations,

surroumled with play-things, they may creep in every direction,

support themselves either by chairs or trees; and, though occa-
sionally falling, they will speedily learn to be more cautious. It

would be superlliious to enlarge on this subject, which now begins
to be better understood ; and if the simple rules, on which its

practice depends, were more generally followed, there would be
less occasion to deplore the fate of deformed or crippled children.

WALL, in architecture, the principal jiart of a building, as

serving both to inclose it, and to support the roof, floors, ic.
Vv'alls are distillgui^hed into various kinds, from the matter whereof
they consist; as plastered or mud-walls, brick-walls, stone-walls.

Hint or bouldtr-walls, and boarded- walls. See Architec-
ture.
WALLEN lA, in botany, a genus of the tetrandria monogvnia

class and order. Calyx four-clelt, inferior; corolla tubular, four-,

cleft ; berry one-seeded. There is but one species, viz. W. lau-

rifolia, a tall tree growing naturally in Jamaica and Jllspaniola.

WALLENSTADT, a town ot the Helvetic republic, S miles
W. of Sargans, and 35 S. E. of Zurich. Lon. y. 14. E. Lat.

47. 1. N.
WALLER, Edmund, a celebrated English poet, the son of

Robert Waller, E\(|. of Agir.onilesham in Buckinghaniahire, by
Anne the sister of the great Hamden. He was born in ItiOj ; and-

sent first to Eton, afterwards to King's college, Cambridge, where,
at 17 years of age, he was chosen into the last parliament of James
I. as burgess for Agmondtsham. He began to exercise his poeti-

cal talents so early as li)'J3 ; as appears from his vei-ses " upon the j^
danger his majesty (then princv) escaped in the road of St. An-

*
dcro ;" where, returning from Spain, he was nearly cast away.
He married the daughter and heiress of a rich citizen, against a
rival whose interest was espoused by the court. But he became
a widower before he was 25, when he began to have a passion for
Sacharissa, a iictitious name he gave the lady Dorothy Sidney.

-

ti daughter
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daughter to the earl of Leicester, afterwards wife to the earl of

Sunderland. He was now known at conit, caressed by all who
had any relish for wit and hiinioiir ; and was one of the famous
club of which Lord Falkland, Mr. Chilliiigworih, &c. were mem-
bers. He was elected M. P. in 1640. An intermission of parlia-

ments having disgusted the nation, and raised jealousies against

the designs of the court, he was one of the liist who condemned
these measures. He made a speech in the house on this occasion,

in opposition to the court. But he voted against the abolition ol

Episcopacy. At the restoration he was treated with great ci-

vility by Charles H. who always made him one of the party in

his divereions at the Duke ot Buckingham's, &c. He wrote a

panegyric upon his restoration. He sat in several parliaments

after tiie Restoration, and enlivened their debates much with his

wit, his natural vivacity making his company agreeable to the last.

He died of a dropsy in 1687, and was interred in Beaconsfiekl,

where a monument is erected to his memory. He is esteemed tlie

most elegant and harmonious versiiier of his time, and a great re-

finer of the English language. The best edition of his works,

containing poems, speeches, letters, &c. is that published in 4to.

bv Mr. Fcnton, in 1730.

'WALLINGFORD, a borough of England, in Berkshire, 14

miles N. W. of Reading, and 46 \V. of London. Lon. 1.1. W.
Lat. 51. 36. N.
WALLIS, Dr. John, a celebrated mathematician, educated at

Cambridge ; where he became fellow of Queen's college, till, by
his marriage, he vacated it. In 1640, he received holy order-,

and became chaplain to lady Vere. Wliile he lived in this family,

he cultivated the art of deciphering. In 1643 lie published,
" Truth Tried ; or. Animadversions on the Lord Brooke's I'rea-

tlse, called The Nature of Truth, &c." In 1()44, he was chosen

> one of the secretaries to the assembly of divines at Westminster.
' • Dr. Peter Turner, Savilian professor of geometry in Oxiord,

being ejected by the parliament's visitors in 1649, Mr. Walliswas
appointed to succeed him in that place. In 16j3 he published at

<)xford a Grammar of the English Tongue, in Latin. In 165,=) he
entered the list with Mr. Ilohbes; and their controversy lasted

a considerable time. In 1657 the Doctor published his Mathe-
matical Works. Upon the death of Dr. Langbaine, he was chosen

custos archivorum of the university. After the Restoration he

met with great respect, tlie king himself entertaining a favourable

ojjinion of him on account of some services he had done both to

his royal father and himself. He was therefore contirmed in his

places, admitted one of the king's chaplains in ordinary, and ap-

pointed one of the divines empowered to review tlie book of

common prayer. He continued a steaily conformist till his death,

in 1703. He was one of the first members of the Royal Society.

Resides the works above-mentioned, he published many
.jihers.

WALNL'T, in botany. SccJuglans.
"WALPO, a town of Sclavonia, 20 miles W. of Eszek; 110

miles S. of Buda. Lon. 19. 22. E. Lat. 45. 35. N.
WALPOLE, Sir Robert, earl of Orford, was born al Honch-

ton in Norfolk, Sept. 6tli, 1674, and educated at Eton. In 1700

he was chosen member of parliament for Lynn. In 1705 he was

appointed secretary at war, and in 1709 treasurer or tlie navy, bill

on the change of ministers he was voted by the commons to be

guilty of corrupiion, and ordered to be expelled the house. The
whig-party, however, strenuously supported him, and he was

re-elected for Lynn, though the house declared the election void.

At the accession of George I. he was made paymaster of the

forces, but two years afterwards he resigned his place, and joined

the opposition. Another change taking place in 17'J5, he had llie

lead in tire administration, and was nominated fust lord of the

treasury, and chancellor of the exchequer. He maintained his

|jower with great firmness till 1742, when he resigned, and was

created earl of Orford, with a pension of 4000/. a year. The re-

mainder of his life he spent in tranquillity and retirement, and

<lipd, in 1745, in the 71st year of his age.

WALSALL, a borough of Englaml, in StalTordshire, 9 miles

S. W. of Litrhlield, 15 S. of Stallord, and 1 16 N. W. of London.

Lon. 1. 56. W. Lat. 52. 46. N.
-WALSINGHAM, in geography, a town of Norfolk, 22ri^iles

N. W. of Norwich, and 117 N. N. E. of London. Lon. 0. 53.

E, Lat. 52. 56. N.

WALIHAM. or BISHOP's WALTHAM, a town of Eng-
land, in Hants, b miles S. of Winchester. Lon. 1. 20. W. Lat.
50. 57. N.
Waltiiam Aebf.v, or Holy Cross, a town of Essex, 1 2 miles

N. of London. Lon. 0. 3. E. Lat. 51. 42. N.
Waltham on thf. Would, a town of Leicestershire, 19 miles

N. E. of Leicester, and 1 13 N. by W. of London.
WALTHERIA, in botany, a genus of plants in the class mo-

nadelpliia and order triandria ; natural order, Coluniniferi'. Ca- '

lyx double; outer lateral, tlirce-leavcd, deciduous ; petals five ;

style one ; capsule one-celled, two-valved, one-seeded. There
are six species.

Walton, Brian't, a learned prelate, was born at Cleave-
land, in Yorkshire, in 1000, and was educated (irst at Magdalen
College, and afterwards at Peter house, Cambridge In l63y he
took his doctor's degree, and at this lime was prebendary of St.

Paul's, chaplain to the king, and rector of St. Murtin Orgar's,

London, lie sulTen d cons derably at the bnakliig out of the
civil war, on which he fled to Oxford. He undertook, and hap-
pily performed, the publishing of a Polyglot Bible,in 6 vols, folio,

in which he was assisted by the learned Edmund Castell, and other
eminent men. Dr. Walton was also the author of a Defence of
tliis work, against Dr. Owen ; anil a book on the right of the
London clergy to tithes. In 1 660 he was preferred to the see of
Chesti-r, but died in London the year following.

WAMPUM, the money used by the North-American Indians.

It is much used in all their treaties as a symbol of friendship. It

is made of a shell of a particular species of Venus.
WANGARA, a kingdom of Africa, with its capital so named.

Lon. 16. 30. E. Lat. 16. 0. N.

I
WANG EN, a town of France, in the department of the Lower

Rhine, and late province of Alsace, S miles N. W. of Strasburg,

and 9 S. h. of Savern. Lon. 7. 42. E. Lat. 4S. 38. N.
Wangex, an imperial town of Suabia, 17 miles N. E. of Lin-

dan, and 30 E. of Constance. Lon. 9. 56. E. Lat. 47. 38. N.
W.^NTAGE, a town of England, in Berkshire, 12 miles S.

W. of Oxford, and 60 M'. of London. Lon. 1. 16. E. Lat. 51.

35. N.
WAPENTAKE is the same with hundred.The word seems to be

of Danish original, and lo be so called for tliis reason : when first

this kingdom, or part thereof, was divided into wapentakes, he
who was the cliief of the wapentake or hundred, and whom we
now call a high constable, as soon as he entered upon his office,

appeared in a field on a cerlain day on horseback with a pike in

his hand, and all the chief men of the hundred met him there with
'

their lances, and touched his pike; wiiich was a sien tliat they
were firmly united to eat h other by the touching their w<:apons.

But .Sir Thomas Smith says, that anciently musters were made of
the armour and weapons of the several inhabitants of every wapen-
take; and from those that could not find sufficient pledges for

their good abearing, their weapons were taken away and given to

others ; from whence he derives the word.

WAPITWAGAN ISLANDS, a cluster of islands near the S.

coast of Labrador; in Lon. 60. 20. W. Lat. 50. 4. N.
WAR, a contest between two sovereigns, states, or large bodies

of people : and as tlu-se are unw illing to submit the decision of

their differences to arbitration, or eipiity, they generally resort to

arms for that purpose. War is always a national evil ; and is jus-

tifiable only in cases of self-defence ; though, by proper remon-
strances, it might doubtless in many instances be avoded, together

with all its horrors. Like the duels between private individnaU,

which disgrace civili/ed Europe, war may for a sl.ort time gratify

the rage of hatred; but it uniformly fails to ilnswer the end for

which it was commenced ; disappointing the wishes of the ambi-
tious ; betraying the interests of society ; in short, beinsj

eipialiy useless and distressing. Defensive wars, however, ni2%'

be iuslified by dire necessity ; so that the good wishes of the mo-
derate and pacific must ever attei.d siiih exertions. In this point,

of view, the art of war is an useful Snd necessary pursuit ; as its'

object is to lefeiid persecuted virtue ; to punish' the daring ag-

^^ressor ; to curb ambition; and to oppose the unjust ria'iii- .>f

turbulent neighbours ; hut when warfare is wantonly courted, fer

contrary purposes, it deserves to be branded with infamy ; aiul, as

Count Tuvpin (" Essay on the Art of War,") has justly observed,^

if he, who first reduced w rules the art of destroying hi< felloxw'

creature^
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iieauufs, liail no iibn.-i ( in vi'-u bill to gr.itily Use p,i>-<ion of

prni' (•=, lit' " a^ a iiionsier whom it wonld liave befii a iluty to

tiDollierat liii liirlli. I'or Imtlirr infoniialioii on litis subject, wt-

TffiT tlie reader to iho ailiclfs Aid-dk Camh, Aid-Major, Ar-
Tir.i.ERY, HoMn, Cami', I/in'non', Cakuonaue, Ensign, Ge-
^EKAL, GuNNbRY, GuS-l'oWDER, LlKL'TEN ANT, MaJOU, MA-
NUAL Exercise, MaiXARV Estate, Musket, Naval Tac-
tics, Ordnance, Pistol, Platcjon-EnercjjE, Projectiles,
Jv:c. and liioir itsppctive plates. Eof tiie time-, wlien llic princi-

pal vvari bappiMietl, ait'l the most tamons generals lived, see the

rhronolo^^ical table under the article CuROf ology. In Plate

CLXXIX. is given a view of several implements used in the art

of war, from which an idea of them may be farmed, espfcially if

the terms by which they are named in the Plate be consulted in

their order in this work.
VVARAOIN, a large and strong town of Upper Hungary, ca-

pital of a county so named, 27 miles N. of Jula, and 12U of Bel-

grade. Lnn. 21. 5. E. Lat. 47. j. N.
VVaradin, a strong town of Sclavonia, also capital of a county

so named, 30 miles S. W. ofKanisca. Lon. l(j. Ij, E. Lat. 4(j.

46. N.
WARANGOLE, an ancient town of liindoostan, in the Dec-

ran, 02 miles N. E. by K. of Hyderabad. Lon. 79. 30. E. Lat.

18. 6. N.
WARBERG, a town of Sweden, in Halland, with a tort and

harbour, 30 miles S..of Gottenburg. Lon. il.4(i. £. Lat. 57.

J 2. N.
WARBURTON, William, a learned prelate, was born at

Newark upon Trent, in 169S, and bred an attorney, which pro-

fession he rilinijuished, and after going through a course of study
lie look orders without having had a university-education. He
afterwards received the degree of D. D. by mamlaniusfrom Cam-
bridge. I5y marrying a niece of ;vir. Allen of Prior Park he gained
a considerable fortune, and in 175.") was preferred to a prebend in

the cathedral of Durham. He was- also preacher of Lincoln's
Tnn, and in 1757 advanced to the deanry of Bristol. In 1760 he
was consecrated bishop of (ilouctster, and in 176S he instituted a

lecture at Lincoln's inn, in the form of a sermon, to prove the

truth of revelation from the Prophecies. The bishop dierl in 1779,
and was buried in Gloucester cathedral. His greatest work was
the Divine Legation of Moses, o'vols. 8vo. in which he defended
revelation upon the gromuls of religious deism, by admitting that

though a future state made no part of the Jewish legislator's sys-

tem, yet tliat the truth of the Mosaic scheme is capable of a moral
demonstration. The performance, however, gave great ol'fence to

many learned and pious believCVs, who attacked it with great
force ; and were replied to by the author with haughtiness and as-

jierity. Prior in point of publication, but ne.\t in ability, was
the Alliance betwixt Church and State, 8vo. in which well-rea-

soned work he incontrovertibly proved the necessity of religious

p-tablishiiKiits. Besides these works Dr. Warburton printed a
Discourse intituled Julian, or a Di-course concerning the Earth-
quake and Fiery Eruptions which defeated that emperor's attempt
to rebuild the '1 emple at Jerusalem ; two volumes of Sermons ; a
View of Lord Bolingbroke's Philosophy; a Tract on the Lord's
Supper; a Treatise against the Methodists on the Doctrine of

Grace; and several miscellaneous pieces. The whole of his

works have been handsomely published by his friend bishop Hurd,
in 6 vols. 4to. Pope left him the copyright of his works, which
Warburton printed with notes. He also published an edition of

Shukspeare, which was severely handled by Edwards, in his Ca-
nons of Criticism.

WAR-CRY was formerly customary in tlie armies of most na-
tions, when just upon the point of engaging. Sometimes they
were only tuinultuoMS shouts, or horrid yells, uttered with an in-

tent to strike terror in their adversaries : such as is now used by
the Indians in America, called the war-whoop.
WARD, Dr. Seth, an English prelate, chiefly famous for his

knowledge in mathematics and astrunoiny, was born at Bunting-
lord in Ilertlordshire, in 1617. He was educated at Sidney col-
lege, Cauibridge, where he applied with great vigour to his stu-
dies, 4)articularly to the mathematics, and was chosen a fellow.

He was involve<l in the consequences of the civil war, but soon
after the Restoration was made bishop of Exeter, and in l(i67, of
S.lisbury. In 1C71 he wa& made chancellor of tiie order uf the

;;arttr ; and was the first Protestant bi-hop who had that honour,
lie procured it to be anne.xcd to the ^ee of Salisbury. He sur-

vived his senses, in conse<|uence ot a fever. He lived to the Re.
volution, and died in 1690- He was the author of several Latirj

works in matiiematics and astronomy, but their use has been su-
perseded by later discoveries and the Newtonian philosophy.
WARD, in law-books, awoid of divers significations : tlius, a

ward in London, is a part of the city committed to the special
charge of one ol the aldernun of the city. Tliefe are twenty-si.\

wards in London, which are as hundreds, and the parishes thereof
as towns. A forest is also divided into wards, anil so arc most of
our hospitals.

Waru, Warda, or Wardagium, is also used, in our ancient
writings, for the custody of a town or castle, which the tenants
and inhabitants were bound to keep.it their own char"e.

VVAUDBKIDGE, or WAREBRIGE, a town of Cornwall, 20
miles W. of Launceston, and 242 S. \V. of London. Lon. 5. 4.
\V. Lat. 50. 3o. N.
WARDEN, or GUARDIAN, one who has the charge or

keei>iiig of any person, or thing, by office. See Guardian. Such
is the warden of the fleet, the keeper of the fleet-prison ; who has
the charge of the prisoners there, especially such as are committed
from the court of chancery for contempt. Warden, in an univer-
sity, is the head of a college ; answering to what in other colleges

we call the master thereof. Warden, or lord warden of the cinque
ports, is the governor of these noted havens ; who has the autho-
rity of an admiral, and sends out urils in his own name
WARDMOTE, in London, is a court so called which is kept

in every ward of the city, answering to the curiata comitia in an-
cient Rome. See Court.
WARDROBE, a closet, or little room adjoining to a bed-

chamber, serving to dispose and keep a person's apparel in ; or,

for a servant to Wige in, to be at hand to wait, &c. Wardrobe,
in a prince's court, is an apartment wherein his robes, wearing afi-

parel, and other necessaries, are preserved under the care anil di-

rection of proper ofliccrs ; as the master of the wardrobe, clerk,

&c. of the wardrobe.

WARDSHIP, in chivalry, one of the incidents of tenure by
knight-service. See Feodal System, Knight-Servjce, and
Tenure. Upon the death ofa tenant if the heir was under the
age of 21, being a male, or 14, being a female, the lord was en-

tiled to the wardship of the heir, and was called the guardian in

chivalry.

WARE, in geography, a town of Hertfordshire, 21 miles N. of
London. LonTo. 3. E. Lat. 51. 50. N.
WWREIIAM, an ancient boroimh of Dorsetshire, 10 miles

S. W. of Pool, and 114 S. W. of London. Lon. 2. 16. W. Lat.
50. 43. N.
WARING, Edward, M. D. Lucasian Professor of Mathema-

tics in the university of Cambridge, was the son of a wealthy
tanner, of Old Heath, near Shrewsbury. The early part of his

education he received at the free-school in Shrewsbury ; whence
he removed to Cambridge, and was admitted on the 24th March
1753, a member of Magdalen college. Here his talents for ab-
struse calculation soon appeared, and, at the time of taking his

degree, he was considered as a prodigy in those sciences which
make the subject of the bachelor's e.\amination. The name of
Senior Wrangler, was thought scarcely a sufficient honour to dis-

tinguish one who far outshone his contemporaries ; and the merits

of John Jebb were sufficiently acknowledged, by being the second
in the list. Waring took his degree of B. A. in 1757, and the
Lucasian Professorship became vacant before lie< was of suificient

standing for the degree of A. M. which is a necessary qualification

for that oihce. This defect was sup])lied by a royal mandate,
through which he became M. A. in 17fin; and soon after, Luca-
sian Professor. In 17(52, he published his Miscellanea Analytica ;

one of the most abstruse books written on the absti usest parts of

algebra. This work extended his fame over all Europe. He was
elected, without solicitation, member of the societies of Bononia
and Goltingeh ; and received flattering marks of esteem from the
most eminent mathematicians at home and abroad. Mathema-
tics dill not, however, engross the whole of his attention. In 1767,
he was admitted to the degree of M. D. but it was to him merely
a barren title. His life passed on, marked out by discoveries,

chiefly in abstract science ; and by the publication of them in the

Philos.
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Pliilos. Trans, or in separate volumes, under liis own inspection.

He lived some years at St. Ives, in Huntingdonshire. VVIiileat

Cambridge he married—quitted Cambridge witli a view of living

at Shrewsbury ; but the air or smoke of the town being injurious

to Mrs. VVaring's health, he removed to his own estate at Plaislev,

8 miles from Shrewsbiuy, where he died in 1797, universally

esteemed for intle.xible integrity, modesty, plainness, and simjjli-

city of manners. He was the discoverer, he says, of nearly 4^0
propositions in the Analytics. In 1759, he published the first

chapter of the Miscellanea Analytica, as a specimen of his quali-

fications for the professorship. He published also, 1. Proprietates

Algebraicarum Curvarum, in 1772; 2. Miscellanea Analytica ; 3.

Meditationes Algcbraicie, in 177('; Meditationes Analytica;, in

1773—0. These were his chief and most laborious works. In
the Pliilos. Trans, is to be found o variety of papers, which alone
would be sufficient to place him in the first rank in the mathema-
tical world. For these papers, the Professor was, in 1784, de-

servedly honoured by the Koyal Society with Sir Godfrey Cop-
ley's medal. He also wrote, a work on morals and metaphysics
in the English language ; but a few copies only were presented to

Jiis friends.

WAKMELAND, a province of Sweden, bounded on the N.
by Norway, and Dalecarlia, E. by VVestmania andNericia; S.

by lake Wenner, and W. by Norway; 200 mile; long from N.
to S. and 13(J

broad from E. to W. The country is mountainous ;

the hills are covered with woods, and infernally abound with
mines of silver, lead, copper, and iron, for which forges andfound-
eries are erected in various places.

WARMINSTER, a town in Wiltshire, 22 miles N. W. of Sa-

lisbury, and 97 S. W. of London. Lon. 2. Ij. W. Lat. 51.

.11. N'.

WARMTH, a term e.>;presslng a moderate degree of heat.

The wanning of houses, in a climate so variable as that of Britain,

is an object of the first importance, both to health and domestic
comfort ; hence, the invention or discovery of the most cccono-

'

niical method of effecting such purpose, has engaged the talents of

many able philophers and artisans. Having already stated several

of their useful contrivances, in the articles Fire-Place, ajid

Stove, we shall give a figure which represents a simple, and
perhaps the least expensive, mode of communicating warmth from

the kitchen-fire, throaghoiit houses, manufactories, or other build-

in^', by means of steam. See Plate CLXXIII. fig. 3. A, is a

copper furnished with a still-head, and fixed over tiie fire. B, a

leaoen or copper tube, proceedijig from the vessel, and being

heated by the steam of the boiling water : it is carried through

eight rooms (as delineated in the figure above given) ; traverses
|

that side of the wall where the chimney is usually e.-ected ; and is

likewise provided with stop-cocks, C, C ; by means of which the

course of the steam may be accelerated, or retarded, at pleasure. D,
. is the spot, at which the steam is discharged, after having circulat-

ed through the rooms. E, is a cistern, by winch the copper may
be occasionally supplied widi water. This contrivance was pro-

posed many y'ears since, by Col. William Cook; it deserves to

be more generally known, on account of its obvious sim|)r.city

;

uniting convenience with o-conomy, in warming a number of

rooms by one grate: a considerable saving in fuel will thence re-

sult, while the kilchen-fire may, at the same time, be employed
in roastinff, or in any other culinary process. See Caloric,
Fire, Flame, Heat, Light, &c.
WARNE.MUNDE, a fortified town of Mecklenburg, Smiles

N. of Rostock. Lon. 12. 20. E. Lat. 54. 4. N.
WARNING-PIECE, in the military art, is the gun which is

fired every night about sun-set, to give notice to the drums and

trumpets of the army to beat and sound a retreat or taltou, which
• is likewise called, setting the watch.

WarkingWheel, in a clock, is the third or fourth, according

to its distance from the first wheel. See Clock.
WARP, in the manufactures, tlie threads, whether of silk,

wool; linen, hemp, &c. that are extended lengthwise on the wea-

ver's loom ; and across which the workman, by his shuttle, passes

the thread^; of the woof, to form a cloth, ribband, fustian, or the

like.

Waep, in sea-language, a small rope employed occasionally

to remove a shij) from one place to another," in a port, or road, or

• river.

• VOL. IV.—NO. 215.

Warp, To, in sea language, to chan.^e the situation of a ship,
by pulling her from one part of a harbour, <i:c. to some other, by
means of warps, which are attached to bnoys ; to anchors sunk in

the bottom ; or to certain stations upon the shore, as posts, rings,

trees. Sec.

\V ARRANT, in law, is a power and charge to a constable or
other officer to apprehend a person accused of any crime. It

may be issued in extraordinary cases by the privy council, or se-

cretaries of slate; but most commonly it is issued by justices of
the peace. This they may do in any case where they have a ju-
risdiction over the offence, in order to compel the person accused
to appear before them. And this extends to all treasons, felonies,

and breaches of the peace ; and also to all such oH'ences as they
have power to punish by statute. Before the granting of the war-
rant, it is proper to examine upon oath the party requiring it, as
well as to ascertain that there is a felony or other crime actually
committed, without which no warrant should be granted ; as also

to prove the cause and probability of suspecting the party against
whom the warrant is prayed.
WARRANl Y, \y;arritntia, Lat. J a promise or covenant by

deed, made by the bargainer for himself and his heirs, to warrant
and secure the bargainee and his heirs against all men for enjoying
the thing agreed on between them.
WARRANTIACilART.E, a writ that lies for a person who

is enfeoffed in lands and tenements, with clause of warranty,
and is impleaded in an assiiie, or svrit of entry, wherein he cannot
vo'ich or c:JI to warranty. See Voucher.
Vv'ARHEN, is a franchise or place privileged by prescription

or grant from the kinsj, for the keeping of beasts and fowls of the

warren; which are hares and coneys, partridges, pheasants, and
some add quails, woodcocks, water-fowl, &c. These being fera

naturs, every one had a natural right to kill as he could ; but upon
the introduction of the forest-laws at the Norman conquest, these

animals being lookeil upon as royal game, and the sole property

of our savage n)onarchs, this franchise of free-warren was invented

to protect them, by giving the grantee a sole and exclusive powCr
of killing such game, so far as his warren extended, on condition

of his prevenling other pei-sons. A man therefore, that has the

franchise of warren, is in reality no more than a royal game-
keeper; but no man, not even a lord of a manor, could by com-
mon law justify sporting on another's soil, or even on his own,
unless he had the liberty of free warren. I'his franchise is almost

fallen into disregard since the new statutes for preserving the game ;

the name being now chiefly pre.servcd in grounds that are set apart

for breeding hares and rabbits. There arc many instances of keen
sportsmen in ancient times, who have sold their estates, and re-

se] ved the free-warren, or right of killing game, to themselves ; by
uhlch means it comes to pass that a man and his heirs have some-

times free-warren over another's ground.

WARREN, Sir PhTEB, an admiral distinguished by his vir-

tue, learning, and undaunted courage, was descended from an an-

cient family in Ireland, and received a gooii education. He
served in the navy several years with great reputation: but the

transaction which placed his great abilities in their full light, was

the taking of Louishurg in 1^45, when he was commodore of the

British squadron sent on that service. He joined the fleet of

transports from Boston in Canso Bay on tiic 2jth April, having

umler his command the Superb of 60, and the Launceston ami

Eltham of 40 guns; he was afterwarrls joined by several other men
of war sent from iuigland, and look possession of Louisburg on

the 17th June. The French, exasperated at this loss, were con-

stantly on the watch to retake it ; and in 1747 fitted out a large

fleet for that purpose, and at the same lime another squadron tu

prosecute theirsuccess in the East Indies. These squadrons sailed

at the same time; but the views of the French were rendered

abortive by the g:.llant admiral Auson and Sir Peter Warren, wlio

had been created rear-admiral, who with a large fleet of ships fell

in with the French, defeated the whole fleet, and took the gn-atcst

part of the men of war. This was the l.ist service Sir Peicr ren-

dered to his country as a commander in the British /Icel, a pence

bein" concluded in 1748. He was then chosen one of the repre-

sentatives in parliament for Westminster ; and in the midst of his

pojjularity he paid a visit to Ireland, his native country, where he

died of an inflammatorv fever in 1752 ; and an elegant nioiiuinent

of marble was creeled to his memory iu Westminster abbey.
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Warren, in ge'igr,;pliy, a covMity of N. _C;iroliii;i, in ILilifax

^istriit, bomideii on lli^' S. by Virginia, E. by Halilax, S. by

Franklin, and \V. byjjianville connlies. It cxlends above iOO

mill's Mill are ; tlie siirlace is beaulil'iilly variegated ; the soil very

Ifilile, in corn, vvlieat, oats, rye, piiabe, ilax, hemp, cotton, ap-

ples, vine?, peaches, and other fruits.

WARRINGTON, a town of Kngland, in Lancashire, 18 miles

W. by S. ol Manchester, IS K. of Liverpool, and 183 N. N. W,
i.d London. Lon. 2. 4:). W. Lat. 53.23. N.

V.'.VRSAW, a large city of the late kingdom of Poland, (he

capital of iliat country, and of the province of Masovia, IGO miles

S. E. by S.- of Dantzic, 130 N. N. E. of Cracow, and 300 N. E.

by N. of Vienna. Lon. 21. 6. E. Lat. JO. 14. N.
'wart, [viTracJ, Lat.] ill surgery, a little round hard excres-

cence arising on the tiesh like a pea. See Surgery.
WAR FA, a town ot the late republic of Poland, in tlie^ p;ilati-

nate of .Siradia, now annexed to Prussia; 14 miles N. N. E. of

Siradia.

WiRTA, a river of Great Poland, now in S.Prussia, and late pa-

latinate of Siradia.

WARTENliURG, a tovi-n of Silesia, capital of a baiony so

named, near Poland, 22 miles N. E. of Ureslau. Lon. 17. l-'. E.

Lat.51. 19. N.
WARWICK, the capital of Warwickshire, 39 miles N. E. of

Gloucester, and 93 N. W. of London. Lon. 1. 30. W. Lat. 32.

SO. N.
Warwick, a county of Virginia, established in 16C8, boundeil

on the N. by York county.

Warwick,- a town of Virginia, in Chesterfield county, 7 miles

S. of Richmond, and 17 N. of Peteisburgh.

Warwick, another town of Virginia, 65 miles E. S. E. of

Richmond. Lon. 7G. 30. W. Lat. 37. 8. N.
Warwick, or Warwickshire, a county of England, bounded

on the N. by Derbysliire, N. E. by Leicestersliire, S. E. by Ox-
fordshire, S.'W. by Gloucestershire, W. by Worcestershire, and

N. W. by Staffordshire. It is 47 miles from N. to S. and 30

broad from E. to W. It is the most central county in England,

and of an oval form. It is partly in the diocese of Litclifield and

Coventry, and parity inthal of Worcester. This county has been

long famous for its trade and. manufactures, in hard-wares, toys,

tec. ribbons, tammies, gauzes, &c.
WASH, among distillers, the fermentable liquor used by the

jjialt-distillers. See Brewery.
Wash, in geographv, a river of England, in Rutlandshire.

WASHAGUM.VIOW, a lake of N.America, 30 miles long

^nd from ;. to 10 broad. Lon. 108. 20. W. Lat. j6. 0. N.
WASH ES, lands on the coast of England, between the counties

of Norfolk and Lincoln, whicli are passable at low water, but
ovciiloived by every lide.

WASHING, in painting, is when a design, drawn with a pen
or crayon, has soi".e one colour laid over it with a pencil, as

Indian ink, bistre, or the like, to make it appear the more natural,

by adding the shadow of prominences, apertures, &c. and by
imitaling the particular matters whereof the tiling is supposed
to consist.

Washing Machine, an invention calculated to render more
fxpeditious and effectual the necessary periodical operation of

cleansing family-linon, with the help of soap and alkaline solutions.

Many of th«e have been invented, thougli few are free from some
objection or otlnT. We shall only, therefore, describe a washing-

Jnachine that lias lately been invented in Germany by Mdssi-s.

Fischer and Kerzig ", and whii h promises to be superior to any
•similar contrivance hitherto suggested. In Plate CI.,XIII. fig. 2,

is a ^ection of the w.ishing cylinder, with its sixteen ladles, pro-

jecting four iiiihes ; but of tliese ladles only four jut out internally,

as represented liy the dotted line b, b, b, b. c, the iron-roller,

*vhich is on the outside, fixed to the boitoni of the cylinder, by
means of an iron-cross at <?, d, d, d, witli screws or nails ; it re^ls

on the beam e, so a^i to b(; uplield in the four excavated columns
or post-;/, /,_/',_/", by the lever g, and to be either raised or lower-

ed, and alterwards secured by the pins h, h, according to the

greater or less depth of the water: f, the cistern, at the sides of

wjiich the four po.,ts are firmly inserted. Eig. 3, is a plan or

hird's-eye view of the machine. The laths between the ladles

jay be' here distinctly seen, together with the roller c,c, 'as it

re>ts on the beam or suppoiter e, e, c, c, and is secured by a cap
K ; /, the boartled floor above the cisleni or reservoir of water,

on wiiich the person stands, when the cylinder is to be placed
higher or lower. 15y means of this excellent contrivance, we un-
der^^and from the inventors, by wliom il was first used for clean-
sing the felts in an extensive paper-mill, that lioni fourteen lo
eighteen shirts may be completely washed villiin one hour; and
that the friction is far less than in performing that operation by the
hand ; while the foul water is not snilere 1 lo flow back into the
linen, but is continually renewed. If table-cloths, &c. happen to

be greasy, they must be whirled round in the machine lor the
space of from twenty to thirty minutes; when it will be necessary
to take them oul ; .jnd, afler rubbing Iheni well with soap, to ex-
pose tliem again to the action of the engine for half an honi-, when
llicY will be found thoroughly cleaned. Fine linen may be in-

closed in a bag, and washed in a similar manner, so as to prevent
il from being injured by friction. There are, however, two
points which ouglit to be strictly attended to; namely, the agita-

tion of the water should not be too violent ; and a sufficient quan-
tity of foul linen must be thrown in at a time, in order to amount
lo such a weight as will cause it lo descend, after having been
carried to the uppermost part of the cylinder. The only obstacle
lo die general introduction of this machine is, that it cannot be
adupled in those situations which are not jirovided with a current
or stream of water to work it ; but, wherever a brook or rivulet

occurs, such apparatus will be found highly serviceable in work-
houses, great schools, prisons, and hospHal*, not less than in private

fa.iiilies ; as 200 shirts may be washed by one person in the space
of twelve hours. It may be erected in a mill-reach, so as to be
set in motion by the immediate pressure of the water; or by
connecling its mechanism with the main cylinder of tlic water-
wheel.

Washing of Ores, the purifying an ore of any nicla!, by
ineaiis of water, from earths and stones, which would otherwise
render it difficult of fusion.

WASHINGTON, George, the founder of the freedom of{j

the L^nited States of America, and the first president of that con-'t
gress, was born in 1732, in Virginia. His family envigrated from
Cheshire to that country about ltJ30. His father, Mr. Auguslus--
Washingtori, was a man of considerable landed property. Thi
subject of the present article received his education at home under
a private tutor; after which he became an eminent surveyor. Hei
was also major in the provincial militia, in which capacity he was!
sent by general Dinwiddle, in 1753, to the French commander on
the Ohio to complain of the inroads that were made, in violation-

of the treaties between the two crowns ; he at the same time neao-
tiated a treaty with the six nations, and other western tribes of In-
dians, for which he received the thanks of his country. In 1755''

he served as colonel under the unfortunate general Braddock,
who fell a victim to his own haugLitiness and imprudence. Mr.
Washington on that occasion gave strong proofs of his military

courage and skill, particularly in conducting the retreat of the

army. He held the command of the Virginian troops till 1758,
when he gave in his resignation on account of ill health. He now
served his country as a senator, and was elected a member of the
assembly for Frederick county, and afterwards for that of Fairfax.

When the breach between Great Britain and her colonies was
widened by mutual animosity beyond all prospect of reconcilia-

tion, the eyes of liis countrymen were fixed upon Mr. Washing-
ton, and accordingly in June 1775, he took the command of the
army of America, at Cambridge, in New England. Of the par-

ticulars of that great revolution it is impossible here to give a de-
tail. The history of Washington, from this period, is liie history I

of the American war, and must necessarily be voluminous. Suf-

fice it to observe, that to his intrepidity, prudence, and modera-
tion, the Americans were almost wholly indebted for that inde-

pendence which was secured to them, by the treaty of peace con-
cluded in I 783. Soon after this event W.ishinglon resigned his

commission to congress, and in his address on that occasion, the
magiKinimity of the hero is blended with the wisdom of the philo-

sopher. As a genuine proof of his patriotism, he would receive!

no pay for eight years service, butdefrajed his expcnccs during
ihe war out of his piivate purse. He now returned to his seat of

Mount Vernon, like Cincinnatu«, and set himself to complete
those favourite improvements in agriculture which had been sus-

pended.!
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pendt'd. In 1789 he was elected president of the United States,

]

on wliicli he (|uitted liis estate, and was received at Pliiladelphia
j

with the auphcuse which he so well merited. His government was !

niarketl by that well tempered prudence which distinguished all

his conduct. An insurrection among the people of Alleghany and
Washington counties, instigated by the French agent, Genet, was
suppressed by the energy and moderation of the president ; who
in \7'J6 ellocted a commercial treaty with Great Britain. He re-

signed his office the same year; and in 179b accepted the
command of the armv, which he held till his death, Decem-
ber 14, 1799.

Washington, a city of North America, the metropolis of tlie

United Slates. It is seated at the junction of the Potomac and
the Eastern Branch, extending about four miles up each, includ-

ing a tract of territory scarcely to be c.vceeded, in point of con-
venience, salubrity, and beauty, by any in the world. The great

leading streets are all IbO feet wide, including a pavement of 10

feet, and a gravel-walk of 30 planted with trees on each side,

w hich leaves SO feet of paved street for carriages. The rest of

the streets are in general 110 feet wide, with a lew only 90 feet,

e\ce))t North, South, and East Capitol Streets, which are 160 feet.

Lon. 77° 8' W. Lat. 38° 53' N.
Washington", a seaport-town of North Carolina, formerly

called Bath, the capital of Beaufort county. Lon. 77. 0. \V. Lat.

35. 31.N.
Washington, a district of South Carolina, 80 miles long, and

C9 broad ; bounded on the N. by Carolina, E. by Pinckney dis-

trict, and that of Ninety-Six ; S. and S. \V. by the Savannah,
and the Tugplo, wliich separate it from Georgia ; and N. W. by
Tennassee.
Wash[ngto.v, a post-town of Geor"ia, the capital of Wilkes

county.' Lon. S2.0. \V. Lat. 33. 30. N.
Washington, a post-town of Kentucky, the capital of Mason

county, 75 miles N. E. by E. of Frankfort, and 714 from Phila-

delphia.

SVashincton, a large maritime county of the Maine, and the

most eastern of the United Stales.

Washington, a fertile county of Maryland, bounded on the

N. by Pennsylvania, E. by South Mountain, which divides it

from Frederick county. The ground is the most fertile in Mary-
land, and also the best cullivaled, being watered by many
streams. The climate is healthy ; limestones and iron-ores

abound.
Washington, a county of Pennsylvania, bounded on the N.

by Alleghany county ; E. by the Monongahela, which diviles it

from Fayette county. The surface is beautifully divcrsitied with

green hills, valleys, and rivers. Washington is the capital.

Washington, a city of Peimsylvania, the caoital of the above
county, 20 miles S. S. W. of 'Pittsburgh. Lon. SO. 30. W.
Lat. 40. 11. N.
WASK.EMASH1N, an island in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, on

the coast of Labrador. Lon. 59. 55. W. Lat. 50. 3. N.
WASP, in zoology. See Vespa.
WASSERBURG, a town of Bavaria, 25 miles E. by S. of Mu-

nich. Lon. I'i. 13. E. Lat. 48. 4. N.
WASTE, or WAST, [vusiuiii, Lat.] in law, has divers signi-

fications. It is chietly used for a spoil, made either in houses, w oods,

lands, &c. by the tenants for life, or for years, to the prejudice of

the heir, or of him in reversion or remainder. Upon this the writ

of waste is brought for the recovery of the thing wasted, and tre-

ble damages.
WATCH, in the art of war, a number of men posted at

any passage, or a company of the guards who go on the pa-

trole.

Watch, in the navy, the space of lime wherein one division of

a ship's crew remains upon deck, to perform the necessary services,

whilst the rest are relieved from duty, either when the vessel is un-

der sail or at anchor.

Watch is alio used for a small portable movement, or ma-
chine, for the measuring of lime; having its motion regulated

by a spiral spring. Watches, strictly taken, a<e all such move-
ments as shew the parts of time ; as clocks are such as publish

it, by striking on a bell, &c. But commonly the name watch

is appropriated to such as are carried in the pocket ; and clock

to the large movemcut.-<, whether they strike the hour or not.

See Clock. The invention of spring or pocket-watches belongs

to the present age. It is true, we find mention mai'.-; of a watch
presented to Charles V. in the history or that prinn-: but this, in

all probability, was no more than a kind of clock to be set on a
table, some resemblance whereof we have stdl remaining in the

ancient pieces made before the year IG70. The glory of this very
useful invention lies between Dr. llooke and M. Hnygluiis; but
to which of them it properly belongs, has been greatly disputed ;

the English ascribing it to the former, and the F'rench, Dutch, &:c.

to tlie latter.. Mr. Derham, in his Artificial Clockmaker, says,

that Dr. Hooke was the inventor; and adds, that he contrived va-

rious ways of regulation. Watches, as well as clocks, are com-
posed of wheels and ])inions, and a regulator to direct the cjiiitk-

ness or slownej.s of the wheels, and of a spring which communi-
cates motion to the whole machine. But the regulator and spring
of a watch are vastly inferior to the weight and pendulum of a

clock, neither of which can be em))loyed in watches. In place of

a pendulum, therefore, we are obliged to use a balance, (Plate

CLXXIX. fig. 1,) to regulate the motion of a watch; and a
spring, (fig. 2,) which serves in place of a weight, to give motion
to the wheels and balance. The wheels of a watch, like those of
a clock, are placed in a frame formed of two plates and four |)illars.

Fig. 3, represents the inside of a watch, after the plate, (fig. 4,) is

taken off. A is the barrel which contains the spring, (fig. 2,) the

chain is rolled about the barrel, with one end of it fi.sed to the

barrel A, (fig. 5,) and the other to the fusee B. When a watch is

wound up, the chain which was upon the barrel winds about the

fusee, and by these means the spring is stretched ; for the interior

end of the spring is fixed by a hook to the immoveable axis, about
which the barrel revolves; the exterior end of the spring is fixed

to the inside of the barrel, which turns upon an axis. It is there-

fore easy to perceive how the spring extends itself, and how its

elasticity forces the barrel to turn round, and consequently obliges

the chain which is upon the fusee to unfold and turn the fusee ;

the motion of the fusee is communicated to the wheel C, (rig. '<)
;

then, by means of the teeth, to the pinion c, whic h carries the

wheel D ; then to the pinion d, which carries the wheel E; then

to the pinion e, which carries the wheel F" ; then the pinion/, upon
which is the balance-wheel G, whose pivot runs in the pieces A,
(fig. 4,) called the potance, and B called a follower, which are

fixed on the plate, (fig. 4). Tliis plate, of which only a part is

represented, is applied to that of hg. 3, in such a manner that the

pivots of the wheels enter into holes made in tlie plate, (rig. 3.)

Thus the impressed force of the spring is communicated to the

wheels ; and the pinion / being then connected to the wheel F,

obliges it to turn, (fig. 5.) This wheel acts upon the palettes of

the verge 1, 2, (fig. I,) the axis of which carries the balance HIT,
(fig. 1.) The pivot I, in the end of the verge, enters into the

hole c in the potance A, (fig. 4.) In this figure the palettes are

represented ; but tiie balance is on the other side of the plate, as

may be seen in fig. 6 The pivot, (fig. 3,) of the balance enters

into a hole of the cock BC, (fig. 7,) a view of which is represented

in fig. S. Thus the balance turns between the cock and the po-

tance c, (fig. 4,) as in a kind of cage. The action of the balance-

wheel upen the palettes 1, 2, (rig. 1,) is Ihe same with what we
have described with regard to the same wheel in the clock ; i. e.

in a watch the balance-wheel obliges the balance to vibrate back-

wards and forwards like a pendulum. At each vibration of the

balance, a palette allows a tooth of the balance-wheel to escape ;

so that the quickness of the motion of the wheels is entirely deter-

mined by the quickness of the vibrations of the balance ; and theie

vibrations of the balance and motion of the wheels are produced

by the action of the spring. But the quickness or slowness of the

vibrations of the balance depend not solely upon the action of tin;

great spring, but chielly upon the action of the spring a, h, c, call-

ed the spiral spring, (hg. 9,) situated under the balance H, and

represented in fig. 6. The exterior end of the spiral is fixed to the

pin a, (fig. 9.) This pin is applied near the plate a, (fig. 6) ; the

interior end of the spiral is fixed by a peg to the centre, of the ba-

lance. Hence if the balance is turned upon itself, the plates re-

maining immoveable, the spring will extend itself, and make the

balance perform one revolution. Now, after the spiral is thus ex-

tended, if the balance be left to itself, the elasticity of the spiral

will bring back the balance, and in this manner the alternate vi-

brations of the balance are produced. In fig. o, all the wheels

I 6 above
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above descrilied are rcnrcs^Red in such a manner, Uiat one may
easily perceive at first sight liovv the motion is communicated from
the barrel '. ) the balance. In fig. 10, are represented the wheels
under the dial-plate by which the hands arc moved. The pinion

a is adjusteil to the force of the prolonged pivot of the wheel D,
(fig. 5,) and is called a cannon-pinion. This wheel revolves in an
hour. The end of the axis of the pinion a, upon which the iiii-

jiute-han<l infixed, is square; the pinion, (fig. 10,) is indented
into the wheel &, which is carried by the pinion a. Fig. II, is a

wheel fixed upon"a barrel, into the cavitv of which the pinion a
enters, and upon which it turns freelv. This wheel revolves in

twelve hours, and carries along with it the hour-hand. For a
full account of the principles upon which watches and all time-
keepers are constructed, we refer our readers to a short treatise,

intituled Thoughts on the Means of improving Watches, by Tho-
mas Mudge.

\V..\TCHEs, Repeating, are such as by pulling a string, &:c.

l-epeat the hour, (|uarter, or minute, at any time of the day or
night. This repetition was tlie invention of Mr. Barlow, and
first put in practice by him in larger movements or clocks, about
(he year 16"6.

^\ ATCHET, a town of Somersetshire, 14 miles N. AV. of
Bridgewater, and 153 W. by S. of London. Lon. 3. 25. W. Lat.
SI.IJ. N.

\\ ATCH-GLASSES, in a ship, are glasses employed to mea-
sure the period of the wati h, or to divide it into any number of

equal parts, as hours, half-hours, S;c. so that the several stations

therein may be regularly kept and relieved, as at the h.elm, pump,
look-out, &c.
WATCHING, in fevei-s, is a dangerous symptom, and if long

continued ends in a delirium.
WATCH-WOKK, a term used not only for the mechanism of

a watch, (see Watch,) but also for every other kind of ma-
thinery, that is moved like a watch or dock, by springs or
pendulums. See Androides, Automaton, Clock, &c.
WATEEOO, or WATEEHOO, an island in the Pacific

Ocean, IS miles in circuit, composed of verdant hills and plains.

Lon. 15S. 15. W. Lat. 'Jl. 1. S.

WATER, a transparent lluid, destitute of colour, tast'e, and
smell : it was formerly considered as one of the four elements ;

when perfectly pure, it does not spontaneously undergo any per-
ceptible change ; remains liquid in the common temperature of
the atmosphere ; becomes solid, at 3'-' degrees of Fahrenheit's
tliermonieter ; and is converted into vapour, at 'il2° ; but resumes
its fluidity on being reduced to any intermediate degree. Water
is assumed as the standard, or unity, in all tables of specific gra-
vity. A cubic inch of it weighs, at thirty inches of the barome-
ter, and 60" thermometer, 252,4i!2 grains. Water is "capable of
dissolving most of the natural bodies, and particularly salts ; while
it constitutes a material part both of the animal and vegetable
kingdon^s. Till the latter end of the ISth century, water was
generally believed to be a simple element, which might, byre-
pealed distillation, b" converted into earlli, but modern chemists
liave clearly delermined that it consists of hvdrogen combined
with oxyc;en in the proportion of 14.43 to 85.'jS. See Ciiemis-
TRV. AV'ater mar be divided into two general classes, namely,
saline and fresh. 'I'iie former is derived from the ditferent seas
which surround the globe ; it contains a large portioii of common
salt, magnesia, &c. See Sea-Water. Fresh water may, far-
ther, be divided into atmospheric, which iucludra hail, rain, and
snow-water, and also dew ; stagnant, such as that of lakes, ponds,
and marshes; and running, which comprehends spring, well, and
iiver-waler. To these may be added mineral-waters, being im-
pregnated with various earthy and metallic ingrp<lier.ts, from
which they derive peculiar properties. Water is, without doubt,
one of ihe most useful elements in the arts and manufac-
tures, as well as in rural and domestic ceconomv: hence,
various machines have been invented, for the purpose of rais-
ing and .lirtusing this s:ilutary fluid. .See Filtration-, 11 v-
PROSTAJICS, IIVDRAL'UCS, PuMP, WATERWORKS, fc'. &C.
1 he extensive utility of water, for irrigating land ; impart-
ing motion to n-.acliijierv ; and for cold or tepid balhiu'^, &c. is

too well known to recpijre farther explanation; we shall, tlierr-
(ofP. coniinc our attention to an account of its properties when
t..ken internally; and ci.nclude with stating the most approved

methods of preserving this salutary fluid, during long voyages ;

and of recovering its purity, when it has casually become corrupt-
ed or putrid. As a constant beverage with meals, water is cer-

tainly preferable to aiiv other liquid ; nor has any case been re-

eortled, in which the Jaily use of lids harmless lluid has been pro-

ductive of detrimental ellects. lis relative salubrity, however,
depends on the peculiar properties which it possesses ; on the va-

rious animal, vegetable, or mineral particles, with which it may be
impregnated, and the places whence it is procured. Thus, the
water from springs, being conveyed and filtred through different

layers of stone, sand, &c. before it arrives at the surface of the
earth, is much purer than most other waters. The transparency
of that obtained from wells taries according to the strata of earUi

through which it rises ; but the most wholesome fluid is derived
from sandy soils, where it has undergone a perfect filtration. The
water of lakes and ponds, in general, has similar properties with
that of rivers, but, being less agitated, it acquires a greater degree
of impurity, and is consequently unfit for culinary purposes;
though, on account of its softness, it may be advantageously em-
ployed in washing linen. Rain-water collected in the vicinity of

towns, of marshes, or of mines, especially during the summer, is

likewise impure ; it ought, therefore, to be iisea solely for clean-

ing houses, or linen, and watering gardens. The fluid, obtained
by dissolving snow, is somewhat purer ; and hail-water has still

fewer extraneous particles, in consequence ot its congealing in the

air ; so that it cannot, diiring its descent, combine with noxious
ingredients. As the healtli of mankind materially depends on the

wholesomeness of the water which is introducecl into the human
body, by food and drink, ditferent expedients have been devised,

for preservhig it in a state of purity, especially on long voyages.
Hence, it has been recommended to add a small quantity ot lime
to every cask of water. Dr. Butler, in his Essay, advises four

ounces of fine, clear pearlash to be dissolved in 100 gallons of
fresh water, and the cask to be closed in the usual manner. The
proportion of pearlash may be increased or diminished, according
to circumstances. As an instance of its eflicacy. Dr. 1$. relates,

that he put one ounce of such alkali into a cask containing twenty-
live gallons of Thames water, and sull'ered it to stand for upwards
of a year and a half, opening it once in four months ; wlien he
found it perfectly sweet. He adds, that he afterwards used some
of this preserved fluid for boiling pease and burgoo ; that it made
the former as soft, and answers the different culinary purposes as

well, as water newly drawn from rivers. In the first volume of

the " Rapport General des Travaux de la Sociele Philomatique
de Paris," we meet with a Memoir by M. Vannuelin, on several

means of preserving water, on long voyages. With this view, the

insiile of the casks was washed with lime-water, which changed
into a calcareous carboi:ate, and thus ellectually prevented putre-

faction. The same desirable object may be attained, by adding a
small portion of vitriolic acid and pf alkali to every cask ; which
will preserve the water in a pure and salubrious state, for at least,

twelve months. Charcoal has also proved to be eminently adapt-

ed to such purpose ; the most adv.inlaseous mode of employing
this substance, is that of charring the inner surface of the slaves,

previously to constructing the ca>ks. If water has become putrid,

it may be divested of its pernicious properties, by boiling, or by
distillation ; and by filtering it through the machines delineated

and described in the article Filtration ; or through Mr. Col-
lier's patent vessels for purilying oil and other liquids ; a specifi-

cation of whicii is given in the 10th volume of the " Repertory of

Arts," &c. and illustrated with a plate.

Water, in medicine, pharmacy, &c. called also artificial and
medicated waters, are a kind of liquors procured or prepared by
art frcni divers bodies, principally of the vegetable tribe, having

various properties, and serving tor various purposes. These wa-

ters are either simple or couipouiid ; simple waters are those pro-

cured from some one vegetable. Compound watci-s, or those

wherein several ingredients are used, arc very numerous. See
Phar.macy.
Water, in anatomy, is applied to divers liquors or humours in

the human body.
Water, Holy, a water prepared every Sunday in (heRomi-h

church, with divers prayers, exorcisms, &c. used by the people

to cross themselves withal at their entrance to, and going out of.

church ; and pretended to have the virtue of washing away venial
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sin-i, diiving aivuy devils, preserving from lliiiiider, dissolving
cliarins, securing Irom, or curing diseases, &c. Many of the re-

formed lake tlie use of the holy water to have been borrowed
from the lustral water of the ancient Romans. See Lustra-
tions.

Water Ordeal, or Tr^iAL, among our ancestors, was of two
kinds, by hot, ;.nd by cold, water. See Ordeal.
Water- Proof, a term applied to tliose slufis, which have un-

dergone certain chemical or mechanical processes, and thus be-
come impermeable to moisture. The following simple process is

Staled to be that emp!o\ed by tlie Chinese, for rendering cloth
water-proof; Let an ounce of white wax be dissolved in one quart
of spirit of turpentine ; the cloth be immersed in the solution, and
liien suspende<l ip the air, till it be perfectly dry. By this method
the most open nuislin, as well as the strongest cloths, may be ren-
dered impenetrable to the heaviest showers ; nor will such compo-
sition till up the interstices of the finest lawn; or in the least de-
gree affect the most brilliant colours.

Waier, Putrid, is that which has acquired an offensive sraell

and taste by the putrescence of animal or vegetable substance.^

contained in it. It is in tlie highest decree pernicious to the human
frame, and capable of bringing on mortal diseases even by its

smell. It is not always Irom the apparent muddiness of waters

that we can judge of their disposition to putrefy : some which are

seemingly very pure being more apt to become putrid than others

which appear much more mixed with heterogeneous matters.

Vnder the article Aki.malc(.'LE, is mentioned a species of insects

which have the property of making water stink to an incredible

degree, though their bulk m pr.iporlion to the fluid which sur-

rounds them is less than that of one to a million. Other sub-

stances no doubt there are which have the same property ; and
lu'nce almost all water which is conlined from the air is apt to

be ome offensive, even though kept in glass or stone-ware-vessels.

Indeed it is a common observation, that water keeps much longer

sweet in glass-vessels, or in those of earthen or stone-ware, than

in those of wood, where it is exceedingly apt to putrefy. Hence,
as ships can only be supplied with water kept in wooden-casks,
sailors are extremely liable to those diseases v\'hicli arise from
putrid water; and the discovery of a method by which water
could easily be prevented from becoming putrid at sea would be
exceedingly vakuible. This may indeed be done by quicklime

;

for when water is impregnated with it, all putrescent matters are

either totally destroyed, or altered in such a manner as never to

be capable of undergoing the putrefactive fermentation again.

But a continued use ot lime-viater could not fail of being perni-

cious, and it is therefore necessary to throw down the lime ; after

which the water will have all the purity necessary for preserving

it free from putrefaction. This can only be done by means of

tixed air ; and mere exposure in broad shallow vessels to the at-

mosphere w ouUl do it without any thing else, only taking care

to break the cru'it which formed upon it. Two methods, how-
ever, have been thought of for doing this with more expedition.

1 he one, invented by Dr. Alston, is, by tluowing into the water
impregnated with lime a quantity of magnesia. The lime attracts

fixed air more powerfully than magnesia; in consequence of which
t'.te latter parts with it to the lime : and thus becoming insoluble,

falls along with the caustic magnesia to the bottom, and thus

leaves the water perfectly pure. Another nu-thod is that of Mr.
Henry, who proposes to throw down the lime by means of an
effervescing mixture of oil of vitriol and chalk put down to the

bottom of the water-cask. His apparatus tor this purpose is as

simple as it can well be made, though it is hardly probable that

.sailors will give themselves the trouble of using it; and Dr. .'\l-

Hon's scheme would seem lietter calculated for them, were it n-t
for the e.v pence of the magnesia; which indeed is the only ob-

Ijcction made to it by Mr. Ilenry. Putrid water may be restored
and made potable by a process of the same kind. -Mr. Lowitz,

j

whose e.yperiments on charcoal have been publislied in Crell's

i

Chemical Journ-il, has turned bis attention to this subject in a
memoir read to the Uiconomical Society of Petersburg. lie found

illiat the effect of charcoal was rendered much more speedy by
vising along with it some sulphuric acid. One ounce and a half of
iciiatcoal in powder, and 'i4 drops of concentrated sulphuric acid
koil of vitriol), are suflficient to purify three pints and a half of

corrupted wateiv and do not communicate to it any sensible aci-

I
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dity. This small (juantity of acid renders it unnecessary to us«
more than a third part of the charcoal-powder which would other-
wise be wanted ; and the less of that powder is employed, the less

is the quantity of water lost by the operation, which, in .ea-voy-
ages, is an object worthy of consideration. In proportion to the
quantity of acid made use of, the cpiantity of charcoal may be
diminished or augmented. All acids protliice nearly the same
effects : neutral salts also, particularly nitre, and sea-salt, may be
used, but sulphuric acid is iireferable to any of these.

A\'ater, among jewellers, is properly the colour or lustre of
diamonds and pearls. The term, thou;;h less properly, is some-
times used for the hue or colour of other stones. See Diamond,
and Pearl.
Water-Bailiff, is an officer in sea-porl-towiis, appointed for

the searching of ships.

Water- lioR.\E. In the sea-langiirfge, a shiji is said to be water-
borne, when she is, where there is no more water than will barely
bear her from the ground ; or when lying even with the grounil,

she first begins to float or swim.
Water-Cauts, carriages constructed for the purpo.se of water-

ing the roads for several miles round London ; a precaution ab-
solutely necessary near the metropolis, where, from such a vast-

daily influx of carriages and horses, the dust would other'.vise be-

come quite insufferable in liot dry weather. Pumps are placed at

proper distances to supply these carts.

Wai er-Colours, in painting, are such colours as are only di-

luted and mixed up with gum-water, in contradistinction to oil-

colours. See COLOUR-MAKI.N'G.
Water, Dead, in the sea-language, is the eddy water that fol-

lows the stern of a ship, not passing away so fast as that which slides

by her sides.

Water Gang, a channel cut to drain a place by carrying off

a stream of water.

Water- Line of a Ship, a line which distinguishes that

part of her which is under water from that above, when she is duly
1 ad en.

Water-Measure. Salts, sea-coal, &c. while aboard vessels

in the pool or river, are measured with the corn-bn hel heaped
up ; or else five striked pecks are allowed to the bushel.

Water-Men, are such as row in boats, or ply on the river

Thames, in the government of whom the lord mayor of London,
and court of aldermen there, had always great power.
AVater-Shot, in the sea-Iangnage, a sort of riding at anchor

when a ship is moored neither cross the tide, nor right up and
down; but quartering betwixt both.

Water-Table, in architecture, a sort of ledge left in stone, or
brick walls, about eighteen or twenty inches from the ground,
from which place the thickness of the wall begins to abate. See
Wall.
Water-Way, in a ship, is a small ledge of timber, lying fore

and aft on the deck, close by her sides, to keep the water from
running down there.

Waters, Mineral. All waters which are distinguished from
common water by a peculiar smell, taste, colour, &c. and which

in consequence of these properties cannot be applied to the pur-

poses of domestic oeconomy, have been distinguished by the ap-

pelkition of mineral-waters. These occur more or less frequently

in different parts of the earth, constituting wells, springs, or foun-

tains; sometimes of the temperature of the soil through whiciv

they pass, sometimes warm, and in some cases even at the boiling

temperature. Many of those mineral-springs attrac ted the atten-

tion of mankind in the earliest ages, and were resorted to by tlvose

who laboured under diseases, and employed by tiieni either ex-

ternallv or internally as a medicine. But it was not till towards

the end of the I'fli century that any attempt was made to delect

the ingredients of which these waters were composed, or to di-^co-

ver the substances to which they owed their properties. The
substances hitherto found in mineral-waters amount to about 38,

and may be reduced under the four following heads: 1. Air and
its component parts, oxygen and azotic gas. 2. Acids. 3. Al-
kalies and earths. 4. Salts. The following table exhibits a sy-

noptical view of the component parts of a considerable number of

mineral-waters as analysed by d-tferenl chemists. See Dr. Saun-
<lers's Treatise on the Chemical History and Medical Powers of

the most celebrated Mineral-Waters.

10 F Gasses.
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Gasses. Cubic Inches.

i Seltzer..

Spa
jPyrinont....

Aix laChap
Medvi
Carlsbad...

Lem. Prio;

Pouges
Eiigliien. ...

Lu
Geyzer
Ulilcaborg

Teplisz

Kilbourm..
Bristol

runbridge
Clielteiihan

Harrogate

.

Moflnt

Water.

8949
8940
?>930

8940
8935

2i
5816
99 If)

92160
36864
10000
42250
29
138240
103643
103643
1 03643
10,3643

1 0364.5

Carbo- Sulpli.|Azo-

iiic acid, liydr. tic.

13.068
9.8

19.6

6.53

50.

16'.7

8.5

5.

0.

84.

30.

10.6

30.38S
8.

1.

13.06

8.71

36.

Carbonates of

Soda. Lime.

5.22

1.85

15.25

38.5

10.4

0.95

13.25

78.3
1.85

4.3

5.98

12.5

12.4

21.4
10 22

1.9

165
2.4

13.5

,6.32

4.35

9.8

Muriates of

Iron Soda.

0.70

0.70

0.92
O.li

.75

32.5

13.74

0.21

1.7

6.21

32.5

430.

2^4
1

36.74
2.46
5.7

61.3

6.0

4.

0.5

5.

615.5

36

Lime.
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dd, in form of light clouds thrown offfrom it on each side. It con-

tinued to assume a variety of forms as in the cut below, all which I

drew on the spot, till having at length taken that marked te, the

water burst from it, as from an immense pipe, on the side of the

hill/, tearing up every thing in its course; at the same time a

sun-beam g fell fronj the dark cloud directly on the spot, ren-

dering it one of the inost awfull\ sublime and beautiful sights I

ever beheld. The place where I was standing, which was the top
of the hill about a mde from Oxford, on the road toward Farnham,
was quite free from the rain, or any effects of the storm. Shortly

after the water-spout began, we perceived another a little more

to the west, but it never look any other form thjn that which if

tirst assumed, and which was exai'tly like the conniiencemi-nt of
the former marked a in the cut. Tor two or tlin-e ilays both be-
fore and after the appearance of this remarkable phenomenon,
there had been very iieavy thunder-storms attended with immense
torrents of rain, so that during the five days I was from home it

thundered daily, attended with the most vivid and almost inces-
sant lightning and copious rain 1 ever before experienced in Eng-
land. This by shewing the stale of tlie almospheie at the time,
which was highly eleclritie<l, points out the cause of the appear-
ance of this very rare and inti u-tiug plKi imnicnon in this country."

WATEUFORD, a county of Ireland, 46 miles long and Co!;

'>rnad ; bounded on the S. by St. George's Channel. li is a fnie

country, verv jileasant and rich.

Waterfori), a citv and sea port of Ireland, in the above

county, 8 miles N. ot'St. (icorge's Channel, 26 S. of Kilkenny,

and 75 S. W. of Dublin. ]-on. 6. j4. \V. Lat. 52. 18. N.
WA'TKRlNfT, the same witii Irrigation, is chiefly used of

land. See Hvseasdby.
W.^TfKis'O, in the manufactures, is to give a lustre to stuffs,

&c. by wettmg them lightly with gimi-waler, and tlien passing

them lln-ough tiie press or i alender whether hot or cold.

V.'A'ri':U-L(->l)GKD, the stale of a ship when, by receiving

a great (]iianlitv of water into the hold, by leaking, &:c. -he has

b.xome heavy upon the sea, so as to yield without resi-tance to ii

.:-vevy wave rudiing over her decks. As, in this dangerous siuia- 1,

t .in, the centre of gravity is no longer fixed, but lluctualing,
J

'testability of the ship is utterly lost : she is therefore almost to-
!

tjllv depri'ved of the use of liJr sails, which would operate to
j

overset lier, or press her head under water. Hence there is no

I. source for the crew, but to free her by the pumps, or to aban- <\

don her as soon as |)ossible.
, l

WATERVVOKKS, --re such machines, structures, or engnies,

as are made for the conveyance of waters or by the force and

p'>wer of water ; to answer certain usuful purposes^in various arts and i

inanufaclures. Under the name waterworks may be comprehended i

almostevery hydraulic structure or contrivance ; such as, canids,

conduils, locks, mills, water-engines, S;c Hut they ninv );e

convcni'-ntly arranged under 1«<) gener;;l UtwiU, 11. Vi'orks

which have'for th.eir object the tondncling, rais ng, or ntherwi-e

managing, of water; and-'iidly, woiks which derive their elVica(y

from Uie impulse or other action of water. The hr-t class com-

prehentls the nietho<ls ol simply conducting water in aqueducts or

ui pipes for the supply of domestic consinnplion, or tl e working

of machinery : It coinprehends also the methods of procuring

the supplies 'necessary lor th.e^e purposes, by means of pipes, or

other engines. It likewise coniprehends the sub-eqnent manage-

ment of The water thus conducted, whether in order to make the

proper distribution of it according to the demand, or to employ

it lor the purpose of navig.ition, by lockage, or other contri-

vanc'.s. For- an account ol these see Can-ai., 11 vdkostaTics,

.VltCHASics Pneumatics, I'ump, &c. In addition to wli;it

hi'S been advanced in those articles on this subject we shall quote

the ijiactlcal improvements and inventions of the Count I'.e Tlii-

ville, -.jnd which their author afllrnis, give a summary, <onci«-

and satisfactory view of the application of the numerous theories

of other authors, to water-works, along with his own discoveries

in that branch of science. The ingenious author ileclares his in-

vention to consist in the application of certain hydrostatical prin-

ciples not at all or but little known till now, which, contrary tj

the laws of slaticiin solid bodia^, give to incomiirehcnsible lluids
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tiie |)iO|)t-ily (it rising almost spoiUaiieousl-. aliove the place Iroiii

wiiiili they liave fallen. " \\'itlioiit accounting for tlie causes

(says he) 1 will confine myself lo effects founded on experiments,

itnl give some specimens of lliese principles, and of the conse-

quences resulting therefrom. Let fig. 1, in Plate CLXXXII.
be an empty lube, and slopped at lioltom or top air-light. If it

be imnierseil into water, and suddenly opened, the fluid will rise

to «, tall lo b, rise again to c, and so on till it fix itself at d ; which

is the level of the tiuid. Let fig. .', be a vertical section of a

chest fustoned in a large reservoir or pond. Let the front-part (d

levolving at i be in the position ?2, if it fall suddenly at /3, the

water will rise above its level, and "a portion will flow ,out of the

chest. Let the front-part iib, in the situation i-\, be counterpoised

by a pendulum VO, in such a ijianner that, either at work or at

rest, the graviiy of VO be in the same constant ratio with tlie

gravity of ab, then the least pojsihle power impelling on O, will

communicate motion to ab by the rods B ajid X, which have a

common centre at V. If the motion be aUernatf and regular.

ab going up and down from 3 lo 5, the water will rise as before,

and enter an upper reservoir q ; besides the front-part ab striking

or impelling on the surface of the fluid at r, will form a wave,

which will be able to raise a body Y, ijnmersed at some distance,

and the water wilhdiawing will abnndon the body to its own
weight, which effect may be productive ol a power. If the water

is prevented from going out of the chest, by the front-part being

lengthened as at c, this front-part being alternately and gradually

loaded with and unloaded from, the weight of water, will produce

a gradual and disposable power, which will be still greater if the

chest be situated out of the reservoir, communicaling with it by

its back part only. If an empty vessel K intercept that commu-
nication, the valve at 7 being suddenly opened, the water will

rise to 9. If 7 be shut, and the valve 6 opened at the moment
the front-part rib falls from i2, to io, 9 will fall in 8, and so on,

so that if a botly is immersed in the vessel K, it will produce

jjower by going freely up and down. Let a chest, (fig. 3,) with

iiB aperture x in its circular bottom, be placed in a reservoir ; if

that che.-t be suspended like a pendulum at A, or bearing like

a cradle on fixed beams ab, or like a mangle on the top

of rollers cd without centres ; If I move the chest alternately

and regularly in any of those manners, or otherwise, the

Wiiter will alternately rise out of the chest, and enter the

upper reservoirs y and z. If the surrounding water be found

an obstacle to the motion, the chest may be placed out of the re-

servoir, and be supplied by a syphon above, or a flexil)le pipe

under the chest, as seen at q and / (fig. j.) That pipe corres-

ponds with the aperture x (fig. 3.) Four or more of lluse

chests, a, (fig. 4,) may likewise be established on a floating cir-

cular limber-work with apertures at x ; the intervals b between the

chests being emj)ty and inaccessible to the water, as seen in the

section (fig. 4,) No. 2. Then if a circular and alternate motion
from I to 2 round l!ie point A, be given, the water will rise and

tlow in the parts c, which belong to an upper reservoir d. Let

f)g. 5 be a chest with a Hat or circular bottom hanging at ?/, to a

beam i/z, turning at X upon standarils 15. At z hangs another

chest P ten tcet high, and only a few inches thick, immersed in

the water, Xz/ being to X: as one to ten. If A contains 100 cu-

bic feet of water, P ought to contain little less than 10 feet. The
bottom of A being nearly level to the surface I of the reservoir

;

if the water enters gradually in A, the chest will descend in O,
and raise P to S. P beinj^ suspended at .t, and so contrived

that its upper part when filled be somewhat heavier, and when
empty somewhat lighter, than its under part, the consequence
will be, that when P is disengaged it turns at x, discharges its

water into K, and takes again its former upright situation. Rut it

must be observed, that of whatever materials P may be con-
structed, it must lose a great part of its weight when in vtater,

for instance, 100 pounds. In order lo remedy that real disadvan-

tage, I fix in the building a vessel I, containing 100 pounds of
water on a surface only a few indies de-p. ^I'o that vessel is fixed

an upright pipe 2, united by a fiexible pijie at 3 to another pipe 4,

led upon the part Xi ot the beam. Another pipe containing
100 pounds of water is fasti ned to the curved part of the beam

;

by that means the gravity which P loses gradually entering into

v-'ir, is repaired gradually by the water entering the pipe 5, so

thus all inve«e ralio subsists constantly between P and 5. Wh<n

A is arrived and fastened at O, the slu;ce or sluittle a of (he re-

servoir, and that of b of the chest is opened, the front part I
, (figs.

5 and 6,) upon which tin' water acts by its lateral pressure being
disengaged, falls with an increasing power according to what has

been said at fig. 2: a rope or chain c fixed in K, turns a wheel H
by means of a hook i, which catches the teeth of a ralclut m,
one of tiie vessels 5 is raised in /, turns in x, and makes the same
effect as P, (fig. 6.) If, continues the Count, I can raise a large

(juantity of water, for instance at the height of one foot only, by
the means seen in ligs. 2, 3, and 4, I can employ this water as an
immediate power, acting on a common water-wheel ; but the

power which I can <lerive from the gravity of A, (fig. .t,) being

in the order of an antlimelical progression cannot act on machi-
nery but bv the mediate assistance ol P, w hicli raises the water io

nearly 5 feet. I dispose accordingly an ovcrrhol breast-wheel,

(figs. 7, S, and 9, in such a manner that tlie water be conveyed in

one or two rows of buckets /, by one single or double trough b ;

the water enters the buckets at x ; they are situated contrary lo

the usual way ; and their lower part is narrower tlian the upper
part as seen in fig. 9 ; the side-parts beveled or inclined so as to

leave between them an interval, a, (fig. 9,) by which the water

is discharged, when each bucket is arrived at X, (fig 7,) only,

which disposition increases considerably the power of the wheel ;

but to produce the best elTect, the resistance arising from friction

ought to be reduced as much as possible ; to that effect let A, (figs.

7, 8, and 10,) be a chest traversed by the gudgeon 6 of a wheel ;

to that gudgeon is fixed a hollow cyluuier d ; if the chest be filled

I with an incompressible fluid, and if besides the cylinder displacea

volume of that fluid, equal to the weight which in the usual way
is supported by the gudgeon, that weight will be totally trans-

ported from the gudgeon to the fluid, and the iriction arising from
graviiy will be totally reduced. Instead of the cylinder d being

fixed 10 the axis, it may be independent ; the iron-axis or even
the wooden axle-tree, in that case turning on its periphery as seen

in A2, and A3, (figs. S, and II.) If a wl.cel be lo revolve hori-

zontally like a millstone, the cylinder ought lo be fixed either at

the under part, or at the top of the axis. These wheels, which-
ever of them I employ, must be provided with a cog-wheel which
turns a pinion, the axle of which is a crank, or another pinion

with teeth upon half-part only of its circumlerence ; which teeth,

catching alternately tlie upper and under teeth of a double rake,

give the vibration to the chests or front-parts by rods, which
means are already well known. The power which is destined to
put in motion these ditTerent machines, described in figs. 2, 3, 4,

5, and 6, ought to be considered only as a regulator which gives

the necessary velocity, engages and disengages at pleasure by any •

known means, and increases the effect in giving a regular and iso-

chronal motion. From what has just been said in my specifi-

cation above, it may be concluded that the application of the

foregoing principles may vary ad infinitum. At what height, in

what quantity, and what expence of power, can the water be^raised,

are likewise liable to great variations, and lan only be ascerlainetl

by experiment on large scales, and in open water." In situations

where it is an object lo raise water a lew leel for the purpose of

draining morasses, or of irrigating lands more elevated; we think

it may be best effected by the horizontal windmills with a cen-
trifugal pump, of which we have given a representation in Plate

CLXXXI, figs. 3, 4. The machine here delineated, consists of

a windmill-sail, which is placed in an horizontal direction, similar

to that of a smoke-jack, and is surrounded by an octagon-tower.

The diverging rays of such tower, a, b, a, b,
{('.'f. 4,) if on a

small scale, may be made of deals two inches in thickness ; but,

on a large plan, they should be constructed of brick-work.

These upright pillars are connected by means of oblique boards,

represented at A, B, which are placed horizontally from pillar to

pillar, with respect to their length ; and at an angle of 4i degrees,

with regard to their breadth ; so as to form a complete octagon,

including the horizontal wiiKlmill-sail near the top:—as the wind
strikes against any of such boards, from whatever <]uarler, it is

bent upwards, and then acts upon the horizontal wind-sail. Far-

ther, these boards may either be fixed in their respective situa-

tions, or be made lo turn upon an axis a little beneath their cen-

tres of graviiy, so as to close themselves on that side of the

octagon- tower, which is most distant from the wind. Below the

shaft of the wind-sail, a centrifugal pump is fixed, with two arms,

i as-
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as represented at C, D. It consists, simply, of an erect leered

trunk, or of a leaden cylinder, furnislted with two opposite arms,

having a valve at the bottom ; which is so constrncted as to pre-

vent the return of tiie water ; and another valve at the extremily
of each arm, for excluding tiie access of air above the current of

the water, v.hile the latter Hows out. c, c, c, c, a circular troufjli

for the reception of the streams from C and D, to convey them to

thoic situations where the water may be required. We shall con-

clude this article with a description of two famous waler-works,

.the one erected at Zurich, and the other at Florence. One of the

greatest curiosities of Zurich is the pump invented and erected hv
)l. Andrew Wirtz, a tinplate-wurker of that city. 'J'he invention

shews him to have been a man of very uncommon mechanical
knowledge and sagacity. It is a machine constructed to operate

on principles entirely ditTercnt from those of all other hydraulic
engines; and is very perfect in its kind. (Plate CLXIII. fig. 4,)

exhibits asketcli of tlie section of this machine, as it was first erected

by Wirtx at a dye-house m Limmat, in the suburbs of Zurich. It

consists of ahoUow cylinder, like a very large grindstone, turning
fin a horizontal axis, and partly plunged in a cistern of water.

The a.\i3 is hollow at one end, and communicates with a perpen-
dicular pipe CBZ, part o{ which is hid by the cylinder This
cylinder or drum is formed into a spiral canal by a plate coiled up
within it like the main spring of a watch in its box ; only the spires

are at a distance from each other, so as to form a conduit for the
water of uniform width. This spiral partition is well joined to

the two ends of the cylinder, and no water escapes between them.
The outermost t jrn of the spiral begins to widen about ;|ths of a

circumference from the end,, and this gradual enlargement con-
tinues from Q to S nearly a semicircle : this part may be called

the Horn. It then widens suddenly, forming a scoop or shovel

'SS. The cylinder is supported so as to cftp several inches into the

water, whose surface is represented by VV. When this cylinder

is turned round its axis in the direction ABEO, as expressed by
the two darts, the scoop SS' dips at V, and takes up a certain quan-
tity of water before it emerges again at V. This quan'ilv is suf-

ficient to fill the taper part SQ, which we have called the Horn ;

and this is nearly equal in capacity to the outermost uniform spi-

ral round. After the scoop has emerged, the water passes along
the spiral by tlie motion of it round the axis, and drives the air

before it into the rising-pipe, where it escapes. In the mean time,

air comes in at the mouth of the scoop ; and when the scoop again

dips into the water, it again takes in some. Thus there is now a

part filled with water, and a part filled with air. By continuing

this motion, we receive a second round of water, and another of

air. The water in any turn of the spiral will have its two ends on a

level ; and the air between the successive columns of water will be
in its natural state; for since the passage into the rising-pipe or

Main is open, there is nothing to force the water and air into any
other position. But since the spires gradually diminish in their

length, it is plain that the column of water will gradually occupy
more and more of the circumference of each. At last it will oc-

cupy a complete turn of some spiral that is near the centre; and
when sent farther in,, by the continuance of the motion, some of it

will run back over the top of the succeeding spiral. Thus it will

run over at !\4into the right hand side of the third spiral. Therefore
it will push the water of the spire backwards, and raise its other

end, so that it also will run over backwards before the next turn

be co.iipleted. And this change of disposition will at last

reach the first or outermost spiral, and some water will run
over into the horn and scoop, and finally into the cistern.

But as soon as water gets into the rising-pipe, and rises a little in

it, it stops the escape of the air when tl)e next scoop of water is

taken in. Here are now two colunms of water acting against each
other by hydrostatic pressure and the intervening column of air.

They must compress the air between them, and the water and air-

columns will now be unequal. This will have a general tendency
to keep the whole water back, and cause it to be higher on the left

or rising side of each spire than on the right descending side. The
excess of height will be just such as prorluces the compression of

the air between that anil the preceding column of water. This

will go on increasing as the water mounts in the rising-pipe ; for

the air next to the rising-pipe is compressed at its inner end with

the weight of the whole column in the main. It must be as much
•ompressed at its outer end. This must be done by the water-
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column without it ; and this column exerts this pressure partly by
reason that its outer end is higher than its inner end, and partly br
the transmission of the pressure on its outer end bv air, which I's

similarly compressed from w'ithout. And thus it w'lU happen that
eachcoluninofwater, being-higher at its outer than at its inner
end, compresses the air on the water-column beyond or within it,

which transmits this pi'essure to tiie air bevond U, adding to it the
pressure arising from its own want of level at the ends. Tliere.
tore the greatest compression, .viz. that of ilie air ne.xt the main, is

produced by the sum of all the transmitted ))ressure3; and these
are the sum of all the differences between the elevations .of the
inner ends of the water-columns above their outer ends ; and the
heinht to which the water will rise in the main will be just equal
to this sum. Draw the horizontal lines K'K I, K'K. 2, &c. and
mil, mn, mn, &.-c. Suppose the left hand spaces to be filled with
water, and the right hand spaces to be filled with air, Thr^re is a
certain gradation of compression which will keep things in this po-
sition. The spaces evidently decrease in arithmetical progression ;

so do the hydros'.atic heights and pressures of the water-columns.
If therefore the air be dense in the same progression, all will be in

hydrostatical eiiuilibrium. Now this is evidently producible by
the mere motion of the machine ; for since the density and con^-
pression in each air-colnmn is supposed inversely as the bulk oi

the column, the absolute quantity of air is the same in all ; therefore
the column first taken in will gradually pass inwards, and the in-

creasing compression will cause it to occupy precisely the whole
right hand side of every spire. The gradual dinnnution of tli«

water-columns will be produced during the motion by the water
running over backwards at flit top, from spire to spire, and at last

coming out by the scooj,. It is evident that this disposition of ths
air and water will raise the water to the greatest height, because
the hydrostatic height of each water-column is the greatest possi-

ble, viz. the diameter of tiie spire. This disposition may be ob-
tained in the following mani.er: Take CL or CB as the density

of the external air to its density in the last column next the rising

jjipe or main ; that is, make CL to CB as 33 feet (the height of
the column of water which balajices the atmosphere,) to the sum
of 33 feet and the height of the rising-pipe. Then divide BL into

such a number of turns, that the sum of their diameters shall be
equal to the height of the main ; then bring a pipe straight from
L to tlie centre C. The reason of all tiiis is very evident. But
when the main is very high, this construction will require a very
great diameter of the drum, or many turns of a very narrow pipe.

In such cases it will be nuich better to make tlie sjiiral in the form
of a cork-screw, as in fig. 5, instead of this flat form like a watch-
spring. The pipe which forms the spiral may be lapped round
the trustum of a cone, whose greatest diameter is to the least

(which is next to the rising pipe) in the same proportion that we
assigned to CB and CL. By this construction the water will stand

in every round so as to have its upper and lower surfaces tangents

to the top and bottom of the spiral, and the water-columns will

occupy the whole ascending side of the machine, while the air oc-

cupies the descending side. The following are dimensions of a
machine erected at Florence, and whose perlormance corresponded

extremely well with tlie theory, may serve as an example: The
spiral is formed on a cylinder of 10 feet diameter, and the diameter

of the pipe is 6 inches. .The smaller end of the horn is of the same
diameter; and it occupies three-fourths of the circumference, and
is 7 and 8-IOths inches wide at the outer end. Here it joins the

scoop, which lifts as much water as fills the horn, which contains

4340 Swedish cubic inches, each =: 1.577 English. The machine
makes six turns in a n.inute, and raises 13j4 pounds of water, or

22 cubic feet, 10 feet hij;h in a miiuiie.

W.-^TFORD, a town of HeietfiriUhire, seven miles S. by W. of

St. Alban's and 14 N. W. of London. Lon. 0. 17. W. Lat. 5).

41. N.
WATLINGTON, a town of Oxfordshire, fourteen miles

S. E. of Oxford, and 46 W. of London. Lon. 1. 0. W. Lat. 51

37. N.
WATTON, a town in Norfolk, eighteen miles S. W. of Nor-

wich, and 90 N. N. £. of London. Lon. 0. Z3. E. Lat. 52.

3t}. N.
WATTS, Dr. Isaac, an eminent dissenting minister, born at

Southampton in- 1674. In 169** he was sent to London for edu-

cation uniler the Rev. Thomas Bowe; and in iCyt) was bunselfeu-

10 G gage*!
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Piped as Uitor lo tlie son of 5>ir John Hartopp, Bart, at Stoke New-
fn^toii. He began to preach ill 1(598, and met with general ap-

plause; and after officiating for three years as an assistant to the

Rev. Dr. Isaac Chauncy, he si'cceeded him in his pastoral cliarge

in 170-*, and rontinwedto prtside over that church as long as he

lived. Though his whole income did not amount to 100/. a-year,

he allotted one-third of it to tlie poor. He died in 1743. His

numerous works havcrendered Iiis name famous throughout Europe
and America; and they have been translated into various lan-

guages. His Lvric Poems, his Psalms and Hymns, and his Di-

vine Songs for Children, are a sufficient proof of his poetical talents,

and have had an amazing sale. His Logic and Philosophy have

been much admired. He also wrote works tipon various other

subjects, and printed many sermons. After his death, his works

were collected, and published in (i vols. 4to.

AVatts, in geography, a town of tlie United States, in Georgia.

Lon. 86. 2J. W. Lat. 34. 21.'. N.
WAVE, in philosophy, is a cavity in the surface of water, or

other fluids, with an elevation aside thereof. The waves of the

sea are of two kinds, natural and accidental. The natural waves

are those which arc exactly proportioned in size to the strengtli ot

the wind, whose blowing gives origin to them. The accidental

waves arethose occasioned by the wind's reacting upon it>eU by re-

percussion from hills and mountains, or higli shores, and by wash-

ing of the waves themselves; otherwise of the natural kind against

rocks and slioals ; all these cases give the waves an elevation which

they can never have in their natural state. See Hydrosta-
tics.

WAVED, in heraldry, is said of a bordure, or any ordinary, or

charge, in a coat of arms, having its outlines indented in manner
of the rising and falling of waves ; it is used to denote, that the

first of the family in whose arms it stands, acquired its honours by
sea-service.

WAVING, in the sea-language, is the making signs to a vessel

to come near or keep olf.

WAX, a solid concrete, abounding in the vegetable kingdom,
whence it is collected by bees. The upper surface of the leaves ot

nianv trees is covered with a varnish, which may be separated

and obtained in a state of purity, and is found to possess all the

properties of bees'-wax ; hence it is justly inferred that wax is a

vegetable product, and that the bees extract it uniiltered from the

leaves of trees and other vegetable substances that contain it.

Several plants contain wax in such abundance as to make it worth

while to exlr.'.ct it from them. Mr. Lavoisier found bv analysis

that wax is composed of carbon and hydrogen nearly in the pro-

portion of 41 to 9. There is also a kind of wax calleil the myrtle-

wax, which is extracted pretty largely in Louisiana, and some
other parts of America, from the myrica cerifcra. Another sub-

stance very similar to wax is the pe la of the Chinese, the product

of an insect, the exact species of which is not known; anil the

wfaite matter which yields the laccic acid has also a strong resem-

blance to wax. The properties which all these substances have in

common are, fusibility at a moderate heat ; when kindled, burning
with much flame; insolubility in water, iolubility in alkalies, anel

also in alcohol and ether. In these two latter properties all the

species of wax dilfer from the concrete oils, with which, in other

respects, they have a very strong resemblance.

Wax, Sealing, or Wax, Spanish, is a composition of gum
lac, melted and |)repared with resins, and coloured with some suit-

able pigment. There are (wo kinds of sealing-wa.\ in use ; the

one hard, intended for sealing letters, and other such purposes ; the

other soft, designed lor receiving the impressions of seals of office

to charters, patents, and such written instruments. The best hard

red sealui;;-wax is made by mixing two parts of shell-lac, well pow-
dered, and resin and vermillion, powdered, of each one part, and
melting this combined powdur over a gentle lire; and when the

ingredients seem thorough! v incorporated, working the wax inio

sticks. Seed-lac may be substituted for the shell-hic; and instead

of resin, boiled Venice turpent'ne niav be used. A coar'cr, hard,

red sealing wax, maybe made by mixing two parts of resin, and
of shell-lac, or vermillion and red-lead, mixed in the proportion of

one part of the vermillion to two of the red-lead, of each one part ;

and proceeding as in the former preparation. For a cheaper kind,

the vei million may be omitted, and the shell-lac also, fur very
•oiifse uses. Wax of other colours is made by substituting other

colouring matters for vermillion, as verditer for blue, ivory bbck
for black wax.
Wax-scot, a duty anciently levied for defraying tlic expense of

wax-candles in churches.

Wax-Wouk, the representation of the faces, &c. of personr
living or dead ; made by applying plaster of Paris in a kind of
paste, and thus forming a mould containing the exact representa-

tion of the features. Into this mould melted wax is j)oured, and
thus a kind of m;isks are formed ; which being painted and set wil'j

glass eyes, and the figures dressed in their proper habit?, they be-c
such a resemblance that it is difficult to distinguish between the

copy and the original.

WAY, a passage or road. See Hoad. The Koman ways are

divided into consular, pr.Ttorian, military, and public ; and of tlie*e

we have four remarkable ones in England ; the first, Watling-
street, or Watheling-strcet, leading from Dorcr to London, Dun-
stable, Toucesicr, Atterston, and the Severn extending as ftir »
.'Vnglesea in Wales. The second, called Hikeuild, or Ikenild-

street, stretches from Southampton over the river Isis at New-
briilge; thence by Camden and Lichfield ; then passes the Der-
went, near ])erby, and ends at Tinmouth. The third, called

Fisse-way, because in some places it was never perfected, but Ins

as a large ditch, leads from Cornwall through Devoushire, byTet-
bury, near Stow in the Wolds ; and besides Coventry to Leices-

ter, Newark, and so to Lincoln. ^J'he fourth, called Erming, or

Erininage-street, extends from St. David's in Wales, to South-
ampton.
Way, Milky. See Astronomy.
W,\Y OF A Ship, is sometimes the same as her rake, or run

forward or backward: but this term is most commonly understood

of her sailing. Thus when she goes a pace, it is said that she

has a good wav, or makes a fresh way. So when an account is

kept how fast she sails by the log, it is called keeping an account
of her way ; and because most ships are apt to fall a little to lee-

ward of their true course, they always in casting up the log-board,

allow something for her leeward way.

Way of the Rounds, in fortification, is a space left for the

passage of the rounds between the rampart and the wall of a forti-

fied town. 'I'his is not now much in use; because the parapet,

not being above a foot thick, is soon overthrown by the enemy's
cannon.

Way-Wiser, an instrument otherwise called perambulator.

See Perambi'lator.
A\'ays and Means, in parliamentary language, the minister's

plan of new taxes ; otherwise called the budget.

WAY-BILL, a bill or list of passengers or parcels sent

by the mail-coach, or similar conveyances, from one stage to

another.

WAYNE, a county of North Carolina, in Newbern district;

boiuKJed on the N. by Edgcombe, E. by Pitt, S. by Glasgow,

and N. W. by Nash counties.

A\AYNESBOUOUGH. a town of the state of Georgia, in

Bui ke county, 30 miles S. W. of Augusta. Lon. 82. 46. W. Lat.

33. 45. N.
Vt'AYWODE, is properly a title given the governors of the

chief places in the dominions of the czar of Muscovy. The pala-

lines, or governors of provinces in Poland, also bear the cjuality

of waywodes, or waiwodes. The Poles likewise call the princes

of Wallachia and Moldavia waywodes ; as esteeming them no
other than on the foot of governors; pretending that Wallachi*

and Moldavia are provinces of Poland. Everywhere else these

are called hospodars. Du Cange says, that the name waywode*
used in Dalmatia, Croatia, and Hungary, for a general of an

army : and Leunclavius, in his Pandects of Turkey, tells us it

usually signifies captain or conmiander.

WEANING, is the act of gradually removing an infant from

the breast, and habituating it to take common food. Weaning re-

quires to be conducted with some precaution : it will, therefore,

be adviseable to inure children to take proper aliment out of a

boat or tea cup, at the age of three or four months ; so that they

may not too suddenly, and sensibly, fcl the loss of the breast.

To facilitate this change, the human milk should be occasionally

with-heltl from them, while the mother or nurse may partake of

Hich aliment as tends to diminish the secretion of that salutary

tluiu. C'bllJien committed to the care of >vet-nurs«s, ought, in

prudence,
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pititlence, r.ot to be allowed to suck, alter the age of six or eiglil

inonths.

WEAR, or WEER, a great dam in a river, fitted for the tak-

ing of (ish, or for conveying the streani to a mill. New wears are

rot to be made, or others altered, to the nuisance of the public,

under a certain penalty.

WEASEt/, in zoology. See Mustela, and Viverra.
WEATHER, a term denoting the state of the atmosphere,

with respect to Heat, Cold, Hail, Rain, Snow, &c. See
these articles, and Meteorology. ^\ e shall at present comnumi-
cate a few simple rules, which may serve to prognosticate the

weather, or to ascertain its future variations, witli tolerable accu-

racy. For this purpose, Mr. Kirwan (" Transactions of tlie

Koyal Irish Academy," vol. v.) has laid down the following plan,

from observations that had been made in England, during a period

of 112 years; namely, from 1()77 to 17S9. 1. When no storm
lias tither preceded or followed the vernal eqi'.inox, the succeed-
ing summer is in general dry, or at least so, five times out of six.

2. If a storm happens from an e.islerly point, on the lytli, l?Otli,

or 2l5t day of May, the ensuing summer will, four times in live,

be also dry. The same event generally takes placc> if a slorm

arise on the 25th, 2()th, or 27th days of March, in any point of

the compass. 3. Should there be a storm, either at south west,

or at webt south v»"s(, on the I9th, '.'Olh, 21st, or 22d of March,
the following summer is wet, five times out of six. In England,
if the winters and springs be dry, they are mostly cold ; but, it

moist, they are generally warm ; on the contrary, dry summers,
and autumns, are usually hot ; as moist summers are cold. Thus,
if the humidity or dryness of a particular season be deter-

mined, a tolerably correct idea may be formed respecting its tem-
perature. To these indications may be added the following

jiiaxinis ; which, being the result of observations made by accu-

rate inquirers, may so far be depended upon, as they will alVoid a

criterion of the mildness, or severity, and of the dryness or mois-

ture, of future seasons. 1 . A moist autumn, succeeded by a mild

winter, is gL-nerallv followed by a dry and cold spring : in coiise-

<juence of which, vegetation is greatly retarded. 2. Should the

summer be uncommonly wet, the succeeding winter will be se-

vere ; because the heat or warmth of the eanli will be carried off

by such nnusiial evaporation. Farther, wet summers are mostly

attended with an increased quantity of fruit on the whitethorn,

and dog-rose ; nay, the uncommon fruitfulness of these shrubs is

considered as the presage of an intensely cold winter. 3. A se-

vere winter is always iiulicated by the appearance of cranes and
other birds of passage, at an early period in autumn ; because

they never migrate southwards, till the cold season has commenc-
ed in the northern regions. 4. If treijuent showers fall in the

month of September, it seldom rains in May ; and the reverse.

5. On the other hand, when the wind often blows from the south-

west, during either summer or autumn ; when the air is unusually

cold for those seasons, both to our sensations, and by the thermo-
meter; at the same time, the mercury being low in the barome-
ter; under these conditions, a profuse fall of raiii may be ex-

pected. 0. Great storms, rains, or other violent commotions of

the clouds, produce a kind of crisis in the atmosphere ; so that

they are attended with a regular succession, either of fine or of

bad weather, for some months. Lastly, an unproductive year

mustly succeeds a rainy winter ; as a rough and cold autumn
prognosticates a severe winter.

WEA THER, in sea-la»guage, is applied byjnariners to every
thing lying to windward of a particular situation ; thus, a ship is

«aid to have the weather-gage of another, when she is farther to

windward.
W t ather, in sea-language, is to sail to windward of some ship,

bank, or bead-land.

Weatkf.r-Glass. See Uarometer.
WEATHERING, among sailors, signifies the doubling or sail-

ing by a headland or other place.

"W'EAVING, the art of forming cloth of yarns. It is performed

on a loom, by making the woof or weft insert itself rectangularly

aljove and below tbe alternate threads of the warp. To lessen the

expence, it has been attempted, of late years, to weave, as well as

to execute, the previous preparations of yarn, by machinery ; but

we believe the advantage thus derived is more by cheapening

Jhe. expence of the operations of winding, warping, and dressing.

than on weaving; the loom, with all the modern improvemenH.
being so coaiple.v a machine, as to reijuire the constant attention

of a workman, 'i'he greatest and most nnportant sta[)le mauuiac-
ture of England is that of woollen clotli of all kinds, broad, narrov,

&c. See Cloth, Wool, Wool-cc.mbing, &c. Sec also Silu,
Tapestky, &c.
WEAviKG-Locm, a machine for weaving cloth, silk, &c. by

raising Die thread of the warp in order to throw in the shoot and
strike it close. Of these there arc various kinds, distiiiguisii-

ed by the different sorts of cloths, stuffs, silks, &c. in

which they are employed, and wliich are chiefly distinguish-

ed by the number and variety of the threads they raise

in order to work the warp, either plain or in figures, by
making more or less of the woof or tiie shoot cppear through
the warp.

WEB is a sort oftissure or texture formed of threads interwoven
with each other; some whereof are extended in length, and called

the warp; others are drawn across, and called the woof. See
Weaving.
WEBER A, in botany, a genus of the pentandria monogynia

class and order. Contorted ; beiry inferior, two- celled, cells one-

seeded ; style elevated ; stigma club-shaped ; calyx five-cleft.

There are three species.

\\ EDCiE, one of the mechanical powers being a prism of a

small height, whose bases are a-quicural triangles, as A (fig. 1,

Plate CLIX.) The height of the triangle is the height of the

wedge, as dl>. The base of the triangle is called the base of the

wedge, as cs. The edge of the wedge is a right line, whicK
joins the vertices of the triangles, a< bf. The edge of the wcilge

is applied for cleaving of wood, and the power is the blow of a

hammer, or mallet, which drives the wedge into the wood. See

Mechanics.
WEDGWOOD, JosiAH, Esq, F. R. and A. SS. an English

gentleman, of uncommon genius, to whose indefatigable labours

is owing the establishment of a manufacture that has opened a nevr

scene of extensive commerce. He was born in 1731, and was

the younger son of a potter, but derived little or no property from

his father. His many discoveries of new species of earthern wares

and porcelains, liis studied forms and chaste style of decoration,

and the correctness and judgement with which all his works were

executed under Ins own eye, and by artists, for the most part of

his own forming, have turned the current in this branch of com-
merce ; for, before his lime, England imported the finer earthen

ware ; but, for more than twenty years past, she has exported them
to a very great annual amount. Neitlier was he unknown in the

walks of philosophy. His communications to the Royal Society

shew a mind enlightened by science. His invention of a thermo-

meter for measuring the higher degrees of heat employed in the

various arts, is of the highest importance to their promotion, and

will add celebrity to his name. lie was the projector of the Grand

Trunk Canal, and the chief agent in obtaining the act of Parliament

for making it, against the prejudices of the landed interest. His

purse was always open to the calls of charity. He was a most

zealous supporter of commerce, and a steady patron of every valu-

able interest of society. He died at his elegant villa of Etruria, in

Staffordshire, Jan. 2, 1793, a^ed 64.

WEED, among miners, denotes the degeneracy of a load (ff

vein of fine metal into an useless marcasile.

W EEDS also denote a peculiar h.ibit, worn by the relicts of pec-

sons deceased, b% wav of mourning.

WEEK, in chronology, a division of time comprising sevea

davs. See CHROSOLOcy.
\\EERT, a town of Batavia, in the department of the Donv

mel and Scheldt, and late province of Dutch Brabant ; seated oa

the Yssel, 40 miles W. S. W. of Munster.

Weert, or Wert, a town of France in the department of th«

Ourte, and late bishopric of Liege. Lon. 5. 58. E. Lat. 51.

7. N.
WEIBSTADT, a town in the Upper Rhine, 20 miles S. E. of

Heidelberg, and '-'8 ofManheim. Lon 9.23. E. Lat. 49. 19. N.
WEIGliLlA, in botany, a genus of the pentandria monogynia

das'- and onler. Calvx five-leaved ; corolla funnel-form ; style

from the base of the germ ; stigma peltate ; seed one. There

are two species, via. W. j.iponica, and W. coroeensis, both nativrt

""^''""-
WEIGHING;
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WEKilUNG, Ihc act of examining a botly in tlie balance lo

<in(l its Wfiglit.

Weighing Anchor is the drawing it out of the ground it had

'keen cast into, in order lo set sail, or quit a port, road, or the

like.
• Weighing Machine. A curious weighing machine was some-

time ago invented by Mr. Ilanin of Paris, whereby tlie weights of

tlie prmcipLil tountnes in Europe, and tlie relative proportions

they bear to eacli other, are shewn at one view. For this he re-

ceived a bounty of 20 guineas from the Society institnled at

I^ondon for the Encouragement of Art<:, Manufactures, and Com-
merce. This ingenious machine is delineated Plate CLXXVI 1 1.

Fig. 1, represents the back of the machine, wliioh being suspended

by the ring A, and a weight hung to the hook, B, the spring C,

'C, C, made fast by strong screws at g, is drawn downwards ; and
tlie bar D, having a rack thereon at c, turns the pinion/, in pro-

portion to the weight of the body hanging thereto. Fig. 'J, sliews

tlie tace of the machine, on which are a number of concentric

'circles, and the weights of several countries of Europe engraved

thereon, as expressed by the words on a line with them. In the

centre- of this lace is a ring fixed to the small plate, turned by the

pinion /, shewn at figure 1. From this ring a hand projects

'which, by the turning of the p'nion, points to such part ol the cir-

•cle as isoiiarked with the weight, hung to the hook B ; and thereliy

shews what weight of any of the countries mentioned, is e^ual to

the pounds troy of London, which are engraved on the outer cir-

cle, or lo ihe pounds avoirdupois, which are engraved on the se-

cond circle, and so of Ihe rest. A slider moves on the hand,
• which may be brought lo any of the circles at pleasure, in order
'

to'point out the relative weight w.lh greater precision.

WEIGHT, in physics, a quality in natural bodies whereby they

'tend downwards towards the centre of the earth. Or, weight

may be defined in a less limited manner, to be a power inhen-iu

in all bodies whereby they tend to some common point, called
• the centre of gravity, or, to speak more accurately, to one ano-

ther : and that with a greater or less velocity, as they are more or

less dense, or as the medium they' pass through is more or leaS

rare. See Attraction, Gravity, Mechanics, &c.
WEiGrtTs, in commerce, denote bodies of a known weight ap-

pointed to be put in the balance against other bodies whose weight

js required. The security of commerce depending, in a good
' measure, on the justness of weights, which are usually of lead,

iron, or brass, must nations have taken care to prevent the falsili-

cation thereof, by stamping or marking them by proper officers,

after being adjusted by some original standard. Thus, in Eng-
' land, the standard of weights is kept in the exchequer by a parti-

cular officer, called the clerk of the market. \Veights are dis-

tinguished into ancient and modern.

I. Weights, Ancient.

i. Weights, Ancient Roman. The ancient Roman
weights, reduced to English troy weight, stand as in the following

table

:

Ib.dwts. gr.

- Lentes ........0 OJ^Sj

Siliquse „ 3^

Obolus 9^

Scriptulum IS-jSj

3 1 Drachma 2 6,9-

96

144

192

676

0912

144

1728

6

Sextula 3 0^

I^Sicilius 4 13^

2'4DuelIa 6 1^

Oj 4 atuncia IS i|

72J4S JOij| Libra 10 18 ISJ.

Weights, .Ancient Attic, or Weights, Ancient Gre-i

ciAK. The Roman ounce is the English avoirdupois ounte,

which they divided into 7 denarii, as well as 8 diachnias.

English Troy Weight.
lb. oz. dwt. gn

Drachma 2 16.i>

Weights, .\ncient Jev.'ish. Those of llie ancient Jews, re-

duced to the English troy weight will stand as in the following

table :

lb. oz. dwtl gr.

.Shekel 9 2f

60 [Manch 2 3 6 lOf

;OOobo Talent 113 10 1 10^

1—1-1
'

Weights and Measures, New French. • See Measure.

II. Weights Modern.

Weights, British Standard of. As weight and measure

are things in their nature arbitrary and uncertain, it is therefore

expedient that they be reduced lo some fixed rule or standard :

which standard it is impoBsible to fix by any written law or procla-

mation ; for no man can, by words only, give anotlier an adequate

idea of a tool rule, or a pound weight. It is therefore necessary

to have recourse to some visible, palpable, material standard ; by
forming a comparison witii which all weights and measures may be

reduced lo one unifi.irm size ; and the prerogative of fixing this

standard, our ancient law vested in the crown, as in Normandy it

belonged to the duke. This standard was originally kept at M'iiv

Chester: and we find in the laws of king Edgar, near a century

before the contpiest, an injunction tliat the one measure, which

was kept at Winchester, should be observed throughout the realm.

Most nations have regulated the standard of measures, of length

by comparison with the parts of the human body ; as the palm,

the hand, the span, the foot, the cubit, the ell (ulna or arm), the

pace, and the lathom. But as these are of dilTerent dimensions in

men of difierent proportions, historians inform us, lliat a new
standard of longitudinal measure was ascertained by king Henry
I. \vho commanded thai .he ulna, or ancient ell, which answers to

the modern yard, should be made of the exact length of his own
arm. And one standard of measure of length being gained, all

others are easily derived from thence; those of greater lengtji by
multiplying, those of less by dividing, that original standard. Thu»,

by the statute called compositio ulnaram el perticarum, five yards

and an half made a perch ; and the yard is subdivided into three

feet, and each fool into 12 inches; which inches will be each of

the length of three grains of barley. Superficial measures are de-

rived by squaring those of length"; and measures of capacity by
cubing them. The standard of weights was originally taken from

corns of wheat, whence Ihe lowest denomination of weights we
have is slill called a grain ; 32 of which are directed, by the sta-

tute called composilio mensurarum, to compose a penny-weight,

whereof 20 make an ounce, 12 ounces a pound, and so upwards.

And upon these principles the first standards were made ; which,

being originallv so fixed by the crown, their subsequent regula»

lions, have bceii generally made by the king in parliament. Thus,

under Richard 1. in his parliament holden at Westminster, A. D.

1197, it was ordained that there should be only one weight and

one measure Ihroughnul the kingdom, and that ihe custody of the

assize, or standard of weights and incisures should be committed

to certain persons in every city and borough ; whence the

ancient office of the king's auliiiiger seems lo have been di-

rived, whose duly it was, for a certain fee, to me.isure all cloths

iiKide for sale, till the oflic? w.is abolished by the statute 11

and 12 William lll.c. 20. In king John's lime this ordinanceof

king Richard w.is frequently difpensed with lor money ; which

occasioned a provision lo be' made for enforcing it, in the great

charters of king John and his son. These original standards wer«

7 caU«d
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called pondus regis, and niensiira doniini regi<, and are directed
by a variety of subsequent statutes to be kept in tiie excliequer-

- chamber, by an ofificer called tlie clerk of tlie market, except the
wine-gallon, which is committed to the city of London and kept
in Guildhall.

Weights, Chinese, are the piece for large commodities; it is

divided into 100 catis, ot tattis ; though some sav into 123 ; the
cati into 16 tuels, or tales; each tael equivalent lo'l j of an ounce
English, or the weight of one rial and ojie 12th, ainl containing
12 mas, or masses, and each mass lOcondrins. So that the Chi-
nese piece amounts to 137 pounds English avoirdupois, and the
cadi to onepouiid eight ounces. Thepicol for silk containing 60
catis and i ; the baharr, bakaire, or barr, containing 300 catis.

Weights, late French. Dilferent weights were formerly
used in most of the dillerent provinces of France ; but they un-
derwent a great alteration very early in the Revolulion. But
knowledge of the ancient weights of that country is still of impor-
tance on account of the books in which they are used. The Paris

pound contained 16 oz. and was divided two ways ; thus,

1st. 4 Grains = 1 Penny-weight,
3 Penny-weights = 1 Gros,
8 Gros := 1 Ounce,
8 Ounces = 1 Marc,
2 Marc = 1 Pound,

£d. 2 Half-ounces =: 1 Ounce,
2 Ounces = I Half-tiuarter lb.

2 Half-quarter lb. = 1 Quarter-pound,
2 Quarter pounds = 1 Hall-pound,
2 Half pounds = 1 Pound,

100 Pounds = I Quintal.

The weights of the first division are used to weigh gold, silver,

and the richer commodities ; and those of the second for com-
modities of less value.

Weights, Dutch. The weights used in Amsterdam and all

over Holland, are called Troy weight, and are exactly the same
with that used at Brussels. They are as follows :

2 Deuskens := 1 Troyken,
2 Troyken = 1 ^'ierling.

4 Vierling = 1 .\s,

32 As = 1 Angle,

20 Angles = 1 Ounce,
8 Ounces = 1 Marc.

The marc is equal, according to M. Tillet, to 4620 French
grains. The Amsterdam pound used in commeice is divided into

16 ounces, 32 loots, or 128 drachms.

Weights, East Indian. Tonquin has the same weights,

measures, &c. as China. Jajian has only one weight, viz. the

cati; which, however, is different from that of China, 3s con-

taining 20 taelf. At Surat, Agra, and throughout the states of

the Great Mogul, they use the man, or maund, whereof thev

have two kinds ; the king's man, or king's weight ; and the mail

simply ; the first used for the weighing of common provisions,

containing 40 seers, or serres ; and each seer a just Paris pound.
The common man, used in the weighing of merchandise, consists

likewiseof 40 seers, but each seer is only estimated at 12 Paris

ounces, or f of 'lie other seer. The man may be looked upon as

the common weight of the East Indies, though under some dif-

ference of name, or rather of pronunciation ; it being called mao
^ at Canil)aya, and in other places mein, and maun.

Weights, English. Mr Renardson, in a paper published in

the Philos. Trans, has proved, that at first there was but one
weight in England, and that this was the avoirdupois. Troy weight

was introduced in the time of Henry \TI : at present, both the

troy and avoirdupois weights are used in England. Troy wciglil

seems to have derived its name from Troyes, a town in France,

where a celebrated fair was kept. It is used for weighing gold,

silk, and all liquors. The avoirdupois is used for weighing other

things.

I. Weight, Avoirdupois, Table of, &c.
16 Drachms = 1 Ounce,
16 Ounces = 1 Pound,
28 Pounds = 1 Quarter,

4 Quarters = 1 Hundred,
20 Hundreds = 1 Ton.

The avoirdupois pound is equal to 7004 gr. troy, the avoirdupois

vol.. IV.—NO. 216.

(20 Miles,

>24 Droits,

)20 Periots,

(24 Blanks.

oz. to 437.75 "r. and it follows of consequence, that the troy lb.
is to the avoirdupois pound as 98 to 107 nearly ; for as 88 to 107
so is J760 to 7003.636 : that the troy ounce is to the avoirdupois
as SO to 73 nearly ; for as 80 to 73, so is 480 to 438. An avoir-
dupois poiuid is equal to lib 2 oz. II dwts. 20 gr. troy ; a troy
ounce is equal to lOz. 1,35 dr. avoirdupois ; an avoirdupois drachm
contains 27.34373 grains; 173 troy pounds are equal to 144 avoir-
dupois pounds. The mone}ers have a peculiar subdivision of the
grain troy : thus,

( Grain ) < 20 Miles,
The 5 -Mite f

1 Droit I
(Periot )

11. Weight, Trov, Table of, &c. used

By the Goldsniillis, ^c.
24 Grains = l Penny-weight,
20 Penny-weights = 1 Ounce,
12 Ounces = I Pound.

Bi/ the Apotliccaries.
20 Grains = l Scrujile,

3 Scruples -^ 1 Draclmi,
8 Drachms = l Ounce,

12 Ounces = 1 Pound.
The English weights are still used in the United States of America.

^^ EIGHTS, Genoese. Two kinds of weights are used at
Genoa, the peso grosso (heavy weight), and the peso sotlile (light
weight): the latter is used for weighing gold and silver, the for-
mer for other thuigs. Tlie pound of the peso sottile is equal, ac-
cording to Tillet, to 1 marc, 2 oun( es, 2| gros, 30 grains French.
It is divided into 8 ounces, the ounce into 24 deniers, and the de-
nier into 24 grains. The pound of the peso grosso is equal to
1 marc, 2 ounces, 3 gross, 3 grains, French. It is divided into
12 ounces :

The cantaro = 100 lbs. peso grosso.

The rubbo = 25 lbs.

The rotolo = 14 lb.

100 lbs. peso grosso = 64| lb. of commerce of Amsterdam.
100 lbs. peso sottile = 12y marcs troy of Holland.
Weights, German. The marc of \ ienna for weighing gold

and silver is divided into 16 lofhs, 64 quintals, or 236 deniers or
pfenings ; the loth into 4 quintals, or 16 pfenings. This marc,
according to Tillet, is equal to 1 marc, 1 ounce, 1 gros, 16
grains, French, = 5831 as troy Holland. The pound of Vienna
is divided into 2 marcs, or 4 viertings ; the mark into Bounces,
16 loths, 64 quintals, or 266 pfenings.

Weights, Persian. In Persia they use two kinds of batmans
or mans ; the one called cahi or cheray which is the king's weight,
and the other batman of Tauris. The first weighs 131b. 10 oz.

Englisli ; the second 6^ lb. Its divisions are tlieratel, or a l6tli ;

the derhern, or drachm, which is the 50th ; the meschal, which is

half the derhem : the dung, which is the sixth part of the meschal,
being e(|uivalent to 6 carat grains ; and lastly, the grain, whicli

is the 4tli part of the dung.

Weights, Portuguese. The Lisbon marc for essaying silver

consists of 12 deniers, and the denier of 24 grains. The marc of
Portugal for weighing gold and silver is equal, according to Til-

let to 7 ounces, 3\ gros, and 34 grains French, which makes 4776
as of Holland ; so that it is exactly the same with the Lisbon
pound. It is divided into 8 ounces, 64 outavas, 192 jCruples,

4608 grains. The pound consists of 2 marcs, 16 ounces, or 96
outavas. The arroba of 32lb. the quintal of 4 arrobas, or 1281h.

100 Oporto pounds make 87^th pounds of commerce of Am-
sterdam.

Weights, Russian. The berckowitz = 400 lbs. The pound-
=: 40 lbs. The pound is divided into 33 loths, or 96 solotnnks.

One hundred Russian lbs. = lOli^ marcs, or 82-| lbs. of Amster-
dam. One hundred lbs. of commerce of Amsterdam = 120|th
lbs. of Russia.

Weights, Spanish. The marc -of Castile, used for weighing

gold and silver, is divided as follows :

1-j'j Grains (gold weight) = 1 Grain (silver weight)

1 1-^ Grains (silver weight) = 1 Tomine (gold weiaht)

Ijtj'Toniine (gold weiglit) = 1 Tomine (silver weight)

10 li 3 TomijiB
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2 Tominc (silver weight)

1 Adarnie

Z-^x Ocliava

6^ Castellano

Ounces

1 Adarme,
1 Ochava,
1 Castellano,

1 Ounce,
1 Marc.

Tlie marc, according to TiUet, is equal to 7 oz. 4 gross, 8 grains

Freiich,-wliich is equal to 4785 as of Holland: One hundred

marcs of Castile = about 93^ marcs of Holland ; 100 marcs of

Holland =107 inarcs of Castile. Medicines are sold by the same

marc : but it is divided diflerenlly, containing 8 ounces, 64

drachms, 192 scruples, 384 obolos, 152 caracteras, 4608 grains.

The Spanish commercial pound is divided into two marcs, called

marcs of Tcjo, each of which is equal to the marc of Castile.

This pound is divided into 16 ounces, 256 adarmes, 9'216

grains.

Weights, Swedish. The mark for weighing gold and sil-

ver is equal to 16 lods, 64 quentins, or 4384ds. The pound of

32 lods, used for weighing food, is equal, according to Tillet, to

1 marc, 5 ounces, 7 gros, 8 grains French, which makes 884SI as

trov of Holland. This answers exactly to the weight of the dif-

ierent pounds, as fi\ed in Sweden, viz. 8848 as =: the pound for

weighing articles of food ; 7821^,'^^ as ^ marc used in mines;

7450^1^ as ^ marc used in towns and in the country ; 7078^ as =
rnarc used for^weighing iron; 74 1 6as ^ pound used in medi-
cine^

The skippnnd
The centner

The waag
The sten

The Swedish as

Weights, Turkish. In Turkey, at Smyrna, &c. they use

the batman, or baltemant, containing 7\ occos ; the occo contains

4 chekys or pounds, each of which, according to Tillet, is equal

to 1 marc 2 oz. 3 gros. 28 gr. French. Tlie Turkish weights are

divided as follows

:

400 lbs. for weighing food.

120 lbs.

165 lbs.

32 lbs.

1 as of Holland troy.

Can-
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Table, shewing the Cnmparisou bctxvcen French and English

Grains. (Poid de Marc.)

f'n-nch grs..
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WEINMANNIA, in botany, a giniis of pl.mts of the class

octaiidria, and older niMnogynu. Calyx four-leaved ; corolla lour-

petaled ; capsnle two-celled, two-beaked. There are six species.

VVEINSBliRG, a town of Siiabia, in Wirteiuberg, 25 miles

N. of Snitt£.ard. Lon. 9- 15. E. Lat. 49. 15. N.
VVE1SB.\DEN, a town in the late electorate of Mentz, 8 miles

N. E. of Mentz. Eon. 8. 20. E. Lat. 49 56. N.
WEISENHORN, a town of Austrian Suabia, capital of a

county so named; 11 miles S. E. of Ulm. Lon. 17. 49. E.

Lat. 48. 18. N.
WEISSEMBURG, a town of France, in the department of

the Lower Rhine, 10 miles S. W. of Landau, and 22 N. E. of

Strasburg.

Wessemburg, a free imperial town of T'ranconia, in the bi-

shopric of Aichstadt, 30 miles S. W. of Nuremburg. Lon. 11.

2. E. L;it.49. 4. N.
WEissEMBukG, a town of Saxony, 20 miles N. by AV, of Wit-

temburg. Lon. 12.31. E. Lat. 52. 8. N.
Weissemburg, or VVeisenburg, a city of Transylvania, an-

cieiitlv called Alba Julia, 35 miles W. of Herraans'tadt. Lon.

24. 0.' E. Lat. 46. 20. N.
Weissemburg, or Stuhlweissemburg, a town of Lower

Hungary, 36 miles S. W. of Buda. Lon. 18. 30. E. Lat. 47. 22. N.
WEISSENAL'^, a principality of Suabia, with an abbey,

founded iji 990 by a hermit, and since often richly endowed by

the emperors and dukes of Suabia.

WEISSENEELS, a town of Upper Saxonv, in Misnia, 17

miles S. W. of Leipsic. Lon. 12. 15. E. Lat. 51.9. N.
WELDING, beating metal into union. A\' elding is tliat inti-

mate union produced bttween the surfaces of two pieces of mal-

leable metal, when heated almost to fusion, and hammered. This

union is so strong, that when two bars of iron are properly weld-

ed, the place of junction is as strong, relatively to its thickness, as

any other part of the bar.

WELL, in hydraulics, a hole under-ground, usually of a cy-

Imdrical figure, and walled with stone and mortar ; it> use is to

collect the water of the strata around it. See Well-Tube.
Well, in ships, an apartment formed in the middle of a ship's

hold to inclose the pumps, from the bottom to the lower deck. It

is used as a barrier to preserve those machines from being damaged
liy the friction or compressson of the materials contained in the

hold, and particularly to prevent the entrance of ballast, &c. by
which the tubes would presently be choked, and the pumps ren-

dered incapable of service. By means of this inclosure, the arti-

ficers may likewise more readily descend into the hold, in order

to examine the state of the pumps, and repair them as occasion

requires.

Well of a Fishing-Vessel, an apartment in the middle of

the hold, which is entirely detached from the rest, being lined

with lead on every side, and having the bottom thereof penetrated

with a competent number of small holes, passing also through the

ship's floor ; so that the salt-water running into the well is always
kept as fresh as that in the sea, and yet prevented from communi-
cating it.self to the other parts of the hold.

Well, in the military art, a depth which the miner sinks

Tinder ground, with branches or galleries runn'.ng out from it ;

either to prepare a mine, or to discover and disappoint the enemy's
mine.
Well-Hole, in building, is the hole left in a floor for the

stairs to come up through.
WELLINGBOROUGH, an ancient city of England, in

Northamptonshire, reckoned the second in the county, 12 miles

N. E. of Northampton. Lon. 0. 59. W. Lat. 52. 16 N.
WELLINGTON, a town of England, in Shropshire, 12 miles

E. of Shrewsbury, and 152 N. W. of London. Lon. 2. 30. W.
Lat. 52. 40. N.
Wellington, a towu of Somersetshire, 15 miles N. E. of

Exeter, 7 S. W. of Taunton, and 147 S. W. of London.
WELLS, in geography, a city of Somersetshire, and see of a

bishop : the bishop of Bath being also bishop of Wells. Lon.
2. 37. W. Lat. 51. 12. N.
Wells, a town of the United States, in Maine, 88 miles N. E.

of Boston. Lon. 72. 32. W. Lai. 43. 20. N.
Well-Tube, an hydraulic instrument for procuring water, in

almost every situation, suggested by M. Cadet de Vau.x. He di-

rects the soil to be perforated with a burer : a wooden pipe is th^n'
to be placed in the hule, and driven down willi a mallet; after

which the boring must be continued that a pipe may be driven to
a greater depth. As tiie augur become* filled wiih earth, it ought
to be drawn up, and emptied ; so that, by the addition of tresli

portions of the pipe, the boring is carried to a considerable e.\tent

under ground, and water is in most instances obtained. Wells,
thus formed, are preferable to those dug in the usual manner ;

being less expensive, wirile the supply of water is both copious
and certain. If wells be disused for a considerable liLiie, the wa-
ter generally becomes foirl : the ambient atmosphere is corrupted ;

and thus arise mephitic vapoui-s which have often proved fatal to

animal-life. Hence it has been suggested, to employ a pair of
smith's bellows and a tube ; but as these are too bulky to be con-
veniently carried to any distance, and often cannot be procured on
the spur of the occasion, Mr. i~almoii, of Canterbury, has invent-

ed the following apparatus, for dispersing noxious air from wells.

This ingenious contrivance merits the notice of our country-read-
ers; as it is not very expensive, and will prevent many fatal

accidents. A, B, C, D, E, V, (Plate CLXXllI, fig. 4,) re-

present six lengths of a metal-pipe, each eight feet long, an<l two
inches in diameter: all these joints (except th.it marked F, which
is made of copper, for the better support of heat) are made of
tin-phjte. G, is a tin-kettle, or vessel containing about two gallons,)

that is fastened to the upper pipe F, and the sides of which are
perforated for the admission of air, and consequently lor support-
ing the fire. This vessel must be fixed in such a direction as to-

have at least five feet of the pipe above its top. H, is a conical

cap, designed to confine the heat to the sides of the tube. When
the machine is applied to the well, a wire must be passeil through

the holes a, n, in the upper part of the length A, and in the lower
extremity of 15, the joint ought to be luted with putty, to render
it air-tight ; the upper end of each joint should be covered witlj

wire, to prevent it from bending ; and to form a receptacle for

the putty. The other lengths are then to be managed in a similar

manner, till that marked A reach nearly to the surface of the
water. The vessel G, ought to be placed on two pieces of tim-

ber laid across the well. The apparatus, being now fixed, will

speedily be filled with the foul air extracted from the well : and'

as the gravity of the external and internal air is equal, they be-
come stationary. Burning coal or wood must next be put into the
kettle G ; by which the copper-tube, F, is heated ; and, the in-

ternal air being rarefied, while the external air presses downward,
the noxious vapours are gradually dissipated ; and a purer ele-

ment is introduced into the well, whence it issues during the con-
tinuance of the fire. Mr. Salmon remarks, that however small

the current of air passing out of the funnel or pipe, F, may ap-
pear, the effect is considerable ; because such discharge consists

wholly of noxious vapour; whereas ten gallons of fresh air are,

probably blown into the well, by means of the common bellows
and leather-pipe, before two gallons of mephitic vapour are re-

moved. Such purification will be still more effectual, if the fin

kettle G, be placed at D, when the internal air becomes more]
rarefied : it ougiit, however, to be remarked, that this advantagi

is over-balanced by the atmosphere being rendered unfit for re-v

spiration, in consequence of the suffocating properties of the'

charcoal.

WELSHPOOL, a town of N. Wales, in Montgomeryshin
9 miles W. of Shrewsbury, and 169 N. W. of London. Loi
3. 5. W. 52,33. N.
WEM, a town of England, in Shropshire, 9 miles N.

Shrewsbury, and 164 N. W. of London. Lon. 2. 40.

Lat. 52. 10. N.
WEMBELINGEN, a town of Upper Bavaria, 10 miles E.

Nordlingen.
WEN, a tuipor arising on any part of the body, and contain^

ing a cystus or bag filled with some peculiar kind of matter. See^
Njevus.

JAVENDOVER, a borough of England, in BuckinghamshiKVj
7 miles S. E. of Ailesbury. Lon. 0. 35. W. Lat. 56. 41. N. ''

WEN LOCK, a borough in Shropshire, 12 miles S. £. (f
Shrewsbury. Lon. 2. 30. W. Lat. 52. 36. N.
WENN'ER, the largest lake of Sweden, in W. Gothland, on,

the N. W. of lake Wetter, It is 100 miles long, and, in some
places, 40 broad,.

WENNERSBOBOi,
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WENNERSBORG, or WENNERSBURG, a town of Swe-
den, in W. Gothland, 15 miles E. of Udtlevalla.
WENSYSSEL, a town of Denmark, in N. Jutland, 17 mile<;

N. \V. of Albiirg. Lon. 9 40. E. Lat. 57. 4. N.
VVEOBLY, an ancit-nt boioiigli of England, in Herefordsliire,

8 miles N. W. of Hereford. Lon. 2. 41. W. Lat. 52. 9. N.
WEKBEN, atown of Brandenburg, 60 miles N. \V. of Berlin.

Lon. 12. 12. E. Lat. 53. 5. N.
WERCHTEREN, atown of the Frenrli empire, in tlie de-

partment of the D) Ic, 9 miles E. of Mechlin. Lon. 4. 49. E.
Lat. 51. 0. N.
WERDEN, a town in Westphalia, 10 miles N. E. of Dussel-

dorf, and 10 E. of Diiisburg. Lon. 7. 1. E. Lat. 51. 17 N.
WERDENBERG, or WERDENBURG, a town of tlie Hel-

vetic republic, in the canton of Glarus, and capital of a late

county so named, 1(5 miles N. E. of Glarus. Lon. 9.25. K. Lat.
46. 58. N.
WEREGILD, in old customs, the price of homicide ; paid

partly to the king for the loss of a subject, partly to the lord

whose vassal he was, and partly to the ne.\t of kin of the person
slain.

WERN, atown of Germany, in Westphalia, 28 miles S. by
W. of Monster. Lon. 7. 30. E. Lat. 51. 35. N.
WERNERITE, in mineralogy, is of a colour between yellow

and green ; it occurs crystallized ; specific gravity is about 3.t).

It intumesces before the blow-pipe, and melts into a whitish ena-

mel. It isfiHuid in the iron-mines in Sweden and Norway.
WERNIGERODE, a county in Upper Saxony; bound-

ed on the N. by the county of Halberstadt ; E. and S.

by Blankenburg : and W. by the Hartz forest : 12 miles long,

and 8 broad. It is partly mountainou<, partly level. Its highest

mountain, or perhaps the highest in Germany, is the Broken,
which e.xtendi into Hanover.
WERNiGt.RODE, the capital of the above county, 10 miles W.

of Halberstadt, and 27 S. S. E. of Wolfenbuttle. Lon. 11. 10. E.

Lat. 52, 2. N.
WERTHEIM, atown of Germany in Franconia, 20 miles W.

of Wurzburs. Lon. 9. 53. E. Lat. 49. 46. N.
WERIURIAN MOUNTAINS, or URALIAN, a famous

cliain of mountains, forming part of the boundary of Asia. It

begins <lictinctly yet (it may be traced interruptedly farther S,) near

the town of Kungur, in the government of Kasan, in lat. 57" 20'

;

runs N. and ends opposite to the Waygatz strait, and rises again in

the isle of NovaZemlja. These were the Ripha;i Monies.

WERVICK, orWERWICK, a town of France, in the de-

partment of the Lys, and late province of Austrian Flanders, 8

miles S. E. of Ypres. Lon. 2. 58. E. Lat. 50. 46. N.
WESEL, atown of France, in the department of the Roer,

and late duchy of Cleves, 25 miles S. of Cleves, and 45 N.
ofCologn. Lon.6. 37. E. Lat. 51.27. N.
WESENBURG, a fortified town of Russia, iu the govern-

ment of Esthonia, 55 miles S. E. of Revel. Lon. 25. 48. E.

Lat. 59. 10. N.
WESLEY, Samuel, an English divine, born in Dorsetshire,

and educated at Oxford ; but was bred a Dissenter. He after-

wards conformed, and wrote some tracts against his former friends.

He obtained the living of South Ormesby, and afterwards that of

Epworth, both in Lincolnshire. He wrote many sacred poems
;

but his chief work is, " The Life of Christ," an heroic poem, in

12 books, with learned notes. He also wrote, "Dissertations

on the Book of Job," in Latin, folio. He died at Epworth, iii

1735.

Wesley, John, a very pious and great man, and a most enii-

rent Christian minister. By his means religion was revived, with

great success, not only in the United Kingdom, but in America, and

various other places. His grand-father, John Wesky, was one

of the non-conforming ministers who suffered so severely by the

black Bartholomew act, in the reign of Charles the Second^ He
was ejected from the living of Blandford in Dorsetshire. In this

persecuted condition, he designed his son, Samuel, for the Chris-

tian ministry among the Dissenters and accordingly sent him to

one of their academies. But while there, his sentiments were so

changed, that he left the academy without consulting .any of his

relations, and entered as a student of Exeter-College, Oxford.

After taking his degrees in the usual way, he was ordained, and
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appointed chaplain of a man of war, and afterwar<ls was presented
to the livings of Epwortli and Wroote, both in the county of
Lincoln. He married the youngest daughter of Dr. Samuel An-
iieslay, a celebrated nojiconfonnist, wi.o was first cousin to the
Earl of Anglesey. By her he had nineteen children, the most
distinguished of whom was the Rev. John Wesley, of whom we
now write. He was born at Epworth in Lincolns'iiire : i.f which
place his father was rector, June I'lh (old style) 1703. When but
six years of age he narrowly escaped being burnt to lieath in the
Parsonage-house, which was so dreadfully on fire before he was
taken out of a win<low, that the instant he was received by his
friends, the whole roof fi'll in. The memory of this remarkable
deliverance is still preserved ui one of his prints, Under his por-
trait, there is a house in llames, with this inscription, " Is not this

a brand plucked out of the burning-" At a vi rv early age his
mind appears to have been impressed with sentinieiits ol'religion,
and he partook of the Lord's Supper when only eight years old.
When very young he was placed at the Charter-House in London,
under llial eminent scholar. Dr. Walker, with whom he soon be-
came a favourite, on account of his sobriety and application.
From the Charter-Honse he was removed to Christ-Church Cof-
lege, Oxford, where he took his degree of Bachelor of Arts. In
the year 1724, he was elected Fellow of Lincoln College, aud
two ye.irs after, he took his degree of Master of Arts. He now
became conspicuous as a scholar. Nor was he barely acquainted
with the learned languages ; he read them as a critic, and relished
all their beauties. He conversed fluently in Latin, which he
spoke and wrote with reniarkaijle purity and eleeance. The
Greek 'I'estament was as familiar to him as the English. Five
volumes were published by him on Natural Philosophy, which
shew how well he had studied that branch of knowledge. His jkill

in logic was so well known, that it was 'almost proverbial. His
poetic abilities were not inconsiderable, but he did not cultivate

them much after he left the University, being called to a higher
work, in which he was so fully employed, that he was iorced to

give up writing poetry. Nevertheless, the pieces he did publish
abundantly prove the strength and elegance of his genius in this

respect. Some time after his election to a Fellowship, he was
appointed Greek Lecturer, and Moderator of tlie Classes. Being
thus in some measure prepared for the ministry, for which he haS
from the beginning been designed by his father, he was ordained
in the year 1725, by Dr. Potter, afterwards Archbishop of Can-
terbury, and preached his first sermon at South Lye, near Oxford.
About this time he met widi Bishop Taylor's " Rules and Exer-
cises of Holy Living and Dying ;" and being exceedingly af-

fected in reading some parts of that book, he resolved to dedicate

his whole life to God, considering religion as an uniform follow-

ing of our Lord Jesus Christ. And having united with several

young men, who were likemiiided with himself, they agreed to

meet together at appointed times, to assist each other in striving to

live to the glory of God. By their diligence and regularity in

using the means of grace, and being zealous of good works, they

«ere soon publicly noticed, and among other nick-names bestow-

ed upon them, was that of Methodists, which is still applied to a

Society of Christians, of which Mr. VVesley was the founder and
head, consisting, by the last account, in various p-irts of the

world, of upwards of three hundred and fifty-seven thousand

proper members, who are not a fourth part of the number that

constantly attend their places of public worship, who also gene-

rally share the name of Methodists, which is now grown into a ti

hoi'ouiable, rather than a reproachful term. How little did Mr.
Wesley think of being the instrument of raising up such a body
of religious people, when, by an extraordinary Providence, he-

was called from his beloved situation in Oxford, to go abroad as 3
Missionary to preach to the Indians in America ! With this call,

however, after several weighty objections, he complied, and sail-

ed for Georgia in October, 1735. And aftef many severe trials,

he returned to England in the beginning of 1738. Whatever
might be the design.; of man, in Mr. Wesley's being sent

abroad, it appears that the grand design of God was to bring him
more fully acc|nainted with llie plan of salvation by Jesns Christ.

And this enti w.is accomplished by means of some of the Moravian

Brethren, whp sailed with him for America in the s.ime ship ; a full

account of v\hich was published by himself, above half a century

ago. On his return to London, he wab invited to preach in several of
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the cluirclies. He now became popular, appealing in a new cliarac-

ter, as a niissionaiy luttly leUniieil troni preaching the Gosptl to the

Indians in America. The churches where he preaclied were
crowded. 'I his, together with liis plain lieart-searching sermons,
gave such oUencf to many, that the churches were shut against him.

fie was tluis driven to preach abroad in London, Bristol, and
various places, as he conceived the way opened by Divine
Providence. i?y his preaching thousands were soon awakened to

a sense of their fallen state, who came to him for fufther advice,

and assistance in the ways of God. It now became necessary to

form societies, and to do every thing he could to leadtliem in the

way of truth and holiness. Places of worship were multiplied, and
the face of things soon most wonderfully changed. One thing
seemed wanting; he had tried to get some of the regular clergy
to assist him ; but it was in vain. A new way was now opened,
which at first shocked his yet remaining prejudice. A few plain

men ol his own society, from first telling what God had done for

them, Irad begun to exhort and preach, and thus lay-preaching
was introduced, and continues to liiis day, there being now some
thousamls of these preachers in England alone. Thus, by ways that he
knew not, and in paths he had never thought of, was this wonderful
man led, till he saw the fruit of his labour, and enjoyed to a sjood old
age the pleasure of being honoured by hundreds of thousands, as

their Father in the Gospel. He was' indefatigable in travelling

through Great Britain and Ireland. He had, from his fir^t forming
of societies, taken care to establish Christian discipline among them,
so that his intlueiKe over them was preserved to the end. And
such is the love of both the preachers and people to his memory,
that his name is still honoured by them with the greatest vene-
ration, in all their conferences and public concerns. He died in

London, March 2, 1791, in the 8Sth year of his age. Such was
the character of this truly apostolic man, liiat, it would require no
small abilities to i\o it justice. To form a great man, there must
be great powers, exerted in an uncommon manner, producing ex-
traordinary effects. Such was Wr. Wesley. He had strong in-

tellectual powers ; a mind comprehensive and vigorous in all its

faculties ; a penetrating judgement, a capacious and retentive

memory, a lively imagination, and a sublime genius. Being edu-
cated from his infancy in the various branches of literature, which
were necessary to form the scholar and the "entlenian, he was
ijualified to excel in any line of life in which IJivine Providence
might have placed him. His publications are sufficient proofs of
bis abilities as a writer. As a preacher he was a perfect pattern to
every Christian minister. His gestures were graceful and easy, and
his style was peculiarly simple and familiar. Though he preached
without notes, yet his sermons w ere all studied. As an orator,
he happily united the depth of reason with the strength of lan-
guage: while as a minister of Jesus Christ, he left room for the
gracious assistance of tlie Holy Spirit. He was no Enthusiast,
seeking the end, w ithout using the means ; yet no man more firmly
attended to a divine influence in every religious duty, well know-
ing, that, no good can be done, by the best of men, without the
power of God. He was mighty in the sacred oracles, whence his
subjects were always derived, not as a mere repeater of texts of
scripture; hut as one who never forgot that the Bible was the
word of'God, and the standard of truth, by which all doctrines are
to be tried. He had an invincible attachment to truth and justice,
ever shewing the utmost abhorrence of every species of dissimu-
lation. And as he used no guile himself, neither did he suspect
it in others. His love to God and man seemed to have no bounds.
This was tlie ruling principlt? of his whole conduct. His concern
for tlie poor was manifested to the extent of his power, giving all

he could to relieve distress and banish misery, seeking no other
tpcommendation in the objects of his charity but a sutlicient evi-
tlence ot sulfering humanity. Ko man excelled him in the re-
demption of his time. But though always diligent, he never
seemed in a hurry. To avoid which he had every thing about
liiin, where it ought to be. No contusion, nothing to look for in
a mass of disorder. In his appointments he was always exact, con-
sidering, as he would not waste a moment himself, so neither
would he cause others to losi one, by an ill-bred want of punctu-
ality. He was riever gloomy in his temper. His convei-sation
was always pleasing, and frequently interesting and instructive.
Being a great reader from his very youth, his mind was richly
Ktored Vfjth a vast tveasuri; oi useful and eutertaining knowledge.

I'rom seeing lii;ii oiilv in the pulpit, and considering his exalted
station in tlie cliurch of Christ, a stranger might suppose he must
be dilFicult of access in private life. But every apprehension of
this sort vanished in an instant, on being in his company. Devoid
of anxious care and servile fear, a placid serenity of spirit shone
widi inetiable sweetness through his expressive countenance, and
communicated its benign influences to the large circles of his

friends, who always esteemed it an honour to be where he was.

Nor had the plainest, or lowest of those who enjoyed tliis privilege

any tiling to fear from his superiority, as the philosopher and the
divine were completely hid in the easy familiarity of a friend, with-

out the least alfectation of learning. Though his modesty prevented
his talking of himself, yet, being in all things strictly attentive to a
particular Providence, he could, with the most engaging courtesv,
relate a vast variety of important circumstances which occurred in

his travels, to the real advantage of all present. In short, such a
character as Mr. John Wesley, has seldom appeared, even in the
purest ages ot Christianity. But what remains ? He is gone to
his reward. His life shewed to what a degree of greatness man
may be raised ; and his death demonstrates, that the fruit of virtue

is solid and eternal peace. But he has left behind liini such proots of
his greatness, as even death cannot destroy. Evidences of amazing
talents, improved to the benefit of millions, who shall praise God
for liim, for ever. His disinterested love to the poor, his un-
abaling zeal in setting forth the Lord Jesus Christ to perishing sin-

ners, his deep acquaintance with divine things, and his astonish-
ing labours in the cliurch, rendered him the delight of his friends,

the glory of his family, and the admiration of tiie age in which
he lived. All allow him but a small portion of the infirmities of
human nature, and he was a rare ornament to the British Empire,
a striking pattern to all Christian ministers, and a bright exemplar
of religious excellence.

Wesley, Charles, younger brother of John, was born at Ep-
worth, in 1 70S ; and educated at Westminster, and next at Christ-
Church college, Oxford. He adopted his brother John's system
and sentiments; and continued a constant preacher among tlie

Methodists, till his deathinlTSS. He wrote several excellent
Hymns, and other piouf pieces.

Wesley, SAniutL, another brother of John, was under master
of ^V estminster school for many years ; and afterwards master of
Bluudel's school at Tiverton, in Devonshire, where he died in
1739. He published The Battle of the Sexes, and other ingenious
poems, in one vol. 12mo.
WEST is one of the cardinal points of the horizon, diametri-

cal ly opposite to the east ; and strictly defined the intersection of
the prime vertical with the horizon on that side the sun sets
in.

West Harbour, a bay on the S. coast of Jamaica. Lon. 77
0, W. Lat. 17. 4S. N.
West Ini5ia Islands. See Antigua, Barbadoes, St.

Christopher's, St. Domingo, Hispaniola, Jamaica, &c.
West Indies, an indefinite term sometimes used for the West

India Islands ; sometimes for the whole American Continent, along
with the Islands.

West Meath, or West Meith, a county of Ireland, in the
province of Leinster. See Meath,
West Point, a town of Virginia, seated on York River, 35

miles E. of Richmond. Lon. 76. 56. W. Lat. 37. 40. N.
West, To, in navigation, to sail westward. See Navigation.
WESTBUKY, a borough of Wiltshire. It is twenty-six

miles N. W. of Salisbury. Lon. 2. 13. W. Lat. 51. 16. N.
WESTERBLRG, a town in Welteravia, 35 milesN. of Mentz

Lon. 8. IS. E Lat. 50. 26. N.
WESTERN ISLES, or .'EBl'D.E, or HEBRIDES, islands

on the W. and N. W. coast of Scotland. See Hebrides, and
the names of the various islands in their order. Mr. Pennant
very judiciously supposes, tliat the modern name, Hebrides,
has arisen from the mistake of some transcriber, instead of He-
budes.

WE.STEROS, a town of Sweden, capital of Westmania,
45 miles N. W. of Stockholm. Lon. 17. 0. E. Lat. 5<}.

38. N.
WESTERWICK, or WESTERWYCK, a sea-port of Swe-

den, in Sraalaud, 50 miles N. of Caluiar, and 120 S. W. of Stock;
holm.

.WESTMAN,
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WESTMAN, or WESTMONIA, an island in the Noitli

Sea, on the coast ol Iceland. Loi). 20. 2S. W. Lat. 63.20. N.
WESTMANIA, WESTMANLAND, or WESTMANN-

LAND, a province of Sweden, bounded on the N. by Dale-
carl>a ; on the E. by Upland; and S. by Sudermanland. It is

1 10 miles long, and 80 broad. The soil is fertile. It has rich

mines of copper and ii on. \V esterahs, or Westeros, is the capital.

WESTMINSTER, a city of England, which forms the west

part of the capital of Britain, but has a government distinct from
the rest. This city fiad its name from the situation of its abbey,
anciently called a minster, in respect of tliat of St. Paul. That
part properly called tiie city of A\ estminster, comprehending the

Earishes of St. John and St. Margaret, was once an island formed

y the Thames, called Thorney Island, from the thorns witli which
it was over-run ; and the abbey that stood in it, Thoruey-abbey.
See London.
"SVESTiMORELAND, a county of England, bounded on the

N. and N.W. by Cumberland , on the S. and S. E. by York-
shire ; and on the S. and S. W. by Lancashire. Its extent Irom
I>J. E. to S. is 40 miles, and its breadth from the E. projection to

that in the W. 42. It is generally divided into the baronies of

Kendal and Westmoreland : the lormer is very mountainous, but
the latter i? a large champaign country.

Westmoreland, a county of Pennsylvania, 45 miles long

from E. to W. and 40 broad Irom N. to S. it is bounded on the

N. by Lycoming, E. by Huntingdon and Somerset, and S. by
Payette county.
Westmokeland, a county of Virginia, bounded on the N.

and E. by the Patomac, which divides it from Maryland by King
George county.

WESTPHALIA, one of the late circles of Germany, of a

large extent, being surrounded by the late circle of Burgundy, the

late Austrian Netherlands, Batavia, and the North Sea, with (he late

circles of the Upper and Lower Rhine, and comprising many dif-

/crent states. The summoning princes and directors of the late circle

of Westphalia, were the late bishops of Munster, alternately with

the electors of Brandenburg and Palatine, as dukes of Cleves and
Juliers. The air of this country is not reckoned very wholesome,

ajid towards the north is extremely cold in winter. The soil in

general is marshy and barren ; yet there is some good corn and
pasture-land: but the fruit is chiefly used to feed hogs; and

fience it is that their bacon and hams are so much valued and
admired. But this circle, in the course of the late revolu-

tionary war has undergone various changes and dismember-
ments, and now forms a part of the French empire, it having been

ceded by Jerome Bonaparte to his brother Napoleon by procla-

mation on the Jth of March, 1811.

WESTPORT, a sea-port of Ireland, in the county of Mayo,
e miles W. of Castlebar. Lon. 9. 22. W. Lat. 1.3. 48. N.
WESTRAY, one of the Orkney Islands, lying 20 miles N.

of Kirkwall. Its form is very irregular,asit has many bays and capes.

WESTRINGIA, in botany, a genus of the didynnmia gym-
nospennia class and order; natural order, Verticillata.'. Calyx
half, five-cleft, five-sided ; corolla reversed, with four segments,

the longest erect, cloven ; stamens <listant, the two shorter, or

lowest, abortive. There is only one species, viz. W. rosmariui-

formis, a native of New South Wales, near Port Jackson.

WETHERBY, a town of Yorkshire, W. Riding, 14 miles W.
of York. Lon. 1.20. W. Lat. j3. J7. N.
AVETSTEIN, John James, a very learned German divine,

born at Basil in 1693. On his admission to t'.ie ministry, he main-

tained a thesis De Variis Novi Testanienti Lectionibus ; in wliicli

lie shewed that the great variety ot readings of the New Testament

afford no argument against the antlienticity of the text. In 1730,

he published Prolegomena ad Novi Testainenti Grwci Editionem

Accuratissimam, Sec. Some divines dreading his unsettling the

present text, got him prohibited from officiating in the ministry ; on
which he went to Amsterdam, where the Remonstrants nominated

him to succeed the famous Le Clerc, then superannuated, as pro-

fessor of philosophy and history. About this time he published

his edition of the New Testament, in two volumes folio, 1752;

in which he left the text as he found it, placing the various read-

ings, with a critical commentary, underneath ; subjoining two
epistles of Clemens Romanus, till then unknown to the learned,

but discovered by him in a Syriac MS. of tlie New Testa-

ment, lie alsopuliliihed some small works. lie died at Amster-
dam in 1754.

WETTER, a town in Hesse-Cassel, 6 miles N. W. of Mar-
purg.

^
Lon. 26. 24. E. Lat. 50. 42. N.

WEXFORD, a county of Ireland, in the province of Munster,
38 miles long, and 24 broad ; bounded on the N. by Wicklow,
on the E. by St. (ieorge's Channel, on the S. by the Atlantic
Ocean, on the W. by Waterford and Kilkenny, and on the N.
by Catherlough. It 'is fruitful in corn and grass.

.

Wexford, a sea-port of Ireland, capital of the above county,
63 miles S. of Dublin. Loii. 6. 3. W. Lat. 52. 18. N.
WEYMOUTH, a sea-port of England, in Dorsetshire, incor-

porated with Melcomb Regis, 130 miles W. S. W. of London.
Lon. 2. 40. W. Lat. 50. 36. N.
WHALE, in astronomy, one of tlie constellations. See As-

tronomy.
Whale, in ichthyology. See Bal^exa, and Physeter.
Whales, Fishery of. See Fishery, and Baljen a.

Whale-Bone, in commerce, a conunodity procured from the
whale, used as stiffening in stays, fans, bu>ks, skreens, &c. What
we call whale-bone, is a horny lamina in the upper jaw of the
bala;na, which supply the place of teeth, but there are nonesuch
in the lower jaw. These lamins are commonly called whiskers
which, split and fashioned, are the whale-bone.
WHARF, a space on the banks of a haven, creek, or hitlie,

provided for the convenient loading and unloading of vessels upon.
The fee paid for the landing of goods on a wharf, or for shipping
them off, is called wharfage.

WHEAT, in botany. See Triticum. The three princi-

pal kinds of bad«!ieat are, the blighted, the smutty, and the
worm-eaten.
Wheat, Buck. See Polygonum.
Wheat, Indian. See Zea.
WHEEL-CARRIAGES, are machines, which go upon wheels

for the conveyance of any kind of materials. The advantage of
wheels over sledges may be understood from the following consi-
derations : I. A sledge, in sliding over a plane, suffers a friction

equivaient to the distance through which it moves; but if we
apply to it an axle, the circumference of which is six inches, and
that of the wheels 18 feet, it is plain, that moving the carriage 13
feet over the plane, the wheels will make but one revolution ; and
as there is no sliding of parts between the plane and tlie wheels
but only a mere change of surface, no friction can take place
there, the whole being transferred to the nave acting on the axle,
so that the only sliding of parts has been betwixt the inside of the
nave and the axle ; which, if they fit one another exactly, is no
more than six inches : and hence it is plain, that the friction must
be reduced in the proportion of 1 to 36. Another advantage is

also gained, by having the surfaces confined to such a small ex-
lent ; by which means they may be more easily kept smooth, and
fitted to each other. The only inconvenience is the height of the
wheel, which must in all cases be added to that of the carriage

itself. It has been a matter of no little consideration, whether the
wheels of a carriage ought to be small or large. Mr. Anstice ob-
serves, that in the overcoming of such obstacles as are commonly
met with in roads, wheels act as mechanical powers, and therefore

the size of the wheel must be regulated upon I he principles of
these powers. Thus, let the circle OTAGL, (Plate CLXXIIL
fig. 5,) represent a wheel of four feet diameter, placed on the
level PQ, and opposed in that line by the obstacle O, which is

sui)posed to be 7.03 inches in height ; (he line in which the car-

riage is drawn being CT, parallel to the plane PQ. In this case the
elfort applied to the carriage is communicated to the nave of the
wheel where it touches the axle. This part, therefore, represents the

part of the lever to which the power is applied, and is the point C ia

the figure. As the turning point is that where the wheel touches tlie

obstacle, that must represent the fulcrum of the lever ; whence that

arm of the lever will be represented by CO, which may be supposed
a spoke of the wheel : and as the upright spoke CL is in the line

which bears the w hole weight from the axle, and in which it is to

be lilted ; hence that part of the circumterence of tlie wheel which
is between the fulcrum and the upright spoke bearing on it, must
represent the ar:ii of the lever which is to raise the weight. Iq
this case neither the weight nor the power act at right angles to

their respective arms of the lever ; so that we must rc^jieeent their

yoww*'
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powers by tlie inuigi nary lines MO and ON. As the length of

OM. therefore, is to tliat of ON ; so is tlie proijorlion reqiiirecl to

the weight to balance it on the ob-tade, wiien rising over it ; and

in thi< case the arms are e([iial, it is plain that llie powers must be

so likewise. Kvery obstacle, therefore, exceeding iliis height,

which is as 7'03 to 4S, will reiinire a power acting parallel to the

plane greater than the weight drauii; and every obstacle w iiose

hiight-bears a smaller proportion to that of the nave, must be

overcome by a smaller power. Ai'^ain, let a wheel of four feet

diameter be represented by the circle in hg.fi, and supposed to

lie moved along the plane "F(), and an obstacle of twelve inches

height be placed before it, the real lever will then be represented

!)V the lines J.OC ; which being reduced to the imaginary ones

MON, shews that the power is greater than the weight. By the

same rule, if an ob^.tacle of three inches be placed in the way of a

vliCel, as in tig. 7, the power required to move the wheel will be

considerably less than the weight, though it is plain that the pro-

portion of power must always be according to the size of the

wheel, the height of the obstacle, and the direction in which the

carriage is drawn. P'or instance, if the line of traction in fig. 7,

be raised into tlie direction C'S, (he po«er required to jnove the

carriage over it will be to the real weight as the line CO is to the

line ON ; and in consequence of thus altering the direclion, we
gain as much as the length of tin- line CO exceeds that of CN.
This view of the manner in which the wheels of carriages act, will

serve to elucidate the question, whether large or small wheels are

preferable for carriages : let the circle, (fig. 8,) represent a wheel

of two feet diameter, and the obstacle in its way 7-03 inches in

lieiglit ; tlien will ihe true lever be represented by the lines COL,
to be reduced to the imagin.iry ones MON. In this case, the

power required to draw the carriage must be to its weight as NO
is to OM, which is more than double ; and thus the advantage of

large wheels over small ones is evident. In this, however, as in

all other cases where wheels act as mechanical powers, we must
remember, that the same doctrine applies to them as to the powers

themselves when used in any other manner, viz. that as much as

we gain in power we lose in lime ; and therefore, though a wheel

of twice the diameter may be raised over an obstacle of any given

height with twice the case that would be required for one of once

the diameter ;
yet the large wheel would require twice the time

to move over it that the small one does. Hitherto we have con-

sidered the carriage as being drawn in a direction parallel, or

nearly so, to the plane on which the wheels move, which lijie is

supposed to be horizontal ; hut the case will be different when we
suppose them to move upon an inclijied plane; for then, even
though the line of traction be parallel to the ascending plane, and
though the wheels act as level's, we shall find that the action of the

weight will increase with the power gained by the increase of size

in the wheels ; and consequently, that the increased size of the

latter will be of no farther use than that of diminishing the fric-

tion, in the same manner as is done upon horizontal planes. To
illustrate this, suppose the larger circle in fig. 9, to represent a

wheel of four feet diameter, and the smaller circle a wheel of oiilv

two, both of which are made to a-^cend the inclined plane LM, by
powers applied in the directions GI and ES parallel to the eleva-

tion of the plane, which is 43 degrees ; it will then be found, that

bv describing the lever as in the former case, though the arm of

the lever to which the power is applied be double the length In the

large wheel that it is in the small, the other is augmented in the

same proportion. Neither will the powers be augmented by
varying the direction of the line of traction; for while these are

kept parallel to one another, their relative powers must always

keep the same proportion to one another. From these consider-

ations, Mr. Anstice draws tlie following conclusions : 1. That in

a carriage placed upon an horizontal plane, nothing more is re-

quired to produce motion than to overcome the friction which
takes place between it and the plane. 2. By the application of

wheels to a carriage, tlie friction is lessened in the proportion of

the diameters of the axles and hollow parts of the naves to those of

the wheels. 3. In the draught of a carriage without wheels up a

regular plain ascent, the IVi( tion must not only be overcome, but

there is a power likewise to be applied suflicient to lift such a |)ro-

portion of the weight of the carriage as the perpendicular part of

the ascending plane bears to that portion of the plane. 4. If

wheels of any size be applied to the carriage in such tircum-
9

stances, they have only the advantage of lessening the friction;

for though they really act as levers, yet as each arm of the lever
is lengthened in proportion to the increase of size in the wheels,
the power can be no farther augmented than as the ascent may
act as a mechanical power for raising up the wheels, carriage, ic.
to the top. 5. Large wheels have the advantage over small ones
in overcoming obstacles, because they act as levers in |)roportion

to their various sizes. 6. The line of traction, or that in the
ilirection of which the carriage is drawn, should always, if possi-

ble, be parallel to that in winch the plane lies; for when this is

the case, the arm of the lever to which the power is ajjplied will

hear the longest proportion possible to the other. This always
takes place wl-.en the line effraction is perpendicular to that spote
of the wheel which points to the obstacle. As it may not always
be possible, however, to aller the direction of the line of traction

to this position, it will be most proper to h\ upon some medium
betwi\t that which commonly occurs and that which requires the
greatest exertion to overcome the obstacle ; that is, l>etvvi.\t a
level line and one rising perpendicular to the spoke of the wheel
which points to the obstacle it is likely to meet with. The greater
atti'iition ought to be paid to this at last, that all wheels, but espe-
cially small ones, are liable to sink into the ground over which
they pass, and thus produce a constant obstacle to their own pro-
gress. The line of traction, it must also be observed, is not an
imaginary one drawn from that part of the animal to which the-

traces or chains are attached to the axle of the wheel, but the real

direction of the traces to whatever part of the carnage they arc
attached ; for the elTort will be instantly communicated in the
same direction from one part of the carriage to all the rest, by
reason of the whole being fastened together, and in one piece.

Carriages with four wheels, as waggons or coaches, are much
more advantageous than carriages « ith two wheels, as carts and
chaises ; for with two wheels it is plain the tiller-horse carries part
of the weight, in one way or other; in going down hill, the
weight bears upon the horse; and in going up hill, the weight
falls the other way, and lifts the horse, which is still worse. Be-
sides, as the wheels sink into the holes in the roads, sometimes on
one side, sometimes on the other, the shafts strike against the til-

ler's sides, which destroys many horses: moreover, when one of
the wheel; sinks into a hole or rut, half the weight falls that way,
which endangers the overturning of the carriage. It would b«
much more advantageous to make the four wheels of a coach or
waggon nearly of a height, than to make the fore-wheels of only
half the diameter of the hind-wheels, as is used in many places.

The fore-wheels have commonly been made of a less sizie

than the hiud ones, both on account of turning short, and t6
avoid cutting the braces. Crane-necks have also been invent-

ed for turning yet shorter ; and the fore-wheels have been
lowered, so as to go quite under the bend of the crane-neck.

It has been considered as an object of the utmost importance iOi

the construction of wheel-carriages to remove as much as possible

the friction which is occasioned by the weight; this has been
attempted by means of friction-wheels or rollers, which may be ap-

plied in as great numbers, and in as great a variety of ways as we
please. The best method of applying them, according to Mr.
Anstice, is to have the wheels and axle fixed to one another, so-

th.it both may turn together. Two friction-wheels a little over-

lapping each other, must then be fixed on each side of the body of

the carriage, so that it may bear on the axle in the intersection of

the wheels, as is represented in Plate CLXXXI. fig. 5. Here
ABCD represents the body of the carriage, the large circle onfr

of the wheels fixed to the axle E. The circumference of each oC

the friction-wheels F and G is supposed to be three feet, and that

of their axles three inches. As the large wheel then revolves by
the molioi) of the carriage, and thus transfers the friction from its.

circumference to its axle ; so the friction of the axle itself is now
transferred from the circumference of the friction-wheels to their

axles. Every revolution of the great wheel, therefore, during,

which it passes over eighteen feet of ground by the motion of the

axle, puts the less wheels round one-sixth part of their circle ; and
consequently Hiiur axles are moved through the same part of theif

circumference, the friction being thus reduced to that upon this

small part; which being no more than half an inch, becomes 432'!

times less than it would have been on the large wheel without any

motion on an axle, and twelve times less by means of the friction-

whecli

\
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wheels than without them; Tlie axles on both sides indeed are in

motion, hvA tiic calciiI.Uion nnist bu made as if only one moved:
for the greater ntu.iher of wheels there aie, the more will the fric-

tion be divided among them. An objection of considerable weight
arijes to this method of lixina; the wheels and axles together, that

thus the whetls arc prevented from moving with difierent veloci-
ties a..-. Ihcy ought to do, when the eiirriage moves out of a right
line ; but this may be obviated by leaving the friction-wheels loose
upon their axles, by wliich nieans they w dl be at liberty to move
vith dillerent velocities, at the same time that they will have the
advantat;es of friction-wl.eels always as to one wli'eel of the car-

riage, and generally as to both. lUit the contrivance of Mr. Gar-
iiett of Bristol, who obtained a patent for it, is much superior.
Hctwci;!) the axle and nave a hollow space is le(t to be filled np
by solid eiiuai rollers nearly toiiclung each other. These are fur-

nished with axles inserted into a circular ring at each end, by
which their relative distances are preserved; and they are kept
parallel by wires fastened to the rings between the rollers, and
which are rivetled to them. To understand the effect of this ma-
chinery we must consider, that if, when plane surfaces niove with

a roller between Iheni, if the under one bo fixed, the upper plane
will put tlie rollers forward but with half the quantity of its own
motion. 'I'his is owing to the reaction of the stationary plane,

which causes tlie roller to n^ovc backward upon itself as much as

the other causes it to niove forward. Thus, let CD, (Plate

CLXXXl. lig. C) be a fixed surface, and AI5 a moveable one,
with a roller E between them ; if B be moved forward to G, it

will cause the roller to move to F, whicli is but half the distance
that AB has moved; because it has rolled in a retrograde direction

as far against the surface BA as it has gone forsvard upon the other.

This is entirely owing to the resistance it meets with from CD ;

for if it did not touch that surface, but was attached by any other
means to AB, it would be carried along with it through the whole
space without any rolling motion. Hence it is clear, that if a

roller be placed between the axle and nave of a wheel, and the

Jatter be turned round, the roller will move with a retrograde mo-
lion upon tiie axle; and in order to carry it quite round, the nave
must be turned as much beyond a whole revolution as is equal on
its inner circumference to the whole of the circumference of the

axle. To exemplify this, letABCD, (hg. 7,) represent the nave of

the wheel E, the inner circumference of which is eigl;teen inches,

and tlie axle so small that it may be considered as a point. Let
I" and G be two rollers closely fitted between them : if then the

wheel be turned round, the rollers will also be carried along with it

round the point which we consider as an a.sle ; for there can nei-

ther be rolling nor friction against a mere point. But if the axle

be of any sensible size, for instance, one inch circumference, then

must each roller move round by the motion of the nave against it,

and the resistance of the angle on the opposite side. But in order

•to do this, it must roll in a retrograde direction upon the nave, and
.consequently the latter must go as far beyond a revolution as is

«^ual to the circumference of the axle upon it, before the roller

can go once rouml the axle, which in this case is by one-eighteenth

part of the circumference. Should the circumferenre of the axle

be nine inches, and that of the inner part of the nave remain as be-

.fore, the wheel must perform one revolution and an half before

the roller could be moved once round, and so on in proportion :

.but as the circumference of an axle must always be less than the

inner part of a nave turning upon it with roll"rs between them, it

never can amount to two revolutions of the wheel round the axle,

however nearly it may approach to it ; for no segment of a circle

can ever be a straight line. It will now be apparent, that if several

rollers be placed all round between the nave and axle, which ever

way the wheel be turned there cannot be any real friction, but

merely a rolling of the rollers. If likewise these rollers be all of

one size, and very nicely fitted to the cavity, they will keep tlieir

places without shifting, ami very effectually answer the purpose of

destroying friction. As such rollers, however, were very liable to

be displaced by accident, the use of them was neglected, till Mr.
Garnett suggested the improvement represented in fig. 8. Here
ABCD represents a piece of metal to be inserted into the nave of

awheel, of which E is the axle, and 1, 1, 1, &c. rollers of metal

having axes inserted into the brazen circle which passes thraugh

their centres; and both circles being rivetted together by bolts

passing between the rollers frgni one siUc of the cave to the other

;
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they are always kept separate and parallel. By this method, in
deed, some friction unavoidably takes plate bitwixl the ashs of
the rollers and their sockets in liie brass rings ; but as the quantity
of friction depends principally on tlie toice b\ which the rubbiiu;
surfaces are pressed upon eacii other, and as' in tili^ case llieie is
but the slight pressure occasioned by tliosc accidental circum-
stances whicli would bring the rollers "together, the friction must
be too trilling to be noticed. Mr. Kdgeworth conclu«lts his ob-
servations with some remarks cnthe use of s|)rings, wliich grcitly
facilitate the draught of carria,^e's. •' Whatever (savs he) perniiti
the load to rise gradually over an obstacle without i"bstrucling the
velocity of the carnage, will tend to facilitate its draught ; and the
application of springs has this elfecl to a very considerable degree:
tile same weight of four pounds beiijg drawn over the same ol>bla'-

cles, when springs were put between ihe load and the cani er, br
four pounds instead of fourteen. This remarkable diilerenec
points out the great advanl.ige of springs in roUgh road;.; an ad-
vantage which might be cblained for heavy, waggons, as well as
for other carriages, by a judicious apprkulieii of ihe same me:;n>.
'I'he reason why springs so much facilitate the draught of carriages
seems to be, not only that they allow the wlueels to pass more gra-
dually over tiie obsfacles, as Mr. Edgcworth says, liut that bj'

their elasticity they make the carriage bound upwards every mo-
ment for a small way. Thus its gravity is for that moment in a
great measure counteracted, and the progressive motion which it

has already acquired is at liberty to act more freely in pushing it

forward; for were it possible very suddenly ta take away the
horses from a carriage mom.ted en springs, and nioving with con-
siderable velocity, it would continue sometime to move (jf itself;

the weight in this case acting as a fly upon any mechanical engine,
by means of which the machine accumulates' a certain quantity of
power, and will keep itself in motion for a considerable time after

the hand is taken away from it. The weiglit of all carriages in-

deed has some effect of this kind, otherwise the drauglit wotild re-

quire an intolerable exertion of strength. By means of wheels,

some people have contrived carriages to go without horses, or any-

other moving power than what was given by the passengers, by
the wind, &c, One of these is represented by ABCD, (Plate

CLXXXl. fig. 9.) It is moved by the footman behiiul it; and
the fore-wheels, w hicli act as a rudder, are guided by the person
who sits in the carriage. It was invented by M. Richard, a phy-
sician of Rochelle, and was exhibited at Paris in the seventeenth
century. It is described by M. Ozanam in his Recreations Ma-
thematiques. Between the hind-wheels is placed a box, in which
is concealed the machinery that moves the carriage. A A, (fig. 10,)

is a small axis fi.xed into the box. B is a pulley, over which runs a

rope, whose two ends ate fastened to the ends of tlie two levers or

treddles CD, whose other ends are fixed in such a manner in the

piece E, which is joined to the box, that they can easily move up
and down. F, F, are two flat pieces of iron that are joined to the

treddles, and take the teeth of the two wheels II, 11, which are

fixed on the same axis with the hind-wheels of the carriage, I, I.

It is evident, that when the footman behind presses down one of

the treddles, suppose C, with his foot, he must bring down one of

the pieces of iron F, and consequently turn the wheel II that is

next to it; and at the same. time, by means of the rope that goes

over the pulley, he must raise the other treddie D, together with

its piece F, which being thrust down will turn the other wheel 11

;

and so alternately: and as the great wheels are fixed on the

same axis, they must necessarily move at the same time. If the

ends of the treddles next E, instead of being placed behind the

carriage, were turned the opposite way, so as to come under the

feet ot the person w ho sits in it, he might move it with equal, or

even greater, facility than the footman, as it would then be charg»

ed with the weight 'of one person only. A machine of this k'ma
will afford a salutary recreation in a garden or park, or on any
plain ground ; but in a rough or deep road must be attended with

more pain than pleasure. Another contrivance foi- beingcarricd

without draught, is by menus of a sailing chariot or boat llxed on

four wheels, as AB, ("Plate CLXXXl. f.g. 11,) which is driven

before the wind by the sails CD, and guided by the ruddt r E,

lii a chariot of this kind, the wheels should be f.irther asunder,

and the axle-trees longer, than in other carriages, to prevent over-

turning. A machine of this sort was con-^tructed in the seven-

teenth century by btephinus, at SclievdiBg.iu Uolland, and is cc-

10 K Iflivate*
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lebratt-d by many writers. Its velocity with a strong wind is said
|

to be so great, tliat it would carry nine or ten persons from Sclie-

vtling to Putten, which is forty-two English miles distant, in two I

hours. Carriages of tliis kind are said to be frequent in China :

j

end in any wide level country, must be sometimes both pleasant
'

and profitable. The great inconvenience attending them is, that

Ihey tan only go in the direction the wind blows, and even not I

then unless it blow strong : so that, after one has got some way on
hisjomney, if the wind should fa'l, or change, he must either pro-

ceed on loot or gtT back. To remedy this inconvenience, the

Hollanders have, or hail, small vessels of this kind, that carry one
or two persons on the ice, having a sledge at bottom instead of

wheels : and being made in the form of a boat, if the ice break
the passengers are secured from drowning. To sail against the

wind: letARCD, (hg. 12,) be the body of a sniling chariot : M
the mast, to which are fixed li.e wings or sails EFGH ; the two
first of which, EF, are here supposed to be expanded by the wind ;

R is the rudiler by which it is guided. Tlierefore the wind driv-

ing tlie sails round, wilh the mast M, and the cog-wheel K, take

the teeth placed perpendicular to the sides of the two fore-wheels

of the carriage, and consetiuenlly keep it in continual motion.

The body of this machine should not l)e large, nor placed very
liigh, not only to prevent overturning, but that its motion may not

be thereby impeded ; for the velocity will be in proportion to the

force of the wind on the sails to that on the body of the machine.
Therefore, if they be bntli equ:.l, it w ill stand still ; or if the force

on the body be greatest, it will go backwards; unless there be a

contrivance to lock the wheels. The upper part of the machine
next A, may be made to take olTwhen the wind is contrary ; and
there may be another set of sails placed between the two hind-

wheels, which will considerably increase its velocity. But after

all, for general use, a common carriage must be preferable : for

this cannot be expected to go up a moderate ascent without great

difficulty ; nor down a declivity, when there is a strong wind,
without danger ; and even on level ground, if the road be in any
degree rough, its progress must be very slow, attended both with

difficulty and danger, f n an open counlrv, however, where there

is a large tract of level and smooth ground, and frequent strong

winds, a machine of this sort will tertainlv be very convenient

;

and in most countries, wlu^n made of a small size, may be useful

to young people, by airording them a pleasant and healthful

•xercise.

WHEEL, in mechanics, is a siinple m;:chine, consisting of a
round piece of wood, niefal, or other matter, which revolves on
its axis. See Mechanics, Clock, and Watch.

W'heel, is also the name of a barbarous kind of punishment to

which great criminals are put in divers countries. In some as-

sassins, parricides, and roljbers on the highway, are condemned to

the wheel, when they are to have their bones first broken with an
iron-bar on a scaffold, and then to be exposed, and left to expire
on awheel. In Germany they break iheirbones on the wheel itself.

This cruel punishment was first used in Germany, and was rarely

practised any where else, till Francis I. appointed it to he in-

llicted on robbers.

Wheel-Drag, an implement of iron, which being chained to

the wheel of a cart or waggon supports it, while the horses stop
upon a hill. The wheel-drag is represented in Plate CLIX. fig.

6, where a, a, a, a, is a piece of wrought iron, curved to the ex-
act form of a cart-wheel, 1,2,3,4, are fhoulders, that keep tlie

wheel within the drag, c, is the wheel which runs on its axis at d,

and e is the chain to be fastened to ihe near shaft.

WHEELING, a motion in the military art, a motion made
either to the right and left, or to the right and left about. These
motions are made both by horse an<l foot.

Wheeling, General Rules fou. The circle is divided into

four e<|ual points : thence, wheeling to the right or left is only a

«fuarter of the circle ; wheeling to the right or left about is one
lialf of the circle. When you wheel to the right, you are to close

to the right, so near as to touch your right-hand man, but without
pressing him ; and to look to the left, in order lo bring the rank
about even. When you wheel to the left, yon are to close to the

left, and look to the right as above directed. 'I'his rule will serve

for all the wheehng by ranks ; as when a battalion is marching by
subdivisions wilh their ranks open, then each rank wheels dis-

tinctly by iteclf, when it comes lo the ground on which the ranks

' * •
'

I
—

f ' nsoA

before it wheeled, but jiot before. In wheeling, the men are t<j

take particular care neither to open nor close their ranks, and to
carry their arms well. In wheeling the motion of each man is

quicker or slower, according to the distance he is from the right or
the left: thus when you wheel to Ihe right, each man moves
cjuicker than his right-hand man, and wheeling to the left, each
man moves quicker than his left hand man ; the cir<le that every
man wheels being larger, according to the distance he is from the

hand he wheels to ; as mav be seen by describing several circles

within one another, at two feet distance from each, which is nearly
the space every man is supposed to take up.
WHEELWRIGHT, one who makes spinning wheels, &c.
WHELPS, in a ship, the seaman's term for those brackets

whi<h are set up on the capstan close under Ihe bars; they give
the sweep to it, and are so contrived that the cable winding about
them may not surge so much as it might olhcrwive do if the body
of the capstan were quite round and smooth.
WHEY, is the serum or watery part of milk, which remains

after the cream and coagidahle matter of that Huid are removed,
either by churning, or by separatiiig it with rennet, vinegar, cream
of tartar, &c. Winy is an agreeable and wholesome liquid : the

best is lliat separated by rennel; as a considerable portion of cunl
and saccharine particles are suspended in it; whereas (he serum,
arising from the spontaneous decomposition of milk, possesses an
acid taste, is totally divested of the nourishing properties of milk ;

and ought to be used only in certain cases of fever, or intlainma-

tion. <)^i the other hanti, the latter is a pleasant, cooling, beve-
rage, during the heat of summer, and may be advantageously
drunk bv the scorbutic and consumptive.
WHIDAH, a kingdom of Africa, on the coast of Guinea, and

to the west of tiie Gold Coast ; extending about ten miles along
the sea. It is a populous country. The fields are always green.

WHIG, a party in England, opposite to thetories, from whom
they differ chiefly in their political principles. See Tories, 'ihe
names of whig and tory were not known till about the middle of
the reign of Charles II. when these were given as party-distinc-

tions. These parties may be considered either with regard to the
state, or to religion. The state-lories are either violent or mode-
rate : the first would have Ihe king to be absolute, and therefore
plead for passive obedience, non-resistance, and the hereditary
right 'of the house of Stenart. The moderate tories would not
suffer the king to lose any of his prerogative; but then tliey would
not sacrifice those of the people. The state-whigs are either strong
republicans or moderate ones. The first, says Rapin, are the re-

mains of the party of the long parliament, who attempted to change
the monarchy to a commonwealth : but these make so slender u
figure, that they only serve to strengthen the party of Ihe other
whigs. The fories would pi rsuade the world, that all the whigs
are of this kind; as the whigs would make us believe that all the
tories are violent. The moderate state-whigs are much in the
same sentiments with the moderate tories, and desire that the go-
vernment maybe maintained on the ancient foundation; all the
difference is, that the first bear a little more to the parliament and
people, and the latter to that of llie king. In short, the old whigs
were always jealous of the encroachments of the royal prerogative,

and watchful over the preservation of Ihe liberties and properties
of the people. In regaril to religion, Ihe whigs have always been
for limiting the power of the bishops, and abolishing the convo-
cation.

WHINE, a hunting term, used for the cry of an otter.

WHIP, or WHIP-STAFF, in a ship, a piece of limber, in

form of a strong stall", fastened into the helm, tor the steersman, in

small ships, to hold in his hand, in order to move the rudder and
direct the ship.

Whip-CJkafting. See Grafting.
WHIPPING, in angling, is the fastening a line to the hook or

to the rod. It is also used for the casting in of the hook, and
drawing it gently on the water.

Whipping of Boys, in Pagan worship, a most horrible piece
of barbarity, committed under pretence of religion, sometimes to
the privation of life, among Ihe ancient Spartans.

WHIRLPOOL, an eddy, vortex, or gulf, w here the water is

continually turning round. Those in rivers are Mrv common,
from various accidents, and are usually very trivi. I, and of little

consequence. In the sea they are more rare, but more (lanncrous.

NVHIKLWIND,
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WHIRLWIND, ill nieteorolpgy, a wind wliicli proves in all

spiral direction, as well as horizontally, which is e.'cceedingly ra-

pid and impetuous, but only ot short duration. Sec Water-
spout.
WHISKEY, a spirituous liquor, chiefly prepared in Scotland

and Ireland, by distilling barley. Willi respect to iis relative sa-

lubrity, whiskey is doubtless preferable to any home-made brandy
drawn f.oiii malt ; as the former, tliougli strong, is not very pun-
gent, and, if properly distilled, it is free of any einpyreuniatic

taste or smell.

WHISPERERS, in the Christian system of morality, are in-

cluded by the Apostle Paul, in the black list of criminals.

WHISPERING PLACES. See Acoustics.
WHIST, a game at cards, requiring close attention and silence,

whence its name.
\\'HISTON, William, was born at Norton, near Twycrosse,

in Leicestershire, where his father was rector, in 1607. He was

admitted of Clarehall, Cambridge, where lie afterwards rom-
menced tutor; but Ins ill health forced him to decline it. Hav-
ing entered into ordefs, he, in 1694, became chaplain to Dr.
^lorc, bishop of Norwich ; and in tliis station he published a work,
intituled, A New Theory of the Earth, &c. in which he under-

took to prove the Mosaic doctrine of the earth perfectly agreea-

ble to reason and philosophy. In the beginningof the 18th century,

he was made .Sir Isaac Newton's deputy, and afterwards his suc-

cessor in tlie Lucasian professorship of mathematics ; when he re-

signed a living he had in SulColk, and went to reside at Cam-
bridge. About this time he published several scientilical works,

explanatory of the Newtonian philosophy. About 1710 he adopt-

ed Arian principles. He was therefore deprived of his professor-

ship, and banished the university ; lie nevertheless pursued his

scheme, by publishing the nt-xt year his Primitive Christianity

Revived, 4 vols. 8vo. for which the convocation fell upon him ve-

ry vehemently. Oil liisexpulsion from Cambridge he settled in Lon-
don ; where he continued to write, and to prDpajfate his Primitive

Christianity, with as much ardour as il he had been in the most
llourishing circumstances. In 1721 a subsciiptioii was made for the

support of his family, which amounteil to 470/. For though he

drew profits from reading astronomical and philosophical lectures,

and also from his publications, wliich were very nnmerou-, yet

tliese of themselves would have been \ ery insuiricieiit : and he

was often in great distress. He continued long a member of the

church of England, but at last he went over to the Baptists, He
wrote Memoirs of his own life and wiiiinn-s, which contain some
curious particulars. He was remarkable lor speaking the plainest

truths on every occasion, and to persons of every degree, and

once reproved queen Caroline for lier indecent behaviour in the

house of God. He died in 1762, in tiie Q.itli year o(' his aee.

WHITBY, Danmel, D.D. a learned English divine, bnrn in

1638, and bred at Oxford ; where, in 1664, he was elected per-

petml fellow of his colleue. He afterward became chaplain to

Dr. St-th Ward, bishop of Salisbury ; who collated him in 1668 to

the prebend of Yatesbury in that church, and soon after to that of

Hutsborn and Burbach, In 1672 he was admitted chanter of the

said church, and rector of St. Edmund's, Salisbury. He was

made a prebendary of Taunton Regis in 1696, and die<l in 1720.

He was ever strangely ignorant of worldly affairs. His writings

are numerous, and well known ; particularly his Commentary on

the New Testament.
White V, in geography, a sea- port-town in the North Riding of

Yorkshire. Lo'n. b. 24. W. Lat. 5-1. 30. N.
WHITCHURCH, a borough of England, in Hampshire, 24

miles E. bv N. of Salisbury, and 58 W. by S. of London. Lon.

1. 10. W. 'Lat. 51. 15. N.
WHITE, one of the colours of natural bodies; See Colour.

AVhite is not so properly said to be any one colour, as a coniposi-

tisn of all colours ; for' it is demonstr3le<l by Sir Isaac Newton,

that those bodies only appear white, which reflect all the kinds of

coloured rays alike.

White. See Painting.
White of the Eye, denotes the first tunic or coat of the eye,

called albuginea ;!nd conjunctiva, because it serves to bind toge-

ther or inclose the rest. S'-e Eye.
White-friars, a name common to several orders of monks,

from their being clotheJ in a white habit.

White-Iron, or Tin-Plate, iron-plates covered over with
tin. See Latten.
AVhite-Lead. See Lead.
White-Line, among printers, a void space of the depth or

breadth of a lint. See Printing.
White-Meats, include milk, butter, cheese, white-pots, cus-

tards, and other kinds of food made of milk or eggs. Some also-
add chickens, veal, and fish.

White-Pot, milk or cream beat up with the yolks of eggs,
mixifd with sugar and spice, and baked in an caillien dish, with
slices of bread in it. The cooks furnish us with a variety of dishes,
under tliis denoaiinalion ; as the rice-white-pot, AV'estminster
uhi;e-pot, Norfolk white-pot, &c. .

\VinTE-KtNT, a rent or duty of 8(/. paid annually by every,
tiinn r in the county of Devon, to the duke of Cornwall.
White-Sea, a bay of the Frozen Ocean, so called in the north

piirt (It Muscovy, lying between Russian Lapland, and Sainoieda;
at the bottom uf which stands the city of Archangel. 'I'liis was
the chief port the Russians had before their coiuiuest of Livonia.
WHITEFIELD, George, A.B. a celebrated preacher, was

born in 1714, in Gloucester. At about tuclve years of age he
was put to a grammar-school ; but his mother keeping a tavern,
he, about fifteen, served her as a waiter. Next year he got ad-
mitted servitor in Pembroke College, Oxford. Here he'distin-
guished himself by the austerities of his devotion. At the age
of twenty-one, the fame of his piety recommended him so etfec-
tually to Dr. Benson, then bishop of Gloucester, that he ordained
hiin. Immediately after this admission into the ministry, Mr.
Whiffheld applied himself to the most extraordinary indefa-
tigable duties of his character, preaching daily in prisons, fields,

and open streets, wherever he thought there Would be a likelihood
of making proselytes. Having at length made himself universally
known in England, he embarked for America, w'lere the tenets of
Methodism began to spread very fast under his friends the Wes-
leys ; and first determined upon the institution of the orphan-house
at Georgia, which he afterwards efTected. After a long course of
peregrination, his fortune increased as his fame extended amona
his followers, and he erected two very extensive buildings for pub-
lic worship, under tl-,e name of Tabernacles ; one in iuttcnham
Court Road, and the other in Moorfields. Here witli the help of
some assistants, he continued lor several years, attended by verv
crowded congregations, and quilting the kingdom only occasion-
ally. Mr. Wliilefield, by being chaplain to the countess ilowa^ej-
of Huntingdon, was also connected with two other religious meet-
ings, one at Bath, and the other at Tunbridge, chicily erected un-
der that lady's patronage. By a lively, fertile, and penetrating
genius, by the most unwearied zeal, and by a- forcible and per-
suasive delivery, he never failed of the desired effect upon his ever
crowded and admiring audiences. America, however, which al-

ways engaged mncli of his attention, was destined to close his

eves ; and be died at Newberry, about 40 miles from Boston, in
New F.ngland, in 1770.

WHITEHAVEN, a sea-port of Cumberland, 10 miles S.W.
,W. of"

54.3 0. N.
of Cockermouth, and 289 N. of London. Lon 3. 6. W. Lat.

WIllTEHURST, John, F. R. S. was tlie son of a watch-
maker, born at Congleton, in Cheshire, in 1713. In 1-734 he
went to Dublin, on purpose to see a curious clock he had heard of.

He took lodgings in t!ie house, where the clock was closely se-
cured from all inspection. He, however, made way to it, in-

spected its machinery, and retired un<letected. He relumed to
England, and settled at Derby, where he made the clock, of the
tov\'n-h:ill, and the clock and chimes of the beautiful tower of All-
Saints church. He was appointed stamper of the money-weights
at the mint ; on which he went to London, where his liouse soon
became the resort of all men of science. In 1778 he published
his Inquiry into the Original State and Formation of the Earth.
In 1779 he was elected F.R.S. In 1786 he republished his In-
quiry, with improvements, in one vol. 4lo. He also published
An Attempt towar<ls obtaining invariable Measures of Length,
Capacity, and Weight,, from the Mensuration of Time, in Svo.
besides several papers in the Phil. Trans. He died in London,
in 1788.

WHITENESS, in physics, is occasioned by the transmission or
the reflections of th« whole rays of tbe eolar light. See Optics.

WHITES,
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WUrrES, or ILIOH AI.BLS. ;-\v MEDici.vE.
\VIin"E W.VsUlN'G, u- tho act of cleansing ceilings 3|i:l

walls, witli ;i iohitioii of lime in water, to which a little size is

occasionally aelded. Tlie practice of wliiie-wasliing apartments
tniinently contributes to the i)r<'servation of hiukh : lience we
would reconmiLnd the proprietors of collages, to enjoin their

tenants regularly to nerform lliis operation, at least once annnany.
In countries abound. iig with lime, the e.vpence will be trilii:i^ ;

and, even though this article should be purchased, the whole co^t

will not exceedone shilling. It ought to be remarked, however,
that hot orijuick lime is preferable to anv <5*her, and must be em-
ployed as soon as possible after it is slacked ; for, by altending lo

this circumstance, its effects in destroying vermin, and removing
infection, will be considerably increased.

WHITING, in ichthyology. tieeG^DUs.
WHl'I'LOW. See I'aronychia, and Slrgery.
"VVHirStJN ISLAND, one of the Nc.v\ H. hrides.

Wiiri'SUNrJAY, a solemn festival of the (fhri^ian cluirch,

observed on the httielh day after Easter, in memory of the descent

of the Holy Glicst upon the apostles m the visible appc;iri!nce of

fiery cloven longnes, and of those miraculous powers wiiich were
then conferred U'pon them. It is called 'VN'hitsunday, or Whilc-
Siir.day ; because (his being one of the stated times tor baptism in

the ancient church, those who were baptized put on wliite gar-

nieiils, as types of that spiritual purity they received in baptism.

As the descent cf the Holy Ghost upon the apostles happei-.fd

upon the day which the Jews called renfecost, this festival re-

tained the name of Pentecost among the Christians. See PtN-
TEC03T.
WIllTTINGTON, Sir Richard, a rich citizen of London,

who tloufished in the reipns of llirhard II. Henry IV. and Henry
V ; and was knighted. He was three times elected Lord Ma\ or

;

the last time, in 1419. Being very successful in foreign trade, he
amassed a fortune from nothing. He built Newaate, part ot St.

Bartholomew's hospital, erected the library in Grey-fr'ar=, now
called Christ's Hospital. He also built part of Guild-hall, with
the chapel and depository for the city-records.

WHORE. See Adulteress, Concubine, Couetez.iv,
H.iRLiT, MeRETRIX, &C.
WHORTLEBERRY. See Vaccin-ium.
"WIBUUG, one of the .41 governments of Russia, formerly

called Russ'an Finland, and comprised in Carelia. It was ceded
by the Swedes to the Hnssians.

WiBL'RG, a sea-port-town of Russia, capital of the above
jirovince, 67 mdes N. W. of Kortburg, and 250 N. E. of Riga.
Loa. 29. 10. E. Lat. 60. 56. N.
WmuRc, a con-iderahle town of Denmark, in N. Jutland, 25

miles, N. W. of Sleswick, and HON. by W. of Copenhagen.
Lon. 9. 50 W. Lat. 5G. 20. N.
WICK, a roval borough of Scotland, in Caithness. Lon. 3.

2- W. Lat. 56. 20. N.
WICKLIFF, JoH.v, was born about 1324, in the parish of

Wycliff, near Richmond, in Yorkshire. He was admitted fii-st of
•Queen's College, but afterwards removed to Merton College,
Oxford, In 1361 his great talents procured him the mastersliip of
Raliol C'illege ; and four years after he was made warden of Can-
terbury Hall, then fou/ided by Archbishop Islip, whose successor,
L;inghani, displaced him at the instigation of the monks, who
were the sworn foes to Wickhile, for exposing their corrupt errors
and practices. The ])ope having cited King Edward to Avignon
for refusing to pay hun a yearly tribute, tjie monks ilefcnded the
papal claiin,whicli Wickliffe opposed with such strength, that he was
made king's rhaplam, and preferred to the rectory of Lulterworih,
iu Leicestershire. In 1374 he was sent, with some others, on an
embassy to Rome, to complain of tl e number of benefices in En t-

land enjoyed by foreigners. This mission, however, produced
no other effect than to confirm Wickliffe in his sentiments of the
papal tyranny. After his return he preached with still greater
vehemence against tiie corruptions of the Roman church. "

Pope
Gregory XI being informed of his conduct, issued several bulls
against him, charging him witii numerous heresies. An assembly
was accordingly held at St. Paul's by .^lehbishop Sudbury, and
Courtenay, Bishop of London, lo examine ^\ ukljffe, who ap-
j-;ared, supported by the Duke of Lancaster and Lore! Percy.
Wickliil'e made an able defcuce of himself, but the council ended

v.itliout any determination. Wickliiie died in 13S4, and was
buried in bis church at Lutterworth ; but forty years afterwards
his bones were taken up and burnt by order of the council of
Constance. He wrote a tract on the Schism of the Popes; and
translated the New Testament into English. This last has been
printed by the care of Mr. Lewis, folio.

WK'K LOW, a county of Ireland, in the province of Leinster ;
bounded on the N. by the county of Dublin ; on the E. by the
Irish Sea; on the S. by Wexford ; and on the W. by Kildarc and
Catherlough. It is 33 miles loiiur, 20 broad, and indifferently
fruitful.

"^ ^

V. 1CKI.OW, the capital of the above county, 24 miles S. of
Dublin. Lon. 6. 7. W'. Lat. 52. 55. N.
AVICKWARE, an ancient town of Gloucestershire, 17 miles

N. E. of Bristol. Lon. 2. 16. W. Lat. 51. 36. N.
WIFE, in law, a married woman, or one joined with, and

under the protection of, an husband. See Husband.
WIGAN, a borough of England, in Lancashire, 30 miles S.

of Lancaster, and 1116 N. N. W. of London. Lon 2. 50. W.
Lat. 53. 54. N.
WIGHT, Isle of, an island on the S. coast of Hampshire,

from which it is separated by a nairow channel. It is about 21
miles long, and 13 broad. It is nearly divided into equal parts by
the river ,Mede or Cowes. The S. coast is edged with very steep
clifis of chalk and freestone, hollowed into caverns in "variouis

parts. The W. side is fenced with ridges of rocks, of which
the most remarkable are those called, from their sharp extremi-
ties, the Needles. Its principal town is the borough of New-
port : it likewise contains the two small boroughs of Newton and
Yarmouth.
M liaiTON, a town of Yorkshire, in the East Riding; 16

mil.s S. E. of York. Lon. 0. 40. W. Lat. 54. 50. N.
WIGTON, a neat town of Cumberland, 12 miles S. W. of

Carlisle. Lon. 3. 4. W. Lat. 54. 50. N.
V\'iGTON, an ancient roval borough of Scotland, capital of

Wigtonshire, 95 miles S. W. of Edinburgh. Lon. 4. 43. W.
Lat. 55. 0. N.
WiGfoN, or WiGTOXSHiRE, a county of Scotland, called also

We.st or Upper Galloway. It is 30 miles long, but no where
above 12 broad. It is bounded on the S. E. by Kirkcudbriglit-
shire : on the S. and W. by the ocean ; on the N. by Ayrshire,
and on the E. by Kirkcudbrightshire. The coast is pretty fertile,

the interior and N. parts are barren and hilly, fit only for pasturing
sheep and cattle.

WILD FIRE, a kind of artificial or factitious fire, which burns
even under water, and that with greater violence than out of it.

It is composed of sulphur, naphtha, pitch, gum, and bitumen
;

and is only extinguishable by vinegar mixed with sand and urine,
or by raw hides. Its motion or tendency is said to be contrary to
that of natural fire, and always follows tiie direction in which it is

thrown ; whether it be downwards, sidewise, or otherwise. The
Fp nch call it Greek or Grecian, or feu Gregeois, because first

used by the Greeks, about the year 660; as is observed by the
Jesuit Patavius, on the authority of Nicetas, Theophanes, Ce-
drenns, &c.
^^'1LDERNESS, in gardening, a kind of grove of large trees,

in a spacious garden, in which the walks are commonly made,
cither to intersect each other in angles, or have the appearance of
ineandcrs and labyrinths.

WILKES, John, was born in Clerkenwell, in 172S. He re-
ceived a liberal education, and after travelling abroad, married a
lady of lortune, and l)ecame colonel of the Buckinghamshire
mihlia. In 1761, he was elected M. P. for Aylesbui-y ; and soon
bocaine a violent opponent of the Earl of Bute's administration ;

and published a srurrilous periodical work against them, intitulecl
" The North Britain;" of which the 45lh Number, wherein he
attacked the King's speech, was so very offensive, that a general
warrant was issued by tlie Earl of Halifax to seize Mr. Wilkes
and his papei-s. This illegal step made a great noise, and rendered
Wilkes very jjopular. He oljtained a verdict in the Coutt of
KingV-Bench, against the Minister, by which general warrants
were <'eclared illegal. But he was soon afterwards prosecuted for
publi^l.ing a most obscene and blasphemous poem, intitulec' An
Essay on Women ;" for which lie was expelled Parliament.

He was repeatedly re-elected and returned for Middlesex, and re-

7 peatedly
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peatedly expellctl till 1774, vvliea he was elected lord-mayor, and
no farther opposition was made. He afterwards obtained the lu-

crative ofiice of Cliainberlain of London. He left Parliament in

1779. He rendered great service to the public during the riots in

17S0, \rhen by his prompt exertions he saved tlie Bank from de-
predation. He died iji 1797.

WILKINS, Dr. John, was the son of a goldsmith of Oxford,
aiid was born in 1614. He adhered to tlie parliament during the
civil wars, by whom he was made warden of Wadham College in

1648 : he married afterwards the sister of Oliver Cromwell, and
procured a dispensation to retain his vrardenship notwitlntanding.
Uichard Cromwell made him master of Trinity College, Cam-
bridge, from which he was ejected on the Restoration. He Uien
became preacher to Gfay's-Inn, rector of St. Laurence Jewry,
London, dean of Rippon, and in 1608 was promoteilto the
bishopric of Chester: he died in IC72. He published several
mathematical and philosophical treatises ; and was the first president
of the Royal Society.

WILL is that faculty of the mind, by which it embraces or
rejects any thing offered to it. See Mktaphysics.
WiLi, or Last Will, in law, signifies the declaration of a

man's mind and intent relating to the disposition of his lands,

goods, or other estate, or of what he would have done after his

death. In the common law, there is a distinction made between
a will and a testament ; as that is called a'will, where lands or tene-

ments are given ; and when the disposition concerns goods and
chattels alone, it is termed a testament. See Testament. A
will, though it has no force till after the testator's decease, does
then, without any other grant, or livery, &c. give and transfer

estates, and alter the properly either of lands or goods, as clfectu-

ally as any deed or conveyance executed In a person's life-time,

and thereby discents may be prevented, estates in fee, tail, for

life, or for years, be mad«, and he that takes lands by devise is in

the nature of a purchaser. Formerly a person could not give

away by will those lands that he had by discent, though he might
such as he enjoyed by way of purchase ; but by 34 and 33 of

Henry VIH. c. 5, all persons that have a sole estate in fee-simple

of any lands, tenements, &c. may devi»e the same by will at their

pleasure, to whom they think tit ; and this extends to persons

seized in coparcenarv, or as tenants in common ; but lands intailed

are not deviseable, only those held in fee, and goods and chattels

.

but wills made by infants or femme couvertes, ideots, and persons

not of sound memory, are deemed not good in law. The 29 Car.

H. c. 23, has enacted, that all wills and devises of lands, &c. shall

be in writing, sii;ned by the devisor, or some other by his express

directions, in the presence of at least ihree credible witnesses

;

and no will made in writing shall be revoked, but by another

will, or cancelling the same by the testator himself, or by his di-

rection. In the making of a will there are these several rules to

be observed, viz. 1. That it be done while the testator is of sound

mind and memory. 2. That there be two parts thereof, the one

to remain in the hands of the party that made it ; and the other in

the custody of some friend, in order to render it less liable to be

suppressed after the testator's death. 3. That the whole be written

in one hand-writing, and, if possible, in one sheet of paper or

parchment. 4. In case there be more sheets than one, that the

testator sign and seal every sheet, before tlie witaesses present at

the execution. For the manner of proving a will, see the article

Probate.
Will with a Wisp, or Jack with a Lanthoen, a meteor

known among the people under these names, hut more usually

among authors under that of ignis fatuus. See Meteorology.
WILLIAM OF MALMSliURY, an historian of considera-

ble merit in the reign of King Stephen. According to Bale and

Pits, he was surnamed Somersetus, from the county in which he

was born. From his own preface to his second book " De Regibus

Anglorum," it appears that he was addicted to learning from his

youth; that he applied himself to the study of loijic, physic,

ethics, and particularly to history. He retired to the Benedictine

convent at Malmshury, became a monk, and was niade precentor

and librarian ; a situation which much favoured his intention of

writing the history of England. In this monastery he spent the

remainder of his life, and died in 1142. He is one of our most

ancient and most faithful historians. His capital work is that

intituled, " De Regibus Anglorum," in five books ; with an Ap-

pendix, which he styles " Historia Novelly.^' in two more. It is

VOL, IV,— NO. 216.

a judicious collection of whatever he found on record relative to

England, from the invasion of the Saxons to his own times.
WILLIAMSBOROUGH. a cily of N. Carolina, the capital

of Grenville county, 56 miles W. N. W. of Halifax.
WILLIAMSBURG, a town of Virginia, 60 miles E. of Rich-

mond. Lon. 76. 30. W. Lai. 37. 10. N.
WILLIAM'S FORT, a factory of Asia belonging to the East

India Company, seated on one of the branches of the Ganges, in

the province of Bengal. Lon. 86. 0. E. Lat. 22. 27. N.
WILLIAMSTADT, a sea-port-town of Batavia, in the de-

partment of the Eems, 15 mdes N. E. of Bergen op Zoom. Lon.
4.30. E. Lat. 51. 39. N.

'

WILLICHIA, in botany, a genus of the triandria monogynia
class and order. Calyx lour-deft ; corolla four-cleft ; capsule
two-celled, many-seeded. There is only one species ; viz. W.
repens, found by Mutis in Mexico.
WILLOW, in botany. See Salix.
WILLUGHBEIA, in botany, a genus of the pcntandria mo-

nogynia class and order. Natural order, Contorta-. Contorted';
corolla salver-shaped ; stigma- headed ; fruit a one or two-celled
berry or pumpkin. There are two species; viz. W. acida and
W. scandens, both natives of Guiana.
WILMINGTON, a maritime district of North Carolina.

Wilmington, capital of tlie above district, in New Hanover
county, on Cape Fear river ; 592 miles S. S. W. of Phila-

delphia,

Wilmington, a sea-port-town of Delaware, in Newcastle
county, on the Delaware, .28 miles S. W. of Philadelphia.

Wilmington, an island near the coast of Georgia, in the At-
lantic, at the mouth of the Savannah. Lon. 82. 6. W.
Lat. 32. 0. N.
WILMOT, John, Earl of Rochester, a great wit in the reign

of Charles II. the son of Henry earl of Rochester, wasTjorn in

1648. He was taught classical learning at the free-school at Bur-
ford. In 1659, he was admitted a nobleman of Wadham college,

where he obtained the degree of M. A. He afterwards travelled

through France and Italy ; and at his return was made one of the

gentlemen of the bed-chamber to the king, and comptroller of

Woodstock Park. In 1665, he went to sea, and was in the Re-
venge, commanded by Sir Thomas Tiddiraan, when an attack

was made on Bergen ; during I he action, he acted so well, that he
gained a high reputation for courage, which he supported in a

second exped'tlon, but afterwards lost it in a private adventure

with Lord Mulgrave. His mode of life had never been regular,

but at last he became so sunk in debauchery, that he was for five

years together intoxicated. In Oct. 1679, when recovering from

a violent disease, which ended in a consumption, he was visited

by Dr. Burnet. The Doctor publishcil an account of their con-

ferences ; in which it appears, that though he had lived the life of

a libertine and atheist, yet he died the death of a penitent Chris-

tian. His death happened in 1680; since which time his poems
have been various times printed, both separately and together;

but many pieces not of hjs writing have crept into the later

editions.

WILNA, a city of Lithuania, capital of the late duchy, now
annexed to Prussia. It is 215 miles N. of Warsaw. Lou. 25. 33.

E. Lat. 54. 41. N.
WiLNA, a late palatinate of Lithuania, now ajmexed to Prussia.

Wilnawas the capital.

WILTON, a town in Wiltshire, 7 miles N. W. of Silisbury,

85 miles W. byS. of London. Lon. 1. 52. W. Lat. .M. 5. N.
WILTS, or WILTSHIRE, a county of England, bounded

on the W. bv Somersetshire, on the E. by Berkshire and Hamp-
shire, on the N. by Gloucestershire, and on the S. by Dorsetshire

and part of Hampshire. It is 39 miles long, 30 biWd, and its cir-

cumference is 140. The soil of the vales is very rich. The bi-au-

tiful downs in the south yield the finest pasture for sheep. This

county is noted for fine cheese, and its manufacture of broadcloth.

WINBORN, a town of Doretshire, on the Stour, OmilesN.

of Poole. Lon. 2. 1. W. Lat. 50. 47. X.
WINCHESTER, the capital of Hampshire in England. It \s

a very ancient city, supposetl to have been built several centuries

before Chritt. The Romans called it Vtnta Belgaruni, the Bri-

tons Cacr Givent, and the Saxons Witt,incea?ter ; whence came
the present name. Lon. 1.21. W. Lat. 51. 5. N.
Winchester, a flourishing town of Virginia, capital of Fre-

10 L deric.
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ileiic couiilv, 304 miles froyi Plubclclpliia. Lon. 78. 22. \V.

Lat. 3i». l.^"N.

WINCKKI-.MAN, Abbe' John, wii» born nt Stemlall, in

Ui-andenburg, in 1718. His fatiier was a sliocmakei'. Afler liav-

ins been seven years professor in the college of Seeliausen, near

Satswedel, he went into Saxony, wheie he resided seven years,

and was librarian to count iUiiiaii at Notlu-nitz. When lie left

this plare, in 17j4, he went to Dresden. In 1755, he went to

Konie. His principal object was to see the Vatican library, and
to e\-aniine tl-.e ruins of Herculaneuni. In 1756 lie planned the

Kesloration of Ancient Statues, and the Taste of the Greek Ar-
tists. He also designed an account of the galleries of Rome and
Italv. He also intended a history of the corruption of taste in

art," the restoration of statues, and an illustration of the obscure

points of mythology. All these d'lVeieiit essays, led him to his

History of Arts, and his Monunienti liiediti. Mr. Winckclman's
Monuinenti Inediti, of which he had begun the third volume in

1767, seem In have secured him the esteem of antiquaries. Had
he lived, we should have had a woik long wished for ; a complete
(ollection of the bas-reliefs discoveied from the time of Bartoli to

the preseut, the greater pari of wliicii are in the possession of car-

ilinal Albani. When cardinal Albani succcided to the place of

librarian of tin- V;itican, he endeavoured to get a plate for the

Hebrew language for Winel^elman, who refused a canonry, be-

cause lie wouUI not take the tonsure. The elector of Saxony
gave him, in 1761, uiisoliciteil, the place of coiflisellor Riclieter,

me direction of the royal cabinet of niedais and antiquities at

Dresden. Upon the deiilli ot the Abt)e Veuuli, in 1762, he was
i:ppointed president of the antiquities of the apostolic chamber,
witii power over alt discoveries and exporlations of antiquities and
pictures. This is a post of honour, with an income of 160 scudi
per annum. He had a prospect of the place of president of anti-

([uities in the \'atican, going to be created at 16 scudi per month,
and was named corresponding uienilier of the Academy of Iii-

fcriplions. The king of Prussia olfered liini the place of librarian

and director of his cabinet of medals and antiquities, void by the

death of M. Gantier tie la C'ro/e, with a handsome appointment.
He nude no scruple of accepting the i.lf'er ; but when it came to

the pope's ears, he added an appoinlmenl out of his own purse,

and Kept him at Rome, in April 176S, he left Rome, to go
with M, C'av.ireppi over Germany and Switzerl.snd. On his

return to Italy he was assassinated lor the purpose of robbery,
by a miscreant with whom lie had formed an acquaintance on
the road.

WIND, a sensible agitation of the atmospliere, occasioned by
a (|uanlily of air Ho'.ving from one place to another. Navigation
depeiuling chiefly on the direction and force of the winds, the
lempeiaUire of climates being greatly influenced by them, and
being absolutely necessary to preserve the salubrity of the atmo-
^p!lcre, it i^ not surprising that they have very much engaged the

atlention of mankin<l. The winds of the torri<l zone dil'l'er in

several important particulars from those which blow without the
tropics. In lliose parts of the Atlantic and Pacilic Oceans whicli

lie -nearest the equator, there is a regular wind during the whole
year called the trade-wind. On the N. side of the equator it

blows from the.N. E. varying often a point or two towards the
N. or E. and on the S. side of it, from the S. E. changing some-
times in the same maiui'er towards the S. or E. The space in-

cluded between the second and liltli degree of north latitude is

liie internal limit of these two winds. There the winds can nei-

ther be said to blow from the N. nor llie S. calms are fre(|nenl,

and \ioleiit storms. This space varies a little in latitude as the

sun approaches either of the tropics. In the Atlantic Ocean the
trade-winds extend farther north on the American than on the
African coasl ; and as we advance westward, they become gra-

ilually more easterly, and decrease in •strength. Their force
diminishes likewise as we approach their utmost boundaries, ii

has been remarked also, that as the sun approaches the tropic of

Cancer, the S. E. winds become gradually more soullierly, and
the north-east winds more easterly : exactly the contrary takes
place v.'hen tlie sun is approaching the tropic of Capricorn. In
the Indian ocean the trade-winds blow constantly from 10" Lat.

S. to near 3(1". But to the noithward of (his the winds charge
• very six months, and blow directly opposite to their former
tourse. These regular winds are called monsoons, from llic Ma-

lay word moossiv, which signilies " a season." When they shift

their direction, variable winds and violent storms succeed, which
last for a month and often longer ; and during that lime it is <lan-

gerous for vessids to continue at sea. J he monsoons in the In-

dian ocean may be reduced to two: one on the N. and another
on the S. side of the etpiator ; which extend from A:rica to the
longitude of New Holland and the east coasl of China, and which
sulVer partial changes 111 particular places, trom tlie situation and
inflection of tie neighbouring countries. 1. Between the third

and teiilh degrees of S. latitude tlie S E. trade-wmd (ontiniies

from April to Octol er ; but during the rest of the year the winti

b;ov\s from the N. W. Between Sumatra and New Holland this

monsoon blows from the S. during our summer-month*, approach-
ing gradually to the .S. E. as we advance towards the coast of
New Holland ; it changes about the end of September, and con-
tinues in the opposite <lirection till April. Between Africa and
Madagascar its direction is influenced by the coast ; for it blows
from tiie N. E. from October to April, and during the rest of the
year from the S. W. 2. Over all tbe Indian ocean, to the N. of
the third degree of S. latitude, the N. E. trade-wind blo^s from
October to April, and a S. W. wind from April to October. I'rom
Borneo, along the coast of Malacca and as far as China, this mon-
soon in summer blows nearly from the S. and in winter from the
N. by E. Near the coast of Africa, between Mo/ainbitpie and
Cape Guardafui, the winds are irregular during the wliole year,
owing to the different monsoons which surround that particular

place. Monsoons are likew ise regular in the Red Sea ; between
April and October they blow from the N. W. and <luring the
other months from the S E. keeping constantly parallel to the
coast of Arabia. Monsoons are not altogether corfined to the In-
dian ocean ; on the coast of Brazil, between Cape St. Augustine
and the island of St. Catiierine, the wind blows between Septem-
ber and April from the E. or N. E. and between April and Sep-
tember from the S. W. The bay of Panama is the only plate on
the W. side of a great continent where the wind shifts regularly at
different seasons: there it is easterly between September and
March ; but between March and September it blows chiefly from
the S. and S. W. Such in general is the direction of the winds in

the torrid zone all over (he Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian Oceans ;

but they are subject to particular exceptions, which we shall now
endeavour to enumerate. On the coast of Africa, from Cape
Bayador to Cape Verde, the winds are generally N. W. from
hence to the island of St. Thomas near the equator thev blow al-

most perpemlicular to the shore, bending gradually, as we advance
southwards, first to the W. and then to the S. W'. On the coast
of New Spain likewise, from California to the Bay of Panama,
the winds blow almost constantly from theW. or'S.W. exci-pt

during May, June, and July, when land-winds prevail, called by
the Spaniards Po|)ogayos. On tl.e coast of Chili, and Peru, from
20° or 30° S. Lat. to the equator, and on the parallel ctast of
Africa, the wind blows during the whole year from the S. varying
according to the diietlion of the land towards which it inclines, anil

extending much farther out to sea on the American than the Afri-

can coast. The trade-winds are also interrupted sometimes by
westerly winds in the Bay of Canipeachy and the Bay of Honduras.
The same regularity is not to be fountl in the direction of the winds
in the temperate zones as between the tropics. Even in the same
degree of latitude, we find them often blowing in ditrerent direc-

tions at tlie same time ; while their changes are frequently so sud-
den and so capricious, that to account for them has hitherto been
found impossible. When winds are violent, and continue long,

they generally extend over a large tract of country; and this "is

more certainly the case when they blow from the N. or E. than
from any other points. By the multiplication and comparison of
Meteorological Tables, soqie regular connection between tlie

changes of the atmosphere in different places may in time be ob-
served, which will at least lead to a satisfactory theory of the winds.

U is from such tables chiefly that the following facts Iiave been col-

lected. In Virgil, la, the prevailing winds are between the S. W.
W. N.and N. W. ; the most frequent is the S. W. which blows •

more constantly in June, July, and August, than at any other sea-

son. The N. W. winds blow most constantly in Nov. Dec. Jan.
and Feb. At Ipswich in New England, the prevailing winds are
also between the S. W. W. N. and N. E. ; the most fre(|uenl is

the N. W. But at Cambridge, in the same province, the most
Irtqiicut
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frequent wind is the S. E. Tlie |)revlominant winds at New York
are the N. and W. And in Nova Scotia N. W. winds blow tor

three-foiinhs of the year. The same wind blows most frequently

at Montreal in Canada ; but at Qnebec the wind generally follows

the direction of the river St. Lawrence, blowing either from the

N. E. or S. W. At Hudson's Bay W. winds blow tcr threo-

fourths of the year; the N. W. wind occasions the greatest cold,

but the N. and N. E. are the vehicles of snow. It appears from
these facts, that W. winds are most frequent over the whole eastern

coast of North America; that in the southern provinces .S. W.
winds predominate ; and that the N. W. become gradually more
frequejit as we approach the frigid zone. In Egypt, during part

of May, and durnig June, July, Aug. and Sept. the wind blows
almost constantly from the N. varying sometimes in June lo the

W. and in July to the W. and the E. ; during part of Sept. and in

October and Nov. the winds are variable, but blow more regularly

from the E. than any other quarter; in Dec. Jan. and Feb. they
blow from the N. N. W. and W ; towards the end of Feb. they
change to the S. in which quarter they continue till near the end
of March; during the last days of March and for a considerable

time in the month of April they blow from the .S. E. S. and S. W.
with little variation and at last from iheE. ; and in this direction they

continue dnring a part of May. In the Mediterranean the wind
blows nearly three-fourths of tlie year from the N ; al/out the equi-

noxes there is always an E. wind in that sea, which is gi-nerally

more constant in spring than in auluniii. These observations do
not apply to the gut of Gibraltar, where there are seldom any winds
except the E. and W. At t?a5tia, in the island of Corsica, the pre-

' vailing wind is the S. W. In Syria the N. wind blows from the

autumnal equino.x to November ; during Dec. Jan. and Feb. the

winds blow from the AV. and S. \V. ; in March they blow fnim
the S. ; in May from the E. ; and in June from the N. From
this month to tlie autumnal equinox the wind changes gradually as

the sun appro.iches the equator ; lirst to the E. then to (he S. and
lastly to (he W. At Hagdad the most frequent winds are the S.W.
and N. W. ; at Pekin, the N. and the S. ; at Kamtschalka, on the

N. E. coast of A'-.ii, the prevailmo; winds blow from the W. In

Italy the prevailing winds diiier considerably according to the si-

tuation of the places where the observations have been made. At
Rome and Padua they are N. ; at Milan E. All that we have
been able to learn concerumg Spain and Portugal is, that on the

W. coast of these countries the W. is by far th.? most common
wind, parlicidarly in suniii'.er ; and that at Madrid the wind is

N. E. for the greatest part of the summer, blowing almost con-

stantly from the Pyrenean mountains. At Berne in Svvitzerland

the prevailing winds are the N. andW.; at St. Goihard, the

N. E. ; at Lausanne, the N. W. and S. W. F. Cotte has given

us the result of observations made at 86 different places of France ;

from which it appears, that along the whole S. coast of that king-

dom the wind blows most frequently from the N. N. \V. and

N. E. ; on the W. coast, from the W." S.W and N. W. ; and on
the N. coast, from the S. W. That in the interior parts of France

the S. W. wind blows most fre<iuently in 18 plmes ; the W. wiijd

in 14 ; the N. in 13 ; the S. in 6 ; the N. E. in 4 ; the S. E. in 2 ;

the E. and N. W. each of them in one. On the W. coast of the

Netherlands, as fsr N. as Kolterdam, the prevailing winds are

probably the S. W. at least this is the case at Dunkirk and Rotter-

dam. It is probable also that along the rest of this coast, from the

Hague to Hamburgh, the prevailing winds are the N. W. at least

these winds are most frequent at the Hague and at Franeker. The
prevailing wind at Delft is the S. E. and at Breda the N. and the

E. In Germany llie E. wind is most frequent at Gottingen,

Munich, Weissemberg, Dusseldorf, Saganum, Erford, luid at Buda
in Hungary; the S. E. at Pragvie and Wirtzburg ; the N. E. at

Ratisbon ; and the \V. at Manheim and Berlin. From an ave-

rageof 10 years of the register kept by order of the Royal Society,

it appears, that at London the winds" blo^v in the follr)wing order

:

From the S. W. 112 d.ays, N. E. 58, N. \V. 50, W. 53. S. E. 32,

E. 20, S. 18, N. 16. ItappL-ars, from the same register, that t"he

S. W. wind blows at an average more frequently than any other

wind during every month of the vear, and that it blows longest

in Julv and August; that the N. E' blows most conslanlly during

Jan. March, April, Mav, and June, and most seldom during Feb.

July, Sept. and Dec. an'd that the N. W. wind blows oftener from

Nov. to March, and more seldom during Sept. and Oct. than any

otiier months. The S. W. winds are also most frequent at Bristol,

and next to them are the N. E. I-Vojn- a register kept for seven
years at Lancaster, the winds have been found to blow there as

.follows: S. W. 92 d.iys, N. E. 67, S. 51, W. 41, S. E. 35, N. 30,
N. W. 26, E. 17. From nine years observations at Dumfries: S.

824, W. 69, E. 63. S.W. 504, N. 26i, N. W. 25|, S. E. I8|,

N. E. 144, And from seven years in the neighbourhood of Glas-
gow: S. W. 174, N. W 140, N. E. 104, S. E. 47. The register

from which the above was extracted, shews that the N. E. wind
blows much more frequently in April, May, and June, and the
S. W. in July, Aug. and Sept. than at any other period. AVe learn

from the Statistical Account of Scotland, that the S. W is by far

the must frequent wind all over that kingdom, especially on the
W. coast. At Saltcoats in Airshire, for instance, it blows three-

fourths of the year ; and along the whole coast of Murray, on the

N. E. side of Scotland, it blows for two-thirds of the year. E.

winds are common over all Great Britain during April and May ; but
their influence is felt most severely on the eastern coast. The follow-

ing table exhibits a view of the number of days during which the

westerly and easterly winds blow in a year at different parts of the

island. ' Under the term westerly are included the N. W. W. S.W.
and S. ; the term easterly is taken in the same latitude.

Years of places. wind.
Observ. Westerly. Easterly.

10 London 2'33 ' 132
7 Lancaster 216 149

51 Liverpool 170 175

9 Dumfries 227,5 137,5
10 Branxholm, 54 miles S.W.

Berwick 232 133
' Cambuslang 214 151

8 Hawkhill, near Edinburg229,5 135,5

Mean 217,4 144.7
In Ireland the S. W. and W. are the grand trade-winds, blowing
most in summer, autunm, and winter, and least in spring. The
N. E. blows most in spring, and nearly double to what it does in

a lumn and winter. The S. E. and N. W. are nearlv equal, and
are most frequent after the S W. aiid W. As to tlie velocity of
the wind, its variations are almost infinite ; from the gentlest

breeze to the hurricane, which tears up trees, and blows down
houses. It has been remarked, that our most violent winds take
place when neither the heat nor the cold is greatest ; tlrat violent

winds generally extend over a great tract of country ; and that

they are accompanied with sudden and great falls in the mercury
of the barometer. The wind is sometimes very violent at a dis-

tance from the earth, while it is quite calm at its surface. On one
occasion Lunardi went at the rate of 70 miles an hour in his bal-

loon, though it was quite calm at Edinburgh when he ascended,
and continued so tlnring his whole voyage. See Pneumatics.
For tlie instruments invented lo measure the velocity of the wind,
see Ane.moscope, and Anemometer.
WINDAGE, OF A GUN, is the difference between the di-

ameter of the l!ore and the diameter of the ball.

WIND-GAGE. See Gage.
WINDLASS, is a machine used for raising huge weights, as

guns, stones, anchors, &c. It is very simple, consisting only of
an axis or roller, supported horizontally at the two ends by two
pieces of wood, and a pulley ; the two pieces of wood meet at top,

being placed diagonally so as to prop each other; the axis or roller

goes through the two pieces, and turns in them. The pulley is

fastened at top w here the pieces join. Lastly, there are two sta'ves

or handspikes which go through the roller, whereby it is turned,
and the rope which comes over the pulley is wound off and on the
same.
Windlass, in a ship, is an instrument in small ships, placed

upon the deck, just abaft the fore-mast It is made of a piece of
timber six or eight feet square, in form of an axle-tree, whose
length is placed horizontally upon two pieces of wood at the ends
thereof, and upon which it is turned about by the help of hand-
spikes put into holes made for that purpos'e. This instrument
serves for weighing anchors, or hoisting of any w eight in or out of
the ship, and will purchase much more than any capstan, and that
without any danger to those that heave ; lor if in heaving the wind-
lass about, any of the handspikes should happen to break, the wind-
lass would pall of itself.

1 WIND-
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%VIND-MILL, a kind of mill, tlic internal parls of whicli are

ipuch the same with those of a water-mill ; from which, however,

itaitTers, in being nioveil by the impulse of the wind upon it> sails

or vanes, which are to be considercii as a wheel in axis. See Me-
chanics.
Wind-mill, Portuguese. A wind-mill is used in the vicinity

of Lisbon, the construction of whose sails is different from, and, in

tfce opinion of Lord Somerville, superior to those used in Britain.

See Plate CLIX. fie;. 5. The advantages of mills on this construc-

tion are thus stated by his lordship: 1. That the broad part of the

sail is at the end of the lever, and thus an equal resistance n)ay be

overcome with less length of arms. These being consequently

shortened, a considerable weight of timber will be rendered unne-

cessary, and a material saving ofexpence be obtained, in the height,

prime cost, and subsequent repairs, t!. The sails constructed on

this plan, may be. set to draw in a manner similar to Uie stay -sails

of a ship ;and, as thev are swelled more than those ofcommon mills.

Lord S. remarks, that they render it unnecessary to bring the mill

so frequently to the wind : a practice whicl:, in machines of

the usual construction, is always attended with considerable

trouble.

WINDOW, lui/nt dor, i. e. the passage for the wind,] win-

dow is yet provincially denominated windor in Lancashire; i. c.

wind-door, or the passage for air, as that for people was peculiarly

called the door, liefore the use of glass became general, wliicli

was not till towards the end of the 12th century, the windows in

Britain seem generally to have been composed of paper. Properly

prepared with oil, this forms no contemptible defence against the

intrusions of the weather, and makes no incompetent opening for

the admission of the light. It is still used by builders for the tem-

porarj" windows of unfinished houses, and often for the regular

ones of work-shops. But some of the principal buildings we may
reasonably suppose to have been windowed in a superior manner.

They could, however, he furnished merely with lattices of wood
or sheets of linen, as these two remained the only furniture of our

cathedrals nearly to the 8th century ; and the lattices continued in

some towns of Lancashire to the 18th; and in many districts of

Wales, and many of the adjoining parts of England, are used

even to the present time. These seem all to have been fixed in

frames that were called capsamenta, and now therefore casements

in Wales and Lanca>hire.

WINDPIPE. See Anatomy.
WINDSOR, a town of Berkshire, 22 miles ^A^ of London,

most remarkable for the magnificent royal palace or castle situated

on an eminence, which commands the adjacent country for many
miles, the river Thames running at the foot of the hill. The
knights of the garter are installed in ihe royal chapel here. Lon.
0.36. W, Lat. 51. 30. N.
Windsor Forest, an extensive country of England, in Berk-

shire, above 50 miles in circumference, with a large range of

heath-covered land for deer.

WlND-TAUGHT, a sea-term, signifying as much as stiff in

the wind. See Taught. Too much rigging, highmasts, or

any thing catching or holding wind aloft, is said to hold a ship

wind-taught ; by which they mean, that she stoops too much
in her sailing in a stilTgale of wind. Again, when a ship rides in a

main stress of wind and weather, they strike dow n her top-masts,

and bring her yards down, which otherwise w ould hold too much
wind, or De too much distended, or wind-taught.

Windward, in the sea language, denotes any thing towards

that point from whence the wind blows, in respect of a ship: thus

wuidward-tide, is the tide which runs ag-ainst the wind. See

Tide, &c.
Wind, Large. In the sea-language, to sail with a large wind,

is the same as with a fair wind.

Wind, Side, at sea, that which blows on the side of the

ship.

Windward Point, a cape on the N. E. coast of the island St.

Christoplier. Lon. 62. 22. W. Lat. 17. 23. N.
WIN E, SPIRIT OF, or ALCOHOL, a name given by che-

mists to every ardent spirit produced by distillation. See Che-
mistry, and Alcohol.
WINE, is an aglet able, spirituous, aromatic liquor, prepared

by fermenling the juices of those vegetables which contain sac.

charine mailer. Its constituent parts are : 1. Sugar, or tlie sweet

jui< e, usually lermeil iiiiist, from which the liquor is obtained ; 2-

Alcohol, or pure spirit, that is disengaged during the vinous fer-

mentation ; and 3. Water, which is the most innocuous part of

the whole, and tends to moderate its properties, that may other-

wise prove hurtful. Wine^, in this country, are generally diviUecl

into Iwo classes, namely, British, or Home-made, and Foreign.

The first division incluilcs the liquors procured frorri currants,

gooseberries, raspberries, raisins, &c. ihe preparation of which
being known to every notable hou«e-wife, we shall only stale the

metliod in which Foreign wines are obtained from the fruit

of the vine. When the grapes are sufticienlly ripe, they are ga-

thered, and submitted to the action of a press; from w hich their

juicf runs into vessels furnished for that purpose. Here it remains

for several hours, or for a few days, according to the temperature

of the atmosphere : when the fermentation commences, the liquor

rises, and a considerable portion of fixed air, or carbonic acid

gas, is evolved. At the expiration of some day?, the fermenta-

tion ceases : when the liquor becomes clear, and cool, it is poured
into other casks or vessels, where it undergoes a slight degree of

a new fermeptation ; in consequence of which it becomes divested

of all feculent paiTicles, while its taste and flavour are remarkably
improved. In order to clarify it still farther, the albumen, or

whites of eggs, isinglass. Sec. are either suspended or dissolved in

the cask ; and various other expedients are practised, most of

which have already been stated in the article Clarification,
and in different parts of this work. The colour of wines is, in

general, independent of iheir properties ; being in many instances

artificial, and imparled to tliose liquors, after they have come
into mercantile hands. Thus, white wines are tinged red, by de-

coctions of logwood, the juices of elder and bilberries; in Franco,

by the husks of tinged grapes ; and, when a proper colouring

matter is required, solutions of stick-lac, aiid turnsol, have been
proposed as useful substitutes. There are, however, other ingre-

dients fre<juenlly employed by unprincipled persons ; and which
produce deleterious effects on the human system. As it is of

great importance to expose such adulterations, we shall commu-
nicate a few simple means, by which they may be discovered,

both by the taste, and by the eye. Thus, if new white wine be of

a sweetish flavour, and leave a certain astringency on the tongue;
if it have an uncommonly high colour, which is at the same time
disproportionate to its nominal age, and to its real strength ; or
if it have an unusually pungent taste, resembling that of brandy,
or other ardent spirits, such liquor is generally sophisticated. Far-

ther, when red wine presents either a very pale, or a very deep
colour ; or possesses a peculiarly tart and a^tringent taste ; or <'e-

posits a thick ciust on the sides or bottoms of glass-vessels, it has

then probablv been coloured with some of the substances above
mentioned ; and which may be easily detected, by passing the li-

quor through filtering paper ; when the tinging matters will re-

main on its surface. Such fraud may also be discovered, by fill-

ing a small phial with the suspected wine, and closing its mouth
with llie finger: the bottle is then to be inverted, anil immersed
into a bason containing pure water ; when, on withdrawing the

linaer from its aperture, the tinging or adulterating matter will pass

into the water, so that the former may be observed sinking to the

bottom, by its greater weight.

WING, Vincent, an astronomer and astrologer of the 17th

century. He wrote, 1 . The Celestial Harmony of the Visiblea

World'; in fol. 1657. 2. An Ephemeris for 30 years. 3. Coi1ii'-9

pulatio Catholica: Astronomia Brilannica ; a work of merit. Hu
died in 1668. His name slill gives weight to a popular shect-al4
manac. I
W INC, in zoology, is that part of a bird, insect, &c. wherebyfl

it is enabled to fly. See Bee, Bird, Entomology, and Ormi-|
thology. I

Wings, in military affairs, arc the two flanks or extremes df J

an army, ranged in loim of a battle; being the right and left '

sides thereof.
,

WINNIPEG, a lake of Upper Canada, N. W. of Lake Su-
perior: -'40 miles long, and from 50 to 100 broad.

WINNOWlNG-NlACHINE, is a contrivance, employed for

scp.iraling by an artificial current of air, the chatT from the grain,

after it has been thrashed out of the straw. The following is a de-

scription of Messrs. T. and J. Polfreemaii's improved winnowing
:nachine. Fig. 3, Plato CLXXVUI. represents a wheel and strap,

serving
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serving lo lurn the f^i^ .Islineated ai 1, (lig. 4.) R, is a screw aiui

plate, placed at iiie eivl ot llie hopper, marked 2, ((ig. 4 ;) the de-
sign of which is to regulate the supply of grain. C, is a blast, the
force of which may, by means ot the Vt-netian blind j, (fig. 4,)
be varied, as occasion may require. Fig. 4, the frame marked 3s
is calcnlated for the recepiion of the sieves ; where the corn is se-

parated from the chaff, and passes down the screen. 4, is the
screen, which works with tlie machine, and answers every purpose,
attained by the screens commonly employed for cleaning corn,
after it ha^ been divided from the chaff. The apparatus here de-
scribed, requires the attend.uice of three persons, namely, one to
set it in motion ; a second to feed, or furnish a supply of grain ;

and a third to clear away the corn, after it is freed from impurities.
With such assistance, it will winnow five (|uarters of wheat per
hour, or six quarters of barley and oats : it will likewise clean
pease, beans, and coffee; so that it cannot fail to be peculiarly
useful in the West Indies. The working of this machine is verv
simple; so that, with a little practice, any person may understand
its various parts, and the sieves proper for the corn to be winnow-
ed. Lastly, as different kinds of grain vary in quality, the blast

should be adjusted accordingly, by means of the Venetian blind
(marked 5, in fig. 4,) to which a brass-plate is affixed.

WINSEN, a town of Lunenburg Zell, at the conflu.v of the
Elbe and Ilmeaau ; six miles below Zell. Lon. 10.11. E. Lat.
53. 24. N.
WINSLOW, a town of Buckinghamshire, seven miles N. W.

of Aylesbury. Lon. 0. 45. W. Lat. 51. 57. N.
WINSTANLEY, William, was originally a barber. He

wrote, 1; l"he Lives of the Poets. 2. Select Lives of England's
Worthies. 3. Historical Rarities. He died in 1690.
WINTER, one of tlie four seasons or quarters of the year. See

Seasons, &c.
Winter, among printers, that part of the printing-press serving

to sustain the carriage. See Printing-Press.
Winter's Bark, Cortex Winteranus. in botany, a name

given to the bark of the white or wild cinnamon-tree. See Cin-
namon, and Pharmacy.
WINTERA, in botany, a genus of plants of the class poly-

andria, and order pentagynia ; natural order, Holoraces. Calyx
three- lo bed

;
petals 6 or 12; no style ; fruit a berry, club-shaped

as well as the germen. There are three species.

WIRE, a piece of metal drawn successively through a number
of iron-plates into a thread of tineness answerable to the last hole

it passed through.

WIREDRAWING. Wires are frequently drawn so fine as to

be wrought along with other threads of silk, wool, flax, &c. The
metals most commonly drawn into wire are gold, silver, copper,

and iron. Gold-wire is made of cylindrical ingots of silver, co-

vered over v th gold, and thus drawn successively through a va^t

number of holes, each smaller and smaller, till at last it is brought

to a fineness exceeding iha* ol a hair. Before it be reduced to this

excessive fineness, it is drawn through above 140 dilTerent holes;

and is every time rubbed over with wax both to facilitate its pas-

sage, and to prevent the gold from being rubbed off. That ad-

inir.ible ductility which is one of the distinguishing characters of

gold, is no where more conspicuous than in gilt wire. A cylinder

•of 48 ounces of silver, with a coat of gold, only weighing one
ounce, as Dr. Halley informs us, is usually drawn into a wire two
yards of which weigh no more than 49 grains, and one single grain

of gold cavers the 98 yards ; so that the 10,000th part ol a grain

is above one-Sth of an inch long.

WIRKSWORTII, a town of England, in Derbyshire, 8 miles

N. by W. of Derby, and i39N. W. of London.' Lon. 1. 30.

W. Lat. 53. 6. N. '

WISBEACH, a well built town of Cambridgeshire, in the isle

of Ely, 17 miles S. W. of Lynn. Lon. 8. 6. E. Lat. 58.

32. N.
WISBY, a sea-port-town of Sweden, on the W. roast of W.

Golhland, 88 miles S. E. of Stockholm. Lon. IS. 4l. K. Lat.

57. 36. N.
WISDOM, [sapientia, Lat.] usually denotes a higher and

more refined notion of things immediately presented to the mind,

as it were by intuition, without the assistance of ratiocination.

See Understanding, Reason, Knowledge, &c. In this

sense wisdom may be said to be a faculty of the mind, or at least a

, vol. IV,— NO, I' 17.

modiricat.iin and liabit thereof. Sometimes the word is more im-
mediately used, in a moral sense, for what we call prudence, or
discretion, whicn consists in the soundness of the judgement, and
a conduct answerable thereto.

WISMAR, a large town of Mecklenburg, on a bay of the
Baltic

;_ 36 miles E. of Lubec. Lon. 1 1. 44. E. Lat. 53.'j4. N.
\\ IT, a quality of certain thoughts and expressions, much easier

perceived than defined. According to Mr. Locke, wit lies in the
assemblage of ideas, and pulling ._tliose together with quickness
and variety, wherein can be found any resemblance or congruity,
thereby to make up pleasant pictures and agreeable visions to tlie

fancy. Mr. Addison limiled this definition considerably, by ob-
serving, that ever> resemblance of ideas docs not constitute wit,

but those only which produce delight and surprise. Mr. Pope de-
fined wit lo be a qirik conception and an easy delivery ; while
according to a late writer, it consists in an assimilation of distant

ideas. The word wit originally signified wisdom. A witte was
anciently a w ise man. So late as the reign of Elizabeth, a man of

pregnant .vit, of great wit, was a man of vast judgement. We still

say, ill his wits, out of his wits, fur in or out of sound mind.
See Humour, Laughter, Poetry, &:c.

Wi TC'iiCRAF r, a supernatural power which pei-sons obta'n

by entering into compact with the devil. Cases of witchcraft are

not so common now as formerly ; at least not so many of them
are recorded, owing, very probably, to the great dilfusion of na-

tural knowledge, which, for some centuries past has been spread-

ing over the greatest part of the civilized world ; and which has

led sceptics almost universally to reject every thing uhich their rea-

son cannot fully develope. See Auour, Aucukv, Conjura-
tion, D.?EM0N, Dvemoniac, Divination, Enchantment,
F'ascination, Magic, Necro.mancv, Oracle, Sorcery,
&c. &c.
Wn ENA-MOT, or WITENA-GEMOT, among our Saxon

ancestors, was a term which literally signified the assembly of the

wise men, and was applied to the great council of the nation, of

latter days called the parliament.

WITHERINGIA, in botanv, a genus of the tetrandria moi»o-

gynia class and Older. Natural order, Lurida;. Corolla subcam-
panulate, with four bumps in the lube ; calyx very small, indis-

tinctly four-toothed ; pericarpium two-celled. There is only one
species; viz. W. solauacea, a native of South America.
WITHERNAM, in law, a writ that lies where a distress is

driven out of the county, and the sheriff cannot make deliverance

to the [jarty distrained ; in that case this writ is directed to the

sheriff, commanding him to take as many of the beasts, or goods,

of the party into his keeping, till he make deliverance of the first

distress.

WITHERITE, in mineralogy, a species of the genus barytes:

it is commonly of a light yellowish grey colour, usually massive,

but sometimes crystallized : specific gravity about 4.3. It melts

without addition before the blow-pipe into a white enamel. It

dissolves with etiervescence in acids ; its constituents are

Barytes 74.5

Carbonic acid 25.5

It occurs in veins, heavy spar, lead glance, blende, and calamine,

and is found in Lancashire. It is a very active poison,

WITHERS OF A HORSE, the juncture of the shoulder-

bones at the bottom of the neck and main, towards the upper part

of the shoulder.

WITNESS, in law, a person who gives evidence in any cau.se,

and is sworn to speak the trutli, the whole truth, and nothing but

the truth.

Witnesses, Trial by, a species of trial without the interven-

tion of ajurv. This is the only method of trial known to the

civil law, in" which the judge is left to form in his own breail his

sentence upon the credit of the witnesses examined : but it is

very rarely used in the English law, which prefers the trial by

jury before it in almost every instance. Save only that when a

widow biings awrit of dower, and the tenant pleads that the hus-

band is not dead ; this being looked upon as a dilatory plea, is in

favour of the widow, and for greater expedition allowed to be tried

by witnesses examined before the judges : audio, saiih Fiiub

10 M ''t^'^
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shall 110 oilier case in our law. IHil Sir Edwaril Cuke lueiitioiis

some otliers ; as, to try wiiclhei the tenant in a veal action was

duly summoned, or the valiiiity of a ciuiUenge to a iiiror; so that

l-'inch's obseivalioii must be loiil'uiecl to the trial ot direct and not

collateral issues. And in every case Sir Edward Coke lays it

down, liial the affimialive must "be proved by two witnesses at the

least.

WITNEY, a town of O.\fordshire, S miles N. ^\^ of 0.\-

ford, and 64 W.N. W. of London. Loii. 1. IB. W . Lat. il.

52. N.
WITSENIA, ill botany, a genus of the triandria monogynia

class and order. Natural order, Ensata'. Corolla one-pelak-d, cylin-

drical, six-paited ; stigma emarginate; ca|)^ule superior. There
is only one species ; vi^. W. niaura, a native of the Cape ol

Good Hope.
Wn l'EN13ERG, a citv of Upper Saxony, JO miles N. of

Dresden. Lon. 12. 47. "E. I-at. jl.49. N.
Wn'ELSCOiMB, orWlVLEbCOM15, a town of Somerset-

shire; 11 miles W. of Taunton. Lon. 3. 28. W. Lat. 51.

4. N.
WLODZIMIERZ, or WLOSIMEITZ, a town of the late

kingdom of Poland, in \'olliyiiia, 5(3 miles N. of Lembiirg, and
o6 W. of Lucko.
WOAD, ill botany. See Isatis.

WOBL'RN, a town of Bedfordshire, 42 miles N. N. W. of

London. Lon. 0. ,3:.'. W. Lat. 53. 2. N. .

WODAN, orWODEN. See Odin, Mythology, and Po-
lytheism.
WOLAW, a principality of Silesia, bounded on the N. by

that of Glogau, E. by Poland, and Oels, and S. by Bies-

law.

Woi-AW, a town of Silesia, capital of the duchy, 20 miles N.
W. of Breslaw. Lon. 16. 54. E. Lat. 51. 18. N.
WOLF, in zoology. See Canis.
WOLFE, James, a celebrated commander, was the son of

General Edward Wolfe, and born at Westerham, in Kent, in

1726. He entered young into the army, and possessing great

military talents, improved by assiduity and experience, soon dis-

tinguished himself as a brave and skilful officer. He was present

at the battle of Laseldt, and In every subsequent engagement in

Germany, in the war which terminated at the peace of Aix-la-

Chapelle. When lieutenant-colonel of Kingsley's regiment, he
brought it to such e.xact discipline, that as long as the six battalions

on the plain of Mindcn are recorded in history, the stand of that

regiment will be remembered to his honour. He was greatly in-

strumental to the taking of Louisbnrg, and was scarcely rf turned

from thence when he was appointed to the chief command of the

important expedition against Quebec in 1759. This undertaking

afforded ample scope for the exercise of his great military talents.

But he was mortally wounded in the moment of victory, on the

news of which he lifted up his eyes to heaven, and said, '" I thank
God; I die contented." There is a fine monument to his me-
mory in Westminster abbey ; and Woollet engraved a beautiful

pi< tiire of his death, from a painting by West.

Wolfe, (John Christian) or \\ olfius, was born at Breslaw
in 1669. He studied first at Jena, and afterwards at Leipsic, where
hepublished a Thesis on the inimiier of Studying Philosophy. In

1707 be became professor of mathematics at Halle, and in 1721

was appointed counsellor to the court of the king of Prussia. But
some of his metaphysical opinions giving offence to the faculty of

theology, lie was bani;-hed from Halle, on which he removed to

Marpurg, where he obtained a professorship with the title of
aulic counsellor to the prince of Hesse. He was also hononnd
with marks of distinction by the king of Sweden, and was elected

a member of the academy of sciences at Paris, and of that of Pe-
tersbnrg. In 1741 he was recalled by Frederic HI. king of

Prussia, who appointed him privy-counsellor, vice-chancellor,

and professor of the law of nature and nations. He was after-

wards made chancellor of the university, and the elector of Ba-

varia created hiin a baron. He died at Halle in 1754. His
principal works are, a Course of Mathematics, 2 vols. 4to. Philo-

sophia Kationalis, sive Logica, 4to. A System of Metaphysics,
4lo. Jus Natura", 8 vols. 4to. Jus Gentium, 4!o. Hor;u Snc-
cessiva; Magdeburgeiises ; Dictionary of the Mathematics, 8vo.

Specimen Physicx ad Theologiam Maturalem Applicatx, 8vo.,

His Latin slvle is barbarous, but his ideas are profound, and ofteu

obscure.

WOLFRMBUTTEL, a town in Lower Saxony, and late

ducliv of Brunswick, live miles S. of Brunswick. Lon. 10.*42. E.
L.it. hi. 18. N.
WOLFRAM, in mineralogy, is a species of stone of an in-

tenurdiale colour between dark-greyish black and brownish black,

sumeliiiies inclining to velvet blaik. It occurs massive and also

crvslaUi<!ed ; specific gravity somewhere between six and seven.

It'decrepitatcs before the blowpipe, and is infusiljle even with

borax. Specimens have been analyzed by several chemists: ac-

cording to Klaproth it consists of

Molybdic acid 46.9
Oxide of iron 31.2
Loss 21.9

100.0

WOLFSBANE. See Aconitum.
WOLFSPERG, a town in Lower Caiinlhia, 36 miles E. of

Chigenluit. Lon. 15. 0. E. Lat. 46. 56. N.
\\ OLGAS r, a town of Swedish Pomerania, capital of a terri-

tory of the same name. Lon. 14. 4. E. Lat. 54. 1. N.
WOLKOSKOI, a town of Russia, in Novgorodskoi, 100 miles

S. E. of Novogorod. Lon. 34. 10. E. Lat. 57. 30. N.
WOLKOWSKA, a town of Lithuania, in the palatinate of

Novogrodeck, 23 miles S. E. of Grodno. Lon. 24. 46. E. Lat.

53. 4." N.
WOLLASTON, 'William, descended of an ancient family

in Staffordshire, was born in 1659. He was in 1674 admitted a'

pensioner in Sidney college, Cambridge. In 1682, he became
assistant to the head-master of Birmingham school. Some time
after, he got a small lecture about two miles distant, but did

the duly the whole Sunday ; which, together with the business of

a great free-school for about four years, began to break his con-
stitution. During this space he likewise underwent a great deal

of trouble and uneasiness, to extricate two of his iMothers from
some inconveniences, to which their own imprudence had
subiected them. In 1688 atilairs took a new turn. He found
himself by a cousin's will intilled to a very ample eslate ; and
came to London that same year, where he settled ; choosing a

private, retired, and studious life. Not long before his death, he
published his treatise, intituled, " The Religion of Nature De-
lineated ; a work for which so great a demand was made, that more
than 10,000 copies were sold in a very few years. He had scarcely

completed the publication of it, when he unfortunately broke an
arm ; and this adding strength to distempers that had been grow-
ing yipon him for some time, accelerated his death. He died the
2yih October, 1724.

WOLLER, a town of Northumberland, 14 miles S. of Ber-
wick. Lon. 1. 46. W. Lat. 55. 34. N.
WOLLSTONECRAFT, Mary, an extraordinary writer,

born at Beverly, in Yorkshire, in 1768. Her father having
ruined his fortune, she opened a school at Islington, in her 24lh
year, which was soon after transferred to Newington Green. She
iiad for her partner a young lady to whom she was greatly attached,

and whom, in 1785, she accompanied to Lisbon. On her return

to England she became governess to Lord Kinesborough's daugh-
ters. In 1787, she again settled in London, and lived by her pen.

She published " Original Stories from real Life, for the use of
Children," a translation from the French and German. She next
had fome concern in the Analytical Review. In 1790, ^he pub-
lished an "Answer to Burke's Reflections on the French Revolu-
tion;" and in 1791, her" Vindication of the Rights of Women."
In 1792, she went to Paris, where she formed an unfortunate

connection with an American gentlenrin, by whom she had a
daughter. For him she undertook a voyage to Norway to regu-

late some commercial concerns. This tour occasioned her " Let-
ters from Scandinavia. On her return to England, she found her-

self deserted by this villain, on whom she had placed an nnietjuited

affection. In a fit of despair, she plunged into the Thames, from
Putney Bridge. She was saved, and restored to life. In 1796,
she was married to Mr. Godwin, tlie?authorof " Political Justice,"

and other werks. She died in child-birth in Aug. 1797. Her
posthumous
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postluimous works, consisting of Letters and Fragments, have been
piibiiiiied since lier deatli.

VVOLSEY, Thomas, Cardinal, is said to have been the son
of a but( her at Ipswicli. He studied at Magdalen college, Ox-
ford, and in 1500 became rector of Lyniington in Somersetshire :

he was afterwards made chaplain to king Henry VIII. and ob-
tained several preferments. Having gradually acquired an entiic

ascendency over the mind of Henry VIII. he snccessively obtaijied

several bishoprics, and at length was made Archbisho|) of York,
lord high-chancellor of England, and prime minister ; and was for

several years tlie arbiter of Europe. Pope Leo X. created him
cardinal in 1515, and made him legate a ieltre ; and the emperor
Charles V. and the French king Francis I. loaded him with fa-

vours, to gain liim over to their interest: but after having iirst

sided with the emperor, he deserted him to espouse the interest of

France. As his revenues were immense, his pride and ostenta-

tion were carried to the greatest iieight. He had 500 servants
;

among whom were nine or ten lords, 15 knights, and 40 esquires.

His ambition to be pope, his pride, lus exactions, and his i)oli-

tical delay of Henry's divorce, occasioned his disgiace. He died

in 1530.

WOLVERHAMPTON, a town of Staffordshire, 13 miles S.

of Stafford. Lon. 2. 0. \V. Lat. 32. 47. N.
WOMB, orUlEKUS. SeeANATOiMV.
"WONDER. See Miracle. The seven wonders of the

world, as they are popularly called, were tlie Egyptian pyramids

;

the mausoleum erected by Artemisia ; the temple of Diana, at

Ephesns ; the waJIs and hanging gardens of the city of llabvlon
;

the colossus, or brazen image of the sun, at Rhodes ; the statue

of Jupiter Olympius ; and the pliaros, or watch tower, of

Ptolemy Philadelphus. See Pvuamid, Mausoleum, Colossus,
See. &c.
WOOD, Antho.my, an eminent biographer and antiquarian,

was the son of Thomas Wood, B. A. and Ll.. Cly. and l)orij at

Oxford in 1632. He studied at Merton college, and in 1G55 took

the degree of M. A. He wrote, 1. The History and Antiquities

of the University of O.xford ; which was translated into Latin by
Mr. Wase, and Mr Peers, under the title of Hisloria et Antiquitates

Oxoniensis, 2 vols, folio. 2. Athens Oxonienses ; or an exact

Account of all the Writers and Bishops who have had tlieir Edu-
cation in the University of Oxford, from the year 1500 to 1600,

2 vols, folio ; which was greatly enlarged in a second edition pub-

lished in 1721 by Bishop Tanner. LTpon the Iirst publication of

this work the author was attacked by the university, in defence

of Edward carl of Clarendon, lord higli chancellor of England,

and chancellor of the university, and was likewise animadverted

upon by Bishop Burnet; upon which he published a Vindication

of the Historiographer of the University of Oxford. He died at

Oxford of a retention of urine in 1695.

Wood, a substance whereof the trunks and branches of trees

consist. It is composed of a number of concentric circles or zones,

one of which is formed every year ; consec|uently their number
corresponds to the age of the tree. These zones vary in thick-

ness according to the degree of vegetation that took place in the

year of their formation. They are also of! different degrees of

thickness in different ])arts, that part of the tree which is most ex-

posed to the sun and best sheltered growing fastest. The proper

ligneous part of the wood consists ot longituduial fibres, disposed

in fasciculi, and possessed of considerable hardness. It is tliis

longitudinal direction of the libres that renders it so much easier

to cleave wood lengthwise than across the tree or in any oti-.er di-

rection. See Plant, Strength, Trl.,, &:c. To rentier timber

more durable, it has been recommended to saw the trees into

scantlings ; or, where the wood is designed to be used entire, to

hew it into the requisite shape, when it is to be laid in a bed of

sand (contained in a case or shell of brick-work) and heated by

means of a furn.-ice built beneath. As soon as the wood becomes

hot, ttie ^ap exudes, and is imbibed by the sand: in consequence

iif which the quality of the timber is greatly improved. This

method has been successfully tried; but, as it is too expensive.

Dr. Lewis advises all wood,"lhat is exposed to the inclemency of

the weather, to be coated with a preparation of pulverized pit-

coal and melted tar, reduced to the consistence of paint, which

he has found very etficacious. In thos.; cases, however, where

piles, or other ma»ses of timber, are subject to the action of water,

the most simple mode of preserving it, is that employed in the
Bermuda Islands, and other parts of America. It consists in co-
vering such wood repeatedly witli tram or whale-oi), allowing
each coat to become perfectly dry, before another is ai)|)lied.
Mahogany, ebony, and the finer woods, being very expensive,
artisans have contrived various preparations for tinging timber, so
as to be with difliculty distinguished from them. 'I'hus ebony may
be imitated, bv boiling clean smooth box in oil, till it becomes
perfectly black ; or, by washing pear-tree wood, that has been
previously planed, with aqua-fortis, and drying it in a shady
place, in the open air ; after which, writing-ink' must repeatedly be
passed over it, and the wood dried iu a similar manner, till it ac-
quire a deep black coloui'. U may then be polished with wax
and a woollen cloth, which will give it a line lustre. In the new
" Transactions of llie Royal Society of Gottingen," Professor
Beckmann has published the result ot numerous experiments, re-
lative to the staining or dyeing of wood: He directs, lor instance,
a piece of plane-tree to be put into a glass-vessel, containing pul-
verized dragon's-blood mixed with oil or turiientine, and placed
over the lire : in a short time, the wood will acquire a beautiful
colour, resembling that of mahogany ; and the dragon's-bluud,
atlhering to the surface, may be separated by applying rectified

spirit of wine. If gamboge be dissolved inspirit of turpentine,
it will imparl a bright-yellow colour ; and one part of dragon's-
blood, with two of gamboge, coiiyrmnicate various shades to the
wood of the beech and plane-trees. A fine walnut-tree-tint may be
obtained, by rubbing common wood with a mixture, prepared of the
hark of the trees, or the shells of walnuts, previously dried, pulve-
rized, and reduced to a proper consistence with nut-oil. Anoliier
preparation for communicating a perfect mahogany-colour lo in-

ferior woods, especially those of the elm, maple, and sycamore-
trees, consists of the following ingredients: dissolve two drachms
of dragon's-blood, (jiie drachm of wild alkanet (Aiichnsa tinctoria,

L.) and half a drachin of aloe, in half a pint of rectified spirit of
wine. Previously to using this tincture, the wood ought to be
moistened with aqua-fortis ; when two or tree coats of the former,
each being alloweil to dry before the next is applied, will be suf-

ficient to produce the desired effect. Various other methods of
staining wood blue, green, purple, red, and yellow, are practised

by artificers. Of these, we shall communicate only the most ex-
peditious, and least expensive. Ulue ; take two drachms of the
best indigo reduced to a fine powder; put it in a glass with two
oz. of oil of vitriol, and agitate them with a new clay-pipe. After
standing ten or twelve hours, at the farthest, in a temperate place,

pour it into a large glass-vessel, or china bowl, and add such a-

portion of pure water as may be expedient to give it the tint re-

quired. Those, to whom the saving of time is an object, may
purcliase this staining liquor ready prepared, from the dyer. Ano-
ther mode of tinging wood blue, is that of dissolving verdigrease

in distilled vinegar ; then making a separate solution of tw o oz. of
pure pearl-ashes in a ))int of water : the former liquid should be
iirst repe;itedly applied to the surface of the wood, till it be of a

sutriciently deep green colour ; when the latter preparation must
be drawn over it, witli a soft painter's brush, as often as may be
necessary to change it to a proper blue c;ist.

—

(jreen : dissolve

purified verdigrease in distilled vinegar, or in aqua-fortis diluted

with 15 or 20 times its weight of water, and apply the solution lo

wood previously warmed.

—

Purple : take one oz. of logwood,

ami two drachms of Brazil-wood ; boil them together in a quart of

water, slowly, over a moderate lire : when one-half of the fluid is

evaporated, it must be strained, and several limes laid on the

wood, with a proper brush, till it have received a dark-red shade.

Thus prepared, and being allowed to become perfectly dry, it

may be changed to a line purple shade, by drawing over it re-

peatedly a weak solution of I lie purest pearl-ash, namely, one

drachm in a pint of w ater. Some dexterity, however, must be

exerted on this occasion ; as, by too sudileu and frequent applica-

tions of either of the two liquids, the colour is very apt to assume

a dark blue, instead of a purple shade.

—

Ittd : lake two oz. of

Brazil-wood, and two drachms of jjiiriiied pot-ash ; mix them with

a quart of water ; and let the composition stand in a warm pl;\ce

for several tiays ; stirring it occasionally. When suflicienlly ex-

tracted, the coloured liquor must be decanted, moderately warm-
ed, and iu that state applied lo the wood as many limes as mav be

deemed necessary for giving it a more or Leis bright cast. Next,
a soUuiuB
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a solution of aluiii, in Uie proportion of two oz. to a quart oi wa-

ter, is to be laid on the wood (while it is still wet from the former
stain) » ith a soft brush, or other inslrunieiil. After polishing ll)e

articles thus stained, their colour may be rendered stil' more
beautiful and permanent, by giving them one or more coats, with

a varnish pr>-pared of slieil-lac.

—

Yfflloiv : this delicate tint may
be easily imparted to wood, which is naturally white: for this

purpose, take one oz. of pulverized turmeric, and apintot rec-

tified spirit of wine; shake them in a glass- bottle ; allow the in-

fusion to stand forsevr.al davs, closely covered ; tiien decu.' the

liquor, and lay it on the wood repeatedly, as may be i>und ne-

cessary. A cheaper method, however, consists in applying weak
aqua-fortis to wood previously warmed, and immediately alter the

stain is given, holdino it to the fire, at some distance, till it acquire

the desired cast. But it should be remarked, that the ac|ua-tortis

must be suflicienlly diluted with water ; as, otherwise, the wood is

apt to acquire a brown or blackish hue. In order to improve the

articles thus sl.iintd, the same expedients may be adopted, as

those suggested in the preceding paragraph. To conclude : as

it is frequently an object of some importance, to close and secure

the chinks, tlaws, or other accidental defects in wooden vessels,

in the most e.vpeditious manner, we conceive that a tough paste,

composed of whiting, a solution of gum-arabic or tragacanth, and
a proper quantity of oak-bark reduced to a line powder, may be
advantageously applied to tubs or casks, with a view to prevent

farther leaking. But, on such occasions, it will always be more
advisable to empty the vessels ; and after drying them, to use a

cement, consisting of pilch, bullocks' blood, lin»eed-oil, turpen-

tine, and the linest brick-diist, melted together in an iron- pan ;

before, however, this powerful lute be laid on, all the crevices

or chinks ougiit to be properly caulked, or filled up witb tow or

oakimi.

%VOODBRIDGE, a town of Suffolk, seven miles E. N. E. of
Iir.uich. Lon. I. 25. E. Lut. 52. II. N.
'WOODCOCK. SeeScoLOPAX.
WoODLOL'SE. SeeONISCUS.
WooDNY.MPHs. See Hamadrv.^des, and Nymphs.
AVoonsoRRFL. See Oxalis.
\V00DS10CK, a town of Oxfordshire, eight miles N. of

Oxford. Lcn. 1. 15. W. Lat. 51. 52. N.
WOODWARD, Dr. John, was born in 1665, educated

at a country school, and sent to London, where he is said to have
been put an apprentice to a linen-draper. He was not long in

that sfalion, till he became acquainted with Dr. Peter Barwick, an
rminent physician, who took him under his tuition and into hi>^

family. Here he prosecuted with great vigour and success the
*tudy of philosophy, anatomy, and physic. In 1692, Dr. Stil-

linglleet quilting the place of professor of physic in GJreshani col-

lege, he was chosen to succeed him, and the year following was
fleeted F. U. S. In 1695 he obtained the degree of M. D. by
patent from archbishop Tennison ; and the same year he published
his Essay toward a Natural History of the Earth. He afterward
wrote many other pieces, which have been well received by the

IiarneU world. He founded a lecture in the university of Cam-
bridae, to be read there upon his Essay, &c. and handsomely en-

dowed it. He died in 1728.

AVOOF. See Cloth, and Weavjn-g.
WOOL, in general, signifies the haiiy substance which forms

the covering of sheep. The uiowth of wool is always completed
in one year, when it spontaneously decays, and is naturally re-

newed ; in which respect it resembles the hair of most of the
lower animals; though that of sheep is considerably finer, and
grows with more uniformity, each filament advancing at an equal
distance ; separating from the skin nearly at the same time ; an<l,

if it be not previously shorn, it falls otf naturally; the animal
being already provided with a short coat of young wool, that un-
dergoes similar changes in the subsequent year. Another circum-
stance, that distinguishes wool trom hair, is its various thickness

iu different parts of the same sheep ; being clo.ser at the points

than at the roots ; and the part, which grows during the winter,

being ccnsiderably liner than that produced in the summer. Next
to Spanish wool, the English shee|) furnish the most valuable com-
modity of the kind in Europe. Wool, when first shorn, is called

a fleece, and every fleece is divuled into three kinds, namely :

The prime or mother-wool, wliich is taken from the neck and

9

back; tl^- seconds, or tliat of the t iiis and le;;^ ; au'i the lhir<ls»

which is obtained from tlie breast, and benei.ti'. the belly. The
lin.'sl and most esteemed s rts of British wool, ai pie-eiit, are those

obtained from the Ryeland, South-Down, Shetuml. ('ot--'.vold,

Herefordshire, and Cheviot-slieep : and, a^ this ai tide forms the

most extensive staple commodity of Brili-h commerce, various

and successful attempts have lately been niaile to improve il^ qua-
lity. To ertect tlii- desirable object, recourse has been had to m-
tertiiixing or crossing the diUVent breeds; and, by tiie patriotic

exertion: of the British Wool Society, the Board of A.;riculture,

Lord Sonierville, and Dr. Parry, the Britisu wool is now little in-

ferior to the best kind imported Irom Spain.

WOOLSTON, Thomas, an English divine, was born at

Ncnhampton in 1669, and educated at Cambridge. His first ap-

pearance in the learned world was in 1705, in a work intituled,
" The old Apology for the Truth of the Christian Religion,

against the Jews and Gentiles, revived." He afterward wrote
many pieces ; but what made tiie most noise, were his " Six Dis-
coul^es on tlie Miracles of Ciuist ;" which occasioned a great

number of books and pamphlets upon the subject, and raised a
prosecution against him. He was sentenced to a year's imprison-
ment, and to |)iiv a fine of 100/. He purchased the liberty of the
rules of ihe King's-Bench, where he continued after the expira-

tion of the year, being unable to pay the fine. The greatest ob-
structon to his deliverance from confinement was, tiie obligation

of giving security not to otfend by any future writings, lie being
resolved to write again as freely as before. He died, January 27,
1732-3.

WOOLWICH, a town in Kent, 9 miles E. of London. Lon.
0. 10. E. Lat. 51. 30. N.
WORCESTER, in low Latin Jl'igoriiia, the capital of the

county, stands on the Severn. Lon 1. 5j. W. Lut. 52. 10. N.
Worcester, or Wokcestershire, a county of England,

bounded by Warwickslilre on the E. by Gloucestershire on the S.

by tlie counties of Hereford and Salop on the W. and by StalTord-

shire on the N. It is 30 miles long, 28 broad, and about 130 in

circumference. The soil in general is very rich, producing corn,
tiuit, especially pears, hops, and pasture.

WORCUM, a town of Batavia, in the department of the
Eems, and late province of Friesland, 18 miles S. W. of Lee-
warden.
AVORD, [Asyof, Or.] in divinity. See Theology.'
AVoru, in language, an articulate sound designed to represent

some idea or notion. See Grammar, and Logic.
AV'ords of Command. See Exercise, Manual, Navy,

and Platoon.
WORK, in the manege. '!"o work a horse, is to exercise him

at pace, trot, or gallop, and ride him at the manege. To work
a horse upon volts, or head and haunches in or between two heels,

is to passage him, or make him go si<lewise upon parallel lines.

Work, in sea-language, is to direct the movements of a ship,

by adapting the sails to the force and direction of the wind so as

te produce the greatest effect for the required purpose.

Work-Bag, a small bag, generally made of silk, for holding
a lady's pins, needles, silk, thread, and small work.
Work-House a place where indigent, vagrant, and idle

peojili', are set to work, and supplied with food and clothing.

Workhouses are of two kimls, or at least are employed for two dif-

terent purposes. Some are used as prisons for vagrants or sturdy
begijars, who are there confined and compelled to labour for the
benefit of the society which maintains t-hem ; whilst others, some-
times called |)oor-houses, are charitable asylums for such indigent
persons as through age or infirmity are unable to su{>port them-
selves by their own labour.

WORKINGTON, a sea-port-town of Cumberland, 307 miles
N. of London. Lon. 3. 35. W. Lat. 53. 42. N.
WORKSOP, a town of Nottinghamshire, 146 miles N. AV. of

London. Lon. 1. 0. W. Lat. 53. !0. N.
WORLD the assemblage of the parts which compose this globe

of earth. Sec Astronomy, Earth, CiEOCRAPHV, Globe, &:c.

\\OU\I, in chemistry, is a long, winding pipe, placed in a
tub of water, to cool ana condense the vapours in the distillation

ofspiii'.s.

Worm, in gunnery, is a screw of iron, to he fixed on the end
of a vanimer, to pull out the wad of a lire-lock, carabine, or

pistol ;
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pistol ; antl is tliesiuue with tlie wad-hook ; only the out lb more
proper for small aiin^, and the other for camion.

'

Worm, Bund. See Anguis.
WoR.M, E.^IITH. iseu LuMBRICUS.
Worm, Glow. See Lampykis.
%\'oRM, Silk. See Bombvx, and Silk-Worm.
WORMING OF DOGS, a barbarous praglicc of tutting a

small sinew out of the tongue ot a dog, which is now become
obsolete; as it neither acts as a preventative of madness, nor as
disabling Ihem, if mad, from biting.

WORMS, in geography, a late bishopric of Germany, for-

merly in the circle of the Upper Rhine.
Worms, an ancient, large, and famous city of Germanv, Uile

capital of the above bishopric, now annexed to the French em-
pire,^ 32 miles S. W. of Francfort. Lou. 8. 29. E. Lat. 49. 32. N.
Worms, Vlrmes, in zoology. See Zoologv.
Worms for bait. See Fishi.vg.

Worms, in hordes. See Farriery.
Worms, in tlie human boclv. See iMEnrciNE.
WORSHIP OF GOD, a"mouutd to tiie same with religion.

See Religion, and Thkology.
Worship of many Gods. See Idolatry, Mysteries, Mv-

THOLOGV, and Polytheism.
WORS I'ED, a town of Norfolk, 12 miles N. of Norwich, and

120 N. E. ot London. Lon. 1. i?6. E. Lat. 52. 52. N.
WORT, the nilusion of malt, of which beer is made. The

uses of this infusion in common affairs are well known. By Dr.
M'Bride it has been found to have a strong antiseptic virtue, and
to be useful in preventing the scurvy and other diseases to w hich

sailors are liable ; which was confirmed by Gaptain Cook in his

voyages. S«e Brewing, and Malt.
WOTTON, Sir Hen"rv, an eminent writer, the son of Tho-

inas Wotton, Esq. born in 1568. He studieil at New-College,
0.\ford, and Queen's-College, where he iMade a great progress

in logic and philosophy ; wrote a tragedy for the use of that col-

lege, called " Tancredo ;" and afterwards received the degree
of M. A. After this, he travelled into France, Germany, and
Italy ; and having spent nine years abroad, he returned and be-

came secretary to Robert earl of Essex, with whom lie conliniied

till that earl was apprehended for high-treason. He then retired

to Florence, where he became known to the grand duke of Tus-
cany, who sent him privately with letters to James VI. king of

Scotland, under the name of Octavia Baldi, to inform that kin^ of

a design against his life. Some months after he went back to Mo-
rence ; but king James succeeding to the crown of England, Mr.
Wotton returned home, was knighted, and sent ambassador to

the republic of Venice ; and afterwards was employed in many
other embassies to that and other courts. He was made provost

of Eton in I6l.'3, which he kept till his death, in 1039. After his

decease some of his MSS. and printed tracts were published in a

volume, intituled " Reliquiae Wottonians."
Wotton Basset, a boiough of Wilts, 30 miles N. of Salis-

bury, and 89 W. of London. Lon. 1. 54. W. Lat. 51. 31. N.
Wotton-L'Mder-Edge, a corporate town of Gloucestershire,

IS miles N. E. of Bristol. Lon. 2. 11. "nV. Lat. 51. 40. N.
WOUNDS. SeeSuROEKY.
Wounds, m farr'ery. See Farriery.
WRANGLER, in literature, is a title of honour, bestowed

only on students of the highest logical and rhetorical abilities, in

the university of Cambridge, when they can silence all opposition

in argument.
WRATH. See Anger, Rage, &c.
WREATH, in heraldry, a roll of fine linen or silk (like that

of a Turkish turban), consisting of the colours borne in the escut-

cheon, placed in an atchievement between the helmet and the

crest, and immediately supporting the ciest.

WRECK, or SHIPWRECK, in law. By the ancient com-

mon law, where any ship was lost at sea, and the goods or car^io

were thrown U|)m the land, these goods, so wrecked, were judged

to belong to the king : for it was held, that, by the loss of the

ship, all property was gone out of the original owner. But this

was undoubtedly consonant neither to reason nor humanity.

Wherefore it was first ordained by king Henry I. that if any per-

son escaped alive out of the ship, it should "be no wreck ; and

afterwards king Henry II. declared, that if any ship siiould be
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distressed, and either man or beast shouhl escape or he found
therein alive, the goods should remain to the owners, if they
claimed Ihem within three nicnths. This was again conftnnecl
«ith improvements b^ king Ridund I. And the law, as laid down
by Braclnn in Ihe reign of Henry HI. seems still to have improved
in its equity. For then, if not only a dog (for instance) escaped,
by which the owner might be discovered, but if any certain
mark were set on the goods, by which they might be known again
it was held to be no wreck. And as the laws respecting shipwrecks
now stand, it is now held, that not only if any live tbhig
escape, but if proof tan be miide of the property of any of the
goods or 1 idiiig which come to shore, they shall not be forfeited as
wreck. 'J'o constitute a legal wreck, the goods must come to
land. If they continue at sea, tlie law distinguishes them by the
barbarous and uncouth appellations of Jetsam, or Jetsom,
Flotsam, or Flotson, and Ligan, or Laga.n:. (See these
article?.) These are also the king's, if no ovner appears to claim
them ; but if any owner appears, he is entitled to recover the pos-
session,

WREN, Sir Christopher, was thcson of Christopher Wren,
dean of M'indsor, and was born in lt332. He studied al Wadham-
College in Oxford ; whete he took the degree of A. M. in 1653^
and was chosen fellow of All .Souls College. In 1657, he was
made professor of astronomy at Gresham College, London ; which
he resigned in 1660, on his being cliosei^ to the Savilian profes-
sorship of astronomy in Oxford : he was in 165S created L. L. D.
and in 1663 was elected F. R. S. He was one of the commissio-
ners for the reparation of St. Paul's ; and in 1665 travelled into

France, to examine the most beautiful edifices there, when he
made many curiou? observations. At his return to England, he
drew a noble plan for rebuilding the city of London after the fire,

which he presented to parliament ; and upon the decease of Sir

John Dcnliam in 166S, was made surveyor-general of the King's
works ; anil from that time had the direction of a great number of

public edifices, by which he acquired the highest reputation.

He bu.lt the magnificent theatre at Oxford, St. Paul's cathedral,

the churches of St. Stephen Walbrook, and St. Mary-le-Bow,
the Monument, the modern part of the palace of Hampton-Court,
Chelsea-College, one of the wings of Greenwich-Hosp.tal, and
many other beautiful edifices. He was president of the Royal
Society, one of the commissioners of Chelsea-College, and twice

M. P. first for Plymouth in Devonshire, and then tor Malcomb
Regis. He died in 1723, and was interred in the vault under St.

Paul's. This great man also distinguished himself by many cu-
rious inventions and discoveries in natural philosophy.

^\RE^I, in ornithology. See Motacilla.
WRESTLING, a kind of combat or engagement between two

persons unarmed, body to body, to prove their strengtli and de.\-

terity, and try which can throw his opponent to the groimtl.

Wrestling is an exercise of very great antiquity and fame. It was
in use in the heroic age. It continued a long time in the highest

repute, and had considerable rewards and honours assigned to it at

the Olympic games.
WRI'^XIIAM, an ancient town of North Wales, in Denbigh-

shire, \\i miles S. W. of Chester, and 188 N. W. of London.
Lon. 3. lb. W. Lat. 53,2. N.
W'HIGHT, Edward, a celebrated English mathematician,

who was educated at Cambridge, and accompanied the Earl of

Cumberland in his expedition to the Azores in 15S9. In 1599, he

published an excellent book, intituled " 1 he Errors of Naviga-

tion corrected ;" in which he lays down the true method of mak-
ing a seachart, which now goes by the name of MercSfor. He
also constructed a " Table of Meridional Parts," and " Tables of

the Sun's Declination." He also publishe<l, 3. A Treatise on the

Sphere ; 4. Another on Dialing ; and 5, A work on Navigation,

called The Haven-Finding Art. He also suggested the first idea

o( the Ni'w System of Weights and Measures, since adopted by

the French. He died in 1620.

WRINGTON, a town of Somersetshire, H miles S. of Bris-

tol, and 125 W. of London. Lon. 2.38. W. Lat. 51.21. N.
WRIT, in law, signifies, in general, the king's precept in

writing uuder seal, issuing out ol some, court, directed to the

sheriff or other officer, and commanding something to be done in

relation to a suit or action, or giving commission to have the same

done. And, according to Fitzhcrbert, a writ is said to be a for-
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lual letter of the king in parchment, sealed nith his seal, and di-

rected to some judge, oOicer, or minister, &c. at the suit of a

subject, for the cause briefly expressed, whicli isto bedutrrniined

in the proper court according to law.

WRITING, the art or act of signifying and conveying our

ideas to others, by letters or characters visible to tlie eye. See

Composition, English Language., and Grammar.
Writings, Anciknt Mkthods of. Tiie most ancient remains

of writing, which have been transmitted to us, are upon hard sub-

stances, such as stones and metals, which were used by the an-

cients for edicts and matters of public notoriety ; the decalogue

was written on two tal'les of stone ; but this practice was not

peculiar to the Jews, for it was used by most of the eastern nations,

as well as by llie Greeks and Romans. 'I he laws penal, civil, and

ceremonial, among the Greeks, were engraven on tables of bvass

which were called'Cyrbos. Wood was also used for writing on

in different countries. In the Sloanian library are six specimens

of Kusic writing, on boards about two feet in length, and six

inches in depth. The Chinese, befon- the invention of paper,

wrote or engraved with an iron-tool upon tliin boards or on baniboo.

Pliny says, that table-books of wood were in use before the time

of Homer. These table-books were called by ^h^ Romans pu-

gillarcs. The wood was cut into thin slices, and finely |)lained

and polished. The writing was at first upon the bare wodtl, with

an iron-instrument, called a style. In later times these tables were

commonly coaled with wax, and written upoji with that instru-

ment. 'J he matter written upon the tables which were thus waxed

over was easily eflaccd, and by smoothing the wax ne<v matter

might be substituted in the place of what had been written before.

The Greeks and Romans continued the use of waxed table-books

long after the use of papyrus, leaves, and skius, became common,
because they were so coiivenient for correcting extemporary com-

positions. Table-books of ivory are still used for memorandums,

tut they are commonly written upon with black-lead pencils.

^ The practice of writing on tiible-books covered with wax was not

entirely laid aside till the commencement of the 14tli centi.ry.

The bark of trees was also used for writing by the ancients, and

is so still in several parts of Asia. The saiue thing may be said

of the leaves of trees. The use of Parchme.vt, Vellum, Papyrus,

and Paper, for writing is well known. See these articles. It is

obvious, that what men wrote, or rather engraved on hard sub-

stances, instruments of metal were necessary, such as the chisel

and the stylus; but the latter was chiefly used for writing upon

boards, waxed tables, or on bark. When the ancients wrote on

softer materials than wood or metal, other instruments were used

for writing with, of which reeds and canes <eein to have been the

first. Reeds and canes are still used as instruments for writing

with by the Tartars, the Indians, the Persians, the Turks, and the

Greeks. Pencils made of hair are used by the Chinese for their

writing. Hair-pencils have likewise been used for writing in Eu-

rope. Large capital letters were made with tliem from the time

of the Roman emperors till the 16th century. After the inven-

tion of printing they were drawn by the illuminators. Quills of

geese, swans, peacocks, crows, and other birds, have been used

in these western parts for writing with, but how long is not easy to

ascertain. St. Isidore of Seville, who lived about the middle of

the seventh century, describes a pen made of a quill as used in

his time.

Writings, Method of Copying, a piece of thin unsized

paper, exactly of the size of the paper to be copied : it is to be

moistened with water, or what is better, with the following li-

e]uid: Take of distilled vinegar two pounds weight, dissolve it in

one ounce of boracic acid : then lake four ounces of oyster-shells

calcined to whiteness, and carefully freed from their brown crust

:

put them into the vinegar, shake the mixture frequently for 24
hours, then let it stand until it deposits its sediment; filter the
clear part through unsized paper into a glass-vessel ; then add two
ounces, of tlie best blue Aleppo galls bruised, ami place the liquor
in a warm place, shaking it irequenlly for 24 hours; then filter

theiiquor again through unsized paper, and add to it after ullratioii

one quart, ale-measure, of pure water. It must then stand 24
hours, and be filtered again if it shews a disposition to deposit any
sediment, which it generally does. When the paper has been wet'
with this liquid, put it between two thick unsized papers to absorb
the superfluous moisture ; then lay it over the writing to be copied,

and put a piece of clean writing-paper above it. Put the whole
on the board of a rolling-press, and press them through the rolls,

as is done in printing copper-plates, and a copy of the writing

shall appear on both sides of tlie thin moistened paper; on one
side in a reversed order and direction, but on the other side in the
natural order and direction of the lines.

WROTHAM, a town of Kent, 11 miles S. W. by W. of
Maidstone, and 25 S. E. by E. of London. Lon. 0. 26. E. Lat.

51. 20. N.
WROXETER, an ancient town of Salop, 5 miles S. E. of

Shrewsbury, and 155 N. W. of London.
WULFJENIA, in botany, a genus of the diandria monogynia

class and order. Corolla tubular, ringent, with the upper lip

short, entire, the lower three-parted, with the aperture bearded;
calyx five-parted ; capsule two-celled, foui-valved. There is

only one species, viz. W. Carinthiaca, a native of Carinthia, oa
the highest Alps.

WULIT'I", a town of Suffolk, 8 miles from St. Edmund's-
hury, and 17 N. W. of Ipswich. Lon. 0.55. E. Lat. 52. 20. N.
WURMBE.^, in botany, a genus of the he.xandria trigynia

class and order. Natural order, Coronaris. Calyx none; co-
rolla six-parted, with a hexan^ular tube ; filaments inserted into

the throat. There are three species.

WURl EMBURG, or WIRTENBURG, a late sovereiga
duchv of Germany, in Suabia.

WURTSBURG, WURTZBURG, orWURZBURG, a late

bishopric in Germany, compreheniling the principal part of Fran-
conia, secularized in 1802.

Wurtsburg, orWuKTZBURG, a large and handsome city of
Germany, in Franconia, late capital of the above bishopric, Lon.
10. 2. E. Lat. 49. 40. N.
WURZACIl, a town of Suabia, in Waldburg, on the.

Aifrach, 17 miles N. of Waugen. Lon. 9. 55. E. Lat. 48. I. N.
WYCK. a town of France, in the department of the Ouite,

and late duchy of Limburg. Lon. 5. 41. E. Lat. 50. 51. N.
^VYCOMB, Chipping, or High, a populous and well-built

borough of Bucks, 12 miles S. of Aylesbury, and 31 W. of
London.
WYE, a river of S. Wales, which rising from Plinlimmon-

hill, on the confines of Cardiganshire, and rLnning S. E. divides

the counties of Radnor and Brecknock, and falls into the mouth
of the Severn at Chepstow.
Wye, a town of Kent, 10 miles S. of Canterbury, and 56

S. E. of London. Lon. 1. 4. E. Lat. 51. 10. N.
Wye, a town of the Helvetic republic, in St. Gallen, 16 mile*

S. S. W. of Constance. Lon. 9. 4. E. Lat. 47. 34. N.
WYTHE, a county of Virginia, 120 miles long, and 44

broad ; it has mines of lead, mixed with silver. Evanshani is the

capital.

vVYVERN, in heraldry, a chimerical animal, variously re-

presented; with or without feet, legs, or wings. See Heraldry.

X is
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Xis tlie twenty-second letter of our «!phabet, and a double
consonant. It was not used by the Hebrews or ancient

Greeks ; for as it is a compound letter, tlie ancients, who used
great simplicity in the'y writings, expressed it by its component
letters c or k. Neither have tlie Italians this letter, but express
it by M. X begins no word in our language but such as are of

Greek original : and is in few others but what are of Latin deriva-
tion : as perplex, reflexion, defluxion, Sfc. We often express
this sound by single letters, as cks, \n backs, necks; by ks, in

books, breaks ; by cc, in access, accident ; by ct, in action, unc-
tion, Sfc. The English and French pronounce it like cs or ks ;

the Spaniards like c before «, viz. Alexandra, as if it were ylle-

candra. As a numeral it expressed 10, whence in old Roman
M.SS. it is used for denarius ; and as such seems to be made of

two V's placed one over the other. Wlien a dash is added over

it, thus X, it signifies 10,000. As an abbreviation, X was long
used by the learned throughout Europe, for Christ, because the

Greek capital x, the first letter of his name in Greek, is the same
in form with our X : and iil analogy with this, Xtian was used as

Ki abbreviation for Christian : and in both these abbreviations the

cross-form of this letter suited tlie Roman Catholic taste.

XA15IER, the chief province of Whidah.
Xabier, the capital of the above province, and of the whole

kingdom of Whidah.
XACCA, or SACCA, a town of Sicily, in the valley of Ma-

»ara, 41 miles S. W. of Palermo. Lon. 13". 2. E. Lat. 37. 41. N.
XAGUA, a sea-port on the S. coast of Cuba, between the isles

of Pinos and Espiritu Santo. Lon. 81. 20. W. Lat. 22. 10. N.
XALISCO, a province of Mexico, in the audience of Guada-

lajara.

Xalfsco, the capital of Xalisco, on the coast ; 15 miles N. W.
cf Compostella Nuova. Lon. 110. 5. W; Lat. 23. 30. N.
XANTHE, a genus of plants of the class and order dioecia

syngenesia. Flowers dioecious ; calyx five-parted ; corolla 5-6-
i

petaled. There are two species, shrubs of Guiana.

XANTIllUM, in botany, a genus of plants of the class mo-
ncEcia, and order pentandria ; natural order, Composita;. Male flow-

ers composite, common calyx imbricated ; corollula? monopetalous,

tubular, quinquefid. Female: calyx involucrum of two leaves,

containing two (lowers : corolla none ; drupa dry, prickly ; nucleus

bilocular. There are five species.

XANTIIIOIIZA, a genus of plants of the class and order

pentandria polygamia. There is no calyx ; petals five : nectarines

live, pedicelled ; capsules five, one-seeded. There is one species,

a shrub of North America.
XANTnOXYLlTM,theTooTH-AcHE-TRr.E, a genus of plants

of the class and order dia-cia pentandria. Calyx five-parted ; no

corolla; fern, pistils five; capsules live, one-seeded. There is

one species, a tree of Jamaica.

XANTHUS, in fabulous history, one of the horses of Achilles,

who, when chid with severity, spoke to his master, and told him

he would soon be killed.

XANTIPPE, the wife of Socrates, proverbially famous as a

icold. But while this foible is often repeated, her virtues are f(»r-
j

got. No wife ever shewed more affectionate grief than she did

at her husband's death. See Socr.ates.

XANTIPPUS, or XANTIIIPI'US, a celebrated Athenian
|

general and admiral, who defeated the Persian fleet at Mycale, in

conjunction with Leotychides king of Sparta ; and was appointed

along with Aristides to judge of Themistocles's secret proposal.

See Attica, and Mycale. He married Agariste, the niece of

Clisthenes, who expelled the Pisistratida; ; by whom he had the

celebrated Pericles. He also conquered the Thracians. A statue

was erected to his honour in the citadel of Athens.

XATIVA, a town of Spain, in Valencia, 32 miles S. VV. of
Valencia. Lon. 0. 14. W. Lat. 39. 4. N.
XAVIER, St. Francis, the apostle of the Indies, was born

in 1506, and educated at Paris, where he formed an intimacy with
Ignatius Loyola, the founder of the Jesuits. Seized with a simi-
lar zeal, he boimd himself with some others, to attempt to convert
the heathens. In 1341, he embarked at Lisbon for Goa, and la-

boured with great zeal in Japan and various parts of India. He
was even preparing for a voyage to China, when he died at Goa ia
1552. Pope Gregory XV. enrolled him among the saints in 1622.
His works are, 1. Five Books of Epistles, Paris, gvo. 1631. 2.
A Catechism. 3. Opuscula.
Xavier, St. a town of Paraguay, in the province of La

Plata, 200 miles W. of Rio Janeiro. Lon. 50. 6. W, Lat. 24.
0. S.

XEBEC, or ZEBEC, a small three-masted vessel, navigated
in the Mediterranean Sea, and on the coasts of Spain, Portugal,
and Barbarv.
XENAGORAS; 1. An ancient historian. Dion. Hal. 2. A

philosopher who measured the height of mount Olympus.
XENARCHUS; I. An ancient comic poet. 2. A peripatetic

philosopher, who taught philosophy at Alexandria and Rome, and
was intimate with Augustus. 3. A prstor of the Acha;an league,
who favoured Perseus.

XENIADES, a Corinthian, who went to buy Diogenes,
the Cynic, when sold as a slave. L'pon asking him. What he
could do ? he replied. Command freemen : on which he gavB
him his freedom, and made him tutor to his children. Gellius ii.

C. 18.

XENOCRATES, a celebrated ancient Grecian philosopher,

born at Chalcedon in the 95th Olympiad. At first he attached
himself to iEschines, but afterwards became a disciple of Plato,

who took much pains in cultivating h's genius, which was naturally

dull. His temper was gloomy, his aspect severe, and his manners
little tinctured with urbanity. These material defects Plato tools

great pains to correct, advising him to sacrifice to the Graces

:

Xenocrates was patient of instruction, and, as long as Plato lived,

was one of his most esteemed disciples ; after his death he adhered
to his doctrine ; and, in the second year of the 1 10th Olympiad,
he took the chair in the academy, as the successor of Speusippus,

Xenocrates was celebrated among the Athenians, not only for his

wisdom, but for his virtues. So eminent was his reputation for

integrity, that when he was called upon to give evidence in a judi-

cial transaction, in which an oath was usirally required, the judges
agreed, that his simple asseveration should be taken, as a public
testimony to his merit. Even Philip Ii. of Macedon found-it im-
possible to corrupt him. So abstemious was he with respect to

food, tijat his provision was often spoiled before it was used. His
chastity was invincible. Phrync, the celebrated Athenian cour-

tezan, attempted without success to seduce him. Of his huma-
nity even to brutes, he gave proof, by protecting a sparrow pur-

sued by a hawk, which flew into his bosom. He was oeconomic

of his time, and allotted.a certain portion of e.-ich day to its projjer

business. One of these he employed in meditation. He was an

admirer of the mathematical sciences. He lived to the first year of

the 116th Olympiad, or the 82d of his age, when he lost his life

by fallimr. in the dark, into a reservoir of water.

XENt)PHANES, the founder of l!:o Eleatic sect of philoso-

phy among the Greeks, was born at Colophon about the 65th

Olympiad. From some cause or other he left his country early,

and took refuge in Sicily, where he supported himself by recil-

ing, in the court of Hiero, elegiac and Iambic verses,

which he had written in reprehension of the theogonies of He-
siod and Homer. From Sicily he passed over into Magna
Grscia, where he took up the profewioii of philosophy, and be-

7 Ciune
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tame <i celebrated piecepJor in tl>e Pytliagoreai) school. Xeno-

iil.aucs posses-i'd the Pythagorean chair ol philo'^ophy about 70

years aiui lived to the extreme age of an hundred years, that is,

according to lui^ebiiis, till the 81sl Olyinpiad. The doilrines of

Xenoplumes having been imperteclly preserved, are differently re-

presejited by dilTerent writers.

XENOPHON, the son of Gryllus, an illustrious philosopher,

general, ami historian, was born at Athens in the third year of the

82d Olympiad. He became a disciple of Socrates, and made a

rapid progress in that moral wisdom for which his master was so

eniuicnt. He entered early on the military course, and accom-

panied Cyrus in his expedition against Artaxerxes. He immorta-

lized himselt by his famous retreat after the battle of Cunaxa, at

the head of ten thousand Greeks. After his return he altaclied

])iniself to Agesilaus king of Lacedemon, and died at Corintli 1?.

C. 360. Xenophon wrote the Cyropsdia, or Life of Cyrus tlie

Great, in eight books. It is a performance of great exactness, and

in a chaste style. His other works are, I. History of the Ex jje-

dition of Cyrus the Younger, and of the celebrated Retreat of the

ten thousand. 2. A History of Greece, beginning where Thucy-
dides ends. 3. The Memorable Sayings of Socrates. 4. An
Apology for that Philosopher, &c. All his works were printed at

Paris in 1025, folio ; at Oxford in Greek and Latin, 5 vols. 8vo.

1703. There was another Xenophon who wrote the Lives of

Abrocomus and Anlhia. He lived at Ephesus in the fourth cen-

tury.

XERANTHEMUM, Austrian Skeezewort, Eternal or

Everlasting Flower; in botany, a genus of plants in the class

syngeiiesia, and order polygamia supertfua ; natural order, Coni-

posils. Compound fiower unequal, consisting of many tubulous

hermaphrodite tloscules placed on the disc, and also ii tew female

tubulated ones on the vtrge ; the seeds are oblong, coronated,

and contained in the cup. There are 27 species.

XERES DE LA FRONTEUA, a town of Spain, in Anda-
lusia, 5 miles N. of Port St. Mary, and 110 S. by W. of Ma-
drid.

Xeres de Los Caballeros, a town of Spain, in Estre-

niadura, 51 miles S. Vv'. of Merida. Lon. 6. 25. W. Lat. 38,

17. N.
XERUMENHA, a town of Portugal, in Alentejo, 18 miles S.

W. of Badajoz. Lon. 6. 9. W. Lat. 38. 35. N.
XERXES r. the filth king of Persia, memorable for the vast

army he is said to have carried into the field against Leonidas

king of Sparta ; consisting, according to some historians, of

3,000,000 of men, exclusive of attendants. The fleet that attend-

ed this prodigious land-force is likewise made to consist of 2000

sail ; and all the success they met with was the taking and burn-

ing the city of Athens; for the army was shamefully repulsed

near the straits of Thermopyla", by LeoJiidas, and the fleet was

dispersed and partly destroyed by Themistocles at the str.iits of Sa-

Jamis, who had only 380 sail under his command. Xerxes was as-

sassinated by Artabanes, chief captain of his guards, and his dis-

tinguished favourite.

XIMENIA, a genus of plants of the class and order pentan-

dria monogynir.. Calyx a perianthiuHi, composed of three small,

cordated, and deciduous leaves ; corolla formed of four petals,

tamp.'.nulate ; gennen small, suboval ; friiit an oval drupe, one-

celled ; seed oval, unilocular, smooth. There are three species,

trees of the West Indies.

XiPHiAS, in astronomy, a constellation. See .Astronomy.
XiPHiAs, the SwoRD-FisH ; in ichthyology, a genus of fishes

of the order apodes. Upper jaw terminates in a long sword-

shaped, rostrum, from which it is called the sword-fish : no teeth

in the mouth ; gill-membrane has eight rays ; body somewhat cy-

lindrical, without scales. There are three species.

X. Gladius. found in the European ocean. This species

sometimes frequent our coasts, but are much more common in

the Mediterranean Sea, especially in the part that separates Italy

from Sicily, which has been long celebrated for it : the promon-
tory Pelorus, now Cape Faro, was noted for the resort of the

xiphias, and the station of the speculatores, or the persons who
watched .ind gave notice of the approach of the fish. The ancient
method of taking them is particularly described by Suabo, and
agrees exactly with that practised by the moderns. A man as«

cends one of the cliffs that overhangs the sea : as soon as he spies
I the fish, he gives notice, either by his voice or by signs, cif the
course it takes. Another, that is stationed m a boat, climbs np

j

the mast, and on seeing the sword-fish, directs the rowers towards
it. As soon as he thinks they are got within reach, he descends,

I and taking a spear in his hand, strikes it into the fish ; which, after

j
wearying itself with its agitation, is seized and drawn into the
boat. It is much esteemed by the Sicilians, v, ho buy it up eager-

ly, and at its first coming into se.ison, give about iid. per pound.
Tlie season la'^ts from May till August The ancients used to cut
ihis fish into pieces and salt it ; whence it was calle<I Tomus Thu-
rianus, from Thurii, a town in the bay of Tarentum, where it was
taken and cured. The sword-fish is very voracious, and is

a great enemy to the tunny, who (according to Belon) is as

much terrified at it as a sheep is at the sight of a wolf. It ii

a great enemy to the whales, and often destroys them. See
Plite CXXI.
XIPHOID CARTILAGE. See Anatomy.
XIXONA, a town of Spain, in Valencia, and territory oi

Segiira, 15 miles S. W. of Alicant. Lon. 0. 10. VV. Lat.
38 f). N.
XUCAR, a river of Spain, which rises in New Castile,

in Sierra de Cuenza. It runs into the gulf of Valencia, at
CuUera.
XUUNOGROD, a town of Turkish Croatia, 17 miles N. of

Sebenico. Lon. Hi. 51. E. Lat. 40. 34. N. '

XIPIIIDIUM, in botany, a genus of the triandria monogynia
class and order ; natural order, Ensata;. Corolla six-petaled,

equal ; capsule superior, three-celled, many-seeded. There are

two species, viz. X. album and X. ca;ruleiiin.

XYLOCARPIjS, in botany, a genus of the octandria mono-
gynia class and order. Calyx iour-toothed ; corolla four-petaled ;•

nectary eight-cleft ; filaments inserted into the nectary ; drupe
juiceless, large, four or five-grooved ; nuts eip.ht or ten, diflbrm.

There is but one species, viz. X. granatura, a native of the East
Indies.

XYLOMELUM, in botany, a genus of the tetrandria mono-
gynia class and order. Anient with a simple scale ; petals four,

staminiferous ; stigma club-shaped, obtuse. This is one of twenty
new genera from the South Seas ; the characters of which arc given
by Dr. Smith.
XYLOPHYLLA, in botany, a genus of plants in the class

pentandria, and order trigynia ; natural order, Tricoccae. Calyx
five-parted, coloured; corolla none; stigmas jagged; capsule
three-celled ; seeds two. There are seven species.

XYLOPIA, in botany, a genus of plants in the class gvnan-
dria, and order polyamhia; natural oider, Coadunatuf. Calyx
three-leaved ; petals six ; capsule one or two-seeded, four-corner-

ed, two-valved ; seeds arilled. There are three species.

XYLOSMA, in botany, a genus of the dioecia polyandria class

and order. Calyx four or five-parted ; corolla none, but a small
aimular crenulate nectary surrounding the stamens : male, stamens
twenty to fifty : female, style scarcely any ; stigma trifid ; berry
dry, subbilocular ; seeds two, three-sided. There are two species,

viz. X. siiaveolens and X. orbiculatum.

XYRIS, in botany, a genus of plants in the class tetrandria,

and order monogynia; natural order, Ensata;. Corolla three-:

petaled, equal, crenate ; glumes two-valved in a head ; capsule
'

superior. There are four species.

XYSTARCHA, in antiquity, the master or director of the
xystus.

XYSTUS, among the Greeks, was a long portico, open or
covered at the top, where the athletic practised wrestling and
running : the gladiators, who practised therein, were called

XYStici.

Yis
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Yis the twenty-lhird of our alphabet : its sound is formed by
expressing the breath with a sudden expansion of tlie lips

from that contiguration b_v which ue express the vowel «. It is

one of the anibigenial lettei-s, being a consonant in the beginning

of words, and |)laced before all vowels, as in i/iird, ijitld, i/'^iotg,

&c. but before no consonant, except in a few obsolete poetical

words, such as ijclad, i/clrpcd, ydnad, &c. At the end of words

it is a vowel, and is substituted for the sound of i, as in in/, des-

ert/, &c. In tlie middle of words it is not used so frequently as

»', except in words derived from the Creek, as in chyle, empyreal,

ice. though it is admitted into the middle of some pure Knghsh
participles, as dying, /tying, &c. The Romans had no capital of

this letter, but used the small one in llie middle and last S)llables

of words, as in coryambun, onyx, martyr. The form of the capi-

tal Greek T was nearly the same with our Y, though the small

Greek u resembles our v or u, which indeed it more nearly resem-

bles in sound. Yet in all translations, the form has been preferred

to the sound ; as in Pyrrlius, Pyludes, &c. which from the ana-

logy of the sound should rather have been Furrhu.i, Pulades,

&c. Y used as a numeral, signifies 150, or, according to Ba-

ronius, 159; and with a dash at the top, as Y, it signified

150,000.

Y, in geography, an arm of the Zuider Zee, which enters that

sea, five miles E. of Amsterdam. It forms the boundary be-

tween the late departments of the Texel and the Amstel, and is

pronounced Ey.
Y, a city ofChina, of the second rank, in Pe tcheli ; 55 miles

S. W. of Pekin, and 30 N. of Pao-ting. Lon. 115. 25. E. Lat.

39. 25. N.
YACHT, or YATCH, is a vessel of state, usually employed

to convey princes, ambassadors, or other great personages,

from one kingdom to another. As the principal design of a

yachf is to accommodate the passengers, it is usually fitted with

a variety of convenient apartments, with suitable furniture, ac-

cording to the quality or number of the persons to be contained

therein.

YAKUTSK, one of the four provinces of the Russian govern-

ment of Irkutsk, in the E. part of Siberia.

Yakutsk, a town of Siberia, capital of ihe above province,

seated on the Lena. Lon. 129. 53. E. Lat. 62. 1. N.
YANG-TCHEOU, a city of China, in the province of

Kiang-nan, 485 miles S. by E, of Pekin. Lon. 1 18. 54. E. Lat.

32. 26. N.
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Yahd-Akm i^ thst half of a ynrd that i<i on either siile of tlio

niast, wien il lifS athwart tlie shi|).

' YAR K, among sailors, implies quick : as, be yarc at the helm ;

tiiat IS be miiLk ami L'\|)i-(liUoii5 at the helm. It is sometimes also

useil lor briftht by st am< ii : as, to keep hij arms yare ; th.l is, to

keep them clean and bright.

YAUMOUTIl, a seaport-town of Norfolk, 27. miles E. of

Norwich, and 112 N. E. of London. Lon. 1. j5. E. Lai.

52. 45. N.
Y.\RMOUTH, a town of llic Isle of Wig'it, in Ilampsliirc. Lon.

1.2S. \V. Lat. :.0. 40 N.
YARMotTH, a town in the state of Maine, 9 miles N. E. of

Portland. Lon. 70. S. W. Lat. 43. 45. N.
YARN, wool or &,\\ spun into thread, of which they weave

clotii. See Clo'ih, Wool, &:e.

YAROSLAF, a town of Rus.sia, capital of Yaroslafskoe, 140

miles N. E. of >Ioscow. Lon. 3S. 59. E. Lat. 57. 35. N.
Yaroslaf, or Yaroslafskoi, a government of Russia, for-

nierlv a province of Moscow.
YARROW, in botany. See Achilu'ea.

Y.VRUM, a town of "Yorksliire, in the N. Riding, 3G miles N.
of York. Lon. 1. I '2. W. Lat. 54. 31. N.
YAM'NING, an involnnlary opening of the month, generally

produced by weariness or an inchnation to sleep. Yawning, ac-

cording to Boerhaave, is performed l)y e.\pandnig at one and the

same time all the muscles capable of spontaneous motion ; by

greatly extending the lungs; by drawing in gradually and sh)wly

a large quantity of air ; arid gradually and slowly breathing it out,

after it has been retained for some time and rarilied ; and then re-

storing the muscles t<j their natural state. Hence the eflect of

vawning is to move, accelerate, and equally distribute, all the hu-

inonrs through all the vessels of the body, and consequently to

qualify the muscles and organs of sensation for their various

functions. When yawiiing is troublesome, Hippocrates says,

that long deep respiration or drawing in the air at long intervals

cures it.

YAXLEY, a town of Huntingdonshire, 14 miles N. of Hunt-

ingdon, and 7S N. by W. of London. Lon. 0. 30. W. Lat. 62.

2s! W.
Y'AYYOS, or YANVOS,a province of Peru, in Lima, com-

prehending an extensive territory ; commencing IG leagues or 48

miles S. E. of Lima, and extending 75 miles in length along the

Andes. It abounds with corn, wheat, barley, maize, and great ya-

viety of fruits. The pastures feed numerous herds of cattle, which

are sent to Lima, &c.

YEAR, in astronomy and chronology. .See Astronomy,
Chronology, and Calendar.
Year and Day, inlaw, signifies a certain time that bylaw

determines a right, or works prescription in divers cases ; as in the

case of an estray, if the owner do not challenge it within that

time, it becomes forfeited to the lord ; so of a wreck, kc. The
like time is given to prosecute appeals in ; and where a person

wounded, dies in a year and a day after the wound received, it

makes the otl'ender guilty of murder. 'Hiere is also year and ilay

and waste, which is taken to be part of the king's prerogative,

wherebv he challenges the profits of the lands and tenements for a

vear ancl a day, of those that are attainted of petty treason or fe-

lony ; and the king may cause waste to be made on the lands,

&c. by destroving the houses, plowing up the meadows and pas-

tures, rooting up the woods, Sjc. uidess the lord of the fee agrees

with him for the redemption of such waste.

Year, Arabic, Mohammedan, Turkish, Sec. The Ara-

bic, Mohammedan, and Turkish year, called also the year of the

He-^ira, is a lunar year, equal to 354 days 8 hours and 4S minutes,

and^ consists of 1 i months, which contain alternately 30 and 29

davs.

Vear, Hindoo. The best account that we have of the

Hindoo year, is by Mr. Cavendish, in the Phil. Trans, of Ifie

lloyal Societv of London for 1792. " Before I speak of the civil

\ear of the Hindoos (says this eminent philosopher,) it will be

proper to say a few words of the astronomical year, by which it is

re''ulatcd : 1. The astronomical year begins at the instant when

the sun comes to the first point of the Hindoo zodiac. In tlie

year 1792, it began on April 9th, at C2h. 1 4m, after midnight of

th-.;ir first meridian, which is Abtnit 41m). of time west of Calcutta ;

but, according to .Mr. Gentd's account of the Indian astronomy,
It began 31). 24:n. earlier. As this year, however, is longer li;,.u

ours, its tonimencenient falls coiitimially laur, in respec l lo ll.i;

Julian year, by 50m. 2t)s. in four years. This year is divided ii lo

twelve months, e^ich of which corresponds to the time of tlie sm 'i

slay in some sign ; so that they are of diileient lengths, and •'•',-

dom begin at the beginning ol a day. 'I he c\\\\ day in all |.ait3

ot India begins at sunrise, and is divided into sixty parts cdli 1

dandas, wliuh are again divided into sixty palas. In those pii's

of I;idia in which the Benares almanac, or as It is there called pi

tras, is used, the eivil jear is lunisolar, consisting of twelve lui jr

months, with an intercalary month" inserted between thein o( c .i-

sionally. It begins at the day altei- the new moon next bul'i if

the beginning of the solar year. The lunar month is divided in'o

thirty parts called teethees ; these are not strictly of the s.n .f

length, but are e(|ual to the time in which the moon's true mi.l.( n

troin the sun is 12'. From the new moon till the moon arrive^ ..t

12" distance from tlie sun 'is called the first teethee ; from li.ii.' ••

till it comes to 24°, is called the second teethee ; and so on ili

the full moon, after which the tecthccs return in the same order as

before. The civil day is constaiUly called by the number of thai

teethee which e>c])ires during the course of the day ; and a? the

teethee is soinetnues longer than one day, a day sometimes occurs
in w liich no teethee ends. When this is the case, the day is called

by the same number as the following day ; so that two successive

days go by the same name. It oftener happens, however, that

two teethees end on the same day ; in wdiich case the number of
the first of them gives name to the day, and there is no day called

by the nimdiar of the last, so that a !,ap is made in the order of

the days. In the latter part of the month the days are counted
from the full moon, in the same manner as in the former part they
are counted from the new moon ; only the last day, or that on
which the new moon happens, is called llie 30th, instead of the

15th. It appears, therefore, that each half of the month con-
stantly begins on the day after that on which the new or full moon
falls ; only sometimes the half-month begins with the sccoiul day,

the first being wanting. This manner of counting the days is suf-

ficiently intricate ; but that of counting the months is still more
so. The civil year begins at the day alter the new moon ; and in

the years which have an intercalary month, this month begins at

the (lay aflei the new moon ; but notwithstanding this, the ordi-

nary civil month begins at the day after the full moon. To make
their method more intelligible, we will call the time from new
moon to new moon the natural month. The civil month Vi-

sakha, the first in the Hindoo calendar, which extends from the

9th of our April to the 10th of May, begins at the day after that

full moon which is nearest to the instant at which the sun enters

Mesha, the first in order of the Indian signs, whether before or

after; however, it is not always accurately the nearest. A conse-

quence of this way of counting the months is, that the first half of

Clntra, the last month in the Indian calendar, extending from
March the lOlh to April the 9th, fall in one year, ami the latter

half in the following year; and whenever the sun enters no sign

during a natural month, this month is intercalary. The number
of days in the month varies from 29 to 32. Indeed the Hindoo
months, both solar and- lunar, consist neither of a di-terminate

number of days, nor are regulated by any cycle, but depend
solely on the motions of the sun and rnoon ; so that a Hindoo has

no way of knowing what day of the month it is but by consulting

his almanac ; and what is more, the month ought sometimes to

begin on ditVerent days, in diirerent places, on account of the dif-

ference in latitude and longitude, not to mention the diilerence

which may arise from errors in computation. This mode of com-
puting time must be attended with many inconveniences; but in

the transactions of civil lite, the Hindoos do not much regard it.

A disagreement, however, in the pomj'Utation oi the teethee,

which sometimes also happens, occasions no small perplexity ; be-

cause by the teethees or lunar days are regulated most of their reli-

gious festivals. Every Brahmin in charge of a temple, or whose
duty it is lo announce the times for the observance of religious

ceremonies, is therefore furnished with one of their almanacs;

and if he be an astronomer, he makes such corrections in it

as the diflerence of latitude and longitude render neces-»

sarv."

Ybab, Persian. The Persian year is a solar year of abont
305
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SS.S days; cansistiiig of 12 moiilhs of 30 clays each, with 5 iiitei-

calnry d^ys added at the end.

YiiLLOW is one of iIil- original colours of light. See
OlTlCS.
Yellov, Dveing of. See Dyeing.
"Vei.low, Neapolit.^n, Of Naples, a beautiful colour miicli

used by painters, formerly thought to be prepared from arsenic,

but now discovered to have lead tor its basis.

Yellow River, or Hoang-Ho, a large river of China, which
lias its name from the yellow colour given it by the clay and sand
washed down in the time of rain. After a course of near 600
leagues, it discharges itieU' into the eastern sea not far from the
mouth of the Kiang.
Yellow Sea, a gulf of China, between the provinces of Pe-

tcheli and Chang-long on liie W. and tlie peninsula of Corea on
IheE.
YEMEN, an extensive province of Arabia, comprehending

the most fertile and finest part of Arabia Felix. It is surround-
ed by the Ued Sea, and by the provinces of FIadkamaut, Hld-
JAS, and Ngdsjed. See these articles. Yemen consists of two
natural divisions differing greatly in soil and climate, the one
called Tehama, or Lowlands, bordering on the Red Sea, is a dry
and sandy plain, near two days' journey in breadth, and scorched
by the most intolerable heat; the other, called Dsjebal, or High-
lands, lying immediately beyond Tehama, is a high-land country,
enjoying a mild and temperate air.

YEN -KING, a citv of China of the second rank, in Pe-
Ichcli ; 52 miles N. \V'. of Pekin. Lon. 115. 41. E. Lat. 40.

30. N.
Y EN-NGAN, a city of China, of the first rank, in Chen-si,

on the Yen ; 390 miles S. \V. of Pekin. Lon. 109. 0. E. Lat.

3d. 44. N.
YENSTON, a town of Somersetshire, between Cadbury and

Stalbridge.

YEN-TCHEOU, a city of China of the f^rst rank, 650 miles

S. S. E. of Pi-kin. Lon. 1)9. 25. E. Lat. 29. 38. N.
YEOMAN, one that liath free land of 40^. by the year; who

is thereby qualified to serve on juries, vote for knights of the

shire, antf do any other act where the law requires one that is pro-

bus et legalis homo.
Yeoman of the Guard. There were anciently 2'iO men of

the best rank under gentry, and of larger stature tlian ordin;\ry,

each being required to be six feet high. At present there are but

100 yeomen in constant duty, and 70 more not in duty, and as

any of the 100 dies, his place is supplied out of the 70. They go
dressed after the manner of King Hen. Vlll.'s time. They fm-

merly bad diet as well as wages wlien in waiting; but this was'

taken off in the reign of Queen Anne.
YEOVIL, or Iv'EL, a corporate town in Somersetshire, W

miles S. of Wells, and 45 of Salisbury. Lon. 2. 37. \V. Lat. 50.

55. N.
YESD, a town of Persia, in Irac Agemi, 200 miles E. S. E. of

Ispahan. Lon. 5(3. 50. E. Lat. 32. 0. N.
YEST, or YEAST, a head or scum rising upon beer or ale

while working or fermenting in the vat. See Bhevvin-c. It is

used for a leaven or ferment in the baking of bread, as serving to

swell or puff it up very consideiably in a little lime, and to make
it much lighter, #'fter, and more delicate. See Baking, Barm,
Dread, and Malt.
YE^V", in botany. See Taxus.
YNCA, an appetlation anciently given to the kings of Peru,

and the princes ot their blood ; the word literally signifying, lord,

king^ emperor, and royal blood. Pedro de Cieca, in his Chroni-

cles of Peru, givers the origin of the incas ; and says Ih^il d>at

country was, for a long time, the theatre of all manner of crimes,

of war, dissension, and the most dreadful disorders, till at last two

brothers appeared, one of whom was called Mango Capa ; of this

person the Peruvians relate many wonderful stories. He built

the city of Cusco, made laws, established order and harmony by

his wise regulations ; and he and his descendants took the name of

inca, which signifies King or great lord. These incas became so

powerful, that tiity renderett themselves masters of ali the country

from Pasto to Chili, and from the Maule on the S. to the Augas-

mago on the N. these two rivers forming the bounds of their em-

pire, \vhich extended above 1300 leagues in length. This they

enjoyed Idl llie divisions between Inca Gi!ascar and .\tabalipa

;

which the Spaniards laying hold oi', made tliemselves masters of

tlip country, and destroyed the empire of tlie Incas.

YNG, a city of China, of the second rank, in Chan-si.

YN-YUEI, a citv of Cliina, of ihc second rank, in Yun-nan

;

1300 miles S.W. of Tekiii. Lon. 1 16. 10, E. Lat. 25. 58. N.
YOKE, in agriculture, is a Iramc of wood fitted over tiie necks

of oxen, whereby they are coupled together and harnessed to liiq

plounh.

Y'oKE, in Roman antiquity. See Jogi;.m.

Yoke of Land, in our ancient customs, was the space which
a yoke of oxen, that is, two oxen, may plow in one day.

YONG-NTN G, a citv of China, of' the first rank, in Y un-nan,

near Tibet; 1095 miles'S. W, of Pekin. Lon. 100. 35. E. Lat.

27, 50. N.
YONG-PE, a citv of China, of the fii-st rank, in Yun-uau

;

1 150 miles S. W. of Pekin. Lon. 100. 45. E. Lat. 26. M. N.
YONG-1'ING, a city of China, of the first rank, in Pct-cheli

;

1 15 miles E of Pekin. Lon, 136, 45, E, Lat. 39. 55. N.
YONG-TCHEOU, a city of China, of tlie first rank, in Hou-

qnang; 882 miles S.W. of Pekin. Lon. 103. 34. E. Lat. 26.

10, N.
YONNE, a department of France, bounded N. E. by that of

Aube, S. E. by that of Cote d'Or, S. by that of the Nievre, W.
by that of the Loiret, and N. W. by that of the Seine and Marnc.
It is 70 miles long, and from 30 to 40bioad. Auxerre is the capital.

YORK, in Latin Eboracum, the capital of Yorkshire in Eng-
land, remarkable for its cathedral, which cost a long time and a

great deal of money in building, is a most stately Gothic pile.

Its cha|)ter-house is particularly admired for its painted glass, its

fine marble-stalls, its pillars of alabaster, and curious contrivance.

The choir is remarkable for its fine carvings, particularly the sta-

tues of all the English monarclis; and the windows are exqui-

sitely painted with the history of the Bible. The lanthorn-steeple

is 70 feet square, and 18S high, and the windows are 45, At the

S. end is a circular light, called the marigold-window from the

colour of its glass ; and at the north end is a very large one,

whose painting represents embroidery. York is 70 miles S. by
E. of Durham, 89 E. of Lancaster, ancl 197 N. by W. of London.
Lon. 1. 1. W. Lat. 53. 59. N.
York, or Yorkshire, the largest county of Enaland, bound-

ed on the S. by Derbyshire, Nottinghamshire, and Lincolnshire

;

N. by Durham and Westmoreland ; E, by the German Ocean ;.

and W. by Lancashire and part of Cheshire. It is upwards of \%
miles long from E. to W. nearly as broad, and about 360 in cir-

cumference, conlaining, in all, 26 hundreds or wapentakes, 49

market-towns, 563 parishes, 242 vicarages, witli many chapels of

ease, and 2330 villages. Its area is computed at 46S4 square

miles, by others at 3.770,000 acres. It is divided into three parts,

or Ridings, viz, the West, East, and North ; so denominated from

their situation, in respect of the city of York. Each of these is

as large, if not larger, than any ordinary county. By the report

to Parliament, 26th June ISOl : The East Riding contained

68,457 males, and 70,970 females ; in all 139,433 souls : the num-
ber of houses was 25,781. The N. Riding contained 74,904

males, and SO,602 females; in all 155,500 souls: and 31,512

houses. The AV. Riding contained 263,442 males, and 274,474

females; in all 537,916 souls: and 105,662 houses. The total

population of the county was therefore, in 1801, 406,803 males,

and 426,052 females, in" all 832,855 souls. The total number of

houses was 162,955. There are other divisions as Richmond-
shire, AUcrtonshire, Howdenshire, Hallanshire, Craven, Cleve-

land, Marshland, Holderness, &:c. As the soil and face of the-

country vary greatly, so does the air. In the hilly parts the air

is good, but the soil very indilVerent ; of the lower some are

marshy, others drier, and the soil of both rich ; hut the air of the

former is more foggy and unhealthy than that of the latltr. The
manufactures of this country are cutlery and hard-wares; particu-

larly knives, bits, and spurs; but th-e principal are stockings and

\soollen cloth, with which it supplies in a great measure Germanj
and the North. As to the produce, it abounds in corn, cattle,

horses, lead, and iron, coal, wood, lime, liqoorice, alum, jet,

&c.
York, a town of Canada, on the N. W. coast of Lake Ontario,

formerly called Torento. Lon. 79. 20. W. Lut, 43. 25. N.
Ymk.
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York, a county of Pcuiisylvonia, bounded on the N. E. and

E. by the Susqiifhumia.

YoKK, thL- capital ol" the above countv, 88 miles \V. of Phila-
tlilnhia. l.on. 7(3. 45. W. Lat. 39. 58. N.
York, a county of Viroiiiia, boinulril on tlie N. bv the river,

whicli separates it from Gloucester county, E. by Elizabeth-City
county, S. by Warwick, and W. by James'-city. It is 38 miles
long, and 5 broad.

York, or York-Town', a city of Virginia, capital of the above
county, is pleasantly seated on the S. bank of the York, opposite
toCJIoucester. York is a port of entry, ft is 350 milts S. S. W.
•A Philadelphia. Lon. 1. 3.i. W. of that city. l.at. 37. 14. N.
YohK, a river of Virgin'.., I'ormed by the union of the North

and South Anna, which runs into the Cliesapeak, near its mouth.
York, another river of Virginia, formed by the luiion of the

Pai'iuinky and Mattapany, which runs S. E. to York, thence
turning E. by N. passes io the town of Gloucester, and falls

hito Chesapeak Bay, between Toes-point and Mock-jack Bay.
It hiis four fathoms and a half water above York, where it is one
mile and a half broad.

York, Tort, a fort and village at the mouth of Nelson's River,
in Hudsoii's Bay. Lon. 9-' 46. \V. Lat. 57. -'. N.
York, New, one of the United States of America, is bounded

on the S. E. by the Atlantic Ocean ; east by Connecticut, Massa-
chusets, and V^ermont; N. by the 45th degree of latitude, which
divides it from Canada ; N. VV. by the Iroquois or St. Laurence,
and the lakes Ontario and Erie; S. W. and S. by Penn^ylvania
and New Jersey. The state abounds with lakes, some of salt and
others of fresh water, h is inteisected by ridges of mountains
running in a N. E. and S. W. direction. Beyond the Allegany
mountains however, the country is a dead level, of a tine rich
soil, covered, in its natural stale, with maple, beech, birch, cherry,
black-walnut, locust, nickory, and some mulberrv-trees. On the
I>anks of lake Erie are a few chesnut and oak-ridges. Hemlock
swamps are interspersed thinly through the country. All the
creeks that rim into lake Erie have falls, which atford many ex-
cellent mill-seats. East of the Allegany mountains, the country
is broken into hills with rich intervening valleys. The hill's

abound with timber, and when cleared alford fine pasture; the
valleys, when cultivated, produce wheat, hemp, Hax, pease, grass,

oats, Indian corn. Of the commodities produced from culture,
wheat is the staple; of which immense quantities are raised and
exported. Indian corn and pease are' likewise raised for exporta-
tion ; and rye, oats, barley, &c. for home consumption. In some
parts of the State excellent dairies are kept, which furnish for the
market butter and cheese. The situation of New York, with re-
spect tn foreign markets, has decidedly the preference to any other
of the United Slates. It has at all seasons of the year a short and
easy access to the ocean. Its exports to the West fnilies are, bis-

cuit, pease, Indian corn, apples, onion-;, boards, slaves, horses,
sheep, butter, cheese, ijickled oysters, beef, and pork. But v^'heat

is the staple commodity of the State. Besides the above-men-
tioned articles, are exported Hax-seed, cotton, wool, sarsaparilla,

toflee, indigo, rice, pig-iron, bar-iron, pot-ash, pearl-ash, furs,

deer-skins, log-wood, fustick, mahogany, bees-wax, oil, Madeira
wine, rum, tar, pitch, turpentine, whale-lir.s, lish, sugars, molasses,
salt, tobacco, lard, &c. but most of these articles are imported for
re-exportation.

York, New, a city of North America, capital of the State of
the same name ; 97 miles N. E. of Philadelphia. Lon. 74. 5. W.
Lat. 40. 43. N.
YOUGHALL, a town of Ireland, in Cork ; 28 miles E. by

N. of Coik. Lon. 7. 45. W. Lat. 51. 59. N.
YOUiNG, Dr. Edward, was the son of a clergyman of the

snpie name, and was born about the year 1079. When sufliciently
qualified, he was matriculateil into All Souls college,' Oxford';
and designing to follow the civil law, he took a degree in that pro-
fession. In (his situation, he wrote his poems called The Last
Day, published in 1701; which, coming from a laymaj), gave
universal satisfaction : this was soon after followed by another, in-

tituled. The Force of Keligion, or Vanipiished Love. These
{jrodMclioiis gained him a respectable ac(|Uainlance ; he was inti-

mate with Addison, and thus became one of the writers of the
Spectator ; but the turn of his mind leadiu'' him to the church,
J»e look orders, was made one of the king's t^i.iplains, end obtain-

i ed the living of Welwyn in Hartfordshire, worLh about 500/. per
ajnunii, but he never rose to higher pre.ermcnt. When pretty
far adv.-.nced in life, he married the lady Elizabeth Lee, daughter
of tlie kite earl of Litchfield. This lady was a widow, and had
an amiable son and daughter, who both died young. AVhat he
felt fur their loss, as well as for that of his wife, is finely expressed
in his Night Thoughts. lie wrote three tragedies, The Kevenge,
Busiris, and The Brothers. His satires, called Love of Fame the
universal Passion, are by many esteemed his principal perfcjrm-

ance. His Complaint, or Night Thoughts, exhibit him as a mo-
ral and melancholy post, and are esteemed his masterpiece. As a
prose-writer, lie arraigned the prevailing manners of his time, in a
work called The Centaur n^it Fabulous ; and when he was above
80 years of age, published Conjectures on Original Composition.
He published some other pieces; and the whole of his works are

collected in 4 and 5 vols. ISmo. He died regretted by all, having
tilled his post with dignity ; in 1765, aged 84.

Young, P.\trick, M. A. a learned Scottish writer, educated
at St. -Andrews, and graduated at Oxford, in 1005. He became
keeper of the king's libiarv at St. James's, and published St.

Clement's Epistle to the Romans, Greek and Latin, in 1637.

From his deep skill in the Greek language, he was employed to

print the Septuagiut from the Alexandrian MS. presented to king
Charles I. by bishop Cyril Lucar: but did not live to execute it.

He died in 165'J.

YOUTH, that state of man in which he approaches toward*
his greatest perfection of body.

^ PR ES, a town of France, in the department of the Lys, and
late province of Austrian Flanders. Lon. 2. 48. E. Lat. 50.

51. N.
YSSENDICK, or YSSENDYCK, a strong town of Batavia,

in the department of the Meuse, and late province of Dutch Flan-

ders ; S miles E. of Sluys, and 18 N. VV. of Ghent. Lon. 3.38,
W. Lat. 51.20. N.
YSSEL, a river of Batavia, which runs through the late pro-

vince of Over-yssel, and falls into the Zuyder Zee below Zwol.
YssEi, a department of Batavia, on the banks of the Zuyder

Zee, comprehending the late province of Over-yssel, which
see. Zwoll is the capital.

YSSELBURG, a town of Batavia, in the department of the
Rhine, and late province of Dutch GucUlerland; 12 miles E. of
Clevts, and 22 N. E. of Gueldres. Lon. 6.15. E. Lat. 51.
42. N.
YSSELSTEIN, a town of Batavia in the department of the

Delft, and late province of S. Holland ; 5 miles S. W. of Utrecht.

Lon. 5. 5. E. Lat. 52.7. N.
YTTERBY, in geography, a mountain of Sweden, in a quarry

whereof captain Arhenius discovered the new earth called Yttria.

YTTRIA, in mineralogy, one of the new earths. See Ittria.

YU, three cities of China, of the second rank ; 1. in Pe-tcheli

89 miles W. of Pekin. 2. In Honan, 442 miles S. W. of PekinI
3. In ditto, 377 miles S. W. of Pekin.

YUCAIAN, a large province of Mexico, which is a penin-
sula. It is over agauist the island of Cuba.
YUCCA, Adam's Needle; in botany, a genus of plants of

the class hexandria, and order monogynia; natural order, Coro-
narlae. Corolla bell-shaped, spreading; style none; capsule
thn'e-celled. There are tour species.

Y UEN-TCH EOU, a city of China, of the first rank, in Kiang-
si ; 750 miles S. of Pekin.

YUEN-YANG, a city of China of the first rank, in Hou-
quang, on the Han ; 517 miles S. W. of Pekin.

[

YVEUDUN, a town of the Helvetic republic, in Neuchatlelj
30 miles S. W. of Berne. Lon. 6. 50. E. Lat. 46. 50. N.
YViCA, orlVlCA, an island in the Mediterranean, 56 mile*

S. W. of Majorca, and 60 in circumference.

YvicA, the capital of the above island. Lon. 1. 25. E. Lat
33. 52. N.
YUN, the largest canal in China, called also the Imperial Ca-

nal. It extends from Canton to Pekin, and forms a communicfi-
tion between the N. and S. provinces.

YUN-HING, a city of China of the fir=t rank, 430 miles S. ofi

Pekin.

Y UN-NAN, one of the most fertile and opulent provinces inj

China ; bounded ou the N. by Se-tchuen and Tliibet, on the E.
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hy Quaiig-si and Koei-tclieou, on the S. bv the kingdoms of Laos
and 'i'onmiin, and on the W. by those of Burmah and Pegu. Its
gold, copper, and tin, mines; its amber, rubies, sappliires, agates,
pearls, marbloi nuisk, silk, elephants, horses, gums, medicinal
plants, and linen ; have procured it the highest reputation. Its
commerce and riches arc immense.
YuN-NAN, the capital of the above province, 480 miles N. W.

of C;uiton.

YUNX, the Wry-neck ; in natural history, a genus of birds
•f the order Pica;. Bill somewhat round, slig'litly incurvated and

weak
; nostrils bare and rather concave; tongue long, slender, and

armed at the point ; tail, of ten flexible feathers; feet formed for
climbing; toes two before and two behind. There is only one
species.

YVOY, a town of France, in the department of the Ardennes,
seated on the Cher, 10 miles S. of Sedan. Lon. S. 4. E. Lat.
49. 32, N.
YURCUP, a town of Turkey, in Asia, in Caraniania ; 270

miles E. of Constantinople, Lon. 34, 30. E. Lat. 39. 40. N.

z.

Zis the 24th and last, and the I9th consonant, of our alpha-

^ bet, though it is only the 6th in the Greek. The sound is

lormed by a motion of the tongue from the palate downwards and
upwards to it again, with a shutting and opening of the teeth at

the same time. This letter has been reputed by Roman and Gre-
cian grammarians, a double consonant, having the soinjd ds ; but
some think with very little reason : and, as if we thought other-

wise, we often double it, ai \n puzzle , nmzzk, &zc. In abbrevia-

tions, Z formerly stood as a mark for several sorts of weights
;

sometimes it signified an ounce and a half; and very freipiently it

stood for half an ounce. ZZ were used by some of the ancient

physicians to express myrrh, and at present are often used to sig-

nify zinziber, or ginger. Among the ancients, Z was a numeral

letter, signifying 2000 ; and with a dash above, Z signified 2000
times 2000, or 4,000,000.

ZAAB, or ZEB, a district of Africa, in Zaaiah, belonging to

Algiers.

ZAARA, ZAPAKA, SAHAKA, or THE DESERT, a vast

country of Africa, bounded on the N. by Barbary, E. by Fezzan

and Cashna, S. by Tombuctoo, and W. by the Atlantic. Zaara

contains a variety of wandering nations, all proceeding from Arabs,

Moors, and fugitive Portuguese, who took refuge there when the

family of the Sherifs made themselves masters of the three king-

doms of Barbary. They are subdivided into various nations, of

which the most considerable are the Mongearts, Trasars, and Brac-

nars. The Great Desert is a vast ocean of sand in the interior

parts of Africa, whicli, with the less deserts of Bornou, Bihna,

Barca, Sort, &c. is equal in extent to about one-half of Europe.

If the sand be considered as the ocean, the Zaara has its gulphs and

bays, and its islands, fertile in groves and pastures, and in many
instances containing a great population, subject to order and regu-

lar government.
ZABLESTAN, or SABLUSTAN, a province of Asia, in

Persia, on the froiiti«rs of Hindostan.

ZABULON, or ZEBULON, [liSax, Heb. z. c . a dwelling-

place,] one of the twelve patriarchs of Israel ; the tenth son of Ja-

cob, and the sixth by Leah.

Zabulon, in ancient geography, the territory of one of the

twelve tribes ; bounded on the N . by that of Asher and Naphthali.

ZABURN, a town of France, in the department of the Lower
Rhine, and late province of Alsace ; 15 miles N. of Strasburg.

ZACATECAS, a province of Mexico, bounded on the Is. by

New Biscay, E. by Guasteca, S. by Mechoacan, Guadalajara,

and Chiametlan ; and W. by Chiametlan and Culiacan.

Zacatecas, a town of Mexico, in New Gallicia, capital of the

above province.

ZACCHEUS, a publican, or Roman tax-gatherer, at Jerusa-

lem, who, indulging a natural curiosity to see our Saviour, was

happily called and converted by him, of which he gave imme-

diate proof by offering to restore all his fraudulent extortions four-

fold. Luke xix. 1—10.
ZACCHO, in architecture, the lowest part of a pedestal of a

eohinui.

ZAFFIU, ZAFFRE, ia metallurgy, is the oxyde of cobalt,

vol. 14^.—NO. 2J8.

employed for painting pottery-ware and porcelain of a blue co-
lour. See Cobalt. The method of preparing it is as follows:
The cobalt taken out of the mine is broken with hammers into
pieces about the size of a hen's egg ; and the stony involucriim,
with such other heterogeneous matters as are distinguishable by
the eye, are separated as much as possible. The mineral is then
pounded in stamping-mills, and silted through brass-wire-sieves.
The lighter parts are washed off by water, and it is afterwards put
into a large tiat-bottomed arched furnace, resembling a baking
oven, where the flame of the wood reverberates upon the ore ;

which is occasionally stirred and turned willi long-handled iron-
hooks or rakes ; and the process is continued till it ceases to emit
any fumes. The oven or furnace is terminated by a long hori-
zontal gallery, which serves for a chimney, in which the arsenic,
naturally mixed w ith the ore, sublimes. If the ore contains a lit-

tle bismutli, as this last metal is very fusible, it is collected at the
bottom of the furnace. The cobalt remains in the slate of a dark
grey oxyde, called zaffre: 100 pounds of the cobalt-ore lose 20 or
30 per cent, during this operation, which is continued from four to
nine hours, according to the ([uality of the ore. The roasted ore
being taken out from the furnace, such parts as are concreted into

lumps are pounded and sifted afresh. ZalFre, in commerce, is ne-
ver pure, being mixed with two or three parts of powdered flints.

A proper quantity of the best sort of the«e, after being ignited in a
furnace, are throivn into water to render them fiiable, and more
easily reduced to powder ; which, being silted, is mixed with the
zaffre, according to the before-mentioned dose; and the mixture
is put into casks, after being moistened with water. This oxide,
fused with three parts of sand and one of potass, fcrms a blue
glass; which, when pounded, sifted, and afterwards ground in

mills, included in large casks, forms smalt. The blue of zaflVe is

the most solid and fixed of all the colours that can be employed iij

vitrification. It suffers no change from the most violent fire. It

is successfully employed to give s^hades of blue to ena!!<els, and to

the crystal-glasses made in imitation of some opaque and trans-

parent precious stones, as the lapis lazuli, turquois, sapphire, &c.
ZAGROAD, a strong and populous town of Sclavonia; 25

miles N. E. of Carlstadt. Lon. IJ. 41. E. I^t. 46 20. N.
ZAHARA, a town of Spain, in Seville, on a crasgy rock; 47

miles S. E. of Seville. Lon. 4. 5i. W. Lat. 36. 52. N.
ZAHNA, a town of Upper Saxony, 8 miles N. E. of Witten-

berg, and 34 S. S. \\. of Potzdam. Lon. 30. 25. E. Lat. 51.

53. N.
ZALEUCUS, a famous legislator of the Locrians, and the dis-

ciple of Pjthagoras, ilourished 500 years B. C. He made a law,

by which lie punished adulterers with the loss of both their e)e5;
and his son olfeiiding, was not absoked from this punishment

;

yet, to shew the father as well as the just lawgiver, he put ont his

own right, and his son's left eye. This example ot justice and se-

verity made so strong an impression on the minds of his subjects,

that no in>tance was found ot the commission of that vice during

the reign of that legislator, it is added, that Zaleucus forbad any
wine being given to the sick on pain of death, unless it was pre-

scribed by tlie physicians ; aud tbat he was so jealous of his laws,

10 P tliat
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tliiit lie ordered, that whoever was desirous of changing them,
ilioiild lie obligeil, ulieii he made the (iropo^al, to have a cord

about his neck, that he might be immediately strangled, if those

alterations were esteemed no better than the laws already esla-

Misheil. Diodorus SicuUis attributes the same thing to Charon-
das, legislator of the Sybarites. Zileucus also enacted some hu-
morous sumptuary laws. See Sumptuary.
ZAMA, in ancient geography, a town of Numidia : 'it was one

of the roval residences ot tl.e kings of Numidia, hence called

Zania l\tgia. It stood in a plain; was stronger by art than na-

ture; richly supplied with every necessary ; and abounding in

iiiuM, and every weapon of war. This is the famous Zama, re-

markable for the decisive battle fought between the two greatest

commanders hi the world, Hannibal the Carthaginian, and Scipio

Africanus.

Z.AMIA, a genus of the natural order Palma-. Amentum
shobile-shaped, scales with pollen underneath ; female amentum
sliobile-shaped, with scales at each margin; berry solitary. There
are live species.

ZAMORA, a considerable and strong town of Spain, in Leon ;

.35 miles from Salamanca, and 150 N. W. of Madrid. Lon. 5.

18. W. Lat. 41.41. N.
ZAMOSKI, a strong town of the late Poland, in the palatinate

oT Belsk, now in Galicia, formerly Red Russia, 37 miles from
Lemburg. Lon. 23. 'J6. E. Lat. 50. 51. N.
ZANEY'S CAVE, an extraordinary cavern of Virginia, in the

Korth Mountain, Frederic County. The entrance is from the
top of an extensive ridge. The descent is forty feet down into a
deep pit, from the bottom of which the cave extends horizontally
tour hundred feel, preserving a breadth of from twenty to fifty

feet, and a height of from five to ten feet. After entering this

oave, the mercury in Fahrenheit's thermometer, which in the open
air is at 40°, rises to 57°.

ZANGUEBAR, a country of Africa, on the coast, between 3°

efN.lat. ajid IS' S. The names of the principal territories ar('

Mombaza, Lamo, Melinda, Qniloa, and Mosambique. The
Portuguese have built several forts in Mombaza and Mosambique,
and have settled several colonies there. They trade with the ne-
groes for slaves, ivory, gold, ostrich-feathers, wax, and drugs.
The productions are much the same as in other parts of Africa
between the tropics.

ZANICHELLI, John Jerome, a learned Italian physician
and botanist, born at Modena, in 1662. He settled at Venice
with great reputation. He wrote, 1. Catalogus Piantarum terres-

triuni marinarum, &r. 8vo. 2. Promptuarium Remediorum Chy-
micorum, Svo. 3. De MyriophiUo Pclagice. 4. Lithographia
2ni. Montium Veronensiuni, &c. 5. De Rusco ejusq. Privpara-
tione, Svo. 6. Opuscula Botanica, 4to. 7. History of Plants
growing round Venice, foL lie died in 1729.

ZANICllELLfA, Tripi.e-headed Pond-weed ; in bo-
tany, a genus of plants, in the class monoccia, and order nionan-
dria ; natural order Inundata'. Male, flower consists only of a
single stamen ; it has neither calyx nor corolla : female. How er,

caly.x composed of a single leaf; no corolla ; germina four; seeds
many, oblong, acuminated. It has but one species.

ZANNONIA, in botany, a genus of plants of the class dicccia,

and order pentandria. Calyx three-leaved ; corolla five-parted :

female, styles three; berry three-celled, inferior; seeds two in

each cell. It has but one species, viz. Z. Indica, a native of Ma-
labar.

ZANOTTI, Francis Maria, Gazazzoni, an eminent philo-
sopher, born at Bologna in 1693. He was educated among the
Jesuits, studied the law, and at last mathematics under Bcccari.
In 1716 he became secretary to the senate of Bologna, and in

171S, professor of mathematics. He introduced the 'Newtonian
system instead of the Cartesian. He was made librarian to the
Institute, and compiled two catalogues of its books. In 1766 he
was president. He wrote various philosophical works, and died
in 1777.

ZANTE, an island of the Mediterranean, near the coast of the
Mprea, 19 miles S. E. of Cephalonia ; now included in the new re-
public of the Seven Islands.

Zante, the c-,ij)ital of the above island, lies on the east coast,
and has a good harl)o\n-, Lon. 21, 3. E. Lat. 37. 53. ^s".

ZANTHOXVLUM, the 'i'ooTHACH-XKEE ; ia botany, a cc-

.11

nus of jilants of the class dla-cia, and orde'r pent.-;ndria ; natural

order Hederacea-. Calyx quin(|uepartiie ; corolla none: female.

Mowers, pistilla five, with as many mouospermous capsules. Male
and loniale flowers on distinct plants. Male flowers have five sta-

mijia. There are two species, viz. Z. clava Herculis, the Iler-

cules's club-toothach-trce ; r.nd Z. trifoliatum, the tlirce-leavcd

toothach-trec. They are both foreign plants.

ZANZIBAR, an island and kingdom of Africa, on the east

coast of Zartguebar, between the isles of Pemba and Moncia

;

supposed to be the ancient Menuthias. Lon. 38.25. E. Lat. 6.0. N.
ZAPATA, a feast or ceremony held in Italy, in the courts of a

certain princess, on St. Nicholas's day, wherein people hide pre-

sents in the shoes or slippers of those they would do honour to, in

such a manner as may surprise them on the moiTOW when they
come to dress ; being done in imitation of the practice of St. Ni-
cholas, who used in the night-time to throw purses of money in at

the windows to marry poor maids withal.

ZARA, or KOTAU, a county on the sea-coast, in Dal-
matia.

Zara, an ancient and strong city of Maritime Austria, capital

of the above county, anciently called Jadera, and Diadoro, 150
miles S.E. of Venice. Lon. 16. 6. E. Lat. 44. 30. N.
ZARATE, Augustine, a S))anish historian. In 1543 lie was

sent to Peru, as treasurer of the Indies, and on his return was rni-

ployed in the Netherlands. He wrote A History of the Disco-
very and Conquest of Peru, Antwerp, Svo. 155.5. A French
translation was printed at Amsterdam in 1700, 2 vols. 12mo.
ZA'IMAR, a county of Upper Hungary^ partly on an island iv

the Samos, partly on the continent.

Zatmar, the capital of the above county. It is 50 n>iles E,
by S. of Tokay, and 130 E. of Buda. Lon. 22. 34. E. Lat. 47,

50. N.
ZATOR, a town of the late kingdom of Poland, 20 mil

S. W. of Cracow, and 50 S. E, of Ratibor. Lon. 25. -46. E. LatJ
49. 46. N.
ZA\IDEI, an island of Russia, in the mouth of tlie Gulf

Tchaunskaia, in the Frozen Sea, 60 miles in circumference.
ZEA, Indian Corn; in botany, a genus of plants of the classy

monaci:!, and order triandria. Mule flowers placed on distinct

spikes ; calyx a biflorous, beardless gliune ; corolla a beardless,
glume: female calyx a bivalve glume, as is the corolla; style
pendulous ; seeds solitary, buried m an oblong receptacle. TheiC, '

IS only one species, viz. ?

Z. NIays, Maize. The Indians in New Engand, and many;!
other parts of America, had no other vegetable but maize, or In-, !

dian coin, for making their bread. They call it weichin ; and in- '

the United States ot America there is much of the bread of tlie-J

country made of this grain, not of tlie European corn. In Italy

and Germany also there is a species of maize which is the food of
the poor inhabitants. The ear of the maize yields a much greater
(piantity of grain than any ol our corn-ears. ^I'liere are commonly
about eight rows of grain in the car, often more, if the ground be
good. ICacli of these rows contains at least thirty grains, and
each of these gives much more flour than a grain ot any of our
corn. The grains are usually either white or yellowish; but
sometimes they are red, bluish, greenish, or olive-coloured, and
sometimes striped and variegated. This sort of grain, though so es-

sentially necessary to the natives of the country, is yet liable to
many accidents. It does not ripen till the end of September, so
that the rains often fall heavy upon it while on the stalk, and the.

birds in general peck it when it is soft and unripe. To defend it

from these accidents, it is covered with a thick husk, which kcepf
off slight rains very v\ell ; but the birds, if not frighted away, ofteu
eat through it, and devour great quantities of the grain. '1 here artf

three or four varieties of maize in America. I

ZEAL, a term most frecpiently used to denote a strong an<li

warm attachment to the distinguishing doctrines and worslnp of'
some particular sect of Christians.

ZEAL.\ND, the chief of the Danish islands, situated at the
entrance of the Baltic Sea, bounded by the Schaggerrac Sea on
the north, by the Sound, which separates it from Schoncn, on the
east, by the Baltic Si-a on the south, and by the Groat Belt, which
separates it from the island of t'uneii, on the west, being of a
round figure, near 200 miles in circumference : tkc chjel town ii;

Copenhagen.
5 Zi.Ai and*
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Zealand, one of tlic late United Provinces of the late Repub-

lic ot Holland, which now forms the department of the Meuse. It

<ron?ists of eight islands, wliicli lie in the mouth of the Scheldt,
vJE. Wakheren, Schowen, South and North 15eveland, Toleii, St.

Joostland, Wollerdike, and St. Philip: with seven or eight
other smaller ones, as Goree, Islemunde, Overflackee, the two
Voorns, &c.
Zealand, New, a rountry of Asia, iji the South Pacific Ocenn,

first discovered by Tasman, the Dutch navigator, in 1642, who
gave it the name of Staten Land, though it has been generally
distinguished in our maps and charts by the name of New Zea-
land, and was supposed to be part of a southern continent: but it

is now known, from the discoveries of C^^ptain Cook, who sailed

round it, to consist of two large islands, <livided from each other
by a straight four or five leagues broad. They are situated be-

tween the latitudes of 34° and 48° S. and between the longitudes
of 166° and ISO" E. of Greenwich. On« of these islands is for the
most part mountainous, rather barren, and but thinly inhabited

;

bnt the otlier is much moie fertile, and of a better appearance.
The inhabitants of New Zealand are stout and robust, and eciual

in stature to the largest Europeans. Their dress is very uncouth,
and they mark their bodies in a manner similar to the inhabitants

of Otaheite, and w hich is called tattawing.

ZEALOTS, an ancient sect of the Jews, who have been so

denominated hom their pretended zeal for God's law and the

honour of religion.

ZECH.ARIAII, the son of Barachiah, and grandson of Iddo,
the eleventh of the minor prophets. He returned from Babylon
with Zerubbabel, and began to prophesy when very young, in the

second year of Darius Hyslaspes, A. NL 3484, two months afier

Haggai. These two greatly encouraged the Jews in building the

second temple.

Zechakiah, the son of Barachi;di, a prophet in the reign of

Vzziah, whom he encouraged In well-doing, but opposed when he
attempted to encroach on the priest's ollice. 'J Chron. xxvi. 5.

It is not ascertained which of these two last is the Zecharias mcn-
fioned in the last of the martyrs, in Matth. .\xiii. 36, and Luke
ri. 50, jl.

Zechakiah, or Zf.charias, a priest of the tribe of Abia, wlio

married Elizabeth, and in his old age became, lather of John the

Baptist, according to the revelation by Gabriel, Luke i.

ZEDOAKY. in botany. See K/cmpff,ria.

ZEGEDIN, a strong' town of Hungary, GO miles N.W. of

Temesvar. Lon. 19. 55. E. Lat. 40. 9. N.
ZEGZEG, or ZEZEG, a kingdom of .Africa, in Negrolaad,

on the Niger, which separates it from the kingdom of Cassena.

On the east it is bounded by Zamfara, south by Benin, and west

by the Desarts. It consists of very hot plains, and very cold

iountains ; but it abounds with water, and is very fertile.

ZEHDENICK, a town of Brandenburg, on the Havel, 12

miles \V. of Joachimsthal, and 28 N. of Berlin.

ZEIGHENHEIM, a town of Hesse-Cassel, 30 miles S. of

C'assel. Lon. 9- 19. E. Lat. 50. 52. N.
ZEITZ, a town of Upper Saxony, in Naumbnr", 55 miles

S. W. of Leipsic, and 45 E. of Erfort. Lon. 13. 8. E. Lat. 59.

59. N.
ZELL, a city in Lower Saxonv, 30 miles N. of Hanover, and

4o S. of Lunenburg. Lon. 10."l2. E. Lat. 52. 49. N.
ZEMBLA, Nova, a very large island, lying on the Northern

Ocean, on the north of Russia, from which it is separated by the

sti-ai'dit of W'aigate. It has no inhabitants except wild beasts, par-

ticularly white foxes and bears.

ZEMINDARS, the great landholders of Bengal. This is the

original sense of the word ; but it is now more strictly applicable

to those who have their title constituted or conlirmed by a patent

or charter from government, by which they hold their lands or

xcmindnries upon certain conditions.

ZEND, or ZENDAN'ESTA, a book ascribed to Zoroaster,

and containing his pi'etended revelation ; which the ancient Magi-

ans and modern Persees, called Gaurs, observe and reverence in

the same manner as the Christians do the Bible, and the Moham-
medans the Koran, making it the sole rule both of their faith and

niaunei-s.

ZENITH, [Arabic,^ the point over head opposite to the

nadir.

Zenith. See NAiTiR.
Zenmth-Secior. See Astronomy.
ZENKO\', a town of Russia, in Tchernigovskoe, 140 miles

S.E. of Tchernigov. Lon. 52. 0. E. Lat. 50. 0. N.
ZENO, the founder of the sect of the Stoics, was born about

thirty years B. C. at Citium, in Cyprus. This place having been
originally peopled by a colony of I'hccnicians, Zrno is .sometimes
called a Pho?nician. His father was a merchant, but discc^vering
in his son a strong propensity to learning, he devoted him t.j-

philosophy. In his mercantile capacity he had frtquent occasion
to visit Athens, where he purchased for his son several of the writ-
ings of the most eminent Socratic philosophers. These he read
with great avidity ; and when he was about thirty years of age, he
determined to take a voyage to a city which was so celebrated
both as a mart of trade and of science'. He brought with him a
valuable cargo of Phoenician purple, which was lost by shipwreck
upon the cosst of Pirsus. Upon his first arrival in At hens, he ac-
cidentally entered the shop of a bookseller, took up a volume of
the Commentaries of Xeii'iphon ; and after reading a few passages,
was so much delighted with the work, and formecl so high an idea
of the author, that he asked the bookseller where he might meet
with such men. Crates the Cynic philosopher happening at that
instant to be passing by, the bookseller !aid, " Follow that man."
Zeno attended upon the instructions of Crates, and was so well
pleased with his doctrine, that he became one of his disciples.

But though he admired the general principles of the Cynic school,
he could not easily reconcile himself to their peculiar maimers.
Besides, his incjuisiiive turn of mind would not allow him to adopt
that indill'ereuce to every scientilic eiK|uiry which was one of the
characteristic distinctions of the sect. He, therefore, attended upon
other masters, who professed to instruct their disciples in the nature
and causes of things. When Crates, displeased at his following
other philosophers, attempted to drag him by force out of the
school of Slilpo, Zeno said to him, " You may seize my body,
but Slilpo has laid hold of my mind." After continuing to attend
upon the lectures of Stilpo several years, he passed over to other
schools, particularly to those of Xenocrates and Diodorus Cronus.
By the latter he was instructed in dialectics. He was so much
delighted with this branch of study, that he presented to his mas-
ter a large pecuniary gratuity, in return for his free coimnunica-
tion of some of his ingenious subtilties. Having made himself
master of the tenets of others, Zeno became the founder of a new
sect. 'I'he place which he chose for his school was a public por-
tico, adorned with the pictures of Polygnotus, and other eminent
painters. It was the most tanious portico in Athens, and called,

by way of eminence, imn, the Porch ; hence the followers <j{ Zeno
were called .Stoics. Zeno lived to the age of 98 ; and at last, in

consecpience of an accident, voluntarily put an end to his life. As
hewaswalkingoiit of his school he fell down, and in the fall broke
one of his lingers; upon which he was so all'ected with a consci-

ousness of inlirinity, that, striking the earth, he said, " Why am f

thus im|)ortuned? I obey thy summons ;" and immediately went
home and strangled himself. He died in the lirst year of the

129th Olympiad.
Zeno, surnamed Elkates, an eminent Greek philosopher,

horn at Elea about B. C. 504. He was a zealous friend of civij

liberty, and is celebrated for his courageous and succe^sful opposi-

tion to tyrants. He chose to reside in his small native city of
Elea rather than at Athens, because it alt'orded freer scope to his

independent and generous spirit, which coiihl not easily submit to

the restraints of authority. The invention of the dialectic art has

been ascribed to Zeno. Aristotle says, he taught, that nothing caa
be produced either from that which is similar or dissimilar ; thai

there is only one being, God ; who is eternal, homogeneous, and
spherical, neither linite nor infinite, neither (juiescent nor move-
able ; that there are many worUU ; that there is in nature no va-

cuum ; that all bodies are composed of four elements, heat, mois-
ture, cold, and dryness ; and that the body of man is from the

earth, and his soul an ccpial mixture of tlu^se four elements. He
argued with great subtilty against the possibility of motion. By
Seneca's account he reached the highest point of scepticism, and
denied the real existence of external objects. It is indeed impos-
sible to determine whether Zeno understood the term One, meta-
physically, logically, or physically; or whether he admitted or de-

nied a nature properly divine.

^i;PIIANU{-i,
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ZEPHANIAH, cne of twthe minor prophets, the son of Ciishi

and grandson ot Gedaliah, proplieiied in the rtigii of Josiah, and

»as contemporary with Jertiniah.

ZEPUYRUS,- in the mythology, the god of the west wind,

vas the son of Astreus and Aurora, and the lover of the nynipli

ChlOris according to the Greeks, or of Flora according to the Ro-

mans ; and as presiding' over tlie growth of fruits and Rowers.

ZERBST, a town of Upper Saxony, in Anhalt, iO miles jS'.VV.

of AViltemberg. Lon. 1'.'. 13. E. Lat. 52. 0. N.
ZES T, the woody thick skin quartering the kernel of a walnut

;

prescribed by some physicians, w hen dried and taken with white-

viine, as a remedy against the gravel. Zest is also used for the

fine oil w hith spurts out of the orange-peel on squeezing it.

ZEUGMA, [s>vy,u«,] a figure in gramn)ar when a verb

a^reeiiig with divers nouns, or an adjective witli divers substan-

tives, ts referred to one expressly, and to the other by supple-

ment ; as, lust overcame shame, boldness fear, and madness rea-

son.

ZEUS, [Zi^t,] in mythology, a name of Jupiter, explained to

mean Noah.
Zeus, in ichthylogy, a genus of fishes of the order thoracici.

Head compressed, and declines, the upper lip being vaulted over

by a transverse nientl)rane ; the tongue is subulated ; there are

seven rays in the gill-membrane ; and the body is compressed.

There are eight species.

Z. Fabek, the Doa.EE, is of a hideous form ; its body is oval

and greatly compressed on the sides ; the head large ; the snout

vastly projecting ; the mouth very wide ; the teeth very small ;

the eyes great, the irides yellow ; the lateral line oddly distoi-ted,

binking at eai:h end, and rising near the back in the middle; be-

neath It on each side is a round black spot. The tail is round at

the end, and consists of fifteen yellow rays. The colour of the

sides is olive, varied with light blue and white, and while living is

very resplendent, and as if gilt; for which reason it is called the

jloree. The largest fish we have heard of weighed twelve

poinuls.

ZEUXIS, a celebrated painter of antiquity, who flourished

about 400 years B.C. He was born at Heraclea ; but as there

have been many cities of that name, it cannot be certaiidy deter-

liiine<l which ot them had the honour of his birth. Some conjec-

ture that it was Heraclea, near Ciotona, in Italy. He carried

painting to a much higher degree of perfection than Apollodorus

had lett it ; discovered the art of properly disposing of lights and

shades, and particularly excelled in colouring. He amassed im-

Biense riches; and then resolved to sell no more of his pictures, but

}(ave them awav ; saying, " That he could not set a price on

them equal to their value." Pliny observes, that this admirable

painter, disputing for the prize of painting with Parrhasius, painted

some grapes so naturally, that the birds flew down to peck them.

PaiTliasius, on the other hand, painted a curtain so very artfully,

that Zcuxis mistaking it for a real one that hid his rival's work, or-

flered the curtain to be drawn aside, to shew what Parrhasius had

•lone ; but having found his mistake, he ingeniously confessed

himself vanquished, since he had only imposed upon birds, while

Parrhasius had deceived even a master of the art. Another time

he painted a bov loaded with grapes ; when the birds also Hew to

this picture, at which he was vexed, and confessed that his work

was not sutliciently finished, since had he painted the boy as per-

fectly as the grapes, the birds would have been afraid of him.

Carlo Dati wrote in Italian the life of Zeuxis, of Parrhasius, Apel-

les, and Protogenes, which were printed at Florence in 1667.

ZlA, an island in the Archipelago, one of the Cyclades, an-

ciently called Ceos and Hadrassa, 1'.' miles E. of Colonna.

ZiA, the capital of the above island. Lon. 24. 35. E. Lat. 37.

t'8. N.
ZIMMERMANN, John George, M. D. a celebrated phy-

(lician, born at Brug, in Berne, in 1728. He studied at Goltin-

gen, under Ilaller, and afterwards under Gaubius. His writings

ivconmiended him to Frederic the Great of Prussia ; xthom he at-

tended in his last illness. In April 176S, he was appointed by the

rfgeucv of Hanover, physician to king George III. He cnltivat-

•d the English language to such perfection, that he ri-lishcd the

beauties of Shakespeare, Pope, Thomson, &c. as well as any na-

^tive. His chief woiks are, 1. A poem intituled. The Subversion

•f Lisbon ; 1755 : V, An Estay on Solitude ; in i vols, which has

been translated into various languages : 3. An Essay on Lavater's

Physiognomy: 4. Agreeable and Instructive lales: 5. A De-
fence ot Frederic the Great, against Count Mirabeau ; t). Life

and Cliaracter of PVederic the Great: 7. A Physiological Disser-
tation on Irritability ; &c He died Oct. 7lh, 1795.

ZINC, in chemistry ami mineralogy, one of the metals, but not
known as such to the ajicients ; however, they were acquainted
with calamine, one of its ores, anil the clfect which this had in con-
verting copper into brass. Zinc is of a white colour with a shade
of blue ; in a fresh fracture it is possessed of considerable lustre. It

is hard, and not easily cut with a knife. The specihc gravity is

nearly 7.2. The ores of zinc are calamine and blende. See Ca-
LAMiNARis. Calamine is an oxide, frequently wiih a portion of
carbonic acid; blende is a sulphuret, containing also some iron,

and other extraneous mattei-s. The ores of zinc are found in

many countries, and in a number of mines in this country. The
metal is obtained from the ore by distillation. Zinc is melted by
a moderate heat, and the fused mass, on cooling, forms regular

crystals. Though scarcely altered by exposure to the air at a low
temperature, yet it is rapidly oxydised by one amounting to igni-

tion. When kept in a degree of heat barely sufficient for its fu-

sion, zinc becomes covered with a grey oxide. But when thrown
into a crucible, or deep earthen pot, heated to whiteness, it sud-
denly inflames, burns with a beautiful white flame, and a white
and light oxitle sublimes, having a considerable resemblance to

carded wool. This oxide, however, when once deposited, is no
longer volatile ; but if exposed to a violent heat, runs into glass.

Zinc readily dissolves in sulphuric, nitric, and muriatic, acids.

With nitric acid, it yields nitrous ga<, if the acid be concentrated ;

or nitrous oxide, if diluted. Sulphuric and muriatic acids, diluted

with water, evolve, during their action on this metal, hydrogen
gas ; and the gas, when obtained, hekls in combination a jiortion

of die metal. A stream of it has been found, if recently prepared,

to occasion the fusion of the platina-wire, though the pure gas is

destitute of this property. Zinc unites with almost all the metals.

Combined with gold, in ec|ual portions, it forms a hard white
compound, that admits of a fine polish, and may be advantage-
ously manufactured into specula, for optical instruments. Zinc
and tin, melted together, produce a kind of pewter ; and, as the
former spreads more uniformly, while it is much harder, and less

fusible than tin, it has been proposed as a substitute for the latter,

in tinning copper-vessels. Spelter and copper readily unite in tlie

fire
;
provided the combustion of the tormer be carefully pre-

vented during the process: in this state, it forms a metal, distin-

guished by the general name of yellow copper; but which is di-

vided into several sorts, according to the respective proportions

contained in the alloy. Thus, three |)arts of copper, and one of
zinc, constitute brass ; five or six of the former, and one of the
latter, afford pinchbeck. Tombac is composed of a still larger

proportion of copper to that of zinc: it is of a deeper red than
pinchbeck, and bears the name of its inventor. Prince's metal
consists of a larger proportion of zinc than either of the preceding
compositions. Similor, or Manheim gold, resembles pinchbeck :

it is manufactured into spurious leaf-gold, laces, and similar shewy
articles.

ZINNIA, in botany, a genus of plants of the class syngenesia,

and order polygamia superllua; natural order, CompositE, Re-
ceptacle paleaceous; pappus with two erect awns; calyx ovato-
cylindrical, imbricated; rays with five persisting entire florets.

There are five species.

ZINZENDORFF, Nicholas Lewis, Count, the noted
founder of the German religious sect called Moravians, or Hern^
butters, or, as they say, the restorer of that society. From his

own narrative it appears, that when became of age in 1721, his

thoughts were wholly bent on gathering together a little society

of believers, among whom lie might live, and who should entirely

employ themselves in exercises of devotion under him. He ac-

cordingly purchased an estate at Beitholsdorif in Upper Lusatia,

where being joined by some followers, he gave the curacy of the
village to a man of his own complexion; and Bertholsdorif sooa
became talked of lor a new mode of piety. <^)ne Christian David,
a carpenter, broujjit a few proselytes from Moravia: they began
a new town about half a league from the village, where count Zin»
zendorff fixed his residence among them, and where great numbeis
of Moiaviaiis ilocked and established lliemsclveB miderhis proteo

tioa:
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tion : so that in 173'i their niimbpr ainounicd to 0:'iJ. An ailja-

cent hiil, called Iliiihbtr^, gave occasion to these colonists to call

their new settlcjnenl Hiith des Htvrn, and atterwaid lUrrnhnth ;

vhith may lie interpreted, " The guard or protection of the
Lord:" and from this the whole sect have taken their name. The
count Spared neither pains nor art to propagate his opinions ; h.'

went himself all over Europe, and at least tw.ce to America ; and
sent his missionaries throughout the world. He died in 1760.
Tliose who wish to know more of the Moravian tenets may con-
sult Rimius's account of them, translated in 1753.

ZINZIBER, [Lat.] in botany. See Amomum, and Givger,
ZION, or SIOK, in ancient geography, a very famous moun-

tain, standing on the X. side of Jerusalem, (Psal. \lvii, 2,) con-
taining the up|)er city, built by king David; where stood the
royal palace. A part of Zion, situated at its exlreir.ity, was c:dl-

edMilho, of, or m, the city of David. Modern travellers, who
have been upon the spot, say, that Zton is the wliole of the moun-
tain, on which Jerusalem stands at this day, though not to the e.\-

tent in which it anciently stood on the same niounluin, as appears
from ¥>d\. ix. 12, 15, Ixv. I, Ixxxvii. 2, 3. Is. Ixii. 1. It ia

swelled into several eminences or tops ; as Moriah, Acra Bczetha,
and Zion, a particular t'miueiice of Mount Zion, and Zion Proper,
&c. encompassed on three sides, E. S. and \V. with one continued,
very deep, and slee)) valley ; by means of which it was impregna-
ble on these three sides, and always attacked and taken, according
to Josepluis, by the enemy on the N. side, where Mount Zion
becomes level, and the vales of Gihon and Jehosaphat sradnally
descend.

ZIRCON, in mineralogy and lithology, a stone brought from
Ceylon, and found also in France and Spain, and other parts of

Europe. It is commonly crystallized. The primitive form of it>

crystals is an octahedron, composed of two four-sided pyramids
applied base to base, whose sides are isosceles triangles. Its tex-

ture is foliated; fracture imperfectly conchoidal ; causes a very-

great double refraction ; specific gravity from 4.6 to 4.4; colours

various, commonly reddidi or yellowish ; so.netimes it is limpid.

fiefore the blow-pipe it loses its colour, but not its transparency.

With borax it melts into a liansparent glass.

ZIRIC-ZEE, a town of Batavia, in the department of the

M'euse, and late province of Zealand ; the capital of the isle of

Schoweil in the Scheldt ; 25 miles N. W. of Uulst. Lon.4. 10.

E. I.2t51.36. N.
ZiSCA, John', the famous general of the forces of the Hussites,

in the fifteenth century, was a gentleman educated at the court of

Bohemia, in the reign of Wenceslaus. He entered very young
into the army, and after distinguishing hiniselt on several oc.afions,

lost an eye (u a battle, whence he was called Zisca or One-eyed
At length the Reformation, began by John Hiiss, spreading through

almost all Roheniia, Zisca placed himself at the head of the Hus-
sites, and had soon under his command a body ol 40,00) men.
Willi this army he gained several victories over those of the

Itomish religion, who carried on a kind of crusade again-t them,

arid built a town in an advantageous situation, to which he .gave

the name of Tabor; whence the Hussites were afterwards called

"Taborites. Zisca lost his other eye by an arrow at the siege of

l^it' city of Riibi ; but tliis did not prevent his continuing the war,

lij^hting battles, and gaining several victories, among which was

. of Aiisig Oil the Elbe, in which 9000 of the enemy were left

dead on th' field. The t mperor Sigismund, alarmed at his pro-
gress, caused very advantai;eous proposals to be offered to him;
which he readily acrepted, and set out to meet Sigi<mui d, but
<lied on the road. He ordered tliat his body should be left a prey
to the birds and wild beasts; and that a driuii should be made of
lus'sk'n, being persuafied that the eneun wnuhl llyas soon as

tiiey heard the sound. It is added, that the Hussites executed his

H'ill ; and that the news of this order made such an impression oh
the di-turbed imaginations of the German papists, that in many
battles lliey actually (led at the beat of the drum with the utmost
precipitation, leaving their baggage and artillery behind them.
Zrr TAV/, a town of Germany, in Lusalia, near Bohemia; 17

miles S. VV. of Gorlitz, and 52 N. E. of Prague. Lon. 15. 5. E.
Lat. 50. 59. N.
ZIZ.'VNIA, in botany, a genus of plants of the class monoecia,

and order liexandria ; natural orde"-, Gramina. No male calyx;
corolla a bivalved beardless glume, intermixed with the female
tlowi IS ; no female calyx, corolla an univalved, cucullated, and
arisiated, glume; style bipartite; seed one, covered with the

plaik'd corolla. There are two species.

I

ZIZDHA, a town of Russia, in the government of Kaluga, 60
1 miles S. W. of Kaluga. Lon. 35. 5. E. Lat. 53. 43. N.

I

ZIZIPHOR.V, Syri.^n EiELD-BAsn.; in botany, a genus of
plants of the class <liandria, and order monogynia : natural order,

n'erticiUata?. Calyx liliform ; corolla ringent, with the upper lip

I bent back and entire; seeds four. It has four species.

I

ZNAIM, a town of Moravia, the capital of a circle so named,

I
35 miles S. VV. of Vienna. Lon. 16. 46. E. I.Jt. 49i 3. N.
ZODIAC, [C-S" V, the living creatures, the figures

I of which are painted on it in globes,] in astronomy, a zone, whose
' middle is the ecliptic, and its extremes tw o circles parallel thereto,

I at such a distance from it as to bound or comprehend the excur-

! sions of the sun and planets. See Astronomy.

j

ZOEGE.A, in botany, a gunus of plants of the class syngenc-
I sia, and order polygamia frustraiiea. Receptacle bristly ; pappus

j
setaceous ; coroUuIa; of the radius ligulated ; calyx imbricated.

I

There are two species.

I

ZOFEINGEN, an ancient and handsome town of the Helvetic

{
republic, in Berne, 24 miles N. VV. of Lucern. Lon. 7. 56. E.

: Lat. 50. 59. N,
I ZOLLERN, a town of Sualiia, the capital of Hohen-Zollcrn,
I 26 miles S. of Stutgard. Lon. 9. 8. E. Lat. 48. 24. N.
' ZONARAS, JoHM, a learned Greek historian, who was em-
' ploved in state-affiiirs at the court of Constantinople. He wrote

A Chronicle or Annals from the Creation to A. D. 1 1 18 in Greek ;

I

which were printed at Paris in two vols. fol. in 1686. He turned

monk in his old days, and wrote Commentaries on the Apostolic-

Canons.

ZONE, [t'<jv'i; zona, Lat.] in geography and astronomy, is a

division of the terrariueous globe with respect to the different de-

grees of heat found in the different parts thereof. See Astrono-
my, and Geography.
ZONS, a town of France, in the department of the Roer, and

late electorate of Cologii, 13 miles N.N.W. of Cologn. Lon.

24. 16. E. Lat. 51.S. N.
ZOOGRAPHY, [of tu., and -/jafcf,] a description of the forms,

natures, and properties, of animals.

ZOOLOGY.

/OOLOGY, [of ^a« and >.!iy®',] is that part of Natural H is-

^ , which relates to animals. Many methods have been em-

. ed for reducing animals to classes, genera, and species. But

as that of Liiinxu.i''is undoubtedly the best, the most extensive,

and the most generally adopted, we shall give a brief account ol

if. Lip.iui'iis divides "the wli.ole animal-kingdom into six classes,
j

^The characters of these six classes aie taken from tlic internal
j

• 'structure of animals, in the following manner :

CLASS I. yl/^MWift&'a, Uicludes all animals that suckle their

young. The characters ot' this class are these ; the heart has t« o
j
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vcntridcs and two auricles ; llie blood k red and wanu ; and tiic

animals belonging to it are viviparous.

CLASS II. yifif.?, or birds. The charactei-s are the same with

those of Class 1. excepting tliat the animals belonging to it are

oviparous. See ORNiTHOLOGy.
CL.ASS HI. Amphibia, or amphibious animals. The heart liiix

luit one ventricle and one auricle ; the blood is red and cold ; and
the animals belonging to this class have the command of their lungs,

so that tile intervals between inspiration and c.xspiration are in

some measure voluntary.

10 Q CLASS
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CLASS IV. Piscfs, ortishfS. The heart h;is Uio same sliucliire,

and ihe blood tiie wme qualiUes, with lliose of tlie aniplnhia; but

the aiiMiials btlouuing to tliis class are easily distinguished trom the

auiplubia, bv htuin? no sucli voluntary command ot their Itings,

and by having external branchix or gilU. See Iciithyolog v.

CLASS \'. Jiisecta, or insects. The heart has one ventricle, but

110 auricle ; the blood is cold and white ; and the animals are fur-

nished with antenna; or feelers. See EstojMologv, and Insect.

CLASS \l. I'ernus, or worms. The characters are the same
witli those of Class V. only the animals have no antenna;, and are

furnished with tentacula.

The first class, Mammalia, is subdivided into seven orders ; the

characters of which are taken from the miraber, structure, and si-

tuaiion, of the teeth.

Order I. The primates have four incisores, or fore-teeth, in

each jaw, and one dog-tooth. N. B. By one dog-tooth, Lin-

jiaus means one on each side of the fore-teeth in both jaws.

This order includes four genera, viz. homo, simia, lemur, ves-

perliUo.

Order If. The bruta have no fore-teeth in either jaw. This

order includes seven genera, viz. rhinoceros, elephas, tcichcchus,

bradypiis, myrmecophaga, manis, dasypus.

O.HDER III. The fera have, for'tlie most pait, six conical

fore-leeth in each jaw. This order includes ten genera, viz.

phoca, canii, felis, viverra, niustela, ursus, didelphis, talpa, sorex,

erinaceus.

Order IV. The glires have two tbre-teeth in each jaw, and

no doLj-teeth. The order includes ten genera, viz. hystrix,

lepus, castor, mus, sciuius, myoxus, cavia, arotoniys, dypus,

hyrox.

Order V. The prcora have no fore-teeth in the upper jaw,

but six or eight in the under jaw. This order includes eight

genera, viz. camelus, nioschus, giialTa, cervus, antilope, capra,

ovis, bos.

Order VI. The belluae have obtuse fore-teeth in each jaw.

This order includes four genera, liz. equus, hippopotamus, sus,

tapir.

Order VII. The cete, or whale kind, have no uniform charac-

ter in their teeth, being very different in the different genera ; but

are siifliciently distinguished from the other ordei-s of mammalia,

by living in the ocean, having pectoral fins, and a fistula or spira-

culum upon the head. Tins order includes four genera, viz.

nionodon, balsna, physeter, delphinus.

The generic characters of the mammalia are, like those of the

orders, almost entirely taken from the teeth, excepting the vesper-

tilio, which, besides the character of the order derived from the

teeth, has this farther mark, that there is a membrane attached to

the net and sides, by means of which the creature is enabled to

fly; ihe hystrix, whose body is covered with sharp spines; and

the «hole order of pecora, whose genera, besides the characters

taken from the teeth, are distinguished into those which have
horns, those which have no horns, and by peculiarities in the horns

themselves.

The specific characters are very various, being taken from any
part of ihe body whicli possesses a peculiar uniform mark of dis-

tinction. As examples of these characters are to be found under
the proper name of each genera, it i< unnecessary to say any thing

further concerning thcui in this place.

'l"he second class, Aves, is subdivided into six orders ; the

characters of which are taken chietly from the structure of the

bill. See Orvithology.
Oedf,r I. The accipitres have a hooked bill, the superior man-

dibule, near the base, being extended on each side beyond the

inferior: and in some it is armed .vith teeth. This order includes

four species, viz. vuUnr, falco, stiix, lanius.

Order II. The pica; have a convex, compressed bill, rcsem-
biing a knife. This order contains 23 gen<.ra, viz. trochilus, cer-

Ihia, iipupa, glaucopis, buphaga, sitta, oriolus, coracias, gra

cula, corvus, paradisea, ranipha-tos, Irogon, psittacus, croto-

pliagti, pious, yunx, cuculus, bucco, boceros, alcedo, tnerops,

todu=.

Order III. The anscres have a smorth bill, broadest at the

point, c!nered with a smooth skin, aiid furnished with teeth : Ih.

tongue is fleshy ; and the toes are palmatcd or webbed. 1 nis

order includes 13 genera, viz. anas, inergus, photon, plotus, rhyn-
7

cops, diomedea. aptenod_^ la, alca, proceUaria, pelecanus, larus,

sterna, colymbus.
Order [V. The grails have a somewhat cylindrical bill : tlie

tail is short, and the diighs are naked. This order contains "0

genera, viz. pha;mcopterus, platalea, palamedca, mycteria, tan-

falu-, ardea, corrira, lecurvir./Stra, scolopax, tringa, sulica, parra,

rallus, vagiualis, psophia, cancroma, scopus, glareola, iixmatopus,
chai'adrius.

Order V. The gallina' have a convex bill ; the superior man- .

dible is vaulted over the inferior : the nostrils are half covered
with a convex cartilaginous membrane ; and the leet are divided,

but connected, at the inmost joint. This order contains ten ge-

nera, viz. struthio, didus, pavo, meleagr.s, pcnelnpe, crax, phasia-

nus, numida, tetrao.

Order VI. The passeres have a conical sharp-pointed bill ;and
the nostrils are oval, wide, and naked. This order cwitains 17 ge-

nera, viz. loxia, colius, fringilla, phytotoma, embcriza, caprimul-

gus, hirundo, pipra, turdus, ampelis, tanagra, mucicapa, paru?>

motacilla, alauda, sturnus, columba.
The generic characters of tliis class are taken from peculiarities

in the bill, the nostrils, the tongue, the feet, the feathers, the

face, the figure of the body, &:c.

The characters which serve to distinguish the species are very
various: for example, the colour of the particular feathers or

parts of feathers ; crests of featliers on the head, disposed in dif-

ferent iiianners; tlie colour of the cere or wax ; the colour of the

feet ; the shape and length of the tail ; the number, situation,

&c. of tlie toes; the colour and figure of the bill, &c.
The third class, Amphibia, is divided into two orders.

Order I. The reptiles have four feet, and breathe by the

mouth. This order contains four genera, viz. teatudo, draco,

lacerta, rana.

Order II. The serpentes have no legs, and breathe by the

mouth This order contains six genera, viz. crotalus, boa, colu-

ber, anguif, anipliisba;na, ca;cilia.

The generic characters of this class are taken from the general

figure of the body ; from their having tails or no tails ; being co-
vered with a shell ; having teeth or no teeth in the mouth ; being
furnished with lungs ; having covered or naked bodies ; from the

number, situation, and figure, of the scuta and scales ; from the

number and situation of the spiracula ; from the situation of the

mouth, &'c.

The specific characters are so very various, that it would be
superfluous to enumerate them.

Die fourth class, Pisces, is subdivided into six orders, the cha-

racters of which are taken from the situation of the belly-tins. Sec
Ichthyology.
Order 1. The apodcs have no belly-fins. This order contains

eight genera, viz. nnirsna, gymnotus, trichiurus, anarchiclias,

ammodytes, ophydium, stromateus, xiphias, sternoptyx, Icpto-

cephalus.

Order II. The jugulares have the belly-fins placed before the

pectoral fins. This order includes five genera, viz. calhonymus,
uranoscopus, trachinu.!, gadus, blennius, kurtus.

Order III. 1 he thoracici have the belly fins placed under th«

pectoral fins. This order comprehends nineteen genera, viz. ce-

pola, echeneis, coryphxna, gobius, cottus, scorpha-na, zeus,

pleuronectes, chitodon, sparus, scarus, lahras, scixna, perca,

gasterosteus, scomber, centrogastur, niullus, trigla.

Order IV. The abdominales have the belly-iins placed behind
the pectcjial lins. This order contains sixteen genera, viz. cobilis,

amia, sihiuis, teuthis, loricaria, salmo, listularia, esox, elops,

argentina, athcrina, niugil, exocitus, polynenuis, clupea, cy-
prinus.

Order V. The branrhiostegi have the gills destitute of bony
rays. Th;- order contains ten genera, viz. niormyrus, ostracion,

tetrodon, diodon, synguathus, pegasus, centriscus, balistes, cy-
clopterus, lonhius.

Order VI. The cliondropterygii have cartilaginous gills. This
order contains five genera, viz. accipenser, cniraa;ra, squalus,

r.aia, peti<imy?on.
The generic characters of this class are taken from peculiarities

in the head, the mouth, the teeth, the nostrils, the rays in the

mcmhrane of the gills, the eyes, the general figure of the body,
the figure of the tail, the situation of tne spiracula, &c.
• Tli«
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I'lie sprcilic cliaiactcTS are taken from peculiiiritics in all tlie r

parts above enumerated, and many otiiers. ji

The fifth clais, Insecta, is sub'divided into seven orders, the
jj

characters of vhich are taken from the wings. See Entomology. :\

Order I. The coleoptera have four wings, the two superior
ones being crustaceous, and furnished with a straight suUire.
This order comprehends forty-seven genera, viz. scarab;eus, lu-

caniis, derniestes, meljris, byrrhus, silpha, tritoma, hydrophilus,
hister, pausus, bostrichus, anthrenus, nitidula, coccinella, cur
culio, brentus, attelabus, erodius, staphylinus, scaurus, zygia,
meloe, tenebrio, cassida, opatrum, mordella, clirysoniela, h'oria,

apalus, nianlicora, piraelia, gyrlnus, cncujus, cry(;tocephaUis,
bruchus, ptiniis, hispa, buprestis, nccydalis, lampyris, cantharis,
jiotoxns, elater, calopus, alurnus, carabus, lytta, serropalpus, ce-
rambyx, Icptura, rhinoniacer, zonitis, cicindela, dyticus, t'orlicula.

Order II. The hemiptera have four wings, the two superior
ones being semicrustaceous and incumbent, i. e. the interior edges
lie above one another. This order includes fourteen genera, viz.

blatta, pneuniora, mantis, gryllus, fulgora, cicada, notonecta,
nepa, cimex, macrocephalus, aphis, chernies, coccus, thrips.

Ordkr III, The lepidoptera have four wings, all ofthem imbri-
cated with scales. This order contains three genera, viz. papiiio,

sphinx, phahena.

Order IV. The neuroptera have four wings, interwoven witli

veins, like a piece of net-work, and no sting in the anus. This
order includes seven genera, viz. libella, ephemera, hcnierobius,
niyrmelion, phryganea, panorpa, rophidia.

Order V. The hymenoptera have the same characters with the
former, only the anus is armed with a stmg. iiut this mark is

peculiar to the females and neuters ; for the males have no sting.

This order comprehends fifteen genera, viz. cynips, tentredo,
sirex, ichneumon, spliex, scolia, thynnus, leucospis, tiphia, chal-

cis, chrysis, vespa, apis, formica, mutilla.

Order VI. The diptcra have two wines, and two clavated hal-

ters or balances behind each wing. Tnis order contains twelve
genera, viz. diopsis, tipula, musca, tabanus, erapis, conops, oes-

trus, asilus, stomoxys, culex, bombylius, hippobosca.
Order VII. The aplera have no wings. This order contains

fifteen species, viz. kpisnia, podura, termes, pediculus, pulex,
acarus, hydrachna, aranea, phalangium, Scorpio, cancer, monocu-
lus, oniscus, scolopendra, julus.

The sixth class, Fenncs, is divided into five orders :

Order I. The intestina are the most simple animals, being per-

fectly naked, and without limbs of any kind. This order contains
twenty-one genera, viz. ascaris, trichocephalus, nncinaria, tilaria,

scolex, ligula, linguatula, strongylus, echinorhynchas, hairuca,

cucullanus, caryophylla-us, fasciola, tienia, furia, inyxine, gordius,

hirudo, lumbricus, sipunculus, planaria.

Order II. Tlie moUusca are likewise simple naked animals,

without any shell ; but they are branchiated, or furnished with a
kind of limbs. This order comprehends thirty-one genera, viz.

actinia, clava, mammaria, pedicellaria, ascidia, salpa, dagysa,
pterotrachea, limax, aplysia, doris, tethys, holotl'.uria, terebella,

Iriton, sepia, clio, Icbaria, lernsa, scylla;a, glaucus, aphrodita,

:unphilrite, spio, nerei<, nais, phyisophorci, mi-cli; .j, liu-cniarin.
asterias, echinus.

Ordlr III. The testacca have the same characters with those of
Order 11. iuit are covered with a shell. This order includes ,'.6

genera, viz. cliiton, lepas, pholas, mya, solen, tellina, cardium,
niactra, donax, venus, spondylus, cliama, area, ostrea, anomiai
mytilus, pin:ia, argonauta, nautilus, conus, cyprcca, bulla, volula,
buccinuni, strombus, niurcx, trochus, turbo,'helix, iierita, halio-
tis, patella, denlaliuin, serpula, teredo, sabella.

Order IV. The zoophyta, are corapoiuid animals, furnished
with a kind of flowers, and having a vegetating root and stem.
This order contains 1 j genera, viz. tuhipora, niadrepora, mille-
poia, cellepora, isis, antipathes, gorgoiiia, alcyonium, spongia,
Hustra, tubularia, corraJina, serlularia, pennatula, hydra.
Order V. The infusoria consists of very small simple animals.

This order contains 15 genera, viz. brachionus, vorticella, tricho-
da, cercaria, leucopera, gonium, colpoda, Paramecium, cycli-
diuin, bursaria, vibrio, enchelis, bacillaria, volvox, nionas.
A brief Fiexi; of the Zoological Diviainns into Classes unci Orders.

ii-itli the iiumhcr of Genera and Species in each order ; as
enumerated in Frrfcssor Ginel/n's edition of Linnaiu's Ani-
mal Kin'^dvm, or Zoological System.

Class 1. Mammalia.
7 Orders Gen. Sp.
Primates 4 88
Bruta 7 -j

Fcra: 10 18C
Glires 10 l'J9

Pecora S 00
Rellus 4
Cete 4

Class II.

6 Orders

47
Aves.
Gen.

Pica;
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ZOOTOMY.

ZOOTOMY, [fu;cTo,ui«, ofj'xov zn<\ TtiJ.w,'] is the anatomy of

brutes, or that brancli of anatomy, wliicli cuinpiehends tlie <:li>-

section of the bodies of all animated beings btsiiles man. It is

fonietimes tailed comparative anatomy, and is distijiguished fioni

anatomy, properly so called, or that branch of the art which

considers the human body as its primary or sole object. See

AXATOMY.
Zootomy, or Comparative Anatomy, thus becomes very

useful to the anatomist, by serving for the more accurate distinc-

tion of the various parts, and also for supplying every deficiency

of human subjects. To ascertain the dilferences among animals

in their several organs, is the proper object of compar.itive

anatomy. In treating of this subject, therefore, it is our intention

to describe the most nnpoitant of those varieties ; which will lead

to a classilication or division of animals, founded on the whole of

_ their organization, those being connected in one class which have
the nearest resemblance to each other m anatomical characters ;

we shall then add a more parlicid ir descriiition of tlie internal

organs of an individual of the first ciiss, our limits not admitting

of further detiiil.

General Differevces which Animals exhibit in their
Organs of Sense and Motion.

As the principal characteristics of animal-life are sensation and
loco-motion, we are naturally led to encjuire into the ditVerences

of those organs in which the former faculty is found to reside,

and likewise into tliose by which the latter is exerted, fur the

purpose of establishing a genera! and obvious classification of the

objects of comparative anatomy : accordingly we find the vari-

ations of tlie internal part of the nervous system to present three I

well-marked divisions ; the first of which, commencing witli the

lowest oriler of anim.ils, comprelionds those in which neitjicr

vessels nor nerves have hilherlo been discovered ; such are the

zoophytes, or polypi, w hich perhaps may be regarded as |!re-

ferring but an equivocal claim to tlie denomination of animals;

The second division coiTsists of those in which there is only t!ie

brain above the alimentary canal, while the remaining portion oi

the common bundle of nerves is situated beneath it, and is con-

tained in the same cavity with the other viscera: these form the

class of moUusca, Crustacea, insects, and some of the articulated

worms. The third division comprehends animals in which the

common fasciculus of nerves is placed entirely in the back, and
above the alimentary tube, being inclosed within a canal wlfich

passes through the vertebral column : these are the vertebrid ai'i-

jnals, in which man is included. With respect to the external

senses, we shall find the difference to consist in the number, and
degree of energy, which appertain to each. All vertebral ani-

mals possess the same senses as inan. Sight appears to be wanting
in the zoopliytcs, in several kinds of articulated wormsi in many
of the insects, and in the acephalous moUusca. The organ of

hearing has not been discovered in some of the inollusea and
insects. The remaining three senses, but particularly those of

ta-te and touch, aj>prar in no instance to be wanting. The organs

of motion present likewise the three following important and pri-

mary distinctions. 1st, The bones either form an interiKil skeleton,

articulated, and covered by muscles; or, 2dly, these List are

placed externally, and enveloped by scales or shells ; in the last

division there is not any hard part that can serve as a lever or tul-

crum for motion. Animals of the first kind have the whole body
supported by a bony column formed of distinct pieces, which is

called the spine, vertebral column, or back-bone: these, there-

fore, arc the vertebral animals. The aninials destitute of verte-

brx, according as they are entirely soft, have their bodies covered
with scales, or ase enclosed in shells, belong to the classes of soft

worms, insects, or crustaci-a. Besides, however, the leading

distinctions above pointed out from varieties in animal-o'-ganization

and functions, we shall find important dirfeiences likewise in those

that are called vital aud natural Unictions, and in the organs ap-

propriated to each.

Differences in the Organs op Digestion and Assi-
milation.

The organs of digestion atliird two leading ditferenccs in their
general dispositions. In the major part ot the zoophytes the in-

testines form a sac, which has but a single aperture, serving at
once for thi? entrance of the aliment and discharge of the excre-
ment ; all other animals have two distinct openings for these pur-
poses (mouth and anus,) placed at the two extremities of what i»

calliid the alimentary canal. The chyle, formed by the action of
the digestive organs, is transmitted to the several parts of the body
in two different ways. It either simply transudes through the
Sides of the alimentary can:il, thus in a manner bathing all the in-

terior of the body, as In th<; zoophytes, and perliaps in insects ; or
it is received by a distinct system of vessels througli the midium
of which it is conveyed into the mass of blood. Some of those
animals that have absorbent vessels, as man, and other of the
vertebral class, have the contents of these vessels white, while the
blood is red ; in others the chyle, lymph, and blood, are of the
same colour.

Differences in the Organs of Circulation, Respira-
tion, and Voice.

The circulation of the blood itself is accompanied with very-

considerable dilferences. lii the first plate, there are animals,
viz. tne ii^ects and zoophytes, which have no circulation ; others
have a single, and others a double circulation. The Reptiles af-

ford an example of a single circulation ; while in man, indeed in

all the maniiiialia, as likewise in birds, fishes, and nianv of the
nioUnsca, it is double. Where the circulation is single,' a great
part of the venous blood re-enters the arteries without passing
through the lungs ; in this inanner the blood is distributed in the
amphibia. Here there is only one heart ; when the circulation

is double, there are sometimes one heart at the base of the pulmo-
nary artery, and another at the base of the aorta, or principal

artery of the body ; and the?e two hearts are either united, as in

man, some oilier of the maminalia, aud birds ; or they are sepa-
rate, and placed at a distance, as in the genus sepia, or cuttlefish.

Where there is only one ventricle, it is sometimes placed at the
base of the aorta, as in snails and other molluscula, or at the root
of the pulmonary artery, as in fishes. Great varieties are also ob-
servable ill the organs subservient to respiration. When the cle-

ment that acts on the blood is atmos)>lieric air, it penetrates the
interior of the respiratory organ ; while it simply glides over a
multiplied surface, when that element is water; in this latter case

the lamella: of which the organ is conipos<;d are called gills, or
branchiiB ; these are common to fishes, and many of the mol-
lusca ; in some instances, in place of branchia;, we meet with
fringes, or tufts. The air penetrates into the interior of the body,
either by a single aperture, or by several ; the former is observed
In all animals which have lungs, properiy so called. When there

are several apertures, which is the case only in insects, the vessel*

that receive the air are ramified ad infinitum, and convey it to

every part of the body. This last is called respiration by tra-

chea'. Lastly, scarcely any of the zoophytes have perceptible

organs of respiration. The organs of voice present but tw o gene-

ral differences. In birds the glottis is situated at the inferior, in

quadrupeds and reptiles it is plated at the snp'-rior, extremity of

the trathea, audat theroot otthe tonuue. It is only the above three

classes of animals that are furnished Willi a glottis. Sounds are

produced in other animals by difiereiit means. Sometimes the

friction of certain elastic parts is eniploye<l for this purpose ;

sometimes the aifim::! beats liu- air with other par's, or occasions

a rapid motion in certain portions of that air which is retained in

its body.

Classification ok Animals, Founded on the whole of
THEIR CliiCANIZATJON.

The comparative anutouiist d.vidcs the whole aniuial-kiugdom

ml*
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into two great families : tlie first comprehends those animals which

Jiave vertebrae and red blood : the second is coniposed of tliosc

vvliich are destitute of verlebrs, and which, for the most part, liave

vhite blood.

General Anatomy of Animals tuitk Fertehrct,

The sljeleton is invariably covered by a fleshy substance, and is

articulated. Its principal support is the vertebral column, which

always joins the head at its anterior extremity, and is frequently

prolonged at its posterior extremity to form tlie tail. The ribs,

which are generally met with in animals of this class, are attached to

both sides of the spine. 'I'here are never more than four limbs

;

two, or all of whicn, are sometimes wanting. The brain is always

contained in the cranium ; the senses are invari.ibly five in number ;

the eyes are two; the ear has at least three semicircular canals;

the sense of smell has always its seat in the cavities at the anterior

part of the head. The circulation is maintained by a heart con-

sisting of at least one ventricle: if there are two, these are

never separate. The absorbent is distinct from the venous system.

^ he two jaws are situated horizontally : the mouth always open by
their separation from above downwards. The intestinal canal is

continued troni the mouth to the anus, which is uniformly found at

the posterior part of the pelvis. The intestines are surrounded by
a peritoneum. A liver, pancreas, and spleen, are always met with.

1 he liidneys are placed on each side the spine, and without the

peritoneum. The testicles are two in number. Above the kid-

neys two bodies are found, the use ot which has not hitherto been
«iiiC0Vercd. This first family is subdivided into two branches, con-

sisting first of animals with warm blood, and secondly of animals

with cold blood.

f'ertebral Animals with irarm Blood.

Tlie first of these have invariably two ventricles and a double

circulation. Animals of this class cannot exist without respiration.

Their brain occupies the whole cavity of the cranium. Their eyes

close by palpebra;. The tympanum of the ear is sunk in the scull.

The labyrinth of tljis organ is enveloped by the bone; and there is

always observed in it, besides the semicircular canal, an organ re-

sembling the shell of a snail (cochlea.) Their nostrils have a

comnmiiicalion witli the back of the mouth. Their trunk is in-

variably surrounded with ribs. This division constitutes the two

first classes mammalia and aves.

IVith Cold Blood.

The second subdivision of this first class, the vertebral animals

with cold blood, are sometimes without ribs ; some have no ar-

ticulated limbs. Their brain never tills up the whole cavity of the

cr.uiium. The eyes are seldom furnished with moveable palpe-

bral. When there is a tympanum to tlie organ of hearing, it is al-

ways level with the head. The cochlea is wanting. The various

parts of llie ear are not attached closely to the cranium ; sometimes

they are at liberty in the same cavity with the brain. This branch

of vertebral animals constitutes the third and fourth classes, reptiles,

and pibces.

CLASS I.-Mamm.mia.

The mammalia are viviparous: they nourish their young with
tiiilk which is furnished by their mamm.'E ; they have always an
uTerus with two comua ; the males have a penis, which in copu-
lation is introduced into the genital organ of the female. The
head of the mammalia is joined to the iirst vertebra by two emi-
nences: the cervical vertebra; are never less than six, nor more
than nine ; the brain is extremely complicated : it has parts which
are not met with in other classes of animals, such as corpus callosum,
fornix, pons Varolii, &c. See Amatomv. The eyes of mam-
malia have only two palpebra-; their ears have four articulated

bones, and a spin.l cochlea ; their tongue is soft and fleshy; the
skin is ill a great number of instances covered wilh hair, and there
is some hair On all of them. The lungs are enclosed within the
thorax : there is always a diapliragm ; there is only one larynx,
which is situated at the base of the tongue, and covered by the
glottis during deglutition. The inferior maxilla only is moveable

;

both jaws are furnisiied witli lips. The biliary and pancreatic ducts
are inserted at the same point ; the lacteal vessels contain a milky
chyle, .and pass through the mcsentLTic glands. The epiploon
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covers llie anterior portion of the intestines. The spleen is inva-

riably situated on the left side; between the stomach, iiljs, and

diaphragm,
CLASS II.- Aves.

Birds are oviparous ; they have but one ovarium and one ovi-

duct, a structure peculiar to this class. The head is connected

with the vertebra' by one eminence only; the vertebrae of the

neck ar6 very numerous. The sternum is much expanded : the

anterior members are only used in flying, the posterior in walking;

The eyes of birds have three palpebra" ; they have no external car

:

the tympanum Jias only one bone: the cochlea is in the form of a

cone slightly twisted ; the tongue has a bone internally ; the body

is covered with featliei-s ; the lungs are attached to the ribs ; in the

act of inspiration air is communicated to all the body, as birds have

no diaphragm. The windpipe has a larynx at each extremity;

the upper extremity is without an epiglottis. Their mouth is

formed by a bill or beak of a horny consistence, the two mandi-

bles of which are moveable. Several ducts pass out from the

pancreas and liver, and penetrate the intestinal canal at different

parts. The chyle is transparent, and there are neither mescutcrio

glands nor omentum. The spleen is in the centre of the mi-scn-

terv. The urinary ducts (ureters) tcrmiuutc in a cavity called the

cloaca, which is the receptacle both oi liie excfomcnls a;id eggs

Birds have no urinary bladder.

CLASS IIL-Reptiles.

There is less uniformity in the organization of repliles llian in

that ot any other class; some walk, some fly, others swim, and

many can merely crawl. Their organs of sensation, particularly

the ear, exhibit nearly as many varieties as those of motion. Kcp-

tiles are however universally without cochlea ; their skin is citlier

naked, or enveloped with a scaly covering ; their brain is invari-

ably small ; the lungs are contained in the same cavity with the

other viscera, but they do not admit the air to pass beyond them.

Tlie pulmonary cells are verv capacious: there is only one larynx

which has an epiglottis ; both the jaws are moveable; they are

without omentuin or mesenteric glands ; the spleen, as in birds,

is in the centre of the mesentery. The female has two ovaries and

two oviducts ; reptiles have an urinary bladder.

CLASS IV.- Pisces.

Fishes respire by organs in the shape of gills situated on either

side of the neck, between which they transmit the water.; tliey

have therefore no tr.nchea, larynx, nor voice; their bodies are

formed for swimming, but they have -ometimes no fins. Besides

the four which represent the extremities, they have vertical fins on

the back, under the tail, and at its extremity. Their nostrils lio

not assist them in respiration : their car is concealed within the

cranium: their skin is either without any covering, or is scaly.;

their tongue is bony ; each jaw is moveable ; the intestinula caxa

often occupy the place of the pancreas ; they have an urinary

bladder; their ovaries are double.

General Anatomy of Animih -..•itftout P^ertchrte.

The organization of the second familv of animals, the invtrte-

bral, presents a less regular series to assist the comparative anato-

mist in his classification. If animals ot this class have an articu-

lated and hard skeleton, it is for the most part external. 1 heif

nervous system, instead of being enclosed in a bony case, floats m
the same cavitv with the other viscera. Tiie bram furnishes two

branches which' envelope the oesophagus ; the continuation of these

branches forms the remainder of the common mass of nerves. Ani-

mals without vertebra never respire by cellular lungs; and m no

I
instance have thev voice; their jaws have various directions, ana

often their mouths are merely snckci-s ; th<-y have neither kiilneys

nor urine ; if they have articulated members they are always at

I leastsix in number. The inverlebral animals may be divided into

|fivecla^ses; the moUusca, uu^tacea, insects, worms, and polypi,

or zoophytes.

CL.\SS V.-MoLLiscA.

First order of Inxerlehral Animals.

The body of the tnoUusca is soft, fleshy, and destituC of articu.

ted members: sometimes they hive hard parts situated lulcrrKi ly.
lati
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'I'hey respite by branchiae. Their brain is a distinct mass, from
which proceed the nerves and a nieduUa oblongata. Tliey have

fanglions. Their external senses vary with respect to number.
n some the eyes and ears are perceptible, while in others \vc are

not capable of detectins; any other senses than those of taste and
touch. Many of the molUisca can masticate, while others can
jnerely swallow. This class of animals has a volimiinons liver,

which secretes a large quantity of bile. Their generative organs

are exceedingly various.

CLASS VI.— Crustacea.

In the Crustacea the body is covered with scales: these animals

have often a considerable number of articulated members; their

nervous system is composed of a long knotted cord, from the

ganglions of which all the nerves are distributed. The Crustacea

have hard moveable eyes; their ears are vei^y imperfect in their

organization : the sense of touch is furnished by antennx and feelers

as in insects ; they have a heart with arterial and venous vessels,

and they respire by branchis ; their jaws are transverse, strong,

and numerous; tetth are found in the stomach ; a nujnber of in-

testinula circa afford a brown fluid, which appears to supply the
office of bile. The male of the crustacea has two penes, the fe-

male two ovaria.

CLASS VII.—Insecta.
Insects have antenna; and articulated members, like the Crus-

tacea. Some of these animals have wings, in which case they
have existed in different forms, and in certain stages of their

existence have been entirely motionless. Insects have a nervous
system, like that of the Crustacea ; they have, however, neither

heart nor vessels, and respire only by tcacheje. Not only the
liver, but all the secretory glands, are in insects replaced by long
vessels, which float in the abdomen. As the animal passes through
its different stages of existence, the form of the intestinal canal

varies considerably in the same individual.

CLASS VIIL—Vermes.
These animals, which greatly resemble the insect tribe, might

be joined with insects, but they do not undergo a metamorphosis.
Some of them have a distinct vascularity, and they may be re-

garded as' forming an intermediate cla^s between the mol-
tusta, Crustacea, and insects ; such are the terrestrial worms, and
leeches.

CLASS IX.—ZOOPKYTA.

The parts of the body in this class of equivocal animals are formed
like the radii of a circle, in the centre of which the mouth is placed.
The anatomist has not hitherto been able to trace in the zoophyte?,
heart, blood-vessels, brain, or nerves. The following table will

present at one view, without the necessity of detail, the various
subdivisions of the classes of animals above descril>ed. To render
this description more intelligible, the Linna-an classification and
generic names of animals have been connected with the anatomical
ilivisions and nomenclature.
J.Ia.mmaua.
A. With nails.

a. Having ea(?h kind of tectli.

I. Thumbs only separate on the superior extremities.— Cenus
homo ; of the primates of Linnius.— i?2OTfina.

II. Thumbs separate on all four feet. — Genera simia, lemur ; pri-

mates Linna;i.— Quiidrumami.
III. On the fore-feet, no thuinbs separate.

1. Hands elongated ; membranes from the neck to the anus.—
Gen. vespertilio, galieopithecus

; primates hin.— Chiroptera.
2. The whole of the soles of the feet resting on the ground.— G.

erinaceus, sorex, talpa, ursus ; fcra; l.\n.~ PUintigrnda.
3. Feet resting only on the toes.— G. mustela, viverra, felis,

canis ; ferjc L\n.— Carnivora.
4. Thumbs separate on the hind-feet.— Genus didelphis; fera;

ISm. — Pcdimuna.
b. Without some kinds of teeth.

IV. Without canine teeth.- G. kangarus, hystrix, lepus, cavia,
castor, sciurus, chcioromys, mus

; glires iSn.— ltodeittia.

V. With no incisive or canine teeth.— Gen. mynneco
oryctcropus, dasypus ; bruta h\n.— Edciitula.

VI. W'ithout incisive teeth.— G. bradypus ; brula \J\n.— Tard.
grada.

nynnecophaga,

B. With hoofs.

VI I . More tlian two toes and two hoofs.—G. elephas ; bruta Lin,

Su>, hippopotamus, hyrax, and rhinoceros; bellus Lin.— /'ac/io-

dermia.
VIII. With two toes and hoofs.— Pecora Ijn.— Ru7ninant!a.

IX. One toe and one hoof.— G. equus; belluae Lia.—Solipeda,

•C. With iinny feet.

X. Four feet.— G. phoca ; ferae Linusi : and trichecus, bruta

h\n.— ^tnphibia.

AVES.
I. Feet short, toes with long chws, beak hooked.— Accipitres Lin.

except h\n\u%.— Accipitres.

II. Four toes, three anterior and one behind ; external toes en-

tirely or partially joined. — G. laneus ;
passeres Lin, except

columba, and some of the p\c:<:.— Passires.

HI. Two anterior toes and two behind.— Part of the G. picx Lin,
— Scansm-cs.

IV. Anterior toes united at their base by a short membrane.— Gal-
lins, and some of the gralUv, Lin. — Ga//?«cr.

V. Legs long and naked.— Most of the grallx Lin.

—

Grallre.

VI. 'loe united by extensive membranes.- Anseres \J\xi.—Anseres.

Reptiles.
A. Heart with two auricles.

I. Upper part of the body enveloped by shell, jaws covered with

horn.— G. testudo ; reptiles pedati Um.— Chelonii.

II. Body covered with scales, teeih.— Reptiles pedati Lin.— iijun*.

B. Heart with only one ventricle.

HI. Body covered with scales, no feet, no branchiae at any period.
— Serpentes apodes lAn.— Ophidii.

IV. Skin naked, feet, branchis in the first period.— Reptiles p««
dati Lm.— Batruchii.

Pisces.

A. Skeleton cartilaginous.

I. Branchiae fixed. Part of the amphibia nantia Lin.— CAonrfrop-

ten/gii.

H. Branchia? loose. Part of the ainph. nan. Lin.— ^ranc/iios/fga".

B. Skeleton bony.
III. No ventral fins.—Apodes Lin.— .^/)oA'«.

IV. With ventral fins anterior to the pectoral.—Jugubres Lin.
— Jiigulares.

V. Ventral fins below the pectoral.— Thoracic!

—

Thoracici.

VI. A'entral fins behind the pectoral.— Abdominales hm.— Abdo-
minalcs.

MoLLUSCA.
I. Head with tentacula supplying the place of feet.—S.xpia b«-

longing to the moUusca, and argonauta and nautilus to the coch-

leae, lAn.— Cephalopoda.
II. Heail free, and which crawl on the belly.— Cochleae Lin.—

Gasteropoda.
HI. Without a distinct head.— Principally conchx Lin.— j4cfp/m/«.

Crustacea.
I. Monucidus.
II. Cancer.

Insecta.
A. With jaws.

I. l>io wings.— Gnalluiptera.

II. Four reticulated wings.— A'europtera.

III. Four veined wings.— Hymenoplern.
IV. Four wings, superior hard, inferior folded transversely.—

Colcoptcra.

V. I'our wings, superior hard, inferior folded longitudinally.—

Ortlioptcra.

B. Without jaws.

VI. Four wings much crossed, rostrum articulated.— //f;n//)<fr(i.

VH. Four wings covered with scales, trunk spirally convoluted.
— Lepidopltra.

VIII. Two wings on\y.— Diptera.

IX. No wings. Apteru.
Vermes.

I. With external organs of respiration, and hairs on the sides of

theirbodies.— Someofthe molhisca, and some ofthetestacea,Lin.

II. Without external organs of respiration.

1. Hairs on the sides of the body.— Nais, Inmbricus, thallaseriia.

2. No hairs on the side of the body,— Ilirudo, fasciola, plan.iria,

gordiu&.

Animals
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Aiiimals beariniJ :i resemblance to the vrrines, the organization

H

ofwiiichis not sufficiently known to determine wlietlier they be-
long to that order, or ought to form one contiguous to tlie

soophyta.
1st family.— Tenia, hyd«tigenia, ligula, linguatitila.

2d family.— Ascaris, and some other intestinal %vorras.

ZOOPHYTA.

A. Not attached.

I. With a calcareous or coriaceous envelope, and intestines float-

ing in the interior cavity. —Echinoderima.
II. With a fleshy or gelatinous envelope, intestines hollow, and

adhering in the mass of the body— Urticaria.

III. Very small, swiiiuning in fluids.

—

Infusoria.

IV. Gelatinous bodies, increasing by buds.— Poli/pi.

B. Attached to a solid trunk.

V. In which the medullary substances crosses a corneous axis,

and terminates in polypi on its branches. — ZoopA^ia.

VI. In which each polypus is inclosed in a lii<riiy or calcareous
shell, and is not connected by a medullary axis.— £ic/j«ra.

VII. In which a solid axis is coveri-d with ;h sentient flesh, from
cavities in which the polypi ii<sue.— Ceratophj(a.

VIII. In w hith a stony axis or base serves tor tiie receptacle of the

polypi— Lithnpln/ta.

JX. In which the base is spongy, friable, or composed of fibres.—

Spongia.

The Akatomy of a Cow.

For the production of the foetus in this animal, as well as in the

liunian species, something is necessarily derived from the ovaria.

The uterus of the cow has large corHua, in which a portion of the

secundines is contained ; consisting principally of the allantois,

with the contained liquor. The muscular fibres of the uterus are

plainly marked. Upon its internal surface are found a number of

glandular bodies, which are formed by the termination of the

uterine vessels. When the woinb is in an impregnated state, a

kind of mucilaginous liquor may be pressed out of these glandular

bodies. These are called the papillae of the uterus. The mouth
of the womb (os uteri) is entirely closed by a mucilaginous sub-

stance, that is common to the females of all animals when in a

State of pregnancy. The first of the proper membranes of the

foetus is the chorion ; on the external surface of which are spread

a number of fleshy bodies, called cotyledones, or placentula,

which answer the same purpose with the placenta in the human
subject. These, though indented among the papillx, have no vas-

cular connection with them. The allantois, or allantoides, is the

second membrane of the uterus. This is extremely line and

transparent ; it is not an entire involucrum of the fcetus, but is

chiefly lodged in the cornua uteri. In mares, bitches, and rab-

bits, it envelopes the amnios. In sheep and goats, the form and

comparative extent of this membrane, are nearly the same as in

the animal we are now describing, \vhile in swine and ii> rabbits it

covers still less of the amnios. A quantity of urine is commonly
found in the sac, which this membrane forms, probably in the di-

latation of the urachus, which is connected at its other extremity

to the fundus of the bladder. This membrane is exceedingly vas-

cular ; its existence in the human female has been a subject of

jliuch dispute. The third proper involucrum of the fcelus is the

amnios. This membrane is thinner and firmer than the chorion.

Ramifications of tlie umbilical arteries and veins are spread out

upon it, by the terminations of which, at its lateral parts, a liquor

is secreted into the cavity of the membranes. This liquor is, in

the first instance, in a small quantity ; it afterwards increases ; and

again, towards the end of pregnancy, decreases. The amnios

does not enter the cornua uteri. We find in the foetus of this ani-

mal two vens umbilicales, the circulation of which is performed

in the following manner. The blood Irom tin- placenta of the

mother is conveyed into the capsula glissiniana, where it be-

comes blended with the blood of the vena portaruin. Part of

blood proceeds immediately to the cava by the ductus veiiosus ;

there this circulates through the liver. The whole is transinited

from the cava into the right auricle, whence partis sent by the

foramen ovale into the leli auricle: the rest passes directly into the

pulmonary artery, through the right ventricle. A small portion

•f this last circulates tlirough tlie lungs, wliile tlie greater part is

conveyed immedi,.tely fiom tlie pulmonary artery through the
medium of the canalis arteriosus into ihi: drscendiiig aorta. This
animal has no deiites incisores in the upperjaw; but the gums are
hard, and the tongue remarkably rough ; its substance being co-
vered by long sharp-pointed papilla-, which are turned towards
the throat, for the purpose of retaining the received aliment. 'J'he

oesophagus of this animal is composed of a double row of spiral

fibres, which decussate each other. In common with all the ru-
minating animals, the cow has more than one stomach. Some of
the ruminantia have two, some three ; while the subject under
examination has four stomachs, or rather ventricles ; the first of
these is the largest ; it is vulgarly called the paunch ; this lies

upon the left side, and immedialely receives the alinient. Upon
the internal surface of this ventricle, there are a great numbcj of
small blunted j)rocesses, which give the whole a general rouchness
and considerable extent. By the force of the muscular coat of
the paunch, aided by the gastric liquors, the food is in this cavity
sufficiently macerated; after whiih it is returned through the
CEsophagus into the mouth, where it is now masticated. This pro-
cess is what is called chewing the cud, or rumination. After ru-

mination the food is sent down into the second stomach, into

which tlie oesophagus opens directly, as well as into the first.

This second stomach is smaller than the first ; it is situated ante-

riorly : the cells on its internal surface cause it to assume the ap-

pearance of a honeycomb. Here the food is further macerated,
and is hence protruded into the third ; the interior surface of
which forms a number or plicae or folds ; from this <lomach it

passes into tlie fourth, the structure and function of which greatly

resemble the human stomach. This perhaps ought, in strict pro-
priety, to be alone denominated the stomach. It is worthy of re-

mark, that in consequence of the elaboration of the aliment irv

ruminating animals, much less food is required by them dian by
others, who have only one stomach. In the horse there is but
one ventricle for the maceration of the inge^ta, from whir h a li-

quor for nourishment is extracted, and the remainder di-charged,

by the anus, very little altered. The intestinal canal of the cow is

of considerable length ; there is scarcely any difference in the di-

ameters of the Targe and small guts. The ccccum is capacious and
long ; the spleen is attached to the diaphragm ; the liver is not di-

vided into so many lobes as in man ; the vesica urinaria is of a
pyramidal shape; it is exceedingly capacious; the cornua of the

uterus are contorted in the form of a snail ; the heart differs in

form from that of man principally in having a more acute i)oint,

which point is composed only of the left ventricle ; the aorta is

properlv, in this animal, divided into ascending and descending.

For further information respecting the subject of this article, and

for the internal organization and fimctions of tlic nervous system,.

See Physiology.

The Anato.my of a Dog.

We may first observe of this animal, as indeed of most quadru-

peds, that its legs are much shorter in proportion to its trunk than,

in man, the length of whose steps depends entirely on the length

of his inferior extremities ; however, to balance this, the trunk o f

the animal is proportionally longer and smaller, his spine more

flexible, by which he is able at each step to bring his posterior ex-

tremities nearer to his anterior. His common teguments are much
a-kin to those of other quadrupeds, only they allow little or no

passage for sweat ; but when he is over-heated, the superfluous-

matter finds an exit by the salivary glands, for he rolls out his

topgue and slavers plentifully. We are not, however, to suppose,,

that because a dog does not sweat, he has no insensible perspiration.

That a dog perspires is evident, because one of these animals can

trace another by the scent of his footsteps ; which could not hap-

pen if a large 'quantity of perspirablt matter was not constantly

going off.

The pyramidal muscles are wanting, to supply which the rectus^

is inserted fleshy into the os pubis.

The omentum reaches down to the os pubis, which coBsitfering

the posture of the animal we will find to be a wise provision, since

its use is to separilte an oily liquor for lubricating the guts and

lacililating their peristaltic motion; so in our erect poture the

natviral gravity of the oil will determine it d(;wnward ; Liil i:i the

horizontal position of these creatures, if all the intesliiies were not

covered, (here would be bo favourable derivalioa of tlie Uuid (o

the
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the guts lying in Uie posterior part of the iilKioineii, vvliicli is tlic

JiiglifSt; and bcsitles, liad thu oiiieiitiwn reaclietl imicli farllier

<lowii in lis, it would not only have supplied too great u quantity

of oil to the lower part of tlie'abtlomen, but we should have been

in continual danger of liernis : and even at present the omentum
frequently passes down with sonic of the other viscera, and forms

part of these tumors. To these, however, the dog is not subject,

as his viscera do not press so much on the rings of the abdominal

muscles, and besides ;ire prevented from passing through by a pen-

dulous (lap of fat. The inferior and anterior lamella of the omen-
tum is fixed to the spleen, fuTidus of the stomach, pylorus, liver.

Sec. in the same way as tlie human ; but the superior having no
colon to pass over, goes directly to the back-bone. This serves

to ex))lain tiie formation of the small omentum in the human
body ; wiiich is nothing but the large omentum, havinij; lost its

fat, passing over the stomach and colon, where it reassumes its

j)inguedo,"so proceeds, and is tirmly attached to the liver, spine,

&c. ThestriiK of fat are pretty regularly disposed through it,

jccompanymg the distribution of the blood-vessels to guard them
from the pressure of the superincumbent viscera.

This animal's stai/iach, though pretty much reseinbling'the hu-

man in its shape, is somewliat dilferently situated. It lies more longi-

tudinal, as indeed all the other viscera do, to accommodate them-
selves to tlie shape of the cavity in which they are contaiui-d ; that

is, its inferior orifice is much farther down with respect to the supe-

rior than the human; by this means the gross food has an easier

passage into the duodenum. Again, the fundus of the human
^omach, when distended, stands almost directly forwards, which
is occasioned by the little omentum tying it so close down to

the back-bone, &c. at its two orifices ; but it not being fixed in

that manner in the dcg, the fundus remains always posterior : this

also answers very well the shape of the dill'erent cavities, the dis-

tance betwixt the cardia and fundus being greater than that be-

twixt the two sides. It seems to be much larger in proportion to

the bulk of the animal than the human, that it might contain a

greater quantity of food at once ; which was very necessary,

since this animal cainiot at any time get its sustenance as men do.

The turbiUiiin is not so large, nor is there any coarction forming
tlie antrum Willcsii, as in the stomach of man. It h considerably

thicker and more muscular than ours, for breaking the cohesion

cf their food, which they swallow without sufficient chewing.
Hence it is evident the force of the stomach is not so great as

some would have it, nor its contraction so violent : otherwise that

of dogs would be undoubtedly wounded by the sharp bone>, &c.
they always take down ; for the contraction here is still greater

than in die human stomach, which is much th'iuier. The rugx of

the tunica villosa are neither so large, nor situated transversely, as

in the human, but go from one orifice to the other : the reason of

which difTercnce is, perhaps, that'they might be in less danger of

being hurt by the hard substances this creature frequently feeds

upon ; and for the same reason there is not the like coarction at

their pylorus.

The intestines of this animal are proportionally much shorter

than ours ; for the food which these creatures mostly use, soon
riissolves, and then putrefies ; on which account there was no oc-
casion for a long tract of intestines, but on the contrary that it

should be quickly thrown out of the body. T!ie same is to be
observed of all the carnivorous animals. The muscular coat of

the intestines is also thicker and stronger than the human, to pro-
tru<ie the contents quickly and accurately.

The vahulcc connivailcs are less numerous, and in a longitudi-

nal direction ; and the whole tract of the alimentary canal is

covered with a slime, whicli lubricates the intestines, saves them
from the acrimony of the e.xcrementitious part, and facilitates its

jjassage.

Tlie dundenum diflfers considerably in its silu.ition from the
Iiuman. For in man it first mounts from the pylorus ujjwards,

backwards, and to the right side ; then passes down by the gall-

bladder, and, marching over the right kidney and superior part of
the psoas muscles, makes a curvature upwards; and passes over
the back-bone and vena cava inferior, to the left hypochondrium,
where it gets tlirough the omentum, mesentery, and mesocolon,
to commence the jejunum, lieing firmly tied down all the way,
tiie li.liary and pancreatic ducts entering at its most depending
pjrt ; wheceas, in the dog, the duodenum is fixed at the pylorus

to the concave suiface of the liver, and hangs loose and pendu-
lous with the mesentery backwards into tiie cavity of the abdomen 5

then turning up again, is fixed to the back-bone, where it ends
in the jejunum ; the bile and pancreatic juice are poured into it

at the most depending part. Therefore the same intention seems
to have been had iu view in .the formation of this part in both,
viz. the giving the chyle, after the liquors of the liver and pan-
creas are poured into it, a disadvantageous course, that so it

mignt be the more intimately blended with the humours before its

entry into the jejunum, where the lacteals are very numerous:
And thus, by reason of their dill'erent posture, the same design

(though by a very diflferent order of the parts) is brought about
in both.

The other small guts are much the same with ours, only shorter.

The great guts are also shorter and less capacious than in the Ifti-

man body ; and we take it for a general rule, that all animals th<it

live on vegetable food, have not only their small guts considerably

longer, but also their great guts more capacious, than such crea-

tures as feed on other animals. Hence man, from this form of

his intestines, and that of the teeth, seems to have been originally

designed for feeding on vegetables chiefly ; and still the most of

his food, and all his drink, is of that class.

The appendix vermiformis )\i'iy\y enough deserves the name of

an i«(MifHMHi Crt:CH»i in this subject, tiiough in the human body
it does not ; and it has probably been from the largeness of ih^j

part in this and some other animals, that the oldest anatomists

came to reckon that small appendicle in man as one of the gieat

guts. On its internal surface we observe a great number of mu-
cous glands. As all these throw out slime, their principal office

would seem to be the procuring a sufficient quantity of that mat-
ter for the purposes above-mentioned. Still, however, there

seems to be some unknown use for this organ in other animals ;

for the ajipendicula vermiformis in them is either of great size

or of great length. In a rat, it is rather larger than the stomach ;

in others, as swine, and some of the animals which live on vege-

tables, it has long convolutions, so that the food must be lodged
in it for a long time. Thus, probably, some change takes place -

in the food, which requires a considerable time to ellectuate, and,

though unknown to us, may answer very useful purposes to the
animal.

The co/o« has no longitudinal ligaments ; aiid consequently this

gut is not pursed up into diflerent bags or cells as the human:
nor does this intestine make any circular turn round the abdo-
men ; but passes directly across it to the lop of the os sacrum,
where it gets the name of rectum.

At the extremity of the inlesiinum rectum, or verge of the

anus, there are found two bags or pouches, Cvliich contain a most
abominable fetid mucus of a yellow colour, for which we knovr

no use, unless it serves to lubricate the strained e.xtremity of the

rectum, and defend it against the asperity of the faces, or to sepa-

rate some licpior that might otherwise prove hurtful to their

bodies. There is nothing analogous to those sacs in the human
subject, unless we reckon the mucilaginous glands that are found
most fretiuent and largest about the lower part of the rectum.

The mesentery is considerably longer than in the human body;
that, in his horizontal situation, the intestines may rest securely on
the soft cushion of the abdominal muscles. The fat is here dis-

posed in the same way, and for the same reason, as in the omentum.
The interstices betwixt the fat are filled with a fine niembranrf. In-

stead of a great number of glandul;e vaga' to be found in the hu-

man mesentery, we find the glands few In number, and those are

closely connected together; or there is only one large gland to be
observed in the middle of the mesentery of a dog, which, from its

imagined resemblance to the pancreas and the name of its di.";-

coverers, is called pancreas Asellii ; but the resemblance, if there

is any, depends chietly on the connection, the structure being en-

tirely different.

The pancreas in man lies across the abdomen, tied down by the

pe-ritona-um ; but the capacity of this creature's abdomen not al-

lowing of that situation, it is disposed more longitudinally, being

tied to the duodenum, which it accompanies for some way. Its

duct enters the duodenum about an inch and a half below the

ductus communis.
The spleen of this animal dilTers from ours very much, both in

figure and situation. It is much moce obloug ^lid tbiu, and lies

9 moro
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more according to the length of the abdomen, like the pancreas.
Though the spleen of this creature is not firmly lied to the dia-

phragm (which was necessarj- in our erect posture to liinderit from
falling downwards,) yet by the animal's prone position, its pos-
terior parts being rather higher than the anterior, it comes to be
always contiguous to tliis muscle, and is as effectually subjected to

an alternate pressure from its action as the human spleen is.

The human liver has no fissures or divisions, uidess you please

to reckon that small one betwixt tlie two pila;, where the' large ves-

sels enter: whereas in a dog, and all other creatures that have a

large flexion in their spine, as lions, leopards, cats, &c. the liver

ana lungs, are divided into a great inany lobes by deep sections,

reaching the large blood-vessels, which m great motions of the

back-bone may easily shuflle over one another ; and so are in

much less danger of being torn or bruised, tlian if they were formed
of one entire piece, as we really see it is in horses, cows, and such
creatures as have tlieir back-bone stiff and innnoveable. There
is here no liganientuni latum connecting tlie liver to the dia-

phragm, which in our situation was necessary to keep the viscus

in its place : whereas in this creature, ft naturally gravitates for-

wards, and by tlie horizontal position of the animal is in no dan-
ger of pressing against the vena cava; the preventing of whicli is

one use generally assigned to this ligament in man. Had the

liver of the dog beea thus connected to the diaphragm, the res-

piration must necessarily have suffered from this circumstance;
for, this muscle is here moveable at the centre as well as at

the sides: but in man the liver is fixed to the diaphragm, mostly
at its tendinous part ; that is, where the pericardium is fixed to it

on the other side ; so that it is in no danger of impeding the respi-

ration, being suspended by the mediastinum and bones of the

thorax. In consequence of this viscus being divided into so many
lobes, it follows, that the hepatic ducts cannot possibly join into

one common trunk till they are quite out of the substance of the
liver; b<'cause a br.uich comes out from every lolie of the liver;

all of which, by their union, foim the hepatic duct: whence \iu

are led to conclude, tliat the hepato-cystic ducts, mentioned by
former authors, do not exist. The gall-bladder itself is wanting in

several animals, such as the deer, the horse, the ass, &c. but in

place of it, in such animals, the hepatic duct, at its beginning, is

widened into a reservoir of considerable size, which may answer
the same purpose in them that the gall-bladder does in others.

We come next after having examined the chi/lo-poictic viscera,

to discourse of those organs that serve for the secretion and excretion

of urine. And first of the kidneys : which in this animal are situated

much in the same way as in the human subject ; but have no fat on
their inferior surface, where they lace the aljdomen, and are of a

more globular form than the human. The reason of these dilfe-

reiices will easily appear, if you compare their situation and pos-

ture in this animal with those in a man who walks erect. They
are placed in this subject in the inferior part of the body, so are

not subject to the pressure of the viscera, which seems io be the

principal cause of the fatness of those organs in us, and perhaps

may likewise be the cause of our being more subject to the stone

that! other animals. Hence there is no need of any cellular sub-

stance to ward of! this pressure where there would necessarily be

fat collected ; but the superior part of their kidneys is pretty well

covered with fat, lest they shauld suft'er any compression from the

action of the ribs and spine.

In the internal structure there is still a more considerable dif-

ference : (or the papilla: do not here send out single the several

tubuli uriniferi ; but being all united, they hang down in form ol

a loose pendulous flap in the middle of the |)elvis, and form a kind

of Eeptum medium ; so that a dog has a pelvis formed within the

substance of the kidney. The only thing that is properly analo-

gous to a pelvis in man is that sac or dilatation of the ureters form-

ed at the union of the ductus uriniferi.The external part of tlie kid-

ney of a dog somewhat resembles one of the lobes of the kidney of

a human foetus ; but in a human adult the appearance is very dil-

rent ; because, in man, from the continual pressure of the sur-

rounding visceral, the lobes, which in the fostus are quite distinct

and separateil, concrete, but the original cortical substance is still

preserved in the internal parts of the kidney.

'Vhe glandutie ot capmlcc atrabitarice, are thicker and rounder

than the human, for the same reason as the kidneys.

T\\e,ureters are more muscular than humi.n, because of the un-
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favourable passage the urine has through tliem ; they enter the
bladder near its fundus.

Tlie Madder of urine differs considerably from the human ; and
hrst in Its form, which is pretty much pyraniidal or pyrilorm. This
shape ot the dog's bladder is likewise common to all quatlrnpeds
except the ape and those of an erect po>ture. In man it is bv no
means pyntorm. but has a large sac at its posterior an<l inferior
l)art : this torn; depends entirely on the urine gravilatiiie in our
erect posture to its bottom, which it will endeavour to protrude';
but as it cannot yiekl before, being contiguous to the ds pubis it
will naturally stretch out where tlieic is the le;'st resistance, that
is, at the posterior and lateral parts ; and were it not for this sac
we could not so readily come at the bladder to extract the stone
either by the less or lateral operation of lithotomy.
As to its connection, it is fastened to the abdominal muscles by

a process of the peritoneum, and that nu-mbr.uic is extended quite
over it

; whereas in us its superior <\n<\ posterior parts are only co-
vered by it

: hence in man alone the hi-li np.-ration of lithotomy
can be performed without hazard of o])eniiig the cavity of the ab-
domen. Had the peritoneum been spread <.ver the bladder in it»
v\'hole extent, the weight of the viscera in our erect posture would
have so bore upon it, that they would not have allowed anv con-
siderable quantity of urine to be collected there ; but we' must
have been obliged to discharge its contents too frequently to be
consistent with the functions of a social life : whereas by means of
the peritoneum, the urine is now collected in sufficient quantity,
the viscera not gravitating this way.

•'

Their spermatic vessels are within the peritoneuin, which is

spread over them, and from \^lvich they have a membrane like a
mesentery, to hang loose and pendulous in the abdomen : whereas,
in us, they are contained in the cellular part of the peritoneum^
which is tensely stretched over them. At thiir passage out of the
lower belly, there appears a plain perforation, oi holes ; hence the
adult quadruped, in this respect resembles the human fffitvis. And,
from observing this in quadrupeds, has arisen the false notion of
hernia or rupture among authors. This opiMiing, wf.icli leads
down to the testicle, is of no disadvantage to ihem, but evidently
would have been to us; for from the weight of our viscera, and
our continually gravitating upon these holes, we must have per-
petually laboured under euteroceles. This they are in no hazard
of, since ill them this passage is at the highest part of their belly,
and, in their horizontal posture, the viscera cannot bear upon it.

And, to prevent even the smallest hazard, there is a loose pendulous
semilunar flap of fat ; which serves two uses, as it both hinder*
the intestines from getting into the passage, and also the course of
tlie fluids from being stopped in the vessels, which is secured iri

us by the cellular substance and tense peritoneuin ; and it may be
worth while to observe, that this process almost remains unaltered,,
even after the animal has been almost exhausted of fat.

There is next a passage quite <lown into the cavity where the-
testicles lie. Had the same structure obtained in man, by the
constant drilling down of the liquor which is secerned for the lu-
bricating of the guts, we should always have laboured under an
hydrocele ; but their posture secures them from any hazard of the
kind : indeed your very fat lap-dogs, who consequently have aii

overgrown omentum, are someiimcs troubled with an epiplucele.

The scrotum is shorter and not so pendulousas the human in

all (he dog kind that want the vesiculx seminales, that the seed at
each copulation might the sooner be bronghl from the testes thus
in some measure supplying the place of the vesicul:B seminales;,
tor the course of the seed through the vasa deferentia is thus
shortened, by placing the secerning vessels nearer the excretory-

organs. Perhaps its passage is likewite quickened by the muscu-
lar power of the vasa deferentia, which is stronger in this crealure-

thaii in man. The want of vesicirfa: seminales at the same time
explains the reason why this creature is so tedious In copulation.

But why these bodies are absent in the <log kind more than in-

other animals, is a circumstance we know nothing of.

The structure of the testicles is much the same as the human
;

as are likewise the corpus pyramidalc, varico3Mm, or pampini-
forme, and the epididymis or excretory vessel of the testicle.

The vasa deferentia enter the abdomen where the blood-vessels

come out ; and, passing along the upper part of the bladder,, are
inserted a little below the bulbous part of the urethra.

The prifputium has two muscles fi.\cd to it : one that aris**

10 S frujn
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IVom llie f|)liincteiani, and is inserted all alohttthe penis; and tliis

is called retractor pr-i-'putii : but tlie otlier, Afce office is directly

contrary to this, is cutaneous ; and seems fl^ke its origin from
the muscles of the abdomen, or rather to be a production of their

tunica carnosa. The corpora cavernosa rise much in the same way
as the luiman : but these soon terminate ; and the rest is supplied

by a triangular bone, in the inferior part of which there is a groove

excavated tor lodging the urethra. There arc upon the penis

two protuberant bulbous ilesliy substances, resembling the glans

penis in man, at the back of which are two veins, which by the

ereclores penis and other parts are compressed in the time of coi-

tion ; and the circulation being stopped, the blood distends the

large cavernous bodies. After the penis is thus swelled, the vagina

by its contraction and swelling of its corpus cavernosum, which is

considerably greater than in other animals, gripes it closely; and
so the male is kept in action some time contrary to his will, till

time be given for bringing a quantity of seed sullicient to impreg-
nate the female : and thus, by that orgasmus veneris of the female
•rgans, the want of the vesicuLt seminales are in some measure
supplied. But as it would be a very uneasy posture for the dog
to support himself solely upon his hinder feet, and for the bitch to

support the weight of the dog for so long a time ; therefore, as

soon as the bulbous bodies are sufficiently tilled, he gets olV and
turns averse to her. Had, then, the penis been pliable as in other

animals, the urethra must of necessity have been compressed by
this twisting, and consequently the course of the seed intercepted

;

but this is wisely provided against by the urethra being formed
in the hollow of the bone. After the emission of the seed, the

parts turn flaccid, the circulation is restored, and the bulbous
parts can bo easily extracted.

The prostata seems here divided into two, which are propor-
tionably larger than the human, and afford a greater quantity of

that liquid.

The uterus of multiparous animals is little else but a continua-
^ion of their vagina, only separated from it by a small ring or

val"e. From the uterus two long canals mount upon the loins,

in which the fcetus are lodged : these are divided into diflerciit

sacs, which are strongly constricted betwixt each fa-tus ; yet these
eoarctions give way in the time of birth. From these go out the
tubs Fallopianx, so that the ovaria come to lodge pretty near the
kidneys.

We ought next to exam'.ne the structure of the thorax and its

contents. But first it may not be amiss to remark of the dia-

phragm in its natural situation, t<)at it is in general more loose
and free than the human ; which is owing to its connection with
the neighbouring parts in a dilVerent manner from ours. The hu-
iTian diaphragm is connected to the pericardium ; which again, by
the intervention of the mediastinum, is lied to tlie sternuEii, spine,

&C. but here there is some distance between the diaphragm anil

pericardium. We observe further, that its middle part is much
more moveable, and the tendinous parts not so large. And in-

deed it was necessary their diaphragm should be somewhat loose,
they making more use of it in difticult respiration than man. This
we may observe by the strong iieaving of the tlauks of a horse
»r dog when out of breath ; which corresponds to tlie rising of
tiio ribs in us.

The disposition and situation of the mamma: vary as they bear
•ne or more young, 'i'hose of the uniparous kind have been
placed between the posterior extremities, which in them is the
highest part of their bodies, whereby their young get at them
without the inconvenience of kneeling. Nevertheless, when the
creatures are of no great size, and their breast large, as in sheep,
the young ones are obliged to take this posture. In multiparous
animals, they must have a great number of nipples, that their se-
veral young ones may have room at the same time, and these dis-
posed over both thorax and abdomen ; and the cre.itures generally
lie down when the young are to be suckled, that they mav
give them the most favourable situation. From this it does no't

appear to be from any i)arlicular fitness of the vessels at certain

S
laces for giving a proper nourishment to the child, that the
reasts are so placed iji women as we find them, but really from

that situation being the most convenient both for mother and in-
fant.

The sternum is rery narrow, and consists of a great number of
small bones, moveable every way ; which always happens in

creatures that have a great mobility in their spine. The ribs

are straighter, and by no means so convex as the human ; whereby
in respiration the motion forward will very little enlarge their

thorax, which is compensated by the greater mobility of their

diaphragm: so our thorax is principally enlarged according to

its breadth and depth, and theirs according to its length. The
want of clavicles, and the consequent falling in of the anterior ex-
tremities upon the chest, may contribute somewhat to thestraight-

ness of the ribs. :

The mediastinum in this creature is pretty broad. The perU
cardium is [not here contiguous to the diaphragm but there is an
inch of distance between them, in which place the small lobe of
the lungs lodges; and by this means the liver, &c. of this animal,
though continually pressing upon the diaphragm, yet cannot dis-

turb the heart's motion.
The heart is situated with its point almost directly downwards,

according to the creature's posture, and is but very little inclined

to the left side. Its point is much sharper, and its shape more co-
uoidal, than the human. Here the names of right and left ven-
tricles are proper enough, though not so in the human ; which
ought rather to be called anterior and posterior, or superior and
inferior. The animal has the vena cava of a considerable length
within the thorax, having near the whole length of the heart to

run over ere it gets at the sinus Lowerianus de.xler. This situation

of the heart of the creature agrees best with the shape of Us thorax,
which is lower than the abdomen. T he egress of the large blood-
vessels from the heart is somewhat dift'erent from the human ; for

here the right subclavian comes off first; and as a large trunk
runs someway upwards before it gives oft the left carotid, anil

splits into the carotid and subclavian of the right side, then the left

subclavian is sent olT. So that neither here, properly speaking,
is there an aorta ascendens, more than in the human ; but thii

name has probably been miposed upon it from observing this in a
cow, where indeed there is an ascending and descending aorta.

TU&thi/miis of this creature is proportionably much larger than
ours ; w hereas the glandula thyroidea is much less, and is divided
into two distinct parts, or there are two separate glands; whicU
is not the case in man.
We may here observe, that the thoracic duct in a dog has no

curvature before it enters the subclavian vein, the hoi'izontal posi-

tion of this animal allowing a favourable enough course to the
chyle, so as not to need that turn to force its passage into the
blood. It may likewise be observed, that such animals as walk
horizontally have the valves of the thoracic duct fewer in number
than others The horse has only a single pair ; while, on the con-
trary, tlie ape resembles man in having several valves. Thus the
lymph is not only fonvarded in its passage, but the weight of the
colunm is diminished. The lungs of this creature arc divided into

more numerous lobes, and deeper, than they are in man, for the
same reason as the liver. The left side of the thorax in thi^ animal
bears a greater proportion to the right than in man ; the one being
nearly as three to two, the other as four to three. In quadrupeds,
as we'll as in man, the lungs are closely applied to the containing

parts ; although this has been denied by some. We look on it

as a general rule, that all quadrupeds, as having occasion to gather
their food from the ground, are provided with longer necks than
man : but as a long neck not only gives the advantage of too long
a liver to the weight of the head, but also, when the animal \i

gathering his food, makes the brain in danger of being oppres.scd

with too great a <|«iantity of blood, by the liquor in these arteries

having the advantage of a descent, wliile that in the veins must re-

mount a considerable way contrary to its own gravity ; it was (here-

fore necessary that a part of the length of the neck should be sup-

plied by the length of the jaws. Thus we see horses, cows, &c.
which have no occasion for opening their mouths very wide, yet
have longjaws^

The ton^iu; in consequence of the length of the jaw, is much
longer than ours ; and as this creature feed* with his head in a de-
pending posture, the bolus would always be in dinger of fallini;

out of the mouth, were it not for several prominences or pajjillar

placed mostly at tlie root of the tongue, and crooked backwar<ls m
such a manner as to allow anything to pass easily down to tlic

jaws, but to hinder its return.

When we open the month, we see the amy^dalct very promi-
nent in the posterior part of it ; so llwt it would appear at first

view.
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vtaw, that these were inconveniently placed, as being continually

exposed to injuries from the hard substances this creature swal-

lows : but upon a more narrow scrutiny, we find this provided for

by two membranous capsulae, into which tlie amygdala, when
pressed, can escape, and remove themselves from such injuries.

- The (esophagus is formed pretty much in the same way as the

human.
The nnxe is generally longer than in man, and its external pas-

sage much narrower. The internal structure is also better adapted

for an acute smelling, having a larger convoluted surface on which
the membrana sclieideriana is spread ; and this is to be observed

in most quadrupeds, who have tlie ossa spongiosa commonly large,

and these too divided into a great number of excessively fine thin

lamellx.

The external ear in ditTerent quadrupeds is differently framed,

but always calculated to the creature's manner of life. In shape it

commonly resembles the oblique section of a cone from near the

apex to the basis. Hares, and sucli other animals as are daily ex-

posed to insults from beasts of prey, have large ears dirccteil back-

wards, their eyes warning them of any danger before ; rapacious

animals, on the other hand, have their ears placed directly for-

wards, as we see in the lion, cat, &c. The slow hounds, and

other animals that are designed to hear most distinctly the sounds

coming from below, have their ears hanging downwards ; or their

ears are flexible, ijecause tliey move their head for the most part

with greater difficulty than man.
All quadrupeds liave at the internal canthus of the eye a strong

firm membrane with a cartilagipous edge, which may be made to

cover some part of their eye ; and this is greater or less in different

animals as their eyes are more or less exposed to dangers in search-

ing alter Iheir food. This mcmbruna nictitans, as it is called,

is not very large in tliis animal.

All quadrupeds have
called siispensorius. It

and is fixed into tlie sclei

The next thing to bi

is dirterent in ditferent an

a^EV<

nniials.

enth muscle belonging to the eye,

unds almost the whole optic nerve,

coat as the others are.

rked is the figure of the pupil, which
s, but always exactly accommodated

to the creature's way of life, as well as to the different species of

objects that are viewed, Man has it circular, for obvious reasons;

an ox has it oval, with the longest diameter placed transversely,

to take in a larger view of his food ; cats, again, have theirs like-

wise oval, but the longest diameter placed perpcnilicularly ; they
can either exclude a bright light altogeUier, or .Klniit only as much
as is necessary.

We shall now proceed to the brain, which we remark in the

first place is propeitionally much smaller in all quadrupeds than the

human ; but, as in man, it is divided into cerebrum and ccrebel-
I lum, and these two parts bear nearly the same proportion to one
another as in us.

The pits in the anterior part of their skulls are much more con-

spicuous than in the human cranium.

The oljactory nerves are very large, and justly deserve the

name of processus mamillares. They are hollow, and consist ota
medullary and cineritious substance, and at first sight appear to bf
the anterior ventricles of the brain produced ; but in man they

are small, and without any discernible cavity.

The Jiflif.! and (esie.? deserve this name much better here than

in tfie human body, with respect to each other. They are larger

in the quadruped ; and hence we perceive that there is no great

reason for ascribing the diflercnt ojierations to any particular size

or shape of these parts. 'I'hey are here also of different colours ;

the nates being of the colour of the cortical, and the testes of the

medullary substance of the brain ; whereas in man they are balW

[1
of one colour.

ZOPISSA, [^otriTira, Gr.] a fine sort of pitch ; anciently pre-

pared with wax and salt.

ZOIULLE, in zoology, a species of Viverra, or Weasel, hav-

ing the back and sides marked with short stripes of black and

while, the last tinged with yellow ; the tail long and bushy, partly

white and partly black ; the legs and belly black. This animal

inhabits Peru, and other parts of South America : its pestilential

vapour overcomes even the panther of America, and stupefies

that formidable enemv.
ZOKOASIER, ZOROASTRES, or ZERDUSHT, a cele-

brated ancient philosopher, said to have been the reformer or the

founder of the religion of the magi. It is wholly uncertain

to how many eminent men the name of Zoroaster belonged. Some
have maintained that there was but one Zoroaster, and that he

was a Persian ; others have said that (here were six eminent

founders of philosophy of this name. Ham the son of Noah,
Moses, Osiris, Mithras, and others, both gods and men, have by
diffeient writers been asserted to have been the same with Zo-
roaster. Many difterent opinions have been advanced concerning

the time in whicii he Nourished. What seems to have most the

appearance of probability is, that there was a Zoroaster, a Perso-

Median, who flourished about Ihetime of Darius Hystaspes ; and

that besides him there was another Zoroaster, who lived in a much
jnore remote period among the Babylonians, and taught them

astronomy.
ZOSIlVIUS, a Roman historian, who lived in'the fourth and

fifth centuries. Six books of his history are extant ; in the first

he runs over the Roman atfairs very succinctly from Augustus to

Dioclesian ; the otlier five are more diffuse. Zosimus was a zea-

lous Pagan ; whence he often inveighs bitterly against the Chris-

tian princes, Constantine the Great and Theodo«ius I. His his-

tory was published with the Latin version of Leunclavius at Erank-

iort, 1 ;)Hi', with the other minor historians of Rome, in folio ; and

al Oxford inSvo. 1679.

ZtlSSEN, a town of Brandenburg, 13 miles S. E. of Potzdam,

and 16 S. of Berlin. Lon. !3. 32. E. Lat. 52. 17. N.
ZOSTERA, (Jrass-Wkack ; in botany, a genus of plants of

the class gyiiandria, and order polyandria ; natural order, Pipe-

ritse. Spadix linear, fertile only on one side ; no ralyx nor co-

rolla ; stamina alternate ; seed; solitary, alternate. There is one

sp-icios, with many varieties.

ZOUCH, or ZUCHE, [old Fr.] in old records, the trunk of

a tree, or dry stock of wood.
ZOUTPAN, a curious salt-lake in the country of the Hotfen-

Ints, a few miles N. of Point Pardon. It is a plain much above
the level of the sea; and between three and four miles in circum-

ference. At some season*, it is formed into an entire mass of line

white salt, which has a pretty appearance. It was visited in 1778, by
Paterson, who found that the middle part of it had been dissolved

by th« heavy rains a short time before his arrival ; but there was

still a hard crust of salt resembling ice, around the sides.

ZOWMOURE, an island in tlie Mediterranean, near the N.
E. coast of Tunis ; 40 miles K. E. of Tunis. Lon. 11. 8. E.

Lat. 36. 50. N.
ZOW-WAN, or ZAGWAN, a flourishing town of Tunis,

36 miles I5. W. of Tunis.

ZUCCHERO, THAnomus, an eminent painter, born in Ur-
bino, in 1529. He studied anatomy along with Raphael's works,

whereby he came to excel in painting human figures. He died in

1569.

Zc'CCHERO, Frederic, brother to Thadd.Tus, also became an

eminent painter; but was obliged to leave Rome, for having paint-

ed several officers of the papal court with Ass's ears ! He then

went to Spain, France, and England, and was employed by people

of the first rank. The pope recalled him, erected an academy

for him ^at Rome, and gave him the title of Prince. He died in

1606.

Zl'G, a canton of the Helvetic Republic, bounded on the E.

and N. by that of Zurich, on the S. by Schweifz and Lucern, W.
by Lucern and Freye-Amt. it is about two miles either way ;

very populous and fruitful, yielding vines, wheat, che-nuts, and

other fruits, in its vales, and ex«-llent pasture on its moun-

tain-.

Zuc, the capital of Zuo, is n stlonn neat town; 12 miles N.

E. of Lucern, and 42 S. E. of Basil.
- Lon. 8. Ift E. Lat. 47.

10. N.
Zl'INGLIUS, Ulricvs, an alile and zealous reformer, who

laid the foundation of a separation from Rome in Switzerland, in

the same time that Luther ilid the like in Saxony, was born at

Wildehausen, in 14S7. While he ofnciatsd as preaiher at Zu-

rich, a Franciscan sent by Leo X. came to publish indulgences

\ lliere; against which Zwinglios, alter llie example of Luther, de-

claimed
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claimed powerfully. In llie course of lUU opposition lie started a

new d.octrine, wliicli lie called Evan!»elital '1 rutli ; and from tlie

beginning of lJ19to 1623, he piiached not only againit indul-

gences, init against oilier articlfs of (he Romish cliurcli. But

thougli Zuinglius made no less progress than Lutlier, he yet con-

ducted luinself with more moderation and prudence ; and wishing

to have the concurrence of the civil poweis, procured two assem-

blies to he called at Zurich : hy the hrst, he was autliorised to pro-

ceed as he h.id begun ; and by the second, the outward worship

and ceremonies of the church of Rome were abolished, During
tliese transactions, Zuinglius published several books in <lefence of

liis doctrines ; but treating of the eucharist, and pre-crihiug a form

of celebrating the Lord's Supper difleieiit from Luther, he was
involved in violent disputes with the rest of his reforming bre-

thren. Interpreting the words Hoc est corpus meuni, by hoc sig-

nificat corpus meiim, he maintained, that tlie body and blood of

Christ are not reUlly present in the eucharist ; and that the bread

and wine are nothing more than external signs or symbols, design-

ed to excite in the minds of Christians the remembrance of the

sufl'erings of llie divine Saviour, and of the benelits which arise

from them. Zuinglius died in 1531. His works amount to four

vols, folio.

ZULPICH, orZULPIGII, a town of France in the de-

partment of the Koer, and late duchy of Juliers; 18 miles S. W.
of Cologn, and 43 E. of Liege.

ZURICH, acanton of the Helvetic republic, bounded on the

N. by Suibia and Schaulihausen, S. by Bapperschweil, S»itz,

ami Zug ; E. byThnrgau, ^roggenburg, and Utznach ; and VV<

by Baden: GO miles long from N. to S. and 48 broad from E. to

<t W. Jn surl'ace, air, and soil,, it is an epitome of all Switzer-

land, containing hills, valleys, plains, corn-lands, vineyards, lakes,

and rivers.

Zurich, the capital of the above canton stands in a pleasant

country, 23 miles from Scaffhausen, and 114 from Geneva. Lon.
8.30. E. Lat. 27. 20. N.
ZUTPHEN, a strong and considerable tov,n of Batavia, in

the department of the Rhine, and late province of Guelderland ;

nine miles S. E. of Devcnler, and 55 E. by S. of Amsterdam.
Lon (5. 0. E. Lat. 52. 10. N.
ZUYDER ZEE, [Dutch, i. e. the Southern Sea,] a great

gtilph or bay of the Gernian Ocean, which extends from S. to

Is\ in Batavia, between the departments of the Eems, the Yssel,

the Rhine, the Texel, and the Ainslel.

ZUZ, [T'T] an ancient Jewish coin, of which four made a

shekel, worth T^d, sterling.

ZVVINGERA, in botany, a genus of the <lecandria monogvnin
class and order. Calyx five-parted ; petals five ; (ilaments widen-
ed at the oasp, haiiy ; capsule live, coriaceous, one-seeded, in-

serted into a lleshy receptaclf. There is but one species, viz. Z.

am." ra, a nrttive of the woods of Guiana.
ZWOLL, a city of Batavia, the capital of the department of

Vssel. formerly the chief town of the province of Overyssel,
&it: n.ilcs S. of H.iisalt, eight S. E. of Car.ipen ; 15 N. of De-

venter, and 28 S. W. of Covorden. Lon. ii. 10. E. Lat. 33
33. N.
ZYGETH, a county of Lower Hungary^ separated on the S.

\V. from Sclavonia by the Drave ; on lhe"N. W. by Lake Bala-
ton ; and on the E. by the counties of Alba Kegalis, and
Tolna.
ZvGETH, the capital of the above county, 10 miles N. of '.':'

Drave, and 50 N. W. of Esseck. Lon. 18. 58. E. Lat. , j.

17. N.
Z^ GIA, [from ^fjj-vy/^i to join,3 a surname of Juno, because

she presided over marriage.

ZvoiA, in natural history, a genus of insects of the order Con
leoplera ; antenna; moniliform ; feelers etjual, filiform ; lip elon-

gated, membranaceous ; jaw one-toothed. There is only one
species, viz. Z. oblonga, which is found in the East.

ZYGOMA, in anatomy, a bone of the head, or rather an
union or assemblage of two processes or eminences of bones ; tha
one from the os temporis, the other from the os malae ; these pro-
cesses are hence termed the zygomatic processes, and the suture

that joins them together is denominated the zygomatic suture.

See Anatomy.
ZYGOMALIS, or ZYGOMATICUS, in anatomy, a muscle

of the head, arising from the os zygoma, wheiKe its name, and
terminatin-; at the angle of the lips. See Anaiomv.
ZYGOPHYLLUM, Beak-Caper ; m botany, a genus of

plants of the class decamhia and order monogynia : natural

order, Gruinales. Calyx five-leaved ; petals five ; nectary ten-

leaved, covering the germ, and bearing the stamens ; capsule five-

celled. There are fourteen species.

ZYGOSTATES, [4'i/yoraTiir,] a clerk of a market, who had tha
oversight of weights.

ZYGRIT.'E, an ancient nation of Libya.
ZYMOMA, [fi/na)(A<8,] leaven, or leavening; any ferment.

ZYMOSLMETER, [from ^vfMir.;, fermentation, and fierj»,

measure,] an instrument proposed by Swammerdam in his book
De Respiratione, wherewith to measure the degree of fermenta-

tion occasioned by the mixture of different matters, and the de-
gree of heat which those matters acquire in fermenting, as also the
heat or tei'iiperamcnt of the blood of animals.

ZYPitUS, orZYP, VANDER, Fra.n'cis, a learned writer,

born at Malines, in 1580. The Bishop of Antwerp appointed him
canon and archdeacon of his churcb. He wrote, 1. Analytics
Enarratio Juris Pontificii novi. 2. Consultationes Canonici. 3.

Notitia; Juris Belgici. 4. De Jurisdictione ecclesiasticii et civili.

He diid in 1655, aged 75.

ZY'TllUM, in antiquity, beer. Matlhiolus takes the zythum
and curmi of the ancients to be the same with the beer and ale of

our days ; and thinks the only difference between zythum and
curmi to have consisted in some circumstances of the preparation,

which rendered the one strongi'r than the other.

ZYTOMIERS, or ZYTOM I ERZ, a town and fortress of the

late kingdom of Poland, in the Palatinate of Volhynia, now an-

nexed to Russia; 70 miles W. ofKiow, and li.'0 E. of Lucko.
Lon. 29. 22. E. Lat. 50. 35. N.

THE END.
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